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1

Introduction

1.1

The Shoreline Management Plan

A Shoreline Management Plan (SMP) provides a large-scale assessment of the risks associated with coastal
evolution. It includes a policy framework to address these risks in a sustainable manner with respect to people
and the developed, historic and natural environment. In doing so, an SMP is a high-level document that forms
an important part of the Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs (Defra) strategy for flood and
coastal defence (Defra, 2001). The SMP provide the policy framework from which more detailed strategies and
schemes are developed to identify the best way of implementing policy. Figure 1.1 shows where SMP sits in
terms of the overall context of flood and coastal erosion risk management in the UK.

Figure 1.1

Stages in Implementing UK Coastal Management Policy and Legislation (adapted
from Atkins 2004 and Defra 2001)
SHORELINE MANAGEMENT PLANS
Identifies general, generic strategic policies (e.g. hold, retreat or
advance the line) on a coastal cell or sub-cell scale for adoption
by an operating authority. Also identifies constraints, data,
knowledge and areas of uncertainty for further study.

STRATEGIES
Identifies preferred management option required to implement
policy determined by the SMP for a process unit or group of
management units, including economic and environmental
decisions, and type of scheme.

SCHEMES
Identifies the nature of the works required to implement the
preferred management option determined by strategy studies
for a management unit or sub-unit by comparing different
implementation options for the preferred scheme type.

This document provides the first revision to both the original Portland Bill to Durlston Head SMP and Portland
Bill to Rame Head (Lyme Bay and South Devon) SMP, both of which were adopted in 1998. This change in
extent between the first SMP and this SMP revision is in recognition of the potential for a breach of Chesil
Beach from Lyme Bay through to Portland Harbour. To take account of this potential linkage the two previous
SMPs are considered as one SMP in this revision.
Figure 1.2 shows the area covered by the South Devon and Dorset SMP whilst Figures 1.3a to 1.3e show the
location of policy units along the SMP frontage.
The structure of the SMP documents, and how they relate to each other, is summarised in the flow chart
below. Further details of this structure are provided in Section 1.2.
1.2
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SMP Development
(Appendix A)

Baseline Process
Understanding
Understanding
(Appendix C)

SEA Baseline
Report (Theme
(Theme
Review)
(Appendix D)

Stakeholder
Engagement
(Appendix B)

Issues & Objectives
Evaluation
(Appendix E)

Initial Policy Appraisal
& Scenario
Development

(Appendix F)

Preferred Policy
Scenario Testing
(Appendix G)

Economic Appraisal /
Sensitivity Testing

(Appendix H)

Policy Statements
(SMP Document)

SEA Report
(Appendix I)
AA Report
(Appendix J)

Action Plan
(Appendix M)

WFD Report
(Appendix K)

Bibliography
(Appendix L)

Figure 1.4

Flow chart
chart showing how the SMP documents are structured
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1.1.1

Guiding Principles

The SMP is a non-statutory policy document for coastal flood and erosion risk management planning. It takes
account of other existing planning initiatives and legislative requirements, and is intended to inform wider
strategic planning1. The SMP does not set policy for anything other than coastal defence management.
The SMP promotes management policies for the coastline into the 22nd Century, to achieve long term
objectives, while being technically sustainable, environmentally acceptable and economically viable. It is,
however, recognised that given the differences between short and long term objectives, changes to
management policy in the short term may be unacceptable. Thus, the SMP provides an approach for meeting
objectives through appropriate management change, i.e. a ‘route map’ for decision makers to move from the
present situation towards the future.
The policies that comprise this Plan have been defined through the development and review of shoreline
management objectives, representing both the immediate and longer term requirements of stakeholders, for
all aspects of the coastal environment. Together with a thorough understanding of the coastal processes
operating on the shoreline and also processes within the estuaries that are also covered by the Plan, these
objectives provide a thorough basis upon which to appraise the benefits and impacts of alternative policies,
both locally and Plan area wide. In this way, the selection of policy takes equal account of all relevant features
in identifying the best sustainable management solutions.
There were two original SMPs that are now covered by this South Devon and Dorset SMP2. These covered
the (1) Portland Bill to Durlston Head, and (2) Portland Bill to Rame Head (Lyme Bay and South Devon)
coastline (identified as coastal process sub-cells 5g, 6a, 6b and 6c in a 1994 study for MAFF, now Defra) as part
of a series of SMPs covering the whole of England and Wales. Since that time many lessons have been learned.
Reviews funded by Defra (2001, 2003) have examined the strengths and weaknesses of various Plans and
revised guidance has been issued. Some of this guidance is targeted at achieving greater consistency in the
assessments and presentation of these Plans, but there are more fundamental issues that have been identified,
which this and other SMPs must address.

1

The planning reforms under the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 identify a requirement for Regional Spatial

Strategies (the new regional level statutory planning document) and Local Development Documents (the new local level
statutory planning document). These are required to contribute to the achievement of sustainable development and are
supported by a range of government planning policy advice and guidance, in particular Planning Policy Statements (PPSs)
and their predecessors Planning Policy Guidance Notes (PPGs). This advice and guidance shapes and directs planning at the
regional and local level. Under the Act, Regional Planning Guidance for the South-West (RPG10) is being replaced by the
South West Regional Spatial Strategy (RSS), the draft of which was approved by the Regional Assembly and submitted to
the minister in April 2006. The South West RSS recognises the need for an integrated approach to managing the coastal
zone, recognising the links between the natural and historic environment, social, recreational and economic value of the
coastal area, and flood and erosion risk management. Policies CO1: Defining the Coastal Zone, CO2: Coastal Planning, F1:
Flood Risk are relevant, with Policy CO1 presuming against development of the undeveloped coast, and Policy CO2
advocating a sustainable, and consistent cross-border approach to coastal planning and management. These policies require
local planning authorities to take account of SMPs both during the preparation of their Local Development Documents and
in the determination of planning applications. The final RSS was due for publication in the Summer of 2009. It should be
noted that on 6th July 2010 the Secretary of State for Communities and Local Government announced the revocation of
regional strategies (including Regional Spatial Strategies) with immediate effect. However, reference to the
the RSS is retained
in this and the other SMP documents for reference as it was a valid planning document during the development and
appraisal of policy options for this SMP and was only revoked following completion of the policy appraisal and preferred
policy
policy selection process.
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One significant issue is the inappropriateness of certain policies which, when tested in more detail with a view
to being implemented, may be found to be unacceptable or impossible to justify either economically or
technically. It is therefore important that the SMP is realistic, given known legislation and constraints, both
human and natural, and not promise what cannot be delivered. There would be no value in a long term Plan
which proposes policies that are driven by short term politics and which cannot be justified once
implementation is considered several years in the future. Equally, whilst the affordability of each policy has
been considered, its adoption by the local authorities involved does not represent a commitment to fund their
implementation. Ultimately, the economic viability of policy implementation must be considered in the context
of budgetary constraints (whether private or government funding), and it cannot be guaranteed that budgets
will be available for all policies. It is also important to recognise that implementation measures would need to
meet the approved and adopted policy set out in the Plan, or it would be extremely unlikely that either funding
or planning approval would be granted.
The SMP must also remain flexible enough to adapt to changes in legislation, politics and social attitudes as well
as helping to shape them by providing a route map for future change. The SMP therefore considers objectives,
policy setting and management requirements for three main epochs; the present day (short term), the medium
term and the long term, corresponding broadly to time periods of 0 to 20 years, 20 to 50 years and 50 to 100
years respectively. There is a need to have a long term sustainable vision, which may change with time, but the
Plan should demonstrate that defence decisions made today are not detrimental to achievement of that vision.

1.1.2

Objectives

The objectives of the SMP are as follows:
•

to define, in general terms, the risks to people and the developed, historic and natural environment as
a result of coastal evolution and behaviour within the SMP area over the next century;

•

to identify the preferred policies for managing those risks, together with the reasoning behind the
choice of those policies;

•

to identify the consequences of implementing the preferred policies;

•

to inform planners, developers and others of the risks of coastal evolution and of the preferred
policies when considering future development of the shoreline, land use changes and wider strategic
planning;

•

to comply with international and national nature conservation legislation and biodiversity obligations;

•

to set out procedures for monitoring the effectiveness of the SMP policies; and

•

to highlight areas where knowledge gaps exist.

1.1.3

The SMP policies

The shoreline management policies considered are those defined by Defra (2006):
Hold the existing defence line

maintain or change the level of protection provided by defences in their
present location.

Advance the existing defence
line

build new defences on the seaward side of the existing defence line to

Managed realignment

allowing the shoreline position to move backwards (or forwards) with

reclaim land.

management to control or limit movement.
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No active intervention

1.2

a decision not to invest in providing or maintaining defences.

Structure of the SMP

This SMP is the result of numerous studies and assessments performed over a period of time. To cater for the
widest readership, the SMP is presented in two parts:
•

the Management Plan (this document); and

•

a series of supporting documents presented as appendices to the Management Plan.

1.2.1

The Management Plan

The Management Plan sets out the preferred policies for managing the risks of coastal evolution over the next
century. It is intended for general readership and is the main tool for communicating intentions. Whilst the
justification for decisions is presented, it does not provide all of the information behind the recommendations;
this is contained in the supporting documents.
The Management Plan is presented in six parts:
•

Section 1 (this part) – gives details on the principles, structure and background to its development.

•

Section 2 – presents the basis for meeting the requirements of the EU Council Directive 2001/42/EC
on the assessment of the effects of certain plans and programmes on the environment (the Strategic
Environmental Assessment Directive).

•

Section 3 – presents the basis for development of the management plan, describing the concepts of
sustainable policy and providing an understanding of the constraints and limitations on adopting
certain policies.

•

Section 4 – presents a broad overview of the overall vision and long term plan for each larger policy
scenario area, discussing their rationale behind the selection of the preferred policies discussed in
detail in Section 5, as well as the broad implications and requirements to implement and manage the
policies of the SMP.

•

Section 5 – provides a series of statements that give details of how the policies might be implemented
and the local implications of these policies in terms of: management activities; property, built assets
and land use; landscape; nature conservation; historic environment; and amenity and recreational use.

•

Section 6 – provides an action plan which is a programme for future activities that are required to
progress the plan between now and its next review.

Although it is expected that many readers will focus upon the local details in Section 5, it is important to
recognise that the SMP is produced for the South Devon and Dorset coast as a whole, considering issues
beyond specific locations. Therefore, these statements must be read in the context of the widerwider-scale issues
and policy implications,
implications, as reported in Sections 2, 3 and 4 and the appendices to the Plan.

1.2.2

The Supporting Documents

The supporting documents provide all of the background information to the Management Plan. These are
provided to ensure that there is clarity in the decision-making process and that the rationale behind the
policies being promoted is both transparent and auditable.
This information is largely of a technical nature and is provided in ten parts and two databases.
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•

Appendix A: SMP Development:
Development This reports the history of development of the SMP, describing more
fully the policy decision-making process.

•

Appendix B: Stakeholder Engagement:
Engagement Stakeholders have had an important role in shaping the plan. All
communications from the stakeholder process are provided here, together with information arising
from the consultation process.

•

Appendix C: Baseline Process Understanding:
Understanding Includes baseline coastal process report, defence
assessment, No Active Intervention (NAI) and With Present Management (WPM) process
assessments and summarises data used in the assessments.

•

Appendix D: SEA Environmental Baseline Report (Them
(Theme
Theme Review):
Review) This report identifies and evaluates
the environmental features of the coastline (human, natural, historical and landscape) in terms of their
significance and how these need to be accommodated by the SMP.

•

Appendix E: Issues & Objective Evaluation:
Evaluation Provides information on the issues and objectives
identified as part of the Plan development, including an appraisal of their importance.

•

Appendix F: Initial Policy
Policy Appraisal and Scenario Definition:
Definition The impacts of a range of policy scenarios
upon shoreline evolution have been evaluated, which has formed a key part of determining the
acceptable sustainable policies and their combination into ‘scenarios’ for testing.

•

Appendix G: Preferred Policy Scenario Testing:
Testing A summary of the assessment and appraisal of the
preferred policies, via (i) assessment of shoreline interactions and response against preferred policy;
and (ii) assessment and achievement of the objectives against the baseline scenario (No Active
Intervention) and the preferred policies. The assessments are based on the findings of Appendices E
and F.

•

Appendix H: Economic Appraisal and Sensitivity Testing:
Testing This report provides a high-level assessment
of the economic justification of each preferred policy, which is reported in terms of “justified”, “not
justified” and “marginal”.

•

Appendix I: Strategic Environmental Assessment Report:
Report This appendix pulls together the various
items undertaken in developing the Plan that specifically relate to the requirements of the EU Council
Directive 2001/42/EC (the Strategic Environmental Assessment Directive), such that all of the key
information is readily identifiable either within this one document, or in other parts of the SMP
documentation (e.g. Appendix D).

•

Appendix J: Appropriate Assessment – presents the Appropriate Assessment of SMP policy impacts
upon European designated sites (Special Protection Areas and Special Areas of Conservation) as well
as Ramsar sites, where policies might have a likely significant effect upon these sites. This is carried
out in accordance with the Conservation of Habitats and Species Regulations 2010 (the Habitats
Regulations).

•

Appendix K: Water Framework Directive Assessment – presents assessment of potential impacts of
SMP policies upon coastal, transitional, freshwater water bodies and groundwater bodies, in
accordance with the requirements of EU Council Directive 2000/60/EC (the Water Framework
Directive).

•

Appendix L: MetaMeta-database and
and Bibliographic database:
database All supporting information used to develop the
SMP is referenced for future examination and retrieval.
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•

Appendix M:
M: Action Plan Summary Table:
Table Presents the Action Plan items included in Section 6 of this
document in tabular format for ease of monitoring and reporting action plan progress.

These appendices are presented on a CD provided with the Shoreline Management Plan.

1.3

The Plan Development Process

1.3.1

Revision of the SMP

The original Portland Bill to Durlston Head and Portland Bill to Rame Head (Lyme Bay and South Devon)
SMP1s were adopted in 1998. Part of the SMP process is to regularly review and update the SMPs, as
necessary, taking account of new information and knowledge gained in the interim. This is the first revision of
these two plans, which for the purpose of this SMP, has combined the two original SMP areas into one, based
upon recommendations made by Defra (2006), and has taken account of:
•

latest studies (e.g. Futurecoast (Halcrow, 2002), various reports on climate change (e.g. UKCIP022),
Risk Assessment of Coastal Erosion (RACE)) and mapping (e.g. Environment Agency Flood Zone
Mapping) 3 and emerging National Coastal Erosion Risk Mapping;

•

issues identified by most recent defence planning (i.e. coastal defence studies and schemes that cover
parts of the SMP area undertaken since completion of the original SMP, including, but not limited to,
the Exe Estuary Coastal Management Study; Slaptonline Coastal Zone Management Study, West Bay
Harbour Improvement Scheme, Portland Harbour North-West Shore Strategic Study, and EA South
Wessex Beach Management Plans);

•

changes in legislation such as the EU Habitats and Birds Directives and the Marine and Coastal Access
Act 2009.

•

changes in national defence planning requirements (e.g. the need to consider 100 year timescales in
future planning, modifications to economic evaluation criteria, etc.); and

•

the results of coastal monitoring activities.

Further reviews will be carried out in future years, when deemed necessary. Future reviews may include
changes to policies, particularly in light of more detailed studies of the coastline.
This plan does not account for proposed future developments, only those that were constructed or were
being progressed during the time that the SMP was being developed. At the time of writing, there are a
number of proposed developments for the South Devon and Dorset frontage that have been considered in
developing policies, including:
•

Within Portland Harbour, there is a new 600 berth marina being constructed along with land-based
commercial property associated with the National Sailing Academy at Osprey Quay in preparation for
the 2012 Olympic Games, for which Weymouth and Portland will be hosting the sailing events;

•

Also within Portland Harbour, new residential apartments are being constructed. This development
again being linked to the 2012 Olympic Games;

•

At Weymouth, there are proposals to construct a marina extending out into Weymouth Bay from
the present north harbour arm;

The latest UKCIP report was not available at the time of reporting.
Please note 2008 flood zone data has been used during the development of this plan. The Environment Agency continually
updates the flood map plans. To see the latest, please go to www.environment-agency.gov.uk

2
3
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•

Construction of a gas storage facility at Portland, which will require defences where the proposed
pipeline makes landfall;

•

Extension of Brixham harbour breakwater to facilitate development in this part of Tor Bay;

•

Redevelopment and regeneration of the East End Waterfront in Plymouth (Coxside and Cattedown
area).

The potential impacts that these developments will have on the coastline will be examined in the next review
of the SMP. However, this does not stop these proceeding ahead of the next SMP review if it can be shown
that they are sustainable and do not have adverse impacts on the adjacent sections of coastline.

1.3.2

Production of the SMP2 Review

Development of this revision of the SMP has been led by a client steering group comprising selected members
of the South Devon and Dorset Coastal Advisory Group, including technical officers and representatives from
Teignbridge District Council, Weymouth & Portland Borough Council, West Dorset District Council, Devon
County Council, Dorset County Council, the Environment Agency, English Heritage, the National Trust and
Natural England.
The SMP process has involved approximately 750 stakeholders, whose views sought throughout the process
and who were kept informed of the SMP review. Many of these stakeholders participated at key decisionmaking points throughout the process via Key Stakeholder Forums (KSF). A number of rounds of KSF
meetings have been held to help to identify and understand the issues, review the objectives and set direction
for appropriate management scenarios, and to review and comment upon the preferred plan policies.
The SMP is based upon information gathered largely between October 2007 and December 2008, provided by
numerous parties contacted during this period.
The main activities in producing the SMP have been:
•

development and analysis of issues and objectives for various locations, assets and themes;

•

thematic reviews, reporting upon human, historic and natural environmental features and issues, and
evaluating these to determine the relative importance of objectives;

•

analysis of coastal and estuarine processes and evolution for baseline cases of not defending and
continuing to defend the coastline as at present;

•

agreement of objectives with the Key Stakeholders, to determine possible policy scenarios;

•

development of policy scenarios based on key objectives and primary drivers (identified and
developed through discussion with the Key Stakeholders) for sections of the frontage;

•

examination of the coastal evolution in response to these scenarios and assessment of the
implications for the human, historic and natural environment;

•

determination of the preferred plan and policies through review with the South Devon and Dorset
Coastal Advisory Group, prior to compiling the SMP document;

•

consultation on the proposed plan and policies;

•

consideration of consultation responses and finalisation of the SMP for formal adoption; and

•

adoption of the SMP by the local authorities and dissemination.
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2

Strategic Environmental Assessment

2.1

Background

Strategic Environmental Assessment (SEA) is the systematic appraisal of the potential environmental
consequences of high level decision-making, such as policies, plans, strategies and programmes, before they are
approved. The purpose of SEA is to provide for a high level of protection of the environment and to
contribute to the integration of environmental considerations into the preparation and adoption of plans and
programmes, with a view to promoting sustainable development.
The requirement to undertake SEA of certain plans and programmes entered European Law in 2001 under
Directive 2001/42/EC; transposed into UK law in 2004 by The Environmental Assessment of Plans and
Programmes Regulations 2004 (SI 2004 1633)’. This SEA has been carried out with cognisance of, and in the
spirit of, the following legislation and guidance:
•

National Environmental Impact Assessment and Strategic Environmental Assessment Policy,
Procedures and Guidance (Environment Agency, 2004 Environment Agency management system
controlled documentation).

•

Flood and Coastal Defence Project Appraisal Guidance (PAG) 2: Strategic Planning and Appraisal
(Defra, 2001).

•

Flood and Coastal Defence Project Appraisal Guidance (PAG) 5: Environmental Appraisal (MAFF,
2000).

•

The Strategic Environmental Assessment Directive: Guidance for Planning Authorities. Practical
guidance on applying European Directive 2001/42/EC ‘on the assessment of the effects of certain plans
and programmes on the environment’ to land use and spatial plans in England ODPM (2003).

•

Conservation of Habitats and Species Regulations 2010.

•

Marine and Coastal Access Act 2009.

•

A Practical Guide to the Strategic Environmental Assessment Directive (ODPM 2005)

There is no legal requirement to undertake SEA for SMPs because they are not deemed to be required by
legislation, regulation or administrative provision. However, SMPs do set a framework for future planning
decisions, and have the potential to result in significant environmental effects. Further to this, Defra guidance
(Defra, September 20044) is that SEA is applied to SMPs and this is Environment Agency policy.
In developing the South Devon and Dorset SMP, the environment has been considered alongside social,
technical and economic issues.
The SEA process undertaken for the South Devon and Dorset SMP is documented in Appendix I.I This report
demonstrates how the SEA process has been carried out during the development of the South Devon and
Dorset SMP and outlines how the SEA Directive’s requirements have been met.
The approach for this SMP (see Appendix I)
I was to ensure that the environmental assessment process is fully
integral to the SMP development, as recommended in the Defra SMP Guidance (2006)5. Environmental
assessment was therefore carried out in conjunction with and as part of the SMP stages, described in the
guidance.
Nason, S (2004). Guidance to operating authorities on the application of SEA to Flood Management Plans and
Programmes. Defra, 16th September 2004.
5 Defra (2006): Shoreline Management Plan Guidance Volumes 1 and 2
4
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2.2

Screening
Screening and Scoping

Screening determines whether there is a need for SEA for the Plan or Programme being initiated. In this case
there is no legal requirement to apply the ‘SEA Regulations’ to SMP, but best practice guidelines, and those of
Defra, support the preparation of a voluntary SEA for SMPs.
No formal Scoping Report was prepared during the development of the SMP, however, the scoping process
(i.e. identification of the environmental receptors likely to be impacted by SMP policies) was undertaken during
the production of the SEA Environmental Baseline Report (Thematic Review) – see Appendix D of the SMP.
Consultation was carried out at the scoping stage with key stakeholders (see Appendix B ‘Stakeholder
Engagement’) including statutory consultees to obtain relevant baseline environmental information and to
understand key concerns and issues. The stakeholders were consulted on both the SEA Environmental
Baseline Report (Thematic Review) and Issues and Objectives Tables together. The responses received during
this consultation phase fed into the prioritisation and importance of SEA receptors in the option appraisal
process.

2.3

Establish SEA Objectives

A list of SEA objectives for the SMP was developed following identification of key environmental features or
assets along the coastline, and through a review of aerial photography, maps and consultation with key
external organisations and internal staff. SEA objectives were identified for the SMP to appraise the preferred
policy options during the assessment process.
The objectives developed for the SMP, which were used to develop and appraise sustainable policies, are
provided in Table 2.1.
Within the environmental objectives, a distinction has been made between those that arise from legal (shown
in bold italics)
italics) and those that do not represent legal obligations. The relevant SEA receptor to which the
objectives relate, are shown in brackets.

Social

Table 2.1
2.1

SEA Objectives

Objective
To avoid loss of property due to erosion
and/or manage risk of flooding to people
and property6
(Population and human health)

Features covered by the objective
Houses
Community

To avoid loss due to erosion of, and
manage risk of flooding to, key community,
recreational and amenity facilities
(Population and human health)

Key vulnerable community facilities (e.g. surgeries,
hospitals, aged persons homes, schools, shops,
churches, libraries etc)
Key amenity facilities (e.g. public open space, car parks
etc)
Key recreational facilities (e.g. bathing beaches,
swimming pools, Country Parks, Castles and Forts)
Access to community/amenity facilities

Other than in exceptional circumstances, Public Rights
of Way (e.g. the South West Coast Path National Trail)
will not be considered in the detailed policy appraisal

6

Reference to flooding or erosion will be removed where not applicable
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Objective
To avoid loss due to erosion of, and
manage risk of flooding to, industrial,
commercial and economic assets and
activities
(Population, material assets)
To minimise the impact of policies on
marine operations and activities
(Material assets)

Features covered by the objective
Shops, offices, businesses, factories, warehouses, golf
courses, areas identified for regeneration, nursery
grounds, caravan parks, stone and mineral extraction
sites, military establishments and others key areas of
employment
Ports and harbours, Boatyards
Moorings, Yacht and Sailing Clubs. Lifeboats, Ferry
terminals
Coastguard, lifeboat and lifeguard
Access to the sea and navigation

To ensure critical road and rail linkages are
maintained
(Material assets)
To ensure critical services remain
operational
(Material assets)

A -, B - and minor roads (where linkage is a key issue)
Railway lines and stations

To support natural processes and maintain
maintain
visibility of geological exposures
throughout internationally and nationally
designated Earth Heritage sites

Pumping stations, sewage works, wind turbines,
landfills, power stations, sub-stations
Access for emergency services
World Heritage Site
Geopark
Geological SSSIs

(Geology and Soils)

To support natural processes and maintain
the integrity of internationally designated
nature conservation sites and the
favourable condition of their interest
features

SPAs, SACs (to include Marine SACs) and Ramsar Sites

(Flora, fauna and biodiversity)

To avoid adverse impacts on, conserve and,
where practical, enhance the designated
designated
interest of nationally designated nature
conservation sites.

SSSIs, NNRs, Areas of Special Protection

Environmental

(Flora, fauna and biodiversity)

To avoid adverse impacts on, conserve and,
where practical, enhance the designated
interest of locally designated
designated conservation
sites
(Flora, fauna and biodiversity, geology)

To prevent pollution from contaminated
sources
(Geology and soils, water)

To avoid loss of scheduled and other
internationally and nationally important
heritage assets and features.
(Cultural heritage)

To conserve and enhance AONBs (by

Statutory LNRs
Non-statutory wildlife sites
RSPB reserves
County Wildlife Trust reserves
RIGS
There is also a generic statutory duty (NERC Act 2006)
to have regard for the conservation of biodiversity,
which applies to all public bodies and which extends
beyond designated sites.
Known and historic landfill sites (www.environmentagency.gov.uk), anecdotal evidence of disused mines
and potentially contaminated land, bathing water,
surface and ground water
World Heritage Sites
Scheduled Monuments
Registered Parks and Gardens
Listed Buildings
Marine Wreck Sites
Built Conservation Areas
Non-designated historic and archaeological sites and
landscapes that have been identified by archaeologists
as nationally important
Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB) - The
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Objective
maintaining the highest quality of
undeveloped coastal and estuarine
landscape as a defining feature of the
AONB) and avoid conflict with AONB
Management Plan or Heritage Coast
Objectives.
(Landscape)

To avoid loss due to erosion of and/or
manage risk of flooding to agricultural land
(Population, soils)
To ensure MoD ranges remain operational.
(Population, material assets)

2.4

Features covered by the objective
South Devon AONB Management Plan policy seeks to
respond positively to the challenges of coastal change
and sea level rise by planning for the future; and to
consider natural processes and “soft defences” in long
term coastline management wherever appropriate,
accompanied by the realignment of coastal
infrastructure to more sustainable locations where
there is space to accommodate it”.
Heritage Coast
Grades 1 – 3A Farmland

Ministry of Defence ranges and land

Environmental Baseline

Baseline data was collected to provide a baseline against which the significant environmental effects of the plan
could be measured and assessed. The current state of the environment is described in the SEA Environmental
Baseline ‘Theme Review’, presented in Appendix D,
D, and is summarised in Table 2.2.

Table 2.2
2.2

Environmental Features within the SMP Area

SEA Receptor
Environmental Features
described in the
Environmental
Assessment of Plans and
Programmes Regulations
SI 2004 1633
Flora, Fauna and
Biodiversity

The study area supports a variety of habitats including seacliffs, mudflats, saltmarsh,
estuaries, sand dunes, reedbeds, marshland, woodland, heathland, grassland and
lagoons. The quality of these natural habitats along the coastline is reflected in the
designation of the following international nature conservation sites: •

Dorset and East Devon Coast (‘Jurassic Coast’) World Heritage Site
(WHS)

•

2 Special Protection Areas (SPA) and Ramsar sites

•

12 Special Areas of Conservation (SAC)

• 2 proposed SACs
The strategy area is also designated nationally (Sites of Special Scientific Interest,
National Nature Reserves and an Area of Special Protection) and locally for its
nature conservation value.
Opportunities exist to create wetland habitat in low-lying parts of the study area.
Soils and Geology

The geological interest of the coastline includes stratigraphic features, which are
reflected in a range of designated earth heritage sites of local, regional, national and
international importance. The international earth heritage designations comprise
the Dorset and East Devon (‘Jurassic Coast’) WHS and the English Riviera Geopark.
Natural erosion is a key driver in maintaining the geological interest of the ‘Jurassic
Coast’ by exposing rock sequences in the cliff faces and releasing fossils to the
beach.
The geomorphology of the area is varied and includes shingle banks, sand dunes and
saltmarshes. The major shingle features of national importance are Chesil Beach
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SEA Receptor
Environmental Features
described in the
Environmental
Assessment of Plans and
Programmes Regulations
SI 2004 1633
and Slapton Sands, which enclose the large natural lagoons of The Fleet and Slapton
Ley respectively. Dawlish Warren is a significant sand dune structure, located in the
Exe Estuary at the mouth of the river.
Air and Climatic Factors The long term effects of rising sea levels expected due to climate change could have
significant implications for future flood risks to the natural, historic and built
environment across large areas of low-lying land in the SMP area.
Water

Within the SMP area, there are 22 Transitional and Coastal Waterbodies, 94 River
Waterbodies, 1 Lake Waterbody and 15 Groundwater Bodies. There are over 70
designated bathing waters in the SMP areas. These all have the potential to be
affected by SMP policies.

Landscape

The coast is composed predominantly of sea cliffs, punctuated by estuaries, rias,
cobble beaches, isolated stacks, raised beaches and lagoons. These features owe
their variety and interest to the relief and orientation of the coastline, the different
properties, lithology and structure of the rocks and coastal processes. The coastline
of Dorset is internationally renowned for the rock strata exposed along the cliffs
and coastal landforms such as Lulworth Cove, Durdle Door and Chesil Beach.
Other landscape types include highly developed urban centres and undeveloped
agricultural land, much of which exhibits ancient (Medieval) field patterns.
The high value of the landscape in the SMP area (with the exception of Portland) is
recognised by the designation of five Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty
designated to conserve natural beauty but safeguard agriculture, forestry and
industry; and four Heritage Coasts.

Cultural Heritage,
including architectural
and archaeological
heritage

The Cornwall and West Devon Mining WHS falls within the SMP area and gives
recognition to the historic landscape and buildings associated with the copper and
tin mining.
In addition, the SMP area contains a complex array of statutory historic buildings
(e.g. 184 Scheduled Monuments, Listed Buildings), 26 Registered Parks and Gardens,
non-statutory buildings and find spots, historic settlements, maritime archaeology
(e.g. over 500 wreck sites), Conservation Areas, historic landscapes and numerous
unscheduled sites of importance, some of which are nationally important.

Material Assets

Material assets along the coastline of the SMP area comprises a combination of
predominantly moderate quality agricultural land, beaches, A- and B-roads, urban
areas (see population below), fishing ports and harbours, stone and mineral
extraction sites and historic/active landfill sites.

Population and Human
Health

Safety, security and social/physical well-being for occupants of properties within
areas at coastal flood or erosion risk. Population and properties are concentrated
in Portland, Weymouth, Bridport, Lyme Regis, Seaton, Sidmouth, Budleigh
Salterton, Exmouth, Exeter, Dawlish, Newton Abbot, Teignmouth, Shaldon,
Torquay, Paignton, Brixham, Dartmouth, Kingsbridge, Salcombe, Saltash, Torpoint
and Plymouth, and other smaller towns/villages. Recreation and tourism in the
study area is largely centred on the coastline. Land based activities generally rely on
the natural environment and comprises swimming, beaches, walking, fishing, fossil
collecting, bird watching and rock climbing. Water sports are also a popular pursuit.

2.5

Assessment Methodology

The process of assessment involves the identification of potential environmental effects and an evaluation of
the significance of the predicted environmental effects.
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The methodology and appraisal used to identify and predict environmental effects on the SEA receptors and
environmental features identified, arising from the SMP is outlined in Appendix I.I

2.6

Consultation

Consultation has been central to the development of the SEA in order to arrive at a SMP that is acceptable to
as many parties as possible and to engage those parties in the process. Effective external stakeholder and
public engagement has been essential for data collection, identification of key issues, definition of SEA
objectives, development of policy scenarios and the selection of the preferred SMP.
A wide range of statutory and non-statutory consultees and stakeholder groups have been involved
throughout the development of the SEA and the SMP, primarily through the undertaking of Key Stakeholders
Forum (KSF) events at key points throughout the process. This involvement has:
•

been undertaken throughout development of the SMP and SEA;

•

given stakeholders an opportunity to comment on the environmental appraisal of options;

•

allowed representations made by the stakeholders to be taken into account in the selection of policy
options; and

•

given the public the opportunity to comment on the preferred policies.

The KSF meetings included representatives from, amongst others, local authorities, nature conservation
bodies, industry and heritage organisations as well as local residents and land owners. Elected Members were
also involved in the development of the SMP, being consulted at key points in the process. In this way, the
views of those whom the SMP policies affect were involved in its development, ensuring that all relevant issues
were considered and all interests represented.
The interests of landowners and residents have been represented through the involvement of Elected
Members, and the views of all stakeholders were sought.
Full details of all stages of stakeholder engagement undertaken during development of the SMP are presented
in Appendix B.
B

2.7

Reporting

The results of the SEA process are documented in Appendix I,I which identifies, describes and evaluates the
likely effects of the SMP as well as any reasonable alternatives. Appendix I documents the SEA process, sets
out how alternative policy options were appraised against environmental objectives and identifies and evaluates
likely environmental effects, both positive and negative, of preferred policy options. It sets out how adverse
effects will be mitigated and describes recommended follow up actions.

2.7.1

Environmental Appraisal of Alternative Policy Options

Appendix F (Annex F.3) identifies the environmental impacts of each of the alternative policy options
developed through an assessment of the SEA receptors set out in the SEA Directive, and has helped to identify
the preferred environmental policy scenario for each coastal process unit. The generic impacts associated
with each alternative SMP option is shown in Table 2.3.
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Table 2.3
2.3

Potential generic
generic implications of each SMP option

SMP option
Hold the Line (HTL)

Advance the Line
(ATL)

Managed
Realignment (MR)

Potential positive impacts
•

Protection of communities
(residential, industrial,
agricultural and commercial
assets) and infrastructure

Potential negative impacts
•

Coastal squeeze (loss of
intertidal habitat)

•

Interruption of coastal processes

•

Potential increase of flood and
coastal erosion risk elsewhere
along coastline

•

Promotion of unsustainable land
use practices

•

Ongoing commitment to future
investment for maintenance and
improvement of defences

•

Change in landscape character
and reduced visual amenity and
views of sea if defences raised or
new defences constructed

•

Protection of habitat landward of
existing defences

•

Protection of freshwater
resources (e.g. abstractions and
boreholes)

•

Protection of material assets
located behind defences

•

Protection of recreational,
cultural and historical assets
landward of the defences and
provision of opportunities to
improve the condition of
heritage features/sites

•

Protection of potential sources
of contamination

•

Provision of additional space for
communities

•

Reduction in extent of intertidal
habitat

•

Protection of communities and
infrastructure from coastal
flooding/erosion

•

Change in function of the existing
habitats

•

•

Increased coastal squeeze

Protection of habitat landward of
original defences

•

Interruption of coastal processes

•

Protection of freshwater
resources (e.g. abstractions an
boreholes)

•

Potential increase in rate of
coastal erosion either side of the
advanced line

•

Protection of material assets
located behind defences

•

Uncertainty of effects

•

Reduced visual amenity and
change in landscape

•

Increased flooding/erosion of
realigned area

•

Change in condition or reduction
of terrestrial/freshwater habitat
landward of defences

•

Impact upon aquifers and
abstractions

•

Loss of some assets in hinterland
of defences (e.g. residential,

•

Protection of recreational,,
cultural and historical assets
landward of the defences

•

Protection of potential sources
of contamination

•

Landward migration of coastal
habitat under rising sea levels to
realigned defence

•

Creation of wetland habitat in
line with UKBAP and local BAP
targets

•

Creation of habitat for juvenile
fish and other aquatic organisms
(benefits to environment and
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SMP option

Potential positive impacts

Potential negative impacts

fishing communities)
•
•

No Active
Intervention (NAI)

2.7.2

Reduction of flood/erosion risk
to some areas
Promotion of natural coastal
processes and contribution
towards a more natural
management of the coast

•

Creation of high tide bird roosts
and feeding areas

•

Maintenance of geological
exposures and earth heritage
features

•

Landward migration of coastal
habitats under rising sea levels

•

Promotion or continuation of
natural coastal processes

•

Potential discovery of unknown
archaeology

•

Maintenance of geological
exposures and earth heritage
features

industrial, agricultural and
commercial assets)
•

Loss of recreational, heritage and
cultural features

•

Uncertainty of effects

•

Uncontrolled flood/erosion risk

•

Uncertainty of effects and time
for adaptation

•

Increased risk of inundation to
landward habitats under rising
sea levels

•

Impact upon aquifers and
abstractions

•

Loss of communities or
community assets

•

Loss of and damage to heritage
and cultural features

•

Risk of flooding/erosion of
contaminated areas

•

Deteriorating defences become
unsightly

•

Hazard to public access and loss
of public rights of way.

Environmental Effects of the Plan

An environmental assessment of the preferred policy options is presented in Annex I.1 of Appendix I and the
results are summarised in the Policy Statement tables in Section 5 of this document.

2.7.3

Water Framework Directive

A retrospective Water Framework Directive (WFD) assessment has been prepared and can be viewed in
Appendix K ‘Water Framework Directive Assessment’ of the SMP. This WFD-related retrospective
assessment takes into consideration the potential effects of SMP policy options on the ecological quality
elements of the coastal and transitional water bodies directly affected by the SMP, and the associated river
water bodies.
For many of the policy units, it is considered unlikely that the proposed policies will affect the current
or target Ecological Status (or Potential) of the relevant WFD waterbodies. However, there are 10
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Management Areas where the proposed policies have the potential not to meet one or more the
Environmental Objectives. These being:
• Preston Beach (Rock Groyne) to Portland Harbour (North Breakwater) (includes
Weymouth Harbour) 5g16 and 5g17 – potential to fail WFD 2 & 3.
• Small Mouth to Grove Point 5g21 and 5g22 – potential to fail WFD 3.
• Chiswell to Chesil Beach 6a02 and 6a03 – potential to fail WFD 3.
• Chesil Beach and The Fleet 6a04 – potential to fail WFD 2 & 3.
• Exe Estuary (East bank) 6b01 to 6b11 – potential to fail WFD 3.
• Exe Estuary (West bank) 6b12 to 6b18 – potential to fail WFD 3.
• Teign Estuary 6b30 to 6b35 – potential to fail WFD 3.
• Dart Estuary 6b64 to 6b70 – potential to fail WFD 3.
• Mount Batten Breakwater to Devil's Point (including Plym Estuary) 6c28 to 6c30 –
potential to fail WFD 2 & 3.
• Tamar Estuary (East bank) 6c31 – potential to fail WFD 2 & 3.
These Management Areas have the potential to fail the Environmental objectives for several different
reasons. Potential impoundment of Weymouth Harbour, potential loss of the Fleet waterbody, loss
of intertidal habitats in the mid to long term due to coastal squeeze, where the vital and extensive
infrastructure of developed populated areas is to be defended (i.e. Reason of Overriding Public
Interest (ROPI)), are all reasons for failure of WFD2. The polices for the Exe, Teign and Dart
Estuaries have the potential to fail Environmental Objective WFD 3 owing to tide locking affecting
adjacent waterbodies, leading to prolonged periods of increased water depth. However, the Hold the
Line policies are unavoidable to protect heavily populated areas.
None of the Groundwater Bodies is considered at risk of saline intrusion with regard to its chemical
status. Further strategies and studies in this area will have to take this into regard in future to ensure
the Environmental Objectives are not compromised.
There are no High Status sites in the SMP area, so Environmental Objective WFD1 (no changes
affecting High Status sites) is not applicable for this assessment.
There are several recommendations to look into where SMP boundaries could change to match
those of the WFD waterbody boundaries, notably at Portland Bill, Beer Head, Hopes Hose, Dart
Estuary, Blackstone Point, Salcombe Harbour & the Avon and Erme Estuaries. However, SMP
Management Area boundaries are based on coastal processes and social and economic reasons and
are realistically unlikely to change.

2.7.4

Habitat Regulations Assessment

As many of the proposed SMP policies would be implemented within or adjacent to international conservation
sites, a Habitats Regulations Assessment (Appendix
Appendix J)
J has been undertaken in accordance with the
requirements of the EC Habitats Directive (92/43/EEC) and European Union Birds Directive (79/409/EEC) and
their implementation in the UK under the Conservation of Habitats and Species Regulations 2010 ("Habitats
Regulations").
The SMP has the potential to adversely affect the integrity of seven European sites, as follows:
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•

Exe Estuary SPA and Ramsar site;

•

Plymouth Sound and Estuaries SAC;

•

Tamar Estuaries Complex SPA;

•

Dawlish Warren SAC (in the short term);

•

Chesil Beach and the Fleet SAC

•

Sidmouth to West Bay SAC

In most cases, the predicted adverse effects will be as a result of coastal squeeze, resulting in the progressive
loss of habitats and their associated species as a result of sea level rise against coastal defences. There also
remains uncertainty about the potential effects of holding the line in some policy units on internationally
vegetated cliff habitats and this will be largely dependent on the extent that a ‘Hold the Line’ policy reduces
erosion of the cliff face.
Where potentially adverse effects have been identified, a study will be undertaken as soon as possible to
quantify habitat losses and gains and this action will be carried forward by the SMP Action Plan. Compensatory
intertidal and dune habitat will be sought through the Regional Habitat Creation Programme (RHCP) to retain
the ecological functionality of the European sites (where possible). Compensatory habitat for loss of cliff
exposure will be provided by restoration (i.e. removal of defences) within the designated site.
Where a ‘Hold the Line’ policy applies within Dawlish Warren SAC in the short-term, the continued presence
of defences will sustain the ‘unfavourable’ condition of the site. Given that the medium- to long term policies
as applicable to Dawlish Warren SAC are yet to be determined, the potential for adverse effects on the
integrity of the SAC in the medium and long term is uncertain. The Exe Estuary Flood and Coastal Risk
Management Strategy will seek to find an acceptable solution for the SAC in the medium and long term.

2.8

Implementation and Monitoring

The key principles of monitoring are to ensure that the mitigation measures are implemented and effective and
to monitor the potentially significant environmental effects identified during the assessment.
Appendix I discusses the proposed monitoring of the predicted environmental effects of the plan, which have
been reflected and incorporated into the SMP Action Plan (Section
M).
Section 6 and Appendix M
Where the preferred policies for any Policy Unit have specific monitoring/study requirements to clarify
uncertainties, this is identified in the relevant ‘Policy Unit Statement’ (Section
Section 5).
5 Detailed monitoring could be
undertaken within the existing South-East and South-West Strategic Regional Coastal Monitoring Programmes
or undertaken as part of coastal defence strategy studies. The latter will also define mitigation requirements.
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3

Basis for Development of the Plan

3.1

Historical Perspective

The shoreline throughout much of the area covered by this SMP is naturally eroding and has been doing so for
centuries. Man has sought to limit this natural process in many areas of the this coast where development has
occurred, which has been taking place as sea levels have slowly risen and land levels have gradually dropped,
the latter being the ongoing, very long term consequences of the last ice-age. The erosion seen today along
this coast is therefore nothing new. Flooding is also nothing new; with flood events being recorded along this
coast throughout history.
Over historic time-scales, the coast has experienced a number of very large storm events that have resulted in
the well recorded loss or damage to coastal communities, which are evidence of natural changes that can
occur along this coast in a very short period above the underlying longer-term changes that are typically
slower and more gradual. One such example is the ‘great gale’ of November 1824 that caused flooding and
erosion resulting in the loss of property and life between Cornwall and Hampshire, and notably the
destruction of the village of East Fleet as a result of large waves breaking over the Chesil Beach onto the
village.
Many of these events took place well before parts of the shorelines affected were defended to the extent they
are at present, although in some places, the impacts of these natural events has been compounded by human
intervention, such as the mining of shingle from parts of the Chesil Barrier system causing low beach levels, or
the dredging of nearshore bank systems allowing larger waves to reach the shoreline (e.g. as occurred at
Hallsands). Therefore, although humans may have impacted upon the change occurring at the shoreline, they
have not, in the main, caused it.
Equally, there is no reason to suggest that this natural change is not still taking place, nor that we should
assume that it will not continue to take place in the future. Human intervention will not halt this natural
process; coastal defence works carried out over the last century have not prevented natural change from
occurring, they have simply delayed its full implications from being felt. Coastal defence works are one
approach to resisting erosion and shoreline retreat, but it is only sustainable for a limited time. The decision to
be made now is how we are going to manage this shoreline change in the future.

3.2

Sustainable Policy

3.2.1

Coastal Processes and Coastal Defence

Climate Change
The coastline is undergoing constant change due to large scale impacts of climate change, namely sea level rise,
and the day-to-day effects of waves and tidal currents. It is the implications of climate change that will
determine sustainable shoreline management into the future.
Sea level attained a level close to its present position about 5,000 years ago, and the modern hydrodynamic
regime has been operating since that time. The role of sea level rise in shoreline evolution is thought to have
been limited over the last 2,000 years, due to the low rates of change (averaging less than a millimetre per
year), but we are now entering a period of accelerating sea level rise, which could result in the destabilisation
of present coastal systems.
Recent climate studies have indicated that there are significant changes occurring within our climate; with
bigger storms, increasing rainfall and rising sea levels. The amount of physical change for any one length of
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coast depends on the degree of exposure of the coast and the underlying geology. Increasing rainfall in
between longer periods of drier weather can lead to increased cliff recession potential above that observed
historically.
It is extremely important that the long term policies in the SMP recognise these future issues and reflect likely
future constraints to management planning. Thus, the SMP acts as early warning to those other plans and
initiatives that are vital to the communities and infrastructure within the coastal zone.
Changes at the coast
We are also now living with a reduced resource of sediment on many of our coasts, as the sediment supply
associated with the onshore transport of offshore sediments has diminished. This problem has been
particularly exacerbated on this frontage where there is very limited contemporary sediment feed into, what
are, largely relict beaches (i.e. beaches that receives no fresh supply of sediment), and upon which there has
been substantial development.
As already discussed, the erosion of the shoreline is nothing new; this is an ongoing process, but we are more
aware of it than in the past. However, it is not just the shoreline that is naturally changing, but the whole
coastal system, i.e. the backshore, beach and nearshore (sub-tidal) zone. Along much of the South Devon and
Dorset coastline, this movement is occurring in a landward direction as sea levels rise and the shoreline
responds to the increase in energy reaching it from the sea. This process is called transgression. Although
attention is focussed upon the shoreline position, this process also produces a deepening of the seabed at any
particular point. That change in seabed level is evidenced by narrower and steeper beaches along a lot of the
frontage. Narrowing, lowering and loss of sandy and shingle beaches (e.g. at Dawlish) associated with large sea
defences are typical of the effects of accelerating sea level rise and the result is that these defences stand
adjacent to deeper water than would perhaps be otherwise expected. We should not expect the future to be
any different and, as such, the foreshore level at existing defence locations may be anticipated to be much
lower than present beach levels. Indeed, accelerated sea-level rise will increase the speed of change.
If we choose to continue to defend our shorelines in the same locations that we do at present, then the size of
the defences will need to alter considerably; one consequence of deeper water is much larger waves at the
defence. Defences will need to be wider to remain stable against bigger waves, have deeper foundations to
cope with falling beach levels, and be greater in height to limit the amount of water passing over the top of
them in storms. Measured data being gathered by the ongoing regional coastal monitoring programmes will be
vital to monitoring future coastal change and inform future management decisions.
Sediment movement
A shoreline sediment system allowed to behave naturally without any disruption is considered to be
sustainable. In some areas of the UK it can be demonstrated that long lengths of seemingly isolated coastline
actually form one connected sediment system and that sediment movement from one source provides material
to many locations further downdrift. Therefore, interference with the system at any point along the coast can
have detrimental and sometimes unpredictable impacts considerable distances away.
However, the lack of coarse sediment (sand/shingle/cobble) linkage along the South Devon and Dorset SMP
coastline due to the lack of contemporary sediment inputs to the system combined with the emergence of
headlands, serve to inhibit the alongshore transport of sediment, to the extent that many of the beaches along
this shoreline, notably Chesil Beach and Slapton Sands, are considered to be relict features. As such, the
coastal processes and coarse sediment transport interactions along the SMP coastline can be considered within
discrete units, and so the extent of any impact of any sediment interruption, be it from the formation of a
natural landslide lobe or as a result of human intervention (i.e. constructing defences), is significantly reduced
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in terms of consequence to within an individual sediment transport unit. This is not to say that defences
cannot be introduced without causing adverse effect, rather that defence management needs to work with
these processes and limit problems at other locations within individual process units, but that impacts beyond
these limits are negligible and so of lesser importance.
Defence impacts
In general, there is less acceptance of coastal change than in the past and it is apparent, through the
development of SMPs and strategy studies, that there is often a public misconception that coastal change can
be halted though engineering works. There is often a demand to continue to “hold the existing defence line”,
in order to protect assets, but this is coupled with an expectation that the shoreline will continue to look
exactly as it does now. Due to the dynamic nature of our shoreline, this is incorrect in many, if not most,
instances.
The South Devon and Dorset SMP coastline is, in places, heavily defended along both low-lying (flood risk)
frontages and cliffed (coastal erosion risk) frontages. The defences used along this coastline comprise mainly
linear seawalls at the rear of sand or shingle beaches which are, in places, also groyned to help retain beach
material along these frontages. In some locations the beaches alone provide defence function to reduce the
risk of flooding to large areas of low-lying land, including significant areas of development and infrastructure
(for example Dawlish Warren spit across the mouth of the Exe Estuary). Along the cliffed frontages of the SMP
area, the base of cliffs are, in places, protected from erosion through linear defences, limiting any erosion of
the cliff edge. If the cliff edge were to erode, however, this could be the source of local beach building material
leading to the development of a natural form of protection for the cliffs, although this is dependent upon the
local geology which varies across the length of the SMP coastline.
If we were to continue to defend parts of this coastline into the future as we have done in the past along the
lengths where significant cliff recession is expected to occur, the long term picture would be one of a very
fragmented shoreline along these areas, characterised by a series of both natural and man-made armoured
headlands (where settlements are defended) with embayments in between. Seawalls would result in a series of
large promontories, in some cases extending 100 to 200m out from the adjacent (undefended) eroded
shoreline by the end of the century. These promontories would be highly exposed to waves in deep water,
requiring much more substantial defences to be constructed. These defences would also need to be extended
landward to prevent outflanking of the present seawalls. There would be no beaches present along these
frontages and any groynes present would have become redundant; water will remain present at the structures
at all times.
It must be recognised that, in the very long term, continuing to defend such stretches of shoreline may be
technically unsustainable and consideration should be given to relocation, or mitigation for loss of assets.

3.2.2

Economic Sustainability

One of the difficulties facing us, as a nation, is the cost of continuing to protect shorelines to the extent that
we do now. Many of the defences that exist today have been the result of reactive management without
consideration of the long term consequences such as the financial commitment required.
Studies over the past few years have established that the cost of maintaining all existing defences is already
likely to be at least 50 per cent more than present expenditure levels because of the climate changes being
predicted, which will accelerate the natural changes already taking place (Burgess & Townend, 2004). In simple
terms this means that either more money needs to be invested in coastal defence, or defence expenditure has
to be prioritised. While the first option would clearly be the preference of those living or owning land along
the coast, it has to be put into the context of how the general UK taxpayer wishes to see their money used.
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Given that the cost of providing effective and stable defences currently averages between £3 million and £5
million per kilometre, the number of privately owned properties that can be protected by this investment has
to be weighed up against how else that money could be spent, for example in education, health and other
social benefits.
Those areas where the UK taxpayer is prepared to continue to fund defence may well become even more
selective and the threshold of when an area is no longer defended could well shift. While it is not known how
attitudes might change, it is not unreasonable to assume that future policy-makers will be more inclined to
resist investing considerable sums in protecting property in high-risk areas, such as the coast, if there are
substantially cheaper options, such as constructing new properties further inland. Future investment in
defences, or otherwise, will in part be guided by the Environment Agency’s Long Term Investment Strategy
(Environment Agency, 2009) and the definition by planning authorities of Coastal Change Management Areas
to guide acceptable development in coastal areas at risk of flooding and erosion (Communities and Local
Government website).
It is extremely important that the long term policies in the SMP recognise future economic issues and reflect
likely future constraints, providing realism as to the future management of the shoreline.
With national financial constraints it is likely that protection will focus upon larger conurbations and towns,
where the highest level of benefit is achieved for the investment made, i.e. more properties can be protected
per pound of investment. In the case of the South Devon and Dorset SMP2, a number of areas will be affected
by this, meaning that it will not be economically viable to replace defences. In these areas adaptation or
resilience measures will be required to address the increased risk of erosion and/or flooding.

3.2.3

Environmental Sustainability

Environmental sustainability is difficult to define as it depends upon social attitudes, which are constantly
changing.
Historically, communities at risk from coastal erosion relocated, recognising that they were unable to resist
change. In more recent times many coastal defences have been built without regard for the impacts upon the
natural environment. Today, because we have improved technology, we are less prepared to accept change, in
the belief that we can resist nature. Inevitably attitudes will continue to alter; analyses of possible ‘futures’ are
already taking place (the Foresight programme run by the Office of Science and Technology,
www.foresight.gov.uk), considering the implications for many aspects of life, including approaches to flooding
and erosion under different scenarios. It is not possible to predict how attitudes will change in the future;
therefore the SMP is based upon existing criteria and constraints, whilst recognising that these may alter over
time to accommodate changing social attitudes.
Quality of life depends on both the natural environment and the human environment, which are discussed
below.
Natural environment
The special quality of the landforms, natural habitats, natural landscapes and geological/ geomorphological
features on this coast is recognised in a number of national and international designations (protected under
statutory international and national legislation) as well as national (e.g. Planning Policy Statement 9, which sets
out policies on the protection of biodiversity/geological conservation), regional and local planning policies.
Large parts of the South Devon and Dorset coast are designated as AONBs in order to sustain this unique
landscape by protecting the landscape and enhancing recreational opportunities in the area. In addition, four
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Heritage Coasts are present within the study area, which have been designated for their exceptional scenic
quality. Generally, landscape is difficult to value objectively as it is a mixture of the natural environment and
social and cultural history. Therefore, defining a sustainable landscape is usually dependent upon both human
and natural environmental factors.
Coastal management has the potential to change landforms and landscapes. In many areas, raising existing or
constructing new coastal defences may be detrimental to both the landscape and seascape e.g. through the
introduction of an artificial structure into a natural landscape or perhaps through the raising of defences which
while restricting views can also obscure the horizon and enclose a previously open landscape. The
deterioration of coastal defences from a NAI policy also has the potential to degrade existing landscape quality.
Where possible, opportunities have been explored to enhance the existing landscape/ seascape through the
removal of defences and the creation of new areas of intertidal habitat.
There is a legal requirement to consider the implications of any ‘plan or ‘project’ that may impact on a SPA or
a SAC, through the European Union Habitats Directive (Council Directive 92/43/EEC) and Birds Directive
(Council Directive 79/409/EEC). The Defra High Level Targets for Flood and Coastal Defence (Target 4 –
Biodiversity) also require all local councils and other operating authorities to:
•

avoid damage to environmental interest;

•

ensure no net loss to habitats covered by Biodiversity Action Plans (the SMP acknowledges where
certain types of BAP habitat within designated sites may be lost or gained);

•

seek opportunities for environmental enhancement; and

•

monitor any changes to habitats, including contributions to SSSI/SPA conservation targets, loss and
gain of habitats, and to keep records.

During the development of SMP policy options, BAP habitats have been identified and appraised within the
context of the designated sites. In developing policy options, opportunities for improvements to existing
habitats or the creation of new habitats have been considered.
Coastal management can have a significant impact on habitats, both directly and indirectly. In places, coastal
defences may be detrimental to conservation interests, e.g. those seen along the cliffed frontages that reduce
the quality of geological exposures and geomorphology within the Jurassic Coast World Heritage Site, but in
other locations defences may protect the interest of a site, e.g. freshwater sites or designated terrestrial
habitats in the hinterland of defences. Coastal habitats may also form the coastal defence, e.g. Dawlish Warren
spit across the mouth of the Exe Estuary. Therefore, coastal management decisions need to be made through
consideration of both natural environmental features and risk management.
Although the conservation of ecological features in a changing environment remains important in terms of
environmental sustainability, future management of the coast needs to allow habitats and features to respond
and adjust to change, such as accelerated sea level rise. It is recognised that coastal habitats cannot always be
protected in situ because a large element of their ecological interest derives from their dynamic nature and
this is important to ensure the continued functionality of any habitat. This poses a particular challenge for
nature conservation and shifts the emphasis from site ‘preservation’ to ‘conservation’. Natural England is
actively seeking to ensure that coastal erosion and flood risk management proposals are designed to ensure
that SSSIs are conserved and, where possible, enhancement opportunities that benefit ecology and geology are
implemented, whilst also allowing the coast to remain naturally dynamic.
Under Section 28G of the Countryside and Rights of Way Act 2000, Natural England is provided with the
responsibility and power to safeguard England’s finest and most vulnerable wildlife and geological features.
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Similarly, Section 85 of the Countryside and Rights of Way Act 2000 charges relevant authorities with
conserving and enhancing areas of outstanding natural beauty.
Accommodating the objectives of environmental bodies, such as Natural England, and future shoreline change
requires flexibility in the assessment of nature conservation issues, possibly looking beyond the designation
boundaries to consider wider scale or longer term benefits.
Where possible, opportunities for enhancing biodiversity have been identified within the report and have been
taken into consideration in the selection of the preferred policies to enable operating authorities to make
progress with implementing the UK BAP and local BAPs. There are several areas along the SMP frontage
where biodiversity opportunities can be taken, e.g. allowing more natural coastal processes to take place along
large stretches of low-lying areas either by No Active Intervention or through Managed Realignment (e.g.
increases in intertidal habitat at The Maer etc), and the protection of important terrestrial/freshwater habitats
through holding the line. Such approaches need to be balanced against the socio-economic objectives for the
area and engineering feasibility to deliver long term sustainable management.
Human (socio
(socioocio-economic) environment
The human environment covers such aspects as land use (both current and future), infrastructure, material
assets, cultural heritage, population and health and the man-made landscape.

(i)

LandLand-use,
use, infrastructure and material assets

Historically, development of the coast took place in an unconstrained manner, often undertaken by individual
land owners. Planning Policy Guidance 20 (PPG20) identifies that approximately 30% of the coastline of
England and Wales is developed; however, much of this development took place before the introduction of the
Town and Country Planning Act, 1947. Growth of built development, both commercial and residential, within
the coastal zone over the centuries has increasingly required engineering works to defend properties against
the risk of erosion and flooding. However, continued construction of hard-engineered coastal and flood
defences to protect development may not be economically sustainable in the long term (see Section 3.2.2).
Local Development Frameworks now identify the need for ‘sustainable development’ and although the exact
definition of this is uncertain, it recognises that opportunities for development on the coast are limited due to
the risk of flooding, erosion, land instability and conservation policies (as discussed above). Planning Policy
Statement 25 Supplement: Development and Coastal Change, that has now largely superseded PPG20,
requires Coastal Change Management Areas to be defined to guide acceptable types of development based on
the level of risk posed by coastal change, such that long-term sustainable development is directed to areas of
very low risk.
In a similar way, Planning Policy Statement 25 (PPS25) on Development and Flood Risk seeks to direct
development towards areas of low flood risk rather than areas of higher flood risk (which would in turn
require more defence in the future).
There is a number of commercial and industrial interests along the coast including ports and harbours, areas of
stone and mineral extraction and dredging activities. These tend to be concentrated in the larger towns and
cities such as Plymouth, Brixham, Newton Abbot, Exeter and Portland. The continuation of these industries is
essential to sustain the economy of the region as a whole.
In addition, there are military establishments, such as the military assets and firing ranges at Lulworth Camp,
and known landfill sites within the study area, which may be particularly vulnerable to flooding and/or erosion
and are likely to require further consideration to ensure that policy scenarios are implemented in a sustainable
manner (e.g. to avoid release of contaminants into soils, groundwater or surface water).
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The potential risk of changes in coastal management posed to infrastructure (e.g. roads, railways, sanitation) in
some parts of the study area is also an important consideration. Where affected and still required, this
infrastructure will need to be replaced.

(ii)

Population and health

A number of large urban settlements are present along the coastline of the study area and those settlements
with populations over 50,000 people comprise Weymouth, Exeter, Torquay, Paignton and Plymouth.
Sustainable coastal erosion and flood risk management of these settlements is one of the main objectives of
the SMP, in order to meet social and economic needs, and to avoid adverse impacts upon human health (e.g.
the physical, psychological and socio-economic impacts of flooding).
A coastal location can be fundamental to some types of tourism/recreation and although the popularity of
many British seaside resorts has declined in recent years, seaside tourism often still represents a substantial
part of the local economy. The South Devon and Dorset coast is an important destination for visitors from the
UK, Europe and the rest of the world, aided by the Jurassic Coast World Heritage Site designation (bestowed
upon much of this coast by UNESCO in 2001) and the English Riviera Geopark. Many of the towns along this
coast are important centres for tourism, providing accommodation, facilities and services to the many visitors
to the area each year. As well as the natural beauty of the area, the large number of accessible, award winning
bathing beaches (e.g. Blue Flag status), marinas and sailing clubs is also a prime draw for visitors, especially in
the summer months. Thus, the impacts of policy on the tourism industry need to be carefully considered.
As the coastal strip represents an important recreational and amenity resource, many activities rely on the
presence of a beach or access to the sea. Although assets landward of current defences and access routes may
be protected through maintaining existing defences, it must be recognised that continuing such defence
practices would, in the longer term, result in a significant alteration in the nature of the coast, with large
concrete seawall structures, narrow beaches and limited access.

(iii)

Historic Environment (Cultural Heritage)
Heritage)

Heritage features are valuable for a number of reasons (English Heritage, 2006):
•

they are evidence of past human activity;

•

they provide a sense of place (or roots) and community identity;

•

they contribute to the landscape aesthetics and quality; and

•

they may represent an economic asset due to their tourism interest.

Within the study area, there is a combination of designated (e.g. Cornwall and West Devon Mining World
Heritage Site, 184 Scheduled Monuments, numerous Listed Buildings, over 26 Registered Parks and Gardens
and built Conservation Areas) and significant non-scheduled or unknown archaeological assets. These are
described more fully in Appendix D ‘SEA Environmental Baseline Report (Theme Review)’. These assets are
unique and, if destroyed, they can not be recreated; therefore they are vulnerable to any coastal erosion
and/or flooding. Conversely, the very process of coastal erosion is uncovering sites of historical interest.
Government advice in PPG15 and PPG16 promotes the preservation of important heritage sites, wherever
practicable. The Government’s policy on archaeological remains set out in PPG16 states that “Archaeological

remains should be seen as a finite and non-renewable resource, in many cases highly fragile and vulnerable to
damage and destruction. Appropriate management is therefore essential to ensure they survive in ‘good
condition’’.
However, due to the dynamic nature of our coastlines, this is not always possible, or sustainable. Therefore,
each site must be considered as an individual site and balanced against other objectives at that location.
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4

The Preferred Plan

4.1

Plan for Balanced Sustainability
Sustainability

The SMP is built upon the aim of achieving balanced sustainability, i.e. it considers people, nature, historic and
economic realities.
The short term (first epoch-up to 20 years) policies for the South Devon and Dorset SMP coastline provide a
high degree of compliance with objectives to protect existing communities against flooding and erosion. The
preferred long term policies promote greater sustainability for parts of the shoreline and focus on sustaining
and possibly enhancing the natural character of this coast. Long term policies that continue to defend the
shoreline in the present-day manner would further change the nature of the coast, with a prominence of large
concrete seawall structures and fewer beaches. However there is social-economic justification to maintain
many of these defences, with some opportunities to optimise management techniques that will sustain those
coastal assets important to the community in the longer term.
The overall rationale and long term vision behind the proposed policies for each policy scenario area is
explained in the following sections of text. Details of the specific preferred policies for individual locations that
seek to deliver the long term vision are provided by the individual Policy Statements in Section 5.
5

4.1.1

Sustainable Management

One of the main objectives in developing a Shoreline Management Plan is the definition of sustainable long
term management policies for the coast. In Defra’s Procedural Guidance for the Production of Shoreline
Management Plans (Defra, 2006) this is defined as “those which take account of the relationships with other
defences, developments and processes, and which avoid, as far as possible, committing future generations to
inflexible and expensive options for defence”. Given sea level rise predictions this would generally best be
achieved through the creation of a naturally functioning coast, allowing it to move landwards or seawards at
rates dictated by the natural processes of waves and tides. Along this SMP frontage there are large areas of
natural undefended coastline and the most sustainable approach in those areas is to not intervene.
However, on the South Devon and Dorset coast, there are many areas that have a long history of coastal
defence intervention to reduce the risk of flooding and erosion. This means that the shoreline is today, in
places, in an ‘unnatural’ position and of a form which would not necessarily revert to ‘naturally functioning’ if
simply allowed to develop unmanaged. The consequences of not defending these areas, given the extent of
development along parts of the coast, would be an increase in flooding and erosion with thousands of homes
and businesses affected within the areas of potential risk.
As such, it is the social and economic sustainability of the SMP area which has driven policy selection for most
of the developed areas of this frontage, although policies leading to a more ‘natural’ shoreline in the long term
have been identified where feasible.

4.1.2

Durlston Head to White Nothe

This area is characterised by rocky cliffed shorelines which are designated for their outstanding landscape and
geological value. Much of this coast is currently undefended and erosion risks are generally low due to the
resistant nature of these cliffs. The preferred policy is therefore to continue to allow natural development
along this coast.
There are local exceptions where defences already exist to protect visitor access points and facilities, such as
at Kimmeridge Bay and Lulworth Cove. Defence of these areas could be maintained without adversely affecting
adjacent stretches of shoreline as sediment interlinkages here are weak. This would, however, be dependent
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upon the availability of alternative funding as these will not satisfy national criteria for attracting centrally
funded flood and coastal defence budget.
With this plan there is risk of damage or loss through erosion of historical features as well as agricultural land
and some terrestrial habitats of international conservation.

4.1.3

White Nothe to Redcliff Point

This is a mainly cliffed section of coast dominated by clay-rich cliffs, which experience episodic landslide events
that can cause tens of metres of retreat as a result of a single event. In places there is a risk of relict landslide
complexes becoming reactivated, which makes management of this coastline more difficult.
The coast is mainly undefended except for one short stretch of defence at Ringstead. The continuation of the
natural erosion process is integral to the World Heritage and SSSI status of the cliffs. Therefore, the long term
plan is to allow this coastline to remain in its natural state, ceasing to intervene where this presently occurs.
With this plan there is potential loss of cliff top properties and holiday developments if a landslide event
happens in this area. With this impact on cliff top assets a transition period is needed to enable measures to be
put in place to manage this change in management. Some historical features could also be damaged or lost to
erosion in addition to the loss agricultural land.

4.1.4

Redcliff Point to Portland Bill

This is one of the more heavily developed stretches of coastline within the SMP area, incorporating the key
service and tourism centre of Weymouth and the Isle of Portland. There are also a number of nature
designations for both geological and biological interests.
A key driver of policy in this area is the continued protection of commercial and social assets which will
require the continued defence of the shoreline for much of this area. However, this will result in coastal
squeeze of intertidal habitats and potential for accelerated cliff erosion in adjacent policy units. The plan
therefore is to continue to protect built assets but seek more sustainable means of achieving this. That
includes some local realignment and possible beach enhancement. The latter approach could also result in the
beach in this area becoming more valuable as a tourism resource for the wider region. Where realignment
does take place, measures will need to be in place to manage this transition in policy. There is also a need to
start to plan for how transport links can be provided in the future, especially the long term future of how the
road link to Portland is provided.
Along the north-western shore of Portland Harbour it is unlikely to be appropriate to intervene along the
entire stretch of coast, at least in the short to medium term. With some risks to property and critical
infrastructure along parts of this shoreline, this policy would require measures to be to be put in place to
manage the relocation of people and property in the longer-term.
The Isle of Portland and Portland Harbour breakwaters are key controls on future evolution as they provide
shelter and influence the movement of sediment. This whole stretch of coast is therefore heavily dependent on
any changes to Portland Harbour breakwaters. The preferred plan includes the assumption that the
breakwaters will remain and be maintained. However, even if this assumption were not to hold true in the
future, sensitivity tests suggest that it would not alter the preferred management approach, only the nature
and timing of how it is implemented.

4.1.5

Portland Bill to Thorncombe Beacon

This stretch of coast is dominated by Chesil Beach, which as well as being internationally important for its
habitats, geomorphology and landscape characteristics, also provides an important defence role. The shingle
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barrier is undergoing a natural change as it rolls landwards in response to sea level rise and experiences natural
reduction in sediment inputs from further west. Whilst this natural process is integral to the designated status
of Chesil Beach, where it fronts the tidal lagoon of The Fleet there are environmental implications as The Fleet
is gradually being naturally ‘squeezed’. This may result in changes to the interest features of the area. As this
process occurs, there will also be a significant flood risk to the road and other assets that run behind the
beach towards Portland at the eastern end of this section.
Other conflicts arise where there are small settlements, as this coast is also important for tourism which relies
on access to the beach and the provision of facilities. As the ridge naturally rolls landward, sustaining defences
along these stretches will become more difficult.
A key driver of policy is to maintain the natural status of Chesil Beach and take measures to ensure its future
sustainability. Therefore for most of this stretch no intervention is planned.
In the very long term this could have implications for how transport links to Portland are provided and
consideration of how this link can be provided in the future is required. Elsewhere this plan would have some
implications for several cliff top properties and beach front facilities which would need to be relocated.
At Freshwater Beach, the plan is adapted to allow some minimal intervention to manage the realignment of the
coast in line with the retreat of adjacent undefended cliffs. This approach, supported by construction of a
secondary defence further inland, will reduce local flood risk to properties at Burton Bradstock without
compromising natural functioning of the beach. Continued defence of West Bay will also require a secondary
defence behind East Beach to enable sustainable long term management of flood risk to be achieved as whilst
also allowing more natural functioning of the beach.
At the far eastern end (Chiswell) the long term plan is to continue to maintain existing defences. This is not
expected to have detrimental impact on the Chesil Beach system as a whole, although locally rollback will be
inhibited. However, this management is required to maintain protection to assets along this shoreline so that
the risk of flooding continues to be reduced.

4.1.6

Thorncombe Beacon to Beer Head

This section of coast is characterised by dramatic, geologically important cliffs which are subject to large-scale
complex landsliding. These events are difficult to predict with any certainty, making management of this
shoreline difficult. Sediment interlinkages along this frontage are relatively weak due to the interruptions
caused by headlands.
The nature of the erosion of these cliffs is integral to their designations and landscape value, however the area
is also important for tourism, with resorts at Seatown, Charmouth, Lyme Regis, Seaton and Beer heavily
dependent upon this. A key driver of policy is therefore to allow the continuation of natural coastline
evolution whilst managing the risk of erosion and flooding to the key settlements.
The defence of Seatown will become increasingly difficult and expensive in the long term. Therefore the long
term vision is for a more naturally functioning coast. This would, however, result in the potential loss of some
assets. Therefore measures will need to be put into place to manage this transition from existing practice. In
the long term the shoreline should reach a more sustainable position, such that a beach will be retained.
At Charmouth and the eastern side of Lyme Regis, there is a need to address the increasing risk further
recession of the landslide complexes causing outflanking or even loss of the presently defended areas.
Therefore the risk in these areas may be managed in the short to medium term through either maintenance of
existing defences or, in the case of Lyme Regis, construction of the Lyme Regis Environmental Improvements
Phase IV scheme. However, the long term defence of these areas will be determined by the extent and
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location of future cliff recession and so it may be necessary to consider measures to enable assets to be
relocated away from the areas at risk. This would be based on continual monitoring.
To the west of Seaton, continued maintenance of defences will reduce cliff recession rates but will not halt it
entirely. So there would remain the risk for the loss of some cliff top assets over time.
At Beer, defences will reduce flood risk and retain beach material, as well as ensuring access to the shoreline
continues to be provided for the benefit of the area’s economy.
Throughout this whole area the majority of properties and other assets will be retained with this plan.
However, some changes will occur and potential for losses will exist. There is therefore a need for measures
to be put into place to manage the relocation of people, property and infrastructure in the longer term.
This area also includes the Axe Estuary. The long term plan here is to provide habitat creation through
strategic realignment, although consideration as to what happens to the route of the tramway would need to
be made when implementing this policy.

4.1.7

Beer Head to Otterton Ledge

This is a predominately undeveloped stretch of cliffed coastline, with one key settlement at Sidmouth. The
cliffs are internationally important and their natural evolution is integral to their designated status. There is
limited sediment interaction, due to the development of a series of headland-bays. A key driver of policy is
therefore to conserve the natural status of this shoreline, through minimising intervention, whilst recognising
the importance of Sidmouth, and other small coastal developments, to the social and economic structure of
the area.
Accelerated cliff recession along the eastern part of Sidmouth is, in part, a result of the defences fronting the
rest of Sidmouth further west. Erosion here will eventually lead to exposure of the defences on the River Sid
and so increase the risk of flooding to the town. Beach management is therefore advocated to slow the rate of
retreat and ensure that the risk to the fluvial defences in the River Sid is minimised. This would protect cliff
top properties to the immediate east of the River Sid for a period of time, but these assets could ultimately
need to be relocated away from the area of risk at some point if it becomes uneconomic to continue with this.
Future decisions about this would be based upon continual monitoring of the beach and cliffs.

4.1.8

Otterton Ledge to Straight Point

This is a short stretch of shoreline lying between the headlands of Straight Point and Otterton Ledge and an
important sediment feed from west to east exists which maintains the integrity of the spit at the mouth of the
Otter Estuary. Although a naturally functioning coastal system is therefore a driver along this stretch, there is
also a requirement for continued protection of Budleigh Salterton, a locally important tourist and service
centre. The long term plan is therefore to defend the town but allow erosion of adjacent frontages to minimise
impacts elsewhere.
To the west of Budleigh Salterton, this plan may cause loss of some cliff top assets in the medium to long term,
but will continue to provide sediment to the beaches fronting the rest of Budleigh Salterton towards the
mouth of the Otter Estuary. Managed Realignment within the Otter Estuary itself offers habitat creation
potential and may also be beneficial for reducing flood risk in other parts of the estuary.

4.1.9

Straight Point to Holcombe

This is a long stretch of coastline that encompasses the Exe Estuary, the large urban and commercial centre of
Exmouth and the resort of Dawlish. Key drivers of policy here are the conservation of currently undefended
areas, which have outstanding landscape and geological value, whilst ensuring the continued protection of
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important social and commercial assets. A key area of consideration is the protection of rail infrastructure.
Future rise in sea level will also result in coastal squeeze in front of the defences and will result both in
increased pressure on these defences and the loss of inter-tidal habitat.
There are areas of opportunity, for example through Managed Realignment at The Maer, Lower Clyst and
Powderham, which offer habitat creation potential. Any schemes would, however, need to determine how
these can be implemented without adversely affecting the flood risk to people, property and infrastructure.
The long term management of the Dawlish Warren spit is uncertain and requires much more detailed
examination to determine a technically appropriate, economically sustainable and environmentally acceptable
way of managing this area to continue to provide its flood protection function whilst also meeting the
requirements of environmental legislation.
Within the Exe Estuary there is a requirement to retain many of the existing defences due to the presence of
the railway. This could result in loss of inter-tidal habitat in some parts of the estuary as sea levels rise, which
may be compensated for by the areas of proposed Managed Realignment, but would maintain protection to
important social, commercial and infrastructure assets.

4.1.10

Holcombe to Hope’s Nose

This is a largely undeveloped, hard cliffed section of coastline, with the main areas of development located at
Teignmouth and Shaldon either side of the Teign Estuary mouth, and Newton Abbot at the head of the
estuary. Long term recession of the coast will be limited in the most part by the geological resistance of the
cliffs. Beaches will narrow along much of this shoreline where it is backed by hard defences.
As well as the geological and environmental importance of this shoreline, a key policy driver here is
maintaining the mainline railway. The plan here is to continue to hold the existing line of defences to ensure
this link remains. This will also serve to protect a range of tourist related assets.
Within the upper Teign Estuary, an area of Managed Realignment towards the head of the estuary could help
reduce flood risk within other parts of the estuary whilst also providing habitat creation opportunities.
Along the undefended coast, the plan is to maintain this current natural status. Whilst this has the potential for
some loss of local features and agricultural land, this will deliver some of the environmental objectives in this
area.

4.1.11

Hope’s Nose to Berry Head (Tor Bay)

This is a heavily populated and developed area of coastline which encompasses the Torbay district. Therefore
the key driver is the continued protection of the important social and commercial assets, although this could
adversely affect some of the designated geological features.
The embayed nature of this coastline means that the beaches tend to be self-contained, with limited sediment
linkages between them, meaning that impacts tend to be confined locally. A key future issue is the technicality
of maintaining sandy beaches along the key tourist resorts under a scenario of rising sea levels. The beaches in
the northern part of Tor Bay would be subject to coastal squeeze. However, the sheltered nature of the bay
lends itself to retaining a beach artificially in the future, which may be increasingly important for tourism and
amenity as other beaches in the wider region are lost in the long term due to rising sea levels.
There are potential environmental opportunities at Goodrington Sands and Broadsands, where Managed
Realignment along parts or all of these areas could allow a more naturally functioning beach to be retained.
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4.1.12

Berry Head to Blackstone Point

This coastline is characterised by cliffs of outstanding landscape value and encompasses the Dart Estuary. Much
of it is undeveloped with development centred at Dartmouth, Kingswear, Totnes and Brixham. Along much of
this coastline the plan is to allow natural evolution of the shoreline, although in the long term natural
narrowing of beaches may occur due to the combination of resistant cliffs and rising sea levels, which could
impact on inter-tidal habitats. This policy will lead to loss of some properties in St Mary’s Bay due to erosion.
Within the Dart Estuary, there is a need to continue to minimise flood and erosion risk to the various assets
through maintaining existing defences. Elsewhere however, the plan would not include for the construction of
new defences in currently undefended areas. In this way the large areas of natural estuary will be retained, and
as such the impact on the long term estuary evolution is expected to be minimal.

4.1.13

Blackstone Point to Start Point

This frontage is characterised by a shingle barrier which over geological timescales has progressively become
segmented by emerging headlands as it has migrated landwards in response to rising sea levels. There are a
number of shingle beaches, the longest being Slapton Sands, which are important tourist attractions.
The landscape is one of vegetated sea cliffs, shingle ridges and freshwater lagoons and is of outstanding
environmental, landscape and geological/geomorphological value. A key driver of policy is therefore
conservation of these features, through allowing natural processes to occur and taking measures to ensure the
sustainability of the shingle ridge as far as is feasible to do so.
Developments along this stretch are small in scale, but continued protection of these may become increasingly
difficult and detrimental to the integrity of the shingle ridge as it continues to migrate landwards. The plan
along this frontage is therefore to undertake localised interventions only as necessary to manage the natural
realignment of Slapton Sands in both the short and the long term. The greatest implication for this area is the
future loss of road access across Slapton Sands. Increasingly it will be unsustainable to maintain in its current
form longer term. The policy of Managed Realignment and adaptation is based upon recommendations
contained in the Slaptonline Coastal Zone Management report in 2006 (Scott Wilson, 2006; also see
www.slaptonline.org). Plans have already been developed following that study to manage the adaptation of the
road in the short to medium term and address the longer-term issue of future transport provision in the wider
area.
As the shingle ridges at Slapton Sands and Beesands Beach roll-back landwards, it will become increasingly
difficult to continue to provide sustainable defence to all parts of the villages of Beesands and Torcross, so
some realignment in these areas will need to be considered in the long term.

4.1.14

Start Point to Bolt Head

With the exception of sizeable settlements at Kingsbridge and Salcombe this is a largely undeveloped length of
coast with few defences. The coastline is characterised by cliffs of outstanding landscape and geological
/geomorphological value, therefore a key driver of policy is for the continued natural evolution of the
shoreline, with no intervention.
Within the Salcombe-Kingsbridge Estuary, the policy is to continue to defended areas currently protected
against flooding, but not extend this to the construction of new defences in currently undefended areas. In this
way the large areas of natural estuary will be retained. The impact on the long term estuary evolution is
expected to be minimal, although within parts of the Kingsbridge Estuary there would be some loss of
designated intertidal habitat due to coastal squeeze.
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4.1.15

Bolt Head to Wembury Point

This is a long stretch of coastline that encompasses the Avon, Yealm and Erme Estuaries. Much of the coastline
is relatively undeveloped with few coastal defences and is characterised by cliffs of outstanding landscape and
geological /geomorphological value. Therefore along much of this coastline the policy is to not intervene. As a
result there will be potential for damage to or loss of a number of cliff top assets.
At Inner and Outer Hope, the existing defence that provides protection to a cliff top road could be maintained
if private funds are available, as to do so would have little impact on the rest of the coast. A more sustainable
option could be realignment of the cliff top road as and when it becomes at risk of erosion. Similarly at
Thurlestone and Challaborough, there are short lengths of defence, many of which are privately owned, that
could be maintained without having adverse impacts elsewhere if privately funded, although to do so may
increase narrowing and loss of beach locally.
Within the Avon Estuary, Managed Realignment in the upper reaches would provide habitat creation potential
and flood storage of benefit to the wider estuary. A policy of Hold the Line at Newton Ferrers and Noss Mayo
within the Yealm Estuary would allow continued protection to this developed area.

4.1.16

Wembury Point to Devil’s Point

This stretch of coastline encompasses the large urban settlement of Plymouth, the protection of which is the
key policy driver. A further requirement is the need to protect areas of active/former landfill and potentially
contaminated land from increasing rates of erosion and flooding.
Elsewhere, the cliffs along the eastern side of Plymouth Sound are of outstanding landscape and
geological/geomorphological value and no intervention in this area would ensure that these features are
maintained in the future.
As a result of the preferred policies, there are potential losses of intertidal habitat, due to coastal squeeze to
the west of Mount Batten Breakwater, but potential gains in intertidal habitat to the east of Mount Batten
Breakwater. There is also the potential loss of some historic heritage features but protection of a significant
number of recreational and tourist related assets and other historic features in Plymouth.

4.1.17

Tamar Estuary

The Tamar Estuary contains a number of developed areas as well as large areas of natural, undefended estuary.
A mixture of policies to either continue to protect existing defended areas or to undertake Managed
Realignment within the estuary seek to recognise this, as these can provide some significant social and
economic benefits with minimal adverse impacts on the environment. Large areas of the Tamar Estuary are
natural and undefended, and under this plan no new defences would be constructed in those areas.
In locations where there is potential for Managed Realignment, opportunities for the expansion of existing
wetland areas can be explored through targeting environmental schemes such as stewardship. There are also
opportunities for new areas of wetland habitat creation through the design of appropriate Managed
Realignment schemes. Within these areas, the aim of Managed Realignment would be to both create habitat
and reduce flood risk in other parts of the estuary.

4.1.18

Mount Edgcumbe to Rame Head

This coastline is mainly characterised by undefended, hard rock cliffs, which experience very slow retreat
rates. Sediment interlinkages are weak. Impacts of defences therefore tend to be confined locally.
For most of the frontage the plan is to continue to allow natural retreat of the shoreline. Due to the low rate
of retreat it is unlikely to result in significant losses of assets, although in some areas this may result in damage
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to or loss of some historic features. There would be a beneficial impact on nature conservation through a
potential increase in intertidal habitat adjacent to an internationally designated conservation site.
At Kingsand and Cawsand, the plan is to minimise the risk of flooding and erosion to the town assets through
continued defence.

4.2

Predicted Implications of the Preferred Policies

In the longer term, there may come a time when it can no longer be justified, in economic, technical or
environmental terms, to continue defending against coastal erosion and flooding. Although in places we may
not have reached this stage, we need to begin planning for this situation. Accepting that it is not sustainable to
continue to provide defences to the extent nationally that we have in the past century, the implications of this
are presented below.
Direct comparison is made between the proposed policies and a No Active Intervention approach - this being
the position if no money was spent on coastal defence. This comparison defines the benefits of the proposed
policies.

4.2.1

Implications for Property and Land Use

For much of the South Devon and Dorset coastline the preferred policy is to maintain existing defences where
economically viable in the long term. This is to minimise loss of property and assets along the developed parts
of the coastline as far as possible. However, for some sections of the coast, a change in management policy has
been identified for the longer term where a Hold the Line policy is no longer acceptable on the grounds of
economics, technical sustainability or the environment. The SMP has identified areas where a more naturally
functioning coastline would be to the benefit of the natural environment, however, there are potential losses
of assets should this policy be implemented. The key areas of management change are Ringstead, Hive Beach
(Burton Bradstock), East Beach (West Bay), Seatown, Charmouth, Branscombe, Torcross, and Beesands,
where the long term technical sustainability and economic viability of a Hold the Line policy is questionable.
These management policy changes are based on comprehensive consideration of multiple factors, including
scientific fact and best technical knowledge. In situations where communities may be affected, it is critical to
manage expectations and account for resistance to implementation of these policies.
For the preferred policies, the total loss of housing to coastal erosion through the whole SMP area up to year
2025, i.e. the end of the 1st epoch, is up to about 160 residential and commercial properties. This compares to
the No Active Intervention baseline, when potential erosion losses of up to 580 residential and commercial
properties could possibly occur.
By year 2055, residential and commercial property losses as a result of coastal erosion could total around 215,
with cumulative losses of between 450 and 460 residential and commercial properties by the year 2105. This
compares to the No Active Intervention baseline, when cumulative house losses could be up to 700 by 2055,
and over 1,150 by 2105 if the protection measures were not afforded, i.e. the preferred policies deliver coastal
erosion protection to about 700 ‘at risk’ residential and commercial properties over the next 100 years. These
figures relate to losses through coastal erosion only assuming worst case estimated erosion occurs along all
parts of the coast. As parts of the SMP frontage are very low lying, overtopping, overflowing or breaching of
defences, even where flood defences are maintained, could lead to wide spread flooding, with over 8,300
residential properties and over 3,200 businesses at risk from flood damage and associated increased risk to life.
Tourism and recreation is an important economic sector, with key centres located along the SMP frontage
including those at Weymouth, West Bay, Charmouth, Lyme Regis, Seaton, Sidmouth, Budleigh Salterton,
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Exmouth, Dawlish, Teignmouth and Torbay. Along these frontages there will be losses of a number of
properties as a result of policies to undertake realignment or No Active Intervention along parts of these
frontages, as well as some re-routing of major infrastructure will be required in the longer term under this
Shoreline Management Plan. While the preferred policy for many of these areas is to Hold the Line in the long
term, there may be a detrimental impact on tourism through loss of beaches at places such as West Bay (West
Beach) and Exmouth, where it will become increasingly difficult technically to retain beaches as sea levels rise
causing coastal squeeze pressures. Along frontages where some properties will be lost due to coastal erosion
in the medium to long term, the preferred policy includes provision for management of the retreat at some of
these locations. This could allow for relocation or mitigation measures to be implemented should there be the
mechanisms to do so.
Agriculture and grazing also represents a share of the local economy and along the coast there are various
grades of agricultural land. Along much of the South Devon and Dorset coast, these are in the undeveloped
stretches between the towns and within the estuaries, where there is insufficient economic justification for
maintaining or constructing defences, which would also be technically inappropriate. Under the preferred
policies there could be loss or damage to approximately 2,800 hectares of agricultural land which will remain
at risk of flooding, even where low-level defences are present, by year 2105.

4.2.2

Implications for Nature Conservation

The SMP seeks to support natural processes and maintain wildlife (including the condition of designated sites)
along the coastline. The SMP recommends the preferred policies of No Active Intervention or Managed
Realignment where it would be possible to enhance and/or create new areas of wetland habitat within or
adjacent to designated conservation sites, which would have beneficial impacts.
However, in some locations, holding the line is essential to protect cities or towns. In some of these locations,
coastal habitats such as vegetated cliffs, sand dunes, saltmarsh, mudflats and/or sandbanks may be adversely
affected (e.g. at Portland Harbour) or lost in the long term due to expected future sea level rise as they may
become squeezed against fixed defences or cliffs.
In other areas, where defences will continue to be maintained, some nationally or locally designated freshwater
or terrestrial habitats may benefit from holding the line and be protected from coastal flooding.
As described in Section 2.7.4, the SMP has the potential to adversely affect the integrity of seven European
sites; Exe Estuary SPA and Ramsar site, Plymouth Sound and Estuaries SAC, Tamar Estuaries Complex SPA,
Dawlish Warren SAC in the short term, Chesil Beach and the Fleet SAC, and Sidmouth to West Bay SAC.
In most cases, potentially adverse effects may occur due to coastal squeeze of intertidal habitats and their
associated qualifying species as a result of sea level rise against coastal defences. However, there is also
uncertainty regarding the loss of vegetated cliff habitats due to holding the line.
Much of the SMP coast is characterised by a variety of cliff types, which are nationally and internationally
important for their geology and geomorphology. This includes most of the stretch between Durlston Head and
Exmouth which forms the UK’s only natural UNESCO World Heritage Site, the ‘Jurassic’ coast. The most
significant threat to the site is the creation of artificial structures along the coast that would affect the natural
processes of erosion or obscure the exposed geology, and lead to a loss of fossils (World Heritage Site
Management Plan 2009 - 2014: Draft for Consultation (March 31st March to June 9th 2009)). The proposed
plan therefore seeks to balance the protection of these natural features with the maintenance and protection
of property and material assets wherever possible. The preferred policies of No Active Intervention or
Managed Realignment have been recommended in areas where there are limited human assets or along areas
of undeveloped coastline to ensure the preservation of the geological interests and compatibility with the
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Jurassic Coast WHS Management Plan objectives. In general, the SMP is not recommending the construction
of new defences to maintain economic assets in areas where none are currently present.
There are often conflicts between allowing the coastline to evolve naturally (benefiting marine or intertidal
habitats) and maintaining designated terrestrial/freshwater sites on the land. In such areas, any SMP policy will
result in some loss of habitat. Careful management of the shoreline between Durlston Head and Rame Head
will therefore be necessary to manage the designated habitats in place wherever possible, while managing and
adapting to changes due the impact of future sea level rise. Some habitat losses will occur due to sea level rise
as the frontage reacts to increasing pressure, for example, as Chesil Beach rolls-back into The Fleet causing
narrowing of the lagoon and loss of designated habitat. However, often this will not be a result of SMP policy
but would occur due to natural change with or without the SMP.

4.2.3

Implications for Landscape

The preferred long term policies in this SMP are intended to sustain the current dense urban areas through
proactive management of the existing beaches and defences, whilst recognising that new linear and possibly
shoreline control defences may be needed in the longer term; although in general, the Plan is not to construct
new defences in currently undefended areas so much of the coastline will remain as today. However,
opportunities for forming a free functioning natural coastline in some areas have been taken, to create a more
natural coastal landscape and reducing piecemeal man-made structures on the beach. This is more beneficial to
the landscape than a policy of defending the whole coastline, which would involve construction of new, more
substantial defences, which in some places would also be unlikely to be technically sustainable or economically
viable. A policy of No Active Intervention would help to conserve and enhance the quality of the landscape
and seascape of the AONBs, Heritage Coasts and UNESCO Dorset and East Devon ‘Jurassic Coast’ World
Heritage Site. However, it is recognised that loss of some coastal properties, to which the AONB designation
refers, may affect the quality of the landscape should they be of special character. In addition, where a No
Active Intervention policy is recommended, there is the potential for unsightly defences as they deteriorate in
the long term. Measures may be needed to remove such structures, particularly is they also pose a health and
safety risk.
A Hold the Line policy involving pro-active management of the existing beaches and defences is still required in
some areas to protect dense urban areas and this can result in changes to landscape character and negative
effects on views for people living, working or visiting the area.
Generally, the SMP policies work with the objectives of management plans for the nationally designated
landscapes, though localised changes in landscape (e.g. landscape changes resulting from the potential loss of
coastal features) will need to be considered further at a more detailed level when approaches to delivering
policy are determined.

4.2.4

Implications for the Historic Environment

There are a wide range of heritage sites along the coast and many more of these will be protected through the
preferred policies than would survive a No Active Intervention policy. However, along some stretches of
coastline, there may be possible damage to or loss of historic environmental features in the medium or longer
term due to flooding and/or erosion including:
•

Scheduled Monuments including Sandsfoot Castle in Weymouth;

•

Small areas of Registered Parks and Gardens e.g. Encombe, Lulworth Castle, Rousdon, Connaught,
Overbecks, Langdon Court, Flete, Mount Edgcumbe;

•

Grades I and II Listed Buildings;

•

Potentially nationally important non-designated archaeological assets; and
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•

Other archaeological features that would require consideration at the scheme level including
regionally and locally non-designated archaeological assets and HER features, historic landscapes and
palaeo-environmental deposits.

The loss of such assets may affect their value as potentially important amenity and recreational assets.
Where there may be possible damage or loss to the historic environment mitigation measures are proposed.
In the case of non-designated site mitigation measure should be considered a scheme or project level as
appropriate.

4.2.5

Implications for Amenity and Recreational use

The coast is an important area for tourist and recreation use, with key interests concentrated along the
coastal strip in many of the settlements in this area. Under the preferred long term policies, the key centres of
tourism and recreation such as at Weymouth, West Bay, Lyme Regis, Sidmouth, Exmouth, Dawlish,
Teignmouth and Torbay will continue to be protected to maintain assets currently protected by the existing
defences. However, this will be at the expense of beaches along many of these frontages, which are unlikely to
be retained as the frontages become more prominent and therefore more exposed. The promenades along
these sections will also become more exposed and less accessible. Where it is possible to provide defence
sustainably in the long term through beach renourishment, this will be of increasing value to tourism and
recreation within the region as more and more beaches become lost as sea levels rise.
Although in the long term there are losses of beach expected from rising sea levels and coastal squeeze, there
will also be potential access issues, with existing accesses to the beach often being lost or becoming redundant.
There is potential, and in some places a necessity due to safety issues, for these to be re-established if funding
is available.
Many of the historic and archaeological assets within the SMP area (see Section 4.2.4) provide important
amenity attractions.

4.3

Managing the Change

The consequences of the long term management policies and the inevitability of having to change past policies
cannot be overstated. By continuing to defend the coastline by following the same approach that has been
taken in the past, is unsustainable in the very long term for particular frontages and it is unrealistic to present
proposed policies that indicate continued defence of an area where this is unlikely to be sustainable or
economically justifiable.
To achieve this change will, however, require consideration of the consequences at various levels of planning
and government. There will be matters that need to be debated at a national level, as the issues that have been
identified by this Shoreline Management Plan will exist several times over around the UK. It is not possible to
achieve complete sustainability from all perspectives and quite probably national policies will need to be
developed to help resolve the dichotomies.

4.3.1

Recommendations

It is expected that implementing this Shoreline Management Plan may require changes at local planning,
regional and national government levels. At a time when regions are being charged with increasing the national
housing stock, there may need to be compensatory provisions made to offset the losses that will result from
this Plan and others. These provisions may, for example, include making other land available for building.
Regional planning needs to consider the messages being delivered by this Plan, and ensure that future
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proposals for regional development and investment are made accordingly.
accordingly Such planning needs to be looking
beyond the current 20 year horizon.
Local planning should consider the risks identified in this Shoreline Management Plan and avoid approving
erosion. Local planning also needs to consider that relocation of
development in areas at risk of flooding and erosion
displaced people and property may require land to be made available within the same settlements to maintain
the same level of community and may need to become increasingly flexible to enable this. Locations for new
developments may need to be identified.
In the short term the need to ensure that conservation interests within designated sites or in the wider
environment are appropriately addressed by coastal management should be done in a way that engages the
issuess. To help deliver this objective
public and involves local communities in finding long term solutions tto
o issue
English Nature (now Natural England) has published a Maritime Strategy entitled ‘Our coasts and seas: making
space for people, industry and wildlife’, available from the Natural England website.
To accommodate coastal
coastal change and associated potential loss of property and assets, whether due to coastal
plans. These will need to address
erosion or flooding, local operating authorities will need to develop action plans
the removal of buildings and other cliff-top facilities well in advance of their loss to erosion. The plans for
relocation of people also need to be established and clear for all affected.
Mitigation measures do not fall solely upon national and local government and should not be read as such
within this Plan. Business and commercial enterprises will need to establish the measures that they need to
take to address the changes that will take place in the future.
future This includes providers of services and utilities,
which will need to make provision for this long term change when upgrading or replacing existing facilities in
the shorter term. They should also consider how they will relocate facilities that will become lost to erosion
or flooding and the need to provide for relocated communities. Other parties needing to consider mitigation
measures will be the local highways authorities and bodies responsible for local amenities (including churches,
golf clubs, etc).
Private land and property owners will also need to consider how they will deal with these changes.
changes The terms
of the Acts under which the operating authorities work confer only “permissive powers” and, as such, there is
currently no general obligation on the part of operating authorities or national government to assure
protection against flooding or erosion. There is no reason at present to assume that this will change in the
future or that individual losses would be recompensed from central funds.
The SMP provides a long lead time for the changes that will take place, which in general will not happen now,
but will occur at some point in the future. To manage these changes effectively and appropriately, the
approach put forward in this SMP needs to be considered now, not in several decades time. Refer to the
Action Plan in Section 6.
6
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5

Policy Statements

5.1

Introduction
Introduction

This section presents the preferred policies and implications for individual sections of coast. These are to
provide local detail to support the overall SMP presented in Section 4,
4 and consider locally-specific issues and
objectives which are presented in Appendix E.
E These statements must be read in conjunction with the wider
objectives and in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications.

5.2

Content

Each Policy Statement contains the following:
•

Location reference – This provides the general location covered by the statement, together with the
policy unit or units covered by the statement. The policy units are identified by a number which is
sequential along the shoreline from east to west (to accord with a new national notation).

•

Summary
Summary of the SMP recommendations and justification – This summarises each location’s plan and
explains the reasoning behind it. These statements focus upon the long term policy but also note any
different short term requirements necessary to achieve the long term aim.

•

Preferred policies – This describes the preferred policies and activities to be adopted in the short,
medium, and long term. In this respect, “short term” is broadly representative of the next 20 years,
“medium term” the next 20 to 50 years, and “long term” the next 50 to 100 years or more. These
timescales should not be taken as definitive and should be considered as phases in the management of a
location. Similarly, the policy unit boundaries shown should not be taken as definitive, as the SMP is based
upon high-level assessment and more detailed studies may justify the need to ‘go across’ boundaries to
appropriately deliver the plan’s policies.

•

Predicted implications of the preferred policies for this location – This table summarises the consequences
at this location only resulting from the preferred policies. These come under the categories of “property
and population”, “land use, infrastructure and material assets”, “historic environment”, “landscape”, “earth
heritage, soils and geology”, “water”, and “biodiversity, flora and fauna” and correspond with information
being entered into the national database of SMPs. The implications have been assessed for the situation by
years 2025, 2055 and 2105 to provide a nationally consistent picture, and consider the impact of the local
policy and also policies along adjacent stretches of coast, as necessary.
Maps – The maps show the erosion that is expected to occur under the preferred policy option in each
area. It should be noted that in some areas no erosion is predicted to occur and so the erosion lines
shown sit on top of each other (and so only a single erosion line is visible). 2008 Environment Agency
flood zone maps have been used. The reader should note that these are continually updated by the
Environment Agency (refer to www.environment-agency.gov.uk) but do not include the effects of climate
change or raised defences. The maps, where appropriate, show potential realigned defence positions to
illustrate possible implications of policies. It should be noted that the realignment extent where managed
realignment is proposed will be subject to further studies before any realignment scheme is undertaken
(refer to Section 5.2.2). Not all data used in the SMP is shown on these policy unit maps. Additional data
used can be viewed on the maps provided in Appendix D.

5.2.1

Policy units

Statements are provided for the following Policy Units:
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Policy statement extent

Policy units covered

Durlston Head to White Nothe

5g01 to 5g08

49

White Nothe to Redcliff Point

5g09 to 5g11

62

Redcliff Point to Preston Beach (Rock Groyne)

5g12 to 5g15

69

5g16 and 5g17

78

Bincleaves to Dowman Place

5g18 to 5g20

84

Small Mouth to King’s Pier

5g21 and 5g22

92

King’s Pier to Portland Bill

5g23

100

Portland Bill to West Weare

6a01

103

Chiswell and Chesil Beach (to Wyke Narrows)

6a02 and 6a03

107

Preston Beach (Rock Groyne) to Portland Harbour (North
Breakwater) (includes Weymouth Harbour)

Page number

Chesil Beach and The Fleet

6a04

114

Chesil Beach (Abbotsbury to East Cliff (West Bay))

6a05 to 6a10

119

West Bay

6a11 and 6a12

131

West Cliff (East) to Thorncombe Beacon

6a13

138

Thorncombe Beacon to Seatown (East)

6a14

142

Seatown

6a15

146

Seatown (West) to Charmouth (East)

6a16 and 6a17

152

Charmouth

6a18

157

Charmouth (West) to East Cliff (Lyme Regis)

6a19

162

Lyme Regis

6a20 to 6a22

166

Monmouth Beach to Haven Cliff (West)

6a23 and 6a24

174

Axe Estuary

6a25 to 6a28

179

Seaton to Seaton Hole

6a29 and 6a30

188

Seaton Hole to Beer Head

6a31 to 6a33

194

Beer Head to Salcombe Hill

6a34

202

Sidmouth

6a35 and 6a36

206

Chit Rocks to Otterton Ledge

6a37 and 6a38

213

Otter Estuary

6a39 and 6a40

218

Budleigh Salterton

6a41

223

Budleigh Salterton (West) to Straight Point

6a42

227

Straight Point to Orcombe Rocks

6a43

231

Orcombe Rocks to Exmouth Spit

6a44 to 6a47

234

Exe Estuary (East Bank – Exmouth to River Clyst)

6b01 to 6b07

243

Exe Estuary – Lower Clyst

6b08

254

6b09 to 6b11

259

Exe Estuary (West Bank)

6b12 to 6b18

265

Dawlish Warren

6b19 to 6b22

276

Langstone Rock to Holcombe

6b23 and 6b24

284

Holcombe to Teignmouth (The Point)

6b25 to 6b29

289

Teign Estuary

6b30 to 6b35

298

Shaldon (The Ness) to Petit Tor Point

6b36 to 6b40

309

Petit Tor Point to Walls Hill

6b41

317

Exe Estuary (East Bank – River Clyst to Topsham Sludge
Beds)
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Policy statement extent

Policy units covered

Walls Hill to Hope's Nose

6b42 to 6b44

322

Hope's Nose to Beacon Cove

6b45 to 6b47

328

Beacon Cove to Roundham Head

6b48 to 6b55

334

Roundham Head to Churston Cove (East)

6b56 to 6b59

345

Brixham

6b60 and 6b61

353

Berry Head to Kingswear (South)

6b62 and 6b63

359

Dart Estuary

6b64 to 6b70

364

Blackstone Point to Strete

6b71 to 6b74

375

Strete to Limpet Rocks

6b75 and 6b76

384

Limpet Rocks to Beesands

6b77 and 6b78

391

Beesands (South) to Start Point

6b79

397

Start Point to Limebury Point

6c01 and 6c02

401

6c03

407

Kingsbridge Estuary

6c04 to 6c06

410

Salcombe (Snapes Point to Splat Cove Point)

6c07

416

Splat Cove Point to Bolt Head

6c08

419

Bolt Head to Avon Estuary (East)

6c09 to 6c12

422

Salcombe Harbour (Limebury Point to Kingsbridge Estuary –
Scoble Point)

Page number

Avon Estuary

6c13 to 6c15

431

Warren Point (Bigbury-on-Sea) to Challaborough (West)

6c16

438

Challaborough (West) to Erme Estuary (East)

6c17

442

Erme Estuary

6c18 to 6c20

445

Erme Estuary (West) to Yealm Estuary (East)

6c21

451

Yealm Estuary

6c22 to 6c25

454

Season Point to Wembury Point

6c26

462

Wembury Point to Mount Batten Breakwater

6c27

466

6c28 to 6c30

470

Tamar Estuary (East Bank)

6c31

476

Upper Tamar Estuary

6c32 and 6c33

480

Tamar Estuary (West Bank)

6c34 to 6c40

486

Mount Edgcumbe to Rame Head

6c41 to 6c45

497

Mount Batten Breakwater to Devil’s Point (including Plym
Estuary)

5.2.2

Additional information

Historic environment features
Where a proposed policy results in the loss of Historic Environment features (known and unknown) it will be
important to consider surveys and investigations to record these important sites, and any features not yet
identified.
Footpaths
Where a proposed policy results in the loss of footpaths, there is potential, subject to planning consents, for
footpaths to be re-routed as the shoreline retreats and/or when defences are realigned. It is important to
note, however, that the provision of defences to support a footpath is not sufficient justification alone for
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providing the defence, as evidenced by the policy of the South-West Coast Path
(www.southwestcoastpath.com).
Land use within defended areas or those affected by policies
policies
Flood and erosion defences reduce the risk to the assets they protect but they do not remove the risk
completely. To be suitably adaptable to future change and future risks, all new development in flood and
erosion risk areas should be appropriately adaptable, resilient and resistant. Decisions on development land
use within flood and erosion risk areas should fully consider the risk and be adaptable to change. This should
follow national planning policy, particularly PPG20 and PPS25 which states development should first be
directed to low risk areas. Appropriate emergency/contingency plans should also be put in place to manage any
residual risks of sudden extreme flooding.
Where the SMP recommends managed realignment of existing defences, the effect on parties currently
protected by defences will be part of the ‘management’ of that change.
Health and safety and removal of defences
All the policies presented will need to be supported by strategic monitoring and must, when implemented,
take due account of existing health and safety legislation. Where a policy of No Active Intervention will result
in present defences not being maintained, then consideration will need to be given to removing defences so
that they do not present a risk to public safety as they deteriorate.
Erosion risk
Within the policy statements, ‘total erosion’ is stated for a given period and refers to total erosion from the
present day and not the erosion during that period. For example, if the 20 to 50 year statement states that
there is 10m erosion and the 50 to 100 year statements states there is 25m erosion, then this would mean
that there was a potential for 15m recession between years 50 and 100, resulting a cumulative recession of
25m by year 100.
The erosion risk stated is the maximum extent of risk expected along the stretch of coastline discussed.
However, it should be recognised that erosion is not linear due to local variations in geology and structure and
exposure conditions, and varying rates of erosion will occur along any length of coastline.
Estuaries
The SMP2 has considered the estuaries along the coast up to the tidal limits which, in some cases, extend
someway inland, whilst in others, are located at the coast (refer to Appendix C,
C Annex C.1 for a full list of
estuaries considered).
For many of the estuaries along this coastline, there have not be detailed studies undertaken and therefore
limited information was available for this SMP. The recently completed Catchment Flood Management Plans
(CFMPs) (Environment Agency, 2008) that cover the estuaries have therefore been used as the primary basis
for setting policy in the SMP. It should, however, be noted that the policies set by CFMPs are not directly
equivalent to SMP policies.
Economic viability
Although economic viability has been considered in putting together this plan, a proposed policy of hold the
line or managed realignment does not guarantee funding for defence maintenance and/or capital works along
these sections of the shoreline (see Appendix H for further detail on the economic appraisal for the preferred
policy options presented).
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Private defences
Along parts of this coast there are private defences that have been constructed by individual landowners. The
policy statements indicate where we believe these existing private defences could, or should not, be
maintained for technical and/or environmental reasons. However, it is acknowledged that at some point other
individuals may wish to build new defences where presently there are none. In these situations, new defences
might be permitted, but the landowner would need to demonstrate that these would have no adverse impacts
on coastal processes and designated features, as part of the statutory planning process. It is not possible to
prescribe specific policies for this situation as it is unknown as to if, when or where this situation may arise.
Managed Realignment policies
Managed realignment extents are not defined in the following SMP policy unit statements because further
studies are needed to:
•

identify the best alignment and extent of defences that best manages flood risk on technical, social,
economic and environmental grounds;

•

define the exact standard of protection of any realigned defences along these frontages;

•

investigate implementation methods;

•

assess hydrodynamic impacts of managed realignment;

•

investigate future morphological evolution;

•

assess potential impacts on Designated or Registered Historic Environment assets and their settings;

•

assess the potential impact on internationally designated sites; and

•

investigate any mitigation measures required for loss of any designated habitats.

Theoretically the maximum extent of any realignment is limited by the extent of the floodplain, but in reality
there are a number of other constraints which restrict it further. Within the present SMP, example
realignment extents have been identified after considering:
•

the provision of a more sustainable estuary alignment;

•

the avoidance of built assets, infrastructure and internationally designated habitats where practicable;

•

more economic, shorter and sheltered defences, incorporating high land where possible;

•

the creation of intertidal habitat; and

•

the potential effects on estuary dynamics.

These are indicative extents and definition of the actual realignment extent will depend upon further studies.
There should be detailed consideration of future land use, development and infrastructure improvements in all
areas of flood and erosion risk, particularly where the policy is to enable the shoreline, and the assets affected
by it, to adapt in a sustainable, controlled and balanced way.
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Location reference:

Durlston Head to White Nothe

Policy Unit reference:

5g01
5g01 to 5g08

SUMMARY OF PREFERRED PLAN RECOMMENDATIONS AND JUSTIFICATION

Plan:
There are very few assets at risk of being lost to erosion along this length of coastline, and much of it is also
designated for its outstanding landscape and geological value.
The long term Plan is to allow natural processes to continue without any further intervention along most of
this coastline. This may result in the damage or loss to some historical features, but protection of these would
not be consistent with the broader vision for this area to maintain its natural value, and could be problematic
as erosion of adjacent lengths continues in the future. There will also be some erosion of cliff top grassland,
but to preserve this would be contrary to wider nature conservation objectives. There may also be an impact
on the slipway at Chapmans Pool.
There are two areas where there are existing defence structures: on the eastern side of Kimmeridge Bay and
within Lulworth Cove. Because sediment interlinkages along this coast are weak, any interventions would not
significantly affect adjacent stretches of coast nor compromise the future natural evolution of those shorelines.
The long term Plan for these areas therefore is to continue to allow intervention as necessary to ensure visitor
access is maintained and to minimise flood risk. Continued intervention in these areas will not though satisfy
national criteria for economic justification so continued defence would be dependent upon alternative funding
being sourced (refer also to Section 5.2.2 ‘Private Defences’).

Preferred policies to implement Plan:
From present day (short
(short
term):
term):

The short term policy for this entire frontage is No Active Intervention,
Intervention with
cliff erosion continuing at similar rates as at present. This varies along the
shoreline, dependent upon the differences in geology.
Within Kimmeridge Bay and Lulworth Cove, the policy is to allow existing
structures to be maintained for as long as technically and economically
possible. However, this will not attract public (flood and coastal defence
budget) funding and so would depend on the availability of alternative funding
to achieve this. Ongoing monitoring is recommended as part of this policy, to
inform decisions about if or when any future realignment of these defences.

Medium term:
term:

The medium term policy for Durlston Head to St Alban’s Head is to continue
with No Active Intervention
Intervention.
ention
Within Kimmeridge Bay and Lulworth Cove there should be a continuation of
the short term policy to allow these structures to be maintained for as long as
possible subject to the availability of alternative funds. Over time it may
become increasingly difficult to maintain the integrity of these defences in their
current positions as the adjacent shorelines recede. Consideration should then
be given to moving the defence lines back in preference to constructing
replacements along existing alignments.
The decision as to when any realignment of defences would be appropriate
would need to be informed by ongoing monitoring.
Should alternative funding not be available then the No Active Intervention
policy would extend across these frontages.

LongerLonger-term:
term:

The long term policy is for a continuation of No Active Intervention,
Intervention so the
cliffs would continue to evolve naturally.
The clay rich cliffs that dominate much of this stretch are also very sensitive to

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of
this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications,
as reported therein.
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climate change and the rate of erosion could increase both due to sea level
rise and an increase in rainfall. The extent of this is, however, unknown due to
uncertainty in the possible future changes in precipitation.
At Kimmeridge Bay and Lulworth Cove, the long term policy is to allow
continued minimal intervention should alternative funds be available, to ensure
a beach access is maintained and the flood risk at Lulworth is minimised. If
alternative funds are available to construct new replacement defences, it is
recommended that a realigned defence position be considered, particularly
within Kimmeridge Bay where increased exposure to wave action and
outflanking due to adjacent eroding cliffs will increasingly be an issue. If
defences are retained in these areas it is essential that they do not significantly
impact on the natural character of this shoreline or adversely affect wider
shoreline processes. The requirement for ongoing monitoring would therefore
remain.
Should alternative funding not be available then the No Active Intervention
policy would extend across these frontages.

Summary of Specific Policies
Policy Unit

Preferred Policies
Short term

Medium term

Long term

5g01

Durlston Head to
St Alban’s Head

Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

5g02

Allow natural coastal
St Alban’s Head to evolution to continue
Kimmeridge Bay
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

Continue to allow existing
localised defences to be
maintained or replaced in
a realigned position if
alternative funding is
available to reduce the risk
of flooding and erosion
and maintain visitor
access.

Continue to allow existing
localised defences to be
maintained or replaced in
a realigned position if
alternative funding is
available to reduce the risk
of flooding and erosion
and maintain visitor
access.

If alternative funds are not
available, then allow
natural coastal evolution
to continue through No
Active Intervention.
Intervention

If alternative funds are not
available, then allow
natural coastal evolution
to continue through No
Active Intervention.
Intervention

5g04

Kimmeridge Bay
(undefended) to
Worbarrow Tout

Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

5g05

Worbarrow Tout Allow natural coastal
to Lulworth Cove evolution to continue

Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue

Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue

5g03

Kimmeridge Bay
(defended length)

Continue to allow existing
localised defences to be
maintained or replaced,
either along existing or
realigned positions, if
alternative funding is
available to reduce the risk
of flooding and erosion
and maintain visitor
access.
If alternative funds are not
available, then allow
natural coastal evolution
to continue through No
Active Intervention.
Intervention

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of
this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications,
as reported therein.
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Policy Unit
(East)

5g06

5g07

Lulworth Cove
(undefended)

Lulworth Cove
(defended length)
length)

Preferred Policies
Short term

5g08

Long term

through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

Continue to allow existing
localised defences to be
maintained or replaced,
either along existing or
realigned positions, if
alternative funding is
available to reduce the risk
of flooding and erosion
and maintain visitor
access.

Continue to allow existing
localised defences to be
maintained or replaced in
a realigned position if
alternative funding is
available to reduce the risk
of flooding and erosion
and maintain visitor
access.

Continue to allow existing
localised defences to be
maintained or replaced in
a realigned position if
alternative funding is
available to reduce the risk
of flooding and erosion
and maintain visitor
access.

If alternative funds are not
available, then allow
natural coastal evolution
to continue through No
Active Intervention.
Intervention

If alternative funds are not
available, then allow
natural coastal evolution
to continue through No
Active Intervention.
Intervention

Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention
Intervention.
on

If alternative funds are not
available, then allow
natural coastal evolution
to continue through No
Active Intervention.
Intervention
Lulworth
Lulworth Cove
(West) to White
Nothe

Medium term

Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of
this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications,
as reported therein.
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Location refe
reference:

Durlston Head to White Nothe

Policy Unit reference:

5g01 to 5g08
IMPLICATIONS OF THE PREFERRED PLAN FOR THIS LOCATION

Time
Period

Management Activities

Property and Population

2005 –
2025

Cliff erosion will
continue along this
section by a variety of
mechanisms controlled
by the local geological
characteristics. Coarser
sediment released from
this erosion will be
retained within local
pocket beaches, whilst
finer sediment is
removed offshore.
Continued maintenance
of the existing
defences, and ongoing
monitoring of both the
structures and adjacent
cliffs.

Potential permanent loss of
some community, recreational
and amenity facilities in
Kimmeridge Bay (with
associated health impacts) due
to erosion and at the western
end of Lulworth Cove
(dependent on location and
timing of Managed
Realignment) due to erosion
and flooding.

Cliff erosion will
continue along this
section by a variety of
mechanisms controlled
by the local geological
characteristics. Coarser
sediment released from
this erosion will be
retained within local
pocket beaches, whilst
finer sediment is
removed offshore.
Continued maintenance
of the existing
defences, and ongoing
monitoring of both the
structures and adjacent
cliffs. Consideration of
the need to realign
defences.
Cliff erosion will
continue to occur along
this section by a variety
of mechanisms
controlled by the local
geological
characteristics. Coarser
sediment released from
this erosion will be
retained within local
pocket beaches, whilst
finer sediment is
removed offshore.

Potential permanent loss of
some community, recreational
and amenity facilities in
Kimmeridge Bay due to
erosion and at the western
end of Lulworth Cove
(dependent on location and
timing of Managed
Realignment).

2025 –
2055

2055 –
2105

Land Use, Infrastructure and
Material Assets
Permanent loss of grades 3, 4
and 5 agricultural land due to
erosion and flooding.

Historic
Historic Environment
Potential partial loss of up to 4
Scheduled Monuments (SMs)
due to erosion: Alum Works
SM at Kimmeridge Bay, Bowl
Barrow SM on Emmetts Hill,
Flowers Barrow SM and The
Warren Field System SM.

Landscape Character and
Visual Amenity
Minor change in landscape
character of Dorset AONB
due to increased erosion and
flooding, but not considered
detrimental as these are
natural processes.

Loss of small area of Encombe
and Lulworth Castle
Registered Parks and Gardens.

Potential loss of some tourist
assets (e.g. visitor access to
the western section of
Lulworth Cove beach if
alternative funding is not
available).
Permanent loss of grades 3, 4
and 5 agricultural land due to
erosion and flooding.
Part of the B370 main access
road to Lulworth Cove may be
affected due to erosion and
flooding, depending upon the
location of Managed
Realignment.

Potential loss of some tourist
assets (e.g. visitor access to
the western section of
Lulworth Cove beach if
alternative funding is not
available).

Potential permanent loss of
some community, recreational
and amenity facilities in
Kimmeridge Bay due to
erosion and at the western
end of Lulworth Cove
(dependent on location of
Managed Realignment) due to
erosion and flooding.
Potential loss of some tourist
assets (e.g. visitor access to
the western section of

Permanent loss of grades 3, 4
and 5 agricultural land due to
erosion and flooding.
Part of the B370 main access
road to Lulworth Cove may be
affected due to erosion and
flooding, depending upon the
location of Managed
Realignment.

Potential partial loss of up to 4
Scheduled Monuments (SMs)
due to erosion: Alum Works
SM at Kimmeridge Bay, Bowl
Barrow SM on Emmetts Hill,
Flowers Barrow SM and The
Warren Field System SM.
Loss of small area of Encombe
and Lulworth Castle
Registered Parks and Gardens.

Potential partial loss of up to 4
Scheduled Monuments (SMs)
due to erosion: Alum Works
SM at Kimmeridge Bay, Bowl
Barrow SM on Emmetts Hill,
Flowers Barrow SM and The
Warren Field System SM.
Loss of small area of Encombe
and Lulworth Castle
Registered Parks and Gardens.

Minor change in landscape
character of Dorset AONB
due to increased erosion and
flooding, but not considered
detrimental as these are
natural processes.
Potential for deteriorating
structures to become
unsightly.

Minor change in landscape
character of Dorset AONB
due to increased erosion and
flooding, but not considered
detrimental as these are
natural processes.
Potential for deteriorating
structures to become
unsightly.

Earth Heritage, Soils and
Geology

Water

Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
integrity of the geological
interest features of South
Dorset Coast Site of Special
Scientific Interest (SSSI) and
Dorset and East Devon World
Heritage Site (WHS),
therefore the preferred
policies in this coastal section
would continue to maintain
the geological exposures of
these features.

No known impacts on water
quality. However, the exposed
sewage pipeline at Lulworth
Cove will require further
consideration i.e. covering.

Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
integrity of the geological
interest features of South
Dorset Coast Site of Special
Scientific Interest (SSSI) and
Dorset and East Devon World
Heritage Site (WHS),
therefore the preferred
policies in this coastal section
would continue to maintain
the geological exposures of
these features.

No known impacts on water
quality. However, the exposed
sewage pipeline at Lulworth
Cove will require further
consideration i.e. covering.

Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
integrity of the geological
interest features of South
Dorset Coast Site of Special
Scientific Interest (SSSI) and
Dorset and East Devon World
Heritage Site (WHS),
therefore the preferred
policies in this coastal section
would continue to maintain
the geological exposures of
these features.

No known impacts on water
quality. However, the exposed
sewage pipeline at Lulworth
Cove will require further
consideration i.e. covering.

Managed Realignment at
Kimmeridge Bay and Lulworth
Cove should be implemented
so as to not adversely impact
on the water quality status of
the coastal waters or
compromise the achievement
of WFD water quality targets.

Managed Realignment at
Kimmeridge Bay and Lulworth
Cove should be implemented
so as to not adversely impact
on the water quality status of
the coastal waters or
compromise the achievement
of WFD water quality targets.

Managed Realignment at
Kimmeridge Bay and Lulworth
Cove should be implemented
so as to not adversely impact
on the water quality status of
the coastal waters or
compromise the achievement

Biodiversity, Flora and Fauna
No adverse effect on Isle of
Portland to Studland Cliffs
SAC.
Continued loss of unimproved
neutral and calcareous
grassland within South Dorset
Coast SSSI (biological) from
erosion and flooding.
Opportunities may exist to
improve the favourable
condition of the designated
terrestrial habitats through
changes in their grazing/scrub
management at Kimmeridge
Bay and Lulworth Cove.

No adverse impact on Isle of
Portland to Studland Cliffs
SAC.
Continued loss of unimproved
neutral and calcareous
grassland within South Dorset
Coast SSSI (biological) from
erosion and flooding.
Opportunities may exist to
improve the favourable
condition of the designated
terrestrial habitats through
changes in their grazing/scrub
management at Kimmeridge
Bay and Lulworth Cove.

No adverse impact on Isle of
Portland to Studland Cliffs
SAC.
Continued loss of unimproved
neutral and calcareous
grassland within South Dorset
Coast SSSI (biological) from
erosion and flooding.
Opportunities may exist to
improve the favourable
condition of the designated

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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Location refe
reference:

Durlston Head to White Nothe

Policy Unit reference:

5g01 to 5g08
IMPLICATIONS OF THE PREFERRED PLAN FOR THIS LOCATION

Time
Period

Management Activities

Property and Population

Construction of a
realigned defence
position, the timing of
which is to be informed
by the ongoing
monitoring.

Lulworth Cove beach if
alternative funding is not
available). Where funding is
available, opportunities exist to
improve visitor access to the
beach/coast.

Land Use, Infrastructure and
Material Assets

Historic
Historic Environment

Landscape Character and
Visual Amenity

Earth Heritage, Soils and
Geology

Water
of WFD water quality targets.

Biodiversity, Flora and Fauna
terrestrial habitats through
changes in their grazing/scrub
management at Kimmeridge
Bay and Lulworth Cove.

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context
of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context
of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context
of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context
of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context
of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context
of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context
of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context
of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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Location reference:

White Nothe to Redcliff Point

Policy Unit reference:

5g09 to 5g11

SUMMARY OF PREFERRED PLAN RECOMMENDATIONS AND JUSTIFICATION

Plan:
This is a largely undefended cliffed section of coast which covers Ringstead Bay and Osmington Bay between
White Nothe to the east and Redcliff Point to the west. It is dominated by clay-rich cliffs, which experience
episodic landslide events, with the potential to cause ten’s of metres of retreat as a result of a single event. In
places there is a risk of relic landslide complexes becoming reactivated, which makes management of this
coastline more difficult. Such landslides can also have an impact by interrupting local sediment drift, which is
predominately from east to west. There is a short length of shoreline within part of Ringstead Bay currently
defended by a scheme constructed in the mid-1990s.
The long term Plan for this section of coast is to allow the continuation of the natural erosion processes that
are integral to the World Heritage and SSSI status of the cliffs. Allowing the cliffs to continue to erode along
this section could impact upon cliff top habitats and a number of cliff top assets, including holiday developments
in Ringstead Bay and parts of Osmington Mills Holiday Centre, two Scheduled Monuments and Grade 3
agricultural land. Parts of the South-West Coast Path that extends along the cliff top in this area would be lost
to erosion, requiring realignment of the path inland.
This change in medium to long term policy for the presently defended section of coast is necessary as these
become increasingly unsustainable due to outflanking from continued erosion of the adjacent undefended cliffs.
There will need to be a transition period, during which mitigation measures should be determined for these
potential losses. Therefore in the short term, the existing defences will continue to be maintained.

Preferred policies to implement Plan:
From present day (short
(short
term):
term):

The short term policy for the undefended majority of this coast is No Active
Intervention, thereby allowing the clay cliffs that dominate this section to
Intervention
continue to evolve naturally.
Present erosion trends will continue with an average retreat of approximately
10m predicted over this period. Episodic events of larger magnitude do also
occur with a frequency of between 10 and 100 years. It is therefore possible
that a significant event could be experienced during this period, with erosion
of 10 to 50m of land in that single event. Without more detailed technical
appraisal, however, is difficult to predict where this might occur.
For the short length of currently defended shoreline within part of Ringstead
Bay, the short term policy is to Hold the Line.
Line This will allow maintenance of
the short length of rock revetment and rock groyne for as long as is technically
(and economically) feasible. This will provide some protection to assets behind
by preventing erosion of the cliff toe by marine action and so delaying on-set
of local instability within the cliffs. This could be supported by beach recycling
activities to help retain beach material in front of Ringstead village.
Impacts and mitigation measures for the loss of assets will need to be
developed during this period.

Medium term:
term:

The medium term policy is No Active Intervention along the entire length of
coast, including the currently defended Ringstead Bay.
Maintenance of the existing defences at Ringstead would continue for as long
as is technically and economically viable. However, as these reach the end of
their design life during this period they would not be replaced and there would
be gradual withdrawal of maintenance. This decision would be based upon
ongoing monitoring of the defences, beach and cliffs in the area.

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of
this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications,
as reported therein.
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Total failure of these structures may not occur immediately. Therefore some
protection would still be afforded unless failed structures are removed for
health and safety reasons. Outflanking by erosion of adjacent cliffs would
increase the risk to assets here, with the possible loss of cliff-top assets during
this period. Measures will need to be put in place to determine how to manage
the future erosion situation, both in terms of risk management and appropriate
relocation of people, properties and facilities.

LongerLonger-term:

The long term policy is for No Active Intervention along the entire length of
coast between White Nothe and Redcliff Point, allowing his cliffed section of
coast to continue to evolve naturally.
Any remaining defences along Ringstead Bay would fail, with removal if
necessary should they become a Health and Safety issue. Therefore there
would be no formal protection remaining by the middle to end of this period.
The lack of defences would result in a naturally functioning coast, with a beach
that would adapt to sea level rise by migrating landwards at a rate
commensurate with cliff recession in the rest of the bay. The recession of
these cliffs are likely to be affected by sea level rise and total erosion could be
between 50 and 70m by 2105. This would result in the potential loss of cliff
top assets in this area and therefore measures would need to be in place to
manage and mitigate this risk.
There is a risk of a large scale event occurring along the Osmington to Redcliff
Point section during this period, which could result in a localised loss of cliff
top in the region of 10 to 50m. These cliffs are also sensitive to climate change
and in particular increased precipitation, although uncertainty in the prediction
of future precipitation, means that this is not accounted for in the forecast
erosion extents.

Summary of Specific Policies
Policy Unit
White Nothe
Nothe to
Ringstead Bay
5g09
(defended length
east)

Ringstead Bay
5g10
(defended length)

Ringstead Bay
(defended length
5g11
west) to Redcliff
Point

Short term
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention
Undertake maintenance of
the existing defences in
order to provide
continued protection to
the cliff top assets, as long
as this remains feasible,
through a Hold the Line
policy.
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

Preferred Policies
Medium term
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

Long term
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Active
Intervention.
Intervention

Continue to Hold the Line
by maintaining defences
for as long as possible but
eventually moving towards
No Active Intervention
during this period.

Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of
this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications,
as reported therein.
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Location refe
reference:

White Nothe to Redcliff Point

Policy Unit reference:

5g09 to 5g11
IMPLICATIONS OF THE PREFERRED PLAN FOR THIS LOCATION

Time
Period

Management Activities

Property and Population

2005 –
2025

Cliff erosion would
continue to occur along
the undefended
majority of this stretch,
providing some coarse
sediment to local
beaches.

Loss of some properties and
land at Osmington Mills on
Mills Road.

Maintenance of the
existing defences within
Ringstead Bay during
this period.

Loss of isolated properties
along coastal stretch.

Potential loss of parts of
caravan site by cliff erosion and
some localised flooding.

Land Use, Infrastructure and
Material Assets
Loss of sewage works due to
erosion.

Historic Environment
No loss of any Scheduled
Monuments expected.

Some loss of grades 3 and 4
agricultural land due to
erosion (and flooding).

Landscape
Landscape Character and
Visual Amenity

Earth Heritage, Soils and
Geology

Water

Biodiversity, Flora and Fauna

Potential change in landscape
character of Dorset AONB
due to flooding and erosion,
but not considered detrimental
as these are natural, ongoing
processes.

Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
integrity of the geological
interest features of South
Dorset Coast Site of Special
Scientific Interest (SSSI) and
Dorset and East Devon World
Heritage Site (WHS),
therefore the preferred
policies in this coastal section
would continue to maintain
the geological exposures of
these features (except along
the defended length of
Ringstead Bay).

Potential for reduced water
quality due to loss of the
sewage works (which has the
potential to affect the
achievement of the WFD
objectives). Further
consideration is required
regarding decommissioning the
works and constructing new
sewage works inland.

There will be no adverse effect
on the Isle of Portland to
Studland Cliffs SAC. It is
unlikely that significant erosion
of designated terrestrial habitat
(e.g. dry grassland) will occur
in the short term through
holding the line at 5g10.

Loss of land occupied by
caravans at Ringstead.
Loss of some properties at
Burning Cliff due to erosion.

2025 –
2055

Cliff erosion would
continue to occur,
providing some coarse
sediment to local
beaches.
Maintenance of the
defences along this
section would cease
during this period, as
the structures reach
the end of their design
life and they become
more outflanked by
erosion of the adjacent,
undefended cliffs.

Loss of some properties and
land at Osmington Mills on
Mills Road.
Potential loss of parts of
caravan site by cliff erosion and
some localised flooding.
Loss of isolated properties
along coastal stretch.
Increased loss of land occupied
by caravans at Ringstead.
Loss of some properties at
Burning Cliff due to erosion.
Osmington Bay Holiday
Centre at risk of erosion.

Loss of sewage works due to
erosion.
Some loss of grades 3 and 4
agricultural land due to
erosion (and flooding).

Potential partial loss of
Medieval Settlement Scheduled
Monument at West Ringstead
due to erosion.

Potential change in landscape
character of Dorset AONB
due to increased flooding and
erosion, but not considered
detrimental as these are
natural, ongoing processes.
Potential for deteriorating
structures to become unsightly

Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
integrity of the geological
interest features of South
Dorset Coast Site of Special
Scientific Interest (SSSI) and
Dorset and East Devon World
Heritage Site (WHS),
therefore the preferred
policies in this coastal section
would continue to maintain
the geological exposures of
these features.

Holding the line at Ringstead
Bay (defended) in short term
should be implemented so as
to not adversely impact on the
water quality status of the
coastal waters or compromise
the achievement of WFD
water quality targets.

Potential for reduced water
quality due to loss of the
sewage works (which has the
potential to affect the
achievement of the WFD
objectives). Further
consideration is required
regarding decommissioning the
works and constructing new
sewage works inland.

No adverse effect on Poole
Bay to Lyme Bay Reefs pSAC.
There is no evidence to
suggest that this policy is
affecting the reef habitat at
present and therefore no
adverse effects are foreseen.
Potential loss of some
designated limestone grassland
habitats at base of cliff within
South Dorset Coast SSSI
(biological) through flooding
and erosion. However
majority of grassland currently
lost is due to inappropriate
scrub control. An opportunity
exists to improve the
favourable condition of the
designated terrestrial habitats
through scrub control e.g. at
Ringstead Bay.
There will be no adverse
effects on the Isle of Portland
to Studland Cliffs SAC. It is
unlikely that significant erosion
of designated terrestrial habitat
(e.g. dry grassland) will occur
in the medium term at 5g10. A
move to a policy of NAI in the
medium term will promote
natural processes and will be
beneficial to the European site.
No adverse effect on Poole
Bay to Lyme Bay Reefs pSAC.
There is no evidence to
suggest that this policy is
affecting the reef habitat at
present and therefore no
adverse effects are foreseen.
Potential loss of some

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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Location refe
reference:

White Nothe to Redcliff Point

Policy Unit reference:

5g09 to 5g11
IMPLICATIONS OF THE PREFERRED PLAN FOR THIS LOCATION

Time
Period

2055 –
2105

Management Activities

Cliff erosion would
continue to occur as
part of a naturally
functioning coast,
providing some coarse
sediment to local
beaches.

Property and Population

Loss of some properties and
land at Osmington Mills on
Mills Road.
Potential loss of parts of
caravan site by cliff erosion and
some flooding (though the
latter process to a lesser
degree).
Loss of isolated properties
along coastal stretch.
Increased loss of land occupied
by caravans at Ringstead.
Loss of some properties at
Burning Cliff due to erosion.
Osmington Bay Holiday
Centre at risk of erosion.

Land Use, Infrastructure and
Material Assets

Loss of sewage works due to
erosion.
Some loss of grades 3 and 4
agricultural land due to
erosion and flooding.

Historic Environment

Potential partial loss of
Fishpond Scheduled Monument
and further loss of Medieval
Settlement Scheduled
Monument at West Ringstead
due to erosion.

Landscape
Landscape Character and
Visual Amenity

Potential change in landscape
character of Dorset AONB
due to increased flooding and
erosion, but not considered
detrimental as these are
natural, ongoing processes.
Potential for deteriorating
structures to become unsightly

Earth Heritage, Soils and
Geology

Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
integrity of the geological
interest features of South
Dorset Coast Site of Special
Scientific Interest (SSSI) and
Dorset and East Devon World
Heritage Site (WHS),
therefore the preferred
policies in this coastal section
would continue to maintain
the geological exposures of
these features.

Water

Potential for reduced water
quality due to loss of the
sewage works (which has the
potential to affect the
achievement of the WFD
objectives). Further
consideration is required
regarding decommissioning the
works and constructing new
sewage works inland.

Biodiversity, Flora and Fauna
designated limestone grassland
habitats at base of cliff within
South Dorset Coast SSSI
(biological) through flooding
and erosion. However
majority of grassland currently
lost is due to inappropriate
scrub control.
There will be no adverse
effects on the Isle of Portland
to Studland Cliffs SAC. A
policy of NAI in the long term
will promote natural processes
and will be beneficial to the
European site.
No adverse effect on Poole
Bay to Lyme Bay Reefs pSAC.
There is no evidence to
suggest that this policy is
affecting the reef habitat at
present and therefore no
adverse effects are foreseen.
Potential long term loss of
some designated limestone
grassland habitats at base of
cliff within South Dorset Coast
SSSI (biological) through
flooding and erosion.
However majority of grassland
currently lost is due to
inappropriate scrub control.

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context
of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context
of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context
of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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Location reference:

Redcliff Point to Preston Beach (Rock Groyne)

Policy Unit reference:

5g12
5g12 to 5g15

SUMMARY OF PREFERRED PLAN RECOMMENDATIONS AND JUSTIFICATION

Plan:
This section is comprised of developed and defended lengths of coast that are bounded, either entirely or
partly, by the undefended naturally functioning eroding cliffs of Redcliff and Furzy Cliff. These cliffs experience
infrequent landslide events which provide geological exposures that are important to the World Heritage Site
and SSSI designations of this part of the coast.
The aim is to ensure that these important geological exposures are maintained over the next 100 years, whilst
managing the risk of flooding and erosion to the developed areas in a sustainable way which minimises the risk
of defences being outflanked. This frontage therefore needs to be managed as a whole to ensure that policies
are compatible and working with natural shoreline processes, while accepting that different policies will apply
to different stretches of coast.
This area could also be affected by any change in the Portland Harbour Breakwaters, which are believed to
have a sheltering effect and therefore influence sediment circulation within Weymouth Bay. In this Plan it is
proposed that these breakwaters will remain and be maintained through to the long term (refer to Policy Unit
5g22).
The continued erosion of Furzy Cliff and Redcliff would eventually cause outflanking of defences at Bowleaze
Cove and Preston Beach. This would make it increasingly difficult to maintain the existing defence line at
Bowleaze Cove so the long term Plan in this area is to establish a more sustainable defence line commensurate
with the eroding adjacent cliffs. This could result in some loss of cliff-top assets, therefore measures will need
to be put in place to determine how to manage the future erosion situation, both in terms of risk management
and appropriate relocation of people, properties and facilities.
The northern part of Preston Beach at Overcombe is currently protected by cliff stabilisation measures and
defences that protect the RSPB nature reserve at Lodmoor, the A353 Preston Beach Road and a number of
properties, from flooding and erosion. This frontage is already subject to intensive beach management activity
to retain a sufficient beach width to provide the required standard of protection to the assets behind the
defence line. It is likely to become increasingly difficult to sustain this in the medium to long term, more so as
erosion of Furzy Cliff increases the risk of outflanking.
As such, a change in current policy in the long term would see part of this frontage undergo Managed
Realignment commensurate with the erosion of the adjacent Furzy Cliff in order to seek to establish a more
sustainable defence line. This would need to accommodate realignment of the A353 to ensure this key access
route remains provided (albeit in a more landward position) and would cause loss of part of the RSPB nature
reserve, as well as a number of properties in the northern part of this section, although a key consideration in
undertaking realignment will also be the continued defence of the developed area of Weymouth in he adjacent
unit to the south where the policy is to Hold the Line.
Cliffline retreat would therefore continue along both Redcliff and Furzy Cliff, causing the loss of some areas of
agricultural land and loss of parts of the coast path, which would need to be realigned inland as a result. Set
back from the cliff top along Furzy Cliff is the only road access to the properties and tourist facilities at
Bowleaze Cove and the continued erosion of Furzy Cliff could, in the long term, impact upon this road access,
as well as cause loss of some cliff top properties that are located beyond the road.

Preferred policies to implement Plan:
Plan:
From present day (short
(short
term):
term):

The short term policy is for No Active Intervention along the undefended
parts of Redcliff and Furzy Cliff.
The clay cliffs at Redcliff and Furzy Cliff erode as a result of episodic events of
between 10 and 50m every 10 to 100 years. This trend is expected to
continue in the future, with an average recession of 11 to 50m of Redcliff by
2025. Erosion of Furzy Cliff would increase the risk of defences at either end
of the cliff being outflanked towards the end of this period.

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of
this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications,
as reported therein.
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Elsewhere, the policy in the short term will be to Hold the Line of the existing
defences within Bowleaze Cove and along Preston Beach, including the
defences along the southernmost end of Furzy Cliff. This would involve
maintenance of the defences to ensure the current level of protection is
maintained. The gabions to the eastern side of Bowleaze are however in a
poor condition and consideration could be given to either replacing or
removing these (on health and safety grounds) during this period. Measures
would be developed to facilitate the realignment of defences in the medium to
long term
It is likely that further beach recharge will be required at Preston Beach
towards the end of this period to maintain the standard of protection. This
may also require consideration of a further shoreline control structure at the
northern end of Preston Beach to retain beach material in this area.

Medium term:
term:

Along Preston Beach and the southern-most end of Furzy Cliff, the medium
term policy is to continue to Hold the Line.
Line This would be through continued
maintenance of the existing structures, including any possible additional
shoreline control structure at the northern end Preston Beach, and continuing
with ongoing beach management activities.
During this period, consideration should be given to the long term vision of
realigning defences to more sustainable alignments. Measures will need to be
put in place during this period to manage any transition, including ongoing
monitoring of both beach and cliff. This will need to include establishing
requirements for realignment of the A353 as part of any scheme as well as
protection of the former landfill site.
At Bowleaze Cove the continued maintenance of the defences could become
unsustainable as sea levels rise and the risk of outflanking by erosion of the
adjacent cliffs increases during this period. This would lead to this area
becoming more prominent than adjacent sections. The medium term plan
therefore is to change to a policy of Managed Realignment.
Realignment The defence line
would be moved landward to a position in line with the retreating adjacent
cliffs. This would likely involve the construction of a set back sea wall, which
may also help to retain a healthier beach by providing space for the beach to
migrate and adapt as sea levels rise.
Elsewhere, along the undefended Redcliff and Furzy Cliff, the medium term
policy would be to continue with No Active Intervention.
Intervention Total erosion here is
predicted to be between 30 to 50m by 2055. This cliff erosion would mainly
contribute fines to the system therefore would not build beaches along this
section.
There is the possibility of cliff erosion of Furzy Cliff leading to the defence at
Overcombe standing prominent which could have a significant effect upon
littoral drift processes at the northern end of Weymouth Bay. It may also
mean that maintenance of these defences becomes unsustainable during this
period and necessary to consider bringing forward the long term policy of
Managed Realignment.

LongerLonger-term:

Along Preston Beach the policy for the long term is to change to one of
Managed Realignment as the maintenance of existing defences becomes
unsustainable and erosion of the adjacent cliffs increases. Without this change
the provision of flood defence through beach management activities will also
become increasingly unsustainable along Preston Beach. This will be as a result

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of
this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications,
as reported therein.
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of this more exposed position interrupting sediment drift and presenting an
outflanking issue, and sea levels rise making beach management in this position
increasingly difficult and expensive.
Realignment of the defences (along all or part of this section) through
construction and maintenance of new defences in a set back location will be
required, with realignment of the highway. The aim of this Policy is to provide
a more sustainable defence alignment consistent with the position of Furzy
Cliff to the north whilst maintaining the key A353 access route that is of
importance to the economic well-being of the town of Weymouth.
This scenario would also be likely to require greater defence of the section to
the south of Preston Beach (the Greenhill end of Weymouth – refer to Policy
Unit 5g16). Development of plans to implement this policy along this section
must consider the coast in the southern part of Weymouth Bay.
At Bowleaze Cove, the long term plan is to maintain the realigned defence
position established in the medium term under a policy of Hold the Line.
Line
Whilst realignment of the defences may provide space for a healthier beach for
a period, as sea levels rise this will diminish and it may be necessary to
consider further realignment of defences at some point. Any such decision
would be guided by information from continued monitoring of the recession of
the adjacent cliffs and fronting beach.
The long term policy over the rest of this unit is No Active Intervention.
Intervention Total
cliff erosion by 2105 is predicted to be between 60 and 100m. The fine grained
material from this erosion would not however, contribute to the beaches so
there would be a continued trend of beach steepening and narrowing.
The reduction in defence activity along these frontages will enable the
shoreline to behave more naturally and adapt to a more sustainable position.

Summary of Specific Policies
Preferred Policies
Medium term
Allow natural coastal
Redcliff Point to
evolution to continue
5g12 Bowleaze Cove
through No Active
(Gabions)
Intervention.
Intervention
Construct new defences
Undertake maintenance of
Bowleaze Cove
inland in a more
the existing defences to
5g13 (Gabions) to Furzy
sustainable position,
Hold the Line during this
Cliff
through Managed
Managed
period.
Realignment.
Realignment
Allow natural coastal
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
evolution to continue
5g14 Furzy Cliff
through No Active
through No Active
Active
Intervention.
Intervention.
Intervention
Intervention
Undertake maintenance of
the existing defences to
Continue to maintain
continue to afford
existing defences, to afford
Furzy Cliff to
protection to the key
protection to the key
5g15 Preston Beach
(Rock Groyne)
transport link and assets, transport link and assets,
through a Hold the Line
through Hold the Line.
Line
policy.
policy
Policy Unit

Short term
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

Long term
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention
Continue to maintain the
realigned defence position
through a Hold the Line
policy.
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention
Construct new defences in
a more sustainable setback position, through
implementing Managed
Realignment
Realignment.
gnment

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of
this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications,
as reported therein.
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Location refe
reference:

Redcliff Point to Preston Beach (Rock Groyne)

Policy Unit reference:

5g12 to 5g15
IMPLICATIONS OF THE PREFERRED PLAN FOR THIS LOCATION

Time
Period

Management Activities

2005 –
2025

Cliff erosion would
continue to occur along
the undefended cliffs
along this stretch.
Maintenance of existing
defence structures
along with continued
beach management
activity. Construction
of a shoreline control
structure at the
northern end of
Preston Beach along
with additional beach
recharge likely to be
required towards the
end of this period.

2025 –
2055

2055 –
2105

Cliff erosion would
continue to occur along
the undefended cliffs
along this stretch.
Maintenance of the
defence structures
along Preston Beach
along with continued
beach management
activity. Construction
and maintenance of a
realigned defence
position at Bowleaze
Cove.

Cliff erosion would
continue to occur along
the undefended cliffs
along this stretch.
Construct a realigned
defence position along
all or part of Preston

Property, Population and
Human Health
Loss of isolated properties
along coastal stretch.
Waterside Holiday Park at
Bowleaze protected from
erosion.

Land Use, Infrastructure
Infrastructure and
Material Assets
Loss of grades 3 and 4
agricultural land due to
erosion and flooding in some
areas.

Historic Environment
No known impacts on
archaeological features

Landscape Character and
Visual Amenity
Minor changes in landscape
character of the area.

Flooding of A354 and A353
would remain a possibility.

Loss of South-West Coastal
Path in some areas.
Properties and facilities within
Preston and Overcombe
protected from erosion and
flooding.
Protection of the northern
parts of Weymouth from
flooding.

Loss of isolated properties
along coastal stretch
Potential partial loss of
Waterside Holiday Park at
Bowleaze due to erosion (and
implementation of Managed
Realignment).

Loss of grades 3 and 4
agricultural land due to
erosion and flooding in some
areas.

No known impacts on
archaeological features

Minor changes in landscape
character of the area.

Flooding of A354 and A353
would remain a possibility.

Properties and facilities within
Preston and Overcombe
protected from erosion and
flooding.

Potential partial loss of
Waterside Holiday Park at
Bowleaze due to erosion (and
implementation of Managed

Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
integrity of the geological
interest features of South
Dorset Coast, Site of Special
Scientific Interest (SSSI) and
Dorset and East Devon World
Heritage Site (WHS),
therefore the preferred policy
between Redcliff Point and
Bowleaze Cove would
continue to maintain the
geological exposures of these
features.

Water
No known impacts on water
quality.
Holding the line at Furzy Cliff
and Bowleaze in short term
should be implemented so as
to not adversely impact on the
water quality status of the
coastal waters or compromise
the achievement of WFD
water quality targets.

Protection of Lodmoor
historic landfill site.
Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
integrity of the geological
interest features of South
Dorset Coast, Site of Special
Scientific Interest (SSSI) and
Dorset and East Devon World
Heritage Site (WHS),
therefore the preferred
policies in these coastal units
would continue to maintain
the geological exposures of
these features.

No known impacts on water
quality.
Holding the line at between
Furzy Cliff and Preston Beach
should be implemented so as
to not adversely impact on the
water quality status of the
coastal waters or compromise
the achievement of WFD
water quality targets.

Flooding of A354 would
remain a possibility. Flood risk

No known impacts on
archaeological features

Minor changes in landscape
character of the area.

Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
integrity of the geological
interest features of South
Dorset Coast, Site of Special
Scientific Interest (SSSI) and
Dorset and East Devon World

No ‘adverse effect’ on the Isle
of Portland to Studland Cliffs
SAC. HTL would affect up to
only 3% of the overall site,
with limited impact on the
ecological functionality of the
site.
Protection in some areas and
losses in other areas of some
designated grassland habitat
within South Dorset Coast
SSSI (biological).

No ‘adverse effect’ on the Isle
of Portland to Studland Cliffs
SAC. HTL would affect up to
only 3% of the overall site,
with limited impact on the
ecological functionality of the
site.
Loss of some designated
grassland habitat within South
Dorset Coast SSSI (biological).
The reedbed and brackish
grassland at Lodmoor Nature
Reserve and SSSI would
continue to be protected from
flood and erosion risk.

Protection of Lodmoor
historic landfill site.

Loss of grades 3 and 4
agricultural land due to
erosion and flooding in some
areas.

Biodiversity, Flora and Fauna

The reedbed and brackish
grassland at Lodmoor Nature
Reserve and SSSI would
continue to be protected from
flood and erosion risk.

In the short term, holding the
line between Bowleaze Cove
and Furzy Cliff has the
potential to adversely affect
the geological interests of
South Dorset Coast SSSI and
the WHS.

Loss of South-West Coastal
Path in some areas.

Protection of the northern
parts of Weymouth from
flooding.
Loss of isolated properties
along coastal stretch.

Earth Heritage, Soils and
Geology

No known impacts on water
quality.

There will be no adverse
effects on the integrity of the
cliff habitats within the
adjacent Isle of Portland to
Studland Cliffs SAC in the long
term.

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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Location refe
reference:

Redcliff Point to Preston Beach (Rock Groyne)

Policy Unit reference:

5g12 to 5g15
IMPLICATIONS OF THE PREFERRED PLAN FOR THIS LOCATION

Time
Period

Management Activities
Beach. Continued
maintenance of
defences and ongoing
beach management
activity would be
required throughout.
Maintenance of the
realigned defence
positions along both
Preston Beach and
Bowleaze Cove, with
ongoing monitoring to
inform timings of
realignment.

Property, Population and
Human Health
Realignment).
Loss of South-West Coastal
Path in some areas.
Properties and facilities within
Preston and Overcombe
protected from erosion and
flooding.
Protection of the northern
parts of Weymouth from
flooding.

Land Use, Infrastructure
Infrastructure and
Material Assets
to parts of the A353 would be
reduced as a result of Managed
Realignment.
Railway terminus at
Weymouth protected from
flooding.

Historic Environment

Landscape Character and
Visual Amenity

Earth Heritage, Soils and
Geology
Heritage Site (WHS),
therefore the preferred
policies in these coastal units
would continue to maintain
the geological exposures of
these features.
Further consideration of the
current state of Lodmoor
landfill site would be required
at project level, as a result of a
Managed Realignment policy.

Water

Biodiversity, Flora and Fauna
Loss of some designated
grassland habitat within South
Dorset Coast SSSI (biological).
Managed Realignment of part
of Lodmoor Nature Reserve
and SSSI in the long term (e.g.
improved tidal exchange
across the seawall) would
result in the loss of some
reedbed and brackish grassland
through saline inundation.
Measures would need to be
considered and discussed with
Natural England to retain the
brackish/freshwater nature of
the remaining reserve.

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context
of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context
of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context
of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context
of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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Location reference:

Preston Beach (Rock Groyne) to Portland Harbour (North Breakwater)
(includes Weymouth Harbour)

Policy Unit reference:
reference:

5g16
5g16 and 5g17

SUMMARY OF PREFERRED PLAN RECOMMENDATIONS AND JUSTIFICATION

Plan:
This section encompasses the extensively developed area of Weymouth, including both the open coast
frontage along Weymouth Bay, Weymouth Harbour, which represents the completely artificial mouth of the
Wey Estuary, and the southern side of the Nothe headland.
This area is identified as a strategically significant city or town and so a primary focus for new development.
The long term Plan is to continue to protect the extensive commercial, social, and tourism features here
against the increasing risk of flooding and erosion as sea levels rise. This will require raising and maintaining the
level of defences along both the open coast and harbour frontages over the next 100 years. The construction
of a surge barrier or lock gate towards the harbour entrance might also be considered as part of any future
flood risk management solution, although this and possible alternative options requires much more detailed
investigation.
The sheltered nature of the central and southern parts of Weymouth Bay, aided by the Isle of Portland and the
Portland Harbour breakwaters, means that defence could be sustainably achieved through provision of a beach
with future recharge to counter coastal squeeze. This would have additional benefits beyond reducing flood
risk by providing a sizeable amenity resource for the wider region. This may become increasing significant in
the longer term as other beaches become narrower or are even submerged as sea levels rise.
As sea levels rise, the retention of defences along the Nothe headland may reduce future exposure of the
inter-tidal rock platform area which is designated a SSSI for its geological exposure.
The implementation of policy in this area could also be affected by any change in the Portland Harbour
Breakwaters, which have a sheltering effect and therefore influence sediment circulation within Weymouth Bay.
In this Plan it is assumed that these breakwaters will remain and be maintained through to the long term.

Preferred policies to implement Plan:
From present day (short
(short
term):
):
term

The short term policy is to Hold the Line to provide continued protection to
the town of Weymouth against flood and erosion risk.
The coastal defences comprise a sea wall and promenade constructed some
100 years ago. It is expected that this would need to be upgraded towards the
end of this period, both to replace/repair the ageing structure and to increase
the height of the defence to take account of future sea level rise and so
maintain adequate levels of protection. This will continue to minimise the risk
of flooding of the low-lying hinterland. Within Weymouth Harbour, a section
of the inner harbour wall will also need to be upgraded by the middle of this
period to maintain current levels of protection.
While most of the Nothe headland is currently defended by either the 2002
Newton’s Cove scheme or rock armour around the Nothe Fort, there is a
short section of coast between these that will require upgrading in the near
term to prevent it failing and exposing adjacent defences to the risk of
outflanking. Slope stabilisation measures may also be required behind the
defence line as the cliffs here are susceptible to landsliding as a result of
groundwater conditions.

Medium term:
term:

The medium term policy is to continue to Hold the Line both along the open
coast areas and within Weymouth Harbour. To maintain adequate levels of
protection, further upgrade to defences may be required to reduce the risk of
flooding to the low-lying hinterland.

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of
this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications,
as reported therein.
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Sea level rise would cause the beach in this area to narrow and flood risk to
increase. The beach may also therefore require recharging, and possibly
construction of control structures to maintain the beach, particularly along the
narrower northern part of this section. Any works would need to consider
alongshore sediment linkages.
There is believed to be a drift divide in the vicinity of Lodmoor, making this an
area of higher risk. The beach at Weymouth should still be retained, due to
sediment feed from the north, but during this period this will start to diminish
as the stretch in front of Lodmoor becomes increasingly exposed, unless beach
recharge is undertaken.
Maintenance and possible upgrade of defences would be undertaken to
maintain adequate levels of protection along the Nothe frontage. Sea level rise
will also result in the submergence of shore platforms that front this section,
with a narrowing of the small pocket beach at Newton’s Cove and increased
exposure of the defences to wave action.

LongerLonger-term:

The long term policy is to continue to Hold the Line of the existing defences
through ongoing maintenance and possible upgrade of the structures along
both the open coast and harbour frontages, along with ongoing beach
management activity along the open coast part Weymouth Bay.
Along the open coast this could require further beach recharge and control
structures, particularly along the narrower northern part of this section.
A beach is still likely to exist at Weymouth, but would be narrower, unless
beach recharge is undertaken. The small pocket beach at Newton’s Cove
would also be expected to narrow and in places may disappear as the rock
platforms become submerged, resulting in increased exposure of the defences
to wave action.
Along the Nothe frontage maintenance of the defences would continue. These
may require upgrading during this period to maintain adequate levels of
protection, if not undertaken in the medium term.

Summary of Specific Policies
Policy Unit

Short term
Preston Beach
Undertake maintenance
(Rock Groyne) to and improvement of the
Weymouth (Stone existing defences to
5g16
Pier) (includes
continue to provide
protection to Weymouth,
Weymouth
Harbour)
through Hold the Line.
Line
Undertake maintenance of
the existing defences to
continue to provide
Weymouth (Stone
protection to Weymouth,
Pier) to Portland
through Hold the Line
5g17
Harbour (North
during this period. This
Breakwater)
may involve upgrading
defences along a short
length of frontage.

Preferred Policies
Medium term
Undertake maintenance
and improvement of the
existing defences to
continue to provide
protection to Weymouth,
through Hold the Line.
Line

Long term
Undertake maintenance
and improvement of the
existing defences to
continue to provide
protection to Weymouth,
through Hold the Line.
Line

Undertake maintenance
and improvement of the
existing defences to
continue to provide
protection to Weymouth,
through Hold the Line
Line.

Undertake maintenance
and improvement of the
existing defences to
continue to provide
protection to Weymouth,
through Hold the Line.
Line

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of
this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications,
as reported therein.
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Location refe
reference:

Preston Beach (Rock Groyne) to Portland Harbour (North Breakwater) (includes
(includes Weymouth Harbour)

Policy Unit reference:

5g16 and 5g17
IMPLICATIONS OF THE PREFERRED PLAN FOR THIS LOCATION

Time
Period

Management Activities

Property, Population and
Human Health

Land Use, Infrastructure and
Material Assets

Historic Environment

2005 –
2025

Upgrade of the
Esplanade sea wall
along the open coast,
along with upgrade of
part of the inner
harbour flood wall.
Maintenance of existing
defences along the
majority of the Nothe
frontage. Construction
of a short length of
defence, along with
slope stabilisation
measures, along the
section in a poor
condition to reduce the
risk of failure and
outflanking of adjacent
defences.

Properties and facilities along
Preston Beach and at Rodwell
will remain protected.

Risk to A353, Furzy
Cliff/Overcombe and Greenhill
from flooding will be
minimised.

No loss or damage - Nothe
Fort, Tram and Searchlight
Battery Scheduled Monument
(SM) at The Nothe will remain
protected from
flooding/erosion.

2025 –
2055

Continued maintenance
of all defences along
the open coast and
harbour. Beach
recharge and possible
construction of
shoreline control
structures along the
open coast, with
ongoing beach
management. Possible
upgrade of rock
revetment along the
Nothe frontage to be
informed by ongoing
monitoring.

Properties and facilities within
Preston and Overcombe will
remain protected from erosion
and flooding.

Flood risk to railway terminus
at Weymouth protected will
be minimised

Landscape Character and
Visual
Visual Amenity
Little/ no change in landscape
character of area.

Risk of flooding to large areas
of the majority of the town of
Weymouth (including
residential and commercial
districts in the town centre)
will be minimised.

Earth Heritage, Soils and
Geology

Water

Biodiversity, Flora and Fauna

Holding the line has the
potential to adversely affect
the geological interest features
of Portland Harbour Shore
Site of Special Scientific
Interest (SSSI) – however the
site is already in a degraded
condition due to the
breakwaters.

Holding the line within these
policy units should be
implemented so as to not
adversely impact on the water
quality status of the coastal
waters.

No ‘adverse effect’ on the Isle
of Portland to Studland Cliffs
SAC. HTL would affect up to
only 3% of the overall site,
with limited impact on the
ecological functionality of the
site.

Continued protection from
flooding of Pottery Lane
historic landfill site.

Protecting Weymouth could
potentially lead to
impoundment of Weymouth
Harbour, which could have
permanent effects on the Wey
transitional waterbody, thus
failing WFD objectives 2 and 3.

The impact of a HTL policy in
5g17 may result in coastal
squeeze of intertidal habitats
within the Chesil Beach and
The Fleet SAC, and the impact
of policy implementation is
uncertain at this stage (thus
potential for ‘adverse effect’).
Potential loss of some
intertidal habitat (e.g. at
Portland Harbour Shore SSSI)
due to coastal squeeze due to
holding the line at Nothe,
adjacent to the Ferry Terminal
and around to Portland
Harbour.

Properties and facilities along
Preston Beach and at Rodwell
will remain protected.
Properties and facilities within
Preston and Overcombe will
remain protected from erosion
and flooding.
Risk of flooding to large areas
of the majority of the town of
Weymouth (including
residential and commercial
districts in the town centre)
will be minimised.

Risk to A353, Furzy
Cliff/Overcombe and Greenhill
from flooding will be
minimised.
Flood risk to railway terminus
at Weymouth protected will
be minimised

No loss or damage - Nothe
Fort, Tram and Searchlight
Battery Scheduled Monument
(SM) at The Nothe will remain
protected from
flooding/erosion.

Little/ no change in landscape
character of area.

Holding the line has the
potential to adversely affect
the geological interest features
of Portland Harbour Shore
Site of Special Scientific
Interest (SSSI) – however the
site is already in a degraded
condition due to the
breakwaters..
Protection from flooding of
Pottery Lane historic landfill
site.

Holding the line within these
policy units should be
implemented so as to not
adversely impact on the water
quality status of the coastal
waters.
Protecting Weymouth could
potentially lead to
impoundment of Weymouth
Harbour, which could have
permanent effects on the Wey
transitional waterbody, thus
failing WFD objectives 2 and 3.

Continued protection of
reedbeds and freshwater
habitats at Radipole Lake SSSI
and nature reserve lake from
saline flooding.
No ‘adverse effect’ on the Isle
of Portland to Studland Cliffs
SAC. HTL would affect up to
only 3% of the overall site,
with limited impact on the
ecological functionality of the
site.
The impact of a HTL policy in
5g17 may result in coastal
squeeze of intertidal habitats
within the Chesil Beach and
The Fleet SAC, and the impact
of policy implementation is
uncertain at this stage (thus
potential for ‘adverse effect’).
Potential loss of some
intertidal habitat (e.g. at
Portland Harbour Shore SSSI)
due to coastal squeeze due to

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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Location refe
reference:

Preston Beach (Rock Groyne) to Portland Harbour (North Breakwater) (includes
(includes Weymouth Harbour)

Policy Unit reference:

5g16 and 5g17
IMPLICATIONS OF THE PREFERRED PLAN FOR THIS LOCATION

Time
Period

Management Activities

Property, Population and
Human Health

Land Use, Infrastructure and
Material Assets

Historic Environment

Landscape Character and
Visual
Visual Amenity

Earth Heritage, Soils and
Geology

Water

Biodiversity, Flora and Fauna
holding the line at Nothe,
adjacent to the Ferry Terminal
and around to Portland
Harbour.

2055 –
2105

Continued maintenance
of all defences along
the open coast and
harbour. Further beach
recharge and possible
construction of
additional shoreline
control structures
along the open coast,
with ongoing beach
management. Upgrade
of the harbour
defences towards the
end of this period.
Possible upgrade of
rock revetment along
the Nothe frontage to
be informed by ongoing
monitoring.

Protection of properties and
facilities along Preston Beach
and at Rodwell.
Properties and facilities within
Preston and Overcombe
protected from erosion and
flooding.
Risk of flooding to large areas
of the majority of the town of
Weymouth (including
residential and commercial
districts in the town centre)
will be minimised.

Risk to A353, Furzy
Cliff/Overcombe and Greenhill
from flooding will be
minimised.
Flood risk to railway terminus
at Weymouth protected will
be minimised

No loss or damage - Nothe
Fort, Tram and Searchlight
Battery Scheduled Monument
(SM) at The Nothe will remain
protected from
flooding/erosion.

Little/ no change in landscape
character of area.

Holding the line has the
potential to adversely affect
the geological interest features
of Portland Harbour Shore
Site of Special Scientific
Interest (SSSI) – however the
site is already in a degraded
condition due to the
breakwaters.
Protection from flooding of
Pottery Lane historic landfill
site.

Holding the line within these
policy units should be
implemented so as to not
adversely impact on the water
quality status of the coastal
waters.
Protecting Weymouth could
potentially lead to
impoundment of Weymouth
Harbour, which could have
permanent effects on the Wey
transitional waterbody, thus
failing WFD objectives 2 and 3.

Continued protection of
reedbeds and freshwater
habitats at Radipole Lake SSSI
and nature reserve lake from
saline flooding.
No ‘adverse effect’ on the Isle
of Portland to Studland Cliffs
SAC. HTL would affect up to
only 3% of the overall site,
with limited impact on the
ecological functionality of the
site.
The impact of a HTL policy in
5g17 may result in coastal
squeeze of intertidal habitats
within the Chesil Beach and
The Fleet SAC, and the impact
of policy implementation is
uncertain at this stage (thus
potential for ‘adverse effect’).
Potential loss of some
intertidal habitat (e.g. at
Portland Harbour Shore SSSI)
due to coastal squeeze due to
holding the line at Nothe,
adjacent to the Ferry Terminal
and around to Portland
Harbour.
Continued protection of
reedbeds and freshwater
habitats at Radipole Lake SSSI
and nature reserve lake from
saline flooding.

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context
of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context
of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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Location
Location reference:

Bincleaves to Dowman Place

Policy Unit reference:

5g18
5g18 to 5g20

SUMMARY OF PREFERRED PLAN RECOMMENDATIONS AND JUSTIFICATION

Plan:
This section of coast along the north-western shore of Portland Harbour comprises a highly developed area of
property and infrastructure atop slowly receding cliffs that include actively landsliding clay-rich cliffs. The
erosion of these is primarily driven by groundwater levels (wave action at the toe is a secondary factor but this
has been reduced since construction of the Portland Harbour Breakwaters), and more resistant sandstones
which form headlands which then fail as a result of wave undercutting at the base. Wave action at the cliff toe
becomes increasingly important in maintaining cliff instability towards the Small Mouth end of this section
where fetch lengths across Portland Harbour are greatest, although erosion in this area is still only small scale.
These cliffs are also designated as part of the World Heritage Site in their lower part for their geological
exposure, although these exposures are presently largely obscured. This is due to the extensive growth of
vegetation cover linked to the reduction in exposure to wave action at the base of the cliff since construction
of the Portland Harbour breakwaters.
The primary aim of the long term Plan for this section is to reduce the risk to property and infrastructure from
cliff recession. Options for achieving this long term plan should, however, seek to improve the status of the
designated features of the area if possible. Whilst this long term vision applies to the entire frontage, local
variations in erosion risk extents linked to differences in the underlying geology means that the approach to
managing this risk over the next 100 years needs to take slightly different forms. As such, management of this
section is discussed in the context of three smaller policy units (5g18 to 5g20).
Along parts of this stretch there is already economic justification for public funds to be used to intervene and
reduce the risk of further cliff recession. However, along other parts this justification is unlikely to be reached
until the second or third epochs, or even beyond the 100 year life of the Plan. In these areas the Plan is to
allow limited intervention to manage the realignment of the coast until a time when there is justification to
intervene and ultimately Hold the Line at a point in the future.
This whole section of coast could be affected by any change in the Portland Harbour Breakwaters. These
prevent significant wave action at the toe of the cliffs and thus limit their erosion. The assumption of the
policies for this stretch is that the breakwaters will remain and be maintained. If this was to not be the case and
the breakwaters were to deteriorate and have a reduced influence along this frontage, then it would
significantly alter the assessments within this current plan. However, it is likely that this would result in
providing greater economic justification for intervening along more areas along this frontage earlier than
envisaged in the Plan at this current time.

Preferred policies to implement Plan:
From present day (short
(short
term):
):
term

The short term policy is to Hold the Line along the Old Castle Road (unit
5g19) section of this slowly retreating cliffed coast. This is to reduce the
immediate risk of cliff recession to cliff top properties and part of the only
access road to a number of other properties that are at a much reduced risk
of erosion in the short, medium and long term. The existing defences at Castle
Cove Sailing Centre can be maintained under this policy if funds are available.
There is no benefit in removing these defences as they are substantial
structures that contribute to the overall policy in this area.
The remaining parts of this section of coast will be subject to a policy of
Managed Realignment (units 5g18 and 5g20). This would include allowing short
term cliff stabilisation measures to be introduced locally within the upper slope
to reduce the risk of cliff recession caused by land drainage mechanisms along
unit 5g18, subject to technical and environmental criteria being met as well
funds being available.
During this first epoch, planning should also commence to develop measures
that would enable the relocation of assets in the medium to longer term. The

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of
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implementation of these will be required to achieve the long term policy of
Managed Realignment along parts of this frontage, particularly to the east of
Castle Cove where economic justification (in terms of public funds) is unlikely
to be justified over the next 100 years.
This stretch is currently defended in places by ad hoc structures that offer
varying degrees of protection to the cliff toe from wave action. These have a
minimal effect on reducing the instability in the clay-rich cliffs. Under this policy
it is not proposed to maintain those ad hoc defences that do not serve any
effective protection function, particularly to the east of Sandsfoot Castle,
where slope stabilisation measures in the upper part of the slope would be
permitted (subject to private funding). These will be more effective in reducing
the risk of cliff top recession for a period of time whilst measures are
developed to adapt the cliff top area in the longer term.
It is uncertain if any new structures would need to be constructed along the
foreshore as part of these intervention measures. This is due to the primary
mechanism posing the most immediate risk to cliff top assets being from
coastal slope stability and not wave action at the cliff toe. The requirement for
such structures needs to be investigated as part of any actual implementation
measures and would have to fully assess the potential impacts upon the
designation features of this stretch of coast as part of this planning process.
It will not be economically viable to intervene along the entire stretch during
this period and, consequently, some risk would remain of further erosion
occurring. Total recession along these undefended lengths is predicted to be
between 5 and 10m during this period, inclusive of episodic landslide events
which occur once every 1 to 10 years in the more active cliff areas, and once
every 10 to 100 years in the slightly more resistant cliff areas. Ongoing
monitoring of the cliffs should also be undertaken to inform future
management decisions.
Further investigations should take place early in this period to improve
understanding of both land instability and coastal erosion risks, as well as the
influence of the Portland Harbour Breakwaters, to provide a greater level of
information to determine specific implementation measures.

Medium term:
term:

The medium term policy is to continue to Hold the Line (unit 5g19) along the
lengths of slowly retreating cliffed coast, with the aim of continuing to prevent
erosion occurring locally through maintenance of slope stabilisation measures
introduced in the short term.
As part of a continued policy of Managed Realignment (units 5g18 and 5g20), in
areas where stabilisation measures are not introduced (especially along unit
5g18), measures to relocate assets should continue to be developed and
implemented (as appropriate) during this period. Ongoing monitoring of the
cliffs should also be undertaken to inform future management decisions.
Additional intervention along other sections may be necessary to reduce the
risk of cliff recession locally. Based on current assessments, this may be
required during this period at the western end of Old Castle Road (towards
the Castle Cove Sailing Centre) and along parts of the Rodwell Trail to the
west of the sailing centre.
Erosion of the more resistant sandstone cliffs around Sandsfoot Castle tends
to be geologically controlled so a noticeable increase in erosion rates due to
sea level rise is not expected. The clay-rich cliffs are expected to be more
sensitive to sea level rise and any increase in precipitation. This could increase
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erosion rates in these undefended areas, which in turn may result in it
becoming more economically viable to intervene over a wider area.
During this period, it may become necessary to start implementing measures
developed in the short term to enable the relocation of assets. This might
apply if it remains uneconomically viable to intervene in those areas in the
future, and in support of the longer-term aim of managing the realignment of
the coast to the east of Castle Cove back to a point where it will become
economically viable to intervene in the very long term (beyond the 100 year
life of this Plan).

LongerLonger-term:

The long term policy is to continue to Hold the Line along Old Castle Road
(unit 5g19) to continue to defend critical infrastructure in this area.
A Hold the Line policy will also be implemented to the west of the Castle
Cove Sailing Centre (unit 5g20) to protect critical infrastructure beneath
Rodwell Trail which, based on current assessments, is likely to become at risk
of cliff recession in this period.
To the east of Castle Cove (unit 5g18), where there is no critical
infrastructure predicted to become at risk over this period, the policy of
Managed Realignment would continue. This will involve implementing the
measures developed in the short and medium terms to relocate assets away
from the erosion risk area. It may not be appropriate to renew slope
stabilisation measures that might have been introduced previously in this area
(by private funds in the preceding epochs) as they reach the end of their design
lives and taking account of potential climate change impacts. Future risk to
people, property and infrastructure would then continue to be managed
through monitoring of cliff recession and pro-active implementation of
adaptation measures to relocate these as required until such time (in the very
long term beyond the 100 year life of this Plan) that it becomes economically
justified (in terms of public funds) to intervene more substantially and
effectively Hold the Line in the same way as the adjacent units along this
stretch of coast.
The rate of erosion due to groundwater conditions within the clay-rich cliffs
could increase due to any increase in rainfall. Due to uncertainty in the
possible future changes in precipitation resulting from climate change, no
direct account has been taken of this in the recession rate predictions. As a
result of high sea levels, beaches are expected to narrow and in places may
disappear as the rock platforms become submerged, potentially resulting in
increased exposure of the defences and cliff toe to wave action. All of this
could lead to an increase in erosion rates in the undefended areas which may,
in turn, result in it becoming more economically viable to intervene in more
areas as a result.
This policy of Managed Realignment would retain the option of introducing
further slope stabilisation measures in the future if required, and where it is
economically viable to do so. This would reduce erosion risk for a period of
time to enable adaptation measures to be implemented if, for example, cliff
recession exceeds that currently predicted and adaptation measures have not
yet been implemented.
Defences in the form of rock revetment at Castle Cove Sailing Club would
remain and be maintained, and would likely need to be re-built in this period as
they contribute to the overall aim of the policy in this area. However under
this policy it is not envisaged that other new defences would be constructed
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along the foreshore.

Summary of Specific Policies
Policy Unit

5g18

Bincleaves to
Castle Cove

Short term
Privately funded
implementation of slope
stabilisation measures in
the upper parts of the
slope along parts of this
coast to prevent the risk
of further cliff recession in
localised areas for a period
of time as part of a policy
of Managed Realignment
could occur, whilst
adaptation measures are
developed for the medium
to long term if it remains
unviable to intervene on a
larger scale using public
funds.

Implement measures along
parts of this coast to
prevent the risk of further
Castle Cove to
cliff recession in localised
5g19
5g19 Castle Cove Sailing
areas where it is
Centre
economically viable to do
so as part of a policy of
Hold the Line.
Line
Monitor and if necessary
introduce measures if cliff
Castle Cove Sailing recession threatens the
5g20
critical infrastructure
5g20 Centre to
Dowman Place
beneath the Rodwell Trail
under a policy of Managed
Realignment.
Realignment

Preferred Policies
Medium term
Maintenance and possibly
further implementation of
privately funded slope
stabilisation measures in
the upper parts of the
slope along parts of this
coast to prevent the risk
of further cliff recession in
localised areas as part of a
policy of Managed
Realignment could occur,
whilst adaptation
measures continue to be
developed and begin to be
implemented if it remains
unviable to intervene on a
larger scale using public
funds..
Maintain and possibly
implement further
measures along parts of
this coast to prevent the
risk of cliff recession in
localised areas where it is
economically viable to do
so as part of a policy of
Hold the Line.
Line
Continue to monitor and
if necessary introduce
measures if cliff recession
threatens the critical
infrastructure beneath the
Rodwell Trail under a
policy of Managed
Realignment.
Realignment

Long term

Implementation of
adaptation measures
would occur as part of a
policy of Managed
Realignment.
Realignment

Continue to maintain and
possibly implement further
measures along parts of
this coast to prevent the
risk of cliff recession in
localised areas where it is
economically viable to do
so as part of a policy of
Hold the Line.
Line
Implement measures along
parts of this coast as
necessary to prevent the
risk of further cliff
recession in localised areas
where it is economically
viable to do so as part of a
policy of Hold the Line.
Line

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of
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Location refe
reference:

Bincleaves to Dowman Place

Policy Unit reference:

5g18 to 5g20
IMPLICATIONS OF THE PREFERRED PLAN FOR THIS LOCATION

Time
Period

Management Activities

Property, Population and
Human Health

2005 –
2025

Implement measures
along parts of this coast
to prevent the risk of
further cliff recession in
localised areas where it
is economically viable
to do so.

Loss of isolated properties
along coastal stretch where
not economically viable to
intervene.

Maintain and possibly
implement further
measures along parts of
this coast to prevent
the risk of further cliff
recession in localised
areas where it is
economically viable to
do so.

Loss of isolated properties
along coastal stretch where
not economically viable to
intervene.

Maintain and possibly
implement further
measures along parts of
this coast to prevent
the risk of further cliff
recession in localised
areas where it is
economically viable to
do so.

Loss of isolated properties
along coastal stretch where
not economically viable to
intervene.

2025 –
2055

2055 –
2105

Loss of South-West Coastal
Path in some areas.

Loss of South-West Coastal
Path in some areas.

Loss of South-West Coastal
Path in some areas.

Land Use, Infrastructure and
Material Assets
Local road infrastructure will
remain protected.

Historic Environment
No impacts on known
archaeological features
indentified

Potential change in landscape
character of area, depending
on nature of measures
introduced to reduce risk of
cliff recession.

Potential damage to or loss of
Sandsfoot Castle SM from
erosion.

Potential change in landscape
character of area, depending
on nature of measures
introduced to reduce risk of
cliff recession.

Potential damage to or loss of
Sandsfoot Castle SM from
erosion.

Potential change in landscape
character of area, depending
on nature of measures
introduced to reduce risk of
cliff recession.

Utility services including water
mains, gas pipes and electricity
supply will be protected.

Local road infrastructure will
remain protected.
Utility services including water
mains, gas pipes and electricity
supply will be protected.

Local road infrastructure will
remain protected.
Utility services including water
mains, gas pipes and electricity
supply will be protected.

Landscape Character and
Visual Amenity

Earth Heritage, Soils and
Geology

Water

Biodiversity, Flora and Fauna

Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
integrity of the geological
interest features of South
Dorset Coast, Portland
Harbour Shore and Isle of
Portland Sites of Special
Scientific Interest (SSSI) and
Dorset and East Devon World
Heritage Site (WHS),
therefore the preferred
policies in this coastal section
would continue to maintain
the geological exposures of
these features.
Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
integrity of the geological
interest features of South
Dorset Coast, Portland
Harbour Shore and Isle of
Portland Sites of Special
Scientific Interest (SSSI) and
Dorset and East Devon World
Heritage Site (WHS),
therefore the preferred
policies in this coastal section
would continue to maintain
the geological exposures of
these features.
Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
integrity of the geological
interest features of South
Dorset Coast, Portland
Harbour Shore and Isle of
Portland Sites of Special
Scientific Interest (SSSI) and
Dorset and East Devon World
Heritage Site (WHS),
therefore the preferred
policies in this coastal section
would continue to maintain
the geological exposures of
these features.

Intervention measures should
be implemented so as to not
adversely impact on the water
quality status of the coastal
waters or compromise the
achievement of WFD water
quality targets.

Potential reduction in extent
of intertidal habitat due to
coastal squeeze within
Portland Harbour Shore SSSI
depending on amount of cliff
toe erosion, measures
introduced to reduce risk of
cliff recession, and rate of sea
level rise.

Intervention measures should
be implemented so as to not
adversely impact on the water
quality status of the coastal
waters or compromise the
achievement of WFD water
quality targets.

Potential reduction in extent
of intertidal habitat due to
coastal squeeze within
Portland Harbour Shore SSSI
depending on amount of cliff
toe erosion, measures
introduced to reduce risk of
cliff recession, and rate of sea
level rise.

Intervention measures should
be implemented so as to not
adversely impact on the water
quality status of the coastal
waters or compromise the
achievement of WFD water
quality targets.

Potential reduction in extent
of intertidal habitat due to
coastal squeeze within
Portland Harbour Shore SSSI
depending on amount of cliff
toe erosion, measures
introduced to reduce risk of
cliff recession, and rate of sea
level rise.

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context
of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context
of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context
of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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Location reference:
reference:

Small Mouth to King’s Pier

Policy Unit reference:

5g21
5g21 and 5g22
5g22

SUMMARY OF PREFERRED PLAN RECOMMENDATIONS AND JUSTIFICATION

Plan:
This section covers the extensively developed areas of Portland Port and Osprey Quay, which are important
areas for the local and regional economy. There are also some defences towards Small Mouth, largely
associated with maintaining the entrance to The Fleet and protecting a recent housing development. The
majority of the coast between Small Mouth and Osprey Quay is however undefended, and fronted by a narrow
shingle beach (Ham Beach). This fronts a low-lying area on the eastern side of the Chesil Bank, along which
runs the only access road to the Isle of Portland.
The long term Plan for these areas is continue to reduce the risk of flooding and erosion along this stretch and
also ensure that the key infrastructure link to Portland is maintained over the next 100 years. This is also
supported along much of this length by the recommended Policy for the southern end of Chesil Beach (Policy
Units 6a02 and 6a03) which is to continue to intervene such that flood risk to this section via overtopping or
breaching of Chesil Beach is reduced. Beach management activities along 6a02 and 6a03 would be undertaken
to restore the defence function of the beach following storm events.
The Plan also recognises that there will be an increasing risk of overtopping and even breaching of the Chesil
Bank in the longer-term, particularly along the stretch between Osprey Quay and Small Mouth. Even if repaired
by natural processes (and/or beach management activities as allowed for in Policy Unit 6a03), the beach would
be in a realigned (more eastern) position which could impact upon the feasibility of maintaining the A354
infrastructure link in its current form. The Plan has identified that there is also a need to start to plan for how
transport links can be provided in the future should this occur.

Preferred policies to implement Plan:
From present day (short
(short
term):
):
term

The short term policy is to continue to Hold the Line of existing defences,
which include rock revetment and quay walls associated with Portland Port, as
well as the Portland Harbour Breakwaters which it is assumed would be
maintained during this period. This would also involve maintenance of the
short lengths of low-level rock revetment towards Small Mouth, which would
need to be upgraded towards the end of this period to maintain current levels
of protection and prevent erosion leading to an increased risk of flooding to
low-lying land behind.
The ongoing defence along the base of the cliffs at Portland would continue to
prevent any discernable erosion of the cliffs, with the trend of negligible
recession over the past century expected to continue over this period.
Along Ham Beach implementation of this policy is only likely to involve
monitoring of beach levels during this period. There is likely to be little change
in the shingle barrier Ham Beach that dominates the central part of this
section, as there has been over the past century. This is as a result of reduced
wave exposure along the beach resulting from the presence of the Portland
Harbour breakwaters.
Due to the importance of the breakwaters on maintaining the stability of the
beach, it could be necessary to undertake maintenance works to these to
maintain the levels of protection they currently provide.
This Policy is also affected by the management of Chesil Beach, where the
policy is for limited intervention if required to restore the defence function of
the beach (but not prevent the beach moving eastwards) along the section that
backs this stretch along the Portland Harbour frontage adjacent to the A354
Portland Beach Road. It will be necessary to start to develop plans during this
period to consider how best transport links to Portland could be maintained in

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of
this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications,
as reported therein.
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the long term, should a breach of Chesil Beach ever occur.

Medium term:
term:

The medium term policy is to continue to Hold the Line of existing defences
along this section through ongoing maintenance, and possibly upgrade of,
existing defences to maintain current levels of protection.
As for the Short Term, the presence of defences at Portland would result in
negligible cliff recession, as has occurred historically in this area.
Along Ham Beach, implementation of this policy is likely to involve monitoring
of beach levels. Assuming the continued presence of the Portland Harbour
breakwaters is retained by maintenance or upgrade works, Ham Beach would
remain largely stable.
However, sea level rise combined with a lack of new sediment input could
begin to result in the beach narrowing and an increased risk of flooding to the
low-lying land behind some of the defences. It may be necessary to upgrade
existing defences during this period to maintain the current levels of
protection.

LongerLonger-term:

The long term policy is to continue to Hold the Line of existing defences along
this section, through maintenance and possible upgrade of existing shoreline
defences.
The retention of defences at Portland would continue to result in negligible
cliff recession, as has occurred historically in this area.
As a result of high sea levels and a lack of new sediment input, Ham Beach
could become narrower and in places may disappear as it becomes submerged.
This would increase the risk of flooding to the low-lying land behind, including
the main road to Portland.
Therefore to ‘Hold the Line’ along Ham Beach, there may be a need for
construction of a raised defence at the back of Ham Beach in order to protect
the road that runs behind it from overtopping and flooding.
This would need to be considered in conjunction with plans developed in the
short term regarding future transport links to Portland should Chesil Beach
ever experience a breach. The policy in 6a03 is one of limited intervention
only to restore the defence function of the beach should such an event occur
– this would not prevent the beach rolling back eastwards over time and
encroaching upon the existing transport route.

Summary of Specific Policies
Policy Unit

Small Mouth to
Osprey Quay
5g21
5g21
(Portland
Harbour)

Short term

Preferred Policies
Policies
Medium term

Long term
Maintain and improve
existing defences towards
Maintain and improve
Small Mouth, and
Maintain existing defences
existing defences towards construct a defence
towards Small Mouth and
Small Mouth and monitor embankment along Ham
monitor beach levels along
beach levels along Ham
Beach to reduce the risk
Ham Beach as part of a
Beach as part of a policy of of flooding to the only
policy of Hold the Line.
Line
Hold the Line.
road access to Portland as
Line
part of a policy of Hold
the Line.
Line

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of
this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications,
as reported therein.
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Preferred Policies
Policies
Medium term
Maintain or improve
Maintain existing defences
Osprey Quay
existing defences in order
in order to Hold the Line
(Portland
to Hold the Line and
5g22
and provide continued
5g22
Harbour) to King’s
provide continued
protection to the
Pier
protection to the
developed area.
developed area.
Policy Unit

Short term

Long term
Maintain or improve
existing defences in order
to Hold the Line and
provide continued
protection to the
developed area.

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of
this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications,
as reported therein.
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Location refe
reference:

Small Mouth
Mouth to King’s Pier

Policy Unit reference:

5g21 and 5g22
IMPLICATIONS OF THE PREFERRED PLAN FOR THIS LOCATION

Time
Period

Management Activities

2005 –
2025

Maintenance and
possible upgrade of the
existing defences.
Monitoring of Ham
Beach.

Property, Population and
Human Health
Continued protection against
flood risk to commercial and
residential property.

Land Use, Infrastructure and
Material Assets
Protection of the new Portland
Gas storage facilities in the
Upper Osprey Quay site.

Historic Environment
Continued protection of
Portland Castle SM and
Sandsfoot Castle SM from
flooding/erosion.

Landscape Character and
Visual
Visual Amenity
Little/ no change in landscape
character of area.

Continued protection of A354
and Osprey Quay from the
western side of Chiswell and
from Portland Harbour side
from flooding.

Earth Heritage, Soils and
Geology

Water

Biodiversity, Flora and Fauna

Holding the line may adversely
affect the geological interest
features of Portland Harbour
Shore and Isle of Portland Sites
of Special Scientific Interest
(SSSI) and Dorset and East
Devon World Heritage Site
(WHS).

Holding the line within these
policy units should be
implemented so as to not
adversely impact on the water
quality status of the coastal
waters.

No ‘adverse effect’ on the Isle
of Portland to Studland Cliffs
SAC. HTL in some policies of
the SMP including 5g21 and 22
would affect up to only 3% of
the overall site, with limited
impact on the ecological
functionality of the site.

The maintenance and upgrade
of defences could lead to the
loss of intertidal habitats due
to coastal squeeze and thus
failure to meet WFD objective
2.

The impact of a HTL policy in
5g21 may result in coastal
squeeze of intertidal habitats
within the Chesil Beach and
The Fleet SAC, and the impact
of policy implementation is
uncertain at this stage (thus
potential for ‘adverse effect’).
No ‘adverse effect’ on Poole
Bay to Lyme Bay Reefs pSAC.
There is no evidence to
suggest that this policy is
affecting the reef habitat at
present and therefore no
adverse effects are foreseen.
Potential loss of some
intertidal habitat (e.g. at
Portland Harbour Shore SSSI)
due to coastal squeeze due to
holding the line around
Portland Harbour.

2025 –
2055

Continued maintenance
of existing defences,
and possible upgrade of
some defences along
this section. Monitoring
of Ham Beach.

Continued protection against
flood risk to commercial and
residential property.

Protection of the new Portland
Gas storage facilities in the
Upper Osprey Quay site.
Continued protection of A353,
Furzy Cliff/Overcombe,
Greenhill and Osprey Quay
from the western side of
Chiswell and from Portland
Harbour side from flooding.

Continued protection of
Portland Castle SM and
Sandsfoot Castle SM from
flooding/erosion.

Little/ no change in landscape
character of area.

Holding the line may adversely
affect the geological interest
features of Portland Harbour
Shore and Isle of Portland Sites
of Special Scientific Interest
(SSSI) and Dorset and East
Devon World Heritage Site
(WHS).

Holding the line within these
policy units should be
implemented so as to not
adversely impact on the water
quality status of the coastal
waters.
The maintenance and upgrade
of defences could lead to the
loss of intertidal habitats due
to coastal squeeze and thus
failure to meet WFD objective
2.

Protection of some designated
maritime grassland habitat
within Portland Harbour Shore
and coastal scrub within the
Isle of Portland SSSIs
(biological).
No ‘adverse effect’ on the Isle
of Portland to Studland Cliffs
SAC. HTL in some policies of
the SMP including 5g21 and 22
would affect up to only 3% of
the overall site, with limited
impact on the ecological
functionality of the site.
The impact of a HTL policy in
5g21 may result in coastal
squeeze of intertidal habitats
within the Chesil Beach and

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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Location refe
reference:

Small Mouth
Mouth to King’s Pier

Policy Unit reference:

5g21 and 5g22
IMPLICATIONS OF THE PREFERRED PLAN FOR THIS LOCATION

Time
Period

Management Activities

Property, Population and
Human Health

Land Use, Infrastructure and
Material Assets

Historic Environment

Landscape Character and
Visual
Visual Amenity

Earth Heritage, Soils and
Geology

Water

Biodiversity, Flora and Fauna
The Fleet SAC, and the impact
of policy implementation is
uncertain at this stage (thus
potential for ‘adverse effect’).
No ‘adverse effect’ on Poole
Bay to Lyme Bay Reefs pSAC.
There is no evidence to
suggest that this policy is
affecting the reef habitat at
present and therefore no
adverse effects are foreseen.
Potential loss of some
intertidal habitat (e.g. at
Portland Harbour Shore SSSI)
due to coastal squeeze due to
holding the line around
Portland Harbour.

2055 –
2105

Continued maintenance
of existing defences,
and possible upgrade of
some defences along
this section.
Construction of a
raised revetment
defence along the back
of Ham Beach to
reduce flood risk to the
road.

Continued protection against
flood risk to commercial and
residential property.

Protection of the new Portland
Gas storage facilities in the
Upper Osprey Quay site.
Continued protection of A353,
Furzy Cliff/Overcombe,
Greenhill and Osprey Quay
from the western side of
Chiswell and from Portland
Harbour side from flooding.

Continued protection of
Portland Castle SM and
Sandsfoot Castle SM from
flooding/erosion.

Potential change in landscape
character of area from
construction of embankment
defence along back of Ham
Beach.

Holding the line may adversely
affect the geological interest
features of Portland Harbour
Shore and Isle of Portland Sites
of Special Scientific Interest
(SSSI) and Dorset and East
Devon World Heritage Site
(WHS).

Holding the line within these
policy units should be
implemented so as to not
adversely impact on the water
quality status of the coastal
waters.
The maintenance and upgrade
of defences could lead to the
loss of intertidal habitats due
to coastal squeeze and thus
failure to meet WFD objective
2.

Protection of some designated
maritime grassland habitat
within Portland Harbour Shore
and coastal scrub within the
Isle of Portland SSSIs
(biological).
No ‘adverse effect’ on the Isle
of Portland to Studland Cliffs
SAC. HTL in some policies of
the SMP including 5g21 and 22
would affect up to only 3% of
the overall site, with limited
impact on the ecological
functionality of the site.
The impact of a HTL policy in
5g21 may result in coastal
squeeze of intertidal habitats
within the Chesil Beach and
The Fleet SAC, and the impact
of policy implementation is
uncertain at this stage (thus
potential for ‘adverse effect’).
No ‘adverse effect’ on Poole
Bay to Lyme Bay Reefs pSAC.
There is no evidence to
suggest that this policy is
affecting the reef habitat at
present and therefore no
adverse effects are foreseen.

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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Location refe
reference:

Small Mouth
Mouth to King’s Pier

Policy Unit reference:

5g21 and 5g22
IMPLICATIONS OF THE PREFERRED PLAN FOR THIS LOCATION

Time
Period

Management Activities

Property, Population and
Human Health

Land Use, Infrastructure and
Material Assets

Historic Environment

Landscape Character and
Visual
Visual Amenity

Earth Heritage, Soils and
Geology

Water

Biodiversity, Flora and Fauna
Potential loss of some
intertidal habitat (e.g. at
Portland Harbour Shore SSSI)
due to coastal squeeze due to
holding the line around
Portland Harbour.
Protection of some designated
maritime grassland habitat
within Portland Harbour Shore
and coastal scrub within the
Isle of Portland SSSIs
(biological).

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context
of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context
of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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Location reference:

King’s Pier to Portland Bill

Policy Unit reference:

5g2
5g23

SUMMARY OF PREFERRED PLAN RECOMMENDATIONS AND JUSTIFICATION

Plan:
The long term Plan is to allow natural processes to continue with no intervention along this section of
undefended cliffs. The resistant nature of the limestone cliffs along this section means only negligible erosion is
likely to occur over the next 100 years, with infrequent, small scale rock fall events a possibility in some
locations. No significant loss of assets is therefore expected.

Preferred policies to implement Plan:
From present day (short
(short
term):
term):

The short term policy of No Active Intervention will allow this section to
continue to evolve naturally.
Any sediment released through cliff erosion will be either retained very locally
in the pocket beaches that indent the limestone cliffs (in the case of sand and
shingle), or washed offshore (in the case of fines).

Medium term:
term:

The medium term policy is to continue No Active Intervention.
Intervention
Sea level rise would result in the submergence of shore platforms that front
this section, and a possible narrowing of the small pocket beaches.

LongerLonger-term:

The long term policy is to continue No Active Intervention.
Intervention
Localised rock falls may occur although it is not possible, without further
detailed investigations, to predict where. These are geologically controlled
events and are unlikely to be affected by sea level rise.
As a result of higher sea levels, small pocket beaches such as at Church Ope
Cove, are expected to narrow further and in places may disappear as the rock
platforms become submerged. This will result in increased exposure of the cliff
toe to wave action.

Summary of Specific Policies
Policy Unit

5g23
5g23

King’s Pier to
Portland Bill

Short term
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

Preferred
Preferred Policies
Medium term
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

Long term
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of
this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications,
as reported therein.
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Location refe
reference:

King’s Pier to Portland Bill

Policy Unit reference:

5g23
5g23
IMPLICATIONS OF THE PREFERRED PLAN FOR THIS LOCATION

Time
Period

Management Activities

2005 –
2025

No management
activities. Continued
cliff erosion would
occur.

Property and Population
Loss of a few isolated
properties along coastal
stretch.

Land Use, Infrastructure and
Material Assets

Historic Environment

Landscape Character and
Visual Amenity

Loss of grades 3 and 4
agricultural land due to
erosion and flooding in some
areas.

Potential partial loss of up to
one SM from erosion: a small
area of Mesolithic Sites Near
Culver Well SM.

Little/ no change in landscape
character of area

Loss of grades 3 and 4
agricultural land due to
erosion and flooding in some
areas.

Potential partial loss of up to
one SM from erosion: a small
area of Mesolithic Sites Near
Culver Well SM.

Little/ no change in landscape
character of area

Loss of grades 3 and 4
agricultural land due to
erosion and flooding in some
areas.

Potential partial loss of up to
one SM from erosion: a small
area of Mesolithic Sites Near
Culver Well SM.

Little/ no change in landscape
character of area

Loss of South-West Coastal
Path in some areas.

2025 –
2055

No management
activities. Continued
cliff erosion would
occur.

Loss of a few isolated
properties along coastal
stretch.
Loss of South-West Coastal
Path in some areas.

2055 –
2105

No management
activities. Continued
cliff erosion would
occur.

Loss of a few isolated
properties along coastal
stretch.
Loss of South-West Coastal
Path in some areas.

Earth Heritage, Soils and
Geology
Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
integrity of the geological
interest features of the Isle of
Portland Sites of Special
Scientific Interest (SSSI) and
Dorset and East Devon World
Heritage Site (WHS), the
preferred policy in this policy
unit would continue to
maintain the geological
exposures of these features.
Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
integrity of the geological
interest features of the Isle of
Portland Sites of Special
Scientific Interest (SSSI) and
Dorset and East Devon World
Heritage Site (WHS), the
preferred policy in this policy
unit would continue to
maintain the geological
exposures of these features.
Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
integrity of the geological
interest features of the Isle of
Portland Sites of Special
Scientific Interest (SSSI) and
Dorset and East Devon World
Heritage Site (WHS), the
preferred policy in this policy
unit would continue to
maintain the geological
exposures of these features.

Water

Biodiversity, Flora and Fauna

No known impacts on water
quality.

No known impacts on
strategic biodiversity features.

No known impacts on water
quality.

No known impacts on
strategic biodiversity features.

No known impacts on water
quality.

No known impacts on
strategic biodiversity features.

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of
this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications,
as reported therein.
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Location reference:

Portland Bill to West Weare

Policy Unit reference:

6a01
6a01

SUMMARY OF PREFERRED PLAN RECOMMENDATIONS AND JUSTIFICATION
JUSTIFICATION

Plan:
This section of coast on the western side of the Isle of Portland is presently undefended, and the long term
vision of the Plan is for this to continue to evolve naturally.
There will be negligible cliffline retreat along much of this section due to the very resistant limestone cliffs.
These experience only infrequent localised cliff failures that are confined to joint planes or as a result of wave
undercutting. There could be slightly more retreat of the cliffline in the north-western part of this section
around West Weare. Here the limestone forms a cap to softer clay cliffs which are more susceptible to cliff
failure events, although these tend to be small-scale and infrequent.

Preferred policies to implement Plan:
From present day (short
(short
term):
):
term

The short term policy is No Active Intervention along this undefended section
of coastline which will experience negligible cliffline.
Around West Weare the cliffs can experience localised landslide events with a
frequency of about 100 years, although the underlying erosion in this area is
predicted to be between 2 and 10m over this period.
Any sediment released through cliff erosion will be either retained very locally
in the pocket beaches that indent the limestone cliffs (in the case of sand and
shingle), or washed offshore (in the case of fines).

Medium term:
term:

The medium term policy is for continued No Active Intervention with
negligible cliffline movement for most of this area. Erosion of the West Weare
cliffs is predicted to be between 5 and 10m. This rate could increase as a result
of sea level rise combined with an increase in rainfall, but the actual impact of
this is unknown, due to uncertainty in future changes in precipitation.
Sea level rise would also result in the submergence of shore platforms that
front this section, with narrowing of the small pocket beaches.

LongerLonger-term:

The long term policy is one of continued No Active Intervention along this
undefended cliffed coastline, which would continue to evolve naturally.
Very slow erosion of the resistant limestone cliffs would continue at the same
rates as today, therefore negligible change in cliffline position is predicted.
The West Weare cliffs could erode between 10 and 15m by 2105, although
these cliffs are very sensitive to climate change and the rate of erosion could
increase both due to sea level rise and an increase in rainfall.
As a result of higher sea levels beaches are expected to narrow and in places
may disappear as the rock platforms become submerged, resulting in increased
exposure of the cliff toe to wave action.

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of
this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications,
as reported therein.
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Summary of Specific Policies
Preferred Policies
Policy Unit
Short term

6a01

Portland Bill to
West Weare

Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention
Intervention.
rvention

Medium term
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

Long term
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of
this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications,
as reported therein.
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Location refe
reference:

Portland Bill to West Weare

Policy Unit reference:

6a01
6a01
IMPLICATIONS OF
OF THE PREFERRED PLAN FOR THIS LOCATION

Time
Period

Management Activities

2005 –
2025

No management
activities. Continued
cliff retreat would
occur.

Property, Population and
Human Health
Potential permanent loss of
some community, recreational
and amenity facilities including
parts of the South West
Coastal Path.

Land Use, Infrastructure and
Material Assets
Permanent loss of
predominantly grade 3
agricultural land due to
erosion.

Historic Environment
No known impacts on the
designated archaeological
features.

Risk of erosion to land use,
infrastructure and material
assets at West Weare.

2025 –
2055

No management
activities. Continued
cliff retreat would
occur.

Potential permanent loss of
some community, recreational
and amenity facilities including
parts of the South West
Coastal Path.

Permanent loss of
predominantly grade 3
agricultural land due to
erosion.

No known impacts on the
designated archaeological
features.

Risk of erosion to land use,
infrastructure and material
assets at West Weare.

2055 –
2105

No management
activities. Continued
cliff retreat would
occur.

Potential permanent loss of
some community, recreational
and amenity facilities including
parts of the South West
Coastal Path.

Permanent loss of
predominantly grade 3
agricultural land due to
erosion.
Risk of erosion to land use,
infrastructure and material
assets at West Weare.

No known impacts on the
designated archaeological
features.

Landscape Character and
Visual Amenity
Potential change in landscape
character of the Dorset
AONB due to increased
erosion and flooding; but this
is not considered detrimental
as it is a continuation of
natural processes.

Potential change in landscape
character of the Dorset
AONB due to increased
erosion and flooding; but this
is not considered detrimental
as it is a continuation of
natural processes..

Potential change in landscape
character of the Dorset
AONB due to increased
erosion; but this is not
considered detrimental as it is
a continuation of natural
processes.

Earth Heritage, Soils and
Geology
Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
integrity of the geological
interest features of the Isle of
Portland SSSI, the Dorset and
East Devon World Heritage
Site (WHS) and the adjacent
Chesil and The Fleet SSSI, the
preferred policies in this
coastal section would continue
to maintain and potentially
enhance the geological
exposures of these features
Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
integrity of the geological
interest features of the Isle of
Portland SSSI, the Dorset and
East Devon World Heritage
Site (WHS) and the adjacent
Chesil and The Fleet SSSI, the
preferred policies in this
coastal section would continue
to maintain and potentially
enhance the geological
exposures of these features
Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
integrity of the geological
interest features of the Isle of
Portland SSSI, the Dorset and
East Devon World Heritage
Site (WHS) and the adjacent
Chesil and The Fleet SSSI, the
preferred policies in this
coastal section would continue
to maintain and potentially
enhance the geological
exposures of these features

Water
No known impacts on water
quality.

Biodiversity, Flora and Fauna
There will be no significant
changes in conservation value
of Chesil Beach and the Fleet
SAC, SPA, Ramsar site and
SSSI, as a result of SMP policy.
Minimal loss of cliff top
limestone grassland habitats
associated with the
continuation of natural
processes along the cliffs.

No known impacts on water
quality.

There will be no significant
changes in conservation value
of Chesil Beach and the Fleet
SAC, SPA, Ramsar site and
SSSI, as a result of SMP policy.
Minimal loss of cliff top
limestone grassland habitats
associated with the
continuation of natural
processes along the cliffs.

No known impacts on water
quality.

There will be no long term
significant changes in
conservation value of Chesil
Beach and the Fleet SAC, SPA,
Ramsar site and SSSI, as a
result of SMP policy.
Minimal loss of cliff top
limestone grassland habitats
associated with the
continuation of natural
processes along the cliffs.

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of
this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications,
as reported therein.
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Location reference:

Chiswell and Chesil Beach (to Wyke Narrows)

Policy Unit reference:

6a02 and 6a03

SUMMARY OF PREFERRED PLAN RECOMMENDATIONS AND JUSTIFICATION

Plan:
The long term aim for this section of coast is to continue to reduce the risk of flooding and erosion to the
large developed area of Chiswell and Osprey Quay, and the A354 access road located on low-lying land behind
existing defences along this south-eastern most part of Chesil Beach
Maintaining the existing line of defences along this section is not expected to have a detrimental impact on the
Chesil Beach system as a whole, although locally rollback will be inhibited at the Portland end with net loss of
shingle possible. There could also be a risk of outflanking of the defences at the north-western end should the
adjacent undefended section of Chesil Beach roll-back significantly during a large storm event. In this event,
intervention to restore the defence function of the beach could be carried out, although the ‘restored’ beach
may still be in a more landward position. However, other than this limited intervention, the beach would be
allowed to behave largely naturally.
There are still likely to be implications for how transport links to Portland are provided and plans need to be
put in place to consider how this transport link can be provided in the future in the event of Chesil Beach
becoming a less effective as a natural defence (also see Policy Unit 5g21).

Preferred policies to implement Plan:
From present day (s
(short
term):
):
term

The short term policy is to Hold the Line of the existing defences along this
section of coast.
This would involve the refurbishment of the seawall and revetment that
protects the toe of the cliff at the eastern end of this section (fronting part of
West Weare), and maintenance of the seawall along the rest of this section
that together provide flood defence to the low-lying land located behind Chesil
Beach. The crest of Chesil Beach is also protected for a short length by
gabions, whilst behind the beach there is an interceptor drain that diverts
water coming over and through Chesil Beach into Portland Harbour. These
structures form part of the sea defence and so would also require maintenance
during this period. This will also be supported by beach management activities
to support the retention of the defence function of the beach in this area.
The short section of undefended Chesil Beach that extends north-west
towards Wyke Narrows is able to respond naturally to storm events, although
beach management in this area would be undertaken as required to ensure the
defence function of the beach continues to be provided. This would be carried
out under a policy of Managed Realignment and only undertaken infrequently
to minimise any impacts upon the natural functioning of the coast. However,
any works in this regard will need to remain flexible and also need to consider
how the transition from the defended to undefended beach is managed.
It is predicted that the crest of the beach could migrate towards Portland
Harbour by between 1 and 2m by 2025. There is also the probability, albeit
low, of a significant storm/swell wave event occurring which could cause more
extensive rollback of the beach. Should such an event occur then the beach
roll-back could affect the defences and low-lying land behind, as well as cause
the defended part of the beach at Chiswell to become more prominent and so
increasingly exposed to wave action. Post-storm recovery would, however, be
expected.
The eastern side of Chesil Beach that borders Portland Harbour would remain
stable due to the sheltering effect of the Portland Harbour breakwaters that,
under this Plan, would remain and be maintained through to the long term.

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of
this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications,
as reported therein.
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Medium term:
term:

The medium term policy is to continue to Hold
Hold the Line of the existing
defences along this section to continue to reduce the risk of flooding and
erosion to the low-lying land behind Chesil Beach.
This is expected to require improvements to the existing flood defences to
maintain adequate levels of protection, involving re-building larger defences,
and possibly more robust where currently only gabions are present. Beach
management activities would also take place in support of this policy.
The crest of Chesil Beach is predicted to move towards Portland Harbour by
2 and 4m between 2025 and 2055. Where the shingle barrier fronts defences,
particularly at the southern end, there could be beach steepening and
narrowing during this time as a result.
The probability of a significant storm/swell wave event occurring that could
cause more extensive rollback of the beach would increase during this period
as a result of climate change impacts. This could present a significant flood risk
to the road and other assets that run behind the beach and cause outflanking
of the defences along this section. It is likely that the beach would repair itself,
possibly supported by beach management activities under an ongoing policy of
Managed Realignment along the north-western part of this stretch, although
this would be in a realigned position and could impact upon property and
transport infrastructure behind the beach. Therefore measures need to be put
in place to manage this potential risk and ensure that continuity of processes
remain across the boundary between the defended and undefended parts of
this frontage.
The eastern side of Chesil Beach that borders Portland Harbour would remain
stable due to the continued effect of the Portland Harbour breakwaters.

LongerLonger-term:

The long term policy is to continue to Hold the Line
Line of the existing defences
along this section to continue to reduce the risk of flooding and erosion to the
low-lying land behind Chesil Beach.
This would require ongoing maintenance and possibly further improvements to
the defences during this period to maintain adequate levels of protection in the
face of rising sea levels and increased wave exposure.
The crest of Chesil Beach is predicted to move towards Portland Harbour by
between 3 and 6m between 2055 and 2105. Where the shingle barrier fronts
defences, particularly at the southern end, beach steepening and narrowing
could result.
The probability of a significant storm/swell wave event occurring that could
cause more extensive rollback of the beach would further increase during this
period as a result of climate change impacts, with the associated consequences
this presents. It remains likely that the beach would repair itself, possibly
supported by beach management activities under an ongoing policy of Managed
Realignment along the north-western part of this stretch. Measures should
remain in place to manage this potential risk.
The eastern side of Chesil Beach that borders Portland Harbour would remain
relatively stable due to the continued effect of the Portland Harbour
breakwaters that, under this Plan, would remain and be maintained during this
period. This side of Chesil Beach would not, however, be bolstered during this
period by the roll-back of Ham Beach onto the Chesil barrier in response to
rising sea levels, as the policy for Ham Beach is to ‘Hold the Line’ (refer to

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of
this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications,
as reported therein.
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Policy Unit 5g19).

Summary of Specific Policies
Preferred Policies
Medium term
Maintain or improve
Maintain existing defences
existing defences in order
in order to Hold the Line
Chiswell to Chesil
to Hold the Line and
6a02
and provide continued
Beach
provide continued
protection to existing
protection to existing
assets.
assets.
Intervene to restore the
Intervene to restore the
defence function of the
defence function of the
Chesil Beach (to
undefended beach only if undefended beach only if
6a03
Wyke Narrows)
required following storm required following storm
events under a policy of
events under a policy of
Managed Realignment.
Managed Realignment.
Realignment
Realignment
Policy Unit

Short term

Long term
Maintain or improve
existing defences in order
to Hold the Line and
provide continued
protection to existing
assets.
Intervene to restore the
defence function of the
undefended beach only if
required following storm
events under a policy of
Managed Realignment.
Realignment

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of
this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications,
as reported therein.
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Location refe
reference:

Chiswell and Chesil Beach (to Wyke Narrows)

Policy Unit reference:
reference:

6a02 and 6a03
IMPLICATIONS OF THE PREFERRED PLAN FOR THIS LOCATION

Time
Period

Management Activities

2005 –
2025

Maintenance of flood
defences.
Refurbishment and
maintenance of coast
protection structure at
the eastern end of this
section.

Property, Population and
Human Health
Continued protection to
reduce risk of flooding and
erosion to people and
property.

Land Use, Infrastructure and
Material Assets
Continued protection of A354
access road and Chiswell from
flooding on Isle of Portland.

Historic Environment
Environment
No known impacts on
designated archaeological
features.

Landscape Character and
Visual Amenity
Potential minor change in
landscape character of the
Dorset AONB.

Osprey Quay protected from
flooding.

Earth Heritage, Soils and
Geology
Holding the line in this policy
unit has the potential to
adversely affect the geological
interest features of Chesil and
The Fleet SAC/SPA and SSSI
and Dorset and East Devon
World Heritage Site (WHS).
Natural roll-back of Chesil
Beach may be inhibited by
gabions.

2025 –
2055

Maintenance of all
defences. Construction
of new flood defences
as the existing
structures reach the
end of their design life.

Continued protection to
reduce risk of flooding and
erosion to people and
property.

Continued protection of A354
access road and Chiswell from
flooding on Isle of Portland.

No known impacts on
designated archaeological
features.

Potential minor change in
landscape character of the
Dorset AONB.

Osprey Quay protected from
flooding.

Holding the line in this policy
unit has the potential to
adversely affect the geological
interest features of Chesil and
The Fleet SAC/SPA and SSSI
and Dorset and East Devon
World Heritage Site (WHS).
Likely natural roll-back of
Chesil Beach may be inhibited
by gabions.

2055 –
2105

Continued maintenance
of all defences.

Continued protection to
reduce risk of flooding and
erosion to people and
property.

Continued protection of A354
access road and Chiswell from
flooding on Isle of Portland.
Osprey Quay protected from
flooding.

No known impacts on
designated archaeological
features.

Potential minor change in
landscape character of the
Dorset AONB.

Holding the line in this policy
unit has the potential to
adversely affect the geological
interest features of Chesil and
The Fleet SAC/SPA and SSSI
and Dorset and East Devon
World Heritage Site (WHS).
Likely natural roll-back of
Chesil Beach may be inhibited
by gabions.

Water
No known impacts on water
quality.
Works to HTL in this policy
unit in this coastal process unit
should be implemented so as
to not adversely impact on the
water quality status of the
coastal waters.
Managed Realignment at 6a03
to allow natural evolution
could potentially lead to a
reduction in size or the loss of
the Fleet Waterbody, as a
result of a large/significant
storm event. Although this is a
natural process, it is regarded
as a failure of WFD objective
3.
No known impacts on water
quality.
Works to Hold the Line in this
policy unit in this coastal
process unit should be
implemented so as to not
adversely impact on the water
quality status of the coastal
waters.
Managed Realignment at 6a03
to allow natural evolution
could potentially lead to a
reduction in size or the loss of
the Fleet Waterbody, as a
result of a large/significant
storm event. Although this is a
natural process, it is regarded
as a failure of WFD objective
3.
No known impacts on water
quality.
Works to Hold the Line in this
policy unit in this coastal
process unit should be
implemented so as to not
adversely impact on the water
quality status of the coastal
waters.

Biodiversity, Flora and Fauna
The potential for HTL in 6a02
to cause adverse effects on the
integrity of habitats (excluding
the lagoon) within Chesil and
The Fleet SAC and SSSI is
uncertain at this stage..

The potential for HTL in 6a02
to cause adverse effects on the
integrity of habitats (excluding
the lagoon) within Chesil and
The Fleet SAC and SSSI is
uncertain at this stage..

The potential for HTL in 6a02
to cause adverse effects on the
integrity of habitats (excluding
the lagoon) within Chesil and
The Fleet SAC and SSSI is
uncertain at this stage..

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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Location refe
reference:

Chiswell and Chesil Beach (to Wyke Narrows)

Policy Unit reference:
reference:

6a02 and 6a03
IMPLICATIONS OF THE PREFERRED PLAN FOR THIS LOCATION

Time
Period

Management Activities

Property, Population and
Human Health

Land Use, Infrastructure and
Material Assets

Historic Environment
Environment

Landscape Character and
Visual Amenity

Earth Heritage, Soils and
Geology

Water

Biodiversity, Flora and Fauna

Managed Realignment at 6a03
to allow natural evolution
could potentially lead to a
reduction in size or the loss of
the Fleet Waterbody, as a
result of a large/significant
storm event. Although this is a
natural process, it is regarded
as a failure of WFD objective
3.

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context
of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context
of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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Location reference:

Chesil Beach and The Fleet

Policy Unit reference:

6a04
6a04

SUMMARY OF PREFERRED PLAN RECOMMENDATIONS
RECOMMENDATIONS AND JUSTIFICATION

Plan:
This section covers both the open coast along Chesil Beach between Wyke Narrows and Abbotsbury, and the
enclosed tidal lagoon of The Fleet which lies behind the beach along the majority of the length of this section.
The shoreline of The Fleet is largely undefended with only a few lengths of defences locally present and is
protected from the sea by Chesil Beach.
This entire stretch is internationally important for its habitats, geomorphology and landscape characteristics,
and as such the long term Plan for this area is to continue to allow it to evolve with no intervention.
As sea level rises and Chesil Beach continues to migrate landwards, The Fleet will gradually become smaller
and ‘squeezed’ as a result of natural processes. This natural evolution of the shoreline will in the longer-term
also lead to increased risk of the Chesil Beach being overtopped or even breached during storm events on a
more frequent basis. This will create an increased risk of flooding to the eastern shoreline of The Fleet which
needs to be recognised when considering development along The Fleet shoreline.
As this process of natural roll-back occurs there will also be a significant flood risk to the various assets that lie
along the Fleet shoreline due to overtopping and even breaching in the very long term.

Preferred policies to implement Plan:
From present day (short
(short
term):
):
term

The short term policy is one of No Active Intervention along the entire
shoreline in front of, and including, The Fleet, which would continue to evolve
naturally as a result. However, there are short lengths of existing structures
along the eastern shoreline of The Fleet that locally provide access for
management and emergency purposes. These should be allowed to be
maintained subject to alternative funds being available as maintenance of such
structures is unlikely to attract public (flood and coastal defence budget)
funding.
Along this whole stretch, the probability of a significant storm/swell wave
event occurring that could cause more extensive rollback of the beach is low.
However, should such an event occur then the beach could roll-back further
and encroach upon The Fleet, and possibly (although unlikely during this
period) become attached to the mainland in the vicinity of Wyke Narrows.
This would effectively cut off The Fleet to tidal influence from Portland
Harbour. If such an event occurred at the eastern end of this unit it could also
impact upon the A354 road link between Weymouth and Portland, making the
existing alignment of the road unfeasible. An alternative alignment would need
to be provided and studies are required to consider this.

Medium term:
term:

The medium term policy will remain one of continued No Active Intervention,
Intervention
although localised structures along the eastern shore of The Fleet could be
maintained for management and emergency subject to the availability of
alternative funding.
The probability of a significant storm/swell wave event occurring that could
cause more extensive rollback of the beach would increase during this period
as a result of climate change impacts. Should such an event occur then the risk
of The Fleet being cut-off at Wyke Narrows increases slightly. Such an event
could also present a significant flood risk to the road and other assets that run
behind the beach towards Portland at the eastern end of this section.

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of
this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications,
as reported therein.
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LongerLonger-term:

The long term policy is to continue with No Active Intervention along this
undefended section of coast which would continue to evolve naturally as a
result. However, localised structures along the eastern shore of The Fleet
could be maintained for management and emergency subject to the availability
of alternative funding.
The probability of a significant storm/swell wave event occurring that could
cause more extensive rollback of the beach would further increase during this
period as a result of climate change impacts. The risk of The Fleet being cut-off
at Wyke Narrows therefore also increases further. Such an event could also
present a significant flood risk to the road and other assets that run behind the
beach towards Portland at the eastern end of this section.

Summary of Specific Policies
Policy Unit

6a04
6a04

Chesil Beach and
The Fleet

Short term
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

Preferred Policies
Medium term
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

Long term
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of
this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications,
as reported therein.
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Location refe
reference:

Chesil Beach and The Fleet

Policy Unit reference:
reference:

6a04
6a04
IMPLICATIONS OF THE PREFERRED PLAN FOR THIS LOCATION

Time
Period

Management Activities

Property, Population and
Human Health

2005 –
2025

Continued slow,
gradual retreat of the
Chesil Beach
landwards, and
infrequent, small scale
slope failures along the
shoreline of The Fleet.

Potential loss of some parts of
the South West Coastal Path.
Risk of flooding to Abbotsbury
Swannery. A beach car park at
Portland is potentially at risk,
though there may be
opportunities to relocate this
facility.

Land Use, Infrastructure and
Material Assets
Predominantly grade 3
agricultural land at risk from
erosion and flooding.

Historic Environment
Potential damage to or loss of
St Peter’s Abbey Scheduled
Monument (SM) due to
flooding.

Potential flood risk to A354
road between Weymouth and
Portland as a result of
overtopping of Chesil Beach.

Landscape Character and
Visual
Visual Amenity
Potential change in landscape
character of the Dorset
AONB due to increased
erosion and flooding but not
considered detrimental as
these are natural processes.

Flood risk to small area of East
Fleet Caravan Site.
No loss of properties lying
behind The Fleet.

2025 –
2055

Continued slow,
gradual retreat of the
Chesil Beach
landwards, and
infrequent, small scale
slope failures along the
shoreline of The Fleet.
Roll back of the beach
could possibly occur.

Potential loss of some parts of
the South West Coastal Path.
Risk of flooding to Abbotsbury
Swannery. A beach car park at
Portland is potentially at risk,
though there may be
opportunities to relocate this
facility.
Flood risk to small area of East
Fleet Caravan Site.
No loss of properties lying
behind The Fleet.

Predominantly grade 3
agricultural land at increasing
risk from erosion and flooding.
Potential flood risk to A354
road between Weymouth and
Portland as a result of
overtopping of Chesil Beach.

Potential damage to or loss of
St Peter’s Abbey Scheduled
Monument (SM) due to
flooding.

Potential change in landscape
character of the Dorset
AONB due to increased
erosion and flooding, but not
considered detrimental as
these are natural processes.

Earth Heritage, Soils and
Geology
Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
integrity of the geological
interest features of Chesil and
The Fleet SSSI, Burton
Bradstock SSSI, West Cove
SSSI and Dorset and East
Devon World Heritage Site
(WHS); the preferred policies
in these policy units would
continue to maintain and
potentially enhance the
geological exposures of these
features

Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
integrity of the geological
interest features of Chesil and
The Fleet SSSI, Burton
Bradstock SSSI, West Cove
SSSI and Dorset and East
Devon World Heritage Site
(WHS); the preferred policies
in these policy units would
continue to maintain and
potentially enhance the
geological exposures of these
features.

Water
No known impacts on water
quality.
NAI to allow natural evolution
could potentially lead to a
reduction in size or the loss of
the Fleet Waterbody, as a
result of a large/significant
storm event. Although this is a
natural process, it is regarded
as a failure of WFD objective
3. 6a04 is also considered to
fail WFD objective 2.

No known impacts on water
quality.

Biodiversity, Flora and Fauna
Potential change in
conservation value of Chesil
Beach and the Fleet SAC, SPA,
Ramsar site and SSSI. As Chesil
Beach continues its natural
trend of landward migration,
the net area of the lagoon is
likely to reduce (except
between Chiswell to Chesil
Beach). Natural flushing likely
to occur and possibility of
becoming an enclosed lagoon
during a significant storm
event. These impacts would
not be a result of SMP policy
and therefore there would be
no significant impacts on the
European site.
Minimal loss of cliff top
limestone grassland habitats
associated with the West
Dorset Coast SSSI due to
erosion through natural
processes.
Potential change in
conservation value of Chesil
Beach and the Fleet SAC, SPA,
Ramsar site and SSSI. As Chesil
Beach continues its natural
trend of landward migration,
the net area of the lagoon is
likely to reduce (except
between Chiswell to Chesil
Beach). Natural flushing likely
to occur and possibility of
becoming an enclosed lagoon
during a significant storm
event. These impacts would
not be a result of SMP policy
and therefore there would be
no significant impacts on the
European site.
Likely natural roll-back of
Chesil Beach may be inhibited
by gabions in some areas and
therefore works may be
required to ensure that the
natural roll-back is not
restricted.

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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Location refe
reference:

Chesil Beach and The Fleet

Policy Unit reference:
reference:

6a04
6a04
IMPLICATIONS OF THE PREFERRED PLAN FOR THIS LOCATION

Time
Period

2055 –
2105

Management Activities

Continued slow,
gradual retreat of the
Chesil Beach
landwards, and
infrequent, small scale
slope failures along the
shoreline of The Fleet.
Roll back of the beach
could possibly occur.

Property, Population and
Human Health

Potential loss of some parts of
the South West Coastal Path.
Risk of flooding to Abbotsbury
Swannery. A beach car park at
Portland is potentially at risk,
though there may be
opportunities to relocate these
facilities.
Flood risk to small area of East
Fleet Caravan Site.
No loss of properties lying
behind The Fleet.

Land Use, Infrastructure and
Material Assets

Predominantly grade 3
agricultural land at increasing
risk from erosion and
flooding.
Potential flood risk to A354
road between Weymouth and
Portland as a result of
overtopping of Chesil Beach.

Historic Environment

Potential damage to or loss of
St Peter’s Abbey Scheduled
Monument (SM) due to
flooding.

Landscape Character and
Visual
Visual Amenity

Potential change in landscape
character of the Dorset
AONB due to increased
erosion and flooding, but not
considered detrimental as
these are natural processes.

Earth Heritage, Soils and
Geology

Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
integrity of the geological
interest features of Chesil and
The Fleet SSSI, Burton
Bradstock SSSI, West Cove
SSSI and Dorset and East
Devon World Heritage Site
(WHS), therefore the
preferred policies in these
policy units would continue to
maintain and potentially
enhance the geological
exposures of these features.

Water

No known impacts on water
quality.

Biodiversity, Flora and Fauna
Minimal loss of cliff top
limestone grassland habitats
associated with the West
Dorset Coast SSSI due to
erosion through natural
processes.
Potential change in
conservation value of Chesil
Beach and the Fleet SAC, SPA,
Ramsar site and SSSI. As Chesil
Beach continues its natural
trend of landward migration,
the net area of the lagoon is
likely to reduce (except
between Chiswell to Chesil
Beach). Natural flushing likely
to occur and possibility of
becoming an enclosed lagoon
during a significant storm
event. These impacts would
not be a result of SMP policy
and therefore there would be
no significant impacts on the
European site.
Likely natural roll-back of
Chesil Beach and potential for
breaches/failure of gabions
resulting in a change in land
use in the hinterland of the
ridge.
Minimal loss of cliff top
limestone grassland habitats
associated with the West
Dorset Coast SSSI due to
erosion through natural
processes.

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context
of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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Location reference:

Chesil Beach (Abbotsbury
(Abbotsbury to East Cliff (West Bay))

Policy Unit reference:

6a05 to 6a10
6a10

SUMMARY OF PREFERRED PLAN RECOMMENDATIONS AND JUSTIFICATION

Plan:
This section covers both the open coast stretching from the largely undefended Chesil Beach, at the western
end of The Fleet, through to East Cliff, West Bay. Between Abbotsbury and Burton Bradstock, Chesil Beach is
backed by coastal slopes that rise landwards away from the shoreline. To the west of Burton Bradstock it
becomes backed by clay and sandstone cliffs interrupted by small embayments at Hive Beach and Freshwater
Beach.
This entire stretch is internationally important for its habitats, geomorphology and landscape characteristics,
and the long term Plan for this area is to continue to allow it to evolve naturally without intervention along the
majority of the shoreline.
The only exception is at Freshwater Beach where limited intervention can minimise the risk of flooding to
Burton Bradstock. Here, the plan is to actively manage the beach movement. This would also conserve material
here that could be recycled to East Beach at West Bay as part of ongoing beach management in that area (refer
to policy unit 6a11), although monitoring as far as Hive Beach to assess impacts of this could be required.
Although implementation of a No Active Intervention policy will have benefits in terms of the geology and
environmental designations and sustainability of the natural shingle barrier; there will be local impacts. These
include the car-park and properties behind the beach at West Bexington, the cliff top footpath, properties
along the cliffs to the east and west of Hive Beach, beach access and associated car parks. However, current
defences along this section are neither economically nor technically viable to continue in the long term.
Therefore, plans will need to be developed to manage and mitigate against the potential impacts.

Preferred policies to implement Plan:
From present day (short
(short
term):
):
term

The short term policy is one of No Active Intervention
Intervention along the majority of
this largely undefended section of coast.
Between Abbotsbury and Burton Bradstock, the beach has remained largely
unchanged over the past century, although short term fluctuations as a result
of storms do occur. It is predicted that this will remain the case during this
period with the extensive shingle barrier beach continuing to prevent erosion
or flooding of the low cliffs, slopes and lowlands behind.
For much of the coast, implementation of this policy will result in little change
from today, with cliff erosion continuing at similar rates to present. However,
there are a few locations where there will be an impact.
At West Bexington, this policy could have implications for the car park, which
protrudes onto the beach and beach access. Under this policy no new
defences would be built and the impact of the car park on the natural
longshore processes would have to be continually monitored.
At Hive Beach, No Active Intervention would mean that defences here would
no longer be maintained and could fail during this period. The beach would be
able to respond more naturally and there is not expected to be a significant
flood risk due to rising topography behind the beach. Cliff erosion rates may
increase, but the shingle beach will provide a defence role so less than 5m
recession is expected. There will be an impact during this period on the car
park and associated facilities which currently sit on a small promontory that
has formed as a result of undefended cliffs on either side eroding. There will
also be an increased risk to cliff top properties at the western end of the
frontage, which are currently protected by a short length of gabions.
At Freshwater Beach the short term policy is to continue the current, regular
beach re-cycling and re-profiling in this area under a policy of Managed

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of
this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications,
as reported therein.
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Realignment.
Realignment This will allow the landwards rollback of the beach to be
managed in line with the recession of the adjacent undefended cliffs such that
its defence function is retained, continuing to reduce the risk of flooding to
Burton Bradstock,
This beach management would include unblocking of the river outlet,
redistribution of sediment and beach reprofiling when required. The beach
levels along this section fluctuate over time, although the very recent past has
seen a trend of accretion. The effect of ongoing beach management activities
will be to help to keep the beach relatively stable.
The greatest area of risk is at the western end of Freshwater Beach where the
caravan park has been built out. Here, any loss of the shingle beach could
expose the ground upon which the caravan park has been built, resulting in
more rapid erosion at this location.
This policy for Freshwater Beach is not considered detrimental to the long
term Plan for the remainder of this coastline as this area sits within a natural
indentation along the shore and there would be continued sediment linkages
to adjacent beaches as the periodic blocking and unblocking of the river
continued. But it is recommended that monitoring of potential impacts is
continued.

Medium term:
term:

The medium term policy is for continued No Active Intervention along the
majority of this coastline.
As a result of accelerated sea level rise, the historical trend of stability could
change to one of erosion. As the beaches are backed by relatively resistant
cliffs or rising ground the beaches would be unable to retreat in response to
the sea level rise and could steepening and narrowing. This could produce a
slight increase the rate of cliff toe erosion, although ultimately the rate of
erosion will be dictated by the natural resistance of the cliffs. Eroded material
will contribute to the beach sediment budget, although drift rates tend to be
low along this frontage.
At Freshwater Beach, sustaining the defence function of the beach in its
current position will become more difficult and could start to impact on
longshore drift along this frontage. Therefore in the medium term the beach
and cliff line will be allowed to retreat to a more sustainable position through
continuation of the Managed Realignment policy. This would have implications
for the caravan park and those in more seaward positions would need to be
relocated to enable the beach to roll back. Ongoing beach management
activities would be undertaken to manage this process and to ensure that flood
risk to Burton Bradstock is reduced. During this period, additional flood
embankments may be required inland to reduce the risk of flooding to Burton
Bradstock as a consequence of rising sea levels.
Along this whole stretch the probability of a significant storm/swell wave event
occurring that could cause more extensive rollback of the beach would
increase as a result of climate change impacts. Should such an event occur
during this period then the beach would encroach upon the low-lying land,
although the extent of roll-back would be restricted along much of this section
by the gradual rising topography of the land located behind the beach.

LongerLonger-term:

The long term policy is to continue No Active Intervention
Intervention along the majority
of this largely undefended section of coast, which would continue to evolve

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of
this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications,
as reported therein.
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naturally as a result.
With retreat of the beach as sea level rise increases, flooding of the lowland
marshes and lagoons, such as Burton Mere would occur more frequently.
Rates of cliff retreat will vary along the coast, and will also be affected by sea
level rise. The clay cliffs along this section would be expected to erode
between 14 and 53m by 2105, whilst erosion of the more resistant sandstone
cliffs at the western end of this stretch predicted to erode by between 14 and
35m.
Sediment would be fed to the beaches as a result of this erosion, but the
accelerated rate of sea level rise is likely to mean that these could become
much narrower, although sediment may accumulate within the small
embayments, such as Hive Beach, thus providing a more robust natural
defence against any flood risk.
At Freshwater Beach, the recommended long term policy is to continue
Managed Realignment by continuing to undertake beach management activities
that manage river outlet and beach levels whilst allowing the beach to roll back
landwards. Erosion of the cliffs either side would provide sediment to the
lower foreshore, but littoral drift could be reduced as beaches narrow at the
toe of the cliffs. The set-back defence position established in the medium term
would also be maintained during this period to further reduce the risk of
flooding to Burton Bradstock.
Along this whole stretch, the probability of a significant storm/swell wave
event occurring would further increase during this period as a result of climate
change impacts. If this occurs then the beach could roll-back further onto the
low-lying land, although the extent of this would be restricted along much of
this shoreline by the gradual rising topography.

Summary of Specific Policies
Policy Unit

6a05
6a05

Abbotsbury to
Cogden Beach

Cogden Beach to
Hive Beach
6a06
6a06
(Burton
Bradstock)
Hive Beach
6a07
6a07 (Burton
Bradstock)

6a08
6a08 Burton Cliff

6a09
6a09 Freshwater Beach

Short term
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention
Allow natural coastal
evolution to resume
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Active
Intervention.
Intervention
Manage the realignment of
the defence position in line
with retreat of adjacent
eroding cliffs through
beach management in

Preferred Policies
Medium term
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention
Allow natural coastal
evolution to occur
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention
Continue Managed
Realignment of the beach
position in line with
adjacent eroding cliffs and
construct a set-back

Long term
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention
Continue Managed
Realignment of the beach
position in line with
adjacent eroding cliffs and
undertake maintenance of

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of
this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications,
as reported therein.
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Policy Unit

6a10
6a10

East Cliff (West
(West
Bay)

Short term
order to reduce the risk
of inland flooding at
Burton Bradstock.
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

Preferred Policies
Medium term
defence to ensure flood
risk inland continues to be
minimised.
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

Long term
the set-back defence to
continue to minimise flood
risk to Burton Bradstock.
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of
this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications,
as reported therein.
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Location refe
reference:
rence:

Chesil Beach (Abbotsbury to East Cliff (West Bay))

Policy Unit reference:

6a05
6a05 to 6a10
6a10
IMPLICATIONS OF THE PREFERRED PLAN FOR THIS LOCATION

Time
Period

Management Activities

Property, Population and
Human Health

2005 –
2025

Continued slow,
gradual retreat of the
Chesil Beach
landwards. Cliff retreat
would continue in the
western part of this
section. There would
be no maintenance of
defences at Hive Beach,
which would
deteriorate during this
period. At Freshwater
Beach, beach
management activities
would occur.

Potential permanent loss of
some community, recreational
and amenity facilities including
parts of the South West
Coastal Path and café at Hive
Beach.

Land Use, Infrastructure and
Material Assets
Permanent loss of
predominantly grade 3
agricultural land due to
erosion and flooding.

Historic Environment
No known impacts on
archaeological features.

Landscape Character and
Visual Amenity
Potential change in landscape
character of the Dorset
AONB due to increased
erosion and flooding.

A number of beach car parks
are potentially at risk, though
there may be opportunities to
relocate these facilities.
A couple of properties at
erosion risk at Burton
Bradstock and associated
access road.

Earth Heritage, Soils and
Geology

Water

Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
integrity of the geological
interest features of Chesil and
The Fleet SSSI, Burton
Bradstock SSSI, West Cove
SSSI and Dorset and East
Devon World Heritage Site
(WHS), therefore the
preferred policies in these
policy units would continue to
maintain and potentially
enhance the geological
exposures of these features

Works to realign should be
implemented so as to not
adversely impact on the water
quality status of the coastal
waters or compromise the
achievement of WFD water
quality targets.

Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
integrity of the geological
interest features of Chesil and
The Fleet SSSI, Burton
Bradstock SSSI, West Cove
SSSI and Dorset and East
Devon World Heritage Site
(WHS), therefore the
preferred policies in these
policy units would continue to
maintain and potentially
enhance the geological
exposures of these features

Works to realign should be
implemented so as to not
adversely impact on the water
quality status of the coastal
waters or compromise the
achievement of WFD water
quality targets.

Biodiversity, Flora and Fauna
There will be no ’adverse
effects’ on Chesil Beach and
the Fleet SAC, SPA, Ramsar
site and SSSI, as a result of
SMP policy.
Minimal loss of cliff top
limestone grassland habitats
associated with the West
Dorset Coast SSSI to erosion
through natural processes.
Managed Realignment in 6a09
should promote natural
processes and be beneficial to
the reef habitat within the
Poole Bay to Lyme Bay Reefs
pSAC.

Flood-risk to Freshwater
(including Freshwater Beach
Caravan Park) and associated
areas due to blocked river
outfall and back up flooding).
Erosion and flood-risk to
lower sections of caravan park.
It is unlikely that link roads
would be lost prior to loss of
related properties.

2025 –
2055

Continued slow,
gradual retreat of the
Chesil Beach
landwards. Cliff retreat
would continue in the
western part of this
section. Defences at
Hive Beach would fail
during this period. At
Freshwater Beach,
beach management
activities would occur,
along with construction
of a realigned defence
position in land.

Low risk of property loss at
West Bexington.
Potential permanent loss of
some community, recreational
and amenity facilities including
parts of the South West
Coastal Path and café at Hive
Beach.
A number of beach car parks
are potentially at risk, though
there may be opportunities to
relocate these facilities.
A couple of properties at
erosion risk at Burton
Bradstock and associated
access road.
Flood-risk to Freshwater
(including Freshwater Beach
Caravan Park) and associated
areas due to blocked river

Permanent loss of
predominantly grade 3
agricultural land due to
erosion and flooding.

No known impacts on
archaeological features.

Potential change in landscape
character of the Dorset
AONB due to increased
erosion and flooding.

There will be no ’adverse
effects’ on Chesil Beach and
the Fleet SAC, SPA, Ramsar
site and SSSI, as a result of
SMP policy
Likely natural roll-back of
Chesil Beach may be inhibited
by backing cliffs and coastal
slopes in some areas.
Managed Realignment in 6a09
should promote natural
processes and be beneficial to
the reef habitat within the
Poole Bay to Lyme Bay Reefs
pSAC.
Minimal loss of cliff top
limestone grassland habitats
associated with the West

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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Location refe
reference:
rence:

Chesil Beach (Abbotsbury to East Cliff (West Bay))

Policy Unit reference:

6a05
6a05 to 6a10
6a10
IMPLICATIONS OF THE PREFERRED PLAN FOR THIS LOCATION

Time
Period

Management Activities

Property, Population and
Human Health

Land Use, Infrastructure and
Material Assets

Historic Environment

Landscape Character and
Visual Amenity

Earth Heritage, Soils and
Geology

Water

Biodiversity, Flora and Fauna
Dorset Coast SSSI to erosion
through natural processes.

outfall and back up flooding)
would be minimised. Erosion
and flood-risk to lower
sections of caravan park.
It is unlikely that link roads
would be lost prior to loss of
related properties.

2055 –
2105

Continued slow,
gradual retreat of the
Chesil Beach
landwards. Cliff retreat
would continue in the
western part of this
section. At Freshwater
Beach, maintenance of
the realigned defence
as well as beach
recycling activities to
control the roll back of
the beach would occur.

Low risk of property loss at
West Bexington.
Potential permanent loss of
some community, recreational
and amenity facilities including
parts of the South West
Coastal Path and café at Hive
Beach.
A number of beach car parks
are potentially at risk, though
there may be opportunities to
relocate these facilities.
A couple of properties at
erosion risk at Burton
Bradstock and associated
access road.
Fluvial flood-risk at Freshwater
(including Freshwater Beach
Caravan Park) and associated
areas due to blocked river
outfall and back up flooding)
would be minimised.
It is unlikely that link roads
would be lost prior to
properties.

Permanent loss of
predominantly grade 3
agricultural land due to
erosion and flooding.

No known impacts on
archaeological features.

Potential change in landscape
character of the Dorset
AONB due to increased
erosion and flooding.
Potential for deteriorating
structures to become unsightly
in the long term.

Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
integrity of the geological
interest features of Chesil and
The Fleet SSSI, Burton
Bradstock SSSI, West Cove
SSSI and Dorset and East
Devon World Heritage Site
(WHS), therefore the
preferred policies in these
policy units would continue to
maintain and potentially
enhance the geological
exposures of these features

Works to realign should be
implemented so as to not
adversely impact on the water
quality status of the coastal
waters or compromise the
achievement of WFD water
quality targets.

There will be no ’adverse
effects’ on Chesil Beach and
the Fleet SAC, SPA, Ramsar
site and SSSI, as a result of
SMP policy
Likely natural roll-back of
Chesil Beach may be inhibited
by backing cliffs and coastal
slopes in some areas.
Potential beach loss and
associated increased flood-risk.
Minimal loss of cliff top
limestone grassland habitats
associated with the West
Dorset Coast SSSI to erosion
through natural processes.
Managed Realignment in 6a09
should promote natural
processes and be beneficial to
the reef habitat within the
Poole Bay to Lyme Bay Reefs
pSAC.

Increased risk of property loss
at West Bexington.

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context
of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context
of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context
of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context
of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context
of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context
of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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Location reference:

West Bay

Policy Unit reference:

6a11 and 6a12
6a12

SUMMARY OF PREFERRED PLAN RECOMMENDATIONS AND JUSTIFICATION

Plan:
The long term Plan for West Bay is to protect assets within the town to minimise the risk of flooding and
erosion.
This will be provided through continuing to defend the present shoreline position through the short and
medium term, although recognising that some realignment along the eastern side of the harbour arm at East
Beach may be needed in the longer-term. This would still provide flood protection to the rest of West Bay but
in a more sustainable way by allowing a beach to be retained and roll back in this area. This would have
implications for a number of beach front facilities which would be lost, unless relocated; therefore measures
will need to be in place to manage this process.
At the western end adjacent to the undefended cliffs, there is a risk of erosion occurring that could cause some
outflanking and possible loss of cliff top properties in the longer-term, and this may have implications for how
defence in this transition area is implemented.
Under this policy, flood walls around West Bay Harbour could also need to be raised in height in the longer
term as sea levels rise.

Preferred policies to implement Plan:
From present day (short
(short
term):
):
term

Existing defences would be maintained, through a Hold the Line policy, to
reduce the risk of flooding and erosion to the extensively developed area of
West Bay.
At East Beach, this would involve maintaining the West Bay harbour arms to
stabilise the western end of the beach along this section, in conjunction with
beach management including beach re-cycling and re-profiling. The current
result of this practice has been very little net change in beach position,
although the beach can fluctuate significantly between management activities
being undertaken. Therefore beach replenishment might also be carried out;
options for which are currently being investigated by an ongoing study that is
also considering recycling of beach material from Freshwater Beach (policy
unit 6a09) to East Beach. The probability of a significant storm/swell wave
event occurring that could cause either rollback of the beach on to the lowlying land that lies behind the beach, or draw-down and loss of material to the
offshore, is low during this period.
Within West Bay Harbour and along West Beach, implementation would
involve maintenance of the range of defences in this area, which include
seawalls, rock groynes and sluices, which control the discharge of the River
Brit through West Bay Harbour itself.
The cliff toe at the western part of this section is protected against erosion
from wave action by a seawall and promenade. Implementation of this policy
would involve maintenance of these existing structures and possibly beach
recharge during this period. The beach fronting the seawall along this section
has eroded significantly during the past century, and experiences scour during
storm events due to the effect of the seawall.
The piers at the entrance to West Bay Harbour have a significant local
influence upon littoral processes, as do the rock groynes to the west of the
harbour, preventing the influx of new material to West Beach from either east
or west.

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of
this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications,
as reported therein.
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Medium term:
term:

The medium term policy is to continue to Hold the Line of the existing
defences along this section to reduce the risk of flooding and erosion to the
extensively developed area of West Bay, conducting similar activities to those
in the short term.
At East Beach erosion of the adjacent cliff to the east over this period may
lead to some increased exposure of the defended beach to wave action, as it
becomes slightly more prominent along the shoreline. This could make beach
management increasingly difficult. The probability of a significant storm/swell
wave event that could affect the beach would also increase. Therefore
measures to implement Managed Realignment in the long term at East Beach
would need to be investigated in preparation for this. If it becomes
unsustainable to continue to hold the beach line during this period, measures
to realign may need to take place sooner.
Along the West Beach frontage, improvements to the seawall and promenade,
including raising the defence height, may be necessary early on. Further beach
recharge may also be required as sea level rise results in a narrowing of the
beach and a resultant increase in flood risk along this section. It is also unlikely
that there will be any increased feed of sediment onto the beaches during this
period.
At the western end of this section, there is also a risk of outflanking due to
retreat of adjacent undefended cliffs. Action may be required to address this
risk, potentially through improving defences at the westernmost end as they
become more exposed to wave action by the retreating cliff position. Cliff top
assets will become at risk, therefore measures may need to be put in place to
manage this risk and mitigate the potential displacement of people and loss of
property and assets.
It is possible that the harbour piers may also need to be upgraded towards the
end of this period.

LongerLonger-term:

Rising sea levels and increased exposure will eventually lead to a situation
where it becomes impossible to retain a beach in its current location at East
Beach and provide an adequate standard of defence by beach management
alone. The long term policy is therefore to undertake Managed Realignment of
the defence position.
This would see the defence line moved with construction of a secondary flood
defence landward of the existing beach line, allowing the beach to roll back to
this new defence line as sea levels rise. This policy would enable greater
retention of beach material along the frontage, thereby providing a more
robust natural defence. Beach management activities would also continue,
although recharge needs may be reduced.
The long term policy for West Bay Harbour and West Beach is to continue to
Hold the Line of the existing defences in these areas. This could require
improvements to all of the defences during this period, potentially re-building
larger and higher defences to maintain adequate levels of protection. It is likely
that further beach recharge and the possible construction of additional
shoreline control structures, will also be necessary. These would be required
because of the higher sea levels which could cause the beach fronting the
defences to narrow and in places possibly disappear. If beach recharge is not
sustainable then this frontage will need to be completely armoured with larger
seawalls fronted by rock revetment.
At the western end of this section, action may be required to address the risk

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of
this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications,
as reported therein.
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of defences being outflanked due to retreat of the adjacent undefended cliffs.
For example, if this risk arises, and it depends on where future cliff recession
occurs, it might be necessary to improve defences at the westernmost end. If
cliff top assets become at risk, measures may need to be put in place to
manage this risk and mitigate the potential displacement of people and loss of
property and assets. The need for such measures would be guided by ongoing
monitoring of cliff recession in this area.
If not undertaken in the medium term, the harbour arms at West Bay, which
continue to influence the beach along this section, may need to be upgraded,
possibly re-built, during this period.

Summary of Specific Policies
Policy Unit
West Bay (East
6a11
6a11 Beach to eastern
eastern
pier)
West Bay (West
Beach from
eastern pier) to
6a12
6a12
West Cliff (East)
(includes West
Bay Harbour)

Short term
Continue to maintain
existing defence position
to protect West Bay,
through a Hold the Line
policy.

Preferred Policies
Medium term
Maintain the existing
defences for as long as
technically possible,
through a Hold the Line
policy.

Long term
Build new defences in a
more sustainable position,
through implementing a
Managed Realignment
policy.

Continue to maintain
existing defence position
to protect West Bay,
through a Hold the Line
policy.

Continue to maintain
existing defence position
to protect West Bay,
through a Hold the Line
policy.

Continue to maintain
existing defence position
to protect West Bay,
through a Hold the Line
policy.

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of
this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications,
as reported therein.
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Location refe
reference:

West Bay

Policy Unit reference:

6a11
6a11 and
and 6a12
6a12
IMPLICATIONS OF THE PREFERRED PLAN FOR THIS LOCATION

Time
Period

Management Activities

Property, Population and
Human Health

Land Use, Infrastructure and
Material Assets

2005 –
2025

Beach management
activities to continue,
along with maintenance
of the existing defences
and harbour arms.
Beach recharge may be
an option along the
open coast.

The facilities at West Bay
(both East Beach and West
Beach) would be protected
from flooding and erosion and
the existing defences would to
be maintained to protect the
properties.

Potential damage to B3157 at
West Bay and minor link road,
which runs along the back of
West Bay Harbour due to
flooding, though risk would be
minimised by continued
defence.

Historic Environment
No known impacts on
archaeological assets.

Landscape Character and
Visual Amenity
Potential minor change in
landscape character of the
Dorset AONB.

Earth Heritage, Soils and
Geology

Water

Biodiversity, Flora and Fauna

Holding the line has the
potential to have a localised
impact on the geological
interest features of Chesil and
The Fleet SSSI, West Cove
SSSI and Dorset and East
Devon World Heritage Site
(WHS).

Works to Hold the Line in
these coastal process units
should be implemented so as
to not adversely impact on the
water quality status of the
coastal waters or compromise
the achievement of WFD
water quality targets.

A policy of HTL has the
potential to adversely affect
the integrity of cliff habitats
within Sidmouth to West Bay
SAC but will depend upon the
implementation of the policy –

uncertain impact.
A policy of HTL has the
potential to result in intertidal
habitat loss due to coastal
squeeze within the Chesil
Beach and The Fleet SAC (the
lagoon would not be affected);
the impact is considered
uncertain.

2025 –
2055

Beach management
activities to continue,
along with maintenance
of the harbour arms.
Maintenance and
improvements to the
open coast defences,
potentially including
beach recharge.

The facilities at West Bay
(both East Beach and West
Beach) would continue to be
protected from flooding and
erosion and the existing
defences would be maintained
to protect the properties.

Potential damage to B3157 at
West Bay and minor link road,
which runs along the back of
West Bay Harbour due to
flooding, though risk would be
minimised by continued
defence.

No known impacts on
archaeological assets.

Potential minor change in
landscape character of the
Dorset AONB.

Holding the line has the
potential to have a localised
impact on the geological
interest features of Chesil and
The Fleet SSSI, West Cove
SSSI and Dorset and East
Devon World Heritage Site
(WHS).

Works to Hold the Line in
these coastal process units
should be implemented so as
to not adversely impact on the
water quality status of the
coastal waters or compromise
the achievement of WFD
water quality targets.

There will be no adverse effect
on Poole Bay to Lyme Bay
Reefs pSAC. There is no
evidence to suggest that HTL
is affecting the site at present
and therefore no adverse
effects are foreseen.
A policy of HTL has the
potential to result in habitat
loss due to coastal squeeze
within the Chesil Beach and
The Fleet SAC (the lagoon
would not be affected).; the
impact is considered uncertain.
A policy of HTL has the
potential to adversely affect
the integrity of cliff habitats
within Sidmouth to West Bay
SAC but will depend upon the
implementation of the policy –

uncertain impact.

2055 –
2105

Cliff erosion would
continue to occur as
part of a naturally
functioning coast,
providing some coarse

The facilities at West Bay
(both East Beach and West
Beach) would be protected
from flooding and erosion and
the existing defences would be

Potential damage to B3157 at
West Bay and minor link road,
which runs along the back of
West Bay Harbour due to
flooding though risk would be

No known impacts on
archaeological assets.

Potential change in landscape
character of the Dorset
AONB. Higher defences may
compromise some of the
AONB management

Holding the line has the
potential to have a localised
impact on the geological
interest features of Chesil and
The Fleet SSSI, West Cove

Works to Hold the Line in
these coastal process units
should be implemented so as
to not adversely impact on the
water quality status of the

There will be no adverse effect
on Poole Bay to Lyme Bay
Reefs pSAC. There is no
evidence to suggest that HTL
is affecting the feature at
present and therefore no
adverse effects are foreseen.
A policy of HTL has the
potential to result in habitat
loss due to coastal squeeze
within the Chesil Beach and
The Fleet SAC (the lagoon

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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Location refe
reference:

West Bay

Policy Unit reference:

6a11
6a11 and
and 6a12
6a12
IMPLICATIONS OF THE PREFERRED PLAN FOR THIS LOCATION

Time
Period

Management Activities

Property, Population and
Human Health

sediment to local
beaches.

maintained to protect the
properties.

Maintenance and
improvements to the
open coast defences,
potentially including
beach recharge. Larger
defences and a greater
number of defences
may be required to
provide an appropriate
standard of protection
to assets at West Bay.

A new set-back embankment
be built at East Beach would
allow the beach to roll back
naturally but may result in the
potential loss of beachfront
facilities, car park and
properties in the East Beach
area.

A set-back defence
embankment may be
constructed as part of a
long term Managed
Realignment policy at
East Beach.

Land Use, Infrastructure and
Material Assets
minimised by continued
defence.

Historic Environment

Landscape Character and
Visual Amenity
objectives.

Earth Heritage, Soils and
Geology
SSSI and Dorset and East
Devon World Heritage Site
(WHS).

Water

Biodiversity, Flora and Fauna

coastal waters or compromise
the achievement of WFD
water quality targets.

would not be affected); the
impact is considered uncertain.
A policy of HTL has the
potential to adversely affect
the integrity of cliff habitats
within Sidmouth to West Bay
SAC but will depend upon the
implementation of the policy –

uncertain impact.
No adverse effect on Poole
Bay to Lyme Bay Reefs pSAC.
There is no evidence to
suggest that HTL is affecting
the site at present and
therefore no adverse effects
are foreseen.
Managed Realignment in 6a11
should promote natural
processes and be beneficial to
the reef habitat within the
Poole Bay to Lyme Bay Reefs
pSAC.

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context
of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context
of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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Location reference:

West Cliff (East) to Thorncombe Beacon

Policy Unit reference:

6a13
6a13

SUMMARY OF PREFERRED PLAN RECOMMENDATIONS AND JUSTIFICATION

Plan:
This clay-rich cliffed coastline is internationally important for its geomorphology and landscape characteristics.
It is fronted by a narrow shingle beach fed by erosion of coarse sediment from the cliffs, but is effectively ‘cutoff’ from sediment sources further west by the presence of the headland at Thorncombe Beacon that hinders
transport of sediment from that direction. The long term vision here is to allow natural processes of cliff
erosion and shoreline retreat to continue without intervention.
Cliffline retreat could cause loss of properties in the cliff top areas of West Bay at the eastern end of this
section (refer to Policy Unit 6a11) as well as the loss of properties and tourist facilities at Eype (including the
caravan park), and measures may need to be put in place to manage any risk and mitigate the displacement of
people and the loss of property and assets. The nature of cliff failures in terms of both type and timing mean
that the actual extent of recession in any single epoch is however difficult to accurately predict.

Preferred policies to implement Plan:
From present day (short
(short
term):
):
term

The short term policy is one of No Active Intervention.
Intervention
West Cliff is undefended along this section and is predicted to erode by
between 5 and 50m by 2025. Cliff failures along West Cliff occur about every
10 years and cause the loss of between 10 and 50m of cliff top in a single
event.
The clay-rich cliffs towards the west of this section experience failure events at
a similar frequency as West Cliff, although with a lesser magnitude. The
underlying rate of erosion of these gives rise to total erosion of between 5 and
20m predicted along this section by 2025.

Medium term:
term:

The policy of No Active Intervention will be continued in the medium term.
West Cliff is predicted to erode as historically during the period 2025 and
2055 by between 15 and 125m, whilst the cliffs to the western end of this
section are predicted to erode between 10 and 50m over the same period.
The clay rich cliffs are very sensitive to climate change and the rate of erosion
could increase both due to sea level rise and an increase in rainfall. Due to the
uncertainty in predicting future changes in precipitation, no account has been
taken of this in the erosion predictions.
There would be a feed of coarse sediment from erosion of local cliffs which
should help retain a small beach at Eype although this supply of fresh material
would be limited by the headland at Thorncombe Beacon.

LongerLonger-term:

The long term policy is to continue No Active Intervention
Intervention and maintain
natural processes along this length of coast.
Erosion at West Cliff of between 35 and 250m is predicted by 2105, whilst the
cliffs to the western end of this section are predicted to erode between 25
and 100m over the same period. No allowance has been made in these
predictions for any future changes in precipitation.
Material fed to beaches and constraints upon that would be as in the medium
term.

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of
this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications,
as reported therein.
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Summary of Specific Policies
Policy Unit
West Cliff (East)
6a13
6a13 to Thorncombe
Beacon

Short term
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

Preferred Policies
Medium term
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

Long term
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of
this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications,
as reported therein.
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Location refe
reference:

West Cliff (East) to Thorncombe Beacon

Policy Unit reference:

6a13
6a13
IMPLICATIONS OF THE PREFERRED PLAN FOR THIS LOCATION

Time
Period

Management Activities

2005 –
2025

No management
activities. Continued
cliffline retreat would
occur.

Property, Population and
Human Health
Potential permanent loss of car
park and associated facilities at
Eype as well as parts of the
South West Coastal Path.
It is unlikely that link roads
would be lost prior to
properties at Eype.

2025 –
2055

No management
activities. Continued
cliffline retreat would
occur.

Potential permanent loss of
some community, recreational
and amenity facilities at Eype
including parts of the South
West Coastal Path.

Land Use, Infrastructure
Infrastructure and
Material Assets
Permanent loss of
predominantly grade 3
agricultural land due to
erosion with a higher loss of
land between West Bay and
Thorncombe.

Permanent loss of
predominantly grade 3
agricultural land due to
erosion and flooding with a
higher loss of land between
West Bay and Thorncombe.

Historic Environment
No known impacts on
archaeological assets.

No known impacts on
archaeological assets.

Landscape Character and
Visual Amenity
Potential change in landscape
character of the Dorset
AONB due to increased
erosion and flooding but not
considered detrimental as
these are natural processes.

Potential change in landscape
character of the Dorset
AONB due to increased
erosion and flooding but not
considered detrimental as
these are natural processes.

It is unlikely that link roads
would be lost prior to
properties at Eype.

2055 –
2105

No management
activities. Continued
cliffline retreat would
occur.

Potential permanent loss of
some community, recreational
and amenity facilities including
parts of the South West
Coastal Path.
It is unlikely that link roads
would be lost prior to
properties at Eype.

Permanent loss of
predominantly grade 3
agricultural land due to
erosion and flooding with a
higher loss of land between
West Bay and Thorncombe.

No known impacts on
archaeological assets.

Potential change in landscape
character of the Dorset
AONB due to increased
erosion and flooding but not
considered detrimental as
these are natural processes.

Earth Heritage, Soils and
Geology

Water

Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
integrity of the geological
interest features of West
Dorset Coast and Dorset and
East Devon World Heritage
Site (WHS); the preferred
policies in this coastal policy
unit would continue to
maintain and potentially
enhance the geological
exposures of these features.

No known impacts on water
quality.

Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
integrity of the geological
interest features of West
Dorset Coast and Dorset and
East Devon World Heritage
Site (WHS); the preferred
policies in this coastal policy
unit would continue to
maintain and potentially
enhance the geological
exposures of these features.

No known impacts on water
quality.

Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
integrity of the geological
interest features of West
Dorset Coast and Dorset and
East Devon World Heritage
Site (WHS): the preferred
policies in this coastal policy
unit would continue to
maintain and potentially
enhance the geological
exposures of these features.

No known impacts on water
quality.

Biodiversity, Flora and Fauna
Minimal loss of cliff top
limestone grassland habitats
associated with the West
Dorset Coast SSSI due to
natural erosion processes.
The continuation of natural
landslip and sediment
processes is important to
Sidmouth to West Bay SAC
and would continue to occur
as at present. The cliffs are
likely to erode at a greater
rate than sea level rise and
therefore there is no likely loss
of driftline vegetation. NAI
would enhance this SAC.
Minimal loss of cliff top
limestone grassland habitats
associated with the West
Dorset Coast SSSI due to
natural erosion processes.
The continuation of natural
landslip and sediment
processes is important to
Sidmouth to West Bay SAC
and would continue to occur
as at present. The cliffs are
likely to erode at a greater
rate than sea level rise and
therefore there is no likely loss
of driftline vegetation. NAI
would enhance this SAC.
Minimal loss of cliff top
limestone grassland habitats
associated with the West
Dorset Coast SSSI due to
natural erosion processes.
The continuation of natural
landslip and sediment
processes is important to
Sidmouth to West Bay SAC
and would continue to occur
as at present. The cliffs are
likely to erode at a greater
rate than sea level rise and
therefore there is no likely loss
of driftline vegetation. NAI
would enhance this SAC.

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context
of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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Location reference:

Thorncombe Beacon to Seatown (East)

Policy Unit reference:

6a14
6a14

SUMMARY OF PREFERRED PLAN RECOMMENDATIONS AND JUSTIFICATION

Plan:
This area is dominated by cliffs that are internationally designated for their geological and landscape
characteristics These are subject to large-scale complex landsliding events that are difficult to predict with any
certainty, making management of this shoreline difficult.
The erosion of these cliffs is integral to their designation and landscape value and, for this reason, the long term
vision is to allow them to evolve naturally over the next 100 years.
There are no defences present along this section, although there is a car park at Seatown, which provides a
point of access to the coast for tourism and recreation on the eastern side of the River Winniford. This plan
would result in the potential loss of the car park along this section unless relocated. The South West Coast
Path would also require realignment as the existing pathway becomes eroded.

Preferred policies to implement Plan:
From present day (short
(short
term):
):
term

The short term policy is for No Active Intervention.
Intervention
Episodic erosion events occur about every 10 years on a small scale, although
the underlying erosion is predicted to be as observed historically with a
recession of between 10 and 20m by 2025.
This could cause some loss of the car park at Seatown as a result and the
possibility of relocating this landwards might be considered in the short term.

Medium term:
term:

The medium term policy is to continue No Active Intervention.
Intervention
With sea level rise, the rate of cliff erosion is likely to increase to between 30
and 50m between 2025 and 2055, although the effects of sea level rise could
be outweighed by large landslide events that could also occur during this
period.
The clay-rich cliffs are also sensitive to any increase in rainfall which may also
increase with climate change. However, there is significant uncertainty
regarding possible future changes in precipitation so no account has been
taken of this in the recession predictions.

LongerLonger-term:

The long term policy for this section is to continue No Active Intervention,
Intervention
allowing it to continue to evolve naturally into the future.
With sea level rise, the rate of cliff erosion is likely to increase, with total
erosion of this section between 2055 and 2105 predicted to be between 70
and 100m from its present position.
The potential for large landslide events would continue and the cliffs would
remain sensitive to any future changes in precipitation.
Thorncombe Beacon would remain a barrier to drift to the east, limiting any
beach building sediment released from cliff erosion from reaching the beach at
Eype.

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of
this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications,
as reported therein.
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Summary of Specific
pecific Policies
Preferred Policies
Policy Unit
Short term
Thorncombe
6a14
6a14 Beacon to
Seatown (East)

Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

Medium term
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Active
Intervention.
Intervention

Long term
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of
this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications,
as reported therein.
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Location refe
reference:

Thorncombe Beacon to Seatown (East)

Policy Unit reference:

6a14
6a14
IMPLICATIONS OF THE PREFERRED PLAN FOR THIS LOCATION

Time
Period

Management Activities

2005 –
2025

No management
activities. Continued
cliffline retreat would
occur.

Property, Population and
Human Health
Loss of some areas of the
South West Coastal Path due
to erosion.

Land Use, Infrastructure and
Material Assets
Permanent loss of grades 3 and
4 agricultural land due to
erosion and flooding.

Historic Environment
No known Scheduled
Monument (SM) affected by
erosion.

Potential loss of some tourist
facilities and part of the car
park in Seatown due to
erosion and flood-risk with
associated impacts on the local
community.

2025 –
2055

No management
activities. Continued
cliffline retreat would
occur.

Loss of some areas of the
South West Coastal Path due
to erosion.

Permanent loss of grades 3 and
4 agricultural land due to
erosion and flooding.

No known Scheduled
Monument (SM) affected by
erosion.

Potential loss of some tourist
facilities and the car park in
Seatown due to erosion and
flood-risk with associated
impacts on the local
community.

2055 –
2105

No management
activities. Continued
cliffline retreat would
occur.

Loss of some areas of the
South West Coastal Path due
to erosion.
Potential loss of some tourist
facilities and the car park in
Seatown due to erosion and
flood-risk with associated
impacts on the local
community.

Permanent loss of grades 3 and
4 agricultural land due to
erosion and flooding.

No known Scheduled
Monument (SM) affected by
erosion.

Landscape Character and
Visual Amenity
Minor change in landscape
character of Dorset AONB
due to increased erosion and
flooding but not considered
detrimental as these are
natural processes.

Minor change in landscape
character of Dorset AONB
due to increased erosion and
flooding but not considered
detrimental as these are
natural processes.

Minor change in landscape
character of Dorset AONB
due to increased erosion and
flooding but not considered
detrimental as these are
natural processes.

Earth Heritage, Soils and
Geology

Water

Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
integrity of the geological
interest features of Dorset and
East Devon World Heritage
Site and the West Dorset
Coast SSSI. The preferred
policies in this coastal policy
unit would continue to
maintain the geological
exposures of these features.

No known impacts on water
quality.

Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
integrity of the geological
interest features of Dorset and
East Devon World Heritage
Site and the West Dorset
Coast SSSI. The preferred
policies in this coastal policy
unit would continue to
maintain the geological
exposures of these features.

No known impacts on water
quality.

Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
integrity of the geological
interest features of Dorset and
East Devon World Heritage
Site and the West Dorset
Coast SSSI. The preferred
policies in this coastal policy
unit would continue to
maintain the geological
exposures of these features.

No known impacts on water
quality.

Biodiversity, Flora and Fauna
Minimal loss of cliff top
limestone grassland habitats
associated with the West
Dorset Coast SSSI (biological)
due to natural erosion
processes
The continuation of natural
landslip and sediment
processes is important to
Sidmouth to West Bay SAC
and NAI in most areas would
therefore enhance this SAC
Minimal loss of cliff top
limestone grassland habitats
associated with the West
Dorset Coast SSSI (biological)
due to natural erosion
processes
The continuation of natural
landslip and sediment
processes is important to
Sidmouth to West Bay SAC
and NAI in most areas would
therefore enhance this SAC
Minimal loss of cliff top
limestone grassland habitats
associated with the West
Dorset Coast SSSI (biological)
due to natural erosion
processes
The continuation of natural
landslip and sediment
processes is important to
Sidmouth to West Bay SAC
and NAI in most areas would
therefore enhance this SAC

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context
of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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Location reference:

Seatown

Policy Unit reference:

6a15
6a15

SUMMARY OF PREFERRED PLAN RECOMMENDATIONS AND JUSTIFICATION

Plan:
Despite the presence of defences along the toe of the cliff at Seatown, which protect the ends of a cliff
drainage scheme constructed here in the mid-1990’s, episodic erosion still occurs as a result of groundwater
conditions. Consequently, the village is already vulnerable to erosion, despite previous efforts to resist this. In
the long term defence of Seatown will increasingly become more difficult and expensive due to the seaward
prominence of this defended section as the adjacent, undefended cliffs continue to erode.
The long term Plan recognises that this problem cannot be deferred indefinitely and the need to move to a
more naturally functioning coast. This will allow the shoreline to achieve a more sustainable position
commensurate with the adjacent eroding cliffs. This policy is also more likely to help retain a beach in this area
as it rolls landward into the mouth of the River Winniford.
This would, in the longer term, add to the geological and landscape value for which this overall area of coast is
internationally designated. However, this policy would result in the potential loss of properties and tourism
facilities at Seatown; therefore mitigation measures will need to be in place to manage the transition from the
existing policy to one of No Active Intervention. The South West Coast Path would also require realignment
in this area as a result of the loss of defences in the medium to long term. Therefore in the short term the
existing defences will be maintained in order for such measures to be implemented.

Preferred policies to implement Plan:
From present day (short
(short
term):
):
term

The short term policy is to Hold the Line of the existing rock revetment that
extends along the toe of the cliffs along the western part of Seatown. This
revetment reduces wave action at the toe and therefore minimises marine
erosion of the cliffs.
Maintenance of this defence (along with infrastructure that also affords some
defence) would continue until the end of the defence life. This includes
maintenance of some limited westwards extension of rock armour
constructed recently, which will allow time for approaches to manage and
mitigate losses to be developed. Due to the long term aim for this area it is
not planned that the revetment would be rebuilt should it fail, which could be
within the next 20 years. Therefore measures to address the future
consequences of a No Active Intervention policy need to be developed in the
immediate term.
Cliff erosion would continue as at present whilst defences continue to reduce
erosion rates locally, with total erosion of between 5 and 20m predicted by
2025.
By the end of this period, the greater erosion of the adjacent cliffs could lead
to the Seatown frontage becoming slightly more prominent along the
shoreline; beaches will continue to become narrower and defences more
exposed to wave action.
Due to the rapid response of this shoreline to erode and resume a natural
position once defences are no longer in place, this short term policy is not
considered to be detrimental to the long term Plan.

Medium term:
term:

This will be a transition period, whereby once defences reach the end of their
effective life the coast should be allowed to retreat. The recommended
medium term policy for this section is therefore to move to one of No Active
Intervention as existing defences reach the end of their effective life and

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of
this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications,
as reported therein.
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become more difficult to sustain and economically justify.
Implementation of this would require measures to be in place to manage this
transition, including any relocation of assets if possible. Under this policy
monitoring of recession should be undertaken to continually appraise the risk
zone.
The withdrawal of defence maintenance during this period will lead to cliff
recession by the end occurring at a similar rate to the adjacent cliffs. Cliff
erosion would occur at a faster rate than historically, with total erosion of up
to 50m predicted by 2055, although the effects of sea level rise would be
outweighed by any large landslide events that could occur during this period.
The beaches will receive some sediment from the cliff erosion, although any
fines will be lost offshore. It is anticipated that additional sediment input will
enter Seatown beach from the west as the lobe of sediment at Golden Cap is
gradually removed by wave action, and this may serve to episodically reduce
wave exposure at the cliff toe and slow the rate of recession by countering the
effect of sea level rise.
Under accelerated sea level rise the beach would be expected to retreat
landwards into the embayment within which Seatown sits. The beach will
therefore narrow at the western and eastern extremities.

LongerLonger-term:

The long term recommendation is to continue the policy of No Active
Intervention established in the medium term.
Withdrawal of defence maintenance during the medium term will mean that by
this period no defences will be present and a naturally functioning cliff and
shoreline would exist. Monitoring of recession rates would however be
required to ensure that the area of risk is appropriately managed.
Cliff erosion would continue to occur at higher rates than historically, with
total erosion of up to 100m predicted by 2105, although the effects of sea level
rise would be outweighed by any large landslide events that could occur during
this period.
Sediment supply to the beach at Seatown would continue from the west, but
despite these inputs, the net trend under sea level rise would be for beaches
to migrate landwards. Seatown sits within a slight indent within the
embayment, therefore a beach would be retained here.
There is a risk that Golden Cap could experience a large landslide event which
could result in the formation of a new sediment lobe extending across the
foreshore, thereby interrupting the sediment supply from the west. If this
occurs then the beach could narrow relatively rapidly, exacerbated by sea level
rise, resulting in increased cliff recession.

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of
this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications,
as reported therein.
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Summary of Specific Policies
Policy Unit

6a15
6a15 Seatown

Preferred Policies
Short term
Medium term
Maintenance of defences
Hold the Line through
would end during this
maintenance of the
period and allow natural
existing defences as long
coastal evolution to
as possible, within existing resume through a move
economic justification.
towards No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

Long term
Allow natural coastal
evolution to occur
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of
this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications,
as reported therein.
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Location refe
reference:

Seatown

Policy Unit reference:

6a15
6a15
IMPLICATIONS OF THE PREFERRED PLAN FOR THIS LOCATION

Time
Period

Management Activities

Property, Population and
Human Health

Land Use, Infrastructure and
Material Assets

2005 –
2025

Maintenance and
possible small
extension westwards of
the existing defences.

Continued protection of
properties and tourist facilities
in Seatown from erosion.

Potential loss of small areas of
grades 3 and 4 agricultural land
due to erosion.

Historic Environment
No known impacts on
archaeological features.

Landscape Character and
Visual Amenity
Amenity
Minimal change in landscape
character of area.

Continued protection of the
South West Coastal Path from
erosion.

2025 –
2055

2055 –
2105

Maintenance of
defences during this
period would be
withdrawn once they
reach end of effective
life, after which
defences would be
allowed to deteriorate
and fail.

No defences present,
with a natural coast
occurring with cliffline
retreat. No
management activities.

Potential loss of some
properties and tourist facilities
in Seatown due to erosion.

Permanent loss of grades 3 and
4 agricultural land due to
erosion.

Loss of some areas of the
South West Coastal Path due
to erosion.

Loss of parts of Sea Hill Lane,
but not before the properties
it serves.

Potential loss of some
properties and tourist facilities
in Seatown due to erosion.

Permanent loss of grades 3 and
4 agricultural land due to
erosion.

Loss of some areas of the
South West Coastal Path due
to erosion.

Loss of parts of Sea Hill Lane,
but not before the properties
it serves.

Erosion and minor flood risk
to Grade 1 and Grade 2 listed
buildings

Minor change in landscape
character of Dorset AONB
due to increased erosion and
flooding.
Potential for deteriorating
structures to become
unsightly.

Erosion and minor flood risk
to Grade 1 and Grade 2 listed
buildings

Minor change in landscape
character of Dorset AONB
due to increased erosion and
flooding.
Potential for deteriorating
structures to become
unsightly, although they would
be in the process of breaking
down and gradually being
moved alongshore.

Earth Heritage, Soils and
Geology
Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
integrity of the geological
interest features of Dorset and
East Devon World Heritage
Site and West Dorset Coast
SSSIs and therefore holding the
line at Seatown has the
potential to adversely affect
the condition of these features.
However, this will only be a
short term measure.

Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
integrity of the geological
interest features of Dorset and
East Devon World Heritage
Site and West Dorset Coast
SSSI. The preferred policy for
this policy unit would continue
to maintain the geological
exposures of these sites.

Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
integrity of the geological
interest features of Dorset and
East Devon World Heritage
Site and West Dorset Coast
SSSI. The preferred policy for
this policy unit would continue
to maintain the geological
exposures of these sites

Water
No known impacts on water
quality.
Any works to Hold the Line
should be implemented so as
to not adversely impact on the
water quality status of the
coastal waters or compromise
the achievement of WFD
water quality targets.

No known impacts on water
quality.

Biodiversity, Flora and Fauna
A policy of HTL in the short
term has the potential to
adversely affect the integrity of
vegetated cliff habitats within
Sidmouth to West Bay SAC.
However, as the medium and
long term policies involve No
Active Intervention, any short
term losses are likely to be
offset by habitat creation in
this policy unit in the long
term. Consequently, no
adverse impacts on the
European site are envisaged.
No adverse effect on Poole
Bay to Lyme Bay Reefs pSAC.
There is no evidence to
suggest that HTL is affecting
the site at present and
therefore no adverse effects
are foreseen.
Minimal loss of cliff top
limestone grassland habitats
associated with the West
Dorset Coast SSSI (biological)
due to natural erosion
processes.
The continuation of natural
landslip and sediment
processes is important to
Sidmouth to West Bay SAC
and NAI would therefore
enhance this SAC

No known impacts on water
quality.

NAI will be beneficial for the
reef habitat within the Poole
Bay to Lyme Bay Reefs pSAC.
Minimal loss of cliff top
limestone grassland habitats
associated with the West
Dorset Coast SSSI (biological)
due to natural erosion
processes.
The continuation of natural
landslip and sediment
processes is important to
Sidmouth to West Bay SAC
and NAI would therefore
enhance this SAC

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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Location refe
reference:

Seatown

Policy Unit reference:

6a15
6a15
IMPLICATIONS OF THE PREFERRED PLAN FOR THIS LOCATION

Time
Period

Management Activities

Property, Population and
Human Health

Land Use, Infrastructure and
Material Assets

Historic Environment

Landscape Character and
Visual Amenity
Amenity

Earth Heritage, Soils and
Geology

Water

Biodiversity, Flora and Fauna

NAI will be beneficial for the
reef habitat within the Poole
Bay to Lyme Bay Reefs pSAC.

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context
of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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Location reference:

Seatown (West) to Charmouth (East)

Policy Unit reference:

6a16 and 6a17

SUMMARY OF PREFERRED PLAN RECOMMENDATIONS AND JUSTIFICATION

Plan:
This frontage is made up of cliffs that are internationally designated for their geological and landscape
characteristics, and which are subject to large-scale complex landsliding. Such events are difficult to predict
with any certainty, making management of this shoreline difficult.
The natural erosion of these cliffs is integral to their designations and landscape value, and the long term vision
for this section is to allow the continuation of these natural processes.
This would result in the potential loss of parts of the South West Coast Path, therefore its realignment should
be considered in the short term.

Preferred policies to implement Plan:
From present day (short
(short
term):
):
term

The short term policy is for No Active Intervention.
Intervention
The clay-rich cliffs along this section experience complex landslide behaviour
with cyclic backscar retreats as a result of short (episodic) events causing rapid
retreat by rotational landsliding.
The frequency and magnitude of these events varies depending upon specific
local geology that comprises each individual cliff, although large events occur
about every 100 years or so. Throughout this section, erosion would continue
as historically, with variable erosion occurring along the shoreline at rates
ranging from 0.1 to 1.0m/yr.
At Golden Cap, total erosion of between 3 and 50m is predicted by 2025,
whilst at Stonebarrow erosion of 7 to 50m is predicted. Up to 17 to 50m of
erosion is predicted at Broom Hill over the same period.
This erosion would provide some material to maintain beaches at the toe of
the cliffs, although finer material would be lost offshore. A previous landslide
event has resulted in a lobe of debris cutting off longshore sediment transport
feeding beaches to the east. It is anticipated that this will gradually erode and
be largely removed as a barrier to sediment transport by the end of this
period.

Medium term:
term:

The medium term policy is to continue No Active Intervention.
Intervention
Cliff erosion is likely to occur at a rate faster than that historically due to sea
level rise, but this gradual erosion would be outweighed by any large landslide
events that could occur during this period. Such events could result in a lobe
of sediment interrupting the sediment drift, which could impact on adjacent
beaches.

LongerLonger-term:

The long term policy is to continue No Active Intervention along this
undefended section of cliffs, allowing them to continue to erode naturally.
These clay-rich cliffs are very sensitive to climate change, cliff erosion is
therefore likely to occur at a rate which is faster than that historically,
although the effects of sea level rise would be outweighed by large landslide
events that could occur during this period. Total erosion along this section by
2105 is predicted to be between 70 and 100m between Seatown and Golden
Cap; between 17 and 50m at Golden Cap; 40 to 50m at Stonebarrow, and 50

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of
this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications,
as reported therein.
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to 100m at Broom Hill. The cliffs are also sensitive to increases in rainfall;
however, due to uncertainty in the possible future changes in precipitation, no
direct account has been taken of this in the prediction of recession rates.
These varying rates of erosion would lead to Golden Cap developing into a
more defined headland, with the cliffs to the west becoming increasingly setback forming a deepening embayment. This is not likely to affect adjacent
beaches, as Golden Cap is already a barrier to littoral transport.

Summary of Specific Policies
Policy Unit

6a16
6a16

Seatown (West)
to Golden Cap

6a17
6a17

Golden Cap to
Charmouth (East)

Short term
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

Preferred Policies
Medium term
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

Long term
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of
this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications,
as reported therein.
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Location refe
reference:

Seatown
Seatown (West) to Charmouth (East)

Policy Unit reference:

6a16 and 6a17
6a17
IMPLICATIONS OF THE PREFERRED PLAN FOR THIS LOCATION

Time
Period

Management Activities

2005 –
2025

Continued cliffline
retreat would occur.
No management
activities.

Property, Population and
Human Health
Loss of some areas of the
South West Coastal Path due
to erosion.

Land Use, Infrastructure and
Material Assets

Historic Environment

Permanent loss of grades 3 and
4 agricultural land due to
erosion and flooding.

No known impacts on
scheduled monuments in these
policy units.

Landscape Character and
Visual Amenity
Minor change in landscape
character of Dorset AONB
due to increased erosion and
flooding.

Erosion risk to Grade 1 and
Grade 2 listed buildings.

2025 –
2055

Continued cliffline
retreat would occur.
No management
activities.

Loss of some areas of the
South West Coastal Path due
to erosion.

Permanent loss of grades 3 and
4 agricultural land due to
erosion and flooding.

No known impacts on
scheduled monuments in these
policy units.
Erosion risk to Grade 1 and
Grade 2 listed buildings.

2055 –
2105

Continued cliffline
retreat would occur.

Loss of some areas of the
South West Coastal Path due
to erosion.

Permanent loss of grades 3 and
4 agricultural land due to
erosion and flooding.

No known impacts on
scheduled monuments in these
policy units.
Erosion risk to Grade 1 and
Grade 2 listed buildings.

Minor change in landscape
character of Dorset AONB
due to increased erosion and
flooding.
Potential for deteriorating
structures to become
unsightly.

Minor change in landscape
character of Dorset AONB
due to increased erosion and
flooding.
Potential for deteriorating
structures to become
unsightly.

Earth Heritage, Soils and
Geology

Water

Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
integrity of the geological
interest features of Dorset and
East Devon World Heritage
Site and the West Dorset
Coast SSSI. The preferred
policy in these policy units
would continue to maintain
the geological exposures of
these features.

No known impacts on water
quality.

Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
integrity of the geological
interest features of Dorset and
East Devon World Heritage
Site and the West Dorset
Coast SSSI. The preferred
policy in these policy units
would continue to maintain
the geological exposures of
these features.

No known impacts on water
quality.

Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
integrity of the geological
interest features of Dorset and
East Devon World Heritage
Site and the West Dorset
Coast SSSI. The preferred
policy in these policy units
would continue to maintain
the geological exposures of
these features.

No known impacts on water
quality.

Biodiversity, Flora and Fauna
Minimal loss of cliff top
limestone grassland habitats
associated with the West
Dorset Coast SSSI (biological)
due to natural erosion
processes.
The continuation of natural
landslip and sediment
processes is important to
Sidmouth to West Bay SAC
and no adverse effects on the
European site are anticipated.
Minimal loss of cliff top
limestone grassland habitats
associated with the West
Dorset Coast SSSI (biological)
due to natural erosion
processes.
The continuation of natural
landslip and sediment
processes is important to
Sidmouth to West Bay SAC
and no adverse effects on the
European site are anticipated.
Minimal loss of cliff top
limestone grassland habitats
associated with the West
Dorset Coast SSSI (biological)
due to natural erosion
processes.
The continuation of natural
landslip and sediment
processes is important to
Sidmouth to West Bay SAC
and no adverse effects on the
European site are anticipated.

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context
of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context
of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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Location reference:

Charmouth

Policy Unit reference:

6a18
6a18

SUMMARY OF PREFERRED PLAN RECOMMENDATIONS AND JUSTIFICATION

Plan:
The developed area of Charmouth is an important tourist location that provides access and facilities at the
coast. It is largely situated on high ground located at the eastern end of the Black Ven landslide complex, which
is internationally designated for its geological and landscape value which results from continued large-scale
complex landsliding events. These are difficult to predict with any certainty and that uncertainty makes
management of this adjacent stretch of shoreline difficult. The landward part of Charmouth, and in particular
highways infrastructure that provides access to the town, are also at risk of flooding.
The long term Plan is to continue to protect the majority of Charmouth from the risk of flooding by managing
the realignment of the coast into the mouth of the River Char over the next 100 years.
However, it is unlikely to be feasible or sustainable to reduce the risk of erosion to the cliffed coastline that
forms the western part of the town as the adjacent cliffs continue to erode and expose this area. The long
term plan is therefore to move towards No Active Intervention. This would result in the potential loss of cliff
top properties and infrastructure; therefore mitigation measures will need to be in place to manage this
transition from existing policy.
This change in policy would also require the tourist facilities at Charmouth, such as the heritage centre, to be
relocated landwards.

Preferred policies to implement Plan:
From present day (short
(short
term):
):
term

The short term policy is to Hold the Line of the existing defences along the
open coast at Charmouth, where a short length of seawall and promenade
provides flood protection. Implementation of this Policy would involve
maintenance of these to maintain protection whilst assessments are conducted
and measures are put in place to enable the longer term transition to a policy
of Managed Realignment.
There is a small beach present in front of the defences. This would continue to
narrow during this period and this trend could become increasingly significant
with very little new sediment input to the beach from cliff erosion to the west.
This could result in undermining of the rock revetment and accelerate failure
of the seawall at the car park and increase the risk of overtopping.
Towards the end of this epoch the defences may begin to be outflanked by the
continued erosion of the undefended cliffs to the west. If defences fail during
this period the move to the medium term policy of Managed Realignment
could be brought forward.

Medium term:
term:

This will be a transition period, whereby once defences along the open coast
reach the end of their effective life the coast would be allowed to retreat. As
existing defences reach the end of their effective life they will become more
difficult to sustain due to beach narrowing and outflanking, increasing the
potential for undermining and failure of these structures. As this occurs the
policy for this section will become No Active Intervention.
Intervention
Although the existing defences at Charmouth would continue to provide some
resistance to erosion, this will be to a much lesser extent than present. As
these fail the rates of cliff erosion would increase. Erosion of the cliffs would
also be susceptible to any increase in both sea level and rainfall and there
would be an increased risk of a large scale failure occurring.
With no further intervention the risk of erosion to people, property and

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of
this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications,
as reported therein.
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infrastructure along the western part of Charmouth would continue and
increase. Adaptation measures will be required to enable any relocation of
assets away from risk areas on the western part of Charmouth, although this
would require more detailed investigation and depend upon the longevity of
any impact of the existing defences.
Sea level rise will continue to create coastal squeeze in front of the seawall at
Charmouth, with narrowing of the beach and an increase in flood. A change of
policy to Managed Realignment within the River Char would enable the beach
to roll-back and adapt naturally into the river channel in response to rising sea
levels, allowing a beach to be maintained within the embayment that would
form. Therefore measures to manage the risk of flooding in the River Char
would be implemented, e.g. unblocking of the river outlet or provision of
defences further upstream to protect against flooding inland.
This change in policy would have a local impact, although it is unlikely to
significantly affect the coastal evolution of the adjacent frontages.

LongerLonger-term:

Along the open coast fronting the western part of Charmouth, the long term
policy is for No Active Intervention.
Intervention This will result in an increasing risk of
erosion affecting people, property and infrastructure and therefore adaptation
measures will be required to enable any relocation of assets away from risk
areas.
Within the River Char, the long term policy is to continue with the Managed
Realignment, with further realignment of the flood defences if required to
Realignment
accommodate the rate of natural roll back of the beach into the river.

Summary of Specific Policies
Policy Unit

6a18
6a18 Charmouth

Short term
Maintain existing defences
through a Hold the Line
policy to continue to
provide protection to
Charmouth.

Preferred Policies
Medium term
There would be a move
towards No Active
Intervention along the
cliffed western part of
Charmouth. Managed
Realignment within the
River Char, through
providing set-back flood
defences as it becomes
increasingly technically
difficult to maintain
defences in the existing
position.

Long term
Continue the policy of No
Active Intervention along
the cliffed western part of
Charmouth and Managed
Realignment
Realignment within the
River Char.

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of
this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications,
as reported therein.
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Location refe
reference:

Charmouth

Policy Unit reference:

6a18
6a18
IMPLICATIONS OF THE PREFERRED PLAN FOR THIS LOCATION

Time
Period

Management Activities

Property, Population and
Human Health

Land Use, Infrastructure and
Material Assets
Assets

2005 –
2025

Maintenance of existing
defences would occur.

Short term protection of
properties adjacent to
Lower/Higher Sea Lane/Old
Lyme Road (Charmouth),
tourist facilities and the car
park in Charmouth from
erosion and flood-risk.

Continued protection to local
roads.

Historic Environment
No known impacts on
archaeological features.

Landscape Character and
Visual Amenity
Minimal change in landscape
character in short term.

Protection of the South West
Coastal Path due to erosion.

2025 –
2055

Construct and maintain
a set-back flood
defence. No
management activities
once open coast
defences have reached
the end of their
effective life.

Potential loss of some
properties adjacent to
Lower/Higher Sea Lane/Old
Lyme Road (Charmouth) and
tourist facilities in Charmouth
due to coastal erosion to the
west of the River Char.

Potential loss of local roads
that provide access to
properties, though roads likely
to be lost at similar time to
properties they serve.

Erosion risk to Grade 1 and
Grade 2 listed buildings,
though flood risk would be
minimised (depending upon
location of Managed
Realignment).

Minor change in landscape
character of Dorset AONB
due to erosion and flooding.

Potential flood and erosion
risk to car park on Lower Sea
Lane and beach access
dependent on location of
Managed Realignment.

2055 –
2105

Maintain the set-back
flood defence. No
management activities
along the open coast.

Potential flood and erosion
risk to car park on Lower Sea
Lane and beach access
dependent on location of
Managed Realignment.
Coastal erosion may affect

Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
integrity of the geological
interest features of Dorset and
East Devon World Heritage
Site and West Dorset Coast
SSSI and therefore holding the
line in this policy unit has the
potential to affect the
condition of these geological
features.
Historic landfill sites in
Charmouth protected from
flooding in short term.
Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
integrity of the geological
interest features of Dorset and
East Devon World Heritage
Site and West Dorset Coast
SSSI. The preferred policy in
this policy unit would continue
to maintain the geological
exposures of these features.

Water
No known impacts on water
quality.

Biodiversity, Flora and Fauna
A policy of HTL has the
potential to adversely affect
the integrity of cliff habitats
within Sidmouth to West Bay
SAC but will depend upon the
implementation of the policy –

uncertain impact.

Potential impacts on water
quality due to flooding of
landfill sites, though this risk is
likely to be minimised
(depending upon location of
Managed Realignment).

No adverse effect on Poole
Bay to Lyme Bay Reefs pSAC.
There is no evidence to
suggest that HTL is affecting
the reef habitat at present and
therefore no adverse effects
are foreseen.
Minimal loss of cliff top
limestone grassland habitats
associated with the West
Dorset Coast SSSI (biological)
due to natural erosion
processes.
The continuation of natural
landslip and sediment
processes is important to
Sidmouth to West Bay SAC
and NAI and would therefore
enhance this SAC. No adverse
effects are anticipated on the
European site in the medium
term.

Historic landfill sites in
Charmouth may be subject to
flooding. Further consideration
of the current state of the
landfill sites would be required
at project level.

Coastal erosion may affect
properties in and around
Lower Sea Lane, Higher Sea
Lane and Old Lyme Round.
Loss of some areas of the
South West Coastal Path due
to erosion.
Potential loss of some
properties adjacent to
Lower/Higher Sea Lane/Old
Lyme Road (Charmouth) and
tourist facilities in Charmouth
due coastal erosion to the
west of the River Char.

Earth Heritage, Soils and
Geology

Natural processes will be
beneficial for the reef habitat
within the Poole Bay to Lyme
Bay Reefs pSAC.
Potential loss of local roads
that provide access to
properties, though roads likely
to be lost at similar time to
properties they serve.

Erosion risk to Grade 1 and
Grade 2 listed buildings,
though flood risk would be
minimised (depending upon
location of Managed
Realignment).

Minor change in landscape
character of Dorset AONB
due to erosion and flooding.

Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
integrity of the geological
interest features of Dorset and
East Devon World Heritage
Site and West Dorset Coast
SSSI. The preferred policy in
this policy unit would continue
to maintain the geological
exposures of these features.
Historic landfill sites in
Charmouth may be subject to
flooding. Further consideration
of the current state of the

Potential impacts on water
quality due to flooding of
landfill sites, though this risk is
likely to be minimised
(depending upon location of
Managed Realignment).

Minimal loss of cliff top
limestone grassland habitats
associated with the West
Dorset Coast SSSI (biological)
due to natural erosion
processes.
The continuation of natural
landslip and sediment
processes is important to
Sidmouth to West Bay SAC
and NAI and would therefore
enhance this SAC. No adverse
effects are anticipated on the
European site in the long term.

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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Location refe
reference:

Charmouth

Policy Unit reference:

6a18
6a18
IMPLICATIONS OF THE PREFERRED PLAN FOR THIS LOCATION

Time
Period

Management Activities

Property, Population and
Human Health
properties in and around
Lower Sea Lane, Higher Sea
Lane and Old Lyme Round.
Loss of some areas of the
South West Coastal Path due
to erosion.

Land Use, Infrastructure and
Material Assets
Assets

Historic Environment

Landscape Character and
Visual Amenity

Earth Heritage, Soils and
Geology
landfill sites would be required
at project level.

Water

Biodiversity, Flora and Fauna

Natural processes will be
beneficial for the reef habitat
within the Poole Bay to Lyme
Bay Reefs pSAC.

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context
of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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Location reference:

Charmouth (West) to East Cliff (Lyme Regis)

Policy Unit reference:

6a19
6a19

SUMMARY OF PREFERRED PLAN RECOMMENDATIONS AND JUSTIFICATION

Plan:
This section of coast consists of dramatic, geologically important, clay-rich cliffs that experience complex
landslide behaviour. This includes cyclic backscar retreat as a result of short (episodic) events which cause
rapid retreat by rotational landsliding. The frequency and magnitude of these events varies alongshore and is
difficult to predict with any certainty, depending upon specific local geology that comprises each individual cliff.
The natural erosion of these cliffs is integral to their designations and landscape value and the long term plan is
the continuation of natural coastline evolution of this stretch with no intervention.
This will mean that there will be continued retreat of the cliffline over the next century, and over this period, it
is likely that the western part of Charmouth (refer to Policy Unit 6a17) and the eastern part of Lyme Regis
(refer to Policy Unit 6a19) would continue to be at risk from this erosion. As such, there will be a need to
continually monitor this section such that information about the risk to the adjacent developed sections of
coast are kept up-to-date.

Preferred policies to implement Plan:
From present day (short
(short
term):
):
term

The short term policy is No Active Intervention along this undefended section
of actively eroding cliffs, allowing them to continue to evolve naturally.
Variable erosion would continue, as historically, with rates ranging from 0.2 to
3.3m/yr, with rates varying depending upon the time and form of landslide
events.
By 2025, the east and central parts of Black Ven are predicted to erode
between 7 and 50m. Over this same period, Black Ven West is predicted to
erode by 10 to 50m and The Spittles by about 10m. It is possible that individual
landslide events cause greater amounts of recession although it is not possible
to predict these with any certainty.
Continued beach narrowing as a result of sea level rise could become
increasingly significant as there is very little new sediment input to the beach.
The large scale landslides also act as a barrier to any sediment transport along
this section. Locally there could be beach building sediment released from the
cliffs, in particular Black Ven West cliffs.

Medium term:
term:

The medium term policy is to continue with No Active Intervention.
Intervention
With rising sea levels gradually submerging the fronting beaches and shore
platforms (ledges), cliff erosion is likely to increase from rates observed
historically. The east and central parts of Black Ven are predicted to
experience total erosion of between 20 and 50m over this period, whilst Black
Ven West is predicted to erode by 30 to 50m and The Spittles by 25 to 50m.
A larger amount of recession could occur during this period as a result of the
large landslide events that have a frequency of every 100 years or so causing
recession of more than 50m per event. However, without detailed
investigation, it is uncertain as to exactly where and when such a large scale
event would occur.
The cliffs are also sensitive to any changes in groundwater conditions due to
increases in precipitation, but uncertainty in the possible future changes in this
means that no direct allowance has been made for this in the recession
predictions.

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of
this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications,
as reported therein.
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LongerLonger-term:

The long term plan is to continue the policy of No Active Intervention.
Intervention
Differences in cliff composition means that erosion would occur at variable
rates. The east and central parts of Black Ven are predicted to have eroded
between 40 and 50m over this period, whilst Black Ven West is predicted to
have eroded by 50 to 60m, and The Spittles by about 50m. If not already
occurred, a single large landslide event could result in more than 50m
recession. Future changes in precipitation could also increase the amount of
recession above these predictions.
The significant erosion along this section, particularly at Black Ven West,
would release suitable beach building material from the Upper Greensands
that would be transported to beaches to the east. Any large scale landslide
events could though result in that sediment drift being interrupted.

Summary of Specific Policies
Policy Unit
Charmouth
6a19
6a19 (West) to East
Cliff (Lyme Regis)

Short term
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

Preferred Policies
Medium term
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

Long term
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of
this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications,
as reported therein.
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Location refe
reference:

Charmouth (West) to East Cliff (Lyme Regis)

Policy Unit reference:

6a19
6a19
IMPLICATIONS OF THE PREFERRED PLAN FOR THIS LOCATION

Time
Time
Period

Management Activities

2005 –
2025
2025

Continued cliffline
retreat would occur.
No active management,
but monitoring
recommended of the
landslide complex to
ensure the adjacent
developed areas at risk
of erosion are kept
informed.

2025 –
2055

2055 –
2105

Continued cliffline
retreat would occur.
No active management,
but monitoring
recommended of the
landslide complex to
ensure the adjacent
developed areas at risk
of erosion are kept
informed.

Continued cliffline
retreat would occur.
No active management,
but monitoring
recommended of the
landslide complex to
ensure the adjacent
developed areas at risk
of erosion are kept
informed.

Property, Population and
Human Health
Loss of some areas of the
South West Coastal Path due
to erosion.

Loss of some areas of the
South West Coastal Path due
to erosion.

Loss of some areas of the
South West Coastal Path due
to erosion.

Land Use, Infrastructure and
Material Assets

Historic Environment

Permanent loss of grades 3 and
4 agricultural land due to
erosion.

No known impacts on
scheduled monuments in these
policy units

Coastal erosion risk to parts
of the A3052 and other local
roads e.g. Charmouth Road.

Potential erosion risk to
archaeological features.

Permanent loss of grades 3 and
4 agricultural land due to
erosion.

No known impacts on
scheduled monuments in these
policy units

Coastal erosion risk to parts
of the A3052 and other local
roads e.g. Charmouth Road.

Potential erosion risk to
archaeological features.

Permanent loss of grades 3 and
4 agricultural land due to
erosion and flooding.

No known impacts on
scheduled monuments in these
policy units

Coastal erosion risk to parts
of the A3052 and other local
roads e.g. Charmouth Road.

Potential erosion risk to
archaeological features.

Landscape Character and
Visual Amenity
Minor change in landscape
character of Dorset AONB
due to erosion, but this is a
natural process.

Minor change in landscape
character of Dorset AONB
due to increased erosion but
this is a natural process.

Minor change in landscape
character of Dorset AONB
due to increased erosion, but
this is a natural process.

Earth Heritage, Soils and
Geology
Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
integrity of the geological
interest features of Dorset and
East Devon World Heritage
Site, and West Dorset Coast
SSSI. The preferred policy in
this policy unit would
therefore continue to maintain
the geological exposures of
these features.
Refuse tip east of Spittles Lane
at risk of erosion.
Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
integrity of the geological
interest features of Dorset and
East Devon World Heritage
Site, and West Dorset Coast
SSSI. The preferred policy in
this policy unit would
therefore continue to maintain
the geological exposures of
these features.
Refuse tip east of Spittles Lane
at risk of erosion.
Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
integrity of the geological
interest features of Dorset and
East Devon World Heritage
Site, and West Dorset Coast
SSSI. The preferred policy in
this policy unit would
therefore continue to maintain
the geological exposures of
these features.
Refuse tip east of Spittles Lane
at risk of erosion.

Water
No known impacts on water
quality.

Biodiversity, Flora and Fauna
Minimal loss of cliff top
limestone grassland habitats
associated with the West
Dorset Coast SSSI (biological)
due to natural to erosion
processes.
The continuation of natural
landslip and sediment
processes is important to
Sidmouth to West Bay SAC
and NAI would therefore
enhance this SAC.

No known impacts on water
quality.

Minimal loss of cliff top
limestone grassland habitats
associated with the West
Dorset Coast SSSI (biological)
due to natural to erosion
processes.
The continuation of natural
landslip and sediment
processes is important to
Sidmouth to West Bay SAC
and NAI would therefore
enhance this SAC.

No known impacts on water
quality.

Minimal loss of cliff top
limestone grassland habitats
associated with the West
Dorset Coast SSSI (biological)
due to natural to erosion
processes.
The continuation of natural
landslip and sediment
processes is important to
Sidmouth to West Bay SAC
and NAI would therefore
enhance this SAC.

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context
of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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Location reference:

Lyme Regis

Policy Unit reference:

6a20 to 6a22

SUMMARY OF PREFERRED PLAN RECOMMENDATIONS AND JUSTIFICATION

Plan:
The town of Lyme Regis is an important tourist town and a key service centre for the region, providing a range
of facilities that support surrounding communities.
Given the extent of development and its economic importance to the area, the long term plan for Lyme Regis
is to continue to provide protection against flooding and erosion risk as far as is practicable to do so over the
next 100 years.
Along the extensively developed central parts of the town of Lyme Regis, this will be through holding the
present defence line. However, long term protection to all of the eastern side of the town will be technically
difficult to achieve due its proximity to the western end of Black Ven, which is at risk from complex landsliding
events that could undermine parts of the town in this area. Here, it may not be possible to sustain defences
along the full length of the currently defended area, as the cliffs to the east will continue to retreat. Therefore
measures need to be put in place to manage this risk.
At the western end of the frontage, there are currently no formal defences. The plan is to continue to provide
long term protection to this area, but through considering construction of set back, more sustainable defences.

Preferred policies to implement Plan:
From present day (short
(short
term):
):
term

The short term policy is to Hold the Line of the existing defences present
along the entire length of the Lyme Regis frontage. This would involve
maintenance of these existing defences, as well as ongoing beach management
activities including beach recharge along the central and western parts.
Along East Cliff and Church Cliff, it is probable that construction of new
defences would be required during this period in order to retain adequate
levels of protection; plans are already well developed as part of the Lyme Regis
Environmental Improvements Phase IV scheme. This scheme would need to
include monitoring of the adjacent eroding cliffs to the east during this period
to determine when people, property and infrastructure in this area are likely
to become exposed to the erosion risk, so that measures such as exit
strategies can be developed in time.
The seawall along the eastern side of Lyme Regis prevents erosion of the cliff
toe and since its construction has prevented any significant landslide activity;
this is assumed to continue to be the case during this period as a result of the
Phase IV scheme being implemented in the early part of this period. However,
continued foreshore narrowing as a result of sea level rise could become
increasingly significant as there is very little new sediment input to the beach.
The defences along the central section of Lyme Regis prevent cliff erosion and
reduce flood risk to low-lying parts of the town along the sea front. Their
presence would result in no change in cliff position by 2025 and a continued
reduction in flood risk. The various control structures along this section, along
with ongoing beach management activities also serve to maintain a stable
beach. Again, coastal squeeze as a result of sea level rise could necessitate
additional beach recharge towards the end of this period.
The structures along the western side of Lyme Regis also provide a limited
defence function that prevents erosion of the cliff toe along this section. There
has been no significant cliff recession in this area, although Monmouth Beach
that fronts the defences has over the past 100 to 150 years experienced a long
term trend of erosion and steepening, except at the very eastern end where
some limited accretion occurs against The Cobb. These trends are likely to

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of
this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications,
as reported therein.
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continue during this period.

Medium term:
term:

The medium term policy is to Hold the Line along the central and eastern
Lyme Regis frontages through continued maintenance of defences. Along the
central section of Lyme Regis, this could require improvements to the
defences to maintain adequate levels of protection, which would be likely to
include further beach recharge and raising of defence heights.
Despite these defences, a potential risk of erosion along parts of the eastern
section of the town will remain, due to any large scale failure of the adjacent,
undefended cliffs. Therefore measures need to be in place to manage this risk;
including monitoring of the adjacent eroding cliffs to the east during this period
to determine when assets are likely to become at risk from erosion.
At Monmouth Beach holding the position of the existing structures will
become technically unsustainable. The fronting beach will narrow and steepen
as sea levels rise, resulting in increased exposure of the structures to wave
action. Therefore Managed Realignment,
Realignment through construction of new
defences in a retreated, but more sustainable, position, would be implemented.
The realigned position needs to be sufficiently retreated to enable the beach to
behave as naturally as possible.
This is not expected to have a significant impact on natural coastal processes in
the long term, but should create a more sustainable defence at this location
through allowing more material to be retained, and thereby provide a more
robust natural form of defence for the rest of Lyme Regis. This policy depends
upon the continued maintenance of The Cobb breakwater, which has an
important influence on the beaches to both the east and west.

LongerLonger-term:

Along the main commercial central and western sections of Lyme Regis, the
long term policy is to provide continued protection to the town through Hold
the Line.
Line This could require further improvements to the defences along the
central section in order to maintain adequate levels of protection. This would
be likely to include further beach recharge and ongoing beach management
activities, as well as re-building larger defences. A potential risk along the
western section is that defences become outflanked due to continued erosion
of the undefended adjacent cliffs. Monitoring would need to be undertaken to
assess this risk.
Integral to the implementation of this policy, is the continued maintenance of
The Cobb breakwater.
Along the eastern part of Lyme Regis, the long term policy is to continue to
Hold the Line as long as it is sustainable to do so. However, along the
northern parts of this section in particular, it is very uncertain as to how
sustainable continued intervention will be in terms of technical, environmental
and economic feasibility. It may therefore be necessary to move towards a
policy of Managed Realignment during this period. Any such move would be
based on continued observation and monitoring of cliff erosion to assess the
extent that the defences are at risk of being outflanked by the continued
erosion of the undefended cliffs to the east throughout this period. To enable
such a change in policy during this period, it will be necessary to develop and
implement adaptation measures to manage the risk to people, property and
infrastructure, including key access routes, that are to be protected in the
short and medium term by the planned Phase IV scheme.
To aid this transition short term measures could be implemented along the

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of
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emerging flank to the east of the existing sea wall, to temporarily reduce the
rate of erosion behind the seawall. These measures could be at beach level or
higher up the slope. However, there would remain a risk of erosion due to any
large scale failure of the adjacent, undefended cliffs. Therefore measures need
to be in place to manage this risk; including monitoring of the adjacent eroding
cliffs to the east during this period to determine when assets are likely to
become at risk from erosion, which would provide additional time to allow
assets to be relocated away from risk areas, as appropriate.

Summary of Specific Policies
Policy Unit

East Cliff (Lyme
Regis) to Broad
6a20
6a20
Ledge (Lyme
Regis)

Broad Ledge
(Lyme Regis) to
6a21
6a21
The Cobb (Lyme
Regis)

6a22
6a22 Monmouth Beach

Short term

Preferred Policies
Medium term

Long term
As outflanking occurs due
to erosion and landsliding,
continue to Hold the Line
by maintaining and
extending defences along
Maintain the existing
the ever retreating cliff
defences for as long as it is line. These defences could
Maintain and improve
technically and
be at beach level or higher
defences through a Hold
economically possible to
up the slope. It may,
the Line policy.
do so, through a Hold the however, be necessary to
Line policy.
move towards a policy of
Managed Realignment
during this period if it
becomes unsustainable to
continue to defend any
parts of this length.
Continue to maintain or
Continue to maintain or
Maintain existing defences
improve existing defences improve existing defences
through a Hold the Line
through a Hold the Line
through a Hold the Line
policy to provide
policy to provide
policy to provide
continued protection to
continued protection to
continued protection to
Lyme Regis.
Lyme Regis.
Lyme Regis.
Continue to Hold the Line
Construct a more formal
and protect all built assets
defence as part of
within the town; this
Maintain the realigned
Managed Realignment and
requires little intervention
defence position through a
implement beach
along much of this
Hold the Line policy.
management to support
frontage, but will involve
this.
monitoring of the beach.

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of
this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications,
as reported therein.
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Location refe
reference:

Lyme Regis

Policy Unit reference:

6a20 to 6a22
6a22
IMPLICATIONS OF THE PREFERRED PLAN FOR THIS LOCATION

Time
Period

Management Activities

2005 –
2025

Maintenance and
improvements to the
existing defences.

2025 –
2055

Maintenance and
possible improvements
to the defences,
including beach
recharge. Construction
of a set-back defence
line and beach
management activities
on the western side of
Lyme Regis.

Property, Population
Population and
Human Health

Land Use, Infrastructure and
Material Assets

Continued protection of
tourist facilities along the
seafront, marine parade and
properties along the seafront
and at East Cliff/Church Street
in Lyme Regis from flooding
and erosion. Some properties
towards Black Ven and The
Spittles on the east side of
Lyme Regis may be at risk of
loss due to coastal erosion
outflanking defences,
depending if a landslide event
occurs in this area.

Coastal erosion risk to parts
of the A3052 and other local
roads would remain as a result
of potential erosion to the east
at Black Ven and The Spittles.

Holding the line has the
potential to adversely impact
on the tourism industry
associated with fossil hunting
by restricting erosional
processes, exposure of the cliff
face and potentially restricting
access to the cliff face.
Continued protection of
tourist facilities along the
seafront, marine parade and
properties along the seafront
and at East Cliff/Church Street
in Lyme Regis from flooding
and erosion. Some properties
towards Black Ven and The
Spittles on the east side of
Lyme Regis could be at risk of
loss due to coastal erosion
outflanking defences.

Historic Environment

Landscape Character and
Visual Amenity

Protection of Scheduled
Monument in Lyme Regis.

Minor changes in landscape
character of Dorset AONB.

Earth Heritage, Soils and
Geology
Holding the line in these policy
units has the potential to
adversely impact upon the
geological interest features of
Dorset and East Devon World
Heritage Site, and the West
Dorset Coast SSSI.
Gas holder site in Lyme Regis
protected from erosion.

Water
No known impacts on water
quality.
Works in areas selected for
holding the line should be
implemented so as to not
adversely impact on the water
quality status of the coastal
waters or compromise the
achievement of WFD water
quality targets.

Maintenance of the
existing defences, and
possible
implementation of
short term cliff
stabilisation measures
along the eastern side

Protection of tourist facilities
along the seafront, marine
parade and properties along
the seafront and at East
Cliff/Church Street in Lyme
Regis from flooding and
erosion. Some properties

Cliff top limestone grassland
habitats associated with the
West Dorset Coast SSSI
(biological) would be
protected from natural erosion
processes.
A policy of HTL has the
potential to adversely affect
the integrity of cliff habitats
within Sidmouth to West Bay
SAC but will depend upon the
implementation of the policy –

uncertain impact.
No adverse effect on Poole
Bay to Lyme Bay Reefs pSAC.
There is no evidence to
suggest that HTL is affecting
the reef habitat at present and
therefore no adverse effects
are foreseen.
Coastal erosion risk to parts
of the A3052 and other local
roads as a result of erosion to
the east at Black Ven and The
Spittles.

Protection of Scheduled
Monument in Lyme Regis.

Minor changes in landscape
character of Dorset AONB.

Holding the line in these policy
units has the potential to
adversely impact upon the
geological interest features of
Dorset and East Devon World
Heritage Site, and the West
Dorset Coast SSSI.
Gas holder site in Lyme Regis
protected from erosion.

No known impacts on water
quality.
Works in areas selected for
holding the line should be
implemented so as to not
adversely impact on the water
quality status of the coastal
waters or compromise the
achievement of WFD water
quality targets.

Holding the line has the
potential to adversely impact
on the tourism industry
associated with fossil hunting
by restricting erosional
processes, exposure of the cliff
face and potentially restricting
access to the cliff face.
2055 –
2105

Biodiversity, Flora and Fauna

Cliff top limestone grassland
habitats associated with the
West Dorset Coast SSSI
(biological) would be
protected natural erosion
processes.
A policy of HTL has the
potential to adversely affect
the integrity of cliff habitats
within Sidmouth to West Bay
SAC but will depend upon the
implementation of the policy –

uncertain impact.

Coastal erosion risk to parts
of the A3052 and other local
roads as a result of erosion to
the east at Black Ven and The
Spittles.

Protection of Scheduled
Monument in Lyme Regis.

Minor changes in landscape
character of Dorset AONB.

Holding the line in these policy
units has the potential to
adversely impact upon the
geological interest features of
Dorset and East Devon World
Heritage Site, and the West
Dorset Coast SSSI (except

No known impacts on water
quality.
Works in areas selected for
holding the line should be
implemented so as to not
adversely impact on the water

No adverse effect on Poole
Bay to Lyme Bay Reefs pSAC.
There is no evidence to
suggest that it is affecting the
reef habitat at present and
therefore no adverse effects
are foreseen.
Cliff top limestone grassland
habitats associated with the
West Dorset Coast SSSI
(biological) would be
protected from natural erosion
processes.

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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Location refe
reference:

Lyme Regis

Policy Unit reference:

6a20 to 6a22
6a22
IMPLICATIONS OF THE PREFERRED PLAN FOR THIS LOCATION

Time
Period

Management Activities

Property, Population
Population and
Human Health

of Lyme Regis.
Maintenance and
possible improvements
to the defences,
including beach
recharge and beach
management activities,
along the rest of the
Lyme Regis frontage.

towards Black Ven and The
Spittles on the east side of
Lyme Regis would be at risk of
loss due to coastal erosion
outflanking defences.
Holding the line has the
potential to adversely impact
on the tourism industry
associated with fossil hunting
by restricting erosional
processes, exposure of the cliff
face and potentially restricting
access to the cliff face.

Land Use, Infrastructure and
Material Assets

Historic Environment

Landscape Character and
Visual Amenity

Earth Heritage, Soils and
Geology
between East Cliff and Broad
Ledge)
Gas holder site in Lyme Regis
protected from erosion.

Water
quality status of the coastal
waters or compromise the
achievement of WFD water
quality targets.

Biodiversity, Flora and Fauna
A policy of HTL has the
potential to adversely affect
the integrity of cliff habitats
within Sidmouth to West Bay
SAC but will depend upon the
implementation of the policy –

uncertain impact.
No adverse effect on Poole
Bay to Lyme Bay Reefs pSAC.
There is no evidence to
suggest that it is affecting the
reef habitat at present and
therefore no adverse effects
are foreseen.

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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Location reference:

Monmouth Beach to Haven Cliff (West)

Policy Unit reference:

6a23 and 6a24

SUMMARY OF PREFERRED PLAN RECOMMENDATIONS AND JUSTIFICATION

Plan:
This section of undefended coast is characterised by dramatic, geologically important cliffs which are subject to
large-scale complex landsliding. The natural erosion of these cliffs is integral to their designations and landscape
value; therefore the long term vision for this stretch is to continue to allow the natural evolution and
functioning of the coast.
The clay-rich cliffs along the western parts of this stretch experience complex landslide behaviour with cyclic
backscar retreat as a result of short (episodic) events, which cause rapid retreat by rotational landsliding. The
frequency and magnitude of these events varies along this section due to changes in geology. Along the eastern
stretch there is a risk of large scale landslide events occurring, but the frequency of these is low; every 250
years or more. Along the western part of this frontage, smaller, more frequent, landslides are characteristic
The preferred plan for this length of coastline could result in the loss or damage to some or all of Rousden
Registered Park and Garden.

Preferred policies to implement Plan:
From present day (short
(short
term):
):
term

The short term policy is for No Active Intervention
Intervention.
ention
The cliffs along the eastern part of this stretch of coast are unprotected and so
erosion of the cliff base here is expected to continue at a rate of about
0.2m/yr, although no cliff top recession is predicted by 2025.
On average, between 3 and 10m of erosion is expected to occur by 2025
towards the western end of this section, supplying sediment to local beach
stocks. Despite this, beach narrowing is expected to continue as a result of sea
level rise.
Due to natural barriers to littoral drift it is unlikely that this stretch of
shoreline would be affected by management changes in adjacent sections.

Medium term:
term:

The medium term policy is to continue No Active Intervention.
Intervention
Taking account of rising sea levels alone, the rate of cliff erosion would be
expected to be higher than experienced historically, although it is likely to be
outweighed by the occurrence of landslide events, with about 10m of cliff top
recession predicted by 2055 towards the western end. The cliff top towards
the eastern end is unlikely to change in position. The cliffs are also sensitive to
any increase in precipitation; however, due to uncertainty in future
precipitation scenarios, no allowance has been made in these predictions of
recession.
Both in front of the cliffs and in front of the defences and infrastructure at
Monmouth Beach to the east, sea level rise would continue to cause beach
narrowing.

LongerLonger-term:

The long term policy is to continue No Active Intervention along this
undefended cliffed coastline, allowing it to continue to evolve naturally.
The cliff base along the eastern part of this section would erode at faster rates
than historically due to sea level rise increasing their exposure. However, it is
unlikely that recession of the cliff top would occur by 2105.
Taking account of rising sea levels alone, the rate of cliff erosion towards the

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of
this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications,
as reported therein.
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western end of this stretch would be expected to be higher than experienced
historically. This though is likely to be outweighed by the occurrence of
landslide events, with between 10 and 20m of cliff top recession predicted by
2105.
This recession could be much greater in some areas should a large landslide
event occur during this period, the probability of which would increase as the
last such event occurred in 1839. Should such an event occur, then it would
form a lobe of debris that could inhibit littoral transport processes and have
potential downdrift impacts.

Summary of Specific Policies
Policy Unit
Monmouth Beach
6a23
6a23 to Seven Rock
Point
Seven Rock Point
6a24
6a24 to Haven Cliff
(West)

Short term
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

Preferred Policies
Medium term
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

Long term
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention
Intervention.
ntion
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of
this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications,
as reported therein.
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Location refe
reference:

Monmouth Beach to Haven Cliff (West)

Policy Unit reference:

6a23 and 6a24
IMPLICATIONS OF THE PREFERRED PLAN FOR THIS LOCATION

Time
Period

Management Activities

2005 –
2025

Cliffline retreat would
continue to occur. No
management activities.

Property, Population and
Human Health
Loss of some areas of the
South West Coastal Path due
to erosion.

Land Use,
Use, Infrastructure and
Material Assets
Permanent loss of grades 3 and
4 agricultural land due to
erosion.

Historic Environment
Erosion risk to Grade 1 and
Grade 2 listed buildings
Up to approximately 0.5km
length of frontage of Rousdon
Registered Park and Garden at
potential risk from erosion.

2025 –
2055

Cliffline retreat would
continue to occur. No
management activities.

Loss of some areas of the
South West Coastal Path due
to erosion.

Permanent loss of grades 3 and
4 agricultural land due to
erosion.

Erosion risk to Grade 1 and
Grade 2 listed buildings
Up to approximately 0.5km
length of frontage of Rousdon
Registered Park and Garden at
potential risk from erosion.

2055 –
2105

Cliffline retreat would
continue to occur. No
management activities.

Loss of some areas of the
South West Coastal Path due
to erosion.

Permanent loss of grades 3 and
4 agricultural land due to
erosion.

Erosion risk to Grade 1 and
Grade 2 listed buildings –

potential adverse impacts.
Up to approximately 0.5km
length of frontage of Rousdon
Registered Park and Garden at
potential risk from erosion.

Landscape Character and
Visual Amenity

Earth Heritage, Soils and
Geology

Minor change in landscape
character of Dorset AONB
due to erosion; but not
considered detrimental, as it is
a natural process.

Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
integrity of the geological
interest features of Dorset and
East Devon World Heritage
Site, West Dorset Coast and
Axmouth to Lyme Regis
Undercliffs SSSIs. The
preferred policies in these
coastal policy units would
continue to maintain the
geological exposures of these
features.

No known impacts on water
quality.

Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
integrity of the geological
interest features of Dorset and
East Devon World Heritage
Site, West Dorset Coast and
Axmouth to Lyme Regis
Undercliffs SSSIs. The
preferred policies in these
coastal policy units would
continue to maintain the
geological exposures of these
features.

No known impacts on water
quality.

Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
integrity of the geological
interest features of Dorset and
East Devon World Heritage
Site, West Dorset Coast and
Axmouth to Lyme Regis
Undercliffs SSSIs. The
preferred policies in these
coastal policy units would
continue to maintain the
geological exposures of these
features.

No known impacts on water
quality.

Minor change in landscape
character of Dorset AONB
due to increased erosion but
not considered detrimental, as
it is a natural process..

Minor change in landscape
character of Dorset AONB
due to increased erosion; but
not considered detrimental, as
it is a natural process..

Water

Biodiversity, Flora and Fauna
Minimal loss of cliff top
limestone grassland habitats
associated with the West
Dorset Coast and Axmouth to
Lyme Regis Undercliffs SSSIs
(biological) and Axmouth to
Lyme Regis Undercliffs NNR
due to natural erosion
processes.
The continuation of natural
landslip and sediment
processes is important to
Sidmouth to West Bay SAC
and NAI would therefore
enhance this SAC.
Minimal loss of cliff top
limestone grassland habitats
associated with the West
Dorset Coast and Axmouth to
Lyme Regis Undercliffs SSSIs
(biological) and Axmouth to
Lyme Regis Undercliffs NNR
due to natural erosion
processes.
The continuation of natural
landslip and sediment
processes is important to
Sidmouth to West Bay SAC
and NAI would therefore
enhance this SAC.
Minimal loss of cliff top
limestone grassland habitats
associated with the West
Dorset Coast and Axmouth to
Lyme Regis Undercliffs SSSIs
(biological) and Axmouth to
Lyme Regis Undercliffs NNR
due to natural erosion
processes.
The continuation of natural
landslip and sediment
processes is important to
Sidmouth to West Bay SAC
and NAI would therefore
enhance this SAC.

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context
of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context
of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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Location reference:

Axe Estuary

Policy Unit reference:

6a25 to 6a28

SUMMARY OF PREFERRED PLAN RECOMMENDATIONS AND JUSTIFICATION
JUSTIFICATION

Plan:
The long term vision for the Axe Estuary is to continue to minimise the risk of flooding to areas of property
and infrastructure, whilst elsewhere realigning existing defences to provide a reduction in water levels and thus
flood risks whilst also providing opportunity for habitat creation.
This approach would include retaining defences in the outer parts of the estuary, to protect the towns, the
highway and the sewage works. The Seaton Marshes flood defence scheme would help to reduce the risk of
flooding from more frequent events in this area, although there would still be a risk from more extreme
events.
Set back of defences, or regulated tidal exchange, would be considered in the upstream area of the Axe Estuary
that extends from the north of Axmouth on the east bank, up to the A3052 bridge at Colyford, and down to
the northern edge of Seaton on the west bank. Depending upon the locations this policy would result in the
loss of some Grade 4 agricultural land. The potential impacts on the Seaton Tramway route would also need to
be examined, although Managed Realignment options should seek to maintain this important tourism asset
within the design of any scheme.
The spit that extends across the mouth of the Axe Estuary from the west is supplied with sediment as a result
of the longshore transport of material from the slow erosion of the cliffs further west (between Seaton Hole
and Beer Head). This is expected to continue as a result of the preferred policies in these areas. The spit
provides protection against flooding and direct wave action within the estuary and the long term Plan is to
allow it to continue to behave naturally over the next 100 years, although monitoring of this feature will be
required to ensure its defence function is adequately maintained. The breakwater located at the mouth of the
Axe would continue to be maintained to help to keep a navigable channel open for the marine facilities within
the estuary.

Preferred policies to implement Plan:
From present day (short
(short
term):
):
term

The short term policy is to Hold the Line of the existing defences within the
outer parts of the Axe Estuary, including continued maintenance of the
breakwater arm at the mouth estuary. Continuing to retain these will help to
keep the mouth open and continue to afford protection to the Axmouth road
bridge whilst allowing the discharge to the sea to continue. It will also ensure
that subsequent backing up of water and upstream flood risk is reduced.
Retention of the existing defences along the eastern estuary shoreline will not
significantly affect the evolution of the estuary as defences are primarily backed
by steeply rising ground that would, in itself, hinder any rollover process. The
ongoing presence of the breakwater at the mouth may reduce the transport of
sediment to the east of Seaton, although this does not appear to be an impact
at the current time and is expected to be of little significance in the future.
To protect the Seaton frontage from the risk of combined tidal and fluvial
flooding, improvements to the existing defences could be required, either
raising the defence height or, if necessary, reconstructing defences such that
they will be better able to provide adequate levels of protection in the longerterm. Continued provision of flood protection in this area would reduce the
risk of flooding from more frequent events, although there would still be a risk
from more extreme events.
Within the upper parts of the Axe Estuary, the recommended short term
policy is one of Managed Realignment at strategic locations where there are
few assets within the flood plain. This would need to be subject to detailed
investigations to identify specific locations and the appropriate means by which

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of
this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications,
as reported therein.
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to implement this.
Specific flood risk management actions under this Policy will not increase flood
risk to the Seaton regeneration area located at the southern end of Seaton
Marshes (refer to Policy Unit 6a26). In implementing this policy more detailed
consideration will need to be given to the effect on tidal prism and tidal flow
through the estuary mouth, as a reduction in this could result in the mouth
being closed by sediment infill which would have impacts upon the whole
estuary.
There may be potential to reduce flood risk in the Seaton East unit by raising
the level of defence along the open coast as well (refer to Policy Unit 6a28).
Along the Axe Estuary spit, which extends across the mouth from west to
east, the short term policy is for No Active Intervention.
Intervention Sediment transport
to the spit from the west would continue to maintain the spit and here
beaches would remain generally stable and could continue to accrete.

Medium term:
term:

The medium term policy is to continue to Hold the Line.
Line This would need to
include continued maintenance of the breakwater arm at the mouth of the Axe
estuary and the defences along the eastern estuary shoreline up to Axmouth,
as well as maintenance of the defences along Seaton estuary frontage in order
to maintain the existing level of protection against flooding to the town of
Seaton.
Within the upper Axe Estuary, there would be continued Managed
Realignment or Hold current realignments that were implemented in the short
term. The continued policy of Managed Realignment will allow the estuary to
adapt largely naturally to the pressures of climate change, whilst affording the
option for ongoing maintenance of any previously constructed set-back
defences, or even implementation of further realignment measures as
appropriate.
There would continue to be No Active Intervention along the Axe Estuary
spit. The spit would continue to receive some sediment moved alongshore
from further west and should remain stable; however it is possible that this
supply would ,not keep pace with the impacts of sea level rise. There could be
elongation with re-curving of the spit into the harbour and beach steepening
could occur along the length of the spit as material is pushed onshore by
overwashing storm waves.

LongerLonger-term:

The long term policy is to continue to Hold the Line of the existing defences in
the outer parts of the estuary. This would include continued maintenance of
the breakwater arm at the mouth of the Axe estuary and the defences along
the estuary shoreline up to Axmouth.
Increases in future flood risk will be mainly driven by climate change, both by
increasing flows and rising sea levels. Continued defence of this section would
involve higher, more robust, defences to counter rising sea levels. However,
continued provision of flood protection in this area would reduce the risk of
flooding from frequent events, although there would still be a risk from more
extreme events.
Retention of the existing defences along the eastern estuary shoreline will not
significantly affect the evolution of the estuary as defences are primarily backed
by steeply rising ground that would, in itself, hinder any rollover process.
Within the upper estuary, there would be continued Managed Realignment or

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of
this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications,
as reported therein.
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Hold the Line along current realignments.
There would continue to be No Active Intervention along the Axe Estuary spit
that extends across the mouth of the estuary, which would be allowed to
continue to evolve naturally. The amount of sediment moved alongshore to
the spit is unlikely to be sufficient to maintain the spit In its current state,
under a scenario of sea level rise; the tendency of the spit will be to migrate
inland in response to sea level rise. This would result in an increased risk of
overtopping and breaching as the coast becomes more exposed where the spit
attaches to the land.

Summary of Specific
pecific Policies
Policy Unit
Axe Estuary
(Mouth
6a25
6a25
Breakwater to
Axmouth North)

Short term
Continue to maintain
defences through a Hold
the Line policy.
policy

Investigate and implement
Managed Realignment in
Axe Estuary
order to reduce flood risk
6a26
6a26 (Axmouth North
in other parts of the
to Seaton North)
estuary and provide
habitat opportunities.
Continue to maintain
Axe Estuary
6a27
defences through a Hold
6a27
(Seaton East)
the Line policy.
policy
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
6a28
6a28 Axe Estuary (Spit)
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

Preferred Policies
Medium term

Long term

Continue to maintain
defences through a Hold
the Line policy.
policy

Continue to maintain
defences through a Hold
the Line policy.
policy

Continue the policy of
Managed Realignment.
Realignment

Continue the policy of
Managed Realignment.
Realignment

Continue to maintain
defences through a Hold
the Line policy.
policy
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

Continue to maintain
defences through a Hold
the Line policy.
policy
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of
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Location refe
reference:

Axe Estuary

Policy Unit reference:

6a25 to 6a28
IMPLICATIONS OF THE PREFERRED PLAN FOR THIS LOCATION

Time
Period

Management Activities

2005 –
2025

Maintenance and
possible improvements
of the existing defences
and breakwater.
Investigation and
implementation of
Managed Realignment
at strategic locations.
No management
activity along the spit.

2025 –
2055

2055 –
2105

Maintenance and
possible improvements
to the existing defences
and breakwater would
occur. Maintenance of
realigned defences and
possible
implementation of
further realignments.
No management
activity along the spit.

Maintenance and
possible improvements
to the existing defences
and breakwater would
occur. Maintenance of
realigned defences and
possible
implementation of
further realignments.
No management
activity along the spit.

Property, Population and
Human Health

Land Use, Infrastructure
Infrastructure and
Material Assets

Historic Environment

Landscape Character and
Visual Amenity

Earth Heritage, Soils and
Geology

Water

Biodiversity, Flora and Fauna

Continued protection of
properties in Seaton from
flood-risk

Permanent loss of grades 3 and
4 agricultural land due to
erosion and flooding.

Potential partial loss of up to 1
Scheduled Monument (SM) due
to erosion

Minor to moderate change in
landscape character of Dorset
AONB.

No known impacts on geology
or soils.

Potential for Managed
Realignment to enhance
habitat within parts of the Axe
Estuary.

Loss of some areas of the
South West Coastal Path due
to flooding and erosion.

Flood risk to the B3172 linking
Axmouth and Seaton, the
A3052 at Colyford, and the
Seaton Tramway. Where the
tramway may be affected by a
Managed Realignment policy,
measures will be incorporated
into the policy (e.g. raising
tramway or improving
embankment) to maintain it’s
economic value.

Flood risk to Grade 1 and
Grade 2 listed buildings.

Works in areas selected for
Managed Realignment should
be implemented so as to not
adversely impact on the water
quality status of the coastal
waters or compromise the
achievement of WFD water
quality targets.

Continued protection of
properties in Seaton from
flood-risk

Permanent loss of grades 3 and
4 agricultural land due to
erosion and flooding

Potential partial loss of up to 1
Scheduled Monument (SM) due
to erosion

Loss of some areas of the
South West Coastal Path due
to flooding and erosion.

Flood risk to the B3172 linking
Axmouth and Seaton, the
A3052 at Colyford, and the
Seaton Tramway. Where the
tramway may be affected by a
Managed Realignment policy,
measures will be incorporated
into the policy (e.g. raising
tramway or improving
embankment) to maintain it’s
economic value.

Flood risk to Grade 1 and
Grade 2 listed buildings.

Continued protection of
properties in Seaton from
flood-risk

Permanent loss of grades 3 and
4 agricultural land due to
erosion and flooding

Potential partial loss of up to 1
Scheduled Monument (SM) due
to erosion

Loss of some areas of the
South West Coastal Path due
to flooding and erosion.

Flood risk to the B3172 linking
Axmouth and Seaton, the
A3052 at Colyford, and the
Seaton Tramway. Where the
tramway may be affected by a
Managed Realignment policy,
measures will be incorporated
into the policy (e.g. raising

Flood risk to Grade 1 and
Grade 2 listed buildings.

Possible impact on Roman
harbour, wrecks and palaeoenvironmental deposits in the
Axe Estuary through Managed
Realignment – potential

adverse impact

Minor to moderate change in
landscape character of Dorset
AONB.

No known impacts on geology
or soils.

Possible impact on Roman
harbour, wrecks and palaeoenvironmental deposits in the
Axe Estuary through Managed
Realignment – potential

Works in areas selected for
Managed Realignment should
be implemented so as to not
adversely impact on the water
quality status of the coastal
waters or compromise the
achievement of WFD water
quality targets.

adverse impact

Possible impact on Roman
harbour, wrecks and palaeoenvironmental deposits in the
Axe Estuary through Managed
Realignment – potential

Minor to moderate change in
landscape character of Dorset
AONB.

No known impacts on geology
or soils.

Works in areas selected for
Managed Realignment should
be implemented so as to not
adversely impact on the water
quality status of the coastal
waters or compromise the
achievement of WFD water
quality targets.

A policy of HTL in 6a25 has
the potential to adversely
affect the integrity of cliff
habitats within Sidmouth to
West Bay SAC but will depend
upon the implementation of
the policy – uncertain impact.
No adverse effect on Poole
Bay to Lyme Bay Reefs pSAC.
There is no evidence to
suggest that HTL is affecting
the reef habitat at present and
therefore no adverse effects
are foreseen.
Potential for Managed
Realignment to enhance
habitat within parts of the Axe
Estuary
A policy of HTL in 6a25 has
the potential to adversely
affect the integrity of cliff
habitats within Sidmouth to
West Bay SAC but will depend
upon the implementation of
the policy – uncertain impact.
No adverse effect on Poole
Bay to Lyme Bay Reefs pSAC.
There is no evidence to
suggest that HTL is affecting
the reef habitat at present and
therefore no adverse effects
are foreseen.
Potential for Managed
Realignment to enhance
habitat within parts of the Axe
Estuary
A policy of HTL in 6a25 has
the potential to adversely
affect the integrity of cliff
habitats within Sidmouth to
West Bay SAC but will depend
upon the implementation of

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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Location refe
reference:

Axe Estuary

Policy Unit reference:

6a25 to 6a28
IMPLICATIONS OF THE PREFERRED PLAN FOR THIS LOCATION

Time
Period

Management Activities

Property, Population and
Human Health

Land Use, Infrastructure
Infrastructure and
Material Assets
tramway or improving
embankment) to maintain it’s
economic value.

Historic Environment

adverse impact

Landscape Character and
Visual Amenity

Earth Heritage, Soils and
Geology

Water

Biodiversity, Flora and Fauna
the policy – uncertain impact.
No adverse effect on Poole
Bay to Lyme Bay Reefs pSAC.
There is no evidence to
suggest that HTL is affecting
the reef habitat at present and
therefore no adverse effects
are foreseen.

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context
of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context
of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context
of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context
of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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Location reference:

Seaton to Seaton Hole

Policy Unit reference:

6a29 and 6a30

SUMMARY OF PREFERRED PLAN RECOMMENDATIONS AND JUSTIFICATION

Plan:
The large number of properties and assets at risk in the Seaton area justifies a long term Plan to continue to
reduce the risk of flooding and erosion along this section by continuing to defend over the next 100 years. This
will require more substantial defences than presently exist, but could be aided by the retention of a beach
along this section that would receive continued small amounts of sediment supply as a result of the slow
erosion of the cliffs to the west (between Seaton Hole and Beer Head).
It is recognised however, that it may not be economically justified, nor environmentally acceptable, to totally
prevent cliff recession to the west of the main commercial centre, in the long term. Here, despite the presence
of a rock revetment, cliff recession still occurs. Therefore here, the plan is to continue to reduce cliff erosion,
whilst accepting that there remains a risk to cliff top properties and infrastructure. As part of this Plan,
measures therefore need to be developed in order to manage this long term risk.

Preferred policies to implement Plan:
From present day (short
(short
term):
):
term

The short term policy is to continue to Hold the Line to protect the
commercial assets of Seaton by maintaining existing seawalls that protect lowlying areas from sea flooding along the eastern part of this stretch, and
defences which protect cliff top assets towards the west.
Between Seaton and Seaton Hole, this will involve maintaining the rock
revetment that extends along the cliff toe for the length of this section to
reduce the risk of coastal erosion. Whilst maintenance of the defence would
continue to reduce the rate of recession, there would be a need for measures
to be put in place to manage the ongoing risk of cliff erosion, including
monitoring of recession rates to ensure that the area of risk from erosion is
continually informed.
The defences along the toe of the cliff have reduced the rate of cliff erosion
and this has also been aided by natural beach accumulation in the very recent
past. It is expected that this lower rate of recession will continue until 2025,
with total erosion of 3 to 5m predicted over this period. As these cliffs are
mudstones, this erosion will not significantly contribute to the beaches.
During this period, there would be a continued supply of sediment to the spit
that extends across the mouth of the Axe estuary.

Medium term:
term:

Along the extensively developed area of Seaton, the recommended medium
term policy is to continue to Hold the Line of the existing defences. This is
likely to require re-building defences to be much larger in order to maintain
adequate levels of protection in the longer term as sea levels rise. Beach
narrowing along this stretch may also necessitate the need for control
structures and/or beach recharge to be constructed along the Seaton frontage.
However, any works would need to considered the longshore linkages to
adjacent stretches of coast and in particular to the spit that extends across the
mouth of the Axe Estuary.
Between the western end of Seaton and Seaton Hole there would be
continued maintenance of the rock revetment. However, continued retreat of
the adjacent cliffs may mean that the rock revetment could stand several
metres seaward of the cliff toe and would therefore no longer be effective at
slowing erosion. At this point reconstruction of the revetment at the toe of
the cliff should be considered. Under this policy of Managed Realignment
Realignment some

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of
this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications,
as reported therein.
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limited cliff erosion would still be allowed to occur, thus maintaining their
environmental status.
There would be a potential erosion risk to the cliff top assets and plans would
need to be put in place, such as exit strategies, for managing this future risk.
Ongoing monitoring of recession rates would be needed to ensure that the
area of risk from erosion is continually informed.

LongerLonger-term:

The long term policy is to continue to protect the main commercial centre of
Seaton through a Hold the
the Line policy. If not undertaken in the medium term,
this may require larger defences to built to maintain adequate levels of
protection. Under sea level rise, beaches along this section could become very
narrow during this period, especially as sediment eroded from the mudstone
cliffs along this section would be unlikely to contribute sediment to the
fronting beaches. This could start to inhibit sediment transported along the
frontage, which is an important source of sediment for the spit at the mouth of
the Axe Estuary.
To the west, between Seaton and Seaton Hole, the long term policy is to
continue Managed Realignment.
Realignment This would mean continued maintenance of
the rock revetment along this section, and potential re-building of the
revetment in a realigned position, should the cliff have retreated enough to
render the existing structure ineffective. With this policy, some limited cliff
erosion would still be allowed to occur, thereby maintaining the environmental
status of the cliffs. As a result there would still be a potential risk of erosion to
the cliff top assets and plans would need to be put in place, such as exit
strategies, for managing this. Ongoing monitoring of recession rates would be
needed to ensure that this risk is continually informed.

Summary of Specific Policies
Policy Unit

Short term
Continue to maintain
existing defences under a
Axe Estuary (Spit)
6a29
Hold the Line policy to
6a29
to Seaton (West)
maintain protection to
Seaton.

6a30
6a30

Seaton (West) to
Seaton Hole

Continue to maintain
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.

Preferred Policies
Medium term

Long term

Continue to maintain
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.

Continue to maintain
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.

Continue to maintain
existing rock revetment,
until it becomes
ineffective; at this time
consider moving the
revetment back to the
base of the retreating cliff
toe under a Managed
Realignment policy.

Continue to maintain
existing rock revetment,
until it becomes
ineffective; at this time
consider moving the
revetment back to the
base of the retreating cliff
toe under a Managed
Realignment policy.

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of
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Location refe
reference:

Seaton to Seaton Hole

Policy Unit reference:

6a29 and 6a30
6a30
IMPLICATIONS OF THE PREFERRED PLAN FOR THIS LOCATION

Time
Period
riod
Pe

Management Activities

2005 –
2025

Maintenance of the
existing defences.

Property, Population and
Human Health
Continued protection of
properties and tourism
facilities at Seaton from
erosion and flood-risk.

Land Use, Infrastructure and
Material Assets
Flood and coastal erosion risk
of B3172 and local roads in the
short to long term.

Historic Environment
No known impacts on
archaeological features.

Landscape Character and
Visual Amenity
Minor change in landscape
character of Dorset AONB
due to erosion and flooding
between Seaton West and
Seaton Hole.

Loss of some areas of the
South West Coastal Path due
to erosion.

Earth Heritage, Soils and
Geology

Water

Biodiversity, Flora and Fauna

No likely impacts on geology
or soils though maintaining the
existing defences in this policy
unit has the potential to affect
the adjacent Sidmouth to Beer
Coast SSSI.

Any works should be
implemented so as to not
adversely impact on the water
quality status of the coastal
waters or compromise the
achievement of WFD water
quality targets.

A policy of HTL in 6a30 has
the potential to adversely
affect the integrity of vegetated
cliff habitats within Sidmouth
to West Bay SAC. However,
the medium and long term
policies in this unit of MR are
likely to offset any short term
habitat losses. Consequently,
there are unlikely to be
adverse effects on the
European site.
No adverse effects on Poole
Bay to Lyme Bay Reefs pSAC.
There is no evidence to
suggest that HTL is affecting
the site at present and
therefore no adverse effects
are foreseen. Managed
Realignment will be beneficial
for the reef habitat.

2025 –
2055

2055 –
2105

Maintenance and
improvements to the
existing defences along
the Seaton frontage.
Maintenance of the
rock revetment
between Seaton and
Seaton Hole, until it
becomes ineffective; at
this time consider
moving the revetment
back to the base of the
retreating cliff toe.

Continued protection of
properties and tourism
facilities at Seaton from
erosion and flood-risk,
although erosion risk to some
cliff top properties between
Seaton and Seaton Hole.

Maintenance and
improvements to the
existing defences along
the Seaton frontage.
Maintenance of the
rock revetment
between Seaton and
Seaton Hole, until it
becomes ineffective; at
this time consider
moving the revetment
back to the base of the
retreating cliff toe.

Continued protection of
properties and tourism
facilities at Seaton from
erosion and flood-risk,
although erosion risk to some
cliff top properties between
Seaton and Seaton Hole.

Flood and coastal erosion risk
of B3172 and local roads in the
short to long term.

No known impacts on
archaeological features.

Minor change in landscape
character of Dorset AONB
due to increased erosion and
flooding between Seaton West
and Seaton Hole.

No likely impacts on geology
or soils though maintaining the
existing defences in this policy
unit has the potential to affect
the adjacent Sidmouth to Beer
Coast SSSI.

Any works should be
implemented so as to not
adversely impact on the water
quality status of the coastal
waters or compromise the
achievement of WFD water
quality targets.

No adverse effects on Poole
Bay to Lyme Bay Reefs pSAC.
There is no evidence to
suggest that HTL is affecting
the site at present and
therefore no adverse effects
are foreseen. NAI will be
beneficial for the reef habitat.

Loss of some areas of the
South West Coastal Path due
to erosion.

Loss of some areas of the
South West Coastal Path due
to erosion.

Managed Realignment in 6a30
is likely to be favourable to the
cliff habitats within Sidmouth
to West Bay SAC and thus no
adverse effects are anticipated
in the medium term.

Flood and coastal erosion risk
of B3172 and local roads in the
short to long term.

No known impacts on
archaeological features.

Minor change in landscape
character of Dorset AONB
due to increased erosion and
flooding between Seaton West
and Seaton Hole.

No likely impacts on geology
or soils though maintaining the
existing defences in this policy
unit has the potential to affect
the adjacent Sidmouth to Beer
Coast SSSI.

Any works should be
implemented so as to not
adversely impact on the water
quality status of the coastal
waters or compromise the
achievement of WFD water
quality targets.

Managed Realignment in 6a30
is likely to be favourable to the
cliff habitats within Sidmouth
to West Bay SAC and thus no
adverse effects are anticipated
in the long term.
No adverse effects on Poole
Bay to Lyme Bay Reefs pSAC.
There is no evidence to
suggest that HTL is affecting
the site at present and
therefore no adverse effects

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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Location refe
reference:

Seaton to Seaton Hole

Policy Unit reference:

6a29 and 6a30
6a30
IMPLICATIONS OF THE PREFERRED PLAN FOR THIS LOCATION

Time
Period
riod
Pe

Management Activities

Property, Population and
Human Health

Land Use, Infrastructure and
Material Assets

Historic Environment

Landscape Character and
Visual Amenity

Earth Heritage, Soils and
Geology

Water

Biodiversity, Flora and Fauna
are foreseen. NAI will be
beneficial for the reef habitat.

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context
of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context
of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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Location reference:

Seaton Hole to Beer Head

Policy Unit reference:

6a31 to 6a33
6a33

SUMMARY OF PREFERRED PLAN RECOMMENDATIONS AND JUSTIFICATION

Plan:
The long term Plan for this section of predominantly undefended cliffed coastline is to allow it to continue to
evolve naturally, whilst ensuring that the risk of flooding and erosion to the town of Beer continues to be
managed.
At Beer, the small pocket beach, as well as being an important asset in terms of tourism and fishing, also serves
an important defence role. The plan for Beer is to continue to reduce flood and erosion risk by maintaining the
beach in this area.
The chalk cliffs that dominate this section are largely resistant to erosion and there has been negligible erosion
of this section in the past, with only very localised small to medium sized rock falls occurring every 10 to 100
years. However, where cliff recession does occur, this could result in the loss of a few cliff top properties in
the longer term.

Preferred policies to implement Plan:
From present day (short
(short
term):
):
term

The short term policy is for No Active Intervention along the undefended cliffs
that dominate this stretch. The current pattern of recession is expected to
continue over this period to 2025, with total erosion of the chalk cliffs along
this stretch predicted to be between 0 and 50m possible, depending on
whether or not a cliff failure event occurs.
At Beer, the short term policy is to Hold the Line of the existing defences
where they occur, including the short length of concrete groyne which is
important for retaining the beach. These defences would need to be improved
during this period in order to implement this policy. This would involve
reconstruction of the concrete groyne and raising the height of defences
overall at the back of the beach to continue to protect assets and maintain
access to the beach.
Maintenance of the short length of existing defence at Beer is unlikely to have
a significant impact upon coastal evolution as the area is backed by hard,
resistant cliffs and also Beer is an isolated pocket beach that has little or no
connectivity with adjacent sections of coast. The groyne is believed to help
stabilise the beach and reduce volatility, therefore reducing exposure of the
cliff toe to wave action.
The low rate of cliff erosion means that there is only a small amount of
contemporary sediment input to the beaches along this stretch, as well as to
the beaches further east fronting Seaton. During this period the beach should
remain quite stable.

Medium term:
term:

The medium term policy is to continue with No Active Intervention along the
majority of this undefended section of cliffed coast.
The resistant nature of the chalk cliffs will continue to result in negligible cliff
recession, except for very infrequent localised rock falls. It is not, however,
possible to predict the exact locations of these. Total erosion of between 0
and 50m is possible by 2055, depending on whether or not a cliff failure event
occurs. These events will continue to provide small amounts of contemporary
sediment inputs to the coastal system, which will feed local pocket beaches as
well as be transported eastwards to supply beaches at Seaton. Beach
narrowing will however continue as this supply will not keep pace with sea

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of
this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications,
as reported therein.
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level rise.
At Beer, the medium term policy is to continue to Hold the Line.
Line This would
involve maintenance of the short lengths of defences to ensure adequate levels
of protection are provided with the main aim of retaining beach material to
reduce wave exposure at the toe of the cliff.

LongerLonger-term:

The long term policy of No Active Intervention will continue along the
predominantly undefended cliffed coastline, allowing this coastline to evolve
naturally.
Cliff recession will remain negligible, except for very infrequent localised rock
falls, with localised erosion of up to 50m possible by 2105. These events will
continue to provide small amounts of contemporary sediment inputs to feed
local pocket beaches as well as be transported eastwards to supply beaches at
Seaton, but unlikely to counter beach narrowing caused by rising sea levels. A
number of pocket beaches along this stretch may be lost completely as a result
of higher sea levels.
At Beer, the long term policy is to Hold the Line.
Line This would involve the
maintenance and likely construction of larger defences at Beer in order to
ensure adequate levels of flood protection and access to the shoreline are
provided. The pocket beach would continue to experience narrowing and
steepening due to accelerated sea level rise, although the groyne here may
help to retain some beach material. If insufficient beach feed occurs or
retention becomes impossible, longer term implementation of this policy could
mean the coast at Beer being armoured with no beach present. Under those
circumstances further study would be warranted to determine if a more
sustainable option would be to realign cliff top roads.

Summary of Specific Policies
Policy Unit

Short term
Allow natural coastal
Seaton Hole to
evolution to occur
6a31
6a31
Beer
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention
Continue to maintain
defences under Hold the
6a32
6a32 Beer
Line policy to provide
continued protection to
Beer.
Allow natural coastal
evolution to occur
6a33
6a33 Beer to Beer H
Head
ead
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

Preferred Policies
Medium term
Allow natural coastal
evolution to occur
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

Long term
Allow natural coastal
evolution to occur
through No Active
Intervention
Intervention.
ervention

Continue to maintain
defences under Hold the
Line policy.

Continue to maintain
defences under Hold the
Line policy.

Allow natural coastal
evolution to occur
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

Allow natural coastal
evolution to occur
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of
this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications,
as reported therein.
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Location refe
reference:

Seaton Hole to Beer Head

Policy Unit
Unit reference:

6a31
6a31 to 6a33
6a33
IMPLICATIONS OF THE PREFERRED PLAN FOR THIS LOCATION

Time
Period

Management Activities

2005 –
2025

Continued cliffline
retreat will occur along
undefended lengths.
Improvements to the
defences would be
undertaken at Beer.

Property, Population and
Human Health

Land Use, Infrastructure and
Material Assets

Loss of some areas of the
South West Coastal Path due
to erosion.

Permanent loss of grades 3 and
4 agricultural land due to
erosion.

Flooding of Fore Street and
Sea Hill in Beer and
flood/erosion-risk to
community facilities and
properties including the World
Heritage Centre in Beer.

Flood risk and coastal erosion
of local roads in the short to
long term.

Historic Environment
No known impacts on
archaeological features
Flood risk to Grade 1 and
Grade 2 listed buildings.

Landscape Character
Character and
Visual Amenity
Minor change in landscape
character of Dorset AONB
due to increased erosion and
flooding; but not considered
detrimental as this is a natural
process. .

Earth Heritage, Soils and
Geology
Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
integrity of the geological
interest features of Dorset and
East Devon World Heritage
Site and Sidmouth to Beer
Coast SSSI. The preferred
policy in this coastal unit
would continue to maintain
the geological exposures of
these features.

Water
No known impacts on water
quality.
Works to Hold the Line at
Beer should be implemented
so as to not adversely impact
on the water quality status of
the coastal waters or
compromise the achievement
of WFD water quality targets.

Holding the line at Beer has
the potential to adversely
affect the geological interest
features of Dorset and East
Devon World Heritage and
Sidmouth to Beer Coast SSSI.

Biodiversity, Flora and Fauna
Minimal loss of cliff top
limestone grassland habitats
associated with the West
Dorset Coast and Sidmouth to
Beer Coast SSSIs (biological)
due to natural erosion
processes.
The continuation of natural
landslip and sediment
processes is important to
Sidmouth to West Bay SAC
and NAI in most areas would
therefore enhance this SAC.
However, a policy of HTL at
Beer has the potential to
adversely affect the integrity of
cliff habitats within Sidmouth
to West Bay SAC but will
depend upon the
implementation of the policy –

uncertain impact.
Protection of cliff top
limestone grassland habitats
associated with the Sidmouth
to Beer Coast SSSIs
(biological).

2025 –
2055

Continued cliffline
retreat will occur.
Maintenance of the
defences at Beer.

Loss of some areas of the
South West Coastal Path due
to erosion.

Permanent loss of grades 3 and
4 agricultural land due to
erosion and flooding.

Flooding of Fore Street and
Sea Hill in Beer and
flood/erosion-risk to
community and properties
including the World Heritage
Centre in Beer.

Flood risk and coastal erosion
of local roads in the short to
long term.

No known impacts on
archaeological features
Flood risk to Grade 1 and
Grade 2 listed buildings.

Minor change in landscape
character of Dorset AONB
due to increased erosion and
flooding; but not considered
detrimental as this is a natural
process.

Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
integrity of the geological
interest features of Dorset and
East Devon World Heritage
Site and Sidmouth to Beer
Coast SSSIs. The preferred
policy in this coastal unit
would continue to maintain
the geological exposures of
these features.
Holding the line at Beer has
the potential to adversely
affect the geological interest
features of Dorset and East

No known impacts on water
quality.
Works to Hold the Line at
Beer should be implemented
so as to not adversely impact
on the water quality status of
the coastal waters or
compromise the achievement
of WFD water quality targets.

No adverse effect on Poole
Bay to Lyme Bay Reefs pSAC.
There is no evidence to
suggest that HTL is affecting
the site at present and
therefore no adverse effects
are foreseen.
Minimal loss of cliff top
limestone grassland habitats
associated with the West
Dorset Coast and Sidmouth to
Beer Coast SSSIs (biological)
due to natural erosion
processes.
The continuation of natural
landslip and sediment
processes is important to
Sidmouth to West Bay SAC
and NAI in most areas would
therefore enhance this SAC.
However, a policy of HTL at
Beer has the potential to

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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Location refe
reference:

Seaton Hole to Beer Head

Policy Unit
Unit reference:

6a31
6a31 to 6a33
6a33
IMPLICATIONS OF THE PREFERRED PLAN FOR THIS LOCATION

Time
Period

Management Activities

Property, Population and
Human Health

Land Use, Infrastructure and
Material Assets

Historic Environment

Landscape Character
Character and
Visual Amenity

Earth Heritage, Soils and
Geology

Water

Devon World Heritage and
Sidmouth to Beer Coast SSSI.

Biodiversity, Flora and Fauna
adversely affect the integrity of
cliff habitats within Sidmouth
to West Bay SAC but will
depend upon the
implementation of the policy –

uncertain impact.
Protection of cliff top
limestone grassland habitats
associated with the Sidmouth
to Beer Coast SSSIs
(biological).
No adverse effect on Poole
Bay to Lyme Bay Reefs pSAC.
There is no evidence to
suggest that HTL is affecting
the site at present and
therefore no adverse effects
are foreseen.
2055
2055 –
2105

Continued cliffline
retreat will occur.
Maintenance and
possible improvements
to the defences at
Beer.

Loss of some areas of the
South West Coastal Path due
to erosion.

Permanent loss of grades 3 and
4 agricultural land due to
erosion and flooding.

Flooding of Fore Street and
Sea Hill in Beer and
flood/erosion-risk to
community facilities and
properties including the World
Heritage Centre in Beer.

Flood risk and coastal erosion
of local roads in the short to
long term.

No known impacts on
archaeological features
Flood risk to Grade 1 and
Grade 2 listed buildings.

Minor change in landscape
character of Dorset AONB
due to increased erosion and
flooding; but not considered
detrimental as this is a natural
process.

Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
integrity of the geological
interest features of Dorset and
East Devon World Heritage
Site and Sidmouth to Beer
Coast SSSIs. The preferred
policy in this coastal unit
would continue to maintain
the geological exposures of
these features.
Holding the line at Beer has
the potential to adversely
affect the geological interest
features of Dorset and East
Devon World Heritage and
Sidmouth to Beer Coast SSSI.

No known impacts on water
quality.
Works to Hold the Line at
Beer should be implemented
so as to not adversely impact
on the water quality status of
the coastal waters or
compromise the achievement
of WFD water quality targets.

Minimal loss of cliff top
limestone grassland habitats
associated with the West
Dorset Coast and Sidmouth to
Beer Coast SSSIs (biological)
due to natural erosion
processes.
The continuation of natural
landslip and sediment
processes is important to
Sidmouth to West Bay SAC
and NAI in most areas would
therefore enhance this SAC.
However, a policy of HTL at
Beer has the potential to
adversely affect the integrity of
cliff habitats within Sidmouth
to West Bay SAC but will
depend upon the
implementation of the policy –

uncertain impact.
Protection of cliff top
limestone grassland habitats
associated with the Sidmouth
to Beer Coast SSSIs
(biological).
No adverse effect on Poole
Bay to Lyme Bay Reefs pSAC.

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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Location refe
reference:

Seaton Hole to Beer Head

Policy Unit
Unit reference:

6a31
6a31 to 6a33
6a33
IMPLICATIONS OF THE PREFERRED PLAN FOR THIS LOCATION

Time
Period

Management Activities

Property, Population and
Human Health

Land Use, Infrastructure and
Material Assets

Historic Environment

Landscape Character
Character and
Visual Amenity

Earth Heritage, Soils and
Geology

Water

Biodiversity, Flora and Fauna
There is no evidence to
suggest that HTL is affecting
the site at present and
therefore no adverse effects
are foreseen.

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context
of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context
of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context
of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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Location reference:

Beer Head to Salcombe Hill

Policy Unit reference:

6a34
6a34

SUMMARY OF PREFERRED PLAN RECOMMENDATIONS AND JUSTIFICATION

Plan:
This is a predominately undeveloped stretch of cliffed coastline, with the exception of the lower part of the
village of Branscombe. The cliffs along this section are internationally important and their natural evolution is
integral to their designated status. The long term aim of the Plan is therefore to continue to allow this natural
evolution to occur over the next 100 years.
This may result in the loss of some recreational facilities at Branscombe Beach and the loss of some Grade 3
agricultural land in the medium to long term as the cliffs along this stretch continue to erode.

Preferred policies to implement Plan:
From present day (shor
(short
short
term):
term):

The short term policy is for No Active.
Active Under this policy, there would be no
further maintenance to the very localised rock structure at Branscombe.
The long term trend in stability of the beaches that front the cliffs along this
section has been one of slight accretion towards Beer Head and erosion
towards Salcombe Hill, with the intervening beach having been relatively stable,
due to the west to eastward drift of sediment. This situation is predicted to
continue in to the future.
The beach erosion at the western end of this section is related to the
presence of control structures in front of Sidmouth that prevent littoral drift
of sediment into this area (refer to Policy Unit 6a36). The recommended
Policy of ‘Hold the Line’ at Sidmouth would involve the continued maintenance
of these structures during this period, therefore the beach in this unit may
continue to erode unless measures to introduce a higher, sustainable beach
level to the east of Sidmouth (Policy Unit 6a35) are implemented in order to
reduce cliff toe erosion and so the immediate risk of cliff recession to property
and infrastructure. The management of the transitional zone between these
two units will need to be examined during this period to determine a longterm, sustainable beach management solution.
Towards Beer Head, total cliff erosion by 2025 is predicted to be between 3
and 10m, whilst towards Salcombe Hill, total erosion over the same period is
predicted to be 5 to 6m with possible cliff fall events towards Beer Head
resulting in localised increases in recession.

Medium term:
term:

The medium term policy is to continue No Active Intervention.
Intervention The rock
revetment at Branscombe would be expected to reach the end of its effective
life in the early part of this period, due to the lack of maintenance. This would
only have a localised impact and would ultimately lead to reactivation of
erosion of the cliffs behind and retreat of the beach at Branscombe into a small
embayment, which in turn would be likely to stabilise the beach. This may
result in a slight increase in erosion risk along the formerly protected frontage,
but would also mean the entire stretch would continue to evolve naturally in
the long term.
Cliff recession of the chalk cliffs at Beer would continue as has occurred
historically. The softer cliffs composed of sandstone and marl, which
characterise the remainder of this stretch are more sensitive to climate change
and therefore, taking account of sea level rise, are expected to erode between
14 and 18m during this period. These cliffs are prone to small but frequent
mudslides, but whilst these would remain as lobes on the beach for a while,

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of
this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications,
as reported therein.
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they do not contribute to the shingle beach although any sands may remain on
the foreshore. East of Branscombe the cliffs are vulnerable to complex, large
scale landslides, where the chalk sits on top of the marl. These events could
cause several metres of erosion, but would be very localised.
There would be continued feed of sediment alongshore due to the west to
east littoral drift, helping to maintain beaches along this stretch. Any larger
scale landslide event could interrupt this and impact on downdrift beaches
such as Branscombe, but the location of future failures is difficult to predict.
At the western end of this stretch the littoral input would be reduced by
defences at Sidmouth further west, and here beaches could narrow, potentially
increasing cliff erosion. However, if beaches are recharged at Sidmouth, there
could be some additional influx from there, but in the main local beach supply
will continue to be from cliff erosion.

LongerLonger-term:

The long term policy is to continue No Active Intervention along this stretch,
which will be undefended during this period and so continue to evolve
naturally.
Cliff recession of the chalk cliffs at Beer would continue as historically, with
infrequent small scale cliff fall events, resulting in potential erosion of between
10 and 20m towards Beer Head by 2105.
The softer clay-rich cliffs to the west are more sensitive to climate change and
therefore, taking account of sea level rise, these are expected to erode
between 30 and 50m during this period. Superimposed on these rates is the
possibility of large scale failures, which would be localised but which could
cause several metres of erosion in one event.
There would be continued alongshore transport from west to east, but
beaches would be expected to narrow and steepen due to higher sea levels,
particularly in the western part of this section, as a result of a lack of shingle
input to this area. A beach is expected to remain at Branscombe, but is likely
to be narrower and occupy a more landward position, due to sea level rise.

Summary of Specific Policies
Policy Unit

6a34
6a34

Beer Head
Head to
Salcombe Hill

Short term
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

Preferred Policies
Medium term
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

Long term
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of
this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications,
as reported therein.
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Location
Location refe
reference:

Beer Head to Salcombe Hill

Policy Unit reference:

6a34
6a34
IMPLICATIONS OF THE PREFERRED PLAN FOR THIS LOCATION

Time
Period

Management Activities

2005 –
2025

Continued cliffline
retreat would occur.
No maintenance of the
rock revetment at Beer
would be undertaken.

Property, Population and
Human Health
Potential for the loss of some
isolated cliff top properties at
Branscombe due to coastal
erosion and flooding.

Land Use, Infrastructure and
Material Assets
Permanent loss of grades 3 and
4 agricultural land due to
erosion and flooding.

Historic Environment
Environment
Potential partial loss of 2
Scheduled Monuments (SM):
Barry Cliff Camp SM,
Prehistoric Field System SM.

Potential for the loss of the
caravan park, tourist car park
and beach access at
Branscombe Beach due to
flooding.
2025 –
2055

Continued cliffline
retreat would occur.
No management
activities.

Potential for the loss of some
isolated cliff top properties at
Branscombe due to coastal
erosion and flooding.

Permanent loss of grades 3 and
4 agricultural land due to
erosion and flooding.

Potential partial loss of 2
Scheduled Monuments (SM):
Barry Cliff Camp SM,
Prehistoric Field System SM.

Potential for the loss of the
caravan park, tourist car park
and beach access at
Branscombe Beach due to
flooding.
2055 –
2105

Continued cliffline
retreat would occur.
No management
activities.

Potential for the loss of some
isolated cliff top properties at
Branscombe due to coastal
erosion and flooding
Potential for the loss of further
parts the caravan park at
Branscombe Beach due to
flooding.

Permanent loss of grades 3 and
4 agricultural land due to
erosion and flooding.

Potential partial loss of 2
Scheduled Monuments (SM):
Barry Cliff Camp SM,
Prehistoric Field System SM.

Landscape Character and
Visual Amenity

Earth Heritage, Soils and
Geology

Water

Minor change in landscape
character of East Devon
AONB due to increased
erosion and flooding; but not
considered detrimental as this
is a natural process.

Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
integrity of the geological
interest features of Dorset and
East Devon World Heritage
Site and Sidmouth to Beer
Coast SSSI: this policy will
adhere to this.

No known impacts on water
quality.

Minor change in landscape
character of East Devon
AONB due to increased
erosion and flooding; but not
considered detrimental as this
is a natural process.

Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
integrity of the geological
interest features of Dorset and
East Devon World Heritage
Site and Sidmouth to Beer
Coast SSSI this policy will
adhere to this.

No known impacts on water
quality.

Minor change in landscape
character of East Devon
AONB due to increased
erosion and flooding; but not
considered detrimental as this
is a natural process.

Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
integrity of the geological
interest features of Dorset and
East Devon World Heritage
Site and Sidmouth to Beer
Coast SSSI this policy will
adhere to this.

No known impacts on water
quality.

Biodiversity, Flora and Fauna
The continuation of natural
landslip and sediment
processes is important to
Sidmouth to West Bay SAC.
There is potential for the loss
of a portion of the Sidmouth
to Beer Coast SSSI due to
erosion, however natural
processes may be beneficial to
this feature.
The continuation of natural
landslip and sediment
processes is important to
Sidmouth to West Bay SAC.
There is potential for the loss
of a portion of the Sidmouth
to Beer Coast SSSI due to
erosion, however natural
processes may be beneficial to
this feature.
The continuation of natural
landslip and sediment
processes is important to
Sidmouth to West Bay SAC.
There is potential for the loss
of a portion of the Sidmouth
to Beer Coast SSSI due to
erosion, however natural
processes may be beneficial to
this feature.

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context
of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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Location reference:

Sidmouth

Policy Unit reference:

6a35
6a35 and 6a36
6a36

SUMMARY OF PREFERRED PLAN RECOMMENDATIONS AND JUSTIFICATION

Plan:
This unit covers the developed area of Sidmouth, an important tourism centre for the economy of the area,
and extends across the mouth of the River Sid from Salcombe Hill to the east and the coastal frontage of the
town of Sidmouth a little west of Chit Rocks. Due to the regional importance of the town of Sidmouth, the
long term Plan is to continue to provide protection such that the risk of flooding and erosion to the town is
minimised.
The town is currently defended by a range of defence measures including seawalls, rock groynes and offshore
rock breakwaters, supported by ongoing beach management activities. The seawall along this section protects
low-lying land from flooding, whilst the shoreline structures, offshore breakwaters and beach management
serve to retain beach material in front of the seawall. Defences along the River Sid also provide flood
protection to the town of Sidmouth.
There are no defences along the coastal frontage of this stretch across the mouth of the River Sid and the
easternmost part of Sidmouth. The defences along the Sidmouth frontage have, in part at least, contributed to
low beach levels along this section and part of the adjacent coast to the east. This has led to an accelerated
rate of cliff recession locally such that there is an increasing risk that the fluvial defences along the River Sid
could become exposed to attack from the sea, which they are not currently designed to withstand, and so
increase the risk of flooding to Sidmouth.
The long term Plan for the section across the mouth of the River Sid is therefore to intervene to the extent
that protection to the fluvial defences is provided, whilst providing a transitional zone between the area of
‘Hold the Line’ to the west and ‘No Active Intervention’ to the east.
This would allow the cliffs to continue to erode, but at a slower rate. As this would not prevent cliff erosion
but merely reduce the rate at which is occurs, cliff top properties to the immediate east of the River Sid would
be protected for a period of time (expected to be most of the 100 year life of the Plan), but these assets would
ultimately be at risk and measures will need to be put in place to manage this. In the very long term (beyond
the 100 year life of the Plan), it is expected that more significant intervention to prevent further cliff recession
will be required (and be economically justified) to achieve the long term vision to continue to protect the town
of Sidmouth. However, if cliff erosion occurs at a faster rate than presently predicted there may be a need for
this to be brought forward.

Preferred policies to implement Plan:
From present day (short
(short
term
rm):
te
rm):

The short term policy is to Hold the Line to the extensively developed area of
Sidmouth. This will be through maintenance of the rock groynes and offshore
rock breakwaters, as well as seawalls and beach management activities.
The continued presence of the defences along this section and beach
management activities should keep the beach relatively stable in the immediate
term, with no change in shoreline position. However, coastal squeeze as a
result of sea level rise could become increasingly significant towards the end of
this period.
Fluvial defence along the River Sid is outside of the area covered by the SMP.
However, it is necessary that flood protection to the town of Sidmouth
continues to be provided through maintenance, and if necessary upgrading, of
existing defences along the river to fulfil the SMP policy.
Along the currently undefended length at the mouth of the River Sid and a
short length of developed cliff top area, a policy of Managed Realignment will
be adopted. Although there are no defences along the coastal frontage of this
section, the western boundary of this section is the terminal rock groyne that
forms the eastern extent of the Sidmouth coastal defences. The beach erosion

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of
this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications,
as reported therein.
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along this section is related to the presence of the control structures in front
of Sidmouth which prevent littoral drift of sediment to the beaches in this area.
The low beach levels are already leading to increased erosion of parts of the
cliff to the east of this section, and increasing the risk of flooding of Sidmouth
to the west.
Implementation of Managed Realignment could involve extending the beach
management activities at Sidmouth to also cover this section of coast, including
the periodic beach recharging that occurs along the adjacent frontage.
Providing a healthier beach to help protect the cliff toe is the intention here
but uncertainty remains over exactly how this policy could be implemented in
a sustainable way, addressing technical, environmental and economic concerns.
Further detailed investigation is needed during this period to determine the
most appropriate means of implementing this policy to achieve the aim of the
Plan.

Medium term:
term:

The medium term policy is to continue to Hold the Line of the existing
defences along the majority of this stretch.
Beach management activities would also continue, to maintain the shoreline
position. However beach narrowing would be an issue due to the limited input
of shingle from the west and the impact of rising sea levels. This would
increase flood risk and a larger seawall is likely to be required to take account
of future sea level. Other new defences and/or beach recharge could also be
required during this period to maintain current levels of protection.
These defences would also become increasingly prominent, i.e. seaward, of the
adjacent retreating sections of coast. This could exacerbate the problems of
beach drawdown and offshore transport of beach material already experienced
during storm events. Continued defence along this section would have an
impact on beaches and cliffs to the east, and it may be necessary to extend the
defences eastward by a few tens of metres to prevent them being outflanked.
The policy of Managed Realignment will continue from the mouth of the River
Sid and the cliff fronting the easternmost part of Sidmouth. Beach management
activities would continue along this length, such as beach re-cycling, re-profiling
and periodic beach recharge if and when it is undertaken along the rest of the
Sidmouth frontage.
The rate of cliff erosion along this section would be reduced by ensuring a
sizeable beach continues to be retained along the cliff toe through beach
management activity. Cliff recession will still occur however, therefore there is
a need for measures to be in place to manage this process, including
monitoring to identify when assets will become at risk, and possible mitigation
for future losses.

LongerLonger-term:

The long term policy is to continue to Hold the Line of the existing defences
that protect the extensively developed area of Sidmouth. This may involve
further improvements to the defences during this period in order to maintain
adequate levels of protection.
As a result of higher sea levels the beach fronting the defences is expected to
narrow further and in places may disappear (unless beach recharge and further
beach control stabilisation works were undertaken). Any works along this
stretch would need to be substantial if any form of beach is to be retained, and
could have a significant impact upon the coast to the east. Therefore any
intervention would need to consider these longshore linkages and work to

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of
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minimise or mitigate against the impacts.
To manage the transition from the defended frontage of Sidmouth and the
area of No Active Intervention to the east, and to continue to provide some
protection to river defences, the long term policy across the mouth of the
River Sid is to continue Managed Realignment.
Realignment This policy is expected to
involve the continuation of beach management activities during this period to
ensure a healthy beach is retained as the cliffs retreat.
Cliff erosion along this section would continue, albeit at a reduced rate as long
as a sizeable beach is retained along the cliff toe. Monitoring should be used to
identify when assets will become at risk of erosion during this period, to
inform if and when they may need to be relocated. However, if beach levels
can not be adequately sustained and erosion rates increase during this period
to the extent that a significant amount of property and infrastructure is at risk
of erosion, it may become economically viable to introduce more substantial
defences.
At some point however cliff recession will reach a point where provision of a
beach in this area along will not be sufficient to maintain adequate levels of
protection along the River Sid fluvial defences. At that point defences along the
River Sid channel will need to be increased in size to ensure adequate levels of
protection are provided.

Summary of Specific Policies
Policy Unit
6a35
6a35

River Sid and
Sidmouth (East)

6a36
6a36 Sidmouth

Short term
Undertake Managed
Realignment through
beach management.
Continue to maintain
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.

Preferred Policies
Medium term
Undertake Managed
Realignment through
beach management.
Continue to maintain
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.

Long term
Undertake Managed
Realignment through
beach management.
Continue to maintain
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of
this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications,
as reported therein.
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Location refe
reference:

Sidmouth
Sidmouth

Policy Unit reference:

6a35
6a35 and 6a36
6a36
IMPLICATIONS OF THE PREFERRED PLAN FOR THIS LOCATION

Time
Period

Management Activities

Property, Population and
Human Health

2005 –
2025

Maintenance of existing
defences, including
beach management
activities and beach
recharge.

Continued protection of
Sidmouth including road
linkages (The Esplanade) that
runs along Sidmouth’s sea
frontage east to west.

Land Use, Infrastructure and
Material Assets
Continued protection of
infrastructure in Sidmouth.

Historic Environment
Continued protection against
flood and erosion risk to
Grade 2 and 3 listed buildings.

Landscape Character and
Visual Amenity
Minor change in landscape
character of East Devon
AONB.

Earth Heritage,
Heritage, Soils and
Geology
Holding the line at Sidmouth
has the potential to affect the
geological interest features of
Sidmouth to Beer Coast SSSI.

Water
No known impacts on water
quality.

Continued protection of
Connaught Registered Park
and Garden from flooding and
erosion.

Biodiversity, Flora and Fauna
Managed Realignment at River
Sid and East Sidmouth is likely
to be beneficial to the cliff
habitats within Sidmouth to
West Bay SAC and therefore
no adverse impacts are
anticipated.
HTL at Sidmouth has the
potential to adversely affect
the vegetated sea cliffs and
slopes Sidmouth to West Bay
SAC in adjacent policy units.
There is potential for the loss
of a portion of the Sidmouth
to Beer Coast SSSI due to
erosion, however natural
processes may be beneficial to
this feature.

2025 –
2055

Maintenance and
improvements to the
existing defences,
including further beach
recharge and possibly
additional control
structures. Beach
management activities
would also be
undertaken.

Continued protection of
Sidmouth including road
linkages (The Esplanade) that
runs along Sidmouth’s sea
frontage east to west.

Continued protection of
infrastructure in Sidmouth.

Continued protection against
flood and erosion risk to
Grade 2 and 3 listed buildings.
Continued protection of
Connaught Registered Park
and Garden from flooding and
erosion.

Minor change in landscape
character of East Devon
AONB.

Holding the line at Sidmouth
has the potential to affect the
geological interest features of
Sidmouth to Beer Coast SSSI.

No known impacts on water
quality.

Opportunities may exist to
improve the favourable
condition of the designated
terrestrial habitats through
changes in their grazing/scrub
management etc in areas
where holding the line
(Sidmouth) or in the River Sid
policy unit.
Managed Realignment at River
Sid and East Sidmouth is likely
to be beneficial to the cliff
habitats within Sidmouth to
West Bay SAC and therefore
no adverse impacts are
anticipated.
HTL at Sidmouth has the
potential to adversely affect
the vegetated sea cliffs and
slopes Sidmouth to West Bay
SAC in adjacent policy units.
There is potential for the loss
of a portion of the Sidmouth
to Beer Coast SSSI due to
erosion, however natural
processes may be beneficial to
this feature.
Opportunities may exist to

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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Location refe
reference:

Sidmouth
Sidmouth

Policy Unit reference:

6a35
6a35 and 6a36
6a36
IMPLICATIONS OF THE PREFERRED PLAN FOR THIS LOCATION

Time
Period

2055 –
2105

Management Activities

Maintenance and
improvements to the
existing defences,
including further beach
recharge and possibly
additional control
structures. Beach
management activities
would also be
undertaken.

Property, Population and
Human Health

Continued protection of
Sidmouth including road
linkages (The Esplanade) that
runs along Sidmouth’s sea
frontage east to west.
Potential for the loss of some
cliff top properties to the east
of the River Sid due to coastal
erosion.

Land Use, Infrastructure and
Material Assets

Continued protection of
infrastructure in Sidmouth.

Historic Environment

Continued protection against
flood and erosion risk to
Grade 2 and 3 listed buildings.
Continued protection of
Connaught Registered Park
and Garden from flooding and
erosion.

Landscape Character and
Visual Amenity

Minor change in landscape
character of East Devon
AONB.

Earth Heritage,
Heritage, Soils and
Geology

Holding the line at Sidmouth
has the potential to affect the
geological interest features of
Sidmouth to Beer Coast SSSI.

Water

No known impacts on water
quality.

Biodiversity, Flora and Fauna
improve the favourable
condition of the designated
terrestrial habitats through
changes in their grazing/scrub
management etc in areas
where holding the line
(Sidmouth) or in the River Sid
policy unit.
Managed Realignment at River
Sid and East Sidmouth is likely
to be beneficial to the cliff
habitats within Sidmouth to
West Bay SAC and therefore
no adverse impacts are
anticipated.
HTL at Sidmouth has the
potential to adversely affect
the vegetated sea cliffs and
slopes Sidmouth to West Bay
SAC in adjacent policy units.
There is potential for the loss
of a portion of the Sidmouth
to Beer Coast SSSI due to
erosion, however natural
processes may be beneficial to
this feature.
Opportunities may exist to
improve the favourable
condition of the designated
terrestrial habitats through
changes in their grazing/scrub
management etc in areas
where holding the line
(Sidmouth) or in the River Sid
policy unit.

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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Location reference:

Chit Rocks to Otterton Ledge

Policy Unit reference:

6a37
6a37 and 6a38
6a38

SUMMARY OF PREFERRED PLAN RECOMMENDATIONS AND JUSTIFICATION

Plan:
This stretch of largely undeveloped cliffed coastline is designated as internationally important for its geological
and landscape value. The long term Plan is to allow this to continue to evolve naturally.
These relatively resistant sandstone cliffs have historically experienced very slow erosion, although cliffline
retreat would continue as a result of infrequent, small scale cliff falls resulting from wave undercutting at the
base of the cliff. These events tend to affect very localised areas, but it is not possible to predict where the
next events will occur.
Depending upon the location of future cliff falls, a number of cliff top assets could be affected in the long term,
including: a number of cliff top properties, partial loss of Connaught Registered Park and Garden at Sidmouth,
damage to or loss of up to three Scheduled Monuments and several listed buildings, as well as a highway and
parts of the South West Coast Path.

Preferred
Preferred policies to implement Plan:
From present day (short
(short
term):
):
term

The short term policy is for No Active Intervention.
Intervention

Medium term:
term:

The medium term policy is to continue No Active Intervention.
Intervention

Cliff recession is predicted to be 3 to 5m by 2025. Cliff erosion does not
contribute any shingle to the beach, but sands may remain on the lower
foreshore, which would help to maintain the upper shingle beach between Chit
Rocks and Big Picket Rock. Any sediment released from the cliffs between Big
Picket Rock and Otterton Ledge will tend to remain locally within the pocket
beaches.

Sea level rise could result in the rate of cliff erosion increasing. Material from
cliff erosion would not contribute to the shingle beaches, therefore local
pocket beaches between Big Picket Rock and Otterton Ledge may narrow.
A narrow shingle beach with sandy foreshore would remain between Chit
Rocks and Big Picket Rock and move back at the same rate as the cliffs. There
could be some erosion of the shingle beach due to increased exposure as sea
level rises and greater drawdown rates.

LongerLonger-term:

The long term policy is to continue No Active Intervention,
Intervention which would
enable the shoreline to continue to evolve naturally as a result.
Sea level rise is likely to result in the rate of cliff erosion increasing during this
period, with total erosion by 2105 of 20 to 30m predicted between Chit
Rocks and Big Picket Rock, rising to up to 40m towards Otterton Ledge.
As a result of higher sea levels, the beach between here is expected to narrow,
and the rock platforms would become submerged. This would increase
exposure of the cliff toe to wave action, although it would be unlikely to
significantly increase the rate of cliff recession as this is predominantly
controlled by local geological factors.
Shingle beaches would increasingly become confined to little pockets that may
develop as the cliffs erode, due to differential erosion and occasional lobes
developing. Local pocket beaches, such as Ladram Bay, would steepen and
narrow due to sea level rise. The more exposed ones could disappear.

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of
this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications,
as reported therein.
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Summary of Specific Policies
Policy Unit

Short term
Allow natural coastal
Chit Rocks to Big evolution to continue
6a37
6a37
Picket Rock
through No Active
Intervention
Intervention.
Allow natural coastal
Big Picket Rock to evolution to continue
6a38
6a38
Otterton Ledge
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

Preferred Policies
Medium term
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

Long term
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of
this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications,
as reported therein.
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Location refe
reference:

Chit Rocks to Otterton Ledge

Policy Unit reference:

6a37
6a37 and 6a38
6a38
IMPLICATIONS OF THE PREFERRED PLAN FOR THIS LOCATION

Time
Period

Management Activities

2005 –
2025

Continued cliffline
retreat would occur.
No management
activities.

Property, Population and
Human Health
Potential for the loss of some
isolated cliff top properties to
the west of Chit Rocks near
Sidmouth due to coastal
erosion.

Land Use, Infrastructure and
Material Assets
Permanent loss of grades 3 and
4 agricultural land due to
erosion.
Potential loss of local cliff top
roads.

Historic Environment
Erosion risk to Grade 2 and 3
listed buildings.
Potential partial loss of up to 1
Scheduled Monument (SM):
High Peak Camp SM in
Sidmouth.

Landscape Character and
Visual Amenity
Minor change in landscape
character of East Devon
AONB due to increased
erosion and flooding.

Potential partial loss of
Connaught Registered Park
and Garden due to erosion.

2025 –
2055

Continued cliffline
retreat would occur.
No management
activities.

Potential for the loss of some
isolated cliff top properties to
the west of Chit Rocks near
Sidmouth due to coastal
erosion.

Permanent loss of grades 3 and
4 agricultural land due to
erosion.
Potential loss of local cliff top
roads.

Potential for the loss of
properties at Ladram Bay
Caravan park due to flooding
and erosion.

2055 –
2105

Continued cliffline
retreat would occur.
No management
activities.

Potential for the loss of some
isolated cliff top properties to
the west of Chit Rocks near
Sidmouth due to coastal
erosion.
Potential for the loss of
properties at Ladram Bay
Caravan park due to flooding
and erosion.

Erosion risk to Grade 2 and 3
listed buildings.
Potential partial loss of up to 1
Scheduled Monument (SM):
High Peak Camp SM in
Sidmouth.

Minor change in landscape
character of East Devon
AONB due to increased
erosion and flooding.

Potential partial loss of
Connaught Registered Park
and Garden due to erosion..

Permanent loss of grades 3 and
4 agricultural land due to
erosion.
Potential loss of local cliff top
roads.

Erosion risk to Grade 2 and 3
listed buildings.
Potential partial loss of up to 1
Scheduled Monuments (SM):
High Peak Camp SM in
Sidmouth.
Potential partial loss of
Connaught Registered Park
and Garden due to erosion.

Minor change in landscape
character of East Devon
AONB due to increased
erosion and flooding.

Earth Heritage, Soils and
and
Geology

Water

Biodiversity, Flora and Fauna

Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
integrity of the geological
interest features of Dorset and
East Devon World Heritage
Site (excludes Sidmouth),
Ladram Bay to Sidmouth and
Beer Quarry and Caves SSSIs.
Continuation of natural
erosive processes is important
for maintaining Ladram Bay
SSSI. NAI would allow natural
processes to continue
unhindered.
Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
integrity of the geological
interest features of Dorset and
East Devon World Heritage
Site (excludes Sidmouth) and
Sidmouth to Beer Coast,
Ladram Bay to Sidmouth and
Beer Quarry and Caves SSSIs.
Continuation of natural
erosive processes is important
for maintaining Ladram Bay
SSSI. NAI would allow natural
processes to continue
unhindered.

No known impacts on water
quality.

See ‘Earth Heritage’ for
Ladram Bay to Sidmouth SSSI.

No known impacts on water
quality.

See ‘Earth Heritage’ for
Ladram Bay to Sidmouth SSSI.

Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
integrity of the geological
interest features of Dorset and
East Devon World Heritage
Site (excludes Sidmouth) and
Sidmouth to Beer Coast,
Ladram Bay to Sidmouth and
Beer Quarry and Caves SSSIs.
Continuation of natural
erosive processes is important
for maintaining Ladram Bay
SSSI. NAI would allow natural
processes to continue
unhindered.

No known impacts on water
quality.

See ‘Earth Heritage’ for
Ladram Bay to Sidmouth SSSI.

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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Location reference:

Otter Estuary

Policy Unit
Unit reference:

6a39
6a39 and 6a40
6a40

SUMMARY OF PREFERRED PLAN RECOMMENDATIONS AND JUSTIFICATION

Plan:
The area of the Otter Estuary covered by the SMP extends upstream from the shingle beach on the coast for
two kilometres, to the tidal limit at the confluence with Budleigh Brook, and includes the spit that extends
across the mouth of the estuary from the west. There are few defences present along this section, and very
few properties. An earth embankment does run along the western bank, although it protects only one
property (Budleigh Cricket Club).
The long term vision for the Otter Estuary is to encourage natural development of the estuary whilst
maintaining reduced flood risk to any developed areas. This would be achieved through Managed Realignment
in strategic locations. This policy would also provide opportunities for habitat creation, but at the expense of
some areas of agricultural land.
It is not intended to increase the risk of flooding to developed areas, and so consideration of this would be an
important element in further detailed studies for implementation. Maintenance of existing defences, such as at
the embankment at Budleigh Cricket Club, would also be permitted if alternative funds are available to achieve
this as it is unlikely that public funding would be available for continued protection of that.
The beach that makes up the spit which extends across the mouth of the Otter Estuary from the west, has
been stable over the long term as a result of continued sediment supply from cliff erosion to the west. It is
undefended although its presence does provide protection to the inner estuary from wave action. The long
term Plan is to not intervene and to continue to allow the spit to evolve naturally. This requires complimentary
policies which allow erosion of cliffs to the west and a continued throughput of sediment to this area.

Preferred policies to implement Plan:
From present day (short
(short
term):
):
term

The short term policy is for Managed Realignment at strategic locations within
the Otter Estuary. Undertaking site-specific Managed Realignment will
reconnect the estuary with the floodplain whilst also reducing flood risk in
other parts of the estuary and creating new areas of habitat.
Implementation would though need to consider the effect on tidal prism and
tidal flow through the estuary mouth, as a reduction in this could result in the
mouth being closed by sediment infill as the eastern end of the spit extends
across the mouth, which would have impacts upon the whole estuary.
Therefore more detailed studies are required to determine the most suitable
locations for Managed Realignment and the means of implementation, but
would likely involve construction of set back defences or regulated tidal
exchange.
To continue to manage the risk to people and property, maintenance and
improvement of existing flood defences would be permitted to locally Hold
the Line if funds are available. However, new defences would not be allowed
to be built along currently undefended sections.
Along the spit that extends across the mouth of the estuary, the policy is No
Active Intervention.
Intervention This feature has been stable over the long term as a result
of continued sediment supply from cliff erosion to the west. This stable trend
is expected to continue during this period although there may be fluctuations
in beach level; however, there is a risk of a temporary breach, as has occurred
historically (at a frequency of every 20-30 years).

Medium term:
term:

The medium term policy is to continue with Managed Realignment at strategic
locations within the Otter Estuary, with localised Hold the Line,
Line, where
defences already exist through maintenance and improvement should funds be

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of
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available.
Along the spit a policy of No Active Intervention would continue, allowing it
to continue to behave naturally. The spit has historically been relatively stable,
but this could begin to move due to the accelerated sea level rise.
The probability of a high river flow event causing a temporary breach of the
spit across the mouth of the Otter Estuary would increase during this period,
particularly with the loss of the gabions that previously served to prevent this.
However, the continued supply of sediment to this feature from the west
would mean it would remain relatively resilient, with any breach likely to
repair naturally.

LongerLonger-term:

The policy for the long term is to continue with Managed Realignment at
strategic locations within the Otter Estuary to provide a reduction in flood
risk to other parts of the estuary.
Maintenance and improvement of existing defences, where they already exist,
could be undertaken if funds are available, but it is not planned that any new
defences would be constructed along currently undefended sections.
Continued No Active Intervention at the mouth of the estuary, will allow the
spit to evolve naturally; continued transport of sediment toward the spit from
further west is expected to result in elongation and recurve into the estuary.
As sea levels rise, the tendency would be for landward migration of the spit
feature. There is a risk that the spit may breach, as has occurred historically
every 20 to 30 years, but with continued sediment inputs, any such breach is
expected to repair naturally.

Summary of Specific Policies
Policy Unit
Otter Estuary
(Otterton Ledge
6a39
6a39
to Budleigh
Salterton East)
Otter Estuary
6a40
6a40
(Spit)

Short term
Investigate and implement
Managed Realignment
within strategic locations
within the estuary.
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

Preferred Policies
Medium term

Long term

Continue the policy of
Managed Realignment.
Realignment

Continue the policy of
Managed
Managed Realignment.
Realignment

Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of
this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications,
as reported therein.
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Location refe
reference:

Otter Estuary

Policy Unit reference:

6a39
6a39 and 6a40
6a40
IMPLICATIONS OF THE PREFERRED PLAN FOR THIS LOCATION

Time
Period

Management Activities

2005 –
2025

Investigation and
subsequent
implementation of
Managed Realignment
at specific sites within
the Otter Estuary.
Localised maintenance
of existing defences,
should funds be
available.

2025 –
2055

Gabions along the spit
would be allowed to
fail, once exposed. The
spit would remain
stable.
Maintenance of
Managed Realignment,
and possible further
realignments. Localised
maintenance of existing
defences, should funds
be available.

Property, Population and
Human Health

Land Use, Infrastructure and
Material Assets
Assets

Continued protection of
properties and road linkages in
Budleigh Salterton from
flooding via the Otter Estuary.

Loss of a small portion of
grade 3 and 4 agricultural land
depending upon where
Managed Realignment occurs.
Flood risk to local roads would
remain.

Historic Environment
No known impacts on
scheduled monuments.

Landscape Character and
Visual Amenity
Minor changes in landscape
character of East Devon
AONB.

Possible damage to or loss of
palaeo-environmental deposits
in the Otter Estuary through
Managed Realignment or
through changes resulting in
movement of the spit at
Budleigh Salterton in a northeasterly direction ( which
could impact earlier harbour
structures and palaeoenvironmental evidence, if
present) – potential adverse

Loss of a small portion of
grade 3 and 4 agricultural land
depending upon where
Managed Realignment occurs.
Flood risk to local roads would
remain.

No management
activities along the spit,
which would remain
stable during this
period.

No known impacts on
scheduled monuments.

Minor changes in landscape
character of East Devon
AONB.

Possible damage to or loss of
palaeo-environmental deposits
in the Otter Estuary through
Managed Realignment or
through changes resulting in
movement of the spit at
Budleigh Salterton in a northeasterly direction ( which
could impact earlier harbour
structures and palaeoenvironmental evidence, if
present) – potential adverse

Maintenance of
Managed Realignment,
and possible further
realignments. Localised
maintenance of existing
defences, should funds
be available.
No management
activities along the spit.

Continued protection of
properties and road linkages in
Budleigh Salterton from
flooding via the Otter Estuary.

Loss of a small portion of
grade 3 and 4 agricultural land
depending upon where
Managed Realignment occurs.
Flood risk to local roads would
remain.

No known impacts on
scheduled monuments.
Possible damage to or loss of
palaeo-environmental deposits
in the Otter Estuary through
Managed Realignment or
through changes resulting in
movement of the spit at
Budleigh Salterton in a northeasterly direction ( which
could impact earlier harbour
structures and palaeoenvironmental evidence, if
present) – potential adverse

impacts.

One historic landfill site at risk
of flooding in the Otter
Estuary in the short, medium
and long term.

Potential impacts on water
quality due to potential short,
medium and long term flooding
of landfill site – see soils and
geology.

Realignment in Otter Estuary
has the potential to affect the
geological interests of Budleigh
Salterton Cliffs SSSI and would
require further consideration
at project level.
One historic landfill site at risk
of flooding in the Otter
Estuary in the short, medium
and long term.
Further consideration of the
current state of the landfill site
would be required at project
level.

impacts.
2055 –
2105

Water

Further consideration of the
current state of the landfill site
would be required at project
level.

impacts.
Continued protection of
properties and road linkages in
Budleigh Salterton from
flooding via the Otter Estuary.

Earth Heritage, Soils and
Geology

Minor changes in landscape
character of East Devon
AONB.

Realignment in Otter Estuary
has the potential to affect the
geological interests of Budleigh
Salterton Cliffs SSSI and would
require further consideration
at project level.
One historic landfill site at risk
of flooding in the Otter
Estuary in the short, medium
and long term.
Further consideration of the
current state of the landfill site
would be required at project
level.
Realignment in Otter Estuary
has the potential to affect the
geological interests of Budleigh
Salterton Cliffs SSSI and would
require further consideration
at project level.

Works in areas of the Otter
Estuary selected for Managed
Realignment should be
implemented so as to not
adversely impact on the water
quality status of the coastal
waters or compromise the
achievement of WFD water
quality targets.
Potential impacts on water
quality due to potential short,
medium and long term flooding
of landfill site – see soils and
geology.
Works in areas of the Otter
Estuary selected for Managed
Realignment should be
implemented so as to not
adversely impact on the water
quality status of the coastal
waters or compromise the
achievement of WFD water
quality targets.
Potential impacts on water
quality due to potential short,
medium and long term flooding
of landfill site – see soils and
geology.
Works in areas of the Otter
Estuary selected for Managed
Realignment should be
implemented so as to not
adversely impact on the water
quality status of the coastal
waters or compromise the
achievement of WFD water
quality targets.

Biodiversity, Flora and Fauna
Potential change in intertidal
habitat at the mouth of Otter
Estuary SSSI with a likely
increase in intertidal habitat
resulting from Managed
Realignment and/or NAI
policies but potential loss of
intertidal habitat due to
erosion and scouring from
changes in coastal processes;
but likely overall beneficial
impact.

Potential change in intertidal
habitat at the mouth of Otter
Estuary SSSI with a likely
increase in intertidal habitat
resulting from Managed
Realignment and/or NAI
policies but potential loss of
intertidal habitat due to
erosion and scouring from
changes in coastal processes;
but likely overall beneficial
impact.

Potential change in intertidal
habitat at the mouth of Otter
Estuary SSSI with a likely
increase in intertidal habitat
resulting from Managed
Realignment and/or NAI
policies but potential loss of
intertidal habitat due to
erosion and scouring from
changes in coastal processes;
but likely overall beneficial
impact.

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context
of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context
of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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Location reference:

Budleigh Salterton

Policy Unit reference:

6a41
6a41

SUMMARY OF PREFERRED PLAN RECOMMENDATIONS AND JUSTIFICATION

Plan:
The town of Budleigh Salterton is a key tourist and service centre for the region. Due to the extent of the
developed area, and the importance of the town for the economy of the area, the long term Plan is to continue
to provide protection to reduce the risk of flooding and erosion.
This section is bounded by naturally functioning coasts, where policies of No Active Intervention are proposed.
As such, the future management of this frontage needs to consider impacts on the adjacent shorelines to
minimise impacts on the natural environment, which could include potential adverse impacts to the World
Heritage Site and Budleigh Salterton Cliffs SSSI.

Preferred policies to implement Plan:
From present day (short
(short
term):
):
term

The short term policy is to Hold the Line through maintaining the existing
seawall and gabions. These structures extend along the cliff toe along the
western part of this section, up to the landward end of the spit across the
mouth of the Otter Estuary.
These defences may need to be improved towards the end of this period to
maintain adequate levels of protection. This could involve raising the height of
the seawall or increasing the size of the defence so that it is better able to
provide the require level of protection in the longer term as sea levels rise.
Consideration should be given at this time to how defences may need to be
modified to ensure they continue to provide defence even if the spit across the
mouth of the estuary moves upstream in the future as sea levels rise.
The beach fronting this section should remain stable as a result of continued
sediment supply from cliff erosion further to the west.

Medium term:
term:

The medium term policy is to continue to Hold the Line of existing defences
along this frontage.
It is anticipated that there will be a need to increase the size of the seawall
along this section during this period to take account of future sea level, if not
undertaken in the short term. Sediment will continue to be supplied from
further west, but due to sea level rise beach steepening and narrowing could
occur in front of the seawall. Other new defences, possibly including beach
recharge and/or control structures, may also be required during this period.
Beach control structures such as groynes could, however, have an impact on
the spit. Implementation would therefore need to consider an integrated beach
management strategy which covers both this frontage and that of the adjacent
spit, such that it ensures retention of a beach at Budleigh whilst maintaining a
throughput of shingle to the Otter Estuary spit complex. The potential for
these to impact upon the World Heritage Site characteristics would also
require evaluation.
The continued presence of defences along the toe of the cliff would result in
negligible cliff recession in this area. This will restrict some inputs of sediment
into the system, but the cliffs here are low and therefore not a significant
source of sediment.

LongerLonger-term:

The long term policy is to continue to Hold the Line of the existing defences.

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of
this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications,
as reported therein.
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This would involve maintenance of the defences during this period in order to
maintain adequate levels of protection.
As sea levels rise, beach narrowing would continue even though sediment
should continue to be supplied from the west (up to Straight Point). Any
control structures implemented in the medium term could require
replacement in order to maintain current levels of protection although any
replacement structures would again need to consider the continuity of
sediment processes across the entire frontage as well as implications on the
World Heritage Site characteristics.

Summary of Specific Policies
Policy
Policy Unit

Short term
Continue to maintain
existing defences under a
6a41
6a41 Budleigh Salterton Hold the Line policy to
continue protection of
Budleigh Salterton.

Preferred Policies
Medium term
Continue to maintain
existing defences under a
Hold the
the Line policy.

Long term
Continue to maintain
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of
this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications,
as reported therein.
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Location refe
reference:

Budleigh Salterton

Policy Unit reference:

6a41
IMPLICATIONS OF THE PREFERRED PLAN FOR THIS LOCATION

Time
Period

Management Activities

Property, Population
Population and
Human Health

Land Use, Infrastructure and
Material Assets

Historic Environment

Landscape Character and
Visual Amenity

Earth Heritage, Soils and
Geology

Water

Biodiversity, Flora and Fauna

2005 –
2025

Maintenance and
possible improvements
to the existing
defences.

Protection of properties in
Budleigh Salterton from
erosion and flooding, including
those surrounding the
seafront.

Protection of road linkages in
Budleigh Salterton from
erosion and flooding, including
those surrounding the
seafront.

Protection against Flood risk
to some Grade 2 Listed
buildings.

Minor changes in landscape
character of East Devon
AONB.

A policy to Hold the Line at
Budleigh Salterton has the
potential to adversely impact
on the geological features of
the World Heritage Site and
Budleigh Salterton Cliffs SSSI.

No known impacts on water
quality.

No known impacts on
designated biodiversity, flora
or fauna interests.

2025 –
2055

Maintenance and
possible improvements
to the existing
defences.

Protection of properties in
Budleigh Salterton from
erosion and flooding, including
those surrounding the
seafront.

Protection of road linkages in
Budleigh Salterton from
erosion and flooding, including
those surrounding the
seafront.

Protection against Flood risk
to some Grade 2 Listed
buildings.

Minor changes in landscape
character of East Devon
AONB.

A policy to Hold the Line at
Budleigh Salterton has the
potential to adversely impact
on the geological features of
the World Heritage Site and
Budleigh Salterton Cliffs SSSI.

No known impacts on water
quality.

No known impacts on
designated biodiversity, flora
or fauna interests.

2055 –
2105

Maintenance and
possible improvements
to the existing
defences.

Protection of properties in
Budleigh Salterton from
erosion and flooding, including
those surrounding the
seafront.

Protection of road linkages in
Budleigh Salterton from
erosion and flooding, including
those surrounding the
seafront.

Protection against Flood risk
to some Grade 2 Listed
buildings

Minor changes in landscape
character of East Devon
AONB.

A policy to Hold the Line at
Budleigh Salterton has the
potential to adversely impact
on the geological features of
the World Heritage Site and
Budleigh Salterton Cliffs SSSI.

No known impacts on water
quality.

No known impacts on
designated biodiversity, flora
or fauna interests.

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context
of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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Location reference:

Budleigh Salterton (West) to Straight Point

Policy Unit reference:

6a42
6a42

SUMMARY OF PREFERRED PLAN RECOMMENDATIONS AND JUSTIFICATION

Plan:
The undefended, slowly eroding cliffs along this section are internationally important for their geological and
landscape character, as well as being a critical source of beach sediment here and to the shorelines further east
at Budleigh Salterton and the Otter Estuary. The long term Plan is therefore to allow the continued natural
erosion and evolution of the shoreline to continue.
As a result of this policy there will be an increased risk of erosion to some cliff top properties, roads, tourism
infrastructure and the South West Coast Path in the medium to long term.
The cliffs along the western part of this section experience very infrequent complex landslide failures every 100
to 250 years. Elsewhere, small scale failures occur more frequently with events less than every 10 years as a
result of geological factors and undercutting by wave action at the cliff toe. The continued erosion of
mudstones, sandstones and pebbles beds provides material to the local beach stock that is then transported
eastwards along the shoreline by littoral processes to supply the beach at Budleigh Salterton and the spit across
the mouth of the Otter estuary.

Preferred policies to implement Plan:
From present day (short
(short
term):
):
term

The short term policy is for No Active Intervention along this undefended
section of cliffed coast.
The underlying rate of recession along this section is predicted to result in the
erosion of less than 10m of cliff by 2025. Towards Straight Point, the nature of
cliffs changes and recession is only as a result of infrequent small scale cliff falls,
and so in this area up to 10m of localised recession is predicted by 2025.

Medium term:
term:

The medium term policy is to continue No Active Intervention,
Intervention thereby
allowing natural coastal evolution to continue.
Cliff erosion is expected to continue as historically, although sea level rise
could lead to this rate increasing. Total erosion by 2055 of about 20m is
predicted along much of this section, but with less than 10m erosion expected
along the coastline toward Straight Point, where the geology of the cliffs
differs.
Sea level rise could lead to the narrowing of the beach, which in turn would
result in increased wave exposure of the cliff toe and therefore in a slightly
increased rate of erosion. However, as the cliffs erode they will release
sediment to the beaches so will, episodically, reduce the toe exposure.

LongerLonger-term:

The long term policy is to continue No Active Intervention along this
undefended section of cliffed coast, allowing it to continue to evolve naturally.
Erosion of the cliffs would continue, although sea level rise is likely to lead to
this rate increasing during this period, with total erosion of 40 to 55m
predicted by 2105. Towards Straight Point, where recession is only as a result
of infrequent small scale cliff falls, less than 10m of recession is predicted by
2105. These cliffs could, however, be more sensitive to sea level rise and any
increase in precipitation, potentially leading to an increase in the frequency of
cliff failure events. There is, also, a slight risk that relict landslides could be
reactivated. Therefore monitoring is recommended to monitor this potential
risk.

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of
this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications,
as reported therein.
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Beaches are likely to be maintained by the input of new sediment though cliff
erosion, although some narrowing would be expected unless erosion keeps
pace with accelerated sea level rise.

Summary of Specific Policies
Policy Unit

Short term
Allow natural coastal
Budleigh Salterton
evolution to continue
6a42
6a42 (West) to Straight
through No Active
Point
Intervention
Intervention.
ervention

Preferred Policies
Medium term
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

Long term
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of
this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications,
as reported therein.
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Location refe
reference:

Budleigh Salterton (West) to Straight Point

Policy Unit reference:

6a42
6a42
IMPLICATIONS OF THE PREFERRED PLAN FOR THIS LOCATION

Time
Period

Management Activities

Property, Population and
Human Health

Land Use, Infrastructure and
Material Assets

Historic Environment

2005 –
2025

Continued slow cliffline
retreat would occur.
No management
activities.

Potential for the loss of tourist
facilities particularly Devon
Cliffs Holiday park, a small area
of East Devon Golf Course
and parts of the South-West
Coastal Path.

Potential loss of some local
cliff top roads in the western
part of Budleigh Salterton from
erosion.

Flood and erosion risk to
some Grade 2 Listed buildings.

Minor changes in landscape
character of East Devon
AONB.

Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
integrity of the geological
interest features; the preferred
policy would allow natural
erosion to continue, thus
maintaining and enhancing the
World Heritage Site and its
geological SSSIs.

No known impacts on water
quality.

No known impacts on
designated biodiversity, flora
or fauna interests.

Flood and erosion risk to
some Grade 2 Listed buildings.

Minor changes in landscape
character of East Devon
AONB.

Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
integrity of the geological
interest features; the preferred
policy would allow natural
erosion to continue, thus
maintaining and enhancing the
World Heritage Site and its
geological SSSIs.

No known impacts on water
quality.

No known impacts on
designated biodiversity, flora
or fauna interests.

Flood and erosion risk to
some Grade 2 Listed buildings.

Minor changes in landscape
character of East Devon
AONB

Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
integrity of the geological
interest features and therefore
in most areas along this
frontage, the preferred policy
would allow natural erosion to
continue, thus maintaining and
enhancing the World Heritage
Site and its geological SSSIs

No known impacts on water
quality.

No known impacts on
designated biodiversity, flora
or fauna interests.

2025 –
2055

Continued slow cliffline
retreat would occur.
No management
activities.

Potential loss of some cliff top
properties in the western part
of Budleigh Salterton from
erosion.
Potential for the loss of tourist
facilities particularly Devon
Cliffs Holiday park, a small area
of East Devon Golf Course
and parts of the South-West
Coastal Path

2055 –
2105

Continued slow cliffline
retreat would occur.
No management
activities.

Potential loss of some cliff top
properties in the western part
of Budleigh Salterton from
erosion.
Potential for the loss of tourist
facilities particularly Devon
Cliffs Holiday park, a small area
of East Devon Golf Course
and parts of the South-West
Coastal Path.

Landscape Character and
Visual Amenity

Loss of a small portion of
grade 3 and 4 agricultural land.
Small area of Straight Point
MoD ranges potentially lost
due to erosion.
Potential loss of some local
cliff top roads in the western
part of Budleigh Salterton from
erosion.
Loss of land between Budleigh
and Straight point, potentially
of recreational value.

Earth Heritage, Soils and
Geology

Water

Biodiversity, Flora and Fauna

Loss of a small portion of
grade 3 and 4 agricultural land.
Small area of Straight Point
MoD ranges potentially lost
due to erosion.
Potential loss of some local
cliff top roads in the western
part of Budleigh Salterton from
erosion.
Loss of land between Budleigh
and Straight point, potentially
of recreational value.
Loss of a small portion of
grade 3 and 4 agricultural land.
Small area of Straight Point
MoD ranges potentially lost
due to erosion

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context
of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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Location
Location reference:

Straight Point to Orcombe Rocks

Policy Unit reference:

6a43
6a43

SUMMARY OF PREFERRED PLAN RECOMMENDATIONS AND JUSTIFICATION

Plan:
The cliffs along this section experience slow erosion as a result of small scale cliff failure events about every 10
years. The long term Plan for this length is to allow it to retreat, enabling a naturally-functioning coastal system,
with minimal human interference; this will maintain environmental and landscape interests.
The immediate cliff top area is mainly undeveloped and the slow erosion rates of the cliffs means there will be
little, if any, impact on infrastructure or permanent developed areas located along the cliff top over the next
100 years, although parts of the South West Coast Path could be at risk in the short term, whilst parts of the
Devon Cliffs Holiday Park may become at risk in the medium to longer term.

Preferred policies to implement Plan:
From present day (short
(short
term):
):
term

The short term policy is for No Active Intervention.
Intervention

Medium term:
term:

The medium term policy is to continue No Active Intervention.
Intervention

Erosion of the cliffs is predicted to not exceed 5m over this period. These
would continue to supply limited sediment to maintain the local sandy beaches.

Sea level rise could result in the rate of cliff erosion increasing during this
period, with total recession of the cliffs at the back of most of Sandy Bay
predicted to be between 10 and 15m by 2055. Towards Orcombe Rocks, total
erosion of up to 15m is predicted over the same period.
The erosion of the cliffs would continue to supply sediment to the local beach;
therefore a narrow beach is likely to remain, despite rising sea levels.

LongerLonger-term:

The long term policy is to continue No Active Intervention along this
undefended cliffed coastline, allowing it to continue to evolve naturally.
Cliff recession is predicted to be between 20 and 50m by 2105. The erosion of
the cliffs would continue to supply sand to the local beach stock, helping to
maintain a narrow beach at the toe of the cliffs.

Summary of Specific Policies
Policy Unit

6a43
6a43

Straight Point to
Orcombe Rocks

Short term
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

Preferred Policies
Medium term
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

Long term
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of
this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications,
as reported therein.
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Location refe
reference:

Straight Point to Orcombe Rocks

Policy Unit reference:

6a43
6a43
IMPLICATIONS OF THE PREFERRED PLAN FOR THIS LOCATION

Time
Period

Management Activities

Property, Population and
Human Health

Land Use, Infrastructure and
Material Assets

Historic Environment

Landscape Character and
Visual Amenity

Earth Heritage, Soils and
Geology

Water

2005 –
2025

Continued slow cliffline
retreat would occur.
No management
activities.

Potential loss of parts of South
West Coastal Path due to
erosion

Small area of Straight Point
MoD ranges lost due to
erosion.

No known impacts on
archaeological features.

Minor changes in landscape
character of East Devon
AONB.

No Active Intervention will
conserve and enhance the
adjacent SSSI and Orcombe
Point.

No known impacts on water
quality.

2025 –
2055

Continued slow cliffline
retreat would occur.
No management
activities.

Potential loss of parts of South
West Coastal Path due to
erosion

Small area of Straight Point
MoD ranges lost due to
erosion.

No known impacts on
archaeological features.

Minor changes in landscape
character of East Devon
AONB.

No Active Intervention will
conserve and enhance the
adjacent SSSI and Orcombe
Point.

No known impacts on water
quality.

Small area of Straight Point
MoD ranges lost due to
erosion..

No known impacts on
archaeological features.

Minor changes in landscape
character of East Devon
AONB.

No Active Intervention will
conserve and enhance the
adjacent SSSI and Orcombe
Point.

No known impacts on water
quality.

People, properties and facilities
at risk from erosion at the
Devon Cliffs Holiday Park
2055 –
2105

Continued slow cliffline
retreat would occur.
No management
activities.

Potential loss of parts of South
West Coastal Path due to
erosion
People, properties and facilities
at risk from erosion at the
Devon Cliffs Holiday Park

Biodiversity, Flora and Fauna
Potential for creation of
intertidal habitat within the
Exe Estuary SPA, Ramsar site,
SSSI and RSPB Reserve that
can be used by feeding and
roosting birds from the
estuary.
Potential for creation of
intertidal habitat within the
Exe Estuary SPA, Ramsar site,
SSSI and RSPB Reserve that
can be used by feeding and
roosting birds from the
estuary.
Potential for creation of
intertidal habitat within the
Exe Estuary SPA, Ramsar site,
SSSI and RSPB Reserve that
can be used by feeding and
roosting birds from the
estuary.

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context
of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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Location reference:

Orcombe Rocks to Exmouth Spit

Policy Unit reference:
reference:

6a44
6a44 to 6a47
6a47

SUMMARY OF PREFERRED PLAN RECOMMENDATIONS AND JUSTIFICATION

Plan:
The long term Plan for this length of coast is to continue to minimise the risk of flooding and erosion to
property and infrastructure, whilst looking for opportunity to reinstate more natural processes where possible
to reduce the long term commitment to defence structures in those places.
Along the developed frontage of the town of Exmouth, the long term plan is to continue to hold the existing
defence line to provide protection to properties in the direct hinterland.
Along the eastern part of this stretch, The Maer is an area of low-lying land containing a relict former dune
system which has been cut off from the shoreline by hard defence structures. As sea levels rise, the beach
fronting the existing defences will be increasingly difficult to sustain and require an increasing amount of beach
material and larger, more robust structures. The more sustainable, long term option here therefore is to
manage realignment along The Maer frontage, with a set-back defence line being constructed further inland to
minimise flood risk to the wider developed parts of Exmouth. Prior to any implementation, such realignment
will be subject to more detailed study, starting with the Exe Estuary Strategy Study that is due to report in
2011. If detailed studies do lead to implementation of realignment along The Maer, the result would be to allow
the relict dune system to be reconnected with the coast, which in turn would be expected to become reestablished in the longer term and so provide an additional, more natural and sustainable defence fronting the
set-back defence line. If detailed studies find realignment not to be viable, then the continued defence along
existing alignments would lead to loss of beach along The Maer frontage.
Whilst there are clear environmental and social benefits in allowing Managed Realignment in this area, due to
political and social sensitivities further investigation is required into its viability. If it is determined from these
studies not to be appropriate to implement Managed Realignment in this area, then the existing defences along
this section would be maintained under a Hold the Line policy along with the rest of this stretch.

Preferred policies to implement Plan:
From present day (short
(short
term):
term):

The short term policy is to Hold the Line of the existing seawalls and
esplanade to provide both erosion and flood protection to the cliffed frontage
and the extensively developed low-lying area Exmouth.
The beaches fronting the seawalls at Exmouth have historically fluctuated, but
in the last ten years, they have experienced a trend of net erosion. This trend
is expected to continue and therefore it is likely that continued defence of this
area will involve some form of beach management. This beach management
could be phased-in through a combination of recycling/recharge, groynes and
new hard defences.
Towards the mouth of the Exe Estuary, seawalls protect areas of extensively
developed low-lying hinterland (formerly a dynamic spit) from flooding. These
would need to be raised locally to continue to provide current levels of
protection. Where defences do not currently exist (at The Gut), new hard
defences are likely to be required. Investigations should be undertaken to
establish whether these can be universally raised or if new hard defences are
required in the long term.
Along The Maer frontage, the existing seawalls, esplanade and two very small
dune systems that protect the area of low-lying land behind this section would
be maintained during this period whilst detailed investigations take to identify
and develop the most appropriate measures to implement the medium and
long term policy.

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of
this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications,
as reported therein.
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Medium term:
term:

In the medium term the policy will be to continue to Hold the Line of the
existing defences along the majority of this stretch. This may require the
provision of a new groyne field to support ongoing beach management
activities during this period to retain the current levels of protection, and
possibly construction of new defences towards the mouth of the Exe Estuary.
There would continue to be a lack of fresh beach sediment input from cliff
erosion at Exmouth and littoral transport from the east. Without some form
of beach management, such as recharge, coastal squeeze would occur due to
the lack of sediment input and increasing sea levels. New defences possibly
including control structures and/or beach recharge could therefore be
required during this period in order to maintain current levels of protection.
Along The Maer frontage, and subject to detailed studies in the short-term, the
medium term recommendation is to move to a policy of Managed Realignment
in order to establish a more sustainable defence line in the future as sea levels
rise. If detailed study does result in implementation of a realignment scheme,
this would involve the construction of a new secondary line of defences
landward of the existing defences, and then a managed breach and subsequent
removal of existing structures would take place. Ultimately this should allow
the beach and small dune system along this section to adapt more naturally to
climate change whilst allowing the relict dune system to become re-activated.
There is a risk that such a realignment could lead to development of an
embayment in the long term that could restrict sediment supply towards the
Exe Estuary mouth from this area and so reducing the amount of material
along the coast to the west of The Maer. Therefore any such scheme would
need to consider the potential impact on the longshore linkages and would
have to be complementary with the recommended policies on the adjacent
sections of coast, potentially considering some form of beach management. It
is therefore recommended that this frontage be managed as a whole. If
detailed study in the short term finds it not to be viable to implement
realignment along The Maer frontage, then the existing frontage would be
maintained under a hold the line policy.

LongerLonger-term:

The long term policy is to continue to Hold the Line along the developed
frontage of Exmouth. This is likely to require further improvements to be
made to the seawalls and any existing groyne field along this section in order
to maintain current levels of protection if not already undertaken in the
medium term. This would involve construction of larger seawalls than
presently occur along the Exmouth frontage.
Rising sea levels, combined with a lack of sediment input, would be expected
to cause narrowing and steepening of the beach fronting this part of the
Exmouth frontage. This could make beach management activities less
sustainable and increasingly expensive; therefore defence of Exmouth in the
longer term may well involve hard structures only with little or no beach
present in front of these structures.
Along The Maer frontage, depending on the management approach taken
forward following detailed studies in the short and medium term, either the
realigned or existing defence position, would be maintained. If realignment is
implemented in the medium term, then a more naturally functioning coastline
in this area should be more able to adapt to ongoing sea level rise and so
coastal squeeze impacts are likely to be negligible. This would also help
conserve a beach in this area when it may not be possible to provide beach
along other parts of the Exmouth frontage. If the existing defence line is

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of
this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications,
as reported therein.
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maintained, there is likely to be loss of beach due to coastal squeeze and
requirement for large, hard defence structures along The Maer frontage, as per
the rest of the Exmouth frontage.

Summary of Specific Policies
Policy
Policy Unit

6a44
6a44

Orcombe Rocks
to Maer Rocks

6a45
6a45 The Maer

6a46
6a46

Harbour View to
Exmouth Pier

6a47
6a47 Exmouth Spit

Preferred Policies
Short term
Medium term
Maintain existing defences
under a Hold the Line
Continue to maintain
policy to provide
existing defences under a
continued protection to
Hold the Line policy.
Exmouth.
Implement Managed
Realignment through
Continue to maintain
constructing a set-back
existing defences under a defence if detailed study
Hold the Line policy to
finds it is appropriate to
provide continued
do so. Continue to
maintain and improve
protection to Exmouth.
Investigate possibility of
defences under a Hold the
realignment.
Line policy if realignment
is not found to be
appropriate.
Continue to maintain
existing defences under a Continue to maintain
Hold the Line policy to
existing defences under a
provide continued
Hold the Line policy.
protection to Exmouth.
Continue to maintain
existing defences under a Continue to maintain
Hold the Line policy to
existing defences under a
provide continued
Hold the Line policy.
protection to Exmouth.

Long term
Continue to maintain
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.

Hold
Hold the Line of defence,
either along existing or
realigned extents.

Continue to maintain
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.

Continue to maintain
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of
this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications,
as reported therein.
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Location refe
reference:

Orcombe Rocks to Exmouth Spit

Policy Unit reference:

6a44 to 6a47
IMPLICATIONS OF THE PREFERRED PLAN
PLAN FOR THIS LOCATION

Time
Period

Management Activities

Property, Population and
Human Health

Land Use, Infrastructure and
Material Assets

2005 –
2025

Maintenance and
possible improvement
of the existing defences
would occur during this
period, possibly
including beach
management activities.

Continued protection of
property, commercial and
economic assets and
recreational facilities in
Exmouth (e.g. around The
Point, a marina, Queens Drive
& the esplanade along the
seafront.

Continued protection of
infrastructure within Exmouth
from flooding.

Historic Environment
Continued protection of
Grade 2 listed buildings from
flooding in Exmouth.

Landscape Character and
Visual Amenity
Minor changes in landscape
character of East Devon
AONB.

Earth Heritage, Soils and
Geology
Holding the line along much of
this coastal section) has the
potential to affect geological
SSSIs.

Water
No known impacts on water
quality.
Works in areas of
medium/long term Managed
Realignment should be
implemented so as to not
adversely impact on the water
quality status of the coastal
waters or compromise the
achievement of WFD water
quality targets.

Biodiversity, Flora
Flora and Fauna
A HTL policy is likely to result
in the progressive loss of
intertidal habitat due to coastal
squeeze, resulting in the
physical modification or loss of
habitat used by feeding and
roosting birds within the Exe
Estuary SPA and Ramsar site
Consequently, an adverse
impact is anticipated on this
European site.
Potential loss of some
terrestrial habitats but
potential extension of
intertidal/geological features at
The Maer LNR. Potential for
wetland habitat creation at
The Maer.

2025 –
2055

2055 –
2105

Beach management
activities as well as
maintenance and
possibly further
improvement of
existing defences would
occur. Construction of
shoreline control
structures is also likely
to occur. Along The
Maer, implementation
of Managed
Realignment would
occur.

Maintenance of existing
and realigned defences,
and possibly further
improvements to the

Continued protection of
property, commercial and
economic assets and
recreational facilities in
Exmouth (e.g. around The
Point, a marina, Queens Drive
& the esplanade along the
seafront).

Continued protection of
infrastructure within Exmouth
from flooding

Continued protection of
Grade 2 listed buildings from
flooding in Exmouth.

Minor changes in landscape
character of East Devon
AONB.

Holding the line along much of
this coastal section) has the
potential to affect geological
SSSIs.

No known impacts on water
quality.
Works in areas of
medium/long term Managed
Realignment should be
implemented so as to not
adversely impact on the water
quality status of the coastal
waters or compromise the
achievement of WFD water
quality targets.

Holding the line at Exmouth
LNR has the potential to result
in the loss of intertidal habitat
due to coastal squeeze.
A HTL policy is likely to result
in the progressive loss of
intertidal habitat due to coastal
squeeze, resulting in the
physical modification or loss of
habitat used by feeding and
roosting birds within the Exe
Estuary SPA and Ramsar site
Consequently, an adverse
impact is anticipated on this
European site.
Potential loss of some
terrestrial habitats but
potential extension of
intertidal/geological features at
The Maer LNR. Potential for
wetland habitat creation at
The Maer.

Continued protection of
property, commercial and
economic assets and
recreational facilities in

Continued protection of
infrastructure within Exmouth
from flooding

Continued protection of
Grade 2 listed buildings from
flooding in Exmouth.

Minor changes in landscape
character of East Devon
AONB.

Holding the line along much of
this coastal section) has the
potential to affect geological
SSSIs.

No known impacts on water
quality.
Works in areas of

Holding the line at Exmouth
LNR will result in the potential
loss of intertidal habitat due to
coastal squeeze.
A HTL policy is likely to result
in the progressive loss of
intertidal habitat due to coastal
squeeze, resulting in the

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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Location refe
reference:

Orcombe Rocks to Exmouth Spit

Policy Unit reference:

6a44 to 6a47
IMPLICATIONS OF THE PREFERRED PLAN
PLAN FOR THIS LOCATION

Time
Period

Management Activities
defences would occur,
along with continued
beach management
activities.

Property, Population and
Human Health
Exmouth (e.g. around The
Point, a marina, Queens Drive
& the esplanade along the
seafront)..

Land Use, Infrastructure and
Material Assets

Historic Environment

Landscape Character and
Visual Amenity

Earth Heritage, Soils and
Geology

Water

Biodiversity, Flora
Flora and Fauna

medium/long term Managed
Realignment should be
implemented so as to not
adversely impact on the water
quality status of the coastal
waters or compromise the
achievement of WFD water
quality targets.

physical modification or loss of
habitat used by feeding and
roosting birds within the Exe
Estuary SPA and Ramsar site
Consequently, an adverse
impact is anticipated on this
European site.
Potential loss of some
terrestrial habitats but
potential extension of
intertidal/geological features at
The Maer LNR. Potential for
wetland habitat creation at
The Maer.
Holding the line at Exmouth
LNR will result in the potential
loss of intertidal habitat due to
coastal squeeze

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context
of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context
of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context
of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context
of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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Location reference:

Exe Estuary (East bank – Exmouth to River Clyst)
Clyst)

Policy Unit reference:

6b01 to 6b07

SUMMARY OF PREFERRED PLAN RECOMMENDATIONS AND JUSTIFICATION

Plan:
The outer eastern side of the Exe Estuary is largely defended, protecting regionally important infrastructure
links and residential centres. Due to the importance of these, the long term Plan is to continue to minimise the
risk of erosion and flooding along this frontage over the next 100 years.
Retention of the defence line, however, has the potential to result in loss of some areas of inter-tidal habitat
within the Exe Estuary as sea levels rise and the inter-tidal area is prevented from migrating landwards by the
presence of the defences. This impact may be mitigated to some extent if Managed Realignment occurs in
other parts of the estuary system.
The Exe Estuary as a whole is dependent upon the future evolution and management of Dawlish Warren, and
so the management of this section would be greatly impacted upon if the coastal defence function of Dawlish
Warren spit were to be reduced as a result of natural evolution and change. However, the recommended
policy for Dawlish Warren should ensure the spit is maintained during this period (refer to Policy Units 6b19
to 6b22).

Preferred policies to implement Plan:
From present day (short
(short
term):
):
term

The short term policy is to Hold the Line of the existing defences along this
outer eastern side of the Exe Estuary. Defences are to be maintained along
existing alignments by pro-active management. This may include the need to
either raise the height of existing defences, or, if necessary, re-build with larger
defences to maintain adequate levels of protection.

Medium term:
term:

The medium term policy is to continue to Hold the Line of the existing
defences along this outer eastern side of the Exe Estuary. Defences are to be
maintained along existing alignments by pro-active management. The existing
standards of protection within the inner estuary are liable to be compromised
in the medium to long term necessitating the provision of new defence
structures. This may include the need to construct larger defences maintain
adequate levels of protection in the longer term as sea levels rise.

LongerLonger-term:

The long term policy is to continue to Hold the Line of the existing defences
along this outer eastern side of the Exe Estuary.
Defences would continue to be maintained along existing alignments by proactive management. This is likely to include the need to construct new hard
defences if not undertaken in the preceding epochs to maintain adequate levels
of protection. This could, however, have an impact on the Exe Estuary by
restricting its ability to adapt to rising sea levels and changes in hydrology
resulting from future climate change, and result in the loss of intertidal areas if
sedimentation is unable to keep pace with rising sea levels.

Summary of Specific Policies
Policy Unit
6b01

Exe Estuary Exmouth (west)

Short term
Continue to maintain
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy to

Preferred Policies
Medium term
Continue to maintain
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.

Long term
Continue to maintain
existing defences under a
Hold the Line
Line policy.

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of
this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications,
as reported therein.
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Policy Unit

6b02

6b03

6b04

6b05

6b06

6b07

Short term
provide continued
protection to Exmouth.
Exe Estuary Continue to maintain
Exmouth (west) to existing defences under a
Lympstone
Hold the Line policy.
Continue to maintain
Exe Estuary existing defences under a
Lympstone
Hold the Line policy.
Continue to maintain
Exe
Exe Estuary existing defences under a
Nutwell Park
Hold the Line policy.
Exe Estuary Continue to maintain
Lympstone
existing defences under a
Lympstone
Commando
Hold the Line policy.
Continue to maintain
Exe Estuary existing defences under a
Exton
Hold the Line policy.
Exe Estuary Continue to maintain
Exton to Lower
existing defences under a
Clyst
Hold the Line policy.

Preferred Policies
Medium term

Continue to maintain
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.
Continue to maintain
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.
Continue to maintain
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.
Continue to maintain
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.
Continue to maintain
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.
Continue to maintain
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.

Long term

Continue to maintain
existing defences under a
Hold the Line
Line policy.
Continue to maintain
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.
Continue to maintain
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.
Continue to maintain
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.
Continue to maintain
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.
Continue to maintain
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of
this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications,
as reported therein.
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Location refe
reference:

Exe Estuary (East bank
bank – Exmouth to River Clyst)

Policy Unit reference:

6b01 to 6b07
IMPLICATIONS OF THE PREFERRED PLAN FOR THIS LOCATION

Time
Period

Management Activities

2005 –
2025

Maintenance of, and
improvements to,
defences.

Property, Population and
Human Health
Continued protection of
property, commercial and
economic assets and
recreational facilities in
Exmouth, Lympstone and
Exton.

Land Use, Infrastructure and
Material Assets
Continued protection of the
railway connections from
flooding.
Continued protection of the
Commando Training Centre
from flooding

Historic Environment

Landscape Character and
Visual Amenity

Earth Heritage, Soils and
Geology

Water

Biodiversity, Flora and Fauna

Continued protection of
Grade 2 listed buildings from
flooding or erosion
predominantly in Exmouth and,
Lympstone.

No known impacts on
landscape character.

Continued protection of
historic Imperial Recreation
Ground landfill site on the Exe
Estuary from flooding

HTL to protect heavily
populated areas could increase
the frequency of tide-locking
and subsequent water depth in
the adjacent river waterbodies
in response to climate
change/sea level rise, thus
potentially failing WFD
objective 3.

A HTL policy is likely to result
in the progressive loss of
intertidal habitat due to coastal
squeeze, resulting in the
physical modification or loss of
habitat used by feeding and
roosting birds within the Exe
Estuary SPA, Ramsar site and
SSSI. Consequently, an adverse
impact is anticipated on this
European site.

Continued protection of
Grade 2 listed buildings from
flooding or erosion
predominantly in Exmouth and,
Lympstone.

No known impacts on
landscape character.

Continued protection of
historic Imperial Recreation
Ground landfill site on the Exe
Estuary from flooding

HTL to protect heavily
populated areas could increase
the frequency of tide-locking
and subsequent water depth in
the adjacent river waterbodies
in response to climate
change/sea level rise, thus
potentially failing WFD
objective 3.

A HTL policy is likely to result
in the progressive loss of
intertidal habitat due to coastal
squeeze, resulting in the
physical modification or loss of
habitat used by feeding and
roosting birds within the Exe
Estuary SPA, Ramsar site and
SSSI. Consequently, an adverse
impact is anticipated on this
European site.

Continued protection of
Grade 2 listed buildings from
flooding or erosion
predominantly in Exmouth and,
Lympstone.

No known impacts on
landscape character.

Continued protection of
historic Imperial Recreation
Ground landfill site on the Exe
Estuary from flooding

HTL to protect heavily
populated areas could increase
the frequency of tide-locking
and subsequent water depth in
the adjacent river waterbodies
in response to climate
change/sea level rise, thus
potentially failing WFD
objective 3.

A HTL policy is likely to result
in the progressive loss of
intertidal habitat due to coastal
squeeze, resulting in the
physical modification or loss of
habitat used by feeding and
roosting birds within the Exe
Estuary SPA, Ramsar site and
SSSI. Consequently, an adverse
impact is anticipated on this

Continued protection of the
A376 at Exton from flooding
Continued protection of
infrastructure from flooding
Continued protection of the
majority of grade 2 and 3
agricultural land with small
losses in some. Majority of
area is urban or nonagricultural.
2025 –
2055

Maintenance of, and
improvements to,
defences.

Continued protection of
property, commercial and
economic assets and
recreational facilities in
Exmouth, Lympstone and
Exton.

Continued protection of the
railway connections from
flooding.
Continued protection of the
Commando Training Centre
from flooding
Continued protection of the
A376 at Exton from flooding
Continued protection of
infrastructure from flooding
Continued protection of the
majority of grade 2 and 3
agricultural land with small
losses in some. Majority of
area is urban or nonagricultural.

2055 –
2105

Maintenance of, and
improvements to,
defences.

Continued protection of
property, commercial and
economic assets and
recreational facilities in
Exmouth, Lympstone and
Exton.

Continued protection of the
railway connections from
flooding.
Continued protection of the
Commando Training Centre
from flooding
Continued protection of the
A376 at Exton from flooding

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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Location refe
reference:

Exe Estuary (East bank
bank – Exmouth to River Clyst)

Policy Unit reference:

6b01 to 6b07
IMPLICATIONS OF THE PREFERRED PLAN FOR THIS LOCATION

Time
Period

Management Activities

Property, Population and
Human Health

Land Use, Infrastructure and
Material Assets

Historic Environment

Landscape Character and
Visual Amenity

Earth Heritage, Soils and
Geology

Water

Biodiversity, Flora and Fauna
European site.

Continued protection of
infrastructure from flooding
Continued protection of the
majority of grade 2 and 3
agricultural land with small
losses in some. Majority of
area is urban or nonagricultural.

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context
of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context
of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context
of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context
of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context
of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context
of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context
of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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Location reference:

Exe Estuary – Lower Clyst

Policy Unit reference:

6b08

SUMMARY OF PREFERRED PLAN RECOMMENDATIONS AND JUSTIFICATION

Plan:
The Lower Clyst valley is located along the eastern side of the wider Exe Estuary. In this area there is
opportunity to realign some of the existing defences to provide significant habitat creation benefits. The long
term Plan is to take a more pro-active approach to actively managing the realignment of defences in this area
for the benefit of both habitat creation and some flood storage benefit to the Clyst valley.
The embankments here provide a low standard of protection against tidal and fluvial flooding of agricultural
land. Managed Realignment, back to either naturally higher ground or set back defences along much of this
frontage could provide benefits for both flood risk and biodiversity. This will allow for a more naturally
functioning system in this area. However, in implementing this policy consideration must be given to potential
impacts in the rest of the Exe Estuary as well as any impacts on the defences required to protect the railway
and road links in this area as well as property at places like Topsham and Clyst St Mary.
In other parts of the estuary retention of the defence line has the potential to result in loss of some areas of
inter-tidal habitat as sea level rises and the foreshore is prevented from migrating landwards by the presence of
the defences. There are therefore clear benefits in allowing Managed Realignment in this area, subject to
further investigation of the impacts of any realignment scheme. A feasibility study is already investigating how
this may be achieved through Natural England’s Higher Level Stewardship scheme. Subject to what is offered,
and depending on uptake by landowners, the project being investigated currently has the potential to create up
to 200 ha of intertidal habitat. Habitat created through such a scheme could contribute to replacing habitats
lost as a result of coastal squeeze elsewhere in the Exe Estuary.
The Exe Estuary as a whole is dependent upon the future evolution and management of Dawlish Warren, and
so the management of this section would be greatly impacted upon if the coastal defence function of Dawlish
Warren spit were to be reduced as a result of natural evolution and change. However, the recommended
policy for Dawlish Warren should ensure the spit is maintained during this period (refer to Policy Units 6b19
to 6b22).

Preferred policies to implement Plan:
From present day (short
(short
term):
):
term

Within the Lower Clyst valley, the recommended short term policy is for
Managed Realignment to create new areas of intertidal habitat. This will involve
either simply breaching existing defences to allow flood waters to reach
naturally higher ground or, in some part of the valley, require the construction
of set back lines of defence in order to continue to reduce flood risk to
property and key infrastructure.
Prior to proceeding there will need to be more detailed studies to assess the
exact implementation and location of the realignments, as well as how existing
important infrastructure such as road and rail links can be provided and
protected as part of this. Development of a solution that is able to achieve
these objectives will require the joint intervention of all relevant parties.

Medium term:
term:

The medium term policy for the Lower Clyst is to continue Managed
Realignment. This will involve ongoing maintenance of any set back lines of
Realignment
defence established in the short term as well as possible further realignments
along other parts of this stretch if detailed study shows it to be appropriate to
do so. The continued provision and protection of important infrastructure
such as road and rail links will remain a key factor in the ongoing management
considerations for this area. In particular, the road network in the area will
require a sustainable and long-term solution involving all relevant parties and
taking into account the access requirements of communities affected.

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of
this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications,
as reported therein.
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LongerLonger-term:

The long term policy for the Lower Clyst is to continue Managed Realignment.
Realignment
This will involve ongoing maintenance of any set back lines of defence
established in the short term as well as possible further realignments along
other parts of this stretch if detailed study shows it to be appropriate to do
so. The continued provision and protection of important infrastructure such as
road and rail links will remain a key factor in the ongoing management
considerations for this area. In particular, the road network in the area will
require a sustainable and long-term solution involving all relevant parties and
taking into account the access requirements of communities affected.

Summary of Specific Policies
Policy Unit

Short term

Investigate and implement
Managed Realignment
Exe Estuary - Clyst
6b08
within the Lower Clyst
Bridge to Railway
valley (excluding Bowling
Green Marsh).

Preferred Policies
Medium term
Continue the policy of
Managed Realignment
through maintaining any
new realignments and/or
implementing further
realignments (including
consideration of
realignment at Bowling
Green Marsh in the long
term).

Long term

Continue the policy of
Managed Realignment
through maintaining any
new realignments and/or
implementing further
realignments.

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of
this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications,
as reported therein.
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Location refe
reference:

Exe Estuary – Lower Clyst

Policy Unit reference:

6b08
IMPLICATIONS OF THE PREFERRED PLAN FOR THIS LOCATION

Time
Period

Management Activities

Property, Population and
Human Health

Land Use, Infrastructure and
Material Assets

2005 –
2025

Investigate and
implement Managed
Realignment, either by
constructing set-back
defences or retreating
to higher ground within
the Lower Clyst valley.

Continued protection of
property, commercial and
economic assets and
recreational facilities such as
those in Topsham and Clyst St
Mary.

The Environment Agency are
carrying out a study, which will
consider the impacts of
Managed Realignment on the
scour of bridges and banks
(and associated impacts e.g. on
ancient Bridge Inn).

Historic Environment
Continued protection of
Grade 2 listed buildings from
flooding or erosion
predominantly Topsham.

Continued protection of
infrastructure from flooding. A
study is being commissioned
by the Environment Agency to
identify a solution for
protecting the road between
Topsham and the A376 i.e.
possibly by raising the highway
on a causeway, as part of a
Managed Realignment policy.

Landscape Character and
Visual Amenity

Earth Heritage, Soils and
Geology

Realignments in the Lower
Clyst valley would change the
landscape character through
habitat evolution, loss of trees
and hedgerows and changes to
the setting of listed buildings.
However, this would result in
the creation of a more natural
system.

The Lower Clyst Intertidal
Habitat Creation Study
(prepared by Halcrow on
behalf of the RSPB 2009) also
identifies areas of made
ground, military land and other
potentially contaminated areas.
These would require further
investigation in areas of
realignment at project level, to
determine whether the risk of
mobilisation of contaminants is
significant.

Water
No known impacts on water
quality.
Works in areas of Managed
Realignment should be
implemented so as to not
adversely impact on the water
quality status of the coastal
waters or compromise the
achievement of WFD water
quality targets.

Potential risk of flooding to
some areas of agricultural land
(e.g. between Clyst Bridge to
the Railway) from Managed
Realignment options

Maintain, and possibly
improve, any set-back
defences within the
Lower Clyst valley as
appropriate. Consider
further realignments, if
viable.

Continued protection of
property, commercial and
economic assets and
recreational facilities such as
those in Topsham and Clyst St
Mary.

The Environment Agency are
carrying out a study, which will
consider the impacts of
Managed Realignment on the
scour of bridges and banks
(and associated impacts e.g. on
ancient Bridge Inn).
Continued protection of
infrastructure from flooding. A
study is being commissioned
by the Environment Agency to
identify a solution for
protecting the road between
Topsham and the A376 i.e.
possibly by raising the highway
on a causeway, as part of a
Managed Realignment policy.

There will be no adverse
impacts on the Exe Estuary
SPA, Ramsar site and SSSI
within this policy unit –
Managed Realignment will
allow new intertidal habitat to
be created, providing new
areas where birds can feed
and/or roost.
The RSPB has commissioned a
study in the Lower Clyst
looking at intertidal habitat
creation in the Lower Clyst
(Halcrow 2009) on behalf of
landowners. It is indicated that
the habitats that could be
created by breaching defences
are likely to be of at least
county significance for nature
conservation.
Increase in saltmarsh, reedbed,
brackish habitat and wet
grassland realigned areas.
Potential reduction in arable
land, freshwater grazing marsh,
mainly species poor grassland,
hedgerows and trees.

Some loss of grade 2 and 3
agricultural land depending on
extend of Managed
Realignment, with small losses
in also in some areas where
agricultural land may provide
an informal flood storage
function.
2025 –
2055

Biodiversity,
Biodiversity, Flora and Fauna

Continued protection of
Grade 2 listed buildings from
flooding or erosion
predominantly in Topsham.

Realignments in the Lower
Clyst valley would change the
landscape character through
habitat evolution, loss of trees
and hedgerows and changes to
the setting of listed buildings.
However, this would result in
the creation of a more natural
system.

The Lower Clyst Intertidal
Habitat Creation Study
(prepared by Halcrow on
behalf of the RSPB 2009) also
identifies areas of made
ground, military land and other
potentially contaminated areas.
These would require further
investigation in areas of
realignment at project level, to
determine whether the risk of
mobilisation of contaminants is
significant.

No known impacts on water
quality.
Works in areas of Managed
Realignment should be
implemented so as to not
adversely impact on the water
quality status of the coastal
waters or compromise the
achievement of WFD water
quality targets.

If Bowling Green Marsh is
realigned then there is
potential for a reduction in its
value as a high tide roost.
There will be no adverse
impacts on the Exe Estuary
SPA, Ramsar site and SSSI in
this policy unit– Managed
Realignment will allow new
intertidal habitat to be created,
providing new areas where
birds can feed and/or roost.
Increase in saltmarsh, reedbed,
brackish habitat and wet
grassland realigned areas.
Potential reduction in arable
land, freshwater grazing marsh,
mainly species poor grassland,
hedgerows and trees.
If Bowling Green Marsh is

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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Location refe
reference:

Exe Estuary – Lower Clyst

Policy Unit reference:

6b08
IMPLICATIONS OF THE PREFERRED PLAN FOR THIS LOCATION

Time
Period

2055 –
2105

Management Activities

Maintain, and possibly
improve, any set-back
defences within the
Lower Clyst valley as
appropriate. Consider
further realignments, if
viable.

Property, Population and
Human Health

Continued protection of
property, commercial and
economic assets and
recreational facilities such as
those in Topsham and Clyst St
Mary.

Land Use, Infrastructure and
Material Assets
Some loss of grade 2 and 3
agricultural land depending on
extend of Managed
Realignment, with small losses
in also in some areas where
agricultural land may provide
an informal flood storage
function.
The Environment Agency are
carrying out a study, which will
consider the impacts of
Managed Realignment on the
scour of bridges and banks
(and associated impacts e.g. on
ancient Bridge Inn).
Continued protection of
infrastructure from flooding. A
study is being commissioned
by the Environment Agency to
identify a solution for
protecting the road between
Topsham and the A376 i.e.
possibly by raising the highway
on a causeway, as part of a
Managed Realignment policy.

Historic Environment

Landscape Character and
Visual Amenity

Earth Heritage, Soils and
Geology

Water

Biodiversity,
Biodiversity, Flora and Fauna
realigned then there is
potential for a reduction in its
value as a high tide roost.

Continued protection of
Grade 2 listed buildings from
flooding or erosion
predominantly in Topsham.

Realignments in the Lower
Clyst valley would change the
landscape character through
habitat evolution, loss of trees
and hedgerows and changes to
the setting of listed buildings.
However, this would result in
the creation of a more natural
system.

The Lower Clyst Intertidal
Habitat Creation Study
(prepared by Halcrow on
behalf of the RSPB 2009) also
identifies areas of made
ground, military land and other
potentially contaminated areas.
These would require further
investigation in areas of
realignment at project level, to
determine whether the risk of
mobilisation of contaminants is
significant.

No known impacts on water
quality.
Works in areas of Managed
Realignment should be
implemented so as to not
adversely impact on the water
quality status of the coastal
waters or compromise the
achievement of WFD water
quality targets.

There will be no adverse
impacts on the Exe Estuary
SPA, Ramsar site and SSSI in
this policy unit – Managed
Realignment will allow new
intertidal habitat to be created,
providing new areas where
birds can feed and/or roost.
If Bowling Green Marsh is
realigned then there is
potential for a reduction in its
value as a high tide roost.

Some loss of grade 2 and 3
agricultural land depending on
extend of Managed
Realignment, with small losses
in also in some areas where
agricultural land may provide
an informal flood storage
function.

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context
of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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Location reference:

Exe Estuary (East bank – River Clyst to Topsham Sludge Beds)

Policy Unit reference:

6b09 to 6b11

SUMMARY OF PREFERRED PLAN RECOMMENDATIONS AND JUSTIFICATION

Plan:
The upper eastern side of the Exe Estuary is largely defended, protecting regionally important infrastructure
links and residential centres. Due to the importance of these, the long term Plan is to continue to minimise the
risk of erosion and flooding along this frontage over the next 100 years.
Retention of the defence line, however, has the potential to result in loss of some areas of inter-tidal habitat
within the Exe Estuary, as sea levels rise and the inter-tidal area is prevented from migrating landwards by the
presence of the defences. This impact may be mitigated to some extent if Managed Realignment occurs in
other parts of the estuary.
The Exe Estuary as a whole is dependent upon the future evolution and management of Dawlish Warren, and
so the management of this section would be greatly impacted upon if the coastal defence function of Dawlish
Warren spit were to be reduced as a result of natural evolution and change. However, the recommended
policy for Dawlish Warren should ensure the spit is maintained during this period (refer to Policy Units 6b19
to 6b22).

Preferred policies to implement Plan:
From present day (short
(short
term):
):
term

The short term policy is to Hold the Line of the existing defences along this
upper eastern side of the Exe Estuary. Defences are to be maintained along
existing alignments by pro-active management. This may include the need to
either raise the height of existing defences, or, if necessary, re-build larger
structures, to maintain adequate levels of protection.

Medium term:
term:

The medium term policy is to continue to Hold the Line of the existing
defences along this upper eastern side of the Exe Estuary. Defences are to be
maintained along existing alignments by pro-active management. The existing
standards of protection within the inner estuary are liable to be compromised
in the medium to long term necessitating the provision of new defence
structures. This may include the need to re-build larger defences to maintain
adequate levels of protection in the longer term as sea levels rise.

LongerLonger-term:

The long term policy is to continue to Hold the Line of the existing defences
along this upper eastern side of the Exe Estuary.
Defences would continue to be maintained along existing alignments by proactive management. This is likely to include the need to construct new hard
defences (if not undertaken in the preceding epochs) in order to maintain
adequate levels of protection. This could, however, have an impact on the Exe
Estuary by restricting its ability to adapt to rising sea levels and changes in
hydrology resulting from future climate change, and result in the loss of
intertidal areas if sedimentation is unable to keep pace with rising sea levels.

Summary of Specific Policies
Policy Unit
6b09

Exe Estuary Topsham

Short term
Continue to maintain
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.

Preferred Policies
Medium term
Continue to maintain
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.

Long term
Continue to maintain
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of
this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications,
as reported therein.
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Policy Unit
Exe Estuary - M5
6b10 (east) to St James'
Weir
Exe Estuary 6b11 Topsham Sludge
beds

Short term
Continue to maintain
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.
Continue to maintain
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.

Preferred Policies
Medium term
Continue to maintain
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.
Continue to maintain
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.

Long term
Continue to maintain
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.
Continue to maintain
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of
this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications,
as reported therein.
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Location refe
reference:

Exe Estuary (East bank – River Clyst Topsham Sludge Beds)

Policy Unit reference:

6b09 to 6b11
IMPLICATIONS
IMPLICATIONS OF THE PREFERRED PLAN FOR THIS LOCATION

Time
Period

Management Activities

2005 –
2025

Maintenance of, and
improvements to,
defences.

2025 –
2055

2055 –
2105

Maintenance of, and
improvements to,
defences.

Maintenance of, and
improvements to,
defences.

Property, Population and
Human Health

Land Use, Infrastructure and
Material Assets

Continued protection of
property, commercial and
economic assets and
recreational facilities in
Topsham and Exeter.

Continued protection of the
railway connections from
flooding.

Continued protection of
property, commercial and
economic assets and
recreational facilities in
Topsham and Exeter.

Continued protection of the
railway connections from
flooding.

Continued protection of
property, commercial and
economic assets and
recreational facilities in
Topsham and Exeter.

Continued protection of the
railway connections from
flooding.

Historic Environment

Landscape Character and
Visual Amenity

Earth Heritage, Soils and
Geology
Geology

Biodiversity, Flora and Fauna

Continued protection of
Grade 2 listed buildings from
flooding or erosion
predominantly in Topsham.

No known impacts on
landscape character.

No known impacts earth
heritage, soils and geology.

HTL to protect heavily
populated areas could increase
the frequency of tide-locking
and subsequent water depth in
the adjacent river waterbodies
in response to climate
change/sea level rise, thus
potentially failing WFD
objective 3.

A HTL policy is likely to result
in the progressive loss of
intertidal habitat due to coastal
squeeze, resulting in the
physical modification or loss of
habitat used by feeding and
roosting birds within the Exe
Estuary SPA, Ramsar site and
SSSI. Consequently, an adverse
effect is anticipated on this
European site.

Continued protection of
Grade 2 listed buildings from
flooding or erosion
predominantly in Topsham.

No known impacts on
landscape character.

No known impacts earth
heritage, soils and geology.

HTL to protect heavily
populated areas could increase
the frequency of tide-locking
and subsequent water depth in
the adjacent river waterbodies
in response to climate
change/sea level rise, thus
potentially failing WFD
objective 3.

A HTL policy is likely to result
in the progressive loss of
intertidal habitat due to coastal
squeeze, resulting in the
physical modification or loss of
habitat used by feeding and
roosting birds within the Exe
Estuary SPA, Ramsar site and
SSSI. Consequently, an adverse
effect is anticipated on this
European site.

Continued protection of
Grade 2 listed buildings from
flooding or erosion
predominantly in Topsham.

No known impacts on
landscape character.

No known impacts earth
heritage, soils and geology.

HTL to protect heavily
populated areas could increase
the frequency of tide-locking
and subsequent water depth in
the adjacent river waterbodies
in response to climate
change/sea level rise, thus
potentially failing WFD
objective 3.

A HTL policy is likely to result
in the progressive loss of
intertidal habitat due to coastal
squeeze, resulting in the
physical modification or loss of
habitat used by feeding and
roosting birds within the Exe
Estuary SPA, Ramsar site and
SSSI. Consequently, an adverse
effect is anticipated on this
European site.

Continued protection of
infrastructure from flooding.

Continued protection of
infrastructure from flooding.

Continued protection of
infrastructure from flooding.

Water

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context
of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context
of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context
of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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Location reference:

Exe Estuary (West bank)

Policy Unit reference:

6b12 to 6b18

SUMMARY OF PREFERRED PLAN RECOMMENDATIONS AND JUSTIFICATION

Plan:
Plan:
The western side of the Exe Estuary is largely defended, protecting important infrastructure links and
residential areas. Due to the importance of these, the long term plan is to continue to minimise the risk of
erosion and flooding along this frontage over the next 100 years.
Retention of the defence line, however, has the potential to cause loss of some areas of inter-tidal habitat
within the Exe Estuary, as sea levels rise and the inter-tidal area is prevented from migrating landwards by the
presence of the defences.
Along the Powderham Banks there is an opportunity to realign some of the existing defences to improve flood
risk management in the wider Exe Estuary and create new inter-tidal areas. This would provide habitat creation
opportunities as other parts of the Exe Estuary experience loss of inter-tidal areas due to rising sea levels in
the longer term. The need to continue to provide freshwater grazing marsh, potentially by creating new areas
of marsh or by enhancing appropriately located low lying land would also be sought.
Consideration would though need to be given to the wider impacts of this policy on the whole Exe Estuary, as
Managed Realignment in this area could have implications for the sediment regime in the estuary or at its
mouth, which could cause the main channel of the Exe to meander or have an effect the distal end of Dawlish
Warren. Therefore, further detailed investigation would be required before implementing any Managed
Realignment, along with substantial dialogue with landowners, Network Rail and Devon County Council on the
impacts of any realignment scheme to ensure that the mainline railway route and cycleway, or defences to
protect it, are not adversely affected. Should it be determined as a result of these further detailed investigations
that it is not possible to implement Managed Realignment in this area, then the policy would revert to
continuing to holding the existing defences in line with the other parts of this stretch.
The Exe Estuary as a whole is dependent upon the future evolution and management of Dawlish Warren, and
so the management of this section would be greatly impacted upon if the coastal defence function of Dawlish
Warren spit were to be reduced as a result of natural evolution and change. However, the recommended
policy for Dawlish Warren should ensure the spit is maintained during this period (refer to Policy Units 6b19
to 6b21).

Preferred policies to implement Plan:
From present day (short
(short
term):
):
term

The short term policy is to Hold the Line of the existing defences along the
entire length of this western side of the Exe Estuary. Defences are to be
maintained along existing alignments by pro-active management: this may
include the need to improve some defences during this period in order to
maintain adequate levels of protection, notably by raising the height of the
defences within Cockwood Harbour. However, the existing defences cannot
be raised indefinitely and thus new defences may be required here in the long
term.
Along the Powderham Banks the existing defences would be maintained in the
short term to allow for detailed studies looking at the viability of undertaking
Managed Realignment in the medium to long term.
The continued defence along this stretch could have an impact on the Exe
Estuary by restricting its ability to adapt to rising sea levels; however, it is
unlikely to be significant during this period and loss of inter-tidal areas as a
result are likely to be limited.

Medium term:
term:

The medium term policy is to continue to Hold the Line of the existing
defences along the majority of this western side of the Exe Estuary, raising the
height of the defences further during this period in order to maintain current

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of
this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications,
as reported therein.
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levels of protection. However, the existing defence standards within the inner
estuary are liable to be compromised in the medium to long term necessitating
the provision of new, larger, defence structures at some point.
Although these defences would continue to afford protection to the shoreline
assets, they could, however, have an impact on the Exe Estuary by restricting
its ability to adapt to rising sea levels and changes in hydrology resulting from
future climate change, and this could lead to the loss of some inter-tidal areas
as a result.
Along Powderham Banks the medium term plan is to move to a policy of
Managed Realignment along this section, following detailed studies in the short
term. Implementation of Managed Realignment during this period would
involve construction of secondary lines of defence and managed breaching of
existing defences.

LongerLonger-term:

The long term policy is to continue to Hold the Line along this western side of
the Exe Estuary, which would most likely necessitate constructing new hard
defences along existing alignments to maintain the required levels of
protection.
Along Powderham Banks, this would likely involve ongoing maintenance to the
secondary lines of defence (if established in the medium term) to retain the
required levels of protection.

Summary of Specific Policies
Policy Unit

Short term
Exe Estuary - St
Continue to maintain
6b12 James' Weir to M5 existing defences under a
(west)
Hold the Line policy.
Exe Estuary - M5 Continue to maintain
6b13 (west) to Turf
existing defences under a
Lock
Hold the Line policy.
Continue to maintain
Exe Estuary - Turf existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.
6b14 Lock to
Powderham
Investigate Managed
Realignment opportunities.
Exe Estuary Continue to maintain
6b15 Powderham
existing defences under a
(south)
Hold the Line policy.
Continue to maintain
Exe Estuary 6b16
existing defences under a
Starcross
Hold the Line policy.
Continue to maintain
Exe Estuary 6b17
existing defences under a
Cockwood
Hold the Line policy.
Exe Estuary Continue to maintain
6b18 Cockwood
Cockwood to The existing defences under a
Warren
Hold the Line policy.

Preferred Policies
Policies
Medium term
Continue to maintain
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.
Continue to maintain
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.

Long term
Continue to maintain
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.
Continue to maintain
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.

Implement Managed
Realignment along this
stretch.

Hold the Line of the
realigned defence.

Continue to maintain
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.
Continue to maintain
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.
Continue to maintain
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.
Continue to maintain
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.

Continue to maintain
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.
Continue to maintain
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.
Continue to maintain
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.
Continue to maintain
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of
this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications,
as reported therein.
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Location refe
reference:

Exe Estuary (West bank)

Policy Unit
Unit reference:

6b12 to 6b18
IMPLICATIONS OF THE PREFERRED PLAN FOR THIS LOCATION

Time
Period

Management Activities

2005 –
2025

Maintenance of, and
improvements to,
defences, including
raising the height of the
defences within
Cockwood Harbour.
Investigation of
Managed Realignment
options.

Continued protection of
property, commercial and
economic assets and
recreational facilities in
Dawlish, Starcross and
Cockwood.

Maintain and possibly
improve the defences.
Construction of
secondary defences
Along Powderham
Banks followed by
managed breaching.

Continued protection of
property, commercial and
economic assets and
recreational facilities in
Dawlish, Starcross and
Cockwood.

2025 –
2055

Property, Population and
Human Health

Continued protection of most
parts of Powderham from
flooding/erosion including
Powderham yacht club, Deer
park and castle.

Continued protection of most
parts of Powderham from
flooding/erosion including
Powderham yacht club, Deer
park and castle.

Land Use, Infrastructure and
Material Assets
Continued protection of the
mainline railway from risk of
flooding.

Continued protection of
Powderham Registered Park
and Garden from flooding.

Continued protection of
infrastructure including a
sewage works from flooding.

Continued protection of
Grade 2 listed buildings from
flooding predominantly in
Starcross and Cockwood.

Maintenance of, and
improvements to
existing and realigned
defences.

Landscape Character
Character and
Visual Amenity

Earth Heritage, Soils and
Geology

Water

Biodiversity, Flora and Fauna

No known impacts on
landscape character.

No known impacts on geology
or soils.

HTL to protect heavily
populated areas could increase
the frequency of tide-locking
and subsequent water depth in
the adjacent river waterbodies
in response to climate
change/sea level rise, thus
potentially failing WFD
objective 3.

A HTL policy is likely to result
in the progressive loss of
intertidal habitat due to coastal
squeeze, resulting in the
physical modification or loss of
habitat used by feeding and
roosting birds within the Exe
Estuary SPA, Ramsar site, SSSI
and RSPB Reserve.
Consequently, an adverse
effect is anticipated on this
European site.

No known impacts on
landscape character.

No known impacts on geology
or soils.

HTL to protect heavily
populated areas could increase
the frequency of tide-locking
and subsequent water depth in
the adjacent river waterbodies
in response to climate
change/sea level rise, thus
potentially failing WFD
objective 3.

A HTL policy is likely to result
in the progressive loss of
intertidal habitat due to coastal
squeeze, resulting in the
physical modification or loss of
habitat used by feeding and
roosting birds within the Exe
Estuary SPA, Ramsar site, SSSI
and RSPB Reserve.
Consequently, an adverse
effect is anticipated on this
European site.

Protection of the majority of
grade 2 and 3 agricultural land
with small losses in some
areas. Majority of area is urban
or non-agricultural.
Continued protection of the
mainline railway from risk of
flooding.

Continued protection of
Powderham Registered Park
and Garden from flooding.

Continued protection of
infrastructure including a
sewage works from flooding

Continued protection of
Grade 2 listed buildings from
flooding predominantly in
Starcross and Cockwood.

Risk of flooding to some areas
of agricultural land (e.g. north
of Powderham) from Managed
Realignment options
Continued protection of the
majority of grade 2 and 3
agricultural land with small
losses in some areas. Majority
of area is urban or nonagricultural.

2055 –
2105

Historic Environment

Managed Realignment 6b14
has the potential to impact on
the medieval harbour at Le
Turffe, canal (and hulks/fish
traps) – potentially adverse

Works in areas of Managed
Realignment should be
implemented so as to not
adversely impact on the water
quality status of the coastal
waters or compromise the
achievement of WFD water
quality targets.

impact

Continued protection of
property, commercial and
economic assets and
recreational facilities in
Dawlish, Starcross and
Cockwood in the short,
medium and long term –

Continued protection of the
mainline railway from risk of
flooding – beneficial impact.

Continued protection of
Powderham Registered Park
and Garden from flooding.

Continued protection of
infrastructure including a
sewage works from flooding–

beneficial impact.

beneficial impact.

Continued protection of
Grade 2 listed buildings from
flooding predominantly in
Starcross and Cockwood.

Protection of most parts of

Potential risk of flooding to

No known impacts on
landscape character.

No known impacts on geology
or soils.

HTL to protect heavily
populated areas could increase
the frequency of tide-locking
and subsequent water depth in
the adjacent river waterbodies
in response to climate
change/sea level rise, thus
potentially failing WFD
objective 3.

Managed Realignment at 6b14
will help to offset losses due to
coastal squeeze within the Exe
Estuary SPA, Ramsar site, SSSI
and RSPB Reserve, by creating
intertidal habitat and providing
new areas for birds to feed
and/or roost.
In realigned area, potential for
impacts on freshwater grazing
marsh.
Potential gain of intertidal
habitat between Turf Lock and
Powderham.
A HTL policy is likely to result
in the progressive loss of
intertidal habitat due to coastal
squeeze, resulting in the
physical modification or loss of
habitat used by feeding and
roosting birds within the Exe
Estuary SPA, Ramsar site, SSSI
and RSPB Reserve.
Consequently, an adverse

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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Location refe
reference:

Exe Estuary (West bank)

Policy Unit
Unit reference:

6b12 to 6b18
IMPLICATIONS OF THE PREFERRED PLAN FOR THIS LOCATION

Time
Period

Management Activities

Property, Population and
Human Health
Powderham from
flooding/erosion including
Powderham yacht club, Deer
park and castle in the short,
medium and long term –

Land Use, Infrastructure and
Material Assets
some areas of agricultural land
(e.g. north of Powderham)
from Managed Realignment
options– potential adverse

impact

beneficial impact.
Continued protection of the
majority of grade 2 and 3
agricultural land with small
losses in some areas. Majority
of area is urban or nonagricultural.

Historic Environment

Landscape Character
Character and
Visual Amenity

Earth Heritage, Soils and
Geology

Water
Works in areas of Managed
Realignment should be
implemented so as to not
adversely impact on the water
quality status of the coastal
waters or compromise the
achievement of WFD water
quality targets.

Biodiversity, Flora and Fauna
effect is anticipated on this
European site.

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context
of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context
of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context
of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context
of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context
of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context
of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context
of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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Location reference:

Dawlish Warren

Policy Unit reference:

6b19 to 6b22

SUMMARY OF PREFERRED PLAN RECOMMENDATIONS AND JUSTIFICATION

Plan:
Dawlish Warren spit extends across approximately three quarters of the mouth of the Exe Estuary from the
west, and forms an important defence function for the inner estuary by restricting wave propagation into the
estuary. It has been significantly modified over the past 50 to 100 years by human activity and, whilst appearing
to be a fairly natural feature, it is now in fact an artefact of past human intervention and as such is not presently
a wholly-naturally functioning system. The distal end of Dawlish Warren is currently accreting and it is likely
that the net west to east movement of material will continue along the spit, although no new input of sediment
from the west is likely as this is prevented by defences at Langstone Rock and along the Dawlish frontage.
Recent studies of the spit as part of the Exe Estuary Coastal Management Study show that the distal end has
become inter-tidal at least once since about the mid-1800s. Due to the dynamic nature of the distal end, it
would be preferable to allow it to evolve as naturally as possible, although at present, it is anchored by buried
groynes.
On the basis of preventing significantly increased flood risk to the infrastructure and properties within the
inner estuary, health and safety implications, economics and preserving and enhancing the tourist amenity at
the Warren, the protection that the spit affords must be continued in the immediate term. The long term aim
of the Plan is to continue to ensure that the defence function of the spit is retained in a way that is sustainable
and meets the requirements of the Habitat Regulations.
However, the long term management of Dawlish Warren requires much more detailed investigation as there is
much uncertainty over how the spit will evolve and what measures would be technically and environmentally
acceptable to implement in this area. As such, the long term Plan in this area has not been fully determined in
order to allow flexibility in approach based upon more detailed investigation in the short term, starting with
the Exe Estuary Strategy Study that is due to begin in 2010 and report in 2011. Whilst these detailed studies
are being undertaken, management activities in the immediate term will seek to maintain the current defence
line as far as possible.

Preferred policies to implement Plan:
From present day (short
(short
term):
):
term

The short term policy is to Hold the Line along the seaward face of Dawlish
Warren. The estuary-facing side of the spit would be left undefended and
allowed to continue to evolve naturally during this period with No Active
Active
Intervention during this period.
Following recent erosion, the current condition and standard of the defences
suggests that they will not be adequate to achieve the aim of the Plan in this
period. Therefore measures to repair or replace the defences need to be
implemented in the immediate future whilst the long term management is
determined by more detailed study in this period.
The defences here are also presently very susceptible to beach lowering due
to the net eastward littoral drift and lack of sediment input from the east;
therefore, beach management techniques such as recycling and/or recharging
could also be considered in the short term. Beach management will enhance
the amenity of the tourist beach and improve the integrity of the flood
defences.
The distal end of Dawlish Warren is highly dynamic and presently accreting
due to west-to east transport that occurs along the whole of Dawlish Warren,
and the only defences are a series of partially buried groynes and gabions. This
trend is expected to continue during this period.
Between Dawlish Warren and Langstone Rock the coast is protected by a sea
wall and rock armour, which prevents erosion along this stretch. These

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of
this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications,
as reported therein.
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defences could also require improvements during this period.
This period of continuing to maintain the existing defence line is to be used to
undertake more detailed investigation of the Dawlish Warren spit to identify
the most technically appropriate and environmentally acceptable option(s) for
the future management of the spit, such that it continues to provide the
important defence function for the rest of the inner estuary whilst meeting the
requirements of the Habitat Regulations.

Medium term:
term:

The medium term policy is not defined as there is significant uncertainty over
the most appropriate means for managing Dawlish Warren in the medium to
long term such that continues to provide the important defence function for
the rest of the inner estuary whilst meeting the requirements of the Habitat
Regulations. It is anticipated that the policy determined by more detailed study
in the short term will result in either Hold the Line or Managed Realignment
being adopted for Dawlish Warren.
The policy for this epoch should be determined following more detailed
investigation in the short term and ongoing monitoring.

LongerLonger-term:

The long term policy is not defined as there is significant uncertainty over the
most appropriate means for managing Dawlish Warren in the medium to long
term such that continues to provide the important defence function for the
rest of the inner estuary whilst meeting the requirements of the Habitat
Regulations. It is anticipated that the policy determined by more detailed study
in the short term will result in either Hold the Line or Managed Realignment
being adopted for Dawlish Warren.
The policy for this epoch should be determined following more detailed
investigation in the short term and ongoing monitoring.

Summary of Specific Policies
Policy Unit

Dawlish Warren
6b19
(inner side)

Short term

Allow natural evolution of
this area as far as possible
under a policy of No
Active Intervention.
Intervention

6b20
6b20

Dawlish Warren
(East - distal end)

Continue to Hold the Line
of Dawlish Warren to
maintain its flood defence
function. Investigate
Managed Realignment
options.

6b21
6b21

Dawlish Warren
(Central - gabion

Continue to Hold the Line
of Dawlish Warren to

Preferred Policies
Medium term
Policy to be determined
by more detailed study in
the short term, and may
result in either Hold the
Line, Managed
Realignment or No Active
Intervention being
identified as most
appropriate.
Policy to be determined
by more detailed study in
the short term, and may
result in either Hold the
Line or Managed
Realignment being
identified as most
appropriate.
Policy to be determined
by more detailed study in

Long term
Policy to be determined
by more detailed study in
the short term, and may
result in either Hold the
Line, Managed
Realignment or No Active
Intervention being
identified as most
appropriate.
Policy to be determined
by more detailed study in
the short term, and may
result in either Hold the
Line or Managed
Realignment being
identified as most
appropriate.
Policy to be determined
by more detailed study in

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of
this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications,
as reported therein.
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Policy Unit
defences)

Dawlish Warren
Warren
6b22
6b22 (West - hard
defences)

Short term
maintain its flood defence
function. Investigate
Managed Realignment
options.

Continue to maintain
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.

Preferred Policies
Medium term
the short term, and may
result in either Hold the
Line or Managed
Realignment being
identified as most
appropriate.
Policy to be determined
by more detailed study in
the short term, and may
result in either Hold the
Line or Managed
Realignment being
identified as most
appropriate.

Long term
the short term, and may
result in either Hold the
Line or Managed
Realignment being
identified as most
appropriate.
Policy to be determined
by more detailed study in
the short term, and may
result in either Hold the
Line or Managed
Realignment being
identified as most
appropriate.

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of
this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications,
as reported therein.
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Location refe
reference:

Dawlish Warren

Policy Unit reference:

6b19 to 6b22
IMPLICATIONS
IMPLICATIONS OF THE PREFERRED PLAN FOR THIS LOCATION

Time
Period

Management Activities

2005 –
2025

Maintenance of existing
defences, supported by
beach management
activities. Possible
defence improvements
along western stretch.
Studies undertaken to
support Managed
Realignment.

Property, Population and
Human Health
Continued protection of
property, commercial and
economic assets and
recreational facilities in
Dawlish

Land Use, Infrastructure and
Material Assets
Continued protection of the
mainline railway from flooding.

Historic Environment
No known impacts on
archaeological features.

Landscape Character and
Visual Amenity
Minor changes in landscape
character within the East
Devon AONB.

Continued protection of
infrastructure from flooding

Earth Heritage, Soils and
Geology
Continued protection of
historic Greenland Lake landfill
site on Dawlish Warren from
flooding

Water
Water
No known impacts on water
quality.

Continued protection of
properties along the seafront:
facilities for tourists/economic/
commercial assets in Dawlish
Warren from flooding and
erosion
Hotel facilities at slight risk
from flooding near Dawlish
Warren.

2025 –
2055

2055 –
2105

Monitoring of the spit
would occur, and
possibly construction of
a secondary defence
line along the eastern
part. Maintenance of,
and possible
improvements to,
defences at the western
end, supported by
beach management
activities.

Monitoring of the spit
would occur, and
possibly construction of
a secondary defence
line along the eastern
part during this period.
Maintenance of, and
possible improvements
to defences at the
western end, supported
by beach management
activities, whilst
sustainable.

Continued protection of
property, commercial and
economic assets and
recreational facilities in
Dawlish

Continued protection of the
mainline railway from flooding.
Continued protection of
infrastructure from flooding

Continued protection of
properties along the seafront:
facilities for tourists/economic/
commercial assets in Dawlish
Warren from flooding and
erosion
Hotel facilities at slight risk
from flooding near Dawlish
Warren.
Continued protection of
property, commercial and
economic assets and
recreational facilities in
Dawlish
Continued protection of
properties along the seafront:
facilities for tourists/economic/
commercial assets in Dawlish
Warren from flooding and
erosion
Hotel facilities at slight risk
from flooding near Dawlish
Warren

Continued protection of the
mainline railway from flooding
Continued protection of
infrastructure from flooding

Any plans for realignment at
Dawlish Warren in the
medium or long term would
have the potential to impact
on pre-historic deposits and
WWII features – potentially
adverse impact (dependent on
selected policy and would be
informed by the Exe Estuary
Strategy).

Any plans for realignment at
Dawlish Warren in the
medium or long term would
have the potential to impact
on pre-historic deposits and
WWII features – potentially
adverse impact (dependent on
selected policy and would be
informed by the Exe Estuary
Strategy).

Minor changes in landscape
character within the East
Devon AONB.

Minor changes in landscape
character within the East
Devon AONB.

Potential mobilisation of
contaminants from the historic
Greenland Lake landfill site on
Dawlish Warren due to
flooding, if Managed
Realignment is implemented.
Further investigation would be
required at project level to
determine the risk the site
poses to water and soils.
Natural coastal processes
would be reinstated and
geomorphological SSSI features
enhanced through a Managed
Realignment policy.
Potential mobilisation of
contaminants from the historic
Greenland Lake landfill site on
Dawlish Warren due to
flooding, if Managed
Realignment is implemented.
Further investigation would be
required at project level to
determine the risk the site
poses to water and soils.

See Soils and Geology
Works in areas of Managed
Realignment should be
implemented so as to not
adversely impact on the water
quality status of the coastal
waters or compromise the
achievement of WFD water
quality targets.

See Soils and Geology
Works in areas of Managed
Realignment should be
implemented so as to not
adversely impact on the water
quality status of the coastal
waters or compromise the
achievement of WFD water
quality targets.

Biodiversity, Flora and Fauna
HTL policies will have an
adverse effect on the dune
habitats of Dawlish Warren
SAC (plus SSSI, NNR and
LNR)
A HTL policy is likely to result
in the progressive loss of
intertidal habitat due to coastal
squeeze, resulting in the
physical modification or loss of
habitat used by feeding and
roosting birds within the Exe
Estuary SPA, Ramsar site, SSSI
and RSPB Reserve.
Consequently, an adverse
effect is anticipated on this
European site.
The Exe Estuary Strategy will
seek to find an acceptable
solution for Dawlish Warren
SAC (plus SSSI, NNR and
LNR).

The Exe Estuary Strategy will
seek to find an acceptable
solution for Dawlish Warren
SAC (plus SSSI, NNR and
LNR).

Natural coastal processes
would be reinstated and
geomorphological SSSI features
enhanced through a Managed
Realignment policy.

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context
of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context
of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context
of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context
of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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Location reference:

Langstone Rock to Holcombe

Policy Unit reference:

6b23 and 6b24

SUMMARY OF PREFERRED PLAN RECOMMENDATIONS AND JUSTIFICATION

Plan:
This section of coast is completely defended along its length by a seawall that extends along this section as
protection to the mainline railway line. This is of significant economic importance the wider South-West
region, connecting the region to the rest of the UK. These defences also protect the town of Dawlish. For
these reasons, the long term Plan for this stretch is for the mainline railway to continue to be protected.
The beach fronting the seawall along the majority of this stretch is controlled by groynes and breakwaters.
Towards Holcombe, short lengths of seawall that protect the mainline railway line are located at the backs of
small pocket beaches. These are interrupted by short lengths of undefended rock headlands, through which the
railway runs via a series of tunnels.
Larger and more substantial structures are likely to be required in the future, in response to rising sea levels
and diminishing beaches in front of the defences. It is likely that much, if not all of this section would be
protected by hard defences in the future; this will result in the majority of geological exposures becoming
obscured. There is already limited interaction with adjacent shorelines therefore continued defence of this
section would not have an additional impact up or downdrift.
The lack of beach along this stretch could also impact upon the tourism value of the area, although this may be
mitigated by retention of a beach in the adjacent section at Dawlish Warren (refer to Policy Unit 6b21).

Preferred policies to implement Plan:
From present day (short
(short
term):
):
term

The short term policy is to Hold the Line of the existing defences. This would
involve ongoing maintenance and possibly construction of new defences during
this period to ensure continued protection to the mainline railway.
The seawall prevents erosion of the cliff toe along the majority of this stretch
and has resulted in the cliff line being largely fixed over the past century or
more. A continuation of defences will result in no change in shoreline position,
and in turn no additional sediment supply to the local beaches.
Despite the presence of the control structures, the beach fronting the Dawlish
frontage has a long term trend of erosion and narrowing. This trend would
continue during this period, although consideration of beach recharge options
to improve the standard of protection to the mainline railway might reduce
this effect.
Towards Holcombe, the coast is characterised by small cliffed headlands
indented with small pocket beaches. These beaches have been stable over the
longer term and this is expected to continue to 2025, although coastal squeeze
could become increasingly important towards the end of this period. The
cliffed headlands are undefended and expected to continue to erode through
infrequent small scale cliff failures events, but with total erosion of less than
2m predicted by 2025.

Medium term:
term:

The medium term policy is to continue to Hold the Line of the existing
defences. If not undertaken in the short term, it is likely that new defences
would be required at the beginning of this period in order to maintain
adequate levels of protection to the mainline railway.
There would be no change in shoreline position along much of this stretch,
due to the defences. The cliffed headlands would continue to erode as
historically, although sea level rise could begin to lead to an increase in this
rate during this period, with total erosion of 2 to 6m predicted by 2055.

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of
this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications,
as reported therein.
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Monitoring of this would be undertaken as it could begin to cause a significant
risk to the railway line that runs through tunnels carved inside these headlands,
and so measures may be needed to prevent this, probably through the
extension of existing defences.
Beach narrowing will continue to be an important issue, with most of the
beaches likely to disappear during this period due to lack of sediment input,
sea level rise and the defences preventing any natural shoreline response.
Defences will have to be upgraded to cope with the increased pressure and
risk of overtopping which will result, although options to address this
increased risk might consider whether beach recharge could reduce the effect
of beach narrowing.

LongerLonger-term:

The long term policy is to continue to Hold the Line of the existing defences
along this stretch, through ongoing maintenance of the defences. It is possible
that further improvements to the defences along this stretch could be required
during this period in order to maintain adequate levels of protection to the
mainline railway. It is unlikely that any beaches would be present by this period
and therefore there would be increased exposure and therefore pressure on
the defences.
Towards Holcombe, defences along parts of this section would continue to
prevent cliff erosion supplying sediment to the local pocket beaches. As sea
levels rise, these beaches could narrow and in places disappear as a result of
the lack of sediment input. This would increase exposure of the defences and
mean that they would be likely to require further improvements during this
period to maintain adequate levels of protection.
Continued erosion of the cliffed headlands is expected to continue, although
sea level rise could begin to lead to an increase in this rate during this period,
with total erosion of 5 to 30m predicted by 2105. This would likely cause a
significant risk to the railway line that runs through tunnels carved inside these
headlands. If not implemented in the medium term, measures may be needed
to prevent this, probably through the extension of existing defences.

Summary of Specific Policies
Policy Unit

Short term
Continue to maintain the
Langstone Rock to
6b23
existing defences under a
6b23
Coryton Cove
Hold the Line policy.
Continue to maintain the
Coryton Cove to
6b24
6b24
existing defences under a
Holcombe
Hold the Line policy.

Preferred Policies
Policies
Medium term
Continue to maintain the
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.
Continue to maintain the
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.

Long term
Continue to maintain the
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.
Continue to maintain the
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of
this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications,
as reported therein.
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Location refe
reference:

Langstone Rock to Holcombe

Policy Unit reference:

6b23 and 6b24
IMPLICATIONS OF THE PREFERRED PLAN FOR THIS LOCATION

Time
Period

Management Activities

2005 –
2025

Maintenance and
possible improvements
to the defences.

Property, Population and
Human Health
Continued protection of
property, commercial and
economic assets and
recreational facilities in
Dawlish.

Land Use,
Use, Infrastructure and
Material Assets

Historic Environment

Continued protection of the
mainline railway from flooding

Continued protection of
Grade 2 listed buildings from
flooding or erosion at Dawlish.

Landscape Character and
Visual Amenity
No known impacts on
landscape character.

Continued protection of the
A379 at Dawlish from flooding.

Earth Heritage, Soils and
Geology
Holding the line along this
coastal section has the
potential to affect the interest
features of Dawlish Cliffs SSSI
along this section by
preventing further erosion.

Continued protection of
infrastructure from flooding

2025 –
2055

New defences may
need to be
constructed.

Continued protection of
property, commercial and
economic assets and
recreational facilities in
Dawlish.

Continued protection of the
mainline railway from flooding.

Continued protection of
Grade 2 listed buildings from
flooding or erosion at Dawlish.

No known impacts on
landscape character.

Continued protection of the
A379 at Dawlish from flooding.
Continued protection of
infrastructure from flooding

2055 –
2105

Continued maintenance
and possible further
improvements to the
defences.

Continued protection of
property, commercial and
economic assets and
recreational facilities in
Dawlish.

Continued protection of the
mainline railway from flooding
Continued protection of the
A379 at Dawlish from flooding.
Continued protection of
infrastructure from flooding

Continued protection of
Grade 2 listed buildings from
flooding or erosion at Dawlish.

No known impacts on
landscape character.

Holding the line along this
coastal section has the
potential to affect the interest
features of Dawlish Cliffs SSSI
along this section by
preventing further erosion and
obscuring exposures.

Holding the line along this
coastal section has the
potential to affect the interest
features of Dawlish Cliffs SSSI
along this section by
preventing further erosion and
obscuring exposures.

Water
No known impacts on water
quality.
Works to Hold the Line
should be implemented so as
to not adversely impact on the
water quality status of the
coastal waters or compromise
the achievement of WFD
water quality targets.
No known impacts on water
quality.

Biodiversity, Flora and Fauna
No known impacts on
designated biodiversity, flora
or fauna.

No known impacts on
designated biodiversity, flora
or fauna.

Works to Hold the Line
should be implemented so as
to not adversely impact on the
water quality status of the
coastal waters or compromise
the achievement of WFD
water quality targets.
No known impacts on water
quality.

No known impacts on
designated biodiversity, flora
or fauna.

Works to Hold the Line
should be implemented so as
to not adversely impact on the
water quality status of the
coastal waters or compromise
the achievement of WFD
water quality targets.

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context
of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context
of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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Location reference:

Holcombe to Teignmouth (The Point)

Policy Unit reference:

6b25 to 6b29

SUMMARY OF PREFERRED PLAN RECOMMENDATIONS AND JUSTIFICATION

Plan:
Due to the importance of the railway for the wider South West region, and the economic value of
Teignmouth, the long term vision of the Plan for this stretch is to continue to prevent erosion and flooding of
this stretch of coastline over the next 100 years.
The beach towards Teignmouth Pier has historically fluctuated as part of a cyclic sediment transport regime
that exists in this area and it is uncertain as to exactly what impact this regime could have upon beach levels
along the southern parts of this stretch of shoreline in the longer term as sea levels rise. Narrowing or loss of
beach along this section would increase the risks to defences and would also be detrimental to the tourism
value of the area.
If implementation of this policy can be achieved via beach recharge, then this will also be beneficial to retaining
the amenity and tourism value of Teignmouth in the longer term, at a time when other beaches in the region
are expected to be narrowing, steepening or even lost due to rising sea levels.

Preferred policies to implement Plan:
From present day (short
(short
term):
):
term

The short term policy is to Hold the Line along the majority of this stretch.
This would involve ongoing maintenance of the defences, including seawalls
and groynes, to prevent cliff erosion and reduce the risk of flooding at
Teignmouth.
The defences prevent erosion of the cliff toe along this section and have
resulted in negligible cliff recession occurring over the past century or more,
and in turn a lack of sediment supply to the local beaches. This situation will
remain. The beach fronting the seawall has a long term trend of erosion and
narrowing and coastal squeeze as a result of sea level rise is likely to become
increasingly significant during this period to 2025, although consideration of
options that include beach recharge to improve the standard of protection to
the mainline railway could reduce this effect.
Along the southern part of this section fronting Teignmouth, groynes also help
to control the littoral drift of beach material and these would need to be
maintained. The beach in this area has historically fluctuated as part of a cyclic
sediment transport regime that exists in this area. This interaction is expected
to remain; however, it could be affected by any changes in the management of
the Teign Estuary. This would need to be looked at in further detail as part of
any future Teign Estuary management.
The policy for The Point, a short spit that extends into the mouth of the Teign
Estuary from the north side of the mouth, is to allow it to continue to evolve
largely naturally without intervention, although the recommended policy in this
area is one of Managed Realignment.
Realignment This is to allow some intervention to
occur should more detailed studies during this period show that it is necessary
to actively manage this area for the benefit of the wider Teign Estuary.

Medium term:
term:

The medium term policy is to continue to Hold the
the Line along the majority of
this stretch of coast. Sea level rise could cause further narrowing of the beach
which would put further pressure on the existing defences. As such, it is likely
that implementation of this policy would involve constructing new defences at
the beginning of this period in order to maintain adequate levels of protection
to the mainline railway and to continue to reduce the risk of flooding at
Teignmouth. However, options to address this increased risk could consider
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some element of beach recharge and/or control structures to reduce the
effect of beach narrowing.
Continued defence of the cliff toe would result in negligible cliff recession
between 2025 and 2055 and no input of sediment to the local beaches.
The beach fronting Teignmouth towards the pier would also be expected to
continue to fluctuate as part of the cyclic sediment transport system, although
sea level rise could cause some narrowing of the beach in the longer term as
the seawall prevents it from responding naturally.
The policy for The Point would remain one of Managed Realignment to allow
intervention if detailed investigation in the short term and/or ongoing
monitoring shows it is needed for the benefit of the wider Teign Estuary. If this
is not required then this feature should be allowed to evolve as naturally as
possible without intervention.

LongerLonger-term:

The long term policy is to prevent the loss of the mainline railway and
reducing flood risk to Teignmouth by continuing to Hold the Line,
Line particularly
as there are no plans at present to relocate the mainline railway to an inland
route over the next 100 years.
As a result of sea level rise it is expected that the beaches backed by seawalls
will narrow and steepen, and could possibly disappear in places, which would
increase pressure of the current defences. Therefore, implementation of this
policy could involve construction of new, larger, defences, possibly including
control structures and/or beach recharge along the southern part of this
stretch, to provide continued protection to the mainline railway and to reduce
the risk of flooding at Teignmouth.
The policy for The Point would remain one of Managed Realignment to allow
intervention if detailed investigation and/or ongoing monitoring show it is
needed for the benefit of the wider Teign Estuary. If this is not required then
this feature should be allowed to evolve as naturally as possible without
intervention.

Summary of Specific Policies
Policy Unit
6b2
6b25

Holcombe to
Sprey Point

6b26
6b26 Sprey
Sprey Point

6b27
6b27

Sprey Point to
Teignmouth
Teignmouth Pier

6b28
6b28

Teignmouth Pier
to The Point

6b29 The Point

Short term
Continue to maintain the
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.
Continue to maintain the
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.
Continue to maintain the
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.
Continue to maintain the
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.
Allow the shoreline to
evolve largely naturally,
but allow intervention
under a policy of Managed

Preferred Policies
Medium term
Continue to maintain the
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.
Continue to maintain the
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.
Continue to maintain the
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.
Continue to maintain the
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.
Allow the shoreline to
evolve largely naturally,
but allow intervention
under a policy of Managed

Long term
Continue to maintain the
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.
Continue to maintain the
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.
Continue to maintain the
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.
Continue to maintain the
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.
Allow the shoreline to
evolve largely naturally,
but allow intervention
under a policy of Managed
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Policy Unit

Short term
Realignment if more
detailed studies show it is
required for the benefit of
the wider Teign Estuary.

Preferred Policies
Medium term
Realignment if more
detailed studies show it is
required for the benefit of
the wider Teign Estuary.

Long term
Realignment if more
detailed studies show it is
required for the benefit of
the wider Teign Estuary.
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Location refe
reference:

Holcombe to Teignmouth (The Point)

Policy Unit reference:

6b25
6b25 to 6b29
6b29
IMPLICATIONS OF THE PREFERRED PLAN FOR THIS LOCATION

Time
Period

Management Activities

2005 –
2025

Maintenance of the
existing defences would
occur. If appropriate,
the section along Sprey
Point would be
realigned (further to
more detailed
investigations).

Property,
Property, Population and
Human Health
Continued protection of
residential and commercial
properties and recreational
facilities at Teignmouth, from
flooding/erosion
Potential loss of access to the
seafront at Sprey Point – but
possibility for relocation.

Land Use, Infrastructure and
Material Assets
Continued protection of the
mainline Exeter to Plymouth
railway at Teignmouth from
potential flood-risk.
Continued protection of the
A379 at Teignmouth from
flooding and erosion.

Historic Environment
Grade 2 listed buildings
potentially at risk from
flooding.

Landscape Character and
Visual Amenity
Minor changes in landscape
character.

Earth Heritage, Soils and
Geology
No known impacts on geology
or soils.

Water
No known impacts on water
quality.

Biodiversity, Flora and Fauna
No known impacts on
designated biodiversity, flora
or fauna.

Managed Realignment at Sprey
Point should be implemented
so as to not adversely impact
on the water quality status of
the coastal waters or
compromise the achievement
of WFD water quality targets.

One Protected Wreck may
experience increased erosion if
changes in sediment
processes/tidal circulation
prevail. Holding the line at
Teignmouth has the potential
to also affect this wreck
through a change in processes
resulting from rising sea levels
– potential adverse impact

HTL in the Teign Estuary to
protect heavily populated areas
could increase the frequency
of tide-locking and subsequent
water depth in the adjacent
river waterbodies in response
to climate change/sea level
rise, thus potentially failing
WFD objective 3 – adverse

impact
2025 –
2055

2055 –
2105

Continued maintenance
and improvements to
the defences would
occur, possibly
including beach
recharge along the
Teignmouth frontage.

Continued maintenance
and possible further
improvements to the
defences would occur,
possibly including beach
recharge along the
Teignmouth frontage..

Continued protection of
residential and commercial
properties and recreational
facilities at Teignmouth, from
flooding/erosion

Continued protection of the
mainline Exeter to Plymouth
railway at Teignmouth from
potential flood-risk.
Continued protection of the
A379 at Teignmouth from
flooding and erosion.

Continued protection of
residential and commercial
properties and recreational
facilities at Teignmouth, from
flooding/erosion

Continued protection of the
mainline Exeter to Plymouth
railway at Teignmouth from
potential flood-risk.
Continued protection of the
A379 at Teignmouth from
flooding and erosion.

Grade 2 listed buildings
potentially at risk from
flooding.

Minor changes in landscape
character.

No known impacts on geology
or soils.

One Protected Wreck may
experience increased erosion if
changes in sediment
processes/tidal circulation
prevail. Holding the line at
Teignmouth has the potential
to also affect this wreck
through a change in processes
resulting from rising sea levels
– potential adverse impact

No known impacts on
designated biodiversity, flora
or fauna.

HTL in the Teign Estuary to
protect heavily populated areas
could increase the frequency
of tide-locking and subsequent
water depth in the adjacent
river waterbodies in response
to climate change/sea level
rise, thus potentially failing
WFD objective 3 – adverse

One Protected Wreck may
experience increased erosion if
changes in sediment
processes/tidal circulation
prevail. Holding the line at
Teignmouth has the potential
to also affect this wreck
through a change in processes
resulting from rising sea levels
– potential adverse impact
Grade 2 listed buildings
potentially at risk from
flooding.

No known impacts on water
quality.

impact
Minor changes in landscape
character.

No known impacts on geology
or soils.

No known impacts on water
quality.

No known impacts on
designated biodiversity, flora
or fauna.

HTL in the Teign Estuary to
protect heavily populated areas
could increase the frequency
of tide-locking and subsequent
water depth in the adjacent
river waterbodies in response
to climate change/sea level
rise, thus potentially failing
WFD objective 3 – adverse

impact

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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Location reference:

Teign Estuary

Policy Unit reference:

6b30
6b30 to 6b35
6b35

SUMMARY
SUMMARY OF PREFERRED PLAN RECOMMENDATIONS AND JUSTIFICATION

Plan:
The long term vision of the Plan for the Teign Estuary is to continue to defend against the risk of flooding to
people, property and infrastructure located around the majority of the estuary. This includes the towns of
Teignmouth, Newton Abbot, Kingsteignton and Shaldon, as well as the Port of Teignmouth, part of the
mainline railway that links the wider South West region to the rest of the UK, and a new cycleway that is in
the process of being planned. All are of important economic value to the area. Holding the line along the length
of the mainline railway along the northern shore of the estuary would also be compatible with the
recommended policies for the open coast between Dawlish and Teignmouth.
The Teign Estuary would not be able to translate landwards in response to sea level rise due to the constraint
of continued defence, and by steeply rising ground in many of the undefended parts of the estuary. It is
therefore expected that the estuary would accrete vertically at a rate keeping pace with sea level rise whilst
generally maintaining its present form during this period. This would likely involve erosion in some parts of the
estuary to supply sediment to allow this accretion, and new sediment inputs from upstream sources would also
contribute. This in turn could have impacts on the cyclic sediment circulation around the estuary mouth,
though further detailed study is required to assess the full implications of this.
In support of the aim of continuing to reduce the risk of flooding and in order to allow the estuary to adapt
more naturally to rising sea levels, opportunities to implement Managed Realignment would also be explored.
Within the Teign Estuary the area of the upper estuary towards Newton Abbot (Policy Unit 6b32) is identified
as one such area where Managed Realignment could occur to provide benefits in reducing flood risk to the
wider estuary. Other areas where Managed Realignment may be possible include parts of the north shore
through the railway line utilising regulated tidal exchange, and at Netherton and Coombe Cellars along the
south shore.
Managed Realignment in any part of the estuary would also offer habitat creation opportunities, but would only
be implemented following more detailed studies and would have to ensure that doing so does not increase the
risk of flooding in other parts of the estuary. Therefore prior to studies being carried out, management would
continue as at present.

Preferred policies to implement Plan:
Plan:
From present day (short
(short
term):
):
term

The short term policy is to Hold the Line of existing defences within the Teign
Estuary through ongoing maintenance of the various defences. These include a
seawall that protects the railway line along the north shore of the estuary, and
other flood wall and embankment defences that reduce the risk of flooding to
areas of low-lying, extensively developed land.
Maintenance of defences in areas of future potential realignment would
continue in the short term whilst options for implementing Managed
Realignment in the medium to long term are investigated in detail.
Under this policy it is not intended that any new defences would be
constructed in areas that are presently undefended or where there are only
short lengths of private defences, such as along the southern shore.
The Teign Estuary as a whole is likely to maintain its current form during this
period, assuming riverine sediment inputs continue as at present.

Medium term:
term:

The medium term policy is to continue to Hold the Line of the majority of the
existing defences through ongoing maintenance and possible improvement of
the various defences. To maintain adequate levels of protection as sea levels
rise, implementation of this policy is likely to require larger defences

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of
this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications,
as reported therein.
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throughout much of the estuary.
Along the parts of the Teign Estuary that are presently undefended, no new
defences would be constructed and as such these areas would continue to
evolve naturally.
In the upper estuary towards Newton Abbot (Policy Unit 6b32), it is
recommended that, subject to more detailed study, Managed Realignment be
implemented during this period. This would involve the construction of a new
defence line landward of the existing line of protection. Unlike much of the
Teign Estuary, Managed Realignment in this area during this period would not
only increase flood storage for the rest of the estuary but also provide space
for the estuary to adapt to rising sea levels in the future. However, there are
potential impacts on the rest of the estuary, as well as some assets such as the
new cycleway that is currently being planned, that would need to have been
considered by more detailed studies carried out in the short term.

LongerLonger-term:

The long term policy is to continue to Hold the Line
Line along the currently
defended shorelines of the estuary. This may involve improvement of defences
in order to ensure an adequate level of protection. It is not intended that any
new defences would be constructed along the currently undefended stretches.
In the upper estuary towards Newton Abbot (Policy Unit 6b32), the policy of
Managed Realignment would be continued during this period. This would
involve ongoing maintenance of set-back defences constructed in the medium
term, whilst also considering any further realignments. Where realignment is
not possible, then existing lines of defence should be maintained in order to
continue to reduce the risk of flooding to developed areas. This would be
guided by more detailed study.

Summary of Specific Policies
Policy Unit

6b30
6b30

6b31
6b31

6b32
6b32

6b33
6b33

6b34
6b34

Teign Estuary The Point to
Teignmouth and
Shaldon Bridge
Teign Estuary North Shore
(Teignmouth and
Shaldon Bridge to
Passage House
Hotel)
Teign Estuary Passage House
Hotel to
Kingsteignton
Road Bridge
Teign Estuary Kingsteignton and
Newton Abbot
Teign Estuary South Shore
(Newton Abbot to

Short term

Preferred Policies
Medium term

Long term

Continue to maintain the
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.

Continue to maintain the
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.

Continue to maintain the
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.

Continue to maintain the
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.

Continue to maintain the
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.

Continue to maintain the
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.

Implement Managed
Realignment.
Realignment

Continue the policy of
Managed Realignment.
Realignment

Continue to maintain the
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.
Continue to maintain the
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy, but

Continue to maintain the
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.
Continue to maintain the
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy, but

Continue to maintain the
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.
Investigate potential
realignments.
Continue to maintain the
existing defences under a
Hold the
the Line policy.
Continue to maintain the
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy, but

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of
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Policy Unit
Shaldon)

6b35
6b35

Teign Estuary Shaldon

Short term
No Active Intervention
along the currently
undefended sections.
Continue to maintain the
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.

Preferred Policies
Medium term
No Active Intervention
along the currently
undefended sections.
Continue to maintain the
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.

Long term
No Active Intervention
along the currently
undefended sections.
Continue to maintain the
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of
this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications,
as reported therein.
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Location refe
reference:

Teign Estuary

Policy Unit reference:

6b30
6b30 to 6b35
6b35
IMPLICATIONS OF THE PREFERRED PLAN FOR THIS LOCATION

Time
Period

Management Activities

2005 –
2025
2025

Maintenance of existing
defences would occur.
Studies to investigate
potential realignment in
upper estuary.

Property, Population and
Human Health

Land Use, Infrastructure and
Material Assets

Continued protection of
residential and commercial
properties and recreational
facilities at Denn Spit to the
centre of Teignmouth, along
the Teign Estuary, at Newton
Abbot, and in the northern
parts of Shaldon from
flooding/erosion.

Continued protection of
Teignmouth Harbour from
flooding.

South West Coast at Risk
from flooding in some areas,
though risk is minimised as
path currently runs along
defended areas.

Continued protection of the
A381 in the Teign Estuary
from flooding.

Historic Environment
Grade 2 listed buildings
potentially at risk from
flooding.

Landscape Character and
Visual Amenity
No known changes in
landscape character.

Earth Heritage, Soils and
Geology
No known impacts to geology
and soils.

Ongoing maintenance
and possible
improvement of
defences, along with
implementation of
Managed Realignment
in the upper estuary.

The A379 and associated
bridge would be protected
from flooding/erosion.

Continued protection of
residential and commercial
properties and recreational
facilities at Denn Spit to the
centre of Teignmouth, along
the Teign Estuary, at Newton
Abbot, and in the northern
parts of Shaldon from
flooding/erosion.

Continued protection of
Teignmouth Harbour from
flooding.

South West Coast at Risk
from flooding in some areas,
though risk is minimised as
path currently runs along
defended areas.

Continued protection of the
A381 in the Teign Estuary
from flooding.

Maintenance of existing
and realigned defences
would occur, as well as
possible

Continued protection of
residential and commercial
properties and recreational
facilities at Denn Spit to the

Grade 2 listed buildings
potentially at risk from
flooding.

Changes in landscape character
may occur as a result of
Managed Realignment in parts
of the Teign Estuary.

No known impacts to geology
and soils.

Potential impacts on water
quality due to Managed
Realignment.

Managed Realignment in parts
of the Teign Estuary would
provide opportunities for
habitat creation

Works in areas of
medium/long term Managed
Realignment should be
implemented so as to not
adversely impact on the water
quality status of the coastal
waters or compromise the
achievement of WFD water
quality targets.

Continued protection of the
mainline Exeter to Plymouth
railway along the north side of
the Teign Estuary from
potential flood-risk.

The A379 and associated
bridge would be protected
from flooding/erosion.

Continued protection of
Teignmouth Harbour from
flooding.

No known impacts on
designated biodiversity, flora
or fauna.

HTL in the Teign Estuary to
protect heavily populated areas
could increase the frequency
of tide-locking and subsequent
water depth in the adjacent
river waterbodies in response
to climate change/sea level
rise, thus potentially failing
WFD objective 3

HTL in the Teign Estuary to
protect heavily populated areas
could increase the frequency
of tide-locking and subsequent
water depth in the adjacent
river waterbodies in response
to climate change/sea level
rise, thus potentially failing
WFD objective 3

Grades 2, 3, 4 and 5
Agricultural land at risk of
flooding/erosion in some areas

2055 –
2105

Potential impacts on water
quality due to Managed
Realignment.

Biodiversity, Flora and Fauna

Works in areas of
medium/long term Managed
Realignment should be
implemented so as to not
adversely impact on the water
quality status of the coastal
waters or compromise the
achievement of WFD water
quality targets.

Continued protection of the
mainline Exeter to Plymouth
railway along the north side of
the Teign Estuary from
potential flood-risk.

Grades 2, 3, 4 and 5
Agricultural land at risk of
flooding/erosion in some areas

2025 –
2055

Water

Grade 2 listed buildings
potentially at risk from
flooding.

Changes in landscape character
may occur as a result of
Managed Realignment in parts
of the Teign Estuary.

No known impacts to geology
and soils.

Potential impacts on water
quality due to Managed
Realignment.

Managed Realignment in parts
of the Teign Estuary would
provide opportunities for
habitat creation

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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Location refe
reference:

Teign Estuary

Policy Unit reference:

6b30
6b30 to 6b35
6b35
IMPLICATIONS OF THE PREFERRED PLAN FOR THIS LOCATION

Time
Period

Management Activities
implementation of
further realignment.

Property, Population and
Human Health

Land Use, Infrastructure and
Material Assets

centre of Teignmouth, along
the Teign Estuary, at Newton
Abbot, and in the northern
parts of Shaldon from
flooding/erosion.

Continued protection of the
mainline Exeter to Plymouth
railway along the north side of
the Teign Estuary from
potential flood-risk.

South West Coast at Risk
from flooding in some areas,
though risk is minimised as
path currently runs along
defended areas.

Continued protection of the
A381 in the Teign Estuary
from flooding.
The A379 and associated
bridge would be protected
from flooding/erosion.
Grades 2, 3, 4 and 5
Agricultural land at risk of
flooding/erosion in some areas

Historic Environment

Landscape Character and
Visual Amenity

Earth Heritage, Soils and
Geology

Water

Biodiversity, Flora and Fauna

Works in areas of
medium/long term Managed
Realignment should be
implemented so as to not
adversely impact on the water
quality status of the coastal
waters or compromise the
achievement of WFD water
quality targets.
HTL in the Teign Estuary to
protect heavily populated areas
could increase the frequency
of tide-locking and subsequent
water depth in the adjacent
river waterbodies in response
to climate change/sea level
rise, thus potentially failing
WFD objective 3

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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Location reference:

Shaldon (The Ness) to Petit Tor Point

Policy Unit reference:

6b36
6b36 to 6b40
6b40

SUMMARY OF PREFERRED PLAN RECOMMENDATIONS AND JUSTIFICATION

Plan:
This section of mostly undefended coast is characterised by cliffs of geological and geomorphological value and
lies within the English Riviera Geopark. The only defences along this stretch occur within the small pocket
embayments at Maidencombe and Watcombe where there are some short lengths of wall associated with
provision of facilities located at the back of the small pocket beaches.
The long term vision for this section of coast is to allow it to evolve naturally over the next 100 years. As the
rate of sediment supply from cliff erosion is unlikely to be sufficient to maintain the small pocket beaches that
indent this coast as sea levels rise, it is likely that many of these beaches could be lost in the longer-term.
Under this plan the small lengths of wall at Maidencombe and Watcombe would eventually fail. However, as
sea levels rise and sediment supply to the beach from cliff erosion is unlikely to keep pace, this beach is likely
to be lost in the longer term and the requirement to provide beach access related facilities will change.
There is also potential for parts of the South West Coast Path to be lost to erosion in the future, depending
upon the location of future cliff failure events.

Preferred policies to implement Plan:
From present day (short
(short
term):
):
term

The short term policy is for No Active Intervention along this predominantly
undefended stretch of cliffed coastline. The cliffs are comprised of relatively
resistant rock that has eroded very little over the past century and this will
continue to be the case.
Narrow beaches may be retained as small pocket beaches that indent this
section, if there is sufficient local sediment input from the sandstone cliffs.
There are some short lengths of wall, associated with provision of facilities,
located at the back of the small pocket beaches at Maidencombe and
Watcombe. Although maintenance of these would be unlikely to attract public
funds, if alternative funds were available, then there is no reason not to permit
the retention of the structures as the potential impacts upon wider coastal
processes will be negligible.

Medium term:
term:

The medium term policy is for No Active Intervention.
Intervention
As sea levels rise some of the pocket beaches could become submerged as the
rate of cliff erosion does not keep pace with the accelerated rate of sea level
rise. Other beaches may remain if there is sufficient local erosion.
The short lengths of defences at Maidencombe and Watcombe would fail
(unless maintained through private funding – refer also to Section 5.2.2 ‘Private
Defences’), but the slow erosion of the backing cliffs, combined with rising sea
levels, will mean that the beaches at these locations will gradually narrow;
therefore, provision of the associated amenity facilities may no longer be
viable.

LongerLonger-term:

The long term policy is for No Active Intervention along this predominantly
undefended section of cliffed coastline, which would be allowed to continue to
evolve naturally. Erosion of the cliff line is predicted to be up to 10-25m by
2105.
Many of the small pocket beaches, including Maidencombe and Watcombe will

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of
this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications,
as reported therein.
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have become submerged due to accelerated sea level rise meaning that cliffs
here will be exposed directly to the sea.

Summary of Specific Policies
Policy Unit
Shaldon
Shaldon (The
Ness) to
6b36
6b36
Maidencombe
(North)
6b37
6b37 Maidencombe

Maidencombe
6b38
b38 (South) to
Watcombe Head

6b39
6b39 Watcombe

6b40
6b40

Watcombe to
Petit Tor Point

Short term
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

Preferred Policies
Medium term
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

Long term
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention
Intervention.
ention
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
ntervention
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention
Intervention.
tion

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of
this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications,
as reported therein.
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Location reference:

Shaldon (The Ness) to Petit Tor Point

Policy Unit reference:

6b36
6b36 to 6b40
6b40
IMPLICATIONS OF THE PREFERRED PLAN FOR THIS LOCATION

Time
Period

Management Activities

Property, Population and
Human Health

2005 –
2025

Continued slow cliffline
retreat. Maintenance of
the small lengths of wall
associated at
Maidencombe and
Watcombe, if private
funds available.

Isolated properties at risk of
erosion in the vicinity of
Watcombe Head,
Maidencombe and between
Maidencombe and Shaldon.

2025 –
2055

Continued slow cliffline
retreat. No
management activities
along majority of coast.
Possible private
maintenance of
defences at
Maidencombe and
Watcombe, if still
viable.

Land Use, Infrastructure and
and
Material Assets

Historic Environment

Landscape Character and
Visual Amenity

Earth Heritage, Soils and
Geology

Continued slow cliffline
retreat. No
management activities
along majority of coast.
Possible private
maintenance of
defences at
Maidencombe and
Watcombe, if still
viable.

Biodiversity, Flora and Fauna

Grades 2, 3, 4 and 5
Agricultural land at risk of
erosion in some areas

Grade 2 listed buildings
potentially at risk from
erosion.

Minor changes in landscape
character may occur as a
result of an eroding coastline –
but not considered detrimental
as this is a natural process.

NAI along the majority of this
coastal section would allow
natural erosion to continue
and would maintain the English
Riviera Geopark and geological
SSSIs.

No known impacts on water
quality.

No known impacts on
biodiversity, flora or fauna.

Grades 2, 3, 4 and 5
Agricultural land at risk of
erosion in some areas

Grade 2 listed buildings
potentially at risk from
erosion.

Minor changes in landscape
character may occur as a
result of an eroding coastline –
but not considered detrimental
as this is a natural process.

NAI along the majority of this
coastal section would allow
natural erosion to continue
and would maintain the English
Riviera Geopark and geological
SSSIs.

Potential impacts on water
quality due to potential
erosion of landfill site – see
soils and geology.

No known impacts on
biodiversity, flora or fauna.

Potential impacts on water
quality due to potential
medium and long term erosion
of landfill site – see soils and
geology.

No known impacts on
biodiversity, flora or fauna.

South West Coast at Risk
from erosion in some areas.
Potential for localised cliff
recession to impact on golf
courses.
Isolated properties at risk of
erosion in the vicinity of
Watcombe Head.
Maidencombe and between
Maidencombe and Shaldon.

One historic landfill site
(Sladnor Park) potentially at
risk of erosion at
Maidencombe, though risk is
small due to slow rate of
erosion.

South West Coast at Risk
from erosion in some areas
Potential for localised cliff
recession to impact on golf
courses.

2055 –
2105

Water

Isolated properties at risk of
erosion in the vicinity of
Watcombe Head,
Maidencombe and between
Maidencombe and Shaldon –
South West Coast at Risk
from erosion in some areas.
Potential for localised cliff
recession to impact on golf
courses.

Grades 2, 3, 4 and 5
Agricultural land at risk of
erosion in some areas

Grade 2 listed buildings
potentially at risk from erosion

Minor changes in landscape
character may occur as a
result of an eroding coastline –
but not considered detrimental
as this is a natural process.

NAI along the majority of this
coastal section would allow
natural erosion to continue
and would maintain the English
Riviera Geopark and geological
SSSIs.
One historic landfill site
(Sladnor Park) potentially at
risk of erosion at
Maidencombe, though risk is
small due to slow rate of
erosion.

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context
of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context
of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context
of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context
of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context
of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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Location reference:

Petit Tor Point to Walls Hill

Policy Unit reference:

6b41
6b41

SUMMARY OF PREFERRED PLAN RECOMMENDATIONS AND JUSTIFICATION

Plan:
Defences along this stretch are important for protecting important tourism facilities and infrastructure, as well
as the wider cliff top along this section which is extensively developed and forms the northern part of the town
of Torquay, an important tourist and key service centre for the area. The long term vision of the Plan is
therefore to continue to protect Torquay from the risk of erosion.
Implementation of this policy will involve the retention of coastal defences. Due to the limited sediment
linkages within this area, this would not have a detrimental impact on adjacent areas. Continued defence would,
however, exacerbate coastal squeeze along this section as sea levels rise. This could impact on their amenity
value.
Under this policy, it is not proposed that any new defences would be constructed along the presently
undefended cliffs, thereby conserving their geological value within the English Riviera Geopark site.

Preferred policies to implement Plan:
From present day (short
(short
term):
):
term

Property along much of this cliffed frontage is protected by a range of
structures including seawalls and revetments. The short term policy is to Hold
the Line through maintenance of these existing defences.
Along Oddicombe Beach there are defences in front of the cliff toe which
protect the lift and facilities at the back of the beach. These also prevent any
local release of sediment from cliff erosion. Here beaches will continue to
narrow and steepen, as experienced historically. There is a similar situation at
Redgate Beach.
The short length of unprotected sandstone cliffs along the northern part of
this section have eroded slowly in the past as a result of infrequent and small
scale cliff failures. This is expected to continue during this period.

Medium term:
term:

The medium term policy is to continue to Hold the Line through maintenance
and possible improvement of the existing defences. Beach narrowing in front
of the existing defences would increase due to accelerated sea level rise, and
necessitate upgrading of the defences through construction of larger
structures.
Slow erosion of the short length of unprotected cliffs would continue as
historically at a rate of about 0.15m/yr, although the effect of rising sea level
would have varying impacts depending upon the nature of the cliffs. Total
erosion of between 7 and 10m is predicted by 2055.

LongerLonger-term:

The long term policy is to continue to Hold the Line during this period. This
will require maintenance and possible improvement of the defences during this
period in order to maintain adequate levels of protection.
As sea levels rise and with insufficient input of sediment from cliff erosion, the
beaches are likely to disappear with water levels at the toe of the defences.
This may require further improvements to the defences as they become
exposed to larger waves that are no longer attenuated by a beach.
Slow erosion of the short length of unprotected cliffs would continue, although
the effect of rising sea level would have varying impacts depending upon the
nature of the cliffs. Total erosion of up to 15m is predicted by 2105 along most

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of
this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications,
as reported therein.
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of that section.

Summary of Specific Policies
Policy Unit
6b41
6b41

Petit Tor Point to
Walls Hill

Short term
Continue to maintain the
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.

Preferred Policies
Medium term
Continue to maintain the
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.

Long term
Continue to maintain the
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of
this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications,
as reported therein.
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Location refe
reference:

Petit Tor Point to Walls
Walls Hill

Policy Unit reference:

6b41
6b41
IMPLICATIONS OF THE PREFERRED PLAN FOR THIS LOCATION

Time
Period

Management Activities

2005 –
2025

Ongoing maintenance
of defences would
occur.

Property, Population and
Human Health
Oddicombe beach and
associated tourism facilities
protected from
flooding/erosion.

Land Use, Infrastructure and
Material Assets

Historic Environment

Landscape Character and
Visual Amenity

Continued protection of local
infrastructure from erosion
risk.

Grade 2 listed buildings
protected against erosion.

Minor changes in landscape
character may occur as a
result of works to Hold the
Line at Oddicombe Beach

Earth Heritage,
Heritage, Soils and
Geology
Holding the line between Petit
Tor Point and Walls Hill would
adversely affect the geological
interest of the English Riviera
and Babbacombe Cliffs SSSI.

Water
No known impacts on water
quality.

South West Coast at Risk
from erosion in some areas

Biodiversity, Flora and Fauna
No adverse effect on the
submerged or partially
submerged sea caves within
the Poole Bay to Lyme Bay
Reefs pSAC at the northern
end of this policy unit. The
defence work in this unit is
minimal and likely to be in the
bay and the caves are already
exposed to natural coastal
processes.
Holding the line in this policy
unit may provide some
protection to the terrestrial
habitats of the adjacent Hope’s
Nose to Wall Hill SSSI.

2025 –
2055

Maintenance and
possible improvement
of defences would
occur.

Oddicombe beach and
associated tourism facilities
protected from
flooding/erosion.

Continued protection of local
infrastructure from erosion
risk.

Grade 2 listed buildings
protected against erosion.

Minor changes in landscape
character may occur as a
result of works to Hold the
Line at Oddicombe Beach

Holding the line between Petit
Tor Point and Walls Hill would
adversely affect the geological
interest of the English Riviera
and Babbacombe Cliffs SSSI.

No known impacts on water
quality.

South West Coast at Risk
from erosion in some

HTL may damage the
submerged or partially
submerged sea caves within
the Poole Bay to Lyme Bay
Reefs pSAC at the very
northern end of this policy
unit. However, the defence
work in this unit is minimal and
likely to be in the bay, the
caves are already exposed to
natural coastal processes and
therefore an adverse effect is
not anticipated.
Holding the line in this policy
unit may provide some
protection to the terrestrial
habitats of the adjacent Hope’s
Nose to Wall Hill SSSI.

2055 –
2105

Maintenance and
possible improvement
of defences would
occur.

Oddicombe beach and
associated tourism facilities
protected from
flooding/erosion.
South West Coast at Risk
from erosion in some areas

Continued protection of local
infrastructure from erosion
risk.

Grade 2 listed buildings
protected against erosion.

Minor changes in landscape
character may occur as a
result of works to Hold the
Line at Oddicombe Beach.

Holding the line between Petit
Tor Point and Walls Hill would
adversely affect the geological
interest of the English Riviera
and Babbacombe Cliffs SSSI.

No known impacts on water
quality.

No adverse effect on
submerged or partially
submerged sea caves within
the Poole Bay to Lyme Bay
Reefs pSAC at the northern
end of this policy unit. The
defence work in this unit is
minimal and likely to be in the
bay, and the caves are already
exposed to natural coastal
processes.
Holding the line in this policy

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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Location refe
reference:

Petit Tor Point to Walls
Walls Hill

Policy Unit reference:

6b41
6b41
IMPLICATIONS OF THE PREFERRED PLAN FOR THIS LOCATION

Time
Period

Management Activities

Property, Population and
Human Health

Land Use, Infrastructure and
Material Assets

Historic Environment

Landscape Character and
Visual Amenity

Earth Heritage,
Heritage, Soils and
Geology

Water

Biodiversity, Flora and Fauna
unit may provide some
protection to the terrestrial
habitats of the adjacent Hope’s
Nose to Wall Hill SSSI.

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context
of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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Location reference:

Walls Hill to Hope’s Nose

Policy Unit reference:

6b42
b42 to 6b44
6b44

SUMMARY OF PREFERRED PLAN RECOMMENDATIONS AND JUSTIFICATION

Plan:
The cliffs here are of geological and geomorphological importance, and lie within the English Riviera Geopark.
As such, the long term vision for this stretch is to allow the natural evolution of the coast to occur with no
intervention.
Whilst the continued retreat of the cliffline would be beneficial to the geological interests of this stretch, the
continued cliffline retreat could cause the potential loss of parts or all of the Field Meadow System Scheduled
Monument located along the cliff top at Walls Hill. There is also potential for part of a cliff top highway that
provides access to a number of properties in the vicinity of Hope’s Nose to be lost should a cliff failure event
occur in its vicinity.
Although most of this stretch of coast is unprotected, within the small pocket bay at Anstey’s Cove there is a
seawall that protects a promenade and tourism assets, as well as preventing local erosion. As sea levels rise and
sediment supply to the beach from cliff erosion is unlikely to keep pace in the longer term, this beach is likely
to be lost and the requirement to provide beach access related facilities may change.

Preferred policies to implement Plan:
From present day (shor
(short
short
term):
term):

The short term policy is for No Active Intervention.
Intervention The cliffs have eroded
slowly in the past as a result of infrequent and small scale cliff failures and this
will continue, with rates of erosion varying depending upon specific local
geology and the occurrence of small scale localised cliff failure events.
Although maintenance of the short length of defence within Anstey’s Cove
would be unlikely to attract public funds, if alternative funds were available
then there is no reason (in terms of impacts on the coast) not to permit the
retention of these structures.
The few small pocket beaches that indent other parts of this stretch of coast
have been relatively stable over the long term, and this is expected to continue
during this period.

Medium
Medium term:
term:

The medium term policy is for No Active Intervention allowing the cliffs to
retreat naturally.
The short length of defences at Anstey’s Cove would fail (unless maintained
through private funding – (refer also to Section 5.2.2 ‘Private Defences’), but
the slow erosion of the backing cliffs, combined with rising sea levels, will mean
that the beaches at these locations will gradually narrow; therefore, provision
of these amenity facilities may no longer be necessary.
Sea level rise would also cause narrowing and steepening of the small pocket
beaches along other parts of this stretch as there is limited new sediment input
from local cliff erosion and they are prevented from retreating landwards by
the resistant cliffs that back them.

LongerLonger-term:
term:

The long term policy is for No Active Intervention to continue along this
stretch of largely undefended cliffed coast, which would be allowed to continue
to evolve naturally.
As sea levels rise and with insufficient input of sediment from cliff erosion, the
beach at Anstey’s Cove is likely to disappear with water levels up to the toe of
the defences (if they remain). It is questionable as to whether or not defences

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of
this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications,
as reported therein.
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will still be required during this period as they are for the purpose of providing
access to the beach, which would be lost.
As sea levels rise, it is expected that there would also be further narrowing
and steepening of the small pocket beaches along the rest of this stretch of
coast due to no new inputs of sediment. By the end of this period beaches
would either be very narrow or non-existent along this shoreline.

Summary of Specific Policies
Policy Unit

6b42
6b42 Walls Hill

6b43
6b43 Anstey's Cove

6b44
6b44

Anstey's Cove to
Hope's Nose

Short term
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention
Intervention.
ention
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention
Intervention.
on

Preferred Policies
Medium term
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

Long term
Allow natural coastal
evolution to occur
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of
this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications,
as reported therein.
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Location refe
reference:

Walls Hill to Hope’s Nose

Policy Unit reference:

6b42
6b42 to 6b44
6b44
IMPLICATIONS OF
OF THE PREFERRED PLAN FOR THIS LOCATION

Time
Period

Management Activities

Property, Population and
Human Health

Land Use, Infrastructure and
Material Assets

2005 –
2025

Continued slow cliffline
retreat. Maintenance of
the small lengths of wall
associated with
provision of beach
access facilities at
Anstey's Cove (if
funding available).

Properties at potential risk of
localised erosion along the cliff
top, depending where future
cliff falls occur.

Potential loss of cliff top roads
to localised erosion, depending
where future cliff falls occur.

Continued slow cliffline
retreat. Maintenance of
the small lengths of wall
associated with
provision of beach
access facilities at
Anstey's Cove (if
funding available) – but
may no longer be
required..

Properties at potential risk of
localised erosion along the cliff
top, depending where future
cliff falls occur.

2025 –
2055

2055 –
2105

Continued slow cliffline
retreat.

Potential loss of cliff top roads
to localised erosion, depending
where future cliff falls occur.

Minor changes in landscape
character may occur as a
result of an eroding coastline
where NAI is implemented

Grade 2 listed buildings
potentially at risk from
erosion.

Minor changes in landscape
character may occur as a
result of an eroding coastline
where NAI is implemented

Potential loss due to erosion
of the Prehistoric Field System
Scheduled Monument (SM) at
Walls Hill.

South West Coast at potential
risk from erosion, but only
very localised.

South West Coast at potential
risk from erosion, but only
very localised.

Grade 2 listed buildings
potentially at risk from
erosion.

Landscape Character and
Visual Amenity

Potential loss due to erosion
of the Prehistoric Field System
Scheduled Monument (SM) at
Walls Hill.

South West Coast at potential
risk from erosion, but only
very localised.

Potential loss of amenity at
Anstey’s Cove from erosion.
Properties at potential risk of
localised erosion along the cliff
top, depending where future
cliff falls occur.

Historic Environment

Potential loss of cliff top roads
to localised erosion, depending
where future cliff falls occur.

Grade 2 listed buildings
potentially at risk from erosion
Potential loss due to erosion
of the Prehistoric Field System
Scheduled Monument (SM) at
Walls Hill.

Minor changes in landscape
character may occur as a
result of an eroding coastline
where NAI is implemented.

Earth Heritage, Soils and
Geology

Water

NAI along the majority of this
coastal section would allow
natural erosion to continue
and would maintain the English
Riviera Geopark and geological
SSSIs.

No known impacts on water
quality.

NAI along the majority of this
coastal section would allow
natural erosion to continue
and would maintain the English
Riviera Geopark and geological
SSSIs.

No known impacts on water
quality.

NAI along the majority of this
coastal section would allow
natural erosion to continue
and would maintain the English
Riviera Geopark and geological
SSSIs.

No known impacts on water
quality.

Biodiversity, Flora and Fauna
NAI may affect some of the
terrestrial habitats of the
Hope’s Nose to Walls Hill SSSI
(biological) – potential for

beneficial and adverse impacts.

NAI may affect some of the
terrestrial habitats of the
Hope’s Nose to Walls Hill SSSI
(biological) – potential for

beneficial and adverse impacts.

NAI may affect some of the
terrestrial habitats of the
Hope’s Nose to Walls Hill SSSI
(biological) – potential for

beneficial and adverse impacts.

Potential loss of amenity at
Anstey’s Cove from erosion

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context
of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context
of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context
of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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Location reference:

Hope’s Nose to Beacon Cove

Policy Unit reference:

6b45
6b45 to 6b47
6b47

SUMMARY OF PREFERRED PLAN RECOMMENDATIONS AND JUSTIFICATION

Plan:
The majority of this stretch of coast is undefended and comprised largely of slowly eroding sandstone cliffs,
which are of geological and geomorphological importance within the English Riviera Geopark. For this reason
the long term Plan is to allow the majority of the coastline to continue to retreat naturally.
Whilst this would be beneficial for conserving the geological value of this coastline, it could result in the
potential loss of parts of a cliff top road unless it is relocated. This provides access to a number of properties in
the vicinity of Hope’s Nose, as well as the potential loss of a few cliff top properties towards Torquay Marina.
At Meadfoot Beach, however, the long term plan is to minimise the risk of erosion and flooding to property
and infrastructure by continuing to provide protection. The embayed nature of this coastline means that the
beach tends to be self-contained, with limited sediment linkages with adjacent lengths of beach within Tor Bay,
so any impacts of this would be confined locally.

Preferred policies to implement Plan:
From present day (short
(short
term):
):
term

The short term policy is to Hold the Line along Meadfoot Beach to provide
protection against both erosion and flooding of property and infrastructure.
This would be achieved through maintaining the existing seawalls and
revetments. The beach along this section of coast has been relatively stable
over the long term and this is expected to continue during most of this period.
Along the rest of this undefended stretch of cliffed coastline, the short term
policy is for No Active Intervention.
Intervention These cliffs consist of relatively resistant
rocks that have historically eroded very slowly and this is expected to
continue.
The few small pocket beaches that indent the rest of this stretch of coast have
been relatively stable over the long term, and these are expected to remain.

Medium term:
term:

The medium term policy is to continue to Hold the Line along Meadfoot
Beach. This would be implemented through maintaining the existing seawalls
and revetments and, if necessary, building larger defences in order to provide
adequate levels of protection. Coastal squeeze could become an issue, which
would increase pressure on the defences and hasten their failure, particularly
as Meadfoot Beach is already very narrow.
Along the rest of this undefended stretch of cliffed coastline, the
recommended medium term policy will remain as one of No Active
Intervention.
Intervention Erosion of the unprotected cliffs would continue only very slowly
as has occurred historically, with total erosion of 2 to 13m predicted by 2055
depending upon specific local geology and the occurrence of small scale,
localised cliff failure events.
Sea level rise would cause narrowing and steepening of the small pocket
beaches along this stretch, as there is limited new sediment input from local
cliff erosion and they are prevented from rolling landwards by the resistant
cliffs that back them.

LongerLonger-term:

The long term policy at Meadfoot Beach is to continue to prevent retreat of
the shoreline and provide protection by Holding the Line of the existing
defences. If not undertaken in the medium term, then larger defences would

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of
this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications,
as reported therein.
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need to be built to withstand the greater exposure to wave action due to sea
level rise and narrower beaches.
Along the rest of this undefended stretch of cliffed coastline, the
recommended long term policy remains No Active Intervention.
Intervention Natural cliff
erosion is expected to result in a total retreat of between 5 and 30m by 2105,
with the extent of recession at any one location dependent upon specific local
geology and the occurrence of small scale, localised cliff failure events.
As sea levels rise, it is expected that there would be further narrowing and
steepening of the beaches along this stretch due to low inputs of new
sediment. By the end of this period beaches would either be very narrow or
non-existent along this shoreline.

Summary of Specific
pecific Policies
Policy Unit
Hope’s Nose to
6b45
6b45 Meadfoot Beach
(East)
6b46
6b46 Meadfoot Beach
Meadfoot Beach
6b47
6b47 (West) to Beacon
Cove

Short term
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention
Continue to maintain
defences under a Hold the
Line policy.
policy
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

Preferred Policies
Medium term
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Active
Intervention.
Intervention
Continue to maintain
defences under a Hold the
Line policy.
policy
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

Long term
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention
Continue to maintain
defences under a Hold the
Line policy.
policy
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of
this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications,
as reported therein.
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Location refe
reference:

Hope’s Nose to Beacon Cove

Policy Unit reference:

6b45
6b45 to 6b47
6b47
IMPLICATIONS OF THE PREFERRED PLAN FOR THIS LOCATION

Time
Period

Management Activities

2005 –
2025

Continued slow cliffline
retreat along majority
of coastline.
Maintenance of the
defences at Meadfoot
Beach.

2025 –
2055

2055 –
2105

Continued slow cliffline
retreat along majority
of coastline.
Maintenance and
improvement of the
defences at Meadfoot
Beach.

Continued slow cliffline
retreat along majority
of coastline.
Maintenance and
possible further
improvement of the
defences at Meadfoot
Beach.

Property, Population and
Human
Human Health
Continued protection of
properties and tourism
facilities at Meadfoot Beach
from flooding and erosion.

Land Use, Infrastructure and
Material Assets
Potential, localised risk of
erosion to local roads where
cliff recession occurs along
undefended parts.

Historic Environment
Potential loss of grade 2 listed
buildings from localised cliff
recession along undefended
parts.

Landscape Character and
Visual Amenity
No known impacts on
landscape character.

Potential, localised risk of
erosion to people and
properties where cliff
recession occurs along
undefended parts.

Continued protection of
properties and tourism
facilities at Meadfoot Beach
from flooding and erosion.

Potential, localised risk of
erosion to people and
properties where cliff
recession occurs along
undefended parts.

Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
integrity of the English Riviera
Geopark, Daddyhole, Dyer’s
Quarry and Meadfoot Sea
Road, SSSIs; NAI in these areas
would continue to maintain
these features.

Water
No known impacts on water
quality.

However, holding the line at
Meadfoot has the potential to
adversely affect the geological
features.
Potential, localised risk of
erosion to local roads where
cliff recession occurs along
undefended parts.

Potential loss of grade 2 listed
buildings from localised cliff
recession along undefended
parts.

No known impacts on
landscape character.

Potential, localised risk of
erosion to people and
properties where cliff
recession occurs along
undefended parts.

Continued protection of
properties and tourism
facilities at Meadfoot Beach
from flooding and erosion.

Earth Heritage, Soils and
Geology

Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
integrity of the English Riviera
Geopark, Daddyhole, Dyer’s
Quarry and Meadfoot Sea
Road, SSSIs; NAI in these areas
would continue to maintain
these features.

Potential loss of grade 2 listed
buildings from localised cliff
recession along undefended
parts.

No known impacts on
landscape character.

Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
integrity of the English Riviera
Geopark, Daddyhole, Dyer’s
Quarry and Meadfoot Sea
Road, SSSIs; NAI in these areas
would continue to maintain
these features.
However, holding the line at
Meadfoot has the potential to
adversely affect the geological
features.

Sea level rise may accelerate
natural erosion patterns
resulting in the loss of
cliff/ledge top grassland
habitats at Hopes Nose to
Wall’s Hill SSSI. However, this
would not be a result of a
change in SMP policy.
HTL in 6b46 is not considered
to have an adverse effect on
the Poole Bay to Lyme Bay
Reefs pSAC.

No known impacts on water
quality.

However, holding the line at
Meadfoot has the potential to
adversely affect the geological
features.
Potential, localised risk of
erosion to local roads where
cliff recession occurs along
undefended parts.

Biodiversity, Flora and Fauna

Sea level rise may accelerate
natural erosion patterns
resulting in the loss of
cliff/ledge top grassland
habitats at Hopes Nose to
Wall’s Hill SSSI. However, this
would not be a result of a
change in SMP policy.
HTL in 6b46 is not considered
to have an adverse effect on
the Poole Bay to Lyme Bay
Reefs pSAC.

No known impacts on water
quality.

Sea level rise may accelerate
natural erosion patterns
resulting in the loss of
cliff/ledge top grassland
habitats at Hopes Nose to
Wall’s Hill SSSI. However, this
would not be a result of a
change in SMP policy.
HTL in 6b46 is not considered
to have an adverse effect on
the Poole Bay to Lyme Bay
Reefs pSAC.

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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Location reference:

Beacon Cove to Roundham Head

Policy Unit reference:

6b48
6b48 to 6b55
6b55

SUMMARY OF PREFERRED PLAN RECOMMENDATIONS
RECOMMENDATIONS AND JUSTIFICATION

Plan:
This northern part of Tor Bay is characterised by a range of important social, commercial and heritage assets,
as well as undefended rock headlands which are part of the English Riviera Geopark.
The long term Plan is therefore to minimise the risk of flooding and erosion to a currently defended areas,
whilst allowing natural retreat of the undefended cliff areas to continue. Under this policy, it is not proposed
that any new defences would be constructed along the presently undefended cliffs, thereby conserving their
geological value within the English Riviera Geopark site. Although this policy will protect the majority of assets,
erosion risk to a section of cliff top road and one or two cliff top properties would remain.
A key future issue within the wider Tor Bay is the technicality of maintaining sandy beaches along this
important tourist resort in the future as sea levels rise. In general, the sheltered nature of Tor Bay may mean
that it is feasible to retain artificially renourished beaches, which may be increasingly important as other
beaches in the area and wider region are lost in the long term due to rising sea levels. As such, not only would
future protection using beach recharge help to reduce the risk of flooding, it would also provide a beach of
benefit to the tourism economy of the area.

Preferred policies to implement Plan:
From present day (short
(short
term):
):
term

The short term policy is to continue to protect the developed frontages,
through a Hold the Line policy. There is already a range of defences and other
structures including seawalls and revetments along the shoreline, as well as
breakwaters associated with Torquay Marina. These currently protect the cliff
toe from erosion and low-lying areas from flooding, although not all of the
structures are coastal defence structures, e.g. the marina breakwaters. Under
this policy defences would be maintained. Beaches along this frontage are
expected to remain relatively stable during this period.
Along the undefended rocky headlands, No Active Intervention will be
adopted. Here cliff recession is likely to be low, although localised landslide
events could cause recession of up to 10m in a single event. There is therefore
a potential risk to a cliff top road and one or two cliff top properties. It is
recommended that this erosion risk is monitored to allow sufficient time for
strategies to be put in place to deal with any potential losses.

Medium term:
term:

The medium term policy is to continue to Hold the Line along the developed
frontages. It is likely that to maintain adequate standards of protection during
this period, larger defences will be required. A beach renourishment scheme
could also be considered, particularly as beaches along this stretch may start
to narrow in response to sea level rise and the lack of new sediment inputs
from natural sources.
Along the undefended lengths of rock headland, the medium term policy
would be to allow coastal retreat through No Active Intervention.
Intervention This may
result in increased erosion risk to the coastal road and isolated properties so
this risk would need to be monitored and managed.

LongerLonger-term:

The long term policy is to continue to Hold the Line to protect current assets.
Due to the impacts of sea level rise, larger defences may be required to
maintain adequate standards of protection. Further beach recharge could also
be required if this type of scheme was implemented.

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of
this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications,
as reported therein.
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Along the undefended lengths of rock headland, the long term policy would be
to allow continued coastal retreat, through No Active Intervention.
Intervention This may
result in increased erosion risk to the coastal road and isolated properties;
therefore this risk would need to be monitored and managed.

Summary of Specific Policies
Policy Unit
Beacon Cove to
Torre Abbey
6b48
6b48
Sands (Torquay
Harbour)

Short term
term

Preferred Policies
Medium term

Long term

Continue to maintain
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.

Continue to maintain
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.

Continue to maintain
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.

Continue to maintain
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
6b50
6b50 Corbyn's Head
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention
Continue to maintain
6b51
existing defences under a
6b51 Livermead Sands
Hold the Line policy.
Allow natural coastal
evolution to occur
6b52
6b52 Livermead Head
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention
Continue to maintain
6b53
6b53 Hollicombe Beach existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
6b54
6b54 Hollicombe Head
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention
Hollicombe Head Continue to maintain
6b55
5 to Roundham
existing defences under a
6b5
Head
Hold the Line policy.

Continue to maintain
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention
Continue to maintain
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.
Allow natural coastal
evolution to occur
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention
Continue to maintain
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention
Continue to maintain
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.

Continue to maintain
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention
Continue to maintain
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.
Allow natural coastal
evolution to occur
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention
Continue to maintain
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention
Continue to maintain
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.

6b49
6b49

Torre Abbey
Sands

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of
this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications,
as reported therein.
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Location refe
reference:

Beacon Cove to Roundham Head

Policy Unit reference:

6b48
6b48 to 6b5
6b55
b55
IMPLICATIONS OF THE PREFERRED PLAN FOR THIS LOCATION

Time
Period

Management Activities

2005 –
2025

Maintenance of the
existing defences and
structures. Continued
slow cliffline retreat in
undefended areas.

Property, Population and
Human Health

Land Use, Infrastructure and
Material Assets

Historic Environment

Continued protection of
Torquay Harbour and Paignton
(Torbay), and associated
industrial properties, and
properties along the seafront.

Risk of flooding to the A379 at
Torquay north of the marina

Protection of Princess Gardens
and Royal Terrace Gardens
Registered Park and Garden
from flooding

Maintenance and
improvement of the
defences and
structures. Continued
slow cliffline retreat in
undefended areas.

Continued protection of
Torquay Harbour and Paignton
(Torbay), and associated
industrial properties, and
properties along the seafront.

Risk of flooding to the A379 at
Torquay north of the marina
Low erosion risk to cliff top
coastal road.

2055 –
2105

Maintenance and
improvement of the
defences and
structures. Continued
slow cliffline retreat in
undefended areas.

Potential loss of some tourist
facilities due to flood risk,
especially at Paignton.
Low erosion risk to isolated
properties along undefended
headlands.

Protection of Princess Gardens
and Royal Terrace Gardens
Registered Park and Garden
from flooding

Minor change in landscape
character of South Devon
AONB through raising
defences.

Protection of a large area of
Torre Abbey Scheduled
Monument from flooding

Potential loss of some tourist
facilities due to flood risk,
especially at Paignton.
Low erosion risk to isolated
properties along undefended
headlands.
Continued protection of
Torquay Harbour, and
Paignton (Torbay), and
associated industrial
properties, and properties
along the seafront.

Minor change in landscape
character of South Devon
AONB through raising
defences.

Protection of a large area of
Torre Abbey Scheduled
Monument from flooding

Potential loss of some tourist
facilities due to flood risk,
especially at Paignton.

2025 –
2055

Landscape Character and
Visual Amenity

Risk of flooding to the A379 at
Torquay north of the marina
Low erosion risk to cliff top
coastal road.

Protection of Princess Gardens
and Royal Terrace Gardens
Registered Park and Garden
from flooding
Protection of a large area of
Torre Abbey Scheduled
Monument from flooding

Minor change in landscape
character of South Devon
AONB through raising
defences.

Earth Heritage, Soils
Soils and
Geology
Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
integrity of the English Riviera
Geopark, New Cut Torquay
and Roundham Head SSSIs;
NAI in these areas would
continue to maintain these
features – beneficial impact.
However, holding the line in
some areas has the potential
to adversely affect the
geological features.
Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
integrity of the English Riviera
Geopark, New Cut Torquay
and Roundham Head SSSIs;
NAI in these areas would
continue to maintain these
features.
However, holding the line in
some areas has the potential
to adversely affect the
geological features.
Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
integrity of the English Riviera
Geopark, New Cut Torquay
and Roundham Head SSSIs;
NAI in these areas would
continue to maintain these
features.
However, holding the line in
some areas has the potential
to adversely affect the
geological features.

Water
No known impacts on water
quality.
Works to Hold the Line
should be implemented so as
to not adversely impact on the
water quality status of the
coastal waters or compromise
the achievement of WFD
water quality targets.

A beach renourishment
scheme has the potential to
impact on water quality.
Works to Hold the Line
should be implemented so as
to not adversely impact on the
water quality status of the
coastal waters or compromise
the achievement of WFD
water quality targets.

A beach renourishment
scheme has the potential to
impact on water quality.
Works to Hold the Line
should be implemented so as
to not adversely impact on the
water quality status of the
coastal waters or compromise
the achievement of WFD
water quality targets.

Biodiversity, Flora and Fauna
No adverse effect on the
submerged or partially
submerged sea caves in 6b55
within the Poole Bay to Lyme
Bay Reefs pSAC as there is no
need to extend the existing
defences on the seacaves.

No adverse effect on the
submerged or partially
submerged sea caves in 6b55
within the Poole Bay to Lyme
Bay Reefs pSAC as there is no
need to extend the existing
defences on the seacaves.

No adverse effect on the
submerged or partially
submerged sea caves in 6b55
within the Poole Bay to Lyme
Bay Reefs pSAC as there is no
need to extend the existing
defences on the seacaves.

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context
of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context
of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context
of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context
of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context
of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context
of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context
of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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Location reference:

Roundham Head to Churston Cove
Cove (East)

Policy Unit reference:

6b56
6b56 to 6b59
6b59

SUMMARY OF PREFERRED PLAN RECOMMENDATIONS AND JUSTIFICATION

Plan:
The long term Plan along this section of the Tor Bay shoreline is to achieve a more sustainable defence line,
through allowing the shoreline to roll back landwards and adapt more naturally to rising sea levels. This would
be achieved through undertaking Managed Realignment of the seawalls that presently defend the low-lying land
at Goodrington Sands and Broadsands against flood risk. As such, not only would future protection be
provided in a more sustainable way, but this should also enable a beach to be retained in front of the defences,
which would be of amenity value.
The remainder of the coastline is characterised by undefended cliffs of geological and landscape value, which lie
within the English Riviera Geopark. Under this policy, it is not proposed that any new defences would be
constructed along these presently undefended cliffs, thereby conserving their geological value within the English
Riviera Geopark site. The Plan is for these sections to allow the slow coastal retreat to continue. An erosion
risk would however remain to part of a scheduled monument along the cliff top on the eastern side of
Churston Cove in the event of small landslides.
Parts of this undefended stretch of coast, particularly towards Churston Cove, may be affected by the presence
of the Brixham Harbour breakwater farther east, which serves to reduce wave exposure along parts of this
section. It is, however, assumed that the breakwater will be maintained and will therefore remain through to
the long term (refer to Policy Unit 6b58). If this were not to be the case it would not affect the SMP policies,
merely how they are implemented as the shoreline in other parts of Tor Bay would be exposed greater wave
action in places.

Preferred policies to implement Plan:
From present day (short
(short
term):
):
term

Along the undefended parts of this stretch, the short term policy is for No
Active Intervention.
Intervention Negligible cliff recession is predicted.
At Goodrington Sands and Broadsands the policy is to continue to provide
protection from flooding and erosion, through Hold the Line,
Line whilst plans are
put in place for Managed Realignment of the defences along parts or all of
these frontages in the medium term. Existing defences will therefore be
maintained.
The beaches along these frontages are expected to remain relatively stable
during this period, but there is a risk of beach narrowing as a result of sea level
rise.
The very small pocket beaches at Elberry and Churston Coves have been
stable and slowly accreting over the long term, with material likely derived
from local cliff erosion. This trend is expected to continue.

Medium term:
term:

Along the undefended parts of this stretch, the medium term policy is to allow
continued cliff retreat, through No Active Intervention,
Intervention with negligible change
expected in cliff top position due to the resistant nature of these cliffs. The
two pocket beaches at Elberry and Churston Coves could change from
accreting states to eroding states, due to sea level rise.
Along parts of the Goodrington Sands and Broadsands sections, subject to
detailed study in the short term, this will be a period of transition, with a move
towards a policy of Managed Realignment.
Realignment This policy would involve
construction of a new set back defence line in the northern half of
Goodrington Sands, therefore flood risk would continue to be minimised.
Realignment in the southern half of Goodrington Sands is not likely to be
feasible due to the close proximity to the shoreline of key infrastructure.

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of
this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications,
as reported therein.
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Therefore the defences here would need to be maintained under a policy to
Hold the Line in this area. This would be guided by detailed study in the short
term.
At Broadsands it is possible that instead of a set back defence, realignment
could be to the higher ground behind.
Due to the lack of linkages with other beaches within Tor Bay, this is unlikely
to have a wider impact beyond these areas.

LongerLonger-term:

Along the undefended remainder of this stretch, the long term policy is for No
Active Intervention to continue. Little or no change in cliff position is
expected, due to the resistant geology of the cliffs. As sea levels rise, the small
pocket beaches at Elberry and Churston Coves could become narrower and
steeper if there is insufficient material supplied from erosion of local cliffs.
The long term policy at Goodrington Sands will be to Hold the Line of
defences, either along existing lines or along realigned positions established in
the medium term. If realignment at Broadsands in the medium term involves
construction of a set back defence then this would also be maintained under
this policy. However, if realignment at Broadsands only occurs to higher
ground then it is likely that the policy in this period would move towards No
Active Intervention.
Intervention Due to the lack of linkages with other beaches within Tor
Bay, this is unlikely to have a wider impact beyond this section.

Summary of Specific Policies
Policy Unit

6b5
6b56

Goodrington
Sands

Goodrington
6b57
6b57 Sands to
Broadsands

6b58
6b58 Broadsands
Broadsands

6b59
6b59

Broadsands to
Churston Cove

Preferred Policies
Medium term
Implement Managed
Realignment through
constructing a set-back
Continue to maintain
defence where detailed
existing defences under a
study finds it is
Hold the Line policy.
appropriate to do so.
Investigate Managed
Continue to maintain and
Realignment options along
improve defences under a
northern part of this
Hold the Line policy in
stretch.
areas where realignment is
not found to be
appropriate.
Allow natural coastal
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
evolution to continue
through No Active
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention
Intervention.
Intervention
Implement Managed
Realignment where
Continue to maintain
detailed study finds it is
existing defences under a
appropriate to do so,
Hold the Line policy.
either through
Investigate Managed
constructing a set-back
Realignment options.
defence or simply to
higher ground.
Allow natural coastal
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
evolution to continue
Short term

Long term

Hold the Line of defence,
either along existing or
realigned extents.

Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention
Hold the Line of the
realigned defence if
constructed in medium
term, else No Active
Intervention if realigned to
higher ground.

Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of
this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications,
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Policy Unit
(East)

Short term
through No Active
Intervention.
ntervention

Preferred Policies
Medium term
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

Long term
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of
this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications,
as reported therein.
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Location refe
reference:

Roundham Head to Churston Cove (East)

Policy Unit reference:

6b56
6b56 to
to 6b59
6b59
IMPLICATIONS OF THE PREFERRED PLAN FOR THIS LOCATION

Time
Period

Management Activities

Property, Population and
Human Health

2005 –
2025

Maintenance of existing
defences at
Goodrington and
Broadsands, whilst
Managed Realignment
options are
investigated. Continued
slow cliffline retreat in
undefended areas.

Risk of flooding to people and
properties to the south of
Goodrington Sands, to the
preserved Paignton to
Broadsands railway in some
areas and to Broadsand
wetland area.

2025 –
2055

Implementation of
Managed Realignment.
Continued slow cliffline
retreat in undefended
areas.

Land Use, Infrastructure and
Material Assets
Risk of flooding/ erosion to
local roads would be
minimised by continued
defence provision.

Historic Environment
No known impacts on
scheduled monuments or
archaeological features.

Landscape Character and
Visual Amenity
Minor changes in landscape
character of South Devon
AONB.

Loss of some tourist facilities,
including parts of the coast
path due to flood risk.

Risk of flooding to people and
properties to the south of
Goodrington Sands, to the
preserved Paignton to
Broadsands railway in some
areas and to Broadsand
wetland area

Maintenance of set
back defence lines.
Continued slow cliffline
retreat in undefended
areas.

Risk of flooding to people and
properties to the south of
Goodrington Sands, to the
preserved Paignton to
Broadsands railway in some
areas and to Broadsand
wetland area
Loss of some tourist facilities,
including parts of the coast
path due to flood risk

Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
integrity of the English Riviera
Geopark, Saltern Cove and
Roundham Head SSSIs; NAI in
these areas would continue to
maintain these features

Water
No known impacts on water
quality.

Two historic landfill sites
protected from flooding.

Risk of flooding/ erosion to
local roads.

No known impacts on
scheduled monuments or
archaeological features.

Minor changes in landscape
character of South Devon
AONB

Loss of some tourist facilities,
including parts of the coast
path due to flood risk

2055 –
2105

Earth Heritage, Soils
Soils and
Geology

Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
integrity of the English Riviera
Geopark, Saltern Cove and
Roundham Head SSSIs; NAI in
these areas would continue to
maintain these features.
Two historic landfill sites at
risk of flooding depending on
location of Managed
Realignments.

Risk of flooding/ erosion to
local roads.

No known impacts on
scheduled monuments or
archaeological features.

Minor changes in landscape
character of South Devon
AONB

Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
integrity of the English Riviera
Geopark, Saltern Cove and
Roundham Head SSSIs; NAI in
these areas would continue to
maintain these
Two historic landfill sites at
risk of flooding depending on
location of Managed
Realignments.

Potential impacts on water
quality due to realignment,
potentially affecting landfill
sites – see soils and geology.
Works in areas selected for
Managed Realignment should
be implemented so as to not
adversely impact on the water
quality status of the coastal
waters or compromise the
achievement of WFD water
quality targets.
Potential impacts on water
quality due to realignment,
potentially affecting landfill
sites – see soils and geology.
Works in areas selected for
Managed Realignment should
be implemented so as to not
adversely impact on the water
quality status of the coastal
waters or compromise the
achievement of WFD water
quality targets.

Biodiversity, Flora and Fauna
Holding the line (e.g. at
Goodrington Sands) may result
in a net change in the area of
intertidal habitats at Saltern
Cove SSSI, and increased risk
of coastal squeeze due to the
presence of a railway
embankment located at the
back of the cove.
No adverse effect on the
submerged or partially
submerged sea caves in 6b55
within the Poole Bay to Lyme
Bay Reefs pSAC as there is no
need to extend the existing
defences on the seacaves.
Implementing Managed
Realignment may result in a
net change in the area of
intertidal habitats at Saltern
Cove SSSI, and increased risk
of coastal squeeze due to the
presence of a railway
embankment located at the
back of the cove.

Holding the line of realigned
defences may result in a net
change in the area of intertidal
habitats at Saltern Cove SSSI,
and increased risk of coastal
squeeze due to the presence
of a railway embankment
located at the back of the
cove.

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context
of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context
of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context
of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context
of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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Location reference:

Brixham

Policy Unit reference:

6b60
6b60 and 6b61
6b61

SUMMARY OF PREFERRED PLAN RECOMMENDATIONS AND JUSTIFICATION

Plan:
The long term Plan is to continue to protect the various residential, commercial, heritage and tourist assets
which make up the town and harbour at Brixham against the risk of flooding and erosion. To the east of
Brixham Harbour breakwater, towards Berry Head, the shoreline is undefended and the cliffs along this section
are important for their geological/geomorphological value within the English Riviera Geopark site; here. The
long term vision for this stretch is to allow the natural evolution of this part of the coast to continue and retain
this value. The resistant nature of these cliffs means that there will negligible erosion over the next century and
therefore no loss of assets.
Of significance to achievement of this Plan is the presence of the Brixham Harbour breakwater, as this
structure influences wave action along the western part of this section and provides protection to much of this
area.

Preferred policies to implement Plan:
From present day (short
(short
term):
term):

From the present day, the policy is to continue to maintain existing defences
along the Brixham frontage to Hold the Line.
Line This would include the Brixham
Harbour breakwater. The limited sediment linkages along this frontage mean
that this is unlikely to have a detrimental impact along the rest of the coast.
Along the undefended hard rock stretches of coast, where little or no change
in cliffline position is expected, a policy of No Active Intervention would apply.

Medium term:
term:

The medium term policy is to continue to Hold the Line to protect the town
of Brixham. Higher defences may be required towards the end of this period
to provide adequate protection. Maintenance of the Brixham Harbour
breakwater would also be required.
Along the undefended parts of this coast that consist of very hard rock cliffs,
the medium term policy remains as No Active Intervention,
Intervention with negligible cliff
recession predicted.

LongerLonger-term:

The long term policy is to continue to Hold the Line around the town of
Brixham. This would involve maintenance and likely improvement of these
defences during this period to maintain adequate levels of protection. If not
undertaken in the preceding epochs, then higher defences may be required to
maintain adequate levels of protection.
Along the undefended parts of this coast that consist of very hard rock cliffs,
the long term policy is for No Active Intervention to continue. Negligible cliff
recession is predicted by 2105.

Summary of Specific Policies
Policy Unit
Churston Cove
6b60
6b60 (East) to
Shoalstone Point
Shoalstone Point
6b61
6b61
to Berry Head

Short term
Continue to maintain
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue

Preferred Policies
Medium term
Continue to maintain
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue

Long term
Continue to maintain
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of
this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications,
as reported therein.
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Policy Unit

Short term
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

Preferred Policies
Medium term
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

Long term
through No Active
Intervention
Intervention.
ention

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of
this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications,
as reported therein.
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Location refe
reference:

Brixham

Policy Unit reference:

6b60
6b60 and 6b61
6b61
IMPLICATIONS OF THE PREFERRED PLAN FOR THIS LOCATION

Time
Period

Management Activities

2005 –
2025

Maintenance of
defences around
Brixham, with no
management activities
along the undefended
rocky coasts.

Property, Population and
Human Health
Continued protection of
Brixham, Brixham Harbour
and associated industrial
properties, and properties
along the seafront in Brixham
(Berryhead Road.

Land Use, Infrastructure and
Material Assets

Historic Environment

Though very small, remains a
potential risk of erosion to
local cliff top roads towards
Berry Head as a result of
localised erosion, depending if
and where any future
occasional cliff falls occur.

Continued protection of a
WW2 Battery Scheduled
Monument.

Landscape Character and
Visual Amenity
Negligible changes in landscape
character of South Devon
AONB.

Earth Heritage, Soils and
Geology
Holding the line at Brixham
has the potential to have an
adverse effect, by obscuring
the geological features,
including the English Riviera
Geopark, although the
remainder of the coast will
remain undefended.

Water
No known impacts on water
quality.

Biodiversity, Flora and Fauna
Sea level rise may accelerate
natural erosion patterns
resulting in the loss of
cliff/ledge top grassland
habitats at South Hams SAC.
As this would not be a result
of a change in SMP policy,
there would be no significant
impacts on this European site.
Though likely to be minimal,
potential for some erosion of
caves and sea cliffs to the east
of Shoalstone Point at Berry
Head to Sharkham Point SSSI
and Berry Head NNR. Also
small potential loss of some
designated flora and fauna.

2025 –
2055

Maintenance and
improvement of
defences around
Brixham, with no
management activities
along the undefended
rocky coasts.

Continued protection of
Brixham, Brixham Harbour
and associated industrial
properties, and properties
along the seafront in Brixham
(Berryhead Road.

Though very small, remains a
potential risk of erosion to
local cliff top roads towards
Berry Head as a result of
localised erosion, depending if
and where any future
occasional cliff falls occur

Continued protection of a
WW2 Battery Scheduled
Monument.

Negligible changes in landscape
character of South Devon
AONB.

Holding the line at Brixham
has the potential to have an
adverse effect, by obscuring
the geological features,
including the English Riviera
Geopark, although the
remainder of the coast will
remain undefended.

No known impacts on water
quality.

No adverse effect on the
submerged or partially
submerged sea caves in 6b55
within the Poole Bay to Lyme
Bay Reefs pSAC as there is no
need to extend the existing
defences on the seacaves.
Sea level rise may accelerate
natural erosion patterns
resulting in the loss of
cliff/ledge top grassland
habitats at South Hams SAC.
As this would not be a result
of a change in SMP policy,
there would be no significant
impacts on this European site.
Though likely to be minimal,
potential for some erosion of
caves and sea cliffs to the east
of Shoalstone Point at Berry
Head to Sharkham Point SSSI
and Berry Head NNR. Also
small potential loss of some
designated flora and fauna.
No adverse effect on the
submerged or partially
submerged sea caves in 6b55
within the Poole Bay to Lyme
Bay Reefs pSAC as there is no
need to extend the existing

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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Location refe
reference:

Brixham

Policy Unit reference:

6b60
6b60 and 6b61
6b61
IMPLICATIONS OF THE PREFERRED PLAN FOR THIS LOCATION

Time
Period

Management Activities

2055 –
2105

Maintenance and
improvement of
defences around
Brixham, with no
management activities
along the undefended
rocky coasts.

Property, Population and
Human Health
Continued protection of
Brixham, Brixham Harbour
and associated industrial
properties, and properties
along the seafront in Brixham
(Berryhead Road.

Land Use, Infrastructure and
Material Assets

Historic Environment

Though very small, remains a
potential risk of erosion to
local cliff top roads towards
Berry Head as a result of
localised erosion, depending if
and where any future
occasional cliff falls occur

Continued protection of a
WW2 Battery Scheduled
Monument.

Landscape Character and
Visual Amenity
Negligible changes in landscape
character of South Devon
AONB.

Earth Heritage, Soils and
Geology
Holding the line at Brixham
has the potential to have an
adverse effect, by obscuring
the geological features,
including the English Riviera
Geopark, although the
remainder of the coast will
remain undefended.

Water

No known impacts on water
quality.

Biodiversity, Flora and Fauna
defences on the seacaves.
Sea level rise may accelerate
natural erosion patterns
resulting in the loss of
cliff/ledge top grassland
habitats at South Hams SAC.
As this would not be a result
of a change in SMP policy,
there would be no significant
impacts on this European site.
Though likely to be minimal,
potential for some erosion of
caves and sea cliffs to the east
of Shoalstone Point at Berry
Head to Sharkham Point SSSI
and Berry Head NNR. Also
small potential loss of some
designated flora and fauna.
No adverse effect on the
submerged or partially
submerged sea caves in 6b55
within the Poole Bay to Lyme
Bay Reefs pSAC as there is no
need to extend the existing
defences on the seacaves.

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context
of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context
of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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Location reference:

Berry Head to Kingswear (South)

Policy Unit reference:

6b62
6b62 and 6b63
6b63

SUMMARY OF PREFERRED PLAN RECOMMENDATIONS AND JUSTIFICATION

Plan:
This stretch of undefended coast, which extends into the outermost part of the Dart Estuary, is characterised
by cliffs of outstanding landscape value. The long term vision is therefore to allow this to continue to evolve
naturally over the next 100 years.
The cliffs vary in geology and in places there is a risk of small, localised landslide events. Therefore, with this
plan a number of cliff top assets might become at risk from erosion, including: two scheduled monuments, parts
of a Registered Park and Garden and a number of listed building located along parts of the cliff top, as well as a
number of properties and tourism related facilities along the cliff top area within St Mary’s Bay. There is
uncertainty over the timing of loss as this will depend upon the occurrence of landslide events, which it is not
possible to predict with any certainty. Therefore, some of the aforementioned may not be lost over the next
century.

Preferred policies to implement Plan:
From present day (short
(short
term):
):
term

The short term policy is to allow natural retreat, through No Active
Intervention along this undefended stretch of coast.
The cliffs along this section vary in character and small scale landslide events
occur about every 10-100 years within the shale cliffs. Cliff erosion along this
stretch would continue during this period at varying rates, with up to 10m
possible locally by 2025.
Isolated pocket beaches, such as at St Mary’s Bay, will continue to be supplied
with sediment only from local cliff erosion as they are separated by rocky
headlands and there is no other sediment source available.

Medium term:
term:

No Active Intervention will remain the medium term policy along this
undefended stretch of coast. Total erosion of between 7 and 10m is predicted
along St Mary’s Bay by 2055. Erosion of the shale cliffs is driven by both marine
erosion of the toe and heavy rain, so they are sensitive to both changes in
precipitation and sea level. However, due to uncertainty in the possible future
changes in precipitation, no direct account has been taken of this in the
recession predictions.
Sea level rise could also result in the narrowing and steepening of the majority
of the small pocket beaches along this section as it is unlikely that sufficient
sediment would be released from the relatively resistant backing cliffs.
At Man Sands, beach narrowing could result in more frequent localised
flooding of the low-lying area behind. However, in St Mary’s Bay the increased
rate of cliff erosion could release beach material to this area which will help to
counter coastal squeeze and should ensure that a narrow beach remains.

LongerLonger-term:

The long term policy is for No Active Intervention.
Intervention Cliff erosion would
continue at variable rates due to local geological characteristics. The more
erodible shale cliffs that occur along St Mary’s Bay are more sensitive to both
sea level rise and any increase in precipitation, both of which could increase
the rate of erosion along this stretch.
As sea levels rise, the small pocket beaches along this stretch could narrow
further and ultimately could be lost where they are backed by steep resistant

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of
this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications,
as reported therein.
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cliffs. At Man Sands, there could be some rollback possible in front of the lowlying hinterland, but beach narrowing may result in more frequent localised
flooding of this low-lying area behind. Within St Mary’s Bay, the beach may
narrow with increased erosion of the backing cliffs which, in turn, will release
beach sediment and reduce cliff exposure. This may slow erosion locally, but it
is still likely to be at a greater rate than historically, due to the acceleration of
sea level rise predicted during this period.

Summary of Specific Policies
Policy Unit

Short term
Allow natural coastal
Berry Head to
evolution to continue
6b62
6b62
through No Active
Sharkham Point
Active
Intervention.
Intervention
Allow natural coastal
Sharkham Point to evolution to continue
6b63
6b63
Kingswear (South) through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

Preferred Policies
Medium term
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

Long term
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of
this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications,
as reported therein.
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Location refe
reference:

Berry Head to Kingswear (South)

Policy Unit reference:

6b62
6b62 and 6b63
6b63
IMPLICATIONS OF THE PREFERRED PLAN FOR THIS LOCATION

Time
Period

Management Activities

2005 –
2025

Continued cliffline
retreat. No
management activities.

2025 –
2055

Continued cliffline
retreat. No
management activities.

Property, Population and
Human Health

Land Use, Infrastructure and
Material Assets

Historic Environment

Potential localised loss of parts
of the South West Coast path
due to erosion – but erosion
rates are likely to be low
(<10m), therefore potential for
relocation.

Limited loss of Grades 3 and 4
agricultural land from erosion
(<10m recession predicted).

Potential loss to erosion of a
number of Grade 2 and a
Grade 1 listed buildings and
part of a Registered Parks and
Garden.

Potential localised loss of parts
of the South West Coast path
due to erosion – but erosion
rates are likely to be low
(<10m), therefore potential for
relocation.

Limited loss of Grades 3 and 4
agricultural land from erosion
(<10m recession predicted).

Potential loss to erosion of a
number of Grade 2 and a
Grade 1 listed buildings and
part of a Registered Parks and
Garden.

Landscape Character and
Visual Amenity
Little or no change in
landscape character of South
Devon AONB.

Little or no change in
landscape character of South
Devon AONB.

Potential loss of some
properties, including holiday
accommodation, due to
erosion at St Marys Bay in
medium to long term

2055 –
2105

Continued cliffline
retreat. No
management activities.

Potential localised loss of parts
of the South West Coast path
due to erosion – but erosion
rates are likely to be low
(<10m), therefore potential for
relocation.
Potential loss of some
properties, including holiday
accommodation, due to
erosion at St Marys Bay in
medium to long term

Earth
Earth Heritage, Soils and
Geology
Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
integrity of the English Riviera
Geopark; NAI between Berry
Head and Sharkham Point
would continue to maintain
these features.

Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
integrity of the English Riviera
Geopark; NAI between Berry
Head and Sharkham Point
would continue to maintain
these features.

Water
No known impacts on water
quality.

Potential impacts on water
quality due to a No Active
Intervention policy potentially
affecting landfill sites – see soils
and geology.

Sharkham Point tip at risk of
erosion in the medium and
long term.

Limited loss of Grades 3 and 4
agricultural land from erosion
(<10m recession predicted).

Potential loss to erosion of a
number of Grade 2 and a
Grade 1 listed buildings and
part of a Registered Parks and
Garden.

Little or no change in
landscape character of South
Devon AONB.

Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
integrity of the English Riviera
Geopark; NAI between Berry
Head and Sharkham Point
would continue to maintain
these features.
Sharkham Point tip at risk of
erosion in the medium and
long term.

Potential impacts on water
quality due to a No Active
Intervention policy potentially
affecting landfill sites – see soils
and geology.

Biodiversity, Flora and Fauna
Sea level rise may accelerate
natural erosion patterns
resulting in the loss of
cliff/ledge top grassland
habitats at South Hams SAC
and Froward Point SSSI. As
this would not be a result of a
change in SMP policy, there
would be no significant impacts
on this European site.
Minimal erosion of caves and
sea cliffs at Berry Head to
Sharkham Point SSSI and Berry
Head (Southern Redoubt) ASP
Sea level rise may accelerate
natural erosion patterns
resulting in the loss of
cliff/ledge top grassland
habitats at South Hams SAC
and Froward Point SSSI. As
this would not be a result of a
change in SMP policy there
would be no significant impacts
on this European site.
Minimal erosion of caves and
sea cliffs at Berry Head to
Sharkham Point SSSI and Berry
Head (Southern Redoubt) ASP
Sea level rise may accelerate
natural erosion patterns
resulting in the loss of
cliff/ledge top grassland
habitats at South Hams SAC
and Froward Point SSSI. As
this would not be a result of a
change in SMP policy there
would be no significant impacts
on this European site.
Minimal erosion of caves and
sea cliffs at Berry Head to
Sharkham Point SSSI and Berry
Head (Southern Redoubt) ASP

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context
of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context
of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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Location reference:

Dart Estuary

Policy Unit reference:

6b64
6b64 to 6b70
6b70

SUMMARY OF PREFERRED PLAN
PLAN RECOMMENDATIONS AND JUSTIFICATION

Plan:
Within the Dart Estuary there are a number of settlements, such as Kingswear, Totnes and Dartmouth. These
are currently defended against the risk of flooding by a range of defences including flood walls and
embankments. There are also defences associated with infrastructure along the estuary shoreline including the
Dart Railway.
The long term Plan is to continue to reduce the risk of flooding to this property and infrastructure where this
is currently provided. However, under this plan it is not intended that any new defences would be built in
currently undefended areas; these would be allowed to continue to evolve naturally.
The impact of continued defence on the long term evolution of the Dart Estuary as a whole is expected to be
minimal, as it is a ria-type estuary characterised by a deep channel confined by steep resistant cliffs which
already naturally constrain physical change within the estuary.
Preferred policies to implement Plan:
From present day (short
(short
term):
term):

The short term policy is to continue to Hold the Line,
Line where defences already
exist. This will continue to provide flood protection to people, property and
infrastructure throughout the Dart Estuary, including the sizeable settlements
of Kingswear, Totnes and Dartmouth as well as the Dart Railway. This would
involve maintenance and possible improvement of existing flood defences
during this period. Investigation of the future need for defence improvement
should also be carried out during this period to provide a more definitive plan
for implementation of policy.
No new defences will be built along currently undefended sections, where a
policy of No Active Intervention would apply.
Little change in the overall estuary form is predicted during this period

Medium term:
term:

The medium term policy is to continue to Hold the Line of the existing range
of defences that provide flood protection to property and infrastructure. In
order to provide adequate levels of protection, under a scenario of rising sea
levels, higher defences may be required.
Elsewhere a policy of No Active Intervention will remain.

LongerLonger-term:

The Hold the Line policy will continue into the long term for locations
presently protected. If not carried out in the preceding epochs, this would
likely involve re-building defences to be larger than at present to be able to
provide adequate levels of protection.
Elsewhere No Active Intervention will apply.
This combination of policies is not expected to have any significant impact
upon the overall form of the estuary as it is already constrained by its geology.

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of
this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications,
as reported therein.
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Summary of Specific Policies
Policy Unit
Dart Estuary Kingswear (South)
6b64
6b64
to Waterhead
Creek
Dart Estuary Waterhead Creek
6b65
6b65
to Greenway
Viaduct
Dart Estuary Greenway
Greenway Viaduct
6b66
6b66
to Totnes South
(east bank)

6b67
6b67

Dart Estuary Totnes

Dart Estuary Totnes South
6b68
6b68 (west bank) to
Dartmouth
(North)
Dart Estuary Dartmouth
6b69
6b69
(North) to
Halftide Rock
Dart Estuary 6b70
6b70 Halftide Rock to
Blackstone Point

Short term
Continue to Hold the Line
Line
where there are existing
defences, with No Active
Intervention along the
undefended frontages.
No Active Intervention
along the undefended
frontages. Continue to
Hold the Line where there
are existing defences.
No Active Intervention
along the undefended
frontages. Continue to
Hold the Line where there
are existing defences.
Continue to Hold the Line
where there are existing
defences, with No Active
Intervention along the
undefended frontages.
No Active Intervention
along the undefended
frontages. Continue to
Hold the Line where there
are existing defences.
Continue to Hold the Line
where there are existing
defences, with No Active
Intervention along the
undefended frontages.
No Active Intervention
along the undefended
frontages. Continue to
Hold the Line where there
are existing defences.

Preferred Policies
Medium term
Continue to Hold the Line
where there are existing
defences, with No Active
Intervention along the
undefended frontages.
No Active Intervention
along the undefended
frontages. Continue to
Hold the Line where there
are existing defences.
No Active Intervention
along the undefended
frontages. Continue to
Hold the Line where there
are existing defences.
Continue to Hold the Line
where there are existing
defences, with No Active
Intervention along the
undefended frontages.
No Active Intervention
along the undefended
frontages. Continue to
Hold the Line where there
are existing defences.
Continue to Hold the Line
where there are existing
defences, with No Active
Intervention along the
undefended frontages.
No Active
Active Intervention
along the undefended
frontages. Continue to
Hold the Line where there
are existing defences.

Long term
Continue to Hold the Line
where there are existing
defences, with No Active
Intervention along the
undefended frontages.
No Active Intervention
along the undefended
frontages. Continue to
Hold the Line where there
are existing defences.
No Active Intervention
along the undefended
frontages. Continue to
Hold the Line where there
are existing defences.
Continue to Hold the Line
where there are existing
defences, with No Active
Intervention along the
undefended frontages.
No Active Intervention
along the undefended
frontages. Continue to
Hold the Line where there
are existing defences.
Continue to Hold the Line
where there are existing
defences, with No Active
Intervention along the
undefended frontages.
No Active Intervention
along the undefended
frontages. Continue to
Hold the Line where there
are existing defences.

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of
this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications,
as reported therein.
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Location refe
reference:

Dart Estuary

Policy
Policy Unit reference:

6b64
6b64 to 6b70
6b70
IMPLICATIONS OF THE PREFERRED PLAN FOR THIS LOCATION

Time
Period

Management Activities

Property, Population and
Human Health

Land Use, Infrastructure and
Material Assets

2005 –
2025

Maintenance of existing
defences.

Protection of parts of South
West Coast path, whilst other
parts remain at risk from
periodic flooding.

Continued protection of
Kingswear Station, and the
B3205 transport connections
from flooding.

Continued protection of
people & properties in
Dartmouth (including
residential, commercial
properties & Yacht Club),
bordering the River Dart at
Dittisham and of farms on the
River Dart near Cornworthy
from flooding.

Limited loss of Grades 3 and 4
agricultural land from flooding/
erosion.

Historic Environment
No loss of Scheduled
Monuments or Registered
Parks and Gardens.

Landscape Character
Character and
Visual Amenity
Minor changes in landscape
character of South Devon
AONB.

Earth Heritage, Soils and
Geology
No known impacts.

Water
No known impacts on water
quality.
HTL in the Dart Estuary to
protect heavily populated areas
could increase the frequency
of tide-locking and subsequent
water depth in the adjacent
river waterbodies in response
to climate change/sea level
rise, thus potentially failing
WFD objective 3 – adverse

Biodiversity, Flora and Fauna
HTL in 6b64 is not considered
to have an adverse effect on
the Poole Bay to Lyme Bay
Reefs pSAC

impact

Continued protection to
people and property in
Kingswear and Totnes from
flooding/erosion.

2025 –
2055

Maintenance and
improvement of the
existing defences.

Risk of erosion to cliff top
properties at the western bank
of the entrance to the River
Dart Estuary, is slight due to
low rates of recession.
Protection of parts of South
West Coast path, whilst other
parts remain at risk from
periodic flooding.
Continued protection of
people & properties in
Dartmouth (including
residential, commercial
properties & Yacht Club),
bordering the River Dart at
Dittisham and of farms on the
River Dart near Cornworthy
from flooding.

Continued protection of
Kingswear Station, and the
B3205 transport connections
from flooding.

No loss of Scheduled
Monuments or Registered
Parks and Gardens.

Minor changes in landscape
character of South Devon
AONB.

Waterhead Creek historic
landfill site at potential risk of
flooding.

Limited loss of Grades 3 and 4
agricultural land from flooding/
erosion.

2055 –

Maintenance and

HTL in 6b64 is not considered
to have an adverse effect on
the Poole Bay to Lyme Bay
Reefs pSAC

HTL in the Dart Estuary to
protect heavily populated areas
could increase the frequency
of tide-locking and subsequent
water depth in the adjacent
river waterbodies in response
to climate change/sea level
rise, thus potentially failing
WFD objective 3 – adverse

impact

Continued protection to
people and property in
Kingswear and Totnes from
flooding/erosion.
Risk of erosion to cliff top
properties at the western bank
of the entrance to the River
Dart Estuary, is slight due to
low rates of recession.
Protection of parts of South

Potential impacts on water
quality due to a No Active
Intervention policy potentially
affecting landfill sites – see soils
and geology.

Continued protection of

No loss of Scheduled

Minor changes in landscape

Waterhead Creek historic

Potential impacts on water

HTL in 6b64 is not considered

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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Location refe
reference:

Dart Estuary

Policy
Policy Unit reference:

6b64
6b64 to 6b70
6b70
IMPLICATIONS OF THE PREFERRED PLAN FOR THIS LOCATION

Time
Period
2105

Management Activities
improvement of the
existing defences.

Property, Population and
Human Health

Land Use, Infrastructure and
Material Assets

West Coast path, whilst other
parts remain at risk from
periodic flooding.

Kingswear Station, and the
B3205 transport connections
from flooding.

Continued protection of
people & properties in
Dartmouth (including
residential, commercial
properties & Yacht Club),
bordering the River Dart at
Dittisham and of farms on the
River Dart near Cornworthy
from flooding.

Limited loss of Grades 3 and 4
agricultural land from flooding/
erosion.

Continued protection to
people and property in
Kingswear and Totnes from
flooding/erosion.

Historic Environment
Monuments or Registered
Parks and Gardens.

Landscape Character
Character and
Visual Amenity
character of South Devon
AONB.

Earth Heritage, Soils and
Geology
landfill site at potential risk of
flooding.

Water
quality due to a No Active
Intervention policy potentially
affecting landfill sites – see soils
and geology.

Biodiversity, Flora and Fauna
to have an adverse effect on
the Poole Bay to Lyme Bay
Reefs pSAC

HTL in the Dart Estuary to
protect heavily populated areas
could increase the frequency
of tide-locking and subsequent
water depth in the adjacent
river waterbodies in response
to climate change/sea level
rise, thus potentially failing
WFD objective 3 – adverse

impact

Risk of erosion to cliff top
properties at the western bank
of the entrance to the River
Dart Estuary, is slight due to
low rates of recession.

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context
of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context
of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context
of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context
of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context
of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context
of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context
of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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Location reference:

Blackstone Point to Strete

Policy Unit reference:

6b71
6b71 to 6b74
6b74

SUMMARY OF PREFERRED PLAN RECOMMENDATIONS AND JUSTIFICATION

Plan:
The natural characteristics of this coastline are of outstanding environmental, landscape, geological and
geomorphological value. The long term vision for this section of predominantly undefended cliffed coastline is
therefore to continue to allow it to evolve naturally.
There would continue to be cliff top retreat, but at very slow rates, with less than 10m predicted. Erosion risks
are therefore low although landslide events could cause greater erosion locally. This could impact on parts of
the South West Coast Path and a cliff top road, depending upon the location of future cliff failure events.
In the immediate term, it would be appropriate to continue to protect assets at the back of Blackpool Sands,
that provide tourism related facilities, including the car park, as to do so will have no significant impacts on
coastal processes in the wider area. However to do so will be unlikely to attract public (flood and coastal
defence budget) funds and so continued protection of these private assets would depend on the availability of
other funding (refer also to Section 5.2.2 ‘Private Defences’).
The beach at Blackpool Sands would be expected to narrow and steepen in the longer term as sea level rise
causes coastal squeeze, and this would likely be exacerbated by defences in this area if it continues to be
provided. In the long term it may even become unnecessary to provide defences for the purpose of beach
access if the beach is lost. Should the beach reduce to such an extent, it may be necessary to consider localised
defences in a realigned position to protect the A379 at the back of the beach.

Preferred policies to implement Plan:
From present day (short
(short
term):
):
term

The short term policy is for No Active Intervention along this predominantly
undefended stretch of coast, allowing it to continue to evolve naturally.
This coastline is largely cliffed with isolated pocket beaches separated by rocky
headlands. The cliffs historically have experienced varying rates of recession,
dependent upon local geological characteristics. This is expected to continue
with rates of about 0.2 to 0.3 m/yr combined with the occurrence of
infrequent, small scale cliff failure events that result in localised increases in
recession.
The small pocket beaches that indent this section of coast are supplied with
sediment from local cliff erosion as there is no other sediment source
available. These beaches have gradually narrowed over the long term,
suggesting a trend of erosion as a result of insufficient sediment supply from
local cliffs.
The privately owned structures that are located at the back of Blackpool Sands
could continue to be maintained during this period if funds are available to
ensure continued protection of the low-lying land and maintain access for
amenity purposes. The beach here has gradually narrowed over the long term
and this is expected to continue.

Medium term:
term:

The medium term policy is to continue with No Active Intervention along this
predominantly undefended stretch of coast. Slow, variable rates of cliff erosion
would occur, with total erosion of between 4 and 10m predicted by 2055
depending on the occurrence of small scale cliff failure events during this
period.
At Blackpool Sands, the short lengths of privately owned structures could
continue to be maintained if funds are available to protect the low-lying land
and maintain access for amenity purposes. As sea level rise continues, the

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of
this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications,
as reported therein.
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retention of the existing defence line would exacerbate the current trend of
beach narrowing and steepening, which will increase pressure on the existing
defences.

Longer
Longer-term:

The long term policy is for No Active Intervention along this predominantly
undefended stretch of coast. Erosion of the cliffs would continue to occur at
historically slow rates, with total erosion of about 10m predicted by 2105,
depending on the occurrence of small scale cliff failure events during this
period.
As sea levels rise, the small pocket beaches along this section could narrow
and possibly become submerged as it is unlikely that sufficient material would
be supplied by the backing resistant cliffs. This would not result in more rapid
erosion of the cliffs, with cliff failures dominated by geological factors. As the
beaches narrow, headlands will become more prominent which may further
interrupt littoral drift.
At Blackpool Sands, as sea level rise continues, the retention of the existing
defence line would exacerbate the current trend of beach narrowing and
steepening; potentially reducing its amenity value. Consequently it may be that
continued defence here for providing beach access for amenity purposes
becomes unjustifiable. Depending on the amount of beach narrowing that
occurs, there may be a need for very localised intervention in a realigned
position to defend the A379 that passes at the back of Blackpool Sands if it
becomes at significant risk during this period. This could occur under this
policy if funds are available, although consideration could also be given to
alternative options.

Summary of Specific Policies
Policy Unit

6b71
6b71

Blackstone Point
to Stoke Fleming

6b72
6b72

Stoke Fleming to
Blackpool Sands

6b73
6b73 Blackpool Sands

Short term
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention
Continue to allow existing
localised defences to be
maintained or replaced,
either along existing or
realigned positions, if
alternative funding is
available to reduce the risk
of flooding and erosion
and maintain visitor
access.

Preferred Policies
Medium term
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention
Allow natural coastal
evolution to occur
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention
Continue to allow existing
localised defences to be
maintained or replaced,
either along existing or
realigned positions, if
alternative funding is
available to reduce the risk
of flooding and erosion
and maintain visitor
access.

Long term
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention
Intervention.
ervention
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Active
Intervention.
Intervention
Continue to allow existing
localised defences to be
maintained or replaced,
either along existing or
realigned positions, if
alternative funding is
available to reduce the risk
of flooding and erosion
and maintain visitor
access.

If alternative funds are not
available, then allow
natural coastal evolution
to continue through No

If alternative funds are not
available, then allow
natural coastal evolution
to continue through No

If alternative funds are not
available, then allow
natural coastal evolution
to continue through No

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of
this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications,
as reported therein.
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Policy Unit

Short term
Active Intervention.
Intervention
Allow natural coastal
Blackpool Sands to evolution to continue
6b74
6b74
Strete
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

Preferred Policies
Medium term
Active Intervention.
Intervention
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

Long term
Active Intervention.
Intervention
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of
this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications,
as reported therein.
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Location refe
reference:

Blackstone Point to Strete

Policy Unit reference:

6b671
6b671 to 6b74
6b74
IMPLICATIONS OF THE PREFERRED PLAN FOR THIS LOCATION

Time
Period

Management Activities

Property,
Property, Population and
Human Health

Land Use, Infrastructure and
Material Assets

2005 –
2025

Continued cliffline
retreat would occur
along the undefended
parts of the coast.
Maintenance of existing
defences at Blackpool
Sands dependent on
availability of private
funds.
Any future
management at
Blackpool Sands will
need to take account of
IT and telephone
cabling that runs
beneath the beach.
Continued cliffline
retreat would occur
along the undefended
parts of the coast.
Maintenance of
defences at Blackpool
Sands as long as it
remains economically
feasible to do so and
dependent on
availability of private
funds.
Studies to appraise
possible realignment of
the defence.
Any future
management at
Blackpool Sands will
need to take account of
IT and telephone
cabling that runs
beneath the beach.
Continued cliffline
retreat would occur
along the undefended
parts of the coast.
Maintenance of
defences at Blackpool
Sands as long as it
remains economically
feasible to do so and
dependent on
availability of private
funds.
Any future

Continued protection to assets
at Blackpool Sands.

Continued protection of A379
at the back of Blackpool Sands.

2025 –
2055

2055 –
2105

Small areas of Grade 3 and 5
agricultural land at risk due to
flooding/ erosion between
Blackstone Point and Stoke
Fleming. (but minor loss as cliff
erosion <10m).

Historic Environment
Grade 2 listed buildings at
potential risk of erosion in
some areas.
The submerged forest at
Blackpool Sands will remain
submerged through a NAI
policy – neutral impact

Landscape Character and
Visual Amenity

Earth Heritage, Soils and
Geology

Water

Biodiversity, Flora and Fauna

Change in landscape character
of South Devon AONB at
Blackpool Sands. Generally a
policy of NAI along the rest of
the coast complements the
AONB Management Policies.

Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
integrity of the SSSIs and
GCRs; NAI along the coast
(except at Blackpool Sands)
would continue to maintain
these features.

No known impacts on water
quality.

No known impacts on
designated biodiversity, flora
or fauna.

Change in landscape character
of South Devon AONB at
Blackpool Sands. Generally a
policy of NAI along the rest of
the coast complements the
AONB Management Policies.

Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
integrity of the SSSIs and
GCRs; NAI along the coast
(except at Blackpool Sands)
would continue to maintain
these features.

No known impacts on water
quality.

No known impacts on
designated biodiversity, flora
or fauna.

Change in landscape character
of South Devon AONB at
Blackpool Sands. Generally a
policy of NAI along the rest of
the coast complements the
AONB Management Policies.

Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
integrity of the SSSIs and
GCRs; NAI along the coast
(except at Blackpool Sands)
would continue to maintain
these features.

Potential realignment at
Blackpool Sands should be
implemented so as to not
adversely impact on the water
quality status of the coastal
waters or compromise the
achievement of WFD water
quality targets.

No known impacts on
designated biodiversity, flora
or fauna.

Possible impact on the palaeoenvironmental deposits
through NAI at Blackpool
Sands, though this would not
be a result of SMP policy –

neutral impact.
Isolated properties in Strete at
risk due to erosion

Continued protection of A379
at the back of Blackpool Sands.

South West Coast Path at risk
due to erosion.

Small areas of Grade 3 and 5
agricultural land at risk due to
erosion between Blackstone
point and Stoke Fleming (but
minor loss as cliff erosion
<10m).

The submerged forest at
Blackpool Sands will remain
submerged through a NAI
policy – neutral impact

At some locations, beach
narrowing may affect beach
access and moorings.

Possible impact on the palaeoenvironmental deposits
through NAI at Blackpool
Sands, though this would not
be a result of SMP policy –

Continued protection of
tourist facilities and car parks
at Blackpool Sands, as long as
this remains a requirement.

Grade 2 listed buildings at
potential risk of erosion in
some areas.

neutral impact.

Isolated properties in Strete at
risk due to erosion

Continued protection of A379
at the back of Blackpool Sands.

South West Coast Path at risk
due to erosion.

Small areas of Grade 3 and 5
agricultural land at risk due to
erosion between Blackstone
point and Stoke Fleming (but
minor loss as cliff erosion
<10m).

Possible loss of tourist facilities
and car parks at Blackpool
Sands, if defences are
realigned.

At some locations, beach
narrowing may affect beach
access and moorings.

Grade 2 listed buildings at
potential risk of erosion in
some areas.
The submerged forest at
Blackpool Sands will remain
submerged through a NAI
policy – neutral impact
Possible impact on the palaeoenvironmental deposits
through NAI at Blackpool
Sands, though this would not

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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Location refe
reference:

Blackstone Point to Strete

Policy Unit reference:

6b671
6b671 to 6b74
6b74
IMPLICATIONS OF THE PREFERRED PLAN FOR THIS LOCATION

Time
Period

Management Activities
management at
Blackpool Sands will
need to take account of
IT and telephone
cabling that runs
beneath the beach.

Property,
Property, Population and
Human Health

Land Use, Infrastructure and
Material Assets

Historic Environment

Landscape Character and
Visual Amenity

Earth Heritage, Soils and
Geology

Water

Biodiversity, Flora and Fauna

be a result of SMP policy –

neutral impact.

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context
of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context
of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context
of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context
of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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Location reference:

Strete to Limpet Rocks

Policy Unit reference:

6b75
6b75 and 6b76
6b76

SUMMARY
SUMMARY OF PREFERRED PLAN RECOMMENDATIONS AND JUSTIFICATION

Plan:
The coastline is characterised by vegetated sea cliffs, freshwater lagoons and shingle ridges. These features have
formed over geological timescales as a result of a shingle barrier migrating landwards, in response to rising sea
levels, and have become progressively segmented by emerging headlands. There are a number of shingle
beaches along the coastline, with the longest stretch being Slapton Sands (Policy Unit 6b75) which is an
important tourist attraction. At the southern end of this area is the seaward portion of the village of Torcross
(Policy Unit 6b76).
This area is of outstanding environmental, landscape and geological/geomorphological value and therefore a key
driver of policy is conservation of this asset through allowing natural processes to occur whilst undertaking
measures to ensure the sustainability of the shingle ridge. However the A379, an important link road, runs
along the crest of the Slapton Sands barrier beach and the village of Torcross also lies to the south. The A379
has recently suffered damage as a result of beach cutback and is also affected by the natural rollback of the
shingle barrier, which will continue in response to sea level rise. It is therefore unsustainable in its current
location. However, it is recognised that the road is also an important transport route and is of economic and
social value for the area and Devon County Council are committed to maintaining the highway whilst it is
technically feasible and cost effective to do so. However, there is acceptance that it will not be possible to do
this indefinitely and whilst some upgrading of small inland routes is possible, these would not be sufficient to
adequately replace the A379. Investigations into how the long term social and economic structure of the area
could adapt to the situation when this road link is no longer viable are currently underway.
The long term vision for this coastline is to allow the beach-barrier to evolve naturally and thereby ensure its
integrity and geomorphological and environmental value is maintained through to the next century. The main
implication of this will be the long term loss of road access across Slapton Sands; which will become
increasingly difficult to sustain in its current form. Plans therefore need to be developed now such that future
transport provision is addressed in good time. In the short and medium term the policy is to allow the barrier
to retreat naturally whilst enabling local measures to be put in place to allow localised realignment of the road
as required.
In the long term sea level rise and increased storminess will impact upon the sustainability of continuing to
defend the seaward part of Torcross. In addition, as the rest of Slapton Sands to the north will roll back
landwards this could potentially lead to significant outflanking of defences here. The beaches fronting the
defences along the Torcross frontage will narrow and steepen as a result of coastal squeeze resulting from sea
level rise. All of these processes will increase exposure of the defences on the seaward part of Torcross to
wave action and so make it increasingly technically and economically difficult to sustain defences in this
position.
In the long term, realignment of these defences in some form will be required. This may involve constructing
much larger defences around the more seaward part of Torcross and extending them across the southern part
of the Ley towards the west. If this is not economically viable to implement, then abandoning the seaward part
of Torcross will need to be considered, taking a new defence line along the western (landward) shore of
Slapton Ley. However, there are a number of socio-economic assets that will be at risk under this approach
and therefore the immediate future defences will be maintained as long as possible within existing economic
justification, whilst adaptive measures are put in place to manage this risk and mitigate the displacement of
people and loss of property and facilities.

Preferred policies
policies to implement Plan:
From present day (short
(short
term):
):
term

The recommended short term policy for the Slapton Sands frontage is
Managed Realignment to allow the natural retreat of the shingle barrier but
enable local beach management measures to be implemented where necessary
to allow local realignment of the road.
The A379 coast road extends along the crest for the length of this section

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of
this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications,
as reported therein.
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although it is not all protected by defences. While the long term aim is to
move towards a more sustainable solution, in the short term the current
defences along parts of the coast road (apart from at Torcross) would be
maintained (but not enhanced), as it would be economically damaging to the
area to simply allow the road to be lost without suitable measures being in
place.
At Torcross the present-day policy is to Hold the Line to protect assets within
the village through maintaining existing defences where this can be
economically justified. This would include maintenance and any reconstruction
of seawalls.
As the long term policy could result in some properties being lost at Torcross
it is recommended that during the short and medium term measures are
investigated which will help in the management of this risk. Similarly, measures
to upgrade inland routes and investigate adaptation measures for the local
community in readiness for the future case when the A379 route along the
shingle ridge becomes unviable should continue. These should take forward
the work done to date in this regard by the Slaptonline Partnership.
Local beach management activities may be required to help ensure integrity of
the road and allow time for realignment of it along the shingle ridge to be
undertaken as it becomes required.
Under this policy the net trend for a small net drift of material from south to
north along this section will continue, resulting in a net trend of accretion
towards the northern end of the beach and erosion at the southern end.
There will also be local fluctuations in beach levels and a beach management
plan should be put in place to identify action levels for the road realignment
and any necessary beach management activities.
Due to the net northward drift of sediment, combined with a lack of new
sediment input to the beach, coastal squeeze at Torcross will increasingly
become an issue, resulting in narrower beaches.

Medium term:
term:

The recommended medium term policy is to continue to manage the natural
retreat of the shingle barrier through Managed Realignment along the Slapton
Sands frontage. This will involve reactive realignment of the road along the
barrier crest and beach management activities as necessary to maintain the
integrity of the barrier. Maintenance of existing defences along the road may
be carried out whilst they remain effective but new defences should not be
built.
During this period it may become increasingly difficult to retain the shingle
ridge in a condition where it can support the road, and it will become
increasingly important that inland routes are upgraded as far as possible in
readiness for when the current route of the A379 becomes unsustainable to
maintain. This will occur as unprotected sections of the road are eroded and
can not be realigned any further. When it becomes apparent that maintaining
the road link is no longer sustainable (either in part or in whole) then the road
should be closed. This will have economic and social implications, Therefore
adaptive measures will need to be in place to manage this process.
At Torcross, a Hold the Line policy would continue to be implemented
through maintaining the existing defences for as long as is technically possible.
However, to comply with the long term Plan it will be necessary to assess
whether it is economically viable to replace defences along current alignments
with much larger structures than present, or if not economically viable

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of
this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications,
as reported therein.
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consider realigning the defences westwards to the landward side of Slapton
Ley. The area at Torcross Point would become increasingly vulnerable during
this period, both due to narrowing beaches and due to continuation of the
south-north sediment drift along Slapton Sands. This could lead to an increased
risk of the barrier breaching during this period around this location. Measures
to realign the defence position either by reclaiming the southernmost part of
Slapton Ley, or even completely to the landward side of Slapton Ley, will need
to be considered towards the end of this period as the current alignment
becomes increasingly difficult to sustain. Realignment could have social
implications, therefore during this period adaptive measures may need to be in
place to determine how to manage the future erosion situation, both in terms
of risk management and appropriate relocation of people, properties and
facilities.
This policy is not considered to be detrimental to the long term Plan, as long
as monitoring is undertaken to ensure that the natural retreat of the barrier is
not being hindered by the presence of defences; as loss of barrier volume
could occur if the barrier is held seaward of its natural position.

Longer
Longer-term:

The long term recommendation is to continue a policy of Managed
Realignment along the whole of this coast. This will involve construction and
maintenance of defences in a realigned, more sustainable position at Torcross
(if not already undertaken in the medium term). It is not currently certain
whether or not is will be economically viable to retain defences to the more
seaward part of Torcross as defences would need to be much larger than at
present, as well as extending defences along the southernmost part of Slapton
Ley. If it is not economically viable to provide defence to the seaward part of
Torcross in this period then consideration will need to be given to abandoning
the seaward part of Torcross and moving the defence line to be realigned to
the western (landward) shore of Slapton Ley.
It is expected that by, or at least, during this period, it will be no longer
sustainable for a transport route to exist along the barrier crest. Therefore
adaptation measures will need to be in effect by this time. Any remaining
defences would be allowed to fail (and be removed if necessary) to allow the
ridge to rollback naturally once the road has been abandoned.
Should the shingle barrier be breached during this period it would not be
repaired as the policy moves towards one of No Active Intervention following
abandonment of the A379. Any breaches are likely to impact upon the
environmental interests of the Ley, although this would be a change as a result
of natural processes. Studies such as that recently undertaken by the
Slaptonline Partnership to investigate the impact of breaches along this stretch
and saline intrusion will be needed so that measures for managing habitat
change can be developed and implemented.
Changes along this shoreline would not impact on the adjacent sections of
coast as there is little or no sediment exchange with the beaches to the south
except during infrequent high energy wave events.
The small section of cliffs at the northern end of this section would be
expected to continue to erode as historically, with total erosion by 2105 of
about 10m predicted, depending on the occurrence of small scale cliff failure
events during this period.

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of
this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications,
as reported therein.
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Summary of Specific Policies
Policy Unit

Short term

Allow the barrier to
retreat, through Managed
Strete to Torcross Realignment,
Realignment with local
6b75
beach management as
6b75 North (Slapton
Sands)
necessary to support
localised realignment of
the A379.

Continue to maintain
Torcross North to
6b76
6
existing defences through
6b7
Limpet Rocks
a Hold the Line policy.

Preferred Policies
Medium term
Allow the barrier to
retreat, through Managed
Realignment,
Realignment with local
beach management as
necessary to support
localised realignment of
the A379. Studies to
investigate implementation
of No Active Intervention.
Intervention
Maintain the existing
defences for as long as
technically possible,
through a Hold the Line
policy.

Long term
term
Allow the barrier to
retreat, with localised
beach management as
necessary through
Managed Realignment,
Realignment,
with No Active
Intervention once the
road is abandoned.
Build new defences in a
more sustainable set-back
position, through Managed
Realignment.
Realignment

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of
this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications,
as reported therein.
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Location refe
reference:

Strete to Limpet Rocks

Policy Unit reference:

6b75 and 6b76
IMPLICATIONS OF THE PREFERRED PLAN FOR THIS LOCATION

Time
Period

Management
Management Activities

2005 –
2025

Maintenance of existing
defences to end of
effective life and
localised beach
management. Re-active
realignment of the
A379, as necessary.
Maintenance of
defences at Torcross.

Continued protection to
people and properties in
Torcross and the centre of
Slapton village.

Maintenance of existing
defences to end of
effective life and
localised beach
management. Re-active
realignment of the
A379, as necessary.
Maintenance of
defences at Torcross,
with studies to
investigate realignment
options.
Re-active realignment
of the A379, as long as
is cost-effective,
together with
supporting beach
management.
Construction of set
back defences at
Torcross.

Continued protection to
people and properties in
Torcross and the centre of
Slapton village.

2025 –
2055

2055 –
2105

Property, Population and
Human Health

Land Use, Infrastructure and
Material Assets
Continued management to
maintain the A379 route
between Torcross and Slapton.

The A379 route between
Torcross and Slapton Sands
will continue to be provided as
long as is feasible.

People and properties in
Slapton Sands in the centre of
Slapton village at risk from
flooding/erosion in long term
Isolated properties in Strete at
risk due to erosion, though
risk is small due to low rates
of recession.
Potential for loss of tourist
facilities, beach access and car
parks.

Continued protection to
Grade 2 listed buildings in
Torcross.

Continued protection to
Grade 2 listed buildings in
Torcross.
Managed Realignment in the
long term between Strete and
Limpet has the potential to
impact on Slapton prehistoric
deposits and WWII sites –

Isolated properties in Strete at
risk due to erosion, though
risk is small due to low rates
of recession.
Potential beach access issues,
e.g. near Strete Gate.
Potential loss of assets at
Torcross, under a Managed
Realignment policy.

Historic Environment

potentially adverse impact
The A379 route between
Torcross and Slapton Sands
will continue to be provided as
long as is feasible, but road is
likely to be lost during this
period.

Potential risk to Grade 2 listed
buildings in Torcross when
Managed Realignment
implemented, depending upon
location of realignment.
Managed Realignment in the
long term between Strete and
Limpet has the potential to
impact on Slapton prehistoric
deposits and WWII sites –

potentially adverse impact

Landscape Character and
Visual Amenity
Little change in landscape
character of South Devon
AONB.
Generally a policy of Managed
Realignment complements the
AONB Management Policies
e.g. at Slapton Ley NNR where
there is an action to develop a
strategy for adapting the
reserve to predicted climate
and coastal change.
Change in landscape character
of South Devon AONB.
Generally a policy of Managed
Realignment complements the
AONB Management Policies
e.g. at Slapton Ley NNR where
there is an action to develop a
strategy for adapting the
reserve to predicted climate
and coastal change.
Change in landscape character
of South Devon AONB.
Generally a policy of Managed
Realignment complements the
AONB Management Policies
e.g. at Slapton Ley NNR where
there is an action to develop a
strategy for adapting the
reserve to predicted climate
and coastal change.

Earth Heritage, Soils and
Geology

Water

Biodiversity, Flora and Fauna

Limited management
intervention will allow a more
naturally functioning barrier
beach.

A potential breach of the
barrier has the potential to
impact on water quality.

Managing the realignment of
Slapton Sands may result in
some changes to the
designated habitats at Slapton
Ley SSSI/NNR but will protect
the extent of the freshwater
lagoons.

Limited management
intervention will allow a more
naturally functioning barrier
beach.

No known impacts on water
quality.

Managing the realignment of
Slapton Sands may result in
some changes to the
designated habitats at Slapton
Ley SSSI/NNR but may protect
the extent of the freshwater
lagoons.

Limited management
intervention will allow a more
naturally functioning barrier
beach.

No known impacts on water
quality.

Works in areas selected for
Managed Realignment should
be implemented so as to not
adversely impact on the water
quality status of the coastal
waters or compromise the
achievement of WFD water
quality targets.

Works in areas selected for
Managed Realignment should
be implemented so as to not
adversely impact on the water
quality status of the coastal
waters or compromise the
achievement of WFD water
quality targets.

In the long term, likely changes
to the salinity of the Slapton
Ley due to a potential breach
of shingle barrier beach at
Slapton Sands resulting in a
change to the lake system from
freshwater to a tidal lagoon.
This would result in a change
in the flora and fauna that the
lagoon currently supports and
to the SSSI interests of the
Ley. The timescales of these
events depend on prediction
scenarios for wave energy and
sea level changes and storm
return periods. However, this
policy will allow natural
functioning of the system.

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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Location reference:

Limpet Rocks to Beesands

Policy Unit reference:

6b77
6b77 and 6b78

SUMMARY
SUMMARY OF PREFERRED PLAN RECOMMENDATIONS AND JUSTIFICATION

Plan:
This section of coastline within Start Bay consists of an area of low-lying land backed by rising ground, fronted
by a shingle barrier beach and bounded at its northern and southern ends by rock headlands. Sediment is
largely confined to this section, with only infrequent transport of material to and from adjacent beaches during
high energy wave events. The shingle beach along this stretch is one of several within Start Bay that have
evolved as a result landward transgression of a larger shingle barrier system which over geological timescales
has progressively become segmented by emerging headlands.
This section of coast is an important tourist attraction as well as being of outstanding environmental, landscape
and geological/geomorphological value. There are a number of properties along this section at risk from either
erosion or flooding, the majority of which are located within the village of Beesands on the south side of
Widdicombe Ley. The long term vision is to manage this coast in order that a more sustainable, naturally
functioning coastal system may be achieved, whilst ensuring continued protection to much of Beesands, which
has recently had new defences constructed with a 100 year scheme life along its southern part.
Implementation of this policy would involve allowing the beach to roll back landwards into Widdicombe Ley,
whilst taking steps to minimise any increased flood risk this may pose to the developed area of Beesands on the
southern side of the Ley. As a result of this the link along Widdicombe Ley between the northern end of
Beesands village and Beesands Cellars on the northern side of the Ley would not be maintained. This policy
would result in the potential loss of some assets, including the current car park and a few low-lying properties
along the northern end of Beesands; therefore measures will need to be in place to manage this transition from
existing policy.

Preferred policies to implement Plan:
From present day (short
(short
term):
):
term

The short term policy is to Hold the Line through maintenance of the existing
seawall and rock revetment that are present along the southern part of this
frontage, providing protection against flooding and erosion. The remainder of
this section is undefended and is backed by Widdicombe Ley which would be
allowed to evolve naturally through No Active Intervention.
Intervention
The beach has a long term trend of erosion, with narrowing and steepening
having occurred historically, a situation exacerbated by the presence of the
defences that back the beach. There is no contemporary sediment supply to
the beach and so coastal squeeze as a result of sea level rise is likely to
increase. This will result in further narrowing and steepening of the defended
parts of the beach, whilst the unprotected northern part could rollback onto
the low-lying land behind.
Whilst maintenance of the defences would be undertaken during this period,
measures would be developed to allow the realignment of defences along parts
of the Beesands frontage in the medium to long term to accommodate this
natural evolution and manage the transition between the defended and
undefended parts of this stretch of coast.
The rock headlands of Limpet Rocks and Tinsey Head that bound this section
would be expected to erode slowly as has occurred historically.

Medium term:
term:

The recommended medium term policy is to continue to Hold the Line at
Beesands through maintenance of the existing seawall and rock revetment,
providing protection against flooding and erosion. The remainder of this
section is undefended and is backed by Widdicombe Ley which would be
allowed to evolve naturally through No Active Intervention.
Intervention However,

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of
this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications,
as reported therein.
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consideration may need to be given to localised realignment of defences at the
northern end of Beesands village to manage the transition from the defended
to undefended coast such that flood and erosion risk to the rest of Beesands
continues to be reduced.
Sea level rise would be expected to cause further narrowing and steepening of
the beach where it is backed by defences, whilst the natural tendency for the
beach ridge would be to roll back in response to sea level rise, and this could
occur along the unprotected northern part of the beach. This could lead to a
step change in the shoreline plan form and result in increased wave exposure
of the defended southern part of this section.
Therefore defences may be required in a realigned position at the base of the
higher ground in the area along the northern end of Beesands village to
minimise the risk of flooding and erosion, whilst the fronting beach is allowed
to roll back naturally into Widdicombe Ley. The recently constructed defences
along the southern part of Beesands would continue to be maintained during
this period.
Erosion of the rock headlands that bound this section is expected to continue
as has occurred historically, with total erosion of 10 to 12m predicted by 2055
depending on the occurrence of small scale cliff failure events during this
period. This erosion is more likely at Limpet Rocks than Tinsey Head. These
headlands would, however, remain prominent features.

Long term:
term:

The recommended long term policy is to continue to Hold the Line at
Beesands through maintenance and improvement of the defences along this
section, providing protection against flooding and erosion. The remainder of
this section is undefended and is backed by Widdicombe Ley which would be
allowed to evolve naturally through No Active Intervention.
Intervention However (if not
undertaken in the medium term) consideration may need to be given to
localised realignment of defences at the northern end of Beesands village to
manage the transition from the defended to undefended coast such that flood
and erosion risk to the rest of Beesands continues to be reduced.
Roll back of the beach ridge along the unprotected northern section would
continue in response to sea level rise. As a consequence the northern end of
the defences at Beesands could become a new ‘headland’, and an embayment
start to form between this and Limpet Rocks. This could affect the integrity of
the barrier and could result in increased risk of breaching along this section,
particularly at the start of the defences.
Along the remaining part of Beesands the defences would continue to be
maintained along existing alignments. The fronting beaches would be expected
to continue to narrow and steepen and could disappear at the southern end of
this stretch. This would increase the risk of flooding and erosion to the small
number of properties at the southern end of Beesands village and it may be
appropriate to consider relocating assets away from areas of risk along the
southern part of Beesands rather than building higher defences.
The rock headlands that bound this section would be expected to continue to
erode as historically, with total erosion by 2105 of between 10 and 25m
predicted depending on the occurrence of small scale cliff failure events during
this period. This erosion is more likely at Limpet Rocks than Tinsey Head.

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of
this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications,
as reported therein.
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Summary of Specific Policies
Policy Unit
6b77
6b77

Limpet Rocks to
Beesands (North)

6b78 Beesands

Preferred Policies
Short term
Medium term
No Active Intervention
No Active Intervention
along this largely
along this largely
undefended stretch.
undefended stretch.
Maintain existing defences
where they occur, through
Hold the Line.
Line Possibly
undertake Managed
Maintain existing defences
Realignment along
where they occur, through
northern parts of this
Hold the Line.
Line
stretch as it becomes
unsustainable to maintain
the existing line of
defence.

Long term
No Active Intervention
along this largely
undefended stretch.
Maintain existing defences
where they occur, through
Hold the Line.
Line Possibly
undertake Managed
Realignment along
northern parts of this
stretch as it becomes
unsustainable to maintain
the existing line of
defence.

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of
this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications,
as reported therein.
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Location refe
reference:

Limpet Rocks to Beesands

Policy Unit reference:

6b77
6b77 and 6b78
IMPLICATIONS OF THE PREFERRED PLAN FOR THIS LOCATION

Time
Period

Management Activities

Property, Population and
Human Health

Land Use, Infrastructure
Infrastructure and
Material Assets

Historic Environment

2005 –
2025

Maintenance of existing
defences, and possibly
beach management
activities, would occur.

Protection of people and
property on the sea front at
Beesands from flooding

There is likely to be some slip
ways and mooring vulnerable
to flooding and erosion.

Grade 2 listed buildings
protected from flooding at
Beesands

Potential flooding of
promenade at Beesands

Potential loss of car park along
Widdicombe Ley frontage
unless relocated as part of
localised realignment.

People and property on the
sea front at Beesands at risk
from flooding/ erosion

There is likely to be some slip
ways and mooring vulnerable
to flooding and erosion.

Potential flooding of
promenade at Beesands

Potential loss of car park along
Widdicombe Ley frontage
unless relocated as part of
localised realignment.

2025 –
2055

Implementation of
Managed Realignment,
as well as continued
maintenance of existing
defences, and possibly
beach management
activities, would occur.

South West Coast Path south
of Beesands at risk due to
erosion/ flooding.
2055 –
2105

Implementation of
Managed Realignment,
as well as continued
maintenance of existing
defences, and possibly
beach management
activities, would occur.

People and property on the
sea front at Beesands at risk
from flooding/ erosion

There is likely to be some slip
ways and mooring vulnerable
to flooding and erosion.

Potential flooding of
promenade at Beesands

Potential loss of car park along
Widdicombe Ley frontage
unless relocated as part of
localised realignment.

South West Coast Path south
of Beesands at risk due to
erosion/ flooding.

Landscape Character and
Visual Amenity

Earth Heritage, Soils and
Geology

Change in landscape character
of South Devon AONB.

Holding the line at Beesands in
the southern section of this
policy unit has the potential to
adversely affect the geological
features of Hallsands to
Beesands SSSI (geological) and
GCRs

Grade 2 listed buildings at risk
of flooding at Beesands when
Managed Realignment
implemented

Change in landscape character
of South Devon AONB.

Grade 2 listed buildings at risk
of erosion/flooding in parts of
Beesands

Change in landscape character
of South Devon AONB.

A move towards Managed
Realignment in this policy unit
would allow the geological
features of Hallsands to
Beesands SSSI (geological) and
GCRs to function naturally.

A move towards Managed
Realignment in this policy unit
would allow the geological
features of Hallsands to
Beesands SSSI (geological) and
GCRs to function naturally.

Water
No known impacts on water
quality.
Works to maintain the existing
defences should be
implemented so as to not
adversely impact on the water
quality status of the coastal
waters or compromise the
achievement of WFD water
quality targets.
No known impacts on water
quality.
Works in areas selected for
Managed Realignment should
be implemented so as to not
adversely impact on the water
quality status of the coastal
waters or compromise the
achievement of WFD water
quality targets.
No known impacts on water
quality.

Biodiversity, Flora and Fauna
Protection of freshwater
habitats at Widdicombe Ley
CWS

Net area of freshwater habitat
at Widdicombe Ley CWS may
be reduced

Net area of freshwater habitat
at Widdicombe Ley CWS may
be reduced

Works in areas selected for
Managed Realignment should
be implemented so as to not
adversely impact on the water
quality status of the coastal
waters or compromise the
achievement of WFD water
quality targets.

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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Location reference:

Beesands (South) to Start Point

Policy Unit reference:
reference:

6b79
6b79

SUMMARY OF PREFERRED PLAN RECOMMENDATIONS AND JUSTIFICATION

Plan:
This section of coast has outstanding environmental, landscape, geological and geomorphological value. The
long term vision is therefore to allow a naturally functioning coastal system.
With the natural evolution of this coastline, there would continue to be slow cliffline retreat. This could
potentially cause the loss of a number of listed buildings over this period, depending upon where future cliff
failure events occur.

Preferred policies to implement Plan:
From present day (short
(short
term):
):
term

The short term policy is for No Active Intervention along this largely
undefended section of coast. The cliffs along this section consist of hard,
resistant rock that has eroded very little over the long term. This will
continue, with negligible cliff recession over this period. In places, narrow
beaches front the steep cliffs and these would continue to narrow.
Whilst there are no defences present along most of this section, there has
been ad-hoc rock placement at the back of Hallsands beach to protect a local
development. Maintenance of these defences is unlikely to attract public (flood
and coastal defence) funding, however, there are no technical reasons, i.e.
impacts upon sediment processes, that preclude defences being maintained in
their current location until the end of their effective life.
At Hallsands the beach fronts a small valley: this is likely to remain in a similar
form to today, although there could be steepening of the beach, which could
start to undermine the rock defences here.

Medium term:
term:

The medium term policy is for continuation of No Active Intervention.
Intervention
Negligible erosion of the hard rock cliffs that dominate this section is
predicted. Many of the narrow beaches that front the steep cliffs could
become submerged under a scenario of accelerated sea level rise.
At Hallsands, beach narrowing will continue, which will place increased
pressure on the defences. If not maintained in the short term, the rock
placement is likely to fail, but due to rising sea levels it is likely that, even if
maintained, it would become less effective during this period due to rising sea
levels. There could also be an increased risk of localised flooding.
If defences at Hallsands are to be maintained (by private funds – (refer also to
Section 5.2.2 ‘Private Defences’), they would require significant and costly
improvement during this period with larger defences than at present in order
to continue to be effective at protecting this area in the longer-term. This may
impact on the natural roll back of the beach and would have adverse impacts
on the landscape character and geological interests of the area and as such
would require further environmental assessment at scheme level.

LongerLonger-term:

No Active Intervention would remain as the long term policy for this coast,
allowing it to continue to evolve naturally. Negligible erosion of the hard rock
cliffs would be expected.
At Hallsands there would be continued migration of the beach in response to
sea level rise, which would become increasing contained within the small

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of
this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications,
as reported therein.
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valley. This would be unlikely to result in increased erosion of the cliffs on
either side of this pocket beach. There could be an increased risk of very
localised flooding. If they have been maintained (by private funds) then the
continued presence of defences at Hallsands will constrain this beach
migration.

Summary of Specific Policies
Policy Unit

6b79
6b79

Beesands (South)
to Start Point

Short term
Allow natural coastal
evolution to occur
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

Preferred Policies
Medium term
Allow natural coastal
evolution to occur
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

Long term
Allow natural coastal
evolution to occur
through No Active
Intervention
Intervention.
rvention

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of
this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications,
as reported therein.
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Location refe
reference:

Beesands (South) to Start Point

Policy Unit reference:

6b79
6b79
IMPLICATIONS OF THE PREFERRED PLAN FOR THIS LOCATION

Time
Period

Management Activities

Property, Population and
Human Health

Land Use, Infrastructure and
Material
Material Assets

Historic Environment

Landscape Character and
Visual Amenity

Earth Heritage, Soils and
Geology

2005 –
2025

Continued slow cliffline
retreat would occur.
Localised defences at
Hallsands may be
maintained (if funds are
available).

Properties at Hallsands unlikely
to be at risk of erosion in this
period due to continued
defence.

Small areas of Grade 3 and 5
agricultural land at risk due to
erosion between Bee Sands
and Start point

Hallsands ‘lost village’ at risk of
further damage

Change in landscape character
of South Devon AONB.
Generally a policy of NAI
complements the AONB
Management Policies though if
permitted, continued defence
works at Hallsands are likely
to adversely impact upon
landscape character.

2025 –
2055

Continued slow cliffline
retreat would occur.
Localised defences at
Hallsands may be
maintained (if funds are
available).

Isolated properties in
Hallsands at risk due to
erosion

Small areas of Grade 3 and 5
agricultural land at risk due to
erosion between Bee Sands
and Start point-.

Hallsands ‘lost village’ at risk of
further erosion

Change in landscape character
of South Devon AONB.
Generally a policy of NAI
complements the AONB
Management Policies, though if
permitted, continued defence
works at Hallsands are likely
to adversely impact upon
landscape character.

Continued slow cliffline
retreat would occur.
Localised defences at
Hallsands may be
maintained (if funds are
available).

Isolated properties in
Hallsands at risk due to
erosion.

Small areas of Grade 3 and 5
agricultural land at risk due to
erosion between Bee Sands
and Start point.

Hallsands ‘lost village’ at risk of
further erosion

Change in landscape character
of South Devon AONB.
Generally a policy of NAI
complements the AONB
Management Policies, though if
permitted, continued defence
works at Hallsands are likely
to adversely impact upon
landscape character through
the construction of larger
defence structures.

Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
integrity of the SSSIs and
GCRs; NAI along the coast
would continue to maintain
these features. However, if
continued defence works are
permitted at Hallsands, they
would adversely affect the
designated geological interests.
Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
integrity of the SSSIs and
GCRs; NAI along the coast
would continue to maintain
these features. However, if
continued defence works are
permitted at Hallsands, they
would adversely affect the
designated geological interests.
Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
integrity of the SSSIs and
GCRs; NAI along the coast
would continue to maintain
these features. However, if
continued defence works are
permitted at Hallsands, they
would adversely affect the
designated geological interests.

2055 –
2105

South West Coast Path south
of Beesands at erosion risk.

South West Coast Path south
of Beesands at erosion risk.

Water

Biodiversity, Flora and Fauna

No known impacts on water
quality.

Potential for change in cliff top
vegetation through erosion at
Prawle Point and Start Point
SSSI.

No known impacts on water
quality.

Potential for change in cliff top
vegetation through erosion at
Prawle Point and Start Point
SSSI.

No known impacts on water
quality.

Potential for change in cliff top
vegetation through erosion at
Prawle Point and Start Point
SSSI.

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context
of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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Location reference:

Start Point to Limebury Point

Policy Unit reference:

6c01
6c01 and 6c02

SUMMARY OF PREFERRED PLAN RECOMMENDATIONS AND JUSTIFICATION

Plan:
This section of hard rock cliffs is undefended along almost its entire length, and is characterised by cliffs of
outstanding landscape and geological /geomorphological value, the continued natural functioning of which is a
key policy driver. As such, the long term vision of the Plan is to allow this shoreline to evolve naturally.
This would have a beneficial impact on the geological features within this unit, particularly within Start Point to
Prawle Point SSSI. However, there is the potential for a net change in the extent of internationally designated
habitat (e.g. SAC cliff top vegetation).
The continued small scale, infrequent cliff failure events could potentially result in the loss of parts of two
scheduled monuments situated along the cliff top of this stretch of coast.
The only defences along this section are private ones at the back of Lannacombe Beach, which protect an
isolated property against the risk of flooding whilst also providing access to the coast. Although it is unlikely
that continuing to defend here would attract public funding, there are no technical (coastal process impact)
reasons for not maintaining and providing defence in the future should alternative (private) funds be available
(refer also to Section 5.2.2 ‘Private Defences’).

Preferred policies to implement Plan:
From present day (short
(short
term):
):
term

The short term policy is for No Active Intervention along this predominantly
undefended section of coast. Negligible cliff recession is predicted over this
period.
The small pocket beaches fluctuate seasonally but have remained largely
unchanged over the long term. These are supplied by erosion of the slightly
more erodible cliffs within which they are located. There is little, if any,
interaction with adjacent beaches.
If private funds are available to maintain the seawall defence at Lannacombe
Beach which protect an isolated property, these will have no adverse impact
upon sediment processes elsewhere and thus would be permissible on
technical grounds.

Medium term:
term:

The medium term policy is to continue No Active Intervention along this
section of coast. Cliff recession would continue to be negligible for most areas,
although faster rates of cliff recession within slightly softer cliffs could occur,
although this is not expected to exceed 10m.
Sea level rise could lead to the narrowing and possible submergence of the
pocket beaches that indent the cliffs along this section, as there is insufficient
supply of sediment from localised cliff erosion, or where beaches front
resistant cliffs and are unable to roll landwards.
The defence at Lannacombe could continue to be retained during this period,
if (private) funds are available. However, sea level rise could also cause the
narrowing of Lannacombe Beach and this would put pressure on any defences;
therefore the sustainability of maintaining these would need to be considered.

LongerLonger-term:

The long term policy is to continue No Active Intervention along this
predominantly undefended section of coast, which would be allowed to
continue to evolve naturally as a result.

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of
this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications,
as reported therein.
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There would be negligible cliff recession, although very localised small scale cliff
failures could occur. It is unlikely that erosion would be greater than 10m
along any part of this shoreline.
As sea levels rise, there would continue to be further narrowing and
submergence of remaining pocket beaches.
Sea level rise could cause further narrowing and even likely loss of
Lannacombe Beach and this would put pressure on any remaining defences (if
maintained through private funds). The sustainability of maintaining these
would need to be reviewed as they would need to be re-built and much larger
than the present defences, so would be more costly to construct.

Summary of Specific Policies
Policy Unit

6c01

Start Point to
Prawle Point

6c02

Prawle Point to
Limebury Point

Short term
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

Preferred Policies
Medium term
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

Long term
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of
this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications,
as reported therein.
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Location refe
reference:

Start Point to Limebury Point

Policy Unit reference:
reference:

6c01
6c01 and 6c02
IMPLICATIONS OF THE PREFERRED PLAN FOR THIS LOCATION

Time
Period

Management Activities

Property, Population and
Human Health

Land Use, Infrastructure and
Material Assets

2005 –
2025

Continued slow cliffline
retreat would occur.
Maintenance of the
short length of defence
at Lannacombe (if
private funds available).

Isolated properties at potential
risk at both Lannacombe beach
(if defences not maintained)
and to the west of
Lannacombe Beach.

Grade 3 and 4 agricultural land
at minor risk of erosion although erosion rates very
low (<10m).

2025 –
2055

2055 –
2105

Continued slow cliffline
retreat would occur.
Maintenance of the
short length of defence
at Lannacombe (if
private funds available).

Continued slow cliffline
retreat would occur.
Maintenance of the
short length of defence
at Lannacombe (if
private funds available)
– but likely to be
unsustainable

Isolated properties at potential
risk at both Lannacombe beach
(if defences not maintained)
and to the west of
Lannacombe Beach.

Isolated properties at potential
risk at both Lannacombe beach
(if defences not maintained)
and to the west of
Lannacombe Beach.

Grade 3 and 4 agricultural land
at minor risk of erosion although erosion rates very
low (<10m).

Grade 3 and 4 agricultural land
at minor risk of erosion although erosion rates very
low (<10m).

Historic Environment
Potential loss of a very small
area of the Coaxial Field
System Scheduled Monument

Potential loss of part of the
Coaxial Field System
Scheduled Monument

Potential loss of part of the
Coaxial Field System
Scheduled Monument

Landscape Character
Character and
Visual Amenity
Minimal change in landscape
character of South Devon
AONB and Heritage Coast.

Minimal change in landscape
character of South Devon
AONB and Heritage Coast.

Minimal change in landscape
character of South Devon
AONB and Heritage Coast.

Earth Heritage, Soils and
Geology
Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
integrity of Prawle Point and
Start Point SSSI; NAI along the
coast would continue to
maintain and enhance the
geological interest features.

Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
integrity of Prawle Point and
Start Point SSSI; NAI along the
coast would continue to
maintain and enhance the
geological interest features.

Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
integrity of Prawle Point and
Start Point SSSI; NAI along the
coast would continue to
maintain and enhance the
geological interest features.

Water
No known impacts on water
quality.

No known impacts on water
quality.

No known impacts on water
quality.

Biodiversity, Flora and Fauna
Sea level rise may accelerate
natural erosion patterns
resulting in the loss of
vegetated sea cliffs at South
Devon Shore Dock SAC.
However, this would not be a
result of a change in SMP
policy – no significant impacts
Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
integrity of the Prawle Point
and Start Point SSSI
(biological): NAI would
continue to maintain the
biological interest features and
enhance the lower cliff
vegetation above the intertidal
zone
Sea level rise may accelerate
natural erosion patterns
resulting in the loss of
vegetated sea cliffs at South
Devon Shore Dock SAC.
However, this would not be a
result of a change in SMP
policy – no significant impacts
Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
integrity of the Prawle Point
and Start Point SSSI
(biological); NAI would
continue to maintain the
biological interest features and
enhance the lower cliff
vegetation above the intertidal
zone
Sea level rise may accelerate
natural erosion patterns
resulting in the loss of
vegetated sea cliffs at South
Devon Shore Dock SAC.
However, this would not be a
result of a change in SMP
policy – no significant impacts
Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
integrity of the Prawle Point
and Start Point SSSI

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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Location refe
reference:

Start Point to Limebury Point

Policy Unit reference:
reference:

6c01
6c01 and 6c02
IMPLICATIONS OF THE PREFERRED PLAN FOR THIS LOCATION

Time
Period

Management Activities

Property, Population and
Human Health

Land Use, Infrastructure and
Material Assets

Historic Environment

Landscape Character
Character and
Visual Amenity

Earth Heritage, Soils and
Geology

Water

Biodiversity, Flora and Fauna
(biological); NAI would
continue to maintain the
biological interest features and
enhance the lower cliff
vegetation above the intertidal
zone

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context
of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context
of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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Location reference:

Salcombe Harbour (Limebury Point to Kingsbridge Estuary – Scoble Point)

Policy Unit reference:

6c03

SUMMARY OF PREFERRED PLAN RECOMMENDATIONS AND JUSTIFICATION

Plan:
This section of the eastern side of Salcombe Harbour, which forms part of the outer section of the Kingsbridge
Estuary, is largely natural, although there are a number of scattered settlements and infrastructure which are
currently protected from flooding. The long term Plan is to continue to provide defence to these areas such
that flood risk in these areas continues to be reduced. This continued defence would lead to the loss of some
designated intertidal habitat due to coastal squeeze, although the majority of this section, which would remain
undefended, would continue to evolve naturally.

Preferred policies to implement Plan:
From present day (short
(short
term):
):
term

The short term policy is to Hold the Line where there are existing defences
which reduce flood risk to a number of scattered settlements. This would be
achieved through maintenance of the existing structures which include flood
walls and embankments.
Elsewhere a policy of No Active Intervention would be adopted.

Medium term:
term:

The medium term policy is to continue to Hold the Line and minimise flood
risk to settlements along this section of shoreline through maintaining and if
necessary raising and replacing existing defences to maintain an adequate
standard of protection. A consequence of continued defence of these areas
would be the further loss of inter-tidal areas through coastal squeeze.
Elsewhere a policy of No Active Intervention would be adopted; it is not
intended that any new areas would be defended.
Existing river and tidal processes would continue relatively unchanged in the
rural areas surrounding the estuaries.

LongerLonger-term:

The long term policy is to continue to Hold the Line through improving and
rebuilding of existing defence structures in order to retain adequate
protection. Elsewhere, the policy of No Active Intervention will remain.
Defence of the populated areas would continue to minimise localised flood
risk. In these areas there will, however, continue to be loss of inter-tidal area.
Existing river and tidal processes would continue relatively unchanged.

Summary of Specific Policies
Preferred Policies
Short term
Medium term
Salcombe Harbour No Active Intervention
No Active Intervention
along the undefended
(Limebury Point to along the undefended
frontages. Continue to
frontages. Continue to
6c03 Kingsbridge
Estuary - Scoble
Hold the Line where there Hold the Line where there
Point)
are existing defences.
are existing defences.
Policy Unit

Long term
No Active Intervention
along the undefended
frontages. Continue to
Hold the Line where there
are existing defences.

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of
this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications,
as reported therein.
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Location refe
reference:

Salcombe Harbour (Limebury Point
Point to Kingsbridge Estuary – Scoble Point)

Policy Unit reference:

6c03
IMPLICATIONS OF THE PREFERRED PLAN FOR THIS LOCATION

Time
Period

Management Activities

2005 –
2025

Ongoing maintenance
of existing defences.
The undefended parts
of the estuary would
continue to evolve
naturally.

2025 –
2055

2055 –
2105

Property, Population and
Human Health

Land Use, Infrastructure and
Material Assets

Isolated properties at potential
risk from flooding.

Grade 3 and 4 agricultural land
at potential risk of flooding.

Potential risk of flooding to
some community and
recreational amenities.

Local roads will continue to be
protected against the risk of
flooding.

Ongoing maintenance
and potential
improvement of
existing defences. The
undefended parts of the
estuary would continue
to evolve naturally.

Isolated properties at potential
risk from flooding.

Grade 3 and 4 agricultural land
at potential risk of flooding.

Potential risk of flooding to
some community and
recreational amenities.

Local roads will continue to be
protected against the risk of
flooding.

Ongoing maintenance
and potential
improvement of
existing defences. The
undefended parts of the
estuary would continue
to evolve naturally.

Isolated properties at potential
risk from flooding.

Grade 3 and 4 agricultural land
at potential risk of flooding.

Potential risk of flooding to
some community and
recreational amenities.

Local roads will continue to be
protected against the risk of
flooding.

Historic Environment
Grade 2 and 3 listed buildings
at risk of flooding in parts of
this section.

Grade 2 and 3 listed buildings
at risk of flooding in parts of
this section.

Grade 2 and 3 listed buildings
at risk of flooding in parts of
this section.

Landscape Character
Character and
Visual Amenity
Limited change in landscape
character of South Devon
AONB and Heritage Coast

Limited change in landscape
character of South Devon
AONB and Heritage Coast

Limited change in landscape
character of South Devon
AONB and Heritage Coast

Earth Heritage, Soils and
Geology
No known impacts on geology
or soils.

No known impacts on geology
or soils.

No known impacts on geology
or soils.

Water
No known impacts on water
quality.

No known impacts on water
quality.

No known impacts on water
quality.

Biodiversity, Flora and Fauna
Potential loss of intertidal
habitat along defended areas,
therefore impact on
Kingsbridge Estuary SSSI
(biological) and LNR.
No adverse effect is
anticipated on the Prawle
Point to Plymouth Sound and
Eddystone pSAC.
Potential loss of inter-tidal
habitat along defended areas,
therefore impact on
Kingsbridge Estuary SSSI
(biological) and LNR.
No adverse effect is
anticipated on the Prawle
Point to Plymouth Sound and
Eddystone pSAC.
Potential loss of inter-tidal
habitat along defended areas,
therefore impact on
Kingsbridge Estuary SSSI
(biological) and LNR.
No adverse effect is
anticipated on the Prawle
Point to Plymouth Sound and
Eddystone pSAC.

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context
of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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Location reference:

Kingsbridge Estuary

Policy Unit reference:

6c04 to 6c06

SUMMARY OF PREFERRED PLAN RECOMMENDATIONS AND JUSTIFICATION
JUSTIFICATION

Plan:
The Kingsbridge Estuary system is largely natural and unconstrained; although some developed areas are
defended. The estuary would be expected to undergo landward translation in response to rising sea levels in
the natural areas though this would be constrained locally where defences are in place or where the estuary is
bounded by steeply rising land. In these areas there it is likely that gradual loss of inter-tidal areas would occur.
There are a number of defended areas at the creek heads that protect scattered settlements, roads and other
infrastructure from flood risk. Defences also serve to protect the more extensively developed town of
Kingsbridge at the head of the estuary.
The long term Plan is to continue to protect these areas over the next 100 years, such that the risk of flooding
to people, property and infrastructure continues to be reduced. However, it is not envisaged that any new
areas would be defended in the future, allowing the remaining parts of the estuary to evolve naturally.
The continued defence in parts of the estuary will lead to the loss of some designated intertidal habitat due to
coastal squeeze in those areas, although this could also occur naturally in the majority of the natural
undefended estuary where steeply rising ground would constrain the ability of the estuary to adapt.

Preferred policies to implement Plan:
From present day (short
(short
term):
):
term

The short term policy is to Hold the Line of the existing defences to ensure
that the risk of flooding in these areas continues to be minimised.
Implementation of this policy will involve ongoing maintenance of the range of
flood defences during this period. However, if appropriate and opportunity
arises, then consideration could also be given to undertaking Managed
Realignment in parts of the estuary (subject to detailed study) rather than
maintaining or improving defences, provided that doing so will not be adverse
to the long term aim of the Plan to continue to reduce flood risk to people,
property and infrastructure.
It is not intended that new defences would be built along currently undefended
sections under this Policy; here a policy of No Active Intervention would
apply, allowing existing river and tidal processes to continue.

Medium term:
term:

Where defences are already present, a Hold the Line policy will continue into
the medium term. Implementation of this policy will be through continued
maintenance to the range of flood defences within the estuary during this
period. It is likely, that due to rising sea level and the resultant increase in
flood risk, higher defences will be required to provide an adequate standard of
protection. However, if appropriate and opportunity arises, then consideration
could again be given to undertaking Managed Realignment in parts of the
estuary, subject to the same caveats described for the short term.
Elsewhere, No Active Intervention will apply.

LongerLonger-term:

The long term policy is to continue to Hold the Line of the existing defences.
It is likely, that due to rising sea level and the resultant increase in flood risk,
higher defences will be required if not already provided in previous epochs to
provide an adequate standard of protection. Again, if appropriate and
opportunity arises, then consideration could also be given to undertaking
Managed Realignment in parts of the estuary.

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of
this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications,
as reported therein.
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Natural translation of the estuary in response to sea level rise would be
partially inhibited by the continued provision of flood defences. In these areas
there will be the eventual loss of inter-tidal areas. This is however also
expected to occur in the natural areas backed by rising ground.
No new defences will be built along currently undefended sections of the
estuary, where a policy of No Active Intervention will apply.

Summary of Specific Policies
Policies
Policy Unit
Kingsbridge
Estuary East
6c04
(Scoble Point to
Kingsbridge)
Kingsbridge
6c05 Estuary Kingsbridge
Kingsbridge
Kingsbridge
Estuary West
6c06
(Kingsbridge to
Snapes Point)

Short term
No Active Intervention
along the undefended
frontages. Continue to
Hold the Line where there
are existing defences.
Continue to Hold the Line
where there are existing
defences, with No Active
Intervention along the
undefended frontages.
No Active Intervention
along the undefended
frontages. Continue to
Hold the Line where there
are existing defences.

Preferred Policies
Medium term
No Active Intervention
along the undefended
frontages. Continue to
Hold the Line where there
are existing defences.
Continue to Hold the Line
where there are existing
defences, with No Active
Intervention along the
undefended frontages.
No Active Intervention
along the undefended
frontages. Continue to
Hold the Line where there
are existing defences.

Long term
No Active Intervention
along the undefended
frontages. Continue to
Hold the Line where there
are existing defences.
Continue to Hold the Line
where there are existing
defences, with No Active
Intervention along the
undefended frontages.
No Active Intervention
along the undefended
frontages. Continue to
Hold the Line where there
are existing defences.

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of
this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications,
as reported therein.
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Location refe
reference:

Kingsbridge Estuary

Policy Unit reference:

6c04 to 6c06
IMPLICATIONS OF THE PREFERRED PLAN FOR THIS LOCATION

Time
Period

Management Activities

2005 –
2025

Ongoing maintenance
of existing defences.
The undefended parts
of the estuary would
continue to evolve
naturally.

2025 –
2055

2055 –
2105

Ongoing maintenance
and potential
improvement of
existing defences. The
undefended parts of the
estuary would continue
to evolve naturally.

Ongoing maintenance
and potential
improvement of
existing defences. The
undefended parts of the
estuary would continue
to evolve naturally.

Property, Population and
Human Health

Land Use, Infrastructure and
Material Assets
Assets

Isolated properties at potential
risk from flooding.

Grade 3 and 4 agricultural land
at potential risk of flooding.

Grade 2 and 3 listed buildings
protected against the risk of
flooding throughout the
section; predominantly at
Kingsbridge.

Limited change in landscape
character of South Devon
AONB and Heritage Coast.

No known impacts on geology
or soils.

No known impacts on water
quality.

Potential loss of intertidal
habitat along defended areas,
therefore impact on Salcombe
to Kingsbridge Estuary SSSI
(biological) and LNR.

Grade 3 and 4 agricultural land
at potential risk of flooding.

Grade 2 and 3 listed buildings
protected against the risk of
flooding throughout the
section; predominantly at
Kingsbridge.

Limited change in landscape
character of South Devon
AONB and Heritage Coast.

No known impacts on geology
or soils.

No known impacts on water
quality.

Potential loss of intertidal
habitat along defended areas,
therefore impact on Salcombe
to Kingsbridge Estuary SSSI
(biological) and LNR.

Grade 3 and 4 agricultural land
at potential risk of flooding.

Grade 2 and 3 listed buildings
protected against the risk of
flooding throughout the
section; predominantly at
Kingsbridge.

Limited change in landscape
character of South Devon
AONB and Heritage Coast.

No known impacts on geology
or soils.

No known impacts on water
quality.

Potential loss of intertidal
habitat along defended areas,
therefore impact on Salcombe
to Kingsbridge Estuary SSSI
(biological) and LNR.

Potential risk of flooding to
some community and
recreational amenities.
Continued protection to
people and properties in the
centre of Kingsbridge,
Frogmore and other defended
parts.
Isolated properties at potential
risk from flooding.
Potential risk of flooding to
some community and
recreational amenities.
Continued protection to
people and properties in the
centre of Kingsbridge,
Frogmore and other defended
parts.
Isolated properties at potential
risk from flooding.
Potential risk of flooding to
some community and
recreational amenities.

Historic Environment

Landscape Character and
Visual Amenity

Earth Heritage, Soils and
Geology

Water

Biodiversity, Flora and Fauna

Continued protection to
people and properties in the
centre of Kingsbridge,
Frogmore and other defended
parts.

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context
of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context
of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context
of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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Location reference:

Salcombe (Snapes Point to Splat Cove Point)

Policy Unit reference:

6c07

SUMMARY OF PREFERRED PLAN RECOMMENDATIONS AND JUSTIFICATION

Plan:
This section on the western side of Salcombe Harbour, in the outer part of the Kingsbridge Estuary,
encompasses the defended frontage of the town of Salcombe. The long term Plan is to continue to minimise
flood risk to this developed area over the next century. The continued defence in parts of this section would
lead to the loss of designated intertidal habitat due to coastal squeeze in these areas, although the majority of
the estuary which is undefended would continue to evolve naturally.
Where areas are currently undefended, it is not intended that new defences are constructed.

Preferred policies to implement Plan:
From present day (short
(short
term):
):
term

The short term policy is to Hold the Line of the existing defences to ensure
that the risk of flooding in these areas continues to be reduced.
Implementation of this policy will involve ongoing maintenance of the range of
flood defences during this period.
It is not intended that new defences would be built along currently undefended
sections under this policy, so No Active Intervention would apply.

Medium term:
term:

The medium term policy is to continue to Hold the Line and minimise flood
risk to Salcombe through maintaining existing defences. It is likely, that due to
rising sea level and the resultant increase in flood risk, higher defences will
need to be constructed to provide an adequate standard of protection. This
would inhibit the ability of the estuary to respond naturally and it is likely that
gradual loss of inter-tidal areas would occur in this area as a result.
Along areas where there are presently no defences No Active Intervention
would continue to apply.

LongerLonger-term:

The long term policy is to continue to Hold the Line through improving and
rebuilding of existing defence structures. Elsewhere, the policy of No Active
Intervention will remain.
Continued provision of flood defences along this frontage would reduce the
flood risk to Salcombe. This would inhibit the ability of the estuary locally to
respond naturally and it is likely that eventual loss of inter-tidal areas would
occur as a result.
Existing river and tidal processes would continue relatively unchanged.

Summary of Specific Policies
Policy Unit
Unit
Salcombe (Snapes
6c07 Point to Splat
Cove Point)

Short term
Continue to Hold the Line
where there are existing
defences, with No Active
Intervention along the
undefended frontages.

Preferred Policies
Medium term
Continue to Hold the Line
where there are existing
defences, with No Active
Intervention along the
undefended frontages.

Long term
Continue to Hold the Line
where there are existing
defences, with No Active
Intervention along the
undefended frontages.

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of
this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications,
as reported therein.
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Location refe
reference:

Salcombe (Snapes Point to Splat Cove Point)

Policy Unit reference:
reference:

6c07
IMPLICATIONS OF THE PREFERRED PLAN FOR THIS LOCATION

Time
Period

Management Activities

2005 –
2025

Ongoing maintenance
of existing defences.
The undefended parts
of the estuary would
continue to evolve
naturally.

Property, Population and
Human Health

Land Use, Infrastructure and
Material Assets

Isolated properties at potential
risk from flooding.

Grade 3 and 4 agricultural land
at potential risk of flooding.

Potential risk of flooding to
some community and
recreational amenities.

Section of the A381 and B3204
(Cliff Road) protected from
flooding/erosion.

Historic Environment
Continued protection of
Grade 2 and 3 listed buildings
protected throughout the
section; predominantly at
Salcombe.

Landscape Character and
Visual Amenity

Earth Heritage, Soils and
Geology

Water

Biodiversity, Flora and Fauna

Limited change in landscape
character of South Devon
AONB and Heritage Coast.

No known impacts on geology
or soils.

No known impacts on water
quality.

Potential loss of intertidal
habitat along defended areas,
therefore impact on Salcombe
to Kingsbridge Estuary SSSI
(biological) and LNR.

Limited change in landscape
character of South Devon
AONB and Heritage Coast.

No known impacts on geology
or soils.

No known impacts on water
quality.

Potential loss of intertidal
habitat along defended areas,
therefore impact on Salcombe
to Kingsbridge Estuary SSSI
(biological) and LNR.

Limited change in landscape
character of South Devon
AONB and Heritage Coast.

No known impacts on geology
or soils.

No known impacts on water
quality.

Potential loss of intertidal
habitat along defended areas,
therefore impact on Salcombe
to Kingsbridge Estuary SSSI
(biological) and LNR.

A small area of Overbecks
Registered Park and Garden at
potential risk of flooding.

Continued protection to
people and properties in
Salcombe (predominantly along
Cliff Road and Island Street).

Potential for impact on antiaircraft batteries between
Salcombe and Splat Cove –

potential adverse impact
2025 –
2055

Ongoing maintenance
and potential
improvement of
existing defences. The
undefended parts of the
estuary would continue
to evolve naturally.

Isolated properties at potential
risk from flooding.

Grade 3 and 4 agricultural land
at potential risk of flooding.

Potential risk of flooding to
some community and
recreational amenities.

Section of the A381 and B3204
(Cliff Road) protected from
flooding/erosion.

Continued protection of
Grade 2 and 3 listed buildings
protected throughout the
section; predominantly at
Salcombe.
A small area of Overbecks
Registered Park and Garden at
potential risk of flooding.

Continued protection to
people and properties in
Salcombe (predominantly along
Cliff Road and Island Street).

Potential for impact on antiaircraft batteries between
Salcombe and Splat Cove –

potential adverse impact
2055 –
2105

Ongoing maintenance
and potential
improvement of
existing defences. The
undefended parts of the
estuary would continue
to evolve naturally.

Isolated properties at potential
risk from flooding.

Grade 3 and 4 agricultural land
at potential risk of flooding.

Potential risk of flooding to
some community and
recreational amenities.

Section of the A381 and B3204
(Cliff Road) protected from
flooding/erosion.

Continued protection to
people and properties in
Salcombe (predominantly along
Cliff Road and Island Street).

Continued protection of
Grade 2 and 3 listed buildings
protected throughout the
section; predominantly at
Salcombe.
A small area of Overbecks
Registered Park and Garden at
potential risk of flooding.
Potential for impact on antiaircraft batteries between
Salcombe and Splat Cove –

potential adverse impact

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context
of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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Location reference:

Splat Cove Point to Bolt Head

Policy Unit reference:

6c08

SUMMARY OF PREFERRED PLAN RECOMMENDATIONS AND JUSTIFICATION

Plan:
The long term Plan for this section of undefended coast, which is characterised by cliffs of outstanding
landscape and geological /geomorphological value, is to allow it to continue to evolve naturally over the next
100 years.
Slow cliffline retreat would continue as a result of infrequent, small scale cliff failure events controlled by the
local geology of the hard rock cliffs. Any small pocket beaches along this stretch are likely to become
permanently submerged at all tidal states, due to the limited sediment input from cliff erosion in the longer
term which would not keep pace with sea level rise.
A Scheduled Monument and Registered Park and Garden, as well as parts of the South West Coast Path
located along the cliff top, could also be affected by cliff erosion in the longer term, depending upon the
location of future cliff failure events.

Preferred policies to implement Plan:
From present day (short
(short
term):
):
term

The short term policy is for No Active Intervention
Intervention.
The resistant nature of the cliffs has historically resulted in very little cliff
recession, although some areas are more erodible than others depending on
local geological characteristics.
The small pocket beaches fluctuate seasonally but have remained largely
unchanged over the long term. These are supplied by erosion of the slightly
more erodible cliffs within which they are located. There is little, if any,
interaction with adjacent beaches.

Medium term:
term:

The medium term policy is for No Active Intervention
Intervention.
ntervention The majority of the
cliffs would be expected to experience only negligible erosion. Faster rates of
cliff recession within the slightly softer cliffs could occur.
Sea level rise and lack of sediment supply would lead to the narrowing and
possible submergence of the pocket beaches that indent the cliffs along this
section.

LongerLonger-term:

The long term policy is for No Active Intervention.
Intervention Total cliff erosion along
this shoreline is not expected to exceed 10m by 2105.
The small pocket beaches would be expected to narrow further and could
disappear in places.

Summary of Specific Policies
Policy Unit
6c08

Splat Cove Point
to Bolt Head

Short term
Allow natural coastal
evolution through No
Active Intervention
Intervention.
ntion

Preferred Policies
Medium term
Allow natural coastal
evolution through No
Active Intervention.
Intervention

Long term
Allow natural coastal
evolution through No
Active Intervention.
Intervention

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of
this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications,
as reported therein.
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Location refe
reference:

Splat Cove Point to Bolt Head

Policy Unit reference:

6c08
IMPLICATIONS OF THE PREFERRED PLAN FOR THIS LOCATION

Time
Period

Management Activities

2005 –
2025

Continued cliffline
retreat would occur.
No management
activities.

2025 –
2055

2055 –
2105

Property, Population and
Human Health

Land Use, Infrastructure and
Material Assets

Historic Environment

No properties at risk of
erosion or flooding.

Grade 3 and 4 agricultural land
at minor risk of erosion – but
very low cliff recession
(<10m).

Continued cliffline
retreat would occur.
No management
activities.

No properties at risk of
erosion or flooding.

Grade 3 and 4 agricultural land
at minor risk of erosion – but
very low cliff recession
(<10m).

Continued cliffline
retreat would occur.
No management
activities.

No properties at risk of
erosion or flooding.

Grade 3 and 4 agricultural land
at minor risk of erosion – but
very low cliff recession
(<10m).

A tiny area of Overbecks
Registered Park and Garden
and part of a scheduled
monument may be affected by
erosion.
A small area of Overbecks
Registered Park and Garden,
parts of a scheduled
monument at potential risk of
erosion
A small area of Overbecks
Registered Park and Garden,
parts of a scheduled
monument at potential risk of
erosion

Landscape Character and
Visual Amenity

Earth Heritage, Soils and
Geology

Water

Little/ no change in landscape
character of South Devon
AONB and Heritage Coast.

No known impacts on geology
or soils.

No known impacts on water
quality.

Little/ no change in landscape
character of South Devon
AONB and Heritage Coast.

No known impacts on geology
or soils.

No known impacts on water
quality.

Little/ no change in landscape
character of South Devon
AONB and Heritage Coast.

No known impacts on geology
or soils.

No known impacts on water
quality.

Biodiversity, Flora and Fauna
Very minor loss of in net area
of cliff top grassland and
heathland habitats at Bolt Head
to Bolt Tail SSSI – but <10m
cliff erosion predicted.
Very minor loss of in net area
of cliff top grassland and
heathland habitats at Bolt Head
to Bolt Tail SSSI – but <10m
cliff erosion predicted.
Very minor loss of in net area
of cliff top grassland and
heathland habitats at Bolt Head
to Bolt Tail SSSI – but <10m
cliff erosion predicted.

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context
of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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Location reference:

Bolt Head to Avon Estuary (East)

Policy Unit reference:

6c09 to 6c12

SUMMARY OF PREFERRED PLAN RECOMMENDATIONS
RECOMMENDATIONS AND JUSTIFICATION

Plan:
The long term Plan for this stretch of coast, which is characterised by hard rock cliffs of outstanding landscape
and geological /geomorphological value, is to allow it to continue to evolve naturally over the next 100 years. A
number of Scheduled Monuments located along the cliff top, as well as parts of the South West Coast Path
could potentially be affected by cliff erosion in the longer term as a result of this policy, depending upon the
location of future cliff failure events.
Whilst this section is largely undefended, there are a few very short lengths of defence protecting cliff top
roads around Inner Hope and Outer Hope as well as properties at Thurlestone Sands. Although future defence
of these areas, some of which are privately owned, would be unlikely to attract public (flood and coastal
defence) funding, there are no technical reasons that preclude defences being provided. Consequently, if other
alternative funds were available then defences could be retained in order to reduce the risk of erosion to these
assets (refer also to Section 5.2.2 ‘Private Defences’). Such measures are not expected to have a detrimental
impact upon the natural character of the area. If this were not undertaken then it would be necessary to
undertake measures to relocate these assets further inland away from the area of risk.
There is also a low-lying area behind a small pocket beach at Thurlestone Sands, within which is situated a
sewage works and a local road that links the west and east parts of Thurlestone. These assets are not at risk of
tidal flooding in the near future and so no intervention along the shoreline is planned here. However,
depending on the rate of sea level rise, the future flood risk to the sewage works in particular could increase
and this will need to be considered in any future development plans for this asset.

Preferred policies to implement Plan:
From present day (short
(short
term):
):
term

The short term policy is for No Active Intervention along this largely
undefended stretch of coast. The cliffs consist of hard, resistant rock that has
eroded very little over the long term and this will continue to be the case.
There are small pocket beaches at Hope Cove and Thurlestone Sands, but
there is little, if any, interaction between either of these and other parts of the
coast. There are short lengths of defences in these locations. Whilst retention
of these defences is unlikely to have an impact in terms of processes on the
wider coastline, future maintenance/improvement of these structures is
unlikely to attract public (flood and coastal defence budget) funding. Therefore
future defence in this area will depend on the availability of alternative funds.
Otherwise, the beaches at Thurlestone would be allowed to migrate inland to
higher ground during this period. No beach management would be proposed;
this would allow the natural roll-back of the beach in response to rising sea
levels and result in more beach material being retained in this area in the long
term.

Medium term
term:
rm:

The medium term policy is for No Active Intervention along this largely
undefended coast, which would continue to evolve naturally as a result.
Negligible erosion of the hard rock cliffs that dominate this section is
predicted. Small pocket beaches along this stretch are likely to become
permanently submerged at all tidal states, due to sea level rise.
At Thurlestone Sands the policy will allow the beach to naturally roll back,
although localised short lengths of defence could be retained if alternative
funds are available. However, if defences do remain they will be increasingly
technically difficult to sustain.
Sea level rise could also lead to the continued narrowing and possible

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of
this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications,
as reported therein.
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submergence of the pocket beach at Hope Cove that fronts the cliffs along this
section. Maintenance of the short length of defence at Inner and Outer Hope
(assuming alternative funds are available) could continue to reduce cliff
recession without impacting on the long term evolution of this area. However,
larger defences may be required to provide adequate levels of protection;
therefore it may not be sustainable to retain defences in this area. If this were
the case, then measures would need to be put in place to manage and mitigate
potential losses here.

LongerLonger-term:

The long term policy is for No Active Intervention along this largely
undefended coast, which would continue to evolve naturally as a result.
Negligible erosion of the hard rock cliffs that dominate this section is
predicted.
At Thurlestone Sands, a small embayment would likely develop as the beach
rolls back landwards in response to sea level rise. This in turn would allow
more beach material to be retained along this section within a naturally
functioning beach system. Localised short lengths of defence could be retained
if alternative funds are available although if defences do remain they will be
increasingly technically difficult to sustain.
The pocket beach at Hope Cove that fronts the resistant cliffs will have
disappeared by the end of this period, due to increases in sea level, which will
mean the defences, if they remain, would need to be much larger than at
present to cope with the greater wave exposure that would result. It is
therefore uncertain if it will be sustainable to even maintain the short length of
defence at Inner and Outer Hope.

Summary of Specific Policies
Policy Unit

6c09

Bolt Head to Bolt
Tail

6c10

Bolt Tail to
Thurlestone Rock

6c11

Thurlestone Rock
to Warren Point

Short term
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention
Continue to allow existing
localised defences to be
maintained or replaced,
either along existing or
realigned positions, if
alternative funding is
available to reduce the risk
of flooding and erosion
and maintain visitor
access.

Preferred Policies
Medium term
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention
Continue to allow existing
localised defences to be
maintained or replaced,
either along existing or
realigned positions, if
alternative funding is
available to reduce the risk
of flooding and erosion
and maintain visitor
access.

Long term
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention
Continue to allow existing
localised defences to be
maintained or replaced,
either along existing or
realigned positions, if
alternative funding is
available to reduce the risk
of flooding and erosion
and maintain visitor
access.

If alternative funds are not
available, then allow
natural coastal evolution
to continue through No

If alternative funds are not
available, then allow
natural coastal evolution
to continue through No

If alternative funds are not
available, then allow
natural coastal evolution
to continue through No

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of
this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications,
as reported therein.
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Policy Unit

Warren Point to
6c12 Avon Estuary
(East)

Short term
Active Intervention.
Intervention
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

Preferred Policies
Medium term
Active Intervention.
Intervention
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

Long term
Active Intervention.
Intervention
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of
this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications,
as reported therein.
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Location refe
reference:

Bolt Head to Avon Estuary (East)

Policy Unit reference:

6c09 to 6c12
IMPLICATIONS OF THE PREFERRED PLAN FOR THIS LOCATION

Time
Period

Management Activities

Property, Population and
Human Health

Land Use, Infrastructure and
Material Assets

2005 –
2025

Continued shoreline
retreat along the
majority of this section.
Maintenance of the
short lengths of
defences at Inner and
Outer Hope and
Thurlestone (if private
funds available).

Small risk of erosion & flooding
to a hotel near Southdown and
Thurlestone Rock and
properties at Outer and Inner
Hope

Grades 3, 4 and 5 Agricultural
land at risk of flooding/erosion.

Historic Environment
Environment
Grade 1, 2 and 3 listed
buildings potentially at risk
from erosion at Inner Hope
and Outer Hope

Landscape Character and
Visual Amenity

Earth Heritage, Soils and
Geology

Change in landscape character
of South Devon AONB.

No known impacts on geology
and soils.

Water
No known impacts on water
quality.

Protection of Golf Course and
Coast Path at Thurlestone.

Change in net area of cliff top
grassland, heathland and scrub
habitats at Bolt Head to Bolt
Tail SSSI
Potential loss of the net area
of some of the freshwater
habitat at South Milton Ley
SSSI due to flooding and
erosion and associated change
in flora and fauna that the
reedbed supports.

Up to 5 Scheduled Monument
(SMs) at potential risk of
erosion: - Field Systems, Hut
Circles and Four Beacons SM,
Medieval Farmstead & Field
System at Warren Barn SM,
Five Round Barrows SM, Iron
Age Cliff Castle SM and Roman
Settlement Site SM at Bantham
Ham.

Potential risk to the South
West Coast Path from
erosion, though risk is small
and depends when and where
future cliff erosion occurs.

Biodiversity, Flora and Fauna

A short term maintenance plan
is required with medium term
roll back allocation.

NAI may affect Thurlestone
organic deposits and pillboxes,
though this would not be a
direct result of SMP policy –

Potential for loss of reedbed
habitat at South Milton Ley
SSSI due to coastal flooding

neutral impact
2025 –
2055

Continued shoreline
retreat along the
majority of this section.
Maintenance of the
short lengths of
defences at Inner and
Outer Hope and
Thurlestone (if private
funds available).

Small risk of erosion & flooding
to a hotel near Southdown and
Thurlestone Rock and
properties at Outer and Inner
Hope
Potential risk to the South
West Coast Path from
erosion, though risk is small
and depends when and where
future cliff erosion occurs.

Grades 3, 4 and 5 Agricultural
land at risk of flooding/erosion.
Potential flood risk to South
Milton Sewage Works
depending on rate of sea level
rise.

Potential net loss of Golf
Course and Coast Path at
Thurlestone due to erosion,
dependent on location of
Managed Realignment.

2055 –
2105

Continued shoreline
retreat along the
majority of this section.
Maintenance of the
short lengths of
defences at Inner and
Outer Hope and
Thurlestone if required

Potential loss of access to
isolated coves and loss of
parking/ tourist amenities.
Small risk of erosion & flooding
to a hotel near Southdown and
Thurlestone Rock and
properties at Outer and Inner
Hope
Potential risk to the South
West Coast Path from

Grade 1, 2 and 3 listed
buildings potentially at risk
from erosion at Inner Hope
and Outer Hope –

Change in landscape character
of South Devon AONB.

No known impacts on geology
and soils.

No known impacts on water
quality.

Change in net area of cliff top
grassland, heathland and scrub
habitats at Bolt Head to Bolt
Tail SSSI
Potential loss of the net area
of some of the freshwater
habitat at South Milton Ley
SSSI due to flooding and
erosion and associated change
in flora and fauna that the
reedbed supports.

Up to 5 Scheduled Monument
(SMs) at potential risk of
erosion: - Field Systems, Hut
Circles and Four Beacons SM,
Medieval Farmstead & Field
System at Warren Barn SM,
Five Round Barrows SM, Iron
Age Cliff Castle SM and Roman
Settlement Site SM at Bantham
Ham.

Potential for loss of reedbed
habitat at South Milton Ley
SSSI due to coastal flooding

NAI may affect Thurlestone
organic deposits and pillboxes,
though this would not be a
direct result of SMP policy –

neutral impact
Grades 3, 4 and 5 Agricultural
land at risk of flooding/erosion.
Potential flood risk to South
Milton Sewage Works
depending on rate of sea level
rise.

Grade 1, 2 and 3 listed
buildings potentially at risk
from erosion at Inner Hope
and Outer Hope
Up to 5 Scheduled Monument
(SMs) at potential risk of
erosion: - Field Systems, Hut

Change in landscape character
of South Devon AONB.

No known impacts on geology
and soils.

No known impacts on water
quality.

Change in net area of cliff top
grassland, heathland and scrub
habitats at Bolt Head to Bolt
Tail SSSI
Potential loss of the net area
of some of the freshwater
habitat at South Milton Ley

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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Location refe
reference:

Bolt Head to Avon Estuary (East)

Policy Unit reference:

6c09 to 6c12
IMPLICATIONS OF THE PREFERRED PLAN FOR THIS LOCATION

Time
Period

Management Activities
(if private funds
available).

Property, Population and
Human Health
erosion, though risk is small
and depends when and where
future cliff erosion occurs.
Potential net loss of Golf
Course and Coast Path at
Thurlestone due to erosion
Potential loss of access to
isolated coves and loss of
parking/ tourist amenities.

Land Use, Infrastructure and
Material Assets

Historic Environment
Environment
Circles and Four Beacons SM,
Medieval Farmstead & Field
System at Warren Barn SM,
Five Round Barrows SM, Iron
Age Cliff Castle SM and Roman
Settlement Site SM at Bantham
Ham.

Landscape Character and
Visual Amenity

Earth Heritage, Soils and
Geology

Water

Biodiversity, Flora and Fauna
SSSI due to flooding and
erosion and associated change
in flora and fauna that the
reedbed supports.
Potential for loss of reedbed
habitat at South Milton Ley
SSSI due to coastal flooding

NAI may affect Thurlestone
organic deposits and pillboxes,
though this would not be a
direct result of SMP policy –

neutral impact

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context
of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context
of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context
of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context
of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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Location
Location reference:

Avon Estuary

Policy Unit reference:

6c13 to 6c15

SUMMARY OF PREFERRED PLAN RECOMMENDATIONS AND JUSTIFICATION

Plan:
The long term Plan for the Avon Estuary is to allow it to evolve naturally, as far as possible, whilst continuing
to minimise flood risk to key assets. Achievement of this will need to be through a range of measures which
include No Active Intervention in some areas and Managed Realignment in others.
Along its outer reaches, the Estuary will be allowed to evolve and adapt naturally as sea levels rise. This could,
however, result in an increased risk of flooding to some presently defended areas as defences deteriorate and
fail.
On the western side of the mouth of the Estuary there would be a small risk of erosion that could impact upon
cliff top property and infrastructure if cliff failures occur in these areas. Therefore adaptation measures may be
required to manage this risk.
In the upper part of the estuary, along both the east and west banks, there are several defences around the
developed area of Aveton Gifford as well as individual properties, a sewage works, low grade farmland and a
number of roads that are at risk of flooding. The long term Plan here is to undertake Managed Realignment in
strategic locations to provide a reduction in flood risk to other parts of the estuary. This policy would also
provide opportunities for habitat creation and would likely involve construction of set back defences or
regulated tidal exchange, which would be determined by more detailed studies.
Under this policy it is not intended to increase the risk of flooding to developed areas in the upper part of the
estuary, and so consideration of this would be an important element in further detailed implementation studies.
Maintenance of existing defences in the upper estuary would be undertaken, if funds are available, but it is not
intended that new defences would be built along currently undefended sections.
Defences currently protect a short length of highway providing the only access into Bigbury-on-Sea, a car park
and tourism facilities from erosion. There is also a short length of defence on Burgh Island that protects the
hotel. The erosion risk to these areas is slight and therefore future defence of these areas would be unlikely to
attract public (flood and coastal defence budget) funding. However, there are no technical reasons, i.e. impacts
upon sediment processes, that preclude defences being provided. Consequently, if other funds were available
then defences could be retained in order to reduce the risk of erosion to these assets.

Preferred policies to implement Plan:
From present day (short
(short
term):
):
term

The short term policy is for No Active Intervention in the outer parts of the
Avon Estuary. There are very few defences present here and those that are
will gradually deteriorate and fail due to lack of maintenance. This may affect
one or two properties located along the estuary shoreline at Bantham,
however much of this outer part of the Estuary is backed by higher ground, so
flood risk is not significantly altered.
Maintenance of the short length of defences at Bigbury-on-Sea and Burgh
Island would be unlikely to attract public (flood and coastal defence budget)
funds. However, if other funds were available to maintain the defences in this
area then these could be maintained, without having a detrimental impact on
coastal evolution.
The possibility for Managed Realignment within the upper estuary would be
investigated and, if viable, implemented during this period. This could help to
reconnect the estuary to the floodplain whilst also providing habitat and
reducing flood risk to other parts of the estuary. Along other stretches and in
particular Aveton Gifford, existing defences would be maintained, to ensure no
increase in flood risk to people, property and infrastructure, but no new
defences would be constructed. These defences would constrain the estuary
locally, although it is unlikely to have a significant impact on the estuary as a

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of
this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications,
as reported therein.
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whole, which is largely natural and unconstrained and would be expected to
adjust to rising sea levels to maintain its current form.

Medium term:
term:

The medium term policy is to continue No Active Intervention along the outer
parts of the Avon Estuary, with any remaining defences gradually deteriorating
and failing, including the short sections of defence at Bigbury-on-Sea and Burgh
Island (unless maintained through alternative funding). However, if other funds
were used to retain the defences in this area then this risk would continue to
be reduced, although maintaining adequate protection is likely to require larger
defences than at present.
In the upper estuary Managed Realignment would continue in strategic
locations, involving maintenance of any realignment undertaken in the short
term, and further realignments if feasible. Along Aveton Gifford and over
currently defended stretches existing defences would be maintained, although
maintaining an adequate level of protection is likely to require larger defences
by this period. No new defences would be constructed.

LongerLonger-term:

The long term policy is to continue No Active Intervention along the outer
parts of the Avon Estuary. By this period most defences would have failed,
including those at Bigbury-on-Sea and Burgh Island if they have not been
maintained in the short and medium term.
There is a risk that rising sea levels could result in submergence of the
tombolo during this period, which would leave Burgh Island permanently
detached from the mainland.
Within the upper estuary, the policy would remain one of Managed
Realignment. Further realignments may be feasible during this period,
Realignment
otherwise there will be maintenance of existing realignments and existing
defences. Although retention of existing defences in the upper part of the
estuary would continue to constrain the estuary locally, it is unlikely to have a
significant impact on the estuary as a whole; this is largely natural and
unconstrained and would be expected to adjust to rising sea levels to maintain
its current form.

Summary of Specific
pecific Policies
Policy Unit

Short term
Allow natural coastal
Avon Estuary (East
evolution to continue
6c13 Bank – Mouth to
through No Active
Stadbury Farm)
Intervention.
Intervention
Investigate and implement
Managed Realignment
Avon Estuary
along parts of this section,
(Upstream section whilst maintaining other
6c14
– Stadbury Farm
existing defences, with No
to Stakes Hill)
Active Intervention along
the currently undefended
sections.
Avon Estuary
Continue to allow existing
6c15
(West Bank –
localised defences to be

Preferred Policies
Medium term
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention
Continue the policy of
Managed Realignment
along parts of this section
whilst maintaining other
existing defences, with No
Active Intervention along
the currently undefended
sections.
Continue to allow existing
localised defences to be

Long term
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention
Continue the policy of
Managed Realignment
along parts of this section
whilst maintaining other
existing defences, with No
Active Intervention along
the currently undefended
sections.
Continue to allow existing
localised defences to be

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of
this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications,
as reported therein.
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Policy Unit
Stakes
Stakes Hill to
Warren Point
(Bigbury(Bigbury-onon-Sea))

Short term
maintained or replaced,
either along existing or
realigned positions, if
alternative funding is
available to reduce the risk
of flooding and erosion
and maintain visitor
access.

Preferred Policies
Medium term
maintained or replaced,
either along existing or
realigned positions, if
alternative funding is
available to reduce the risk
of flooding and erosion
and maintain visitor
access.

Long term
maintained or replaced,
either along existing or
realigned positions, if
alternative funding is
available to reduce the risk
of flooding and erosion
and maintain visitor
access.

If alternative funds are not
available, then allow
natural coastal evolution
to continue through No
Active Intervention.
Intervention

If alternative funds are not
available, then allow
natural coastal evolution
to continue through No
Active Intervention.
Intervention

If alternative funds are not
available, then allow
natural coastal evolution
to continue through No
Active Intervention.
Intervention

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of
this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications,
as reported therein.
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Location refe
reference:

Avon Estuary

Policy Unit reference:

6c13 to 6c15
IMPLICATIONS OF THE PREFERRED PLAN FOR THIS LOCATION

Time
Period

Management Activities

Property, Population
Population and
Human Health

Land Use, Infrastructure and
Material Assets

2005 –
2025

Investigation and
implementation of
Managed Realignment,
along with maintenance
of existing defences in
the upper part of the
estuary. Allow defences
at mouth to fail unless
maintained by
alternative funds.

Risk of flooding to people and
properties at Aveton Gifford,
Bridge end in the Avon Estuary
minimised by maintaining
existing defences and
introducing realignment to
provide flood storage.

Risk of flooding to the A379 at
Aveton Gifford.

2025 –
2055

Maintenance of existing
and realigned defences,
and possibly further
realignment in the
upper part of the
estuary. Allow defences
at mouth to fail unless
maintained by
alternative funds.

Potential risk to the South
West Coast Path from
erosion.
Potential risk to people,
properties at Bigbury-on-Sea
and Burgh island from localised
erosion.
Risk of flooding to people and
properties at Aveton Gifford,
Bridge end in the Avon Estuary
minimised by maintaining
existing defences and
introducing realignment to
provide flood storage.

Grades 3, 4 and 5 Agricultural
land at risk of flooding/
erosion.

Risk of flooding to the A379 at
Aveton Gifford.
Grades 3, 4 and 5 Agricultural
land at risk of flooding/
erosion.

Historic Environment
Grade 1, 2 and 3 listed
buildings potentially at risk
from flooding at Aveton
Gifford.
Iron Age Cliff Castle Scheduled
Monument and Roman
Settlement Site Scheduled
Monument at Bantham Ham at
potential risk of erosion.
Grade 1, 2 and 3 listed
buildings potentially at risk
from flooding at Aveton
Gifford.
Iron Age Cliff Castle Scheduled
Monument and Roman
Settlement Site Scheduled
Monument at Bantham Ham at
potential risk of erosion.

Landscape Character and
Visual Amenity

Earth Heritage, Soils and
Geology

Change in landscape character
of South Devon AONB due to
Managed Realignment.

No known impacts on geology
or soils.

No known impacts on water
quality.

No known impacts on geology
or soils.

Works in areas selected for
Managed Realignment should
be implemented so as to not
adversely impact on the water
quality status of the coastal
waters or compromise the
achievement of WFD water
quality targets.
No known impacts on water
quality.

Deteriorating defences at
mouth may be an eyesore.

Change in landscape character
of South Devon AONB due to
Managed Realignment.

Water

Biodiversity, Flora and Fauna
Managed Realignment would
increase habitat areas within
the Avon Estuary

Managed Realignment would
increase habitat areas within
the Avon Estuary

Works in areas selected for
Managed Realignment should
be implemented so as to not
adversely impact on the water
quality status of the coastal
waters or compromise the
achievement of WFD water
quality targets.

Deteriorating defences at
mouth may be an eyesore.

Potential risk to the South
West Coast Path from
erosion.

2055 –
2105

Maintenance of existing
and realigned defences,
and possibly further
realignment in the
upper part of the
estuary. No
management activities
at the mouth unless
maintained by
alternative funds.

Potential loss of parking/
tourist facilities.
Potential risk to people,
properties at Bigbury-on-Sea
and Burgh island from localised
erosion.
Risk of flooding to people and
properties at Aveton Gifford,
Bridge end in the Avon Estuary
minimised by maintaining
existing defences and
introducing realignment to
provide flood storage.

Risk of flooding to the A379 at
Aveton Gifford.
Grades 3, 4 and 5 Agricultural
land at risk of flooding/
erosion.

Grade 1, 2 and 3 listed
buildings potentially at risk
from flooding at Aveton
Gifford.
Iron Age Cliff Castle Scheduled
Monument and Roman
Settlement Site Scheduled
Monument at Bantham Ham at
potential risk of erosion.

Change in landscape character
of South Devon AONB due to
Managed Realignment.

No known impacts on geology
or soils.

No known impacts on water
quality.

Managed Realignment would
increase habitat areas within
the Avon Estuary

Works in areas selected for
Managed Realignment should
be implemented so as to not
adversely impact on the water
quality status of the coastal
waters or compromise the
achievement of WFD water
quality targets.

Potential risk to the South
West Coast Path from
erosion.
Potential loss of parking/
tourist facilities.

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context
of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context
of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context
of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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Location reference:

Warren Point
Point (Bigbury(Bigbury-onon-Sea) to Challaborough (West)

Policy Unit reference:

6c16

SUMMARY OF PREFERRED PLAN RECOMMENDATIONS AND JUSTIFICATION

Plan:
This section encompasses the small pocket embayment at Challaborough, at the back of which is a short length
of seawall and rock armour defence that protects low-lying land, and a range of tourism facilities, private
properties and infrastructure, from the risk of flooding.
The long term Plan is to allow undefended areas to continue to evolve naturally whilst continuing to allow
intervention as necessary to ensure visitor access is maintained and to minimise flood risk. Due to the limited
sediment interlinkages along this coast any interventions would not significantly affect adjacent stretches of
coast nor compromise the future natural evolution of these shorelines. However, continued intervention in
these areas will not satisfy national criteria for economic justification and therefore be unlikely to attract public
(flood and coastal defence budget) funding, so would be dependent upon alternative funding being sourced
(refer also to Section 5.2.2 ‘Private Defences’).
Implementation of this policy could consider the relocation of a number of assets, in particular the more
seaward positioned caravans within the holiday park in this area. This might be either inland or to higher
ground on either side of the small valley that reaches the sea in this area, so that the beach is allowed to roll
back landwards as sea levels rise. This would allow a small beach to remain here in the future. However, if
continued defence occurs along the existing line then it is likely that no beach will exist in the long term due to
coastal squeeze.

Preferred policies to implement Plan:
From present day (short
(short
term):
):
term

The short term policy is one of No Active Intervention
Intervention.
tion The undefended hard
rock cliffs located along the eastern and western parts of this section have
eroded very little over the long term, and this is expected to continue in the
future, with negligible recession of these predicted by 2025.
The existing small length of defence located at the back of Challaborough
Beach that protects low-lying land from flooding could however be retained,
although this would depend on the availability funds as future works here are
unlikely to attract public (flood and coastal defence budget) funding. If
alternative funds area available then maintenance of defences during this period
would likely be required.
Challaborough Beach fluctuates seasonally but has been stable over the long
term. This situation is expected to continue to 2025, although coastal squeeze
as a result of sea level rise could become increasingly important during this
period if defences are retained, resulting in an increased risk of flooding during
storm events by 2025.
If defences here are not maintained, then adaptation measures will need to be
developed during this period.

Medium term:
term:

The medium term policy is to continue No Active Intervention.
Intervention Negligible
erosion of the rock cliffs is predicted over this period.
Maintenance of the existing defence at Challaborough Beach could continue
during this period if funds are available although this will increasingly become
unsustainable as sea levels rise and beach narrowing occurs. If continued
defence here is sought, then consideration should be given to moving the line
of defence landwards rather than upgrading defences in their current position.
This would allow the beach to migrate landwards in response to sea level rise
and allow a more naturally functioning beach to be retained at Challaborough.
This will also benefit the amenity value of the area and so support the

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of
this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications,
as reported therein.
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continued viability of the holiday park. This approach would involve loss of
parts of the holiday park land, so assets would need to be relocated landwards.
If defences are not realigned then the beach would narrow during this period.
If defences here are not maintained, then adaptation measures developed in
the short term may need to be implemented during this period.

LongerLonger-term:

The long term policy is to continue No Active Intervention
Intervention.
ention The undefended
hard rock cliffs at either end of this section would continue to erode only very
slowly, with negligible recession predicted.
If defences have not been maintained the beach at Challaborough would roll
back as sea levels rise and that any effects of current defences here would be
removed. However, if funds are available to continue defending this area then
the impact upon the beach will depend on whether defences are moved
landwards or improved along existing alignments during the medium term. If
defences are retained along existing alignments then the beach would likely be
lost due to coastal squeeze.

Summary of Specific Policies
Policy Unit

Warren Point
(Bigbury(Bigbury-onon-Sea)
6c16
to Challaborough
(West)

Short term
Continue to allow existing
localised defences to be
maintained or replaced,
either along existing or
realigned positions, if
alternative funding is
available to reduce the risk
of flooding and erosion
and maintain visitor
access.

Preferred Policies
Medium term
Continue to allow existing
localised defences to be
maintained or replaced,
either along existing or
realigned positions, if
alternative funding is
available to reduce the risk
of flooding and erosion
and maintain visitor
access.

Long term
Continue to allow existing
localised defences to be
maintained or replaced,
either along existing or
realigned positions, if
alternative funding is
available to reduce the risk
of flooding and erosion
and maintain visitor
access.

If alternative funds are not
available, then allow
natural coastal evolution
to continue through No
Active Intervention.
Intervention

If alternative funds are not
available, then allow
natural coastal evolution
to continue through No
Active Intervention.
Intervention

If alternative funds are not
available, then allow
natural coastal evolution
to continue through No
Active Intervention.
Intervention

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of
this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications,
as reported therein.
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Location refe
reference:

Warren Point (Bigbury(Bigbury-onon-Sea) to Challaborough (West)

Policy Unit reference:

6c16
IMPLICATIONS OF THE PREFERRED PLAN FOR THIS LOCATION

Time
Period

Management Activities

2005 –
2025

Maintenance of existing
defence line could
occur if funds are
available. Else defences
will remain but
deteriorate.
Maintenance and
improvement of
defence line along
existing or realigned
position could occur if
funds are available. Else
defences would
deteriorate and fail.

Continued protection of
people, property and tourism
facilities if defences retained.

Local roads protected against
flood and erosion risk if
defences retained.

Possible loss of pillbox at
Challaborough Beach –

Continued protection of
majority of property and
tourism facilities, although
some of these may be lost or
relocated depending if
Managed Realignment
implemented.

Potential impact on local road
depending if Managed
Realignment implemented or if
no defence is provided in this
period.

Possible loss of pillbox at
Challaborough Beach –

Maintenance and
improvement of
defence line along
existing or realigned
position could occur if
funds are available. If
defences have not been
maintained then there
will be no defence
impact during this
period.

Continued protection of
majority of property and
tourism facilities if defences
retained either along existing
or realigned position.

Potential impact on local road
depending if Managed
Realignment implemented or if
no defence is provided in this
period.

Possible loss of pillbox at
Challaborough Beach –

2025 –
2055

2055 –
2105

Property,
Property, Population and
Human Health

Land Use, Infrastructure and
Material Assets

Historic Environment

adverse impact

adverse impact

adverse impact

Landscape Character and
Visual Amenity

Earth Heritage, Soils and
Geology

Water

Biodiversity, Flora and Fauna

Potential change in landscape
character of South Devon
AONB.

No known impacts on geology
or soils.

No known impacts on water
quality.

No known impacts on
designated biodiversity, flora
or fauna.

Potential change in landscape
character of South Devon
AONB.

No known impacts on geology
or soils.

No known impacts on water
quality.

No known impacts on
designated biodiversity, flora
or fauna.

No known impacts on geology
or soils.

If Managed Realignment occurs
works should be implemented
so as to not adversely impact
on the water quality status of
the coastal waters or
compromise the achievement
of WFD water quality targets.
No known impacts on water
quality.

Potential change in landscape
character of South Devon
AONB.

No known impacts on
designated biodiversity, flora
or fauna.

If Managed Realignment occurs
works should be implemented
so as to not adversely impact
on the water quality status of
the coastal waters or
compromise the achievement
of WFD water quality targets.

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context
of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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Location reference:

Challaborough (West) to Erme Estuary (East)

Policy Unit reference:

6c17

SUMMARY OF PREFERRED PLAN RECOMMENDATIONS AND JUSTIFICATION

Plan:
The long term Plan for this section of undefended stretch of coast, which is characterised by cliffs of
outstanding landscape, geological and geomorphological value, is for the shoreline to evolve naturally, with slow
erosion of the hard rock cliffs occurring as a result of infrequent, small scale cliff failures.
No built assets will be placed at risk from this approach, whilst natural value will be retained.

Preferred policies to implement Plan:
From present day (short
(short
term):
):
term

The short term policy is for No Active Intervention along this undefended
section of coast, which would be allowed to continue to evolve naturally.

Medium term:
term:

The medium term policy is a continuation of No Active Intervention.
Intervention
Cliff erosion would be limited to localised areas of slightly more erodible cliffs.
Sea level rise could lead to the narrowing and possible submergence of the
small pocket beaches that indent the cliffs along this section, as there is
insufficient supply of sediment from localised cliff erosion and where beaches
front resistant cliffs. Where beaches are not present the still water level will
simply be higher up the cliff face.

LongerLonger-term:

The long term policy is for continued No Active Intervention.
Intervention
Cliff erosion would be limited to localised areas of slightly more erodible cliffs,
with total erosion in these areas of up to 10m predicted by 2105, but in places
there will be no change in cliff top position, depending on the occurrence of
small scale cliff failures.
As sea levels rise, most of the small pocket beaches that indent the cliffs along
this section would be expected to have disappeared.

Summary of Specific Policies
Policy Unit
Challaborough
6c17 (West) to Erme
Estuary (East)

Short term
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

Preferred Policies
Medium term
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

Long term
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of
this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications,
as reported therein.
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Location refe
reference:

Challaborough (West)
(West) to Erme Estuary (East)

Policy Unit reference:

6c17
IMPLICATIONS OF THE PREFERRED PLAN FOR THIS LOCATION

Time
Period

Management Activities

2005 –
2025

Continued cliffline
retreat would occur.
No management
activities.
Continued cliffline
retreat would occur.
No management
activities.

2025 –
2055

2055 –
2105

Continued cliffline
retreat would occur.
No management
activities.

Property, Population and
Human Health

Land Use, Infrastructure and
Material Assets

Historic Environment

Landscape Character and
Visual Amenity
Amenity

Earth Heritage, Soils and
Geology

Water

Biodiversity, Flora and Fauna

No assets at risk.

Little/ no loss of Grades 3 , 4
and 5 agricultural land.

No known impacts on
archaeological features.

Little/ no change in landscape
character of South Devon
AONB.

No known impacts on geology
or soils.

No known impacts on water
quality.

No known impacts on
designated biodiversity, flora
or fauna.

Potential, very localised risk to
the South West Coast Path
from erosion – but cliff retreat
minimal, therefore potential
for relocation.
Potential risk to the South
West Coast Path from erosion
– but cliff retreat minimal,
therefore potential for
relocation.

Grades 3 , 4 and 5 Agricultural
land at risk of minimal (<10m)
erosion.

No known impacts on
archaeological features.

Little/ no change in landscape
character of South Devon
AONB.

No known impacts on geology
or soils.

No known impacts on water
quality.

No known impacts on
designated biodiversity, flora
or fauna.

Grades 3 , 4 and 5 Agricultural
land at risk of minimal (<10m)
erosion.

No known impacts on
archaeological features.

Little/ no change in landscape
character of South Devon
AONB.

No known impacts on geology
or soils.

No known impacts on water
quality.

No known impacts on
designated biodiversity, flora
or fauna.

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context
of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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Location reference:

Erme Estuary

Policy Unit reference:

6c18 to 6c20

SUMMARY OF PREFERRED PLAN RECOMMENDATIONS AND JUSTIFICATION

Plan:
The Erme Estuary is a ria-type estuary largely constrained by steeply sloping ground. The long term Plan for
this area is to allow the estuary to naturally adapt to sea level rise. There are no flood alleviation schemes
within this estuary, although there are a number of properties at risk of flooding with regular frequency within
this primarily rural area.
Under this policy, extreme flood events would continue to pose a flood risk to properties, but this would be
managed through flood warnings rather than constructing flood defences along this section. As sea level rise
and other climate change impacts occur in the longer term, the frequency of flooding to these areas is likely to
increase compared to present day, and so it may become unsustainable for the properties affected to remain
habitable over this period.

Preferred policies to implement Plan:
From present day (short
(short
term
rm):
te
rm):

The recommended short term policy is for No Active Intervention other than
the provision of flood warning schemes.

Medium term:
term:

The recommended medium term policy is for No Active Intervention other
than the continued provision of flood warning scheme for so long as
properties at risk of flooding remain habitable. This could change as the
frequency of flood events increases due to sea level rise and other climate
change impacts.
No change in the form of the Erme Estuary is expected as it is natural and
unconstrained; therefore the estuary should be able to adapt naturally to rising
sea levels.

LongerLonger-term:

The recommended long term policy is for No Active Intervention other than
the continued provision of flood warning scheme, for so long as properties at
risk of flooding remain habitable. This could change as the frequency of flood
events increases due to sea level rise and other climate change impacts.
No change in the form of the Erme Estuary is expected as it is natural and
unconstrained; therefore the estuary should be able to adapt naturally to rising
sea levels.

Summary of Specific Policies
Policy Unit

Short term
Allow natural coastal
Erme Estuary (East
evolution to continue
6c18 Bank – Mouth to
through No Active
Orcheton Wood)
Intervention.
Intervention
Erme Estuary
Allow natural coastal
(Upstream section
evolution to continue
6c19 –Orcheton Wood
through No Active
to Pamflete
Intervention.
Intervention
Wood)
6c20 Erme Estuary
Allow natural coastal

Preferred Policies
Medium term
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

Long term
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

Allow natural coastal

Allow natural coastal

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of
this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications,
as reported therein.
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Policy Unit

Short term
(West Bank –
evolution to continue
Pamflete Wood to through No Active
Mouth)
Intervention.
Intervention

Preferred Policies
Medium term
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

Long term
evolution to continue
through No Active
Active
Intervention.
Intervention

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of
this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications,
as reported therein.
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Location refe
reference:

Erme Estuary

Policy Unit reference:

6c18 to 6c20
IMPLICATIONS OF THE PREFERRED PLAN FOR THIS LOCATION

Time
Period

Management Activities

Property, Population and
Human Health

2005 –
2025

Natural evolution of
the estuary would
occur. No management
activities apart from
implementation of a
flood warning scheme.

Risk of flooding to people and
properties at Clying Mill, ,
properties near the junction of
the A379 and A3121, and
Goutsford BR, and a single
property Efford Ho on the
Erme Estuary

2025 –
2055

2055 –
2105

Natural evolution of
the estuary would
occur. No management
activities apart from
implementation of a
flood warning scheme.

Natural evolution of
the estuary would
occur. No management
activities apart from
implementation of a
flood warning scheme.

Potential risk to the South
West Coast Path from erosion
Risk of flooding to people and
properties at Clying Mill, ,
properties near the junction of
the A379 and A3121, and
Goutsford BR, and a single
property Efford Ho on the
Erme Estuary
Potential risk to the South
West Coast Path from erosion
Risk of flooding to people and
properties at Clying Mill, ,
properties near the junction of
the A379 and A3121, and
Goutsford BR, and a single
property Efford Ho on the
Erme Estuary

Land Use, Infrastructure and
Material Assets
Risk of flooding to the A379
and A3121 along the Erme
Estuary.
Grades 3 , 4 and 5 agricultural
land at risk of flooding/ erosion

Risk of flooding to the A379
and A3121 along the Erme
Estuary.
Grades 3 , 4 and 5 agricultural
land at risk of flooding/ erosion

Risk of flooding to the A379
and A3121 along the Erme
Estuary
Grades 3 , 4 and 5 agricultural
land at risk of flooding/ erosion

Historic Environment
Register Park and Garden at
Flete at risk of flooding.

Landscape Character and
Visual Amenity

Earth Heritage, Soils and
Geology

Water

Minimal change in landscape
character of South Devon
AONB.

No known impacts on geology
or soils.

No known impacts on water
quality.

Potential loss of the net area
of some of the terrestrial
interest features of Erme
Estuary SSSI due to flooding
and erosion though potential
increase in estuarine and
intertidal habitats.

Minimal change in landscape
character of South Devon
AONB.

No known impacts on geology
or soils.

No known impacts on water
quality.

Potential loss of the net area
of some of the terrestrial
interest features of Erme
Estuary SSSI due to flooding
and erosion though potential
increase in estuarine and
intertidal habitats.

Minimal change in landscape
character of South Devon
AONB.

No known impacts on geology
or soils.

No known impacts on water
quality.

Potential loss of the net area
of some of the terrestrial
interest features of Erme
Estuary SSSI due to flooding
and erosion though potential
increase in estuarine and
intertidal habitats.

Continued erosion of early
medieval settlement at
Meadowsfoot Beach as a result
of NAI, though this would be
as a result of SMP policy.

Register Park and Garden at
Flete at risk of flooding.
Continued erosion of early
medieval settlement at
Meadowsfoot Beach as a result
of NAI, though this would be
as a result of SMP policy.

Register Park and Garden at
Flete at risk of flooding.
Continued erosion of early
medieval settlement at
Meadowsfoot Beach as a result
of NAI, though this would be
as a result of SMP policy.

Biodiversity, Flora and Fauna

Potential risk to the South
West Coast Path from erosion

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context
of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context
of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context
of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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Location reference:

Erme Estuary (West) to Yealm Estuary (East)

Policy Unit reference:

6c21

SUMMARY OF PREFERRED PLAN RECOMMENDATIONS AND JUSTIFICATION

Plan:
The long term Plan for this section of coast, which is characterised by cliffs of outstanding landscape and
geological and geomorphological value, is for the shoreline to continue to evolve naturally.
The slow erosion of the hard rock cliffs occurring as a result of infrequent, small scale cliff failures could result
in the potential loss of a number of listed buildings and parts of the South West Coast Path in the longer term,
depending upon where future cliff failures occur.

Preferred policies to implement Plan:
From present day (short
(short
term):
):
term

The short term policy is for No Active Intervention.
Intervention

Medium term:
term:

The medium term policy is No Active Intervention.
Intervention

The majority of this section consists of hard rock cliffs that have eroded very
little over the long term, although there are localised areas that are slightly
more erodible: this trend would continue.

Cliff erosion would be limited to localised areas of slightly more erodible cliffs,
with the occurrence of small scale cliff failures.
The cliffs along this section are indented with small pocket beaches that are
supplied with sediment from local cliff erosion only; there is no interaction
between adjacent beaches. These beaches have historically been stable over
the long term although sea level rise could become increasingly important. This
would lead to the narrowing and possible submergence of the pocket beaches
that indent the cliffs along this section. Where beaches are no longer present
the still water level will simply be higher up the cliff face.

LongerLonger-term:

The long term policy is for No Active Intervention.
Intervention
Cliff erosion would be limited to localised areas of slightly more erodible cliffs,
with total erosion in these areas of up to 10m predicted by 2105 depending on
the occurrence of small scale cliff failures.
As sea levels rise most of the small pocket beaches that indent the cliffs along
this section would disappear without sufficient sediment supply from the cliffs.

Summary of Specific Policies
Policy Unit
Erme Estuary
6c21 (West) to Yealm
Estuary (East)

Short term
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

Preferred Policies
Medium term
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

Long term
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of
this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications,
as reported therein.
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Location refe
reference:

Erme Estuary (West) to Yealm Estuary (East)

Policy Unit reference:

6c21
IMPLICATIONS OF THE PREFERRED PLAN FOR THIS
THIS LOCATION

Time
Period

Management Activities

Property, Population and
Human Health

Land Use, Infrastructure and
Material Assets

2005 –
2025

Continued slow cliffline
retreat would occur.
No management
activities.

No risk to people and,
properties at Stoke Beach due
to erosion in the short term.

Grades 3 , 4 and 5 Agricultural
land at risk of erosion

There is unlikely to be any
erosion to listed buildings at
Stoke.

Little or no change in
landscape character of South
Devon AONB.

No known impacts on geology
or soils.

No known impacts on water
quality.

Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
integrity of Blackstone Point
SAC and SSSI, therefore NAI
would continue to maintain
these features

Grades 3 , 4 and 5 Agricultural
land at risk of erosion

Listed buildings potentially at
risk from erosion at

Little or no change in
landscape character of South
Devon AONB.

No known impacts on geology
or soils.

No known impacts on water
quality.

Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
integrity of Blackstone Point
SAC and SSSI, therefore NAI
would continue to maintain
these features

Grades 3 , 4 and 5 Agricultural
land at risk of erosion

Listed buildings potentially at
risk from erosion at Stoke

Little or no change in
landscape character of South
Devon AONB.

No known impacts on geology
or soils.

No known impacts on water
quality.

Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
integrity of Blackstone Point
SAC and SSSI, therefore NAI
would continue to maintain
these features

2025 –
2055

2055 –
2105

Continued slow cliffline
retreat would occur.
No management
activities.

Continued slow cliffline
retreat would occur.
No management
activities.

Potential risk to the South
West Coast Path from
erosion, though risk is small
due to low rates of recession,
and depends upon location of
future cliff fall events.
Risk to people, properties at
Stoke Beach from erosion

Historic Environment

Landscape Character and
Visual Amenity

Earth Heritage, Soils and
Geology

Water

Potential risk to the South
West Coast Path from
erosion, though risk is small
due to low rates of recession,
and depends upon location of
future cliff fall events.
Potential loss of access to
isolated coves.
Risk to people, properties at
Stoke Beach from erosion
Potential risk to the South
West Coast Path from
erosion, though risk is small
due to low rates of recession,
and depends upon location of
future cliff fall events.

Biodiversity, Flora and Fauna
Fauna

Potential loss of access to
isolated coves.

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context
of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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Location reference:

Yealm Estuary

Policy Unit reference:

6c22 to 6c25

SUMMARY OF PREFERRED PLAN RECOMMENDATIONS AND JUSTIFICATION

Plan:
The Yealm Estuary is a ria-type estuary physically constrained by steeply sloping ground. The estuary is largely
undefended and the long term Plan is to allow it to continue to naturally evolve, whilst maintaining protection
to property and infrastructure, where defences already exist. This includes the frontages of Newton Ferrers
and Noss Mayo. In these areas the Plan is to continue to defend through public works or intervention by
respective landowners. This would also serve to protect a number of listed buildings in this area.
It is not intended that new defences would be constructed along any areas where that are currently
undefended.

Preferred policies
policies to implement Plan:
From present day (short
(short
term):
):
term

The short term policy is for No Active Intervention along the undefended
sections of the Yealm Estuary, which will allow natural processes to continue
in these areas.
Along the Noss Mayo and Newton Ferrers part of the estuary, the short term
policy is to Hold the Line through maintaining and improving existing defences
in order to minimise flood risk.

Medium term:
term:

The medium term policy is for No Active Intervention along the undefended
sections of the Yealm Estuary. No change in the form of the Yealm Estuary is
expected.
Along the Noss Mayo and Newton Ferrers part of the estuary, the medium
term policy is to continue to Hold the Line of existing defences. With rising
sea levels, maintaining adequate levels of protection is likely to require the
construction of larger defences than at present.

LongerLonger-term:

The long term policy is for No Active Intervention along the undefended
sections of the Yealm Estuary, which will allow natural processes to continue
to occur in these areas. No change in the form of the Yealm Estuary is
expected as it is natural and unconstrained; therefore the estuary should be
able to adapt naturally to rising sea levels.
Along the Noss Mayo and Newton Ferrers part of the estuary, the long term
policy is to continue to Hold the Line of existing defences. Maintaining
adequate levels of protection will require the construction of larger defences
unless undertaken in previous epochs.

Summary of Specific Policies
Policy Unit
Yealm Estuary
(East Bank –
6c22
Mouth to Passage
House)
Yealm Estuary
6c23 (East Bank –
Passage House to

Short term
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

Preferred Policies
Medium term
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention
Intervention.
ention

Long term
Allow natural coastal
evolution to occur
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

Continue to Hold the Line Continue to Hold the Line Continue to Hold the Line
of existing defences.
of existing defences.
of existing defences.

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of
this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications,
as reported therein.
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Policy Unit
Newton Ferrers
North)
Yealm Estuary
(East Bank –
6c24 Newton Ferrers
North to Fish
House Plantation)
Yealm Estuary
(West Bank – Fish
6c25
House Plantation
to Season Point)

Short term

Preferred Policies
Medium term

Long term

Allow natural coastal
evolution through No
Active Intervention.
Intervention

Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention
Intervention.
ion

Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

Allow natural coastal
evolution to occur
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of
this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications,
as reported therein.
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Location refe
reference:

Yealm Estuary

Policy Unit reference:

6c22 to 6c25
IMPLICATIONS OF THE PREFERRED PLAN FOR THIS LOCATION

Time
Period

Management Activities

Property, Population and
Human Health

Land Use, Infrastructure and
Material Assets

Historic Environment

2005 –
2025

Natural evolution of
the undefended parts of
the estuary.
Maintenance and
improvement of
existing defences at
Noss Mayo and
Newton Ferrers.

Risk of flooding to people and
properties at Yealmpton and
along the waterfront at
Newton Ferrers will be
minimised where defences are
maintained.

Potential risk of flooding to the
A379 at Yealmpton and
Brixton.

Grade 1, 2 and 3 listed
buildings potentially at risk
from flooding particularly in
Yealmpton and Newton
Ferrers, though risk will be
minimised where defences are
maintained.

2025 –
2055

Natural evolution of
the undefended parts of
the estuary.
Maintenance/ rebuild of
existing defences at
Noss Mayo and
Newton Ferrers.

Potential risk to the South
West Coast Path from
erosion.

Risk of flooding to people and
properties at Yealmpton and
along the waterfront at
Newton Ferrers will be
minimised where defences are
maintained.
Potential risk to the South
West Coast Path from erosion

2055 –
2105

Natural evolution of
the undefended parts of
the estuary.
Maintenance/ rebuild of
existing defences at

Risk of flooding to people and
properties at Yealmpton and
along the waterfront at
Newton Ferrers will be
minimised where defences are

Potential risk of flooding to
hotel south of A379 near
Brixton.

Landscape Character and
Visual Amenity
Little or no change in
landscape character of South
Devon AONB.

Earth Heritage, Soils and
Geology
Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
integrity of Wheal Emily SSSI
and Wembury Point SSSI
(geological), NAI would
continue to maintain these
features

Water
No known impacts on water
quality.

Grades 3, 4 and 5 agricultural
land at risk of flooding/erosion.

Potential risk of flooding to the
A379 at Yealmpton and
Brixton.
Potential risk of flooding to
hotel south of A379 near
Brixton.

Potential risk of flooding to

HTL in 6c23 may result in the
progressive loss of estuarine
habitat within the Plymouth
Sound and Estuaries SAC due
to coastal squeeze and direct
loss of habitat within the
footprint of any scheme. An
adverse effect is anticipated.
Potential loss of the net area
of some of the terrestrial
interest features of Yealm
Estuary SSSI due to flooding
and erosion (except between
Noss Mayo and Newton
Ferrers).

Grade 1, 2 and 3 listed
buildings potentially at risk
from flooding particularly in
Yealmpton and Newton
Ferrers, though risk will be
minimised where defences are
maintained.

Little or no change in
landscape character of South
Devon AONB.

Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
integrity of Wheal Emily SSSI
and Wembury Point SSSI
(geological), NAI would
continue to maintain these
features

No known impacts on water
quality.

Grades 3, 4 and 5 agricultural
land at risk of flooding/erosion.

Potential risk of flooding to the
A379 at Yealmpton and
Brixton

Biodiversity, Flora and Fauna

Potential for intertidal habitat
creation in many areas
including on the Yealm Estuary
SSSI and adjacent to the
Plymouth Sound and Estuaries
SAC.
HTL in 6c23 may result in the
progressive loss of estuarine
habitat within the Plymouth
Sound and Estuaries SAC due
to coastal squeeze and direct
loss of habitat within the
footprint of the scheme. An
adverse effect is anticipated.
Potential loss of the net area
of some of the terrestrial
interest features of Yealm
Estuary SSSI due to flooding
and erosion (except between
Noss Mayo and Newton
Ferrers).

Grade 1, 2 and 3 listed
buildings potentially at risk
from flooding particularly in
Yealmpton and Newton
Ferrers, though risk will be

Little or no change in
landscape character of South
Devon AONB.

Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
integrity of Wheal Emily SSSI
and Wembury Point SSSI
(geological), NAI would

No known impacts on water
quality.

Potential for intertidal habitat
creation in many areas
including on the Yealm Estuary
SSSI and adjacent to the
Plymouth Sound and Estuaries
SAC.
HTL in 6c23 may result in the
progressive loss of estuarine
habitat within the Plymouth
Sound and Estuaries SAC due
to coastal squeeze and direct

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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Location refe
reference:

Yealm Estuary

Policy Unit reference:

6c22 to 6c25
IMPLICATIONS OF THE PREFERRED PLAN FOR THIS LOCATION

Time
Period

Management Activities
Noss Mayo and
Newton Ferrers.

Property, Population and
Human Health
maintained.
Potential risk to the South
West Coast Path from erosion
along undefended stretches.

Land Use, Infrastructure and
Material Assets
hotel south of A379 near
Brixton.
Grades 3, 4 and 5 agricultural
land at risk of flooding/erosion.

Historic Environment
minimised where defences are
maintained.

Landscape Character and
Visual Amenity

Earth Heritage, Soils and
Geology
continue to maintain these
features

Water

Biodiversity, Flora and Fauna
loss of habitat within the
footprint of the scheme. An
adverse effect is anticipated.
Potential loss of the net area
of some of the terrestrial
interest features of Yealm
Estuary SSSI due to flooding
and erosion (except between
Noss Mayo and Newton
Ferrers).
Potential for intertidal habitat
creation in many areas
including on the Yealm Estuary
SSSI and adjacent to the
Plymouth Sound and Estuaries
SAC.

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context
of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context
of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context
of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context
of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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Location reference:

Season Point to Wembury Point

Policy Unit reference:

6c26

SUMMARY OF PREFERRED PLAN RECOMMENDATIONS AND JUSTIFICATION

Plan:
The long term Plan for this coastline, which is characterised by cliffs of outstanding landscape and geological
and geomorphological value, is to allow it to continue to evolve naturally.
There are presently small sections of masonry/stone wall defence at Wembury that provide local protection
against flooding and erosion. Although future defence of this area would be unlikely to attract public funding,
there are no technical reasons, i.e. impacts upon sediment processes, that preclude defences being provided.
Consequently, if other funds were available then defences could be retained in order to reduce the risk of
flooding and erosion to these assets. Such measures are not considered to have a detrimental impact upon the
natural character of the area. If this is not undertaken then it will be necessary to develop measures to mitigate
losses or look to relocate assets away from the area of risk.

Preferred policies to implement Plan:
From present day (short
(short
term):
):
term

The short term policy is for No Active Intervention.
Intervention Cliff erosion would be
negligible.
The small section of defence at Wembury is unlikely to attract public funding
but these could be maintained if other funds were available without
significantly impacting on the natural coastal evolution of the area.

Medium term:
term:

The medium term policy is to continue No Active Intervention along this
predominantly undefended section of coast. The small pocket beaches along
this stretch may start to narrow due to sea level rise.
The short section of defence at Wembury would fail by the end of this period
if it were not maintained, resulting in increased flood risk to currently
protected areas. However, if other funds were available to maintain the
defences in this area this risk would continue to be reduced, although
maintaining adequate defences is likely to require larger defences than at
present.

LongerLonger-term:

The long term policy is to continue No Active Intervention along this
predominantly undefended section of coast. Cliff erosion would be limited to
localised areas of slightly more erodible cliffs, with total erosion in these areas
of up to 10m predicted by 2105 depending on the occurrence of small scale
cliff failures. As sea levels rise, most of the small pocket beaches that indent
the cliffs along this section would be expected to have disappeared, unless
there is sufficient sediment supply from the local cliffs.
If other funds were available to maintain the defences at Wembury the flood
and erosion risk would continue to be reduced, although maintaining adequate
defences is likely to require larger defences than at present as wave exposure
would increase due to sea level rise.

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of
this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications,
as reported therein.
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Summary of Specific Policies
Policy Unit

6c26

Season Point to
Wembury Point

Short term
Allow natural coastal
evolution to occur
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

Preferred Policies
Medium term
Allow natural coastal
evolution to occur
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

Long term
Allow natural coastal
evolution to occur
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of
this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications,
as reported therein.
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Location refe
reference:

Season Point to Wembury Point

Policy Unit reference:

6c26
IMPLICATIONS OF THE PREFERRED PLAN FOR THIS LOCATION

Time
Period

Management Activities

2005 –
2025

Continued cliffline
retreat would occur.
Possible maintenance of
the short length of
defence at Wembury if
funds available.

2025 –
2055

2055 –
2105

Continued cliffline
retreat would occur.
Possible maintenance/
rebuild of the short
length of defence at
Wembury if funds
available.

Continued cliffline
retreat would occur.
Possible maintenance/
rebuild of the short
length of defence at
Wembury if funds
available.

Property, Population and
Human Health
Potential localised risk to the
South West Coast Path from
erosion.

Land Use, Infrastructure and
Material Assets
Grades 3, 4 and 5 agricultural
land at risk from limited
erosion.

Historic Environment
Registered Park and Garden at
Langdon Court Hotel at risk of
flooding/erosion.

Landscape Character and
Visual Amenity

Earth Heritage,
Heritage, Soils and
Geology

Little or no change in
landscape character of South
Devon AONB.

Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
integrity of Wembury Point
SSSI (geological), therefore
NAI would continue to
maintain these

Sailing club and isolated
properties at Wembury risk of
flooding (unless defences
maintained).

Potential localised risk to the
South West Coast Path from
erosion.

Potential loss of access to
isolated coves and loss of
parking/ tourist amenities at
Wembury

No known impacts on water
quality.

Biodiversity, Flora and Fauna
Potential for a small increase in
intertidal habitat within the
Plymouth Sound and Estuaries
SAC at the base of the cliffs at
Wembury if the defences are
not maintained.
Potential for the net loss of
one or more features of the
Wembury Voluntary Marine
Conservation area due to
erosion

Grades 3, 4 and 5 agricultural
land at risk from limited
erosion.

Registered Park and Garden at
Langdon Court Hotel at risk of
flooding/erosion.

Little or no change in
landscape character of South
Devon AONB.

Potential loss of access to
isolated coves and loss of
parking/ tourist amenities at
Wembury
Sailing club and isolated
properties at Wembury risk of
flooding (unless defences
maintained).
Potential localised risk to the
South West Coast Path from
erosion.

Water

Grades 3, 4 and 5 agricultural
land at risk from limited
erosion.

Registered Park and Garden at
Langdon Court Hotel at risk of
flooding/erosion.

Little or no change in
landscape character of South
Devon AONB.

Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
integrity of Wembury Point
SSSI (geological), therefore
NAI would continue to
maintain these features

No known impacts on water
quality.

Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
integrity of Wembury Point
SSSI (geological), therefore
NAI would continue to
maintain these features

No known impacts on water
quality.

No adverse effects on
Plymouth Sound and Estuaries
SAC are anticipated.
Potential for the net loss of
one or more features of the
Wembury Voluntary Marine
Conservation area due to
erosion

No adverse effects on
Plymouth Sound and Estuaries
SAC are anticipated.
Potential for the net loss of
one or more features of the
Wembury Voluntary Marine
Conservation area due to
erosion

Sailing club and isolated
properties at Wembury risk of
flooding (unless defences
maintained).

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context
of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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Location reference:

Wembury Point to Mount Batten Breakwater

Policy Unit reference:
reference:

6c27

SUMMARY OF PREFERRED PLAN RECOMMENDATIONS AND JUSTIFICATION

Plan:
This shoreline consists of hard, resistant rock cliffs, which are of outstanding landscape and geological and
geomorphological value. The long term Plan is to maintain its natural character and functioning. Erosion would
continue in places as a result of infrequent, small scale cliff failure events.
There are short lengths of defences that locally prevent erosion at Bovisand and immediately south of the
Mount Batten Breakwater. Although future defence of these areas would be unlikely to attract public (flood
and coastal defence) funding, there are no technical reasons, i.e. impacts upon sediment processes, that would
preclude defences being provided. Consequently, if other alternative, e.g. private, funds were available then
defences could be retained in order to reduce the risk of erosion to these assets. Such measures are not
considered to have a significant detrimental impact upon the natural character of the area (refer also to Section
5.2.2 ‘Private Defences’).
If this is not undertaken then there would be an erosion risk to cliff top assets, including historic heritage
features (including up to three Scheduled Monuments), and part of the access road to Mount Batten, depending
upon where future cliff failures occur. Measures may therefore need to be put in place to mitigate this loss.
The most significant structure present along this section is Mount Batten Breakwater, although its main effect is
on wave climate around the mouth of the Plym estuary. This structure is assumed to be maintained over the
next 100 years as part of the ‘Hold the Line’ policy in the adjacent section (refer to Policy Unit 6c28).

Preferred policies to implement
implement Plan:
From present day (short
(short
term):
):
term

The short term policy is for No Active Intervention along this predominantly
undefended section of coast, which would continue to evolve naturally as a
result.
The short lengths of localised defences that prevent erosion at Bovisand and
immediately south of the Mount Batten Breakwater could be maintained to
provide local protection from erosion if alternative funding is available without
impacting on the natural coastal evolution of the area.

Medium term:
term:

The medium term policy is a continuation of No Active Intervention.
Intervention
Negligible erosion of the hard rock cliffs that dominate this section is
predicted. The small pocket beaches located along this section will gradually
become drowned as sea level rise and shore platforms become submerged.
The short lengths of defence that occur at Bovisand and immediately south of
the breakwater along the access road to Mount Batten would most likely fail
by the end of this period if they have not been maintained in the short to
medium term. However, if other funds are used to retain these defences, then
the risk of erosion causing loss of cliff top assets would continue to be
reduced, although maintaining an adequate defence is likely to require larger
defences than at present.

LongerLonger-term:

The long term policy is to continue No Active Intervention.
Intervention Negligible erosion
of the hard rock cliffs that dominate this section is expected, with total
erosion of less than 10m by 2105, depending on the occurrence of small scale
cliff failures. Many of the small pocket beaches located along this section would
have been lost during this period as a result of sea level rise.
There could be no defences along this stretch if they have not been maintained

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of
this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications,
as reported therein.
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in the preceding epochs. If this were the case, these areas would continue to
evolve naturally along with the rest of this section of coast.
However, if other funds are used to retain defences along this then the risk of
localised erosion causing loss of cliff top assets would continue to be reduced.
Maintaining adequate protection is likely to require the construction of larger
defences than currently exist.

Summary of Specific Policies
Policy Unit

Short term
Allow natural coastal
Wembury Point to
evolution to continue
6c27 Mount Batten
through No Active
Breakwater
Breakwater
Intervention.
Intervention

Preferred Policies
Medium term
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

Long term
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of
this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications,
as reported therein.
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Location refe
reference:
rence:

Wembury Point to Mount Batten Breakwater

Policy Unit reference:

6c27
IMPLICATIONS OF THE PREFERRED PLAN FOR THIS LOCATION

Time
Period

Management Activities

Property, Population and
Human Health

Land Use, Infrastructure and
Material Assets

2005 –
2025

Continued slow cliffline
retreat would occur.
Possible maintenance of
the short lengths of
defences (if funds
available).

Properties at Wembury Point,
Bovisand Bay and Staddon
Point at risk from erosion (if
defences not maintained)

Potential loss of cliff top roads
to localised cliff erosion if
future cliff falls occur in these
areas (tough overall cliff
recession rate is low).

2025 –
2055

2055 –
2105

Continued slow cliffline
retreat would occur.
Possible maintenance
or rebuild of the short
lengths of defences (if
funds available).

Continued slow cliffline
retreat would occur.
Possible maintenance
or rebuild of the short
lengths of defences (if
funds available).

Potential loss of short sections
of South West Coast Path –
but potential for relocation.

Properties at Wembury Point,
Bovisand Bay and Staddon
Point at risk from erosion (if
defences not maintained)
Potential loss of short sections
of South West Coast Path –
but potential for relocation.

Properties at Wembury Point,
Bovisand Bay and Staddon
Point at risk from erosion (if
defences not maintained)
Potential loss of short sections
of South West Coast Path –
but potential for relocation.

Grades 2, 3 and 4 agricultural
land at risk from erosion

Potential loss of cliff top roads
to localised cliff erosion if
future cliff falls occur in these
areas (tough overall cliff
recession rate is low).
Grades 2, 3 and 4 agricultural
land at risk from erosion

Potential loss of cliff top roads
to localised cliff erosion if
future cliff falls occur in these
areas (tough overall cliff
recession rate is low).
Grades 2, 3 and 4 agricultural
land at risk from erosion

Historic Environment
Environment

Landscape Character and
Visual Amenity

Earth Heritage, Soils and
Geology

Potential loss of Grade 1, 2
and 3 listed buildings from
erosion.

Minimal change in landscape
character of South Devon
AONB

No known impacts on water
quality.

Potential loss of parts of
Mount Batten and Fort
Bovisand Scheduled
Monuments to erosion if
future cliff falls occur in these
areas (tough overall cliff
recession rate is low).
Potential loss of Grade 1, 2
and 3 listed buildings from
erosion.

Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
integrity of the Wembury
point SSSI (geological); NAI
between Wembury Point to
Mount Batten Breakwater
would continue to maintain
these features

Potential loss of intertidal
habitat in the Plymouth Sound
and Estuaries SAC/Plymouth
Sound Shores and Cliffs SSSI
(biological) due to coastal
squeeze against the cliff as sea
levels rise; this is not a result
of SMP policy and therefore no
adverse effects are anticipated.

Minimal change in landscape
character of South Devon
AONB

No known impacts on water
quality.

Potential loss of parts of
Mount Batten and Fort
Bovisand Scheduled
Monuments to erosion if
future cliff falls occur in these
areas (tough overall cliff
recession rate is low).
Potential loss of Grade 1, 2
and 3 listed buildings from
erosion.

Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
integrity of the Wembury
point SSSI (geological); NAI
between Wembury Point to
Mount Batten Breakwater
would continue to maintain
these features

Potential loss of intertidal
habitat in the Plymouth Sound
and Estuaries SAC/Plymouth
Sound Shores and Cliffs SSSI
(biological) due to coastal
squeeze against the cliff as sea
levels rise; this is not a result
of SMP policy and therefore no
adverse effects are anticipated.

Minimal change in landscape
character of South Devon
AONB

Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
integrity of the Wembury
point SSSI (geological); NAI
between Wembury Point to
Mount Batten Breakwater
would continue to maintain
these features

No known impacts on water
quality.

Potential loss of intertidal
habitat in the Plymouth Sound
and Estuaries SAC/Plymouth
Sound Shores and Cliffs SSSI
(biological) due to coastal
squeeze against the cliff as sea
levels rise; this is not a result
of SMP policy and therefore no
adverse effects are anticipated.

Potential loss of parts of
Mount Batten and Fort
Bovisand Scheduled
Monuments to erosion if
future cliff falls occur in these
areas (tough overall cliff
recession rate is low).

Water

Biodiversity, Flora and Fauna

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context
of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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Location reference:

Mount Batten Breakwater to Devil’s Point (including Plym Estuary)

Policy Unit reference:

6c28 to 6c30

SUMMARY OF PREFERRED PLAN RECOMMENDATIONS AND JUSTIFICATION

Plan:
This area encompasses both the Plym Estuary and the Plymouth Sound frontage of the city of Plymouth, the
continued protection of which is a key policy driver. Additional consideration along this stretch is the need to
protect areas of active/former landfill and potentially contaminated land, as well as protection of part of the
mainline railway, which is of importance to the wider South West region, in the upper part of the Plym Estuary.
The long term Plan is to continue to hold the existing line of defence over the next century and protect these
developments against flooding and erosion. This area also covers Drake’s Island, where private defences would
continue to be permitted subject to availability of private funding to maintain them (refer also to Section 5.2.2
‘Private Defences’).
As sea levels rise in the future, this is expected to cause the narrowing and even loss of intertidal areas in the
upper part of the Plym Estuary as it is prevented from adapting naturally. However, continued defence would
protect a large number of properties and infrastructure, as well as listed buildings, scheduled monuments and a
registered park and garden, from the risk of flooding.
Along the Plymouth Sound frontage there are a wide range of defences that protect the toe of the cliff from
wave action, although a number of the defences form part of amenity features including a lido. There are also
defences associated with the commercial port of Millbay and the fishing port at Sutton Harbour.
Some of this area also benefits from the sheltering effect of the Plymouth Breakwater within Plymouth Sound.
This provides a large area of calmer water which limits wave action thus reducing the effects of erosion along
the coastline and to a lesser extent up the Rivers Plym and Tamar. It also provides significant economic benefits
in allowing the use of Plymouth Sound, and the Rivers Plym and Tamar, to be used for leisure, commercial,
transport, port and dockyard facilities.
The assumption of the policies for this stretch is that the breakwater will remain and be maintained. If this
situation changes in the future then defences along the shoreline may need to be much more substantial,
although the policy would remain one of continued defence where the policy is to Hold the Line.

Preferred policies to implement Plan:
From present day (short
(short
term):
):
term

The short term policy is to Hold the Line of the existing defences to ensure
that flood and erosion risk to the city of Plymouth continues to be reduced.
Subject to private funding, defences on Drake’s Island could also be maintained
under this policy.
There is a mixture of defence types of varying standards along the Plym
Estuary that protect low lying areas from flooding. Along the Plymouth Sound
frontage, there is also a wide range of defences that protect the toe of the cliff
from wave action. Along with ongoing maintenance, it is likely that some of
these defences would need to be improved during this period to maintain
adequate levels of protection, either by raising defence heights if possible, or, if
necessary, re-building larger defences.
Investigation of future management and maintenance requirements for the
Plymouth Sound Breakwater should also be carried out in this period as
retention of this structure has important implications for both coastal defence
and other uses of the area.
Continued defence along the Plym Estuary would provide ongoing flood
protection to areas of low lying heavily developed land. Sea level rise could
begin to cause narrowing of intertidal areas in the upper part of the estuary
towards 2025, though it is unlikely that a significant area would be lost.

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of
this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications,
as reported therein.
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Medium term:
term:

The medium term policy is to continue to Hold the Line.
Line Subject to private
funding, defences on Drake’s Island could also be maintained under this policy.
Rising sea levels due to climate change would lead to an increased risk of
flooding to low-lying land as a result of wave overtopping along the Plymouth
Sound frontage. Therefore some defences may need to be re-constructed to a
higher standard to provide adequate protection, if not already carried out in
the short term.

LongerLonger-term:

The long term policy is to continue to Hold the Line of the existing defences
to ensure that flood and erosion risk to the city of Plymouth continues to be
reduced. Subject to private funding, defences on Drake’s Island could also be
maintained under this policy.
Rising sea levels would lead to an increased risk of flooding to low-lying land as
a result of wave overtopping along the Plymouth Sound frontage; therefore
further defence works may be required to address this.
Continued defence along the Plym Estuary would provide ongoing flood
protection to areas of low lying land. As sea levels rise further, more significant
narrowing and even loss of intertidal areas in the upper part of the estuary is
likely to occur towards 2105 as they are prevented from adapting naturally by
the defences.
Along the Plymouth Sound frontage, implementation of this policy could
require some defences to be rebuilt during this period to continue to prevent
cliff erosion.

Summary of Specific Policies
Policy Unit
Plym Estuary Mount Batten
6c28
Breakwater to
Marsh Mills
Plym Estuary 6c29 Marsh Mills to
Coxside

Short term

Preferred Policies
Medium term

Long term

Continue to maintain the
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.

Continue to maintain the
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.

Continue to maintain the
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.

Continue to maintain the
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.
Continue to maintain the
Coxside to Devil's
6c30
existing defences under a
Point
Hold the Line policy.

Continue to maintain the
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.
Continue to maintain the
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.

Continue to maintain the
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.
Continue to maintain the
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of
this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications,
as reported therein.
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Location refe
reference:

Mount Batten
Batten Breakwater to Devil’s Point (including Plym Estuary)

Policy Unit reference:

6c28 to 6c30
IMPLICATIONS OF THE PREFERRED PLAN FOR THIS LOCATION

Time
Period

Management Activities

2005 –
2025

Maintenance and
improvement of
existing defences.

2025 –
2055

2055 –
2105

Maintenance and
improvement of
existing defences.

Maintenance and
improvement of
existing defences.

Property, Population and
Human Health
Continued protection to
people and properties in
Plymouth, Cattedown, along
the A347 adjacent to the River
Plym, Industrial area near
Crabtree and along the
Plymouth Road in Plympton.

Continued protection to
people and properties in
Plymouth, Cattedown, along
the A347 adjacent to the River
Plym, Industrial area near
Crabtree and along the
Plymouth Road in Plympton.

Continued protection to
people and properties in
Plymouth, Cattedown, along
the A347 adjacent to the River
Plym, Industrial area near
Crabtree and along the
Plymouth Road in Plympton.

Land Use, Infrastructure and
Material Assets
The A347 and A38 protected
from flooding
Grade 2 agricultural land
protected against risk from
flooding.

The A347 and A38 protected
from flooding
Grade 2 agricultural land
protected against risk from
flooding.

The A347 and A38 protected
from flooding
Grade 2 agricultural land
protected against risk from
flooding.

Historic Environment
Environment
Protection of Grade 1, 2 and 3
listed buildings from flooding
or erosion.

Landscape Character and
Visual Amenity
No impacts on landscape
character.

Protection of Registered Parks
and Gardens and five
Scheduled Monuments.

Protection of Grade 1, 2 and 3
listed buildings from flooding
or erosion.

Protection of Registered Parks
and Gardens and five
Scheduled Monuments.

Water

Protection of landfill site in the
upper Plym Estuary against the
risk of flooding.

No known impacts on water
quality as landfill site protected
against flood risk (refer to
geology and soils).

Potential impact on Western
King SSSI (geological) by
continuing to provide defences
in this area.

No impacts on landscape
character.

Protection of Registered Parks
and Gardens and five
Scheduled Monuments.

Protection of Grade 1, 2 and 3
listed buildings from flooding
or erosion.

Earth Heritage, Soils and
Geology

Protection of landfill site in the
upper Plym Estuary against the
risk of flooding

No known impacts on water
quality as landfill site protected
against flood risk (refer to
geology and soils).

Potential impact on Western
King SSSI (geological) by
continuing to provide defences
in this area.

No impacts on landscape
character.

Protection of landfill site in the
upper Plym Estuary against the
risk of flooding.
Potential impact on Western
King SSSI (geological) by
continuing to provide defences
in this area.

No known impacts on water
quality as landfill site protected
against flood risk (refer to
geology and soils).
HTL will prevent
contamination of the Plym
Estuary but in the long term,
will lead to narrowing and loss
of intertidal areas in the upper
part of the estuary, as they are
prevented from adapting
naturally, leading to failure of
WFD objectives 2 and 3.

Biodiversity, Flora and Fauna
HTL in 6c30 may result in the
progressive loss of estuarine
habitat within the Plymouth
Sound and Estuaries SAC due
to coastal squeeze and direct
loss of habitat within the
footprint of any scheme. An
adverse effect is anticipated.
Loss of intertidal habitat within
Plymouth Sound Shores and
Cliffs SSSI (biological) due to
coastal squeeze to the west of
Mount Batten Breakwater
HTL in 6c30 may result in the
progressive loss of estuarine
habitat within the Plymouth
Sound and Estuaries SAC due
to coastal squeeze and direct
loss of habitat within the
footprint of the scheme. An
adverse effect is anticipated.
Loss of intertidal habitat within
Plymouth Sound Shores and
Cliffs SSSI (biological) due to
coastal squeeze to the west of
Mount Batten Breakwater
HTL in 6c30 may result in the
progressive loss of estuarine
habitat within the Plymouth
Sound and Estuaries SAC due
to coastal squeeze and direct
loss of habitat within the
footprint of the scheme. An
adverse effect is anticipated.
Loss of intertidal habitat within
Plymouth Sound Shores and
Cliffs SSSI (biological) due to
coastal squeeze to the west of
Mount Batten Breakwater

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context
of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context
of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context
of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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Location reference:

Tamar Estuary (East Bank)

Policy Unit reference:

6c31

SUMMARY
SUMMARY OF PREFERRED PLAN RECOMMENDATIONS AND JUSTIFICATION

Plan:
This section covers the eastern shore of the outer Tamar Estuary where it discharges into Plymouth Sound.
This forms the extensively defended and developed western shore of the city of Plymouth, and most notably
Devonport Dockyard, which is an important military and economic centre for the city and wider region. Due
to the extent of development along this section, the long term Plan in this area is to continue to Hold the Line
of existing defences over the next 100 years.
The defences and other structures along this section are associated with the development of the port and naval
dockyard at Plymouth, which has also seen the estuary heavily modified in this area by dredging activity. The
ongoing management of this section under this policy, and the associated impacts upon the lower estuary,
would continue as a result.

Preferred policies to implement Plan:
From present day (short
(short
term):
):
term

The short term policy is to Hold the Line of existing defences that are located
along the majority of this eastern side of the estuary. These defences and
other structures include quay walls and embankments, and are associated with
the development of the port and naval dockyard at Plymouth, which has also
seen the estuary heavily modified in this area by dredging activity.
The defences along this eastern side of the estuary protect small areas of lowlying land between the estuary and higher ground to the east from flooding.
These defences would be maintained during this period.

Medium term:
term:

The medium term policy is to continue to Hold the Line of the existing
defences through continued maintenance of existing defences during this
period.
The effect of rising sea levels, particularly on the part of this section north of
the Tamar bridge, may result in the gradual loss of inter-tidal areas as these
are restricted from adapting by the ongoing presence of defences at Plymouth.

LongerLonger-term:

The long term policy is to continue to Hold the Line of the existing defences
along this section. This may require defences to be improved or rebuilt to a
higher standard, as sea levels rise, in order to continue to provide an adequate
level of protection.
The effect of rising sea levels, particularly on the part of this section north of
the Tamar bridge, would be likely to result in the further loss of inter-tidal
areas as they are restricted from adapting by the ongoing presence of defences
at Plymouth.

Summary of Specific Policies
Policy Unit
Tamar Estuary 6c31 Devil’s Point to
Tamerton Lake

Short
Short term
Continue to maintain the
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.

Preferred Policies
Medium term
Continue to maintain the
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.

Long term
Continue to maintain the
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of
this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications,
as reported therein.
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Location refe
reference:

Tamar Estuary (East Bank)

Policy Unit reference:

6c31
IMPLICATIONS OF THE PREFERRED PLAN FOR THIS LOCATION

Time
Period

Management Activities

2005 –
2025

Maintenance of existing
defences.

Property, Population and
Human Health
Limited impacts on isolated
properties.
People and properties
protected from flooding in
Plymouth Dockyards.
People and properties around
the Tamar Bridge and along
the edge of the town’s limits at
Burraton Coombe protected
from flooding.

2025 –
2055

Maintenance of existing
defences.

Limited impacts on isolated
properties.
People and properties
protected from flooding in
Plymouth Dockyards,
People and properties around
the Tamar Bridge and along
the edge of the town’s limits at
Burraton Coombe protected
from flooding.

2055 –
2105

Maintenance and
possible
improvement/rebuild of
existing defences.

Limited impacts on isolated
properties.
People and properties
protected from flooding in
Plymouth Dockyards,
People and properties around
the Tamar Bridge and along

Land Use,
Use, Infrastructure and
Material Assets
A38 near the junction with
New Road protected from
flooding. A347 and A38
protected from flooding.
Some areas of Grade 2, 3 and
4 agricultural land at risk from
flooding.

A38 near the junction with
New Road protected from
flooding. A347 and A38
protected from flooding.
Some areas of Grade 2, 3 and
4 agricultural land at risk from
flooding.

A38 near the junction with
New Road protected from
flooding. A374 and A38
protected from flooding.
Some areas of Grade 2, 3 and
4 agricultural land at risk from
flooding.

Historic Environment
Grade 1, 2 and 3 listed
buildings protected from
flooding.

Landscape Character and
Visual Amenity
Change in landscape character
of South Devon/Cornwall and
Tamar Valley AONB and
Heritage Coast

Earth Heritage, Soils and
Geology
All historic landfill sites
protected from flooding.

Scheduled Monuments
protected from flooding
including No 1 Basin And No 1
Dock, South Yard, Devonport
Dockyard at risk of flooding;
and Slip No 1 (The Covered
Slip), South Yard, Devonport
Dockyard at risk from flooding

Grade 1, 2 and 3 listed
buildings protected from
flooding.

Scheduled Monuments
protected from flooding
including No 1 Basin And No 1
Dock, South Yard, Devonport
Dockyard at risk of flooding;

Works in areas selected for
holding the line should be
implemented so as to not
adversely impact on the water
quality status of the coastal
waters.
HTL will result in the gradual
loss of intertidal areas in the
Tamar Estuary as they are
restricted from adapting by the
ongoing presence of defences
at Plymouth, thus potentially
failing WFD objectives 2 and 3.

Change in landscape character
of South Devon/Cornwall and
Tamar Valley AONB and
Heritage Coast

All historic landfill sites
protected from flooding.

Scheduled Monuments
protected from flooding
including No 1 Basin And No 1
Dock, South Yard, Devonport
Dockyard at risk of flooding;
and Slip No 1 (The Covered
Slip), South Yard, Devonport
Dockyard at risk from flooding

Grade 1, 2 and 3 listed
buildings protected from
flooding.

Water

Works in areas selected for
holding the line should be
implemented so as to not
adversely impact on the water
quality status of the coastal
waters.
HTL will result in the gradual
loss of intertidal areas in the
Tamar Estuary as they are
restricted from adapting by the
ongoing presence of defences
at Plymouth, thus potentially
failing WFD objectives 2 and 3.

Change in landscape character
of South Devon/Cornwall and
Tamar Valley AONB and
Heritage Coast

All historic landfill sites
protected from flooding.

Works in areas selected for
holding the line should be
implemented so as to not
adversely impact on the water
quality status of the coastal
waters.
HTL will result in the gradual
loss of intertidal areas in the

Biodiversity, Flora and Fauna
HTL may result the
progressive loss of intertidal
habitat within the Tamar
Estuaries Complex SPA (and
Tamar-Tavy Estuary SSSI) due
to coastal squeeze with
associated impacts on
qualifying birds. An adverse
effect is anticipated.
HTL may result in the
progressive loss of estuarine
habitat within the Plymouth
Sound and Estuaries SAC
(including Plymouth Sound
Shores and Cliffs SSSI) due to
coastal squeeze and direct loss
of habitat within the footprint
of the scheme. An adverse
effect is anticipated.
HTL may result the
progressive loss of intertidal
habitat within the Tamar
Estuaries Complex SPA (and
Tamar-Tavy Estuary SSSI) due
to coastal squeeze with
associated impacts on
qualifying bird species. An
adverse effect is anticipated.
HTL may result in the
progressive loss of estuarine
habitat within the Plymouth
Sound and Estuaries SAC
(including Plymouth Sound
Shores and Cliffs SSSI) due to
coastal squeeze and direct loss
of habitat within the footprint
of any scheme. An adverse
effect is anticipated.
HTL may result in the
progressive loss of intertidal
habitat within the Tamar
Estuaries Complex SPA (and
Tamar-Tavy Estuary SSSI) due
to coastal squeeze with
associated impacts on
qualifying bird species. An
adverse effect is anticipated.

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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Location refe
reference:

Tamar Estuary (East Bank)

Policy Unit reference:

6c31
IMPLICATIONS OF THE PREFERRED PLAN FOR THIS LOCATION

Time
Period

Management Activities

Property, Population and
Human Health
the edge of the town’s limits at
Burraton Coombe protected
from flooding.

Land Use,
Use, Infrastructure and
Material Assets

Historic Environment
and Slip No 1 (The Covered
Slip), South Yard, Devonport
Dockyard at risk from flooding

Landscape Character and
Visual Amenity

Earth Heritage, Soils and
Geology

Water
Tamar Estuary as they are
restricted from adapting by the
ongoing presence of defences
at Plymouth, thus potentially
failing WFD objectives 2 and 3.

Biodiversity, Flora and Fauna

HTL may result in the
progressive loss of estuarine
habitat within the Plymouth
Sound and Estuaries SAC
(including Plymouth Sound
Shores and Cliffs SSSI) due to
coastal squeeze and direct loss
of habitat within the footprint
of the scheme. An adverse
effect is anticipated.

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context
of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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Location reference:

Upper Tamar Estuary

Policy Unit reference:

6c32 and 6c33

SUMMARY OF PREFERRED PLAN RECOMMENDATIONS AND JUSTIFICATION
JUSTIFICATION

Plan:
The long term Plan in this largely undefended area is to encourage the natural development of the estuary
whilst ensuring the risk of flooding to people, property and infrastructure continues to be reduced in those
areas where defence is currently provided. Both maintaining the line and/or Managed Realignment of current
defences would be considered, to continue to provide an overall reduction in flood risk in the upper part of
the estuary. However, further information gathering and assessment is necessary to determine exactly where
defences should be held and where they should be realigned.
Areas where Managed Realignment takes place would provide opportunities for both habitat creation and the
expansion of existing wetland areas to be explored through targeting environmental schemes such as
stewardship. This would likely involve construction of set back defences or regulated tidal exchange, which
would be determined by more detailed studies.
There should be no increase in the risk of flooding to developed areas, so consideration of this would be an
important element in further detailed implementation studies. Maintenance of existing short lengths defence
would also be permitted, if funds are available to achieve this, although it is not intended to allow new defences
to be built along currently undefended parts of the estuary which would be allowed to continue to evolve
naturally.

Preferred policies to implement Plan:
From present day (short
(short
term):
):
term

This part of the Tamar Estuary is largely undefended, although there are short
isolated lengths of defence that protect local flooding. It is not planned for new
defences to be built along currently undefended sections, and these would be
allowed to continue to evolve naturally under a policy of No Active
Intervention.
Intervention
Where defences presently exist, the short term policy is for Managed
Realignment to be explored and implemented in strategic areas within parts of
the upper Tamar Estuary, to provide flood risk reduction and habitat creation
benefits. This would require further detailed studies to determine the most
appropriate locations and methods to implement this policy.
In areas where it is not possible for existing defences to be realigned, then
these existing defences would be maintained or improved by raising defences
heights or, if necessary, re-building larger defences.
The majority of the remaining estuary is largely natural, with extensive areas of
intertidal mudflats constrained by steeply rising ground. Areas where natural
realignment along these undefended areas occurs could aid conservation of
inter-tidal areas and also help to reduce flood risk to the smaller defended
areas.

Medium term:
term:

The medium term policy is for Managed Realignment in strategic areas of the
upper Tamar Estuary where defences currently exist, in order to provide flood
risk reduction benefits to other parts of the estuary.
Areas of existing defences where detailed investigation shows it is not possible
to undertake realignment would need to be maintained under a continued
policy of Hold the Line.
Line Under this policy existing defences would be
maintained or even re-built to ensure adequate levels of protection are
provided in the longer term as sea levels rise.
It is not intended that new defences would be built along currently undefended

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of
this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications,
as reported therein.
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sections, which would be allowed to continue to evolve naturally under a
policy of No Active Intervention.
Intervention
The effect of rising sea levels on the Tamar estuary would be likely to result in
the gradual loss of some inter-tidal areas where small lengths of defence
restrict it from adapting.

LongerLonger-term:

The long term policy is for a continuation of Managed Realignment in strategic
areas within parts of the upper Tamar Estuary, to provide flood risk reduction
benefits in other parts of the estuary.
Areas of existing defences where detailed investigation shows it is not possible
to undertake realignment would continue to be maintained under a policy of
Hold the Line.
Line Existing defences would be maintained or, if not undertaken
earlier, re-built, to ensure adequate levels of protection are provided in the
longer term as sea levels rise.
It is not intended that new defences would be built along currently undefended
sections, where No Active Intervention would apply.
There would be continued gradual loss of inter-tidal areas where they are
restricted from adapting to rising sea levels by the presence of small lengths of
defence or steeply rising ground.

Summary of Specific Policies
Policy Unit

Short term
No Active Intervention
along the undefended
frontages. Investigate and
Tamar Estuary implement Managed
Tamerton Lake to
Realignment in strategic
6c32 Gunnislake (upper
locations, whilst
Tamar Estuary
continuing to Hold the
East)
Line of existing defences
where realignment is not
feasible.
No Active Intervention
along the undefended
frontages. Investigate and
Tamar Estuary
Estuary implement Managed
Gunnislake to
Realignment in strategic
6c33 Saltash North
locations, whilst
(upper Tamar
continuing to Hold the
Estuary West)
Line of existing defences
where realignment is not
feasible.

Preferred Policies
Medium term
term
No Active Intervention
along the undefended
frontages. If necessary,
implement further
Managed Realignment in
strategic locations, whilst
continuing to Hold the
Line of existing defences
where realignment is not
feasible.
No Active Intervention
along the undefended
frontages. If necessary,
implement further
Managed Realignment in
strategic locations, whilst
continuing to Hold the
Line of existing defences
where realignment is not
feasible.

Long term
No Active Intervention
along the undefended
frontages. If necessary,
implement further
Managed Realignment in
strategic locations, whilst
continuing to Hold the
Line of existing defences
where realignment is not
feasible.
No Active Intervention
Intervention
along the undefended
frontages. If necessary,
implement further
Managed Realignment in
strategic locations, whilst
continuing to Hold the
Line of existing defences
where realignment is not
feasible.

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of
this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications,
as reported therein.
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Location refe
reference:

Upper Tamar Estuary

Policy Unit reference:

6c32 and 6c33
IMPLICATIONS OF THE PREFERRED PLAN FOR THIS LOCATION

Time
Period

Management Activities

2005 –
2025

Investigation and
implementation of
Managed Realignment
in strategic areas, to be
determined by further
detailed studies.
Maintenance of existing
short lengths of
defence.

Property, Population and
Human Health
Limited impacts on isolated
properties.
People and properties
protected from flooding where
they are presently defended.
South West Coast Path
potentially at risk, depending
on Managed Realignment
undertaken.

Land Use, Infrastructure and
Material Assets
Some areas of Grade 2, 3 and
4 agricultural land potentially
at risk from flooding or
erosion, where currently
unprotected or where
Managed Realignment is
carried out.
Continued protection of
railway and infrastructure (e.g.
at Morwellham Quay) from
flood risk.

Historic Environment
Cornwall and West Devon
mining World Heritage Site
adjacent to the River Tamar
protected from flooding.

Landscape Character and
Visual Amenity
Change in landscape character
of South Devon/Cornwall and
Tamar Valley AONB and
Heritage Coast

Earth Heritage, Soils and
Geology
All historic landfill sites
protected from flooding.

Water
No known impacts on water
quality.
Works in areas selected for
holding the line or Managed
Realignment should be
implemented so as to not
adversely impact on the water
quality status of the coastal
waters or compromise the
achievement of WFD water
quality targets.

Most Grade 1, 2 and 3 listed
buildings protected from
flooding.
Registered Parks and Gardens
(e.g. Cotehele) protected from
flooding.
Scheduled Monuments
protected from flooding
include Bohetherick Lime Kiln
With Adjacent Quay And
Ancillary Buildings, 140m
South East Of Cotehele
Bridge; Gawton Arsenic Mine
And Flue; and Okeltor 19th
Century Arsenic, Copper And
Tin Mine.

2025 –
2055

Implementation of
Managed Realignment
in strategic areas, to be
determined by further
detailed studies.
Maintenance and
improvement of
existing short lengths of
defence.

Limited impacts on isolated
properties.
People and properties
protected from flooding where
they are presently defended.
South West Coast Path
potentially at risk, depending
on Managed Realignment
undertaken.

Some areas of Grade 2, 3 and
4 agricultural land potentially
at risk from flooding or
erosion, where currently
unprotected or where
Managed Realignment is
carried out.
Continued protection of
railway and infrastructure (e.g.
at Morwellham Quay) from
flood risk.

Cornwall and West Devon
mining World Heritage Site
adjacent to the River Tamar
protected from flooding.
Most Grade 1, 2 and 3 listed
buildings protected from
flooding.
Registered Parks and Gardens
(e.g. Cotehele) protected from
flooding.
Scheduled Monuments
protected against risk of
flooding include Bohetherick
Lime Kiln With Adjacent Quay
And Ancillary Buildings, 140m
South East Of Cotehele Bridge
at risk from flooding; Gawton
Arsenic Mine And Flue and

Change in landscape character
of South Devon/Cornwall and
Tamar Valley AONB and
Heritage Coast

All historic landfill sites
protected from flooding.

No known impacts on water
quality.
Works in areas selected for
holding the line or Managed
Realignment should be
implemented so as to not
adversely impact on the water
quality status of the coastal
waters or compromise the
achievement of WFD water
quality targets.

Biodiversity, Flora and Fauna
Where a policy of HTL is
implemented, it may result the
progressive loss of intertidal
habitat within the Tamar
Estuaries Complex SPA (and
Tamar-Tavy Estuary SSSI) due
to coastal squeeze with
associated impacts on
feeding/roosting birds. An
adverse effect is anticipated.
Managed Realignment between
Tamerton Lake and Saltash
North (upper Tamar Estuary
West) is likely to increase the
extent of wetland habitat
adjacent to the River Tavy and
River Tamar
Where a policy of HTL is
implemented, it may result in
the progressive loss of
estuarine habitat within the
Plymouth Sound and Estuaries
SAC (including Plymouth
Sound Shores and Cliffs SSSI)
due to coastal squeeze and
direct loss of habitat within the
footprint of the scheme. An
adverse effect is anticipated.
Where a policy of HTL is
implemented, it may result in
the progressive loss of
intertidal habitat within the
Tamar Estuaries Complex SPA
(and Tamar-Tavy Estuary SSSI)
due to coastal squeeze with
associated impacts on
feeding/roosting birds. An
adverse effect is anticipated.
Managed Realignment between
Tamerton Lake and Saltash
North (upper Tamar Estuary
West) is likely to increase the
extent of wetland habitat
adjacent to the River Tavy and
River Tamar
Where a policy of HTL is
implemented, it may result in

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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Location refe
reference:

Upper Tamar Estuary

Policy Unit reference:

6c32 and 6c33
IMPLICATIONS OF THE PREFERRED PLAN FOR THIS LOCATION

Time
Period

Management Activities

Property, Population and
Human Health

Land Use, Infrastructure and
Material Assets

Historic Environment

Landscape Character and
Visual Amenity

Earth Heritage, Soils and
Geology

Water

Okeltor 19th Century Arsenic,
Copper And Tin Mine

2055 –
2105

Implementation of
Managed Realignment
in strategic areas, to be
determined by further
detailed studies.
Maintenance and
improvement of
existing short lengths of
defence.

Limited impacts on isolated
properties.
People and properties
protected from flooding where
they are presently defended.
South West Coast Path
potentially at risk, depending
on Managed Realignment
undertaken.

Some areas of Grade 2, 3 and
4 agricultural land potentially
at risk from flooding or
erosion, where currently
unprotected or where
Managed Realignment is
carried out.
Continued protection of
railway and infrastructure (e.g.
at Morwellham Quay) from
flood risk.

Cornwall and West Devon
mining World Heritage Site
adjacent to the River Tamar
protected from flooding.
Most Grade 1, 2 and 3 listed
buildings protected from
flooding.
Registered Parks and Gardens
(e.g. Cotehele) protected from
flooding.
Scheduled Monuments
protected against risk of
flooding include Bohetherick
Lime Kiln With Adjacent Quay
And Ancillary Buildings, 140m
South East Of Cotehele
Bridge; Gawton Arsenic Mine
And Flue; and Okeltor 19th
Century Arsenic, Copper And
Tin Mine.

Change in landscape character
of South Devon/Cornwall and
Tamar Valley AONB and
Heritage Coast

All historic landfill sites
protected from flooding.

No known impacts on water
quality.
Works in areas selected for
holding the line or Managed
Realignment should be
implemented so as to not
adversely impact on the water
quality status of the coastal
waters or compromise the
achievement of WFD water
quality targets.

Biodiversity, Flora and Fauna
the progressive loss of
estuarine habitat within the
Plymouth Sound and Estuaries
SAC (including Plymouth
Sound Shores and Cliffs SSSI)
due to coastal squeeze and
direct loss of habitat within the
footprint of the scheme. An
adverse effect is anticipated.
Where a policy of HTL is
implemented, it may result in
the progressive loss of
intertidal habitat within the
Tamar Estuaries Complex SPA
(and Tamar-Tavy Estuary SSSI)
due to coastal squeeze with
associated impacts on
feeding/roosting birds. An
adverse effect is anticipated.
Managed Realignment between
Tamerton Lake and Saltash
North (upper Tamar Estuary
West) is likely to increase the
extent of wetland habitat
adjacent to the River Tavy and
River Tamar
Where a policy of HTL is
implemented, it may result in
the progressive loss of
estuarine habitat within the
Plymouth Sound and Estuaries
SAC (including Plymouth
Sound Shores and Cliffs SSSI)
due to coastal squeeze and
direct loss of habitat within the
footprint of the scheme. An
adverse effect is anticipated.

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context
of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context
of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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Location reference:

Tamar Estuary (West Bank)

Policy Unit reference:

6c34 to 6c40

SUMMARY OF PREFERRED PLAN RECOMMENDATIONS AND JUSTIFICATION

Plan:
This section lies on the opposite bank to the port at Plymouth, and is influenced by the human intervention
which has heavily modified the estuary in this area. Defences along this western shore of the Tamar Estuary
protect low lying areas of large settlements from flooding, including the towns of Saltash and Torpoint.
Defences of a much smaller scale also reduce the risk of flooding to localised areas in other parts of the Tamar
Estuary, such as those located within the River Lynher and at Millbrook.
The long term Plan in this area is to encourage the natural development of the estuary whilst minimising the
risk of flooding to people, property and infrastructure. This will be implemented through maintaining the
existing defences in their current locations, and undertaking Managed Realignment where it provides a benefit
in terms of either reducing flood risk in other parts of the estuary or habitat creation. Decisions regarding the
appropriate locations for Managed Realignment requires further detailed study to appraise the full impacts.
It is not intended that new defences would be constructed along stretches that are presently undefended,
which would be allowed to develop naturally.

Preferred policies to implement Plan:
From present day (short
(short
term):
):
term

The short term policy is to Hold the Line of the existing defences and other
structures along this western part of the Tamar Estuary so that they continue
to protect low lying areas from the risk of flooding. This would involve
continued maintenance and possibly improvement of existing defences which
include flood walls, quay walls, embankments and slipways. Improvements may
be either raising defence heights or, if necessary, re-building defences to be
higher than at present to provide adequate levels of protection in the longer
term as sea levels rise. In some places, it may also be appropriate to consider
Managed Realignment rather than re-building defences, and this should be
investigated as part of detailed studies prior to any scheme implementation.
The majority of this part of the Tamar Estuary is largely natural, with extensive
areas of intertidal mudflats. Under this policy, new defences would not be built
along currently undefended sections, where No Active Intervention would
apply.

Medium term:
term:

The medium term policy is to continue to Hold the Line of the existing
defences This would involve continued maintenance and improvement of
existing defences. If not undertaken in the short term, improvements may
involve re-building defences to provide adequate levels of protection in the
longer term as sea levels rise. It may also be appropriate to consider Managed
Realignment rather than re-building defences in some places, subject to more
detailed studies.
New defences would not be built along currently undefended sections, where
No Active Intervention would apply.
The effect of rising sea levels could result in the gradual loss of inter-tidal areas
in areas restricted from adapting by the presence of defences. However, this
process would also occur naturally in undefended parts of the estuary where it
is restricted from adapting by the steeply rising ground that surrounds it.

LongerLonger-term:

Where there are defences, the long term policy is to continue to Hold the
Line. In some places, it may increasingly become appropriate to consider
Line

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of
this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications,
as reported therein.
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Managed Realignment rather than re-building defences, and this should be
investigated as part of detailed studies prior to any scheme implementation.
Rising sea levels may result in the loss of inter-tidal areas where they are
further restricted from adapting by the presence of defences. However, this
process would also occur naturally in undefended parts of the estuary where it
is restricted from adapting by the steeply rising ground that surrounds it.
The majority of this part of the Tamar Estuary is largely natural, with extensive
areas of intertidal mudflats; here the proposed policy is No Active Intervention
and no new defences would be built.

Summary of Specific Policies
Policy Unit

6c34

6c35

6c36

6c37

6c38

6c39

Tamar Estuary Saltash
Tamar
Tamar Estuary River Lynher
(Saltash South to
Torpoint North
(Jupiter Point))
Tamar Estuary Torpoint North
(Jupiter Point) to
Torpoint South
(Landing Stage)
Tamar Estuary - St
John's Lake
(Torpoint South
(Landing Stage) to
Millbrook (Mill
Farm))
Tamar Estuary - St
John's Lake
(Millbrook (Mill
Farm) to Millbrook
(Hancock's Lake))
Tamar Estuary - St
John's Lake
(Millbrook
(Hancock's Lake)
to Palmer Point

Tamar Estuary Palmer Point to
6c40
Mount Edgcumbe
(Cremyll))

Short term
Continue to Hold the Line
where there are existing
defences, with No Active
Intervention along the
undefended frontages.
No Active Intervention
along the undefended
frontages. Continue to
Hold the Line where there
are existing defences.
Continue to Hold the Line
where there are existing
defences, with No Active
Intervention along the
undefended frontages.

Preferred Policies
Medium term
Continue to Hold the Line
where there are existing
defences, with No Active
Intervention along the
undefended frontages.
No Active Intervention
along the undefended
frontages. Continue to
Hold the Line where there
are existing defences.
Continue to Hold the Line
where there are existing
defences, with No Active
Intervention along the
undefended frontages.

Long term
Continue to Hold the Line
where there are existing
defences, with No Active
Intervention along the
undefended frontages.
No Active Intervention
along the undefended
frontages. Continue to
Hold the Line where there
are existing defences.
Continue to Hold
Hold the Line
where there are existing
defences, with No Active
Intervention along the
undefended frontages.

No Active Intervention
along the undefended
frontages. Continue to
Hold the Line where there
are existing defences.

No Active Intervention
along the undefended
frontages. Continue to
Hold the Line where there
are existing defences.

No Active Intervention
along the undefended
frontages. Continue to
Hold the Line
Line where there
are existing defences.

Continue to Hold the Line
where there are existing
defences, with No Active
Intervention along the
undefended frontages.
No Active Intervention
along the undefended
frontages. Continue to
Hold the Line where there
are existing defences.
Continue to Hold the Line
where there are existing
defences, with No Active
Intervention along the
undefended frontages.

Continue to Hold the Line
where there are existing
defences, with No Active
Intervention along the
undefended frontages.
No Active Intervention
along the undefended
frontages. Continue to
Hold the Line
Line where there
are existing defences.
Continue to Hold the Line
where there are existing
defences, with No Active
Intervention along the
undefended frontages.

Continue to Hold the Line
where there are existing
defences, with No Active
Intervention along the
undefended frontages.
No Active Intervention
along the undefended
frontages. Continue to
Hold the Line where there
are existing defences.
Continue to Hold the Line
where there are existing
defences, with No Active
Intervention along the
undefended frontages.

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of
this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications,
as reported therein.
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Location refe
reference:

Tamar Estuary (West Bank)

Policy Unit reference:

6c34 to 6c40
IMPLICATIONS OF THE PREFERRED PLAN FOR THIS LOCATION

Time
Period

Management Activities

2005 –
2025

Maintenance and
possible improvement
of existing defences.
Undefended parts of
the estuary would
continue to evolve
naturally.

Property, Population
Population and
Human Health

Land Use, Infrastructure and
Material Assets

Limited impacts on isolated
properties.

A387 and A38 protected from
flooding.

People and properties
protected from flooding in
Saltash, Torpoint and other
settlements.

Some areas of Grade 2, 3 and
4 agricultural land at risk from
flooding or erosion.

Historic Environment
Most Grade 1, 2 and 3 listed
buildings protected from
flooding.

Landscape Character and
Visual Amenity
Change in landscape character
of South Devon/Cornwall and
Tamar Valley AONB and
Heritage Coast

Earth Heritage, Soils and
Geology
All historic landfill sites
protected from flooding.

Registered Parks and Gardens
(e.g. Antony pleasure grounds)
protected from flooding.

South West Coast Path at risk
from flooding in some
currently undefended areas.

2025 –
2055

Maintenance and
possible improvement
of existing defences.
Undefended parts of
the estuary would
continue to evolve
naturally.

Biodiversity, Flora and Fauna

HTL will result in the gradual
loss of intertidal areas in the
Tamar Estuary as they are
restricted from adapting by the
ongoing presence of defences
at Plymouth, thus potentially
failing WFD objectives 2 and 3.

Where a policy of HTL is
implemented, it may result the
progressive loss of intertidal
habitat within the Tamar
Estuaries Complex SPA (and
Tamar-Tavy Estuary SSSI) due
to coastal squeeze with
associated impacts on
feeding/roosting birds. An
adverse effect is anticipated.

Works in areas selected for
holding the line or Managed
Realignment should be
implemented so as to not
adversely impact on the water
quality status of the coastal
waters or compromise the
achievement of WFD water
quality targets.

Limited impacts on isolated
properties.

A387 and A38 protected from
flooding.

People and properties
protected from flooding in
Saltash, Torpoint and other
settlements.

Some areas of Grade 2, 3 and
4 agricultural land at risk from
flooding or erosion.

South West Coast Path at risk
from flooding in some
currently undefended areas.

Water

Most Grade 1, 2 and 3 listed
buildings protected from
flooding.
Registered Parks and Gardens
(e.g. Antony pleasure grounds)
protected from flooding.

Change in landscape character
of South Devon/Cornwall and
Tamar Valley AONB and
Heritage Coast

All historic landfill sites
protected from flooding.

HTL will result in the gradual
loss of intertidal areas in the
Tamar Estuary as they are
restricted from adapting by the
ongoing presence of defences
at Plymouth, thus potentially
failing WFD objectives 2 and 3.
Works in areas selected for
holding the line or Managed
Realignment should be
implemented so as to not
adversely impact on the water
quality status of the coastal
waters or compromise the
achievement of WFD water
quality targets.

Where a policy of HTL is
implemented, it may result in
the progressive loss of
estuarine habitat within the
Plymouth Sound and Estuaries
SAC (including Plymouth
Sound Shores and Cliffs SSSI)
due to coastal squeeze and
direct loss of habitat within the
footprint of the scheme. An
adverse effect is anticipated.
Potential loss of the net area
of intertidal habitat at St John’s
Lake SSSI through coastal
squeeze due to holding the line
Where a policy of HTL is
implemented, it may result in
the progressive loss of
intertidal habitat within the
Tamar Estuaries Complex SPA
(and Tamar-Tavy Estuary SSSI)
due to coastal squeeze with
associated impacts on
feeding/roosting birds. An
adverse effect is anticipated.
Where a policy of HTL is
implemented, it may result in
the progressive loss of
estuarine habitat within the
Plymouth Sound and Estuaries
SAC (including Plymouth
Sound Shores and Cliffs SSSI)
due to coastal squeeze and
direct loss of habitat within the
footprint of the scheme. An
adverse effect is anticipated.
Potential loss of the net area

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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Location refe
reference:

Tamar Estuary (West Bank)

Policy Unit reference:

6c34 to 6c40
IMPLICATIONS OF THE PREFERRED PLAN FOR THIS LOCATION

Time
Period

2055 –
2105

Management Activities

Maintenance and
possible improvement
of existing defences.
Undefended parts of
the estuary would
continue to evolve
naturally.

Property, Population
Population and
Human Health

Land Use, Infrastructure and
Material Assets

Limited impacts on isolated
properties.

A387 and A38 protected from
flooding.

People and properties
protected from flooding in
Saltash, Torpoint and other
settlements.

Some areas of Grade 2, 3 and
4 agricultural land at risk from
flooding or erosion.

South West Coast Path at risk
from flooding in some
currently undefended areas.

Historic Environment

Most Grade 1, 2 and 3 listed
buildings protected from
flooding.
Registered Parks and Gardens
(e.g. Antony pleasure grounds)
protected from flooding.

Landscape Character and
Visual Amenity

Change in landscape character
of South Devon/Cornwall and
Tamar Valley AONB and
Heritage Coast

Earth Heritage, Soils and
Geology

All historic landfill sites
protected from flooding.

Water

Biodiversity, Flora and Fauna

HTL will result in the gradual
loss of intertidal areas in the
Tamar Estuary as they are
restricted from adapting by the
ongoing presence of defences
at Plymouth, thus potentially
failing WFD objectives 2 and 3.

of intertidal habitat at St John’s
Lake SSSI through coastal
squeeze due to holding the line
Where a policy of HTL is
implemented, it may result in
the progressive loss of
intertidal habitat within the
Tamar Estuaries Complex SPA
(and Tamar-Tavy Estuary SSSI)
due to coastal squeeze with
associated impacts on
feeding/roosting birds. An
adverse effect is anticipated.

Works in areas selected for
holding the line or Managed
Realignment should be
implemented so as to not
adversely impact on the water
quality status of the coastal
waters or compromise the
achievement of WFD water
quality targets.

Where a policy of HTL is
implemented, it may result in
the progressive loss of
estuarine habitat within the
Plymouth Sound and Estuaries
SAC (including Plymouth
Sound Shores and Cliffs SSSI)
due to coastal squeeze and
direct loss of habitat within the
footprint of the scheme. An
adverse effect is anticipated.
Potential
loss of the net area of
intertidal habitat at St John’s
Lake SSSI through coastal
squeeze due to holding the line

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context
of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context
of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context
of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context
of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context
of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context
of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context
of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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Location reference:

Mount Edgcumbe to Rame Head

Policy Unit reference:

6c41 to 6c45

SUMMARY OF PREFERRED PLAN RECOMMENDATIONS AND JUSTIFICATION

Plan:
This stretch is comprised mostly of long lengths of undefended, slowly eroding hard-rock coastline, interrupted
by stretches of defence at Fort Picklecombe and the settlements of Kingsand and Cawsand. The long term Plan
is to allow the undefended lengths of coast to continue to evolve naturally whilst continuing to reduce the risk
of flooding and erosion to property and people.
This policy would have a beneficial impact on nature conservation through maintaining natural processes and
through a potential increase in intertidal habitat adjacent to an internationally designated conservation site
(Plymouth Sound and Estuaries SAC). Despite the slow rate of erosion along this coastline, due to the small,
infrequent rock fall events, some assets could be at risk from erosion, including: parts of the Mount Edgcumbe
Registered Park and Garden, the South West Coast Path, the Scheduled Monument at Rame Head, and a
number of listed buildings.
The small length of defence along the cliff toe that protects Fort Picklecombe against flooding and erosion
fronts hard rock cliffs that would retreat very little even if this length of defence was not present. Maintaining
defences here will not have a significantly detrimental impact upon the coastal processes and would allow Fort
Picklecombe, which is a listed building, to remain protected against flood risk in the future. It is unlikely,
however, that continuation of this protection would attract public flood and coastal defence funding, therefore
alternative funding would need to be sought.
Defences that protect the developed areas of Kingsand and Cawsand from flooding and erosion are situated at
the back of small pocket beaches. The long term Plan for these is to continue to minimise the risk of flooding
and erosion, which will also ensure that the many listed buildings, scheduled monument and conservation area
would remain protected.
Part of this section also benefits from the sheltering effect of the Plymouth Breakwater within Plymouth Sound.
The shoreline could therefore be affected by any change in the Plymouth Sound Breakwater. The assumption of
the policies for this stretch is that the breakwater will remain and be maintained. If this was to not be the case
then it could result in defences along the shoreline, particularly at Fort Picklecombe, needing to be more
substantial.

Preferred policies to implement Plan:
From present day (short
(short
term):
):
term

The short term policy is for No Active Intervention along the undefended
sections of cliffed coast, allowing the coast to continue to evolve naturally in
these areas. The unprotected hard rock cliffs that form this section have
eroded very little over the long term, and negligible erosion of these cliffs is
predicted.
At Fort Picklecombe (should funds be available) and along the
Kingsand/Cawsand frontage, the short term policy is to Hold the Line,
Line through
the maintenance of the existing defences.
The small pocket beaches at Cawsand and Kingsand have been stable over the
long term, although they do fluctuate as a result of storm events. In the short
term this trend is likely to continue although the beach width could start to
reduce due to rising sea levels.

Medium term:
term:

The medium term policy is to continue No Active Intervention along the
undefended sections of cliffed coast, allowing the coast to continue to evolve
naturally in these areas.
The hard rock cliffs along this section would be expected to experience only
negligible erosion. The small pocket beaches, such as Edgcumbe Beach would

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of
this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications,
as reported therein.
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narrow due to rising sea levels and the lack of sediment input and at Edgcumbe
there could be a risk of localised flooding.
There would be continued maintenance and likely improvements to the
defences along this stretch at Fort Picklecombe (subject to funding) and
Kingsand/Cawsand under the continued policy to Hold the Line in these areas.
This could involve building larger defences at these locations, particularly at
Cawsand and Kingsand, where narrowing beaches, due to both limited
sediment input and the resistant geology of the backing cliffs will increase
exposure of the defences.

LongerLonger-term:

The long term policy is to continue No Active Intervention along the
undefended sections of cliffed coast, allowing the coast to continue to evolve
naturally.
The hard rock cliffs along this section would be expected to experience only
negligible erosion with total erosion of less than 10m predicted by 2105,
depending locally on the occurrence of small scale cliff failures. Some pocket
beaches could disappear due to rising sea levels and there could be an
increased risk of localised flooding at Edgcumbe.
No change from Hold the Line is proposed at Fort Picklecombe (depending on
funding availability) and Kingsand/Cawsand. In order to maintain current levels
of protection, improvements to defences including possible reconstruction
may be required. During this period, at Cawsand and Kingsand the beaches
may disappear altogether or only a very narrow beach be retained. This could
have potential implications for tourism.

Summary of
of Specific Policies
Policy Unit

6c41

6c42

6c43

6c44

6c45

Short term
Allow natural coastal
Mount Edgcumbe
evolution to continue
to Picklecombe
through No Active
Point
Intervention.
Intervention
Continue to maintain the
existing defences under a
Fort Picklecombe Hold the Line policy
(assuming funds are
available).
Allow natural coastal
Picklecombe Point evolution to continue
to Kingsand
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention
Continue to maintain the
Kingsand/
existing defences under a
Cawsand
Hold the Line policy.
Allow natural coastal
Cawsand to Rame evolution to continue
Head
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

Preferred Policies
Medium term
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention
Continue to maintain the
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy
(assuming funds are
available).
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention
Continue to maintain the
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

Long term
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention
Continue to maintain the
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy
(assuming funds are
available).
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention
Continue to maintain the
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of
this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications,
as reported therein.
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Location refe
reference:

Mount Edgcumbe to Rame Head

Policy Unit reference:

6c41 to 6c45
IMPLICATIONS OF THE PREFERRED PLAN FOR THIS LOCATION

Time
Period

Management Activities

2005 –
2025

Maintenance of the
existing defences.
There would be
continued cliffline
retreat along the
undefended stretches.

Property, Population and
Human Health
Isolated properties, farmsteads
and coastal hamlets at risk
from erosion between Mount
Edgcumbe and Kingsand,
though risk is small due to low
rates of recession and depends
upon where future cliff falls
occur.
Holding the line will sustain
assets at Kingsand and protect
people and properties from
erosion at Cawsand on sea
front

Land Use, Infrastructure and
Material Assets
Protection of Plymouth Ferry
Dock facilities from flooding
Some areas of Grades 2, 3 and
4 agricultural land at potential
localised risk from flooding or
erosion, though areas at risk
are very small due to low rates
of recession and small flood
risk areas.
Penlee Point Fog Signal Station
at risk from erosion

Historic Environment

Landscape Character and
Visual Amenity

Earth Heritage, Soils
Soils and
Geology

Some Grade 1, 2 and 3 listed
buildings at risk from flooding
or erosion including clusters of
listed buildings located in
around Mount Edgcumbe
Country Park

Change in landscape character
of Cornwall and Tamar Valley
Areas of Outstanding Natural
Beauty and Heritage Coasts –
this is unlikely to be
considered detrimental as the
coast will be allowed to evolve
naturally.

Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
integrity of the Kingsand to
Sandway Point SSSI; NAI in the
northern section of this SSSI
would continue to maintain
the exposures.

Potential loss of parts of
Mount Edgcumbe Registered
Parks and Gardens from
erosion

Holding the line in the
southern section of the SSSI
between Kingsand and
Cawsand has the potential to
adversely impact this feature.

Potential loss of Promontory
Fort and St Michael's Chapel,
Rame Head SM due to erosion

2025 –
2055

Continued maintenance
and possible
improvements of the
existing defences.
There would be
continued cliffline
retreat along the
undefended stretches.

Holding the line will sustain
assets at Kingsand and protect
people and properties from
erosion at Cawsand on sea
front
Potential loss of a small area of
Mount Edgcumbe Country
Park.
South West Coast Path at risk
from erosion and potential loss
between Mount Edgcumbe and
Picklecombe Point,
Picklecombe Point and
Kingsand and between

Protection of Plymouth Ferry
Dock facilities from flooding
Some areas of Grades 2, 3 and
4 agricultural land at potential
localised risk from flooding or
erosion, though areas at risk
are very small due to low rates
of recession and small flood
risk areas.
Penlee Point Fog Signal Station
at risk from

Some Grade 1, 2 and 3 listed
buildings at risk from flooding
or erosion in the short,
medium and long term
including clusters of listed
buildings located in around
Mount Edgcumbe Country
Park
Potential loss of parts of
Mount Edgcumbe Registered
Parks and Gardens from
erosion
Potential loss of Promontory
Fort and St Michael's Chapel,
Rame Head SM due to erosion
Protection of Cawsand Fort
Scheduled Monument

No known impacts on water
quality.
Works in areas selected for
holding the line should be
implemented so as to not
adversely impact on the water
quality status of the coastal
waters or compromise the
achievement of WFD water
quality targets.

Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
integrity of Rame Head and
Whitsand Bay SSSI; the
preferred policy would
continue to maintain the
interest features of the SSSI.

Potential loss of a small area of
Mount Edgcumbe Country
Park.
South West Coast Path at risk
from erosion and potential loss
between Mount Edgcumbe and
Picklecombe Point,
Picklecombe Point and
Kingsand and between
Cawsand and Rame Head.
Isolated properties, farmsteads
and coastal hamlets at risk
from erosion between Mount
Edgcumbe and Kingsand,
though risk is small due to low
rates of recession and depends
upon where future cliff falls
occur.

Water

Change in landscape character
of Cornwall and Tamar Valley
Areas of Outstanding Natural
Beauty and Heritage Coasts –
this is unlikely to be
considered detrimental as the
coast will be allowed to evolve
naturally.

Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
integrity of the Kingsand to
Sandway Point SSSI; NAI in the
northern section of this SSSI
would continue to maintain
the exposures
Holding the line in the
southern section of the SSSI
between Kingsand and
Cawsand has the potential to
adversely impact this feature.
Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
integrity of Rame Head and
Whitsand Bay SSSI; the
preferred policy would
continue to maintain the
interest features of the SSSI.

No known impacts on water
quality.
Works in areas selected for
holding the line should be
implemented so as to not
adversely impact on the water
quality status of the coastal
waters or compromise the
achievement of WFD water
quality targets.

Biodiversity, Flora and Fauna
Potential increase in intertidal
habitat in areas of NAI,
adjacent to Plymouth Sound
and Estuaries SAC (including
Plymouth Sound Shores and
Cliffs SSSI)
Where a policy of HTL is
implemented in 6c42 and 6c44,
it may result in the progressive
loss of estuarine habitat within
the Plymouth Sound and
Estuaries SAC due to coastal
squeeze and direct loss of
habitat within the footprint of
the scheme. An adverse effect
is anticipated.

Potential increase in intertidal
habitat in areas of NAI,
adjacent to Plymouth Sound
and Estuaries SAC (including
Plymouth Sound Shores and
Cliffs SSSI)
Where a policy of HTL is
implemented in 6c42 and 6c44,
it is likely to result in the
progressive loss of estuarine
habitat within the Plymouth
Sound and Estuaries SAC due
to coastal squeeze and direct
loss of habitat within the
footprint of the scheme. An
adverse effect is anticipated.

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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Location refe
reference:

Mount Edgcumbe to Rame Head

Policy Unit reference:

6c41 to 6c45
IMPLICATIONS OF THE PREFERRED PLAN FOR THIS LOCATION

Time
Period

Management Activities

2055 –
2105

Continued maintenance
and possible
improvements of the
existing defences.
There would be
continued cliffline
retreat along the
undefended stretches.

Property, Population and
Human Health
Cawsand and Rame Head.
Isolated properties, farmsteads
and coastal hamlets at risk
from erosion between Mount
Edgcumbe and Kingsand,
though risk is small due to low
rates of recession and depends
upon where future cliff falls
occur.
Holding the line will sustain
features at Kingsand and
protect people and properties
from erosion at Cawsand on
sea front
Potential loss of a small area of
Mount Edgcumbe Country
Park.
South West Coast Path at risk
from erosion and potential loss
between Mount Edgcumbe and
Picklecombe Point,
Picklecombe Point and
Kingsand and between
Cawsand and Rame Head.

Land Use, Infrastructure and
Material Assets
Protection of Plymouth Ferry
Dock facilities from flooding
Some areas of Grades 2, 3 and
4 agricultural land at potential
localised risk from flooding or
erosion, though areas at risk
are very small due to low rates
of recession and small flood
risk areas.
Penlee Point Fog Signal Station
at risk from erosion

Historic Environment

Some Grade 1, 2 and 3 listed
buildings at risk from flooding
or erosion in the short,
medium and long term
including clusters of listed
buildings located in around
Mount Edgcumbe Country
Park
Potential loss of parts of
Mount Edgcumbe Registered
Parks and Gardens from
erosion
Potential loss of Promontory
Fort and St Michael's Chapel,
Rame Head SM due to erosion
Protection of Cawsand Fort
Scheduled Monument

Landscape Character and
Visual Amenity

Earth Heritage, Soils
Soils and
Geology

Change in landscape character
of Cornwall and Tamar Valley
Areas of Outstanding Natural
Beauty and Heritage Coasts –
this is unlikely to be
considered detrimental as the
coast will be allowed to evolve
naturally.

Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
integrity of the Kingsand to
Sandway Point SSSI; NAI in the
northern section of this SSSI
would continue to maintain
the exposures (beneficial

impact).
Holding the line in the
southern section of the SSSI
between Kingsand and
Cawsand has the potential to
adversely impact this feature.
Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
integrity of Rame Head and
Whitsand Bay SSSI; the
preferred policy would
continue to maintain the
interest features of the SSSI.

Water

No known impacts on water
quality.
Works in areas selected for
holding the line should be
implemented so as to not
adversely impact on the water
quality status of the coastal
waters or compromise the
achievement of WFD water
quality targets.

Biodiversity, Flora and Fauna

Potential increase in intertidal
habitat in areas of NAI,
adjacent to Plymouth Sound
and Estuaries SAC (including
Plymouth Sound Shores and
Cliffs SSSI)
Where a policy of HTL is
implemented in 6c42 and 6c44,
it is likely to result in the
progressive loss of estuarine
habitat within the Plymouth
Sound and Estuaries SAC due
to coastal squeeze and direct
loss of habitat within the
footprint of the scheme. An
adverse effect is anticipated.

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context
of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context
of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context
of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context
of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context
of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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6

Action Plan

6.1

Introduction

The draft South Devon and Dorset (SDAD) SMP was issued for consultation in April 2009. The consultation period
ended on 24th July 2009. All comments raised during the consultation period were collated, reviewed and a
response to each comment was recorded in the Consultation Feedback Report (see Appendix B).
B Where it was
possible to respond to the comments immediately, the SMP was amended and the changes can be viewed in the
final version of the SMP. In some cases, it was not possible to respond to the comments immediately, for reasons
such as further study is required to fully answer the question; or suggestions for further work were made during
the consultation period, for example to better understand the implications of an option for the coastline, the social
environment, or natural environment. To account for these comments, and to formalise the actions required to
complete the necessary studies, the SMP Action Plan was completed.
The Action Plan provides a list of actions that should now be taken by the Environment Agency and local
authorities in the period up to the next SMP review, which will ultimately lead to better informed decision making
relating to coastal management policy at the coast. This is nominally a 5 to 10 year period, however, the SMP
provides for reassessment of this timescale should an earlier review be considered necessary.
The Action Plan has been completed using the latest format guidance provided by the SMP National Quality Review
Group. Appendix M contains the full Action Plan produced in the national format for ease of future reporting of
action plan progress. However, for ease of reading, a summary of the Action Plan is presented here in Section 6.
The actions are split into those that are applicable to the whole SMP area (Section 6.2) and those that apply to
specific areas or locations (Section 6.3). These specific areas based on the sections of coast for which it has been
identified that there is a significant processes interaction for developing SMP policies, also referred to in the Plan as
Policy Scenario Areas.
In the preceding sections a summary of the actions to be taken is provided along with a table for each section giving
specific detail. In accordance with the guidance provided by the SMP National Quality Review Group, an ‘action
type’ is assigned to each action, as shown in Table 6.1. Other details include a description of the action, potential
source for funding, responsibility, when by, and relative importance and links with other actions. Table 6.2 provides
a description of what is each column of the summary action tables presented in Sections 6.2 and 6.3.

Table 6.1

Description of Action Types, as defined by the SMP Review Group (2010)

Heading

Example Activities

Study

Studies and investigations, including site investigations, modelling, coastal
stability studies.

Strategy

Preparation and review of strategies.

Scheme Work

Capital works.

Coastal Monitoring (ongoing)

Regional and local. Data collection and analysis.

Asset Management

Includes preparation of Asset Management Plans, maintenance.

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this
Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as
reported therein.
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Heading

Example Activities

Communication

Communication activities not covered by other headings e.g. maintaining
website, ongoing engagement with stakeholders.

Planning

Activities relating to engagement with spatial planning; work to influence
planning documents (e.g. Local Development Frameworks (LDFs)) and
decisions relating to development control.

Contingency Planning &
Emergency Response

Contingency and emergency response planning and engagement.

Adaptation/Resilience

Studies and engagement with others to consider development and
implementation of adaptation activities at the coast.

Early Warning

Activities relating to the development and implementation of early
warning.

Habitat Creation

Studies and works related specifically to the creation and restoration of
habitats; work related to Regional Habitat Creation Programmes
(RHCP).

Funding

Link to Medium Term Plan (MTP) entry. Identification and pursuit of
alternative funding sources for any Flood and Coastal Risk Management
(FCRM) activities.

SMP Management and Monitoring

Procedures for the management of the SMP until its next review such as
steering group meetings. Include processes for monitoring progress and
expenditure; also for considering impacts upon the plan of changes in
policy or new guidance, or the emergence of new data. Links to
National Indicator (NI) 189. Identify and publish lessons learnt.

Table 6.2
6.2

Description of table headings
headings in summary Action Plan tables presented in Sections 6.2 and 6.3

Table Heading

Detail Provided

Action Type

This is the type of action as defined in Table 6.1.

Action Reference
Reference

This is a unique reference number for each separate action.
In Section 6.2 these are prefixed “SDAD.ALL.” – “SDAD” refers to the
South Devon and Dorset SMP2; “ALL” refers to being applicable to the
whole SMP area.
In Section 6.3 these are prefixed “SDAD.PSA” – where “PSA” is
followed by a number specific to which Policy Scenario Area the action
relates to.
In both cases the last part of the reference is two numbers, for example
“2.1”. In this example “2” refers to the action type (refer to above) and
“1” refers to this being the first action under this header in this section.

Policy Unit

This states which policy units the action relates to within the policy
area. In Section 6.2 “ALL” is stated here as actions apply to the whole
SMP area.

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this
Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as
reported therein.
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Table Heading

Detail Provided

Action Description

This provides details of what action is to be taken.

Potential source for funding
funding

Identifies likely source of funding to implement each action.

(subject to approval)

n/a = activity is part of authorities general duties, not funded through
flood and erosion risk management routes.

Responsibility

This identifies which organisation(s) should take the lead in taking
forward the action.

(lead partner)
When by
(subject to funding)
Relative importance and links with
other actions

Gives an indication of when an action should be completed by. This also
gives indication of relative urgency but has also been defined in
considering all actions.
This describes the relative importance of undertaking an action in
relation to other actions. For example, undertaking more intensive
monitoring to inform detailed study later on.
Links to other actions either in the same area or for the whole SMP
area are also indicated.

6.2

SMP Wide Actions

This section sets out a range of actions that are applicable to the whole of the South Devon and Dorset (SDAD)
SMP2 frontage and these should be read in combination with specific actions stated for each smaller section of
coast (Policy Scenario Area) discussed in Section 6.3.
These SMP wide actions are aimed at ensuring that the actions required to implement the SMP are taken in the
period before the next SMP review. This is to be achieved through (i) the establishment of procedures to monitor
progress by the coastal group and (ii) engagement with relevant organisations and planners to ensure that any
decisions made relating to the future development/management of the coastline are fully informed by the
implications of the policies in this SMP. This engagement and communication also needs to extend to all
stakeholders and the general public, especially in areas where there is likely to be a need for adaptation in the
medium to long term as defence provision is withdrawn. In such areas adaptation plans to guide what changes in an
area are required and how they are to be delivered are likely to be required.
Continuation of the Strategic Regional Coastal Monitoring Programmes run by Plymouth Coastal Observatory and
Channel Coastal Observatory is vital is to ensure that the next SMP review and all coastal risk management
decisions taken in the interim are informed by site specific, evidence based data. Actions to undertake additional, or
increase the frequency of, monitoring to obtain additional data is also included for in some areas.
Additional recommendations include a study to investigate and quantify the amenity value of the beaches in the SMP
area (and possibly the wider South-West) and how this may change in the future as a result of sea level rise. A
number of policies in the Plan recognise that if the policy can be achieved using beach recharge then this is likely to
have a much greater amenity value in the future as other beaches where recharge is not possible will be reduced
(or even lost). The findings of these studies will be used to help to determine the feasibility of beach recharge

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this
Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as
reported therein.
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ensuring that robust consideration of amenity value of beaches is taken into account. At present there is no
evidence against which this assumption can be validated in terms of quantifying the additional amenity benefit.

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this
Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as
reported therein.
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Table 6.3
6.3

Actions for the whole South Devon & Dorset SMP2 area
Action
Reference
Reference

Action Type

1. Studies for Policy
Scenario Area

SDAD.ALL.1.1

All

In a number of locations, it is recognised that beaches are reducing in size as sea
levels rise, and as noted in the relevant policy statements, an effective way to
overcome this is with the beach recharge and beach management practices. The
added benefit to this approach is also the potential to increase the amenity value
of the beach. A study should be considered to appraise the types of beaches and
amenity resource provided, the amounts of each type of beach and amenity
resource currently available, extents and values of beaches in the SDAD area (and
possibly wider South-West) and evaluate the risks to each beach from climate
change, such that there is a consistent and robust evidence base against which
such statements can be made in future SMP revisions or as a common reference in
developing strategies/Beach Management Plans.
In areas where the policy is for No Active Intervention to occur, the lack of
maintenance of defences in the future may pose a health and safety risk as
structures become unsafe for public use. Deteriorating defences may also detract
from the visual amenity of an area.

All

SDAD.ALL.1.3

All

Ensure that all studies, strategies and schemes work with the requirements of the
Water Framework Directive (WFD), referring in each case to the River Basin
Management Plan and associated action plan for the region.

All

Ensure that all studies, strategies and schemes integrate with the requirements of
the Catchment Flood Management Plans (CFMPs) and associated action plans in
each location.

SDAD.ALL.1.5

All

An investigation into the implications for health and safety and/or visual amenity of
No Active Intervention policy along parts of the SMP frontage should be carried
out to inform future management decisions about areas where removal of
defences may be necessary.

Ensure that all studies, strategies and schemes work give adequate consideration
to nature conservation and historic environment assets (including historic
landscapes) to both fully understand and manage implications of future
management decisions as well as to seek, where practical, opportunities to
improve the condition of the natural and historic environment.

Defra/
Environment
Agency

When by

Responsibility

(subject to
approval)

SDAD.ALL.1.2

SDAD.ALL.1.4

Potential source
for funding
funding

Action Description

Policy
Unit

(lead partner)

Environment
Agency / Local
Authorities /
Climate South
West

Relative importance and links with other actions

(subject to
funding)

2012

This study would be very useful not only for informing flood and
coastal risk management studies but also other organisations and
businesses that are located along the coastline and would be likely
to find this information of value in their future planning activities.
One such area where this would be of benefit is informing the
Weymouth Bay Strategy (refer to Action Plan item
SDAD.PSA3.3.1) and, it is therefore recommended that this study
is completed in advance of that strategy.

Defra/
Environment
Agency

Environment
Agency / Local
Authorities

2020

There are a number of areas where a policy of No Active
Intervention may cause a health and safety issue, although it is not
likely that this will occur until at least the end of the first epoch in
some areas, and during the medium term in most areas.
Therefore this study should be completed before the next SMP
review.

n/a

Environment
Agency / Local
Authorities

ongoing

Compliance with the WFD is a statutory requirement and
therefore this action needs to be undertaken as part of all future
coastal projects.

n/a

Environment
Agency / Local
Authorities

ongoing

The CFMPs provide policy for flood risk management in similar
way to the SMP. Therefore this action needs to be undertaken as
part of all future coastal projects to ensure that implementation
of SMP policy does not contrary to the CFMP policy.

n/a

Environment
Agency / Local
Authorities

ongoing

Assessment of the natural and historic environment should be
done at an appropriate level of detail depending on the project,
and should engage with relevant bodies such as Natural England
and English Heritage.

Defra/
Environment
Agency

Environment
Agency / Local
Authorities

ongoing

The SMP identified a lack of available data on contaminated land.
This should be rectified as soon as possible such that it can be
used to inform future management decisions as part of other
recommended studies.

Where avoidance of damage/loss of such assets from flooding/erosion is not
possible and where assets can not be preserved in situ, mitigation should take the
form of excavation and recording.

SDAD.ALL.1.6

All

Investigate and identify contaminated land areas as a useful dataset to inform
future FCERM decisions

2. Studies for Policy
Units

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

3. Strategy

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

4. Scheme Work

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Continue the Strategic Regional Coastal Monitoring Programmes to improve the
amount and quality of information on which to base future management decisions.

Defra/
Environment

Environment
Agency / Local

ongoing

This is vital to improve understanding of coastal processes and
assess the risk to the integrity of existing coastal defences.

5. Coastal
Coastal Monitoring
(ongoing)

SDAD.ALL.5.1

All

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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Action Type

Action
Reference
Reference

Policy
Unit

Action Description

Potential source
for funding
funding
(subject to
approval)
Agency

SDAD.ALL.5.2

All

Ensure that periodic defence inspection, including assessment of condition and
photographic recording, is undertaken and that defence crest levels are confirmed.

Defra/
Environment
Agency

Responsibility
(lead partner)

When by
(subject to
funding)

Relative importance and links with other actions

Authorities
Continued monitoring of the condition of defences is important
to inform future management decisions.
Environment
Agency

ongoing

This could be carried out as part of studies/strategies where they
are to occur along parts of this frontage.
Refer also to Action Plan item SDAD.ALL.6.1.

SDAD.ALL.5.3

All

Develop and implement routine cliff inspection and monitoring to provide
improved information about cliff behaviour and recession. This could be included
in the remit of the Strategic Regional Coastal Monitoring Programme or carried
out separately and should include, but not necessarily be limited to, Ringstead,
Furzy Cliff, the north-west shore of Portland Harbour, Burton Cliff (Freshwater /
Burton Bradstock), East Cliff (West Bay), Charmouth, Lyme Regis and Seaton to
Seaton Hole. Consideration should also be given to establishing an expert review
group to advise on recession risk in areas of complex cliff processes.

Defra/
Environment
Agency

Channel/Plymouth
Coastal
Observatories /
Environment
Agency / Local
Authorities

ongoing

Defra/
Environment
Agency

Environment
Agency

ongoing

This information should not only be used in future coastal management by
informing future updates of the National Coastal Erosion Risk Mapping, but also to
assist in stakeholder liaison by use of data in public education campaigns.

SDAD.ALL.5.4

6. Asset Management

SDAD.ALL.6.1

All

All

Implement a comprehensive programme of coastal landfill site monitoring to allow
ongoing assessment of risk posed to these sites from coastal erosion and flooding.
This should also include monitoring of contaminants. Sites that should be included
in any such monitoring include east of Spittles at Lyme Regis and the former
landfill site at Lodmoor.

The National Flood and Coastal Defence Database needs to be reviewed and
updated to ensure that the information it contains is both accurate and current.
This should consider being expanded to cover both public and private defences so
that defence information is readily available from a single source for use in future
coastal risk management planning.

Defra/
Environment
Agency

Environment
Agency

Cliff recession information needs to be improved to inform future
revisions of erosion risk maps.
Refer also to Action Plan item SDAD.ALL.8.1.

ongoing

Monitoring of the risks posed to landfill sites from coastal erosion
and flooding is important to ensure compliance with water quality
and WFD objectives.
Whilst the NFCDD has recently been updated with information
collected in parallel to this SMP, there are still many gaps in the
data it contains for public assets. It lacks basic information on all
publically owned assets, and does not include details of private
defences. Without this, a source for identifying where private
assets are located does not exist.
Continual improvements to the defence information are required.
This could be carried out as part of studies/strategies where they
are to occur along parts of this frontage.
Refer also to Action Plan item SDAD.ALL.5.2.

7. Communication

SDAD.ALL.7.1

SDAD.ALL.7.2

SDAD.ALL.7.3

8. Planning

SDAD.ALL.8.1

Undertake consultation with key stakeholders and general public during
development of adaptation plans to ensure an acceptable approach is developed.

Defra/
Environment
Agency

Environment
Agency / Local
Authorities

ongoing

All

Maintain and develop the coastal group website as a means for communicating
how SMP policies are being taken forward under the Action Plan.

South Devon and
Dorset Coastal
Advisory Group

Teignbridge
District Council

ongoing

All

Engage with other organisations (e.g. Highways, Historic Environment, South
West Coast Path and Utilities) and general public to inform them of the potential
future risks of flood and coastal erosion as a result of SMP policies and work with
these to develop plans for adapting to the changing risk. Development of
adaptation plans should utilise outcomes from the Pathfinder projects.

n/a

Continue with improvements to flood and erosion risk maps to provide improved

Defra/

All

All

This action should be undertaken as adaptation plans are
developed for different parts of the coast.
Refer also to Action Plan item SDAD.ALL.10.1.

Environment
Agency / Local
Authorities

2010

Environment

ongoing

The www.sdadcag.org website should be updated on an ongoing
basis with details of progress as studies, strategies, schemes and
other initiatives are undertaken.
This should be carried out as soon as practical following adoption
of the SMP to ensure that planners are able to take full account of
SMP policies.
This will also help fulfil Action Plan items SDAD.ALL.8.2 and
SDAD.ALL.10.1.
Updates of flood and erosion risk maps are to occur and

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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Action
Reference
Reference

Action Type

Policy
Unit

9. Contingency
Planning & Emergency
Response

All

SDAD.ALL.9.1

All

Ensure SMP policies and flood and erosion risks are accounted for in the next
revisions of land use plans in order to help manage residual risks from flooding
and erosion, and to inform future planning decisions.

Review, develop/update and monitor contingency/emergency response plans to
prepare for coastal flood or cliff recession events in light of the final SMP policies.

Environment
Agency

n/a

n/a

When by

Responsibility

(subject to
approval)
information for land use planning and future coastal risk management.

SDAD.ALL.8.2

Potential source
for funding
funding

Action Description

(lead partner)

Relative importance and links with other actions

(subject to
funding)

Agency

incorporate new information.
In the case of erosion risk maps, improvements will be greatly
aided by data to be collected under Action Plan item
SDAD.ALL.5.3.

Environment
Agency / Local
Authorities
Environment
Agency / Local
Authorities

ongoing

This action will need to be implemented as each Local
Development Framework is developed.
It will be greatly aided by Action Plan item SDAD.ALL.7.3.

2011

Upon adoption of the Plan, emergency/contingency plans should
be reviewed and updated as appropriate to take account of SMP
policies.
This should follow Action Plan item SDAD.ALL.7.3.
Development of adaptation plans will be an ongoing process.

10. Adaptation /
Resilience

SDAD.ALL.10.1

All

Engage with other organisations (e.g. Network Rail, Highways, Historic
Environment, South West Coast Path and Utilities) and general public to inform
them of the potential future risks of flood and coastal erosion as a result of SMP
policies and work with these to develop plans for adapting to the changing risk.

11. Early Warning

SDAD.ALL.11.1

All

Continue with improvements to flood risk maps and inundation modelling to
provide improved flood warning service.

Defra/
Environment
Agency

Environment
Agency

All

Use the Regional Habitat Creation Programme (RHCP) to develop plans for any
required mitigation and compensatory habitat. In the first instance this should be
taken forward as a study to quantify the amount and types of habitat at risk along
the SMP area, to then guide future requirements for compensatory habitat.

Defra/
Environment
Agency

Environment
Agency

ongoing

The RHCP will provide a regional context to habitat creation
needs and secure compensation/mitigation measures required for
specific schemes. This will be updated as new information
becomes available.

-

-

-

-

-

12. Habitat
Habitat Creation

SDAD.ALL.12.1

13. Funding

-

14. SMP Management
and Monitoring

SDAD.ALL.14.1

-

All

Undertake monitoring and management of Action Plans to ensure SMP policies
are put into practice. This should include developing procedures for the
management of the SMP until its next review such as steering group meetings,
processes for monitoring progress and expenditure (with links to NI 189), and
recording in a single database a full list of studies and activities undertaken in the
period before the next SMP review.

n/a

Environment
Agency / Local
Authorities

ongoing

ongoing

South Devon and
Dorset Coastal
Advisory Group

Teignbridge
District Council

ongoing

It should also allow for considering impacts upon the plan of changes in policy or
new guidance, or the emergence of new data.

This will be aided by Action Plan item SDAD.ALL.7.3 and also
require ongoing communication in line with Action Plan item
SDAD.ALL.7.1.
This is an ongoing item as new information becomes available.
Refer also to Action Plan item SDAD.ALL.8.1.

Development of procedures and processes for monitoring
progress on the SMP should be developed as soon as possible
after final adoption of the Plan.
Monitoring of progress will be an ongoing process. Recording of
all studies and activities could be carried out in combination with
Action Plan item SDAD.ALL.7.2.

SDAD.ALL.14.2

All

Identify and publish lessons learnt from development of SMP.

South Devon and
Dorset Coastal
Advisory Group

Teignbridge
District Council

2010

The lessons learnt from development of this SMP should be
published in the period immediately after final adoption and
publication of the Plan. This should be provided to the National
Quality Review Group to allow lessons learnt on this SMP to be
collated and reviewed alongside lessons learnt from SMP2s
undertaken around the rest of England and Wales.

SDAD.ALL.14.3

All

Provide link to estimates of preferred policy losses upon publication of National
Coastal Erosion Risk Mapping outputs.

South Devon and
Dorset Coastal
Advisory Group

Teignbridge
District Council

2011

-

NB. Activities from SMP will be carried forward into medium term plans that are set on a three year rolling basis and carried out on a priority basis, subject to funding and approval. n/a = activity is part of authorities general duties, not funded through flood and
erosion risk management routes. ‘-‘ = no action is required in relation to this action type.

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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6.3

Policy Scenario Area Actions

6.3.1

Policy Scenario Area 1 (PSA1) – Durlston Head to White Nothe

This scenario area encompasses the predominantly undefended, naturally functioning cliffed coastline between
Durlston Head and White Nothe (policy units 5g01 to 5g08).
The main issue along this frontage is the continued provision of defence at Kimmeridge (5g03) and Lulworth
Cove (5g07). These defences are privately owned and unlikely to attract public funding (from the flood and
coastal defence budget). The main actions for this area are therefore to engage and work with the relevant land
owners to identify how future defence provision may be most sustainably achieved in these areas and, if it is
not possible, then assist in developing adaptation measures in line with the SMP wide Action Plan items set out
in Section 6.2.
Future decisions here will also be need to be based on information from continued coastal monitoring, as set
out in the SMP wide actions in Section 6.2 (items under ‘Action Type – 5. Coastal Monitoring (ongoing)’ in
Table 6.3).

Please note, that whilst the following Table 6.4 sets out specific actions for this policy scenario area, this should
also be read in combination with the SMP wide actions set out in Section 6.2 and Table 6.3 to ensure that all
actions relevant to this area are considered.

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of
this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications,
as reported therein.
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Table 6.4
6.4

Actions
Actions for the policy scenario area between Durlston Head and White Nothe (Policy Units 5g01 to 5g08)
Action
Reference
Reference

Action Type

Potential source
for funding
funding

Action Description

Policy
Unit

When by

Responsibility

(subject to
approval)

Relative importance and links with other actions

(subject to
funding)

(lead partner)

1. Studies for Policy
Scenario Area

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

2. Studies for Policy
Units

SDAD.PSA1.2.1

5g02,
5g05

Carry out a study to investigate the effects of the SMP on Encombe and Lulworth
Castle Registered Park and Garden

To be determined

English Heritage

To be
determined-

Undertake in combination with Action Plan item SDAD.ALL.10.1.

3. Strategy

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

4. Scheme Work

SDAD.PSA1.4.1

5g03,
5g07

The need for any schemes is to be advised by outcomes of Action Plan item
SDAD.PSA1.6.1.

Private

Environment
Agency /
Purbeck District
Council

To be
determined

Any decisions on the requirement for a scheme(s) is to be based
on the outcomes of Action Plan item SDAD.PSA1.6.1.

5. Coastal Monitoring
(ongoing)
(ongoing)

-

-

Coastal monitoring along this section to inform future management decisions as
per the SMP wide actions discussed in Section 6.2.

-

-

-

Refer to SMP wide Action Plan items SDAD.ALL.5.1,
SDAD.ALL.5.2 and SDAD.ALL.5.3.

Private

Environment
Agency /
Purbeck District
Council

2013

ongoing

This is to be undertaken in combination with Action Plan item
SDAD.PSA1.6.1 initially, and progressed further with items
SDAD.PSA1.4.1 and/or SDAD.PSA1.10.1 as appropriate.

6. Asset Management

SDAD.PSA1.6.1

5g03,
5g07

Engage and work with private defence owners to appraise the condition of their
defences and ensure that there is an adequate Asset Management Plan in place for
ongoing maintenance in the immediate term.
This should include investigation of sustainable options for long term defence
provision in these areas if funding from non-public funds (not flood and coastal
defence budget) are available to achieve this.
Undertake consultation with key stakeholders alongside private defence owners in
developing either future defence scheme or adaptation measures to ensure an
acceptable approach is developed.

n/a

Environment
Agency /
Purbeck District
Council

Ensure information on private defences is included in future
updates of the NFCDD. Refer to SMP wide Action Plan item
SDAD.ALL.6.1.
Issues of funding are to be addressed as part of this action in
combination with Action Plan item SDAD.PSA1.13.1.

7. Communication

SDAD.PSA1.7.1

5g03,
5g07

8. Planning

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

9. Contingency
Planning & Emergency
Response

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

2014

A decision on whether an adaptation plan is required will be
based on outcomes of Action Plan item SDAD.PSA1.6.1.

10. Adaptation /
Resilience

SDAD.PSA1.10.1

5g03,
5g07

Should private defences not be maintained in the future, then an adaptation plan is
likely to be required.

n/a

Environment
Agency /
Purbeck District
Council

11. Early Warning

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

12. Habitat Creation

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

13. Funding

SDAD.PSA1.13.1

5g03,
5g07

As part of investigating options for long term management of assets, investigate
options for different funding sources in addition to private funds.

Private

Environment
Agency /
Purbeck District
Council

2013

This is to be undertaken in combination with Action Plan item
SDAD.PSA1.6.1

14. SMP Management
and Monitoring

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

If an adaptation plan is required, then refer also to SMP wide
Action Plan item SDAD.ALL.7.1.

NB. Activities from SMP will be carried forward into medium term plans that are set on a three year rolling basis and carried out on a priority basis, subject to funding and approval. n/a = activity is part of authorities general duties, not funded through flood and
erosion risk management routes. ‘-‘ = no action is required in relation to this action type.

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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6.3.2

Policy Scenario Area 2 (PSA2) – White Nothe to Redcliff Point

This scenario area encompasses the predominantly undefended, naturally functioning cliffed coastline between
White Nothe and Redcliff Point (policy units 5g09 to 5g11).
The main issue along this frontage is the continued provision of defence at Ringstead (5g10). These defences
were constructed in the mid 1990’s with a 50 year scheme life and the Plan (existing or plan in this SMP?) is to
maintain these in the short to medium term for as long as is technically, economically and environmentally
sustainable to do so. The long term plan here is to withdraw defences and move to a policy of No Active
Intervention. There is a need to engage with the local community at Osmington (within 5g11) where the policy
of No Active Intervention is likely to lead to erosion of assets in the future. An adaptation plan in this area is
required for reasons of NAI.
Therefore the actions to be taken in the immediate term focus is to ensure that a robust plan is in place for
managing the current defences and to prolong the effective defence life for as long as possible, whilst
community engagement and planning of adaptation measures should be started for the longer term change in
policy in line with the relevant SMP wide actions in Section 6.2.
Future decisions here will also be need to be based on information from continued coastal monitoring, as set
out in the SMP wide actions in Section 6.2 (items under ‘Action Type – 5. Coastal Monitoring (ongoing)’ in
Table 6.3).

Please note, that whilst the following Table 6.5 sets
sets out specific actions for this policy scenario area, this should
also be read in combination with the SMP wide actions set out in Section 6.2 and Table 6.3 to ensure that all
actions relevant to this area are considered.

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of
this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications,
as reported therein.
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Table 6.5
6.5

Actions
Actions for the policy scenario area between White Nothe and Redcliff Point (Policy Units 5g09 to 5g11)
Action
Reference
Reference

Action Type

1. Studies for Policy
Scenario Area

When by

Responsibility

(subject to
approval)

Relative importance and links with other actions

(subject to
funding)

(lead partner)

-

-

-

-

-

5g10,
5g11

Carry out a study to assess the risk of flooding and erosion to Fishpond Scheduled
Monument and Medieval Settlement Scheduled Monument at West Ringstead
Where avoidance of the features from flooding/erosion is not possible and where
they cannot be preserved in situ, agree possible mitigation, excavation and
recording measures with Natural England.

To be determined

English Heritage-

To be
determined-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

3. Strategy

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

4. Scheme Work

SDAD.PSA2.4.1

5g10

The need for any works to extend by a sort way the defences in order to prolong
their effective life is to be advised by outcomes of Action Plan item
SDAD.PSA2.6.1.

Defra/Environment
Agency

West Dorset
District Council

To be
determined

A decision on the requirements for any future works is to be
based on the outcomes of Action Plan item SDAD.PSA1.6.1.

Defra/Environment
Agency

Channel Coastal
Observatory /
West Dorset
District Council

2. Studies for Policy
Units

5. Coastal Monitoring
(ongoing)

6. Asset Management

-

Potential source
for funding
funding

Action Description

Policy
Unit

SDAD.PSA2.2.1

SDAD.PSA2.5.1

SDAD.PSA2.6.1

5g10

5g10

Depending upon the outcomes of Action Plan item SDAD.PSA2.6.1, possibly
undertake additional monitoring to provide further information to inform future
management decisions.

To be
determined

A Beach Management Plan should be developed to establish monitoring and
maintenance requirements of the defences, both the beach and hard defence
elements.

Defra/Environment
Agency

West Dorset
District Council

2012

Possibly undertake in combination with Action Plan item
SDAD.PSA2.6.1.
Refer also to Action Plan item SDAD.ALL.10.1.

Decision on whether to undertake any additional monitoring
beyond that currently undertaken by CCO to be based on the
outcomes of Action Plan item SDAD.PSA2.6.1.
Refer also to SMP wide Action Plan items SDAD.ALL.5.1,
SDAD.ALL.5.2 and SDAD.ALL.5.3.
The Beach Management Plan should be developed in the
immediate future to ensure that there is a robust plan in place to
prolong the effective life of the defences for as long as possible.
Ensure information on defences is included in future updates of
the NFCDD. Refer to SMP wide Action Plan item SDAD.ALL.6.1.

7. Communication

SDAD.PSA2.7.1

5g10

Undertake consultation with key stakeholders and residents in developing Beach
Management Plan to ensure it takes full account of amenity aspects of the beach as
well as the defence aspects.

Defra/Environment
Agency

West Dorset
District Council

ongoing

This is to be undertaken in combination with Action Plan item
SDAD.PSA2.6.1.

8. Planning

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

9. Contingency
Planning & Emergency
Response

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

10. Adaptation /
Resilience

SDAD.PSA2.10.1

5g10

Engage with key stakeholders and the local community to begin to develop an
adaptation plan for the medium to long term change in policy at Ringstead, and
plan for coastal change at Osmington.

Defra/Environment
Agency

West Dorset
District Council

ongoing

Development of an adaptation plan is required. Refer also to SMP
wide Action Plan item SDAD.ALL.7.1.

11. Early Warning

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

12. Habitat Creation

SDAD.PSA2.12.1

5g09
to
5g11

Identify replacement grassland habitat through the RHCP.

Defra/Environment
Agency

Environment
Agency

ongoing

This task should be undertaken in combination with Action Plan
item SDAD.ALL.12.1.

5g10

Seek opportunities at scheme level to improve the favourable condition of the
designated terrestrial habitats through scrub control e.g. at Ringstead Bay
(defended length) in the short-term.

To be determined

Natural England

To be
determined

-

-

SDAD.PSA2.12.2
13. Funding

-

-

-

-

Possibly undertake in combination with Action Plan item
SDAD.PSA2.6.1.
Refer also to Action Plan item SDAD.ALL.12.1.
-

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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Action
Reference
Reference

Action Type

14. SMP Management
and Monitoring

-

Policy
Unit

-

Potential source
for funding
funding

Action Description

(subject to
approval)
-

-

When by

Responsibility

-

Relative importance and links with other actions

(subject to
funding)

(lead partner)

-

-

NB. Activities from SMP will be carried forward into medium term plans that are set on a three year rolling basis and carried out on a priority basis, subject to funding and approval. n/a = activity is part of authorities general duties, not funded through flood and
erosion risk management routes. ‘-‘ = no action is required in relation to this action type.

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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6.3.3

Policy Scenario Area 3 (PSA3) – Redcliff Point to Portland Bill

This scenario area extends from Redcliff Point to Portland Bill and encompasses the extensively developed
areas of Weymouth Bay and Portland Harbour (policy units 5g12 to 5g23).
There are many flood and coastal erosion risk management issues to be addressed within Weymouth Bay and
the Portland Harbour area in the immediate term, not least:
•

Sustainability of ongoing management of Preston Beach (5g15) including the need to investigate Managed
Realignment opportunities both at along this frontage and at Bowleaze Cove (5g13) to the north.

•

Future defence provision for Weymouth, both along the open coast and within Weymouth Harbour
(5g16), particularly as many defences in this area are already in a poor and deteriorating state.

•

Investigation and management of erosion risk along Portland Harbour north-west shore (5g18 – 5g20) and
Furzy Cliff (5g14) including development of adaptation plans where intervention will not occur.

•

Investigation of future risks and management options for the Nothe (5g17) and along the western shore of
Portland Harbour (5g21 and 5g22).

•

Consideration of how best to address risk to transport provision in this area both along Preston Beach
where realignment is proposed in the long term (5g15) and along Portland Beach Road (particularly 5g21)
where despite a policy along the frontage to Hold the Line, there will remain a risk to this road from
potential overwashing/overtopping and even breaching of Chesil Beach to the west of the road, for which
the policy is one of limited intervention to repair the defence function of the beach as and when required
(6a03).

A key uncertainty underpinning decisions about the future management to address the issues in this area is an
insufficient understanding of the existing coastal processes and how they may be affected by climate change and
sea level rise. Action to improve coastal processes understanding needs to be taken in the immediate term to
provide much better information on which to base future management decisions.
A further key uncertainty here is the future management of the Portland Harbour breakwaters. These are
assumed to remain in the development of policy options for the SMP. However, it is known that the
management and maintenance of these structures is inadequate and that Portland Port does not accept sole
responsibility for the upkeep of the two northern breakwaters These structures have a major impact on the
coastal processes of the area, including a defence function for the inner shoreline or Portland Harbour by
reducing wave action at the coast. Action to address this uncertainty is required in the immediate term.
These issues and uncertainties are to be addressed in a series of focussed studies underpinned by a coastal
processes study for the whole area to ensure that the linkages between different areas is adequately accounted
for in those more focussed studies.

Please note, that whilst the following Table 6.6 sets out specific actions for this policy scenario area, this should
also be read in combination with the SMP wide actions set out in Section 6.2 and Table 6.3 to ensure that all
actions relevant to this area are considered.

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of
this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications,
as reported therein.
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Table 6.6
6.6

Action Type

1. Studies for Policy
Scenario Area

Actions for the policy scenario area between Redcliff Point and Portland Bill (Policy Units 5g12 to 5g23)
Action
Reference
Reference

Policy
Unit

Action Description

(subject to
approval)

Responsibility
Responsibility
(lead partner)

2020

This information will likely be required to allow a robust
economic case to be made for continuing to provide long term
defence utilising beach recharge, and should be considered
alongside outputs from Action Plan item SDAD.ALL.1.1.

Defra/
Environment
Agency

Environment
Agency

2015j

Defra/
Environment
Agency

Environment
Agency

SDAD.PSA3.1.2

5g13
to
5g16

Undertake a thorough assessment of the amenity value of the Weymouth Bay
frontage from Bowleaze Cove to the harbour to inform the economic case for
future management decisions.

Defra/
Environment
Agency

SDAD.PSA3.2.1

5g15

Update of this plan should include assessment of the need for a permanent control
structure at the Overcombe end of the beach. To inform this understanding, an
assessment of breach risk through Preston Beach into Lodmoor should be
undertaken alongside assessment of options for realignment in response to retreat
of Furzy Cliff.

SDAD.PSA3.2.2

5g18,
5g19,
5g20

Investigate geotechnical situation along the north west shore of Portland Harbour
and identify future management needs, including type of intervention measures
required and likely programme of when intervention will be required.

Defra/
Environment
Agency

Weymouth &
Portland Borough
Council

5g16

Develop a Beach Management Plan for Weymouth Beach to ensure future beach
management is adequate to address flood risk whilst acknowledging the significant
amenity use of this beach. This should be developed following completion of the
Action Plan item SDAD.PSA3.1.1.

Defra/
Environment
Agency

Weymouth &
Portland Borough
Council

SDAD.PSA3.2.4

SDAD.PSA3.2.5

5g16,
5g17

5g23

Where holding the line here could lead to potential failure of WFD objectives 2
and 3, consider the provision of fish passes, the control and operation of potential
structures and the sensitive design of the scheme.
Carry out a study to investigate the effects of SMP policy of NAI on Mesolithic Sites
Near Culver Well Scheduled Monument and consider mitigation measures and/or
recording as appropriate.

This should be informed by Action Plan item SDAD.PSA3.1.1.

2012

SDAD.PSA3.3.1

5g12
to
5g23

This should also consider the longer-term flood and coastal erosion risk
management issues facing the area such as strategic assessment of risks to
transport infrastructure including the A353 Preston Beach Road and the A354
Portland Beach Road as well as updating previous studies valuations of these
transport links; and detailed assessment of erosion risks to property and
infrastructure in cliffed areas where intervention may not occur. This should also
include investigation of the risks posed to Lodmoor landfill site in the long-term.

2014

Defra/
Environment
Agency

Environment
Agency

2014

To be determined

English Heritage

To be
determined

Defra/
Environment
Agency

Environment
Agency

This work will inform future management decisions, including
the Strategy Study in Action Plan item SDAD.PSA3.3.1.

This work has recently begun and will inform future
management decisions, including the Strategy Study in Action
Plan item SDAD.PSA3.3.1.
Refer also to SMP wide Action Plan item SDAD.ALL.5.3.
This should occur following completion of Action Plan item
SDAD.PSA3.1.1 and link with Action Plan item SDAD.PSA3.2.4.
This work will inform future management decisions, including
the Strategy Study in Action Plan item SDAD.PSA3.3.1.
This should give full consideration to the outputs of Action
Plan item SDAD.PSA3.1.1 and link with Action Plan item
SDAD.PSA3.2.3.
This work will inform future management decisions, including
the Strategy Study in Action Plan item SDAD.PSA3.3.1.

Develop a Strategy Study to draw together the various studies proposed for this
policy scenario area into a single coherent overarching strategy for the long term
management of coastal flood and erosion risk for the area.
3. Strategy

Relative importance and links with other actions

Weymouth &
Portland Borough
Council

Undertake a thorough review and update of coastal processes understanding of the
entire area, including the influence of the Portland Harbour Breakwaters.

Take forward development of options for implementing the Weymouth Flood Risk
Management Strategy.

(subject to
funding)

2013

5g12
to
5g23

SDAD.PSA3.2.3

When by

This coastal process study should occur as soon as possible to
underpin the other studies identified in this action plan for the
Weymouth Bay and Portland Harbour area, such that these
studies all have a common baseline of processes understanding.
This action would also be informed by information from Action
Plan item SDAD.PSA3.5.1.

SDAD.PSA3.1.1

Review and update the Preston Beach Management Plan to manage flood and
coastal erosion risk following completion of study in Action Plan item
SDAD.PSA3.1.1.
2. Studies for Policy
Units

Potential source
for funding
funding

2020

Refer also to Action Plan item SDAD.ALL.10.1.
The Strategy Study is to follow improved understanding of
coastal processes in Action Plan item SDAD.PSA3.1.1 and to
utilise information from Action Plan items SDAD.PSA3.1.2,
SDAD.PSA3.2.1, SDAD.PSA3.2.2, SDAD.PSA3.2.3,
SDAD.PSA3.2.4 and SDAD.PSA3.6.2.
Ensure information on defences is included in future updates of
the NFCDD. Refer to SMP wide Action Plan item
SDAD.ALL.6.1.
Refer also to outcomes of SMP wide Action Plan item

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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Action
Reference
Reference

Action Type

Potential source
for funding
funding

Action Description

Policy
Unit

When by

Responsibility
Responsibility

(subject to
approval)

Relative importance and links with other actions

(subject to
funding)

(lead partner)

SDAD.ALL.1.1.
This strategy should also include a detailed update of coastal defence data for the
area.

4. Scheme Work

5. Coastal Monitoring
(ongoing)

SDAD.PSA3.4.1

SDAD.PSA3.5.1

5g12
to
5g23

5g12
to
5g23

To be defined by the various studies identified in this Action Plan, but is anticipated
to include works to Weymouth Esplanade, Weymouth Harbour Walls, Westham
Bridge and potentially parts of the north-west shore of Portland Harbour.

In addition to continued monitoring by Channel Coastal Observatory, undertake a
period of more intensive monitoring to inform subsequent modelling, to better
understand sediment regimes and coastal processes in the area and inform future
coastal management.

Defra/
Environment
Agency

Defra/
Environment
Agency

Environment
Agency/Weymouth
& Portland
Borough Council

Environment
Agency

To be
determined

2012

The need for works will be determined from the various
studies identified in Action Plan items SDAD.PSA3.2.1,
SDAD.PSA3.2.2, SDAD.PSA3.2.3, SDAD.PSA3.2.4, as well as
the Strategy Study in Action Plan item SDAD.PSA3.3.1.
This period of more intensive monitoring is required to inform
Action Plan item SDAD.PSA3.1.1, as well as the various studies
identified in Action Plan items SDAD.PSA3.2.1,
SDAD.PSA3.2.2, SDAD.PSA3.2.3, SDAD.PSA3.2.4, as well as
the Strategy Study in Action Plan item SDAD.PSA3.3.1.
Refer also to SMP wide Action Plan items SDAD.ALL.5.1,
SDAD.ALL.5.2 and SDAD.ALL.5.3 that will also contribute to
the improved understanding of coastal processes in this area.

SDAD.PSA3.5.2

5g21

Consider extending coverage of beach profile monitoring to include Hamm Beach
to provide information for future

Defra/
Environment
Agency

Channel Coastal
Observatory

2011

Currently no information is collected for Hamm Beach.
Medium to long term management decisions will require
information and so this should be implemented in the
immediate term as part of the ongoing strategic coastal
monitoring programme. Refer also to SMP wide Action Plan
item SDAD.ALL.5.1.

SDAD.PSA3.6.1

5g12
to
5g23

Maintenance of defences and beaches including management of public access to
deliver Hold the Line policy would be considered as part of the various studies
identified for locations along this policy scenario area.

Defra/
Environment
Agency

Environment
Agency/Weymouth
& Portland
Borough Council

ongoing

Refer to Action Plan items SDAD.PSA3.2.1, SDAD.PSA3.2.2,
SDAD.PSA3.2.3, SDAD.PSA3.2.4 and SDAD.PSA3.3.1.

SDAD.PSA3.6.2

5g12
to
5g23

Ensure that roles and responsibilities for management and maintenance of Portland
Harbour Breakwaters are agreed with all relevant organisations to provide basis for
future management decisions to be developed in the Strategy Study. In support of
this, an investment plan including funding options and implications of climate change
should be created.

n/a

Environment
Agency

7. Communication

SDAD.PSA3.7.1

5g12
to
5g23

Undertake consultation with key stakeholders and general public during studies and
strategy development to ensure an acceptable approach for the future management
of coastal flood and erosion is developed.

Defra/
Environment
Agency

Environment
Agency /
Weymouth &
Portland Borough
Council

ongoing

This will form a key component in the development of the
various studies identified in Action Plan items SDAD.PSA3.2.1,
SDAD.PSA3.2.2, SDAD.PSA3.2.3, SDAD.PSA3.2.4, as well as
the Strategy Study in Action Plan item SDAD.PSA3.3.1.

8. Planning

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

5g21

Review emergency response plan to prepare for large events that cause significant
overwash/overtopping and/or breaching/roll-back of Chesil Beach that could impact
on the A354 Portland Beach Road.

2012

This review could be undertaken upon adoption of the SMP
but should be reviewed further upon completion of more
detailed studies as they occur.

6. Asset Management

9. Contingency
Planning & Emergency
Response

10. Adaptation /
Resilience

SDAD.PSA3.9.1

SDAD.PSA3.10.1

5g12
to
5g23

Build in capacity to allow for incremental adaptation to beach and defence
management for Weymouth and Portland as part of the various studies identified
for this policy scenario area, as well as the Strategy Study to manage risks from
rising sea level in medium and long term.

SDAD.PSA3.10.2

5g12

Engage with other organisations and general public to inform them of the potential

n/a

Environment
Agency

2013

This should be undertaken as soon as possible and is to be
informed by Action Plan item SDAD.PSA3.1.1.
This work will inform future management decisions, including
the Strategy Study in Action Plan item SDAD.PSA3.3.1.

Refer also to Action Plan item SDAD.PSA4.9.1.

n/a

Environment
Agency

ongoing

This will form a key component in the development of the
various studies identified in Action Plan items SDAD.PSA3.2.1,
SDAD.PSA3.2.2, SDAD.PSA3.2.3, SDAD.PSA3.2.4, as well as
the Strategy Study in Action Plan item SDAD.PSA3.3.1.

Defra/

Environment

ongoing

Refer also to SMP wide Action Plan items SDAD.ALL.7.1 and

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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Action
Reference
Reference

Action Type

Potential source
for funding
funding

Action Description

Policy
Unit

When by

Responsibility
Responsibility

(subject to
approval)

to
5g23

future risks of flood and coastal erosion as a result of SMP policies and work with
these to develop plans for adapting to the changing risk.

Environment
Agency

Agency

Relative importance and links with other actions

(subject to
funding)

(lead partner)

SDAD.ALL.10.1.

11. Early Warning

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

12. Habitat Creation

SDAD.PSA3.12.1

5g21

Quantify habitat losses and gains, and where required, identify and secure
compensatory habitat through the RHCP for intertidal habitat losses within Chesil
Beach and the Fleet SAC.

Defra/
Environment
Agency

Environment
Agency

ongoing

This task should be undertaken in combination with Action
Plan item SDAD.ALL.12.1.

13. Funding

SDAD.PSA3.13.1

5g12
to
5g23

Investigate opportunities for co-funding future defence works with other
organisations to provide the maximum possible benefit from such works to the
area.

n/a

Environment
Agency

ongoing

This should be considered during the development of the
various studies identified in Action Plan items SDAD.PSA3.2.1,
SDAD.PSA3.2.2, SDAD.PSA3.2.3, SDAD.PSA3.2.4, as well as
the Strategy Study in Action Plan item SDAD.PSA3.3.1,.to
ensure that all possible options are considered.

14. SMP Management
and Monitoring

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

NB. Activities from SMP will be carried forward into medium term plans that are set on a three year rolling basis and carried out on a priority basis, subject to funding and approval. n/a = activity is part of authorities general duties, not funded through flood and
erosion risk management routes. ‘-‘ = no action is required in relation to this action type.

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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6.3.4

Policy Scenario Area 4 (PSA4) – Portland Bill to Thorncombe Beacon

This scenario area extends from Portland Bill to Thorncombe Beacon (policy units 6a01 to 6a13) along the
easternmost part of Lyme Bay. It is dominated for most of this length by Chesil Beach. Defences occur at either
end of this unit at Chiswell (6a02) and West Bay (6a11 and 6a12). Beach management also occurs at
Freshwater Beach (6a09) to reduce the risk of flooding to the village of Burton Bradstock. Chesil Beach itself
also provides a natural sea defence, notably to the A354 Portland Beach Road which is a critical highway link
between the community of Portland and the rest of the UK.
There are a number of flood and coastal erosion risk management issues to be addressed within the area in the
immediate term, not least:
•

Sustainability of current management practices to reduce flood risk to the developed areas of Chiswell
(6a02) and West Bay, particularly at East Beach (6a11);

•

Need to engage and work with communities to develop adaptation plans for adjusting to future coastal
change in areas where the policy is for No Active Intervention to occur;

•

Consideration of how best to address risk to transport provision in this area along Portland Beach Road
where there will remain a risk to this road from potential overwashing/overtopping and even breaching of
Chesil Beach for which the policy is one of limited intervention to repair the defence function of the beach
as and when required (6a03).

A key uncertainty underpinning decisions about the future management in this area is an insufficient
understanding of the existing coastal processes. In particular there is insufficient understanding about how
Chesil Beach evolves and responds to different wave, wind and tide conditions and how these responses may
be affected by climate change and sea level rise. Action to improve coastal processes understanding through
ongoing and more intensive monitoring needs to be taken in the immediate term to provide much better
information on which to base future management decisions.
These issues and uncertainties are to be addressed in the first instance by a Strategy Study for this area.

Please note, that whilst the following Table 6.7 sets out specific actions for this policy scenario area, this should
also be read in combination with the SMP wide actions set out in Section 6.2 and Table 6.3 to ensure that all
actions relevant to this area are considered.

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of
this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications,
as reported therein.
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Table 6.7
6.7

Actions for the policy scenario area between Portland Bill and Thorncombe Beacon (Policy Units 6a01 to 6a13)
Action
Reference
Reference

Action Type

1. Studies for Policy
Scenario Area

2. Studies for Policy
Units

Potential source
for funding
funding

Action Description

Policy
Unit

When by

Responsibility

(subject to
approval)

Relative importance and links with other actions

(subject to
funding)

(lead partner)

SDAD.PSA4.1.1

6a01
to
6a13

Undertake a thorough review and update of coastal processes understanding of the
entire area, to underpin future coastal management decisions.

Defra/
Environment
Agency

West Dorset
District Council
/ Environment
Agency

2015

This coastal process study should occur before or as part of
the Strategy Study in Action Plan item SDAD.PSA4.3.1, and
be informed by information from Action Plan item
SDAD.PSA4.5.1.

SDAD.PSA4.2.1

6a02,
6a03,
6a09,
6a11

Review and update the Chesil (Portland to Small Mouth) Beach Management Plan and
East and Freshwater Beach Management Plan following completion of strategy in
Action Plan item SDAD.PSA4.3.1.

Defra/
Environment
Agency

Environment
Agency

2017

This should occur following completion of the Strategy Study
in Action Plan item SDAD.PSA4.3.1.

SDAD.PSA4.2.2

6a04

Carry out a study to investigate the effects of SMP policy on St Peter’s Abbey
Scheduled Monument and consider mitigation measures and/or recording as
appropriate.

To be determined

English Heritage-

To be
determined-

Refer also to Action Plan item SDAD.ALL.10.1.

Defra/
Environment
Agency

West Dorset
District Council
/ Environment
Agency

2016

Ensure information on defences is included in future updates
of the NFCDD. Refer to SMP wide Action Plan item
SDAD.ALL.6.1.

West Dorset
District Council
/ Environment
Agency

To be
determined

The need for works will be determined from the Strategy
Study in Action Plan item SDAD.PSA4.3.1.

Undertake a Strategy Study to determine the best approaches for delivering the
policies and develop a programme of works.
Include a detailed assessment of coastal defence condition and long term sustainable
defence requirements in response to the combined effects of predicted cliff recession
and beach crest lowering, including realigned defences at Freshwater Beach and East
Beach, West Bay. This could also include investigating the risks posed by coastal
change to the Old Brewery landfill site

The Strategy Study is to follow improved understanding of
coastal processes in Action Plan item SDAD.PSA4.1.1.

SDAD.PSA4.3.1

6a01
to
6a13

SDAD.PSA4.4.1

6a01
to
6a13

Whilst schemes are to be defined by strategy, opportunities should be sought at
scheme level to improve landscape character in the AONB/Heritage Coast.

Defra/
Environment
Agency

SDAD.PSA4.5.1

6a01
to
6a13

In addition to continued monitoring by Plymouth Coastal Observatory, undertake a
period of more intensive monitoring to inform subsequent modelling, to better
understand sediment regimes and coastal processes in the area and inform future
coastal management and development of adaptation plans in areas where No Active
Intervention is to occur. For example, monitoring of recession rates and beach
sediment movements at West Bexington and Hive Beach.

Defra/
Environment
Agency

Environment
Agency

2012

SDAD.PSA4.5.2

6a02

In order to improve processes understanding, install additional tide and wave
monitoring, possibly a land based system, at Chiswell.

Defra/
Environment
Agency

Environment
Agency

2012

Improvements to monitoring data at Chiswell are required to
improve understanding of how wave and tide levels at this
location affect flood risk.

SDAD.PSA4.6.1

6a02

Review maintenance requirements for the gabion defences at Chiswell and upgrade
and improve these as necessary.

Defra/
Environment
Agency

Environment
Agency

2011

This review will both ensure the gabions are adequately
maintained in the immediate term and provide detailed
information to inform the Strategy Study in Action Plan item
SDAD.PSA4.3.1.

SDAD.PSA4.6.2

6a12

Develop a Beach Management Plan for West Beach, West Bay to ensure that there is a
robust plan for managing the beach and associated hard defence structures such that
defence provision continues to be provided at the required standard.

Defra/
Environment
Agency

West Dorset
District Council

2011

This should be undertaken in advance of the Strategy Study in
Action Plan item SDAD.PSA4.3.1 and could be reviewed
further upon completion of the Strategy Study.

7. Communication

SDAD.PSA4.7.1

6a01
to
6a13

Undertake consultation with key stakeholders and general public during strategy
development to ensure an acceptable approach for the future management of coastal
flood and erosion is developed.

Defra/
Environment
Agency

West Dorset
District Council
/ Environment
Agency

2016

This action should be undertaken in combination with Action
Plan item SDAD.PSA4.3.1.

8. Planning

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

3. Strategy

4. Scheme Work

5. Coastal Monitoring
(ongoing)

6. Asset Management
Management

This period of more intensive monitoring is required to
inform Action Plan item SDAD.PSA4.1.1.
Refer also to SMP wide Action Plan items SDAD.ALL.5.1,
SDAD.ALL.5.2 and SDAD.ALL.5.3 that will also contribute to
the improved understanding of coastal processes in this area.

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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Action
Reference
Reference

Action Type

9. Contingency
Planning & Emergency
Response

SDAD.PSA4.9.1

Policy
Unit

6a03

Potential source
for funding
funding

Action Description

(subject to
approval)
Review emergency response plan to prepare for large events that cause significant
overwash/overtopping and/or breaching/roll-back of Chesil Beach that could impact on
the A354 Portland Beach Road.

n/a

When by

Responsibility

Environment
Agency

Relative importance and links with other actions

(subject to
funding)

(lead partner)

ongoing

This review could be undertaken upon adoption of the SMP.
Refer also to SMP wide Action Plan item SDAD.ALL.9.1 but
should be reviewed further upon completion of more detailed
studies as they occur.
Refer also to Action Plan item SDAD.PSA3.9.1.

SDAD.PSA4.10.1

6a03
to
6a08

In areas where the policy is for No Active Intervention to occur, engage and work
with communities to begin to develop adaptation plans for adjusting to future coastal
change. This should include a plan for managing and mitigating the potential impacts to
West Bexington from NAI policy, to both properties and the car park.

n/a

Environment
Agency

ongoing

Refer also to SMP wide Action Plan items SDAD.ALL.7.1 and
SDAD.ALL.10.1.

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

SDAD.PSA4.12.1

6a01
to
6a11

Quantify habitat losses and gains, and where required, identify and secure
compensatory habitat through the RHCP for intertidal habitat losses within Chesil
Beach and the Fleet SAC. Should further human intervention be required at 6a02,
carry out detailed modelling and investigation at the project level to identify adverse
effects on Chesil Beach and the Fleet SAC.

Defra/
Environment
Agency

Environment
Agency

ongoing

This task should be undertaken in combination with Action
Plan item SDAD.ALL.12.1.

13. Funding

SDAD.PSA4.13.1

6a02,
6a03,
6a09,
6a11,
6a12

Investigate opportunities for co-funding future defence works with other organisations
to provide the maximum possible benefit from such works to the area.

n/a

West Dorset
District Council
/ Environment
Agency

ongoing

This should be considered during the development of the
Strategy Study in Action Plan item SDAD.PSA4.3.1 to ensure
that all possible options are considered.

14. SMP Management
and Monitoring

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

10. Adaptation /
Resilience
11. Early Warning

12. Habitat Creation

NB. Activities from SMP will be carried forward into medium term plans that are set on a three year rolling basis and carried out on a priority basis, subject to funding and approval. n/a = activity is part of authorities general duties, not funded through flood and
erosion risk management routes. ‘-‘ = no action is required in relation to this action type.

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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6.3.5

Policy Scenario Area 5 (PSA5) – Thorncombe Beacon to Beer Head, including Axe Estuary

This scenario area extends from Thorncombe Beacon to Beer Head (policy units 6a01 to 6a13). Much of this
length is comprised of undefended, natural cliffs that experience infrequent but large scale landslide events.
These cliffed areas are interspersed with areas of development such as Seatown, Charmouth, Lyme Regis,
Seaton and Beer. This area also encompasses the Axe Estuary, within which there is potential to implement
Managed Realignment.
There is a range of flood and coastal erosion risk management issues to be addressed within the area in the
immediate term, including:
•

Sustainability of current management practices to reduce erosion risk to Seatown (6a15) and Charmouth
(6a18) given the significant risk for future large landslide events along adjacent undefended cliffs to outflank
these areas;

•

Need to engage and work with communities to develop adaptation plans for adjusting to future coastal
change in areas where the policy is for defence provision to be withdrawn in the medium to long term;

•

Long term requirements for providing defence to Lyme Regis (6a20 to 6a22), Seaton (6a28 to 6a30) and
Beer (6a32) in a sustainable way; and

•

Investigation of Managed Realignment opportunities in the Axe Estuary (6a25 to 6a28).

In areas where the policy is for defence provision is to be withdrawn in the medium to long term then
engagement with communities should begin to develop adaptation plans for when this change occurs, in line
with the relevant SMP wide Action Plan items in Section 6.2.
The issues at Charmouth and Lyme Regis should be considered as part of a single Strategy Study as there is
significant interaction and relationship along this part of the coastline in particular, as well as similar risks posed
to the areas from future landslide events.
Similarly, the issues in the Axe Estuary and along the open coast from Seaton to Beer Head all have significant
interactions in terms of processes and so these issues should also be considered as part of a single Strategy
Study.
Future decisions here will also be need to be based on information from continued coastal monitoring, as set
out in the SMP wide actions in Section 6.2 (items under ‘Action Type – 5. Coastal Monitoring (ongoing)’ in
Table 6.3).

Please note, that whilst the following Table 6.8 sets out specific actions for this
this policy scenario area, this should
also be read in combination with the SMP wide actions set out in Section 6.2 and Table 6.3 to ensure that all
actions relevant to this area are considered.

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of
this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications,
as reported therein.
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Table 6.8
6.8

Actions for the policy scenario area between Thorncombe
Thorncombe Beacon and Beer Head (Policy Units 6a14 to 6a33)
Action
Reference
Reference

Action Type

1. Studies for Policy
Scenario Area

2. Studies for Policy
Units

-

-

SDAD.PSA5.2.1

6a18
and
6a19

SDAD.PSA5.2.2

6a14
to
6a33

Potential source
for funding
funding

Action Description

Policy
Unit

(subject to
approval)
-

SDAD.PSA5.3.1

6a18
to
6a22

-

-

-

Carry out a study to investigate the risks posed by landfill sites in Charmouth and the
refuse tip.

To be determined

West Dorset
District
Council /
Environment
Agency

To be
determined

This could be undertaken in combination with Action Plan
item SDAD.PSA5.3.1.

Carry out a study to investigate the effects of SMP policy on the historic features
present and consider mitigation measures and/or recording as appropriate.

To be determined

English
Heritage

To be
determined

Refer also to Action Plan item SDAD.ALL.10.1.

Defra/
Environment
Agency

West Dorset
District
Council /
Environment
Agency

Include a detailed assessment of coastal defence condition and long term sustainable
defence requirements for Lyme Regis as well as ensuring that coastal process
interactions along this frontage are well understood and accounted for in any future
management decisions. At Charmouth, investigation of Managed Realignment
requirements to reduce tidal flooding in the River Char as sea levels rise is required.

2016

Undertake a Strategy Study for the Axe Estuary, Seaton and Beer to determine the best
approaches for delivering the policies and develop a programme of works.
SDAD.PSA5.3.2

4. Scheme Work

5. Coastal Monitoring
(ongoing)

6. Asset Management

6a24
to
6a33

Relative importance and links
links with other actions

(subject to
funding)

(lead partner)

-

Undertake a Strategy Study for Lyme Regis and Charmouth to determine the best
approaches for delivering the policies and develop a programme of works.
3. Strategy

When by

Responsibility

Include a detailed assessment of coastal defence condition and long term sustainable
defence requirements as well as ensuring that coastal and estuarine process interactions
along this frontage are well understood and accounted for in any future management
decisions. Detailed investigation of Managed Realignment options in the Axe Estuary will
also need to consider ongoing navigation and highway infrastructure (e.g. Axmouth road
bridge) needs and preservation of the Seaton Tramway.

This strategy will be informed by ongoing monitoring. Refer
to SMP wide Action Plan items SDAD.ALL.5.1,
SDAD.ALL.5.2 and SDAD.ALL.5.3.
Consideration could also be given to undertaking this
strategy alongside strategies discussed in Action Plan items
SDAD.PSA5.3.2 and SDAD.PSA6.3.1.

This strategy will be informed by ongoing monitoring. Refer
to SMP wide Action Plan items SDAD.ALL.5.1,
SDAD.ALL.5.2 and SDAD.ALL.5.3.

Defra/
Environment
Agency

Environment
Agency / East
Devon District
Council

2016

Defra/
Environment
Agency

Environment
Agency / West
Dorset District
Council / East
Devon District
Council

To be
determined

The requirements for defence works should be informed by
the outcomes of the strategy studies in Action Plan items
SDAD.PSA5.3.1 and SDAD.PSA5.3.2.

Consideration could also be given to undertaking this
strategy alongside strategies discussed in Action Plan items
SDAD.PSA5.3.1 and SDAD.PSA6.3.1.

SDAD.PSA5.4.1

6a14
to
6a33

To be defined by strategy. Any defence works should avoid obscuring the cliff face and
by sympathetically designed to avoid damage to the geological features of the earth
heritage sites. Schemes should also seek opportunities to both improve the favourable
condition of the designated terrestrial habitats through changes in their grazing/scrub
management in areas of proposed managed realignment and improve the landscape
character in the AONB/Heritage Coast.

SDAD.PSA5.4.2

6a20
and
6a21

Progress Phases 4 and 5 of the Lyme Regis Environmental Improvements Scheme to
construction as soon as possible to reduce the risk of erosion to Lyme Regis.

Defra/
Environment
Agency

West Dorset
District
Council

2012

These schemes should be undertaken in advance of
completion of any strategy identified in Action Plan item
SDAD.PSA5.3.1. Phase 5 should also be undertaken with
consideration of Action Plan item SDAD.PSA5.6.1.

-

-

Coastal monitoring along this section to inform future management decisions as per the
SMP wide actions discussed in Section 6.2.

-

-

-

Refer to SMP wide Action Plan items SDAD.ALL.5.1,
SDAD.ALL.5.2 and SDAD.ALL.5.3.

SDAD.PSA5.5.1

6a21
and
6a22

Continue to monitor the condition of the Cobb at Lyme Regis to inform future
management decisions.

Defra/
Environment
Agency

West Dorset
District
Council

ongoing

Information about the condition of the Cobb will inform
future management decisions and should be utilised in
Action Plan items SDAD.PSA5.3.1 and SDAD.PSA5.6.1.

6a21

Develop a Beach Management Plan for the central part of Lyme Regis to ensure that
there is a robust plan for managing the beach and associated hard defence structures
such that defence provision continues to be provided at the required standard.

Defra/
Environment
Agency

West Dorset
District
Council

2011

This should be undertaken in advance of the Strategy Study
in Action Plan item SDAD.PSA5.3.1 and could be reviewed
further upon completion of the Strategy Study. This should
also be considered in the context of Lyme Regis

SDAD.PSA5.6.1

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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Action
Reference
Reference

Action Type

Potential source
for funding
funding

Action Description

Policy
Unit

When by

Responsibility

(subject to
approval)

Relative importance and links
links with other actions

(subject to
funding)

(lead partner)

Environmental Improvement Scheme Phase 5, with
reference to Action Plan item SDAD.PSA5.4.2.
SDAD.PSA5.6.2

6a15

Review Asset Management Plan for defences at Seatown to ensure that it is robust and
provides adequate protection for the continued maintenance of the defences to prolong
their effective life for as long as possible.

Defra/
Environment
Agency

West Dorset
District
Council

2011

This should be undertaken in advance of the Strategy Study
in Action Plan item SDAD.PSA5.3.1 and could be reviewed
further upon completion of the Strategy Study.

SDAD.PSA5.6.3

6a18

Review Asset Management Plan for defences at Charmouth to ensure that it is robust
and provides adequate protection for the continued maintenance of the defences to
prolong their effective life for as long as possible.

Defra/
Environment
Agency

West Dorset
District
Council

2011

This should be undertaken in advance of the Strategy Study
in Action Plan item SDAD.PSA5.3.1 and could be reviewed
further upon completion of the Strategy Study.

7. Communication

SDAD.PSA5.7.1

6a18
to
6a22
and
6a24
to
6a33

Undertake consultation with key stakeholders and general public during strategy
development to ensure an acceptable approach for the future management of coastal
flood and erosion is developed.

Defra/
Environment
Agency

West Dorset
District
Council / East
Devon District
Council /
Environment
Agency

2016

To be done in combination with Action Plan item
SDAD.PSA5.3.1.

8. Planning

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

9. Contingency
Planning & Emergency
Response

SDAD.PSA5.9.1

6a14
to
6a33

Review emergency response plan to prepare for sudden large landslide events that cause
significant cliff recession that could affect developed areas.

n/a

Local
Authorities

ongoing

This review could be undertaken upon adoption of the
SMP. Refer also to SMP wide Action Plan item
SDAD.ALL.9.1 but should be reviewed further upon
completion of more detailed studies as they occur.
Refer also to Action Plan item SDAD.PSA3.9.1.

SDAD.PSA5.10.1

6a14,
6a15,
6a18,
6a19,
6a23,
6a30,
6a31,
6a32

SDAD.PSA5.10.2

6a18
to
6a22
and
6a24
to
6a33

11. Early Warning

-

12. Habitat Creation

SDAD.PSA5.12.1

10. Adaptation /
Resilience

SDAD.PSA5.12.2

n/a

Environment
Agency / Local
Authorities

ongoing

Refer also to SMP wide Action Plan items SDAD.ALL.7.1
and SDAD.ALL.10.1.

Build in capacity to allow for incremental adaptation to beach and defence management
for Charmouth, Lyme Regis, Seaton and Beer to manage risks from rising sea level in
medium and long term.

Defra/
Environment
Agency

West Dorset
District
Council / East
Devon District
Council /
Environment
Agency

ongoing

This item is to be completed as part of the strategy studies
in Action Plan items SDAD.PSA5.3.1 and SDAD.PSA5.3.2.

-

-

-

-

-

-

6a24
to
6a28

Habitat creation potential within the Axe Estuary should work with the Regional Habitat
Creation Programme to deliver benefits to the wider region.

Defra/
Environment
Agency

Environment
Agency

ongoing

Refer also to SMP wide Action Plan item SDAD.ALL.12.1.

Defra/
Environment
Agency

West Dorset
District
Council / East
Devon District
Council /
Environment

ongoing

This should be considered as part of Action Plan items
SDAD.PSA5.3.1 and SDAD.PSA5.3.2.

6a14
to
6a33

In areas where the policy is for No Active Intervention or Managed Realignment to
occur in the future, engage and work with communities to begin to develop adaptation
plans for adjusting to future coastal change.

Identify areas for the removal of defences within Sidmouth to West Bay SAC to
compensate for loss of cliff exposure in locations where holding the line.

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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Action
Reference
Reference

Action Type

Potential source
for funding
funding

Action Description

Policy
Unit

When by

Responsibility

(subject to
approval)

Relative importance and links
links with other actions

(subject to
funding)

(lead partner)
Agency

13. Funding

SDAD.PSA5.13.1

6a18
to
6a22
and
6a24
to
6a33

14. SMP Management
and Monitoring

-

-

Investigate opportunities for co-funding future defence works with other organisations
to provide the maximum possible benefit from such works to the area. For example,
where defence works could provide enhanced amenity, then co-funding of a scheme
would be more likely to deliver defence and amenity enhancements that a purely flood
and coastal defence budget funded scheme would not.

-

n/a

West Dorset
District
Council / East
Devon District
Council /
Environment
Agency

ongoing

This should be considered during the development of the
strategy studies in Action Plan items SDAD.PSA5.3.1 and
SDAD.PSA5.3.2 to ensure that all possible options are
considered.

-

-

-

-

NB. Activities from SMP will be carried forward into medium term plans that are set on a three year rolling basis and carried out on a priority basis, subject to funding and approval. n/a = activity is part of authorities general duties, not funded through flood and
erosion risk management routes. ‘-‘ = no action is required in relation to this action type.

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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6.3.6

Policy Scenario Area 6 (PSA6) – Beer Head to Otterton Ledge

This scenario area extends from Beer Head to Otterton Ledge (policy units 6a34 to 6a38). Much of this length
is comprised of undefended, naturally eroding cliffs. The town of Sidmouth is located in the middle of this unit
(6a35 and 6a36), and the village of Branscombe is located towards Beer Head (within 6a34).
There is a range of flood and coastal erosion risk management issues to be addressed within the area in the
immediate term, including:
•

The sustainability of defence provision at Sidmouth needs to be investigated, particularly on the eastern
side of the town (6a35) where there is a risk of outflanking due to recent increased recession rates that
have occurred since beach levels at the cliff toe reduced. The plan here is to utilise soft engineering
techniques to restore and maintain a healthy beach level such that erosion of the cliffs occurs at a slower,
more natural rate as occurs in the cliffs to the east where beach levels are naturally healthier. There is
significant uncertainty about how best this could be achieved and hence it requires more detailed study as
part of an overall strategy for Sidmouth.

•

Need to engage and work with communities to develop adaptation plans for adjusting to future coastal
change in areas where the policy is for No Active Intervention or Managed Realignment to occur;

Future decisions here will also be need to be based on information from continued coastal monitoring, as set
out in the SMP wide actions in Section 6.2 (items under ‘Action Type – 5. Coastal Monitoring (ongoing)’ in
Table 6.3).

Please note, that whilst the following Table 6.9 sets out specific actions for this policy scenario area,
area, this should
also be read in combination with the SMP wide actions set out in Section 6.2 and Table 6.3 to ensure that all
actions relevant to this area are considered.

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of
this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications,
as reported therein.
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Table 6.9
6.9

Actions for the policy scenario area between Beer
Beer Head to Otterton Ledge
Ledge (Policy Units 6a34 to 6a38)
Action
Reference
Reference

Action Type

Potential source
for funding
funding

Action Description

Policy
Unit

When by

Responsibility

(subject to
approval)

Relative importance and links with other actions

(subject to
funding)

(lead partner)

1. Studies for Policy
Scenario Area

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

2. Studies for Policy
Units

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

3. Strategy

SDAD.PSA6.3.1

6a34
to
6a38

Undertake a Strategy Study for Sidmouth to determine the best approaches for
delivering the policies and develop a programme of works.
Include a detailed assessment of coastal defence condition and long term sustainable
defence requirements for Sidmouth as well as ensuring that coastal process interactions
along this whole frontage are well understood and accounted for in any future
management decisions.

Defra/
Environment
Agency

East Devon
District
Council /
Environment
Agency

2014

The Strategy Study should be informed by a greater body of
data from the ongoing coastal monitoring programme, but
should be undertaken in the near future to address
concerns about recent increases in the rate of cliff
recession that have occurred since the beach level to the
east of the River Sid lowered.
Consideration could also be given to undertaking this
strategy alongside strategies discussed in Action Plan items
SDAD.PSA5.3.1 and SDAD.PSA5.3.2.
Refer also to SMP wide Action Plan items SDAD.ALL.5.1,
SDAD.ALL.5.2 and SDAD.ALL.5.3.

4. Scheme Work

SDAD.PSA6.4.1

6a35,
6a36

To be defined by strategy. Any defence works should avoid obscuring the cliff face and
by sympathetically designed to avoid damage to the geological features of the earth
heritage sites. Any schemes should also seek opportunities both to improve the
favourable condition of the designated terrestrial habitats through changes in their
grazing/scrub management in areas where holding the line (Sidmouth) or in the River Sid
policy unit, and to improve the landscape character in the AONB/Heritage Coast.

5. Coastal Monitoring
(ongoing)

-

-

Coastal monitoring along this section to inform future management decisions as per the
SMP wide actions discussed in Section 6.2.

-

-

-

Refer to SMP wide Action Plan items SDAD.ALL.5.1,
SDAD.ALL.5.2 and SDAD.ALL.5.3.

SDAD.PSA6.6.1

6a36

Review the Sidmouth Beach Management Plan to ensure that there is a robust plan for
managing the beach and associated hard defence structures such that defence provision
continues to be provided at the required standard. This review should ensure that
sufficient consideration is given to managing the beach to the east of the River Sid in
advance of the Strategy Study as required in Action Plan item SDAD.PSA6.3.1.

Defra/
Environment
Agency

East Devon
District
Council

2011

This should be undertaken in advance of the Strategy Study
in Action Plan item SDAD.PSA6.3.1 and could be reviewed
further upon completion of the Strategy Study.

7. Communication

SDAD.PSA6.7.1

6a34
to
6a38

Undertake consultation with key stakeholders and general public during strategy
development to ensure an acceptable approach for the future management of coastal
flood and erosion is developed.

Defra/
Environment
Agency

East Devon
District
Council /
Environment
Agency

2014

This item is to be undertaken in combination with Action
Plan item SDAD.PSA6.3.1.

8. Planning

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

9. Contingency
Planning & Emergency
Emergency
Response

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

East Devon
District
Council /
Environment
Agency

ongoing

This item is to be undertaken as part of the Strategy Study
in Action Plan item SDAD.PSA6.3.1.

East Devon
District

ongoing

Refer also to SMP wide Action Plan items SDAD.ALL.7.1

6. Asset Management

10. Adaptation /
Resilience

Defra/
Environment
Agency

East Devon
District
Council /
Environment
Agency

To be
determined

The requirements for defence works should be informed by
the outcomes of the strategy stud7 in Action Plan item
SDAD.PSA6.3.1.

SDAD.PSA6.10.1

6a35,
6a36

Build in capacity to allow for incremental adaptation to beach and defence management
for Sidmouth to manage risks from rising sea level in medium and long term.

Defra/
Environment
Agency

SDAD.PSA6.10.2

6a34,
6a37,

In areas where the policy is for No Active Intervention or Managed Realignment to
occur in the future, engage and work with communities to begin to develop adaptation

n/a

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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Action
Reference
Reference

Action Type

11. Early Warning

12. Habitat Creation

Potential source
for funding
funding

Action Description

Policy
Unit

When by

Responsibility

(subject to
approval)

Relative importance and links with other actions

(subject to
funding)

(lead partner)

6a38

plans for adjusting to future coastal change.

Council /
Environment
Agency

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

SDAD.PSA6.12.1

6a34
to
6a38

Identify areas for the removal of defences within Sidmouth to West Bay SAC to
compensate for loss of cliff exposure in locations where holding the line.

Defra/
Environment
Agency

East Devon
District
Council /
Environment
Agency

ongoing

This should be considered as part of Action Plan item
SDAD.PSA6.3.1.

ongoing

This should be considered during the development of the
Strategy Study in Action Plan item SDAD.PSA6.3.1 to
ensure that all possible options are considered.

-

-

13. Funding

SDAD.PSA6.13.1

6a35,
6a36

Investigate opportunities for co-funding future defence works with other organisations
to provide the maximum possible benefit from such works to the area.

n/a

East Devon
District
Council /
Environment
Agency

14. SMP Management
and Monitoring

-

-

-

-

-

and SDAD.ALL.10.1.

NB. Activities from SMP will be carried forward into medium term plans that are set on a three year rolling basis and carried out on a priority basis, subject to funding and approval. n/a = activity is part of authorities general duties, not funded through flood and
erosion risk management routes. ‘-‘ = no action is required in relation to this action type.

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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6.3.7

Policy Scenario Area 7 (PSA7) – Otterton Ledge to Straight Point, including Otter Estuary

This scenario area extends from Otterton Ledge to Straight Point (policy units 6a39 to 6a42) and encompasses
both the Otter Estuary, within which there is potential for Managed Realignment, and the town of Budleigh
Salterton.
The main issue to be addressed here in the immediate term from a flood and coastal risk management point of
view is the need to investigate Managed Realignment opportunities within the Otter Estuary (6a39). A study is
therefore required to both investigate the potential for Managed Realignment as well as linkages with the open
coast along the Budleigh Salterton frontage.
Future decisions here will also be need to be based on information from continued coastal monitoring, as set
out in the SMP wide actions in Section 6.2 (items under ‘Action Type – 5. Coastal Monitoring (ongoing)’ in
Table 6.3).

Please note, that whilst the following Table 6.10 sets out specific actions for this policy scenario area, this
should also be read in combination with the SMP wide actions set out in Section 6.2 and Table 6.3 to ensure
that all actions relevant to this area are considered.

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of
this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications,
as reported therein.
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Table 6.10
6.10

Actions for the policy scenario area between Otterton Ledge and Straight Point (Policy Units 6a39 to 6a42)
Action
Reference
Reference

Action Type

1. Studies for Policy
Scenario Area

SDAD.PSA7.1.1

Policy
Unit

6a39
to
6a42

Potential source
for funding
funding
(subject to
approval)

Action Description

Undertake a study to investigate Managed Realignment opportunities within the Otter
Estuary, ensuring that full consideration given to understanding of coastal and estuarine
process interactions within this whole area. This study would also provide information to
inform future management decisions along the Budleigh Salterton frontage. This study
could also investigate the risks posed by the disused landfill site in this area.

Defra/
Environment
Agency

When by
(subject to
funding)

Responsibility
(lead partner)

Environment
Agency

2020

Relative importance and links with other actions

Giving consideration to the timings of other studies in the
adjacent areas, this study is not as urgently required to
inform future management decisions along the Budleigh
Salterton frontage. This study should, however, be
undertaken in advance of the next SMP review to inform
future management decisions.
Such a study will be well informed by continued coastal
monitoring. Refer to SMP wide Action Plan items
SDAD.ALL.5.1, SDAD.ALL.5.2 and SDAD.ALL.5.3.

SDAD.PSA7.1.2

6a39
to
6a42

Carry out a study to investigate the effects of SMP policy on the listed buildings at risk
and consider mitigation measures and/or recording as appropriate.

To be determined

English
Heritage

To be
determined

Refer also to Action Plan item SDAD.ALL.10.1.

2. Studies for Policy
Policy
Units

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

3. Strategy

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

4. Scheme Work

SDAD.PSA7.4.1

6a39
to
6a42

Should any defence works be required, any defence works should avoid obscuring the
cliff face and by sympathetically designed to avoid damage to the geological features of the
earth heritage sites. Any schemes should also seek opportunities to improve landscape
character in the AONB/Heritage Coast.

Defra/
Environment
Agency

Environment
Agency / East
Devon District
Council

To be
determined

The need for any defence works will be guided by Action
Plan item SDAD.PSA7.1.1.

5. Coastal Monitoring
(ongoing)

-

-

Coastal monitoring along this section to inform future management decisions as per the
SMP wide actions discussed in Section 6.2.

-

-

-

Refer to SMP wide Action Plan items SDAD.ALL.5.1,
SDAD.ALL.5.2 and SDAD.ALL.5.3.

6. Asset Management

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

7. Communication

SDAD.PSA7.7.1

6a39
to
6a42

Undertake consultation with key stakeholders and general public during study
development to ensure an acceptable approach for the future management of coastal
flood and erosion risk is developed.

Defra/
Environment
Agency

Environment
Agency / East
Devon District
Council

2020

This item is to be undertaken in combination with Action
Plan item SDAD.PSA7.1.1.

8. Planning

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

9. Contingency
Planning & Emergency
Response

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

10. Adaptation /
Resilience

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

11. Early Warning

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Defra/
Environment
Agency

Environment
Agency

2020

Refer also to SMP wide Action Plan item SDAD.ALL.12.1.

Habitat creation potential within the Otter Estuary should work with the Regional
Habitat Creation Programme to deliver benefits to the wider region. This should include
quantifying habitat losses and gains and, where required, identify sites for replacement
intertidal habitat.

12. Habitat Creation

SDAD.PSA7.12.1

6a39
to
6a42

13. Funding

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

14. SMP Management

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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Action Type

Action
Reference
Reference

Policy
Unit

Action Description

Potential source
for funding
funding
(subject to
approval)

Responsibility
(lead partner)

When by
(subject to
funding)

Relative importance and links with other actions

and Monitoring
NB. Activities from SMP will be carried forward into medium term plans that are set on a three year rolling basis and carried out on a priority basis, subject to funding and approval. n/a = activity is part of authorities general duties, not funded through flood and
erosion risk management routes. ‘-‘ = no action is required in relation to this action type.

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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6.3.8

Policy Scenario Area 8 (PSA8) – Straight Point to Holcombe, including Exe Estuary

This scenario area extends from Straight Point to Holcombe and encompasses the Exe Estuary (policy units
6a43 to 6b24). In this area there are several large (and numerous smaller) settlements including Exeter,
Exmouth and Dawlish. The Exe Estuary itself is extensively designated for its environmental features. The banks
of the estuary and the coast towards Holcombe, to the south of Dawlish Warren, are also lined by railway
infrastructure, including the mainline railway that connects the wider South-West to the rest of the UK.
A significant issue in this area is how best to manage the spit of Dawlish Warren (6b19 to 6b22) in a sustainable
way in the long term, such that its function as a flood defence for the wider inner estuary is maintained whilst
environmental concerns are addressed. There are also areas where Managed Realignment could potentially be
undertaken to create new habitat within the Exe Estuary to provide compensation for loss of habitat as a result
of coastal squeeze in other parts of the estuary where the policy is to retain defences. The long term
sustainable defence of the open coast frontages of Exmouth and Dawlish also needs to be investigated in detail.
The majority of these issues are to be addressed in the first instance by the Exe Estuary Strategy Study that has
recently been commissioned by the Environment Agency (January 2010). The continued defence along the open
coast of Dawlish from Langstone Rock to Holcombe (6b23 and 6b24) will be provided through continued
defence of the mainline railway and will be considered separate from the Strategy Study.
Future decisions here will also be need to be based on information from continued coastal monitoring, as set
out in the SMP wide actions in Section 6.2 (items under ‘Action Type – 5. Coastal Monitoring (ongoing)’ in
Table 6.3).

Please note, that whilst the following Table 6.11 sets out specific actions for this policy scenario area, this
should also be read in combination
combination with the SMP wide actions set out in Section 6.2 and Table 6.3 to ensure
that all actions relevant to this area are considered.

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of
this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications,
as reported therein.
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Table 6.11
6.11

Actions for the policy scenario area between Straight Point and Holcombe (Policy Units 6a43 to 6b24)
Action
Reference
Reference

Action Type

1. Studies for Policy
Scenario
Scenario Area

2. Studies for Policy
Units

3. Strategy

Potential source
for funding
funding

Action Description

Policy
Unit

When by

Responsibility

(subject to
approval)

(lead partner)

(subject to
funding)

Relative importance and links with other actions

SDAD.PSA8.1.1

6a43
to
6b24

Carry out a study to investigate the effects of SMP policy on the heritage features at risk
and consider mitigation measures and/or recording as appropriate.

To be determined

English Heritage

To be
determined

Refer also to Action Plan item SDAD.ALL.10.1.

SDAD.PSA8.2.1

6a44
to
6a46
and
6b20
to
6b23

Undertake a study to investigate beach recharge works required to maintain Dawlish
Warren and Exmouth Beach for at least the first epoch.

Defra/
Environment
Agency

Teignbridge
District Council

2012

This is likely to lead to subsequent schemes in order to
achieve the short term policy identified in the SMP.

Defra/
Environment
Agency

Environment
Agency

2011

The Strategy Study has already been commissioned.

To be
determined

Schemes will be identified following more detailed
studies, including the Strategy in Action Plan item
SDAD.PSA8.3.1.

SDAD.PSA8.3.1

6a43
to
6b22

Undertake a Strategy Study for Exe Estuary, including the coastal area from Straight Point
to Langstone Rock, to determine the best approaches for delivering the policies and
develop a programme of works.
Include a detailed assessment of coastal defence condition and long term sustainable
defence requirements for Exe Estuary as well as investigating Managed Realignment
opportunities, ensuring that coastal process interactions along this whole frontage are well
understood and accounted for in any future management decisions. This study is also to
determine the most appropriate long term management options for Dawlish Warren.

4. Scheme Work

SDAD.PSA8.4.1

6a43
to
6b24

To be identified by Strategy. Any schemes should seek opportunities to improve landscape
character in the AONB/Heritage Coast.

Defra/
Environment
Agency

East Devon
District Council
/ Teignbridge
District Council
/ Environment
Agency

5. Coastal Monitoring
(ongoing)

-

-

Coastal monitoring along this section to inform future management decisions as per the
SMP wide actions discussed in Section 6.2.

-

-

-

Refer to SMP wide Action Plan items SDAD.ALL.5.1,
SDAD.ALL.5.2 and SDAD.ALL.5.3.

6. Asset Management

SDAD.PSA8.6.1

6b23,
6b24

Continue ongoing maintenance and repair practices whilst keeping under review the need
for any more substantive works to maintain adequate defence of the mainline railway.

Network Rail

Network Rail

ongoing

Ensure information on defences is included in future
updates of the NFCDD. Refer to SMP wide Action Plan
item SDAD.ALL.6.1.

2011

This item is to be undertaken in combination with Action
Plan item SDAD.PSA8.3.1.

SDAD.PSA8.7.1

6a43
to
6b22

Undertake consultation with key stakeholders and general public during strategy
development to ensure an acceptable approach for the future management of flood and
erosion risk is developed.

Defra/
Environment
Agency

East Devon
District Council
/ Teignbridge
District Council
/ Environment
Agency

SDAD.PSA8.7.2

6b23,
6b24

Undertake consultation with key stakeholders and general public during scheme
development to ensure an acceptable approach is developed.

Network Rail

Network Rail

ongoing

This item is to be undertaken in combination with Action
Plan item SDAD.PSA8.4.1.

8. Planning

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

9. Contingency
Planning & Emergency
Response

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

10. Adaptation /
Resilience

SDAD.PSA8.10.1

6a43
to
6b24

Build in capacity to allow for incremental adaptation to beach and defence management for
this whole area to manage risks from rising sea level in the medium and long term.

n/a

Environment
Agency /
Network Rail /

ongoing

This item is to be undertaken in combination with Action
Plan items SDAD.PSA8.3.1 and SDAD.PSA8.4.1.

7. Communication

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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Action
Reference
Reference

Action Type

Potential source
for funding
funding

Action Description

Policy
Unit

When by

Responsibility

(subject to
approval)

Relative importance and links with other actions

(subject to
funding)

(lead partner)
Local Authorities

11. Early Warning

12. Habitat Creation

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

SDAD.PSA8.12.1

6a43
to
6b22

Habitat creation potential within the Exe Estuary should work with the Regional Habitat
Creation Programme to deliver benefits to the wider region. This should include
quantifying habitat losses and gains, and identify and secure compensatory habitat for losses
of dune habitat within Dawlish Warren SAC (short-term) and intertidal habitat losses
within the Exe Estuary SPA and Ramsar site.

Defra/
Environment
Agency

Environment
Agency

2011

This item is also to be considered as part of Action Plan
items SDAD.PSA8.3.1.

n/a

Environment
Agency

ongoing

This should be considered during the development of the
Strategy Study in Action Plan item SDAD.PSA8.3.1 to
ensure that all possible options are considered.

SDADCAG

Teignbridge
District Council

2012

This will occur following completion of the Exe Estuary
Strategy (refer to Action Plan item SDAD.PSA8.3.1).

13. Funding

SDAD.PSA8.13.1

All

As part of strategy, investigate opportunities for co-funding future defence works with
other organisations to provide the maximum possible benefit from such works to the area.
For example, where defence works could provide enhanced amenity, then co-funding of a
scheme would be more likely to deliver defence and amenity enhancements that a purely
flood and coastal defence budget funded scheme would not.

14. SMP Management
and Monitoring

SDAD.PSA8.14.1

All

SDADCAG to consider implications of Exe Estuary Strategy outcomes in relation to SMP
policies and action plan.

Refer also to SMP wide Action Plan item SDAD.ALL.12.1.

NB. Activities from SMP will be carried forward into medium term plans that are set on a three year rolling basis and carried out on a priority basis, subject to funding and approval. n/a = activity is part of authorities general duties, not funded through flood and
erosion risk management routes. ‘-‘ = no action is required in relation to this action type.

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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6.3.9

Policy Scenario Area 9 (PSA9) – Holcombe to Hope’s Nose, including Teign Estuary

This scenario area extends from Holcombe to Hope’s Nose and encompasses the Teign Estuary (policy units
6b25 to 6b44).
The frontage from Holcombe to Teignmouth and the north bank of the Teign Estuary to the developed area of
Newton Abbot (6b25 to 6b33) is defended, largely through the protection of the mainline railway. The south
bank of the Teign Estuary to Hope’s Nose (6b34 to 6b44) is largely comprised of undefended coast with
localised defences at Maidencombe (6b37), Watcombe (6b39) and Anstey’s Cove (6b43) that are primarily for
the purposes of providing access to the shoreline but that also reduce the risk of cliff recession, particularly at
Oddicombe Beach (6b41). More substantial flood defences are located at Shaldon (6b35).
There is a range of flood and coastal erosion risk management issues to be addressed within the area in the
immediate term, including:
•

Improving the defences that protect the mainline railway to ensure that adequate levels of protection are
provided in the long term;

•

Investigating the long term sustainable management of flood risk to Teignmouth and within the Teign
Estuary, including Managed Realignment opportunities within parts of the estuary; and

•

Need to engage and work with communities to develop adaptation plans for adjusting to future coastal
change in areas where the policy is for No Active Intervention or Managed Realignment to occur.

Future decisions here will also be need to be based on information from continued coastal monitoring, as set
out in the SMP wide actions in Section 6.2 (items under ‘Action Type – 5. Coastal Monitoring (ongoing)’ in
Table 6.3).

forr this policy scenario area, this
Please note, that whilst the following Table 6.12 sets out specific actions fo
should also be read in combination with the SMP wide actions set out in Section 6.2 and Table 6.3 to ensure
that all actions relevant to this area are considered.

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of
this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications,
as reported therein.
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Table 6.12
6.12

Actions for the policy scenario area between Holcombe and Hope’s Nose (Policy Units 6b24 to 6b44)
Action
Reference
Reference

Action Type

1. Studies for Policy
Scenario Area

2. Studies for Policy
Units

SDAD.PSA9.1.1

SDAD.PSA9.2.1

6b24
to
6b44

6b25
to
6b35

Potential source
for funding
funding

Action Description

Policy
Unit

Carry out a study to investigate the effects of SMP policy on the heritage features at risk
and consider mitigation measures and/or recording as appropriate.
Continue the development of a coastal management study to investigate the options for
long term sustainable management of flood risk to Teignmouth and other settlements and
infrastructure in the Teign Estuary is required. This should consider Managed Realignment
opportunities within the estuary, in particular locations around Newton Abbot, and ensure
that future decisions are based upon a thorough understanding of the interactions of
estuary and coastal processes.

When by

Responsibility

(subject to
approval)

(lead partner)

(subject to
funding)

To be determined

English Heritage

To be
determined

Defra/
Environment
Agency

Teignbridge
District Council
/ Environment
Agency

2012

The outcomes of this study should include a programme of works or further studies.

3. Strategy

4. Scheme Work

5. Coastal Monitoring
(ongoing)

Relative importance and links with other actions

Refer also to Action Plan item SDAD.ALL.10.1.

The Teign Estuary Coastal Management Study is in the
process of being developed by Teignbridge District
Council and the Environment Agency.
This should include consideration of works to upgrade
the protection for the mainline railway along the open
coast. Refer to Action Plan item SDAD.PSA9.4.1.

Defra/
Environment
Agency

Torbay Council

2020

This study is not urgently required as the defences here
are not expected to fail in the immediate term,
particularly with ongoing maintenance that is to be guided
by the outcome of Action Plan item SDAD.PSA9.6.1.

SDAD.PSA9.2.2

6a41

Undertake a study to investigate the future long term management needs for Oddicombe
Beach, including detailed assessment of erosion risk to cliff top assets if these defences are
not maintained.

SDAD.PSA9.2.3

6b37

Carry out a study to investigate the risks posed by the Sladnor Park landfill site at
Maidencombe.

To be determined

Torbay Council

To be
determined

Refer also to Action Plan item SDAD.ALL.10.1.

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

ongoing

Works are to be undertaken by Network Rail on a
rolling basis over the period before the next SMP review,
and should be guided by their studies and assessment of
defence needs.

SDAD.PSA9.4.1

6b25

Works to upgrade the defences for the mainline railway to ensure adequate protection is
provided in the future.

Network Rail

Network Rail

Ensure information on defences is included in future
updates of the NFCDD. Refer to SMP wide Action Plan
item SDAD.ALL.6.1.
This work is already ongoing and the Shaldon defences
are in the process of being constructed whilst the
Teignmouth scheme is in the design phase.

SDAD.PSA9.4.2

6b30
and
6b35

Continue with ongoing works to upgrade the defences that protect Shaldon and
Teignmouth.

Defra/
Environment
Agency

Environment
Agency

2013

SDAD.PSA9.4.3

6b24
to
6b44

Any defence works should avoid obscuring the cliff face and by sympathetically designed to
avoid damage to the geological features of the earth heritage sites. Any schemes should
also seek opportunities to improve landscape character in the AONB/Heritage Coast.

Defra/
Environment
Agency

Environment
Agency /
Teignmouth
District Council
/ Torbay Council

To be
determined

This is to be considered as part of any scheme design in
this area.

-

-

Coastal monitoring along this section to inform future management decisions as per the
SMP wide actions discussed in Section 6.2.

-

-

-

Refer to SMP wide Action Plan items SDAD.ALL.5.1,
SDAD.ALL.5.2 and SDAD.ALL.5.3.

Defra/
Environment
Agency

Torbay Council

2011

This should be developed in the immediate future to
ensure defences are adequately maintained in advance of
the study in Action Plan item SDAD.PSA9.2.2 that will
determine longer term defence requirements.

Defra/
Environment

Teignbridge
District Council

ongoing

This item is to be undertaken in combination with the
studies in Action Plan items SDAD.PSA9.2.1 and

6. Asset Management

SDAD.PSA9.6.1

6a41

Develop an Asset Management Plan to guide maintenance of defences at Oddicombe
Beach to ensure that they continue to provide defence of the cliff toe.

7. Communication

SDAD.PSA9.7.1

6b25
to

Undertake consultation with key stakeholders and general public during study
development and whenever appropriate to ensure an acceptable approach is developed.

Ensure information on defences is included in future
updates of the NFCDD. Refer to SMP wide Action Plan
item SDAD.ALL.6.1.

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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Action
Reference
Reference

Action Type

Potential source
for funding
funding

Action Description

Policy
Unit

(subject to
approval)

6b35.
6b41

When by

Responsibility

Agency

/ Torbay Council

Relative importance and links with other actions

(subject to
funding)

(lead partner)

SDAD.PSA9.2.2.

8. Planning

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

9. Contingency
Planning & Emergency
Emergency
Response

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

SDAD.PSA9.10.1

6b25
to
6b35

Build in capacity to allow for incremental adaptation to beach and defence management for
Teignmouth and other settlements within the Teign Estuary to manage risks from rising
sea level in medium and long term.

n/a

Environment
Agency /
Network Rail /
Local Authorities

ongoing

This item is to be undertaken in combination with Action
Plan items SDAD.PSA9.2.1 and SDAD.PSA9.4.1.

SDAD.PSA9.10.2

6b37,
6b39,
6b43

In areas where the policy is for No Active Intervention or Managed Realignment to occur
in the future, engage and work with communities to begin to develop adaptation plans for
adjusting to future coastal change.

n/a

Teignbridge
District Council
/ Torbay Council
/ Environment
Agency

ongoing

Refer also to SMP wide Action Plan items SDAD.ALL.7.1
and SDAD.ALL.10.1.

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

12. Habitat Creation

SDAD.PSA9.12.1

6b25
to
6b35

Habitat creation potential within the Teign Estuary should work with the Regional Habitat
Creation Programme to deliver benefits to the wider region. This should include
quantifying habitat losses and gains, and identify and secure sites for replacement
terrestrial/freshwater habitat.

Defra/
Environment
Agency

Environment
Agency

2012

Refer also to SMP wide Action Plan item SDAD.ALL.12.1.

13. Funding

SDAD.PSA9.13.1

6b25
to
6b35

As part of studies, investigate opportunities for co-funding future defence works with
other organisations to provide the maximum possible benefit from such works to the area.

n/a

Environment
Agency

ongoing

This should be considered during the development of the
Strategy Study in Action Plan item SDAD.PSA9.2.1 to
ensure that all possible options are considered.

14. SMP Management
and Monitoring

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

10. Adaptation /
Resilience

11. Early Warning

NB. Activities from SMP will be carried forward into medium term plans that are set on a three year rolling basis and carried out on a priority basis, subject to funding and approval. n/a = activity is part of authorities general duties, not funded through flood and
erosion risk management routes. ‘-‘ = no action is required in relation to this action type.

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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6.3.10 Policy Scenario Area 10 (PSA10) – Hope’s Nose to Berry Head (Tor Bay)
This scenario area extends from Hope’s Nose to Berry Head, encompassing the extensively developed area of
Tor Bay (policy units 6b45 to 6b61).
There is a range of flood and coastal erosion risk management issues to be addressed within the area in the
immediate term, including:
•

Developing Asset Management Plans to guide the ongoing maintenance of defences to ensure that they are
able to provide adequate protection in the immediate term;

•

Investigating the long term sustainable management of flood and erosion risk to the developed areas of
Torquay, Paignton and Brixham; and

•

Investigating opportunities for Managed Realignment in the south of Tor Bay at Goodrington Sands and
Broadsands.

These latter two points are to be addressed through development of a Strategy Study before the next review
of the SMP.
Future decisions here will also be need to be based on information from continued coastal monitoring, as set
out in the SMP wide actions in Section 6.2 (items under ‘Action Type – 5. Coastal Monitoring (ongoing)’ in
Table 6.3).

pecific actions for this policy scenario area, this
Please note, that whilst the following Table 6.13 sets out sspecific
should also be read in combination with the SMP wide actions set out in Section 6.2 and Table 6.3 to ensure
that all actions relevant to this area are considered.

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of
this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications,
as reported therein.
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Table 6.13
6.13

Actions for the policy scenario area between Hope’s Nose and Berry Head (Policy Units 6b45 to 6b61)
Potential source
for funding
funding

Action Description

When by

Responsibility

Action Reference
Reference

Policy
Unit

1. Studies for Policy
Scenario Area

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

2. Studies for Policy
Units

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Action Type

(subject to
approval)

Relative importance and links with other actions

(subject to
funding)

(lead partner)

Undertake a Strategy Study for Tor Bay to determine the best approaches for delivering
the policies and develop a programme of works.
3. Strategy

4. Scheme Work

SDAD.PSA10.3.1

SDAD.PSA10.4.1

6b45
to
6b61

6b45
to
6b61

Include a detailed assessment of coastal defence condition and long term sustainable
defence requirements for Tor Bay as well as ensuring that coastal process interactions
along this whole frontage are well understood and accounted for in any future
management decisions. This should also include detailed investigation of Managed
Realignment opportunities at Goodrington Sands and Broadsands, and investigation of the
risks posed by coastal change to disused landfill sites in this area.
To be defined by Strategy. Any defence works should avoid obscuring the cliff face and by
sympathetically designed to avoid damage to the geological features of the earth heritage
sites.
This is to include ensuring that any new defences in units 6b55, 6b58 and 6b60 are not
extended to the seacaves located in parts of these units. Any schemes should also seek
opportunities to improve landscape character in the AONB/Heritage Coast.

The Strategy Study should be informed by a greater body
of data from the ongoing coastal monitoring programme.

Defra/
Environment
Agency

Torbay Council

2020

Defra/
Environment
Agency

Torbay Council

To be
determined

The need for defence works are to be guided by the
strategy study in Action Plan item SDAD.PSA10.3.1.

-

-

Refer to SMP wide Action Plan items SDAD.ALL.5.1,
SDAD.ALL.5.2 and SDAD.ALL.5.3.

Refer also to SMP wide Action Plan items SDAD.ALL.5.1,
SDAD.ALL.5.2 and SDAD.ALL.5.3.

-

-

Coastal monitoring along this section to inform future management decisions as per the
SMP wide actions discussed in Section 6.2.

-

6. Asset Management

SDAD.PSA10.6.1

6b45
to
6b61

Develop and Asset Management Plan to guide maintenance of defences and beaches along
the Tor Bay frontage to ensure that they continue to provide adequate defence.

Defra/
Environment
Agency

Torbay Council

2011

This should be developed in the immediate future to
ensure defences are adequately maintained in advance of
the study in Action Plan item SDAD.PSA10.3.2 that will
determine longer term defence requirements.

7. Communication

SDAD.PSA10.7.1

6b45
to
6b61

Undertake consultation with key stakeholders and general public during strategy
development and whenever appropriate to ensure an acceptable approach is developed.

Defra/
Environment
Agency

Torbay Council

ongoing

This item is to be undertaken in combination with the
strategy in Action Plan item SDAD.PSA10.3.1.

8. Planning

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

9. Contingency
Planning & Emergency
Response

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

10. Adaptation /
Resilience

SDAD.PSA10.10.1

6b45
to
6b61

Build in capacity to allow for incremental adaptation to beach and defence management
for settlements around Tor Bay to manage risks from rising sea level in medium and long
term.

n/a

Torbay Council

ongoing

This item is to be undertaken in combination with Action
Plan item SDAD.PSA10.3.1.

11. Early Warning

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

12. Habitat Creation

SDAD.PSA10.12.1

6b56,
6b58

Habitat creation potential within the Goodrington Sands and Broadsands units should
work with the Regional Habitat Creation Programme to deliver benefits to the wider
region. This should include quantifying habitat losses and gains, and identify and secure
sites for replacement intertidal habitat.

Defra/
Environment
Agency

Environment
Agency

2020

Refer also to SMP wide Action Plan item
SDAD.ALL.12.1.

13. Funding

SDAD.PSA10.13.1

6b45
to
6b61

As part of studies, investigate opportunities for co-funding future defence works with
other organisations to provide the maximum possible benefit from such works to the
area.

n/a

Torbay Council

ongoing

This should be considered during the development of the
Strategy Study in Action Plan item SDAD.PSA10.2.1 to
ensure that all possible options are considered.

5. Coastal Monitoring
(ongoing)

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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Action Type

14. SMP Management
and Monitoring

Action Reference
Reference

Policy
Unit

-

-

Potential source
for funding
funding

Action Description

(subject to
approval)
-

-

When by

Responsibility

-

Relative importance and links with other actions

(subject to
funding)

(lead partner)

-

-

NB. Activities from SMP will be carried forward into medium term plans that are set on a three year rolling basis and carried out on a priority basis, subject to funding and approval. n/a = activity is part of authorities general duties, not funded through flood and
erosion risk management routes. ‘-‘ = no action is required in relation to this action type.

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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6.3.11 Policy Scenario Area 11 (PSA11) – Berry Head to Blackstone Point, including Dart Estuary
This scenario area extends from Berry Head to Blackstone Point (policy units 6b62 to 6b70). The open coast
part of this section (6b62 and 6b63) is comprised of undefended, naturally functioning cliffs for which the policy
is No Active Intervention over the next 100 years. The rest of this frontage (6b64 to 6b70) encompasses the
Dart Estuary. The policy for the estuary is to allow continued defence along currently defended areas to
reduce the risk of flooding, but for the majority of the currently undefended, natural estuary to function under
a policy of No Active Intervention.
The main flood and erosion risk management issues for this section therefore relate to engaging and working
with local communities along the open coast, particularly from Berry Head to Sharkham Point (6b62) to begin
to plan adaptation measures to adjust to future coastal change.
Within the Dart Estuary a detailed Asset Management Plan should be developed to identify all defences within
the estuary, who owns them, what the condition of the defences is and what standard of protection they offer.
This should result in a programme of monitoring and works for the defences to ensure adequate levels of
protection against flood risk are provided in the long term.

Please note, that whilst the following Table
Table 6.14 sets out specific actions for this policy scenario area, this
should also be read in combination with the SMP wide actions set out in Section 6.2 and Table 6.3 to ensure
that all actions relevant to this area are considered.

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of
this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications,
as reported therein.
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Table 6.14
6.14

Actions
Actions for the policy scenario area between Berry Head and Blackstone Point (Policy Units 6b62 to 6b70)
Potential source
for funding
funding

Action Description

When by

Responsibility

Action Reference
Reference

Policy
Unit

1. Studies for Policy
Scenario Area

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

2. Studies for Policy
Units

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

3. Strategy

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

4. Scheme Work

SDAD.PSA11.4.1

6b62
to
6b70

To be defined by Asset Management Plan. Any schemes should seek opportunities to
improve landscape character in the AONB/Heritage Coast.

To be determined

Environment
Agency / South
Hams District
Council

To be
determined

The need for defence works will be guided by the
outcomes of Action Plan item SDAD.PSA11.6.1.

5. Coastal Monitoring
(ongoing)

-

-

Coastal monitoring along this section to inform future management decisions as per the
SMP wide actions discussed in Section 6.2.

-

-

-

Refer to SMP wide Action Plan items SDAD.ALL.5.1,
SDAD.ALL.5.2 and SDAD.ALL.5.3.

Action Type

6. Asset Management

SDAD.PSA11.6.1

(subject to
approval)

Relative importance and links with other actions

(subject to
funding)

(lead partner)

This should be developed in the near future as there is a
known issue already at Kingswear and so the Asset
Management Plan would be required to guide future
works in the Dart Estuary.

6b64
to
6b70

Develop Asset Management Plan to guide maintenance of defences and develop a
programme of works in the Dart Estuary to ensure that they continue to provide
adequate defence against the risk of flooding. This should include investigation of the risks
posed by flooding to the Waterhead Creek disused landfill site and future management
requirements to manage this risk.

Defra/
Environment
Agency

Environment
Agency / South
Hams District
Council

2013

Undertake consultation with key stakeholders and general public during Asset
Management Plan development and whenever appropriate to ensure an acceptable
approach is developed.

Defra/
Environment
Agency

Environment
Agency / South
Hams District
Council

ongoing

This item is to be undertaken in combination with Action
Plan item SDAD.PSA11.6.1.

Ensure information on defences is included in future
updates of the NFCDD. Refer to SMP wide Action Plan
item SDAD.ALL.6.1.

7. Communication

SDAD.PSA11.7.1

6b64
to
6b70

8. Planning

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

9. Contingency
Planning & Emergency
Response

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

10. Adaptation /
Resilience

SDAD.PSA11.10.1

6b62,
6b63

Engage with other organisations and general public to inform them of the potential future
risks of flood and coastal erosion as a result of SMP policies and work with these to
develop plans for adapting to the changing risk.

n/a

Environment
Agency / South
Hams District
Council

ongoing

Refer also to SMP wide Action Plan items SDAD.ALL.7.1
and SDAD.ALL.10.1.

11. Early Warning

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

SDAD.PSA11.12.1

6b64
to
6b70

Quantify habitat losses and gains, and identify and secure sites for replacement habitat.

Defra/
Environment
Agency

Environment
Agency / South
Hams District
Council

ongoing

Refer also to Action Plan item SDAD.ALL.12.1.

13. Funding

SDAD.PSA11.13.1

6b64
to
6b70

As part of Asset Management Plan, investigate opportunities for co-funding future defence
works with other organisations/private defence owners to provide the maximum possible
benefit from such works to the area.

n/a

Environment
Agency / South
Hams District
Council

ongoing

This should be considered during the development of the
Asset Management Plan in Action Plan item
SDAD.PSA11.6.1 to ensure that all possible options are
considered.

14. SMP Management
and Monitoring

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

12. Habitat Creation

NB. Activities from SMP will be carried forward into medium term plans that are set on a three year rolling basis and carried out on a priority basis, subject to funding and approval. n/a = activity is part of authorities general duties, not funded through flood and

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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Action Type

Action Reference
Reference

Policy
Unit

Action Description

Potential source
for funding
funding
(subject to
approval)

Responsibility
(lead partner)

When by
(subject to
funding)

Relative importance and links with other actions

erosion risk management routes. ‘-‘ = no action is required in relation to this action type.

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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6.3.12 Policy Scenario Area 12 (PSA12) – Blackstone Point to Start Point
This scenario area extends from Blackstone Point to Start Point (policy units 6b71 to 6b79). This frontage is
comprised of a number of beaches that lie between lengths of rocky cliffed coast.
The main flood and erosion risks to this frontage in the immediate term are along Slapton Sands and Beesands.
The issues along Slapton Sands have already been investigated in the recent past and adaptation planning is well
advanced in this area. Therefore the immediate term actions in advance of the next SMP review will be to
continue this work.
At Beesands, recent defences have addressed the immediate risk of flooding and so long as these are
adequately maintained then there is no immediate risk to be addressed in terms of specific actions in the
immediate term.
Along the rest of this frontage there is unlikely to be significant risk that requires action in advance of the next
review of the SMP, other than to continue to monitor the coastal processes and defences to ensure that they
are adequately maintained. In areas where there are private defences, such as at Blackpool Sands (6b73) and
Hallsands (within 6b79), then it will be up to private landowners to determine defence needs.
Engagement with local communities, such as already occurs through the Slaptonline Partnership, could also
usefully be undertaken to inform of the risks of future coastal change along other parts of this frontage.

Please note, that whilst the following Table 6.15 sets out specific actions for this policy scenario area, this
6.33 to ensure
should also be read in combination with the SMP wide actions set out in Section 6.2 and Table 6.
that all actions relevant to this area are considered.

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of
this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications,
as reported therein.
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Table 6.15
6.15

Actions for the policy scenario area between Blackstone Point and Start Point (Policy Units 6b71 to 6b79)
Action Description
Description

Potential source
for funding
funding
(subject to
approval)

Responsibility
(lead partner)

When by
(subject to
funding)

Action Reference
Reference

Policy
Unit

1. Studies for Policy
Scenario Area

SDAD.PSA12.1.1

6b71
to
6b79

Carry out a study to investigate the effects of SMP policy on the heritage features at risk
and consider mitigation measures and/or recording as appropriate.

To be determined

English Heritage

To be
determined

Refer also to Action Plan item SDAD.ALL.10.1.

2. Studies for Policy
Units

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

4. Scheme Work

SDAD.PSA12.4.1

6b76,
6b78

Any defence works identified in Action Plan item SDAD.PSA12.6.1 should avoid obscuring
the cliff face and by sympathetically designed to avoid damage to the geological features of
the earth heritage sites. Any schemes should also seek opportunities to improve landscape
character in the AONB/Heritage Coast.

Defra/
Environment
Agency

Environment
Agency

To be
determined

The need for defence works are to be guided by Action
Plan item SDAD.PSA12.6.1

5. Coastal Monitoring
(ongoing)

-

-

Coastal monitoring along this section to inform future management decisions as per the
SMP wide actions discussed in Section 6.2.

-

-

-

Refer to SMP wide Action Plan items SDAD.ALL.5.1,
SDAD.ALL.5.2 and SDAD.ALL.5.3.

Defra/
Environment
Agency

Environment
Agency

2011

Ensure information on defences is included in future
updates of the NFCDD. Refer to SMP wide Action Plan
item SDAD.ALL.6.1.

Action Type

Relative importance and links with other actions

This should be developed in the immediate future to
ensure defences are adequately maintained.

6. Asset
Asset Management

SDAD.PSA12.6.1

6b76,
6b78

Review/develop asset and Beach Management Plans for Torcross and Beesands to guide
maintenance of defences and beaches along these frontages to ensure that they continue
to provide adequate defence.

7. Communication

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

8. Planning

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

9. Contingency
Planning & Emergency
Response

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

10. Adaptation /
Resilience

SDAD.PSA12.10.1

6b71
to
6b79

Engage with other organisations and general public to inform them of the potential future
risks of flood and coastal erosion as a result of SMP policies and work with these to
develop plans for adapting to the changing risk.

n/a

Environment
Agency

ongoing

Refer also to SMP wide Action Plan items SDAD.ALL.7.1
and SDAD.ALL.10.1.

11. Early
Early Warning

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

12. Habitat Creation

SDAD.PSA12.12.1

6b71
to
6b79

Quantify habitat losses and gains, and identify and secure sites to replace freshwater
habitat lost.

Defra/
Environment
Agency

Environment
Agency

ongoing

Refer also to Action Plan item SDAD.ALL.12.1.

13. Funding

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

14. SMP Management
and Monitoring

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

NB. Activities from SMP will be carried forward into medium term plans that are set on a three year rolling basis and carried out on a priority basis, subject to funding and approval. n/a = activity is part of authorities general duties, not funded through flood and
erosion risk management routes. ‘-‘ = no action is required in relation to this action type.

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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6.3.13 Policy Scenario Area 13 (PSA13) – Start Point to Bolt Head, including Salcombe/Kingsbridge
Estuary
This scenario area extends from Start Point to Bolt Head and encompasses the Salcombe/Kingsbridge Estuary
(policy units 6c01 to 6c08).
The main flood and erosion risk management issues for this section in the immediate term relate improving
understanding of future defence requirements within the estuary. Therefore a detailed Asset Management Plan
should be developed to identify all defences within the estuary, who owns them, what the condition of the
defences is and what standard of protection they offer. This should result in a programme of monitoring and
works for the defences to ensure adequate levels of protection against flood risk are provided in the long term.

Please note, that whilst the following Table
Table 6.16 sets out specific actions for this policy scenario area, this
should also be read in combination with the SMP wide actions set out in Section 6.2 and Table 6.3 to ensure
that all actions relevant to this area are considered.

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of
this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications,
as reported therein.
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Table 6.16
6.16

Actions for the policy scenario area between Start Point and Bolt Head (Policy Units 6c01 to 6c08)

Action Reference
Reference

Policy
Unit

1. Studies for Policy
Scenario Area

SDAD.PSA13.4.1

6c01
to
6c08

2. Studies for Policy
Units

-

3. Strategy

Action Type

Potential source
for funding
funding

Action Description

When by

Responsibility

Relative importance and links with other actions

(subject to
approval)

(lead partner)

(subject to
funding)

Carry out a study to investigate the effects of SMP policy on the heritage features at risk
and consider mitigation measures and/or recording as appropriate.

To be determined

English Heritage

To be
determined

Refer also to Action Plan item SDAD.ALL.10.1.

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

4. Scheme Work

SDAD.PSA13.4.1

6c01
to
6c08

To be defined by Asset Management Plan. Any schemes should seek opportunities to
improve landscape character in the AONB/Heritage Coast.

To be determined

Environment
Agency / South
Hams District
Council

To be
determined

The need for defence works will be guided by the
outcomes of Action Plan item SDAD.PSA13.6.1.

5. Coastal Monitoring
(ongoing)

-

-

-

-

-

-

This should be developed in advance of the next SMP
review in order to provide improved information to
future policy decisions.

SDAD.PSA13.6.1

6c03
to
6c07

Develop Asset Management Plan to guide maintenance of defences and develop a
programme of works in the Salcombe/Kingsbridge Estuary to ensure that they continue to
provide adequate defence against the risk of flooding.

Defra/
Environment
Agency

Environment
Agency / South
Hams District
Council

2020

7. Communication

SDAD.PSA13.7.1

6c03
to
6c07

Undertake consultation with key stakeholders and general public during Asset
Management Plan development and whenever appropriate to ensure an acceptable
approach is developed.

Defra/
Environment
Agency

Environment
Agency / South
Hams District
Council

2020

This item is to be undertaken in combination with
Action Plan item SDAD.PSA13.6.1.

8. Planning

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

9. Contingency
Planning & Emergency
Response

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

10. Adaptation /
Resilience

SDAD.PSA13.10.1

6c01
to
6c08

Engage with other organisations and general public to inform them of the potential future
risks of flood and coastal erosion as a result of SMP policies and work with these to
develop plans for adapting to the changing risk.

n/a

Environment
Agency / South
Hams District
Council

ongoing

Refer also to SMP wide Action Plan items SDAD.ALL.7.1
and SDAD.ALL.10.1.

11. Early Warning

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

SDAD.PSA13.12.1

6c03
to
6c07

Quantify habitat losses and gains, and identify and secure sites to replace intertidal and
freshwater habitat lost.

Defra/
Environment
Agency

Environment
Agency / South
Hams District
Council

ongoing

-Refer also to Action Plan item SDAD.ALL.12.1.

13. Funding

SDAD.PSA13.13.1

6c03
to
6c07

As part of Asset Management Plan, investigate opportunities for co-funding future defence
works with other organisations/private defence owners to provide the maximum possible
benefit from such works to the area.

n/a

Environment
Agency / South
Hams District
Council

2020

This should be considered during the development of
the Asset Management Plan in Action Plan item
SDAD.PSA13.6.1 to ensure that all possible options are
considered.

14. SMP Management
and Monitoring

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

6. Asset Management

12. Habitat Creation

Ensure information on defences is included in future
updates of the NFCDD. Refer to SMP wide Action Plan
item SDAD.ALL.6.1.

NB. Activities from SMP will be carried forward into medium term plans that are set on a three year rolling basis and carried out on a priority basis, subject to funding and approval. n/a = activity is part of authorities general duties, not funded through flood and

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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Action Type

Action Reference
Reference

Policy
Unit

Action Description

Potential source
for funding
funding
(subject to
approval)

Responsibility
(lead partner)

When by
(subject to
funding)

Relative importance and links with other actions

erosion risk management routes. ‘-‘ = no action is required in relation to this action type.

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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6.3.14 Policy Scenario Area 14 (PSA14) – Bolt Head to Wembury Point, including, Avon, Erme and
Yealm Estuaries
This scenario area is comprised of predominantly undefended, naturally functioning cliffed coastline between
Bolt Head and Wembury Point (policy units 6c09 to 6c26). It also encompasses the Avon, Erme and Yealm
Estuaries.
The main flood and coastal erosion issue to be addressed in the immediate term along this frontage is the
continued provision of defence at locations such Inner and Outer Hope (within 6c10), Thurlestone (within
6c11), Bigbury-on-Sea (within 6c15), Challaborough (6c16), Newton Ferrers (6c23) and Wembury (within
6c26). These defences are for the most part privately owned and/or unlikely to attract public (flood and coastal
defence budget) funding.
The main actions for this area are therefore to engage and work with the relevant organisations and land
owners to identify how future defence provision may be most sustainably achieved in these areas, and if it is
not possible, then assist in developing adaptation measures in line with the SMP wide Action Plan items set out
in Section 6.2.
Future decisions here will also be need to be based on information from continued coastal monitoring, as set
out in the SMP wide actions in Section 6.2 (items under ‘Action Type – 5. Coastal Monitoring (ongoing)’ in
Table 6.3).

Please note, that whilst the following Table 6.17
6.17 sets out specific actions for this policy scenario area, this
should also be read in combination with the SMP wide actions set out in Section 6.2 and Table 6.3 to ensure
that all actions relevant to this area are considered.

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of
this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications,
as reported therein.
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Table 6.17
6.17

Actions for the policy scenario area between Bolt Head and Wembury Point (Policy Units 6c09 to 6c26)

Action Reference
Reference

Policy
Unit

1. Studies for Policy
Scenario Area

SDAD.PSA14.1.1

6c09
to
6c26

2. Studies for Policy
Policy
Units

-

3. Strategy

Action Type

Potential source
for funding
funding

Action Description

When by

Responsibility

Relative importance and links with other actions

(subject to
approval)

(lead partner)

(subject to
funding)

Carry out a study to investigate the effects of SMP policy on the heritage features at risk and
consider mitigation measures and/or recording as appropriate.

To be determined

English Heritage

To be
determined

Refer also to Action Plan item SDAD.ALL.10.1.

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

4. Scheme Work

SDAD.PSA14.4.1

6c09
to
6c26

If any defence works occur in this area, then these should be sympathetically designed to
avoid conflicting with the AONB Management Plan objectives and that Natural England are
consulted during the development of any scheme. Indeed, any schemes should seek
opportunities to improve the landscape character in the AONB/Heritage Coast.

Defra/
Environment
Agency

Environment
Agency / South
Hams District
Council

To be
determined

The need for defence works are to be guided by
Action Plan item SDAD.PSA14.6.1

5. Coastal Monitoring
(ongoing)

-

-

Coastal monitoring along this section to inform future management decisions as per the
SMP wide actions discussed in Section 6.2.

-

-

-

Refer to SMP wide Action Plan items SDAD.ALL.5.1,
SDAD.ALL.5.2 and SDAD.ALL.5.3.

SDAD.PSA14.6.1

6c09
to
6c26

Private

Environment
Agency / South
Hams District
Council

2020

Ensure information on private defences is included in
future updates of the NFCDD. Refer to SMP wide
Action Plan item SDAD.ALL.6.1.

ongoing

This is to be undertaken in combination with Action
Plan item SDAD.PSA14.6.1.

6. Asset Management

Engage and work with all defence owners to appraise the condition of their defences and
ensure that there is an adequate Asset Management Plan in place for ongoing maintenance in
the immediate term.
This should include investigation of options for long term defence provision in these areas.
Undertake consultation with key stakeholders alongside private defence owners in
developing either future defence scheme or adaptation measures to ensure an acceptable
approach is developed.

n/a

Environment
Agency / South
Hams District
Council

7. Communication

SDAD.PSA14.7.1

6c09
to
6c26

8. Planning

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

9. Contingency
Planning & Emergency
Response

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

10. Adaptation /
Resilience

SDAD.PSA14.10.1

6c09
to
6c26

Engage with other organisations and general public to inform them of the potential future
risks of flood and coastal erosion as a result of SMP policies and work with these to develop
plans for adapting to the changing risk.

n/a

Environment
Agency / South
Hams District
Council

ongoing

Refer also to SMP wide Action Plan items
SDAD.ALL.7.1 and SDAD.ALL.10.1.

11. Early Warning

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

12. Habitat Creation

SDAD.PSA14.12.1

6c22
to
6c26

Quantify habitat losses and gains, and identify and secure sites for compensatory intertidal
habitat losses within the Plymouth Sound and Estuaries SAC.

Defra/
Environment
Agency

Environment
Agency

ongoing

Refer also to Action Plan item SDAD.ALL.12.1.

13. Funding

SDAD.PSA14.13.1

6c09
to
6c26

As part of investigating options for long term management of assets, investigate options for
different funding sources in addition to private funds.

Private

Environment
Agency / South
Hams District
Council

2020

This is to be undertaken in combination with Action
Plan item SDAD.PSA14.6.1

14. SMP Management
and Monitoring

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

NB. Activities from SMP will be carried forward into medium term plans that are set on a three year rolling basis and carried out on a priority basis, subject to funding and approval. n/a = activity is part of authorities general duties, not funded through flood and
erosion risk management routes. ‘-‘ = no action is required in relation to this action type.

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications, as reported therein.
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6.3.15 Policy Scenario Area 15 (PSA15) – Wembury Point to Rame Head, including Plym and Tamar
Estuaries
This scenario area extends from Wembury Point to Rame Head, encompassing the extensively developed area
of Plymouth as well both the Plym and Tamar Estuaries (policy units 6c27 to 6c45).
There is a range of flood and coastal erosion risk management issues to be addressed within the area in the
immediate term, including:
•

Developing Asset Management Plans to guide the ongoing maintenance of defences along the developed
areas of Plymouth and Kingsand/Cawsand to ensure that they are able to provide adequate protection in
the immediate term;

•

Improve understanding of future defence requirements within the Tamar Estuary through development of
a detailed study to both investigate Managed Realignment opportunities and identify all defences within the
estuary, who owns them, what the condition of the defences is and what standard of protection they offer.
This should result in a programme of monitoring and works for the defences to ensure adequate levels of
protection against flood risk are provided in the long term;

•

Engage and work with communities in areas of erosion risk along the east and west shorelines of Plymouth
Sound (6c27, 6c41, 6c43 and 6c45) to begin to develop adaptation plans where intervention will not occur;
and

•

Determining the requirements and responsibilities for future maintenance of the Plymouth Sound
Breakwater to ensure that it is maintained and so continues to provide shelter to defences along the
shoreline with the inner parts of Plymouth Sound.

Future decisions here will also be need to be based on information from continued coastal monitoring, as set
out in the SMP wide actions in Section 6.2 (items under ‘Action Type – 5. Coastal Monitoring (ongoing)’ in
Table 6.3).

Please note, that whilst the following Table 6.18 sets out specific actions for this policy scenario area, this
o ensure
should also be read in combination with the SMP wide actions set out in Section 6.2 and Table 6.3 tto
that all actions relevant to this area are considered.

The above provides the local details in respect of the SMP-wide policy presented in the preceding sections of
this Plan document. These details must be read in the context of the wider-scale issues and policy implications,
as reported therein.
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Table 6.18
6.18

Actions for the policy scenario area between Wembury Point and Rame Head (Policy Units 6c27 to 6c45)
Potential source
for funding
funding

Action Description

When by

Responsibility

Action Reference
Reference

Policy
Unit

SDAD.PSA15.1.1

6c27
to
6c45

Undertake a study to investigate the importance of the Plymouth Sound Breakwater in
terms of reducing wave action on shoreline defences.

Defra/
Environment
Agency

Environment
Agency

2015

This should be undertaken in advance of the next SMP
review to inform future management decisions.

SDAD.PSA15.1.2

6c27
to
6c45

Carry out a study to investigate the effects of SMP policy on the heritage features at risk and
consider mitigation measures and/or recording as appropriate.

To be determined

English Heritage

To be
determined

Refer also to Action Plan item SDAD.ALL.10.1.

2. Studies for Policy
Units

SDAD.PSA15.2.1

6c31
to
6c40

Undertake a detailed study of the Tamar Estuary to investigate Managed Realignment
opportunities and future flood defence needs to develop a programme of works and further
study.

Defra/
Environment
Agency

Environment
Agency

2015

This should be undertaken in advance of the next SMP
review to inform future management decisions.

3. Strategy

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

SDAD.PSA15.4.1

6c27
to
6c45

Where ‘the sandbanks slightly covered by seawater all of the time’ that are a qualifying
feature of the Plymouth Sound and Estuaries SAC occur, any new defences should take
these features into account and be designed to minimise their reflectivity so as to avoid
adverse (e.g. scour) effects on these features.

Defra/
Environment
Agency

Environment
Agency /
Plymouth City
Council /
Cornwall
Council

To be
determined

The need for defence works is to be guided by Action
Plan item SDAD.PSA15.6.1.

SDAD.PSA15.4.2

6c44

Any defence works at Kingsand/Cawsand should avoid obscuring the cliff face and by
sympathetically designed to avoid damage to the geological features of the earth heritage
sites.

Defra/
Environment
Agency

Cornwall
Council

To be
determined

The need for defence works is to be guided by Action
Plan item SDAD.PSA15.6.1.

To be
determined

The need for defence works is to be guided by Action
Plan items SDAD.PSA15.2.1 and SDAD.PSA15.6.1.

-

Refer to SMP wide Action Plan items SDAD.ALL.5.1,
SDAD.ALL.5.2 and SDAD.ALL.5.3.

Action Type

1. Studies for Policy
Scenario Area

4. Scheme Work

5. Coastal Monitoring
(ongoing)

6. Asset Management

(subject to
approval)

Relative importance and links with other actions

(subject to
funding)

(lead partner)

SDAD.PSA15.4.3

6c27
to
6c45

Any defence works in this area should seek opportunities to improve landscape character in
the AONB/Heritage Coast.

Defra/
Environment
Agency

Environment
Agency /
Plymouth City
Council /
Cornwall
Council

-

-

Coastal monitoring along this section to inform future management decisions as per the
SMP wide actions discussed in Section 6.2.

-

-

SDAD.PSA15.6.1

6c28,
6c29,
6c30,
6c44

Review/develop Asset Management Plans for Plymouth (including the Plym Estuary) and
Kingsand/Cawsand to guide maintenance of defences and develop a programme of works
along these frontages to ensure that they continue to provide adequate defence.

Defra/
Environment
Agency

Plymouth City
Council /
Cornwall
Council

2011

SDAD.PSA15.6.2

6c27
to
6c45

Ensure that roles and responsibilities for management and maintenance of Plymouth Sound
Breakwater is agreed with all relevant organisations to provide basis for future management
decisions to be developed for adjacent shorelines.

n/a

Environment
Agency

2015

This should be undertaken in combination with Action
Plan item SDAD.PSA15.1.1.

ongoing

This item is to be undertaken in combination with
Action Plan items SDAD.PSA15.2.1 and
SDAD.PSA15.6.1.

-

-

7. Communication

SDAD.PSA15.7.1

6c27
to
6c45

Undertake consultation with key stakeholders and general public during study/plan
development and whenever appropriate to ensure an acceptable approach is developed.

Defra/
Environment
Agency

Environment
Agency /
Plymouth City
Council /
Cornwall
Council

8. Planning
Planning

-

-

-

-

-

These should be developed in advance of the next SMP
review in order to provide improved information to
future policy decisions.
Ensure information on defences is included in future
updates of the NFCDD. Refer to SMP wide Action
Plan item SDAD.ALL.6.1.
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Potential source
for funding
funding

Action Description

When by

Responsibility

Action Reference
Reference

Policy
Unit

9. Contingency
Planning & Emergency
Response

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

10. Adaptation /
Resilience

SDAD.PSA15.10.1

6c27
to
6c45

Engage with other organisations and general public to inform them of the potential future
risks of flood and coastal erosion as a result of SMP policies and work with these to develop
plans for adapting to the changing risk.

n/a

Environment
Agency

ongoing

Refer also to SMP wide Action Plan items
SDAD.ALL.7.1 and SDAD.ALL.10.1.

11. Early Warning

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

12. Habitat Creation
Creation

SDAD.PSA15.12.1

6c27
to
6c45

Quantify habitat losses and gains, and identify and secure sites for compensatory intertidal
habitat losses within the Plymouth Sound and Estuaries SAC.

Defra/
Environment
Agency

Environment
Agency

ongoing

Refer also to Action Plan item SDAD.ALL.12.1.

13. Funding

SDAD.PSA15.13.1

6c28
to
6c40,
6c42,
6c44

As part of Asset Management Plan, investigate opportunities for co-funding future defence
works with other organisations/private defence owners to provide the maximum possible
benefit from such works to the area.

n/a

Environment
Agency /
Plymouth City
Council /
Cornwall
Council

2020

This should be considered during the development of
the Asset Management Plans in Action Plan items
SDAD.PSA15.2.1 and SDAD.PSA15.6.1 to ensure that
all possible options are considered.

14. SMP Management
and Monitoring

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Action Type

(subject to
approval)

Relative importance and links with other actions

(subject to
funding)

(lead partner)

NB. Activities from SMP will be carried forward into medium term plans that are set on a three year rolling basis and carried out on a priority basis, subject to funding and approval. n/a = activity is part of authorities general duties, not funded through flood and
erosion risk management routes. ‘-‘ = no action is required in relation to this action type.
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS

Term

Definition

AA

Appropriate Assessment: Regulation 48 of the Habitats Directive (92/43/EEC)
requires that an Appropriate Assessment is undertaken for plans or projects
that may have a likely significant effect on a European site (e.g. sites designated
as SPA or SAC), where the plan is not directly associated with the management
of the site. The purpose of AA is to determine whether the plan or project will
have an adverse effect on the integrity of the site, either alone or in
combination with other plans, programmes and projects.

Accretion

Accumulation of sediment due to the natural action of waves, currents and
wind.

AONB

Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty: Designated by the former Countryside
Agency (now Natural England). The purpose of the AONB designation is to
identify areas of national importance and to promote the conservation and
enhancement of natural beauty. This includes protecting its flora, fauna,
geological and landscape features. This is a statutory designation.

Biodiversity Action
Plans (BAPs)

A strategy for conserving and enhancing wild species and wildlife habitats in the
UK.

Brackish water

Freshwater mixed with seawater.

CD

Chart Datum: Approximately the lowest astronomical tidal level, excluding the
influence of the weather.

CFMP

Catchment Flood Management Plan. Broadly equivalent to an SMP, for fluvial
defence management.

Cliff

High steep bank at the water's edge; often used to refer to a bank composed
primarily of rock.

Climate change

Long term changes in climate specifically linked to those changes resulting from
human intervention in atmospheric processes through, for example, the release
of greenhouse gases to the atmosphere from burning fossil fuels; the results of
which may lead to increased rainfall, tide levels, etc.

Coastal squeeze

The reduction in intertidal habitat area which can arise if the natural landward
migration of a habitat under sea level rise is prevented by fixed defences or an
artificial structure.

Concern

This is a stated actual or perceived problem, raised by an individual or
stakeholder. A concern can be strategic or local.

Conservation

The political/social/economic process by which the environment is protected
and resources are used wisely.

Cost Benefit Analysis

A conceptual framework which evaluates projects by taking into account all the
costs and benefits associated with the project.

CSG

Client Steering Group: A group set up to ‘steer’ the project, comprising
relevant members of the South East Coastal Group, including technical officers
and representatives from Local Authorities, the Environment Agency, Natural
England and English Heritage.

CV

Capital Value. The actual value of costs or benefits.

Defra

Department for Food, Environment and Rural Affairs
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Term

Definition

Defra Procedural
Guidance

The Shoreline Management Plan (SMP) Procedural Guidance produced by Defra
in 2006 to provide a nationally consistent structure for the production of future
generation Shoreline Management Plans.

Discounting

The conversion of all future costs and benefits into comparable units (present
value).

Downdrift

Direction of alongshore movement of beach materials.

Dredging

Excavation, digging, scraping, drag-lining, suction dredging to remove sand, silt,
rock or other underwater sea-bottom material.

Ebb-tide

The falling tide, part of the tidal cycle between high water and the next low
water.

Economic Analysis

The assessment of all the impacts of a policy or project and valuing them in
national resource terms.

Ecosystem

Organisation of the biological community and the physical environment in a
specific geographical area.

Elected members

Representatives, elected from each of the local and district authorities, chosen
to be representatives of the SMP due their technical experience and local
knowledge.

EMF

Elected Members Forum: Meeting attended by the Elected Members to ‘inform
and comment on’ the developing stages of the SMP by providing some degree of
input into policy development, by those who will ultimately be adopting the
policies. Elected Members Forums were held at key stages of the SMP.

Environment Agency

UK non-departmental government body responsible for delivering integrated
environmental management including flood defence, water resources, water
quality, pollution control.

Environmental impact
assessment

Detailed studies which predict the effects of a development project on the
environment. They also provide plans for mitigation of the adverse impacts.

Epoch

A period of time.

Equilibrium

State of balance.

Erosion

Wearing away of the land, usually by the action of natural forces.

ESA

Environmentally Sensitive Area. This is an area where special land management
payments are available through agreement with DEFRA to provide farming
practices which are beneficial to the environment. This is a non-statutory
designation.

Estuary

Mouth of a river, where fresh river water mixes with the seawater.

Feature

Something tangible that provides a service to society in one form or another or,
more simply, benefits certain aspects of society by its very existence. This will
be of a specific geographical location and specific to the SMP.

Flood defence

A structure (or system of structures) for the alleviation of flooding from rivers,
estuaries or the sea.

Flood plain

Any area of land which water flows onto or is stored during a flood event or
would flow onto but for the presence of flood defences.

Flood-tide

Rising tide, part of the tidal cycle between low water and the next high water.

Foreshore

Zone between the high water and low water marks.
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Term

Definition

Geomorphology/
Morphology

That branch of physical geography/geology which deals with the form of the
Earth, the general configuration of its surface, the distribution of the land,
water, etc.

GIS

Geographic Information System: A computer system for managing spatial data
and associated attributes.

Groyne

Shore protection structure built perpendicular to the shore; designed to trap
sediment.

High Water Mark
(HWM)

The highest reach of the water at high tide. It is sometimes marked by a line of
debris, e.g. seagrass, pieces of wood.

Hinterland

The area landward of the flood defences.

Inter tidal habitat

Habitat between mean low water mark and mean high water mark.

Inter tidal zone

The area exposed between highest and lowest extent of the tides.

Isostatic adjustment

Vertical changes or adjustment of land masses brought about by geological
processes; predominantly the post-glacial rebound of land. This land was
subject to downward pressures from ice sheets during the last glaciation and
rose as the ice retreated.

Jetty

Structure projecting into the sea for the purpose of mooring boats; also solid
structure projecting into the sea for the purpose of protecting a navigational
channel.

Key Stakeholder

A person or organisation with a major interest in the preparation of, and
outcomes from, a shoreline management plan. This includes agencies,
authorities, organisations and private bodies with responsibilities or ownerships
that affect the overall management of the shoreline in a plan.

KSF

Key Stakeholder Forum: Meetings attended by Key stakeholders to help identify
and understand the issues, to review the objectives and set direction for
appropriate management scenarios. Key Stakeholder Forums were held at key
stages of the SMP.

Land reclamation

Process of creating new, dry land on the seabed.

LLA

Local Landscape Areas. An area identified by the local authority as being
important to the appearance and environment of the local area. These areas are
promoted in Local Development Frameworks.

LNR

Local Nature Reserves. These are established by local authorities in
consultation with Natural England. These sites are generally of local significance
and also provide important opportunities for public enjoyment, recreation and
interpretation. This is a non-statutory designation.

Location

A discrete point on the coast or a length of coastline between two defined
points

Longshore current

A movement of water parallel to the shore, caused by waves. Sometimes
termed alongshore drift.

Longshore transport

Movement of material parallel to the shore, also referred to as longshore drift
or alongshore drift.

Low Water Mark
(LWM)

The highest reach of the water at low tide.

Managed Realignment

Allowing the existing defence line to recede to a new line (natural or manmade) in a controlled manner to provide land to reduce flood risk.
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Term

Definition

Mean sea level

Average height of the sea surface over a 19-year period.

Mean High Water
(MHW)

The average of all high waters observed over a sufficiently long period.

Mean High Water
Springs (MHWS)

The average height of the high waters of spring tides.

Mean Low Water
(MLW)

The average of all low waters observed over a sufficiently long period.

Mean Low Water
Springs (MLWS)

The average height of the low waters of spring tides.

Monitoring

Systematic recording over time.

NAI

No Active Intervention: Assumes that existing defences are no longer
maintained and will fail over time or undefended frontages will be allowed to
evolve naturally.

National Character
Area

England has been divided into areas with similar landscape character, which are
called National Character Areas (NCAs); previously known as Joint Character
Areas (JCAs).159 separate National Character Areas in England have been
mapped. These areas are identified by the Countryside Agency (now Natural
England) on the basis of geomorphology, vegetation and human activity.

NNR

National Nature Reserves. Designated by Natural England. These represent
some of the most important natural and semi-natural ecosystems in Great
Britain, and are managed to protect the conservation value of the habitats that
occur on these sites. This is a statutory designation

Objective

An objective is set, through consultation with key parties, to encourage the
resolution of the issue or range of issues. It is a desired state to be achieved in
the future.

OD

Ordnance Datum: A universal zero point used in the UK, equal to the mean sea
level at Newlyn in Cornwall.

Pile

Long heavy section of timber, concrete or metal, driven into the earth or
seabed as support for another structure.

Policy

In this context, “policy” refers to the generic shoreline management options
(No Active Intervention, Hold the Existing Line of Defence, Managed
Realignment and Advance the Existing Line of Defence).

Policy Scenario

The combinations of policies selected against the various feature / benefit
objectives for the whole SMP frontage

Preferred Options

Flood management options that meet most or all of the strategic objectives.
There is high confidence at a strategic level that these options are feasible and
should be developed by undertaking a detailed scheme appraisal prior to
implementation.

Policy Unit

Sections of coastline for which a certain coastal defence management policy has
been defined.

PSA

Public Service Agreement: Targets set by the Government for Governmental
departments. Part of the PSA target for Defra includes: To care for our natural
heritage, make the countryside attractive and enjoyable for all and to preserve
biological diversity by bringing into favourable condition, by 2010, 95% of all
nationally important wildlife sites.
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Term

Definition

PV

Present Value. The value of a stream of benefits or costs when discounted back
to the present day. For this SMP the discount factors used are the latest
provided by Defra for assessment of schemes, i.e. 3.5% for years 0-30, 3.0% for
years 31-75, and 2.5% thereafter.

Qualitative Methods

Approaches which use descriptive rather than numerical values for assessment
and decision making (e.g. Environmental Impact Assessment).

Ramsar

Designated under the, “Ramsar Convention on Wetlands of International
Importance especially as Waterfowl Habitat.” 1971. The objective of this
designation it to stem the progressive encroachment onto, and loss of,
wetlands.

Relic

Refers to a geomorphological feature that receives no fresh (contemporary)
input of sediment.

Relict

Of or relating to something that has survived, as structures or minerals, after
destructive processes, for example a ‘relict landslide’.

Revetment

Shore protection structure made with stones laid on a sloping face.

RSPB

Royal Society for the Protection of Birds: A UK charity working to promote the
conservation of birds and other wildlife through the protection and re-creation
of habitats.

SAC

Special Area of Conservation. This designation aims to protect habitats or
species of European importance and can include Marine Areas. SACs are
designated under the EC Habitats Directive (92/43/EEC) and will form part of
the Natura 2000 site network. All SACs sites are also protected as SSSI, except
those in the marine environment below the Mean Low Water (MLW).

SEA

Strategic Environmental Assessment: An environmental assessment of certain
plans and programmes, including those in the field of planning and land use,
which complies with the EU Directive 2001/42/EC. The environmental
assessment involves the:
•

preparation of an environmental report

•

carrying out of consultations

•

taking into account of the environmental report and the results of the
consultations in decision making

•

provision of information when the plan or programme is adopted

•

showing that the results of the environment assessment have been
taken into account

Scour

Removal of underwater material by waves or currents, especially at the toe of a
shore protection structure.

Seawall

Massive structure built along the shore to prevent erosion and damage by wave
action.

Sea level rise

The rise and fall of sea levels throughout time in response to global climate and
local tectonic changes.

Sediment

Particles of rock covering a size range from clay to boulders.

Sensitivity Analysis

The varying of key assumptions and values to determine their effect on the
choice of option.

Setback

Prescribed distance landward of a coastal feature (e.g. the line of existing
defences).
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Term

Definition

Shore

Narrow strip of land in immediate contact with the sea.

Shoreline

Intersection of a specific water height with the shore or beach, e.g. the high
water shoreline is the intersection of the high water mark with the shore or
beach.

SM

Scheduled Monument. Formerly referred to as Scheduled Ancient Monuments.
Scheduled Monuments are nationally important archaeological sites which have
been awarded Scheduled status in order to protect and preserve the site for
the educational and cultural benefit of future generations. The main legislation
concerning archaeology in the UK is the Ancient Monuments and
Archaeological Areas Act 1979. This Act, building on legislation dating back to
1882, provides for nationally important archaeological sites to be statutorily
protected as Scheduled Monuments.

Siltation

Deposition of silt-sized particles.

SLA

Special Landscape Area. An area identified as having a strategic landscape
importance.

SMP

Shoreline Management Plan. It provides a large-scale assessment of the risks
associated with coastal processes and presents a policy framework to reduce
these risks to people and the developed, historic and natural environment in a
sustainable manner.

SNCI

Site of Nature Conservation Importance. These sites are defined by the Wildlife
Trusts and Local Authorities as sites of local nature conservation interest.
These are non-statutory but form an integral part of the formulation of planning
policies relating to nature conservation issues.

SPA

Special Protection Area. These are internationally important sites, being set up
to establish a network of protected areas for birds under the EU Wild Birds
Directive.

Spit

Accretionary deposit of sand or stones located where a shoreline changes
direction, formed by wave action and joined to the shore at one end only.

SSSI

Sites of Special Scientific Interest. These sites, notified by Natural England,
represent some of the best examples of Britain’s natural features including flora,
fauna, and geology. This is a statutory national designation

Stakeholder

A person or organisation with an interest in the preparation of a shoreline
management plan or affected by the policies produced. This broad
interpretation has been taken to include agencies, authorities, organisations and
private persons. See “Key stakeholder”.

Strategy Studies

A long term plan, known as a flood defence management strategy, is developed
and sets out the policy and objectives for flood defence taking into account a
broad range of local interests and issues.

Sustainability (in flood
risk management)

The degree to which flood risk management options avoid tying future
generations into inflexible or expensive options for flood defence. This usually
includes consideration of other defences and likely developments as well as
processes within catchments. It will take account of long term demand for nonrenewable materials.

Tidal current

Movement of water in a constant direction caused by the periodic rising and
falling of the tide. As the tide rises, a flood-tidal current moves in one direction
and as the tide falls, the ebb-tidal current moves in the opposite direction.

Tidal inlet

A river mouth or narrow gap between islands, within which salt water moves
landwards during a rising tide.
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Term

Definition

Tidal prism

The volume of water within the estuary between the level of high and low tide,
typically taken for mean spring tides.

Tide

Periodic rising and falling of large bodies of water resulting from the
gravitational attraction of the moon and sun acting on the rotating earth.

Toe protection

Material, usually large boulders, placed at the base of a sea defence structure
like a seawall to prevent wave scour.

Topography

Configuration of a surface including its relief and the position of its natural and
man-made features.

Transgression

The landward movement of the shoreline in response to a rise in relative sea
level.

Updrift

Direction opposite to the predominant movement of longshore transport. Also
see ‘Downdrift’

Wave direction

Direction from which a wave approaches.

Wetlands

Low-lying areas that are frequently flooded and which support vegetation
adapted to saturated soils.

WPM

With Present Management: Assumes that all defences are maintained to provide
a similar level of protection and defence to that currently provided.

WFD

Water Framework Directive: A European Directive that aims to establish a
framework for the protection of inland surface waters (rivers and lakes),
transitional waters (estuaries), coastal waters and groundwater.

South Devon and Dorset Coastal
Advisory Group (SDADCAG)
Shoreline Management Plan SMP2
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The Supporting Appendices
These appendices and the accompanying documents provide all of the information required to support the
Shoreline Management Plan. This is to ensure that there is clarity in the decision-making process and that the
rationale behind the policies being promoted is both transparent and auditable. The appendices are:
A: SMP Development

This reports the history of development of the SMP, describing
more fully the plan and policy decision-making process.

B: Stakeholder Engagement

All communications from the stakeholder process are provided
here, together with information arising from the consultation
process.

C: Baseline Process Understanding

Includes baseline process report, defence assessment, NAI and
WPM assessments and summarises data used in assessments.

D: SEA Environmental Baseline
Report (Theme Review)

This report identifies and evaluates the environmental features
(human, natural, historical and landscape).

E: Issues & Objectives Evaluation

Provides information on the issues and objectives identified as part
of the Plan development, including appraisal of their importance.

F: Initial Policy Appraisal & Scenario
Development

Presents the consideration of generic policy options for each
frontage, identifying possible acceptable policies, and their
combination into ‘scenarios’ for testing. Also presents the appraisal
of impacts upon shoreline evolution and the appraisal of objective
achievement.

G: Preferred Policy Scenario Testing

Presents the policy assessment and appraisal of objective
achievement towards definition of the Preferred Plan (as presented
in the Shoreline Management Plan document).

H: Economic Appraisal and
Sensitivity Testing

Presents the economic analysis undertaken in support of the
Preferred Plan.

I: Strategic Environmental
Assessment (SEA) Report

Presents the various items undertaken in developing the Plan that
specifically relate to the requirements of the EU Council Directive
2001/42/EC (the Strategic Environmental Assessment Directive),
such that all of this information is readily accessible in one
document.

J: Appropriate Assessment Report

Presents the Appropriate Assessment of SMP policies upon
European designated sites (SPAs and SACs) as well as Ramsar sites,
where policies might have a likely significant effect upon these sites.
This is carried out in accordance with the Conservation (Natural
Habitats, &c.) Regulations 1994 (the Habitats Regulations).

K: Water Framework Development
Report

Presents assessment of potential impacts of SMP policies upon
coastal and estuarine water bodies, in accordance with the
requirements of EU Council Directive 2000/60/EC (the Water
Framework Directive).

L: Metadatabase and Bibliographic
database

All supporting information used to develop the SMP is referenced
for future examination and retrieval.

M: Action Plan Summary Table

Presents the Action Plan items included in Section 6 of the main
SMP document (The Plan) in tabular format for ease of monitoring
and reporting action plan progress.

Within each appendix cross-referencing highlights the documents where related appraisals are presented. The
broad relationships between the appendices are illustrated below.
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SMP Development
(Appendix A)

Baseline Process
Understanding
(Appendix C)

SEA Baseline
Report (Theme
(Theme
Review)
(Appendix D)

Stakeholder
Engagement
(Appendix B)

Issues
Issues & Objectives
Evaluation
(Appendix E)

Initial Policy Appraisal
& Scenario
Development

(Appendix F)

Preferred Policy
Scenario Testing
(Appendix G)

Economic Appraisal /
Sensitivity
Sensitivity Testing

(Appendix H)

Policy Statements
(SMP Document)

SEA Report
(Appendix I)
AA Report
(Appendix J)

Action Plan
(Appendix M)

Bibliography
(Appendix L)

WFD Report
(Appendix K)
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A.1

Introduction

This Appendix provides a full explanation of the Shoreline Management Plan (SMP) process adopted, a
description of the policy decision-making process and outlines the chronology of the SMP development.
It also provides a ‘route map’ for the supporting information used in the SMP development and included in
appendices. These are as follows:
Appendix

Description

B - Stakeholder Engagement

All communications from the stakeholder process are provided
here, together with information arising from the consultation
process.

C - Baseline Process Understanding

Includes baseline process report, defence assessment, No Active
Intervention (NAI) and With Present Management (WPM)
assessments and summarises data used in assessments.

D – SEA Environmental Baseline
Report (Theme Review)

This report identifies and evaluates the environmental features
(human, natural, historical and landscape).

E - Issues & Objectives Evaluation

Provides information on the issues and objectives identified as part
of the Plan development, including appraisal of their importance.

F - Policy Development and
Appraisal

Presents the consideration of generic policy options for each
frontage, identifying possible acceptable policies, and their
combination into ‘scenarios’ for testing. Also presents the appraisal
of impacts upon shoreline evolution and the appraisal of objective
achievement.

G - Preferred Policy Scenario Testing

Presents the policy assessment and appraisal of objective
achievement for the Plan.

H - Economic Appraisal and
Sensitivity Testing

Presents the economic analysis and sensitivity testing undertaken in
support of the Plan.

I - Strategic Environmental
Assessment

Description of the SEA process to collate all parts of the SMP
relating to SEA Directive requirements.

J – Appropriate Assessment

Appropriate Assessment of SMP policies upon European designated
sites (SPAs and SACs) as well as Ramsar sites, where policies might
have a likely significant effect upon these sites. This is carried out in
accordance with the Conservation (Natural Habitats, &c.)
Regulations 1994 (the Habitats Regulations).

K – Water Framework Directive
Assessment

Assessment of potential impacts of SMP policies upon coastal and
estuarine water bodies, in accordance with the requirements of EU
Council Directive 2000/60/EC (the Water Framework Directive).

L - Sources of Data

All supporting information used to develop the SMP is referenced
for future examination and retrieval.

M: Action Plan Summary Table

Presents the Action Plan items included in Section 6 of the main
SMP document (The Plan) in tabular format for ease of monitoring
and reporting action plan progress.
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A.2

Project Information

A.2.1

SMP Background

This SMP is an update of both the Durlston Head to Portland Bill SMP and the Portland Bill to Rame Head SMP
produced by Mouchel and Posford Duvivier respectively in 1998. The SMP was developed and produced in
accordance with the latest Procedural Guidance (PG) for the production of SMPs (Defra, 2006). The SMP was
initiated in October 2007, with this draft for consultation produced in April 2009.

A.2.2

Client Steering Group (CSG)

At the start of the SMP process the Client Steering Group was defined by the South Devon and Dorset
Coastal Advisory Group and comprised the following members:
Name

Organisation

Phil Perkins (Chairman)

West Dorset District Council (formally of Teignbridge District Council)

Keith Cole (Secretary)

Coast and Country Projects Ltd

Graeme Smith

Teignbridge District Council (Lead Authority)

Keith Nursey/Alan Rafelt

Environment Agency

Amanda Newsome

Natural England Devon Team

Rachel Waldock

Natural England Dorset Team

Aidan Winder

Devon County Council

Richard Edmonds

Dorset County Council – Jurassic Coast World Heritage Site Manager

Tony Flux

National Trust

Vanessa Straker

English Heritage

Doug Harman

Dorset Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB)

Sarah Bentley

Dorset AONB

Chris Woodruff

East Devon AONB

Martin Davies

Environment Agency (Devon Area Flood Risk Management)

Anne-Mette Jacobsen

South-West Regional Assembly (Regional Spatial Strategy)

Martin Hutchings

Teignbridge District Council (SW Regional Coastal Monitoring
Programme)

Steve Woollard

West Dorset District Council

This group therefore included a representative from each of the district authorities as well as Defra and the
statutory consultees (Natural England, English Heritage and the regional Environment Agency office).
It was agreed by the South Devon and Dorset Coastal Advisory Group that Teignbridge District Council
would be the Lead Authority and as such were responsible for the financial management of the project,
including grant aid submission, and overall project administration. The CSG had overall responsibility for the
delivery of the SMP and were involved throughout the life cycle of the SMP. As well as initiating the
development process and defining the scope and extent of the SMP, the CSG were responsible for managing
the development of the SMP through guidance and review of the work undertaken. The group will also
oversee implementation of the SMP, with regular meetings continuing following completion of the SMP.
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A.2.3

Consultant

Halcrow Group Ltd was commissioned to produce the SMP on behalf of the South Devon and Dorset Coastal
Advisory Group. Halcrow undertook the majority of the tasks, although the stakeholder engagement process
was led by Teignbridge District Council.
Key team members included:
Name

Role

Kevin Burgess

Project Director

Dr Jonathan Rogers

Project Manager

Alan Frampton

Assistant Project Manager and Delivery Leader

Dr Helen Jay

Technical Team Leader

Robert Harvey

Principal Environmental Scientist

Corinna Simpson

Environmental Scientist

Andy Stocks

GIS Analyst

A.2.4

SMP Study Boundaries

This SMP relates to Sub-cells 5g, 6a, 6b and 6c as defined by HR Wallingford (1994) and combines the two first
generation SMPs that covered the area from Durlston Head to Rame Head (the Portland Bill to Durlston Head
SMP and the Lyme Bay and South Devon SMP). The decision to combine these two first generation SMPs was
based upon the recommendation in the Defra SMP guidance (Defra, 2006) to ensure coherent management of
the link to the Isle of Portland which could be at risk in the future as a result of the possibility that the Chesil
Beach, which currently connects the Isle of Portland to the mainland, could breach. The pre-existing eastern
and western boundaries at Durlston Head and Rame Head were considered appropriate boundaries to be
retained (Defra, 2006).
The CSG determined that this SMP should also include all of the estuaries along the coast between Durlston
Head and Rame Head, and that consideration of these should be up to the tidal limits.
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A.3

SMP Programme

The Figure below illustrates the timetable of activities carried out as part of the SMP development, highlighted
in italics are the activities that involved stakeholder engagement (further details are included in Appendix B).

Stage 1: Scope SMP

•
•
•
•
•

•
Stage 2: Assessments
to Support Policy

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
Stage 3: Policy
Development

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

SDADCAG meeting to decide SMP approach (Oct 2006)

Initial Client Steering Group (CSG) Meeting (Nov 2006)
Stakeholder Engagement documents issued (July 2007)
Scoping Report completed (July 2007)
Stakeholder feedback analysed and information collated (Oct-Dec 2008)

Baseline Process Understanding of coastal and estuarine behaviour and
dynamics developed (Jan-Mar 2008)
Baseline Scenarios developed (Apr-Jun 2008)
SEA Environmental Baseline (Theme Review) undertaken (Jan-Mar 2008)
Development of Issues and Objectives Table (Apr-Jun 2008)

Issue of Draft Issues and Objectives Table to CSG (Jun 2008)
Stakeholder feedback incorporated (Jul/Aug 2008)

EMF/KSF events to develop policy ideas (Sept and Nov 2008)
Testing of the policies defined at EMF/KSF events against processes and
objectives (Dec 2008 – Jan 2009)
Environmental Assessment of Alternative Policy Scenarios (Jun-Dec 2008)

SDADCAG meeting to help steer Preferred Scenario (Mar 2009)
Review of scenario testing to select Preferred Scenario (Mar 2009)
Economic analysis (Feb-Mar 2009)
Environmental appraisal of Preferred Scenario (Feb-March 2009)

Members’ meeting to agree draft Plan (Apr 2009)
SMP document and appendices produced (Mar-Apr 2009)

•
•
•

Analysis of consultation responses (July-Oct 2009)

Stage 5: Finalise SMP

•
•

Develop Action Plan (Dec 2009 – Feb 2010)
Finalise SMP (Oct 2009 – Dec 2010)

Stage 6: SMP
Dissemination

•
•

Publicise SMP
Implement SMP

Stage 4: Public
Examination

CDT and CSG meetings to confirm consultation strategy (Feb/Mar 2009)

Public Consultation (May-July 2009)
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A.4

Stage 1: Scope SMP

A.4.1

Stakeholder Engagement Strategy

A three level approach was adopted:
1.
2.
3.

Client Steering Group (CSG);
Elected Members Forum (EMF); and
Key Stakeholders Forum (KSF).

The CSG have taken the lead on the Stakeholder Engagement for this SMP.
The aim of the EMF was to act as a focal point for discussion and consultation throughout development of the
SMP. Members of the EMF were involved in a series of workshops throughout the SMP development, including
discussing and approving the preferred policies presented in this draft SMP. Appendix B provides further
details of all EMF meetings and stakeholder engagement exercises.
Membership of both the EMF and KSF was determined through discussion with the CSG and through utilising
the first SMP and existing strategy studies. Representatives were invited from a range of local, regional and
national interest groups. In addition, other stakeholders (including local residents) were also invited to
participate in the KSF meetings: a full list is provided in Appendix B. A database of names, organisations and
contact details was created.

A.4.2

Data Collection

Data was collected via a number of sources including stakeholders, literature searches and web-searches. Key
resources were:
•

The first round SMPs (Mouchel, 1998; Posford Duvivier, 1998);

•

Futurecoast (Halcrow, 2002);

•

Existing strategy studies completed since the last SMP: Exe Estuary Coastal Management Study
(Halcrow, 2008); Portland Harbour North-Western Shore Strategic Study (Halcrow, 2008); Slapton
Coastal Zone Management Study (Scott Wilson, 2006); and Teignmouth Quay Development
Environmental Statement (ABPmer, 2002);

•

Existing scheme/ Project Appraisal Reports completed since the last SMP: Beesands Tidal Defence
Scheme Improvements (Halcrow, 2006); Coastal Instability Assessment and Footpath Options for
Lyme Regis and Seatown (Halcrow, 2007); West Bay Coastal Defence and Harbour Scheme Review
(HR Wallingford, 2006); Coast Protection Pennington Point PAR (Royal Haskoning, 2003); Lyme Regis
Environmental Improvements (West Dorset District Council); and Newton’s Cove Coast Protection
Study Engineer’s Report (Weymouth & Portland Borough Council, 2002);

•

SCOPAC Coastal Sediment Transport Study (SCOPAC, 2004);

•

Natural England website (www.naturalengland.org.uk);

•

MAGIC website (www.magic.gov.uk); and,

•

Data provided by English Heritage and County Council Heritage Environment Record offices.

All the data and information gathered and used within the SMP development are referenced in Appendix J.
Some of the data collected were reviewed as part of separate tasks, such as that completed for the Baseline
Process Understanding of Coastal and Estuarine Behaviour and Dynamics (see Stage 2 below).
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A.5

Stage 2: Assessments to Support Policy Development

A.5.1

Baseline Process Understanding of Coastal and Estuarine Behaviour and Dynamics

(a) Assessment of coastal and estuarine processes and evolution
An assessment of coastal and estuarine behaviour and understanding was undertaken, incorporating existing
information at various temporal and spatial scales. This review includes statements on interactions, shoreline
movement and predictions of shoreline and estuary evolution at various scales and is included in Appendix C.
There is also an additional section which discusses other considerations necessary in policy development, e.g.
impacts of climate change including sea level rise. Through this review it was concluded that key parts of this
coastline which are the most dynamic have been extensively studied in the past and, in places, also subject to
ongoing studies. There are still inherent uncertainties associated with coastal behaviour along this coastline
which are discussed in the report.
This baseline review underpins coastal and estuarine process understanding of the study area and is the basis
for the development of the baseline scenarios. A review of this report was undertaken by the CSG.

(b) Assessment of coastal defences
The SMP PG suggests that the National Flood and Coastal Defence Database (NFCDD) should be used in the
assessment of coastal defences. This data set was found to be incomplete at the start of the SMP review. In
response, a separate task was commissioned to provide an update to the NFCDD. The work was to run
concurrently with the SMP in order to inform the SMP, meet the requirements of the separate National
Coastal Erosion Risk Mapping study (which was utilised in development of the SMP) and meet the Defra High
Level Target of completing the NFCDD.
From the data collected as part of the NFCDD update an assessment of residual life under a ‘No Active
Intervention’ policy was undertaken using the Environment Agency’s Visual Condition Assessment Manual, as
discussed in Appendix C.
C This was supplemented by technical knowledge of the coast through involvement of
the CSG and from Halcrow’s previous experience along this coastline. This information was used in the ‘No
Active Intervention’ assessment (see below) as a first approximation of when defences will fail.
The report on defences is included in Appendix C. A review of this report was undertaken by the CSG.

A.5.2

Baseline Scenarios

To assist in the development of future policy, the future coastal response was assessed for two simple
scenarios, termed ‘baseline scenarios’. ‘No Active Intervention’ (NAI), which assumes that defences are no
longer maintained and will fail over time and ‘With Present Management’ (WPM), which assumes that all
defences are maintained to provide a similar level of protection to that provided at present. These two
assessments provide an understanding of the influence of defences on coastal behaviour and evolution.
These assessments were completed for three pre-defined timescales (epochs): 0 to 20; 20 to 50 and 50 to 100
years. It was not appropriate at this stage to define Policy Units. Therefore the coast was initially divided
according to the natural and/or defence characteristics of the coast and is reported east to west, i.e. Durlston
Head to Rame Head, as required by the SMP PG.
Under the two scenarios predictions of future shoreline change and erosion/ flooding risk have been made.
The predictions used information from the baseline understanding of coastal and estuarine behaviour and
dynamics (see above) together with additional data on historical shoreline change from analysis of Environment
Agency beach profiles, Historic Ordnance Survey maps, the Environment Agency Flood Zone Risk Mapping
data, and future shoreline erosion risk from the Defra/Environment Agency/WAG National Coastal Erosion
Risk Mapping R&D project data. Further details of the information used are included in Appendix C.
The two reports are included in Appendix C. Maps showing the predicted shoreline response under ‘No
Active Intervention’ are included in Appendix C,
C these illustrate maximum flood and erosion risk zones. These
maps and conclusions from the analyses were reviewed by the CSG.
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A.5.3

SEA Environmental Baseline Report (Theme Review)

Conflicts between the natural and built environment exist along any shoreline. The SMP has to consider the
conflicts in terms of shoreline management. The first stage is therefore to identify the key features along this
shoreline, including natural, human and socio-economic assets, and to fully understand the relationships
between these features. The SMP also aims to understand how coastal management can alter coastal processes
and potential impact on the environment.
This report (refer to Appendix D) identifies key environmental features along the coast and why these features
are important to stakeholders, this is a central element of the identification and assessment of objectives. The
SMP has been produced using both the most up-to-date data available, and information provided by
stakeholders. Information from this review has then been used as a basis for developing policy options and
assessing the impacts and suitability of these options.
An overview of the coastline is provided, together with specific information relating to:
Natural Environment:

- Biodiversity, Flora and Fauna;
- Earth Heritage, Soils and Geology;
- Air and Climate;
- Water.
Landscape Character and Visual Amenity.
- Landscape and Visual Amenity
Historic Environment (Cultural Heritage):
- Terrestrial;
- Marine.
Land Use, Infrastructure and Material Assets: - Commerce and Industry;
- Port and Harbour Activities;
- Agriculture;
- Infrastructure;
- Fisheries;
- Mineral Extraction and Landfill;
- Future Land Use/Planning Targets;
- Other Proposed/Ongoing Developments.
Population and Human Health:
- Residential;
- Health;
- Recreation, Tourism and Amenity Interests.
Thematic maps have been produced to show the location of key features and these are included within the
Appendix.
All environmental features and assets lying wholly, or partly, within the inland boundary of the SMP have been
included. The inland boundary has been taken to be one kilometre inland of the coastline between Durlston
Head and Rame Head, or up to the limit of the indicative coastal flood risk zone (where this extends further
inland).
This report forms the scoping stage of the SEA.
The SEA process has been closely integrated with the SMP to ensure that significant environmental and social
issues are considered alongside technical and economic considerations. This approach ensures that the
identification of environmental constraints and opportunities associated with the various SMP policy options
drives the SMP decision-making process and selection of an environmentally acceptable plan.
Appendix I ‘SEA’ documents the SEA process that has been carried out during the development of the SMP
and demonstrates how the SMP complies with SEA Directive.

A.5.4

Definition of Issues and Objectives

The definition of issues and objectives is a key feature of the second generation SMPs to assist in policy
appraisal. The setting of objectives fulfils two roles; firstly, they help inform the development of policy options,
secondly, they help provide a focus for consensus amongst the SMP stakeholders on the various issues
(sometimes conflicting) that are raised during the process of plan formulation.
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An objective defines a target or goal that the SMP aspires to in delivering the plan. It is common that there are
conflicting objectives for a particular stretch of coast and that therefore it is likely that not all objectives will be
achieved by the SMP. The aim of the SMP is to seek to provide a balanced plan which considers people, nature,
historic and socio-economic realities.
Using the information contained within the SEA Environmental Baseline Report (Appendix D) the issues were
tabulated, subdivided into the coastal sections. Using the SMP PG (2006) together with SEA guidelines, a list of
SEA wide objectives was developed and using the issues identified, appropriate objectives were defined for
each feature. Within the environmental objectives a distinction has been made between those that arise from
legal (shown in bold italics) and those that do not represent legal obligations.
Some features such as priority habitats (for example) were excluded from the table as a thorough appraisal of
them is not possible without knowledge and specific details of project level schemes, or because complete data
coverage of the SMP area is not available. Similarly some assets, such as those associated with commercial
fishing and dredging activities, are unlikely to be affected by policy decisions in coastal management and are
therefore excluded from the Issues and Objectives Table.
Within this SMP we have not attempted to weight or rank objectives. Halcrow’s previous experience on
SMP2s has proven this technique to be biased towards certain policy drivers and often too subjective. Instead
the focus has been on a more qualitative and flexible means of developing and appraising sustainable policy
options against technical, economic, environmental and social factors. We have found this method to be more
appropriate when considering intangibles and areas where a single policy may have both positive and negative
impacts.
This approach has also allowed stakeholders views provided via a number of stakeholder events, to be
considered and included within both the development of the issues and objectives table and subsequent policy
appraisal.

A.5.5
A.5.5

Identify Flood and Erosion Risks

As part of the assessment of the ‘No Active Intervention’ baseline scenario, maps of potential flood and
erosion risk over the three epochs were produced: these are included in Appendix C.

A.5.6

Assessment of Objectives

Following the principles of ‘Making Space for Water’, the impact on the coastal features and assets of a policy
of ‘no active intervention’, along the coastline, has been considered. This has drawn upon both the baseline
process appraisal (presented in Appendix
Appendix C), which determined the impact of a no active intervention policy
on coastal processes and information contained within the SEA Environmental Baseline Report (see Appendix
D). From the comparison it has then been possible to determine whether objectives have been met, focusing
on how and why objectives were (or were not) met, rather than numbers of objectives met.
This baseline understanding is an important input to the policy development stage and is presented in
Appendix E.
E

A.5.7

HighHigh-Level Objectives
Objectives

In addition to the objectives generated through stakeholder involvement there is a number of overarching
objectives for SMPs that have been set by Defra, which have been considered when appraising policies:
•

Shoreline management policies should take due consideration of current Government sustainable
development policies, any High Level Targets, regulations, statutes, and climate change guidelines
associated with flood and coastal defence;

•

Shoreline management policies should seek to have no adverse effect on any physical processes that
benefits rely upon;

•

Shoreline management policies should take due consideration of the need to maintain, restore or
where possible enhance the total stock of natural and historic assets; and
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•

Shoreline management policies should have regard to current regional development agency objectives
and statutory planning policies.
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A.6

Stage 3: Policy Development

This Stage involved four key steps:
•

Development of policy scenarios;

•

Policy scenario assessment;

•

Identification of a preferred scenario; and

•

Confirmation of the preferred scenario.

Further details on each of these steps, and results of any assessments, are included in Appendices F (Policy
(Policy
Development and Appraisal)
Appraisal), G (Preferred Policy Scenario Testing)
Testing) and H (Economic Appraisal
Appraisal and Sensitivity
Testing)
Testing). The sections below outline the main tasks undertaken to complete these steps.

A.6.1

Development of Policy Scenarios

The SMP PG advocates a ‘policy scenario’ approach, whereby a string of policies is defined and appraised for
discrete stretches of coastline, this approach ensures that the combined impact of policies is considered.
The first stage of this assessment was therefore to determine the main factors influencing policy decisions
along the coast, i.e. key policy drivers, in order to give firm direction to the choice of appropriate policies. A
key policy driver can be defined as a feature that has sufficient importance in terms of the benefits it provides
that it potentially has an overriding influence upon policy selection at the wider SMP scale. The influence may
be through either promoting a policy or discarding a policy for a particular location or locations. In identifying
key policy drivers, the appropriateness of all four generic Defra policies was broadly considered for each
location, i.e. ‘Hold the Line’, ‘Advance the Line’, ‘Managed Realignment’ and ‘No Active Intervention’.
An initial policy scenario was then developed (defined as ‘Scenario A’) based upon balancing stakeholder
objectives identified in Stage 2. Using the knowledge gained in Stage 2 of coastal response and impact on
features of the baseline scenarios, together with inputs from the coastal group. Possible variations on this
scenario were identified broadly based upon the following principles:
•

Scenario B - Key Drivers plus a more naturally functioning coast by year 100; and

•

Scenario C - Key Drivers plus defence of other areas where present economic criteria may be
satisfied, i.e. those areas where the initial assessment of the four generic policies had not totally
discounted a ‘Hold the Line’ policy.

Prior to testing, these proposed policy scenarios were consulted upon with the CSG, the EMF and the five
Stakeholder Forums (see Appendix B).
B Feedback from this consultation was used to refine the policy scenarios
further and these policy scenarios were then taken forward to the appraisal stage (see Appendix F).
F

A.6.2

Policy Scenario Assessment

The assessment of policy scenarios broadly considers the technical viability and sustainability of options, as well
as the potential implications of options on environmental and social features within an area. This assessment
process considers these aspects in two main stages:
•

assessment of shoreline interactions and response; and

•

assessment of achievement of objectives.

(a) Assessment of shoreline interactions and response
All three scenarios (A, B and C defined above) were assessed in terms of future shoreline response.,
Statements on the impact of each policy scenario were produced which follow the same methodology as
applied to the baseline scenario appraisal. The statements describe the impact on coastal processes and
shoreline evolution in response to the implementation of the policies. This has built on the work undertaken
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for the baseline scenarios in Stage 2 and as for these scenarios, full consideration has been made of the
potential estuary-open coast interactions. These assessments incorporated consideration of future climate
change, in particular sea level rise. Predictions were made of both the likely rate of change and type of change
along the coast.
Assumptions have been made regarding the implementation of the proposed policies. This is an important
consideration as the type of implementation changes how a policy might impact on both the local environment
and adjacent shorelines. For example, the downdrift consequences of a ‘hold the line’ policy may differ if this is
to be implemented through provision of a linear defence (e.g. a seawall), or through beach stabilisation (e.g.
breakwaters or groynes, possibly including recycling). As a result a broad assessment of the technical viability
of the proposed policy was considered.
Reports detailing these assessments are included in Appendix F.
F

(b) Assessment of achievement of objectives
This stage involved appraising the impact of the policies on features along the coast and estuaries, up to
defined estuarine limits. The approach adopted focused on qualitatively defining the ‘benefits’ and ‘dis-benefits’,
using information on environmental and social features contained within both the SEA Environmental Baseline
Report: Theme Review (Appendix
Appendix D) and the Issues and Objectives Evaluation (Appendix
Appendix E).
E
At this stage Halcrow looked to identify any opportunities that could arise from implementing the proposed
policies, both for the environment and for people. All conclusions have been fully recorded in the Issues and
Objectives Table. At this stage no quantification of losses was undertaken, or detailed economic analysis. This
Table is included in Appendix F and forms part of the requirements of the SMP to comply with the SEA
directive.

A.6.3

Identification of a Preferred Scenario

Results of the scenario testing were presented to the South Devon & Dorset Coastal Advisory Group at a
meeting in March 2009. A table summarising the proposed preferred policy and the potential impacts of each
policy was distributed to the group prior to the meeting. The proposed policy was presented and SDADCAG
members were asked to identify any areas where they disagreed with the proposed policy and wished to
discuss further. Where areas of conflict existed and discussion at the meeting was unable to resolve the issues
on the day, a number of further meetings took place to discuss specific sites to check the justification for the
proposed policy. The meeting was preceded by further review and consideration of the proposed preferred
policies and the alternatives by the SMP consultant.
At this stage many of the concerns noted related to the impact of policy decisions on property owners and
infrastructure in terms of property blight and insurance and access issues, rather than the technical justification
of the policies.
Feedback from the meetings, together with the conclusions from policy assessment, were used to modify the
scenario in order to develop a draft ‘preferred scenario’. The draft preferred scenario is a coastal-wide
scenario that best achieves the defined shoreline management objectives in a sustainable manner considering
technical, environmental and economic factors (further discussion on sustainability is provided in the main SMP
document). Only minor changes were made, although it was recognised that at many sites management of
coastal retreat would be necessary and that the document should identify the need for measures to be in place
to deal with loss of land and property. Where changes were made, further assessments were undertaken.
Once the draft preferred scenario had been defined, Policy Units were finalised. The policy units are frontages
for which a discrete shoreline management policy applies.
The draft preferred scenario was discussed with and reviewed by the CSG and EMF and agreed in principle.
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A.6.4

Confirm Preferred Scenario

Once the preferred scenario had been agreed, economic analysis was carried out. Although economic
considerations had been taken into account in the development of the scenarios, up to this stage no
quantification had been undertaken. Appendix H includes details on the analysis undertaken.
It should be noted that this assessment was not to establish the economic justification for a scheme. The
assessment was used to gain a broad understanding of the economic robustness of the preferred policies, i.e.
whether the policy was:
•

clearly economically viable;

•

clearly not economically viable; or

•

Potentially economically viable (and therefore may be in need of more detailed assessment at a later
date, e.g. as part of a strategic plan, although some commentary on this is provided within this
report).

In some locations information was available from existing strategy studies and scheme Project Appraisal
Reports. These documents contain detailed information on assets, benefits, and management costs. The data
sets have been used where appropriate and directly applicable, but problems in using such data relate to
differences in:
•

the timeframe – as many strategies have looked at economics over only 50 years and use different
discount factors to those now required by Treasury;

•

the area determined to be at risk, which may differ from the SMP (particularly due to the timescale
issue noted above);

•

the preferred option, which may differ from the SMP.

Therefore new data has also been derived. Losses and benefits have been calculated only on the basis of
residential and commercial property values. These values have been determined using a GIS (ESRI ArcGIS)
along with Defra FCDPAGN calculation sheets, which enabled the timing of property loss to be determined
using the risk zones defined as part of the policy assessment and no active intervention baseline scenario.
Other assets such as utilities and highways have not been valued nor included. Intangible assets such as
recreation and impacts upon the local economy or environment are also not included. This is in accordance
with the 2006 SMP PG (Defra, 2006).
The cost of implementing the proposed policy has also been broadly calculated, assuming the implementation
measures to be used. See Appendix H for further details on data used in the economic assessment.

A.6.5

Draft SMP Document Preparation

A draft version of the main SMP was produced to clearly present the Plan and the associated policies for
review and consultation. This includes:
•

Details on the objectives of an SMP and its status;

•

A non-technical explanation which gives background to development of the Plan and discusses
concepts of sustainability;

•

An overview of the Plan and its implications for the SMP coastline as a whole;

•

Statements for each policy unit outlining:

•

o

Details of the policies and their implementation;

o

Justification for the policies; and

o

Implications for local objectives.

Mapping to support the statements.

All supporting information is included in the accompanying Appendices as discussed within this document.
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A.7

Stage 4: Public Examination

A.7.1

Gain Approval in Principle
Principle

Prior to a final version of the SMP document being produced, the Plan was presented to the EMF in April
2009. The policies and their justification were presented to the group for further discussion, following this it
was agreed that the preferred policy scenario could go forward to public consultation.

A.7.2

Confirm Consultation Strategy

A strategy for the public consultation exercise was agreed through discussion with the CDT/CSG.
The following were agreed by the group:
•
•
•
•
•

The most appropriate method of dissemination is through manned public exhibitions;
The exhibitions should be held in the areas that provide good coverage of the wide SMP area to allow
as many people to reach them as possible;
The local press should be used as much as possible both for educational purposes and advertisements,
including a media launch event;
There is a need for a leaflet explaining the background and principles of the SMP; and,
There may be a need for additional meetings to be held for certain stakeholder groups.

It was decided that Teignbridge District Council would lead and manage the consultation process, including the
collation of comments received.

A.7.3
(a)

Public Consultation
Consultation Activities

The consultation period began on 22nd April 2009 with an initial closing date for comments of 24th July 2009,
although a number of further comments were also received after this deadline.
The full consultation document, including all appendices and maps, was available in electronic format on the
South Devon & Dorset Coastal Advisory Groups’ website www.sdadcag.org. Printed versions of the
consultation document were also available for inspection at the offices of each local authority member of the
coastal group.
A series of presentations to various audiences was given by officers of the local authorities and the
Environment Agency and staff of Halcrow (see Appendix B for details).
The public and businesses were invited to a series of public exhibitions, where officers of local authorities and
the Environment Agency and staff of Halcrow were present to discuss the proposals contained in the draft
SMP. Information boards were displayed at each of the exhibitions with an accompanying slide show.
The public were invited to comment on the draft SMP proposals and a consultation response form was made
available for download or completion on-line on the South Devon & Dorset Coastal Advisory Groups’
website.

(b)

Collation of Consultation Responses

The responses received from residents, businesses, Parish Councils and other organisations were in a variety
of formats:
•
•
•
•
•

Individually written letters
Individually written e-mails
Comments at the public exhibitions
Individually completed consultation forms downloaded from the website
Pre-printed forms signed by consultees (see Appendix B).
B

Upon receipt, each response was given a unique reference number and entered into a Stakeholder Database
maintained by Teignbridge District Council. All responses were then passed onto Halcrow to collate and
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review. All comments were collated in a responses table according to the section of coast or part of the SMP
the comments referred to. The details recorded included the name, address and the postcode of the person
making the comment and a summary of the response.

(c)

Assessment of Consultation Responses

Using the data collated in the feedback report, Halcrow analysed the responses to identify key issues and
concerns raised. A Consultation Report documenting their conclusions was produced and provided to the
SDADCAG for comment. This identified a number of areas where the draft policies required further
consideration to address issues and concerns raised through the consultation
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A.8

Stagess 5 and 6:
Stage
6: Finalise and Disseminate Plan

A.8
A.8.1

Revisions to Draft SMP

The Consultation Report was reviewed by the South Devon & Dorset Coastal Advisory Group (SDADCAG).
In response to this document and through discussion with the SDADCAG, a report addressing the concerns
raised through the consultation process was produced (see Appendix B).
B
Following consideration of comments, a case was identified to justify a change to some of the SMP policies
presented in the original consultation draft. Alterations and additions to other sections of the SMP were also
made, where necessary, in response to comments received. The changes to the final SMP policies from the
consultation draft are set out in Section G.1.2 of Appendix G.
G

A.8
A.8.2

Develop Action Plan

An Action Plan for implementation of the plan has been produced. This document outlines the steps required
to ensure SMP recommendations are taken forward in the immediate term, both in planning and coast
defence, and identifies the need to initiate further studies/actions to facilitate the implementation of the longerterm plan. Some of these actions, such as consideration of compensation measures, will require decisions to
be made at government level.
A summary of the Action Plan is provided in Section 6 of the main Plan document. Further detail for each
action provided in tabular format in line with national guidance for ensuring action plan information is provided
in a consistent way across England and Wales, in order to allow ease of future monitoring and reporting of
progress, is presented in Appendix M.
M

A.8.3
A.8.3

Finalise
Finalise SMP

Following consideration of comments raised, the SMP has been finalised and reviewed by the SDADCAG
ready for dissemination.

A.8
A.8.4

Dissemination and Implementation of The Plan

The SDADCAG will be responsible for making the SMP accessible and for publicising its completion. It will also
be the responsibility of the Coastal Group to promote and monitor progress, with the Action Plan retained on
the agenda for all future Coastal Group meetings. The South Devon and Dorset SMP website (part of the
SDADCAG website) will have an ‘updates’ page on which this Action Plan will be placed and progress against
the actions reported. This will include identification of the implications of any study outputs or wider
developments for the relevant SMP policies.
It is not possible at this time to set a date for the next review of the SMP. It is considered likely that a 5 to 10
year period may be appropriate, however it is vital that changes in understanding or the shoreline management
framework are monitored to establish if there comes a point (within the next 5 to 10 years) that the SMP
policies become sufficiently out of date as to warrant a full review of the plan. This will be a judgment made by
the Coastal Group.
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The Supporting Appendices
These appendices and the accompanying documents provide all of the information required to support the
Shoreline Management Plan. This is to ensure that there is clarity in the decision-making process and that the
rationale behind the policies being promoted is both transparent and auditable. The appendices are:
A: SMP Development

This reports the history of development of the SMP, describing
more fully the plan and policy decision-making process.

B: Stakeholder Engagement

All communications from the stakeholder process are provided
here, together with information arising from the consultation
process.

C: Baseline Process Understanding

Includes baseline process report, defence assessment, NAI and
WPM assessments and summarises data used in assessments.

D: SEA Environmental Baseline
Report (Theme Review)

This report identifies and evaluates the environmental features
(human, natural, historical and landscape).

E: Issues & Objectives Evaluation

Provides information on the issues and objectives identified as part
of the Plan development, including appraisal of their importance.

F: Initial Policy Appraisal & Scenario
Development

Presents the consideration of generic policy options for each
frontage, identifying possible acceptable policies, and their
combination into ‘scenarios’ for testing. Also presents the appraisal
of impacts upon shoreline evolution and the appraisal of objective
achievement.

G: Preferred Policy Scenario Testing

Presents the policy assessment and appraisal of objective
achievement towards definition of the Preferred Plan (as presented
in the Shoreline Management Plan document).

H: Economic Appraisal and
Sensitivity Testing

Presents the economic analysis undertaken in support of the
Preferred Plan.

I: Strategic Environmental
Assessment (SEA) Report

Presents the various items undertaken in developing the Plan that
specifically relate to the requirements of the EU Council Directive
2001/42/EC (the Strategic Environmental Assessment Directive),
such that all of this information is readily accessible in one
document.

J: Appropriate Assessment Report

Presents the Appropriate Assessment of SMP policies upon
European designated sites (SPAs and SACs) as well as Ramsar sites,
where policies might have a likely significant effect upon these sites.
This is carried out in accordance with the Conservation (Natural
Habitats, &c.) Regulations 1994 (the Habitats Regulations).

K: Water Framework Development
Report

Presents assessment of potential impacts of SMP policies upon
coastal and estuarine water bodies, in accordance with the
requirements of EU Council Directive 2000/60/EC (the Water
Framework Directive).

L: Metadatabase and Bibliographic
database

All supporting information used to develop the SMP is referenced
for future examination and retrieval.

M: Action Plan Summary Table

Presents the Action Plan items included in Section 6 of the main
SMP document (The Plan) in tabular format for ease of monitoring
and reporting action plan progress.

Within each appendix cross-referencing highlights the documents where related appraisals are presented. The
broad relationships between the appendices are illustrated below.
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B.1Introduction
B.1Introduction
B.1.1

Stakeholder Engagement Strategy
Strategy

The stakeholder engagement process is intended to build trust and understanding between all parties involved
in the formation of an SMP with the aim of being inclusive, transparent and appropriate in its methods and
application.
Three main groups were involved in development of the Durlston Head to Rame Head Shoreline Management
Plan (SMP):
1.
2.
3.

Client Steering Group (CSG);
Elected Members Forum (EMF); and
Key Stakeholders Forum (KSF).
1.

See Appendix A for details relating to the Client Steering Group,
Group who have taken the lead on the
Stakeholder Engagement for this SMP.

2.

The involvement of Elected Members in the process of proposal development reflects the "Cabinet"
style approach to decision making operating in many local authorities. Politicians are involved from
the beginning, thereby reducing the likelihood that the policies will not be approved by the planning
authorities. They were involved through a Forum, building trust and understanding between Elected
Members, the Client Steering Group and Key Stakeholders. This was achieved through the
involvement of one or two elected members, encompassing relevant portfolios, from each of the local
authorities within the Shoreline Management Plan area. Planning officers as well as the coastal officers
from each authority were also invited to attend these events. Those unable to attend the EMFs were
also invited to attend KSFs to provide opportunity for planners to engage with the SMP process.

3.

The Key Stakeholder Forum (KSF) acts as a focal point for discussion and consultation through
development of the project. The membership of the group provides representation of the primary
interests within the study area, ensuring consideration of all interests during review of issues.
Inclusion of this group offers a more participatory process. This group was involved through meetings
at key points within the SMP process and involved inviting all those stakeholders who registered an
interest during the Initial Stakeholder Engagement stage (refer to Section B.2.2) to attend meetings
and workshops to discuss elements of the SMP as it developed. The incorporation of this group
provides direct feedback and information to the Consultant, and acts as a focal point for the
consultation process. It is also possible to adopt more of a partnership approach to the KSF, by
developing a more collaborative decision-making forum. Under this approach certain responsibilities
normally held by the Client Steering Group (CSG) may be shared by the KSF in order to increase the
level of stakeholder ownership of the final decisions.
There will always be large numbers of individuals and organisations who are likely to be affected by
the decisions of the project. It is unlikely to ever be practical to involve all these stakeholders.
However, for this SMP, in the spirit of engaging as fully as possible with stakeholders, the decision was
taken to invite all those who registered as being interested in participating in the SMP process, were
invited to provide information and partake in meetings to aid the development of the SMP.
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B.1.2
B.1.2

Summary Table of the Stakeholder Strategy at each stage of SMP Development

Stage of Plan
Preparation

Activity

Dates

Stage 1: SMP
Scope

Initial
Stakeholder
contact

March 2007 to July
2007

Stage 2:
Assessments to
support policy

Initial Elected
Members and
Key
Stakeholders
Forum held

November 2007
and March 2008
respectively

Second Key
Stakeholders
and Elected
Members
Forum –
Draft Issues
and
Objectives
Table

June and July 2008

Purpose of stakeholder involvement

•

Inform interested parties that an SMP is being
prepared (on behalf of Defra and relevant local
authorities)

Stakeholders involved

Method of involvement

• Elected Members

Letter, Questionnaire and Information
Leaflet (different letters sent to
different groups)

• Stakeholders

•

Segregate the interested parties into two groups
(Elected Members and Stakeholders)

•

Request information from interested parties

•

Gather views on issues relating to the SMP coast

•

Introduce the SMP process

• Elected Members

•

Request information from interested parties

• Key Stakeholders

•

Gather views on the features and issues relating to the
SMP coast

EMF and KSF members asked to:
•

Check that all relevant issues have been included

•

Review the features identified

•

Check that the benefits identified are correct and that
we have included all beneficiaries

•

Check that the objectives are a good representation of
the requirements of the beneficiaries

Follow-up reminder letters, including
one specifically to parish councils

• Elected Members
• Key Stakeholders

A series of 7 meetings in total were
held along the SMP coast at which
power point presentation and an open
discussion forum were held. These
KSFs were open to anyone who
wanted to attend,
Draft Issues and Objectives Table sent
as part of briefing note by email and/or
post
Two follow-up meetings with power
point presentations and open
discussion forum. Due to the focussed
nature of these events, these KSFs
were restricted to inviting only those
stakeholders who had already been
engaged with and registered with the
SMP process at that point in time.
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Stage of Plan
Preparation

Activity

Dates

Purpose of stakeholder involvement

Stakeholders involved

Method of involvement

Stage 3: Policy
Development

Third Elected
Members and
Key
Stakeholders
Forum

September 2008
and November
2008

EMF and KSF members were presented with the policy options
to be tested as part of the policy appraisal. The objective of the
forums were to establish:

• Elected Members

A series of 6 meetings were held in
total along the SMP coast.

Stage 4: Public
Examination

Stage 5: Finalise
SMP

Public
Consultation

April to June 2009

July 2009 to
February 2010

•

The vision(s) of the various stakeholders for the whole
SMP shoreline over each epoch

•

Any ‘overriding drivers’ for directing future policy, and
specific future policy options that the stakeholders
wish to see tested

•

Agree the benefits

•

Areas of agreement and conflict i.e. main flood and
erosion risks

•

Potential scope for compromise and acceptance of
future change

•

To make elected members and stakeholders aware of
the draft plan

•

To provide stakeholders with opportunities for
support and objection and moving to resolve
differences

•

Review output from public examination and theme the
responses

•

Produce a Consultation Report on these findings

•

Meet with CSG to discuss the nature of feedback
(amending the plan / policies if need be)

•

Meet with EMF to discuss and agree the Final Plan
(amend the plan / policies if need be)

• Key Stakeholders

Each meeting involved a formal
presentation followed by open
discussion forums. These KSFs were
open to anyone who wanted to
attend,

EMF
Wider public

Distribution of summary leaflet and
SMP document made available for
viewing via www.sdadcag.org.
A series of 5 public exhibitions along
the SMP coast. This was preceded by a
meeting with Elected Members to
explain and discuss the preferred
policies.

• CSG
• EMF

Proposed changes to draft plan,
Consultation Report and Action Plan
reviewed by CSG. Outcomes relayed
to the EMF.
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Stage of Plan
Preparation

Activity

Dates

Purpose of stakeholder involvement

•

Draft and agree Action Plan

•

Meet with CSG to discuss EMF, the Action Plan and
finalisation of the plan

•

Update the Main Document and Appendices

Stakeholders involved

Method of involvement

Wider public

Hard copies and CD s. Information
available to download in PDF format
at www.sdadcag.org. Summary leaflets
disseminated at Local Authorities
discretion.

Present Members with the final plan
Stage 6: SMP
Dissemination

March 2010

•

Disseminate to Local Authorities, Natural England, the
Environment Agency and Defra

•

Update the SMP website: www.sdadcag.org

•

Inform stakeholders of the final plan
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B.2

Membership Lists

B.2.1

Elected Members Forum (EMF)

Four meetings were held with the Elected Members: 16th November 2007, 27th June 2008, 26th September
2008, and 3rd April 2009. The first three meetings were held at the Environment Agency’s office at Exminster
House in Devon, whilst the meeting in April 2009 was held at the Pilot Boat Inn in Lyme Regis, Dorset. The
purpose of these meetings was to update on the SMP progress and discuss key stages of the SMP development
with elected members in advance of engaging with other stakeholders via the Key Stakeholder Forums at
which their constituents would be attending. The purpose of the meeting in April 2009 was to discuss the
preferred policy options in advance of launching the three month public consultation.
The elected members were also invited to attend these KSF events and a number (refer to Section B.2.2).
Details of these meetings are included in Section B4. The Table below shows all those elected members invited
to these meetings, and those actual attendees at the meetings, which included both elected members and
representatives from the both South Devon and Dorset Coastal Advisory Group and the SMP consultant, who
are also listed for completeness.
In addition to the formal EMFs held during the development of the SMP, elected members in individual local
authorities and town and parish councils, were updated and informed about the SMP process through bespoke
presentations arranged upon request and delivered by Teignbridge District Council as Lead Authority.
Title

First name

Surname

Cllr

Margaret

Allen

Cllr

Les

Ames

Cllr
Cllr

Mary
David

Aspinall
Atkins

Cllr

Keith

Baldry

Cllr

Nikki

Barker

Cllr

Thomas

Bartlett

Cllr

Hilary

Bastone

Cllr

Baverstock

Cllr
Cllr

Lynda
Julian

Bowyer
Brazil

Cllr

Geoffrey

Brierly

Cllr

Sandra

Brown

Cllr

Carol

Bunday

Cllr

Nick

Cake

Cllr

Basil

Cane

Cllr
Cllr

Kevin
Bryan

Carroll
Carson

Cllr

Carter

Cllr

Geoffrey

Chamberlain

Cllr

David

Chapman

Council
Caradon District
Council
Dorset County
Council
Plymouth City Council
East Devon District
Council
South Hams District
Council
West Dorset District
Council
West Dorset District
Council
South Hams District
Council
South Hams District
Council
Plymouth City Council
South Hams District
Council
Dorset County
Council
Dorset County
Council
Teignbridge District
Council
Purbeck District
Council
South Hams District
Council
Torbay Council
South Hams District
Council
South Hams District
Council
East Devon District
Council
East Devon District

Attended
EMF1
1 (16th
EMF
Nov 2007)

Attended
Attended
EMF2 (27th
June 2008)

Attended
EMF3
3 (26th
EMF
Sept 2008)

Attended
EMF4
4 (3rd
EMF
Apr 2009)

Y

N

N

N

Y

Y

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

Y

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

Y

N

Y

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

Y

Y

N

Y

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N
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Title

First name

Surname

Cllr

Humphrey

Clemens

Cllr

Ronald

Coatsworth

Cllr
Cllr

Mark
Alan

Coker
Connett

Cllr

Suzie

Cooper

Cllr

Trevor

Cope

Cllr

David

CorneyWalker
Coulson

Cllr
Cllr

Hilary

Cox

Cllr

David

Cox

Cllr

Michael

Cox

Cllr

Alex

Cross

Cllr

David

Crowhurst

Cllr

Geoff

Date

Cllr
Cllr

Vivien
Brian

Duval-Steer
Ellis

Cllr

Jill

Elson

Cllr

Jill

Elson

Cllr
Cllr
Cllr

Mary
Robert
Terry

Evans
Excell
Falcao

Cllr

Peter

Farrell

Cllr

Malcolm

Florey

Cllr
Cllr
Cllr

Ken
Wendy
Ray

Foster
Foster
Franklin

Cllr

Anne

Fry

Cllr
Cllr

Ted
Ian

Fry
Gardner

Cllr
Cllr

George
Chris

Cllr

Gibbins
Gould

Cllr

Pat

Graham

Cllr

Mike

Green

Council
Council
Teignbridge District
Council
Dorset County
Council
Plymouth City Council
Teignbridge District
Council
South Hams District
Council
East Devon District
Council
Teignbridge District
Council
South Hams District
Council
Dorset County
Council
Teignbridge District
Council
North Dorset District
Council
Teignbridge District
Council
Dorset County
Council
South Hams District
Council
East Devon
Dorset County
Council
East Devon District
Council
East Devon District
Council
Exeter City Council
Torbay Council
Teignbridge District
Council
Dorset County
Council
East Devon District
Council
Plymouth City Council
Plymouth City Council
East Devon District
Council
Teignbridge District
Council
Plymouth City Council
West Dorset District
Council
East Devon District
Council
East Devon District
Council
West Dorset District
Council
East Devon District
Council
East Devon District
Council

Attended
EMF1
1 (16th
EMF
Nov 2007)

Attended
Attended
EMF2 (27th
June 2008)

Attended
EMF3
3 (26th
EMF
Sept 2008)

Attended
EMF4
4 (3rd
EMF
Apr 2009)

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N
Y

N
Y

N
Y

N
Y

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N
N

N
N

N
N

N
N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

Y

N

N

N

N

N

Y

Y

N

N

N

N

N

N

Y
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Title

First name

Surname

Cllr

Mike

Haines

Cllr

Steve

Hall

Cllr

May

Hardey

Cllr

Patrick

Hicks

Cllr

Donald

Hiett

Cllr
Cllr

Valentine
Bill

Hiromeris
Hitchins

Cllr

Ted

Hockin

Cllr

Mike

Hocking

Cllr

Doug

Hollings

Cllr

Gordon

Hook

Cllr

John

Humphreys

Cllr

John

Hyde

Cllr

Ben

Ingham

Cllr

Marie

Jenkins

Cllr

Stephanie

Jones

Cllr

Anne

Kenwood

Cllr
Cllr

Mark
Jim

King
Knight

Cllr
Cllr

Michael
Margaret

Leaves
Leicester

Cllr
Cllr

Sally
Ken

Letcher
Lewis

Cllr

Graham

Liverton

Cllr

Mike

Lovells

Cllr
Cllr

John
Shirley

Locke
Maddicott

Cllr
Cllr
Cllr

Susan
Joyce
Howard

McDonald
Medstead
Milton

Cllr

Mary

Mugford

Cllr

Ron

Nash

Cllr
Cllr
Cllr

Jean
Rob
David

Nelder
Newby
Newson

Cllr

Newth

Council
Teignbridge District
Council
East Devon District
Council
East Devon District
Council
West Dorset District
Council
Dorset County
Council
Plymouth City Council
South Hams District
Council
Teignbridge District
Council
Teignbridge District
Council
Weymouth & Portland
Borough Council
Teignbridge District
Council
East Devon District
Council
Purbeck District
Council
East Devon District
Council
Teignbridge District
Council
East Devon District
Council
Dorset County
Council
Plymouth City Council
East Devon District
Council
Plymouth City Council
Weymouth & Portland
Borough Council
Plymouth City Council
Teignbridge District
Council
East Devon District
Council
Dorset County
Council
Plymouth City Council
Teignbridge District
Council
Plymouth City Council
Cornwall Council
Teignbridge District
Council
Teignbridge District
Council
Dorset County
Council
Plymouth City Council
Exeter City Council
West Dorset District
Council
East Devon District

Attended
EMF1
1 (16th
EMF
Nov 2007)

Attended
Attended
EMF2 (27th
June 2008)

Attended
EMF3
3 (26th
EMF
Sept 2008)

Attended
EMF4
4 (3rd
EMF
Apr 2009)

Y

Y

Y

Y

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

Y

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

Y

N

Y

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

Y

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

Y

Y

N

N

N

N

Y

N

N

Y

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

Y

N

N

N

N

N

N

N
N

N
N

N
N

N
Y

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N
N

N
N

N
N

N
N

N

N

N

N

N

Y

N

N
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Title

First name

Surname

Cllr

Darryl

Nicholas

Cllr
Cllr

Patrick
Ian

Nicholson
Parkes

Cllr

Eric

Parkin

Cllr

Mark

Parsons

Cllr

John

Peake

Cllr

Mary

Penfold

Cllr

Graham

Price

Cllr

Rosalind

Prowse

Cllr

Sara

Cllr

Tony

Randall
Johnson
Reed

Cllr
Cllr

Eddie
Michael

Rennie
Rogers

Cllr

Margaret

Rogers

Cllr

Sylvia

Russell

Cllr

Teresa

Seall

Cllr

Malcolm

Shakesby

Cllr

Snowden

Cllr
Cllr

Bill
Pauline

Stevens
Stott

Cllr

Gillian

Summers

Cllr

Clare

Sutton

Cllr

Brenda

Taylor

Cllr

David

Tett

Cllr

Daryl

Turner

Cllr

Karl

Wallace

Cllr

Anne

Ward

Cllr

David

Weekes

Cllr
Cllr

George
Elaine

Wheeler
Whyte

Cllr
Cllr
Cllr

Nicky
Dafydd
Mark

Wildy
Williams
Williamson

Cllr

Tim

Wood

Council
Council
East Devon District
Council
Plymouth City Council
Teignbridge District
Council
Caradon District
Council
West Dorset District
Council
Dorset County
Council
West Dorset District
Council
Teignbridge District
Council
Teignbridge District
Council
East Devon District
Council
East Devon District
Council
Plymouth City Council
West Dorset District
Council
East Devon District
Council
Teignbridge District
Council
West Dorset District
Council
Dorset County
Council
West Dorset District
Council
Plymouth City Council
East Devon District
Council
West Dorset District
Council
Dorset County
Council
East Devon District
Council
West Dorset District
Council
West Dorset District
Council
West Dorset District
Council
South Hams District
Council
Teignbridge District
Council
Plymouth City Council
West Dorset District
Council
Plymouth City Council
Plymouth City Council
East Devon District
Council
East Devon District

Attended
EMF1
1 (16th
EMF
Nov 2007)

Attended
Attended
EMF2 (27th
June 2008)

Attended
EMF3
3 (26th
EMF
Sept 2008)

Attended
EMF4
4 (3rd
EMF
Apr 2009)

N

N

N

N

Y

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

Y

N

Y

Y

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

Y

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

Y

Y

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N
N

N
N

N
N

N
N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N
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Title

First name

Surname

Cllr

Stephen

Wragg

Cllr

Eileen

Wragg

Keith
Alan
Jonathon
Helen
Alan
Nick
Neil
Phil

Nursey
Frampton
Rogers
Jay
Rafelt
Lyness
Watson
Perkins

Mike

Lakin

Robert

George

Richard

Edmunds

Paul

Taper

Amanda
Keith

Newsome
Cole

Keith

Steel

Nick
Jack
Graeme

Garswood
Nott
Smith

Jenny

Plackett

Jerry

Masters

Vicky
Alison

TannerTremaine
Slade

Aidan

Winder

Ian

Bateman

Ken

Buchan

Mike

Baker

Mark

Reilly

Phil
Mike

Mitchell
Goater

Trevor

Finch

Malcolm

Woodwards

Steve

Wollard

Kate

Evans

Council
Council
East Devon District
Council
East Devon District
Council
Environment Agency
Halcrow
Halcrow
Halcrow
Environment Agency
Environment Agency
Environment Agency
West Dorset District
Council
Weymouth And
Portland Borough
Council
Weymouth & Portland
Borough Council
Dorset County
Council
South Hams District
Council
Natural England
Coast & Countryside
Projects Ltd
East Devon District
Council
Torbay Council
Exeter City Council
Teignbridge District
Council
Teignbridge District
Council
Caradon District
Council
Teignbridge District
Council
Teignbridge District
Council
Devon County
Council
Devon County
Council
Dorset County
Council
East Devon District
Council
East Devon District
Council
Plymouth City Council
Purbeck District
Council
South Hams District
Council
West Dorset District
Council
West Dorset District
Council
Weymouth & Portland
Borough Council

Attended
EMF1
1 (16th
EMF
Nov 2007)

Attended
Attended
EMF2 (27th
June 2008)

Attended
EMF3
3 (26th
EMF
Sept 2008)

Attended
EMF4
4 (3rd
EMF
Apr 2009)

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N
Y
Y
N
N
N
N

Y
Y
N
N
N
N
N

Y
Y
N
Y
Y
N
N

Y
Y
Y
N
Y
Y
Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

N

N

Y

N

Y

N

Y

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

N

Y

Y

N

Y

N

Y

Y

Y

N

Y

Y

N

N

Y

N

Y
N

N
N

Y
Y

Y
N

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

N

Y

N

Y

Y

N

N

Y

N

N

N

N

N

N

Y

Y

N

N

Y

Y

N

N

N

Y

N

N

Y

Y

Y

N

N

N

N

N

Y

Y

Y

N

Y

Y

Y

N

Y

Y

Y

N

Y

Y

N

N

N

Y

N

N

N

Y

N

N

N
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Title

First name
Angela
Steve
Humphrey
Denise
Pater
Tony
Kasa
Vanessa

B.2.2
B.2.2

Surname
Proctor
Stanbridge
Temperley
Ramsey
Haigh
Flux
Curry
Straker

Council
Environment Agency
Environment Agency
Environment Agency
Natural England
Network Rail
National Trust
Tamar Estuary Forum
English Heritage

Attended
EMF1
1 (16th
EMF
Nov 2007)
Y
Y
N
N
N
N
N
N

Attended
Attended
EMF2 (27th
June 2008)
N
Y
N
Y
Y
N
N
N

Attended
EMF3
3 (26th
EMF
Sept 2008)
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N

Attended
EMF4
4 (3rd
EMF
Apr 2009)
N
N
Y
N
N
Y
Y
Y

Key Stakeholder Forum (KSF)
KSF)

The KSF involved individuals who had registered an interest in the preparation of the SMP during the Initial
Stakeholder Engagement (refer to Section B.3), including those likely to be affected by the SMP policies. These
individuals were then invited to participate at key stages in the development of the SMP (refer to Section B.5),
although not all of those invited were able to attend each event.
The table below provides a summary of those stakeholders who attended the various KSF meetings during the
development of the SMP. For completeness, this also includes members of the South Devon and Dorset
Advisory Group as well as the SMP consultants who also attended these events. Please note however that
individual names are not published in this public consultation draft and so where there appears to be
duplication of organisations, it is in fact where different members of those organisations attended.
Organisation
Aune Conservation Assn
Axmouth Harbour Mgmt. Co.
Axmouth PC
Babcock Marine
BAIT
Bere Ferrers Parish Council
Blackpool & Start Estate
BLAP Coastal Authorities Working Group
BMF SW
Bridport Local Area Plan
Brody Forbes Partnership
Burton Bradstock Parish Council
Canoe Adventures
Cattewater Harbour Commissioners
CCPL
CDE / EDGC
Chamber of Commerce
Chesil Bank & Fleet Nature Reserve
Chideock PC
Christchurch Borough Council
Combpyne Rousdon Parish Council
Cornworthy County Council
Cornworthy PC
D.C.C.
D.C.C. Area Engineer (South Devon)
Dare
Dart Harbour & Navigation Authority
Dart Valley Railway PLC
Dart Valley Railway Plc
Dartmouth & Kingsbridge Society
David Roche Geo Consulting
Dawlish Town Council
Dawlish Town Council/Teignbridge Dc
Dawlish Town Councillor
Dawlish Warren Tourism

Attended
Attended KSF1 Attended KSF2 Attended KSF3
Meeting (Mar
Meeting (July
Meeting (Nov
2008)
2008)
2008)
N
Y
N
Y
N
Y
N
N
Y
Y
Y
Y
N
N
Y
N
N
Y
N
N
Y
N
Y
Y
N
N
Y
N
N
Y
N
N
Y
N
N
Y
Y
N
N
N
N
Y
Y
N
Y
Y
N
N
Y
N
N
N
Y
N
Y
Y
Y
N
Y
N
Y
N
N
Y
N
N
Y
N
N
Y
N
Y
Y
N
N
N
N
Y
Y
N
N
Y
N
Y
Y
N
N
Y
Y
Y
N
N
Y
N
Y
N
Y
N
N
N
Y
N
N
Y
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Organisation
DCC
Devon Countryside Access Forum
Devon County Council
Devon County Councillor
Devon Maritime Forum
Devon Rural Network
Discover West Bay
Dorset AONB
Dorset AONB
Dorset CC
Dorset Coastal Forum
Dorset Countryside
Dorset Countryside (DCC)
Dorset Countryside Ranger Service
Dorset County Council
Dorset County Council
Dorset Wildlife Trust
Dorset Wildlife Trust
E. Devon Fishermen & Boatmen Assoc
East Devon County Council Sidmouth Town C.
East Devon District Council
East Devon District Council
East Devon District Council
East Devon District Council
East Devon District Council
East Devon District Council
East Devon District Council
East Devon Golf Club
East Devon Golf Club
EDDC Cllr / Devon Conservation Forum
EDDC Cllr / Devon Conservation Forum
EDFA
EEC Devon County Council
English Heritage
English Riviera Geopark
Environment Agency
Environment Agency
Environment Agency
Environment Agency
Environment Agency
Environment Agency
Environment Agency
Environment Agency
Environment Agency
Environment Agency
Environment Agency
Exe Estuary Management Partnership
Exe Sailing Club
Exeter City Council
Exeter City Council
Exmouth Community Association
Exmouth Community Association
Exmouth Harbour Master
Exmouth Quay Residents Association
Exmouth Quay Residents Society
Exmouth Quay Residents Society
Exmouth Quay Residents Society
Exmouth Quay Residents Society
Exmouth Tidal Group
Exmouth Town Council

Attended
Attended KSF1 Attended KSF2 Attended KSF3
Meeting (Mar
Meeting (July
Meeting (Nov
2008)
2008)
2008)
Y
N
N
N
N
Y
N
N
Y
N
N
Y
N
N
Y
N
Y
Y
N
N
N
Y
N
N
N
Y
N
N
Y
Y
N
N
Y
N
Y
N
N
Y
N
N
Y
Y
N
N
N
N
Y
Y
N
N
N
N
Y
N
N
Y
Y
N
N
N
N
Y
N
N
Y
Y
N
N
Y
N
Y
N
N
Y
Y
N
N
N
N
Y
Y
N
N
Y
N
N
Y
N
N
Y
N
N
Y
N
N
Y
N
N
N
N
Y
N
Y
N
N
N
Y
N
N
Y
N
N
Y
N
N
Y
N
N
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
N
N
Y
N
N
Y
N
N
Y
N
N
Y
Y
Y
Y
N
Y
Y
N
N
Y
N
N
N
N
Y
N
N
Y
N
N
Y
Y
N
N
N
Y
Y
Y
N
N
Y
N
N
Y
N
N
N
N
N
Y
N
N
N
Y
N
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Organisation
Exmouth Town Council
Fleet Study Group
Fleet Study Group
Forestry Commission
FPMC Ltd
Freshwater Beach Holiday Park
Freshwater Beach Holiday Park
Friends of Rodwell Trail / Weymouth Lunar Society
Geological Consultant to WHS
Halcrow
Hulp Swine Pa
Kimmeridge Parish Council
Limosa Farms Ltd
Lulworth Estate
Lyme Regis Forum / Parish Church Etc
Lyme Regis Forum / Parish Church Etc
Lyme Regis TC
Lyme Regis TC
Lyme Regis Town Council
Lyme V.A.P
Lyme Ward
Marine Fisheries Agency
Maritime Plymouth
Maritime Plymouth
Mayor Lyme Regis
National Trust
Natural England
Natural England
Natural England
Natural England
NE
Network Rail
NFU
NFU
NFU
NFU
NFU Group

Non-affiliated individual
Non-affiliated individual
Non-affiliated individual
Non-affiliated individual
Non-affiliated individual
Non-affiliated individual
Non-affiliated individual
Non-affiliated individual
Non-affiliated individual
Non-affiliated individual
Non-affiliated individual
Non-affiliated individual
Non-affiliated individual
Non-affiliated individual
Non-affiliated individual
Non-affiliated individual
Non-affiliated individual
Non-affiliated individual
Non-affiliated individual
Non-affiliated individual
Non-affiliated individual
Non-affiliated individual
Non-affiliated individual

Attended
Attended KSF1 Attended KSF2 Attended KSF3
Meeting (Mar
Meeting (July
Meeting (Nov
2008)
2008)
2008)
Y
N
N
Y
N
Y
Y
N
N
N
N
Y
N
N
Y
Y
N
Y
N
Y
N
Y
N
Y
N
N
Y
Y
N
N
Y
N
N
N
Y
N
Y
N
N
N
N
Y
Y
N
Y
Y
N
Y
N
Y
N
Y
Y
Y
Y
N
N
Y
N
N
N
N
Y
N
Y
Y
N
N
Y
N
N
Y
Y
N
N
Y
Y
Y
Y
N
N
N
N
Y
N
N
Y
Y
N
N
N
N
Y
N
N
Y
Y
N
N
Y
N
N
Y
N
N
Y
N
N
Y
N
N
N
N
Y
N
N
Y
N
N
Y
N
N
Y
N
N
Y
N
N
Y
N
N
Y
N
N
Y
N
N
Y
N
N
Y
N
N
Y
N
N
Y
N
N
Y
N
N
Y
N
N
Y
N
N
Y
N
N
Y
N
N
Y
N
Y
N
N
N
Y
N
N
Y
Y
N
Y
N
N
Y
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Organisation

Non-affiliated individual
Non-affiliated individual
Non-affiliated individual
Non-affiliated individual
Non-affiliated individual
Non-affiliated individual
Non-affiliated individual
Non-affiliated individual
Non-affiliated individual
Non-affiliated individual
Non-affiliated individual
Non-affiliated individual
Non-affiliated individual
Non-affiliated individual
Non-affiliated individual
Non-affiliated individual
Non-affiliated individual
Non-affiliated individual
P.C.C
Parish Cleric. Stoke Fleming P. Council
Patrick Parsons Ltd
Plymouth & Exeter District Of The Methodist Church
Plymouth City Council
Plymouth Federation Of Sea Anglers
Plymouth Marine Science
Plymouth University
Plymouth University
Powderham Estate
Powderham Estate
Powderham Estate
Powderham Estate
Purbeck District Council
Resident Old Castle Road
River Yealm & District Assn & Campaign To Protect Rural England
Royal Dart Yacht Club
Royal Haskoning
RSPB
RSPB
RSPB
Rubicon Marine
RYA S.W. Region
S Devon & Channel Shell fishermen
Salcombe Museum
Salcombe TC
Salcombe Town Council
SFCC
SFCC
SHDC
Shellfish Association of Great Britain
Shellfish Farmer
Sidmouth TC
Sidmouth TC
Slapton Line Action Group
South Devon & Channel Shellfisheries Association
South Devon AONB
South Devon Marine And British Marine Federation
South Hams D.C
South Hams District Council
South Hams Society
South West Coast Path Association

Attended
Attended KSF1 Attended KSF2 Attended KSF3
Meeting (Mar
Meeting (July
Meeting (Nov
2008)
2008)
2008)
N
N
Y
N
N
Y
N
N
Y
N
N
Y
N
N
Y
Y
N
N
N
N
Y
N
N
Y
N
N
Y
N
N
Y
N
N
Y
N
N
Y
N
N
Y
N
N
Y
N
N
Y
N
N
Y
N
N
Y
N
Y
N
Y
N
N
Y
N
N
N
N
Y
N
N
Y
N
N
Y
N
N
Y
N
Y
N
N
N
Y
N
N
Y
Y
N
N
Y
N
N
Y
N
N
Y
N
N
Y
Y
Y
Y
N
N
N
Y
Y
Y
N
N
N
N
Y
N
N
Y
Y
N
N
N
Y
N
N
N
Y
Y
N
N
N
Y
N
N
Y
N
N
Y
Y
Y
N
N
N
Y
N
N
Y
N
N
Y
N
Y
N
Y
N
N
N
Y
Y
N
Y
N
Y
Y
N
N
N
Y
N
Y
N
N
Y
Y
Y
N
N
Y
N
Y
N
N
Y
Y
N
N
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Organisation
South West Coast Path Association
South West Water
Stanton SV Gabriel (Chan Valley PC)
Starcross P.C
Starcross PC
Stoke Fleming P. Council
Stokenham and Chivelstone Parish Councils
Stokenham PC
Stuart Line Cruises
SUSTRANS
Swanage Town Council
SWCPA
Tamar Estuaries Consultative Forum
Tamar Valley AONB
Tamariask Farm / Bridport Environment Group / Coastal
Community
Teignbridge District Council
Teignbridge District Council
Teignbridge District Council
Teignbridge District Council
Teignbridge District Council
Teignbridge District Council
Teignmouth Harbour Commission
The Lyme Regis Society
The Lyme Regis Society
The National Trust
Thurlestone Golf Club
Topsham Bird watching Society
Torbay Coast & Countryside Trust
Torbay Council
University of Plymouth
University of Plymouth
University of Plymouth
University of Plymouth
University of Plymouth
University of Plymouth
Uplyme Resident
W + P. LSA
W Trout & Son Ltd
W Trout & Son Ltd
W Trout & Son Ltd & Exe Estuary Vice Chair
Warren Golf Club
West Dorset County Council
West Dorset District Council
West Dorset District Council
West Dorset District Council
West Dorset District Council
West Dorset District Council
West Lulworth Parish Council
West Lulworth Parish Council
Weymouth & Portland Borough Council
Weymouth & Portland Borough Council
Weymouth & Portland Borough Council
Weymouth & Portland Borough Council
Weymouth & Portland Borough Council
Weymouth & Portland Borough Council
Weymouth & Portland Borough Council
Weymouth & Portland Chamber Of Commerce, Industry & Tourism
Weymouth & Portland National Sailing Academy
Weymouth Care Society

Attended
Attended KSF1 Attended KSF2 Attended KSF3
Meeting (Mar
Meeting (July
Meeting (Nov
2008)
2008)
2008)
Y
N
N
Y
N
N
Y
N
Y
Y
Y
N
N
N
Y
Y
N
N
N
N
Y
Y
Y
N
N
N
Y
N
N
Y
N
N
Y
Y
N
N
Y
N
Y
N
N
Y
Y
N
N
N
N
N
N
Y
Y
Y
Y
N
N
N
N
Y
Y
N
Y
N
Y
Y
N
N
N
Y
Y
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
Y
N
Y
Y
Y
Y
N
Y
Y

N
N
N
N
N
N
N
Y
N
N
N
N
N
Y
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
Y
N
Y
Y
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
Y
N

N
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
N
N
N
Y
N
Y
N
Y
Y
N
N
Y
N
Y
N
N
Y
Y
Y
Y
N
Y
Y
Y
N
N
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
N
N
Y
Y
Y
N
N
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Organisation
Weymouth Civic Society
Woodhuish Farm
WPBC / Dorset Council
Yealm Y.C.

Attended
Attended KSF1 Attended KSF2 Attended KSF3
Meeting (Mar
Meeting (July
Meeting (Nov
2008)
2008)
2008)
N
N
Y
Y
N
N
Y
Y
N
Y
N
N
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B.3

Initial Stakeholder Engagement Materials

The Initial Stakeholder Engagement ‘pack’ sent out in March 2007 included:
1.

An invitation letter: two variations of the invitation letter were produced and sent to the following
categories of stakeholders:
•

Those considered to be Key Stakeholders that are required to be involved in the SMP process; and,

•

Other stakeholders to whom a formal approach should be made. They are considered to be aware
but not be familiar with SMP process. This could include: the general public, individual landowners and
small businesses.

2.

Information describing the background to the Durlston Head to Rame Head SMP2 and the involvement of
the Client Steering Group in the SMP process. This consisted of an information leaflet.

3.

A questionnaire which requested basic contact details, the organisations interests and concerns with the
coastline and the review of the SMP as well as whether they held or could provide any data/information.

This ‘pack’ was sent to a large number of organisations, all of whom are listed in Annex B.1.
B.1
A reminder letter was subsequently sent out to those who had not replied, and a specific one to Parish
Councils.
Comments received as part of this Initial Stakeholder Engagement are presented alongside those comments
received as the SMP has developed, in Annex B.2.
B.2
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B.3
B.3.1

Key Stakeholders Invitation Letter (Sample)
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B.3
B.3.2

Other Stakeholder Invitation Letter (Sample)
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B.3
B.3.4

Background of SMPs: Stakeholder Information Leaflet
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This summary leaflet was also made available electronically via the South Devon and Dorset Advisory Group
website: www.sdadcag.org.
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B.3
B.3.5

Stakeholders Sample Questionnaire
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B.3
B.3.6

Reminder Letter to Stakeholders (Sample)
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B.3
B.3.7

Reminder Letter to Parish Councils (Sample)
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B.4

Elected Members Materials

B.4.1

Introduction

Below are a series of documents relating to the Elected Members Forums that were held during the course of
developing the Durlston Head to Rame Head SMP.

B.4.1.1

Elected Member Invitation Letter to EMF 1

The purpose of this meeting was to introduce the SMP process and seek information and data to inform the
development of the SMP.
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B.4.1.2

Elected Members Forum 1: Agenda
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B.4.1.3

Elected Members Forum 1: Minutes
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B.4.1.4

Letter to EMF ahead of Elected Members Forum 2

The purpose of this meeting was to introduce and discuss the issues and objectives tables.
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B.4.1.5

Elected Members Forum 2: Agenda
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B.4.1.6

Elected Members Forum 3: Agenda

The purpose of this meeting was to discuss the policy options to test along the SMP frontage.
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B.4.1.7

Elected Members Forum 3: Minutes
Shoreline Management Plan Review Elected Members Forum
26th September 2008, Exminster House, Exeter

Cllr Mike Haines (Strategic Planning Portfolio Holder, Teignbridge District Council) opened the meeting. He
explained that the SMP Review will be completed prior to the outcome of the Local Government Review, and
therefore any local government restructuring will not affect the SMP at all.
Graeme Smith (GS) (Chair of the South Devon and Dorset Coastal Authorities Group) gave a brief overview
of the SMP Review process. Policy scenarios are being determined over three timescales (0-20yrs, 20-50 yrs
and 50-100 yrs), and will consider 4 policies - Hold the Line (HTL), Do Nothing (DN), Managed Realignment
(MR) and Advance the Line (ATL). This Elected Members meeting is being held in advance of the next round of
Key Stakeholder meetings, to ensure that Members are made aware of policy scenarios before constituents.
GS explained that policy scenarios for the Exe Estuary area are not available for discussion, because they also
form part of another detailed study, the Exe Estuary Coastal Management Study, the results of which are
currently being finalised and are not yet in the public domain (the Habitat Regulations aspect of the study have
not yet been completed). The results of this study will inform the SMP Review.
GS explained that minor alterations to the programme are necessary. The Members present agreed that Defra
should be asked for a Variation Order for a 10% variation of funds and a month’s delay. This will enable the
Habitat Regulations work to be incorporated into policy scenarios for the Exe, and also allow an increased
number of stakeholder engagement events to be run.
Finally, GS advised that, with the restructuring of Coastal Groups, the SDADCAG group is likely to merge
with Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly, and run from Portland, Dorset to Hartland Point, North Devon.
Jack Nott (Exeter City Council) asked what timescale is anticipated for restructuring the Coastal Groups? This
is uncertain - Keith Nursey will confirm as soon as possible. Cllr Doug Hollings (Weymouth & Portland
Borough Council – WPBC) asked how the boundary for the new Coastal Groups will be determined? Portland
lies on the boundary of the Groups, so they will need to be involved in meetings in both the southwest group
and the southern group for future SMP reviews – although this change does not affect them for the SMP2.
Keith Nursey (KN) (Environment Agency - EA) gave a strategic overview of the management of the coast. He
explained that Coastal Groups were changing, reducing in number and becoming more strategic. The Regional
Flood Defence Committees will be linking up with Coastal Groups, therefore coastal erosion will come into
the same remit. Projects along the coast will fall under EA responsibility, and the EA will have overall
responsibility for all sea flooding risk. They will also be responsible for managing and ensuring the quality
production of all SMPs.
Jack Nott (ECC) asked for clarification of the overlap between SMPs, Coastal Groups and Flood Defence
Committee groups. KN explained that the Coastal Groups operate at the top level, and SMP groups feed into
these. Alan Rafelt (AR) (Environment Agency) explained that representatives from each of the groups generally
sit on the committees of the other groups, in order to ensure good communication links.
Robert George (RG) (WPBC) questioned whether there would be a diminishing role for Local Authorities in
coast protection, and a larger responsibility for the EA? AR advised that the EA has a supervisory duty, but
how this will work in practice is still to be explored.
Alan Frampton (Halcrow) then introduced the Initial Policy Options and explained the methodology behind
their creation, and invited the Members and Officers present to inspect the policy scenarios for their areas,
and write comments on the sheets as necessary. Attendees were encouraged to add details to the notes,
particularly if they felt an important issue was not being considered.
AF explained that the policy options will be finalised (following further public consultation at another round of
stakeholder engagement meetings in early November), and will then go before public examination, before
being adopted. At any point until the policies are officially adopted, they may change. It was agreed that Defra’s
SMP process flow chart will be uploaded to the SDADCAG website to clearly demonstrate the process stages.
Cllr Robert Excell (RE) (Torbay Council) asked when the policy will be reviewed, once it has been adopted.
Helen Jay (HJ) (Halcrow) said that it is likely to be between about 5 and 10 years, to allow changes based on
new knowledge or climate change, etc., to be incorporated – the science must back up decisions to defend the
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coastline, or not. AR said that it is difficult to deliver unpopular messages and the press often hype up and
dramatise information – but we should use the press to publicise our message positively. He also said that the
Coastal Flood Management Plans (CFMPs) are almost completed and will be reviewed every 6 years – they
should not conflict with SMP policies, but if they do, the CFMP is likely to be reviewed on the basis of new
knowledge acquired through the SMP.
Richard Edmonds (RE) (Dorset County Council) questioned how thorough is the testing of the policy – where
there is a decision to Hold The Line, how robust is that decision in terms of the environmental impact and
economic costs? HJ advised that Halcrow do need to consider how a policy might be implemented. They need
to make assumptions and appraise economic viability, potential loss of buildings etc, and determine whether a
policy decision is robust and can be justified. The EA/Defra have to decide how best to spend their money. In
general, these policy scenarios are broad level assessments.
Phil Mitchell (PM) (Plymouth City Council) asked if any compensation is available for housing lost to the sea?
AR explained that no compensation money is available at the moment, and none is planned in the immediate
future - and indeed there is no certainty that there will be funding to undertake any schemes. First we need
the policy, sourcing the funding comes later.
RG said that the options do not address the human impact, and do not look far enough into the future – it
may be necessary to put in defences later because of a policy to Do Nothing now.

B.4.1.8

Letter to EMF ahead of Elected Members Forum 4

The purpose of this meeting was to present and discuss the preferred policies identified along the SMP coast.
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B.4.1.9

Elected Members Forum 4: Agenda
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B.4.1.10 Elected Members Forum 4: Minutes
Shoreline Management Plan Review Elected Members Forum
3rd April 2009, The Pilot House Inn,
Inn, Lyme Regis

Welcome from Cllr Gould, Leader of West Dorset District Council
Cllr Mike Haines – Portfolio Holder, Teignbridge District Council
Council (Lead Authority)
Role of the Elected Members Forum
The Forum will be running through the Proposed Preferred Policy Options. These are the results from the
collective technical appraisal processes we have been applying to the South Devon and Dorset coast and
estuarine areas. This is the key opportunity to discuss these options before commencement of the formal 3
month public and stakeholder consultation.

1.

Shoreline Management Plan – Graeme Smith (Chair SDADCAG)
SDADCAG)

Update of SMP Process / Timeframe
Stakeholder engagement
Arrangements for media launch / formal public consultation process –
Diary dates set so far are the press launch on the 22 April 2009, to take place on a boat trip from Exmouth.
The main public events will take place around the second week in May.
Coastal Group Finally, GS advised that, with the restructuring of Coastal Groups, the SDADCAG group is
likely to merge with Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly, and run from Portland, Dorset to Hartland Point, North
Devon.

Question and Answer Session
Session
Q. Nick Lyness – stressed the need to influence the SMP process at this early stage to set the stage for future
investment in coastal defence.
Q. EA – Concerned about having a May consultation period due to elections.
A. Mike Haines – this only affects County Councillors?? EA thought rules could be breached.
Rob Hooper’s advice is that whilst it may be ill-advised to consult during elections, it is not illegal.

2.

National Coastal Erosion Risk Mapping Project – Jonathon Rogers (Halcrow)
Halcrow)

The stages already undertaken were summarised.
Programme of Works for 2009/10 for Halcrow
•

Consider UKCP09 (new climate change guidance)

•

Final model runs underway

•

Public website being developed

•

Reassess SMP2 in the light of NCERM (risk mapping). Highlight locations where there are implications for
the preferred policies and provide an Addendum if necessary.

The final Coastal Erosion Risk Maps will be put on the public website after the SMP2 is adopted.

Question and Answer Session
Q. Richard Edmonds – Will these maps include public safety and access and will they be updated?
A. Yes. Monitoring information will be used for updates, probably on an annual basis.
Q. Will there be detailed maps with lines showing the SMP2 preferred options?
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A. EA – no
Q. EA – will the SW Coast Path be shown?
A. Where lost to erosion.
Q. Mary Penfold – will there be any government compensation where the policy is not hold the line?
A. EA – No. Aidan Winder said that a fund for ‘mitigation’ was being considered.
Q. Mary Penfold – how do the SMP2 preferred options fit in with planning?
A. This data will be provided to CLG for planning purposes.

3.

Proposed Preferred SMP Policy Options – Alan Frampton (Assistant Project Manager

Halcrow)
Halcrow)

Discussion of the Proposed Preferred Policy Options prior to formal stakeholder and public consultation for
approximately 190 individual sections of coast across the SDADCAG area (SMP policy units). The policy unit
boundaries are not set in stone and could change at the implementation stage.
A Summary of the Preferred Policies was circulated at the Forum. The final full document is likely to be 500600 pages long and will contain the policy statements for each area. A limited number of paper copies will be
printed but it will be available on the website and on CD.

Question and Answer Session
Q. When is the end date of the 20 year period?
A. 2025 (as stated in Defra Guidance)
Q. Kasa Curry – What is the situation with the Habitats Regulations Assessment (HRA) of the SMP2?
A. The Strategic Environment Assessment (SEA) is being done now and this will flag up the future HRA
requirements.
Q. Issue of extensions to existing developments on the coast and any consequent coastal defence issues.
A. This will be down to local planning authorities.

There was some concern on not showing lines on maps as planners need certainty to determine planning
applications.

4.

Policy unit comments

The Forum split into two groups looking at the policy units for a) Dorset; b) Devon and Cornwall.
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B.5

Key Stakeholders Materials

B.5.1

Introduction

Below are a series of documents that relate to the Key Stakeholder Forums that were held during the course
of developing the SMP.

B.5.1.1

Invitation Letter to KSF1
12th February 2008

Dear
Shoreline Management Plan for South Devon and Dorset
The Shoreline Management Plan (SMP) for the coast between Durlston Head, near Swanage and Rame Head,
near Plymouth, is currently being reviewed. The plan process, which is led by Teignbridge District Council on
behalf of the South Devon and Dorset Coastal Authorities Group (SDADCAG), will help shape this section of
coast over the next 100 years.
It is essential that the process adequately deals with the issues and concerns of the communities, businesses
and organisations having an interest in this part of the coast and that SDADCAG and our consultants Halcrow
base their work on the best information available to them.
For these reasons it is important that consultation takes place with identifiable stakeholders during the plan
preparation as well as a final public consultation.
We would like to invite you to attend one of a series of events being held across the South Devon and Dorset
area:
Monday 3rd March

Woodmead Hall, Lyme Regis, Dorset

Tuesday 4th March

Royal Dart Yacht Club, Kingswear, Devon

th

Wednesday 5 March

Elizabeth Hall, Exmouth, Devon

Thursday 6th March

National Sailing Academy, Weymouth, Dorset

th

Monday 10 March

Mountbatten Water Sports Centre, Plymouth

Each of these events will be open between 16.00 and 19.30 enabling a cross section of participants to attend. A
short powerpoint type presentation will be run periodically as an introduction to the SMP process but the
main aspect of the event is to gather together the issues and concerns that stakeholders hold and to identify
relevant data sources.
These are open events, however I would be grateful if you could indicate your preferred date and venue, via
smp@teignbridge.gov.uk or on 01626 215778, so that we might better manage the logistics.
Further details of the SMP process and location maps for the five venues can be accessed at www.sdadcag.org.
We look forward to welcoming you at one of these events.
Yours sincerely,
Graeme Smith
SDADACG – Vice Chair

The Shoreline Management Plan will assign one of the policies defined by the Department for Environment,
Food and Rural Affairs (DERFA) to each section of the coast within the plan area. These policies are:
Hold the existing defence line - maintain or upgrade the level of protection provided by defences.
Advance the existing defence line
line - build new defences seaward of the existing line.
Managed realignment - allow retreat of the shoreline, with management to control or limit movement.
No active intervention - a decision not to invest in providing or maintaining defences.
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The policies will be assigned for three time periods (epochs) 0–20 years, 20-50 years and 50 -100 years.
Policies may change between time periods.

B.5.1.2

Key Stakeholders Forum 1: Stakeholder Comments Sheet

Attendees at these KSF1 events were invited to provide feedback via the following form. Responses are
recorded in Annex B.2 along with all other comments received from stakeholders during the development of
the SMP.
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B.5.1.3

Key Stakeholders Forum 2: Invitation Letter
8th July 2008

Dear
Shoreline Management Plan for South Devon and Dorset
The Shoreline Management Plan (SMP) for the coast between Durlston Head, near Swanage and Rame Head,
near Plymouth, is currently being reviewed. The plan process, which is led by Teignbridge District Council on
behalf of the South Devon and Dorset Coastal Authorities Group (SDADCAG), will set the agreed policies
used to determine shoreline defences and thus shape this length of coast over three time periods, up to the
next 100 years.
You have registered with the SMP process as an interested stakeholder and we would like to take this
opportunity to invite your participation at two forthcoming Key Stakeholder Forums (KSF).
th

Monday 28 July, 14:00 – 17:00 hrs, Harbour House, Kingsbridge, Devon
th

Wednesday 30 July, 14:00 – 17:00 hrs, Brownsword Hall, Poundbury, Dorset
The process has reached the stage where we have completed baseline reviews of coastal processes, thematic
studies and what are known as baseline scenarios with the options of ‘present management’ and ‘no active
intervention’ for our coastline. We are now entering the stage where we are defining policies to test.
The KSF’s will help SDADCAG and our principal consultants, Halcrow, to establish:
•

your vision(s) for the whole SMP shoreline over the next 20 years, 50 years and 100 plus years;

•

any ‘overriding drivers’ for directing future policy and specific future policy options that you would like to
see tested;

•

areas of agreement and conflict;

•

potential scope for compromise and acceptance of future change.

The KSF’s are an integral part of the overall SMP process and the issues, data and opinions which these events
will generate will be utilised in the formation of the ‘preferred scenarios’ which will be presented in the
Autumn prior to the publication of a Draft Shoreline Management Plan for public consultation.
We would be grateful if you could confirm your attendance via smp@teignbridge.gov.uk or on 01626 215778,
whereupon we will forward a short briefing paper for attendees and venue information.
We look forward to welcoming you at one of these events.
Yours sincerely,

Graeme Smith
SDADCAG –Chair

The Shoreline Management Plan will assign one of the policies defined by the Department for Environment,
Food and Rural Affairs (DERFA) to each section of the coast within the plan area. These policies are:
Hold the existing defence line - maintain or upgrade the level of protection provided by defences.
Advance the existing defence line - build new defences seaward of the existing line.
Managed realignment - allow retreat of the shoreline, with management to control or limit movement.
No active intervention - a decision not to invest in providing or maintaining defences.
The policies will be assigned for three time periods (epochs) 0–20 years, 20-50 years and 50 -100 years.
Policies may change between time periods.
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B.5.1.4

Key Stakeholders Forum 2: Issues Raised

The KSF2 meetings raised a range of issues that were discussed during the course of the meeting. The
following table records these issues and the responses to them. Further comments were provided on the
issues and objectives tables presented at this round of meetings, and responses are recorded in Annex B.2
along with all other comments received from stakeholders during the course of the SMP development.
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Dates Held: 28th July 2008 (Kingsbridge, Devon); 30th July 2008 (Poundbury, Dorset)
This table summarises the issues raised by stakeholders at both the Forum Events.
Issue
Consultation
Consultation Process
Level of involvement of groups in the consultation process. In
particular the South West Coast Path Association (SWCPA) and
Slapton Line Partnership (SLP)
Importance of involving local groups as well as the Councils in the
SMP
Importance of involving local businesses in the SMP process
Example of stakeholder buy-in to adaptation

Justification for SMP2 process in terms of why it is needed and its
cost implications
Providing Comments
Returning comments outside the Forum
Information on Stakeholders
List of SMP Stakeholders
Data / studies used in the SMP process
Coverage of data from stakeholders

Data used as the predictions and assumptions for climate change,
and how this is being use for the later epochs (timescales)
Coverage of information on Flood Defence structures
Future of the Exe Estuary

Response
Both groups have been part of the process, having been consulted and approached for data and
information. Their comments have been registered, and they are being kept up to date with progress of
the SMP.
Presentations on SMP can be given to any group who would like to be involved.
Acknowledged that the number of businesses / commercial enterprises that have registered as
Stakeholders is low.
Policy change agreed at Mullion Harbour. With the Hold the Line policy planned for the next 20 years,
thereafter it will be No Active Intervention. Acceptance of this policy change after the first epoch
following extensive stakeholder engagement with fishermen and other stakeholders. Through
consultation and setting out the policy approach in advance, local communities have effectively been
given 20 years to adapt.
SMP2 uses a standard set of defence policies (provided by Defra guidance) this will result in consistent
policy choices around the country. Policy decisions can now be based on a better understanding of
coastal processes than was possible in SMP1.
Comments on the Draft Issues and Objectives June 2008 report and any other issues you wish to raise
can be sent in over the next 2 weeks. Please send your comments via email to smp@teignbridge.gov.uk
700-800 contacts have been invited to register their interest with the process, of those around 200
have registered as key stakeholders.
Halcrow have 500 – 600 data items in their database.
Halcrow would welcome any further data that stakeholders can supply. A list of documents will be now
viewable at www.sdadcag.org.uk. Please supply further data to smp@teignbridge.gov.uk
Latest Defra guidance was produced in 2006. Any changes to the latest guidance will be taken into
account in the drafting of SMP2 policies.
Best scientific information available for each epoch is being used.
The SMP consultants have been separately commissioned to update the Flood Asset Register.
Residual life calculations already gathered.
Detailed study of the Exe Estuary the Exe Estuary Coastal Management Study is due for publication in
October. Its results will inform the SMP policies.
(The Exe Estuary Coastal Management Study
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Issue

Dawlish Warren

Response
Progress Report Interim Summary Report February 2008 is available from
www.exe-estuary.org/news/InterimProgressReport.pdf )
Dawlish Warren, Exmouth and the Inner Exe, at Powderham Banks, are all included in the Exe Estuary

Coastal Management Study.
Sediment movement in the Teign Estuary
Integration of SMP with other processes
Catchment Flood Management Plan (CFMP) timescales and
relationship with SMP

Local Government Review (LGR) in Devon
Integration of land drainage impacts

Decisions on policies
Policy decisions will require compromises between stakeholders.
How will the decision be enforced?

Flexibility of polices for each epoch (time period)

Review of SMP2 and the SMP3 timetable
Reconciliation of conflicting interests, particularly environmental
features (natural and built), which there is a statutory duty to
protect, and social interests
Non-statutory status of SMPs and mechanisms in place to prevent
local authorities ignoring them
Impacts of the No Active Intervention (NAI) and Hold the Line
(HTL) scenarios on adjacent coastline. If and how this is taken into
account.
Draft Issues and Objectives
Level of transparency and openness of the process of identifying

A proposed Teign Estuary Study aims to examine this.
CFMP policy out for consultation now. South Devon maps due for completion in September.
There is a dialogue between the two processes.
CFMP Policy options are broader.
Halcrow are looking at and reviewing the policies in the draft CFMP, with a view to ensuring they take
account of wave effects within estuaries (SMP policies now include estuaries up to the tidal limits).
The SMP will be published in late Summer 2009; the LGR will not be finalised until April 2010.
SMP2 directly references Catchment Flood Management Plans (CFMPs)
Coastal Erosion Mapping is being used to inform SMP policies. (Best information available to date)
Direct links between the Regional Flood Defence Committees and the SMP2 committees.
This round of engagement meetings, and another in October, will result in a policy for each section of
the coast. It is hoped that stakeholders will understand and appreciate the reasoning behind the policy
in their area. The SMP is to be adopted by the local authorities, the Environment Agency (via the
relevant Regional Flood Defence Committee), Natural England and agreed by Defra.
Polices may change from one epoch to the next. Polices would be reviewed, if for example if an areas
was Hold the Line in the first epoch and No Active Intervention in the second, and it was breached in
the first epoch. Depends upon the reasons for the HTL policy.
Defra has not yet set a timescale for review of SMP2. Likely to be subject to some form of review in
10-15 years.
Adaptation plans will be needed to minimise impacts on all features.

It is highly likely that Defra will fund only those flood defence schemes that comply with the SMP2
policy.
Policies for stretches of coast are assessed collectively. The impact of policies planned for one area will
be considered in the choosing of policies in other sections of the coast.

Initial list of issues for consideration was distributed to the SMP2 Steering Group of Local Authority
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Issue
issues and objectives. Local communities are uncertain over
process and outcomes of SMP

Response
Officers for validation.
Iterative process constantly subject to further refinement and revision.
In developing the SMP2 policy, importance will be given to the following considerations:
• technical viability
• sustainability
• minimal negative environmental impacts
• minimal negative social impacts

Methodology for identifying issues and features (Particularly around
Portland)
Weight being attached to objectives identified in the draft Issues
and Objectives list
Environmental assets were well understood, however the
economic and social values were not taken account of adequately
in the Draft Issues Report.
Timescale for economic modelling

If there are features that should be taken into account then please let the SMP team know – this is part
of the purpose of this consultation exercise.
Process of evaluation will be qualitative based on professional judgement rather than a formal ranking
of objectives. Process will involve input from professional stakeholders and local communities.
Economic assessment is done a stage later in the process.

Adaptation for setting back of features (e.g. built) rather than
defending
Next stage of SMP process
Dealing with the parochial nature of stakeholder input
Compensation for landowners of eroding land where No Active
Intervention is the policy
Road link to Portland

Area specific issues
Natural England’s policy on Dawlish Warren in relation to the
Railway
Particularly concerned about features around the Portland

Economic modelling will be done in Stage 3 of the policy development. Process:
• Define policy for a coastal stretch
• Identify preferred scenario
• Assess economic impacts / viability
It may be more sustainable to change a policy from Hold the Line to Managed Realignment, but there is
a need to move some assets back gradually and allow time for community adaptation.
The next stage is to test the policy scenarios, such as HTL or NAI, and the implications that will have
on adjacent coast.
An holistic approach is the guiding principle for the SMP process. The SMP team’s role is to take
everyone’s views locally and come up with a policy which makes strategic sense.
No method of compensation. Some areas will be accreting (gaining) land.
SMP2 is trying to address issues relating to the road. A strategy is needed to manage the beach, but we
must ensure that the SMP2 policy is right. Defences currently only protect against a 1 in 10 year event.
In the long term defence is not sustainable. Key issue is with regards Natural England’s views about
management of Chesil Beach.
Network Rail have a duty to continue to maintain the existing railway line. Natural England’s views
about management is to allow natural processes. ‘Imperative Reasons of Over-riding Public Interest’
may determine the course of action with regards, for example the railway line.
If there are features that should be taken into account then please let the SMP team know – this is the
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Issue
Harbour area, between Ferrybridge and the mainland at Portland,
which had not been taken into account.
Funding of SMP and coastal defence
Source of funding for coastal defence work
Limited availability of public funds has the potential to cause a
bidding war between individual defence schemes
Prejudicial interests of Defra in setting the policy options because
they will be called on to fund schemes
Other issues
Concerns that Defra are trying to control local decision making on
coastal defence
There is no statutory duty to protect land or property etc. Coastal
local authorities have discretionary powers to undertake coast
protect work

Response
purpose of this consultation exercise.

Funds for defence schemes will come from the ‘public purse’ i.e. taxation.
Individual schemes are assessed against national guidelines to establish priority and cost benefits.
Policy guides the delivery of schemes rather than prejudices them.

SMP2 is responsible for setting the strategic policy on coastal defence, while the Local Authorities
assess what specific defences may be built to protect a specific local area.
Local Authorities lead the determination of policies for their own area.
Discretionary powers are delegated under the Coast Protection Act 1949. Although SMP now covers
estuaries up to the tidal limits, the Coast Protection Act does not always extend this far up an estuary.
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B.5.1.5

Key Stakeholders Forum 3: Invitation & Agenda Letter
4th November 2008

Dear Registered Stakeholder

Shoreline Management Plan for South Devon and Dorset
The Shoreline Management Plan (SMP) for the coast between Durlston Head, near Swanage and Rame Head,
near Plymouth, is currently being reviewed. The plan process, which is led by Teignbridge District Council on
behalf of the South Devon and Dorset Coastal Authorities Group (SDADCAG), will set the agreed policies
used to determine shoreline defences and thus shape this length of coast over three time periods, up to the
next 100 years.
You have registered with the SMP process as an interested stakeholder and we would like to take this
opportunity to invite your participation in a series of forthcoming Key Stakeholder Forums. These have been
arranged for:
Tuesday 18th November, Riverside Centre, Exeter
Thursday 20th November, Tamar Science Park, Plymouth
Friday 21st November, Harbour House, Kingsbridge
Monday 24th November, Woodmead Hall, Lyme Regis
Tuesday 25th November, Ocean Room, Pavilion Theatre, Weymouth
There is a common format for all the events whereby presentations and small group discussions are held in
the late afternoon and repeated in the early evening at each venue. This is organised to enable as wide a range
of participation as is practicable. The events will focus on the sections of coastline closest to the venue
locations, however information covering the whole SMP area will be available at each event so that
stakeholders who cannot attend their closest venue have an option to participate at any of the five Fora.
The events are free and open to all. To manage numbers efficiently and to comply with venue constraints
entrance is by reservation and free ticket. I would be grateful if you could confirm your preferred date and
venue, together with whether you will attend the late afternoon or early evening sessions, via
smp@teignbridge.gov.uk or on 01626 215778. We will then send you confirmation and venue
information/directions to bring along on the day.
Common Format
15:30

Event opens

16:00

Introductory presentations
Graeme Smith – Chair SDADCAG
Update of process, Stakeholder engagement, Timeframes
Alan Frampton / Jonathon Rogers – Halcrow (Principal SMP Consultants)
Technically Feasible Options – Introduction and methodology

16:30

Smaller Group discussions of the Technically Feasible Options and alternative Scenarios for
approximately 170 individual sections of open and estuarine coast across the SDADCAG area
(possible policy units).

18:00

Introductory presentations
As above

18:30

Smaller group discussions
As above

20:00 Event closes
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The Exeter event is also being used to publish the recent Exe Estuary Coastal Management Study as this has
been written to directly inform the development of the SMP options and policies for the Study area.
This is the third round of Key Stakeholder Forum events and they are a key part of the SMP process. The
issues, data and opinions which were recorded from the previous events have helped formulate the Technically
Feasible Options and Management Units which will be presented this month. The Fora and smaller group
discussions are intended to refine the options to enable the production of the Draft Shoreline Management
Plan for formal public consultation in the Spring.
This is a key stage in the SMP process and on behalf of all the Coastal Authorities we look forward to
welcoming you at one of these events.
Yours sincerely,

Graeme Smith
SDADCAG –Chair

The Shoreline Management Plan will assign one of the policies defined by the Department for Environment,
Food and Rural Affairs (DEFRA) to each section of the coast within the plan area. These policies are:
Hold the existing defence line - maintain or upgrade the level of protection provided by defences.
Advance the existing defence line - build new defences seaward of the existing line.
Managed realignment - allow retreat of the shoreline, with management to control or limit movement.
No active intervention
intervention - a decision not to invest in providing or maintaining defences.
The policies will be assigned for three time periods (epochs) 0–20 years, 20-50 years and 50 -100 years.
Policies may change between time periods

B.5.1.6

Key Stakeholder Forum 3: Stakeholders Comment Sheet

Attendees at these KSF3 events were invited to provide feedback via the following form.
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B.5.1.7

Key Stakeholder Forum 3: Comments Received

Formal responses as a result of the KSF3 events were received from 31 stakeholders. The responses in some
cases were extremely detailed. These have not been included here, but rather summarised to the key points
relating to the policy options considered along with other comments received from others including the
elected members and members of the South Devon & Dorset Advisory Group, which are presented together
in Annex B.3.
B.3
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B.6
B.6

Consultation Report

B.6
B.6.1

Introduction

Consultation with stakeholders (i.e. Client Steering Group, Elected Members, and other Stakeholders and
other stakeholders) has occurred throughout the development of the South Devon and Dorset Shoreline
Management Plan (SMP). Stakeholder membership lists and the full programme of stakeholder engagement can
be found in Sections B.2 to B.5 of this present Appendix.
The Consultation Report describes the public consultation process undertaken to inform the public of the
SMP and to give the public an opportunity to comment on the SMP policies. The consultation report describes
both the approach to public consultation as well as feedback from this process.
Public Consultation took place between the 22nd April 2009 and the 24th July 2009.

B.6.2
B.6.2

Public Consultation Methodology

The public consultation methodology was agreed at the CSG meeting held on 12th March 2009 in Exminster.
After discussing the various approaches that could be adopted, the Client Steering Group (CSG) agreed the
appropriate consultation approach and agreed dates. The CSG agreed the format and content of all
consultation materials.
Approaches adopted are discussed below and include:
•

the use of the South Devon & Dorset Coastal Advisory Group website;

•

press notices;

•

press briefings;

•

letters to the all those registered on the stakeholder database;

•

summary leaflets;

•

exhibition boards;

•

hard copies of the SMP documents;

•

CD-ROMs of the SMP documents;

•

consultation response forms; and

•

public exhibitions and stakeholder meetings.

B.6.2.1

Website

A page on the website of the South Devon & Dorset Coastal Advisory Group Website
(http://www.sdadcag.org) was devoted to the public consultation of the Shoreline Management Plan. Coast and
Countryside Projects Ltd acted as administrators for this. The full consultation document, including all
appendices and maps, was available in electronic format on the website. Halcrow and Teignbridge District
Council (the lead authority) produced a consultation response form which was available to download or
complete on online. The CSG agreed that the consultation form should be similar to that used in previous
SMPs with sections for name, contact details etc. A copy of the consultation response form is provided below.
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B.6.2.2

Press Notices/Press Briefings

Teignbridge District Council was responsible for drafting and placing the press notices in local newspapers and
council magazines. A press briefing was organised by the Lead Authority and the Environment Agency to
launch the public consultation.

B.6.2.3

Letters to all registered stakeholders

A standard letter was drafted by Teignbridge District Council and sent out to all stakeholders who had
registered with the SMP over the course of its development, along with consultation response forms and
consultation summary leaflets, to promote the shoreline management plan, highlight the start of consultation,
deliver consultation information and invite affected parties to prompt meetings.

B.6.2.4

Summary leaflets

A summary A3 folded leaflet was produced in colour to cover the South Devon & Dorset SMP. The leaflet was
developed by Halcrow and Teignbridge District Council. The CSG reviewed and agreed the draft text and
format before the leaflets were finalised. Rather than the leaflet dealing with specific policies for each section
of coast, the contained information about the broad aims of the SMP policies along lengthier sections of coast
and the key implications and challenges that these could bring to local communities and the environment.
Approximately 5000 copies of the leaflet were distributed to each Local Authority and the Environment
Agency. Leaflets were placed in Local Authority offices, Environment Agency offices and local libraries.
Consultation leaflets were also mailed directly to all stakeholders who had registered with the SMP during the
development of the Plan to that time.

B.6.2.5

Exhibition boards

A series of 6 exhibition boards were prepared by Halcrow and agreed with the CSG. These posters contained
information about what an SMP is and why it is needed, how the SMP has been developed, the 4 policy options
available, maps showing where individual policy units are located along the SMP frontage, and details of where
further information can be found and how feedback can be given.

B.6.2.5

Hard and CD-ROM copies of the Draft SMP Document

45 printed versions of the consultation document were distributed among the members of the South Devon &
Dorset Coastal Advisory Group, with documents available for both each member organisation to review as
well as make copies available to members of the public at the offices of each member.
Due to the size of the main consultation document (about 500 pages) it was decided that the most appropriate
way of providing the supporting information in the various appendices was to include this on a CD-ROM
included on the inside front-cover of the draft document. The CD-ROM provided also included an electronic
version of the main document and was developed to be similar in format to the version made available via the
South Devon & Dorset Coastal Advisory Group website.

B.6.2.5

Public exhibitions and stakeholder meetings

A series of 5 public exhibitions were held in June 2009 to publicise the SMP consultation and allow
stakeholders and members of the public to come and ask questions/find out more information about the SMP
and the draft policies. Public exhibitions were held at the following locations:
•

3rd June 2009 at Bridport Leisure Centre;

•

4th June 2009 at Teignmouth Sailing Club;

•

5th June 2009 at Harbour House, Kingsbridge;

•

8th June 2009 at University of Plymouth; and

•

11th June 2009 at Weymouth Library.

These events were held about 6 weeks after the launch of the public consultation in order to allow people to
review the documents before attending and so come along with more prepared questions.
In addition to the public exhibitions, a number of public meetings were held to discuss issues at specific
locations.
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B.6.2.6

Co-ordination of responses

E-mails, consultation response forms and written responses were directed to Teignbridge District Council
(TDC). A designated email address was set up solely for consultation responses for the SMP
(smp@teignbridge.gov.uk).
TDC forwarded the consultation responses to Halcrow to collate and review. Stakeholder responses
received a standard reply from TDC acknowledging the response. This reply was sent in e-mail or letter
format with consistent format and text.
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B.7
B.7

Consultation Responses

B.7
B.7.1

Form of Responses

Responses were received from over 120 residents, businesses, Parish Councils and other organisations.
Responses were received in a variety of forms:
•

letters;

•

consultation response forms (hand written and electronic); and

•

e-mails.

B.7
B.7.2

Method of Analysis

All comments and responses received were recorded as detailed below:
•

upon receipt by Teignbridge District Council, each response was given a unique reference number;

•

details of each response were entered into a Consultation Response Register by Halcrow (e.g. date, name,
contact details, area of interest, comment and if any revision may be required);

•

responses were categorised into the following themes – general comments about the SMP; comments
about the mapping contained in the SMP; Comments about the main document; Comments about specific
Appendices; and comments relating to specific areas/policy statements; and

•

each comment was considered and actions required noted against each.

B.7
B.7.3

Responses

The comments made in each response were recorded against the response themes referred to in section B7.2.
Annex B.4 summarises the key/pertinent points of each of the responses received and how each comment has
been dealt with to produce the final SMP document.
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Annex B.
B.1 – List of all Invited Stakeholders
The following lists all those stakeholders invited to participate in the SMP process as part of the Initial
Stakeholder Engagement.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Abbotsbury Parish Council
Action Field Camping Site
Agenda 21 Group
Anthony Parish Council
Ashprington Parish Council
Associated British Ports - Teignmouth
Associated British Ports Plymouth
Association of British Insurers
Astra Zeneca
Aune Conservation Association
Aveton Gifford Parish Council
Avon Oysters
Avon Riparian Owners
Axe Cliff Golf Club
Axe Farm Camp Site
Axe Yacht Club
Axmouth Harbour Management Co. Ltd.
Axmouth Parish Council
Bantham Sailing Club
BASC
Bass Sea Anglers Sportfishing Society (BASS)
Beer Parish Council
Beer Sailing Club
BEM
Bere Ferrers Parish Council
Berry Pomeroy Parish Council
Bickleigh Parish Council
Bigbury Golf Course
Bigbury Parish Council
Bishopsteignton Parish Council
Blackpool & Start Estate
Boat Owners Association Teignmouth
(BOAT)
Botus Fleming Parish Council
Bournemouth University
BP Exploration
Branscombe Parish Council
Bridport Town Council
Brigantine Chandlery
Bridport and West Dorset Golf Club
British Archaeological Trust
British Canoe Union (SW Regional Office)
British Geological Survey
British Marine Aggregate Producers'
Association
British Marine Federation
British Telecom
British Trust for Conservation Volunteers
British Trust for Ornithology
Brittany Ferries
Brixham Amenity Society & Residents Assoc
Brixham Environmental Laboratory

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Brixham Trawler Agents
Brixham Yacht Club
Brixton Parish Council
Broadsands & Elbury Residents Association
BSAC (Plymouth)
Buckland Monachorum Parish Council
Buckland Tout Saints Parish Council
Budleigh Salterton Town Council
Burton Bradstock Parish Council
C Humphrey Boat builders
Calstock Parish Council
Canoe Adventures Ltd
Caradon District Council
Carrick District Council
Cattewater Harbour Commissioners
CEFAS
Chaldon Herring Parish Council
Char Valley Parish Council
Charleton Parish Council
Charmouth Heritage Coast Centre
Charmouth Parish Council
Chesil Bank and The Fleet Nature Reserve
Chesil Bank Parish Council
Chesil Beach Holiday Village
Chickerell Town Council
Chideock Parish Council
Chivelstone Parish Council
Chris Clarance Marine
Churchstow Parish Council
Churston Golf Course
Clinton Devon Estates
Clyst ST George Parish Council
Collaton St Mary Resident's Association
Combpyne Rousdon Parish Council
Commercial Marine Ltd
Communities and Local Government
Confederation of British Industries
Conservative Party
Cookworthy Museum
Coombe Cellars
Corfe Castle Parish Council
Cornwall County Council
Cornworthy Parish Council
Council for the Protection of Rural England
Country Land and Business Association
Country Landowners Association
CPRE Devon
Crown Estate
Dart Estuary Environmental Management
Dart Harbour & Navigation Authority
Dart Princess
Dart Totnes Amateur Rowing Club
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Dart Valley Railways PLC
Dartmouth Town Council
Dawlish Town Council
DAWN
Defence Estate Operations South
Defence Estates
Defence Estates - South West
Defence Estates Organisation (Lands)
Defence Training Estates
Defra
Defra
Department for Culture Media & Sport
Department for Transport
Department of Palaeontology
Design Team, Planning and Regeneration
Devon & Cornwall Police Authority
Devon Biodiversity Research Centre
Devon Bird Watching and Preservation
Society
Devon Bird watching & Preservation
Devon Coastal Environmental Research
Forum
Devon Conservation Forum
Devon County Council
Devon Powerboat training
Devon RIGS Group
Devon Rural Network
Devon Sea Fisheries Committee
Devon Valley Holiday Village
Devon Wildfowlers Association
Devon Wildlife Trust
Discovery Surf School,
Dittisham Parish Council
Divers Down
Diving and Sailing Centre
DML
Dorset Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty
Dorset Coast Forum
Dorset County Council
Dorset Fossil Collectors
Dorset Natural History and Archaeological
Society
Dorset Police
Dorset Wildlife Trust
Dorset's Important Geological Sites Group
(DIGS)
Duchy of Cornwall
East Devon District Council
East Devon Fishermen's Association
East Devon Golf Club
East Fleet Farm Touring Park
East Lulworth Parish Council
East Portlemouth Parish Council
Encombe Estate
English Heritage
Entec UK Ltd

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Environment Agency
Ermington Parish Council
Evans Estate
Ewan Group plc.
Exe Estuary Management Partnership
Exe Power Boat & Ski Club
Exe Sailing Club
Exeter City Council
Exminster Parish Council
Exmouth Marina
Exmouth Town Council
Federation of Small Businesses
Field Studies Council
Finding Sanctuary Project
Fleet Parish Council
Forestry Commission - SW Region
Foxcove Scout Camp Site
Freshwater Beach Holiday Park
Friends of the Earth
Frogmore & Sherford Parish Council
Furzedown Farm
FWAG Devon
Galmpton Residents Association
Government Office for the South West
Greenpeace
Haccombe-with-Combe Parish Council
Hanson Aggregates
Haven and British Holidays
Herald Express - Teignmouth Talk Page
Higher Brixham Community Association
Higher Foxhole
Highways Agency
HM Coastguard
Holbeton Parish Council
Howard Marine Ltd
Independent Consultant
Individual interests - 54 entries
Institute of Marine Studies
International Paints Ltd
Invest in Fish
Island Cruising Club
JC & RH Palmer Ltd
Joint Nature Conservation Committee
Kenton Parish Council
Kimmeridge Parish meeting
Kingsbridge & District Pigeon Shoot
Kingsbridge & District Sea Anglers
Kingsbridge Town Council
Kingscliffe Property Co.
Kingsteignton Parish Council
Kingston Parish Council
Kingswear Parish Council
Kitley Estate
Knight Frank
Labour Party
Ladram Bay Holiday Park
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Landrake with St Erney Parish Council
Landulph Parish Council
Langton Matravers Parish Council
Liberal Democrats
Limosa Farms Ltd
Living Coasts - Torquay
Local Historian - Shaldon & River Teign
Loddiswell Parish Council
Longmeadow Farm
Lower Chelston Residents' Association
Lulworth Estate
Lyme Bay & South Devon Coastal Group
Lyme Regis Fishermen's Association
Lyme Regis Golf Club
Lyme Regis Town Council
Lympstone Parish Council
Lympstone Society
Lynton and Lynmouth Town Council
Maidencombe Residents' Association
Maker with Rame PC
Malborough Parish Council
Marine & Fisheries Agency
Marine Conservation Society
Marine Current Turbines Ltd
Marine Fisheries Agency
Marine South West
Mariners
Maritime and Coastguard Agency
Maritime Plymouth
Mayflower Sailing Club
Met Office
Michelmore Hughes
Millbrook Lake Mooring Association
Millbrook Parish Council
Ministry of Defence
Ministry of Defence Police
MOD Lulworth Ranges
Modbury Parish Council
Moonfleet Manor Hotel
National Coastwatch Institution
National Farmers Union - South West
National Federation of Sea Anglers
National Hydrographic Office
National Marine Aquarium
National Trust
Natural England
Network Rail
Newton & Noss Parish Council
Newton & Noss Regatta Committee
Newton Abbot LSG, Devon County Council
Newton Abbot Racecourse
Newton Abbot Town Council
Osmington Mills Holidays
Osmington Parish Council
Otterton Parish Council
Owermoigne Parish Council

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Paignton Sailing Club
Passage House Hotel
PGL Osmington Bay
Pike Ward Ltd
Pillaton Parish Council
Pilotage & Marine Service Teignmouth Ltd
Plymouth Amateur Rowing Club
Plymouth City Council
Plymouth Federation of Sea Anglers (PFSAC)
Plymouth Marine Laboratory
Plymouth Marine Sciences Partnership
Plymouth Port Health Authority
Port of Plymouth Canoeing Association
Portland Harbour Authority Limited
Portland Town Council
Powderham Parish Council
PPSA
Princess Yachts International
Puncknowle and Swyre Parish Council
Purbeck District Council
Purbeck Heritage Committee
Purbeck Marine Wildlife Reserve
Quay West
Queen's Harbour Master
Radipole Lake Nature Reserve (RSPB)
Ramblers' Association
Regen SW
Ringmore Parish Council
Ringstead Estate
River Exe Shellfish Farms
River Teign Bait Collectors Association
River Teign Shellfish
River Yealm & District Association
River Yealm Harbour Authority
Riviera Water Sports
RNLI
Royal Dart Yacht Club
Royal Haskoning
Royal National Lifeboat Institute
Royal Society for the Protection of Birds
Royal Torbay Yacht Club,
Royal Yachting Association
Sailport Plc, Mayflower Marina
Salcombe & District Sea Anglers Assn.
Salcombe & Kingsbridge Estuary Assn
Salcombe Museum Society
Salcombe Shell fishermen Association
Salcombe Town Council
Salcombe Yacht Club
Saltash Sailing Club
Saltash Town Council
SEOES - University of Plymouth
Scott Wilson
Sea Anglers Conservation
Sea Barn Farm
Sea Shanty Restaurant and Tea Rooms
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Seafish
Seaton Town Council
Seaton Tramway
Shaldon Boat Owners & Moorings
Association
Shaldon Parish Council
Shellfish Association of Great Britain
Sheviock Parish Council
Sidmouth Town Council
Sir Alistair Hardy Foundation
Slapton Parish Council
Small Farms Association
Smedmore Estate - Kimmeridge Bay
Solent Forum
South Devon & Channel Shell fishermen
South Devon & Dorset Coastal Authorities
Group
South Devon AONB
South Devon Marine
South Devon Ramblers
South Devon Water Sports Club
South Devon Waterski Club
South Hams District Council
South Hams Ramblers
South Hams Society
South Huish Parish Council
South Milton Parish Council
South Pool Parish Council
South West Coast Path Association
South West Federation of Sea Anglers
South West Renewable Energy Agency
South West Tourism
South West Water Ltd
South Western Fish Producers' Organisation
Ltd
Southern Seas Fishery Committee
Sport England - SW
St Germans Parish Council
St. Dominic Parish Council
Staddon Heights Golf Course
Stanton St Gabriel Parish Council
Starcross Parish Council
Starcross Yacht Club
Steeple Parish Council
Stoke Fleming Coast Estate
Stoke Fleming Parish Council
Stoke Gabriel Parish Council
Stokeinteignhead Parish Council
Stokenham Parish Council
Stratton & Holborow for Blackpool
Sands/Start
Stratton & Holborow for Strete Estate
Strete Parish Council
Strete Coast Estate
Sutton Harbour Company
SW Regional Assembly

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

SW of England Regional Development
Agency
Swanage Town Council
Symondsbury Parish Council
Tamar Estuaries Consultation Forum (TECF)
Tamar Valley AONB
Tamar Valley Protection Society
Teign Corinthian Yacht Club
Teign Diving Centre
Teign Estuary Partnership
Teign Fishermen and Watermans Association
Teign Musselmens Society
Teign Rowing Club
Teignbridge Canoe Club
Teignbridge District Council
Teignfield Caravan Park
Teignmouth & Dawlish Ramblers
Teignmouth Harbour Commission
Teignmouth Harbour Consultative Body
Teignmouth News
Teignmouth Town Council
Tenant Farmers Association
The Civic Trust
The Crown Estate
The Fleet Oyster Farm / The Crabhouse
Café
The Geological Society
The Institution of Civil Engineers
The National Trust
The Nautical Archaeology Society
The Royal Plymouth Corinthian Yacht Club
The Seahorse Trust
The Wildlife Trusts
Thurlestone Golf Club
Thurlestone Parish Council
Torbay British Sub Aqua Club
Torbay Coast & Countryside Trust
Torbay Council
Torbay CZM Strategy
Torbay Development Agency
Torbay Harbour Liaison Forum
Torpoint Town Council
Torquay & Brixham Marinas
Torquay Golf Club
Torquay Windsurfing Centre
Totemplant Ltd / Cove Holiday Park
Totnes Town Council
Trail Recycled Art in Landscape (T.R.A.I.L)
Trinity Sailing Club
Tyneham Parish Council
UK Independence Party
United Kingdom Atomic Energy Agency
(UKAEA)
University of Exeter
University of Liverpool
University of Plymouth
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

University of Portsmouth
Uplyme Parish Council,
Venture Sports
Warren Golf Cub
Waterside Holiday Park
Wear Farm
WEBS recorder
Wembury Parish Council
Wembury VMCA Advisory Group
Wessex Archaeology
Wessex Water
West Alvington Parish Council
West Dorset District Council
West Lulworth Parish Council
Westaway Sails
Western Power Distribution

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Weymouth & Portland Borough Council
Weymouth &Portland National Sailing
Academy
Weymouth Harbour
Winkleigh Society
Winters Marine Ltd
Woodbury Parish Council
Woodland Trust
World Wide Fund for Nature
Worth Matravers Parish Council
Yealm Ferry
Yealm Gig Rowing Club
Yealm Yacht Club
Yealmpton Agricultural Association
Yealmpton Parish Council
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Annex B.2
B.2 – Stakeholder Comments during SMP Development
The following presents the comments provided by stakeholders as part of the Initial Stakeholder Engagement,
as well as during the development of the SMP. Actions and responses to these comments are also presented.
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Name/Position

(NB: individual contributors names & positions
not published for consultation draft)

Organisation
Clinton Devon
Estates

Wessex Water

Salcombe Museum
Society
Dorset Coast
Forum

Dorset Police

Char Valley Parish
Council
Evans Estate

Bovington &
Lulworth Training
Areas
Torquay Golf Club
Bournemouth
University

Gallois Geological
Consultancy

Affected by erosion
As landowners, we have an
interest in the coastline and
River Otter estuary. We
have generally taken the
view to leave nature to take
its course but have
concerns over the River
Otter estuary.
Potentially we are at risk
from both, although coastal
flooding is the more
significant issue. We have a
number of sewerage assets
which discharge to the sea
and are typically on low
lying land so could become
inundated by seawater.
no risk

Main Issues

Defences Impact?

Defences Changes?

Responses to Comments

River Otter estuary

-

Just like to keep involved in
the process so that we can
adapt and / or assist the
management.

-

no

Represent many
organisations (140) & bring
together a view

Any affecting environment,
economy & people.

Yes, in that we become
involved in warning &
evacuation operations.
Char Valley Parish Council
has coast line at Stanton St
Gabriel
No
The Yacht Club have long
term maps/charts of the
sand bar etc. I will also
contact the Harbour
Authority and Parish
Council.
No

No input to give.

No
No.

Future Management

Dorset Coast Forum has
electronic data available but
would need preliminary
discussion.
Only those set within local
policing plans.

no

-

No

No

-

-

-

None

One of the key issues is the
way in which the changing
coast will affect coastal
communities. The
resilience of the coast is
often considered, but not
the resilience of coastal
communities to adapt to
change.
My particular interest is the
geology of the World
Heritage Site (Exmouth to
Swanage) and landslide and
other coastal-erosion
related features. As a
former manger of the

No

No

-

-

-
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Organisation

Affected by erosion

Main Issues

Future Management

Defences Impact?

Defences Changes?

Responses to Comments

British Geological Survey
(BGS) regional office in
Exeter (which closed in
March 2008
School of
Geography,
University of
Plymouth

Exe Power Boat &
Ski Club
The Crown Estate

Stoke Gabriel
Parish Council
Haccombe-withCombe Parish
Council
Babcock Marine

Salcombe &
District Sea
Anglers Assn.

Defence Training
Estates

Natural England

Axmouth Parish

Data - Coastal studies
mostly by post-grad
students on the Erme,
Avon, Slapton, Salcombe,
Teignmouth - some
published, some in progress
Rising sea levels - premises
on Exmouth Harbour
Dockside
The crown estate owns
significant areas of
foreshore between MLW &
HHW & could be affected.
The crown estate also own
the sea bed out to 12
nautical miles.
No
No

-

-

Joined up thinking / an
overall approach

To conserve, enhance & run
a commercial operation

-

None

None

No

No

Babcock Marine have an
economic interest in that
they manufacture concrete
blocks on contract to the
MOD, for maintenance of
the breakwater.
We are primarily a boast
fishing club in Salcombe
Harbour & fishing up to five
miles offshore. Coastal
flooding & erosion have no
impact on our organisation.
No

PLEASE NOTE THAT
CHRIS DAVIS in our
Renslade House office,
Exeter will lead on
coordinating Natural
England's input to this
review. I am likely to have a
role supporting Chris and
so would appreciate being
kept on your database.
Natural England is affected
We are a village on the Axe

-

-

-

I am required on behalf of
the Secretary of State fro
Defence, to ensure that
Military Training is
facilitated at Wyke Regis,
Chickerell, Straight Point at
Exmouth and Tregontle.

No specific aspirations fro
change

None

No

-

-

TBA

TBA

TBA

TBA

-
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Organisation
Council

Devon & Cornwall
Police Authority

Dorset County
Council Emergency
Planning

South Devon &
Channel Shell
fishermen’s
Association

Marine & Fisheries
Agency

Affected by erosion
estuary parts of which
could be affected by
flooding. We also have a
small harbour with yacht
club.
as an organisation we would
have a responsibility for
validating the planned police
response to any emergency
Yes - as emergency
planners both of the above
can impact our service &
require a response e.g.
Portland Floods, Cliff falls &
Golden Cap
COMMENTS FROM NOV
2008 KSF: Berry Head to
Start Point (12.1-12.9) OK.
(13.1-13.6) We have
serious issues with 13.5. 50
to 100. MR. Start Point to
Rame Head (14.1 to 14.8)
OK.
Indirectly, in that works
below Mean High Water
Springs generally require a
FEPA (Food &
Environmental Protection
Act) licence which we
oversee.

University of
Plymouth

Loddiswell Parish
Council
Langton Matravers
Parish Council
Totemplant Ltd /
Cove Holiday Park

British Assn for
Shooting and
Conservation
Yealmpton Parish
Council
Churchstow Parish
Council

no
Erosion - minimal cliff falls
very occasionally
Probably not, we operate a
holiday caravan park set
high but well back from the
water's edge.
The management of habitat
conservation and the
harvesting of wildfowl
No
No

Main Issues

Future Management

Defences Impact?

Defences Changes?

Responses to Comments

-

Coastal flooding and
landslides

-

-

-

UoP student surveys of
estuaries from Lynher to
Exe, recording intertidal
hulks. Plus recording on
Mothecombe Beach of a
Dark Age site. Of particular
interest are 'ships
graveyards' in Hoo Lake,
Tosnos Point (Kingsbridge
Estuary) and Topsham (Exe
Estuary)
Keep footpaths & amenities
going
We are satisfied with
present arrangements

-

None

No

No

-

None

No

No

-

The management of habitat
conservation and the
harvesting of wildfowl
We do not have any
coastline within the parish
Slapton line kept open

-

None

No
No

No

-
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Organisation
Cornworthy Parish
Council

Bigbury Parish
Council
South Huish Parish
Council

Affected by erosion
not yet

Future Management

Defences Impact?

Defences Changes?

flooding

As fishermen any change at
sea or coast affects us.

Dart Harbour &
Navigation
Authority
Lyme Regis Town
Council
Ringmore Parish
Council
Country Land &
Business
Association
Aune Conservation
Association

No

-

We are in consultation with
the NT re Thurlestone
sands
Maintain the status quo.

-

-

B.T.O. objective is to gather
information on bird
numbers & trend so they
can be used in management
decisions

Seven Rock Point to
Westward is badly eroded
None known

Responses to Comments
-

I have no organisation but
am busy researching
William Smith's successful
activities in saving the
coasts of Norfolk and
Suffolk from coastal erosion
1801 onwards…
Cliff at Bigbury on Sea is
being eroded in parts.

East Devon
Fishermen's
Association
British Trust for
Ornithology

University of
Portsmouth

Main Issues

-

Yes

No

-

To retain its natural beauty

No objectives have been set

No

No

-

members are yes

-

COMMENTS FROM NOV
2008 KSF: Avon Estuary
(15). Erosion and infilling of
Bantham Harbour is now
known to come from an
ingress of sand from
seaward of the entrance.
Work conducted by
Plymouth University and
the Plymouth Marine
Laboratory for the ACA
and rep
Yes - but we are located in
Portsmouth well outside of
your SMP area.

Comments and information
from the 2007 report used
to develop the processes
understanding.

Conservation of habitats &
earth science features
(geomorphology and
geology) probably did not
figure sufficiently within the
first generation SMP and I
would like these important
qualities receive due
consideration.
Development of the
necessary understand

Development of
appropriate
geomorphological & coastal
process understanding.
Conservation of
geomorphology (landforms
and processes in active
condition). Inclusion of
strong coastal habitat
management considerations.
Special interest in Chesil
Beach and c

Reclamations &
construction of defences in
some of the estuaries have
reduced areas of intertidal
mud and salt marsh and
would prevent natural
landward migration of
intertidal habitats in
response to future sea-level
rise. This would be likely to
intensify

Managed realignment of
defences within estuaries to
permit intertidal habitats to
migrate landward. Possibly
need to set aside land now
and regulate development
on land that could in future
be used for creation of
intertidal habitats. Many
estuaries are b

Comments considered in
both processes
understanding and in
developing policy options.
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Organisation

Affected by erosion

Galmpton
Residents
Association

Torbay Coast &
Countryside Trust

Teignmouth
Harbour
Commission

Pike Ward Ltd

Independent
Consultant

Owermoinge
Parish Council
Dawlish Warren
Tourism

Weymouth
LUNAR Society

Erosion of cliff near coast
path off Thatchers Point
resulted in closure of the
path for 12 years. This part
of the coast path is due to
be reopened this Summer.
Teignmouth itself has been
historically a subject to
flooding though this has
receded with the sea
defence now in place.
We have not experienced
any flooding but our
business is located at the
Quay Teignmouth and we
own the New Quay &
numerous commercial
stores which were
highlighted in the last flood
defence scheme as possible
flood area
I act as a consultant to
West Dorset DC for Lyme
Regis. Trustee - Jurassic
Coast World Heritage
Trust, Past Chairman &
Member Dorset Coast
Forum

Always the possibility of cliff
erosion.
Yes, we are made up of a
group of businesses and
residents living, or with
interests in, Dawlish
Warren. The Warren spit
is already being eroded.
COMMENTS FROM NOV
2008 KSF: Dawlish Warren
(9.24-9.26). Our main
concern is the protection of
the whole spit
COMMENTS FROM NOV
2008 KSF: Portland

Main Issues

Future Management

Defences Impact?

Defences Changes?

Protection of Broadsands
and Elbury Cove from
further development
marring the remaining
natural coast and landscape.
Renatuarlisation of
Broadsands wetland behind
the beach. Establishment of
a Railway Halt for
Broadsands Beach and Blue
Waters Drive/Churston
Consideration for the
natural environment and
use natural defences e.g.
reedbeds where
appropriate.

Prevent further
development on open
country/fields/undeveloped
coastal sites Public Access
in tune with environment.
Conservation of the Dart
Estuary and Broadsands as
Galmpton Village has views
both ways.

The longshore drift from
Teignmouth to Dawlish has
scoured the protective
beaches, while the Rail sea
wall has prevented the
beaches being maintained by
natural cliff erosion for 150
years. This has resulted in
the exposure of the rail line
itself to increase

Comments considered in
developing policy options.

Working with the natural
environment rather than
against it e.g. hard defences
that are unsympathetic to
the natural environment.

In the past some defences
have not been sympathetic
to the environment and
have resulted in habitat loss
e.g. Broadsands reedbeds.

Dredge the excess of Pole
sands off Exmouth
(Without exposing their sea
front completely) and pump
it down the coast to rebuild
the beaches and Dawlish
Warren. Dredge excess
sands from the beaches
under the cliffs north of
Slapton Sands and feed it
down
Consider manage
realignment where
appropriate.

For us the main issue would
be the effect of coastal
erosion / global warming on
the shoreline.

We do not participate in
this.

Only that those in
Teignmouth have removed
what was a constant threat
of flooding

The extension of the flood
defence scheme to
complete Teignmouth
would be welcome

Comments considered in
developing policy options.

Trying to understand the
shifts of sand movement up
& down the coast & effect
on each area

Are there viable ways of
controlling this or
understanding it.

Sea Groins do not appear
to be maintained or
replaced

Look at the impact of more
groins to stop san
movement - erosion of
beaches

Comments considered in
developing policy options.

World Heritage Issues on
the Dorset Coast

To ensure its good
condition for the future

1. Seaton - failed & should
be removed with
compensation when needed
for set back of properties.
2. Lyme Regis - a fine
scheme. 3. No further
defences should be allowed
on the World Heritage
Coast

1. Remove Seatown. 2.
Review all World Heritage
Coast Sea Defences to
consider compatibility with
our national role to look
after this place of universal
value

Comments considered in
developing policy options.

Properties on cliffs must be
safeguarded
The sea defences - groynes,
gabions and grass planting
programmes have not been
maintained and as a result
are not performing
satisfactorily. The gabians
have a life of 26 years - they
are now 35 (approx) years
old, the groynes are "hit
and miss".

Hold existing defence line

After the survey of the
seabed, there should be a

To make sure that the sea
defences are brought up to
date and are maintained
regularly.

The scheme built in 196171 has been very good and
until a few years ago was up
to the job - but it seems
lack of maintenance has
resulted in erosion of the
beach and dune areas.

Having reviewed the
current defences - we
believe they are the right
way to go. They just need
fixing. Also the "recent"
stone wall sea defences on
the Warren did not use
Meldon Quarry stone and it
looks like the imported
stone suffers storms badly
and "

Responses to Comments

Comments considered in
developing policy options.

Comments considered in
developing policy options.
Comments considered in
developing policy options.

Comments considered in
developing policy options.
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Organisation

Stokenham Parish
Council

Affected by erosion

Main Issues

Harbour (3.7). I believe that
this section of the coastline
should be re-designated
under ‘Shoreline
Management Plan 2’ as a
section which we should
‘Hold the Line’ for the
following reasons:-

process in which the results
should be reviewed for any
new heritage features
BEFORE the data is put into
the public domain.

Weymouth’s only Schedule
Yes. The parish of
Stokenham is at risk of
erosion & flooding at a
number of places along
coast from Slapton to
Lannacombe

West Lulworth
Parish Council

The Parish Council is
concerned at the speed and
extent of coastal erosion at
Lulworth Cove.

Freshwater Beach
Holiday Park

Yes. A high tides, swell
or/and high wind in the
right direction in winter
months, causes the sea to
over top the bar at the
mouth of the R. bride and
floods the river valley which
may flood the village of
Burton Bradstock

Holbeton Parish
Council

National Trust

COMMENTS FROM NOV
2008 KSF: Beer Head to
Otterton Ledge (7.1,7.2).
Essential to recognise the
vulnerability to Sidmouth’s
sewage installation
alongside the River Sid, and
especially the danger to the
town as Pennington Point
erodes – that erosion has
greatly increased
River Erme estuary erosion
and collapse of rive banks
which floods the fields of
the valley (the estuary is an
SSSI site) and erosion of
beach defences at
Mothecombe beach
COMMENTS FROM NOV

Slapton Line is managed by
SHDC & DCC in
conjunction with Defra&
the community .Beesands
south end receiving
attention from the EA in
conjunction with
community. Beesands
Cellars as Hallsands
requires
The Council wants
measures taken to protect
property and the beach in
Lulworth Cove. In part this
is due to heavy tourism
pressure on the beach.

Future Management

Defences Impact?

Defences Changes?

Responses to Comments

Properties at Beesands
Cellars & Hallsands require
long term protection.

Yes. There is evidence that
defences at one point can
aggravate erosion at the
other

Comments considered in
developing policy options.

That the natural
environment is preserved
for property owners and
tourists.

They have been inadequate.

Self help at Beesands
Cellars should be improved
with financial assistance - at
the location consequential
effect on erosion elsewhere
likely to be negligible elsewhere on coast
managed retreat may be
prudent option- this policy
also requires financial
The beach needs rebuilding, with new stone
groynes to preserve it in
the future.

Repair and reinstate damage
as it occurs wherever
possible

New piers at West Bay
have changed the shift of
beach

Changes to the coastal
defences it the past have
effected the coast and
protection will be still
necessary unless whole
communities move.
Therefore protection
should be put in place
before it is required to save
future expenditure and
problems

Comments considered in
developing policy options.

Comments considered in
developing policy options.

Comments considered in
developing policy options.

Need long term plans and
defences

To protect the areas of SSSI
and current sea defences

The current defences are
minor and there are no
defences along our cliffs
which are left to the power
of the seas

Comments considered in
developing policy options.

Comments considered in
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Affected by erosion

Main Issues

Future Management

Defences Impact?

Defences Changes?

developing policy options.

2008 KSF (supplementary
to these given by Richard
Edmunds, referred to as
RE): 1.3
In agreement
(with RE)

Torbay Council

Environment
Agency

Royal Dart Yacht
Club

Stoke Fleming
Parish Council

Network Rail

1.7 NAI is the most
realistic option (Scenario
A). The true value of
Lulworth Cove is that it has
developed with little
Yes. Easterly storms, on a
high tide can result in sig
damage to our coastal
defences. Serious sea
flooding may occur to
lower lying land behind the
flood defence. The last big
event was in Oct.04 &
1996.. Smaller incidents 2/4
times/yr . COMMENTS
FROM
The EA is responsible for
mapping the risk of tidal
flooding. The Blandford
office is currently working
on a project to revisit all of
our tidal flood zones and
produce areas benefiting
from defences for our tidal
defences. This project will
be completed
Club premises under
flooding threat at high
spring tides. Location
between two public
slipways. Makes Priory
Street vulnerable without
floodgates. COMMENTS
FOLLOWING PUBLIC
CONSULTATION IN
MARCH 08: Concern at
future flooding of Lower
Kingswear between C
Black Pool Sands: Major
flooding and damage caused
following storm in 1990's.
There is a possible risk to
the A379 in this local area/

Main Paddington-Penzance

Responses to Comments

It is essential that all of our
coastal defences are
maintained to a high
standard. The policy option
for Torbay's coastline in
SMP1 was to Selectively
Hold the Line (now, Hold
the Existing Defence Line).
The exception to this was
MU22 which was to Do
Not
The importance of
collecting sufficient
information on this highly
designated section of
coastline

To protect the
developments at Torquay,
Paignton and Brixham. To
maintain navigation to
Torquay and Brixham
Harbours. To maintain the
integrity of the nationally
and internationally
designated sites. To
maintain bathing quality To
protect listed buildings
To have better data on
which to make decisions.
The data should included
sea conditions and coastal
geomorphology. In addition
we would look to minimise
intervention we have to
make at West bay and
Freshwater

No

No

Comments considered in
developing policy options.

Does the existing
monitoring show how
existing defences both hard
and soft have affected the
coastline? An area to
concentrate in the future
will be monitoring looking
at the effects of the Lyme &
West Bay schemes on
geomorphology and
sediment transport.

The EA is currently
considering how we manage
East Beach and especially
freshwater Beaches into the
future. We are also looking
at the defences at Chiswell
especially the extent of
gabions.

Comments considered in
developing policy options.

Comments considered in
developing policy options.

Slapton line. Local
businesses. Blackpool Sands
Venus Group. Local
property (Blackpool).

I need to be reassured that

Stoke Fleming is a member
of the Coleridge Group of
Parish Councils. We are
fully aware of the possible
dangers to the Slapton line.
We are fully informed and
participate and support the
emergency planning for this
area.
There is a need to
keep up to
Provide a coastal defence

Comments considered in
developing policy options.

Sand loss along our sea wall

The defences for which

Comments considered in
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Organisation

Maritime Plymouth

Affected by erosion

Main Issues

Future Management

Defences Impact?

line affected by adverse
wind/sea conditions.
Serious damage in recent
years:1996,,2004,1986.
Regular programme of
inspection & maintenance
necessary to maintain rail
service

adjacent sub-cells will be
'hold the line' as a minimum
policy

capable of sustaining rail
services along the existing
route. The company has no
plans for an inland diversion

COMMENTS FROM NOV
2008 KSF: Start Point to
Rame Head (15.8).
Challaborough (W) –
Wembury Head

Ensuring that maritime
businesses and
organisations legitimate
interests are properly
represented and taken into
account.

That management decisions
are taken with sufficient and
accurate knowledge of
maritime activities.

1. Flooding - local additional
defences needed. ". Needs
to be repaired

flood defences & path
repairs as mentioned

No

see previous entry

Comments considered in
developing policy options.

Adopt SMP2 guidance.
Manage retreat if possible.
Collect data which gives
better info on coast in
epochs 0-20 20-50 50100yrs. Inform.

NT policy. Manage retreat
with all that that entails.

Yes - concern at Lyme
Regis PH4 & also Ringstead
& coast defence structures
at Burton Bradstock.
Concern re offshore &
sedimentation impact on
existing. Longshore Drift
etc.
Existing defences are
protecting residential
development otherwise
remainder subject to
natural recession
Too many smaller places
being left out and
marginalised. The few sites
where improvements have
been made have been
positive.

Currently seeking advice on
this. Adopt NT policy
Managed retreat, more
sustainable long term

Comments considered in
developing policy options.

The existing policies are
relevant to affected
frontages

Comments considered in
developing policy options.

More funding should be
sought, especially for
smaller but just as
important sites on the
coastline.

Comments considered in
developing policy options.

and either side has been
evident for a number of
years with certain areas
being particularly affected.

Defences Changes?
Network rail are
responsible will at some
point need to be upgraded
and this is the subject of a
review and feasibility study.
Adjacent defences will need
to be considered for similar
treatment by their
respective owners.

Responses to Comments
developing policy options.

Comments considered in
developing policy options.

1. Wembury Head should
read Wembury Point.
2. Wembury itself has
assets which might warrant
it being a unit in its own
right (c/f Erme and Yealm
estuaries).

Kingswear Parish
Council

National Trust

1
1. Mainly flooding in
Kingswear a) between Lwr
Ferry slipway & Collins
public slipway involving
private housing & the Royal
Dart YC. B) Jubilee Park at
the head of Waterhead
Creek. 2. Erosion - severe
damage to SW Coastal Path
at Mansands (NT)
Yes- NT own 21% of WHS.
Active landslides & coastal
erosion on & adjoining NT
land

Caradon District
Council

Local Authority with coast
protection responsibilities

Protection of residential
property limiting loss of
foreshore

Sustainable options for
management

West Lulworth
Parish Council

Fishing sheds/stores on
Lulworth Cove Beach are at
risk of being demolished by
the sea. Due to removal of
tons of shingle in the 1800s
and the weight of tourism
flattening what is left of the
beach. Because of the

It is not being managed.
Lulworth Cove Beach is in
urgent need of refurbishing
of shingle/sand 'replacement' would be a
better description.

Too many
bodies/committees involved
in interfering in proper
management. It needs
rationalising intelligently.
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South Hams
District Council

Affected by erosion
shingle removal years ago,
the clay 'bed'
Not greatly - more by
erosion than flooding but
part of the natural process

Main Issues

They frequently interrupt
processes, conceal key
geological exposures &
destroy its naturalness

Assessment of risk due to
climate change, rising sea
levels, increased storminess;
planning decisions for new
coastal zone development
and land use changes;
managed retreat options

Ensure we meet our
statutory duties for water
and sewerage service
provision, asset
maintenance, continuing
effective pollution control
from sewerage systems.

Reflective wave walls have
been a success - for
example at Torcross, but
the older wave wall for the
railway at Dawlish is not
able to prevent storm
damage to the railway
service. Should these
defences be upgraded to
ensure continuity?

Need to assess the case for
managed retreat given
forecasts for rising sea
levels, and to assess
whether erosion rates of
major cliffs are going to
change, e.g. East Devon
coast, sediment transport,
beach erosion, Dawlish cliff
instability, sea based flood

Comments considered in
developing policy options.

Long term sustainability, not
just based on cost:benefit.

Maintain safety, livelihood
and natural appearance.

Move to softer defences.

Comments considered in
developing policy options.

Erosion and flood defence
litter

to sustain what we now
have for the future

Some appear ad hoc rather
than following a regional
holistic approach.
Most works have been
sympathetic to their
surroundings

Comments considered in
developing policy options.

The sand dunes at Bantham
need to be protected from
people walking over them.
This is already in hand.
Vigilance will be required.

To keep the beaches clean
and to ensure the sea is
kept unpolluted by
sewerage etc.

Low lying areas should be
protected but all structures
should be sympathetic to
their surroundings
Some consideration should
be given to the possibility of
flooding at Leasfoot Beach.
The dunes at the back of
the beach should be reenforced and raised to
prevent flooding.

Representing over 80
businesses in the area
concerned some may be
affected. COMMENTS
FROM NOV 2008 KSF:
Start Point to Rame Head
(17.7) (Tamar Estuary – St
John’s Lake – Torpoint to
Millbrook Hill Farm)

Maintain coastal land and
properties for marine trade
and access rather than for
residential purposes

Brixham Trawler
Agents

Thurlestone Parish
Council

There is no significant
erosion between Bantham
and Thurlestone Sands.
However, with increasingly
high tides there is a
possibility of flooding at
Leasfoot Beach, which

Comments considered in
developing policy options.

maintain all geological sites
of national and local
importance & ensure that
no significant features of
geological or
geomorphological
importance are lost or
damaged
Maintain adequate defences
around ports, harbours and
sheltered moorings and
keep navigational channels
open

British Marine
Federation South
West

Where possible more
natural local stone facing
with nooks and crannies allow them to 'naturalise';
allow more areas to erode
naturally - more soft
engineering and managed
retreat - higher carbon
taxes!
Modify/remove all defences
where significant loss of
geological heritage features
has occurred or provide
alternative/replacement
features (wherever
possible)

Responses to Comments

Frequently unsightly and
unsympathetic to
'coastscape' (as in
landscape) and sterile

Geological heritage
conservation
local/national/internationally
important sites

University of
Plymouth

Defences Changes?

See estuary management
plans at
http://www.southdevonaon
b.org.uk/downloads.asp?Pag
eId=7

N/A

South West Water
Ltd

Defences Impact?

Flood protection and its
environmental impact;
impact on salt marsh and
opportunities for managed
retreat or soft engineering
options

Devon RIGS
Group

This area should be broken
up again into St John’s Lake
Yes. Ongoing water mains
and water supply incidents
west of Lyme Regis due to
coastal slippage; Torquay
Meadfoot Road sea wall
collapse winter 2006/7 and
associated sewer collapse.
COMMENTS REC'D
FOLLOWING MARCH 08
PUBLIC CONSULTATION:
Risk of inundation
Not directly We teach
coastal engineering
graduates
No

Future Management

Comments considered in
developing policy options.

Comments considered in
developing policy options.

Not applicable

Comments considered in
developing policy options.
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Dittisham Sailing
Club

Affected by erosion
would render the road
from Thurlestone to South
Milton impassable.
Our boat park was
seriously flooded by a tidal
surge in 2007 - moving and
damaging parked boats.

Main Issues

Future Management

With the likelihood of rising
sea levels, the risk of
flooding affecting all coastal
and estuary settlements will
have to be addressed.

Defences Impact?

Defences are not just the
coastline but need to
extend up estuaries.

South Devon
AONB

Yes impacts on landscape,
land use, coast path &
public access. Historic: Feb
2001 0 sig damage to
Slapton & Beesands, 1996 sig damage to Hallsands,
1990's - cumulative damage
to Thurlestone, South
Milton, continuous- erosion
& loss of cliffs/coast path

1. maintaining quality of
undeveloped coast by
carefully managing the
spread of engineered
coastal defences 2.off setting 'coastal squeeze' b
through habitat mitigation
or creation programmes 3.
dealing with legacy of
inappropriate past defences

To maintain the quality of
undeveloped coastline; to
work with natural
processes wherever
possible

Entec UK Ltd

As an environmental and
engineering consultancy,
Entec is aware of and has a
commitment to
understanding coastal
erosion and flood risk
issues. We have various
clients within the public and
private sectors for whom
we have carried out flood
risk analyses
As the owner of Seatown
Beach I am acutely aware of
the power of Nature and
risk of erosion and flooding.

I feel the main issues in
previous Sump’s was the
lack of an integrated
approach and long term
plan. These are being
addressed in the guidance
for SMP2 which is a definite
improvement. Previously
organisations were only
required to plan for 50
years which
Too many agencies seem to
work against rather than
with each other. A common
and united approach must
be adopted.

I feel that future
management needs to draw
away from continuing to
sustain coastal defences in
some areas. I appreciate
this is a very sensitive and
political issue but in the
current climate of sea level
rise and increased
storminess the issue is
becoming
A sensible and costed
approach to managing the
problems that Nature and
humanity throw up.

Kingston Parish
Council

Parish boundary includes
coastline

Either prevention of
erosion or measures to
lessen its impact

its maintenance and
preservation for wildlife,
local people and tourists

Policy Scrutiny
Committee

COMMENTS FROM
NOVEMBER 2008 KSF :
Ringstead Bay (2.2) The
present policy of ‘hold the
existing defence line’ should
be adopted for the 100 year
period. West Bay (4.12)
The area should also
include the Eastern Pier
Groyne and the rock

Past coast defences
constructed in
inappropriate locations with
inadequate specification,
lead to legacy of visually
intrusive schemes,
hazardous sites (e.g.
rusting/collapsing gabions) &
deflected erosion impacts
on adj land; ad hoc work
without policy
I feel that future
management needs to draw
away from continuing to
sustain coastal defences in
some areas. I appreciate
this is a very sensitive and
political issue but in the
current climate of sea level
rise and increased
storminess the issue is
becoming
The existing defences on
my beach have a
problematic past and
currently are insufficient for
the job in hand. The stone
used is not in keeping with
the landscape and has
become an ugly hazard.
Closer consultation with
landowners and residents is
essential
No

Defences Changes?

Responses to Comments

The effect of storm surges
on coastal settlements and
transportation needs to be
addressed - such as the
impact on the railway from
Teignmouth to the Exe; the
road at Slapton.
Some coastal defences need
enhancing to protect imp
coastal towns; some need
rethinking to make them
sustainable in long term
(eg.Beesand, S.Milton Sands,
Challaborough) could
involve removal or
reconfiguration; some esp
gabions in estuaries, need
visual remediation
There needs to be careful
thought given to the
possibilities of allowing
some areas to flood to
compensate for other areas
where we must maintain
defences and areas that will
be lost in the next 100
years through sea level rise.
So in effect there needs t

Comments considered in
developing policy options.

As above, I think there are
enough national precedents
to learn from and a wealth
of professional experience
that can be combined with
local knowledge to design
and implement effective and
sympathetic coastal
defences.

Comments considered in
developing policy options.

No

Comments considered in
developing policy options.

Comments considered in
developing policy options.

Comments considered in
developing policy options.

Comments considered in
developing policy options.
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Future Management

Defences Impact?

Defences Changes?

The dynamic nature of the
coast, coupled with the
increasing impacts of
climate change and visitor
pressure, present major
challenges for the
management of the area.
Many different agencies,
organisations and private
individuals have an interest
in managing

The Dorset AONB has
recognised that the "coastal
corridor" is one of the most
attractive and important
areas for both Dorset and
East Devon, as recognised
in its wealth of designations
but also one of the most
pressurised. In recognition
of this a number

Possible/probable impacts
of coastal defensive work to
adjoining areas of coast and
potential 3rd Party liability
as a result of erosion etc.
Monitoring is often confined
to actual coastal/shoreline
changes, it should also
include "coastal strip" actual

Continuing to defend as in
the past will be technically
unsustainable and
unaffordable in many areas
and we should not be
committing future
generations to inflexible and
expensive options for
defence. Need stronger
understanding of coastal
processes and

Landslip of A379 near Stoke
Fleming in about 1990.
estate owns Blackpool
Sands Beach. Also Start
Point Peninsular & Coast
between Stoke Fleming
Estate
Yes Estate owns west end
of Slapton Line in Strete
parish and land behind
including valley of River
Gara.

Protection of Blackpool
Sands Beach. Protection of
the Slapton line

Uphold the
recommendations of the
Scott Wilson Report for
the Slapton Line.

There are no significant sea
defences in place in these
areas

Maintain Status Quo

No significant defences in
place

Boat Owners
Association
Teignmouth
(BOAT)

Not as an organisation

Strict Control of dredging
to minimise sand/sediment
movements. Strict control
of development in estuary
for example port extension
&/or marina

Environment
Agency Wessex
Area

COMMENTS
FOLLOWING NOVEMBER
2008 KSF: Durlston Head
to White Nothe

Dorset Area of
Outstanding
Natural Beauty

Stratton &
Holborow for
Blackpool
Sands/Start Est

Stratton &
Holborow for
Strete Estate

Affected by erosion
armour. Seatown (5.
Not directly applicable
however SMP's have
implications for the "coastal
corridor" and ultimately the
rest of the AONB and
county.

No comments.

Main Issues

Slapton Line, Slapton Ley,
River Gara, cliff erosion at
Strete

Yes protect Slapton Line.
Consider protection fro
A379 & Blackpool Sands

Uphold the Scott Wilson
Report recommendations
for the Slapton Line

There is presently a plan
being developed to
promote the River Beach of
Teignmouth & thereby the
whole town centre. It is
essential to protect the
town of ours by
consultation with the local
community affected.

Responses to Comments

Comments considered in
developing policy options.
The role of the SMP is to
identify erosion and flood
risk and how to sustainably
manage that risk in the long
term.
Defra is currently funding
research into the issues of
how space is provided to
allow
Comments considered in
developing policy options.
Scott Wilson report of
2006 has been used to
inform long term policy
options appraised in SMP2.
Comments considered in
developing policy options.
Scott Wilson report of
2006 has been used to
inform long term policy
options appraised in SMP2.
Comments considered in
developing policy options.
SMP is for coastal defence
purposes and considers the
issues raised, but can only
inform the statutory
planning system that
controls these issues.
Comments considered in
developing policy options.
The issue of Portland
Harbour breakwaters is
documented in the various
SMP documents and is
considered in the appraisal
of policy options.

White Nothe to Portland
Bill

Axmouth Harbour

Highlighted within the ‘key
issues’ and ‘key
considerations’ is the
importance of the Portland
Harbour breakwaters.
However, consideration of
COMMENTS FROM NOV

Comments considered in
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Organisation
Management
Company

Branscombe Parish
Council

Dart Valley Railway
Plc

Beer Self Drive
Boats

Affected by erosion
2008 KSF: Eype to Beer
Head 6.2, 6.3. The area of
the Axe Estuary behind the
spit and below the road
bridges is an active harbour,
home to 180+ boats, mostly
leisure, some commercial
fishing. The Fish Quay, the
Harbour Wall, Harbour
Arm a
Slow erosion of base of
cliffs along Branscombe
Beach. The beach belongs
to the National trust.
Railway sea wall Goodrington. Cliffs
between Goodrington and
Broadsands.
Yes. Sea regularly swept
cliffs on Beer Beach during
storms until concrete groin
built (1970s), resulting in
boat/huts removal or loss.
Beach much bigger due to
shingle build-up due to
groin. COMMENTS
FROM
NOV 2008 KSF: Seaton
Hole to Beer Head (6.6). U

UK Independence
Party
Burton Bradstock
Parish Council

Woodland Trust

Otterton Parish
Council

Yes as within our parish
there is freshwater caravan
site which is subject to
flooding from the sea and
the River Bride. Also the
cliffs are constantly eroding.
COMMENTS FROM NOV
2008 KSF: The Parish
Council wishes to register
the following responses to
It important to enhance &
protect irreplaceable seminatural habitats such as
ancient woodland. Ancient
woodland occurs
particularly on estuarine
shores (e.g. The Yealm
Estuary adj Newton Ferrers
& Moss Mayo & it is
important that it is
protected under SMP)
If the Otter floods then the
village may have problems

Main Issues

Future Management

Defences Impact?

Defences Changes?

Responses to Comments
developing policy options.
Units in the Axe Estuary
split up further to account
for these features more.

Comments considered in
developing processes
understanding.
Pr0-active action by land
owners and authorities.

Self maintenance but funded
by any authority.

Concrete groin on east side
of Beer Beach is badly
damaged and needs
repairing otherwise Beer
beach may again disappear
resulting in fishing boat, hut
loss and community loss.

Try to keep what we have
left.

Preservation of historic and
geological features is vital,
managed access
Maintenance of coastal
footpath. Increasing impact
of number of tourists and
resources to maintain
infrastructure. Info on
world heritage site.

Hold the existing defence
line

no

Comments considered in
identifying possible policy
options.
Comments considered in
identifying possible policy
options. Led to splitting out
Beer as a separate unit.

Use state of the art
methodologies and
techniques

There has been a
proliferation of agencies and
bodies involved in coastline
management. Coastal
provision needs to have a
voice and needs structures
of consultation.

Comments considered in
policy appraisal.
Comments considered in
policy appraisal.

Comments considered in
policy appraisal.

Maintaining the quality of
the beaches and the beauty
of the coastline in general

None

No

No

Comments considered in
policy appraisal.
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South West Coast
Path Team

Affected by erosion
Loss of coast path due to
coastal erosion.

RNLI

Not at Lulworth and not
elsewhere as far as I am
aware

West Dorset
District Council

COMMENTS FROM NOV
2008 KSF: Chesil Beach and
The Fleet (4.3)The
Swannery's Duck Decoy
(please see attachment) is a
Scheduled Ancient
Monument, number 29046.
We do not keep the
description that
accompanies the scheduling
but this can be obtained
from Dorset
Fossil collectors rely on
erosion to replenish the
supply of fossils found on
Dorset/Devon's
beaches/foreshore. Much
of the coast in the SMP is a
World Heritage site and the
continuation of natural
processes is a key
management aim to
maintain this status
No

Chivelstone Parish
Council
Weymouth and
Portland National
Sailing Academy

Consideration given to
ensuring people can
continue to walk along realigned or protected
coastline.

Maintenance of good access
for emergency services and
safe conditions for those
using the beaches and
foreshore areas.

Ministry of
Defence

Dorset Fossil
Collectors

Main Issues

The maintenance of the
Portland Harbour
breakwater is vital in
relation to the nature,
conservation,

Virtually all Lulworth is
affected by unexploded
munitions. This restricts
public access to defined
permissive paths that are
monitored for munitions.
The use of the property as
a tank live fire range also
restricts access to when the
range is closed this

Future Management
A working document
entitled ' The South West
Coast Path National Trail
and coastal defence
management: A Position
Statement prepared by the
South West Coast Path
Partnership' has been
prepared - available from
mark.owen@devon.gov.uk
Management should
recognise the changing
leisure usage and ensure
safety and appropriate
control can be maintained.
To continue to use
Lulworth as a military
training area with the
secondary objective of
enhancing it's natural
history interest and giving
access where and when
there is no danger

Defences Impact?

Defences Changes?

Responses to Comments

See document mentioned in
'Future management'
section

See document mentioned in
'Future management'
section

Comments considered in
policy appraisal.

The maintenance of local
protection has lead to
unstable alignments in some
areas that have produced
the potential for rapid
erosion.
No impact in the area of
Lulworth

Nothing specific.

Comments considered in
policy appraisal.

No view

Comments considered in
policy appraisal.

Comments considered in
policy appraisal.

Care should be taken in
considering applications for
development which could
be threatened by coastal
flooding/erosion and which,
if allowed, would strengthen
the argument for future
coastal defences in the area.
Public benefit v future cost
financial/environment?

In general there should be
minimal constraint on
natural erosional processes.
Managed realignment
therefore usually the
preferred course,
particularly where this can
lead to the creation of
improved or new wildlife
habitats.

Protect its Natural Beauty
Ensuring that sustainable
recreational and
competition sailing can take
place unimpeded.

Sustainability and protection
of the natural resources

Comments considered in
policy appraisal.

Main roads should be
protected
No

Comments considered in
policy appraisal.
Comments considered in
policy appraisal.
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Bridport & West
Dorset Golf Club

Dawlish Town
Council

Dawlish Town
Council

South Devon &
Channel Shell
fishermen

Affected by erosion
environmental and
economic interests of all
those bordering the shores
of the Harbour. Similarly,
the maintenance of Chesil
Beach is vital to these
interests
The golf club has been in
existence since 1891 initially
on the west cliff at West
Bay and in the early 1900's
relocated to the east cliff.
The boundary of the course
runs very close to the
coastal walk cliff path with 3
of the golf holes situated
along t
Yes when Marine Parade
floods the town council
employees assist the district
council and other
authorities in the issue of
sand bags
COMMENTS FROM
NOVEMBER 2008 KSF: As
a resident of Old Castle
Road I am very concerned
about the possible future
erosion of the shoreline. In
particular, the danger to the
road itself and properties
along that road. I believe it
is essential that at the ve
COMMENTS FROM NOV
2008 KSF: Straight Point to
Holcombe (9). Dawlish
Warren needs to be
protected at all costs.
Dawlish and Dawlish
Warren need regeneration.
Joined up thinking would
achieve both objectives:1. A wide promenade
between Dawlish and
Dawlish
Yes. Neglect of small
harbours. Insufficient
defence along parts of the
A379. COMMENTS
FROM NOV 2008 KSF: At
this month's Committee
Meeting we received a
report from our member
Brian Pawley who attended
your recent meeting in

Main Issues

Future Management

Defences Impact?

Defences Changes?

Responses to Comments

Comments considered in
policy appraisal.

Right to roam & coastal
footpaths/cycleways

Well managed
footpaths/cycleways

Would like to preserve the
family holiday resort are of
Dawlish Warren

Comments considered in
policy appraisal.

Comments considered in
policy appraisal.

Comments considered in
policy appraisal.
The area of Dawlish
Warren has been subject of
more detailed study as part
of the Exe Estuary Coastal
Management Study, which
has informed the SMP in
this area.

Important infrastructure
needs protecting not lost
through "no active
intervention" or "managed
re-alignment"

Protect its natural beauty
where possible & not just
leave it to the natural
ravages of nature which
have been exacerbated by
the activities of man.
Greater control on
dredging, dumping &
pollution

Some of the defences may
have protected some areas
but have had a knock on
damaging effect on nearby
areas.

Use natural defences (e.g.
boulders as they do in New
Zealand the most ecofriendly country in the
world) to protect AONBs
and where feasible, to
protect seaside villages etc
(far better than ugly huge
great wave return walls)

Comments considered in
policy appraisal.
The SMP is being informed
in this area by the detailed
study undertaken by Scott
Wilson (2006) which was
prepared for the Slaptonline
Partnership.
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Kenton Parish
Council

Exmouth Quay
Residents
Association

English Heritage

Dorset Natural
History &
Archaeological
Society

Affected by erosion
Kingsbridge. Members expr
Only adjacent farmland and
coastal road at Powderham

Many of our members are
concerned about flooding
during bad storms. Also of
major concern is the
gradual loss of navigation
due to the shifting sands
and in the outer part of the
estuary, i.e. Pole Sands. The
fishing fleet and the summer
sailing activities
Many aspects of the historic
environment may be
affected in a positive or
negative way by decisions
reached on future shoreline
management. Please see
COASTAL DEFENCE AND
THE HISTORIC
ENVIRONMENT. ENGLISH
HERITAGE GUIDANCE
FOR FURTHER
INFORMATION OR
CONTA
It has a concern for the
natural history, geology and
archaeology of coastal sites.

COMMENTS FROM NOV
2008 KSFl Beer Head to
Otterton Ledge (7.1-7.3).
The present designated line
of River Sid used for WHS,
SSSI etc should be moved
200m east to allow coastal
defence works to be
carried out as and when
required. HTL. 7.4.
Connaught Garden

Main Issues

Future Management

Defences Impact?

Defences Changes?

1. Estuary moorings being
maintained. 2. Sailing on
Estuary which does not
conflict with wildlife, whilst
still giving adequate
recreation e.g. registration
on fast motorised craft.

Responses to Comments

Comments considered in
policy appraisal.
This area was considered as
part of the more detailed
Exe Estuary Coastal
Management Study, which is
being used to inform the
SMP in this area.
Comments considered in
policy appraisal.
This area was considered as
part of the more detailed
Exe Estuary Coastal
Management Study, which is
being used to inform the
SMP in this area.

English Heritage wishes to
ensure that all aspects of
the historic environment
are given proper
consideration within the
shoreline management
planning process, to ensure
that adequate and properly
interpreted information is
integrated into all stages of
t

Sustainable management
based upon good quality
information and discussion
with stakeholders

Environmental risk
assessments of inaction or
any form of action need to
be thorough.

Management should be
appropriate for a World
Heritage Site and for the
sites of high
scientific/conservation
value. Adjacent marine
environment should be fully
considered in any planning.

Comments noted and
considered in developing
policy options and in policy
appraisal.

Unsatisfactory defence
work has been done in
Dorset. e.g. River gravel
was put on the shore at
Ringstead. At least one
important geological
exposure was concreted
over at Ringstead. Unsorted
sea gravel dumped at
Lodmoor
(Weymouth)probably
caused local pollution

This needs research not
available to me.
Undoubtedly they would be
costly.

Comments noted and
considered in developing
policy options.

Comments noted and
considered in developing
policy options.
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Affected by erosion

Main Issues

Future Management

Defences Impact?

No significant risk- unless
1/100 exceptional tides etc

Use natural protection wetlands, flood marshes,
water catchment areas.
Man-made structures often
feel and can be counter
productive. Work with
natural forces. Also please
do not tidy everything up.

It is possible developments
along the back beach and on
the commercial dock quay
have caused a build up of
sand on the Teignmouth
side - Teign view Terrace
frontage etc.

The deep straight channel
approach to the harbour
entrance have lowered the
sand on the beaches NE of
the pier - and much more
shingle

Comments noted and
considered in developing
policy options.

School of
Engineering

Yes. Mainly via the
connections we have via the
mainline rail track that goes
along Dawlish - Exeter

Long term impacts of
intervention and / or non
intervention

Pointless to try and stop
natural landslips in the Lyme
Regis & other areas. Let
nature takes its course. In
the longer term often more
economic to rebuild
existing property under
threat inland & let the sea
take its course
Raising awareness of the
challenges of the subject
with the public. Existing
coastal engineering
knowledge informs decision
making

There are some examples
of both good and bad
practice around SDADCAG
coast. I think the most
important point is to have a
strategy that allows
individual schemes to have a
common thread.

I think we should continue
to deploy a range of
measures according to the
physical nature of sites and
socio-economic benefits.

Comments noted and
considered in developing
policy options.

Dartmouth and
Kingswear Society

We have over 400
members. Some of them
will be affected by the risk
of coastal flooding and by
planning restrictions
resulting from the risk of
flooding.

Flooding in parts of
Dartmouth and parts of
Kingswear, together with
storm/flood impact on
Slapton Line

To reduce the risk of
flooding in these areas and
to minimise any 'planning
blight' effects on areas at
risk of flooding

Comments noted and
considered in developing
policy options.

River Yealm &
District
Association

The R. Yealm is a typical
estuary & though vulnerable
to Seiches and extreme
tides is normally free of
river flooding. If sea levels
rise as predicted, there will
be long term risks to
waterfront housing &
businesses. Though well
protected, the Yealm
Estuary

The National Trust and the
River Yealm Harbour
Authority have
responsibility for most of
the Riparian and Coastline
in this area. There is,
however, considerable help
with the cleanliness of the
estuary provided by the
RYDA's Annual Harbour
Cleanup, due

Coastal erosion is an
ongoing problem. All of the
cliffs within the Parish are
unstable.

Dorset CC places little
importance in reestablishing ROW lost due
to cliff falls. The Parish
council thinks that they
should be given high
priority because they are
important to the holiday
industry as well as local use.

At present there is
excellent cooperation
between the various
authorities here, augmented
by a good Boatwatch
organisation during the
summer. The advent of
some surveillance
technology would enable
the river to be even better
patrolled both to discover
an
Realisation that even
thought paths are lost due
erosion they should
reinstated. The excuse that
the cliffs are unstable is not
acceptable. Osmington had
the only beach access, from
a public highway, between
Overcombe and Lulworth, a
seven mile stretch of t
We are primarily
concerned with the
conservation of the natural
and physical environment of
the River Avon and its
estuary, which lies within
the S Devon AONB, for the

In the most recent flood
event (10th March 2008)
waves overtopped the
defences at the Dartmouth
Lower Ferry ramp, although
the general flood level was
below the sea wall; design
of the defences at slipways
should be reviewed. The
gates to the Dartmouth Bo
Our main concern is not so
much to bid for further
protection to the Yealm
Estuary but to note that,
should there be sea level
rises, then this community
will be hard hit early on.

No

Comments noted and
considered in developing
policy options.

Osmington Parish
Council

Aune Conservation
Association

Many members of our 'not
for profit' organisation live
close to the Avon estuary
(Bigbury 0n Sea, Bantham,
Aveton Gifford)and would
be affected by both coastal
flooding and erosion. We're

The estuary of the Avon is
progressively silting up and
the cliffs around the estuary
mouth are eroding at a
worrying rate. How might
these issues be effectively
monitored in the future and

In the entrance to the River
Yealm there is a significant
sandbar, exposed at
extreme low spring tides.
This acts both to protect
the river and the moorings
as well as to regulate what
can and cannot enter the
river at some states of the
tide. The Riv

No

Defences Changes?

Responses to Comments

Comments noted and
considered in developing
policy options.
Split the Yealm up into
smaller units and
considered in further detail
how CFMP and SMP relate
to each other in discussion
with the Environment
Agency.

It is not the role of the SMP
to determine if paths should
be reinstated.

Existing defences are
minimal or non-existent.
Groynes that once were
built, presumably with the
intention of slowing down
siltation of Bantham
Harbour, have long since

There is insufficient
understanding of the natural
processes at work to make
any judgement about the
changes that should be
made. Changes would be
purely empirical at this

Comments noted and
considered in developing
policy options.
Research commissioned by
the ACA has been provided
to inform the understanding
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Dorset County
Council

Tamarisk Farm

Smedmore Estate Kimmeridge Bay

Affected by erosion
currently investigating the
history and sources of
estuarine siltation
Managers of the South
West Coast Path National
Trail, Lyme Regis - White
Nothe. COMMENTS
FOLLOWING PUBLIC
CONSULTATION IN
MARCH 08: Re Burton
Hive Beach - I would like to
see a policy of 'Hold the
line' immediately west of
Burton Hive Beach. This
would
Chesil Bank moves inland
varying amounts during big
storms. Then the sea
erodes away the Fullers
Earth clay underneath the
pebbles on the sea side,
which has been temporarily
exposed. Chesil pebbles
spilt over the coastal path
and field boundaries - a
new
Yes, erosion of Kimmeridge
Bay and coastal footpath

Main Issues

Future Management

Defences Changes?

Responses to Comments

the problems identified
addressed?

benefit of the public.

decayed.

stage.

of processes as part of the
SMP.

Forward planning

Maintain a viable route for
the South West Coast Path
aligned along the coast.

No

No

Comments noted and
considered in developing
policy options.
The South-West Coast Path
policy is to work with
natural processes and realign the path as necessary,
therefore it can not be used
to justify holding a defence
line.
Comments noted and
considered in developing
processes understanding.

Sea wall - Goodrington.
River bank - mouth of
Dartmouth (Kingswear)
Shaldon village is an area at
risk of flooding from both
tidal & rain downpour
events.

Regular inspections and
preventative maintenance

None at present except
being prepared and
managing the effects. We
have already organised the
relocation of Clavell Tower
20 metres further inland
from the cliff edge. We
now wish to limit damage
by Humans
regular inspections and
preventative maintenance

It's a balance between
guarding for the future
while maintaining our
coastal and village heritage

minimum visual impact.
Any plans must be with the
cooperation of the
community

Steeple Parish
Council

No

Beauty maintained

Maintain its unique features

National Farmers
Union

Yes. Our members'
farmlands adjoin the coast.

That they are sustainable
and meet the needs of
future generations for all
the benefits that land brings.

Tamar Estuaries
Consultation
Forum (TECF)

The Tamar Estuaries
Consultative Forum (TECF)
is the estuary management
partnership that brings

Protection of good
agricultural land. Ensuring
appropriate synergy with
existing policies such as
CFMPS.
The need to have due
regard on the impact of any
changes in coastline
management on the

Dart Valley
Railways PLC

Defences Impact?

stoning of the coastal
footpath - see letter 12th
Feb 07

The vision for the Tamar
Estuaries Management Plan
(2006-12) is to "provide the

There are none of the
artificial nature at
Kimmeridge but each year
we move boulders off the
slipway which have been
washed up by winter
storms.

Probably not before nature
will have its way and any
interference simply moves
the problem along the coast

Comments noted and
considered in policy
appraisal.

modifications carried out
too late

no views at present

The current coastal
defences used technology of
their time, current
computer modelling can
provide a more accurate
prediction
No

The effects of sea level rise
are perhaps the most
pressing issue for the next
50 to 100yrs.'One off'
storms may increase in the
long term
No

Comments noted and
considered in policy
appraisal.
Comments noted and
considered in policy
appraisal.

Comments noted and
considered in policy
appraisal.
Comments noted and
considered in policy
appraisal.

Comments noted and
considered in policy
appraisal.
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Organisation

Dorset Wildlife
Trust

West Lulworth
Parish Plan Group

International
Council on
Monuments and
Sites
Devon Bird
Watching and
Preservation
Society

Dorset County
Council

Affected by erosion

Main Issues

Future Management

together stakeholders to
promote the delivery of
integrated management for
the Tamar Estuaries and
near by coastal areas in
order to ensure long term
sustainability
We own a nature reserve
at West Bexington including
part of Chesil Beach. We
also manage the marine
centre at Kimmeridge Bay.

European Marine Site; I also
would like to have
clarification on how far up
the Estuary the SMP will
cover.

framework for delivering a
sustainably managed estuary
and coast, ensuring that the
resources of the area are
there for everyone, both
now and in the future."

issues relating to managed
realignment to ensure the
nature conservation
interest of the coast is
maintained and enhanced.

To ensure there is sufficient
and enhanced 'space for
nature' along the coastline
including any areas where
the coast is or will be
eroding.
Ensure that Lulworth
continues as an accessible
tourist resort and education
centre.

Erosion of beach, sewerage
pipe and cliffs around the
western part of Lulworth
Cove. COMMENTS
FROM NOVEMBER 2008
KSF: Lulworth Cove
(1.6)There has been
erosion of beach, sewerage
pipe and cliffs around the
western part of Lulworth
Cove. Pond Rocks (an

The erosion denies access
to those with restricted
mobility, in wheelchairs and
with prams.

Defences Impact?

Defences Changes?

Comments noted and
considered in policy
appraisal.

Pond Rocks (an old jetty)
has been allowed to
disintegrate, removing
protection from the beach
and the cliff, increasing
erosion, and reducing
accessibility.

Reinstate Pond Rocks and
the Beach and cover the
sewerage pipe forming a
path.

Protection of World
Heritage Sites and
Monuments
Yes in that important
coastal areas especially Exe
& Axe estuaries could be
inundated resulting in loss
of habitat. There would be
an economic loss to the
area as many visitors in
winter come to see
wintering birds e.g. Avocet
on R. Exe
COMMENTS FROM NOV
2008 KSF: Policy scenarios
and conflict with Earth
science interest. Notes by
Richard Edmonds,
December 2008.

1.3 Kimmeridge Bay
Scenario C Hold the Line
for all three epochs.

World Heritage Site Team
and Natural England would
object

We would not wish to see
development on the
coastline especially in
estuaries

Responses to Comments

Comments noted and
considered in policy
appraisal.

Comments noted and
considered in policy
appraisal.
As with town & village
bypasses development takes
place to the new road.
Development tends to take
place to the limit of hard
defences

Clearly towns & cities must
be protected but otherwise
protection should be by
natural means. To
surround the coastline with
concrete would be a
disaster.

Comments noted and
considered in policy
appraisal.

Comments noted and
considered in policy
appraisal.
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Affected by erosion

The National Trust

The National Trust owns
approximately 35 to 40% of
the coastline within the
SMP2 area. A number of
sites/areas under our
ownership are vulnerable to
erosion/flooding.
COMMENTS
FOLLOWING PUBLIC
CONSULTATION IN
MARCH 08: The National
Trust are currently c
1. Yealm Estuary - slow
erosion of estuary - current
policy where highway or
PROW is to protect
current line - but each
incident of estuary erosion
affecting highway would be
considered on VFM basis.
2. Kingsbridge - flooding of
highway at lower part of
Coastal defences at
Seatown are failing - 3m of
erosion behind rock
armour and point
turbulence causing erosion
to accelerate east and west.
Western end of scheme
was left unprotected and
has since collapsed allowing
water to wash away cliff.
Seatown is
Sandstone cliffs east of
Sidmouth falling into sea at
alarming rate leaving town
battered by S.E's - will try
to send old photos.
Yes. Salcombe floods
during spring tides when
there is low pressure and a
southerly gale. Most
recently boats washed off
boat park on 3 Dec 06
during such climatic and
tidal conditions.
Yes. Increased storm
activity threatens structures
such as piers & sea walls.
Increased catchment run off
& consequent erosion
inland may be adding to
siltation of Duchy owned
estuaries. Our interest in
this area is confined to
certain South Devon

Devon County
Council

Chideock Parish
Council

East Devon
District Council

South Hams
District Council

Duchy of Cornwall

Main Issues

Future Management

Defences Impact?

Defences Changes?

The Trust's policies favour
working with Natural
processes

Responses to Comments
Comments noted and
considered in policy
appraisal.

Comments noted and
considered in policy
appraisal.

Proper repair is needed,
not just 'maintenance'.

To protect the cliffs and
therefore the town from
S.E's.

Comments noted and
considered in policy
appraisal.

Anything done in one place
may impact on another.

Offshore breakwaters have
kept sand and shingle but
cliffs have gone faster.

Base of cliff protected from
sea erosion.

Comments noted and
considered in policy
appraisal.

Comments noted and
considered in policy
appraisal.

Sporadic development
control. Healthy marine
environment/pollution
control. Supporting
business. Sensible access.

Environmental
enhancement. Business
development.

Comments noted and
considered in policy
appraisal.
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Weymouth and
Portland Chamber
of Commerce
&Tourism

Maker with Rame
Parish Council

Britannia Shellfish
Ltd

Affected by erosion
estuaries
COMMENTS FROM
NOVEMBER KSF: White
Nothe to Portland Bill (3.7)
As a resident of Old Castle
Road I am very concerned
about the possible future
erosion of the shoreline. In
particular, the danger to the
road itself and properties
along that road. I believe
COMMENTS FROM NOV
2008 KSF: Portland
Harbour (3.7) I believe
measures need to be taken
in the vicinity of Sandsfoot
Castle to stop and defend
the continual erosion which
attacks this north section of
Portland Harbour. The
castle is a Scheduled
Ancient Mo
My main concerns are
regarding policy unit
number 3.7, Portland
Harbour Breakwater North
to Small Mouth (Ferry
Bridge). I believe the only
sensible course of action for
this stretch would be to
hold the line (Management
Plan 2). After studying an
aerial p
Erosion rather than flooding
- there are already landslips
in and around Cawsand Bay
(Rame Head)
Yes - retail outlet right on
main road through
Beesands, adjacent to
slipway. Seas breach of
seawall - new sea wall and
flood gate installed winter
2007-8.

Sidmouth Town
Council

Risk of flooding has been
alleviated by a coastal
defence scheme, however,
coastal erosion continues.

Fort Picklecombe
(Management

Yes. We are residents of
Fort Picklecombe, which is

Main Issues

Future Management

Defences Impact?

Defences Changes?

Responses to Comments

Comments noted and
considered in policy
appraisal.

Comments noted and
considered in policy
appraisal.

Comments noted and
considered in policy
appraisal.

Ownership of the relevant
areas under threat

None other than
monitoring

Effort to keep Torcross line
open from Torcross Strete at all times. This is a
vital link for our business,
to Dartmouth and Brixham.
We travel this road at least
twice daily. Staff members
also use it to get to work,
living at Dartmouth and
Stoke Fleming

To keep the coastline open
to everyone to enjoy
throughout the year. To
perhaps provide more
facilities for visitors and to
give information relevant to
coastal management to help
increase understanding of
issues faced.

Comments noted and
considered in policy
appraisal.

Obviously as a small
Council we have limited
input, however, we work
closely with East Devon
District Council and would
wish to do this with coastal
protection issues.
1) To reduce cliff erosion
and provide storm

Comments noted and
considered in policy
appraisal.

1) Management of Local cliff
erosion that would impact

Some wave returns
protecting properties have
moved the problem to
adjacent areas

Have not noticed any
management in the close

Comments noted and
considered in policy
appraisal.

Not at this time

Comments noted and
considered in policy
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Weymouth Civic
Society

East Devon Golf
Club

Chideock Parish
Council

Affected by erosion

Main Issues

Future Management

Defences Impact?

Defences Changes?

Responses to Comments

a converted coastal battery
with 103 apartments,
directly on the shoreline,
with an access road (public
highway) that runs close to
the coastal cliffs. We would
be directly affected by both
erosion and
The Society's property
(Tudor House) is close to
Weymouth Harbour. The
area floods occasionally.
The Society operates the
Nothe Fort, on a headland,
which requires protection
at the base. COMMENTS
FROM NOVEMBER 2008
KSF: White Nothe to
Portland Bill (3.3)

our access, and provision of
utility services (Electricity
and Telephone). Protection
a the key vulnerable areas.
2)Provision of local sea
defences as Sea heights and
severity of storms increase
impact
Risk of coastal builtdevelopment affecting
stability, e.g. 1. North shore
of Portland Harbour; 2.
Pavilion/ ferry terminal site
- proposed development
and marina - concerns re
effect on beach and
coastline; 3. Overcombe to
Bowleaze area (All these
are i

protection to the shoreline
that affects the fort
structure.

vicinity of the fort, but note
that protection to
properties in Kingsand,
Portwrinkle and
Downderry have been
successful.

Prevent excessive built
development and other
development that would
have an adverse impact on
the coast. Maintain Portland
Harbour breakwaters.
Maintain existing sea
defences in Weymouth
area.

Portland Harbour
breakwaters have protected
Portland Harbour and
surrounding land; Chiswell
Flood Relief Scheme has
enabled Chiswell Village to
be maintained and
sympathetically
reconstructed; Preston
Beach sea defences have
enabled the important
Preston

Potential for cliff erosion
may affect the routing of
the Coast Path and
subsequently necessitating
changes to the golf course
which it adjoins.
Yes Seatown carpark
regularly flooded by sea.
Major erosion in 1989.
Rock armour installed by
W. Dorset DC 1997
COMMENTS FROM NOV
2008 KSF: Eype to Beer
Head (5.1 - 5.3). General
background comments.

Realistic proposals to
manage coastal access.

Pro-active planning for
action to be taken in the
event of further substantial
cliff erosion.

Despite existence of SMP
we have seen no evidence
of active management.
Existing sea defences are
not being maintained by
West Dorset DC. Access
roads congested & at full
capacity

Proper participation of all
parishes along the coast in
all decision making. Smaller
coastal villages should have
parity with gateway towns.
Tourism pressures should
be reduced in small coastal
areas & concentrated on
towns as agreed in original
objective

The existing sea defences at
Seatown have not been
maintained and have failed.
Short term 'sticking plaster'
fix it ideas are not financially
viable. Loss of coastal paths
are a disappointment in
view of the Jurassic coast
status.

Sea defences should be
thorough if they are to have
any impact. Coastal
engineering works at L
Regis are expensive but
appear worthwhile in the
long term. Small coastal
resorts shouldn't be
advertised to encourage
more tourism which is not
sustainable.

Comments noted and
considered in policy
appraisal.

Pollution. Inappropriate
building - Housing in
particular. Loss of maritime
based industry. Loss of
natural landscape and
breeding grounds.

Cleaner waters.
Moratorium on waterside
development that is not
maritime related.

Not at this time

Not at this time.

Comments noted and
considered in policy
appraisal.

appraisal.

Coastal defence should not
be pursued further beyond
that already in existence,
except to safeguard existing
settlements.

Comments noted and
considered in policy
appraisal.

Comments noted and
considered in policy
appraisal.

Preamble

Tamar Valley
Protection Society

Dorset County
Council

Following a special
extension of the d
Yes. Tamar valley
particularly susceptible to
this.

COMMENTS FROM NOV
2008 KSF: Chesil Beach and
the Fleet (4.3) Further to
the e-mail that Shelley
Saltman of West Dorset
District Council sent you

Comments noted and
considered in policy
appraisal.
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Divers Down

W Trout & Son
Boatbuilders

The Seahorse
Trust

Exmouth Citizen's
Forum

Clinton Devon
Estates

Strete Parish
Council

Affected by erosion
today, I agree about the
national importance of the
duck decoy at Abbotsbury
Swannery (Scheduled
Monument 2904
No

COMMENTS FROM NOV
2008 KSF: Straight Point to
Holcombe (9.13). If
Managed Realignment
means letting selective
banks go, flooding of the
Topsham Clyst St George
road will occur followed by
the need for an extensive
clean up and possibly
undermining of the
No

Main Issues

Access is not restricted to
the shore or sea

Future Management

Rubbish collection from the
sea and beach in an annual
beach clean up

Defences Impact?

Access to the sea off the
shore for diving

Defences Changes?

As long as access to the
shore and sea from the
shore is not restricted

Responses to Comments

Comments noted and
considered in policy
appraisal.
Comments noted and
considered in policy
appraisal.
This area is subject of more
detailed ongoing study
which is informing the SMP
as appropriate.

I would like to see the
preservation of shoreline
and off shore habitats not
only for Seahorses that I
work with but other marine
species.

It needs to maintained for
the benefit of the natural
world, this in turn will allow
human use.

No. The Forum has
conducted a survey of local
opinion on development of
the town and responses
indicate a desire to avoid
new buildings on the sea
and river frontages,
retaining open aspects.
COMMENTS FROM NOV
2008 KSF: Straight Point to
Holcombe (9.4)
Land holdings, agricultural,
residential, commercial,
adjoining rivers & coast.
Including land in SSSI,
AONB, SAC & SPA
designations.

To keep the shoreline free
of additional commercial
development which is likely
to require additional
armouring against flooding.
We are concerned to avoid
the need for very high sea
riverside walls which would
spoil views.

To conserve the natural
coastlines as far as possible
and to protect the part of
the Jurassic Coast and the
Ramsar site on the Exe
from inappropriate
exploitation.

The built environment
needs to be designed &
planned in the context of
coastal erosion, flooding.
Access along the coast
should be planned with this
in mind.

Strete would be directly
affected by coastal flooding
which breached the A379 at
Slapton Sands, as it would
be in effect, stranded one

Strete is part of the Slapton
Line Management
Committee and they
represent our views.

Previously taken a
pragmatic view of allowing
natural processes to take
their course. To respond to
those processes accordingly
i.e. change of management
practices to provide
additional land for coastal
access.
See above.

No

I feel in certain areas where
it requires constant
maintenance then perhaps
the sea should be allowed
to claim its own levels this
will in turn provide a
suitable barrier for human
activity and in turn allow for
the natural world to fend
for itself.

Some of the defences would
appear to be inadequate.
Queen’s Drive is frequently
flooded and recent years
have seen shifting beach
sand and cliff erosion. The
wooden steps from the
Geo-needle need
replacement.

See above

Comments noted and
considered in policy
appraisal.
Impacts on offshore areas is
only considered at the SMP
level where assumptions in
how a policy may be
implemented could affect it.
More detailed studies in
how to implement policy
would be expected to d
Comments noted and
considered in policy
appraisal.
It is not the role of the SMP
to control development,
merely inform the statutory
planning system about the
risks associated with coastal
development.

Ultimately coastal defences
will not be effective
permanently & therefore
land use & management
must be reactive to this.

Comments noted and
considered in policy
appraisal.

See above

Comments noted and
considered in policy
appraisal.

SMP is used to inform the
statutory planning system.

The SMP is utilising the
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Field Studies
Council

Dorset County
Council

Starcross Parish
Council

DARE for the
Environment of
Dawlish

Affected by erosion
side of a no-through road.
This happened previously in
recent years when the
beach road was closed for
many months. Du
Yes damage to Slapton Line
& Torcross 1978 & 2001

Managers of the South
West Coast Path, White
Nothe to Durlston Head.
COMMENTS
FOLLOWING PUBLIC
CONSULTATION IN MAR
08: Coastal erosion
occurring with the threat of
the SW Coast Path being
lost here which will mean a
diversion along the road
(mot choice w

The Parish is on the Exe
Estuary and protected by
the Railway embankment.

Sea wall - railway; economic
future of Dawlish; Land
availability

Main Issues

See objectives

Forward planning

Future Management

Joined up thinking, linking
this organisation with
Slapton Line partnership.
Social, economic and
environmental adaption &
contingency planning for
damage to Slapton Line

To maintain a viable route
for the South West Coast
Path aligned along the coast

Defences Impact?

Defences Changes?

more detailed work
presented in the Scott
Wilson (2006) report to
inform policy appraisal in
this area.
Comments noted and
considered in policy
appraisal.

There has been insufficient
consideration of coastal
processes & defences when
determining coastal land
use,

no

Responses to Comments

The SMP is utilising the
more detailed work
presented in the Scott
Wilson (2006) report to
inform policy appraisal in
this area.

no

The SMP process requires
that policy options are
underpinned by understand
Comments noted and
considered in policy
appraisal.
The South West Coast Path
policy is to work with
natural processes and
realign as necessary,
therefore it is not a driver
for defending areas of the
coast.

We are reliant on Network
Rail maintaining the
embankment.
COMMENTS FROM
MARCH 08 SMP
CONSULTATION: Main
concern is the future
retention of Dawlish
Warren. Most of Starcross
is subject to flooding. The
retention and strengthening
of the rail embankment
Ensure sea wall is
protected' Allow removal of
stone debris to be removed
from beach to expose sand
at Dawlish Warren.

The main objective is to
ensure that Network Rail
maintain the embankment
properly.

The SMP can only advise on
risks to the coast
Comments noted and
considered in policy
appraisal.

The Railway embankment
has defined the boundary of
the Estuary for over 150
years.

This area has been subject
to more detailed
investigation as part of the
Exe Estuary Coastal
Management Study, which
has informed the SMP in
this area.
To ensure highest level of
protection is in place for
Dawlish and Dawlish
Warren.

Had wooden
breakwaters/groynes and
gabions been maintained to
a high standard we feel
much damage to dune
system and sand levels
could have been avoided.

Replace as required and
maintain all the above.
Review planting scheme at
Dawlish Warren dunes.

Comments noted and
considered in policy
appraisal.
This area has been subject
to more detailed
investigation as part of the
Exe Estuary Coastal
Management Study, which
has informed the SMP in
this area.
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Exmouth Quay
Residents
Association

Lyme Regis Town
Council

Tamar Valley
AONB

Teign Corinthian
Yacht Club

Kimmeridge Parish
meeting

Affected by erosion
Belshers Slipway - Exmouth
Quay. River silting, potential
flooding. Mis-use of beach
by speeding 4x4s. Jetski
crafts - noise and safety
issues.

Lyme Regis is in between
Stage 2 and Stage 4 of a
Coastal Protection Scheme
running since 1989. West
Dorset District Council
lead on this Scheme,
Principal Engineer is Nick
Browning, and have held
Coastal forums regularly in
the town. I request that you
ac
Yes, in that we have a
statutory role to conserve
and enhance the landscape
of the AONB, in which the
Tamar Estuary plays a major
role. COMMENTS FROM
NOV 2008 KSF: Start Point
to Rame Head (17.2, 17.3,
17.5). There seems to be a
rather blunt approach to t
Not significantly affected.
Our dinghy park at Combe
Cellars in the Teign Estuary
would be occasionally
subject to flooding on a high
Spring Tide, but for the
slipway gate.

1. The cliffs around
Kimmeridge Bay are
continually crumbling, partly
due to under-cutting by
wave action, partly due to
weathering, leading to: a.
Dismantling and rebuilding
of Clavell Tower 2006 2008 by the Landmark
Trust (Appeal for around
£800,000 I

Devon RIGS
South West
Tourism

N/A

Main Issues

Future Management

Defences Impact?

Defences Changes?

river Exe silting up

Responses to Comments
Comments noted and
considered in policy
appraisal.
This area has been subject
to more detailed
investigation as part of the
Exe Estuary Coastal
Management Study, which
has informed the SMP in
this area.
Comments noted and
considered in policy
appraisal.
WDDC are a member of
the coastal group
developing the SMP and
information about Lyme
Regis has been provided via
this route.
Comments noted and
considered in the SMP.

Our part of the South
Devon coastline is relatively
secure from bad
weather/coastal erosion. It
is very important that the
port entrance be kept
dredged.

We would very much like
to see a slipway from the
promenade to the beach
built in front of the TCYC
clubhouse, to also serve the
Canoe and Beach Life
Rescue Clubs.

Not as far as the coastline
immediate to Teignmouth is
concerned.

The Coastline is Heritage
Coast so as far as I know
the only policy is to leave it
alone and suffer the losses.
The residents of
Kimmeridge have formed
the view that the Planning
policy seems more to
protect the status quo for
visitors rather than to meet

It would be for the
Smedmore Estate to
formulate a plan. For the
long term, a plan to protect
Gaulter Cottages, the
White House, Clavell
Tower, and the quay area,
will be needed.

The only defences are the
quay wall, and they have
had no impact on the coast
in general.

Devon RIGS is concerned
with geological conservation
Tourist both staying & day
visitors usage & needs for

To retain access to key
geological features
A high quality facility that is
sustainably managed

none

I am aware that a flood
defence programme is being
developed for the Teign
Estuary, but it seems to be
early days yet.

As there are no defences,
this is not relevant as yet.
However, some defences
may be needed in the
medium to long-term, and
these would probably not
have a significant effect on
the remainder of the Bay or
the coastline.

none

In the upper Tamar the
CFMP policy is adopted,
however the SMP will be
more explicit in that this
actually means (e.g. that
areas of existing defences
can be maintained).
Comments noted and
considered in the SMP.
It is not the SMPs role to
inform dredging operations
or construction of slipways,
although SMP policy
development may take
account of such things.
Comments used to inform
development of policy
options.

Considered in Issues &
Objectives.
Considered in Issues and
Objectives.
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East Devon
District Council

Swanage Town
Council

Fleet Study Group

Affected by erosion

groins have resulted in
increased sand levels over
past 4 years. Recent
erosion east of town - may
be short term trend, may
be long term
No

The Fleet Study Group
(FSG) has no physical
property but we do hold in
our archives the most
complete records of
historic events (storms, etc)
affecting Chesil beach/the
Fleet. We also can offer
expert advice on these risks
through our member
specialists.

Main Issues
leisure, sport and
recreation
Secure protection of
valuable assets/features
(where possible).
Ensure
accurate
monitoring/recording.
The Town Council owns
the foreshore and cliffs
within Durlston Bay. The
main issues are therefore
restricted to Monitoring the
effect of coastal erosion.
The Fleet & Chesil Beach
habitats require sensitive
management, recognised in
the high level of statutory
protection afforded. We
leave management per se to
the Strangeways Estate. We
can offer assistance usually
through Chesil Beach
centre & its warden

Devon
Countryside
Access Forum

Future Management

Knock-on effect - protect in
one area usually results in
increased erosion
elsewhere. E.g. Groins at
Sidmouth - increased
erosion to east of town?
None

Maintain present
management regime

Please consult the Devon
Countryside Access Forum
on future proposals,
particularly those relating to
access and recreation.
None directly but we are
interested in maintaining a
pollution free environment.

Devon Sea
Fisheries
Committee

NO

We are interested in
coastal fisheries - the way
the coastline is managed
could have an effect on
fisheries.

Lynton and
Lynmouth Town
Council

constantly changing
coastline - sea front
threatened at extreme high
tides - Lynmouth flood
disaster
The RSPB has major
interests in coastal habitats
between Durlston Head
and Rame Head, both as
landowner and because the
area includes sites of
national and international
importance for birds.
COMMENTS REC'D FROM
PUBLIC CONSULTATION
MEETING IN MARCH 08:
(Rockley Park is within
Poole Harbour & outside
the area of this SMP,
however, they are

proactive coastal and
coastline building defence

protection of existing
harbour and seafront
community

1. Loss of coastal habitats
to coastal squeeze between
rising sea levels and hard
defences. 2. Opportunities
for managing realignment of
sea walls to re-create
coastal habitats and often to
enhance natural flood
defences.

Seeking implementation of
managed coastal defence
set-back opportunities in
order to re-create coastal
habitats.

Royal Society for
the Protection of
Birds

Rockley Park
Holiday Centre

Defences Impact?

Defences Changes?

Responses to Comments

Considered protection of
assets in policy appraisal.

Not Applicable

No

Durlston Bay is outside of
the area considered by this
SMP.

Dr Alan Carr(our former
chairman) was consultant to
the Chesil Flood Relief
Scheme and other similar
schemes. The FSG could
give a measures, scientific
view, if required through
one/more of our specialists.

Maintain as far as possible
the 'Naturalness' of the
Fleet and Chesil. The FSG
and Dr Malcolm Bray
(Portsmouth University)
instigated and set up the
Chesil beach baseline
profile as an aid for studies
of storm response and long
term morphological change

Information on Chesil
Beach provided by Dr
Malcolm Bray and
considered in developing
the SMP.

Issues of access and
recreation are considered
in the policy appraisal
process for the SMP.
In some areas the coastal
defences have interrupted
fishing patterns especially
when being put in place.

Issues of fisheries impacts
would be subject to greater
consideration in any
subsequent studies that
seek to implement SMP
policy.
Lynton and Lynmouth is on
the north coast and so not
considered here.

These need to be explored
and defined through the
SMP process

Managed Realignment
considered in developing
policy options.

Outside of the SMP2 area.
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South West Coast
Path Association

Defence Estates South West

Salcombe Town
Council

Royal Yachting
Association

Affected by erosion

Main Issues

Future Management

Defences Impact?

interested in being involved
as they were overlooked
during SMP1 in 1999/2000.
Rockley Park has recently
joined the Dorset Coastal
Forum with a view to being
involved
The SWCPA represents
walkers of the SWCP
national trail & members
are affected by
flooding/erosion.
Occasionally there are cliff
falls/landslips that affect the
route, causing significant
inland diversions over long
periods before realignment.

A speedy procedure is
needed to overcome
problems with erosion,
leading to acceptable
realignments. Continued
good maintenance and care
of the SWCP is needed.
And the removal of the
SWCP from roads, where
possible.

1. Progress with erosion
problems. 2. The
implementation of coast
path realignments to
comply with the
association's improvements
list!
Continued
funding for the coast path
by Natural England.
Automatic path roll back
when sections of path are
lo

Observations on how, over
35 years, erosion has
caused the loss and
realignment of the SWCP.

Possibly Commando
Training Centre, Lympstone
if sea levels rise on Exe
Estuary. Also MOD
establishments along the R.
Tamar. Plymouth Sound
We have lost a jetty used
by a ferry due to the sea.
There is now no money to
finance it. It is of significant
historical interest.
No specific problem areas
that I know of at the
moment

Are estuaries covered in
the Plan?

Harbour silting?

Our prime concern is
pollution (microbiological,
pesticides, heavy metals &
TBT)

The maintenance of the
healthiest practicable
marine ecosystem. Only a
healthy ecosystem can
support a thriving
shellfishery.

Defences Changes?

no

Responses to Comments

SMP does not prescribe
how the coast path is
realigned, though can
identify areas of risk so this
can be planned for in
advance.
This issue may be aided by
the proposed Marine &
Coastal Access Bill.

SMP has drawn on the
more detailed work of the
Exe Estuary Coastal
Management Study that
covered the Lympstone
area.
SMP is for coastal defence
purposes, and so is not
responsible for informing
decisions about the ferry
jetty.
SMP is for coastal defence
purposes, and so is not
responsible for pollution
control.
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Annex B.3 – Stakeholder Comments relating to Policy Options
The table below presents the draft policy options and scenarios to test as presented at a series of five KSF
events in November 2008, the comments received on them, and a summary of the actions taken to address
the comments. This information was utilised to refine the policy options and scenarios to test, and help inform
the policy appraisal process (refer to Appendix
Appendix F).
F
Please note, individual contributors names and positions are not published in this consultation draft.
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Scenario A
Possible Policy Unit

SMP1
Policy

0 -2 0
year

2020-50
year

Scenario B
5050100
year

Scenario C

0-20
year

2020-50
year

5050100
year

0-20
year

2020-50
year

5050100
year

Feedback/Comments Received (from EMF/KSFs)

Responses/Actions Taken

POLICY SCENARIO AREA
AREA = DURLSTON HEAD TO WHITE NOTHE
1.

1

1.

2

1.

3

1.

4

1.

5

1.

6

1.

7

Durlston Head
to St Alban’s
Head
St Alban’s Head
to Kimmeridge
Bay

Kimmeridge Bay
(defended
length)

Kimmeridge Bay
(undefended) to
Worbarrow
Tout
Worbarrow
Tout to
Lulworth Cove
(East)
Lulworth Cove
(undefended)
(undefended)

Lulworth Cove
(defended
length)

Do
Nothing

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

Do
Nothing

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

Do
Nothing/R
etreat

NAI

NAI

NAI

MR

MR

MR

HTL

HTL

HTL

Do
Nothing

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

Do
Nothing

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

Do
Nothing

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

• World Heritage Site - consider assessing MR here as
well. World Heritage Site Team and Natural England
would object to any coastal intervention within the
Bay. Erosion rates are very slow in this area and it is
hard to justify how any coastal defence could afford
protection to property which is very unlikely to be at
risk in the next 100 years.

• World Heritage Site - consider assessing MR here as
well. The existing café and fisherman’s hut foundations
are exposed to wave attack. The WHS Team and NE
would much prefer to see property and infrastructure
relocated than defended within this ‘iconic’ bay. There
are implications for the potential loss of the coast path
and threat to property behind the existing structures.
To the south of the slip way the sewage outfall is more
problematic. If hold the line is considered here, beach
replenishment may be a more acceptable option
subject to viability. Any introduced material would
have to match existing beach pebbles exactly.
Retreat

NAI

NAI

NAI

MR

MR

MR

HTL

HTL

HTL
• National Trust - NAI is the most realistic option
(Scenario A). The true value of Lulworth Cove is that
it has developed with little or no interference from
man.
• West Lulworth Parish Plan Group - Need to ensure
Lulworth remains an accessible tourist resort
therefore need to re-instate beach and Pond Rocks
jetty which have eroded/allowed to disintegrate, which
in turn has increased erosion.
HTL preferred.

1.

8

Lulworth Cove
(West) to White
Nothe

Do
Nothing

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

Comments considered in policy appraisal.

Comments considered in policy appraisal.
Need to balance the natural beauty of Lulworth Cove with
the need to allow access so visitors can appreciate it.
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Scenario A
Possible Policy Unit

SMP1
Policy

0 -2 0
year

2020-50
year

Scenario B
5050100
year

Scenario C

0-20
year

2020-50
year

5050100
year

NAI

NAI

NAI

0-20
year

2020-50
year

5050100
year

NAI

NAI

NAI

Feedback/Comments Received (from EMF/KSFs)

Responses/Actions Taken

POLICY SCENARIO AREA
AREA = WHITE NOTHE TO REDCLIFF POINT

2.

1

White Nothe to
Ringstead Bay
(defended length
east)

Do
Nothing

NAI

NAI

NAI

• Environment Agency - would expect to maintain
scheme for original design life.
• World Heritage Site - need to consider MR in longterm. It is hard to contemplate how hold the line will
be viable in the 50 to 100 year epoch, especially when
at East Cliff Lyme; the SMP is going to accept that part
of the town will be undefended post 50 years.
Furthermore, outflanking, particularly to the east must
be a problem, leading to defences in the currently
undefended policy unit.

2.

2

Ringstead Bay
(defended
length)

Scenario B is the option that the WHS team and NE
would favour.
Hold

HTL

HTL

HTL

MR

NAI

NAI

HTL

MR

MR

• National Trust - need to consider MR in long-term. I
have already discussed the ‘inappropriateness’ of Scn A
and C with Alan F. Scn B is the best of a bad set really.
Ideally NT would wish to see the groyne removed and
a natural equilibrium to the bay restored. Failing that,
MR in the short term seems the least objectionable
option.

Comments considered in policy appraisal.

• West Dorset DC - The preference is for Scenario A
“hold the line” for up to 100 years. There is a proposal
being considered to counter a small amount of
outflanking so it is considered that Scenario B should
be the same as Scenario B. There are currently
maintenance and beach management plans in place at
present.

2.

3

Ringstead Bay
(defended length
west) to Redcliff
Point

Do
Nothing
Retreat
(at
Osmingto
n)

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

POLICY SCENARIO AREA
AREA = REDCLIFF POINT TO PORTLAND BILL
• WPBC/DCC - Scenario A is strongly preferred option.
Comments considered in policy appraisal.
3.

1

Redcliff Point to
Bowleaze Cove
(Gabions)

Do
Nothing

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

• World Heritage Site - No Active Intervention is the
correct option here but should go further and
recommend the removal of failing and ineffective
gabions already in place. The cliff has not receded east
of the current defence, illustrating that this structure
was unnecessary in the first place.

NAI along this section would imply that no money is spent.
However, that would not preclude the removal of unsafe
structures as they deteriorate if deemed appropriate to do
so and funds are available for this purpose.
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Scenario A
Possible Policy Unit

3.

2

Bowleaze Cove
(Gabions) to
Furzy Cliff
Cliff

SMP1
Policy

Retreat

Scenario B

0 -2 0
year

2020-50
year

5050100
year

HTL

HTL

HTL

0-20
year
HTL

Scenario C

2020-50
year

5050100
year

0-20
year

2020-50
year

5050100
year

MR

MR

HTL

HTL

HTL

Feedback/Comments Received (from EMF/KSFs)

• World Heritage Site - is HTL feasible; should consider
MR here as well.

Responses/Actions Taken

Comments considered in policy appraisal.

• World Heritage Site - It is hard to see property and
the road to Bowleaze Cove being threatened in the
next 100 years and therefore any justification for HTL
here. The rising nature of the ground and the soft
Oxford Clay bed rock may eventually lead to
increased erosion rates - a difficult area.

3.

3

Furzy Cliff

Retreat

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

HTL

HTL

• National Trust - I suspect the HTL option reflects the
presence of the ‘Spyglass’ pub. Plus there is already a
short stretch of promenade defence that just about
extends to cover this property but not if out flanking
and or beach lowering were to occur more quickly
than supposed. There is new slumping on the top of
Furzy Cliff right now. CCO measurement indications
currently suggest that at the current rate of volume
loss, the eastern end of Preston beach will need a
recharge by 2013. SCn C does allow for the option to
reconsider the NAI option if recession rates prove to
be accelerating towards the road.

Comments considered in policy appraisal.
This section is the undefended majority of Furzy Cliff. The
defended southern end of the cliff is considered in the unit
below.

• Weymouth Civic Society - Clarify in the plan that the
defended southern part of Furzy Cliff is not in this
policy unit; Erosion of Furzy Cliff would cause loss of
the road that is a cul-de-sac which provides access to
other property and tourist assets.
• Weymouth Civic Society - oppose MR because road
and beach vital to economy of town.
Comments considered in policy appraisal.
3.

3.

3.

3.

4

Furzy Cliff to
Preston Beach
(Rock Groyne)

5

Preston Beach
(Rock Groyne)
to Weymouth
(Stone Pier)
(includes
Weymouth
Harbour)

6

7

Weymouth
(Stone Pier) to
Portland
Harbour (North
Breakwater)
Portland
Harbour (North
Breakwater) to
Small Mouth

Hold

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

MR

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

Hold

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

Hold

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

Retreat

MR

MR

MR

NAI

NAI

NAI

HTL

HTL

HTL

• World Heritage Site - the management of Preston
Beach requires careful consideration with regard to
beach supply to the east. Should beach volumes fall
this could lead to increased erosion of Furzy Cliffs and
a call for further protection with damaging
consequences to the Earth science interests.
• Weymouth Civic Society - query suggestion that
extending the Stone Pier may help create a more
stable bay shape.
Also, current proposals for a marina at the Pavilion
peninsula would amount to ATL which would have
adverse affects on beach and marine ecology >> hope
SMP reinforces HTL not ATL.

• (re Portland NW Shore) - HTL can be only option due
to extent of development in this area; poss even a
walkway structure similar to Newtons Cove could be
built here.

MR policy would involve the relocation of the road. This
policy would not seek to remove this transport link, just
relocate it.

Comments considered in policy appraisal.
Suggestion about the Stone Pier is merely a thought on a
possible option that could be investigated in more detail at
a later time. It is not actively proposed to be included in
the SMP as there is insufficient information.

Comments considered in policy appraisal.
Need to balance the various conflicting interests along this
section.
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Scenario A
Possible Policy Unit

SMP1
Policy

0 -2 0
year

2020-50
year

Scenario B
5050100
year

0-20
year

2020-50
year

Scenario C
5050100
year

0-20
year

2020-50
year

5050100
year

Feedback/Comments Received (from EMF/KSFs)

• Environment Agency - this isn't obviously MR despite
long term being NAI. Call it MR to avoid confusion.

Responses/Actions Taken

Issue of the breakwaters needs to be dealt with outside of
the SMP process, which assumes that they will be
maintained in the future.

• WPBC/DCC comment - preference to HTL for all
periods
• National Trust - I would like to know the extent of
the benefits that would be derived from a thorough
land drainage scheme. I firmly believe that the coast
protection benefits afforded by the breakwaters need
to be more fully accounted for. Erosion rates coupled
with MR could then possible extend the working life of
the Old Castle Rd until such time as more imaginative
procedures have evolved.
• Weymouth
Weymouth & Portland Chamber of Commerce - HTL
to protect important SAM of Sandsfoot Castle.
• HTL - build a pedestrian walkway along PHNW
shoreline to prevent erosion.
• WPBC - need to be clear on the importance of the
breakwaters in relation to achieving HTL along the
shoreline. Also, need to reconcile HTL on east side of
Chesil with NAI on west side.
• World Heritage Site - This is a complicated unit. The
geological SSSI is unfavourable in many places, other
than the foreshore, due to the reduced erosion from
the construction of the breakwaters. The cost benefit
of ‘hold the line’ is marginal in all but perhaps the
Castle Road/Sandsfoot Castle area. This requires a lot
more detailed comment than that in the tables. Any
Hold the Line option will require very careful
consideration to minimise impacts on the geological
interests.
• Weymouth Civic Society - HTL strongly favoured.
Believe Land Drainage with discrete rock armour in
more vulnerable places would achieve this. Not
acceptable and impractical to relocate assets away
from risk area. Also need commitment to full and
continuous maintenance of the breakwaters.

3.

8

Small Mouth to
Osprey Quay
(Portland
Harbour)

Hold

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

• Weymouth LUNAR Society/Friends of Rodwell Trail PHNW section should be HTL to protect Sandsfoot
Castle and Rodwell Trail (an important Green
Corridor used by 150,000-200,000 walkers/cyclists
each year)
• World Heritage Site - need to be clear that there is no
defence but should there be an erosional issue – the
road to Portland would represent an asset that could
not be lost. Hold the Line will potentially be in conflict

Comments considered in policy appraisal.
Need to highlight the conflicting risk to this section with
that of Chesil Beach section (which is NAI).
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Scenario A
Possible Policy Unit

SMP1
Policy

0 -2 0
year

2020-50
year

Scenario B
5050100
year

0-20
year

2020-50
year

Scenario C
5050100
year

0-20
year

2020-50
year

5050100
year

Feedback/Comments Received (from EMF/KSFs)

Responses/Actions Taken

with the SSSI designation but clearly the major asset,
the road on and off Portland, is an important
consideration.

3.

3.

9

10

Osprey Quay
(Portland
Harbour) to
Grove Point

Grove Point to
Portland Bill

Hold
Retreat
(towards
Grove
Point)
Do
Nothing
Retreat
(at
Church
Ope
Cove)

HTL

NAI

HTL

NAI

HTL

NAI

HTL

NAI

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

• World Heritage Site - The exact point for Hold the
Line policies needs to be defined here – it should be to
protect the new Portland Gas storage facilities in the
Upper Osprey site and no further.

Comments considered in policy appraisal.
Limit considered to be extent of existing defences.

POLICY SCENARIO AREA
AREA = PORTLAND BILL TO THORNCOMBE BEACON
4.

1

Portland Bill to
West Weare
Chiswell to
Chesil Beach
(Northern end
of Osprey Quay)
Chesil Beach
(Northern end
of Osprey Quay)
and The Fleet

Do
Nothing

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

• WPBC/DCC - Scenario A is strongly preferred option.

Comments considered in policy appraisal.

Selectively
Hold The
Line

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

• World Heritage Site - Any intervention needs to
minimise impact on Chesil.

Comments considered in policy appraisal.

Do
Nothing

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

• West Dorset DC - the Swannery's Duck Decoy is a
SAM of national importance. We hope that the SMP
can recognise this in developing policy.

Comments considered in policy appraisal.

4.

2

4.

3

4.

4

Abbotsbury to
Cogden Beach

Do
Nothing

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

5

Cogden Beach
to Burton Cliff
(West)
(undefended
parts)

Do
Nothing

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

4.

4.

6

Cogden Beach
to Hive Beach
(Burton
Bradstock)

4.

7

Hive Beach
(Burton
Bradstock)

Do
Nothing

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

Do
Nothing

HTL

HTL

MR

MR

NAI

NAI

HTL

HTL

HTL

• National Trust - NT already has plans for MR here;
suggest that MR would be required in 0-20 years. The
NT would have no interest in any other long-term
policy for Hive Beach other than NAI. The MR 0-20
component in SCn B clearly relates to the rock
armour in front of the bungalow. SCn B is the obvious
choice here. We know that there are safety
implications for NT but we are prepared to accept our
responsibilities in terms of ‘reasonable duty of care to
3rd parties in this location.
• National Trust
Trust - The path gabions to the west
presumably fall into 4.8 and when the path finally fails
we shall have to consider their removal. In which case,
that constitutes MR.
• World Heritage Site - the HTL option only applies to
the beach hut and private defence. The NT will accept
erosion and the need to adapt to it. The detail needs

Comments considered in policy appraisal.

Comments considered in policy appraisal.
Gabions are considered in this section of Hive Beach.
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Scenario A
Possible Policy Unit

SMP1
Policy

0 -2 0
year

2020-50
year

Scenario B
5050100
year

0-20
year

2020-50
year

Scenario C
5050100
year

0-20
year

2020-50
year

5050100
year

Feedback/Comments Received (from EMF/KSFs)

Responses/Actions Taken

to be explained here while we should be NAI for this
unit as a whole.
4.

8

Burton Cliff
Cliff

Do
Nothing

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI
• Environment Agency - Ensure scenario here is in line
with Beach Management Plan that is being drafted.

4.

9

Freshwater
Beach

4.

10

East Cliff (West
Bay)

Do
Nothing

HTL

MR

HTL

MR

NAI

NAI

HTL

HTL

HTL

Do
Nothing

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

• World Heritage Site - it is just a caravan site that
could be moved back – why HTL? Is it technically
feasible? Also, is this referring to the flood defences in
the river or the bund on the beach, or both? The
beach wants to be wide to absorb the sea’s energy –
the caravan site has encroached across it. The obvious,
and sustainable, solution here is to move the caravan
site off the beach.

Comments considered in policy appraisal.
Discussion with BMP team has been carried out in
developing policy options and in policy appraisal.

Comments considered in policy appraisal.
4.

11

4.

12

4.

13

West Bay (East
Beach to eastern
pier)
West Bay (West
Beach from
eastern pier) to
West Cliff (East)
(includes West
Bay Harbour)
West Cliff (East)
to Thorncombe
Beacon

Hold The
Line

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

MR

HTL

HTL

HTL

• West Dorset DC - Scenario B is considered unrealistic
– HTL is preferable in this location even in the third
epoch.

Hold The
Line

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

• West Dorset DC - This area should also include the
Eastern Pier Groyne and the adjacent Rock Armour.

Selectively
Hold The
Line

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

Long term beach management along the existing alignment
is likely to be unsustainable, therefore to ensure the long
term flood defence to the wider West Bay area, MR is a
feasible option to consider.
This is considered in the unit above. Both West Bay
harbour piers are assumed to be maintained during the
period covered by the SMP.

POLICY SCENARIO
SCENARIO AREA
AREA = THORNCOMBE BEACON TO HAVEN CLIFF (WEST)

5.

1

Thorncombe
Beacon to
Seatown (East)

Selectively
Hold The
Line

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

Note. Following KSFs it was decided to combine the policy
scenario areas presented at the November KSF, such that
the final area is Thorncombe Beacon to Beer Head (i.e.
this policy scenario area has been combined with the area
below as presented in this document).

NAI

• (unattributed comment received) - Should consider if
sustainable to maintain rock armour/cliff stabilisation
implemented in 1996 for design life, before changing
policy.
5.

2

Seatown

Selectively
Hold The
Line

HTL

MR

NAI

MR

NAI

NAI

HTL

HTL

HTL

• West Dorset DC - WDDC has a legal duty to
maintain the grant aided defences in place – changing
Scenario A to MR in the second epoch - where will
those defences be re-located? Preference is to HTL
for at least 50 years. The boundary of this unit should
be extended 100m westwards to ensure that the
defences at Seatown are covered by the HTL

Comments considered in policy appraisal.
The current defences at Seatown provide a degree of
stabilisation to the cliffs and could be considered a way of
providing short to medium term stability to allow MR of
cliff top assets. To provide this over a reasonable period of
time, extension of the policy unit a little way westwards
would be appropriate (as has been approved already to
extend the existing defence).
The east side of the River Winniford (where the car park
is located) is currently undefended, except for natural cliffs
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Scenario A
Possible Policy Unit

SMP1
Policy

0 -2 0
year

2020-50
year

Scenario B
5050100
year

0-20
year

2020-50
year

Scenario C
5050100
year

0-20
year

2020-50
year

5050100
year

Feedback/Comments Received (from EMF/KSFs)
recommended.
• West Dorset DC - Pref HTL for 100 years; if MR,
then need to protect existing properties.

Responses/Actions Taken
that are eroding. This area is dealt with in the unit above as
it is not considered appropriate to introduce defences in
this area to protect the car park.

• Chideock Parish Council - extensive comments
received; summarised in following:
Hold the Line preferred for all periods; Beach is
primary asset, without which commercial worth
of the beach car park and the pub is much
reduced;
Need to consider impact of potential additional
supply from west with erosion at Golden Cap,
plus what impacts are there of outflanking at
Seatown on beach across river mouth;
Need detailed consideration of impacts of
outflanking at rock armour;
Need to consider Seatown as a whole (i.e.
include Car Park to east + extension of
defences to west), not just current defended
length.
Rock armour has been overtopped and
outflanked in first 10 years of scheme life;
recently approved extension will provide
another 10 years protection.
5.

3

Seatown (West)
to Golden Cap

5.

4

Golden Cap to
Charmouth
(East)

Selectively
Hold The
Line
Selectively
Hold The
Line

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI
Comments considered in policy appraisal.

5.

5.

5.

5

Charmouth

Selectively
Hold The
Line

6

Charmouth
(West)
(West) to East
Cliff (Lyme
Regis)

Selectively
Hold The
Line

7

East Cliff (Lyme
Regis) to Broad
Ledge (Lyme
Regis)

Hold The
Line

HTL

HTL

MR

HTL

MR

NAI

HTL

HTL

HTL

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

HTL

HTL

MR

HTL

MR

NAI

HTL

HTL

HTL

• West Dorset DC - What is to be gained with MR?
Where are the new defences proposed? The
preference is to HTL at Charmouth for the whole
period of the SMP2 revision.

• West Dorset DC - MR at this location – what would
this mean in practice? Cannot see how MR would
work – there is a proposed scheme for this area not
yet agreed but HTL should be the policy to the end of
the 100 year epoch. This should apply to both
Scenario A & B.

MR would be in the river area to reduce flood risk
upstream as the beach is allowed to roll back landwards.
Along the cliffed area of Charmouth, this could involve
short term cliff stabilisation measures whilst cliff top assets
are relocated.

Comments considered in policy appraisal.
MR at the northern end of this unit in the longer term may
well become necessary, depending upon the actual retreat
of the cliffs to the east.
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Scenario A
Possible Policy Unit

SMP1
Policy

0 -2 0
year

2020-50
year

Scenario B
5050100
year

0-20
year

2020-50
year

Scenario C
5050100
year

0-20
year

2020-50
year

5050100
year

Feedback/Comments Received (from EMF/KSFs)

Responses/Actions Taken

Pref HTL for 100 years; WDDC and EA currently
considering scheme for this purpose in this area. MR
after 50 years would not be feasible.
5.

8

Broad Ledge
(Lyme Regis) to
The Cobb (Lyme
Regis)

Hold The
Line

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL
• (unattributed comment received) - HTL by ongoing
Beach Management Activities that recycle shingle from
The Cobb back to the west in order to retain material
along this beach.

5.

9

The Cobb (Lyme
Regis) to Seven
Rock Point
(defended
length)

Do
Nothing

HTL

HTL

MR

HTL

MR

NAI

HTL

HTL

HTL

• West Dorset DC - The policy should be “hold the
line” throughout. WDDC has a legal duty to maintain
the grade 1 listed Cobb structures. How can MR/NAI
be considered in Scenario B.
• World Heritage Site - We still need to define the area
that is HTL. There is a need to explain what HTL
might mean here – if it is through current natural
processes, then that is OK re WHS and NE

It is assumed The Cobb will be maintained over the period
of the SMP.
The ‘defended’ length means the area covered by the car
park at present, which acts as a form of defence that
restricts the ability of the beach to roll back in this area.
HTL would primarily be by beach management activity, but
could require more formal defence structure in the
medium to long term to protect against flooding to the
rest of Lyme Regis to the east.

• Natural England - it is not clear to us what is being
described as the 'defended' length. As far as we are
aware there are no defences west of The Cobb.
5.

10

5.

11

The Cobb (Lyme
Regis) to Seven
Rock Point
(undefended)
Seven Rock
Point to Haven
Cliff (West)

Do
Nothing

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

Do
Nothing

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

POLICY SCENARIO AREA
AREA = HAVEN CLIFF (WEST) TO BEER HEAD
• Natural England - It is difficult to work out where the
policy boundaries lie within the estuary. So assuming
6.1 = east side and 6.2 = West side:

6.

1

Axe Estuary
(Haven Cliff to
Seaton North)

N/A

MR

MR

MR

MR

MR

MR

MR

MR

MR

You have MR along the Axmouth Road which runs
right along the edge of the estuary for part of this
sides length, and where you might reasonably expect a
period of HTL to prepare for loss of the road?
Could/should you split this unit to differentiate
between the stretch between the Bridge and Axmouth
he road) and Axmouth to the tidal limit - essential
farmland?
On the W side you have HTL throughout the epochs NE view on this depends very much on where 'the
line' is drawn. The tramway acts as a defence of sorts is this what you currently deem to be 'the line' or are
there other flood banks farther west?

Note. Following KSFs it was decided to combine the policy
scenario areas presented at the November KSF, such that
the final area is Thorncombe Beacon to Beer Head (i.e.
this policy scenario area has been combined with the area
above as presented in this document).
Comments considered in policy appraisal.
The Axe Estuary area has been split into several smaller
units for the purpose of policy appraisal.
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Scenario A
Possible Policy Unit

SMP1
Policy

0 -2 0
year

2020-50
year

Scenario B
5050100
year

0-20
year

2020-50
year

Scenario C
5050100
year

0-20
year

2020-50
year

5050100
year

Feedback/Comments Received (from EMF/KSFs)

Responses/Actions Taken

What we would expect to see here over a 100 year
period is MR followed by HTL at a point where the
floodplain land has been inundated and the town is at
risk.
(I am currently working on the Axe Estuary Wetland
project with EDDC and EA (Mike Williams) where the
aim is to get all of the grazing marsh south of the
A3052 bridge into wetland or wet grassland
management and the first regulated tidal exchange gate
is just going in there as I write.)
• Axmouth Harbour Management Co - Axe Estuary
behind the spit and below the road bridges is an active
harbour home to 180+ boats. The Fish Quay, Harbour
wall arm and arm extension were repaired and
extended 1992-2001.
Prior to this work, Posfords study indicated a drift
divide occurs at the mouth of the estuary. The
Harbour Arm Extension helps keep this part clear
(sediment is cleared of shingle by the Ebb tide); but
shallowing occurs seaward of the arm. Either dredging
or extension of the harbour arm is needed to improve
navigation in the future.
Policy for this area should allow periodic dredging to
occur.
6.

2

Axe Estuary
(Seaton East)
Seaton West

6.

3

Axe Estuary
(Spit)

6.

4

Axe Estuary
(Spit) to Seaton
(West)

6.

5

Seaton (West)
to Seaton Hole

6.

6

Seaton Hole to
Beer Head

N/A
Selectively
Hold The
Line
Selectively
Hold The
Line
Selectively
Hold The
Line

Selectively
Hold The
Line

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

MR

MR

MR

MR

NAI

NAI

HTL

HTL

HTL

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

HTL

HTL

HTL

• Natural England - As we discussed there is a small
structure on the east side of Beer Beach. We are not
clear as to the function of the structure but we would
not wish to see any additional defences along the
stretch form Seaton Hole to Beer Head - to have a
HTL policy for this length of coast would give
completely the wrong message about expectations
regarding cliff stabilisation. If HTL is considered for the
existing defences at Beer then these should be made
into a separate unit and the remainder stay as NAI.
• Beer's self drive motor boats - Concrete groyne built
about 30 years ago keeps shingle beach within Beer
Bay (prior to 1970s shingle eroded during storms) -

Comments considered in policy appraisal.
Beer has been separated out as its own unit for the
purpose of policy appraisal.
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Scenario A
Possible Policy Unit

SMP1
Policy

0 -2 0
year

2020-50
year

Scenario B
5050100
year

0-20
year

2020-50
year

Scenario C
5050100
year

0-20
year

2020-50
year

5050100
year

Feedback/Comments Received (from EMF/KSFs)

Responses/Actions Taken

Groyne is now in need of repair - loss of groyne
would lead to loss of beach which would lead to loss
of fishing and tourism economy.
POLICY SCENARIO
SCENARIO AREA
AREA = BEER HEAD TO OTTERTON LEDGE
7.

1

Beer Head to
Salcombe Hill

Do
Nothing

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI
• World Heritage Site - Pennington Point needs to be
picked out as a specific issue. A good idea to identify a
specific unit for the mouth of the river Sid but we
need to be very clear about what area we might be
talking about with regard to HTL policy. Works along
the western side of the river would not necessarily
affect the SSSI and could alleviate concerns regarding
the storm flood risk to the town. Clearly such works
should not restrict the mouth of the river either.
Pennington Point should be regarded as a different
unit.
• Devon CC - present WHS/SSSI boundary should be
moved 200m eastwards to allow HTL on east side of
River Sid.
• Sidmouth Town Council - Need to recognise
vulnerability of Sidmouth's sewage installation
alongside river Sid and especially danger to the town
as Pennington Point erodes - that erosion has greatly
increased in recent months. Need HTL policy - esp for
east Sidmouth.

7.

2

River Sid

Hold The
Line

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

MR

MR

• Natural England - Can you please ensure that any
scenario modelling treats eastern town, Alma Bridge
and Salcombe Hill houses as 3 SEPARATE assets.
Need to amend the supporting text which still says
that it may be necessary to extend the existing
defences westwards. Whereas what we and WHS
would be looking to do to defend the eastern town is
to design defences which don't spread further east but
focus on the river mouth area.
In the supporting text in the consultation document
could you please make sure that there is a very clear
distinction between the various assets in that location
and that they are not all bound up together? NE
acknowledged the need to protect the eastern town
and the SWW pumping station, DCC and EA are
already considering the possibility of moving Alma
Bridge up the river in the future, the gardens on
Salcombe Hill are a separate issue/asset, the houses
are not currently at risk.
• (unattributed comment received) - Are there

Comments considered in policy appraisal.
Need to balance the conflicting interests in this area.
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Scenario A
Possible Policy Unit

SMP1
Policy

0 -2 0
year

2020-50
year

Scenario B
5050100
year

0-20
year

2020-50
year

Scenario C
5050100
year

0-20
year

2020-50
year

5050100
year

Feedback/Comments Received (from EMF/KSFs)

Responses/Actions Taken

alternative ways of defending the eastern town
without extending the defences eastward into the
WHS/SAC/AONB.
7.

3

Sidmouth

Hold The
Line

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL
• (unattributed comment received) - Will the west side
be outflanked as well?

7.

4

Chit Rocks to
Big Picket Rock

Do
Nothing

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

• Devon CC - Connaught Gardens/Jacobs Ladder should
be included in HTL for Sidmouth.
• Sidmouth
Sidmouth Town Council - policy for Sidmouth should
at least extend to Jacobs Ladder at least, since Chit
Rocks are below Connaught Gardens, which are
clearly in the town.

7.

5

Big Picket Rock
to Otterton
Ledge

Do
Nothing

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

There is a small risk of outflanking on the west side,
however recession potential in this area is low.
Policy units are not final until the final SMP is produced,
although they need to balance land use and coastal
processes in defining them.

NAI

POLICY SCENARIO ARE
AREA
REA = OTTERTON LEDGE TO STRAIGHT POINT

8.

1

Otter Estuary
(Otterton Ledge
to Budleigh
Salterton East)

8.

2

Otter Estuary
(Spit)

N/A

MR

MR

MR

Do
Nothing

NAI

NAI

NAI
• World Heritage Site – Not sure what 'defences' are
present (low wall in front of beach huts at the end?).
But HTL implies impairing defences to take account of
SL rise/climate change - what impact would this have
on the barrier beach form (SSSI interest feature) ?
We still need to define the area that is HTL. There is a
need to explain what HTL might mean here – if it is
through current natural processes, then that is OK re
WHS and NE

8.

3

Budleigh
Salterton (East)
to Budleigh
Salterton (West)

Selectively
Hold The
Line

HTL

HTL

HTL

• Natural England - Would it not be possible to have a
policy of NAI for the next 20 years for 8.3? There is
no current risk to the town - is there? And the
existing 'defences' you refer to are really just the
beach - the gabions rise no more than about 50cm
above beach level at the E end and fall to zero where
they are not backed by cliffs.
Because of the SSSI designation (and I assume WHS)
we would want to ensure that whatever HTL options
you have in mind here were the least damaging to the
geomorphology of the beach.
We would like to see where the boundary between
these 2 units lies - can you confirm? We would not

Defences at present are buried by healthy beach levels.
This unit is considered to cover the extent of existing
defences only, and not an extension to them.
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Scenario A
Possible Policy Unit

SMP1
Policy

0 -2 0
year

2020-50
year

Scenario B
5050100
year

0-20
year

2020-50
year

Scenario C
5050100
year

0-20
year

2020-50
year

5050100
year

Feedback/Comments Received (from EMF/KSFs)

Responses/Actions Taken

wish to see a HTL policy extend beyond the E edge of
Jubilee Park where the prom peters out (SY06078167)
and further E would be preferable.
8.

4

Budleigh
Salterton (West)
to Straight Point

Do
Nothing

NAI

NAI

NAI

POLICY SCENARIO AREA
AREA = STRAIGHT POINT
POINT TO HOLCOMBE

9.

1

Straight Point to
Orcombe Rocks

9.

2

Orcombe Rocks
to Maer Rocks

9.

3

The Maer

Do
Nothing
Selectively
Hold The
Line
Selectively
Hold The
Line

9.

4

Octagon to
Exmouth slipway

Selectively
Hold The
Line

9.

5

Exmouth Spit

Selectively
Hold The
Line

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

MR

MR

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

9.

6

Exe Estuary Exmouth (west)

N/A

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

9.

7

Exe Estuary Exmouth (west)
to Lympstone

N/A

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

9.

8

Exe Estuary Lympstone

N/A

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

9.

9

Exe Estuary Nutwell Park

N/A

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

9.

10

Exe Estuary Lympstone
Commando

N/A

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

9.

11

Exe Estuary Exton

N/A

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

9.

12

Exe Estuary Exton to Lower
Clyst

N/A

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

13

Exe Estuary Clyst Bridge to
Railway

9.

N/A

MR

MR

MR

MR

MR

MR

• Natural England - agree that Exe Estuary Coastal
Management Study policies should be used form
Straight Point to Langstone Rock.

Comments considered in policy appraisal.

• Exmouth Citizen's Forum - East Devon DC seeking to
build on open land on the seafront - these buildings
would need more flood protection and may actually
make flooding worse (these open areas currently
absorb considerable amounts of sea water).

Comments considered in policy appraisal.

• Exmouth Citizen's Forum - Asda are seeking to build a
new stoke in this area; Opposed to this as would
require much greater flood protection in the future.
Would prefer to keep this open land (designated
RAMSAR site) with appropriate flood protection.

Comments considered in policy appraisal.

• W Trout & Son Boat Builders - If managed realignment
means letting selective banks go, flooding of the
Topsham Clyst St George road will occur followed by
the need for an extensive clean up and possibly
undermining of the road, Fasters Mill and the Bridge

MR is presently being investigated as part of a separate
study that will consider in much greater detail the
implications of implementing any such policy.
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Scenario A
Possible Policy Unit

SMP1
Policy

0 -2 0
year

2020-50
year

Scenario B
5050100
year

0-20
year

2020-50
year

Scenario C
5050100
year

0-20
year

2020-50
year

5050100
year

Feedback/Comments Received (from EMF/KSFs)

Responses/Actions Taken

Inn, with detrimental social and economic effects.
Topsham/Exmouth road is one of the busiest in the
county for its size. The road is one of only two
accesses to Exeter. The road is the best access for
working and shopping at Marsh Barton side of Exeter.
Once started, possible knock-on effect up Clyst to
Clyst St Mary and dual carriageway to M5 and village
of Clyst St Mary.
This will only benefit birds - can not see any benefit
and only problems if banks realigned.
9.

14

9.

15

9.

16

9.

17

9.

18

Exe Estuary Topsham
Exe Estuary - M5
(east) to St
James' Weir
Exe Estuary Topsham Sludge
Sludge
beds
Exe Estuary - St
James' Weir to
M5 (west)
Exe Estuary - M5
(west) to Turf
Lock

N/A

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

N/A

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

N/A

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

N/A

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

N/A

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL
Comments considered in policy appraisal.

9.

19

Exe Estuary Turf Lock to
Powderham

9.

20

Exe Estuary Powderham
(south)

N/A

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

9.

21

Exe Estuary Starcross

N/A

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

9.

22

Exe Estuary Cockwood

N/A

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

9.

23

Exe Estuary Cockwood to
The Warren

N/A

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

9.

24

Dawlish Warren
( East - distal
end)

N/A

HTL

MR

MR

HTL

HTL

HTL

Selectively
Hold The
Line

HTL

MR

MR

HTL

HTL

HTL

• W Trout & Son Boat Builders - This will only benefit
birds - can not see any benefit and only problems if
banks realigned.

• W Trout & Son Boat Builders - This area is very
actively changing at present – with fairly unknown
consequences. The area needs active, constant
management/realignment to avoid complete
breakdown whatever the costs, as the loss of the
Warren to the estuary would have huge social and
economic consequences for the communities
upstream and railway/road communications.
• Dawlish Town Council - Dawlish Warren needs to be
protected at all costs. Dawlish and Dawlish Warren
need regeneration; joined up thinking would provide a

Any scheme to implement MR in this area would be
subject to much more detailed study and planning
applications.

Comments considered in policy appraisal.
More detailed studies of Dawlish Warren are currently
being undertaken to look at some of these issues.
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Scenario A
Possible Policy Unit

SMP1
Policy

0 -2 0
year

2020-50
year

Scenario B
5050100
year

0-20
year

2020-50
year

Scenario C
5050100
year

0-20
year

2020-50
year

5050100
year

Feedback/Comments Received (from EMF/KSFs)

Responses/Actions Taken

wide promenade between Dawlish and Dawlish
Warren to protect the railway line; Construct a
marina at Langstone Rock; provide a road from
Dawlish to Exeter on the seaward side; maintain
existing groynes (to a higher standard); offshore
system of breakwaters and/or groynes; A pier for
boats and ships at Dawlish.
• Dawlish
Dawlish Warren Tourism - HTL is obvious option to
help protect Dawlish Warren beach and also inner
parts of the Exe.
9.

25

9.

26

9.

9.

27

28

Dawlish Warren
(Central - gabion
defences)
Dawlish Warren
(West - hard
defences)

Selectively
Hold The
Line
Selectively
Hold The
Line

HTL

MR

MR

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

Langstone Rock
to Coryton
Cove

Selectively
Hold The
Line

HTL

Coryton Cove
to Holcombe

Selectively
Hold The
Line

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

• Natural England - Disagree with your statement that
"It is unlikely that, even if the railway were to be rerouted inland, anything other than HTL would occur
along the Dawlish frontage SW of Langstone Rock".
There is a stretch between Langstone Rock and
Dawlish where there are no assets other than the
railway and where the SSSI cliffs would benefit from
the restoration of natural coastal processes. Same
argument applies Coryton cove to Holcombe and to
all other units south/westward which have the railway
as the only sizeable asset.

Comment noted regarding statement. However, railway
link is crucial for the whole region and so a policy of HTL
is the correct one.
Network Rail is currently investigating how to achieve this
into the future.

POLICY SCENARIO AREA
AREA = HOLCOMBE TO HOPE’S NOSE

10.

1

Holcombe to
Sprey Point

10.

2

Sprey Point

10.

3

Sprey Point to
Teignmouth Pier

10.

4

Teignmouth Pier
to The Point

10.

10.

5

6

Teign Estuary The Point to
Teignmouth and
Shaldon Bridge
Teign Estuary North Shore
(Teignmouth and
Shaldon Bridge

Selectively
Hold The
Line
Selectively
Hold The
Line
Selectively
Hold The
Line
Selectively
Hold The
Line
Selectively
Hold The
Line
Selectively
Hold The
Line

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

MR

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

• Natural England - There is an area of saline lagoon
forming behind the railway along part of this stretch.
(Owner not receptive to offers of survey.) We would
not wish to see opportunities for habitat creation of

Comments considered in policy appraisal.
Railway is key transport link for the wider region, and so
HTL is likely to be the correct policy as Network Rail are
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Scenario A
Possible Policy Unit

SMP1
Policy

0 -2 0
year

2020-50
year

Scenario B
5050100
year

0-20
year

2020-50
year

Scenario C
5050100
year

0-20
year

2020-50
year

5050100
year

to Passage
House Hotel)

Feedback/Comments Received (from EMF/KSFs)
this sort being lost through a blanket HTL policy.
You have taken this approach, NAI and MR, which NE
supports even though they conflict with CFMP policy,
in your Scenario Bs for 10.7and 10.9 but not along any
part of this unit.

10.

7

10.

8

10.

9

10.

10

11

10.

Teign Estuary Passage House
Hotel to
Kingsteignton
Road Bridge
Teign Estuary Kingsteignton
and Newton
Abbot
Teign Estuary South Shore
(Newton Abbot
to Shaldon)

Selectively
Hold The
Line

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

MR

MR

HTL

HTL

HTL

Selectively
Hold The
Line

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

Selectively
Hold The
Line

HTL

HTL

HTL

NAI

NAI

NAI

HTL

HTL

HTL

Teign Estuary Shaldon

Selectively
Hold The
Line

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

Shaldon (The
Ness) to
Maidencombe
(North)

Selectively
Hold The
Line

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

10.

12

Maidencombe

10.

13

Maidencombe
(South) to
Watcombe Head

10.

14

Watcombe

10.

15

Watcombe to
Petit Tor Point

10.

16

Petit Tor Point
to Walls Hill

10.

17

Walls Hill

Selectively
Hold The
Line
Selectively
Hold The
Line
Selectively
Hold The
Line
Selectively
Hold The
Line
Selectively
Hold The
Line
Selectively
Hold The
Line

10.

18

Anstey's Cove

Selectively
Hold The
Line

10.

19

Anstey's Cove
to Hope's Nose

Selectively
Hold The
Line

• Natural England - Scenario C - NE would not wish to
see defences in this unspoilt area.
NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

HTL

HTL

HTL

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

HTL

HTL

HTL

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

MR

HTL

HTL

HTL

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

(Wouldn't they be a false economy as would lead to
beach loss and then loss of appeal of settlement and
tourism interest?)

• Torbay Council - at Anstey’s Cove, there is a
substantial sea wall at this location built in the early
1950’s which protects the promenade, café, beach huts
and land behind.

Responses/Actions Taken
charged with maintaining the existing line and not
realigning it.
Opportunities for habitat creation may be provided further
up the estuary where MR is considered.

Comments considered in policy appraisal. Structures here
are for beach access, so may not be required in longer
term as sea level rise causes loss of beaches.

HTL considered in policy appraisal.
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Scenario A
Possible Policy Unit

SMP1
Policy

0 -2 0
year

2020-50
year

Scenario B
5050100
year

0-20
year

2020-50
year

Scenario C
5050100
year

0-20
year

2020-50
year

5050100
year

Feedback/Comments Received (from EMF/KSFs)

Responses/Actions Taken

POLICY SCENARIO AREA
AREA = HOPE’S NOSE TO BERRY HEAD (TOR BAY)
• Natural England - NE would obviously support the
Scenario B options for MR.

11.

1

Hope’s
Hope’s Nose to
Meadfoot Beach
(East)

11.

2

Meadfoot Beach

11.

3

11.

4

11.

5

Torre Abbey
Sands

11.

6

Corbyn's Head

11.

7

Livermead Sands

11.

8

Livermead Head

11.

9

Hollicombe
Beach

11.

10

Hollicombe
Head

11.

11

Hollicombe
Head to
Roundham Head

Selectively
Hold The
Line
Selectively
Hold The
Line
Selectively
Hold The
Line
Selectively
Hold The
Line
Selectively
Hold The
Line
Selectively
Hold The
Line
Selectively
Hold The
Line

11.

12

Goodrington
Sands

Selectively
Hold The

Meadfoot Beach
(West) to
Beacon Cove
Beacon Cove to
Torre Abbey
Sands (Torquay
Harbour)

Selectively
Hold The
Line

Selectively
Hold The
Line
Selectively
Hold The
Line
Selectively
Hold The
Line

It is interesting that you don't consider these as
Scenario A since the economic prosperity of Torbay
depends to a large part on its seaside tourism industry
and with your Scenario As this will cease as the
beaches are lost?
NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

MR

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

MR

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

MR

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

MR

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

MR

MR

(The Tor Bay area is also likely to be included in a
large new marine pSAC and it is one of the few areas
within that site where the interest features - sea caves,
reefs and sub-tidal sand banks - occur just off the
coast. Obviously you do not have to consider this at
present as there is no pSAC but if this is proposed
prior to completion of the SMP it may affect some of
the policies in this area which would otherwise be
damaging.)
• Torbay Council - This section includes Meadfoot
Beach sea wall - this section should be HTL.

Comments considered in policy appraisal.

Comments considered in policy appraisal.
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Scenario A
Possible Policy Unit

SMP1
Policy

Scenario B

Scenario C

0 -2 0
year

2020-50
year

5050100
year

0-20
year

2020-50
year

5050100
year

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

MR

MR

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

0-20
year

2020-50
year

5050100
year

Feedback/Comments Received (from EMF/KSFs)

Responses/Actions Taken

Line

11.

13

Goodrington
Sands to
Broadsands

11.

14

Broadsands

11.

15

11.

16

11.

17

Broadsands to
Churston Cove
(East)
Churston Cove
(East) to
Shoalstone Point
Shoalstone Point
to Berry Head

Selectively
Hold The
Line
Selectively
Hold The
Line
Selectively
Hold The
Line
Selectively
Hold The
Line
Selectively
Hold The
Line

POLICY SCENARIO AREA
AREA = BERRY HEAD TO BLACKSTONE POINT
12.

1

Berry Head to
Sharkham Point

Do
Nothing

NAI

NAI

NAI

12.

2

Sharkham Point
to Kingswear
(South)

Do
Nothing

NAI

NAI

NAI
• Natural England - Do not agree that this should be
HTL throughout.

12.

3

Dart Estuary Kingswear
(South) to
Waterhead
Creek

N/A

HTL

HTL

HTL

Much is steep sided so NAI would be fine - suggest
where this is the case the policy is changed.
There are also some places where MR is an option e.g. at Sharkham Point where there is an existing sea
wall breach and salt marsh is developing.

Comments considered in policy appraisal.
The policy appraisal includes more detail on exact
interpretation of CFMP policy within the estuary, which is t
hold existing defences only, whilst allowing areas that are
currently undefended to continue to be undefended (NAI).

Whole estuary would benefit from more detailed
consideration and additional units to accurately reflect
options for NAI and MR.

12.

4

12.

5

12.

6

12.

7

Dart Estuary Waterhead
Creek to
Greenway
Viaduct
Dart Estuary Greenway
Viaduct to
Totnes South
(east bank)

N/A

HTL

HTL

HTL

N/A

HTL

HTL

HTL

Dart Estuary Totnes

N/A

HTL

HTL

HTL

Dart Estuary Totnes South
(west bank) to

N/A

HTL

HTL

HTL

• South Hams DC - Galmpton and Stoke Gabriel - both
have defences - private houses and commercial
property affected.

Comments considered in policy appraisal.

• South Hams DC - Bow Bridge, Cornworthy, Dittisham
- all have existing defences and property at risk.
Highway is subject to flooding at Bow. Primary route

Comments considered in policy appraisal.
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Scenario A
Possible Policy Unit

SMP1
Policy

0 -2 0
year

2020-50
year

Scenario B
5050100
year

0-20
year

2020-50
year

Scenario C
5050100
year

Dartmouth
(North)

12.

12.

8

Dart Estuary Dartmouth
(North) to
Halftide Rock

9

Dart Estuary Halftide Rock to
Blackstone Point

0-20
year

2020-50
year

5050100
year

Feedback/Comments Received (from EMF/KSFs)

Responses/Actions Taken

out to main road.

N/A

N/A

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

• South Hams DC - Castle Cove in SHDC ownership.
Unstable cliffs support listed structures, castle
ramparts, car park, public right of way. Very important
issue to Dartmouth residents - action required.

Comments considered in policy appraisal.

• (unattributed comment received) - Blackpool Sands
have continued to build up since the provision of
concrete revetment. The A379 has previously been
closed following cliff falls and DCC have had to build
significant retaining structures.

Comments considered in policy appraisal.

POLICY SCENARIO AREA
AREA = BLACKSTONE POINT
POINT TO START POINT

13.

1

Blackstone Point
to Stoke Fleming

13.

2

Stoke Fleming to
Blackpool Sands

Selectively
Hold The
Line
Selectively
Hold The
Line

13.

3

Blackpool Sands

Selectively
Hold The
Line

13.

4

Blackpool Sands
to Strete

Selectively
Hold The
Line

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

HTL

MR

HTL

MR

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI
• (unattributed comment received) - Slapton Line
Partnership is working closely with local residents and
businesses to try and design a future for the
community should the shingle ridge breach. SHDC are
hoping to rebuild the shingle bastions this autumn.

13.

5

Strete to
Torcross North
(Slapton Sands)

Selectively
Hold The
Line

• South Devon and Channel Shell Fisheries Association we have serious issues with MR in 50 to 100 years at
Slapton Sands.
HTL

HTL

MR

MR

NAI

NAI

(follow up letter) - Hold the Line using boulders
strongly thought beneficial as loss of road would be
significantly detrimental to economy of the area; also,
storm events damaging the road by undermining occur
very rarely.

Comments considered in policy appraisal.
Need to balance conflicting interests. The future of road
access is crucial.
MR would allow any breaches or road undermining events
that occur to be repaired using beach management. NAI
would not allow this. It is felt MR is more appropriate until
the issue of future road access is addressed.

• Natural England - Agreed policy is NAI on coast not
MR (MR related to road not coastline). This NAI
policy is signed up to by SHDC, DCC and NE (see
Scott Wilson Report)
13.

6

Torcross North
to Limpet Rocks

13.

7

Limpet Rocks to
Tinsey Head

Selectively
Hold The
Line
Selectively
Hold The
Line

HTL

HTL

MR

MR

NAI

NAI

HTL

MR

NAI

MR

NAI

NAI

• Natural England - Needs splitting into further units:
Limpet Rock to Beesands should be NAI ASAP as only

Comments considered in policy appraisal, which provides
more detail on how this would work along this section as a
whole.
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Scenario A
Possible Policy Unit

SMP1
Policy

0 -2 0
year

2020-50
year

Scenario B
5050100
year

0-20
year

2020-50
year

Scenario C
5050100
year

0-20
year

2020-50
year

5050100
year

Feedback/Comments Received (from EMF/KSFs)

Responses/Actions Taken

providing access to 6 houses.
Separate unit for Beesands with HTL then MR.
Separate unit Beesands to Tinsley Head NAI.
13.

8

Tinsey Head to
Start Point

Selectively
Hold The
Line

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

POLICY SCENARIO AREA
AREA = START POINT TO BOLT HEAD

14.

1

Start Point to
Prawle Point

14.

2

Prawle Point to
Limebury Point

Do
Nothing

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

HTL

HTL

HTL

Selectively
Hold The
Line

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

• Amanda Newsome (Natural England) - Scenario C This stretch is AONB and SSSI (and likely to be marine
SAC in future) therefore NE likely to oppose any
defences.

HTL in scenario C is only to test the impact of allowing
existing defence at Lannacombe to be maintained. It is not
intended for the whole of this section.

• Natural England - Do not agree that this should be
HTL throughout.

14.

3

Salcombe
Salcombe
Harbour
(Limebury Point
to Kingsbridge
Estuary - Scoble
Point)

Selectively
Hold The
Line

Much is steep sided so NAI would be fine - suggest
where this is the case the Scenario A policy is changed
to Scenario B.
HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

NAI

NAI

HTL

HTL

HTL
14.3 Don't support HTL throughout East Portlemouth
e.g. Small's Cove/Mill Bay and South Pool.

Comments considered in policy appraisal.
The policy appraisal includes more detail on exact
interpretation of CFMP policy within the estuary, which is t
hold existing defences only, whilst allowing areas that are
currently undefended to continue to be undefended (NAI).

Whole estuary would benefit from more detailed
consideration and additional units to accurately reflect
options for NAI and MR.
• (unattributed comment received) - Southpool,
Frogmore, West Charlton (Napoleonic wall),
Bowcombe, East Portlemouth - all have properties
fronting the estuary. Some creek heads have highway
implications.
• Natural England - Do not agree that this should be
HTL throughout.
14.

4

Kingsbridge
Estuary East
(Scoble Point to
Kingsbridge)

Selectively
Hold The
Line

HTL

HTL

HTL

NAI

NAI

NAI

HTL

HTL

HTL

Much is steep sided so NAI would be fine - suggest
where this is the case the Scenario A policy is changed
to Scenario B.
14.4 Assume HTL refers only to built up areas? Add
new units for these small stretches and everything else
should be NAI.
Whole estuary would benefit from more detailed
consideration and additional units to accurately reflect
options for NAI and MR.

14.

5

Kingsbridge
Estuary Kingsbridge

Selectively
Hold The
Line

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

Comments considered in policy appraisal.
The policy appraisal includes more detail on exact
interpretation of CFMP policy within the estuary, which is t
hold existing defences only, whilst allowing areas that are
currently undefended to continue to be undefended (NAI).
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Scenario A
Possible Policy Unit

14.

6

Kingsbridge
Estuary West
(Kingsbridge to
Snapes Point)

SMP1
Policy
Selectively
Hold The
Line

Scenario B

0 -2 0
year

2020-50
year

5050100
year

HTL

HTL

HTL

0-20
year

NAI

Scenario C

2020-50
year

5050100
year

0-20
year

2020-50
year

5050100
year

NAI

NAI

HTL

HTL

HTL

Feedback/Comments Received (from EMF/KSFs)

Responses/Actions Taken

• Natural England - Do not agree that this should be
HTL throughout.

14.

7

Salcombe
(Snapes Point to
Splat Cove
Point)

Selectively
Hold The
Line

Much is steep sided so NAI would be fine - suggest
where this is the case the Scenario A policy is changed
to Scenario B.
HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

MR

MR

HTL

HTL

HTL

14.7 There are also some places where MR is an
option - e.g. North Sand - MR - v ecologically sensitive
area.

Comments considered in policy appraisal.
The policy appraisal includes more detail on exact
interpretation of CFMP policy within the estuary, which is t
hold existing defences only, whilst allowing areas that are
currently undefended to continue to be undefended (NAI).

Whole estuary would benefit from more detailed
consideration and additional units to accurately reflect
options for NAI and MR.
14.

8

Splat Cove Point
to Bolt Head

Do
Nothing

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

POLICY SCENARIO AREA
AREA = BOLT HEAD TO WEMBURY HEAD
1

Bolt Head to
Bolt Tail

Do
Nothing

15.

2

Bolt Tail to
Thurlestone
Rock

Selectively
Hold The
Line

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

HTL

HTL

HTL

15.

3

Thurlestone
Rock to Warren
Point

Selectively
Hold The
Line

HTL

MR

NAI

MR

MR

NAI

HTL

MR

NAI

15.

4

Selectively
Hold The
Line

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

15.

5

Warren Point to
Avon Estuary
(East)
Avon Estuary
Estuary
Mouth (East) to
Warren Point
(Bigbury(Bigbury-onon-Sea)

Selectively
Hold The
Line

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

15.

6

N/A

MR

MR

MR

MR

MR

MR

MR

MR

MR

15.

Avon Estuary

NAI

NAI

• (unattributed comment received) - Retaining walls
protect the highway leading to Inner Hope (DCC?).
South Milton Sands - part private, part National Trust.
Rock armour to former. Managed retreat started on
latter.
• National Trust
Trust - Line 194 Thurlestone Rock to
Warren Point; currently suggests Hold The Line &
there is no mention of local issues. As you are aware
we are adopting a policy of Managed Realignment (MR)
at our property at South Milton Sands & it is
important that the SMP reflects/supports this. In
addition there have been some worrying activities by
developers, etc, who are randomly allowed to put in
rock armour & construct completely unsustainable
developments, etc. I would hope we could move more
in the direction of No Active Intervention (NAI) or
MR, certainly in the 20 to 50 year timeframe across
this cell.

• (unattributed comment received) - Tidal road between
Aveton Gifford and St Ann's Chapel. Bantham Dairies.

Comments considered in policy appraisal.

Comments considered in policy appraisal.

Comments considered in policy appraisal.

Note. Following the KSFs in November 2008, the Avon
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Scenario A
Possible Policy Unit

SMP1
Policy

0 -2 0
year

2020-50
year

Scenario B
5050100
year

0-20
year

2020-50
year

Scenario C
5050100
year

0-20
year

2020-50
year

5050100
year

Feedback/Comments Received (from EMF/KSFs)

• Aune Conservation Association - Erosion and infilling
of Bantham Harbour is now known to come from
ingress of sand from seaward of the entrance). Believe
groynes built in 1920s and 30s (now lost) just outside
entrance should be re-instated to stop this infilling of
the harbour.

15.

7

Warren Point
(Bigbury(Bigbury-onon-Sea)
to
Challaborough
Challaborough
(West)

Selectively
Hold The
Line

HTL

HTL

MR

HTL

HTL

MR

HTL

HTL

MR

Selectively
Hold The
Line
Do
Nothing
(towards
Wembury
Head)

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

N/A

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

15.

8

Challaborough
(West) to
Wembury Head

15.

9

Erme Estuary

Responses/Actions Taken

Estuary was split into a number of smaller units for policy
appraisal.

Note. Following the KSFs in November 2008, the Erme
Estuary was split into a number of smaller units for policy
appraisal.
• (unattributed comment received) - Noss Mayo,
Newton Ferrers - far more property at risk than Erme
estuary - why not HTL?
• Natural England - We would expect to see MR at least
in the Scenario B as per Avon and Yealm estuaries.

15.

10

Yealm Estuary

N/A

MR

MR

MR

MR

MR

MR

MR

MR

MR
Within Erme there are already some areas of MR
where a breach is not causing any adverse impacts
(being funded through HLS).

Comments considered in policy appraisal.

Note. Following the KSFs in November 2008, the Yealm
Estuary was split into a number of smaller units for policy
appraisal. This includes appraising HTL at Newton Ferrers
and Noss Mayo.

May want a couple of small sections of HTL to protect
settlements such as Newton Ferrers?
POLICY SCENARIO AREA
AREA = WEMBURY HEAD TO DEVIL’S POINT

16.

1

16.

2

16.
16.

3

16.

4

Wembury Head
to Mount Batten
Breakwater
Plym Estuary Mount Batten
Breakwater to
Marsh Mills
Plym Estuary Marsh Mills to
Coxside
Coxside to
Devil's Point

Selectively
Hold The
Line

NAI

NAI

NAI

N/A

HTL

HTL

HTL

N/A

HTL

HTL

HTL

Selectively
Hold The
Line

HTL

HTL

HTL

POLICY SCENARIO AREA
AREA = TAMAR ESTUARY

• Maritime
Maritime Plymouth - Wembury could merit being a
unit in its own right (also Wembury Head should be
Wembury Point)

Changed in policy appraisal (and all other documents).
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Scenario A
Possible Policy Unit

17.

1

17.

2

Tamar Estuary Devil’s Point to
Tamerton Lake
Tamar Estuary Tamerton Lake
to Gunnislake
(upper Tamar
Estuary East)

SMP1
Policy

Scenario B

0 -2 0
year

2020-50
year

5050100
year

N/A

HTL

HTL

HTL

N/A

MR

MR

MR

0-20
year

2020-50
year

Scenario C
5050100
year

0-20
year

2020-50
year

5050100
year

Feedback/Comments Received (from EMF/KSFs)

Responses/Actions Taken

Comments considered in policy appraisal.

17.

17.

17.

3

4

5

Tamar Estuary Gunnislake to
Saltash North
(upper Tamar
Estuary West)

N/A

Tamar Estuary Saltash

N/A

Tamar Estuary River Lynher
(Saltash South to
Torpoint North
(Jupiter Point))
Point))

MR

MR

MR

• Caradon DC - MR policy may be rejected due to
public objections, as happened to a recent National
Trust planning application to do just that.

The policy appraisal includes more detail on exact
interpretation of CFMP policy within the estuary, which is t
hold existing defences only, whilst allowing areas that are
currently undefended to continue to be undefended (NAI),
or seeking to undertake MR in areas appropriate to do so.
MR would be subject to more detailed study, and the fact
that a planning application was rejected does not mean a
policy should be discounted if it is the right option
technically.

N/A

HTL

MR

HTL

MR

HTL

MR

• Tamar Valley AONB - There seems to be a rather
blunt approach to the rural Tamar Estuary north of
the Tamar Bridge that fails to distinguish the difference
between undeveloped shores and riverside quays and
communities. These sections need to be broken down
with the residential areas such as Cargreen, Calstock
and Bere Ferrers given separate numbers. They could
then be given different scenarios to give them time to
adapt. i.e. HTL for the first 20 years, then MR. There
are also important structures along the shore that are
designated now as part of the Cornish Mining World
Heritage Site – Morwellham Quay being a prime
example. These also need a more subtle approach.

Comments considered in policy appraisal.
The policy appraisal includes more detail on exact
interpretation of CFMP policy within the estuary, which is t
hold existing defences only, whilst allowing areas that are
currently undefended to continue to be undefended (NAI),
or seeking to undertake MR in areas appropriate to do so.

We would support a policy of MR or NAI elsewhere
in the estuary and in the Lynher and Tavy tributaries
where there are potentially habitat and landscape gains
from a policy of managed realignment, recreation of
wetlands on current farmland etc.

17.

17.

6

Tamar Estuary Torpoint North
(Jupiter Point) to
Torpoint South
(Landing Stage)

7

Tamar Estuary St John's Lake
(Torpoint South
(Landing Stage)
to Millbrook
(Mill Farm))

N/A

N/A

HTL

MR

HTL

MR

HTL

MR

• British Marine
Marine Federation South West - This area
should be broken up again into St John’s Lake.
Torpoint South to Insworke Point – Managed
Realignment correct policy as this is a SSSI. Insworke
Point to Mill Farm – Policy should be considered as
Hold the Line as up to 30 properties may be affected.

Comments considered in policy appraisal.
The policy appraisal includes more detail on exact
interpretation of CFMP policy within the estuary, which is t
hold existing defences only, whilst allowing areas that are
currently undefended to continue to be undefended (NAI),
or seeking to undertake MR in areas appropriate to do so.
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Scenario A
Possible Policy Unit

17.

17.

17.

SMP1
Policy

0 -2 0
year

8

Tamar Estuary St John's Lake
(Millbrook (Mill
Farm) to
Millbrook
(Hancock's
Lake))

9

Tamar Estuary St John's Lake
(Millbrook
(Hancock's Lake)
to Palmer Point

N/A

MR

10

Tamar Estuary Palmer Point to
Mount
Edgcumbe
(Cremyll))

N/A

HTL

2020-50
year

Scenario B
5050100
year

0-20
year

2020-50
year

Scenario C
5050100
year

0-20
year

2020-50
year

5050100
year

18.

1

18.

2

Fort
Picklecombe

18.

3

Picklecombe
Point to
Kingsand

18.

4

Kingsand/Cawsa
nd

18.

5

Cawsand to
Rame Head

Responses/Actions Taken
Comments considered in policy appraisal.

N/A

MR

MR

• British Marine Federation South West - This should be
labelled Millbrook Lake not St John’s Lake. There is a
flood alleviation dam in this area, built at great cost to
protect Millbrook Village centre – the policy should be
Hold The Line

MR

MR

• British Marine Federation South West - There is a
maintained highway that is at flood risk along most of
this section with some residential properties also at
risk. Perhaps should also be Hold the Line.

HTL

HTL

• Natural England - 17.9 - Palmer Point to Mt Edgcumbe
Should be NAI and Not HTL

MR

POLICY SCENARIO AREA
AREA = MOUNT EDGCUMBE TO RAME HEAD
Mount
Edgcumbe to
Picklecombe
Point

Feedback/Comments Received (from EMF/KSFs)

Selectively
Hold The
Line
Selectively
Hold The
Line
Selectively
Hold The
Line
Selectively
Hold The
Line
Do
Nothing

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

HTL

HTL

HTL

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

The policy appraisal includes more detail on exact
interpretation of CFMP policy within the estuary, which is t
hold existing defences only, whilst allowing areas that are
currently undefended to continue to be undefended (NAI),
or seeking to undertake MR in areas appropriate to do so.
Comments considered in policy appraisal.
The policy appraisal includes more detail on exact
interpretation of CFMP policy within the estuary, which is t
hold existing defences only, whilst allowing areas that are
currently undefended to continue to be undefended (NAI),
or seeking to undertake MR in areas appropriate to do so.
Comments considered in policy appraisal.
The policy appraisal includes more detail on exact
interpretation of CFMP policy within the estuary, which is t
hold existing defences only, whilst allowing areas that are
currently undefended to continue to be undefended (NAI),
or seeking to undertake MR in areas appropriate to do so.
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Annex B.4
B.4 – Responses from Public Consultation and Actions Taken
The table below presents the comments received on the draft SMP2 as a result of the public consultation
process. Comments have been grouped by either section of report to which they relate and/or specific policy
units. Against each comment is the response and/or action taken by the project team.
Please note, individual contributors names and positions are not published in this consultation draft. Please also
note that the policy unit names and numbers shown as section headers relate to the conventions as they were
at the time of the consultation draft. These have been amended in some areas and may not directly correlate
to the revised policy unit names and numbers included in the final SMP.
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General Comments
Comments from?

Comments

Proposed Action/Response

Natural England

An Appropriate Assessment is required for plans or projects that will have a likely significant effect on a
European site.

Appropriate Assessment had not been procured at the time of the consultation draft SMP being issued.
However this has now been procured and the draft AA and is now included in the final SMP. This is to be
finalised in due course following further discussions with Natural England.

An Appropriate Assessment would not be required if natural change is occurring.
RSPB

In our view an appropriate assessment is needed.

Appropriate Assessment had not been procured at the time of the consultation draft SMP being issued.
However this has now been procured and the draft AA and is now included in the final SMP. This is to be
finalised in due course following further discussions with Natural England.

RSPB

SMP offers potential for contributing to delivery of UK Biodiversity Action Plan targets; suggest there is a need
to assess and quantify potential losses and gains of habitat, against timescales, as part of SMP process.

It is not possible to quantify losses and gains as the level of detail at the SMP level is not available. Would be
looked at if there is a more detailed Strategy Study following the SMP.

Devon County Council and
Dorset County Council

There should be mention in the report of the issue of the quantity of significant, but non-designated, historic
environment interests in the SMP area. As it stands, the report does not refer to non-designated, but
important, historic and archaeological sites and landscapes.

With the exception of the Theme Review & Scoping Documents, we should only be including nationally
significant non-designated archaeological sites as we scoped regional and local sites out of further assessment.

Devon County Council

Level of information the SMP contains and the scale of mapping doesn’t always readily assist determining
where a policy relates to and how it has been determined; recommended more discussion and analysis is
included in the plan to explain the policies.

Policy maps have been amended to make it clearer to view data. We have also added further explanatory
detail into the introduction at the beginning of section 5, noting that information is also contained within the
supporting appendices.

Devon County Council

Full economic value of tourism and infrastructure should be included in SMP.

This is outside of SMP guidance. Information of this kind is not readily available but would need to be
considered in detail at strategy level.

Dorset County Council

Would suggest that where a change in SMP policy from ‘Hold the Line’ to ‘No Active Intervention’ or
‘Managed Realignment’ results in loss of property, reasonable incentives or grants should be available prior to
or following a catastrophic loss of property if the property was purchased at a time when the policy was to
defend the coastline.

This is a high level government decision, and not within the SMP remit. However the need for consideration of
this is stated in section 4.3.

Dorset County Council

Need to mention more about using ‘sympathetic design’ in defence to defend in environment.

This is not within the SMP remit. Structure design is determined at strategy/scheme stage. The SMP is there to
advise on policy and has only made assumptions regarding the generic type of defence to inform those
developing more detail.

World Heritage Site/
Dorset County Council

Concerned that erosion rates, in places, are overstated or perhaps over simplistic (e.g. Seatown, West Bay,
Black Ven, Stonebarrow and St Gabriels, Kimmeridge, Gad Cliff, Lulworth, Osmington, Bowleaze Cove,
Burton Bradstock, Watton Cliff and Eype, The Undercliffs (Lyme), Seaton – Seaton Hole and Budleigh
Salterton.

The approach to mapping is consistent with the approach used in the National Coastal Erosion Risk Mapping
Project (NCERM). The erosion rates we have used in the SMP are based upon review of available data and
methods used to predict future retreat in NCERM.

World Heritage Site/
Dorset County Council

Suggests establish a ‘Peer review’ group to review problematic sections to derive erosion risk areas; parts of
the coast are too complex to model in any other way.

We have included a recommendation in the action plan for more monitoring of cliffed areas, including the
possibility of establishing a peer review group to assess risk in more complex areas.

Environment Agency

Need to ensure and demonstrate compatibility with objectives of the plans of partners (e.g. World Heritage
Site Management Plan – currently being revised).

We have added an explicit statement in the main document about this.

Environment Agency

Where shown to be necessary by consultation process, work on policy statements to ensure that the position
adopted can be explained succinctly and it is clear how decision was arrived at.

We have reviewed all policy statements to ensure that they clearly explain the policies and associated
justification.

Environment Agency

Need to clearly identify in the plan where strategies and studies post SMP adoption are needed – to take into
Action Plan

The Policy Statements have been reviewed to ensure they clearly identify areas where more detailed study is
needed and these have been carried forward into the action plan.

Environment Agency

Final document needs to be ‘Plain Englished’.

The main document has been reviewed to ensure that it clearly and succinctly explains the SMP and its policies
but necessarily including adequate technical detail.

Individual, Lyme Regis

(6a13~ 6a32) – This area is very unstable but the towns and villages must not be allowed to “drop in the sea”.
Early preventative work is needed to maintain the economy of the area. This sea defence must be maintained
and improved.

Assessments have not shown it to be feasible to continue defending all areas along the frontage stated
indefinitely. Comments are noted but no further action is required.

We have updated Section D5.2 of Appendix D ‘SEA Baseline Environment Report’ to include more detail on
the historic environment in each section of coast.

We also used more detailed predictions in specific areas when making our assessment but it is not possible to
map here consistently.

We have also reviewed and updated the theme review, issues and objectives tables and SEA appendices to
ensure this is adequately covered.
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Comments from?

Comments

Proposed Action/Response

Country Land and Business
Associations

SMP proposals in current form lack consideration of several key issues.

The SMP has considered all issues and objectives, as well as the coastal processes.

SMP should be viewed as a means of managing a dynamic physical process and guiding future decision making;
not be an exercise to Application of current government funding formulae.

This is the basis for the preferred plan but existing treasury rules, as defined by Defra’s guidance (Defra, 2006),
also have to be observed.

Country Land and Business
Associations

SMP appears to ignore potential land based enterprises, especially for businesses. These are potentially
threatened under policies, No Active Intervention which appears to be the preferred option along several
stretches of rural coast.

Consideration of impacts on farmland forms part of the SMP appraisal process, but often there is not a strong
economic case and this SMP review has also considered other factors such as the environment. The impacts
on businesses is not considered in the SMP economics as there is a lack of available data to do this consistently
across an SMP area. Such issues as these should be looked at as part of more detailed strategy studies and
schemes.

Country Land and Business
Associations

If future coastal flooding is to be diverted to farmland to protect other areas then a system to adequately
compensate farm businesses affected for losses in productive capacity needs to be put in place.

It is not within the SMP remit to address compensation issues.

Country Land and Business
Associations

Suggest additional objective be used in policy appraisal: “To maintain the productive and environmental
capacity of farmland and the wider countryside”.

We disagree and feel the existing objectives relating to environment and agricultural land already cover these
features adequately

Country Land and Business
Associations

Country Land and Business Associations sets out an alternative 10 point plan for developing coherent and
purposeful flood and coastal defence policy that it feels would improve the quality of all SMP’s.

Comments noted and will be passed on to Defra for future consideration.

Note, however, that Section 4.3 deals with the need to address such concerns.

Comments Relating to Mapping
Comments from?

Comments

Proposed Action/Response

Environment Agency

Appendix C No Active Intervention maps not clear.

The NAI maps have been amended to only show ‘upper No Active Intervention’ limits on all Policy Unit Maps.

Environment Agency

5g15 – Medium-term Policy is wrong on map compared to policy statement text

The map has been corrected to change text for 5g15 from ‘Managed Realignment’ to ‘Hold the Line’

Environment Agency

6a18 and 6a19 boundary line needs to be moved a little northwards

The boundary line in the location mentioned has been amended along the lines suggested.

Environment Agency

6a42 and 6a43 boundary line needs to be moved.

We have moved the boundary at the location mentioned to be at the turning circle.

Environment Agency

6b08 – concern over potential Managed Realignment lines shown possibly not agreeing with Lower Clyst
study.

The policy unit map in this area has been revised following further consideration.

Environment Agency

6b44 map is labelled wrongly compared to policy statement text.

We have amended the map to correctly reflect the policy in the supporting text.

Environment Agency and
Devon County Council

Consider changing scale of maps so they are easier to see where is affected – therefore more maps!!?

We tested a range of possible options for improving the clarity of the maps and have revised the mapping
accordingly.

Dorset County Council

6a21 unit name is confusing

We have changed the unit name to ‘Monmouth Beach’

Dorset County Council

6a22 unit name is confusing

We have changed the unit name to ‘Monmouth Beach to Seven Rock Point’

Dorset County Council

Update Overview Maps with revised Policy Unit boundaries (and Policy Unit labels)

The overview maps have been revised to account for changes in policy units between consultation draft and
final SMP.

Dorset County Council

Need to ensure World Heritage Site is shown on all relevant maps and in the legend (where it occurs)

We have revised the mapping to ensure the world heritage site extent is clearly visible.

Environment Agency

Ensure consistency on wording of “Potential Managed Realignment Sites” on Policy Unit maps

We have reviewed maps to ensure wording reads as ‘Indicative potential managed realignment (subject to
more detailed study)’ where appropriate.

Dorset County Council

Clarity in legend that ‘worst case erosion risk areas’ are shown and should indicate level of confidence!?

We have removed ‘low estimate’ erosion lines from maps and clarified what erosion lines are shown in the
map legends.

Dorset County Council

Need to explain where erosion lines do not move that this is the case

We have added explanation of this in the map legends.

Dorset County Council

5g20/5g21 – move boundary of unit

We have moved the boundary in the area mentioned to ‘Kings Pier’.

Devon County Council

6b30 – show alternative Managed Realignment locations.

We have revised the potential ‘Managed Realignment’ line(s) shown on the map for this area.
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Comments from?

Comments

Proposed Action/Response

English Heritage

There are differences in how data for Dorset, Devon and Cornwall is presented. Need to ensure ‘red open
circles/boxes’ are included in legends. No conservation areas shown for Dorset or Devon, only Cornwall.

The differences are due to different data formats provided from different county councils. We have amended
map legends to show all display types presented on the maps.

Devon County Council

Consider drawing ‘lines’ indicating Policy Unit being presented on each Policy Unit map.

We tried this and it made the maps looks very messy. Therefore it was decided not to add such labels here.

Individual, Exmouth

6a45 – change unit name as is not accurate

We have amended the unit title to be “Harbour View to Exmouth Pier”.

Natural England

6a44 – move boundary of unit

We have amended the eastern boundary of the unit mentioned.

Various

On all unit maps, amend legend to explain erosion lines flood zones shown.

We have amended the legend description for the erosion lines to read ‘Predicted erosion zones with
preferred policy’.
We have changed legend text from ‘Indicative Flood Plain’ to read ‘Environment Agency Flood Zone 2’ (and
explained this in the first part of Section 5 of the main SMP document).

Various

Where they occur on Policy Unit maps, change colour of ‘Managed Realignment’ lines so they are clearly
differentiated from background mapping.

We have addressed this comment by amending the colour of the lines and also changing the background
mapping to be in black and white.

Individual, Blackpool Sands

6b71 – boundaries should encompass A379 road to ensure local access is not lost.

We have moved both boundaries to encompass bits of the A379 that are at risk at erosion either side of
Blackpool sands.

Dorset County Council

6a03 – possibly have transition zone between defended and undefended beach.

The unit mentioned has been split into 2 parts to make it clearer the different management intentions for each
part.

Environment Agency

6b18 (Dawlish Warren) – not clear what is meant for inner side of Dawlish Warren.

A new policy unit and associated map has been added for the rear side of Dawlish Warren.

Natural England

6b75 (Beesands) – should split to reflect different characteristics along the coast in this area

The unit mentioned has been split into 2 parts to make it clearer the different management intentions for each
part.

Environment Agency

6b27 – should split to reflect different characteristics along the coast in this area

The unit mentioned has been split into 2 parts to make it clearer the different management intentions for each
part.

Comments Relating to Documentation
Main SMP Report
Comments from?

Comments

Proposed Action/Response

English Heritage

Pg 34 and Section 3.2.3 – States only a ‘few sites are protected to statutory law’. This is incorrect if it refers to
a whole study area. Data has been collected for the whole study area and a more specific quantification can be
presented.

We have amended the text to more fully reflect the range of heritage assets within the study area.

English Heritage

Section 2.2.3 and Appendix E and I – The sea objectives developed for the SMP are limited to a single one for
the historic environment. While we agree with this objective, we feel that the SMP has missed the opportunity
to include other issues such as:

Objectives were consulted on and agreed at an early stage. Potential impacts on historic environment have
been considered in developing options and are highlighted in the implications tables. Therefore no further
action is required.

•

Avoiding adverse impacts of sites/buildings;

•

Taking opportunities that might be available for improving condition of sites; and

•

Referring to sites of local and regional importance.

We would wish to ensure that any appropriate opportunities are taken to benefit the historic environment or
avoid damage to it.
English Heritage

Sections 4.2.5 and 4.2.3 – The historic environment may also be considered to be a receptor in relation to
impacts on “Amenity and Recreational use” and “Landscape”.

We have added text to explain this relationship in section 4.2.4.

Environment Agency

Section 1.1.3 (PU) and generally in document – Do not use ‘retreat’ to describe what ‘Managed Realignment’
involves as “Managed Realignment” can also encompass ‘advance’ (Appendix F, F3 has more appropriate
wording).

We have reviewed the text and amended wording to address this comment where appropriate to do so.
However, in areas where we do mean retreat (e.g. cliffs) the wording has not been changed.
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Comments from?

Comments

Proposed Action/Response

Environment Agency

Section 1.3.1 – Needs to mention National Coastal Erosion Risk Mapping as a factor of change.

We have added to text about both the National Coastal Erosion Risk Mapping (NCERM) and Risk Assessment
for Coastal Erosion (RACE) projects.

Environment Agency

Table 2.2 – Beaches mentioned under ‘social and recreation’ should also be included under economic.

We disagree. We feel that to include beaches in both areas effectively results in double counting. Many
features could occur in several headings but we have only assigned them to one area to avoid this.

Electricity cables, sewers, water and gas mains, and telecom cables should be included under critical services.

We were not provided with utilities data across the SMP area so we could not consider them consistently in
an explicit way. We have mentioned them explicitly where others have brought them to our attention within
specific policy statements.
Environment Agency

Section 2.4 (pg 20) – Concern expressed at lack of an environmental report.
A non- technical summary is required as part of the Strategic Environmental Assessment. Has this been
produced?

Appendix I provides the Strategic Environmental Assessment report. The section of the main SMP mentioned
has been re-worded this to make it clearer that this is the case.
A non-technical summary was always programmed to be produced after draft consultation and has now been
produced and included with the final SMP.

Environment Agency

Section 3.1, pg 22, 1st line – Replace ‘retreating’ with ‘naturally eroding’.

We have amended text along the lines suggested.

Environment Agency

Section 3.2.2 – Consider describing impact of Sea Level Rise. We currently have a low tidal range so much of
our infrastructure is at risk within the 1m predicted margin (e.g. Weymouth Harbour).

Amended text to clarify risk of sea level rise. Also depends on crest height of defences/infrastructure.

Environment Agency

Section 4.1.4 (pg 30 – 3rd line) – Isle of Portland provides shelter from South Westerly winds, while Portland
breakwaters protect the harbour from South Easterlies.

Amended Text (also consider comments from Portland Harbour Authority here).

Environment Agency

Section 4.1.5 (pg 31) – Need to make it clear that Chesil Beach is the coast and not the landward side of the
Fleet.

Clarified text. The Fleet also forms part of the coastal unit; The Fleet is considered as being an ‘estuary’ in the
plan scope.

Environment Agency

Section 4.2 (pg 37 – 1st line) – replace “there will come a point” with “there may come a time”.

Text states its “Management Policy”. Will also add Portland Harbour North West shore to this text.

Add comment that frequency of flooding to property would not just cause damage but could cause risk to life.

Added to text.

Table at foot of page 42 needs table number and in its correct form is ineffective due to number of pages it
covers. Recommend running units left to right and are broken down into series of tables for each embayment.

Changed table in section 5.2.1 to be easier to read and direct to pages on which each policy statement can be
found

Environment Agency

Note: Section 5.2.2; amended text to include more specific details implications of Managed Realignment
policies.
Environment Agency

In Section 5 – Report refers to Biodiversity Action Plan Sites. These are natural and local level. In addition to
SSSI’s, numerous Country Wildlife Sites are part of the Biodiversity Action Plan sites and it is important that
SMP recognises that policies may impact on them.

Biodiversity Action Plan’s were not explicitly included in SMP appraisal due to insufficient information.
However, SMP recognises potential biodiversity impacts but can not quantify them.

Comments

Proposed Action/Response

Comments

Proposed Action/Response

Ensured County Wildlife Sites picked up in implications table where appropriate.

Appendix A
Comments from?

Appendix B
Comments from?
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Appendix C
Comments from?

Comments

Proposed Action/Response

English Heritage

Section 3.2 – Refers to weight of ice during last Ice Age C. 125,000 years ago (BP). This figure needs
correction as the last Ice Age took place from C. 80,000 – C. 10,000 years BP, with its maximum extension
between C. 18,000 – 21000 years BP.

Reviewed text and amended. This was a typo that should have said 12,500.

Appendix D
Comments from?

Comments

Proposed Action/Response

English Heritage

Section D5 – Historic Environment (Cultural Heritage): Section is not a useful summary of the historic
environment of area covered by SMP. It would benefit from a revision to include a list of all types of asset for
which information has been gathered (Appendix J).

We have reviewed and revised text accordingly to include more information in Appendix D and Appendix L
(previously Appendix J at time these comments were made). Additional information on non-designated
archaeology has been included but further information is currently being sought from local authority
curators (via English Heritage) and will be included in due course.

English Heritage

This should be followed by a brief statement describing the character of the resource along the coast. To do
this, information in table 6.1.2 (Appendix E) could be drawn upon.

We have included text discussing the historic environment in each section in more detail in the Theme
Review.

This would be assisted by ensuring all designated assets are included in lists in Annex D5 and that the nondesignated resource is qualified, so that reader can appreciate the nature of the resource.
English Heritage

Table 5.1 lists Registered Parks and Gardens, but no listed buildings, Conservation Areas or Wrecks (whether
protected or otherwise). In contrast, Annex D5 lists SM’s and nothing else.

We have updated this table to include numbers of Conservation Areas and Listed Buildings only. These have
not been tabulated due to the high number present, however their locations are mapped.
The number of wrecks is already shown in this section (over 500) and therefore it does not seam
meaningful to tabulate them all in this report.

Environment Agency

Section D6 1.6 (pg 0 – 18) – Dawlish Warren (Greenland Lake) is not included on list of historic landfill.

We have added mention of this but this landfill is not shown on the landfill map on EA’s website.

Environment Agency

Interest features for Plymouth Sound and the estuaries are incorrect. Every time it is mentioned here is a long
life of fish species (e.g. Appendix D, Annex D2). The only fish designed for the Tamar is the Allis Shad Alosa
Alosa. Correct interest features are to be found on the JNCC website.

We have reviewed the text and information available and amended accordingly to address this comment.

Appendix E
Comments from?

Comments

Proposed Action/Response

English Heritage

Table E.1.2 – Uses row title ‘Scheduled Monuments and Heritage Assets’, “Historic Environment Assets” is
preferable.

We have changed the table title as suggested.

English Heritage

Section E26 – Refers to grade 2 and 3 listed buildings; Grade 3 doesn’t exist, only 1,2 and 2*.

We have corrected the txt as suggested to address this comment.

English Heritage

Section E32 – Mentions Powderham Castle but not the Registered Park and Garden.

We have amended the text to address this comment.

English Heritage

Section E45 – 1 protected wreck is mentioned here, for first and only time in the document.

There are 706 historic wrecks within the SMP area and therefore these are not referenced individually within
Appendix E. The protected wreck referenced in section E45 is the only protected wreck we hold data for in
the data previously provided by English Heritage. We are seeking additional information to update heritage
assessments with nationally significant non-designated sites and protected wrecks.

English Heritage

Section E45 – There are others within study area, notably in Plymouth Sound, which are omitted. Has the
Historic Environment Record for Plymouth City been consulted?

Historic Environment Record for Plymouth not used as data is not readily available for SMP. There is currently
no Historic Environment service for Plymouth and therefore no further work is possible on Plymouth data.

Comments

Proposed Action/Response

Appendix F
Comments from?
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Comments from?

Comments

Proposed Action/Response

Comments

Proposed Action/Response

Comments

Proposed Action/Response

Comments from?

Comments

Proposed Action/Response

English Heritage

Would be helpful to have more specific details of the historic environment, assets that would be affected by
each policy option – already done to an extent in Annex I.1, but level of detail is rather variable.

We have ensured level of detail in Annex 1.1 is consistent for the historic environment.

Appendix G
Comments from?

Appendix H
Comments from?

Appendix I

Would be easier to appreciate the impact of policy options and check the data, if a comprehensive table was
included. (similar to that given for ‘No Active Intervention’ report in Appendix E).

A new table dividing or grouping individual heritage assets e.g. listed buildings will be time consuming and make
the report heavily biased towards the archaeology SEA receptor. We do not feel this would add any value to
the strategic policy decisions whilst much of the information is already included in the implications tables.

Comments from?

Comments

Proposed Action/Response

English Heritage

Section 2.1 – Amend text to say “scheduled monuments and all listed buildings (Grade 1, 2* and 2)”.

We have amended the text as suggested.

English Heritage

Section 2.3 – Clarify lists of data collected from County Historic Environment Record’s and from English
Heritage (National Monuments Record). Data available from both were; Scheduled Monument’s, Grade 1, 2*
and 2 listed buildings, World Heritage Site, protected wrecks, un-designated wrecks, Conservation Areas,
Registered Parks and Gardens; non-designated archaeological sites.

We have updated list to include all heritage data provided.

Appendix J

Conservation Area data was not provided to the SMP from local authorities despite several requests to the
various data holders for this information, hence it is not included in the list of data.

Comments Relating to Specific Locations
Durlston Head to White Nothe (e
(excluding Lulworth) – 5g01 to 5g05 plus 5g08
Comments from?

Comments

Proposed Action/Response

Natural England

Remove reference to ‘private’ funding.

Disagree. We have however amended to say ‘alternative’ or ‘funded by local landowners’.

Environment Agency

Medium Term mentions “should private funding be available”. The plan section above needs to say why private
funding may be needed.

We have added further explanation in the plan section regarding unlikely to attract public (Flood and Coastal
Defence budget) funding.

Implications table, in “Property and Population”, text refers to “eastern end of … cove”. Is it not western?

Note also that the policy here has been changed to be NAI but stating that if alternative (non FCD budget)
funds available there is no reason from a processes view why continued defence should not be allowed.
Text has been corrected to say ‘western’.
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Lulworth – 5g06 and 5g07
Comments from?

Comments

Proposed
Proposed Action/Response

West Lulworth Parish
Council

Concern about erosion of beach on west side Lulworth Cove. Wish to see it protected from further erosion
and also to provide improved visitor access.

We have clarified policy statement text regarding economic viability and that these aspects do not fulfil
national economic justification criteria

Need for urgent action to address undermining of commercial properties and access steps and deterioration
of slipway/beach! And exposure of sewage pipe.

Text has been included in implications tables regarding the features mentioned.

Urge for ‘funds to be available’ to!

Note that the policy has been changed to be NAI for 5g07 but stating that if alternative (non FCD budget)
funds available there is no reason from a processes view why continued defence should not be allowed.

Reinstate beach
Possibly rebuild stone jetty to protect beach
Cover exposed sewer pipe.
Natural England

Remove use of ‘private’ when talking about funds.

Disagree. We have however amended to say ‘alternative’ or ‘funded by local landowners’.

Comments from?

Comments

Proposed Action/Response

World Heritage Site and
Dorset County Council

Unclear on how defences would be removed once failed.

Refer to Health and Safety text in section 5.2.2. We are uncertain if Flood and Coastal Defence budget would
fund removal.

Environment Agency

Table mentions loss of sewage works. Would this not impact on water quality?

Text has been included in implications table for this unit to address this.

Individual, Fulham, London

Concern about Hold the Line to No Active Intervention. In time this will have a destructive effect on
Ringsteads beautiful beach and properties. If No Active Intervention is confirmed, I request to ensure:

We have clarified the policy text to say Hold the Line for as long as is technically, economically and
environmentally feasible. However, we can not state specific detail about how long this will be possible to
carry on with.

Ringstead – 5g09 to 5g11

Ringstead Protection
Society

1.

Continuous support for the 50 year Ringstead Beach Replenishment Scheme until 2045;

20 Individuals, Reading ,

2.

that if the scheme continues to work well it should be supported after 2045

2 Individuals, Richmond

3.

That the assumptions made in reaching the SMP conclusions are monitored to assess that accuracy
and adjusted accordingly.

Individual, Dorchester
Individual, Dorchester
Individual, Dorchester
Individual, Milward, London
Individual,
Individual, Wadhurst, East
Sussex
Individual, London
Individual, Greenbridge
Individual, Brecon
2 Individuals, London
Individual, Winterbourne

We have also clarified in the policy statement about the need for ongoing monitoring and long-term vision.
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Comments from?

Comments

Proposed Action/Response

No doubt the consulting engineers are aware that because of the Ringstead ledges, shingle moving from the
beach to the low watermark or below cannot go right out to sea, as it is contrasted by the ledges.

Yes, are aware of this and its role. We feel its effect as sea level rise will diminish (in terms of reducing wave
energy at the coast) and that the ability of sediment to return to shore (from deeper water) will also reduce.

The bank of shingle at the top of the beach when at its normal level is a very effective barrier and protects the
low cliffs. Erosion occurs only on occasions when the shingle bank is not in place.

The SMP only gives a suggestion as to how policy may be implemented and it is up to more detailed study to
determine exactly how best policy can be implemented. The measures suggested may well be a way to
implement the HTL policy for a period of time. The Action Plan includes recommendation for development of
a plan to set out how best to maintain defence here for as long as possible.

Whitechurch
Individual, London
Individual, London
Individual, Ochley, Surrey
Individual, Surrey
Individual, Ringstead

It would be very simple and cheap to continue to provide protection to Ringstead village if from time to time
shingle and gravel is re-collected from low water and replaced at the head of the beach.
Urge this to be considered as an option into the long term, as will be cheaper that the economic cost of losing
houses and the caravan park. Therefore urge Hold the Line be considered as policy for short, medium, and
(hopefully) long term.
I also believe mention should be made in the plan to implementing simple and inexpensive land drainage as this
would give as great protection to the cliff in the village.

Redcliff to Preston Beach – 5g12 to 5g15
Comments from?

Comments

Proposed Action/Response

Weymouth & Portland BC

5g15 - Medium term says ‘Managed Realignment’ but needs to change to say ‘Hold the Line’.

We have amended the map (refer to map edits)

5g15 – ensure mention need to plan for long-term ‘Managed Realignment’ at Preston Beach.

We have also mentioned in the Policy Statement about the need to plan for long term realignment and carried
this into the Action Plan.

Remove discrepancy between implications tables and summary regarding loss or protection of RSPB Lodmoor
reserve.

The implications table has been amended

Natural England

Failed gabions Bowlease Cove should be removed.

Refer also to health and safety text in section 5.2.2. We are uncertain if Flood and Coastal Defence budget
would fund this, although we have added comment about this in the policy statement

RSPB

RSPB Lodmoor reserve is a SSSI designated for freshwater and brackish habitats. Consequences of HOLD
THE LINE in short and medium term needs to consider how maintained defences permit seawater flow into
the site and freshwater flow out and allow passage of fish and other fauna.

We believe this is a scheme level consideration beyond the SMP and so have not amended the text.

Dorset County Council

SMP must include an alternative policy that ensures Preston Beach road part of A353 is not lost (in view of
high cost of providing a replacement route).

Realignment of A353 would be integral to any Managed Realignment scheme. It is not intended to lose this
road, only realign it to a more sustainable position.

There is no detailed economic assessment of proposed policy and estimates of the value or replacement cost
of lost assets are not given. Loss of road would have significant economic impacts.

Detailed assessment is beyond SMP remit which looks only at broad costs. Specifics would be considered in
detailed strategy. This has been included in the Action Plan.

Environment Agency

Implications to Lodmoor landfill site not referred to.

We have included mention of this in the Implications Table

Weymouth Civic Society

5g14 - Disagree with No Active Intervention as erosion will continue and in the medium term will prejudice
the existence of the public highway to the north, together with a number of high value domestic dwellings.

The purpose of the SMP is to highlight these issues, and so guide where land use adaption is needed. We have
clarified this in policy statement.

5g15 – Object to Managed Realignment in long term. Continual existence of both beach and road are most
important to the town.

Realignment of A353 would be integral to any Managed Realignment scheme. It is not intended to lose this
road, only realign it to a more sustainable position.

Weymouth Seafront & Harbour – 5g16 and 5g17
Comments from?

Comments

Proposed Action/Response
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Comments from?

Comments

Proposed Action/Response

Weymouth & Portland BC

Specific mention should be made to a tidal barrage in outer harbour as a potential option in preference to
upgrading inner harbour defences.

We have included mention of the possible need for a barrage in the long term to be considered as part of
more detailed study in the policy statement.

Need to make specific reference to Pavilion promontory and sustainability of Hold The Line in this area of
continuing maintenance and improvements.

The policy to HTL encompasses this area. This is a point of detail in how the policy would be implemented and
does not change the overall policy of HTL. Therefore we do not feel it is necessary to mention this specifically.

Potential need to consider ‘Managed Realignment’ of Pavilion site; removal of ferry terminal area in mediumlong term.

We do not agree with the last point as the cost of removal would be great and would also be contrary to
Local Plan/Local Development Framework.

Need to reflect that Weymouth is identified in the (draft) assessment as being a Strategically Significant City or
Town (SSCT) and so is a primary focus for new development (housing and employment).

We have mentioned the SSCT status in the policy statement.

Weymouth Harbour is mentioned in short term section but not medium term and long term. Leakage of
existing harbour walls is occurring and a solution may be a lock or gate at the harbour entrance.

We have included mention of the possible need for a barrage in the long term to be considered as part of
more detailed study in the policy statement.

Dorset County Council

Environment Agency

This has also been included in the revised planning policy section of Appendix D.

Portland Harbour NorthNorth-West Shore – 5g18
Comments from?

Comments

Proposed Action/Response

Environment Agency

Clarify text in (summary) table at the end as medium-term and long-term descriptions need very similar but
one has Policy of ‘Managed Realignment’ and other of ‘Hold The Line’.

The policy statement text has been re-written to clarify what is meant by the policy.

Natural England, Dorset
County Council and World
Heritage Site

Should refer to stabilisation and drainage of upper slopes and not to new defences (as in summary table)

This has been incorporated in the revised policy statement text.

World Heritage Site and
Dorset County Council

5g18 (c) – Policy is in conflict with World Heritage Site. Need to clarify what is intended of the policy in this
area and why but whatever the intervention it is likely to degrade World Heritage Site.

The policy statement text has been re-written to clarify what is meant by the policy, incorporating these
comments.

5g18 (b) – Address inconsistency in text with ‘Plan Implementation’ and ‘Summary Table’ regarding intent for
short term policy.
5g18 (a) – Only likely to be supportive of upper slope stabilisation measures; no intervention of the toe would
likely be acceptable due to impacts on World Heritage Site features.
English Heritage

5g18 (b) – Identifies preferred Policy of Hold The Line for 100 years. The works suggested refer to slope
stabilisation, but this section includes a short section of harder sandstone on which Sandsfort Castle sits. We
welcome preferred Policy here, but ask for clarification on what could be done with this policy. Would it be
feasible to put in place a boulder barrier on the beach to reduce wave impact on the foot of the sandstone cliff
here if this was considered sustainable and would not have an adverse impact else where.

This would need further discussion between the relevant interests. The need for further investigation in this
area is included in the Action Plan.

Environment Agency

Text to this unit needs to be reviewed to ensure a clear position has been adopted and so it reflects how the
decision was made.

The policy statement text has been re-written to clarify what is meant by the policy.

Clarify when, why and who in statement that this policy has been amended by the client group.
Mention gas pipeline in Rodwell Trail under “land use, Infrastructure and Assets” in implications table.
Weymouth Civil Society

5g18 – disagree with Managed Realignment.
5g18b – agree with Hold The Line.
5g18c – Managed Realignment in short/medium term is acceptable subject to the protection of the Rodwell
Trail and all land and property inland of it.
Believe insertion of land drainage, with some discrete rock armouring at especially vulnerable spots should
occur. It would be totally unacceptable and impractical to ‘relocate cliff top assets.

We have included mention of these assets in the implications table.
The policy statement text has been re-written to clarify what is meant by the policy, although overall policies
have not been changed.
The intent of policy here is to protect the Rodwell Trail and property immediately behind it.
Land drainage measures are supported by the plan (in the upper slope areas). Toe protection is not. This
position has been clarified in the revised policy statement.
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Portland Harbour – 5g19 to 5g22
Comments from?

Comments

Proposed Action/Response

Natural England

Amend text – Ham Beach is part of Chesil and The Fleet SAC and Portland Harbour shore SSSI; is not part of
Isle of Portland to Studland Cliffs SAC. Interest feature is vegetative shingle.

The policy statement referred to covers all of the features mentioned as it also covers part of the Isle of
Portland. The implications table discusses all of these and does not refer solely to Ham Beach. Therefore the
text has not been amended.

RSPB

Support retention of breakwaters.

Comment noted but we have removed the breakwaters as a policy unit in the SMP as they form part of
potentially implementation of policy and should not have an SMP policy in their own right. To do so would
also be inconsistent with other SMPs.
Instead we have stated the assumption that they will remain and the consequences for policy if that
assumption is wrong.

RSPB

Implications of evolution at Chesil Beach in Small Mouth area for A354 need to be considered.

This is already is highlighted as an issue that needs more detailed investigation and consideration. We have
amended the text in the implications table to make this risk clearer.

Portland Harbour Authority

The SMP (Consultation Draft) and associated policies do not make clear the function and responsibilities over
maintenance and repair of the Portland Harbour Breakwaters. The following should be reflected in the SMP:

We have amended the text in section 4 (and relevant appendices) to clarify the function of the breakwaters.

Inner Breakwater – provides weather protection for vessels in the Inner Harbour. PHA accepts responsibility
for maintenance and repair of this breakwater, which also provides a level of protection against coastal erosion
and flooding.
Outer Breakwater – provides weather protection for vessels in the Inner Harbour. PHA accepts responsibility
for maintenance and repair of this breakwater, which also provides a level of protection against coastal erosion
and flooding.

However, we have removed the breakwaters as a policy unit in the SMP as they form part of potentially
implementation of policy and should not have an SMP policy in their own right. To do so would also be
inconsistent with other SMPs.
Instead we have stated the assumption that they will remain and the consequences for policy if that
assumption is wrong.

Northern Breakwater – does not provide weather protection for vessels in the Inner Harbour. PHA therefore
does not accept sole responsibility for maintenance and repair of this breakwater. This breakwater provides a
level of protection against coastal erosion and flooding and therefore responsibilities for maintenance and
repair are vested with Defra, Environment Agency, Weymouth & Portland BC and PHA. PHA has a
responsibility to maintain the navigation lights on the breakwater.
North-Eastern Breakwater – does not provide weather protection for vessels in the Inner Harbour. PHA
therefore does not accept sole responsibility for maintenance and repair of this breakwater. This breakwater
provides a level of protection against coastal erosion and flooding and therefore responsibilities for
maintenance and repair are vested with Defra, Environment Agency, Weymouth & Portland BC and PHA.
PHA has a responsibility to maintain the navigation lights on the breakwater.
Breakwater entrances – PHA has a responsibility to ensure no health and safety issues occur associated with
the breakwater entrances.
WHS and Dorset County
Council

5g20/ 5g21 – Boundary; consider moving to ‘edge’ of existing defences (Kings Pier).

We have moved the policy unit boundary to Kings Pier and renamed the policy units accordingly (refer also to
‘Map edits’).

Environment Agency

Should Sandsfoot Castle be added to “Historic Environment” as it is also protected by breakwaters?

This comment is no longer relevant as we have removed the breakwaters as a policy unit in the SMP as they
form part of potentially implementation of policy and should not have an SMP policy in their own right. To do
so would also be inconsistent with other SMPs.
Instead we have stated the assumption that they will remain and the consequences for policy if that
assumption is wrong.

Weymouth Civic Society

We feel strongly that the policy should include a commitment to full and continuous maintenance of the
Breakwater’s.

The SMP does not give firm commitments, as stating a given policy does not guarantee funds.
We have removed the breakwaters as a policy unit in the SMP as they form part of potentially implementation
of policy and should not have an SMP policy in their own right. To do so would also be inconsistent with other
SMPs.
Instead we have stated the assumption that they will remain and the consequences for policy if that
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Comments from?

Comments

Proposed Action/Response
assumption is wrong.

Chesil Beach and The Fleet – 6a02 and 6a03
Comments from?

Comments

Proposed Action/Response

Natural England

Amend text – would not be adverse effect if due to natural change.

The text does not mention adverse effect so unclear what this comment relates to. We have clarified the text
about natural change in line with other comments received.

RSPB

Implications of roll back of Chesil beach over Plan Period needs to be considered for its effect on The Fleet
(SPA, SAC, SSSI, RAMSAR Sites) and implications of this for A354 also needs to be considered.

We have clarified the text with regards implications of this natural change.

Need to clarify if Chesil Beach (in 6a02) would be allowed to roll back. No hard defences would be extended
beyond existing; Beach Management is acceptable though!

We have split the section from Chiswell to Wyke narrows into 2 separate units (Hold The Line for existing
defended areas; Managed Realignment for undefended beach). This clarifies what was already included in the
draft text.

WHS and Dorset County
Council

Consider splitting 6a02 into 2 parts (5. part = Hold The Line; northern part subject to beach management =
‘Managed Realignment’)

Additional text has been added to the implications table relating to the A354.

6a03 – remove reference to implications of roll back for Portland Beach Road.

We have amended text where appropriate to ensure that the correct features are discussed in relation to the
correct units.

Environment Agency

Pg 103 (SMP table) – Under “water” text refers Hold The Line or realign. This unit has a No Active
Intervention policy.

We have updated the text to reflect this comment.

Chesil and Fleet Nature
Reserve

I forward details of areas which need to be defended. Otherwise from the Reserve’s point-of-view, the stated
policy of ‘doing nothing’ is supported.

We have included mention of the need to maintain access points in the policy statement, although this has not
changed the overall policy of NAI for the Fleet.

Vehicle access points required for management and emergency purposes, which should be maintained, are:Clouds Hill 592825
Langton Hive Point 606814
Moonfleet 616806
Chickerell Hive Point 637791
Tidmoor 643786
Pirates Cove 653770

A stretch of shore which has been and is defended to protect the Abbotsbury Swannery nesting site and
adjacent managed reed beds
568840-577836

A stretch of shore that has recently been reclaimed to house a mains sewer pipe (Wessex Water) and
includes an established slipway.
666763 – 667762

There is a stretch of shore, Wyke Regis Training Area 649774 – 652773, that comprises extensive concrete
slipways used by the Royal Engineers. These are operational but it is hoped that a realignment might be
considered, as they are potentially impacting on the natural dynamics of the Fleet and adjacent Chesil.
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Abbotsbury to West Bay – 6a04 to 6a09
Comments from?

Comments

Proposed Action/Response

Burton Bradstock Parish
Council

Parish Council broadly supports the changes in policy proposed in SMP, specifically:

Comments noted, but no further action is required in terms of amending the SMP.

1.

Strongly support retention of No Active Intervention for units 6a04 to 6a07.

2.

Understand and support medium term need for Managed Realignment at Freshwater beach and
holding the realigned position in long term to protect the village as sea levels rise.

3.

Parish Council team to take an active roll in future studies in this area, and would welcome materials
released to help communicate implications of sea level rise and severity of storm events on this bit of
coast.

Note that we have changed the ‘headline’ policy at Freshwater to be managed realignment in all 3 epochs of
the SMP as this reflects what is intended by way of beach management of the front line sea defence part of this
frontage. The intent to continue to protect Burton Bradstock through building and maintaining a set-back
defence is still included in the policy.

West Bay to
to Eype – 6a10 to 6a12
Comments from?

Comments

Proposed Action/Response

Bridport Town Council

Support ‘Managed Realignment’ at East Beach as preferable to ‘No Active Intervention’, but given potential
impact of moving defence line inland, ideally would want to see ‘Hold The Line’ for East Beach in long term.

HTL has been assessed as being unsustainable in the long term.

Dorset County Council

Need to include mention of possible beach replenishment in short term at East Beach (refer to EA’s study in
this area).

We have added mention of possible recharge in the short term to the policy statement for East Beach, West
Bay.

Environment Agency

There is a large range in rates of erosion given in Short Term, Medium Term ad Long Term and they range up
to 250m. How confident of these are we and what are the implications on West Bay as a result?

The large range reflects our uncertainty. Implications for West Bay depend on where future recession occurs.
We have reviwed the policy statement text to ensure this point is adequately covered and discusses the
sensitivity of the policy to this risk.
The Action Plan recommends ongoing monitoring to improve understanding.

Seatown – 6a14
Comments from?

Comments

Proposed Action/Response

Chideock Parish Council

Serious reservations regarding erosion map on 6a14 as map conflicts erosion with rates predicted in the
Halcrow (Birmingham) report (South West Coast Path, 2007). Request evidence base for the risk mapping.

The South West Coast Path report (2007) only predicts up to 2032 (25 years). SMP maps go further than this.
Having re-reviewed the South West Coast Path (2007) report, the SMP 0-25 year erosion lines are in line with
these predictions therefore no action needed on this.

Request that Managed Realignment be re-considered for 20 – 100year period.
Car park is key component of visitor access at Seatown; its protection or loss has a key impact on the
community. Concern that flood/erosion zones show loss of car park in medium/long term.

The implications for the car park are conveyed in the implications table.
Managed Realignment was considered. To implement Managed Realignment would effectively be the same as
to Hold The Line, therefore this was rejected.

Does map account for existing and proposed coast protection.
Request public meeting in Seatown to explain SMP to community.

Adaptation measures would be needed as a result of the preferred policy identified and this is reflected more
in the policy statement.
Yes, the map does account for existing and proposed coast protection.
A meeting was held in October 2009 as requested.

World Heritage Site and
Dorset County Council

Need to identify how defences will be removed as key fail at the end of their design life.

Refer to text on health and safety in section 5.2.2. This is not something that occurs in the UK and it is
uncertain if Flood and Coastal Defence budget would fund this.
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Charmouth – 6a17
Comments from?

Comments

Proposed Action/Response

RSPB

Support set back of defences to River Char. Advocate ‘Managed Realignment’ potential is assessed in short
term rather than medium term.

Whilst our assessment does not suggest it will arise, we have reworded the policy statement to include
possible consideration of MR in the short term if the need arises. This clarifies that SMP policies should not be
taken as applying in fixed time periods but merely provide a route map for guiding future management
decisions.
An item has been included in the Action Plan for consideration for detailed study in this area in the short
term.

Lyme Regis (East Cliff) – 6a19
Comments from?

Comments

Proposed Action/Response

West Dorset District
Council and Lyme Regis
Town Council

Strengthen wording in short (immediate) term to clearly support Lyme Regis Environmental Improvements
phase IV “maintain and improve the existing defences”

We have amended the policy statement text along the lines suggested.

West Dorset District
Council

Amend boundary line between 6a19 and 6a18 as per maps (provided by West Dorset District Council)

We have amended the policy unit boundary as shown on the policy unit map (note that this is now policy unit
6a20).

West Dorset District
Council

Amend text in ‘long term’ to clarify move towards ‘Managed realignment’ will be based on continued
observation and monitoring of cliff recession and erosion risk to guide when and what appropriate action is
required.

We have amended the text for long term to be HTL for as long as possible, which would effectively occur
along an ever extending policy unit boundary line to continue to protect the east side of Lyme Regis.
However, the long term policy also mentions possible need to move towards MR on this time scale to reflect
significant uncertainty over the sustainability of HTL at East Cliff.

Dorset County Council

Possibly long term use of rock armour could impact on World Heritage Site and so would not be supported.

‘Managed Realignment’ in this area using rock armour was effectively saying that there will be a need for
defences to extend to address outflanking issues along an ever moving policy boundary line. After further
review we feel this would be better described as hold the line policy.
We have amended the policy statement along these lines to clarify what is intended, but have included
statement that any works in this area would need to consider impact on environmental interests. Refer also to
response to West Dorset District Council comments above.

Environment Agency

6a19 (~ 6a21) – implications table mentions services in the A3052 under “Land use, Infrastructure and Material
Assets”.

It is unclear what is meant by this as it states what is in the text. This is in the text to highlight that a risk of
erosion to the road remains no matter what intervention occurs.

Individual, Lyme Regis

Reinforcement of the seawall below East Cliff and drainage of the surrounding area is absolutely vital to
protect the eastern services infrastructure and the approach to Lyme.

We have amended policy statement wording in the short term to clearly state support for the Phase IV works.

In the event that this part of town slips, the Heritage Coast is then unprotected, let alone the heritage of
hundreds of people’s lives.
Policy for eastern side of town is insufficiently robust.

We have amended policy statement wording in the short term to clearly state support for the Phase IV works.

Needs to be policy to manage and develop the existing defences in line with Stage 4 Plans for Lyme. These
need to be implemented ASAP, not towards the end of the short term period.
7 Individuals, Lyme Regis

Pg 163, paragraph 3, line 2-6 – this summary section should emphasise that measures to manage the risk from
any continued movement on Black Ven is a necessary precaution, and that the prime policy is to protect the
key settlement of Lyme in its entirety – to hold the line through to the long-term as far as is technically viable.

We have amended the text for long term to be HTL for as long as possible, which would effectively occur
along an ever extending policy unit boundary line to continue to protect the east side of Lyme Regis. This was
what was meant by the draft policy which could also be considered a form of managing the realignment but
after further review we feel is better described under hold the line. However, the long term policy also
mentions possible need to move towards MR on this time scale to reflect significant uncertainty over the
sustainability of HTL at East Cliff.

Individual, Lyme Regis

The ledge immediately east of Church Cliff jetty has eroded, especially since phase 2, possibly exacerbated by
beacon rocks extension; thus creating a wider and deeper channel which in turn has broken up the inside of
broadledge. This increased flow and now scours the beach even beyond the end of the wall (which used to be
sandy from the wall end to Black Ven).

These are scheme level considerations on how best to implement the HTL policy. We have amended the
policy statement wording in the short term to clearly state support for the Phase IV works.
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Comments

Proposed Action/Response

I fear if no groynes are installed any new wall will have its foundations exposed as happened in the 1950’s.
Could you consider a small built out rock breakwater to form a bay of the back beach?
We need a substantial defence wall to protect what we have. The consequences of delaying may mean loss of
Charmouth Road.
Individual, Lyme Regis

Loss of Charmouth Road would have a catastrophic effect on the town. Traffic needs to be re-routed now in
order to save the town from lorries and buses.

Traffic Management is beyond the SMP remit.
We have updated the Implications Tables to reflect the comment regarding loss of the road.

If erosion of East Cliff were to occur, resulting in more traffic coming through the narrow roads, the old town
would also crumble.

Lyme Regis – 6a20 to
to 6a22
Comments from?

Comments

Proposed Action/Response

Natural England, World
Heritage Site and Dorset
County Council

At Monmouth beach (6a21) so long as new line is located for enough back to allow beach to behave as
naturally as possible.

We have revised the policy statement text to clarify what is intended in this area, which is to allow the beach
to behave as naturally as possible whilst not compromising protect of Lyme Regis.

Axe Estuary – 6a24 to
to 6a27
Comments from?

Comments

Proposed Action/Response

RSPB

Supports policy to investigate opportunities for ‘Managed Realignment’ within the estuary. Should be
progressed as a priority.

We have included mention of need for study of MR opportunities in the Axe Estuary in the Action Plan.

Devon County Council

Need to determine effect on section Tramway of any ‘Managed Realignment’. Tramway is an important part of
the local economy. Need to indicate continued viability of Tramway (6a25).

We have further clarified potential implications for the Tramway in the Policy Statement and in implications
tables. It is intended that MR options should incorporate continuation of the tramway within any scheme
development.

Need to continue to monitor No Active Intervention policy as any significant increases in tidal surge could
affect Axmouth Bridge.
Environment Agency

Has the Axe Wetlands project been used to inform the Managed Realignment scenario on west bank of the
estuary?

Need for ongoing monitoring is included in the Action Plan.
No, We have never been provided with information about this project although we were informed at a
meeting during the development of the SMP that the Axe Estuary had potential for managed realignment and
this informed policy development considerations.

Seaton to Seaton Hole – 6a28 and 6a29
Comments from?

Comments

Proposed Action/Response

Devon County Council

Support Hold the Line (6a28)

Comment noted. No further action required.

Devon County Council

6a29 – ‘Managed Realignment’ policy here will continue to compromise further the viability at Old Beer Road,
but is considered unavoidable so policy accepted.

Comment noted. No further action required.

Seaton Hole to
to Beer Head – 6a30 to 6a32
Comments from?
from?

Comments

Proposed Action/Response

Natural England

Should be no significant issues so long as only maintenance of the existing structure is proposed.

Maintenance and replacement of existing defence is proposed in short to medium term. Policy statement is
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Comments from?
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Comments

Proposed Action/Response
clear on this.
Clarification on this comment was sought from Natural England as comment gives only conditional agreement.
This resulted in further clarification of what is intended in this area in the policy statement text.

Natural England, World
Heritage Site and Dorset
County Council

Long term constructions of larger defences at Beer is stated but are not specified and therefore not able to
give view on acceptability.

World Heritage Site and
Dorset County Council

Should be no significant issues for World Heritage Site so long as work in short term is proportional to
existing structure.

The long-term situation envisaged is one where larger (higher) defences to protect parts of Beer will be
needed. This is clearly stated in the text.
Defence design would be at a strategy/scheme stage and need to consider environmental impacts.
Maintenance and replacement of existing defence is proposed in short to medium term. Policy statement is
clear on this.
This comment gives only conditional agreement therefore clarification on response from World Heritage Site
was obtained. This resulted in further clarification about what is intended in the policy statement text.

Sidmouth – 6a34 and 6a35
Comments from?

Comments

Proposed Action/Response

Natural England, World
Heritage Site and Dorset
County Council

We welcome 6a34 as a marker that needs further consideration, but do not feel that proposed beach
replenishment/management is necessarily final solution despite Natural England supporting this as being an
acceptable/undamaging solution in that area. East Devon District Council has indicated it may not be a viable
solution due to logistics of getting plant onto beach in that area.

We have modified policy statement wording to clarify this as being a ‘possible solution’ but that more detailed
study is required. We have also moved the eastern boundary to the eastern most side of Sidmouth (atop the
cliffs) to clearly identify the zone in which the MR activities are expected to occur within. This clarifies what is
in the draft text.

Need to clarify that further study on possible implementation solutions is required.

Defence design would be at scheme/strategy level but aim is to continue to provide protection through MR
policy.

Not clear if wave action during strong south easterly winds has been taken fully into account when preparing
this policy. Need to demonstrate this has been considered.

Wave action has been considered. We do not believe it is necessary to include discussion of this in policy text.
Rather we have ensured that this is reflected in the Appendix G detailed discussion of preferred policy
options.

Devon County Council

Consider moving 6a34/6a33 boundary zoom east.
Strongly recommends more detailed investigations of River Sid be carried out as priority.

We have moved the eastern boundary to the eastern most side of Sidmouth (atop the cliffs) to clearly identify
the zone in which the MR activities are expected to occur within. This clarifies what is in the draft text.

Can not support policy of ‘Managed Realignment’ on basis of unknown implications for Alma Bridge (or
provision of an alternative coastal path route).

An item has been included in the Action Plan for detailed study of this whole area.
SMP does not inform path routes directly; only that paths etc may need to be re-aligned. It is up to relevant
authorities to make use of SMP to guide these future management decisions.

World Heritage Site and
Dorset County Council

Considers that a terminal eastern groyne may be needed to help retain beach recharge (6a34) but such a
structure could accelerate erosion to east; also need to consider how to manage discharge from River Sid in
any scheme.

An item has been included in the Action Plan for detailed study of this whole area to determine the most
appropriate means of implementing the policy.

Environment Agency

Consideration needs to be given to the interface between No Active Intervention policy for Salcombe Hill
Cliffs and the works to Pennington Point.

The SMP has suggested one possible solution. Detailed study is needed to determine exact solution and this
need has been included in the Action Plan.
We have moved the eastern boundary to the eastern most side of Sidmouth (atop the cliffs) to clearly identify
the zone in which the MR activities are expected to occur within. This clarifies what is in the draft text.

Individual, Sidmouth

Main street to Sidmouth is flooding at mouth of River Sid. To reduce flood risk, it is necessary to Hold The
Line for some tens of metres east around the toe of Pennington Point.
To protect Alma Bridge with its access to Salcombe Hill and the town’s main sewage pump station here is a
need to reinforce the eastern side of the mouth.

We have appraised Hold The Line but it was not found to be the most appropriate option.
We have moved the eastern boundary to the eastern most side of Sidmouth (atop the cliffs) to clearly identify
the zone in which the MR activities are expected to occur within. This clarifies what is in the draft text.

Managed Realignment will seriously undermine the current protection and most certainly rapidly increase risk
of flooding.
SAFE

It is imperative that areas with population like Sidmouth be protected. I propose a length 300m east and west
of the Sidmouth seafront is exempted and allowed to be protected. In this way the loss of the town to
flooding may be sufficiently delayed to allow over time a realignment of town facilities in a planned process

We have moved the eastern boundary to the eastern most side of Sidmouth (atop the cliffs) to clearly identify
the zone in which the MR activities are expected to occur within. This clarifies what is in the draft text.
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Councillor, East Devon DC

Comments

Proposed Action/Response

with public acceptance.

The implications of current policies in SMP would inform planning system to this effect in any case.

It needs to be made very clear to Sidmouth and Pennington Point residents why the decision has been taken,
by whom and if that decision can be altered.

We have reviewed and revised the policy statement to ensure it is clear and the basis for recommended policy
is outlined.
The SMP is ‘owned’ by the CSG and is non-statutory, but will be used to inform planners.

Sid Vale Association

Our association would welcome a reasonable extension of coastal protection offered to Sidmouth sea front,
to at least 300m in both east and west.

We have moved the eastern boundary to the eastern most side of Sidmouth (atop the cliffs) to clearly identify
the zone in which the MR activities are expected to occur within. This clarifies what is in the draft text.

Individual, Sidmouth

I would like to support the part of the plan dealing with cliffs east of Sidmouth. Restoring a more natural rate
of retreat by beach management up to some 300 yards east from the River Sid would help protect Sidmouth
and Alma Bridge without causing any detrimental effects.

We have moved the eastern boundary to the eastern most side of Sidmouth (atop the cliffs) to clearly identify
the zone in which the MR activities are expected to occur within. This clarifies what is in the draft text.

Majority of residents in cliff top properties appear to accept that a slower rate of retreat will not protect their
assets indefinitely. We recommend most strongly that Defra presses for the urgent re-alignment of the SSSI
boundary to 300m east of the mouth of the River Sid. Without such a change, given the World Heritage Site
status, it is clear that the policy around Alma Bridge, Pennington Point, and the cliff to the east will be No
Active Intervention rather than Managed Realignment.

Individual, Sidmouth

It is not for SMP to move SSSI boundaries. Comments will be passed on to relevant bodies to consider.

The policy here is Managed Realignment, recognising work needs to be done. If the plan did not feel it was
right, it would state No Active Intervention.

Some local residents express the view that current increased erosion at Pennington Point is the direct result
of the coastal defences to the west at Sidmouth.
Emergency measures (specifically a rock revetment to under pin Pennington Point) will be needed sooner
rather than later, mainly because beach recharging is unlikely to be done in sufficient amounts or with sufficient
frequency due to financial limitations and access difficulties.
Consensus throughout the town is that the area of No Active Intervention (6a33) should end at least 300m
east of the mouth of the River Sid. This will require re-defining the SSSI boundary.
Proposes constructing an offshore reef to extend existing Sidmouth to form a small enclosed harbour. Such a
structure could include generating devices.
Requests that 6a34 (Managed Realignment policy) be amended to indicate possibility for such a scheme to
form one way of policy implementation to support a feasibility study.

We have moved the eastern boundary to the eastern most side of Sidmouth (atop the cliffs) to clearly identify
the zone in which the MR activities are expected to occur within. This clarifies what is in the draft text.
We will pass comments about SSSI boundary to relevant bodies to consider as it is not the role of the SMP to
change SSSI boundaries.
The need for detailed study of this whole area in the short term is included in the Action Plan.

Salcombe Hill Association

To ensure your proposed plan for this area has a chance of being implemented, we recommend most strongly
that Defra presses for urgent re-alignment of the western boundary of the SSSI to 300m east of the mouth of
Sid.
Erosion of the western end of Salcombe Cliffs has been in the order of 5m over the past 6 months. Royal
Haskoning, the engineers used by East Devon DC have advised that a natural erosion rate of around 0.2m/year
would be achieved if a revetment of 250m along the toe of the eastern cliff was put in place.

Individual, Sidmouth

I wish to see the start of the SSSI moved 300m eastwards along the beach thus enabling some protection to be
put in place.

Individual, Sidmouth

Overall I agree with the policies but I have some concerns about the evidence presented and the urgency of
action in there units:
1.

There is no mention of the loss of beach feed from the River Sid.

2.

Unconvinced by statement that defences (at Sidmouth) exacerbate erosion east of River Sid. There is
no obvious transport of sediment from west of Chit Rocks regardless of the existence of the rock
islands.

3.

2004 to autumn 2007, beach east of River Sidmouth was stable and substantial. It was removed in one

We will pass comments about SSSI boundary to relevant bodies to consider as it is not the role of the SMP to
change SSSI boundaries.

Proposed beach recharge and management is thought to be a more acceptable solution than rock revetment
and would seek to produce a similar effect (i.e. restore a more natural rate of retreat). This would need to be
looked at in more detail as part of any strategy/scheme to implement the SMP policy.
We will pass comments about SSSI boundary to relevant bodies to consider as it is not the role of the SMP to
change SSSI boundaries.

The volumes of sediment input from the River Sid are very small and not likely to be significant.

We have further reviewed the processes information available in light of this comments and modified our
thinking slightly, although this has not altered policies themselves. Note however, that there is also significant
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Comments
stormy 2-week period during that autumn. It was predicted it would return but this has not occurred.
The shingle barrier to the Sid has remained open since that date. This indicates to me that the
removal of the beach is episodic, not due to gradual loss as a result of loss of longshore drift due to
defences.
4.

Proposed Action/Response
on/offshore sediment transport here, but since defences went in, sediment does not seem to return as it did
historically.
We have modified text to reflect that some uncertainty remains over exactly why beach levels have fallen and
not recovered in recent years.

It is urgent that some action is taken to either replace the beach or put in place some protection that
acts in place of the beach.

Chit Rocks to Otterton Ledge – 6a36 and
and 6a37
Comments from?

Comments

Proposed Action/Response

Environment Agency

Implications table – “biodiversity, flora and fauna” column is incorrect. SAC does not extend into these units.
Relevant protected site is Cadram Bay to Sidmouth SSSI, which also expends into Policy Unit 6a35.

We have updated the implications table as suggested.

Otter Estuary – 6a38
6a38 and 6a39
Comments from?

Comments

Proposed Action/Response

RSPB

Support short term policy of Managed Realignment; should be progressed as a priority.

We have included an item for detailed study of MR options here in the Action Plan.

Environment Agency

Potential effects on Budleigh Salterton Cliffs SSSI not registered in Implications table.

We have added this feature to the implications table.

Environment Agency

Concerns that this may prove to be a major tidal flood alternation system and erosion or rotation due to No
Active Intervention may exacerbate flooding in Budleigh Salterton.

Based on the information available we believe that NAI is the correct policy for the spit.

Comments from?

Comments

Proposed Action/Response

Natural England, World
Heritage Site and Dorset
County Council

Small scale works on seafront behind World Heritage Site feature (the beach) unlikely to have significant
impact on the SSSI but construction of groynes would be a major issue.

This could be required in future, but would need more detail and investigation. Defence design would be done
at strategy/scheme stage but have mentioned need to consider impacts on WHS in policy statement.

Unclear how ‘join’ between defended and undefended coast at eastern end of seafront would be managed.

This is an implementation issue that should be looked at as part of any strategy/scheme level study. However,
have clarified that ‘transition’ issues should be investigated in short term in policy statement.

Comments from?

Comments

Proposed Action/Response

Natural England

(6a42) add text to indications table for Earth heritage, soils and geology; “‘No Active Intervention’ here will
conserve and enhance SSSI and Orcombe Point”.

We have updated the implications table as suggested.

Natural England and
Environment Agency and
WHS/Dorset County
Council

Move eastern boundary of 6a42/6a43 so Orcombe Point falls within No Active Intervention (move to the
‘turning circle’).

We have amended the policy unit boundary (refer also to map edits).

Devon County Council

6a44 (The Maer) – Need to move (and rename) eastern boundary (move it westwards) as current boundary

We have amended the policy unit boundary (refer also to map edits).

Budleigh Salterton – 6a40

Exmouth – 6a42 to 6a46
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Comments

Proposed Action/Response

appears to compromise highway access and RNLI boathouse.
Environment Agency

6a46, pg 229 – The Exe Estuary Strategy will look in detail at the impact of the Exmouth Spit and may
recommend a different policy.

We feel HTL is the right policy here and is consistent with proposed management of adjacent frontages. This
was based on the more detailed analysis undertaken for the Exe Estuary Coastal Management Study in 2009.
The Exe Estuary Strategy should look at how to implement SMP policy not change policy, unless the SMP is
lacking pertinent information. Even then to suggest that it would not be appropriate to continue to defend this
highly developed area seems incorrect.

Exmouth Town Council

Medium term actions should be brought forward to the short term. Provision of a new groyne field in this
area has long held locally to be necessary.

The detailed analysis undertaken for the Exe Estuary Coastal Management Study in 2009, on which the SMP
policy is based, showed that the introduction of control structures would be needed in the medium term.
If more detailed study/monitoring showed such measures were needed sooner, then that could happen under
the policies stated as the policy statement provides an indication of likely implementation, it does not define
exactly how, what form and when implementation will occur.

Individual, Exmouth

6a45 – amend unit name to be “Harbour View to Exmouth Pier”.

We have renamed the policy unit as suggested.

Real reason to Managed Realignment and the Maer interprets as looking for politically correct brownie
points”. It will not “reduce the long term commitment to defence structures” as these would merely move
back to Madiera walk.

The text does not say this. It says a “more sustainable defence line”. This would be technically,
environmentally, socially and economically more sustainable than retaining existing defence line.

Suggests it would be better to merely increase height of present sea wall with maybe some rock armour.
Believes The Maer should be Hold The Line and in 25 years time we shall have plenty of opportunity to
reassess the situation, if indeed that ever becomes necessary.

ECA

•

We understand/accept Managed Realignment of The Maer would accord with national policy. We see
as a major advantage of this approach the preservation of the natural and open aspects of Exmouth
sea front.

•

We do, however, consider it important for the public to be given a clear description of the
anticipated process.

•

We also consider that the public deserve a description of what The Maer would be like if the tide
came over it. Our fear is that it could be quite unpleasant. This is only an option and we believe that
the case has not been made for it to be adopted.

Any decision to implement Managed Realignment would follow more detailed investigation, but the ‘vision’
recommended by the SMP is for MR, where found to be appropriate. Further studies are highlighted as part of
Action Plan. This policy could also be ‘sensitive’ to outcome of such studies.

Given the scale of the SMP it is not possible to define a MR line, and the statement identifies need for further
study prior to this policy being implemented.

Exe Estuary (East Bank, excluding Lower Clyst) – 6b01 to 6b11, excluding 6b08
Comments from?

Comments

Proposed Action/Response

Natural England

Add to ‘biodiversity, flora and fauna’ implications for loss of intertidal habitat to coastal squeeze on all units
with Hold The Line policy.

We have updated the implications table as suggested.

RSPB

Hold The Line doing majority of eastern side of estuary will result in loss of intertidal habitat to sea level rise –
need Appropriate Assessment (RSPB to be involved in Appropriate Assessment).

Appropriate Assessment had not been procured at the time of the consultation draft SMP being issued.
However this has now been procured and the draft AA and is now included in the final SMP. This is to be
finalised in due course following further discussions with Natural England.

Individual, Exmouth

Exmouth has only ever been, and will only ever be, included from the estuary-side (the area presently shown
as 6b01).

Exmouth is considered along both the estuary and open coast frontages. We feel the policy statements are
set-out correctly to reflect the different processes affecting the two areas of the Exmouth frontage.

Suggest 6b01 should be discussed along with the rest of Exmouth (6a42 – 6a46) (possibly renamed 6a41).
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Lower Clyst (Exe Estuary East Bank) – 6b08
Comments from?

Comments

Proposed Action/Response

Exeter City Council

Concern over implications of ‘Managed Realignment’ in the Lower Clyst that could affect highway between
Topsham and A376, therefore could affect local economy.

Note, we have separated Lower Clyst unit out as its own policy statement (unit 6b08) to allow clear
discussion of this area.

•

Ensure that direct consultation with Exeter City Council and local residents would occur before any
‘Managed Realignment’ scheme.

We have updated the implications table to reflect more fully the potential implications of MR in this area.

Councillor with Bishops
Clyst Council

Appalled by lack of time to give a full assessment of the proposals. Appears consultations promised over last 2
years have not taken place.

For CSG to respond to regarding consultation.

Councillor with Bishops
Clyst Council

Agree with County Councils reservations regarding ‘Managed Realignment’ in Lower Clyst.

We have separated the Lower Clyst unit out as its own policy statement (unit 6b08) to allow clear discussion
of this area, including managed realignment impacts.

Also concerned about the higher levels which will necessarily follow further upstream (Clyst St Mary) if
proposed changes take place.

We have also highlighted that MR would be subject to more detailed further study.

Concerned that ‘tree huggers’ and wildlife are given preference over humans.

We have updated the implications tables regarding wildlife.

Dispute over who and Bishops Clyst Parish Council has been contacted SMP throughout process (Councillor
Bob Peachy?). More transparent consultation requested before any decision is reached.

For CSG to respond to regarding consultation.

Can not support consultation due to risks that local residents and buildings would be put under.

Bishops Clyst Parish
Council

Request information regarding compensation.

This is a high level government decision, not within the SMP remit, but the need for consideration of this is
stated in section 4.3 of the main plan.

Bishops Clyst Parish
Council

Feels here should be full investigation by independent laboratory using an actual model of the area.

We have separated the Lower Clyst unit out as its own policy statement (unit 6b08) to allow clear discussion
of this area, including managed realignment impacts.
We have also highlighted that MR would be subject to more detailed further study.

Bishops Clyst Parish
Council

Policy of ‘Managed Realignment’ has serious consequences and could have an impact on local roads.

We have separated the Lower Clyst unit out as its own policy statement (unit 6b08) to allow clear discussion
of this area, including managed realignment impacts.
We have updated the implications table to reflect more fully the potential implications of MR in this area.

Councillor East Devon
District Council and Clyst
St George Parish Council

More consultation needed as ‘not aware’ of any new information being made available since public meeting 2
years ago.

For CSG to respond to regarding consultation.

Councillor East Devon
District Council and Clyst
St George Parish Council

Concern over the ‘Lower Clyst Project’ and likely effect it will have on infrastructure, local businesses, listed
buildings and local farming.

We have separated the Lower Clyst unit out as its own policy statement (unit 6b08) to allow clear discussion
of this area, including managed realignment impacts.

Clyst St George Parish
Council

Concern regarding lack of consultation; many local landowners are unaware of the consequences of this
proposal and a number of important properties will be put at risk without protection.

We have updated the implications table to reflect more fully the potential implications of MR in this area.
For CSG to respond to regarding consultation.

Please re-visit them and open further dialogue
Natural England

Add to ‘biodiversity, flora and fauna’ implications of biodiversity gain from Lower Clyst Managed Realignment
in all epochs.

We have updated the implications table as suggested.

Hugo Swire, MP

‘Clear’ that there has been no proper consultation process involving local landowners, businesses and
householders.

For CSG to respond to regarding consultation.

Impacts would be significant on local area (road access and tourism).
RSPB

Supports policy of ‘Managed Realignment’ in Lower Clyst since valley offers one of a limited number of realistic
opportunities to re-create intertidal habitats in and around the Exe Estuary.

We have separated the Lower Clyst unit out as its own policy statement (unit 6b08) to allow clear discussion
of this area, including managed realignment impacts.

SMP, perhaps understandably due to its strategic nature, does not fully respect all issues in Lower Clyst. Need

We have also highlighted that MR would be subject to more detailed further study.
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Proposed Action/Response

to refer in more detail to 2008 Realignment Study.
Need to clarify what policy applies to floodbank that protects RSPB’s Bowling Green Marsh reserve and the
infrastructure and property behind it to south of Topsham. Flood defences here should be maintained but
recognise need to plan long-term adaptations due to SLR and exposure of this floodbank to the estuary.
Devon County Council

‘Managed Realignment’ Policy here has serious consequences for viability of the highway; if route was
compromised significantly it would have an impact on local road connectivity. Potential cost of a revised
highway scheme is high.

We have separated the Lower Clyst unit out as its own policy statement (unit 6b08) to allow clear discussion
of this area, including managed realignment impacts.
We have also highlighted that MR would be subject to more detailed further study.
We have updated the road section in the implications table.

Environment Agency

Individual, Topsham

Individual

Regarding embankments around Clyst St Mary, it should be noted that they act as flood storage reducing risk
of flooding at Clyst St Mary. They fill just before Clyst St Mary floods taking the peak of the hydrograph. This
site will be considered in more detail to Exe Estuary Strategy.

We have separated the Lower Clyst unit out as its own policy statement (unit 6b08) to allow clear discussion
of this area, including managed realignment impacts.

Our interest is to protect the landscape setting of Topsham; the road that is one of two main routes between
Exeter and Exmouth; and protection of the very ancient Bridge Inn; not to object to the proposals in
themselves.

We have separated the Lower Clyst unit out as its own policy statement (unit 6b08) to allow clear discussion
of this area, including managed realignment impacts.

Objects to the SMP for the following reasons:
1.

As an owner affected by these proposals I’ve had no notification what so ever of the proposed
management plan.

2.

There is insufficient detail within your documentation to properly consider the wide ranging impact
associated with your proposals.

3.

Use of ‘shoreline’ is misleading and not immediately obvious that relates also to (estuary)/riverbanks.

4.

No consultation at all has been undertaken to gather local knowledge about the river Clyst.

5.

The proposals make no sense at all and would have a devastating effect on the surrounding
businesses, farming activities and the essential road network.

6.

Tremletts Yard, Topsham

Do not think proposals have been properly thought out as an introduction of some 2oo hectares of
additional water in the River Clyst area would have a catastrophic effect on Dawlish Warren,
Exmouth, Exeter and all villages along the Exe.

7.

Proposal would have devastating effect on viability and continued use of Dart Business Park.

8.

Consultation period should be extended and a proper public explanation made and justification of
your proposals for all the affected people of this scheme would encompass.

Looking at the plan it would seem we would be losing the stretches of land running down to the railway
bridge. Also, where is our access road?

We have also highlighted that MR would be subject to more detailed further study.

We have updated the implications table to reflect more fully the potential implications of MR in this area.
3.

Is what is defined by Defra, but text will be reviewed and clarified

4.

For CSG to respond regarding
regarding consultation

6.

Effects recognised in the plan and which would be investigated fully as part of strategy study prior to
implementation

8.

Depends on where Managed Realignment occurs need to make clear in Policy Statement; re-visit
Lower Clyst Study again!!

Also, the SMP sets policy and does not define a ‘scheme’. Any MR would be subject to more detailed
investigations.
We have separated the Lower Clyst unit out as its own policy statement (unit 6b08) to allow clear discussion
of this area, including managed realignment impacts.
We have also highlighted that MR would be subject to more detailed further study.

We have separated the Lower Clyst unit out as its own policy statement (unit 6b08) to allow clear discussion
of this area, including managed realignment impacts.

We manage our own property with a sluice gate and flap valve to regulate the amount of tidal water coming
up the Clyst. We would continue to do this.
We have huge reservations about letting more sea water up the clyst.
Bridge Inn, Topsham

“We are intelligent people whose family has been here for generations. We have a clear view of the Clyst and
we resent being told “we know what is good for you….””

Comment noted. No further action required.

Darts Farm

We strongly oppose Managed Realignment Proposals

For CSG to respond regarding consultation
We have separated the Lower Clyst unit out as its own policy statement (unit 6b08) to allow clear discussion
of this area, including managed realignment impacts.

•

Green Valley
Cyder Limited

We believe that there has been a complete lack of consultation as we were unaware of this policy as we have
had no direct communication from the SMP.

•

Gerald David and
Family Limited

We are concerned about the possible implications the closure of the Topsham to Clyst St George road and
Clyst Bridge would have on our business.

•

Orange Tree
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Rachel King, Florist

•

Fired Earth

•

J P Crey Fish Shed

•

The AGA Shop

•

Garton King
Appliances

•

Dart Properties
Limited

Individual, Clyst St Mary

Comments

Proposed Action/Response

Since a meeting 2 years ago, I have received no further updates, information or been invited to a consultation
meeting until now. The lack of transparency is deplorable and any decision by yourselves on your proposals
should be shelved until proper debate has been allowed by the various bodies concerned.

For CSG to respond regarding consultation

My concerns and objections are:
•

Increased erosion of the banks and property adjacent the Clyst Valley

•

Preference should be allowing fluvial water out not tidal water into the Valley.

•

Removal of banks downstream to the Clyst Bridge will allow the tide to flood in at a greater speed
than Clyst Valley can cope with. Properties as far as Clyst St Mary will be affected.

•

The road between Clyst St George and Topsham will become flooded and will need to be raised to
some weight to cope with the tidal water (if the road is to be saved).

We have separated the Lower Clyst unit out as its own policy statement (unit 6b08) to allow clear discussion
of this area, including managed realignment impacts.

Fishers Bridge Mill

By your actions you could render me homeless and with no income. I have to say I am totally against the
actions you propose to take.

Comment noted. No further action required.

Dart Properties Limited

We strongly oppose the proposals and believe them not to have been thought through with many concerns
unaddressed.

We have separated the Lower Clyst unit out as its own policy statement (unit 6b08) to allow clear discussion
of this area, including managed realignment impacts.

The statement “continued protection of infrastructure from flooding” does not specifically mention the
Topsham to Clyst St George road and “Clyst” Bridge (Fishers); this should be protected in any Managed
Realignment as a priority.
Also, what are the implications if the road was closed. What about loss of agricultural land. Will improve,
prevention of flood risk? – refer to Royal Haskoning report for the EA.
We also oppose the current proposals on the grounds that all options have not been explored and assessed.
For example flood water to escape either under the road or through the river banks should be explored and
modelled.
Individual

Oldhams Wharf, Topsham

I strongly oppose the proposals for Managed Realignment as the grounds of insufficient consultation,
inconclusive data, not enough alternative options explored, and no clear proposals regarding protection of the
road from Topsham to Clyst St George.

For CSG to respond regarding consultation.

I object to the preferred policy. I have had no direct consultation concerning this propped realignment of the
river which would seriously damage the commercial viability of my properties.

For CSG to respond regarding consultation.

The road I use over the land which is the main access would be lost to flooding. This would leave only an
unsuitable track access.
We are concerned that the SMP policy will severely reduce the value of the land and reduce the grazing
potential of this land.
I believe that no study has yet shown what influence the falling of the bank on one side will have on the
viability of the opposite bank.
I also believe the threat to the road between Clyst Bridge and Darts Farm and the buildings on the flood plain
will be very expensive.
I therefore object to the scheme and would like further work done to ensure the banks are maintained on the

We have separated the Lower Clyst unit out as its own policy statement (unit 6b08) to allow clear discussion
of this area, including managed realignment impacts.

We have separated the Lower Clyst unit out as its own policy statement (unit 6b08) to allow clear discussion
of this area, including managed realignment impacts.
We have also highlighted that MR would be subject to more detailed further study. Implications of MR would
need to be addressed by that more detailed study and implications would be dependent upon how and where
exactly MR is eventually implemented.
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Proposed Action/Response

Clyst.

Exe Estuary
Estuary (West Bank, excluding Powderham Banks) – 6b12 to 6b18, excluding 6b14
Comments from?

Comments

Proposed Action/Response

Natural England

Delete emotive and inaccurate use of “if the Dawlish Warren Spit were to be lost”.

We have amended the policy statement text to address this comment both in the policy statement referred to
and in other policy statements where it occurs.

Amend to ‘evolve and change’.
Natural England and RSPB

Add to ‘biodiversity, flora and fauna’ implications:
•

Intertidal biodiversity gain

•

Impacts on SSSI, SPA, grazing marsh from ‘Managed Realignment’ and Powderham

•

Loss of intertidal in all areas where Hold The Line

We have updated the implications table as suggested.

DARE

Consider short term proactive management proposal for Cockwood should also be considered for Starcross.

The policy here is HTL. Exe Estuary Coastal Management Study (2009) assessed this in detail and did not
conclude that immediate work was needed in this area. However if the situation were to change then
intervention could occur under the HTL policy.

DARE

Suggest investigating tidal barrage across the Exe Estuary as alternative to Managed Realignment.

We do not believe a barrage here would be appropriate due to the likely significant environmental impacts it
would cause.

Powderham Banks (Exe Estuary West Bank) – 6b14
Comments from?

Comments

Proposed Action/Response

RSPB

Supports ‘Managed Realignment’ as appears to offer one of a limited number of realistic opportunities to recreate inter tidal habitats in Exe Estuary.

We have amended the policy statement text to reflect comments.

Need to highlight need to also address continued provision of freshwater grazing marsh for birds as part of
‘Managed Realignment’; possibly by creating new areas of marsh or enhancing appropriately locating existing
land.
Devon County Council

‘Managed Realignment’ policy in this area will result in greater inundation to certain sections of principal rail
connection to the South-West. Associated with railway is a considerable level of investment into the cycleway.
It is unclear as to the proven advantage of using railway embankment as the line of defence; an alternative line
to the north-end should be considered.

The plan text already adequately covers this issue and states that any MR, should it be found to be appropriate
to implement here, would need to ensure that it does not adversely affect the mainline railway. Therefore no
further action is required.

Teignbridge District Council

Action Plan associated with final SMP should stipulate need for further appropriate study together with a
programmed and agreed protection of mainline railway before this option could be practically considered.

We have included an item to this effect in the Action Plan.

Dawlish Warren – 6b19 to 6b21
Comments from?

Comments

Proposed Action/Response

Natural England

Replace text in paragraph 4 regarding not complying with habitats regulations in the summary with something
like “there is a need to ensure the policy fully complies with the requirements of the Habitats Regulations”. NE
unable to sign off otherwise!

Due to complexities here and significant uncertainty, the SMP can not set a definitive long term policy at this
time that addresses all the concerns in this area.
Therefore the short term policy is to be one of Hold the Line whilst more detailed investigation (starting with
the Exe Estuary Strategy Study) is carried out. The medium to long-term policy is to be set following those
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Proposed Action/Response
more detailed studies.
The policy statement has been amended to this effect.

Natural England

Pg 226 second paragraph last sentence – Amend to say “The position and nature….. is not prescribed and will
require [further detailed investigation] including full consideration [of] the Habitats Regulations”.

Due to complexities here and significant uncertainty, the SMP can not set a definitive long term policy at this
time that addresses all the concerns in this area.
Therefore the short term policy is to be one of Hold the Line whilst more detailed investigation (starting with
the Exe Estuary Strategy Study) is carried out. The medium to long-term policy is to be set following those
more detailed studies.
The policy statement has been amended to this effect and so this comment is no longer relevant in relation to
policy statement text.

Natural England

Amend implications table:
•

Earth Heritage and ….- Greenland Lake would not be protected by ‘Managed Realignment’ in
medium/long term and possible contamination issues will need to be resolved by then.

•

Add coastal processes and functions reinstated and geomorphological SSSI features enhanced when
move to ‘Managed Realignment’ in medium/long term.

•

Biodiversity – Add biodiversity gain and SSSI/SAC features enhanced and conserved ‘Managed
Realignment’ (medium/long term). Add Appropriate Assessment will be required.

Councillor Dawlish Town
Council

Create a wave calming barrier at sea or across the mouth of the Exe Estuary.

RSPB

Draft SMP policies must be considered to have a signature effect on SAC/SPA/Ramsar sites, therefore need an
Appropriate Assessment.

Create a marina on inside of barrier to Longstone Rock.

Accept that Dawlish Warren plans on important flood defence function and therefore its failure cannot be
determined base purely on nature conservation objectives.
Concern over whether natural processes can be restored as recognised by suggestions to construct a set back
defence.
This is a major cause for concern especially as SMP appears to contemplate loss of beach on southern end of
Dawlish Warren and a consequent need to re-stabilise it and consolidate its flood defence function further
back. Net loss of beach and dune habitat as a result of policies for Dawlish Warren, loss could be significant
depending on setback defence position; this should fundamentally question logic of realignment.

We have amended the implications table as suggested.

We do not believe a barrage here would be appropriate due to the likely significant environmental impacts it
would cause.

Appropriate Assessment had not been procured at the time of the consultation draft SMP being issued.
However this has now been procured and the draft AA and is now included in the final SMP. This is to be
finalised in due course following further discussions with Natural England.
We agree with the final point. Due to complexities here and significant uncertainty, the SMP can not set a
definitive long term policy at this time that addresses all the concerns in this area.
Therefore the short term policy is to be one of Hold the Line whilst more detailed investigation (starting with
the Exe Estuary Strategy Study) is carried out. The medium to long-term policy is to be set following those
more detailed studies.
The policy statement has been amended to this effect.

Recommend delaying a decision about adoption of this policy until planned Exe Estuary Strategy is complete.
Devon County Council

Environment Agency

Great importance that safety of residents forms the principal part of considerations of policy proposal in this
area, as should environmental and economic considerations. Investment in critical monitoring is supported.

The SMP has taken account of social, environmental and economic considerations.

Mapping is not clear in respect of what policy is on the estuary side of Dawlish Warren. There should be clear
indication of what the policy is between 618 Cockwood to the Warren and 6b19 East- distal end?

We have clarified what is intended on the rear of Dawlish Warren Policy by adding in an extra unit with NAI
as immediate term policy.

Exe Estuary CMS had to possible options for Dawlish Warren – a secondary defence line or new groynes and
recharge in medium to long term. Only the first appears to be included in the SMP2 when both should be,

An item regarding monitoring has been included in the Action Plan.

Due to complexities here and significant uncertainty, the SMP can not set a definitive long term policy at this
time that addresses all the concerns in this area.
Therefore the short term policy is to be one of Hold the Line whilst more detailed investigation (starting with
the Exe Estuary Strategy Study) is carried out. The medium to long-term policy is to be set following those
more detailed studies.
The policy statement has been amended to this effect.

DARE

Do not agree current standard and condition of defences are adequate to achieve Hold The Line along
Dawlish Warren in short term.
Unable to identify hotel at Dawlish Warren that may be at slight risk of flooding.
Suggests a tidal barrage across the Exe to provide flood defence and renewable energy and should be

Intervention is short term and is recommended as part of Hold The Line to address this. We have amended
the short term policy statement text to reflect the very recent deterioration in condition of the spit following
autumn 2009 storms.
We have reviewed the text about the hotel and removed as this was included in error.
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Individual, Exmouth

Comments

Proposed Action/Response

considered at next strategy stage.

We do not believe a barrage here would be appropriate due to the likely significant environmental impacts it
would cause.

Concerned about apparent intention to allow the distal end of Dawlish Warren to wander almost at will,
without producing any evidence of the effect this might have on the incoming tidal and outgoing river flows.

Due to complexities here and significant uncertainty, the SMP can not set a definitive long term policy at this
time that addresses all the concerns in this area.

It is worth spending whatever it takes to HOLD THE LINE at Dawlish Warren, in order to avoid changes
everywhere else (within the estuary).

Therefore the short term policy is to be one of Hold the Line whilst more detailed investigation (starting with
the Exe Estuary Strategy Study) is carried out. The medium to long-term policy is to be set following those
more detailed studies.
The policy statement has been amended to this effect.

Individual, Teignmouth

“Potential managed realignment” says little though do agree with Managed Realignment policy for the Warren,
including an alternative for the rock armour towards the developments.

Due to complexities here and significant uncertainty, the SMP can not set a definitive long term policy at this
time that addresses all the concerns in this area.
Therefore the short term policy is to be one of Hold the Line whilst more detailed investigation (starting with
the Exe Estuary Strategy Study) is carried out. The medium to long-term policy is to be set following those
more detailed studies.
The policy statement has been amended to this effect.

Dawlish to Teignmouth – 6b22 to 6b27
Comments from?

Comments

Proposed Action/Response
Action/Response

Councillor, Dawlish Town
Council

Dawlish town issues of flash flooding; brook silting and water run-off upstream from higher land.

This is not within the SMP remit. This is a fluvial issue.

Problems of railway sea wall erosion threatening future of a much loved attraction. Solution should include
wide promenade and new wave return wall to incorporate year round tourist facilities.

This is a potential option for implementation of Hold The Line Policy to be considered by relevant bodies in
developing future scheme to continue to defend the railway line. The Action Plan includes an item for pursuing
the long term defence of the mainline railway.

Teignbridge District Council

Proposal to investigate ‘Managed Realignment’ at Sprey Point (6b25) is unproven.

We have reviewed this location further and agree that changing policy to Hold The Line is acceptable as MR
likely to be less economic option and also retention of this area is unlikely to have a significant effect on
processes.

Environment Agency

6d26 – uncertain as to values of the small scale Managed Realignment and Sprey Point.

We have reviewed this location further and agree that changing policy to Hold The Line is acceptable as MR
likely to be less economic option and also retention of this area is unlikely to have a significant effect on
processes.

Environment Agency

6b27 – The Point is a dynamic feature and perhaps should be considered separately from the adjacent seawall.
A Hold The Line policy would mean we have to replenish the Point and it’s currently low-levels.

We have separated out The Point as a separate unit (and re-numbered subsequent units). MR has been
determined to be the most appropriate policy for The Point to allow intervention if needed, although intent
would be to allow this to evolve as naturally as possible.

DARE

A more effective wave breaking system may be a solution to wave action/energy affecting the seawall and
railway. Groyne systems should be maintained to retain as high a beach level as possible.

This has been considered in the Seawall Feasibility Study. The issue of beach retention could remain even with
groynes. We have modified the policy statement to make it clear that consideration to retaining beach along
this stretch as part of any future works should be given, but that will ultimately be a decision made at scheme
level.

Individual, Teignmouth

Agree with Hold The Line but would like more details in the instance that here are none (at the Point,
Teignmouth). Will we eventually end up with Point with a huge concrete wall? Would like to see a detailed
study on sediment dynamics before a long term Policy is decided upon.

We have separated out The Point as a separate unit (and re-numbered subsequent units). MR has been
determined to be the most appropriate policy for The Point to allow intervention if needed, although intent
would be to allow this to evolve as naturally as possible.
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Teign Estuary – 6b28 tto
tto 6b33
Comments from?

Comments

Proposed Action/Response

RSPB

Support ‘Managed Realignment’ in upper estuary to enable estuary to adapt to rising sea levels and new intertidal habitats.

Comment noted. No further action required.

Devon County Council

Potential impact of ‘Managed Realignment’ on Racecourse would be great as is a key economic asset for the
area.

We have amended the mapping to show a range of potential realignment sites (refer to map edits also). We
have left the line that suggests possible impact on the race course to make it clear that this may be an issue in
the future.
We have also updated the implications table to reflect this.

Teignbridge District Council

‘Managed Realignment’ in 6b30 needs detailed analysis and mapping of potential Managed Realignment areas
needs revising.

We have clarified in the policy statement text that any implementation of MR would be subject to further
detailed study, such as Teign Estuary Study.

Environment Agency

Teign Estuary Study will recommend actions to assist Policy delivery.

We have also updated the implications table to reflect this comment.

Newton Abbot Racecourse should be mentioned in implications tables.

Environment Agency

6b30 – Consideration should be given to Hold The Line in 3rd epoch as Managed Realignment could mean
there would be a flood risk to Kingsteigngton without intervention.
Managed Realignment methods could be tidal into Forthcoming Green Infrastructure Study for Newton Abbot
which will explore habitat creation ideas.
An action to investigate amenity and habitat creation opportunities within the racecourse should be
considered.

Environment Agency

6b32 – These are possibly Managed Realignment opportunities at Coombe Cellars and Netherton Point.
Existing defences here appear to have limited flood defence function. However, freshwater habitat could be
lost.

We have modified the policy statement text to clarify that MR should remain an option if needed but where
found not to be appropriate then HTL would be the policy.

The policy statement includes mention of habitat creation. It would be upto the Green Infrastructure Study on
how best to take this forward to implementation, including options within the racecourse.

This is mentioned in Policy Statement already. We have added mention of freshwater habitat in the
implications table.

Maidencombe and Watcombe – 6b34 to 6b38
Comments from?
Torbay Council

Comments
Comments
nd

2 Paragraph, pg 309 – Mention of Maidencombe and Watcombe Beaches should be removed as these 2
beaches are not in this location but are covered in locations 6b34 and 6b38.

Proposed Action/Response
We have amended the text here to remove mention of Watcombe and Maidencombe.

Roundham Head to Churston Cove – 6b54 to
to 6b57
Comments from?

Comments

Proposed Action/Response

Environment Agency

6b54 and 6b56 – short term maintenance plan required with medium term roll back allocation.

We have included an item in the Action Plan to this effect.

Torbay Council

Clarify what is intended at Goodrington Sands. Do not believe managed realignment could be implemented
along all of the policy unit, particularly the southern part.

We have reviewed and clarified that MR should be investigated and implemented where appropriate to do so,
but if not appropriate then policy should be HTL at Goodrington Sands.

Dart Estuary – 6b62 to 6b68
Comments from?

Comments

Proposed Action/Response

South Hams County

Implications table states no losses expected of scheduled monuments; however, here are a number of

Data review shows Bayards Cove is within the area of HTL so could be protected (subject to availability of
funds). We have modified policy statement wording to reflect potential loss of some assets (e.g. Dartmouth
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Comments

Proposed Action/Response

Council

structures at risk within the estuary, in particular Bayards Cove and Castle Cove Castles.

Castle) in areas where policy is NAI.

Individual, Paignton

Hold The Line is the only sensible option. I believe defence scheme for the whole of Lower Kingswear
between the station and the Royal Dart Bars to Kittery Court (Priory Street) should be considered. Collins
Slip already causes flooding in Priory Street at high spring tides.

We have added text to the short-term that investigation needs to be carried out to develop an
implementation programme for when and where works to implement HTL policy are needed.

Believe that the Hold The Line recommendations for the River Dart are very important.

Comment noted. No further action required.

Comments from?

Comments

Proposed Action/Response

Dartmouth and Kingswear
Society

Support Hold The Line recommendations for the beach/road at Blackpool.

NB: following further consideration, and for consistency with other parts of the SMP frontage, the final policy
here has been changed to ‘no active intervention’ as future defence will be unlikely to attract public (flood and
coastal defence budget) funds. However, policy states that continued private defences could occur if desired.

Dartmouth and Kingswear
Society

This is carried into the Action Plan also.

Blackpool Sands – 6b71

Blackpool and Start Estate

•

Request that SMP text should acknowledge the geologically feasibility of the coast at this location (e.g.
1990 landslip just south of Stoke Fleming led to A379 being closed for many months and the road
being re-aligned on a new route). Distinction should be made between failures resulting from
geological controls and failures resulting from climate change and rising sea levels.

•

Short Term – Make clear that Hold The Line should apply to protection of A379 and the SW coast
path that has recently been re-aligned in this area

•

Medium term – Paragraph 2: Hold The Line should not be limited by phase “maintaining existing
structures to the end of xxx effective life” feel maintenance beyond effective life by renewed or
enhancement is a perfectly feasible option to adopt.

•

It should also be noted that the telephone and IT connections between UK and the Channel Islands
run under Blackpool sands beach.

•

Long term – First half of the text in this section is not written as a policy but as a statement of the
author’s assumptions which are frankly a matter of his/her opinion and should not form part of the
policy.

•

In particular, the ref. to the narrowing and steepening of the beach eliminating Blackpool Sands
attractiveness as a tourist destination is an entirely subjective matter which should not be included in
a policy statement such as this. A better way to express this is the “economically feasible” form of
words used in the medium term text, and delete reference to “attractiveness of the location as a
tourist attraction”.

•

Our understanding of cliff behaviour in this area is that it is primarily controlled by the geology and
we do not believe that this will alter significantly with climate change and sea level rise. This is already
indicated in the policy statement so no changes to text made. Further detail of our understanding is
provided in Appendix C.

•

We can only refer to the A379, as South West Coast Path policy is to realign as necessary (Note: we
have amended unit boundaries to encompass parts of A379 at risk of erosion).

•

We do not feel that the text needs to be modified. Long term text states that defences would need
to be replaced either in existing to realigned position.

•

This point has been noted in the implications table.

•

These assumptions set out the reasoning behind the policy option identified. As such we disagree
with this comment.

•

We have modified wording in the text to ‘potentially reducing its amenity value’. We disagree about
removing this fully as it forms part of the reasoning for the policy statement.

Note, that following further consideration, and for consistency with other parts of the SMP frontage, the final
policy here has been changed to ‘no active intervention’ as future defence will be unlikely to attract public
(flood and coastal defence budget) funds. However, policy states that continued private defences could occur if
desired.

Strete to
to Limpet
Limpet Rocks (Slapton
(Slapton Sands) – 6b73 and
and 6b74
Comments from?

Comments

Proposed Action/Response

Natural England

Moving road landward on shingle bar as front bar erodes and rolls back likely to allow road to be maintained
for 30 years or more. Implicit to this road will eventually be abandoned. North East reiterates comments from
Slaptonline Partnership.

We have modified the policy statement in line with Slaptonline partnership comments (refer to comments
below) that address these comments.
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Comments

Proposed Action/Response

RSPB

‘Managed Realignment’ at Slapton Sands will, in time, affects SSSI and NNR through increased salinity and loss
of reedbeds. Therefore need to find opportunities to recreate significant area of reedbed and freshwater
lagoons (ideally in South Hams area) so SMP does not result in net loss to specialist biodiversity.

Changes would be as a result of ‘natural process’ so question if compensatory habitat would be needed.
We have modified the policy statement in line with Slaptonline partnership comments (refer to comments
below) that address these comments, although Slaptonline Partnership comments disagree with this point.

Devon County Council

County Council commit itself to maintaining the highway whilst this is technically feasible and cost effective to
do so.

We have mentioned this point in the revised policy statement text.

South Hams District
Council

Conclusion of monitoring by University of Plymouth is that presence of locally sourced shingle bastions are
having a positive effect on beach material accretion with modification and annual replenishment, here natural
defences provide the buffer period at spring high tide with easterly gales and minimise damage.

We have reflected this comment in the text for the short term about continuing localised beach management
activity. This would encompass measures such as those mentioned.

South Hams District
Council

Proposal for Managed Realignment in long term appears to imply that defences for Torcross village will be
abandoned, removed or realigned. This could result in the majority of properties behind the wall being
destroyed by storms. If this were to occur then the oblique alternative realignment shown on the SMP plan
would serve little purpose.

Depending on where Managed Realignment occurs, that could be the case. We are very uncertain about
feasibility of continuing to defend the seaward part of Torcross when the policy for Slapton Sands is to let the
shoreline retreat, thus outflanking Torcross.

I think that this line would be more appropriate to give protection in medium term with they long term line at
rear of the Ley being extending through to the shoreline.
Environment Agency

Slaptonline Partnership

The precise location/extent of Managed Realignment needs more detailed study.

•

South Devon Shore Dock SAC listed in implications table but the SAC does not extend to this area.

•

We have reviewed SAC data and amended the text accordingly.

•

What are implications of long term loss of Slapton Ley SSSI

•

•

Erosion lines on maps look more like beach migration lines. Is this the case?

This has been clarified in policy statement text (refer also to Slaptonline Partnership comments
below).

•

Actions will need to take account of the various studies in this location. We suggest actions list
recommends further study to develop long-term management strategy for the site.

•

Lines show potential risk zones relating to possible changes in shoreline position under preferred
plan.

•

We have reflected this comment in the Action Plan

•

Slaptonline report still not fully reflected in current consultation SMP document. Recommend a
programme of adaptation in order to maintain the economic well being of the community when road
link is eventually lost. Community Adaption Plan is a 3 year Defra funded project to develop an
adaptation programme (now into 3rd year) to ensure communities and businesses recognise and begin
to prepare for the long term implications.

The text has been revised to account for these comments (Note: draft text was reviewed/agreed by
Slaptonline Partnership prior to publication).
This adaptation plan work has been reflected further in the policy statement.

•

Paragraph 2 – Amend text to delete inference that the road prevents roll back of the beach.

•

Paragraph 3 – Add mention that any other option to No Active Intervention in long term has been
shown to be extremely expensive and would not attract funding.

We have amended the text as suggested.

•

Paragraph 3 – Amend wording of “future transport provision …” to reflect “some upgrading of the
small inland routes is possible but these cannot be sufficient to replace the road along t5he shingle
bar”. Suggest using “therefore adjustments need to be made to the economic and social structure of
the local community through long-term adaptation, which will ensure that there is minimal impact on
local communities following the loss of the A379”.

We have added mention of this point in the policy statement text. This makes link to economic appraisal.

•

Short term, paragraph 1 – Road alongside shingle bar is protected by only minimal intermittent
defences

•

Short term, paragraph 3 – Upgrading inland routes is an ongoing process undertaken by the Dorset
County Council as funds permit.

•

Paragraph 4 – Realignment of road will be done reactively to beach roll back where criteria agreed by
the Slaptonline Partnership are met. This will be guided by beach monitoring that is already in place.

•

Paragraph 5 – Not sure how confident can be about south to north drift continuing in long term.

•

Medium term, Paragraph 2 – 1st sentence is wrong, refer to previous text regarding alternatives to
A379 and modifying text here. Remove sentence “plans need to be put in place to deal with the risk
of breach”.

•

Paragraph 3 – Would like to see Torcross’s defences maintained in current position as long as
possible but understand economics would dictate in future. There is some confusion in the wording

We have amended the text as suggested.

Refer also to comments from South Hams DC regarding shingle bastions.
We have amended the text as suggested. Refer also to ‘preferred plan’ comments above.

We have amended the text as suggested.

We have amended the text as suggested.
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Comments

Proposed Action/Response

as to what is the difference between the western side and the landward side of Slapton Ley.
•

Paragraph 2 – Remove reference to inland route (refer to previous comment).

•

Paragraph 3 – Questions sense of reporting any breaches in shingle bar at this stage as would be
expensive to achieve. Impact of breaches on the SSSI would be considered natural. It is a dynamic
changing system; some interest features would be lost and others gained.

•

Summary Table, long term – Amend reference to “to report breaches through Managed Realignment”
as per comment above.

We have amended the text as suggested. Refer to comments above.

We have amended the text as suggested.

•

Implications Table –

o

Land use, infrastructure and material assets column; remove reference to alternative route.

o

‘Water’ column; a breach would affect the nature of the water from fresh to saline but water quality
would not decline as may be inferred from current wording.

Refer to comments above.

o

We see no mechanism by which the South Devon Shore Dock SAC would be impacted.

We have further reviewed this and amended text accordingly.

We have further reviewed this and amended text accordingly (with reference to response above).

We have amended the implications table as suggested.
Individual, Teignmouth

Agree with Managed Realignment policy at Slapton, but feel the document says little regarding the “adaptation
plan”.

We have modified the policy statement in line with Slaptonline partnership comments (refer to comments
above) that address these comments.

Dartmouth and Kingswear
Society

We query whether a stronger (more interventionist) approach should not be adopted for Slapton Sands.

Slapton Line Study in 2006 found this not to be viable in the long-term. This is clearly stated in policy
statement.

Comments from?

Comments

Proposed Action/Response

South Hams District
Council

Short Term = Managed Realignment :- The northern section of this zone is very similar to Slapton line with
shingle bar and freshwater ley but with but with only an access track serving a small number of private
dwellings. The modification of classification would give a more consistent approach. Could this section be subdivided (as Torcross/Slapton line), to take account of the 2 dissimilar forms of defence and value of the
property protected.

We have split 6b75 into 2 parts and moved current 6b76 boundary north to about southern of end Beesands.
The ley now has a policy of No Active Intervention; Beesands would be Hold The Line, with localised Managed
Realignment in medium/long term to manage the interface with the NAI area fronting the Ley.

6b76 – South Devon shoe dock SAC extends into this area and should be reflected in implications for
biodiversity.

We have reviewed the information about this feature and amended the text accordingly.

Beesands – 6b75 and 6b76

Environment Agency

Note, these are now units 6b77 and 6b78.

Kingsbridge Estuary – 6c03 to 6c07
Comments from?

Comments

Proposed Action/Response

South Hams

6c04 – Zone contains West Charleton historic dam. This structure is in private ownership and has had
maintenance in the past but its water control system is not operating correctly. Its listed structure and
permission is needed for works on it.

The policy statement has been amended to indicate consideration could be given to MR if opportunities arise,
subject to detailed study, so long as to do so does not affect the aim of the plan to continue to reduce flood
risk in areas that are currently defended.

A controlled breach in the structure would allow the re-establishment of held marshland in an area where
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Comments

Proposed Action/Response

inter-tidal habitat is being squeezed by SLR.
Environment Agency

pg 338 - Amend name of SSSI to be “Salcombe to Kingsbridge SSSI”.

We have amended the text in the implications table as suggested.

Bolt Tail to Avon Estuary – 6c08 to 6c12
Comments from?

Comments

Proposed Action/Response

South Hams

Short Term = Hold The Line; Medium Term = Hold The Line; Long Term = Managed Realignment: - (6c10)
Concerned about states proposed for inner Hope in particular. It’s community of around 65 properties with
many listed buildings. The road supported by the masonry sea wall is the only direct link to outer Hope and
beyond. Is it appropriate to assume that any breach in this defence would have to be funded by bodies such as
the highways authority, district council and the community?

We have appraised this option but found that the erosion risk is small and very unlikely to justify Flood and
Coastal Defence budget, hence No Active Intervention is recommended. Policy does allow defences to be
retained here, but should not expect Flood and Coastal Defence budget to fund them. Have made this clearer
in document.

6c11 – Section includes part of Thurlestone Golf Course. Any proposal to create a new defence line along the
access road will be met with alarm by the golfers. This could be contested case where although the
Environment Agency might be prepared to part fund a Managed Realignment scheme, they will not contribute
to defending the present dune line.

The exact location of any realignment would be determined at scheme level. SMP only gives an indication of
possible location.
We do not believe that this could be contested on funding grounds if the case for MR meets national funding
criteria but HTL does not.
Note, that following further consideration, and for consistency with other parts of the SMP frontage, the final
policy here has been changed to ‘no active intervention’ for the short term as future defence even in the first
epoch will be unlikely to attract public (flood and coastal defence budget) funds. However, policy states that
continued short lengths of private defences could be retained if desired.

Environment Agency

6c09 – Part of South Devon Shore Dock SAC is in this section, needs adding to implications table under
biodiversity.
6c11 – What are the implications of long term loss of South Milton Ley SSSI? A short term maintenance plan is
needed with medium term roll back allocation.

We have reviewed the information about this feature and amended the text accordingly.
Note, that following further consideration, and for consistency with other parts of the SMP frontage, the final
policy for 6c11 has been changed to ‘no active intervention’ for the short term as future defence even in the
first epoch will be unlikely to attract public (flood and coastal defence budget) funds. However, policy states
that continued short lengths of private defences could be retained if desired.

Avon Estuary – 6c13 to 6c15
Comments from?

Comments
Comments

Proposed Action/Response

South Hams

6c15 – Short Term = Hold The Line; Medium Term = Hold The Line; Long Term = Managed Realignment: The
coast road fronting sedgewell cave and the car park entrance is the only vehicular route into Bigbury-on-sea, a
community of 100 and properties. It sits above coastal slope in both Local Authority and private ownership.
Mains services are present in the highway and no inland diversion route is practicable without enormous
investment.

The erosion risk is slight and therefore unlikely to attract Flood and Coastal Defence budget. The Plan does
state measures to protect road could occur, but should not expect Flood and Coastal Defence budget to fund
it. We have clarified this further in the policy statement.

Defence works to ensure the sustainability of the road would appear to be the only viable option for the
foreseeable future.
Environment Agency

Is there sufficient issue’s to treat Burgh Island as a separate unit?

We have included Burgh Island within the Bigbury-on-Sea unit under NAI policy as intervention here would be
dependent upon private landowner and could not expect to receive public funds.

Stuart Watts, Aune
Conservation Society

Avon Estuary Siltation Research Project concludes that estuary is slowly filling up and there is a strong
economic argument (tourism and recreation and Bigbury-on-sea and Bantham) for trying to slow that process
down over the longer term in an environmentally acceptable way.

This would not attract Flood and Coastal Defence budget.

One way to do this may be to restore the derelict groynes on Cochleridge to slow down movement of sand
into the estuary and the steady erosion of Cockleridge.
Unless No Active Intervention is changed to Hold The Line, there seems little prospect of implementing any

SMP policy relates only to flood and coastal defence of the shoreline. Policy is not to address issues of siltation
etc which are navigation issues. Any works to address siltation should not be prevented by the SMP, provided
that the detailed Environmental Impact Assessment that would be needed to carry out any such works
demonstrates that such works do not go against the SMP policy.
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Comments
Comments

Proposed Action/Response

scheme here for this purpose.

Challaborough – 6c16
Comments from?

Comments

Proposed Action/Response

Environment Agency

A short term maintenance plan is needed with medium term roll back allocation.

Note, that following further consideration, and for consistency with other parts of the SMP frontage, the final
policy here has been changed to ‘no active intervention’ as future defence will be unlikely to attract public
(flood and coastal defence budget) funds. However, policy states that continued private defences could occur if
desired either along existing or realigned extents.

Wembury Point To Mount Batten – 6c27
Comments
Comments from?

Comments

Proposed Action/Response

South Hams

A number of communities with various forms of defence exist within this unit; Wembury, Heybrook Bay,
Bovisand and Fort Bovisand. Locally sourced finance will be required to maintain these structures?

The erosion risk is small and is unlikely to attract Flood and Coastal Defence budget. Therefore No Active
Intervention recommended. The Plan does state defence could continue, but should not expect Flood and
Coastal Defence budget.
We have reviewed the text to ensure that this is clear.

Plymouth Sound (i
(including Plym Estuary) – 6c28 to 6c30 plus 6c41 to 6c46
Comments from?

Comments

Proposed Action/Response

Environment Agency

Action Plan should consider a study to examine the longevity of the breakwater and identify risks as a result of
sea level rise.

An item has been included in the Action Plan to address long term management of the breakwater. However,
we have removed the breakwater as a policy unit in the SMP as is forms part of potential implementation of
policy and should not have an SMP policy in its own right. To do so would also be inconsistent with other
SMPs.

Is there sufficient issue’s for Drakes Island to treat this as a separate unit?

Instead we have stated the assumption that they will remain and the consequences for policy if that
assumption is wrong.
Drakes Island has been included in unit 6c30.
Mount Edgcumbe Estate

Would be grateful for confirmation that the existing sea defences (along Mount Edgcombe Estate) will be
maintained and will not be allowed to go down as part of your policy of Managed Realignment and No Active
Intervention.

Having checked the extent of Mount Edgcombe Estate most of it is currently undefended and at little risk of
significant erosion, therefore SMP policy of NAI is correct.
Areas where defences occur within the estate are within areas where localised HTL policy is stated.

Tamar Estuary – 6c31 to 6c40
Comments from?

Comments

Proposed Action/Response

Environment Agency

6c32 and 6c33 – Action Plan should consider a study to examine Managed Realignment and identify risks to
property and options for creation of habitat.

The policy in the upper Tamar has been amended to reflect lack of detailed information to say exactly where
existing defences should be held or realigned and where NAI should prevail. Have therefore modified policy to
reflect this uncertainty and allowing more detailed study to determine more site specific policy. This need for a
detailed study is included in the Action Plan.
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Comments from?

Comments

Proposed Action/Response

Environment Agency

6c35 – The River Lynher is a largely undefended estuary so we would recommend that the policy reads No
Active Intervention as the headline, with Hold The Line for the defended areas.

Agree. We have switched the statement around as suggested.

South Devon and Dorset Coastal
Advisory Group (SDADCAG)
Shoreline Management Plan SMP2
Durlston Head to Rame Head
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The Supporting Appendices
These appendices and the accompanying documents provide all of the information required to support the
Shoreline Management Plan. This is to ensure that there is clarity in the decision-making process and that the
rationale behind the policies being promoted is both transparent and auditable. The appendices are:
A: SMP Development

This reports the history of development of the SMP, describing
more fully the plan and policy decision-making process.

B: Stakeholder Engagement

All communications from the stakeholder process are provided
here, together with information arising from the consultation
process.

C: Baseline Process Understanding

Includes baseline process report, defence assessment, NAI and
WPM assessments and summarises data used in assessments.

D: SEA Environmental Baseline
Report (Theme Review)

This report identifies and evaluates the environmental features
(human, natural, historical and landscape).

E: Issues & Objectives Evaluation

Provides information on the issues and objectives identified as part
of the Plan development, including appraisal of their importance.

F: Initial Policy Appraisal & Scenario
Development

Presents the consideration of generic policy options for each
frontage, identifying possible acceptable policies, and their
combination into ‘scenarios’ for testing. Also presents the appraisal
of impacts upon shoreline evolution and the appraisal of objective
achievement.

G: Preferred Policy Scenario Testing

Presents the policy assessment and appraisal of objective
achievement towards definition of the Preferred Plan (as presented
in the Shoreline Management Plan document).

H: Economic Appraisal and
Sensitivity Testing

Presents the economic analysis undertaken in support of the
Preferred Plan.

I: Strategic Environmental
Assessment (SEA) Report

Presents the various items undertaken in developing the Plan that
specifically relate to the requirements of the EU Council Directive
2001/42/EC (the Strategic Environmental Assessment Directive),
such that all of this information is readily accessible in one
document.

J: Appropriate Assessment Report

Presents the Appropriate Assessment of SMP policies upon
European designated sites (SPAs and SACs) as well as Ramsar sites,
where policies might have a likely significant effect upon these sites.
This is carried out in accordance with the Conservation (Natural
Habitats, &c.) Regulations 1994 (the Habitats Regulations).

K: Water Framework Development
Report

Presents assessment of potential impacts of SMP policies upon
coastal and estuarine water bodies, in accordance with the
requirements of EU Council Directive 2000/60/EC (the Water
Framework Directive).

L: Metadatabase and Bibliographic
database

All supporting information used to develop the SMP is referenced
for future examination and retrieval.

M: Action Plan Summary Table

Presents the Action Plan items included in Section 6 of the main
SMP document (The Plan) in tabular format for national consistency
in line with guidance from the National Quality Review Group.
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Within each appendix, cross-referencing highlights the documents where related appraisals are presented. The
broad relationships between the appendices are illustrated below.

SMP
Development
(Appendix A)

Baseline Process
Understanding
(Appendix C)

SEA Baseline
Report (Theme
(Theme
Review)
Review)
(Appendix D)

Stakeholder
Engagement
(Appendix B)

Issues &
Objectives
Evaluation
(Appendix E)

Initial Policy Appraisal
& Scenario
Development

(Appendix F)

Preferred Policy
Scenario Testing
(Appendix G)

Economic Appraisal /
Sensitivity Testing

(Appendix H)

Policy Statements
(SMP Document)

SEA Report
(Appendix I)
AA Report
(Appendix J)

Action Plan
Plan
(Appendix M)

Bibliography
(Appendix L)

WFD Report
(Appendix K)
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C.1

Assessment of Shoreline and Estuary Dynamics

C.1.1

Introduction

This report should be viewed as supplementary to information held within Futurecoast1 (Halcrow, 2002) and
more specifically the Shoreline Behaviour Statements (SBS) for the following areas:
•

South Coast:

- Durlston Head to White Nothe;
- White Nothe to Portland Bill;
- Portland Bill to Eype;
- Eype to Beer Head;
- Beer Head to Otterton Ledge;
- Otterton Ledge to Straight Point;
- Straight Point to Hope’s Nose;
- Torbay;
- Berry Head to Start Point.

•

West Coast:

- Start Point to Gribbin Head (though only information up to Rame Head used).

The report contains a synopsis of the information contained within Futurecoast supplemented with relevant
information and analysis produced either post-Futurecoast, or at a level of detail not included within
Futurecoast (e.g. alongshore variations in sediment transport and cliff retreat rates based upon analysis of
historical mapping covering over 100 years to 2000). The two should be read in conjunction with one another
to provide a full understanding of dynamics and behaviour across different spatial and temporal scales. It should
be noted that the information in this report, unless otherwise stated, is taken from Futurecoast (Halcrow,
2002).
It should also be noted that the Futurecoast SBS units stated above have been adjusted in this report based
upon the review of available information. For example, the Straight Point to Hope’s Nose SBS from
Futurecoast has been divided at Holcombe in this report. The evidence suggests the headland is a barrier to
longshore transport of coarse sediment, and that this area is also likely to be one of drift divergence.
The assessment of shoreline and estuary processes presented here is also split between discussion of large
scale and local scale processes. This is because large-scale and long-term understanding is necessary to assess
the sustainability of management options and to take into account any long-term trends or drivers of coastal
change. The long term trends may vary from short-term and local observations. For instance, trends of
shoreline movement purely based upon recent beach monitoring, or sediment movements derived from a
decade of wave data, are not necessarily representative of long-term processes. Shorter-term and smallerscale understanding is therefore also important because it identifies local detail and variations from the largerscale. For example, long-term prediction of change from high-level studies, such as Futurecoast, may not
reflect variability at the shorter timescales, which may be a key factor in setting policy for the 0 to 20 year
period (Halcrow, 2002).

C.1.2

Overview of Shoreline Evolution

The coastline between Durlston Head in the east and Rame Head in the west has been retreating and changing
in orientation over the last millennia in response to sea level rise and the large scale drowning of the English
Channel since the Holocene marine transgression (c.10, 000 years Before Present (BP)).
1
Futurecoast was a Defra-commissioned project to look at future coastal evolution around the coast of England and Wales. Further details
are available on the Defra website.
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Prior to the Holocene transgression, sea levels were 100 to 120m lower than present, and it is possible that
there was even a prototype continuous ‘super’ barrier between what is now Portland Bill and Start Point
(SCOPAC, 2004).
Following the end of the last ice-age sea levels rose rapidly sweeping coarse sand and shingle sediment, from
what is now the sea bed, landwards to form barriers of non-cohesive sediment that inundated low-lying river
valleys. With the stabilisation of sea level c.5,000 years BP these barriers migrated landwards at a more gradual
rate. The land topography against which the barriers migrated, eventually leading to the segmentation of the
barriers into a number of smaller sections situated between headlands consisting of more resistant rocks.
These rocks have, in turn, been gradually eroded to provide additional sediment to the barrier beaches.
These barrier beach features are still present along parts of the SMP2 coastline, notably at Slapton Sands and
Chesil Beach, as well as the beach lining Weymouth Bay. Where the barrier beaches have rolled back against
higher topography, they now form fronting shingle beaches.
The majority of the shoreline is characterised by eroding cliffs of varying types, with cliff erosion being
controlled by lithology, geological structure and exposure to wave attack. East of Portland the rate and
location of sea cliff erosion is controlled by geological sequencing, dip and jointing of rocks. The geological
structure has resulted in the headland and pocket beach coastal form that dominates much of this section of
the coast (particularly east of Redcliff Point to Durlston Head).
The central and eastern parts of Lyme Bay comprise cliffs of soft, easily eroded sand and clay formations that
have given rise to large scale complex land-sliding. Most notably this includes the Black Ven complex between
Charmouth and Lyme Regis, which is one of Europe’s largest and most active landslide complexes.
The western parts of Lyme Bay and around Start Point to Rame Head, consist of cliffs formed of resistant
lithology meaning that these cliffs erode very slowly over a long period of time. This section of the coast is
relatively static when compared to the coast further to the east along the study frontage.
The varying geological and lithological character along the coast leads to the occurrence of differential erosion
that has, over the centuries and millennia, resulted in the segmentation of the shoreline as numerous headlands
have emerged and developed to offer varying degrees of control on the local coastline. These controls have, in
turn, led to shoreline and nearshore sediment transport being contained within discrete sediment cells along
the SMP2 frontage. Within these cells, accretion and erosion are inter-related. However, despite similar
characteristics and past evolution, there are no strong (if any) interactions between adjacent cells.
The dominant wave direction along the shoreline is from the south-west. Long term exposure to Atlantic
waves has been instrumental in the large-scale shaping of the coast by generating a net west to east longshore
transport along much of the otherwise swash aligned coast, when wave activity is sufficient to cause such
transport. The net eastward transport is modified by the presence of headlands and sea bed features that
cause local drift reversals.
For locations sheltered from the dominant south-westerly waves, such as locations to east of Portland Bill and
along the western part of Lyme Bay, the shoreline evolution has been, and continues to be, controlled by
exposure to east and south-easterly wave conditions.
The section of coast between Start Point and Rame Head is directly exposed to the south-westerly waves. As
a result of both the high energy environment caused by this direct wave exposure, combined with a resistant
geology, this section of coast is largely starved of sediment. The shoreline generally consists of rocky sea cliffs
with only a few small pocket beaches intersected by several deep water ria-type estuaries.
The offshore area between Start Point and Rame Head is also characterised by a steep sub-tidal profile with no
large scale sediment transport processes occurring in this area. This contrasts with the offshore area between
Durlston Head and Start Point, which is largely shallow and featureless, with many places having exposed
bedrock or only thin layers of sediment less than 1m thick. The exceptions to this are within the embayments
of Tor Bay, Start Bay and Weymouth Bay. The only significant offshore features along the SMP2 frontage are
Skerries Bank and The Shambles. Whilst both these features have an influence on wave climate at the
nearshore, neither has a significant sedimentary influence on the development of the coast.
There is a lack of contemporary sediment inputs throughout the shoreline, therefore when longshore
transport occurs it is generally a re-working of existing material rather than an influx of new sediment. Erosion
of cliffs of suitable beach material is often restricted by coastal defence structures. The eroding cliffs in the
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study area, such as the Black Ven complex in Lyme Bay, contribute mostly fine material, which is transported
offshore in suspension and so does not contribute to the shoreline sediment system.
There are numerous estuaries along the frontage, particularly the South Devon section that has several large
estuaries. However, only the Exe and Teign estuaries have a significant (although localised) impact on coastal
processes, both of these estuaries have significant sand features at their mouths (i.e. ebb tidal deltas) that form
part of complex cyclic sediment transport systems. The Brit (West Bay), Axe and Otter estuaries also have
small local scale impacts on coastal sediment transport of coarse sediment.
Given the size of both the Tamar and Dart estuaries, it is perhaps surprising that they do not have a significant
interaction with coastal processes. The reason for this is that, despite their size, neither contributes a large
amount of sediment to the sea because of the hard, resistant geology through which their rivers flow.
Discussion of all of the estuaries and their varying interactions with open coastal processes is contained in the
relevant sections of this report. For convenience Annex C.1 provides a summary of the estuary-coast direct
interactions.

C.1.3

Overview of Present Coastal Conditions

Information on the wave and tide conditions along the South Devon and Dorset coastline is presented in this
section to demonstrate the coastal conditions that are driving the present day evolution of the coast.

C.1.3.1

Wave climate

The wave climate information presented below is taken from the regional coastal monitoring programmes
annual reports (Channel Coastal Observatory, 2008; Plymouth Coastal Observatory, 2009). Data presented is
from the five wave buoys deployed at Weymouth, Chesil, West Bay, Tor Bay and Start Bay. The data show
typical mean wave heights experienced in the recent past (Tables C.1.1 to C.1.5) as well as the five highest
wave events recorded at each location (Table C.1.6).
This information confirms that
Coasts that are sheltered from
more recent information from
inshore wave climate analysis
(Halcrow, 2002).
Month
June
July
August
September
October
November
December
January
February
March
April
May

Table C.1.1

the largest waves along this coastline are from the south-westerly direction.
south-westerly waves are commonly prone to waves from the south-east. This
the regional coastal monitoring programmes is also further supported by the
of 10 years of Met Office wave model data as presented in Futurecoast

Hs
(m)

Tp
(s)

Tz
(s)

Direction
(°)

SST
(°C)

No. of
Days

0.36
0.41
0.32
0.28
0.41
0.38
0.67
0.73
0.57
0.50
0.42
0.39

5.8
5.3
4.9
4.9
6.0
5.5
7.0
7.6
6.4
6.5
5.7
5.1

3.7
3.5
3.5
3.5
3.8
3.9
4.0
4.1
3.7
3.9
3.6
3.4

159
164
147
157
147
156
152
166
153
166
154
135

15.6
16.6
17.6
17.5
15.7
13.0
10.4
9.3
9.0
8.9
9.9
12.5

29
30
31
30
31
30
31
31
29
31
30
30

Monthly mean wave heights for Weymouth wave buoy between June 2007 and May 2008
(Channel Coastal Observatory, 2008)
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Month
June
July
August
September
October
November
December
January
February
March
April
May

Table C.1.2

June
July
August
September
October
November
November
December
January
February
March
April
May

Table C.1.4

Tp
(s)
7.6
6.8
6.5
7.1
7.1
7.2
8.1
11.4
11.8
8.6
8.6
8.1

Tz
(s)
4.2
4.1
4.2
4.6
4.6
4.4
5.0
5.9
5.4
4.5
5.0
4.6

Direction
(°)
226
222
224
204
223
216
215
214
215
221
223
215

SST
(°C)
14.3
16.1
17.1
16.4
14.6
11.7
9.0
7.3
7.2
8.1
9.9
12.1

No. of
Days
28
30
30
29
31
26
29
30
28
30
29
31

Monthly mean wave heights for Chesil wave buoy between June 2008 and May 2009
(Plymouth Coastal
Coastal Observatory, 2009
2009)

Month

Table C.1.3

Hs
(m)
0.70
0.93
1.13
0.88
1.18
0.98
0.86
1.41
0.77
0.85
0.75
0.90

Hs
(m)

Tp
(s)

Tz
(s)

Direction
(°)

SST
(°C)

No. of
Days

0.61
0.84
1.00
0.81
1.06
0.79
0.73
1.33
0.69
0.72
0.67
0.80

7.6
6.5
5.9
7.3
7.1
7.5
8.4
11.0
11.8
8.7
8.9
8.2

4.0
3.8
4.0
4.2
4.4
4.2
4.6
5.5
5.3
4.3
4.7
4.1

216
209
213
195
213
205
202
208
210
212
209
208

14.6
16.3
17.2
16.3
14.6
11.5
8.8
7.1
7.0
8.3
10.4
12.5

28
29
29
29
30
28
29
31
28
31
29
30

Monthly mean wave heights for West Bay wave buoy between June 2008 and May 2009
(Plymouth Coastal Observatory, 2009)
2009)

Month

Hs
(m)

Tp
(s)

Tz
(s)

Direction
(°)

SST
(°C)

No. of
Days

June
July
August
September
October
November
December
January
February
March
April
May

0.31
0.29
0.34
0.60
0.74
0.32
0.34
0.38

4.8
4.3
4.7
6.2
6.5
5.2
5.7
5.4

3.1
3.1
3.4
3.7
3.8
3.3
3.5
3.2

153
166
163
133
121
156
119
155

12.0
9.9
7.7
9.1
10.6
12.0

0
28
26
0
0
17
31
18
0
19
30
31

Monthly mean wave heights for Tor Bay wave buoy between June 2008 and May 2009
(Plymouth Coastal Observatory, 2009
2009)
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Month

Hs
(m)

Tp
(s)

Tz
(s)

Direction
(°)

SST
(°C)

No. of
Days

June
July
August
September
October
November
December
January
February
March
April
May

0.37
0.55
0.66
0.71
0.70
0.70
0.85
1.23
0.69
0.53
0.57
0.74

7.9
6.8
7.2
6.7
8.3
7.1
8.5
9.4
10.8
9.2
7.9
8.2

4.0
4.0
4.1
4.1
4.6
4.4
4.5
5.2
5.4
4.5
4.3
4.2

168
161
176
143
171
145
144
157
166
170
159
166

13.9
14.8
15.5
15.7
14.8
12.3
10.4
8.5
7.8
8.7
10.2
11.5

30
31
30
30
30
30
31
31
28
31
30
24

Table C.1.5

Monthly mean wave heights for Start Bay wave buoy between June 2008 and May 2009
(Plymouth Coastal Observatory, 2009)
2009)

Period of
Record

Location

Weymouth

2007/8*

Chesil

2008/9**

West Bay

2008/9**

Tor Bay

2008/9**

Start Bay

2008/9**

Table C.1.6

Date

Hs (m)

Tp (s)

Tz (s)

Direction
(degN)

03/02/2008
13/01/2008
18/11/2007
10/03/2008
17/04/2008
17/01/2009
04/10/2008
09/11/2008
13/12/2008
05/07/2008
17/01/2009
04/10/2008
13/12/2008
25/01/2009
09/11/2008
12/05/2009
28/12/2008
01/02/2009
30/10/2008
04/02/2009
12/05/2009
29/12/2008

2.74
2.58
2.56
2.41
2.03
4.43
4.37
4.28
3.89
3.82
4.24
4.02
3.87
3.82
3.77
2.88
2.60
3.36
3.14
2.91
2.90
2.72

7.7
7.7
7.7
8.3
7.1
8.3
8.3
9.1
9.1
10.0
9.1
8.3
8.3
8.3
8.3
8.3
7.7
8.3
7.1
7.7
8.3
7.7

5.7
5.5
5.6
5.3
4.9
6.9
6.9
6.8
6.8
6.8
6.7
6.7
6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3
5.6
6.3
5.6
5.7
6.0
5.5

160
162
162
169
118
231
225
224
207
229
218
221
205
207
215
106
107
97
96
117
103
94

Water
Level
(mOD)
0.39
0.84
1.06
-0.36
1.53
1.36
-0.36
1.88
2.06
1.43
1.82
1.79
0.73
-0.27
0.35
0.50
2.00
-0.27
-0.65
0.53
-1.83

Five highest wave events recorded in the recent past for each wave buoy location (*Channel
Coastal Observatory, 2008;**Plymouth
2008;**Plymouth Coastal Observatory, 2009)

C.1.3.2 Tides
Table C.1.7 presents the tide conditions for a number of locations along the South Devon and Dorset coast,
taken from the Admiralty Tide Tables (United Kingdom Hydrographic Office, 2008). All of the tide values have
been converted to a common datum (Ordnance Datum from Chart Datum). Towards the eastern end of the
SMP area the high tide levels are about a metre lower than towards the western end, whilst the low water
levels are about a metre higher.
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For comparative purposes, extreme tide levels calculated for several of these locations are shown in Table
C.1.8. These are taken from the Environment Agency report on regional extreme tide levels in the SouthWest (Posford Duvivier, 2003).

Location
Plymouth (Devonport)
Saltash
Cargreen
Cotehele Quay
Jupiter Point
St. Germans
Turnchapel
River Yealm Entrance
Salcombe
Dartmouth
Dartmouth Greenway
Quay
Totnes
Torquay
Teignmouth (Approaches)
Teignmouth (New Quay)
Exmouth (Approaches)
Exmouth Dock
Starcross
Turf Lock
Topsham
Lyme Regis
Bridport
Chesil Beach
Portland
Lulworth Cove
Mupe Bay

Tide Level (mO
(mOD) for Tidal Condition
HAT

MHWS

MHWN

MSL

MLWN

MLWS

LAT

2.68
2.78
2.64
2.87
2.68
2.28
2.68
2.75
2.65
2.68

2.28
2.38
2.24
2.47
2.28
1.98
2.28
2.35
2.25
2.28

1.18
1.28
1.14
1.37
1.18
1.08
1.28
1.25
1.05
1.18

0.08
0.28

-1.02
-0.92
-1.16
-0.73
-0.92
-1.02
-0.82
-0.95
-0.95
-0.62

-2.42
-2.32
-2.46
-1.73
-2.42
-2.22
-2.32
-2.35
-2.35
-2.02

-3.22
-2.82

CD to OD
conversion
-3.22
-3.22
-3.26
-2.13
-3.22
-3.22
-3.22
-3.05
-3.05
-2.62

2.98

2.28

1.18

-

-0.62

-2.02

-

-2.62

2.90
2.60
2.75
2.93
2.36
2.67
2.77
2.52
2.75
2.45
2.25
2.30
1.57
1.58
1.55

2.30
2.20
1.95
2.13
2.16
2.17
2.27
2.12
2.25
1.95
1.85
1.80
1.17
1.18
1.15

1.10
1.10
0.95
1.03
0.96
0.97
1.07
1.02
1.05
0.75
0.75
0.80
0.47
0.48
0.45

0.20
0.07
-

-0.60
-0.65
-0.57
-0.74
-0.53
-0.43
-0.78
-0.65
-0.65
-0.40
-0.13
-0.02
-0.05

-1.90
-1.95
-1.87
-1.94
-1.63
-1.13
-1.38
-1.75
-1.65
-1.30
-0.83
-0.82
-0.85

-2.70
-1.13
-

-1.20
-2.80
-2.65
-2.57
-2.44
-1.83
-1.83
-1.78
-1.75
-2.35
-2.25
-2.10
-0.93
-1.02
-1.05

Table C.1.7
Tide levels between Plymouth (Devonport) and Mupe Bay from the 2009 Admiralty
Tide Tables (United Kingdom Hydrographic Office, 2008)

Location
Mouth of Tamar
Devonport*
Devonport
Jupiter Point*
St Germans, R Lynher*
Polbathic*
Tideford*
Notter Bridge*
Saltash*
Calstock, R Tamar*
Gunnislake, R Tamar*
Lopwell, R Tavy*
Marsh Mills, R Plym*

1
2.95
2.95
2.95
3.09
3.12
3.18
3.16
2.95
3.28
3.43
3.13
3.05
2.95

10
3.25
3.25
3.25
3.39
3.42
3.48
3.46
3.25
3.58
3.73
3.43
3.35
3.25

Return Period (1 in X Years)
50
100
3.46
3.59
3.46
3.59
3.46
3.59
3.60
3.73
3.63
3.76
3.69
3.82
3.67
3.80
3.46
3.59
3.79
3.92
3.94
4.07
3.64
3.77
3.56
3.69
3.46
3.59

200
3.69
3.68
3.68
3.82
3.85
3.91
3.89
3.68
4.01
4.16
3.86
3.78
3.68

500
3.83
3.83
3.83
3.97
4.00
4.06
4.04
3.83
4.16
4.31
4.01
3.93
3.83
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Location
Puslinch, R Yealm*
Bigbury on Sea
Aveton Giffird, R Avon*
Bolt Head (S
(Salcombe)
alcombe)
Salcombe*
Kingsbridge*
Torcross
Mouth of Dart
Dartmouth*
Totnes*
Paignton
Teignmouth
Newton Abbot, R Teign*
Exmouth
Starcross*
Topsham*
Sidmouth
Seaton
Axmouth*
Lyme Regis
West Bay
Abbotsbury
WykeWyke-Regis
Portland
Weymouth
Lulworth

1
2.97
2.97
2.96
2.96
2.96
2.91
2.88
2.88
2.97
2.84
2.84
2.78
2.78
2.75
2.76
2.81
2.66
2.59
2.59
2.52
2.44
2.22
1.86
1.81
1.77
1.58

10
3.28
3.28
3.27
3.27
3.27
3.23
3.22
3.22
3.31
3.20
3.20
3.15
3.16
3.14
3.15
3.20
3.09
2.99
2.99
2.88
2.76
2.52
2.16
2.08
2.03
1.82

Return Period (1 in X Years)
50
100
3.49
3.63
3.49
3.63
3.49
3.63
3.49
3.63
3.49
3.63
3.47
3.62
3.47
3.64
3.47
3.64
3.56
3.73
3.46
3.63
3.46
3.63
3.43
3.62
3.43
3.62
3.42
3.62
3.43
3.63
3.48
3.68
3.38
3.51
3.27
3.39
3.27
3.39
3.13
3.23
2.98
3.07
2.73
2.82
2.36
2.45
2.26
2.34
2.21
2.29
1.99
2.07

200
3.73
3.73
3.74
3.74
3.74
3.74
3.76
3.76
3.85
3.76
3.76
3.75
3.75
3.76
3.77
3.82
3.64
3.51
3.51
3.34
3.17
2.91
2.54
2.42
2.37
2.14

500
3.88
3.88
3.89
3.89
3.89
3.90
3.93
3.93
4.02
3.94
3.94
3.95
3.95
3.96
3.97
4.02
3.81
3.67
3.67
3.48
3.30
3.03
2.66
2.53
2.47
2.24

Table C.1.8
Extreme tide levels for a range of return periods at locations along the South Devon
and Dorset coast (Posford Duvivier, 2003). NB: Estuary Sites are indica
indicated by *.
*.

C.1.4

Durlston Head to White Nothe
LARGE SCALE

Interactions
The eastern-most section of the SMP2 frontage is dominated by sea cliffs consisting of varying geological
resistance that has resulted in differential erosion between the resistant chalk and limestone and the softer
clay lithologies. Geology has been the dominant control for the formation and evolution of the present
shoreline, with its many controlling headlands separated by embayments that are occupied by small pocket
beaches whose sole source of sediment is the erosion of the backing cliffs.
Despite a large potential for wave induced transport there is no actual strong littoral transport of sediment
either across (within the frontage) or beyond (to adjacent frontages) (Halcrow, 2002). This is due to the
headland and embayment nature of this section of coast combined with a lack of mobile littoral sediment on
most shorelines (SCOPAC, 2004).
Material within embayments form pocket beaches whose sediment is derived from local cliff erosion, including
from a series of thin pebble beds. However, there is no discernable interaction between beaches.
The offshore zone is also steeply sloping, with cliffs plunging directly into deep water between St Alban’s Head
and Durlston Head, and this, along with the indented character of the shoreline, results in there being no large
scale sediment transport processes occurring. SCOPAC (2004) postulates that tidal induced sand transport
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along the seabed may occur in a west-south-west direction from the west of Worbarrow Bay to be deposited
at the Adamant Shoal and The Shambles. This would make The Shambles a possible sediment store, however it
is important to note that this is an unproven theory.

Movement
Futurecoast (Halcrow, 2002) describes the long-term process by which the differential erosion has formed the
headland and pocket beach coast that is observed today. This evolutionary process may be modified by the
presence of (a) geological faults that undergo preferential erosion to form small pocket beaches, and (b)
several river valleys that run parallel to the coast that may be captured and exploited by marine erosion.
SCOPAC (2004) suggests that the partial inundation of valleys (created by fluvial erosion) during the Holocene
marine transgression (c.10,000 years BP) was the dominant evolutionary factor that has since been overtaken
by the evolutionary process described in Futurecoast (Halcrow, 2002).
Whilst marine erosion has been, and continues to be, a controlling factor in the long-term evolution of the
coastal form in the study area, it is less important to the cliff morphology than long-term sub-aerial denudation
(though marine erosion to remove debris from the toe is also important) (SCOPAC, 2004).
The strong geological control exerted on this section of coast causes two general types of response:
•

Areas of resistant geology (e.g. chalk and limestone) remains relatively immobile;

•

Areas of softer geology (e.g. clays overlaid with chalk) experience erosion.

The erosion of softer cliffs contributes much material to the coastal sediment transport system, though much
of this is fine clays that are transported offshore in suspension (SCOPAC, 2004).

Modifications
There has been very little in the way of coastal defence or management intervention activity along this section
of largely sea cliff dominated coast. The exceptions are at Lulworth Cove and Kimmeridge Bay, where small
scale localised defence works have been constructed.

LOCAL SCALE:
SCALE: Durlston Head to St Alban’s Head

Interactions
This section consists of vertical plunging cliffs of bedded Portland limestone capped by Purbeck limestone that
rise to inland plateaus 140m high.
Net potential longshore transport is eastwards, however the rate of transport is very low and intermittent
along the frontage, with virtually no feed of sediment past Durlston Head. There is therefore negligible linkage
with areas outside the SMP boundary.

Movement
The limestone cliffs are very resistant to erosion, with negligible cliff top recession occurring over the past
century. What erosion there is, is confined to joint planes, or is the result of wave undercutting. Analysis of
historical mapping carried out for Futurecoast (Halcrow, 2002) shows that there has been no discernable
recession here over the past 100 years.

Existing Predictions of Shoreline Evolution
For an ‘unconstrained’ scenario, Futurecoast (Halcrow, 2002) predicted that the cliffs of this section are so
resistant that over the next century there will be no noticeable change in cliff top position.
As there is presently no human intervention along this section, the Futurecoast (Halcrow, 2002) prediction for
a ‘with present management’ scenario is the same as for the unconstrained scenario behaviour over the next
100 years.
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LOCAL SCALE:
SCALE: St Alban’s Head to Worbarrow Tout

Interactions
The clay dominated cliffs that occur within this section increase in height westwards from St Alban’s Head. The
cliffs are fronted by a combination of rocky shore platforms and thin/discontinuous sand and shingle beaches.
There are hardly any coastal defences along this section. The exception is at Kimmeridge Bay where there is a
small localised seawall and revetment along the eastern part of the bay.
Erosion of both the cliffs and shore platforms contribute to the coarse sediment supply of the local pocket
beaches. Much of the material derived from this erosion is fine material that is transported offshore in
suspension. The presence of the shore platforms also serve to dissipate wave energy reaching the shoreline
and so reduce the actual littoral transport that can occur along the shoreline, as well as reduce the rate of cliff
recession (SCOPAC, 2004).
As for the adjacent Durlston Head to St Alban’s Head section, there is very low intermittent eastwards littoral
transport along this section. This is due to a combination of trapping of sediment in embayments and coves
confined by hard rock headlands, dissipation of wave energy by rocky shore platforms, poor availability of
coarse beach-building sediment and the presence of deep water adjacent to parts of the cliffed coastline
(SCOPAC, 2004).
Therefore any coarse sediment material released from the cliffs tends to remain locally within pocket beaches
whilst finer sediment is transported offshore and is lost from the system.

Movement
Some of the cliffs along this section are of a composite nature (e.g. at Gadd Cliff, Honnstant Cliff and St.
Alban’s Head). In these cliffs seaward dipping Portland Limestone overlies Kimmeridge Clay and they
experience deep seated landslides as a result. There is some variation in the geological resistance of the cliffs,
and this has led to differential erosion creating several deeply incised bays at Brandy Bay, Hobarrow Bay,
Kimmeridge Bay, Egmont Bight and Chapman’s Pool.
Therefore, compared to the adjacent sections of coast more rapid cliff recession has been observed here,
although rates are still generally low. Analysis carried out as part of Futurecoast (Halcrow, 2002) suggests
historic rates of cliff top erosion over the past 100 years has been between 0.05 to 0.1m/year at various
locations along this section.
SCOPAC (2004) suggests the upper limit of recession may be as much as 0.15m/year based upon analysis of
data between 1880 and 1990 for the area between Worbarrow Tout and Hobarrow Bay, and about 0.1m/year
from Kimmeridge Ledges to St Alban’s Head. However, SCOPAC (2004) suggests higher rates of retreat for
other parts of this section of coast, with rates of between 0.2 to 0.4m/year applicable between Broad Bench
and Kimmeridge Bay (increasing to 0.8m/year where the shore platform width is less).
From a comparison of historic Ordnance Survey maps from the years 1890 and 1989 undertaken for this
SMP2, it is apparent that the shoreline position at Chapman’s Pool has eroded slightly over this period.

Existing Predictions of Shoreline Evolution
For an ‘unconstrained’ scenario, Futurecoast (Halcrow, 2002) predicted that the cliffs of this section will be
dominated in the future by recession that is controlled by land-slide events. Coarser material derived from this
erosion would contribute locally to pocket beaches within embayments controlled by headlands, with finer
material being transported offshore in suspension.
There is limited human intervention along this section. The Futurecoast (Halcrow, 2002) prediction for a ‘with
present management’ scenario is for this scenario to not be unduly different from the unconstrained scenario
behaviour over the next 100 years.
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LOCAL SCALE:
SCALE: Worbarrow Tout to White Nothe

Interactions
The section of coast between Worbarrow Tout and White Nothe consists of sea cliffs indented by a series of
coves and embayments. The largest of which are Lulworth Cove and Worbarrow Bay, both of which formed
following breaches through the seaward limestone ridge that allowed subsequent erosion of the softer clay
beds that lie behind it. These bays represent various stages of the very long term evolutionary process that
occurs along this coastline. Another stage in the evolutionary process is that breaching of the limestone ridge
follows formation and eventual collapse of arches. One such arch along this section of coast is Durdle Door, a
vertical Portland Limestone arch formed by wave action (SCOPAC, 2004). The cliffs between White Nothe
and Durdle Door are vertical and formed from chalk with a fronting chalk platform. In places along this
section, cliffs overhang where there has been erosion by marine action of the underlying clay base that is
exposed in some parts.
Human intervention has been very limited along this coast, with only a small seawall existing at the back (north
side) of Lulworth Cove. As such this section of coast is essentially natural, with the chalk cliffs being the
dominant control.
Despite the potential for eastward littoral transport, eroded material tends to remain in local pocket beaches
such as those found fronting the cliffs at Durdle Door and Man ‘o’ War Bay. This is due to a combination of
the many headlands along this section that limit littoral transport both along the unit and beyond it, as well as
the limited supply of coarse material to be transported being derived from coastal erosion.

Movement
The chalk cliffs have given rise to relative low rates of recession over the past decades and centuries along this
section of coast. Analysis of historical data as part of Futurecoast (Halcrow, 2002) suggests recession rates of
between 0.06 to 0.12m/year at the western end of this section over the past century. SCOPAC (2004)
suggests that these low rates of recession occur as a result of debris at the cliff toe temporarily preventing
erosion, and that the underlying mean annual rate of recession is between 0.2 to 0.46m/year. SCOPAC (2004)
also suggests rates of 0.08 to 0.12m/year occur towards the eastern end of this section.
Analysis presented in the 2006 Strategic Regional Coastal Monitoring Annual Report (Channel Coastal
Observatory, 2006) suggests that there has been accretion of the beach in the eastern part of Worbarrow Bay
between 2003 and 2006. Over the same period, the beaches at Lulworth Cove and between Man ‘o’ War
Rocks to Stair Hole have experienced slight erosion.
A comparison of historic Ordnance Survey maps from the years 1890 and 1989 undertaken for this SMP2 has
shown that within Lulworth Cove, the longer term trend of beach movement has been for the northern part
of the beach to accrete over this period whilst erosion occurs in the western and eastern parts of the beach.

Existing Predictions of Shoreline Evolution
For an ‘unconstrained’ scenario, Futurecoast (Halcrow, 2002) predicted that the past long-term evolutionary
process of slow localised breaching of the limestone and chalk ridge followed by rapid expansion in the clay
beds behind the limestone will continue to be the dominating process in the future. The process of breaching
is next likely to commence at Stair Hole to the west of Lulworth Cove, although it is unlikely that significant
erosion to form a new cove would occur over the next 100 years.
There is limited human intervention along this section. As a result the Futurecoast (Halcrow, 2002) prediction
for a ‘with present management’ scenario is for this scenario is very similar to the unconstrained scenario
behaviour over the next 100 years.
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C.1.5

White Nothe to Portland Bill
LARGE SCALE

Interactions
The coast between White Nothe and Portland Bill is predominantly made up of cliffs consisting of both
resistant rock (e.g. Portland Limestone) and less resistant lithologies (e.g. Kimmeridge and Oxford Clays). The
varying resistance of the cliffs has resulted in the occurrence of differential erosion, which has formed the
present configuration of the shoreline with a series of headlands and embayments. Weymouth Bay is the
largest embayment in this section.
Weymouth Bay formed when sea level rise during the Holocene marine transgression (c.10,000 years BP) led
to the inundation of the River Wey’s low relief valley (Halcrow, 2002). The valley is carved through Oxford
Clay and bounded by hard limestone cliffs (that now form the headlands of Redcliff Point and The Nothe). A
spit-barrier beach also formed across what was the Wey Estuary as a result of the landward migration of
sediments combed from the sea bed during the sea level rise. This enclosed the estuary from the north at
Bowleaze Cove towards the south, leaving a small entrance channel between the southern end of the barrier
and The Nothe headland. The enclosure also led to the infilling of the estuary with sediment. Both the infilled
estuary and the spit-barrier beach have been ‘fixed’ in position in recent centuries by the development of
Weymouth, and now form the main low-lying part of the town.
There are a number of other beaches throughout this frontage. There is a major pocket beach at Ringstead
Bay (SCOPAC 2004) as well as a second shingle barrier beach (Ham Beach) that lines part of Portland
Harbour from the Isle of Portland to the mainland, and is broken at the northern end by the presence of the
tidal inlet to The Fleet (refer to Section C.1.6 – Portland Bill to Eype).
A significant control to shoreline behaviour along this section of coast is provided by the Isle of Portland. The
island was once separated from the mainland only to be re-attached by the formation of Chesil Beach during
the Holocene marine transgression in a similar evolutionary process to that which formed the barrier beach
across Weymouth Bay (refer to Section C.1.6 – Portland Bill to Eype).
The presence of the Isle of Portland provides shelter to this section of coast from direct exposure to the
dominant south-westerly waves. the incoming south-westerly waves diffract around the Isle of Portland and in
turn assist in a localised littoral drift reversal from east to west between White Nothe to Weymouth Bay. The
process is aided by the presence of a number of shallow banks on the seabed to the east of Portland Bill, most
notably The Shambles bank. These banks are present due to the circulatory tidal currents that are generated
by tidal flow around Portland Bill and in turn cause refraction of waves as they approach the inshore
(SCOPAC, 2004). The banks themselves are thought to have little interaction with the coast (Halcrow, 2002).
Although SCOPAC (2004) suggests that there may be some sand transport along the seabed towards the
banks by tidal flows, with material moving from the inshore areas to be deposited in these possible sediment
stores, though this is an unproven theory.
The Shambles is the only significant feature of the offshore area, which is steeply sloping between White
Nothe and Ringstead Ledge, before becoming more gently sloping within the Weymouth Bay embayment and
Portland Harbour.
There is potential for a sediment transport from east to west towards Weymouth Bay. However, the actual
sediment transport is very small (if any) due to the presence of secondary headlands that intercept sediment as
well as a limited contemporary sediment supply to the foreshore from the erosion of cliffs in Ringstead Bay
(Halcrow, 2002). SCOPAC (2004) suggests that the east to west littoral drift of sediment became greatly
reduced once the secondary headland at Redcliff Point formed. As a result, Weymouth Bay is largely closed to
new sediment inputs. As a result, over time the movement of material both alongshore (during ‘normal’ wave
and tide conditions and onshore-offshore (which is the significant process during storm events) has resulted in
the beaches in the northern part of the bay being gradually eroded and losing volume (Posford Duvivier, 2001).
The River Wey, which discharges to the sea through Weymouth Harbour mouth, is an in-filled estuary with a
small tidal prism that has been completely modified by human intervention. The Wey exerts only a very limited
and localised influence on the open coast.
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Movement
The material strength and stratigraphy of the geology along this section of coast controls the present day rates
and locations of sea cliff erosion. The resistant geology at Portland, Weymouth Bay (The Nothe and Redcliff
Point), and White Nothe constrains evolution along the coast. Although between these locations there are
areas of cliff comprised of Kimmeridge and Oxford Clays that demonstrate complex landsliding characteristics,
particularly between Furzy Cliff (north end of Weymouth Bay) and White Nothe. The activity of the landslides
are controlled by groundwater conditions more than marine action (though this is also an important factor in
the cliff stability) (SCOPAC, 2004).
Landslides in Ringstead Bay can also provide a contemporary source of sediment to the coastal sediment
system. However, this is potentially limited to episodic cross-shore sediment exchange during storm wave
events between the beach and the floor of Ringstead Bay out to a distance of 100 to 150m, where the crossshore movement is confined to being landwards of a series of rocky reefs that are present here. These reefs
are important for retaining coarse sediment for beach-building. Gaps within the reefs can allow sediment to
escape from the bay and be transported offshore (SCOPAC, 2004).
Erosion also occurs along parts of the Isle of Portland, primarily the northern part, where the limestone is
underlain with clay beds that are exposed to wave action. The section of the Isle of Portland south from
Church Ope Cove is very resistant to erosion as the southward dipping strata that forms the island exposes
the resistant Portland limestone to wave action.
Within Weymouth Bay there is an accumulation of sand in the southern part of the bay (NB: the beaches in
Weymouth Bay are graded from shingle to the north and sand to the south) resulting from the natural feed of
sediment from offshore due to wave and tide action. This process of accumulation is added to by the southerly
drift of sand along the frontage and has resulted in the shallowing of the nearshore slope and the occasional
need to undertake maintenance dredging at the mouth of Weymouth Harbour (SCOPAC, 2004).

Modifications
There has been human intervention along many parts of this section of coast for many centuries associated
with the development and expansion of the town of Weymouth upon low-lying reclaimed land, this continues
to the present day.
The largest example of human intervention has been the construction of the Portland Harbour Breakwaters in
the second half of the 19th century, which exert a significant effect upon shoreline behaviour in their lee and
along the adjacent coast. In particular, the breakwaters shelter the backing sea cliffs along the north-western
shore of Portland Harbour and Ham Beach, along the western shore, from wave action. The breakwaters, and
the sheltering they afford, also serve to sever any potential linkage (if any existed before their construction)
between the eroding sea cliffs along the north-east and north-west sides of the Isle of Portland. These cliffs
historically supplied sediment to Ham Beach, which would have been transported along the base of the cliffs
that line the north-west side of Portland Harbour towards The Nothe headland and possibly beyond this into
Weymouth Bay.
Other significant human interventions along this shoreline are as follows:
•

A rock breakwater was constructed in Ringstead Bay in 1996, replacing an older timber sea wall, and was
associated with approximately 25,000m3 of beach recharge (SCOPAC, 2004);

•

The cliffs at Bowleaze Cove are (in part) protected from toe erosion by wave action by rock armour and
gabions constructed here in about 1984 (SCOPAC, 2004);

•

Preston Beach area of Weymouth Bay has been extensively managed by seawalls and groyne fields over
the past two centuries. The most recent defences were constructed here by the Environment Agency in
1995/96 and consisted of a new seawall and 207,000m3 of sand and shingle beach recharge, along with
construction of a terminal rock groyne to reduce drift of sediment southwards within Weymouth Bay;
Since this recharge, there has been ongoing recycling of sediment along the shoreline from the rock
groyne to Bowleaze Cove and re-profiling of the beach to retain the required standard of protection.
Further beach recharge in the future is also likely to be required (Posford Duvivier, 2001);

•

Extending north from Preston Beach and along part of the southern end of Furzy Cliff is a section of
concrete wave return wall constructed as part of a 1984 coast protection scheme that also included
regarding of the Furzy Cliff slope at the southern end of this cliff;
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•

A seawall and esplanade extend along most of the Weymouth Bay frontage, from the northern end of
Preston Beach southwards to the Ferry Terminal Peninsula (that forms the northern side of Weymouth
Harbour Entrance). This seawall and esplanade has been replaced and extended several times over the
past two centuries as previous structures were destroyed by storm events, the most notable occasion
being during the great storm of 1824;

•

The entrance to Weymouth Harbour is controlled by a jetty on either side. These jetties have been
extended over the centuries to provide a safe entrance to the harbour. The northern jetty in particular
has been increased in size by reclamation as recently as 1978, which created the Ferry Terminal Peninsula
seen today. The gradual increase in size of the northern harbour jetty led to the coincidental increase in
the ‘trap zone’ for sand sediment in the southern part of Weymouth Bay (SCOPAC, 2004);

•

Weymouth Harbour is completely modified by human activity, from reclamation of large areas of the Wey
Estuary to quay walls lining the entire harbour and sluice gates at controlling discharge from the river
upstream out through the harbour to the sea. This modification is associated with the growth of the town
of Weymouth, which has largely ‘fixed’ in position the barrier beach/spit upon which part of the town is
constructed;

•

The southern harbour jetty (the Stone Pier), was re-constructed in the 1980s and attaches to The Nothe
headland. This pier forms the start of a continuously armoured section of coast that protects the southern
side of The Nothe from erosion by wave action. The most recent works were carried out along part of
this coast in 2002, and involved the construction of a new seawall and rock armouring (Weymouth &
Portland Borough Council, 2002); and,

•

Within Portland Harbour there is a culvert that allows discharge of water flowing over/through the Chesil
Beach to discharge to Portland Harbour. This culvert forms part of the larger Chesil Beach Flood
Protection Scheme constructed in the 1980s and 1990s to reduce the risk of breaching of Chesil Beach.

LOCAL SCALE:
SCALE: White Nothe to Redcliff Point

Interactions
The sea cliffs along this section of coast consist of clays that demonstrate complex landslide characteristics.
Undercliffs have formed at both Osmington and White Nothe. The foreshore is made up of sections of shingle
and boulder beaches that overlay rocky shore platforms and reefs.
Any material released to the coastal sediment system has the potential to be transported towards Weymouth
Bay as a result of the localised drift reversal that has developed in this area as a result of the influence of the
Isle of Portland. However, the actual westward drift is largely inhibited by the presence of rock platforms and
reefs, as well as the presence of the emergent headland at Redcliff Point. The reefs in Ringstead Bay for
example, help to retain coarse beach material within the bay, allowing only finer material to exit the bay to the
offshore zone in suspension (SCOPAC, 2004).
There is limited human intervention here with only a small length of rock revetment and some beach recharge
associated with a controlling rock groyne having been constructed within Ringstead Bay in 1996. This recent
recharge may have affected the very recent rates of cliff recession in the area affected by the 1996
construction, which otherwise appear to have accelerated in the past 50 years compared to the first part of
the 20th century (SCOPAC, 2004).

Movement
It is likely that the primary mechanism for cliff failure along this section is due to groundwater and not wave
action at the toe (although this is also an important factor in ongoing cliff stability). The importance of
groundwater has been demonstrated by the occurrence of mudslides at Black Head between 1910 and 1914,
which developed due to groundwater conditions and now continue to be unstable as a result of cliff toe
erosion (SCOPAC, 2004).
The rates of cliff recession along this section are rated as medium to high (Halcrow, 2002). These cliffs show a
number of failure types including mudflows and large, episodic rotational land slips that are active at a number
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of locations such as Black Head at Osmington Mills and Burning Cliff in Ringstead Bay. SCOPAC (2004)
suggests the periodicity of events at Osmington Mills may be of the order of 10 to 15 years.
Futurecoast (Halcrow, 2002) and SCOPAC (2004) both estimate that the cliffs at Osmington and Ringstead
Bay are eroding at a mean annual rate of about 0.50m/year.
The beach in Ringstead Bay has accreted slightly in the west and eroded slightly in the east between 2003 and
2006 (Channel Coastal Observatory, 2006).

Existing Predictions of Shoreline Evolution
For an ‘unconstrained’ scenario, Futurecoast (Halcrow, 2002) predicted that due to the cliffs in this area being
formed of clays inter-bedded with permeable strata, the large scale episodic rotational landslides that have
previously occurred along the coast will continue to occur over the next 100 years. There is also a possibility
that some of the material that is eroded to be transported to the west, though this depends upon the
evolution of secondary headlands, specifically at Redcliff Point.
As there is limited human intervention along this section, the Futurecoast (Halcrow, 2002) prediction for a
‘with present management’ scenario is similar to the unconstrained scenario behaviour over the next 100
years. The exception is at Ringstead Bay where the continued defences within the bay would be likely to
hinder the erosion of the cliff toe and so affect the frequency of landslide events.

LOCAL SCALE:
SCALE: Weymouth Bay

Interactions
Weymouth Bay extends from Redcliff Point in the north to the Stone Pier, which marks the southern jetty at
the entrance to Weymouth Harbour, where the Wey Estuary enters the sea.
The main feature of the bay is the continuous beach ridge that fronts a large low-lying expanse of land, south
of Furzy Cliffs. The ridge was once a barrier beach and spit fronting an in-filled estuary containing mudflats and
marsh land. However, it has been extensively built on as the town of Weymouth has grown over the
centuries. The beach ridge is backed by a seawall and promenade over the majority of its length, except for a
section at the northern end of the bay where there is a clay cliff (Furzy Cliff) that exhibits landslide activity.
Between Furzy Cliff and Redcliff Point, there are further seawalls, revetments and gabions providing sea
defence functions to Bowleaze Cove.
The beach sediment size increases from fine sands in the southern end of the bay to shingle sized sediment in
the north. This grading of beach sediment is accompanied by an increase in steepness and reduction in width of
the foreshore slope towards the northern end of the bay.
There have been several studies of Weymouth Bay to establish the sediment transport patterns within the bay.
The general consensus presented in Futurecoast (Halcrow, 2002) is that there is net drift from north to south
in the southern part of the bay, and from west to east in the northern part of the bay. A drift divide exists in
the vicinity of Lodmoor. The bay is affected by the sheltering affects of both the Isle of Portland and Portland
Harbour Breakwaters, as well as the natural morphology of the bay. Despite these studies, there is still a poor
level of understanding of the sediment transport processes within the bay (SCOPAC, 2004).
In the past it is likely that sediment was supplied to the beaches in Weymouth Bay by transport of sediment to
the bay from White Nothe as a result of the local littoral drift reversal from east to west that occurs here.
However, it appears that this historical transport pathway has been discontinued and as such the beaches are
dependent upon artificial inputs of sediment.
The entrance to Weymouth Harbour is the mouth of the small River Wey. Prior to the growth of the town of
Weymouth, this was a single spit enclosed estuary that flowed out through a channel between the southern
end of the spit and the hard Nothe headland. As Weymouth has developed the estuary has been completely
altered by man. The spit was completely built over and extended to form the north harbour arm. The flow of
the River Wey to the sea is also now managed, with a series of sluice gates dividing the mouth from the
freshwater Radipole Lake upstream and controlling the discharge rate (except at times of high river flows
when they are opened to reduce flood risk upstream). As a result there is little fluvial sediment input to the
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coast. The only other interaction between the estuary and the coast is that some sediment enters the mouth
from the sea and is deposited (Halcrow, 2002). Thus the mouth requires occasional dredging (SCOPAC,
2004).
The Wey Estuary is largely unaffected by wave action, with waves propagating towards land from offshore only
affecting the outer part of the harbour entrance between the two harbour piers. Within the Wey Estuary
small wind driven waves occur given favourable wind conditions blowing over a fairly linear water course,
though these are of limited significance to flood defence within the harbour.

Movement
The beaches of the central and northern parts of Weymouth Bay have a history of sediment loss and beach
narrowing in front of the seawall (Halcrow, 2002). The narrowness of the Preston Beach part of the bay and
the vulnerability of the road it protects to wave overtopping during storms as a result, was the primary driver
for the construction of the Preston Beach Sea Defence Scheme in 1995/6 (Posford Duvivier, 2001).
The sand beach to the southern end of the bay shows anaerobic conditions, indicating that material here is
relatively immobile (Halcrow, 2002). This may also be a function of the sand accumulation that occurs in the
south end of the bay, a process that has been aided over the decades by the gradual increase in length and size
(by land reclamation) of the northern jetty at the entrance to Weymouth Harbour (SCOPAC, 2004). Analysis
presented in the 2006 Strategic Regional Coastal Monitoring Annual Report (Channel Coastal Observatory,
2006) shows that the southern part of Weymouth Bay has accreted by between 5 and 15% since 2003.
The only potential natural sources of sediment input are from the erosion of Furzy Cliff and Redcliff. Furzy
Cliff is estimated to be retreating at a mean annual rate of 0.75m/year (Weymouth & Portland Borough
Council, 2002). Redcliff has a mean annual recession rate of 0.62m/year (Mouchel, 1998), although as both of
these are clay cliffs it is unlikely that much beach-building sediment will be supplied.

Existing Predictions of Shoreline Evolution
For an ‘unconstrained’ scenario, Futurecoast (Halcrow, 2002) predicted that the shingle barrier in the north
part of the bay (Preston Beach) would roll-back in response to future sea level rise. This could lead to a
possible breach of the barrier in the vicinity of the proposed littoral drift divergence at Lodmoor. Should a
breach occur then a tidal inlet could form, and this could eventually be ‘re-sealed’ over time as material drifts
along the shoreline. The sand beach in the southern part of the bay would oscillate in response to periodic
pulses of sediment input from the erosion of limestone cliffs at Portland and also possibly The Nothe, which is
comprised of mixed sandstone and clay beds.
The Futurecoast (Halcrow, 2002) prediction for a ‘with present management’ scenario is for the seawall that
runs behind the beach for most of the length of the bay will inhibit any roll-back of the beach in response to
sea level rise. As a consequence this will lead to narrowing of the foreshore by the process of coastal squeeze.
The frontage will require the continued artificial input of sediment to the foreshore, as has previously occurred
at Preston Beach. The extent of managed input would likely need to be extended to the sand beach in the
south of the bay, as this area would also diminish due to a lack of sediment input.

LOCAL SCALE:
SCALE: Weymouth Bay to Portland Harbour

Interactions
This short section of coast covers the southern shore of The Nothe headland between the Stone Pier and the
northern-most Portland Harbour Breakwater where it attaches to the land at Bincleaves. The coast here is
characterised by steep sea cliffs composed of clays capped by limestone. Where these clays are exposed the
cliffs are susceptible to landsliding, as was experienced in 1987 and 1988 where parts of the original retaining
wall that runs around the seaward base of The Nothe was destroyed by landslides.
The base of the sea cliffs at The Nothe is completely protected by a combination of concrete sea walls and
rock armour revetment, and is fronted by rock platforms and, at Newton’s Cove, a small area of shingle beach.
The sea wall around The Nothe was largely re-constructed in 2002 as part of the Newton’s Cove Coast
Protection Scheme, which also included extensive pinning of the cliff and cliff drainage works to reduce the risk
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of future landslides damaging the new seawall as happened in the late 1980s (Weymouth & Portland Borough
Council, 2002).

Movement
Where clays are exposed, the cliffs are susceptible to landsliding, as was experienced in 1987 and 1988 when
parts of the original retaining wall that runs around the seaward base of The Nothe was destroyed by
landslides. Analysis presented in the Newton’s Cove Coast Protection Scheme: Engineers Report (Weymouth
and Portland Borough Council, 2002) suggests that if there were no defences around The Nothe, then an
erosion rate of 0.50m/year would be likely.
If erosion of the cliffs were to occur, then coarse material would contribute to the local beaches, and could
potentially be transported around The Nothe to the beaches within Weymouth Bay. However, the size of The
Nothe headland may prevent transport of coarse material beyond it.

Existing Predictions of Shoreline Evolution
For an ‘unconstrained’ scenario, Futurecoast (Halcrow, 2002) predicted that there would be continued
landsliding due to increased exposure of the toe of the cliffs to wave action as sea levels rise. Futurecoast went
on to suggest that the frequency of landslide events could increase in the future, both due to this increased
exposure and due to an increase in rainfall due to climate change. Material released by erosion could
potentially be transported to beaches within either Weymouth Bay or Portland Harbour. Fine material (i.e.
clays) would be transported offshore in suspension.
The Futurecoast (Halcrow, 2002) prediction for a ‘with present management’ scenario is for the present
scenario of occasional landslide events occurring. The frequency of landslides is inhibited by the lack of wave
action at the cliff toe due to the presence of the seawalls, as well as intervention measures to improve
drainage of groundwater from the cliffs.

LOCAL SCALE:
SCALE: Portland Harbour

Interactions
This section covers the area between the northern-most Portland Harbour Breakwater, where it attaches to
the mainland at Bincleaves. The study area extends around the north-west and western parts of the Portland
Harbour shoreline, up to where the eastward facing shingle barrier of Ham Beach meets the Isle of Portland at
the start of the former Royal Navy Air Station, and Osprey Quay.
Ham Beach is a small shingle barrier beach along the eastern side of Chesil Beach, which is distinctly different
to Chesil Beach. Ham Beach is comprised of angular and sub-angular limestones and cherts from the east cliffs
of the Isle of Portland (West, 2006). The beach almost encloses the Fleet lagoon except for the artificial
culvert that allows tidal exchange between the lagoon and Portland Harbour at Ferrybridge.
Research by West (2006) states that the Ham Beach shingle barrier also connected the Isle of Portland to the
mainland, and as such formed a ‘double tombolo’ along with Chesil Beach but which was separated from Chesil
Beach at the Portland end by a lagoon area called the Mere. The Mere was once connected to The Fleet (c.
16th century) but roll-back of the Chesil Barrier closed this channel, forcing The Fleet to find a new outlet to
the sea at Small Mouth. As a result the Mere became a mudflat, which was then built on to form the former
Royal Naval Air Station at Portland.
Portland Harbour is sheltered by the Portland Harbour Breakwaters, as well as the Isle of Portland and Chesil
Beach. As a result, there is very limited wave action to drive sediment transport, this, combined with the long
low water tidal stand, allows fine sediment to settle and become trapped within the harbour. This has led to
the gradual accretion in the harbour, which acts as a partial sediment sink (SCOPAC, 2004).

Movement
Along the north-west shore of Portland Harbour are several clay cliffs capped with limestone that experience
landsliding. These cliffs are similar in nature to those to the east that form the Nothe headland. They have
been eroding for many centuries as a result of high groundwater levels in the landslide system and exposure to
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wave action at the toe. Landsliding lead to the rapid retreat of the cliffs in the vicinity of Sandsfoot Castle in
the 16th century that caused part of the castle to collapse in to the sea.
The construction of the Portland Harbour Breakwaters greatly reduced the rate of recession of the cliffs along
the north-west shore of Portland Harbour by reducing the exposure to wave erosion at the toe of the cliffs. In
recent times the cliffs have been relatively stable. Landslides along this section are occasional and largely driven
by a combination of groundwater conditions and cliff toe erosion by wave action. Removal of the toe by waves
occurs when periods of strong winds are able to generate waves within Portland Harbour of sufficient size,
and occurring with high water levels (Halcrow, 2008).
The shingle barrier of Ham Beach has also been relatively stable over the past century, probably due to the
protection afforded by the breakwaters.
The Portland Harbour North-Western Shore Strategic Study (Halcrow, 2008) undertook analysis of historical
mapping and aerial photography between 1903 and 2006 to determine erosion rates for the north-western
shore cliffs over the past century. This analysis determined that mean annual rates of erosion along this part of
the coast vary from almost 0m/yr to about 0.5m/yr, depending upon local geological variations. These rates
reflect erosion over the past century, and include the effect of sheltering by the Portland Harbour
breakwaters. These rates reflect the recession observed since construction of the breakwaters and if the
breakwaters were to cease to function in their current manner the rate of recession would increase due to
the increase in exposure to incoming waves.
From a comparison of historic Ordnance Survey maps from the years 1903 and 1998 undertaken for this
SMP2, it is apparent that there has been a loss of material around the former entrance to the Fleet at Small
Mouth. Both Small Mouth Spit and Small Mouth Sand have reduced dramatically in size over this period.

Existing Predictions of Shoreline Evolution
For an ‘unconstrained’ scenario, Futurecoast (Halcrow, 2002) predicted an increase in wave action at the toe
of the cliffs. The rates of cliff recession experienced prior to the construction of the Portland Harbour
Breakwaters would be likely to resume. This would lead to an increase in the amount of sediment released to
the coastal sediment system. The shingle barrier beach would also slowly roll-back across the mouth of The
Fleet, possibly closing off the tidal link between the lagoon and the open sea.
The unconstrained scenario is highly dependent upon the stability of Chesil Beach, and assumes that the Chesil
Beach will not breach during the next 100 years. If Chesil Beach was to breach and break down over the next
century, then there would be a significant change in the hydrodynamic regime through Portland Harbour
between the mainland and the ‘detached’ Isle of Portland. These changes in the hydrodynamic regime would
mean the small shingle barrier of Ham Beach would be lost, and could possibly be replaced by a range of
features such as a shingle spit extending from the mainland towards the Isle of Portland and a tidal delta within
the harbour. The changes caused by such a breach of the Chesil Barrier would also affect the processes further
afield, such as the sediment transport processes within the presently sheltered Weymouth Bay.
The Futurecoast (Halcrow, 2002) prediction for a ‘with present management’ scenario is for the shingle barrier
beach to experience minimal roll-back in response to future sea level rise, the entrance to The Fleet would
remain open. The infrequent landslides along the north-western shore of Portland Harbour would continue as
at present, though future predicted increases in rainfall could increase the frequency of events over time.

LOCAL SCALE:
SCALE: Isle of Portland

Interactions
Whilst this Section C.1.5 (White Nothe to Portland Bill) focuses on the section of coast between White
Nothe and Portland Bill, this part of the document looks at the Isle of Portland as a whole and as such also
informs in part the following Section C.1.6 (Portland Bill to Eype).
The Isle of Portland, which is not actually an island as it is attached to the mainland by the Chesil Barrier,
consists of sea cliffs ranging in height from 10m to 130m. The cliff behaviour is controlled by the geology.
Along the north-west and north-east parts of the island, clays outcrop along the lower cliff. These are capped
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by Portland limestone and facilitate landslide behaviour that dominates these sections of the frontage. Frequent
landslides have been recorded along these cliffs over recent centuries.
In places, the bases of the cliffs are strewn with rock debris and scree slopes. Whilst some of the debris is
natural, much is the result of quarrying waste being dumped here in the past. The long history of quarrying of
Portland Limestone has also drastically altered the form of some of the cliffs. Prior to construction of the
Portland Harbour Breakwaters and (former) Royal Naval Dockyard, erosion of the cliffs on the Portland
Harbour side of the Chesil Barrier would have released sediment to the foreshore to be transported to the
shingle barrier Ham Beach and the north-western shore of Portland Harbour, and possibly into Weymouth
Bay. Since the construction, this process has largely ceased to occur.

Movement
Due to the construction of the breakwaters and the dockyard in the late 19th century, the cliffs around the
Portland Harbour frontage of the Isle of Portland have been largely restricted in their retreat. Analysis of
historical data was undertaken for Futurecoast (Halcrow, 2002) and suggests no change in position for at least
a century.
The southern part of the island is dominated by vertical limestone cliffs, because the clay outcrops disappear as
the strata dips towards the south. Failure of these cliffs is controlled by jointing of the geology that leads to
infrequent rock falls, rather than large scale land slides observed on the northern part of the island. As a result
there has been little change in the cliffline position. In some places small coves have developed, in which small
shingle and boulder beaches, such as the one situated in Church Ope Cove, are located.
The most active erosion around the Isle of Portland has occurred along the north-western shore over the
recent past in the vicinity of Chiswell. Futurecoast (Halcrow, 2002) suggests that mean annual erosion of the
cliffs in this area over the historic record has been at a rate of 0.11m/year.
From a comparison of historic Ordnance Survey maps from the years 1903 and 1978 undertaken for this
SMP2, it is apparent that the small pocket beaches, such as at Church Ope Cove, have generally experienced
erosion over this period.

Existing Predictions of Shoreline Evolution
For an ‘unconstrained’ scenario, Futurecoast (Halcrow, 2002) predicted that erosion by landsliding would
continue to be the dominant process along the northern shores of the Isle of Portland. The retreat has the
potential to supply large amounts of sediment to the foreshore that could be transported towards Weymouth
Bay by longshore transport processes. Due to the resistance of the Portland limestone that forms the
southern coast of the island, this section would experience no significant change over the next 100 years.
The Futurecoast (Halcrow, 2002) prediction for a ‘with present management’ scenario is for the evolution of
most of the coast to be not unduly changed from the unconstrained scenario. The exception is the frontage in
Portland Harbour which would continue to be restricted from erosion by the presence of the breakwaters
and other structures in this area.

C.1.6

Portland Bill to Eype
LARGE SCALE

Interactions
This section of coast is dominated by the Chesil Beach, a 28km long continuous swash-aligned shingle barrier
that extends from the Isle of Portland along the shore of Lyme Bay to West Bay, where it is halted by the
presence of the eastern jetty at the entrance to West Bay Harbour.
Despite much research over the decades, the formation of Chesil Beach is still not fully understood. The most
widely accepted theory is that during the Holocene marine transgression (c.10,000 years BP), rising sea levels
combed up coarse sand and shingle sediment from what is now the sea floor of Lyme Bay to form a
predominantly sandy barrier that continued to roll-back as sea levels rose. The sand barrier’s landward
migration gradually became impeded by high topography, allowing landslides of once relict cliffs to become re-
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activated about 4-5,000 years BP (SCOPAC, 2004). The re-activation of these cliff landslides led to the release
of shingle material that was then transported towards the eastern end of Lyme Bay, becoming deposited on
top of the sand barrier and gradually changing its composition to being one of the shingle barrier seen today.
The present Chesil Beach consists of 98% flint and chert and is very similar in composition to sediments found
further west at Budleigh Salterton. It is therefore probable that there was once a continuous shingle barrier
extending from the Isle of Portland to Budleigh Salterton. However, the continued roll-back of the barrier
over the centuries under rising sea levels led to the continued erosion of the backing cliffs. The cliffs gradually
emerged as a series of headlands that served to segment the once continuous barrier and hinder the longshore
transport of sediment from west to east along this part of Lyme Bay.
As the barrier formed and rolled-back landwards, a lagoon formed between the barrier and the higher
topography to the north. The lagoon was gradually compressed, in-filled, leading to the creation of peat beds
within the lagoon. The peat beds were lost as the barrier rolled-back to the base of the cliff. The eastern end
of the Chesil Beach is still backed by The Fleet, a tidal saline lagoon that is connected to the sea by a small
culverted entrance at Ferrybridge in Portland Harbour. The Fleet is not connected to the mainland for 13km
between Portland and Abbotsbury, though at its narrowest point at Wyke Narrows, the distance between the
barrier and the mainland is only about 60m. West of Abbotsbury the shingle barrier is largely fixed against
coastal slopes and cliffs that restrict the further roll-back of the barrier. In these areas the shingle beach is
narrow, such as at Burton Bradstock and West Bay.
The formation of Chesil Beach was supplied by sediment from erosion of cliffs to the west. Since the
development of headlands along the coast to the west has occurred, there has been a gradual reduction in
sediment supply to Chesil Beach from the west, such that there is no longer a sediment transport link with the
beaches to the west of Eype. The cessation of alongshore supply, combined with a lack of offshore sediment
sources from the largely featureless, sloping sea bed of Lyme Bay, means Chesil Beach is now largely a relict
feature.
The Chesil Barrier is directly exposed to south-westerly Atlantic waves in a ‘window’ of 215º to 240º that is
delimited by Start Point and the north-western coast of Brittany, France (SCOPAC, 2004). The eastern end of
the barrier (towards Portland) is the most exposed to these waves. The exposure to south-westerly waves
reduces towards the west as the influence of Start Point on waves propagating into Lyme Bay increases in this
direction.
The dominant south-west waves are also the reason for the well defined sediment grading (increasing shingle
size from west to east) along the Chesil Barrier that is observed above the low water mark. Below the low
water mark the sediment grading is generally coarser and less well sorted (SCOPAC, 2004). These dominant
wave conditions have established a low rate of net sediment drift from west to east over many centuries and
millennia, with the energy provided by these conditions being sufficient to transport the large shingle sizes
towards Portland. Periodic exposure to waves from the south and south-easterly direction then set-up drift
reversals that are able to transport only the smaller sized single back towards the west.
The long-term exposure to this transport regime is thought to be the reason for the Chesil Barrier’s present
smooth swash-aligned plan-form, as well as its great height (the crest height of the barrier increases from
+6.0mOD in the west to about +15.0mOD at Portland (SCOPAC, 2004)).
Futurecoast (Halcrow, 2002) reports that the sediment transport regime along the length of Chesil Beach is
very sensitive to wave direction. Even small changes in the wave direction have been observed to result in drift
reversals that have led to problems relating to both sedimentation and erosion.

Movement
Whilst wave driven long-shore transport is important to the grading and maintenance of the plan form of
Chesil Beach, it is the response of the beach to large swell and storm wave events that is responsible for the
long-term gradual roll-back of the feature towards the land. Roll-back of the Chesil Barrier occurs as a result
of overwash events that occur during high energy storm and swell wave events (Halcrow, 2002). Recent
research by the University of Portsmouth (Bray et al, 2007) suggests that the process by which overwash
occurs differs depending upon the type of wave event:
•

Storm waves – tend to cause cut-back of the beach crest, causing the lowering of the crest that in turn
allows waves to overwash the beach.
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•

Swell waves – these cause direct overwashing without the initially erosion of the crest (i.e. the waves
simply run-up over the beach crest).

The effect of overwashing is to deposit beach material on the landward side of the barrier. The re-building of
the beach by the sediment transport process described above then occurs on top of these deposits, such that
the beach crest forms in a more landward position to that which it occupied before the overwash event.
SCOPAC (2004) suggests that the section of Chesil Beach at the eastern end between Wyke Regis and
Chiswell is the most sensitive part of the Chesil Barrier to changes during storm events. This susceptibility may
in part be due to the focussing of swell waves on this area caused by the refraction and diffraction of waves as
they pass over irregularities in the offshore seabed of Lyme Bay. This process also causes swell wave focussing
at Abbotsbury and West Bexington (Halcrow, 2002).

Modifications
Human intervention along this section of coast has occurred in several forms, from the construction of the
harbour piers to provide an entrance to West Bay Harbour and sea defences at Chiswell and West Bay, to the
mining of shingle from parts of the beach for use as aggregate. More recently, recycling and re-profiling of the
beaches at the western end of Chesil Beach has taken place (at East Beach, West Bay and Freshwater Beach,
Burton Bradstock) (Environment Agency, 2003).
The piers at West Bay Harbour entrance were first constructed in the 1740’s. The presence of a shingle bar
across and between the open-piled structures until the early-mid 19th century (coinciding with the first
attempts to infill the harbour piers) indicates that they did not form a complete barrier to sediment transport
(High-Point Rendel, 1997). Since about 1860, when the piers were re-built as solid structures, they have
formed a more complete artificial barrier to the longshore transport of sediment. Some material is likely to
still be transported across the entrance as evidenced by the periodic accumulation of shingle in the harbour
mouth and so these piers are not a complete barrier to sediment transport (SCOPAC, 2004). The material
accumulated in the mouth is unlikely to contribute very much to the beaches either side of the piers, because
the material is removed by dredging for sale as aggregate on a commercial basis (Personal Communication,
November 2007).
The effect of the piers was to cause net accretion of East Beach (against the eastern pier), though this has
fluctuated over time with the position of Mean High Water having varied by about 65m (SCOPAC, 2004).
West Beach has experienced significant erosion and set-back of the coast (up to 100m (SCOPAC, 2004)),
particularly between 1823 and 1916, since when the beach has remained in its depleted condition with little
further change (High-Point Rendel, 1997). This pattern of erosion is contrary to the classic down-drift effect
normally observed around such structures (given the west to east net transport, East Beach would be
expected to erode and West Beach accrete).
The reason for the observed pattern is differential sediment supply to the East and West Beaches. East Beach
is supplied by the abundance of material from Chesil Beach (by frequent local drift reversals resulting from the
sensitivity of longshore transport to changes in wave direction), while West Beach receives insufficient
sediment supply from the shoreline to the west (SCOPAC, 2004). The reason for this problem not occurring
until the latter part of the 19th century (given the piers were constructed a century before) is likely to be
related, in part, to the development of the Doghouse Hill-Thorncombe Beacon headland as a permanent
sediment barrier to the west of Eype between 1787 and 1850. The headland cut off the supply of sediment to
the area from the shoreline further to the west (High-Point Rendel, 1997).
In response to the erosion at West Beach, a seawall was constructed to provide protection against further
erosion. However, this is likely to have led to further scour and reduction in volume of West Beach, further
exacerbating the problem here. As part of the West Bay scheme constructed in 2005 that altered the
configuration of the harbour piers, West Beach was re-nourished with imported sediment and rock groynes
were constructed to retain the material in front of the seawall to alleviate this problem.
In addition to the recycling and re-profiling of Freshwater Beach, there has been some reclamation of the back
of the beach in the form of a clay/earth bund, associated with expansion of the caravan park.
At the eastern end of Chesil Beach sea defences have been constructed over several decades to provide
protection for the low-lying settlements of Portland from flooding, caused by overwashing of the beach during
storms. The majority of the construction occurred in the 1980s following a severe flood event in February
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1979. The defences consist of seawalls, gabions, and a storm water interceptor drain that channels flood
water via culverts to Portland Harbour.

LOCAL SCALE:
SCALE: Chesil Beach and The Fleet

Interactions
This section covers the 13km ‘detached’ or ‘free-standing’ part of Chesil Beach between the Isle of Portland
and Abbotsbury that is backed by The Fleet lagoon. The crest height and sediment size of Chesil Beach are
greatest at the Portland end of this section, with large shingle pebbles and crest heights of upto +15.0mOD.
These features reduce in size and height towards the western end of the section at Abbotsbury.
The beach here is in a dynamic equilibrium, with major storms producing profile changes (by overwash and
crest lowering) and ‘normal’ energy conditions that follow allowing the recovery of the beach (though in a
retreated position). This process produces cyclic changes in the beach that can span several years. The process
is also not uniform along the length of the beach, with some parts remaining unchanged for 30 to 40 years
whilst other parts experience more frequent changes. This increased frequency of changes may be due to the
effects of wave focussing at specific parts of the beach at Abbotsbury and Wyke Regis to Chiswell. These areas
are the most volatile parts of the beach, having exhibited the greatest variability in beach profile over the
length of available observations. The construction of sea defences at Chiswell in the 1980’s and 1990’s has
served to stabilise the beach crest in this area.
Chesil Beach itself serves to protect Weymouth Bay and The Fleet from direct exposure to the dominant
south-westerly waves propagating from the Atlantic. These waves induce a littoral drift along the Chesil
Barrier from west to east, though this drift is very sensitive to changes in wave direction and frequent localised
drift reversals. The result of these frequent changes in drift direction is that the net drift along the beach is
very low.
The Fleet lagoon that runs along the landward side of the Chesil Beach is a tidal saline lagoon that is connected
to the sea by a culverted tidal entrance into Portland Harbour at Ferrybridge. At its western end a number of
small streams drain into The Fleet, providing a freshwater input. At present there is no significant direct
interaction between The Fleet and coastal processes, despite The Fleet having formed as a result of coastal
processes. However, at the Wyke Narrows the tidal flow is constrained so that high currents flow through
this channel that are sufficient to keep the channel open (and so stop the beach from rolling back and cutting
off The Fleet from the open sea). Intrusion of saltwater occurs both through the tidal exchange with Portland
Harbour and by gradual seepage through the shingle barrier and (less frequent) ‘bursts’ of salt water from the
single barrier that form ‘cans’ on The Fleet side of Chesil Beach (Bray et al, 2007).
There is no reported problem of wave action within The Fleet, though its length and general linearity allows
some small wind-generated waves to propagate within the lagoon given favourable wind conditions. Given this
limited wave action, it is thought that the main cause of infrequent small scale landslide events in the coastal
slopes on the landward side of The Fleet is driven by groundwater conditions.

Movement
Over the past century there has been a very slow rate of retreat of the Chesil Barrier. Futurecoast (Halcrow,
2002) suggests that the beach has retreated at a rate of about 0.10m/year.
SCOPAC (2004) also provides analysis of the movement of Chesil Beach, and states that between 1853 and
1993 the crest position of the beach section between Wyke Regis and Chiswell has retreated by between 8 to
17m (and the beach crest height has reduced by 0.5 to 2m). This compares to the beach west of Wyke Regis
having remained largely stable in terms of net crest position, with the beach crest height having also increased
by up to 1.5m in places.
Overall, the SCOPAC (2004) analysis suggests an annual average recession rate for this section of Chesil Beach
of between 0.06 to 0.12m/year, which is in agreement with the analysis produced by Futurecoast (2002).
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Existing Predictions of Shoreline Evolution
For an ‘unconstrained’ scenario, Futurecoast (Halcrow, 2002) predicted that overwash of the beach at the
eastern end would occur during storm and swell wave events, leading to the roll-over of the beach into The
Fleet lagoon. Eventually roll-over could cause the barrier to become attached to the mainland at Wyke
Narrows. In this scenario the barrier could enclose The Fleet, cutting off its tidal exchange with the open sea
at Portland Harbour and causing the segmentation of the Chesil Barrier. It is not anticipated that this would
occur over the next 100 years.
Exposure of the leeward side to waves (depending upon the response of Ham Beach – refer to Section C.1.5 –
Local Scale: Portland Harbour) from the east combined with overwash events could lead to a breach of the
Chesil Barrier and its eventual breakdown. This would create a significantly altered hydrodynamic regime with
the shingle barrier possibly being replaced by a range of features such as a shingle spit extending from the
mainland towards the Isle of Portland and a tidal delta within the harbour.
The Futurecoast (Halcrow, 2002) prediction for a ‘with present management’ scenario is for the defences at
Chiswell to prevent a breach of the barrier in this area. However, this could lead to a discontinuity in the
beach plan form as the unprotected beach to the west rolls-back during storm events and this in turn would
increase the exposure of the Chiswell section of the beach to wave attack.

LOCAL SCALE:
SCALE: Abbotsbury to Cogden Beach

Interactions
This section of Chesil Beach is attached to the mainland and is backed by a range of features from lowlands
containing marshes, to small fresh water lagoons and the toes of coastal slopes that rise to heights of 100 to
200m about 1km inland from the beach. There are no cliffs along this section, though it is possible they could
develop in the future as the slopes are eroded, due to beach retreat.
Historically this section acted as a link between the source of sediment (cliff erosion) in the west and the
beach to the east. At present the net drift along the beach is very low due to the littoral drift being subject to
frequent reversals in response to even small changes in wave direction, resulting in limited net sediment
transport from west to east along the swash-aligned barrier.
The marsh areas located behind the beach, including Burton Mere, may once have been linked to The Fleet
lagoon but would have been disconnected by the roll-back of the beach and subsequently infilled. There are no
obvious interactions between Burton Mere and coastal processes. It is likely that Burton Mere and the other
marshes are affected by saline intrusion by seepage through the shingle barrier and overwashing during storm
events.
There are no man-made defences along this section, although shingle extraction has occurred historically at
Cogden Beach (this has now ceased).

Movement
As with the ‘free-standing’ section of Chesil Beach to the east, there has been a slow landward retreat of the
beach along this frontage, with significant changes in profile being caused by storm and swell wave events.
Analysis undertaken for Futurecoast (Halcrow, 2002) indicated that the beach position has been relatively
unchanged over the past 100 years.

Existing Predictions of Shoreline Evolution
For an ‘unconstrained’ scenario, Futurecoast (Halcrow, 2002) predicted that the continued gradual retreat of
the beach in response to future sea level rise will slowly increase the amount of erosion at the toe of the
backing coastal slopes (where they are present) and form cliffs. The slope erosion could over several centuries
lead to the development of headlands where variations in geological resistance are encountered, though this is
unlikely to occur in the next 100 years.
Without the presence of the West Bay defences and associated beach management activities, it is possible that
alongshore transport linkages with the beaches to the west and east (as occurred historically) could be re-
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established. The potential renewed sediment transport would be dependent upon the transport of sediment
from the beaches further to the west of West Bay and Eype, which in turn is controlled by the evolution of
headlands such as at Thorncombe Beacon.
The Futurecoast (Halcrow, 2002) prediction for a ‘with present management’ scenario is the same as for the
unconstrained scenario. Although the continued presence of the defences at West Bay would continue to cutoff the supply of sediment from the west.

LOCAL SCALE:
SCALE: Cogden Beach to West Bay (East Cliff)

Interactions
This section extends from Cogden Beach to the western end of East Cliff, and encompasses the section of
Chesil Beach, which is backed by cliffs that formed as the Chesil Barrier rolled-back against higher topography.
East Cliff and Burton Cliff at the western end of this section of frontage consist of bedded sandstones that rise
to a height of about 40m. These cliffs fail as a result of wave undercutting at the toe of the cliff causing the
collapse of the cliff. The cliff failure process supplies sand material to the coastal system but not shingle. To the
east of the sandstone cliffs are cliffs that are made up of clay beds. These are lower in height than the pure
sandstone cliffs and exhibit simple landslide characteristics.
Between the cliffs are low sections of frontage at Burton Bradstock and Freshwater Beaches where there are
large accumulations of beach shingle as the back of the beach is situated further back. This compares to the
beaches that front the cliffs being relatively narrow as they have been prevented from retreating in response to
storm events.
The beach at Freshwater is interrupted by the discharge through and over the beach of the River Bride. The
channel through which the River Bride flows is actively managed to control flood risk upstream by closing and
opening the entrance to prevent tidal inundation or allow fluvial drainage as necessary. The fluvial discharge
does not appear to have a significant influence on the coastal processes along Chesil Beach, as the channel
naturally infills with shingle if permitted to do so by the beach management activities, exacerbating the
blockage of the River Bride (Environment Agency, 2003).
As with the other sections of Chesil Beach there is a very low net drift rate along this part of the beach, with
storm driven beach profile responses being the main beach movement process leading to the roll-back of the
beach.

Movement
The erosion of the cliffs along this frontage has been slow over the past 100 years, analysis undertaken as part
of Futurecoast (Halcrow, 2002) suggested a mean annual rate of recession of 0.14m/year for this section of
coast.
Analysis presented in Jacobs Babtie (2006) report suggests that Freshwater Beach has accreted by nearly
30,000m3 between March 2003 and October 2005.

Existing Predictions of Shoreline Evolution
For an ‘unconstrained’ scenario, Futurecoast (Halcrow, 2002) predicted that there will be continued roll-back
of the beach and erosion of the cliffs. The erosion of the cliffs could eventually lead to the formation of a
headland and segmentation of the beach around Burton Cliff because the beach here narrows, though it is
unlikely to occur over the next 100 years. Future sea level rise and predicted increases in storm waves could
lead to increases in overwash and flooding of the low-lying parts of this section of coast.
Without the presence of the West Bay defences and associated beach management activities, it is possible that
alongshore transport linkages with the beaches to the west and east could be re-established. The resumption
of sediment transport would be dependent upon the influx of sediment from the beaches further to the west
of West Bay and Eype, which in turn is controlled by the evolution of headlands such as at Thorncombe
Beacon.
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The Futurecoast (Halcrow, 2002) prediction for a ‘with present management’ scenario for the evolution of the
shoreline is not significantly different to the unconstrained case. Although the presence of the West Bay piers
would continue to cut off any sediment transport links with the beaches to the west.

LOCAL SCALE:
SCALE: West Bay to Eype

Interactions
This section of shoreline extends from the western end of East Cliff to Thorncombe Beacon, a headland to the
west of Eype. Thorncombe Beacon forms a block to the longshore transport of sediment from the shoreline
further to the west. The coast here comprises the low-lying area of West Bay that is bounded by sandstone
cliffs. To the east is East Cliff (refer to section above), whilst to the west is a more degraded sandstone cliff
that rises some 25m. Within the low-lying area between the cliffs there are two beaches situated either side of
the entrance to West Bay Harbour which is also encompassed by this section of coast.
The present West Bay Harbour is completely artificial and is lined by vertical walls. It forms the mouth of the
estuary of the River Brit that enters the harbour through a number of sluices, behind which there is a large
lagoon that is only very slightly tidal and which is fringed with reed beds and flood embankments. The estuary
has a very high flow ratio and a plume is present issuing from the mouth at almost all river flows and this in
turn may modify the littoral transport of sediment from one side of the harbour to the other.
The entrance to West Bay Harbour is controlled by two piers, and has been since the 1740s (SCOPAC, 2004).
The present configuration of these piers was constructed in 2005, they limit wave penetration into the
harbour such that wave from offshore that propagate towards land only affect the outer part of the harbour
entrance. The estuary length is very small and only very small fetch limited waves generated by the wind could
occur.
The beaches either side of the harbour piers are quite different. East Beach is a wide shingle beach with lowlying land behind it, whilst West Beach is narrow, backed by a seawall and esplanade. Following the 2005
scheme, West Beach has a recharged beach controlled by rock groynes. The difference in East Beach and
West Beach forms marks a clearly defined step change in the shoreline plan form.
Prior to construction of the piers there would have been a continuous shingle beach here that provided a link
for sediment transport from the beaches to the west, along the shoreline eastwards to Chesil Beach. Local
drift reversals would also have allowed transport from east to west to supply material to what is now West
Beach. Since the piers were constructed they have formed an artificial end to Chesil Beach, forming an almost
complete barrier to alongshore transport in either direction Minimal sediment transport occurs past the
entrance of the piers.
Since the construction of the piers, West Beach has eroded about 100m, though this did not occur for nearly a
century after the first construction. The observed erosion is likely to be, in part, a consequence of the
development of the Thorncombe Beacon headland in the mid 1800’s. The development of Thorncombe
Beacon blocked the transport of sediment from beaches further to the west to Eype and West Beach. The loss
of east to west transport from East Beach has effectively left this part of the shoreline between West Beach
and Eype a closed sediment system.
At present, with the prevention of transport of material entering the frontage from further west, the only
potential for contemporary sediment inputs to the coast here could come from the discharge of a small stream
to the shore at Eype Mouth. However, there is no evidence showing that this discharge has any significant
impact upon coastal processes at present.

Movement
Unlike the rest of Chesil Beach to the east, the response of the East Beach to storm wave events is not always
to roll-back. HR Wallingford (2006) noted that the response of East Beach at West Bay is for the shingle to be
drawn down during storm events rather than to be pushed back. This behaviour is more like that of a sandy
beach and may be due to the natural enrichment of the beach with sand sized sediments. Such behaviour could
lead to the loss of beach sediment to the nearshore or even offshore area.
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The tendency for the draw-down of the beach under storm wave conditions also affects West Beach, though
this process is exacerbated by the scour effects caused by the presence of the seawall and esplanade.
The management of both East and West Beach by recycling, re-profiling and recharge, along with the
construction of various sea defence structures, has resulted in the beaches here being relatively stable with a
small net movement. However, analysis presented in HR Wallingford (1997) shows that the MHW position of
East Beach has fluctuated within a range of some 60m, whilst West Beach has experienced a long term erosion
trend.
The cliffs to the west of West Bay have continually eroded. Analysis presented in SCOPAC (2004) suggests a
mean annual recession rate of 0.05 to 0.5m/year towards Eype and Thorncombe Beacon, and 0.37m/year at
West Cliff between 1887 and 1962, although this rate is now reduced due to the extension of the sea wall and
promenade along the cliff toe in the late 1960’s.

Existing Predictions of Shoreline Evolution
For an ‘unconstrained’ scenario, Futurecoast (Halcrow, 2002) predicted that the free movement of sediment
along the shoreline that existed prior to construction of the West Bay piers would resume. This could in turn
lead to the closure of the estuary mouth to form a lagoon behind the shingle barrier.
The beaches would roll-over into the hinterland as a result of future sea level rise. This would also be likely to
cause increased occurrences of flooding of the hinterland by overwash of the beach. The roll-back of the beach
combined with the removal of defences along the toe of parts of the cliffs to the west of West Bay would also
lead to the reactivation of erosion from these cliffs, which would provide a sediment input to the coastal
sediment transport regime.
The Futurecoast (Halcrow, 2002) prediction for a ‘with present management’ scenario assumes the continued
presence of the West Bay piers cause local beach fluctuations. In this scenario beach sediments are lost to the
nearshore and beyond as a result of draw down processes during storms. If the lost beach sediment is not
replaced by material eroded from the backing cliffs or artificial beach nourishment, there is the potential for
coastal squeeze to occur.

C.1.7

Eype to Beer Head
LARGE SCALE

Interactions
Extending from Thorncombe Beacon in the east to Beer Head in the west, this part of the shoreline consists
of one of the largest and most active landslide complexes in Europe. There are also a number of stream and
river discharges that are of varying significance to the coastal processes at work along this coast. The coastline
is typified by a series of headlands, which are separated by embayments that contain narrow shingle beaches
fronting eroding cliffs.
The formation and evolution of the present coastal form has taken place since the Holocene marine
transgression (c.10,000 years BP) as the result of the landward migration of a previous barrier beach. The
barrier beach was probably once connected to the Chesil Barrier to the east that re-occupied a former
coastline and led to the re-activation of previously relict cliffs.
The reactivation of the previously relict landslides allowed the continued retreat of the coastline, supplying
coarse sediment to local beaches, which was then transported eastwards by littoral drift processes. Over time,
variations in the geological resistance of the cliffs led to the development of a number of emergent headlands
along this shoreline. These headlands interrupted the continuous eastward transport of material and so
transport would have occurred as periodic pulses of sediment around headlands and onto adjacent beaches to
the east, ultimately supplying Chesil Beach.
The transport of material along the shoreline is further interrupted by the occurrence of lobes of failed
landslide material forming temporary headlands. These temporary headlands cause material to be trapped in
small bays until either sufficient sediment is stored to bypass the headland, or the headland lobe is eroded by
marine processes thus removing the barrier. The latter is less likely to result in resumption of longshore
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transport as the erosion of the headland tends to leave behind a boulder apron that can continue to inhibit
littoral drift processes.
The process described above would have historically resulted in the net eastwards transport of millions of
cubic metres of material to Chesil Beach over several millennia. However, this transport pathway has largely
ceased in recent decades as a result of the continued emergence of headlands. Major beach mining of shingle
from Seatown Beach for use in construction projects has sufficiently depleted the beach stock, so that the
accumulation of sufficient sediment to bypass the headlands no longer occurs (Halcrow, 2002).
The effect of the development of these headlands is that the embayments along the present day shoreline, at
Seaton Bay, Charmouth Bay, Seatown Bay and Eype Bay (refer also to Section C.1.6 – Local Scale: West Bay to
Eype), are largely closed systems with little or no movement of material between adjacent bays. The offshore
area is also a gently sloping, featureless sea-bed that forms the floor of Lyme Bay with no obvious sediment
transport features that could link these bays.
This section of coast is orientated towards the south and as such is exposed to waves from the south-west to
the south-east. This exposure results in a net west to east littoral transport, though frequent reversals occur.
Evidence of the net eastward drift is seen at the mouth of the Axe Estuary, which has been diverted about
400m to the east by the development of a shingle spit across the mouth from the west.

Movement
The effect of the lack of alongshore input of sediment is that the beaches fronting the cliffs are narrow and
offer little in the way of protection to the toe of the cliffs. The narrow beaches allow the continued erosion of
the cliff toe, which that contributes to the ongoing instability of the complex landslides that characterise these
cliffs. Landslide instability is governed by groundwater conditions along unconformities between permeable
Cretaceous rocks and Liassic clays (SCOPAC, 2004).
The cliffs along this section of coast are therefore retreating at a rapid rate as a result of complex landsliding
processes. This erosion does produce some coarse material, which will be retained on local beaches or may
be transported along the shore by littoral drift. Much of the erosion material is fine clay that is transported
offshore in suspension.
SCOPAC (2004) suggests that the rate of recession of some of these cliffs is accelerating because marine
erosion at the toe of the cliffs is leading to re-activation of ancient mudslide and translational slides.

Modifications
There are several locations through this section of shoreline where human intervention has occurred. The
biggest intervention is at Lyme Regis, where defences have been present since 1789 when The Cobb (a
breakwater structure) was constructed (SCOPAC, 2004). The Cobb has formed an almost total artificial
barrier to alongshore drift since this time, and has been the reason for the accretion of sediment on
Monmouth Beach to the immediate west of the structure. Whilst this barrier is important to the local beaches
and shoreline, its effects are not considered to affect the shoreline for any significant distance to the east
(Halcrow, 2002).
In addition to The Cobb, the shoreline around Lyme Regis has also been modified by the construction of
seawalls and other structures. The most recent works have included the construction of rock groynes and
breakwaters to act as control structures to hold sediment on beaches along the shoreline that have been
recharged using sand and shingle. This scheme has also involved cliff stabilisation works to reduce the risk of
landslides to the town of Lyme Regis (West Dorset District Council, 2005). The engineering works, which
began in 1995, have been undertaken as a number of phases, and are still ongoing (Browning, 2008).
The net effect of all of the defences along the shoreline of Lyme Regis is to prevent sediment from cliff erosion
entering the coastal sediment budget, thus depriving the local beaches (and beaches further a field) of sediment
inputs. Analysis presented in SCOPAC (2004) suggests that whilst a large amount of material is provided to
the shoreline from erosion, much is fine material that is lost offshore in suspension, and that the actual
proportion of gravel yielded was small (370-445 m3/year for the period 1901-88).
At Seaton the western end of the shingle spit that extends across the mouth of the Axe Estuary has been
stabilised by the construction of coastal defences, whilst the eastern side of the entrance and the navigation
channel are maintained by a breakwater and training walls. Also at Seaton, there is a seawall that runs along the
length of the developed frontage behind the shingle beach. A cliff stabilisation scheme was also carried out at
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Seatown in 1996 (SCOPAC, 2004). The stabilisation involved soil nailing and cliff drainage measures with rock
revetment at the base of the cliff to protect the outfalls drains against the sea and covers the area to the west
of the river. These defences have been subject to outflanking to the west and are in the process of being
extended about 15m westwards in order to maintain the integrity of the scheme.
Coastal defences are the primary human intervention along this shoreline at present. In the past there has also
been significant beach mining activities at several local beaches for both shingle and limestone (from foreshore
ledges within Lyme Bay) that significantly affected historic beach levels. A location significantly affected by these
mining activities is the beach at Seatown, where large amounts of material were removed during the 20th
century. The effect of the mining has been to deplete the beach in Seatown Bay to such an extent that there is
no longer sufficient material along the shoreline to allow littoral drift eastwards beyond Thorncombe Beacon
to occur.

LOCAL SCALE:
SCALE: Eype to
to Axmouth

Interactions
The cliffs between Eype and Axmouth are soft and unstable and characterised by complex landslide behaviour.
The high cliffs to the east of Lyme Regis are made up of a major coastal landslide complex, comprising of: The
Spittles, East Cliff, Church Cliff, Golden Cap, Stonebarrow and Black Ven, which is one of the largest active
landslide complexes in Europe.
The complexity of the landslide behaviour is demonstrated in the recent South-West Coast Path report
(Halcrow, 2007a) that identified the key characteristics of the Black Ven complex as being:
•

Tension cracking above the cliff top;

•

Rotational landslides, slumps and gullying at the top of the slope;

•

Rock falls from steep slopes;

•

Mudflows, mudslides and sand flows onto undercliff beaches; and.

•

Vegetation growth during periods of inactivity.

The cliffs to the west of Lyme Regis towards Axmouth are up to 150m high and extend about 500m inland
from the sea. These cliffs also exhibit complex landslide behaviour characteristics and contain an undercliff
zone that covers most of the 500m area between the sea and the cliff tops.
In between the cliffs that dominate this section of coast there are also a number of low-lying areas at Lyme
Regis, Charmouth and Seatown. At each of these locations small fluvial discharges from the Rivers Lim, Char
and Winniford occur. None of these three rivers have a significant effect upon the coastal processes.
However, the River Char is known to erode a channel through the shingle beach (over which it normally
flows) during a 20 to 30 year event, forming a temporary debris fan on the foreshore that is rapidly pushed
back by wave action to restore the beach (Halcrow, 2002). In addition to this, SCOPAC (2004) reports that
during summer months the shingle beach fronting the Char Estuary restricts discharge (presumably lower
summer flows mean the river is unable to flow over the beach) to such an extent that the river is usually
‘ponded’ for a distance of up to 300m inland.
Wave driven littoral transport along this section is from west to east. However, this process is inhibited by the
presence of both permanent emerging headlands and temporary headlands, which form as a result of lobes of
failed material extending across the foreshore and blocking alongshore transport processes. This process is a
cyclic one that regulates the ‘pulsing’ of sediment between beaches in adjacent bays. For example, Seatown
Beach is presently controlled by two such headlands that have prevented the replenishment of the beach by
material moving here from further west since the depletion of the beach by extensive beach mining. SCOPAC
(2004) estimates that as the process of longshore transport is related to the cyclic growth and retreat of
landslide lobe headlands, this situation will not remain indefinitely. By around 2020 (or later) erosion of the
headlands will allow littoral drift to bring sediment from the west to re-build Seatown Beach.
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Movement
The large landslide complexes that characterise this section of coast show cyclic backscar retreats with short
(episodic) rapid retreat by rotational landsliding. At Stonebarrow for example, it is estimated that this cyclic
process takes between 100 and 150 years, with a mean annual rate of recession for this complex being
estimated at 0.39m/year (SCOPAC, 2004).
The cyclic behaviour of other landslide complexes may be more frequent. Indeed analysis presented in
SCOPAC (2004) suggests that erosion of The Spittles and Black Ven complexes is accelerating from a mean
annual recession rate of 0.9m/year between 1841 and 1901, to 2.5m/year (1901 to 1960) and 8.0m/year (1960
to 1988). More recent analysis undertaken for the South-West Coast Path report (Halcrow, 2007a) suggests
the recession of Black Ven and The Spittles is not as high as the recent rates presented in SCOPAC (2004).
The South-West Coast Path report (Halcrow, 2007a) analysis provides the following rates of recession for
these landslide complexes:
•

Black Ven East = 0.2 to 0.6m/year;

•

Black Ven Central = 0.6m/year;

•

Black Ven West = 3.26m/year; and

•

The Spittles = 0.52m/year.

These rates are broadly similar to mean annual recession rates calculated for the South-West Coast Path
report (Halcrow, 2007b) at Seatown. The report suggests the cliffs in this area are eroding at a rate of
0.33m/year where the cliffs are protected by armour at the toe, and by 0.7m/year where the cliffs are ‘natural’
(i.e. unprotected).
Recession rates for the Broom Hill and Golden Cap areas between Eype and Lyme Regis are also provided by
SCOPAC (2004) and suggest that Broom Hill is eroding at a rate of 0.99m/year but that Golden Cap is
retreating much slower at a rate of between 0.05 and 0.30m/year. Although SCOPAC (2004) also notes that
Golden Cap has the potential to erode by about 20m over only a few landslide events.
The cliffs at Lyme Regis (East Cliff and Church Cliff) are at present prevented from significant erosion by the
presence of a seawall that was constructed along the toe of the cliffs in 1957. Analysis presented in SCOPAC
(2004) suggests that prior to this construction, these cliffs were eroding at a rate of 0.45m/year, though this
may have risen to as much as 0.8m/year at East Cliff and 1.3m/year at Church Cliff.
Analysis presented in both Futurecoast (Halcrow, 2002) and SCOPAC (2004) suggest that the cliffs to the
west of Lyme Regis are retreating at a mean annual rate of 0.2m/year, though this rate is highly variable from
year to year due to the cyclic nature of the landslide behaviour.
Monmouth Beach has experienced a progressive loss of volume, and profile steepening, over at least the past
100-150 years. Although there has been some accretion that is limited to the area immediately updrift of The
Cobb breakwater due to its function as a terminal groyne (SCOPAC, 2004). From a comparison of historic
Ordnance Survey maps from the years 1890 and 1980 undertaken for this SMP2, it is apparent that this
accretion occurred between both the groynes along the shoreline and offshore of The Cobb over this period.
Recent construction of control structures and beach recharge are likely to affect this trend in the future.
Over the same period, the comparison of historic Ordnance Survey maps indicates that the beaches of Pinhay
Bay and Charlton Bay have shown a slight trend of accretion.

Existing Predictions of Shoreline Evolution
For an ‘unconstrained’ scenario, Futurecoast (Halcrow, 2002) predicted that there would be continued
erosion of the many active landslide complexes along this section of coast. The frequency of events would be
similar to that seen today, with the ongoing ‘pulsing’ of material between beaches of adjacent bays as headlands
form and erode as part of a cyclic process of the eastward transport of sediment towards Thorncombe
Beacon. Sediment is not anticipated to pass Thorncombe Beacon in order to reach Eype and Chesil Beach.
The local beach stock is likely to be increased over time to feed this littoral transport as the landslides erode
further back and trigger fresh landslides that could release beach building shingle. For example, SCOPAC
(2004) indicates that continued erosion of Black Ven and The Spittles could trigger fresh landslides in Timber
Hill which contains Upper Greensands that would form a suitable beach material. The influx of sediment would
increase the proportion of beach building material derived from cliff erosion above that observed between
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1901 and 1988. Increased sediment input to the beaches at Lyme Regis, where cliff erosion rates would occur
at a natural rate of recession un-impeded by the presence of seawalls at the toe of the cliffs.
The Futurecoast (Halcrow, 2002) prediction for a ‘with present management’ scenario assumes the continued
presence of hard defences at Lyme Regis to cause coastal squeeze as sea levels rise in response to global
climate change in the future. This coastal squeeze will lead to the gradual increase in risk of failure of the
defences. The remainder of the frontage would continue to evolve in a manner not unduly different to that of
the unconstrained scenario.

LOCAL SCALE:
SCALE: Axe Estuary

Interactions
This section includes the shoreline of the Axe Estuary from Haven Cliff just to the east of the Axe Estuary
mouth, to the western end of the shingle spit that has formed across the mouth of the estuary at Seaton. The
Axe Estuary has a localised influence on shoreline development.
The Axe Estuary is a linear feature with large areas of mudflats and salt marsh. It has been extensively modified
by human activity, with much of the western side of the estuary having been reclaimed and defences having
been constructed along the sides of the estuary to provide flood protection to the towns of Seaton and
Axmouth. Navigation through the mouth of the Axe Estuary is maintained by the presence of a breakwater
along the eastern side of the entrance as well as training walls along both banks of the Axe, which keep the
channel fixed (Halcrow, 2002). Mudflats and saltmarsh are located primarily within the eastern side of the
estuary. Cliffing of the seaward edges of saltmarsh blocks suggests that erosion is now dominant, with
enlargement of mudflats occurring at the expense of saltmarsh. This loss of salt-marsh is further exacerbated
by constraints of human intervention that limits the ability of salt-marsh to adapt landwards as sea levels rise
(SCOPAC, 2004).
The mouth of the Axe Estuary is diverted some 400m towards the east by the presence of a shingle spit that
extends across the mouth from Seaton. The spit would have formed as a result of longshore transport of
sediment from west to east, with the shingle being derived from the erosion of the cliffs that back the beach
further to the west. There are a number of interactions between the Axe Estuary and the coastal processes in
this area, which revolve around the presence of the spit across the mouth.
Coastal processes formed the spit and caused the mouth to be diverted towards the east. At low water the
tide doesn’t enter the estuary due to the shallow mouth caused by the shingle beach/spit ‘cutting-off’ the
access with the sea. During periods of high river flow, the shingle spit is eroded by the river and a breach can
form through the barrier forming a temporary inlet to the estuary that is closed by the re-forming of the spit
as a result of littoral transport processes.
Other than at the mouth, there is likely to be little influence within the estuary from offshore waves
propagating inshore, mainly due to the protection afforded the estuary by the shingle spit across its mouth. It
is possible that small wind generated waves could occur within the estuary under favourable wind conditions,
though there is no information available on waves within the Axe Estuary and in any case they are likely to be
insignificant in terms of flood risk.
As indicated by the presence and orientation of the shingle spit across the mouth of the Axe Estuary,
longshore sediment transport in this area is from west to east. Futurecoast (Halcrow, 2002) states that there
is also some sediment transport across the mouth of the estuary to supply the beaches to the east.
Information in SCOPAC (2004) provides a probable mechanism for this process: firstly material enters the
channel from the west driven by wave action (as well as small amounts of shingle from fluvial processes) and
this is then flushed a short distance offshore by a combination of tidal and river flow, before being moved back
onshore by wave action.

Movement
In the past century the spit and beach have been relatively stable due to the presence of the training wall on
the landward side and the construction of coastal defences at the western end of the spit. Short term changes
of the spit and beach occur as a result of storm events.
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Existing Predictions of Shoreline Evolution
For an ‘unconstrained’ scenario, Futurecoast (Halcrow, 2002) predicted that there would be continued
sediment input to the shingle spit as a result of erosion of cliffs to the west, which would maintain the volume
of the spit across the mouth of the Axe in more or less its present position, though some roll-back may occur.
There would be an increased risk of overwash and breaching of the spit as a result of future sea level rise and
predicted increases in the frequency of storm events and the intensity of rainfall (which would lead to higher
river flows). It is estimated that a cyclic pattern of breaching and inlet deflection could occur with a periodicity
of 20 to 50 years.
Higher sea levels would be likely to lead to increased exposure of the toes of the high, inactive, cliffs that
occur both along the coast and within the estuary (along the eastern shore) to erosion. Such erosion of the
cliff toes could lead to the re-activation of ancient major landslides. Failure of the landslides would result in the
deposition of a sediment on the shoreline, which could lead to the blocking of the present Axe channel and
the back-up of freshwater upstream, flooding the lower Axe valley. The pressure build-up behind the blockage
would eventually cause a breach and a new tidal inlet would form towards the western side of the Axe valley
which in turn would eventually be deflected back towards the east by coastal longshore processes.
The Futurecoast (Halcrow, 2002) prediction for a ‘with present management’ scenario is for the training walls
to retain a stable inlet position except during periods of river flood. The shingle spit may roll-back as a result
of overwashing during storm events. The continued defence at the western end of the spit may lead to a
discontinuity in the plan form of the spit which could cause a breach and the formation of a new tidal inlet to
the west of the present entrance.

LOCAL SCALE:
SCALE: Axe Estuary to Beer Head

Interactions
This section is mostly comprised of cliffs, with the only low section occurring at Beer. This section also covers
the seaward facing frontage of Seaton, which includes a continuous shingle beach that extends eastwards from
Seaton Hole all the way along the shore to the point where the shingle spit across the mouth of the River Axe
attaches to the land. Although there is a strong interaction with the spit itself as the shingle beach continues to
the eastern end of the spit, so this section should be viewed in conjunction with the ‘Axe Estuary’ section
above.
Between Beer and Beer Head the cliffs are high and formed from chalk. These cliffs are steep and largely
resistant to erosion. East of Beer, from Seaton Hole to west Seaton, the cliffs are formed of sandstone
overlying softer mudstone (at Seaton Hole) and reduce in height towards Seaton as the overlying sandstone
disappears leaving only the softer mudstone. These cliffs provide a source of fine sediments to the coastal
sediment transport system, but it is unclear what contribution, if any, they make to local beach stock
(SCOPAC, 2004).
Along the developed frontage of Seaton a series of seawalls have been constructed to protect the town from
sea flooding. These defences extend along the toe of the cliffed western section of the Seaton frontage and
also prevent erosion of the cliffs adding fresh sediment to the local beach stock. A similar impact has occurred
at Seaton Hole where rock revetment along the toe of the cliffs has resulted in a reduction in the rate of cliff
erosion.

Movement
The cliffs between Seaton Hole and west Seaton have historically been unstable with marine erosion of the toe
maintaining the occurrence of simple landsliding behaviour within the cliffs. The rate of this erosion has been
reducing in recent years due to a combination of natural beach sediment accumulation leading to reduced
exposure of the toe of the cliffs to wave action, and construction of defences at the toe of parts of the cliffs
(Halcrow, 2002). It is unclear if this recent accumulation is permanent, or if it is part of a fluctuating process.
As SCOPAC (2004) reports that there were significant losses of beach as a result of draw-down during storms
in the early 1990’s prior to the recent accumulation. However, from a comparison of historic Ordnance
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Survey maps from the years 1890 and 1990 undertaken for this SMP2, it is apparent that the long term trend is
for accretion of the beaches along this section of coast.
SCOPAC (2004) suggests that erosion of the cliffs since 1995 has occurred at a mean annual rate of 0.2m/year,
compared with a rate of 1.0m/year between 1940 and 1990. This higher historical rate is supported by analysis
contained in both the Seaton West Wall Study (Posford Duvivier, 1996) and the Seaton Hole Engineers
Report (Posford Duvivier, 1997) which suggests that the rate of erosion of the west Seaton cliff is between 0.5
to 1.0m/year, and that the rate at Seaton Hole is about 1.5m/year.
The chalk cliffs west of Beer are largely resistant to erosion and have been largely unchanged over the past
century, with only infrequent, localised failures occurring.

Existing Predictions of Shoreline Evolution
For an ‘unconstrained’ scenario, Futurecoast (Halcrow, 2002) predicted that the chalk cliffs between Beer and
Beer Head will continue to experience only isolated failures at a similar frequency to that presently observed.
The cliffs between Seaton Hole and Seaton would continue to experience toe erosion and simple landslide
failures, releasing sediment to the shoreline allowing the slow accumulation of beach sediment stocks to
continue.
The Futurecoast (Halcrow, 2002) prediction for a ‘with present management’ scenario is for the chalk cliff
behaviour west of Beer to continue as per the unconstrained scenario, as these cliffs are unaffected by the
presence of defences along the section of the frontage to the east.
The defended sections of cliff at Seaton and Seaton Hole would continue to keep the soft mud cliffs stable.
This will lead to a lack of sediment input from the cliffs to the beaches and could, over time, lead to the
narrowing of the beach in response to future sea level rise. Where defences occur, this narrowing could cause
the increased risk of failure of defences by undermining.

C.1.8

Beer Head to Otterton Ledge
LARGE SCALE

Interactions
The formation of this section of coast to its present form is the result of sea level rise during the Holocene
marine transgression (c.10,000 years BP) leading to the re-occupation by the sea of an ancient shoreline at the
base of relict cliffs and coastal slopes. Following the re-occupation by the sea, these relict cliffs and slopes were
re-activated, first by the removal of ancient landslide debris from the toe and then the development of new
landslide failures in previously ‘un-eroded’ slopes.
This process of erosion supplied coarse sediment to the local beaches that would have been transported
eastwards along the shore. SCOPAC (2004) suggests there is evidence for a continuous shingle barrier having
once existed between Beer Head/Otterton Ledge extending eastwards along the length of this part of Lyme
Bay all the way to where the present Chesil Beach attaches to the Isle of Portland (but seaward of the current
shoreline position). Thus the supply of sediment to beaches between Beer Head and Otterton Ledge and its
subsequent longshore transport eastwards was once an important sediment source for the development of the
Chesil Barrier (refer also to Sections C.1.5 and C.1.6).
As with other parts of the coastline in the eastern part of Lyme Bay, the gradual roll-back and retreat of the
shoreline in response to sea level rise and erosion processes has resulted in the segmentation of this once
continuous beach through the emergence/ development of headlands that have evolved due to variations in
geological resistance. The headlands control the longshore transport of sediment, with the major headlands
along this section of coast being Otterton Ledge, Big Picket Rock and Beer Head.
Between the headlands the geology is relatively soft and erodible, though not uniformly so, which gives rise to
different patterns of cliff erosion and failure. For example, the cliffs to the west of Sidmouth are comprised of
Greensand and Chalk and as a result are steep to near vertical. In contrast, the cliffs to the east of Sidmouth
are comprised of Keuper Marls, which experience large scale complex land-sliding, with the area between Beer
Head and Branscombe containing an undercliff formed from land slide debris that conceals the underlying solid
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geology (SCOPAC, 2004). A number of low lying sections occur along the cliff line, mainly where the process
of cliff recession has cut across the valleys of rivers and streams that run ‘normal’ to the shoreline, such as at
Sidmouth and Branscombe.
There is presently no external input of sediment to this section of coast from adjacent shorelines or from
offshore sources, because the seabed in this area is gently sloping and featureless. The ongoing erosion of
these softer cliffs is now the only supply of new sediment input to the local beaches between Beer Head and
Otterton Ledge. These beaches are comprised of an upper berm of coarse, clastic material and a low-gradient
sandy foreshore (SCOPAC, 2004).
The north-south orientation of this section of coast means it is exposed to waves from the south-west to the
south-east. The influence of Start Point does play some part in reducing the impact of the south-westerly swell
waves from the Atlantic upon this area. The influence of waves from varying directions results in a weak net
drift of sediment eastwards along this section of coast.
Evidence of the eastwards drift is seen in the greater quantities of beach material that has accumulated on the
western sides of headlands along the shoreline, including an accumulation of beach sediments at Beer Head at
the eastern end of this section of coast. It is considered that Beer Head forms a barrier to further longshore
transport towards the east (although there could be periodic pulses of sediment transported around the
headland during certain events). There is no sediment input from east of Otterton Ledge, therefore this
section can be considered a largely ‘closed’ system in terms of sediment transport regime.

Movement
The main influences on beach changes are short-term storm events. These cause the temporary seaward
transport (draw down) of beach material, leading to a reduction in beach levels. The effect of this short term
storm response is to increase the exposure of the base of the cliffs to wave actions, which in turn promotes
further erosion of the cliffs and coastal slopes that lie behind the beach.
The varying geology along this section of coast gives rise to different cliff erosion and failure processes. These
different processes can be broadly summarised as follows. The western sandstone cliffs fail by rock falls, giving
rise to a steep profile. The central and eastern parts, where softer marl cliffs occur, are more readily eroded
and failure occurs by rock falls, simple landslides, mudslides and gullying. To the east of Branscombe, more
complex landsliding occurs, giving rise to an undercliff area.

Modifications
Along this section of coast, the only coastal defence structures to be found are at Sidmouth, where the
construction of seawalls, groynes and detached breakwaters with beach recharge has been implemented to
prevent further erosion of the local cliffs. The defences act to inhibit both the eastwards littoral drift of beach
material and the offshore transport (draw down) of beach levels during storm events.
The River Sid that discharges to the sea at Sidmouth has also been extensively modified by human intervention
and is now largely trained along the east side of Sidmouth before flowing out to sea via an outfall.
The net effect of defence construction has been to reduce the supply of sediment to the beaches east of
Sidmouth, which has led to a reduction of beaches in this area and an increase in cliff toe exposure to wave
action (and so an increased risk of cliff failures here also).

LOCAL SCALE:
SCALE: Beer Head to Otterton Ledge

Interactions
This section of coast is typified by steep chalk cliffs to the east, and steep sandstone and marl cliffs to the west,
which rise to heights of up to 160m. The form of the shoreline becomes more indented with headlands and
embayments towards the west. The central section of cliffs is interrupted by the River Sid at Sidmouth. Due to
the effect of human intervention, the River Sid has no significant impact upon shoreline processes. Although it
can occasionally form a small pond on the foreshore that can disrupt the occurrence of the shingle barrier that
forms intermittently across is mouth.
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In addition to the River Sid, there are a number of other smaller streams that flow to the sea from low lying
valleys along this section of coast, the largest of these being Branscombe Stream. Branscombe Stream is a small
discharge whose mouth is largely enclosed by a shingle beach as a result of the net littoral drift of beach
material eastwards. Other than this ‘blocking’ of the stream mouth, it is unlikely that this stream has a
significant effect upon coastal processes.
The base of the cliffs along this section of coast is fronted by beaches that comprise a shingle berm on the
upper part and a more gently sloping sandy foreshore. The upper beach berm is more developed in the
eastern part of this section and provides some protection to the base of the cliffs from wave action. The sandy
foreshore provides only a thin covering of sediment, which in some places is replaced by rocky reefs and
boulders. This is particularly the case to the west of Green Point, where boulder aprons dominate the
shoreline, being interspersed with very minor pocket beach embayments.

Movement
This section of coast has historically experienced erosion of the cliff toe and recession of sea cliffs, along with
periodic large-scale failures of cliff tops, ultimately leading to the occurrence of intermittent cliff recession. On
occasion cliff recession can occur on a very large scale. For example, in 1790 an area of 7 to 10 hectares of
land slumped over a 70m length of shoreline, causing an advance of the shoreline of some 200m.
It is possible that similar large failures could occur in the future as many of the cliff tops along this section of
coast have relict landslides present that have been inactive for 50 to 200 years. Futurecoast (Halcrow, 2002)
reports that recent wet winters and toe erosion has resulted in signs that the cliff failure re-activation process
is beginning.
The rate of cliff recession is largely governed by local geology of the cliffs and a range of sources for historic
cliff recession are available to demonstrate this. Futurecoast (Halcrow, 2002) suggests that the cliffs at the
eastern end of this section of shoreline have retreated at a mean annual rate of 0.06 to 0.14m/year, although
SCOPAC (2004) suggests the mean annual rate of recession for this part of the shoreline is about 0.3m/year,
with erosion in the western part (Chit Rocks and Otterton Ledge) occurring slightly slower at a mean annual
rate of 0.2m/year.
The beach along much of this shoreline has been relatively stable over the long-term. However, the coast has
experienced rapid short term losses during storms due to offshore sediment transport, which increases the
exposure of the cliff toe to wave action before the beach is restored (Halcrow, 2002). Analysis presented in
the Sidmouth Beach Management Plan (Royal Haskoning, 2007) shows that between 2001 and 2007, the beach
volume over the entire Sidmouth frontage has been relatively stable, but with a slight erosion trend reducing
the overall volume of material by 0.5% over this time period. During the same time span the beach volumes
along discrete parts of the overall Sidmouth frontage have shown significant fluctuations.
The impact of periods of low beach levels is demonstrated in analysis undertaken by Royal Haskoning (2003),
which states that between Pennington Point and Salcombe Hill there has been an increase in cliff face erosion
to a rate of 1.2 to 1.7m/year. The increase has been associated with a reduction in the beach fronting this area
over recent years. This area is to the east of the defences at Sidmouth and so is in the ‘down-drift’ area of
these structures, given a net eastwards drift pattern and is partly within the area described in the Sidmouth
Beach Management Plan (Royal Haskoning, 2007) as being more volatile than elsewhere on the Sidmouth
frontage.
From a comparison of historic Ordnance Survey maps from the years 1890 and 1990 undertaken for this
SMP2, it is apparent that the beach towards the eastern end of this section has shown a general trend of
accretion over this period. Accumulation of material has occurred on the western side of Beer Head.

Existing Predictions of Shoreline Evolution
For an ‘unconstrained’ scenario, Futurecoast (Halcrow, 2002) predicted that there would be continued cliff toe
erosion and intermittent cliff failures along this coast. Many of the cliff tops that have been inactive of the last
50 to 200 years would be re-activated as a result of future sea level rise increasing exposure of cliff toes to
wave action, combined with predicted future increases in rainfall as a result of global climate change.
Cliff failures in the re-activated cliffs would lead to rapid landward retreat in some parts of the coast between
Beer Head and Otterton Ledge. The retreat would be followed by the development of continued cyclic
recession of the whole coastal slope, as occurs in the coastal slopes further to the east (see Section C.1.7). It
is estimated that this cyclic recession process would occur with a periodicity of between 10 and 30 years.
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The cliff erosion would allow the beaches along this section of coast to retain their overall size in the long
term, though the short term fluctuations due to storm response would continue to occur. Short term changes
in beach volume would also be likely to occur due to the formation of landslide lobes across the foreshore
forming temporary headlands that disrupt longshore sediment transport processes.
At Sidmouth there would be re-activation of cliffs which are currently stable. The reactivation will lead to an
increase in the supply of sediment to this part of the coast. The net eastward transport of sediment would
increase sediment transport across the frontage towards Salcombe Hill. The increase in sediment influx could
lead to the development of a permanent shingle barrier across the mouth of the River Sid and growth of the
beach fronting Salcombe Hill to provide protection to the cliff toe from wave action in this area.
The Futurecoast (Halcrow, 2002) prediction for a ‘with present management’ scenario is for the continued
presence of coastal defence structures at Sidmouth. The defences would continue to cause low beach levels
and erosion of the cliff toe to the immediate east between Pennington Point and Salcombe Hill. This would
lead to the wall along the River Sid and the Alma Bridge that crosses it becoming increasingly exposed to wave
attack and eventually the bridge becoming outflanked (Royal Haskoning, 2003). Future sea level rise will also
lead to the narrowing of the beach at Sidmouth as it is unable to roll-back due to the presence of the seawall.
For the remainder of this section of shoreline, where there is little to no human intervention, this scenario will
not be different to the unconstrained scenario.

C.1.9

Otterton Ledge to Straight Point
LARGE SCALE

Interactions
The evolution of this section of coast has been as a result of long-term differential erosion controlled by
varying geological resistance. The geology has resulted in an embayment occupied by a pocket beach, lying
between two significant headlands at Otterton Ledge and Straight Point. These headlands are formed from
more resistant sandstones.
The formation of this shoreline followed the re-occupation and re-activation of an ancient shoreline during the
Holocene marine transgression (c.10,000 years BP). The re-activation removed relict landslide toe debris and
triggered the development of new failures, a process that continues to dominate this section of coast at the
present time.
The erosion of the cliffs supplies sediment to the local beach that has formed in the embayment between the
two headlands. The beach is almost continuous along much of this section, except at the eastern end where it
is interrupted by the mouth of the Otter estuary, where the River Otter enters the sea by Otterton Ledge.
The primary source of beach building material is from the erosion of the Budleigh Salterton Pebble Beds.
The southwards orientation of this section of coast means it is exposed to waves from the south-west to the
south-east. The influence of Start Point does play some part in reducing the impact of the south-westerly swell
waves from the Atlantic upon this area. The result of this wave influence is for there to be a net eastwards
drift of material along the shoreline, as evidenced by the presence of a spit across the mouth of the Otter
estuary that diverts the entrance about 500m to the east. However, it is probable that there is actually gross
transport towards both the east and west with frequent reversals (Halcrow, 2002), which is supported by the
relative symmetrical plan shape of the bay and the variable beach sediment grading along its length (SCOPAC,
2004).
The presence of the headlands at Straight Point and Otterton Ledge form a barrier to the longshore transport
of sediment along the shoreline, and as such this section of coast is considered to be an effectively closed
sediment cell in terms of coarse sediment. Finer sediment released from cliff erosion is transported offshore in
suspension. There is also a significant, but local scale, sediment transport interaction between the Otter
estuary and coastal processes.
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Movement
The cliffs along the central and eastern parts of this section of coast are relatively soft and subject to failure by
rock falls and simple landsliding. Complex landsliding occurs in the central to western part of the bay where
the cliffs are comprised of mudstone (Halcrow, 2002). The beach fronting this part of the frontage has been
relatively stable over the past 100-130 years (SCOPAC, 2004).

Modifications
There is very little in the way of human intervention along this section of coast, with only short lengths of
seawall and gabions along the Budleigh Salterton frontage to prevent cliff toe erosion. There are also gabions
along the landward (western) part of the ridge of the shingle spit, which extends across the mouth of the
Otter estuary that serve to reduce the vulnerability of the spit to breaching during storm events. They also
serve to prevent roll-back of the spit.

LOCAL SCALE:
SCALE: River Otter

Interactions
This part of the shoreline covers the entrance to the River Otter where it discharges to the sea. The section
also includes the shingle spit that has formed across its mouth extending from the west to divert the mouth
some 500m towards the east, squeezing the entrance to the estuary against the sandstone cliffs and rock
platform (Otterton Ledge) that form the eastern side of the estuary mouth.
The spit across the mouth protects the Otter estuary from wave action from the sea. The estuary itself is a
small ebb dominant estuary that has formed in the lower part of the Otter valley. It is a broad, shallow creek
system similar in type to the Axe estuary to the east (refer to Section C.1.7). The spit is a shingle barrier
beach that has developed as a result of eastwards transport of sediment derived from erosion of cliffs to the
west. The beach comprises a steeply sloping berm that is dynamically stable over the long term, having
maintained its overall form and integrity despite seasonal fluctuations for the past 100 years or so.
There is a significant, but local scale, interaction between the estuary and coastal processes. In the estuary
mouth beach sediment is transported into the river channel as a result of wave action, this material is then
transported a short distance offshore by a combination of ebb tidal currents and river flow. The beach
sediment has formed an ebb tidal delta that has accumulated against Otterton Ledge (Halcrow, 2002). Further
wave action then transports material from the ebb tidal delta back onshore to the beach to the west of the
entrance of the Otter thus establishing a cyclic sediment transport pathway. This is primarily a circulation of
existing beach sediments and not of newly derived materials. Otterton Ledge itself may be important to the
stability of the delta for it acts as: (i) a barrier preventing eastward drift of shingle away from the delta and (ii)
shelter against waves approaching from the south-east, which would otherwise tend to drive the deltas
shoreward and westward (SCOPAC, 2004).
In addition to the sediment transport pathway, the discharge from the River Otter during major rainfall events
(every 20 to 30 years) can cause sufficiently high river flow to breach a direct channel through the shingle
barrier. During these flood events the ebb tidal delta becomes enlarged. The breach is often temporary and is
soon re-sealed by the eastwards drift of beach sediment. This breaching by river flow only occurs during
extreme events.
While there is clear evidence for the eastwards drift of sediment along the shoreline towards Otterton Ledge
in the form of the shingle spit that has diverted the mouth of the Otter 500m to the east, there is no
information available about the rate of longshore drift.

Movement
As stated in the section above, the shingle barrier spit has been relatively stable over the past century, having
maintained its overall form and position during this time. The stability has been helped by the continued supply
of sediment derived from cliff erosion to the west being transported to this area as well as the shelter afforded
to the spit by the presence of Otterton Ledge. The beach itself consists of multiple berms, indicating probable
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short-term fluctuations in cross profile form and so suggesting a possible sediment exchange between the
beach and nearshore zones, although this is unproven (SCOPAC, 2004).

Existing Predictions of Shoreline Evolution
For an ‘unconstrained’ scenario, Futurecoast (Halcrow, 2002) predicted that the continued erosion of the cliffs
to the west of this area will supply sediment input to the shingle barrier sufficient for it to maintain its present
size and form. Storm wave events could lead to the occurrence of breaching and overwash. The former would
create temporary breaches that would be repaired by the eastward drift of sediment. The latter would lead to
the gradual roll-back and landward migration of the barrier into the Otter estuary.
The frequency of the barrier breaching as a result of high rainfall leading to high river flows would also be likely
to increase, given current predictions for higher rainfall to occur as a result of global climate change.
The Futurecoast (Halcrow, 2002) prediction for a ‘with present management’ scenario is for the maintenance
of the gabions along the western part of the ridge of the shingle spit to continue to protect this part of the
barrier from breaching. The gabions will limit the ability of the barrier to roll-back in response to future sea
level rise, leading to the gradual narrowing of the beach fronting these gabions and in turn increasing the risk of
a breach of the barrier occurring during storm wave events. The continued protection of the western end of
the barrier could also give rise to the development of a discontinuity between the defended western end and
the naturally functioning eastern end, which is more mobile and would be able to retreat landwards in
response to future sea level rise.

LOCAL SCALE:
SCALE: Budleigh
Budleigh Salterton to Straight Point

Interactions
Extending from the western end of the spit that lies across the mouth of the Otter estuary to Straight Point,
this section of frontage is dominated by steep cliffs that are fronted by a continuous shingle beach. The cliffs
are up to 130m high at the western end of this section of frontage, reducing significantly towards the east at
Budleigh Salterton.
The erosion of these cliffs is the only contemporary source of sediment input to the beaches along this
shoreline, with no external material entering this shoreline from adjacent frontages to the west of Straight
Point. The beach itself consists of a gently sloping sandy foreshore with a shingle bermed upper part that
provides protection to the toe of the cliffs from wave action. Much of the cliff toe itself is actually comprised of
debris slopes from recent cliff failure events. The foreshore sediments form only a thin layer and in some
places rocky reefs are exposed.
The eastward drift of sediment along the shoreline once it has been released to the beaches from cliff erosion
of the Budleigh Salterton Pebble Beds is important in the supply and maintenance of the shingle barrier that
extends across the mouth of the Otter estuary.

Movement
The cliffs at the western end are subject to complex landslides whilst those towards the eastern end
experience more simple landslide and rock fall type failures. Individual landslide events tend to be on a small
scale, though major falls tend to occur every 2 to 3 years. The relative infrequency of cliff failures means that
sediment input to the shoreline occurs as periodic pulses of shingle sediment.
The greatest cliff top retreat within this section since 1890 has been between Straight Point and The Floors.
SCOPAC (2004) suggests that the rate of recession here may be as much as 5.0m/year. However, given the
periodic nature of failures, this must be taken in context with the mean annual rate of recession for this entire
section of coast between Budleigh Salterton and Straight Point, which is about 0.4m/year over the past century
(SCOPAC, 2004).

Existing Predictions of Shoreline Evolution
For an ‘unconstrained’ scenario, Futurecoast (Halcrow, 2002) predicted that there would be continued cliff toe
erosion and periodic landslide failures along the length of these cliffs, leading to the general retreat of the cliffs.
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Overall the rate of recession would continue at a similar or slightly faster rate than occurs at present.
However, The Floors section of cliffs could experience more rapid retreat of tens of metres in only a few
events should relict landslides present here become reactivated in the future.
The ongoing cliff erosion would continue to supply sediment to the beaches along this shoreline, the supply
would increase if the rate of cliff retreat increases in the future due to sea level rise. This will serve to maintain
(and possibly increase) the overall size of the beaches along this section, although short term fluctuations as a
result of storm wave events and periodic temporary interruption of longshore transport by landslide lodes
would also occur.
The Futurecoast (Halcrow, 2002) prediction for a ‘with present management’ scenario is for the seawall and
gabion defences at Budleigh Salterton to continue to prevent cliff erosion in this area providing any local input
of sediment to the beach. The lack of human intervention along the shoreline to the west of Budleigh Salterton
means that these undefended sections of shoreline will behave in a similar way to the unconstrained scenario.
Thus the supply of sediment by littoral drift of material derived from cliff erosion to the west to the defended
frontage at Budleigh Salterton would mean the localised prevention of cliff erosion will not be significant in
terms of maintaining the beach in this area.
The erosion of cliffs to the west of the structures at Budleigh Salterton may start to cause outflanking of the
defences leading to the increased exposure of this area to wave action as it becomes more of a promontory. It
is not thought that this would occur over the course of the next 100 years.

C.1.10 Straight Point to Holcombe
LARGE SCALE

Interactions
This section of coast extends from Straight Point in the east to Holcombe in the west, and includes the highly
dynamic entrance to the Exe estuary that dominates the coastal processes of this area, as well as the Exe
estuary itself.
The evolution of this shoreline has occurred following inundation as a result of sea level rise during the
Holocene marine transgression (c.10,000 years BP). The original River Exe exploited a dip in the geological
beds to flow out to the sea through a wide low-lying valley that extended between Dawlish and Straight Point.
At this time there would have been erosion of the flanks of the Exe valley as a result of sub-aerial processes.
During the marine transgression, channel and deltaic sediments that formed the mouth of the once wider (and
further offshore) Exe estuary, along with those released from cliff erosion to the south were swept up by the
rising sea levels and transported landwards to approximately the present shoreline configuration. Fine
sediments were deposited within the Exe estuary whilst coarser sands and shingle were deposited at the
entrance of the estuary, forming spits, tidal deltas and sandbanks.
Contemporary sediment supply to this area no longer occurs from the offshore source that formed the
present estuary system. Any potential sediment source from cliff erosion between Dawlish Warren and
Holcombe is prevented by the presence of defences along this section of coast.
At one time the entrance of the Exe consisted of two spits, one on either side of the mouth at Exmouth and
Dawlish that oscillated in growth. Following development at Exmouth, the eastern spit is now largely fixed in
position, leaving Dawlish Warren as the only active spit across the mouth of the Exe. Despite the ‘entrapment’
of sediment in Exmouth spit, both of these spits form part of a complex sediment transport system along with
the flood (Bull Hill Bank) and ebb (Pole Sands) tidal deltas of the Exe (Halcrow, 2007c).
Cliff recession between Dawlish and Teignmouth has led to the emergence of the Parson and Clerk headland
at Holcombe due to local variations in geological resistance, and around which very little (if any) sediment
transport occurs. SCOPAC (2004) states that there is no evidence of sediment bypassing the headland at
Holcombe, and postulates that this area may be a drift divide with material possibly moving offshore in this
area.
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To the east of the Exe estuary entrance, cliff erosion occurs at Orcombe Rocks and material derived drifts
westwards towards the estuary to feed the beaches at Exmouth. No sediment is provided to the Exmouth
frontage from east of Orcombe Rocks as there is a weak littoral drift divide in this area, with sediment
transport occurring from west to east between Orcombe Rocks and Straight Point (SCOPAC, 2004).
Tidal currents in this area are generally weak except at the tidal inlet of the Exe estuary, where tidal exchange
drives strong currents within an ebb dominant regime. In addition, the orientation of the shoreline means it is
not directly exposed to waves from the Atlantic, other than those that are diffracted around Start Point. The
exposure of this section of coast to waves from the east and south-east is more significant, although the effects
on the entrance to the Exe estuary are greatly modified by the presence of Pole Sands.
Pole Sands has a significant impact upon the coastal processes of a wider area as a result, affecting wave climate
and tidal flows and causing the clockwise circulation of sand at the mouth of the Exe estuary. The circulation
pattern has a significant effect upon the adjacent shorelines, leading to local reversals in littoral drift from the
general south-west to north-east along the Dawlish shoreline, to an east to west transport along the Exmouth
shoreline.
The ebb tidal delta of the Exe is part of a dynamic sediment transport system that also includes the spit at
Dawlish Warren and the flood tide delta of Bull Hill Bank. During storm events sand and shingle is driven from
Pole Sands and the beaches at Dawlish Warren and Exmouth, which can experience significant depletion in
beach levels and volumes as a result of storm wave activity, into the channels at the mouth of the Exe estuary.
Following storm events, the clockwise sediment transport regime that is caused by the presence of Pole Sands,
leads to the return of beach material to the shoreline, helping to restore the beaches to some extent
(Halcrow, 2007c).

Movement
The cliffs along this section of coast consist of hard rock types such as limestones, which erode very slowly.
Very little cliff recession has occurred over the past century in most areas.
Analysis of the historic beach trends presented in Halcrow (2007c) shows that the distal end of Dawlish
Warren is accreting whilst the beaches along Exmouth are eroding.

Modifications
The majority of this section of coast has been affected by human intervention. The most notable intervention
has been the construction of the Exeter to Plymouth main line railway in 1849, which runs along the cliff toe
between Dawlish Warren and Teignmouth (Halcrow, 2002) and the east and west sides of the Exe estuary
(Halcrow, 2007c). Along much of its length the railway is protected by seawalls and other defences, although in
places the railway cuts through headlands via a series of tunnels. The railway artificially holds the shoreline in
its present position and prevents the input of sediment from the cliffs.
The seawall (along the open coast) was constructed upon the upper part of the beach that occurs here,
causing the impoundment of the upper beach sediment and ‘removing’ it from the coastal sediment system.
The construction of the seawall, along with other groyne and breakwaters that have been built to retain
beaches in front of the seawall prevent cliff erosion from supplying new inputs of sediment to the shoreline.
The defences also interrupt the longshore sediment transport pathway which causes a reduction in beach
volume of the beaches fronting the seawall (which are also affected by beach scour) as well as the spits and
banks at the mouth of the Exe estuary.
In addition to the railway, other significant human interventions along this shoreline are as follows:
•

The eastwards trending Exmouth spit at the mouth of the Exe estuary has been largely impounded by the
development of the town of Exmouth, with coastal defences such as seawalls having been constructed
around it to protect the town. This has effectively removed the sediment that forms the spit from
otherwise contributing to the complex circulation of sediment at the mouth of the Exe estuary.

•

A seawall was constructed along the Exmouth frontage behind Maer Rocks around 1915, and the upper
cliff in this area was also re-profiled during the 1920s (SCOPAC, 2004).

•

The navigation channel at the entrance to the Exe estuary was maintained by periodic dredging (SCOPAC,
2004), but this presently does not occur.
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•

At Dawlish Warren, the proximal end of the spit, where it connects to the land, has been stabilised by the
construction of groynes and gabion mattresses (SCOPAC, 2004).

•

In 1917 a breakwater was constructed at Langstone Rock, at the western end of Dawlish Warren spit.
This has led to a realignment of the spit to its present position approximately 400m back from the cliff line
to the south-west of Langstone Rock (Halcrow, 2007c).

LOCAL SCALE:
SCALE: Straight Point to Maer Rocks

Interactions
This section of coast between includes the headlands at Straight Point and Orcombe Rocks, and contains cliffs
up to 55m in height. The sandstone and marl cliffs are fronted by sand and shingle beaches, although in places
there are sections of rock platform exposed.
Orcombe Rocks is a partial drift divide, with east to west drift occurring along the Exmouth frontage from
Orcombe Rocks towards the Exe estuary (SCOPAC, 2004). This is connected with the clockwise circulation
of sediment that occurs at the mouth of the Exe estuary. East of Orcombe Rocks, there is some west to east
littoral drift across Sandy Bay. The dominant transport in Sandy Bay due to cross-shore rather than longshore
sediment transport processes, with a net offshore to onshore sediment transport occurring (SCOPAC, 2004).
The effect of the partial drift divide at Orcombe Rock is to limit sediment exchange occurring between the
Exmouth and Sandy Bay frontages. With no transport of material around Straight Point to Sandy Bay occurring,
this means Sandy Bay is a relatively self-contained section of coast.
Erosion of the cliffs along this section of coast provide some sediment input to the shoreline, although this
input is reduced to the west of Orcombe Rocks by the presence of a seawall and groynes along the beach that
provide protection to the cliff toe from the effects of wave action.

Movement
The cliffs along this section of coast are retreating at varying rates, dependent on their lithologies. Futurecoast
(Halcrow, 2002) suggests that the cliffs between Straight Point and Orcombe Rocks have changed very little
since 1890, with only occasional rock falls occurring. However, analysis presented in SCOPAC (2004) suggests
that erosion of the cliffs within Sandy Bay has occurred at a mean annual rate of 0.4m/year, whilst the cliffs at
Orcombe Rocks have retreated at a rate of between 0.5 to 0.6m/year.
The cliffs along the back of Maer Rocks have eroded very little since the construction of the seawall along the
cliff toe around 1915.
Futurecoast (Halcrow, 2002) suggests that the extent of the rock platform exposures has reduced over the
last century, it is unclear if this means erosion has occurred or if there has been an increase in the amount of
sand material covering areas of rock platform.

Existing Predictions of Shoreline Evolution
For an ‘unconstrained’ scenario, Futurecoast (Halcrow, 2002) predicted that the cliffs along this section of
coast would continue to erode slowly as a result of occasional rock falls which will provide sediment inputs to
the local beaches. This continued sediment supply to the beaches will allow the present beach form and extent
to be maintained. Without the seawall to protect the toe of the cliffs at Maer Rocks, there would be an
increase in sediment supplied from cliff erosion in this area that in turn could be transported to the beaches at
Exmouth and into the Exe estuary sediment transport system.
The Futurecoast (Halcrow, 2002) prediction for a ‘with present management’ scenario is for the seawall at
Maer Rocks to continue to prevent sediment supply to the local beach from the erosion of the cliffs behind the
beach. Eventually this would lead to the narrowing of the beach as sea levels rise, increasing the risk of failure
of the defences. The evolution of the shoreline presently unprotected would not be unduly different to the
unconstrained scenario.
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LOCAL SCALE:
SCALE: River Exe

Interactions
This section of coast extends across the Exe estuary entrance between Maer Rocks and Langstone Rock,
covering the beach at Exmouth, the spit at Dawlish Warren, and the tidal area of the Exe estuary where the
River Exe enters the sea.
Dawlish Warren is a sand spit on the western side of the Exe estuary entrance that is about 500m wide along
much of its length at present, although it narrows towards its distal end. It is largely unique within the region
as most other bars and spits are comprised of shingle and not sand. The evolution of Dawlish Warren has
been complex. There were once two spit features here, the inner and outer warren, separated by Greenland
Lake. It is thought that erosion of the seaward face of the outer warren supplied sediment for the
development of the inner warren. This double feature is no longer present as Greenland Lake was filled in
during the 1940’s (Halcrow, 2007c).
Over the longer term, Dawlish Warren spit has undergone recession and re-orientation, particularly since the
construction of the breakwater at Langstone Rock which has also prevented the supply of sediment to the spit
from the shoreline to the south-west. This process occurs as a result of the retreat of the seaward face of the
spit, with periodic breaching and destruction of the distal end (during south-easterly storms) of the spit
followed by recovery and growth (Halcrow, 2002). The current trend at Dawlish Warren is accretion of the
re-curved distal end of the spit whilst the rate of retreat of the seaward face of the warren, towards the
proximal end, is increasing (Halcrow, 2007c).
The beach at Exmouth is what remains of the former active second spit that was part of the double spit
system at the mouth of the Exe estuary. The beach oscillates in size and position with the Dawlish Warren
spit, but is now largely removed from this system by the impoundment of the spit that has occurred as a result
of the development of the town of Exmouth. The contemporary evolution of these once linked features
appears to now be unrelated, with the Exmouth frontage relatively stable in comparison to the highly variable
Dawlish Warren spit.
Both Dawlish Warren spit and Exmouth Beach are part of the wider complex sediment transport system at
the mouth of the Exe estuary. Dynamic sediment exchange occurs between the spit and beach with the flood
and ebb tidal deltas, which presently act as sediment sinks in this regime. Accretion has occurred at both Bull
Hill Bank and Pole Sands over the past century. In addition to the sandy beaches, the shorelines of both
Dawlish Warren and Exmouth (extending to Maer Rocks) also have dune systems developed along them.
Within the Exe estuary there are sandbanks with flood and ebb channels that are backed by large areas of salt
marsh and intertidal mudflats. These mudflats have accumulated as a result of the low energy environment that
occurs within the estuary as a result of the shelter from wave action that is provided by the spit at Dawlish
Warren (Halcrow, 2002). At the present time, marine sediments dominate within the Exe Estuary as human
intervention upstream within the River Exe catchment has reduced the ability of fluvial sediments to reach the
estuary. Fluvial sediment inputs at present are considered negligible (SCOPAC, 2004). The Exe estuary is in a
state of sedimentary equilibrium despite large areas of the estuary having been reclaimed and its present form
being constrained by human activities. It also remains a strong sink for fine sediment with continued deposition
occurring on most mudflats (Halcrow, 2002). This is evidenced by the fact that the relative positions of the
main channels have hardly changed over the past 130 years, suggesting that deposition is slowly raising mudflat
elevation. Most of this input of fine sediment is via suspension transport by tidal currents, though internally
generated wind waves may have an independent role in entraining sediment in shallow water areas (SCOPAC,
2004).
The linearity and length of the estuary between the mouth and Topsham is sufficient to allow the development
of wind-driven waves to occur when the wind direction is from certain directions. The development of waves
within the estuary is also highly dependent upon the water level, with waves being largely depth limited over
the large expanses of intertidal mudflats. Analysis undertaken for the Exe Estuary Coastal Management Study
(Halcrow, 2007d) included calculation of wind-driven waves within the estuary given extreme wind and water
level conditions. This suggests that given the right extreme conditions, waves within the estuary of between
0.5 and 0.6m could develop.
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Transport along both Exmouth and Dawlish Warren beaches is largely driven by wave action, particularly
during storm events, which Futurecoast (Halcrow, 2002) suggests may cause 20% of the total annual wavedriven transport during a single storm event.

Movement
The movement of the shoreline in this area is greatly affected by the complex sediment circulation caused by
the presence of Pole Sands at the mouth of the Exe estuary. Along the Exmouth frontage there is a westward
transport of sediment due to the clockwise circulation, with material transported towards the estuary from
Orcombe Rocks. The longshore transport at Dawlish Warren is from south-west to north-east, also moving
sediment towards the estuary.
There has been no recorded retreat in position of the backshore at Exmouth, due to the presence of defences
that prevent the natural adjustment of the beaches to storm events. However, beach volumes here have
reduced over the recent past (Halcrow, 2007c). In contrast, the Dawlish Warren spit has been able to retreat
and re-align over the decades and is presently about 400m behind the line of the cliffs where the spit once
extended linearly from Langstone Rock. There have also been changes in the planform of the spit.

Existing Predictions of Shoreline Evolution
For an ‘unconstrained’ scenario, Futurecoast (Halcrow, 2002) predicted that cliff erosion to the south-west of
Dawlish Warren would increase as a result of the removal of the present defences and this would increase the
supply of sediment to the shoreline. This increased sediment supply would drift north-east towards Dawlish
Warren and reduce, or even reverse, the present erosion at Dawlish Warren as well as providing new
sediment to the ebb and flood tidal deltas. Interception of material by Langstone Rock could cause a delay
between the release of sediment from cliff erosion and material actually reaching Dawlish Warren.
The removal of defences at the proximal end of the spit would assist natural ability of Dawlish Warren to rollback in response to future sea level rise. An increase in the occurrence of temporary breaches of the spit
could also be experienced as roll-back occurs. The breaches could become permanent if there is insufficient
sediment to allow the breach to be re-sealed by longshore transport processes.
A similar situation would occur at Exmouth spit, where roll-back and breaching in response to future sea level
rise would occur. However, sediment supplied from both cliff erosion to the east and the tidal deltas of the
Exe estuary would result in the breaches in the Exmouth spit being re-sealed.
The Futurecoast (Halcrow, 2002) prediction for a ‘with present management’ scenario is for there to be
continued erosion and narrowing of the spit and beaches of this section of coast. The impoundment of
Exmouth spit would also prevent the shoreline from adjusting to future sea level rise and storm events, leading
to an increased likelihood that the defences along the Exmouth frontage would fail and breach in the future.
At Dawlish Warren it is probable that a breach towards the distal end of the spit would occur, exposing the
Exe estuary behind to increased wave attack. The continued defence of the proximal end could limit the
degree of such exposure by helping to retain part of the spit.

LOCAL SCALE:
SCALE: Dawlish Warren to Holcombe

Interactions
Covering the area between the isolated cliff headland at Langstone Rock and The Parson and Clerk headland at
Holcombe, this section of coast consists of cliffs fronted by shingle beaches. From Langstone Rock to Dawlish
there is one continuous mixed sand-shingle beach, after which the shoreline is interrupted by the presence of a
number of small headlands which contain small pocket beaches between them (e.g. Coryton’s Cove).
Beach sediment along this section of coast was historically transported north-eastwards towards the mouth of
the Exe estuary, however this has largely ceased as a result of the construction of groynes and breakwaters
along the shoreline that inhibit these longshore processes.
The only contemporary source of sediment input to the shoreline is from local cliff erosion, as there is no
input of sediment around the headland at Holcombe from the beaches to the south-west.
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Movement
Large parts of this shoreline have been affected by the construction of the railway line that runs along the cliff
toe and through tunnels cut through the headlands. The seawall that protects the railway line prevents erosion
of the cliff and has impounded the upper beach sediments upon which it was constructed in 1849. The
presence of the defences associated with the railway, has resulted in the gradual narrowing of the beach in
front of the seawall due to the effects of beach scouring by wave action. This narrowing occurs along the long
section of beach between Langstone Rock and Dawlish Warren. The small pocket beaches between the minor
headlands from Dawlish to Holcombe are more stable.
Cliff erosion only occurs where the railway line runs through tunnels cut through the headlands (i.e. where
there are no cliff defences); SCOPAC (2004) suggests that along this section of coast the mean annual rate of
recession is about 0.5m/year. However, review of historical mapping suggests that the rate of recession over
the past century has been closer to 0.1m/year.
The construction of the railway line has prevented the erosion of the cliffs by the effects of wave action at the
cliff toe, these cliffs are not completely stable and are subject to landsliding caused by weathering and high
groundwater levels.

Existing Predictions of Shoreline Evolution
For an ‘unconstrained’ scenario, Futurecoast (Halcrow, 2002) predicted that cliff erosion would be renewed,
supplying sediment to the shoreline that could then be transported north-eastwards towards the Exe estuary.
These increased sediment supply would also allow the beaches along this section of coast to recover and
respond to future sea level rise by retreating landwards at a rate controlled by the rate of cliff recession.
The Futurecoast (Halcrow, 2002) prediction for a ‘with present management’ scenario is for there to be a
continued reduction in the beach fronting the seawall and other defences along this section of coast, gradually
increasing the risk of the defences failing in the future. There would also be a continued risk of landslides
caused by sub-aerial processes as occurs at present.

C.1.11 Holcombe to Hope’s Nose
LARGE SCALE

Interactions
The present form of this section of coast, particularly the area between the Teign estuary and Holcombe,
shares a great deal of its evolution with that of the section of coast between Straight Point and Holcombe (see
Section C.1.10). The River Teign was once a tributary of the once wider Exe estuary system that extended
much further offshore than it does at present.
Inundation, as a result of sea level rise during the Holocene marine transgression (c.10,000 years BP), resulted
in channel and deltaic sediments, which formed the mouth of the once wider (and further offshore) Exe
estuary system, being swept up by the rising sea levels and transported landwards to approximately the
present shoreline configuration. Fine sediments were deposited within the Teign estuary whilst coarser sands
and shingle were deposited at the entrance of the estuary, forming spits, tidal deltas and sandbanks that have
an important, local impact on coastal sediment transport processes.
The frontage between Holcombe and Teignmouth consists of cliffs that are fronted by sections of shingle
beach whose sediment source is the erosion of the backing cliffs, although this process is largely prevented at
the present time due to the construction of the railway line in the mid-19th century. The offshore area is
generally gently sloping and featureless, except for the sedimentary features around the mouth of the Teign
estuary.
The south side of the Teign estuary mouth is marked by The Ness at Shaldon, which is a cliffed headland
(ABPmer, 2006). The section of coast that extends southwards from the Teign estuary to Hope’s Nose
comprises steep cliffs that are indented by many small headlands and bays that are occupied by sandy pocket
beaches. The reason for the large amount of indentation is due to the cliffs along this section of coast being
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comprised of a complex alternation of shales, limestones, slates and mudstones (SCOPAC, 2004) that all
erode at slightly different rates.
Tidal currents in this area are generally weak except at the tidal inlet of the Teign estuary, where tidal
exchange drives strong currents within an ebb dominant regime. In addition, the eastwards orientation of the
shoreline means it is not directly exposed to waves from the Atlantic, other than those that are diffracted
around Start Point. The exposure of this section of coast to waves from the east and south-east is more
significant.
The southern limit of this section of cliff is the headland at Hope’s Nose, a hard limestone headland. Hope’s
Nose provides a strong geological anchoring control to the evolution of the shoreline to the north, which
consists of softer, more readily eroded rocks. There is no sediment transport around Hope’s Nose, nor is
there any around the northern headland at Holcombe, leading SCOPAC (2004) to suggest that this section of
coast between Holcombe and Hope’s Nose has a relatively independent shoreline transport and sediment
budget system.
Within this system, there are variations in the direction of longshore transport. SCOPAC (2004) states that
between Hope’s Nose and Teignmouth, and from Sprey Point to Holcombe, net littoral drift is from south to
north, while from Sprey Point southwards to the distal end of Den Spit, the drift is reversed and occurs from
north to south. This reversal is associated with the complex anticlockwise circulation of sediment that occurs
at the mouth of the Teign estuary that is driven by a combination of wave and tide processes.
The indented nature of the shoreline from the Teign estuary to Hope’s Nose means there is no continuous
sediment pathway and so material eroded from the cliffs is retained in the local pocket beaches.

Movement
Erosion of the backing cliffs is largely prevented at the present time due to the construction of the railway line
in the mid-19th century. The presence of the seawall has also led to the gradual narrowing of the beach along
the northern part of this section between north Teignmouth and Holcombe.
Beach levels at Teignmouth fluctuate in response to the complex cyclical sediment transport system that
operates at the mouth of the Teign estuary.

Modifications
As with the majority of the section of shoreline around the Exe estuary and the open coast between Dawlish
Warren and Holcombe (see Section C.1.10). The most significant human intervention along this section of
coast has been the construction in 1849 of the Exeter to Plymouth railway which now runs along the toe of
the cliff from Holcombe to northern Teignmouth, where it turns inland and continues westwards along the
northern shoreline of the Teign estuary.
The railway is protected by a seawall, which was constructed on top of the upper beach, impounding these
sediments and so removing them from the shoreline sediment system. There is also a seawall protecting the
railway line along the shoreline of the Teign estuary (ABPmer, 2006). At Sprey Point this has included the
building out of the seawall to reclaim land. A series of groynes have subsequently been constructed to retain
beach levels in front of the seawall in order to reduce the risk of undermining of the seawall as a result of
beach scour that occurs during storm wave events.
Other significant human interventions along this shoreline are as follows:
•

As a result of the development of the town of Teignmouth, the sediments that form Den Spit are now
largely impounded except for at the most distal end.

•

Almost daily plough dredging of the Teign approach channel occurs to maintain a navigable channel into
the port of Teignmouth which is located inside the estuary. The port itself contains a number of quay
walls that have been constructed along the section of estuary shoreline that forms part of the Teignmouth
Port estate (ABPmer, 2006).

•

Along the south side of the Teign entrance channel, there is a small section of training wall that fronts
Shaldon Beach and The Ness.

•

Between Teignmouth and Hope’s Nose, short sections of seawall have been constructed at Anstey’s Cove
and Oddicombe Beach, where there is also rock revetment present (SCOPAC, 2004). There are also
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short sections of seawall at Maidencombe Beach, Watcombe Beach and Babbacombe Beach (ABPmer,
2006).

LOCAL SCALE:
SCALE: Holcombe to Teignmouth

Interactions
This section of coast extends from the headland at Holcombe to the northern end of Den Spit at Teignmouth.
It consists of cliffs that have been stabilised by the construction of the railway line and associated defences, and
is fronted by several stretches of shingle beach.
Wave driven longshore sediment transport occurs in both a northward and southward direction along this
section of coast, with a drift divide at Sprey Point.
There is no evidence of sediment transport around the headland at Holcombe, and material that drifts
northwards towards this location from Sprey Point may actually be transported offshore from Holcombe
(SCOPAC, 2004).

Movement
The stabilisation of the cliff by the construction of the seawall and railway along the cliff toe has resulted in
very little if any cliff recession since the mid-19th century. Despite the stabilisation of the cliffs by the reduction
of wave action at the toe, the cliffs are still susceptible to landsliding due to weathering and high groundwater
levels.
The presence of the seawall has led to the gradual narrowing of the beach width as sediment is not replaced
along the shoreline by the erosion of the cliffs as would have occurred historically.

Existing Predictions of Shoreline Evolution
For an ‘unconstrained’ scenario, Futurecoast (Halcrow, 2002) predicted that cliff erosion would be renewed,
supplying sediment to the shoreline that could then be transported along the shoreline by littoral drift
processes. This increased sediment supply would also allow the beaches along this section of coast to recover
and respond to future sea level rise by retreating landwards at a rate controlled by the rate of cliff recession.
The Futurecoast (Halcrow, 2002) prediction for a ‘with present management’ scenario is for there to be a
continued reduction in the beach fronting the seawall and other defences along this section of coast, gradually
increasing the risk of the defences failing in the future. There would also be a continued risk of landslides
caused by sub-aerial processes as occurs at present.

LOCAL SCALE:
SCALE: River Teign

Interactions
This section of coast extends from the northern end of Den Spit at Teignmouth, across the mouth of the
Teign estuary where the River Teign discharges to the sea, to The Ness headland at Shaldon on the south side
of the Teign estuary mouth. Also present on the south side of the entrance is Shaldon Beach.
Den Spit is a sand spit that extends across the mouth of the Teign estuary from the northern shoreline and
serves to both shelter the estuary from exposure to wave action and to divert the channel of the Teign
towards the south, constricting its flow through the mouth between the end of the spit and the headland on
its southern side. The spit has been largely impounded by the development of the town of Teignmouth, and is
fringed by a sand beach. The southern tip of Den Spit is, however, unprotected and extends into the mouth of
the estuary where it exhibits large changes in form over short time-scales (ABPmer, 2006).
In addition to the spit across the mouth of the estuary, there is also a very mobile ebb tidal delta seaward of
the mouth that is in a cyclic sediment transport relationship with nearshore sand bars and the beach to the
north of the mouth up to Sprey Point (SCOPAC, 2004). This cyclical sediment transport occurs with a
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periodicity of between 3 and 7 years and involves the growth and recession of the spit, ebb tidal delta, and
beach. This latter relationship between the cyclical sediment transport pattern and the beach fronting
Teignmouth between Sprey Point and Den Spit is also (in part) responsible for the fluctuation of beach levels
along this part of the shoreline (Halcrow, 2002).
The presence of this complex sediment transport regime at the mouth of the Teign estuary is due to the effect
of tide and waves and forms an interruption to net northwards drift of material derived from the erosion of
cliffs to the south of the estuary. Despite this, the overall impact of this system upon coastal processes remains
relatively localised to the area from Sprey Point to The Ness.
Within the estuary there is a well defined pattern of sediment sorting over the intertidal flats, from coarse
sand and fine shingle near the entrance to finer silt and clay towards the head of the estuary. The coarser
material at the mouth of the estuary is contained in a well defined sand and shingle bank known as The Salty as
well as a number of minor sandbanks that occur immediately upstream of the entrance. The Salty is most likely
a flood tide delta that owes its form to the clockwise tidal circulation inside the estuary mouth (SCOPAC,
2004).
The Teign estuary itself has evolved from a ria-type estuary and retains many of the ria-type characteristics,
being fairly linear in form with steep hills on either side (Halcrow, 2002). However, this original form has been
largely infilled with sediment over the Holocene (ABPmer, 2006). A process that has been accelerated by the
growth of Den Spit across the mouth that has provided more sheltered conditions allowing settling of
sediment to occur (SCOPAC, 2004). Over recent times the estuary has eroded, providing sediment back to
the wider local sediment system in response to a combination of sea level rise and long-term natural tidal
variations (ABPmer, 2006).
ABPmer (2002) suggests that there are two superimposed regimes at work within the Teign estuary. The
outer estuary (up to about 2km landwards from the mouth) is approximately linear and may be dominated by
the presence of Den Spit across the mouth that imposes a geomorphological constraint, whilst the inner
estuary tends towards a more idealised estuary form.
Despite the limited fetch and shallow depth of the estuary, the linearity of the estuary allows small wind-driven
waves to develop when the wind speed and directions are conducive to this. Under ideal storm conditions, a
westerly gale at high water, waves of between 0.6 to 1.0m can form (ABPmer, 2006).

Movement
The stabilisation of the cliff to the north of Den Spit by the construction of the seawall and railway along the
cliff toe has resulted in very little if any cliff recession since the mid-19th century. Despite the stabilisation of
the cliffs by the reduction of wave action at the toe, the cliffs are still susceptible to landsliding due to
weathering and high groundwater levels.
Limited analysis carried out by ABPmer (2007) suggests that Shaldon Beach on the south side of the entrance
to the Teign estuary has remained relatively stable between 1998 and 2006, although erosion was observed
between 2005 and 2006.

Existing Predictions of Shoreline Evolution
For an ‘unconstrained’ scenario, Futurecoast (Halcrow, 2002) predicted that cliff erosion to the north of this
section of coast would provide sediment to feed and possibly increase the size of the spit and foreshore along
the northern shoreline of Teignmouth. The seaward face of Den Spit would retreat in response to future sea
level rise and could possibly breach in the future. Due to the presence of the river channel that flows behind
the spit, there is a possibility that a breach could become permanent.
The cyclic sediment transport regime at the mouth of the Teign estuary would continue to occur, and may
involve an increased volume of sediment as a result of an increased supply of sediment from erosion of the
cliffs along the shorelines to both the north and south.
The Futurecoast (Halcrow, 2002) prediction for a ‘with present management’ scenario is for the continued
presence of the defences along the seaward coast of Teignmouth. The management would lead to the gradual
narrowing of the beach and foreshore as a result of future sea level rise and in turn increase the risk of failure
of these defences over time.
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LOCAL SCALE:
SCALE: River Teign to Hope’s Nose

Interactions
The section of coast between The Ness at Shaldon and Hope’s Nose consists of sandstone cliffs up to 130m
high that reduce in size towards Teignmouth. The cliff line is indented by a large number of embayments that
are separated by mainly small headlands. These embayments are occupied by sandy pocket beaches which are
supplied by the gradual erosion of the cliffs behind. This beach material is retained on the local beaches due to
the extensively indented nature of this shoreline, which inhibits the net northwards drift of sediment along this
section of coast. Much of the frontage is fronted by either inter-tidal wave-cut platforms or no inter-tidal area
at all.
The shoreline is largely unprotected, although there are some defences around Torquay located in the small
bays along the north side of the town where the beaches are backed by seawalls and revetments that inhibit
the supply of sediment to the beaches from localised cliff erosion.

Movement
Cliff erosion along this section of coast is generally slow and occurs as a result of rock falls due to stratigraphic
faults and joints. Complex landslides do occur either side of Watcombe Head and in the high cliffs at Labrador
Bay, where a distinct undercliff has formed (SCOPAC, 2004).
Analysis from Futurecoast (Halcrow, 2002) suggests that over the past century there has been very little (if
any) cliff top recession between Shaldon and Oddicombe, a finding supported by SCOPAC (2004) which states
a mean annual rate of recession of less than 0.2m/year occurs along this section. The area between
Oddicombe and Hope’s Nose has retreated at a mean rate of between 0.07 to 0.23m/year. This range of rates
is broadly supported by analysis presented in SCOPAC (2004), which states that between Oddicombe and
Hope’s Nose, cliff recession has occurred historically at a rate of less than 0.2m/year.
From a comparison of historic Ordnance Survey maps from the years 1879 and 1990 undertaken for this
SMP2, it is apparent that the beaches between Oddicombe and Hope’s Nose have also experienced a general
trend of erosion over the longer term.

Existing Predictions of Shoreline Evolution
For an ‘unconstrained’ scenario, Futurecoast (Halcrow, 2002) predicted that very slow erosion of the hard
cliffs that form most of this coastline would continue. The many small pocket beaches that occur along the
shoreline would retain their present form as a result of the limited retreat of the backing cliffs. The presently
defended sections of the Torquay frontage would also follow this behaviour, with slow erosion of the cliffs,
including some occurrences of landsliding.
The Futurecoast (Halcrow, 2002) prediction for a ‘with present management’ scenario for the largely
undefended shoreline is similar to the unconstrained scenario. Where local defences are present, they would
continue to prevent cliff erosion from providing sediment to the pocket beaches although there would not be
any effect beyond these localised areas.

C.1.12 Tor Bay
LARGE SCALE

Interactions
Tor Bay is situated between the two dominant headlands at Hope’s Nose to the north and Berry Head to the
south. The headlands exert a strong geological control on the bay making Tor Bay relatively resistant to
contemporary coastal processes which means the headlands shelter the bay from waves propagating from the
offshore and so reduce wave driven transport within the bay. The bay has therefore remained largely inactive
over the century timescale, as a result of the bay providing shelter from most wave directions, except for a
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narrow window between the north-east and south-east, meaning wave driven transport within the bay is
limited.
The present configuration of Tor Bay is due to the inundation caused by sea level rise during the Holocene
marine transgression (c.10,000 years BP). The transgression drove coarse sediment landwards as a barrier
beach, leading to the enclosure of estuarine and lagoon environments that occupied a series of east-west
orientated valleys.
As the barrier beach continued to move landwards it encountered a number of more resistant geological areas
in the backing topography. These gradually emerged through the barrier beach as a series of secondary
headlands within the bay, giving rise to the segmentation of the barrier beach into a number of smaller sections
of beach.
The headlands at Hope’s Nose and Berry Head are formed from hard, resistant Devonian limestone whilst the
central part of Tor Bay consists of weaker breccias and mudstones that are prone to landsliding and retreat at
a much more rapid rate than the limestones. The presence of the headlands at Hope’s Nose and Berry Head
that enclose Tor Bay, form an absolute barrier to bedload sediment transport (SCOPAC, 2004) as the cliffs at
both headlands plunge directly into deep water.
Within Tor Bay, the presence of pockets of softer material located between areas of more resistant geology
has resulted in localised erosion forming embayments occupied by small pocket beaches. These pocket
beaches are themselves only thin layers of sediment overlaying sloping nearshore rock platforms that slope
gently seawards towards Lyme Bay.
There is very little contemporary erosion and sediment supply from the cliffed headlands to the local sand
beaches that line Tor Bay. Along the south side of Hope’s Nose there are some ancient landslides present in
the mudstone cliffs located here. Contemporary erosion of the toes of the coastal slopes in this area by
marine action is leading to the gradual re-activation of these relict features and this may supply some sediment
input in the future.
The presence of the small secondary headlands that have formed in Tor Bay is very significant, with beach
material unable to be transported around these headlands between adjacent pocket beach embayments. This
means that the shoreline of Tor Bay is effectively made up of several small closed sediment transport systems.
This is due to the sheltering of the bay from wave action by the Hope’s Nose and Berry Head headlands and
means that wave driven longshore transport within the bay is limited, although there is a low net north to
south littoral drift along the pocket beaches within individual embayments.

Movement
SCOPAC (2004) suggests that Tor Bay is slowly retreating, with about 70% of the cliffline around Tor Bay
retreating at a long-term mean annual rate of 0.3m/year.
Beaches around the bay fluctuate in response to seasonal conditions but appear to be stable in the long-term
(SCOPAC, 2004).

Modifications
The original estuarine and lagoon areas that were enclosed by the landward migration of the barrier beach
during the evolution of the present Tor Bay configuration have been subject to significant reclamation. These
sites are located behind each of the small pocket beaches within Tor Bay at Broad Sands, Goodrington Sands,
Paignton and Torre Abbey. They are all now protected from the sea by hard defences such as seawalls and
revetments, the presence of which have limited the ability of the fronting beach to adapt by landward
migration, in response to sea level rise, and could result in future coastal squeeze.
In addition to this, the reclaimed land may also be susceptible to subsidence due to construction on top of
poorly consolidated underlying sediment (SCOPAC, 2004).
Sediment input to the local pocket beaches was limited. The cliffs that were eroding have in places been
subject to construction of revetments at their toe to prevent future toe erosion and subsequent cliff failures.
This serves to reduce the supply of sediment to the local beaches from an already limited supply.
There is also a number of breakwater structures present associated with the marina at Torquay and the
harbour at Brixham.
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LOCAL SCALE:
SCALE: Hope’s Nose to Livermead Head

Interactions
This section of coast consists mainly of hard rock with a range of cliffs and coastal slopes. In places the cliffs
rise up to 60m in height, though the majority are low rock cliffs with degraded coastal slopes above. The
shoreline itself is also mostly rocky with boulder beaches, wave cut platforms and vertical cliffs, though there
are several small sandy pocket beaches present, such as at Torre Abbey Sands and Meadfoot Beach.
There are no significant interactions with other sections of Tor Bay, although the shelter provided by Hope’s
Nose headland is an important control upon the other sections within Tor Bay.

Movement
There is very little in the way of retreat of the cliffs due to the presence of seawalls and other structures (e.g.
Torquay Marina) that have been constructed along large parts of this section of coast to protect property and
infrastructure from coastal erosion and flooding. There has also been little erosion and retreat of the intertidal
area (Halcrow, 2002).
On the sections of coast that are unprotected some landslide and rock fall activity occurs, although this is
infrequent and at a small spatial scale. Analysis presented in Futurecoast (Halcrow, 2002) suggests that the
London Bridge stretch has been the most active area of erosion over the past century or so, with a mean
annual rate of recession of 0.27m/year along this localised section of coast. Review of historical mapping
suggests that recession of the majority of this section, where it has occurred, has been at a rate of about
0.05m/year over the past century.
The beaches along this section have also been stable particularly over the last 50 years or so. As with the cliffs
along this section of coast, this is largely due to construction of seawalls along the back of the beach restricting
the landward movement of the beaches. However this recent beach stability has not always occurred. For
example, in the first part of the 20th century, Torre Abbey Sands experienced significant depletion in foreshore
levels.

Existing Predictions of Shoreline Evolution
For an ‘unconstrained’ scenario, Futurecoast (Halcrow, 2002) predicted that the present slow erosion of the
hard rock cliffs and degraded slopes would continue to occur. Without the presence of structures along the
shoreline this erosion could lead to the re-activation of relict landslides within the coastal slopes and this in
turn would lead to an increased input of sediment to the local pocket beaches.
The Futurecoast (Halcrow, 2002) prediction for a ‘with present management’ scenario is for the continued
presence of defences along much of this section of coast to prevent cliff erosion providing sediment input to
the local pocket beaches. With future sea level rise, the lack of sediment input would lead to coastal squeeze
having a significant effect on beach levels. For the undefended sections of shoreline, future evolution would not
be unduly different to the unconstrained scenario.

LOCAL SCALE:
SCALE: Livermead Head to Goodrington Sands

Interactions
This part of the Tor Bay shoreline comprises a series of wide sandy barrier beaches that are backed by low
lying land that has been reclaimed from marshes and lagoons that were once present here. These beaches are
separated by several small headlands that have emerged through the beach as it has rolled-back and become
segmented over the centuries. These headlands now inhibit any transport of material between the adjacent
beaches with beach sediment retained within the individual bays along the shoreline.
Weak net northward drift occurs along each individual beach, but this is not sufficient to lead to the
accumulation of large volumes of material on the southern sides of the intervening headlands.
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Movement
Futurecoast (Halcrow, 2002) suggests that the beaches have been highly stable with little evidence of recent
changes in level or shoreline retreat. The landward retreat of the beaches is also restricted by the presence of
seawalls and promenades that have been constructed along the back of these beaches.
The small headlands along this section of coast show little recession, although SCOPAC (2004) suggests that a
mean annual recession of 0.15m/year occurs at Hollicombe Head.

Existing Predictions of Shoreline Evolution
For an ‘unconstrained’ scenario, Futurecoast (Halcrow, 2002) predicted that the resistant headlands would
continue to slowly erode with the barrier beaches set-back between these headlands. These beaches could
roll-back onto the low-lying land behind in response to future sea level rise. These beaches could also breach
during storm events, allowing small areas of low lying land behind to become flooded. However, it is unlikely
that sufficient tidal flow would occur through these breaches for them to become permanent features of the
shoreline. It is more probable that the occurrence of breaches would be an episodic event followed by a
period of re-sealing of the breach by the recovery of the barrier beach.
The Futurecoast (Halcrow, 2002) prediction for a ‘with present management’ scenario is for the maintenance
of the defences that line the shoreline to prevent any future roll-back and/or breaching of the barrier beaches
in response to future sea level rise. This would also lead to the gradual narrowing and steepening of the
beaches as a result of coastal squeeze.

LOCAL SCALE:
SCALE: Goodrington Sands to Berry Head

Interactions
This section of the Tor Bay shoreline consists of hard limestone cliffs and coastal slopes that are indented with
several small pocket beaches. In places the cliff line is fronted by wave cut platforms, whilst in other places the
cliffs descend directly into deep water with no intertidal area at all.
This section of shoreline has no significant interactions with the other parts of Tor Bay, other than to provide
shelter from southerly and south-easterly waves to the rest of the bay.

Movement
This section of coast is largely undefended, with the exception of the structures around Brixham Harbour that
include an 800m long breakwater. The hard rock geology of this section of coast has resulted in very little
retreat of the cliffs or intertidal areas.
The pocket beaches that indent the cliffs along this part of the Tor Bay shoreline are also relatively stable,
showing little evidence of recession. Indeed, from a comparison of historic Ordnance Survey maps from the
years 1865 and 1984, it is apparent that the trend over this period was one of accretion within these local
pocket beaches, such as at Elbury Cove and Churlston Cove.

Existing Predictions of Shoreline Evolution
For an ‘unconstrained’ scenario, Futurecoast (Halcrow, 2002) predicted that the present slow erosion of the
hard rock cliffs would continue. The pocket beaches that indent the shoreline would retain their present form,
although some may retreat in response to the retreat of the cliffs that back these beaches.
The Futurecoast (Halcrow, 2002) prediction for a ‘with present management’ scenario is for this section of
coast to largely evolve in a way not unduly different from the unconstrained scenario as the majority of this
shoreline is undefended at present. The continued presence of the defences at Brixham would prevent cliff
erosion over this part of the shoreline from providing sediment input to local pocket beaches, although this is
unlikely to have a significant effect on beach levels in this area.
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C.1.13 Berry Head to Start Point
LARGE SCALE

Interactions
This section of coast covers the extent of Start Bay between the headlands of Berry Head in the north and
Start Point in the south. These headlands exert a strong geological control over Start Bay, which has evolved
since the Holocene marine transgression (c.10,000 years BP) when rising sea levels swept sediments landwards
as a single barrier beach between the two headlands.
As the barrier migrated landwards it became segmented by the emergence of small headlands and coves to
form the three shingle barrier beaches at Hallsands, Beesands and Slapton Sands that fringe the present bay
(Halcrow, 2002). These barriers, particularly Slapton Sands, have been more or less in their present position
since about 3,000 years BP (SCOPAC, 2004). The small confined beach at Blackpool Sands was probably
segmented from the barrier beaches to the south by the emergence of the headland between Matthew’s Point
and Strete (SCOPAC, 2004).
The formation of the barrier beaches enclosed a number of small streams, leading to the formation of
freshwater lagoons (or ‘Leys’) on the landward side of the barriers. These lagoons have gradually been infilling
with sediment, a process that has been completed at Hallsands (Scott Wilson, 2006). Behind the lagoons of
Higher Ley, Lower Ley and Slapton Ley are degraded coastal slopes that represent the former inter-glacial cliff
line.
The bay is significantly affected by the presence of Skerries Bank off of the tip of Start Point, which partially
encloses the gently sloping Start Bay, causing refraction of waves as they propagate inshore, tending to focus
wave energy on the shoreline to the south of Slapton Beach. Skerries Bank itself has formed as a result of flow
conditions within an anti-clockwise tidal circulation cell and is fed by sediment from the west of Start Point.
While the bank has an important effect on the wave climate, it has no direct sediment interaction with the
shingle beaches along the shoreline.
Along the northern part of Start Bay the shoreline is dominated by cliffs that are extensively indented due to
the differential marine erosion of small scale variations in rock strength and planes of structural weakness. The
erosion of these cliffs supplies fine to coarse sand sediment to local pocket beaches, which occupy some of the
small indentations (SCOPAC, 2004). This section of coast is also interrupted by the entrance of the Dart
estuary, a ria-type estuary that is separated from other parts of the shoreline by hard rock headlands on either
side of the entrance.
There are no contemporary sediment inputs to much of this shoreline, with the exception of localised cliff
erosion supplying some material to local pocket beaches.
Start Point at the southern end of the bay is a major headland that exerts a significant control not only on this
section of coast, but also for the rest of Lyme Bay as well. It serves to cause refraction and diffraction of
south-westerly waves around the point that influences longshore sediment transport processes, whilst also
preventing the transport of material around the point and into Start Bay.

Movement
Longshore sediment transport within Start Bay is variable, with drift occurring in both a northward and
southward direction in response to waves from the east-north-east and south-east (Halcrow, 2002). In places,
such as in the area around Torcross, cross-shore sediment may be a more important sediment transport
process for beaches than longshore transport. Occasional storms from the east and south-east can have a
significant short-term impact along the beaches of Start Bay, causing loss of beach material of large sections of
the shoreline.

Modifications
There has been human intervention along many parts of this section of coast, including the construction of
seawalls and revetments at Beesands, Torcross, Slapton Sands, and Blackpool Sands, all of which serve to
constrain the natural evolution of the shingle barriers at these locations (Halcrow, 2002). In addition to the
seawall, the A379 coast road also runs along the shingle ridge of Slapton Sands (Scott Wilson, 2006).
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At Hallsands to the south of Slapton Sands, the village that once existed here was destroyed by a storm in
1917. This event has been attributed to the dredging of an estimated 400,000m3 of shingle from the intertidal
area offshore of Hallsands between 1887 and 1902 that led to the reduction in beach levels at Hallsands of
about 6m, which did not recover due to the lack of new sediment inputs to the shoreline.
The north cliff that encloses Blackpool Sands has historically been unstable with a tendency for recurrent slips
and falls. This process was driven by wave action at the toe, however this has been reduced by the
construction of a revetment along the cliff toe in 1992 (SCOPAC, 2004).
At Man Sands beach material has been extracted in the past, however there appears not to have been any
large scale impacts of this activity.
Defences at Beesands were constructed in 1992 and formed a rock revetment backed by a wave-return wall
for much of its length, except at the southern end of the village. The wave return wall has recently been
extended to cover this southern area (Halcrow, 2006).

LOCAL SCALE:
SCALE: Berry Head to Strete

Interactions
This section of coast is largely cliffed with isolated pocket beaches (fed from local, slow cliff erosion) which are
separated by rocky headlands. Some of these beaches are significant deposits of sediment and tend to front
low slopes where small river valleys open on to the coast, such as at Man Sands and Blackpool Sands.
The cliffs are up to 130m in height, and are generally fronted by boulder beaches. They are punctuated by the
mouth of the Dart estuary that discharges to the sea between two high rock headlands at Inner Froward and
Blackstone Points.
The Dart estuary is a ria-type estuary with a deep channel that extends for a long distance inland, flanked by
high rocky cliffs. The estuary is fed by a number of branching creeks and small tributaries, including Bow
Creek. Despite its size, the Dart estuary has a very low sediment input to the coast and has no spit or other
sedimentary features at its mouth (Halcrow, 2002). The reason for this is the high, resistant rock headlands
that form the mouth of the estuary, which create a stable form that, together with the lack of coarse sediment
around the mouth, exclude any interaction between the estuarine and littoral sediment environments
(SCOPAC, 2004).
The southerly orientation of the Dart estuary mouth, along with its deep water channel, suggests that waves
propagating from offshore could diffract into the outer reaches of the estuary. Also, the long linear form of the
Dart estuary away from the mouth would lend itself to the development of wind-driven waves under the right
wind conditions, particularly as there are limited inter-tidal areas within the estuary that could hinder wave
development. However, no specific information regarding waves within the Dart estuary has been identified as
part of this study, so this is purely speculation.

Movement
Landslips occur on the south side of Berry Head in the shale cliffs that occur between the limestone headlands
of Durl Head and Sharkham Point. This erosion occurs as a result of marine erosion at the toe of the cliffs
leading to oversteepening of the coastal slope, which is then susceptible to shallow slides that are promoted by
heavy rain, high tides and easterly storms. Despite these landslides, net erosion here is not large with analysis
presented in Futurecoast (Halcrow, 2002) suggesting a mean annual rate of recession for the St Mary’s Bay
cliffs of 0.15m/year. However SCOPAC (2004) suggest the rate of recession along this section of coast may
range between 0.2 to 1.0m/year.
From Sharkham Point to Blackstone Point SCOPAC (2004) states that the shoreline has been virtually static
over the past century. However, Futurecoast (Halcrow, 2002) suggests a mean annual rate of 0.05m/year for
parts of this shoreline has occurred.
The section of this shoreline south of Blackstone Point to Strete has been retreating at a slightly faster rate,
with Futurecoast (Halcrow, 2002) suggesting mean annual erosion of the cliffs has been at a rate of between
0.18 to 0.24m/year, whilst SCOPAC (2004) suggests this may be as much as 0.3m/year.
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The beach levels along this section of coast experience short term fluctuations in response to storm events,
but their long-term movement is closely associated with the slow retreat of the backing cliffs that supply
sediment to them. From a comparison of historic Ordnance Survey maps from the years 1889 and 1990, it is
apparent that there has been a slight narrowing of Blackpool Beach over this period, indicating a general trend
of erosion.

Existing Predictions of Shoreline Evolution
For an ‘unconstrained’ scenario, Futurecoast (Halcrow, 2002) predicted that the slow rates of cliff erosion
experienced along this section of coast would continue. Beach levels would also continue to fluctuate in
response to short term storm events. With future sea level rise, this could eventually lead to increased
exposure and erosion of backing slopes.
The Futurecoast (Halcrow, 2002) prediction for a ‘with present management’ scenario is for the defences
present at Blackpool Sands to continue to protect the cliff toe from erosion. The continued defence would
reduce the amount of material supplied to the local beach from future erosion. The majority of this section of
coast is undefended and as such would evolve in a way not unduly different to that of the unconstrained
scenario.

LOCAL SCALE:
SCALE: Slapton Sands

Interactions
Extending between Strete and Torcross, Slapton Sands is a shingle barrier beach that extends in a more or less
north-south orientation along this section of coast. There is no significant input or output of sediment from
this section of coast and as such it is largely a self-contained sediment cell.
For much of its length, Slapton Sands fronts lagoons at Slapton Ley, Higher Ley and Lower Ley. These lagoons
formed as a result of past sea level rise that impounded the drainage of small rivers that continue to flow into
the back of the Leys. The Higher Ley has been largely in-filled with sediment and supports rich fen vegetation
and wet willow woodland, whilst the Lower Ley continues to be a perched, freshwater lake with a maximum
depth of –4.0m OD (Scott Wilson, 2006).
The lagoons have no direct interaction with the sea, as they are enclosed by the shingle barrier beach. There is
seepage from Slapton Ley through the barrier beach seaward. This causes the water level within the lagoon to
be maintained at an artificially high level above mean sea level (SCOPAC, 2004), a process that is also managed
by the presence of a culvert and weir at Torcross (Scott Wilson, 2006).
Along Slapton Sands, the beach widens towards Strete in the north whilst the beach width and crest level both
reduce towards the southern end of the beach (SCOPAC, 2004). This suggests a net northward drift along this
section of coast. However, if this drift direction was a permanent long-term occurrence it would likely lead to
the breakdown of the barrier. As this has not happened it is suggested in Futurecoast (Halcrow, 2002) that this
net northward drift is possibly a recent phenomena that may be a short-term feature, with large gross drift
occurring along the frontage but negligible net drift overall.

Movement
Storms from the east and south-east can cause significant reductions in the beach along Slapton Sands. Scott
Wilson (2006) reports that in 2000 and 2001, a series of storms caused a loss of 5m of beach over a 1000m
length of shoreline. This in turn led to the undermining of a 200m section of the coast road that runs along the
back of the beach. As a result of this undermining the road was re-aligned 20m landward over the affected
length.
From a comparison of historic Ordnance Survey maps from the years 1889 and 1990 undertaken for this
SMP2, it is apparent that there has been a longer term trend of accretion of the northern part of Slapton Sands
and erosion of the southern part, indicating the dominance of net northerly littoral drift.
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Existing Predictions of Shoreline Evolution
For an ‘unconstrained’ scenario, Futurecoast (Halcrow, 2002) predicted that the barrier beach will retreat in
response to future sea level rise by the process of roll-over in a manner similar to that predicted to occur at
Chesil Beach to the east (refer to Section C.1.6). This would encroach further into the lagoons and low-lying
land behind the beach. Whilst there would be no net loss of material from the system as a result of this
retreat, the beach plan form would become elongated and increasingly curved (due to no new inputs of
sediment). The beach would be increasingly at risk of breaching as a result of storms, such as those that have
caused damage to this section of coast in the recent past. The lack of new sediment may mean that any
breaches could become permanent. However, it is more likely that any breaches would be re-sealed by
longshore sediment transport processes prior to further episodic breach and re-sealing events.
The Futurecoast (Halcrow, 2002) prediction for a ‘with present management’ scenario is for defences along
the southern and central parts of this section of coast to prevent these parts of the shingle barrier from rolling
back in response to future sea level rise. This would lead to a discontinuity in the beach plan form developing
which would increase the risk of these defences being outflanked and eventually failing as wave energy would
become increasingly focussed on these exposed ends of the defences. The undefended parts of the beach
would also be susceptible to breaching as per the unconstrained scenario.
Further to the Futurecoast (Halcrow, 2002) study, the Scott Wilson (2006) study predicts that breaching of
Slapton Sands is likely to occur between 50 and 100 years time in both the ‘unconstrained’ and ‘with present
management’ scenarios.

LOCAL SCALE:
SCALE: Beesands

Interactions
This section of coast includes a shingle barrier beach situated between the small headlands at Limpet Rocks
and Tinsey Head that extends across Widdicombe Ley, a small lagoon that formed in a similar way to the
lagoons behind Slapton Sands to the north. The north and south sides of the Ley consist of low sloping land
that extend up to high cliffs.
The barrier beach is a relict feature with limited new sediment inputs. It is largely isolated between its two
bounding headlands, with little or no sediment exchange with the beaches of Slapton Sands. Its overall
evolution is controlled by the retreat of adjacent cliffs.

Movement
The barrier beach levels fluctuate in response to seasonal variations in wave climate, with winter storms
removing material from the high water area of the beach. Overall the beach is experiencing retreat of the low
water mark whilst the high water mark has remained stable. This process is leading to the narrowing and
steepening of the beach and foreshore and is likely significantly affected by the presence of the seawall and
revetment that back the beach at Beesands village.
Analysis presented in SCOPAC (2004) suggests that erosion of the cliffs at Limpet Rocks and Tinsey Head
occurs at a rate of between 0.2 to 0.3m/year.

Existing Predictions of Shoreline Evolution
For an ‘unconstrained’ scenario, Futurecoast (Halcrow, 2002) predicted that in the short term, the barrier
beach could roll-back into the low lying ley behind. This roll-back could lead to a shorter length of beach with
an increased height. The beach plan form could also become more curved between its bounding headlands.
This roll-back could lead to erosion of the beach fronting Beesands village, exposing the backing coastal slopes
to wave action at the toe that may in turn lead to a limited supply of sediment to the local beach.
The barrier’s integrity would be largely retained, though breaches could occur during storm events and could
become permanent due to the effect of the tidal prism that would be created by tidal exchange between the
lagoon and the sea.
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The Futurecoast (Halcrow, 2002) prediction for a ‘with present management’ scenario is for the defences
along the southern part of this section of coast to continue to cause beach and foreshore steepening. The
northern part of this section of coast is undefended and would roll-back into the low-lying Ley, causing a
discontinuity in the beach plan form. The area where the defences end would become a focal point for wave
energy and this could become a weak point with increased risk of failing in the future.

LOCAL SCALE:
SCALE: Beesands to Start Point

Interactions
This section of coast extends from Tinsey Head to Start Point and consists of resistant cliffs fronted for much
of its length by shingle beach. Towards Start Point the beach disappears and the cliffs plunge directly into deep
water.
There is one small section of this coast that is low-lying. This is at Greenstraight, where a valley intersects the
coast. The village of Hallsands is also located in this area. This village was destroyed during a storm in 1917
due to the loss of beach that occurred in this area as a result of nearshore sediment dredging.

Movement
The cliffs along this frontage are very resistant and have remained relatively stable (Halcrow, 2002).

Existing Predictions of Shoreline Evolution
For an ‘unconstrained’ scenario, Futurecoast (Halcrow, 2002) predicted that the shingle beaches along this
section of coast would maintain their present levels and form, and would retreat slowly in association with
backing cliff retreat. This would eventually lead to the increasing influence of headlands along the frontage as
they emerge further as adjacent cliffs retreat. The cliffs between Hare Stone and Start Point would remain
stable.
The Futurecoast (Halcrow, 2002) prediction for a ‘with present management’ scenario is for the evolution of
the shoreline to be largely as per the unconstrained scenario. The exception being at Greenstraight where the
presence of a rock revetment would limit local cliff retreat, although the retreat of adjacent, undefended cliffs
would mean this effect would not be significant.

C.1.14 Start Point to Rame Head
LARGE SCALE

Interactions
This section of the coast extends between the two headlands at Start Point in the east, and Rame Head in the
west. In Futurecoast (Halcrow, 2002) this section of coast forms part of a wider shoreline behaviour unit that
actually extends further west to Gribbin Head in Cornwall. However for the purposes of this SMP, only the
information up to Rame Head has been considered.
The defining characteristics of this section of coast are long sections of cliffed shoreline that are indented with
numerous small coves and pocket beaches, along with five ria-type estuaries that intersect the cliffs which
formed as a result of rising sea levels during the Holocene marine transgression (c.10,000 years BP).
The dominant control on the evolution and behaviour of this section of coast is the resistance of the
underlying geology. This geological resistance varies along the coast, with weaker rocks subject to ongoing cliff
erosion supplying sediment to local pocket beaches at their toe, whilst harder more resistant rocks erode
much more slowly, supplying very little sediment to the shoreline, and are fronted by rock platforms.
Along much of this section of coast, there are raised beach deposits consisting of pebbly sand and shingle,
which were created during periods of higher sea levels in the past. As a result of the last glaciation, many of
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these raised beaches have been overlain by ‘head’ deposits. These raised beach and head deposits, where they
are located above eroding cliffs, serve to supply larger amounts of beach building material to local pocket
beaches than would occur by cliff erosion alone.
The estuaries that break up the cliff lines along this section of coast all have deep water at their mouths and
most estuaries have rock headlands either side of their mouths. There is a small supply of sediment from the
estuaries to local beaches that occur adjacent to the estuary mouths, the most notable being the tombolo that
has developed at the mouth of the Avon estuary in the lee of Burgh Island. There is insufficient material to
cause large sedimentary deposits such as spits or tidal deltas around the estuary mouths, or to affect coastal
processes further a field than the very local beaches adjacent to the mouths. The upper reaches of these
estuaries have infilled with fine grained fluvial material, resulting in the development of large inter-tidal deposits
in these areas.
The orientation of this section of coast means it is exposed to the full force of south-westerly waves from the
Atlantic. The dominance of these south-westerly waves and the high energy environment this creates, results
in most of this hard rock coast being swept clear of sediment. Any accumulations of sediment tend to be in
the sheltered embayments.
The south-westerly waves that dominate this section of coast give rise to a potential eastward transport of
sediment. The relative lack of sediment in the coastal system, along with the presence of extensive rock
platforms and headlands, means that actual longshore transport of sediment from west to east is very limited.
The offshore area is also steeply sloping, and so there is also a minimal area in which any sediment transport
could occur along the seabed that could affect the shoreline.

Movement
The cliffs along this section of coast are all eroding slowly, although slight variations in geological resistance
affect the rates of erosion that occur.
In the small embayments are small pocket beaches, where sediment moves only locally both alongshore and
cross-shore in response to wave conditions, with very little loss of sediment from these systems.

Modifications
There are a number of discrete hard defence structures present along this section of coast, mostly in the form
of cliff-toe protection structures associated with slope stabilisation works aimed at preventing cliff top retreat.
The cliffs affected by these structures tend to be the softer, more erodible cliffs, and so the effect of these
structures has also been to reduce the supply of sediment input to the local beaches along the shoreline.
Examples of such structures include seawalls and revetments behind the beaches at Inner and Outer Hope,
Thurlestone, Bigbury and Challaborough.
The most significant structure along this section of coast is the Plymouth Sound Breakwater, which provides
shelter to the inner Plymouth Sound from open water wave conditions. The breakwater causes a significant
reduction in the amount of wave energy arriving along the shoreline of the Sound than would occur otherwise.
The shoreline of Plymouth Sound is in any case largely defended by seawalls such as those at Kingsand,
Cawsand, Picklecombe Point, Mount Batten Point and along the Plymouth City frontage as well.

LOCAL SCALE:
SCALE: Start Point to BigburyBigbury-onon-Sea

Interactions
Extending from Start Point to the eastern side of the Avon estuary at Thurlestone, this section of coast is
dominated by sea cliffs fronted by rocky nearshore platforms. Between Start Point and Bolt Head, the cliffs
that back the shoreline platform are head-deposit cliff slopes. From Bolt Head to the Avon estuary, the
shoreline platform is backed by near vertical bed-rock cliffs that are overlain with head deposits, except at
Thurlestone, where there is an area of low-lying land situated behind a small pocket beach.
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Most of the cliffs fail as a result of debris slides within the soft overlying deposits, these events occur with a
low periodicity. In the areas where there are steep cliffs, these are also subject to rock fall failures as a result
of wave undercutting at the toe.
In a few places there are small pocket beaches located in embayments at the mouths of small streams that
discharge to the shoreline through low points in the cliff line. These bays are generally small and flanked by
cliffs with gently sloping land behind sand/shingle beaches. The exception to this is at Thurlestone, where the
pocket beaches present are backed by low-lying land.
These small pocket beaches are largely independent of the adjacent shoreline with only localised longshore
transport within the bays occurring, but no sediment exchange between the bays. The reason for this is the
small volumes of sediment available for transport along with the highly indented shoreline that inhibits
longshore transport processes. In addition to the cliffs, rock platforms and pocket beaches dominate the open
coast shoreline.
Between Prawle Point and Bolt Head there lays the mouth of the Kingsbridge estuary. This estuary is a largely
natural (undeveloped except for areas around Salcombe and Kingsbridge), sheltered, dendritic ria-type estuary
that has many creeks and tributaries flowing into it including Bowcombe Creek, Frogmore Creek, Southpool
Creek, Waterhead Creek, Collapit Creek, Blannksmill Creek and Batson Creek.
The estuary is cut into relatively high land and as a result its slopes are steep and in the outer reach extend to
the high water mark as there is little inter-tidal area in the outer estuary. The main sediment input to the
estuary is from fluvial sources and so it tends to be mud and silt that is deposited preferentially in the heads of
the creeks, forming large areas of intertidal mudflats and salt marsh in the middle and upper estuary.
The mouth of the estuary is narrow and bounded by steep rocky cliffs, although a number of small sandy
pocket beaches are present near the mouth and there is a small sand bar seaward of the mouth.

Movement
The cliffs along this section of coast are eroding slowly, with any notable retreat confined to the overlying head
deposits rather than the harder, more resistant bed rock. The rate of erosion is dependent upon the specific
local geology, with Futurecoast (Halcrow, 2002) suggesting that where erosion does occur, the mean annual
rate of recession is about 0.1m/year.
The small pocket beaches that occur along this coast have been relatively stable over the past century,
although they do experience short term variations in response to storm events.

Existing Predictions of Shoreline Evolution
For an ‘unconstrained’ scenario, Futurecoast (Halcrow, 2002) predicted that the present slow rates of cliff and
nearshore rock platform recession would continue. Where these cliffs flank small pocket beaches, this erosion
would maintain the supply of material to the beaches, which would also retreat slowly whilst retaining more or
less their present form.
The low-lying land behind the pocket beaches at Thurlestone would be likely to experience an increased risk
of flooding under storm conditions in the future due to sea level rise.
The Futurecoast (Halcrow, 2002) prediction for a ‘with present management’ scenario is for there to be a
small reduction in the supply of sediment to the pocket beaches along the shoreline due to the reduction in
erosion of the flanking cliffs as a result of cliff toe protection structures. The exception to this would be at
Lannacombe which is presently undefended. Where there is a reduction in beach sediment supply, there would
be some narrowing and steepening of the beaches in response to future sea level rise.
The continued presence of defences at Thurlestone would continue to provide protection against flooding of
the backing low-lying land during storm events.
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LOCAL SCALE:
SCALE: BigburyBigbury-onon-Sea

Interactions
This small section of coast extends from the eastern side of the mouth of the Avon estuary to Challaborough
just to the west of Bigbury-on-Sea. The section includes the Avon estuary where the River Avon discharges to
the sea, as well as Burgh Island which is located at the western side of the estuary mouth.
The presence of Burgh Island provides shelter to the estuary mouth from the dominant south-westerly waves
that affect this coast, which has led to the development of a tombolo in the lee of the island. The sediment
transport is also likely to have lead to the Avon estuary having large accumulations of sand sediment around
its mouth at Cockleridge and Bantham Beach (Halcrow, 2002). These sand accumulations in the mouth of the
Avon estuary are not entirely depositional features, with Bantham Beach representing a raised inter-glacial
shore platform that is capped by sand dunes and fronted by only a thin layer of beach deposits (Blake et al,
2007).
Behind the beaches, the shoreline consists mostly of low, very resistant, cliffs, except at Challaborough, where
the cliff line is interrupted by the discharge from a small stream that flows out to sea from a low-lying point
between the flanking cliffs.
The Avon estuary itself is a small ria-type estuary that is mostly natural and undeveloped and which largely
empties at low water. Its mouth is protected from south-westerly waves by Burgh Island, but is relatively more
exposed to south-easterly waves. Sand deposits have however accumulated at the mouth of the estuary as a
result of effect of Burgh Island (Halcrow, 2002). Within the estuary (upstream from the mouth) there are
areas of accreting mudflats and salt marshes forming sizeable inter-tidal areas, with accretion of the salt marsh
areas occurring at a rate of 3-7mm/year since the 1960’s (Blake et al, 2007).
Whilst there is no specific information relating to waves within the Avon estuary, it is unlikely that waves are
important within the estuary as it is relatively small and shallow compared to other estuaries in the region. The
only impact of waves occurs at the mouth of the estuary, where wave and tidal induced movements of the
sand deposits cause short term fluctuations.

Movement
The cliffs along this section of coast show little or no movement over the past century due to the resistant
geology that forms them. The tombolo behind Burgh Island and the beach at Challaborough also appear to
have been stable over the past century.
Despite responding to short term tide and wave conditions, the sand deposits in the mouth of the Avon
estuary have retained their form and volume over the longer term (Halcrow, 2002). The position of the
channel at the mouth of the estuary has migrated from west to east between 1890 and present (Blake et al,
2007).

Existing Predictions of Shoreline Evolution
For an ‘unconstrained’ scenario, Futurecoast (Halcrow, 2002) predicted that the cliffs that back the majority of
this section of coast, as well as Burgh Island, will continue to be largely resistant to erosion over the next
century. As a result the cliffs would continue to provide shelter to the estuary mouth such that conditions
favourable to the retention of the beach in the lee of the island would be maintained. The beaches along this
frontage would likely experience some narrowing in response to future sea level rise due to a limited supply of
new sediment input from the River Avon.
The low-lying section of this frontage at Challaborough would by likely to experience some inundation into the
stream that flows out here, although this would not form a significant tidal inlet as a result.
The Futurecoast (Halcrow, 2002) prediction for a ‘with present management’ scenario is for much of the
frontage to respond in a way that is not unduly different to the unconstrained scenario, as there are few
defences along this section of coast.
The exception is at Challaborough, where the continued presence of defences to reduce the risk of flooding of
the backing low-lying land would lead to the possible narrowing of the beach width in response to future sea
level rise and the coastal squeeze that this would cause.
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LOCAL SCALE:
SCALE: BigburyBigbury-onon-Sea to Rame Head

Interactions
This section of coast extends from west of Bigbury-on-Sea westwards to Rame Head, it is dominated by open
sea cliffs that are fronted by rock nearshore platforms. The form of these cliffs varies from head slopes to near
vertical bed rock cliffs. The varying form of these cliffs gives rise to different methods of failure, with debris
slides occurring within the head/raised beach deposits that overlie solid bed rock, while rock falls caused by
undercutting due to wave action leading to failures in the hard vertical cliffs.
The cliff line is highly indented with small embayments, some of which are occupied by small pocket beaches.
These mainly occur in relatively low-lying sections of the coast, such as at Wembury, Bovisand, Kingsand and
Cawsand, and a flanked by cliffs with gently sloping land behind sand and shingle beaches. The shoreline is also
interrupted by several estuaries of varying sizes.
The Erme estuary is a small ria-type estuary which is very exposed to south-westerly waves. It has similar
characteristics with the neighbouring Avon estuary, with sand deposits at the mouth and mudflats and salt
marshes towards the head. The estuary sides consist of a predominantly steep, natural shoreline.
The River Yealm discharges to the sea via the Yealm estuary. This is a ria-type estuary with a mainly steep,
rocky shoreline and several small tributaries, such as Cofflete Creek, draining in to it. The mouth of the
estuary is flanked by high, rocky cliffs and is exposed to south-westerly waves, although it is partially sheltered
by Great Mew Stone, a small island situated at the entrance to Wembury Bay. River flows in the Yealm are
relatively low and carry little in the way of suspended sediment. There are some small areas of sand flats
around the mouth (though not as extensive as those located at the mouths of the Avon and Erme estuaries to
the east). Small areas of intertidal mudflats are also present near the head of the estuary.
The largest estuary along this section of coast is the Plymouth estuary, which is a ria-type estuary that
comprises the combined discharge of three large rivers; the River Tamar, the River Tavy and the River Plym. A
number of smaller streams and creeks including the Rivers Tiddy and Lynher, and Tamerton Lake (which feeds
into the River Lynher) also discharge into the estuary. Plymouth Sound forms the mouth of the Plymouth
estuary. This mouth is flanked by steep, rocky cliffs, and is partially protected by the Plymouth Sound
Breakwater, which limits the wave exposure of the shoreline on its landward side. The presence of Drake’s
Island within the Sound also provides a wave sheltering affect to parts of the shoreline. Waves within the
estuary are, as a result of these human and natural features, largely limited to being wind generated.
No information about the extent to which waves generated within Plymouth Sound affect the three
contributing ‘sub’ estuaries has been identified. However it is unlikely that any effects are very limited due to
the narrowness of the mouths of the Tamar and Plym. The length of the Tamar estuary could be, under the
right conditions, subject to some limited wind-driven waves, although it is unlikely that they would reach any
great height.
The sediments of the Plymouth estuary system are dominated by fine muds and silts, although there are some
sands and shingles in the lower parts of the estuaries. As a result of this mud dominated sediment system,
there are extensive intertidal areas consisting of mudflats within the three contributing ‘sub’ estuaries. These
tend to be deposited in the middle and upper estuaries and in the tributaries, such as at St. John’s Lake in the
Tamar. There are also some areas of salt marsh present in parts of the Plymouth estuary system, though these
show signs of erosion.
The city of Plymouth dominates the lower parts of the Tamar and Plym estuaries and as such confine the
estuaries in these areas. The Tamar in particular is also extensively modified by dredging and port development
in the lower reaches, up to the Tamar Bridge that crosses the River at Saltash. Above this bridge the estuary is
largely natural and less affected by human development.
The Plymouth estuary system, and the Tamar estuary in particular, has been extensively studied over the past
30 years, and this has determined that there is very little sediment exchange between the estuary and the open
sea. As such, and despite its large size, the Plymouth estuary has little impact upon the nearby coast.
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Movement
The cliffs and fronting rock platforms are comprised of relatively resistant bed rock that erodes only very
slowly. Analysis undertaken for Futurecoast (Halcrow, 2002) suggests that erosion along much of this section
of coast over the past century has been negligible. The only notable retreat observed in the Futurecoast
(Halcrow, 2002) analysis occurs in the overlying head and raised beach deposits, which show a mean annual
rate of retreat of up to 0.1m/year around Hilsea Point (to the south-east of Wembury).
The small pocket beaches located along this section of coast have also been very stable over the past century,
with no significant change in width or position over this time. Seasonal fluctuations do occur in response to
storm events.

Existing Predictions of Shoreline Evolution
For an ‘unconstrained’ scenario, Futurecoast (Halcrow, 2002) predicted that there would be a continuation of
the present low rates of cliff and nearshore platform retreat. Without the presence of the breakwater, the
shoreline around the inner Plymouth Sound would experience a significant increase in wave energy at the
coast. An increase in wave energy would increase erosion rates from the present sheltered Sound, it would
not have a significant impact on the morphology of the inner Sound due to the resistant geology of the
shoreline. Instead erosion rates would be likely to increase to the same as those occurring in the presently
unprotected outer Sound leading to indentation of the shoreline of the inner Sound in much the same way as
the outer Sound.
There could be some re-activation of currently protected cliffs along the rest of the frontage, leading to cliff
top retreat and possibly some additional sediment input to the local pocket beaches.
The Futurecoast (Halcrow, 2002) prediction for a ‘with present management’ scenario is for the continued
presence of the Plymouth Sound Breakwater. The maintenance of the breakwater would shelter the inner
Sound from exposure to the dominant south-westerly waves from the Atlantic, which in turn would
significantly limit the erosion of the shoreline of the inner Sound. Other presently defended parts of this
section of coast would also continue to limit localised cliff recession and subsequent sediment inputs to local
beaches.
The areas where there are no defences, such as the cliffs of the outer Plymouth Sound, would behave in a way
not unduly different from the unconstrained scenario.
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C.2

Defence Assessment

C.2.1

Overview

The Table below provides a summary of the existing defences along the SMP2 frontage together with an
assessment of residual life. The information in this table is based upon the information that has been collected
as part of the National Flood and Coastal Defence Database (NFCDD) update, which Halcrow was
commissioned by the Environment Agency to undertake in parallel to the SMP2. This update involved
surveying defence levels along the shoreline, noting the type of defence structures present and assessing the
condition of the defences. It ensures that the most current information has been utilised in the development of
this SMP2. The reference date of the information contained in this report is October 2008.
Additional information contained in both of the two first round shoreline management plans for (1) Portland
Bill to Durlston Head, and (2) Portland Bill to Rame Head has also been utilised to supplement the NFCDD
update data in the appraisals of ‘No Active Intervention’ and ‘With Present Management’ presented in Sections
C.4 and C.5 of this report, to cover areas of private defences or other non-coastal defence structures. In these
cases, the SMP1 data was used to identify areas where NFCDD data was not present and so guide where site
visits were required to appraise the current condition of those defences.
For all defences assessed the ‘overall condition’ and ‘residual life’ have been defined.
Overall condition is a description of the state of the defences and has appraised been using the Environment
Agency’s National Sea and River Defence Survey’s Condition Assessment Manual (1998), which is summarised
in Table C.2.1 below.
This condition assessment, along with the type of defence, has then been used to determine an estimate of
when defences are most likely to fail under a ‘no active intervention’ scenario (i.e. in the short, medium or
long term), using Table C.2.2 below as a guide1.
Rating

Condition

Description

1

Very Good Good condition.
Fully serviceable.

Extent of Defect and Estimated Life
No significant defect.
Estimated life typically more than 30 years.

Maintenance to continue as present.
No remedial work required.
2

Good

In reasonable condition.
Minor defects.
Minor routine or increase in routine
maintenance required.

3

Fair

Average Condition.
Requires careful monitoring.
Some minor repairs needed and
significant improvements in
maintenance.

Not more than 5% of area, length or height
affected by defect.
Estimated life typically 15 to 30 years.
Moderate defects affecting 5% to 20% of area,
length, or height.
Replacement typically likely within 5 to 15 years.

4

Poor

Some major repairs needed but not
urgent.
Structurally unsound now or in the
near future.

Extensive defects affecting 20% to 50% of area,
length or height.
Replacement typically needed within the next 1
to 5 years.

5

Very Poor

Complete failure or derelict.
Major urgent repairs or replacement
without delay.

Severe and/or extensive defects over 50% of
area, length or height.
Replacement typically likely to be required
within the next year.

Table C.2.1
2.1

Guide to assessing condition grade (based upon Environment
Environment Agency, 1998)

1

Note, that the values in Table C.2.2 differ from those presented within the NFCDD summary table below
due to different requirements on how this information is stored in the NFCDD.
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Estimate of residual life (years) under NAI policy
Defence Description

Seawall (concrete/ masonry)
Revetment (rock)
Timber structures
Gabions

Table C.2.2
2.2

Existing Defence Condition Grade:
Grade 1

Grade 2

Grade 3

Grade 4

Grade 5

40 to 50
40 to 50
20 to 30
15 to 25

25 to 35
25 to 35
15 to 25
10 to 15

15 to 25
15 to 25
10 to 20
6 to 10

10 to 15
10 to 15
8 to 12
4 to 7

5 to 7
5 to 7
2 to 7
1 to 3

Guide to estimating residual life of defences
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NFCDD Reference
Number
111EGS2151001C02
111EGS2151001C01

Location

111EGS2501001C05
111EGS2501001C04
111EGS2501001C03
111EGS2501001C02
111EGS2501001C01

Kimmeridge
Kimmeridge
Lulworth Cove
Ringstead Bay
Ringstead Bay
Bowleaze
Bowleaze
Bowleaze
Bowleaze
Bowleaze

111EGS2502001C03

Overcombe

111EGS2502001C01

Weymouth - Seafront

111EGS2502501C01
111EGS2502501C01
111EGS2502501C01
111EGS2502501C02

111EGS2550501C01
111EGS2600501C05

Weymouth Seafront
(Splash Wall)
Weymouth - Seafront
Weymouth - Ferry
Terminal
Weymouth – harbour
walls (north side)
Weymouth – harbour
walls (west side)
Weymouth – harbour
walls (south side)
Weymouth – harbour
walls (Nothe Parade)
Weymouth - South
Pier
Weymouth - Nothe
Fort

beach - cobble
beach - cobble
beach - gravel
beach - mixed
beach - mixed
beach - mixed
beach - mixed
beach - sandy
beach - sandy
beach - sandy

3
3
3
2
4
3
3
3
3
3

Resid
Residual
idual
Life (years)
assuming no
active
intervention
11-20
11-20
11-20
>20
1-5
11-20
11-20
11-20
11-20
11-20

beach - gravel

2

>20

beach - gravel

2

>20

Concrete Splash Wall

beach - mixed

2

>20

Concrete Seawall

beach - mixed

2

>20

Steel Sheet Piling

beach - sandy

2

>20

Concrete capped steel
piling

2

>20

Masonry Seawall

4

6-10

Concrete capped steel
and timber piling

2

>20

Masonry Seawall

3

11-20

Masonry Harbour Arm

2

>20

3

11-20

Primary Defence

Masonry Seawall
Boulders
Seawall
Rock Groyne
Clay Embankment
Gabions
Boulders
Rock Armour
Concrete Seawall
Rock Armour
Concrete Seawall with
Recurve
Concrete Seawall

Secondary
(seaward)

Secondary
(landward)

Boulders

Boulders

Armourflex
Revetment
Concrete Splash
Wall

Foreshore Type

shore platform

Overall
Condition
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NFCDD Reference
Number

111EGS2600501C04

111EGS2600501C03
111EGS2600501C03
111EGS2600501C02
111EGS2600501C01
111EGS2650501C04
111EGS2650501C03
111EGS2650501C02
111EGS2650501C01
111EGS2650501C01
111EGS2651501C04
111EGS2652001C04
111EGS2652001C02
111FAS3100501C06
111EGS2652001C03
111FAS3100501C09
111EGS2652501C05
111EGS2652501C04
111EGS2652501C03
111EGS2652501C02

Location

Weymouth - Nothe
Gardens
Weymouth – Jubilee
Walk (eastern end)
Weymouth - Jubilee
Walk
Weymouth Newton's Cove
Weymouth - DERA
Bincleaves
Weymouth - Wyke
Regis
Weymouth - Wyke
Regis
Weymouth - Wyke
Regis
Weymouth - Wyke
Regis
Portland - Dismantled
Railway
Portland - Marina
Portland - Flood
Embankment
Portland - Flood Wall
Portland - Flood
Embankment
Portland - Flood
Embankment
Portland Port
Portland Port
Portland Port
Portland Port

Primary Defence

Secondary
(seaward)

Secondary
(landward)

Foreshore Type

Overall
Condition

Resid
Residual
idual
Life (years)
assuming no
active
intervention

Rock Armour

shore platform

2

>20

Masonry Seawall

shore platform

4

1-5

shore platform

1

>20

beach - mixed

1

>20

1

>20

Concrete Seawall with
Recurve
Masonry Seawall

Concrete Splash
Wall
Rock Armour

Rock Armour
Boulders

beach - sandy

4

1-5

Boulders

beach - sandy

4

1-5

Masonry Seawall

beach - sandy

2

11-20

Boulders

beach - sandy

2

11-20

Clay Embankment

beach - gravel

2

11-20

Rock Armour

2

>20

Clay Embankment

2

>20

Concrete Floodwall

2

>20

Clay Embankment

2

>20

Clay Embankment

2

>20

Concrete Revetment
Steel Sheet Piling
Concrete Piling
Masonry Seawall

2
2
3
2

>20
>20
11-20
>20

Rock Armour
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NFCDD Reference
Number

Location

111EGS2652501C01
111EGS2700501C01
111EGS2700501C02

Portland Port
East Portland
East Portland

111FAS3100501C01

Portland - Chesil Cove
Portland - Chesil Cove

111FAS3150501C03
111FAS3150501C02

West Bay - Eastern
Harbour Arm
West Bay - Inner
Harbour
West Bay - Central
Harbour Arm
West Bay - Harbour
Slipway
West Bay - Western
Harbour Arm
West Bay - West
Beach
West Bay - West
Beach
Seatown
Seatown

111FAS3150502C02

Charmouth

111FAS3150502C03

Charmouth

111FAS3151001C02

Lyme Regis - East

111FAS3151001C01

Lyme Regis - East

113FAS3200501C05

Lyme Regis - Church

111FAS3101502C03
111FAS3101502C01
111FAS3101502C04
111FAS3101503C02
111FAS3101503C03
111FAS3101503C01
111FAS3150501C01

Primary Defence

Masonry Seawall
Masonry Seawall
Rock Armour
Concrete Seawall with
Recurve
Concrete Seawall with
Recurve

Secondary
(seaward)

Secondary
(landward)

Foreshore Type

Rock Armour

2
3
3

Resid
Residual
idual
Life (years)
assuming no
active
intervention
>20
>20
>20

Overall
Condition

Rock Revetment

beach - gravel

2

>20

Splash Wall with
Recurve

beach - gravel

2

>20

Steel Sheet Piling

1

>20

Masonry Harbour
Wall

2

>20

Steel Sheet Piling

1

>20

Rock Armour

1

>20

1

>20

beach - gravel

2

>20

beach - gravel

2

>20

beach - gravel
beach - gravel

4
2

1-5
11-20

beach - gravel

2

>20

beach - gravel

2

>20

shore platform

3

11-20

shore platform

3

11-20

beach - gravel

2

>20

Steel Sheet Piling
Concrete Seawall with
Recurve
Masonry Seawall with
Parapet
Masonry Seawall
Rock Armour
Concrete Seawall with
Parapet
Concrete Stepped
Revetment
Concrete Seawall with
Parapet
Concrete Seawall with
Recurve
Masonry Seawall

Rock Armour

Rock Armour
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NFCDD Reference
Number

113FAS3200501C11
113FAS3200501C12
113FAS3200501C13
113FAS3200501C02
113FAS3200501C20
113FAS3200501C17

Location

Cliffs
Lyme Regis - Marine
Parade
Lyme Regis - Marine
Parade
Lyme Regis - Slipway
Lyme Regis - The
Cobb
Lyme Regis - The
Cobb
Lyme Regis - The
Cobb
Seaton – Axe Estuary
mouth

113FAS3201002C02

Seaton, Esplanade

113FAS3201003C01

Seaton, West Walk

113FAS3201004C01

Seaton, West Walk
Seaton, West Walk to
Seaton Hole
Seaton Hole
Beer
SIDMOUTH SEA
FRONT
SIDMOUTH SEA
FRONT

NEW ASSET
113FAS3201004C03
113FAS3251001C01
113FAS3251001C02

Primary Defence

Secondary
(seaward)

Secondary
(landward)

Foreshore Type

Overall
Condition

Resid
Residual
idual
Life (years)
assuming no
active
intervention

Concrete Seawall with
Recurve

shingle ridge

1

>20

Masonry Seawall

beach - sandy

1

>20

Concrete Slipway
Masonry Harbour
Wall

beach - sandy

1

>20

beach - sandy

2

>20

Masonry Harbour Arm

beach - sandy

2

>20

2

>20

beach - gravel

2

>20

shingle ridge

2

>20

shingle ridge

2

11-20

shingle ridge

2

11-20

beach - gravel

3

6-10

beach - mixed
beach - gravel

3
4

6-10
1-5

1

>20

3

>20

3

11-20

Masonry Harbour Arm
Masonry Harbour Arm
Concrete Seawall with
Parapet
Masonry Seawall with
Parapet
Concrete Seawall

Concrete Splash
wall with Recurve

Concrete Revetment
Concrete Groyne

Concrete Seawall with
Parapet

Masonry Apron

Concrete Splash
wall

113FAS3251001C11
113FAS3251001C03

SIDMOUTH SEA
FRONT
Budleigh Salterton

Gabions

beach - gravel
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NFCDD Reference
Number

113FAS3351002C01
NEW ASSET
113FAS3351002C02
113FAS3351002C03

Location

Exmouth, Queens
Drive
Exmouth, The Maer
Exmouth, Queens
Drive
Exmouth, Queens
Drive

113FAS3351002C04

Exmouth, Esplanade

113FAS3351002C05

Exmouth, Esplanade
Exmouth, The Point,
Harbour
Exmouth Point,
Harbour
Exmouth Point
Exmouth Point
Exmouth, Exe Sailing
Club
Exmouth, Exe Sailing
Club
Exmouth, Exe Sailing
Club
Exmouth,
Camperdown Terrace
Exmouth,
Camperdown Terrace
Exmouth,
Camperdown Terrace
Exmouth,
Camperdown Terrace
EXMOUTH, Lavis
Boat Yard

113FAS3351003C01
113FAS3351003C02
NEW ASSET
113FAS3351003C03
113FAS3351003C04
113FAS3351003C05
113FAS3351003C06
113FAS3351003C07
113FAS3351003C08
113FAS3351003C09
113FAS3351003C10
113FAS3351004C01

Overall
Condition

Resid
Residual
idual
Life (years)
assuming no
active
intervention

beach - sandy

3

11-20

beach - sandy

2

>20

beach - sandy

2

>20

beach - sandy

2

>20

beach - sandy

2

>20

beach - sandy

2

11-20

3

>20

3

>20

Concrete Seawall

beach - sandy
beach - sandy

2
2

>20
>20

Timber Piling

beach - mixed

3

11-20

Concrete & Brickwork
Seawall

beach - mixed

3

11-20

Gabions

beach - mixed

3

6-10

Masonry Revetment

beach - mixed

2

>20

Complex wall

beach - mixed

2

11 - 20

Complex wall

beach - mixed

2

11 - 20

2

11 - 20

3

>20

Primary Defence

Secondary
(seaward)

Masonry Seawall

Masonry Seawall

Rock Armour

Concrete Seawall
Masonry Seawall with
Recurve
Masonry Seawall
Masonry Seawall with
Recurve

Masonry Apron

Secondary
(landward)

Foreshore Type

Masonry Apron

Steel Sheet Piling
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NFCDD Reference
Number

Location

Primary Defence

113FAS3351004C02

Exmouth, Imperial
Recreation Ground

113FAS3351004C03

Exmouth, Playing Field

113FAS3351014C03

Dawlish Warren

113FAS3351015C01

Dawlish Warren

113FAS3351015C02

Dawlish Warren

Masonry Seawall

Dawlish Warren to
Dawlish
Dawlish Warren to
Dawlish
Dawlish, Train Station
Dawlish, King's Walk
Dawlish, Cowhole
Rocks
Dawlish, Coryton's
Cove

Masonry Seawall with
Recurve
Masonry Seawall with
Recurve
Masonry Seawall
Masonry Seawall
Masonry Seawall with
Parapet
Masonry Seawall with
Parapet

113FBS3351501C02
113FBS3351501C02
113FBS3351501C03
113FBS3351501C04
113FBS3351501C04
113FBS3351501C05
113FBS3351501C06
113FBS3351501C07
113FBS3351502C01
113FBS3351502C02
113FBS3351502C03
113FBS3400501C05
113FBS3400501C01
113FBS3400501C06
113FBS3400501C03
113FBS3400502C01

Secondary
(seaward)

Secondary
(landward)

Gabions
Concrete Block
Revetment
Concrete Block
Revetment
Concrete Seawall with
Recurve

Rock Armoured
Revetment
Rock Armoured
Revetment
Concrete Apron
Concrete Apron

Masonry Splash
wall
Masonry Splash
wall
Masonry Seawall

Horse Rocks
Teignmouth North
North Teignmouth to
Sprey Point
Teignmouth, Sprey
Point
Teignmouth, Sprey
Point to Promenade
Teignmouth, North
Promenade

Overall
Condition

Resid
Residual
idual
Life (years)
assuming no
active
intervention

beach - mixed

2

11 - 20

beach - mixed

3

6-10

beach - mixed

2

11-20

beach - sandy

2

>20

beach - sandy

3

11-20

beach - mixed

3

11-20

beach - mixed

3

11-20

beach - mixed
beach - mixed

2
2

>20
>20

shore platform

3

11-20

beach - mixed

3

11-20

beach - sandy

2

>20

beach - mixed

2

11-20

beach - sandy

3

>20

beach - sandy

3

11-20

Foreshore Type

beach - sandy
beach - sandy
Masonry Seawall with
Recurve
Masonry Seawall with
Recurve
Masonry Seawall with
Recurve
Masonry Seawall with
Parapet

Concrete Apron
Masonry Apron
Masonry Apron

Masonry Splash
wall
Masonry Splash
wall
Masonry Splash
wall
Masonry Splash
wall
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NFCDD Reference
Number

113FBS3400502C02
113FBS3400502C03
113FBS3400502C04
113FBS3400502C05
113FBS3400502C06
113FBS3400502C07
113FBS3400502C08
113FBS3400502C09
113FBS3400502C14
113FBS3400502C16

113FBS3400503C13
113FBS3400503C15
113FBS3400503C16

beach - sandy

3

>20

beach - sandy

2

>20

beach - sandy

3

>20

Masonry wall

beach - mixed

2

>20

Complex wall

beach - sandy

2

>20

Masonry wall
Complex wall

beach - sandy
beach - sandy

2
3

>20
11 - 20

Concrete Flood wall

beach - mixed

3

11 - 20

mudflat

2

>20

beach - sandy

2

>20

beach - mixed

2

>20

beach - mixed
beach - mixed
beach - mixed
beach - mixed
beach - sandy
beach - sandy
beach - sandy
beach - sandy

3
2
3
2
2
2
2
2

11 - 20
>20
6-10
>20
>20
>20
>20
>20

Masonry wall

beach - sandy

2

>20

Masonry Seawall

beach - sandy

3

>20

beach - mixed

2

>20

Location

Primary Defence

Teignmouth,
Promenade
Teignmouth,
Promenade
Teignmouth, The Point
Teignmouth (Estuary),
The Point
Teignmouth (Estuary),
The Point
Teignmouth (Estuary)
Teignmouth (Estuary)
Teignmouth, New
Quay
Shaldon Bridge
Shaldon, The
Embankment

Concrete Seawall with
Recurve
Concrete Seawall with
Recurve
Masonry Seawall

113FBS3400502C17
113FBS3400503C01
113FBS3400503C05
113FBS3400503C02
113FBS3400503C04
113FBS3400503C06
113FBS3400503C07
113FBS3400503C09
113FBS3400503C11
113FBS3400503C11

Overall
Condition

Resid
Residual
idual
Life (years)
assuming no
active
intervention

Shaldon, Albion Street
Shaldon, Albion Street
Shaldon, Riverside
Shaldon, Riverside
Shaldon, Riverside
Shaldon, Quay
Shaldon, Strand
Shaldon, Strand
Shaldon, Marine
Parade
Shaldon, Marine
Parade
Shaldon, Marine

Secondary
(seaward)

Concrete Splash
wall
Masonry Splash
wall
Concrete Apron

Masonry Seawall
Masonry Seawall with
Parapet
Masonry Seawall
Concrete Seawall
Masonry wall
Masonry wall
Masonry wall
Concrete Quay wall
Masonry wall
Masonry wall

Masonry Seawall

Secondary
(landward)

Concrete Apron

Foreshore Type
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NFCDD Reference
Number

Location

Primary Defence

Secondary
(seaward)

Secondary
(landward)

Overall
Condition

Resid
Residual
idual
Life (years)
assuming no
active
intervention

beach - mixed

2

>20

shingle ridge

5

<1

beach - mixed

2

11-20

beach - mixed
beach - mixed
shore platform
beach - mixed

2
2
2
2
2
2

beach - cobble

2

>20

shore platform

3

11-20

beach - mixed

3

11-20

beach - gravel

2

>20

beach - sandy

2

>20

beach - sandy

2

>20

beach - sandy

2

>20

beach - sandy

3

11-20

shore platform

3

>20

beach - sandy

2

>20

Foreshore Type

Parade
113FBS3400503C18

Concrete Stepped
Revetment
Rock Armoured
Revetment

113FBS3401501C02

Oddicombe Beach

113FBS3401501C03

Blackball Rocks

113FBS3401501C18
113FBS3401501C05
113FBS3401501C19
113FBS3401501C06
113FBS3401501C07
113FBS3401501C20

Babbacombe Beach
Babbacombe Beach
Babbacombe Beach
Babbacombe Beach

Masonry Seawall
Masonry Seawall
Masonry Seawall
Concrete Breakwater

113FBS3401501C08

Babbacombe
Breakwater to Withy
Point

Concrete Seawall

113FBS3401501C13

Anstey's Cove

113FBS3450201C04

Meadfoot Beach

113FBS3450201C05

Meadfoot Beach

113FBS3450501C01
113FBS3450501C02
113FBS3450501C03
113FBS3450502C02
113FBS3450502C03
113FBS3450502C06

Masonry Splash
wall

Concrete Seawall

Torquay, Torre Abbey
Sands
Torquay, Torre Abbey
Sands
Torquay, Corbyn's
Beach
Torquay, Livermead
Sands
Torquay, Livermead
Head
Hollicombe Beach

Concrete Apron
Splash wall

Masonry Seawall with
Recurve
Masonry Seawall
Concrete Seawall with
Parapet
Masonry Seawall
Masonry Seawall

Concrete Stepped
Revetment

Masonry Seawall
Masonry Seawall
Masonry Seawall

Concrete Apron

11-20
>20
>20
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NFCDD Reference
Number

Location

Primary Defence

Secondary
(seaward)

Secondary
(landward)

Foreshore Type

Overall
Condition

Resid
Residual
idual
Life (years)
assuming no
active
intervention

113FBS3450502C08

Paignton, Marine
Parade

Masonry Seawall with
Recurve

Concrete Apron

beach - sandy

3

>20

113FBS3450503C13

Paignton, Preston
Sands

Masonry Seawall

Masonry
Revetment +
Concrete Apron

beach - sandy

2

>20

113FBS3450503C12

Paignton, Preston
Sands

Concrete Splash wall

Concrete Apron

beach - sandy

2

>20

113FBS3450503C14

Paignton, Preston
Sands

Masonry Seawall

Masonry
Revetment +
Concrete Apron

beach - sandy

2

>20

Masonry Seawall

Masonry Apron

beach - sandy

3

>20

Masonry Seawall

Concrete Apron

beach - sandy

2

>20

beach - sandy

3

>20

beach - sandy

2

>20

beach - sandy

2

>20

Masonry Quay wall

2

>20

Concrete Quay wall

2

>20

Masonry Quay wall

2

>20

Masonry Quay wall

2

>20

Masonry Quay wall

2

>20

113FBS3450503C02
113FBS3450503C03

Paignton, Redcliffe
Hotel
Paignton, Paignton
Sands

113FBS3450503C06

Paignton, Paignton
Sands

Masonry Seawall

113FBS3450503C07

Paignton, Paignton
Sands

Masonry Seawall

113FBS3450503C08
113FBS3450504C01
113FBS3450504C10
113FBS3450504C11
113FBS3450504C12
113FBS3450504C14

Paignton, Paignton
Sands
Paignton Harbour,
North Quay
Paignton Harbour,
North Quay
Paignton Harbour,
Inner Harbour
Paignton Harbour,
Inner Harbour
Paignton Harbour,
South Quay

Masonry Seawall with
Concrete Parpapet

Masonry
Revetment +
Concrete Apron
Masonry
Revetment +
Concrete Apron

Splash wall
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NFCDD Reference
Number

Location

113FBS3450505C03

Paignton Harbour, East
Quay
Paignton Harbour, East
Quay
Goodrington Sands
North, Cliff Gardens
Goodrington Sands
North
Goodrington Sands

113FBS3450505C04

Goodrington Sands

113FBS3450505C05

113FBS3450507C01
113FBS3450507C02

Goodrington Sands
Goodrington Sands
South
Goodrington Sands
South
Broad Sands
Broad Sands

113FBS3450507C03

Broad Sands

113FBS3450507C04

Broad Sands

113FBS3450507C11

Broad Sands

113FBS3450504C15
113FBS3450504C16
113FBS3450505C01
113FBS3450505C02

113FBS3450505C06
113FBS3450505C07

Overall
Condition

Resid
Residual
idual
Life (years)
assuming no
active
intervention

Masonry Quay wall

2

>20

Masonry Quay wall

2

>20

Concrete Seawall with
Recurve

2

>20

Primary Defence

Secondary
(seaward)

Secondary
(landward)

Foreshore Type

Masonry Seawall

Concrete Apron

beach - sandy

2

>20

Masonry Seawall
Concrete Seawall with
Recurve + Masonry
Seawall
Masonry Seawall
Concrete Seawall with
Recurve

Concrete Apron

beach - sandy

2

>20

Concrete Apron

beach - sandy

2

>20

Concrete Apron

beach - sandy

3

11-20

Concrete Apron

beach - sandy

3

>20

Masonry Seawall

Concrete Apron

beach - sandy

3

>20

Concrete Seawall
Concrete Seawall

Concrete Apron

beach - sandy
beach - sandy

4
2

1-5
>20

Concrete Apron +
Steel Sheet Piling

beach - sandy

3

11-20

Concrete Apron

beach - sandy

2

11-20

beach - cobble

3

11-20

beach - sandy

2

>20

beach - sandy

2

>20

beach - sandy

2
2
2

>20

Concrete Seawall
Concrete/Masonry
Seawall
Concrete Seawall

113FBS3450508C10

Brixham, Oxen Cove

Concrete Seawall

113FBS3450508C11
113FBS3450508C11

Brixham, Oxen Cove

Concrete Seawall

113FBS3450508C12
113FBS3450509C01
113FBS3450509C07

Brixham, Oxen Cove
BRIXHAM HARBOUR
Brixham, Eastern Quay

Concrete Seawall
Masonry Quay wall

Earth
Embankment
Rock Armoured
Revetment
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Location

Primary Defence

Brixham, Eastern Quay
Brixham, Southern
Quay
Brixham, Southern
Quay
Brixham, Southern
Quay
Brixham, Southern
Quay to Marina
Brixham, Marina
Slipway

Masonry Harbour Arm

2

Resid
Residual
idual
Life (years)
assuming no
active
intervention
>20

Masonry Quay wall

2

>20

Masonry Quay wall

2

>20

Masonry Quay wall

2

>20

Masonry Quay wall

2

>20

Concrete Slipway

2

>20

113FBS3450508C10

Brixham, Oxen Cove

Concrete Seawall

beach - sandy

2

>20

113FBS3450509C18

Brixham, Oxen Cove

Concrete Seawall

beach - gravel

3

11-20

shore platform

2

>20

shore platform

2

>20

shore platform

2

>20

estuarine mudflat

2

>20

2

>20

2

>20

2

>20

2

>20

2

>20

NFCDD Reference
Number
113FBS3450509C08
113FBS3450509C09
113FBS3450509C10
113FBS3450509C11
113FBS3450509C13
113FBS3450509C14

113FBS3450510C03
113FBS3450510C04
113FBS3450510C04
113FBS3450510C05

Brixham, Shoalstone
Beach
Brixham, Shoalstone
Beach
Brixham, Shoalstone
Beach

113FBS3501503C04

Dartmouth North

113FBS3501503C01
113FBS3501503C01

DARTMOUTH
SOUTH

113FBS3501503C02

Dartmouth Centre

113FBS3501503C03

DARTMOUTH
SOUTH

113FBS3501505C01

Dartmouth South

113FBS3501505C02

Dartmouth South to

Concrete Seawall

Secondary
(seaward)

Secondary
(landward)

Earth
Embankment
Masonry Splash
wall
Concrete Splash
wall

Concrete Seawall
Masonry Seawall
Concrete Seawall

Steel Sheet Piling +
Concrete Capping

Masonry Seawall

Foreshore Type

estuarine mudflat

estuarine mudflat

Overall
Condition
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NFCDD Reference
Number

Location

113FBS3501502C01
113FBS3550501C09
113FBS3550502C01
113FBS3550502C01
113FBS3550502C02

Halftide Rock
Warfleet Creek to
Castle Point
Kingswear
Blackpool Sands
Blackpool Sands
Blackpool Sands

113FBS3550502C03

Blackpool Sands

113FBS3551002C02

Torcross North

113FBS3551002C03

Torcross

113FBS3501505C04

113FBS3551002C05
113FBS3551004C01
113FBS3551004C02

Beesands North
Beesands North

113FBS3551004C03

Beesands South

113FBS3551004C04

Beesands South

113FBS3551004C05

Beesands South

Primary Defence

Concrete Seawall
Rock Armour
Armour-flex
Revetment
Concrete Seawall with
Recurve
Concrete Seawall with
Recurve
Concrete Seawall with
Parapet
Gabions
Gabions
Concrete Seawall with
Recurve
Concrete Seawall with
Recurve
Concrete Seawall

113FBS3551005C05
113FBS3551005C06
113FCS3650501C11

Greenstraight,
Hallsands
Hallsands
Hallsands
Hope Cove South

Masonry Seawall

113FCS3650501C21

Hope Cove South

Masonry Seawall

113FBS3551005C04

113FCS3650501C22

Masonry Seawall

Secondary
(seaward)

Rock Armour

Rock Armoured
Revetment
Rock Armoured
Revetment
Rock Armoured
Revetment

Concrete Apron
Concrete/Masonry
Apron

Secondary
(landward)

Overall
Condition

Resid
Residual
idual
Life (years)
assuming no
active
intervention

2

>20

beach - sandy
shingle ridge
shingle ridge
shingle ridge

2
2
2
2

>20
>20
>20
>20

shingle ridge

2

>20

shingle ridge

3

11-20

shingle ridge

2

11-20

shingle ridge

2

11-20

shingle ridge
shingle ridge

2
2

11 - 20
>20

shingle ridge

2

>20

shingle ridge

2

>20

shingle ridge

2

11-20

2

>20

shingle ridge
shingle ridge
beach - sandy

2
2
2

>20
>20
>20

beach - sandy

2

>20

shore platform

2

>20

Foreshore Type
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NFCDD Reference
Number
113FCS3650501C28
113FCS3650501C29
113FCS3650501C14
113FCS3650501C23
113FCS3650501C24
113FCS3650501C25
113FCS3650501C13
113FCS3650501C27
113FCS3650501C31
113FCS3650501C05
113FCS3650501C32
113FCS3650501C15
113FCS3650501C33

Location

Hope Cove North
Hope Cove North
Hope Cove North
Hope Cove North
Hope Cove North
Hope Cove North
Hope Cove North
Outer Hope,
Mouthwell
Outer Hope,
Mouthwell
Outer Hope,
Mouthwell
Grand View Road
Thurlestone Rock

Masonry Seawall

beach - sandy

4

6-10

Masonry Seawall

beach - sandy

2

>20

Masonry Seawall

beach - sandy

2

>20

beach - sandy

2
2

>20
>20

beach - sandy

2

>20

Armour-flex
Revetment

beach - sandy

2

>20

Splash wall

beach - sandy

2

>20

0

beach - sandy

2

>20

0

beach - sandy

2

11 - 20

2
2

>20
>20

2

>20

Masonry Seawall

113FCS3650501C16

Thurlestone Rock

Concrete Seawall

113FCS3650501C35

Thurlestone Rock

Concrete Seawall

113FCS3651003C02
113FCS3651003C05
113FCS3651003C06

Overall
Condition
3
3
3
3
2
2
2
2

Concrete Seawall

113FCS3651003C01

Foreshore Type

shore platform
shore platform
shore platform
beach - sandy
beach - sandy
beach - sandy
beach - sandy

Thurlestone Rock

Fryer Tucks,
Challaborough
Regatta Restaurant,
Challaborough
Challaborough
Challaborough
Beach Car Park &
Bungalows,
Challaborough

Secondary
(landward)

Concrete Breakwater
Concrete Breakwater
Concrete Breakwater
Concrete Seawall
Masonry Seawall
Masonry Seawall
Masonry Seawall

113FCS3650501C34

113FCS3651003C04

Secondary
(seaward)

Primary Defence

Resid
Residual
idual
Life (years)
assuming no
active
intervention
11-20
11-20
11-20
11-20
>20
>20
>20

Masonry Seawall
Rock Armoured
Revetment

Blockwork Wall

Rock Armoured
Revetment
Rock Armoured
Revetment
Rock Armoured
Revetment
Rock Armoured
Revetment
0

0

Earth
Embankment

beach - sandy
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NFCDD Reference
Number
113FCS3651003C07

Location

NEW_ASSET_41_6

Challaborough
Slipway,
Challaborough
Wrinkle Wood
Wonwell Beach, River
Erme
Coastguards,
Mothercombe
Meadowsfoot Beach
Breakwater, Mount
Batten, Plymouth
The Quay Flats,
Oreston, Plymouth
The Quay, Oreston,
Plymouth
Baylys Road Houses,
Plymouth
Waterside Village,
Oreston, Plymouth
The Castle, Oreston,
Plymouth
Hooe Quay, Plymouth

NEW_ASSET_41_7

Hooe Sluice, Plymouth

113FCS3651003C03
113FCS3651003C03
113FCS3651503C02
113FCS3651502C01
113FCS3651505C01
113FCS3651505C02
114FCS3700501C02
NEW_ASSET_41_1
NEW_ASSET_41_2
NEW_ASSET_41_3
NEW_ASSET_41_4
NEW_ASSET_41_5

NEW_ASSET_41_8
NEW_ASSET_41_9
NEW_ASSET_41_10
NEW_ASSET_41_11

Barton Road, Hooe,
Plymouth
Barton Road Seawall,
Hooe, Plymouth
Plymouth Yacht
Haven, Mountbatten,
Plymouth
Boat Storage Yard,

Secondary
(seaward)

Primary Defence

Slipway

0

Secondary
(landward)

0

Foreshore Type

beach - sandy

2

Resid
Residual
idual
Life (years)
assuming no
active
intervention
>20

2

>20

2

>20

3

11 - 20

2

>20

2

>20
6 - 10

Overall
Condition

Concrete Seawall

Rock Armoured
Revetment

0

n/a - sub merged

3

Masonry Seawall

0

0

n/a - submerged

1

Masonry Seawall

0

0

n/a - submerged

2

0

3

Masonry Seawall

0

0

n/a - submerged

4

Masonry Seawall

0

0

beach - gravel

4

Masonry Seawall
Gabion Basket
Revetment

0

0

beach - mixed

4

0

0

beach - mixed

2

Earth Embankment

0

0

beach - mixed

4

Masonry Seawall

0

0

beach - mixed

3

Masonry Seawall

Gabion Apron

Concrete Splash
Wall

beach - mixed

2

Rock Armoured

0

0

n/a - submerged

3
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NFCDD Reference
Number

NEW_ASSET_41_12

NEW_ASSET_41_13

NEW_ASSET_41_14
NEW_ASSET_41_15
NEW_ASSET_42_1
114FCS3701001C01
NEW_ASSET_42_2
NEW_ASSET_42_3
114FCS3701001C02

NEW_ASSET_43_1

NEW_ASSET_43_2
NEW_ASSET_43_3

Location

Plymouth Yacht
Haven, Mountbatten,
Plymouth
Mount Batten Centre,
Mount Batten,
Plymouth
Mount Batten Centre Mount Batten North
Slipway, Plymouth
Mount Batten North
Slipway - Hotel Mount
Batten, Plymouth
Hotel Mount Batten Breakwater , Plymouth
Laira Bridge Pomphlett Lake,
Plymouth
Mount Batten - Laira
Bridge
Pomphlett Lake,
Plymouth
Yacht Haven Quay
Ltd, Plymouth
Laira Bridge To
Neptune Park,
Plymouth
North Of University
Of Plymouth Diving
Centre, Plymouth
University Of
Plymouth Diving
Centre, Plymouth
Queen Anne's Battery

Secondary
(seaward)

Primary Defence

Secondary
(landward)

Foreshore Type

Overall
Condition

Resid
Residual
idual
Life (years)
assuming no
active
intervention

Revetment

Concrete Seawall

0

0

beach - mixed

2

Concrete Seawall

0

0

beach - mixed

2

Complex Foreshore

0

0

beach - cobble

3

Masonry Seawall

0

0

shore platform

2

Masonry Seawall

0

0

n/a - submerged

3

mudflat

3

n/a - submerged

4

0

0

Masonry Seawall

0

0

Sheet Piling Quay Wall

0

0

n/a - submerged

3

Masonry Seawall

0

0

beach - mixed

3

Concrete Seawall

Concrete Apron

0

beach - mixed

3

Concrete Slipway

0

0

beach - mixed

2

6 - 10

6 - 10
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NFCDD Reference
Number

NEW_ASSET_43_4
NEW_ASSET_43_5
NEW_ASSET_43_6
NEW_ASSET_43_7
NEW_ASSET_43_8
114FCS3701001C03

114FCS3701001C04

114FCS3701002C03

114FCS3701002C02

114FCS3701001C05

114FCS3701001C06
114FCS3701002C01

Location

Slipway, Plymouth
Seawall Alongside
Queen Anne's Battery
Slipway, Plymouth
Queen Anne's Battery
Marina, Plymouth
Queen Anne's Battery
Seawall, Plymouth
Victoria Pier To
Cattedown Wharves,
Plymouth
Neptune Park,
Plymouth
Plymouth Marine
Aquarium, West,
Plymouth
Outer Harbour East
Wall, Barbican,
Plymouth
Sutton Harbour Tidal
Gates Central Arm,
West, Plymouth
Sutton Harbour Tidal
Gates Central Arm,
East, Plymouth
Sutton Harbour Tidal
Gates East Arm,
Plymouth
Plymouth Barbican Sutton Harbour Tidal
Gates
Sutton Harbour Quay,
Plymouth

Secondary
(seaward)

Primary Defence

Secondary
(landward)

Foreshore Type

Overall
Condition

Resid
Residual
idual
Life (years)
assuming no
active
intervention

Concrete Seawall

0

0

beach - mixed

4

Rock Armoured
Revetment

0

0

n/a - submerged

3

Concrete Seawall

Rock Armoured
Revetment

0

n/a - submerged

1

Masonry Seawall

0

0

n/a - submerged

3

Rock Armoured
Revetment

0

0

estuarine mudflat

1

Masonry Seawall

0

0

beach - mixed

2

>20

Masonry Seawall

0

0

n/a - submerged

2

>20

Blockwork Seawall

0

0

n/a - submerged

2

11 - 20

Blockwork Seawall

0

0

n/a - submerged

2

1-5

Blockwork Seawall

0

0

n/a - submerged

2

>20

2

>20

3

6 - 10

Masonry Seawall

0

0

n/a - submerged
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NFCDD Reference
Number

114FCS3701003C01
NEW_ASSET_44_1
NEW_ASSET_44_2

114FCS3701003C02
114FCS3701004C01
114FCS3701004C02
NEW_ASSET_46_1
NEW_ASSET_46_1
NEW_ASSET_46_2
NEW_ASSET_46_2a
NEW_ASSET_46_2b
NEW_ASSET_46_3
NEW_ASSET_46_4
NEW_ASSET_46_5
NEW_ASSET_46_6

Location

West Pier South
Wall, Barbican,
Plymouth
Plymouth Fish Market,
Barbican, Plymouth
Plymouth Marine
Aquarium, East,
Plymouth
Commercial Wharf Fishers Nose,
Plymouth
The Hoe, Plymouth
Inner Basin, Millbay
Docks, Plymouth
Admiralty Way,
Stonehouse, Plymouth
Admiralty Way Easton King Point,
Stonehouse, Plymouth
West Wharf, Millbay
Docks, Plymouth
Ferry Terminal, West
Wharf, Millbay Docks,
Plymouth
Trinity Pier, Millbay
Docks, Plymouth
Millbay Marina Village,
West Hoe, Plymouth
Millbay Pier, West
Hoe, Plymouth
Rusty Anchor, West
Hoe, Plymouth

Secondary
(seaward)

Primary Defence

Secondary
(landward)

Foreshore Type

Overall
Condition

Resid
Residual
idual
Life (years)
assuming no
active
intervention
11 - 20

Masonry Seawall

0

0

n/a - submerged

2

Masonry Seawall

0

0

n/a - submerged

1

Blockwork Seawall

0

0

Beach - mixed

1

Masonry Seawall

0

0

n/a - submerged

3

Masonry Seawall

0

0

shore platform

3

Masonry Quay wall

0

0

n/a - submerged

3

Masonry Seawall

Masonry
Revetment

0

n/a - submerged

2

Masonry Seawall

0

0

n/a - submerged

3

Concrete Quay Wall

0

0

n/a - submerged

2

Rock Armoured
Revetment

0

0

n/a - submerged

3

Concrete Quay Wall

0

0

n/a - submerged

3

Masonry Quay wall

0

0

n/a - submerged

2

Concrete Seawall

0

0

n/a - submerged

2

Masonry Seawall

0

0

shore platform

2
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NFCDD Reference
Number

114FCS3702002C01
114FCS3702003C01
114FCS3702004C01
114FCS3702005C01
114FCS3702006C01
114FCS3702007C01
114FCS3702008C01
114FCS3702009C01
114FCS3702010C01
114FCS3702011C01
NEW_ASSET_48_1

Location

North Rock Cottage,
Kingsand
North Beach, Kingsand
Rock House South,
Kingsand
Kingsand Beach,
Kingsand
The Cleave, Kingsand
Market Street North,
Kingsand
Kingsand - Market
Street South
Garrett Street Market Street,
Kingsand
Garrett Street,
Cawsand
Cawsand Beach,
Cawsand
Cawsand Bay Hotel,
Cawsand

Secondary
(seaward)

Primary Defence

Secondary
(landward)

Overall
Condition

Resid
Residual
idual
Life (years)
assuming no
active
intervention

shore platform

3

11 - 20

shore platform

3

11 - 20

Foreshore Type

Masonry Seawall

0

0

beach - gravel

3

11 - 20

Masonry Seawall

0

0

beach - mixed

3

11 - 20

Masonry Seawall

0

0

beach - mixed

3

11 - 20

Masonry Seawall

0

0

beach - mixed

2

11 - 20

3

11 - 20
11 - 20

Concrete Seawall

0

0

beach - mixed

3

Concrete Seawall

0

0

shore platform

3

Concrete Seawall

0

0

beach - sandy

3

Masonry Seawall

0

0

beach - sandy

2

11 - 20
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C.3

Climate Change and Sea Level Rise

C.3.1

Introduction

The global climate is constantly changing, but it is generally recognised that we are entering a period of change.
The anticipated implications of climate change, and in particular sea level rise, present a significant challenge to
future coastal management. Over the last few decades there have been numerous studies into the potential
impact of future changes. However, there remains considerable uncertainty in future climate modelling science
and future global development patterns.
The UK Climate Impacts Programme (UKCIP) was established in 1997 to co-ordinate scientific research into
the impacts of climate change. UKCIP publishes (on behalf of the UK Government) predictions of how the UK
climate may change this century for a range of scenarios. UKCP09, the most recent predictions, were released
in June 2009. This is the fifth generation of climate information for the UK, and provides probabilistic
projections of climate change. UKCP09 comprises a package of information including, publications, key findings,
user support and customisable output: this is primarily available on-line at:
http://ukclimateprojections.defra.gov.uk/.
purpose
ose
It should be noted, that although UKCP09 presents the latest and most accurate projections, for the purp
of land use planning, planning applications in areas prone to flood risk, shoreline management planning and the
design of coastal defences, predictions for future rates of sea level rise, wave heights, river flow, rainfall should
be sourced from Policy Planning Statement 25 (PPS25), or Defra’s Supplementary Note to Operating
Authorities October 2006 (Defra, 2006) until new guidance on the use and application of the UKCP09
scenarios is released. It is recommended that the UKCP09 website is consulted for more detailed information
and guidance on how the projections data should be used.
However, although climate change projections may differ, the nature of shoreline change and response to
management policies remain valid, it is simply the precise magnitude and timing of such changes that remain
uncertain. This is recognised in the assessments made throughout the rest of the SMP.
The text below provides a summary of latest climate change projections relevant to shoreline management
management
along the SMP frontage.

C.3.2

Sea level rise

The South coast is believed to be still responding to changes during the last 10,000 years when sea levels rose
rapidly, flooding the North Sea Basin and Solent area, but there is now concern over human-induced
acceleration in sea level rise due to climate change. Relative sea level change depends upon changes in global
sea level (eustatic change) and in land level (isostatic change).
Isostatic change is the change in land level as the crust slowly readjusts to unloading of the weight of the ice
since the last Ice Age c.12,500 years BP (this phenomenon is also known as crustal forebulge). Therefore, areas
which were covered by ice, i.e. northern England and Scotland, have been experiencing a rise in land levels
over the last few thousand years, whereas the south-west coast of England has been subsiding at a rate of
between 0.5 to 1.2mm/year (UKCIP, 2005).
Eustatic change can be influenced by climatic changes (e.g. increased temperature causes an increased volume
of water through thermal expansion and melting ice). Evidence suggests that global-average sea level rose by
about 1.5mm/year during the twentieth century; this is believed to be due to a number of factors including
thermal expansion of warming ocean waters and the melting of land (alpine) glaciers (Hulme et al, 2002), but
after adjustment for natural land movements, it has been calculated that the average rate of sea-level rise
during the last century around the UK coastline was approximately 1 mm/year2.
Over the last 2,000 years sea level rise has continued but at much lower rates, resulting in ongoing, but less
dramatic, changes at the shoreline. However, we are now entering a period of accelerating sea level rise, which
will result in changes to the present coastal systems.
Defra and Environment Agency (2002) predicted that sea level rise would increase from the present rate of
2mm/yr to 6mm/yr by 2105. Following the Third Assessment Report from the Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change (IPCC) the figures have been revised (Defra, 2006). The new allowances are highlighted in
Table 3.1.
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Administrative
or Devolved
Devolved
Region

Assumed
Vertical Land
Movement
(mm/yr)

1990 - 2025

2025 - 2055

2055 - 2085

2085 - 2115

South West
and Wales

-0.5

3.5

8.0

11.5

14.5

Net SeaSea-Level Rise (mm/yr)

Previous
allowances
5mm/yr
constant*

Table 3.1
Sea level rise predictions from the latest Defra guidance on climate change (Defra,
2006). *Updated figures now reflect an exponential curve and replaces the previous straight line graph.
More recently, UKCP09 have updated the UKCIP02 projections in a number of ways, primarily through using
results from the most recent IPCC Fourth Assessment Report and newer estimates of UK vertical land
movement.
The methodologies used to generate sea level ranges for the UK in the UKCP09 report differ from current
Defra guidance, using improved methods to estimate vertical land movement and models constrained by a
range of observations, informed by the most recent IPCC Fourth Assessment Report (IPCC, 2007). The IPCC
Fourth Assessment Report estimates that approximately 70% of global sea level rise over the 21st century will
be due to thermal expansion, with the remainder due to melting of glaciers, ice caps and a combined
contribution from the Greenland and Antarctic ice sheets. Outputs from UKCP09 are available from the
website and include:
•

Absolute sea level rise time series for the UK for high, medium and low emissions scenarios (central
estimate, and 5th and 95th percentile).

•

Relative sea level rise around the UK, combining absolute sea level rise and vertical land movement, at
user specified coastal locations.

One component of future sea level rise is from the melting of large ice sheets; however, there is a lack of
current scientific understanding of some aspects of ice sheet behaviour and as such there are known
limitations to including this component in sea level projections. UKCIP02 did not take any account of
catastrophic changes, such as the collapse of the Thermohaline Circulation or the collapse of the West
Antarctic Ice Sheet, whereas UKCP09 provides a low probability, high impact range for sea level rise around
the UK, known as the High-plus-plus (H++) scenario, in addition to their main scenarios. This provides some
indication of the impact of large-scale ice sheet melting on sea level rise. The scenario takes its bottom value
from the maximum global mean sea level rise given by the IPCC Fourth Assessment Report, and its top value
is derived from indirect observations of sea level rise during the last interglacial period, where the climate was
comparable in some ways to today, and from estimates of maximum glacial flow rate. The H++ scenario
prediction of sea level rise around the UK coast is between 0.93m and approximately 1.9m by 2100. UKCP09
state that the top of this range is very unlikely to occur in the 21st century and that improvements in models
and continued monitoring may, in the future, help to estimate the likelihood of this type of event, or rule it out
completely.
The above projections of future sea level rise also do not take any account of catastrophic changes, such as the
collapse of the Thermohaline Circulation (THC) which UKCIP02 did not consider. The Thermohaline
Circulation is a massive circulation of water in the world’s oceans, which brings considerable amounts of heat
to Western Europe; the Gulf Stream is one element of the circulation. This circulation is primarily driven by
changes in water density, but other process, such as winds and tides, also contribute. It is frequently referred
to in scientific literature as the meridional overturning circulation (MOC) particularly when focussing on the
component of the THC which takes place in the North Atlantic. Any change is this circulation could result in
cooling in North West Europe even whilst most of the world experiences warming.
There has been some concern that climate change could trigger this circulation to shut down, which in turn
could lead to significant cooling in north-west Europe, even whilst most of the world warms up. Over the
next century, total collapse of the Thermohaline Circulation is considered unlikely (IPCC Fourth Assessment
Report 4, Working Group I); and even under a scenario of the circulation weakening over the next 100 years,
which would mean that the Gulf Stream would bring less heat to the UK, increased greenhouse gas heating
would greatly exceed this cooling effect (UKCIP02 report: Hulme et al., 2002). The effects of the gradually
weakening MOC on UK climate are included in the UKCP09 climate projections.
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C.3.3

Storminess and storm surge

Along much of this shoreline, a key risk will be future changes in tidal surges, winds and storms. The
combination of high tides and strong westerly and south-westerly winds, increasing wave height and tidal
surges, is a significant threat in terms of future coastal erosion and flooding.
Wind climate is a particularly important variable in the evolution of sand dune systems. As well as affecting
frontal dunes, wind speed and direction also affects the stability of the system, affecting dune migration rates
and the effect of wind stress on vegetation cover (Pye and Saye, 2005). UKCP09 has not, however, provided
probabilistic projections for future changes in wind speed or direction.
A report by UKCIP (2009) (available from the UKCP09 website), which reviewed historical trends, stated that
whilst severe wind storms around the UK have increased in recent decades, they are not above those
observed in the 1920s. This report concluded that although there is considerable interest in possible trends in
severe wind storms around the UK, these are difficult to identify, due to low numbers of such storms, their
decadal variability, and by the unreliability and lack of representation of direct wind speed observations. The
report also stated that there continues to be little evidence that the recent increase in storminess over the UK
is related to man-made climate change.
As part of UKCP09, changes in storm surge levels for return periods of 2, 10, 20 and 50 years (the level
predicted to be exceeded on average once during the return period) were examined. The trends found were
physically small everywhere around the UK, with projections suggesting that the surge level expected to be
exceeded on average once every 2, 10, 20 or 50 years would not increase by more than 9cm by 2100
anywhere around the UK coast (not including mean sea level rise). This suggests that the surge component of
extreme sea level will be much less important than was implied by the previous projections presented in
UKCIP02. Further information can be obtained from the UKCP09 website.
The UKCP09 report concludes that in most locations the trend in storm surge levels cannot be clearly
distinguished from natural variability; therefore, although this is recognised as an uncertainty within the
predictions, no detailed analysis of potential impacts has been undertaken. It is not within the remit of the SMP
to undertake an analysis of extreme still water levels; which should be undertaken when assessing defences
during strategy or scheme development. A joint Defra/ EA flood and coastal erosion risk management research
and development project entitled ‘Development and Dissemination of Information on Coastal and Estuary
Extremes (SC060064)’ is currently underway, due to be completed in spring 2010. This will provide a
consistent set of extreme still water levels around the coast of England, Wales and Scotland, replacing POL
Report 112.
UKCP09 projections suggest some significant changes in the UK wave climate by 2100. The main statistically
significant result, based on a mid climate sensitivity version of the Met Office wind forcing for a medium
emissions scenario, is a projected increase in winter wave heights along the south and south-west coast of the
UK for both mean and extreme wave heights. Changes in the winter mean wave height are projected to be
between –35cm and +5cm. Changes in the annual maxima are projected to be between –1.5m and +1m.
Changes in wave period and direction are rather small and more difficult to interpret. Further work is needed
to fully interpret the wave projections in the light of predicted changes in weather patterns.

C.3.4

Precipitation

In addition to sea level rise and storminess, another factor of climate change that is important to coastal
evolution is precipitation. Analysis of existing UK precipitation records presented in UKCIP08 (2007) indicated
that all regions of the UK have experienced an increase in winter rainfall contribution from heavy precipitation
events, although the rainfall seasonality experienced across the UK has changed little over the past 50 years.
UKCP09 concluded that there was unlikely to be a significant change in annual mean precipitation by the
2050s, with the central estimate of change being 0% under medium emissions (with an uncertainty range of 5% to +6%). Under medium emissions, it was suggested that there could be an increase in winter rainfall (with
a central estimate of +14%; and uncertainty range of 0% to +31%). Conversely a decrease in summer mean
rainfall was proposed (with a central estimate of -16%; and uncertainty range of -38% to +13%). Further
information can be obtained from the UKCP09 website.
Although many of the cliffs along this frontage are relatively resistant there are a few locations where the cliffs
are more susceptible, due to either their geology or structure. Along these sections, any change in
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precipitation patterns could have an impact through potentially increasing the likelihood of slope failures.
Dunes systems are also potentially susceptible to changes in precipitation through limiting sand transport
through wetting of beach and dune surface and influencing dune vegetation growth (Pye and Saye, 2005).
However, due to uncertainty in the exact impact of precipitation change and due to the fact that it is the
intensity of the rainfall, rather than the total amount of rainfall that is the key factor, for which there is no
information, although precipitation changes are recognised as an uncertainty this has not been directly taken
into account in the shoreline evolution predictions. Given the nature of this coastline, any effects are also likely
to be localised.
Changes in precipitation patterns could also have implications for river flows, which in turn could affect
meandering patterns, alignment of intertidal channels, development and breaching of sand spits, fluvial
discharge and flood risks within the inner estuaries. Although this is recognised as an uncertainty and a
potential risk, no further analysis has been undertaken as part of this SMP.
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C.4

Baseline Case 1 – No Active Intervention (NAI)

C.4.1

Introduction

This section of the report provides analysis of shoreline response conducted for the scenario of ‘No Active
Intervention’. This has considered that there is no expenditure on maintaining or improving defences and that
therefore defences will fail at a time dependent upon their residual life (see Defence Assessment, Section C.2)
and the condition of the beaches.
The analysis has been developed using the understanding of coastal behaviour from the baseline processes
understanding (see Section C.1), existing coastal change data (see Section C.4.4) and information on the nature
and condition of existing coastal defences.
Maps illustrating potential flood and erosion risk are included at the end of the appendix.

C.4.2

Summary

The following text provides a summary of the analysis of shoreline response, with details specific to each
location and epoch contained within the Scenario Assessment Table.

C.4.2.1

Short Term (to 2025)

Large stretches of this shoreline are undefended or contain only very localised, short stretches of defence and
here there would be a continuation of current trends. In places, this would mean that beaches would continue
to narrow due to the lack of new sediment inputs and there would be continued cliff erosion at a range of
rates, dependent upon the local geology. Where cliffs are clay-rich there would be a risk of large scale
landslide events occurring, which could impact on local sediment littoral drift.
Where the coast is defended by hard defences, such as seawalls, rock revetments and reefs, these would
remain along the majority of frontages, but there could be failure of a number of short lengths of defence that
are in poor condition or are at risk from undermining, during this period. At these locations, where defences
have tended to slow erosion, there could be an initial acceleration in retreat rates as they fail, although this
would depend upon the local geology. Where defences remain, beaches would continue to narrow as
exposure increases due to continued transgression of the coastal system and deeper nearshore areas.
Under this scenario it is assumed that beach management activities would cease and wooden groynes could fail
during this period. The impact of this could start to be seen during this period under this scenario, but in most
places it is likely that beach would remain in place. However, any beach narrowing would increase exposure of
any backing defences and could accelerate their failure.
There is unlikely to be any significant changes to the sediment regime during this period as this is generally a
poorly connected coast, in terms of littoral drift, due to natural barriers.
The estuaries along the SMP area would not be expected to change significantly and so would maintain their
current form during this period.

C.4.2.2

Medium Term (to 2055)

There would be increased pressure on the coastal system due to accelerating sea level rise. During this period
many of the remaining defences will fail, accelerated by narrow beaches and increased exposure. This could
result in an initial acceleration in retreat rates as defences fail at these locations, where shoreline position has
been held in place for over 120 years in some cases. The erosion is likely to remain rapid for 5 to 10 years
before returning to rates more similar to those pre-defences, commensurate with shoreline energy.
At a limited number of locations the defences may remain. Here beaches and shore platforms are likely to
narrow and may disappear in places (particularly given the lack of beach management assumed under this
scenario), due to rising sea levels and therefore greater exposure to wave action. These conditions would not
be conducive to beach retention and any sediment arriving on these frontages could be rapidly transported
offshore again.
Along undefended sections of coastline, erosion of the softer cliffs will accelerate in response to sea level rise,
periodic cliff failures and landslides occurring to form new temporary barriers to longshore sediment transport
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as existing lobes are removed by wave action. Harder, more resistant rock cliffs would be unaffected by sea
level rise and would continue to retreat at historical rates, failing only as a result of infrequent, geologically
controlled event. Where beaches front cliffs that contain sufficient coarse sediment they would be maintained
as narrow beaches despite sea level rise. Where there is insufficient coarse sediment supply to beaches from
local cliff erosion, then beaches would narrow further as sea levels rise and could disappear in places along
with shore platforms. The fact that many of the beaches along the eastern portion of this SMP area are relict
would therefore become increasingly important during this period as there would be very limited input of
comparable material and therefore the features may not be able to keep pace with sea level rise, particularly
where retreat is prevented either by defences or the backing natural topography. Where beaches are unable
to roll landwards there would be an increased tendency for sediment to be drawn-down the beach during
storms and through this process the beaches could gradually become denuded of sediment.
Breaches and tidal inundation of defended flood risk areas would occur under this scenario as the defences fail
during this period. Natural defences are likely to be (more) frequently breached, but many of the barriers
along this shoreline are relatively resilient due to their volume and therefore any breaches would be likely to
naturally repair.
The estuaries along the SMP area would be affected by sea level rise in a number of ways. Where estuaries are
largely natural and undeveloped, they are likely to respond by transgressing landwards and so conserving intertidal areas, although where there is high ground this may not be possible and inter-tidal areas could narrow
and disappear. In estuaries that have been extensively developed, landward transgression would gradually be
able to occur as defences that previously constrained such behaviour are lost. In some areas the loss of
defences would result in the tidal limit extending further upriver, to positions that existed prior to being
constrained by defences.

C.4.2.3

Long Term (to 2105)

All defences will have failed or deteriorated by the end of this period, and so the influence and impacts of
human intervention upon the natural system would be largely diminished.
As a result there would be reactivation of previously defended cliffs. The rate of retreat of both these and
undefended cliffs will be dependent upon the local geology, which controls both the response of the cliff to
wave action and also whether sediment would be supplied to the system which could potentially reduce the
rate of erosion. Harder, more resistant rock cliffs would be unaffected by sea level rise and continue to retreat
at historical rates, failing only as a result of infrequent, geologically controlled event. Any fronting beaches
could be lost or significantly diminished during this period due to rising sea levels.
Erosion of the softer cliffs will accelerate in response to sea level rise, periodic cliff failures and landslides
occurring to form new temporary barriers to longshore sediment transport as existing lobes are removed by
wave action. Along these frontages, there could be a supply of sediment to the beaches as the cliffs erode, but
along the eastern section of coast, this would not contribute to the relict shingle beaches, although sand sized
sediments could be retained on the lower beaches. If the cliffs erode back at a sufficient rate beaches could be
retained in front.
Any sediments released from cliff erosion would tend to remain fairly local due to the poor littoral linkages
along this coast. Emergence of headlands (both permanent and temporary, in the form of debris lobes) during
this period, as beaches retreat could further reduce the connectivity of this coastline.
Barrier beaches and spits would continue to adapt and retreat in response to sea level rise. If not already
happened in the medium term, then the risk of a significant storm event causing substantial rollback of these
features onto low-lying land would increase throughout this period. A number of these natural defences are
also likely to be frequently breached and may or may not be naturally repaired by littoral sediment transport,
depending upon the availability of sufficient sediment.
Along areas which front low-lying land there will be an increased risk of inundation with rising sea levels.
The largely natural, undeveloped estuaries along the SMP area would be likely to continue to respond by
transgressing landwards and so conserving inter-tidal areas, although where there is high ground this may not
be possible and there could be further losses of inter-tidal areas in some parts. In estuaries where defences
have failed by this period, a similar patter of landward transgression to keep pace with sea level rise would
occur.
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C.4.3

NAI Scenario Assessment Table

Location
Durlston Head to
St Alban’s Head

Predicted Change
Change for ‘No Active Intervention’
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

There are no defences present along this section.

No defences.

No defences.

Continued very slow erosion of the resistant
limestone cliffs, confined to joint planes or as a
result of wave undercutting.

Very slow erosion of the cliffs would continue at
the same rates as today, therefore negligible
change in cliffline position is predicted. Under
accelerated sea level rise any beaches could
become submerged.

Very slow erosion of the cliffs would continue at
the same rates as today, therefore negligible
change in cliffline position is predicted. No
beaches would be expected to remain at the toe
of the cliff due to higher sea levels.

A largely undefended section except for a short
section of sea wall along the eastern part of
Kimmeridge Bay, which is protecting a small car
park and facilities.

No defences over majority of frontage. The short
section of sea wall within Kimmeridge Bay is
expected to fail during this period.

No defences over the length of this section.

The complex, clay-dominated cliffs that make up
the majority of this section, such as at Gadd Cliff,
Honnstant Cliff and St. Alban’s Head, will
continue to erode landwards as a result of
episodic complex landslide events at a frequency
of between 1 to 10 (majority of this section) and
10 to 100 years (on the western side of St Alban’s
Head). It is assumed that one such event could
occur at anytime, and so total erosion of 0 to
50m is predicted over this period.

The clay rich cliffs that dominate much of this
section are very sensitive to climate change and
the rate of erosion could increase both due to
sea level rise and an increase in rainfall. Due to
uncertainty in the possible future changes in
precipitation, no direct account has been taken of
this in the predictions. Sea level rise will also
result in the submergence of shore platforms,
resulting in more rapid erosion of the cliffs behind
where the cliffs are of simple type such as at
Kimmeridge Ledges. Here total recession of 2 to
4m is predicted by 2055.

Total erosion by 2105 is predicted to be between
10 and 100m between Worbarrow Tout and
Hobarrow Bay, and 30-100m between
Kimmeridge Bay and Broad Bench. Between St.
Alban’s Head and Egmont Point there may be a
large landslide event during this period, and so
total erosion of 0 to 50m may occur in this area.

Negligible cliffline movement is predicted.
St Alban’s Head
to Worbarrow
Tout

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Along Kimmeridge Ledges, where there has been
very slow erosion historically, only about 1m of
recession is predicted.
Coarser material derived from this erosion will
be retained within local pocket beaches at Brandy
Bay, Hobarrow Bay, Kimmeridge Bay, Egmont

Cliff failure through complex landslide events
would continue elsewhere along this section.
These would be less affected by sea level rise as
they are controlled more by groundwater. Total

The simple cliffs along Kimmeridge Ledges are
more likely to be affected by sea level rise than
the complex cliffs along the rest of this section.
Here recession of 5 to 12m by 2105 is predicted.
As a result of high sea levels beaches are
expected to narrow and in places may disappear
as the rock platforms become submerged.
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Location

Predicted Change
Change for ‘No Active Intervention’
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)
Bight and Chapman’s Pool. Finer material will be
transported offshore in suspension.
It is predicted that erosion of between 2 and 20m
will occur over this period between Worbarrow
Tout and Hobarrow Bay. Between Kimmeridge
Bay and Broad Bench, erosion in the region of
between 5 and 20m is predicted.
The short stretch of sea wall at Kimmeridge is
only likely to have a localised impact.

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

erosion by 2055 is predicted to be between 5 and
50m between Worbarrow Tout and Hobarrow
Bay, and 14 to 50m between Kimmeridge Bay and
Broad Bench. Between St. Alban’s Head and
Egmont Point there may be a large landslide event
during this period, and so total erosion of 0 to
50m may occur.
The short section of defence is expected to fail
during this period, so its very localised impact
would be removed and there would be a return
to natural behaviour by 2055. There would
therefore be a loss of the car park facility are reexposure of the cliffs behind.
During any landslide events a lobe of debris will
be released, which could temporarily affect the
longshore transport of sediment before being
gradually eroded by wave action. Any sediment
released through cliff erosion will tend to be
either retained very locally in the pocket beaches
(in the case of sand and shingle), or washed
offshore (in the case of fines).

Worbarrow Tout
to Lulworth Cove
(East)

There are no defences present along this section.

No defences.

No defences.

The geology of the cliffs changes significantly along
this stretch. Within Worbarrow and Mupe Bays,
the clay-rich cliffs will continue to erode
landwards as a result of episodic landslide events
with a frequency of 1 to 10 years. It is predicted
that underlying erosion of 1 to 2m will occur in
this area over this period.

Erosion of the cliffs will continue as observed
historically at a rate of about 0.1m/yr. Erosion of
the chalk cliffs in the western part of this section
tends to be geologically controlled so there is not
expected to be a noticeable increase in erosion
rates due to sea level rise. Therefore erosion of
between 0 and 1m is expected by the end of this

Erosion of the cliffs will continue as observed
historically at a rate of about 0.1m/yr along the
western part of this section, but rates could
increase along the clay-rich cliffs due to
accelerated sea level rise. This would be
exacerbated in areas that are currently protected
by shore platforms, as submergence of these
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Location

Predicted Change
Change for ‘No Active Intervention’
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Erosion of the chalk cliffs that extend from Mupe
Bay to Lulworth Cove (East) would continue to
be negligible, but infrequent cliff falls resulting
from wave undercutting could occur, resulting in
the loss of 10 to 50m of land in one go. The
frequency of these events sizeable events is likely
to be 10 to 100 years, although smaller scale
events occur every 1 to 10 years, with events as
recent as 2001. These events will tend to affect
very localised areas, but it is not possible to
predict where the next events will occur.

period, although there could be localised cliff falls
resulting in the loss of 10 to 50m in a single event.
This will release sediment, which will be gradually
removed offshore by wave action, but could affect
longshore drift temporarily. Ultimately these cliff
failures are unlikely to be a significant
contribution to the beach budget.

During these landslide events a lobe of chalk
debris will be released, which could temporarily
affect the longshore transport of sediment. These
lobes will gradually be eroded by wave action,
with material eventually being lost offshore rather
than being retained on the beaches.

Lulworth Cove

Within Worbarrow and Mupe Bays, the clay-rich
cliffs are expected to be more sensitive to sea
level rise, particularly those cliffs in the western
part of the bay, and any increased in precipitation.
Total erosion by 2055 within Worbarrow and
Mupe Bays is predicted to be between 5 and 6m,
although along localised sections cliff falls could
occur resulting in several tens of metres of
erosion. Erosion of these cliffs will provide some
sediment to the beaches, but the majority is fine
sediment which will be lost offshore. Therefore
beaches remain within the pocket bays, but are
unlikely to increase in volume. Cliffs in the
eastern part of Worbarrow Bay are less likely to
be affected by sea level rise and so total erosion
of 0 to 5m is predicted by 2055.

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)
platforms would result in increased wave
exposure.
Total erosion by 2105 within Worbarrow and
Mupe Bays is predicted to be between 10 and
17m in the western part of the bay, but 0 to 10m
in the eastern part of the bay. Towards Lulworth
Cove (East), total erosion by 2105 is predicted to
be between 0 and 8m.
Very narrow beaches may remain as local pocket
beaches, particularly where cliff erosion
contributed to the beach budget.

A largely undefended section except for a short
length of seawall at the pedestrian entrance to the
cove.

Short section of sea wall would fail during this
period.

No defences.

Small scale cliff failure events occur every 1 to 10
years, causing the loss of less than 10m per event.
Underlying erosion of the softer clays, marls and
sandstones that lie within Lulworth Cove is

The short section of sea wall along the back of
the beach would fail during this period. It
currently has limited impact on the adjacent cliffs,
so this would not change. It does, however,

As for the medium term, an acceleration in sea
level rise may result in a very small increase in the
rate of erosion, but the net erosion will remain
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Location

Predicted Change
Change for ‘No Active Intervention’
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)
predicted to continue at a rate of about 0.12m/yr
as observed historically, resulting in total erosion
of about 2m during this period.
The beach will remain as at present.

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)
protect the pedestrian entrance and immediate
properties from marine intrusion and therefore
there would be a very localised increase in flood
risk.
The low rates of cliff retreat would continue as
observed historically at about 0.12m/yr. The rate
of erosion could increase slightly due to
accelerated sea level rise but the net effect is
likely to be negligible due to the resistant nature
of the cliffs.

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)
small due to the resistance of the cliffs.
Total erosion within Lulworth Cove is predicted
to be about 6m between 2055 and 2105.
Beaches are expected to remain, but may narrow
due to high sea levels
There would no longer be any defences along this
stretch, therefore there could be localised
flooding during high tide at the pedestrian
entrance to the Bay.

Total erosion within Lulworth Cove is predicted
to be about 4m between 2025 and 2055.
Beaches are expected to remain, but may narrow
due to high sea levels.
Lulworth
Lulworth Cove
(West) to White
Nothe

There are no defences present along this section.

No defences.

No defences.

The vertical chalk cliffs that dominate this section
are receding at varying rates, with infrequent cliff
failure events causing loss of less than 10m per
event typically occurring every 1 to 10 years,
although towards White Nothe this frequency is
more like 10 to 100 years. This trend is expected
to continue during this period.

Erosion of the chalk cliffs is expected to continue
as observed historically at between 0.05 and
0.3m/yr (with the higher rate only likely to occur
as a result of localised cliff failure events). The net
rate of retreat is not expected to increase
significantly as a result of sea level rise, due to the
natural resistance of the cliffs.

Erosion of the chalk cliffs is expected to continue
as observed historically at between 0.05 and
0.3m/yr (with the higher rate only likely to occur
as a result of localised cliff failure events). The
net rate of retreat is not expected to increase
significantly as a result of sea level rise, due to the
natural resistance of the cliffs.

Underlying erosion of between 2 and 10m is
predicted between White Nothe and Bat’s Head
during this period. Between Bat’s Head and
Lulworth Cove erosion of between 0 and 6m is
predicted over the same period.

Total erosion by 2055 of 7 to 10m is predicted
between White Nothe and Bat’s Head, whilst
between Bat’s Head and Lulworth Cove erosion
of between 0 and 16m is predicted.

Total erosion by 2105 of 14 to 20m is predicted
between White Nothe and Bat’s Head, whilst
between Bat’s Head and Lulworth Cove erosion
of between 0 and 32m is predicted.

Beaches may narrow along the more exposed
sections due to higher sea levels, but pocket

High sea levels may result in the loss of beaches
along some sections, but cliff erosion will
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Location

White Nothe to
Redcliff Point

Predicted Change
Change for ‘No Active Intervention’
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

beaches will remain in the more sheltered bays.

contribute and maintain some narrow beaches,
particularly in the more sheltered locations.

Mainly undefended coastline, but a short length of
rock revetment and rock groyne present within
Ringstead Bay.

Failure of the defences within Ringstead Bay likely
to occur during this period, although the effect on
local shoreline processes would gradually reduce
as the rock revetment and groyne would remain
partially effective for a period after failure.

No defences.

The clay cliffs that dominate this section
experience episodic landslide events including
mudflows and rotational land slips as a result of
groundwater conditions, with instability being
maintained by ongoing toe erosion by marine
action.

Along the majority of the shoreline, the cliff
erosion trend is likely to continue as historically
up to a rate of about 0.5m/yr. The simple cliffs at
Ringstead Bay are more likely to be affected by
sea level rise and so total erosion of about 25 to
30m is predicted by 2055 in this area.

This trend is expected to continue in the future,
with an average retreat of approximately 8.5m
predicted to occur over this period.

There is also the risk of a large scale event
occurring along the Osmington to Redcliff Point
section, which could result in a localised loss of
cliff top in the region of 10 to 50m. These cliffs
are also sensitive to climate change and in
particular increased precipitation, although due to
uncertainty in the prediction of future
precipitation, this has not been included in
calculation of erosion rates. Total recession by
2055 in this area is predicted to be between 25
and 50m.

By this period the existing defences would have
deteriorated sufficiently to have negligible impact
on coastal change. Therefore, the cliff erosion
trend along the whole of this frontage is likely to
continue as historically up to a rate of about
0.5m/yr. The simple cliffs within Ringstead Bay
would be likely to be affected by sea level rise and
total erosion in this area by 2105 of 50 to 70m is
predicted.

Episodic events occur about every 10 to100
years, with a significant event having occurred at
Black Head between 1910 and 1914. It is possible
that another significant event could occur during
this period, resulting in the erosion of 10 to 50m
of land in a single event. It is difficult, without
further, more detailed technical appraisal,
however, to predict where a landslip could occur.
Such landslides can impact locally by interrupting
sediment drift, which is predominately from east
to west.
The rock groyne and revetment in Ringstead Bay
will reduce the frequency of cliff failure events

There could be beach narrowing as a result of sea
level rise, particularly as shore platforms become
submerged. Although any material released from
the cliffs would be likely to remain locally, this
would tend to be mainly fines, which will be

There is also the risk of a large scale event
occurring along the Osmington to Redcliff Point
section, which could result in a localised loss of
cliff top in the region of 10 to 50m. These cliffs
are also sensitive to climate change and in
particular increased precipitation, although due to
uncertainty in the prediction of future
precipitation, this has not been included in
calculation of erosion rates. Total recession by
2105 in this area is predicted to be between 50
and 100m.
There could be further beach narrowing during
this period as sea levels rise. Sediment transport
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Location

Redcliff Point to
Preston Beach
(Rock Groyne)

Predicted Change
Change for ‘No Active Intervention’
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

locally by preventing erosion of the cliff toe by
marine action and so delaying on-set of instability
within the clay cliffs, which is largely controlled by
groundwater. Average retreat in this area will be
less than the 8.5m predicted over this period for
the undefended cliffs. Although the cliffs are
unlikely to be a significant contributor of sediment
to the beaches due to them being low in height
and their composition, the rock groyne could
impact on adjacent beaches by interrupting
sediment drift.

moved offshore.

The rock revetments and gabions at Bowleaze
Cove are likely to fail around the middle of this
period. The seawall backing Preston Beach would
probably remain, although it is assumed that
management of the beaches would cease along
this frontage.

The defences along Preston beach would fail
during the early to middle part of this period.

No defences.

The clay cliffs at Redcliff and Furzy Cliff erode as a
result of episodic events every 10 to 100 years,
eroding between 10 and 50m of cliff per event.
This trend is expected to continue in the future,

Along the undefended section of coast, cliff
erosion would be likely to occur as historically,
with total erosion of Furzy Cliff by 2055 predicted
to be between 35 to 50m, whilst at Redcliff it is

Cliff erosion is likely to occur as historically, with
total erosion of Furzy Cliff by 2105 predicted to
be between 70 and 100m, whilst at Redcliff it is
predicted to be between 60 and 100m. Redcliff

With sea level rise the influence of the offshore
ledges could also be reduced, which could
increase exposure along this section. However,
Redcliff Point will continue to interrupt sediment
transfer towards Weymouth.

longshore would become reduced as a result of
loss of beach sediment, however this impact
would not extend beyond Redcliff Point to the
west.

Currently there is a rock revetment and groyne
within Ringstead Bay, which is designed to
stabilise the beach and to reduce cliff erosion
locally. Under this scenario the defences would be
expected to start to fail during this period and
become less effective. This would result in both
beach loss and an increase in cliff erosion rates
locally. Initially the rock revetment will continue
to affect the rate of erosion, but this is likely to
become less effective both due to failure and
increased sea levels. Similar rate of recession to
adjacent cliffs of upto 0.5m/yr is expected
towards the end of this period.
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Location

Predicted Change
Change for ‘No Active Intervention’
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)
with an average recession of 13 to 50m of Furzy
Cliff and 11 to 50m of Redcliff over this period.
Cessation of beach management activities along
Preston Beach would lead to the reduction in
beach volume along the northern part of the
beach as material is moved north-east and southwest. This will increase the risk of flooding to the
low-lying land behind by 2025.
This would accelerate the rate of which the
gabions and rock revetments within Bowleaze
Cove would fail. The main mechanism of failure
would be through dropping beach levels and
resultant toe scour and undermining. The gabions
along the coast towards Redcliff may also be
affected by cliff slumping and undermining at the
ends of the defence.
Although the rocks would remain along the
foreshore and would therefore have a slight
impact on coastal processes, it is likely that the
backing cliff could become reactivated. Rates of
erosion would be as for the adjacent cliffs of
around 0.62m/yr.
Within Bowleaze Cove, failure of the revetments
would result in erosion of the low slope behind.
This would be unlikely to supply significant
sediment to the beach therefore erosion would
continue. There would also be a localised risk of
flooding. Beach lowering along this frontage
would also threaten the integrity of the pier.

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)
predicted to be between 30 to 50m. These cliffs
would mainly contribute fines to the system
therefore would not build beaches along this
section.
The remaining defences along Bowleaze Cove
would be having very little impact by this period,
but lowering beach levels would have probably
resulted in failure of the pier structure. This could
improve sediment connectivity along this section.
Preston Beach would be a particularly vulnerable
section of coast due to the divide in littoral
transport along this stretch and the lack of
significant new inputs of coarse sediment to the
beach system. Without maintenance of the
1995/6 scheme, this would result in beach
narrowing and put pressure on the seawall
backing the beach. The southern end of this
frontage would also be affected by the failure of
defences along the adjacent section of coast at
Weymouth, therefore this section of seawall
would be at risk of failing first, probably toward
the middle to end of this period, due to the
current width of beach. Failure of the seawall and
breach of the beach would result in inundation of
the low-lying Lodmoor Nature Reserve. It is
thought unlikely that a permanent inlet would
form, although this area is likely to subject to
frequent inundation.

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)
will therefore continue to interrupt any sediment
exchange between this and the stretch of coast to
the east.
Cliff erosion, would not, however, significantly
contribute to the beach budget therefore there
would be a continued trend of beach steepening
and narrowing, with the area around Lodmoor
becoming increasingly vulnerable due to the
apparent drift divide at this location.
The lack of defences along this section would
allow the shoreline to behave naturally. This
would include the rollback of Preston Beach onto
the low-lying land behind, which would also
experience periodic breaching during large wave
events followed by gradual breach closure by
longshore sediment transport processes,
assuming sufficient sediment remains available for
this purpose (otherwise the breach may become
permanent). Therefore the low-lying Lodmoor
region would be subject to frequent inundation.
This area could be affected by any change in the
Portland Harbour Breakwaters, which are
believed to have a sheltering effect and also
influence sediment circulation within Weymouth
Bay. However, for this appraisal, these are
assumed to remain during this period, although
there is a risk of their failure due to a lack of
maintenance during this period.

Following failure of the first section of wall, the
remaining defences would probably fail fairly
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Location

Predicted Change
Change for ‘No Active Intervention’
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)
Along the Preston Beach, the seawall would be
expected to remain, but narrowing beaches
would put increased pressure on the structure.
This area could be affected by any change in the
Portland Harbour Breakwaters, which are
believed to have a sheltering effect and also
influence sediment circulation within Weymouth
Bay. However, for this appraisal, these are
assumed to remain during this period.

Preston Beach
(Rock Groyne) to
Weymouth
Harbour (Stone
Pier)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

rapidly. It is thought likely that a low, narrow
shingle beach would remain along this frontage.
Under continued sea level rise the rock groyne
would start to become redundant.
This area could be affected by any change in the
Portland Harbour Breakwaters, which are
believed to have a sheltering effect and also
influence sediment circulation within Weymouth
Bay. However, for this appraisal, these are
assumed to remain during this period, although
there is a risk of their failure due to a lack of
maintenance during this period.

Parts of the sea wall and promenade, as well as
part of the inner harbour defences would fail by
the end of this period.

Remaining defences along both the sea front and
around Weymouth Harbour would fail during the
first half of this period.

No defences.

The coastal defences comprise a sea wall and
promenade constructed some 100 years ago. It is
anticipated that parts of this would fail towards
the end of this period, resulting in an increased
risk of flooding of the low-lying hinterland. This
defence failure would also impact on defences
along the adjacent section of Preston Beach.

Sea level rise could continue to cause coastal
squeeze, with the narrowing of the beach and an
increase in flood risk along this section. The
section to the immediate south of the rock
groyne at Greenhill would be an area of key risk
as there is believed to be a drift divide at this
location.

Sea level rise could continue to cause coastal
squeeze, with the narrowing of the beach and an
increase in flood risk throughout this section. The
stretch in the vicinity of Greenhill is a key hot
spot.

Within Weymouth Harbour, a section of the
inner harbour wall will also fail during the middle
to latter part of this period, again increasing the
risk of flooding as sea levels rise.

The loss of remaining defences both along the sea
front and within Weymouth Harbour during this
period would lead to an increased risk flooding of
the low-lying hinterland as sea levels rise.

The shingle beach at the northern end of this
section would be likely to undergo gradual
erosion, whilst sand would be likely to continue

Within Weymouth Harbour the loss of the
defence at Westham Bridge would result in the
tidal limit of the estuary extending into Radipole

A beach is still likely to exist at Weymouth, but
would be much narrower as the ability of the
beach to rollback and adjust as sea levels rise
would remain inhibited by the presence of the
urban extent of the town of Weymouth.
Assuming there are no improvements to
defences, there would be an increased risk of
overtopping along the Esplanade, due to increase
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to accumulate in the southern end of Weymouth
Bay due to the presence of the northern harbour
pier.
Where the beach is eroded, coastal squeeze
could become increasingly significant as sea levels
rise, particularly in areas where the sea wall and
promenade remain during this period, as there is
very little new sediment input to the beach. This
would accelerate failure of remaining defences.
This area could be affected by any change in the
Portland Harbour Breakwaters, which are
believed to have a sheltering effect and also
influence sediment circulation within Weymouth
Bay. However, for this appraisal, these are
assumed to remain during this period.

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)
th

Lake, as it was prior to being dammed in the 19
century.

A beach at Weymouth should still be retained,
due to sediment feed from the north, but this will
start to diminish during this period as the stretch
in front of Lodmoor becomes increasingly
exposed. The ability of the beach to rollback and
adjust as sea levels rise would remain inhibited by
the presence of the urban extent of the town of
Weymouth, therefore beaches would continue to
narrow.

water levels.
This area could be affected by any change in the
Portland Harbour Breakwaters, which are
believed to have a sheltering effect and also
influence sediment circulation within Weymouth
Bay. However, for this appraisal, these are
assumed to remain during this period, although
there is a risk of their failure due to a lack of
maintenance during this period.

Assuming there are no improvements to
defences, there would be an increased risk of
overtopping along the Esplanade, due to increase
water levels.
This area could be affected by any change in the
Portland Harbour Breakwaters, which are
believed to have a sheltering effect and also
influence sediment circulation within Weymouth
Bay. However, for this appraisal, these are
assumed to remain during this period, although
there is a risk of their failure due to a lack of
maintenance during this period.

Weymouth
Harbour (Stone
Pier) to Portland
Harbour (North
(North
Breakwater)

The short section of defence between the 2002
Newton’s Cove Scheme and the rock armour
around the Nothe Fort will fail in the middle to
end of this period. The rest of the defences will
remain.

The majority of the defences would remain during
this period, although those adjacent the failure in
the short term period would be weaker and
further defence failures would gradually spread
away from this weak point.

The defences along this section would be further
weakened during this period, with the majority of
the defences badly deteriorated and/or lost by
2105.

Clay-rich cliffs that are located behind the

The rate of erosion of the cliff top due to

The rate of erosion due to groundwater
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Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)
defences along this section are susceptible to
landsliding as a result of groundwater conditions.
Landslide events occur with a frequency of 10 to
100 years and can cause loss of less than 10m of
land per event. The last significant event occurred
in the late 1980s and it is possible that another
significant event could occur during this period,
most likely in the area behind the section of
defences that are in a poor condition and which
are expected to fail during the middle to end of
this period.
Failure of these defences would only expose a
small part of the cliff toe to wave action, but
would be a weak point from which failure of
adjacent defences would gradually occur as the
defences ‘un-zip’. It is estimated that the rate of
cliff recession would be about 0.5m/yr following
the loss of defence.

Portland Harbour
(North
Breakwater) to
Small Mouth

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

groundwater conditions could increase due to an
increase in rainfall resulting from future climate
change. However, due to uncertainty in the
possible future changes in precipitation, no direct
account has been taken of this in the predictions.

conditions could increase due to an increase in
rainfall resulting from future climate change. Due
to uncertainty in the possible future changes in
precipitation, no direct account has been taken of
this in the predictions.

The accelerated loss of defences at the cliff toe
away from the section that would fail in the short
term, would lead to a greater length of cliff toe
being exposed to wave action by 2055. This
would, in turn, be likely to promote a greater
frequency of landslide events and a higher mean
annual rate of recession observed in recent
history, possibly around 0.5m/yr.

The further loss of defences at the cliff toe will
lead to ever greater lengths of cliff toe being
exposed to wave action by 2105. This will be
likely to promote a greater frequency of landslide
events and a higher mean annual rate of recession
observed in recent history, possibly around
0.5m/yr.

Sea level rise will also result in the submergence
of shore platforms that front this section, and a
narrowing of the small pocket beach at Newton’s
Cove, resulting in increased exposure of the
defences that remain in this area to wave action.

Short sections of low-level rock revetment along
the cliff toe in localised areas would fail by the
end of this period, with the exception of the two
areas at Castle Cove Sailing Club and Bincleaves.

No defences will be present along the majority of
this section, with the exception of the two areas
of rock revetment at Castle Cove Sailing Club and
Bincleaves.

It is assumed that Portland Harbour Breakwaters
would remain as present.

It is assumed that Portland Harbour Breakwaters
would remain as present, although there is a risk
of failure due to a lack of maintenance during this
period.

The cliffs along this section include actively
landsliding clay-rich cliffs that are primarily
controlled by groundwater levels, and more

Despite the loss of defences, erosion of the cliffs
would continue as observed historically at a rate
between 0.05 and 0.5m/yr, with total erosion by

As a result of high sea levels beaches are
expected to narrow and in places may disappear
as the rock platforms become submerged,
resulting in increased exposure of the cliff toe to
wave action, with resultant loss of any remaining
areas of defences.
No defences will be present along the majority of
this section, with the exception of the two areas
of at Castle Cove Sailing Club and Bincleaves.
It is assumed that Portland Harbour Breakwaters
would remain as present, although the risk of
failure due to a lack of maintenance increases
during this period.
Despite the loss of defences, cliff erosion would
continue as observed historically at a rate
between 0.05 and 0.5m/yr, with total erosion by
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(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

resistant sandstones that form headlands and
which are more geologically controlled and fail as
a result of wave undercutting at the base.

2055 predicted to be between 15 and 25m,
although along localised sections cliff falls could
occur resulting in several tens of metres of
erosion. The loss of defences is not sufficient to
trigger greater recession as the primary control is
groundwater and not toe erosion (due to the
presence of the Portland Harbour Breakwaters).

The cliff toe along this section is defended in
places by ad hoc structures that offer varying
degrees of protection to the cliff toe from wave
action. These serve to reduce the rate of
instability in the clay-rich cliffs by preventing cliff
toe erosion, although failures do still occur due to
the groundwater conditions being the controlling
factor. These ad hoc structures would fail by the
end of this period and so their effect would be
largely lost by 2025.
Wave action at the cliff toe becomes increasingly
important in maintaining cliff instability towards
the Small Mouth end of this section, where fetch
lengths across Portland Harbour are greatest.
Total erosion along this section is predicted to be
between 5 and 10m during this period, inclusive
of episodic landslide events, which occur between
1-10 years in the more active cliff areas, and
between 10-100 years in the slightly more
resistant cliff areas.
This assumes that the Portland Harbour
breakwaters are retained, as these prevent
significant wave action at the toe of the cliffs from
causing greater rates of erosion.

Erosion of the more resistant sandstone cliffs
tends to be geologically controlled so there is not
expected to be a noticeable increase in erosion
rates due to sea level rise. However, the clay-rich
cliffs are expected to be more sensitive to sea
level rise and any increased in precipitation.
The rate of erosion due to groundwater
conditions within the clay-rich cliffs could increase
due to an increase in rainfall resulting from future
climate change. Due to uncertainty in the possible
future changes in precipitation, no direct account
has been taken of this in the predictions.
Sea level rise would also result in the
submergence of shore platforms that front this
section, and a possible narrowing of the small
pocket beaches, although this effect may be
reduced by sand sediment released from the cliffs
tending to remain locally within the pocket
beaches, whilst fines would be lost offshore.

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)
2105 predicted to be between 30 and 50m,
although along localised sections cliff falls could
occur resulting in several tens of metres of
erosion.
The rate of erosion due to groundwater
conditions could increase due to an increase in
rainfall resulting from future climate change. Due
to uncertainty in the possible future changes in
precipitation, no direct account has been taken of
this in the predictions.
As a result of high sea levels beaches are
expected to narrow and in places may disappear
as the rock platforms become submerged,
resulting in increased exposure of the defences
and cliff toe to wave action.
This assumes that the Portland Harbour
breakwaters are retained, as these prevent
significant wave action at the toe of the cliffs from
causing greater rates of erosion. However, the
lack of maintenance to these structures could
lead to an increasing risk of them failing towards
2105.

This assumes that the Portland Harbour
breakwaters are retained, as these prevent
significant wave action at the toe of the cliffs from
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Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

causing greater rates of erosion. However, the
lack of maintenance to these structures could
lead to an increasing risk of them failing towards
2055.
Small Mouth to
Osprey Quay
(Portland
Harbour)

Some parts of the short lengths of low-level rock
revetment along this section that prevent erosion
leading to an increased risk of flooding to lowlying land behind would be likely to fail towards
the end of this period,

The remaining short lengths of low-level rock
revetment along this section that prevent erosion
leading to an increased risk of flooding to lowlying land behind would be likely to fail during this
period,

It is assumed that Portland Harbour Breakwaters
would remain as present.

It is assumed that Portland Harbour Breakwaters
would remain as present, although there is a risk
of failure due to a lack of maintenance during this
period.

There is likely to be little change in the shingle
barrier Ham Beach that dominates the central
part of this section, as there has been little change
over the past century. This is as a result of
reduced wave exposure along the beach during
this time resulting from the presence of the
Portland Harbour breakwaters.

Assuming the continued presence of the Portland
Harbour breakwaters is retained despite gradual
deterioration from lack of maintenance, Ham
Beach would remain largely stable as it has done
historically.

As a result of high sea levels and a lack of new
sediment input, Ham Beach could become
narrower and in places may disappear as it
becomes submerged, resulting in increased risk of
flooding to the low-lying land behind.

Sea level rise combined with a lack of new
sediment input could begin to result in the
narrowing of the beach and an increased risk of
flooding to the low-lying land behind.

In places, Ham Beach may roll-back onto the lowlying land in response to sea level rise. If this were
to occur then it would bolster the eastern edge
of Chesil Beach and could lead to the entrance to
The Fleet becoming closed at Ferrybridge, which
in turn may cause to entrance to The Fleet to
migrate to a new position as it has done in the
past.

This situation is expected to remain during this
period.
The failure of some of the low-level rock
revetment along this section could result in
increased erosion (at a rate of around 0.1m/yr)
and flooding of low-lying land behind during high
water level and wave events.

The loss of all low-level rock revetment along this
section could result in increased erosion and
flooding of low-lying land behind during high
water level and wave events. This in turn could
affect the entrance to The Fleet, with debris
possibly partially blocking the mouth for a period
of time before it is removed by high current

No defences present along the shoreline of this
section.
It is assumed that Portland Harbour Breakwaters
would remain as present, although the risk of
failure due to a lack of maintenance increases
during this period.
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flows.
Osprey Quay
(Portland
Harbour) to
Grove Point

Defences along this section include rock
revetment and quay walls associated with
Portland Port, as well as the Portland Harbour
breakwaters, which it is assumed would remain as
present.

The defences along this section would gradually
fail during this period and have no effect by 2055.

The existing defences along this section would
continue to prevent any discernable erosion of
the cliffs that back them, with the historical trend
of negligible recession expected to continue to be
the case over this period.

The gradual loss of defences along this section
would not directly lead to the resumption of predefence recession conditions, rather during this
period it is anticipated that there would be a
continuation of negligible cliff recession as has
occurred in the past century.

It is assumed that Portland Harbour Breakwaters
would remain as present, although there is a risk
of failure due to a lack of maintenance during this
period.

Sea level rise could result in an increased risk of
flooding to the low-lying land behind some of the
defences, a risk that would increase further as
defences fail towards 2055.
Grove Point to
West Weare

No defences along the shoreline.
It is assumed that Portland Harbour Breakwaters
would remain as present, although there is a risk
of failure due to a lack of maintenance during this
period.
The loss of defences by the start of this period
would lead to cliffed areas returning to predefence behaviour by the end of this period (i.e.
cliff failures that cause the loss of 10-50m of cliff
per event with a frequency of more than 250
years). It is uncertain if such a cliff failure event
would occur during this period without more
detailed investigation of ground conditions.
Sea level rise would result in an increased risk of
flooding to the low-lying land behind as a result of
the loss of defences.

There are no defences present along this section.

No defences.

No defences.

The majority of this section is dominated by very
resistant limestone cliffs that experience only
infrequent localised cliff failures. Continued very
slow erosion of these resistant limestone cliffs,
confined to joint planes or as a result of wave
undercutting would occur during this period.
Negligible cliffline movement is predicted for
these areas.

Cliff recession as has occurred historically will
continue during this period for the resistant
limestone cliffs. Negligible cliffline movement is
predicted for these areas. Localised rock falls may
occur although it is not possible to predict where
these may occur. These are geologically
controlled events and are unlikely to be affected
by sea level rise.

Very slow erosion of the resistant limestone cliffs
would continue at the same rates as today,
therefore negligible change in cliffline position is
predicted.

The north-west part of this section (around West

Erosion of the more erodible West Weare cliffs

The more erodible West Weare cliffs would be
predicted to erode between 10 and 15m by 2105,
although these cliffs are very sensitive to climate
change and the rate of erosion could increase
both due to sea level rise and an increase in
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Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Weare) the lower part of the cliffs are formed of
clay, capped by limestone, and these experience
landslide events with a frequency of about 100
years or so, although the underlying erosion in
this area is predicted to be between 2 and 10m
during this period.

by 2055 is predicted to be between 5 and 10m at
a rate of about 0.11m/yr as has occurred
historically.

Any sediment released through cliff erosion will
tend to be either retained very locally in the
pocket beaches that indent the limestone cliffs (in
the case of sand and shingle), or washed offshore
(in the case of fines).

Chiswell to Chesil
Beach (Northern
end of Osprey
Quay)

Seawalls and revetments protect the toe of the
cliff at the eastern end of this section, and also
provide flood defence to the low-lying land
located behind Chesil Beach. The crest of Chesil
Beach is also protected for a short length by
gabions, whilst behind the beach there is an
interceptor drain that diverts water coming over
and through Chesil Beach into Portland Harbour.
This also forms part of the sea defence along with
the seawall.

However, these clay rich West Weare cliffs are
very sensitive to climate change and the rate of
erosion could increase both due to sea level rise
and an increase in rainfall. Due to uncertainty in
the possible future changes in precipitation, no
direct account has been taken of this in the
predictions.

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)
rainfall.
As a result of high sea levels beaches are
expected to narrow and in places may disappear
as the rock platforms become submerged,
resulting in increased exposure of the cliff toe to
wave action.

Sea level rise would also result in the
submergence of shore platforms that front this
section, and a possible narrowing of the small
pocket beaches.
The remaining defences along this section would
fail in the early to middle part of this period.

There would be no defences present along this
section during this period.

The crest of Chesil Beach is predicted to move
towards Portland Harbour by 2 and 4m between

The formerly defended part of this section would
behave as the adjacent natural beach during this

Parts of the defences along the eastern end that
front the cliffs by West Weare would fail towards
the end of this period.
Along this frontage, the short section of
undefended Chesil Beach that extends north-west
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Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)
from the gabions, which stabilise the crest at
Chiswell, is able to respond naturally to storm
events. Along this section, it is predicted that the
crest of the beach could migrate towards
Portland Harbour by between 1 and 2m by 2025
assuming a rate of about 0.1m/yr as has been
observed historically.
The section of seawall and revetment at the
south-eastern end of the defences, fronting part
of West Weare would fail towards the middle or
end of this period. Here the defences lie seaward
of the natural shoreline position, the fronting
beach is also narrower and steeper than the
adjacent stretch. This would result in the gradual
exposure of the cliff toe to wave action. It is,
however, unlikely that significant cliff recession
would occur by 2025 due to remains of the
defences and promenade.

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)
2025 and 2055 assuming a rate of about 0.1m/yr
as has been observed historically.
The defences along this section would fail during
this period, allowing the beach to respond and
adapt to wave conditions and sea level rise in a
similar way to the natural beach to the northwest. This would increase the risk of flooding to
the low-lying land at Chiswell during this period.
At the south-eastern end, beach narrowing would
be expected as the natural landward movement of
the shingle barrier would continue to be inhibited
due to the infrastructure of Chesil.
The probability of a significant storm/swell wave
event occurring that could cause more extensive
rollback of the beach would increase during this
period as a result of climate change impacts.

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)
period, with the crest of Chesil Beach predicted
to move towards Portland Harbour by between 3
and 6m between 2055 and 2105 assuming a rate
of about 0.1m/yr as has been observed
historically.
There would be an increased risk of flooding to
low-lying land at Chiswell during this period.
There would be some inhibition to shingle
migration due to remaining infrastructure at the
south-eastern end, at Chesil, which could result in
barrier narrowing along this stretch.
The probability of a significant storm/swell wave
event occurring that could cause more extensive
rollback of the beach would increase during this
period as a result of climate change impacts.

The probability of a significant storm/swell wave
event occurring that could cause more extensive
rollback of the beach is low. However, should
such an event occur during this period, then the
beach could roll-back further and affect the
defences and low-lying land behind, as well as
cause the remaining defended part of the beach at
Chiswell to become more prominent and so
increasingly exposed to wave action.
Chesil Beach
(Northern end of
Osprey Quay)

There are no defences present along this section.

No defences.

No defences.

It is predicted that the crest of the beach could

The crest of Chesil Beach is predicted to move

The crest of Chesil Beach is predicted to move
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migrate towards The Fleet by between 1 and 2m
by 2025 assuming a rate of about 0.1m/yr as has
been observed historically.

towards The Fleet by 2 and 4m between 2025
and 2055 assuming a rate of about 0.1m/yr as has
been observed historically.

towards The Fleet by 3 and 6m between 2055
and 2105 assuming a rate of about 0.1m/yr as has
been observed historically.

The probability of a significant storm/swell wave
event occurring that could cause more extensive
rollback of the beach is low. However, should
such an event occur during this period, then the
beach could roll-back further and encroach upon
The Fleet, and possibly (although unlikely during
this period) become attached to the mainland in
the vicinity of Wyke Narrows, effectively cutting
off The Fleet to tidal influence from Portland
Harbour.

The probability of a significant storm/swell wave
event occurring that could cause more extensive
rollback of the beach would increase during this
period. As such, the risk of The Fleet being cut-off
at Wyke Narrows increases slightly during this
period.

The probability of a significant storm/swell wave
event occurring that could cause more extensive
rollback of the beach would increase during this
period. As such, the risk of The Fleet being cut-off
at Wyke Narrows increases further during this
period.

The coastal slopes that are located on the
landward side of The Fleet experience only small
scale, very infrequent landslides, thought likely to
be the result of groundwater conditions. These
events would continue to occur at similar
frequencies and scales as has occurred
historically, although possible future changes in
precipitation could cause an increase in the
frequency of event. However, due to uncertainty
about future precipitation, no direct account has
been taken of this in the predictions. Total
erosion of 0 to 10m predicted to occur in
localised areas by 2055.

The coastal slopes that are located on the
landward side of The Fleet experience only small
scale, very infrequent landslides, thought likely to
be the result of groundwater conditions. These
events would continue to occur at similar
frequencies and scales as has occurred
historically, although possible future changes in
precipitation could cause an increase in the
frequency of event. However, due to uncertainty
about future precipitation, no direct account has
been taken of this in the predictions. Total
erosion of 0 to 10m predicted to occur in
localised areas by 2105.

The eastern side of Chesil Beach that lines
Portland Harbour would remain stable due to the
continued effect of the Portland Harbour
breakwaters that are assumed will remain during
this period and which protect this side of the
shingle barrier from exposure to large wave
events.

The eastern side of Chesil Beach that lines
Portland Harbour would remain stable due to the
continued effect of the Portland Harbour
breakwaters that are assumed will remain during
this period and which protect this side of the
shingle barrier from exposure to large wave
events. The eastern side of Chesil Beach could
also be bolstered during this period by the roll-

The coastal slopes that are located on the
landward side of The Fleet experience only small
scale, very infrequent landslides, thought likely to
be the result of groundwater conditions. These
events would continue to occur at similar
frequencies and scales as has occurred
historically, with total erosion of 0 to 10m
predicted to occur in localised areas by 2025.
The eastern side of Chesil Beach that lines
Portland Harbour would remain stable due to the
continued effect of the Portland Harbour
breakwaters that are assumed will remain during
this period and which protect this side of the
shingle barrier from exposure to large wave
events.
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Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)
back of Ham Beach onto the Chesil barrier during
this period in response to rising sea levels.

Abbotsbury
Abbotsbury to
Cogden Beach

Cogden Beach to
Burton Cliff
(West)

There are no defences present along this section.

No defences.

No defences.

This section has remained largely unchanged over
the past century, and it is predicted that this will
remain the case during this period to 2025. The
extensive shingle barrier beach will continue to
prevent erosion and flooding of the low cliffs,
slopes and lowlands behind.

This section has remained largely unchanged over
the past century due to a net balance of
longshore sediment transport, and it is predicted
that this will remain the case during this period to
2055, although at the same time the beach could
also retreat slightly over this period.

The probability of a significant storm/swell wave
event occurring that could cause more extensive
rollback of the beach is low. However, should
such an event occur during this period, then the
beach could roll-back further and encroach upon
the low-lying land, although the extent of rollback would be restricted by the gradual rising of
the coastal slopes that are located behind the
beach.

The probability of a significant storm/swell wave
event occurring that could cause more extensive
rollback of the beach would increase during this
period as a result of climate change impacts.

This section has remained largely unchanged over
the past century due to a net balance of
longshore sediment transport, and it is predicted
that this will remain the case during this period to
2105. The effect of sea level rise could lead to an
acceleration in the rate of retreat during this
period, as well as an increased risk of flooding of
the lowland marshes and lagoons, such as Burton
Mere, that back this section of beach.

There are no defences present along this section.

No defences.

No defences.

This section is dominated in its western part by
bedded sandstone cliffs up to 40m high. These
sandstone cliffs fail as a result of wave
undercutting at the toe about every 10 years.
These cause localised small scale losses. It is
predicted that between 2 and 3m of sandstone
cliff could be lost to erosion by 2025.

Erosion of the sandstone cliffs is expected to
continue as observed historically at a rate of
about 0.14m/yr as a minimum, although this could
accelerate in response to rising sea levels, with
total erosion by 2055 predicted to be between 7
and 10m.

Erosion of the sandstone cliffs is expected to
continue as observed historically at a rate of
about 0.14m/yr as a minimum, although this could
accelerate in response to rising sea levels, with
total erosion by 2105 predicted to be between 14
and 35m.

The simple clay cliffs at the eastern end of this
section would be expected to erode between 7
and 13m by 2055.

The simple clay cliffs at the eastern end of this
section would be expected to erode between 14
and 53m by 2105.

The simple low clay cliffs at the eastern end of
this section would retreat a similar amount during

The probability of a significant storm/swell wave
event occurring that could cause more extensive
rollback of the beach would increase during this
period as a result of climate change impacts.
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Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)
this period.
The section is fronted by Chesil Beach which
narrows in front of the sandstone cliffs compared
to the much wider beach that fronts the low-lying
area at Burton Bradstock in the east of this
section. The beach has shown negligible change
over the past 100 years, although short-term
fluctuations as a result of storms do occur. It is
predicted that the beach will continue to
experience similar stability during this period to
2025.
The probability of a significant storm/swell wave
event occurring that could cause more extensive
rollback of the beach on to the low-lying part of
this section is low.

Freshwater Beach

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)
As a result of accelerated sea level rise, the
historical trend of stability could change to one of
erosion. Where the beaches are backed by cliffs,
the beaches would be unable to retreat in
response to the sea level rise therefore there
could be beach steepening and narrowing along
this section. This, in turn, could slightly increase
the rate of cliff toe erosion and therefore failure.
Along the low-lying sections of coast, the natural
trend would be for barrier roll-back and the
probability of a significant storm/swell wave event
occurring that could cause more extensive
rollback of the beach on to the low-lying part of
this section would increase during this period.

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)
As a result of high sea levels the beach fronting
the sandstone cliffs are expected to narrow
further and in places may disappear. This could
result in a slight increase in the rate of cliff
erosion, although the rate of erosion will be
restricted due to the resistance of the cliffs.
Along the low-lying sections of coast there would
be beach roll-back and the probability of a
significant storm/swell wave event occurring that
could cause more extensive rollback of the beach
on to the low-lying part of this section would
increase during this period.

This section of coast has no hard defences, but
currently beach management involves unblocking
of the river outlet and redistribution of sediment
and reprofiling when required. It is assumed for
this scenario that this management would cease.

No beach management activities.

No beach management activities.

The beach levels along this section fluctuate over
time, although the very recent past has seen a
trend of accretion.

It is possible that the recent period of stability
would change to one of beach retreat, due to sea
level rise. The natural response of the beach
would be to migrate landwards into the low-lying
bay.

The beach would retreat, in response to sea level
rise, onto the low-lying land behind. The beach
would probably retreat at a faster rate than the
adjacent cliffs, forming a slight embayment, which
could mean greater stability. It is likely therefore
that beach would remain relatively resilient as it
moves into the bay and at a similar volume to
present.

The discharge of the River Bride through and
over the beach at the eastern end of this section
is intermittent, with beach material periodically
closing the river mouth off.
The biggest impact of ceasing management

The volume of sediment should mean the shingle
beach is relatively resilient to change although risk
of overtopping could increase during this period.
At the western end of the beach a more natural

Erosion of the cliffs either side would provide
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Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)
activities would be as a result of blockage of the
river outlet. These blockages are currently
cleared to prevent flooding backing up towards
the village of Burton Bradstock under extreme
events. Although the blockages would eventually
clear naturally the period and extent of flooding
would be much greater.

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)
alignment would be reached, with erosion of the
caravan park.
The greatest risk will be due to blockage of the
river mouth and resultant flooding inland.
Without the blockage being cleared the extent
and period of flooding would be increased.

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)
sediment to the lower foreshore, but littoral drift
could be reduced as beaches narrow at the toe of
the cliffs.
The extent and frequency of inland flooding due
to the river blockages could increase during this
period and would be exacerbated by the river
mouth blockages not being removed.

During this period the beach is likely to remain
quite stable, with little net change in plan shape
expected. The western end of the beach, where
the caravan park as been built out artificially, is
the greatest area of risk. Here, any erosion of the
shingle beach could reveal the easily eroded
material upon which the park has been built,
resulting in more rapid erosion at this location.
There would be continued sediment linkages to
adjacent beaches as the periodic blocking and
unblocking of the river would continue.
East Cliff (West
Bay)

There are no defences present along this section.

No defences.

No defences.

This section is dominated in its western part by
bedded sandstone cliffs up to 40m high. These
sandstone cliffs fail as a result of wave
undercutting at the toe about every 10 years.
These cause localised small scale losses. It is
predicted that between 2 and 3m of sandstone
cliff could be lost to erosion by 2025.

As a result of accelerated sea level rise, the
historical trend of stability could change to one of
erosion. As the beaches are backed by relatively
resistant cliffs, the beaches would be unable to
retreat in response to the sea level rise therefore
there could be beach steepening and narrowing
along this section. This, in turn, could slightly
increase the rate of cliff toe erosion and therefore
failure, although ultimately the rate of erosion will
be restricted due to the natural resistance of the

Beach narrowing and steepening would continue,
with erosion of the sandstone cliffs continuing,
with total erosion by 2105 predicted to be
between 14 and 35m. There would be a feed of
sediment to the beaches, but the accelerated rate
of sea level rise is likely to mean that only very
narrow beaches would remain.

The section is fronted by Chesil Beach which
narrows in front of the sandstone cliffs compared
to the much wider beach that fronts the adjacent
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West Bay (East
Beach to eastern
eastern
pier)

Predicted Change
Change for ‘No Active Intervention’
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

sections. The beach has shown negligible change
over the past 100 years, although short-term
fluctuations as a result of storms do occur. It is
predicted that the beach will continue to
experience similar stability during this period to
2025.

cliffs.

This section of coast has no hard defences along
most of its length. At the western end, the beach
is controlled by the eastern pier of West Bay
Harbour entrance.

No beach management activities.

No beach management activities.

The harbour pier is assumed to remain during this
period, although without maintenance its
condition would deteriorate during this period.

The harbour pier could fail during this period as a
result of a lack of maintenance, reducing its effect
on adjacent beaches.

The lack of beach management activity would
result in an increasing risk of flooding, in terms of
both frequency and extent, as a result of sea level
rise during this period.

Without the beach management, the beaches
would return to a more natural profile along
much of this stretch, although there would still be
an influence of the remains of the piers (see
below). Due to accelerated sea level rise during
this period and the occurrence of storm/swell
wave events, the beaches would tend to retreat
landwards through overwash and overtopping.
This process would, however, result in flooding of
the low-lying land behind.

The total erosion of the sandstone cliffs by 2055
is predicted to be between 7 and 10m.
This cliff erosion will contribute to the beach
sediment budget both locally and to adjacent
beaches, although drift rates tend to be low along
this frontage.

There would be a cessation of the regular beach
re-cycling and re-profiling as part of ongoing
beach management practices.
The beach at this location is wider than along the
cliffed section to the east, due to the indented
nature of the coast. However, without beach
management activities it is likely that the current
standard of protection would not naturally be
maintained during this period. The western end
would be most vulnerable, as the beach crests are
lower and narrower here. There would be an
increased risk of overtopping and overwashing,
resulting in an increased risk of flooding extent
and frequency to the low-lying land behind.
There has been a historic tendency for beach
drawdown and this is likely to continue, with the
net beach volume gradually reducing.

The beach would retreat in response to sea level
rise and the occurrence of storm/swell wave
events onto the low-lying land behind, and this
would likely occur at a faster rate than the
erosion of the adjacent cliffs over this period
resulting in the development of a slight
embayment between the cliffs and harbour pier.
There could, however, also be some erosion of
the beach with subsequent draw-down of
sediment.

There would be erosion of the cliffs to the east,
but historical evidence suggests that these cliffs
would not keep pace with sea level rise, resulting
in narrowing beaches, the coastline at East Beach
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West Bay (West
Beach from
eastern pier) to
West Cliff (East)

Predicted Change
Change for ‘No Active Intervention’
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

The probability of a significant storm/swell wave
event occurring that could cause either rollback
of the beach on to the low-lying land that lies
behind the beach, or draw-down and loss of
material to the offshore, is low during this period.

During this period it is expected that the piers
would continue to have some stabilising influence
on the beach.

There is a range of defences within this section
that primarily provides defence against flooding,
including seawalls, rock groynes and sluices to
control the discharge of the River Brit through
West Bay Harbour itself. The cliff toe at the
eastern part of this section is protected from
erosion by a seawall and promenade.

Loss of seawalls and control structures in the
early part of this period is anticipated. No beach
management activity.

The seawalls along this section could fail by the
end of this period: the seawalls at the western
end are probably most vulnerable as these are
covered at high tide.

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)
would therefore become further indented,
forming a small bay that could in turn mean
greater stability.
However, the loss of the harbour piers as a result
of a lack of maintenance would reduce this
stabilising effect of the bay formation as well as
their impact on littoral drift, and may result in an
increased sediment exchange with the beaches of
West Beach. The remains of the harbour piers
would probably prevent the full closure of the
harbour entrance during this period and
therefore would exert a local influence on the
beaches.

The harbour piers are assumed to remain during
this period, although without maintenance its
condition would deteriorate during this period.

No defences or beach management activity.
The harbour piers could fail during this period as
a result of a lack of maintenance, reducing its
effect on adjacent beaches.

The loss of defences within the harbour could
lead to the extension upriver of the tidal limit and
result in an increased risk of flooding in this area.

There would also be a cessation in beach
management activity, which could accelerate the
failure of the seawalls.
The piers at the entrance to West Bay Harbour
are a significant influence upon littoral processes,

Sea level rise could continue to cause coastal
squeeze, with the narrowing of the beach and an

As a result of high sea levels the beach fronting
this section is expected to narrow further and in
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Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)
as are the rock groynes to the west of the
harbour, preventing influx of new material to this
section from either east or west. There is,
however, also a natural obstruction to the
eastwards drift of sediment at Thorncombe
Beacon that is thought likely to remain during this
period.
The seawall prevents wave action from eroding
the toe of the eastern part of West Cliff, which is
a degraded sandstone cliff. The seawall is
anticipated to fail by the end of this period, which
would ultimately result in reactivation of the cliff,
although defences would continue to reduce the
rate of the erosion for a period.

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)
increase in flood risk along this section. It is not
likely that there will be any increased feed of
sediment into this area during this period due to
the continued obstruction of the eastwards drift
of sediment at Thorncombe Beacon that is
thought likely to remain during this period.
The loss of defences along this section would also
increase the risk of flooding to low-lying land,
whilst along the cliffed section at the western end,
recession of West Cliff due to increased
exposure of the cliff toe to wave action would
occur, reaching similar rates to adjacent
unprotected cliffs by 2055 of about 0.4m/yr.

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)
places may disappear due to a lack of new coarse
sediment input from cliff erosion to the west. This
would also result from the continued obstruction
of the eastwards drift of sediment at Thorncombe
Beacon that is thought likely to remain during this
period. An increasing risk of flooding of the lowlying land would result.
The loss of the harbour piers as a result of a lack
of maintenance would reduce their impact on
littoral drift, and may result in an increased
sediment exchange with the beaches of West
Beach. This may provide some beach material to
West Beach.

The loss of shoreline control structures would
allow for some longshore transport of sediment,
although it is unlikely to allow sufficient build-up
of material to affect flood risk or cliff erosion
rates. This would also be unlikely to impact on
East Beach or the coast to the east due to the
impact of the harbour piers on sediment linkages.

The remains of the harbour piers would likely
prevent the full closure of the harbour entrance.

There are no defences present along this section.

No defences.

No defences.

West Cliff is undefended along this section and is
predicted to erode between 5 and 50m by 2025.

West Cliff is predicted to erode as historically
during the period 2025 and 2055 by between 15

West Cliff is predicted to erode as historically
during the period 2055 and 2105 by between 35

The beach fronting the seawall along this section
has eroded significantly during the past century,
and experiences scour during storm events due
to the effect of the seawall. The cessation of
beach management activity would result in
lowered beach levels persisting after storm
events, and could lead to the failure of the seawall
during the middle of this period rather than the
end of this period.

Cliff recession would occur at similar rates to the
adjacent unprotected cliffs to the west.

Coastal squeeze as a result of sea level rise could
become increasingly significant as there is very
little new sediment input to the beach.
West Cliff (East)
to Thorncombe
Beacon
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Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

Cliff failures along West Cliff occur about every
10 years and cause the loss of between 10 and
50m of cliff top in a single event.

and 125m, whilst the cliffs to the western end of
this section are predicted to erode between 10
and 50m over the same period.

and 250m, whilst the cliffs to the western end of
this section are predicted to erode between 25
and 100m over the same period.

The clay-rich cliffs towards the west of this
section experience failures at a similar frequency
as West Cliff although with a lesser magnitude
per event. The underlying rate of erosion of these
more cliffs is also similar to West Cliff, although
with greater uncertainty, giving rise to total
erosion of between 5 and 20m predicted along
this part by 2025.

There would be a feed of coarse sediment from
erosion of cliffs to the west, which should help
retain a small beach at Eype although this would
be hindered by the continued presence of the
headland at Thorncombe Beacon.

There would be an input of coarser sediment
from the east which will feed beaches here,
although this would be hindered by the continued
presence of the headland at Thorncombe Beacon.

Coastal squeeze as a result of sea level rise could
become increasingly significant, particularly in the
area fronting the seawall, as there is very little
new sediment input to the beach.
Thorncombe
Beacon to
Seatown (East)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

The clay rich cliffs are very sensitive to climate
change and the rate of erosion could increase
both due to sea level rise and an increase in
rainfall. Due to uncertainty in the possible future
changes in precipitation, no direct account has
been taken of this in the predictions.

The clay rich cliffs are very sensitive to climate
change and the rate of erosion could increase
both due to sea level rise and an increase in
rainfall. Due to uncertainty in the possible future
changes in precipitation, no direct account has
been taken of this in the predictions.

There are no defences present along this section,
although this section does cover the car park at
Seatown, on the eastern side of the River
Winniford that discharges to the sea at this
location, which is only protected by naturally
functioning cliffs.

No defences.

No defences.

The clay-rich cliffs along this section experience
complex landslide behaviour with cyclic backscar
retreats as a result of short (episodic) events
causing rapid retreat by rotational landsliding.

These clay rich cliffs are very sensitive to climate
change and the rate of erosion could increase
both due to sea level rise and an increase in
rainfall. Due to uncertainty in the possible future
changes in precipitation, no direct account has
been taken of this in the predictions.

These clay rich cliffs are very sensitive to climate
change and the rate of erosion could increase
both due to sea level rise and an increase in
rainfall. Due to uncertainty in the possible future
changes in precipitation, no direct account has
been taken of this in the predictions.

Therefore the rate of cliff erosion is likely to
increase from that observed historically, with

Therefore the rate of cliff erosion is likely to
increase from that observed historically, with

These episodic events along this section occur
about every 10 years on a small scale, although
the underlying erosion is predicted to be as
historically and result in total average erosion of
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Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)
between 10 and 20m by 2025.

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)
total erosion of this section between 2025 and
2055 predicted to be between 30 and 50m,
although the effects of sea level rise would be
outweighed by large landslide events that could
occur during this period.

total erosion of this section between 2055 and
2105 predicted to be between 70 and 100m,
although the effects of sea level rise would be
outweighed by large landslide events that could
occur during this period.

Any coarse sediment released through cliff
erosion should feed the beach at Eype, meaning
that a beach should be retained here.

The beach at Eype will be fed by any release of
coarse sediment from cliff erosion, with any fines
being lost offshore. Thorncombe Beacon would
continue to act as a barrier to drift to the east.

Thorncombe Beacon acts as a barrier to drift
therefore there is no sediment interaction with
the beaches to the east.
Seatown

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

A rock revetment extends along the toe of part
of the cliff that fronts the western part of
Seatown. This prevents wave action from eroding
the cliff toe in this area. It is likely that this and
the short stretch of promenade along Seatown
frontage would fail during this period, although
the rocks would still have a small impact on the
rate of cliff retreat.

No defences.

No defences.

With failure of the defences during this period,
there would be reactivation of the cliffs behind,
with erosion occurring at similar rates to the
adjacent sections at about 0.7m/yr, with erosion
of between 5 and 20m predicted.

These clay rich cliffs are very sensitive to climate
change and the rate of erosion could increase
both due to sea level rise and an increase in
rainfall. Due to uncertainty in the possible future
changes in precipitation, no direct account has
been taken of this in the predictions.

These clay rich cliffs are very sensitive to climate
change and the rate of erosion could increase
both due to sea level rise and an increase in
rainfall. Due to uncertainty in the possible future
changes in precipitation, no direct account has
been taken of this in the predictions.

The loss of the defences in the short term will
lead to cliff recession during this period occurring
at a similar rate to the adjacent cliffs. Cliff erosion
would continue at a faster rate than historically,

Cliff erosion would therefore continue to occur
at increased rates from historically, with total
erosion of up to 100m predicted by 2105,
although the effects of sea level rise would be

The beach is likely to remain similar to present,
being able to adapt to rising sea levels by
retreating into the mouth of the river.
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Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)
with total erosion of up to 50m predicted by
2055, although the effects of sea level rise would
be outweighed by large landslide events that
could occur during this period.
The beaches will receive some sediment from the
cliff erosion, although any fines will be lost
offshore. It is anticipated that additional sediment
input will enter Seatown beach from the west as
erosion of the lobe of sediment at Golden Cap is
removed, and this may serve to reduce wave
exposure at the cliff toe and so serve to slow the
rate of recession by counter-acting the effect of
sea level rise.

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)
outweighed by large landslide events that could
occur during this period.
Sediment supply to the beach at Seatown would
continue from the west. Despite these inputs, the
net trend under sea level rise would be for
beaches to migrate landwards. Seatown sits within
a slight indent within the embayment, therefore a
beach would be retained here.
However should Golden Cap experience a large
landslide event then a new lobe would form and
cut off this supply. If this occurs, then the beach
would likely narrow relatively rapidly,
exacerbated by sea level rise.

Under accelerated sea level rise the beach would
be expected to retreat landwards into the
embayment within which Seatown sits. The
beaches will therefore narrow at the western and
eastern extremities.
Seatown (West)
to Golden Cap

There are no defences present along this section.

No defences.

No defences.

The clay-rich cliffs along this section experience
complex landslide behaviour with cyclic backscar
retreats as a result of short (episodic) events
causing rapid retreat by rotational landsliding.

These clay rich cliffs are very sensitive to climate
change and the rate of erosion could increase
both due to sea level rise and an increase in
rainfall. Due to uncertainty in the possible future
changes in precipitation, no direct account has
been taken of this in the predictions.

These clay rich cliffs are very sensitive to climate
change and the rate of erosion could increase
both due to sea level rise and an increase in
rainfall. Due to uncertainty in the possible future
changes in precipitation, no direct account has
been taken of this in the predictions.

Cliff erosion is likely to occur at a faster rate than
historically, with total erosion of this section by
2055 predicted to be between 35 and 50m,
although the effects of sea level rise would be

Cliff erosion is likely to occur at a faster rate than
historically, with total erosion of this section by
2105 predicted to be between 70 and 100m,
although the effects of sea level rise would be

These episodic events along this section occur
about every 10 years on a small scale, although
the underlying erosion is predicted to be as
historically at a rate of about 0.7m/yr, resulting in
total erosion of between 10 and 20m by 2025.
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Golden Cap to
Charmouth (East)

Predicted Change
Change for ‘No Active Intervention’
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

This erosion would result in some beach feed
although fines would be lost offshore. Therefore
beaches would be maintained at the toe of the
cliffs. A previous landslide event has resulted in a
lobe of debris cutting off longshore sediment
transport feeding beaches to the east. It is
anticipated that this will gradually erode and be
largely removed as a barrier to transport by 2025.

outweighed by large landslide events that could
occur during this period.

There are no defences present along this section.

No defences.

No defences.

The clay-rich cliffs along this section experience
complex landslide behaviour with cyclic backscar
retreats as a result of short (episodic) events
causing rapid retreat by rotational landsliding.

These clay rich cliffs are very sensitive to climate
change and the rate of erosion could increase
both due to sea level rise and an increase in
rainfall. Due to uncertainty in the possible future
changes in precipitation, no direct account has
been taken of this in the predictions.

Cliff erosion is likely to occur at faster rates than
historically, although the effects of sea level rise
would be outweighed by large landslide events
that could occur during this period, with total
erosion of this section by 2105 predicted to be
between 17 and 50m at Golden Cap; 40 and 50 at
Stonebarrow, and 50 and 100m at Broom Hill.

The frequency and magnitude of these events
varies depending upon specific local geology that
comprise each individual cliff, although large
events occur about every 100 years or so.
Throughout this section, erosion would continue
as historically, with variable erosion occurring
along the shoreline at rates ranging from 0.1 to
1.0m/yr.
At Golden Cap, total erosion of between 3 and
50m is predicted by 2025, whilst at Stonebarrow
erosion of 7 to 50m is predicted, and 17 to 50m
of erosion is predicted at Broom Hill over the
same period.

outweighed by large landslide events that could
occur during this period.

Any large scale events that occur during this
period could result in a lobe of sediment
interrupting the sediment drift, which could
impact on adjacent beaches.

Cliff erosion is likely to occur at faster rates than
historically, although the effects of sea level rise
would be outweighed by large landslide events
that could occur during this period, with total
erosion of this section by 2055 predicted to be
between 8 and 50m at Golden Cap; 20 to 50m at
Stonebarrow, and 40 to 50m at Broom Hill.
These varying rates of erosion would lead to
Golden Cap developing into a more defined
headland, with the cliffs to the west becoming
more set-back forming a shallow embayment. This
is not likely to affect adjacent beaches, as Golden
Cap is already a barrier to littoral transport.

These varying rates of erosion would lead to
Golden Cap developing into a more defined
headland, with the cliffs to the west becoming
increasingly set-back forming a deepening
embayment. This is not likely to affect adjacent
beaches, as Golden Cap is already a barrier to
littoral transport.
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Charmouth (East)
to East Cliff
(Lyme Regis)

Predicted Change
Change for ‘No Active Intervention’
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Defences are present at the eastern end of this
section at Charmouth, where a short length of
seawall and promenade provides flood protection.

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

The defences along this section would fail in the
early to middle part of this period.

No defences.

Beach narrowing and resultant undermining,
together with outflanking due to adjacent cliff
erosion, is likely to result in failure of the
defences along the Charmouth frontage towards
the start of this period. This would result in
reactivation of the low slopes and cliffs but would
also allow retreat of the beach system.

Without defences along the Charmouth frontage
this section of coast would experience net retreat
of both beach and the low cliffs and slopes.

Defences could begin to fail at the end of this
period.
The seawall and promenade at Charmouth backs
a sandy beach, with shingle veneer. Defences will
become increasingly exposed and therefore the
risk of overtopping would increase. There is
limited beach present in front of the defences and
this would continue to narrow during this period.
This could result in undermining of the rock
revetment and accelerate failure of the seawall at
the car park. Therefore this section of seawall
could fail towards the end of this period.
This would allow retreat of the beach and
reactivation of the low slopes and cliffs.
The majority of this section consists of clay-rich
cliffs that experience complex landslide behaviour
with cyclic backscar retreats as a result of short
(episodic) events causing rapid retreat by
rotational landsliding. The frequency and
magnitude of these events varies depending upon
specific local geology that comprise each
individual cliff, although large events occur about
every 100 years or so causing recession of more
than 50m per event. The most recent event
occurred in May 2008 within The Spittles

Due to the sensitivity of these cliffs to climate
change, cliff erosion is likely to increase from
rates observed historically. Although the rate of
erosion could increase both due to sea level rise
and an increase in rainfall, due to uncertainty in
the possible future changes in precipitation, no
direct account has been taken of this in the
predictions. Sea level rise would result in the
submergence of the fronting beaches and shore
platforms (ledges), resulting in more rapid erosion
of the cliffs behind. However the effects of sea
level rise are likely to be outweighed by large
landslide events that could occur during this
period,
The east and central parts of Black Ven are
predicted to experience total erosion of between

Due to the sensitivity of these cliffs to climate
change, cliff erosion is likely to increase from
rates observed historically. Although the rate of
erosion could increase both due to sea level rise
and an increase in rainfall, due to uncertainty in
the possible future changes in precipitation, no
direct account has been taken of this in the
predictions. Sea level rise would result in the
submergence of the fronting beaches and shore
platforms (ledges), resulting in more rapid erosion
of the cliffs behind.
Due to differences in cliff composition, total
erosion by 2105 would occur at variable rates.
The east and central parts of Black Ven are
predicted to have eroded between 40 and 50m
over this period, whilst Black Ven West is
predicted to have eroded by 50 to 60m, and The
Spittles by about 50m. However it is possible that
landslide events may periodically occur that cause
greater amounts of recession although it is not
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Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

complex, and resulted in around 50m of cliff top
recession along a 400m length, and which was
considered to be the largest event in this area for
around 25 years.

20 and 50m over this period, whilst Black Ven
West is predicted to erode by 30 to 50m, and
The Spittles by 25 to 50m. However it is possible
that landslide events may periodically occur that
cause greater amounts of recession although it is
not possible to predict this.

Throughout this section, erosion would continue
as historically, with variable erosion occurring
along the shoreline at rates ranging from 0.2 to
3.3m/yr, although rates vary greatly depending
upon the time period looked at as a result of
landslide events causing distortions in the data.
By 2025, the east and central parts of Black Ven
are predicted to erode between 7 and 50m. Over
this same period, Black Ven West is predicted to
erode by 10 to 50m, whilst The Spittles is
predicted to erode by about 10m. However it is
possible that landslide events may periodically
occur that cause greater amounts of recession
although it is not possible to predict this.

A larger amount of recession could occur during
this period as a result of large landslide events
that occur about every 100 years or so causing
recession of more than 50m per event. However,
without further detailed investigation, it is
uncertain as to exactly where and when such a
large scale event would occur.
These effects may be mitigated by the release of
beach building material from the significant
erosion along this section, particularly at Black
Ven West, which would release suitable beach
material from the Upper Greensands.

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)
possible to predict this.
If not already happened in the medium term, a
larger amount of recession could occur during
this period as a result of large landslide events
that occur about every 100 years or so causing
recession of more than 50m per event. However,
without further detailed investigation, it is
uncertain as to exactly where and when such a
large scale event would occur.
These effects may be mitigated by the release of
beach building material from the significant
erosion along this section, particularly at Black
Ven West, which would release suitable beach
material from the Upper Greensands that would
also be available to be transported to beaches to
the east. Any large scale landslide events, could,
however, result in sediment drift being
interrupted.

Continued beach narrowing as a result of sea
level rise could become increasingly significant as
there is very little new sediment input to the
beach. The large scale landslides also act as a
barrier to any sediment transport along this
section. Locally there could be beach building
sediment released from the cliffs, in particular
Black Ven West cliffs.
East Cliff (Lyme
Regis) to Broad
Ledge (Lyme

Defences are present along the length of this
section, with a seawall along East and Church
Cliffs at Lyme Regis that protects the cliff toe

The defences along this section would fail in the
early to middle part of this period.

No defences.
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The seawall at Lyme Regis prevents erosion of
the cliff toe and since its construction has
prevented any significant landslide activity. The
continued presence of the seawall at Lyme Regis
will continue to limit landslide activity over this
period. All of these defences would continue to
prevent erosion and flooding during this period,
although they would start to fail by 2025.

Submergence of the rock platform and beach at
Lyme Regis could also lead to a similar coastal
squeeze problem in this area. The failure of the
defences fronting Church and East Cliffs would
lead to the gradual increase in exposure of the
cliff toe to wave action and lead to the
resumption of cliff recession in this area by 2055.

Failure of defences during the medium-term at
Lyme Regis would see Church and East Cliffs
retreat at pre-defence rates, with recession of
between 50 and 70m possible by 2105 depending
upon the occurrence of landslide events that
could remove more than 50m in one go.

This section is entirely defended by a range of
structures including seawalls and rock groynes,
which would remain during this period. Beach
management activities, including beach recharge
would cease.

Defences would remain along this section,
although they would gradually begin to fail during
the latter part of this period.

All defences along this section are expected to fail
by the early part of this period.

The defences along this section prevent cliff
erosion, and their continued presence would

Prior to the failure of The Cobb, the continued
presence of defences along this section means
that there would be very little change in shoreline

The failure of The Cobb (discussed in the
adjacent section) would have significant impacts
on this bay, which has developed as a result of the

from erosion.
Defences could begin to fail at the end of this
period.

Broad Ledge
(Lyme Regis) to
The Cobb (Lyme
Regis)

The risk of the defences along the eastern part of
this section becoming outflanked by the
continued erosion of the adjacent undefended
cliffs to the east will initially increase throughout
this period. However, the loss of defences and
resumption of erosion would likely lead to the
‘outflanked’ sections eroding more rapidly for a
short period as they ‘catch up’ to the adjacent
retreated cliffline position. Total erosion of up to
50m could occur by 2055 following failure of the
defences.
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Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)
result in no change in cliff position by 2025.
The beaches along the central frontage have been
recently recharged and control structures built.
Although under this scenario it is assumed that no
further beach recharge would be undertaken, the
beaches are likely to remain quite stable, as the
control structures would remain, and so would
continue to provide some stability and retain
beach material.

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

position during this period, even as defences along
the back of the beach gradually fail towards 2055.

protection afforded by the structure. There
would be significant loss of beach volume,
particularly along the western end. It is unlikely,
due to the coastal orientation, that there would
be any significant feed of sediment from the west,
even once The Cobb fails.

Increased sea levels would, however, result in
increased exposure of the beaches and there
would therefore be increased beach erosion and
narrowing. This in turn will increase exposure of
the defences to wave attack and there could be
an increased risk of overtopping and so an
increased risk of flooding to low-lying areas
behind the defences.
Failure of The Cobb, which could occur towards
the end of this period, would have a significant
impact on this beach, which would suddenly
become exposed to the force of south-westerly
waves. As a result, there would be significant
beach loss, which would further expose the
remaining defences along the backshore.

The Cobb (Lyme
Regis) to Seven
Rock Point

During the early part of this period, defences are
likely to fail completely, a loss which would be
significantly accelerated by the failure of The
Cobb, and although shoreline retreat would be
inhibited by the remaining infrastructure, in the
longer term the sloping hinterland would become
exposed to wave action and erosion. Similar rates
to those experienced by adjacent unprotected
cliffs to the west by 2105 would be expected,
although recession would occur in the cliff base
and no recession of the cliff top would occur
during this period.

The eastern part of this section is protected by a
seawall that runs along the cliff toe. The
immediate eastern end is The Cobb breakwater.

The seawall along this section would fail in the
middle of this period. The Cobb could also fail by
the end of this period.

No defences.

The seawall prevents erosion of the cliff toe along
the eastern part of this section, and has resulted
in no significant cliff recession in this area,
although Monmouth Beach that fronts the
defences has, over the past 100 to 150 years
experienced a long term trend of erosion and
steepening, except at the very eastern end where
some limited accretion occurs against The Cobb.

The loss of defences along the cliff toe at
Monmouth Beach will result in a gradual increase
in cliff recession, anticipated to reach similar rates
as the adjacent unprotected cliffs by 2055.

With no defences along the cliff toe at Monmouth
Beach, cliff recession here would occur at a
similar rate as the adjacent undefended cliff.

These cliffs are sensitive to climate change and
therefore the rate of erosion of the cliff base
would increase from that observed historically, in
response to rising sea levels (this does not take

The undefended cliffs in the western part of this
section would erode at faster rates than
historically along the cliff base, due to sea level
rise. However it is unlikely that recession of the
cliff top would occur by 2105.
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Beach narrowing is predicted to continue as a
result of sea level rise.
West of the defended part of this section, cliffs
are unprotected and so erosion of the cliff base
here is expected to continue as historically at a
rate of about 0.2m/yr, although no cliff top
recession is predicted by 2025.

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

account of any increase due to increased
precipitation). The cliff top is unlikely to erode by
2055.

As a result of high sea levels beaches are
expected to narrow and in places may disappear
as the rock platforms become submerged,
resulting in increased exposure of the cliff toe to
wave action. This process would have been
accelerated at the eastern end of this stretch by
loss of The Cobb. It is unlikely that any of this
beach sediment would feed the Lyme Regis
frontage due to the coastline orientation and the
fact that the adjacent frontage would suddenly be
exposed to waves from the south-west.

These clay-rich cliffs are unlikely to significantly
contribute to the beach budget. Therefore both
in front of the cliffs at the western end and
remains of defences and infrastructure at
Monmouth Beach, sea level rise would continue
to cause beach narrowing along the whole of this
stretch.
It is possible that due to beach narrowing and
subsequent undermining, that The Cobb could fail
during this period. This would have a significant
impact on both this stretch and Lyme Regis
frontage (discussed in previous section). Along
this stretch, sediment remaining in the lee of the
structure would be lost either offshore or to infill
the marina.

Seven Rock Point
to Haven Cliff
(West)

There are no defences present along this section.

No defences.

No defences.

The clay-rich cliffs along this section experience
complex landslide behaviour with cyclic backscar
retreats as a result of short (episodic) events
causing rapid retreat by rotational landsliding.

These clay rich cliffs are very sensitive to climate
change and the rate of erosion could increase
both due to sea level rise and an increase in
rainfall. Due to uncertainty in the possible future
changes in precipitation, no direct account has
been taken of this in the predictions.

These clay rich cliffs are very sensitive to climate
change and the rate of erosion could increase
both due to sea level rise and an increase in
rainfall. Due to uncertainty in the possible future
changes in precipitation, no direct account has
been taken of this in the predictions.

Taking account of rising sea levels alone, the rate
of cliff erosion would be expected to be higher
than experienced historically, although it is likely
to be outweighed by the occurrence of landslide

Taking account of rising sea levels alone, the rate
of cliff erosion would be expected to be higher
than experienced historically, although it is likely
to be outweighed by the occurrence of landslide

The frequency and magnitude of these events
varies along this section due to changes in
geology. Along the eastern stretch there is a risk
of large scale landslide events occurring, but the
frequency of these is low; every 250 years or
more. Whereas along the western section of this
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2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

frontage, smaller, more frequent, landslides are
characteristic.

events, with about 10m of cliff top recession
predicted by 2055.

events, with between 10 and 20m of cliff top
recession predicted by 2105.

On average by 2025 between 3 and 10m of
erosion is expected to occur towards the
western end of this section, as has been
experienced historically at a rate of about
0.2m/yr, supplying sediment to local beach stocks.
No recession is predicted towards the eastern
end of this section.

The supply of sediment across the mouth of the
Axe is expected to continue as at present.

This could be much greater in some areas should
a large landslide event occur during this period,
the probability of which would increase towards
2105 as the last such event occurred in 1839.
Should such an event occur, then it would form a
lobe of debris that would inhibit littoral transport
processes.

Defences along the toe of the cliff from Seaton to
Seaton Hole include both seawalls and rock
revetment. Those at the western end could begin
to fail by 2025.

The defences along this frontage are expected to
fail during the middle to end of this period, with
the rock revetment and defences at western end
likely to fail first where the beach is narrowest.

No defences.

The defences along the toe of the cliff have
caused the rate of cliff erosion to be reduced
over the recent past. This has been aided by
natural beach accumulation in the very recent
past, although beach levels have fluctuated in this
area, historically the trend is one of accretion and
so it is thought that the recent lower rate of
recession of about 0.2m/yr would continue until
2025, with total erosion of 3 to 5m predicted
over this period. As these cliffs are mudstones,
this erosion will not significantly contribute to the
beaches.

Along the western stretch of this frontage, there
would be beach narrowing in front of the
defences, due to continued west to east transport
of sediment and lack of new input to the system.
This would be exacerbated by sea level rise.

The loss of defences by this period would result
in reactivation of the regraded slopes that
currently sit behind defences. The effect of sea
level rise on these simple cliffs is likely to lead to
increased rates of recession above those
observed historically. As such there would be an
estimated total erosion of 60 to 90m at Seaton
and 80 to 100m at Seaton Hole by 2105.

Due to natural barriers to littoral drift it is
unlikely that this stretch would be affected by
management changes along adjacent sections.
Haven Cliff
(West) to Seaton
Hole

There could be beach narrowing in front of the

Where the cliffs are protected by rock
revetment, cliff erosion would continue to be
reduced, with a total erosion of between 5 and
10m expected between 2025 and 2055. However,
these defences would begin to fail and become
less effective during the early part of this period
and this loss combined with sea level rise could

The increased cliff recession is unlikely to add
significantly to the beach stock as the cliffs
comprise of mudstone and sandstone. Therefore
a narrowing of the beaches due to limited
contemporary input of sediment and continued
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Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)
defences due to continued west to east transport
of sediment and lack of new input to the system.
Sediment transport along the frontage from west
to east would continue to maintain the spit that
extends across the mouth of the Axe estuary and
here beaches would be stable and could continue
to accrete.

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)
lead to an increase in this rate by 2055.
Where defences fail, the effect of sea level rise on
these simple cliffs is likely to increase the rate of
recession. As a result total recession of 20 to
30m along the Seaton frontage could occur by
2055 following the loss of defences, rising to 30
to 35m at Seaton Hole over the same period.
The seawall is expected to remain for much of
this period, although the western stretch is most
vulnerable due to the narrowing beaches here.
Therefore for the majority of this period there
would be little change in cliffline position. Once
defences fail, and it is likely that the western ones
could fail first, there would be an initial period
during which the remaining structures would
continue to have some impact, but then the
regraded slope behind would become reactivated.
A total erosion of between 15 and 25m is
therefore expected during this period.

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)
west to east littoral transport, coupled with
higher sea levels would be anticipated.
There would be continued sediment moved
alongshore towards the Axe estuary which should
help maintain the spit in a similar form to today.
The tendency of the spit will be to migrate inland
in response to sea level rise. This would result in
an increased risk of overtopping and breaching as
the coast becomes more exposed where the spit
attaches to the land.

Beaches to the east would continue to receive
sediment moved alongshore and should remain
stable during this period. There could be
elongation with re-curving of the spit into the
harbour and under sea level rise, beach
steepening could occur together along the length
of the spit as material is pushed onshore by
overwashing storm waves.
Seaton Hole to
Beer Head

There are no defences present along this section,
although there are structures, such as the car

The structures along the short length at Beer that
provide some limited defence function would fail

No defences.
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park, along a short stretch at Beer that also have
some limited defence function.

during this period.

Chalk cliffs that are largely resistant to erosion
dominate this section. There has been negligible
erosion of this section over the past 100 years,
with only very localised small to medium sized
rock falls occurring every 10 to 100 years.

The resistant nature of the chalk cliffs will
continue to result in negligible cliff recession,
except for very infrequent localised rock falls; it is
not, however, possible to predict the exact
locations of these. Total erosion of between 0
and 50m is possible by 2055, depending on
whether or not a cliff failure event occurs.

The resistant nature of the chalk cliffs will
continue to result in negligible cliff recession,
except for very infrequent localised rock falls; it is
not, however, possible to predict the exact
locations of these. Total erosion of between 0
and 50m is possible by 2105, depending on
whether or not a cliff failure event occurs.

The pocket beaches would continue to
experience narrowing and steepening during this
period due to accelerated sea level rise.

The pocket beaches would continue to
experience narrowing and steepening during this
period due to accelerated sea level rise, but a
beach should still be present at Beer due to the
indented nature of this frontage.

This pattern of recession is expected to continue
over this period to 2025, with total erosion of
between 0 and 50m possible depending on
whether or not a cliff failure event occurs.
There are isolated pocket beaches at Beer and
Pound’s Pool. The low rate of cliff erosion means
that there is little or no contemporary sediment
input to these beaches. During this period the
beaches may remain quite stable, but may start to
experience some narrowing and steepening
towards the end of the period. At Beer there
could be some leakage of sediment at the eastern
end of the beach.

The loss of the structures that provide limited
defence function over a short length at Beer is
unlikely to have a significant impact on cliff
recession due to the natural resistance of the
rocks that would recede little in any case.

The short length of defence at Beer is unlikely to
have a significant impact on cliff recession due to
the natural resistance of the rocks that would
recede little in any case.
Beer Head to
Salcombe Hill
(West)

There are no defences present along this section,
apart from very localised rock placement at
Branscombe.

The rock at Branscombe would fail during this
period.

No defences.

The long term trend of the beaches that front the

Cliff recession of the chalk cliffs at Beer would

Cliff recession of the chalk cliffs at Beer would
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Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)
cliffs along this section has been one of slight
accretion towards Beer Head and erosion
towards Salcombe Hill, with the intervening beach
having been relatively stable, due to the west to
east drift of sediment. This situation is predicted
to continue in to the future.
The beach erosion at the western end of this
section is related to the presence of control
structures in front of Sidmouth (see section
below) that prevent littoral drift from bringing
sediment to the beaches in this area. It is assumed
that these structures would remain during this
period, and so the beach in this area will continue
to erode.
The varying beach levels contribute to varying
rates of cliff recession by permitting varying
amount of cliff toe erosion. The rate of cliff
erosion is also due to the varying geologies along
this stretch. At Beer Head the cliffs are composed
of chalk, but this is replaced by sandstone and
marl cliffs towards the east.
Towards Beer Head, total cliff erosion by 2025 is
predicted to be between 3 and 10m, whilst
towards Salcombe Hill, total erosion over the
same period is predicted to be 5 to 6m at a rate
of about 0.3m/yr as observed historically with
possible cliff fall events towards Beer Head
resulting in localised increases in recession.

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)
continue as has occurred historically at rates of
between 0.05 and 0.35m/yr combined with
infrequent small scale cliff fall events, with total
erosion by 2055 of 8 to 10m predicted towards
Beer Head.
The softer cliffs composed of sandstone and marl,
which characterise the remainder of this stretch
are more sensitive to climate change and
therefore, taking account of sea level rise, these
are expected to erode between 14 and 18m
during this period. These cliffs are prone to small
but frequent mudslides, but whilst these would
remain as lobes on the beach for a while, they do
not contribute to the shingle beach (although any
sands may remain on the intertidal beach). East of
Branscombe the cliffs are vulnerable to complex,
large scale landslides, where the chalk sits on top
of the marl. These events could cause several
metres of erosion, but would tend to be very
localised.

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)
continue as historically at rates of between 0.05
and 0.35m/yr combined with infrequent small
scale cliff fall events, with total erosion by of 10 to
17m predicted towards Beer Head by 2105.
The softer clay-rich cliffs to the west are more
sensitive to climate change and therefore, taking
account of sea level rise, these are expected to
erode between 29 and 53m during this period.
Superimposed on these rates are the possibility of
large scale failures, which would be localised but
could cause several metres of erosion in one
event.
There would be continued alongshore transport
from west to east, but beaches would be
expected to narrow and steepen due to higher
sea levels, particularly in the western part of this
section, as a result of a lack of shingle to this area.
A beach is expected to remain at Branscombe,
but is likely to be narrower and will have been
pushed inland slightly.

There would be continued feed of sediment
alongshore due to the west to east littoral drift,
which would help maintain beaches along this
stretch. Any larger scale landslide event could
interrupt this and impact on downdrift beaches
such as Branscombe, but the location of future
failures is difficult to predict. Under sea level rise
the rock at Branscombe will become less effective
and due to increased exposure would start to
breakdown. This would only have a very localised
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Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

impact and would ultimately lead to reactivation
of erosion of the cliffs behind.
At the western end of this stretch initially the
littoral input would be reduced by defences at
Sidmouth and here beaches could narrow,
potentially resulting in increased cliff erosion,
however once defences start to fail towards the
end of this period there could be a slight increase
in beach volume. The feed of sediment could be
periodic, due blocking and unblocking of the river
mouth.
Sidmouth

Defences along this section include rock groynes
and offshore rock breakwaters, as well as
seawalls. These would remain during this period
but it is assumed that all other beach management
activities would cease.

The defences along this frontage would fail in the
early to middle part of this period. No beach
management activity.

Rock groynes and breakwaters could still remain,
but would be increasingly ineffective due to sea
level rise. The seawall would have failed at least
by the early part of this period.

The seawall along this section protects low-lying
land from flooding, whilst the shoreline structures
and offshore breakwaters serve to retain beach
material in front of the seawall.

Beach narrowing would be an issue during this
period due to the limited input of shingle from
the west and the impact of rising sea levels.
Although the groynes and breakwaters would
remain, without improvement these could
become increasingly ineffective as sea levels rise.
The upper shingle beaches could therefore
become less stable with an increased tendency for
drawdown and volume loss during storm events.
The beaches would also become more exposed,
therefore littoral transport towards the east
could also increase. There would therefore be a
gradually denudation of shingle.

There would only be very narrow shingle beaches
fronted by a sandy foreshore. In response to sea
level rise the natural tendency would be for
landward migration. Despite failure of the seawall
retreat would still be inhibited by remaining
infrastructure, the shingle beaches would be
expected to narrow further and in places could
disappear as a result of sediment being
transported both offshore during storm events
and alongshore to the beaches to the east and not
being replaced with new sediment from the west.

Although the breakwaters and groynes would
remain, the current trend for gradual erosion
would continue, particularly without any beach
management taking place, due to the cross-shore
movement of shingle during storm events that is
not completely returned by post-storm action.
The defences would continue to prevent material
from being transported eastwards by littoral drift
to the adjacent undefended section, which would

The lack of defences would also result in an
increased risk of flooding to low-lying coastal
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Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)
help retain beaches along this stretch. Therefore
beaches would be expected to remain in place
with a slight trend for narrowing of the upper
shingle beach.
The seawall would therefore continue to hold the
current shoreline position. There could, however,
be an increase risk of overtopping during severe
events as the beaches narrow slightly.

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)
Narrower beaches, combined with rising sea
levels would increase exposure of the backing
seawall. There would therefore be an increased
risk of both overtopping and, should shingle start
to be removed, undermining at the toe of the
structure.
The timing of the seawall failure is uncertain but it
is possible that some sections could start to fail
by the middle of this period. Failure of the
remaining sections could then occur fairly rapid.

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)
areas.
The lower sand foreshore would be fed from cliff
erosion from adjacent sections, therefore a sandy
beach could remain.
At the western end, where defences currently
front cliffs, these cliffs would become actively
eroded again, at rates similar to adjacent
undefended sections Therefore by 2105, erosion
of between 10 and 15m would be expected.

This would also result in an increased risk of
flooding of low-lying areas behind the defences.
Chit Rocks to Big
Picket Rock
Rock

There are no defences present along this section.

No defences.

No defences.

Cliff erosion along this section has historically
occurred very slowly as a result of small scale
events every 10 years or so, controlled by the
local geology. This would continue during this
period, with total erosion by 2025 of between 3
and 5m predicted.

Continued cliff recession as has occurred
historically at a rate of about 0.2m/yr, although
sea level rise could begin to lead to this rate
increasing during this period, and it is predicted to
result in total erosion of between 9 and 11m by
2055.

Erosion of the cliffs would continue as observed
historically at a rate of about 0.2m/yr, although
sea level rise is likely to result in this rate
increasing during this period, with total erosion
by 2105 of 20 to 30m predicted.

Cliff erosion does not contribute any shingle to
the beach, but sands may remain on the lower
foreshore, which would help to maintain the
upper shingle beach. The beaches will retreat with
the cliff, although there could be some slight
narrowing and steepening towards the end of this
period.

Sea level rise would lead to the narrowing of the
beach and submergence of the rock platforms
that front the cliffs along this section. This would
lead to increased wave exposure, although it
would be unlikely to significantly increase the rate
of cliff recession as this is pre-dominantly
controlled by local geological factors.

As a result of high sea levels the beach along this
section is expected to narrow, and the rock
platforms would become increasingly submerged.
This would result in increased exposure of the
cliff toe to wave action, although it would be
unlikely to significantly increase the rate of cliff
recession as this is pre-dominantly controlled by
local geological factors.

A shingle beach with sandy foreshore would
remain and retreat with the cliffs. There could be

Shingle beaches would increasingly become
confined to little pockets that may develop as the
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to Otterton
Ledge

Predicted Change
Change for ‘No Active Intervention’
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

some erosion of the shingle beach due to
increased exposure as sea level rises and greater
drawdown rates.

cliffs erode.

There are no defences present along this section.

No defences.

No defences.

The cliffs along this section are composed of
more resistant sandstone. Erosion of the cliffs
that extend along this section would continue to
occur as historically, with infrequent, small scale
cliff falls resulting from wave undercutting
occurring with a frequency of about 10 years.
These events tend to affect very localised areas,
but it is not possible to predict where the next
events will occur.

Cliff erosion would continue as observed
historically at a rate of about 0.2m/yr, although
sea level rise could begin to lead to this rate
increasing during this period, with total erosion of
between 9 and 13m predicted by 2055. Material
from cliff erosion would not contribute to the
shingle beaches, therefore local pocket beaches
may narrow.

Erosion would continue as observed historically
at a rate of about 0.2m/yr, although sea level rise
could begin to lead to this rate increasing during
this period, with total erosion of 20 to 40m
predicted to occur by 2105. Local pocket
beaches, such as Ladram Bay, would steepen and
narrow due to sea level rise. The more exposed
ones could disappear.

The seawall and gabions that extend along the cliff
toe along the western part of this section, up to
the landward end of the spit that extends across
the mouth of the Otter estuary, are expected to
fail towards the end of this period.

Loss of defences will be completed in the early
part of this period, leaving it undefended for the
majority of this period.

No defences.

The presence of the defences along the toe of the
cliff that forms the western part of this section
has resulted in there being negligible cliff or
shoreline recession over the long term. This
trend is likely to continue for most of this period.
Where gabions are exposed by lowering beach

The beach has historically been relatively stable,
but this could change to a trend of migration due
to the accelerated sea level rise during this
period, despite the input of coarse sediment from
cliffs to the west. There would also be increased
exposure of the backing seawall and remaining

Cliff erosion would continue unabated, as small
scale cliff failures causing the loss of less than 10m
of cliff top at a time with a frequency of 10 to 100
years between 2055 and 2105.

The underlying rate of recession is predicted to
result in cliff erosion of 3 to 5m by 2025.
Any sediment released from the cliffs will tend to
remain locally, within the pocket beaches.
Otterton Ledge
to Budleigh
Salterton (West)

As sea levels rise, the tendency would be for
landward beach retreat. Where this is inhibited,
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Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)
levels, these could start to deteriorate during this
period.
The beach fronting this section, including the spit
that extends across the mouth of the Otter
estuary, has been stable over the long term as a
result of continued sediment supply from cliff
erosion to the west. This stable trend is expected
to continue during this period although there may
be fluctuations in beach level which expose areas
of the gabion defences which would contribute to
their deterioration during this period.
The spit across the Otter estuary is subject to
temporary breaching during high river flow events
every 20-30 years. As such, the probability of
such an event occurring could increase
throughout this period as it is not thought that
such an event has occurred recently.

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)
gabions. This would accelerate their failure.
Along much of this frontage current beach levels
are up to the level of the promenade (which is
possible evidence that the beach has migrated
landwards) and here the beach could start to
migrate landwards where beach levels are high
enough. Where the beach fronts a more
substantial structure, such as along South Parade,
there could be increased scour at the toe and
potential failure of the wall.
At Coastguard Hill and along the western stretch
of this frontage, the cliff could become exposed
to wave action during this period. Erosion would
occur as small scale cliff failures causing the loss of
less than 10m of cliff top at a time with a
frequency of 10 to 100 years. This renewed
erosion would provide some fresh inputs of
sediment into the system, but the cliffs here are
low and therefore not a significant source of
sediment.

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)
by either slower eroding cliffs or man-made
structures, beach narrowing could occur, despite
coarse sediment being supplied from the west (up
to Straight Point).
There would be continued transport of sediment
toward the spit resulting in elongation and
recurve into the estuary. The probability of a high
river flow event causing a temporary breach of
the spit across the mouth of the Otter estuary
would continue to increase during this period.
Migration landward of the spit in response to sea
level rise would also occur. The continued input
of sediment means this feature would remain
relatively resilient to a breach, and it is unlikely
that a permanent breach would occur. There
would, however, be an increase risk of
overtopping and flooding due to rising sea levels.

The loss of defences in the area to the east, which
front low-lying land would increase the risk of
flooding in this area during this period, due to
increased risk of overtopping. However, it is
unlikely that a breach would occur during this
period.
The probability of a high river flow event causing
a temporary breach of the spit across the mouth
of the Otter estuary would increase during this
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period, particularly with the loss of the gabions
that previously served to prevent this. However,
the continued supply of sediment to this feature
would mean it would remain relatively resilient.
Budleigh Salterton
(West) to
Straight Point

There are no defences present along this section.

No defences.

No defences.

The cliffs along this section are up to 130m at the
western end and experience very infrequent
complex landslide failures every 100 to 250 years.
The majority of this section experiences small
scale failures much more frequently, with events
less than every 10 years occurring as a result of
geological factors and undercutting by wave
action at the cliff toe. The underlying rate of
recession along this section is predicted to result
in the erosion of about 7m of cliff by 2025.
Towards Straight Point, the nature of cliffs
changes and recession is only as a result of
infrequent small scale cliff falls, and so in this area
0 to 10m of recession is predicted by 2025.

Cliff erosion is expected to continue as
historically, although sea level rise could begin to
lead to this rate increasing during this period,
with total erosion by 2055 of about 20m
predicted along much of this section. Towards
Straight Point, the nature of cliffs changes and
recession is only as a result of infrequent small
scale cliff falls, and so in this area 0 to 10m of
recession is predicted by 2055.

Erosion of the cliffs would continue as observed
historically, although sea level rise is likely to lead
to this rate increasing during this period, with
total erosion of 40 to 55m predicted by 2105.
Towards Straight Point, the nature of cliffs
changes and recession is only as a result of
infrequent small scale cliff falls, and so in this area
0 to 10m of recession is predicted by 2105.

The continued erosion of mudstones, sandstones
and pebbles beds provides material to the local
beach stock that is then transported eastwards
along the shoreline by littoral processes to the
spit across the mouth of the Otter estuary.

Sea level rise would lead to the narrowing of the
beach, which in turn would result in increased
wave exposure of the cliff toe and therefore in a
slightly increased rate of erosion. This erosion
would supply beach sediment to the beaches, thus
maintaining beaches and reducing the rate of
erosion slightly. Erosion of these cliffs is also an
important source of sediment to the Budleigh
Salterton frontage.
The clay-rich cliffs towards the western end of
this section are expected to be more sensitive to
sea level rise and any increased in precipitation,
and the frequency of cliff failure events in this area
could increase in the future.

Beaches are likely to be maintained by the input
of new sediment though cliff erosion, although
some narrowing could occur.
The clay-rich cliffs towards the western end of
this section are expected to be more sensitive to
sea level rise and any increase in precipitation,
potentially leading to an increase in the frequency
of cliff failure events in this area in the future,
resulting in additional localised loss of less than
10m per event. There is a risk that relict
landslides could be reactivated.
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There are no defences present along this section.

No defences.

No defences.

The beaches along this stretch to the west are a
different composition from those to the east in
that they are predominantly composed of sand.

Continued cliff recession would occur as
historically at a rate of up to about 0.4m/yr,
although sea level rise could begin to lead to this
rate increasing during this period, with total
erosion of the cliffs at the back of most of Sandy
Bay predicted to be between 10 and 15m by
2055, whilst towards Orcombe Rocks, total
erosion of about 15m is predicted over the same
period.

Continued cliff recession would occur as
historically at a rate of up to about 0.4m/yr,
although sea level rise could begin to lead to this
rate increasing during this period, with total
erosion of the cliffs along this section predicted to
be between 19 and 46m by 2105.

The cliffs along this section experience slow
erosion as a result of small scale cliff failure events
about every 10 years. This is expected to
continue to 2025, with erosion of the cliffs at the
back of Sandy Bay predicted to erode by 3 to 5m
over this period.
The cliffs at Orcombe Rocks have historically
eroded slightly more rapidly, possibly as a result
of reduced cliff toe protection by a lack of beach
compared to the rest of this section. As such
these cliffs are predicted to erode by about 5m by
2025.

The erosion of the cliffs would continue to supply
sand to the local beach stock, helping to maintain
a narrow beach at the toe of the cliffs.

The erosion of the cliffs would continue to supply
sediment to the local beach, therefore a narrow
beach is likely to remain, despite rising sea levels.

Here, the erosion of the cliffs would continue to
supply sediment to the local sandy beaches,
therefore a beach will be maintained here despite
little or no littoral input.
Orcombe Rocks
to Exmouth Point

Seawalls and esplanade along the length of the
Exmouth seafront that forms this section protect
both the cliff toe and areas of low-lying land,
including two small areas of relict dune systems,.
These defences would remain in place.

The defences along this section would all fail
during this period.

No defences present.

The seawall at Exmouth at its eastern end
prevents erosion of the cliff toe and this would

Narrowing beaches and increased exposure
would result in the failure of defences along the

Rising sea levels combined with the inhibition of
the ability of the beach to adapt because of the
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Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)
continue, resulting in no change in cliffline
position. Towards the Exe estuary, the seawall
fronting Exmouth protects low-lying land from
flooding and this would also remain in place,
meaning there would be no change in shoreline
position during this period.
The defences have also prevented the local input
of sediment to the beach system from cliff
erosion. There is also limited sediment input from
the east (with Orcombe Rocks reducing some
transport, but also Straight Point being a barrier
to littoral drift).
The beach levels that front the seawalls at
Exmouth have historically fluctuated, although in
recent years has experienced a trend of erosion.
This trend is expected to continue. This would
increase exposure of the defences.

Exe Estuary

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)
Exmouth frontage during this period. This would
result in gradual resumption of cliff erosion by
2055 and reactivation of the relict dune system. It
is, however, unlikely that this would significantly
increase sediment inputs to counter this trend.
Cliff recession would occur as infrequent small
scale cliff failure events, with 0 to 10m of
recession possible by 2055 where defences have
failed at the base of the cliffs.

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)
urban extent of Exmouth, combined with
insufficient sediment input from cliff erosion,
would be expected to cause narrowing and
steepening of the beach fronting Exmouth.
Cliff recession would occur as infrequent small
scale cliff failure events, with 0 to 10m of
recession possible by 2105 where defences have
failed at the base of the cliffs.

The loss of defences during this time would lead
to an increased risk of flooding to low-lying parts
of Exmouth. The ability of the beach to adapt and
retreat in response of rising sea levels would be
inhibited by the urban area of Exmouth, as such,
along the Exmouth frontage coastal squeeze is
predicted due to the lack of sediment input and
increasing sea levels.

Within the Exe estuary, some defences are
expected to fail towards the end of this period.

The remaining defences within the Exe estuary
would all fail during this period.

No defences present.

The Exe Estuary is also believed to be a sink for
sediment, with Pole Sand having steadily increased
in size since 1853. It is anticipated that there
would be continued feed to the flood and ebb
deltas at the mouth of the estuary and therefore
these are likely to remain stable.

The loss of defences within the estuary would
mean it would be more readily able to adapt to
rising sea levels and changes in hydrology resulting
from future climate change. This would be likely
to result in the estuary being translated landwards
whilst maintaining its current form.

There would be continued feed to the flood and
ebb deltas at the mouth of the estuary and
therefore these are likely to remain stable.

The loss of some of the defences within the

There would be continued feed to the flood and

The Exe Estuary would be unconstrained in its
ability to adapt to rising sea levels and changes in
hydrology resulting from future climate change.
This would be likely to result in the estuary being
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(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

estuary during this period would lead to localised
increases in the risk of flooding during high water
level events to the areas of low lying land behind
the defence line.

ebb deltas at the mouth of the estuary and
therefore these are likely to remain stable and
would continue to have a sheltering affect on the
shoreline.

translated landwards whilst maintaining its current
form.

The proximal end and central section of Dawlish
Warren spit is presently protected by groynes
and gabions (some of which are currently buried).
Where these are exposed, along the central
section, they would also fail by the end of this
period without continued maintenance. There are
also groynes in various states, along this stretch; it
is likely that many of these would fail during this
period.

The remaining defences along this section would
all fail during this period. Timing of failure would
vary along this coast, depending upon the type of
defence structure.

No defences present.

The natural response of the Dawlish Warren spit
would be to migrate landwards, although further
elongation and re-curving of the spit would be
prevented by the fast ebb tide flows. These fast
flows may however be altered by the change in
tidal prism of the estuary that would be expected
to occur as a result of the loss of estuary
defences and the expansion of the area regularly
covered by tidal waters within the estuary.

Dawlish Warren spit would function naturally
during this period, and if it has not happened
during the medium term, then a breach is
increasingly likely to occur along the spit during
this period.

Between Dawlish Warren and Langstone Rock
the coast is protected by a sea wall and rock
armour.
The Dawlish Warren spit across the western part
of the mouth of the Exe estuary is defended at its
proximal end, effectively anchoring the spit to the
land. The distal end is practically undefended, with
former defences having been buried, and so
behaves more naturally. Historically this spit has
fluctuated greatly, and although the distal end has
been accreting in recent years due to west to east
sediment drift, its evolution is strongly linked to
complex nearshore sediment circulation patterns.
The loss of most of the defences along Dawlish
Warren spit by 2025 would result in the majority
of the spit behaving naturally by this time,

There would be continued erosion of the spit at
the proximal end with accretion at the distal end.
Landward migration of the spit would be able to
occur along its length due to the lack of defences

However, the distal end has historically been
shown to experience periodic rapid erosion in
response to south-easterly storm events. Whilst
it is not possible to predict if such an event would
occur during this period, if it were to occur then
there would be an increased risk of flooding to
the land behind the spit within the Exe estuary
due to greater exposure to wave action.
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(to 2025
2025)
although some old defences that are presently
buried may be exposed and so retain some
influence on natural processes.
The erosional trend at the western end of the
spit is expected to continue due to the net west
to east littoral drift and lack of sediment input
from the east. Drift could increase slightly due to
failure of the groynes.
Continued accretion of the spit is predicted at the
distal end, however further elongation and recurving of the spit would be prevented by the fast
ebb tide flows that are caused by the presence of
the docks on the Exmouth side of the estuary
mouth. However, the distal end has historically
been shown to experience periodic rapid erosion
in response to south-easterly storm events.
Whilst it is not possible to predict if such an
event would occur during this period, if it were to
occur then there would be an increased risk of
flooding to the land behind the spit within the Exe
estuary due to greater exposure to wave action.
To the south-west of Dawlish Warren, erosion is
prevented by the seawall and rock armour, which
would remain during this period, therefore there
will be no change in shoreline position.
There is also little or no sediment input from the
west past Langstone Rock.

Langstone Rock

A seawall extends along this section as protection

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

during this period. However, the distal end has
historically been shown to experience periodic
rapid erosion in response to south-easterly storm
events. Whilst it is not possible to predict if such
an event would occur during this period, if it
were to occur then there would be an increased
risk of flooding to the land behind the spit within
the Exe estuary due to greater exposure to wave
action.

Loss of defences to the south-west of Dawlish
Warren would provide some additional sediment
input to this area by littoral drift processes.

It is possible that a breach could develop at the
narrowest part of the spit, although it is uncertain
exactly when this would actually occur and it is
possible that the volume of sediment contained
within the spit would prevent this.
To the south-west of Dawlish Warren, erosion
previously prevented by the seawall and rock
armour would gradually resume upon the loss of
the defences, although it is unlikely that this
would result in significant change in shoreline
position by 2055, as the remains of the defences
would continue to have some influence.
The loss of the breakwater at Langstone Rock,
along with the defences along the frontage to the
south-west, could allow some additional material
to reach Dawlish Warren spit by longshore
transport, although much of this could be lost
offshore due to the orientation and exposure of
the coast.
The defences along this section would be

No defences.
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Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)
to the railway line. The beach fronting the seawall
is controlled by groynes and breakwaters.

expected to fail during this period.

The presence of the seawall prevents erosion of
the cliff toe along this section and has resulted in
negligible cliff recession occurring over the past
century or more. This would remain in place
during this period, therefore there would be no
change in shoreline position, and in turn a lack of
sediment supply to the local beaches.

Continued beach narrowing and exposure of the
defences would result in their failure during this
period. This would ultimately lead to the
exposure of the cliff toe to wave action, resulting
in a resumption of cliff recession by 2055. The net
erosion expected by 2055 would be between 0
and 10m as a result of the occurrence of localised
cliff failure events.

The defences along this section have prevented
any input of sediment through cliff erosion, but
also sit several metres in front of the natural
cliffline. Therefore, despite the presence of the
control structures, the beach fronting this section
has a long term trend of erosion and narrowing,
which would continue during this period
increasing exposure of the defences. In places the
sea already reaches the defences at high water
and here overtopping would increasingly become
an issue.
Coryton Cove to
Holcombe

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

The issue of beach narrowing would continue to
be important during this period with most of the
beach likely to disappear during this period, due
to insufficient sediment supply from cliff erosion,
even after the loss of defences, combined with
sea level rise.

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

The lack of defences would result in cliff
recession at pre-defence rates, with erosion
occurring as cliff failures with a frequency of 10 to
100 years causing loss of less than 10m of cliff top
per event. The net erosion expected by 2105
would be between 0 and 10m as a result of the
occurrence of localised cliff failure events.
This erosion would supply beach building material
to the fronting beach, and so help to retain a
narrow sandy beach in front of the cliffs that
would retreat with the cliff line in response to sea
level rise. This new sediment input would also be
transported north-eastwards towards Dawlish
Warren although it is uncertain how much
material would reach the spit.

Short lengths of seawall that protect the railway
line are located at the backs of small pocket
beaches that indent this section.

The defences along this section would be
expected to fail during this period.

No defences.

This section consists of small cliffed headlands
indented with small pocket beaches. These
beaches have been stable over the loner term and
this is expected to continue to 2025, although
coastal squeeze could start to become
increasingly important towards the end of this

The cliffed headlands would continue to erode as
historically at a rate of about 0.1m/yr due to
infrequent small scale cliff failure events, although
sea level rise could begin to lead to an increase in
this rate during this period, with total erosion of
2 to 6m predicted by 2055. Along the rest of the

Continued erosion of the cliffed headlands as a
result of infrequent small scale cliff failure events
is expected to occur, although sea level rise could
begin to lead to an increase in this rate during this
period, with total erosion of 5 to 30m predicted
by 2105.
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Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)
period.
The cliffed headlands are undefended and
expected to continue to erode as historically as a
result of infrequent small scale cliff failures events,
with total erosion of 1 to 2m predicted by 2025.

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

coast, narrowing beaches and subsequent
undermining could result in the gradual loss of
defences along the frontage. This would result in
erosion of the backing cliffs, reaching similar rates
as the adjacent undefended cliffs by 2055.

Erosion at a similar rate would occur within the
small pocket embayments along this section. This
would provide new inputs of sediment to the
pocket beaches which would maintain a narrow
beach in front of the cliffs as sea levels rise.

This resumption of erosion would supply new
sediment input to the small pocket beaches,
which would help to maintain narrow beaches in
these areas as sea levels rise.
Holcombe to
Sprey Point

A seawall extends along this section as protection
to the railway line, which sits at the toe of the
cliffs. There are also a couple of groynes midway
along this stretch, which could fail during this
period.

The defences along this section would be
expected to fail during this period.

No defences.

The presence of the seawall prevents erosion of
the cliff toe along this section and has resulted in
negligible cliff recession occurring over the past
century or more, and in turn a lack of sediment
supply to the local beaches. This situation is
expected to continue to 2025.

The defences would gradually fail along this
section between 2025 and 2055, and it is not
expected that the railway line would offer any
resistance to erosion. Therefore there would be
fairly rapid exposure of the regraded cliffs behind
to wave action and erosion. Therefore a cliff
recession of between 0 and 10m would be
expected by 2055 as a result of localised cliff
failures.

The lack of defences would see cliff recession
occur at pre-defence rates, with erosion
occurring as cliff failures with a frequency of 10 to
100 years causing loss of less than 10m of cliff top
per event. Between 0 and 10m would be
expected by 2105 as a result of localised cliff
failures.

The beach fronting the seawall has a long term
trend of erosion and narrowing. Coastal squeeze
as a result of sea level rise is therefore likely to
become increasingly significant during this period
to 2025. This would increase exposure of the
defences, increasing the risk of both overtopping
and undermining.

The issue of beach narrowing will continue to be
important during this period with most of the
beach likely to disappear during this period, due
to insufficient sediment supply from cliff erosion
even after the loss of defences combined with sea
level rise.

This erosion would supply beach building material
to the fronting beach, and so help to retain a
narrow beach in front of the cliffs that would
retreat with the cliff line in response to sea level
rise.
Failure of the Sprey Point breakwater would
result in increased connectivity with the shoreline
to the south. Currently there is a drift divide at
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this point, but this could change with removal of
this artificial headland. Erosion along this stretch
could also be slightly greater than adjacent
stretches, as the coast slightly juts out at this
location (which has resulted in narrower beaches
here).

Sprey Point to
Teignmouth Pier

A seawall protects the railway line along the
northern part of this section, and provides flood
protection to low-lying land towards the mouth
of the Teign estuary. There are also wooden
groynes along the Teignmouth frontage.

The defences along this section would be
expected to fail during this period.

No defences.

The failure of the defences during this period
would lead to the gradual exposure of the cliff toe
to wave action, resulting in a slow resumption of
cliff recession by 2055, aided by some localised
small scale cliff failures that are likely to occur as a
result of elevated groundwater. As such, following
loss of defences, total erosion of 0 to 10m is
predicted by 2055.

The lack of defences would see cliff recession
occur at pre-defence rates, with erosion
occurring as cliff failures with a frequency of 10 to
100 years causing loss of less than 10m of cliff top
per event.

A small section of the defences fronting the
railway line, which already shows damage to the
toe of the defence, would be expected to fail
towards the end of this period without further
maintenance.
The presence of the seawall prevents erosion of
the cliff toe along this section and has resulted in
negligible cliff recession occurring over the past
century or more, and in turn a lack of sediment
supply to the local beaches. This situation is
expected to continue along the majority of this
coastline to 2025, although very small scale,
localised landslides could occur as a result of
elevated groundwater conditions.
Whilst the loss of a small length of seawall
towards 2025 would expose part of the cliff toe
to wave action, it is unlikely to result in any
immediate significant erosion of the cliffs,

The beach along this section would be expected
to narrow as sea levels rise, due to the continued
effect of the defences and insufficient input of new
sediment despite slow resumption of cliff erosion.

This erosion would supply beach building material
to the fronting beach, and so help to retain a
narrow beach in front of the cliffs that would
retreat with the cliff line in response to sea level
rise.
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although it could trigger failures of adjacent
defences.
The beach fronting the seawall along this section
has a long term trend of erosion and narrowing.
Coastal squeeze as a result of sea level rise is
therefore likely to become increasingly significant
during this period to 2025. This could reduce the
life of defences due to risk of undermining.
Teign Estuary

A seawall protects the railway line along the
northern side of the Teign estuary, whilst along
the open coast a separate seawall provides flood
protection to low-lying land towards the mouth
of the Teign estuary.

Upgrade of the defences is likely to be required
during this period in order to maintain the
current level of protection.

No defences.

The beach towards the Teign estuary mouth has
historically fluctuated as part of a cyclic sediment
transport regime that exists in this area. This is
expected to continue to 2025.

The beach fronting Teignmouth towards the
mouth of the Teign estuary would be expected to
continue to fluctuate as part of the cyclic
sediment transport system, and the loss of
defences during this period would allow the beach
in this area to adapt naturally as sea levels rise by
2055. The spit across the mouth of the estuary
would remain as part of this cyclic sediment
transport system and so continue to influence the
estuary.

Without the presence of any defences, the Teign
Estuary would be unconstrained in its ability to
adapt to rising sea levels and changes in hydrology
resulting from future climate change, and is likely
to transgress landwards, although this response
may remain constrained by the steeply rising
estuary valley sides.

The Teign Estuary itself is likely to maintain its
current form during this period, assuming
continued riverine sediment inputs continue.

The Teign Estuary would be unable to translate
landwards in response to sea level rise during this
period due to the constraints of human
intervention and steeply rising valley sides where
no defences are present. It is therefore
anticipated that the estuary would accrete

The beach fronting Teignmouth towards the
mouth of the Teign estuary would be expected to
continue to fluctuate as part of the cyclic
sediment transport system, however the impact
of the landward transgression of the estuary may
possibly result in the movement of the flood and
ebb tidal deltas into the estuary (if there is an
insufficient supply of new sediment entering the
system to keep pace with sea level rise), although
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vertically at a rate keeping pace with sea level rise
whilst maintaining its present form during this
period.

there is insufficient information about this to
provide great certainty. If this were to occur then
it could lead to the reduction or cessation of the
cyclic sediment transport system at the mouth
which in turn could impact upon beach levels.

This situation may begin to change towards 2055
as the defences within the estuary fail and their
effect reduces. This may alter the tidal flows at
the mouth of the estuary and so possibly affect
the cyclic sediment transport regime along the
coast, although this effect may not be as extensive
as in the Exe estuary due to the steeply sloping
sides of the Teign estuary valley that limits the
lateral migration of the estuary.
Shaldon (The
Ness) to Petit
Tor Point

The lack of defences during this period would
allow the beach in this area to adapt more
naturally as sea levels rise, although the remaining
presence of the town of Teignmouth urban area
would still have some influence on this. The spit
across the mouth of the estuary would therefore
remain as part of this cyclic sediment transport
system and so continue to influence the estuary.

The majority of the coast is undefended but there
are several short lengths of wall, associated with
provision of facilities, located at the back of small
pocket beaches along this section.

It is anticipated that the short lengths of wall
along this section would fail during this period.

No defences.

Much of this section consists of relatively resistant
rock that has eroded very little over the past
century. This is expected to continue in the short
term, with total erosion of about 2m predicted by
2025. The Ness would remain as a southern
control of the estuary mouth.

Slow cliff erosion would continue as historically at
a rate of about 0.2m/yr, although the effect of sea
level rise could result in this rate increasing during
this period, with total erosion of up to 7m
predicted by 2055. The Ness would remain as a
southern control of the estuary mouth.

Slow cliff erosion would continue as historically at
a rate of about 0.2m/yr, although the effect of sea
level rise could result in this rate increasing during
this period, with total erosion of 10 to 25m
predicted by 2105. The Ness would remain as a
southern control of the estuary mouth.

The short lengths of wall located at the back of
small pocket beaches that indent this section
serve to prevent erosion of the cliff toe very
locally, although they are unlikely to significantly
inhibit supply of sediment to the local beaches.

As sea levels rise some of the pocket beaches
could become submerged as the rate of cliff
erosion does not keep pace with the accelerated
rate of sea level rise. Other beaches may remain if
there is sufficient local erosion to maintain the
beaches. The few coastal structures that exist

Many of the small pocket beaches will have
become submerged due to accelerated sea level
rise meaning that cliffs here will plunge directly
into the sea. This may result in a slight increase in
erosion rates, but in general the rate of erosion is
determined by the relatively resistant geology.

Narrow beaches may be retained as small pocket
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beaches, if there is sufficient local sediment input
from the sandstone cliffs.

could be lost during this period should beaches
narrow sufficiently, but loss of these is unlikely to
have a significant impact on the coastal evolution.

Much of this cliffed frontage is unprotected, but
within the small pocket beaches there are a range
of structures including seawalls and revetments.

The defences along this section would be
expected to fail during the early to middle part of
this period.

No defences.

The unprotected sandstone cliffs have eroded
slowly in the past as a result of infrequent and
small scale cliff failures. This is expected to
continue during this period, with total erosion of
between 3 and 10m predicted by 2025 along this
section.

Slow erosion of the unprotected ciffs would
continue as historically at a rate of about
0.15m/yr, although the effect of rising sea level
would have varying impacts depending upon the
nature of the cliffs, with total erosion of between
7 and 10m predicted by 2055.

Along Oddicombe Beach there are defences in
front of the cliff toe which protects the lift and
facilities at the back of the beach. These also
serve to prevent any local release of sediment
from cliff erosion. Here beaches will continue to
narrow and steepen, as experienced historically.
There is a similar situation at Redgate Beach.

Narrowing beaches in front of the existing
defences would become an increasing issue, and
this would remain after the failure of the defences
as the rate of cliff erosion would be unlikely to
keep pace with the accelerated rate of sea level
rise and input of new sediment would be
insufficient to build up beaches. Failure of the
breakwater at the southern end of Babbacombe
Bay could accelerate beach loss locally as
increased wave exposure is experienced.

Slow erosion of the cliffs would continue as
historically at a rate of about 0.15m/yr, although
the effect of rising sea level would have varying
impacts depending upon the nature of the cliffs,
with total erosion of 10 to 15m predicted by
2105 along most of this section, but rising to 15
to 25m of predicted erosion at Walls Hill by
2105.

Any impacts of defences are only felt very locally
as these pocket beaches are not connected in
terms of littoral drift.

As sea level rise accelerates and with insufficient
input of sediment from cliff erosion to keep pace,
the beaches are likely to disappear with water
levels up to the toe of the cliffs. This may result in
a slight increase in erosion rates, but in general
the rate of erosion is determined by the relatively
resistant geology.

Failure of defences would result in reactivation of
the cliffs behind and theses would erode at the
same rates as the adjacent unprotected cliffs.
Hope’s Nose to
Livermead Head

A range of defences and other structures are
located along parts of the cliff toe throughout this
section, including seawalls, revetments and

The defences along this section would all be
expected to fail during this period.

No defences.
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breakwaters associated with Torquay Marina.
There has been very little recession of the cliffs,
which are protected at the base by the various
defences located along this section. Defences are
likely to remain in place during this period,
therefore this trend would continue.
The unprotected cliffs consist of relatively
resistant rocks that have historically eroded very
slowly. This is expected to continue to 2025, with
total erosion of 1 to 10m predicted over this
period at rates of about 0.05 to 0.25m/yr,
depending upon specific local geology and the
occurrence of small scale, localised cliff failure
events.

Livermead Head
to Roundham

Cliff erosion of the unprotected cliffs along this
section would continue only very slowly as has
occurred historically, with total erosion of 2 to
13m predicted by 2055 depending upon specific
local geology and the occurrence of small scale,
localised cliff failure events.

Continued slow cliff erosion of the unprotected
cliffs would continue as historically, with total
erosion of between 5 and 30m predicted by 2105
depending upon specific local geology and the
occurrence of small scale, localised cliff failure
events.

The gradual loss of defences along the remaining
parts of this section of coast during this period,
would ultimately result in re-exposure of the old
cliffline along most of this coast. However, due to
both continued influence of infrastructure and the
resistance of the cliffs, there would by little
change in cliff position by 2055 in these areas.

The lack of defences along the remaining parts of
this section of coast would result in cliff recession
rates varying locally depending upon specific local
geology, likely obtaining rates similar to adjacent
sections of coast. Between 5 and 10m is
therefore predicted by 2105.

The beaches along this section of coast have been
relatively stable over the long term, and this is
expected to continue during most of this period.
Coastal squeeze as a result of sea level rise could
however become increasingly an issue towards
the end of this period, which would increase
pressure on the defences and hasten their failure.
This could be a particular issue at Meadfoot
Beach, where the beach is already very narrow.

Sea level rise would cause narrowing and
steepening of the beaches along this section
where historically they have been prevented from
retreating by defences and the hard, resistant
cliffs, and now, even without defences in place,
there is limited new sediment input from local cliff
erosion.

Defences are located along the majority of this
section that protect low-lying land from flooding.

The defences along this section would all be
expected to fail during this period.

The exception is at Torre Abbey where there is a
small pocket of low-lying land. Here it is possible
that a narrow pocket beach could form.

As sea levels rise, it is expected that there would
be further narrowing and steepening of the
beaches along this section due to no new inputs
of sediment. By the end of this period beaches
would either be very narrow or non existent
along this shoreline, although small pocket
beaches could exist at Livermead Head and in
front of Torre Abbey. At these two locations
there would be a higher localised flood risk.
It is unlikely that any changes along this frontage
would impact adjacent stretches of coast, as
Livermead Head and Hope’s Nose prevent
sediment transport out of this frontage.
No defences.
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The majority of this section is defended,
preventing flooding of the low-lying land behind.
The beaches that front the defences have mainly
been stable over the long term despite receiving
little new sediment from erosion of adjacent cliffs.
This situation is expected to continue during
most of this period, although coastal squeeze as a
result of sea level rise could become increasingly
important towards 2025.

Sea level rise would lead to the continued
narrowing and steepening of the beaches fronting
the defences in the early part of this period,
before the loss of defences towards 2055 begins
to allow the beaches to adapt and retreat
landwards onto low-lying land. However the
ability of the beach to respond in this way would
remain inhibited by the urban extent of this part
of Torbay. There would be no new input of
sediment to the beaches, therefore they would
continue to narrow.

The beaches would continue to be inhibited in
their ability to rollback onto low-lying land, and it
is expected that further narrowing and steepening
of the beaches would occur due to no new inputs
of sediment to keep pace with accelerating sea
level rise.

The beaches are divided by small rock headlands
that prevent transport of beach material between
adjacent beaches. These rock headlands are cliffed
and have historically eroded very slowly with only
localised erosion of between 0 and 1m predicted
by 2025 around Hollicombe Head.

Goodrington
Sands to
Broadsands

Seawalls are located at the back of the two
beaches along this section. At Goodrington Sands
the wall protects low-lying land from flooding
whilst at Broad Sands part of the wall protects a
slope and part of the wall protects a low-lying
area.

There would be an associated increase in risk of
flooding of low-lying land behind as a result.

This would result in increasing flood risk to the
low-lying land that is behind the beaches.
The cliffed headlands that divide the beaches
along this section would be expected to continue
to experience negligible recession as has occurred
historically, with only localised erosion of 0 to 8m
predicted by 2105 around Hollicombe Head.

The cliffed headlands that divide the beaches
along this section would be expected to continue
to experience negligible recession as has occurred
historically, with only localised erosion of 0 to 4m
predicted by 2055 around Hollicombe Head.
The remaining defences along this section would
all be expected to fail during the early to middle
part of this period.

No defences.

Sea level rise would lead to the continued
narrowing and steepening of the beaches fronting

There is expected to be further rollback of the
beaches onto low-lying land. The indented nature

It is anticipated that parts of the seawalls at both
Goodrington and Broadsands could start to fail
towards the end of this period.
The beaches at Goodrington Sands and
Broadsands have been relatively stable over the
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long term and this is expected to continue to
2025, although beach narrowing as a result of sea
level rise could become increasingly important
during this period due to a lack of new sediment
input from local cliff erosion (the beaches being
largely relict features) to counter-act the effects
of rising sea levels, and the defences preventing
landward migration of the beach, a situation that
would not impacted by the loss of short lengths
of aging defences towards the end of this period.

the defences whilst they remain in the first part of
this period, resulting in an associated increase in
risk of flooding of low-lying land behind
Goodrington Sands and Broad Sands. The loss of
defences by 2055 would allow these beaches to
adapt and retreat to sea level rise by rolling back
onto the low-lying land by the end of this period.
Along the Broadsands frontage there could be
erosion at the toe of the backing slope.

of these stretches should mean a beach will be
retained at both Goodrington and Broad Sands
but in a retreated location. There could be beach
narrowing at Broad Sands, where the beach
fronts a low slope. Some new sand may be input
to the system from erosion of the cliffs, but this
will be limited due to the slow erosion rates.

The cliffs along this section are very resistant and
have eroded very little over the long term. This is
expected to continue to 2025, with negligible cliff
recession predicted.
Broadsands to
Churston Cove
(East)

Cliff recession would continue to occur very
slowly as historically, with negligible erosion
predicted between 2025 and 2055. This would
supply a limited amount of sand to the beaches.

There could be an increased flood risk to areas
where beaches are backed by low-lying land at
Goodrington Sands and Broad Sands.
Cliff recession along the remainder of this stretch
would continue to occur very slowly as
historically, with negligible erosion predicted
between 2055 and 2105.

There are no defences present along the
shoreline of this section, although the eastern
part of this section may be affected by the
presence of the Brixham Harbour breakwater
farther east. It is assumed that this will remain
during this period.

No defences along the shoreline.

The majority of this section consists of hard rock
cliffs that plunge directly into the sea and that are
resistant to erosion and have eroded very little
over the long term. This is expected to continue
to 2025, with negligible cliff recession predicted.

There would continue to be negligible erosion of
the hard rock cliffs between 2025 and 2055.

There would continue to be negligible erosion of
the hard rock cliffs between 2055 and 2105.

Depending upon the rate of sediment supply from
cliff erosion to the two pocket beaches along this
section, sea level rise could cause a change from
an accretion/stable trend to one of narrowing and
steepening.

As sea levels rise, the small pocket beaches could
become narrower and steeper if there is
insufficient material supplied from erosion of local
cliffs in the future.

The very small pocket beaches at Elberry and
Churston Coves have been stable and slowly
accreting over the long term, with material likely
derived from local cliff erosion. This is expected

No Defences.

Brixham Harbour breakwater could fail towards
the end of this period due to lack of maintenance.

The rate of cliff recession would not be affected

The rate of cliff recession would not be affected
by any change to Brixham Harbour breakwater.
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to continue to 2025.

by any change to Brixham Harbour breakwater.

A range of defences and coastal structures are
located around Brixham, including the Brixham
Harbour breakwater, which influences wave
action along the western part of this section. It is
assumed that all defences will remain in place
during this period. The remainder of this hard
rock coast is undefended.

The defences along this section would all be
expected to fail during this period.

Within Brixham Harbour the cliffline has been
modified by quarrying and defences and defences
are in place to protect assets which have been
constructed between the coast and the quarried
cliff face.

There would continue to be very little erosion of
the hard rock cliffs that make up this section, with
negligible cliff recession predicted between 2025
and 2055.

There would continue to be very little erosion of
the hard rock cliffs that make up this section, with
negligible cliff recession predicted between 2055
and 2105.

The loss of defences along this section would be
unlikely to result in significant recession of the
hard, resistant cliffs that they protect, although
there could be an increased risk of flooding to
low-lying areas that are located in front of the
quarried cliff face, following loss of defence
combined with increased wave exposure from the
loss of the breakwater by 2055.

There would be no impact of the loss of defences
on the coastal processes, but the risk of very
isolated flooding to the low-lying areas, that sit in
front of the quarried cliff face, would increase
during this period as sea levels rise.

There are no defences present along this section.

No defences.

No defences.

The cliffs along this section vary in character from
resistant limestones to more erodible shales.
Small scale landslide events occur about every 10100 years within the shale cliffs as a result of

Erosion of the shale cliffs that back St Mary’s Bay
is driven by both marine erosion of the toe and
heavy rain, so they are sensitive to both changes
in precipitation and sea level. Due to uncertainty

The more erodible shale cliffs that occur along St
Mary’s Bay are sensitive to climate change and the
rate of erosion could increase both due to sea
level rise and an increase in rainfall. Due to

The presence of defences along this section
prevents wave action at the base of the cliffs and
protect the properties constructed in front of the
cliffs. These backing cliffs consist of hard rock and
are very resistant to erosion.
The undefended cliffs that make up the rest of
this section also consist of very hard rock and
have eroded very little over the long term. This is
expected to continue to 2025, with negligible cliff
recession predicted.
Berry Head to
Sharkham Point

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

No defences.

Brixham Harbour breakwater could also fail
towards the end of this period due to lack of
maintenance.
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marine action at the cliff toe and elevated
groundwater conditions. This situation is
expected to continue during this period, with
total erosion along the shale cliffs of between 1
and 3m predicted by 2025, but negligible change
expected along the limestone cliff sections.
The small pocket beach at St Mary’s Bay is fed by
sediment derived from local cliff erosion as there
is no other sediment source available. This would
be expected to continue to 2025.

Sharkham Point
to Blackstone
Point

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

in the possible future changes in precipitation,
however, no direct account has been taken of this
in the predictions.

uncertainty in the possible future changes in
precipitation, no direct account has been taken of
this in the predictions.

Although sea level rise could increase the rate of
cliff erosion, release of beach material will help to
counter this effect and should ensure that a
narrow beach remains at this location.

As sea levels rise, the beach may narrow and
result in increased erosion of the backing cliffs.
This, in turn, will release beach sediment and
reduce cliff exposure. This may slow erosion, but
erosion is still likely to be at a greater rate than
historically, due to the acceleration of sea level
rise proposed during this period.

Total erosion of between 7 and 10m is predicted
along St Mary’s Bay by 2055, with the remaining
shale cliffs along this frontage experiencing
erosion of 4 to 7m by 2055, although the
limestone headlands of Sharkham Point and Durl
Head are expected to experience negligible
change.

Total erosion of between 15 and 35m is predicted
along St Mary’s Bay by 2105, with the remaining
shale cliffs along this frontage experiencing
erosion of 8 to 28m by 2105, although the
limestone headlands of Sharkham Point and Durl
Head are expected to experience negligible
change.

There are no defences present along this section.

No defences.

No defences.

This section is largely cliffed with isolated pocket
beaches separated by rocky headlands, which
plunge into the sea.

Very slow cliff erosion would continue by 2055,
with total erosion of between 2 and 10m
predicted over this period depending on the
occurrence of small scale cliff failure events during
this period.

Erosion of the cliffs would continue to occur at
historically slow rates, with total erosion of
between 5 and 10m predicted by 2105 depending
on the occurrence of small scale cliff failure
events during this period.

Sea level rise could also result in the narrowing
and steepening of the small pocket beaches along
this section as it is unlikely that sufficient
sediment would be released from the relatively
resistant backing cliffs.

As sea levels rise, the small pocket beaches along
this section could narrow further and ultimately
could be lost where they are backed by steep
resistant cliffs.

The cliffs are relatively resistant to erosion and
have undergone only very slow recession over
the long term. This is expected to continue during
this period with total erosion of between 1 and
10m predicted by 2025 depending on the
occurrence of small scale cliff failure events during
this period.

At Man Sands, there could be some rollback
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At Man Sands, beach narrowing could result in
more frequent localised flooding of the low-lying
area behind.

possible in front of the low-lying hinterland, but
beach narrowing could result in more frequent
localised flooding of this low-lying area behind.

There would be no change to the Dart Estuary.

There would be no change to the Dart Estuary.

There are no defences present along this section.

No defences.

No defences.

This section is largely cliffed with isolated pocket
beaches separated by rocky headlands.

Slow, variable rates of cliff erosion, as has
occurred historically, with total erosion of
between 4 and 10m predicted by 2055 depending
on the occurrence of small scale cliff failure
events during this period.

Erosion of the cliffs would continue to occur at
historically slow rates, with total erosion of about
10m predicted by 2105 depending on the
occurrence of small scale cliff failure events during
this period.

Sea level rise could also result in the narrowing of
the small pocket beaches along this section as it is
unlikely that sufficient material would be supplied
by the backing resistant cliffs. This would not
result in more rapid erosion of the cliffs, which
are relatively resistant to erosion with cliff failures
controlled by geological factors.

As sea levels rise, the small pocket beaches along
this section could narrow and possibly become
submerged as it is unlikely that sufficient material
would be supplied by the backing resistant cliffs.
This would not result in more rapid erosion of
the cliffs, which are relatively resistant to erosion
with cliff failures controlled by geological factors.

The only defences along this section are located
at the back of Blackpool Sands.

It is expected that the defences at Blackpool
Sands would fail during this period.

No defences.

This section is largely cliffed with isolated pocket
beaches separated by rocky headlands, the largest

Sea level rise would continue to cause narrowing
and steepening of the beaches along this section.

As sea levels rise it is expected that the beaches
along this section would narrow further and could

The small pocket beaches that indent this section
of coast are supplied with sediment from local cliff
erosion as there is no other sediment source
available.
The Dart Estuary is a ria estuary characterised by
a deep channel confined by steep resistant cliffs.
Therefore, no change in the estuary form is
predicted.
Blackstone Point
to Stoke Fleming

The cliffs historically have experienced varying
rates of recession, dependent upon local
geological characteristics. This is expected to
continue during this period with total erosion of
between 2 and 10m predicted by 2025 at rates of
about 0.2 to 0.3 m/yr combined with the
occurrence of infrequent, small scale cliff failure
events that result in localised increases in
recession.
The small pocket beaches that indent this section
of coast are supplied with sediment from local cliff
erosion as there is no other sediment source
available.
Stoke Fleming to
Strete
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of which is Blackpool Sands, which fronts a small
area of low-lying land which is protected against
flooding by a short length of defence.
The beach here has gradually narrowed over the
long term, suggesting a trend of erosion as a
result of insufficient sediment supply from local
cliff erosion, but rising sea levels.
It is predicted that this would continue to occur
to 2025, and that coastal squeeze as a result of
sea level rise would be likely to become
increasingly important during this period.
The cliffs historically have experienced varying
rates of recession, dependent upon local
geological characteristics. This is expected to
continue during this period with total erosion of
between 2 and 10m predicted by 2025.

Strete to Limpet
Rocks (Torcross)

This section is protected in parts by a range of
defences including revetments and seawalls. These
defences could require upgrading towards the end
of this period in order to maintain current levels
of protection.

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)
It is possible that the very small pocket beaches
that are backed by resistant cliffs could disappear.
At Blackpool Sands the narrowing trend is
expected to continue and may accelerate as sea
level rises and this could result in an increased
risk of localised flooding whilst the defences
remain in the first half of this period. This would
also put pressure on the defences. Any potential
roll back of the beach in response to higher sea
levels would be prohibited until the latter half of
this period when the defences have failed and
their effect significantly diminished.
Cliff erosion along the remainder of the coast
would be expected to continue at similar rates to
historically, with total erosion of between 4 and
10m predicted by 2055.
The defences along this section would be
expected to fail during this period.

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)
disappear in places due to insufficient sediment
supply and the resistant nature of the backing
cliffs. As the beaches narrow headlands will
become more prominent which may interrupt
littoral drift.
At Blackpool Sands, beach narrowing would occur
in the part backed by cliffs, although the beach
could rollback in the southern end onto low-lying
land. Combined with higher sea levels, this could
increase the risk of localised flooding.
Erosion of the cliffs would continue at similar
rates to historically, with total erosion of about
10m predicted by 2105.

No defences.

It may become necessary to provide an
alternative route to the A379 as loss of defences
occurs.

The A379 coast road extends along the crest for
the length of this section, although not all of its
length is protected by defences: the shingle ridge
forms a natural barrier in places.
The dominant feature of this section is the shingle
barrier beach of Slapton Sands that fronts
freshwater lagoons that are backed by higher

Sea level rise would be expected to cause
narrowing and steepening of the beach where it is
backed by defences in the first part of this period.

Under a scenario of accelerated sea level rise, the
tendency of the undefended beach would be to
roll back to a position commensurate with the
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ground. The water level within the lagoons is
higher than the sea level on the seaward side of
the barrier beach.
The defences protect against flooding but also
prevent the beach from rolling back. Beach levels
fluctuate greatly over short time scales. However
the overall trend is for a small net drift of material
from south to north along this section, resulting
in a long term trend of accretion towards the
northern end of the beach, and a long term trend
of erosion at the southern end.
There is no contemporary sediment supply to the
beach and no links to adjacent sections of coast
and so coastal squeeze where the beach is backed
by defences and thus prevented from rolling
landwards, as a result of sea level rise, is likely to
become increasingly an issue. The sections where
the crest is topped only by the A379 or at the
northern end, where there is accommodation
space, would be able to rollback in response to
sea level rise.
The small section of cliffs at the northern end of
this section would continue to erode as has
occurred historically, with total erosion of
between 2 and 10m predicted by 2025.

Limpet Rocks
(Torcross) to
Tinsey Head

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

There would be net loss of beach sediment as
part of this process. This trend would be
accelerated in the south due to the northward
transport of sediment and it is here that defences
could fail first.

new sea level. This would result in a more
pronounced curvature of the beach between the
two resistant headlands and could result in beach
narrowing and possible degradation of the barrier.

The unprotected areas of beach, where only the
road is present along its crest, could rollback
causing partial loss of the road in the process.
This could lead to a step change in the shoreline
plan form and lead to increased exposure of the
defended areas, particularly at Torcross. This
could accelerate failure of defences.
As defences fail, the fronting beaches will need to
adjust more rapidly as by this time they will be
seaward of their natural position. Due to the
integrity of the barrier it is thought unlikely that
the barrier would breach during this period.
The small section of cliffs at the northern end of
this section would be expected to continue to
erode as historically at a rate of about 0.3m/yr,
with total erosion by 2055 of 4 to 10m predicted
depending on the occurrence of small scale cliff
failure events during this period.

There would therefore be an increased risk of
breaching of the barrier beach itself during this
period, possibly at the Torcross end due to the
continuation of the south-north sediment drift
and due to net loss in volume of beaches when
defences were present. Breaches would likely
only be temporary provided that sufficient
material remains in the system to allow littoral
drift processes to close it.
Changes along this shoreline would not impact on
the adjacent sections of coast as there is little or
no sediment exchange with the beaches to the
south except during infrequent high energy wave
events.
The small section of cliffs at the northern end of
this section would be expected to continue to
erode as historically at a rate of about 0.3m/yr,
with total erosion by 2105 of about 10m
predicted depending on the occurrence of small
scale cliff failure events during this period.

Defences in the form of seawall and rock
revetment are present along much of this section,
providing protection against flooding and erosion.

The defences along this section would fail during
this period.

No defences.

This section consists of an area of low-lying land

Sea level rise would be expected to cause further

Roll back of the beach ridge along the undefended
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backed by higher ground, fronted by a shingle
barrier beach and bounded at its northern and
southern ends by rock headlands. Sediment is
largely confined to this section, with only
infrequent transport of material to and from
adjacent beaches during high energy wave events.

narrowing and steepening of the beach where it is
backed by defences in the first part of this period.

beach would continue in response to sea level
rise and therefore could start to form an
embayment between the two headlands at Tinsey
Head and Limpet Rocks.

The long term trend of the beach is one of
erosion, with narrowing and steepening having
occurred historically, a situation exacerbated by
the presence of the defences that back the beach.
There is no contemporary sediment supply to the
beach and so coastal squeeze as a result of sea
level rise is likely to become increasingly
important towards 2025, resulting in further
narrowing and steepening of the defended parts
of the beach, whilst the unprotected northern
part could rollback onto the low-lying land
behind. This would start to cause a discontinuity
in the planform.
The rock headlands of Limpet Rocks and Tinsey
Head that bound this section would be expected
to erode slowly as has occurred historically, with
total erosion of between 4 and 10m predicted by
2025 depending on the occurrence of small scale
cliff failure events during this period. This erosion
is more likely at Limpet Rocks than Tinsey Head.
Tinsey Head to
Start Point

There are no defences present along most of this
section, but there has been ad-hoc rock
placement at the back of Hallsands beach to

The natural tendency for the beach ridge would
be to roll back in response to sea level rise, and
this could occur along the unprotected northern
part of the beach. This could lead to a step
change in the shoreline plan form and result in
increased wave exposure of the defended
southern part of this section before the failure of
defences, due to undermining, in the latter part of
this period allows the southern part of the beach
to retreat, likely at an initial accelerated rate, to
catch up with the northern part. This could lead
to an increased risk of flooding to low-lying areas.

This could affect the integrity of the barrier and
could result in increased risk of breaching along
this section.
The rock headlands that bound this section would
be expected to continue to erode as historically,
with total erosion by 2105 of between 10 and
25m predicted depending on the occurrence of
small scale cliff failure events during this period.
This erosion is more likely at Limpet Rocks than
Tinsey Head.

Erosion of the rock headlands that bound this
section is expected to continue as has occurred
historically, with total erosion of 10 to 12m
predicted by 2055 depending on the occurrence
of small scale cliff failure events during this period.
This erosion is more likely at Limpet Rocks than
Tinsey Head. These headlands would, however,
remain prominent features.

No defences apart from localised rock placement
at Hallsands, which are assumed to be lost during
this period.

No defences.
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protect a local development.
The cliffs along this section consist of hard,
resistant rock that has eroded very little over the
long term. This is expected to continue to 2025,
with negligible cliff recession predicted over this
period.
In places narrow beaches front the steep cliffs and
these may continue to narrow during this period.
At Hallsands the beach fronts a small valley, and
this likely to remain in a similar form to today,
although there could be steepening of the beach,
which could start to undermine the rock defences
here.

Start Point to
Prawle Point

Negligible erosion of the hard rock cliffs that
dominate this section is predicted between 2025
and 2055.

Negligible erosion of the hard rock cliffs that
dominate this section is predicted between 2055
and 2105.

Many of the narrow beaches that front the steep
cliffs could become submerged under a scenario
of accelerated sea level rise.

At Hallsands there would be continued migration
of the beach in response to sea level rise, which
would become increasing contained within the
small valley. This would be unlikely to result in
increased erosion of the cliffs on either side of
this pocket beach. There could be an increased
risk of very localised flooding.

At Hallsands the beach will attempt to roll
landwards in response to sea level rise into the
valley behind. The rock placement is unlikely to
impact on this process, particularly towards the
end of this period when it is expected to have
failed or ceased to be effective due to rising sea
levels. There could also be an increased risk of
localised flooding

There is a small section of defence at the back of
Lannacombe Beach along this otherwise
undefended section.

The defences at the back of Lannacombe Beach
would fail during this period.

No defences.

The defences at the back of Lannacombe Beach,
as well as the hard rock cliffs that make up the
majority of this section, could result in some
coastal squeeze occurring in this area as sea levels
rise during this period.

There would continue to be negligible cliff
recession along this section, although very
localised small scale cliff failures could occur
between 2025 and 2055. As such total erosion of
0 to 10m is predicted by 2055.

There would continue to be negligible cliff
recession along this section, although very
localised small scale cliff failures could occur
between 2055 and 2105. As such total erosion of
0 to 10m is predicted by 2105.

This section largely consists of hard, resistant
rock that has eroded very little over the long
term. This is expected to continue to 2025, with
negligible cliff recession predicted over this
period. Small scale cliff failures could occur as a

Sea level rise could cause the narrowing of
Lannacombe Beach and the other small pocket
coves along this stretch, this could result in the
failure of defences within Lannacombe Beach.
Failure of the defences would not significantly

As sea levels rise, there could be further
submergence of remaining pocket beaches. Along
the rest of the coast sea level rise would only
mean that still water level sits higher up the cliff
face and therefore it would be unlikely for
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impact on coastal evolution of this stretch. .

erosion rates to accelerate.

Small lengths of defence are located at the back of
a number of pocket beaches that indent this
otherwise cliffed section.

The short lengths of defence along this section
would all be expected to fail during this period.

No defences.

This section is dominated by hard rock cliffs that
are indented with small pocket beaches.

The majority of the cliffs would be expected to
experience only negligible erosion between 2025
and 2055. Faster rates of cliff recession within the
slightly softer cliffs could occur, with a net
recession of between 0 and 10m is predicted over
this period.

Negligible erosion of the majority of the cliffs is
expected to occur between 2055 and 2105.
Faster rates of cliff recession within the slightly
softer cliffs could occur, with a net recession of
between 0 and 10m is predicted over this period.

result of geological factors and wave undercutting
at the cliff toe, although these would be very
localised and it is not possible to predict the
location of such events. As such total erosion of 0
to 10m is predicted by 2025.
There is no interaction between the small coves/
pocket beaches along this stretch.
Prawle Point to
Bolt Head

The resistant nature of the cliffs has historically
resulted in very little cliff recession, although
some areas are more erodible than others
depending on local geological characteristics. In
these localised areas of less resistant rock,
erosion of 0 to 10m is predicted by 2025.
The small pocket beaches fluctuate seasonally but
have remained largely unchanged over the long
term. These are supplied by erosion of the slightly
more erodible cliffs within which they are located.
There is little, if any, interaction with adjacent
beaches.
Coastal squeeze as a result of sea level rise is
likely to become increasingly important towards
2025 if there is insufficient sediment supply to the
pocket beaches from local cliff erosion. This is

Sea level rise could lead to the narrowing and
possible submergence of the pocket beaches that
indent the cliffs along this section, if there is
insufficient supply of sediment from localised cliff
erosion, or where beaches front resistant cliffs.
The Kingsbridge Estuary system is largely natural
and unconstrained, and it would be expected to
undergo landward translation in response to
rising sea levels. However, in parts of the estuary
this may not be possible due to rapidly rising land.
In these areas there it is likely that gradual loss of
inter-tidal areas would occur.

As sea levels rise, the small pocket beaches would
be expected to narrow further and could
disappear in places, where either resistant cliffs
back the beaches or if there is insufficient supply
of sediment from localised cliff erosion.
The Kingsbridge Estuary system is largely natural
and unconstrained, and it would be expected to
undergo landward translation in response to
rising sea levels. However, in parts of the estuary
this may not be possible due to rapidly rising land.
In these areas there it is likely that gradual loss of
inter-tidal areas would occur.
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particularly the case for those pocket beaches,
where defences prevent erosion of softer cliffs,
which would otherwise have contributed beach
sediment as they eroded.
Bolt Head to Bolt
Tail

Bolt Tail to
to Avon
Estuary (East)

There are no defences present along this section.

No defences.

No defences.

The cliffs along this section consist of hard,
resistant rock that has eroded very little over the
long term. This is expected to continue to 2025,
with negligible cliff recession predicted over this
period. As such total erosion of 0 to 10m is
predicted by 2025 depending on the occurrence
of small scale cliff failures.

Negligible erosion of the hard rock cliffs that
dominate this section is predicted between 2025
and 2055. As such total erosion of 0 to 10m is
predicted by 2055 depending on the occurrence
of small scale cliff failures.

Negligible erosion of the hard rock cliffs that
dominate this section is predicted between 2055
and 2105. As such total erosion of 0 to 10m is
predicted by 2105 depending on the occurrence
of small scale cliff failures.

A small length of defence is located at the back of
the beach at Thurlestone, protecting low-lying
land from flooding.

It is expected that the defence at Thurlestone
Beach would fail during this period.

No defence.

The majority of this section consists of hard rock
cliffs that have historically eroded very little over
the long term, although there are localised areas
that are slightly more erodible. This trend would
continue to 2025, and a maximum erosion of
between 0 and 10m is predicted in localised areas
of softer cliffs over this period.

Cliff erosion would be limited to localised areas
of slightly more erodible cliffs, with predicted
erosion in these areas of 0 to 10m by 2055.

Cliff erosion would be limited to localised areas
of slightly more erodible cliffs, with total erosion
in these areas predicted to be between 0 and
10m by 2105.

Several pocket beaches indent this section, but
there is little, if any, interaction between these.
The largest of which is the beach at Thurlestone
that fronts an area of low-lying land.
Coastal squeeze as a result of sea level rise is

Any small pocket beaches along this stretch are
likely to become permanently submerged at all
tidal states, due to sea level rise.

Sea level rise could lead to the continued
narrowing and possible submergence of the
pocket beaches that front the cliffs along this
section.
At Thurlestone, this would result in an increased
risk of flooding during storm events, particularly
upon failure of the defences. However, the loss of
the defences would allow the beach at
Thurlestone to adapt to sea level rise by

Many of the pocket beaches that front the
resistant cliffs will have disappeared by the end of
this period, due to increases in sea level.
At Thurlestone further sea level rise would result
in continued retreat of the beach onto low-lying
land, resulting in an increased risk of flooding of
the low-lying land behind during storm events.
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(to 2025
2025)
likely to become increasingly important during
this period, particularly where either defences
exist, as at Thurlestone, or where beaches front
resistant cliffs.

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

retreating onto the low-lying land, which would
counter-act the narrowing of the beach.

At Thurlestone, this would result in an increased
risk of flooding during storm events by 2025.
Avon Estuary
(East) to
Challaborough
(West)

There is a small length of defence located at the
back of Challaborough Beach that protects lowlying land from flooding.

The defence at Challaborough Beach would be
expected to fail during this period.

No defences.

This section contains extensive areas of sand at
both the mouth of the Avon estuary and in the
small beach that fronts the defences and low-lying
land at Challaborough in the western part of this
section.

Sea level rise would continue to cause narrowing
and steepening of Challaborough Beach whilst the
defences remain, resulting in an increased risk of
localised flooding in this area during storm events
between 2025 and 2055. The loss of the defence
in this location during this period would serve to
exacerbate this flood risk, although the beach
would become able to adapt to sea level rise by
retreating landwards onto the low-lying land and
would counter-act some of the beach narrowing.

As sea levels rise, it would be expected that
Challaborough Beach would retreat further onto
low-lying land between 2055 and 2105 whilst
maintaining the narrow form established in the
medium term. This would result in an increased
risk of localised flooding in this area during storm
events.

Challaborough Beach fluctuates seasonally but has
been stable over the long term. This situation is
expected to continue to 2025, although coastal
squeeze as a result of sea level rise could become
increasingly important during this period, resulting
in an increased risk of flooding during storm
events by 2025.
Sea level rise could also possibly result in some
erosion and narrowing of the beaches around the
mouth of the Avon estuary and the tombolo
between the mainland and Burgh Island by 2025,
features that have also historically been stable
over the long term, although the channel at the
mouth of the estuary has migrated from east to

There could also be erosion, narrowing and
possibly submergence of the beaches and
tombolo around the mouth of the Avon estuary
in response to rising sea level. There is little or no
link between the beaches therefore this would
not impact on the adjacent Challaborough Beach.
The hard rock cliffs would continue to erode only
very slowly between 2025 and 2055, with
negligible erosion predicted over this period. The
dunes at Bantham Sand, which sit on top of a

The beaches and tombolo around the mouth of
the Avon estuary could also erode and narrow
and possibly disappear in places in response to
rising sea levels. The submergence of the tombolo
during this period would leave Burgh Island
permanently detached from the mainland.
The hard rock cliffs would continue to erode only
very slowly between 2055 and 2105, with
negligible erosion predicted over this period.
The Avon Estuary itself is largely natural and
unconstrained, and would be expected to adjust
to rising sea levels to maintain its current form.
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Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)
west over the past 100 years.
The hard rock cliffs located along parts of this
section have eroded very little over the long
term, and this is expected to continue in the
future, with negligible erosion predicted by 2025.

Challaborough
(West) to
Wembury Point

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

shore platform, would rollback in response to sea
level rise, aided by net flood sediment transport
that occurs over the sands.
The Avon Estuary itself is largely natural and
unconstrained, and would be expected to adjust
to rising sea levels to maintain its current form.

There are no defences present along this section.

No defences.

No defences.

The majority of this section consists of hard rock
cliffs that have eroded very little over the long
term, although there are localised areas that are
slightly more erodible. This trend would continue
to 2025, and total erosion of between 0 and 10m
is predicted in localised areas over this period,
whilst only the remainder erosion would be
negligible.

Cliff erosion would be limited to localised areas
of slightly more erodible cliffs, with total erosion
in these areas of between 0 and 10m predicted by
2055 depending on the occurrence of small scale
cliff failures.

Cliff erosion would be limited to localised areas
of slightly more erodible cliffs, with total erosion
in these areas of 0 to 10m predicted by 2105
depending on the occurrence of small scale cliff
failures.

Sea level rise could lead to the narrowing and
possible submergence of the pocket beaches that
indent the cliffs along this section, if there is
insufficient supply of sediment from localised cliff
erosion and where beaches front resistant cliffs.
Where beaches are not present the still water
level will simply be higher up the cliff face.

As sea levels rise most of the small pocket
beaches that indent the cliffs along this section
would be expected to have disappeared, unless
locally there is sufficient sediment supply from the
cliffs.

The cliffs along this section are indented with
small pocket beaches that are supplied with
sediment from local cliff erosion only, there is no
interaction between adjacent beaches. These
beaches have historically been stable over the
long term, however coastal squeeze as a result of
sea level rise could become increasingly important
during this period if there is insufficient sediment
supply to the pocket beaches from local cliff
erosion in the future.

No change in the form of the Erme or Yealm is
expected as they are natural and unconstrained
by defences, allowing them to adjust to keep pace
with rising sea levels.

No change in the form of the Erme or Yealm is
expected as they are natural and unconstrained
by defences, allowing them to adjust to keep pace
with rising sea levels.

This stretch encompasses the estuaries Erme and
Yealm. Both are ria type estuaries which are
confined by steep cliffs. No change in the overall
estuary forms are expected, although within the
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It is assumed that the Mount Batten and Plymouth
Breakwaters would remain during this period and
continue to affect wave climate within Plymouth
Sound.

It is assumed that the Mount Batten and Plymouth
Breakwaters would remain during this period and
continue to affect wave climate within Plymouth
Sound.

Negligible erosion of the hard rock cliffs that
dominate this section is predicted between 2025
and 2055. As such total erosion of 0 to 10m is
predicted by 2055 depending on the occurrence
of small scale cliff failures.

Negligible erosion of the hard rock cliffs that
dominate this section is predicted between 2055
and 2105. As such total erosion of 0 to 10m is
predicted by 2105 depending on the occurrence
of small scale cliff failures.

The small pocket beaches will gradually become
drowned as sea level rise and shore platforms
become submerged.

Many of the small pocket beaches would have
been lost in a scenario of accelerated sea level
rise.

This coast is geologically controlled and therefore
would not be affected by any changes within
Plymouth Sound.

This coast is geologically controlled and therefore
would not be affected by any changes within
Plymouth Sound.

Partial loss of some defences along this section
would occur during this period, although along
Plymouth Hoe this would be associated with a
lack of maintenance to the amenity features
located along the cliff toe.

There would be further loss of defences and
amenity features along the cliff toe that provide
protection.

Erme there could be natural fluctuations in the
position of the low water channel.
Wembury Point
to Mount Batten
Breakwater

The only defences present along this section
occur at its western end in the form of the Mount
Batten Breakwater, although its main effect is
upon wave climate around the mouth of the Plym
estuary.
Part of this section is also affected by the
sheltering effect of the Plymouth Breakwater
within Plymouth Sound.
The cliffs along this section consist of hard,
resistant rock that has eroded very little over the
long term. This is expected to continue to 2025,
with negligible cliff recession predicted over this
period. As such total erosion of 0 to 10m is
predicted by 2025 depending on the occurrence
of small scale cliff failures.
This coast is geologically controlled and therefore
would not be affected by any changes within
Plymouth Sound, e.g. to the Breakwater.

Mount Batten
Breakwater to
Devil’s Point

This section consists of a wide range of defences
that protect the toe of the cliff from wave action
and areas of low-lying land from flooding (within
the Plym estuary), although a number of the
defences form part of amenity features including a
lido. There are also structures associated with
quays and marinas.

Loss of some of the defences providing flood
protection within the Plym estuary would be

It is anticipated that any remaining defences
within the Plym estuary would be lost during this
period.
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Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)
Part of this section is also affected by the
sheltering effect of the Plymouth Breakwater
within Plymouth Sound.

expected to occur towards the end of this period.

The cliff toe is almost entirely protected by
defences and other structures along this section,
and this has resulted in no cliff recession over the
long term.

Despite partial loss of defences, the continued
defence afforded by remaining structures along
this section would result in no cliff recession
occurring between 2025 and 2055, although even
where defences are lost, the hard rock geology
that forms this coastline would experience
negligible erosion.

Continued defence of this section by ongoing
provision of amenity infrastructure would result
in no cliff recession occurring by 2025, although
even if undefended, the hard rock geology that
forms this coastline would experience negligible, if
any erosion.
Increases in sea level and storminess as a result of
climate change could cause increased flood risk to
low-lying areas by 2025, particularly those within
the Plym estuary such as at Cattedown and
towards Marsh Mills.

Devil’s Point to
Mount Edgcumbe

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Defences are largely confined to the eastern side
of the estuary south of the Tamar bridge. These

It is assumed that the Plymouth Breakwater
would remain during this period and continue to
affect wave climate within Plymouth Sound.

Rising sea levels and increased storminess due to
climate change would lead to an increased risk of
flooding to low-lying land as a result of wave
overtopping.
The effect of rising sea levels on the Plymouth
Estuary system would vary depending upon
whether the estuary is natural or constrained.
The Plym estuary that lies within this section
would be likely to experience gradual loss of
inter-tidal areas as they are restricted from
adapting by continued presence of defences,
although the loss of some areas of defence
towards 2055 would begin to allow the estuary to
adapt to the effects of sea level rise by
transgressing landwards.
Upgrade of the defences and other structures is
likely to be required during this period in order

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)
It is assumed that the Plymouth Breakwater
would remain during this period and continue to
affect wave climate within Plymouth Sound.

Despite further losses of defences and other
structures along this section, there would be no
cliff recession between 2055 and 2105 as these
losses would expose the underlying hard rock
geology that would experience negligible erosion.
Rising sea levels and increased storminess due to
climate change would lead to an increased risk of
flooding to low-lying land as a result of wave
overtopping.
The effect of rising sea levels on the Plymouth
Estuary system would vary depending upon
whether the estuary is natural or constrained.
The Plym estuary that lies within this section
would be likely to experience further gradual loss
of inter-tidal areas as they are restricted from
adapting by remaining defences, although this
effect would be gradually reduced during this
period as defences fail and the estuary is
increasingly able to adapt to sea level rise by
moving on to areas of low-lying land within its
valley.
Upgrade of the defences and other structures is
likely to be required during this period in order
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2025)
defences and other structures are associated with
the development of the port and naval dockyard
at Plymouth, which has also seen the estuary
heavily modified in this area by dredging activity.

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

to maintain current levels of protection.

to maintain current levels of protection.

The effect of rising sea levels on the lower Tamar
estuary would be likely to result in the gradual
loss of inter-tidal areas as they are restricted
from adapting by the ongoing presence of
defences at Plymouth.

The effect of rising sea levels on the lower Tamar
estuary would be likely to result in the gradual
loss of inter-tidal areas as they are restricted
from adapting by the ongoing presence of
defences at Plymouth.

The remaining undefended areas of the estuary in
this section would be likely to maintain their
current form as they adapt landwards at a rate
that keeps pace with sea level rise.

The remaining undefended areas of the estuary in
this section would be likely to maintain their
current form as they adapt landwards at a rate
that keeps pace with sea level rise.

A small section of defence is present along the
cliff toe around Picklecombe Point, which protect
Fort Picklecombe (which sits in front of the cliffs).

The defences around Picklecombe Point would
fail during this period.

No defences.

The presence of defences around Picklecombe
Point is unlikely to significantly affect cliff
recession in this area by 2025, as the hard rock
cliffs along which they are located would be likely
to experience only negligible erosion over this
period in any case.

The hard rock cliffs along this section would be
expected to experience only negligible erosion
between 2025 and 2055. As such total erosion of
0 to 10m is predicted by 2055 depending on the
occurrence of small scale cliff failures.

The hard rock cliffs along this section would be
undefended throughout and so be expected to
experience only negligible erosion between 2055
and 2105. As such total erosion of 0 to 10m is
predicted by 2105 depending on the occurrence
of small scale cliff failures.

The rest of the estuary is largely undefended
although there are short isolated lengths of
defence.
Human intervention in the outer part of the
Tamar estuary south of the Tamar bridge has
heavily modified the estuary in this area.
The defences along the eastern side of the
estuary protect small areas of low-lying land
between the estuary and higher ground to the
east from flooding.
The majority of the remaining estuary is largely
natural, with extensive areas of intertidal mudflats
constrained by steeply rising ground.
Mount Edgcumbe
to Kingsand

The unprotected hard rock cliffs that form the
rest of this section have also eroded very little

The small pocket beaches, such as Edgcumbe
Beach would narrow due to rising sea levels and
the lack of sediment input. At Edgcumbe there

Some pocket beaches could disappear due to
rising sea levels. There could be increased risk of
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Medium Term (to
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2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

over the long term, and negligible erosion of
these cliffs is predicted by 2025. As such total
erosion of 0 to 10m is predicted by 2025
depending on the occurrence of small scale cliff
failures.

could be a risk of localised flooding.

Defences including seawalls are located at the
back of the small pocket beaches located in front
of Kingsand and Cawsand. Parts of these defences
could fail by the end of this period.

The remaining defences along this section would
fail during this period.

No defences.

The small pocket beaches at Cawsand and
Kingsand have been stable over the long term,
although they do fluctuate as a result of storm
events. Due to their indented position these are
relatively sheltered pocket beaches.

Sea level rise could result in the small pocket
beaches of Cawsand and Kingsand becoming
narrower and steeper during this period. This
would be as a result of rising sea levels together
with the resistance of the backing cliffs; which
means there is a lack of sediment being input to
the beaches (which are not fed by any other
mechanism) and also prevents translation of the
beach profile landwards in line with the rise in sea
level.

In the long term, the issue of narrowing beaches
will continue under a scenario of accelerated sea
level rise. This may mean that during this period
the beaches of Cawsand and Kingsand disappear
altogether or that a very narrow beach is present
even at lowest tides. This will have implications
for the small villages which would experience
increased risk of localised flooding and
overtopping.

In the short term this trend is likely to continue
although the impact of rising sea levels could start
to have an impact towards the end of this period,
which would result in beach narrowing. As a
result defences could start to fail due to increased
exposure and undermining. This could result in a
greater risk of localised flooding at both Kingsand
and Cawsand.

localised flooding at Edgcumbe.

The loss of defences around Picklecombe Point
would be unlikely to have a significant effect on
cliff recession during this period, as they protect
similarly hard rock cliffs that would also only
experience negligible erosion when they become
unprotected. There would also be no impact on
the adjacent shoreline, although the loss of
defences would lead to an increased risk of very
localised flooding to low-lying areas.

This will have implications for the small villages
which would experience increased risk of
localised flooding and overtopping as a result of
both sea level rise and the failure of the defences
that presently prevent this.
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Location
Cawsand to Rame
Head

Predicted Change
Change for ‘No Active Intervention’
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

There are no defences present along this section.

No defences.

No defences.

The cliffs along this section consist of hard,
resistant rock that has eroded very little over the
long term. This is expected to continue to 2025,
with negligible cliff recession predicted over this
period. As such total erosion of 0 to 10m is
predicted by 2025 depending on the occurrence
of small scale cliff failures.

Negligible erosion of the hard rock cliffs that
dominate this section is predicted between 2025
and 2055. As such total erosion of 0 to 10m is
predicted by 2055 depending on the occurrence
of small scale cliff failures.

Negligible erosion of the hard rock cliffs that
dominate this section is predicted between 2055
and 2105. As such total erosion of 0 to 10m is
predicted by 2105 depending on the occurrence
of small scale cliff failures.

The cliffs mainly plunge directly into the sea along
this stretch.
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C.4.4

NAI Data Interpretation
Interpretation

C.4.4.1

Introduction

A number of data sets were used in the predictions of future shoreline response and evolution under the
scenario of no active intervention, (these data were also used and reported in the Assessment of Shoreline and
Estuary Dynamics, Section C.1 above):
•

The cliff assessment database from Futurecoast, which includes information regarding likely failure
mechanism, recession protection and frequency;

•

Ordnance Survey historical maps, which date back to the 1880s.

•

Other historical change data sets: e.g. at some locations cliff position data sets are available ;

•

Futurecoast predictions of future shoreline change under an ‘unconstrained’ scenario: this assumed that all
defence structures were removed and other coastal defence management interventions ceased and
therefore is not directly comparable to a ‘no active intervention’ scenario;

•

Strategic Regional Coastal Monitoring programmes beach profile data: this data is only relevant for specific
locations and restricted to specific time frames i.e. ten to fifteen years at most.

•

Predictions of future shoreline response under a ‘Do Nothing’ scenario from the first SMP.

•

Other predictions of future shoreline response under no active intervention (or ‘do nothing’) scenario,
e.g. from strategy studies completed since the first SMP.

•

Various studies and research papers.

•

The National Coastal Erosion Risk Mapping research and development project (Halcrow, in progress) that
used the Futurecoast data described above as a starting point, but which has been through a process of
local validation with all coastal operating authorities to ensure the correct up-to-date information is being
used as part of this project.

•

The Futurecoast aerial CDs, Google Earth and other photographs were also used, together with any local
knowledge of the area.

C.4.4.2

Consideration of Sea Level Rise

Section C.3.2 discusses sea level rise (SLR) and climate change in more detail. For this appraisal we have not
considered the potential impact of changes in precipitation or storminess when estimating future change,
because of the inherent uncertainties in these predictions (see UKCIP08 (2007)). We have, however,
mentioned where any coastal systems could be sensitive to changes in these factors.
In advance of the latest sea level rise scenarios from UKCIP08 (due to be released later this year), Defra
(2006) have produced new allowances for sea level rise (see Table 3.1 in Section C.3), which have been
considered in our predictions.
The response of the coast depends upon a number of factors, but at a basic level depends upon resistance of
the coastal feature and the energy or forcing acting on it. In general terms, rising sea level results in higher
water levels further up the beach profile and therefore increased wave energy. Response of the coast to
changes in forcing factors is also often complex with a number of feedbacks, such as sediment inputs from cliff
erosion, affecting the net change. There is a range of predictive methods available which incorporate sea level
rise, but each is constrained by assumptions and limitations which affect their application to cliffs. The Bruun
Model is probably one of the most used for cliffed coastlines and the modified version (as discussed in Bray
and Hooke, 1997) has been used for this SMP. This is as follows:

R2 = R1 + (S 2 − S1 )

L*
P(B + h* )

Where:
R2 = future recession
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R1 = historical recession
S1 = historical SLR
S2 = future SLR
L* = length of active profile
h* = closure depth
B = height of cliff
P = proportion of sediment eroded that is coarse enough to remain on the beach

However, it is not appropriate to simply apply this equation across the board, as it assumes linear, year by year
erosion, which is not the case for all cliffs. The manner in which cliff recession occurs depends upon the way in
which the cliff tends to fail, which in turn depends upon its geological make-up, i.e. geology, rock structure,
rock lithology and hydrogeology and the solubility of the rock.
In simple terms, cliffs may be divided into a number of generic categories (which were used by Futurecoast),
and the general methodology for predicting cliff recession rates for each cliff type is discussed in the table
below. However, there has also been consideration of local factors, such as: local geological characteristics,
how it has behaved over the last century, human intervention and feedback mechanisms, for example inputs of
sediment and beach build-up. Therefore a local-level appraisal, using these guidelines, has been undertaken.
Whichever method is used, a key input is the historical behaviour of the cliff, therefore the quality of this data
affects the predictions made. The sources used in deriving this data are outlined above.
Cliff type

Key characteristics

General guidelines for predicting future recession

Simple cliff

This is usually a steep cliff face,
with narrow foreshore zone and
rapid removal of toe debris.
Erosion typically occurs as rock
falls, topples or slides from which
material is deposited directly on
the foreshore. There is often a
rapid response to toe erosion.

As erosion rates are closely related to the rate of
toe erosion and therefore sea level rise, the Bruun
Model is an appropriate tool to use.
Best and worst case scenarios have been derived by
using historical rates, with no additional erosion
assumed due to SLR as the lower estimate and
historical rates + additional erosion due to SLR as
the upper estimate.
The exception to the above is where cliffs are
composed of hard rock and are therefore resistant
to erosion. In these situations historical recession
rates would have been negligible or very low. These
cliffs are unlikely to respond to sea level rise and
the result will simply be that water levels lie higher
up the cliff face. Historical rates of erosion should
therefore be used as the best prediction.

Simple landslide

Composite cliff

A marked degradation and storage
zone is usually apparent, affording
limited buffering against toe
erosion. Toe erosion of cliff debris
leads to oversteepening of the cliff
face and a deep seated rotational
slide develops.

Although there is a link between cliff erosion and
the rate of toe erosion (or erosion of the debris),
failure tends to be irregular and often medium or
large scale, therefore in many cases, the use of the
Bruun Model is not appropriate.

Partly coupled sequence of
contrasting simple sub-systems.
This typically involves interbedded hard and soft rocks. This
can generally be as either soft

There is often a different response by different
layers in the cliff face. The best approach therefore
depends upon the exposures present and a site-bysite appraisal is required. It may be necessary to
identify different rates for cliff face and cliff top

The best estimate of erosion risk is therefore the
recession potential identified by Futurecoast, unless
other data is available on past landslide events.
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Complex cliff

Relict cliff

rock caps resting on hard rock or
as hard rock caps resting on softer
rock. The latter case is more
sensitive to recession.

recession.

These have strongly coupled
sequences of scarp and bench
morphology, each with their own
inputs, storage and outputs of
sediment. The output from one
system forms a cascading input to
the next resulting in close
adjustment of process and form
with complex feedbacks.

There is often a different response by different
layers in the cliff face. The best approach therefore
depends upon the exposures present and a site-bysite appraisal is required. It may be necessary to
identify different rates for cliff face and cliff top
recession.

Sequences of pre-existing
landslides, which are currently not
active, but which could be
susceptible to reactivation and
exhumation by either progressive
marine erosion at the toe or
raised groundwater levels.

The likelihood of reactivation over the next 100
years needs to be considered, because some
systems are ancient.

In many cases the Bruun Model will not be
appropriate as these types of cliffs often do not
display a progressive recession, but are often
subject to irregular events.

If reactivation is likely, the dominant driver of cliff
top recession needs to be considered: if it is marine
erosion driven, the Bruun Model is probably
appropriate, if it is groundwater levels, then the
recession potential estimates from Futurecoast may
be most appropriate to estimate risk.

Additional Note: Where cliffs have been protected by defences which are then allowed to fail, the response
to failure and removal of these defences will need to be considered. Soft cliff lines, which have been
protected and prevented from retreating for a number of years may now lie seaward of their ‘natural
position’. In these situations, the possibility of a ‘springback’ effect needs to be considered, where rates of
erosion in the first few years may exceed historical rates until the cliff toe lies at a position along the beach
profile which is more commensurate with wave conditions.
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C.4.4.3

Data Assessments (NAI)
Location

Data Assessment for ‘No Active Intervention’
Short Term (to 2025)

Medium Term (to 2055)

Long Term (to 2105)

Durlston Head to St
Alban’s Head

Defended: No defences present.

Defended: No defences present.

Defended: No defences present.

Undefended: Very little erosion has occurred
here in the past due to the resistant geology
and this will continue to 2025 (Halcrow, 2002).

Undefended: Very little erosion has occurred
here in the past due to the resistant geology
and this will continue to 2058 (Halcrow, 2002).

Undefended: Very little erosion has occurred
here in the past due to the resistant geology
and this will continue to 2108 (Halcrow, 2002).

St Alban’s Head
Head to
Worbarrow Tout

Defended: The small section of wall within
Kimmeridge Bay would result in no change in
shoreline position over this short length.

Defended: The small section of wall within
Kimmeridge Bay would be expected to fail
during this period, although the remains of the
defence would be likely to still provide some
protection.

Defended: No defences. Previously defended
part of this section would function as per the
adjacent undefended coast.

Undefended: Lower limit of annual erosion will
be in the region of 0.05-0.15m/yr for the area
between Worbarrow Tout and Hobarrow Bay.
These are also complex cliffs controlled by
groundwater and so are also subject to
infrequent small scale cliff failure events that
occur every 1-10 years with a recession
potential of less than 10m per event. This gives
rise to total erosion of 2-20m predicted by
2025 (Halcrow, 2002; SCOPAC, 2004).

Undefended: Lower limit of annual erosion will
be in the region of 0.05-0.15m/yr for the area
between Worbarrow Tout and Hobarrow Bay,
although these complex cliffs could also
experience a number of small scale landslide
events, giving rise to total erosion of 5-50m
predicted by 2055 (Halcrow, 2002; SCOPAC,
2004).

Between Broad Bench and Kimmeridge Bay a
similar pattern of annual erosion in the region
of 0.2-0.4m/year that could be outweighed by
infrequent landslide event. Total erosion of 520m in this area predicted by 2025 (SCOPAC,
2004).

Between Broad Bench and Kimmeridge Bay,
erosion will be in the region of 0.2-0.4m/year.
Although there could also be a number of
landslide events during this period. Total
erosion of 14-50m predicted by 2055
(SCOPAC, 2004).

Complex cliffs also occur between St Alban’s
Head and Egmont Point, although here
recession is as a result of large scale events of
more than 50m that occur every 10-100 years

The complex cliffs between St Alban’s Head
and Egmont Point could experience a large
landslide event during this period, and so
recession of 0-50m is predicted by 2055

Undefended: Lower limit of annual erosion will
be in the region of 0.05-0.15m/yr for the area
between Worbarrow Tout and Hobarrow Bay,
although these complex cliffs could also
experience a number of small scale landslide
events, giving rise to total erosion of 10-100m
predicted by 2105 (Halcrow, 2002; SCOPAC,
2004).
Between Broad Bench and Kimmeridge Bay,
erosion will be in the region of 0.2-0.4m/year.
Although there could also be a number of
landslide events during this period. Total
erosion of 29-100m predicted by 2105
(SCOPAC, 2004).
The complex cliffs between St Alban’s Head
and Egmont Point could experience a large
landslide event during this period, and so
recession of 0-50m is predicted by 2105
(Halcrow, 2002).
Toe erosion within these complex cliffs is less
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Location

Data Assessment for ‘No Active Intervention’
Short Term (to 2025)
(Halcrow, 2002). Such an event could occur at
anytime and so in this area total erosion of 050m predicted by 2025).
The simple cliffs along Kimmeridge Ledges are
likely to be affected by sea level rise, therefore
use Bruun Rule estimate for upper limit of
recession potential. However these cliffs have
only eroded very slowly in the past and so
recession of about 1m is predicted by 2025.

Worbarrow Tout to
Lulworth Cove (East)

Medium Term (to 2055)
(Halcrow, 2002).
Toe erosion within these complex cliffs is less
important and so sea level rise effects are
outweighed by infrequent cliff failure events.
The simple cliffs along Kimmeridge Ledges are
likely to be affected by sea level rise, therefore
use Bruun Rule estimate for upper limit of
recession potential. However these cliffs have
only eroded very slowly in the past and so
recession of 2-4m is predicted by 2055.

Long Term (to 2105)
important and so sea level rise effects are
outweighed by infrequent cliff failure events.
The simple cliffs along Kimmeridge Ledges are
likely to be affected by sea level rise, therefore
use Bruun Rule estimate for upper limit of
recession potential. However these cliffs have
only eroded very slowly in the past and so
recession of 5-12m is predicted by 2105.

Defended: No defences present.

Defended: No defences present.

Defended: No defences present.

Undefended: Annual erosion within
Worbarrow Bay will vary. Simple cliffs in the
western part of the bay are likely to be
affected by sea level rise therefore use Bruun
rule estimate as upper limit of recession, as
historical recession rate incorporates the small
frequent landslide events. Therefore annual
erosion will be in the region of 0.08-0.12m/yr,
giving rise to total erosion of 1-2m predicted
by 2025 (SCOPAC, 2004).

Undefended: Annual erosion within
Worbarrow Bay will vary. Simple cliffs in the
western part of the bay are likely to be
affected by sea level rise therefore use Bruun
rule estimate as upper limit of recession, as
historical recession rate incorporates the small
frequent landslide events. Therefore total
erosion of 5-6m predicted by 2055 (SCOPAC,
2004).

Undefended: Annual erosion within
Worbarrow Bay will vary. Simple cliffs in the
western part of the bay are likely to be
affected by sea level rise therefore use Bruun
rule estimate as upper limit of recession, as
historical recession rate incorporates the small
frequent landslide events. Therefore total
erosion of 10-17m predicted by 2105
(SCOPAC, 2004).

The eastern part consists of simple chalk cliffs
that have a similar rate of recession as the clay
ones in the western part of the bay, and
presently consist of degraded chalk cliffs.
Therefore the historic rate alone of 0.080.12m/yr is likely to be most appropriate as the
upper limit in this part of the bay therefore
total erosion of 0-5m predicted by 2055

The eastern part consists of simple chalk cliffs
that have a similar rate of recession as the clay
ones in the western part of the bay, and
presently consist of degraded chalk cliffs.
Therefore the historic rate alone of 0.080.12m/yr is likely to be most appropriate as the
upper limit in this part of the bay therefore
total erosion of 0-10m predicted by 2105

The eastern part consists of simple chalk cliffs
that have a similar rate of recession as the clay
ones in the western part of the bay, and
presently consist of degraded chalk cliffs.
Therefore the historic rate alone is likely to be
most appropriate as the upper limit in this part
of the bay therefore total erosion of 0-2m
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Location

Lulworth Cove

Data Assessment for ‘No Active Intervention’
Short Term (to 2025)

Long Term (to 2105)

predicted by 2025 (SCOPAC, 2004).

(SCOPAC, 2004).

(SCOPAC, 2004).

From Mupe Bay to Lulworth Cove (East), the
annual erosion will be negligible (SCOPAC,
2004).

From Mupe Bay to Lulworth Cove (East),
there has been negligible recession historically,
although landslides could occur in softer rocks
as per adjacent erosion of Worbarrow Bay.
These are simple cliffs and likely to be affected
by sea level rise, therefore use Bruun rule
estimate total erosion of 0-1m predicted by
2055.

From Mupe Bay to Lulworth Cove (East),
there has been negligible recession historically,
although landslides could occur in softer rocks
as per adjacent erosion of Worbarrow Bay.
These are simple cliffs and likely to be affected
by sea level rise, therefore use Bruun rule
estimate total erosion of 0-8m predicted by
2105.

Defended: The small section of defences within
Lulworth Cove would result in no change in
shoreline position of the defended section.

Defended: The small section of defences within
Lulworth Cove would be expected to fail
during this period, although the remains of the
defence would be likely to still provide some
protection.

Defended: No defences. Previously defended
part of this section would function as per the
adjacent undefended coast.

Undefended: Annual erosion will be in the
region of 0.12m/yr, giving rise to a total
erosion of 0-2m predicted by 2025 (Halcrow,
2002).
The frequency of cliff failures is 1-10 years,
with a recession potential of less than 10m per
event (Halcrow, 2002). Not considered likely
that recession potential would be reached due
to sheltered nature of cove. Therefore use
historical rate for future projections.

Lulworth Cove (West) to
White Nothe

Medium Term (to 2055)

Undefended: Annual erosion will be in the
region of 0.12m/yr, giving rise to a total
erosion of 0-6m predicted by 2055 (Halcrow,
2002).
The frequency of cliff failures is 1-10 years,
with a recession potential of less than 10m per
event (Halcrow, 2002). Not considered likely
that recession potential would be reached due
to sheltered nature of cove. Therefore use
historical rate for future projections.

Undefended: Annual erosion will be in the
region of 0.12m/yr, giving rise to a total
erosion of 0-12m predicted by 2105 (Halcrow,
2002).
The frequency of cliff failures is 1-10 years,
with a recession potential of less than 10m per
event (Halcrow, 2002). Not considered likely
that recession potential would be reached due
to sheltered nature of cove. Therefore use
historical rate for future projections.

Defended: No defences present.

Defended: No defences present.

Defended: No defences present.

Undefended: Lower limit of annual erosion will
be in the region of 0.06-0.22m/yr between
White Nothe and Bats Head. These are also

Undefended: Lower limit of annual erosion will
be in the region of 0.06-0.22m/yr between
White Nothe and Bats Head. These are also

Undefended: Lower limit of annual erosion will
be in the region of 0.06-0.22m/yr between
White Nothe and Bats Head. These are also
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Location

White Nothe to Redcliff
Point

Data Assessment for ‘No Active Intervention’
Short Term (to 2025)

Medium Term (to 2055)

Long Term (to 2105)

complex cliffs controlled by groundwater and
so toe erosion is less important and therefore
sea level rise effects are outweighed by
infrequent cliff failure events that occur along
this length, giving rise to total erosion of 210m predicted by 2025 (Halcrow, 2002;
SCOPAC, 2004).

complex cliffs controlled by groundwater and
so toe erosion is less important and therefore
sea level rise effects are outweighed by
infrequent cliff failure events that occur along
this length, giving rise to total erosion of 710m predicted by 2055 (Halcrow, 2002;
SCOPAC, 2004).

complex cliffs controlled by groundwater and
so toe erosion is less important and therefore
sea level rise effects are outweighed by
infrequent cliff failure events that occur along
this length, giving rise to total erosion of 1420m predicted by 2105 (Halcrow, 2002;
SCOPAC, 2004).

Between Bats Head and Lulworth Cove
(West), there are hard rock cliffs with localised
cliff failure events that cause increases in
recession. Use mean of historical rate for
future predictions as unlikely to be affected by
sea level rise, therefore annual erosion in the
region of 0.2-0.46m/yr. Total erosion of 0-6m
predicted by 2025 (SCOPAC, 2004).

Between Bats Head and Lulworth Cove
(West), there are hard rock cliffs with localised
cliff failure events that cause increases in
recession. Use mean of historical rate for
future predictions as unlikely to be affected by
sea level rise, therefore annual erosion in the
region of 0.2-0.46m/yr. Total erosion of 0-16m
predicted by 2055 (SCOPAC, 2004).

Between Bats Head and Lulworth Cove
(West), there are hard rock cliffs with localised
cliff failure events that cause increases in
recession. Use mean of historical rate for
future predictions as unlikely to be affected by
sea level rise, therefore annual erosion in the
region of 0.2-0.46m/yr. Total erosion of 0-32m
predicted by 2105 (SCOPAC, 2004).

The frequency of landslides is along most of
this section is 1-10 years, with a recession
potential of less than 10m. The exception being
towards White Nothe, where a similar
recession potential is likely, but at a frequency
of 10-100 years (Halcrow, 2002).

The frequency of landslides is along most of
this section is 1-10 years, with a recession
potential of less than 10m. The exception being
towards White Nothe, where a similar
recession potential is likely, but at a frequency
of 10-100 years (Halcrow, 2002).

The frequency of landslides is along most of
this section is 1-10 years, with a recession
potential of less than 10m. The exception being
towards White Nothe, where a similar
recession potential is likely, but at a frequency
of 10-100 years (Halcrow, 2002).

Defended: The rock groyne and revetment
within Ringstead Bay would continue to hold
beach locally and reduce the exposure of the
cliff toe to marine action, thus reducing the
rate of erosion which is primarily controlled by
groundwater. Coastal squeeze anticipated.

Defended: The rock groyne and revetment
within Ringstead Bay would fail during this
period, although the defence remains would be
likely to continue to hold some beach locally
and so continue to reduce the exposure of the
cliff toe to marine action, thus reducing the
rate of erosion which is primarily controlled by
groundwater in this area. Coastal squeeze

Defended: The effect of defence remains
would be lost by this period, and the coast
would function as per the adjacent undefended
coast.

Undefended: Cliff failures events with a
recession potential of more than 50m occur

Undefended: Cliff failures events with a
recession potential of more than 50m occur
every 250 years or more at White Nothe
(King Rock). No recession in this area is
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Location

Data Assessment for ‘No Active Intervention’
Short Term (to 2025)
every 250 years or more at White Nothe
(King Rock). No recession in this area is
predicted by 2025.
The simple cliffs in Ringstead Bay are likely to
be affected by sea level rise, therefore use
Bruun Rule estimate for upper limit of
recession potential. However, state of the
beach is an important factor, as currently this
is being managed and would reduce toe
erosion. Lower limit is based on historic rate
of annual erosion in the region of 0.5m/yr.
Total erosion in this area of about 9m
predicted by 2025 (Halcrow, 2002; SCOPAC,
2004).
From Osmington to Redcliff Point are complex
cliffs controlled by groundwater. Toe erosion
is less important in this area and so sea level
rise effects are outweighed by infrequent
medium scale cliff failure events that occur
every 10-100 years. Total erosion of 9-50m
predicted by 2025 (Halcrow, 2002; SCOPAC,
2004).

Redcliff Point to Preston
Beach (Rock Groyne)

Defended: No change in shoreline position due
to continued defence during the first part of
this period, with associated coastal squeeze
anticipated.
Beach maintenance activities ceased, resulting

Medium Term (to 2055)

Long Term (to 2105)

anticipated.

predicted by 2105.

Undefended: Cliff failures events with a
recession potential of more than 50m occur
every 250 years or more at White Nothe
(King Rock). No recession in this area is
predicted by 2055.

The simple cliffs in Ringstead Bay are likely to
be affected by sea level rise, therefore use
Bruun Rule estimate for upper limit of
recession potential. However, state of the
beach is an important factor, as currently this
is being managed and would reduce toe
erosion. Lower limit is based on historic rate
of annual erosion in the region of 0.5m/yr.
Total erosion in this area of 49-67m predicted
by 2105 (Halcrow, 2002; SCOPAC, 2004).

The simple cliffs in Ringstead Bay are likely to
be affected by sea level rise, therefore use
Bruun Rule estimate for upper limit of
recession potential. However, state of the
beach is an important factor, as currently this
is being managed and would reduce toe
erosion. Lower limit is based on historic rate
of annual erosion in the region of 0.5m/yr.
Total erosion in this area of 24-27m predicted
by 2055 (Halcrow, 2002; SCOPAC, 2004).
From Osmington to Redcliff Point are complex
cliffs controlled by groundwater. Toe erosion
is less important in this area and so sea level
rise effects are outweighed by infrequent
medium scale cliff failure events that occur
every 10-100 years. Total erosion of 24-50m
predicted by 2055 (Halcrow, 2002; SCOPAC,
2004).
Defended: Defences at Bowleaze Cove would
fail during this period, increasing risk of
flooding. Shoreline position would be unlikely
to change significantly due to residual
protection of cliff toe by the remains of the

From Osmington to Redcliff Point are complex
cliffs controlled by groundwater. Toe erosion
is less important in this area and so sea level
rise effects are outweighed by infrequent
medium scale cliff failure events that occur
every 10-100 years. Total erosion of 49-100m
predicted by 2105 (Halcrow, 2002; SCOPAC,
2004).

Defended: Defences would be lost and any
residual effects of defence remains removed.
The cliffs would function as per the adjacent
undefended cliffs.
Preston Beach would roll-back and experience
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Location

Data Assessment for ‘No Active Intervention’
Short Term (to 2025)
in reduction in beach volume along the
northern part of Preston Beach in particular
due to material moving both northwards
towards Bowleaze Cove and southwards
towards the rock groyne.
Undefended: Lower limit of annual erosion of
Furzy Cliff is in the region of 0.75m/yr
(Weymouth & Portland Borough Council,
2002), whilst at Redcliff, the lower limit of
annual erosion is in the region of 0.62m/yr
(Mouchel, 1998). These are both complex cliffs
controlled by groundwater. Toe erosion is
therefore less important and so sea level rise
effects are outweighed by infrequent medium
scale cliff failure events. Total erosion of Furzy
Cliff by 2025 is 13-50m whilst at Redcliff it is
11-50m (Halcrow, 2002).
The frequency of cliff failures between Redcliff
Point and Furzy Cliff is 10-100 years with a
recession potential of 10-50m (Halcrow, 2002).
Transport of material could occur from
Preston Beach towards Bowleaze Cove with
no beach recycling could lead to increased
beach levels in front of Furzy Cliffs.

Medium Term (to 2055)
defences.
Preston Beach could breach during this period
due to reduced beach levels and no new
sediment inputs. This could create a temporary
inlet to the Lodmoor Nature Reserve behind
the beach that would eventually be re-sealed
by longshore transport of sediment.
The wave return wall immediately north of
Preston Beach could also fail during this
period, depending upon fronting beach levels.
Undefended: Lower limit of annual erosion of
Furzy Cliff is in the region of 0.75m/yr
(Weymouth & Portland Borough Council,
2002), whilst at Redcliff, the lower limit of
annual erosion is in the region of 0.62m/yr
(Mouchel, 1998). These are both complex cliffs
controlled by groundwater. Toe erosion is
therefore less important and so sea level rise
effects are outweighed by infrequent medium
scale cliff failure events. Total erosion of Furzy
Cliff by 2025 is 35-50m whilst at Redcliff it is
29-50m (Halcrow, 2002).

Long Term (to 2105)
episodic breaching leading to inundation of the
low-lying land behind before the breach would
be eventually closed by sediment transport
processes, assuming sufficient sediment is
available.
Undefended: Lower limit of annual erosion of
Furzy Cliff is in the region of 0.75m/yr
(Weymouth & Portland Borough Council,
2002), whilst at Redcliff, the lower limit of
annual erosion is in the region of 0.62m/yr
(Mouchel, 1998). These are both complex cliffs
controlled by groundwater. Toe erosion is
therefore less important and so sea level rise
effects are outweighed by infrequent medium
scale cliff failure events. Total erosion of Furzy
Cliff by 2025 is 73-100m whilst at Redcliff it is
60-100m (Halcrow, 2002).
The frequency of cliff failures between Redcliff
Point and Furzy Cliff is 10-100 years with a
recession potential of 10-50m (Halcrow, 2002).

The frequency of cliff failures between Redcliff
Point and Furzy Cliff is 10-100 years with a
recession potential of 10-50m (Halcrow, 2002).
Transport of material could occur from
Preston Beach towards Bowleaze Cove with
no beach recycling could lead to increased
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beach levels in front of Furzy Cliffs.
Preston Beach (Rock
Groyne) to Weymouth
Harbour (Stone Pier)

Defended: Parts of Weymouth Harbour and
the seawall/promenade along the sea front
would fail by the end of this period (residual
lives of 10-35 for all defences along this
section). This would lead to increased flood
risk during high water level and storm events.

Defended: The remaining defences would fail
during the first half of this period. This would
lead to increased flood risk during high water
level and storm events.

Defended:
Defended: No defences present. Beach could
roll back in response to sea level rise.
Increased risk of flooding during high water
level and storm events.

Undefended: Section is completely defended.

Undefended: Section is completely defended.

Defended: The extent of failed defences could
slowly increase during this period, ‘un-zipping’
from the original failure of the short section of
wall in the first epoch.

Defended: The extent of defence failure would
increase further during this period due to
erosion of parts of this section with failure and
outflanking of previously unaffected parts of
the coast.

No change in the remaining shoreline position
anticipated due to continued defence. Coastal
squeeze anticipated in the northern part of this
section, although accumulation of sand
sediment in the southern part of the bay will
continue (Halcrow, 2002; Channel Coastal
Observatory, 2006).
Undefended:
Undefended: Section is completely defended.
Weymouth Harbour
(Stone Pier) to Portland
Harbour (North
Breakwater)
Breakwater)

Defended: No change in shoreline position
along the majority of this section due to
continued defence (residual life of 40-50 years).
Coastal squeeze anticipated, along with
continued land sliding due to groundwater
conditions.
A short length of wall along this section
(residual life of 10-15 years) could fail during
this period, causing increased wave exposure
at the toe of part of the coastal slope and so
may lead to increased recession, although no
significant change in shoreline position by 2025.

This could lead to gradually increasing rates of
recession due to increased exposure of the toe
to wave action combined with landsliding due
to groundwater conditions along parts of this
length of coast, with a potential a mean annual
rate of recession of 0.5m/yr possible
(Weymouth and Portland Borough Council,
2002).

Undefended: Section is completely defended.

The frequency of cliff failures along the affected

Cliff recession due to increased exposure of
the toe to wave action combined with
landsliding due to groundwater conditions
would continue to expand at a mean annual
rate of recession of 0.5m/yr (Weymouth and
Portland Borough Council, 2002).
The frequency of cliff failures along the affected
length of this section is predicted to be 10-100
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length of this section is predicted to be 10-100
years, with a recession potential of 10-50m
(Halcrow, 2002). Total erosion of 24-50m
possible by 2055 where defences fail.

years, with a recession potential of 10-50m
The frequency of events would increase to 110 years towards Newton’s Cove, although the
recession potential would be the same
(Halcrow, 2002). Total erosion of about 50m
possible by 2105 where defences fail.

No change in shoreline position of the
unaffected part of this section due to
continued defence (residual life of 40-50 years).
Coastal squeeze anticipated along the
unaffected sections.

Undefended:
Undefended: Section is completely defended.

Undefended: Section is completely defended.
Portland Harbour (North
Breakwater) to Small
Mouth

Defended: A range of structures and ad-hoc
defences are present along this section. These
serve to reduce the exposure of the cliff toe to
wave action, and thus reduce the rate of
recession, which is primarily controlled by
groundwater (Halcrow, 2008). The majority of
these structures are expected to fail by the
end of this period.
The effect of wave action at the cliff toe is also
limited by the presence of the Portland
Harbour Breakwaters (Halcrow, 2008).
Undefended: Recession along this section is
highly dependent upon the local geology,
however, erosion at a mean annual rate of in
the region of 0.1-0.5/m/yr is possible along
most parts (Halcrow, 2008). The frequency of
events along this section varies between 1-10
years and 10-100 years, although in both cases,
the recession potential is less than 10m per

Defended: The larger structures at Bincleaves
and Castle Cove Sailing Club could fail by the
end of this period, although they are backed by
sizeable mass concrete fill and so the loss of
the outer defence would not lead to increased
erosion.
No defences along the remaining defences
would result in localised increases in erosion
rate similar to undefended sections.
The effect of wave action at the cliff toe is also
limited by the presence of the Portland
Harbour Breakwaters (Halcrow, 2008).
Undefended: Recession along this section is
highly dependent upon the local geology,
however, erosion at a mean annual rate of in
the region of 0.1-0.5/m/yr is possible along
most parts (Halcrow, 2008). The frequency of
events along this section varies between 1-10

Defended: The mass concrete structures
would continue to prevent localised erosion.
The effect of wave action at the cliff toe is also
limited by the presence of the Portland
Harbour Breakwaters (Halcrow, 2008).
Undefended: Recession along this section is
highly dependent upon the local geology,
however, erosion at a mean annual rate of in
the region of 0.1-0.5/m/yr is possible along
most parts (Halcrow, 2008). The frequency of
events along this section varies between 1-10
years and 10-100 years, although in both cases,
the recession potential is less than 10m per
event (Halcrow, 2008). These are however
complex cliffs controlled by groundwater and
toe erosion is therefore less important and so
sea level rise effects are outweighed by
infrequent small scale cliff failure events.
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event (Halcrow, 2008). These are however
complex cliffs controlled by groundwater and
toe erosion is therefore less important and so
sea level rise effects are outweighed by
infrequent small scale cliff failure events.

years and 10-100 years, although in both cases,
the recession potential is less than 10m per
event (Halcrow, 2008). These are however
complex cliffs controlled by groundwater and
toe erosion is therefore less important and so
sea level rise effects are outweighed by
infrequent small scale cliff failure events.

Total erosion of 29-50m predicted by 2105,
inclusive of episodic landslide events (Halcrow,
2008 and Halcrow, 2002).

Total erosion of 5-10m predicted by 2025,
inclusive of episodic landslide events (Halcrow,
2008 and Halcrow, 2002).

Small Mouth to Osprey
Quay (Portland Harbour)

Defended: There are some areas of rock
revetment at either end of this section, along
with other structures associated with flood
protection at Portland and the entrance to The
Fleet. Some of these defence lengths are
expected to fail by the end of this period,
resulting in increased risk of flooding and
erosion.
The presence of the Portland Harbour
Breakwaters is also a significant control on this
section by influencing wave climate. It is
assumed these structures will remain and
continue to influence wave climate along the
shoreline.
Undefended: Whilst not having defences along
the shoreline, the central part of this section,
which is occupied by the shingle barrier of
Ham Beach, has been relatively stable with no
observable change over the past century since

Total erosion of 14-25m predicted by 2055,
inclusive of episodic landslide events (Halcrow,
2008 and Halcrow, 2002).
Defended:
Defended: The remaining defences along this
section would be expected to fail during this
period, increasing the risk of flooding and
erosion in these areas. This could also affect
the entrance of The Fleet or a period of time.
The presence of the Portland Harbour
Breakwaters is also a significant control on this
section by influencing wave climate. It is
assumed these structures will remain and
continue to influence wave climate along the
shoreline.
Undefended: Whilst not having defences along
the shoreline, the central part of this section,
which is occupied by the shingle barrier of
Ham Beach, has been relatively stable with no
observable change over the past century since
the construction of the Portland Harbour
Breakwaters (Halcrow, 2002).

Defended: No defences present along this
section resulting in increased flood and erosion
risk during this period.
The presence of the Portland Harbour
Breakwaters is also a significant control on this
section. It is assumed these structures will
remain and continue to influence wave climate
along the shoreline.
Undefended: Whilst not having defences along
the shoreline, the central part of this section,
which is occupied by the shingle barrier of
Ham Beach, has been relatively stable with no
observable change over the past century since
the construction of the Portland Harbour
Breakwaters (Halcrow, 2002).
It is assumed the Portland Harbour
Breakwaters remain and continue to influence
wave climate along the shoreline.

It is assumed the Portland Harbour
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the construction of the Portland Harbour
Breakwaters (Halcrow, 2002).

Medium Term (to 2055)

Long Term (to 2105)

Breakwaters remain and continue to influence
wave climate along the shoreline.

It is assumed the Portland Harbour
Breakwaters remain and continue to influence
wave climate along the shoreline.
Osprey Quay (Portland
Harbour) to Grove Point

Defended: This section is entirely defended
with a range of structures including rock
revetment, quay walls and breakwaters,
including the Portland Harbour Breakwaters
for some of its length.
As a result, there has been negligible recession
of the backing cliffs along this section over the
past century.
Undefended: Section is completely defended.

Defended: The defences along the shoreline
would be expected to gradually fail during this
period. This would lead to increased flooding
of low-lying areas and a return to cliff
recession at rates similar to those which
occurred prior to the defences, with cliff
failures predicted to occur with a frequency of
more than 250 years and a recession potential
of 10-50m per event (Halcrow, 2002) ,
although no recession is predicted by 2055.
It is assumed the Portland Harbour
Breakwaters remain and continue to influence
wave climate along the shoreline.

Defended: No defences present along the
shoreline. This would lead to increased
flooding of low-lying areas and a return to cliff
recession at rates similar to those which
occurred prior to the defences, with cliff
failures predicted to occur with a frequency of
more than 250 years and a recession potential
of 10-50m per event (Halcrow, 2002) ,
although no recession is predicted by 2105.
It is assumed the Portland Harbour
Breakwaters remain and continue to influence
wave climate along the shoreline.
Undefended: Section is completely defended.

Undefended: Section is completely defended.
Grove Point to West
Weare

Defended: No defences present.

Defended: No defences present.

Defended: No defences present.

Undefended: Lower limit of annual erosion of
the north-west cliffs at West Weare in the
region of 0.11m/yr. These are complex cliffs,
where cliff recession is driven by small scale,
infrequent rock falls, creating large debris fans,
which are then gradually eroded by wave
action. Therefore sea level rise does not
appear to be dominant force in the rate of cliff

Undefended: Lower limit of annual erosion of
the north-west cliffs at West Weare in the
region of 0.11m/yr. These are complex cliffs,
where cliff recession is driven by small scale,
infrequent rock falls, creating large debris fans,
which are then gradually eroded by wave
action. Therefore sea level rise does not
appear to be dominant force in the rate of cliff

Undefended: Lower limit of annual erosion of
the north-west cliffs at West Weare in the
region of 0.11m/yr. These are complex cliffs,
where cliff recession is driven by small scale,
infrequent rock falls, creating large debris fans,
which are then gradually eroded by wave
action. Therefore sea level rise does not
appear to be dominant force in the rate of cliff
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top recession. Therefore total erosion of
about 2-10m predicted by 2025 (Halcrow,
2002).

top recession. Therefore total erosion of
about 5-10m predicted by 2055 (Halcrow,
2002).

top recession. Therefore total erosion of
about 10-11m predicted by 2105 (Halcrow,
2002).

The other cliffs along this section that make up
the southern part of the Isle of Portland are
highly resistant and have changed very little
over the past century (Halcrow, 2002).

The other cliffs along this section that make up
the southern part of the Isle of Portland are
highly resistant and have changed very little
over the past century (Halcrow, 2002).

The other cliffs along this section that make up
the southern part of the Isle of Portland are
highly resistant and have changed very little
over the past century (Halcrow, 2002).

The frequency of cliff failure events along this
entire section is 100-250 years, with a
recession potential of less than 10m per event
(Halcrow, 2002).

The frequency of cliff failure events along this
entire section is 100-250 years, with a
recession potential of less than 10m per event
(Halcrow, 2002).

The frequency of cliff failure events along this
entire section is 100-250 years, with a
recession potential of less than 10m per event
(Halcrow, 2002).

Defended: Most of this section is defended by
a range of structures, including sea walls,
gabions and revetments. Coastal squeeze
anticipated as Chesil Beach is prevented from
rolling back.

Defended: The remaining defences would fail in
the early to middle part of this period (residual
lives 15-35 years). This would allow Chesil
Beach to respond more naturally during storm
events. Increased risk of flooding and rollback
of the beach.

Defended: No defences present. Chesil Beach
likely to rollback onto low-lying land during
this period. Increased risk of flooding.

The length of defence fronting part of West
Weare would be expected to fail during this
period (residual life 10-15 years), resulting in
the gradual exposure of the cliff toe to wave
action. It is unlikely that significant cliff
recession would occur by 2025 due to remains
of the defences.
Undefended: This length is undefended on its
seaward face, but is backed by storm
interceptor drains along its landward length.
Annual recession of Chesil Beach in the region
0.06-0.12m/yr. Total recession of 1-2m by

The loss of defence in front of West Weare
cliffs would result in cliff recession occurring at
similar rate as the adjacent undefended section.
Anticipated annual erosion of 0.11m/yr.
Undefended: This length is undefended on its
seaward face, but is backed by storm
interceptor drains along its landward length.

Cliff recession of West Weare would occur at
a similar rate as the adjacent undefended
section. Anticipated annual erosion of
0.11m/yr.
Undefended: This length is undefended on its
seaward face, but is backed by storm
interceptor drains along its landward length.
Annual recession of Chesil Beach in the region
0.06-0.12m/yr. Total recession of 3-6m by
2105 predicted (SCOPAC, 2004).

Annual recession of Chesil Beach in the region
0.06-0.12m/yr. Total recession of 2-4m by
2055 predicted (SCOPAC, 2004).
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2025 predicted (SCOPAC, 2004).
Chesil Beach (Northern
end of Osprey Quay) and
The Fleet

Defended: No defences present.

Defended: No defences present.

Defended: No defences present.

Undefended: Annual recession of Chesil Beach
in the region 0.06-0.12m/yr. Total recession of
1-2m by 2025 predicted (SCOPAC, 2004).

Undefended: Annual recession of Chesil Beach
in the region 0.06-0.12m/yr. Total recession of
2-4m by 2055 predicted (SCOPAC, 2004).

Undefended: Annual recession of Chesil Beach
in the region 0.06-0.12m/yr. Total recession of
3-6m by 2105 predicted (SCOPAC, 2004).

The slopes behind The Fleet are simple (relict)
cliffs, which are protected from direct wave
action by Chesil Beach, therefore there would
be no affect of sea level rise and failure will be
due to the action of groundwater alone,
resulting in infrequent small scale landslide
events with a frequency greater than 250 years
and a recession potential of less than 10m per
event (Halcrow, 2002). Total erosion of 0-10m
predicted by 2025 along these cliffs.

The slopes behind The Fleet are simple (relict)
cliffs, which are protected from direct wave
action by Chesil Beach, therefore there would
be no affect of sea level rise and failure will be
due to the action of groundwater alone,
resulting in infrequent small scale landslide
events with a frequency greater than 250 years
and a recession potential of less than 10m per
event (Halcrow, 2002). Total erosion of 0-10m
predicted by 2055 along these cliffs.

The slopes behind The Fleet are simple (relict)
cliffs, which are protected from direct wave
action by Chesil Beach, therefore there would
be no affect of sea level rise and failure will be
due to the action of groundwater alone,
resulting in infrequent small scale landslide
events with a frequency greater than 250 years
and a recession potential of less than 10m per
event (Halcrow, 2002). Total erosion of 0-10m
predicted by 2105 along these cliffs.

Abbotsbury to Cogden
Beach

Defended: No defences present.

Defended: No defences present.

Defended: No defences present.

Undefended: There has been negligible
movement of this section over the past
century (Halcrow, 2002).

Undefended: There has been negligible
movement of this section over the past
century (Halcrow, 2002).

Undefended: There has been negligible
movement of this section over the past
century (Halcrow, 2002).

Cogden Beach to Burton
Cliff (West)

Defended: No defences present.

Defended: No defences present.

Defended: No defences present.

Undefended: The lower limit of annual erosion
of the cliffs along this section in the region of
0.14m/yr (Halcrow, 2002).

Undefended: The lower limit of annual erosion
of the cliffs along this section in the region of
0.14m/yr (Halcrow, 2002).

Undefended: The lower limit of annual erosion
of the cliffs along this section in the region of
0.14m/yr (Halcrow, 2002).

The simple inter-bedded sandstone cliffs
recede through a combination of gradual
erosion and infrequent small scale cliff falls.
Future rate is likely to be affected by sea level

The simple inter-bedded sandstone cliffs
recede through a combination of gradual
erosion and infrequent small scale cliff falls.
Future rate is likely to be affected by sea level

The simple inter-bedded sandstone cliffs
recede through a combination of gradual
erosion and infrequent small scale cliff falls.
Future rate is likely to be affected by sea level
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rise therefore use Bruun Rule for future
predictions. There could be a feedback
mechanism through input of sand to the
beaches, which may slow erosion for a period,
but is unlikely to be sufficient to stop erosion
under accelerated sea level rise.

rise therefore use Bruun Rule for future
predictions. There could be a feedback
mechanism through input of sand to the
beaches, which may slow erosion for a period,
but is unlikely to be sufficient to stop erosion
under accelerated sea level rise. Total erosion
of these cliffs of about 7-10m predicted by
2055.

rise therefore use Bruun Rule for future
predictions. There could be a feedback
mechanism through input of sand to the
beaches, which may slow erosion for a period,
but is unlikely to be sufficient to stop erosion
under accelerated sea level rise. Total erosion
of these cliffs of about 14-35m predicted by
2105.

The simple low level clay cliff at the eastern
end recedes through a combination of gradual
erosion and mudslide events. Future recession
of these cliffs is likely to be affected by sea
level rise therefore use Bruun Rule for future
predictions. Sediment released from the cliff is
unlikely to be retained on the beaches. Total
erosion of these cliffs of about 7-13m
predicted by 2055.

The simple low level clay cliff at the eastern
end recedes through a combination of gradual
erosion and mudslide events. Future recession
of these cliffs is likely to be affected by sea
level rise therefore use Bruun Rule for future
predictions. Sediment released from the cliff is
unlikely to be retained on the beaches. Total
erosion of these cliffs of about 14-53m
predicted by 2105.

Defended: No beach management activity.

Defended: No beach management activity.

Increasing extents and frequency of flooding to
the low-lying land behind during this period.

Increasing extents and frequency of flooding to
the low-lying land behind during this period.

Undefended: This section is completely
defended.

Undefended: This section is completely
defended.

The simple low level clay cliff at the eastern
end recedes through a combination of gradual
erosion and mudslide events. Future recession
of these cliffs is likely to be affected by sea
level rise therefore use Bruun Rule for future
predictions. Sediment released from the cliff is
unlikely to be retained on the beaches.
The frequency of cliff failures along this section
is 1-10 years, with a recession potential of less
than 10m per event (Halcrow, 2002).
Therefore total erosion of about 2-3m
predicted by 2025 in both the sandstone and
clay cliffs.
Freshwater Beach

Defended: The beach has no hard defences,
but is actively managed by beach recycling and
re-profiling.
Beach levels fluctuate, with accretion having
occurred in recent years (Jacobs Babtie, 2006).
Potential for rollback of the beach onto the
low-lying land behind (Halcrow, 2002).
Cessation of these activities would lead to the
beaches failing as flood defences within a year,
leading to increased extents and frequency of
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flooding to the low-lying land behind.
Undefended: This section is completely
defended.
East Cliff
Cliff (West Bay)

Defended: No defences present.

Defended: No defences present.

Defended: No defences present.

Undefended: The lower limit of annual erosion
of the cliffs along this section in the region of
0.14m/yr (Halcrow, 2002).

Undefended: The lower limit of annual erosion
of the cliffs along this section in the region of
0.14m/yr (Halcrow, 2002).

Undefended: The lower limit of annual erosion
of the cliffs along this section in the region of
0.14m/yr (Halcrow, 2002).

The simple inter-bedded sandstone cliffs
recede through a combination of gradual
erosion and infrequent small scale cliff falls.
Future rate is likely to be affected by sea level
rise therefore use Bruun Rule for future
predictions. There could be a feedback
mechanism through input of sand to the
beaches, which may slow erosion for a period,
but is unlikely to be sufficient to stop erosion
under accelerated sea level rise.

The simple inter-bedded sandstone cliffs
recede through a combination of gradual
erosion and infrequent small scale cliff falls.
Future rate is likely to be affected by sea level
rise therefore use Bruun Rule for future
predictions. There could be a feedback
mechanism through input of sand to the
beaches, which may slow erosion for a period,
but is unlikely to be sufficient to stop erosion
under accelerated sea level rise. Total erosion
of these cliffs of about 7-10m predicted by
2055.

The simple inter-bedded sandstone cliffs
recede through a combination of gradual
erosion and infrequent small scale cliff falls.
Future rate is likely to be affected by sea level
rise therefore use Bruun Rule for future
predictions. There could be a feedback
mechanism through input of sand to the
beaches, which may slow erosion for a period,
but is unlikely to be sufficient to stop erosion
under accelerated sea level rise. Total erosion
of these cliffs of about 14-35m predicted by
2105.

The frequency of cliff failures along this section
is 1-10 years, with a recession potential of less
than 10m per event (Halcrow, 2002).

The frequency of cliff failures along this section
is 1-10 years, with a recession potential of less
than 10m per event (Halcrow, 2002).

Defended: No beach management activity.

Defended: No beach management activity.

Increasing extents and frequency of flooding to
the low-lying land behind during this period.

Increasing extents and frequency of flooding to
the low-lying land behind during this period.

Potential for rollback of the beach onto the
low-lying land behind (Halcrow, 2002).

Potential for rollback of the beach onto the
low-lying land behind (Halcrow, 2002).

The frequency of cliff failures along this section
is 1-10 years, with a recession potential of less
than 10m per event (Halcrow, 2002). Total of
erosion of about 2-3m predicted by 2025.
West Bay (East Beach to
eastern pier)

Defended: There are no actual structures on
the beach face, however the beach is actively
managed by recycling and re-profiling, whilst
the eastern pier of West Bay Harbour
entrance also affects shoreline evolution.
Cessation of the beach management activities
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would lead to the beaches failing as flood
defences within a year, leading to increased
extents and frequency of flooding to the lowlying land behind.

Harbour arms continue to inhibit longshore
transport of sediment between East Beach and
West Beach, although could fail by the end of
this period and so have a reduced impact.

Beach levels vary in response to prevailing
conditions, with MHW position having
previously fluctuated within a range of 60m
(HR Wallingford, 1997), although the
management activities have resulted in very
little net change (Halcrow, 2002).

Undefended: This section is completely
defended.

Long Term (to 2105)
The harbour arms would fail during the early
part of this period, reducing their effect on
longshore sediment transport processes.
Undefended: This section is completely
defended.

Potential for rollback of the beach onto the
low-lying land behind (Halcrow, 2002).
Undefended: This section is completely
defended.
West Bay (West Beach
from eastern pier) to
West Cliff (East)

Defended: The east and west piers at the
entrance to West Bay Harbour influence
littoral drift, as do a number of rock groynes.
There is also a sea wall the back the beach
which could fail towards the end of this period.
Beach levels fluctuate, with draw-down during
storms exacerbated by scour at the sea wall.
Cessation of active beach management using
recycling and re-profiling could result in the
failure of the seawall occurring in the middle of
this period rather than towards the end, as
well as failure of the rock groynes.
Undefended: This section is completely
defended.

Defended: Loss of seawall and control
structures along this section resulting in
increased risk of flooding during high water
level and storm events.
Roll back of the foreshore and low lying beach
could occur in response to sea level rise.
Harbour arms continue to inhibit longshore
transport of sediment between East Beach and
West Beach, although could fail by the end of
this period and so have a reduced impact.
Beach levels would remain low with little input
from the west.

Defended: No defences along the shoreline
with little sediment input from east or west
keep beach levels low.
Roll back of the foreshore and low lying beach
could occur in response to sea level rise.
The harbour arms would fail during the early
part of this period, reducing their effect on
longshore sediment transport processes.
Undefended: This section is completely
defended.

Undefended: This section is completely
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defended.
West Cliff (East) to
Thorncombe Beacon

Defended: The sea wall and promenade along
the toe of the eastern part of West Cliff could
fail by the end of this period. This would
initially have little effect upon localised cliff
erosion.
Undefended: Annual erosion of the
undefended part of West Cliff in the region of
0.37m/yr. These are complex cliffs which tend
to recede due to landslide events controlled by
groundwater. Toe erosion is therefore less
important and so sea level rise effects are
outweighed by infrequent large scale cliff failure
events. Total erosion of these cliffs of about 650m predicted by 2025 (SCOPAC, 2004 and
Halcrow, 2002).
The cliffs towards Eype and Thorncombe
Beacon experience annual erosion in the
region of 0.05-0.5m/yr. These are also complex
cliffs which tend to recede due to both gradual
erosion and large scale landslide events
controlled by groundwater. As for West Cliff,
sea level rise effects are outweighed by
infrequent large scale cliff failure events. Total
erosion in this area of 5-20m predicted by
2025 (SCOPAC, 2004 and Halcrow, 2002).
The frequency of landslides along this section is
1-10 years, with a recession potential of 1050m at West Cliff, but less than 10m at

Defended: Failure of the sea wall and
promenade along the toe of the eastern part of
West Cliff would result in increased exposure
of the cliff toe to wave action as debris is
removed. This would result in the rate of
recession occurring as per the adjacent
undefended cliffs.
Undefended: Annual erosion of the
undefended part of West Cliff in the region of
0.37m/yr. These are complex cliffs which tend
to recede due to landslide events controlled by
groundwater. Toe erosion is therefore less
important and so sea level rise effects are
outweighed by infrequent large scale cliff failure
events. Total erosion of these cliffs of about
17-125m predicted by 2055 (SCOPAC, 2004
and Halcrow, 2002).
The cliffs towards Eype and Thorncombe
Beacon experience annual erosion in the
region of 0.05-0.5m/yr. These are also complex
cliffs which tend to recede due to both gradual
erosion and large scale landslide events
controlled by groundwater. As for West Cliff,
sea level rise effects are outweighed by
infrequent large scale cliff failure events. Total
erosion in this area of 13-50m predicted by
2055 (SCOPAC, 2004 and Halcrow, 2002).

Defended: No defences.
Undefended: Annual erosion of the
undefended part of West Cliff in the region of
0.37m/yr. These are complex cliffs which tend
to recede due to landslide events controlled by
groundwater. Toe erosion is therefore less
important and so sea level rise effects are
outweighed by infrequent large scale cliff failure
events. Total erosion of these cliffs of about
36-250m predicted by 2105 (SCOPAC, 2004
and Halcrow, 2002).
The cliffs towards Eype and Thorncombe
Beacon experience annual erosion in the
region of 0.05-0.5m/yr. These are also complex
cliffs which tend to recede due to both gradual
erosion and large scale landslide events
controlled by groundwater. As for West Cliff,
sea level rise effects are outweighed by
infrequent large scale cliff failure events. Total
erosion in this area of 27-100m predicted by
2105 (SCOPAC, 2004 and Halcrow, 2002).
The frequency of landslides along this section is
1-10 years, with a recession potential of 1050m at West Cliff, but less than 10m at
Thorncombe Beacon (Halcrow, 2002).

The frequency of landslides along this section is
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Thorncombe Beacon to
Seatown
Seatown (East)

Seatown
Seatown

Data Assessment for ‘No Active Intervention’
Short Term (to 2025)

Medium Term (to 2055)

Long Term (to 2105)

Thorncombe Beacon (Halcrow, 2002).

1-10 years, with a recession potential of 1050m at West Cliff, but less than 10m at
Thorncombe Beacon (Halcrow, 2002).

Defended: No defences present.

Defended: No defences present.

Defended: No defences present.

Undefended: Lower limit of annual cliff erosion
in the region of 0.7m/yr. These are complex
cliffs which tend to recede due to both gradual
erosion and large scale landslide events
controlled by groundwater. Toe erosion is
therefore less important and so sea level rise
effects are outweighed by infrequent large
scale cliff failure events. This gives rise to total
erosion of 12-20m predicted by 2025
(Halcrow, 2007b and Halcrow, 2002).

Undefended: Lower limit of annual cliff erosion
in the region of 0.7m/yr. These are complex
cliffs which tend to recede due to both gradual
erosion and large scale landslide events
controlled by groundwater. Toe erosion is
therefore less important and so sea level rise
effects are outweighed by infrequent large
scale cliff failure events. This gives rise to total
erosion of 33-50m predicted by 2055
(Halcrow, 2007b and Halcrow, 2002).

Undefended: Lower limit of annual cliff erosion
in the region of 0.7m/yr. These are complex
cliffs which tend to recede due to both gradual
erosion and large scale landslide events
controlled by groundwater. Toe erosion is
therefore less important and so sea level rise
effects are outweighed by infrequent large
scale cliff failure events. This gives rise to total
erosion of 68-100m predicted by 2105
(Halcrow, 2007b and Halcrow, 2002).

The frequency of landslides along this section is
1-10 years, with a recession potential of less
than 10m (Halcrow, 2002).

The frequency of landslides along this section is
1-10 years, with a recession potential of less
than 10m (Halcrow, 2002).

The frequency of landslides along this section is
1-10 years, with a recession potential of less
than 10m (Halcrow, 2002).

Defended: Rock armour revetment along the
toe of part of the cliff fronting the western part
of Seatown. Despite this, annual cliff erosion in
the region of 0.33m/yr could still occur within
the complex cliffs which tend to recede due to
both gradual erosion and large scale landslide
events controlled by groundwater. Toe
erosion is therefore less important and so sea
level rise effects are outweighed by infrequent
large scale cliff failure events. This gives rise to
total erosion of 6-20m predicted by 2025
(Halcrow, 2007b).

Defended: Rock armour revetment along the
toe of part of the cliff fronting the western part
of Seatown would be expected to fail during
this period. This would likely result in annual
cliff erosion in the excess of the 0.33m/yr that
occurs with defences present (Halcrow,
2007b). Annual recession at a similar rate as
the adjacent cliffs would be most likely (i.e.
0.7m/yr, Halcrow (2007b)) with infrequent
landslide events, giving rise to total erosion of
up to 50m predicted by 2055 (Halcrow, 2002).

Defended: No defences present. Cliff recession
anticipated to occur at a similar rate as
adjacent cliff sections (i.e. 0.7m/yr, Halcrow
(2007b)) with infrequent landslide events,
giving rise to total erosion of up to 100m
predicted by 2105 (Halcrow, 2002).

The seawall that protects low-lying land would

The low-lying part of this section would
experience increased risk of flooding, whilst
the beach fronting this part could rollback
onto the low-lying land.
Undefended: This section is completely
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Location

Data Assessment for ‘No Active Intervention’
Short Term (to 2025)
The remaining part of this section is low-lying
land susceptible that is protected by a sea wall,
fronted by shingle beach which has been
significantly depleted by historical shingle
mining (SCOPAC, 2004).
Undefended: This section is completely
defended.

Seatown (West) to
Golden Cap

Golden Cap to
Charmouth (East)

Medium Term (to 2055)
also fail during this period, leading to an
increased risk of flooding and the possibility
that the beach would rollback onto this lowlying land.

Long Term (to 2105)
defended.

Undefended: This section is completely
defended.

Defended: No defences present.

Defended: No defences present.

Defended: No defences present.

Undefended: Lower limit of annual cliff erosion
in the region of 0.7m/yr. These are complex
cliffs which tend to recede due to both gradual
erosion and large scale landslide events
controlled by groundwater. Toe erosion is
therefore less important and so sea level rise
effects are outweighed by infrequent large
scale cliff failure events. This gives rise to total
erosion of 12-20m predicted by 2025
(Halcrow, 2007b and Halcrow, 2002).

Undefended: Lower limit of annual cliff erosion
in the region of 0.7m/yr. These are complex
cliffs which tend to recede due to both gradual
erosion and large scale landslide events
controlled by groundwater. Toe erosion is
therefore less important and so sea level rise
effects are outweighed by infrequent large
scale cliff failure events. This gives rise to total
erosion of 33-50m predicted by 2055
(Halcrow, 2007b and Halcrow, 2002).

Undefended: Lower limit of annual cliff erosion
in the region of 0.7m/yr. These are complex
cliffs which tend to recede due to both gradual
erosion and large scale landslide events
controlled by groundwater. Toe erosion is
therefore less important and so sea level rise
effects are outweighed by infrequent large
scale cliff failure events. This gives rise to total
erosion of 68-100m predicted by 2105
(Halcrow, 2007b and Halcrow, 2002).

The frequency of landslides along this section is
1-10 years, with a recession potential of less
than 10m (Halcrow, 2002).

The frequency of landslides along this section is
1-10 years, with a recession potential of less
than 10m (Halcrow, 2002).

The frequency of landslides along this section is
1-10 years, with a recession potential of less
than 10m (Halcrow, 2002).

Defended:
Defended: No defences present.

Defended: No defences present.

Defended: No defences present.

Undefended: Lower limits of annual cliff
erosion along this section based upon
historical rates. At Broom Hill this is in the
region of 0.99m/yr, whilst at Stonebarrow it is
0.39m/yr and at Golden Cap, annual cliff
erosion in the region of 0.05-0.3m/yr

Undefended: Lower limits of annual cliff
erosion along this section based upon
historical rates. At Broom Hill this is in the
region of 0.99m/yr, whilst at Stonebarrow it is
0.39m/yr and at Golden Cap, annual cliff
erosion in the region of 0.05-0.3m/yr

Undefended: Lower limits of annual cliff
erosion along this section based upon
historical rates. At Broom Hill this is in the
region of 0.99m/yr, whilst at Stonebarrow it is
0.39m/yr and at Golden Cap, annual cliff
erosion in the region of 0.05-0.3m/yr
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Charmouth
Charmouth (East) to East
Cliff (Lyme Regis)

Data Assessment for ‘No Active Intervention’
Short Term (to 2025)

Medium Term (to 2055)

Long Term (to 2105)

(SCOPAC, 2004).

(SCOPAC, 2004).

(SCOPAC, 2004).

These are all complex cliffs, which tend to
recede due to both gradual erosion and
medium to large scale landslide events
controlled by groundwater. Toe erosion is
therefore less important and so sea level rise
effects are outweighed by infrequent cliff
failure events along this section.

These are all complex cliffs, which tend to
recede due to both gradual erosion and
medium to large scale landslide events
controlled by groundwater. Toe erosion is
therefore less important and so sea level rise
effects are outweighed by infrequent cliff
failure events along this section.

These are all complex cliffs, which tend to
recede due to both gradual erosion and
medium to large scale landslide events
controlled by groundwater. Toe erosion is
therefore less important and so sea level rise
effects are outweighed by infrequent cliff
failure events along this section.

The frequency of landslide events at along this
section is 10-100 years (Halcrow, 2002) ,
although at Stonebarrow, it is up to 100-150
years (SCOPAC, 2004). The recession
potential at Golden Cap is 10-50m per event,
whilst at Stonebarrow it is greater than 50m
per event (Halcrow, 2002).

The frequency of landslide events at along this
section is 10-100 years (Halcrow, 2002) ,
although at Stonebarrow, it is up to 100-150
years (SCOPAC, 2004). The recession
potential at Golden Cap is 10-50m per event,
whilst at Stonebarrow it is greater than 50m
per event (Halcrow, 2002).

The frequency of landslide events at along this
section is 10-100 years (Halcrow, 2002) ,
although at Stonebarrow, it is up to 100-150
years (SCOPAC, 2004). The recession
potential at Golden Cap is 10-50m per event,
whilst at Stonebarrow it is greater than 50m
per event (Halcrow, 2002).

At Stonebarrow there is also a large landslide
complex seaward of the cliff top, which will
affect the rate of actual cliff top recession.

At Stonebarrow there is also a large landslide
complex seaward of the cliff top, which will
affect the rate of actual cliff top recession.

At Stonebarrow there is also a large landslide
complex seaward of the cliff top, which will
affect the rate of actual cliff top recession.

Total erosion predicted along this section by
2025 therefore varies from 3-50m at Golden
Cap, 17-50m at Broom Hill, and 7-50m at
Stonebarrow (SCOPAC, 2004 and Halcrow,
2002).

Total erosion predicted along this section by
2055 therefore varies from 8-50m at Golden
Cap, 47-50m at Broom Hill, and 18-50m at
Stonebarrow (SCOPAC, 2004 and Halcrow,
2002).

Total erosion predicted along this section by
2105 therefore varies from 17-50m at Golden
Cap, 50-100m at Broom Hill, and 38-50m at
Stonebarrow (SCOPAC, 2004 and Halcrow,
2002).

Defended: Defences protect the low-lying land
at Charmouth at the back of a sandy beach.
Coastal squeeze anticipated here.

Defended: Defences that protect the low-lying
land at Charmouth at the back of a sandy
beach are expected to fail during the early part
of this period (residual life 15-25 years). This
would reduce the risk of coastal squeeze in
this area, but increase the risk of flooding as

Defended: No defences present along this
section. The beach at Charmouth would
rollback onto the low-lying land behind in
response to sea level rise.

Undefended: Major landslide complexes with
varying annual rates of recession. Black Ven

Undefended: Major landslide complexes with
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Data Assessment for ‘No Active Intervention’
Short Term (to 2025)
East and Central, annual cliff erosion in the
region of 0.2-0.6m/yr (Halcrow, 2007a).
Annual cliff erosion at Black Ven West in the
region of 0.6m/yr (Halcrow, 2007a). This lower
estimate of recession is based upon the more
recent rate of recession observed, although
depending upon the period looked at, there
are potentially large distortions depending on
the occurrence of failure events. Use of this
rate is in broad agreement with the
Futurecoast assessment of recession potential
and frequency.
At The Spittles, annual cliff recession in the
region of 0.52m/yr.
These cliffs are all complex cliffs, which tend to
recede due to landslide events controlled by
groundwater. Toe erosion is therefore less
important and so sea level rise effects are
outweighed by infrequent large scale cliff failure
events. The frequency of landslide events is 10100 years, with a recession potential of more
than 50m per event (Halcrow, 2002).
Total erosion of 10-50m is predicted by 2025
along this section (Halcrow, 2007a and
Halcrow, 2002).

Medium Term (to 2055)
well as allow rollback of the beach.
Undefended: Major landslide complexes with
varying annual rates of recession. Black Ven
East and Central, annual cliff erosion in the
region of 0.2-0.6m/yr (Halcrow, 2007a).
Annual cliff erosion at Black Ven West in the
region of 0.6m/yr (Halcrow, 2007a). This lower
estimate of recession is based upon the more
recent rate of recession observed, although
depending upon the period looked at, there
are potentially large distortions depending on
the occurrence of failure events. Use of this
rate is in broad agreement with the
Futurecoast assessment of recession potential
and frequency.
At The Spittles, annual cliff recession in the
region of 0.52m/yr.
These cliffs are all complex cliffs, which tend to
recede due to landslide events controlled by
groundwater. Toe erosion is therefore less
important and so sea level rise effects are
outweighed by infrequent large scale cliff failure
events. The frequency of landslide events is 10100 years, with a recession potential of more
than 50m per event (Halcrow, 2002).
Total erosion is predicted to vary along this
section by 2055, with 19-50m predicted for
Black Ven East and Central) and 28-50m at
Black Ven West. At The Spittles, 24-50m of

Long Term (to 2105)
varying annual rates of recession. Black Ven
East and Central, annual cliff erosion in the
region of 0.2-0.6m/yr (Halcrow, 2007a).
Annual cliff erosion at Black Ven West in the
region of 0.6m/yr (Halcrow, 2007a). This lower
estimate of recession is based upon the more
recent rate of recession observed, although
depending upon the period looked at, there
are potentially large distortions depending on
the occurrence of failure events. Use of this
rate is in broad agreement with the
Futurecoast assessment of recession potential
and frequency.
At The Spittles, annual cliff recession in the
region of 0.52m/yr.
These cliffs are all complex cliffs, which tend to
recede due to landslide events controlled by
groundwater. Toe erosion is therefore less
important and so sea level rise effects are
outweighed by infrequent large scale cliff failure
events. The frequency of landslide events is 10100 years, with a recession potential of more
than 50m per event (Halcrow, 2002).
Total erosion is predicted to vary along this
section by 2105, with 40-50m predicted for
Black Ven East and Central) and 50-60m at
Black Ven West. At The Spittles, about 50m of
erosion is predicted by 2105 (Halcrow, 2007a
and Halcrow, 2002).
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Data Assessment for ‘No Active Intervention’
Short Term (to 2025)

Medium Term (to 2055)

Long Term (to 2105)

erosion is predicted by 2055 (Halcrow, 2007a
and Halcrow, 2002).
East Cliff (Lyme Regis) to
Broad Ledge (Lyme Regis)

Defended: A sea wall extends along the toe of
East and Church Cliffs at Lyme Regis and has
prevented any significant landslide activity in
this area. It is estimated that prior to
construction of the sea wall, recession at an
annual rate of 0.45-0.8m/yr (East Cliff) or even
1.3m/yr (Church Cliff) occurred (SCOPAC,
2004), with a landslide frequency of 10-100
years and a recession potential of more than
50m per event (Halcrow, 2002).
Undefended: This section is completely
defended.

Defended: The sea wall that extends along the
toe of East and Church Cliffs at Lyme Regis
would also gradually fail in the early to middle
part of this period (residual life 15-35 years).
This would result in a return of cliff recession
as a result of landslide activity as a rate
estimated to have occurred prior to
construction of the sea wall. Recession
therefore anticipated at an annual rate of 0.450.8m/yr (East Cliff) or even 1.3m/yr (Church
Cliff) occurred (SCOPAC, 2004), with a
landslide frequency of 10-100 years and a
recession potential of more than 50m per
event (Halcrow, 2002).
These are complex cliffs which would tend to
recede due to landslide events controlled by
groundwater. Toe erosion is therefore less
important and so sea level rise effects are
outweighed by infrequent large scale cliff failure
events.

Defended: Cliff erosion at East and Church
Cliffs at Lyme Regis would occur at an
estimated annual rate of 0.45-0.8m/yr (East
Cliff) and 1.3m/yr (Church Cliff) (SCOPAC,
2004), with a landslide frequency of 10-100
years and a recession potential of more than
50m per event (Halcrow, 2002).
These are complex cliffs which would tend to
recede due to landslide events controlled by
groundwater. Toe erosion is therefore less
important and so sea level rise effects are
outweighed by infrequent large scale cliff failure
events.
Total erosion of 50-70m predicted by 2105
upon failure of defences.
Undefended: This section is completely
defended.

Total erosion of 20-50m predicted by 2055
upon failure of defences.
Undefended: This section is completely
defended.
Broad
Broad Ledge (Lyme Regis)
to The Cobb (Lyme Regis)

Defended: The presence of defences along the
cliff toe prevents cliff erosion and also littoral

Defended: The presence of defences along the
cliff toe prevents cliff erosion and also littoral

Defended:
Defended: Loss of defences in the early part of
this period would allow cliff recession to
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Data Assessment for ‘No Active Intervention’
Short Term (to 2025)
drift of sediment.
Undefended: This section is completely
defended.

Medium Term (to 2055)
drift of sediment for the majority of this
period, although defences would begin to fail in
the latter part of this period (residual lives 2550 years).
Undefended: This section is completely
defended.

The Cobb (Lyme Regis) to
Seven Rock Point

Defended: Sea wall along part of cliff toe at
Lyme Regis prevents cliff erosion in this area.
Some accretion of Monmouth Beach
immediately adjacent The Cobb, but overall
long term trend of erosion along Monmouth
Beach.
Undefended: This section comprises complex
cliffs which tend to recede due to landslide
events controlled by groundwater. Toe
erosion is therefore less important for
continued erosion of cliff base, with historic
rates of recession of cliff base presented in
SCOPAC (2004), but historic rates of cliff top
recession are not available.
The frequency of landslide events is 250-1000+
years, with a recession potential of 10-50m per
event (Halcrow, 2002).
No cliff top recession is predicted to occur by
2025.

Defended: Sea wall along part of cliff toe at
Lyme Regis that prevents cliff erosion in this
area would fail during the early to middle part
of this period (residual life 25-35 years).
This would result in the gradual resumption of
cliff recession at a rate similar to adjacent
undefended cliffs. This in turn could release
new sediment to local beaches.
The Cobb could also fail during this period,
which could allow increased longshore
sediment transport towards the east, although
its remains would continue to hinder this
process.
Undefended: This section comprises complex
cliffs which tend to recede due to landslide
events controlled by groundwater. Toe
erosion is therefore less important for
continued erosion of cliff base, with historic
rates of recession of cliff base presented in
SCOPAC (2004), but historic rates of cliff top
recession are not available.

Long Term (to 2105)
occur, possibly at a rate similar to that which
occurs in adjacent cliffs.
Littoral drift processes would transport
sediment along the beaches from west to east.
Undefended:
Undefended: This section is completely
defended.
Defended: No defences along this section, with
cliff recession occurring at a similar rate to
adjacent undefended cliffs.
This could lead to new inputs of sediment to
local beaches which could then be transported
eastwards by littoral drift processes. The beach
would also retreat at a rate inline with cliff
recession.
Undefended: This section comprises complex
cliffs which tend to recede due to landslide
events controlled by groundwater. Toe
erosion is therefore less important for
continued erosion of cliff base, with historic
rates of recession of cliff base presented in
SCOPAC (2004), but historic rates of cliff top
recession are not available.
The frequency of landslide events is 250-1000+
years, with a recession potential of 10-50m per
event (Halcrow, 2002).
No cliff top recession is predicted to occur by
2105.

The frequency of landslide events is 250-1000+
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Data Assessment for ‘No Active Intervention’
Short Term (to 2025)

Medium Term (to 2055)

Long Term (to 2105)

years, with a recession potential of 10-50m per
event (Halcrow, 2002).
No cliff top recession is predicted to occur by
2055.
Seven Rock Point to
Haven Cliff (West)

Defended: No defences present.

Defended: No defences present.

Defended:
Defended: No defences present.

Undefended: Along this section the cliffs are all
complex cliffs, which tend to recede due to
landslide events controlled by groundwater.

Undefended: Along this section the cliffs are all
complex cliffs, which tend to recede due to
landslide events controlled by groundwater.

Undefended: Along this section the cliffs are all
complex cliffs, which tend to recede due to
landslide events controlled by groundwater.

Towards the eastern end of this section
(Pinhay and Dowland Cliffs) the frequency of
landslide events is 250-1000+ years, with a
recession potential of more than 50m per
event. Toe erosion in this area is important for
continued erosion of the cliff base. Historic
rates of recession of the cliff base area
presented in SCOPAC (2004), but historic
rates of cliff top recession are not available. No
cliff top recession is predicted in this area by
2025.

Towards the eastern end of this section
(Pinhay and Dowland Cliffs) the frequency of
landslide events is 250-1000+ years, with a
recession potential of more than 50m per
event. Toe erosion in this area is important for
continued erosion of the cliff base. Historic
rates of recession of the cliff base area
presented in SCOPAC (2004), but historic
rates of cliff top recession are not available. No
cliff top recession is predicted in this area by
2055.

Towards the eastern end of this section
(Pinhay and Dowland Cliffs) the frequency of
landslide events is 250-1000+ years, with a
recession potential of more than 50m per
event. Toe erosion in this area is important for
continued erosion of the cliff base. Historic
rates of recession of the cliff base area
presented in SCOPAC (2004), but historic
rates of cliff top recession are not available. No
cliff top recession is predicted in this area by
2105.

Towards the western end of this section
(Haven Cliffs), the lower limit of annual cliff
erosion in this area is in the region of 0.2m/yr
(SCOPAC, 2004). The frequency of landslide
events is 10-100 years with a recession
potential of less than 10m per event (Halcrow,
2002). Toe erosion is less important and so sea
level rise effects are outweighed by infrequent
cliff failure events. Total erosion in this area is

Towards the western end of this section
(Haven Cliffs), the lower limit of annual cliff
erosion in this area is in the region of 0.2m/yr
(SCOPAC, 2004). The frequency of landslide
events is 10-100 years with a recession
potential of less than 10m per event (Halcrow,
2002). Toe erosion is less important and so sea
level rise effects are outweighed by infrequent
cliff failure events. Total erosion in this area is

Towards the western end of this section
(Haven Cliffs), the lower limit of annual cliff
erosion in this area is in the region of 0.2m/yr
(SCOPAC, 2004). The frequency of landslide
events is 10-100 years with a recession
potential of less than 10m per event (Halcrow,
2002). Toe erosion is less important and so sea
level rise effects are outweighed by infrequent
cliff failure events. Total erosion in this area is
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Haven Cliff (West) to
Seaton Hole

Data Assessment for ‘No Active Intervention’
Short Term (to 2025)

Medium Term (to 2055)

Long Term (to 2105)

predicted to be 3-10m by 2025.

predicted to be 9-10m by 2055.

predicted to be 10-20m by 2105.

Defended: Sediment transport from west to
east maintains spit across Axe estuary mouth.
Beach is stable and accreting in recent years,
though levels fluctuate seasonally.

Defended: Sediment transport from west to
east maintains spit across Axe estuary mouth.
Beach is stable and accreting in recent years,
though levels fluctuate seasonally.

Defended: Sediment transport from west to
east maintains spit across Axe estuary mouth.
Beach is stable and accreting in recent years,
though levels fluctuate seasonally.

Defences along the cliff toe from Seaton to
Seaton Hole, along with recent natural beach
accumulation, has reduced rate of cliff
recession to the region of 0.2m/yr, giving rise
to total erosion of 3-5m predicted by 2025
(SCOPAC, 2004). The defences at the western
end towards Seaton Hole could begin to fail by
2025 (residual lives 10-20 years).

Defences along the cliff toe from Seaton to
Seaton Hole would be expected to fail during
this period (residual lives 25-35 years). This
could result in a return to the rate of annual
cliff erosion that occurred prior to the
defences, in the region of 0.5-1m/yr at Seaton
(Posford Duvivier, 1996), and up to 1.5m/yr at
Seaton Hole (Posford Duvivier, 1997).

No defences along the cliff toe from Seaton to
Seaton Hole, resulting in a return to the rate
of annual cliff erosion that occurred prior to
the defences, in the region of 0.5-1m/yr at
Seaton (Posford Duvivier, 1996), and up to
1.5m/yr at Seaton Hole (Posford Duvivier,
1997).

Prior to defences, annual cliff erosion occurred
in the region of 0.5-1m/yr at Seaton (Posford
Duvivier, 1996), and up to 1.5m/yr at Seaton
Hole (Posford Duvivier, 1997).

As a result of the loss of defences, landslide
events would occur with a frequency of
between 1-10 and 10-100 years, and a
recession potential of less than 10m per event
(Halcrow, 2002).

Should the defences not be present, landslide
frequency would be between 1-10 and 10-100
years, with a recession potential of less than
10m per event (Halcrow, 2002).
Undefended: This section is completely
defended.

These are simple cliffs which tend to recede
through gradual erosion and small scale cliff
falls. They are therefore likely to be affected by
sea level rise and so use Bruun Rule for future
predictions.
Total erosion of 20-30m predicted by 2055
upon failure of defences between Seaton and
Seaton Hole, with 30-35m predicted at Seaton
Hole over the same period once defences have
been lost.

Landslide events would also occur with a
frequency of between 1-10 and 10-100 years,
and a recession potential of less than 10m per
event (Halcrow, 2002).
These are simple cliffs which tend to recede
through gradual erosion and small scale cliff
falls. They are therefore likely to be affected by
sea level rise and so use Bruun Rule for future
predictions.
Total erosion of 60-90m predicted to occur by
2105 along the Seaton section, with 80-110m
predicted at Seaton Hole.
Undefended:
Undefended: This section is completely
defended.
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Undefended: This section is completely
defended.
Seaton Hole to Beer Head

Defended: No defences present along most of
this section, except for a short length of
defence at Beer which is unlikely to have much
effect upon erosion rates as it is backed by
resistant chalk cliffs.
Undefended: Chalk cliffs largely resistant to
erosion with little change over past century.
Failure by infrequent cliff falls, with a frequency
of 10-100 years and a recession potential of
10-50m per event (Halcrow, 2002). Total
erosion of 0-50m predicted by 2025.

Beer Head to Salcombe
Hill (West)

Defended: No defences present along the
majority of this section, except for some very
localised rock placement at Branscombe.
Undefended: Beach erosion has occurred at
the western end (Salcombe Hill) of this
section, whilst a slight long term trend of
accretion occurs towards Beer Head.
The frequency of landslide events increases
from east to west along this section, with
events every 250-1000+ at Hooken Cliff,
increasing to 100-250 years at Branscombe
Cliff, and 10-100 years at Dunscombe Cliff and
Salcombe Hill. The recession potential of
landslide events along this section is typically
less than 10m per event, except at Hooken

Defended: No defences present along most of
this section. The short length of defence at
Beer would fail during this period.
Undefended: Chalk cliffs largely resistant to
erosion with little change over past century.
Failure by infrequent cliff falls, with a frequency
of 10-100 years and a recession potential of
10-50m per event (Halcrow, 2002). Total
erosion of 0-50m predicted by 2055.

Defended: No defences present along the
majority of this section. The very localised
rock placement at Branscombe would fail
during this period.
Undefended: Beach erosion has occurred at
the western end (Salcombe Hill) of this
section, whilst a slight long term trend of
accretion occurs towards Beer Head.
The frequency of landslide events increases
from east to west along this section, with
events every 250-1000+ at Hooken Cliff,
increasing to 100-250 years at Branscombe
Cliff, and 10-100 years at Dunscombe Cliff and
Salcombe Hill. The recession potential of
landslide events along this section is typically

Defended: No defences present.
Undefended: Chalk cliffs largely resistant to
erosion with little change over past century.
Failure by infrequent cliff falls, with a frequency
of 10-100 years and a recession potential of
10-50m per event (Halcrow, 2002). Total
erosion of 0-50m predicted by 2105.

Defended: No defences present.
Undefended: Beach erosion has occurred at
the western end (Salcombe Hill) of this
section, whilst a slight long term trend of
accretion occurs towards Beer Head.
The frequency of landslide events increases
from east to west along this section, with
events every 250-1000+ at Hooken Cliff,
increasing to 100-250 years at Branscombe
Cliff, and 10-100 years at Dunscombe Cliff and
Salcombe Hill. The recession potential of
landslide events along this section is typically
less than 10m per event, except at Hooken
Cliff, where it is more than 50m per event
(Halcrow, 2002).
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Cliff, where it is more than 50m per event
(Halcrow, 2002).
Lower limit of annual cliff erosion towards
Beer Head in the region of 0.06-0.3m/yr.
(Halcrow, 2002; SCOPAC, 2004). These are
composite cliffs consisting of an undercliff
formation and an upper chalk formation.
Although erosion of the exposed cliff face
would occur, cliff top recession would result
from a large scale event which would be due to
groundwater rather than wave action at the
toe. Total erosion in this area is predicted to
be 3-10m by 2025.
At Salcombe Hill the lower limit of annual
erosion is in the region of 1.2-1.7m/yr (Royal
Haskoning, 2003), although longer term rate is
0.3m/yr (SCOPAC, 2004). These are simple
cliffs, which tend to recede through gradual
erosion and very small scale slides. These are
likely to be affected by sea level rise therefore
use Bruun Rule prediction. The cliffs do not
appear to contribute much to the beach
budget. Longer term historic rate of 0.3m/yr
used here as higher rates based on more
recent data likely distorted by recent events.
Total erosion in this area is predicted to be 56m by 2025.

Sidmouth

Defended: The beach here is subject to active

Medium Term (to 2055)
less than 10m per event, except at Hooken
Cliff, where it is more than 50m per event
(Halcrow, 2002).
Lower limit of annual cliff erosion towards
Beer Head in the region of 0.06-0.3m/yr.
(Halcrow, 2002; SCOPAC, 2004). These are
composite cliffs consisting of an undercliff
formation and an upper chalk formation.
Although erosion of the exposed cliff face
would occur, cliff top recession would result
from a large scale event which would be due to
groundwater rather than wave action at the
toe. Total erosion in this area is predicted to
be 8-10m by 2055.
At Salcombe Hill the lower limit of annual
erosion is in the region of 1.2-1.7m/yr (Royal
Haskoning, 2003), although longer term rate is
0.3m/yr (SCOPAC, 2004). These are simple
cliffs, which tend to recede through gradual
erosion and very small scale slides. These are
likely to be affected by sea level rise therefore
use Bruun Rule prediction. The cliffs do not
appear to contribute much to the beach
budget. Longer term historic rate of 0.3m/yr
used here as higher rates based on more
recent data likely distorted by recent events.

Long Term (to 2105)
Lower limit of annual cliff erosion towards
Beer Head in the region of 0.06-0.3m/yr.
(Halcrow, 2002; SCOPAC, 2004). These are
composite cliffs consisting of an undercliff
formation and an upper chalk formation.
Although erosion of the exposed cliff face
would occur, cliff top recession would result
from a large scale event which would be due to
groundwater rather than wave action at the
toe. Total erosion in this area is predicted to
be 10-17m by 2105.
At Salcombe Hill the lower limit of annual
erosion is in the region of 1.2-1.7m/yr (Royal
Haskoning, 2003), although longer term rate is
0.3m/yr (SCOPAC, 2004). These are simple
cliffs, which tend to recede through gradual
erosion and very small scale slides. These are
likely to be affected by sea level rise therefore
use Bruun Rule prediction. The cliffs do not
appear to contribute much to the beach
budget. Longer term historic rate of 0.3m/yr
used here as higher rates based on more
recent data likely distorted by recent events.
Total erosion in this area is predicted to be
29-53m by 2105.

Total erosion in this area is predicted to be
14-18m by 2055.
Defended: The defences along this section

Defended: No defences present. Increasing risk
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beach management, including the use of
offshore breakwaters, which has kept the
beach relatively stable over the long term all be
it with a slight trend of erosion. This is likely
associated with the frequent large fluctuations
in beach volume that occur, with not all
material being returned after initial erosion.

would be expected to fail in the early to
middle part of this period (residual lives 25-35
years). These failures may occur earlier as a
result of the cessation of active beach
management.

of flooding to low-lying land during this period.

Cessation of beach management activity could
lead to more rapid failure of the shoreline
defences than anticipated given present beach
levels.
The sea wall along this section protects lowlying land.
Undefended: This section is completely
defended.
Chit Rocks to Big Picket
Rock

Loss of defences would result in increased risk
of flooding to the low-lying land behind, and
would also allow longshore transport of
sediment towards the east.

Beach levels would continue to fluctuate in
volume with continuing erosion to be the
trend. Movement of sediment towards the east
would continue as a result of littoral drift
processes.
Undefended: This section is completely
defended.

Beach levels would continue to fluctuate in
volume with continuing erosion to be the
trend.
Undefended: This section is completely
defended.

Defended: No defences present.

Defended: No defences present.

Defended:
Defended: No defences present.

Undefended: Lower limit of annual cliff erosion
in the region of 0.2m/yr. These are simple cliffs
which tend to recede through gradual erosion
and very small scale slides. These are likely to
be affected by sea level rise therefore use
Bruun Rule prediction. Total erosion of 3-5m
predicted by 2025 (SCOPAC, 2004).

Undefended: Lower limit of annual cliff erosion
in the region of 0.2m/yr. These are simple cliffs
which tend to recede through gradual erosion
and very small scale slides. These are likely to
be affected by sea level rise therefore use
Bruun Rule prediction. Total erosion of 9-11m
predicted by 2025 (SCOPAC, 2004).

Undefended: Lower limit of annual cliff erosion
in the region of 0.2m/yr. These are simple cliffs
which tend to recede through gradual erosion
and very small scale slides. These are likely to
be affected by sea level rise therefore use
Bruun Rule prediction. Total erosion of 1929m predicted by 2025 (SCOPAC, 2004).

The frequency of landslide events is 10-100
years, with a recession potential of less than
10m per event (Halcrow, 2002).

The frequency of landslide events is 10-100
years, with a recession potential of less than
10m per event (Halcrow, 2002).

The frequency of landslide events is 10-100
years, with a recession potential of less than
10m per event (Halcrow, 2002).

The cliffs do not appear to contribute much to
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the beach budget.
Big Picket Rock to
Otterton Ledge

Otterton Ledge to
Budleigh Salterton (West)

Defended: No defences present.

Defended: No defences present.

Defended: No defences present.

Undefended: Lower limit of annual cliff erosion
in the region of 0.2m/yr. These are simple cliffs
which tend to recede through gradual erosion
and very small scale slides. These are likely to
be affected by sea level rise therefore use
Bruun Rule prediction. Total erosion of 3-5m
predicted by 2025 (SCOPAC, 2004).

Undefended: Lower limit of annual cliff erosion
in the region of 0.2m/yr. These are simple cliffs
which tend to recede through gradual erosion
and very small scale slides. These are likely to
be affected by sea level rise therefore use
Bruun Rule prediction. Total erosion of 9-13m
predicted by 2055 (SCOPAC, 2004).

Undefended: Lower limit of annual cliff erosion
in the region of 0.2m/yr. These are simple cliffs
which tend to recede through gradual erosion
and very small scale slides. These are likely to
be affected by sea level rise therefore use
Bruun Rule prediction. Total erosion of 1938m predicted by 2105 (SCOPAC, 2004).

The frequency of landslide events is 1-10 years,
with a recession potential of less than 10m per
event (Halcrow, 2002).

The frequency of landslide events is 1-10 years,
with a recession potential of less than 10m per
event (Halcrow, 2002).

The frequency of landslide events is 1-10 years,
with a recession potential of less than 10m per
event (Halcrow, 2002).

Defended: Sea wall and gabions along part of
the cliff prevent cliff toe erosion locally.
Gabions also ‘anchor’ the landward end of the
shingle spit that extends across the Otter
estuary. Coastal squeeze possible in front of
sea wall.

Defended:
Defended: The loss of defences by the early
part of this period would result in additional
sediment input to the fronting beach from the
onset of cliff erosion that would occur as
landslide events with a frequency of 10-100
years or even 100-250 years, with a recession
potential of less than 10m per event (Halcrow,
2002).

Defended: No defences present, resulting in
cliff recession that would occur as landslide
events with a frequency of 10-100 years or
even 100-250 years, with a recession potential
of less than 10m per event (Halcrow, 2002).
This would supply sediment to the fronting
beach.

These defences are expected to fail towards
the end of this period (residual life 10-15
years).
The beach fronting Budleigh Salterton,
including the shingle spit, experiences seasonal
fluctuations but has been stable long term due
to continued sediment supply from the west.
If the cliffs were not protected, landslide
events would occur with a frequency of 10-100
years or even 100-250 years, with a recession

The beach fronting Budleigh Salterton,
including the shingle spit, experiences seasonal
fluctuations but has been stable long term due
to continued sediment supply from the west.
Undefended: The shingle spit across the Otter
estuary is mostly undefended, and subject to
infrequent temporary breaching during times
of high river discharge every 20-30 years

The beach fronting Budleigh Salterton,
including the shingle spit, experiences seasonal
fluctuations but has been stable long term due
to continued sediment supply from the west.
If the cliffs were not protected, landslide
events would occur with a frequency of 10-100
years or even 100-250 years, with a recession
potential of less than 10m per event (Halcrow,
2002).
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potential of less than 10m per event (Halcrow,
2002).

Medium Term (to 2055)
(Halcrow, 2002).

Undefended: The shingle spit across the Otter
estuary is mostly undefended, and subject to
infrequent temporary breaching during times
of high river discharge every 20-30 years
(Halcrow, 2002).

Defended: No defences present.

Defended: No defences present.

Defended: No defences present.

Undefended: Lower limit of annual cliff erosion
in the region of 0.4m/yr (SCOPAC, 2004).
These are simple cliffs which tend to recede
through gradual erosion and very small scale
slides. These are likely to be affected by sea
level rise therefore use Bruun Rule prediction.
Total erosion of about 7m predicted by 2025.

Undefended: Lower limit of annual cliff erosion
in the region of 0.4m/yr (SCOPAC, 2004).
These are simple cliffs which tend to recede
through gradual erosion and very small scale
slides. These are likely to be affected by sea
level rise therefore use Bruun Rule prediction.
Total erosion of about 20m predicted by 2055.

Undefended: Lower limit of annual cliff erosion
in the region of 0.4m/yr (SCOPAC, 2004).
These are simple cliffs which tend to recede
through gradual erosion and very small scale
slides. These are likely to be affected by sea
level rise therefore use Bruun Rule prediction.
Total erosion of 39-53m predicted by 2105.

The frequency of landslide events is typically 110 years, except at Straight Point where it is
100-250 years, with a recession potential of
less than 10m per event (Halcrow, 2002).

The frequency of landslide events is typically 110 years, except at Straight Point where it is
100-250 years, with a recession potential of
less than 10m per event (Halcrow, 2002).

The frequency of landslide events is typically 110 years, except at Straight Point where it is
100-250 years, with a recession potential of
less than 10m per event (Halcrow, 2002).

At Straight Point total erosion of 0-10m is
predicted (Halcrow, 2002).

At Straight Point total erosion of 0-10m is
predicted (Halcrow, 2002).

At Straight Point total erosion of 0-10m is
predicted (Halcrow, 2002).

Defended: No defence present.

Defended: No defence present.

Defended: No defence present.

Undefended: Annual cliff erosion at the back of
Sandy Bay in the region of 0.4m/yr gives rise to
total erosion of 6-8m predicted by 2025. At
Orcombe Rocks, annual erosion is in the
region of 0.5-0.6m/yr (SCOPAC, 2004).

Undefended: Annual cliff erosion at the back of
Sandy Bay in the region of 0.4m/yr gives rise to
total erosion of 10-15m predicted by 2055. At
Orcombe Rocks, annual erosion is in the
region of 0.5-0.6m/yr (SCOPAC, 2004).

Undefended: Annual cliff erosion at the back of
Sandy Bay in the region of 0.4m/yr gives rise to
total erosion of 15-25m predicted by 2105. At
Orcombe Rocks, annual erosion is in the
region of 0.5-0.6m/yr (SCOPAC, 2004).

Undefended: The shingle spit across the Otter
estuary is mostly undefended, and subject to
infrequent temporary breaching during times
of high river discharge every 20-30 years
(Halcrow, 2002).
Budleigh Salterton (West)
to Straight Point

Straight Point to Orcombe
Rocks

Long Term (to 2105)
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Medium Term (to 2055)

Long Term (to 2105)

These are all simple cliffs which tend to recede
through gradual erosion and small scale slides
and cliff falls. These are likely to be affected by
sea level rise, therefore use Bruun Rule
prediction. Total erosion of 3-5m is predicted
by 2025.

These are all simple cliffs which tend to recede
through gradual erosion and small scale slides
and cliff falls. These are likely to be affected by
sea level rise, therefore use Bruun Rule
prediction. Total erosion of 9-14m is predicted
by 2055.

These are all simple cliffs which tend to recede
through gradual erosion and small scale slides
and cliff falls. These are likely to be affected by
sea level rise, therefore use Bruun Rule
prediction. Total erosion of 19-46m is
predicted by 2105.

The frequency of landslide events is 10-100
years, with a recession potential of less than
10m per event (Halcrow, 2002).

The frequency of landslide events is 10-100
years, with a recession potential of less than
10m per event (Halcrow, 2002).

The frequency of landslide events is 10-100
years, with a recession potential of less than
10m per event (Halcrow, 2002).

Defended: Exmouth frontage is lined by sea
wall along the base of the cliffs that prevents
cliff toe erosion.

Defended:
Defended: The defences along the Exmouth
frontage would be expected to fail towards the
middle and end of this period (residual lives of
25-50 years). Increased risk of flooding and cliff
erosion would result.

Defended: No defences along the Exmouth
frontage would result in cliff recession as a
result of landslide events with a frequency of
10-100 years and a recession potential of less
than 10m per event (Halcrow, 2002).

Cliff erosion would be expected to occur as a
result of landslide events with a frequency of
10-100 years and a recession potential of less
than 10m per event (Halcrow, 2002). Total
erosion of 0-10m is therefore predicted upon
failure of defences by 2055.

This cliff erosion would supply new sediment
inputs to the local beaches, whose levels
fluctuate but have a recent trend of erosion
(Halcrow, 2007c). Total erosion of 0-10m is
therefore predicted upon failure of defences by
2105.

Beach levels fluctuate but have a recent trend
of erosion (Halcrow, 2007c). Coastal squeeze
likely until defences begin to fail.

Sea level rise would result in increased flood
risk to low-lying parts of this section.

If left undefended, the cliffs would retreat as a
result of landslide events with a frequency of
10-100 years and a recession potential of less
than 10m per event (Halcrow, 2002).
The sea wall also extends in front of low-lying
land at Exmouth towards the mouth of the Exe
estuary. Beach levels fluctuate but have a
recent trend of erosion (Halcrow, 2007c).
Coastal squeeze likely.
Undefended: This section is completely
defended.

Undefended: This section is completely
defended.
Exe Estuary

Defended: Within the Exe Estuary there are a
range of defences that provide flood
protection, including the railway line that runs

Defended: Remaining defences within the Exe
Estuary would also fail during this period,
resulting in increased flood risk.

Undefended: This section is completely
defended.
Defended: No defences remaining within the
Exe Estuary. Sea level rise would result in
increased flood risk to low-lying parts of this
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along both the east and west sides of the
estuary as well as both earth and armoured
embankments. The presence of these defences
serve to restrict the ability of the estuary to
respond naturally, although it has been
constrained for so long by human activity that
it has adapted to this situation and is in a state
of sedimentary equilibrium.

The effect of sea level rise could result in the
loss of some areas of inter-tidal mudflats as the
estuary seeks to maintain its sedimentary
equilibrium, unless the rate of sedimentation is
able to keep pace with rising sea levels.
Undefended: This section is completely
defended.

A number of these defences could fail towards
the end of this period (residual lives 10-15
years), resulting in increased flood risk.

Long Term (to 2105)
section.
The effect of sea level rise could result in the
loss of some areas of inter-tidal mudflats as the
estuary seeks to maintain its sedimentary
equilibrium, unless the rate of sedimentation is
able to keep pace with rising sea levels. This
may also be mitigated as the estuary is able to
adapt laterally onto its flood plain following the
loss of defences.
Undefended: This section is completely
defended.

Undefended: This section is completely
defended.
Dawlish Warren to
Langstone Rock

Defended: The landward end of Dawlish
Warren spit is also defended, effectively
anchoring this end of the spit. The breakwater
at Langstone Rock prevents material reaching
the spit by longshore transport, although long
term evolution is strongly related to complex
nearshore sediment transport processes.
Undefended: The distal end of Dawlish Warren
spit is presently accreting, although it has
fluctuated greatly in the past with long term
evolution strongly related to complex
nearshore sediment transport processes
(Halcrow, 2007c).
Historically the distal end has been shown to
experience periodic rapid erosion in response
to south-easterly storm events although it is

Defended: The breakwater at Langstone Rock
would fail during this period, allowing material
to reach the spit by longshore transport from
the south-west, although long term evolution is
strongly related to complex nearshore
sediment transport processes.
Undefended: The distal end of Dawlish Warren
spit is presently accreting, although it has
fluctuated greatly in the past with long term
evolution strongly related to complex
nearshore sediment transport processes
(Halcrow, 2007c).
Historically the distal end has been shown to
experience periodic rapid erosion in response
to south-easterly storm events although it is
not possible to predict if such an event would

Defended: Dawlish Warren spit would be
supplied with sediment by longshore transport
from the south-west, although long term
evolution is strongly related to complex
nearshore sediment transport processes.
Undefended: The distal end of Dawlish Warren
spit is presently accreting, although it has
fluctuated greatly in the past with long term
evolution strongly related to complex
nearshore sediment transport processes
(Halcrow, 2007c).
Historically the distal end has been shown to
experience periodic rapid erosion in response
to south-easterly storm events although it is
not possible to predict if such an event would
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Medium Term (to 2055)

Long Term (to 2105)

not possible to predict if such an event would
occur during this period (Fox et al, 2008).

occur during this period (Fox et al, 2008).

occur during this period (Fox et al, 2008).

Defended: The cliffs along this section are
prevented from eroding by the sea wall that
protects the railway line.

Defended: The defences along this section
would all fail in the early to middle part of this
period (residual lives 15-35 years). Cliff erosion
would gradually resume to a rate similar to
observed prior to the construction of
defences.

Defended: No defences present.

The beach that fronts the sea wall is defended
with groynes, and has gradually narrowed over
the long term. On going narrowing and coastal
squeeze very probable.
Undefended: This section is completely
defended.

Cliff failure events would be expected to occur
with a frequency of 10-100 years and a
recession potential of less than 10m per event
(Halcrow, 2002). Total erosion of 0-10m is
therefore predicted upon failure of defences by
2055.
Beach sediment would be supplied from cliff
erosion, with longshore transport processes
moving material north-eastwards.

Cliff recession as a result of cliff failure events
would be expected to occur with a frequency
of 10-100 years and a recession potential of
less than 10m per event (Halcrow, 2002).
Beach sediment would be supplied by cliff
recession, and would retreat in line with cliff
recession. Longshore transport of sediment to
the north-east would continue. Total erosion
of 0-10m is therefore predicted upon failure of
defences by 2105.
Undefended: This section is completely
defended.

Undefended: This section is completely
defended.
Coryton Cove to
Holcombe

Defended: Short lengths of sea wall at the back
of small pocket beaches protect the railway
line. These pocket beaches are relatively stable
over the long term. Coastal squeeze likely.
Undefended: Lower limit of annual cliff erosion
in the region of 0.1m/yr. These are simple cliffs
which recede through gradual erosion and
small scale cliff falls. They are likely to be
affected by sea level rise therefore use Bruun

Defended: Short lengths of sea wall at the back
of small pocket beaches would fail during this
period. This would result in the resumption of
localised cliff erosion at a similar rate to
adjacent undefended cliffs. This would result in
supply of new sediment to the pocket beaches
that have been relatively stable over the long
term.
Undefended: Lower limit of annual cliff erosion

Defended: No defences present. Cliff recession
at similar rates as the adjacent undefended
cliffs would occur. This would result in
sediment supply to local pocket beaches that
would rollback in line with cliff recession.
Undefended: Lower limit of annual cliff erosion
in the region of 0.1m/yr. These are simple cliffs
which recede through gradual erosion and
small scale cliff falls. They are likely to be
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Short Term (to 2025)
Rule prediction. Total erosion of about 1m
predicted by 2025.
The frequency of landslide events is 10-100
years with a recession potential of less than
10m per event (Halcrow, 2002).

Medium Term (to 2055)
in the region of 0.1m/yr. These are simple cliffs
which recede through gradual erosion and
small scale cliff falls. They are likely to be
affected by sea level rise therefore use Bruun
Rule prediction. Total erosion of 2-6m
predicted by 2055.

Long Term (to 2105)
affected by sea level rise therefore use Bruun
Rule prediction. Total erosion of 5-29m
predicted by 2105.
The frequency of landslide events is 10-100
years with a recession potential of less than
10m per event (Halcrow, 2002).

The frequency of landslide events is 10-100
years with a recession potential of less than
10m per event (Halcrow, 2002).
Holcombe to Sprey Point

Defended: The cliffs along this section are
prevented from significant erosion by the sea
wall that protects the railway line, although
infrequent landslides occur due to elevate
groundwater. These are with a frequency of
10-100 years and a recession potential of less
than 10m per event (Halcrow, 2002).
The beach that fronts the sea wall has gradually
narrowed over the long term. On going
narrowing and coastal squeeze very probable.
Undefended: This section is completely
defended.

Defended: The defences along this section
would all be expected to fail during this period
(residual lives 25-35 years). This would result
in the resumption of cliff erosion at rates that
occurred prior to the wall construction,
assumed to occur as landslide events triggered
by a combination of wave action and elevated
groundwater levels.
Such events would occur with a frequency of
10-100 years and a recession potential of less
than 10m per event (Halcrow, 2002). Total
erosion of 0-10m is therefore predicted upon
failure of defences by 2055.
Cliff erosion would supply new sediment input
to the beaches that have gradually narrowed
over the long term.

Defended: No defences present. Cliff erosion
anticipated to occur as a result of combined
wave action at the toe and elevated
groundwater levels.
Such events would occur with a frequency of
10-100 years and a recession potential of less
than 10m per event would be likely to occur
(Halcrow, 2002). Total erosion of 0-10m is
therefore predicted upon failure of defences by
2055.
Cliff erosion would supply new sediment input
to the beaches that have gradually narrowed
over the long term. Beaches would rollback in
line with cliff recession
Undefended: This section is completely
defended.

Undefended: This section is completely
defended.
Sprey Point to

Defended: The majority of the cliffs along this

Defended: The defences along this section

Defended: No defences present. Cliff erosion
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Teignmouth Pier

Data Assessment for ‘No Active Intervention’
Short Term (to 2025)
section are prevented from significant erosion
by the sea wall that protects the railway line,
although infrequent landslides occur due to
elevated groundwater.
A small section of the defences would be
expected to fail towards the end of this period
(residual life 10-15 years). This is unlikely to
result in any immediate significant erosion of
the cliffs, but could trigger gradual failures in
adjacent lengths of defence.
If the defences were not present, then
landslide events with a frequency of 10-100
years and a recession potential of less than
10m per event would be likely to occur
(Halcrow, 2002).
The beach that fronts the sea wall in the
northern part of this section has gradually
narrowed over the long term, whilst the beach
towards Teignmouth Pier fluctuates as part of
the cyclic sediment transport processes that
occur in this area. On going narrowing and
coastal squeeze very probable over this.

Teign Estuary

Medium Term (to 2055)
would all be expected to fail during this period
(residual lives 25-35 years). This would result
in the resumption of cliff erosion at rates that
occurred prior to the wall construction,
assumed to occur as landslide events triggered
by a combination of wave action and elevated
groundwater levels.
Such events would occur with a frequency of
10-100 years and a recession potential of less
than 10m per event would be likely to occur
(Halcrow, 2002). Total erosion of 0-10m is
therefore predicted upon failure of defences by
2055.
Cliff erosion would supply new sediment input
to the beaches that have gradually narrowed
over the long term.
The beach towards the pier fluctuates as part
of the cyclic sediment transport processes that
occur in this area. This would continue,
although the beach would become more
mobile as defences fail in response to prevailing
conditions.

Undefended: This section is completely
defended.

Undefended: This section is completely
defended.

Defended: The beach towards the mouth of
the Teign estuary fluctuates as part of the
cyclic sediment transport processes that occur
in this area. On going narrowing and coastal

Defended: The defences along both the open
coast and within the estuary along this section
would all be expected to fail during this period
(residual lives 25-35 years).

Long Term (to 2105)
anticipated to occur as a result of combined
wave action at the toe and elevated
groundwater levels.
Such events would occur with a frequency of
10-100 years and a recession potential of less
than 10m per event would be likely to occur
(Halcrow, 2002).
Cliff erosion would supply new sediment input
to the beaches that have gradually narrowed
over the long term. Beaches would rollback in
line with cliff recession. Total erosion of 0-10m
is therefore predicted upon failure of defences
by 2055.
The beach towards the pier fluctuates as part
of the cyclic sediment transport processes that
occur in this area. This would continue,
although the beach would become more
mobile as defences fail in response to prevailing
conditions.
Undefended: This section is completely
defended.

Defended: No defences present.
The beach towards the mouth of the Teign
estuary fluctuates as part of the cyclic sediment
transport processes that occur in this area.
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Short Term (to 2025)
squeeze very probable over this.
The beach at Shaldon on the south side of the
entrance to the Teign estuary has been stable
over the past decade (ABPmer, 2007).
Within the Teign estuary the northern side is
completely defended by structures associated
with both the railway line and the port.
These serve to prevent flooding of low lying
areas of land, although these areas are
restricted by the steeply rising side of the
estuary valley on the landward side of the
defences. The defences also serve to restrict
the lateral movement of the estuary.
Undefended: Parts of the southern side of the
Teign estuary west of Shaldon are undefended
and so function naturally, although the sides of
the estuary valley here rise steeply and so the
lack of defences does not present a significant
flood risk as areas of low lying land are limited.

Shaldon (The Ness) to
Petit Tor Point

Defended: Short sections of defences at
Watcombe, Babbacombe and Maidencombe
are at the back of small pocket beaches and
prevent erosion of the cliff toe locally.
Undefended: There has been little historical
erosion along this section over the past
century (Halcrow, 2002) , with annual erosion
less than 0.2m/yr occurring (SCOPAC, 2004).

Medium Term (to 2055)
The beach towards the mouth of the Teign
estuary fluctuates as part of the cyclic sediment
transport processes that occur in this area.
This would continue, although the beach and
spit would become more mobile as defences
fail in response to prevailing conditions.
The beach at Shaldon on the south side of the
entrance to the Teign estuary has been stable
over the past decade (ABPmer, 2007).
Within the estuary, the loss of defences would
lead to increased risk of flooding to the areas
of low-lying land between the estuary and the
higher ground provided by the steeply rising
side of the estuary valley.
Undefended: Parts of the southern side of the
Teign estuary west of Shaldon are undefended
and so function naturally, although the sides of
the estuary valley here rise steeply and so the
lack of defences does not present a significant
flood risk as areas of low lying land are limited.
Defended: Short sections of defences at
Watcombe, Babbacombe and Maidencombe
would fail during this period, resulting in the
resumption of localised cliff erosion at rates
similar to adjacent undefended cliffs, supplying
new sediment to the small pocket beaches
fronting the cliffs.
Undefended: There has been little historical
erosion along this section over the past

Long Term (to 2105)
This would continue, although the beach and
spit would become more mobile as defences
fail in response to prevailing conditions.
The beach at Shaldon on the south side of the
entrance to the Teign estuary has been stable
over the past decade (ABPmer, 2007).
Within the estuary there would lead to
increased risk of flooding to the areas of lowlying land between the estuary and the higher
ground provided by the steeply rising side of
the estuary valley.
Undefended: Parts of the southern side of the
Teign estuary west of Shaldon are undefended
and so function naturally, although the sides of
the estuary valley here rise steeply and so the
lack of defences does not present a significant
flood risk as areas of low lying land are limited.

Defended: No defences present. Cliff recession
at similar rates to undefended cliffs would
occur, supplying sediment to local pocket
beaches.
Undefended: There has been little historical
erosion along this section over the past
century (Halcrow, 2002) , with annual erosion
less than 0.2m/yr occurring (SCOPAC, 2004).
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Short Term (to 2025)

Medium Term (to 2055)

Long Term (to 2105)

These are simple cliffs, which tend to recede
through gradual erosion and small scale slides
and cliff falls. These are likely to be affected by
sea level rise therefore use Bruun Rule
prediction.

century (Halcrow, 2002) , with annual erosion
less than 0.2m/yr occurring (SCOPAC, 2004).

These are simple cliffs, which tend to recede
through gradual erosion and small scale slides
and cliff falls. These are likely to be affected by
sea level rise therefore use Bruun Rule
prediction.

The frequency of landslide events is between
10-100 and 100-250 years, with a recession
potential of less than 10m per event between
Shaldon and Maidencombe, but 10-50m from
Maidencombe to Petit Tor Point (Halcrow,
2002).
Total erosion of about 2m predicted by 2025
along this entire section.

These are simple cliffs, which tend to recede
through gradual erosion and small scale slides
and cliff falls. These are likely to be affected by
sea level rise therefore use Bruun Rule
prediction.
The frequency of landslide events is between
10-100 and 100-250 years, with a recession
potential of less than 10m per event between
Shaldon and Maidencombe, but 10-50m from
Maidencombe to Petit Tor Point (Halcrow,
2002).

The frequency of landslide events is between
10-100 and 100-250 years, with a recession
potential of less than 10m per event between
Shaldon and Maidencombe, but 10-50m from
Maidencombe to Petit Tor Point (Halcrow,
2002).
Total erosion of 10-24m predicted by 2105
along this entire section.

Total erosion of 5-7m predicted by 2055 along
this entire section.
Petit Tor Point to Hope’s
Nose

Defended: Defences present along parts of
Oddicombe and Anstey’s Cove located at the
back of beaches that show a long term trend of
erosion. These also prevent erosion of the cliff
toe locally and so reduce input of sediment to
local beaches. Coastal squeeze possible in
future.
Undefended: Annual erosion in the region of
0.07-0.23m/yr occurs along this section,
although the nature of the cliff recession varies.
The cliffs at Oddicombe Bay and from Anstey’s
Cove to Hope’s Nose are complex cliffs
controlled by groundwater. Toe erosion is less

Defended: Defences along this section would
fail during the early to middle part of this
period (residual lives 15-35 years), leading to
resumption of cliff erosion at rates similar to
adjacent undefended cliffs.
Beaches would be supplied with fresh inputs of
sediment as a result.
Undefended: Annual erosion in the region of
0.07-0.23m/yr occurs along this section,
although the nature of the cliff recession varies.
The cliffs at Oddicombe Bay and from Anstey’s
Cove to Hope’s Nose are complex cliffs
controlled by groundwater. Toe erosion is less

Defended: No defences present. Cliff recession
at similar rates to undefended cliffs would
occur, supplying sediment to local pocket
beaches.
Undefended: Annual erosion in the region of
0.07-0.23m/yr occurs along this section,
although the nature of the cliff recession varies.
The cliffs at Oddicombe Bay and from Anstey’s
Cove to Hope’s Nose are complex cliffs
controlled by groundwater. Toe erosion is less
important in these areas and so sea level rise
effects are outweighed by infrequent medium
scale cliff failure events. Total erosion of 10-
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Hope’s Nose to
Livermead Head

Data Assessment for ‘No Active Intervention’
Short Term (to 2025)

Medium Term (to 2055)

important in these areas and so sea level rise
effects are outweighed by infrequent medium
scale cliff failure events. Total erosion of 3-10m
predicted by 2025 in these areas.

important in these areas and so sea level rise
effects are outweighed by infrequent medium
scale cliff failure events. Total erosion of 7-10m
predicted by 2055 in these areas.

The cliffs at Walls Hill are simple cliffs which
would tend to recede through gradual erosion
and infrequent, small scale cliff failure events.
As such these cliffs are likely to be affected by
sea level rise, therefore use Bruun Rule
prediction. Total erosion of about 3m is
predicted by 2025.

The cliffs at Walls Hill are simple cliffs which
would tend to recede through gradual erosion
and infrequent, small scale cliff failure events.
As such these cliffs are likely to be affected by
sea level rise, therefore use Bruun Rule
prediction. Total erosion of 7-9m is predicted
by 2055.

The frequency of landslide events is between
10-100 and 100-250 years, with a recession
potential of less than 10m per event (Halcrow,
2002).

The frequency of landslide events is between
10-100 and 100-250 years, with a recession
potential of less than 10m per event (Halcrow,
2002).

Defended: Very little cliff recession due to
presence of defences along the base of cliffs.

Defended: Defences along this section would
be expected to fail during this period (residual
lives 15-35 years). Erosion of the cliffs would
resume and likely achieve a rate of recession
similar to that of adjacent undefended cliffs.

The beaches fronting defences have been
stable over the medium to long term. Coastal
squeeze possible in the future.
Undefended: These are composite cliffs which
tend to recede through a range of mechanisms
but are relatively resistant to change.
Lower limit of annual erosion in the region of
0.27m/yr in the localised area at London Bridge
(Halcrow, 2002) , whilst the remainder of this
section has experienced slower recession over
the past century, with annual erosion of about

The beaches fronting defences would rollback
onto low-lying land at Torre Abbey, with
increased flood risk in this area, but would be
restricted in movement where backed by hard
rock cliffs.
Undefended:
Undefended: These are composite cliffs which
tend to recede through a range of mechanisms
but are relatively resistant to change.

Long Term (to 2105)
15m predicted by 2105 in these areas.
The cliffs at Walls Hill are simple cliffs which
would tend to recede through gradual erosion
and infrequent, small scale cliff failure events.
As such these cliffs are likely to be affected by
sea level rise, therefore use Bruun Rule
prediction. Total erosion of 15-25m is
predicted by 2025.
The frequency of landslide events is between
10-100 and 100-250 years, with a recession
potential of less than 10m per event (Halcrow,
2002).

Defended: No defences present. Increased
flood risk to low-lying land as beach rollback
occurs at Torre Abbey.
Beaches fronting hard rock cliffs could reduce
in response to sea level rise.
Cliff recession would occur at a rate similar to
adjacent undefended cliffs.
Undefended: These are composite cliffs which
tend to recede through a range of mechanisms
but are relatively resistant to change.
Lower limit of annual erosion in the region of
0.27m/yr in the localised area at London Bridge
(Halcrow, 2002) , whilst the remainder of this
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Short Term (to 2025)
0.05m/yr.
The frequency of landslide events is between
10-100 and 100-250 years, with a recession
potential of less than 10m per event
throughout this section (Halcrow, 2002).
Total erosion along most of this section of 110m predicted by 2025. This rises to 5-10m
predicted in the localised area around London
Bridge.

Medium Term (to 2055)

Long Term (to 2105)

Lower limit of annual erosion in the region of
0.27m/yr in the localised area at London Bridge
(Halcrow, 2002) , whilst the remainder of this
section has experienced slower recession over
the past century, with annual erosion of about
0.05m/yr.

section has experienced slower recession over
the past century, with annual erosion of about
0.05m/yr.

The frequency of landslide events is between
10-100 and 100-250 years, with a recession
potential of less than 10m per event
throughout this section (Halcrow, 2002).
Total erosion along most of this section of 210m predicted by 2055. This rises to 10-13m
predicted in the localised area around London
Bridge.

Livermead Head to
Roundham Head

Defended: Most of the section is defended,
with beaches fronting the defences having been
highly stable over the long term (Halcrow,
2002). Coastal squeeze possible in the future in
response to sea level rise.
Undefended: Short sections of undefended
rock headlands experience varying amounts of
annual recession, with a maximum around
Hollicombe Head in the region of 0-0.15m/yr
(SCOPAC, 2004). These consist of simple cliffs
that have experienced localised recession
around Hollicombe Head headland although
adjacent headlands have not retreated as much
in the past. These could be affected in the
future by sea level rise.

Defended: The range of defences would all be
expected to fail during this period (residual
lives 15-35 years). Reduced risk of coastal
squeeze in the future in response to sea level
rise as beaches could rollback onto low-lying
land behind. Increased flood risk would result.
Undefended: Short sections of undefended
rock headlands experience varying amounts of
annual recession, with a maximum around
Hollicombe Head in the region of 0-0.15m/yr
(SCOPAC, 2004). These consist of simple cliffs
that have experienced localised recession
around Hollicombe Head headland although
adjacent headlands have not retreated as much
in the past. These could be affected in the

The frequency of landslide events is between
10-100 and 100-250 years, with a recession
potential of less than 10m per event
throughout this section (Halcrow, 2002).
Total erosion along most of this section of 510m predicted by 2105. This rises to 10-26m
predicted in the localised area around London
Bridge.

Defended: No defences present. Beaches
rollback onto low-lying land in response to sea
level rise. Increased flood risk during this
period.
Undefended: Short sections of undefended
rock headlands experience varying amounts of
annual recession, with a maximum around
Hollicombe Head in the region of 0-0.15m/yr
(SCOPAC, 2004). These consist of simple cliffs
that have experienced localised recession
around Hollicombe Head headland although
adjacent headlands have not retreated as much
in the past. These could be affected in the
future by sea level rise.
Total erosion of 0-8m predicted by 2105 in
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Goodrington Sands to
Broadsands

Data Assessment for ‘No Active Intervention’
Short Term (to 2025)

Medium Term (to 2055)

Total erosion of 0-1m predicted by 2025 in
around Hollicombe Head. Other headlands
have experienced negligible recession over the
past 100 years and this would continue during
this period.

future by sea level rise.

Defended: Sea wall located at the back of
Broadsands Beach prevents erosion of cliff to
and so restrict sediment supply to local beach.
Wall at the back of Goodrington Sands fronts
low-lying land. Both beaches have been stable
over the long term.

Defended: The defences at both Goodrington
Sands and Broadsands would fail during the
early to middle part of this period (residual
lives 15-35 years). Reduced risk of coastal
squeeze in the future in response to sea level
rise as beaches could rollback onto low-lying
land behind. Increased flood risk would result.

Parts of these sea walls would be expected to
fail towards the end of this period (residual
lives 10-15 years), although the majority would
remain, with associated coastal squeeze
possible in the future in response to sea level
rise.

Total erosion of 0-4m predicted by 2055 in
around Hollicombe Head. Other headlands
have experienced negligible recession over the
past 100 years and this would continue during
this period.

Undefended: The cliffs along this section that
are undefended have eroded very little over
the long term. This is likely to continue in the
future.

Long Term (to 2105)
around Hollicombe Head. Other headlands
have experienced negligible recession over the
past 100 years and this would continue during
this period.

Defended: No defences present. Beaches
rollback onto low-lying land in response to sea
level rise. Increased flood risk during this
period.
Undefended: The cliffs along this section that
are undefended have eroded very little over
the long term. This is likely to continue in the
future.

Undefended: The cliffs along this section that
are undefended have eroded very little over
the long term. This is likely to continue in the
future.
Broadsands to Churston
Cove (East)

Defended: No defences present, although likely
affected by Brixham Harbour breakwater.
Undefended: The cliffs along this section have
eroded very little over the long term. This is
likely to continue in the future.
The pocket beaches along this section are

Defended:
Defended: No defences present, although likely
affected by Brixham Harbour breakwater
which could fail during this period, reducing its
affect at the shoreline. This is unlikely to affect
cliff erosion due to the resistant rock, although
beaches could be affected.

Defended: Effect of Brixham Harbour
breakwater is greatly reduced. This is unlikely
to affect cliff erosion due to the resistant rock,
although beaches could be affected.
Undefended: The cliffs along this section have
eroded very little over the long term. This is
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Data Assessment for ‘No Active Intervention’
Short Term (to 2025)
stable, and have been slowly accreting over the
long term.

Medium Term (to 2055)
Undefended: The cliffs along this section have
eroded very little over the long term. This is
likely to continue in the future.
The pocket beaches along this section are
stable, and have been slowly accreting over the
long term.

Churston Cove (East) to
Berry Head

Berry Head to Sharkham
Point

Long Term (to 2105)
likely to continue in the future.
The pocket beaches along this section are
stable, and have been slowly accreting over the
long term.

Defended: Defences around Brixham prevent
marine action at the base of the cliffs, although
these are, in any case, very resistant to
erosion.

Defended: Defences around Brixham would fail
during this period, although this is unlikely to
result in any change in cliff position due to
them being very resistant to erosion.

Defended: No defences present at the base of
the cliffs, although this is unlikely to result in
any change in cliff position due to them being
very resistant to erosion.

Undefended: The cliffs along this section have
eroded very little over the long term. This is
likely to continue in the future.

Undefended: The cliffs along this section have
eroded very little over the long term. This is
likely to continue in the future.

Undefended: The cliffs along this section have
eroded very little over the long term. This is
likely to continue in the future.

Defended: No defences present.

Defended: No defences present.

Defended: No defences present.

Undefended: This section consists of simple
cliffs that erode as a result of marine action at
the cliff toe and so are likely to be affected by
sea level rise, therefore sue Bruun Rule
prediction for upper limit. Lower limit of
annual erosion in the region of 0 to 0.15m/yr,
giving rise to total erosion of 1-2m predicted
by 2025 along most of this section, up to about
3m in St Mary’s Bay where there has
historically been more recession (Halcrow,
2002; SCOPAC, 2004).

Undefended: This section consists of simple
cliffs that erode as a result of marine action at
the cliff toe and so are likely to be affected by
sea level rise, therefore sue Bruun Rule
prediction for upper limit. Lower limit of
annual erosion in the region of 0 to 0.15m/yr,
giving rise to total erosion of 4-7m predicted
by 2055 along most of this section, rising to 710m in St Mary’s Bay where there has
historically been more recession (Halcrow,
2002; SCOPAC, 2004).

Undefended: This section consists of simple
cliffs that erode as a result of marine action at
the cliff toe and so are likely to be affected by
sea level rise, therefore sue Bruun Rule
prediction for upper limit. Lower limit of
annual erosion in the region of 0 to 0.15m/yr,
giving rise to total erosion of 8-28m predicted
by 2055 along most of this section, rising to
15-35m in St Mary’s Bay where there has
historically been more recession (Halcrow,
2002; SCOPAC, 2004).

The frequency of landslides is 10-100 years,
with a recession potential of less than 10m per
event (Halcrow, 2002).

The frequency of landslides is 10-100 years,
with a recession potential of less than 10m per
event (Halcrow, 2002).

The frequency of landslides is 10-100 years,
with a recession potential of less than 10m per
event (Halcrow, 2002).
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Sharkham Point to
Blackstone Point

Blackstone Point to Stoke
Fleming

Data Assessment for ‘No Active Intervention’
Short Term (to 2025)

Medium Term (to 2055)

Long Term (to 2105)

Defended: No defences present.

Defended: No defences present.

Defended: No defences present.

Undefended: Lower limit of annual erosion in
the region of 0.05m/yr. This section is
comprised of composite cliffs which are
generally very resistant to erosion, but with
the occasional pockets of slightly softer rocks.
In general, sea level rise is unlikely to affect the
rate of erosion.

Undefended: Lower limit of annual erosion in
the region of 0.05m/yr. This section is
comprised of composite cliffs which are
generally very resistant to erosion, but with
the occasional pockets of slightly softer rocks.
In general, sea level rise is unlikely to affect the
rate of erosion.

Undefended: Lower limit of annual erosion in
the region of 0.05m/yr. This section is
comprised of composite cliffs which are
generally very resistant to erosion, but with
the occasional pockets of slightly softer rocks.
In general, sea level rise is unlikely to affect the
rate of erosion.

The frequency of landslides is 10-100 years,
with a recession potential of less than 10m per
event (Halcrow, 2002).

The frequency of landslides is 10-100 years,
with a recession potential of less than 10m per
event (Halcrow, 2002).

The frequency of landslides is 10-100 years,
with a recession potential of less than 10m per
event (Halcrow, 2002).

Total erosion is predicted to be 1-10m by
2025.

Total erosion is predicted to be 2-10m by
2055.

Total erosion is predicted to be 5-10m by
2105.

Defended: No defences present.

Defended: No defences present.

Defended: No defences present.

Undefended: Lower limit of annual erosion in
the region of 0.18-0.3m/yr (Halcrow, 2002;
SCOPAC, 2004). This section is comprised of
composite cliffs which are generally very
resistant to erosion, but with the occasional
pockets of slightly softer rocks. In general, sea
level rise is unlikely to affect the rate of
erosion.

Undefended: Lower limit of annual erosion in
the region of 0.18-0.3m/yr (Halcrow, 2002;
SCOPAC, 2004). This section is comprised of
composite cliffs which are generally very
resistant to erosion, but with the occasional
pockets of slightly softer rocks. In general, sea
level rise is unlikely to affect the rate of
erosion.

Undefended: Lower limit of annual erosion in
the region of 0.18-0.3m/yr (Halcrow, 2002;
SCOPAC, 2004). This section is comprised of
composite cliffs which are generally very
resistant to erosion, but with the occasional
pockets of slightly softer rocks. In general, sea
level rise is unlikely to affect the rate of
erosion.

The frequency of landslides is 10-100 years,
with a recession potential of less than 10m per
event (Halcrow, 2002).

The frequency of landslides is 10-100 years,
with a recession potential of less than 10m per
event (Halcrow, 2002).

The frequency of landslides is 10-100 years,
with a recession potential of less than 10m per
event (Halcrow, 2002).

Total erosion is predicted to be 2-10m by
2025.

Total erosion is predicted to be 4-10m by
2055.

Total erosion is predicted to be 9-10m by
2105.
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Stoke Fleming to Strete

Strete to Limpet Rocks
(Torcross)

Data Assessment for ‘No Active Intervention’
Short Term (to 2025)

Medium Term (to 2055)

Defended: Defences at Blackpool Sands
located at the back of the beach, which has
slowly narrowed and eroded over the long
term. Coastal squeeze possible in the future in
response to sea level rise.

Defended: Defences at Blackpool Sands
located at the back of the beach would fail
during this period. Increased flood risk to lowlying land behind. Beach could rollback in
response to sea level rise.

Undefended: Lower limit of annual erosion in
the region of 0.3m/yr (SCOPAC, 2004). This
section is comprised of composite cliffs which
are generally very resistant to erosion, but
with the occasional pockets of slightly softer
rocks. In general, sea level rise is unlikely to
affect the rate of erosion.

Undefended: Lower limit of annual erosion in
the region of 0.3m/yr (SCOPAC, 2004). This
section is comprised of composite cliffs which
are generally very resistant to erosion, but
with the occasional pockets of slightly softer
rocks. In general, sea level rise is unlikely to
affect the rate of erosion.

The frequency of landslides is 10-100 years,
with a recession potential of less than 10m per
event (Halcrow, 2002).

The frequency of landslides is 10-100 years,
with a recession potential of less than 10m per
event (Halcrow, 2002).

Total erosion is predicted to be 2-10m by
2025.

Total erosion is predicted to be 4-10m by
2055.

Defended:
Defended: The shingle barrier beach is
defended by a range of structures, and the
crest has the A379 coast road along its length.

Defended: The defences along this section
would fail during this period, allowing the
beach to rollback in a similar way to which the
section with only the road would rollback.

Beach levels fluctuate significantly in response
to storm conditions (Scott Wilson, 2006).
Long term trends are for accretion at the
northern end of the beach and erosion at the
southern end. Coastal squeeze possible in
response to sea level rise in defended areas
around Torcross, whilst the section with only
the road would rollback (Halcrow, 2002).

Undefended: Short section of cliffs from Strete
Gate to Strete at the north end of this section
is undefended.
Lower limit of annual erosion in the region of
0.3m/yr (SCOPAC, 2004). This section is
comprised of composite cliffs which are
generally very resistant to erosion, but with

Long Term (to 2105)
Defended: No defences. Beach rollback onto
low-lying land behind.
Undefended: Lower limit of annual erosion in
the region of 0.3m/yr (SCOPAC, 2004). This
section is comprised of composite cliffs which
are generally very resistant to erosion, but
with the occasional pockets of slightly softer
rocks. In general, sea level rise is unlikely to
affect the rate of erosion.
The frequency of landslides is 10-100 years,
with a recession potential of less than 10m per
event (Halcrow, 2002).
Total erosion is predicted to be 9-10m by
2105.

Defended: No defences. Rollback of the beach
during this period into the Ley behind.
Undefended: Short section of cliffs from Strete
Gate to Strete at the north end of this section
is undefended.
Lower limit of annual erosion in the region of
0.3m/yr (SCOPAC, 2004). This section is
comprised of composite cliffs which are
generally very resistant to erosion, but with
the occasional pockets of slightly softer rocks.
In general, sea level rise is unlikely to affect the
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Location

Data Assessment for ‘No Active Intervention’
Short Term (to 2025)

Medium Term (to 2055)

Undefended: Short section of cliffs from Strete
Gate to Strete at the north end of this section
is undefended.

the occasional pockets of slightly softer rocks.
In general, sea level rise is unlikely to affect the
rate of erosion.

Lower limit of annual erosion in the region of
0.3m/yr (SCOPAC, 2004). This section is
comprised of composite cliffs which are
generally very resistant to erosion, but with
the occasional pockets of slightly softer rocks.
In general, sea level rise is unlikely to affect the
rate of erosion.

The frequency of landslides is 10-100 years,
with a recession potential of less than 10m per
event (Halcrow, 2002).

Long Term (to 2105)
rate of erosion.
The frequency of landslides is 10-100 years,
with a recession potential of less than 10m per
event (Halcrow, 2002).
Total erosion is predicted to be 9-10m by
2105.

Total erosion is predicted to be 4-10m by
2055.

The frequency of landslides is 10-100 years,
with a recession potential of less than 10m per
event (Halcrow, 2002).
Total erosion is predicted to be 2-10m by
2025.
Limpet Rocks (Torcross)
to Tinsey Head

Defended: Defences located at the back of the
beach along part of this section at Beesands
prevent rollback of the beach locally onto lowlying land behind.
Beach levels along this section fluctuate in
response to storm events, but long term trend
is for narrowing and steepening of the beach,
particularly in front of the defences (Halcrow,
2002). Coastal squeeze probable in response
to sea level rise.
Undefended: Lower limit of annual erosion of
the cliffed headlands at either end of this
section in the region of 0.2-0.3m/yr (SCOPAC,

Defended: Defences located at the back of the
beach along part of this section at Beesands
could fail during this period, allowing rollback
of the beach locally onto low-lying land behind
whilst the beach profile adjusts to become
more natural (wider and less steep).
Undefended: Lower limit of annual erosion of
the cliffed headlands at either end of this
section in the region of 0.2-0.3m/yr (SCOPAC,
2004). These are comprised of simple cliffs
which are generally relatively resistant to
erosion, but very localised small scale rock falls
may occur.

Defended: No defences. Previously defended
beach would rollback onto low-lying land
behind at a similar rate as the adjacent
undefended section.
Undefended: Lower limit of annual erosion of
the cliffed headlands at either end of this
section in the region of 0.2-0.3m/yr (SCOPAC,
2004). These are comprised of simple cliffs
which are generally relatively resistant to
erosion, but very localised small scale rock falls
may occur.
The frequency of landslides is 10-100 years,
with a recession potential of less than 10m per
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Location

Data Assessment for ‘No Active Intervention’
Short Term (to 2025)

Medium Term (to 2055)

2004). These are comprised of simple cliffs
which are generally relatively resistant to
erosion, but very localised small scale rock falls
may occur.

The frequency of landslides is 10-100 years,
with a recession potential of less than 10m per
event (Halcrow, 2002).

The frequency of landslides is 10-100 years,
with a recession potential of less than 10m per
event (Halcrow, 2002).

Total erosion in these areas of 10-12m
predicted by 2055.

Long Term (to 2105)
event (Halcrow, 2002).
Total erosion in these areas of 10-24m
predicted by 2105.
The undefended beach north of Beesands
could rollback onto low-lying land behind.

The undefended beach north of Beesands
could rollback onto low-lying land behind.

Total erosion in these areas of 4-10m
predicted by 2025.
The undefended beach north of Beesands
could rollback onto low-lying land behind.
Tinsey Head to Start Point

Start Point to Prawle
Point

Defended: No defences present.

Defended: No defences present.

Defended: No defences present.

Undefended: The cliffs along this section have
eroded very little over the long term
(Halcrow, 2002). This is likely to continue in
the future.

Undefended: The cliffs along this section have
eroded very little over the long term
(Halcrow, 2002). This is likely to continue in
the future.

Undefended: The cliffs along this section have
eroded very little over the long term
(Halcrow, 2002). This is likely to continue in
the future.

Defended: Small section of defence at the back
of Lannacombe Beach which has been stable
over the long term but fluctuates seasonally.
Coastal squeeze possible in response to sea
level rise.

Defended: Small section of defence at the back
of Lannacombe Beach expected to fail during
this period, resulting in increased flood risk to
the small area of low-lying land behind. The
beach could roll back on to the low-lying land
in response to sea level rise.

Defended: No defences present resulting in an
increasing risk of flooding to the small area of
low-lying land behind Lannacombe Beach. The
beach could roll back in response to sea level
rise.

Undefended: The cliffs along this section have
eroded very little over the long term
(Halcrow, 2002). This is likely to continue in
the future, although infrequent landslide events
with a frequency of 10-100 years and a
recession potential of less than 10m per event

Undefended: The cliffs along this section have
eroded very little over the long term
(Halcrow, 2002). This is likely to continue in
the future, although infrequent landslide events
with a frequency of 10-100 years and a
recession potential of less than 10m per event

Undefended: The cliffs along this section have
eroded very little over the long term
(Halcrow, 2002). This is likely to continue in
the future, although infrequent landslide events
with a frequency of 10-100 years and a
recession potential of less than 10m per event
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Location

Prawle Point to Bolt Head

Bolt Head to Bolt Tail

Data Assessment for ‘No Active Intervention’
Short Term (to 2025)

Medium Term (to 2055)

Long Term (to 2105)

can occur (Halcrow, 2002).

can occur (Halcrow, 2002).

can occur (Halcrow, 2002).

Total erosion of 0-10m predicted along this
section by 2025.

Total erosion of 0-10m predicted along this
section by 2055.

Total erosion of 0-10m predicted along this
section by 2105.

Defended: Small sections of defence at the
back of pocket beaches near Salcombe. These
beaches have been stable over the long term
but fluctuate seasonally. Coastal squeeze
possible in response to sea level rise.

Defended: Defences expected to fail during
this period resulting in increased flood risk
during storm events. Pocket beaches fronting
areas of low-lying land could roll-back in
response to sea level rise.

Defended: No defences present during this
period resulting in increased flood risk during
storm events. Pocket beaches fronting areas of
low-lying land could roll-back in response to
sea level rise.

Undefended: The cliffs along this section have
eroded very little over the long term
(Halcrow, 2002) , with localised annual rates of
erosion in the region of 0.1m/yr, giving rise to
total erosion of 1-2m predicted by 2025
(Halcrow, 2002).

Undefended: The cliffs along this section have
eroded very little over the long term
(Halcrow, 2002) , with localised annual rates of
erosion in the region of 0.1m/yr, giving rise to
total erosion of 2-4m predicted by 2055
(Halcrow, 2002).

Undefended: The cliffs along this section have
eroded very little over the long term
(Halcrow, 2002) , with localised annual rates of
erosion in the region of 0.1m/yr, giving rise to
total erosion of 4-6m predicted by 2105
(Halcrow, 2002).

This is likely to continue in the future, although
infrequent landslide events with a frequency of
10-100 years and a recession potential of less
than 10m per event can occur (Halcrow,
2002). Total erosion of 0-10m predicted along
this section by 2025.

This is likely to continue in the future, although
infrequent landslide events with a frequency of
10-100 years and a recession potential of less
than 10m per event can occur (Halcrow,
2002). Total erosion of 0-10m predicted along
this section by 2055.

This is likely to continue in the future, although
infrequent landslide events with a frequency of
10-100 years and a recession potential of less
than 10m per event can occur (Halcrow,
2002). Total erosion of 0-10m predicted along
this section by 2105.

Small pocket beaches that indent undefended
cliffs have been stable over the long term but
fluctuate seasonally.

Small pocket beaches that indent undefended
cliffs have been stable over the long term but
fluctuate seasonally.

Small pocket beaches that indent undefended
cliffs have been stable over the long term but
fluctuate seasonally.

Defended: No defences present.

Defended:
Defended: No defences present.

Defended: No defences present.

Undefended: The cliffs along this section have
eroded very little over the long term
(Halcrow, 2002) , with localised annual rates of
erosion in the region of 0.1m/yr, giving rise to

Undefended: The cliffs along this section have
eroded very little over the long term
(Halcrow, 2002) , with localised annual rates of
erosion in the region of 0.1m/yr, giving rise to

Undefended: The cliffs along this section have
eroded very little over the long term
(Halcrow, 2002) , with localised annual rates of
erosion in the region of 0.1m/yr, giving rise to
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Bolt Tail to Avon Estuary
(East)

Data Assessment for ‘No Active Intervention’
Short Term (to 2025)

Medium Term (to 2055)

Long Term (to 2105)

total erosion of 1-2m predicted by 2025
(Halcrow, 2002).

total erosion of 2-4m predicted by 2055
(Halcrow, 2002).

total erosion of 4-6m predicted by 2105
(Halcrow, 2002).

This is likely to continue in the future, although
infrequent landslide events with a frequency of
10-100 years and a recession potential of less
than 10m per event can occur (Halcrow,
2002).

This is likely to continue in the future, although
infrequent landslide events with a frequency of
10-100 years and a recession potential of less
than 10m per event can occur (Halcrow,
2002).

This is likely to continue in the future, although
infrequent landslide events with a frequency of
10-100 years and a recession potential of less
than 10m per event can occur (Halcrow,
2002).

Total erosion of 0-10m predicted along this
section by 2025.

Total erosion of 0-10m predicted along this
section by 2055.

Total erosion of 0-10m predicted along this
section by 2105.

Defended: Small section of defence at the back
of Thurlestone Beach that protects low-lying
land, has been stable over the long term but
fluctuates seasonally. Coastal squeeze possible
in response to sea level rise, along with
increased risk of flooding during storm events
(Halcrow, 2002).

Defended:
Defended: Small section of defence at the back
of Thurlestone Beach that protects low-lying
land is expected to fail during this period,
resulting in an increased risk of flooding during
storm events. Beach could also roll back in
response to sea level rise.

Defended: No defences at the back of
Thurlestone Beach, with increased flooding as
a result during this period. Beach could also
roll back in response to sea level rise.

Undefended: The cliffs along this section have
eroded very little over the long term
(Halcrow, 2002) , with localised annual rates of
erosion in the region of 0.1m/yr (Halcrow,
2002).
This is likely to continue in the future, although
infrequent landslide events with a frequency of
10-100 years and a recession potential of less
than 10m per event can occur (Halcrow,
2002).

Undefended:
Undefended: The cliffs along this section have
eroded very little over the long term
(Halcrow, 2002) , with localised annual rates of
erosion in the region of 0.1m/yr (Halcrow,
2002).
This is likely to continue in the future, although
infrequent landslide events with a frequency of
10-100 years and a recession potential of less
than 10m per event can occur (Halcrow,
2002).

Undefended: The cliffs along this section have
eroded very little over the long term
(Halcrow, 2002) , with localised annual rates of
erosion in the region of 0.1m/yr (Halcrow,
2002).
This is likely to continue in the future, although
infrequent landslide events with a frequency of
10-100 years and a recession potential of less
than 10m per event can occur (Halcrow,
2002).
Total erosion of 0-10m predicted by 2105.

Total erosion of 0-10m predicted by 2055.

Total erosion of 0-10m predicted by 2025.
Avon Estuary (East) to

Defended: Small section of defence at the back

Defended: Small section of defence at the back

Defended: No defences at the back of
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Location
Challaborough (West)

Data Assessment for ‘No Active Intervention’
Short Term (to 2025)

Medium Term (to 2055)

Long Term (to 2105)

of Challaborough Beach that protects low-lying
land, has been stable over the long term but
fluctuates seasonally. Coastal squeeze possible
in response to sea level rise, along with
increased risk of flooding during storm events
(Halcrow, 2002).

of Challaborough Beach that protects low-lying
land is expected to fail during this period,
resulting in an increased risk of flooding during
storm events. Beach could also roll back in
response to sea level rise.

Challaborough Beach, with increased flooding
as a result during this period. Beach could also
roll back in response to sea level rise.

The beaches and tombolo at Bigbury have also
been stable over the long term. Possible
erosion and narrowing of tombolo and beaches
in response to sea level rise.
Undefended: The cliffs along this section have
eroded very little over the long term and this
is likely to continue in the future (Halcrow,
2002).
Challaborough (West) to
Wembury Point

The beaches and tombolo at Bigbury have also
been stable over the long term. Possible
erosion and narrowing of tombolo and beaches
in response to sea level rise.
Undefended: The cliffs along this section have
eroded very little over the long term and this
is likely to continue in the future (Halcrow,
2002).

The beaches and tombolo at Bigbury have also
been stable over the long term. Possible
erosion and narrowing of tombolo and beaches
in response to sea level rise.
Undefended:
Undefended: The cliffs along this section have
eroded very little over the long term and this
is likely to continue in the future (Halcrow,
2002).

Defended: No defences present.

Defended: No defences present.

Defended: No defences present.

Undefended: The small pocket beaches that
indent the cliffs along this section have been
stable over the long term.

Undefended: The small pocket beaches that
indent the cliffs along this section have been
stable over the long term.

Undefended: The small pocket beaches that
indent the cliffs along this section have been
stable over the long term.

The cliffs along this section have also eroded
very little over the long term over the long
term (Halcrow, 2002) , with localised annual
rates of erosion in the region of 0.1m/yr
(Halcrow, 2002).

The cliffs along this section have also eroded
very little over the long term over the long
term (Halcrow, 2002) , with localised annual
rates of erosion in the region of 0.1m/yr
(Halcrow, 2002).

The cliffs along this section have also eroded
very little over the long term over the long
term (Halcrow, 2002) , with localised annual
rates of erosion in the region of 0.1m/yr
(Halcrow, 2002).

This is likely to continue in the future, although
infrequent landslide events with a frequency of
10-100 years and a recession potential of less
than 10m per event can occur (Halcrow,
2002).

This is likely to continue in the future, although
infrequent landslide events with a frequency of
10-100 years and a recession potential of less
than 10m per event can occur (Halcrow,
2002).

This is likely to continue in the future, although
infrequent landslide events with a frequency of
10-100 years and a recession potential of less
than 10m per event can occur (Halcrow,
2002).
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Location

Wembury Point to Mount
Batten Breakwater

Mount Batten Breakwater
to Devil’s Point

Data Assessment for ‘No Active Intervention’
Short Term (to 2025)

Long Term (to 2105)

Total erosion of 0-10m predicted by 2025.

Total erosion of 0-10m predicted by 2055.

Total erosion of 0-10m predicted by 2105.

Defended: No defences present along the
shoreline prior to reaching Mount Batten
Breakwater, although part of this section is
affected by the presence of the Plymouth
Breakwater.

Defended: Loss of the Mount Batten
breakwater during this period would lead to
increased wave exposure in the outer part of
the Plym estuary, which could lead to
increased flood risk.

Defended: Increased exposure of the outer
parts of the Plym estuary to wave action could
lead to increased flood risk.

Undefended: The cliffs along this section have
eroded very little over the long term and This
is likely to continue in the future, although
infrequent landslide events with a frequency of
10-100 years and a recession potential of less
than 10m per event can occur (Halcrow,
2002).

Undefended: The cliffs along this section have
eroded very little over the long term and This
is likely to continue in the future, although
infrequent landslide events with a frequency of
10-100 years and a recession potential of less
than 10m per event can occur (Halcrow,
2002).

Total erosion of 0-10m predicted by 2025.

Total erosion of 0-10m predicted by 2055.

Defended: Defences prevent erosion at cliff
toe, although it is unlikely that erosion at any
significant rate would occur due to the
resistance of underlying geology.

Defended: Defences along the cliff toe could
fail in the middle to end of this period,
although it is unlikely that erosion at any
significant rate would occur due to the
resistance of underlying geology.

Undefended: This section is completely
defended.
Devil’s Point to Mount
Edgcumbe (Tamar
Estuary)

Medium Term (to 2055)

Undefended: This section is completely
defended.

Undefended: The cliffs along this section have
eroded very little over the long term and This
is likely to continue in the future, although
infrequent landslide events with a frequency of
10-100 years and a recession potential of less
than 10m per event can occur (Halcrow,
2002).
Total erosion of 0-10m predicted by 2105.

Defended: Further loss of defences along the
cliff toe, although it is unlikely that erosion at
any significant rate would occur due to the
resistance of underlying geology.
Undefended:
Undefended: This section is completely
defended.

Defended: South of the Tamar bridge, the
estuary is heavily modified by dredging activity
associated with the development of the port
and naval dockyard on the eastern shore.

Defended: South of the Tamar bridge, the
estuary is heavily modified by dredging activity
associated with the development of the port
and naval dockyard on the eastern shore.

Defended: South of the Tamar bridge, the
estuary is heavily modified by dredging activity
associated with the development of the port
and naval dockyard on the eastern shore.

The defences and other structures associated
with these developments serve to constrain
the estuary in this area, as well as providing

The ongoing presence of defences and other
structures will continue serve to constrain the
estuary in this area, as well as providing flood

It is anticipated that defences along the eastern
side of the estuary would fail during this
period, which would result in an increased risk
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Location

Data Assessment for ‘No Active Intervention’
Short Term (to 2025)

Medium Term (to 2055)

flood protection to the small areas of low lying
land between the estuary and higher ground to
the east. This situation is expected to continue
during this period.

protection to the small areas of low lying land
between the estuary and higher ground to the
east, during this period.

Undefended: Tamar estuary is largely
undefended north of the Tamar bridge and so
the estuary functions naturally in its upper
part.
Areas of intertidal flats are present in the
upper part of the Tamar and its tributaries,
although flood plains are limited in size by
steeply rising valley sides through which they
flow.
South of the Tamar bridge, the estuary is
heavily modified by dredging activity associated
with the port and naval dockyard on the
eastern shore. However the western side of
the estuary is largely undefended. As with the
upper Tamar, there are large areas of intertidal
flats, particularly at St John’s Lake. This side of
the estuary in its lower reaches are also
flanked by steeply rising land.

Mount Edgcumbe to
Kingsand

Defended: Defences prevent erosion at cliff
toe around Picklecombe Point, although it is
unlikely that erosion at any significant rate
would occur due to the resistance of

Undefended: Tamar estuary is largely
undefended north of the Tamar bridge and so
the estuary functions naturally in its upper
part.
Areas of intertidal flats are present in the
upper part of the Tamar and its tributaries,
although flood plains are limited in size by
steeply rising valley sides through which they
flow, resulting in limited opportunity for lateral
migration of the estuary in response to sea
level rise.
South of the Tamar bridge, the estuary is
heavily modified by dredging activity associated
with the port and naval dockyard on the
eastern shore. However the western side of
the estuary is largely undefended. As with the
upper Tamar, there are large areas of intertidal
flats, particularly at St John’s Lake. This side of
the estuary in its lower reaches are also
flanked by steeply rising land resulting in
limited opportunity for lateral migration of the
estuary in response to sea level rise.
Defended: Defences at Picklecombe Point
would fail during this period, although this
would result in negligible erosion as per the
adjacent undefended cliff.

Long Term (to 2105)
of flooding to small areas of low-lying land
during period of extreme water level.
Undefended: Tamar estuary is largely
undefended north of the Tamar bridge and so
the estuary functions naturally in its upper
part.
Areas of intertidal flats are present in the
upper part of the Tamar and its tributaries,
although flood plains are limited in size by
steeply rising valley sides through which they
flow, resulting in limited opportunity for lateral
migration of the estuary in response to sea
level rise.
South of the Tamar bridge, the estuary is
heavily modified by dredging activity associated
with the port and naval dockyard on the
eastern shore. However the western side of
the estuary is largely undefended. As with the
upper Tamar, there are large areas of intertidal
flats, particularly at St John’s Lake. This side of
the estuary in its lower reaches are also
flanked by steeply rising land resulting in
limited opportunity for lateral migration of the
estuary in response to sea level rise.
Defended: No defences.
Undefended: The cliffs along this section have
eroded very little over the long term and This
is likely to continue in the future, although
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Location

Data Assessment for ‘No Active Intervention’
Short Term (to 2025)
underlying geology.
Undefended: The cliffs along this section have
eroded very little over the long term and This
is likely to continue in the future, although
infrequent landslide events with a frequency of
10-100 years and a recession potential of less
than 10m per event can occur (Halcrow,
2002).

Medium Term (to 2055)

Long Term (to 2105)

Undefended: The cliffs along this section have
eroded very little over the long term and This
is likely to continue in the future, although
infrequent landslide events with a frequency of
10-100 years and a recession potential of less
than 10m per event can occur (Halcrow,
2002).

infrequent landslide events with a frequency of
10-100 years and a recession potential of less
than 10m per event can occur (Halcrow,
2002).
Total erosion of 0-10m predicted by 2105.

Total erosion of 0-10m predicted by 2055.

Total erosion of 0-10m predicted by 2025.
Kingsand/Cawsand

Defended: Defences located at the back of
pocket beaches could fail by the end of this
period in places.
The pocket beaches have been stable over the
long term. Coastal squeeze possible in
response to sea level rise in areas where
defences remain.
Undefended: This section is completely
defended.

Cawsand
Cawsand to Rame Head

Defended: Remaining defences would fail
during this period leading to increased risk of
flooding during high water level and storm
events.
Failure of defences is unlikely to result in
significant erosion of hard rock cliffs behind.

Defended: No defences remain. Significant
erosion of hard rock cliffs is unlikely.
Increasing risk of flooding during high water
level and storm events during this period.
Undefended: This section is completely
defended.

Undefended: This section is completely
defended.

Defended: No defences present.

Defended: No defences present.

Defended: No defences present.

Undefended: The cliffs along this section have
eroded very little over the long term and This
is likely to continue in the future, although
infrequent landslide events with a frequency of
1-10 years and a recession potential of less
than 10m per event can occur (Halcrow,
2002).

Undefended: The cliffs along this section have
eroded very little over the long term and This
is likely to continue in the future, although
infrequent landslide events with a frequency of
1-10 years and a recession potential of less
than 10m per event can occur (Halcrow,
2002).

Undefended: The cliffs along this section have
eroded very little over the long term and This
is likely to continue in the future, although
infrequent landslide events with a frequency of
1-10 years and a recession potential of less
than 10m per event can occur (Halcrow,
2002).

Total erosion of 0-10m predicted by 2025.

Total erosion of 0-10m predicted by 2055.

Total erosion of 0-10m predicted by 2105.
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C.5

Baseline Case 2 – With Present Management (WPM)

C.5.1

Introduction

This report provides analysis of shoreline response conducted for the scenario of ‘With Present Management’.
This has considered that all existing defence practices are continued, accepting that in some cases this will
require considerable improvement to present defences to maintain their integrity and effectiveness and has
taken account of the information about the defences contained in the Defence Assessment (see Section C.2).
The analysis has been developed using the understanding of coastal behaviour from both Futurecoast and the
baseline understanding report produced (see Section C.1), existing coastal change data (see Section C.5.4) and
information on the nature and condition of existing coastal defences.

C.5.2

Summary

The following text provides a summary of the analysis of shoreline response, with details specific to each
location and epoch contained within the Scenario Assessment Table.

C.5.2.1

Short Term (to 2025)

In terms of defences, this coast is characterised by long stretches of undefended cliffed coastlines, small
stretches of defences within pocket bays (which in places form part of the infrastructure rather than
performing a defence role), and longer stretches of seawalls and revetments along the key towns and villages.
The coastline in general is poorly connected, meaning that often the impact of defences is only very localised;
the main exceptions are Lyme Bay, Chesil Beach and Weymouth Bay.
During this period, there would be a continuation of present day trends throughout the SMP area. Defences,
such as seawalls would continue to prevent cliff erosion, whilst other structures such as rock revetments only
limit the rate of cliff retreat. Historically it has been estimated that these reduce erosion rates by up to about
two-thirds, and over this period it is expected that they would perform to a similar effectiveness. As the
coastal system continues to transgress as a result of rising sea levels, this would squeeze the intertidal zone as
nearshore areas deepen and defences prevent natural landward movement of the shoreline. In places, where
defences front resistant cliff lines, this situation would not differ from the natural situation.
A number of the defences along the SMP area would require updating during this period as they are presently
in a poor condition and would fail to provide adequate protection against flooding by 2025. Continued beach
management activity in areas where this is presently undertaken would be required throughout this period as
any cessation could lead to the loss of beaches in these areas and increase the risk of flooding of low-lying land.
It is therefore assumed under this scenario, that beach management would retain beaches in their current
state and plan-form position.
Along the undefended coast, cliff erosion would continue at rates experienced historically, with ongoing
periodic cliff failures and landslides occurring to both supply new beach material and to form temporary
barriers to longshore sediment transport. In areas where undefended cliffs are located adjacent to defended
cliffs, particularly where the cliffs are comprised of soft, rapidly eroding muds and clays, there would be a risk
of outflanking of defended areas towards the end of this period.
The estuaries along the SMP area would not be expected to change significantly and so would maintain their
current form during this period.

C.5.2.2

Medium Term (to 2055)

During this period, the effect of rising sea levels will become more important. The increased exposure would
impact both defended and undefended coastlines, although the nature of this coastline means that in general
the impact of defences would tend to felt relatively locally due to the limited littoral drift.
Where defences exist, beaches would become increasingly narrow and unless there is beach management,
there would need to be significant improvements made to prevent undermining and increased overtopping of
defences.
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Along defended lengths of shoreline, the natural retreat of the shoreline will be inhibited, therefore beaches
will have narrowed, steepened and lowered considerably; in some areas they will have disappeared altogether.
This will be exacerbated by accelerated sea level rise; without the ability of the shoreline to respond by
moving landward, there will be deeper water and greater wave exposure at the seawalls and revetments.
These conditions will not be conducive to beach retention and any sediment arriving on these frontages is
likely to be rapidly transported offshore again. This will also increase the vulnerability of these defence
structures to both undermining and overtopping and more frequent work to maintain their integrity will be
required, to prevent erosion and maintain the shoreline in its present position. Such work may also require
the construction of new defences, including the control structures along the shoreline combined with beach
recharge. Where beach management is part of the management strategy, there could need to be increased
frequency of works to maintain the beaches in their current state.
The majority of the defences throughout the SMP area are likely to require replacing or upgrading during this
period as existing structures reach the end of their effective life, and the effects of sea level rise and increased
storminess caused by climate change increase the risk of flooding and erosion. In some areas it will become
increasingly technically difficult to provide adequate defences in present positions.
At a couple of locations defended areas may become more prominent, where defended stretches are adjacent
to non-defended stretches which would continue to retreat. These promontories could inhibit sediment
transfer between areas and become more exposed to wave action, which in turn will require additional
defence measures to be taken to ensure the integrity of the defences against more waves and to prevent
against outflanking of the defences by erosion of adjacent cliffs.
Along undefended sections of coastline, erosion of the softer cliffs will accelerate in response to sea level rise,
periodic cliff failures and landslides occurring to form new temporary barriers to longshore sediment transport
as existing lobes are removed by wave action. Harder, more resistant rock cliffs would be unaffected by sea
level rise and continue to retreat at historical rates, failing only as a result of infrequent, geologically controlled
event. Where beaches front cliffs that contain sufficient coarse sediment they will be maintained as narrow
beaches despite sea level rise. Where there is insufficient coarse sediment supply to beaches from local cliff
erosion, then beaches will narrow further as sea levels rise and could disappear in places along with shore
platforms. The fact that many of the beaches along the eastern portion of this SMP area are relict would
therefore become increasingly important during this period as there would be very limited input of comparable
material and therefore the features may not be able to keep pace with sea level rise, particularly where retreat
is prevented either by defences or the backing natural topography. Where beaches are unable to roll
landwards there would be an increased tendency for sediment to be drawn-down the beach during storms and
through this process the beaches could gradually become denuded of sediment.
Breaches and tidal inundation of defended flood risk areas would be averted under this scenario, although
natural defences are likely to be frequently breached and require intervention to repair the breaches.
The estuaries along the SMP area would be affected by sea level rise in a number of ways. Where estuaries are
largely natural and undeveloped, they are likely to respond by transgressing landwards and so conserving intertidal areas, although where there is high ground this may not be possible and inter-tidal areas could narrow
and disappear. In estuaries that have been extensively developed, landward transgression is constrained by
defences and so estuaries would accrete vertically to keep pace with sea level rise whilst maintaining their
current form (assuming continued supplies of riverine sediment).

C.5.2.3

Long Term (to 2105)

Along much of this coastline there would be little difference from the future under a scenario of no active
intervention due to the fact that long stretches of coast are undefended and the poor connectivity in terms of
littoral drift.
Where defences are predominantly short stretches at the back of pocket beaches, they would only have a
localised impact although by this period there would be little or no beach fronting the defences.
At other locations, such as Lyme Regis, the defended stretches of coast could now stand several meters proud
of the adjacent undefended shorelines and there would be an increasing risk of outflanking. The increased
exposure of these defences would also require substantial and longer extents of defences to be constructed.
Without beach management there would be no beach present at the toe and even where beach management
activities take place it would technically become very difficult. There would be an impact on adjacent beaches,
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through interruption of sediment drift. The deeper water at these artificial headlands could also result in any
sediment reaching these points being deflected offshore rather than moving down the coast.
Along undefended sections of coastline, erosion of the softer cliffs would accelerate in response to sea level
rise, periodic cliff failures and landslides occurring to form new temporary barriers to longshore sediment
transport as existing lobes are removed by wave action. Harder, more resistant rock cliffs would be unaffected
by sea level rise and continue to retreat at historical rates, failing only as a result of infrequent, geologically
controlled event. Where beaches front cliffs that contain sufficient coarse sediment they will be maintained as
narrow beaches despite sea level rise. Where there is insufficient coarse sediment supply to beaches from
local cliff erosion, then beaches will become increasingly narrow as sea levels rise and an increasing number
would disappear in places along with shore platforms by 2105.
Breaches and tidal inundation of defended flood risk areas would continue to be averted under this scenario,
although much more substantial defences would be required, as beaches will be increasingly narrowed and lost
from in front of these structures. The technical viability of providing defences in present positions would
become increasingly difficult in a number of areas during this period.
Barrier beaches and spits that are undefended and not subject to management activities would continue to
adapt and retreat in response to sea level rise. If not already happened in the medium term, then the risk of a
significant storm event causing substantial rollback of these features onto low-lying land would increase
throughout this period. A number of these natural defences are also likely to be frequently breached and
require intervention to repair the breaches. These breaches are especially likely to occur where discontinuities
in beach plan form develop as a result of the partial defence of a beach whilst the remaining beach is able to
retreat.
The largely natural, undeveloped estuaries along the SMP area would be likely to continue to respond by
transgressing landwards and so conserving inter-tidal areas, although where there is high ground this may not
be possible and there could be further losses of inter-tidal areas in some parts. In estuaries where such
landward transgression is constrained by defences, there would be continued vertical accretion to keep pace
with sea level rise whilst maintaining their current form (assuming continued supplies of riverine sediment).
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C.5.3

WPM Scenario Assessment Table

Location
Durlston Head to
St Alban’s Head

Predicted Change for ‘With
‘With Present Management’
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

There are no defences present along this section.

No defences.

No defences.

Continued very slow erosion of the resistant
limestone cliffs, confined to joint planes or as a
result of wave undercutting.

Very slow erosion of the cliffs would continue at
the same rates as today, therefore negligible
change in cliffline position is predicted. Under
accelerated sea level rise any beaches could
become submerged.

Very slow erosion of the cliffs would continue at
the same rates as today, therefore negligible
change in cliffline position is predicted. No
beaches would be expected to remain at the toe
of the cliff due to higher sea levels.

A largely undefended section except for a short
section of sea wall along the eastern part of
Kimmeridge Bay, which is protecting a small car
park and facilities.

No defences over majority of frontage. Short
section within Kimmeridge Bay is assumed to
remain and could need to be upgraded during this
period to maintain current levels of protection.

No defences over majority of frontage. Short
section within Kimmeridge Bay is assumed to
remain and could need to be upgraded during this
period to maintain current levels of protection.

The complex, clay-dominated cliffs that make up
the majority of this section, such as at Gadd Cliff,
Honnstant Cliff and St. Alban’s Head, will
continue to erode landwards as a result of
episodic complex landslide events at a frequency
of between 1 to 10 (majority of this section) and
10 to 100 years (on the western side of St Alban’s
Head). It is assumed that one such event could
occur at anytime, and so total erosion of 0 to
50m is predicted over this period.

The clay rich cliffs that dominate much of this
section are very sensitive to climate change and
the rate of erosion could increase both due to
sea level rise and an increase in rainfall. Due to
uncertainty in the possible future changes in
precipitation, no direct account has been taken of
this in the predictions. Sea level rise will also
result in the submergence of shore platforms,
resulting in more rapid erosion of the cliffs behind
where the cliffs are of simple type such as at
Kimmeridge Ledges. Here total recession of 2 to
4m is predicted by 2055.

Total erosion by 2105 is predicted to be between
10 and 100m between Worbarrow Tout and
Hobarrow Bay, and 30-100m between
Kimmeridge Bay and Broad Bench. Between St.
Alban’s Head and Egmont Point there may be a
large landslide event during this period, and so
total erosion of 0 to 50m may occur in this area.

Negligible cliffline movement is predicted.
St Alban’s Head
to Worbarrow
Tout

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Along Kimmeridge Ledges, where there has been
very slow erosion historically, only about 1m of
recession is predicted.
Coarser material derived from this erosion will
be retained within local pocket beaches at Brandy
Bay, Hobarrow Bay, Kimmeridge Bay, Egmont

Cliff failure through complex landslide events
would continue elsewhere along this section.
These would be less affected by sea level rise as
they are controlled more by groundwater. Total

The simple cliffs along Kimmeridge Ledges are
more likely to be affected by sea level rise than
the complex cliffs along the rest of this section.
Here recession of 5 to 12m by 2105 is predicted.
The short section of defence is likely to only have
a very localised impact, but there may be issues
with its maintenance due to erosion of the
adjacent cliffs and it is likely to become an
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Location

Predicted Change for ‘With
‘With Present Management’
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)
Bight and Chapman’s Pool. Finer material will be
transported offshore in suspension.
It is predicted that erosion of between 2 and 20m
will occur over this period between Worbarrow
Tout and Hobarrow Bay. Between Kimmeridge
Bay and Broad Bench, erosion in the region of
between 5 and 20m is predicted.
The short stretch of sea wall at Kimmeridge is
only likely to have a localised impact.

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)
erosion by 2055 is predicted to be between 5 and
50m between Worbarrow Tout and Hobarrow
Bay, and 14 to 50m between Kimmeridge Bay and
Broad Bench. Between St. Alban’s Head and
Egmont Point there may be a large landslide event
during this period, and so total erosion of 0 to
50m may occur.

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)
unviable defence.
As a result of high sea levels beaches are
expected to narrow and in places may disappear
as the rock platforms become submerged.

The short section of defence is likely to only have
a very localised impact and would become
increasingly technically difficult to maintain.
During any landslide events a lobe of debris will
be released, which could temporarily affect the
longshore transport of sediment before being
gradually eroded by wave action. Any sediment
released through cliff erosion will tend to be
either retained very locally in the pocket beaches
(in the case of sand and shingle), or washed
offshore (in the case of fines).

Worbarrow Tout
to Lulworth Cove
(East)

There are no defences present along this section.

No defences.

No defences.

The geology of the cliffs changes significantly along
this stretch. Within Worbarrow and Mupe Bays,
the clay-rich cliffs will continue to erode
landwards as a result of episodic landslide events
with a frequency of 1 to 10 years. It is predicted
that underlying erosion of 1 to 2m will occur in
this area over this period.

Erosion of the cliffs will continue as observed
historically at a rate of about 0.1m/yr. Erosion of
the chalk cliffs in the western part of this section
tends to be geologically controlled so there is not
expected to be a noticeable increase in erosion
rates due to sea level rise. Therefore erosion of
between 0 and 1m is expected by the end of this
period, although there could be localised cliff falls
resulting in the loss of 10 to 50m in a single event.
This will release sediment, which will be gradually

Erosion of the cliffs will continue as observed
historically at a rate of about 0.1m/yr along the
western part of this section, but rates could
increase along the clay-rich cliffs due to
accelerated sea level rise. This would be
exacerbated in areas that are currently protected
by shore platforms, as submergence of these
platforms would result in increased wave
exposure.

Erosion of the chalk cliffs that extend from Mupe
Bay to Lulworth Cove (East) would continue to
be negligible, but infrequent cliff falls resulting

Total erosion by 2105 within Worbarrow and
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Location

Predicted Change for ‘With
‘With Present Management’
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

from wave undercutting could occur, resulting in
the loss of 10 to 50m of land in one go. The
frequency of these events sizeable events is likely
to be 10 to 100 years, although smaller scale
events occur every 1 to 10 years, with events as
recent as 2001. These events will tend to affect
very localised areas, but it is not possible to
predict where the next events will occur.

removed offshore by wave action, but could affect
longshore drift temporarily. Ultimately these cliff
failures are unlikely to be a significant
contribution to the beach budget.

Mupe Bays is predicted to be between 10 and
17m in the western part of the bay, but 0 to 10m
in the eastern part of the bay. Towards Lulworth
Cove (East), total erosion by 2105 is predicted to
be between 0 and 8m.

During these landslide events a lobe of chalk
debris will be released, which could temporarily
affect the longshore transport of sediment. These
lobes will gradually be eroded by wave action,
with material eventually being lost offshore rather
than being retained on the beaches.

Lulworth Cove

Within Worbarrow and Mupe Bays, the clay-rich
cliffs are expected to be more sensitive to sea
level rise, particularly those cliffs in the western
part of the bay, and any increased in precipitation.
Total erosion by 2055 within Worbarrow and
Mupe Bays is predicted to be between 5 and 6m,
although along localised sections cliff falls could
occur resulting in several tens of metres of
erosion. Erosion of these cliffs will provide some
sediment to the beaches, but the majority is fine
sediment which will be lost offshore. Therefore
beaches remain within the pocket bays, but are
unlikely to increase in volume. Cliffs in the
eastern part of Worbarrow Bay are less likely to
be affected by sea level rise and so total erosion
of 0 to 5m is predicted by 2055.

Very narrow beaches may remain as local pocket
beaches, particularly where cliff erosion
contributed to the beach budget.

A largely undefended section except for a short
length of seawall at the pedestrian entrance to the
cove.

Short section of sea wall assumed to remain and
could need to be upgraded during this period to
maintain current levels of protection.

Short section of sea wall assumed to remain and
could need to be upgraded during this period to
maintain current levels of protection.

Small scale cliff failure events occur every 1 to 10
years, causing the loss of less than 10m per event.
Underlying erosion of the softer clays, marls and
sandstones that lie within Lulworth Cove is
predicted to be about 2m during this period.

The low rates of cliff retreat would continue as
observed historically at about 0.12m/yr. The rate
of erosion could increase slightly due to
accelerated sea level rise but the net effect is
likely to be negligible due to the resistant nature
of the cliffs.

As for the medium term, an acceleration in sea
level rise may result in a very small increase in the
rate of erosion, but the net erosion will remain
small due to the resistance of the cliffs.

The beach will remain as at present.

Total erosion within Lulworth Cove is predicted
to be about 6m between 2055 and 2105.
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Location

Predicted Change for ‘With
‘With Present Management’
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)
Total erosion within Lulworth Cove is predicted
to be about 4m between 2025 and 2055.

Beaches are expected to remain, but may narrow
due to high sea levels.

Beaches are expected to remain, but may narrow
due to high sea levels.

The short section of sea wall will not have a
significant effect, although sea level rise could,
increase flood risk at this location.

The short section of sea wall will not have a
significant effect, although sea level rise could,
increase flood risk at this location.
Lulworth Cove
(West) to White
Nothe

White
White Nothe to
Redcliff Point

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

There are no defences present along this section.

No defences.

No defences.

The vertical chalk cliffs that dominate this section
are receding at varying rates, with infrequent cliff
failure events causing loss of less than 10m per
event typically occurring every 1 to 10 years,
although towards White Nothe this frequency is
more like 10 to 100 years. This trend is expected
to continue during this period.

Erosion of the chalk cliffs is expected to continue
as observed historically at between 0.05 and
0.3m/yr (with the higher rate only likely to occur
as a result of localised cliff failure events). The net
rate of retreat is not expected to increase
significantly as a result of sea level rise, due to the
natural resistance of the cliffs.

Erosion of the chalk cliffs is expected to continue
as observed historically at between 0.05 and
0.3m/yr (with the higher rate only likely to occur
as a result of localised cliff failure events). The
net rate of retreat is not expected to increase
significantly as a result of sea level rise, due to the
natural resistance of the cliffs.

Underlying erosion of between 2 and 10m is
predicted between White Nothe and Bat’s Head
during this period. Between Bat’s Head and
Lulworth Cove erosion of between 0 and 6m is
predicted over the same period.

Total erosion by 2055 of 7 to 10m is predicted
between White Nothe and Bat’s Head, whilst
between Bat’s Head and Lulworth Cove erosion
of between 0 and 16m is predicted.

Total erosion by 2105 of 14 to 20m is predicted
between White Nothe and Bat’s Head, whilst
between Bat’s Head and Lulworth Cove erosion
of between 0 and 32m is predicted.

Beaches may narrow along the more exposed
sections due to higher sea levels, but pocket
beaches will remain in the more sheltered bays.

High sea levels may result in the loss of beaches
along some sections, but cliff erosion will
contribute and maintain some narrow beaches,
particularly in the more sheltered locations.

Mainly undefended coastline, but a short length of
rock revetment and rock groyne present within
Ringstead Bay.

Upgrade of defences within Ringstead Bay likely
to be required during this period to maintain the
current levels of protection, possibly including
further beach recharge. The remainder of the

Further upgrade of defences within Ringstead Bay
may be required during this period to maintain
the current levels of protection, possibly including
further beach recharge. The remainder of the
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Location

Predicted Change for ‘With
‘With Present Management’
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

shoreline is undefended.

shoreline is undefended.

The clay cliffs that dominate this section
experience episodic landslide events including
mudflows and rotational land slips as a result of
groundwater conditions, with instability being
maintained by ongoing toe erosion by marine
action.

Along the majority of the shoreline, the cliff
erosion trend is likely to continue as historically
up to a rate of about 0.5m/yr. The simple cliffs at
Ringstead Bay are more likely to be affected by
sea level rise and so total erosion of about 25 to
30m is predicted by 2055 in this area.

The cliff erosion trend along the whole of this
frontage is likely to continue as historically up to a
rate of about 0.5m/yr. The simple cliffs within
Ringstead Bay would be likely to be affected by
sea level rise and total erosion in this area by
2105 of 50 to 70m is predicted.

This trend is expected to continue in the future,
with an average retreat of approximately 8.5m
predicted to occur over this period.

There is also the risk of a large scale event
occurring along the Osmington to Redcliff Point
section, which could result in a localised loss of
cliff top in the region of 10 to 50m. These cliffs
are also sensitive to climate change and in
particular increased precipitation, although due to
uncertainty in the prediction of future
precipitation, this has not been included in
calculation of erosion rates. Total recession by
2055 in this area is predicted to be between 25
and 50m.

There is also the risk of a large scale event
occurring along the Osmington to Redcliff Point
section, which could result in a localised loss of
cliff top in the region of 10 to 50m. These cliffs
are also sensitive to climate change and in
particular increased precipitation, although due to
uncertainty in the prediction of future
precipitation, this has not been included in
calculation of erosion rates. Total recession by
2105 in this area is predicted to be between 50
and 100m.

There could be beach narrowing as a result of sea
level rise, particularly as shore platforms become
submerged. Although any material released from
the cliffs would be likely to remain locally, this
would tend to be mainly fines, which will be
moved offshore.

There could be further beach narrowing during
this period as sea levels rise. As for the mediumterm, this could have implications for the
management of Ringstead Bay, which could
become technically very difficult. Any upgrade of
defences could have a detrimental impact on
adjacent beaches by interrupting sediment drift,
however this impact would not extend beyond
Redcliff Point to the west.

Episodic events occur about every 10-100 years,
with a significant event having occurred at Black
Head between 1910 and 1914. It is possible that
another significant event could occur during this
period, resulting in the erosion of 10 to 50m of
land in a single event. It is difficult, without
further, more detailed technical appraisal,
however, to predict where a landslip could occur.
Such landslides can impact locally by interrupting
sediment drift, which is predominately from east
to west.
The rock groyne and revetment in Ringstead Bay
will reduce the frequency of cliff failure events
locally by preventing erosion of the cliff toe by
marine action and so delaying on-set of instability
within the clay cliffs, which is largely controlled by
groundwater. Average retreat in this area will be
less than the 8.5m predicted over this period for
the undefended cliffs. Although the cliffs are

Within Ringstead Bay, there may be a need to
upgrade defences to counter-act this effect. There
is also the possibility that erosion of adjacent
unprotected cliffs could start to outflank the
defended section, making this area more of a
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Location

Redcliff Point to
Preston
Preston Beach
(Rock Groyne)

Predicted Change for ‘With
‘With Present Management’
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

unlikely to be a significant contributor of sediment
to the beaches due to them being low in height
and their composition, the rock groyne could
impact on adjacent beaches by interrupting
sediment drift.

promontory and so requiring more robust
defences. With sea level rise the influence of the
offshore ledges could also be reduced, which
could increase exposure along this section. Any
improvement to the rock groyne could
increasingly impact on adjacent beaches.
However, Redcliff Point will continue to interrupt
sediment transfer towards Weymouth.

Various structures, including revetments, seawalls
and gabions are present. These could require
maintenance to ensure current level of protection
is maintained. Further beach recharge could also
likely towards the end of this period.

Upgrade of existing defences could be required
during this period to maintain current levels of
protection.

Upgrade of existing defences could be required
during this period to maintain current levels of
protection.

The clay cliffs at Redcliff and Furzy Cliff erode as a
result of episodic events every 10 to 100 years,
eroding between 10 and 50m of cliff per event.
This trend is expected to continue in the future,
with an average recession of 13 to 50m of Furzy
Cliff and 11 to 50m of Redcliff over this period.

Along the undefended section of coast, cliff
erosion would be likely to occur as historically,
with total erosion of Furzy Cliff by 2055 predicted
to be between 35 to 50m, whilst at Redcliff it is
predicted to be between 30 to 50m. These cliffs
would mainly contribute fines to the system
therefore would not build beaches along this
section.

Cliff erosion is likely to occur as historically, with
total erosion of Furzy Cliff by 2105 predicted to
be between 70 and 100m, whilst at Redcliff it is
predicted to be between 60 and 100m. Redcliff
will therefore continue to interrupt any sediment
exchange between this and the stretch of coast to
the east.

Defences along the cliff toe at Bowleaze Cove and
the north and south ends of Furzy Cliff prevent
localised cliff toe erosion.
Ongoing beach management activities along
Preston Beach prevent breaching of the sea
defences and so reduce flood risk of low-lying
land behind. Due to the longshore drift of
sediment to the north-east and south-west, it is
likely that further beach recharge will be required
at Preston Beach towards the end of this period

There is the possibility of cliff erosion causing
outflanking of defended parts of the cliffs, leading
to these areas becoming more of a promontory,
particularly at the north end of Preston Beach.
This would have a significant effect upon littoral
drift processes at the northern end of Weymouth
Bay.
New defences and control structures are likely to

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

Cliff erosion, would not, however, significantly
contribute to the beach budget therefore there
would be a continued trend of beach steepening
and narrowing, with the area around Lodmoor
becoming increasingly vulnerable due to the
apparent drift divide at this location.
The risk of outflanking of defences would increase
during this period, which would put increased
pressure on defences. Therefore defences could
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Location

Predicted Change for ‘With
‘With Present Management’
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)
to maintain the standard of protection.
This area could be affected by any change in the
Portland Harbour Breakwaters, which are
believed to have a sheltering effect and also
influence sediment circulation within Weymouth
Bay.

Preston Beach
(Rock Groyne) to
Weymouth
Harbour (Stone
Pier)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)
be required to retain standard of protection at
Preston Beach during this period, in response to
coastal squeeze caused by sea level rise.
This area could be affected by any change in the
Portland Harbour Breakwaters, which are
believed to have a sheltering effect and also
influence sediment circulation within Weymouth
Bay.

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)
potentially require further upgrading to maintain
the current level of protection.
This area could be affected by any change in the
Portland Harbour Breakwaters, which are
believed to have a sheltering effect and also
influence sediment circulation within Weymouth
Bay.

Upgrade of sea wall and promenade, as well as
part of the inner harbour defences required
during this period to maintain current levels of
protection.

Remaining defences around Weymouth Harbour
likely to be required during the middle of this
period to maintain current levels of protection.

Upgrade of existing defences could be required
during this period to maintain current levels of
protection.

The coastal defences comprise a sea wall and
promenade constructed some 100 years ago. It is
anticipated that this would need to be upgraded
towards the end of this period, both to
replace/repair the aging structure, and increase
the size of the defence to take account of future
sea level rise and so maintain current levels of
protection. This will continue to prevent flooding
of the low-lying hinterland.

Sea level rise could continue to cause coastal
squeeze, with the narrowing of the beach and an
increase in flood risk along this section. The
section in the vicinity of Lodmoor would be an
area of key risk as there is believed to be a drift
divide at this location.

Sea level rise could continue to cause coastal
squeeze, with the narrowing of the beach and an
increase in flood risk along this section. The
stretch in the vicinity of Lodmoor is a key hot
spot.

Within Weymouth Harbour, a section of the
inner harbour wall will need to be upgraded by
the middle of this period in order to maintain
current levels of protection.
The shingle beach at the northern end of this
section would be likely to undergo gradual
erosion, whilst sand would be likely to continue
to accumulate in the southern end of Weymouth

New defences with possibly control structures
and/or beach recharge could therefore be
required during this period to maintain current
levels of protection and prevent flooding of the
low-lying hinterland.
The beach at Weymouth should still be retained,
due to sediment feed from the north, but this will
start to diminish during this period as the stretch
in front of Lodmoor becomes increasingly
exposed (unless beach recharge is undertaken).

New defences with possibly control structures
and/or beach recharge could therefore be
required during this period to maintain current
levels of protection.
A beach is still likely to exist at Weymouth, but
would be narrower unless beach recharge is
undertaken.
This area could be affected by any change in the
Portland Harbour Breakwaters, which are
believed to have a sheltering effect and also
influence sediment circulation within Weymouth
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(to 2025
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Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

This area could be affected by any change in the
Portland Harbour Breakwaters, which are
believed to have a sheltering effect and also
influence sediment circulation within Weymouth
Bay.

Bay.

The short section of defence between the 2002
Newton’s Cove Scheme and the rock armour
around the Nothe Fort will require upgrading in
the early part of this period.

Upgrade of defences may be required by the end
of this period to maintain current levels of
protection.

Upgrade of defences may be required by the end
of this period to maintain current levels of
protection.

Clay-rich cliffs that are located behind the
defences along this section are susceptible to
landsliding as a result of groundwater conditions.

The rate of erosion of the cliff top due to
groundwater conditions could increase due to an
increase in rainfall resulting from future climate
change. However, due to uncertainty in the
possible future changes in precipitation, no direct
account has been taken of this in the predictions.

The rate of erosion due to groundwater
conditions could increase due to an increase in
rainfall resulting from future climate change. Due
to uncertainty in the possible future changes in
precipitation, no direct account has been taken of
this in the predictions.

Sea level rise will also result in the submergence
of shore platforms that front this section, and a
narrowing of the small pocket beach at Newton’s
Cove, resulting in increased exposure of the
defences to wave action.

As a result of high sea levels beaches are
expected to narrow and in places may disappear
as the rock platforms become submerged,
resulting in increased exposure of the defences to
wave action.

Upgrade of existing shoreline defences could be
required during this period to maintain protection

Upgrade of existing shoreline defences could be
required during this period to maintain protection

Bay due to the presence of the northern harbour
pier.
Where the beach is eroded, coastal squeeze
could become increasingly significant as sea levels
rise, as there is very little new sediment input to
the beach.
This area could be affected by any change in the
Portland Harbour Breakwaters, which are
believed to have a sheltering effect and also
influence sediment circulation within Weymouth
Bay.
Weymouth
Weymouth
Harbour (Stone
Pier) to Portland
Harbour (North
Breakwater)

Landslide events occur with a frequency of 10 to
100 years and can cause loss of less than 10m of
land per event. The last significant event occurred
in the late 1980’s and it is possible that another
significant event could occur during this period,
most likely in the area behind the section of
defences that are in a poor condition.
Portland Harbour
(North

Short sections of low-level rock revetment along
the cliff toe in localised areas would need to be
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Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)
upgraded during this period to prevent erosion of
the cliff toe.

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

of the cliff toe.

of the cliff toe.

It is also possible that there would be a need to
maintain or even upgrade Portland Harbour
breakwaters during this period.

It is also possible that there would be a need to
maintain or even upgrade Portland Harbour
breakwaters during this period.

The cliffs along this section include actively
landsliding clay-rich cliffs that are primarily
controlled by groundwater levels, and more
resistant sandstones that form headlands and
which are more geologically controlled and fail as
a result of wave undercutting at the base.

Despite the presence of defences, erosion of the
cliffs will continue as observed historically with
total erosion by 2055 predicted to be between 15
and 25m, although along localised sections cliff
falls could occur resulting in several tens of
metres of erosion.

Despite the presence of defences, cliff erosion
would continue as observed historically, with
total erosion by 2105 predicted to be between 30
and 50m, although along localised sections cliff
falls could occur resulting in several tens of
metres of erosion.

The cliff toe along this section is defended in
places by ad hoc structures that offer varying
degrees of protection to the cliff toe from wave
action. These serve to reduce the rate of
instability in the clay-rich cliffs by preventing cliff
toe erosion, although failures do still occur due to
the groundwater conditions being the controlling
factor.

Erosion of the more resistant sandstone cliffs
tends to be geologically controlled so there is not
expected to be a noticeable increase in erosion
rates due to sea level rise. However, the clay-rich
cliffs are expected to be more sensitive to sea
level rise and any increased in precipitation.

The rate of erosion due to groundwater
conditions could increase due to an increase in
rainfall resulting from future climate change. Due
to uncertainty in the possible future changes in
precipitation, no direct account has been taken of
this in the predictions.

The rate of erosion due to groundwater
conditions within the clay-rich cliffs could increase
due to an increase in rainfall resulting from future
climate change. Due to uncertainty in the possible
future changes in precipitation, no direct account
has been taken of this in the predictions.

As a result of high sea levels beaches are
expected to narrow and in places may disappear
as the rock platforms become submerged,
resulting in increased exposure of the defences
and cliff toe to wave action.

It is also possible that there would be a need to
maintain or even upgrade Portland Harbour
breakwaters towards the end of this period.

Wave action at the cliff toe becomes increasingly
important in maintaining cliff instability towards
the Small Mouth end of this section, where fetch
lengths across Portland Harbour are greatest.
Total erosion along this section is predicted to be
between 5 and 10m during this period, inclusive
of episodic landslide events, which occur between
1-10 years in the more active cliff areas, and
between 10-100 years in the slightly more

Sea level rise would also result in the
submergence of shore platforms that front this
section, and a possible narrowing of the small
pocket beaches, although this effect may be
reduced by sand sediment released from the cliffs
tending to remain locally within the pocket

This assumes that the Portland Harbour
breakwaters are retained, as these prevent
significant wave action at the toe of the cliffs from
causing greater rates of erosion. In order to
ensure the breakwaters are retained, it could be
necessary to undertake maintenance works
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2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

resistant cliff areas.

beaches, whilst fines would be lost offshore.

during this period.

This assumes that the Portland Harbour
breakwaters are retained, as these prevent
significant wave action at the toe of the cliffs from
causing greater rates of erosion. In order to
ensure the breakwaters are retained, it could be
necessary to undertake maintenance works
during this period.

This assumes that the Portland Harbour
breakwaters are retained, as these prevent
significant wave action at the toe of the cliffs from
causing greater rates of erosion. In order to
ensure the breakwaters are retained, it could be
necessary to undertake maintenance works
during this period.

The short lengths of low-level rock revetment
along this section would need to be upgraded
towards the end of this period to maintain
current levels of protection and prevent erosion
leading to an increased risk of flooding to lowlying land behind.

Upgrade of existing shoreline defences could be
required during this period to maintain current
levels of protection.

Upgrade of existing shoreline defences could be
required during this period to maintain current
levels of protection.

It is also possible that there would be a need to
maintain or even upgrade Portland Harbour
breakwaters during this period.

It is also possible that there would be a need to
maintain or even upgrade Portland Harbour
breakwaters during this period.

Assuming the continued presence of the Portland
Harbour breakwaters is retained by maintenance
or upgrade works that would be required during
this period, Ham Beach would remain largely
stable as it has done historically.

As a result of high sea levels and a lack of new
sediment input, Ham Beach could become
narrower and in places may disappear as it
becomes submerged, resulting in increased risk of
flooding to the low-lying land behind.

It is also possible that there would be a need to
maintain or even upgrade Portland Harbour
breakwaters towards the end of this period.
There is likely to be little change in the shingle
barrier Ham Beach that dominates the central
part of this section, as there has been little change
over the past century. This is as a result of
reduced wave exposure along the beach during
this time resulting from the presence of the
Portland Harbour breakwaters.
This situation is expected to remain during this
period.

Sea level rise combined with a lack of new
sediment input could begin to result in the
narrowing of the beach and an increased risk of
flooding to the low-lying land behind.

Due to the importance of the breakwaters on
maintaining the stability of the beach, it could be
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Medium Term (to
(to 2055
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Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

necessary to undertake maintenance works
during this period to maintain the current levels
of protection they provide.
Osprey Quay
(Portland
Harbour) to
Grove Point

Grove Point to
West Weare

Defences along this section include rock
revetment and quay walls associated with
Portland Port, as well as the Portland Harbour
breakwaters, which may need to be maintained or
even upgraded towards the end of this period.

Upgrade of existing defences could be required
during this period to maintain current levels of
protection.

Upgrade of existing defences could be required
during this period to maintain current levels of
protection.

It is also possible that there would be a need to
maintain or even upgrade Portland Harbour
breakwaters during this period.

It is also possible that there would be a need to
maintain or even upgrade Portland Harbour
breakwaters during this period.

The ongoing defence of this section would
continue to prevent any discernable erosion of
the cliffs that back them, with negligible recession
having occurred over the past century this will
continue to be the case over this period.

Much as for the Short Term, the continued
presence of defences would lead to the
continuation of negligible cliff recession as has
occurred historically.

Much as for the Short and Medium Term, the
continued presence of defences would lead to the
continuation of negligible cliff recession as has
occurred historically.

Sea level rise could result in an increased risk of
flooding to the low-lying land behind some of the
defences, and it may be necessary to upgrade
existing defences during this period to maintain
the current levels of protection.

Sea level rise could result in an increased risk of
flooding to the low-lying land behind some of the
defences, and it may be necessary to upgrade
existing defences during this period to maintain
the current levels of protection.

There are no defences present along this section.

No defences.

No defences.

The majority of this section is dominated by very
resistant limestone cliffs that experience only
infrequent localised cliff failures. Continued very
slow erosion of these resistant limestone cliffs,
confined to joint planes or as a result of wave
undercutting would occur during this period.
Negligible cliffline movement is predicted for
these areas.

Cliff recession as has occurred historically will
continue during this period for the resistant
limestone cliffs. Negligible cliffline movement is
predicted for these areas. Localised rock falls may
occur although it is not possible to predict where
these may occur. These are geologically
controlled events and are unlikely to be affected
by sea level rise.

Very slow erosion of the resistant limestone cliffs
would continue at the same rates as today,
therefore negligible change in cliffline position is
predicted.

The north-west part of this section (around West

Erosion of the more erodible West Weare cliffs

The more erodible West Weare cliffs would be
predicted to erode between 10 and 15m by 2105,
although these cliffs are very sensitive to climate
change and the rate of erosion could increase
both due to sea level rise and an increase in
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Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Weare) the lower part of the cliffs are formed of
clay, capped by limestone, and these experience
landslide events with a frequency of about 100
years or so, although the underlying erosion in
this area is predicted to be between 2 and 10m
during this period.

by 2055 is predicted to be between 5 and 10m at
a rate of about 0.11m/yr as has occurred
historically.

Any sediment released through cliff erosion will
tend to be either retained very locally in the
pocket beaches that indent the limestone cliffs (in
the case of sand and shingle), or washed offshore
(in the case of fines).

Chiswell to Chesil
Beach (Northern
end of Osprey
Quay)

Seawalls and revetments protect the toe of the
cliff at the eastern end of this section, and also
provide flood defence to the low-lying land
located behind Chesil Beach. The crest of Chesil
Beach is also protected for a short length by
gabions, whilst behind the beach there is an
interceptor drain that diverts water coming over
and through Chesil Beach into Portland Harbour.
This also forms part of the sea defence along with
the seawall.

However, these clay rich West Weare cliffs are
very sensitive to climate change and the rate of
erosion could increase both due to sea level rise
and an increase in rainfall. Due to uncertainty in
the possible future changes in precipitation, no
direct account has been taken of this in the
predictions.

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)
rainfall.
As a result of high sea levels beaches are
expected to narrow and in places may disappear
as the rock platforms become submerged,
resulting in increased exposure of the cliff toe to
wave action.

Sea level rise would also result in the
submergence of shore platforms that front this
section, and a possible narrowing of the small
pocket beaches.
Upgrade of existing defences could be required
during this period to maintain current levels of
protection.

Upgrade of existing defences could be required
during this period to maintain current levels of
protection.

The crest of Chesil Beach is predicted to move
towards Portland Harbour by 2 and 4m between

The crest of Chesil Beach is predicted to move
towards Portland Harbour by between 3 and 6m

Parts of the defences along the eastern end that
front the cliffs by West Weare would need to be
upgraded towards the end of this period.
The short section of undefended Chesil Beach
that extends north-west from the gabions that
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Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)
stabilise the crest at Chiswell is able to respond
naturally to storm events.
It is predicted that the crest of the beach could
migrate towards Portland Harbour by between 1
and 2m by 2025.
The probability of a significant storm/swell wave
event occurring that could cause more extensive
rollback of the beach is low. However, should
such an event occur during this period, then the
beach could roll-back further and affect the
defences and low-lying land behind, as well as
cause the defended part of the beach at Chiswell
to become more prominent and so increasingly
exposed to wave action.

Chesil Beach
(Northern end of
Osprey Quay)
and The Fleet

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)
2025 and 2055.
Where the shingle barrier fronts defences,
particularly at the southern end, there could be
beach steepening and narrowing during this time.
The probability of a significant storm/swell wave
event occurring that could cause more extensive
rollback of the beach would increase during this
period as a result of climate change impacts.

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)
between 2055 and 2105. Where the shingle
barrier fronts defences, particularly at the
southern end, there could be beach steepening
and narrowing during this time.
The probability of a significant storm/swell wave
event occurring that could cause more extensive
rollback of the beach would increase during this
period as a result of climate change impacts.

There are no defences present along this section.

No defences.

No defences.

It is predicted that the crest of the beach could
migrate towards The Fleet by between 1 and 2m
by 2025.

The crest of Chesil Beach is predicted to move
towards The Fleet by 2 and 4m between 2025
and 2055.

The crest of Chesil Beach is predicted to move
towards The Fleet by 3 and 6m between 2055
and 2105.

The probability of a significant storm/swell wave
event occurring that could cause more extensive
rollback of the beach is low. However, should
such an event occur during this period, then the
beach could roll-back further and encroach upon
The Fleet, and possibly (although unlikely during
this period) become attached to the mainland in
the vicinity of Wyke Narrows, effectively cutting
off The Fleet to tidal influence from Portland
Harbour.

The probability of a significant storm/swell wave
event occurring that could cause more extensive
rollback of the beach would increase during this
period. As such, the risk of The Fleet being cut-off
at Wyke Narrows increases slightly during this
period.

The probability of a significant storm/swell wave
event occurring that could cause more extensive
rollback of the beach would increase during this
period. As such, the risk of The Fleet being cut-off
at Wyke Narrows increases further during this
period.

The coastal slopes that are located on the
landward side of The Fleet experience only small
scale, very infrequent landslides, thought likely to
be the result of groundwater conditions. These

The coastal slopes that are located on the
landward side of The Fleet experience only small
scale, very infrequent landslides, thought likely to
be the result of groundwater conditions. These
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Abbotsbury to
Cogden Beach

Cogden Beach to
Burton Cliff
(West)

Predicted Change for ‘With
‘With Present Management’
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

The coastal slopes that are located on the
landward side of The Fleet experience only small
scale, very infrequent landslides, thought likely to
be the result of groundwater conditions. These
events would continue to occur at similar
frequencies and scales as has occurred
historically, with total erosion of 0 to 10m
predicted to occur in localised areas by 2025.

events would continue to occur at similar
frequencies and scales as has occurred
historically, although possible future changes in
precipitation could cause an increase in the
frequency of event. However, due to uncertainty
about future precipitation, no direct account has
been taken of this in the predictions. Total
erosion of 0 to 10m predicted to occur in
localised areas by 2055.

events would continue to occur at similar
frequencies and scales as has occurred
historically, although possible future changes in
precipitation could cause an increase in the
frequency of event. However, due to uncertainty
about future precipitation, no direct account has
been taken of this in the predictions. Total
erosion of 0 to 10m predicted to occur in
localised areas by 2105.

There are no defences present along this section.

No defences.

No defences.

This section has remained largely unchanged over
the past century, and it is predicted that this will
remain the case during this period to 2025. The
extensive shingle barrier beach will continue to
prevent erosion and flooding of the low cliffs,
slopes and lowlands behind.

This section has remained largely unchanged over
the past century due to a net balance of
longshore sediment transport, and it is predicted
that this will remain the case during this period to
2055, although at the same time the beach could
also retreat slightly over this period.

The probability of a significant storm/swell wave
event occurring that could cause more extensive
rollback of the beach is low. However, should
such an event occur during this period, then the
beach could roll-back further and encroach upon
the low-lying land, although the extent of rollback would be restricted by the gradual rising of
the coastal slopes that are located behind the
beach.

The probability of a significant storm/swell wave
event occurring that could cause more extensive
rollback of the beach would increase during this
period as a result of climate change impacts.

This section has remained largely unchanged over
the past century due to a net balance of
longshore sediment transport, and it is predicted
that this will remain the case during this period to
2105. The effect of sea level rise could lead to an
acceleration in the rate of retreat during this
period, as well as an increased risk of flooding of
the lowland marshes and lagoons, such as Burton
Mere, that back this section of beach.

There are no defences present along this section.

No defences.

No defences.

This section is dominated in its western part by
bedded sandstone cliffs up to 40m high. These
sandstone cliffs fail as a result of wave

Erosion of the sandstone cliffs is expected to
continue as observed historically at a rate of
about 0.14m/yr as a minimum, although this could

Erosion of the sandstone cliffs is expected to
continue as observed historically at a rate of
about 0.14m/yr as a minimum, although this could

The probability of a significant storm/swell wave
event occurring that could cause more extensive
rollback of the beach would increase during this
period as a result of climate change impacts.
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(to 2025
2025)
undercutting at the toe about every 10 years.
These cause localised small scale losses. It is
predicted that between 2 and 3m of sandstone
cliff could be lost to erosion by 2025.
The simple low clay cliffs at the eastern end of
this section would retreat a similar amount during
this period.
The section is fronted by Chesil Beach which
narrows in front of the sandstone cliffs compared
to the much wider beach that fronts the low-lying
area at Burton Bradstock in the east of this
section. The beach has shown negligible change
over the past 100 years, although short-term
fluctuations as a result of storms do occur. It is
predicted that the beach will continue to
experience similar stability during this period to
2025.
The probability of a significant storm/swell wave
event occurring that could cause more extensive
rollback of the beach on to the low-lying part of
this section is low.

Freshwater Beach

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

accelerate in response to rising sea levels, with
total erosion by 2055 predicted to be between 7
and 10m.

accelerate in response to rising sea levels, with
total erosion by 2105 predicted to be between 14
and 35m.

The simple clay cliffs at the eastern end of this
section would be expected to erode between 7
and 13m by 2055.

The simple clay cliffs at the eastern end of this
section would be expected to erode between 14
and 53m by 2105.

As a result of accelerated sea level rise, the
historical trend of stability could change to one of
erosion. Where the beaches are backed by cliffs,
the beaches would be unable to retreat in
response to the sea level rise therefore there
could be beach steepening and narrowing along
this section. This, in turn, could slightly increase
the rate of cliff toe erosion and therefore failure.

As a result of high sea levels the beach fronting
the sandstone cliffs are expected to narrow
further and in places may disappear. This could
result in a slight increase in the rate of cliff
erosion, although the rate of erosion will be
restricted due to the resistance of the cliffs.

Along the low-lying sections of coast, the natural
trend would be for barrier roll-back and the
probability of a significant storm/swell wave event
occurring that could cause more extensive
rollback of the beach on to the low-lying part of
this section would increase during this period.

Along the low-lying sections of coast there would
be beach roll-back and the probability of a
significant storm/swell wave event occurring that
could cause more extensive rollback of the beach
on to the low-lying part of this section would
increase during this period.

This section of coast has no hard defences, but is
subject to regular beach re-cycling and re-profiling
as part of ongoing beach management practices.

Ongoing beach management activities.

Ongoing beach management activities.

The beach levels along this section fluctuate over
time, although the very recent past has seen a
trend of accretion, although the effect of ongoing
beach management activities help to keep the
beach relatively stable. This is unlikely to change

Ongoing beach management activities will
continue to retain the beach in about its present
position.

Ongoing beach management activities will
continue to retain the beach in about its present
position.

Erosion of the adjacent cliffs over this period may

Erosion of the adjacent cliffs over this period may
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Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

lead to the slight increase in exposure of the
defended beach to wave action, as it becomes
slightly more prominent along the shoreline.

lead to the slight increase in exposure of the
defended beach to wave action, as it becomes
slightly more prominent along the shoreline.

The probability of a significant storm/swell wave
event occurring that could cause rollback of the
beach on to the low-lying land that lies behind the
beach would increase during this period as a
result of climate change impacts. However, any
such effects would be temporary as intervention
would quickly restore the beach to its preferred
(managed) position.

The probability of a significant storm/swell wave
event occurring that could cause rollback of the
beach on to the low-lying land that lies behind the
beach would increase during this period.
However, any such effects would be temporary as
intervention would quickly restore the beach to
its preferred (managed) position.

There are no defences present along this section.

No defences.

No defences.

This section is dominated in its western part by
bedded sandstone cliffs up to 40m high. These
sandstone cliffs fail as a result of wave
undercutting at the toe about every 10 years.
These cause localised small scale losses. It is
predicted that between 2 and 3m of sandstone
cliff could be lost to erosion by 2025.

As a result of accelerated sea level rise, the
historical trend of stability could change to one of
erosion. As the beaches are backed by relatively
resistant cliffs, the beaches would be unable to
retreat in response to the sea level rise therefore
there could be beach steepening and narrowing
along this section. This, in turn, could slightly
increase the rate of cliff toe erosion and therefore
failure, although ultimately the rate of erosion will
be restricted due to the natural resistance of the
cliffs.

Beach narrowing and steepening would continue,
with erosion of the sandstone cliffs continuing,
with total erosion by 2105 predicted to be
between 14 and 35m. There would be a feed of
sediment to the beaches, but the accelerated rate
of sea level rise is likely to mean that only very
narrow beaches would remain.

by 2025.
The discharge of the River Bride through and
over the beach at the eastern end of this section
is intermittent, with beach material periodically
closing the river mouth off (although this is now
largely a managed process).
The probability of a significant storm/swell wave
event occurring that could cause rollback of the
beach on to the low-lying land that lies behind the
beach is low during this period.
East Cliff (West
Bay)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

The section is fronted by Chesil Beach which
narrows in front of the sandstone cliffs compared
to the much wider beach that fronts the adjacent
sections. The beach has shown negligible change
over the past 100 years, although short-term
fluctuations as a result of storms do occur. It is
predicted that the beach will continue to
experience similar stability during this period to
2025.

The total erosion of the sandstone cliffs by 2055
is predicted to be between 7 and 10m.
This cliff erosion will contribute to the beach
sediment budget both locally and to adjacent
beaches, although drift rates tend to be low along
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Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

this frontage.
West Bay (East
Beach to eastern
pier)

This section of coast has no hard defences along
most of its length, but is subject to regular beach
re-cycling and re-profiling as part of ongoing
beach management practices.

Ongoing beach management activities.

Ongoing beach management activities.

Possibility that the harbour pier may need to be
upgraded towards the end of this period.

Possibility that the harbour pier may need to be
upgraded during this period.

Ongoing beach management activities will
continue to retain the beach in about its present
position.

Ongoing beach management activities will
continue to retain the beach in about its present
position.

Erosion of the adjacent cliff to the east over this
period may lead to the slight increase in exposure
of the defended beach to wave action, as it
becomes slightly more prominent along the
shoreline.

Erosion of the adjacent cliff to the east over this
period may lead to the slight increase in exposure
of the defended beach to wave action, as it
becomes slightly more prominent along the
shoreline. This would have issues for the
technicality of maintaining a beach in its current
state.

At the western end, the beach is controlled by
the eastern pier of West Bay Harbour entrance.
Beach management activities are undertaken to
maintain the beach for sea defence purposes and
so reduce the risk of flooding to the low-lying
land behind. The result of this ongoing practice is
that there has been very little net change in beach
position, although the beach can fluctuate by up
to 60m in between management activities being
undertaken.
The probability of a significant storm/swell wave
event occurring that could cause either rollback
of the beach on to the low-lying land that lies
behind the beach, or draw-down and loss of
material to the offshore, is low during this period.

West Bay (West
Beach from
eastern pier) to
West Cliff (East)

There a range of defences within this section that
primarily provides defence against flooding,
including seawalls, rock groynes and sluices to
control the discharge of the River Brit through
West Bay Harbour itself.

The probability of a significant storm/swell wave
event occurring that could cause rollback of the
beach on to the low-lying land that lies behind the
beach, or draw-down and loss of material to the
offshore, would increase during this period.

Upgrade of the seawall and promenade is likely to
be required during the early part of this period in
order to maintain the current level of protection.

The probability of a significant storm/swell wave
event occurring that could cause rollback of the
beach on to the low-lying land that lies behind the
beach, or draw-down and loss of material to the
offshore, would increase during this period.
Upgrade of all of the defences is likely to be
required during this period in order to maintain
the current level of protection.
Possibility that the harbour pier may need to be
upgraded during this period.

The cliff toe at the eastern part of this section is
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Long Term (to
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2105)

protected from erosion by a seawall and
promenade.
The piers at the entrance to West Bay Harbour
are a significant influence upon littoral processes,
as are the rock groynes to the west of the
harbour, preventing influx of new material to this
section from either east or west.

Sea level rise could continue to cause coastal
squeeze, with the narrowing of the beach and an
increase in flood risk along this section. It is not
likely that there will be any increased feed of
sediment into this area during this period.

The seawall prevents wave action from eroding
the toe of the eastern part of West Cliff, which is
a degraded sandstone cliff.

It is anticipated that there will be a need to
increase the size of the seawall along this section
in the early part of this period to take account of
future sea level rise and so maintain current levels
of protection.

The beach fronting the seawall along this section
has eroded significantly during the past century,
and experiences scour during storm events due
to the effect of the seawall.
Coastal squeeze as a result of sea level rise could
become increasingly significant as there is very
little new sediment input to the beach.

West Cliff (East)
to Thorncombe
Beacon

As a result of high sea levels the beach fronting
the defences is expected to narrow further and in
places may disappear.
New defences with possibly control structures
and/or beach recharge could therefore be
required during this period to maintain current
levels of protection.
This would be unlikely to impact on East Beach or
the coast to the east due to the impact of the pier
on sediment linkages.

Other new defences such as possibly control
structures and/or beach recharge could also be
required during this period to maintain current
levels of protection.
This would be unlikely to impact on East Beach or
the coast to the east due to the impact of the pier
on sediment linkages.

There are no defences present along this section.

No defences.

No defences.

West Cliff is undefended along this section and is
predicted to erode between 5 and 50m by 2025.
Cliff failures along West Cliff occur about every
10 years and cause the loss of between 10 and
50m of cliff top in a single event.

West Cliff is predicted to erode as historically
during the period 2025 and 2055 by between 15
and 125m, whilst the cliffs to the western end of
this section are predicted to erode between 10
and 50m over the same period.

West Cliff is predicted to erode as historically
during the period 2055 and 2105 by between 35
and 250m, whilst the cliffs to the western end of
this section are predicted to erode between 25
and 100m over the same period.

The clay-rich cliffs towards the west of this
section experience failures at a similar frequency
as West Cliff although with a lesser magnitude

There would be a feed of coarse sediment from
erosion of cliffs to the west, which should help
retain a small beach at Eype although this would

There would be an input of coarser sediment
from the east which will feed beaches here,
although this would be hindered by the continued
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Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)
per event. The underlying rate of erosion of these
more cliffs is also similar to West Cliff, although
with greater uncertainty, giving rise to total
erosion of between 5 and 20m predicted along
this part by 2025.
Coastal squeeze as a result of sea level rise could
become increasingly significant, particularly in the
area fronting the seawall, as there is very little
new sediment input to the beach.

Thorncombe
Beacon to
Seatown (East)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)
be hindered by the continued presence of the
headland at Thorncombe Beacon.
The clay rich cliffs are very sensitive to climate
change and the rate of erosion could increase
both due to sea level rise and an increase in
rainfall. Due to uncertainty in the possible future
changes in precipitation, no direct account has
been taken of this in the predictions.

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)
presence of the headland at Thorncombe Beacon.
The clay rich cliffs are very sensitive to climate
change and the rate of erosion could increase
both due to sea level rise and an increase in
rainfall. Due to uncertainty in the possible future
changes in precipitation, no direct account has
been taken of this in the predictions.

There are no defences present along this section,
although this section does cover the car park at
Seatown, on the eastern side of the River
Winniford that discharges to the sea at this
location, which is only protected by naturally
functioning cliffs.

No defences.

No defences.

The clay-rich cliffs along this section experience
complex landslide behaviour with cyclic backscar
retreats as a result of short (episodic) events
causing rapid retreat by rotational landsliding.

These clay rich cliffs are very sensitive to climate
change and the rate of erosion could increase
both due to sea level rise and an increase in
rainfall. Due to uncertainty in the possible future
changes in precipitation, no direct account has
been taken of this in the predictions.

These clay rich cliffs are very sensitive to climate
change and the rate of erosion could increase
both due to sea level rise and an increase in
rainfall. Due to uncertainty in the possible future
changes in precipitation, no direct account has
been taken of this in the predictions.

Therefore the rate of cliff erosion is likely to
increase from that observed historically, with
total erosion of this section between 2025 and
2055 predicted to be between 30 and 50m,
although the effects of sea level rise would be
outweighed by large landslide events that could
occur during this period.

Therefore the rate of cliff erosion is likely to
increase from that observed historically, with
total erosion of this section between 2055 and
2105 predicted to be between 70 and 100m,
although the effects of sea level rise would be
outweighed by large landslide events that could
occur during this period.

Any coarse sediment released through cliff

The beach at Eype will be fed by any release of

These episodic events along this section occur
about every 10 years on a small scale, although
the underlying erosion is predicted to be as
historically and result in total average erosion of
between 10 and 20m by 2025.
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Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)
erosion should feed the beach at Eype, meaning
that a beach should be retained here.
Thorncombe Beacon acts as a barrier to drift
therefore there is no sediment interaction with
the beaches to the east.

Seatown

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)
coarse sediment from cliff erosion, with any fines
being lost offshore. Thorncombe Beacon would
continue to act as a barrier to drift to the east.

A rock revetment extends along the toe of part
of the cliff that fronts the western part of
Seatown. This prevents wave action from eroding
the cliff toe in this area.

Upgrade of the defences is likely to be required
during this period to maintain the current level of
protection.

Upgrade of the defences is likely to be required
during this period to maintain the current level of
protection.

Despite the presence of defences along the toe of
the cliff at Seatown, erosion still occurs as a result
of groundwater conditions as episodic events, all
be it at a lower average rate than the adjacent
undefended cliffs to the east and west of Seatown.

These clay rich cliffs are very sensitive to climate
change and the rate of erosion could increase
both due to sea level rise and an increase in
rainfall. Due to uncertainty in the possible future
changes in precipitation, no direct account has
been taken of this in the predictions.

These clay rich cliffs are very sensitive to climate
change and the rate of erosion could increase
both due to sea level rise and an increase in
rainfall. Due to uncertainty in the possible future
changes in precipitation, no direct account has
been taken of this in the predictions.

Cliff erosion would continue at a faster rate than
historically, with total erosion of up to 50m
predicted by 2055, although the effects of sea
level rise would be outweighed by large landslide
events that could occur during this period.

Cliff erosion would therefore continue to occur
at increased rates from historically, with total
erosion of up to 100m predicted by 2105,
although the effects of sea level rise would be
outweighed by large landslide events that could
occur during this period.

Cliff erosion would continue to occur as
historically, with total erosion of between 5 and
20m predicted by 2025.
By the end of this period, the greater erosion of
the adjacent cliffs could lead to the Seatown
frontage becoming slightly more prominent along
the shoreline and as such, increasingly exposed to
wave action.
The retention of defences here could also lead to
narrowing and loss of the beach towards the end
of this period.

During this period, the greater erosion of the
adjacent cliffs could lead to Seatown becoming
increasingly more prominent along the shoreline
and as such, increasingly exposed to wave action.
The beaches will receive some sediment from the
cliff erosion, although any fines will be lost
offshore. It is anticipated that additional sediment
input will enter Seatown beach from the west as
erosion of the lobe of sediment at Thorncombe

During this period, the greater erosion of the
adjacent cliffs could lead to Seatown becoming
increasingly more prominent along the shoreline
and as such, increasingly exposed to wave action.
This would also result in increased beach erosion
in front of the defences. Therefore upgrade of
the defences would be necessary, but could
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Seatown (West)
to Golden Cap

Predicted Change for ‘With
‘With Present Management’
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

Beacon is removed, however increased exposure
around Seatown could counter-act this sediment
input and result in net beach erosion and
therefore increased pressure on existing defences
as a result of a narrower fronting beach.

increasingly become technically difficult.

There are no defences present along this section.

No defences.

No defences.

The clay-rich cliffs along this section experience
complex landslide behaviour with cyclic backscar
retreats as a result of short (episodic) events
causing rapid retreat by rotational landsliding.

These clay rich cliffs are very sensitive to climate
change and the rate of erosion could increase
both due to sea level rise and an increase in
rainfall. Due to uncertainty in the possible future
changes in precipitation, no direct account has
been taken of this in the predictions.

These clay rich cliffs are very sensitive to climate
change and the rate of erosion could increase
both due to sea level rise and an increase in
rainfall. Due to uncertainty in the possible future
changes in precipitation, no direct account has
been taken of this in the predictions.

Cliff erosion is likely to occur at a faster rate than
historically, with total erosion of this section by
2055 predicted to be between 35 and 50m,
although the effects of sea level rise would be
outweighed by large landslide events that could
occur during this period.

Cliff erosion is likely to occur at a faster rate than
historically, with total erosion of this section by
2105 predicted to be between 70 and 100m,
although the effects of sea level rise would be
outweighed by large landslide events that could
occur during this period.

These episodic events along this section occur
about every 10 years on a small scale, although
the underlying erosion is predicted to be as
historically at a rate of about 0.7m/yr, resulting in
total erosion of between 10 and 20m by 2025.
This erosion would result in some beach feed
although fines would be lost offshore. Therefore
beaches would be maintained at the toe of the
cliffs. A previous landslide event has resulted in a
lobe of debris cutting off longshore sediment
transport feeding beaches to the east. It is
anticipated that this will gradually erode and be
largely removed as a barrier to transport by 2025.
Golden Cap to
Charmouth (East)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Any large scale events that occur during this
period could result in a lobe of sediment
interrupting the sediment drift, which could
impact on adjacent beaches.

There are no defences present along this section.

No defences.

No defences.

The clay-rich cliffs along this section experience
complex landslide behaviour with cyclic backscar
retreats as a result of short (episodic) events

These clay rich cliffs are very sensitive to climate
change and the rate of erosion could increase
both due to sea level rise and an increase in
rainfall. Due to uncertainty in the possible future

Cliff erosion is likely to occur at faster rates than
historically, although the effects of sea level rise
would be outweighed by large landslide events
that could occur during this period, with total
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Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)
causing rapid retreat by rotational landsliding.
The frequency and magnitude of these events
varies depending upon specific local geology that
comprise each individual cliff, although large
events occur about every 100 years or so.
Throughout this section, erosion would continue
as historically, with variable erosion occurring
along the shoreline at rates ranging from 0.1 to
1.0m/yr.

Charmouth (East)
to East Cliff
(Lyme
(Lyme Regis)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)
changes in precipitation, no direct account has
been taken of this in the predictions.
Cliff erosion is likely to occur at faster rates than
historically, although the effects of sea level rise
would be outweighed by large landslide events
that could occur during this period, with total
erosion of this section by 2055 predicted to be
between 8 and 50m at Golden Cap; 20 to 50m at
Stonebarrow, and 40 to 50m at Broom Hill.

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)
erosion of this section by 2105 predicted to be
between 17 and 50m at Golden Cap; 40 and 50 at
Stonebarrow, and 50 and 100m at Broom Hill.
These varying rates of erosion would lead to
Golden Cap developing into a more defined
headland, with the cliffs to the west becoming
increasingly set-back forming a deepening
embayment. This is not likely to affect adjacent
beaches, as Golden Cap is already a barrier to
littoral transport.

At Golden Cap, total erosion of between 3 and
50m is predicted by 2025, whilst at Stonebarrow
erosion of 7 to 50m is predicted, and 17 to 50m
of erosion is predicted at Broom Hill over the
same period.

These varying rates of erosion would lead to
Golden Cap developing into a more defined
headland, with the cliffs to the west becoming
more set-back forming a shallow embayment. This
is not likely to affect adjacent beaches, as Golden
Cap is already a barrier to littoral transport.

Defences are present at the eastern end of this
section at Charmouth, where a short length of
seawall and promenade provides flood protection.

Upgrade of the defences at Charmouth may be
required during this period in order to maintain
the current level of protection.

Upgrade of the defences at Charmouth may be
required during this period in order to maintain
the current level of protection.

Due to the sensitivity of these cliffs to climate
change, cliff erosion is likely to increase from
rates observed historically. Although the rate of
erosion could increase both due to sea level rise
and an increase in rainfall, due to uncertainty in

Due to the sensitivity of these cliffs to climate
change, cliff erosion is likely to increase from
rates observed historically. Although the rate of
erosion could increase both due to sea level rise
and an increase in rainfall, due to uncertainty in

It is probable that upgrade of these defences
would be required towards the end of this period
in order to maintain the current level of
protection.
The seawall at Charmouth backs a sandy beach
and protects low-lying land behind from flooding.
The majority of this section consists of clay-rich
cliffs that experience complex landslide behaviour
with cyclic backscar retreats as a result of short
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(to 2055
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Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

(episodic) events causing rapid retreat by
rotational landsliding. The frequency and
magnitude of these events varies depending upon
specific local geology that comprise each
individual cliff, although large events occur about
every 100 years or so causing recession of more
than 50m per event. The most recent event
occurred in May 2008 within The Spittles
complex, and resulted in around 50m of cliff top
recession along a 400m length, and which was
considered to be the largest event in this area for
around 25 years.

the possible future changes in precipitation, no
direct account has been taken of this in the
predictions. Sea level rise would result in the
submergence of the fronting beaches and shore
platforms (ledges), resulting in more rapid erosion
of the cliffs behind. However the effects of sea
level rise are likely to be outweighed by large
landslide events that could occur during this
period,

the possible future changes in precipitation, no
direct account has been taken of this in the
predictions. Sea level rise would result in the
submergence of the fronting beaches and shore
platforms (ledges), resulting in more rapid erosion
of the cliffs behind.

Throughout this section, erosion would continue
as historically, with variable erosion occurring
along the shoreline at rates ranging from 0.2 to
3.3m/yr, although rates vary greatly depending
upon the time period looked at as a result of
landslide events causing distortions in the data.
By 2025, the east and central parts of Black Ven
are predicted to erode between 7 and 50m. Over
this same period, Black Ven West is predicted to
erode by 10 to 50m, whilst The Spittles is
predicted to erode by about 10m. However it is
possible that landslide events may periodically
occur that cause greater amounts of recession
although it is not possible to predict this.
Continued beach narrowing as a result of sea
level rise could become increasingly significant as
there is very little new sediment input to the
beach. The large scale landslides also act as a

The east and central parts of Black Ven are
predicted to experience total erosion of between
20 and 50m over this period, whilst Black Ven
West is predicted to erode by 30 to 50m, and
The Spittles by 25 to 50m. However it is possible
that landslide events may periodically occur that
cause greater amounts of recession although it is
not possible to predict this.
A larger amount of recession could occur during
this period as a result of large landslide events
that occur about every 100 years or so causing
recession of more than 50m per event. However,
without further detailed investigation, it is
uncertain as to exactly where and when such a
large scale event would occur.
These effects may be mitigated by the release of
beach building material from the significant
erosion along this section, particularly at Black
Ven West, which would release suitable beach
material from the Upper Greensands.

Due to differences in cliff composition, total
erosion by 2105 would occur at variable rates.
The east and central parts of Black Ven are
predicted to have eroded between 40 and 50m
over this period, whilst Black Ven West is
predicted to have eroded by 50 to 60m, and The
Spittles by about 50m. However it is possible that
landslide events may periodically occur that cause
greater amounts of recession although it is not
possible to predict this.
If not already happened in the medium term, a
larger amount of recession could occur during
this period as a result of large landslide events
that occur about every 100 years or so causing
recession of more than 50m per event. However,
without further detailed investigation, it is
uncertain as to exactly where and when such a
large scale event would occur.
These effects may be mitigated by the release of
beach building material from the significant
erosion along this section, particularly at Black
Ven West, which would release suitable beach
material from the Upper Greensands that would
also be available to be transported to beaches to
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East Cliff (Lyme
Regis) to Broad
Ledge (Lyme
Regis)

Predicted Change for ‘With
‘With Present Management’
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

barrier to any sediment transport along this
section. Locally there could be beach building
sediment released from the cliffs, in particular
Black Ven West cliffs.

Sea level rise could also continue to cause coastal
squeeze in the section fronting the seawall at
Charmouth, with the narrowing of the beach and
an increase in flood risk along this section.

The defended section could also begin to become
outflanked by the continued erosion of the
undefended cliffs by the end of this period.

The risk of the defended part of this section
becoming outflanked by the continued erosion of
the undefended cliffs will increase throughout this
period.

Defences are present along the length of this
section which covers East and Church Cliffs at
Lyme Regis, where a seawall protects the cliff toe
from erosion.

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)
the east. Any large scale landslide events, could,
however, result in sediment drift being
interrupted.
New defences with possibly control structures
and/or beach recharge could therefore be
required during this period to maintain current
levels of protection.
The risk of the defended part of this section
becoming outflanked by the continued erosion of
the undefended cliffs will increase throughout this
period.

Upgrade of the defences along this section may be
required during this period in order to maintain
the current level of protection.

Upgrade of the defences along this section may be
required during this period in order to maintain
the current level of protection.

Sea level rise could result in the submergence of
the rock platform and beach at Lyme Regis
leading to a coastal squeeze problem in this area.

As a result of high sea levels the beach fronting
the defences along this section is expected to
narrow further and in places may disappear.

The risk of this defended section becoming
outflanked by the continued erosion of the
undefended cliffs to the east will increase
throughout this period.

New defences with possibly control structures
and/or beach recharge could therefore be
required during this period to maintain current
levels of protection.

It is probable that upgrade of these defences
would be required towards the end of this period
in order to maintain the current level of
protection.
The seawall at Lyme Regis prevents erosion of
the cliff toe and since its construction has
prevented any significant landslide activity. The
continued presence of the seawall at Lyme Regis
will continue to limit landslide activity over this
period.
Continued beach narrowing as a result of sea
level rise could become increasingly significant as
there is very little new sediment input to the

The risk of this defended section becoming
outflanked by the continued erosion of the
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Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

beach.

undefended cliffs to the east will increase
throughout this period.

This defended section could also begin to become
outflanked by the continued erosion of the
undefended cliffs to the east by the end of this
period.
Broad Ledge
(Lyme Regis) to
The Cobb (Lyme
Regis)

The Cobb (Lyme
Regis) to Seven
Rock Point

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

This section is entirely defended by a range of
structures including seawalls and rock groynes, as
well as ongoing beach management activities
including beach recharge.

Upgrade of the defences could be required during
this period to maintain the current levels of
protection.

Upgrade of the defences could be required during
this period to maintain the current levels of
protection.

The defences along this section prevent cliff
erosion, and their continued presence would
result in no change in cliff position by 2025.

The continued defence and management of this
section means that there would be very little
change in shoreline position.

The continued defence and management of this
section means that there would be very little
change in shoreline position.

The various control structures along this section,
along with ongoing beach management activities
also serve to maintain a stable beach. However,
coastal squeeze as a result of sea level rise could
become increasingly significant and require
additional beach recharge towards the end of this
period.

Increased sea levels would, however result in
increased exposure of the beaches and therefore
further works could be required to maintain the
current beach.

As a result of high sea levels the beach fronting
the defences along this section would be
increasingly exposed, with additional recharge
required to maintain a beach to a similar standard
to current. In addition defences may need to be
upgraded to maintain current levels of protection.

The eastern part of this section is protected by a
seawall that runs along the cliff toe. The
immediate eastern end is The Cobb breakwater.

Upgrade of the defences in the early to middle
part of this period is expected to be required in
order to maintain the current level of protection.

Upgrade of the defences could be required during
this period in order to maintain the current level
of protection.

The seawall prevents erosion of the cliff toe along
the eastern part of this section, and has resulted
in no significant cliff recession in this area,
although Monmouth Beach that fronts the
defences has, over the past 100 to 150 years
experienced a long term trend of erosion and

The continued presence of defences along the cliff
toe at Monmouth Beach will prevent any
significant change in cliffline position.

The continued presence of defences along the cliff
toe at Monmouth Beach will prevent any
significant change in cliffline position.

Sea level rise would continue to cause coastal
squeeze, particularly in the area fronting the
seawall, with the narrowing of the beach and an

As a result of high sea levels beaches are
expected to narrow and in places may disappear
as the rock platforms become submerged,
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Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)
steepening, except at the very eastern end where
some limited accretion occurs against The Cobb.
Beach narrowing is predicted to continue as a
result of sea level rise.
West of the defended part of this section, cliffs
are unprotected and so erosion of the cliff base
here is expected to continue as historically at a
rate of about 0.2m/yr, although no cliff top
recession is predicted by 2025.

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)
increase in flood risk along resulting.
There would be an increasing risk of the defended
eastern part of this section becoming outflanked
by the continued erosion of the undefended cliffs
during this period. These cliffs are sensitive to
climate change and therefore the rate of erosion
of the cliff base would increase from that
observed historically, in response to rising sea
levels (this does not take account of any increase
due to increased precipitation). The cliff top is
unlikely to erode by 2055.

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)
resulting in increased exposure of the defences
and cliff toe to wave action.
The undefended cliffs in the western part of this
section would erode at faster rates than
historically along the cliff base, due to sea level
rise. However it is unlikely that recession of the
cliff top would occur by 2105.
There would therefore be an increasing risk of
the defended eastern part of this section
becoming outflanked by the continued erosion of
the undefended cliffs during this period.

These clay-rich cliffs are unlikely to significantly
contribute to the beach budget. Therefore both
in front of the cliffs at the western end and
remains of defences and infrastructure at
Monmouth Beach, sea level rise would continue
to cause beach narrowing along the whole of this
stretch.
Seven Rock Point
to Haven Cliff
(West)

There are no defences present along this section.

No defences.

No defences.

The clay-rich cliffs along this section experience
complex landslide behaviour with cyclic backscar
retreats as a result of short (episodic) events
causing rapid retreat by rotational landsliding.

These clay rich cliffs are very sensitive to climate
change and the rate of erosion could increase
both due to sea level rise and an increase in
rainfall. Due to uncertainty in the possible future
changes in precipitation, no direct account has
been taken of this in the predictions.

These clay rich cliffs are very sensitive to climate
change and the rate of erosion could increase
both due to sea level rise and an increase in
rainfall. Due to uncertainty in the possible future
changes in precipitation, no direct account has
been taken of this in the predictions.

Taking account of rising sea levels alone, the rate
of cliff erosion would be expected to be higher
than experienced historically, although it is likely
to be outweighed by the occurrence of landslide

Taking account of rising sea levels alone, the rate
of cliff erosion would be expected to be higher
than experienced historically, although it is likely
to be outweighed by the occurrence of landslide

The frequency and magnitude of these events
varies along this section due to changes in
geology. Along the eastern stretch there is a risk
of large scale landslide events occurring, but the
frequency of these is low; every 250 years or
more. Whereas along the western section of this
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Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

frontage, smaller, more frequent, landslides are
characteristic.

events, with about 10m of cliff top recession
predicted by 2055.

events, with between 10 and 20m of cliff top
recession predicted by 2105.

On average by 2025 between 3 and 10m of
erosion is expected to occur towards the
western end of this section, as has been
experienced historically at a rate of about
0.2m/yr, supplying sediment to local beach stocks.
No recession is predicted towards the eastern
end of this section.

The supply of sediment across the mouth of the
Axe is expected to continue as at present.

This could be much greater in some areas should
a large landslide event occur during this period,
the probability of which would increase towards
2105 as the last such event occurred in 1839.
Should such an event occur, then it would form a
lobe of debris that would inhibit littoral transport
processes.

Defences along the toe of the cliff from Seaton to
Seaton Hole include both seawalls and rock
revetment.

Upgrade of the defences would likely be required
during this period in order to maintain the
current level of protection.

Upgrade of the defences may be required during
this period in order to maintain the current level
of protection.

The defences along the toe of the cliff have
caused the rate of cliff erosion to be reduced
over the recent past. This has been aided by
natural beach accumulation in the very recent
past, although beach levels have fluctuated in this
area, historically the trend is one of accretion and
so it is thought that the recent lower rate of
recession would continue until 2025, with total
erosion of 3 to 5m predicted over this period. As
these cliffs are mudstones, this erosion will not
significantly contribute to the beaches.

Where the cliffs are protected by rock
revetment, cliff erosion would continue to be
reduced, with a total erosion of between 5 and
10m expected between 2025 and 2055. However,
due to sea level rise, the rock revetment would
require upgrading in order to maintain current
levels of protection.

The rock revetment, if improved, could continue
to provide some protection, but by this period
beaches are expected to be very narrower, if
existent, along this western stretch. Therefore
further defences would probably be required to
prevent/ reduce cliff erosion at this location.
There could still be between 10 and 15m erosion
during this period, assuming a similar level of
protection is provided.

Due to natural barriers to littoral drift it is
unlikely that this stretch would be affected by
management changes along adjacent sections.
Haven Cliff
(West) to Seaton
Hole

There could be beach narrowing in front of the
defences due to continued west to east transport
of sediment and lack of new input to the system.

There would be no change in cliff position where
the cliffs have been re-graded and are protected
by a sea wall.
There could be beach narrowing in front of the
defences due to continued west to east transport
of sediment and lack of new input to the system.

Narrowing beaches due to limited contemporary
input of sediment and continued west to east
littoral transport, coupled with higher sea levels
would cause similar defence issues along the
section of sea wall. New defences could therefore
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Sediment transport along the frontage from west
to east would continue to maintain the spit that
extends across the mouth of the Axe estuary and
here beaches would be stable and may continue
to accrete.

This could be exacerbated by sea level rise,
resulting in a need for new defences with possibly
control structures and/or beach recharge being
required during this period to maintain current
levels of protection.

be required during this period to maintain current
levels of protection.

Beaches to the east would continue to receive
sediment moved alongshore and should remain
stable during this period. There could be
elongation with re-curving of the spit into the
harbour and under sea level rise beach steepening
could occur together along the length of the spit
as material is pushed onshore by overwashing
storm waves.

Seaton Hole to
Beer Head

There would be continued sediment moved
alongshore towards the Axe estuary which should
help maintain the spit in a similar form to today,
assuming no cross-shore defences are
constructed which would interrupt sediment drift.
The tendency of the spit will be to migrate inland
in response to sea level rise,; if the training walls
are improved to prevent this there would be
narrowing of the spit during this period, with a
pinch point occurring where the river channel is
deflected. Defences here would need upgrading
to counter the increase risk of overtopping and
breach.

There are no defences present along this section,
although there are structures, such as the car
park, along a short stretch at Beer that also have
some limited defence function.

No defences, apart from a short stretch at Beer.

No defences, apart from a short stretch at Beer.

Chalk cliffs that are largely resistant to erosion
dominate this section. There has been negligible
erosion of this section over the past 100 years,
with only very localised small to medium sized
rock falls occurring every 10 to 100 years.

The resistant nature of the chalk cliffs will
continue to result in negligible cliff recession,
except for very infrequent localised rock falls; it is
not, however, possible to predict the exact
locations of these. Total erosion of between 0
and 50m is possible by 2055, depending on
whether or not a cliff failure event occurs.

The resistant nature of the chalk cliffs will
continue to result in negligible cliff recession,
except for very infrequent localised rock falls; it is
not, however, possible to predict the exact
locations of these. Total erosion of between 0
and 50m is possible by 2105, depending on
whether or not a cliff failure event occurs.

The pocket beaches would continue to
experience narrowing and steepening during this

The pocket beaches would continue to
experience narrowing and steepening during this
period due to accelerated sea level rise, but a

This pattern of recession is expected to continue
over this period to 2025, with total erosion of
between 0 and 50m possible depending on
whether or not a cliff failure event occurs.
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There are isolated pocket beaches at Beer and
Pound’s Pool. The low rate of cliff erosion means
that there is little or no contemporary sediment
input to these beaches. During this period the
beaches may remain quite stable, but may start to
experience some narrowing and steepening
towards the end of the period. At Beer there
could be some leakage of sediment at the eastern
end of the beach.

period due to accelerated sea level rise.

beach should still be present at Beer due to the
indented nature of this frontage. The short
stretch of defences here may need to be
upgraded.

There are no defences present along this section,
apart from very localised rock placement at
Branscombe.

No defences, apart from very localised rock
placement at Branscombe.

No defences, apart from very localised rock
placement at Branscombe.

The long term trend of the beaches that front the
cliffs along this section has been one of slight
accretion towards Beer Head and erosion
towards Salcombe Hill, with the intervening beach
having been relatively stable, due to the west to
east drift of sediment. This situation is predicted
to continue in to the future.

Cliff recession of the chalk cliffs at Beer would
continue as has occurred historically at rates of
between 0.05 and 0.35m/yr combined with
infrequent small scale cliff fall events, with total
erosion by 2055 of 8 to 10m predicted towards
Beer Head.

Cliff recession of the chalk cliffs at Beer would
continue as historically at rates of between 0.05
and 0.35m/yr combined with infrequent small
scale cliff fall events, with total erosion by of 10 to
17m predicted towards Beer Head by 2105.

The beach erosion at the western end of this
section is related to the presence of control
structures in front of Sidmouth (see section
below) that prevent littoral drift from bringing
sediment to the beaches in this area. It is assumed
that these structures would remain during this
period, and so the beach in this area will continue
to erode.
The varying beach levels contribute to varying
rates of cliff recession by permitting varying

The softer cliffs composed of sandstone and marl,
which characterise the remainder of this stretch
are more sensitive to climate change and
therefore, taking account of sea level rise, these
are expected to erode between 14 and 18m
during this period. These cliffs are prone to small
but frequent mudslides, but whilst these would
remain as lobes on the beach for a while, they do
not contribute to the shingle beach (although any
sands may remain on the intertidal beach). East of
Branscombe the cliffs are vulnerable to complex,
large scale landslides, where the chalk sits on top

The softer clay-rich cliffs to the west are more
sensitive to climate change and therefore, taking
account of sea level rise, these are expected to
erode between 29 and 53m during this period.
Superimposed on these rates are the possibility of
large scale failures, which would be localised but
could cause several metres of erosion in one
event.
There would be continued alongshore transport
from west to east, but beaches would be
expected to narrow and steepen due to higher
sea levels, particularly in the western part of this
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amount of cliff toe erosion. The rate of cliff
erosion is also due to the varying geologies along
this stretch. At Beer Head the cliffs are composed
of chalk, but this is replaced by sandstone and
marl cliffs towards the east.
Towards Beer Head, total cliff erosion by 2025 is
predicted to be between 3 and 10m, whilst
towards Salcombe Hill, total erosion over the
same period is predicted to be 5 to 6m at a rate
of about 0.3m/yr as observed historically with
possible cliff fall events towards Beer Head
resulting in localised increases in recession.

Sidmouth

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)
of the marl. These events could cause several
metres of erosion, but would tend to be very
localised.
There would be continued feed of sediment
alongshore due to the west to east littoral drift,
which would help maintain beaches along this
stretch. Any larger scale landslide event could
interrupt this and impact on downdrift beaches
such as Branscombe, but the location of future
failures is difficult to predict. At the western end
of this stretch the littoral input would be reduced
by defences at Sidmouth and here beaches could
narrow, potentially resulting in increased cliff
erosion.

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)
section, as a result of a lack of shingle to this area.
A beach is expected to remain at Branscombe,
but is likely to be narrower and will have been
pushed inland slightly. The rock placed on the
beach at Branscombe is likely to be ineffective
unless upgraded and extended to counteract both
the effects of outflanking and the potential
increased risk of overtopping.

Defences along this section include rock groynes
and offshore rock breakwaters, as well as
seawalls. This is supported by ongoing beach
management activities.

Upgrade of the defences is anticipated to be
required during this period in order to maintain
the current level of protection.

Upgrade of the defences may be required during
this period in order to maintain the current level
of protection.

The seawall along this section protects low-lying
land from flooding, whilst the shoreline
structures, offshore breakwaters and ongoing
beach management serve to retain beach material
in front of the seawall.

Ongoing beach management activities means
there would be no change in shoreline position,
however beach narrowing would be an issue due
to the limited input of shingle from the west and
the impact of rising sea levels. This would
increase flood risk along this section. It is
therefore anticipated that there will be a need to
increase the size of the seawall along this section
during this period to take account of future sea
level. Other new defences and/or beach recharge
could also be required during this period to
maintain current levels of protection. This would

There would be no change in shoreline position
due to the existing defences, but these would
require upgrading to maintain the current level of
protection.

Despite the shoreline structures and ongoing
beach management activities, the beach has
experienced a slight long term trend of erosion.
This is due to the cross-shore movement of
material during storm events that is not
completely returned by post-storm action.

As a result of high sea levels the beach fronting
the defences is expected to narrow further and in
places may disappear (unless beach recharge was
undertaken). Any works along this stretch would
impact the coast to the east.
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The defences prevent material from being
transported eastwards by littoral drift to the
adjacent undefended section.

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

have an impact on beaches and cliffs to the east.

The continued presence of the defences along this
section and ongoing beach management activities
would keep the beach relatively stable up to 2025
and there would be no change in shoreline
position, although coastal squeeze as a result of
sea level rise could become increasingly important
towards the end of this period.
Chit Rocks to Big
Picket Rock

There are no defences present along this section.

No defences.

No defences.

Cliff erosion along this section has historically
occurred very slowly as a result of small scale
events every 10 years or so, controlled by the
local geology. This would continue during this
period, with total erosion by 2025 of between 3
and 5m predicted.

Continued cliff recession as has occurred
historically at a rate of about 0.2m/yr, although
sea level rise could begin to lead to this rate
increasing during this period, and it is predicted to
result in total erosion of between 9 and 11m by
2055.

Erosion of the cliffs would continue as observed
historically at a rate of about 0.2m/yr, although
sea level rise is likely to result in this rate
increasing during this period, with total erosion
by 2105 of 20 to 30m predicted.

Cliff erosion does not contribute any shingle to
the beach, but sands may remain on the lower
foreshore, which would help to maintain the
upper shingle beach. The beaches will retreat with
the cliff, although there could be some slight
narrowing and steepening towards the end of this
period.

Sea level rise would lead to the narrowing of the
beach and submergence of the rock platforms
that front the cliffs along this section. This would
lead to increased wave exposure, although it
would be unlikely to significantly increase the rate
of cliff recession as this is pre-dominantly
controlled by local geological factors.
A shingle beach with sandy foreshore would
remain and retreat with the cliffs. There could be
some erosion of the shingle beach due to
increased exposure as sea level rises and greater

As a result of high sea levels the beach along this
section is expected to narrow, and the rock
platforms would become increasingly submerged.
This would result in increased exposure of the
cliff toe to wave action, although it would be
unlikely to significantly increase the rate of cliff
recession as this is pre-dominantly controlled by
local geological factors.
Shingle beaches would increasingly become
confined to little pockets that may develop as the
cliffs erode.
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drawdown rates.
Big Picket Rock
to Otterton
Ledge

There are no defences present along this section.

No defences.

No defences.

The cliffs along this section are composed of
more resistant sandstone. Erosion of the cliffs
that extend along this section would continue to
occur as historically, with infrequent, small scale
cliff falls resulting from wave undercutting
occurring with a frequency of about 10 years.
These events tend to affect very localised areas,
but it is not possible to predict where the next
events will occur.

Cliff erosion would continue as observed
historically at a rate of about 0.2m/yr, although
sea level rise could begin to lead to this rate
increasing during this period, with total erosion of
between 9 and 13m predicted by 2055. Material
from cliff erosion would not contribute to the
shingle beaches, therefore local pocket beaches
may narrow.

Erosion would continue as observed historically
at a rate of about 0.2m/yr, although sea level rise
could begin to lead to this rate increasing during
this period, with total erosion of 20 to 40m
predicted to occur by 2105. Local pocket
beaches, such as Ladram Bay, would steepen and
narrow due to sea level rise. The more exposed
ones could disappear.

Upgrade of the defences could be required during
this period in order to maintain current levels of
protection.

Upgrade of the defences could be required during
this period in order to maintain current levels of
protection.

The continued presence of defences along the toe
of the cliff would result in negligible cliff recession
in this area between 2025 and 2055. This will
restrict some inputs of sediment into the system,
but the cliffs here are low and therefore not a

Cliff erosion would continue to be negligible as a
result of the continued protection of the cliff toe
between 2055 and 2105.

The underlying rate of recession is predicted to
result in cliff erosion of 3 to 5m by 2025.
Any sediment released from the cliffs will tend to
remain locally, within the pocket beaches.
Otterton Ledge
to Budleigh
Salterton (West)

Seawall and gabions extend along the cliff toe
along the western part of this section, up to the
landward end of the spit that extends across the
mouth of the Otter estuary.
It is anticipated that these defence would need to
be upgraded towards the end of this period in
order to maintain current levels of protection.
The presence of the defences along the toe of the
cliff that forms the western part of this section
has resulted in there being negligible cliff
recession over the long term. The continued
presence of these defences would result in there

As sea levels rise, beach narrowing could
continue even though sediment should continue
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being negligible cliff erosion to 2025.

significant source of sediment.

The beach fronting this section, including the spit
that extends across the mouth of the Otter
estuary, has been stable over the long term as a
result of continued sediment supply from cliff
erosion to the west. The spit should continue to
be stable in the future.

Sediment will continue to be supplied from the
west, but due to sea level rise there could be
beach steepening and narrowing in front of the
seawall.

The spit across the Otter estuary is subject to
temporary breaching during high river flow events
every 20-30 years. As such, the probability of
such an event occurring could increase
throughout this period.

It is anticipated that there will be a need to
increase the size of the seawall along this section
during this period to take account of future sea
level. Other new defences with possibly control
structures and/or beach recharge could also be
required during this period to maintain current
levels of protection. Any cross-shore structures
would, however, have an impact on the spit.
The probability of a high river flow event causing
a temporary breach of the spit across the mouth
of the Otter estuary would increase during this
period. Where gabions are present, these would
help reduce this risk.

Budleigh Salterton
(West) to
Straight Point

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)
to be supplied from the west (up to Straight
Point). New defences with control structures
and/or beach recharge could be required during
this period in order to maintain current levels of
protection.
There would be continued transport of sediment
toward the spit resulting in elongation and
recurve into the estuary.
The probability of a high river flow event causing
a temporary breach of the spit across the mouth
of the Otter estuary would continue to increase
during this period. Migration of the spit in
response to sea level rise would be prevented
along the gabion-protected section. There could
be an increased risk of breach between the
defended section and mobile section.

There are no defences present along this section.

No defences.

No defences.

The cliffs along this section are up to 130m at the
western end and experience very infrequent
complex landslide failures every 100 to 250 years.
The majority of this section experiences small
scale failures much more frequently, with events
less than every 10 years occurring as a result of
geological factors and undercutting by wave
action at the cliff toe. The underlying rate of
recession along this section is predicted to result
in the erosion of about 7m of cliff by 2025.

Cliff erosion is expected to continue as
historically, although sea level rise could begin to
lead to this rate increasing during this period,
with total erosion by 2055 of about 20m
predicted along much of this section. Towards
Straight Point, the nature of cliffs changes and
recession is only as a result of infrequent small
scale cliff falls, and so in this area 0 to 10m of
recession is predicted by 2055.

Erosion of the cliffs would continue as observed
historically, although sea level rise is likely to lead
to this rate increasing during this period, with
total erosion of 40 to 55m predicted by 2105.
Towards Straight Point, the nature of cliffs
changes and recession is only as a result of
infrequent small scale cliff falls, and so in this area
0 to 10m of recession is predicted by 2105.
Beaches are likely to be maintained by the input
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Towards Straight Point, the nature of cliffs
changes and recession is only as a result of
infrequent small scale cliff falls, and so in this area
0 to 10m of recession is predicted by 2025.

Sea level rise would lead to the narrowing of the
beach, which in turn would result in increased
wave exposure of the cliff toe and therefore in a
slightly increased rate of erosion. This erosion
would supply beach sediment to the beaches, thus
maintaining beaches and reducing the rate of
erosion slightly. Erosion of these cliffs is also an
important source of sediment to the Budleigh
Salterton frontage.

The continued erosion of mudstones, sandstones
and pebbles beds provides material to the local
beach stock that is then transported eastwards
along the shoreline by littoral processes to the
spit across the mouth of the Otter estuary.

The clay-rich cliffs towards the western end of
this section are expected to be more sensitive to
sea level rise and any increased in precipitation,
and the frequency of cliff failure events in this area
could increase in the future.
Straight Point to
Orcombe Rocks

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)
of new sediment though cliff erosion, although
some narrowing could occur.
The clay-rich cliffs towards the western end of
this section are expected to be more sensitive to
sea level rise and any increase in precipitation,
potentially leading to an increase in the frequency
of cliff failure events in this area in the future,
resulting in additional localised loss of less than
10m per event. There is a risk that relict
landslides could be reactivated.

There are no defences present along this section.

No defences.

No defences.

The beaches along this stretch to the west are a
different composition from those to the east in
that they are predominantly composed of sand.

Continued cliff recession would occur as
historically at a rate of up to about 0.4m/yr,
although sea level rise could begin to lead to this
rate increasing during this period, with total
erosion of the cliffs at the back of most of Sandy
Bay predicted to be between 10 and 15m by
2055, whilst towards Orcombe Rocks, total
erosion of about 15m is predicted over the same
period.

Continued cliff recession would occur as
historically at a rate of up to about 0.4m/yr,
although sea level rise could begin to lead to this
rate increasing during this period, with total
erosion of the cliffs along this section predicted to
be between 19 and 46m by 2105.

The cliffs along this section experience slow
erosion as a result of small scale cliff failure events
about every 10 years. This is expected to
continue to 2025, with erosion of the cliffs at the
back of Sandy Bay predicted to erode by 3 to 5m
over this period.
The cliffs at Orcombe Rocks have historically
eroded slightly more rapidly, possibly as a result
of reduced cliff toe protection by a lack of beach
compared to the rest of this section. As such
these cliffs are predicted to erode by about 5m by

The erosion of the cliffs would continue to supply
sand to the local beach stock, helping to maintain
a narrow beach at the toe of the cliffs.

The erosion of the cliffs would continue to supply
sediment to the local beach, therefore a narrow
beach is likely to remain, despite rising sea levels.
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2025.
Here, the erosion of the cliffs would continue to
supply sediment to the local sandy beaches,
therefore a beach will be maintained here despite
little or no littoral input.
Orcombe Rocks
to Exmouth Point

Seawalls and esplanade protect both the cliff toe
and areas of low-lying land, including two small
areas of relict dune systems, along the length of
the Exmouth part of this section.

Upgrade of the seawalls along the Exmouth part
of this section is anticipated to be required during
this period in order to maintain current levels of
protection.

Upgrade of the seawalls along the Exmouth part
of this section could be required during this
period in order to maintain current levels of
protection.

The seawall at Exmouth at its eastern end
prevents erosion of the cliff toe. This has resulted
in negligible recession of the cliffs over the past
century. Towards the Exe estuary, the seawall
fronting Exmouth protects low-lying land from
flooding. There will therefore be no change in
shoreline position during this period.

There would continue to be a lack of sediment
input from cliff erosion at Exmouth and littoral
transport from the east.

Rising sea levels combined with a lack of sediment
input would be expected to cause narrowing and
steepening of the beach fronting Exmouth.

Along the Exmouth frontage coastal squeeze is
predicted due to the lack of sediment input and
increasing sea levels. New defences possibly
including control structures and/or beach
recharge would be likely to be required during
this period in order to maintain current levels of
protection. This could have an impact on the
estuary by restricting its ability to adapt to rising
sea levels and changes in hydrology resulting from
future climate change.

New defences possibly including control
structures and/or beach recharge may be likely to
be required during this period in order to
maintain current levels of protection.

Upgrade of the majority of defences within the
Exe estuary is anticipated to be required during

Upgrade of the defences within the Exe estuary
could be required during this period in order to

The defences have also prevented the local input
of sediment to the beach system from cliff
erosion. There is also limited sediment input from
the east (with Orcombe Rocks reducing some
transport, but also Straight Point being a barrier
to littoral drift).
The beach levels that front the seawalls at
Exmouth have historically fluctuated, although in
recent years has experienced a trend of erosion.
This trend is expected to continue.
Exe Estuary

Within the Exe estuary, some defences may need
to be upgraded towards the end of this period in
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order to maintain current levels of protection.

this period in order to maintain current levels of
protection.

maintain current levels of protection.

The Exe Estuary is also believed to be a sink for
sediment, with Pole Sand having steadily increased
in size since 1853. It is anticipated that there
would be continued feed to the flood and ebb
deltas at the mouth of the estuary and therefore
these are likely to remain stable.

New defences within the estuary would be likely
to be required during this period in order to
maintain current levels of protection. This could
have an impact on the estuary by restricting its
ability to adapt to rising sea levels and changes in
hydrology resulting from future climate change.
This could result in the loss of intertidal areas if
sedimentation is unable to keep pace with rising
sea levels.

New defences within the Exe estuary may be
likely to be required during this period in order
to maintain current levels of protection. This
could have an impact on the estuary by restricting
its ability to adapt to rising sea levels and changes
in hydrology resulting from future climate change.
This could result in the loss of intertidal areas if
sedimentation is unable to keep pace with rising
sea levels.

There would be continued feed to the flood and
ebb deltas at the mouth of the estuary and
therefore these are likely to remain stable.

There would be continued feed to the flood and
ebb deltas at the mouth of the estuary and
therefore these are likely to remain stable.

The defences at the proximal end of Dawlish
Warren could also require upgrading during this
period in order to hold this part of the spit in its
present location.

The defences at the proximal end of Dawlish
Warren could also require upgrading during this
period in order to hold this part of the spit in its
present location.

The natural response of the Dawlish Warren spit
would be to migrate landwards, although further
elongation and re-curving of the spit would be
prevented by the fast ebb tide flows. There would
be continued erosion of the spit at the proximal

Rising sea levels combined with a lack of sediment
input would be expected to cause narrowing and
steepening of the beach at the western end of
Dawlish Warren.

There is likely to be a need to construct new
defences within the Exe estuary during this period
in order to maintain current levels of protection.
This could have an impact on the estuary by
restricting its ability to adapt to rising sea levels
and changes in hydrology resulting from future
climate change, although it is unlikely to be
significant during this period.
Dawlish Warren
to Langstone
Rock

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

The proximal end and central section of Dawlish
Warren spit is presently protected by groynes
and gabions (some of which are currently buried).
These could also require upgrading during this
period.
Between Dawlish Warren and Langstone Rock
the coast is protected by a sea wall and rock
armour.
The Dawlish Warren spit across the western part
of the mouth of the Exe estuary is defended at its
proximal end, effectively anchoring the spit to the
land. The distal end is practically undefended, with
former defences having been buried, and so
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behaves more naturally. Historically this spit has
fluctuated greatly, and although the distal end has
been accreting in recent years due to west to east
sediment drift, its evolution is strongly linked to
complex nearshore sediment circulation patterns.
The erosional trend at the western end of the
spit is expected to continue due to the net west
to east littoral drift and lack of sediment input
from the east. Continued accretion of the spit is
predicted at the distal end, however further
elongation and re-curving of the spit would be
prevented by the fast ebb tide flows that are
caused by the presence of the docks on the
Exmouth side of the estuary mouth.
However, the distal end has historically been
shown to experience periodic rapid erosion in
response to south-easterly storm events. Whilst
it is not possible to predict if such an event would
occur during this period, if it were to occur then
there would be an increased risk of flooding to
the land behind the spit within the Exe estuary
due to greater exposure to wave action.
To the south-west of Dawlish Warren, erosion is
prevented by the seawall and rock armour
therefore there will be no change in shoreline
position.

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)
end with accretion at the distal end.
However, the distal end has historically been
shown to experience periodic rapid erosion in
response to south-easterly storm events. Whilst
it is not possible to predict if such an event would
occur during this period, if it were to occur then
there would be an increased risk of flooding to
the land behind the spit within the Exe estuary
due to greater exposure to wave action.
The landward migration of the spit would be
prevented along the defended section resulting in
a potential pinch point where defences stop. This
corresponds with the narrowest part of the spit,
and it is possible that a breach could occur during
this period, although it is uncertain exactly when
this may occur at this time.
To the south-west of Dawlish Warren, erosion is
prevented by the seawall and rock armour
therefore there will be no change in shoreline
position, although these defences may need
upgrading to maintain the current level of
protection. These defences and the breakwater at
Langstone Point prevent alongshore feed to this
frontage.

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)
New defences possibly including control
structures and/or beach recharge may be likely to
be required during this period in order to
maintain current levels of protection. Along
Dawlish Warren any improvement of defences
along the western stretch could increase the
pressure along the central section, where
defences stop. A breach is likely to occur
between the eastern and western sections of the
spit during this period.
The distal end has historically been shown to
experience periodic rapid erosion in response to
south-easterly storm events. Whilst it is not
possible to predict if such an event would occur
during this period, if it were to occur then there
would be an increased risk of flooding to the land
behind the spit within the Exe estuary due to
greater exposure to wave action.
To the south-west of Dawlish Warren, erosion is
prevented by the seawall and rock armour
therefore there will be no change in shoreline
position, although these defences may need
upgrading to maintain the current level of
protection. These defences and the breakwater at
Langstone Point prevent alongshore feed to this
frontage.

There is also little or no sediment input from the
west past Langstone Rock
Langstone Rock

A seawall extends along this section as protection

Upgrade of the defences is likely to be required at

Upgrade of the defences could be required during
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to Coryton Cove

Predicted Change for ‘With
‘With Present Management’
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

to the railway line. The beach fronting the seawall
is controlled by groynes and breakwaters.

the beginning of this period in order to maintain
the current level of protection.

this period in order to maintain the current level
of protection.

The presence of the seawall prevents erosion of
the cliff toe along this section and has resulted in
negligible cliff recession occurring over the past
century or more. Therefore there will be no
change in shoreline position, and in turn a lack of
sediment supply to the local beaches.

There would be no change in shoreline position,
due to the defences.

There would be no change in shoreline position,
due to the defences.

The issue of beach narrowing will continue to be
an important, with most of the beach likely to
disappear during this period, due to lack of
sediment input, sea level rise and the defences
preventing any shoreline retreat. Defences will
have to be upgraded to cope with the increased
pressure and risk of overtopping which will result.

It is unlikely that any beaches would be present by
this period and therefore there would be
increased exposure and therefore pressure on
existing defences.

Short lengths of seawall that protect the railway
line are located at the backs of small pocket
beaches that indent this section.

Upgrade of the defences is likely to be required
during this period in order to maintain the
current level of protection.

Upgrade of the defences could be required during
this period in order to maintain the current level
of protection.

This section consists of small cliffed headlands
indented with small pocket beaches. These
beaches have been stable over the loner term and
this is expected to continue to 2025, although
coastal squeeze could become increasingly
important towards the end of this period.

The cliffed headlands would continue to erode as
historically at a rate of about 0.1m/yr due to
infrequent small scale cliff failure events, although
sea level rise could begin to lead to an increase in
this rate during this period, with total erosion of
2 to 6m predicted by 2055. Along the rest of the
coast erosion would be prevented by the
presence of seawalls.

Continued erosion of the cliffed headlands as a
result of infrequent small scale cliff failure events
is expected to occur, although sea level rise could
begin to lead to an increase in this rate during this
period, with total erosion of 5 to 30m predicted
by 2105. Along the rest of the coast erosion
would be prevented by the presence of seawalls.

Despite the presence of the control structures,
the beach fronting this section has a long term
trend of erosion and narrowing. The defences
along this section have prevented any input of
sediment through cliff erosion, but also sit several
metres in front of the natural cliffline. The trend
of erosion and narrowing would continue during
this period.
Coryton Cove to
Holcombe

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

The cliffed headlands are undefended and
expected to continue to erode as historically as a
result of infrequent small scale cliff failures events,

It is likely that the small pocket beaches would
narrow as a result of lack of sediment input,

New defences would therefore be required
during this period in order to reduce the risk to
the defences. There is already limited interaction
with adjacent shorelines therefore this would not
have an impact up or downdrift.

As sea levels rise, the small pocket beaches could
narrow and in places disappear as a result of lack
of sediment input, defences preventing retreat
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Holcombe to
Sprey Point

Predicted Change for ‘With
‘With Present Management’
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

with total erosion of 1 to 2m predicted by 2025.

defences preventing retreat and sea level rise.
This would increase exposure of the defences.

and sea level rise. This would increase exposure
of the defences and mean that they would require
upgrading to provide current levels of protection.

A seawall extends along this section as protection
to the railway line, which sits at the toe of the
cliffs.

Upgrade of the defences is likely to be required at
the beginning of this period in order to maintain
the current level of protection.

Upgrade of the defences could be required during
this period in order to maintain the current level
of protection.

The presence of the seawall prevents erosion of
the cliff toe along this section and has resulted in
negligible cliff recession occurring over the past
century or more, and in turn a lack of sediment
supply to the local beaches. This situation is
expected to continue to 2025.

Continued defence of the cliff toe would result in
negligible cliff recession between 2025 and 2055
and so provide no sediment to the local beach.

Continued defence of the cliff toe would result in
negligible cliff recession between 2055 and 2105
and so provide no sediment to the local beach.

Sea level rise could cause further narrowing of
the beach. This would put increased pressure on
the existing defences and new defences, possibly
including control structures and/or beach
recharge, would likely be required in the early
part of this period.

Due to sea level rise it is expected that there
would be no beach fronting the defences, which
would have obvious impacts on the current
defences.

A seawall protects the railway line along the
northern part of this section, and provides flood
protection to low-lying land towards Teignmouth
Pier.

Upgrade of the defences is likely to be required
during this period in order to maintain the
current level of protection.

Upgrade of the defences could be required during
this period in order to maintain the current level
of protection.

The presence of the seawall prevents erosion of
the cliff toe along this section and has resulted in
negligible cliff recession occurring over the past
century or more, and in turn a lack of sediment
supply to the local beaches. This situation is
expected to continue to 2025, although very small
scale, localised landslides could occur as a result

The continued protection of the cliff toe in the
northern part of this section would result in
negligible cliff recession, although some localised
small scale cliff failures could occur as a result of
elevated groundwater.

Much as for the Short and Medium Term.

The beach fronting the seawall has a long term
trend of erosion and narrowing. Coastal squeeze
as a result of sea level rise is therefore likely to
become increasingly significant during this period
to 2025.
Sprey Point to
Teignmouth Pier

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

The beach along the northern part would be
expected to narrow as sea levels rise, and new

Therefore, new defences possibly including
control structures and/or beach recharge could
be required during this period.

Negligible cliff recession would be expected,
other than occasional localised small scale cliff
failures as a result of elevated groundwater levels.
As sea levels rise, the beaches along this section
backed by seawalls are expected to narrow and
steepen, and could possibly disappear in places
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Predicted Change for ‘With
‘With Present Management’
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)
of elevated groundwater conditions.
The beach fronting the seawall in the northern
part of this section has a long term trend of
erosion and narrowing. Coastal squeeze as a
result of sea level rise is therefore likely to
become increasingly significant during this period
to 2025.
The beach towards the Teignmouth Pier has
historically fluctuated as part of a cyclic sediment
transport regime that exists in this area. This is
expected to continue to 2025.

Teign Estuary

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

defences possibly including control structures
and/or beach recharge are anticipated to be
required during this period in order to reduce the
risk to the defences.

due to insufficient input of new sediment and the
fact that their seaward migration is prevented.

The beach fronting Teignmouth towards the pier
would be expected to continue to fluctuate as
part of the cyclic sediment transport system,
although sea level rise could cause some
narrowing of the beach in the longer term as it is
prevented from adapting by the seawall that backs
it.

New defences including possibly control
structures and/or beach recharge may be
required during this period in order to maintain
current levels of protection.

A seawall protects the railway line along the
northern side of the Teign estuary, whilst along
the open coast a separate seawall provides flood
protection to low-lying land towards the mouth
of the Teign estuary.

Upgrade of the defences is likely to be required
during this period in order to maintain the
current level of protection.

Upgrade of the defences could be required during
this period in order to maintain the current level
of protection.

The beach towards the Teign estuary mouth has
historically fluctuated as part of a cyclic sediment
transport regime that exists in this area. This is
expected to continue to 2025.

The beach fronting Teignmouth towards the
mouth of the Teign estuary would be expected to
continue to fluctuate as part of the cyclic
sediment transport system, although sea level rise
could cause some narrowing of the beach in the
longer term as it is prevented from adapting by
the seawall that backs it.

As sea levels rise, the beaches along this section
backed by seawalls are expected to narrow and
steepen, and could possibly disappear in places
due to insufficient input of new sediment and the
fact that their seaward migration is prevented.

The Teign Estuary itself is likely to maintain its
current form during this period, assuming
continued riverine sediment inputs continue.

The Teign Estuary would be unable to translate
landwards in response to sea level rise during this
period due to the constraints of human
intervention and steeply rising valley sides where
no defences are present. It is therefore
anticipated that the estuary would accrete

New defences including possibly control
structures and/or beach recharge may be
required during this period in order to maintain
current levels of protection.
The Teign Estuary would be unable to translate
landwards in response to sea level rise during this
period due to the constraints of human
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Shaldon (The
Ness) to Petit
Tor Point

Predicted Change for ‘With
‘With Present Management’
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

vertically at a rate keeping pace with sea level rise
whilst maintaining its present form during this
period.

intervention and steeply rising valley sides where
no defences are present. It is therefore
anticipated that the estuary would accrete
vertically at a rate keeping pace with sea level rise
whilst maintaining its present form during this
period.

The majority of the coast is undefended but there
are several short lengths of wall, associated with
provision of facilities, located at the back of small
pocket beaches along this section.

It is anticipated that the short lengths of wall
along this section would require upgrading during
this period in order to maintain current levels of
protection.

Upgrade of the walls at the back of pocket
beaches could be required during this period in
order to maintain current levels of protection.

Much of this section consists of relatively resistant
rock that has eroded very little over the past
century. This is expected to continue in the short
term, with total erosion of about 2m predicted by
2025.

Slow cliff erosion would continue as historically at
a rate of about 0.2m/yr, although the effect of sea
level rise could result in this rate increasing during
this period, with total erosion of up to 7m
predicted by 2055.

Slow cliff erosion would continue as historically at
a rate of about 0.2m/yr, although the effect of sea
level rise could result in this rate increasing during
this period, with total erosion of 10 to 25m
predicted by 2105.

The short lengths of wall located at the back of
small pocket beaches that indent this section
serve to prevent erosion of the cliff toe very
locally, although they are unlikely to significantly
inhibit supply of sediment to the local beaches.

As sea levels rise some of the pocket beaches
could become submerged as the rate of cliff
erosion does not keep pace with the accelerated
rate of sea level rise. Other beaches may remain if
there is sufficient local erosion to maintain the
beaches.

Many of the small pocket beaches will have
become submerged due to accelerated sea level
rise meaning that cliffs here will plunge directly
into the sea. This may result in a slight increase in
erosion rates, but in general the rate of erosion is
determined by the relatively resistant geology.

Much of this cliffed frontage is unprotected, but
within the small pocket beaches there are a range
of structures including seawalls and revetments.

Upgrade of defences is anticipated to be required
during this period in order to maintain current
levels of protection.

Upgrade of defences may be required during this
period in order to maintain current levels of
protection.

The unprotected sandstone cliffs have eroded
slowly in the past as a result of infrequent and

Slow erosion of the unprotected ciffs would
continue as historically at a rate of about

Slow erosion of the unprotected cliffs would
continue as historically at a rate of about

Narrow beaches may be retained as small pocket
beaches, if there is sufficient local sediment input
from the sandstone cliffs.
Petit Tor Point to
Hope’s Nose
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Predicted Change for ‘With
‘With Present Management’
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

small scale cliff failures. This is expected to
continue during this period, with total erosion of
between 3 and 10m predicted by 2025 along this
section.

0.15m/yr, although the effect of rising sea level
would have varying impacts depending upon the
nature of the cliffs, with total erosion of between
7 and 10m predicted by 2055.

Along Oddicombe Beach there are defences in
front of the cliff toe which protects the lift and
facilities at the back of the beach. These also
serve to prevent any local release of sediment
from cliff erosion. Here beaches will continue to
narrow and steepened, as experienced
historically. There is a similar situation at Redgate
Beach.

Narrowing beaches in front of the existing
defences would become an increasing issue due
to accelerated sea level rise. This could
necessitate upgrading of the defences.

0.15m/yr, although the effect of rising sea level
would have varying impacts depending upon the
nature of the cliffs, with total erosion of 10 to
15m predicted by 2105 along most of this section,
but rising to 15 to 25m of predicted erosion at
Walls Hill by 2105.
As sea levels rise and with insufficient input of
sediment from cliff erosion, the beaches are likely
to disappear with water levels up to the toe of
the defences, due to accelerated sea level rise.
This could result in further improvements to the
defences being required.

Any impacts if defences are only felt very locally
as these pocket beaches are not connected.
Hope’s Nose to
Livermead Head

A range of defences and other structures are
located along parts of the cliff toe throughout this
section, including seawalls, revetments and
breakwaters associated with Torquay Marina.

Upgrade of defences along this section is likely to
be required during this period in order to
maintain current levels of protection.

Upgrade of defences along this section could be
required during this period in order to maintain
current levels of protection.

There has been very little recession of the cliffs
that are protected at the base by the various
defences located along this section.

Cliff erosion of the unprotected cliffs along this
section would continue only very slowly as has
occurred historically, with total erosion of 2 to
13m predicted by 2055 depending upon specific
local geology and the occurrence of small scale,
localised cliff failure events.

Continued slow cliff erosion of the unprotected
cliffs would continue as historically, with total
erosion of between 5 and 30m predicted by 2105
depending upon specific local geology and the
occurrence of small scale, localised cliff failure
events.

The continued presence of defences along the
remaining parts of this section of coast would
result in no change in cliff position over this
period in these areas.

The continued presence of defences along the
remaining parts of this section of coast would
result in no change in cliff position over this
period in these areas.

The unprotected cliffs consist of relatively
resistant rocks that have historically eroded very
slowly. This is expected to continue to 2025, with
total erosion of 1 to 10m predicted over this
period at rates of about 0.05 to 0.25m/yr,
depending upon specific local geology and the
occurrence of small scale, localised cliff failure
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Location

Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)
events.
The beaches along this section of coast have been
relatively stable over the long term, and this is
expected to continue during this period. Coastal
squeeze as a result of sea level rise could
however become increasingly an issue towards
the end of this period.

Livermead Head
to Roundham
Head

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)
Sea level rise would be expected to cause
narrowing and steepening of the beaches along
this section where they are prevented from
retreating by defences and receive no new
sediment input from local cliff erosion.
This could result in an increased flood risk to
areas where defences are backed by low-lying
land, and new defences possibly including beach
recharge may be required during this period to
maintain current levels of protection.

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)
As sea levels rise, it is expected that there would
be further narrowing and steepening of the
beaches along this section due to no new inputs
of sediment. Unless defences were upgraded
(possibly including beach recharge), this could
increase flood risk to areas where defences are
backed by low-lying land.
It is unlikely that any changes along this frontage
would impact adjacent stretches of coast, as
Livermead Head and Hope’s Nose prevent
sediment transport out of this frontage.

Defences are located along the majority of this
section that protect low-lying land from flooding.

Upgrade of the defences is anticipated to be
required during this period to maintain current
levels of protection.

Upgrade of the defences could be required during
this period to maintain current levels of
protection.

The majority of this section is defended,
preventing flooding of the low-lying land behind.
The beaches that front the defences have mainly
been stable over the long term despite receiving
little new sediment from erosion of adjacent cliffs.
This situation is expected to continue to 2025,
although coastal squeeze as a result of sea level
rise could become increasingly important during
this period.

Sea level rise would lead to the continued
narrowing and steepening of the beaches fronting
the defences and an associated increase in risk of
flooding of low-lying land behind.

As sea levels rise, there is expected to be further
narrowing and steepening of the beaches along
this section due to no new inputs of sediment.

The beaches are divided by small rock headlands
that prevent transport of beach material between
adjacent beaches. These rock headlands are cliffed
and have historically eroded very slowly with only
localised erosion of between 0 and 1m predicted
by 2025 around Hollicombe Head.

New defences possibly including beach recharge
would likely be required during this period in
order to maintain current levels of protection.
The cliffed headlands that divide the beaches
along this section would be expected to continue
to experience negligible recession as has occurred
historically, with only localised erosion of 0 to 4m
predicted by 2055 around Hollicombe Head

This could result in an increased flood risk to
areas where defences are backed by low-lying
land, and further upgrade of defences possibly
including beach recharge may be required during
this period to maintain current levels of
protection.
The cliffed headlands that divide the beaches
along this section would be expected to continue
to experience negligible recession as has occurred
historically, with only localised erosion of 0 to 8m
predicted by 2105 around Hollicombe Head.
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Goodrington
Sands to
Broadsands

Predicted Change for ‘With
‘With Present Management’
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

Upgrade of the remaining defences located at the
back of the two beaches along this section is
anticipated to be required during this period in
order to maintain current levels of protection.

Upgrade of the defences along this section may be
required during this period in order to maintain
current levels of protection.

The beaches at Goodrington Sands and
Broadsands have been relatively stable over the
long term and this is expected to continue to
2025, although beach narrowing as a result of sea
level rise could become increasingly important
during this period due to a lack of new sediment
input from local cliff erosion and the defences
preventing landward migration of the beach.

Sea level rise would lead to the continued
narrowing and steepening of the beaches fronting
the defences and an associated increase in risk of
flooding of low-lying land behind Goodrington
Sands. New defences possibly including beach
recharge would likely be required during this
period in order to maintain current levels of
protection.

As sea levels rise, there is expected to be further
narrowing and steepening of the beaches along
this section due to no new inputs of sediment and
the beaches being prevented from migrating
landwards due to the defences. .

The cliffs along this section very resistant and
have eroded very little over the long term. This is
expected to continue to 2025, with negligible cliff
recession predicted.

Cliff recession would continue to occur very
slowly as historically, with negligible erosion
predicted between 2025 and 2055.

There are no defences present along the
shoreline of this section, although the eastern
part of this section may be affected by the
presence of the Brixham Harbour breakwater
farther east.

No defences.

Seawalls are located at the back of the two
beaches along this section. At Goodrington the
wall protects low-lying land from flooding whilst
at Broadsands it serves to protect the cliff toe
from erosion.
It is anticipated that parts of the seawalls at both
Goodrington and Broadsands would need to be
upgraded by the end of this period in order to
maintain current levels of protection.

Broadsands to
Churston Cove
(East)

This could result in an increased flood risk to
areas where defences are backed by low-lying
land. Therefore, new defences possibly including
beach recharge would likely be required during
this period in order to maintain current levels of
protection.
Cliff recession would continue to occur very
slowly as historically, with negligible erosion
predicted between 2055 and 2105.
No Defences.
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Predicted Change for ‘With
‘With Present Management’
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

There would continue to be negligible erosion of
the hard rock cliffs between 2025 and 2055.

There would continue to be negligible erosion of
the hard rock cliffs between 2055 and 2105.

Depending upon the rate of sediment supply from
cliff erosion to the two pocket beaches along this
section, sea level rise could cause some
narrowing and steepening of the beaches.

As sea levels rise, the small pocket beaches could
become narrower and steeper if there is
insufficient material supplied from erosion of local
cliffs in the future.

A range of defences are located around Brixham,
including the Brixham Harbour breakwater that
influences wave action along the western part of
this section.

Upgrade of the defences along this section is
anticipated to be required during this period in
order to maintain current levels of protection.

Upgrade of the defences along this section may be
required during this period in order to maintain
current levels of protection.

Within Brixham Harbour the cliffline has been
modified by quarrying and defences and defences
are in place to protect assets between the coast
and the quarried cliff face.

There would continue to be very little erosion of
the hard rock cliffs that make up this section, with
negligible cliff recession predicted between 2025
and 2055.

There would continue to be very little erosion of
the hard rock cliffs that make up this section, with
negligible cliff recession predicted between 2055
and 2105.

The presence of defences along this section
prevents wave action at the base of the cliffs and
protects the properties constructed in front of
the cliffs. These backing cliffs consist of hard rock
and are very resistant to erosion.

Erosion of the defended sections would be
prevented, but rising sea levels could mean
improvements to the defences would be required
to prevent increased overtopping.

Erosion of the defended sections would be
prevented, but rising sea levels could mean
improvements to the defences would be required.

The majority of this section consists of hard rock
cliffs that plunge directly into the sea and that are
resistant to erosion and have eroded very little
over the long term. This is expected to continue
to 2025, with negligible cliff recession predicted.
The very small pocket beaches at Elberry and
Churston Coves have been stable and slowly
accreting over the long term, with material likely
derived from local cliff erosion. This is expected
to continue to 2025.
Churston Cove
(East) to Berry
Head

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

The undefended cliffs that make up the rest of
this section also consist of very hard rock and
have eroded very little over the long term. This is
expected to continue to 2025, with negligible cliff
recession predicted.
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Berry Head to
Sharkham Point

Predicted Change for ‘With
‘With Present Management’
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

There are no defences present along this section.

No defences.

No defences.

The cliffs along this section vary in character from
resistant limestones to more erodible shales.
Small scale landslide events occur about every 10100 years within the shale cliffs as a result of
marine action at the cliff toe and elevated
groundwater conditions. This situation is
expected to continue during this period, with
total erosion along the shale cliffs of between 1
and 3m predicted by 2025, but negligible change
expected along the limestone cliff sections.

Erosion of the shale cliffs that back St Mary’s Bay
is driven by both marine erosion of the toe and
heavy rain, so they are sensitive to both changes
in precipitation and sea level. Due to uncertainty
in the possible future changes in precipitation,
however, no direct account has been taken of this
in the predictions.

The more erodible shale cliffs that occur along St
Mary’s Bay are sensitive to climate change and the
rate of erosion could increase both due to sea
level rise and an increase in rainfall. Due to
uncertainty in the possible future changes in
precipitation, no direct account has been taken of
this in the predictions.

Although sea level rise could increase the rate of
cliff erosion, release of beach material will help to
counter this effect and should ensure that a
narrow beach remains at this location.

As sea levels rise, the beach may narrow and
result in increased erosion of the backing cliffs.
This, in turn, will release beach sediment and
reduce cliff exposure. This may slow erosion, but
erosion is still likely to be at a greater rate than
historically, due to the acceleration of sea level
rise proposed during this period.

The small pocket beach at St Mary’s Bay is fed by
sediment derived from local cliff erosion as there
is no other sediment source available. This would
be expected to continue to 2025.

Sharkham Point
to Blackstone
Point

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Total erosion of between 7 and 10m is predicted
along St Mary’s Bay by 2055, with the remaining
shale cliffs along this frontage experiencing
erosion of 4 to 7m by 2055, although the
limestone headlands of Sharkham Point and Durl
Head are expected to experience negligible
change.

Total erosion of between 15 and 35m is predicted
along St Mary’s Bay by 2105, with the remaining
shale cliffs along this frontage experiencing
erosion of 8 to 28m by 2105, although the
limestone headlands of Sharkham Point and Durl
Head are expected to experience negligible
change.

There are no defences present along this section.

No defences.

No defences.

This section is largely cliffed with isolated pocket
beaches separated by rocky headlands, which
plunge into the sea.

Very slow cliff erosion would continue by 2055,
with total erosion of between 2 and 10m
predicted over this period depending on the
occurrence of small scale cliff failure events during
this period.

Erosion of the cliffs would continue to occur at
historically slow rates, with total erosion of
between 5 and 10m predicted by 2105 depending
on the occurrence of small scale cliff failure
events during this period.

The cliffs are relatively resistant to erosion and
have undergone only very slow recession over
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the long term. This is expected to continue during
this period with total erosion of between 1 and
10m predicted by 2025 depending on the
occurrence of small scale cliff failure events during
this period.

Sea level rise could also result in the narrowing
and steepening of the small pocket beaches along
this section as it is unlikely that sufficient
sediment would be released from the relatively
resistant backing cliffs.

As sea levels rise, the small pocket beaches along
this section could narrow further and ultimately
could be lost where they are backed by steep
resistant cliffs.

The small pocket beaches that indent this section
of coast are supplied with sediment from local cliff
erosion as there is no other sediment source
available.

At Man Sands, beach narrowing could result in
more frequent localised flooding of the low-lying
area behind.

At Man Sands, there could be some rollback
possible in front of the low-lying hinterland, but
beach narrowing could result in more frequent
localised flooding of this low-lying area behind.

There would be no change to the Dart Estuary.

There would be no change to the Dart Estuary.

There are no defences present along this section.

No defences.

No defences.

This section is largely cliffed with isolated pocket
beaches separated by rocky headlands.

Slow, variable rates of cliff erosion, as has
occurred historically, with total erosion of
between 4 and 10m predicted by 2055 depending
on the occurrence of small scale cliff failure
events during this period.

Erosion of the cliffs would continue to occur at
historically slow rates, with total erosion of about
10m predicted by 2105 depending on the
occurrence of small scale cliff failure events during
this period.

Sea level rise could also result in the narrowing of
the small pocket beaches along this section as it is
unlikely that sufficient material would be supplied
by the backing resistant cliffs. This would not
result in more rapid erosion of the cliffs, which
are relatively resistant to erosion with cliff failures
controlled by geological factors.

As sea levels rise, the small pocket beaches along
this section could narrow and possibly become
submerged as it is unlikely that sufficient material
would be supplied by the backing resistant cliffs.
This would not result in more rapid erosion of
the cliffs, which are relatively resistant to erosion
with cliff failures controlled by geological factors.

The Dart Estuary is a ria estuary characterised by
a deep channel confined by steep resistant cliffs.
Therefore, no change in the estuary form is
predicted.
Blackstone Point
to Stoke Fleming

The cliffs historically have experienced varying
rates of recession, dependent upon local
geological characteristics. This is expected to
continue during this period with total erosion of
between 2 and 10m predicted by 2025 at rates of
about 0.2 to 0.3 m/yr combined with the
occurrence of infrequent, small scale cliff failure
events that result in localised increases in
recession.
The small pocket beaches that indent this section
of coast are supplied with sediment from local cliff
erosion as there is no other sediment source
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The only defences along this section are located
at the back of Blackpool Sands.

Upgrade of the defences at Blackpool Sands could
be required during this period in order to
maintain current levels of protection.

Upgrade of the defences at Blackpool Sands could
be required during this period in order to
maintain current levels of protection.

This section is largely cliffed with isolated pocket
beaches separated by rocky headlands, the largest
of which is Blackpool Sands, which fronts a small
area of low-lying land which is protected against
flooding by a short length of defence.

Sea level rise would continue to cause narrowing
and steepening of the beaches along this section.
It is possible that the very small pocket beaches
that are backed by resistant cliffs could disappear.

As sea levels rise it is expected that the beaches
along this section would narrow further and could
disappear in places due to insufficient sediment
supply and the resistant nature of the backing
cliffs. At Blackpool Sands, beach narrowing and
higher sea levels would increase the risk of
localised flooding, unless defences were improved
in response.

available.
Stoke Fleming to
Strete

The beach here has gradually narrowed over the
long term, suggesting a trend of erosion as a
result of insufficient sediment supply from local
cliff erosion, but rising sea levels.
It is predicted that this would continue to occur
to 2025, and that coastal squeeze as a result of
sea level rise would be likely to become
increasingly important during this period.
The cliffs historically have experienced varying
rates of recession, dependent upon local
geological characteristics. This is expected to
continue during this period with total erosion of
between 2 and 10m predicted by 2025.
Strete to Limpet
Rocks (Torcross)

This section is protected in parts by a range of
defences including revetments and seawalls. These
defences could require upgrading towards the end
of this period in order to maintain current levels
of protection.

At Blackpool Sands the narrowing trend is
expected to continue and may accelerate as sea
level rises and this could result in an increased
risk of localised flooding unless the defences are
upgraded in response. Any potential roll back of
the beach in response to higher sea levels would
be prohibited by the current defences and
therefore the issue of beach narrowing would be
exacerbated slightly.

Erosion of the cliffs would continue at similar
rates to historically, with total erosion of about
10m predicted by 2105.

Cliff erosion would be expected to continue at
similar rates to historically, with total erosion of
between 4 and 10m predicted by 2055.

Upgrade of the defences along this section could
be required during this period in order to
maintain current levels of protection.

Upgrade of the defences along this section could
be required during this period in order to
maintain current levels of protection.

It may become necessary to provide an
alternative route to the A379 as unprotected

Rerouting of the A379 would probably be
required, if not already undertaken in the medium

The A379 coast road extends along the crest for
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the length of this section, although it is not all
protected by defences.

sections are eroded.

term.

The dominant feature of this section is the shingle
barrier beach of Slapton Sands that fronts
freshwater lagoons that are backed by higher
ground. The water level within the lagoons is
higher than the sea level on the seaward side of
the barrier beach.

Sea level rise would be expected to cause
narrowing and steepening of the beach where it is
backed by defences.

As sea levels rise, it would be expected that the
areas of beach backed by defences would
continue to narrow and steepen, and so new
defences possibly including control structures
and/or beach recharge could be required in order
to maintain current levels of protection in these
areas.

The defences protect against flooding and also
prevent the beach from rolling back. Beach levels
fluctuate greatly over short time scales. However
the overall trend is for a small net drift of material
from south to north along this section, resulting
in a long term trend of accretion towards the
northern end of the beach, and a long term trend
of erosion at the southern end.
There is no contemporary sediment supply to the
beach and no links to adjacent sections of coast
and so coastal squeeze as a result of sea level rise
is likely to become increasingly an issue,
particularly in the areas backed by defences. The
sections where the crest is topped only by the
A379 would be able to rollback in response to
sea level rise.
A small section of cliffs at the northern end of this
section would continue to erode as has occurred
historically, with total erosion of between 2 and
10m predicted by 2025.

New defences, possibly including control
structures and/or beach recharge, could be
required in order to maintain current levels of
protection in these areas and prevent flooding of
the hinterland.
The unprotected areas of beach, where only the
road is present along its crest, could rollback
causing partial loss of the road in the process.
This could lead to a step change in the shoreline
plan form and lead to increased exposure of the
defended areas, particularly at Torcross.
The small section of cliffs at the northern end of
this section would be expected to continue to
erode as historically, with total erosion by 2055
of 4 to 10m predicted depending on the
occurrence of small scale cliff failure events during
this period.

Under a scenario of accelerated sea level rise, the
tendency of unprotected sections of the beach
would be to roll back to a position commensurate
with the new sea level. This would be prevented
along sections prevented by defences, resulting in
accelerated beach narrowing and possible
degradation of the barrier. There would therefore
be an increased risk of breaching of the barrier
beach itself during this period.
Where sections are undefended this roll-back
trend would continue, but this would put
increased pressure on the adjacent defended
sections all along this stretch, but particularly at
the junction of undefended and defended
sections. The area at Torcross Point would also
become increasingly vulnerable during this period,
both due to narrowing beaches and due to
continuation of the south-north sediment drift.
Changes along this shoreline would not impact on
the adjacent sections of coast as there is little or
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no sediment exchange with the beaches to the
south except during infrequent high energy wave
events.
The small section of cliffs at the northern end of
this section would be expected to continue to
erode as historically, with total erosion by 2105
of about 10m predicted depending on the
occurrence of small scale cliff failure events during
this period.

Limpet Rocks
(Torcross) to
Tinsey Head

Defences in the form of seawall and rock
revetment are present along much of this section,
providing protection against flooding and erosion.

Upgrade of the defences along this section could
be required during this period in order to
maintain current levels of protection.

Upgrade of the defences along this section could
be required during this period in order to
maintain current levels of protection.

This section consists of an area of low-lying land
backed by higher ground, fronted by a shingle
barrier beach and bounded at its northern and
southern ends by rock headlands. Sediment is
largely confined to this section, with only
infrequent transport of material to and from
adjacent beaches during high energy wave events.

Sea level rise would be expected to cause further
narrowing and steepening of the beach where it is
backed by defences. New defences possibly
including control structures and/or beach
recharge could be required in order to maintain
current levels of protection in these areas.

As sea levels rise, it would be expected that the
areas of beach backed by defences would
continue to narrow and steepen, and so new
defences possibly including control structures
and/or beach recharge could be required in order
to maintain current levels of protection in these
areas.

The long term trend of the beach is one of
erosion, with narrowing and steepening having
occurred historically, a situation exacerbated by
the presence of the defences that back the beach.
There is no contemporary sediment supply to the
beach and so coastal squeeze as a result of sea
level rise is likely to become increasingly
important towards 2025, resulting in further
narrowing and steepening of the defended parts
of the beach, whilst the unprotected northern

The natural tendency for the beach ridge would
be to roll back in response to sea level rise, and
this could occur along the unprotected northern
part of the beach. This could lead to a step
change in the shoreline plan form and result in
increased wave exposure of the defended
southern part of this section.
Erosion of the rock headlands that bound this
section is expected to continue as has occurred
historically, with total erosion of 10 to 12m
predicted by 2055 depending on the occurrence

Roll back of the beach ridge along the
unprotected northern section would continue, in
response to sea level rise and therefore the
northern end of the defences could start to
become a new ‘headland’, and an embayment
could start to form between this and Limpet
Rocks. This could affect the integrity of the
barrier and could result in increased risk of
breaching along this section, particularly at the
start of the defences.
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part could rollback onto the low-lying land
behind.
The rock headlands of Limpet Rocks and Tinsey
Head that bound this section would be expected
to erode slowly as has occurred historically, with
total erosion of between 4 and 10m predicted by
2025 depending on the occurrence of small scale
cliff failure events during this period. This erosion
is more likely at Limpet Rocks than Tinsey Head.

Tinsey Head to
Start Point

of small scale cliff failure events during this period.
This erosion is more likely at Limpet Rocks than
Tinsey Head. These headlands would, however,
remain prominent features.

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)
To the south, in front of the defences, the
beaches would be expected to continue to
narrow and steepen and could disappear at the
southern end of this stretch.
The rock headlands that bound this section would
be expected to continue to erode as historically,
with total erosion by 2105 of between 10 and
25m predicted depending on the occurrence of
small scale cliff failure events during this period.
This erosion is more likely at Limpet Rocks than
Tinsey Head.

There are no defences present along most of this
section, but there has been ad hoc rock
placement at the back of Hallsands beach to
protect a local development.

No defences apart from localised rock placement
at Hallsands, which are assumed to remain as at
present, i.e. no upgrade.

No defences apart from localised rock placement
at Hallsands, which are assumed to remain as at
present, i.e. no upgrade.

The cliffs along this section consist of hard,
resistant rock that has eroded very little over the
long term. This is expected to continue to 2025,
with negligible cliff recession predicted over this
period.

Negligible erosion of the hard rock cliffs that
dominate this section is predicted between 2025
and 2055.

Negligible erosion of the hard rock cliffs that
dominate this section is predicted between 2055
and 2105.

Many of the narrow beaches that front the steep
cliffs could become submerged under a scenario
of accelerated sea level rise.

At Hallsands there will continued migration of the
beach in response to sea level rise, which will
become increasing continued within the small
valley. This would result in increased exposure
and therefore erosion of the cliffs on either side
of this pocket beach. There could be an increased
risk of localised flooding.

In places narrow beaches front the steep cliffs and
these may continue to narrow during this period.
At Hallsands the beach fronts a small valley, and
this likely to remain in a similar form to today,
although there could be steepening of the beach,
which could start to undermine the rock defences
here.
Start Point to

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

There is a small section of defence at the back of
Lannacombe Beach along this otherwise

At Hallsands the beach will attempt to roll
landwards in response to sea level rise into the
valley behind. The rock placement is unlikely to
impact on this process. There could also be an
increased risk of localised flooding
Upgrade of the defences at the back of
Lannacombe Beach could be required during this

Upgrade of the defences at the back of
Lannacombe Beach could be required during this
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undefended section.

period in order to maintain current levels of
protection.

period in order to maintain current levels of
protection.

The defences at the back of Lannacombe Beach,
as well as the hard rock cliffs that make up the
majority of this section, could result in some
coastal squeeze occurring in this area as sea levels
rise during this period.

There would continue to be negligible cliff
recession along this section, although very
localised small scale cliff failures could occur
between 2025 and 2055. As such total erosion of
0 to 10m is predicted by 2055.

There would continue to be negligible cliff
recession along this section, although very
localised small scale cliff failures could occur
between 2055 and 2105. As such total erosion of
0 to 10m is predicted by 2105.

This section largely consists of hard, resistant
rock that has eroded very little over the long
term. This is expected to continue to 2025, with
negligible cliff recession predicted over this
period. Small scale cliff failures could occur as a
result of geological factors and wave undercutting
at the cliff toe, although these would be very
localised and it is not possible to predict the
location of such events. As such total erosion of 0
to 10m is predicted by 2025.

Sea level rise could cause the narrowing of
Lannacombe Beach and the other small pocket
coves along this stretch.

As sea levels rise, there could be further
submergence of remaining pocket beaches. Along
the rest of the coast sea level rise will only mean
that still water level sits higher up the cliff face
and there is unlikely to be an acceleration in the
rate of erosion.

Small lengths of defence are located at the back of
a number of pocket beaches that indent this
otherwise cliffed section.

Upgrade of the short lengths of defence along this
section could be required during this period in
order to maintain current levels of protection.

Upgrade of the short lengths of defence along this
section could be required during this period in
order to maintain current levels of protection.

This section is dominated by hard rock cliffs that
are indented with small pocket beaches.

The majority of the cliffs would be expected to
experience only negligible erosion between 2025
and 2055. Faster rates of cliff recession within the
slightly softer cliffs could occur, with a net
recession of between 0 and 10m is predicted over
this period.

Negligible erosion of the majority of the cliffs is
expected to occur between 2055 and 2105.
Faster rates of cliff recession within the slightly
softer cliffs could occur, with a net recession of
between 0 and 10m is predicted over this period.

There is no interaction between the small coves/
pocket beaches along this stretch.
Prawle Point to
Bolt Head

The resistant nature of the cliffs has historically
resulted in very little cliff recession, although
some areas are more erodible than others
depending on local geological characteristics. In

As sea levels rise, the small pocket beaches would
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these localised areas of less resistant rock,
erosion of 0 to 10m is predicted by 2025.
The small pocket beaches fluctuate seasonally but
have remained largely unchanged over the long
term. These are supplied by erosion of the slightly
more erodible cliffs within which they are located.
There is little, if any, interaction with adjacent
beaches.
Coastal squeeze as a result of sea level rise is
likely to become increasingly important towards
2025 if there is insufficient sediment supply to the
pocket beaches from local cliff erosion. This is
particularly the case for those pocket beaches,
where defences prevent erosion of softer cliffs,
which would otherwise have contributed beach
sediment as they eroded.

Bolt Head to Bolt
Tail

Bolt Tail to Avon
Estuary (East)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)
Sea level rise could lead to the narrowing and
possible submergence of the pocket beaches that
indent the cliffs along this section, if there is
insufficient supply of sediment from localised cliff
erosion, or where beaches front resistant cliffs.
The Kingsbridge Estuary system is largely natural
and unconstrained, and it would be expected to
undergo landward translation in response to
rising sea levels. However, in parts of the estuary
this may not be possible due to rapidly rising land.
In these areas there it is likely that gradual loss of
inter-tidal areas would occur.

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)
be expected to narrow further and could
disappear in places, where either resistant cliffs
back the beaches or if there is insufficient supply
of sediment from localised cliff erosion.
The Kingsbridge Estuary system is largely natural
and unconstrained, and it would be expected to
undergo landward translation in response to
rising sea levels. However, in parts of the estuary
this may not be possible due to rapidly rising land.
In these areas there it is likely that gradual loss of
inter-tidal areas would occur.

There are no defences present along this section.

No defences.

No defences.

The cliffs along this section consist of hard,
resistant rock that has eroded very little over the
long term. This is expected to continue to 2025,
with negligible cliff recession predicted over this
period. As such total erosion of 0 to 10m is
predicted by 2025 depending on the occurrence
of small scale cliff failures.

Negligible erosion of the hard rock cliffs that
dominate this section is predicted between 2025
and 2055. As such total erosion of 0 to 10m is
predicted by 2055 depending on the occurrence
of small scale cliff failures.

Negligible erosion of the hard rock cliffs that
dominate this section is predicted between 2055
and 2105. As such total erosion of 0 to 10m is
predicted by 2105 depending on the occurrence
of small scale cliff failures.

A small length of defence is located at the back of
the beach at Thurlestone, protecting low-lying
land from flooding.

Upgrade of the defence at Thurlestone Beach
could be required during this period in order to
maintain current levels of protection.

Any small pocket beaches along this stretch are
likely to become permanently submerged at all
tidal states, due to sea level rise.
Upgrade of the defence at Thurlestone Beach
could be required during this period in order to
maintain current levels of protection.
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The majority of this section consists of hard rock
cliffs that have historically eroded very little over
the long term, although there are localised areas
that are slightly more erodible. This trend would
continue to 2025, and a maximum erosion of
between 0 and 10m is predicted in localised areas
of softer cliffs over this period.
Several pocket beaches indent this section, but
there is little, if any, interaction between these.
The largest of which is the beach at Thurlestone
that fronts an area of low-lying land.

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)
Cliff erosion would be limited to localised areas
of slightly more erodible cliffs, with predicted
erosion in these areas of 0 to 10m by 2055.
Sea level rise could lead to the continued
narrowing and possible submergence of the
pocket beaches that front the cliffs along this
section.

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)
Cliff erosion would be limited to localised areas
of slightly more erodible cliffs, with total erosion
in these areas predicted to be between 0 and
10m by 2105.
Many of the pocket beaches that front the
resistant cliffs will have disappeared by the end of
this period, due to increases in sea level.

At Thurlestone, this would result in an increased
risk of flooding during storm events, and new
defences could be required during this period in
order to maintain current levels of protection.

At Thurlestone coastal squeeze would be caused
by the defences holding the backshore position,
but unless these defences are upgraded there
would be an increased risk of flooding of the lowlying land behind during storm events.

There is a small length of defence located at the
back of Challaborough Beach that protects lowlying land from flooding.

Upgrade of the defence at Challaborough Beach
could be required during this period in order to
maintain current levels of protection.

Upgrade of the defence at Challaborough Beach
could be required during this period in order to
maintain current levels of protection.

This section contains extensive areas of sand at
both the mouth of the Avon estuary and in the
small beach that fronts the defences and low-lying
land at Challaborough in the western part of this
section.

Sea level rise would continue to cause narrowing
and steepening of Challaborough Beach, resulting
in an increased risk of localised flooding in this
area during storm events between 2025 and
2055, unless defences are upgraded.

Challaborough Beach fluctuates seasonally but has
been stable over the long term. This situation is

There could also be erosion, narrowing and
possibly submergence of the beaches and

As sea levels rise, it would be expected that
Challaborough Beach would narrow and possibly
disappear between 2055 and 2105, resulting in an
increased risk of localised flooding in this area
during storm events, unless defences are
upgraded.

Coastal squeeze as a result of sea level rise is
likely to become increasingly important during
this period, particularly where either defences
exist, as at Thurlestone, or where beaches front
resistant cliffs.
At Thurlestone, this would result in an increased
risk of flooding during storm events by 2025.
Avon Estuary
(East) to
Challaborough
(West)

The beaches and tombolo around the mouth of
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expected to continue to 2025, although coastal
squeeze as a result of sea level rise could become
increasingly important during this period, resulting
in an increased risk of flooding during storm
events by 2025.

tombolo around the mouth of the Avon estuary
in response to rising sea level. There is little or no
link between the beaches therefore this would
not impact on the adjacent Challaborough Beach.

the Avon estuary could also erode and narrow
and possibly disappear in places in response to
rising sea levels. The submergence of the tombolo
during this period would leave Burgh Island
permanently detached from the mainland.

Sea level rise could also possibly result in some
erosion and narrowing of the beaches around the
mouth of the Avon estuary and the tombolo
between the mainland and Burgh Island by 2025,
features that have also historically been stable
over the long term, although the channel at the
mouth of the estuary has migrated from east to
west over the past 100 years.
The hard rock cliffs located along parts of this
section have eroded very little over the long
term, and this is expected to continue in the
future, with negligible erosion predicted by 2025.
Challaborough
(West) to
Wembury
Wembury Point

The hard rock cliffs would continue to erode only
very slowly between 2025 and 2055, with
negligible erosion predicted over this period. The
dunes at Bantham Sand, which sit on top of a
shore platform, would rollback in response to sea
level rise, aided by net flood sediment transport
that occurs over the sands.

The hard rock cliffs would continue to erode only
very slowly between 2055 and 2105, with
negligible erosion predicted over this period.
The Avon Estuary itself is largely natural and
unconstrained, and would be expected to adjust
to rising sea levels to maintain its current form.

The Avon Estuary itself is largely natural and
unconstrained, and would be expected to adjust
to rising sea levels to maintain its current form.

There are no defences present along this section.

No defences.

No defences.

The majority of this section consists of hard rock
cliffs that have eroded very little over the long
term, although there are localised areas that are
slightly more erodible. This trend would continue
to 2025, and total erosion of between 0 and 10m
is predicted in localised areas over this period,
whilst only the remainder erosion would be
negligible.

Cliff erosion would be limited to localised areas
of slightly more erodible cliffs, with total erosion
in these areas of between 0 and 10m predicted by
2055 depending on the occurrence of small scale
cliff failures.

Cliff erosion would be limited to localised areas
of slightly more erodible cliffs, with total erosion
in these areas of 0 to 10m predicted by 2105
depending on the occurrence of small scale cliff
failures.

Sea level rise could lead to the narrowing and
possible submergence of the pocket beaches that
indent the cliffs along this section, if there is
insufficient supply of sediment from localised cliff
erosion and where beaches front resistant cliffs.
Where beaches are not present the still water

As sea levels rise, most of the small pocket
beaches that indent the cliffs along this section
would be expected to have disappeared, unless
locally there is sufficient sediment supply from the
cliffs.

The cliffs along this section are indented with
small pocket beaches that are supplied with
sediment from local cliff erosion only, there is no
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(to 2025
2025)
interaction between adjacent beaches. These
beaches have historically been stable over the
long term, however coastal squeeze as a result of
sea level rise is could become increasingly
important during this period if there is insufficient
sediment supply to the pocket beaches from local
cliff erosion in the future.

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)
level will simply be higher up the cliff face.
No change in the form of the Erme or Yealm is
expected as they are natural and unconstrained
by defences, allowing them to adjust to keep pace
with rising sea levels.

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)
No change in the form of the Erme or Yealm is
expected as they are natural and unconstrained
by defences, allowing them to adjust to keep pace
with rising sea levels.

This stretch encompasses the estuaries Erme and
Yealm. Both are ria type estuaries which are
confined by steep cliffs. No change in the overall
estuary forms are expected, although within the
Erme there could be natural fluctuations in the
position of the low water channel.
Wembury Point
to Mount Batten
Breakwater

The only defences present along this section
occur at its western end in the form of the Mount
Batten Breakwater, although its main effect is
upon wave climate around the mouth of the Plym
estuary.

It is assumed that the Mount Batten and Plymouth
Breakwaters would remain during this period and
continue to affect wave climate within Plymouth
Sound.

It is assumed that the Mount Batten and Plymouth
Breakwaters would remain during this period and
continue to affect wave climate within Plymouth
Sound.

Negligible erosion of the hard rock cliffs that
dominate this section is predicted between 2025
and 2055. As such total erosion of 0 to 10m is
predicted by 2055 depending on the occurrence
of small scale cliff failures.

Negligible erosion of the hard rock cliffs that
dominate this section is predicted between 2055
and 2105. As such total erosion of 0 to 10m is
predicted by 2105 depending on the occurrence
of small scale cliff failures.

The small pocket beaches will gradually become
drowned as sea level rise and shore platforms

Many of the small pocket beaches would have
been lost in a scenario of accelerated sea level

Part of this section is also affected by the
sheltering effect of the Plymouth Breakwater
within Plymouth Sound.
The cliffs along this section consist of hard,
resistant rock that has eroded very little over the
long term. This is expected to continue to 2025,
with negligible cliff recession predicted over this
period. As such total erosion of 0 to 10m is
predicted by 2025 depending on the occurrence
of small scale cliff failures.
This coast is geologically controlled and therefore
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Location

Mount Batten
Breakwater to
Devil’s Point

Predicted Change for ‘With
‘With Present Management’
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

would not be affected by any changes within
Plymouth Sound, e.g. to the Breakwater.

become submerged.

rise.

This coast is geologically controlled and therefore
would not be affected by any changes within
Plymouth Sound.

This coast is geologically controlled and therefore
would not be affected by any changes within
Plymouth Sound.

This section consists of a wide range of defences
that protect the toe of the cliff from wave action,
although a number of the defences form part of
amenity features including a lido.

Upgrade of the defences could be required during
this period, although along Plymouth Hoe this
would likely form part of any upgrade of the
amenity features located along the toe of the cliffs
in this area.

Upgrade of the defences could be required during
this period, although along Plymouth Hoe this
would likely form part of any upgrade of the
amenity features located along the toe of the cliffs
in this area.

It is assumed that the Plymouth Breakwater
would remain during this period and continue to
affect wave climate within Plymouth Sound.

It is assumed that the Plymouth Breakwater
would remain during this period and continue to
affect wave climate within Plymouth Sound.

Continued defence of this section by ongoing
provision of amenity infrastructure would result
in no cliff recession occurring between 2025 and
2055, although even if undefended, the hard rock
geology that forms this coastline would
experience negligible erosion.

Continued defence of this section by ongoing
provision of amenity infrastructure would result
in no cliff recession occurring between 2055 and
2105, although even if undefended, the underlying
hard rock geology would experience negligible
erosion.

Rising sea levels and increased storminess due to
climate change would lead to an increased risk of
flooding to low-lying land as a result of wave
overtopping, requiring existing defences to be
upgraded during this period to minimise this
impact.

Rising sea levels and increased storminess due to
climate change would lead to an increased risk of
flooding to low-lying land as a result of wave
overtopping, requiring existing defences to be
upgraded during this period to minimise this
impact.

The effect of rising sea levels on the Plymouth
Estuary system would vary depending upon
whether the estuary is natural or constrained.
The Plym estuary that lies within this section

The effect of rising sea levels on the Plymouth
Estuary system would vary depending upon
whether the estuary is natural or constrained.
The Plym estuary that lies within this section

Part of this section is also affected by the
sheltering effect of the Plymouth Breakwater
within Plymouth Sound.
The cliff toe is almost entirely protected by
defences and other structures along this section,
and this has resulted in no cliff recession over the
long term.
Continued defence of this section by ongoing
provision of amenity infrastructure would result
in no cliff recession occurring by 2025, although
even if undefended, the hard rock geology that
forms this coastline would experience negligible, if
any erosion.
Increases in sea level and storminess as a result of
climate change could cause increased flood risk to
low-lying areas by 2025.
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Location

Devil’s Point to
Mount Edgcumbe
(Tamar Estuary)

Predicted Change for ‘With
‘With Present Management’
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

would be likely to experience gradual loss of
inter-tidal areas as they are restricted from
adapting.

would be likely to experience gradual loss of
inter-tidal areas as they are restricted from
adapting.

Upgrade of the defences and other structures is
likely to be required during this period in order
to maintain current levels of protection.

Upgrade of the defences and other structures is
likely to be required during this period in order
to maintain current levels of protection.

The effect of rising sea levels on the lower Tamar
estuary would be likely to result in the gradual
loss of inter-tidal areas as they are restricted
from adapting by the ongoing presence of
defences at Plymouth.

The effect of rising sea levels on the lower Tamar
estuary would be likely to result in the gradual
loss of inter-tidal areas as they are restricted
from adapting by the ongoing presence of
defences at Plymouth.

The remaining undefended areas of the estuary in
this section would be likely to maintain their
current form as they adapt landwards at a rate
that keeps pace with sea level rise.

The remaining undefended areas of the estuary in
this section would be likely to maintain their
current form as they adapt landwards at a rate
that keeps pace with sea level rise.

A small section of defence is present along the
cliff toe around Picklecombe Point, which protect
Fort Picklecombe (which sits in front of the cliffs).

Upgrade of the defence around Picklecombe
Point could be required during this period in
order to maintain current levels of protection.

Upgrade of the defence around Picklecombe
Point could be required during this period in
order to maintain current levels of protection.

The presence of defences around Picklecombe
Point is unlikely to significantly affect cliff
recession in this area by 2025, as the hard rock

The hard rock cliffs along this section would be
expected to experience only negligible erosion
between 2025 and 2055. As such total erosion of

The hard rock cliffs along this section would be
expected to experience only negligible erosion
between 2055 and 2105. As such total erosion of

Defences are largely confined to the eastern side
of the estuary south of the Tamar bridge. These
defences and other structures are associated with
the development of the port and naval dockyard
at Plymouth, which has also seen the estuary
heavily modified in this area by dredging activity.
The rest of the estuary is largely undefended
although there are short isolated lengths of
defence.
Human intervention in the outer part of the
Tamar estuary south of the Tamar bridge has
heavily modified the estuary in this area.
The defences along the eastern side of the
estuary protect small areas of low-lying land
between the estuary and higher ground to the
east from flooding.
The majority of the remaining estuary is largely
natural, with extensive areas of intertidal mudflats
constrained by steeply rising ground.

Mount Edgcumbe
to Kingsand
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Location

Predicted Change for ‘With
‘With Present Management’
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

0 to 10m is predicted by 2105 depending on the
occurrence of small scale cliff failures.

The unprotected hard rock cliffs that form the
rest of this section have also eroded very little
over the long term, and negligible erosion of
these cliffs is predicted by 2025. As such total
erosion of 0 to 10m is predicted by 2025
depending on the occurrence of small scale cliff
failures.

The continued defence of Picklecombe Point
would be unlikely to have a significant effect on
cliff recession during this period, as they protect
similarly hard rock cliffs that would also only
experience negligible erosion if unprotected.
There would also be no impact on the adjacent
shoreline. If the defences were not upgraded
there would be an increased risk of overtopping.

The continued defence of Picklecombe Point
would be unlikely to have a significant effect on
cliff recession during this period, as they protect
similarly hard rock cliffs that would also only
experience negligible erosion if unprotected.
There would also be no impact on the adjacent
shoreline.

Defences including seawalls are located at the
back of the small pocket beaches located in front
of Kingsand and Cawsand.

Upgrade of the defences along this section could
be required during this period in order to
maintain current levels of protection.

Upgrade of the defences along this section could
be required during this period in order to
maintain current levels of protection.

The small pocket beaches at Cawsand and
Kingsand have been stable over the long term,
although they do fluctuate as a result of storm
events.

Sea level rise could result in the small pocket
beaches of Cawsand and Kingsand becoming
narrower and steeper during this period, due to
the resistance of the backing cliffs; this means
there is a lack of sediment being input to the
beaches (which are not fed by any other
mechanism) and also prevents translation of the
beach profile landwards in line with the rise in sea
level.

In the long term, the issue of narrowing beaches
will continue under a scenario of accelerated sea
level rise. This may mean that during this period
the beaches of Cawsand and Kingsand disappear
altogether or that a very narrow beach is present
even at lowest tides. This will have implications
for the small villages and to prevent localised
flooding and overtopping the existing defences
would need to be upgraded.

In the short term this trend is likely to continue
although the beach width could start to reduce
due to rising sea levels.
Coastal squeeze as a result of sea level rise could
become increasingly important during this period
to 2025, due to the natural resistance of the cliffs.
This could result in a greater risk of localised
flooding at both Kingsand and Cawsand
Cawsand to Rame
Head

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

0 to 10m is predicted by 2055 depending on the
occurrence of small scale cliff failures.

cliffs along which they are located would be likely
to experience only negligible erosion over this
period in any case.

Kingsand/
Cawsand

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

This will have implications for the small villages
and to prevent localised flooding and overtopping
the existing defences would need to be upgraded.

There are no defences present along this section.

No defences.

No defences.

The cliffs along this section consist of hard,
resistant rock that has eroded very little over the

Negligible erosion of the hard rock cliffs that
dominate this section is predicted between 2025

Negligible erosion of the hard rock cliffs that
dominate this section is predicted between 2055
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Location

Predicted Change for ‘With
‘With Present Management’
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)
long term. This is expected to continue to 2025,
with negligible cliff recession predicted over this
period. As such total erosion of 0 to 10m is
predicted by 2025 depending on the occurrence
of small scale cliff failures.

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)
and 2055. As such total erosion of 0 to 10m is
predicted by 2055 depending on the occurrence
of small scale cliff failures.

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)
and 2105. As such total erosion of 0 to 10m is
predicted by 2105 depending on the occurrence
of small scale cliff failures.

The cliffs mainly plunge directly into the sea along
this stretch.
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C.5.4

WPM Data Interpretation

C.5.4.1

Introduction

The approach to data interpretation for the ‘with present management’ scenario is broadly the same as the
approach described for the ‘no activation intervention’ scenario described in Section C.4.4). This included the
use of a number of data sets in the predictions of future shoreline response and evolution under the scenario
of ‘with present management’, as follows (these data were also used and reported in the Assessment of
Shoreline and Estuary Dynamics, Section C.1 above):
•

The cliff assessment database from Futurecoast, which includes information regarding likely failure
mechanism, recession protection and frequency;

•

Ordnance Survey historical maps, which date back to the 1880s.

•

Other historical change data sets: e.g. at some locations cliff position data sets are available ;

•

Futurecoast predictions of future shoreline change under an ‘with present management practices’
scenario: this assumed that all present management practices were to continue regardless of cost;

•

Strategic Regional Coastal Monitoring programmes beach profile data: this data is only relevant for specific
locations and restricted to specific time frames i.e. ten to fifteen years at most.

•

Various studies and research papers.

•

The National Coastal Erosion Risk Mapping research and development project (Halcrow, in progress) that
used the Futurecoast data described above as a starting point, but which has been through a process of
local validation with all coastal operating authorities to ensure the correct up-to-date information is being
used as part of this project.

•

The Futurecoast aerial CDs, Google Earth and other photographs were also used, together with any local
knowledge of the area.

C.5.4.2

Consideration of Sea Level Rise

Section C.4.4.2 provides full details as to the how sea level rise has been considered throughout the SMP area
depending upon the characteristics of the range of cliff types found along this coast.
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C.5.4.3

Data Assessments (WPM)
Location

Data Assessment for ‘With Present Management’
Short Term (to 2025)

Medium Term (to 2055)

Long Term (to 2105)

Durlston Head to St
Alban’s Head

Defended:
Defended: No defences present.

Defended: No defences present.

Defended: No defences present.

Undefended: Very little erosion has occurred
here in the past due to the resistant geology
and this will continue to 2025 (Halcrow, 2002).

Undefended: Very little erosion has occurred
here in the past due to the resistant geology
and this will continue to 2058 (Halcrow, 2002).

Undefended: Very little erosion has occurred
here in the past due to the resistant geology
and this will continue to 2108 (Halcrow, 2002).

St Alban’s
Alban’s Head to
Worbarrow Tout

Defended: The small section of wall within
Kimmeridge Bay would result in no change in
shoreline position over this short length.

Defended: The small section of wall within
Kimmeridge Bay would result in no change in
shoreline position over this short length.

Defended: The small section of wall within
Kimmeridge Bay would result in no change in
shoreline position over this short length.

Undefended: Lower limit of annual erosion will
be in the region of 0.05-0.15m/yr for the area
between Worbarrow Tout and Hobarrow Bay.
These are also complex cliffs controlled by
groundwater and so are also subject to
infrequent small scale cliff failure events that
occur every 1-10 years with a recession
potential of less than 10m per event. This gives
rise to total erosion of 2-20m predicted by
2025 (Halcrow, 2002; SCOPAC, 2004).

Undefended: Lower limit of annual erosion will
be in the region of 0.05-0.15m/yr for the area
between Worbarrow Tout and Hobarrow Bay,
although these complex cliffs could also
experience a number of small scale landslide
events, giving rise to total erosion of 5-50m
predicted by 2055 (Halcrow, 2002; SCOPAC,
2004).

Undefended: Lower limit of annual erosion will
be in the region of 0.05-0.15m/yr for the area
between Worbarrow Tout and Hobarrow Bay,
although these complex cliffs could also
experience a number of small scale landslide
events, giving rise to total erosion of 10-100m
predicted by 2105 (Halcrow, 2002; SCOPAC,
2004).

Between Broad Bench and Kimmeridge Bay,
erosion will be in the region of 0.2-0.4m/year.
Although there could also be a number of
landslide events during this period. Total
erosion of 14-50m predicted by 2055
(SCOPAC, 2004).

Between Broad Bench and Kimmeridge Bay,
erosion will be in the region of 0.2-0.4m/year.
Although there could also be a number of
landslide events during this period. Total
erosion of 29-100m predicted by 2105
(SCOPAC, 2004).

The complex cliffs between St Alban’s Head
and Egmont Point could experience a large
landslide event during this period, and so
recession of 0-50m is predicted by 2055
(Halcrow, 2002).

The complex cliffs between St Alban’s Head
and Egmont Point could experience a large
landslide event during this period, and so
recession of 0-50m is predicted by 2105
(Halcrow, 2002).

Toe erosion within these complex cliffs is less

Toe erosion within these complex cliffs is less

Between Broad Bench and Kimmeridge Bay a
similar pattern of annual erosion in the region
of 0.2-0.4m/year that could be outweighed by
infrequent landslide event. Total erosion of 520m in this area predicted by 2025 (SCOPAC,
2004).
Complex cliffs also occur between St Alban’s
Head and Egmont Point, although here
recession is as a result of large scale events of
more than 50m that occur every 10-100 years
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Location

Data Assessment for ‘With Present Management’
Short Term (to 2025)
(Halcrow, 2002). Such an event could occur at
anytime and so in this area total erosion of 050m predicted by 2025).

Long Term (to 2105)

important and so sea level rise effects are
outweighed by infrequent cliff failure events.

important and so sea level rise effects are
outweighed by infrequent cliff failure events.

The simple cliffs along Kimmeridge Ledges are
likely to be affected by sea level rise, therefore
use Bruun Rule estimate for upper limit of
recession potential. However these cliffs have
only eroded very slowly in the past and so
recession of 2-4m is predicted by 2055.

The simple cliffs along Kimmeridge Ledges are
likely to be affected by sea level rise, therefore
use Bruun Rule estimate for upper limit of
recession potential. However these cliffs have
only eroded very slowly in the past and so
recession of 5-12m is predicted by 2105.

Defended: No defences present.

Defended: No defences present.

Defended: No defences present.

Undefended: Annual erosion within
Worbarrow Bay will vary. Simple cliffs in the
western part of the bay are likely to be
affected by sea level rise therefore use Bruun
rule estimate as upper limit of recession, as
historical recession rate incorporates the small
frequent landslide events. Therefore annual
erosion will be in the region of 0.08-0.12m/yr,
giving rise to total erosion of 1-2m predicted
by 2025 (SCOPAC, 2004).

Undefended: Annual erosion within
Worbarrow Bay will vary. Simple cliffs in the
western part of the bay are likely to be
affected by sea level rise therefore use Bruun
rule estimate as upper limit of recession, as
historical recession rate incorporates the small
frequent landslide events. Therefore total
erosion of 5-6m predicted by 2055 (SCOPAC,
2004).

Undefended: Annual erosion within
Worbarrow Bay will vary. Simple cliffs in the
western part of the bay are likely to be
affected by sea level rise therefore use Bruun
rule estimate as upper limit of recession, as
historical recession rate incorporates the small
frequent landslide events. Therefore total
erosion of 10-17m predicted by 2105
(SCOPAC, 2004).

The eastern part consists of simple chalk cliffs
that have a similar rate of recession as the clay
ones in the western part of the bay, and
presently consist of degraded chalk cliffs.
Therefore the historic rate alone is likely to be
most appropriate as the upper limit in this part
of the bay therefore total erosion of 0-2m
predicted by 2025 (SCOPAC, 2004).

The eastern part consists of simple chalk cliffs
that have a similar rate of recession as the clay
ones in the western part of the bay, and
presently consist of degraded chalk cliffs.
Therefore the historic rate alone of 0.080.12m/yr is likely to be most appropriate as the
upper limit in this part of the bay therefore
total erosion of 0-5m predicted by 2055
(SCOPAC, 2004).

The eastern part consists of simple chalk cliffs
that have a similar rate of recession as the clay
ones in the western part of the bay, and
presently consist of degraded chalk cliffs.
Therefore the historic rate alone of 0.080.12m/yr is likely to be most appropriate as the
upper limit in this part of the bay therefore
total erosion of 0-10m predicted by 2105
(SCOPAC, 2004).

From Mupe Bay to Lulworth Cove (East), the

From Mupe Bay to Lulworth Cove (East),

From Mupe Bay to Lulworth Cove (East),

The simple cliffs along Kimmeridge Ledges are
likely to be affected by sea level rise, therefore
use Bruun Rule estimate for upper limit of
recession potential. However these cliffs have
only eroded very slowly in the past and so
recession of about 1m is predicted by 2025.
Worbarrow Tout to
Lulworth Cove (East)

Medium Term (to 2055)
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Location

Lulworth Cove

Lulworth Cove
Cove (West) to
White Nothe

Data Assessment for ‘With Present Management’
Short Term (to 2025)

Medium Term (to 2055)

Long Term (to 2105)

annual erosion will be negligible (SCOPAC,
2004).

there has been negligible recession historically,
although landslides could occur in softer rocks
as per adjacent erosion of Worbarrow Bay.
These are simple cliffs and likely to be affected
by sea level rise, therefore use Bruun rule
estimate total erosion of 0-1m predicted by
2055.

there has been negligible recession historically,
although landslides could occur in softer rocks
as per adjacent erosion of Worbarrow Bay.
These are simple cliffs and likely to be affected
by sea level rise, therefore use Bruun rule
estimate total erosion of 0-8m predicted by
2105.

Defended: The small section of defences within
Lulworth Cove would result in no change in
shoreline position of the defended section.

Defended: The small section of defences within
Lulworth Cove would result in no change in
shoreline position of the defended section.

Defended: The small section of defences within
Lulworth Cove would result in no change in
shoreline position of the defended section.

Undefended: Annual erosion will be in the
region of 0.12m/yr, giving rise to a total
erosion of 0-2m predicted by 2025 (Halcrow,
2002).

Undefended: Annual erosion will be in the
region of 0.12m/yr, giving rise to a total
erosion of 0-6m predicted by 2055 (Halcrow,
2002).

Undefended: Annual erosion will be in the
region of 0.12m/yr, giving rise to a total
erosion of 0-12m predicted by 2105 (Halcrow,
2002).

The frequency of cliff failures is 1-10 years,
with a recession potential of less than 10m per
event (Halcrow, 2002). Not considered likely
that recession potential would be reached due
to sheltered nature of cove. Therefore use
historical rate for future projections.

The frequency of cliff failures is 1-10 years,
with a recession potential of less than 10m per
event (Halcrow, 2002). Not considered likely
that recession potential would be reached due
to sheltered nature of cove. Therefore use
historical rate for future projections.

The frequency of cliff failures is 1-10 years,
with a recession potential of less than 10m per
event (Halcrow, 2002). Not considered likely
that recession potential would be reached due
to sheltered nature of cove. Therefore use
historical rate for future projections.

Defended: No defences present.

Defended: No defences present.

Defended: No defences present.

Undefended: Lower limit of annual erosion will
be in the region of 0.06-0.22m/yr between
White Nothe and Bats Head. These are also
complex cliffs controlled by groundwater and
so toe erosion is less important and therefore
sea level rise effects are outweighed by
infrequent cliff failure events that occur along
this length, giving rise to total erosion of 2-

Undefended: Lower limit of annual erosion will
be in the region of 0.06-0.22m/yr between
White Nothe and Bats Head. These are also
complex cliffs controlled by groundwater and
so toe erosion is less important and therefore
sea level rise effects are outweighed by
infrequent cliff failure events that occur along
this length, giving rise to total erosion of 7-

Undefended: Lower limit of annual erosion will
be in the region of 0.06-0.22m/yr between
White Nothe and Bats Head. These are also
complex cliffs controlled by groundwater and
so toe erosion is less important and therefore
sea level rise effects are outweighed by
infrequent cliff failure events that occur along
this length, giving rise to total erosion of 14C-275
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Location

White Nothe to Redcliff
Point

Data Assessment for ‘With Present Management’
Short Term (to 2025)

Medium Term (to 2055)

Long Term (to 2105)

10m predicted by 2025 (Halcrow, 2002;
SCOPAC, 2004).

10m predicted by 2055 (Halcrow, 2002;
SCOPAC, 2004).

20m predicted by 2105 (Halcrow, 2002;
SCOPAC, 2004).

Between Bats Head and Lulworth Cove
(West), there are hard rock cliffs with localised
cliff failure events that cause increases in
recession. Use mean of historical rate for
future predictions as unlikely to be affected by
sea level rise, therefore annual erosion in the
region of 0.2-0.46m/yr. Total erosion of 0-6m
predicted by 2025 (SCOPAC, 2004).

Between Bats Head and Lulworth Cove
(West), there are hard rock cliffs with localised
cliff failure events that cause increases in
recession. Use mean of historical rate for
future predictions as unlikely to be affected by
sea level rise, therefore annual erosion in the
region of 0.2-0.46m/yr. Total erosion of 0-16m
predicted by 2055 (SCOPAC, 2004).

Between Bats Head and Lulworth Cove
(West), there are hard rock cliffs with localised
cliff failure events that cause increases in
recession. Use mean of historical rate for
future predictions as unlikely to be affected by
sea level rise, therefore annual erosion in the
region of 0.2-0.46m/yr. Total erosion of 0-32m
predicted by 2105 (SCOPAC, 2004).

The frequency of landslides is along most of
this section is 1-10 years, with a recession
potential of less than 10m. The exception being
towards White Nothe, where a similar
recession potential is likely, but at a frequency
of 10-100 years (Halcrow, 2002).

The frequency of landslides is along most of
this section is 1-10 years, with a recession
potential of less than 10m. The exception being
towards White Nothe, where a similar
recession potential is likely, but at a frequency
of 10-100 years (Halcrow, 2002).

The frequency of landslides is along most of
this section is 1-10 years, with a recession
potential of less than 10m. The exception being
towards White Nothe, where a similar
recession potential is likely, but at a frequency
of 10-100 years (Halcrow, 2002).

Defended: The rock groyne and revetment
within Ringstead Bay would continue to hold
beach locally and reduce the exposure of the
cliff toe to marine action, thus reducing the
rate of erosion which is primarily controlled by
groundwater. Coastal squeeze anticipated.

Defended: The rock groyne and revetment
within Ringstead Bay would continue to hold
beach locally and reduce the exposure of the
cliff toe to marine action, thus reducing the
rate of erosion which is primarily controlled by
groundwater. Coastal squeeze anticipated.

Defended: The rock groyne and revetment
within Ringstead Bay would continue to hold
beach locally and reduce the exposure of the
cliff toe to marine action, thus reducing the
rate of erosion which is primarily controlled by
groundwater. Coastal squeeze anticipated.

Undefended: Cliff failures events with a
recession potential of more than 50m occur
every 250 years or more at White Nothe
(King Rock). No recession in this area is
predicted by 2025.

Undefended: Cliff failures events with a
recession potential of more than 50m occur
every 250 years or more at White Nothe
(King Rock). No recession in this area is
predicted by 2055.

Undefended: Cliff failures events with a
recession potential of more than 50m occur
every 250 years or more at White Nothe
(King Rock). No recession in this area is
predicted by 2105.

The simple cliffs in Ringstead Bay are likely to
be affected by sea level rise, therefore use

The simple cliffs in Ringstead Bay are likely to
be affected by sea level rise, therefore use

The simple cliffs in Ringstead Bay are likely to
be affected by sea level rise, therefore use
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Location

Data Assessment for ‘With Present Management’
Short Term (to 2025)

Medium Term (to 2055)

Long Term (to 2105)

Bruun Rule estimate for upper limit of
recession potential. However, state of the
beach is an important factor, as currently this
is being managed and would reduce toe
erosion. Lower limit is based on historic rate
of annual erosion in the region of 0.5m/yr.
Total erosion in this area of 24-27m predicted
by 2055 (Halcrow, 2002; SCOPAC, 2004).

Bruun Rule estimate for upper limit of
recession potential. However, state of the
beach is an important factor, as currently this
is being managed and would reduce toe
erosion. Lower limit is based on historic rate
of annual erosion in the region of 0.5m/yr.
Total erosion in this area of 49-67m predicted
by 2105 (Halcrow, 2002; SCOPAC, 2004).

From Osmington to Redcliff Point are complex
cliffs controlled by groundwater. Toe erosion
is less important in this area and so sea level
rise effects are outweighed by infrequent
medium scale cliff failure events that occur
every 10-100 years. Total erosion of 24-50m
predicted by 2055 (Halcrow, 2002; SCOPAC,
2004).

From Osmington to Redcliff Point are complex
cliffs controlled by groundwater. Toe erosion
is less important in this area and so sea level
rise effects are outweighed by infrequent
medium scale cliff failure events that occur
every 10-100 years. Total erosion of 49-100m
predicted by 2105 (Halcrow, 2002; SCOPAC,
2004).

Defended: No change in shoreline position due
to continued defence. Coastal squeeze
anticipated.

Defended: No change in shoreline position due
to continued defence. Coastal squeeze
anticipated.

Defended: No change in shoreline position due
to continued defence. Coastal squeeze
anticipated.

Undefended: Lower limit of annual erosion of
Furzy Cliff is in the region of 0.75m/yr
(Weymouth & Portland Borough Council,
2002), whilst at Redcliff, the lower limit of
annual erosion is in the region of 0.62m/yr
(Mouchel, 1998). These are both complex cliffs
controlled by groundwater. Toe erosion is
therefore less important and so sea level rise
effects are outweighed by infrequent medium
scale cliff failure events. Total erosion of Furzy

Undefended: Lower limit of annual erosion of
Furzy Cliff is in the region of 0.75m/yr
(Weymouth & Portland Borough Council,
2002), whilst at Redcliff, the lower limit of
annual erosion is in the region of 0.62m/yr
(Mouchel, 1998). These are both complex cliffs
controlled by groundwater. Toe erosion is
therefore less important and so sea level rise
effects are outweighed by infrequent medium
scale cliff failure events. Total erosion of Furzy

Undefended: Lower limit of annual erosion of
Furzy Cliff is in the region of 0.75m/yr
(Weymouth & Portland Borough Council,
2002), whilst at Redcliff, the lower limit of
annual erosion is in the region of 0.62m/yr
(Mouchel, 1998). These are both complex cliffs
controlled by groundwater. Toe erosion is
therefore less important and so sea level rise
effects are outweighed by infrequent medium
scale cliff failure events. Total erosion of Furzy

Bruun Rule estimate for upper limit of
recession potential. However, state of the
beach is an important factor, as currently this
is being managed and would reduce toe
erosion. Lower limit is based on historic rate
of annual erosion in the region of 0.5m/yr.
Total erosion in this area of about 9m
predicted by 2025 (Halcrow, 2002; SCOPAC,
2004).
From Osmington to Redcliff Point are complex
cliffs controlled by groundwater. Toe erosion
is less important in this area and so sea level
rise effects are outweighed by infrequent
medium scale cliff failure events that occur
every 10-100 years. Total erosion of 9-50m
predicted by 2025 (Halcrow, 2002; SCOPAC,
2004).
Redcliff Point to Preston
Beach (Rock Groyne)
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Location

Preston Beach (Rock
Groyne) to Weymouth
Harbour (Stone Pier)

Weymouth Harbour
(Stone Pier) to Portland
Harbour (North
Breakwater)

Data Assessment for ‘With Present Management’
Short Term (to 2025)

Medium Term (to 2055)

Long Term (to 2105)

Cliff by 2025 is 13-50m whilst at Redcliff it is
11-50m (Halcrow, 2002).

Cliff by 2025 is 35-50m whilst at Redcliff it is
29-50m (Halcrow, 2002).

Cliff by 2025 is 73-100m whilst at Redcliff it is
60-100m (Halcrow, 2002).

The frequency of cliff failures between Redcliff
Point and Furzy Cliff is 10-100 years with a
recession potential of 10-50m (Halcrow, 2002).

The frequency of cliff failures between Redcliff
Point and Furzy Cliff is 10-100 years with a
recession potential of 10-50m (Halcrow, 2002).

The frequency of cliff failures between Redcliff
Point and Furzy Cliff is 10-100 years with a
recession potential of 10-50m (Halcrow, 2002).

Transport of material could occur from
Preston Beach towards Bowleaze Cove with
no beach recycling could lead to increased
beach levels in front of Furzy Cliffs.

Transport of material could occur from
Preston Beach towards Bowleaze Cove with
no beach recycling could lead to increased
beach levels in front of Furzy Cliffs.

Defended: No change in shoreline position due
to continued defence. Coastal squeeze
anticipated in the northern part of this section,
although accumulation of sand sediment in the
southern part of the bay will continue
(Halcrow, 2002; Channel Coastal Observatory,
2006).

Defended: No change in shoreline position due
to continued defence. Coastal squeeze
anticipated in the northern part of this section,
although accumulation of sand sediment in the
southern part of the bay will continue if supply
is maintained (Halcrow, 2002; Channel Coastal
Observatory, 2006).

Defended: No change in shoreline position due
to continued defence. Coastal squeeze
anticipated in the northern part of this section,
although accumulation of sand sediment in the
southern part of the bay will continue if supply
is maintained (Halcrow, 2002; Channel Coastal
Observatory, 2006).

Undefended: Section is completely defended.

Undefended: Section is completely defended.

Undefended: Section is completely defended.

Defended: No change in shoreline position due
to continued defence. Coastal squeeze
anticipated, along with continued land sliding
due to groundwater conditions.

Defended: No change in shoreline position due
to continued defence. Coastal squeeze
anticipated, along with continued land sliding
due to groundwater conditions.

Defended: No change in shoreline position due
to continued defence. Coastal squeeze
anticipated, along with continued land sliding
due to groundwater conditions.

Undefended: Section is completely defended,
though if it were not, a mean annual rate of
recession of 0.5m/yr possible (Weymouth and
Portland Borough Council, 2002).

Undefended: Section is completely defended,
though if it were not, a mean annual rate of
recession of 0.5m/yr possible (Weymouth and
Portland Borough Council, 2002).

Undefended: Section is completely defended,
though if it were not, a mean annual rate of
recession of 0.5m/yr possible (Weymouth and
Portland Borough Council, 2002).

If the defences were not present, the
frequency of cliff failures along most of this
section is predicted to be 10-100 years, with a

If the defences were not present, the
frequency of cliff failures along most of this
section is predicted to be 10-100 years, with a

If the defences were not present, the
frequency of cliff failures along most of this
section is predicted to be 10-100 years, with a
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Location

Portland Harbour (North
(North
Breakwater) to Small
Mouth

Data Assessment for ‘With Present Management’
Short Term (to 2025)

Medium Term (to 2055)

Long Term (to 2105)

recession potential of 10-50m. The frequency
of events would increase to 1-10 years
towards Newton’s Cove, although the
recession potential would be the same
(Halcrow, 2002).

recession potential of 10-50m. The frequency
of events would increase to 1-10 years
towards Newton’s Cove, although the
recession potential would be the same
(Halcrow, 2002).

recession potential of 10-50m. The frequency
of events would increase to 1-10 years
towards Newton’s Cove, although the
recession potential would be the same
(Halcrow, 2002).

Defended: A range of structures and ad-hoc
defences are present along this section. These
serve to reduce the exposure of the cliff toe to
wave action, and thus reduce the rate of
recession, which is primarily controlled by
groundwater (Halcrow, 2008).

Defended: A range of structures and ad-hoc
defences are present along this section. These
serve to reduce the exposure of the cliff toe to
wave action, and thus reduce the rate of
recession, which is primarily controlled by
groundwater (Halcrow, 2008).

Defended: A range of structures and ad-hoc
defences are present along this section. These
serve to reduce the exposure of the cliff toe to
wave action, and thus reduce the rate of
recession, which is primarily controlled by
groundwater (Halcrow, 2008).

The effect of wave action at the cliff toe is also
limited by the presence of the Portland
Harbour Breakwaters (Halcrow, 2008).

The effect of wave action at the cliff toe is also
limited by the presence of the Portland
Harbour Breakwaters (Halcrow, 2008).

The effect of wave action at the cliff toe is also
limited by the presence of the Portland
Harbour Breakwaters (Halcrow, 2008).

Undefended: Recession along this section is
highly dependent upon the local geology,
however, erosion at a mean annual rate of in
the region of 0.1-0.5/m/yr is possible along
most parts (Halcrow, 2008). The frequency of
events along this section varies between 1-10
years and 10-100 years, although in both cases,
the recession potential is less than 10m per
event (Halcrow, 2008). These are however
complex cliffs controlled by groundwater and
toe erosion is therefore less important and so
sea level rise effects are outweighed by
infrequent small scale cliff failure events.

Undefended: Recession along this section is
highly dependent upon the local geology,
however, erosion at a mean annual rate of in
the region of 0.1-0.5/m/yr is possible along
most parts (Halcrow, 2008). The frequency of
events along this section varies between 1-10
years and 10-100 years, although in both cases,
the recession potential is less than 10m per
event (Halcrow, 2008). These are however
complex cliffs controlled by groundwater and
toe erosion is therefore less important and so
sea level rise effects are outweighed by
infrequent small scale cliff failure events.

Undefended: Recession along this section is
highly dependent upon the local geology,
however, erosion at a mean annual rate of in
the region of 0.1-0.5/m/yr is possible along
most parts (Halcrow, 2008). The frequency of
events along this section varies between 1-10
years and 10-100 years, although in both cases,
the recession potential is less than 10m per
event (Halcrow, 2008). These are however
complex cliffs controlled by groundwater and
toe erosion is therefore less important and so
sea level rise effects are outweighed by
infrequent small scale cliff failure events.

Total erosion of 5-10m predicted by 2025,
inclusive of episodic landslide events (Halcrow,

Total erosion of 14-25m predicted by 2055,
inclusive of episodic landslide events (Halcrow,

Total erosion of 29-50m predicted by 2105,
inclusive of episodic landslide events (Halcrow,
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Location

Small Mouth to Osprey
Quay (Portland Harbour)

Osprey Quay (Portland
Harbour) to Grove Point

Data Assessment for ‘With Present Management’
Short Term (to 2025)

Medium Term (to 2055)

Long Term (to 2105)

2008 and Halcrow, 2002).

2008 and Halcrow, 2002).

2008 and Halcrow, 2002).

Defended: There are some areas of rock
revetment at either end of this section, along
with other structures associated with flood
protection at Portland and the entrance to The
Fleet.

Defended: There are some areas of rock
revetment at either end of this section, along
with other structures associated with flood
protection at Portland and the entrance to The
Fleet.

Defended: There are some areas of rock
revetment at either end of this section, along
with other structures associated with flood
protection at Portland and the entrance to The
Fleet.

The presence of the Portland Harbour
Breakwaters is also a significant control on this
section.

The presence of the Portland Harbour
Breakwaters is also a significant control on this
section.

The presence of the Portland Harbour
Breakwaters is also a significant control on this
section.

Undefended: Whilst not having defences along
the shoreline, the central part of this section,
which is occupied by the shingle barrier of
Ham Beach, has been relatively stable with no
observable change over the past century since
the construction of the Portland Harbour
Breakwaters (Halcrow, 2002).

Undefended: Whilst not having defences along
the shoreline, the central part of this section,
which is occupied by the shingle barrier of
Ham Beach, has been relatively stable with no
observable change over the past century since
the construction of the Portland Harbour
Breakwaters (Halcrow, 2002).

Undefended: Whilst not having defences along
the shoreline, the central part of this section,
which is occupied by the shingle barrier of
Ham Beach, has been relatively stable with no
observable change over the past century since
the construction of the Portland Harbour
Breakwaters (Halcrow, 2002).

Defended: This section is entirely defended
with a range of structures including rock
revetment, quay walls and breakwaters,
including the Portland Harbour Breakwaters
for some of its length.

Defended:
Defended: This section is entirely defended
with a range of structures including rock
revetment, quay walls and breakwaters,
including the Portland Harbour Breakwaters
for some of its length.

Defended: This section is entirely defended
with a range of structures including rock
revetment, quay walls and breakwaters,
including the Portland Harbour Breakwaters
for some of its length.

As a result, there has been negligible recession
of the backing cliffs along this section over the
past century.

As a result, there has been negligible recession
of the backing cliffs along this section over the
past century.

As a result, there has been negligible recession
of the backing cliffs along this section over the
past century.

Undefended: Section is completely defended.
However, if it were not, it is predicted that cliff
failures would occur with a frequency of more
than 250 years, with a recession potential of

Undefended: Section is completely defended.
However, if it were not, it is predicted that cliff
failures would occur with a frequency of more
than 250 years, with a recession potential of

Undefended: Section is completely defended.
However, if it were not, it is predicted that cliff
failures would occur with a frequency of more
than 250 years, with a recession potential of
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Location

Grove Point to West
Weare

Chiswell to Chesil Beach
(Northern end of Osprey
Quay)

Data Assessment for ‘With Present Management’
Short Term (to 2025)

Medium Term (to 2055)

Long Term (to 2105)

10-50m per event (Halcrow, 2002).

10-50m per event (Halcrow, 2002).

10-50m per event (Halcrow, 2002).

Defended: No defences present.

Defended: No defences present.

Defended: No defences present.

Undefended: Lower limit of annual erosion of
the north-west cliffs at West Weare in the
region of 0.11m/yr. These are complex cliffs,
where cliff recession is driven by small scale,
infrequent rock falls, creating large debris fans,
which are then gradually eroded by wave
action. Therefore sea level rise does not
appear to be dominant force in the rate of cliff
top recession. Therefore total erosion of
about 2-10m predicted by 2025 (Halcrow,
2002).

Undefended: Lower limit of annual erosion of
the north-west cliffs at West Weare in the
region of 0.11m/yr. These are complex cliffs,
where cliff recession is driven by small scale,
infrequent rock falls, creating large debris fans,
which are then gradually eroded by wave
action. Therefore sea level rise does not
appear to be dominant force in the rate of cliff
top recession. Therefore total erosion of
about 5-10m predicted by 2055 (Halcrow,
2002).

Undefended: Lower limit of annual erosion of
the north-west cliffs at West Weare in the
region of 0.11m/yr. These are complex cliffs,
where cliff recession is driven by small scale,
infrequent rock falls, creating large debris fans,
which are then gradually eroded by wave
action. Therefore sea level rise does not
appear to be dominant force in the rate of cliff
top recession. Therefore total erosion of
about 10-11m predicted by 2105 (Halcrow,
2002).

The other cliffs along this section that make up
the southern part of the Isle of Portland are
highly resistant and have changed very little
over the past century (Halcrow, 2002).

The other cliffs along this section that make up
the southern part of the Isle of Portland are
highly resistant and have changed very little
over the past century (Halcrow, 2002).

The other cliffs along this section that make up
the southern part of the Isle of Portland are
highly resistant and have changed very little
over the past century (Halcrow, 2002).

The frequency of cliff failure events along this
entire section is 100-250 years, with a
recession potential of less than 10m per event
(Halcrow, 2002).

The frequency of cliff failure events along this
entire section is 100-250 years, with a
recession potential of less than 10m per event
(Halcrow, 2002).

The frequency of cliff failure events along this
entire section is 100-250 years, with a
recession potential of less than 10m per event
(Halcrow, 2002).

Defended: Most of this section is defended by
a range of structures, including sea walls,
gabions and revetments. Coastal squeeze
anticipated as Chesil Beach is prevented from
rolling back.

Defended: Most of this section is defended by
a range of structures, including sea walls,
gabions and revetments. Coastal squeeze
anticipated as Chesil Beach is prevented from
rolling back.

Defended: Most of this section is defended by
a range of structures, including sea walls,
gabions and revetments. Coastal squeeze
anticipated as Chesil Beach is prevented from
rolling back.

Undefended: This length is undefended on its
seaward face, but is backed by storm

Undefended: This length is undefended on its
seaward face, but is backed by storm

Undefended: This length is undefended on its
seaward face, but is backed by storm
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Location

Data Assessment for ‘With Present Management’
Short Term (to 2025)

Medium Term (to 2055)

Long Term (to 2105)

interceptor drains along its landward length.

interceptor drains along its landward length.

interceptor drains along its landward length.

Annual recession of Chesil Beach in the region
0.06-0.12m/yr. Total recession of 1-2m by
2025 predicted (SCOPAC, 2004).

Annual recession of Chesil Beach in the region
0.06-0.12m/yr. Total recession of 2-4m by
2055 predicted (SCOPAC, 2004).

Annual recession of Chesil Beach in the region
0.06-0.12m/yr. Total recession of 3-6m by
2105 predicted (SCOPAC, 2004).

Defended: No defences present.

Defended: No defences present.

Defended: No defences present.

Undefended: Annual recession of Chesil Beach
in the region 0.06-0.12m/yr. Total recession of
1-2m by 2025 predicted (SCOPAC, 2004).

Undefended: Annual recession of Chesil Beach
in the region 0.06-0.12m/yr. Total recession of
2-4m by 2055 predicted (SCOPAC, 2004).

Undefended: Annual recession of Chesil Beach
in the region 0.06-0.12m/yr. Total recession of
3-6m by 2105 predicted (SCOPAC, 2004).

The slopes behind The Fleet are simple (relict)
cliffs, which are protected from direct wave
action by Chesil Beach, therefore there would
be no affect of sea level rise and failure will be
due to the action of groundwater alone,
resulting in infrequent small scale landslide
events with a frequency greater than 250 years
and a recession potential of less than 10m per
event (Halcrow, 2002). Total erosion of 0-10m
predicted by 2025 along these cliffs.

The slopes behind The Fleet are simple (relict)
cliffs, which are protected from direct wave
action by Chesil Beach, therefore there would
be no affect of sea level rise and failure will be
due to the action of groundwater alone,
resulting in infrequent small scale landslide
events with a frequency greater than 250 years
and a recession potential of less than 10m per
event (Halcrow, 2002). Total erosion of 0-10m
predicted by 2055 along these cliffs.

The slopes behind The Fleet are simple (relict)
cliffs, which are protected from direct wave
action by Chesil Beach, therefore there would
be no affect of sea level rise and failure will be
due to the action of groundwater alone,
resulting in infrequent small scale landslide
events with a frequency greater than 250 years
and a recession potential of less than 10m per
event (Halcrow, 2002). Total erosion of 0-10m
predicted by 2105 along these cliffs.

Abbotsbury to Cogden
Beach

Defended: No defences present.

Defended: No defences present.

Defended: No defences present.

Undefended: There has been negligible
movement of this section over the past
century (Halcrow, 2002).

Undefended: There has been negligible
movement of this section over the past
century (Halcrow, 2002).

Undefended: There has been negligible
movement of this section over the past
century (Halcrow, 2002).

Cogden Beach to Burton
Cliff (West)

Defended: No defences present.

Defended: No defences present.

Defended: No defences present.

Undefended: The lower limit of annual erosion
of the cliffs along this section in the region of
0.14m/yr (Halcrow, 2002).

Undefended: The lower limit of annual erosion
of the cliffs along this section in the region of
0.14m/yr (Halcrow, 2002).

Undefended:
Undefended: The lower limit of annual erosion
of the cliffs along this section in the region of
0.14m/yr (Halcrow, 2002).

The simple inter-bedded sandstone cliffs

The simple inter-bedded sandstone cliffs

The simple inter-bedded sandstone cliffs

Chesil Beach (Northern
end of Osprey Quay) and
The Fleet
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Data Assessment for ‘With Present Management’
Short Term (to 2025)

Medium Term (to 2055)

Long Term (to 2105)

recede through a combination of gradual
erosion and infrequent small scale cliff falls.
Future rate is likely to be affected by sea level
rise therefore use Bruun Rule for future
predictions. There could be a feedback
mechanism through input of sand to the
beaches, which may slow erosion for a period,
but is unlikely to be sufficient to stop erosion
under accelerated sea level rise.

recede through a combination of gradual
erosion and infrequent small scale cliff falls.
Future rate is likely to be affected by sea level
rise therefore use Bruun Rule for future
predictions. There could be a feedback
mechanism through input of sand to the
beaches, which may slow erosion for a period,
but is unlikely to be sufficient to stop erosion
under accelerated sea level rise. Total erosion
of these cliffs of about 7-10m predicted by
2055.

recede through a combination of gradual
erosion and infrequent small scale cliff falls.
Future rate is likely to be affected by sea level
rise therefore use Bruun Rule for future
predictions. There could be a feedback
mechanism through input of sand to the
beaches, which may slow erosion for a period,
but is unlikely to be sufficient to stop erosion
under accelerated sea level rise. Total erosion
of these cliffs of about 14-35m predicted by
2105.

The simple low level clay cliff at the eastern
end recedes through a combination of gradual
erosion and mudslide events. Future recession
of these cliffs is likely to be affected by sea
level rise therefore use Bruun Rule for future
predictions. Sediment released from the cliff is
unlikely to be retained on the beaches. Total
erosion of these cliffs of about 7-13m
predicted by 2055.

The simple low level clay cliff at the eastern
end recedes through a combination of gradual
erosion and mudslide events. Future recession
of these cliffs is likely to be affected by sea
level rise therefore use Bruun Rule for future
predictions. Sediment released from the cliff is
unlikely to be retained on the beaches. Total
erosion of these cliffs of about 14-53m
predicted by 2105.

Defended:
Defended: The beach has no hard defences,
but is actively managed by beach recycling and
re-profiling.

Defended: The beach has no hard defences,
but is actively managed by beach recycling and
re-profiling.

Defended: The beach has no hard defences,
but is actively managed by beach recycling and
re-profiling.

Beach levels fluctuate, with accretion having
occurred in recent years (Jacobs Babtie, 2006).
Potential for rollback of the beach onto the
low-lying land behind (Halcrow, 2002).

Beach levels fluctuate, with accretion having
occurred in recent years (Jacobs Babtie, 2006).
Potential for rollback of the beach onto the
low-lying land behind (Halcrow, 2002).

Beach levels fluctuate, with accretion having
occurred in recent years (Jacobs Babtie, 2006).
Potential for rollback of the beach onto the
low-lying land behind (Halcrow, 2002).

The simple low level clay cliff at the eastern
end recedes through a combination of gradual
erosion and mudslide events. Future recession
of these cliffs is likely to be affected by sea
level rise therefore use Bruun Rule for future
predictions. Sediment released from the cliff is
unlikely to be retained on the beaches.
The frequency of cliff failures along this section
is 1-10 years, with a recession potential of less
than 10m per event (Halcrow, 2002).
Therefore total erosion of about 2-3m
predicted by 2025 in both the sandstone and
clay cliffs.
Freshwater Beach
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East Cliff (West Bay)

Data Assessment for ‘With Present Management’
Short Term (to 2025)

Long Term (to 2105)

Undefended: This section is completely
defended.

Undefended: This section is completely
defended.

Undefended: This section is completely
defended.

Defended: No defences present.

Defended: No defences present.

Defended:
Defended: No defences present.

Undefended: The lower limit of annual erosion
of the cliffs along this section in the region of
0.14m/yr (Halcrow, 2002).

Undefended: The lower limit of annual erosion
of the cliffs along this section in the region of
0.14m/yr (Halcrow, 2002).

Undefended: The lower limit of annual erosion
of the cliffs along this section in the region of
0.14m/yr (Halcrow, 2002).

The simple inter-bedded sandstone cliffs
recede through a combination of gradual
erosion and infrequent small scale cliff falls.
Future rate is likely to be affected by sea level
rise therefore use Bruun Rule for future
predictions. There could be a feedback
mechanism through input of sand to the
beaches, which may slow erosion for a period,
but is unlikely to be sufficient to stop erosion
under accelerated sea level rise.

The simple inter-bedded sandstone cliffs
recede through a combination of gradual
erosion and infrequent small scale cliff falls.
Future rate is likely to be affected by sea level
rise therefore use Bruun Rule for future
predictions. There could be a feedback
mechanism through input of sand to the
beaches, which may slow erosion for a period,
but is unlikely to be sufficient to stop erosion
under accelerated sea level rise. Total erosion
of these cliffs of about 7-10m predicted by
2055.

The simple inter-bedded sandstone cliffs
recede through a combination of gradual
erosion and infrequent small scale cliff falls.
Future rate is likely to be affected by sea level
rise therefore use Bruun Rule for future
predictions. There could be a feedback
mechanism through input of sand to the
beaches, which may slow erosion for a period,
but is unlikely to be sufficient to stop erosion
under accelerated sea level rise. Total erosion
of these cliffs of about 14-35m predicted by
2105.

The frequency of cliff failures along this section
is 1-10 years, with a recession potential of less
than 10m per event (Halcrow, 2002).

The frequency of cliff failures along this section
is 1-10 years, with a recession potential of less
than 10m per event (Halcrow, 2002).

Defended: There are no actual structures on
the beach face, however the beach is actively
managed by recycling and re-profiling, whilst
the eastern pier of West Bay Harbour
entrance also affects shoreline evolution.

Defended: There are no actual structures on
the beach face, however the beach is actively
managed by recycling and re-profiling, whilst
the eastern pier of West Bay Harbour
entrance also affects shoreline evolution.

Defended: There are no actual structures on
the beach face, however the beach is actively
managed by recycling and re-profiling, whilst
the eastern pier of West Bay Harbour
entrance also affects shoreline evolution.

Beach levels vary in response to prevailing
conditions, with MHW position having

Beach levels vary in response to prevailing
conditions, with MHW position having

Beach levels vary in response to prevailing
conditions, with MHW position having

The frequency of cliff failures along this section
is 1-10 years, with a recession potential of less
than 10m per event (Halcrow, 2002). Total of
erosion of about 2-3m predicted by 2025.
West Bay (East Beach to
eastern pier)

Medium Term (to 2055)
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Location

West Bay (West Beach
from eastern pier) to
West Cliff (East)

West Cliff (East) to
Thorncombe Beacon

Data Assessment for ‘With Present Management’
Short Term (to 2025)

Medium Term (to 2055)

Long Term (to 2105)

previously fluctuated within a range of 60m
(HR Wallingford, 1997), although the
management activities have resulted in very
little net change (Halcrow, 2002).

previously fluctuated within a range of 60m
(HR Wallingford, 1997), although the
management activities have resulted in very
little net change (Halcrow, 2002).

previously fluctuated within a range of 60m
(HR Wallingford, 1997), although the
management activities have resulted in very
little net change (Halcrow, 2002).

Potential for rollback of the beach onto the
low-lying land behind (Halcrow, 2002).

Potential for rollback of the beach onto the
low-lying land behind (Halcrow, 2002).

Potential for rollback of the beach onto the
low-lying land behind (Halcrow, 2002).

Undefended: This section is completely
defended.

Undefended: This section is completely
defended.

Undefended: This section is completely
defended.

Defended: The east and west piers at the
entrance to West Bay Harbour influence
littoral drift, as do a number of rock groynes.
There is also a sea wall the back the beach.

Defended: The east and west piers at the
entrance to West Bay Harbour influence
littoral drift, as do a number of rock groynes.
There is also a sea wall the back the beach.

Defended: The east and west piers at the
entrance to West Bay Harbour influence
littoral drift, as do a number of rock groynes.
There is also a sea wall the back the beach.

Beach levels fluctuate, with draw-down during
storms exacerbated by scour at the sea wall.
However, active beach management using
recycling and re-profiling means that there is
very little net change (Halcrow, 2002).

Beach levels fluctuate, with draw-down during
storms exacerbated by scour at the sea wall.
However, active beach management using
recycling and re-profiling means that there is
very little net change (Halcrow, 2002).

Beach levels fluctuate, with draw-down during
storms exacerbated by scour at the sea wall.
However, active beach management using
recycling and re-profiling means that there is
very little net change (Halcrow, 2002).

Coastal squeeze anticipated.

Coastal squeeze anticipated.

Coastal squeeze anticipated.

Undefended:
Undefended: This section is completely
defended.

Undefended: This section is completely
defended.

Undefended: This section is completely
defended.

Defended: The eastern part of West Cliff is
defended by a sea wall and promenade along
its toe. This has reduced the rate of erosion
along this part by preventing wave action at the
toe (SCOPAC, 2004).

Defended: The eastern part of West Cliff is
defended by a sea wall and promenade along
its toe. This has reduced the rate of erosion
along this part by preventing wave action at the
toe (SCOPAC, 2004).

Defended: The eastern part of West Cliff is
defended by a sea wall and promenade along
its toe. This has reduced the rate of erosion
along this part by preventing wave action at the
toe (SCOPAC, 2004).

Undefended: Annual erosion of the
undefended part of West Cliff in the region of

Undefended: Annual erosion of the
undefended part of West Cliff in the region of

Undefended: Annual erosion of the
undefended part of West Cliff in the region of
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Location

Thorncombe Beacon to
Seatown (East)

Data Assessment for ‘With Present Management’
Short Term (to 2025)

Medium Term (to 2055)

Long Term (to 2105)

0.37m/yr. These are complex cliffs which tend
to recede due to landslide events controlled by
groundwater. Toe erosion is therefore less
important and so sea level rise effects are
outweighed by infrequent large scale cliff failure
events. Total erosion of these cliffs of about 650m predicted by 2025 (SCOPAC, 2004 and
Halcrow, 2002).

0.37m/yr. These are complex cliffs which tend
to recede due to landslide events controlled by
groundwater. Toe erosion is therefore less
important and so sea level rise effects are
outweighed by infrequent large scale cliff failure
events. Total erosion of these cliffs of about
17-125m predicted by 2055 (SCOPAC, 2004
and Halcrow, 2002).

0.37m/yr. These are complex cliffs which tend
to recede due to landslide events controlled by
groundwater. Toe erosion is therefore less
important and so sea level rise effects are
outweighed by infrequent large scale cliff failure
events. Total erosion of these cliffs of about
36-250m predicted by 2105 (SCOPAC, 2004
and Halcrow, 2002).

The cliffs towards Eype and Thorncombe
Beacon experience annual erosion in the
region of 0.05-0.5m/yr. These are also complex
cliffs which tend to recede due to both gradual
erosion and large scale landslide events
controlled by groundwater. As for West Cliff,
sea level rise effects are outweighed by
infrequent large scale cliff failure events. Total
erosion in this area of 5-20m predicted by
2025 (SCOPAC, 2004 and Halcrow, 2002).

The cliffs towards Eype and Thorncombe
Beacon experience annual erosion in the
region of 0.05-0.5m/yr. These are also complex
cliffs which tend to recede due to both gradual
erosion and large scale landslide events
controlled by groundwater. As for West Cliff,
sea level rise effects are outweighed by
infrequent large scale cliff failure events. Total
erosion in this area of 13-50m predicted by
2055 (SCOPAC, 2004 and Halcrow, 2002).

The cliffs towards Eype and Thorncombe
Beacon experience annual erosion in the
region of 0.05-0.5m/yr. These are also complex
cliffs which tend to recede due to both gradual
erosion and large scale landslide events
controlled by groundwater. As for West Cliff,
sea level rise effects are outweighed by
infrequent large scale cliff failure events. Total
erosion in this area of 27-100m predicted by
2105 (SCOPAC, 2004 and Halcrow, 2002).

The frequency of landslides along this section is
1-10 years, with a recession potential of 1050m at West Cliff, but less than 10m at
Thorncombe Beacon (Halcrow, 2002).

The frequency of landslides along this section is
1-10 years, with a recession potential of 1050m at West Cliff, but less than 10m at
Thorncombe Beacon (Halcrow, 2002).

The frequency of landslides along this section is
1-10 years, with a recession potential of 1050m at West Cliff, but less than 10m at
Thorncombe Beacon (Halcrow, 2002).

Defended: No defences present.

Defended: No defences present.

Defended: No defences present.

Undefended: Lower limit of annual cliff erosion
in the region of 0.7m/yr. These are complex
cliffs which tend to recede due to both gradual
erosion and large scale landslide events
controlled by groundwater. Toe erosion is
therefore less important and so sea level rise

Undefended:
Undefended: Lower limit of annual cliff erosion
in the region of 0.7m/yr. These are complex
cliffs which tend to recede due to both gradual
erosion and large scale landslide events
controlled by groundwater. Toe erosion is
therefore less important and so sea level rise

Undefended: Lower limit of annual cliff erosion
in the region of 0.7m/yr. These are complex
cliffs which tend to recede due to both gradual
erosion and large scale landslide events
controlled by groundwater. Toe erosion is
therefore less important and so sea level rise
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Location

Seatown

Seatown (West) to
Golden Cap

Data Assessment for ‘With Present Management’
Short Term (to 2025)

Medium Term (to 2055)

Long Term (to 2105)

effects are outweighed by infrequent large
scale cliff failure events. This gives rise to total
erosion of 12-20m predicted by 2025
(Halcrow, 2007b and Halcrow, 2002).

effects are outweighed by infrequent large
scale cliff failure events. This gives rise to total
erosion of 33-50m predicted by 2055
(Halcrow, 2007b and Halcrow, 2002).

effects are outweighed by infrequent large
scale cliff failure events. This gives rise to total
erosion of 68-100m predicted by 2105
(Halcrow, 2007b and Halcrow, 2002).

The frequency of landslides along this section is
1-10 years, with a recession potential of less
than 10m (Halcrow, 2002).

The frequency of landslides along this section is
1-10 years, with a recession potential of less
than 10m (Halcrow, 2002).

The frequency of landslides along this section is
1-10 years, with a recession potential of less
than 10m (Halcrow, 2002).

Defended: Rock armour revetment along the
toe of part of the cliff fronting the western part
of Seatown. Despite this, annual cliff erosion in
the region of 0.33m/yr could still occur within
the complex cliffs which tend to recede due to
both gradual erosion and large scale landslide
events controlled by groundwater. Toe
erosion is therefore less important and so sea
level rise effects are outweighed by infrequent
large scale cliff failure events. This gives rise to
total erosion of 6-20m predicted by 2025
(Halcrow, 2007b; Halcrow, 2002).

Defended: Rock armour revetment along the
toe of part of the cliff fronting the western part
of Seatown. Despite this, annual cliff erosion in
the region of 0.33m/yr could still occur within
the complex cliffs which tend to recede due to
both gradual erosion and large scale landslide
events controlled by groundwater. Toe
erosion is therefore less important and so sea
level rise effects are outweighed by infrequent
large scale cliff failure events. This gives rise to
total erosion of 16-50m predicted by 2055
(Halcrow, 2007b; Halcrow, 2002).

Defended: Rock armour revetment along the
toe of part of the cliff fronting the western part
of Seatown. Despite this, annual cliff erosion in
the region of 0.33m/yr could still occur within
the complex cliffs which tend to recede due to
both gradual erosion and large scale landslide
events controlled by groundwater. Toe
erosion is therefore less important and so sea
level rise effects are outweighed by infrequent
large scale cliff failure events. This gives rise to
total erosion of 32-100m predicted by 2105
(Halcrow, 2007b; Halcrow, 2002).

The remaining part of this section is low-lying
land susceptible that is protected by a sea wall,
fronted by shingle beach which has been
significantly depleted by historical shingle
mining (SCOPAC, 2004).

The remaining part of this section is low-lying
land susceptible that is protected by a sea wall,
fronted by shingle beach which has been
significantly depleted by historical shingle
mining (SCOPAC, 2004).

The remaining part of this section is low-lying
land susceptible that is protected by a sea wall,
fronted by shingle beach which has been
significantly depleted by historical shingle
mining (SCOPAC, 2004).

Undefended: This section is completely
defended.

Undefended: This section is completely
defended.

Undefended: This section is completely
defended.

Defended: No defences present.

Defended: No defences present.

Defended: No defences present.

Undefended: Lower limit of annual cliff erosion

Undefended: Lower limit of annual cliff erosion

Undefended: Lower limit of annual cliff erosion
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Location

Golden
Golden Cap to
Charmouth (East)

Data Assessment for ‘With Present Management’
Short Term (to 2025)

Medium Term (to 2055)

Long Term (to 2105)

in the region of 0.7m/yr. These are complex
cliffs which tend to recede due to both gradual
erosion and large scale landslide events
controlled by groundwater. Toe erosion is
therefore less important and so sea level rise
effects are outweighed by infrequent large
scale cliff failure events. This gives rise to total
erosion of 12-20m predicted by 2025
(Halcrow, 2007b and Halcrow, 2002).

in the region of 0.7m/yr. These are complex
cliffs which tend to recede due to both gradual
erosion and large scale landslide events
controlled by groundwater. Toe erosion is
therefore less important and so sea level rise
effects are outweighed by infrequent large
scale cliff failure events. This gives rise to total
erosion of 33-50m predicted by 2055
(Halcrow, 2007b and Halcrow, 2002).

in the region of 0.7m/yr. These are complex
cliffs which tend to recede due to both gradual
erosion and large scale landslide events
controlled by groundwater. Toe erosion is
therefore less important and so sea level rise
effects are outweighed by infrequent large
scale cliff failure events. This gives rise to total
erosion of 68-100m predicted by 2105
(Halcrow, 2007b and Halcrow, 2002).

The frequency of landslides along this section is
1-10 years, with a recession potential of less
than 10m (Halcrow, 2002).

The frequency of landslides along this section is
1-10 years, with a recession potential of less
than 10m (Halcrow, 2002).

The frequency of landslides along this section is
1-10 years, with a recession potential of less
than 10m (Halcrow, 2002).

Defended: No defences present.

Defended: No defences present.

Defended: No defences present.

Undefended: Lower limits of annual cliff
erosion along this section based upon
historical rates. At Broom Hill this is in the
region of 0.99m/yr, whilst at Stonebarrow it is
0.39m/yr and at Golden Cap, annual cliff
erosion in the region of 0.05-0.3m/yr
(SCOPAC, 2004).

Undefended: Lower limits of annual cliff
erosion along this section based upon
historical rates. At Broom Hill this is in the
region of 0.99m/yr, whilst at Stonebarrow it is
0.39m/yr and at Golden Cap, annual cliff
erosion in the region of 0.05-0.3m/yr
(SCOPAC, 2004).

Undefended: Lower limits of annual cliff
erosion along this section based upon
historical rates. At Broom Hill this is in the
region of 0.99m/yr, whilst at Stonebarrow it is
0.39m/yr and at Golden Cap, annual cliff
erosion in the region of 0.05-0.3m/yr
(SCOPAC, 2004).

These are all complex cliffs, which tend to
recede due to both gradual erosion and
medium to large scale landslide events
controlled by groundwater. Toe erosion is
therefore less important and so sea level rise
effects are outweighed by infrequent cliff
failure events along this section.

These are all complex cliffs, which tend to
recede due to both gradual erosion and
medium to large scale landslide events
controlled by groundwater. Toe erosion is
therefore less important and so sea level rise
effects are outweighed by infrequent cliff
failure events along this section.

These are all complex cliffs, which tend to
recede due to both gradual erosion and
medium to large scale landslide events
controlled by groundwater. Toe erosion is
therefore less important and so sea level rise
effects are outweighed by infrequent cliff
failure events along this section.

The frequency of landslide events at along this
section is 10-100 years (Halcrow, 2002) ,

The frequency of landslide events at along this
section is 10-100 years (Halcrow, 2002) ,

The frequency of landslide events at along this
section is 10-100 years (Halcrow, 2002) ,
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Location

Charmouth (East) to East
Cliff (Lyme Regis)

Data Assessment for ‘With Present Management’
Short Term (to 2025)

Medium Term (to 2055)

Long Term (to 2105)

although at Stonebarrow, it is up to 100-150
years (SCOPAC, 2004). The recession
potential at Golden Cap is 10-50m per event,
whilst at Stonebarrow it is greater than 50m
per event (Halcrow, 2002).

although at Stonebarrow, it is up to 100-150
years (SCOPAC, 2004). The recession
potential at Golden Cap is 10-50m per event,
whilst at Stonebarrow it is greater than 50m
per event (Halcrow, 2002).

although at Stonebarrow, it is up to 100-150
years (SCOPAC, 2004). The recession
potential at Golden Cap is 10-50m per event,
whilst at Stonebarrow it is greater than 50m
per event (Halcrow, 2002).

At Stonebarrow there is also a large landslide
complex seaward of the cliff top, which will
affect the rate of actual cliff top recession.

At Stonebarrow there is also a large landslide
complex seaward of the cliff top, which will
affect the rate of actual cliff top recession.

At Stonebarrow there is also a large landslide
complex seaward of the cliff top, which will
affect the rate of actual cliff top recession.

Total erosion predicted along this section by
2025 therefore varies from 3-50m at Golden
Cap, 17-50m at Broom Hill, and 7-50m at
Stonebarrow (SCOPAC, 2004 and Halcrow,
2002).

Total erosion predicted along this section by
2055 therefore varies from 8-50m at Golden
Cap, 47-50m at Broom Hill, and 18-50m at
Stonebarrow (SCOPAC, 2004 and Halcrow,
2002).

Total erosion predicted along this section by
2105 therefore varies from 17-50m at Golden
Cap, 50-100m at Broom Hill, and 38-50m at
Stonebarrow (SCOPAC, 2004 and Halcrow,
2002).

Defended: Defences protect the low-lying land
at Charmouth at the back of a sandy beach.
Coastal squeeze anticipated here.

Defended: Defences protect the low-lying land
at Charmouth at the back of a sandy beach.
Coastal squeeze anticipated here.

Defended: Defences protect the low-lying land
at Charmouth at the back of a sandy beach.
Coastal squeeze anticipated here.

Undefended: Major landslide complexes with
varying annual rates of recession. Black Ven
East and Central, annual cliff erosion in the
region of 0.2-0.6m/yr (Halcrow, 2007a).

Undefended: Major landslide complexes with
varying annual rates of recession. Black Ven
East and Central, annual cliff erosion in the
region of 0.2-0.6m/yr (Halcrow, 2007a).

Undefended: Major landslide complexes with
varying annual rates of recession. Black Ven
East and Central, annual cliff erosion in the
region of 0.2-0.6m/yr (Halcrow, 2007a).

Annual cliff erosion at Black Ven West in the
region of 0.6m/yr (Halcrow, 2007a). This lower
estimate of recession is based upon the more
recent rate of recession observed, although
depending upon the period looked at, there
are potentially large distortions depending on
the occurrence of failure events. Use of this
rate is in broad agreement with the
Futurecoast assessment of recession potential

Annual cliff erosion at Black Ven West in the
region of 0.6m/yr (Halcrow, 2007a). This lower
estimate of recession is based upon the more
recent rate of recession observed, although
depending upon the period looked at, there
are potentially large distortions depending on
the occurrence of failure events. Use of this
rate is in broad agreement with the
Futurecoast assessment of recession potential

Annual cliff erosion at Black Ven West in the
region of 0.6m/yr (Halcrow, 2007a). This lower
estimate of recession is based upon the more
recent rate of recession observed, although
depending upon the period looked at, there
are potentially large distortions depending on
the occurrence of failure events. Use of this
rate is in broad agreement with the
Futurecoast assessment of recession potential
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Location

East Cliff (Lyme Regis) to
Broad Ledge (Lyme Regis)

Data Assessment for ‘With Present Management’
Short Term (to 2025)

Medium Term (to 2055)

Long Term (to 2105)

and frequency.

and frequency.

and frequency.

At The Spittles, annual cliff recession in the
region of 0.52m/yr.

At The Spittles, annual cliff recession in the
region of 0.52m/yr.

At The Spittles, annual cliff recession in the
region of 0.52m/yr.

These cliffs are all complex cliffs, which tend to
recede due to landslide events controlled by
groundwater. Toe erosion is therefore less
important and so sea level rise effects are
outweighed by infrequent large scale cliff failure
events. The frequency of landslide events is 10100 years, with a recession potential of more
than 50m per event (Halcrow, 2002).

These cliffs are all complex cliffs, which tend to
recede due to landslide events controlled by
groundwater. Toe erosion is therefore less
important and so sea level rise effects are
outweighed by infrequent large scale cliff failure
events. The frequency of landslide events is 10100 years, with a recession potential of more
than 50m per event (Halcrow, 2002).

These cliffs are all complex cliffs, which tend to
recede due to landslide events controlled by
groundwater. Toe erosion is therefore less
important and so sea level rise effects are
outweighed by infrequent large scale cliff failure
events. The frequency of landslide events is 10100 years, with a recession potential of more
than 50m per event (Halcrow, 2002).

Total erosion of 10-50m is predicted by 2025
along this section (Halcrow, 2007a and
Halcrow, 2002).

Total erosion is predicted to vary along this
section by 2055, with 19-50m predicted for
Black Ven East and Central) and 28-50m at
Black Ven West. At The Spittles, 24-50m of
erosion is predicted by 2055 (Halcrow, 2007a
and Halcrow, 2002).

Total erosion is predicted to vary along this
section by 2105, with 40-50m predicted for
Black Ven East and Central) and 50-60m at
Black Ven West. At The Spittles, about 50m of
erosion is predicted by 2105 (Halcrow, 2007a
and Halcrow, 2002).

Defended: A sea wall extends along the toe of
East and Church Cliffs at Lyme Regis and has
prevented any significant landslide activity in
this area. It is estimated that prior to
construction of the sea wall, recession at an
annual rate of 0.45-0.8m/yr (East Cliff) or even
1.3m/yr (Church Cliff) occurred (SCOPAC,
2004), with a landslide frequency of 10-100
years and a recession potential of more than
50m per event (Halcrow, 2002).

Defended: A sea wall extends along the toe of
East and Church Cliffs at Lyme Regis and has
prevented any significant landslide activity in
this area. It is estimated that prior to
construction of the sea wall, recession at an
annual rate of 0.45-0.8m/yr (East Cliff) or even
1.3m/yr (Church Cliff) occurred (SCOPAC,
2004), with a landslide frequency of 10-100
years and a recession potential of more than
50m per event (Halcrow, 2002).

Defended: A sea wall extends along the toe of
East and Church Cliffs at Lyme Regis and has
prevented any significant landslide activity in
this area. It is estimated that prior to
construction of the sea wall, recession at an
annual rate of 0.45-0.8m/yr (East Cliff) or even
1.3m/yr (Church Cliff) occurred (SCOPAC,
2004), with a landslide frequency of 10-100
years and a recession potential of more than
50m per event (Halcrow, 2002).

Undefended: This section is completely

Undefended: This section is completely

Undefended: This section is completely
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Data Assessment for ‘With Present Management’

Location

Broad Ledge (Lyme Regis)
to The Cobb (Lyme Regis)
Regis)

The Cobb (Lyme Regis) to
Seven Rock Point

Seven Rock Point to
Haven Cliff (West)

Short Term (to 2025)

Medium Term (to 2055)

Long Term (to 2105)

defended.

defended.

defended.

Defended: The presence of defences along the
cliff toe prevents cliff erosion and also littoral
drift of sediment.

Defended: The presence of defences along the
cliff toe prevents cliff erosion and also littoral
drift of sediment.

Defended: The presence of defences along the
cliff toe prevents cliff erosion and also littoral
drift of sediment.

Undefended: This section is completely
defended.

Undefended: This section is completely
defended.

Undefended: This section is completely
defended.

Defended: Sea wall along part of cliff toe at
Lyme Regis prevents cliff erosion in this area.

Defended: Sea wall along part of cliff toe at
Lyme Regis prevents cliff erosion in this area.

Defended: Sea wall along part of cliff toe at
Lyme Regis prevents cliff erosion in this area.

Some accretion of Monmouth Beach
immediately adjacent The Cobb, but overall
long term trend of erosion along Monmouth
Beach.

Some accretion of Monmouth Beach
immediately adjacent The Cobb, but overall
long term trend of erosion along Monmouth
Beach.

Some accretion of Monmouth Beach
immediately adjacent The Cobb, but overall
long term trend of erosion along Monmouth
Beach.

Undefended:
Undefended: This section comprises complex
cliffs which tend to recede due to landslide
events controlled by groundwater. Toe
erosion is therefore less important for
continued erosion of cliff base, with historic
rates of recession of cliff base presented in
SCOPAC (2004), but historic rates of cliff top
recession are not available.

Undefended: This section comprises complex
cliffs which tend to recede due to landslide
events controlled by groundwater. Toe
erosion is therefore less important for
continued erosion of cliff base, with historic
rates of recession of cliff base presented in
SCOPAC (2004), but historic rates of cliff top
recession are not available.

Undefended: This section comprises complex
cliffs which tend to recede due to landslide
events controlled by groundwater. Toe
erosion is therefore less important for
continued erosion of cliff base, with historic
rates of recession of cliff base presented in
SCOPAC (2004), but historic rates of cliff top
recession are not available.

The frequency of landslide events is 250-1000+
years, with a recession potential of 10-50m per
event (Halcrow, 2002).

The frequency of landslide events is 250-1000+
years, with a recession potential of 10-50m per
event (Halcrow, 2002).

The frequency of landslide events is 250-1000+
years, with a recession potential of 10-50m per
event (Halcrow, 2002).

No cliff top recession is predicted to occur by
2025.

No cliff top recession is predicted to occur by
2055.

No cliff top recession is predicted to occur by
2105.

Defended: No defences present.

Defended: No defences present.

Defended: No defences present.

Undefended: Along this section the cliffs are all

Undefended: Along this section the cliffs are all

Undefended: Along this section the cliffs are all
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Location

Haven Cliff (West) to
Seaton Hole

Data Assessment for ‘With Present Management’
Short Term (to 2025)

Medium Term (to 2055)

Long Term (to 2105)

complex cliffs, which tend to recede due to
landslide events controlled by groundwater.

complex cliffs, which tend to recede due to
landslide events controlled by groundwater.

complex cliffs, which tend to recede due to
landslide events controlled by groundwater.

Towards the eastern end of this section
(Pinhay and Dowland Cliffs) the frequency of
landslide events is 250-1000+ years, with a
recession potential of more than 50m per
event. Toe erosion in this area is important for
continued erosion of the cliff base. Historic
rates of recession of the cliff base area
presented in SCOPAC (2004), but historic
rates of cliff top recession are not available. No
cliff top recession is predicted in this area by
2025.

Towards the eastern end of this section
(Pinhay and Dowland Cliffs) the frequency of
landslide events is 250-1000+ years, with a
recession potential of more than 50m per
event. Toe erosion in this area is important for
continued erosion of the cliff base. Historic
rates of recession of the cliff base area
presented in SCOPAC (2004), but historic
rates of cliff top recession are not available. No
cliff top recession is predicted in this area by
2055.

Towards the eastern end of this section
(Pinhay and Dowland Cliffs) the frequency of
landslide events is 250-1000+ years, with a
recession potential of more than 50m per
event. Toe erosion in this area is important for
continued erosion of the cliff base. Historic
rates of recession of the cliff base area
presented in SCOPAC (2004), but historic
rates of cliff top recession are not available. No
cliff top recession is predicted in this area by
2105.

Towards the western end of this section
(Haven Cliffs), the lower limit of annual cliff
erosion in this area is in the region of 0.2m/yr
(SCOPAC, 2004). The frequency of landslide
events is 10-100 years with a recession
potential of less than 10m per event (Halcrow,
2002). Toe erosion is less important and so sea
level rise effects are outweighed by infrequent
cliff failure events. Total erosion in this area is
predicted to be 3-10m by 2025.

Towards the western end of this section
(Haven Cliffs), the lower limit of annual cliff
erosion in this area is in the region of 0.2m/yr
(SCOPAC, 2004). The frequency of landslide
events is 10-100 years with a recession
potential of less than 10m per event (Halcrow,
2002). Toe erosion is less important and so sea
level rise effects are outweighed by infrequent
cliff failure events. Total erosion in this area is
predicted to be 9-10m by 2055.

Towards the western end of this section
(Haven Cliffs), the lower limit of annual cliff
erosion in this area is in the region of 0.2m/yr
(SCOPAC, 2004). The frequency of landslide
events is 10-100 years with a recession
potential of less than 10m per event (Halcrow,
2002). Toe erosion is less important and so sea
level rise effects are outweighed by infrequent
cliff failure events. Total erosion in this area is
predicted to be 10-20m by 2105.

Defended: Sediment transport from west to
east maintains spit across Axe estuary mouth.
Beach is stable and accreting in recent years,
though levels fluctuate seasonally.

Defended: Sediment transport from west to
east maintains spit across Axe estuary mouth.
Beach is stable and accreting in recent years,
though levels fluctuate seasonally.

Defended: Sediment transport from west to
east maintains spit across Axe estuary mouth.
Beach is stable and accreting in recent years,
though levels fluctuate seasonally.

Defences along the cliff toe from Seaton to
Seaton Hole, along with recent natural beach

Defences along the cliff toe from Seaton to
Seaton Hole, along with recent natural beach

Defences along the cliff toe from Seaton to
Seaton Hole, along with recent natural beach
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Location

Seaton Hole to Beer Head

Beer Head to Salcombe
Hill (West)

Data Assessment for ‘With Present Management’
Short Term (to 2025)

Medium Term (to 2055)

Long Term (to 2105)

accumulation, has reduced rate of cliff
recession to the region of 0.2m/yr, giving rise
to total erosion of 3-5m predicted by 2025
(SCOPAC, 2004).

accumulation, has reduced rate of cliff
recession to the region of 0.2m/yr, giving rise
to total erosion of 5-10m predicted by 2055
(SCOPAC, 2004).

accumulation, has reduced rate of cliff
recession to the region of 0.2m/yr, giving rise
to total erosion of 10-15m predicted by 2105
(SCOPAC, 2004).

Prior to defences, annual cliff erosion occurred
in the region of 0.5-1m/yr at Seaton (Posford
Duvivier, 1996), and up to 1.5m/yr at Seaton
Hole (Posford Duvivier, 1997).

Prior to defences, annual cliff erosion occurred
in the region of 0.5-1m/yr at Seaton (Posford
Duvivier, 1996), and up to 1.5m/yr at Seaton
Hole (Posford Duvivier, 1997).

Prior to defences, annual cliff erosion occurred
in the region of 0.5-1m/yr at Seaton (Posford
Duvivier, 1996), and up to 1.5m/yr at Seaton
Hole (Posford Duvivier, 1997).

Should the defence not be present, landslide
frequency would be between 1-10 and 10-100
years, with a recession potential of less than
10m per event (Halcrow, 2002).

Should the defence not be present, landslide
frequency would be between 1-10 and 10-100
years, with a recession potential of less than
10m per event (Halcrow, 2002).

Should the defence not be present, landslide
frequency would be between 1-10 and 10-100
years, with a recession potential of less than
10m per event (Halcrow, 2002).

Undefended: This section is completely
defended.

Undefended: This section is completely
defended.

Undefended: This section is completely
defended.

Defended: No defences present along most of
this section, except for a short length of
defence at Beer which is unlikely to have much
effect upon erosion rates as it is backed by
resistant chalk cliffs.

Defended: No defences present along most of
this section, except for a short length of
defence at Beer which is unlikely to have much
effect upon erosion rates as it is backed by
resistant chalk cliffs.

Defended: No defences present along most of
this section, except for a short length of
defence at Beer which is unlikely to have much
effect upon erosion rates as it is backed by
resistant chalk cliffs.

Undefended: Chalk cliffs largely resistant to
erosion with little change over past century.

Undefended: Chalk cliffs largely resistant to
erosion with little change over past century.

Undefended: Chalk cliffs largely resistant to
erosion with little change over past century.

Failure by infrequent cliff falls, with a frequency
of 10-100 years and a recession potential of
10-50m per event (Halcrow, 2002). Total
erosion of 0-50m predicted by 2025.

Failure by infrequent cliff falls, with a frequency
of 10-100 years and a recession potential of
10-50m per event (Halcrow, 2002). Total
erosion of 0-50m predicted by 2055.

Failure by infrequent cliff falls, with a frequency
of 10-100 years and a recession potential of
10-50m per event (Halcrow, 2002). Total
erosion of 0-50m predicted by 2105.

Defended: No defences present along the
majority of this section, except for some very

Defended: No defences present along the
majority of this section, except for some very

Defended: No defences present along the
majority of this section, except for some very
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Location

Data Assessment for ‘With Present Management’
Short Term (to 2025)

Medium Term (to 2055)

Long Term (to 2105)

localised rock placement at Branscombe.

localised rock placement at Branscombe.

localised rock placement at Branscombe.

Undefended:
Undefended: Beach erosion has occurred at
the western end (Salcombe Hill) of this
section, whilst a slight long term trend of
accretion occurs towards Beer Head.

Undefended: Beach erosion has occurred at
the western end (Salcombe Hill) of this
section, whilst a slight long term trend of
accretion occurs towards Beer Head.

Undefended: Beach erosion has occurred at
the western end (Salcombe Hill) of this
section, whilst a slight long term trend of
accretion occurs towards Beer Head.

The frequency of landslide events increases
from east to west along this section, with
events every 250-1000+ at Hooken Cliff,
increasing to 100-250 years at Branscombe
Cliff, and 10-100 years at Dunscombe Cliff and
Salcombe Hill. The recession potential of
landslide events along this section is typically
less than 10m per event, except at Hooken
Cliff, where it is more than 50m per event
(Halcrow, 2002).

The frequency of landslide events increases
from east to west along this section, with
events every 250-1000+ at Hooken Cliff,
increasing to 100-250 years at Branscombe
Cliff, and 10-100 years at Dunscombe Cliff and
Salcombe Hill. The recession potential of
landslide events along this section is typically
less than 10m per event, except at Hooken
Cliff, where it is more than 50m per event
(Halcrow, 2002).

The frequency of landslide events increases
from east to west along this section, with
events every 250-1000+ at Hooken Cliff,
increasing to 100-250 years at Branscombe
Cliff, and 10-100 years at Dunscombe Cliff and
Salcombe Hill. The recession potential of
landslide events along this section is typically
less than 10m per event, except at Hooken
Cliff, where it is more than 50m per event
(Halcrow, 2002).

Lower limit of annual cliff erosion towards
Beer Head in the region of 0.06-0.3m/yr.
(Halcrow, 2002; SCOPAC, 2004). These are
composite cliffs consisting of an undercliff
formation and an upper chalk formation.
Although erosion of the exposed cliff face
would occur, cliff top recession would result
from a large scale event which would be due to
groundwater rather than wave action at the
toe. Total erosion in this area is predicted to
be 3-10m by 2025.

Lower limit of annual cliff erosion towards
Beer Head in the region of 0.06-0.3m/yr.
(Halcrow, 2002; SCOPAC, 2004). These are
composite cliffs consisting of an undercliff
formation and an upper chalk formation.
Although erosion of the exposed cliff face
would occur, cliff top recession would result
from a large scale event which would be due to
groundwater rather than wave action at the
toe. Total erosion in this area is predicted to
be 8-10m by 2055.

Lower limit of annual cliff erosion towards
Beer Head in the region of 0.06-0.3m/yr.
(Halcrow, 2002; SCOPAC, 2004). These are
composite cliffs consisting of an undercliff
formation and an upper chalk formation.
Although erosion of the exposed cliff face
would occur, cliff top recession would result
from a large scale event which would be due to
groundwater rather than wave action at the
toe. Total erosion in this area is predicted to
be 10-17m by 2105.

At Salcombe Hill the lower limit of annual
erosion is in the region of 1.2-1.7m/yr (Royal
Haskoning, 2003), although longer term rate is

At Salcombe Hill the lower limit of annual
erosion is in the region of 1.2-1.7m/yr (Royal
Haskoning, 2003), although longer term rate is

At Salcombe Hill the lower limit of annual
erosion is in the region of 1.2-1.7m/yr (Royal
Haskoning, 2003), although longer term rate is
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Location

Sidmouth

Chit Rocks to Big Picket
Rock

Data Assessment for ‘With Present Management’
Short Term (to 2025)

Medium Term (to 2055)

Long Term (to 2105)

0.3m/yr (SCOPAC, 2004). These are simple
cliffs, which tend to recede through gradual
erosion and very small scale slides. These are
likely to be affected by sea level rise therefore
use Bruun Rule prediction. The cliffs do not
appear to contribute much to the beach
budget. Longer term historic rate of 0.3m/yr
used here as higher rates based on more
recent data likely distorted by recent events.

0.3m/yr (SCOPAC, 2004). These are simple
cliffs, which tend to recede through gradual
erosion and very small scale slides. These are
likely to be affected by sea level rise therefore
use Bruun Rule prediction. The cliffs do not
appear to contribute much to the beach
budget. Longer term historic rate of 0.3m/yr
used here as higher rates based on more
recent data likely distorted by recent events.

0.3m/yr (SCOPAC, 2004). These are simple
cliffs, which tend to recede through gradual
erosion and very small scale slides. These are
likely to be affected by sea level rise therefore
use Bruun Rule prediction. The cliffs do not
appear to contribute much to the beach
budget. Longer term historic rate of 0.3m/yr
used here as higher rates based on more
recent data likely distorted by recent events.

Total erosion in this area is predicted to be 56m by 2025.

Total erosion in this area is predicted to be
14-18m by 2055.

Total erosion in this area is predicted to be
29-53m by 2105.

Defended: The beach here is subject to active
beach management, including the use of
offshore breakwaters, which has kept the
beach relatively stable over the long term all be
it with a slight trend of erosion. This is likely
associated with the frequent large fluctuations
in beach volume that occur, with not all
material being returned after initial erosion.

Defended: The beach here is subject to active
beach management, including the use of
offshore breakwaters, which has kept the
beach relatively stable over the long term all be
it with a slight trend of erosion. This is likely
associated with the frequent large fluctuations
in beach volume that occur, with not all
material being returned after initial erosion.

Defended: The beach here is subject to active
beach management, including the use of
offshore breakwaters, which has kept the
beach relatively stable over the long term all be
it with a slight trend of erosion. This is likely
associated with the frequent large fluctuations
in beach volume that occur, with not all
material being returned after initial erosion.

The sea wall along this section protects lowlying land.

The sea wall along this section protects lowlying land.

The sea wall along this section protects lowlying land.

Undefended: This section is completely
defended.

Undefended: This section is completely
defended.

Undefended: This section is completely
defended.

Defended: No defences present.

Defended: No defences present.

Defended: No defences present.

Undefended: Lower limit of annual cliff erosion
in the region of 0.2m/yr. These are simple cliffs
which tend to recede through gradual erosion
and very small scale slides. These are likely to

Undefended: Lower limit of annual cliff erosion
in the region of 0.2m/yr. These are simple cliffs
which tend to recede through gradual erosion
and very small scale slides. These are likely to

Undefended: Lower limit of annual cliff erosion
in the region of 0.2m/yr. These are simple cliffs
which tend to recede through gradual erosion
and very small scale slides. These are likely to
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Location

Data Assessment for ‘With Present Management’
Short Term (to 2025)

Medium Term (to 2055)

Long Term (to 2105)

be affected by sea level rise therefore use
Bruun Rule prediction. Total erosion of 3-5m
predicted by 2025 (SCOPAC, 2004).

be affected by sea level rise therefore use
Bruun Rule prediction. Total erosion of 9-11m
predicted by 2025 (SCOPAC, 2004).

be affected by sea level rise therefore use
Bruun Rule prediction. Total erosion of 1929m predicted by 2025 (SCOPAC, 2004).

The frequency of landslide events is 10-100
years, with a recession potential of less than
10m per event (Halcrow, 2002).

The frequency of landslide events is 10-100
years, with a recession potential of less than
10m per event (Halcrow, 2002).

The frequency of landslide events is 10-100
years, with a recession potential of less than
10m per event (Halcrow, 2002).

Defended: No defences present.

Defended: No defences present.

Defended: No defences present.

Undefended: Lower limit of annual cliff erosion
in the region of 0.2m/yr. These are simple cliffs
which tend to recede through gradual erosion
and very small scale slides. These are likely to
be affected by sea level rise therefore use
Bruun Rule prediction. Total erosion of 3-5m
predicted by 2025 (SCOPAC, 2004).

Undefended: Lower limit of annual cliff erosion
in the region of 0.2m/yr. These are simple cliffs
which tend to recede through gradual erosion
and very small scale slides. These are likely to
be affected by sea level rise therefore use
Bruun Rule prediction. Total erosion of 9-13m
predicted by 2055 (SCOPAC, 2004).

Undefended: Lower limit of annual cliff erosion
in the region of 0.2m/yr. These are simple cliffs
which tend to recede through gradual erosion
and very small scale slides. These are likely to
be affected by sea level rise therefore use
Bruun Rule prediction. Total erosion of 1938m predicted by 2105 (SCOPAC, 2004).

The frequency of landslide events is 1-10 years,
with a recession potential of less than 10m per
event (Halcrow, 2002).

The frequency of landslide events is 1-10 years,
with a recession potential of less than 10m per
event (Halcrow, 2002).

The frequency of landslide events is 1-10 years,
with a recession potential of less than 10m per
event (Halcrow, 2002).

Defended: Sea wall and gabions along part of
the cliff prevent cliff toe erosion locally.
Gabions also ‘anchor’ the landward end of the
shingle spit that extends across the Otter
estuary. Coastal squeeze possible in front of
sea wall.

Defended: Sea wall and gabions along part of
the cliff prevent cliff toe erosion locally.
Gabions also ‘anchor’ the landward end of the
shingle spit that extends across the Otter
estuary. Coastal squeeze possible in front of
sea wall.

Defended: Sea wall and gabions along part of
the cliff prevent cliff toe erosion locally.
Gabions also ‘anchor’ the landward end of the
shingle spit that extends across the Otter
estuary. Coastal squeeze possible in front of
sea wall.

The beach fronting Budleigh Salterton,
including the shingle spit, experiences seasonal
fluctuations but has been stable long term due

The beach fronting Budleigh Salterton,
including the shingle spit, experiences seasonal
fluctuations but has been stable long term due

The beach fronting Budleigh Salterton,
including the shingle spit, experiences seasonal
fluctuations but has been stable long term due

The cliffs do not appear to contribute much to
the beach budget.
Big Picket Rock to
Otterton Ledge

Otterton Ledge to
Budleigh Salterton (West)
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Location

Budleigh Salterton (West)
to Straight Point

Straight Point to Orcombe
Rocks

Data Assessment for ‘With Present Management’
Short Term (to 2025)

Medium Term (to 2055)

Long Term (to 2105)

to continued sediment supply from the west.

to continued sediment supply from the west.

to continued sediment supply from the west.

If the cliffs were not protected, landslide
events would occur with a frequency of 10-100
years or even 100-250 years, with a recession
potential of less than 10m per event (Halcrow,
2002).

If the cliffs were not protected, landslide
events would occur with a frequency of 10-100
years or even 100-250 years, with a recession
potential of less than 10m per event (Halcrow,
2002).

If the cliffs were not protected, landslide
events would occur with a frequency of 10-100
years or even 100-250 years, with a recession
potential of less than 10m per event (Halcrow,
2002).

Undefended: The shingle spit across the Otter
estuary is mostly undefended, and subject to
infrequent temporary breaching during times
of high river discharge every 20-30 years
(Halcrow, 2002).

Undefended: The shingle spit across the Otter
estuary is mostly undefended, and subject to
infrequent temporary breaching during times
of high river discharge every 20-30 years
(Halcrow, 2002).

Undefended: The shingle spit across the Otter
estuary is mostly undefended, and subject to
infrequent temporary breaching during times
of high river discharge every 20-30 years
(Halcrow, 2002).

Defended: No defences present.

Defended: No defences present.

Defended: No defences present.

Undefended: Lower limit of annual cliff erosion
in the region of 0.4m/yr (SCOPAC, 2004).
These are simple cliffs which tend to recede
through gradual erosion and very small scale
slides. These are likely to be affected by sea
level rise therefore use Bruun Rule prediction.
Total erosion of about 7m predicted by 2025.

Undefended: Lower limit of annual cliff erosion
in the region of 0.4m/yr (SCOPAC, 2004).
These are simple cliffs which tend to recede
through gradual erosion and very small scale
slides. These are likely to be affected by sea
level rise therefore use Bruun Rule prediction.
Total erosion of about 20m predicted by 2055.

Undefended: Lower limit of annual cliff erosion
in the region of 0.4m/yr (SCOPAC, 2004).
These are simple cliffs which tend to recede
through gradual erosion and very small scale
slides. These are likely to be affected by sea
level rise therefore use Bruun Rule prediction.
Total erosion of 39-53m predicted by 2105.

The frequency of landslide events is typically 110 years, except at Straight Point where it is
100-250 years, with a recession potential of
less than 10m per event (Halcrow, 2002).

The frequency of landslide events is typically 110 years, except at Straight Point where it is
100-250 years, with a recession potential of
less than 10m per event (Halcrow, 2002).

The frequency of landslide events is typically 110 years, except at Straight Point where it is
100-250 years, with a recession potential of
less than 10m per event (Halcrow, 2002).

At Straight Point total erosion of 0-10m is
predicted (Halcrow, 2002).

At Straight Point total erosion of 0-10m is
predicted (Halcrow, 2002).

At Straight Point total erosion of 0-10m is
predicted (Halcrow, 2002).

Defended: No defence present.

Defended: No defence present.

Defended: No defence present.

Undefended: Annual cliff erosion at the back of

Undefended: Annual cliff erosion at the back of

Undefended: Annual cliff erosion at the back of
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Location

Orcombe Rocks to
Exmouth Point

Data Assessment for ‘With Present Management’
Short Term (to 2025)

Medium Term (to 2055)

Long Term (to 2105)

Sandy Bay in the region of 0.4m/yr gives rise to
total erosion of 6-8m predicted by 2025. At
Orcombe Rocks, annual erosion is in the
region of 0.5-0.6m/yr (SCOPAC, 2004).

Sandy Bay in the region of 0.4m/yr gives rise to
total erosion of 10-15m predicted by 2055. At
Orcombe Rocks, annual erosion is in the
region of 0.5-0.6m/yr (SCOPAC, 2004).

Sandy Bay in the region of 0.4m/yr gives rise to
total erosion of 15-25m predicted by 2105. At
Orcombe Rocks, annual erosion is in the
region of 0.5-0.6m/yr (SCOPAC, 2004).

These are all simple cliffs which tend to recede
through gradual erosion and small scale slides
and cliff falls. These are likely to be affected by
sea level rise, therefore use Bruun Rule
prediction. Total erosion of 3-5m is predicted
by 2025.

These are all simple cliffs which tend to recede
through gradual erosion and small scale slides
and cliff falls. These are likely to be affected by
sea level rise, therefore use Bruun Rule
prediction. Total erosion of 9-14m is predicted
by 2055.

These are all simple cliffs which tend to recede
through gradual erosion and small scale slides
and cliff falls. These are likely to be affected by
sea level rise, therefore use Bruun Rule
prediction. Total erosion of 19-46m is
predicted by 2105.

The frequency of landslide events is 10-100
years, with a recession potential of less than
10m per event (Halcrow, 2002).

The frequency of landslide events is 10-100
years, with a recession potential of less than
10m per event (Halcrow, 2002).

The frequency of landslide events is 10-100
years, with a recession potential of less than
10m per event (Halcrow, 2002).

Defended: Exmouth frontage is lined by sea
wall along the base of the cliffs that prevents
cliff toe erosion.

Defended: Exmouth frontage is lined by sea
wall along the base of the cliffs that prevents
cliff toe erosion.

Defended: Exmouth frontage is lined by sea
wall along the base of the cliffs that prevents
cliff toe erosion.

If left undefended, the cliffs would retreat as a
result of landslide events with a frequency of
10-100 years and a recession potential of less
than 10m per event (Halcrow, 2002).

If left undefended, the cliffs would retreat as a
result of landslide events with a frequency of
10-100 years and a recession potential of less
than 10m per event (Halcrow, 2002).

If left undefended, the cliffs would retreat as a
result of landslide events with a frequency of
10-100 years and a recession potential of less
than 10m per event (Halcrow, 2002).

The sea wall also extends in front of low-lying
land at Exmouth towards the mouth of the Exe
estuary. Beach levels fluctuate but have a
recent trend of erosion (Halcrow, 2007c).
Coastal squeeze likely.

The sea wall also extends in front of low-lying
land at Exmouth towards the mouth of the Exe
estuary. Beach levels fluctuate but have a
recent trend of erosion (Halcrow, 2007c).
Coastal squeeze likely.

The sea wall also extends in front of low-lying
land at Exmouth towards the mouth of the Exe
estuary. Beach levels fluctuate but have a
recent trend of erosion (Halcrow, 2007c).
Coastal squeeze likely.

Undefended: This section is completely
defended.

Undefended: This section is completely
defended.

Undefended: This section is completely
defended.
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Location
Exe Estuary

Data Assessment for ‘With Present Management’
Short Term (to 2025)

Medium Term (to 2055)

Defended: Within the Exe Estuary there are a
range of defences that provide flood
protection, including the railway line that runs
along both the east and west sides of the
estuary as well as both earth and armoured
embankments. The presence of these defences
serve to restrict the ability of the estuary to
respond naturally, although it has been
constrained for so long by human activity that
it has adapted to this situation and is in a state
of sedimentary equilibrium.

Defended: There would be continued defence
against flooding provided throughout the
estuary, although the remaining defences
within the Exe Estuary would be at risk of
failing during this period and so would need to
be updated.

A number of these defences could fail towards
the end of this period (residual lives 10-15
years) and would need to be updated.

The effect of sea level rise could result in the
loss of some areas of inter-tidal mudflats as the
estuary seeks to maintain its sedimentary
equilibrium without being able to migrate
laterally, unless the rate of sedimentation is
able to keep pace with rising sea levels.

Long Term (to 2105)
Defended: Continued flood protection
provided by a range of defences.
The effect of sea level rise could result in the
loss of some areas of inter-tidal mudflats as the
estuary seeks to maintain its sedimentary
equilibrium without being able to migrate
laterally, unless the rate of sedimentation is
able to keep pace with rising sea levels.
Undefended: This section is completely
defended.

Undefended: This section is completely
defended.

Undefended: This section is completely
defended.
Dawlish Warren to
Langstone Rock

Defended: The landward end of Dawlish
Warren spit is also defended, effectively
anchoring this end of the spit. The breakwater
at Langstone Rock prevents material reaching
the spit by longshore transport, although long
term evolution is strongly related to complex
nearshore sediment transport processes,

Defended: The landward end of Dawlish
Warren spit is also defended, effectively
anchoring this end of the spit. The breakwater
at Langstone Rock prevents material reaching
the spit by longshore transport, although long
term evolution is strongly related to complex
nearshore sediment transport processes,

Defended: The landward end of Dawlish
Warren spit is also defended, effectively
anchoring this end of the spit. The breakwater
at Langstone Rock prevents material reaching
the spit by longshore transport, although long
term evolution is strongly related to complex
nearshore sediment transport processes,

Undefended: The distal end of Dawlish Warren
spit is presently accreting, although it has
fluctuated greatly in the past with long term
evolution strongly related to complex
nearshore sediment transport processes
(Halcrow, 2007c).

Undefended: The distal end of Dawlish Warren
spit is presently accreting, although it has
fluctuated greatly in the past with long term
evolution strongly related to complex
nearshore sediment transport processes
(Halcrow, 2007c).

Undefended: The distal end of Dawlish Warren
spit is presently accreting, although it has
fluctuated greatly in the past with long term
evolution strongly related to complex
nearshore sediment transport processes
(Halcrow, 2007c).
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Location

Langstone Rock to
Coryton Cove

Coryton
Coryton Cove to
Holcombe

Data Assessment for ‘With Present Management’
Short Term (to 2025)

Medium Term (to 2055)

Long Term (to 2105)

Historically the distal end has been shown to
experience periodic rapid erosion in response
to south-easterly storm events although it is
not possible to predict if such an event would
occur during this period (Fox et al, 2008).

Historically the distal end has been shown to
experience periodic rapid erosion in response
to south-easterly storm events although it is
not possible to predict if such an event would
occur during this period (Fox et al, 2008).

Historically the distal end has been shown to
experience periodic rapid erosion in response
to south-easterly storm events although it is
not possible to predict if such an event would
occur during this period (Fox et al, 2008).

Defended: The cliffs along this section are
prevented from eroding by the sea wall that
protects the railway line.

Defended: The cliffs along this section are
prevented from eroding by the sea wall that
protects the railway line.

Defended: The cliffs along this section are
prevented from eroding by the sea wall that
protects the railway line.

The beach that fronts the sea wall is defended
with groynes, and has gradually narrowed over
the long term. On going narrowing and coastal
squeeze very probable.

The beach that fronts the sea wall is defended
with groynes, and has gradually narrowed over
the long term. On going narrowing and coastal
squeeze very probable.

The beach that fronts the sea wall is defended
with groynes, and has gradually narrowed over
the long term. On going narrowing and coastal
squeeze very probable.

Undefended: This section is completely
defended.

Undefended: This section is completely
defended.

Undefended: This section is completely
defended.

Defended: Short lengths of sea wall at the back
of small pocket beaches protect the railway
line. These pocket beaches are relatively stable
over the long term. Coastal squeeze likely.

Defended: Short lengths of sea wall at the back
of small pocket beaches protect the railway
line. These pocket beaches are relatively stable
over the long term. Coastal squeeze likely.

Defended: Short lengths of sea wall at the back
of small pocket beaches protect the railway
line. These pocket beaches are relatively stable
over the long term. Coastal squeeze likely.

Undefended: Lower limit of annual cliff erosion
in the region of 0.1m/yr. These are simple cliffs
which recede through gradual erosion and
small scale cliff falls. They are likely to be
affected by sea level rise therefore use Bruun
Rule prediction. Total erosion of about 1m
predicted by 2025.

Undefended: Lower limit of annual cliff erosion
in the region of 0.1m/yr. These are simple cliffs
which recede through gradual erosion and
small scale cliff falls. They are likely to be
affected by sea level rise therefore use Bruun
Rule prediction. Total erosion of 2-6m
predicted by 2055.

Undefended: Lower limit of annual cliff erosion
in the region of 0.1m/yr. These are simple cliffs
which recede through gradual erosion and
small scale cliff falls. They are likely to be
affected by sea level rise therefore use Bruun
Rule prediction. Total erosion of 5-29m
predicted by 2105.

The frequency of landslide events is 10-100
years with a recession potential of less than
10m per event (Halcrow, 2002).

The frequency of landslide events is 10-100
years with a recession potential of less than
10m per event (Halcrow, 2002).

The frequency of landslide events is 10-100
years with a recession potential of less than
10m per event (Halcrow, 2002).
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Location
Holcombe to Sprey Point

Sprey Point to
Teignmouth
Teignmouth Pier

Data Assessment for ‘With Present Management’
Short Term (to 2025)

Medium Term (to 2055)

Long Term (to 2105)

Defended: The cliffs along this section are
prevented from significant erosion by the sea
wall that protects the railway line, although
infrequent landslides occur due to elevate
groundwater. These are with a frequency of
10-100 years and a recession potential of less
than 10m per event (Halcrow, 2002).

Defended: The cliffs along this section are
prevented from significant erosion by the sea
wall that protects the railway line, although
infrequent landslides occur due to elevate
groundwater. These are with a frequency of
10-100 years and a recession potential of less
than 10m per event (Halcrow, 2002).

Defended: The cliffs along this section are
prevented from significant erosion by the sea
wall that protects the railway line, although
infrequent landslides occur due to elevate
groundwater. These are with a frequency of
10-100 years and a recession potential of less
than 10m per event (Halcrow, 2002).

The beach that fronts the sea wall has gradually
narrowed over the long term. On going
narrowing and coastal squeeze very probable.

The beach that fronts the sea wall has gradually
narrowed over the long term. On going
narrowing and coastal squeeze very probable.

The beach that fronts the sea wall has gradually
narrowed over the long term. On going
narrowing and coastal squeeze very probable.

Undefended: This section is completely
defended.

Undefended: This section is completely
defended.

Undefended: This section is completely
defended.

Defended: The majority of the cliffs along this
section are prevented from significant erosion
by the sea wall that protects the railway line,
although infrequent landslides occur due to
elevate groundwater. If the defences were not
present, then landslide events with a frequency
of 10-100 years and a recession potential of
less than 10m per event would be likely to
occur (Halcrow, 2002).

Defended: The majority of the cliffs along this
section are prevented from significant erosion
by the sea wall that protects the railway line,
although infrequent landslides occur due to
elevate groundwater. If the defences were not
present, then landslide events with a frequency
of 10-100 years and a recession potential of
less than 10m per event would be likely to
occur (Halcrow, 2002).

Defended: The majority of the cliffs along this
section are prevented from significant erosion
by the sea wall that protects the railway line,
although infrequent landslides occur due to
elevate groundwater. If the defences were not
present, then landslide events with a frequency
of 10-100 years and a recession potential of
less than 10m per event would be likely to
occur (Halcrow, 2002).

The beach that fronts the sea wall in the
northern part of this section has gradually
narrowed over the long term, whilst the beach
towards the mouth of the Teign estuary
fluctuates as part of the cyclic sediment
transport processes that occur in this area. On
going narrowing and coastal squeeze very
probable over this period.

The beach that fronts the sea wall in the
northern part of this section has gradually
narrowed over the long term, whilst the beach
towards the mouth of the Teign estuary
fluctuates as part of the cyclic sediment
transport processes that occur in this area. On
going narrowing and coastal squeeze very
probable over this period.

The beach that fronts the sea wall in the
northern part of this section has gradually
narrowed over the long term, whilst the beach
towards the mouth of the Teign estuary
fluctuates as part of the cyclic sediment
transport processes that occur in this area. On
going narrowing and coastal squeeze very
probable over this period.
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Location

Teign Estuary

Data Assessment for ‘With Present Management’
Short Term (to 2025)

Long Term (to 2105)

Undefended: This section is completely
defended.

Undefended: This section is completely
defended.

Undefended: This section is completely
defended.

Defended: The beach towards the mouth of
the Teign estuary fluctuates as part of the
cyclic sediment transport processes that occur
in this area. On going narrowing and coastal
squeeze very probable over this period.

Defended: The beach towards the mouth of
the Teign estuary fluctuates as part of the
cyclic sediment transport processes that occur
in this area. On going narrowing and coastal
squeeze very probable over this period.

Defended: The beach towards the mouth of
the Teign estuary fluctuates as part of the
cyclic sediment transport processes that occur
in this area. On going narrowing and coastal
squeeze very probable over this period.

The beach at Shaldon on the south side of the
entrance to the Teign estuary has been stable
over the past decade (ABPmer, 2007).

The beach at Shaldon on the south side of the
entrance to the Teign estuary has been stable
over the past decade (ABPmer, 2007).

The beach at Shaldon on the south side of the
entrance to the Teign estuary has been stable
over the past decade (ABPmer, 2007).

Within the Teign estuary the northern side is
completely defended by structures associated
with both the railway line and the port.

Within the Teign estuary the northern side is
completely defended by structures associated
with both the railway line and the port.

Within the Teign estuary the northern side is
completely defended by structures associated
with both the railway line and the port.

These serve to prevent flooding of low lying
areas of land, although these areas are
restricted by the steeply rising side of the
estuary valley on the landward side of the
defences. The defences also serve to restrict
the lateral movement of the estuary.

The continued presence of these defences
would serve to both prevent flooding of low
lying areas of land, and restrict the lateral
movement of the estuary.

The continued presence of these defences
would serve to both prevent flooding of low
lying areas of land, and restrict the lateral
movement of the estuary.

Undefended: Parts of the southern side of the
Teign estuary west of Shaldon are undefended
and so function naturally, although the sides of
the estuary valley here rise steeply and so the
lack of defences does not present a significant
flood risk as areas of low lying land are limited.

Undefended: Parts of the southern side of the
Teign estuary west of Shaldon are undefended
and so function naturally, although the sides of
the estuary valley here rise steeply and so the
lack of defences does not present a significant
flood risk as areas of low lying land are limited.

Defended: Short sections of defences at
Watcombe, Babbacombe and Maidencombe
are at the back of small pocket beaches and

Defended: Short sections of defences at
Watcombe, Babbacombe and Maidencombe
are at the back of small pocket beaches and

Undefended:
Undefended: Parts of the southern side of the
Teign estuary west of Shaldon are undefended
and so function naturally, although the sides of
the estuary valley here rise steeply and so the
lack of defences does not present a significant
flood risk as areas of low lying land are limited.
Shaldon (The
(The Ness)
Ness) to
Petit Tor Point

Medium Term (to 2055)

Defended: Short sections of defences at
Watcombe, Babbacombe and Maidencombe
are at the back of small pocket beaches and
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Location

Petit Tor Point to Hope’s
Nose

Data Assessment for ‘With Present Management’
Short Term (to 2025)

Medium Term (to 2055)

Long Term (to 2105)

prevent erosion of the cliff toe locally.

prevent erosion of the cliff toe locally.

prevent erosion of the cliff toe locally.

Undefended: There has been little historical
erosion along this section over the past
century (Halcrow, 2002) , with annual erosion
less than 0.2m/yr occurring (SCOPAC, 2004).

Undefended: There has been little historical
erosion along this section over the past
century (Halcrow, 2002) , with annual erosion
less than 0.2m/yr occurring (SCOPAC, 2004).

Undefended: There has been little historical
erosion along this section over the past
century (Halcrow, 2002) , with annual erosion
less than 0.2m/yr occurring (SCOPAC, 2004).

These are simple cliffs, which tend to recede
through gradual erosion and small scale slides
and cliff falls. These are likely to be affected by
sea level rise therefore use Bruun Rule
prediction.

These are simple cliffs, which tend to recede
through gradual erosion and small scale slides
and cliff falls. These are likely to be affected by
sea level rise therefore use Bruun Rule
prediction.

These are simple cliffs, which tend to recede
through gradual erosion and small scale slides
and cliff falls. These are likely to be affected by
sea level rise therefore use Bruun Rule
prediction.

The frequency of landslide events is between
10-100 and 100-250 years, with a recession
potential of less than 10m per event between
Shaldon and Maidencombe, but 10-50m from
Maidencombe to Petit Tor Point (Halcrow,
2002).

The frequency of landslide events is between
10-100 and 100-250 years, with a recession
potential of less than 10m per event between
Shaldon and Maidencombe, but 10-50m from
Maidencombe to Petit Tor Point (Halcrow,
2002).

The frequency of landslide events is between
10-100 and 100-250 years, with a recession
potential of less than 10m per event between
Shaldon and Maidencombe, but 10-50m from
Maidencombe to Petit Tor Point (Halcrow,
2002).

Total erosion of about 2m predicted by 2025
along this entire section.

Total erosion of 5-7m predicted by 2055 along
this entire section.

Total erosion of 10-24m predicted by 2105
along this entire section.

Defended: Defences present along parts of
Oddicombe and Anstey’s Cove located at the
back of beaches that show a long term trend of
erosion. These also prevent erosion of the cliff
toe locally and so reduce input of sediment to
local beaches. Coastal squeeze possible in
future.

Defended: Defences present along parts of
Oddicombe and Anstey’s Cove located at the
back of beaches that show a long term trend of
erosion. These also prevent erosion of the cliff
toe locally and so reduce input of sediment to
local beaches. Coastal squeeze possible in
future.

Defended: Defences present along parts of
Oddicombe and Anstey’s Cove located at the
back of beaches that show a long term trend of
erosion. These also prevent erosion of the cliff
toe locally and so reduce input of sediment to
local beaches. Coastal squeeze possible in
future.

Undefended: Annual erosion in the region of
0.07-0.23m/yr occurs along this section,
although the nature of the cliff recession varies.

Undefended: Annual erosion in the region of
0.07-0.23m/yr occurs along this section,
although the nature of the cliff recession varies.

Undefended: Annual erosion in the region of
0.07-0.23m/yr occurs along this section,
although the nature of the cliff recession varies.
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Location

Hope’s Nose to
Livermead Head

Data Assessment for ‘With Present Management’
Short Term (to 2025)

Medium Term (to 2055)

Long Term (to 2105)

The cliffs at Oddicombe Bay and from Anstey’s
Cove to Hope’s Nose are complex cliffs
controlled by groundwater. Toe erosion is less
important in these areas and so sea level rise
effects are outweighed by infrequent medium
scale cliff failure events. Total erosion of 3-10m
predicted by 2025 in these areas.

The cliffs at Oddicombe Bay and from Anstey’s
Cove to Hope’s Nose are complex cliffs
controlled by groundwater. Toe erosion is less
important in these areas and so sea level rise
effects are outweighed by infrequent medium
scale cliff failure events. Total erosion of 7-10m
predicted by 2055 in these areas.

The cliffs at Oddicombe Bay and from Anstey’s
Cove to Hope’s Nose are complex cliffs
controlled by groundwater. Toe erosion is less
important in these areas and so sea level rise
effects are outweighed by infrequent medium
scale cliff failure events. Total erosion of 1015m predicted by 2105 in these areas.

The cliffs at Walls Hill are simple cliffs which
would tend to recede through gradual erosion
and infrequent, small scale cliff failure events.
As such these cliffs are likely to be affected by
sea level rise, therefore use Bruun Rule
prediction. Total erosion of about 3m is
predicted by 2025.

The cliffs at Walls Hill are simple cliffs which
would tend to recede through gradual erosion
and infrequent, small scale cliff failure events.
As such these cliffs are likely to be affected by
sea level rise, therefore use Bruun Rule
prediction. Total erosion of 7-9m is predicted
by 2055.

The cliffs at Walls Hill are simple cliffs which
would tend to recede through gradual erosion
and infrequent, small scale cliff failure events.
As such these cliffs are likely to be affected by
sea level rise, therefore use Bruun Rule
prediction. Total erosion of 15-25m is
predicted by 2025.

The frequency of landslide events is between
10-100 and 100-250 years, with a recession
potential of less than 10m per event (Halcrow,
2002).

The frequency of landslide events is between
10-100 and 100-250 years, with a recession
potential of less than 10m per event (Halcrow,
2002).

The frequency of landslide events is between
10-100 and 100-250 years, with a recession
potential of less than 10m per event (Halcrow,
2002).

Defended: Very little cliff recession due to
presence of defences along the base of cliffs.

Defended: Very little cliff recession due to
presence of defences along the base of cliffs.

Defended: Very little cliff recession due to
presence of defences along the base of cliffs.

The beaches fronting defences have been
stable over the medium to long term. Coastal
squeeze possible in the future.

The beaches fronting defences have been
stable over the medium to long term. Coastal
squeeze possible in the future.

The beaches fronting defences have been
stable over the medium to long term. Coastal
squeeze possible in the future.

Undefended: These are composite cliffs which
tend to recede through a range of mechanisms
but are relatively resistant to change.

Undefended: These are composite cliffs which
tend to recede through a range of mechanisms
but are relatively resistant to change.

Undefended: These are composite cliffs which
tend to recede through a range of mechanisms
but are relatively resistant to change.

Lower limit of annual erosion in the region of
0.27m/yr in the localised area at London Bridge

Lower limit of annual erosion in the region of
0.27m/yr in the localised area at London Bridge

Lower limit of annual erosion in the region of
0.27m/yr in the localised area at London Bridge
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Location

Livermead Head to
Roundham Head

Data Assessment for ‘With Present Management’
Short Term (to 2025)

Medium Term (to 2055)

Long Term (to 2105)

(Halcrow, 2002) , whilst the remainder of this
section has experienced slower recession over
the past century, with annual erosion of about
0.05m/yr.

(Halcrow, 2002) , whilst the remainder of this
section has experienced slower recession over
the past century, with annual erosion of about
0.05m/yr.

(Halcrow, 2002) , whilst the remainder of this
section has experienced slower recession over
the past century, with annual erosion of about
0.05m/yr.

The frequency of landslide events is between
10-100 and 100-250 years, with a recession
potential of less than 10m per event
throughout this section (Halcrow, 2002).

The frequency of landslide events is between
10-100 and 100-250 years, with a recession
potential of less than 10m per event
throughout this section (Halcrow, 2002).

The frequency of landslide events is between
10-100 and 100-250 years, with a recession
potential of less than 10m per event
throughout this section (Halcrow, 2002).

Total erosion along most of this section of 110m predicted by 2025. This rises to 5-10m
predicted in the localised area around London
Bridge.

Total erosion along most of this section of 110m predicted by 2025. This rises to 5-10m
predicted in the localised area around London
Bridge.

Total erosion along most of this section of 510m predicted by 2105. This rises to 10-26m
predicted in the localised area around London
Bridge.

Defended: Most of the section is defended,
with beaches fronting the defences having been
highly stable over the long term (Halcrow,
2002). Coastal squeeze possible in the future in
response to sea level rise.

Defended: Most of the section is defended,
with beaches fronting the defences having been
highly stable over the long term (Halcrow,
2002). Coastal squeeze possible in the future in
response to sea level rise.

Defended: Most of the section is defended,
with beaches fronting the defences having been
highly stable over the long term (Halcrow,
2002). Coastal squeeze possible in the future in
response to sea level rise.

Undefended: Short sections of undefended
rock headlands experience varying amounts of
annual recession, with a maximum around
Hollicombe Head in the region of 0-0.15m/yr
(SCOPAC, 2004). These consist of simple cliffs
that have experienced localised recession
around Hollicombe Head headland although
adjacent headlands have not retreated as much
in the past. These could be affected in the
future by sea level rise.

Undefended: Short sections of undefended
rock headlands experience varying amounts of
annual recession, with a maximum around
Hollicombe Head in the region of 0-0.15m/yr
(SCOPAC, 2004). These consist of simple cliffs
that have experienced localised recession
around Hollicombe Head headland although
adjacent headlands have not retreated as much
in the past. These could be affected in the
future by sea level rise.

Undefended: Short sections of undefended
rock headlands experience varying amounts of
annual recession, with a maximum around
Hollicombe Head in the region of 0-0.15m/yr
(SCOPAC, 2004). These consist of simple cliffs
that have experienced localised recession
around Hollicombe Head headland although
adjacent headlands have not retreated as much
in the past. These could be affected in the
future by sea level rise.

Total erosion of 0-1m predicted by 2025 in
around Hollicombe Head. Other headlands

Total erosion of 0-4m predicted by 2055 in
around Hollicombe Head. Other headlands

Total erosion of 0-8m predicted by 2105 in
around Hollicombe Head. Other headlands
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Location

Goodrington Sands to
Broadsands

Broadsands to Churston
Cove (East)

Churston Cove (East) to
Berry Head

Data Assessment for ‘With Present Management’
Short Term (to 2025)

Medium Term (to 2055)

Long Term (to 2105)

have experienced negligible recession over the
past 100 years and this would continue during
this period.

have experienced negligible recession over the
past 100 years and this would continue during
this period.

have experienced negligible recession over the
past 100 years and this would continue during
this period.

Defended: Sea wall located at the back of
Broadsands Beach prevents erosion of cliff to
and so restrict sediment supply to local beach.
Wall at the back of Goodrington Sands fronts
low-lying land. Both beaches have been stable
over the long term. Coastal squeeze possible
in the future in response to sea level rise.

Defended: Sea wall located at the back of
Broadsands Beach prevents erosion of cliff to
and so restrict sediment supply to local beach.
Wall at the back of Goodrington Sands fronts
low-lying land. Both beaches have been stable
over the long term. Coastal squeeze possible
in the future in response to sea level rise.

Defended: Sea wall located at the back of
Broadsands Beach prevents erosion of cliff to
and so restrict sediment supply to local beach.
Wall at the back of Goodrington Sands fronts
low-lying land. Both beaches have been stable
over the long term. Coastal squeeze possible
in the future in response to sea level rise.

Undefended: The cliffs along this section that
are undefended have eroded very little over
the long term. This is likely to continue in the
future.

Undefended: The cliffs along this section that
are undefended have eroded very little over
the long term. This is likely to continue in the
future.

Undefended: The cliffs along this section that
are undefended have eroded very little over
the long term. This is likely to continue in the
future.

Defended: No defences present, although likely
affect by Brixham Harbour breakwater.

Defended: No defences present, although likely
affect by Brixham Harbour breakwater.

Defended: No defences present, although likely
affect by Brixham Harbour breakwater.

Undefended: The cliffs along this section have
eroded very little over the long term. This is
likely to continue in the future.

Undefended: The cliffs along this section have
eroded very little over the long term. This is
likely to continue in the future.

Undefended: The cliffs along this section have
eroded very little over the long term. This is
likely to continue in the future.

The pocket beaches along this section are
stable, and have been slowly accreting over the
long term.

The pocket beaches along this section are
stable, and have been slowly accreting over the
long term.

The pocket beaches along this section are
stable, and have been slowly accreting over the
long term.

Defended: Defences around Brixham prevent
marine action at the base of the cliffs, although
these are, in any case, very resistant to
erosion.

Defended: Defences around Brixham prevent
marine action at the base of the cliffs, although
these are, in any case, very resistant to
erosion.

Defended: Defences around Brixham prevent
marine action at the base of the cliffs, although
these are, in any case, very resistant to
erosion.

Undefended: The cliffs along this section have
eroded very little over the long term. This is

Undefended: The cliffs along this section have
eroded very little over the long term. This is

Undefended: The cliffs along this section have
eroded very little over the long term. This is
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Location

Berry Head to Sharkham
Sharkham
Point

Sharkham Point to
Blackstone Point

Data Assessment for ‘With Present Management’
Short Term (to 2025)

Medium Term (to 2055)

Long Term (to 2105)

likely to continue in the future.

likely to continue in the future.

likely to continue in the future.

Defended: No defences present.

Defended: No defences present.

Defended: No defences present.

Undefended: This section consists of simple
cliffs that erode as a result of marine action at
the cliff toe and so are likely to be affected by
sea level rise, therefore sue Bruun Rule
prediction for upper limit. Lower limit of
annual erosion in the region of 0 to 0.15m/yr,
giving rise to total erosion of 1-2m predicted
by 2025 along most of this section, up to about
3m in St Mary’s Bay where there has
historically been more recession (Halcrow,
2002; SCOPAC, 2004).

Undefended: This section consists of simple
cliffs that erode as a result of marine action at
the cliff toe and so are likely to be affected by
sea level rise, therefore sue Bruun Rule
prediction for upper limit. Lower limit of
annual erosion in the region of 0 to 0.15m/yr,
giving rise to total erosion of 4-7m predicted
by 2055 along most of this section, rising to 710m in St Mary’s Bay where there has
historically been more recession (Halcrow,
2002; SCOPAC, 2004).

Undefended:
Undefended: This section consists of simple
cliffs that erode as a result of marine action at
the cliff toe and so are likely to be affected by
sea level rise, therefore sue Bruun Rule
prediction for upper limit. Lower limit of
annual erosion in the region of 0 to 0.15m/yr,
giving rise to total erosion of 8-28m predicted
by 2055 along most of this section, rising to
15-35m in St Mary’s Bay where there has
historically been more recession (Halcrow,
2002; SCOPAC, 2004).

The frequency of landslides is 10-100 years,
with a recession potential of less than 10m per
event (Halcrow, 2002).

The frequency of landslides is 10-100 years,
with a recession potential of less than 10m per
event (Halcrow, 2002).

The frequency of landslides is 10-100 years,
with a recession potential of less than 10m per
event (Halcrow, 2002).

Defended: No defences present.

Defended: No defences present.

Defended: No defences present.

Undefended: Lower limit of annual erosion in
the region of 0.05m/yr. This section is
comprised of composite cliffs which are
generally very resistant to erosion, but with
the occasional pockets of slightly softer rocks.
In general, sea level rise is unlikely to affect the
rate of erosion.

Undefended: Lower limit of annual erosion in
the region of 0.05m/yr. This section is
comprised of composite cliffs which are
generally very resistant to erosion, but with
the occasional pockets of slightly softer rocks.
In general, sea level rise is unlikely to affect the
rate of erosion.

Undefended: Lower limit of annual erosion in
the region of 0.05m/yr. This section is
comprised of composite cliffs which are
generally very resistant to erosion, but with
the occasional pockets of slightly softer rocks.
In general, sea level rise is unlikely to affect the
rate of erosion.

The frequency of landslides is 10-100 years,
with a recession potential of less than 10m per
event (Halcrow, 2002).

The frequency of landslides is 10-100 years,
with a recession potential of less than 10m per
event (Halcrow, 2002).

The frequency of landslides is 10-100 years,
with a recession potential of less than 10m per
event (Halcrow, 2002).

Total erosion is predicted to be 1-10m by

Total erosion is predicted to be 2-10m by

Total erosion is predicted to be 5-10m by
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Data Assessment for ‘With Present Management’

Location

Blackstone Point to Stoke
Fleming

Stoke Fleming to Strete

Short Term (to 2025)

Medium Term (to 2055)

Long Term (to 2105)

2025.

2055.

2105.

Defended: No defences present.

Defended: No defences present.

Defended: No defences present.

Undefended: Lower limit of annual erosion in
the region of 0.18-0.3m/yr (Halcrow, 2002;
SCOPAC, 2004). This section is comprised of
composite cliffs which are generally very
resistant to erosion, but with the occasional
pockets of slightly softer rocks. In general, sea
level rise is unlikely to affect the rate of
erosion.

Undefended: Lower limit of annual erosion in
the region of 0.18-0.3m/yr (Halcrow, 2002;
SCOPAC, 2004). This section is comprised of
composite cliffs which are generally very
resistant to erosion, but with the occasional
pockets of slightly softer rocks. In general, sea
level rise is unlikely to affect the rate of
erosion.

Undefended: Lower limit of annual erosion in
the region of 0.18-0.3m/yr (Halcrow, 2002;
SCOPAC, 2004). This section is comprised of
composite cliffs which are generally very
resistant to erosion, but with the occasional
pockets of slightly softer rocks. In general, sea
level rise is unlikely to affect the rate of
erosion.

The frequency of landslides is 10-100 years,
with a recession potential of less than 10m per
event (Halcrow, 2002).

The frequency of landslides is 10-100 years,
with a recession potential of less than 10m per
event (Halcrow, 2002).

The frequency of landslides is 10-100 years,
with a recession potential of less than 10m per
event (Halcrow, 2002).

Total erosion is predicted to be 2-10m by
2025.

Total erosion is predicted to be 4-10m by
2055.

Total erosion is predicted to be 9-10m by
2105.

Defended: Defences at Blackpool Sands
located at the back of the beach, which has
slowly narrowed and eroded over the long
term. Coastal squeeze possible in the future in
response to sea level rise.

Defended: Defences at Blackpool Sands
located at the back of the beach, which has
slowly narrowed and eroded over the long
term. Coastal squeeze possible in the future in
response to sea level rise.

Defended: Defences at Blackpool Sands
located at the back of the beach, which has
slowly narrowed and eroded over the long
term. Coastal squeeze possible in the future in
response to sea level rise.

Undefended: Lower limit of annual erosion in
the region of 0.3m/yr (SCOPAC, 2004). This
section is comprised of composite cliffs which
are generally very resistant to erosion, but
with the occasional pockets of slightly softer
rocks. In general, sea level rise is unlikely to
affect the rate of erosion.

Undefended: Lower limit of annual erosion in
the region of 0.3m/yr (SCOPAC, 2004). This
section is comprised of composite cliffs which
are generally very resistant to erosion, but
with the occasional pockets of slightly softer
rocks. In general, sea level rise is unlikely to
affect the rate of erosion.

Undefended: Lower limit of annual erosion in
the region of 0.3m/yr (SCOPAC, 2004). This
section is comprised of composite cliffs which
are generally very resistant to erosion, but
with the occasional pockets of slightly softer
rocks. In general, sea level rise is unlikely to
affect the rate of erosion.

The frequency of landslides is 10-100 years,

The frequency of landslides is 10-100 years,

The frequency of landslides is 10-100 years,
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Location

Strete to Limpet Rocks
(Torcross)

Data Assessment for ‘With Present Management’
Short Term (to 2025)

Medium Term (to 2055)

Long Term (to 2105)

with a recession potential of less than 10m per
event (Halcrow, 2002).

with a recession potential of less than 10m per
event (Halcrow, 2002).

with a recession potential of less than 10m per
event (Halcrow, 2002).

Total erosion is predicted to be 2-10m by
2025.

Total erosion is predicted to be 4-10m by
2055.

Total erosion is predicted to be 9-10m by
2105.

Defended: The shingle barrier beach is
defended by a range of structures, and the
crest has the A379 coast road along its length.

Defended: The shingle barrier beach is
defended by a range of structures, and the
crest has the A379 coast road along its length.

Defended: The shingle barrier beach is
defended by a range of structures, and the
crest has the A379 coast road along its length.

Beach levels fluctuate significantly in response
to storm conditions (Scott Wilson, 2006).
Long term trends are for accretion at the
northern end of the beach and erosion at the
southern end. Coastal squeeze possible in
response to sea level rise in defended areas
around Torcross, whilst the section with only
the road would rollback (Halcrow, 2002).

Beach levels fluctuate significantly in response
to storm conditions (Scott Wilson, 2006).
Long term trends are for accretion at the
northern end of the beach and erosion at the
southern end. Coastal squeeze possible in
response to sea level rise in defended areas
around Torcross, whilst the section with only
the road would rollback (Halcrow, 2002).

Undefended: Short section of cliffs from Strete
Gate to Strete at the north end of this section
is undefended.

Undefended: Short section of cliffs from Strete
Gate to Strete at the north end of this section
is undefended.

Beach levels fluctuate significantly in response
to storm conditions (Scott Wilson, 2006).
Long term trends are for accretion at the
northern end of the beach and erosion at the
southern end. Coastal squeeze possible in
response to sea level rise in defended areas
around Torcross, whilst the section with only
the road would rollback (Halcrow, 2002) ,
leading to possibility of breaching during this
period (Scott Wilson, 2006).

Lower limit of annual erosion in the region of
0.3m/yr (SCOPAC, 2004). This section is
comprised of composite cliffs which are
generally very resistant to erosion, but with
the occasional pockets of slightly softer rocks.
In general, sea level rise is unlikely to affect the
rate of erosion.

Lower limit of annual erosion in the region of
0.3m/yr (SCOPAC, 2004). This section is
comprised of composite cliffs which are
generally very resistant to erosion, but with
the occasional pockets of slightly softer rocks.
In general, sea level rise is unlikely to affect the
rate of erosion.

The frequency of landslides is 10-100 years,
with a recession potential of less than 10m per
event (Halcrow, 2002).

The frequency of landslides is 10-100 years,
with a recession potential of less than 10m per
event (Halcrow, 2002).

Undefended: Short section of cliffs from Strete
Gate to Strete at the north end of this section
is undefended.
Lower limit of annual erosion in the region of
0.3m/yr (SCOPAC, 2004). This section is
comprised of composite cliffs which are
generally very resistant to erosion, but with
the occasional pockets of slightly softer rocks.
In general, sea level rise is unlikely to affect the
rate of erosion.
The frequency of landslides is 10-100 years,
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Location

Data Assessment for ‘With Present Management’
Short Term (to 2025)
Total erosion is predicted to be 2-10m by
2025.

Medium Term (to 2055)
Total erosion is predicted to be 4-10m by
2055.

Long Term (to 2105)
with a recession potential of less than 10m per
event (Halcrow, 2002).
Total erosion is predicted to be 9-10m by
2105.

Limpet Rocks (Torcross)
to Tinsey Head

Defended: Defences located at the back of the
beach along part of this section at Beesands
prevent rollback of the beach locally onto lowlying land behind.

Defended: Defences located at the back of the
beach along part of this section at Beesands
prevent rollback of the beach locally onto lowlying land behind.

Defended: Defences located at the back of the
beach along part of this section at Beesands
prevent rollback of the beach locally onto lowlying land behind.

Beach levels along this section fluctuate in
response to storm events, but long term trend
is for narrowing and steepening of the beach,
particularly in front of the defences (Halcrow,
2002). Coastal squeeze probable in response
to sea level rise.

Beach levels along this section fluctuate in
response to storm events, but long term trend
is for narrowing and steepening of the beach,
particularly in front of the defences (Halcrow,
2002). Coastal squeeze probable in response
to sea level rise.

Beach levels along this section fluctuate in
response to storm events, but long term trend
is for narrowing and steepening of the beach,
particularly in front of the defences (Halcrow,
2002). Coastal squeeze probable in response
to sea level rise.

Undefended: Lower limit of annual erosion of
the cliffed headlands at either end of this
section in the region of 0.2-0.3m/yr (SCOPAC,
2004). These are comprised of simple cliffs
which are generally relatively resistant to
erosion, but very localised small scale rock falls
may occur.

Undefended: Lower limit of annual erosion of
the cliffed headlands at either end of this
section in the region of 0.2-0.3m/yr (SCOPAC,
2004). These are comprised of simple cliffs
which are generally relatively resistant to
erosion, but very localised small scale rock falls
may occur.

Undefended: Lower limit of annual erosion of
the cliffed headlands at either end of this
section in the region of 0.2-0.3m/yr (SCOPAC,
2004). These are comprised of simple cliffs
which are generally relatively resistant to
erosion, but very localised small scale rock falls
may occur.

The frequency of landslides is 10-100 years,
with a recession potential of less than 10m per
event (Halcrow, 2002).

The frequency of landslides is 10-100 years,
with a recession potential of less than 10m per
event (Halcrow, 2002).

The frequency of landslides is 10-100 years,
with a recession potential of less than 10m per
event (Halcrow, 2002).

Total erosion in these areas of 4-10m
predicted by 2025.

Total erosion in these areas of 10-12m
predicted by 2055.

Total erosion in these areas of 10-24m
predicted by 2105.

The undefended beach north of Beesands

The undefended beach north of Beesands

The undefended beach north of Beesands
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Location

Tinsey Head to Start Point

Start Point to Prawle
Point

Prawle Point to Bolt
Bolt Head

Data Assessment for ‘With Present Management’
Short Term (to 2025)

Medium Term (to 2055)

Long Term (to 2105)

could rollback onto low-lying land behind.

could rollback onto low-lying land behind.

could rollback onto low-lying land behind.

Defended: No defences present.

Defended: No defences present.

Defended: No defences present.

Undefended: The cliffs along this section have
eroded very little over the long term
(Halcrow, 2002). This is likely to continue in
the future.

Undefended: The cliffs along this section have
eroded very little over the long term
(Halcrow, 2002). This is likely to continue in
the future.

Undefended: The cliffs along this section have
eroded very little over the long term
(Halcrow, 2002). This is likely to continue in
the future.

Defended: Small section of defence at the back
of Lannacombe Beach which has been stable
over the long term but fluctuates seasonally.
Coastal squeeze possible in response to sea
level rise.

Defended: Small section of defence at the back
of Lannacombe Beach which has been stable
over the long term but fluctuates seasonally.
Coastal squeeze possible in response to sea
level rise.

Defended: Small section of defence at the back
of Lannacombe Beach which has been stable
over the long term but fluctuates seasonally.
Coastal squeeze possible in response to sea
level rise.

Undefended: The cliffs along this section have
eroded very little over the long term
(Halcrow, 2002). This is likely to continue in
the future, although infrequent landslide events
with a frequency of 10-100 years and a
recession potential of less than 10m per event
can occur (Halcrow, 2002).

Undefended: The cliffs along this section have
eroded very little over the long term
(Halcrow, 2002). This is likely to continue in
the future, although infrequent landslide events
with a frequency of 10-100 years and a
recession potential of less than 10m per event
can occur (Halcrow, 2002).

Undefended: The cliffs along this section have
eroded very little over the long term
(Halcrow, 2002). This is likely to continue in
the future, although infrequent landslide events
with a frequency of 10-100 years and a
recession potential of less than 10m per event
can occur (Halcrow, 2002).

Total erosion of 0-10m predicted along this
section by 2025.

Total erosion of 0-10m predicted along this
section by 2055.

Total erosion of 0-10m predicted along this
section by 2105.

Defended: Small sections of defence at the
back of pocket beaches near Salcombe. These
beaches have been stable over the long term
but fluctuate seasonally. Coastal squeeze
possible in response to sea level rise.

Defended: Small sections of defence at the
back of pocket beaches near Salcombe. These
beaches have been stable over the long term
but fluctuate seasonally. Coastal squeeze
possible in response to sea level rise.

Defended: Small sections of defence at the
back of pocket beaches near Salcombe. These
beaches have been stable over the long term
but fluctuate seasonally. Coastal squeeze
possible in response to sea level rise.

Undefended: The cliffs along this section have
eroded very little over the long term
(Halcrow, 2002) , with localised annual rates of

Undefended: The cliffs along this section have
eroded very little over the long term
(Halcrow, 2002) , with localised annual rates of

Undefended: The cliffs along this section have
eroded very little over the long term
(Halcrow, 2002) , with localised annual rates of
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Location

Bolt Head to Bolt Tail

Bolt Tail to Avon Estuary

Data Assessment for ‘With Present Management’
Short Term (to 2025)

Medium Term (to 2055)

Long Term (to 2105)

erosion in the region of 0.1m/yr, giving rise to
total erosion of 1-2m predicted by 2025
(Halcrow, 2002).

erosion in the region of 0.1m/yr, giving rise to
total erosion of 2-4m predicted by 2055
(Halcrow, 2002).

erosion in the region of 0.1m/yr, giving rise to
total erosion of 4-6m predicted by 2105
(Halcrow, 2002).

This is likely to continue in the future, although
infrequent landslide events with a frequency of
10-100 years and a recession potential of less
than 10m per event can occur (Halcrow,
2002). Total erosion of 0-10m predicted along
this section by 2025.

This is likely to continue in the future, although
infrequent landslide events with a frequency of
10-100 years and a recession potential of less
than 10m per event can occur (Halcrow,
2002). Total erosion of 0-10m predicted along
this section by 2055.

This is likely to continue in the future, although
infrequent landslide events with a frequency of
10-100 years and a recession potential of less
than 10m per event can occur (Halcrow,
2002). Total erosion of 0-10m predicted along
this section by 2105.

Small pocket beaches that indent undefended
cliffs have been stable over the long term but
fluctuate seasonally.

Small pocket beaches that indent undefended
cliffs have been stable over the long term but
fluctuate seasonally.

Small pocket beaches that indent undefended
cliffs have been stable over the long term but
fluctuate seasonally.

Defended: No defences present.

Defended: No defences present.

Defended: No defences present.

Undefended: The cliffs along this section have
eroded very little over the long term
(Halcrow, 2002) , with localised annual rates of
erosion in the region of 0.1m/yr, giving rise to
total erosion of 1-2m predicted by 2025
(Halcrow, 2002).

Undefended: The cliffs along this section have
eroded very little over the long term
(Halcrow, 2002) , with localised annual rates of
erosion in the region of 0.1m/yr, giving rise to
total erosion of 2-4m predicted by 2055
(Halcrow, 2002).

Undefended: The cliffs along this section have
eroded very little over the long term
(Halcrow, 2002) , with localised annual rates of
erosion in the region of 0.1m/yr, giving rise to
total erosion of 4-6m predicted by 2105
(Halcrow, 2002).

This is likely to continue in the future, although
infrequent landslide events with a frequency of
10-100 years and a recession potential of less
than 10m per event can occur (Halcrow,
2002).

This is likely to continue in the future, although
infrequent landslide events with a frequency of
10-100 years and a recession potential of less
than 10m per event can occur (Halcrow,
2002).

This is likely to continue in the future, although
infrequent landslide events with a frequency of
10-100 years and a recession potential of less
than 10m per event can occur (Halcrow,
2002).

Total erosion of 0-10m predicted along this
section by 2025.

Total erosion of 0-10m predicted along this
section by 2055.

Total erosion of 0-10m predicted along this
section by 2105.

Defended: Small section of defence at the back
of Thurlestone Beach that protects low-lying

Defended: Small section of defence at the back
of Thurlestone Beach that protects low-lying

Defended: Small section of defence at the back
of Thurlestone Beach that protects low-lying
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Location
(East)

Avon Estuary (East) to
Challaborough (West)

Data Assessment for ‘With Present Management’
Short Term (to 2025)

Medium Term (to 2055)

Long Term (to 2105)

land, has been stable over the long term but
fluctuates seasonally. Coastal squeeze possible
in response to sea level rise, along with
increased risk of flooding during storm events
(Halcrow, 2002).

land, has been stable over the long term but
fluctuates seasonally. Coastal squeeze possible
in response to sea level rise, along with
increased risk of flooding during storm events
(Halcrow, 2002).

land, has been stable over the long term but
fluctuates seasonally. Coastal squeeze possible
in response to sea level rise, along with
increased risk of flooding during storm events
(Halcrow, 2002).

Undefended: The cliffs along this section have
eroded very little over the long term
(Halcrow, 2002) , with localised annual rates of
erosion in the region of 0.1m/yr (Halcrow,
2002).

Undefended: The cliffs along this section have
eroded very little over the long term
(Halcrow, 2002) , with localised annual rates of
erosion in the region of 0.1m/yr (Halcrow,
2002).

Undefended: The cliffs along this section have
eroded very little over the long term
(Halcrow, 2002) , with localised annual rates of
erosion in the region of 0.1m/yr (Halcrow,
2002).

This is likely to continue in the future, although
infrequent landslide events with a frequency of
10-100 years and a recession potential of less
than 10m per event can occur (Halcrow,
2002).

This is likely to continue in the future, although
infrequent landslide events with a frequency of
10-100 years and a recession potential of less
than 10m per event can occur (Halcrow,
2002).

This is likely to continue in the future, although
infrequent landslide events with a frequency of
10-100 years and a recession potential of less
than 10m per event can occur (Halcrow,
2002).

Total erosion of 0-10m predicted by 2025.

Total erosion of 0-10m predicted by 2055.

Total erosion of 0-10m predicted by 2105.

Defended: Small section of defence at the back
of Challaborough Beach that protects low-lying
land, has been stable over the long term but
fluctuates seasonally. Coastal squeeze possible
in response to sea level rise, along with
increased risk of flooding during storm events
(Halcrow, 2002).

Defended: Small section of defence at the back
of Challaborough Beach that protects low-lying
land, has been stable over the long term but
fluctuates seasonally. Coastal squeeze possible
in response to sea level rise, along with
increased risk of flooding during storm events
(Halcrow, 2002).

Defended: Small section of defence at the back
of Challaborough Beach that protects low-lying
land, has been stable over the long term but
fluctuates seasonally. Coastal squeeze possible
in response to sea level rise, along with
increased risk of flooding during storm events
(Halcrow, 2002).

The beaches and tombolo at Bigbury have also
been stable over the long term. Possible
erosion and narrowing of tombolo and beaches
in response to sea level rise.

The beaches and tombolo at Bigbury have also
been stable over the long term. Possible
erosion and narrowing of tombolo and beaches
in response to sea level rise.

The beaches and tombolo at Bigbury have also
been stable over the long term. Possible
erosion and narrowing of tombolo and beaches
in response to sea level rise.

Undefended: The cliffs along this section have

Undefended: The cliffs along this section have

Undefended:
Undefended: The cliffs along this section have
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Location

Challaborough (West) to
Wembury Point

Wembury Point to Mount
Batten Breakwater

Data Assessment for ‘With Present Management’
Short Term (to 2025)

Medium Term (to 2055)

Long Term (to 2105)

eroded very little over the long term and this
is likely to continue in the future (Halcrow,
2002).

eroded very little over the long term and this
is likely to continue in the future (Halcrow,
2002).

eroded very little over the long term and this
is likely to continue in the future (Halcrow,
2002).

Defended: No defences present.

Defended: No defences present.

Defended: No defences present.

Undefended: The small pocket beaches that
indent the cliffs along this section have been
stable over the long term.

Undefended: The small pocket beaches that
indent the cliffs along this section have been
stable over the long term.

Undefended: The small pocket beaches that
indent the cliffs along this section have been
stable over the long term.

The cliffs along this section have also eroded
very little over the long term over the long
term (Halcrow, 2002) , with localised annual
rates of erosion in the region of 0.1m/yr
(Halcrow, 2002).

The cliffs along this section have also eroded
very little over the long term over the long
term (Halcrow, 2002) , with localised annual
rates of erosion in the region of 0.1m/yr
(Halcrow, 2002).

The cliffs along this section have also eroded
very little over the long term over the long
term (Halcrow, 2002) , with localised annual
rates of erosion in the region of 0.1m/yr
(Halcrow, 2002).

This is likely to continue in the future, although
infrequent landslide events with a frequency of
10-100 years and a recession potential of less
than 10m per event can occur (Halcrow,
2002).

This is likely to continue in the future, although
infrequent landslide events with a frequency of
10-100 years and a recession potential of less
than 10m per event can occur (Halcrow,
2002).

This is likely to continue in the future, although
infrequent landslide events with a frequency of
10-100 years and a recession potential of less
than 10m per event can occur (Halcrow,
2002).

Total erosion of 0-10m predicted by 2025.

Total erosion of 0-10m predicted by 2055.

Total erosion of 0-10m predicted by 2105.

Defended: No defences present along the
shoreline prior to reaching Mount Batten
Breakwater, although part of this section is
affected by the presence of the Plymouth
Breakwater.

Defended: No defences present along the
shoreline prior to reaching Mount Batten
Breakwater, although part of this section is
affected by the presence of the Plymouth
Breakwater.

Defended: No defences present along the
shoreline prior to reaching Mount Batten
Breakwater, although part of this section is
affected by the presence of the Plymouth
Breakwater.

Undefended: The cliffs along this section have
eroded very little over the long term and This
is likely to continue in the future, although
infrequent landslide events with a frequency of
10-100 years and a recession potential of less

Undefended: The cliffs along this section have
eroded very little over the long term and This
is likely to continue in the future, although
infrequent landslide events with a frequency of
10-100 years and a recession potential of less

Undefended: The cliffs along this section have
eroded very little over the long term and This
is likely to continue in the future, although
infrequent landslide events with a frequency of
10-100 years and a recession potential of less
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Location

Mount Batten Breakwater
to Devil’s Point

Devil’s Point to Mount
Edgcumbe (Tamar
Estuary)

Data Assessment for ‘With Present Management’
Short Term (to 2025)

Medium Term (to 2055)

Long Term (to 2105)

than 10m per event can occur (Halcrow,
2002).

than 10m per event can occur (Halcrow,
2002).

than 10m per event can occur (Halcrow,
2002).

Total erosion of 0-10m predicted by 2025.

Total erosion of 0-10m predicted by 2055.

Total erosion of 0-10m predicted by 2105.

Defended: Defences prevent erosion at cliff
toe, although it is unlikely that erosion at any
significant rate would occur due to the
resistance of underlying geology.

Defended: Defences prevent erosion at cliff
toe, although it is unlikely that erosion at any
significant rate would occur due to the
resistance of underlying geology.

Defended: Defences prevent erosion at cliff
toe, although it is unlikely that erosion at any
significant rate would occur due to the
resistance of underlying geology.

Undefended: This section is completely
defended.

Undefended: This section is completely
defended.

Undefended: This section is completely
defended.

Defended: South of the Tamar bridge, the
estuary is heavily modified by dredging activity
associated with the development of the port
and naval dockyard on the eastern shore.

Defended: South of the Tamar bridge, the
estuary is heavily modified by dredging activity
associated with the development of the port
and naval dockyard on the eastern shore.

Defended: South of the Tamar bridge, the
estuary is heavily modified by dredging activity
associated with the development of the port
and naval dockyard on the eastern shore.

The defences and other structures associated
with these developments serve to constrain
the estuary in this area, as well as providing
flood protection to the small areas of low lying
land between the estuary and higher ground to
the east.

The ongoing presence of defences and other
structures will continue serve to constrain the
estuary in this area, as well as providing flood
protection to the small areas of low lying land
between the estuary and higher ground to the
east.

The ongoing presence of defences and other
structures will continue serve to constrain the
estuary in this area, as well as providing flood
protection to the small areas of low lying land
between the estuary and higher ground to the
east.

Undefended: Tamar estuary is largely
undefended north of the Tamar bridge and so
the estuary functions naturally in its upper
part.

Undefended: Tamar estuary is largely
undefended north of the Tamar bridge and so
the estuary functions naturally in its upper
part.

Undefended: Tamar estuary is largely
undefended north of the Tamar bridge and so
the estuary functions naturally in its upper
part.

Areas of intertidal flats are present in the
upper part of the Tamar and its tributaries,
although flood plains are limited in size by
steeply rising valley sides through which they

Areas of intertidal flats are present in the
upper part of the Tamar and its tributaries,
although flood plains are limited in size by
steeply rising valley sides through which they
flow, resulting in limited opportunity for lateral

Areas of intertidal flats are present in the
upper part of the Tamar and its tributaries,
although flood plains are limited in size by
steeply rising valley sides through which they
flow, resulting in limited opportunity for lateral
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Data Assessment for ‘With Present Management’

Location

Short Term (to 2025)

migration of the estuary in response to sea
level rise.

South of the Tamar bridge, the estuary is
heavily modified by dredging activity associated
with the port and naval dockyard on the
eastern shore. However the western side of
the estuary is largely undefended. As with the
upper Tamar, there are large areas of intertidal
flats, particularly at St John’s Lake. This side of
the estuary in its lower reaches are also
flanked by steeply rising land resulting in
limited opportunity for lateral migration of the
estuary in response to sea level rise.

South of the Tamar bridge, the estuary is
heavily modified by dredging activity associated
with the port and naval dockyard on the
eastern shore. However the western side of
the estuary is largely undefended. As with the
upper Tamar, there are large areas of intertidal
flats, particularly at St John’s Lake. This side of
the estuary in its lower reaches are also
flanked by steeply rising land resulting in
limited opportunity for lateral migration of the
estuary in response to sea level rise.

Defended: Defences prevent erosion at cliff
toe around Picklecombe Point, although it is
unlikely that erosion at any significant rate
would occur due to the resistance of
underlying geology.

Defended: Defences prevent erosion at cliff
toe around Picklecombe Point, although it is
unlikely that erosion at any significant rate
would occur due to the resistance of
underlying geology.

Defended: Defences prevent erosion at cliff
toe around Picklecombe Point, although it is
unlikely that erosion at any significant rate
would occur due to the resistance of
underlying geology.

Undefended: The cliffs along this section have
eroded very little over the long term and This
is likely to continue in the future, although
infrequent landslide events with a frequency of
10-100 years and a recession potential of less
than 10m per event can occur (Halcrow,
2002).

Undefended: The cliffs along this section have
eroded very little over the long term and This
is likely to continue in the future, although
infrequent landslide events with a frequency of
10-100 years and a recession potential of less
than 10m per event can occur (Halcrow,
2002).

Undefended: The cliffs along this section have
eroded very little over the long term and This
is likely to continue in the future, although
infrequent landslide events with a frequency of
10-100 years and a recession potential of less
than 10m per event can occur (Halcrow,
2002).

Total erosion of 0-10m predicted by 2025.

Total erosion of 0-10m predicted by 2055.

Total erosion of 0-10m predicted by 2105.

Defended: Defences located at the back of
pocket beaches which have been stable over
the long term. Coastal squeeze possible in

Defended: Defences located at the back of
pocket beaches which have been stable over
the long term. Coastal squeeze possible in

Defended: Defences located at the back of
pocket beaches which have been stable over
the long term. Coastal squeeze possible in

South of the Tamar bridge, the estuary is
heavily modified by dredging activity associated
with the port and naval dockyard on the
eastern shore. However the western side of
the estuary is largely undefended. As with the
upper Tamar, there are large areas of intertidal
flats, particularly at St John’s Lake. This side of
the estuary in its lower reaches are also
flanked by steeply rising land.

Kingsand/Cawsand

Long Term (to 2105)

migration of the estuary in response to sea
level rise.

flow.

Mount Edgcumbe to
Kingsand

Medium Term (to 2055)
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Location

Cawsand to Rame Head

Data Assessment for ‘With Present Management’
Short Term (to 2025)

Medium Term (to 2055)

Long Term (to 2105)

response to sea level rise.

response to sea level rise.

response to sea level rise.

Undefended: This section is completely
defended.

Undefended: This section is completely
defended.

Undefended: This section is completely
defended.

Defended: No defences present.

Defended: No defences present.

Defended: No defences present.

Undefended: The cliffs along this section have
eroded very little over the long term and This
is likely to continue in the future, although
infrequent landslide events with a frequency of
1-10 years and a recession potential of less
than 10m per event can occur (Halcrow,
2002).

Undefended: The cliffs along this section have
eroded very little over the long term and This
is likely to continue in the future, although
infrequent landslide events with a frequency of
1-10 years and a recession potential of less
than 10m per event can occur (Halcrow,
2002).

Undefended: The cliffs along this section have
eroded very little over the long term and This
is likely to continue in the future, although
infrequent landslide events with a frequency of
1-10 years and a recession potential of less
than 10m per event can occur (Halcrow,
2002).

Total erosion of 0-10m predicted by 2025.

Total erosion of 0-10m predicted by 2055.

Total erosion of 0-10m predicted by 2105.
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Annex C.1 – Summary of Estuary
Estuary and Coast Direct Interaction
C.1.1

Introduction

This appendix to the Baseline Process Understanding report provides a summary of the interactions between
the estuaries along the SMP2 shoreline and coastal processes.

C.1.2

Assessment

The estuaries reviewed in completion of this task where those identified in the Durlston Head to Rame Head
SMP2 Scoping Report (June 2007). The identification of issues was primarily based upon a review of
information contained in Futurecoast (Halcrow, 2002), however a number of smaller features are not
discussed in Futurecoast and as such assessment has been based upon a review of Futurecoast aerial
photography and OS mapping. Where available, a number of other studies have been use to supplement the
information from Futurecoast. Table 1 provides a summary of the interaction between estuary and open coast
processes.
Table 1
River/Lagoon

Summary of EstuaryEstuary-Coast Interactions
Tidal Limit OS CoCoOrdinates

Interaction with Coastal Processes

Easting

Northing

Lynher

238330

61340

Feeds in to the Tamar and is part of the larger ‘Plymouth
Estuary’ system that has little impact on coastal processes
with little sediment exchange between the estuary system
and the sea. (Halcrow, 2002)

Tamar

243694

71134

Part of the larger ‘Plymouth Estuary’ system that has little
impact on coastal processes with little sediment exchange
between the estuary system and the sea. (Halcrow, 2002)

Plym

251753

57094

Feeds in to the Tamar and is part of the larger ‘Plymouth
Estuary’ system that has little impact on coastal processes
with little sediment exchange between the estuary system
and the sea. (Halcrow, 2002)

Tavy

247441

65038

Feeds in to the Tamar and is part of the larger ‘Plymouth
Estuary’ system that has little impact on coastal processes
with little sediment exchange between the estuary system
and the sea. (Halcrow, 2002)

Tamerton Lake

246545

60925

Feeds in to the Tamar and is part of the larger ‘Plymouth
Estuary’ system that has little impact on coastal processes
with little sediment exchange between the estuary system
and the sea (Halcrow, 2002).

Tiddy

234780

59500

Feeds in to the Lynher that in turn feeds into the Tamar and
is therefore part of the larger ‘Plymouth Estuary’ system that
has little impact on coastal processes with little sediment
exchange between the estuary system and the sea (Halcrow,
2002).

Yealm

256663

50956

Some sand flats at the mouth but generally low river flows
with very little suspended sediment.
Entrance exposed to south-westerly waves, though is
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River/Lagoon

Tidal Limit OS CoCoOrdinates
Easting

Interaction with Coastal Processes

Northing
partially sheltered by Great Mew Stone (Halcrow, 2002).

Erme

263070

51596

Sandy at the mouth which is very exposed to south-westerly
waves (Halcrow, 2002).

Avon (Devon)

270071

47240

Sand deposits at the mouth and includes some short sections
of sand dunes.
Mouth is sheltered from south-westerly waves by Burgh
Island, which has led to the development of a tombolo in the
lee of the island (Halcrow, 2002).

Kingsbridge Estuary

273551

44009

Sand accumulation in bays at the mouth. There is also a sand
bar seaward of the mouth.
Most sediment input is fluvial, with very little from sea
(Halcrow, 2002).

Bowcombe Creek
(Kingsbridge
Estuary)

274848

44109

Creek feeds into the Kingsbridge Estuary therefore see notes
above for ‘Kingsbridge Estuary’.

Frogmore Creek
(Kingsbridge
Estuary)

277517

42613

Creek feeds into the Kingsbridge Estuary therefore see notes
above for ‘Kingsbridge Estuary’.

Southpool Creek
(Kingsbridge
Estuary)

277439

40100

Creek feeds into the Kingsbridge Estuary therefore see notes
above for ‘Kingsbridge Estuary’.

Waterhead Creek
(Kingsbridge
Estuary)

276988

38850

Creek feeds into the Kingsbridge Estuary therefore see notes
above for ‘Kingsbridge Estuary’.

Collapit Creek
(Kingsbridge
Estuary)

272807

42198

Creek feeds into the Kingsbridge Estuary therefore see notes
above for ‘Kingsbridge Estuary’.

Blanksmill Creek
(Kingsbridge
Estuary)

272672

40982

Creek feeds into the Kingsbridge Estuary therefore see notes
above for ‘Kingsbridge Estuary’.

Batson Creek
(Kingsbridge
Estuary)

273518

39712

Creek feeds into the Kingsbridge Estuary therefore see notes
above for ‘Kingsbridge Estuary’.

Slapton Ley

281876

44067

Lagoon feature with no direct interaction with the sea due to
being enclosed by a shingle barrier beach (Halcrow, 2002).
There is seepage from Slapton Ley through the barrier
towards seaward due to the shingle barrier causing the water
level in the lagoon to be maintained at an artificially high level
above mean sea level thus establishing an hydraulic gradient
(SCOPAC Sediment Transport Study 2004).
Whilst there is no present direct interaction, should Slapton
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River/Lagoon

Tidal Limit OS CoCoOrdinates
Easting

Interaction with Coastal Processes

Northing
Sands barrier breach in the future, then this will change this
situation significantly.

Dart

280079

61257

Very low sediment input to the coast despite relatively high
discharge. No spit at mouth, rather entrance is flanked by
high rocky cliffs (Halcrow, 2002).
The high, resistant rock headlands that form the mouth of
the estuary create a stable form that, together with a relative
absence of coarse sediment around the mouth, exclude any
interaction between the estuarine and littoral sediment
environments (SCOPAC Sediment Transport Study, 2004).

Bow Creek

281222

56553

Feed into the Dart therefore see notes above for ‘Dart’.

Teign

293404

90152

Spit extends across the mouth from the north has been fixed
by development of Teignmouth, causing the channel to be
diverted to the south and constricting flow through the
mouth.
Very mobile ebb tidal delta seaward of the mouth is in a
cyclic sediment transport relationship with sand bars and
beach to the north of the mouth (up to Sprey Point
(SCOPAC Sediment Transport Study, 2004)), which also
causes beach levels in front of Teignmouth to fluctuate as
material moves around this system (Halcrow, 2002).

Exe

293404

90152

Historically there were double spits at mouth of estuary that
oscillated in growth, however at present only one is still
mobile (Dawlish Warren) whilst the other has been fixed by
development of Exmouth, thus making it a single spit estuary.
Flood and ebb tidal deltas landward/seaward of these spits,
form part of a complex sediment transport system (Exe

Estuary Coastal Management Study, Coastal Evolution Study
(Draft), 2007).
Ebb tidal delta (Pole Sands) has a significant impact upon the
coastal processes of a wide area and is also a store for large
quantities of sediment (Halcrow, 2002).
Otter

307569

83916

Spit extends across the mouth from the west causing the
mouth to be diverted to the east where it is ‘squeezed’
against sandstone cliffs and rock platform (Otterton Ledge)
(Halcrow, 2002).
Wave driven longshore transport moves shingle material into
the river channel and this is then transported, by a
combination of river and tidal currents, a short distance
offshore to form an ebb tidal delta that has accumulated
against Otterton Ledge. Wave action then moves shingle
from the delta back onshore to the beach west of the
entrance to the Otter, thus establishing a cyclic sediment
transport pathway (SCOPAC Sediment Transport Study,
2004).
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River/Lagoon

Tidal Limit OS CoCoOrdinates

Interaction with Coastal Processes

Easting

Northing

Sid

312909

87305

Largely trained along east side of Sidmouth, flowing out
through an outfall. As a result has no significant impact on
coastal processes (Halcrow, 2002).

Branscombe
Stream

320746

88173

Not included explicitly in Futurecoast (Halcrow, 2002), so
analysis here is based upon review of Futurecoast Aerial
Photos (Halcrow, 2002) and OS maps.
This shows mouth is enclosed by shingle beach and so it is
unlikely to have a significant effect on coastal processes.
The permanent eastward deflection and damning of
Branscombe Stream is due to net littoral drift eastwards
(SCOPAC Sediment Transport Study, 2004).

Axe

325894

92268

Shingle spit extends across mouth from the west causing the
mouth to be diverted to the east.
At low water tide doesn’t enter the estuary (it is ‘cut off’ by
shingle beach/spit.
At high river flows erosion and breach of the spit can occur
forming a temporary inlet until it is closed by the re-forming
of the spit by longshore drift.
River inputs a small amount of gravel to the system
(Halcrow, 2002). Most material enters channel from seaward
(driven by wave action) and this is then flushed offshore by
river and tidal flow with material then moved back onshore
by wave action (SCOPAC Sediment Transport Study, 2004).

Lim

334264

92071

Not included explicitly in Futurecoast (Halcrow, 2002), so
analysis here is based upon review of Futurecoast Aerial
Photos (Halcrow, 2002) and OS maps.
This shows no obvious discharge of impacts and therefore it
is not likely to have a significant influence on coastal
processes.

Char

336635

93111

No significant impact on shoreline processes.
A 20-30 year event can produce sufficient discharge to cause
the river to erode a channel through the beach forming a
temporary debris fan on the foreshore that is then pushed
back by wave action to re-form the beach (Halcrow, 2002).
The gravel beach restricts discharge, such that during
summer months the river is usually “ponded” upto 300m
inland. In this case percolation through the beach occurs
(SCOPAC Sediment Transport Study, 2004).

Winniford
(Seatown)

342051

91793

Not included explicitly in Futurecoast (Halcrow, 2002), so
analysis here is based upon review of Futurecoast Aerial
Photos (Halcrow, 2002) and OS maps.
This shows a small stream discharging of shingle beach but no
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River/Lagoon

Tidal Limit OS CoCoOrdinates
Easting

Interaction with Coastal Processes

Northing
significant impact upon coastal processes.

Eype

344782

90978

Not included explicitly in Futurecoast (Halcrow, 2002), so
analysis here is based upon review of Futurecoast Aerial
Photos (Halcrow, 2002) and OS maps.
This shows no significant impact upon coastal processes.

Brit

346239

90494

Estuary has a very high flow volume causing a plume at
almost all river flows and this in turn possibly causes local
modification to littoral transport from one side of the
harbour to the other (Halcrow, 2002). Sluices control
discharge into West Bay Harbour from the river (SCOPAC
Sediment Transport Study, 2004).
The harbour entrance structures inhibit longshore transport
processes and the estuary as a whole is likely to be
dynamically important to adjacent beaches (Halcrow, 2002).
Transport of shingle across the mouth occurs, as evidenced
by periodic shingle accumulation in the harbour, and so the
harbour entrance structures are not a complete barrier to
longshore transport (SCOPAC Sediment Transport Study,
2004).

Bride

347813

89484

Not included explicitly in Futurecoast (Halcrow, 2002), so
analysis here is based upon review of Futurecoast Aerial
Photos (Halcrow, 2002) and OS maps.
This shows a river discharging through a shingle ridge and
over a shingle foreshore.
From Halcrow’s experience from developing a beach
management plan for this beach it is known that the
Environment Agency manage the entrance to control flood
risk – this involves both closing and clearing the entrance of
shingle to prevent tidal inundation or allow fluvial drainage as
necessary.

Burton Mere

350957

87875

Not included explicitly in Futurecoast (Halcrow, 2002), so
analysis here is based upon review of Futurecoast Aerial
Photos (Halcrow, 2002) and OS maps.
This shows an area of enclosed marsh land behind Chesil
Beach. It has no obvious interaction with the coastal
processes.

The Fleet

360456

82307

A number of small streams drain into the western end of the
Fleet, providing freshwater input. The only direct interaction
with the open sea is a small tidal inlet at Ferrybridge towards
the Portland end of the Fleet (Halcrow, 2002).
There is at present no significant interaction on coastal
processes, though at the Wyke Narrows the tidal flow is
constrained and so high currents occur through this channel,
which in turn stops the beach rolling back into the channel.
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River/Lagoon

Tidal Limit OS CoCoOrdinates
Easting

Interaction with Coastal Processes

Northing
Intrusion of saltwater through Chesil Beach into the Fleet
also occurs through both gradual seepage and (less frequent)
‘bursts’ (forming ‘cans’ on the Fleet side of Chesil Beach
(Malcolm Bray Lecture 21/11/07 and associated slides).
Whilst at present there are no direct interactions, The Fleet
itself was formed as a result of enclosure by Chesil Beach (as
a result of coastal processes), and should this breach in the
future, then once again there will be more significant direct
interactions with coastal processes (Halcrow, 2002).

Wey

367730

79236

A series of sluice gates divide the mouth from the freshwater
Radipole Lake upstream and also control the discharge rate
(except at times of high river flows when they are opened to
reduce flood risk upstream). As a result there is little fluvial
sediment input to the coast.
Some sediment enters the mouth from the sea and is
deposited (Halcrow, 2002).

Based upon the information summarised in Table 1, it is apparent that of the estuaries identified in the Scoping
Report of June 2007, the estuaries that have a significant direct interaction with the sea are:
•

Brit Estuary (West Bay) – inhibits longshore transport and discharge may affect sediment transport
across the mouth;

•

Axe Estuary – coastal processes have formed a spit across the mouth, though this can be breached
during high river flow events;

•

Otter Estuary – coastal processes have formed a spit across the mouth.

•

Exe Estuary – complex sediment transport system involving double spits at the mouth and flood and ebb
tidal deltas, the latter having an influence on coastal processes over a wide area;

•

Teign Estuary – spit across the mouth as well as a very mobile ebb tidal delta, both of which form parts
of a cyclic sediment transport system.

Given the size of both the Tamar and Dart estuaries, it is perhaps surprising that they are not included within
the above list of estuaries that have a significant interaction with coastal processes. The reason for this is that,
despite their size, neither contributes a large amount of sediment to the sea because of the hard, resistant
geology through which their rivers flow.
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Annex C.2
C.2 – No Active Intervention Flood and Erosion Risk Maps
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The Supporting Appendices
These appendices and the accompanying documents provide all of the information required to support the
Shoreline Management Plan. This is to ensure that there is clarity in the decision-making process and that the
rationale behind the policies being promoted is both transparent and auditable. The appendices are:
A: SMP Development

This reports the history of development of the SMP, describing
more fully the plan and policy decision-making process.

B: Stakeholder Engagement

All communications from the stakeholder process are provided
here, together with information arising from the consultation
process.

C: Baseline Process Understanding

Includes baseline process report, defence assessment, NAI and
WPM assessments and summarises data used in assessments.

D: SEA Environmental Baseline
Report (Theme Review)

This report identifies and evaluates the environmental features
(human, natural, historical and landscape).

E: Issues & Objectives Evaluation

Provides information on the issues and objectives identified as part
of the Plan development, including appraisal of their importance.

F: Initial Policy Appraisal & Scenario
Development

Presents the consideration of generic policy options for each
frontage, identifying possible acceptable policies, and their
combination into ‘scenarios’ for testing. Also presents the appraisal
of impacts upon shoreline evolution and the appraisal of objective
achievement.

G: Preferred Policy Scenario Testing

Presents the policy assessment and appraisal of objective
achievement towards definition of the Preferred Plan (as presented
in the Shoreline Management Plan document).

H: Economic Appraisal and
Sensitivity Testing

Presents the economic analysis undertaken in support of the
Preferred Plan.

I: Strategic Environmental
Assessment (SEA) Report

Presents the various items undertaken in developing the Plan that
specifically relate to the requirements of the EU Council Directive
2001/42/EC (the Strategic Environmental Assessment Directive),
such that all of this information is readily accessible in one
document.

J: Appropriate Assessment Report

Presents the Appropriate Assessment of SMP policies upon
European designated sites (SPAs and SACs) as well as Ramsar sites,
where policies might have a likely significant effect upon these sites.
This is carried out in accordance with the Conservation (Natural
Habitats, &c.) Regulations 1994 (the Habitats Regulations).

K: Water Framework Development
Report

Presents assessment of potential impacts of SMP policies upon
coastal and estuarine water bodies, in accordance with the
requirements of EU Council Directive 2000/60/EC (the Water
Framework Directive).

L: Metadatabase and Bibliographic
database

All supporting information used to develop the SMP is referenced
for future examination and retrieval.

M: Action Plan Summary Table

Presents the Action Plan items included in Section 6 of the main
SMP document (The Plan) in tabular format for ease of monitoring
and reporting action plan progress.

Within each appendix cross-referencing highlights the documents where related appraisals are presented. The
broad relationships between the appendices are illustrated below.
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D.1

Introduction
Intro
duction

This Appendix contains the Strategic Environmental Assessment (SEA) Environmental Baseline Report (Theme
Review), which identifies key environmental features along the coast and why these features are important to
stakeholders (i.e. the benefits that the feature provides). Information from this review will be used as a basis
for developing policy options and assessing the impacts and suitability of these options.
To underpin this assessment of the features and their benefits present along the shoreline the Theme Review
identifies the key characteristics and importance of features for the Natural Environment, Landscape
Character, Historic Environment, Land Use, Infrastructure and Material Assets, and Population and Health.
These are preceded by an overview of the coastline, subdivided into 17 sections.
The inland boundary of the Shoreline Management Plan (SMP) has been taken to be 1km inland of the coastline
between Durlston Head and Rame Head, modified to include the whole indicative coastal flood risk zone
where this extends further inland. Environmental features and assets lying wholly or partly within this area
have been included in this Theme Review.
In developing this Theme Review, the Portland Bill to Durlston Head and Lyme Bay and South Devon SMPs
have been reviewed as a starting point (Halcrow 1997, Mouchel Parkman 1998, Posford Duvivier 1998a,
1998b).
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D.2

Description of Coastline

D.2.1

Section A: Durlston Head to White Nothe

The section of coastline extends from Durlston Head (to the south of Swanage) to White Nothe. Most of the
coastline consists of high cliffs of outstanding landscape and geological value. Classic landforms along this
coastline include Lulworth Cove and Durdle Door, formed from uplifting and tilting of Jurassic and Cretaceous
rock sequences. Almost the entire coast lies within the Dorset and East Devon World Heritage Site (WHS)
for its geological importance, as well as the Isle of Portland to Studland Cliffs Special Area of Conservation
(SAC) for its ecology.
The frontage and its immediate hinterland are largely undeveloped, supporting agricultural land, Ministry of
Defence (MoD) training areas and facilities. Much of the coast is currently undefended and erosion risks are
generally low due to the resistant nature of the cliffs.

D.2.2

Section B: White Nothe to Redcliff Point

This is a mainly cliffed section of coast dominated by clay-rich cliffs, of outstanding landscape, ecological and
geological value lying within the Dorset and East Devon WHS and Isle of Portland to Studland Cliffs SAC. This
section of coastline experiences episodic landslide events that can cause tens of metres of retreat as a result of
a single event. In places there is a risk of relict landslide complexes becoming reactivated.
The coast is currently mainly undefended, apart from a short stretch of defence in Ringstead Bay.

D.2.3

Section C Redcliff Point to Portland Bill

This section of coast extends from Redcliff Point to Portland Bill on the Isle of Portland. The Isle of Portland is
an outcrop of limestone cliffs that forms the major promontory along the Dorset coast. These cliffs are
fronted by rocky foreshores and raised beaches, which are often covered with the debris from frequent cliff
falls and the debris from quarrying operations.
Portland Harbour breakwaters represent major human intervention along the frontage. These provide
protection to Portland Harbour and an element of sea defence, which appears to have led to reduced erosion
of the cliffs on the north-west harbour shore. The western extent of Portland Harbour is bounded by Chesil
Beach and forms part of the landward side of the shingle ridge described in D.2.4.4.
The frontage comprises primarily open coast, with only one main river, the Wey, discharging into the sea at
Weymouth. This is one of the more heavily developed stretches of coastline within the SMP area,
incorporating the key service and tourism centre of Weymouth and the Isle of Portland. This coastal section
lies within the Isle of Portland to Studland Cliffs SAC.

D.2.4

Section D: Portland Bill to Thorncombe Beacon

This section of coast represents the eastern half of Lyme Bay, formed by the western side of the rocky
headland of the Isle of Portland described in 2.3 and the depositional feature of Chesil Beach.
Chesil Beach is a unique shingle ridge feature extending from Chiswell to West Bay, where the Bridport
Harbour’s East Pier effectively forms its western boundary. Historical landward movement of the shingle bank
has enclosed The Fleet between Portland Harbour and Abbotsbury, forming the largest tidal lagoon in Britain.
Landward of the beach are the settlements of Chiswell, Abbotsbury, Burton Bradstock, West Bay, Bridport
and Eype.
The outstanding geological features of the coastline have led to its inclusion within the Dorset and East Devon
World Heritage site. These include the cliff exposures of Portland and Purbeck Beds, the spectacular cliffs
between West Bay and Burton Bradstock and Chesil Beach itself. The latter site is internationally designated
for its wildlife value; Chesil Beach and The Fleet Special Protection Area (SPA), Ramsar site and SAC. This
stretch of coastline lies within the Portland and The Fleet Sensitive Marine Area designated for the importance
of its marine wildlife, and also Sidmouth to West Bay SAC.
There are numerous Scheduled Monuments and Portland contains a Conservation Area with a number of
listed buildings.
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Land use along this stretch of coastline is predominantly agricultural and recreational but also includes
industrial, extensive quarrying, urban and residential areas, whilst sea use comprises fishing, mussel beds,
oyster beds and recreation. There is a harbour at West Bay maintained by West Dorset District Council.

D.2.5

Section E: Thorncombe Beacon to Beer Head

The Lyme Bay frontage from Thorncombe Beacon to Beer Head to the west of Beer, encompasses the
settlements of Chideock, Seatown, Charmouth, Lyme Regis, Seaton and Beer. The coastline consists of
undulating cliffs with shingle beaches. Some sections of the cliffs are subject to landslides, notably at Black Ven,
Doghouse Hill and Golden Cap. Black Ven, between Charmouth and Lyme Regis, is considered to be the
largest active coastal landslip and mudflow complex in Europe.
The Cobb, to the west of Lyme Regis, is a curved breakwater that shelters Lyme Regis Harbour. Major cliff
stabilisation works have recently been completed at Lyme Regis.
The cliffs in this area are important for their coastal geomorphology and stratigraphy, for studying the
interrelated process of cliff denudation and beach formation and of international importance for their fossil
fauna. The coast lies within the Dorset and East Devon World Heritage Site as well as part of the Sidmouth to
West Bay SAC. This stretch of coastline is also designated an AONB and Heritage Coast.
There are several Scheduled Monuments within this stretch of coastline and over 30 archaeological sites and
finds.
Land use along this stretch of coastline is predominantly agricultural with urban areas at Lyme Regis, Seaton
and Beer and other, smaller, settlements, whilst sea use comprises fishing and recreation.
This area, particularly Lyme Regis, attracts a large number of visitors and consequently extensive recreational
facilities have developed along the coastline, including numerous caravan parks.

D.2.6

Section F: Beer Head to Otterton Ledge

This length of coastline extends from Beer Head to the River Otter. It encompasses the settlements of
Branscombe, Sidmouth and Otterton. The coastline consists mostly of steep cliffs fronted by rocks and shingle
beaches. The cliffs are relatively soft and are prone to landslides and rock falls, especially near Sidmouth. Beer
Head is formed from the westernmost extent of Cretaceous chalk, whilst the red sandstone sea stacks at
Ladram Bay are classic coastal features, testament to the effects of marine erosion in sculpting this coastline,
which is within the Dorset and East Devon World Heritage Site and encompasses the Beer Quarry and Caves
SAC.
Land use is mainly agricultural with a number of residential areas, most notably at Sidmouth, which is also a
popular holiday resort. Sea use comprises fishing and some recreation. This length of coastline was prominent
recently in the news for the beaching of the container ship MSC Napoli in January 2007.

D.2.7

Section G: Otterton Ledge to Straight Point

This short frontage includes the estuary of the River Otter and the settlement of Budleigh Salterton. The
coastline forms an embayment, with a beach backed by cliffs, between the rock ledge at the eastern end of the
unit and the headland at the western end. The cliffs become higher and more prone to erosion toward the
west.
Land use here varies and includes agricultural, residential, recreational and amenity, whilst sea use comprises
fishing and recreation.
The exceptional cobble beach and red sandstone cliffs around Budleigh Salterton are major landscape and
geological features, included within the Dorset and East Devon World Heritage Site.

D.2.8

Section H: Straight Point to Holcombe

Extending from Straight Point to Holcombe, this frontage includes the whole of the Exe Estuary and
encompasses the settlements of Exmouth, Starcross, Cockwood, Dawlish Warren and Dawlish. The coastline
is dominated by the large spit at Dawlish Warren (a designated SAC for nature conservation) at the mouth of
the River Exe, and the estuary is flanked by beaches backed with cliffs and headlands. The Exe Estuary itself is
also internationally designated as a SPA and Ramsar site. The coastal processes taking place in and around the
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estuary are extremely complex and the recently commissioned Exe Estuary Coastal Management Study (grantaided by Defra/EA), will provide useful information for the SMP Review.
Land use along this stretch of coastline is mainly residential with some agricultural and recreational uses, whilst
sea use comprises fishing, recreation and small shipping from the Exeter River Canal.
The Triassic sandstone cliffs at Orcombe Point represent the western limit, and some of the oldest rocks, of
the Dorset and East Devon World Heritage Site.

D.2.9

Section I: Holcombe to Hope’s Nose

This frontage covers the Parson and Clerk rocks, near Holcombe, to Hope’s Nose and includes the Teign
Estuary. It encompasses the settlements of part of Holcombe, Teignmouth, Shaldon, Maidencombe and part of
Torquay. The coastline consists mostly of cliffs, becoming higher and more indented towards the south
subject to varying degrees of erosion, being fronted by stretches of narrow sandy beaches.
Land use along this stretch of coastline is mainly urban, including commercial and residential areas, with
agricultural and recreational areas in the central part of the unit, whilst sea use comprises fishing and
recreation.

D.2.10 Section J: Hope’s Nose to Berry Head (Tor Bay)
This frontage extends from Hope’s Nose to Berry Head and covers the coastline of Tor Bay. It encompasses
the settlements of part of Torquay, Paignton, Goodrington and part of Brixham. The coastline consists of a
deeply recessed, cliffed bay, bounded by headlands and within the bay, there are a number of promontories
that create pockets of sandy beaches.
The whole area is heavily populated, and is known as the English Riviera. Land use in this unit is mainly urban
with some recreational areas, whilst sea use comprises fishing and recreation.
The international conservation designation of South Hams SAC lies within this coastal section.

D.2.11 Section K: Berry Head to Blackstone Point
From Berry Head to Blackstone Point, this frontage includes the Dart Estuary and encompasses the
settlements of part of Brixham, Kingswear and Dartmouth. The coastline consists of indented cliffs forming
numerous bays containing small sandy beaches and there are occasional rock falls from the cliffs.
Land use along this stretch of coastline is mainly agricultural with residential developments around the
settlements, whilst sea use comprises fishing and recreation.
The international conservation designation of South Hams SAC lies within this coastal section.

D.2.12 Section L: Blackstone Point to Start Point
This length of coastline extends from Blackstone Point to Start Point and includes Slapton Ley lagoon. It
encompasses the settlements of Stoke Fleming, Blackpool, Strete, Slapton, Torcross, Beesands and Hallsands.
The coastline consists of a long shallow bay, with high cliffs at both ends and low-lying land and minor cliffs in
the central area.
The shingle ridge of Slapton Sands encloses Slapton Ley, the largest fresh water lagoon in south west England.
Land use along this stretch of coastline is mainly agricultural with amenity and residential areas, whilst sea use
comprises fishing, diving and recreation.
The international conservation designation of South Devon and Shore SAC lies within this coastal section.

D.2.13 Section M: Start Point to Bolt Head
Extending from Start Point to Bolt Head and including the beautiful Kingsbridge Estuary, this frontage
encompasses the settlements of East Prawle, East Portlemouth and Salcombe. The coastline is dominated by
steep high cliffs, with numerous small embayed beaches. The length is bounded by headlands and there is some
cliff erosion from undercutting and rock falls.
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Land use along this stretch of coastline is mainly agricultural with commercial areas around Salcombe and
scattered residential areas, whilst sea use comprises commerce, fishing, diving and recreation.
The international conservation designation of South Devon and Shore SAC lies within this coastal section.

D.2.14 Section N: Bolt Head to Wembury Point
This frontage, from Bolt Head to Wembury Point, includes the Avon, Erme and Yealm estuaries. It
encompasses the settlements of Bolbery, Inner and Outer Hope, Thurlestone, Bantham, Bigbury on Sea,
Challaborough and Wembury. The coastline consists of extensive lengths of steep, indented cliffs with
numerous small sandy embayed beaches, punctuated by estuaries. Localised cliff erosion occurs throughout the
frontage.
Land use along this stretch of coastline is mainly agricultural with amenity, residential and Ministry of Defence
(military base) areas, whilst sea use comprises fishing, diving and recreation.
The international conservation designations of Blackstone Point SAC and Plymouth Sound and Estuaries SAC
lie within this coastal section.

D.2.15 Section O: Wembury Point to Devil’s Point
This section from Wembury Point to Devil’s Point includes the eastern part of Plymouth Sound and
encompasses the settlements of Heybrook Bay, Bovisand, Plymstock and Plymouth. The coastline covers the
frontages around Plymouth Sound (internationally designated as a SAC) and the estuary mouths of the Rivers
Plym and Tamar. It consists of cliffs of varying heights, which are subject to localised erosion, and beaches.
The man-made Plymouth Breakwater protects the frontage against severe erosion by moderating inshore
waves.
Land uses along this stretch of coastline vary and include agricultural, commercial, residential, recreational and
Ministry of Defence (Plymouth Breakwater) areas. The central area around Plymouth and Plymstock is the
biggest population centre in the SMP area. Sea use comprises fishing, recreation and navigation.

D.2.16 Section P: Tamar Estuary
This section comprises the Tamar Estuary, which lies on the border between Devon and Cornwall. The
estuary complex is designated as a SPA for its international importance to birds. The estuary system is a large
marine inlet comprising the estuaries of the rivers Tamar, Lynher and Tavy which collectively drain an
extensive part of Devon and Cornwall. The Tamar river and its tributaries provide the main input of
freshwater into the estuary, and form a ria (drowned river valley) with Plymouth Sound (Plymouth Sound and
Estuaries are designated as a SAC for their nature conservation). The Tamar Estuary is important for its
biological interests including intertidal habitats, waterbirds and invertebrates.
This stretch of the estuary encompasses the settlements of Plymouth and Torpoint.

D.2.17 Section Q: Mount Edgcumbe to Rame Head
This is the most westerly stretch of the SMP area, extending from Mount Edgcumbe to Rame Head in
Cornwall.
It includes the western part of Plymouth Sound (Plymouth Sound and Estuaries are designated as a SAC for
their nature conservation) and encompasses the settlements of Kingsand and Cawsand. The coastline covers
the western frontages around Plymouth Sound and part of the estuary mouth of the River Tamar. It consists of
cliffs of varying heights, which are subject to localised erosion, and beaches. The man-made Plymouth
Breakwater protects the frontage against severe erosion by moderating inshore waves.
Land uses along this stretch of coastline vary and include agricultural, commercial, residential, recreational and
Ministry of Defence (Plymouth Breakwater) areas. Sea use comprises fishing, recreation and navigation.
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D.3

Natural Environment

D.3.1

General

As part of developing shoreline management policies it is important to understand the relationship between
areas of value to nature, geological conservation and coastal processes, and also to understand how coastal
management can alter coastal processes and impact on the natural environment.
This section reviews the status of the ‘natural’ features present on the shoreline between Durlston Head and
Rame Head and includes areas designated for their international and national conservation importance.
Maps illustrating the different environment designations found within the SMP area are located in Annex D.1.

D.3.2

Biodiversity, Flora and Fauna

D.3.2.1 Overview
The natural environment of the study area is characterised by a diverse range of habitats including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Maritime cliffs and slopes;
Mudflats and saltmarsh;
Estuaries;
Sand dunes;
Coastal vegetated shingle;
Coastal grazing marsh;
Lowland deciduous woodland;
Lowland meadow;
Fen;
Heathland and lowland dry acid or calcareous grassland;
Reedbeds; and
Saline lagoons.

The Dorset and East Devon coast (the ‘Jurassic Coast’) is the only natural UNESCO World Heritage Site in
England. This 153km site stretches from Orcombe Point near Exmouth to Old Harry Rocks near Swanage,
and was primarily designated for the following features:
•
•
•
•

Sequencing of 185 million years of geological history from the Triassic, Jurassic and Cretaceous
periods;
Contribution the area has made to earth sciences and understanding geology, particularly through the
study of fossil beds;
Remarkable varied coastal scenery and geomorphology with unique features such as Chesil Bank; and
A combination of important habitats and conservation features.

The ecological and geological importance of the shoreline is recognised in a number of national and
international designations. These are as follows:
(a)
International Designations
International designations include Special Protection Areas (SPA) designated under the EC Birds
Directive 1979 and Special Areas of Conservation (SAC) designated under the EC Habitats
Directive, 1992. These designations are implemented in the UK by the Conservation (Natural
Habitats &c.) Regulations 1994 (Habitats Regulations), the Conservation (Natural Habitats &c.)
(Amendment) Regulations 2007 and the Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981. Ramsar Sites are
designated under the Convention on Wetlands of International Importance, signed at Ramsar in
1971.
Article 6 of the Habitats Directive determines the relationship between conservation and site use
and requires that ‘any plan or project not directly connected with or necessary to the conservation
of a European site (i.e. an internationally designated conservation site) but likely to have a significant
effect thereon, either individually or in combination with other plans or projects, shall be subject to
appropriate assessment of its implications for the site in view of the site’s conservation objectives.
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Consequently, an Appropriate Assessment of the SMP will be carried out for this SMP, where
appropriate but it is understood that the Coastal Advisory Group have not commissioned this work
to date.
International designations in the SMP area are shown in Table 3.1. Further details of SPAs, pSACs,
Ramsar Sites and SACs are given in Annex D.2.

Table 3.1 International Nature Conservation Designations
Designation

Location

Coastal Section

Special Protection Area (SPA) and Ramsar Sites

Tamar Estuaries Complex
Chesil and The Fleet
Exe Estuary
St Albans Head to Durlston Head
Isle of Portland to Studland Cliffs
Crookhill Brick Pit
Chesil Beach and The Fleet
Beer Quarry and Caves
Sidmouth to West Bay
River Axe
Dawlish Warren
South Hams
South Devon Shore Dock
Blackstone Point
Plymouth Sound and Estuaries
Poole Bay to Lyme Bay Reefs

P
D
H

Special Area of Conservation (SAC)

Proposed SAC (pSAC)

A, B, C, D
D
F
D, E, F

H
J, K
L, M
N
O, P, Q
A, B, C, D, E, H, I, J
and K
Prawle Point to Plymouth Sound L, M and an area
and Eddystone
offshore from N & M
(separated from
mainland) at Hand
Deeps

(b)
National Designations
National designations include Sites of Special Scientific Interest (SSSIs) notified under the Wildlife
and Countryside Act 1981 and regulated under the Countryside and Rights of Way Act 2000,
National Nature Reserves (NNRs), which are notified and regulated under the National Parks and
Access to the Countryside Act 1949 and the Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981 and Areas of
Special Protection (ASP) notified under the Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981.
The national designations in the SMP area are shown in Table 3.2 and comprise 56 SSSIs, four NNRs
and one ASP. Further details are provided in Annex D.3.
The condition of SSSIs in England is assessed by Natural England using categories agreed through the
Joint Nature Conservation Committee. When the SSSI is being adequately conserved and is meeting
‘conservation objectives’ it is reported to be in ‘favourable condition’, although there is still scope
for enhancement. Natural England has a Government Public Service Agreement (PSA) target to
have 95% of the SSSI area in favourable or recovering condition by 2010.

Table 3.2 National Conservation Designations
Designation
Site of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI)
South Dorset Coast
Purbeck Ridge (West)
Lodmoor

Biological/
Geological

Area (ha)

Coastal
Sections

B/G
B
B

1760.9 ha
146.1 ha
71.5 ha

A, B, C
A
C
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Designation
Radipole Lake
Nicodemus Heights
Chesil & The Fleet
Portland Harbour Shore
Isle of Portland
Burton Bradstock
West Dorset Coast
Axmouth to Lyme Regis Undercliffs
River Axe
Sidmouth to Beer Coast
Ladram Bay to Sidmouth
Beer Quarry and Caves
Otter Estuary
Budleigh Salterton Cliffs
Exe Estuary
Dawlish Cliffs
Dawlish Warren
Kents Cavern
Babbacombe Cliffs
Hope’s Nose to Walls Hill
Daddyhole
Saltern Cove
Dyer’s Quarry
Meadfoot Sea Road
New Cut Torquay
Roundham Head
Berry Head to Sharkham Point
Scabbacombe
Froward Point
Lord’s Wood
Hallsands to Beesands
Slapton Ley
Prawle Point & Start Point
Bolt Head to Bolt Tail
Salcombe to Kingsbridge Estuary
Wheal Emily
Yealm Estuary
Blackstone Point
South Milton Ley
Wembury Point
Erme Estuary
Rame Head & Whitsand Bay
Kingsand to Sandway Point
Wallsend Industrial Estate
St. John’s Lake
Lynher Estuary
Tamar-Tavy Estuary
Plymouth Sound Shores & Cliffs
Faraday Road
Lockridge Mine
Mount Wise
Richmond Walk
Western King
National Nature Reserve

Biological/
Geological
B
B
B/G
B/G
B/G
G
B/G
B/G
B/G
B/G
G
B/G
B/G
G
B/G
G
B
G
G
B/G
G
B/G
G
G
G
G
B
B
B
B
G
B
B/G
B
B
G
B
B/G
B
B/G
B
B/G
G
G
B
B
B
B
G
G
G
G
B/G

Area (ha)
96.4 ha
7.89 ha
990.4 ha
29.5 ha
369.3 ha
0.2 ha
596.3 ha
334.6 ha
69.5 ha
239.0 ha
18.4 ha
27.8 ha
33.3 ha
10.6 ha
2,181.6 ha
8.5 ha
207.0 ha
1.7 ha
13.5 ha
64.7 ha
3.6 ha
13.1 ha
0.8 ha
6.1 ha
0.02 ha
4.2 ha
67.9 ha
8.2 ha
32.1 ha
20.7 ha
13.34 ha
254.72 ha
341.2 ha
228.7 ha
651.5 ha
0.43 ha
85.2 ha
7.38 ha
16.2 ha
139.3 ha
431.4 ha
160.09 ha
6.7 ha
0.76 ha
279.2 ha
687.3 ha
1422.33 ha
45.0 ha
0.2 ha
0.62 ha
0.5 ha
0.205 ha
1.9 ha

Coastal
Sections
C
C
D
C
C
D
D, E
E
E
E, F
F
F
F,G
G
H
H
H
J
I
I, ,J
J
J
J
J
J
J
J, K
K
K
K
L
L
L, M
M, N
M
N
N
N
N
N, O
N
Q
Q
O
P
P
P
O, Q
O
P
P
P
O
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Designation
Axmouth to Lyme Regis Undercliffs
Dawlish Warren
Berry Head
Slapton Ley
Area of Special Protection
Berry Head and Berry Head (Southern Redoubt)

Biological/
Geological
B
B
B
B

Area (ha)
334.6 ha
207.0 ha
67.9 ha
254.72 ha

Coastal
Sections
E
H
J, K
L

B

-

K

(c)
Local Biodiversity
Biodiversity
There is a range of statutory and non-statutory local conservation sites and locally important habitats
as follows:
Sites of Importance for Nature Conservation (SINCs)
There are over 100 Sites of Importance for Nature Conservation (SINCs) within the SMP area, which
are strategically important for biodiversity. SINCs are non-statutory sites but are given weight
through the local planning system.
Local Nature Reserves
Statutory Local Nature Reserves (LNR) present within the SMP area are listed in Table 3.3.

Table 3.3 Local Nature Reserves
Local Nature Reserve
The Maer LNR
Exmouth LNR
Dawlish Warren LNR
Sugar Loaf Hill and Saltern Cove LNR
Salcombe to Kingsbridge LNR

Coastal Section
H
H
H
J
M

Other Reserves
Other non-statutory nature reserves within the SMP are shown in Table 3.4.

Table 3.4 NonNon-statutory Nature Reserves
Nature Reserve
Radipole Lake RSPB Reserve
Lodmoor RSPB Reserve
Exe Estuary RSPB Reserve

Coastal Section
C
C
H

(d)
Biodiversity Action Plans (BAPs)
The UK Government published its Biodiversity: UK Action Plan in 1994, in response to Article 6A
of the Convention on Biological Diversity. In order to help meet the targets identified in this plan
and to protect and enhance flora and fauna, a series of local Biodiversity Action Plans (BAPs) have
been developed. Those relevant to the SMP area include Purbeck Local BAP, Torbay Local BAP and
Action for Biodiversity in the South West, which identify local contributions to achieving UK targets
as well as local priorities for habitats and species.
The priority species and habitats for the SMP area potentially affected by changes in coastal
management are detailed in Annex D.4.
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D.3.3

Earth Heritage,
Heritage, Soils and Geology

D.3.3.1 Overview
The earth science interest of the coastline includes stratigraphic features, which are reflected in a range of
designated earth heritage sites of local, regional, national or international importance. These display
sediments, rocks, fossils, and features of the landscape that make a special contribution to our understanding
and appreciation of earth science and the geological history of Britain.
Natural erosion is a key driver in maintaining the geological interest of the coastline (the ‘Jurassic Coast’) in
the SMP area by exposing rock sequences in the cliff faces and releasing fossils to the beach. Coastal defences
are likely to be detrimental to this objective. Balancing collecting pressure, public access and scientific study is
another challenge for management (Edmonds 2007).
The geomorphology of the area is varied and includes shingle banks, sand dunes and saltmarshes. The major
shingle features of national importance are Chesil Beach and Slapton Sands, which enclose the large natural
lagoons of The Fleet and Slapton Ley respectively. Dawlish Warren is a significant sand dune structure,
located in the Exe Estuary at the mouth of the river.
(a)
International Earth Heritage Designations
The international earth heritage designations include World Heritage Sites and Geoparks (see Table
3.5).
World Heritage Sites are administered by the UNESCO World Heritage Committee, which are
elected by the General Assembly of States Parties. The UK government meets its obligations to
protect World Heritage Sites through existing legislation, primarily through the planning system and
Planning Policy Guidance (PPG) 15.
The European Geoparks Network (EGN) has signed formal agreements with UNESCO’s Division of
Earth Sciences giving the network UNESCO endorsement and giving the EGN responsibility for
regulating membership of the UNESCO Global Network of Geoparks in Europe.

Table 3.5 International Conservation Designations
Designation

Location

Coastal Section

Geopark

English Riviera

I, J, K

World Heritage Site

Dorset and East Devon

A, D, E, F, G

(b)
National Designations
The national designations in the SMP area are shown in Table 3.2 and comprise 37 geological SSSIs
(Table 3.2)

(c)
Local Earth Heritage Designations
There is a range of statutory and non-statutory local conservation sites and locally important
habitats as follows:
•
•

Regionally Important Geological Sites (RIGS); and
Geological Conservation Review Sites.

Over 100 Geological Conservation Review (GCR) sites fall within the SMP area. The majority of the GCR
sites are in ‘favourable stable’ condition (with the exception of small problem areas and Portland Harbour
Shore, which has become obscured by vegetation since the construction of Portland Harbour breakwaters).
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D.3.4

Air and Climate

The south of England experiences relatively warm dry summers and recently there has been increasing
concern that climate change is accelerating towards higher temperatures. It is now generally accepted that
global warming is taking place, with global mean air temperatures having increased by 0.3 to 0.60C during the
20th century.
Global warming is predicted to increase pressure on coastal defences in the SMP area due to rising sea levels
from thermal expansion and the melting of glaciers (Table 3.6 shows the Defra recommended allowances for
net sea level rise in this region of the UK). Consequently, conflicts between coastal defence and protection of
the coastline are likely to increase in the SMP area.
Table 3.6 Defra’s
Defra’s Recommended Allowance for Sea Level Rise (Defra 2006)
Region

South West and
Wales

Assumed Vertical Net Sea Level rise (mm/yr)
Previous
Land Movement 1990 - 2025
2025 2025 - 2055 2055 - 2085 2085 - 2115 Allowances
(mm/yr)
-0.5
3.5
8.0
11.5
14.5
5 mm/yr constant

Future changes in climate and associated impacts on tide levels are difficult to predict but there is the potential
for heavier rainstorms with increased incidences of flash flooding and storm surges. These are likely to change
the frequency, extent, distribution and pattern of coastal flooding and erosion in the future.
The main industrial air polluter within the study area is SSEPG Operations Limited in Weymouth, which
released substances into the air in 2007 during fuel and power production (www.environment-agency.gov.uk
accessed 2009). The implementation of the SMP would not contribute to air pollution or be affected by this
site.
As air quality and noise levels will not influence or be affected by the recommendations of this SMP, further
consideration will not be given to potential issues relating to these receptors. Specific issues will be considered
as part of the environmental assessment of any detailed projects arising from the SMP or future strategies.

D.3.5

Water

A Water Framework Directive (WFD) assessment has been prepared by the Environment Agency (2009) and
can be viewed in Appendix K of the SMP.
All rivers, lakes, estuaries, coastal waters and groundwater within the study area must achieve a standard of
‘good status’ by 2015 under the terms of the EU Water Framework Directive (WFD); whereby ‘status’ is a
measure of ecological, chemical, hydrological and morphological quality in surface waters.
Within the SMP area, there are 22 Transitional and Coastal Waterbodies, 94 River Waterbodies, 1 Lake
Waterbody and 15 Groundwater Bodies.
This WFD-related assessment takes into consideration the potential effects of SMP policy options on the
ecological quality elements of the coastal and transitional water bodies directly affected by the SMP, and the
associated water bodies which may also experience some indirect effect (such as shifting in the upper tidal limit
in rivers). The potential effects on ecological quality elements are associated with changes in hydrological
regimes and water body morphology – including such factors as changes in current velocities, sediment
accretion/erosion, water quality (turbidity, salinity) and tidal inundation.
The WFD-related assessment also considers whether the SMP policies may have adverse consequences for
water bodies protected under other EU legislation, in particular Special Protection Areas and Special Areas of
Conservation (related to the Birds Directive and Habitats Directive, respectively). Additionally, the potential
for changes in groundwater bodies are considered insofar as such changes could affect dependent ecology (i.e.
groundwater dependent ecosystems).
A further consideration of possible impacts on groundwater relates to their use for public (or other) water
supply. Such considerations are primarily related to No Active Intervention and Managed Realignment policies,
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which will result in a geographical change in the shoreline in the vicinity of a groundwater Source Protection
Zone (SPZ).
The delineation of an SPZ implies a connection between the ground surface and the underlying abstracted
aquifer. Zone 3 of an SPZ is the total catchment of a groundwater abstraction. Inundation of ground within
Zone 3 by tidal waters following implementation of an SMP policy presents a potential route for saline water
to enter the aquifer. However, there are no locations in the South Devon and Dorset SMP2 where Zone 3 of
the Source Protection Zones extends as far as the coastline (see Figure D1).
Figure D1 Groundwater Body Source Protection Zones within the SMP2 Area.

There are over 70 designated bathing waters within the study area where the water quality results have been
monitored by the Environment Agency and compared against the standards in the European Bathing Water
Directive. All of the sites monitored in 2008 were recorded as ‘good’ or ‘excellent’ water quality (with the
exception of Plymouth Hoe East and Exmouth, which were recorded as having ‘poor’ quality.
The main industrial polluters releasing substances to water within the study area is CEFAS Laboratory in
Weymouth, which released tritium and carbon 14 into sewers in 2007 and Bridport (West Bay) Sewage
Treatment Works run by Wessex Water, which released various substances into the water in 2003
(www.environment-agency.gov.uk accessed 2009). The recommendations of the SMP are unlikely to affect or
be affected by activities at these sites.
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D.4

Landscape Character and Visual Amenity

D.4.1

General

Coastal defence provision (and therefore SMP policy) may have an impact on the landscape of an area. The
significance of this will depend upon the type of defence and the importance placed upon a particular
landscape. The visual appearance of the natural and built landscape is an important factor in determining its
appeal to residents and visitors.
This section reviews the status of the existing landscape character of the shoreline between Durlston Head
and Rame Head.
Maps illustrating the different landscape designations within the SMP area are located in Annex D.1.

D.4.2

Landscape and Visual Amenity

D.4.2.1 Overview
The study area includes some of the finest coastal scenery and areas of visual importance to be found within
the British Isles.
The coast is composed predominantly of sea cliffs, punctuated by estuaries, rias, cobble beaches, isolated
stacks, raised beaches and lagoons. These features owe their variety and interest to the relief and orientation
of the coastline, the different properties, lithology and structure of the rocks and coastal processes. The
coastline of Dorset is internationally renowned for the rock strata exposed along the cliffs and coastal
landforms such as Lulworth Cove, Durdle Door and Chesil Beach. Other landscape types include highly
developed urban centres and undeveloped agricultural land, much of which exhibits ancient (Medieval) field
patterns.
The high value of the landscape in the SMP area (with the exception of Portland) is recognised by the
designation of six Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB) designated to conserve natural beauty but
safeguard agriculture, forestry and industry; and four Heritage Coasts; areas of coastline with exceptional
scenic quality exceeding 1 mile in length and containing features of special significance and interest, particularly
for recreation. Key characteristics of these sites are provided in Table 4.1.

Table 4.1 Landscape Designations within the SMP Area
Site Name
Key Characteristics
Characteristics
Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB)
Dorset
Downs, heaths, vales, lowlands, coast and scarplands.
Purbeck and West Dorset Purbeck ranges from creeks and flats of Poole Harbour to
Studland's white sands, climbing to a series of chalk and
limestone cliffs, including Lulworth Cove.
East Devon
Wooded combes, vast areas of heathland, fertile river
valleys and breathtaking cliffs and hilltops.
South Devon
High coastal plateaux, high cliff coastline, estuaries and river
valleys, coastal lowlands, inland river plateaux and village
settlements.
Cornwall
Coast, rugged moors, tranquil valleys and complex geology.
Tamar Valley

Unspoilt drowned valley river system, steep gorges,
meandering rivers, ancient woodlands and wetlands.

Heritage Coasts
Purbeck and West Dorset Purbeck ranges from creeks and flats of Poole Harbour to
Studland's white sands, climbing to a series of chalk and
limestone cliffs, including Lulworth Cove.
East Devon
A richly coloured landscape. Sandstone cliffs back pebble
beaches, their vivid Devon red broken by the white chalk
headland at Beer.

Coastal Sections
A, B, C, D, E
B, C

E, F, G, H
K, L, M, N, O

Q
P

A, B, C, D, E

E, F, G, H
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Site Name
Key Characteristics
Characteristics
Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB)
South Devon
Rugged cliffs and headlands, interspersed with lower-lying
areas, sandy beaches and the five distinctive river estuaries
of the Dart, Avon, Yealm, Erme and Salcombe bounded by
open mixed farmland plateaux.
Cornwall
A tiny stretch of heritage coast is at Rame Head on the
western tip of the entrance to the natural harbour of
Plymouth Sound. Rame Head is a treeless conical headland
with an ancient chapel. The sheltered eastern side of the
headland is softened by woodland and contrasts with the
exposed cliffs to the west.

Coastal Sections
K, L, M, N, O

Q

Natural England has divided England into a series of ‘Landscape Character Areas’, describing the ecological,
geomorphological and cultural features and characteristics that contribute to a particular landscape. Within
the SMP area there are seven ‘Landscape Character Areas’, as described in Table 4.2. Within the landscape
character areas there are both important natural resources and habitats, but also areas of human habitation
that could potentially be affected by changes in coastal management.

Table 4.2 Key characteristics of landscape character areas in
in the SMP Area
Landscape Character
Area
136: South Purbeck

Coastal
Sections
• High historical interest (e.g. early settlements, medieval industrial sites and
A, B
dramatically-sited Corfe Castle).
• Diverse landscape with sharp contrasts within a small area; strongly
influenced by underlying chalk, limestone, shale and clay rocks.
• Coastline encompasses chalk, limestone/shale cliffs and sheltered bays.
• Open, windswept chalk ridge and limestone plateau.
• Sheltered central valley and steep-sided minor valleys.
• Abrupt transition to heathland to the north.

137/138: Isle of
Portland/Weymouth
Lowlands

• Varied area; underlying broad ridge, valley pattern and spectacular
coastline.
• Open, largely treeless, ridge tops with large, commonly arable, fields.
• Valleys with villages, mixed farming and valley-side woodlands.
• Exposed, windswept coastal grassland.
• Distinctive coastline of Chesil Beach enclosing the brackish lagoons of The
Fleet.
• Dramatic wedge-shaped peninsula of the Isle of Portland with its
distinctive “untidy” character and strong sense of history.
• Extensive urban and urban fringe land use around Weymouth.
• Bowl-shaped clay vale surrounded by irregular ridges and hills of Upper
Greensand with deeply-incised valleys.
• Pasture vale landscape with woodland, regular field pattern and hedgerow
oaks.
• Scattered hamlets/farms linked by narrow lanes in clay vale: compact
villages on valley floors elsewhere.
• Wooded and heathy scarps.
• Upper Greensand summits and conical hills with patches of heathland.
• Distinctive coastline with undulating farmland to cliff edge; slumped,
mobile cliffs are punctuated by prominent headlands.
• Attractive stone buildings built of limestone and Ham Hill Stone.
• Prominent hill forts overlooking the vales.

139: Marshwood and
Powerstock Vales

Key Characteristics

C, D

D, E
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Landscape Character
Area
147: Blackdowns

148: Devon Redlands

151: South Devon

152: Cornish Killas

Key Characteristics
• Contrast between open, heathy windswept plateaux and ridges, and
sheltered lush valleys.
• High ground with rectilinear field patterns and straight roads.
• Slopes and vales with strong patterns of small, irregular fields and sunken
lanes.
• Wooded scarps and slopes.
• Beech shelterbelts and avenues on high ground.
• Hamlets and villages mainly in valleys with buildings of chert, cob and
thatch.
• Distinctive coastal landscape of unstable undercliffs, irregular headlands
and valley saltmarshes.
• Several coastal settlements but remote inland areas.

Coastal
Sections
E, F, G, H

• Soils derived from red Permo-Triassic sandstone and red-tinged cob
F,G,H, I
buildings give the name to this character area.
• Hilly landscape of villages, hamlets, farmsteads, hedgebanks and winding
lanes, cut through by steep-sided valleys with wide floodplains.
• Large woodlands confined mainly to steep valley sides with small, irregular
broad-leafed woods.
• Cob and thatch rural buildings.
• Extensive urban development, roads and railways on the lower valleys and
coast.
• Open flood meadows with little tree cover in the lower valleys, extending
to open saltmarsh on the coast.
• Distinctive area of Pebble Bed heaths in the east.
K, L, M, N,
• Rounded hills, without a strong pattern, separated by steep, intricate
O
wooded valleys.
• Red and pink soils appear when parts of this mixed farming area is
ploughed.
• Wooded rias with large expanses of tidal water and mudflats, extending
far inland.
• Diverse and complex coastline with fine scenery and spectacular views,
often looking deep inland along the rias.
• Sunken lanes link numerous farmsteads and hamlets, with cob, slate and
thatched buildings.
• Wildflower rich, often treeless, Devon banks.
• Villages and towns generally in sheltered valley locations, with towns
located at the heads of the rias.
• Distinctive landscape of ball clay extraction in the Bovey Basin.
• Cliffs and long, sandy beaches.
• Undulating slate plateau with little woodland and few hedgerow trees.
P, Q
• Numerous broadleaved wooded valleys, varying greatly in size. Northern
valleys generally narrow and densely wooded. In the south there are
drowned valleys with wide estuaries.
• Rugged coastal scenery. Exposed and windswept cliffs in the north with
limited access to the sea, more sheltered and wooded in the south.
• Outstanding historic parks, mainly in the sheltered valleys in the south.
• Generally a dispersed settlement pattern of hamlets, farmsteads and small
fishing villages.
• Variable field pattern dominated by stone-built Cornish hedges.
• Important archaeological and industrial-archaeological sites.
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D.5

Historic Environment (Cultural Heritage)
Heritage)

D.5.1

General

This section reviews the heritage features found between Durlston Head in Dorset and Rame Head in
Cornwall including both archaeological and historic elements in the terrestrial and marine environments.
The Government’s policy on archaeological remains is set out in Planning Policy Guidance (PPG) 16
‘Archaeology and Planning’, which states that “Archaeological remains should be seen as a finite and non-

renewable resource, in many cases highly fragile and vulnerable to damage and destruction. Appropriate
management is therefore essential to ensure they survive in ‘good condition’’.
Heritage maps showing features of historical importance (including the designated and non-designated sites and
assets identified below) are provided in Annex D.1.

D.5.2

Terrestrial

D.5.2.1 Overview of Designated Heritage Assets
a)

World Heritage Sites

The Cornwall and West Devon Mining World Heritage Site, adopted by UNESCO, falls within the SMP area.
The world heritage status gives recognition to Cornwall and West Devon’s historic landscape and outstanding
buildings associated with the copper and tin mining, and these counties contribution to the industrial
revolution.
b)

Scheduled Monuments

There are 184 Scheduled Monuments along the coastline within the SMP area (see Annex D.5 for further
details). These are designated by English Heritage as monuments of national importance. The Scheduled
Monuments range from old fortifications and castles to settlements, batteries and earthworks.
c)

Registered Parks and Gardens

There are 26 Registered Parks and Gardens within the SMP area and these are listed in Table 5.1.
Table 5.1 Registered Parks and Gardens in SMP Area
Name
Lulworth Castle
Encombe
Abbotsbury Gardens
Rousdon
Connaught Gardens
Powderham Castle
A La Ronde And The Point-In-View
Watcombe Park And Brunel Manor
Oldway Mansion
Princess Gardens And Royal Terrace Gardens
Castle Tor
Greenway
Coleton Fishacre
Sharpham House
Overbecks (Sharpitor)
Langdon Court Hotel
Flete
Mount Edgcumbe
Saltram House
Devonport Park
Port Eliot
Antony

Easting
385065
394392
356536
329393
312056
296509
300669
291770
288831
291528
293458
287404
291069
282195
272815
251648
262607
245002
251985
245513
235542
242022

Northing
82286
78279
84943
90513
86966
84010
83423
67721
61502
63532
63711
54802
50713
58029
37427
49688
50896
51845
55443
55136
58642
56468

Area (ha)
352.6
336.8
15.3
102.7
1.1
265.3
11.5
12.4
7.8
4.7
0.5
34.9
13.1
137.2
3.0
63.5
223.7
227.3
137.4
16.2
220.4
127.7

Coastal Section
A
A
D
E
F
H
H
I
J
J
J
K
K
K
M
N
N
Q
O
P
P
P
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Name
Langdon Court Hotel
Civic Square, Plymouth
Cotehele
The Hoe
d)

Easting
251648
247716
242155
247766

Northing
49688
54375
68584
53876

Area (ha)
63.5
1.7
56.7
19.1

Coastal Section
N
O
P
O

Listed Buildings

There are 4618 listed buildings within the SMP area. Due to the high number of these heritage assets within
the SMP area, these have not been tabulated. However, their locations are mapped on drawings in Annex D.1.

e)

Built Conservation Areas

There are numerous built Conservation Areas within the Cornish parts of the SMP area. Due to the high
number of these heritage assets within the SMP area, these have not been tabulated. However, their locations
are mapped on drawings in Annex D.1.
f)

Registered Battlefields

There are no known Registered Battlefields within the SMP area.

D.5.2.2 Overview of Non-Designated Heritage Assets
As well as designated built features, potentially significant non-designated historic and archaeological sites and
landscapes are present within the SMP area, some of which may be buried. Many of these archaeological
interest features date from the prehistoric, Roman, early Medieval and later periods. These should be
investigated through desk study and field evaluation (if appropriate) where schemes are implemented. The
value of these historic assets to amenity, recreation and landscape value should also be considered further at
scheme level.
The Historic Environment Records (HERs), the Dorset Coast Historic Environment Survey and the Wessex
Regional Archaeology Property Audit contain details of numerous archaeological sites and finds within the SMP
area ranging from prehistoric caves at Torbay through to Victorian and modern fortifications at Plymouth.
Rapid Coastal Zone Assessment Surveys underway along the coastline of the SMP area will provide a basis for
developing management priorities with respect to archaeological or historic sites of differing levels of
importance. However, archaeological finds have not been identified and described individually since these are
mostly anticipated to have local rather than strategic importance.

D.5.2.3 Overview of Historic Environment along the Coast
An overview of the historic resource along the coast within the SMP area is provided below: •

Coastal Section A: Durlston Head to White Nothe

There are a number of isolated monuments along this coastal strip, including wartime buildings, which often sit
close to the cliff edge.
Clavell Tower at Kimmeridge Bay is a prominent feature in the landscape. This tower was constructed in
1830 as an observatory and folly, with three storeys and a distinctive Tuscan colonnade. Cliff erosion led to
the dismantling and rebuilding of Clavell Tower by Landmark Trust (2006 – 2008).
Durlston County Park and Castle, built in 1886 and owned by Dorset County Council also lies within this
coastal section, together with two Registered Parks and Gardens: Lulworth Castle and Encombe.
•

Coastal Section B: White Nothe to Redcliff Point

There are two Scheduled Monuments located along this coastal strip, comprising the Fishpond at West
Ringstead SM and a Medieval Settlement at West Ringstead SM. There are no Registered Parks and Gardens
within this stretch of coastline.
•

Coastal Section C: Redcliff Point to Portland Bill
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There is a number of isolated monuments along this coastal strip, including scheduled sites at The Verne
Citadel, Portland Castle and Portland Bill Stone Loading Quay (all Portland) and Sandsfoot Castle (remains of,
which are currently falling into the sea), Nothe Fort and a Romano-Celtic temple and remains. There are no
Registered Parks and Gardens within this stretch of coastline.
•
Coastal Section D: Portland Bill to Thorncombe Beacon
There is a number of listed buildings and archaeological sites along this stretch, but no scheduled monuments
are currently at risk from flooding or erosion.
Abbotsbury Gardens is a Registered Parks and Gardens present in this coastal section,
•
Coastal Section E: Thorncombe Beacon to Beer Head
There is a number of listed buildings and archaeological sites along this stretch, particularly within Lyme Regis
and Seaton. There are three scheduled monuments in the vicinity of Golden Cap including the remains of St
Gabriel’s church. There is also a scheduled monument at Lyme Regis.
This stretch of coast also includes Rousdon Grade II Registered Parks and Gardens and Axmouth Bridge
Scheduled Monument.
Within the Axe Estuary, there is a Roman/Medieval harbour, wrecks and potential palaeo-environmental
deposits.
•

Coastal Section F: Beer Head to Otterton Ledge

There is a number of listed buildings and archaeological sites along this stretch. Connaught Gardens are a
Grade II Registered Park and Garden located in Sidmouth. Other scheduled monuments potentially at risk are
the Prehistoric Field System, Berry Cliff Camp and High Peak Camp.
•

Coastal Section G: Otterton Ledge to Straight Point

There are a number of listed buildings and archaeological sites along this stretch, particularly focused within
Budleigh Salterton, but no scheduled monuments are at risk.
Palaeo-environmental deposits are present within the Otter Estuary.
•

Coastal Section H: Straight Point to Holcombe

This stretch of coast includes Powderham Castle, and A La Ronde and the Point-In-View Registered Parks and
Gardens. No scheduled monuments within this coastal section are currently at risk of flooding or erosion.
Within the Exe Estuary, there is a Medieval harbour at Le Turffe, canal (and hulks/fish traps not on the Historic
Environment Record), and at Dawlish Warren, there are prehistoric deposits and WWII features.
•

Coastal Section I: Holcombe to Hope’s Nose

Two scheduled monuments lie along this coastal strip including a prehistoric field system at Walls Hill and
Kent’s Cavern at Torquay; these are not at flood or erosion risk.
This stretch of coast includes Watcombe Park and Brunel Manor Registered Park and Garden, which is
unlikely to be at risk. There is a designated wreck site off Teignmouth, known as Church Rocks, but this
should not be affected by SMP policy.
•

Coastal Section J: Hope’s Nose to Berry Head (Tor Bay)

Seven scheduled monuments lie along this coastal strip. These are Ashhole Cavern, The Bishop’s Palace,
Chambered Tomb, Berry Head Fort and Battery, WW2 Coastal Battery at Battery Gardens, Torre Abbey and
Windmill Hill Cave.
This stretch of coast also includes three Registered Parks and Gardens; Oldway Mansion, Princess Gardens
and Royal Terrace Gardens, and Castle Tor.
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•

Coastal Section K: Berry Head to Blackstone Point

There are 14 scheduled monuments along this coastal strip. These include D-Day landing craft sites, churches,
castles, forts and batteries, including Dartmouth Castle, Berry Head fort and battery and Bayards Cove Castle,
however, many of these are not at flood or erosion risk due to the resistant nature of this coastline.
This stretch of coastline also includes three Registered Parks and Gardens; two of which are in the inner
estuary; Greenway and Sharpham House, and Coleton Fishacre.
A range of features of historic interest are present in the Dart Estuary including World War (WW) defences
and slipways.
•

Coastal Section L: Blackstone Point to Start Point

One Scheduled Monument lies along this stretch of coastline; Site of Chapel at Manor Farm – however, this
should not be at flood or erosion risk. No Registered Parks and Gardens lie along this stretch of coastline.
The ruins of Hallsands, a lost fishing village located in this coastal section, is considered an important heritage
asset. The site of the old village is closed but a viewing platform has been constructed by South Hams District
Council.
Palaeo-environmental deposits and a submerged forest are present at Blackpool Sands, and prehistoric
deposits and WWII sites have been identified at Slapton.
English Heritage desire to protect the archaeology on this undefended section of coastline.
•

Coastal Section M: Start Point to Bolt Head

24 Scheduled Monuments lie within this stretch of coastline; however, many of these are not at risk due to the
resistant nature of this shoreline.
Overbecks Registered Park and Garden.
Two wreck sites (Salcombe Cannon and Moor Sand at Prawle Point) lie along this stretch of coastline, but
these are unlikely to be affected by SMP policy.
World War 2 anti-aircraft batteries are present between Salcombe and Splat Cove.
Coastal Section N: Bolt Head to Wembury Point
Seven Scheduled Monuments lie within this stretch of coastline and include hill forts, a Roman settlement site
and an anti-aircraft Gunsite; most of these are not at risk due to the resistant nature of this coastline.
Langdon Court Hotel and Flete Registered Parks and Gardens and two wreck sites (Erme Ingot and Erme
Estuary) lie along this stretch of coastline.
Thurlestone organic deposits, which lie to the north-east of Thurlestone Beach, Thurlestone Sands Submerged
Forest and WW2 pillboxes (e.g. at Challaborough Beach) are present within this coastal section, together with
an early Medieval settlement at Meadowsfoot Beach.
There is a Bantham Ham Roman/Dark Age site within the Avon Estuary.
•

Coastal Section O: Wembury Point to Devil’s Point

Over 20 Scheduled Monuments lie within this stretch of coastline together with Registered Parks and Gardens
and two wreck sites (Coronation Inshore and Cattewater) lie along this stretch of coastline.
•

Coastal Section P: Tamar Estuary

Part of this coastal section lies within the Cornwall and West Devon Mining Landscape World Heritage Site.
The status of this site was achieved through the recognition of Cornwall and West Devon’s historic landscape
and outstanding buildings associated with the copper and tin mining, and these counties contribution to the
industrial revolution.
Listed buildings, Scheduled Monuments and Registered Parks and Gardens also lie within this estuary section.
•

Coastal Section Q: Mount Edgcumbe to Rame Head

Scheduled Monuments, Registered Parks and Gardens and listed buildings lie along this stretch of coastline.
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D.5.3

Marine

D.5.3.1 Overview
The marine environment between Durlston Head and Rame Head has preserved countless underwater
artefacts and potentially contains many buried landscapes.
There are 706 historic wreck sites within the SMP area with the majority of these sites present in Dorset.
Due to the high number of protected and other wrecks within the SMP area, these have not been tabulated.
However, their locations are mapped on drawings in Annex D.1.
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D.6

Use,, Infrastructure and Material Assets
Land Use

D.6.1

General

This section reviews the status of the built environment present along the coastline between Durlston Head
and Rame Head and comprises commercial/industrial areas, residential developments, recreational interests
and current and future land uses.
Maps illustrating current land use within the SMP area are provided in Annex D.1.

D.6.1.1 Commerce and Industry
Industrial and economic activities within the SMP area include: •
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ports and Harbours (Section 6.1.2)
Stone and mineral extraction e.g. at Portland Bill
Dredging activities e.g. at Plymouth Sound
Roads and railway lines
Light industry
Military establishments e.g. military assets and firing ranges at Lulworth Camp
Agriculture

D.6.1.2 Port and Harbour Activities
Numerous ports and harbours are situated along the SMP coastline and these are listed in Table 6.1.

Table 6.1 Ports and Harbours in SMP Area
Name
Portland Harbour
Bridport (West Bay)
Lyme Regis
Seaton
Exe Estuary, Exmouth
Exeter
Teign Estuary and Teignmouth
Torquay
Paignton
Brixham
Dart Estuary
Dartmouth
Salcombe and Kingsbridge Estuary
Plymouth Sound

Details
Mixed port
Small port
Small harbour (the Cobb)
Port and small harbour
Harbour for fishing fleet
Coastal shipping
Small port
Small port with large marina
Small harbour with sailing club
Large harbour for fishing fleet
Port facilities
Trust port
Harbour at Salcombe
Several major concentrations of dock facilities

Coastal Section
C, D
D
E
E
H
H
I
J
J
J
K
K
M
O, P, Q

D.6.1.3 Agriculture
Agricultural Land Classifications across the SMP area are shown on Figure 4 (Annex D.1). This reveals a
predominance of Grade 3 agricultural land under Defra’s Agricultural Land Classification system. This grading
applies to land with moderate limitations to its agricultural use due to the soil, relief and climate, or some
combination of these factors that restricts the choice of crops, timing of cultivations or the level of yield (also
see www.defra.gov.uk/erdp).
Smaller areas of Grade 2 (good) to Grade 5 (very poor) agricultural land for crop production are present
within the SMP area.

D.6.1.4 Infrastructure
The only motorway within the SMP area is the M5, the southern end of which crosses the upper part of the
Exe estuary. The A35, A30 and A38 are the main trunk roads connecting the study area to other parts of the
country.
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A small number of “A” roads are present within the SMP area, principally:
•

A354 from Weymouth to Portland;

•

A35 from Bridport to Charmouth;

•

A3052 from Lyme Regis to Sidmouth;

•

A376 from Exeter to Exmouth;

•

A379 from Exeter to Torquay;

•

A3022 from Torquay to Brixham;

•

A379 from Dartmouth to Kingsbridge;

•

A381 from Kingsbridge to Salcombe; and

•

A379 from Kingsbridge to Plymouth.

“B” roads and minor roads provide access to settlements and some other locations along the coastline,
whereas other parts of the coast are accessible only on foot or by sea.

D.6.1.5 Fisheries
Within the SMP area, the Dorset and Devon Sea Fisheries Committee and the Cornwall Sea Fisheries
Committee are responsible for sea fisheries as far as six nautical miles from the high water mark.
Many coastal fishing ports and harbours (see Table 6.1 above) are located between Rame Head and Durlston
Head. Fishing fleets along the SMP coastline comprises a combination of offshore vessels (predominantly based
at Brixham and Plymouth), inshore boats and inshore scallop dredgers/beam trawlers. Commercial otter and
beam trawling and gill netting (e.g. for sole, plaice, dab, flounder, turbot, brill, whiting, pollack, ling, conger eel,
john dory, ray, gurnard, dogfish, monkfish, red mullet and black bream) is undertaken in the SMP area. A bass
fishery is present at Sidmouth Bay.
The coastline supports the largest brown crab fishing fleet in the UK (Posford Duvivier, 1998a, b). Other
shellfish targeted include lobsters, velvet, green shore and spider crab, crayfish, prawns and whelks.
Some areas are currently not subject to commercial shellfish cultivation, which generally occurs in the larger
estuaries and supports stocks of Pacific and native oysters, cockles, mussels and other bivalve molluscs.
Diadromous fishing (e.g. salmon, sea trout and eel) is carried out in the major rivers of the SMP area such as at
the Exe, Teign, Dart, Tavy and Tamar.
Bait collecting also occurs in the SMP area such as at Torbay, the Exe, Salcombe and Kingsbridge. Bait digging,
especially for lugworms, is carried out over the lower part of the shores (Duvivier, 1998a, b).

D.6.1.6 Mineral Extraction and Landfill
Landfill is not a major problem along the coastline; however several areas suffer from localised tipping (e.g.
along Portland Harbour Shore) or areas where historic tipping has been carried out.
Details of these areas have been requested from the relevant Local Authorities but the information has not
been made readily available.
Table 6.2 lists details of historic and active landfills known to lie within or adjacent to areas of flooding or at
erosion-risk, accessed from the Environment Agency website (www.environment-agency.gov.uk).

Table 6.2
www.environment--agency.gov.uk accessed 2009 or
6.2 Historic and Active Landfills in SMP Area (www.environment
(www.environment
*personal comms, Environment Agency)
Agency)
Name of Landfill
Lodmoor
Pottery Lane, Weymouth
Swannery Car Park, Weymouth
Old Brewery, West of Brit, Bridport
Manor Farm, Charmouth

Active (A) or Historic (H)
H
H
H
H
H

Coastal Section
C
C
C
D
E
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Name of Landfill
Land South of Little Catherston Farm
Extension to Land south of Little Catherston Farm
Former Gas Holder Site, Lyme Regis
Refuse Tip east of Spittle’s Lane
South Farm Road, Budleigh Salterton
Imperial Recreation Ground
Greenland Lake (Dawlish Warren)*
Sladnor Park
Clennon Valley Tip, Goodrington Sands
Oxencove
Sharkham Point Tip
Waterhead Creek
Radford Quarry, Oreston
Chelson Meadow
Laira Lipson College
School Playing Field, Laira
Laira
Allotments Embankment Road
Embankment Road
Tothill Park Recreation Ground
Blagdons Shipyard
Cattledown Junction Playing Field
MacAdam Road
Cattledown Road
Severnside Waste Paper
Stonehouse Lake
Stonehouse Playing Fields
Victoria Park
Antony Road Car Park
Southdown Quarry
Millpool

D.6.2

Active (A) or Historic (H)
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
A
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H

Coastal Section
E
E
E
E
G
H
H
I
J
J
K
K
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
P
P
P
P
P
P

Future Land Use/Planning
Use/Planning Targets

D.6.2.1 Review of Relevant Policies, Plans and Programmes
A review of other plans, policies and programmes (PPPs), which are relevant to the South Devon and Dorset
SMP has been carried out to identify environmental objectives which may provide constraints or synergies
within the SMP. The documents of relevance to the plan are provided in Annex D.6.

D.6.2.2 Overview
The purpose of this Section is to identify proposals for development in the coastal zone contained in local
plans.
It is important to recognise that the 100 year time horizon of the SMP is well beyond the time scale of current
development plans, which do not extend beyond the plan period of the Regional spatial Strategy, up to 2026.
The SMP not only needs to have regard to planned development but also should serve as an influence on the
longer term location, scale and nature of future development in the coastal zones. The purpose of this Section
is to provide an overview of relevant planning policies at national, regional and local level, and to identify
proposals for development in the coastal zone contained in existing and emerging planning documents.
Future built development and land use change will be managed through the statutory planning system, so that
planning applications will be determined having regard to national, regional and local policies.
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D.6.2.3 National Planning Policy
National Policies including Guidance and Statements of relevance to development within the SMP area are
listed below. In relation to development in the coastal zone, particular attention should be paid to PPS1 and
PPS25. Planning Policy Statements (PPSs) are superseding older Planning Policy Guidance notes (PPGs) and are
of importance, as they represent the government’s policy position on specific subjects.
• Planning Policy Statement 1: Delivering Sustainable Development.
• Planning Policy Statement: Planning and Climate Change: Supplement to Planning Policy Statement 1.
• Planning Policy Guidance 2: Green Belts.
• Planning Policy Statement 3: Housing.
• Planning Policy Guidance 4: Industrial, Commercial Development and Small Firms.
• Planning Policy Statement 6: Planning for Town Centres.
• Planning Policy Statement 7: Sustainable Development in Rural Areas.
• Planning Policy Statement 9: Biodiversity and Geological Conservation.
• Planning Policy Statement 10: Planning for Sustainable Waste Management.
• Planning Policy Guidance 14: Development on Unstable Land.
• Planning Policy Guidance 15: Planning and the Historic Environment.
• Planning Policy Guidance 16: Archaeology and Planning.
• Planning Policy Guidance 20: Coastal Planning.
• Planning Policy Statement 22: Renewable energy.
• Planning Policy Statement 23: Planning and Pollution Control.
• Planning Policy Statement 25: Development and Flood Risk.
• Good Practice Guide on Planning for Tourism.
More detailed information on these policies is contained within Annex D.6.

D.6.2.4 Regional Planning Guidance
The Draft Regional Spatial Strategy (RSS) for the south-west sets out a regional framework for the location
and scale of development and guides the planning process at a local level. The RSS recognises the need for an
integrated approach to managing the coastal zone, recognising the links between the natural and historic
environment, social, recreational and economic value of the coastal area, as well as flood and erosion risk
management, the relevant policies are detailed below in section (a). The draft RSS will guide development in
the south-west up to the year 2016 and will, upon adoption, supersede the Structure Plans for Somerset &
Exmoor National Park and Devon (detailed further below in sections (b) and (c) below as these are the
current statutorily adopted planning policies for the area). Adoption for the RSS was expected in summer
2009.
It should be noted that on 6th July 2010 the Secretary of State for Communities and Local Government
trategies) with immediate effect.
announced the revocation of regional strategies (including Regional Spatial SStrategies)
However, reference to the RSS is retained in this and the other SMP documents for reference as it was a valid
planning document during the development and appraisal of policy options for this SMP and was only revoked
following
following completion of the policy appraisal and preferred policy selection process.

(a)

The Draft South West Regional Spatial Strategy

Pertinent policies from the latest version of the RSS, which includes the Proposed Changes to the RSS made by
the Secretary of State in 2008, have been identified below and are detailed further in Annex D.8. It should be
noted that the RSS does not allocate land on an ordnance base, but simply indicates a general area for the
focus of development, so it is not possible - at this stage – to confirm which allocations, or parts of allocations,
would be within the coastal zone.
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Development Policy A:
A The primary focus for development in the South West will be the Strategically
Significant Cities and Towns (SSCTs). The 21 SSCTs include three in the SMP area, namely Plymouth, Torbay
and Weymouth. These SSCTs are a primary focus for new development (housing and employment).
Development Policy B sets criteria to guide which Market and Coastal Towns should accommodate additional
housing, employment shopping and other services.
•

Policy SR
SR33
33 states that Councils in the area should plan for balanced growth of Plymouth, South East
Cornwall and South West Devon area.

•

Policy SR35 states that Plymouth’s economy will be stimulated with 42,000 jobs over the plan period
and about 1,575 new dwellings per annum.

•

Policy SR37 states that provision for 11,700 jobs and 500 dwellings per annum will be made in Torbay
over the plan period.

Other relevant policies in the Draft RSS are as follows:
•

Protecting
Environment)..
ENV1 ((Protecti
Protecting and Enhancing the Region’s Natural and Historic Environment)

•

ENV3 (Protected Landscapes).
Landscapes).

•

Policy E5 (Waterside Employment Sites).
Sites).

•

Policy TO2 ((Safeguarding
Safeguarding and Investing in Tourism Destinations).
Destinations).

•

CO1 (Defining the Coastal Zone).
Zone).

•

Policy F1 (Flood Risk)
Risk)..

(b)

The Devon Structure Plan

The Devon Structure Plan will be superseded by the RSS, upon its adoption. Until this point, the Devon
Structure Plan will form the basis for planning policy and decisions. The Devon Structure Plan sets out
strategic planning policies for development and other land uses over a 15 year period. It provides a framework
for detailed decisions by local authorities, other organisations and individuals in the preparation of their
forward Plans.
The Devon Structure Plan was adopted in October 2004 and covers the period up to 2016. The document is
the current Structure Plan for the whole of Devon, including Plymouth, Torbay and Dartmoor National Park,
but excluding Exmoor National Park.
The Devon Structure Plan seeks to direct major housing and employment areas towards Barnstaple, which
should maintain and develop its role as a sub regional centre. Elsewhere, the Structure Plan seeks to promote
the distinctive natural assets in the county, particularly along the coastal areas as well as safeguarding economic
assets associated with maritime industries, including ports and tourism facilities. Pertinent policies are outlined
below and are detailed in Annex D.6.
•

Proposal ST19: Strategic Development Sites.
Sites.

•

Policy ST21: Regeneration Priority.
Priority.

•

Policy
Poli
cy CO3: Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty.
Beauty.

•

Policy CO4: Areas of Great Landscape Value.
Value.

•

Policy CO5: Coastal Preservation Area.
Area.

•

Policy CO9
CO9:: Biodiversity and Earth Science Diversity.
Diversity.

•

Policy CO10
CO10:: Protection of Nature Conservation Sites and Species.
Species.

•

Policy C
CO14:
O14: Conserving Agricultural Land.
Land.

•

Policy TR13: Ports.
Ports.

•

Policy TO2: Tourism Development in Other Settlements.
Settlements.
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(c)
The Bournemouth, Dorset and Poole Structure Plan (Formerly the Dorset County Structure Plan)
The Bournemouth, Dorset and Poole Structure Plan will be superseded by the RSS, upon its adoption. Until
this point, the Structure Plan will form the basis for planning policy and decisions. The Structure Plan
establishes the broad context for new development and the conservation of the environment in the area up to
2011. It provides a framework for detailed decisions by local authorities, other organisations and individuals in
the preparation of their forward Plans.
The Structure Plan was adopted in July 2000 and covers the period up to 2011. The document is the current
Structure Plan for the whole of Dorset, including Poole and Weymouth.
The Structure Plan aims to exploit the potential of the Poole-Weymouth railway corridor for further growth
and promote the economic regeneration of the Weymouth/Portland/Dorchester area. Pertinent policies are
outlined below and are detailed in Annex D.6.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
(d)

Economic Policy G
Environment Policy J
Environment Policy K
Environment Policy L
Environment Policy M
Tourism Policy A
Tourism Policy B
Tourism Policy D
Cornwall Structure Plan (2004)

The Cornwall Structure Plan will be superseded by the RSS, upon its adoption. Until this point, the Cornwall
Structure Plan will for the basis for planning policy and decisions. The Cornwall Structure Plan sets out
policies to guide changes in development and transport over the next 10-15 years and these policies are used
by local councils as a basis for making planning decisions and for drawing up more detailed plans.
The Structure Plan looks at future changes likely to affect Cornwall, including the number of new people and
jobs. The Plan considers the new types of development that may arise and where they should be located. This
includes the number of new houses likely to be needed in each District Council area in Cornwall and in the
county's larger towns.
The vision for the Plan is for Cornwall to be a special place with a strong and sustainable community.
Pertinent polices are outlined below.
•

Policy 2: Character Areas, Design & Environmental Protection.

•

Policy 4: Maritime Resources.

•

Policy
Policy 7: Renewable Energy Resources.

•

Policy 13: Tourism and Recreation.

D.6.2.5 Local Planning Policy
Local Plans and Unitary Development Plans
This section reviews the relevant local policies for the SMP and has been undertaken in relation to the local
planning authorities falling within the SMP boundary. These local authorities include the following:
•

Purbeck District Council;

•

West Dorset District Council;

•

Weymouth and Portland Borough Council;

•

East Devon District Council;

•

Exeter City Council;

•

Teignbridge District Council;
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•

Torbay District Council;

•

South Hams District Council;

•

Plymouth City Council; and

•

Caradon District Council.

Each Council listed above is required under The Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act (2004) to introduce a
new system of development plan preparation. Under this new system Structure Plans, Local Plans and
Supplementary Planning Guidance are to be replaced by a 'Local Development Framework' (LDF). Once the
LDFs are adopted the Local Plan will cease to be the statutory planning document guiding development
principles, housing and employment sites within the local authority areas. Until such time, the Local Plans will
remain the statutory basis for development control decisions. Accordingly, an indicative date for adoption of
the LDF has been given for each local authority within the SMP boundary. The following sections are an
overview of the Local Plan and Local Development Framework for each Local authority.

(i)

(a)
Purbeck District
Purbeck District Council Local Plan

The Purbeck District Local Plan Final Edition sets out policies and proposals to guide development
in Purbeck District up to 2011. The policies and proposals aim to meet the needs for housing, jobs
and services, whilst protecting the District’s high quality environment.
The Local Plan was not formally adopted as it is not in ‘general conformity’ with the Structure Plan.
The Final Edition was published and forms part of the Statutory Development Plan with the Council
now focused on preparing the Local Development Framework. Pertinent policies are outlined
below and detailed in Annex D.6
•

Policy CA 1 (Internationally Important Nature Conservation Sites)

•

Policy CA 2 (Sites of Special Scientific Interest)

•

Policy CA 6 (Dorset Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty)

•

Policy CA 7 (Purbeck Heritage Coast)

•

Policy AH 2 (Development in River or Coastal Floodplains)

•

Policy AH 3 (Development at Risk from Flooding Outside River or Coastal Floodplains)

•

Policy SS25 (Swanage Pier)

(ii)

Purbeck District Council Local Development Framework

The Core Strategy Public Consultation Draft was published in and covers the period up to 2026.
The council has a vision that Purbeck will be a place which retains and enhances the unique qualities
of its towns, villages, countryside and coast.
The Vision for the south east area of Purbeck is for the town of Swanage to be enhanced to ensure
that its role as a dual centre for both residents and tourists is maintained. Provision of enhanced
public spaces along the seafront to develop the town’s role as a visitor destination will be
encouraged.
The housing requirement for Purbeck as set out in the RSS Proposed Changes is 5,150 dwellings
over the plan period 2006-2026. The Council has not included the proposal for 2,750 dwellings in
their consultation document due to outstanding objections by the Council. A district-wide
provision of 2,400 dwellings is considered.

(b)
(i)

West Dorset District

West Dorset Local Plan
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The current West Dorset District Local Plan was adopted by the Council on 14 July 2006 and
contains policies and proposals for development in the area until 2016. The Plan will help the local
community thrive socially and economically, whilst ensuring that development does not harm the
environment, or threaten the special characteristics o West Dorset. Pertinent policies are outlined
below and detailed in Annex D.6.
•

Policy SA1 (Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty)

•

Policy SA2 (Heritage Coast Protection)

•

Policy AH5 (Slope Instability (Landslide) Policy for the Lyme Regis and Charmouth Area)

(ii)

West Dorset Local Development Framework

The West Dorset District Council Core Strategy Issues and Options Paper was published in July
2007. The Report sets out the vision, objectives and spatial strategy for the area up to 2026. The
Council’s vision for the area is to ensure that the beauty of the coast, countryside and historic
settlements remain.
The town of Lyme Regis will retain its unique physical and visual character while developing its role
as a visitor and educational centre in the World Heritage Coast. It will need to adapt to the effects
of global warming, due to its position on an unstable coastline.

(c)
(i)

Weymouth and Portland Borough

Weymouth and Portland Borough Local Plan

The Weymouth and Portland Local Plan was adopted on 15 December 2005. The Plan sets out
detailed policies for the promotion and control of development and use of land within the Borough
up to the year 2011. The plan aims to protect and enhance the quality of the countryside and coast
and promote sustainable development. The Plan makes provision for 977 residential units and 13.25
ha of employment land over the plan period. Pertinent policies are outlined below and detailed in
Annex D.6
•

Policy N13 (Heritage Coast and Portland Coastline)

•

Policy N16 (SSSIs and Sensitive Marine Areas)

•

Policy E3 (Retention of Harbour, Marine and Fishing Industry Facilities)

•

Policy E4 (Weymouth Town Centre and Harbourside Commercial Area)

•

Policy TO4 (Tourist Development at the Pavilion and Ferry Terminal Area)

•

Policy TO5 (Tourism Development at Osprey Quay and Castletown)

•

Policy TO6 (Tourism Development on the Esplanade, Weymouth Beach and Seafront)

(ii)

Weymouth and Portland Local Development Framework

The Council’s Core Strategy was published in June 2009 for consultation. The vision contained in
the strategy is for Weymouth and Portland to be exciting places to live and work by 2026. The
Borough will have a strong, diversified economy building on its advantages in the marine sector,
advanced engineering, tourism and leisure.
Key policies supporting development include Policy Option TC3a for a mixed use development at
the pavilion and ferry terminal site and Policy TC4 which supports the Waterside Loop project to
enhance the public realm.
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(d)
(i)

East Devon District

East Devon District Local Plan
The East Devon District Local Plan was adopted on 19 July 2006. The Plan contains East Devon
District Council’s policies and proposals for development and use of land in the District until
2011. The Plan makes provision for 400 dwellings in Seaton and 91 in Sidmouth. Allocations of
employment land comprise 1.39 ha in Exmouth, 2.2 ha in Seaton and 0.51 ha in Sidmouth.
Pertinent polices are outlined below and detailed in Annex D.6

•

Policy EN2 (Areas of Great Landscape Value)

•

Policy EN3 (Land of Local Amenity Importance)

(ii)

East Devon Local Development Framework

To inform production of the Core Strategy and other Local Development Framework documents,
the Council produced an Issues and Options Report in December 2008. The Report identifies a
number of issues for the area. The Core Strategy’s objectives include the promotion of
environmental sustainability, opportunities for business growth and raising the household income in
the district above regional averages. Adoption of the Council’s Core Strategy is expected in 2011.

(e)
(i)

Exeter City

Exeter City Local Plan

The Exeter Local Plan First Review was adopted on 31 March 2005 and covers the period from
1995 to 2011. The Plan aims to provide a wide range of development opportunities particularly for
employment, housing, shopping and commercial leisure, but without damaging environmental assets.
The Plan makes provision for 22.2 ha of employment land and between 1,235 and 1,416 dwellings
over the plan period. Pertinent policies are outlined below and detailed in Annex D.6
•

Policy EN4 (Flood Risk)

(ii)

Exeter City Local Development Framework

The Core Strategy Preferred Options report was published in October 2006 for consultation. The
Strategy contains the Councils vision for Exeter over the plan period. The vision is to stimulate
growth and regeneration of the City, enhance Exeter’s regional and sub-regional role, and improve
the well being of the community, consistent with the principles of sustainable development.
As indicated by the RSS, Exeter will provide 7,875 dwellings and up to 60 hectares of employment
land between 2006 and 2021.

(f)
(i)

Teignbridge District

Teignbridge District Local Plan

The Teignbridge District Council Local Plan (1989 – 2001) was adopted in October 1996 and forms
part of the statutory development plan. While the Local Plan has now expired, a number of policies
have been saved by the Secretary of State to be used in the determination of planning applications.
Pertinent policies are outlined below and detailed in Annex D.6
•
•
•

Policy ENV1 (Development in coastal preservation areas, areas of great landscape value and
nature conservation zones)
Policy ENV2 (Development in coastal preservation areas)
Policy R7 (Use of the coast and Teign and Exe Estuaries for water and beach recreation)
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(ii)

Teignbridge Local Development Framework

The Teignbridge Core Strategy is currently being prepared by the Council. A draft is expected to
be published for consultation in 2010. The Core Strategy will provide the vision for Teignbridge up
to 2031.

(g)
(i)

Torbay Borough

Torbay Borough Local Plan

The Plan was adopted with modifications on 5 April 2004 and provides a framework for the
sustainable development of Torbay up to 2011. Torbay is the UK’s leading long-stay holiday resort
with its three towns – Torquay, Paignton and Brixham – stretching around a sheltered bay on the
south coast of Devon. The plan aims to provide for sustainable development that meets people’s
needs without harming the environment. Pertinent policies are outlined below and detailed in
Annex D.6
•

Policy L3 (Coastal Preservation Areas)

•

Policy NC1 (Protected Sites – internationally important sites)

•

Policy NC2 (Protected Sites – nationally important sites)

•

Policy EP8 (land Stability)

•

Policy EP12 (Coastal Protection Zone)

(ii)

Torbay Borough Local Development Framework

The Torbay District Council Core Strategy Regulation 25 Consultation document was published in
September 2009. The Core Strategy aims to regenerate Torbay and increase economic prosperity.
The Council’s vision is for the new English Riviera to become one of the most beautiful seafront
cities in Europe.
The Core Strategy indicates that the RSS makes provision for 15,000 new homes and 10,100 new
jobs in the district by 2026.

Torbay Harbour Area Action Plan
The Area Action Plan was published for consultation in September 2009 and will help shape the
development of the harbour over the next 20 years. The AAP promotes the vision for the harbour
to become a place of exceptional quality and a showcase for the “New English Riviera”, highly
regarded and used by the local community and visitors to the bay.

(h)
(i)

South Hams District

South Hams Local Plan

The South Hams Local Plan was adopted in April 2004 and covers the area of the South Hams
district that is outside of Dartmoor National Park. The plan covers the period from 1989 to 2001
but a number of the policies have been “saved” by the Secretary of State for the purposes of
determining planning applications. The Plan includes housing allocations of 227 to Kingsbridge, 51 in
Salcombe and 226 to Dartmouth. Employment land allocations include 0.2 ha in Kingsbridge and
3.86 ha in Dartmouth. Pertinent polices are outlined below and detailed in Annex D.6
• Policy SHDC 6 (Tourist Attractions)
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• Policy SHDC 7 (Touring Caravan/Camping Sites)
• Policy SHDC 17 (Nature Conservation Sites of Local or Regional Importance
• Policy SHDC 21 (Environmental Management)

(ii)

South Hams Local Development Framework

The Council’s Core Strategy was adopted in December 2006. The Council’s vision for the area is
to improve the well-being of the people of the South Hams by providing affordable homes and good
job opportunities.
The LDF strategic objectives relevant to the SMP are:
• SO18 (Conserve and enhance the quality of the district’s countryside and coastal landscapes)
• SO21(Provide for recreational use and enjoyment of the district’s towns,, villages, countryside
and coast)
• SO22 (Achieve development which is of a high quality, respects its location and is compatible
with the sustainable management of land, soil, air and water.
The housing and employment context for South Hams is set by the Devon Structure Plan which
makes provision for 8,350 new homes and 105 hectares of new employment land in the district
between 2001 and 2016.

(i)
(i)

Plymouth City

Plymouth City First Deposit Local Plan

With the adoption of the Local Development Framework Core Strategy (April 2007), the First
Deposit Local Plan (2001) has been superseded as a material planning consideration.

(ii)

Plymouth City Local Development Framework

The Plymouth Core Strategy Development Plan Document 2006-2021 was adopted by the Council
on 23 April 2007. The vision for the area is that by 2020 Plymouth will be one of Europe’s finest
most vibrant waterfront cities where an outstanding quality of life is enjoyed by everyone.

The Strategy proposes 17,250 new dwellings and 37,000 new jobs between 2006 and 2026.
Sutton Harbour is an area which the Council is seeking to consolidate and develop as an attractive
and sustainable mixed-use city quarter creating a unique, high quality environment that will attract
investment and new residents. An Area Action Plan will be prepared by the Council to guide the
development options.
The following policies are relevant to the SMP and detailed in Annex D.6
•

Policy CS21 (Flood Risk)

(j)
(i)

Caradon District

Caradon Local Plan

The Local Plan First Alteration was adopted in August 2007 and forms part of the statutory
development plan for the area. The Plan makes provision for 130 houses in Saltash. Pertinent
polices are outlined below and detailed in Annex D.6
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•

Policy CL6 (Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty & Heritage Coast)

•

Policy CL7 (Development Near Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty or Heritage
Coast)

•

Policy CL10 (The Coastal Zone)

•

Policy CL11 (Heritage Coasts)

•

Policy CL15 (The Coast)

The Cornwall Structure Plan makes provision for 4,000 new dwellings between 2001 and 2016 in
Caradon.
(ii)

Caradon Local Development Framework

From 1 April 2009, six District Councils and the Cornwall County Council became a unitary
authority – Cornwall Council. Work is underway to produce a Local Development Framework for
the new authority, and until this is produced existing planning policy will be used to determine
applications.

D.6.3

Other Proposed/Ongoing Developments

In addition to the planned future developments described in 7.2, there are a number of other ongoing or
proposed developments along the coastal zone that have been identified:
•

Within Portland Harbour, there is a new 600 berth marina being constructed along with land-based
commercial property associated with the National Sailing Academy at Osprey Quay in preparation for
the 2012 Olympic Games, for which Weymouth and Portland will be hosting the sailing events;

•

Also within Portland Harbour, new residential apartments are being constructed. This development
again being linked to the 2012 Olympic Games;

•

At Weymouth, there are proposals to construct a marina extending out into Weymouth Bay from
the present north harbour arm;

•

Construction of a gas storage facility at Portland which will require defences where the proposed
pipeline makes landfall;

•

At Exmouth, a new RNLI lifeboat station is to be constructed that will extend out across the
foreshore;

•

Extension of Brixham harbour breakwater to facilitate development in this part of Tor Bay;

•

Redevelopment and regeneration of the East End Waterfront in Plymouth (Coxside and Cattedown
area).
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D.7

Population and Human Health

D.7.1

General

This section reviews the status of the populations and settlements along the coastline between Durlston Head
and Rame Head and comprises residential developments, issues relating to t=the health of the populations and
recreational interests.
Maps illustrating current land use within the SMP area are provided in Annex D.1.

D.7.1.1 Residential
The SMP area contains a number of towns together with the cities of Exeter and Plymouth, as shown in Table
7.1.

Table 7.1 Urban
Urban areas in the Study Area
Town / City
Portland
Weymouth
Bridport
Lyme Regis
Seaton
Sidmouth
Budleigh Salterton
Exmouth
Exeter
Dawlish
Newton Abbot
Teignmouth
Shaldon
Torquay
Paignton
Brixham
Dartmouth
Kingsbridge
Salcombe
Saltash
Torpoint
Plymouth

Population
12,650
50,696
13,328
4,525
8,400
11,786
4,931
33,712
114,697
10,725
23,580
15,655
1,500
65,947
50,493
17,929
5,661
5,670
1,944
14,506
8,866
247,923

Coastal Section
C, D
C, D
D
E
E
F
G
H
H
H
I
I
I
I, J
J
J, K
K
M
M
P
P
O, P

Sustainable coastal erosion and flood risk management of these settlements is one of the main objectives of
the SMP, in order to meet social and economic needs.
The properties at risk of coastal erosion or flooding will be identified during at a later stage in the SMP
development.

D.7.1.2 Health
Flooding events/coastal erosion have adverse impacts upon human health and significant socio-economic
consequences. Flooding affects people both physically (e.g. through loss of property, injuries and potentially
loss of life) and psychologically (e.g. impacts on human health such as emotional distress can be caused by the
event itself, as well as the fear of a flooding event). Socio-economic factors such as the financial burden (e.g.
loss of property, the cost of repairs after a flood event, changes in insurance and loss of jobs where businesses
are affected) created by flooding or cliff erosion can continue to have an impact well after the event has
occurred.
Access to healthcare services needs to be maintained during flood events.
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D.7.1.3 Recreation, Tourism and Amenity Interests
The SMP coastline dominates recreation in the area and provides a valued resource for water and land based
recreation. Land-based activities generally rely on the natural environment and comprise beaches, walking,
fishing, wildfowling, fossil collecting, bird watching and rock climbing. Outdoor activity centres, golf courses
and amusement parks also attract tourists to the region.
The coastline is extensively used for yachting, dinghy sailing, water skiing, motor cruising and scuba diving. Safe
access to the water for recreation is an important issue within the SMP area. Bathing beaches recommended
by the Marine Conservation Society are listed in Table 7.2. Peak periods of activity tend to be in summer
months (between May and September), and during races and regattas. The quality of the bathing waters
within the study area is described in Section 3.5.

Table 7.2 Bathing Beaches Recommended by the Marine Conservation
Conservation Society
Nearest Town

Beach Name

Lifeguard Cover

Coastal Section

Kimmeridge
West Lulworth
West Lulworth
Weymouth
Weymouth
Weymouth
Weymouth
Weymouth
Portland
Portland
Burton Bradstock
Lyme Regis
Bridport
Bridport
Bridport
Chideock
Sidmouth

Kimmeridge Bay
Durdle Door - East
Durdle Door - West
Bowleaze Cove
Church Ope Cove
Lulworth Cove
Ringstead Bay
Weymouth - Lodmoor
Portland Harbour - Castle Cove
Portland Harbour - Sandsfoot Castle
Hive Beach. Burton Bradstock
Charmouth - West
Eypemouth
West Bay - East
West Bay - West
Seatown
Sidmouth - Jacobs Ladder

No
No
No
No
No
No
No
RNLI
No
No
No
RNLI
No
RNLI
RNLI
No
No

Budleigh Salterton
Dawlish - Coryton Cove
Dawlish - Town
Dawlish - Warren
Exmouth
Sandy Bay
Shaldon
Ness Cove
Teignmouth - Holcombe
Teignmouth Back Beach
Ansteys Cove
Babbacombe Bay. Torquay
Beacon Cove
Shoalstone Beach
Maidencombe - Torbay
Meadfoot - Torbay
St Marys Bay - Devon
Dartmouth Castle and Sugary Cove
Blackpool Sands. Stoke Fleming
Slapton Sands - Monument
Slapton Sands - Torcross
Hope Cove

No
No
No
Yes
No
RNLI
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
RNLI
No
RNLI
No

A
A
A
A
A
A
B
C
C
C
D
E
D
D
D, E
E
F
G

Exmouth
Dawlish
Dawlish
Dawlish
Exmouth
Exmouth
Exmouth
Shaldon
Teignmouth
Teignmouth
Torquay
Torquay
Babbacombe
Brixham
Torquay
Torquay
Brixham
Dartmouth
Dartmouth
Dartmouth
Slapton
Salcombe

H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H, I
I
I
I
I
J
J
J
K
K
L
L
L
M
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Nearest Town

Beach Name

Salcombe
Salcombe
Salcombe
Bigbury
Bigbury
Bigbury

Mill Bay
Salcombe - North Sands
Salcombe - South Sands
Bigbury on Sea (North)
Bigbury on Sea (South)
Challaborough
Mothecombe - Meadowsfoot & Coastguards
Beach
Bantham
Thurlestone - North
Thurlestone - South
Wembury
Plymouth Hoe - East
Plymouth Hoe - West
Portwrinkle
Cawsand Bay
Kingsand Bay

Holbeton
Kingsbridge
Thurlestone
Thurlestone
Plymouth
Plymouth
Plymouth
Plymouth
Plymouth
Plymouth

Lifeguard Cover

Coastal Section

No
No
No
Yes
Yes
RNLI

M
M
M
N
N
N
N

No
RNLI
RNLI
RNLI
No
No
No
No
Yes
Yes

N
N
N
N
O
O
O
Q
Q

The coastline also attracts a significant number of visitors due to the excellent facilities provided by yacht
moorings, marinas and sailing clubs (Table 7.3).

Table 7.3 Marinas, yacht and sailing clubs in SMP Area
Marinas
Weymouth
Bridport (West Bay)
Tor Bay
Plymouth Sound
Yacht and Sailing Clubs
Weymouth
Exmouth
Teignmouth
Torquay
Brixham
Paignton
Salcombe
Plymouth

Coastal Section
C
D
J
O, P, Q
Coastal Section
C
H
I
I
J, K
J
M
O, P, Q

Tourism within the SMP area focuses on resorts (such as Weymouth, Lyme Regis, Exmouth and Plymouth) and
local recreational assets such as Country Parks, coastal paths, Abbotsbury Swannery, nature reserves,
museums, castles and forts.
There is extensive tourism-related infrastructure along the study area, including coastal camping and caravan
parks and numerous holiday parks, some located close to the coast in sensitive locations such as at Durdle
Door and Ladram Bay. Visitor pressure such as demand for car parking has significant environmental
consequences in popular locations such as Lulworth Cove.
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D.8

Glossary

Abbreviation

Term

Definition

AONB

Area of Outstanding
Natural Beauty

Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty: Designated by the
former Countryside Agency (now Natural England). The
purpose of the AONB is to identify areas of national
importance and to promote the conservation and
enhancement of natural beauty. This includes protecting its
flora, fauna, geological and landscape features. This is a
statutory designation.

ASP

Area of Special Protection

This is an Area of Special Protection (ASP) for wild birds
notified under the Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981.

National Character Area

England has been divided into areas with similar landscape
character, which are called National Character Areas
(NCAs); previously known as Joint Character Areas
(JCAs).159 separate National Character Areas in England
have been mapped. These areas are identified by the
Countryside Agency (now Natural England) on the basis of
geomorphology, vegetation and human activity.

LLA

Local Landscape Area

Areas which represent landscapes of importance at a local
level. They are identified as areas that enhance local amenity
and environmental quality and provide attractive settings for
villages and urban areas. These areas are promoted in Local
Development Frameworks.

LNR

Local Nature Reserve

These are established by local authorities in consultation with
Natural England. These sites are generally of local significance
for wildlife, geology, education or public enjoyment. They
also provide important opportunities for public employment,
recreation and interpretation. This is a non-statutory
designation.

NNR

National Nature Reserve

Designated by Natural England. These represent nationally
important wildlife and geological sites, protecting and
managing sensitive features, pristine habitats, rare species and
significant geology. This is a statutory designation.

PSA

Public Service Agreement

Targets set by the Government for Government
departments. Part of the PSA target for Defra includes: To
care for our natural heritage, make the countryside attractive
and enjoyable for all and to preserve biological diversity by
bringing into favourable condition, by 2010, 95% of all
nationally important wildlife sites.

Ramsar Site

Wetland sites, especially waterfowl habitats, designated under
the Ramsar Convention as wetlands of international
importance.

RSPB

Royal Society for the
Protection of Birds

A UK charity working to promote the conservation of birds
and other wildlife through the protection and re-creation of
habitats.

SAC

Special Area of
Conservation

This designation aims to protect habitats or species of
European importance and can include Marine Areas. SACs
are designated under the EC Habitats Directive (92/43/EEC)
and will form part of the Natura 2000 site network. All SAC
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sites are also protected as SSSI, except those in the marine
environment below the Mean Low Water (MLW).
SINC

Site of Importance for
Nature Conservation

A county designation, usually designated because of its
wildlife value. This is a non-statutory designation.

SLA

Special Landscape Area

A county level designation, promoted by local council.

SM

Scheduled Monument

Scheduled monuments are nationally important
archaeological sites which have been awarded Scheduled
status in order to protect and preserve the site for the
educational and cultural benefit of future generations.

SMP

Shoreline Management
Plan

A non-statutory document that sets out strategic level
guidance designed to assist coastal defence decision making
for a defined length of coast over a defined period.

SPA

Special Protection Area

Special Protection Area. These are internationally important
sites, being set up to establish a network of protected areas
for birds under the EU Wild Birds Directive.

SSSI

Site of Special Scientific
Interest

These sites, notified by Natural England, represent some of
the best examples of Britain’s natural features including flora,
fauna, and geology. This is a statutory national designation.
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D.9

Sources of Information

D.9.1

Difficulties experienced in obtaining data

The Theme Review has been prepared on the basis of publicly available information. Consultation has been
undertaken in the course of developing the SMP (refer to Appendix B)
B and information from this has also been
included within this Appendix.

D.9.2

Reports

•

Edmonds, R (2007). Jurassic Coast World Heritage Site: Statement on Site Condition and Conservation
Work Programme
Programme.
amme

•

Halcrow (1997). Portland Bill to Durlston Head Shoreline Management Plan: Stage 1 Data Collation and
Objective Setting; Volume 1 – Final Report.
Report Report prepared for Portland Bill to Durlston Head Coastal
Group.

•

Mouchel Parkman (1998). Portland Bill tto
o Durlston Head Shoreline Management Plan: Stage 1I.
1I Report
prepared for Portland Bill to Durlston Head Coastal Group.

•

Posford Duvivier (1998a). Lyme Bay and South Devon Draft Shoreline Management Plan – Introduction;
Volume I – Core Report, Volume II – Supporting
Supporting Document.
Document Report prepared for the Lyme Bay and
South Devon Coastline Group.

•

Posford Duvivier (1998b). Lyme Bay and South Devon Draft Shoreline Management Plan – Introduction;
Volume 3 – Atlas.
Atlas Report prepared for the Lyme Bay and South Devon Coastline Group.

D.9.3
•
•
•
•

Websites (accessed December 2007)

http://www.countryside.gov.uk/
http://english-heritage.org.uk
http://environment-agency.gov.uk
http://www.magic.gov.uk/
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ANNEX D.1
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ANNEX D.2

INTERNATIONAL CONSERVATION DESIGNATIONS

Designation

Location

Coastal Section

Area (ha)

Qualifying Features

Special
Protection
Areas (SPAs)

Tamar
Estuaries
complex

P

1955




Egretta garzetta
Recurvirostra avosetta

Chesil Beach
and The Fleet

D

748.11



Branta bernicla bernicla

Exe Estuary

H

2345.71

•

Avocet Recurvirostra avosetta

•

Slavonian Grebe Podiceps auritus

•

regularly supporting at least 20,000 waterfowl

Over winter, the area regularly supports 23,513 individual waterfowl (5 year peak
mean 1991/2 - 1995/6) including: Black-tailed Godwit Limosa limosa islandica,
Dunlin Calidris alpina alpina, Lapwing Vanellus vanellus, Grey Plover Pluvialis
squatarola, Oystercatcher Haematopus ostralegus, Red-breasted Merganser
Mergus serrator, Wigeon Anas penelope, Dark-bellied Brent Goose Branta
bernicla bernicla, Cormorant Phalacrocorax carbo, Avocet Recurvirostra avosetta,
Slavonian Grebe Podiceps auritus, Whimbrel Numenius phaeopus.
Ramsar Sites

Exe Estuary

H

2345.71

Qualifying Species


Branta bernicla bernicla

Habitats:








Marine beds (e.g. sea grass beds)
Sand / shingle shores (including dune systems)
Estuarine waters
Tidal flats
Salt marshes
Freshwater marshes / pools: permanent
Canals and drainage channels

Noteworthy Flora:





Romulea columnae
Oenanthe lachenalii
Butomus umbellatus
Zostera spp.

Noteworthy Fauna:

Chesil Beach
and The Fleet

D

748.11

 Sterna albifrons
 Egretta garzetta
 Numenius phaeopus
 Tringa nebularia
 Mergus serrator
 Rallus aquaticus
 Recurvirostra avosetta
 Tringa erythropus
 Sympetrum sanguinium
 Brachyton pratense
Qualifying Species:


Branta bernicla bernicla

Habitats:
•
•
•
•
•

Sand / shingle shores (including dune systems)
Tidal flats
Salt marshes
Coastal brackish / saline lagoons
Saline / brackish marshes: permanent

Noteworthy Species:

Special Areas of
Conservation

Isle of Portland
to Studland
Cliffs

A, B, C

1447.5

 Lamprothamnium papulosum (Nationally Rare)
 Ruppia spiralis (Nationally Scarce)
 Zostera spp. (Nationally Scarce)
Habitats:





Annual vegetation of drift lines
Perennial vegetation of stony banks
Vegetated sea cliffs of the Atlantic and Baltic coasts
Semi-natural dry grasslands and scrubland facies on calcareous substrates
(Festuco-Brometalia)

Species:


Gentianella anglica
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Designation

Location

Coastal Section

Area (ha)

Qualifying Features

Chesil and The
Fleet

D

1631.63

 Triturus cristatus
Habitats

Beer Quarry
and Caves

F

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

31.1

Sandbanks which are slightly covered by sea water all the time
Mudflats and sandflats not covered by seawater at low tide
Coastal lagoons
Annual vegetation of drift lines
Perennial vegetation of stony banks
Vegetated sea cliffs of the Atlantic and Baltic coasts
Salicornia and other annuals colonising mud and sand
Atlantic salt meadows (Glauco-Puccinellietalia maritimae)
Mediterranean and thermo-Atlantic halophilous scrubs (Sarcocornetea
fruticosi)
Habitats:
•

Semi-natural dry grasslands and scrubland facies: on calcareous substrates
(Festuco-Brometalia)

Species:

Sidmouth to
West Bay

D, E, F

897.3

 Rhinolophus hipposideros
 Rhinolophus ferrumequinm
 Myotis bechsteini
Habitats:
•
•
•
•
•

Mudflats and sandflats not covered by seawater at low tide
Annual vegetation of drift lines
Perennial vegetation of stony banks
Vegetated sea cliffs of the Atlantic and Baltic coasts
Tilio-Acerion forests of slopes, screes and ravines

Species:

Dawlish
Warren

H

58.84

 Rhinolophus hipposideros
 Gentianella anglica
Habitats:
•
•
•
•

Embryonic shifting dunes
Shifting dunes along the shoreline with Ammophila arenaria (“white dunes”)
Fixed dunes with herbaceous vegetation (“grey dunes”)
Humid dune slacks

Species
South Hams

J, K

129.53

 Petalophyllum ralfsii
Habitats:







Vegetated sea cliffs of the Atlantic and Baltic coasts
European dry heaths
Semi-natural dry grasslands and scrubland facies: on calcareous substrates
(Festuco-Brometalia)
Caves not open to the public
Submerged or partially submerged sea caves
Tilio-Acerion forests of slopes, screes and ravines

Species:

South Devon
Shore Dock

L, M

341.01

 Rhinolophus hipposideros
 Rhinolophus ferrumequinm
 Barbastella
 barbastellus
 Gentianella anglica
Habitats:
•

Vegetated sea cliffs of the Atlantic and Baltic coasts

Species:
Blackstone
Point

N

7.38

 Rumex rupestris
Habitats:


Vegetated sea cliffs of the Atlantic and Baltic coasts

Species:
Plymouth
Sound and
Estuaries

N, O, P, Q

6402.03

 Rumex rupestris
Habitats:






Sandbanks which are slightly covered by sea water all the time
Estuaries
Mudflats and sandflats not covered by seawater at low tide
Large shallow inlets and bays
Reefs
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Designation

Location

Coastal Section

Area (ha)

Qualifying Features


Atlantic salt meadows (Glauco uccinellietalia maritimae)

Species:

Possible Special
Areas of
Conservation
(pSACs)

Poole Bay to
Lyme Bay
Reefs

A, B, C, D, E, H, I,
J and K (Dorset
60,227.62
and Devon coast)

Prawle Point to
Plymouth
Sound and
Eddystone

L, M and an area
offshore from N
and M (separated
from the
mainland at Hand
Deeps) (Devon
Coast)

37,374.49






Allis shad Alosa alosa
Shore dock Rumex rupestris
Reefs
Submerged or partially submerged seacaves



Reefs
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ANNEX D.3

NATIONAL CONSERVATION DESIGNATIONS

Designation

Biological/Geological
Biological/Geological
Area (ha)
Site of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI)

Summary

% in Favourable
Condition

Coastal Sections
(Key below)

South Dorset Coast

B/G
1760.9 ha

66
(25.07% unfavourable
recovering, 4.41%
unfavourable no change
& 4.52% unfavourable
declining)

A, B

Purbeck Ridge (West)

B
146.1 ha

51.24
(48.76% unfavourable
declining)

A

Lodmoor

B
71.5 ha

Radipole Lake

B
96.4 ha

Combination of internationally important geological interest with a rich range of wildlife habitats supporting populations of several rare plants and animals.
The cliffs expose a complete section through the Upper Jurassic and Cretaceous rock succession. The site includes the type localities for the Kimmeridge
Clay, the Kimmeridgian Stage, the base of the Portlandian Stage and the Purbeck Beds as well as the standard reference section for the Oxfordian of southern
England. Numerous features of great importance for studies of Palaeontology, sedimentology, stratigraphy and environments of rock formation are present
and have been studied by geologists for well over 150 years. The site is also of national importance for its physiographic interest. Most of the rock units are
very fossiliferous contain assemblages of fossil vertebrates. The majority of unimproved limestone grassland in Dorset falls within this site which also includes
one of the main areas of unimproved chalk grassland in the county. The character of these calcareous grasslands is strongly influenced by their maritime
location and also very locally there is Ôchalk heath’ on clay with flints over the chalk. Among the many scarce and localised plants and animals of the chalk
and limestone are the largest national populations of two rare species -- Early Spider Orchid Ophrys sphegodes* and Lulworth Skipper butterfly Thymelicus
acteon. Unimproved grassland, scrub and woodland typical of more neutral soils are found on the clays and sands of the Wealden, the Kimmeridge, Oxford
and Gault Clays and the Reading Beds. Of the woodlands, those of the Tyneham Valley are especially notable for their lichen communities which include
several rare species.
This site lies on the Upper Chalk of the Purbeck escarpment over which are superficial deposits of Clay with Flints. It includes a large area of mainly northfacing broad-leaved woodland as well as well as calcareous and acid grassland and scrub on varying aspects. Great Wood has abundant Ash Fraxinus excelsior
and frequent Maple Acer campestre and Hazel Corylus avellana all formerly coppiced, with scattered Pedunculate Oak Quercus robur standards. There is a
rich ground flora: on the lower, moister slopes, Ramsons Allium ursinum, is dominant with Primrose Primula vulgaris, Cuckoo Pint Arum maculatum. Lesser
Celandine Ranunculus ficaria, Wood Sedge Carex sylvatica and Wood Melick Melica uniflora. Dog’s Mercury Mercurialis perennis tends to dominate the drier
mid-slopes whereas Bluebell Hyacinthoides non-scripta is particularly abundant on the upper, more acid soil. Wood Sorrel Oxalis acetosella, Pignut
Conopodium majus, Greater Woodrush Luzula sylvatica and Creeping Soft-grass Holcus mollis are also frequent. The presence of Small Leaved Lime Tilia
cordata, a species of very infrequent occurrence in Dorset woodlands, is of particular interest. The woodland also supports good populations of Early Purple
Orchid Orchis mascula, Toothwort Lathraea squamaria a local plant, parasitic on Hazel, and a rich bryophyte and lichen flora, including the rare lichen Lecidea
cinnabaria. The downland supports a range of community types including acid grassland, calcareous grassland and scrub. Differing aspects and varying levels of
grazing, along with the range of soil types gives rise to a great diversity of flora and fauna. The closely grazed, south facing herb-rich, chalk grassland slopes are
an increasingly rare feature in Dorset. There is a rich bryophyte community with several species which are rarely found in chalk grassland. Of particular
interest in the fauna is the chalk downland butterfly community with at least twenty-five breeding species including the rare Lulworth Skipper Thymelicus
acteon and Adonis Blue Lysandra bellargus. The uncommon mollusc, the Large Chrysalis Snail Abida secale has been recorded on the chalk downland.
An area of reedbed and brackish grassland of outstanding interest for birds. Construction of a sea wall in the early 20th century has prevented regular tidal
inundation, but the low-lying land is still influenced by saline groundwater. Frequent flooding by freshwater occurs. The site is notable for waders on passage
and wildfowl in winter, and several nationally rare species breed. The central part of Lodmoor comprises brackish grassland in which creeping bent Agrostis
stolonifera is dominant with marsh foxtail Alopecurus geniculatus and strawberry clover Trifolium fragiferum. The many ditches are fringed with sea club-rush
Scirpus maritimus and locally bulrush Schoenoplectus tabernaemontani. The rare water crowfoot Ranunculus baudotii is frequent. Towards the southern side
of this area saltmarsh increases and species such as sea milkwort Glaux maritima, arrowgrass Triglochin maritima and salt mud rush Juncus gerardi are
frequent. Taller saltmarsh vegetation of cord grass Spartina anglica and sea aster Aster tripolium occurs in pools along the southern margin. Stands of reed
Phragmites australis occur to the west and east of this central grassland. Those in the west have been much reduced by refuse tipping and reclamation; the
eastern reedbeds grade into drier grassland in which tall fescue Festuca arundinacea, tufted hair grass Deschampsia cespitosa and other tall grasses are
abundant. The fringes of these marshes support scrub vegetation, including much bramble Rubus fruticosus. The reed/scrub areas support breeding bird
species of particular note. Bearded tit Panurus biarmicus and cetti’s warbler Cettia cetti nest regularly, while marsh warbler Acrocephalus palustris and savi’s
warbler Locustella luscinoides may breed. Various wildfowl are present in winter, depending on the extent of flooding. However the site is perhaps best
known for its great range of wading birds. In addition to regular winter gatherings of many of the commoner species such as lapwing Vanellus vanellus and
snipe Gallinago gallinago, there are small numbers of more uncommon waders including jack snipe Lymnocryates minimus, greenshank Tringa nebularia and
ruff Philomachus pugnax. Passage migrants regularly include wood and green sandpipers Tringa glareola and T. ochropus, spotted redshank T. erythrepus and
wimbrel Numenius phaeopus. Scarce and more exotic species frequently occur. This damp coastal site also supports vigorous populations of two scarce
insects; short winged conehead Conocephalus dorsalis and lesser marsh grasshopper Chorthippus albomarginatus.
Lake and reedbeds formed from former estuary enclosed in 1920s. More than 50 breeding bird species including reed warbler, Cetti’s warbler, bearded tit
and nightingale. Large migration roosts. Important for wintering wildfowl especially shelduck. Rich invertebrate fauna.

C
48.26
(41.41% unfavourable no
change & 10.34%
unfavourable declining)

0
C
(Unfavourable declining)
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Designation
Nicodemus Heights

Chesil & The Fleet

Biological/Geological
Biological/Geological
Area (ha)
B
7.89 ha

B/G
990.4 ha

Portland Harbour Shore B/G
29.5 ha

Isle of Portland

B/G
369.3 ha

Burton Bradstock

G
0.2 ha
B/G
596.3 ha

West Dorset Coast

Axmouth to Lyme Regis B/G
Undercliffs
334.6 ha
River Axe
B/G
69.5 ha
Sidmouth to Beer Coast B/G
239.0 ha

Ladram Bay to Sidmouth G
18.4 ha
Beer Quarry and Caves B/G
27.8 ha
Otter Estuary
B/G
33.3 ha

Summary

% in Favourable
Condition
Forms part of a complex range of habitats including limestone grasslands, cliffs and quarries found on the Isle of Portland. The limestone geology, southern
0
maritime position and land use history give the Island a unique ecological character and rich biodiversity and make Portland one of the key limestone areas in (100% unfavourable
Britain. The southern part of the site has been disturbed by past quarrying activity and the plant communities are the result of natural recolonisation of the
declining)
calcareous substrates. In the north grassland has developed on thin soils over upper Portland beds. The site is important for limestone grassland communities;
for Nationally Rare and Scarce bryophytes and higher plants; for the endemic plant early gentian Gentianella anglica*; and for the Nationally Scarce butterfly
silver-studded blue Plebejus argus cretaceus.
The unimproved limestone grassland is of high quality. These grasslands also support substantial colonies of the endemic and Nationally Scarce plant early
gentian Gentianella anglica*. Small areas of scrub occur within the site, often associated with hollows, boulders and rocks left behind by historic quarrying
activity. In the southern part of the site is an area of open vegetation on a stony substrate which contains a variety of plants associated with unimproved
calcareous conditions, including marjoram Origanum vulgare and wild parsnip Pastinaca sativa. This part of the site forms the core of a large population of the
Nationally Scarce butterfly silver-studded blue Plebejus argus cretaceus. This butterfly has suffered population declines throughout its range and the cretaceus
race is now confined to Portland. Nicodemus Heights SSSI supports one of the three largest colonies on Portland. The site also supports a large population of
small blue Cupido minimus, a declining butterfly for which Portland is a stronghold.
Nationally important shingle structure. Internationally important coastal geomorphology. The Fleet is the largest tidal lagoon in Britain. Internationally
93.27
important for wildlife.
(5.26% unfavourable
recovering, 0.77%
unfavourable no change
& 0.70% unfavourable
declining)
The cliffs along the north-western shore are of outstanding geological importance. The site includes maritime grassland and the intertidal shore itself. There 74.36
are outstanding sections in the Corallian (Oxfordian) rocks. The site includes the type localities for several formations including the Nothe
(21.97% unfavourable no
Clay, and Nothe Grit, Bencliff Grit and the Sandsfoot Clay, and Grit: several of which are more thickly developed here than in the standard section a few
change & 3.67%
miles to the east at Osmington. A key site in Jurassic stratigraphic studies. The site contains the thickest baylei – cymodoce Zone Kimmeridge Clay in Dorset. destroyed/part
The Lower Kimmeridge Clay (baylei, cymodoce, mutabilis Zones) of Smallmouth Sands has yielded one of the most varied Kimmeridgian reptile faunas. It is
destroyed)
the best site for forms such as the turtles (4 species) and the pterosaurs (3 species). The causeway along the south western shore of the Harbour supports
extensive, rich maritime grassland.
Internationally important for its geological interest. Rich assemblage of plants and animals associated with limestone grassland, scrub and coastal habitats. Bird 36.19
migration observatory.
(14.48% unfavourable
recovering, 3.23%
unfavourable no change
& 46.10% unfavourable
declining)
Cliff Hall Road provides an excellent section of the junction of the Aalenian/Bajocian Inferior Oolite, with the mainly Toarcian Bridport Sands. In particular it 100
provides what is probably the best exposure of rocks of aalensis subzone, levesquei Zone age in Britain.
Internationally important geological site, famous for its fossil reptiles. Undercliffs support a number of rare plants and animals. Rare herb-rich grassland areas 76.55
adjoining the coastline.
(18.83% unfavourable
recovering, 3.46%
unfavourable no change
& 1.16% unfavourable
declining)
Largest and most important landslip area on British coast. Exposures to lias and cretaceous rocks. A species-rich naturally developed ashwood, rich grassland 100
and cliff flora.
River supporting diverse aquatic and marginal flora representing various plant communities. Short-leaved water starwort Callitriche truncata is nationally
0
scarce. Diverse invertebrates include damselflies and Medicinal leech Hirudo medicinalis. Breeding birds include kingfisher and sand martin. Migratory
(Unfavourable No
salmon, bullhead and sea trout and non-migratory brown trout. Otters are present. Contrasting patterns of meander formation are nationally important.
Change)
Most westerly species-rich chalk grassland in England including a diverse invertebrate fauna. Important geological and stratigraphic features.
89.35
(8.26% unfavourable
recovering & 2.40%
unfavourable declining)
Nationally important site for coastal geomorphology, including a series of well developed cliffs, stacks and shore platforms cut in the red sandstones of the
100
Keuper Marl.
Eight species of hibernating bats. Exposures of clay-filled chalk pipes illustrating solutional processes in chalk landscapes
100%
The Otter Estuary contains a wide range of saltmarsh communities which together with additional areas of tall herb and scrub, support high numbers of
breeding and overwintering bird species. Otterton Point is an important location for vertebrate palaeontology.

95.67
(4.33% unfavourable
declining)

Coastal Sections
(Key below)
C

D

C

C

D
D, E

E
E

E, F

F
F
F, G
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Designation

Biological/Geological
Biological/Geological
Area (ha)
Budleigh Salterton Cliffs G
10.6 ha
Exe Estuary
B/G
2,181.6 ha

Dawlish Cliffs

G
8.5 ha

Dawlish Warren

B
207.0 ha

Kents Cavern

G
1.7 ha

Babbacombe Cliffs

G
13.5 ha

Hope’s Nose to Walls
Hill

B/G
64.7 ha

Daddyhole

G
3.6 ha

Saltern Cove

B/G
13.1 ha
G
0.8 ha
G
6.1 ha

Dyer’s Quarry
Meadfoot Sea Road

New Cut Torquay

G
0.02 ha

Roundham Head

G
4.2 ha
Berry Head to Sharkham B
Point*
67.9 ha

Summary

% in Favourable
Condition
Coastal section exposing the full thickness of the Lower Triassic Budleigh Salterton Pebble Beds, a sequence of textually mature conglomerates deposited by 100
braided rivers.
The waters, foreshore and low-lying land of the Exe Estuary are of international importance for wintering wildfowl and waders. Many rare species of plant
84.81
occur too, whilst the sandbanks and mudflats support communities of invertebrates that are of national significance. The site also contains key features of
(10.44% unfavourable
geological interest and has been the subject of considerable scientific research.
recovering, 2.41%
unfavourable no change
& 2.35% unfavourable
declining)
Nationally important continuous exposures of inter-bedded aeolian sands and water-laid breccia-filled, fluvial channels of Permian age.
45.84
(54.16% unfavourable
declining)
This site consists of a large sand-spit with adjoining tidal land at the mouth of the Exe Estuary, an area of international importance for several species of
0
wildfowl and wading birds. It is particularly noted for its flora and over-wintering and migratory bird populations.
(66.99% unfavourable no
change & 33.01%
unfavourable declining)
Kents Cavern is an important Quaternary site, significant for studies in palaeontology and stratigraphy and for elucidating environmental and faunal changes
100
during the Quaternary Period. The cave deposits have yielded numerous vertebrate remains of Late Pleistocene age. Human remains and stone artefacts are
also associated with these deposits. Kent’s Cavern is also notable for the presence of sediments assigned to the Hoxnian Interglacial Period.
Oddicombe breccias faulted against Devonian limestones. Cavity and fissure system cut into limestone and filled with Permian sandstones and siltstones.
100%
Type section of Babbacombe shales illustrating inverted structure, richly fossiliferous Barton limestone and facies change from high energy reef environment
to deeper water conditions.
This site is important for its botanically rich habitats; in particular the limestone grasslands support many rare and local plants, and the lichen flora is very rich. 73.11
The site also displays an outstanding combination of features of geological importance.
(19.26% unfavourable
recovering, 4.90%
unfavourable no change
& 2.74% destroyed/part
destroyed)
Important for geological features. Supports several rare and locally distributed plant and animal species.
64.57
(35.43% unfavourable
recovering)
Saltern Cove is an important geological locality. It also supports a diverse intertidal flora and fauna including communities characteristic of both sediment and 100
rocky shores.
Daddyhole limestone horizons containing rich fossil fauna dominated by corals.
100%
This locality forms the type section of the Devonian Meadfoot Beds of the old terminology and displays lithological and palaeontological characters typical of
the Meadfoot facies of the Meadfoot Group shallow water, outer shelf sediments. In addition to being the best locality displaying the Meadfoot facies, the east
end of the site has yielded interesting sedimentary structures which have not been recorded elsewhere in the Meadfoot Group.
The section provides one of the best known and most fossiliferous exposures of the Staddon facies of the Lower Devonian Meadfoot Group. The road
cutting reveals a series of inter-bedded red shales, siltstones and sandstones which show traces of burrowing and bioturbation. The site is famed for its rich
fossil fauna containing numerous brachiopods and homalonotid trilobites with bivalves and tentaculitids. The brachiopod fauna is indicative of an Emsian age
and is dominated by the species Plebejochonetes plebejus. The faunal and lithological features indicate that the sediments were deposited in a near-shore
inner-shelf marine environment, which contrasts with the deeper water facies typical of most of the Meadfoot Group in the Torbay area. Apart from
providing exposure of the key lithological features of the Staddon facies, New Cut is unique within the British marine Devonian for yielding abundant
homalonotid trilobite remains and is the type locality for Homalonotus champernownei Woodward.
Key site for demonstrating Permian sedimentary environments.
This site is important for its extensive area of limestone grassland containing many nationally rare plants and for its important assemblages of lichens. Also,
the sea cliffs support the largest Guillemot colony to be found along the south coast of England. In addition, important geological features are to be found at
Shoalstone Beach.

Scabbacombe

B
8.2 ha

Field eryngo Eryngium campestre (RDB, one of only five British sites)

Froward Point

B
32.1 ha
B
20.7 ha

This site is important for its coastal plant communities and in particular for the maritime heathland and grassland, which support several local and rare
species.
The site comprises one of the best examples of oak-hazel-ash woodland in Devon and is an important representative of woods developed on loamy soils in
western and northern Britain.

Lord’s Wood

Coastal Sections
(Key below)
G
H

H

H

J

I

I,J

J

J
J

100

J

0
(100% unfavourable, no
change)

J

100

J

86.58
J, K
(4.81% unfavourable
recovering & 8.61%
unfavourable no change)
0
K
(Unfavourable
recovering)
100
K
100

K
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Designation
Hallsands to Beesands
Slapton Ley

Biological/Geological
Biological/Geological
Area (ha)
G
13.34 ha
B
254.72 ha

Summary
This site is notified for its geological and geomorphological features, including Variscan Structures of South West England and Coastal Geomorphology of
England.
Beach enclosing a coastal lagoon, open water, vegetated shingle, reed-bed, tall herbfen and fen woodland plant communities, an assemblage of breeding birds
of lowland open waters and their margins, a breeding population of the rare Cetti’s warbler Cettia cetti, non-breeding passage birds, wintering bittern
Botaurus stellaris, a vascular plant assemblage, and a lichen assemblage.

Prawle Point & Start
Point

B/G
341.2 ha

The stretch of coastline which includes Prawle Point and Start Point is of national importance for its geology, lichens and invertebrates, and supports a good
variety of rare flowering plants and breeding birds. The intertidal area is of major biological importance.

Bolt Head to Bolt Tail

B
228.7 ha

This site is of high botanical value due to the presence of many rare or local flowering plants and lichens and is also important for its invertebrate fauna and
for breeding birds.

Salcombe to Kingsbridge B
Estuary*
651.5 ha

The Salcombe-Kingsbridge Estuary possesses a very rich and diverse intertidal and subtidal flora and invertebrate fauna, with certain communities being
outstanding examples of their type in the North-east Atlantic.

Wheal Emily

G
0.43 ha

Yealm Estuary

B
85.2 ha

Blackstone Point

B/G
7.38 ha

South Milton Ley

B
16.2 ha

At Wheal Emily a vein carrying antimony-lead mineralisation is associated with a north-west to
south-east trending fault zone which cuts strata of Lower Devonian age. The underground workings demonstrate the geological setting of the mineralisation
although the amount of in situ ore is limited. The ores are a complex intergrowth of jamesonite with subsidiary galena and copper- and lead-bearing complex
sulphides (bournonite, boulangerite, semseyite, and meneghinite). Some of the complex sulphides are known from only one or two other localities in Britain.
The Wheal Emily mineralisation has been long considered to be an isolated occurrence. The recent discovery, however, of nearby stratiform orebodies,
associated with volcanic rocks and faulting, puts the mineralisation into a new context and underlines the importance of the site to our understanding of
antimony mineralisation. The site is of the highest research interest.
Example of a ria, which shows a transition to estuarine conditions in its upper reaches. The inlet is steep sided and narrow with several tributaries. A sand bar
at the entrance provides some shelter from the prevailing south westerly winds. There is a diverse range of biological communities, reflecting the influence of
marine conditions far up the inlet.
Comprises internationally rare Rumex rupestris (shore dock). The species is a European coastal endemic that is threatened throughout its range with its
world status recorded as vulnerable. The site lies on the cliffs slopes and raised beach of overlain quaternary and periglacial deposits forming head, which
provides the ideal habitat for the shore dock. The underlying geology of the site consists of slates from the Dartmouth Group of the Lower Devonian period.
This provides the freshwater seepage habitats, which are needed by the shore dock communities.
South Milton Ley is one of the best examples of freshwater reedbed in Devon and is of particular importance for its breeding bird community and for the
variety of birds using the site on passage.

Wembury Point

B/G
139.3 ha

Erme Estuary

B
431.4 ha

Rame Head & Whitsand B/G
Bay
160.09 ha

Kingsand to Sandway
Point
Wallsend Industrial
Estate

G
6.7 ha
G
0.76 ha

% in Favourable
Condition
100

Coastal Sections
(Key below)
L

0
(73.77% unfavourable no
change & 26.23%
unfavourable declining)
20.85
(15.48% unfavourable
recovering, 26.19%
unfavourable no change
& 37.47% unfavourable
declining)
11.07
(71.19& unfavourable
recovering & 17.73%
unfavourable no change)
61.79
(38.21% unfavourable no
change)
100

L

L, M

M, N

M

N

100

N

100

N

0
(100% unfavourable no
change)
The site comprises extensive reefs of interest for their intertidal plant and animal communities together with coastal sand, shingle and steep slopes of sea-cliff 82.42
grassland and mixed scrub. It is also of interest for the diversity of passage and wintering birds and for nesting species associated with the scrub; at least one (8.78% unfavourable no
nationally rare species of bird breeds on the site. The landform itself is also of interest, displaying a wave-cut platform, head terrace and degraded fossil
change & 8.80%
cliffline.
unfavourable declining)
This small secluded estuary contains estuarine, saltmarsh, freshwater and oak-hazel woodland habitats. It supports an important breeding bird community and, 64.84
provides feeding and roosting grounds for waterfowl on passage and in winter.
(23.89% unfavourable
recovering, 9.20%
unfavourable no change
& 2.08% unfavourable
declining)
Rame Head & Whitsand Bay SSSI; 8km of coastal cliff habitats comprising the largest colony of the nationally rare shore dock Rumex rupestris in mainland
31.67
Britain. The site also supports significant populations of other rare plant species including slender bird’s-foot-trefoil Lotus angustissimus and early meadow
(68.33% unfavourable
grass Poa infirma. Whitsand Bay is also designated for its geology and coastal geomorphology. The Dartmouth Beds within Bull Cove contain a fossiliferous recovering)
horizon, which has yielded important marine fossils. Whitsand Bay is one of a suite of south-west facing beaches on the English Channel coast backed by a
cliff-line of Devonian grits and slates exhibiting a ‘slope-over-wall’ form and little affected by retreat.
Nationally important geomorphology. The rock platform along the Kingsand beach section is the only exposure in south west England of an extrusive
100
rhyolite flow of Permian age.
This disused quarry exposes a succession through the Devonian Plymouth Limestone, typically yielding a coral-stromatoporoid fauna of late Givetian age.
0
Associated conodonts confirm this correlation.
(100% unfavourable
declining)

N

N, O

N

Q

Q
O
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Designation
St. John’s Lake

Biological/Geological
Biological/Geological
Area (ha)
B
279.2 ha

Lynher Estuary

B
687.3 ha

Tamar-Tavy Estuary

B
1422.33 ha

Plymouth Sound Shores B
& Cliffs*
45.0 ha
Faraday Road

G
0.2 ha

Lockridge Mine

G
0.62 ha
G
0.5 ha

Mount Wise

Richmond Walk
St John’s Lake
Western King

G
0.205 ha
B
279.2 ha
B/G
1.9 ha

Summary

% in Favourable
Condition
100

This site forms part of the Tamar-Lynher estuarine system. At low tide, extensive mudflats are exposed providing important feeding grounds for wintering
wildfowl and waders. The lake has interesting areas of species-rich saltmarsh, and the underlying Devonian slates form fringing shingle beaches and shallow
rock cliffs. Although much of the site is bare mud, there are considerable areas covered with green alga Enteromorpha and beds of narrow leaved eel grass
Zostera angustifolia and dwarf eel grass Z. noltii.
The Lynher estuary forms the western arm of the Tamar-Tavy-Lynher ria complex. Unusually for a ria system the Estuary has developed extensive saltmarsh, 100
which together with adjacent productive mudflats provide important feeding and roosting grounds for wintering wildfowl and waders. Freshwater input from
the rivers Tiddy and Lynher give rise to a gradient of salinity along which transitional marsh communities have developed ranging from saltmarsh to
freshwater fen and willow carr. Elsewhere exposures of Devonian slate support fringing brown-algal beds, backed by narrow shale beaches and low rock cliffs
with stunted trees and scrub. Sheviock and Wacker Woods are important remnants of former extensive ancient woodland.
The Tamar Estuary system is a large marine inlet on the English Channel coast into which discharges a series of rivers with an extensive catchment within
91.96
Devon and Cornwall. It is of international importance for nature conservation, in particular as a wintering site for wildfowl and waders.
(5.62% unfavourable
recovering, 2.16%
unfavourable no change
& 0.26% unfavourable
declining)
An open bay into which run several estuaries forming a complex ria system. The coastline is steeply sloping and rocky. Several major ecological zones have
100
been identified for the Sound and its tributaries. This SSSI encompasses examples from the open coast and sheltered bay parts of the system (sections of the
inner zones are represented in other SSSIs), and includes shore communities with a south-western influence.
This road section exposes a series of crinoidal limestones, slates and tuffs which have yielded a rich macro- and microfauna indicating a mid-late Eifelian age. It 0
is of interest as its stromatoporoid limestone development marks the first appearance of stromatoporoids in the Plymouth Limestone Group. A key mid(100% unfavourable
Devonian palaeontological and stratigraphic locality.
declining)
Rich in fluorite and sphalerite. Typical example of lead mineralisation outside Carboniferous limestone area.
100%
Mount Wise Shell Bed, rich fossil location useful for correlation purposes with Lummaton Shell Beds in Torquay area.

Section through fossiliferous Devonian limestones, important for interpreting changing palaeoecology and illustrating the transition from black argillaceous
limestones to massive grey stomatoporid limestones.
Estuarine system with mudflat and saltmarsh supporting wintering wildfowl (6,000) and waders (10,000) such as wigeon, mute swan, brent geese, shelduck,
teal and black-tailed godwit.
Complex series of Devonian limestones containing conodont microfossils and laminated sediment infilling solutional cavities. Population of Field eryngo
Eryngium campestre (RDB, one of only five British sites).

Coastal Sections
(Key below)
P

P

P

O, Q

O

P

0
P
(Unfavourable no
change)
0
P
(Unfavourable declining)
100%
P
100%

O

National Nature Reserve (NNR)
Axmouth to Lyme Regis B
Undercliffs
334.6 ha
Dawlish Warren
B
207.0 ha
Berry Head

B
67.9 ha

Slapton Ley

B
254.72 ha

The NNR has been shaped by past and present day landslips. The site is internationally important for its geology, fossils, geomorphology and a mosaic of
habitats including bare ground, grasslands and woodlands.
Contains a full range of coastal habitats, from mudflats to sand dunes. Up to 8,000 wading birds rest at Warren Point at high tide and the site supports over
600 plant species, including the rare Warren crocus which is unique to the area. New species are still being found, notably the diminutive petalwort, an
internationally rare liverwort.
The reserve comprises two separate areas: Berry Head promontory (as far south as Durl Head), and Sharkham Point, 11 km south of Durl Head. The two
areas are separated by St Mary's Bay.
Berry Head is an extensive out-crop of Devonian limestone, the north flank of which has been extensively altered by quarrying. Caves at the site provide
breeding roosts for greater and lesser horseshoe bats.
The steep sea cliffs are home to a guillemot colony and areas of scrub provide breeding sites for whitethroat and cirl bunting. The reserve's areas of
grassland, scrub and cliffside are home to many nationally rare plants including small hare’s-ear, white rock-rose and goldilocks aster. Eight species of orchid
can be seen at the site including early purple, green winged, bee, common spotted and pyramidal.
The reserve includes the largest natural freshwater lake in south-west England. A shingle 'bay bar' separates the lake from the sea. The bar is a nationally
important example of this type of feature and demonstrates the links between seabed features and shoreline landforms. The reserve is the only British
locality for strapwort, and has a nationally important population of breeding Cetti's warbler. There are 2,000 species of fungi here, 29 of which have been
described as new to science. Slapton Ley is also an important staging post for wintering and passage birds.

E
H

J, K

L

Area of Special Protection (ASP)
The Berry Head and
Berry Head (Southern
Redoubt)

B

Area of coastal waters lying off Berry Head and the Southern Redoubt as an area of special protection for wild birds under section 3 of the Wildlife and
Countryside Act 1981. The site is particularly important for guillemots.

Unknown

K
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KEY:
A: Durlston Head to Portland Bill
B: Portland Bill to Bridport Harbour, West Bay
C: Bridport Harbour, West Bay to the Cobb, Lyme Regis
D: The Cobb, Lyme Regis to Beer Head
E: Beer Head to Otterton Ledge
F: Otterton Ledge to Straight Point
G: Straight Point to the Parson and Clerk Rocks
H: The Parson and Clerk rocks to Hope’s Nose
I: Hope’s Nose to Berry Head
J: Berry Head to Blackstone Point
K: Blackstone Point to Start Point
L: Start Point to Bolt Head
M: Bolt Tail to Wembury Point
N: Wembury Point to Rame Head
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ANNEX D.4

BIODIVERSITY ACTION PLAN HABITATS AND
SPECIES

Biodiversity Action Plan broad habitats and priority species within the SMP Area:
Habitats
Local Biodiversity Action Plan for Purbeck
Lowland heathlands and associated habitats
Rivers
Reedbed
Lowland wet grassland
Broad-leaved woodland
Parkland
Arable
Calcareous grassland
Maritime cvliff and slope
Maerl beds
Torbay Biodiversity Action Plan
Lowland calcareous grassland
Urban
Farmland
Broadleaved-woodland
Marine habitats
Maritime cliff and slope
Earth heritage
Parkland and veteran trees
Wetlands
Devon Biodiversity Action Plan
Alder/willow wet woodland
Caves, karst and mines
Cities, towns and villages
Flower rich meadows and pasture
Lowland heathland
Oak woodland
Parkland and wood pasture
Pits, quarries and cuttings
Rhos pasture
Sea cliff and slope
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Species-rich hedgerows
Estuaries
Rocky foreshore
Rocky seabed
Freshwater reedbed
Grazing marsh
Rivers, streams, floodplains and fluvial processes
Species
Local Biodiversity Action Plan for Purbeck
Nail fungus

Porina punctata

Churchyard lichen

Lecanatis hemispherica

Golden hair lichen

Teloschistes flavicans

Thatch moss

Leptodontium gemmascens

A moss

Habrodon perpusillus

Lizard orchid

Himantoglossum hircinum

Fairy shrimp

Chirocephalus diaphanus

Southern damselfly

Coenagrion mercuriale

Speckled footman moth

Coscinia cribraria bivittata

Micro moth

Eudarcia richarsoni

Reed leopard moth

Phragmataecia castaneae

Micro moth

Stenoptilia graphodactyla

Robber fly

Asilus crabroniformis

a weevil

Cathormiocerus britannicus

a water beetle

Graphoderus cinereus

a spider

Enoplagnatha tecta

great crested newt

Triturus cristatus

sand lizard

Lacerta agilis

Torbay Biodiversity Action Plan
Seabirds
Cirl hunting

Emberiza cirlus

Small blue butterfly

Cupido minimus

Horseshoe bat

Rhinolophus sp

White rock rose

Helianthemum apenninum

Seahorse

Hippocampus

Dolphins, porpoises and basking sharks
Devon Biodiversity Action Plan
Devon whitebeam and related species

Sorbus sp
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Golden hair lichen

Teloschistes flavicans

Primrose

Primula vulgaris

Freshwater pearl mussel

Margaritifera margaritifera

Pink seafan

Eunicella verrucosa

Southern damselfly

Coenagrion mercuriale

White-clawed crayfish

Austropotamobius pallipes

Atlantic salmon

Salmo salar

Barn owl

Tyto alba

Cirl bunting

Emberiza cirlus

Curlew

Numenius arquata

Nightjar

Caprimulgus europaeus

Brown hare

Lepus europaeus

Dormouse

Muscardinus avellanarius

Greater horseshoe bat

Rhinolophus ferrumequinum

Otter

Lutra lutra

Watervole

Arvicola terrestris
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ANNEX D.5

SCHEDULED MONUMENTS

Monument
Number

Name

Easting

Northing

Area (Ha)

Coastal
Section

31915

Bowl Barrow 900m South East
Of Chideock Farm

380069

81117

0.090625

A

Do694

Round Barrow On Boat Knoll

386654

81286

0.064627

A

33176

Bowl Barrow On St Aldhelm's
Head, 470m North East Of St
Aldhelm's Chapel

396328

75955

0.037943

A

22960

Romano-Celtic Temple And
Associated Remains At Jordan
Hill

369892

82069

0.065261

C

21955

Bowl Barrow 550m South Of
Chaldon Down Buildings: Part
Of The Chaldon Down Round
Barrow Cemetery

378367

81348

0.116203

A

33165

Early Christian Enclosure On St
Aldhelm's Head

396071

75561

0.281688

A

21957

Bowl Barrow 660m South Of
Chaldon Down Buildings: Part
Of The Chaldon Down Round
Barrow Cemetery

378373

81255

0.090665

A

21913

Wardstone Barrow: A Bowl
Barrow On The Dorset Coastal
Ridge 300m South Of Chideock
Farm

379340

81336

0.04515

A

31916

Two Bowl Barrows 560m And
650m North West Of Newlands
Farm

380501

81281

0.144962

A

33177

Bowl Barrow On Emmett's Hill

395809

76486

0.018911

A

33194

Group Of Medieval Strip
Lynchets At East And West Man

397759

76530

13.839519

A

22964

Portland Castle

368461

74360

0.357918

C

21954

Bowl Barrow 200m South East
Of Hill Barn: One Of A Group
Of Three Barrows

377547

81143

0.081282

A

29091

Medieval Settlement At West
Ringstead

374860

81643

10.811011

B

Do803

Portland Bill Stone Loading
Quay

367968

68480

0.015172

C

Do64

Preston Roman Villa

370308

82700

0.578128

C

Do780

The Verne Citadel

369292

73519

15.334401

C
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Monument
Number

Name

Easting

Northing

Area (Ha)

Coastal
Section

21956

Bowl Barrow 650m South Of
Chaldon Down Buildings: Part
Of The Chaldon Down Round
Barrow Cemetery

378312

81251

0.032924

A

21942

Flower's Barrow: A Small
Multivallate Hillfort And
Associated Outwork On Rings
Hill

386461

80590

8.566757

A

29083

The Warren Field System

379714

80759

125.508471

A

33198

Sandsfoot Castle

367468

77394

0.515493

C

33199

Nothe Fort, Tramway And
Searchlight Battery At The
Nothe

368669

78728

1.22702

C

33194

Group Of Medieval Strip
Lynchets At East And West Man

397627

77160

7.923764

A

31916

Two Bowl Barrows 560m And
650m North West Of Newlands
Farm

380629

81337

0.1016

A

21973

Bowl Barrow On Hambury
Tout: The Eastern Of Two
Round Barrows On Hambury
Tout

381639

80294

0.035897

A

29094

Fishpond At West Ringstead,
590m South Of Pit House

375092

81460

0.094042

B

29096

Alum Works, Other MultiPeriod Industrial Remains And
An Associated Group Of Jetties
And Breakwaters, Kimmeridge
Bay

390880

78759

2.417455

A

21972

Bell Barrow On Hambury Tout:
The Western Of Two Round
Barrows On Hambury Tout

381581

80291

0.090623

A

33199

Nothe Fort, Tramway And
Searchlight Battery At The
Nothe

368508

78740

0.033463

C

21951

Bowl Barrow 470m South East
Of Down Barn: An Outlier Of
The Chaldon Down Barrow
Group

378213

81553

0.144261

A

Do284

Sandy Barrow W Of East Farm
Dairy

373027

82586

0.052224

B

Do51

Rufus Castle

369676

71136

1.086533

C

21941

Two Barrows In Halcombe Vale,
700m South West Of
Monastery Farm

385665

80482

0.168245

A
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Monument
Number

Name

Easting

Northing

Area (Ha)

Coastal
Section

29093

Icehouse At Ringstead, 660m
South West Of Pit House

374612

81593

0.015604

B

33194

Group Of Medieval Strip
Lynchets At East And West Man

397331

76033

11.869737

A

21971

Bowl Barrow North Of Red
Hole, 630m Sse Of Newlands
Farm

381198

80393

0.047429

A

Do158

Kingston Down Romano-British
Farm

395693

77965

32.331038

A

21952

Two Bowl Barrows 560m South
East Of Hill Barn

377920

81020

0.091329

A

Do153

The Old Prison And Pump

402987

78750

0.002498

A

35242

Raf Portland, Site Of Rotor Early
Warning Radar Station

369569

73356

4.072223

C

33180

Bowl Barrow On Swyre Head

393413

78455

0.115655

A

Do68

Bindon Hill Camp

383434

80239

57.471532

A

21953

Two Bowl Barrows 200m South
East Of Hill Barn: Two Of A
Group Of Three Barrows

377586

81175

0.362339

A

33164

Pillow Mound 145m South East
Of Eastington Farm

398407

77699

0.083955

A

Do781

Battery 200yds (180m) E Of The
Naval Cemetery

369451

74061

1.029276

C

Do163

Portland Open Fields

368295

69421

12.626671

C

Do773

Mesolithic Sites Near Culver
Well

368398

69083

14.291226

C

33194

Group Of Medieval Strip
Lynchets At East And West Man

397965

77192

6.417358

A

33199

Nothe Fort, Tramway And
Searchlight Battery At The
Nothe

368701

78792

0.012201

C

29045

St Catherine's Chapel, Field
System And Quarries At Chapel
Hill

357328

84669

17.004827

D

Do171

Round Barrow 250yds (230m) S
Of Chapel Coppice

357379

84319

0.100121

D

29599

Bind Barrow

349406

88806

0.056249

D

Do163

Portland Open Fields

368295

69421

12.626671

C

29046

Duck Decoy At Abbotsbury
Swannery, 630m Ssw Of
Horsepool Farm

357604

84042

0.401043

D

29600

Bowl Barrow 550m North West
Of Cogden Farm

350137

89137

0.041467

D
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Monument
Number

Name

Easting

Northing

Area (Ha)

Coastal
Section

Do383

Lynchets S Of Stavordale Wood

356431

84592

2.764218

D

29574

Three Bowl Barrows North East
Of Thorncombe Beacon, 160m,
190m & 400m South West Of
Down House

343775

91720

0.158737

E

Do805

Remains Of Bridge In Cellar Of
No 2 Bridge Street

334252

92109

0.003291

E

Do372

St Gabriel's Church

340209

92408

0.028095

E

29578

A Group Of Four Bowl Barrows
On Golden Cap 515m South
East And 630m South East Of St
Gabriel's House

340722

92201

0.034585

E

29574

Three Bowl Barrows North East
Of Thorncombe Beacon, 160m,
190m & 400m South West Of
Down House

343597

91617

0.15178

E

29578

A Group Of Four Bowl Barrows
On Golden Cap 515m South
East And 630m South East Of St
Gabriel's House

340557

92104

0.091761

E

29574

Three Bowl Barrows North East
Of Thorncombe Beacon, 160m,
190m & 400m South West Of
Down House

343755

91812

0.125448

E

29642

Roman And Earlier Settlement
At Honeyditches

323775

90970

7.33735

E

33042

Axmouth Bridge

325302

89983

0.028213

E

29640

Hawkesdown Camp And
Associated Outwork

326293

91416

4.224635

E

33035

Clyst St Mary Bridge And
Causeway

297159

91091

0.192181

H

29640

Hawkesdown Camp And
Associated Outwork

326508

91432

0.19323

E

33049

Prehistoric Field System On The
Cliffs Above Littlecombe Shoot

318412

88291

1.95545

F

Dv55

High Peak Camp, Sidmouth

310338

85939

0.242858

F

29637

Berry Cliff Camp

318827

88201

3.898897

F

33027

Prehistoric Field System At
Walls Hill

293413

65038

5.451738

I

10717

Kent's Cavern, Torquay

293419

64138

1.429249

I

33026

Ashhole Cavern

293699

56681

0.089107

J

33048

The Bishop's Palace, Tower
Road

288613

60768

0.360453

J
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Monument
Number

Name

Easting

Northing

Area (Ha)

Coastal
Section

33025

Chambered Tomb, 630m North
West Of Elberry Farm

289319

57329

0.02007

J

29694

Berry Head Fort And Battery
And Hardy's Head Battery

294474

56512

6.272418

J

33036

World War Ii Emergency
Coastal Battery And Remains Of
A Victorian Practice Battery, At
Battery Gardens

292082

56906

3.764951

J

24840

Torre Abbey

290810

63687

9.506224

J

29694

Berry Head Fort And Battery
And Hardy's Head Battery

294050

56667

0.067381

K

10874

Windmill Hill Cave, Brixham

292457

55981

0.070011

K

33059

D-Day Landing Craft
Maintenance Site On The River
Dart Immediately To The South
Of Lower Noss Point

287967

52695

1.064651

K

29695

The Old Redoubt, 540m South
West Of Berry Head Fort

294167

56107

1.784587

K

33060

D-Day Landing Craft
Maintenance Site On The River
Dart, 270m South East Of
Maypool Cottage

287809

54137

0.447938

K

33797

Earthwork Enclosures And Field
Systems, 430m North East Of
Lower Well Farm

286363

57548

3.851793

K

34878

Medieval Chapel Of The Holy
Ghost And St Katherine At
Warland, 250m South West Of
Totnes Bridge

280466

60186

0.006423

K

Dv185

Gomerock Tower

288874

50503

0.011124

K

33800

Civil War Fieldwork Known As
Gallant's Bower

288386

50188

1.624531

K

24234

Dartmouth Castle

288640

50288

0.456931

K

33058

D-Day Landing Craft
Maintenance Site On The River
Dart, 560m South Of Waddeton
Court

287235

56181

0.984508

K

22213

Bayard's Cove Castle: A
Blockhouse In Dartmouth

287858

50965

0.031015

K

33793

Bowl Barrow 690m North Of
Longwood House

288214

53610

0.11891

K

24839

Cornworthy Priory

282300

55606

3.049247

K

33792

Hillfort Known As Greenway
Camp, Immediately North East
Of Cart Wood

288921

53710

9.401576

K
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Monument
Number

Name

Easting

Northing

Area (Ha)

Coastal
Section

Dv903

Site Of Chapel At Manor Farm

286139

48436

0.021609

L

33788

Medieval Settlement, Site Of
Quadrangular Castle And Relict
Garden Between Ilton Farm And
Ilton Castle Farm

272682

40482

3.459422

N

34885

Medieval Farmstead, Boundary
Work And Earthwork
Enclosures 350m South East Of
Middle Soar

271428

36831

0.90456

N

33788

Medieval Settlement, Site Of
Quadrangular Castle And Relict
Garden Between Ilton Farm And
Ilton Castle Farm

272378

40250

6.842795

N

33781

Hilltop Enclosure 380m East Of
Middle Soar

271530

37015

0.558161

N

34884

Field Systems, Hut Circles And
Four Beacons, 510m South Of
Middle Soar

271209

36592

4.383477

N

33778

Bowl Barrow 400m South Of
Home Farm, Forming An
Outlying Part Of A Round
Barrow Cemetery

276196

42210

0.142844

M

33777

Bowl Barrow 530m South East
Of Duncombe Court, Forming
An Outlying Part Of A Barrow
Cemetery.

275805

43371

0.208896

M

34883

Two Hut Circles And
Associated Field Systems And
Enclosure At Mousehill Brake

269894

37785

1.277059

N

33774

Coaxial Field Systems And
Associated Later Remains
Between Deckler's Cliff And
Gammon Head

276126

36438

51.66934

M

33799

Fort Charles

273372

38056

0.113653

M

33762

Coaxial Field System And
Semaphore Station At Signal
House Point

277029

35411

8.301418

M

34887

Coaxial Field System, Hut
Circles And Medieval Farm
Buildings At Starehole Bottom

272409

36497

13.68615

N

33771

Four Barrows 470m South West
Of Hope Cove, Forming Part Of
A Round Barrow Cemetery

267191

39345

0.999866

N

33776

Three Bowl Barrows 310m
West Of Home Farm, Forming
Part Of A Round Barrow
Cemetery

275707

42684

0.136274

M
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Monument
Number

Name

Easting

Northing

Area (Ha)

Coastal
Section

33779

Two Bowl Barrows 440m South
East Of Duncombe Court,
Forming Part Of A Round
Barrow Cemetery

275547

43132

0.78938

M

34888

Regular Aggregate Field System
480m West Of West Soar

269886

37493

4.06609

N

34880

Medieval Farmstead And Field
System At Warren Barn, 500m
South And 400m South West
Of West Soar

270259

37057

1.779144

N

34880

Medieval Farmstead And Field
System At Warren Barn, 500m
South And 400m South West
Of West Soar

270086

37268

1.623813

N

33776

Three Bowl Barrows 310m
West Of Home Farm, Forming
Part Of A Round Barrow
Cemetery

275867

42608

0.268921

M

33776

Three Bowl Barrows 310m
West Of Home Farm, Forming
Part Of A Round Barrow
Cemetery

275968

42568

0.346793

M

34886

Post-Medieval Animal Pound
430m South Of East Soar Farm

272025

36671

0.021816

N

34882

Bowl Barrow 210m South Of
West Soar

270355

37331

0.074239

N

33773

Five Round Barrows 570m
South Of Hope Cove, Forming
Part Of A Round Barrow
Cemetery

267424

39123

1.253207

N

33761

Iron Age Cliff Castle Known As
Bolt Tail Camp

266983

39656

12.151008

N

33768

Slight Univallate Hillfort Known
As Holbury Camp, 750m East
Of Holwell Lodge

262381

50501

4.561274

N

33759

Iron Age Promontory Fort
Known As Oldaport Camp

263235

49293

14.42367

N

33760

Roman Settlement Site At
Bantham Ham

266391

43685

13.214188

N

33768

Slight Univallate Hillfort Known
As Holbury Camp, 750m East
Of Holwell Lodge

262094

50533

0.605134

N

33070

World War Ii Heavy AntiAircraft Gunsite, 100m West Of
Princes Cottages

250772

49123

1.284131

N
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Monument
Number

Name

Easting

Northing

Area (Ha)

Coastal
Section

33768

Slight Univallate Hillfort Known
As Holbury Camp, 750m East
Of Holwell Lodge

262440

50665

0.334983

N

33782

Four Bowl Barrows 270m West
Of The Downs

267124

43225

1.277937

N

Co833

No 5 Redoubt 450yds (410m)
Nw Of Maker Farm

243818

51959

0.369106

Q

Co979

Incomplete Palmerstonian Fort
650yds (600m) W Of Forder

242136

50069

1.043484

Q

Co462

Battery At Wearde Quay

242464

57713

0.131747

P

Py517

Fort Stamford

249340

52731

3.030278

O

Co832

Earthwork Redoubts Nos 1, 2
And 3

243277

51520

0.339248

Q

Py882

Round Barrow On Barrow Hill

251294

52766

0.041865

O

29678

Worth's Cattedown Bone Cave
150m North Of Cattedown
Wharves

249463

53605

0.198112

O

Dv720

Watch House Battery And
Ditch

249066

50878

3.107916

O

Py946

Eastern King Battery

246614

53588

0.39913

O

12614

The Coastal Fortifications Of
Drake's Island

246988

52859

0.012186

O

Co315

Mount Edgcumbe Blockhouse

245607

53172

0.007725

Q

26245

The Royal Citadel Mid 17th
Century Bastioned Artillery
Defence, Incorporating Late
16th Century Artillery Fort And
18th Century Statue, On The
Hoe

248034

53855

10.059935

O

33052

Laira Emplacement, Immediately
South West Of Laira Battery

251284

56202

2.223172

O

Co1085

The Ballast Pond

244082

54720

0.179204

P

Co980

Musketry Lines And Road Block,
Near Wringford Farm

242644

50328

0.060225

Q

Py176

Firestone Bay Artillery Tower

246377

53518

0.007374

O

Py945

No 1 Basin And No 1 Dock,
South Yard, Devonport
Dockyard

244791

54412

0.99069

P

Co832

Earthwork Redoubts Nos 1, 2
And 3

243631

51226

0.382086

Q

Dv719

Fort Bovisand

248774

50707

1.225277

O

Co452

Chapel At Earth Barton

238138

56325

0.029953

P
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Monument
Number

Name

Easting

Northing

Area (Ha)

Coastal
Section

Co982

Civil War Breastwork, Inswork
Point

243821

53347

0.016945

P

Co980

Musketry Lines And Road Block,
Near Wringford Farm

242587

50391

0.036991

Q

24278

Trehan Cross, At Trehan Village

240449

58114

0.001508

P

Co604

Chapel At Shillingham

240737

57240

0.007725

P

Co646

St Julian's Well

244654

52169

0.045202

Q

33065

Laira Battery

251466

56287

1.241628

O

35821

Bohetherick Lime Kiln With
Adjacent Quay And Ancillary
Buildings, 140m South East Of
Cotehele Bridge

242287

67892

0.266771

P

Py214

17 New Street

248259

54072

0.005022

O

26235

Stump Cross, 600m West Of
Sheviock Barton

236292

55036

0.007844

P

33071

Mount Pleasant Redoubt

245942

55757

1.396048

P

Co578

Trematon Castle

241041

57977

1.161963

P

29629

Mount Batten: Prehistoric And
Romano-British Settlement

248761

53202

0.538481

O

Co649

Scraesdon Fort

239238

54922

9.072072

P

29617

Cawsand Fort

243315

50391

1.600168

Q

33066

Efford Fort And Efford
Emplacement

251387

56586

4.879091

O

12614

The Coastal Fortifications Of
Drake's Island

246825

52869

0.148518

O

Co831

Grenville Battery 550yds (500m)
Ssw Of Maker Farm

243846

51129

0.379257

Q

Py180

Stonehouse Manor Wall

246250

54210

0.0034

O

Py1022

Bullpoint Gunpowder Magazines
And Camber

243535

57673

3.837827

P

Py654

The West Ropery (Site Of),
South Yard, Devonport
Dockyard

245176

54196

0.303742

P

Py177

Western Kings Artillery Tower

245946

53345

0.002844

O

29665

Resolution Fort: Civil War
Town Defences At Friary Court

248701

54680

0.059679

O

12614

The Coastal Fortifications Of
Drake's Island

246954

52814

0.878287

O

Py924

Lee Moor Tramway Bridge

251998

56835

0.017358

O

Co613

Earthwork On Berry Down

237612

55444

0.820734

P
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Number

Name

Easting

Northing

Area (Ha)

Coastal
Section

Co314

Mount Edgcumbe Round
Barrow

244962

52688

0.123607

Q

Py664

The Scrive Board, South Yard,
Devonport Dockyard

244861

54130

0.337804

P

29630

Mount Batten: 17th Century
Artillery Tower, Civil War
Breastwork, And World War Ii
Remains

248593

53218

1.256519

O

Py840

Ernesettle Battery

244840

59256

1.466888

P

Py217

Plymouth Castle (Remains Of)

248289

53959

0.0043

O

Co267

Promontory Fort And St
Michael's Chapel, Rame Head

241802

48292

9.552702

Q

Co980

Musketry Lines And Road Block,
Near Wringford Farm

242710

50236

0.006187

Q

Co623

Inswork Chapel

242646

52739

0.010335

P

Py660

Slip No 1 (The Covered Slip),
South Yard, Devonport
Dockyard

245157

53984

0.201137

P

15557

D-Day Landing Craft
Maintenance Site, 170m North
Of Saltash Pier

243332

58868

0.238928

P

Co832

Earthwork Redoubts Nos 1, 2
And 3

243461

51354

0.313965

Q

Upton Fort, Coastal Artillery Battery and two Searchlight Emplacements is proposed by English Heritage as a
new Scheduled Monument within the study area.
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ANNEX D.6

PLANNING FRAMEWORK

National Planning Policies
Document

Relevance

PPS1 – Delivering Sustainable
Development (2005)

Sets out the Government's overarching planning policies on the delivery of sustainable
development through the planning system. PPS1 will aim to ensure that urban and rural
development within the study area is developed in a sustainable way that benefits the local
community, conserves the environment, and ensures economic growth and employment, as
well as making prudent use of natural resources. The PPS also identifies the potential impact
of the environment on proposed developments by avoiding new development in areas at risk
of flooding and sea-level rise, and as far as possible, by accommodating natural hazards and
the impacts of climate change.
Supplements PPS1 by setting out how planning should contribute to reducing emissions and
stabilising climate change and take into account the unavoidable consequences. This will have
a direct and indirect impact on the climate and environment of the study area. The PPS also
identifies that modern human activity has the potential to cause more extreme weather
events, including hotter and drier summers, flooding and rising sea-levels leading to coastal
realignment.
Stipulates that general policies controlling development in the countryside apply with equal
force in Green Belts but there is, in addition, a general presumption against inappropriate
development (harmful to the Green Belt) within them. Such development will not be
approved, except in very special circumstances.

Planning and Climate Change:
Supplement to PPS1 (2007)

PPG2 – Green Belts (1995)

PPS3 – Housing (2006)

Underpins the delivery of the Government’s strategic housing policy objectives and their goal
to ensure that everyone has the opportunity to live in a decent home, which they can afford
in a community where they want to live.

PPG4
Industrial,
Commercial
Development
and Small Firms (1994)

Identifies that the planning system should operate on the basis that applications for
development should be allowed, having regard to the development plan and all material
considerations, unless the proposed development would cause demonstrable harm to
interests of acknowledged importance. Also, development control should not place
unjustifiable obstacles in the way of development which is necessary to provide homes,
investment and jobs, or to meet wider national or international objectives.

PPS6 – Planning for Town
Centres (2005)

Aims for town centres to promote their vitality and viability by planning for the growth and
development of existing centres; and promoting and enhancing existing centres, by focusing
development in such centres and encouraging a wide range of services in a good
environment, accessible to all. This will result in the development and enhancement of
coastal towns in the study area.
Identifies that local planning should include policies to sustain, enhance and, where
appropriate, revitalise country towns and villages (including through the provision of
affordable housing) and for strong, diverse, economic activity, whilst maintaining local
character and a high quality environment.

PPS7
–
Sustainable
Development in Rural Areas
(2004)
PPS9:
Biodiversity
and
Geological
Conservation
(2005)

Aims to ensure that sites of geological importance and geological features are protected in
the same way as other nature conservation interests, providing protection for much of the
study area.

PPG14 – Development on
Unstable Land (1990)

Seeks to identify that the Government wishes to encourage the full and effective use of land
in an environmentally acceptable manner. However, difficulties have been experienced in
developing land in areas of past and present mining and in other areas where land is unstable
or potentially unstable.

PPG15 – Planning and the

It is also identifies that, in the context of the management of coastal zones, coastal
authorities may wish to consider the introduction of a presumption against built
development in areas of coastal landslides or rapid coastal erosion.
Specifies that it is fundamental to the Government's policies for environmental stewardship
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Document

Relevance

Historic Environment (1994)

that there should be effective protection for all aspects of the historic environment. The
Historic Environment should be protected and enhanced, where possible.

PPG16 – Archaeology and
Planning (1990)

PPG16 sets out the Secretary of State's policy on archaeological remains on land, and how
they should be preserved or recorded both in an urban setting and in the countryside.
Development should pay heed to the location or potential location of archaeological remains
and should seek to minimise the impact that it has on the archaeological record.
Seeks to identify that it is the role of the planning system to reconcile development
requirements with the need to protect, conserve and, where appropriate, improve the
landscape, environmental quality, wildlife habitats and recreational opportunities of the coast.
Local authorities should recognise that on-shore development can often have an impact offshore. There is a need to protect the environment while providing appropriately for
development, and the need to plan with due regard for hazards from flooding, erosion and
unstable land, are not unique to the coast.

PPG20 – Coastal Planning
(1992)

Opportunities for development on the coast are limited by physical circumstances, such as
risk of flooding, erosion and land instability, and by conservation policies. Policies should aim
to avoid putting further development at risk from flooding, erosion and land slips. It is
highlighted that stretches of coast damaged by industrial and urban development, mining or
waste disposal, will need proposals for improving the environment. This will be an essential
prerequisite for restoring the physical environment and securing economic and physical
regeneration. Further, policies should encourage the imaginative re-use of disused
commercial docks as part of the regeneration of such areas, whilst conserving and restoring
landmarks and structures of special historic interest.
PPS22 – Renewable Energy
(2004)

Encourages the use of appropriate land and the development of existing energy production
for renewable energy sources, including wind, water, tidal, solar and biomass.

PPS23
–
Planning and
Pollution Control (2004)

Seeks to establish the role of planning in determining the location of development which may
give rise to pollution, either directly or indirectly, and ensuring that other uses and
developments are not as far as possible, affected by major existing or potential sources of
pollution.

PPS25 – Planning and Flood
Risk (2006)

The aims of planning policy on development and flood risk are to ensure that flood risk is
taken into account at all stages in the planning process to avoid inappropriate development in
areas at risk of flooding, and to direct development away from areas at highest risk. Where
new development is, exceptionally, necessary in such areas, policy aims to make it safe
without increasing flood risk elsewhere and where possible, reducing flood risk overall. The
PPS also identifies that extensive, low-lying coastal lands around most British estuaries are
particularly susceptible to flooding. Changes to the drivers associated with coastal erosion
(surges, waves, coastal sediment supply and morphology, and relative sea level rise) will affect
the probability of flooding to new developments.

Good Practice Guide on
Planning for Tourism (2007)

Identifies that the planning system, by taking a pro-active role in facilitating and promoting
the implementation of good quality development, is crucial to ensuring that the tourism
industry can develop and thrive throughout the UK. Maximising the economical, social and
environmental benefits. The guidance identifies that tourism can become the focus of
regeneration in urban areas and a key element of rural diversification and revitalisation of
market towns and villages. Tourist developments should be located where they are
accessible and sustainable. It is also identified that caravan sites should be relocated away
from visually intrusive locations, or from sites prone to flooding or coastal erosion.
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Policies contained in the draft Regional
Regional Spatial Strategy

Proposed new wording of policy statement by Secretary of State
Policy F1 (Flood
(Flood Risk)
Taking account of climate change and the increasing risk of coastal and river flooding the priority is to:
•
Defend existing properties and, where possible, locate new development in places with little or no risk of
flooding
•
Protect flood plains and land liable to tidal or coastal flooding from development
•
Follow a sequential approach to development in flood risk areas
•
Use development to reduce the risk of flooding through location, layout and design.
Policy ES4: Waterside Employment Sites
Within coastal settlements and the developed coast, waterside sites must be safeguarded for social and economic uses
which require such a location, giving priority to maritime industries.
Policy TO2: Safeguarding and Investing in Tourism Destinations
Within the context of Policy CO1, Local Authoritity Destination Management Organisations and atakeholders should
collaborate across administrative boundaries to define the future role of tourism in each of the nine recognised
destination zones, identify the measures required to support it and develop action plans for their delivery. Such plans
should identify:
•

the need to allocate specific sites for new tourism related investment;

•

the development needs of existing businesses to tackle the seasonality challenge;

•

the nature and mix of new investment required; and

•

the necessary infrastructure and investment required to support the industry within the context of the need
for regeneration and economic viability

The role of existing resorts should be maintained and enhanced, especially the major resorts of … Weston-superMare, by safeguarding existing high quality accommodation and facilites, developing new facilities where appropriate
and be of an appropriate scale and supporting the specialisation of resorts into particular markets suited to their
location.
CO1 Defining the Coastal Zone
Within the undeveloped coast there will be a presumption against development unless it:
•
Does not detract from the unspoilt character and appearance of the coast, and
•
Is essential for the benefit of the wider community, or
•
Is required to improve public access for informal recreation, or
•
Is required to support the sustainable management of fisheries, and
•
Cannot be accommodated reasonably outside the undeveloped coast zone
ENV1 Protecting and Enhancing the Region’s Natural and Historic Environment
The quality, character, diversity and local distinctiveness of the natural and historic environment in the South West
will be protected and enhanced, and developments which support their positive management will be encouraged.
Where development and changes in land use are planned which would affect these assets, Local Authorities will first
seek to avoid loss of or damage to the assets, then mitigate any unavoidable damage, and compensate for loss or
damage through offsetting actions. Priority will be given to preserving and enhancing sites of international or national
landscape, nature conservation, geological, archaeological or historic importance. Tools such as characterisation and
surveys will be used to enhance local sites, features and distinctiveness through development, including the setting of
settlements and buildings within the landscape and contributing to the regeneration and restoration of the area.
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The Supporting Appendices
These appendices and the accompanying documents provide all of the information required to support the
Shoreline Management Plan. This is to ensure that there is clarity in the decision-making process and that the
rationale behind the policies being promoted is both transparent and auditable. The appendices are:
A: SMP Development

This reports the history of development of the SMP, describing
more fully the plan and policy decision-making process.

B: Stakeholder Engagement

All communications from the stakeholder process are provided
here, together with information arising from the consultation
process.

C: Baseline Process Understanding

Includes baseline process report, defence assessment, NAI and
WPM assessments and summarises data used in assessments.

D: SEA Environmental Baseline
Report (Theme Review)

This report identifies and evaluates the environmental features
(human, natural, historical and landscape).

E: Issues & Objectives Evaluation

Provides information on the issues and objectives identified as part
of the Plan development, including appraisal of their importance.

F: Initial Policy Appraisal & Scenario
Development

Presents the consideration of generic policy options for each
frontage, identifying possible acceptable policies, and their
combination into ‘scenarios’ for testing. Also presents the appraisal
of impacts upon shoreline evolution and the appraisal of objective
achievement.

G: Preferred Policy Scenario Testing

Presents the policy assessment and appraisal of objective
achievement towards definition of the Preferred Plan (as presented
in the Shoreline Management Plan document).

H: Economic Appraisal and
Sensitivity Testing

Presents the economic analysis undertaken in support of the
Preferred Plan.

I: Strategic Environmental
Assessment (SEA) Report

Presents the various items undertaken in developing the Plan that
specifically relate to the requirements of the EU Council Directive
2001/42/EC (the Strategic Environmental Assessment Directive),
such that all of this information is readily accessible in one
document.

J: Appropriate Assessment Report

Presents the Appropriate Assessment of SMP policies upon
European designated sites (SPAs and SACs) as well as Ramsar sites,
where policies might have a likely significant effect upon these sites.
This is carried out in accordance with the Conservation (Natural
Habitats, &c.) Regulations 1994 (the Habitats Regulations).

K: Water Framework Development
Report

Presents assessment of potential impacts of SMP policies upon
coastal and estuarine water bodies, in accordance with the
requirements of EU Council Directive 2000/60/EC (the Water
Framework Directive).

L: Metadatabase and Bibliographic
database

All supporting information used to develop the SMP is referenced
for future examination and retrieval.

M: Action Plan Summary Table

Presents the Action Plan items included in Section 6 of the main
SMP document (The Plan) in tabular format for ease of monitoring
and reporting action plan progress.

Within each appendix cross-referencing highlights the documents where related appraisals are presented. The
broad relationships between the appendices are illustrated below.
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E.1

Assessment of Issues and Objectives

E.1.1

Introduction

In order to develop policies, there needs to be a clear understanding of the issues and objectives that will
need to be addressed by future shoreline management. This report identifies the key issues and objectives
for the coast between Durlston Head and Rame Head.

E.1.1.1

Identification of features and issues

Features and related coastal erosion and flood risk issues were identified using Appendix D ‘SEA
Environmental Baseline Report (Theme Review)’ of the SMP and information gathered as part of the Initial
Consultation exercise. The identification of key issues is therefore based on information made available to
us at the time of writing this document.
The inland boundary of the SMP has been taken to be 1km inland of the coastline between Durlston Head
and Rame Head, modified to include the whole indicative coastal flood risk zone where this extends further
inland. Key features and coastal or flood risk issues associated with this area have been included in this
Issues and Objectives Report.
The coast has been split into 17 regions:
• Durlston Head to White Nothe;
• White Nothe to Redcliff Point;
• Redcliff Point to Portland Bill;
• Portland Bill to Thorncombe Beacon;
• Thorncombe Beacon to Beer Head;
• Beer Head to Otterton Ledge;
• Otterton Ledge to Straight Point;
• Straight Point to Holcombe;
• Holcombe to Hope’s Nose;
• Hope’s Nose to Berry Head (Tor Bay);
• Berry Head to Blackstone Point;
• Blackstone Point to Start Point;
• Start Point to Bolt Head;
• Bolt Head to Wembury Point;
• Wembury Point to Devil’s Point;
• Tamar Estuary;
• Mount Edgcumbe to Rame Head.
The tables in Section 1.2 include a summary of key considerations for each region, which defines the key
characteristics of an area and identifies potential areas of conflict, which will need to be considered when
developing policies.

E.1.1.2

Definition of objectives

The setting of objectives helps to ensure both clarity and consistency across the Shoreline Management Plan
(SMP) area, whilst the identification of why a feature is important and any potential issues associated with
coastal erosion and flooding, helps us to understand how an objective may be achieved.
An objective defines a target or goal that the SMP aspires to in delivering the plan. However, it is important
to understand that quite commonly there are conflicting objectives for a particular stretch of coast.
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Therefore it is likely that not all objectives will be achieved by the SMP - the aim of the SMP is to seek to
provide a balanced plan, which considers people, nature, historic and socio-economic realities.
Using the Defra Shoreline Management Plan Guidance (2006), Strategic Environmental Assessment (SEA)
guidelines and through internal discussions, a list of objectives was developed and, using the issues identified,
appropriate objectives were defined for each feature. Those objectives which relate to statutory
requirements are shown in bold text.
The objectives defined in Table 1 cover broad ‘high level’ features that may influence policy decisions in
coastal management and that can be used to adequately assess the preferred policy option. Some features
such as priority habitats, for example, have been excluded from the table as a thorough appraisal of them is
not possible without knowledge and specific details of project level schemes or because complete data
coverage of the SMP area is not available.
Some assets such as those associated with commercial fishing and dredging activities are unlikely to be
affected by policy decisions in coastal management at SMP level, and are therefore excluded from Table 1
below. However, the benefits and constraints of coastal flood and erosion risk management for fisheries
will be considered further at strategy or scheme level.

E.1.1.3

SEA Objectives

Table 1 shows the generic SMP objectives that were defined for the SMP following the identification of key
assets and features within the plan area. These objectives will provide a framework to develop and appraise
sustainable policies.
Within the environmental objectives, a distinction has been made between those that arise from legal
(shown in bold italics) and those that do not represent legal obligations. The relevant Strategic
Environmental Assessment (SEA) receptor to which the objectives relate, are shown in brackets.
Table 1: SEA Objectives
Objective

Features
Features covered by the objective

To avoid loss of property due to erosion
and/or manage risk of flooding to people
and property 1

Houses
Community

Social

(Population and human health)

To avoid loss due to erosion of and manage
risk of flooding to key community,
recreational and amenity facilities 1

Key vulnerable community facilities (e.g. surgeries,
hospitals, aged persons homes, schools, shops,
churches, libraries etc)

(Population and human health)

Key amenity facilities (e.g. public open space, car
parks etc)
Key recreational facilities (e.g. bathing beaches,
swimming pools, Country Parks, Castles and Forts)
Access to community/amenity facilities
Other than in exceptional circumstances, Public
Rights of Way (e.g. the South West Coast Path
National Trail) will not be considered in the detailed
policy appraisal.

1

Reference to flooding or erosion will be removed where not applicable
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Objective

Features
Features covered by the objective

To avoid loss due to erosion of and manage
risk of flooding to industrial, commercial
and economic assets and activities 1

Shops, offices, businesses, factories, warehouses, golf
courses, areas identified for regeneration, nursery
grounds, caravan parks, stone and mineral
extraction sites, military establishments and others
key areas of employment

Economic

(Population, material assets)
To minimise the impact of policies on
marine operations and activities
(Material assets)

Ports and harbours, Boatyards
Moorings, Yacht and Sailing Clubs. Lifeboats, Ferry
terminals
Coastguard, lifeboat and lifeguard.

Economic

Access to the sea and navigation
To ensure critical road and rail linkages are
maintained

A -, B - and minor roads (where linkage is a key
issue)

(Material assets)

Railway lines and stations

To ensure critical services remain
operational

Pumping stations, sewage works, wind turbines,
landfills, power stations, sub-stations

(Material assets)

Access for emergency services

To supportsupport- natural processes and maintain
visibility of geological exposures
throughout internationally and nationally
nationally
designated Earth Heritage sites

World Heritage Site
Geopark
Geological SSSIs

( Geology and Soils)

To support natural processes and maintain
the integrity of internationally designated
nature conservation sites and the
favourable condition of their interest
features

SPAs, SACs (to include Marine SACs) and Ramsar
Sites

Environmental

(Flora, fauna and biodiversity)

To avoid adverse impacts on, conserve and
where practical enhance the designated
interest of nationally designated nature
conservation sites.

SSSIs, NNRs, Areas of Special Protection

(Flora, fauna and biodiversity)

To avoid adverse impacts on, conserve and
where practical enhance the designated
interest of locally designated conservation
sites

Statutory LNRs

(Flora, fauna and biodiversity, geology)

County Wildlife Trust reserves

Non-statutory wildlife sites
RSPB reserves

RIGS
There is also a generic statutory duty (NERC Act
2006) to have regard for the conservation of
biodiversity, which applies to all public bodies and
which extends beyond designated sites.

To prevent pollution from contaminated

Relict landfill sites, disused mines, potentially
contaminated land, bathing water, surface and
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Objective

Features
Features covered by the objective

sources

ground water

(Geology and soils, water)

To avoid loss of scheduled and other
internationally and nationally important
heritage assets and features.
(Cultural heritage)

World Heritage Sites
Scheduled Monuments
Registered Parks and Gardens
Listed Buildings
Marine Wreck Sites
Built Conservation Areas
Non-designated historic and archaeological sites and
landscapes that have been identified by
archaeologists as nationally important

To conserve and enhance AONBs (by
maintaining the highest quality of
undeveloped coastal and estuarine
landscape as a defining feature of the
AONB) and avoid conflict with AONB
Management Plan or Heritage Coast
Objectives.
(Landscape)

Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB) - The
South Devon AONB Management Plan policy seeks
to respond positively to the challenges of coastal
change and sea level rise by planning for the future;
and to consider natural processes and “soft
defences” in long term coastline management
wherever appropriate, accompanied by the
realignment of coastal infrastructure to more
sustainable locations where there is space to
accommodate it”.
Heritage Coast

To avoid loss due to erosion of and/or
manage risk of flooding to agricultural land

Grades 1 – 3A Farmland

(Population, soils)
To ensure MoD ranges remain operational.

Ministry of Defence ranges and land

(Population, material assets)
The SEA Environmental Baseline Report (Theme Review) has identified that impacts on air can be scoped
out of the SMP study, as they will not influence or be affected by the recommendations of the final SMP.

E.1.1.4

Links to other plans and projects

The SMP represents the first ‘tier’ in the strategic coastal erosion and flood risk management process,
providing the overall framework within which more detailed assessments of flood and erosion risk, such as
strategy plans and coastal management schemes, can be carried out. These assessments cover smaller areas
and so are generally better able to address local features of importance and local issues.
This SMP is an update of both the Durlston Head to Portland Bill SMP and the Portland Bill to Rame Head
SMP produced by Mouchel and Posford Duvivier respectively in 1998. The decision to combine these two
first generation SMPs was based upon the recommendation in the Defra SMP guidance (Defra, 2006) to
ensure coherent management of the link to the Isle of Portland, which could be at risk in the future as a
result of the possibility of Chesil Beach, which currently connects the Isle of Portland to the mainland,
breaching. The pre-existing eastern and western boundaries at Durlston Head and Rame Head were
considered appropriate boundaries to be retained (Defra, 2006).
The Coastal Steering Group also determined that this SMP should include all of the estuaries along the coast
between Durlston Head and Rame Head, and that consideration of these should be given up to the tidal
limits of each.
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This SMP was developed and produced in accordance with the latest Procedural Guidance (PG) for the
production of SMPs (Defra, 2006).
The SMP provides a large-scale assessment of the risks associated with coastal evolution and presents a
policy framework to address these risks in a sustainable manner with respect to people and to the
developed, historic and natural environment. The SMP is a non-statutory, policy document for coastal flood
and erosion risk management planning. It takes account of other existing planning initiatives and legislative
requirements and is intended to inform wider strategic planning. It does not set policy for anything other
than coastal flood and erosion risk management. The SMP process does, however, aim to achieve an
integrated approach to coastal management. The SMP’s relationship with the land use (spatial) planning
process is particularly important with links to both regional spatial strategies2 and local development
frameworks.
In particular, the SMP boundaries will coincide with the boundaries of Catchment Flood Management Plans
(CFMPs), though the interests and issues of concern may expand across the boundary of the SMP and
overlap with the adjacent CFMPs. The CFMPs that have been considered during the development of the
SMP are:
•

East Devon CFMP (May 2008);

•

Exe CFMP (April 2008);

•

South Devon CFMP (July 2008);

•

River Tamar CFMP (February 2008); and

•

West Dorset CFMP (May 2008).

Other estuary management plans are also being developed within the study area and this SMP has tried to
ensure that the development of these plans has been integrated into the SMP approach. These other plans
are:
•

Axe Estuary;

•

Erme Estuary; and

•

Yealm Estuary.

The diagram below demonstrates how the SMP fits into the wider planning system, including the relationship
with CFMPs.

2 It should be noted that on 6th July 2010 the Secretary of State for Communities and Local Government announced the
revocation of regional strategies (including Regional Spatial Strategies) with immediate effect. However, reference to the
RSS is retained in this and the other SMP documents for reference as it was a valid planning document during the
development and appraisal of policy options for this SMP and was only revoked following completion of the policy
appraisal and preferred policy selection process.
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E.1.2

‘No Active Intervention’ Assessment of Impacts upon Issues and Objectives

The following tables present the appraisal of the baseline ‘No Active Intervention’ scenario throughout the SMP area in terms of the impacts of flooding and erosion upon the various features that have been identified along the coastline. The features at
potential flood or erosion-risk have been identified within the various timeframes of the SMO (e.g. short term, medium term and long term).
DURLSTON HEAD TO WHITE NOTHE
Location/ feature

Key issues

Objectives that apply

Key Considerations

No Active Intervention Scenario
Short Term (to 2025)

Kimmeridge Bay

• Popular location for visitors, in particular for
its geological interest, therefore beach access
points and car parking facilities are important.
• There is a potential risk of flood damage to
upper and lower car park and quay.

• To avoid loss due to erosion of and
manage risk of flooding to key
community, recreational and amenity
facilities.

• There is an oil well located at the cliff top

Lulworth Cove

• Popular tourist beach.
• Small collection of shops located at access
point. Currently a small length of private
seawall protects this area from flooding.
• Other properties tend to be located further
inland and on higher land.
• The Cove is also used by small leisure boats.

• To avoid loss due to erosion of and
manage risk of flooding to key
community, recreational and amenity
facilities.
• To avoid loss due to erosion of and
manage risk of flooding to industrial,
commercial and economic assets and
activities.
• To minimise the impact of policies on
marine operations and activities.

Isle of Portland to
Studland Cliffs SAC

• Designated for the vegetated sea cliffs and also
the semi-natural dry grasslands.
• Any changes to the coastal evolution could
therefore affect this.

Dorset and East Devon
World Heritage Site
and South Dorset
Coast SSSI (geological)

• Status achieved by exposure of cliff which
“depicts a geological ‘walk through time'
spanning the Triassic, Jurassic and Cretaceous
periods”.

• To maintain the integrity of

internationally designated sites and the
favourable condition of their interest
features.
• To allow natural processes and

maintain visibility of geological
exposures throughout World Heritage
Site and geological SSSIs.

• Erosion is key to the conservation of the
World Heritage Site, therefore a ‘threat’ is
the construction of coastal defences.

This stretch of coastline is characterised by
cliffs of outstanding landscape and
geological value, therefore a key
consideration will be the conservation of
this asset. There is a need to ensure that
the preferred SMP policies are compatible
with the objectives of the Jurassic Coast
World Heritage Plan.

For the majority of the coast this should
not be an issue because it is mainly
undeveloped and farmland is low grade
(less than Grade 3).
Potential areas of conflict are at the key
visitor access points at Lulworth Cove and
Kimmeridge Bay, where small stretches of
defences already exist.
Sediment linkages along this stretch are
minimal and erosion rates of the cliffs are
geologically controlled. Key risk areas are
where soft clay crop out, as these are
locations where large landslide events could
occur.

No Active Intervention: Conflicts between
enhancing geological exposures and
protecting settlements/archaeological sites
at Kimmeridge and West Lulworth and
Lulworth Ranges/maintaining designated
terrestrial habitats.

Medium Term (to 2055)

Long Term (to 2105)

Permanent loss of some
community, recreational
and amenity facilities due
to erosion.

Permanent loss of some
community, recreational
and amenity facilities due
to erosion.

Permanent loss of some
community, recreational
and amenity facilities due
to erosion.

Both the upper and lower
car park, and associated
tourist facilities may be
affected by erosion.

Both the upper and lower
car park, and associated
tourist facilities may be
affected by erosion.

The oil well is not at risk
of cliff-top erosion.

The oil well is not at risk
of cliff-top erosion.

Both the upper and lower
car park, and associated
tourist facilities are likely
to be increasingly affected
by erosion.

Permanent loss of some
community, recreational
and amenity facilities due
to erosion and flooding,
particularly at the western
end of Lulworth Cove at
the access road (main
road).

Permanent loss of some
community, recreational
and amenity facilities due
to erosion and flooding.

Permanent loss of some
community, recreational
and amenity facilities due
to erosion and flooding.

Part of the B370 main
access road to Lulworth
Cove may be affected due
to erosion and flooding.

Part of the B370 main
access road to Lulworth
Cove may be affected due
to erosion and flooding.

Potential change in
conservation value of SAC
and loss of some grassland
habitats due to erosion and
flooding.

Potential change in
conservation value of SAC
and loss of some grassland
habitats due to erosion
and flooding.

Potential change in
conservation value of SAC
and loss of some grassland
habitats due to erosion and
flooding.

Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
integrity of the South
Dorset Coast SSSI and
WHS, therefore NAI
would continue to maintain
the geological exposures of
these features.

Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
integrity of the South
Dorset Coast SSSI and
WHS, therefore NAI
would continue to maintain
the geological exposures of
these features.

Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
integrity of the South
Dorset Coast SSSI and
WHS, therefore NAI
would continue to maintain
the geological exposures of
these features.

Continued loss of
unimproved neutral and
calcareous grassland within
SSSI from erosion and
flooding.

Continued loss of
unimproved neutral and
calcareous grassland within
SSSI from erosion and
flooding.

Continued loss of
unimproved neutral and
calcareous grassland within
SSSI from erosion and
flooding.

Continued range of

Continued range of

Continued range of

The oil well is not at risk
of cliff-top erosion.

• Key geological features within this unit include
the Kimmeridge clays and Lulworth Cove.
South Dorset Coast
SSSI (biological)

• Majority of unimproved grassland in Dorset
falls within the South Dorset Coast site. This
stretches inland from the cliff top, but the net
area of the site will be reduced by coastal
erosion.

• To avoid adverse impacts on, conserve

and where practical enhance the
designated interest of nationally
designated conservation sites.
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DURLSTON HEAD TO WHITE NOTHE
Location/ feature

Key issues

Objectives that apply

Key Considerations

No Active Intervention Scenario
Short Term (to 2025)

Dorset Area of
Outstanding Natural
Beauty

• The area is designated for its rich landscape
which encompasses landscape, people and
nature. The AONB aims to conserve the best
qualities of the landscape by helping to guide
and manage change.

• To conserve and enhance AONBs and
avoid conflict with AONB
Management Plan or Heritage Coast
Objectives.

• There are a number of isolated monuments
along the coastal strip, including wartime
buildings, which often sit close to the cliff
edge. Those sites which are located closest to
the cliff edge are at greatest risk.

vegetation zones on soft
rock undercliffs.

vegetation zones on soft
rock undercliffs.

Minor change in landscape
due to increased erosion;
minimal impacts on AONB
through flooding.

Minor change in landscape
due to increased erosion;
minimal impacts on AONB
through flooding.

Moderate change in
landscape due to increased
erosion; minimal impacts
on AONB through
flooding.

Potential for deteriorating
structures to become
unsightly.
• To avoid loss of scheduled and other
nationally important cultural heritage
sites.

• Cliff erosion led to the dismantling and
rebuilding of Clavell Tower by Landmark
Trust (2006 – 2008).
• Durlston County Park and Castle, built in
1886 and owned by Dorset County Council,
is not currently at flood-risk. However, the
long-term future of these assets requires
consideration. There are ongoing
development works to refurbish, extend and
alter the castle (The Durlston Project) and to
incorporate a visitor centre.

Long Term (to 2105)

vegetation zones on soft
rock undercliffs.

• The South West Coast Path also runs along
the most of this frontage – but there is
potential for this to be relocated.
Historic environment
assets

Medium Term (to 2055)

Potential for deteriorating
structures to become
unsightly.

Potential partial loss of up
to 4 Scheduled Monument
s (SM) comprising Alum
Works SM at Kimmeridge
Bay, Bindon Hill Camp SM,
Flowers Barrow SM and
The Warren Field System
SM due to erosion.

Potential partial loss of up
to 4 Scheduled Monument
s (SM) comprising Alum
Works SM at Kimmeridge
Bay, Bindon Hill Camp SM,
Flowers Barrow SM and
The Warren Field System
SM due to erosion.

Potential partial loss of up
to 4 Scheduled Monument
s (SM) comprising Alum
Works SM at Kimmeridge
Bay, Bindon Hill Camp SM,
Flowers Barrow SM and
The Warren Field System
SM due to erosion.

Potential loss of small area
of Lulworth Castle and
Encombe Registered Parks
and Gardens.

Potential loss of small area
of Lulworth Castle and
Encombe Registered Parks
and Gardens.

Potential loss of small area
of Lulworth Castle and
Encombe Registered Parks
and Gardens.

• Two Registered Parks and Gardens: Lulworth
Castle and Encombe
Agricultural land

• Farmland stretches inland from the cliff top,
therefore any erosion will affect net area.
However this is low-grade farmland (Grade 3
and below).

• To avoid loss due to erosion of and/or
manage risk of flooding to agricultural
land.

Loss of grades 3, 4 and 5
agricultural land due to
erosion.

Loss of grade 3 agricultural
land due to erosion.

Loss of grade 3 agricultural
land due to erosion.

Lulworth MoD Ranges
(Bindon Range)

• The net area of range will be affected by
erosion, but functionality as a military training
area should not be affected.

• To ensure MoD ranges remain
operational.

Minimal loss of land used
as ranges.

Minimal loss of land used
as ranges.

Minimal loss of land used
as ranges.

• There is a risk of unexploded ordnance.
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WHITE NOTHE TO REDCLIFF POINT
Location/ feature

Isolated cliff top
properties, small
settlements and holiday
complexes including
Ringstead, Osmington
Mills, and Osmington
Bay Holiday Centre

Key issues
• The risk to these is dependent upon the local
cliff geology. Some are residential and some
are holiday accommodation. Linkages to
these tend to run inland therefore linkages
are not at risk until properties are lost. Local
defences already exist at Ringstead.

Objectives that apply
• To avoid loss of property due to
erosion.

Key Considerations

This is a mainly cliffed section of coast,
undefended apart from a short stretch of
defence in Ringstead Bay.
The majority of this section is mainly
undeveloped, but with a number of small
developments and isolated properties.
Protection of these could however, be at
conflict with the nature conservation and
landscape objectives and may not be
economically justified. There could also be
issues for the net east to west transport of
sediment, although actual transport tends
to be low, due to low contemporary
sediment supply from cliff erosion (due to
cliff type) and natural interruption of
sediment drift due to the headlands. In
places there is also the risk of relict
landslide complexes, which could become
reactivated, making management more
difficult.

• There is a need for greater consideration of
the processes and implications of coastal
management policies at Ringstead, particularly
with regard to the presence of the caravan
park and the current use of rock armour.

No Active Intervention Scenario
Short Term (to 2025)

Medium Term (to 2055)

Long Term (to 2105)

Loss of some properties at
Osmington Mills on the
lower part of Mills Road by
cliff erosion and some
flooding (though the latter
process to a lesser degree).

Loss of some properties
at Osmington Mills on the
lower part of Mills Road
by cliff erosion and some
flooding (though the latter
process to a lesser
degree).

Loss of some properties at
Osmington Mills on Mills
Road and potential loss of
some land occupied by
Osmington Mills Caravan
site by cliff erosion and
some flooding (though the
latter process to a lesser
degree).

Loss of isolated properties
along coastal stretch.
Loss of land occupied by
caravans at Ringstead.
Loss of some properties at
Burning Cliff due to
erosion.
Loss of sewage works due
to erosion.

Isle of Portland to
Studland Cliffs SAC

• Designated for the vegetated sea cliffs and
also the semi-natural dry grasslands.
• Any changes to the coastal evolution could
therefore affect this.

Dorset and East Devon
World Heritage Site,
South Dorset Coast
SSSI (geological)

• Status achieved by exposure of cliff which
“depicts a geological ‘walk through time'
spanning the Triassic, Jurassic and Cretaceous
periods”.

• To maintain the integrity of

internationally designated sites and the
interestt
favourable condition of their interes
features.
• To allow natural processes and

maintain visibility of geological
exposures throughout World
Heritage Site and geological SSSIs.

• Erosion is key to the conservation of the
World Heritage Site and geological SSSIs,
therefore a ‘threat’ is the construction of
coastal defences.
(NB. The World Heritage Site does not include
the short stretch of low-lying land between
Furzy Cliff and Weymouth Harbour).

South Dorset Coast
SSSI (biological)

• Portland is one of the key limestone areas in
Britain, with the limestone grassland
communities of particular importance. These

• To avoid adverse impacts on,

conserve and where practical enhance
the designated interest of nationally

Loss of land occupied by
caravans at Ringstead.
Loss of some properties
at Burning Cliff due to
erosion.
Loss of sewage works due
to erosion.
Osmington Bay Holiday
Centre at risk of erosion.

No Active Intervention: Conflicts between
enhancing geological exposures and
protecting settlements e.g. at Osmington
Mills.
Some of the earth heritage features in this
section have been obstructed by
development. There is a need to ensure
that the preferred SMP policies are
compatible with the objectives of the
Jurassic Coast World Heritage Plan.

Loss of isolated
properties along coastal
stretch.

Loss of isolated properties
along coastal stretch.
Loss of properties and
sewage works at Shortlake
Street due to erosion.
Increased loss of land
occupied by caravans at
Ringstead.
Loss of some properties at
Burning Cliff due to
erosion.
Loss of sewage works due
to erosion.
Osmington Bay Holiday
Centre at increased risk of
erosion.

Potential erosion and
flooding of designated
terrestrial habitat (e.g. dry
grassland).

Potential flooding of
designated terrestrial
habitat (e.g. dry
grassland).

Potential erosion and
flooding of designated
terrestrial habitat (e.g. dry
grassland).

Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
integrity of the geological
SSSIs and WHS, therefore
NAI would continue to
maintain these features.

Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
integrity of the geological
SSSIs and WHS, therefore
NAI would continue to
maintain these features.

Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
integrity of the geological
SSSIs and WHS, therefore
NAI would continue to
maintain these features.

A gradual reduction in the
amount of defences along
the frontage as they fail
over time due to lack of
maintenance work may
increase the quality of these
features.

A gradual reduction in the
amount of defences along
the frontage as they fail
over time due to lack of
maintenance work may
increase the quality of
these features.

A gradual reduction in the
amount of defences along
the frontage as they fail
over time due to lack of
maintenance work may
increase the quality of these
features.

Potential loss of some
designated limestone
grassland habitats at base of

Potential loss of some
designated limestone
grassland habitats at base

Potential loss of some
designated limestone
grassland habitats at base of
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WHITE NOTHE TO REDCLIFF POINT
Location/ feature

Key issues

Objectives that apply

Key Considerations

No Active Intervention Scenario
Short Term (to 2025)

are predominately cliff top habitats, although
some exist within the quarries, and therefore
the net area of the site will be reduced by
coastal erosion.

designated conservation sites.

• The area is designated for its rich landscape
which encompasses landscape, people and
nature. The AONB aims to conserve the best
qualities of the landscape by helping to guide
and manage change.

• To conserve and enhance AONBs and
avoid conflict with AONB
Management Plan or Heritage Coast
Objectives

of cliff through flooding
and erosion. However,
majority of grassland lost
is due to inappropriate
scrub control.

cliff through flooding and
erosion. However, majority
of grassland lost is due to
inappropriate scrub
control.

Potential change in
landscape through increased
flooding and erosion.

Potential change in
landscape through
increased flooding and
erosion.

Potential change in
landscape through
increased flooding and
erosion.

Potential for deteriorating
structures to become
unsightly.

Potential for deteriorating
structures to become
unsightly.

Potential partial loss of
Medieval Settlement
Scheduled Monument at
West Ringstead due to
erosion

Potential partial loss of
Fishpond Scheduled
Monument and Medieval
Settlement Scheduled
Monument at West
Ringstead due to erosion.

• The South West Coast Path also runs along
the most of this frontage – but there is
potential for this to be relocated.
Historic Environment
Assets

• There are two Scheduled Monuments (SM)
along the coastal strip, comprising the
Fishpond at west Ringstead SM and a
Medieval Settlement at West Ringstead SM.

• To avoid loss of scheduled and other
nationally important cultural heritage
sites.

No likely loss of any
Scheduled Monuments due
to erosion.

• There are no Registered Parks and Gardens
within this stretch of coastline.

Agricultural land

• Farmland stretches inland from the cliff top,
therefore any erosion will affect net area.
However this is low-grade farmland (Grade 3
and below).

Further archaeological
sites may be lost due to
flooding.
• To avoid loss due to erosion of and/or
manage risk of flooding to agricultural
land.

Long Term (to 2105)

cliff through flooding and
erosion. However, majority
of grassland lost is due to
inappropriate scrub control.

• Within Portland Harbour Shore SSSI, the
intertidal shore is also designated. The
causeway along the western shore of the
Harbour supports extensive maritime
grassland. Therefore any changes that affect
this area could impact on the SSSI status.
Dorset Area of
Outstanding Natural
Beauty (only covers up
to Redcliff Point)

Medium Term (to 2055)

Loss of grades 3 and 4
agricultural land due to
erosion and flooding.

Loss of grades 3 and 4
agricultural land due to
erosion and flooding.

Further archaeological sites
may be lost due to flooding.
Loss of grades 3 and 4
agricultural land due to
erosion and flooding.
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REDCLIFF POINT TO PORTLAND BILL
Location/ feature

Isolated cliff top
properties, small
settlements and the
holiday complexes at
Bowleaze Cove

Key issues
• The risk to these is dependent upon the local
cliff geology. Some are residential and some
are holiday accommodation. Linkages to
these tend to run inland therefore linkages
are not at risk until properties are lost. Local
defences already exist at Ringstead and
Bowleaze Cove/Castle.

Objectives that apply
• To avoid loss of property due to
erosion.

• There is a need for greater consideration of
the processes and implications of coastal
management policies at Ringstead, particularly
with regard to the presence of the caravan
park and the current use of rock armour.

Preston Beach

• Small town with both residential and holiday
properties, where the beach is an important
attraction. This area is currently defended
and the beach has been recharged and is
subject to on-going maintenance.
• The A353 provides access to the beach.

• Important holiday and commercial centre.
• Includes a wide range of visitor attractions
and community facilities, such as educational
and leisure facilities, some of which are
located along the coast and are therefore at
higher risk.
• The railway terminus of Weymouth branch

This is a mainly cliffed section of coast, but
is dissected by the River Wey valley, within
which Weymouth sits. The cliffs are
composed of differing geologies which
exhibit differing resistance, therefore, at a
local scale, rates of erosion and
mechanisms of failure differ.
The eastern part of this section is mainly
undeveloped, but with a number of small
developments and isolated properties.
Protection of these could however, be at
conflict with the nature conservation and
landscape objectives and may not be
economically justified. There could also be
issues for the net east to west transport of
sediment, although actual transport tends
to be low, due to low contemporary
sediment supply from cliff erosion (due to
cliff type) and natural interruption of
sediment drift due to the headlands. In
places there is also the risk of relict
landslide complexes, which could become
reactivated, making management more
difficult.

• To avoid loss of property due to
erosion and flooding.
• To avoid loss due to erosion of and
manage risk of flooding to key
community, recreational and amenity
facilities.
• To ensure critical road and rail
linkages are maintained

Weymouth

Key Considerations

• To avoid loss of property due to
erosion and/or manage risk of flooding
to people and property.
• To avoid loss due to erosion of and
manage risk of flooding to industrial,
commercial and economic assets and
activities.

The key settlement along this coast is
Weymouth. The area to the north of
Weymouth Harbour is excluded from the
nature designations, although any impacts
on adjacent sections of coast would need
to be considered. The section of
Weymouth that lies within Portland
Harbour sits within the Portland Harbour
Shore SSSI therefore this could be an area
of conflict.
This stretch also includes the east side of
Portland and along this frontage there are a
number of buildings and roads along the
cliff top, but this is also an area designated
as a SSSI for both geological and biological
reasons. The cliffs along this section are
also prone to landsliding as a result of wave
sub aerial and marine processes.
The Isle of Portland and Portland Harbour
breakwaters are key controls on future
evolution as they provide shelter from the
dominant south-westerly waves. This has
resulted in a local drift reversal within
Weymouth Bay, with the net movement of
sediment being westwards. This whole
stretch of coast is therefore heavily
dependent on any changes to Portland

No Active Intervention Scenario
Short Term (to 2025)

Medium Term (to 2055)

Long Term (to 2105)

Loss of some properties at
Osmington Mills on the
lower part of Mills Road by
cliff erosion and some
flooding (though the latter
process to a lesser degree).

Loss of some properties
at Osmington Mills on the
lower part of Mills Road
by cliff erosion and some
flooding (though the latter
process to a lesser
degree).

Loss of some properties at
Osmington Mills on Mills
Road and potential loss of
some land occupied by
Osmington Mills Caravan
site by cliff erosion and
some flooding (though the
latter process to a lesser
degree).

Loss of isolated properties
along coastal stretch.
Loss of land occupied by
caravans at Ringstead.
Loss of some properties at
Burning Cliff due to
erosion.
Loss of sewage works due
to erosion.

Loss of isolated
properties along coastal
stretch.
Loss of land occupied by
caravans at Ringstead.
Loss of some properties
at Burning Cliff due to
erosion.
Loss of sewage works due
to erosion.
Osmington Bay Holiday
Centre at risk of erosion.

Loss of isolated properties
along coastal stretch.
Loss of properties and
sewage works at Shortlake
Street due to erosion.
Increased loss of land
occupied by caravans at
Ringstead.
Loss of some properties at
Burning Cliff due to
erosion.
Loss of sewage works due
to erosion.
Osmington Bay Holiday
Centre at increased risk of
erosion.

Partial loss of A353, Furzy
Cliff/Overcombe and
Greenhill due to flooding
(as a result of lack of
maintenance of beach).

Partial loss of A353, Furzy
Cliff/Overcombe and
Greenhill due to flooding
(as a result of lack of
maintenance of beach).

Loss of some properties
and facilities within Preston
and Overcombe due to
erosion and flooding.

Loss of some properties
and facilities within
Preston and Overcombe
due to flooding.

Partial loss of A353, Furzy
Cliff/Overcombe and
Greenhill due to increased
flooding (as a result of lack
of maintenance of beach).
Breaching of defence likely
with associated impacts on
the local community at
Preston Beach. Potential to
relocate A353.
Loss of some properties
and facilities within Preston
and Overcombe due to
flooding.

Flooding of large areas of
the coastal town of
Weymouth (including
flooding of large residential
and commercial districts in
the town centre) and
harbour.

Flooding of large areas of
the coastal town of
Weymouth (including
flooding of large
residential and
commercial districts in
the town centre) and

Increased flooding of large
areas of the coastal town of
Weymouth (including
flooding of large residential
and commercial districts in
the town centre) and
harbour.
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REDCLIFF POINT TO PORTLAND BILL
Location/ feature

Key issues

Objectives that apply

Key Considerations

No Active Intervention Scenario
Short Term (to 2025)

line is located at the start of the North Pier
and is disused. The main station is located
within Weymouth itself. Both stations could
be affected by flooding. Beyond Weymouth
the railway lies on higher land.
• Ferries run from Weymouth Harbour to the
Channel Islands and Brittany, with the ferry
terminal located on the north harbour pier.
Portland Harbour (and
breakwaters)

• Commercial port and dockyards along the
northern frontage of Portland.

See Halcrow Report
2008: Portland North
West Shore.

• Castle Cove Sailing Centre on north-west
shore of Portland Harbour.

• To avoid loss due to erosion of and
manage risk of flooding to key
community, recreational and amenity
facilities.

Harbour breakwaters. Changes to the
breakwaters could also have significant
implications for the adjacent stretch of
coast which encompasses Chesil Beach.

• To ensure critical road and rail
linkages are maintained.

No Active Intervention: Conflicts between
enhancing geological exposures and
protecting settlements/archaeological sites
at Kimmeridge and West Lulworth.

• To minimise the impact of policies on
marine operations and activities.
• To minimise the impact of policies on
marine operations and activities.

• Breakwaters have a significant influence on
the wave climate and therefore coastal
processes both within the harbour and along
the Weymouth Bay coastline.

Some of the earth heritage features in this
section have been obstructed by
development. There is a need to ensure
that the preferred SMP policies are
compatible with the objectives of the
Jurassic Coast World Heritage Plan.

Railway terminus at risk of
flooding.

Loss of 3 property assets
due to erosion.

Medium Term (to 2055)
harbour.
Railway terminus at risk
of flooding.

Long Term (to 2105)
Railway terminus at risk of
flooding.
If Westham Bridge (the
current artificial tidal limit)
fails, there would be some
reconnection of Radipole
Lake SSSI to the sea.

9 property assets
(excluding caravans), key
infrastructure (including a
rising sewage main in Old
Castle Road) at risk of
erosion and flooding.

61 property assets
(excluding caravans), key
infrastructure (including a
rising sewage main in Old
Castle Road) at risk of
erosion and flooding.

Further information
available in Halcrow 2008:
Portland North West
Shore.

Further information
available in Halcrow 2008:
Portland North West
Shore.

Negligible erosion risk.

Negligible erosion risk.

Negligible erosion risk.

Potential erosion and
flooding of designated
terrestrial habitat (e.g. dry
grassland).

Potential flooding of
designated terrestrial
habitat (e.g. dry
grassland).

Potential erosion and
flooding of designated
terrestrial habitat (e.g. dry
grassland).

Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
integrity of the geological
SSSIs and WHS, therefore
NAI would continue to

Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
integrity of the geological
SSSIs and WHS, therefore
NAI would continue to

Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
integrity of the geological
SSSIs and WHS, therefore
NAI would continue to

Some low-lying parts of the
dockyard at flood-risk.
Further information
available in Halcrow 2008:
Portland North West
Shore.

• A354 causeway access.
• Properties at risk on NW Shore from landslip
(groundwater influence is the primary
mechanism) and high levels of cliff erosion/
Sandsfoot Castle
• New 600 berth marina under construction
(August 2008) that will be part of the venue
for hosting the sailing events at the 2012
Olympics. Maritime and Coastguard Agency
and National Sailing Academy linked to the
Olympics.
Isle of Portland (eastern
shore)

• Important historical stronghold with various
buildings and properties stretched out along
the eastern shore, including a Prison and
young Offenders Institution.
• The coastline is dotted by small quarries, but
these are not considered a pollution hazard.

• To avoid loss of property due to
erosion.
• To avoid loss due to erosion of and
manage risk of flooding to industrial,
commercial and economic assets and
activities.

• Portland Gas facility (there is a proposed
development to store gas below Portland)
Isle of Portland to
Studland Cliffs SAC

• Designated for the vegetated sea cliffs and
also the semi-natural dry grasslands.
• Any changes to the coastal evolution could
therefore affect this.

Dorset and East Devon
World Heritage Site,
South Dorset Coast,
Portland Harbour Shore
and Isle of Portland

• Status achieved by exposure of cliff which
“depicts a geological ‘walk through time'
spanning the Triassic, Jurassic and Cretaceous
periods”.
• Erosion is key to the conservation of the

• To maintain the integrity of

internationally designated sites and the
favourable condition of their interest
features.
• To allow natural processes and

geologicall
maintain visibility of geologica
exposures throughout World
Heritage Site and geological SSSIs.
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REDCLIFF POINT TO PORTLAND BILL
Location/ feature

Key issues

Objectives that apply

Key Considerations

No Active Intervention Scenario
Short Term (to 2025)

SSSIs (geological)

World Heritage Site and geological SSSIs,
therefore a ‘threat’ is the construction of
coastal defences.
(NB. The World Heritage Site does not include
the short stretch of low-lying land between
Furzy Cliff and Weymouth Harbour).

South Dorset Coast,
Nicodemus Heights,
Portland Harbour Shore
and Isle of Portland
SSSIs (biological)

• Portland is one of the key limestone areas in
Britain, with the limestone grassland
communities of particular importance. These
are predominately cliff top habitats, although
some exist within the quarries, and therefore
the net area of the site will be reduced by
coastal erosion.

• To avoid adverse impacts on,

conserve and where practical enhance
the designated interest of nationally
designated conservation sites.

• Designated for lake and reedbeds, these areas
are at risk from tidal flooding if sea levels rise
and if the controlling influence of Western
Bridge Sluices is altered.

• To avoid adverse impacts on,

• This is also an RSPB reserve with visitor
facilities.

• To avoid adverse impacts on,
conserve and where practical enhance
the designated interest of locally
designated conservation sites.

conserve and where practical enhance
the designated interest of nationally
designated conservation sites.

• To avoid loss due to erosion of and
manage risk of flooding to key
community, recreational and amenity
facilities.

maintain these features.

maintain these features.

A gradual reduction in the
amount of defences along
the frontage as they fail
over time due to lack of
maintenance work may
increase the quality of these
features.

A gradual reduction in the
amount of defences along
the frontage as they fail
over time due to lack of
maintenance work may
increase the quality of
these features.

A gradual reduction in the
amount of defences along
the frontage as they fail
over time due to lack of
maintenance work may
increase the quality of these
features.

Potential loss of some
designated limestone
grassland habitats at base of
cliff through flooding and
erosion. However, majority
of grassland lost is due to
inappropriate scrub control.

Potential loss of some
designated limestone
grassland habitats at base
of cliff through flooding
and erosion. However,
majority of grassland lost
is due to inappropriate
scrub control.

Potential loss of some
designated limestone
grassland habitats at base of
cliff through flooding and
erosion. However, majority
of grassland lost is due to
inappropriate scrub
control.

Potential loss of reedbeds
and freshwater habitats at
lake through saline flooding
due to overtopping at
Weymouth seafront – move
towards a brackish/saline
lagoon and change in
species composition.

Potential loss of reedbeds
and freshwater habitats at
lake through saline
flooding due to
overtopping at
Weymouth seafront –
move towards a
brackish/saline lagoon and
change in species
composition.

Potential loss of reedbeds
and freshwater habitats at
lake through saline flooding
due to overtopping at
Weymouth seafront –
move towards a
brackish/saline lagoon and
change in species
composition.

Potential for flooding to
increase the existing
problems of water
pollution.

Under NAI or lack of
maintenance, failure of
Western Bridge Sluices
could occur, which would
serve to re-connect
Radipole Lake with
Weymouth Harbour, thus
increasing the tidal limit of
the Wey Estuary. This
would increase the loss of
existing freshwater
habitats.
Potential for flooding to
increase the existing
problems of water
pollution.

Lodmoor Nature
Reserve and SSSI

• Designated for reedbed and brackish
grassland, these areas are at risk from both

• To avoid adverse impacts on,

enhance
ance
conserve and where practical enh

Long Term (to 2105)

maintain these features.

• Within Portland Harbour Shore SSSI, the
intertidal shore is also designated. The
causeway along the western shore of the
Harbour supports extensive maritime
grassland. Therefore any changes that affect
this area could impact on the SSSI status.
Radipole Lake Nature
Reserve and SSSI
(biological)

Medium Term (to 2055)

Potential loss of reedbed
and brackish grassland at

Potential loss of reedbed
and brackish grassland at

Under NAI or lack of
maintenance, failure of
Western Bridge Sluices
could occur, which would
serve to re-connect
Radipole Lake with
Weymouth Harbour, thus
increasing the tidal limit of
the Wey Estuary. This
would increase the loss of
existing freshwater habitats.
Potential for flooding to
increase the existing
problems of water
pollution.

Potential loss of reedbed
and brackish grassland at
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REDCLIFF POINT TO PORTLAND BILL
Location/ feature

Key issues

Objectives that apply

Key Considerations

No Active Intervention Scenario
Short Term (to 2025)

(biological)

coastal erosion and flooding.
• The conservation site is currently protected
from the sea by Preston Beach. A constant
supply of shingle is required to protect the
freshwater/brackish interests of the reserve.
• This is also an RSPB reserve with visitor
facilities.
• Areas of saltmarsh, wet grassland and
brackish lagoon present.

Historic Environment
Assets

• There is a number of isolated monuments
along the coastal strip, including scheduled
sites at The Verne Citadel, Portland Castle
and Portland Bill Stone Loading Quay (all
Portland) and Sandsfoot Castle (remains of,
which are currently falling into the sea),
Nothe Fort and a Romano-Celtic temple and
remains.

Medium Term (to 2055)

Long Term (to 2105)

the designated interest of nationally
designated conservation sites.

Lodmoor though increased
flood-risk.

Lodmoor though
increased flood-risk.

Lodmoor though increased
flood-risk.

• To avoid adverse impacts on,
conserve and where practical enhance
the designated interest of locally
designated conservation sites.

NAI likely to affect salinity
levels in brackish lagoon,
particularly if a breach were
to occur due to lack of
maintenance during this
period.

NAI likely to affect salinity
levels in brackish lagoon,
particularly if a breach
were to occur due to lack
of maintenance during this
period.

NAI likely to affect salinity
levels in brackish lagoon,
particularly if a breach were
to occur due to lack of
maintenance during this
period.

Potential loss of part of
Scheduled Monument at
Portland and up to 6 nonscheduled archaeological
sites due to erosion.

Loss of part of Scheduled
Monument at Portland
and up to 1 nonscheduled archaeological
site due to erosion.

Further sites may be lost
due to flooding.

Further sites may be lost
due to flooding.

Loss of part of Scheduled
Monument at Osmington
and Portland, 1 listed
building and up to 5 nonscheduled archaeological
sites due to erosion.

• To avoid loss due to erosion of and
manage risk of flooding to key
community, recreational and amenity
facilities.
• To avoid loss of scheduled and other
nationally important cultural heritage
sites.

Further sites may be lost
due to flooding.

• There are no Registered Parks and Gardens
within this stretch of coastline.
Agricultural land

• To the east of Furzy Cliff and along the
Southern edge of Portland, farmland
stretches inland from the cliff top, therefore
any erosion will affect net area. However this
is low-grade farmland (Grade 3 and below).

• To avoid loss due to erosion of and/or
manage risk of flooding to agricultural
land.

Loss of grades 3 and 4
agricultural land due to
erosion and flooding.

No further loss of
agricultural land during
this period.

Loss of grades 3 and 4
agricultural land due to
erosion and flooding.

Strategic Highways and
Communications
Infrastructure

• A354 that links Ferry Bridge at Portland to
Dorchester

• To ensure critical road and rail
linkages are maintained

Flooding of A353 Preston
Road, Greenhill and The
Esplanade.

Flooding of A353 Preston
Road, Greenhill and The
Esplanade.

Flooding of A353 Preston
Road, Greenhill and The
Esplanade.

Flooding of A354

Flooding of A354

Flooding of A354. Potential
erosion of A354 if a
significant storm event
causes breaching of Chesil
Beach.

Low flood-risk to Osprey
Quay from the western side
at Chiswell.

Increased flood-risk to
Osprey Quay from the
western side at Chiswell.

Increased flood-risk to
Osprey Quay from the
western side at Chiswell.

Low flood-risk to Osprey
Quay from the Portland
Harbour side.

Low flood-risk to Osprey
Quay from the Portland
Harbour side.

Low flood-risk to Osprey
Quay from the Portland
Harbour side.

Osprey Quay

• A353 that links Weymouth to the A352

• Proposed 33ha waterfront site in close
proximity to Portland Harbour. It will
provide 50,000m2 of development plus marina
(see Portland Harbour description)

• To avoid loss due to erosion of and
manage risk of flooding to key
community, recreational and amenity
facilities

• Contains the National Sailing Academy

• To avoid loss due to erosion of and
manage risk of flooding to industrial,
commercial and economic assets and
activities

• Sunseeker International £8M proposal to
expand the yacht building operation at
Osprey Quay, which will employ up to 500
staff and who are manufacturing with a strong
emphasis on exports.

• To minimise the impact of policies on
marine operations and activities

• Construction of a new hanger along with the
existing runway for the Maritime and
Coastguard Agency Search and Rescue
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REDCLIFF POINT TO PORTLAND BILL
Location/ feature

Historic landfill sites

Key issues

Helicopter Station.
• Lodmoor
• Pottery Lane in Weymouth

Objectives that apply

To prevent pollution from contaminated
sources

Key Considerations

No Active Intervention Scenario
Short Term (to 2025)

Medium Term (to 2055)

All historic landfills at risk
of flooding.

All historic landfills at risk
of flooding.

Long Term (to 2105)
All historic landfills at risk
of flooding.

• Swannery Car Park in Weymouth
The current state of these historic landfill sites
(i.e. any details of remediation/removal etc) has
not been considered at this strategic level.
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PORTLAND BILL TO THORNCOMBE BEACON
Location/ feature

Isle of Portland (western
shore)

Key issues
• There are three key settlements: Southwell,
Weston and Fortuneswell, which include
both residential and commercial and military
properties. The mainline link road runs along
the centre of Portland and is therefore not
at risk from erosion for most of its length.
• The coastline is dotted by small quarries, but
these are not considered a pollution hazard.
• Chiswell Defences need to raise standards

Objectives that apply
• To avoid loss of property due to
erosion and manage risk of flooding.
• To avoid loss due to erosion of and
manage risk of flooding to industrial,
commercial and economic assets and
activities.
• To minimise the impact of policies on
military operations and activities.

• Chiswell Beach at Chesil Cove protects
Chiswell. Chesil Beach protects a significant
number of properties.
• As the existing seawall at Chesil Cove is
exhibiting signs of erosion, a study is being
developed to assess coastal refurbishment
options.

Isolated cliff top
properties, small
settlements and holiday
complexes including
West Bexington, Burton
Bradstock and Burton
Freshwater

• The risk to these is dependent upon the
local cliff geology. Some are residential and
some are holiday accommodation.
• Roads to West Bexington and Burton
Bradstock run inland therefore will not be
lost before the properties. A small
track/road provides the linkage to individual
properties and here there is a risk that the
linkage could be lost before the property.
• There is currently a well used tourist car
park, café and access road to the Hive Beach.
• The estuary of the River Bride is protected
by a shingle wall, which is currently
maintained by the Environment Agency. This
wall protects the Freshwater Camping and
Caravanning site and the B3157. During
some high tides, flooding occurs in the
winter at the caravan site and inland as far as
Manor Farm occurs.
• New housing development has taken place
along the River Bride with flood protection
being provided by earth levees.
• There are no specific coast defence
structures at Burton., however beach levels
are falling in this area, sediment feed is poor
and undercutting of the cliffs to the west is
continuously leading to frequent cliff falls.
•

• To ensure critical road linkages are
maintained (as long as required).

Key Considerations
Considerations

This stretch of coast is dominated by Chesil
Beach, a shingle ridge which stretches
westwards from the Isle of Portland.
The conservation of this feature, the Fleet
(the lagoon enclosed by Chesil Beach) and
the geologically important cliffs is therefore
a key consideration. There is a potential
conflict in conserving both Chesil Beach
and the Fleet due to natural processes
ultimately forcing the ridge landwards.
Other conflicts arise where there are small
settlements, such West Bexington and
Burton Bradstock, as this coast is also
important for tourism, which generates
local income, but requires facilities. It is
also possible that defence of these small
settlements may not be economically
viable.

No Active Intervention Scenario
Short Term (to 2025)

Medium Term (to 2055)

Long Term (to 2105)

Potential flood risk to A354
access road should a
significant storm event
occur.

Potential flood risk to
A354 access road should
a significant storm event
occur.

Potential flood risk to A354
access road should a
significant storm event
occur.

The only area at risk of
flooding or erosion is
Chiswell and West Wears.

The only area at risk of
flooding or erosion is
Chiswell and West
Wears.

Increased risk of flooding
or erosion at Chiswell and
West Wears.

Likely natural roll-back of
Chesil Beach but will be
inhibited by gabions.

Likely natural roll-back of
Chesil Beach and
potential for
breaches/failure of
gabions resulting in a
change in land use in the
hinterland of the ridge.
Potential beach loss and
associated increased
flood-risk.

Likely natural roll-back of
Chesil Beach and potential
for breaches/failure of
gabions resulting in a
change in land use in the
hinterland of the ridge.
Potential beach loss and
associated increased floodrisk.

Although actual sediment drift is low,
interruptions to this drift can have
significant consequences, as observed at
West Bay.

No loss of properties lying
behind The Fleet.

No loss of properties
lying behind The Fleet.

No loss of properties lying
behind The Fleet.

The Isle of Portland is an important control
on Chesil Beach and although this
geological hard point will remain, changes
to Portland Harbour and its breakwaters
could potentially have significant
implications for this stretch of coast (as
well as the stretch to the east of Portland).

Low risk of property loss at
West Bexington.

Increased risk of property
loss at West Bexington.

Increased risk of property
loss at West Bexington.

A couple of properties are
at erosion risk at Burton
Cliff (Burton Bradstock) and
associated access road.

Increasing number of
properties at erosion risk
at Burton Cliff/Bradstock
and associated access
road. Flood-risk to
Burton car-park but
potential for relocation.

Increasing number of
properties at erosion risk
at Burton Cliff/Bradstock
and associated access road.
Flood-risk to Burton carpark but potential for
relocation.

Increasing flood-risk at
Freshwater (including
Freshwater Beach
Caravan Park) and
associated areas due to
blocked river outfall and
back up flooding).
Increasing erosion and
flood-risk to lower
sections of caravan park.

Increasing flood-risk at
Freshwater (including
Freshwater Beach Caravan
Park) and associated areas
due to blocked river outfall
and back up flooding).
Increasing erosion and
flood-risk to lower sections
of caravan park.

There is a need to ensure that the
preferred SMP policies are compatible with
the objectives of the Jurassic Coast World
Heritage Plan.

Flood-risk at Freshwater
(including Freshwater Beach
Caravan Park) and
associated areas due to
blocked river outfall and
back up flooding). Erosion
and flood-risk to lower
sections of caravan park.
Flood and erosion risk to
car park, café and access
road to Hive Beach.
It is unlikely that link roads
would be lost prior to
properties.

Flood and erosion risk to
car park, café and access
road to Hive Beach.
It is unlikely that link
roads would be lost prior
to properties.

Flood and erosion risk to
car park, café and access
road to Hive Beach.
It is unlikely that link roads
would be lost prior to
properties.

The National Trust propose to modify the
car park area at Burton that fronts on to the
beach and to improve the transition from
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PORTLAND BILL TO THORNCOMBE BEACON
Location/ feature

Key issues

Objectives that apply

Key Considerations
Considerations

No Active Intervention Scenario
Short Term (to 2025)

Medium Term (to 2055)

Long Term (to 2105)

Loss of some tourist
facilities including parts of
the South West Coast Path
in some areas.

Loss of some tourist
facilities including parts of
the South West Coast
Path in some areas.

Loss of some tourist
facilities including parts of
the South West Coast Path
in some areas.

Flooding of Abbotsbury
Swannery.

Increased flooding of
Abbotsbury Swannery
due to sea level rise and
overtopping in storm
events.

Increased flooding of
Abbotsbury Swannery due
to sea level rise and
overtopping in storm
events.

An increasing number of
beach car parks are at
risk, though there may be
opportunities to relocate
these facilities.

An increasing number of
beach car parks are at risk,
though there may be
opportunities to relocate
these facilities.

Increased erosion risk to
golf course.

Increased erosion risk to
golf course.

Flood and erosion risk on
West Beach is minimal and
the existing defences are
likely to continue to protect
the properties in the shortterm (though SoP to be
agreed).

Flood and erosion risk on
West Beach is minimal
and the existing defences
are likely to continue to
protect the properties in
the short-term (though
SoP to be agreed).

Increased flood and erosion
risk on West Beach with
potential failure of flood
defences.

Flood-risk to East Beach.

Increased flood-risk to
East Beach.

‘car park’ to beach’ during winter 2008/09.
Tourist facilities

• As this is an important tourist destination,
access, parking and basic facilities are
required at various locations along the coast,
but potentially these could be relocated if
land was available.

• To avoid loss due to erosion of and
manage risk of flooding to key
community, recreational and amenity
facilities.

• The South West Coast Path also runs along
the most of this frontage – but there is
potential for this to be relocated. Loss of
South West Coast Path in some areas (e.g. at
Ferrybridge Caravan Site where the footpath
has collapsed; the static caravans in this
location create difficulty if relocating
footpath inland).

A number of beach car
parks are potentially at risk,
though there may be
opportunities to relocate
these facilities.
Erosion risk to golf course.

• There is also a golf course at West Bay, but
although erosion would reduce the extent of
the course the facility would not be lost.
• Abbotsbury Swannery is present in this
policy unit and was established by
Benedictine Monks who built St Peter’s
monastery (now destroyed) at Abbotsbury
during the 1040s. The Swannery is now
under the stewardship of the Ilchester
Estates.

West Bay (East and
West Beach)

• Small town including residential, holiday and
commercial properties. These are at
potential risk from both flooding and
erosion. Both the landscape, beach and West
Bay Pier are important tourist assets.
• West Bay harbour is a popular marina for
small pleasure boats.
• The Environment Agency re-profile the
beach to the east of West Bay (East Beach).
• The East and West beaches were improved
in a scheme completed in 2005 including
harbour entrance improvement and are still
actively managed.

Sidmouth to West Bay
SAC

• Sidmouth to West Bay SAC is an example of
a highly unstable soft cliff coastline subject to
mudslides and landslips. The vegetation that
has developed on these slopes is the primary
reason for its designation and therefore the
continuation of natural landslip processes is
an important issue.
• The SAC includes reference to Annex 1
Habitat of drift line vegetation, which is

• To avoid loss of property due to
erosion and/or manage risk of flooding
to people and property.
• To avoid loss due to erosion of and
manage risk of flooding to industrial,
commercial and economic assets and
activities.
• To avoid loss due to erosion of and
manage risk of flooding to key
community, recreational and amenity
facilities.

Increased flood-risk to East
Beach.
West Bay Pier degrading.

West Bay Pier degrading.

• To minimise the impact of policies on
marine operations and activities.

integrity
ty of
• To maintain the integri
internationally designated sites and the
favourable condition of their interest
features.

The continuation of natural
landslip and sediment
processes is important and
would continue to occur as
at present.
The cliffs are likely to erode
at a greater rate than sea
level rise and therefore
there is no likely loss of

The continuation of
natural landslip and
sediment processes is
important and would
continue to occur as at
present.
The cliffs are likely to
erode at a greater rate
than sea level rise and

The continuation of natural
landslip and sediment
processes is important and
would continue to occur as
at present.
The cliffs are likely to erode
at a greater rate than sea
level rise and therefore
there is no likely loss of
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PORTLAND BILL TO THORNCOMBE BEACON
Location/ feature

Key issues

Objectives that apply

Key Considerations
Considerations

No Active Intervention Scenario
Short Term (to 2025)

reliant on continuation of natural sediment
transport processes.

driftline vegetation.
NAI would enhance this
SAC.

Medium Term (to 2055)
therefore there is no
likely loss of driftline
vegetation.

Long Term (to 2105)
driftline vegetation.
NAI would enhance this
SAC.

NAI would enhance this
SAC.

Dorset and East Devon
World Heritage Site, Isle
of Portland, Chesil and
The Fleet, Burton
Bradstock and West
Dorset Coast SSSIs
(geological)

• World Heritage and SSSI status due to
exposure of cliff which “depicts a geological
‘walk through time' spanning the Triassic,
Jurassic and Cretaceous periods”.

• To allow natural processes and

geological
al
maintain visibility of geologic
exposures throughout World
Heritage Site and geological SSSIs.

• Erosion is key to the conservation of the
World Heritage Site and geological SSSIs,
therefore a ‘threat’ is the construction of
coastal defences.

Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
integrity of the Chesil and
The Fleet SSSI and WHS,
therefore NAI would
enhance the earth heritage
features.

Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
integrity of the Chesil and
The Fleet SSSI and WHS,
therefore NAI would
enhance the earth
heritage features.

Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
integrity of the Chesil and
The Fleet SSSI and WHS,
therefore NAI would
enhance the earth heritage
features.

Little or no loss of cliff top
limestone grassland habitats.

Minimal loss of cliff top
limestone grassland
habitats to erosion and
natural processes.

Minimal loss of cliff top
limestone grassland habitats
to erosion and natural
processes.

Minimal impact on lagoon
over a short timescale.

As Chesil Beach
continues its natural
trend of landward
migration, the net area of
the lagoon is likely to
reduce.

As Chesil Beach continues
its natural trend of
landward migration, the net
area of the lagoon is likely
to reduce.

• Continuation of natural processes is key to
the integrity of the Chesil and The Fleet SSSI.
Isle of Portland and
West Dorset Coast
SSSIs (biological)

• Portland is one of the key limestone areas in
Britain, with the limestone grassland
communities of particular importance. These
are predominately cliff top habitats, although
some exist within the quarries, and therefore
the net area of the site will be reduced by
coastal erosion.

• To avoid
avoid adverse impacts on,

conserve and where practical enhance
the designated interest of nationally
designated conservation sites.

• West Dorset Coast is classified for its rare
herb-rich cliff-top grasslands, and the net
area could be reduced due to coastal
erosion.
Chesil Beach and The
Fleet SAC, SPA, Ramsar
and SSSI (biological)

Dorset Area of
Outstanding Natural
Beauty (does not include
Portland)

• The Fleet is the largest tidal lagoon in Britain
and therefore of international importance for
the habitats its supports. However, under
natural processes the net area could be
progressively reduced as Chesil Beach
continues its natural trend of landward
migration. Other risks include increased salt
intrusion through either breaches in the
fronting shingle ridge or increased
overtopping.

• To avoid adverse impacts on,

• The area is designated for its rich landscape
which encompasses landscape, people and
nature. The AONB aims to conserve the
best qualities of the landscape by helping to
guide and manage change.

• To conserve and enhance AONBs and
avoid conflict with AONB
Management Plan or Heritage Coast
Objectives

conserve and where practical enhance
the designated interest of nationally
designated conservation sites.
• To maintain the integrity of

internationally designated sites and the
favourable condition of their interest
features.

Natural flushing likely to
occur though there is a
possibility of it becoming
an enclosed lagoon during
a significant storm event.
Minor change in landscape
within AONB through
increased flooding and
erosion.

Moderate change in
landscape within AONB
through increased
flooding.

Natural flushing likely to
occur though there is a
possibility of it becoming an
enclosed lagoon during a
significant storm event.
Moderate change in
landscape within AONB
through increased flooding
and erosion.
Potential for unsightly
defences and structures as
they deteriorate and
uncontrolled loss of some
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PORTLAND BILL TO THORNCOMBE BEACON
Location/ feature

Key issues

Objectives that apply

Key Considerations
Considerations

No Active Intervention Scenario
Short Term (to 2025)

Medium Term (to 2055)

Long Term (to 2105)
AONB characteristic
features.

Historic Environment
Assets

• There are a number of listed buildings and
archaeological sites along this stretch, but no
scheduled monuments are currently at risk
from flooding or erosion. Abbotsbury
Gardens is a Registered Parks and Gardens
along the coastal strip, but should not be
currently at risk.

• To avoid loss of scheduled and other
nationally important cultural heritage
sites.

• West Bay contains a Historic Wreck Site –
but this is unlikely to be affected by policy
decisions.
Agricultural land

Strategic Highways and
Communications
Infrastructure

Abbotsbury Gardens will
not be at flood-risk.

Abbotsbury Gardens will
not be at flood-risk.

Abbotsbury Gardens will
not be at flood-risk.

Potential flood risk of up to
93 archaeological sites, 49
listed buildings (e.g. around
West Bay) and 3 scheduled
monuments.

Potential flood risk of up
to 93 archaeological sites,
49 listed buildings e.g.
around West Bay)and 3
scheduled monuments.

Potential flood risk of up to
93 archaeological sites, 49
listed buildings e.g. around
Burton Bradstock) and 3
scheduled monuments.

Coastal erosion of up to 8
archaeological sites.

• Farmland stretches inland from the cliff top,
therefore any erosion will affect net area,
however this is low-grade farmland (Grade 3
and below).

• To avoid loss due to erosion of and/or
manage risk of flooding to agricultural
land.

• A354 that links Ferry Bridge at Portland to
Dorchester

• To ensure critical road and rail
linkages are maintained

• B3157 that links West Bay to Bridport and
Charlestown

Flooding or erosion of
predominantly Grade 3
agricultural land.

Flooding or erosion of
predominantly Grade 3
agricultural land.

Flooding or erosion of
predominantly Grade 3
agricultural land.

Higher risk of land loss
between West Bay and
Thorncombe Beacon.

Higher risk of land loss
between West Bay and
Thorncombe Beacon.

Higher risk of land loss
between West Bay and
Thorncombe Beacon.

Low risk of flooding to
A354 at Isle of Portland.

Increased risk of flooding
to A354 at Isle of
Portland due to lack of
maintenance of defences.

Increased risk of flooding to
A354 at Isle of Portland due
to lack of maintenance of
defences.

Potential loss or damage
to B3157 at West Bay
due to flooding.

The flood-risk to the
Portland Harbour side of
the road will increase.

Potential flooding of
minor link road from the
B3157 to West Beach,
which runs along the back
of West Bay Harbour.
Relocation of this road
would prove difficult.

Potential loss or damage to
B3157 at West Bay due to
flooding.

Low flood-risk to Osprey
Quay from the western side
at Chiswell.

Increased flood-risk to
Osprey Quay from the
western side at Chiswell.

Increased flood-risk to
Osprey Quay from the
western side at Chiswell.

Low flood-risk to Osprey
Quay from the Portland
Harbour side.

Low flood-risk to Osprey
Quay from the Portland
Harbour side.

Low flood-risk to Osprey
Quay from the Portland
Harbour side.

Potential loss or damage to
B3157 at West Bay due to
flooding.
Potential flooding of minor
link road from the B3157 to
West Beach, which runs
along the back of West Bay
Harbour. Relocation of this
road would prove difficult.

Osprey Quay

• Proposed 33ha waterfront site in close
proximity to Portland Harbour. It will
provide 50,000m2 of development plus
marina

• To avoid loss due to erosion of and
manage risk of flooding to key
community, recreational and amenity
facilities

• Contains the National Sailing Academy

• To avoid loss due to erosion of and
manage risk of flooding to industrial,
commercial and economic assets and
activities

• A new £24M commercial marina, which will
provide economic benefits in Weymouth and
Portland.
• Construction of a new hanger along with the
existing runway for the Maritime and
Coastguard Agency Search and Rescue
Helicopter Station.

Coastal erosion of up to 7
archaeological sites along
this stretch of coastline.

Potential flooding of minor
link road from the B3157 to
West Beach, which runs
along the back of West Bay
Harbour. Relocation of this
road would prove difficult.

• To minimise the impact of policies on
marine operations and activities
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PORTLAND BILL TO THORNCOMBE BEACON
Location/ feature

Key issues

Objectives that apply

Key Considerations
Considerations

No Active Intervention Scenario
Short Term (to 2025)

Historic landfill site

• Old Brewery, West of River Brit, Bridport
The current state of this historic landfill site (i.e.
any details of remediation/removal etc) has not
been considered at this strategic level.

To prevent pollution from contaminated
sources

Old Brewery landfill site at
risk of flooding.

Medium Term (to 2055)
Old Brewery landfill site
at risk of flooding.

Long Term (to 2105)
Old Brewery landfill site at
risk of flooding.
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THORNCOMBE
THORNCOMBE BEACON TO BEER HEAD
Location/ feature

Key issues

Objectives that apply

Key Considerations

No Active Intervention Scenario
Short Term (to 2025)

Seatown

• A small tourist destination with severely
limited capacity, nestled within a small valley,
which comprises mainly tourist facilities,
three camping and caravan parks (mainly
static caravans), a public house, a few holiday
cottages and a beach car park (privately
owned). There may be opportunities to
relocate some of the visitor facilities to
higher ground.

• To avoid loss of property due to
erosion.
• To avoid loss due to erosion of and
manage risk of flooding to key
community, recreational and amenity
facilities.

Landslide events and differential erosion of
the different cliff geologies have resulted in
temporary headlands that separate small
embayments. These headlands interrupt the
alongshore transport of sediment, but
transport can still occasionally take place, in
pulses, and in the long-term the ‘headlands’
resulting from landslides can not be
considered permanent. Sediment linkages
can therefore be considered to be
relatively weak.

• A key issue will be access (Seahill Lane is the
only access road and it is a single track) to
the private beach, which gives commercial
value to the holiday facilities in Seatown.
• The coastal defences (rock armour etc) are
failing and Seatown car park is regularly
flooded by the sea. The River Winifred drains
onto the beach, which is constantly being
lowered. A new planning application has
been granted to improve the defences by the
council, as part of on-going maintenance of
the existing scheme.

• There are safety concerns relating to
members of the public climbing over the rock
armour.
• The pub on the top of the cliff has also
submitted an application for redevelopment
(which has gone to appeal).

• The beach and undeveloped geological
landscape is an important factor is attracting
tourists, therefore access to the beach is a
key issue.

Loss of the recreational
value of the beach would
lower the commercial value
of the caravan park, car
park and possibly the public
house.
Area of properties
(including a public house)
adjacent to Seahill Lane at
risk of erosion.

Loss of tourist facilities
due to erosion and floodrisk.

Loss of tourist facilities
(including part of Seatown
Caravan Park) due to
erosion and potential floodrisk.

Loss of the recreational
value of the beach would
lower the commercial
value of the caravan park,
car park and possibly the
public house.
Seatown car park at
flood-risk.
Area of properties
(including a public house)
adjacent to Seahill Lane at
risk of erosion.

Loss of the recreational
value of the beach would
lower the commercial value
of the caravan park, car
park and possibly the public
house.
Seatown car park at floodrisk.
Area of properties
(including a public house)
adjacent to Seahill Lane at
risk of erosion.
Properties on Mill Lane also
at risk of erosion.

This cliffed coastline is reputed to be the
richest Lower Jurassic fossil reptile site in
Britain and therefore a key consideration
will be the conservation of this
internationally important geological
resource, through allowing continuation of
natural processes.

• The key valued characteristics of Seatown
(Chideock Parish Council) are unspoiled
views, tranquillity, beach cleanliness and the
special character of the area.
• A small tourist town, supporting both visitor
and community facilities. Most of the town is
set back from the coast slightly on higher
ground. Car parks and tourist facilities are
located at the coastline.

Seatown car park at floodrisk.

Long Term (to 2105)

The geological importance of this stretch is
therefore an important consideration, but
there are also settlements along this
frontage, namely Seatown, Charmouth and
Lyme Regis. There may be economic and
technical constraints of protecting these in
the long term, in particular Seatown, but
the impact on the landscape and geological
and biological interest of this area also
needs to be considered.

• The South West Coast Path has been closed
(and re-routed inland).

Charmouth

This section of coast is characterised by
dramatic, geologically important cliffs which
are subject to large-scale complex
landsliding. It is very difficult to predict
where and how large the next landslide
event may be.

Medium Term (to 2055)

• To avoid loss of property due to
erosion.
• To avoid loss due to erosion of key
community, recreational and amenity
facilities.
• To ensure critical road linkages are
maintained (as long as required).

This should not be contentious along much
of the coastline, where it is mainly
undeveloped with low grade farmland.
There may, however, be areas of conflict at
Seaton and Beer, which are the key areas
of development. Any options at these
locations will also need to consider the
sediment linkages and therefore impact on
adjacent areas. The predominant drift is
west to east, although local reversals can
occur and any changes along the Beer and
Seaton frontage could impact of the
stability of the spit across the River Axe,
thus potentially impacting on navigation,
and could also impact on areas further east.
There is a need to ensure that the

Loss of some community
facilities and properties due
to flooding from the coast
and River Char and coastal
erosion to the west of the
River Char.

Loss of some community
facilities and properties
due to flooding from the
coast and River Char and
coastal erosion to the
west of the River Char.

Loss of some community
facilities and properties due
to flooding from the coast
and River Char and coastal
erosion to the west of the
River Char.

Flood and erosion risk to
car park on Lower Sea Lane
and beach access.

Flood and erosion risk to
car park on Lower Sea
Lane and beach access.

Flood and erosion risk to
car park on Lower Sea Lane
and beach access.

Coastal erosion may affect
some properties in Lower
Sea Lane.

Coastal erosion may
affect properties in and
around Lower Sea Lane,
Higher Sea Lane and Old
Lyme Round.

Coastal erosion may affect
properties in and around
Lower Sea Lane, Higher Sea
Lane and Old Lyme Round.
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Location/ feature

Key issues

Objectives that apply

Key Considerations

No Active Intervention Scenario
Short Term (to 2025)

Lyme Regis

• An important tourist resort supporting a
range of tourist attractions, accommodation,
shops, car parks, recreational and tourist
facilities as well as residential and community
properties. The promenade and picturesque
beach front properties are important
attractions for tourists.
• There are beach huts to the west of the
Cobb along the back of the beach.
• The beach and exposed cliffs for fossil
hunting is an important factor is attracting
tourists, therefore access to the beach is a
key issue.
• Lyme Regis harbour is a popular marina for
small pleasure boats and there is also an IRB
station located at The Cobb. The Cobb itself
is an historical feature of the town. It is
assumed that The Cobb will be maintained.

• To avoid loss of property due to
erosion.
• To avoid loss due to erosion of key
community, recreational and amenity
facilities.
• To avoid loss due to erosion of and
manage risk of flooding to industrial,
commercial and economic assets and
activities.
• To ensure critical road and rail
linkages are maintained.

preferred SMP policies are compatible with
the objectives of the Jurassic Coast World
Heritage Plan.

Medium Term (to 2055)

Long Term (to 2105)

Loss of some tourist
facilities on the seafront
(e.g. aquarium) due to
flooding.

Loss of some tourist
facilities on the seafront
(e.g. aquarium) due to
flooding.

Loss of some tourist
facilities on the seafront
(e.g. aquarium) due to
flooding.

Risk of flooding to marine
parade and low-lying beach
huts.

Risk of flooding to marine
parade and low-lying
beach huts.

Risk of flooding to marine
parade and low-lying beach
huts.

Continued cliff erosion
resulting from NAI is likely
to be beneficial to tourism
associated with fossil
collecting.

Continued cliff erosion
resulting from NAI is
likely to be beneficial to
tourism associated with
fossil collecting.

Continued cliff erosion
resulting from NAI is likely
to be beneficial to tourism
associated with fossil
collecting.

• To ensure critical services remain
operational.

Loss of small area of Lyme
Regis Golf Club due to
coastal erosion.

• To minimise the impact of policies on
marine operations and activities

• Currently between Stage 2 and Stage 4 of a
Coastal Protection Scheme, running since
1989. The Lyme Regis East Cliff Scheme is in
direct conflict with the SAC objectives.
Tourist facilities

• This stretch of coast is an important holiday
destination with a number of isolated
camping sites, beach access points and car
parks.
• The South West Coast Path runs along the
most of this frontage – but there is potential
for this to be relocated.

• To avoid loss due to erosion of key
community, recreational and amenity
facilities.
• To avoid loss due to erosion of and
manage risk of flooding to industrial,
commercial and economic assets and
activities.

• Stretches of coast are owned by the National
Trust.

Loss of some areas of the
South West Coastal Path
due to erosion, particularly
on the eastern side of Lyme
Regis.
Loss of some holes of Lyme
Regis Golf Course.
Potential erosion risk to
and loss of some tourist
facilities.

• Lyme Regis Golf Club is located on land
fronting Timber Hill.

Loss of some areas of the
South West Coastal Path
due to erosion,
particularly on the
eastern side of Lyme
Regis.
Loss of some holes of
Lyme Regis Golf Course.
Potential erosion risk to
and loss of some tourist
facilities.

• Axe Cliff Golf Club sits at the top of Haven
Cliff and there could be a risk of holes and
fairways being lost, although the main
buildings are located further inland.
Sidmouth to West Bay
SAC

• Sidmouth to West Bay SAC is an example of
a highly unstable soft cliff coastline subject to
mudslides and landslips. The vegetation that
has developed on these slopes is the primary
reason for its designation and therefore the
continuation of natural landslip processes is
an important issue.

Loss of some areas of the
South West Coastal Path
due to erosion, particularly
on the eastern side of Lyme
Regis.
Partial loss of Lyme Regis
Golf Course due to coastal
erosion and potential loss
of the Golf Club in the
long-term.
Potential erosion risk to
and loss of some tourist
facilities.
Potential inland flood-risk
to Axe Cliff Golf Club.

• To maintain the integrity of

internationally designated sites and the
interest
st
favourable condition of their intere
features.

The continuation of natural
landslip and sediment
processes is important and
therefore NAI would
continue to maintain this
SAC.

The continuation of
natural landslip and
sediment processes is
important and therefore
NAI would continue to
maintain this SAC.

The continuation of natural
landslip and sediment
processes is important and
therefore NAI would
continue to maintain this
SAC.

• The SAC includes reference to Annex 1
Habitat of drift line vegetation, which is
reliant on continuation of natural sediment
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THORNCOMBE
THORNCOMBE BEACON TO BEER HEAD
Location/ feature

Key issues

Objectives that apply

Key Considerations

No Active Intervention Scenario
Short Term (to 2025)

Medium Term (to 2055)

Long Term (to 2105)

Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
continued favourable
condition of the SSSIs and
WHS, therefore NAI would
continue to maintain these
features.

Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
continued favourable
condition of the SSSIs and
WHS, therefore NAI
would continue to
maintain these features.

Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
continued favourable
condition of the SSSIs and
WHS, therefore NAI would
continue to maintain these
features.

Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
continued favourable
condition of the SSSIs

Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
continued favourable
condition of the SSSIs

Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
continued favourable
condition of the SSSIs

• To avoid adverse impacts on,
conserve and where practical enhance
the designated interest of locally
designated conservation sites.

The net area of cliff/ledge
top grassland habitats would
be reduced.

The net area of cliff/ledge
top grassland habitats
would be reduced.

The net area of cliff/ledge
top grassland habitats
would be reduced.

Change in landscape
character of AONB.

Change in landscape
character of AONB.

transport processes.
Dorset and East Devon
World Heritage Site,
West Dorset Coast and
Axmouth to Lyme Regis
Undercliffs, River Axe
and Sidmouth to Beer
Coast SSSIs (geological)

• World Heritage status achieved by exposure
of cliff which “depicts a geological ‘walk
through time' spanning the Triassic, Jurassic
and Cretaceous periods”.

• To allow natural processes and

maintain visibility of geological
exposures throughout World
Heritage Site and geological SSSIs.

• Erosion is key to the conservation of the
World Heritage Site and geological SSSIs,
therefore a ‘threat’ is the construction of
coastal defences.
• Axmouth to Lyme Regis Undercliffs SSSI is
the largest and most important landslip area
on British Coast, therefore continued landslip
activity is vital to its status as a SSSI.
• Sidmouth to Beer Coast SSSI is noted for its
quality of geological exposure and is a ‘type
locality’ and therefore it is important that this
level of exposure is maintained.

West Dorset Coast,
Axmouth to Lyme Regis
Undercliffs, and
Sidmouth to Beer Coast
SSSIs (biological) and
Axmouth to Lyme Regis
Undercliffs NNR

• West Dorset Coast is classified for its rare
herb-rich cliff-top grasslands, and the net area
could be reduced due to coastal erosion.
• Axmouth to Lyme Regis Undercliffs biological
SSSI includes habitats developed on the
landslide complex, including seaweed
vegetation at the beach/cliff top interface.
• Sidmouth to Beer Coast SSSI is designated
for its species-rich cliff top and ledges
grasslands. The net areas will therefore be
affected by future cliff erosion.

• To avoid adverse impacts on,

conserve and where practical enhance
the designated interest of nationally
sites.
es.
designated conservation sit

Dorset Area of
Outstanding Natural
Beauty

• The area is designated for its rich landscape
which encompasses landscape, people and
nature. The AONB aims to conserve the best
qualities of the landscape by helping to guide
and manage change.

• To conserve and enhance AONBs and
avoid conflict with AONB
Management Plan or Heritage Coast
Objectives

Change in landscape
character of AONB.

Historic Environment
Assets

• There is a number of listed buildings and
archaeological sites along this stretch,
particularly within Lyme Regis and Seaton.

• To avoid loss of scheduled and other
nationally important cultural heritage
sites.

Loss of up to 16 Grade 2
Listed Buildings (e.g. at
Seatown) and up to19 nonscheduled archaeological
sites due to erosion.

Loss of up to 6 Grade 2
Listed Buildings (e.g. at
Seatown) and 5 nonscheduled archaeological
sites due to erosion.

Loss of up to 9 Grade 2
Listed Buildings (e.g. at
Seatown) and 8 nonscheduled archaeological
sites due to erosion.

Further sites will be affected
by flooding including 1
scheduled monument and
up to 8 Listed Buildings.

Further sites will be
affected by flooding
including 1 scheduled
monument and up to 8
Listed Buildings.

Further sites will be
affected by flooding
including 1 scheduled
monument and up to 8
Listed Buildings.

Flood and erosion risk to
Grade 1 and Grade 2
listed buildings,
predominantly at Lyme

Flood and erosion risk to
Grade 1 and Grade 2 listed
buildings, predominantly at
Lyme Regis, Seaton and

• There are three scheduled monuments at
risk in the vicinity of Golden Cap including
the remain of St Gabriel’s church. There is
also a scheduled monument in Lyme Regis
• This stretch of coast includes Rousdon Grade
II Registered Parks and Gardens and
Axmouth Bridge scheduled monument.

Potential for unsightly
structures as coastline
retreats.

Flood and erosion risk to
Grade 1 and Grade 2 listed
buildings, predominantly at
Lyme Regis, Seaton and
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THORNCOMBE
THORNCOMBE BEACON TO BEER HEAD
Location/ feature

Key issues

Objectives that apply

Key Considerations

No Active Intervention Scenario
Short Term (to 2025)

Medium Term (to 2055)

Long Term (to 2105)

Beer.

Regis, Seaton and Beer.

Beer.

Loss of approximately
0.5km length of frontage of
Rousdon Registered Park
and Garden.

Loss of approximately
0.5km length of frontage
of Rousdon Registered
Park and Garden.

Loss of approximately
0.5km length of frontage of
Rousdon Registered Park
and Garden.

Agricultural land

• Farmland stretches inland from the cliff top,
therefore any erosion or flooding will affect
net area, however this is low-grade farmland
(Grade 3 and below).

• To avoid loss due to erosion of and/or
manage risk of flooding to agricultural
land.

Loss of Grades 3 and 4
agricultural land due to
flooding and erosion.

Loss of Grades 3 and 4
agricultural land due to
flooding.

Loss of Grades 3 and 4
agricultural land due to
flooding and erosion.

Infrastructure

• A35

• To ensure critical road linkages are
maintained

Coastal erosion of the
A3052.

Coastal erosion of A35,
the Street, and A3052.

Coastal erosion of A35, the
Street, and A3052.

• A3052

The A35 is unlikely to be
affected in the short-term.
Isolated cliff top
properties

• There are isolated properties and farmsteads
at the top of the cliffs/landslides, including
Allhallows School; some of these could be at
risk if landslides become reactivated. Linkage
roads tend to run inland so should not be
lost in advance of the properties.

• To avoid loss of property due to
erosion.

Potential loss of some
isolated cliff properties due
to coastal erosion and
flooding at Seaton and Beer.

Potential loss of some
isolated cliff properties
due to coastal erosion
and flooding at Seaton
and Beer.

Potential loss of some
isolated cliff properties due
to coastal erosion and
flooding at Seaton and Beer.

Seaton

• A large tourist town, supporting both visitor
and community facilities. The town stretches
along the seafront and there is a section of
town (including a Holiday Village) located on
Seaton Marshes, which are potentially at
flood as well as erosion risk.

• To avoid loss of property due to
erosion and manage risk of flooding.

Erosion of Esplanade and
Lyme Bay frontage and
flooding of B3172 Harbour
Road.

Erosion of Esplanade and
Lyme Bay frontage and
flooding of B3172
Harbour Road.

Erosion of Esplanade and
Lyme Bay frontage and
flooding of B3172 Harbour
Road.

Flooding of Fore Street and
Sea Hill and flood/erosionrisk to community facilities
(e.g. tramway) and
properties including the
World Heritage Centre.

Flooding of Fore Street
and Sea Hill and
flood/erosion-risk to
community facilities (e.g.
tramway) and properties
including the World
Heritage Centre.

Flooding of Fore Street and
Sea Hill and flood/erosionrisk to community facilities
(e.g. tramway) and
properties including the
World Heritage Centre.

• The beach, esplanade and scenery are key
attractions for visitors as well as the facilities
that Seaton provides.
• There is a popular marina for small pleasure
boats at Seaton.
• There is a link road (B3172) with Axmouth,
which crosses the mouth of the River Axe.
There is, however, an alternative road
(although involving a longer detour) available.
There is also a link road between Seaton and
Beer, which could be more difficult to
replace.

• To avoid loss due to erosion of key
community, recreational and amenity
facilities.
• To avoid loss due to erosion of and
manage risk of flooding to industrial,
commercial and economic assets and
activities.
• To ensure critical road linkages are
maintained (as long as required).
• To minimise the impact of policies on
marine operations and activities.

• The Seaton and District Electric Tramway
runs inland along the west bank of the River
Axe.
Beer

• A picturesque tourist town, supporting a
number of tourist accommodations (including
camping and caravan sites), shops, car parks,
recreational and tourist facilities as well as
residential and community properties. The
town is mainly set back from the beach, along
the cliffs, with a single access road to the

• To avoid loss of property due to
erosion.
• To avoid loss due to erosion of key
community, recreational and amenity
facilities.
• To ensure critical road and rail
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THORNCOMBE
THORNCOMBE BEACON TO BEER HEAD
Location/ feature

Key issues

Objectives that apply

Key Considerations

No Active Intervention Scenario
Short Term (to 2025)

beach.
• A key attraction is the unspoilt scenery.
• The beach is used by both tourists and
fishermen.

Medium Term (to 2055)

Long Term (to 2105)

linkages are maintained.
• To minimise the impact of policies on
marine operations and activities.

• As mentioned above, the B3172 road to
Seaton is a key link.
Axe Estuary

• There is a large wetland creation project on
the Axe Estuary; sediment is dewatered from
the Axe wetlands and the material is used to
raise levels in the Seaton area to create
reedbed.

• Refer to the Axe Estuary Management
Plan and relevant SMP

Flood-risk to Seaton from
the Axe Estuary.

Flood-risk to Seaton from
the Axe Estuary.

Flood-risk to Seaton from
the Axe Estuary.

To prevent pollution from contaminated
sources

Four historic landfill sites at
risk of flooding and two
historic landfill sites at risk
of erosion.

Four historic landfill sites
at risk of flooding and
two historic landfill sites
at risk of erosion.

Four historic landfill sites at
risk of flooding and two
historic landfill sites at risk
of erosion.

• There are important Palaeolithic gravel
terraces at Axe (around Beer Head).
Historic landfill sites

• Manor Farm Charmouth
• Land south of Little Catherston Farm
• Extension to Land south of Little Catherston
Farm
• Former Gas Holder site, Lyme Regis
• Refuse tip east of Spittle’s Lane, Lyme Regis
The current state of this historic landfill site (i.e.
any details of remediation/removal etc) has not
been considered at this strategic level.
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BEER HEAD TO OTTERTON LEDGE
Location/ feature
feature

Key issues

Objectives that apply

Isolated cliff top
properties

• There are isolated properties, holiday
accommodation and farmsteads at the top of
the cliffs/within the landslide complexes;
these could be affected if landslides become
reactivated.

• To avoid loss of property due to
erosion.

Branscombe Beach

• A tourist beach with car park and associated
facilities. There is a caravan park located on a
relict landslide and beach huts at the back of
the beach.

• To avoid loss of property due to
erosion.

• The beach and access for sailing activities are
important attractions – there is currently a
single access road to the beach.
• A sewage works lies behind the beach carpark.

Sidmouth

• An important tourist resort with a wide
range of visitor attractions and community
facilities, such as educational and leisure
facilities. The promenade is an important
asset. Although much of the town is on
higher land Eastern Town is at potential risk
from flooding.
• There is an IRB Station at the mouth of the
river.
• A main link road runs along the cliff edge,
part of which is at risk from both flooding
and erosion. Various local roads run inland
from this.
• Large areas of land, property and services
(e.g. sewage works) are at flood-risk.
• There have been continuous and occasionally
severe cliff falls to the east of Sidmouth.

Ladram Bay

• There is a large caravan and camping park
and associated facilities. (There could be
potential for caravans to be relocated, but
the site also includes more permanent
structures). This also hosts the site of the
first digital TV transponder in the UK.

• To avoid loss due to erosion of key
community, recreational and amenity
facilities.
• To ensure critical services remain
operational.

• To avoid loss of property due to
erosion and/or manage risk of flooding
to people and property.
• To avoid loss due to erosion of key
community, recreational and amenity
facilities.

Key Considerations

This is a predominately undeveloped cliff
coastline, with one key settlement at
Sidmouth. The cliffs are internationally
important for their geological exposure,
therefore a key consideration is to allow
natural evolutionary processes to continue.
There is a need to ensure that the
preferred SMP policies are compatible with
the objectives of the Jurassic Coast World
Heritage Plan.
There could be potential loss of low-grade
farmland, isolated properties and scheduled
monuments, however, it is unlikely that
there would be economic or technical
justification for protecting these.
Therefore, a key area of potential conflict
will be along the Sidmouth frontage.
Generally sediment linkages along this
frontage are weak and the formation of
headlands has resulted in the development
of headlands and bays, however, there will
still need to be consideration of potential
impact of any management on long-term
evolution of adjacent areas.
The National Trust owns land from
Branscombe to Sidmouth.

No Active Intervention Scenario
Short Term (to 2025)

Medium Term (to 2055)

Long Term (to 2105)

Potential for the loss of
some isolated cliff top
properties at Chit Rocks
near Sidmouth due to
coastal erosion.

Potential for the loss of
some isolated cliff top
properties at Chit Rocks
near Sidmouth due to
coastal erosion and
flooding.

Potential for the loss of
some isolated cliff top
properties at Chit Rocks
near Sidmouth due to
coastal erosion and
flooding.

Potential for the loss of
properties along
Branscombe beach due to
flooding and erosion.

Potential for the loss of
properties along
Branscombe beach due
to flooding.

Potential for the loss of
properties along
Branscombe beach due to
flooding and erosion.

Sewage works remain
unaffected.

Potential for the loss of
the caravan park,
recreational facilities, and
tourist car park due to
flooding.

Potential for the loss of the
caravan park, recreational
facilities, and tourist car
park due to erosion and
flooding.

Sewage works remain
unaffected.

Sewage works remain
unaffected.

Potential for the loss of
road linkages: Esplanade
Road and Peak Hill road
due to erosion and
flooding.

Potential for the loss of
road linkages: Esplanade
Road, Peak Hill road and
Cotmalon road due to
erosion and flooding.

Potential for loss of
properties along sea
frontage and Esplanade
road due to erosion.

Potential for the loss of
properties and industrial/
economic centres north of
Esplanade road and peak hill
road due to erosion.

Potential for the loss of
road linkage (The
Esplanade) that runs along
Sidmouth’s sea frontage
east to west due to erosion
and flooding.

• To avoid loss due to erosion of and
manage risk of flooding to industrial,
commercial and economic assets and
activities.

Potential for loss of
community and recreation
facilities.

• To ensure critical services remain
operational.
• To ensure critical road and rail
linkages are maintained.
• To minimise the impact of policies on
marine operations and activities.
• To avoid loss of property due to
erosion.

Limited loss of assets.

Potential for the loss of
properties at Ladram Bay
Caravan park due to
flooding and erosion.

Potential for the loss of
properties at Ladram Bay
Caravan park due to
flooding and erosion.

There is potential for the
loss of community/tourism
recreational assets within

There is potential for the
loss of
community/tourism

There is potential for the
loss of community/tourism
recreational assets within

• To ensure critical services remain
operational.

• There is a sewerage works near Ladram Bay
Tourist facilities

• There is a number of beach access points.
• The South West Coast Path runs along the
most of this frontage – but there is potential

• To avoid loss due to erosion of key
community, recreational and amenity
facilities.
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BEER HEAD TO OTTERTON LEDGE
Location/ feature
feature

Key issues

Objectives that apply

Key Considerations

No Active Intervention Scenario
Short Term (to 2025)

for this to be relocated.

the section:

• Various stretches of cliff are currently owned
by the National Trust.

Sidmouth to West Bay
SAC

• Sidmouth to West Bay SAC is an example of
a highly unstable soft cliff coastline subject to
mudslides and landslips. The vegetation that
has developed on these slopes is the primary
reason for its designation and therefore the
continuation of natural landslip processes is
an important issue.

- Loss of beach access/sea
frontage at Sidmouth

• To maintain the integrity of

internationally designated sites and the
favourable condition of their interest
features.

Medium Term (to 2055)
recreational assets within
the section:
-

Caravan/ camping
parks & beach huts
at Branscombe and
Ladram Bay

-

Beach access at
Branscombe,
Ladram and
Sidmouth

-

Loss of sea
frontage at
Sidmouth

-

Loss of
recreational land at
Sidmouth

Long Term (to 2105)
the section:
-

Caravan/ camping
parks & beach huts at
Branscombe and
Ladram Bay

-

Beach access at
Branscombe, Ladram
and Sidmouth

-

Loss of sea frontage
at Sidmouth

-

Loss of recreational
land at Sidmouth

The continuation of natural
landslip and sediment
processes is important and
therefore NAI would
continue to maintain this
SAC.

The continuation of
natural landslip and
sediment processes is
important and therefore
NAI would continue to
maintain this SAC.

The continuation of natural
landslip and sediment
processes is important and
therefore NAI would
continue to maintain this
SAC.

Continuation of natural
erosive processes is
important for maintaining
World Heritage Sites and
SSSIs. NAI would allow
natural processes to
continue unhindered.

Continuation of natural
erosive processes is
important for maintaining
World Heritage Sites and
SSSIs. NAI would allow
natural processes to
continue unhindered.

Continuation of natural
erosive processes is
important for maintaining
World Heritage Sites and
SSSIs. NAI would allow
natural processes to
continue unhindered.

• The SAC includes reference to Annex 1
Habitat of drift line vegetation, which is
reliant on continuation of natural sediment
transport processes.
Dorset and East Devon
World Heritage Site
(excludes Sidmouth) and
Sidmouth to Beer
Coast, Ladram Bay to
Sidmouth and Beer
Quarry and Caves SSSIs
(geological)

• World Heritage status achieved by exposure
of cliff which “depicts a geological ‘walk
through time' spanning the Triassic, Jurassic
and Cretaceous periods”
• Erosion is key to the conservation of the
World Heritage Site and geological SSSIs,
therefore a ‘threat’ is the construction of
coastal defences.

• To allow natural processes and

maintain visibility of geological
exposures throughout World
Heritage Site and geological SSSIs.

• West Dorset Coast SSSI is an internationally
important geological site and is famous for its
fossil reptiles. It is important that exposure of
this site is maintained.
• Sidmouth to Beer Coast SSSI is noted for its
quality of geological exposure and is a ‘type
locality’ and therefore it is important that this
level of exposure is maintained.
• Ladram Bay to Sidmouth SSSI is nationally
important site for coastal geomorphology
and therefore a key requirement is for
natural processes to continue.
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BEER HEAD TO OTTERTON LEDGE
Location/ feature
feature

Key issues

Objectives that apply

Key Considerations

No Active Intervention Scenario
Short Term (to 2025)

Medium Term (to 2055)

Long Term (to 2105)

• Beer Quarry and Caves SSSI are designated
for its exposure of clay-filled chalk pipes.
Sidmouth to Beer Coast
and Beer Quarry and
Caves SSSIs (biological)

• Sidmouth to Beer Coast SSSI is designated
for its species-rich cliff top and ledges
grasslands. The net areas will therefore be
affected by future cliff erosion.

• To avoid adverse impacts on,

conserve and where practical enhance
the designated interest of nationally
designated conservation sites.

• Beer Quarry and Caves SSSI is important for
hibernating bats.

There is potential for the
loss of a portion of the
Sidmouth to Beer Coast
SSSI due to erosion,
however natural processes
may be beneficial to this
feature.

There is potential for the
loss of a portion of the
Sidmouth to Beer Coast
SSSI due to erosion,
however natural
processes may be
beneficial to this feature.

No change to Beer Quarry
and Caves SSSI.

No change to Beer
Quarry and Caves SSSI.

There is potential for the
loss of a portion of the
Sidmouth to Beer Coast
SSSI due to erosion,
however natural processes
may be beneficial to this
feature.

No change to Beer Quarry
and Caves SSSI.

East Devon Area of
Outstanding Natural
Beauty

• The area is designated for its rich landscape
which encompasses landscape, people and
nature. The AONB aims to conserve the best
qualities of the landscape by helping to guide
and manage change.

• To conserve and enhance AONBs and
avoid conflict with AONB
Management Plan or Heritage Coast
Objectives

Potential changes to the
landscape character of the
AONB

Changes to the landscape
character of the AONB

Changes to the landscape
character of the AONB

Historic Environment
Assets

• There is a number of listed buildings and
archaeological sites along this stretch.
Connaught Gardens are a Grade II
Registered Park and Garden located in
Sidmouth.

• To avoid loss of scheduled and other
nationally important cultural heritage
sites.

Flood and erosion risk to
Grades 1 and 2 listed
buildings.

Flood and erosion risk to
Grade 1 and 2 listed
buildings.

Flood and erosion risk to
Grades 1, 2 and 2* listed
buildings.

Potential partial loss of up
to 3 Scheduled Monuments
(SM): Barry Cliff Camp SM,
Prehistoric Field System SM
and High Peak Camp SM in
Sidmouth due to erosion.

Potential partial loss of
up to 3 Scheduled
Monuments (SM): Barry
Cliff Camp SM,
Prehistoric Field System
SM and High Peak Camp
SM in Sidmouth due to
erosion.

Potential partial loss of up
to 3 Scheduled Monuments
(SM): Barry Cliff Camp SM,
Prehistoric Field System SM
and High Peak Camp SM in
Sidmouth due to erosion.

• Other scheduled monuments potentially at
risk are the Prehistoric Field System, Berry
Cliff Camp and High Peak Camp

Potential partial loss of
Connaught Registered Park
and Garden due to flooding
and erosion.

Agricultural land

• Farmland stretches inland from the cliff top,
therefore any erosion or flooding will affect
net area, however this is low-grade farmland
(Grade 3 and below).

• To avoid loss due to erosion of and/or
manage risk of flooding to agricultural
land.

No loss of agricultural land
in the short-term.

Potential partial loss of
Connaught Registered
Park and Garden due to
flooding and erosion.
Loss of Grade 3 and 4
Agricultural land

Potential partial loss of
Connaught Registered Park
and Garden due to flooding
and erosion.

Loss of Grade 3 and 4
Agricultural land
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OTTERTON LEDGE TO STRAIGHT POINT
Location/ feature

Budleigh Salterton

Key issues
• A picturesque tourist resort with a wide
range of visitor attractions, car parks and
community facilities, such as educational and
leisure facilities. The promenade is an
important asset.
• Both seafront and cliff top properties are
potentially at risk.
• A main link road runs along the seafront, part
of which is at risk from both flooding and
erosion.
• The beach is used both for recreation and
fishing and therefore access is an important
issue.

Objectives that apply
• To avoid loss of property due to
erosion and/or manage risk of flooding
to people and property.
• To avoid loss due to erosion of and
manage risk of flooding to key
community, recreational and amenity
facilities.
• To avoid loss due to erosion of and
manage risk of flooding to industrial,
commercial and economic assets and
activities.
• To ensure critical road and rail
linkages are maintained.
• To minimise the impact of policies on
marine operations and activities.

Tourist facilities

• The South West Coast Path runs along the
most of this frontage – but there is potential
for this to be relocated.

• To avoid loss due to erosion of key
community, recreational and amenity
facilities.

• There is a Golf Club at Budleigh Salterton
located along the cliff top, therefore holes
and fairways are potentially at risk, although
the main buildings are located further inland.

• To avoid loss due to erosion of and
manage risk of flooding to industrial,
commercial and economic assets and
activities.

• Devon Cliffs Holiday Park is a popular resort
providing caravan accommodation and
associated entertainment and facilities and is
located along the cliff top near Straight Point,
although the main complex facilities are
located inland. There is therefore potential
for the caravans to be moved to avoid loss.
Dorset and East Devon
World Heritage Site and
Budleigh Salterton Cliffs
and Otter Estuary SSSIs
(geological)

• World Heritage status achieved by exposure
of cliff which “depicts a geological ‘walk
through time' spanning the Triassic, Jurassic
and Cretaceous periods”

• To allow natural processes and

maintain visibility of geological
exposures throughout World
Heritage Site and geological SSSIs.

• Erosion is key to the conservation of the
World Heritage Site and geological SSSIs,
therefore a ‘threat’ is the construction of
coastal defences.

Key Considerations

This is a short stretch of coastline, which
forms an embayment between the
headlands of Straight Point and Otterton
Ledge. The cobble beach and red sandstone
cliffs around Budleigh Salterton are major
landscape and geological features and
therefore their conservation is of
international importance. The cliffs are also
a contributor of beach material.
A potential area of conflict is Budleigh
Salterton, which is a sizeable settlement
and tourist resort – in addition to the
impact on the cliffs locally, there could be a
potential impact on the Otter Estuary of
any management of this coast, which could
affect the SSSI designation. There is a
littoral feed of sediment from west to east
which is important for the spit and
therefore the saltmarsh complex behind.
The National Trust does not own any land
along this stretch of coastline.
There is a need to ensure that the
preferred SMP policies are compatible with
the objectives of the Jurassic Coast World
Heritage Plan.

No Active Intervention Scenario
Short Term (to 2025)

Medium Term (to 2055)

Long Term (to 2105)

Limited impact on assets
within Budleigh Salterton.

Loss of properties and
road linkage in Budleigh
as a result of erosion and
flooding, particularly
surrounding the seafront
with the loss of South
Parade road way.

Loss of properties and road
linkage in Budleigh as a
result of erosion and
flooding, particularly
surrounding the seafront
with the loss of South
Parade road way.

Loss of land between
Budleigh and Straight
point, potentially of
recreational value.

Loss of land between
Budleigh and Straight point,
potentially of recreational
value.

Potential for the loss of
tourist facilities
particularly Devon Cliffs
Holiday park.

Potential for the loss of
tourist facilities particularly
Devon Cliffs Holiday park.

Limited impact on tourist
facilities.
No loss of Golf House at
Budleigh Salterton or of
Devon Cliffs Holiday Park.

No loss of Golf House at
Budleigh Salterton or of
Devon Cliffs Holiday
Park.

No loss of Golf House at
Budleigh Salterton or of
Devon Cliffs Holiday Park.

NAI would allow natural
erosion to continue and
would therefore maintain
the World Heritage Site
and its geological SSSIs.

NAI would allow natural
erosion to continue and
would therefore maintain
the World Heritage Site
and its geological SSSIs.

NAI would allow natural
erosion to continue and
would therefore maintain
the World Heritage Site
and its geological SSSIs.

Potential change in
intertidal at the mouth of
Otter Estuary.

Potential change in
intertidal at the mouth of
Otter Estuary.

Potential change in
intertidal at the mouth of
Otter Estuary.

• The cobble beach and red sandstone cliffs are
a key element of the Budleigh Salterton Cliffs
SSSI
• Otterton Point is an important fossil location,
therefore continued exposure is a key issue.
Otter Estuary SSSI
(biological)

• Otter Estuary SSSI supports saltmarsh
communities and is important for breeding
and overwintering birds. Future erosion
could result in loss of saltmarsh area.

• To avoid adverse impacts on,

conserve and where practical enhance
the designated interest of nationally
designated conservation sites.
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OTTERTON LEDGE TO STRAIGHT POINT
Location/ feature

Key issues

Objectives that apply

Key Considerations

No Active Intervention Scenario
Short Term (to 2025)

Medium Term (to 2055)

Long Term (to 2105)

• There are opportunities for managed
realignment in the Otter Estuary.
East Devon Area of
Outstanding Natural
Beauty

• The area is designated for its rich landscape
which encompasses landscape, people and
nature. The AONB aims to conserve the best
qualities of the landscape by helping to guide
and manage change.

• To conserve and enhance AONBs and
avoid conflict with AONB
Management Plan or Heritage Coast
Objectives

NAI is unlikely to affect the
character of the AONB.

Potential for changes in
the character of the
AONB.

Changes in the character of
the AONB.

Historic Environment
Assets

• There are a number of listed buildings and
archaeological sites along this stretch,
particularly focused within Budleigh Salterton,
but no scheduled monuments are at risk.

• To avoid loss of scheduled and other
nationally important cultural heritage
sites.

Flood and erosion risk to
Grade 2 Listed buildings
predominantly in Budleigh
Salterton.

Flood and erosion risk to
Grade 2 Listed buildings
predominantly in Budleigh
Salterton

Flood and erosion risk to
Grade 2 Listed buildings
predominantly in Budleigh
Salterton

Agricultural land

• There is some cliff top farmland and any
erosion will affect net area, however this is
low-grade farmland (Grade 3 and below).

• To avoid loss due to erosion of and/or
manage risk of flooding to agricultural
land.

Loss of a small area of
Grade 3 and 4 agricultural
land due to erosion and
flooding.

Loss of a small portion of
grade 3 and 4 agricultural
land. Area is
predominantly urban or
non-agricultural.

Loss of a small portion of
grade 3 agricultural land.
Area is predominantly
urban or non-agricultural.

Straight Point MoD
Ranges

• Net area of range could be affected by
erosion, but functionality should not be
affected.

• To ensure MoD ranges remain
operational.

Small area of ranges lost
due to erosion.

Small area of ranges lost
due to erosion.

Small area of ranges lost
due to erosion.

Historic landfill site

• South Farm Road, Budleigh Salterton

To prevent pollution from contaminated
sources

One historic landfill site at
risk of flooding in the Otter
Estuary.

One historic landfill site
at risk of flooding in the
Otter Estuary.

One historic landfill site at
risk of flooding in the Otter
Estuary.

The current state of this historic landfill site (i.e.
any details of remediation/removal etc) has not
been considered at this strategic level.
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STRAIGHT POINT TO HOLCOMBE
Location/ feature

Key issues

Objectives that apply

Key Considerations

No Active Intervention Scenario
Short Term (to 2025)

Exmouth

• Exmouth is a key commercial centre along
this coast and supports a range of
commercial, residential, recreational and
tourist facilities, together with the related
infrastructure and road links.
• Sailing is an important recreation and there is
a Sailing Club and various docks and piers
along the frontage.
• 1.39ha of employment land has been
allocated in the East Devon District Local
Plan for Exmouth.
• A new RNLI lifeboat station is to be
constructed at Exmouth that will extend out
across the foreshore.
• Key issues and opportunities for the
Exmouth frontage are the protection of the
population; infrastructure; tourism and the
local economy; cultural heritage assets such
as Exmouth Conservation Area; maintenance
of recreational assets such as Exmouth beach;
and the potential for habitat creation at the
Maer (Halcrow 2008).

Exe Estuary

• To avoid loss of property due to
erosion and/or manage risk of
flooding to people and property.
• To avoid loss due to erosion of and
manage risk of flooding to key
community, recreational and amenity
facilities.
• To avoid loss due to erosion of and
manage risk of flooding to industrial,
commercial and economic assets and
activities.
• To ensure critical road and rail
linkages are maintained.
• To minimise the impact of policies on
marine operations and activities.

• Harbours for fishing fleet and shipping from
the Exeter River Canal. The canal runs along
the west bank of the River Exe.

• To avoid loss of property due to
erosion and/or manage risk of
flooding to people and property.

• Isolated properties and a hotel on the edge
of the Exe Estuary are potentially at risk of
flooding and erosion.

• To minimise the impact of policies on
marine operations and activities.

• Lympstone Commando Training Station
(Defence Estates) may be subject to erosion
if sea level rises.
• A Main Line railway runs either side of the
Exe Estuary and coastal edge along the
stretch of coastline to the south of
Exminster. Network Rail has no plans for
inland diversion. Network Rail’s position is
to hold the line.

• To ensure MoD ranges remain
operational.
• To ensure critical road and rail
linkages are maintained.

• Some settlements are currently reliant on
maintenance of the railway embankment for
flood protection.
Topsham

• This town is vulnerable to fluvial flooding as
bank maintenance has been withdrawn in this
area.

• To avoid loss of property due to
erosion and/or manage risk of
flooding to people and property.
• To avoid loss due to erosion of and
manage risk of flooding to key
community, recreational and amenity

This is a long stretch of coastline that
encompasses the Exe Estuary, the large
urban and commercial centre of Exmouth
and the resort of Dawlish.
The coastline is characterised by cliffs of
outstanding landscape and geological value,
therefore a key consideration will be the
conservation of this asset. There is a need
to ensure that the preferred SMP policies
are compatible with the objectives of the
Jurassic Coast World Heritage Plan.

Potential for loss of
property, and commercial
and economic assets in
Exmouth particularly
around The Point including
a marina.

Medium Term (to 2055)

Long Term (to 2105)

Potential for loss of
property, and commercial
and economic assets in
Exmouth particularly
around The Point.

Potential for loss of
property, and commercial
and economic assets in
Exmouth particularly
around The Point.

Potential for the loss of
Queens Drive &The
Esplanade along the
seafront.

Potential for the loss of
Queens Drive &The
Esplanade along the
seafront., with associated
tourist facilities (including
car parks).

Potential for the loss of
Queens Drive &The
Esplanade along the
seafront., with associated
tourist facilities (including
car parks).

Potential for damage to or
loss of the railway
connections: Coastline to
South Exminster due to
flooding.

Potential for damage to
or loss of the railway
connections: Coastline to
South Exminster due to
flooding.

Potential for damage to or
loss of the railway
connections: Coastline to
South Exminster due to
flooding.

Potential for some damage
to the Commando Training
Centre due to flooding.

Potential for some
damage to the
Commando Training
Centre due to flooding.

Potential for some damage
to the Commando Training
Centre due to flooding.

There could be potential conflict between
protecting urban areas and critical road and
rail infrastructure from increasing rates of
erosion and maintaining geological
exposures. There will also be future issues
along the Dawlish frontage associated with
coastal squeeze, where the coastal position
is fixed by the railway embankment. Loss of
beaches will affect alongshore transport of
sediment to adjacent beaches, intertidal
habitats and the exposure of defences.
There are complex sediment exchanges in
and around the Exe Estuary. The impact on
the estuary system of future management
of both the estuary and adjacent open
coast will need to be carefully considered,
as changes will affect not only the estuary
but also the open coast. This will be of
particular importance for the areas of
Exmouth, Dawlish and Dawlish Warren.
Dawlish Warren spit provides an important
flood defence function. If its flood defence
function is compromised, the high value
private, commercial and recreational areas
in its hinterland would undergo significant
changes, with the possibility of the loss of,
or significant changes to, valuable habitats
(Exe Estuary Coastal Management Study –
Halcrow 2008).
In the Exe Estuary, human activity to date
has included: the reclamation of intertidal
areas, dredging, catchment management,
construction of railway and coastal
defences, and a range of developments for
military, commercial, residential and
recreational uses.
The estuary of the River Exe is
internationally important for wading and
migrating birds and is of particular interest

Potential for disruption to
the A376 due to fluvial
flooding at Exton.
Various infrastructure
including a sewage works at
risk of flooding.
Canal potentially at risk of
flooding.

Risk of flooding and loss or
damage to residential and
commercial properties, and
community and recreational
facilities.
Risk of flooding of
agricultural land east of the

Potential for disruption
to the A376 due to fluvial
flooding at Exton.
Various infrastructure
including a sewage works
at risk of flooding.
Canal potentially at risk
of flooding.

Risk of flooding and loss
or damage to residential
and commercial
properties, and
community and
recreational facilities.

Potential for disruption to
the A376 due to fluvial
flooding at Exton.
Various infrastructure
including a sewage works at
risk of flooding.
Canal potentially at risk of
flooding.

Risk of flooding and loss or
damage to residential and
commercial properties, and
community and recreational
facilities.

Risk of flooding of
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STRAIGHT POINT TO HOLCOMBE
Location/ feature

Key issues

Objectives that apply

Key Considerations

No Active Intervention Scenario
Short Term (to 2025)

facilities.
• To avoid loss due to erosion of
and/or manage risk of flooding to
agricultural land.
Powderham

• A small village on the west bank of the River
Exe supporting both visitor and community
facilities including a church, Powderham Deer
Park, Powderham Registered Park and
Garden, Powderham Castle (which attracts
50,000 visitors a year – Halcrow 2008) and a
yacht club, which are potentially at flood and
erosion risk.
• Farmland and the coastal road at Powderham
are potentially at risk.

Dawlish Warren

• To avoid loss due to erosion of and
manage risk of flooding to key
community, recreational and amenity
facilities.
• To avoid loss due to erosion of
and/or manage risk of flooding to
agricultural land.

• A predominately tourist resort supporting a
range of tourist accommodation and facilities
including car parks.

• To avoid loss of property due to
erosion and/or manage risk of
flooding to people and property.

• There is a golf course along the back edge of
Dawlish Warren spit, which would be
affected by any changes to the spit stability.

• To avoid loss due to erosion of and
manage risk of flooding to key
community, recreational and amenity
facilities.

• The existing coastal defences are preventing
Dawlish Warren Special Area of
Conservation (SAC) from achieving
favourable conservation status (Halcrow
2008)

Dawlish

• To avoid loss of property due to
erosion and/or manage risk of
flooding to people and property.

to ornithologists. It is internationally
famous as the winter home for hundreds of
Avocet (the symbol of the RSPB).
The National Trust owns land at Orcombe
Point (to the east of Exmouth) and Lower
Halsdon Farm and some fields at
Lympstone on the eastern side of the Exe
Estuary.
The River Exe Catchment Flood
Management Plan (CFMP) states that 3100
properties are currently at flood-risk in Exe
Estuary towns with a total of 4000
properties at risk in the same area in the
future (Environment Agency 2008). Fluvial
flood risk around the estuary is generally
associated with tide-locking of tributary
streams during high flows.
The CFMP recommends a combination of
policy options (policy 2 – to reduce existing
flood risk management actions), policy 4 –
to take further action to sustain the
current level of flood risk into the future
and policy 6 – to take action to increase
the frequency of flooding) for the estuary
mouth.

Medium Term (to 2055)

Long Term (to 2105)

River Clyst in Topsham.

agricultural land east of
the River Clyst in
Topsham.

Some parts of Powderham
at risk of flooding/ erosion
including Powderham yacht
club, Deer park and castle,
and Registered Park and
Garden.

Risk of flooding/ erosion
to Powderham yacht
club, Deer park and
castle, and Registered
Park and Garden.

Risk of flooding/ erosion to
Powderham yacht club,
Deer park and castle, and
Registered Park and
Garden.

Risk of flooding or loss by
erosion to agricultural
land adjacent to the
estuary

Risk of flooding or loss by
erosion to agricultural land
adjacent to the estuary

Risk of flooding or loss by
erosion to agricultural land
adjacent to the estuary
The main area of Exminster
Marshes is at risk of
flooding including the
mainline railway.

The main area of
Exminster Marshes is at
an increased risk of
flooding including the
mainline railway.

Risk of flooding/ erosion
and loss of properties along
the seafront: facilities for
tourists/ economic/
commercial assets.

Risk of flooding/ erosion
and loss of properties
along the seafront:
facilities for tourists/
economic/ commercial
assets.

Risk of flooding/ erosion of
Warren golf Course.

Risk of flooding/ erosion
of Warren golf Course.

The main area of Exminster
Marshes is at an increased
risk of flooding including the
mainline railway.

Risk of flooding/ erosion
and loss of properties along
the seafront: facilities for
tourists/ economic/
commercial assets.
Risk of flooding/ erosion of
Warren golf Course.

• To avoid loss due to erosion of and
manage risk of flooding to industrial,
commercial and economic assets and
activities.

Loss of a hotel near
Langstone Rock, Dawlish
Warren.

• A settlement supporting both tourist and
residential properties and amenities, including
schools, churches and leisure facilities.

• To avoid loss of property due to
erosion and/or manage risk of
flooding to people and property.

Disruption/ loss of the
A379.

Disruption/ loss of the
A379.

Disruption/ loss of the
A379.

• Sandy beaches have been awarded the
European Blue Flag and Seaside Award Clean
Beach status.

• To avoid loss due to erosion of and
manage risk of flooding to key
community, recreational and amenity
facilities.

Mainline railway along the
seafront at Dawlish remains
protected by its
embankment. Therefore
NAI should sustain this
feature.

Risk or flooding/ erosion
to the Mainline railway
along the Seafront at
Dawlish.

Risk or flooding/ erosion to
the Mainline railway along
the Seafront at Dawlish.

• The A379, B3199 and Marine Parade running
along the seafront are subject to
erosion/flooding though there are alternative
minor roads inland.

• To ensure critical road and rail
linkages are maintained.

Loss of a hotel near
Langstone Rock, Dawlish
Warren

Risk of flooding/ erosion
to properties along the
seafront including

Loss of a hotel near
Langstone Rock, Dawlish
Warren

Risk of flooding/ erosion to
properties along the
seafront including

• The Main Line railway runs along this
frontage and there is a station at Dawlish. A
railway embankment also provides a flood
and erosion defence role. Network Rail has
no plans for inland diversion. Network Rail’s
position is to hold the line.
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STRAIGHT POINT TO HOLCOMBE
Location/ feature

Key issues

Objectives that apply

Key Considerations

No Active Intervention Scenario
Short Term (to 2025)

Tourist facilities

• The South West Coast Path runs along
stretches of this frontage – but there is
potential for this to be relocated.

• To avoid loss due to erosion of key
community, recreational and amenity
facilities.

• The groyne system and gabion baskets
require maintenance or improvements to
ensure that the sand spit and beaches are
safeguarded.

• To avoid loss due to erosion of and
manage risk of flooding to industrial,
commercial and economic assets and
activities.

Medium Term (to 2055)

Long Term (to 2105)

Limited impacts on tourist
facilities.

South West Coast Path
at risk from erosion

South West Coast Path at
risk from erosion

Flood and erosion risk to
beach and associated
facilities at Dawlish Warren.

People, properties and
facilities at risk from
erosion at the Devon
Cliffs Holiday Park

People, properties and
facilities at risk from
erosion at the Devon Cliffs
Holiday Park

Hotel facilities at risk
from flooding/ erosion
near Dawlish Warren.

Hotel facilities at risk from
flooding/ erosion near
Dawlish Warren.

NAI would allow natural
erosion to continue and
would therefore maintain
the World Heritage Site
and its geological SSSIs.

NAI would allow natural
erosion to continue and
would therefore maintain
the World Heritage Site
and its geological SSSIs.

NAI would allow natural
erosion to continue and
would therefore maintain
the World Heritage Site
and its geological SSSIs.

Risk or flooding/erosion to
Dawlish Warren SAC, this
may have an adverse impact
on the interest features of
the site.

Risk or flooding/erosion
to Dawlish Warren SAC,
this may have an adverse
impact on the interest
features of the site.

Risk or flooding/erosion to
Dawlish Warren SAC, this
may have an adverse impact
on the interest features of
the site.

Potential for significant
impacts on designated
interest features from
flooding/erosion.

Potential for significant
impacts on designated
interest features from
flooding/erosion.

Potential for significant
impacts on designated
interest features from
flooding/erosion.

Potential increase in

Potential increase in

Potential increase in

• Devon Cliffs Holiday Park is a popular resort
providing caravan accommodation and
associated entertainment and facilities and is
located along the cliff top near Straight Point,
although the main complex facilities are
located inland . There is therefore potential
for the caravans to be moved to avoid loss.
• Dawlish Warren tourist and community
facilities
Dorset and East Devon
World Heritage Site,
Exe Estuary, Dawlish
Cliffs SSSIs (geological)

• Status achieved by exposure of cliff which
“depicts a geological ‘walk through time'
spanning the Triassic, Jurassic and Cretaceous
periods”.

• To allow natural processes and

maintain visibility of geological
exposures throughout World
Heritage Site and geological SSSIs.

• The sandstone cliffs at Orcombe Point
represent the western limit and some of the
oldest rocks of the World Heritage Site.
• Erosion is key to the conservation of the
World Heritage Site and geological SSSIs,
therefore a ‘threat’ is the construction of
coastal defences.
(NB. The World Heritage Site only includes the
short stretch of land between Straight Point and
Orcombe Rocks).
Dawlish Warren SAC,
SSSI, NNR and LNR
(biological)

• Designated for embryonic shifting dunes,
shifting dunes along the shoreline with
Ammophilia arenaria, fixed dunes with
herbaceous vegetation, humid dune slacks
and Petalophyllum ralfsii.
• Large sand spit with adjoining tidal
land/coastal habitats at mouth of Exe Estuary
supporting wildfowl and wading birds,
migratory birds and flora.
• Mudflats and sand dunes currently believed
to act as breakwater but net area is being
reduced by erosion/flooding.

Exe Estuary SPA,
Ramsar site, SSSI and
RSPB Reserve
(biological)

• Flanked by beaches backed by maritime cliffs
and slopes, mudflat and grazing marsh.
• Estuary is important for wintering wildfowl
and waders, rare plant species and

• To maintain (improve) the integrity of

internationally designated sites and the
favourable condition of their interest
features.
• To avoid adverse impacts on,

wheree practical enhance
conserve and wher
the designated interest of nationally
designated conservation sites.
• To avoid adverse impacts on,
conserve and where practical enhance
the designated interest of locally
designated conservation sites.
• To avoid adverse impacts on,

conserve and where practical enhance
the designated interest of nationally
designated conservation sites.
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STRAIGHT POINT TO HOLCOMBE
Location/ feature

Key issues

Objectives that apply

Key Considerations

No Active Intervention Scenario
Short Term (to 2025)

invertebrates of national importance.

Medium Term (to 2055)

Long Term (to 2105)

• To avoid adverse impacts on,
conserve and where practical enhance
the designated interest of locally
designated conservation sites.

intertidal habitat.

intertidal habitat.

intertidal habitat.

Exmouth LNR

• Area of tidal sand and mudflats supporting
wintering birds.

• To avoid adverse impacts on,
conserve and where practical enhance
the designated interest of locally
designated conservation sites.

Potential for an increase in
extent of intertidal habitat
due to continued flood-risk.

Potential for an increase
in extent of intertidal
habitat due to continued
flood-risk.

Potential for an increase in
extent of intertidal habitat
due to continued flood-risk.

The Maer LNR

• A range of geological and geomorphological
features including sandstones, raised beaches
and sand dunes. The LNR supports rare
sand dune plants.

• To avoid adverse impacts on,
conserve and where practical enhance
the designated interest of locally
designated conservation sites.

Risk of flooding/erosion of
some LNR interest features.

Risk of flooding/erosion
of some LNR interest
features.

Risk of flooding/erosion of
some LNR interest features.

Loss of defences may
result in the development
of the dune system.

• The Maer was previously an intertidal area,
which was reclaimed around 1915 with the
construction of a sea wall. The dune system
is now used as a recreational resource for
activities such as dog walking (Halcrow
2008).

Loss of defences may result
in the development of the
dune system.

East Devon Area of
Outstanding Natural
Beauty

• The area is designated for its rich landscape
including its wooded combes, heathland, river
valleys and cliffs. The AONB aims to
conserve the best qualities of the landscape
by helping to guide and manage change.

• To conserve aand
nd enhance AONBs and
avoid conflict with AONB
Management Plan or Heritage Coast
Objectives

Potential for changes to the
character of the AONB

Changes to the character
of the AONB

Changes to the character of
the AONB

Historic Environment
Assets

• This stretch of coast includes Powderham
Castle, and A La Ronde and the Point-InView Registered Parks and Gardens.

• To avoid loss of nationally important
cultural heritage sites.

One registered park and
garden at risk of flooding.

One registered park and
garden at risk of flooding.

One registered park and
garden at risk of flooding.

Grade 2 listed buildings at
risk from flooding or
erosion predominantly in
Exmouth, Dawlish,
Lympstone and Topsham.

Grade 2 listed buildings
at risk from flooding or
erosion predominantly in
Exmouth, Dawlish,
Lympstone and Topsham

Grade 2 listed buildings at
risk from flooding or
erosion predominantly in
Exmouth, Dawlish,
Lympstone and Topsham.

Limited loss of agricultural
land.

Loss of a small portion of
grade 2 and 3 agricultural
land. Majority of area is
urban or non-agricultural.

Loss of a small portion of
grade 2 and 3 agricultural
land. Majority of area is
urban or non-agricultural.

• No scheduled monuments are currently at
risk of flooding or erosion.

Agricultural Land

• A mixture of high and low grade (Grades 1
to 4) farmland stretches inland from the cliff
tops and estuary.

• To avoid loss due to erosion of and/or
manage risk of flooding to agricultural
land.

• Grade 1 land (near Lympstone and Kenton,
north of Westwood and north of Dawlish
Warren) at potential risk of flooding and
erosion.

Risk of flooding/ erosion of
agricultural land east of the
River Clyst in Topsham.

Straight Point MoD
Ranges

• Net area of range would be affected by
erosion, but functionality should not be
affected.

• To ensure MoD ranges remain
operational.

Small area of ranges lost
due to erosion.

Small area of ranges lost
due to erosion.

Small area of ranges lost
due to erosion.

Historic landfill site

• Imperial Recreation Ground

To prevent pollution from contaminated
sources

A historic landfill site on the
Exe Estuary at flood-risk.

A historic landfill site on
the Exe Estuary at floodrisk.

A historic landfill site on the
Exe Estuary at flood-risk.

The current state of this historic landfill site (i.e.
any details of remediation/removal etc) has not
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STRAIGHT POINT TO HOLCOMBE
Location/ feature

Key issues

Objectives that apply

Key Considerations

No Active Intervention Scenario
Short Term (to 2025)

Medium Term (to 2055)

Long Term (to 2105)

been considered at this strategic level.
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HOLCOMBE TO HOPE’S NOSE
Location/ feature

Teignmouth

Key issues
• An important tourist resort built on Denn
Spit at the entrance of the Teign Estuary that
extends along the seafront. The town
supports both visitor and community
facilities. Attractions include a working
harbour and Victorian Pier, as well as the
sandy beach.
• An IRB station is located at The Point.
• A small historical harbour, which has been an
active trading port for over 300 years.
• Sections of the main coastal link road, the
B3199 are at potential risk; this is also a main
commercial road of the town.

Teign Estuary

Objectives that apply
• To avoid loss of property due to
erosion and/or manage risk of
flooding to people and property.
• To avoid loss due to erosion of and
manage risk of flooding to industrial,
commercial and economic assets and
activities.
• To avoid loss due to erosion of and
manage risk of flooding to key
community, recreational and amenity
facilities.
• To ensure critical road and rail
linkages are maintained.

• There is a proposal to develop the River
Beach of Teignmouth and the town centre.

• To minimise the impact of policies on
marine operations and activities.

• The estuary is maintained for navigation and
is used extensively by a wide range of leisure
and commercial fishing boats and merchant
ships.

• To avoid loss of property due to
erosion and/or manage risk of
flooding to people and property.

• The B3199 crosses the Teign via the
Teignmouth and Shaldon Bridge and is an
important link between Teignmouth and
Shaldon. There is no obvious alternative
route.
• The A381 Teignmouth Road runs along the
northern bank of the River Teign from
Teignmouth to Bishopsteignton and is at risk
from flooding.
• There are various isolated properties and
holiday developments along both banks.
• A railway line runs along the north bank of
the Teign. No alternative rail route between
Exeter and Plymouth is available and
Network Rail has no plans for an inland
diversion. Network Rail’s position is to hold
the line.

• To avoid loss due to erosion of and
manage risk of flooding to industrial,
commercial and economic assets and
activities.
• To avoid loss due to erosion of and
manage risk of flooding to key
community, recreational and amenity
facilities.
• To ensure critical road and rail
linkages are maintained.

Key Considerations

No Active Intervention
Intervention Scenario
Short Term (to 2025)

Medium Term (to 2055)

Long Term (to 2105)

This is a largely undeveloped, hard cliffed
section of coastline, with the main areas of
development located at Teignmouth and
Shaldon, either side of the Teign Estuary.

Risk of flooding/ erosion of
properties from Denn Spit
to the centre of
Teignmouth.

Risk of flooding/ erosion
of properties from Denn
Spit to the centre of
Teignmouth.

Risk of flooding/ erosion of
properties from Denn Spit
to the centre of
Teignmouth.

Here there could be potential conflict
between protecting urban areas and critical
rail and road infrastructure from increasing
rates of erosion and
economic/environmental issues. There will
also be issues of coastal squeeze in front of
the defences, which would affect their lifespan.

Teignmouth Harbour is at
continued risk of flooding.

Teignmouth Harbour is
at continued risk of
flooding.

Teignmouth Harbour is at
continued risk of flooding.

Long-term recession of the coast will be
limited in the most part by the geological
resistance of the cliffs. It is likely, however,
that natural coastal squeeze will result with
the resultant loss of bathing beaches in the
long term.
Interactions between the open coast and
Teign Estuary will need to be considered.

Access to the seafront and
Dean promenade may be
disrupted flooding effecting
access to recreational/
tourist facilities (such as the
pier).
The mainline railway may
not be affected.

Access to the seafront
and Dean promenade
may be disrupted flooding
effecting access to
recreational/ tourist
facilities (such as the
pier).

Access to the seafront and
Dean promenade may be
disrupted flooding effecting
access to recreational/
tourist facilities (such as the
pier).
Risk of erosion/ flooding to
the Mainline rail link

Risk of erosion/ flooding
to the Mainline rail link.

Potential risk of flooding of
the A38.

Potential risk of flooding
of the A38.

Potential risk of flooding of
the A38.

Risk of flooding to the
Exeter to Plymouth line
under a NAI policy.
However, Network Rail has
confirmed that they would
continue to HTL.

Risk of flooding to the
Exeter to Plymouth line
under a NAI policy.
However, Network Rail
has confirmed that they
would continue to HTL.

Risk of flooding to the
Exeter to Plymouth line
under a NAI policy.
However, Network Rail has
confirmed that they would
continue to HTL.

Risk of flooding to
residential properties and
recreational facilities e.g.
marinas, along the Teign
Estuary

Risk of flooding to
residential properties and
recreational facilities e.g.
marinas, along the Teign
Estuary

Risk of flooding to
residential properties and
recreational facilities e.g.
marinas, along the Teign
Estuary

• To minimise the impact of policies on
marine operations and activities.
• To ensure critical services remain
operational.

• There is a sewerage works on the north bank
of the estuary – this is currently protected by
the railway embankment.
• There are opportunities for managed
realignment on the Teign Estuary.
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HOLCOMBE TO HOPE’S NOSE
Location/ feature

Newton Abbot

Shaldon

Key issues
• Low-lying areas of Newton Abbott at the
head of the Teign Estuary are at risk of
flooding.

• To avoid loss of property due to
erosion and/or manage risk of flooding
to people and property.

• The town supports community facilities
including a race course, industrial works,
shops and extensive residential
developments.

• To avoid loss due to erosion of and
manage risk of flooding to industrial,
commercial and economic assets and
activities.

• A railway line runs eastwards along the River
Teign to Teignmouth and also in a southerly
direction to Torbay. No alternative rail route
between Exeter and Plymouth is available and
Network Rail has no plans for an inland
diversion. Network Rail’s position is to hold
the line.

• To avoid loss due to erosion of and
manage risk of flooding to key
community, recreational and amenity
facilities.

• A large village that extends along the seafront
and is situated on the mouth of the River
Teign. Shaldon supports shops, public houses
and tourist amenities including a caravan
park, holiday village, hotels and a ferry
crossing to Teignmouth.

• To avoid loss of property due to
erosion and/or manage risk of
flooding to people and property.

• The beach is an important asset and both
Shaldon Beach and Cove Ness are recognised
bathing beaches.
• Flooding in Shaldon is generally caused by
heavy rainfall coinciding with high tides. A
tidal defence scheme is proposed by the
Environment Agency for Shaldon and
Ringmore, which comprises a system of
flood-walls and gates.

Torquay

• An important holiday destination since
Victorian times, Torquay supports a wide
range of visitor and community facilities. The
main tourist regions, including the waterfront
are on the south coast (covered by the
adjacent section).
• On this coast Oddicombe Beach is the main
tourist beach, which features a cliff railway.

Isolated properties and
small developments

Objectives that apply

• There are a number of cliff top properties
and residential/ tourist developments, such as
Holcombe, Maidencombe and St Mary
church.

Key Considerations

No Active Intervention
Intervention Scenario
Short Term (to 2025)

Medium Term (to 2055)

Long Term (to 2105)

Risk of fluvial flooding of
residential, commercial,
economic and community
properties and facilities.

Risk of fluvial flooding of
residential, commercial,
economic and community
properties and facilities.

Risk of fluvial flooding of
residential, commercial,
economic and community
properties and facilities.

Northern Shaldon, adjacent
to the estuary is at risk of
flooding/erosion with
potential damage to
residential and tourism
related properties.

Northern Shaldon,
adjacent to the estuary is
at risk of flooding/erosion
with potential damage to
residential and tourism
related properties.

Northern Shaldon, adjacent
to the estuary is at risk of
flooding/erosion with
potential damage to
residential and tourism
related properties.

The A379 and associated
bridge are at risk from
flooding/erosion.

Properties to the south
of Shaldon in the vicinity
of The Ness Ho (Ness
Road) are at risk from
flooding/ erosion

The A379 and associated
bridge are at risk from
flooding/erosion.

• To ensure critical road and rail
linkages are maintained.

• To avoid loss due to erosion of and
manage risk of flooding to industrial,
commercial and economic assets and
activities.
• To avoid loss due to erosion of and
manage risk of flooding to key
community, recreational and amenity
facilities.
• To ensure critical road and rail
linkages are maintained.

Shaldon Beach and Cove
Ness are at risk from
flooding/ erosion. This also
restricts access.

• To minimise the impact of policies on
marine operations and activities.

• To avoid loss of property due to
erosion and/or manage risk of flooding
to people and property.

Shaldon Beach and Cove
Ness are at risk from
flooding/ erosion. This
also restricts access.

Limited impacts on assets
within Torquay.

• To avoid loss due to erosion of key
community, recreational and amenity
facilities.

• To avoid loss of property due to
erosion.
• To avoid loss due to erosion of and
manage risk of flooding to industrial,

The A379 and associated
bridge are at risk from
flooding/erosion.

Shaldon Beach and Cove
Ness are at risk from
flooding/ erosion. This also
restricts access.

Oddicombe beach and
associated tourism
facilities at risk of
flooding/ erosion.
Baddacombe Downs road
and surrounding
residential and economic
properties may also be at
risk of flooding/ erosion.

No isolated properties at
risk.

Isolated properties at risk
of erosion/flooding in the
vicinity of Oddicombe
beach, Watcombe Head,
Maiden Comb and

Oddicombe beach and
associated tourism facilities
at risk of flooding/ erosion.
Baddacombe Downs road
and surrounding residential
and economic properties
may also be at risk of
flooding/ erosion.
Isolated properties at risk
of erosion/ flooding in the
vicinity of Oddicombe
beach, Watcombe Head,
Maiden Comb and between
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HOLCOMBE TO HOPE’S NOSE
Location/ feature

Key issues

Objectives that apply

Key Considerations

No Active Intervention
Intervention Scenario
Short Term (to 2025)

commercial and economic assets and
activities.
Tourist facilities

• The South West Coast Path runs along
stretches of this frontage – but there is
potential for this to be relocated.

• To avoid loss due to erosion of key
community, recreational and amenity
facilities.

• The small beaches and coves, such as
Watcombe Beach, Anstey’s Cove and
Labrador Bay, are an important attraction
and there are a number of small car parks
and access points along this frontage.

• To avoid loss due to erosion of and
manage risk of flooding to industrial,
commercial and economic assets and
activities.

Medium Term (to 2055)

Long Term (to 2105)

between Maiden Comb
and Shaldon.

Maiden Comb and Shaldon.

The South West Coast Path
not at risk.

South West Coast at Risk
from flooding/ erosion.

South West Coast at Risk
from flooding/ erosion.

Potential risk to Watcombe
beach, Anstey’s Cove and
Labrador Bay from flooding/
erosion.

Watcombe beach,
Anstey’s Cove and
Labrador Bay at risk of
flooding/ erosion.

Watcombe beach, Anstey’s
Cove and Labrador Bay at
risk of flooding/ erosion.

Impacts on golf courses
unknown at this stage.

Impacts on golf courses
unknown at this stage.

• There are golf courses at the top of the cliffs
at Ness Cove and also at St Mary church.
English Riviera Geopark

• Comprises a range of local sites of geological
interest including Babbacombe Cliffs, Black
Head and Anstey’s Cove and Oddicombe.
• Part of the Geopark lies within the southern
section of this policy unit.

• To allow natural processes and

maintain visibility
visibility of geological
exposures throughout geological
SSSIs.

NAI would allow natural
erosion to continue and
would therefore maintain
the Geopark and its
geological SSSIs.

NAI would allow natural
erosion to continue and
would therefore maintain
the Geopark and its
geological SSSIs.

NAI would allow natural
erosion to continue and
would therefore maintain
the Geopark and its
geological SSSIs.

NAI would allow natural
erosion to continue and
would therefore maintain
these geological SSSIs.

NAI would allow natural
erosion to continue and
would therefore maintain
these geological SSSIs.

NAI would allow natural
erosion to continue and
would therefore maintain
these geological SSSIs.

Potential impacts on SSSI
features due to erosion/
flooding.

Significant impacts to SSSI
features due to erosion/
flooding.

Significant impacts to SSSI
features due to erosion/
flooding.

Kent’s Cavern,
Babbacombe Cliffs and
Hope’s Nose to Walls
Hill SSSIs (geological)

• Erosion is key to the conservation of some
parts of the geological SSSIs, therefore the
construction of coastal defences present a
‘threat’.

• To allow natural processes and

Hope’s Nose to Walls
Hill SSSI (biological)

• A botanically rich habitat, particularly
important for its limestone grasslands that
support rare and local plants and lichen-rich
flora.

• To avoid adverse impacts on,

Historic Environment
Assets

• Two scheduled monuments lie along the
coastal strip including a prehistoric field
system at Walls Hill and Kent’s Cavern at
Torquay; these are not at risk.

• To avoid loss of scheduled and other
nationally important cultural heritage
sites.

Grade 2 listed buildings
potentially at risk from
flooding or erosion.

Grade 2 listed buildings
and one Scheduled
monument at risk of
flooding/ erosion.

Grade 2 listed buildings and
one Scheduled monument
at risk of flooding/ erosion.

maintain visibility of geological
exposures throughout geological
SSSIs.

conserve and where practical enhance
designated
the designate
d interest of nationally
designated conservation sites.

• This stretch of coast includes Watcombe
Park and Brunel Manor Registered Park and
Garden, which is unlikely to be at risk.
Agricultural Land

• Farmland stretches inland from the cliff tops
and estuary, therefore any erosion will affect
net area. However, this is low-grade
farmland (Grade 4 and below).

• To avoid loss due to erosion of and/or
manage risk of flooding to agricultural
land.

Grades 2, 3, 4 and 5
Agricultural land at risk of
flooding/ erosion.

Grade 2, 3, 4 and 5
Agricultural land at risk
of flooding/ erosion.

Grade 2, 3, 4 and 5
Agricultural land at risk of
flooding/ erosion.

Historic landfill site

• Sladnor Park

To prevent pollution from contaminated
sources

Unlikely loss of historic
landfill site due to erosion.

One historic landfill site
at risk of erosion at
Maidencombe.

One historic landfill site at
risk of erosion at
Maidencombe.

The current state of this historic landfill site (i.e.
any details of remediation/removal etc) has not
been considered at this strategic level.
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HOPE’S NOSE TO BERRY HEAD
HEAD (TOR BAY)
Location/ feature

Torbay District
(including Torquay,
Paignton and
Broadsands)

Key issues

Objectives that apply

Key Considerations

No Active Intervention Scenario
Short Term (to 2025)

Medium Term (to 2055)

Long Term (to 2105)

• A key holiday destination since Victorian
times, this area supports a wide range of
visitor and community facilities.

• To avoid loss of property due to
erosion and/or manage risk of flooding
to people and property.

This is a heavily populated and developed
area of coastline which encompasses the
Torbay district.

Torquay marina and
immediate vicinity at risk of
flooding.

Torquay marina and
immediate vicinity at risk
of flooding.

Torquay marina and
immediate vicinity at risk of
flooding.

• The waterfront at Torquay is the focus of the
town with a harbour, international marina,
promenade and numerous shops, cafes and
public houses.

• To avoid loss due to erosion of and
manage risk of flooding to industrial,
commercial and economic assets and
activities.

Risk of flooding/ erosion to
the A379 at Torquay north
of the marina.

Risk of flooding/ erosion
to the A379 at Torquay
north of the marina.

Risk of flooding/ erosion to
the A379 at Torquay north
of the marina.

• The Torbay District is also an important
commercial centre and residential district.
Large residential developments occupy the
cliff tops of this town and there are a range
of amenities including schools, churches,
leisure centres and libraries, as well as the
related infrastructure.

• To avoid loss due to erosion of and
manage risk of flooding to key
community, recreational and amenity
facilities.

Torquay and Paignton are important
commercial and tourist centres that stretch
along the coast and are heavily defended.
The sandy beaches which front these
resorts are a particular attraction and
maintenance of these in their current state
could become increasingly difficult in the
future under a scenario of rising sea levels.

Risk of flooding/erosion to
people and properties along
Paignton Seafront, including
Paignton Harbour.

Risk of flooding/erosion
to people and properties
along Paignton Seafront,
including Paignton
Harbour.

Risk of flooding/erosion to
people and properties along
Paignton Seafront, including
Paignton Harbour.

• An area to the west of Torre Abbey and East
of Torquay Station is currently protected by
a seawall but frequently experiences localised
flooding.

• To ensure critical services remain
operational.
• To ensure critical road and rail
linkages are maintained.
• To minimise the impact of policies on
marine operations and activities.

• Paignton is a tourist resort with a high
concentration of accommodation and a small
harbour with sailing club. Large areas of
Paignton including the esplanade, tourist
related shops, Paignton railway station and
bus station are at potential risk from
flooding.

There could also be environmental conflict
as a result of coastal squeeze where
intertidal areas are designated habitats.
There is a short section of undeveloped
cliffed coastline between Paignton and
Brixham, but here there are potential
development pressures at the back of the
sandy coves.

Risk of flooding to
preserved Paignton to
Broadsands railway.
Risk of flooding to
Broadsand wetland area.

Risk of flooding and
erosion to preserved
Paignton to Broadsands
railway.

Risk of flooding and erosion
to preserved Paignton to
Broadsands railway.
Risk of flooding and erosion
to Broadsands wetland area

Risk of flooding and
erosion to Broadsands
wetland area.

The embayed nature of this coastline
means that the beaches tend to be selfcontained, with limited sediment linkages
between them.
The South Devon CFMP (Environment
Agency 2008) recommends a P5 policy for
this area, which would involve taking
further action to reduce flood-risk.

• In both Paignton and Torquay, the bathing
beaches, such as Meadfoot Beach, Livermead
Sands, Preston and Paignton Sands,
Goodrington Sands and Broad Sands are an
important attraction, both due to the sandy
beaches and the easy access.

The CFMP includes consideration of fluvial
flood risk associated with tide-locking,
which may occur in the Torbay area

• At Broadsands there is a small area of
wetland, which could be at risk due to
coastal squeeze, particularly if further
development were to take place.
• The B3199, B3021 and A3022 follow the
coastline between Torquay and Paignton and
are at potential risk from flooding and
erosion.
• The railway lines runs along the frontage at
various stretches and there are key station at
Paignton and Torquay.
• There is also a preserved railway line that
runs between Paignton and Broadsands.
• There are proposals at Torbay to designate
all unprotected areas of shoreline as RIGS.
Brixham

• Brixham is renowned for its large harbour

• To avoid loss of property due to

Risk of flooding to Brixham

Risk of flooding to

Risk of flooding to Brixham
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HOPE’S NOSE TO BERRY HEAD
HEAD (TOR BAY)
Location/ feature

Key issues

Objectives that apply

Key Considerations

No Active Intervention Scenario
Short Term (to 2025)

(and fishing fleet) and attractive harbour
frontage, which is at potential risk from
flooding during exceptionally high tides,
particularly around Furze Lane, The Strand
and Pump Street.
• The town supports both residential and
tourist facilities and is also an important
commercial centre.
• There is also a small beach, known as
Breakwater Beach, which is an important
recreational amenity.
• Although there are link roads within the
town, the main link road to other town runs
inland and is therefore not at risk.
• There is a lifeboat station at the marina.
Tourist facilities

• The South West Coast Path runs along
stretches of this frontage – but there is
potential for this to be relocated.

erosion and/or manage risk of flooding
to people and property.
• To avoid loss due to erosion of and
manage risk of flooding to industrial,
commercial and economic assets and
activities.

Harbour and associated
industrial properties.
Potential risk of flooding/
erosion to people and
properties along the
seafront (Berryhead Road)

• To avoid loss due to erosion of and
manage risk of flooding to key
community, recreational and amenity
facilities.

Medium Term (to 2055)
Brixham Harbour and
associated industrial
properties.
Potential risk of flooding/
erosion to people and
properties along the
seafront (Berryhead
Road)

Long Term (to 2105)
Harbour and associated
industrial properties.
Potential risk of flooding/
erosion to people and
properties along the
seafront (Berryhead Road)

• To ensure critical services remain
operational.
• To minimise the impact of policies on
marine operations and activities.
• To avoid loss due to erosion of key
community, recreational and amenity
facilities.

Loss of tourist facilities due
to erosion and flood risk.

Loss of tourist facilities
due to erosion and flood
risk.

Loss of tourist facilities due
to erosion and flood risk.

• To allow natural processes and

Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
integrity of the SSSIs and
WHS, therefore NAI would
continue to maintain these
features.

Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
integrity of the SSSIs and
WHS, therefore NAI
would continue to
maintain these features.

Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
integrity of the SSSIs and
WHS, therefore NAI would
continue to maintain these
features.

The net area of cliff/ledge
top grassland habitats would
be reduced.

The net area of cliff/ledge
top grassland habitats
would be reduced.

The net area of cliff/ledge
top grassland habitats
would be reduced.

Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
integrity of the SSSIs and

Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
integrity of the SSSIs and

Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
integrity of the SSSIs and

• In addition to the main tourist beaches there
are a number of smaller pocket beaches and
coves, such as Elberry Cove and Churston
Cove.
• Berry Head Common and Country Park is an
important recreational asset for both locals
and tourist and there are associated facilities.
English Riviera Geopark

• Comprises a range of local sites of geological
interest including Churston Cove, Crystal
Cove, Daddyhole, Dyers Quarry, Hollicombe
Head to Corbyn’s Head, New Cut, Meadfoot
Sea Road, Roundham Head and Saltern Cove.

maintain visibility of geological
exposures throughout geological
SSSIs.

• Part of the Geopark covers the whole of this
policy unit.

South Hams SAC

• Designated for vegetated sea cliffs of the
Atlantic and Baltic coasts, European dry
heaths, semi-natural dry grasslands, caves
(some submerged wholly or partially) and
Tilio-Acerion forests of slopes, screes and
ravines.

• To maintain the integrity of

internationally
internationally designated sites and the
favourable condition of their interest
features.

• Also designated for the following species:

Rhinolophus hipposideros, Rhinolophus
ferrumequinm, Barbastella and Gentianella
anglica.
Daddyhole, Saltern
Cove, Dyer’s Quarry,
Meadfoot Sea Road,

• Erosion is key to the conservation of some
geological SSSIs, therefore the construction

• To allow natural processes and

maintain visibility of geological
exposures throughout geological
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HOPE’S NOSE TO BERRY HEAD
HEAD (TOR BAY)
Location/ feature

Key issues

Objectives that apply

Key Considerations

No Active Intervention Scenario
Short Term (to 2025)

New Cut Torquay and
Roundham Head SSSIs
(geological)

Hope’s Nose to Walls
Hill SSSI (biological)

of coastal defences may present a ‘threat’.

SSSIs.

• Support rich fossil fauna and yielding
interesting sedimentary structures.
• A botanically rich habitat, particularly
important for its limestone grasslands that
support rare and local plants and lichen-rich
flora.

• To avoid adverse impacts on,

conserve and where practical enhance
the designated
designated interest of nationally
designated conservation sites.

Medium Term (to 2055)

Long Term (to 2105)

WHS, therefore NAI would
continue to maintain these
features.

WHS, therefore NAI
would continue to
maintain these features.

WHS, therefore NAI would
continue to maintain these
features.

The net area of cliff/ledge
top grassland habitats would
be reduced.

The net area of cliff/ledge
top grassland habitats
would be reduced.

The net area of cliff/ledge
top grassland habitats
would be reduced.

Net change in the area of
intertidal habitats, and
increased risk of coastal
squeeze due to the
presence of a railway
embankment

Net change in the area of
intertidal habitats, and
increased risk of coastal
squeeze due to the
presence of a railway
embankment

Net change in the area of
intertidal habitats, and
increased risk of coastal
squeeze due to the
presence of a railway
embankment

Some erosion of caves and
sea cliffs.

Some erosion of caves
and sea cliffs. Potential
loss of some designated
flora and fauna.

Some erosion of caves and
sea cliffs. Potential loss of
some designated flora and
fauna.

• There is a risk that intertidal habitat seaward
of railway embankment could be lost due to
coastal squeeze (resulting from rising sea
levels).
Saltern Cove SSSI
(biological)

• Supports a diverse intertidal flora and fauna
including communities that are characteristic
of both sediment and rocky shores.

• To avoid adverse impacts on,

Berry Head to Sharkham
Point SSSI (biological)
and Berry Head NNR

• A former coastal limestone quarry

• To avoid adverse impacts on,

• Caves at the site provide breeding roosts for
greater and lesser horseshoe bats.
• Sea cliffs are home to a guillemot community,
nationally rare plants and eight species of
orchid.

conserve and where practical enhance
interest
the designated inte
rest of nationally
designated conservation sites.

where
conserve and w
here practical enhance
the designated interest of nationally
designated conservation sites.

Sugar Loaf Hill and
Saltern Cove LNR

• ‘Urban fringe LNR designated for its high
nature interest.

• To avoid adverse impacts on,
conserve and where practical, enhance
the designated interest of the locally
designated conservation sites.

NAI would maintain these
assets.

NAI would maintain
these assets

NAI would maintain these
assets

South Devon Area of
Outstanding Natural
Beauty

• The area is designated for its rich landscape
including its high coastal plateaux and cliff
coastline, estuaries, river valleys, coastal
lowland and village settlements. The AONB
designation aims to conserve and enhance
the natural beauty of the landscape by helping
to guide and manage change.

• To conserve and enhance AONBs and
avoid conflict with AONB
Management Plan or Heritage Coast
Objectives

Change in landscape
character of AONB.

Change in landscape
character of AONB.

Change in landscape
character of AONB.

Historic Environment
Assets

• Seven scheduled monuments lie along the
coastal strip. These are Ashhole Cavern, The
Bishop’s Palace, Chambered Tomb, Berry
Head Fort and Battery, WW2 Coastal
Battery at Battery Gardens, Torre Abbey and
Windmill Hill Cave.

• To avoid loss of scheduled and other
nationally important cultural heritage
sites.

Grades 1 and 2 listed
buildings at risk of flooding/
erosion in Torquay.
Paignton and Brixham.

Grades 1and 2 listed
buildings at risk of
flooding/ erosion in
Torquay. Paignton and
Brixham.

Grades 1 and 2 listed
buildings at risk of flooding/
erosion in Torquay.
Paignton and Brixham.

• This stretch of coast includes three
Registered Parks and Gardens; Oldway
Mansion, Princess Gardens and Royal
Terrace Gardens, and Castle Tor.
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HOPE’S NOSE TO BERRY HEAD
HEAD (TOR BAY)
Location/ feature

Key issues

Objectives that apply

Key Considerations

No Active Intervention Scenario
Short Term (to 2025)

Medium Term (to 2055)

Long Term (to 2105)

Agricultural Land

• A small area of Grade 3 agricultural land (e.g.
at Churston) stretches inland from the cliff
top. This area s generally elevated and
underlain by resistant bedrock and may not
be significantly at risk from flooding or
erosion.

• To avoid loss due to erosion of and/or
manage risk of flooding to agricultural
land.

Majority of section is urban.
However, a small section of
Grade 3 Agricultural land
may be at risk from
flooding/ erosion between
Broadsands and Brixham
adjacent to the South West
Coast Path.

Majority of section is
urban. However, a small
section of Grade 3
Agricultural land may be
at risk from flooding/
erosion between
Broadsands and Brixham
adjacent to the South
West Coast Path.

Majority of section is urban.
However, a small section of
Grade 3 Agricultural land
may be at risk from
flooding/ erosion between
Broadsands and Brixham
adjacent to the South West
Coast Path.

Historic landfill sites

• Clennon Valley Tip

To prevent pollution from contaminated
sources

Two historic landfill sites at
risk of flooding.

Two historic landfill sites
at risk of flooding.

Two historic landfill sites at
risk of flooding.

• Oxen cove
The current state of these historic landfill sites
(i.e. any details of remediation/removal etc) has
not been considered at this strategic level.
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BERRY HEAD TO BLACKSTONE POINT
Location/ feature

Key issues

Objectives that apply

Key Considerations

No Active Intervention Scenario
Short Term (to 2025)

Brixham

• On this side of the headland St Mary’s Bay is
the key area, which is backed by holiday
developments, including camp sites, caravan
parks and more permanent structures. There
are also car parking facilities. These assets
are located on high cliff tops on resistant
rock.
• The bathing beach is a key attraction.

Dartmouth

• A picturesque town supporting the Britannia
Royal Navy College, numerous shops, both
residential and tourist accommodation,
amenity facilities and associated
infrastructure. Although the main link road,
A379, runs inland, the B3205 is a key link
road within the town. The low-lying location
of some of these assets makes them
vulnerable to tidal flooding.
• There are National Trust Gardens.
• Several ferry crossings across the River Dart
and also harbour facilities.
• There is a small industrial site on the bank of
the river.
• There are beaches at Dartmouth Castle and
Sugary Cove.

Kingswear

• Kingswear is a small settlement at the mouth
of the River Dart. Flooding has been
experienced at Kingswear between Lower
Ferry Slipway and Collins Public Slipway
(involving private housing and Royal Dart
Yacht Club) and at Jubilee Park.
• This is a popular site for small vessels and
there are marine facilities.
• There is a ferry crossing to Dartmouth.
• Along the East bank of the Dart, the railway
line runs from Kingswear and links up to
Paignton and Torquay.
• There is a former Philips boatyard, the
frontage of which comprises reclaimed
estuary. This area is now being redeveloped
and there are current proposals to construct
100 water front units.

• To avoid loss of property due to
erosion and/or manage risk of flooding
to people and property.
• To avoid loss due to erosion of and
manage risk of flooding to key
community, recreational and amenity
facilities.
• To avoid loss of property due to
erosion and/or manage risk of flooding
to people and property.
• To avoid loss due to erosion of and
manage risk of flooding to industrial,
commercial and economic assets and
activities.
• To avoid loss due to erosion of and
manage risk of flooding to key
community, recreational and amenity
facilities.
• To ensure critical road and rail
linkages are maintained.
• To minimise the impact of policies on
marine operations and activities
• To avoid loss of property due to
erosion and/or manage risk of flooding
to people and property
• To avoid loss due to erosion of and
manage risk of flooding to industrial,
commercial and economic assets and
activities.
• To avoid loss due to erosion of and
manage risk of flooding to key
community, recreational and amenity
facilities.

This is a mainly cliffed stretch of coastline
that encompasses the Dart Estuary. Much
of it is undeveloped with development
centred at Dartmouth, Kingswear and
Brixham (St Mary’s Bay).
The coastline is characterised by cliffs of
outstanding landscape value and with local
concentrations of historic features,
therefore a key consideration will be the
conservation of these assets. For much of
the coast there should not be significant
conflict although beach access may be a
slight issue. Key areas where conflict could
arise are along the developed frontages
mentioned above.
In the long term natural coastal squeeze
may occur due to the combination of
resistant cliffs and rising sea levels. This may
have an impact on some designated
habitats.

Medium Term (to 2055)

Long Term (to 2105)

Limited impact on features
in Brixham.

Risk of erosion to people
and properties.

Risk of erosion to people
and properties.

Risk of flooding to people
and properties in
Dartmouth including
residential, commercial and
the Yacht Club. Particularly
the area along the River
Dart (South and North
Embankments) back to
Victoria road and side
streets.

Risk of flooding to people
and properties in
Dartmouth including
residential, commercial
and the Yacht Club.
Particularly the area along
the River Dart (South
and North Embankments)
back to Victoria road and
side streets.

Risk of flooding to people
and properties in
Dartmouth including
residential, commercial and
the Yacht Club. Particularly
the area along the River
Dart (South and North
Embankments) back to
Victoria road and side
streets.

Risk of flooding/erosion to
people and property.
Residences and recreational
facilities.

Risk of flooding/erosion
to people and property.
Residences and
recreational facilities.

Risk of flooding/erosion to
people and property.
Residences and recreational
facilities.

Risk of flooding and
disruption of Kingswear
Station, and the B3205
transport connections.

Risk of flooding and
disruption of Kingswear
Station, and the B3205
transport connections.

Risk of flooding and
disruption of Kingswear
Station, and the B3205
transport connections.

There is limited sediment linkage along the
coast due to its indented nature.
The South Devon CFMP (Environment
Agency 2008) recommends a P5 policy for
this area, which would involve taking
further action to reduce flood-risk.

• To ensure critical road and rail
linkages are maintained.
• To minimise the impact of policies on
marine operations and activities.

• There is a proposed National Trust managed
realignment project at Mansands between
Kingswear and Brixham.
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BERRY HEAD TO BLACKSTONE POINT
Location/ feature

Key issues

Objectives that apply

Key Considerations

No Active Intervention Scenario
Short Term (to 2025)

Isolated properties and
villages along both banks
of the River Dart

Isolated cliff top
properties and villages
along the open coast

• There are a number of isolated properties,
farmsteads and small settlements with
associated infrastructure. In most cases link
roads would only be lost with the properties,
not before.

• To avoid loss of property due to
erosion and/or manage risk of flooding
to people and property.

• There are a number of isolated properties,
farmsteads and small settlements with
associated infrastructure. In most cases link
roads would only be lost with the properties,
not before.

• To avoid loss of property due to
erosion and/or manage risk of flooding
to people and property.

Potential risk of flooding to
properties bordering the
River Dart at Dittisham.
Potential risk of flooding to
farms on the River Dart
near Cornworthy.

Medium Term (to 2055)
Potential risk of flooding
to properties bordering
the River Dart at
Dittisham.
Potential risk of flooding
to farms on the River
Dart near Cornworthy.

Long Term (to 2105)
Potential risk of flooding to
properties bordering the
River Dart at Dittisham.
Potential risk of flooding to
farms on the River Dart
near Cornworthy.

Risk of flooding/erosion to
cliff top property at
Crabbrock point and Man
Sands

Risk of flooding/erosion
to cliff top property at
Crabbrock point and Man
Sands

Risk of flooding/erosion to
cliff top property at
Crabbrock point and Man
Sands

Risk of flooding/erosion to
cliff top properties at the
western bank of the
entrance to the River Dart
Estuary

Risk of flooding/erosion
to cliff top properties at
the western bank of the
entrance to the River
Dart Estuary

Risk of flooding/erosion to
cliff top properties at Inner
Froward Point.
Risk of flooding/ erosion to
cliff top properties at the
western bank of the
entrance to the River Dart
Estuary
Risk of flooding/ erosion to
cliff top property at the
western bank of the
entrance to the River Dart
Estuary near Lower Week

Tourist facilities

• The South West Coast Path runs along
stretches of this frontage – but there is
potential for this to be relocated.

• To avoid loss due to erosion of key
community, recreational and amenity
facilities.

South West Coast path at
risk of flooding/erosion
between Long Sands and
Coleton Fishacre.

South West Coast path
at risk of flooding/
erosion between Long
Sands and Coleton
Fishacre.

South West Coast path at
risk of flooding/ erosion
between Long Sands and
Coleton Fishacre.

• To allow natural processes and

Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
integrity of the Geopark,
therefore NAI would
continue to enhance these
features.

Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
integrity of the Geopark,
therefore NAI would
continue to enhance
these features.

Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
integrity of the Geopark,
therefore NAI would
continue to enhance these
features.

The net area of cliff/ledge
top grassland habitats would
be reduced.

The net area of cliff/ledge
top grassland habitats
would be reduced.

The net area of cliff/ledge
top grassland habitats
would be reduced.

• Much of the coast is owned by the National
Trust. There are also a number of car parks
and beach access points to the various
pockets bays, such as Man Sands, Long Sands
and Scabbacombe Sands.
English Riviera Geopark

• Comprises a range of local sites of geological
interest including Berry Head to Sharkham
Point and Sharkham Iron Mine.
• A small part of the Geopark falls within the
northern section of this policy unit.

South Hams SAC

• Designated for vegetated sea cliffs of the
Atlantic and Baltic coasts, European dry
heaths, semi-natural dry grasslands, caves
(some submerged wholly or partially) and
Tilio-Acerion forests of slopes, screes and

maintain visibility of geological
exposures throughout geological
SSSIs.

• To maintain the integrity of

internationally designated sites and the
favourable condition of their interest
features.
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BERRY HEAD TO BLACKSTONE POINT
Location/ feature

Key issues

Objectives that apply

Key Considerations

No Active Intervention Scenario
Short Term (to 2025)

Medium Term (to 2055)

Long Term (to 2105)

ravines.
• Also designated for the following species:

Rhinolophus hipposideros, Rhinolophus
ferrumequinm, Barbastella and Gentianella
anglica.
Berry Head to Sharkham
Point SSSI/Berry Head
NNR (biological)

• Caves at the site provide breeding roosts for
greater and lesser horseshoe bats.

Scabbacombe SSSI
(biological)

• Supports field eryngo Eryngium campestre.

Froward Point SSSI
(biological)

• This site is important for its coastal plant
communities and in particular for the
maritime heathland and grassland, which
support several local and rare species.

• To avoid adverse impacts on,

Lord’s Wood SSSI
(biological)

• One of the best examples of oak-hazel-ash
woodland in Devon and an important
representative of woods developed on loamy
soils in western and northern Britain.

• To avoid adverse impacts on,

Berry Head and Berry
Head (Southern
Redoubt) Area of
Special Protection

• This is an area of coastal waters lying off
Berry Head and has been designated an Area
of Special Protection for wild birds under the
Wildlife and Countryside Act.

• To avoid adverse impacts on,

South Devon Area of
Outstanding Natural
Beauty and Heritage
Coast

• The area is designated for its rich landscape
including its high coastal plateaux and rugged
coastline, estuaries, distinctive river estuary
of the Dart, coastal lowland, settlements and
urban fringes.

• Sea cliffs are home to a guillemot community,
nationally rare plants and eight species of
orchid.

• To avoid adverse impacts on,

Some erosion of caves and
sea cliffs.

Some erosion of caves
and sea cliffs. Potential
loss of some designated
flora and fauna.

Some erosion of caves and
sea cliffs. Potential loss of
some designated flora and
fauna.

Little or no loss of
improved grassland feature.

Little or no loss of
improved grassland
feature.

Little or no loss of
improved grassland feature.

The net area of cliff/ledge
top grassland/heathland
habitats would be reduced.

The net area of cliff/ledge
top grassland/heathland
habitats would be
reduced.

The net area of cliff/ledge
top grassland/heathland
habitats would be reduced.

No flooding or erosion of
this woodland feature.

No flooding or erosion of
this woodland feature.

No flooding or erosion of
this woodland feature.

Some erosion of caves and
sea cliffs.

Some erosion of caves
and sea cliffs. Potential
loss of some designated
flora and fauna.

Some erosion of caves and
sea cliffs. Potential loss of
some designated flora and
fauna.

• To conserve and enhance AONBs and
avoid conflict with AONB
Management Plan or Heritage Coast
Objectives

Change in landscape
character of AONB.

Change in landscape
character of AONB.

Change in landscape
character of AONB.

• To avoid loss of scheduled and other
nationally important cultural heritage
sites.

Grade 2 listed buildings at
risk of flooding/ erosion
predominantly in
Dartmouth, but also spread
throughout the River Dart
corridor.

Grade 2 listed buildings
at risk of flooding/
erosion predominantly in
Dartmouth, but also
spread throughout the
River Dart corridor.

Grade 2 listed buildings at
risk of flooding/ erosion
predominantly in
Dartmouth, but also spread
throughout the River Dart
corridor.

Scheduled monument at
risk of flooding, the D-Day
Landing craft site near

Scheduled monument at
risk of flooding, the DDay Landing craft site

Scheduled monument at
risk of flooding, the D-Day
Landing craft site near

conserve and where practical enhance
designated
the designate
d interest of nationally
designated conservation sites.
• To avoid adverse impacts on,

conserve and where practical enhance
the designated interest of nationally
designated conservation sites.
conserve and where practical enhance
the designated interest of nationally
designated conservation sites.

conserve and where practical enhance
the designated interest of nationally
designated conservation sites.
conserve and where practical enhance
the designated interest of nationally
designated conservation sites.

• The AONB aims to conserve the best
qualities of the landscape by helping to guide
and manage change.
Historic Environment
Assets

• 14 scheduled monuments lie along the
coastal strip. These include D-Day landing
craft sites, churches, castles, forts and
batteries, including Dartmouth Castle, Berry
Head fort and battery and Bayards Cove
Castle, however, many of these are not at
risk due to the resistant nature of this
coastline. However these assets are located
on high ground on resistant rock and are
therefore unlikely to be at significantly risk
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BERRY HEAD TO BLACKSTONE POINT
Location/ feature

Key issues

Objectives that apply

Key Considerations

No Active Intervention Scenario
Short Term (to 2025)

from flooding or erosion.

wadden court.

• This stretch of coast includes 3 Registered
Parks and Gardens: 2 of which are in the
inner estuary; Greenway and Sharpham
House, and Coleton Fishacre.

Medium Term (to 2055)

Long Term (to 2105)

near wadden court.

wadden court.

Additionally; D-Day
Landing craft maintenance
sites at South East of May
pool and south of Lower
Noss Point, and Gallants
Bower and Dartmouth
Castle may also be at risk
of flooding/ erosion.

Additionally; D-Day Landing
craft maintenance sites at
South East of May pool and
south of Lower Noss Point,
and Gallants Bower and
Dartmouth Castle may also
be at risk of flooding/
erosion.

Agricultural Land

• Farmland stretches inland from the cliff top,
therefore any erosion will affect net area.
However, this is low-grade farmland (Grade
3 and below). Much of the coastline is
fringed by a broad band of rough scrub land,
woodland or coastal heath and therefore the
actively farmed agricultural land, being mostly
elevated and set back from the cliff edge, is
not generally at risk of loss from erosion.

• To avoid loss due to erosion of and/or
manage risk of flooding to agricultural
land.

Grade 3 and 4 agricultural
land at risk of flooding/
erosion.

Grade 3 and 4
agricultural land at risk of
flooding/ erosion.

Grade 3 and 4 agricultural
land at risk of flooding/
erosion.

Historic landfill sites

• Sharkham Point Tip

To prevent pollution from contaminated
sources

Waterhead Creek historic
landfill site at risk of
flooding.

Waterhead Creek
historic landfill site at risk
of flooding.

Waterhead Creek historic
landfill site at risk of
flooding.

Sharkham Point tip at risk
of erosion.

Sharkham Point tip at risk
of erosion.

• Waterhead Creek
The current state of these historic landfill sites
(i.e. any details of remediation/removal etc) has
not been considered at this strategic level.
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BLACKSTONE POINT TO START POINT
Location/ feature

Slapton Sands and
Torcross

Key issues
• Torcross is a small village at the southern
end of Slapton Sands, which is famous as
being the training area for the WWII D-Day
Landing. It comprises houses, tourist
accommodation and facilities, such as a car
park. There is an existing engineered coast
defence (concrete wave return wall and
boulders) fronting the village.
• It is a popular area for the wide shingle
beach.
• The main link road, the A379, runs along the
top of the shingle ridge, seaward of Slapton
Ley and is known as the Slapton Line. It
forms part of the wider link between the
communities of Kingsbridge and Dartmouth
(and the intervening villages). The A379 is
occasionally closed due to storm damage
(e.g. in 2001 for several months). An
alternative route for drivers between
Dartmouth and Torcross involves a
considerably longer detour via Kingsbridge.
A new shorter inland diversion route has
recently been signed along minor lanes
suitable for light traffic during closures of the
A379.

Objectives that apply
• To avoid loss of property due to
erosion and/or manage risk of flooding
to people and property.
• To avoid loss due to erosion of and
manage risk of flooding to key
community, recreational and amenity
facilities.
• To ensure critical road and rail
linkages are maintained.

Key Considerations

This coastline is characterised by a shingle
barrier which over a geological timescale
has migrated landwards resulting in the
emergence of headlands and interruption of
sediment drift. There are a number of
shingle beaches, with the longest stretch
being Slapton Sands, which are an important
tourist attraction.
The coastline is characterised by vegetated
sea cliffs, shingle ridges and freshwater
lagoons and is therefore of outstanding
environmental, landscape and
geological/geomorphological value. A key
consideration will therefore be the
conservation of this asset.
Developments along this stretch are small in
scale, but potential conflict exists between
protecting these urban areas and critical
road infrastructure, notably the A379 that
runs along Slapton Sands and the nationally
designated freshwater lagoons from
increasing rates of erosion while maintaining
the geological exposures and allowing
natural change. There is also high grade
agricultural land along the cliff tops.

No Active Intervention Scenario
Short Term (to 2025)

Medium Term (to 2055)

Long Term (to 2105)

A379 between Torcross
and Slapton Sands at risk
from flooding/erosion.

A379 between Torcross
and Slapton Sands at risk
from flooding/erosion.
However, Consultant
engineers Scott Wilson,
employed by the Slapton
Line Partnership,
concluded that the road
should be viable for 3050 years or so.

A379 between Torcross
and Slapton Sands at risk
from flooding/erosion.

Risk of flooding/erosion to
people and properties in
Torcross along the A379.
Risk of flooding/erosion to
people and properties in
Slapton Sands in the centre
of Slapton village.

Risk of flooding/erosion
to people and properties
in Torcross along the
A379.
Risk of flooding/erosion
to people and properties
in Slapton Sands in the
centre of Slapton village.

Risk of flooding/erosion to
people and properties in
Torcross along the A379.
Risk of flooding/erosion to
people and properties in
Slapton Sands in the centre
of Slapton village.
Potential breach of shingle
barrier beach resulting in a
change to the lake system
from freshwater to a tidal
lagoon. However, the
timescales of these events
depend on prediction
scenarios for wave energy
and sea level changes and
storm return periods.

• Slapton Bridge crosses Slapton Ley to link
Slapton with the A379 and provide direct
beach access.
• Long-term sea level rise is causing roll-back
of the barrier beach at Slapton Sands over
the next 50 years, which needs to be
managed (Scott Wilson 2000).
• Extensive coastal management research,
consultation and policy development work
undertaken since 2001 by the Slapton Line
Partnership. The current adopted policy for
Slapton Line reads:

“The A379 main road running along the back of
Slapton Sands will become increasingly
vulnerable to wave erosion. Rising sea levels
and more frequent storm events are
predicted. A policy for managing the coast and
road in future has been adopted by the Slapton
Line Partnership. The policy is to maintain the
continuity of the main road link by repairing
erosion and moving sections of the road very
slightly inland for as long as this is practicable,
but on the clear understanding that the road
will have to be abandoned. The timing of the
closure of the road link is uncertain, and
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BLACKSTONE POINT TO START POINT
Location/ feature

Key issues

Objectives that apply

Key Considerations

No Active Intervention Scenario
Short Term (to 2025)

Medium Term (to 2055)

Long Term (to 2105)

depends on natural processes and the speed of
erosion. In the meantime, the Slapton Line
Partnership is working with local communities
to develop and implement an adaptation plan in
preparation for the eventual loss of the road.
This effectively means a policy of managed
retreat along Slapton Sands in the medium to
long term, except for the defended village of
Torcross at the Southern end where a
continuation of “holding the line” is anticipated.
Beesands

• Beesands is a small village fronted by the
shingle beach of Bee Sands. The main
southern part of the village is defended by an
existing engineered scheme (concrete wall
and boulders.

• To avoid loss of property due to
erosion and/or manage risk of flooding
to people and property.

Risk of flooding/erosion to
people and property on the
sea front at Beesands.

Risk of flooding/erosion
to people and property
on the sea front at
Beesands.

Risk of flooding/erosion to
people and property on the
sea front at Beesands.

• To avoid loss of property due to
erosion and/or manage risk of
flooding to people and property.

Limited impact on
properties in Strete in the 0
– 20 year.

Isolated properties in
Strete at risk due to
erosion

Isolated properties in Strete
at risk due to erosion

• To avoid loss due to erosion of and
manage risk of flooding to industrial,
commercial and economic assets and
activities.

Minimal erosion-risk posed
to new development on cliff
at Hallsands due to geology
of cliff.

Minimal erosion-risk
posed to new
development on cliff at
Hallsands due to geology
of cliff.

• To the north of the village, there is an
extensive boulder defence scheme, which
has recently been augmented by South Hams
District Council (building on top of an earlier
gabion defence scheme which was failing) to
protect the open area of flat amenity land
behind (known as Beesands village green,
owned by the Council). It also protects the
track from erosion, which provides access to
the small group of cottages (“Beesands
Cellars”) at the northern end and that
provides informal car parking alongside the
track.
• The village comprises both tourist and
residential accommodation.
• Part of the village runs along the back of the
beach and is fronted by the link road and
promenade, as well as an engineered coast
defence scheme comprising a wave return
wall and boulders. Apart from this the main
link roads run inland from the village,
therefore there is not a risk of the village
becoming cut off.
Isolated properties and
coastal hamlets

• The village of Strete is located on a cliff
above Start Bay and comprises a number of
houses and a chalet site; these may be
vulnerable to erosion.
• There are isolated properties and farmsteads
at the top of the cliffs.
• South Hallsands is famous for the loss of the
old village (that occurred due to offshore
dredging) and the remains are a tourist
attraction (although access is limited to a
look-out post). Redevelopment is currently

Minimal erosion-risk posed
to new development on cliff
at Hallsands due to geology
of cliff.
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BLACKSTONE POINT TO START POINT
Location/ feature

Key issues

Objectives that apply

Key Considerations

No Active Intervention Scenario
Short Term (to 2025)

Medium Term (to 2055)

Long Term (to 2105)

taking place at north Hallsands, at the
location of the former hotel.
Tourist facilities

• The South West Coast Path runs along
stretches of this frontage – but there is
potential for this to be relocated.

• To avoid loss due to erosion of key
community, recreational and amenity
facilities.

Potential for loss of some
tourist facilities and car
parks at a number of small
beach and cove access
points e.g. Near street Gate
and the A379 between
Slapton and Strete.

South West Coast Path
south of Bee Sands at
risk due to erosion/
flooding.

• To avoid adverse impacts on,
conserve and where practical, enhance
the designated interest of the locally
designated conservation sites.

Net area of freshwater
habitats may be reduced

Net area of freshwater
habitats will be reduced

Net area of freshwater
habitats will be reduced

• To maintain the integrity of

Net area of vegetated sea
cliffs may be reduced by
erosion.

Net area of vegetated
sea cliffs may be reduced
by erosion.

Net area of vegetated sea
cliffs may be reduced by
erosion.

Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
integrity of the SSSIs and
GCRs, therefore NAI
would continue to maintain
these features.

Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
integrity of the SSSIs and
GCRs, therefore NAI
would continue to
maintain these features.

Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
integrity of the SSSIs and
GCRs, therefore NAI
would continue to maintain
these features.

Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
integrity of the SSSIs and
NNR, therefore NAI would
continue to maintain the
geomorphological interest
features.

Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
integrity of the SSSIs and
NNR, therefore NAI
would continue to
maintain the
geomorphological
interest features.

Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
integrity of the SSSIs and
NNR, therefore NAI would
continue to maintain the
geomorphological interest
features.

• The area is popular for its mix of wide
shingle beaches and small pocket coves.
There are a number of car parks, visitor
facilities and beach access points such as at
Blackpool Sands, which is at risk of flooding
and erosion.
• In this coastal sector there are two other
beach-head car parks, which have been
defended in the past by boulder defences –
Blackpool Sands (very heavily used
commercial beach site) and North Hallsands
(a comparatively quiet and less visited beach
site).
County Wildlife Sites

• Widdicombe Ley is a freshwater lagoon
which sits behind Bee Sands.
• There is also an area of wetland habitat
behind North Hallsands.

South Devon Shore
Dock SAC

• Designated for its vegetated sea cliffs of the
Atlantic and Baltic coasts, and for Rumex

rupestris.
Hallsands to Beesands
SSSI (geological) and
GCRs

• Hallsands to Beesands SSSI is notified for
geological and geomorphological features
including the cliff-face exposures of Variscan
structures.

internationally
internationally designated sites and the
favourable condition of their interest
features.
• To allow natural processes and

maintain visibility of geological
exposures
exposures throughout geological
SSSIs.

• The coastline at Hallsands is important for
the understanding of coastal erosion
processes. It is also regarded as a “classic
locality for both its geomorphological
interest and as an example of the
implications of coastal sediment extraction.”

Freshwater lagoons
including Slapton Ley
SSSI/NNR

• Slapton Ley SSSI is the largest freshwater
natural lagoon in south-west England and is
separated from the sea by a shingle ridge.
• The SSSI is designated for its beach enclosing
the lagoon, vegetated shingle, reedbed and
fen woodland communities, breeding birds,
vascular plant assemblage and lichen
assemblage.

• To avoid adverse impacts on, conserve

and where practical enhance the
designated interest of nationally
designated conservation sites.
• To support natural processes

Potential for changes to
freshwater lagoons.

Potential for loss of
tourist facilities and car
parks at a number of
small beach and cove
access points e.g. Near
street Gate, Blackpool
Sands and the A379
between Slapton and
Strete

Potential for changes to
freshwater lagoons.

South West Coast Path
south of Bee Sands at risk
due to erosion/ flooding.
Potential for loss of tourist
facilities and car parks at a
number of small beach and
cove access points e.g. Near
street Gate, Blackpoool
Sands and the A379
between Slapton and Strete

Potential for changes to
freshwater lagoons.
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BLACKSTONE POINT TO START POINT
Location/ feature

Key issues

Objectives that apply

Key Considerations

No Active Intervention Scenario
Short Term (to 2025)

Prawle Point and Start
Point SSSI (biological)

• This site is of national importance for its
lichens, which are present on the hard rock
outcrops.
• In the areas of short turf on the cliffs a
number of maritime (including rare)
flowering plants are supported.

• To avoid adverse impacts on,

conserve and where practical enhance
the designated interest of nationally
designated conservation sites.

Medium Term (to 2055)

Long Term (to 2105)

NAI likely to improve the
SSSI though inappropriate
scrub control, fencing and
grazing largely impacts upon
its condition.

Potential for change in
cliff top vegetation
through erosion.

Potential for change in cliff
top vegetation through
erosion.

However, NAI likely to
improve the SSSI though
inappropriate scrub
control, fencing and
grazing largely impacts
upon its condition.

However, NAI likely to
improve the SSSI though
inappropriate scrub control,
fencing and grazing largely
impacts upon its condition

Change in landscape
character of AONB.

Change in landscape
character of AONB

Change in landscape
character of AONB

NAI may conflict with some
of the AONB management
actions e.g. at Beesands
where there is a project
target to construct a coast
defence enhancement
scheme at the southern end
of the village.

NAI may conflict with
some of the AONB
management actions e.g.
at Beesands where there
is a project target to
construct a coast
defence enhancement
scheme at the southern
end of the village.

NAI may conflict with some
of the AONB management
actions e.g. at Beesands
where there is a project
target to construct a coast
defence enhancement
scheme at the southern end
of the village.

• The cliffs cut into head deposits support
many species of bees and wasps and is
nationally important for these creatures.
• Both the dense scrub at the top of the cliffs
and the cliff ledges are important bird
breeding sites.

South Devon Area of
Outstanding Natural
Beauty and Heritage
Coast

• The area is designated for its rich landscape
including its high coastal plateaux and rugged
coastline, estuaries, distinctive river
estuaries, coastal lowland, settlements and
urban fringes.

• To conserve and enhance AONBs and
avoid conflict with AONB
Management Plan or Heritage Coast
Objectives

• The AONB aims to conserve the best
qualities of the landscape by helping to guide
and manage change.
• Within this coastal section, the AONB
Management Plan has a programme of action
for

Historic Environment
Assets

-

Slapton Line for three years until 2010.
This is to develop and implement an
innovative and sustainable community
based adaptation programme for the
coast and the affected communities.

-

Beesands: to develop a local framework
of agreement for the future management
of the coastline north of the village, in
response to erosion by the sea and
pressure from traffic. Subject to the
outcome, prepare a costed programme
of action and seek resources to
implement it.

• One Scheduled Monument lies along this
stretch of coastline; Site of Chapel at Manor
Farm – however, this should not be at risk.
• No registered parks and gardens lie along
this stretch of coastline.
• Hallsands is a ‘lost village’ and is considered
an important heritage asset. English Heritage
desire to protect the archaeology on this

However, generally a policy
of NAI complements the
AONB Management
Policies e.g at Slapton Ley
NNR where there is an
action to develop a strategy
for adapting the reserve to
predicted climate and
coastal change.

• To avoid loss of scheduled and other
nationally important cultural heritage
sites.

However, generally a
policy of NAI
complements the AONB
Management Policies e.g
at Slapton Ley NNR
where there is an action
to develop a strategy for
adapting the reserve to
predicted climate and
coastal change.

However, generally a policy
of NAI complements the
AONB Management
Policies e.g at Slapton Ley
NNR where there is an
action to develop a strategy
for adapting the reserve to
predicted climate and
coastal change.

Grade 2 listed buildings at
risk of erosion/ flooding
throughout the section,
predominantly at Torcross
and Beesands.

Grade 2 listed buildings
at risk of erosion/
flooding throughout the
section, predominantly at
Torcross and Beesands.

Grade 2 listed buildings at
risk of erosion/ flooding
throughout the section,
predominantly at Torcross
and Beesands.

Hallsands ‘lost village’ at
risk of flooding/ erosion.

Hallsands ‘lost village’ at
risk of flooding/ erosion.

Hallsands ‘lost village’ at risk
of flooding/ erosion.
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BLACKSTONE POINT TO START POINT
Location/ feature

Key issues

Objectives that apply

Key Considerations

No Active Intervention Scenario
Short Term (to 2025)

Medium Term (to 2055)

Long Term (to 2105)

• To avoid loss due to erosion of and/or
manage risk of flooding to agricultural
land.

Small areas of Grade 3 and
5 agricultural land at risk
due to flooding/ erosion
between Blackstone point
and Stoke flemming and Bee
Sands and Start point.
Section is predominantly
non-agricultural.

Small areas of Grade 3
and 5 agricultural land at
risk due to flooding/
erosion between
Blackstone point and
Stoke flemming and Bee
Sands and Start point.
Section is predominantly
non-agricultural.

Small areas of Grade 3 and
5 agricultural land at risk
due to flooding/ erosion
between Blackstone point
and Stoke flemming and Bee
Sands and Start point.
Section is predominantly
non-agricultural.

• To minimise the impact of policies on
marine operations and activities

There is likely to be some
slip ways and mooring
vulnerable to flooding and
erosion.

There is likely to be
some slip ways and
mooring vulnerable to
flooding and erosion.

There is likely to be some
slip ways and mooring
vulnerable to flooding and
erosion.

undefended section of coastline.
Agricultural Land

• A mixture of high and low grade (Grades 2
to 4) farmland stretches inland from the cliff
tops.
Much of the coastline is fringed by a broad band
of rough scrub land, woodland or coastal heath
and therefore the actively farmed agricultural
land, being mostly elevated and set back from
the cliff edge, is not generally at risk of loss
from erosion.

Marine Service Industry

• Potential impacts on the marine service
industry (e.g. slipways, boatyards, moorings
and access to the coast such as for lifeboats)
from sea level rise.

• To ensure critical services remain
operational
• To avoid loss due to erosion of and
manage risk of flooding to industrial,
commercial and economic assets and
activities 1
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START POINT TO BOLT HEAD
Location/
Location/ feature

Isolated properties,
infrastructure and
coastal hamlets

Key issues

Objectives that apply

• There are isolated properties, coastal
hamlets and farmsteads at the top of the
cliffs and also within the Kingsbridge Estuary.

• To avoid loss of property due to
erosion and/or manage risk of
flooding to people and property.

• There is a minor tidal road from East
Portlemouth to Goodshelter (Waterhead
Creek), which is flooded in places at high
tide.

• To ensure critical road and rail
linkages are maintained.

Key Considerations

This is a mainly undeveloped length of
coastline (with the exception of
Kingsbridge and Salcombe) with minimal
coastal defences. The coastline is
characterised by cliffs of outstanding
landscape and geological /geomorphological
value, therefore a key consideration will be
the conservation of these features.
Maintaining the ‘naturalness’ of the
Salcombe-Kingsbridge Estuary (dendritic
ria) is crucial.

Kingsbridge

• Kingsbridge is an ancient market town and
holiday centre with a varied selection of
residential, commercial and amenity facilities,
located at the head of the Kingsbridge
Estuary.
• The A379, which links the communities of
Kingsbridge and Dartmouth (and the
intervening villages) runs parallel to the
estuary from Kingsbridge to Southville. This
section of road is subject to occasional
flooding.
• There is a potential managed realignment site
on the Kingsbridge Estuary at Charlton
Marsh.

• To avoid loss of property due to
erosion and/or manage risk of
flooding to people and property.
• To avoid loss due to erosion of and
manage risk of flooding to industrial,
commercial and economic assets and
activities.

Potential conflict exists between protecting
urban areas (such as Salcombe and
Kingsbridge), road infrastructure such as
the A379 and high concentration of historic
assets from increasing rates of
erosion/flooding while allowing intertidal
habitats to migrate inland naturally with
rising sea levels.

No Active Intervention Scenario
Short Term (to 2025)

Medium Term (to 2055)

Isolated properties at risk
from flooding/erosion:

Isolated properties at risk
from flooding/erosion:

-

Lannacombe beach

-

-

West of
Lannacombe Beach

Lannacombe
beach

-

West of
Lannacombe
Beach

-

Mealcombe
(Hamlet?)

-

East bank of
Kingsbridge Estuary:
East Portlemouth

-

Mealcombe
(Hamlet?)

-

East bank of
Kingsbridge
Estuary: East
Portlemouth

Long Term (to 2105)
Isolated properties at risk
from flooding/erosion:
-

Lannacombe beach

-

West of
Lannacombe Beach

-

Mealcombe
(Hamlet?)

-

East bank of
Kingsbridge Estuary:
East Portlemouth

Risk of flooding to people
and properties in the centre
of Kingsbridge.

Risk of flooding to people
and properties in the
centre of Kingsbridge.

Risk of flooding to people
and properties in the centre
of Kingsbridge.

Section of the A38
potentially at risk from
flooding/erosion.

Section of the A38
potentially at risk from
flooding/erosion.

Section of the A38
potentially at risk from
flooding/erosion.

Risk of flooding to people
and properties in Salcombe;
predominantly along Cliff
Road and Island street
(including the marina).

Increased risk of flooding
to people and properties
in Salcombe;
predominantly along Cliff
Road and Island street
(including the marina).

Increased risk of flooding to
people and properties in
Salcombe; predominantly
along Cliff Road and Island
street (including the
marina).

Risk of flooding to B3204
(Cliff Road).

Increased risk of flooding to
B3204 (Cliff Road).

• To avoid loss due to erosion of and
manage risk of flooding to key
community, recreational and amenity
facilities.
• To ensure critical road and rail
linkages are maintained.
• To minimise the impact of policies on
marine operations and activities.

Salcombe

• A popular tourist resort and sailing centre,
which includes a harbour, gardens, quay,
maritime museum, lifeboat station and
remains of Salcombe Castle, as well as
various residential tourist and commercial
properties.
• The B3024 in Salcombe runs parallel to
Salcombe Harbour. This section of road may
be subject to flooding though an alternative
inland road is available. Smaller roads link
Salcombe to nearby villages and one of these
runs alongside Batson Creek, although an
alternative route may be possible.
• The lower section of Salcombe is already
subject to flooding at high spring tides, but
much of the town lies landward on higher
land.

• To avoid loss of property due to
erosion and/or manage risk of
flooding to people and property.
• To avoid loss due to erosion of and
manage risk of flooding to industrial,
commercial and economic assets and
activities.
• To avoid loss due to erosion of and
manage risk of flooding to key
community, recreational and amenity
facilities.

Risk of flooding to B3204
(Cliff Road).

• To ensure critical road and rail
linkages are maintained.
• To minimise the impact of policies on
marine operations and activities.
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START POINT TO BOLT HEAD
Location/
Location/ feature

Key issues

Objectives that apply

Key Considerations

No Active Intervention Scenario
Short Term (to 2025)

Medium Term (to 2055)

Long Term (to 2105)

• Although the town mainly fronts Salcombe
Harbour there are two small tourist bathing
beaches to the south; Salcombe-North Sands
and Salcombe-South Sands. The sandy nature
of these beaches is an attraction. Link roads
to these beaches run along the coastline and
alternative routes would require lengthy
detours.
• There is a ferry link to the east bank of the
harbour, from Salcombe.
• The Harbour is popular for fishing and sailing
and there are quays, a yacht club and lifeboat
Station. A jetty at Salcombe has recently
been lost to the sea.
• Salcombe forms a hard backdrop to probably
the most sensitive stretch of foreshore of
the estuary and will act as a barrier to any
natural progression up the shore with sea
level rise – eelgrass beds supporting
populations of rare fan mussels, seahorses,
algae, etc..
• Some freshwater reedbed sites could be
affected by tidal flooding e.g. at West
Charleton and at Salcombe North Sands.
Tourist facilities

• The South West Coast Path runs along
stretches of this frontage – but there is
potential for this to be relocated.

• To avoid loss due to erosion of key
community, recreational and amenity
facilities.

Risk of flooding to
community and recreational
amenities including
Salcombe Marina.

Risk of flooding to
community and
recreational amenities
including Salcombe
Marina.

Risk of flooding to
community and recreational
amenities including
Salcombe Marina.

• To maintain the integrity of

Potential for change in net
extent of vegetation on cliff.

Potential for change in
net extent of vegetation
on cliff.

Potential for change in net
extent of vegetation on cliff.

Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
integrity of the SSSI. NAI
would continue to maintain
and enhance the geological
interest features.

Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
integrity of the SSSI. NAI
would continue to
maintain and enhance the
geological interest
features.

Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
integrity of the SSSI. NAI
would continue to maintain
and enhance the geological
interest features.

• There are numerous pocket beaches, for
example Mill Bay, Soar Mill Cove and
Lannacombe, with related access points and
car park facilities. Access to the rocky shores
tends to be limited due to the nature of this
coastline.
• Much of this coastline is owned by the
National Trust.
South Devon Shore
Dock SAC

• Designated for its vegetated sea cliffs of the
Atlantic and Baltic coasts, and for Rumex

rupestris.
Prawle Point and Start
Point SSSI (geological)

• The Prawle Point and Start Point SSSI is
designated because it provides one of the
best examples of head deposits, which is
particularly well-exposed along the coast.
• The SSSI also refers to the valuable sequence
of shore platforms and is a key locality,
demonstrating a rare example of active
bedrock weathering.

internationally designated sites and the
favourable condition of their interest
features.
• To allow natural processes and

maintain visibility of geological
exposures throughout geological
SSSIs.
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START POINT TO BOLT HEAD
Location/
Location/ feature

Key issues

Objectives that apply

Key Considerations

No Active Intervention Scenario
Short Term (to 2025)

Medium Term (to 2055)

Long Term (to 2105)

Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
integrity of the SSSI. NAI
would continue to maintain
the biological interest
features and enhance the
lower cliff vegetation above
the intertidal zone.

Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
integrity of the SSSI. NAI
would continue to
maintain the biological
interest features and
enhance the lower cliff
vegetation above the
intertidal zone.

Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
integrity of the SSSI. NAI
would continue to maintain
the biological interest
features and enhance the
lower cliff vegetation above
the intertidal zone.

Gradual increase in
intertidal habitat and
gradual reversion of
freshwater marsh to
brackish habitat if
constrained by hard
defences, other structures
or topography.

Increase in intertidal
habitat (if not squeezed
against manmade
structures). Loss of
freshwater habitat in
hinterland due to saline
intrusion if constrained
by hard defences, other
structures or
topography..

Increase in intertidal habitat
(if not squeezed against
manmade structures). Loss
of freshwater habitat in
hinterland due to saline
intrusion if constrained by
hard defences, other
structures or topography..

The net area of cliff top
grassland and heathland
habitats may be reduced.

The net area of cliff top
grassland and heathland
habitats may be reduced.

The net area of cliff top
grassland and heathland
habitats may be reduced.

Change in landscape
character of AONB

Change in landscape
character of AONB

Change in landscape
character of AONB

• In this coastal section, the loss of geological
features has been largely due to
inappropriate scrub control.
Prawle Point and Start
Point SSSI (biological)

• This site is of national importance for its
lichens, which are present on the hard rock
outcrops.
• In the areas of short turf on the cliffs a
number of maritime (including rare)
flowering plants are supported.
• The cliffs cut into head deposits support
many species of bees and wasps and is
nationally important for these creatures.

• To allow natural processes and

maintain visibility of geological
exposures throughout geological
SSSIs.
• To avoid adverse impacts on,

conserve and where practical enhance
interest
the designated intere
st of nationally
designated conservation sites.

• Both the dense scrub at the top of the cliffs
and the cliff ledges are important bird
breeding sites.
• The intertidal wave cut platform area is also
of major biological importance for both fauna
and flora, supporting some rare species of
seaweeds.
• In this coastal section, the loss of biological
features has been largely due to
inappropriate scrub control and a poor
grazing regime.
Salcombe to Kingsbridge
Estuary SSSI (biological)
and LNR

• A rich and diverse intertidal and subtidal
flora and invertebrate fauna with certain
communities being outstanding examples of
their type in the North-East Atlantic
stretches would be very vulnerable to
coastal squeeze.
• West Charleton Marsh (part of SSSI) likely
to be flooded and revert to creek or
saltmarsh with sea level rise – consideration
of whether to protect this marsh is required.

Bolt Head to Bolt Tail
SSSI (biological)

• This site is of high botanical value due to the
presence of many rare or local flowering
plants and lichens, and is also important for
its invertebrate fauna and for breeding birds.

• To avoid adverse impacts on,

conserve and where practical enhance
the designated interest of nationally
designated conservation sites.
• To avoid adverse impacts on,
conserve and where practical, enhance
the designated interest of the locally
designated conservation sites.

• To avoid adverse impacts on,

conserve and where practical enhance
the designated interest of nationally
designated conservation sites.

• Many of the habitats are cliff top habitats
supported by maritime grassland, maritime
heath and scrub.
• The exposed rocks support a wide variety of
lichens and provide breeding grounds for
birds.
South Devon Area of
Outstanding Natural

• The area is designated for its rich landscape
including its high coastal plateaux and rugged

• To conserve and enhance AONBs and
avoid conflict with AONB
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START POINT TO BOLT HEAD
Location/
Location/ feature

Key issues

Objectives that apply

Key Considerations

No Active Intervention Scenario
Short Term (to 2025)

Beauty and Heritage
Coast

coastline, estuaries, distinctive river
estuaries, coastal lowland, settlements and
urban fringes.

Management Plan or Heritage Coast
Objectives

• The AONB aims to conserve the best
qualities of the landscape by helping to guide
and manage change.
Historic Environment
Assets

• 24 Scheduled Monuments lie within this
stretch of coastline; however, many of these
are not at risk due to the resistant nature of
this shoreline.

• To avoid loss of scheduled and other
nationally important cultural heritage
sites.

• Overbecks Registered Park and Garden

Agricultural Land

• Farmland stretches inland from the cliff top,
therefore any erosion will affect net area.
However, this is low-grade farmland (Grade
3 and below).

Long Term (to 2105)

Generally, NAI
complements the majority
of actions in the AONB
Management Plan.

Generally, NAI
complements the
majority of actions in the
AONB Management Plan.

Generally, NAI
complements the majority
of actions in the AONB
Management Plan.

Grades 1 and 2 listed
buildings at risk of flooding
throughout the section;
predominantly Salcombe
and Kingsbridge.

Grades 1 and 2 listed
buildings at risk of
flooding throughout the
section; predominantly
Salcombe and
Kingsbridge.

Grades 1 and 2 listed
buildings at risk of flooding
throughout the section;
predominantly Salcombe
and Kingsbridge.

Overbecks Registered Park
and Garden at risk of
flooding/ erosion.

• Two wreck sites (Salcombe Cannon and
Moor Sand at Prawle Point) lie along this
stretch of coastline, but these are unlikely to
be affected by SMP policy.

Medium Term (to 2055)

Series of Scheduled
Monuments between
Prawle Point and Shag rock,
and Bolt head, may be
affected by coastal erosion.

Overbecks Registered
Park and Garden at risk
of flooding/ erosion.
Series of Scheduled
Monuments between
Prawle Point and Shag
rock, and Bolt head, may
be affected by coastal
erosion.

Overbecks Registered Park
and Garden at risk of
flooding/ erosion.
Series of Scheduled Series
of Scheduled Monuments
between Prawle Point and
Shag rock, and Bolt head,
may be affected by coastal
erosion.

• To avoid loss due to erosion of and/or
manage risk of flooding to agricultural
land.

Grade 3 and 4 agricultural
land at risk of flooding/
erosion.

Grade 3 and 4
agricultural land at risk of
flooding/ erosion.

Grade 3 and 4 agricultural
land at risk of flooding/
erosion.

• To minimise the impact of policies on
marine operations and activities

There is likely to be some
slip ways and mooring
vulnerable to flooding and
erosion.

There is likely to be
some slip ways and
mooring vulnerable to
flooding and erosion.

There is likely to be some
slip ways and mooring
vulnerable to flooding and
erosion.

• Much of the coastline is fringed by a broad
band of rough scrub land, woodland or
coastal heath and therefore the actively
farmed agricultural land, being mostly
elevated and set back from the cliff edge, is
not generally at risk of loss from erosion
Marine Service Industry

• Potential impacts on the marine service
industry (e.g. slipways, boatyards, moorings
and access to the coast such as for lifeboats)
from sea level rise.

• To ensure critical services remain
operational
• To avoid loss due to erosion of and
manage risk of flooding to industrial,
commercial and economic assets and
activities 1
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BOLT HEAD TO WEMBURY
WEMBURY POINT
Location/ feature

Outer Hope and Inner
Hope

Key issues
• A mainly tourist developments with various
facilities and accommodation types.
• It is fronted by the sandy beach of Hope
Cove.

Objectives that apply
• To avoid loss due to erosion of and
manage risk of flooding to industrial,
commercial and economic assets and
activities.

• The beach head and village are defended by
seawalls.
Isolated properties,
holiday developments
and coastal hamlets

• There are various isolated properties,
farmsteads and medieval coastal
hamlets/settlements at the top of the cliffs,
and landing places on the beach.
• There are also holiday developments and
visitor facilities at a number of beach sites,,
such as at Thurlestone, Bantham,
Challaborough and Stoke Beach; here the
sandy beaches, and easy access to these, are
the key attraction.

• To avoid loss of property due to
erosion and/or manage risk of
flooding to people and property.
• To avoid loss due to erosion of and
manage risk of flooding to industrial,
commercial and economic assets and
activities.
• To ensure critical services remain
operational.

• South Milton Sands is a popular National
Trust beach with a failing wood-piled defence
at the southern end of the beach-head
protecting a car park. Following extensive
consultation and studies, the Trust is to
remove most of the wooden piles and allow
natural coastal processes to operate along
most of the frontage. There are various
privately funded boulder defences installed
by property owners at the northern and
southern end of the beach.

Key Considerations

This is a long stretch of coastline that
encompasses the Avon, Yealm and Erme
Estuaries. Many of these estuaries are
progressively silting up but local work is
underway to reduce the siltation to natural
levels.
The coastline is relatively undeveloped with
minimal or no coastal defences. The
coastline is characterised by cliffs of
outstanding landscape and geological
/geomorphological value, therefore a key
consideration will be the conservation of
these features.

No Active Intervention Scenario
Short Term (to 2025)

Medium Term (to 2055)

Loss of properties due to
erosion and flooding (if
there is no active
intervention).

Loss of properties due to
erosion and flooding (if
there is no active
intervention).

Loss of properties due to
erosion and flooding (if
there is no active
intervention).

Risk of flooding to a hotel
near Southdown and
Thurlestone Rock.

Risk of erosion & flooding
to a hotel near
Southdown and
Thurlestone Rock.

Risk of erosion & flooding
to a hotel near Southdown
and Thurlestone Rock.

Risk to people and
holiday properties of
erosion at Stoke Beach

Continued conflicts between protecting
urban areas and maintaining geological
exposures.

Long Term (to 2105)

Risk to people and holiday
properties of erosion at
Stoke Beach

The National Trust has a policy of working
with natural processes as far as its property
is concerned – protecting it from erosion is
not their key driver.

• Challaborough beach has a boulder defence
to protect tourism, residential and road
assets, located close to the beachhead.
These defences may not be adequate in the
future.

Avon Estuary

• The banks of the estuary are mainly
undeveloped but there are isolated
properties and farmsteads.

• To avoid loss of property due to
erosion and/or manage risk of
flooding to people and property.

Risk of flooding to people
and properties at Aveton
Gifford and Bridge end.

Risk of flooding to people
and properties at Aveton
Gifford and Bridge end.

Risk of flooding to people
and properties at Aveton
Gifford and Bridge end.

• Minor levels of fishing and sailing activity
within the estuary when compared with
Salcombe, Dart and Yealm Estuaries.

• To avoid loss due to erosion of and
manage risk of flooding to industrial,
commercial and economic assets and
activities.

A section of the A379 in
Aveton Gifford is at risk of
flooding.

A section of the A379 in
Aveton Gifford is at risk
of flooding.

A section of the A379 in
Aveton Gifford is at risk of
flooding.

• The small village of Bantham lies on the east
bank of the Avon. There is a seasonal ferry
crossing from here to the west bank.

• To ensure critical services remain
operational.

• There is a sewerage works at the head of the
estuary at Aveton Gifford.
• There are some managed realignment sites
on the Avon Estuary.
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BOLT HEAD TO WEMBURY
WEMBURY POINT
Location/ feature

Key issues

Objectives that apply

Key Considerations

No Active Intervention Scenario
Short Term (to 2025)

Medium Term (to 2055)

Long Term (to 2105)

• There is a minor tidal road downstream of
Aveton Gifford, which is flooded at high tide.
• Mariculture of mussels and P oysters.
Bigbury-on-Sea and
Burgh Island

• A small, picturesque village with a sandy
beach and tourist amenities. Much of the
village is on higher land, but there are
properties at the back of the beach and car
parking.
• The main route into the village, the B3392,
runs parallel to the west bank of the Avon
for a short distance.

• To avoid loss of property due to
erosion and/or manage risk of
flooding to people and property.

Risk of erosion to people
and properties, including a
hotel.

• To ensure critical road and rail
linkages are maintained.
• To ensure critical services remain
operational.

Risk of erosion to people
and properties, including
a hotel.

Risk of erosion to people
and properties, including a
hotel.

Potential loss of access
from Bigbury-on-Sea to
Burgh Island where a
hotel is located.

Potential loss of access
from Bigbury-on-Sea to
Burgh Island where a hotel
is located.

Risk of flooding to a
single property at Efford
Ho.

Risk of flooding to a single
property at Efford Ho.

• There are sewage works, but these lie
slightly inland.
• Burgh Island is accessed via sea tractor or by
foot at low tide. It comprises a few
properties including a luxury hotel.
Erme Estuary

• The banks of the estuary are mainly
undeveloped but there are isolated
properties and farmsteads.

• To avoid loss of property due to
erosion and/or manage risk of
flooding to people and property.

• There are potential managed realignment
sites on the Erme Estuary.

• To avoid loss due to erosion of and
manage risk of flooding to industrial,
commercial and economic assets and
activities.

• There are extensive and valuable freshwater
and salt grazing marshes within the SSSI.

Risk of flooding to a single
property at Efford Ho.
Risk of flooding to people
and property at Clying Mill.
Risk of flooding to people
and property e.g. near the
junction of the A379 and
A3121, and Goutsford BR.
Risk of flooding to the A379
and A3121.

Risk of flooding to people
and property at Clying
Mill.
Risk of flooding to people
and property near the
junction of the A379 and
A3121, and Goutsford
BR.

Risk of flooding to people
and property at Clying Mill.
Risk of flooding to people
and property near the
junction of the A379 and
A3121, and Goutsford BR.
Risk of flooding to the
A379 and A3121.

Risk of flooding to the
A379 and A3121.
Yealm Estuary, Newton
Ferrers and Noss Mayo

• Two picturesque villages are situated along
the banks of the River Yealm and Newton
Creek. There is a mix of residential and
tourist properties, with associated amenities
such as a school. There are also camping and
caravan sites.
• Fishing and sailing are popular and there are
a range of jetties, quays and piers present
along the southern frontage of Newton
Ferrers.
• Small link roads run parallel to the banks of
the Creek.
• There is a broad range of river bank
defences in and around Noss Mayo and
Newton Ferrers to protect the roads and
properties from fluvial/tidal erosion and
flooding.

• To avoid loss of property due to
erosion and/or manage risk of
flooding to people and property.
• To avoid loss due to erosion of and
manage risk of flooding to industrial,
commercial and economic assets and
activities.
• To avoid loss due to erosion of and
manage risk of flooding to key
community, recreational and amenity
facilities.
• To ensure critical road and rail
linkages are maintained.
• To minimise the impact of policies on
marine operations and activities.

Risk of flooding to people
and properties along the
water front at Newton
Ferrers.

Increased risk of flooding
to people and properties
along the water front at
Newton Ferrers.

Increased risk of flooding to
people and properties along
the water front at Newton
Ferrers.

Risk of flooding to industrial
assets at Steer point.

Risk of flooding to
industrial assets at Steer
point.

Risk of flooding to industrial
assets at Steer point.

Risk of flooding to people
and properties at
Yealhampton and the village
of Yealm.
Hotel south of A379 near
Brixton at risk from
flooding.
Risk of flooding to the A379
at Yealhampton and at
Brixton

Risk of flooding to people
and properties at
Yealhampton and the
village of Yealm.
Hotel south of A379 near
Brixton at risk from
flooding.
Risk of flooding to the
A379 at Yealhampton and

Risk of flooding to people
and properties at
Yealhampton and the village
of Yealm.
Hotel south of A379 near
Brixton at risk from
flooding.
Risk of flooding to the
A379 at Yealhampton and
at Brixton
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WEMBURY POINT
Location/ feature

Key issues

Objectives that apply

Key Considerations

No Active Intervention Scenario
Short Term (to 2025)

• Eelgrass bed in mouth of estuary, may
migrate with sea level rise if allowed or be
lost if too deep.

Wembury

• A village located between the estuary of the
Yealm and Plymouth Sound. The main village
is situated inland and is therefore not at risk,
but there is access to the beach, which is a
key attraction, and associated tourist
facilities at the coast.
• There are sewerage works to the west, but
these are set back from the coastal edge and
therefore should not be at risk.

• To avoid loss of property due to
erosion and/or manage risk of
flooding to people and property.
• To avoid loss due to erosion of and
manage risk of flooding to key
community, recreational and amenity
facilities.

Medium Term (to 2055)

Long Term (to 2105)

The school, camp and
caravan sites are not at
flood or erosion risk.

at Brixton

Limited impact on assets in
the Wembury area.

Limited impact on assets
in the Wembury area.

Limited impact on assets in
the Wembury area.

Sailing club at risk of
flooding.

Sailing club at risk of
flooding.

Sailing club at risk of
flooding.

Potential risk to the South
West Coast Path from
erosion.

Potential risk to the
South West Coast Path
from erosion.

Potential risk to the South
West Coast Path from
erosion.

Net loss of golf course
due to erosion.

Net loss of golf course due
to erosion.

Potential loss of access to
isolated coves and loss of
parking/ tourist amenities.

Potential loss of access to
isolated coves and loss of
parking/ tourist amenities.

Potentially increase in
intertidal habitats.

Potentially increase in
intertidal habitats.

The school, camp and
caravan sites are not at
flood or erosion risk.

The school, camp and
caravan sites are not at
flood or erosion risk.

• A sailing club operates from the beach and
includes RSA.
Tourist facilities

• The South West Coast Path runs along
stretches of this frontage – but there is
potential for this to be relocated.

• To avoid loss due to erosion of key
community, recreational and amenity
facilities.

• There are numerous pocket beaches such as
Mothecombe-Meadowsfoot and Coastguards
Beach and Bantham Beach, with related
access points and car park facilities. Access
to the rocky shores tends to be limited due
to the nature of this coastline.

• To avoid loss due to erosion of and
manage risk of flooding to industrial,
commercial and economic assets and
activities.

• Thurlestone Golf Club lies along the cliff top
although the main amenity buildings lie
further inland. The golf course itself has
been experiencing significant levels of
erosion over recent years.
• There is a Marine Centre at Wembury.
Plymouth Sound and
Estuaries SAC

• Designated for its sandbanks, estuaries,
mudflats and sandflats, shallow inlets and
bays, reefs, Salicornia and other annuals
colonising mud and sand, Spartina swards
and Atlantic salt meadows.

• To maintain the integrity of

internationally designated sites and the
favourable condition of their interest
features.

Potentially increase in
intertidal habitats.

• Also designated for the following species:

Petromyzon marinus, Lampetra fluviatilis,
Alosa alosa, Alosa fallax, Tursiops truncates
and Phocoena phocoena (the latter two
species are unlikely to be affected by
management policy changes).
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Location/ feature

Key issues

Objectives that apply

Key Considerations

No Active Intervention Scenario
Short Term (to 2025)

Blackstone Point SAC
and SSSI (biological and
geological)

Bolt Head to Bolt Tail
SSSI (biological)

• Designated for its vegetated sea cliffs of the
Atlantic and Baltic coasts, and shore dock
Rumex rupestris, which is currently in
favourable condition.

• To maintain the integrity of

• The site lies on the cliff slopes and raised
beach of overlain quaternary and periglacial
deposits forming head, which provides the
ideal habitat for the shore dock. The
underlying geology of the site consists of
slates from the Dartmouth Group of the
Lower Devonian period.

• To allow natural processes and

• This site is of high botanical value due to the
presence of many rare or local flowering
plants and lichens, and is also important for
its invertebrate fauna and for breeding birds.

• To avoid adverse impacts on,

internationally designated sites and the
favourable condition of their interest
features.
maintain visibility of geological
exposures throughout geological
SSSIs.

Medium Term (to 2055)

Long Term (to 2105)

Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
integrity of the SAC and
SSSI, therefore NAI would
continue to maintain these
features.

Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
integrity of the SAC and
SSSI, therefore NAI
would continue to
maintain these features.

Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
integrity of the SAC and
SSSI, therefore NAI would
continue to maintain these
features.

The net area of cliff top
grassland, heathland and
scrub habitats.

The net area of cliff top
grassland, heathland and
scrub habitats.

The net area of cliff top
grassland, heathland and
scrub habitats.

Potential loss of part of
mine tip

Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
integrity of the SSSI,
therefore NAI would
continue to maintain
these features.

Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
integrity of the SSSI,
therefore NAI would
continue to maintain these
features.

Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
integrity of the SSSI,
therefore NAI would
continue to maintain these
features.

Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
integrity of the SSSI,
therefore NAI would
continue to maintain
these features.

Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
integrity of the SSSI,
therefore NAI would
continue to maintain these
features.

Potential loss of the net
area of some features due
to flooding: intertidal
habitats and woodlands.

Potential loss of the net
area of some features due
to flooding: intertidal
habitats and woodlands.

Potential loss of the net
area of some features due
to flooding: intertidal
habitats and woodlands.

• To avoid
avoid adverse impacts on,

conserve and where practical enhance
the designated interest of nationally
designated conservation sites.
enhancee
conserve and where practical enhanc
the designated interest of nationally
designated conservation sites.

• Many of the habitats are cliff top habitats
supported by maritime grassland, maritime
heath and scrub.
• The exposed rocks support a wide variety of
lichens and provide breeding grounds for
birds.
Wheal Emily SSSI
(geological)

Wembury Point SSSI
(biological and
geological)

Erme Estuary, Yealm
Estuary and South Milton
Ley SSSIs (biological)

• A vein carrying antimony-lead mineralisation
is associated with a north-west to south-east
trending fault zone, which cuts strata of
Lower Devonian age. The underground
workings demonstrate the geological setting
of the mineralisation and is currently in
favourable condition.

• To allow natural processes and

• Extensive reefs of interest for their intertidal
plant and animal communities together with
coastal sand, shingle and steep slopes of seacliff grassland and mixed scrub.

• To allow natural processes and

• Also of interest for the diversity of passage
and wintering birds and for nesting species
associated with the scrub; at least one
nationally rare species of bird breeds on the
site. The landform itself is also of interest,
displaying a wave-cut platform, head terrace
and degraded fossil cliffline.

• To avoid adverse impacts on,

• Erme Estuary is a small secluded estuary,
which contains estuarine, saltmarsh,
freshwater and oak-hazel woodland habitats.
It supports an important breeding bird
community and provided feeding and
roosting grounds for waterfowl on passage

• To avoid adverse impacts on,

maintain visibility of geological
exposures throughout geological
SSSIs.
• To avoid adverse impacts on,

conserve and where practical enhance
the designated
designated interest of nationally
designated conservation sites.
maintain visibility of geological
exposures throughout geological
SSSIs.
conserve and where practical enhance
the designated interest of nationally
designated conservation sites.

conserve and where practical enhance
the designated interest of nationally
designated conservation sites.
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Location/ feature

Key issues

Objectives that apply

Key Considerations

No Active Intervention Scenario
Short Term (to 2025)

Medium Term (to 2055)

Long Term (to 2105)

and in winter. The estuary experiences
erosion and collapse of river banks, which
floods the fields in the valley.
• Yealm Estuary provides an example of a ria,
which shows a transition to estuarine
conditions in its upper reaches. The inlet is
steep sided and narrow with several
tributaries. The Yealm is a ‘typical’ estuary
and though vulnerable to extreme tides is
normally free from fluvial flooding (but does
experience some bank erosion). The
significant sandbar at the entrance to the
Yealm Estuary protects the river and its
moorings – eelgrass bed there are potential
managed realignment sites on the Yealm
Estuary.
• South Milton Ley is one of the best examples
of freshwater reedbed in Devon and of
particular importance for its breeding bird
community and for the variety of birds using
the site on passage.
Wembury Voluntary
Marine Conservation
Area

• The adjacent coastal waters contain a wide
variety of wildlife habitats that support a
diversity of plant and animal species, many of
which are only found in a few other parts of
the country. Wembury is home to the
bloody-eyed velvet swimming crab, the
blenny and the bladder wrack.

• To avoid adverse impacts on,
conserve and where practical, enhance
the designated interest of the locally
designated conservation sites.

Potential for the net loss of
one or more features of the
Marine Conservation area
due to erosion.

Potential for the net loss
of one or more features
of the Marine
Conservation area due to
erosion.

Potential for the net loss of
one or more features of the
Marine Conservation area
due to erosion.

South Devon Area of
Outstanding Natural
Beauty and Heritage
Coast

• The area is designated for its rich landscape
including its high coastal plateaux and rugged
coastline, estuaries, distinctive river
estuaries, coastal lowland, settlements and
urban fringes.

• To conserve
conserve and enhance AONBs and
avoid conflict with AONB
Management Plan or Heritage Coast
Objectives

Change in landscape
character of AONB.

Change in landscape
character of AONB

Change in landscape
character of AONB

It is possible that NAI may
conflict with some of the
management objectives of
the AONB Management
Plan, particularly those
relating to improvement
works at Challaborough.

It is possible that NAI
may conflict with some of
the management
objectives of the AONB
Management Plan,
particularly those relating
to improvement works at
Challaborough.

It is possible that NAI may
conflict with some of the
management objectives of
the AONB Management
Plan, particularly those
relating to improvement
works at Challaborough.

• To avoid loss of scheduled and other
nationally important cultural heritage
sites.

Grade 1, 2 and 3 listed
buildings potentially at risk
from flooding particularly in

Grade 1, 2 and 3 listed
buildings potentially at
risk from flooding

Grade 1, 2 and 3 listed
buildings potentially at risk
from flooding particularly in

• The AONB aims to conserve the best
qualities of the landscape by helping to guide
and manage change.
• Within this coastal section, the AONB
Management Plan has a local action for
Challaborough Beach to develop a local
framework of guidelines for the future
management of the site in response to
erosion by the sea, pressure from traffic and
visitors, poor site management and
inappropriate past development. Subject to
the outcome, prepare a costed programme
of action and seek resources to implement it.
Historic Environment
Assets

• Seven Scheduled Monuments lie within this
stretch of coastline and include hill forts, a
Roman settlement site and an anti-aircraft
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Location/ feature

Key issues

Objectives that apply

Key Considerations

No Active Intervention Scenario
Short Term (to 2025)

Gunsite; most of these are not at risk due to
the resistant nature of this coastline.

Yealhampton and Newton
Ferrers.

• Langdon Court Hotel and Flete Registered
Parks and Gardens and two wreck sites
(Erme Ingot and Erme Estuary) lie along this
stretch of coastline.

Scheduled monuments at
risk:
- Iron Age fort (Oldaport
camp) at risk of flooding.

Medium Term (to 2055)
particularly in
Yealhampton and
Newton Ferrers.
Scheduled monuments at
risk:
-

Register Parks and
Gardens:
-

-

Langdon Court
Hotel at risk of
flooding
Flete at risk of
flooding

Erme Estuary and Erme
Ingot protected wrecks at
risk from erosion.

-

Roman
settlement at
Bantham at risk
from erosion
Iron Age fort
(Oldaport camp)
at risk of flooding.

Register Parks and
Gardens:
-

-

Langdon Court
Hotel at risk of
flooding
Flete at risk of
flooding

Erme Estuary and Erme
Ingot protected wrecks at
risk from erosion.
Agricultural Land

• Farmland stretches inland from the cliff top,
therefore any erosion will affect net area.
However, this is low-grade farmland (Grade
3 and below).

• To avoid loss due to erosion of and/or
manage risk of flooding to agricultural
land.

Grade 3 , 4 and 5
Agricultural land at risk of
flooding/ erosion.

Grade 3 , 4 and 5
Agricultural land at risk of
flooding/ erosion.

Long Term (to 2105)
Yealhampton and Newton
Ferrers.
Scheduled monuments at
risk:
-

Roman settlement
at Bantham at risk
from erosion

-

Iron Age fort
(Oldaport camp) at
risk of flooding.

Register Parks and
Gardens:
-

Langdon Court
Hotel at risk of
flooding

-

Flete at risk of
flooding

Erme Estuary and Erme
Ingot protected wrecks at
risk from erosion.

Grade 3 , 4 and 5
Agricultural land at risk of
flooding/ erosion.

• Much of the coastline is fringed by a broad
band of rough scrub land, woodland or
coastal heath and the actively farmed
agricultural land, is mostly elevated and set
back from the cliff edge
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Location/ feature

Key issues

Objectives that apply

Key Considerations

No Active Intervention Scenario
Short Term (to 2025)

Isolated properties,
holiday developments
and coastal hamlets

• There are various isolated properties,
farmsteads and coastal hamlets, such as
Heybrook Bay, at the top of the cliffs, either
side of the Sound.
• There are also holiday developments, such as
at Crownhill Bay and Bovisand Bay; here the
sandy beaches, and easy access to these, are
the key attraction.

Plymouth

• City and major commercial centre located at
the mouth of the River Plym, with dock
facilities and marinas. It also supports a range
of industries along the estuary banks.
• Plymouth is also a popular location for
visitors with a wide range of facilities and
attractions, ferry traffic and excursions
focused along the central section of coast.
Plymouth is a cruise ship destination.
• There are two key bridge crossings for the
A379 and A38 at Laira Bridge (River Plym)
and Tamar Bridge (Rover Tamar).
• The fishing industry in Plymouth is nationally
significant with the greatest weight of
landings in Britain.
• Refined petrol products terminal regionally
significant.
• Cremyll Ferry, believed to be operating since
1204 runs between Admirals Hard,
Stonehouse and Cremyll.

Tourist Facilities

• There is a golf course at Straddon Heights,
which is located on the cliff top but is
unlikely to be affected by erosion.
• The South West Coast Path runs along
stretches of this frontage – but there is
potential for this to be relocated.

• To avoid loss of property due to
erosion and/or manage risk of
flooding to people and property.
• To avoid loss due to erosion of and
manage risk of flooding to industrial,
commercial and economic assets and
activities.

• To avoid loss of property due to
erosion and/or manage risk of flooding
to people and property.
• To avoid loss due to erosion of and
manage risk of flooding to industrial,
commercial and economic assets and
activities.
• To avoid loss due to erosion of and
manage risk of flooding to key
community, recreational and amenity
facilities.

This stretch of coastline encompasses the
large urban settlement of Plymouth.
The coastline is characterised by cliffs of
outstanding landscape and geological/
geomorphological value, therefore a key
consideration will be the conservation of
these features.
There could be potential conflict between
protecting urban areas, critical road
infrastructure, the extremely high
concentration of scheduled monuments
and other historic assets, and areas of
active/former landfill and potentially
contaminated land from increasing rates of
erosion/flooding while maintaining the
geological exposures and allowing natural
change.

Medium Term (to 2055)

Long Term (to 2105)

Isolated properties at
Wembury point at risk
from erosion.

Isolated properties at
Wembury point at risk
from erosion.

Isolated properties at
Wembury point at risk
from erosion.

Risk of erosion to people
and properties at Bovisand
Bay.

Risk of erosion to people
and properties at
Bovisand Bay.

Risk of erosion to people
and properties at Bovisand
Bay.

Risk of erosion to people
and properties at Staddon
Point.

Risk of erosion to people
and properties at
Staddon Point.

Risk of erosion to people
and properties at Staddon
Point.

People and properties at
risk from flooding in
Plymouth Dockyards,
Cattedown, along the A347
adjacent to the River Plym,
Industrial area near
Crabtree and along the
Plymouth Road in Plympton

People and properties at
risk from flooding in
Plymouth Dockyards,
Cattedown, along the
A347 adjacent to the
River Plym, Industrial
area near Crabtree and
along the Plymouth Road
in Plympton

People and properties at
risk from flooding in
Plymouth Dockyards,
Cattedown, along the A347
adjacent to the River Plym,
Industrial area near
Crabtree and along the
Plymouth Road in Plympton

Large section of the A347
and A38 at risk of flooding.

Large section of the A347
and A38 at risk of
flooding.

Large section of the A347
and A38 at risk of flooding.

• To ensure critical road and rail
linkages are maintained.
• To ensure critical services remain
operational.
• To minimise the impact of policies on
marine operations and activities.

• To avoid loss due to erosion of and
manage risk of flooding to key
community, recreational and amenity
facilities.

Minimal loss of tourist
facilities in the short-term.

• To maintain the integrity of

Potential for an increase in
intertidal habitat (if not
squeezed against hard
structures).

Risk of erosion and loss
of net area of some
tourist amenities.

Risk of erosion and loss of
the net area of some tourist
amenities.

South West Coast Path
at risk from erosion and
potential loss.

South West Coast Path at
risk from erosion and
potential loss.

Potential for an increase
in intertidal habitat (if not
squeezed against hard
structures).

Potential for an increase in
intertidal habitat (if not
squeezed against hard
structures).

• Along the open coast either side of the
Sound there is a number of small bathing
beaches and associated access and car park
facilities.
Plymouth Sound and
Estuaries SAC/Plymouth
Sound Shores and Cliffs
SSSI (biological)

• Designated for its sandbanks, estuaries,
mudflats and sandflats, shallow inlets and
bays, reefs, Salicornia and other annuals
colonising mud and sand, Spartina swards
and Atlantic salt meadows.
• Also designated for the following species:

Petromyzon marinus, Lampetra fluviatilis,

internationally designated sites and the
favourable condition of their interest
features.
• To avoid adverse impacts on,

conserve and
and where practical enhance
the designated interest of nationally
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Location/ feature

Key issues

Objectives that apply

Key Considerations

No Active Intervention Scenario
Short Term (to 2025)

Alosa alosa, Alosa fallax, Tursiops truncates
and Phocoena phocoena.
Wallsend Industrial
Estate, Faraday Road,
Lockridge Mine, Mount
Rise, Rochmond Walk
SSSIs (geological)

• Wallsend Industrial Estate is a disused
quarry, which exposes a succession through
the Devonian Plymouth Limestone, typically
yielding a coral-stromatoporoid fauna of late
Givetian age.
• These geological features are not at floodrisk.

Wembury Point, and
Western King SSSIs
(biological and
geological)

• Wembury Point comprises extensive reefs of
interest for their intertidal plant and animal
communities together with coastal sand,
shingle and steep slopes of sea-cliff grassland
and mixed scrub. Also of interest for the
diversity of passage and wintering birds and
for nesting species associated with the scrub;
at least one nationally rare species of bird
breeds on the site. The landform itself is also
of interest, displaying a wave-cut platform,
head terrace and degraded fossil cliffline.

Medium Term (to 2055)

Long Term (to 2105)

designated conservation sites.
• To allow natural processes and

Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
integrity of the SSSIs,
therefore NAI would
continue to maintain these
features.

Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
integrity of the SSSIs,
therefore NAI would
continue to maintain
these features.

Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
integrity of the SSSIs,
therefore NAI would
continue to maintain these
features.

Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
integrity of the SSSIs,
therefore NAI would
continue to maintain these
features.

Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
integrity of the SSSIs,
therefore NAI would
continue to maintain
these features.

Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
integrity of the SSSIs,
therefore NAI would
continue to maintain these
features.

• To avoid conflict with AONB
Management Plan Objectives.

Change in landscape
character of AONB

Change in landscape
character of AONB

Change in landscape
character of AONB

• To avoid loss of scheduled and other
nationally important cultural heritage
sites.

Grade 1, 2 and 3 listed
buildings at risk from
flooding or erosion, with
the largest concentration in
Plymouth.

Grade 1, 2 and 3 listed
buildings at risk from
flooding or erosion, with
the largest concentration
in Plymouth.

Grade 1, 2 and 3 listed
buildings at risk from
flooding or erosion, with
the largest concentration in
Plymouth.

The following features are
at risk of erosion or
flooding within this coastal
stretch: -

The following features
are at risk of erosion or
flooding within this
coastal stretch: -

The following features are
at risk of erosion or
flooding within this coastal
stretch: -

Registered Parks and
Gardens:

Registered Parks and
Gardens:

Registered Parks and
Gardens:

geological
gical
maintain visibility of geolo
exposures throughout geological
SSSIs.
• To avoid adverse impacts on,

conserve and where practical enhance
the designated interest of nationally
designated conservation sites.
• To allow natural processes and

maintain visibility of geological
exposures throughout geological
SSSIs.
• To avoid adverse impacts on,

conserve and where practical enhance
the designated interest of nationally
designated conservation sites.

• The Western King SSSI is a complex series
of Devonian limestones containing conodont
microfossils and laminated sediment infilling
solutional cavities.
South Devon Area of
Outstanding Natural
Beauty and Heritage
Coasts

• The South Devon AONB is designated for
its rich landscape including its high coastal
plateaux and rugged coastline, estuaries,
distinctive river estuaries, coastal lowland,
settlements and urban fringes.
• The AONBs aim to conserve the best
qualities of the landscape by helping to guide
and manage change.

Historic Environment
Assets

• Over 20 Scheduled Monuments lie within
this stretch of coastline,
• Registered Parks and Gardens and two
wreck sites (Coronation Inshore and
Cattewater) lie along this stretch of
coastline.

-

Saltram House at
risk from flooding

-

Saltram House at
risk from flooding

-

Saltram House at
risk from flooding

-

Cotehele

-

Cotehele

-

Cotehele
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Location/ feature

Key issues

Objectives that apply

Key Considerations

No Active Intervention Scenario
Short Term (to 2025)
Scheduled Monuments
including:
-

Bohetherick Lime
Kiln With Adjacent
Quay And Ancillary
Buildings, 140m
South East Of
Cotehele Bridge at
risk from flooding

-

Gawton Arsenic
Mine And Flue at
risk from flooding

-

Okeltor 19th
Century Arsenic,
Copper And Tin
Mine at risk from
flooding

Medium Term (to 2055)
Scheduled Monuments
including:
-

-

-

Bohetherick Lime
Kiln With
Adjacent Quay
And Ancillary
Buildings, 140m
South East Of
Cotehele Bridge
at risk from
flooding
Gawton Arsenic
Mine And Flue at
risk from flooding
Okeltor 19th
Century Arsenic,
Copper And Tin
Mine at risk from
flooding

Long Term (to 2105)
Scheduled Monuments
including:
-

Bohetherick Lime
Kiln With Adjacent
Quay And Ancillary
Buildings, 140m
South East Of
Cotehele Bridge at
risk from flooding

-

Gawton Arsenic
Mine And Flue at
risk from flooding

-

Okeltor 19th
Century Arsenic,
Copper And Tin
Mine at risk from
flooding

Agricultural Land

• Farmland stretches inland from the cliff top,
therefore any erosion will affect net area.
However, this is low-grade farmland (Grade
3 and below).

• To avoid loss due to erosion of and/or
manage risk of flooding to agricultural
land.

Grade 2, 3 and 4
agricultural land at risk from
flooding or erosion.

Grade 2, 3 and 4
agricultural land at risk
from flooding or erosion.

Grade 2, 3 and 4
agricultural land at risk from
flooding or erosion.

Landfill sites

• 12 Historic landfill sites: Radford Quarry,
Oreston, Laira Lipson Collage, School Playing
Field Laira, Laira, Allotments Embankment
Road, Embankment Road, Tothill Park
Recreation Ground, Blagdons Shipyard,
Cattledown Junction Playing Field, MacAdam
Road, Cattledown Road, Severnside Waste
Paper.

• To prevent pollution from

Floodplain falls on the edge
of the active landfill site and
is therefore likely to affect
the workings in the shortterm.

Floodplain falls on the
edge of the active landfill
site and is therefore likely
to affect the workings in
the medium-term.

Floodplain falls on the edge
of the active landfill site and
is therefore likely to affect
the workings in the longterm.

All historic landfill sites are
potentially at flood-risk.

All historic landfill sites
are potentially at floodrisk.

All historic landfill sites are
potentially at flood-risk.

contaminated sources

• Disused workings/active landfill at Chelson
Meadow An extensive area of disused
workings including disused stone quarries
bordering the River Plym. Some parts of this
area are currently used for active land filling.
The current state of the historic landfill sites
(i.e. any details of remediation/removal etc) has
not been considered at this strategic level.
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Location/ feature

Isolated properties,
holiday developments
and coastal hamlets

Plymouth

Key issues
• There are various isolated properties,
farmsteads and coastal hamlets, at the top of
the cliffs, at the entrance to the Sound.

• City and major commercial centre located at
the mouth of the River Plym, with dock
facilities and marinas. It also supports a range
of industries along the estuary banks.
• Plymouth is also a popular location for
visitors with a wide range of facilities and
attractions, ferry traffic and excursions
focused along the central section of coast.
Plymouth is a cruise ship destination.
• There are two key bridge crossings for the
A379 and A38 at Laira Bridge (River Plym)
and Tamar Bridge (Rover Tamar).
• The fishing industry in Plymouth is nationally
significant with the greatest weight of
landings in Britain.
• Refined petrol products terminal regionally
significant.
• Cremyll Ferry, believed to be operating since
1204 runs between Admirals Hard,
Stonehouse and Cremyll.

Saltash

Objectives that apply
• To avoid loss of property due to
erosion and/or manage risk of
flooding to people and property.

This stretch of coastline encompasses
several large urban settlements including
Saltash, Plymouth and Torpoint.

• To avoid loss due to erosion of and
manage risk of flooding to industrial,
commercial and economic assets and
activities.

The coastline is characterised by cliffs of
outstanding landscape and geological/
geomorphological value, therefore a key
consideration will be the conservation of
these features.

• To avoid loss of property due to
erosion and/or manage risk of flooding
to people and property.
• To avoid loss due to erosion of and
manage risk of flooding to industrial,
commercial and economic assets and
activities.
• To avoid loss due to erosion of and
manage risk of flooding to key
community, recreational and amenity
facilities.
• To ensure critical road and rail
linkages are maintained.
• To ensure critical services remain
operational.

There could be potential conflict between
protecting urban areas, critical road
infrastructure, the extremely high
concentration of scheduled monuments
and other historic assets, and areas of
active/former landfill and potentially
contaminated land from increasing rates of
erosion/flooding while maintaining the
geological exposures and allowing natural
change.

No Active Intervention Scenario
Short Term (to 2025)

Medium Term (to 2055)

Isolated properties at risk
from erosion

Isolated properties at risk
from erosion

Isolated properties at risk
from erosion

People and properties at
risk from flooding in
Plymouth Dockyards,
Cattedown, along the A347
adjacent to the River Plym,
Industrial area near
Crabtree and along the
Plymouth Road in Plympton

People and properties at
risk from flooding in
Plymouth Dockyards,
Cattedown, along the
A347 adjacent to the
River Plym, Industrial
area near Crabtree and
along the Plymouth Road
in Plympton

People and properties at
risk from flooding in
Plymouth Dockyards,
Cattedown, along the A347
adjacent to the River Plym,
Industrial area near
Crabtree and along the
Plymouth Road in Plympton

Large section of the A347
and A38 at risk of flooding.

There is a need to ensure that the
preferred SMP policies are compatible with
the objectives of the Cornwall and West
Devon World Heritage Site Management
Plan 2005 - 2010.

Large section of the A347
and A38 at risk of
flooding.

Long Term (to 2105)

Large section of the A347
and A38 at risk of flooding.

• To minimise the impact of policies on
marine operations and activities.

• Town on the River Tamar with a waterside
frontage, shopping centre and good leisure
facilities.

• To avoid loss of property due to
erosion and/or manage risk of
flooding to people and property.

• There is a ferry service from Saltash to
Plymouth.

• To avoid loss due to erosion of and
manage risk of flooding to industrial,
commercial and economic assets and
activities.

• The Main Line railway runs close to the
shoreline to the south of Saltash.

Key Considerations

• To avoid loss due to erosion of and
manage risk of flooding to key
community, recreational and amenity
facilities.

Risk of flooding to people
and properties around the
Tamar Bridge and along the
edge of the towns limits at
Burraton Coombe.
Risk of flooding to the A38
near the junction with New
Road

Risk of flooding to people
and properties around
the Tamar Bridge and
along the edge of the
towns limits at Burraton
Coombe.
Risk of flooding to the
A38 near the junction
with New Road

Risk of flooding to people
and properties around the
Tamar Bridge and along the
edge of the towns limits at
Burraton Coombe.
Risk of flooding to the A38
near the junction with New
Road

• To ensure critical road and rail
linkages are maintained.
• To minimise the impact of policies on
marine operations and activities.
Torpoint

• Situated on a peninsula across the River
Tamar and linked to Plymouth by passenger
and vehicle ferries.

• To avoid loss of property due to
erosion and/or manage risk of
flooding to people and property.

People and properties at
risk from flooding around
Millhouse park, Marina
drive, and Gravesend

People and properties at
risk from flooding around
Millhouse park, Marina
drive, and Gravesend

People and properties at
risk from flooding around
Millhouse park, Marina
drive, and Gravesend
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Location/ feature

Key issues

Objectives that apply

Key Considerations

No Active Intervention Scenario
Short Term (to 2025)

• This town is not a holiday resort, but
includes both residential and commercial
properties.
• There is a major depot site and jetty
adjacent to the town.

• To avoid loss due to erosion of and
manage risk of flooding to industrial,
commercial and economic assets and
activities.

Medium Term (to 2055)

Long Term (to 2105)

Gardens

Gardens

Gardens

Ferry port and road
linkages to it are also at risk
of flooding.

Ferry port and road
linkages to it are also at
risk of flooding.

Ferry port and road
linkages to it are also at risk
of flooding.

• To avoid loss due to erosion of and
manage risk of flooding to key
community, recreational and amenity
facilities.

Minimal impact on tourist
facilities in the short-term.

South West Coast Path
at risk from erosion and
potential loss.

South West Coast Path at
risk from erosion and
potential loss.

Risk of flooding to World
Heritage Site Features
adjacent to the River
Tamar.

Risk of flooding to World
Heritage Site Features
adjacent to the River
Tamar.

Risk of flooding to World
Heritage Site Features
adjacent to the River
Tamar.

Potential increase in extent
of intertidal habitat on the
broader lower reaches of
the river due to increased
flooding though potential
erosion of intertidal habitat
through scouring in some
areas.

Potential increase in
extent of intertidal
habitat on the broader
lower reaches of the
river due to increased
flooding though potential
erosion of intertidal
habitat through scouring
in some areas.

Potential increase in extent
of intertidal habitat on the
broader lower reaches of
the river due to increased
flooding though potential
erosion of intertidal habitat
through scouring in some
areas.

• To avoid loss due to erosion of and
manage risk of flooding to key
community, recreational and amenity
facilities.
• To ensure critical road and rail
linkages are maintained.
• To minimise the impact of policies on
marine operations and activities.

Tourist Facilities

• The South West Coast Path runs along
stretches of this frontage – but there is
potential for this to be relocated.
• Along the open coast either side of the
Sound there is a number of small bathing
beaches and associated access and car park
facilities.

Cornwall and West
Devon Mining Landscape
World Heritage Site

• Status achieved through the recognition of
Cornwall and West Devon’s historic
landscape and outstanding buildings
associated with the copper and tin mining,
and these counties contribution to the
industrial revolution

• To avoid loss of scheduled and other

Tamar Estuaries
Complex SPA and
Tamar-Tavy Estuary SSSI
(biological)

• SPA designated for its Egretta garzetta and

• To maintain the integrity of

Recurvirostra avosetta.
• The Tamar-Tavy Estuary SSSI is a large
marine inlet on the English Channel into
which discharges a series of rivers.
Internationally important wintering site for
wildfowl and waders.
• There is a proposed managed realignment
site on the Tamar at Cotehele.

Plymouth Sound and
Estuaries SAC/Plymouth
Sound Shores and Cliffs
SSSI (biological)

• Designated for its sandbanks, estuaries,
mudflats and sandflats, shallow inlets and
bays, reefs, Salicornia and other annuals
colonising mud and sand, Spartina swards
and Atlantic salt meadows.
• Also designated for the following species:

Petromyzon marinus, Lampetra fluviatilis,
Alosa alosa, Alosa fallax, Tursiops truncates
and Phocoena phocoena.

internationally/ nationally important
heritage assets and features.

internationally designated sites and the
favourable condition of their interest
features.
• To avoid adverse impacts on,

conserve and where practical enhance
the designated interest of nationally
designated
designated conservation sites.

Potential loss of some
terrestrial or freshwater
habitats.
• To maintain the integrity of

internationally designated sites and the
favourable condition of their interest
features.
• To avoid adverse impacts on,

conserve and where practical enhance
the designated interest of nationally
designated conservation sites.

Potential increase in extent
of intertidal habitat due to
increased flooding though
potential erosion of
intertidal habitat through
scouring in some areas.
Potential loss of some
terrestrial or freshwater
habitats.

Potential loss of some
terrestrial or freshwater
habitats.
Potential increase in
extent of intertidal
habitat due to increased
flooding though potential
erosion of intertidal
habitat through scouring
in some areas.
Potential loss of some
terrestrial or freshwater
habitats.

Potential loss of some
terrestrial or freshwater
habitats.
Potential increase in extent
of intertidal habitat due to
increased flooding though
potential erosion of
intertidal habitat through
scouring in some areas.
Potential loss of some
terrestrial or freshwater
habitats.
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Location/ feature

St John’s Lake and
Lynher Estuary, SSSIs
(biological)

Key issues
• St John’s Lake comprises extensive mudflats
and saltmarsh of importance for wintering
wildfowl and waders. Underlying Devonian
slates form fringing shingle beaches and
shallow rock cliffs.

Objectives that apply
• To avoid adverse impacts on,

conserve and where practical enhance
the designated interest of nationally
designated conservation sites.

• Lynher estuary forms part of a ria complex,
which has developed saltmarsh and mudflats
of importance for wintering wildfowl and
waders. Transitional habitat from intertidal
habitats to transitional marsh. Areas of
extensive ancient woodland.
South Devon/Cornwall
and Tamar Valley Areas
of Outstanding Natural
Beauty and Heritage
Coasts

• The South Devon AONB is designated for
its rich landscape including its high coastal
plateaux and rugged coastline, estuaries,
distinctive river estuaries, coastal lowland,
settlements and urban fringes.

Key Considerations

No Active Intervention Scenario
Short Term (to 2025)

Medium Term (to 2055)

Long Term (to 2105)

Potential increase in extent
of intertidal habitat due to
increased flooding though
potential erosion of
intertidal habitat through
scouring in some areas.

Potential increase in
extent of intertidal
habitat due to increased
flooding though potential
erosion of intertidal
habitat through scouring
in some areas.

Potential increase in extent
of intertidal habitat due to
increased flooding though
potential erosion of
intertidal habitat through
scouring in some areas.

Potential loss of some
terrestrial or freshwater
habitats.

Potential loss of some
terrestrial or freshwater
habitats.

Potential loss of some
terrestrial or freshwater
habitats.

• To avoid conflict with AONB
Management Plan Objectives.

Change in landscape
character of AONB

Change in landscape
character of AONB

Change in landscape
character of AONB

• To avoid loss of scheduled and other
nationally important cultural heritage
sites.

Grade 1, 2 and 3 listed
buildings at risk from
flooding or erosion, with
the largest concentration in
Plymouth.

Grade 1, 2 and 3 listed
buildings at risk from
flooding or erosion, with
the largest concentration
in Plymouth.

Grade 1, 2 and 3 listed
buildings at risk from
flooding or erosion, with
the largest concentration in
Plymouth.

Registered Parks and
Gardens at flood-risk:

Registered Parks and
Gardens at flood-risk:

Registered Parks and
Gardens at flood-risk:

• The Cornwall AONB is designated for its
coast, rugged moors, tranquil valleys and
complex geology.
• The Tamar Valley AONB is designated for
its unspoilt drowned river valley system,
steep gorges, meandering rivers, ancient
woodlands and wetlands.
• The AONBs aim to conserve the best
qualities of the landscape by helping to guide
and manage change.
Historic Environment
Assets

• Listed buildings, Scheduled Monuments and
Registered Parks and Gardens lie within this
estuary.

-

Antony pleasure
grounds at risk
from flooding

-

Antony pleasure
grounds at risk
from flooding

-

Antony pleasure
grounds at risk
from flooding

-

Cotehele

-

Cotehele

-

Cotehele

Scheduled Monuments:
-

No 1 Basin And No
1 Dock, South Yard,
Devonport
Dockyard at risk of
flooding

-

Slip No 1 (The
Covered Slip),
South Yard,
Devonport

Scheduled Monuments:
-

No 1 Basin And
No 1 Dock,
South Yard,
Devonport
Dockyard at risk
of flooding

-

Slip No 1 (The
Covered Slip),
South Yard,

Scheduled Monuments:
-

No 1 Basin And No
1 Dock, South Yard,
Devonport
Dockyard at risk of
flooding

-

Slip No 1 (The
Covered Slip),
South Yard,
Devonport
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Location/ feature

Key issues

Objectives that apply

Key Considerations

No Active Intervention Scenario
Short Term (to 2025)

Medium Term (to 2055)

Long Term (to 2105)

Dockyard at risk
from flooding

Devonport
Dockyard at risk
from flooding

Dockyard at risk
from flooding

-

Bohetherick Lime
Kiln With Adjacent
Quay And Ancillary
Buildings, 140m
South East Of
Cotehele Bridge at
risk from flooding

-

Gawton Arsenic
Mine And Flue at
risk from flooding

-

Okeltor 19th
Century Arsenic,
Copper And Tin
Mine at risk from
flooding

-

Bohetherick Lime
Kiln With
Adjacent Quay
And Ancillary
Buildings, 140m
South East Of
Cotehele Bridge
at risk from
flooding

-

Gawton Arsenic
Mine And Flue at
risk from flooding

-

Okeltor 19th
Century Arsenic,
Copper And Tin
Mine at risk from
flooding

-

Bohetherick Lime
Kiln With Adjacent
Quay And Ancillary
Buildings, 140m
South East Of
Cotehele Bridge at
risk from flooding

-

Gawton Arsenic
Mine And Flue at
risk from flooding

-

Okeltor 19th
Century Arsenic,
Copper And Tin
Mine at risk from
flooding

Agricultural Land

• Farmland stretches inland from the cliff top,
therefore any flooding will affect net area.
However, this is low-grade farmland (Grade
3 and below).

• To avoid loss due to erosion of and/or
manage risk of flooding to agricultural
land.

Grade 2, 3 and 4
agricultural land at risk from
flooding.

Grade 2, 3 and 4
agricultural land at risk
from flooding.

Grade 2, 3 and 4
agricultural land at risk from
flooding.

Landfill sites

• 6 historic landfill sites: Stonehouse Lake,
Stonehouse Playing Fields, Victoria Park,
Antony Road car park, Southdown Quarry
and Millpool.

• To prevent pollution from

All historic landfill sites are
potentially at flood-risk.

All historic landfill sites
are potentially at floodrisk.

All historic landfill sites are
potentially at flood-risk.

contaminated sources

The current state of the historic landfill sites
(i.e. any details of remediation/removal etc) has
not been considered at this strategic level.
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Location/ feature

Isolated properties,
holiday developments
and coastal hamlets

Key issues
• There are various isolated properties,
farmsteads and coastal hamlets
• There are also holiday developments.
• Picklecombe Fort has recently been
converted to accommodation.

Kingsand and Cawsand

• These are small pretty villages, with the
sandy beaches being the main attraction for
tourists. There are a number of properties
along the back of the beach and promenade,
although the main villages stretch inland onto
higher ground.
• There is a ferry crossing between Cawsand
and Plymouth.

Objectives that apply
• To avoid loss of property due to
erosion and/or manage risk of
flooding to people and property.

This stretch of coastline encompasses
Mount Edgcumbe, Cawsand Bay and
Kingsand.

• To avoid loss due to erosion of and
manage risk of flooding to industrial,
commercial and economic assets and
activities.

The coastline is characterised by cliffs of
outstanding landscape and geological/
geomorphological value, therefore a key
consideration will be the conservation of
these features.

• To avoid loss of property due to
erosion and/or manage risk of
flooding to people and property.
• To avoid loss due to erosion of and
manage risk of flooding to industrial,
commercial and economic assets and
activities.

• Fishing and sailing are popular from these
resorts.
Tourist Facilities

• Mount Edgcumbe Country Park is an
important recreational resource and includes
a small bathing beach.
• The South West Coast Path runs along
stretches of this frontage – but there is
potential for this to be relocated.

Key Considerations
Considerations

• To avoid loss due to erosion of and
manage risk of flooding to key
community, recreational and amenity
facilities.

There could be potential conflict between
protecting urban areas, critical road
infrastructure, the extremely high
concentration of scheduled monuments
and other historic assets, and areas of
active/former landfill and potentially
contaminated land from increasing rates of
erosion/flooding while maintaining the
geological exposures and allowing natural
change.

No Active Intervention Scenario
Short Term (to 2025)

Medium Term (to 2055)

Long Term (to 2105)

Risk of erosion to people
and properties.

Risk of erosion to people
and properties.

Risk of erosion to people
and properties.

NAI may sustain features at
Kingsand.

People and properties at
risk from erosion at
Kingsand along sea front
(Market Street and The
Cleave)

People and properties at
risk from erosion at
Kingsand along sea front
(Market Street and The
Cleave)

People at properties at
risk of erosion at
Cawsand on sea front.

People at properties at risk
of erosion at Cawsand on
sea front.

Plymouth Ferry Dock
facilities may be at risk
from flooding.

Plymouth Ferry Dock
facilities may be at risk from
flooding.

Risk of erosion and loss
of net area of the tourist
amenity of Mount
Edgcumbe Country Park

Risk of erosion and loss of
net area of the tourist
amenity of Mount
Edgcumbe Country Park

South West Coast Path
at risk from erosion and
potentially loss
particularly at Cawsand
Bay.

South West Coast Path at
risk from erosion and
potentially loss particularly
at Cawsand Bay.

Potential increase in extent
of intertidal habitat.

Potential increase in
extent of intertidal
habitat.

Potential increase in extent
of intertidal habitat.

Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
integrity of the SSSI,
therefore NAI would
continue to maintain this
feature.

Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
integrity of the SSSI,
therefore NAI would
continue to maintain this
feature.

Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
integrity of the SSSI,
therefore NAI would
continue to maintain this
feature.

People at properties at risk
of erosion at Cawsand on
sea front.
Plymouth Ferry Dock
facilities may be at risk from
flooding.

NAI may sustain Mount
Edgcumbe County Park.

• Along the open coast to the west of the
Sound there is a number of small bathing
beaches and associated access and car park
facilities.
Plymouth Sound and
Estuaries SAC/Plymouth
Sound Shores and Cliffs
SSSI (biological)

• Designated for its sandbanks, estuaries,
mudflats and sandflats, shallow inlets and
bays, reefs, Salicornia and other annuals
colonising mud and sand, Spartina swards
and Atlantic salt meadows.
• Also designated for the following species:

Petromyzon marinus, Lampetra fluviatilis,
Alosa alosa, Alosa fallax, Tursiops truncates
and Phocoena phocoena.
Kingsand to Sandway
Point SSSI (geological)

• Kingsand to Sandway Point is of national
importance for its geomorphology. The rock
platform along the Kingsand beach section is
the only exposure in south west England of
an extrusive rhyolite flow of Permian age.

• To maintain the integrity of

internationally designated sites and the
favourable condition of their interest
features.
• To avoid adverse impacts on,

conserve and where practical enhance
the designated interest of nationally
designated
designated conservation sites.
• To allow natural processes and

maintain visibility of geological
exposures throughout geological
SSSIs.
• To avoid adverse impacts on,

conserve and where practical enhance
the designated interest of nationally
designated conservation sites.
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Location/ feature

Key issues

Objectives that apply

Key Considerations
Considerations

No Active Intervention Scenario
Short Term (to 2025)

Rame Head and
Whitsand Bay SSSI
(biological and
geological)

Cornwall and Tamar
Valley Areas of
Outstanding Natural
Beauty and Heritage
Coasts

• Rame Head and Whitsand Bay consists of
coastal cliff habitats with the largest colony
of shore dock in mainland Britain. The site
also supports significant populations of other
rare plant species. The Dartmouth Beds
within Bull Cove contain a fossiliferous
horizon, which has yielded important marine
fossils. Whitsand Bay is one of a suite of
south-west facing beaches on the English
Channel coast backed by a cliff-line of
Devonian grits and slates exhibiting a ‘slopeover-wall’ form and little affected by retreat.

• To allow natural processes and

• The Cornwall AONB is designated for its
coast, rugged moors, tranquil valleys and
complex geology.

Medium Term (to 2055)

Long Term (to 2105)

Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
integrity of the SSSI,
therefore NAI would
continue to maintain these
features.

Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
integrity of the SSSI,
therefore NAI would
continue to maintain
these features.

Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
integrity of the SSSI,
therefore NAI would
continue to maintain these
features.

• To avoid conflict with AONB
Management Plan Objectives.

Change in landscape
character of AONB

Change in landscape
character of AONB

Change in landscape
character of AONB

• To avoid loss of scheduled and other
nationally important cultural heritage
sites.

Grade 1, 2 and 3 listed
buildings at risk from
flooding or erosion.
Clusters of listed buildings
also located in Kingsand and
around the Mount
Edgcumbe Country Park.

Grade 1, 2 and 3 listed
buildings at risk from
flooding or erosion.
Clusters of listed
buildings also located in
Kingsand and around the
Mount Edgcumbe
Country Park.

Grade 1, 2 and 3 listed
buildings at risk from
flooding or erosion.
Clusters of listed buildings
also located in Kingsand and
around the Mount
Edgcumbe Country Park.

maintain visibility of geological
exposures throughout geological SSSI.
• To avoid adverse impacts on,

conserve and where practical enhance
the designated interest of nationally
designated conservation sites.

• The Tamar Valley AONB is designated for
its unspoilt drowned river valley system,
steep gorges, meandering rivers, ancient
woodlands and wetlands.
• The AONBs aim to conserve the best
qualities of the landscape by helping to guide
and manage change.

Historic Environment
Assets

• Scheduled Monuments, Registered Parks and
Gardens and listed buildings lie along this
stretch of coastline.

Registered Parks and
Gardens:
-

-

Mount Edgcumbe
Country Park at
risk from erosion.

-

-

-

Mount Edgcumbe
Country Park at
risk from erosion.

-

Cotehele

Cotehele

Scheduled Monuments:
-

Registered Parks and
Gardens:

Promontory Fort
and St Michael's
Chapel, Rame Head
at risk of erosion
No 1 Basin And No
1 Dock, South Yard,
Devonport
Dockyard at risk of
flooding
Slip No 1 (The
Covered Slip),

Scheduled Monuments:
-

-

Promontory Fort
and St Michael's
Chapel, Rame
Head at risk of
erosion
No 1 Basin And
No 1 Dock,
South Yard,
Devonport
Dockyard at risk

Registered Parks and
Gardens:
-

Mount Edgcumbe
Country Park at
risk from erosion.

-

Cotehele

Scheduled Monuments:
-

Promontory Fort
and St Michael's
Chapel, Rame Head
at risk of erosion

-

No 1 Basin And No
1 Dock, South Yard,
Devonport
Dockyard at risk of
flooding

-

Slip No 1 (The
Covered Slip),
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Location/ feature

Key issues

Objectives that apply

Key Considerations
Considerations

No Active Intervention Scenario
Short Term (to 2025)
South Yard,
Devonport
Dockyard at risk
from flooding
-

Bohetherick Lime
Kiln With Adjacent
Quay And Ancillary
Buildings, 140m
South East Of
Cotehele Bridge at
risk from flooding

-

Gawton Arsenic
Mine And Flue at
risk from flooding

-

Okeltor 19th
Century Arsenic,
Copper And Tin
Mine at risk from
flooding

Medium Term (to 2055)

Long Term (to 2105)

of flooding
-

-

Slip No 1 (The
Covered Slip),
South Yard,
Devonport
Dockyard at risk
from flooding
Bohetherick Lime
Kiln With
Adjacent Quay
And Ancillary
Buildings, 140m
South East Of
Cotehele Bridge
at risk from
flooding

-

Gawton Arsenic
Mine And Flue at
risk from flooding

-

Okeltor 19th
Century Arsenic,
Copper And Tin
Mine at risk from
flooding

South Yard,
Devonport
Dockyard at risk
from flooding
-

Bohetherick Lime
Kiln With Adjacent
Quay And Ancillary
Buildings, 140m
South East Of
Cotehele Bridge at
risk from flooding

-

Gawton Arsenic
Mine And Flue at
risk from flooding

-

Okeltor 19th
Century Arsenic,
Copper And Tin
Mine at risk from
flooding

Agricultural Land

• Farmland stretches inland from the cliff top,
therefore any erosion will affect net area.
However, this is low-grade farmland (Grade
3 and below).

• To avoid loss due to erosion of and/or
manage risk of flooding to agricultural
land.

Grade 2, 3 and 4
agricultural land at risk from
flooding or erosion.

Grade 2, 3 and 4
agricultural land at risk
from flooding or erosion.

Grade 2, 3 and 4
agricultural land at risk from
flooding or erosion.

Marine operations

• At Penlee Point lies Trinity House Fog Signal
Station.

• To minimise the impact of policies on
marine operations and activities.

Penlee Point Fog Signal
Station at risk from erosion.

Penlee Point Fog Signal
Station at risk from
erosion

Penlee Point Fog Signal
Station at risk from erosion
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The Supporting Appendices
These appendices and the accompanying documents provide all of the information required to support the
Shoreline Management Plan. This is to ensure that there is clarity in the decision-making process and that the
rationale behind the policies being promoted is both transparent and auditable. The appendices are:
A: SMP Development

This reports the history of development of the SMP, describing
more fully the plan and policy decision-making process.

B: Stakeholder Engagement

All communications from the stakeholder process are provided
here, together with information arising from the consultation
process.

C: Baseline Process Understanding

Includes baseline process report, defence assessment, NAI and
WPM assessments and summarises data used in assessments.

D: SEA Environmental Baseline
Report (Theme Review)

This report identifies and evaluates the environmental features
(human, natural, historical and landscape).

E: Issues & Objectives Evaluation

Provides information on the issues and objectives identified as part
of the Plan development, including appraisal of their importance.

F: Initial Policy Appraisal & Scenario
Development

Presents the consideration of generic policy options for each
frontage, identifying possible acceptable policies, and their
combination into ‘scenarios’ for testing. Also presents the appraisal
of impacts upon shoreline evolution and the appraisal of objective
achievement.

G: Preferred Policy Scenario Testing

Presents the policy assessment and appraisal of objective
achievement towards definition of the Preferred Plan (as presented
in the Shoreline Management Plan document).

H: Economic Appraisal and
Sensitivity Testing

Presents the economic analysis undertaken in support of the
Preferred Plan.

I: Strategic Environmental
Assessment (SEA) Report

Presents the various items undertaken in developing the Plan that
specifically relate to the requirements of the EU Council Directive
2001/42/EC (the Strategic Environmental Assessment Directive),
such that all of this information is readily accessible in one
document.

J: Appropriate Assessment Report

Presents the Appropriate Assessment of SMP policies upon
European designated sites (SPAs and SACs) as well as Ramsar sites,
where policies might have a likely significant effect upon these sites.
This is carried out in accordance with the Conservation (Natural
Habitats, &c.) Regulations 1994 (the Habitats Regulations).

K: Water Framework Development
Report

Presents assessment of potential impacts of SMP policies upon
coastal and estuarine water bodies, in accordance with the
requirements of EU Council Directive 2000/60/EC (the Water
Framework Directive).

L: Metadatabase and Bibliographic
database

All supporting information used to develop the SMP is referenced
for future examination and retrieval.

M: Action Plan Summary Table

Presents the Action Plan items included in Section 6 of the main
SMP document (The Plan) in tabular format for ease of monitoring
and reporting action plan progress.

Within each appendix cross-referencing highlights the documents where related appraisals are presented. The
broad relationships between the appendices are illustrated below.
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SMP Development
(Appendix A)

Baseline Process
Understanding
(Appendix C)

SEA Baseline
Report (Theme
(Theme
Review)
(Appendix D)

Stakeholder
Stakeholder
Engagement
(Appendix B)

Issues & Objectives
Evaluation
(Appendix E)

Initial Policy Appraisal
& Scenario
Development

(Appendix F)

Preferred Policy
Scenario Testing
(Appendix G)

Economic Appraisal /
Sensitivity Testing

(Appendix H)

Policy Statements
(SMP Document)

SEA Report
(Appendix I)
AA Report
(Appendix J)

Action Plan
(Appendix M)

Bibliography
(Appendix L)

WFD Report
(Appendix K)
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F.1 Introduction
This Appendix presents the key steps undertaken in the development and identification of policies that have
been taken forward for testing. The testing aims to assess the resultant impact on coastal change and coastal
assets. This process allowed identification of preferred policies, which are presented in Appendix G.
G
It therefore includes the following:
•

an explanation of how the policy options to test were developed;

•

identification of the options that have been appraised (Annex F.1);

•

the appraisal of these policy options in terms of potential impact on coastal evolution and behaviour
(Annex F.2);

•

the appraisal of these policy options in terms of potential impacts on the human and natural
environment and appraisal of objectives, as set out in Appendix D (Annex F.3); and,

•

a summary of the recommended preferred policies, based on these appraisals (Annex F.4).
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F.2

Identification of policy options to test

F.2.1

Policies to consider

There are four shoreline management policies that need to be considered by the SMP; these are defined by the
Defra SMP Guidance (2006) as follows:
•

Hold the existing defence line by maintaining or changing the standard of protection (referred to as
‘hold the line’). This policy covers those situations where work or operations are carried out in front
of the existing defences (such as beach recharge), rebuilding the toe of a structure, building offshore
breakwaters or other structures to improve or maintain the standard of protection provided by the
existing defence line. This policy also includes operations to the back of existing defences (such as
building secondary floodwalls) where they form an essential part of maintaining the current coastal
defence system.

•

Advance the existing defence line by building new defences on the seaward side of the original
defences (referred to as ‘advance the line’). This policy is limited to those policy units where
significant land reclamation is considered.

•

Managed realignment by allowing the shoreline to move backwards or forwards, with management to
control or limit movement (such as reducing erosion or building new defences on the landward side
of the original defences).

•

No active intervention, where there is no investment in coastal defences or operations.

The SMP guidance requires that in determining the appropriateness of the SMP policies, the assessment needs
to consider any changes over time at each location (i.e. through considering the three time periods (0 to 20
years, 20 to 50 years and 50 to 100 years) as well as to account for interactions between locations along the
coast during any time period.

F.2.1
F.2.1

Development of policy options to test

The recommended approach (Defra Guidance, 2006) for the development of a sustainable final plan is the
assessment of a combination of policies, or policy scenarios, rather than considering locations in isolation. A
‘nested’ approach has therefore been adopted, to enable local issues to be addressed in developing policy,
whilst still ensuring that larger scale considerations are still accounted for. As part of this nested approach, the
coast has been sub-divided into seventeen areas, for which ‘strings’ of policy options have been developed. At
a more local scale, draft ‘policy units’ have been defined. These local scale divisions of the coastline should
enable most effective management of the coast in the future and were therefore defined through considering a
number of factors including: the character of the coast (both natural and human), coastal processes and
operating authority boundaries.
Using the understanding gained from the two baseline scenarios of ‘no active intervention’ and ‘with present
management’ (see Appendix C),
C a preliminary high level assessment of appropriate policies was undertaken.
The assessment involved consultation with the Client Steering Group and stakeholders through Key
Stakeholder events held in July 2008. The high level assessment of appropriate policies considered any key
‘policy drivers ’ or controls, which could be the primary consideration in the setting of policies, such as critical
infrastructure, key commercial centres and international habitat sites. A ‘key policy driver’ can be defined as a
feature that has sufficient importance in terms of the benefits it provides that it potentially has an overriding
influence upon policy selection at the wider SMP scale. This may be through either promoting a policy, or
discarding a policy, for a particular location or locations. There are no specific criteria which define a key
policy driver, rather it is dependant upon the specific nature of coastline and associated assets.
In some cases this high level assessment of appropriate policies allowed quite obvious policies to be derived.
Elsewhere it was recognized that a number of policy options would need to be considered at the local level.
Therefore, for those areas where no key policy driver was identified, a high level screening of the generic
policy options was undertaken, considering potential impacts, technical feasibility and likely economic
justification. As part of this process, the policy options were discussed with the CSG, Elected Members (at an
Elected Members Forum in September 2008, and stakeholders (at a series of Key Stakeholder Events in
November 2008). Further information on the consultation process is provided in Appendix B.
B
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In consulting with the CSG, EMF and stakeholders, each group were asked to:
•

Provide a practical vision for the coastline over the short (0-20 years), medium (20-50 years) and long
term (50-100) years;

•

Consider the relative importance of their issues against those of others; and,

•

Where there might be a conflict of interest, consider possible areas for compromise or acceptable
change, especially where the relative importance of a particular issue might alter over time.

Through this process, the policy options that needed to be considered further were identified, for each
location. These options were then grouped together to create a policy ‘scenarios’ for each of the 17 policy
scenario areas (a to q). These are presented in Annex F1.
F1
In broad terms, Policy Scenario A represents a first approximation of appropriate policies, based upon current
understanding of coastal dynamics and the key issues along this SMP coastline. Based upon feedback from key
stakeholders and elected members, modifications have been made to appraise how varying policies could affect
both the coastal evolution and the achievement of objectives. The modifications considered as part of Policy
Scenario B consider a long term vision of a more naturally functioning coast, whilst the policies considered
under Policy Scenario C assume that a primary driver in the future will be to protect most assets in the long
term.
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F.3

Appraisal of policy options

The appraisal of policy options has involved two key tasks:
•

identification of potential impacts on shoreline interactions and future coastal evolution, which draws
upon the baseline scenario assessments already undertaken; and,

•

identification of potential impacts on the human and natural environment and appraisal of objectives
defined earlier in the SMP process (see Appendix D).
D

Annex F.1 identifies the policy scenarios that have been considered, together with a brief justification of the
policy decisions made. This text also states the broad assumptions made regarding the implementation of the
policy options. This is necessary to inform the assessment of potential impacts, but does not remove the need
for further more detailed study, which would be undertaken at a strategy stage.

F.3.1

Potential impacts on shoreline interactions
interactions and future coastal evolution

Annex F.2 presents the analysis of the potential impact of these policies on coastal evolution and therefore
future flood and erosion risk. This analysis builds upon the understanding of coastal behaviour and potential
evolution as discussed in Appendix C: Baseline Process Understanding.
Understanding Appendix C provides further
background information and the broad scale assumptions made in this SMP review, with regard to future
coastal response. Appendix C also discusses assumptions made with regard to future climate change, including
sea level rise.
Policy Scenario A is presented in full, followed by a discussion for each area, which identifies how modifications
to the policies (considered as part of Policy Scenarios B and/or C) may have a different impact on the coastal
dynamics and shoreline evolution.

F.3.2

Potential impacts on the
the human and natural environment

The potential impacts on the human and natural environment, including the possible benefits and opportunities
arising from each policy option, together with an appraisal of whether objectives have been achieved, are
discussed in Annex F.3.
F.3 This uses the baseline information included in Appendices
Appendices D and E.
No attempt has been made to weight or rank objectives, as previous experience on SMP2s has proven this
technique to be biased towards certain policy drivers and often too subjective. Instead the focus has been on a
more qualitative and flexible means of developing and appraising sustainable policy options against technical,
economic, environmental and social factors. This approach is considered to be more appropriate when
considering intangibles and areas where a single policy may have both positive and negative impacts.
As part of this approach stakeholders views have been collated, via a number of stakeholder events, and used
in the development of the issues and objectives table, and the subsequent policy appraisal (Appendix
Appendix B
provides further details on the consultation carried out as part of the SMP development).

F.3.3

Consideration
Consideration of estuaries

For the majority of estuaries within this SMP area, management policies have been developed as part of a
Catchment Flood Management Plan (CFMP). In developing CFMPs a similar process to the SMP is followed,
and policies have been developed through considering impact on both the evolution of the estuary and the
resultant impacts on shoreline assets. Prior to the final release of the CFMP, policies have to be adopted by
the Environment Agency and a consultation process is also undertaken. Therefore the principle for this SMP
has been to adopt the existing CFMP policies unless there is sufficient evidence to reject the policy, such as
where wave action is a key influence on change (as this is not considered in CFMPs).
In developing policy options for the SMP, the CFMP policies have been appraised at a high level. As the policies
are not always directly comparable, broad assumptions have been made regarding the likely implementation of
the CFMP and these are clearly stated in the policy appraisal tables below. In most instances the CFMP policies
have been adopted by the SMP as the equivalent policy. Rather than considering the four Defra policies (see
Section F2.1), the CFMPs consider six policy options. Table F.1 below states the CFMP policy options and the
broad equivalent SMP policy related to each.
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In general, the CFMPs for this area tend to set policies over much larger areas than considered by the SMP and
it has not always been appropriate to set an SMP policy that is a direct equivalent of CFMP policy. There is
therefore a number of areas where the CFMP policies are not thought to be appropriate for discrete lengths
of estuary shoreline. In these places alternative SMP policies have been considered, following discussion with
the relevant interest groups and CSG.

CFMP Policy Option

SMP Policy Option

P1 – No Active Intervention;

No Active Intervention

P2 – Reduce existing flood risk management actions;

No Active Intervention or Managed Realignment

P3 – Continue with existing or alternative actions;

Hold the Line or Managed Realignment

P4 – Take further action to sustain current level of
flood risk in future;

Hold the Line

P5 – Take further action to reduce flood risk; and

Hold the Line

P6 – Take action to increase the frequency of flooding
to bring benefits locally and elsewhere.

Managed Realignment

Table F.1

CFMP policy options and the equivalent SMP policy option.
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F.4

Identification of Proposed Preferred Policies

Upon completion of the policy appraisals discussed in Section F.4.2 and F.4.3, a review was undertaken to
determine which policy options and scenarios were the most appropriate for the sustainable long-term
management of the coast. The review took account of the impacts upon coastal processes, the features, issues
and objectives, as well as taking into account the views and comments provided by stakeholders throughout
the SMP process. Annex F.4 provides a concise summary of the proposed preferred policies identified from
this process, drawing upon the policy appraisals that have been undertaken and including brief
comment/justification as to why these have been selected as the proposed preferred policies.
A separate economic and sensitivity appraisal was then undertaken and this is presented in Appendix H.
H.
The proposed preferred policy options were then first discussed with the South Devon and Dorset Coastal
Advisory Group. An agreement was reached on a Preferred Policy Scenario for each SMP frontage to present
in the draft SMP for public consultation. These preferred policies have subsequently been amended further to
take account of the views received from the public consultation. The preferred policy and a record of changes
made are presented in Appendix G.
G
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Annex F.1 – Initial Policy Options to Test
The following table provides a summary of the policy options that have been identified at each location for
further appraisal. Further details on the assumptions made regarding these policy options, including potential
implementation, are included in the appraisal tables that follow. For this summary the relevant Defra policy
option has simply been identified (see Section F2.1 for further explanation of the policy options):
•

NAI = No Active Intervention);

•

HTL = Hold the (existing defence) Line;

•

ATL = Advance the (existing defence) Line; and

•

MR = Managed realignment.

The tables show the policy options assumed for each scenario, A, B and C. Where the policy at a location
changes between the scenarios it is highlighted in yellow.
As stated above (see Section F3.3), CFMP policies have already been adopted for many of the estuaries within
this SMP. In many instances, these policies have been used in the SMP and within this table are highlighted in
blue text. Where policies differ from the CFMP, black text is used.
For information purposes, the table also states the policy defined by the first Shoreline Management Plan.
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Draft Policy Unit

SMP1 Policy

Years
0 - 20
20

Scenario A
Years
Years
20 - 50
50 - 100

Years
0 - 20

Scenario B
Years
Years
20 - 50
50 - 100

Years
0 - 20

Scenario C
Years
Years
20 - 50
50 - 100

Justification

POLICY SCENARIO AREA: DURLSTON HEAD TO WHITE NOTHE
Durlston Head to St
Alban’s Head

Do Nothing

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

St Alban’s Head to
Kimmeridge Bay
Bay

Do Nothing

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

Kimmeridge Bay
(defended length)

Do Nothing;
Retreat

NAI

NAI

NAI

MR

MR

MR

HTL

HTL

HTL

Kimmeridge Bay
(undefended) to
Worbarrow Tout

Do Nothing

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

Worbarrow Tout to
Do Nothing
Lulworth
Lulworth Cove (East)

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

Lulworth Cove
(undefended)

Do Nothing

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

Lulworth Cove
(defended length)

Retreat

NAI

NAI

NAI

MR

MR

MR

HTL

HTL

HTL

Lulworth Cove
(West) to White
Nothe

Do Nothing

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

This is a largely undefended section with only
small localised defences at Kimmeridge Bay and
Lulworth Cove.
A key policy driver is to conserve the natural
landscape and geological value of this coastline,
with minimal interference. Scenario A assumes
that no new defences are built and that the
existing short stretches of defences are
allowed to deteriorate and fail.
It is, however, recognised that Kimmeridge Bay
and Lulworth Cove are important tourist
destinations. There are also archaeological sites
potentially at risk at Kimmeridge and West
Lulworth. Although maintenance of the existing
defence structures is unlikely to attract public
funds, it is possible that landowners may wish
to privately maintain defences. Therefore two
further policies options have been considered:
Scenario B considers the possible realignment
of defences, at both Kimmeridge and Lulworth,
as the shoreline on either side recedes, whilst
Scenario C considers the continued
maintenance and possible rebuilt of defences
along their existing alignment.
Although the defences are unlikely to be having
a significant impact on coastal processes in
their current alignment, the construction of
new defences in an advanced position has been
considered inappropriate due to the landscape
and geological importance of this coastline.
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Draft Policy Unit

SMP1 Policy

Years
0 - 20
20

Scenario A
Years
Years
20 - 50
50 - 100

Years
0 - 20

Scenario B
Years
Years
20 - 50
50 - 100

Years
0 - 20

Scenario C
Years
Years
20 - 50
50 - 100

Justification

POLICY SCENARIO AREA: WHITE NOTHE TO REDCLIFF POINT

White Nothe to
Ringstead Bay
(defended length
east)

Do Nothing

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

Ringstead Bay
(defended length)

Hold

HTL

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

HTL

HTL

HTL

Ringstead Bay
(defended length
west) to Redcliff
Point

Do Nothing;
Retreat (at
Osmington)

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

POLICY SCENARIO AREA: REDCLIFF POINT TO PORTLAND BILL

This is a largely natural coastline, renowned for
its geology and landscape value. A key policy
driver is therefore to allow natural coastal
processes to continue, with minimal
interference.
There are, however, currently defences
protecting the small resort of Ringstead Bay;
these were constructed in the mid-1990s and
have an anticipated 50-year design life. In the
medium and long term it is likely that these
defences will become increasingly difficult to
maintain in their current position, due to the
risk of outflanking as the undefended cliffs to
either side continue to erode. Therefore, in
Scenario A it has been assumed that defences
will be maintained for as long as possible, to
allow any exit strategies to be developed, but
that they would not be replaced once their
reach the end of their effective life.
Two further options have also been explored:
Scenario B - allowing the defences to
deteriorate and fail immediately; Scenario C continue to maintain defences into the long
term (although this may require private
funding).
Given the current risk of outflanking and the
landscape value of this frontage, the
construction of new defences in advance of the
current ones has been considered
inappropriate and has therefore not been
tested.
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Draft Policy Unit

Redcliff Point to
Bowleaze Cove
(Gabions)

SMP1 Policy

Years
0 - 20
20

Scenario A
Years
Years
20 - 50
50 - 100

Years
0 - 20

Scenario B
Years
Years
20 - 50
50 - 100

Years
0 - 20

Scenario C
Years
Years
20 - 50
50 - 100

Do Nothing

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

Bowleaze Cove
(Gabions) to Furzy
Cliff

Retreat

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

MR

MR

HTL

HTL

HTL

Furzy Cliff

Retreat

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

HTL

HTL

HTL

Hold

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

MR

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

Furzy Cliff to Preston
Beach (Rock Groyne)
Groyne)

Justification

This area has been considered as a whole
system due to both sediment linkages and the
influence of Portland Harbour breakwaters.
The key settlement along this coast is
Weymouth (encompassing Preston Beach),
which is both an important tourist destination
and commercial centre. This frontage is
currently defended and a key policy driver is to
continue to protect the assets along the
Weymouth frontage. However, although the
area to the north of Weymouth Harbour is
excluded from the nature designations, the
section of Weymouth that lies within Portland
Harbour sits within the Portland Harbour
Shore SSSI therefore this could be an area of
conflict.
This shoreline also includes the east side of
Portland and along this frontage there is a
number of buildings and roads along the cliff
top, but this is also an area designated as a SSSI
for both geological and biological reasons.
Retention of the key access route to Portland
is a key policy driver along this frontage.
Although there are areas of undefended
frontage much of this coastline is currently
defended. Scenario A considers the impact of
continuing to hold existing defences, and
therefore maintaining protection to Portland
and Weymouth, whilst allowing undefended
stretches to continue to evolve naturally.
Along the north-west shore of Portland
Harbour, it is unlikely that in the long-term it
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Draft Policy Unit

SMP1 Policy

Years
0 - 20
20

Scenario A
Years
Years
20 - 50
50 - 100

Years
0 - 20

Scenario B
Years
Years
20 - 50
50 - 100

Years
0 - 20

Scenario C
Years
Years
20 - 50
50 - 100

Preston Beach (Rock
Groyne) to
Weymouth (Stone
Pier) (includes
Weymouth Harbour)

Hold

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

Weymouth (Stone
Pier) to Portland
Harbour (North
Breakwater)

Hold

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

Portland Harbour
(North Breakwater)
to Small Mouth

Retreat

MR

MR

MR

NAI

NAI

NAI

HTL

HTL

HTL

Small Mouth to
Osprey Quay
(Portland Harbour)

Hold

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

Justification

will be technically, environmentally or
economically viable to provide defences along
any part of this section of coast. However,
there is a need to provide space and time in
which assets on top of the cliff could be moved
away from the risk area, probably by
introducing temporary stabilisation measures.
Therefore Scenario A considers the potential
for MR along this frontage.
Scenario B has looked at where measures may
be implemented to work more in line with
natural processes. Under this scenario, the
potential for MR at both Bowleaze Cove and
Furzy Cliff to Preston Beach (Rock Groyne)
has been considered, as here there may be
issues in the future due to outflanking of
defences and there may also be environmental
benefits. A set back defence line could
therefore be more sustainable and also
improve beach facilities along this frontage;
which is a key tourism asset. There is more
space to adapt landwards at Preston Beach
than at Bowleaze Cove. At Bowleaze
realignment could increase exposure of the
Greenhill area of Weymouth which would
require more armouring.
The impact of NAI along the Portland Harbour
(North Breakwater) to Small Mouth frontage
has also been considered. Elsewhere, policies
remain the same as for Scenario A, due to the
key policy drivers of continuing to protect
Weymouth and Portland Harbour.
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Draft Policy Unit

Osprey Quay
(Portland Harbour)
to Grove Point
Point

Grove Point to
Portland Bill

SMP1 Policy

Hold;
Retreat
(towards
Grove Point)

Do Nothing;
Retreat (at
Church Ope
Cove)

Years
0 - 20
20

HTL

NAI

Scenario A
Years
Years
20 - 50
50 - 100

HTL

NAI

HTL

NAI

Years
0 - 20

HTL

NAI

Scenario B
Years
Years
20 - 50
50 - 100

HTL

NAI

HTL

NAI

Years
0 - 20

HTL

NAI

Scenario C
Years
Years
20 - 50
50 - 100

HTL

NAI

Justification

HTL

Under Scenario C, the impact of continuing to
maintain all defences has been continued. With
HTL considered at Furzy Cliff and Portland
Harbour (North Breakwater) to Small Mouth.
This would ensure protection to cliff top assets
at these locations, but could be detrimental to
the environmental designations along these
frontages.

NAI

Note: The future management of Portland
Harbour breakwaters is not considered by the
SMP. However, they do have a key influence on
this shoreline, although if they were allowed to
fail it is likely that they would continue to have
an effect for some time. The sensitivity of the
policies to any change in the breakwaters has,
however, been considered.

POLICY SCENARIO AREA: PORTLAND BILL TO THORNCOMBE BEACON

Portland Bill to West
Do Nothing
Weare

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

Selectively
Hold The
Line

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

Chesil Beach
(Northern end of
Osprey Quay) and
The Fleet

Do Nothing

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

Abbotsbury to
Cogden Beach

Do Nothing

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

Chiswell to Chesil
Beach (Northern end
of Osprey Quay)

This area encompasses the world-renowned
feature of Chesil Beach, which is of significant
value in terms of its landscape, geology and the
habitats it supports. Therefore, a key policy
driver is to allow this feature to evolve as
naturally as possible, whilst recognising the
need to manage the risk to the coastal
developments at Chiswell, Burton Bradstock,
Freshwater Beach and West Bay.
At the western end of this frontage, at
Chiswell, there are key commercial assets
located and protection of these is considered a
key policy driver over the next century. As a
result a hold the line policy has been set for
this location. Similarly, at West Bay only Hold
the Line has been considered. This area is
considered a significant commercial area, which
provides benefits to a much larger area.
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Draft Policy Unit

SMP1 Policy

Years
0 - 20
20

Scenario A
Years
Years
20 - 50
50 - 100

Years
0 - 20

Scenario B
Years
Years
20 - 50
50 - 100

Years
0 - 20

Scenario C
Years
Years
20 - 50
50 - 100

Cogden Beach to
Hive Beach (Burton
Bradstock)

Do Nothing

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

Hive Beach (Burton
Bradstock)

Do Nothing

HTL

HTL

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

HTL

HTL

HTL

Burton Cliff

Do Nothing

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

Freshwater Beach

Do Nothing

HTL

MR

HTL

MR

NAI

NAI

HTL

HTL

HTL

East Cliff (West Bay) Do Nothing

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

West Bay (East
Beach to eastern
pier)

Hold The
Line

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

MR

HTL

HTL

HTL

West Bay (from
eastern pier) to
West Cliff (East)
(includes West Bay
Bay
Harbour)

Hold The
Line

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

West Cliff (East) to
Thorncombe Beacon

Selectively
Hold The
Line

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

Justification

Defences here have also only recently been
upgraded with a 100-year design life.
Scenario A considers the impacts of allowing
the currently undefended sections of coast to
evolve naturally. Under this scenario, it is
assumed that defences at Hive Beach would be
maintained for as long as possible, but that in
the long term construction of new defences
would be unlikely to attract public funds. At
Freshwater Beach, the possibility of managed
realignment has been considered, as it may
become unsustainable technically and
economically to hold defences in their current
location. Set back defences could allow a more
stable beach to form and therefore be more
sustainable in the long term.
Scenario B has considered opportunities to
work more in line with natural processes. At
Hive Beach, no active intervention has been
considered, particularly as here public funds
may not be available to maintain the current
defences. At Freshwater Beach, the possibility
of managed realignment in the short, rather
than medium, term has been investigated. At
West Bay (Eastern side), the possibility for
managed realignment in the long term has also
been considered under this scenario.
Finally, Scenario C has considered the
possibility for further investment in existing
defences – which may come from private
funds. Therefore, this scenario considers the
impact of continuing to hold the line, into the
long term, at Freshwater Beach and Hive
Beach.
An Advance the Line policy is not considered
appropriate along this frontage due to both the
along shore sediment linkages and the
important landscape and geological value of this
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Draft Policy Unit

SMP1 Policy

Years
0 - 20
20

Scenario A
Years
Years
20 - 50
50 - 100

Years
0 - 20

Scenario B
Years
Years
20 - 50
50 - 100

Years
0 - 20

Justification

Scenario C
Years
Years
20 - 50
50 - 100
coastline.

POLICY SCENARIO AREA: THORNCOMBE BEACON TO BEER HEAD
Thorncombe Beacon
to Seatown (East)

Selectively
Hold The
Line

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

Seatown

Selectively
Hold The
Line

HTL

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

HTL

HTL

HTL

Seatown (West) to
Golden Cap

Selectively
Hold The
Line

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

Golden Cap to
Charmouth (East)

Selectively
Hold The
Line

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

Charmouth

Selectively
Hold The
Line

HTL

HTL

MR

HTL

MR

MR

HTL

HTL

HTL

Charmouth (West)
to East Cliff (Lyme
Regis)

Selectively
Hold The
Line

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

East Cliff (Lyme
Regis) to Broad
Ledge (Lyme Regis)

Hold The
Line

HTL

HTL

MR

HTL

MR

NAI

HTL

HTL

HTL

This section is largely undefended and consists
of active complex landslide formations. The
cliffs are of international importance for their
geology and habitats they support. A key policy
driver is therefore to allow the coast to evolve
as naturally as possible, whilst recognising the
need to manage risks to coastal settlements,
namely Seatown, Charmouth, Lyme Regis,
Seaton and Beer. Therefore, the policy along
much of this coast is No Active Intervention
for all three scenarios considered.
At Seatown, the defences are likely to become
outflanked in the medium term, as they are
already beginning to fail and have had to be
extended and repaired recently 15 years after
they were constructed as part of a scheme
with a 50-year design life. Although public
funds have been granted in the past for defence
works, it is unlikely that they will be in the
future. Therefore, in Scenario A, it is assumed
that defences would continue to be held in the
short term, whilst exit strategies are developed
and relocation options considered, but would
not be maintained beyond the short term.
Scenario B looks at the possibility of allowing
the defences to fail in the short term, whilst
Scenario C considers the possibility of holding
the existing defence line into the long term,
which is likely to rely on private funds being
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Draft Policy Unit

Broad Ledge (Lyme
(Lyme
Regis) to The Cobb
(Lyme Regis)

SMP1 Policy

Hold The
Line

Years
0 - 20
20

Scenario A
Years
Years
20 - 50
50 - 100

Years
0 - 20

Scenario B
Years
Years
20 - 50
50 - 100

Years
0 - 20

Scenario C
Years
Years
20 - 50
50 - 100

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

The Cobb (Lyme
Regis) to Seven Rock
Do Nothing
Point (defended
length)

HTL

HTL

MR

HTL

MR

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

The Cobb (Lyme
Regis) to Seven Rock Do Nothing
Point (undefended)

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

Seven Rock Point to
Haven Cliff (West)

Do Nothing

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

Axe Estuary (Mouth
Breakwater to
Axmouth North)

N/A

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

Axe Estuary
(Axmouth North to
Seaton
Seaton North)

N/A

MR

MR

MR

MR

MR

MR

MR

MR

MR

Axe Estuary (Seaton
East)

N/A

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

Axe Estuary (Spit)

Selectively
Hold The
Line

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

Axe Estuary (Spit) to
Seaton (West)

Selectively
Hold The
Line

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

Justification

available. Advance the line is not considered an
appropriate option for this location, given the
unstable nature of the cliffs and the important
landscape and nature conservation value of this
coastline.
Although the tourism and commercial value of
assets at Lyme Regis mean that a key policy
driver along the main frontage is to continue to
protect these assets, along the eastern and
western extremities of Lyme Regis, cliff erosion
of undefended cliffs on either side will mean an
increased outflanking risk. Continuing to
protect these areas will become technically
more difficult and expensive, therefore
managed retreat of cliff top assets may be a
more sustainable long term option. Scenario A
considers this possibility in the long term,
whilst Scenario B considers MR earlier, in the
medium term. Finally, Scenario C looks at a
long term policy of Hold the Line, as there
could be some benefit to the main frontage of
Lyme Regis.
A similar approach has been taken at
Charmouth, where three options have also
been considered.
For the Axe Estuary, the CFMP policies have
been considered appropriate for much of the
estuary. The main exception is along the
eastern side of the estuary from the mouth to
Axmouth; here the CFMP policy is to ‘increase
the frequency of flooding’. This is considered
inappropriate as it would suggest realignment,
but this is not viable along this stretch as it is
backed by steeply rising ground and would also
impact on an important local highway and
affect navigation.
The coastal town of Seaton is currently
protected by a range of defences; seawalls to
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Scenario A
Years
Years
20 - 50
50 - 100

Scenario B
Years
Years
20 - 50
50 - 100

Scenario C
Years
Years
20 - 50
50 - 100

Draft Policy Unit

SMP1 Policy

Seaton (West) to
Seaton Hole

Selectively
Hold The
Line

MR

MR

MR

MR

NAI

NAI

HTL

HTL

HTL

Seaton Hole to Beer

Selectively
Hold The
Line

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

Beer

Selectively
Hold The
Line

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

HTL

HTL

HTL

Beer to Beer Head

Selectively
Hold The
Line

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

Years
0 - 20
20

Years
0 - 20

Years
0 - 20

Justification

the east, which protect low-lying land from
flooding and revetment to the west. The
majority of the town is protected by the
seawalls and continued protection of the main
town frontage is considered a key policy driver
over the next century. Along the western
frontage, retention of these revetments would
protect cliff top assets, but result in loss of
beach, which will in turn affect the long-term
sustainability of the defences. There may also
be some benefit of allowing the cliffs to erode,
which will release sediment as well as increase
exposure of geological assets. Three options
have therefore been considered for this
stretch: scenario A assumes that the cliffs are
allowed to erode, but with some management
possible to slow the rate of recession. Scenario
B assumes that no further management
measures are undertaken beyond the short
term, whilst Scenario C looks at the possibility
of holding defences along this frontage,
assuming funds are available.
At Beer, there is only a short length of coastal
defence and limited assets at risk, as much of
the town is located on high land, set back from
the coast. It is unlikely that the defences would
attract public funding, but the possibility of
continuing to maintain the defences, through
alternative funding, has been considered in
Scenario C.

POLICY SCENARIO AREA: BEER HEAD TO OTTERTON LEDGE
Beer Head to
Salcombe Hill
River Sid

Do Nothing

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

Hold The
Line

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

MR

MR

This section is largely undefended and natural
functioning; therefore along the majority of this
frontage the key policy driver is to allow
natural evolution to continue. A policy of no
active intervention is therefore the preferred
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Draft Policy Unit

SMP1 Policy

Years
0 - 20
20

Scenario A
Years
Years
20 - 50
50 - 100

Years
0 - 20

Scenario B
Years
Years
20 - 50
50 - 100

Hold The
Line

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

Chit Rocks to Big
Picket Rock

Do Nothing

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

Big Picket Rock to
Otterton Ledge

Do Nothing

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

Sidmouth

Years
0 - 20

Scenario C
Years
Years
20 - 50
50 - 100

Justification

option along much of the shoreline.
Sidmouth is a key tourist destination and
commercial centre and therefore a key policy
driver is to continue to protect this frontage.
However, defences may become outflanked by
erosion of cliffs to the east and there may be
benefits of providing management of the coast
to reduce the rate of erosion. Therefore,
under Scenario B the possibility of MR along
the River Sid frontage has been considered.

POLICY SCENARIO AREA: OTTERTON LEDGE TO STRAIGHT POINT
Otter Estuary
(Otterton Ledge to
Budleigh Salterton
East)

N/A

MR

MR

MR

Otter Estuary (Spit)

Do Nothing

NAI

NAI

NAI

Budleigh Salterton
(East) to Budleigh
Salterton (West)

Selectively
Hold The
Line

HTL

HTL

HTL

Budleigh Salterton
(West) to Straight
Point

Do Nothing

NAI

NAI

NAI

The cobble beach and red sandstone cliffs
around Budleigh Salterton are major landscape
and geological features and their conservation
is of international importance; the cliffs are also
a contributor of beach material. The Otter
Estuary is also a nationally designated feature.
A key policy driver is therefore to allow the
currently undefended frontage to evolve as
naturally as possible with minimal interference.
Budleigh Salterton is, however, a sizeable
settlement and tourist resort and the main link
road runs along the seafront. A key policy
driver here to continue to protect this
frontage.
The CFMP policy for the Otter Estuary to
increase the frequency of flooding has been
considered appropriate and adopted for this
SMP as there is potential for managed
realignment to occur within the estuary.

POLICY SCENARIO AREA: STRAIGHT POINT TO HOLCOMBE
Straight Point to
Orcombe Rocks

Do Nothing

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

This area encompasses the major estuary
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Draft Policy Unit
Orcombe Rocks to
Maer Rocks

SMP1 Policy
Selectively
Hold The
Line
Selectively
Hold The
Line
Selectively
Hold The
Line
Selectively
Hold The
Line

Years
0 - 20
20

Scenario A
Years
Years
20 - 50
50 - 100

Years
0 - 20

Scenario B
Years
Years
20 - 50
50 - 100

Years
0 - 20

Scenario C
Years
Years
20 - 50
50 - 100

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

MR

MR

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

N/A

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

N/A

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

N/A

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

N/A

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

N/A

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

N/A

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

Exe Estuary - Exton
to Lower Clyst

N/A

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

Exe Estuary - Clyst
Bridge to Railway

N/A

MR

MR

MR

MR

MR

MR

N/A

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

N/A

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

The Maer
Octagon
Octagon to Exmouth
slipway
Exmouth Spit
Exe Estuary Exmouth (west)
Exe Estuary Exmouth (west) to
Lympstone
Exe Estuary Lympstone
Exe Estuary Nutwell Park
Exe Estuary Lympstone
Commando
Exe Estuary - Exton

Exe Estuary Topsham
Exe Estuary - M5
(east) to St James'
Weir

Justification

complex of the Exe Estuary, as well as the large
urban and commercial centre of Exmouth and
the resort of Dawlish.
The coastline is characterised by cliffs of
outstanding landscape and geological value,
therefore a key consideration will be the
conservation of this asset, through allowing
coastal processes to continue, with minimal
interference. However, much of the coastline
and Exe Estuary shoreline is developed and a
major railway line runs along the coast south of
Dawlish.
Whilst Scenario C assumes maximum
investment in defences and therefore
continuation of hold the line along much of the
coastline, Scenario A has considered areas
where there opportunity for more sustainable
management to be undertaken. MR has
therefore been considered at The Maer, within
the Lower Clyst, between Turf Lock to
Powderham within the Exe Estuary, and along
the central and eastern ends of Dawlish
Warren.
Policies for the Exe Estuary (Straight Point to
Langstone Rock) have been taken from the Exe
Estuary Coastal Management Study, which has
undertaken a more extensive assessment.

Note: policies along the Dawlish frontage
south-west of Langstone Rock are dependent
upon the future of the entire railway network,
which is the key policy driver for this stretch as
there are no current plans to move this route
inland .It is unlikely that, even if the railway
were to be re-routed inland, anything other
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Scenario A
Years
Years
20 - 50
50 - 100

Scenario B
Years
Years
20 - 50
50 - 100

Scenario C
Years
Years
20 - 50
50 - 100

SMP1 Policy

Years
0 - 20
20

N/A

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

N/A

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

N/A

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

Exe Estuary - Turf
Lock to Powderham
Powderham

N/A

HTL

MR

MR

HTL

HTL

HTL

Exe Estuary Powderham (south)

N/A

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

N/A

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

N/A

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

N/A

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

MR

MR

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

MR

MR

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

Draft Policy Unit
Exe Estuary Topsham Sludge beds
Exe Estuary - St
James' Weir to M5
(west)
Exe Estuary - M5
(west) to Turf Lock

Exe Estuary Starcross
Exe Estuary Cockwood
Exe Estuary Cockwood to The
Warren
Dawlish Warren
(East - distal end)
Dawlish Warren
(Central - gabion
defences)
Dawlish Warren
(West - hard
defences)
Langstone Rock to
Coryton Cove
Coryton Cove to
Holcombe

Selectively
Hold The
Line
Selectively
Hold The
Line
Selectively
Hold The
Line
Selectively
Hold The
Line
Selectively
Hold The
Line

Years
0 - 20

Years
0 - 20

POLICY SCENARIO AREA: HOLCOMBE TO HOPE’S
HOPE’S NOSE

Justification

than HTL would be appropriate, as protection
would still be afforded to the extensively
developed town of Dawlish, which is also an
important tourism destination with economic
significance for the wider area. Any future
decision to move to an inland route would be
taken by the Department for Transport, not
Network Rail.
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Draft Policy Unit
Holcombe to Sprey
Point
Sprey Point
Sprey Point to
Teignmouth Pier
Teignmouth Pier to
The Point
Point

SMP1 Policy
Selectively
Hold The
Line
Selectively
Hold The
Line
Selectively
Hold The
Line
Selectively
Hold The
Line

Years
0 - 20
20

Scenario A
Years
Years
20 - 50
50 - 100

Years
0 - 20

Scenario B
Years
Years
20 - 50
50 - 100

Years
0 - 20

Scenario C
Years
Years
20 - 50
50 - 100

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

MR

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

Teign Estuary - The
Point to Teignmouth
and Shaldon Bridge

Selectively
Hold The
Line

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

Teign Estuary North Shore
(Teignmouth and
Shaldon Bridge to
Passage
Passage House
Hotel)

Selectively
Hold The
Line

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

Teign Estuary Passage House Hotel
to Kingsteignton
Road Bridge

Selectively
Hold The
Line

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

MR

MR

HTL

HTL

HTL

Teign Estuary Kingsteignton and
Newton Abbot

Selectively
Hold The
Line

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

Teign Estuary - South
Shore (Newton
Abbot to Shaldon)

Selectively
Hold The
Line

HTL

HTL

HTL

NAI

NAI

NAI

HTL

HTL

HTL

Teign Estuary Shaldon

Selectively
Hold The

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

Justification

This is a largely undeveloped, hard cliffed
section of coastline, with the main areas of
development located at Teignmouth and
Shaldon, either side of the Teign Estuary. A
railway line also runs along the coast between
Holcombe and Teignmouth. As well as being
considered critical infrastructure, the railway
also has historical significance. There are no
current plans to relocate the railway;
therefore, it is considered a key policy driver.
Long-term recession of the coast will be
limited in the most part by the geological
resistance of the cliffs. It is likely; however, that
natural coastal squeeze will result with the
resultant loss of bathing beaches in the long
term.
The area is bisected by the Teign Estuary. The
railway line runs along the northern bank of
the estuary and there are a number of
settlements strung out along its banks. For
much of the estuary the CFMP policies ‘to take
further action to reduce flood risk’ are
considered appropriate. However, additional
scenarios have been considered between:
Passage House Hotel and Kingsteignton Road
Bridge, and Newton Abbot to Shaldon; where
potential opportunities have been identified,
albeit in keeping with the spirit of the CFMP
policy.
To the south of the Teign Estuary, much of the
coastline is currently undefended and few
assets are at risk. There are, however,
defences at Maidencombe, Watcombe and
Anstey's Cove. The resistant nature of this
cliffed shoreline and the poor sediment
connectivity means that these defences are
unlikely to be having a significant impact on
coastal evolution, but it is unlikely that
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Draft Policy Unit

SMP1 Policy

Years
0 - 20
20

Scenario A
Years
Years
20 - 50
50 - 100

Years
0 - 20

Scenario B
Years
Years
20 - 50
50 - 100

Years
0 - 20

Scenario C
Years
Years
20 - 50
50 - 100

Line
Shaldon (The Ness)
to Maidencombe
(North)

Selectively
Hold The
Line

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

Maidencombe

Selectively
Hold The
Line

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

HTL

HTL

HTL

Maidencombe
(South) to
Watcombe Head

Selectively
Hold The
Line

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

Watcombe
Watcombe to Petit
Tor Point
Petit Tor Point to
Walls Hill
Walls Hill

Anstey's Cove
Anstey's Cove to
Hope's Nose

Selectively
Hold The
Line
Selectively
Hold The
Line
Selectively
Hold The
Line
Selectively
Hold The
Line
Selectively
Hold The
Line
Selectively
Hold The
Line

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

HTL

HTL

HTL

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

HTL

HTL

HTL

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

Justification

continued defence provision would attract
public funds. Under Scenario C the potential
impact of continuing to hold defences along
these frontage has, however, been considered,
as landowners could wish to privately fund
defences. It is not, however, considered
appropriate for new defences to be built in
advance of the existing ones, due to the
landscape and natural conservation value of this
shoreline, therefore ATL has not been
considered.

Note: Between Holcombe and Teignmouth the
policies are dependent upon the future of the
entire railway network, which is the key policy
driver for this stretch. If the railway was not
present then continued defence along all of this
stretch would likely not be viable, with only
defences that protect the urban area of the
town of Teignmouth likely to be justified under
a policy of HTL. The rest of the frontage would
probably change to a policy of NAI if the
railway were to be moved inland. There are
however, no plans to provide an inland route
and Network Rail’s remit is to maintain the
railway where it currently exists. Any future
decision to move to an inland route would be
taken by the Department for Transport, not
Network Rail.

POLICY SCENARIO AREA: HOPE’S NOSE TO BERRY HEAD (TOR BAY)
Hope’s Nose to
Meadfoot Beach
(East)

Selectively
Hold The
Line

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

This is a heavily populated and developed area
of coastline which encompasses the Torbay
district. This stretch is of significant tourism
value, therefore a key policy driver is to
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Draft Policy Unit

SMP1 Policy

Meadfoot Beach
(West) to Beacon
Beacon
Cove

Selectively
Hold The
Line
Selectively
Hold The
Line

Beacon Cove to
Torre Abbey Sands
(Torquay Harbour)

Selectively
Hold The
Line

Meadfoot Beach

Torre Abbey Sands

Corbyn's Head

Livermead Sands

Livermead Head

Hollicombe Beach

Hollicombe Head
Hollicombe Head to
Roundham Head
Goodrington Sands
Goodrington Sands
to Broadsands
Broadsands

Selectively
Hold The
Line
Selectively
Hold The
Line
Selectively
Hold The
Line
Selectively
Hold The
Line
Selectively
Hold The
Line
Selectively
Hold The
Line
Selectively
Hold The
Line
Selectively
Hold The
Line
Selectively
Hold The
Line
Selectively

Years
0 - 20
20

Scenario A
Years
Years
20 - 50
50 - 100

Years
0 - 20

Scenario B
Years
Years
20 - 50
50 - 100

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

MR

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

MR

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

MR

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

MR

MR

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

MR

MR

Years
0 - 20

Scenario C
Years
Years
20 - 50
50 - 100

Justification

continue to preserve this function and protect
the relevant assets. Much of the coast is
already defended, and for much of the coast
there would be little benefit from allowing
these defences to fail, therefore under scenario
A it is assumed that these defences would be
maintained.
The sandy beaches which front these resorts
are, however, a particular attraction and
maintenance of these in their current state
could become increasingly difficult in the future
under a scenario of rising sea levels. Therefore
under Scenario B, areas where there could be
potential opportunities to enhance both the
beach and natural environment have been
explored. Under this scenario MR has been
considered at Torre Abbey Sands, Hollicombe
Head, between Hollicombe Head and
Roundham Head, Goodrington Sands and
Broadsands.
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Draft Policy Unit

Broadsands to
Churston Cove
(East)
Churston Cove
(East) to Shoalstone
Shoalstone
Point
Shoalstone Point to
Berry Head

SMP1 Policy
Hold The
Line
Selectively
Hold The
Line
Selectively
Hold The
Line
Selectively
Hold The
Line

Years
0 - 20
20

Scenario A
Years
Years
20 - 50
50 - 100

Years
0 - 20

Scenario B
Years
Years
20 - 50
50 - 100

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

Years
0 - 20

Scenario C
Years
Years
20 - 50
50 - 100

Justification

POLICY SCENARIO AREA: BERRY HEAD TO BLACKSTONE POINT
Berry Head to
Sharkham Point
Sharkham Point to
Kingswear (South)

Do Nothing

NAI

NAI

NAI

Do Nothing

NAI

NAI

NAI

Dart Estuary Kingswear (South) to
Waterhead Creek

N/A

HTL

HTL

HTL

Dart Estuary Waterhead Creek to
Greenway Viaduct

N/A

HTL

HTL

HTL

N/A

HTL

HTL

HTL

N/A

HTL

HTL

HTL

N/A

HTL

HTL

HTL

Dart Estuary Greenway Viaduct to
Totnes South (east
bank)
Dart Estuary Totnes
Dart Estuary Totnes South (west
bank) to Dartmouth
(North)

This is a mainly cliffed stretch of coastline that
encompasses the Dart Estuary.
The coastline is characterised by cliffs of
outstanding landscape value and with local
concentrations of historic features. Much of it
is undeveloped with development centred at
Dartmouth, Kingswear and Brixham (St Mary’s
Bay). At St Mary’s Bay, assets are located along
the resistant cliff top. Therefore along the open
coast, the key policy driver is to allow the
coastline to remain natural, through a policy of
no active intervention.
In the long term natural intertidal squeeze may
occur due to the combination of resistant cliffs
and rising sea levels. This may have an impact
on some designated habitats, but this is
considered a natural processes.
Within the Dart Estuary, there are various
settlements located along both banks. The
CFMP policy for this section is “P5 – Take
further action to reduce flood risk (now and in
the future)”. This has been interpreted to
mean ‘Hold the Line’ throughout the estuary,
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Draft Policy Unit

SMP1 Policy

Years
0 - 20
20

Scenario A
Years
Years
20 - 50
50 - 100

Dart Estuary Dartmouth (North)
to Halftide Rock

N/A

HTL

HTL

HTL

Dart Estuary Halftide Rock to
Blackstone Point

N/A

HTL

HTL

HTL

Years
0 - 20

Scenario B
Years
Years
20 - 50
50 - 100

Years
0 - 20

Scenario C
Years
Years
20 - 50
50 - 100

Justification

where defences already exist and is considered
appropriate.

POLICY SCENARIO AREA: BLACKSTONE POINT TO START POINT
Blackstone Point to
Stoke Fleming

Selectively
Hold The
Line

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

Stoke Fleming to
Blackpool Sands

Selectively
Hold The
Line

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

Blackpool Sands

Selectively
Hold The
Line

HTL

MR

HTL

MR

NAI

NAI

HTL

HTL

HTL

Blackpool Sands to
Strete

Selectively
Hold The
Line

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

Strete to Torcross
North (Slapton
Sands)

Selectively
Hold The
Line

HTL

HTL

MR

NAI

NAI

NAI

HTL

HTL

MR

Torcross North to
Limpet Rocks

Selectively
Hold The
Line

HTL

HTL

MR

MR

NAI

NAI

HTL

HTL

MR

This coastline is characterised by a shingle
barrier which over thousands of years has
migrated landwards resulting in the emergence
of headlands and formation of shingle
embayments. The longest stretch of shingle
beach is Slapton Sands, which is an important
tourist attraction.
The coastline is of outstanding environmental,
landscape and geological/geomorphological
value. A key policy driver is therefore to
minimise intervention and allow the coast to
function as naturally as possible. There are,
however, a number of socio-economic assets
along this shoreline, including small scale
tourist developments and the A379 link road
that runs along the crest of Slapton Sands and
behind Blackpool Sands. There is also high
grade agricultural land along the cliff tops. In
recognition of the national importance of this
area in terms of its habitats and landscape,
Scenario A considers the long term vision of
allowing the shoreline to roll back landwards in
response to sea level rise. However, this will
require action plans and exit strategies to be
developed therefore in the short to medium
term it is assumed that existing defences at
Blackpool Sands, Slapton Sands, Torcross
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Scenario A
Years
Years
20 - 50
50 - 100

Scenario B
Years
Years
20 - 50
50 - 100

Scenario C
Years
Years
20 - 50
50 - 100

Draft Policy Unit

SMP1 Policy

Limpet Rocks to
Tinsey Head

Selectively
Hold The
Line

HTL

MR

MR

NAI

NAI

NAI

HTL

MR

MR

Tinsey Head to Start
Point

Selectively
Hold The
Line

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

Years
0 - 20
20

Years
0 - 20

Years
0 - 20

Justification

North to Limpet Rocks and Limpet Rocks to
Tinsey Head would be maintained and that set
back defences would be provided at Blackpool
Sands, Torcross North to Limpet Rocks and at
Beesands. This approach of managed
realignment is already the preferred option at
Slapton Sands as a result of the recent coastal
zone management study. This seeks to realign
the road in stages until such time as it is
unsustainable, after which time it will be
accepted that the road will be closed.
Scenario B, considers a more immediate move
to a more naturally functioning, with a
withdrawal of management along this entire
shoreline by the medium term.
Scenario C is much as for Scenario A, but
considers the implication of holding the line at
Blackpool Sands rather than realigning at a
point in the future. This would likely need to
involve private rather than public funding.

POLICY SCENARIO AREA: START POINT TO BOLT HEAD
Start Point to Prawle
Point
(Lannacombe)
Start Point
Point to Prawle Do Nothing
Point
(Undefended
shoreline)

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

HTL

HTL

HTL

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

Prawle Point to
Limebury Point

Selectively
Hold The
Line

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

Salcombe Harbour
(Limebury Point to
Kingsbridge Estuary Scoble Point)

Selectively
Hold The
Line

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

NAI

NAI

HTL

HTL

HTL

This is a mainly undeveloped length of coastline
(with the exception of Kingsbridge and
Salcombe) with minimal coastal defences. The
coastline is characterised by cliffs of
outstanding landscape and geological
/geomorphological value, therefore a key policy
driver along the open coast is to allow natural
processes to continue, with minimal
interference. Therefore where no defences are
present, no active intervention has been tested
under all three scenarios, with the only
exception being Lannacombe, where Scenario
C has considered the impact of continuing to
hold defences, although this would most likely
need to be funded privately.
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Draft Policy Unit

SMP1 Policy

Years
0 - 20
20

Scenario A
Years
Years
20 - 50
50 - 100

Years
0 - 20

Scenario B
Years
Years
20 - 50
50 - 100

Years
0 - 20

Scenario C
Years
Years
20 - 50
50 - 100

Kingsbridge Estuary
East (Scoble Point to
Kingsbridge)

Selectively
Hold The
Line

HTL

HTL

HTL

NAI

NAI

NAI

HTL

HTL

HTL

Kingsbridge Estuary Kingsbridge

Selectively
Hold The
Line

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

Kingsbridge Estuary
West (Kingsbridge to
Snapes Point)

Selectively
Hold The
Line

HTL

HTL

HTL

NAI

NAI

NAI

HTL

HTL

HTL

Salcombe (Snapes
Point to Splat Cove
Point)

Selectively
Hold The
Line

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

MR

MR

HTL

HTL

HTL

Splat Cove Point to
Bolt Head

Do Nothing

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

Justification

Within Kingsbridge Estuary, there are a
number of settlements located along the banks
of the estuary. Maintaining the ‘naturalness’ of
the Salcombe-Kingsbridge Estuary (dendritic
ria) is a key consideration, but there is also a
wish to continue to protect urban areas (such
as Salcombe and Kingsbridge), road
infrastructure such as the A379 and a high
concentration of historic assets from increasing
rates of erosion/flooding.
The CFMP policies for these frontages have
been considered and tested as part of Scenario
A. The recommended CFMP policy is “P5 –

Take further action to reduce flood risk (now
and in the future)”. This has been interpreted
to mean ‘Hold the Line’ throughout the
estuary, where defences already exist.
Scenario B has, however, looked at potential
opportunities within the estuary to work more
closely with nature, through either NAI or MR.

POLICY SCENARIO AREA: BOLT HEAD TO WEMBURY POINT
Bolt Head to Bolt
Tail
Bolt Tail to
Thurlestone Rock
(Inner/ Outer Hope)
Bolt Tail to
Thurlestone
Thurlestone Rock
(Undefended
frontage)
Thurlestone Rock to
Warren Point
Warren Point to
Avon Estuary (East)

Do Nothing

Selectively
Hold The
Line
Selectively
Hold The
Line
Selectively
Hold The
Line

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

HTL

HTL

HTL

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

HTL

MR

NAI

MR

NAI

NAI

HTL

MR

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

This long stretch of coastline encompasses the
Avon, Yealm and Erme Estuaries.
The coastline is relatively undeveloped with
minimal or no coastal defences, and is
characterised by cliffs of outstanding landscape
and geological /geomorphological value. A key
policy driver along the open coast is therefore
to allow natural processes to continue with
minimal interference. Along much of the open
coast, no active intervention has therefore
been the only option considered. There are,
however, a number of coastal developments,
namely, Inner and Outer Hope, Thurlestone
and Challaborough.
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Scenario A
Years
Years
20 - 50
50 - 100

Scenario B
Years
Years
20 - 50
50 - 100

Scenario C
Years
Years
20 - 50
50 - 100

Draft Policy Unit

SMP1 Policy

Avon Estuary
Estuary (East
Bank – Mouth to
Stadbury Farm)

Selectively
Hold The
Line (estuary
mouth part
only)

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

N/A

MR

MR

MR

MR

MR

MR

MR

MR

MR

Avon Estuary (West
Hold The
Bank – Stakes
Stakes Hill to
Line (estuary
Warren Point
mouth part
(Bigbury(Bigbury-onon-Sea))

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

Warren Point
(Bigbury(Bigbury-onon-Sea) to
Challaborough
(West)

Selectively
Hold The
Line

HTL

HTL

MR

HTL

HTL

MR

HTL

HTL

MR

Challaborough
Challaborough
(West) to Erme
Estuary (East)

Selectively
Hold The
Line

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

N/A

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

N/A

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

N/A

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

Selectively
Hold The
Line

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

N/A

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

Avon Estuary
(Upstream section –
Stadbury Farm to
Stakes Hill)

Years
0 - 20
20

Years
0 - 20

Years
0 - 20

Selectively

only)

Erme Estuary (East
Bank – Mouth to
Orcheton Wood)
Erme Estuary
(Upstream section –
Orcheton Wood to
Pamflete Wood)
Wood)
Erme Estuary (West
Bank – Pamflete
Wood to Mouth)
Erme Estuary (West)
to Yealm Estuary
(East)
Yealm Estuary
Estuary (East
Bank – Mouth to
Passage House)

Justification

At Inner and Outer Hope, short lengths of
defences exist which protect cliff top access
roads. It is unlikely the continued provision of
these would attract public funding, but
landowners may wish to privately fund
defences, therefore HTL has been appraised
under scenario C. At Thurlestone, defences
currently protect low-lying land from flooding
but there is opportunity to realign the coast
here to allow the beach to naturally roll back in
the future and so preserve this asset for future
amenity benefit. The realignment here is
considered to be managed initially but is
assumed that management of the shoreline
would be halted in the medium to long term
once measures to reduce tidal flood risk to
upstream areas have been implemented.
There is a small length of defence located at
the back of Challaborough Beach that protects
low-lying land from flooding. Here it has been
assumed that existing defences would be
maintained, whilst a set back defence was
constructed.
The three estuaries are cut into resistant rocks
and are largely undeveloped. Therefore, along
much of the estuarine coast, no active
intervention has been the only option tested.
The exceptions are as follows.
The upstream section of the Avon Estuary has
been considered by a CFMP. The policy set
was “P6 - Take action to increase the
frequency of flooding to bring benefits locally
or elsewhere.” This has been adopted and
interpreted to mean ‘Managed Realignment’
where possible, but allowing existing defences
to be improved in order to reduce any change
in flood risk created by managed realignment in
parts of the estuary.
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Draft Policy Unit
Yealm Estuary (East
Bank – Passage
House to Newton
Ferrers North)
Yealm Estuary (East
Bank – Newton
Ferrers North to Fish
House Plantation)
Plantation)
Yealm Estuary (West
Bank – Fish House
Plantation to Season
Point)

Season Point to
Wembury Point

SMP1 Policy

Years
0 - 20
20

Scenario A
Years
Years
20 - 50
50 - 100

Years
0 - 20

Scenario B
Years
Years
20 - 50
50 - 100

Years
0 - 20

Scenario C
Years
Years
20 - 50
50 - 100

N/A

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

N/A

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

N/A

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

Do Nothing

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

Justification

Within the Yealm Estuary the CFMP policies
for ‘Mouth to Passage House’, ‘Newton
Ferrers North to Fish House Plantation’ and
‘Fish House Plantation to Season Point’ have
not been adopted. The CFMP policy set was
“P4 - Take action to sustain the current level
of flood risk.” However, along these stretches
there are no defences to sustain and so under
Policy Scenario A, No Active Intervention has
been considered instead.
For Passage House to Newton Ferrers North’,
the CFMP policy is “P4 - Take action to sustain
the current level of flood risk.” Here this has
been interpreted to mean ‘Hold the Line’, and
is considered appropriate for this stretch as it
will continue to minimised risk of flooding to
Newton Ferrers and Noss Mayo.
In the case of the Erme Estuary, the CFMP
policy to “continue to take action to sustain
the current level of flood risk” implies a policy
of intervention. However, when reading the
detail this means only to continue providing
flood warning and not building or maintaining
defences. Therefore in SMP terms the policy is
one of no active intervention.

POLICY SCENARIO AREA:
AREA: WEMBURY POINT TO DEVIL’S POINT

Wembury Point to
Mount Batten
Breakwater

Selectively
Hold The
Line

NAI

NAI

NAI

This stretch of coastline encompasses the large
urban settlement of Plymouth; here, a key
policy driver will be the continued protection
of the key assets and critical infrastructure.
Therefore, only a HTL policy has been
considered.
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SMP1 Policy

Years
0 - 20
20

Scenario A
Years
Years
20 - 50
50 - 100

Plym Estuary - Mount
Batten Breakwater to
Marsh Mills

N/A

HTL

HTL

HTL

Plym Estuary - Marsh
Mills to Coxside
Coxside

N/A

HTL

HTL

HTL

Years
0 - 20

Scenario B
Years
Years
20 - 50
50 - 100

Years
0 - 20

Scenario C
Years
Years
20 - 50
50 - 100

Justification

Where undefended, there are only limited
assets at risk and the coastline is characterised
by cliffs of outstanding landscape and
geological/ geomorphological value, therefore
here the key driver will be to allow natural
shoreline evolution to continue. There are very
short lengths of localised defences at Bovisand
and along the access road to Mount Batten, but
it is unlikely that these would attract future
public funding.
Within the Plym Estuary, the CFMP policies are
considered appropriate. The policy is “P5 –

Take further action to reduce flood risk (now
and in the future)”. This has been interpreted
Coxside to Devil's
Point

Selectively
Hold The
Line

for this SMP to mean ‘Hold the Line’
throughout the estuary.
HTL

HTL

Note: It is assumed that the Plymouth
Breakwater would remain during this period
and continue to affect wave climate within
Plymouth Sound.

HTL

POLICY SCENARIO AREA: TAMAR ESTUARY
Devil’s Point to
Tamerton Lake

N/A

HTL

HTL

HTL

Tamerton Lake to
Gunnislake (upper
Tamar Estuary East)

N/A

MR

MR

MR

Gunnislake to Saltash
North (upper Tamar
Estuary West)

N/A

MR

MR

MR

Tamar Estuary -

N/A

HTL

HTL

HTL

This stretch of coastline encompasses several
large urban settlements including Saltash,
Plymouth and Torpoint. At these locations a
key policy driver is to continue to protect key
assets and critical infrastructure.
The CFMP policies for this estuary have been
considered to be appropriate.
Where the policy is “P5 – take further action
to reduce flood risk (now and in the future)”,
this has been interpreted to mean ‘Hold the
Line’ throughout the estuary.
Where the CFMP policy is “P6 - take action to
increase the frequency of flooding to bring
benefits locally or elsewhere”, this has been
interpreted for this SMP to mean ‘Managed
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SMP1 Policy

Years
0 - 20
20

Scenario A
Years
Years
20 - 50
50 - 100

Saltash
River Lynher
Lynher (Saltash
South to Torpoint
North (Jupiter
Point))

N/A

HTL

HTL

HTL

Tamar Estuary Torpoint North
(Jupiter Point) to
Torpoint South
(Landing Stage)

N/A

HTL

HTL

HTL

St John's Lake
(Torpoint South
(Landing Stage) to
Millbrook (Mill
Farm))

N/A

HTL

HTL

HTL

St John's Lake
(Millbrook (Mill
Farm) to Millbrook
(Hancock's Lake))

N/A

HTL

HTL

HTL

St John's Lake
(Millbrook
(Hancock's Lake) to
Palmer Point

N/A

HTL

HTL

HTL

Palmer Point to
Mount Edgcumbe
(Cremyll))

N/A

HTL

HTL

HTL

Years
0 - 20

Scenario B
Years
Years
20 - 50
50 - 100

Years
0 - 20

Scenario C
Years
Years
20 - 50
50 - 100

Justification

Realignment’ in parts of the estuary, although
no specific locations are identified in the CFMP
and this would be subject to detailed
investigations. It is assumed that this policy
would allow existing defences to be maintained
or improved in order to reduce any change in
flood risk created by managed realignment in
parts of the estuary, but would not allow new
defences to be built along currently
undefended sections.
Within the River Lynher, which is largely
undefended, the CFMP policy “P3 – Continue
existing or alternative actions.” This has been
interpreted for this SMP to mean ‘Hold the
Line’ throughout the estuary where existing
defences are occur. It is assumed that no
defences would be built in areas where there
are currently undefended.
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Draft Policy Unit

SMP1 Policy

Years
0 - 20
20

Scenario A
Years
Years
20 - 50
50 - 100

Years
0 - 20

Scenario B
Years
Years
20 - 50
50 - 100

Years
0 - 20

Scenario C
Years
Years
20 - 50
50 - 100

Justification

POLICY SCENARIO AREA: MOUNT EDGCUMBE TO RAME HEAD

Selectively
Hold The
Line
Selectively
Fort Picklecombe
Hold The
Line
Selectively
Picklecombe Point to
Hold The
Kingsand
Line
Selectively
Kingsand and
Hold The
Cawsand
Line
Mount Edgcumbe to
Picklecombe Point

Cawsand to Rame
Head

Do Nothing

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

HTL

HTL

HTL

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

This is a largely natural shoreline and
therefore, with the exception of Kingsand and
Cawsand, which are locally important tourist
resorts, no active intervention has been the
main option considered.
At Fort Picklecombe, there are local defences;
although these are unlikely to attract public
funding, landowners may wish to continue to
defend at this location. Therefore Scenario C
considers the potential impact of a long term
policy of HTL at this location.
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Annex F.2
F.2 – Policy Appraisal Shoreline Response Assessment
Introduction
This annex provides assessment of the likely impacts of policy scenarios upon coastal and estuarine processes
in order to appraise the potential sustainability of each policy. The output of this report feeds directly into the
appraisal of policy options in terms of environmental, social and economic impacts.
The policy scenarios appraised in this report have been developed using the understanding of coastal dynamics
and appreciation of the key coastal features developed from producing the baseline processes report (see
Appendix C),
C the theme review (see Appendix D)
D and the issues and objectives tables (see Appendix E).
E We
have also consulted with key stakeholders and elected members.
For each policy scenario, draft policy units have been identified, and for each policy unit one of the four SMP2
policy options has been assigned to each of the three epochs 0-20 years, 20-50 years and 50-100 years. These
four policy options are:
•

No Active Intervention (NAI);

•

Hold the Line (HTL);

•

Managed Realignment (MR); and

•

Advance the Line (ATL).

Based upon the Baseline Process Understanding report (Appendix
Appendix C of the SMP2) the individual policy units
identified have been grouped into policy scenario areas. The policies for each unit are appraised in the context
of the process interactions that occur within each policy scenario area.
It should be noted that for the estuaries the proposed policies are primarily taken from the relevant
Catchment Flood Management Plans (CFMP). It is clearly marked throughout this report where CFMP policies
are accepted by the SMP2. However there are a number of areas where the CFMP policies are not thought to
be appropriate for discrete lengths of estuary shoreline. In these places alternative policies to the CFMP policy
are presented.
Policy Scenario A is our first approximation of appropriate policies, based upon our understanding of coastal
dynamics and the key issues along this SMP coastline. Based upon feedback from key stakeholders and elected
members, we have then appraised modifications to these policies for each stretch of coast. In general terms,
the policies considered under Policy Scenario B consider a long term vision of a more naturally functioning
coast, whilst the policies considered under Policy Scenario C assume that a primary driver in the future will be
to protect most assets in the long term.
Policy Scenario A is presented in full, followed by a discussion for each area, which identifies how modifications
to the policies (considered as part of Policy Scenarios B and/or C) may have a different impact on the coastal
dynamics and shoreline evolution.
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‘POLICY SCENARIO A’ ASSESSMENT TABLE
Draft Policy Unit

Predicted Change
Change for ‘Policy Scenario A’
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

POLICY SCENARIO AREA: DURLSTON HEAD TO WHITE NOTHE
Durlston Head
Head to
St Alban’s Head

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

There are no defences present along this section.

No defences.

No defences.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

Continued very slow erosion of the resistant
limestone cliffs, confined to joint planes or as a
result of wave undercutting.

Very slow erosion of the cliffs would continue at
the same rates as today, therefore negligible
change in cliffline position is predicted. Under
accelerated sea level rise any beaches could
become submerged.

Very slow erosion of the cliffs would continue at
the same rates as today, therefore negligible
change in cliffline position is predicted. No
beaches would be expected to remain at the toe
of the cliff due to higher sea levels.

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

There are no defences present along this section.

No defences.

No defences.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

The complex, clay-dominated cliffs that make up
the majority of this section, such as at Honnstant
Cliff and St. Alban’s Head, will continue to erode
landwards as a result of episodic complex
landslide events at a frequency of between 1 to
10 (majority of this section) and 10 to 100 years
(on the western side of St Alban’s Head). It is
assumed that one such event could occur at
anytime, and so total erosion of 0 to 50m is
predicted over this period.

The clay rich cliffs that dominate much of this
section are very sensitive to climate change and
the rate of erosion could increase both due to
sea level rise and an increase in rainfall. Due to
uncertainty in the possible future changes in
precipitation, no direct account has been taken of
this in the predictions. Sea level rise will also
result in the submergence of shore platforms,
resulting in more rapid erosion of the cliffs behind
where the cliffs are of simple type such as at
Kimmeridge Ledges. Here total recession of 2 to
4m is predicted by 2055.

Between St. Alban’s Head and Egmont Point there
may be a large landslide event during this period,
and so total erosion of 0 to 50m may occur in
this area.

Negligible cliffline movement is predicted.
St Alban’s Head
to Kimmeridge
Bay

Along Kimmeridge Ledges, where there has been
very slow erosion historically, only about 1m of
recession is predicted.

Cliff failure through complex landslide events

The simple cliffs along Kimmeridge Ledges are
more likely to be affected by sea level rise than
the complex cliffs along the rest of this section.
Here recession of 5 to 12m by 2105 is predicted.
As a result of high sea levels beaches are
expected to narrow and in places may disappear
as the rock platforms become submerged.
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Draft Policy Unit

Predicted Change
Change for ‘Policy Scenario A’
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Coarser material derived from this erosion will
be retained within local pocket beaches at
Egmont Bight and Chapman’s Pool. Finer material
will be transported offshore in suspension.

would continue elsewhere along this section.
These would be less affected by sea level rise as
they are controlled more by groundwater.
Between St. Alban’s Head and Egmont Point there
may be a large landslide event during this period,
and so total erosion of 0 to 50m may occur.

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

During any landslide events a lobe of debris will
be released, which could temporarily affect the
longshore transport of sediment before being
gradually eroded by wave action. Any sediment
released through cliff erosion will tend to be
either retained very locally in the pocket beaches
(in the case of sand and shingle), or washed
offshore (in the case of fines).
Kimmeridge Bay
(defended length)

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

There is a short section of sea wall along the
eastern part of Kimmeridge Bay, which is
protecting a small car park and facilities.

The short section of sea wall within Kimmeridge
Bay is expected to fail during this period.

No defences over the length of this section.

The short section of defence is expected to fail
during this period, so its very localised impact
would be removed and there would be a return
to natural behaviour by 2055. There would
therefore be a loss of the car park facility and reexposure of the cliffs behind.

Loss of the short section of defence in the
medium would result in the once defended cliffs
eroding at a similar rate as the adjacent cliffs, for
which total erosion by 2105 is predicted to be
between 30 and 100m between Kimmeridge Bay
and Broad Bench.

This is a private defence and as such would be
very unlikely to attract public funds. As such, it is
assumed in this scenario that no funds are
available to maintain the structure.
Between Kimmeridge Bay and Broad Bench, total
erosion in the region of between 5 and 20m is
predicted to occur over this period.
Coarser material derived from this erosion will
be retained within the local pocket beach at
Kimmeridge Bay. Finer material will be
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Draft Policy Unit

Predicted Change
Change for ‘Policy Scenario A’
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

transported offshore in suspension.

As a result of high sea levels beaches are
expected to narrow and in places may disappear
as the rock platforms become submerged.

The short stretch of sea wall at Kimmeridge along
this unit is only likely to have a localised impact by
reducing slightly the amount of material supplied
from erosion.
Kimmeridge Bay
(undefended) to
Worbarrow Tout

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

There are no defences present along this section.

No defences.

No defences.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

The complex, clay-dominated cliffs that make up
the majority of this section, such as at Gadd Cliff,
will continue to erode landwards as a result of
episodic complex landslide events at a frequency
of 1 to 10. It is assumed that one such event
could occur during this period, and so total
erosion of 0 to 50m is predicted over this period.

The clay rich cliffs that dominate much of this
section are very sensitive to climate change and
the rate of erosion could increase both due to
sea level rise and an increase in rainfall. Due to
uncertainty in the possible future changes in
precipitation, no direct account has been taken of
this in the predictions. Sea level rise will also
result in the submergence of shore platforms.

The rate of recession of the complex cliffs along
this section are less likely to be affected by sea
level rise as recession is dominated by large
landslide events.

Coarser material derived from this erosion will
be retained within local pocket beaches at Brandy
Bay, Hobarrow Bay and Kimmeridge Bay. Finer
material will be transported offshore in
suspension.
It is predicted that erosion of between 2 and 20m
will occur over this period between Worbarrow
Tout and Hobarrow Bay. Between Kimmeridge
Bay and Broad Bench, erosion in the region of
between 5 and 20m is predicted.

Cliff failure through complex landslide events
would continue along this section. These would
be less affected by sea level rise as they are
controlled more by groundwater. Total erosion
by 2055 is predicted to be between 5 and 50m
between Worbarrow Tout and Hobarrow Bay,
and 14 to 50m between Kimmeridge Bay and
Broad Bench.
During any landslide events a lobe of debris will
be released, which could temporarily affect the
longshore transport of sediment before being
gradually eroded by wave action. Any sediment

Total erosion by 2105 is predicted to be between
10 and 100m between Worbarrow Tout and
Hobarrow Bay, and 30-100m between
Kimmeridge Bay and Broad Bench.
As a result of high sea levels beaches are
expected to narrow and in places may disappear
as the rock platforms become submerged.
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Draft Policy Unit

Predicted Change
Change for ‘Policy Scenario A’
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

released through cliff erosion will tend to be
either retained very locally in the pocket beaches
(in the case of sand and shingle), or washed
offshore (in the case of fines).
Worbarrow Tout
to Lulworth Cove
(East)

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention
Intervention

There are no defences present along this section.

No defences.

No defences.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

The geology of the cliffs changes significantly along
this stretch. Within Worbarrow and Mupe Bays,
the clay-rich cliffs will continue to erode
landwards as a result of episodic landslide events
with a frequency of 1 to 10 years. It is predicted
that underlying erosion of 1 to 2m will occur in
this area over this period.

Erosion of the cliffs will continue as observed
historically at a rate of about 0.1m/yr. Erosion of
the chalk cliffs in the western part of this section
tends to be geologically controlled so there is not
expected to be a noticeable increase in erosion
rates due to sea level rise. Therefore erosion of
between 0 and 1m is expected by the end of this
period, although there could be localised cliff falls
resulting in the loss of 10 to 50m in a single event.
This will release sediment, which will be gradually
removed offshore by wave action, but could affect
longshore drift temporarily. Ultimately these cliff
failures are unlikely to be a significant
contribution to the beach budget.

Erosion of the cliffs will continue as observed
historically at a rate of about 0.1m/yr along the
western part of this section, but rates could
increase along the clay-rich cliffs due to
accelerated sea level rise. This would be
exacerbated in areas that are currently protected
by shore platforms, as submergence of these
platforms would result in increased wave
exposure.

Erosion of the chalk cliffs that extend from Mupe
Bay to Lulworth Cove (East) would continue to
be negligible, but infrequent cliff falls resulting
from wave undercutting could occur, resulting in
the loss of 10 to 50m of land in one go. The
frequency of these events sizeable events is likely
to be 10 to 100 years, although smaller scale
events occur every 1 to 10 years, with events as
recent as 2001. These events will tend to affect
very localised areas, but it is not possible to
predict where the next events will occur.
During these landslide events a lobe of chalk
debris will be released, which could temporarily
affect the longshore transport of sediment. These

Within Worbarrow and Mupe Bays, the clay-rich
cliffs are expected to be more sensitive to sea
level rise, particularly those cliffs in the western
part of the bay, and any increased in precipitation.
Total erosion by 2055 within Worbarrow and
Mupe Bays is predicted to be between 5 and 6m,
although along localised sections cliff falls could
occur resulting in several tens of metres of

Total erosion by 2105 within Worbarrow and
Mupe Bays is predicted to be between 10 and
17m in the western part of the bay, but 0 to 10m
in the eastern part of the bay. Towards Lulworth
Cove (East), total erosion by 2105 is predicted to
be between 0 and 8m.
Very narrow beaches may remain as local pocket
beaches, particularly where cliff erosion
contributed to the beach budget.
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Draft Policy Unit

Lulworth Cove
Cove
(undefended)

Predicted Change
Change for ‘Policy Scenario A’
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

lobes will gradually be eroded by wave action,
with material eventually being lost offshore rather
than being retained on the beaches.

erosion. Erosion of these cliffs will provide some
sediment to the beaches, but the majority is fine
sediment which will be lost offshore. Therefore
beaches remain within the pocket bays, but are
unlikely to increase in volume. Cliffs in the
eastern part of Worbarrow Bay are less likely to
be affected by sea level rise and so total erosion
of 0 to 5m is predicted by 2055.

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

There are no defences present along this section.

No defences.

No defences.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

Small scale cliff failure events occur every 1 to 10
years, causing the loss of less than 10m per event.
Underlying erosion of the softer clays, marls and
sandstones that lie within Lulworth Cove is
predicted to continue at a rate of about 0.12m/yr
as observed historically, resulting in total erosion
of up to 2m during this period.

The low rates of cliff retreat would continue as
observed historically at about 0.12m/yr. The rate
of erosion could increase slightly due to
accelerated sea level rise but the net effect is
likely to be negligible due to the resistant nature
of the cliffs.

As for the medium term, an acceleration in sea
level rise may result in a very small increase in the
rate of erosion, but the net erosion will remain
small due to the resistance of the cliffs.

The beach will remain as at present.

Total erosion within Lulworth Cove is predicted
to be up to 4m between 2025 and 2055.

Total erosion within Lulworth Cove is predicted
to be up to 6m between 2055 and 2105.
Beaches are expected to remain, but may narrow
due to high sea levels

Beaches are expected to remain, but may narrow
due to high sea levels.
Lulworth Cove
(defended length)
length)

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

There is a short length of seawall at the
pedestrian entrance to the cove. This defence
protects a small number of assets and is unlikely
to attract public funds to maintain the structure in
the future. As such, for this scenario, it is

The short section of sea wall would fail during
this period.

No defences.
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Draft Policy Unit

Predicted Change
Change for ‘Policy Scenario A’
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

The short section of sea wall along the back of
the beach would fail during this period. It
currently has limited impact on the adjacent cliffs,
so this would not change. It does, however,
protect the pedestrian entrance and immediate
properties from marine intrusion and therefore
there would be a very localised increase in flood
risk.

There would no longer be any defences along this
stretch, therefore there could be localised
flooding during high tide at the pedestrian
entrance to the Bay.

assumed that no further maintenance of the
structure would occur.
The retention of the short length of sea wall will
continue to protect the pedestrian entrance to
Lulworth Cove and immediate properties from
marine intrusion against flooding.
The beach will remain as at present.

Beaches are expected to remain, but may narrow
due to high sea levels

Beaches are expected to remain, but may narrow
due to high sea levels.
Lulworth Cove
(West) to White
Nothe

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

There are no defences present along this section.

No defences.

No defences.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

The vertical chalk cliffs that dominate this section
are receding at varying rates, with infrequent cliff
failure events causing loss of less than 10m per
event typically occurring every 1 to 10 years,
although towards White Nothe this frequency is
more like 10 to 100 years. This trend is expected
to continue during this period.

Erosion of the chalk cliffs is expected to continue
as observed historically at between 0.05 and
0.3m/yr (with the higher rate only likely to occur
as a result of localised cliff failure events). The net
rate of retreat is not expected to increase
significantly as a result of sea level rise, due to the
natural resistance of the cliffs.

Erosion of the chalk cliffs is expected to continue
as observed historically at between 0.05 and
0.3m/yr (with the higher rate only likely to occur
as a result of localised cliff failure events). The
net rate of retreat is not expected to increase
significantly as a result of sea level rise, due to the
natural resistance of the cliffs.

Underlying erosion of between 2 and 10m is
predicted between White Nothe and Bat’s Head
during this period. Between Bat’s Head and
Lulworth Cove erosion of between 0 and 6m is
predicted over the same period.

Total erosion by 2055 of 7 to 10m is predicted
between White Nothe and Bat’s Head, whilst
between Bat’s Head and Lulworth Cove erosion
of between 0 and 16m is predicted.

Total erosion by 2105 of 14 to 20m is predicted
between White Nothe and Bat’s Head, whilst
between Bat’s Head and Lulworth Cove erosion
of between 0 and 32m is predicted.

Beaches may narrow along the more exposed

High sea levels may result in the loss of beaches
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Draft Policy Unit

Predicted Change
Change for ‘Policy Scenario A’
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

sections due to higher sea levels, but pocket
beaches will remain in the more sheltered bays.

along some sections, but cliff erosion will
contribute and maintain some narrow beaches,
particularly in the more sheltered locations.

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

There are no defences present along this section.

No defences.

No defences.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

The clay cliffs that dominate this section
experience episodic landslide events including
mudflows and rotational land slips as a result of
groundwater conditions, with instability being
maintained by ongoing toe erosion by marine
action.

Along the majority of the shoreline, the cliff
erosion trend is likely to continue as historically
up to a rate of about 0.5m/yr. The simple cliffs at
Ringstead Bay are more likely to be affected by
sea level rise and so total erosion of about 25 to
30m is predicted by 2055 in this area.

The cliff erosion trend along this frontage is likely
to continue as historically up to a rate of about
0.5m/yr. The simple cliffs within Ringstead Bay
would be likely to be affected by sea level rise and
total erosion in this area by 2105 of 50 to 70m is
predicted.

This trend is expected to continue in the future,
with an average retreat of approximately 9m
predicted to occur over this period.

There could be beach narrowing as a result of sea
level rise, particularly as shore platforms become
submerged. Although any material released from
the cliffs would be likely to remain locally, this
would tend to be mainly fines, which will be
moved offshore.

There could be further beach narrowing during
this period as sea levels rise. Sediment transport
longshore would become reduced as a result of
loss of beach sediment.

POLICY SCENARIO AREA: WHITE NOTHE TO REDCLIFF POINT
White Nothe to
Ringstead Bay
(defended length
east)

Episodic events occur about every 10 to 100
years It is possible that a significant event could
occur during this period, resulting in the erosion
of 10 to 50m of land in a single event. It is difficult,
without further, more detailed technical appraisal,
however, to predict where a landslip could occur.
Such landslides can impact locally by interrupting
sediment drift, which is predominately from east
to west.
Ringstead Bay
(defended length)

With sea level rise the influence of the offshore
ledges could also be reduced, which could
increase exposure along this section.

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention
Intervention

A short length of rock revetment and rock

Existing defences would no longer be maintained

There would be no defences remaining along the
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Draft Policy Unit

Predicted Change
Change for ‘Policy Scenario A’
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

groyne is present within Ringstead Bay, providing
some protection to assets behind from erosion of
low-lying cliffs. It is assumed under this scenario
that these defences will be maintained during this
period whilst measures are developed to manage
the future change in policy to no active
intervention and enable relocation of people,
properties and facilities as appropriate.

during this period in order to allow this section of
coast to adapt naturally in the future in line with
the retreat of the adjacent undefended cliffs.

The rock groyne and revetment that was
constructed along this part of Ringstead Bay in
the mid-1990’s reduces the frequency of cliff
failure events locally (compared to the adjacent
undefended cliffs) by preventing erosion of the
cliff toe by marine action and so delaying on-set of
instability within the clay cliffs, which is largely
controlled by groundwater. Average retreat in
this area will be less than the 9m predicted over
this period for the adjacent undefended cliffs.

Along this part of Ringstead Bay there may be a
need to consider relocating assets away from the
area of risk as the mid-1990’s scheme reaches the
end of its scheme life and it may be unsustainable
to continue to provide defences along this
section, particularly as there is also the possibility
that erosion of adjacent unprotected cliffs could
start to outflank the defended section during this
period which in turn would result in making this
area more of a promontory and so requiring
more robust defences.

Recession of the adjacent cliffs is likely to lead to
outflanking of these defences towards the end of
this period.
Although the cliffs are unlikely to be a significant
contributor of sediment to the beaches due to
them being low in height and their composition,
the rock groyne could impact on adjacent beaches
by interrupting sediment drift.

Monitoring would continue to occur in order to
monitor the area of risk.

With sea level rise the influence of the offshore
ledges could also be reduced, which could
increase exposure along this section.
Relocating assets away from the area of risk and
associated reduction in the effect of defences
along this section would allow a more naturally
functioning coast to develop which would
improve sediment transport along the shoreline
within Ringstead Bay.
However, Redcliff Point will continue to interrupt

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)
shoreline during this period.
Depending on the rate of cliff recession, it may be
necessary to relocate more assets way from the
area of risk during this period. Any decisions
about such measures would be based upon
continuous monitoring data.

The lack of defences along this section during this
period would result in a naturally functioning
coast, with a beach that would adapt to sea level
rise by migrating landwards at a rate
commensurate with cliff recession.
With sea level rise the influence of the offshore
ledges could also be reduced, which could
increase exposure along this section.
Any impacts of this would be largely restricted to
Ringstead Bay, as Redcliff Point will continue to
provide a barrier to sediment transfer towards
Weymouth.
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Draft Policy Unit

Predicted Change
Change for ‘Policy Scenario A’
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

sediment transfer towards Weymouth.
Ringstead
Ringstead Bay
(defended length
west) to Redcliff
Point

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

There are no defences present along this section.

No defences.

No defences.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

The clay cliffs that dominate this section
experience episodic landslide events including
mudflows and rotational land slips as a result of
groundwater conditions, with instability being
maintained by ongoing toe erosion by marine
action. This trend is expected to continue in the
future.

The cliff erosion trend along this unit is likely to
continue as historically.

The cliff erosion trend along this frontage is likely
to continue as historically.

There is also the risk of a large scale event
occurring along the Osmington to Redcliff Point
section, which could result in a localised loss of
cliff top in the region of 10 to 50m. These cliffs
are also sensitive to climate change and in
particular increased precipitation, although due to
uncertainty in the prediction of future
precipitation, this has not been included in
calculation of erosion rates.

There is also the risk of a large scale event
occurring along the Osmington to Redcliff Point
section, which could result in a localised loss of
cliff top in the region of 10 to 50m. These cliffs
are also sensitive to climate change and in
particular increased precipitation, although due to
uncertainty in the prediction of future
precipitation, this has not been included in
calculation of erosion rates.

Total recession by 2055 in this area is predicted
to be between 25 and 50m.

Total recession by 2105 in this area is predicted
to be between 50 and 100m.

There could be beach narrowing as a result of sea
level rise, particularly as shore platforms become
submerged. Although any material released from
the cliffs would be likely to remain locally, this
would tend to be mainly fines, which will be
moved offshore.

There could be further beach narrowing during
this period as sea levels rise. Sediment transport
longshore would become reduced as a result of
loss of beach sediment, however this impact
would not extend beyond Redcliff Point to the
west.

Episodic events occur about every 10 to100
years, with a significant event having occurred at
Black Head between 1910 and 1914. It is possible
that another significant event could occur during
this period, resulting in the erosion of 10 to 50m
of land in a single event. It is difficult, without
further, more detailed technical appraisal,
however, to predict where a landslip could occur.
Such landslides can impact locally by interrupting
sediment drift, which is predominately from east
to west.

With sea level rise the influence of the offshore
ledges could also be reduced, which could
increase exposure along this section. However,
Redcliff Point will continue to interrupt sediment
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Draft Policy Unit

Predicted Change
Change for ‘Policy Scenario A’
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

transfer towards Weymouth.
POLICY SCENARIO AREA: REDCLIFF
REDCLIFF POINT TO PORTLAND BILL
Redcliff Point to
Bowleaze Cove
(Gabions)

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

This section covers the undefended part of
Redcliff, up to the eastern limit of the gabions that
extend along its most western part from
Bowleaze Cove. As such there are no defences
along this section and this section would continue
to evolve naturally.

No defences.

No defences.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

The clay cliffs at Redcliff erode as a result of
episodic events every 10 to 100 years, eroding
between 10 and 50m of cliff per event. This trend
is expected to continue in the future, with an
average recession of 11 to 50m of Redcliff over
this period.

The lack of defences along this section would
allow the shoreline to continue to behave
naturally.

The lack of defences along this section would
allow the shoreline to continue to behave
naturally.

Along Redcliff, erosion would be likely to occur as
historically, with total erosion of Redcliff by 2055
predicted to be between 30 to 50m. These cliffs
would mainly contribute fines to the system
therefore would not build beaches along this
section.

Cliff erosion is likely to occur as historically, with
total erosion of Redcliff by 2105 predicted to be
between 60 and 100m. Redcliff will therefore
continue to interrupt any sediment exchange
between this and the stretch of coast to the east.

Although the rocks would remain along the
foreshore and would therefore have a slight
impact on coastal processes, it is likely that the
backing cliff could become reactivated. Rates of
erosion would be as for the adjacent cliffs of
around 0.62m/yr.
This area could be affected by any change in the
Portland Harbour Breakwaters, which are
believed to have a sheltering effect and also
influence sediment circulation within Weymouth
Bay. However, under Policy Scenario A, it is
assumed that the breakwaters will remain and
maintained.

This area could be affected by any change in the
Portland Harbour Breakwaters, which are
believed to have a sheltering effect and also
influence sediment circulation within Weymouth
Bay. However, under Policy Scenario A, it is
assumed that the breakwaters will remain and
maintained.

Cliff erosion, would not, however, significantly
contribute to the beach budget of the areas to
the south and west.
This area could be affected by any change in the
Portland Harbour Breakwaters, which are
believed to have a sheltering effect and also
influence sediment circulation within Weymouth
Bay. However, under Policy Scenario A, it is
assumed that the breakwaters will remain and
maintained.
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Draft Policy Unit
Bowleaze Cove
(Gabions) to
Furzy Cliff

Predicted Change
Change for ‘Policy Scenario A’
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

The rock revetments and gabions at Bowleaze
Cove would be likely to require maintenance to
ensure current level of protection is maintained.

Upgrade of the defences could be required during
this period to maintain current levels of
protection, and these may need to be extended
to minimise the risk to assets from outflanking
caused by retreat of adjacent cliffs.

Upgrade of the defences could be required during
this period to maintain current levels of
protection, and these may need to be extended
further to minimise the risk to assets from
outflanking caused by retreat of adjacent cliffs.

There may also be a need to introduce beach
recharge in this area to reduce the impacts of
coastal squeeze.

Further beach recharge in this area may also be
required to reduce the impacts of coastal
squeeze.

There is the possibility of erosion of adjacent
undefended cliffs causing outflanking of this
defended section, leading to this area becoming
held in a more forward position than it would
naturally be expected to take. Due to its position
at the very northern end of Weymouth Bay, this
would be unlikely to have a significant effect upon
littoral drift processes to the south and west.

Erosion of adjacent undefended cliffs would not
significantly contribute to the beach budget of this
area, therefore there would be a continued trend
of beach steepening and narrowing. This in turn
would increase the risk of the defences along this
section being undermined during this period.

The gabions that extend along the western part of
Redcliff from Bowleaze Cove are likely to fail
around the middle of this period without
intervention. Under this scenario these defences
would need to be upgraded to ensure their
integrity and so help reduce the risk of
outflanking occurring immediately adjacent to
assets in the eastern part of Bowleaze Cove.
Defences along the cliff toe at Bowleaze Cove and
the north end of Furzy Cliff prevent localised cliff
toe erosion.
The gabions along the coast towards Redcliff are
in a poor condition and likely to fail during period.
These may also be affected by cliff slumping and
undermining at the ends of the defence increasing
further the likelihood of the defences failing.
Intervention to maintain or restore these
defences will therefore be required during this
period to reduce the risk of this occurring.
This area could be affected by any change in the
Portland Harbour Breakwaters, which are
believed to have a sheltering effect and also
influence sediment circulation within Weymouth
Bay. However, under Policy Scenario A, it is
assumed that the breakwaters will remain and

New defences and control structures are likely to
be required to retain standard of protection at
during this period, in response to coastal squeeze
caused by sea level rise.

The risk of outflanking of defences would increase
during this period, which would put increased
pressure on defences. Therefore defences could
potentially require further upgrading to maintain
the current level of protection and to address the
risk of undermining.

This area could be affected by any change in the
Portland Harbour Breakwaters, which are
believed to have a sheltering effect and also
influence sediment circulation within Weymouth
Bay. However, under Policy Scenario A, it is

This area could be affected by any change in the
Portland Harbour Breakwaters, which are
believed to have a sheltering effect and also
influence sediment circulation within Weymouth
Bay. However, under Policy Scenario A, it is
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Predicted Change
Change for ‘Policy Scenario A’

Draft Policy Unit

Furzy Cliff

Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

maintained.

assumed that the breakwaters will remain and
maintained.

assumed that the breakwaters will remain and
maintained.

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

There are no defences present along this section.

No defences.

No defences.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

The clay cliffs at Furzy Cliff erode as a result of
episodic events every 10 to 100 years, eroding
between 10 and 50m of cliff per event. This trend
is expected to continue in the future, with an
average recession of 13 to 50m of Furzy Cliff over
this period.

Along this undefended section of coast, cliff
erosion would be likely to occur as historically,
with total erosion of Furzy Cliff by 2055 predicted
to be between 35 to 50m. This cliff erosion would
mainly contribute fines to the system therefore
would not build beaches along this section. It
would also result in an increased likelihood of
defended areas at the north and south ends of
Furzy Cliff being outflanked.

Cliff erosion is likely to occur as historically, with
total erosion of Furzy Cliff by 2105 predicted to
be between 70 and 100m.

Erosion of Furzy Cliff would be likely to increase
the risk of defences at the north and south ends
of the cliff being outflanked.
This area could be affected by any change in the
Portland Harbour Breakwaters, which are
believed to have a sheltering effect and also
influence sediment circulation within Weymouth
Bay. However, under Policy Scenario A, it is
assumed that the breakwaters will remain and
maintained.

This area could be affected by any change in the
Portland Harbour Breakwaters, which are
believed to have a sheltering effect and also
influence sediment circulation within Weymouth
Bay. However, under Policy Scenario A, it is
assumed that the breakwaters will remain and
maintained.

Cliff erosion would not, however, significantly
contribute to the beach budget therefore there
would be a continued trend of beach steepening
and narrowing.
The lack of defences along this section would
allow the shoreline to behave naturally, resulting
in an increased likelihood of defended sections to
the north and south ends of Furzy Cliff being
outflanked, with the section of beach in front of
the eroding cliffs possibly forming a local
embayment which in turn could affect local
sediment transport patterns.
This area could be affected by any change in the
Portland Harbour Breakwaters, which are
believed to have a sheltering effect and also
influence sediment circulation within Weymouth
Bay. However, under Policy Scenario A, it is
assumed that the breakwaters will remain and
maintained.
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Draft Policy Unit
Furzy
Furzy Cliff to
Preston Beach
(Rock Groyne)

Predicted Change
Change for ‘Policy Scenario A’
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

At the very southern end of Furzy Cliff is a wave
return wall that protects part of the cliff toe from
erosion.

Upgrade of existing defences could be required
during this period to maintain current levels of
protection.

Upgrade of existing defences could be required
during this period to maintain current levels of
protection.

There is the possibility of cliff erosion of Furzy
Cliff to the north causing outflanking of the
defended part of the cliff at Overcombe, leading
to this area standing several metres seaward of
the adjacent eroding Furzy Cliff to the north. This
would have a significant effect upon littoral drift
processes at the northern end of Weymouth Bay.

Cliff erosion to the north would not significantly
contribute to the beach budget therefore there
would be a continued trend of beach steepening
and narrowing, with the area around Lodmoor
becoming increasingly vulnerable due to the
apparent drift divide at this location. The retreat
of Furzy Cliff to the north could lead to a small
local embayment forming which could also alter
drift patterns in this area.

To the immediate south of this there is the
Preston Beach Sea Defence, which consists of a
seawall and recharged beach with a terminal rock
groyne at the southern end.
These defences could require maintenance to
ensure current level of protection is maintained.
Further beach recharge could also be required
towards the end of this period, in addition to
ongoing beach re-cycling and re-profiling.
Ongoing beach management activities along
Preston Beach prevent breaching of the sea
defences and so reduce flood risk of low-lying
land behind. Due to the longshore drift of
sediment to the north-east and south-west, it is
likely that further beach recharge will be required
at Preston Beach towards the end of this period
to maintain the standard of protection.
This area could be affected by any change in the
Portland Harbour Breakwaters, which are
believed to have a sheltering effect and also
influence sediment circulation within Weymouth
Bay. However, under Policy Scenario A, it is
assumed that the breakwaters will remain and
maintained.

New defences and control structures are likely to
be required to retain standard of protection at
Preston Beach during this period, in response to
coastal squeeze caused by sea level rise. This
could form part of a larger scheme that extends
to Weymouth.
This area could be affected by any change in the
Portland Harbour Breakwaters, which are

The risk of outflanking of defences by continued
cliff erosion to the north would increase during
this period, which would put increased pressure
on defences and beaches (which could be up to
100m seaward of the adjacent cliffs). Therefore
defences could potentially require further
upgrading to maintain the current level of
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Draft Policy Unit

Preston Beach
(Rock Groyne) to
Weymouth
(Stone Pier)
[includes
Weymouth
Harbour]

Predicted Change
Change for ‘Policy Scenario A’
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

believed to have a sheltering effect and also
influence sediment circulation within Weymouth
Bay. However, under Policy Scenario A, it is
assumed that the breakwaters will remain and
maintained.

protection.

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line
Line

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

Upgrade of sea wall and promenade, as well as
part of the inner harbour defences required
during this period to maintain current levels of
protection.

Remaining defences around Weymouth Harbour
likely to be required during the middle of this
period to maintain current levels of protection.

Upgrade of the defences throughout this section
could be required during this period to maintain
current levels of protection.

The beach along this section may require
recharge and possibly even construction of
control structures to counter the effects of
coastal squeeze, particularly along the narrower
northern part of this section.

Along the open coast, this could require further
beach recharge and control structures,
particularly along the narrower northern part of
this section.

The coastal defences comprise a sea wall and
promenade constructed some 100 years ago. It is
anticipated that this would need to be upgraded
towards the end of this period, both to
replace/repair the aging structure, and increase
the size of the defence to take account of future
sea level rise and so maintain current levels of
protection. This will continue to prevent flooding
of the low-lying hinterland.

Sea level rise could continue to cause coastal
squeeze, with the narrowing of the beach and an
increase in flood risk along this section. The
section in the vicinity of Lodmoor would be an
area of key risk as there is believed to be a drift
divide at this location.

Sea level rise could continue to cause coastal
squeeze, with the narrowing of the beach and an
increase in flood risk along this section. The
stretch in the vicinity of Lodmoor is a key hot
spot.

Within Weymouth Harbour, a section of the
inner harbour wall will need to be upgraded by

New defences with possibly control structures
and/or beach recharge could therefore be
required during this period to maintain current
levels of protection and prevent flooding of the
low-lying hinterland.

This area could be affected by any change in the
Portland Harbour Breakwaters, which are
believed to have a sheltering effect and also
influence sediment circulation within Weymouth
Bay. However, under Policy Scenario A, it is
assumed that the breakwaters will remain and
maintained.

New defences with possibly control structures
and/or beach recharge could therefore be
required during this period to maintain current
levels of protection.
A beach is still likely to exist at Weymouth, but
would be narrower, unless beach recharge is
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Draft Policy Unit

Predicted Change
Change for ‘Policy Scenario A’
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)
the middle of this period in order to maintain
current levels of protection.
The shingle beach at the northern end of this
section would be likely to undergo gradual
erosion, whilst sand would be likely to continue
to accumulate in the southern end of Weymouth
Bay due to the presence of the northern harbour
pier.
Where the beach is eroded, coastal squeeze
could become increasingly significant as sea levels
rise, as there is very little new sediment input to
the beach.

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)
The beach at Weymouth should still be retained,
due to sediment feed from the north, but this will
start to diminish during this period as the stretch
in front of Lodmoor becomes increasingly
exposed (unless beach recharge is undertaken).
This area could be affected by any change in the
Portland Harbour Breakwaters, which are
believed to have a sheltering effect and also
influence sediment circulation within Weymouth
Bay. However, under Policy Scenario A, it is
assumed that the breakwaters will remain and
maintained.

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)
undertaken.
This area could be affected by any change in the
Portland Harbour Breakwaters, which are
believed to have a sheltering effect and also
influence sediment circulation within Weymouth
Bay. However, under Policy Scenario A, it is
assumed that the breakwaters will remain and
maintained.

This area could be affected by any change in the
Portland Harbour Breakwaters, which are
believed to have a sheltering effect and also
influence sediment circulation within Weymouth
Bay. However, under Policy Scenario A, it is
assumed that the breakwaters will remain and
maintained.
Weymouth
(Stone Pier) to
to
Portland Harbour
(North
Breakwater)

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

The short section of defence between the 2002
Newton’s Cove Scheme and the rock armour
around the Nothe Fort will require upgrading in
the early part of this period in order to prevent it
failing and exposing adjacent defences. This
however would be likely to also require slope
stabilisation measures in the area behind the
defence line.

Upgrade of defences may be required by the end
of this period to maintain current levels of
protection.

Upgrade of defences may be required by the end
of this period to maintain current levels of
protection.
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Draft Policy Unit

Predicted Change
Change for ‘Policy Scenario A’
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)
Clay-rich cliffs that are located behind the
defences along this section are susceptible to
landsliding as a result of groundwater conditions.
Landslide events occur with a frequency of 10 to
100 years, but cause loss of less than 10m of land
per event. The last significant event occurred in
the late 1980s and it is possible that another
significant event could occur during this period,
most likely in the area behind the section of
defences that are in a poor condition.
This area could be affected by any change in the
Portland Harbour Breakwaters, which are
believed to have a sheltering effect and also
influence sediment circulation within Weymouth
Bay. However, under Policy Scenario A, it is
assumed that the breakwaters will remain and
maintained.

Portland Harbour
(North
Breakwater) to
Small Mouth

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

The rate of erosion of the cliff top due to
groundwater conditions is sensitive to any
increase in rainfall or change in rainfall patterns.
However, due to uncertainty in the possible
future changes in precipitation, no direct account
has been taken of this in the predictions.

The rate of erosion due to groundwater
conditions could increase due to an increase in
rainfall resulting from future climate change. Due
to uncertainty in the possible future changes in
precipitation, no direct account has been taken of
this in the predictions. Additional work may
therefore be required to address this risk.

Sea level rise will also result in the submergence
of shore platforms that front this section, and a
narrowing of the small pocket beach at Newton’s
Cove, resulting in increased exposure of the
defences to wave action.
This area could be affected by any change in the
Portland Harbour Breakwaters, which are
believed to have a sheltering effect and also
influence sediment circulation within Weymouth
Bay. However, under Policy Scenario A, it is
assumed that the breakwaters will remain and
maintained.

As a result of high sea levels beaches are
expected to narrow and in places may disappear
as the rock platforms become submerged,
resulting in increased exposure of the defences to
wave action.
This area could be affected by any change in the
Portland Harbour Breakwaters, which are
believed to have a sheltering effect and also
influence sediment circulation within Weymouth
Bay. However, under Policy Scenario A, it is
assumed that the breakwaters will remain and
maintained.

Policy Assessed = Managed Realignment

Policy Assessed = Managed Realignment

Policy Assessed = Managed Realignment

Short sections of low-level rock revetment along
the cliff toe in localised areas would need to be
maintained during this period, whilst cliff
stabilisation measures in other parts of this
section would need to be implemented during
this period in order to reduce the risk of cliff
erosion in the short and medium term. A
requirement will be for measures to be put in
place that will enable appropriate relocation of

The medium term aim is to allow cliff erosion so
that a more natural shoreline is achieved,
however to allow any relocation of cliff top assets
it is proposed under this scenario that cliff
stabilisation measures are maintained to a
minimum standard to reduce the risk of significant
cliff failure.

Maintenance of the defences and cliff stabilisation
measures that reduced the risk of cliff recession
in the short and medium term would cease during
this period, allowing a more naturally functioning
shoreline.

Defences in the form of rock revetment at Castle
Cove Sailing Club and Bincleaves would remain,

It is assumed that Portland Harbour Breakwaters
will remain and be maintained.
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Draft Policy Unit

Predicted Change
Change for ‘Policy Scenario A’
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)
people, properties and facilities in advance of
withdrawing intervention in the long term.
Under this scenario it is not proposed that any
new shoreline defences would be constructed.
It is assumed that Portland Harbour Breakwaters
will remain and be maintained.
The cliffs along this section include actively
landsliding clay-rich cliffs that are primarily
controlled by groundwater levels, and more
resistant sandstones that form headlands and
which are more geologically controlled and fail as
a result of wave undercutting at the base.
The cliff toe along this section is defended in
places by ad hoc structures that offer varying
degrees of protection to the cliff toe from wave
action. These serve to reduce the rate of
instability in the clay-rich cliffs by preventing cliff
toe erosion, although failures do still occur due to
the groundwater conditions being the controlling
factor.
Wave action at the cliff toe becomes increasingly
important in maintaining cliff instability towards
the Small Mouth end of this section, where fetch
lengths across Portland Harbour are greatest.
Total erosion along this section is predicted to be
between 5 and 10m during this period, inclusive
of episodic landslide events, which occur once
every 1to10 years in the more active cliff areas,

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

however under this scenario it is not proposed
that new shoreline defences would be
constructed.
It is assumed that Portland Harbour Breakwaters
will remain and be maintained.

Despite continued provision of defences, erosion
of the cliffs, primarily as a result of groundwater
conditions, would be likely to continue as
observed historically at a rate between 0.05 and
0.5m/yr, with total erosion by 2055 predicted to
be between 15 and 25m, although along localised
sections cliff falls could occur resulting in several
tens of metres of erosion.

Even with the withdrawal of defences and
stabilisation measures during this period, cliff
erosion would continue as observed historically
at a rate between 0.05 and 0.5m/yr, with total
erosion by 2105 predicted to be between 30 and
50m, although along localised sections cliff falls
could occur resulting in several tens of metres of
erosion.

Erosion of the more resistant sandstone cliffs
tends to be geologically controlled so there is not
expected to be a noticeable increase in erosion
rates due to sea level rise. However, the clay-rich
cliffs are expected to be more sensitive to sea
level rise and any increased in precipitation.

The withdrawal of local defences is not sufficient
to trigger greater recession as the primary
control is groundwater and not toe erosion (due
to the presence of the Portland Harbour
Breakwaters).

The rate of erosion due to groundwater
conditions within the clay-rich cliffs could increase
due to any increase in rainfall. Due to uncertainty
in the possible future changes in precipitation
resulting from climate change, no direct account
has been taken of this in the predictions.
Sea level rise would also result in the
submergence of shore platforms that front this

The rate of erosion due to groundwater
conditions within the clay-rich cliffs could increase
due to any increase in rainfall. Due to uncertainty
in the possible future changes in precipitation
resulting from climate change, no direct account
has been taken of this in the predictions.
As a result of high sea levels beaches are
expected to narrow and in places may disappear
as the rock platforms become submerged,
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Draft Policy Unit

Predicted Change
Change for ‘Policy Scenario A’
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)
and once every 10 to100 years in the slightly
more resistant cliff areas.
This Policy Scenario A assumes that the Portland
Harbour breakwaters remain and are maintained,
as these prevent significant wave action at the toe
of the cliffs from causing greater rates of erosion.

Small Mouth to
Osprey Quay
(Portland
Harbour)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)
section, and a possible narrowing of the small
pocket beaches, although this effect may be
reduced by sand sediment released from the cliffs
tending to remain locally within the pocket
beaches, whilst fines would be lost offshore.
This Policy Scenario A assumes that the Portland
Harbour breakwaters remain and are maintained,
as these prevent significant wave action at the toe
of the cliffs from causing greater rates of erosion.

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)
resulting in increased exposure of the defences
and cliff toe to wave action.
This Policy Scenario A assumes that the Portland
Harbour breakwaters remain and are maintained,
as these prevent significant wave action at the toe
of the cliffs from causing greater rates of erosion.

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

The short lengths of low-level rock revetment
along this section would need to be upgraded
towards the end of this period to maintain
current levels of protection and prevent erosion
leading to an increased risk of flooding to lowlying land behind.

Upgrade of existing shoreline defence structures
could be required during this period to maintain
current levels of protection.

Upgrade of existing shoreline defences could be
required during this period to maintain current
levels of protection.

Along Ham Beach, under Policy Scenario A,
implementation is likely to involve monitoring of
beach levels during this period.

Along Ham Beach, there may be a need for beach
recharge to retain the beach in about its current
position, and possibly even a secondary flood
embankment, in order to protect the road that
runs behind it.

Along Ham Beach, under Policy Scenario A,
implementation is likely to involve monitoring of
beach levels during this period.

It is assumed that Portland Harbour breakwaters
would be maintained during this period.

It is assumed that Portland Harbour breakwaters
would be maintained during this period.

It is assumed that Portland Harbour breakwaters
would be maintained during this period.
There is likely to be little change in the shingle
barrier Ham Beach that dominates the central
part of this section, as there has been little change
over the past century. This is as a result of
reduced wave exposure along the beach during
this time resulting from the presence of the
Portland Harbour breakwaters.

Assuming the continued presence of the Portland
Harbour breakwaters is retained by maintenance
or upgrade works that would be required during
this period, Ham Beach would remain largely
stable as it has done historically.
Sea level rise combined with a lack of new
sediment input could begin to result in the

As a result of high sea levels and a lack of new
sediment input, Ham Beach could become
narrower and in places may disappear as it
becomes submerged, resulting in increased risk of
flooding to the low-lying land behind, including the
main road to Portland. The beach in parts could
also roll-back landwards and bolster the eastern
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Predicted Change
Change for ‘Policy Scenario A’
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)
narrowing of the beach and an increased risk of
flooding to the low-lying land behind.

side of Chesil Beach if no intervention was taken.

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

Defences along this section include rock
revetment and quay walls associated with
Portland Port, as well as the Portland Harbour
breakwaters, which it is assumed would be
maintained during this period under Policy
Scenario A.

Upgrade of existing defences could be required
during this period to maintain current levels of
protection.

Upgrade of existing defences could be required
during this period to maintain current levels of
protection.

It is assumed, under Policy Scenario A, that
Portland Harbour breakwaters would be
maintained during this period.

It is assumed, under Policy Scenario A, that
Portland Harbour breakwaters would be
maintained during this period.

The ongoing defence of this section would
continue to prevent any discernable erosion of
the cliffs that back them, with negligible recession
having occurred over the past century this will
continue to be the case over this period.

Much as for the Short Term, the continued
presence of defences would lead to the
continuation of negligible cliff recession as has
occurred historically.

Much as for the Short and Medium Term, the
continued presence of defences would lead to the
continuation of negligible cliff recession as has
occurred historically.

Sea level rise could result in an increased risk of
flooding to the low-lying land behind some of the
defences, and it may be necessary to upgrade
existing defences during this period to maintain
the current levels of protection.

Sea level rise could result in an increased risk of
flooding to the low-lying land behind some of the
defences, and it may be necessary to upgrade
existing defences during this period to maintain
the current levels of protection.

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

There are no defences present along this section.

No defences.

No defences.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This situation is expected to remain during this
period.
Due to the importance of the breakwaters on
maintaining the stability of the beach, it could be
necessary to undertake maintenance works
during this period to maintain the current levels
of protection they provide.
Osprey Quay
(Portland
Harbour) to
Grove Point

Grove Point to
Portland Bill

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

In order to achieve ‘Hold the Line’ under Policy
Scenario A, beach recharge and/or a flood
embankment could therefore be required along
the Ham Beach section.
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Predicted Change
Change for ‘Policy Scenario A’
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

The majority of this section is dominated by very
resistant limestone cliffs that experience only
infrequent localised cliff failures. Continued very
slow erosion of these resistant limestone cliffs,
confined to joint planes or as a result of wave
undercutting would occur during this period.
Negligible cliffline movement is predicted for
these areas.

Cliff recession as has occurred historically will
continue during this period for the resistant
limestone cliffs. Negligible cliffline movement is
predicted for these areas. Localised rock falls may
occur although it is not possible to predict where
these may occur. These are geologically
controlled events and are unlikely to be affected
by sea level rise.

Very slow erosion of the resistant limestone cliffs
would continue at the same rates as today,
therefore negligible change in cliffline position is
predicted.

Any sediment released through cliff erosion will
tend to be either retained very locally in the
pocket beaches that indent the limestone cliffs (in
the case of sand and shingle), or washed offshore
(in the case of fines).

Sea level rise would result in the submergence of
shore platforms that front this section, and a
possible narrowing of the small pocket beaches.

As a result of high sea levels beaches are
expected to narrow and in places may disappear
as the rock platforms become submerged,
resulting in increased exposure of the cliff toe to
wave action.

POLICY SCENARIO AREA: PORTLAND BILL TO THORNCOMBE BEACON
Portland
Portland Bill to
West Weare

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

There are no defences present along this section.

No defences.

No defences.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

The majority of this section is dominated by very
resistant limestone cliffs that experience only
infrequent localised cliff failures. Continued very
slow erosion of these resistant limestone cliffs,
confined to joint planes or as a result of wave
undercutting would occur during this period.
Negligible cliffline movement is predicted for
these areas.

Cliff recession as has occurred historically will
continue during this period for the resistant
limestone cliffs. Negligible cliffline movement is
predicted for these areas. Localised rock falls may
occur although it is not possible to predict where
these may occur. These are geologically
controlled events and are unlikely to be affected
by sea level rise.

Very slow erosion of the resistant limestone cliffs
would continue at the same rates as today,
therefore negligible change in cliffline position is
predicted.

The north-west part of this section (around West
Weare) the lower part of the cliffs are formed of
clay, capped by limestone, and these experience

Erosion of the more erodible West Weare cliffs
by 2055 is predicted to be between 5 and 10m,
assuming an average retreat rate of about 0.1m/yr

The more erodible West Weare cliffs would be
predicted to erode between 10 and 15m by 2105,
although these cliffs are very sensitive to climate
change and the rate of erosion could increase
both due to sea level rise and an increase in
rainfall.
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Predicted Change
Change for ‘Policy Scenario A’
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)
landslide events with a frequency of about 100
years or so, although the underlying erosion in
this area is predicted to be between 2 and 10m
during this period.
Any sediment released through cliff erosion will
tend to be either retained very locally in the
pocket beaches that indent the limestone cliffs (in
the case of sand and shingle), or washed offshore
(in the case of fines).

Chiswell to Chesil
Beach (Northern
end of Osprey
Quay)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)
as has occurred historically.
However, these clay rich West Weare cliffs are
very sensitive to climate change and the rate of
erosion could increase both due to sea level rise
and an increase in rainfall. Due to uncertainty in
the possible future changes in precipitation, no
direct account has been taken of this in the
predictions.

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)
As a result of high sea levels beaches are
expected to narrow and in places may disappear
as the rock platforms become submerged,
resulting in increased exposure of the cliff toe to
wave action.

Sea level rise would also result in the
submergence of shore platforms that front this
section, and a possible narrowing of the small
pocket beaches.

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

Seawalls and revetments protect the toe of the
cliff at the eastern end of this section, and also
provide flood defence to the low-lying land
located behind Chesil Beach. The crest of Chesil
Beach is also protected for a short length by
gabions, whilst behind the beach there is an
interceptor drain that diverts water coming over
and through Chesil Beach into Portland Harbour.
This also forms part of the sea defence along with
the seawall.

Upgrade of existing defences could be required
during this period to maintain current levels of
protection.

Upgrade of existing defences could be required
during this period to maintain current levels of
protection.

The crest of Chesil Beach is predicted to move
towards Portland Harbour by 2 and 4m between

The crest of Chesil Beach is predicted to move
towards Portland Harbour by between 3 and 6m

Parts of the defences along the eastern end that
front the cliffs by West Weare would need to be
upgraded towards the end of this period.
The short section of undefended Chesil Beach
that extends north-west from the gabions that
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Predicted Change
Change for ‘Policy Scenario A’
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)
stabilise the crest at Chiswell is able to respond
naturally to storm events.
It is predicted that the crest of the beach could
migrate towards Portland Harbour by between 1
and 2m by 2025.
The probability of a significant storm/swell wave
event occurring, which could cause more
extensive rollback of the beach, is low. However,
should such an event occur during this period,
then the beach could roll-back further and affect
the defences and low-lying land behind, as well as
cause the defended part of the beach at Chiswell
to become more prominent and so increasingly
exposed to wave action. Post-storm recovery
would, however, be expected.

Chesil Beach
(Northern end of
Osprey Quay)
and The Fleet

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)
2025 and 2055.
Where the shingle barrier fronts defences,
particularly at the southern end, there could be
beach steepening and narrowing during this time.
The probability of a significant storm/swell wave
event occurring that could cause more extensive
rollback of the beach would increase during this
period as a result of climate change impacts.
Such an event could present a significant flood
risk to the road and other assets that run behind
the beach.

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)
between 2055 and 2105. Where the shingle
barrier fronts defences, particularly at the
southern end, there could be beach steepening
and narrowing during this time.
The probability of a significant storm/swell wave
event occurring that could cause more extensive
rollback of the beach would increase during this
period as a result of climate change impacts.
Such an event could present a significant flood
risk to the road and other assets that run behind
the beach.

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

There are no defences present along this section.

No defences.

No defences.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

It is predicted that the crest of the beach could
migrate towards The Fleet by between 1 and 2m
by 2025 assuming a rate of about 0.1m/yr, as has
been observed historically.

The crest of Chesil Beach is predicted to move
towards The Fleet by 2 and 4m between 2025
and 2055 assuming a rate of about 0.1m/yr, as has
been observed historically.

The crest of Chesil Beach is predicted to move
towards The Fleet by 3 and 6m between 2055
and 2105 assuming a rate of about 0.1m/yr, as has
been observed historically.

The probability of a significant storm/swell wave
event occurring that could cause more extensive
rollback of the beach is low. However, should
such an event occur during this period, then the
beach could roll-back further and encroach upon
The Fleet, and possibly (although unlikely during

The probability of a significant storm/swell wave
event occurring that could cause more extensive
rollback of the beach would increase during this
period. As such, the risk of The Fleet being cut-off
at Wyke Narrows increases slightly during this
period. Such an event could also present a

The probability of a significant storm/swell wave
event occurring that could cause more extensive
rollback of the beach would increase during this
period. As such, the risk of The Fleet being cut-off
at Wyke Narrows increases further during this
period. Such an event could also present a
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Predicted Change
Change for ‘Policy Scenario A’
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)
this period) become attached to the mainland in
the vicinity of Wyke Narrows, effectively cutting
off The Fleet to tidal influence from Portland
Harbour.
The coastal slopes that are located on the
landward side of The Fleet experience only small
scale, very infrequent landslides, thought likely to
be the result of groundwater conditions. These
events would continue to occur at similar
frequencies and scales as has occurred
historically, with total erosion of up to 10m
predicted to occur in localised areas by 2025.
The eastern side of Chesil Beach that borders
Portland Harbour would remain stable due to the
continued effect of the Portland Harbour
breakwaters that are assumed will remain and be
maintained during this period and which protect
this side of the shingle barrier from exposure to
large wave events.

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

significant flood risk to the road and other assets
that run behind the beach towards Portland at the
eastern end of this section.

significant flood risk to the road and other assets
that run behind the beach towards Portland at the
eastern end of this section.

The coastal slopes that are located on the
landward side of The Fleet experience only small
scale, very infrequent landslides, thought likely to
be the result of groundwater conditions. These
events would continue to occur at similar
frequencies and scales as has occurred
historically, although possible future changes in
precipitation could cause an increase in the
frequency of event. However, due to uncertainty
about future precipitation, no direct account has
been taken of this in the predictions. Maximum
erosion of up to 10m could occur in localised
areas by 2055.

The coastal slopes that are located on the
landward side of The Fleet experience only small
scale, very infrequent landslides, thought likely to
be the result of groundwater conditions. These
events would continue to occur at similar
frequencies and scales as has occurred
historically, although possible future changes in
precipitation could cause an increase in the
frequency of event. However, due to uncertainty
about future precipitation, no direct account has
been taken of this in the predictions. Maximum
erosion of up to 10m could occur in localised
areas by 2105.

The eastern side of Chesil Beach that borders
Portland Harbour would remain stable due to the
continued effect of the Portland Harbour
breakwaters that are assumed will remain and be
maintained during this period and which protect
this side of the shingle barrier from exposure to
large wave events.

The eastern side of Chesil Beach that borders
Portland Harbour would remain relatively stable
due to the continued effect of the Portland
Harbour breakwaters that are assumed will
remain and be maintained during this period, and
which protect this side of the shingle barrier from
exposure to large wave events.
The eastern side of Chesil Beach would not be
bolstered during this period by the roll-back of
Ham Beach onto the Chesil barrier in response to
rising sea levels, as the policy for Ham Beach is to
‘Hold the Line’ under Policy Scenario A.
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Abbotsbury to
Cogden Beach

Cogden Beach to
Hive Beach,
(Burton
Bradstock)

Predicted Change
Change for ‘Policy Scenario A’
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

There are no defences present along this section.

No defences.

No defences.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section has remained largely unchanged over
the past century, and it is predicted that this will
remain the case during this period to 2025. The
extensive shingle barrier beach will continue to
prevent erosion and flooding of the low cliffs,
slopes and lowlands behind.

This section has remained largely unchanged over
the past century due to a net balance of
longshore sediment transport, and it is predicted
that this will remain the case during this period to
2055, although at the same time the beach could
also retreat slightly over this period.

The probability of a significant storm/swell wave
event occurring that could cause more extensive
rollback of the beach is low. However, should
such an event occur during this period, then the
beach could roll-back further and encroach upon
the low-lying land, although the extent of rollback would be restricted by the gradual rising of
the coastal slopes that are located behind the
beach.

The probability of a significant storm/swell wave
event occurring that could cause more extensive
rollback of the beach would increase during this
period as a result of climate change impacts.

This section has remained largely unchanged over
the past century due to a net balance of
longshore sediment transport, and it is predicted
that this will remain the case during this period to
2105. The effect of sea level rise could lead to an
acceleration in the rate of retreat during this
period, as well as an increased risk of flooding of
the lowland marshes and lagoons, such as Burton
Mere, that back this section of beach.

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention
Intervention

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

There are no defences present along this section.

No defences.

No defences.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

The section is fronted by Chesil Beach which
narrows in front of the clay cliffs compared to the
much wider beach that fronts the low-lying area
at Hive Beach, Burton Bradstock to the west of
this section. The beach has shown negligible
change over the past 100 years, although short

As a result of accelerated sea level rise, the
historical trend of beach stability could change to
one of erosion. Where the beaches are backed by
cliffs, the beaches would be unable to retreat in
response to the sea level rise therefore there
could be beach steepening and narrowing along

As a result of high sea levels the beach fronting
the cliffs along this section are expected to
narrow further and in places may disappear. This
could result in a slight increase in the rate of cliff
erosion. The simple clay cliffs along this section
would therefore be expected to erode between

The probability of a significant storm/swell wave
event occurring that could cause more extensive
rollback of the beach would increase during this
period as a result of climate change impacts.
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Predicted Change
Change for ‘Policy Scenario A’
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)
term fluctuations as a result of storms do occur.
It is predicted that the beach will continue to
experience similar stability during this period to
2025.

Hive Beach,
Beach,
(Burton
Bradstock)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)
this section. This, in turn, could slightly increase
the rate of cliff toe erosion and therefore failure.

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)
14 and 53m by 2105.
Along the low-lying sections of coast there would
be beach roll-back and the probability of a
significant storm/swell wave event occurring that
could cause more extensive rollback of the beach
on to the low-lying parts of this section would
increase during this period.

The probability of a significant storm/swell wave
event occurring that could cause more extensive
rollback of the beach on to the low-lying parts of
this section is low.

Along the low-lying sections of coast, the natural
trend would be for barrier roll-back and the
probability of a significant storm/swell wave event
occurring that could cause more extensive
rollback of the beach on to the low-lying parts of
this section would increase during this period.

The simple low clay cliffs along this section would
retreat between 2 and 3m by 2025.

The simple clay cliffs along this section would be
expected to erode between 7 and 13m by 2055.

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

There is a small section of defence associated
with Hive Beach car park at Burton Bradstock, as
well as a small length of gabions along the cliff at
the western end of this section.

Maintenance of the defences associated with the
car park and tourist facilities would be required
to retain them in reasonable functioning
condition, whilst monitoring of beach levels in
front of them would be carried out to determine
the extent of coastal squeeze.

As the beach narrows in front of the defences
associated with the car park and tourist facilities,
the present defence line would be unsustainable
to maintain and so maintenance would not
continue during this period. As such, there would
be a need to relocate assets away from the risk
area during this period to accommodate beach
roll back.

Continued maintenance and upgrade of the short
section of defence associated with the car park
and tourist facilities is assumed under this policy.
It is not, however, intended that the gabions along
the cliffs immediately to the west, or the defences
currently defending a bungalow, would be
maintained.
The section is fronted by Chesil Beach which
forms a much wider beach along the Burton
Bradstock frontage compared to the cliffs either
side of this section. The beach has shown
negligible change over the past 100 years,
although short term fluctuations as a result of

This is unlikely to increase flood risk to assets
inland due to rising topography behind the beach.
As a result of accelerated sea level rise, the
historical trend of beach stability could change to
one of erosion. Where the beach is backed by
defences along this section, it would be less able
to retreat in response to the sea level rise
therefore there could be beach steepening and

There would be no further maintenance of
defences during this period, and so the coast will
gradually return to a more natural state as
defences deteriorate and their influence
diminishes.
This would allow the beach to roll-back naturally
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Predicted Change
Change for ‘Policy Scenario A’
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)
storms do occur. It is predicted that the beach
will continue to experience similar stability during
this period to 2025.

narrowing along this section. This, in turn, could
slightly increase the risk of failure of defence due
to the increased exposure to wave action.

The probability of a significant storm/swell wave
event occurring that could cause more extensive
rollback of the beach on to the low-lying area
behind the car park is low.

Along this low-lying section of coast, the natural
trend would be for barrier roll-back. The
probability of a significant storm/swell wave event
occurring that could cause more extensive
rollback of the beach on to the low-lying part of
this section would increase during this period.

The retention of the short section of defences
associated with the car park and tourist facilities
are already set back from the beach and therefore
would be unlikely to affect the natural functioning
of the beach and adjacent, undefended cliffs.

Burton Cliff,
Cliff,
(Burton
Bradstock)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Given the long term aim under Policy Scenario A,
new defences would not be constructed during
this period, and it may be necessary to develop
measures in the medium term to relocate assets
away from the area of risk. This would allow the
beach to roll-back landward in response to sea
level rise and so conserve more beach material
locally within the small embayment that would be
expected to develop. This in turn would provide a
more robust natural defence line in front of the
rising land behind.

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)
in response to sea level rise and would be
expected to form a small embayment within
which a more stable beach form would develop.
This in turn would provide a more robust natural
defence in front of the rising land behind.
In allowing this section to become more natural
during this period, it is likely that the defences
bordering the cliffs along this section may become
technically difficult to sustain in the long term, and
realignment of these defences along with cliff top
assets they protect may also need to be
considered during this period.

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention
Intervention

There are no defences present along this section.

No defences.

No defences.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section is dominated by bedded sandstone
cliffs up to 40m high. These sandstone cliffs fail as
a result of wave undercutting at the toe about
every 10 years. These cause localised small scale
losses. It is predicted that between 2 and 3m of

Erosion of the sandstone cliffs is expected to
continue as observed historically at a rate of
about 0.14m/yr as a minimum, although this could
accelerate in response to rising sea levels, with
total erosion by 2055 predicted to be between 7

Erosion of the sandstone cliffs is expected to
continue as observed historically at a rate of
about 0.14m/yr as a minimum, although this could
accelerate in response to rising sea levels, with
total erosion by 2105 predicted to be between 14
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Freshwater Beach

Predicted Change
Change for ‘Policy Scenario A’
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

sandstone cliff could be lost to erosion by 2025.

and 10m.

and 35m.

The section is fronted by Chesil Beach which
narrows in front of these sandstone cliffs
compared to the much wider beach that fronts
the low-lying area at Hive Beach, Burton
Bradstock, to the east of this section. The beach
has shown negligible change over the past 100
years, although short term fluctuations as a result
of storms do occur. It is predicted that the beach
will continue to experience similar stability during
this period to 2025.

As a result of accelerated sea level rise, the
historical trend of beach stability could change to
one of erosion. Where the beaches are backed by
cliffs along this section, the beach would be
unable to retreat in response to the sea level rise
therefore there could be beach steepening and
narrowing along this section. This, in turn, could
slightly increase the rate of cliff toe erosion and
therefore failure.

As a result of high sea levels the beach fronting
the sandstone cliffs are expected to narrow
further and in places may disappear. This could
result in a slight increase in the rate of cliff
erosion, although the rate of erosion will be
restricted due to the resistance of the cliffs.

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

Policy Assessed = Managed Realignment

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line
Line

This section of coast has no hard defences, but is
subject to regular beach re-cycling and re-profiling
as part of ongoing beach management practices.
This also involves unblocking of the river outlet
and redistribution of sediment and reprofiling
when required.

Ongoing beach management activities to manage
river levels would occur during this period.

Ongoing beach management activities to manage
river levels would occur during this period. There
would also need to be maintenance of flood
defences to reduce the risk of flooding t Burton
Bradstock.

The beach along this section sits within a natural
indent along this drift fed shoreline. The beach
levels along this section fluctuate over time,
although the very recent past has seen a trend of
accretion, although the effect of ongoing beach
management activities help to keep the beach
relatively stable. This is unlikely to change during
this period.

It is possible that the recent period of stability
would change to one of beach retreat, due to sea
level rise. The natural response of the beach
would be to migrate landwards into the low-lying
bay. The volume of sediment should mean the
shingle beach is relatively resilient to change
although risk of overtopping could increase during
this period.

The beach would be allowed to retreat landwards
in response to sea level rise in order to retain
sufficient beach material along this section.
Additional flood embankments may be required in
land to reduce the risk of flooding to Burton
Bradstock that may result from this.

The natural beach response to sea level rise
would be to retreat onto the low-lying land
behind. The beach would probably retreat at a
faster rate than the adjacent cliffs, forming a slight
embayment, which could mean greater stability. It
is likely therefore that beach would remain
relatively resilient as it moves into the bay and at
a similar volume to present.
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Predicted Change
Change for ‘Policy Scenario A’
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

Therefore, during this period the beach is likely to
remain quite stable, with little net change in plan
shape expected. The western end of the beach,
where the caravan park as been built out
artificially, is the greatest area of risk. Here, any
erosion of the shingle beach could reveal the
easily eroded material upon which the park has
been built, resulting in more rapid erosion at this
location.

In addition, erosion of the adjacent cliffs over this
period may lead to the slight increase in exposure
of the defended beach to wave action, as it
becomes slightly more prominent along the
shoreline.

Erosion of the cliffs either side would provide
sediment to the lower foreshore, but littoral drift
could be reduced as beaches narrow at the toe of
the cliffs.

The probability of a significant storm/swell wave
event occurring that could cause rollback of the
beach on to the low-lying land that lies behind the
beach is low during this period.
The discharge of the River Bride through and
over the beach at the eastern end of this section
is intermittent, with beach material periodically
closing the river mouth off (although this is now
largely a managed process).
There would be continued sediment linkages to
adjacent beaches as the periodic blocking and
unblocking of the river would continue.
East Cliff (West
Bay)

Given these changes, ongoing beach management
activities would struggle to continue to retain the
beach in about its present position and so it
would be necessary to allow natural retreat of the
beach landwards, but considering a set-back
defence line to retain some protection.
It is likely that this could lead to the beach
forming more of an embayment between the
adjacent cliffs which could ultimately provide a
more stable beach form.

The risk of inland flooding due to the river
blockages at the mouth would continue to be
managed as part of ongoing beach management
activities.
The probability of a significant storm/swell wave
event occurring that could cause rollback of the
beach on to the low-lying land that lies behind the
beach would increase during this period.

The probability of a significant storm/swell wave
event occurring that could cause rollback of the
beach on to the low-lying land that lies behind the
beach would increase during this period as a
result of climate change impacts.

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

There are no defences present along this section.

No defences.

No defences.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section is dominated in its western part by
bedded sandstone cliffs up to 40m high. These
sandstone cliffs fail as a result of wave
undercutting at the toe about every 10 years.

As a result of accelerated sea level rise, the
historical trend of stability could change to one of
erosion. As the beaches are backed by relatively
resistant cliffs, the beaches would be unable to

Beach narrowing and steepening would continue,
with erosion of the sandstone cliffs continuing,
with total erosion by 2105 predicted to be
between 14 and 35m. There would be a feed of
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Predicted Change
Change for ‘Policy Scenario A’
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)
These cause localised small scale losses. It is
predicted that between 2 and 3m of sandstone
cliff could be lost to erosion by 2025.
The section is fronted by Chesil Beach which
narrows in front of the sandstone cliffs compared
to the much wider beach that fronts the adjacent
sections. The beach has shown negligible change
over the past 100 years, although short term
fluctuations as a result of storms do occur. It is
predicted that the beach will continue to
experience similar stability during this period to
2025.

West Bay (East
Beach to eastern
pier)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

retreat in response to the sea level rise therefore
there could be beach steepening and narrowing
along this section. This, in turn, could slightly
increase the rate of cliff toe erosion and therefore
failure, although ultimately the rate of erosion will
be restricted due to the natural resistance of the
cliffs.

sediment to the beaches, but the accelerated rate
of sea level rise is likely to mean that only very
narrow beaches would remain.
Rates of sediment drift along this section are
unlikely to be affected by management of the
adjacent sections of coast.

The total erosion of the sandstone cliffs by 2055
is predicted to be between 7 and 10m.
This cliff erosion will contribute to the beach
sediment budget both locally and to adjacent
beaches, although drift rates tend to be low along
this frontage. These drift rates are unlikely to be
affected by management of the adjacent sections
of coast.

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

Under Policy Scenario A, ‘Hold the Line’ refers to
maintaining the eastern West Bay harbour arm,
which will continue to control the western end of
the beach along this section.

Ongoing beach management activities to retain
beach for flood protection purposes. This may
include beach recharge during this period in
addition to beach re-cycling and re-profiling.

Ongoing beach management activities to retain
beach for flood protection purposes. This may
include beach recharge during this period in
addition to beach re-cycling and re-profiling.

The majority of this section of coast has no hard
defences along its length, but is subject to regular
beach re-cycling and re-profiling as part of
ongoing beach management practices that serve
to provide flood protection to low-lying areas
behind.

It is assumed under Policy Scenario A that the
eastern harbour arm at West Bay is maintained
and so will continue to influence the beach along
this section. It is therefore possible that the
harbour pier may need to be upgraded towards
the end of this period in order to achieve this.

This may become increasingly technically difficult
to sustain during this period and secondary
defences inland may also need to be considered.
It is assumed under Policy Scenario A that the
eastern harbour arm at West Bay is maintained
and so will continue to influence the beach along
this section. It is therefore possible that the
harbour pier may need to be upgraded during this
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Predicted Change
Change for ‘Policy Scenario A’
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)
period in order to achieve this.

Beach management activities are undertaken to
maintain the beach for sea defence purposes and
so reduce the risk of flooding to the low-lying
land behind. The result of this ongoing practice is
that there has been very little net change in beach
position, although the beach can fluctuate by up
to 60m in between management activities being
undertaken.
The probability of a significant storm/swell wave
event occurring that could cause either rollback
of the beach on to the low-lying land that lies
behind the beach, or draw-down and loss of
material to the offshore, is low during this period.

Ongoing beach management activities will
continue to retain the beach in about its present
position.

Ongoing beach management activities will
continue to retain the beach in about its present
position.

Erosion of the adjacent cliff to the east over this
period may lead to the slight increase in exposure
of the defended beach to wave action, as it
becomes slightly more prominent along the
shoreline. This will make beach management
increasingly more difficult.

Erosion of the adjacent cliff to the east over this
period may lead to the slight increase in exposure
of the defended beach to wave action, as it
becomes slightly more prominent along the
shoreline. This would have issues for the
technicality of maintaining a beach in its current
state and a secondary defence line may need to
be considered to ensure adequate flood
protection is maintained to the developed area of
West Bay should an extreme event occur that
causes the beach to be lowered for a period
before intervention can restore it.

The probability of a significant storm/swell wave
event occurring that could cause rollback of the
beach on to the low-lying land that lies behind the
beach, or draw-down and loss of material to the
offshore, would increase during this period.

The probability of a significant storm/swell wave
event occurring that could cause rollback of the
beach on to the low-lying land that lies behind the
beach, or draw-down and loss of material to the
offshore, would increase during this period.
West Bay (West
Beach from
eastern pier) to
West Cliff (East)
[includes West
Bay Harbour]

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

Policy Assessed
Assessed = Hold the Line

There is a range of defences within this section
that primarily provides defence against flooding,
including seawalls, rock groynes and sluices to
control the discharge of the River Brit through
West Bay Harbour itself.

Upgrade of the seawall and promenade is likely to
be required during the early part of this period in
order to maintain the current level of protection.
It is likely that further beach recharge will be
required to achieve this.

Upgrade of all of the defences is likely to be
required during this period in order to maintain
the current level of protection. It is likely that
further beach recharge will be required to achieve
this.

The cliff toe at the eastern part of this section is

It is assumed under Policy Scenario A that the

It is assumed under Policy Scenario A that the
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Predicted Change
Change for ‘Policy Scenario A’
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)
protected from erosion by a seawall and
promenade.

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

western harbour arm at West Bay is maintained
and so will continue to influence the beach along
this section. It is therefore possible that the
harbour pier may need to be upgraded towards
the end of this period in order to achieve this.

western harbour arm at West Bay is maintained
and so will continue to influence the beach along
this section. It is therefore possible that the
harbour pier may need to be upgraded towards
the end of this period in order to achieve this.

The piers at the entrance to West Bay Harbour
have a significant local influence upon littoral
processes, as do the rock groynes to the west of
the harbour, which prevent influx of new material
to this section from either east or west.

Sea level rise could continue to cause coastal
squeeze, with the narrowing of the beach and an
increase in flood risk along this section. It is not
likely that there will be any increased feed of
sediment into this area during this period.

As a result of high sea levels the beach fronting
the defences is expected to narrow further and in
places may disappear.

The seawall prevents wave action from eroding
the toe of the eastern part of West Cliff, which is
a degraded sandstone cliff.

It is anticipated that there will be a need to
increase the size of the seawall along this section
in the early part of this period to take account of
future sea level rise and so maintain current levels
of protection.

This policy would see all of these structures
maintained, and possibly require beach recharge
in order to do so during this period.

The beach fronting the seawall along this section
has eroded significantly during the past century,
and experiences scour during storm events due
to the effect of the seawall.
Coastal squeeze as a result of sea level rise could
become increasingly significant as there is very
little new sediment input to the beach, and
because the beach is already very narrow.

Other new defences such as possibly control
structures and/or beach recharge could also be
required during this period to maintain current
levels of protection. At the western end of this
section, there is also a risk of outflanking due to
retreat of adjacent undefended cliffs, and action
may also be required to address this risk during
this period.
This would be unlikely to impact on East Beach or
the coast to the east due to the impact of the pier
on sediment linkages.

New defences with possibly control structures
and/or beach recharge could therefore be
required during this period to maintain current
levels of protection. At the western end of this
section, there is also a risk of outflanking due to
retreat of adjacent undefended cliffs, and action
may also be required to address this risk during
this period.
This would be unlikely to impact on East Beach or
the coast to the east due to the impact of the pier
on sediment linkages.
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West Cliff (East)
to Thorncombe
Beacon

Predicted Change
Change for ‘Policy Scenario A’
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

There are no defences present along this section.

No defences.

No defences.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

West Cliff is undefended along this section and is
predicted to erode by between 5 and 50m by
2025. Cliff failures along West Cliff occur about
every 10 years and cause the loss of between 10
and 50m of cliff top in a single event.

West Cliff is predicted to erode as historically
during the period 2025 and 2055 by between 15
and 125m, whilst the cliffs to the western end of
this section are predicted to erode between 10
and 50m over the same period.

West Cliff is predicted to erode as historically
during the period 2055 and 2105 by between 35
and 250m, whilst the cliffs to the western end of
this section are predicted to erode between 25
and 100m over the same period.

The clay-rich cliffs towards the west of this
section experience failures at a similar frequency
as West Cliff although with a lesser magnitude
per event. The underlying rate of erosion of these
more cliffs is also similar to West Cliff, although
with greater uncertainty, giving rise to total
erosion of between 5 and 20m predicted along
this part by 2025.

There would be a feed of coarse sediment from
erosion of cliffs to the west, which should help
retain a small beach at Eype although this would
be hindered by the continued presence of the
headland at Thorncombe Beacon.

There would be an input of coarser sediment
from the east which will feed beaches here,
although this would be hindered by the continued
presence of the headland at Thorncombe Beacon.

The clay rich cliffs are very sensitive to climate
change and the rate of erosion could increase
both due to sea level rise and an increase in
rainfall. Due to uncertainty in the possible future
changes in precipitation, no direct account has
been taken of this in the predictions.

The clay rich cliffs are very sensitive to climate
change and the rate of erosion could increase
both due to sea level rise and an increase in
rainfall. Due to uncertainty in the possible future
changes in precipitation, no direct account has
been taken of this in the predictions.

POLICY
POLICY SCENARIO AREA: THORNCOMBE BEACON TO BEER HEAD
Thorncombe
Beacon to
Seatown (East)

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

There are no defences present along this section,
although this section does cover the car park at
Seatown, on the eastern side of the River
Winniford that discharges to the sea at this
location, which is only protected by naturally
functioning cliffs..

No defences.

No defences.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.
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Predicted Change
Change for ‘Policy Scenario A’
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

This section would continue to evolve naturally.
The clay-rich cliffs along this section experience
complex landslide behaviour with cyclic backscar
retreats as a result of short (episodic) events
causing rapid retreat by rotational landsliding.
These episodic events along this section occur
about every 10 years on a small scale, although
the underlying erosion is predicted to be as
historically and result in total average erosion of
between 10 and 20m by 2025.
This could cause some loss of the car park at
Seatown as a result.

These clay rich cliffs are very sensitive to climate
change and the rate of erosion could increase
both due to sea level rise and an increase in
rainfall. Due to uncertainty in the possible future
changes in precipitation, no direct account has
been taken of this in the predictions.

These clay rich cliffs are very sensitive to climate
change and the rate of erosion could increase
both due to sea level rise and an increase in
rainfall. Due to uncertainty in the possible future
changes in precipitation, no direct account has
been taken of this in the predictions.

Therefore the rate of cliff erosion is likely to
increase from that observed historically, with
total erosion of this section between 2025 and
2055 predicted to be between 30 and 50m,
although the effects of sea level rise would be
outweighed by large landslide events that could
occur during this period.

Therefore the rate of cliff erosion is likely to
increase from that observed historically, with
total erosion of this section between 2055 and
2105 predicted to be between 70 and 100m,
although the effects of sea level rise would be
outweighed by large landslide events that could
occur during this period.

Any coarse sediment released through cliff
erosion should feed the beach at Eype, meaning
that a beach should be retained here.

The beach at Eype will be fed by any release of
coarse sediment from cliff erosion, with any fines
being lost offshore. Thorncombe Beacon would
continue to act as a barrier to drift to the east.

Thorncombe Beacon acts as a barrier to drift
therefore there is no sediment interaction with
the beaches to the east.
Seatown

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

A rock revetment extends along the toe of part
of the cliff that fronts the western part of
Seatown. This prevents wave action from eroding
the cliff toe in this area.

The measures developed in the short term would
be implemented during this period in order to
relocate assets away from the area of risk, and so
allow intervention to be withdrawn, in line with
the policy of ‘No Active Intervention’.

There would be no defences present by the end
of this period, with assets having been relocated
away from area of risk in the medium term.
Monitoring of recession rates would however be
required to ensure that the area of risk is kept
up-to-date.

Maintenance of this defence (along with
infrastructure that also affords some defence)
would occur during this period to allow measures
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Predicted Change
Change for ‘Policy Scenario A’
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

to be put in place to manage the process of
moving assets away from the area of risk during
the medium term as the policy changes to one of
no active intervention. This would also allow
some extension of defences westward during this
period to achieve the medium to long term aim
such that the 1996 scheme life is provided as far
as possible.
Despite the presence of defences along the toe of
the cliff at Seatown, erosion still occurs as a result
of groundwater conditions as episodic events, all
be it at a lower average rate than the adjacent
undefended cliffs to the east and west of Seatown.
An extension westwards of the defences by about
15m to maintain the required protection of the
scheme implemented in 1996 has already been
required to protect against outflanking of the
defences already.
Cliff erosion would continue to occur as
historically, with total erosion of between 5 and
20m predicted by 2025.
By the end of this period, the greater erosion of
the adjacent cliffs could lead to the Seatown
frontage becoming slightly more prominent along
the shoreline and as such, increasingly exposed to
wave action.

These clay rich cliffs are very sensitive to climate
change and the rate of erosion could increase
both due to sea level rise and an increase in
rainfall. Due to uncertainty in the possible future
changes in precipitation, no direct account has
been taken of this in the predictions.

These clay rich cliffs are very sensitive to climate
change and the rate of erosion could increase
both due to sea level rise and an increase in
rainfall. Due to uncertainty in the possible future
changes in precipitation, no direct account has
been taken of this in the predictions.

The withdrawal of defence maintenance during
this period will lead to cliff recession by the end
of this period occurring at a similar rate to the
adjacent cliffs (due to the reduction in the effect
of defences as they deteriorate). Cliff erosion
would continue at a faster rate than historically,
with total erosion of up to 50m predicted by
2055, although the effects of sea level rise would
be outweighed by large landslide events that
could occur during this period.

The withdrawal of defence maintenance and their
subsequent loss in the medium term will result in
a naturally functioning cliff and shoreline during
this period.

The beaches will receive some sediment from the
cliff erosion, although any fines will be lost
offshore. It is anticipated that additional sediment
input will enter Seatown beach from the west as
erosion of the lobe of sediment at Golden Cap is
removed, and this may serve to reduce wave

Cliff erosion would therefore continue to occur
at increased rates from historically, with total
erosion of up to 100m predicted by 2105,
although the effects of sea level rise would be
outweighed by large landslide events that could
occur during this period.
Sediment supply to the beach at Seatown would
continue from the west. Despite these inputs, the
net trend under sea level rise would be for
beaches to migrate landwards. Seatown sits within
a slight indent within the embayment, therefore a
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Predicted Change
Change for ‘Policy Scenario A’
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)
exposure at the cliff toe and so serve to slow the
rate of recession by counter-acting the effect of
sea level rise.
Under accelerated sea level rise the beach would
be expected to retreat landwards into the
embayment within which Seatown sits. The
beaches will therefore narrow at the western and
eastern extremities.

Seatown (West)
to Golden Cap

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)
beach would be retained here.
However should Golden Cap experience a large
landslide event then a new lobe would form and
cut off this supply. If this occurs, then the beach
would likely narrow relatively rapidly,
exacerbated by sea level rise.

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

There are no defences present along this section.

No defences.

No defences.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

The clay-rich cliffs along this section experience
complex landslide behaviour with cyclic backscar
retreats as a result of short (episodic) events
causing rapid retreat by rotational landsliding.

These clay rich cliffs are very sensitive to climate
change and the rate of erosion could increase
both due to sea level rise and an increase in
rainfall. Due to uncertainty in the possible future
changes in precipitation, no direct account has
been taken of this in the predictions.

These clay rich cliffs are very sensitive to climate
change and the rate of erosion could increase
both due to sea level rise and an increase in
rainfall. Due to uncertainty in the possible future
changes in precipitation, no direct account has
been taken of this in the predictions.

Cliff erosion is likely to occur at a faster rate than
historically, with total erosion of this section by
2055 predicted to be between 35 and 50m,
although the effects of sea level rise would be
outweighed by large landslide events that could
occur during this period.

Cliff erosion is likely to occur at a faster rate than
historically, with total erosion of this section by
2105 predicted to be between 70 and 100m,
although the effects of sea level rise would be
outweighed by large landslide events that could
occur during this period.

These episodic events along this section occur
about every 10 years on a small scale, although
the underlying erosion is predicted to be as
historically at a rate of about 0.7m/yr, resulting in
total erosion of between 10 and 20m by 2025.
This erosion would result in some beach feed
although fines would be lost offshore. Therefore
beaches would be maintained at the toe of the
cliffs. A previous landslide event has resulted in a
lobe of debris cutting off longshore sediment
transport feeding beaches to the east. It is
anticipated that this will gradually erode and be

Any large scale events that occur during this
period could result in a lobe of sediment
interrupting the sediment drift, which could
impact on adjacent beaches.
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Predicted Change
Change for ‘Policy Scenario A’
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

largely removed as a barrier to transport by 2025.
Golden Cap to
Charmouth (East)

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

There are no defences present along this section.

No defences.

No defences.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

The clay-rich cliffs along this section experience
complex landslide behaviour with cyclic backscar
retreats as a result of short (episodic) events
causing rapid retreat by rotational landsliding.

These clay rich cliffs are very sensitive to climate
change and the rate of erosion could increase
both due to sea level rise and an increase in
rainfall. Due to uncertainty in the possible future
changes in precipitation, no direct account has
been taken of this in the predictions.

Cliff erosion is likely to occur at faster rates than
historically, although the effects of sea level rise
would be outweighed by large landslide events
that could occur during this period, with total
erosion of this section by 2105 predicted to be
between 17 and 50m at Golden Cap; 40 and50 at
Stonebarrow, and 50 and 100m at Broom Hill.

The frequency and magnitude of these events
varies depending upon specific local geology that
comprise each individual cliff, although large
events occur about every 100 years or so.
Throughout this section, erosion would continue
as historically, with variable erosion occurring
along the shoreline at rates ranging from 0.1 to
1.0m/yr.
At Golden Cap, total erosion of between 3 and
50m is predicted by 2025, whilst at Stonebarrow
erosion of 7 to 50m is predicted, and 17 to 50m
of erosion is predicted at Broom Hill over the
same period.

Charmouth

Cliff erosion is likely to occur at faster rates than
historically, although the effects of sea level rise
would be outweighed by large landslide events
that could occur during this period, with total
erosion of this section by 2055 predicted to be
between 8 and 50m at Golden Cap; 20 to 50m at
Stonebarrow, and 40 to 50m at Broom Hill.
These varying rates of erosion would lead to
Golden Cap developing into a more defined
headland, with the cliffs to the west becoming
more set-back forming a shallow embayment. This
is not likely to affect adjacent beaches, as Golden
Cap is already a barrier to littoral transport.

These varying rates of erosion would lead to
Golden Cap developing into a more defined
headland, with the cliffs to the west becoming
increasingly set-back forming a deepening
embayment. This is not likely to affect adjacent
beaches, as Golden Cap is already a barrier to
littoral transport.

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

Policy Assessed = Managed Realignment

Defences are present at the eastern end of this
section at Charmouth, where a short length of
seawall and promenade provides flood protection.

Upgrade of the defences at Charmouth may be
required during this period in order to maintain
the current level of protection.

It is likely that continued provision of defences at
Charmouth would become unsustainable during
this period, and so a secondary line of local flood
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Predicted Change
Change for ‘Policy Scenario A’
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

It is probable that upgrade of these defences
would be required towards the end of this period
in order to maintain the current level of
protection.

There may also be a need to consider defence
measures on the western side of Charmouth as
the undefended cliffs to the west retreat and
cause outflanking.

defence would be provided landwards of the
current defence line to allow the beach to roll
back landwards in a more natural way.

The seawall and promenade at Charmouth backs
a sandy beach with shingle veneer and protects
low-lying land behind from flooding.

Sea level rise could continue to cause coastal
squeeze in the section fronting the seawall at
Charmouth, with the narrowing of the beach and
an increase in flood risk along this section.

Sea level rise could continue to cause coastal
squeeze in the section fronting the seawall at
Charmouth, with the narrowing of the beach and
an increase in flood risk along this section.

The risk of this section becoming outflanked by
the continued erosion of the undefended cliffs to
the west will increase throughout this period and
therefore defence works could be required,
although these would need to be consistent with
the long term aim of allowing the coast to retreat.

The risk of this defended section becoming
outflanked by the continued erosion of the
undefended cliffs to the west will also increase
throughout this period.

There is limited beach present in front of the
defences and this would continue to narrow
during this period as a result of sea level rise. This
could become increasingly significant as there is
very little new sediment input to the beach from
cliff erosion to the west, and could result in
undermining of the rock revetment and
accelerate failure of the seawall at the car park
without the defences being upgraded during this
period. Defences would also become increasingly
exposed and therefore the risk of overtopping
would increase.

During this period, in line with the long term
policy of Managed Realignment, exit strategies and
plans for asset relocation will need to be
developed.

This defended section could also begin to become
outflanked by the continued erosion of the
undefended cliffs to the west by the end of this
period.
Charmouth
(West) to East

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

As the cliffs to the west retreat, measures to slow
but not prevent cliff erosion may need to be
considered during this period in order to relocate
cliff top assets away from areas of risk.

The combined effects of sea level rise and
outflanking would make it unsustainable to
continue to provide defence along the current
alignment. Therefore managed realignment of the
coast allowing roll back of the beach onto backing
low lying land towards a secondary line of defence
would occur during this period. This would allow
a more naturally functioning beach to be retained
in this area, likely within a small embayment
between adjacent cliffs.

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

There are no defences present along this section.

No defences.

No defences.
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Predicted Change
Change for ‘Policy Scenario A’
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section consists of clay-rich cliffs that
experience complex landslide behaviour with
cyclic backscar retreats as a result of short
(episodic) events causing rapid retreat by
rotational landsliding. The frequency and
magnitude of these events varies depending upon
specific local geology that comprise each
individual cliff, although large events occur about
every 100 years or so causing recession of more
than 50m per event. The most recent event
occurred in May 2008 within The Spittles
complex, and resulted in around 50m of cliff top
recession along a 400m length, and which was
considered to be the largest event in this area for
around 25 years.

Due to the sensitivity of these cliffs to climate
change, cliff erosion is likely to increase from
rates observed historically. Although the rate of
erosion could increase both due to sea level rise
and an increase in rainfall, due to uncertainty in
the possible future changes in precipitation, no
direct account has been taken of this in the
predictions. Sea level rise would result in the
submergence of the fronting beaches and shore
platforms (ledges), resulting in more rapid erosion
of the cliffs behind. However the effects of sea
level rise are likely to be outweighed by large
landslide events that could occur during this
period,

Due to the sensitivity of these cliffs to climate
change, cliff erosion is likely to increase from
rates observed historically. Although the rate of
erosion could increase both due to sea level rise
and an increase in rainfall, due to uncertainty in
the possible future changes in precipitation, no
direct account has been taken of this in the
predictions. Sea level rise would result in the
submergence of the fronting beaches and shore
platforms (ledges), resulting in more rapid erosion
of the cliffs behind.

Throughout this section, erosion would continue
as historically, with variable erosion occurring
along the shoreline at rates ranging from 0.2 to
3.3m/yr, although rates vary greatly depending
upon the time period looked at as a result of
landslide events causing distortions in the data.
By 2025, the east and central parts of Black Ven
are predicted to erode between 7 and 50m. Over
this same period, Black Ven West is predicted to
erode by 10 to 50m, whilst The Spittles is
predicted to erode by about 10m. However it is
possible that landslide events may periodically
occur that cause greater amounts of recession

The east and central parts of Black Ven are
predicted to experience total erosion of between
20 and 50m over this period, whilst Black Ven
West is predicted to erode by 30 to 50m, and
The Spittles by 25 to 50m. However it is possible
that landslide events may periodically occur that
cause greater amounts of recession although it is
not possible to predict this.
A larger amount of recession could occur during
this period as a result of large landslide events
that occur about every 100 years or so causing
recession of more than 50m per event. However,
without further detailed investigation, it is
uncertain as to exactly where and when such a

Due to differences in cliff composition, total
erosion by 2105 would occur at variable rates.
The east and central parts of Black Ven are
predicted to have eroded between 40 and 50m
over this period, whilst Black Ven West is
predicted to have eroded by 50 to 60m, and The
Spittles by about 50m. However it is possible that
landslide events may periodically occur that cause
greater amounts of recession although it is not
possible to predict this.
If not already happened in the medium term, a
larger amount of recession could occur during
this period as a result of large landslide events
that occur about every 100 years or so causing
recession of more than 50m per event. However,
without further detailed investigation, it is
uncertain as to exactly where and when such a
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Draft Policy Unit

East Cliff (Lyme
Regis)
Regis) to Broad
Ledge (Lyme
Regis)

Predicted Change
Change for ‘Policy Scenario A’
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

although it is not possible to predict this.

large scale event would occur.

large scale event would occur.

Continued beach narrowing as a result of sea
level rise could become increasingly significant as
there is very little new sediment input to the
beach. The large scale landslides also act as a
barrier to any sediment transport along this
section. Locally there could be beach building
sediment released from the cliffs, in particular
Black Ven West cliffs.

These effects may be mitigated by the release of
beach building material from the significant
erosion along this section, particularly at Black
Ven West, which would release suitable beach
material from the Upper Greensands.

These effects may be mitigated by the release of
beach building material from the significant
erosion along this section, particularly at Black
Ven West, which would release suitable beach
material from the Upper Greensands that would
also be available to be transported to beaches to
the east. Any large scale landslide events, could,
however, result in sediment drift being
interrupted.

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

Policy Assessed = Managed Realignment

Defences are present along the length of this
section which covers East and Church Cliffs at
Lyme Regis, where a seawall protects the cliff toe
from erosion.

Continued maintenance of the defences along this
section may be required during this period in
whilst measures are put in place to manage the
process of moving assets away from the area of
risk during the long term.

Assets at risk from recession of the adjacent cliffs
would be relocated during this period using
measures developed in the short and medium
term.

It is probable that maintenance or even upgrade
of these defences would be required towards the
end of this period in order to retain the current
level of protection, whilst measures are put in
place to manage the process of moving assets
away from the area of risk during the long term.

This would include monitoring of the adjacent
eroding cliffs to the east during this period to
determine when assets are likely to need to be
relocated away from the area of risk.

This would include monitoring of the adjacent
eroding cliffs to the east during this period to
determine when assets are likely to need to be
relocated away from the area of risk.

It would also require short term stabilisation
measures, either in the cliffs or along the fronting
shoreline, to be implemented to reduce the rate
of recession whilst any relocation of assets is
undertaken.

The seawall at Lyme Regis prevents erosion of
the cliff toe and since its construction has
prevented any significant landslide activity. The

Sea level rise could result in the submergence of
the rock platform and beach at Lyme Regis
leading to a coastal squeeze problem in this area.

This would include ongoing monitoring to ensure
that the area of risk is kept up-to-date as well as
short term stabilisation measures, either in the
cliffs or along the fronting shoreline, to be
implemented to reduce the rate of recession
whilst any relocation of assets is undertaken.

As a result of high sea levels the beach fronting
the defences along this section is expected to
narrow further and in places may disappear.
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Draft Policy Unit

Predicted Change
Change for ‘Policy Scenario A’
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)
continued presence of the seawall at Lyme Regis
will continue to limit landslide activity over this
period.
Continued beach narrowing as a result of sea
level rise could become increasingly significant as
there is very little new sediment input to the
beach.

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)
The risk of this defended section becoming
outflanked by the continued erosion of the
undefended cliffs to the east will increase
throughout this period.

The risk of this defended section becoming
outflanked by the continued erosion of the
undefended cliffs to the east will increase
throughout this period.
Short term measures to reduce the rate of cliff
recession as outflanking occurs would provide
additional time to allow assets to be relocated
away from rick areas.

This defended section could also begin to become
outflanked by the continued erosion of the
undefended cliffs to the east by the end of this
period.
Broad Ledge
(Lyme Regis) to
The Cobb (Lyme
Regis)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

This section is entirely defended by a range of
structures including seawalls and rock groynes, as
well as ongoing beach management activities
including beach recharge.

Upgrade of the defences could be required during
this period to maintain the current levels of
protection. This would be likely to include further
beach recharge.

Upgrade of the defences could be required during
this period to maintain the current levels of
protection. This would be likely to include further
beach recharge.

The defences along this section prevent cliff
erosion, and their continued presence would
result in no change in cliff position by 2025.

The continued defence and management of this
section means that there would be very little
change in shoreline position.

The continued defence and management of this
section means that there would be very little
change in shoreline position.

The various control structures along this section,
along with ongoing beach management activities
also serve to maintain a stable beach. However,
coastal squeeze as a result of sea level rise could
become increasingly significant and require
additional beach recharge towards the end of this
period.

Increased sea levels would, however result in
increased exposure of the beaches and therefore
further more substantial works could be required
to maintain the current beach.

As a result of high sea levels the beach fronting
the defences along this section would be
increasingly exposed, with additional recharge
required to maintain a beach to a similar standard
to current. In addition defences may need to be
upgraded to maintain current levels of protection.
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Draft Policy Unit
The Cobb (Lyme
Regis) to Seven
Rock Point
(defended length)

Predicted Change
Change for ‘Policy Scenario A’
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

Policy Assessed = Managed Realignment

This section is protected by defences associated
with the developed area that extends along the
slope and cliff toe to the east of The Cobb. At the
immediate eastern end is The Cobb breakwater,
which under Policy Scenario A is assumed to be
maintained and so continue to influence the
beaches to both the east and west of it.

Continued maintenance would be undertaken of
the structures to reduce the risk of outflanking to
the rest of Lyme Regis to the east.

It would be likely that to continue to hold the
existing line of defence would become technically
unsustainable during this period, and so managed
realignment would be undertaken to allow
outflanking protection for Lyme Regis to be
maintained in a realigned, but more sustainable
position.

The Cobb breakwater is assumed to be
maintained during this period and so continue to
influence the beaches to both the east and west
of it.

During this period, the existing structures would
be maintained as they afford some protection
against outflanking to the rest of Lyme Regis to
the east.
The structures along this section also provide a
defence function that prevents erosion of the cliff
toe along this section, and has resulted in no
significant cliff recession in this area, although
Monmouth Beach that fronts the defences has,
over the past 100 to 150 years experienced a
long term trend of erosion and steepening, except
at the very eastern end where some limited
accretion occurs against The Cobb.
Beach narrowing is predicted to continue as a
result of sea level rise.

The Cobb breakwater is assumed to be
maintained during this period and so continue to
influence the beaches to both the east and west
of it.
The continued presence of structures providing a
defence function along the cliff toe at Monmouth
Beach will prevent any significant change in cliffline
position.
Sea level rise would continue to cause beach
narrowing and coastal squeeze in the area
fronting this section, with the narrowing of the
beach and an increase in flood risk resulting.
There would be an increasing risk of the
structures along this section becoming outflanked
by the continued erosion of the undefended cliffs
to the west during this period.

As a result of high sea levels beaches are
expected to narrow and in places may disappear
as the rock platforms become submerged,
resulting in increased exposure of the structures
along this section to wave action.
There would be an increasing risk of this
defended section becoming outflanked by the
continued erosion of the undefended cliffs to the
west during this period.
These factors combined would likely make it
unsustainable to continue to hold the defence line
in its existing position, and so managed
realignment would occur to allow the shoreline
to adapt landwards in this area whilst providing
protection to the rest of Lyme Regis to the east
in a more sustainable alignment.
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Draft Policy Unit
The Cobb (Lyme
Regis) to Seven
Rock Point
(undefended)

Predicted Change
Change for ‘Policy Scenario A’
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

There are no defences present along this section.

No defences.

No defences.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

The cliffs along this section are unprotected and
so erosion of the cliff base here is expected to
continue as historically at a rate of about 0.2m/yr,
although no cliff top recession is predicted by
2025.

These cliffs are sensitive to climate change and
therefore the rate of erosion of the cliff base
would increase from that observed historically, in
response to rising sea levels (this does not take
account of any increase due to increased
precipitation). The cliff top is unlikely to change in
position.

The undefended cliffs along of this section would
erode at faster rates than historically along the
cliff base, due to sea level rise. However it is
unlikely that recession of the cliff top would occur
by 2105.

Beach narrowing is predicted to continue as a
result of sea level rise.

These clay-rich cliffs are unlikely to significantly
contribute to the beach budget. Therefore both
in front of the cliffs the defences and
infrastructure at Monmouth Beach to the east,
sea level rise would continue to cause beach
narrowing along the whole of this stretch.
Seven Rock Point
to Haven Cliff
(West)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

As a result of high sea levels beaches are
expected to narrow and in places may disappear
as the rock platforms become submerged,
resulting in increased exposure of the cliff toe to
wave action.

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

Policy Assessed
Assessed = No Active Intervention

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

There are no defences present along this section.

No defences.

No defences.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

The clay-rich cliffs along this section experience
complex landslide behaviour with cyclic backscar
retreats as a result of short (episodic) events
causing rapid retreat by rotational landsliding.

These clay rich cliffs are very sensitive to climate
change and the rate of erosion could increase
both due to sea level rise and an increase in
rainfall. Due to uncertainty in the possible future
changes in precipitation, no direct account has
been taken of this in the predictions.

These clay rich cliffs are very sensitive to climate
change and the rate of erosion could increase
both due to sea level rise and an increase in
rainfall. Due to uncertainty in the possible future
changes in precipitation, no direct account has
been taken of this in the predictions.

Taking account of rising sea levels alone, the rate
of cliff erosion would be expected to be higher

Taking account of rising sea levels alone, the rate
of cliff erosion would be expected to be higher

The frequency and magnitude of these events
varies along this section due to changes in
geology. Along the eastern stretch there is a risk
of large scale landslide events occurring, but the
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Draft Policy Unit

Predicted Change
Change for ‘Policy Scenario A’
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

frequency of these is low; every 250 years or
more. Whereas along the western section of this
frontage, smaller, more frequent, landslides are
characteristic.

than experienced historically, although it is likely
to be outweighed by the occurrence of landslide
events, with about 10m of cliff top recession
predicted by 2055.

than experienced historically, although it is likely
to be outweighed by the occurrence of landslide
events, with between 10 and 20m of cliff top
recession predicted by 2105.

On average, by 2025, between 3 and 10m of
erosion is expected to occur towards the
western end of this section, as has been
experienced historically at a rate of about
0.2m/yr, supplying sediment to local beach stocks.
No recession is predicted towards the eastern
end of this section.

The supply of sediment across the mouth of the
Axe is expected to continue as at present.

This could be much greater in some areas should
a large landslide event occur during this period,
the probability of which would increase towards
2105 as the last such event occurred in 1839.
Should such an event occur, then it would form a
lobe of debris that would inhibit littoral transport
processes.

Due to natural barriers to littoral drift it is
unlikely that this stretch would be affected by
management changes along adjacent sections.

The supply of sediment across the mouth of the
Axe is expected to continue as at present.

The supply of sediment across the mouth of the
Axe is expected to continue as at present.
Axe Estuary
(Mouth
Breakwater to
Axmouth North)

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line
Line

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

The CFMP policy for this section covers the Axe
Estuary from the beach on the coast upstream for
3 kilometres to the A3052 bridge at Colyford.
Note that the Axe estuary policy unit does not
include either Axmouth or Colyford.

The CFMP policy for this section is “P6 – Take

The CFMP policy for this section is “P6 – Take

action to increase the frequency of flooding to
bring benefits locally or elsewhere.”

action to increase the frequency of flooding to
bring benefits locally or elsewhere.”

This policy is not intended to increase risk to
people and property.

This policy is not intended to increase risk to
people and property.

This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
‘Managed Realignment’ in parts of the estuary,
although no specific locations are identified and
this would be subject to detailed investigations.

This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
‘Managed Realignment’ in parts of the estuary,
although no specific locations are identified and
this would be subject to detailed investigations.

It is assumed that the policy intention not to

It is assumed that the policy intention not to

The CFMP policy for this section is “P6 – Take

action to increase the frequency of flooding to
bring benefits locally or elsewhere.”
This policy is not intended to increase risk to
people and property.
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Draft Policy Unit

Predicted Change
Change for ‘Policy Scenario A’
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
‘Hold the Line’ in the parts of the estuary covered
by this SMP policy unit, although no specific
locations are identified in the CFMP and this
would be subject to detailed investigations.

increase flood risk to people and property allows
for flood protection to be provided, either by
public or private funds, within this section if
appropriate to do so.

increase flood risk to people and property allows
for flood protection to be provided, either by
public or private funds, within this section if
appropriate to do so.

As such, under Policy Scenario A, it is assumed
that there would be continued maintenance of
the breakwater arm at the mouth of the Axe
estuary and the defences along the estuary
shoreline in this area up to Axmouth.

As such, under Policy Scenario A, it is assumed
that there would be continued maintenance of
the breakwater arm at the mouth of the Axe
estuary and the defences along the estuary
shoreline in this area up to Axmouth.

Increase in future flood risk will be mainly driven
by climate change, both by increasing flows and
raising sea levels. The latter in particular is subject
to a high degree of uncertainty.

Increase in future flood risk will be mainly driven
by climate change, both by increasing flows and
raising sea levels. The latter in particular is subject
to a high degree of uncertainty.

Continued defence of this section would involve
higher, more robust, defences to counter rising
sea levels.

Continued defence of this section would involve
higher, more robust, defences to counter rising
sea levels.

Retention of the existing defences along the
estuary shoreline will not significantly hinder the
evolution of the estuary as defences are primarily
backed by steeply rising ground that would, in
itself, hinder this.

Retention of the existing defences along the
estuary shoreline will not significantly hinder the
evolution of the estuary as defences are primarily
backed by steeply rising ground that would, in
itself, hinder this.

The ongoing presence of the breakwater at the

The ongoing presence of the breakwater at the

It is assumed that the policy intention not to
increase flood risk to people and property allows
for flood protection to be provided, either by
public or private funds, within this section if
appropriate to do so.
As such, under Policy Scenario A, it is assumed
that there would be continued maintenance of
the breakwater arm at the mouth of the Axe
estuary and the defences along the estuary
shoreline in this area up to Axmouth.
Holding the line in this part of the estuary, and in
particular the breakwater at the mouth of the
estuary, will help to keep the mouth open and so
allow the discharge to the sea to continue. This
prevents the mouth becoming blocked and the
subsequent baking up of water upstream that
would increase flooding does not occur.
Retention of the existing defences along the
estuary shoreline will not significantly hinder the
evolution of the estuary as defences are primarily
backed by steeply rising ground that would, in
itself, hinder this.
The ongoing presence of the breakwater at the
mouth may reduce the transport of sediment to
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Draft Policy Unit

Axe Estuary
(Axmouth North
to Seaton North)

Predicted Change
Change for ‘Policy Scenario A’
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

the east of Seaton, although this does not appear
to be an effect at the current time.

mouth may reduce the transport of sediment to
the east of Seaton, although this does not appear
to be an effect at the current time.

mouth may reduce the transport of sediment to
the east of Seaton, although this does not appear
to be an effect at the current time.

Policy Assessed = Managed Realignment

Policy Assessed = Managed Realignment

Policy Assessed = Managed Realignment

(adopted from East Devon CFMP)

(adopted from East Devon CFMP)

(adopted from East Devon CFMP)

The CFMP policy for this section covers the Axe
Estuary from the beach on the coast upstream for
3 kilometres to the A3052 bridge at Colyford.
Note that the Axe estuary policy unit does not
include either Axmouth or Colyford.

The CFMP policy for this section is “P6 – Take

The CFMP policy for this section is “P6 – Take

action to increase the frequency of flooding to
bring benefits locally or elsewhere.”

action to increase the frequency of flooding to
bring benefits locally or elsewhere.”

This policy is not intended to increase risk to
people and property.

This policy is not intended to increase risk to
people and property.

This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
‘Managed Realignment’ in parts of the estuary,
although no specific locations are identified and
this would be subject to detailed investigations.

This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
‘Managed Realignment’ in parts of the estuary,
although no specific locations are identified and
this would be subject to detailed investigations.

It is assumed that the policy intention not to
increase flood risk to people and property allows
for flood protection to be provided, either by
public or private funds, within this section if
appropriate to do so.

It is assumed that the policy intention not to
increase flood risk to people and property allows
for flood protection to be provided, either by
public or private funds, within this section if
appropriate to do so.

Increase in future flood risk will be mainly driven
by climate change, both by increasing flows and
raising sea levels. The latter in particular is subject

Increase in future flood risk will be mainly driven
by climate change, both by increasing flows and
raising sea levels. The latter in particular is subject

The CFMP policy for this section is “P6 – Take

action to increase the frequency of flooding to
bring benefits locally or elsewhere.”
This policy is not intended to increase risk to
people and property.
This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
‘Managed Realignment’ in parts of the estuary,
although no specific locations are identified and
this would be subject to detailed investigations.
It is assumed that the policy intention not to
increase flood risk to people and property allows
for flood protection to be provided, either by
public or private funds, within this section if
appropriate to do so.
Taking action to increase the frequency of
flooding by managed realignment in as yet
unidentified parts of the estuary during this period
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Draft Policy Unit

Predicted Change
Change for ‘Policy Scenario A’
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

to a high degree of uncertainty.

to a high degree of uncertainty.

Continued policy of managed realignment will
allow the estuary to adapt largely naturally to the
pressures of climate change. However, in
implementing this policy consideration will need
to be given to the effect on tidal prism and tidal
flow through the estuary mouth, as a reduction in
this could result in the mouth being closed by
sediment infill which would have impacts upon the
whole estuary.

Continued policy of managed realignment will
allow the estuary to adapt largely naturally to the
pressures of climate change. However, in
implementing this policy consideration will need
to be given to the effect on tidal prism and tidal
flow through the estuary mouth, as a reduction in
this could result in the mouth being closed by
sediment infill which would have impacts upon the
whole estuary.

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

(adopted from East Devon CFMP)

(adopted from East Devon CFMP)

(adopted from East Devon CFMP)

The town of Seaton is protected from flooding via
the Axe Estuary by the Seaton Marshes flood
defence scheme, which also protects a sewage
works located in the Axe estuary.

The CFMP policy for this section is “P5 – take
further action to reduce flood risk.”

The CFMP policy for this section is “P5 – take
further action to reduce flood risk.”

This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
‘Hold the Line’. In order to achieve this policy,
upgrade of the existing defences during this
period could be required in order to ensure the
current level of protection is maintained.

This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
‘Hold the Line’. In order to achieve this policy,
upgrade of the existing defences during this
period could be required in order to ensure the
current level of protection is maintained.

It is assumed that this would not allow new
defences to be built along currently undefended

It is assumed that this would not allow new
defences to be built along currently undefended

will result in reconnecting the estuary with the
floodplain whilst providing a reduction in flood
risk in other parts of the estuary.
Specific flood risk management actions under this
policy will not increase flood risk to the Seaton
regeneration area located at the southern end of
Seaton Marshes (Seaton East unit discussed
below). In implementing this policy consideration
will need to be given to the effect on tidal prism
and tidal flow through the estuary mouth, as a
reduction in this could result in the mouth being
closed by sediment infill which would have
impacts upon the whole estuary.
There may also be potential to reduce flood risk
in the Seaton East unit, although this will be
limited because the flood risk is combined
fluvial/tidal or tidal.
Axe Estuary
(Seaton East)

The CFMP policy for this section is “P5 – take
further action to reduce flood risk.”
This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
‘Hold the Line’. In order to achieve this policy,
upgrade of the existing defences during this
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Predicted Change
Change for ‘Policy Scenario A’
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)
period could be required in order to ensure the
current level of protection is maintained.

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

sections.

sections.

Despite sea level rise, continued provision of
flood protection in this area would reduce the
risk of flooding from frequent events, although
there would still be a risk from more extreme
events.

Despite sea level rise, continued provision of
flood protection in this area would reduce the
risk of flooding from frequent events, although
there would still be a risk from more extreme
events.

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

Policy Assessed
Assessed = No Active Intervention

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

There are no defences present along this section.

No defences.

No defences.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

Sediment transport to the spit from the west
would continue to maintain the spit that extends
across the mouth of the Axe estuary and here
beaches would be stable and could continue to
accrete.

The spit would continue to receive sediment
moved alongshore from further west and should
remain stable during this period.

There would be continued sediment moved
alongshore towards the Axe estuary from further
west, which should help maintain the spit in a
similar form to today.

It is assumed that this would not allow new
defences to be built along currently undefended
sections.
Seaton is at risk of flooding from combined tidal
and fluvial flood events from the Axe estuary and
is protected from such events by defences along
the eastern side of the estuary at Seaton Marshes.
Continued provision of flood protection in this
area would reduce the risk of flooding from more
frequent events, although there would still be a
risk from more extreme events.
Increase in future flood risk will be mainly driven
by climate change, both by increasing flows and
raising sea levels. The latter in particular is subject
to a high degree of uncertainty. Land use and
management changes will also have an impact.
Axe Estuary (Spit)

Implementation of the ‘Managed Realignment’

There could be elongation with re-curving of the
spit into the harbour and under sea level rise,
beach steepening could occur together along the

The tendency of the spit will be to migrate inland
in response to sea level rise. This would result in
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Axe Estuary (Spit)
to Seaton (West)

Predicted Change
Change for ‘Policy Scenario A’
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

policy within the Axe Estuary would need to give
consideration to the effect on tidal prism and tidal
flow through the estuary mouth, as a reduction in
this could result in the mouth being closed by
sediment infill as the eastern end of the spit
extends across the mouth, which would have
impacts upon the whole estuary.

length of the spit as material is pushed onshore by
overwashing storm waves.

an increased risk of overtopping and breaching as
the coast becomes more exposed where the spit
attaches to the land.

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

Defences along this section are in the form of
seawalls that protect low-lying areas from sea
flooding, and prevent cliff erosion where they
extend along the cliff toe.

Upgrade of the defences would likely be required
during this period in order to maintain the
current level of protection.

Upgrade of the defences may be required during
this period in order to maintain the current level
of protection.

The defences along the toe of the cliff have
caused the rate of cliff erosion to be reduced
over the recent past. This has been aided by
natural beach accumulation in the very recent
past, although beach levels have fluctuated in this
area, historically the trend is one of accretion.

There would be no change in cliff position along
this section where the cliffs have been re-graded
and are protected by a sea wall.

Narrowing beaches due to limited contemporary
input of sediment and continued west to east
littoral transport, coupled with higher sea levels
would cause beaches to narrow further along this
section towards 2105 in front of the sea wall.
New defences could therefore be required during
this period to maintain current levels of
protection.

There could be beach narrowing in front of the
defences due to continued west to east transport
of sediment towards the spit to the east and lack
of new input to the system. This would continue
to maintain the spit that extends across the
mouth of the Axe estuary.

Implementation of the ‘Managed Realignment’
policy within the Axe Estuary would need to give
consideration to the effect on tidal prism and tidal
flow through the estuary mouth, as a reduction in
this could result in the mouth being closed by
sediment infill as the eastern end of the spit
extends across the mouth, which would have
impacts upon the whole estuary.

There could be beach narrowing in front of the
defences due to continued west to east transport
of sediment and lack of new input to the system.
This could be exacerbated by sea level rise,
resulting in a need for new defences with possibly
control structures and/or beach recharge being
required during this period to maintain current
levels of protection.
Beaches to the east of this section would

Implementation of the ‘Managed Realignment’
policy within the Axe Estuary would need to give
consideration to the effect on tidal prism and tidal
flow through the estuary mouth, as a reduction in
this could result in the mouth being closed by
sediment infill as the eastern end of the spit
extends across the mouth, which would have
impacts upon the whole estuary.

There would be continued sediment moved
alongshore towards the Axe estuary.
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Predicted Change
Change for ‘Policy Scenario A’
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

continue to receive sediment moved alongshore
and should remain stable during this period.
Seaton (West) to
Seaton Hole

Policy Assessed = Managed Realignment

Policy Assessed = Managed Realignment

Policy Assessed = Managed Realignment

Rock revetment extends along the cliff toe for the
length of this section to reduce the risk of coastal
erosion. However, cliff recession still occurs and
it may become necessary to develop measures to
relocate cliff top assets away from the area of risk
during this period.

Measures to relocate cliff top assets away from
the area of risk would continue to occur during
this period. Some limited maintenance of the
defences could be required during this period in
order to allow time for these measures to be
implemented.

Cliff top assets would have been relocated by the
beginning of this period. Ongoing monitoring of
recession rates would however be required to
ensure that the area of risk is kept up-to-date.

The defences along the toe of the cliff have
caused the rate of cliff erosion to be reduced
over the recent past. This has been aided by
natural beach accumulation in the very recent
past, although beach levels have fluctuated in this
area, historically the trend is one of accretion and
so it is thought that the recent lower rate of
recession would continue until 2025, with total
erosion of 3 to 5m predicted over this period. As
these cliffs are mudstones, this erosion will not
significantly contribute to the beaches.

Cliff erosion would continue to be reduced as a
result of the continued protection afforded by the
rock revetment defences, with a total erosion of
between 5 and 10m expected between 2025 and
2055. However, due to sea level rise, the rock
revetment would require upgrading in order to
maintain current levels of protection.

The rock revetment, if improved, could continue
to provide some protection, but by this period
beaches are expected to be very narrow, if
existent, along this section. Therefore further
defences would probably be required to prevent/
reduce cliff erosion at this location. There could
still be between 10 and 15m erosion during this
period, assuming a similar level of protection is
provided.

There could be beach narrowing in front of the
defences due to continued west to east transport
of sediment and lack of new input to the system.
Seaton Hole to
Beer

There could be beach narrowing in front of the
defences due to continued west to east transport
of sediment and lack of new input to the system.
This could be exacerbated by sea level rise,
resulting in a need for new defences with possibly
control structures and/or beach recharge being
required during this period to maintain current
levels of protection.

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention
Intervention

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

There are no defences present along this section.

No defences.

No defences.

Chalk cliffs that are largely resistant to erosion
dominate this section. There has been negligible

The resistant nature of the chalk cliffs will
continue to result in negligible cliff recession,

The resistant nature of the chalk cliffs will
continue to result in negligible cliff recession,
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Predicted Change
Change for ‘Policy Scenario A’
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

except for very infrequent localised rock falls; it is
not, however, possible to predict the exact
locations of these. Total erosion of between 0
and 50m is possible by 2055, depending on
whether or not a cliff failure event occurs.

except for very infrequent localised rock falls; it is
not, however, possible to predict the exact
locations of these. Total erosion of between 0
and 50m is possible by 2105, depending on
whether or not a cliff failure event occurs.

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

Defences present along this section include a
short length of concrete groyne that is in a poor
condition, as well as other structures, such as the
car park, that also have some limited defence
function.

The structures along the short length at Beer that
provide some limited defence function would fail
during this period.

No defences.

Chalk cliffs that are largely resistant to erosion
dominate this section. There has been negligible
erosion of this section over the past 100 years,
with only very localised small to medium sized
rock falls occurring every 10 to 100 years.

The resistant nature of the chalk cliffs will
continue to result in negligible cliff recession,
except for very infrequent localised rock falls; it is
not, however, possible to predict the exact
locations of these. Total erosion of between 0
and 50m is possible by 2055, depending on
whether or not a cliff failure event occurs.

The resistant nature of the chalk cliffs will
continue to result in negligible cliff recession,
except for very infrequent localised rock falls; it is
not, however, possible to predict the exact
locations of these. Total erosion of between 0
and 50m is possible by 2105, depending on
whether or not a cliff failure event occurs.

The pocket beach would continue to experience
narrowing and steepening during this period due
to accelerated sea level rise.

The pocket beach would continue to experience
narrowing and steepening during this period due
to accelerated sea level rise, but a beach should
still be present at Beer due to the indented
nature of this frontage.

erosion of this section over the past 100 years,
with only very localised small to medium sized
rock falls occurring every 10 to 100 years.
This pattern of recession is expected to continue
over this period to 2025, with total erosion of
between 0 and 50m possible depending on
whether or not a cliff failure event occurs.
Beer

This pattern of recession is expected to continue
over this period to 2025, with total erosion of
between 0 and 50m possible depending on
whether or not a cliff failure event occurs.
This section also contains the isolated pocket
beach at Beer. The low rate of cliff erosion means
that there is little or no contemporary sediment
input to this beach. During this period the beach
may remain quite stable, but may start to
experience some narrowing and steepening

The loss of the structures that provide limited
defence function over a short length at Beer is
unlikely to have a significant impact on cliff
recession due to the natural resistance of the
rocks that would recede little in any case.
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Predicted Change
Change for ‘Policy Scenario A’
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

towards the end of the period. There could also
be some leakage of sediment at the eastern end
of the beach.
The short length of defence at Beer is unlikely to
have a significant impact on cliff recession due to
the natural resistance of the rocks that would
recede little in any case, although it may help to
retain additional beach material in this period.
Beer to Beer
Head

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

Policy Assessed
Assessed = No Active Intervention

There are no defences present along this section.

No defences.

No defences.

Chalk cliffs that are largely resistant to erosion
dominate this section. There has been negligible
erosion of this section over the past 100 years,
with only very localised small to medium sized
rock falls occurring every 10 to 100 years.

The resistant nature of the chalk cliffs will
continue to result in negligible cliff recession,
except for very infrequent localised rock falls; it is
not, however, possible to predict the exact
locations of these. Total erosion of between 0
and 50m is possible by 2055, depending on
whether or not a cliff failure event occurs.

The resistant nature of the chalk cliffs will
continue to result in negligible cliff recession,
except for very infrequent localised rock falls; it is
not, however, possible to predict the exact
locations of these. Total erosion of between 0
and 50m is possible by 2105, depending on
whether or not a cliff failure event occurs.

The pocket beach would continue to experience
narrowing and steepening during this period due
to accelerated sea level rise.

The pocket beach would continue to experience
narrowing and steepening during this period due
to accelerated sea level rise.

This pattern of recession is expected to continue
over this period to 2025, with total erosion of
between 0 and 50m possible depending on
whether or not a cliff failure event occurs.
There is also an isolated pocket beach at Pound’s
Pool along this section. The low rate of cliff
erosion means that there is little or no
contemporary sediment input to this beach.
During this period the beach may remain quite
stable, but may start to experience some
narrowing and steepening towards the end of the
period.
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Predicted Change
Change for ‘Policy Scenario A’
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

POLICY SCENARIO AREA: BEER
BEER HEAD TO OTTERTON LEDGE
Beer Head to
Salcombe Hill
(West)

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

There are no defences present along this section,
apart from very localised rock placement at
Branscombe.

The rock at Branscombe would fail during this
period.

No defences.

The long term trend of the beaches that front the
cliffs along this section has been one of slight
accretion towards Beer Head and erosion
towards Salcombe Hill, with the intervening beach
having been relatively stable, due to the west to
eastward drift of sediment. This situation is
predicted to continue in to the future.

Cliff recession of the chalk cliffs at Beer would
continue as has occurred historically at rates of
between 0.05 and 0.35m/yr combined with
infrequent small scale cliff fall events, with total
erosion by 2055 of 8 to 10m predicted towards
Beer Head.

Cliff recession of the chalk cliffs at Beer would
continue as historically at rates of between 0.05
and 0.35m/yr combined with infrequent small
scale cliff fall events, with total erosion by of 10 to
17m predicted towards Beer Head by 2105.

The beach erosion at the western end of this
section is related to the presence of control
structures in front of Sidmouth (see section
below) that prevent littoral drift from bringing
sediment to the beaches in this area. For Policy
Scenario A, it is assumed that these structures
would remain during this period, and so the beach
in this area will continue to erode.
The varying beach levels contribute to varying
rates of cliff recession by permitting varying
amount of cliff toe erosion. The rate of cliff
erosion is also due to the varying geologies along
this stretch. At Beer Head the cliffs are composed
of chalk, but this is replaced by sandstone and
marl cliffs towards the east.
Towards Beer Head, total cliff erosion by 2025 is

The softer cliffs composed of sandstone and marl,
which characterise the remainder of this stretch
are more sensitive to climate change and
therefore, taking account of sea level rise, these
are expected to erode between 14 and 18m
during this period. These cliffs are prone to small
but frequent mudslides, but whilst these would
remain as lobes on the beach for a while, they do
not contribute to the shingle beach (although any
sands may remain on the intertidal beach). East of
Branscombe the cliffs are vulnerable to complex,
large scale landslides, where the chalk sits on top
of the marl. These events could cause several
metres of erosion, but would tend to be very
localised.
There would be continued feed of sediment
alongshore due to the west to east littoral drift,
which would help maintain beaches along this

The softer clay-rich cliffs to the west are more
sensitive to climate change and therefore, taking
account of sea level rise, these are expected to
erode between 29 and 53m during this period.
Superimposed on these rates are the possibility of
large scale failures, which would be localised but
could cause several metres of erosion in one
event.
There would be continued alongshore transport
from west to east, but beaches would be
expected to narrow and steepen due to higher
sea levels, particularly in the western part of this
section, as a result of a lack of shingle to this area.
A beach is expected to remain at Branscombe,
but is likely to be narrower and will have been
pushed inland slightly.
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Predicted Change
Change for ‘Policy Scenario A’
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)
predicted to be between 3 and 10m, whilst
towards Salcombe Hill, total erosion over the
same period is predicted to be 5 to 6m at a rate
of about 0.3m/yr as observed historically with
possible cliff fall events towards Beer Head
resulting in localised increases in recession.

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

stretch. Any larger scale landslide event could
interrupt this and impact on downdrift beaches
such as Branscombe, but the location of future
failures is difficult to predict. Under sea level rise
the rock at Branscombe will become less effective
and due to increased exposure would start to
breakdown. This would only have a very localised
impact and would ultimately lead to reactivation
of erosion of the cliffs behind and retreat of the
beach at Branscombe into a small embayment.
This in turn would be likely to stabilise the beach
locally.
At the western end of this stretch the littoral
input would be reduced by defences at Sidmouth
further west, and here beaches could narrow,
potentially resulting in increased cliff erosion.
However, if beaches are recharged at Sidmouth,
there could be some input to this western area,
but in the main local beach supply will continue to
be from cliff erosion.

River Sid

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

This section covers the mouth of the River Sid
between Salcombe Hill to the east and the coastal
frontage of Sidmouth. Defences along the River
Sid provide flood protection to the town of
Sidmouth. These defences would be maintained,
and if necessary, upgraded during this period.

Maintenance and upgrade of defences to prevent
flooding of Sidmouth would occur during this
period. This could involve cliff stabilisation and
extension of the defences along the Sidmouth
frontage to the west during this period (if not
already undertaken in the short term).

Maintenance and upgrade of defences to prevent
flooding of Sidmouth would occur during this
period.

There are currently no defences along the coastal
frontage of this section, although the western

It is assumed that the defences along the
Sidmouth coastal frontage to the west would also

It is assumed that the defences along the
Sidmouth coastal frontage to the west would also
be maintained during this period.
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Predicted Change
Change for ‘Policy Scenario A’
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

boundary of this section is the terminal rock
groyne that forms the eastern extent of the
current Sidmouth coastal defences. Under this
policy scenario, it may be necessary to extend the
defences along the frontage of Sidmouth to the
west along this section as well, such that risk of
outflanking and flooding to the western part of
Sidmouth is reduced. This may also involve cliff
stabilisation measures as well as shoreline
structures and possibly beach recharge.

be maintained during this period.

The beach erosion along this section is related to
the presence of control structures in front of
Sidmouth (see section below) that prevent littoral
drift from bringing sediment to the beaches in this
area. For Policy Scenario A, it is assumed that
these structures would remain during this period,
and so the beach in this area will continue to
erode. Erosion of Salcombe Hill to the east could
begin to outflank this section and increase the risk
of flooding of Sidmouth to the west by the end of
this period.

Continued erosion of the undefended cliffs to the
east could increase the risk of outflanking to this
section and so increase the risk of flooding of
Sidmouth to the west during this period.

To reduce this risk, it may therefore be necessary
to consider measures to mitigate the risk of
outflanking, possibly by extending the beach
management activities that occur along the
Sidmouth frontage to this area such that a
healthier beach is retained and so the rates of cliff
recession in this section and the section
immediately to the east are reduced. It may also
require cliff stabilisation measures that reduce the

If not already undertaken in the short term, it
would be likely that consideration would need to
be given to measures for mitigating the risk of
outflanking, possibly by extending the beach
management activities that occur along the
Sidmouth frontage to this area such that a
healthier beach is retained and so the rates of cliff
recession in this section and the section
immediately to the east are reduced.

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

Continued measures to mitigate against the
outflanking risk caused by the erosion of the
undefended cliffs to the east would occur during
this period, and so reduce the risk of flooding of
Sidmouth to the west.
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Predicted Change
Change for ‘Policy Scenario A’
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

rate of cliff recession locally.
Sidmouth

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

Defences along this section include rock groynes
and offshore rock breakwaters, as well as
seawalls. This is supported by ongoing beach
management activities.

Upgrade of the defences is anticipated to be
required during this period in order to maintain
the current level of protection. Beach
management activities would also continue.

Upgrade of the defences may be required during
this period in order to maintain the current level
of protection.

The seawall along this section protects low-lying
land from flooding, whilst the shoreline
structures, offshore breakwaters and ongoing
beach management serve to retain beach material
in front of the seawall.

Ongoing beach management activities means
there would be no change in shoreline position,
however beach narrowing would be an issue due
to the limited input of shingle from the west and
the impact of rising sea levels.

There would be no change in shoreline position
due to the existing defences, but these would
require upgrading to maintain the current level of
protection.

Despite the shoreline structures and ongoing
beach management activities, the beach has
experienced a slight long term trend of erosion.
This is due to the cross-shore movement of
material during storm events that is not
completely returned by post-storm action.

This would increase flood risk along this section.
It is therefore anticipated that there will be a
need to increase the size of the seawall along this
section during this period to take account of
future sea level. Other new defences and/or
beach recharge could also be required during this
period to maintain current levels of protection.

The defences prevent material from being
transported eastwards by littoral drift to the
adjacent undefended section.
The continued presence of the defences along this
section and ongoing beach management activities
would keep the beach relatively stable up to 2025
and there would be no change in shoreline
position, although coastal squeeze as a result of

These defences would also become increasingly
seaward of the adjacent retreating sections of
coast and would likely exacerbate the problems
of beach drawdown and offshore transport of
beach material during storm events already
experienced.
Continued defence along this section would also

These defences may need to be extended a short
distance to the east of the River Sid in order to
prevent outflanking by the continued retreat of
the undefended cliffs to the east.

As a result of high sea levels the beach fronting
the defences is expected to narrow further and in
places may disappear (unless beach recharge was
undertaken). Any works along this stretch would
need to be substantial if any form of beach is to
be retained, and this would be likely to have a
significant impact upon the coast to the east.
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Chit Rocks to Big
Picket Rock

Big Picket Rock

Predicted Change
Change for ‘Policy Scenario A’
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

sea level rise could become increasingly important
towards the end of this period.

have an impact on beaches and cliffs to the east,
and consideration may also need to be given to
extending the defences eastward by a few 10’s of
metres to protect against outflanking risk (see
section above).

Policy Assessed
Assessed = No Active Intervention

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

There are no defences present along this section.

No defences.

No defences.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

Cliff erosion along this section has historically
occurred very slowly as a result of small scale
events every 10 years or so, controlled by the
local geology. This would continue during this
period, with total erosion by 2025 of between 3
and 5m predicted.

Continued cliff recession as has occurred
historically at a rate of about 0.2m/yr, although
sea level rise could begin to lead to this rate
increasing during this period, and it is predicted to
result in total erosion of between 9 and 11m by
2055.

Erosion of the cliffs would continue as observed
historically at a rate of about 0.2m/yr, although
sea level rise is likely to result in this rate
increasing during this period, with total erosion
by 2105 of 20 to 30m predicted.

Cliff erosion does not contribute any shingle to
the beach, but sands may remain on the lower
foreshore, which would help to maintain the
upper shingle beach. The beaches will retreat with
the cliff.

Sea level rise would lead to the narrowing of the
beach and submergence of the rock platforms
that front the cliffs along this section. This would
lead to increased wave exposure, although it
would be unlikely to significantly increase the rate
of cliff recession as this is pre-dominantly
controlled by local geological factors.

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

As a result of high sea levels the beach along this
section is expected to narrow, and the rock
platforms would become increasingly submerged.
This would result in increased exposure of the
cliff toe to wave action, although it would be
unlikely to significantly increase the rate of cliff
recession as this is pre-dominantly controlled by
local geological factors.

A shingle beach with sandy foreshore would
remain and retreat with the cliffs. There could be
some erosion of the shingle beach due to
increased exposure as sea level rises and greater
drawdown rates.

Shingle beaches would increasingly become
confined to little pockets that may develop as the
cliffs erode, due to differential erosion and
occasional lobes developing.

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention
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to Otterton
Ledge

Predicted Change
Change for ‘Policy Scenario A’
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

There are no defences present along this section.

No defences.

No defences.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

The cliffs along this section are composed of
more resistant sandstone. Erosion of the cliffs
that extend along this section would continue to
occur as historically, with infrequent, small scale
cliff falls resulting from wave undercutting
occurring with a frequency of about 10 years.
These events tend to affect very localised areas,
but it is not possible to predict where the next
events will occur.

Cliff erosion would continue as observed
historically at a rate of about 0.2m/yr, although
sea level rise could begin to lead to this rate
increasing during this period, with total erosion of
between 9 and 13m predicted by 2055. Material
from cliff erosion would not contribute to the
shingle beaches, therefore local pocket beaches
may narrow.

Erosion would continue as observed historically
at a rate of about 0.2m/yr, although sea level rise
could begin to lead to this rate increasing during
this period, with total erosion of 20 to 40m
predicted to occur by 2105. Local pocket
beaches, such as Ladram Bay, would steepen and
narrow due to sea level rise. The more exposed
ones could disappear.

The underlying rate of recession is predicted to
result in cliff erosion of 3 to 5m by 2025.
Any sediment released from the cliffs will tend to
remain locally, within the pocket beaches.
POLICY SCENARIO AREA: OTTERTON LEDGE TO STRAIGHT POINT
Otter Estuary
Estuary
(Otterton Ledge
to Budleigh
Salterton East)

Policy Assessed = Managed Realignment

Policy Assessed = Managed Realignment

Policy Assessed = Managed Realignment

(adopted from East Devon CFMP)

(adopted from East Devon CFMP)

(adopted from East Devon CFMP)

The CFMP policy extends from the shingle beach
on the coast upstream for 2 kilometres to the
tidal limit at the confluence with Budleigh Brook.

The CFMP policy for this section is “P6 – Take

The CFMP policy for this section is “P6 – Take

action to increase the frequency of flooding to
bring benefits locally or elsewhere.”

action to increase the frequency of flooding to
bring benefits locally or elsewhere.”

There are few defences present along this
section, and very few properties. An earth
embankment does run along the western bank,
although it protects only one property (Budleigh
Cricket Club). It is unlikely that public funding
would be available for continued protection of

This policy is not intended to increase risk to
people and property.

This policy is not intended to increase risk to
people and property.

This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
‘Managed Realignment’ in parts of the estuary,
although no specific locations are identified and

This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
‘Managed Realignment’ in parts of the estuary,
although no specific locations are identified and
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Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

this area.

this would be subject to detailed investigations.

this would be subject to detailed investigations.

The CFMP policy for this section is “P6 – Take

It is assumed that this policy would allow existing
defences to be improved in order to reduce any
change in flood risk created by managed
realignment in parts of the estuary, but would not
allow new defences to be built along currently
undefended sections.

It is assumed that this policy would allow existing
defences to be improved in order to reduce any
change in flood risk created by managed
realignment in parts of the estuary, but would not
allow new defences to be built along currently
undefended sections.

Continued action to allow increased flood
frequency as sea levels rise by managed
realignment would continue to provide a more
naturally functioning estuary with reduced flood
risk in other parts of the estuary and
conservation of habitat areas.

Continued action to allow increased flood
frequency as sea levels rise by managed
realignment would continue to provide a more
naturally functioning estuary with reduced flood
risk in other parts of the estuary and
conservation of habitat areas.

However, implementation of the ‘Managed
Realignment’ policy within the Otter Estuary
would need to give consideration to the effect on
tidal prism and tidal flow through the estuary
mouth, as a reduction in this could result in the
mouth being closed by sediment infill as the

However, implementation of the ‘Managed
Realignment’ policy within the Otter Estuary
would need to give consideration to the effect on
tidal prism and tidal flow through the estuary
mouth, as a reduction in this could result in the
mouth being closed by sediment infill as the

action to increase the frequency of flooding to
bring benefits locally or elsewhere.”
This policy is not intended to increase risk to
people and property.
This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
‘Managed Realignment’ in parts of the estuary,
although no specific locations are identified and
this would be subject to detailed investigations.
It is assumed that this policy would allow existing
defences to be improved in order to reduce any
change in flood risk created by managed
realignment in parts of the estuary, but would not
allow new defences to be built along currently
undefended sections.
Increase in future flood risk within the estuary
will be mainly driven by climate change, both by
increasing flows and raising sea levels. The latter
in particular is subject to a high degree of
uncertainty.
Taking action to increase the frequency of
flooding by managed realignment will result in
reconnecting the estuary with the floodplain
whilst also reducing flood risk in other parts of
the estuary and creating new areas of habitat.
However, implementation of the ‘Managed
Realignment’ policy within the Otter Estuary
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Draft Policy Unit

Otter Estuary
(Spit)

Predicted Change
Change for ‘Policy Scenario A’
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

would need to give consideration to the effect on
tidal prism and tidal flow through the estuary
mouth, as a reduction in this could result in the
mouth being closed by sediment infill as the
eastern end of the spit extends across the mouth,
which would have impacts upon the whole
estuary.

eastern end of the spit extends across the mouth,
which would have impacts upon the whole
estuary.

eastern end of the spit extends across the mouth,
which would have impacts upon the whole
estuary.

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

There are no defences present along this section.

No defences.

No defences.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

The beach that makes up the spit that extends
across the mouth of the Otter estuary has been
stable over the long term as a result of continued
sediment supply from cliff erosion to the west.
This stable trend is expected to continue during
this period although there may be fluctuations in
beach level.

The beach has historically been relatively stable,
but this could change to a trend of migration due
to the accelerated sea level rise during this
period, despite the input of coarse sediment from
cliffs to the west.

As sea levels rise, the tendency would be for
landward beach retreat.

The spit across the Otter estuary is subject to
temporary breaching during high river flow events
every 20-30 years. As such, the probability of
such an event occurring could increase
throughout this period as it is not thought that
such an event has occurred recently.

The probability of a high river flow event causing
a temporary breach of the spit across the mouth
of the Otter estuary would increase during this
period, particularly with the loss of the gabions
that previously served to prevent this. However,
the continued supply of sediment to this feature
from the west would mean it would remain
relatively resilient.

Implementation of the ‘Managed Realignment’
policy within the Otter Estuary would need to
give consideration to the effect on tidal prism and
tidal flow through the estuary mouth, as a
reduction in this could result in the mouth being

Implementation of the ‘Managed Realignment’
policy within the Otter Estuary would need to
give consideration to the effect on tidal prism and
tidal flow through the estuary mouth, as a
reduction in this could result in the mouth being

There would be continued transport of sediment
toward the spit from further west resulting in
elongation and recurve into the estuary.
The probability of a high river flow event causing
a temporary breach of the spit across the mouth
of the Otter estuary would continue to increase
during this period. Migration landward of the spit
in response to sea level rise would also occur.
The continued input of sediment means this
feature would remain relatively resilient to a
breach, and it is unlikely that a permanent breach
would occur. There would, however, be an
increase risk of overtopping and flooding due to
rising sea levels.
Implementation of the ‘Managed Realignment’
policy within the Otter Estuary would need to
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Budleigh Salterton
(East) to Budleigh
Salterton (West)

Predicted Change
Change for ‘Policy Scenario A’
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

closed by sediment infill as the eastern end of the
spit extends across the mouth, which would have
impacts upon the whole estuary.

closed by sediment infill as the eastern end of the
spit extends across the mouth, which would have
impacts upon the whole estuary.

give consideration to the effect on tidal prism and
tidal flow through the estuary mouth, as a
reduction in this could result in the mouth being
closed by sediment infill as the eastern end of the
spit extends across the mouth, which would have
impacts upon the whole estuary.

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

Seawall and gabions extend along the cliff toe
along the western part of this section, up to the
landward end of the spit that extends across the
mouth of the Otter estuary.

Upgrade of the defences could be required during
this period in order to maintain current levels of
protection.

Upgrade of the defences could be required during
this period in order to maintain current levels of
protection.

The presence of the defences along the toe of the
cliff that forms the western part of this section
has resulted in there being negligible cliff
recession over the long term. The continued
presence of these defences would result in there
being negligible cliff erosion to 2025.

The continued presence of defences along the toe
of the cliff would result in negligible cliff recession
in this area between 2025 and 2055. This will
restrict some inputs of sediment into the system,
but the cliffs here are low and therefore not a
significant source of sediment.

Cliff erosion would continue to be negligible as a
result of the continued protection of the cliff toe
between 2055 and 2105.

The beach fronting this section has been stable
over the long term as a result of continued
sediment supply from cliff erosion further to the
west.

Sediment will continue to be supplied from
further west, but due to sea level rise there could
be beach steepening and narrowing in front of the
seawall.

It is anticipated that these defence would need to
be upgraded towards the end of this period in
order to maintain current levels of protection.

It is anticipated that there will be a need to
increase the size of the seawall along this section
during this period to take account of future sea
level. Other new defences with possibly control

As sea levels rise, beach narrowing could
continue even though sediment should continue
to be supplied from the west (up to Straight
Point). New defences with control structures
and/or beach recharge could be required during
this period in order to maintain current levels of
protection.
There would be continued transport of sediment
eastwards toward the spit.
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Predicted Change
Change for ‘Policy Scenario A’
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

structures and/or beach recharge could also be
required during this period to maintain current
levels of protection. Any cross-shore structures
would, however, have an impact on the spit.
Budleigh Salterton
Salterton
(West) to
Straight Point

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

There are no defences present along this section.

No defences.

No defences.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

The cliffs along this section are up to 130m at the
western end and experience very infrequent
complex landslide failures every 100 to 250 years.
The majority of this section experiences small
scale failures much more frequently, with events
less than every 10 years occurring as a result of
geological factors and undercutting by wave
action at the cliff toe. The underlying rate of
recession along this section is predicted to result
in the erosion of about 7m of cliff by 2025.
Towards Straight Point, the nature of cliffs
changes and recession is only as a result of
infrequent small scale cliff falls, and so in this area
0 to 10m of recession is predicted by 2025.

Cliff erosion is expected to continue as
historically, although sea level rise could begin to
lead to this rate increasing during this period,
with total erosion by 2055 of about 20m
predicted along much of this section. Towards
Straight Point, the nature of cliffs changes and
recession is only as a result of infrequent small
scale cliff falls, and so in this area 0 to 10m of
recession is predicted by 2055.

Erosion of the cliffs would continue as observed
historically, although sea level rise is likely to lead
to this rate increasing during this period, with
total erosion of 40 to 55m predicted by 2105.
Towards Straight Point, the nature of cliffs
changes and recession is only as a result of
infrequent small scale cliff falls, and so in this area
0 to 10m of recession is predicted by 2105.

The continued erosion of mudstones, sandstones
and pebbles beds provides material to the local
beach stock that is then transported eastwards
along the shoreline by littoral processes to the
spit across the mouth of the Otter estuary.

Sea level rise would lead to the narrowing of the
beach, which in turn would result in increased
wave exposure of the cliff toe and therefore in a
slightly increased rate of erosion. This erosion
would supply beach sediment to the beaches, thus
maintaining beaches and reducing the rate of
erosion slightly. Erosion of these cliffs is also an
important source of sediment to the Budleigh
Salterton frontage.
The clay-rich cliffs towards the western end of
this section are expected to be more sensitive to
sea level rise and any increased in precipitation,

Beaches are likely to be maintained by the input
of new sediment though cliff erosion, although
some narrowing could occur.
The clay-rich cliffs towards the western end of
this section are expected to be more sensitive to
sea level rise and any increase in precipitation,
potentially leading to an increase in the frequency
of cliff failure events in this area in the future,
resulting in additional localised loss of less than
10m per event. There is a risk that relict
landslides could be reactivated.
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Predicted Change
Change for ‘Policy Scenario A’
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

and the frequency of cliff failure events in this area
could increase in the future.
POLICY SCENARIO AREA: STRAIGHT POINT TO HOLCOMBE
Straight Point to
Orcombe Rocks

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

(from Exe Estuary Coastal Management Study)

(from Exe Estuary Coastal Management Study)

(from Exe Estuary Coastal Management Study)

There are no defences present along this section.

No defences.

No defences.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

The beaches along this stretch to the west are a
different composition from those to the east in
that they are predominantly composed of sand.

Continued cliff recession would occur as
historically at a rate of up to about 0.4m/yr,
although sea level rise could begin to lead to this
rate increasing during this period, with total
erosion of the cliffs at the back of most of Sandy
Bay predicted to be between 10 and 15m by
2055, whilst towards Orcombe Rocks, total
erosion of about 15m is predicted over the same
period.

Continued cliff recession would occur, as
historically, at a rate of up to about 0.4m/yr,
although sea level rise could begin to lead to this
rate increasing during this period, with total
erosion of the cliffs along this section predicted to
be between 19 and 46m by 2105.

The cliffs along this section experience slow
erosion as a result of small scale cliff failure events
about every 10 years. This is expected to
continue to 2025, with erosion of the cliffs at the
back of Sandy Bay predicted to erode by 3 to 5m
over this period.
The cliffs at Orcombe Rocks have historically
eroded slightly more rapidly, possibly as a result
of reduced cliff toe protection by a lack of beach
compared to the rest of this section. As such
these cliffs are predicted to erode by about 5m by
2025.
Here, the erosion of the cliffs would continue to
supply sediment to the local sandy beaches,
therefore a beach will be maintained here despite
little or no littoral input.

The erosion of the cliffs would continue to supply
sediment to the local beach, therefore a narrow
beach is likely to remain, despite rising sea levels.

The erosion of the cliffs would continue to supply
sand to the local beach stock, helping to maintain
a narrow beach at the toe of the cliffs.
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Orcombe Rocks
to Maer Rocks

Predicted Change
Change for ‘Policy Scenario A’
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

Policy Assessed
Assessed = Hold the Line

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

(from Exe Estuary Coastal Management Study)

(from Exe Estuary Coastal Management Study)

(from Exe Estuary Coastal Management Study)

Seawalls and esplanade protect the cliff toe along
the length of this section.

Provision of a new groyne field to support
ongoing beach management activities is likely to
be required during this period to retain the
current levels of protection.

Upgrade of the seawalls and groyne field along
this section would likely be required during this
period in order to maintain current levels of
protection.

There would continue to be a lack of sediment
input from cliff erosion at Exmouth and littoral
transport from the east. This could begin to make
beach management activities unsustainable unless
new sediment is supplied from other sources.

Rising sea levels combined with a lack of sediment
input would be expected to cause narrowing and
steepening of the beach fronting this part of the
Exmouth frontage. This could make beach
management activities unsustainable unless new
sediment is supplied from other sources.

Defences would be maintained by beach
management activities during this period.
The seawall at Exmouth at its eastern end
prevents erosion of the cliff toe. This has resulted
in negligible recession of the cliffs over the past
century. The continued presence of the sea wall
means there will therefore be no change in
shoreline position during this period.
The defences have also prevented the local input
of sediment to the beach system from cliff
erosion. There is also limited sediment input from
the east (with Orcombe Rocks reducing some
transport, but also Straight Point being a barrier
to littoral drift).

Along the frontage, coastal squeeze is predicted
due to the lack of sediment input and increasing
sea levels. New defences possibly including
control structures and/or beach recharge would
likely be required during this period in order to
maintain current levels of protection.

New defences possibly including control
structures and/or beach recharge may be likely to
be required during this period in order to
maintain current levels of protection.

The beach levels that front the seawalls at
Exmouth have historically fluctuated, although in
the last ten years, they have experienced a trend
of net erosion. This trend is expected to continue
and will need beach management to retain
sufficient material in front of the seawall to
reduce the risk of undermining.
The Maer

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

Policy Assessed = Managed Realignment

Policy Assessed = Managed Realignment

(from Exe Estuary Coastal Management Study)

(from Exe Estuary Coastal Management Study)

(from Exe Estuary Coastal Management Study)
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Predicted Change
Change for ‘Policy Scenario A’
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

The existing seawalls, esplanade and two very
small dune systems that protect the area of lowlying land behind this section would be maintained
during this period whilst measures are developed
to implement the medium and long term policy of
Managed Realignment.

A new secondary line of defences would be
constructed landward of the existing defences,
which would not be retained in the future.

Maintenance of the secondary defence line
established in the medium term along with
ongoing review of potential need for further
realignment.

The seawall fronting this part of Exmouth
protects low-lying land from flooding. Continued
provision of defence during this period means
there will be no change in shoreline position
during this period.

There would continue to be a lack of sediment
input from cliff erosion and littoral transport from
the east.

The more naturally functioning coastline would be
more able to adapt to ongoing sea level rise and
so coastal squeeze impacts are likely to be
negligible, although there would continue to be a
lack of sediment input from cliff erosion and
littoral transport from the east.

The beach levels that front the seawalls along this
part of Exmouth have historically fluctuated,
although in the last ten years, they have
experienced a trend of net erosion. This trend is
expected to continue.

To allow this section to adapt to sea level rise, a
secondary line of defences would be constructed
landward of the current defence line, and then a
managed breach of the existing defences would
take place. This would allow the beach and small
dune system along this section to adapt more
naturally to climate change whilst allowing the
relict dune system to become re-activated.
It is possible that this could lead to development
of an embayment in the long term that could
restrict sediment supply towards the Exe Estuary
mouth from this area.

Exmouth Slipway
to Octagon

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

(from Exe Estuary Coastal Management Study)

(from Exe Estuary Coastal Management Study)

(from Exe Estuary Coastal Management Study)

Seawalls and esplanade protect the area of lowlying land that makes up the hinterland along the
length of this section.

Provision of a new groyne field to support
ongoing beach management activities is likely to
be required during this period to retain the
current levels of protection.

It is likely that upgrade of the seawalls and groyne
field along this section would be required during
this period in order to maintain current levels of
protection.

Defences would be maintained by beach
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Predicted Change
Change for ‘Policy Scenario A’
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

There would continue to be a lack of sediment
input from cliff erosion and littoral transport from
the east. This could begin to make beach
management activities unsustainable unless new
sediment is supplied from other sources. The
realignment of The Maer to the east during this
period may also reduce the amount of material
along this section further.

Rising sea levels combined with a lack of sediment
input would be expected to cause narrowing and
steepening of the beach fronting this part of
Exmouth, resulting in a beach only being present
at low water. This could begin to make beach
management activities unsustainable unless new
sediment is supplied from other sources.

management activities during this period.
The seawall along this part of Exmouth protects
low-lying land from flooding. The continued
presence of these defences will be ensured by
beach management activities that protect against
undermining. There will therefore be no change in
shoreline position during this period.
The beach levels that front the seawall along this
part of Exmouth have historically fluctuated,
although in the last ten years, they have
experienced a trend of net erosion. This trend is
expected to continue although the risk to
defences will be minimised by beach management
activities.

Along the frontage, coastal squeeze is predicted
due to the lack of sediment input and increasing
sea levels. New defences possibly including
control structures and/or beach recharge could
therefore be required during this period in order
to maintain current levels of protection.
This could have an impact on the estuary by
restricting its ability to adapt to rising sea levels
and changes in hydrology resulting from future
climate change.

Exmouth Spit

New defences possibly including control
structures and/or beach recharge could therefore
be required during this period in order to
maintain current levels of protection.
This could have further impact on the estuary by
restricting its ability to adapt to rising sea levels
and changes in hydrology resulting from future
climate change.

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

Policy Assessed = Hold
Hold the Line

(from Exe Estuary Coastal Management Study)

(from Exe Estuary Coastal Management Study)

(from Exe Estuary Coastal Management Study)

Seawalls along the length of this part of the
Exmouth frontage protect areas of low-lying
hinterland (formerly a dynamic spit) from
flooding.

Upgrade of the defences along this section is
anticipated to be required during this period in
order to maintain current levels of protection.

Upgrade of the defences along this section is
anticipated to be required during this period in
order to maintain current levels of protection.

These would need to be raised locally to continue
to provide current levels of protection. Where
defences do not currently exist (at The Gut), then
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Predicted Change
Change for ‘Policy Scenario A’
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

Upgrade of existing defences or even
construction of new defences along this section
would be likely to be required during this period
in order to maintain current levels of protection.

Upgrade of existing defences or even
construction of new defences along this section
would be likely to be required during this period
in order to maintain current levels of protection.

This could have an impact on the estuary by
restricting its ability to adapt to rising sea levels
and changes in hydrology resulting from future
climate change.

This could have an impact on the estuary by
restricting its ability to adapt to rising sea levels
and changes in hydrology resulting from future
climate change.

There would be continued supply to the flood
and ebb deltas at the mouth of the estuary and
therefore these are likely to remain stable.

There would be continued supply to the flood
and ebb deltas at the mouth of the estuary and
therefore these are likely to remain stable.

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

Policy
Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

(from Exe Estuary Coastal Management Study)

(from Exe Estuary Coastal Management Study)

(from Exe Estuary Coastal Management Study)

Within this part of the Exe Estuary, defences are
to be maintained along existing alignments by proactive management. This may include the need to
upgrade some defences during this period.

Defences are to be maintained within this part of
the Exe Estuary along existing alignments by proactive management. This may include the need to
upgrade some defences during this period.

Defences in this part of the Exe Estuary are to be
continued to be maintained along existing
alignments by pro-active management. This is
likely to include the need to construct new hard
defences during this period.

The Exe Estuary is believed to be a sink for
sediment, with Pole Sand having exhibited a net
increase in size since 1853. It is anticipated that
there would be continued supply to the flood and

New defences within this part of the estuary
would be likely to be required during this period
in order to maintain current levels of protection.
This could have an impact on the estuary by

New defences within this part of the Exe Estuary
may be likely to be required during this period in
order to maintain current levels of protection.
This could have an impact on the estuary by

new hard defences are likely to be required.
The Exe Estuary is also believed to be a sink for
sediment, with Pole Sand having exhibited a net
increase in size since 1853. It is anticipated that
there would be continued supply to the flood and
ebb deltas at the mouth of the estuary and
therefore these are likely to remain stable.
Continued defence of this section includes the
likely need to upgrade existing defences, or even
construct new defences in places, during this
period in order to maintain current levels of
protection.
This could have an impact on the estuary by
restricting its ability to adapt to rising sea levels
and changes in hydrology resulting from future
climate change, although it is unlikely to be
significant during this period.
Exe Estuary –
Exmouth (West)
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Predicted Change
Change for ‘Policy Scenario A’
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

restricting its ability to adapt to rising sea levels
and changes in hydrology resulting from future
climate change. This could result in the loss of
intertidal areas if sedimentation is unable to keep
pace with rising sea levels.

restricting its ability to adapt to rising sea levels
and changes in hydrology resulting from future
climate change. This could result in the loss of
intertidal areas if sedimentation is unable to keep
pace with rising sea levels.

There would be continued supply to the flood
and ebb deltas at the mouth of the estuary and
therefore these are likely to remain stable. This
could however impact on the adjacent open
coasts which are thought to be the source of the
sediment to these deltas.

There would be continued supply to the flood
and ebb deltas at the mouth of the estuary and
therefore these are likely to remain stable. This
could however impact on the adjacent open
coasts which are thought to be the source of the
sediment to these deltas.

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

(from Exe Estuary Coastal Management Study)

(from Exe Estuary Coastal Management Study)

(from Exe Estuary Coastal Management Study)

Within this part of the Exe Estuary, defences are
to be maintained along existing alignments by proactive management. This may include the need to
upgrade some defences during this period.

Defences are to be maintained within this part of
the Exe Estuary along existing alignments by proactive management. This may include the need to
upgrade some defences during this period.

Defences in this part of the Exe Estuary are to be
continued to be maintained along existing
alignments by pro-active management. This is
likely to include the need to construct new hard
defences during this period.

The Exe Estuary is believed to be a sink for
sediment, with Pole Sand having exhibited a net
increase in size since 1853. It is anticipated that
there would be continued feed to the flood and
ebb deltas at the mouth of the estuary and
therefore these are likely to remain stable.

New defences within this part of the estuary are
likely to be required during this period in order
to maintain current levels of protection. This
could have an impact on the estuary by restricting
its ability to adapt to rising sea levels and changes
in hydrology resulting from future climate change.
This could result in the loss of intertidal areas if
sedimentation is unable to keep pace with rising
sea levels.

New defences within this part of the Exe Estuary
may be likely to be required during this period in
order to maintain current levels of protection.
This could have an impact on the estuary by
restricting its ability to adapt to rising sea levels
and changes in hydrology resulting from future
climate change. This could result in the loss of
intertidal areas if sedimentation is unable to keep
pace with rising sea levels.

There would be continued supply to the flood

There would be continued supply to the flood

ebb deltas at the mouth of the estuary and
therefore these are likely to remain stable.
There is likely to be a need to construct new
defences within this part of the Exe Estuary
during this period in order to maintain current
levels of protection.
This could have an impact on the estuary by
restricting its ability to adapt to rising sea levels
and changes in hydrology resulting from future
climate change, although it is unlikely to be
significant during this period.
Exe Estuary –
Exmouth (West)
to Lympstone

There is likely to be a need to construct new
defences within this part of the Exe Estuary
during this period in order to maintain current
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Predicted Change
Change for ‘Policy Scenario A’
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)
levels of protection.

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

and ebb deltas at the mouth of the estuary and
therefore these are likely to remain stable.

and ebb deltas at the mouth of the estuary and
therefore these are likely to remain stable.

Dawlish Warren spit plays a role in determining
the size of the Exe entrance which influences
wave and tide levels inside the estuary. Changes
to the spit could therefore produce changes
within the estuary, the scale of which would be
dependant on the degree of change to the spit.
Further wave and tide modelling would be needed
to quantify these changes. In this Policy Scenario
A, it is assumed that Dawlish Warren spit is
maintained.

Dawlish Warren spit plays a role in determining
the size of the Exe entrance which influences
wave and tide levels inside the estuary. Changes
to the spit could therefore produce changes
within the estuary, the scale of which would be
dependant on the degree of change to the spit.
Further wave and tide modelling would be needed
to quantify these changes. In this Policy Scenario
A, it is assumed that Dawlish Warren spit is
maintained.

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

(from Exe Estuary Coastal Management Study)

(from Exe Estuary Coastal Management Study)

(from Exe Estuary Coastal Management Study)

Within this part of the Exe Estuary, defences are
to be maintained along existing alignments by proactive management. This may include the need to
upgrade some defences during this period.

Defences are to be maintained within this part of
the Exe Estuary along existing alignments by proactive management. This may include the need to
upgrade some defences during this period.

Defences in this part of the Exe Estuary are to be
continued to be maintained along existing
alignments by pro-active management. This is
likely to include the need to construct new hard
defences during this period.

There is likely to be a need to construct new
defences within this part of the Exe Estuary
during this period in order to maintain current
levels of protection.

New defences within this part of the estuary
would be likely to be required during this period
in order to maintain current levels of protection.

New defences within this part of the Exe Estuary
may be likely to be required during this period in
order to maintain current levels of protection.

This could have an impact on the estuary by
restricting its ability to adapt to rising sea levels

This could have an impact on the estuary by
restricting its ability to adapt to rising sea levels

This could have an impact on the estuary by
restricting its ability to adapt to rising sea levels
and changes in hydrology resulting from future
climate change, although it is unlikely to be
significant during this period.
Dawlish Warren spit plays a role in determining
the size of the Exe entrance which influences
wave and tide levels inside the estuary. Changes
to the spit could therefore produce changes
within the estuary, the scale of which would be
dependant on the degree of change to the spit.
Further wave and tide modelling would be needed
to quantify these changes. In this Policy Scenario
A, it is assumed that Dawlish Warren spit is
maintained.
Exe Estuary –
Lympstone
Commando

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

This could have an impact on the estuary by
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Draft Policy Unit

Exe Estuary –
Nutwell Park

Predicted Change
Change for ‘Policy Scenario A’
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

restricting its ability to adapt to rising sea levels
and changes in hydrology resulting from future
climate change, although it is unlikely to be
significant during this period.

and changes in hydrology resulting from future
climate change. This could result in the loss of
intertidal areas if sedimentation is unable to keep
pace with rising sea levels.

and changes in hydrology resulting from future
climate change. This could result in the loss of
intertidal areas if sedimentation is unable to keep
pace with rising sea levels.

Dawlish Warren spit plays a role in determining
the size of the Exe entrance which influences
wave and tide levels inside the estuary. Changes
to the spit could therefore produce changes
within the estuary, the scale of which would be
dependant on the degree of change to the spit.
Further wave and tide modelling would be needed
to quantify these changes. In this Policy Scenario
A, it is assumed that Dawlish Warren spit is
maintained.

Dawlish Warren spit plays a role in determining
the size of the Exe entrance which influences
wave and tide levels inside the estuary. Changes
to the spit could therefore produce changes
within the estuary, the scale of which would be
dependant on the degree of change to the spit.
Further wave and tide modelling would be needed
to quantify these changes. In this Policy Scenario
A, it is assumed that Dawlish Warren spit is
maintained.

Dawlish Warren spit plays a role in determining
the size of the Exe entrance which influences
wave and tide levels inside the estuary. Changes
to the spit could therefore produce changes
within the estuary, the scale of which would be
dependant on the degree of change to the spit.
Further wave and tide modelling would be needed
to quantify these changes. In this Policy Scenario
A, it is assumed that Dawlish Warren spit is
maintained.

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

(from Exe Estuary Coastal Management Study)

(from Exe Estuary Coastal Management Study)

(from Exe Estuary Coastal Management Study)

Within this part of the Exe Estuary, defences are
to be maintained along existing alignments by proactive management. This may include the need to
upgrade some defences during this period.

Defences are to be maintained within this part of
the Exe Estuary along existing alignments by proactive management. This may include the need to
upgrade some defences during this period.

Defences in this part of the Exe Estuary are to be
continued to be maintained along existing
alignments by pro-active management. This is
likely to include the need to construct new hard
defences during this period.

There is likely to be a need to construct new
defences within this part of the Exe Estuary
during this period in order to maintain current
levels of protection.

New defences within this part of the estuary
would be likely to be required during this period
in order to maintain current levels of protection.

New defences within this part of the Exe Estuary
may be likely to be required during this period in
order to maintain current levels of protection.

This could have an impact on the estuary by
restricting its ability to adapt to rising sea levels
and changes in hydrology resulting from future
climate change. This could result in the loss of

This could have an impact on the estuary by
restricting its ability to adapt to rising sea levels
and changes in hydrology resulting from future
climate change. This could result in the loss of

This could have an impact on the estuary by
restricting its ability to adapt to rising sea levels
and changes in hydrology resulting from future
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Draft Policy Unit

Exe Estuary –
Lympstone

Predicted Change
Change for ‘Policy Scenario A’
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

climate change, although it is unlikely to be
significant during this period.

intertidal areas if sedimentation is unable to keep
pace with rising sea levels.

intertidal areas if sedimentation is unable to keep
pace with rising sea levels.

Dawlish Warren spit plays a role in determining
the size of the Exe entrance which influences
wave and tide levels inside the estuary. Changes
to the spit could therefore produce changes
within the estuary, the scale of which would be
dependant on the degree of change to the spit.
Further wave and tide modelling would be needed
to quantify these changes. In this Policy Scenario
A, it is assumed that Dawlish Warren spit is
maintained.

Dawlish Warren spit plays a role in determining
the size of the Exe entrance which influences
wave and tide levels inside the estuary. Changes
to the spit could therefore produce changes
within the estuary, the scale of which would be
dependant on the degree of change to the spit.
Further wave and tide modelling would be needed
to quantify these changes. In this Policy Scenario
A, it is assumed that Dawlish Warren spit is
maintained.

Dawlish Warren spit plays a role in determining
the size of the Exe entrance which influences
wave and tide levels inside the estuary. Changes
to the spit could therefore produce changes
within the estuary, the scale of which would be
dependant on the degree of change to the spit.
Further wave and tide modelling would be needed
to quantify these changes. In this Policy Scenario
A, it is assumed that Dawlish Warren spit is
maintained.

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

(from Exe Estuary Coastal Management Study)

(from Exe Estuary Coastal Management Study)

(from Exe Estuary Coastal Management Study)

Within this part of the Exe Estuary, defences are
to be maintained along existing alignments by proactive management. This may include the need to
upgrade some defences during this period.

Defences are to be maintained within this part of
the Exe Estuary along existing alignments by proactive management. This may include the need to
upgrade some defences during this period.

Defences in this part of the Exe Estuary are to be
continued to be maintained along existing
alignments by pro-active management. This is
likely to include the need to construct new hard
defences during this period.

There is likely to be a need to construct new
defences within this part of the Exe Estuary
during this period in order to maintain current
levels of protection.

New defences within this part of the estuary
would be likely to be required during this period
in order to maintain current levels of protection.

New defences within this part of the Exe Estuary
may be likely to be required during this period in
order to maintain current levels of protection.

This could have an impact on the estuary by
restricting its ability to adapt to rising sea levels
and changes in hydrology resulting from future
climate change. This could result in the loss of
intertidal areas if sedimentation is unable to keep
pace with rising sea levels.

This could have an impact on the estuary by
restricting its ability to adapt to rising sea levels
and changes in hydrology resulting from future
climate change. This could result in the loss of
intertidal areas if sedimentation is unable to keep
pace with rising sea levels.

This could have an impact on the estuary by
restricting its ability to adapt to rising sea levels
and changes in hydrology resulting from future
climate change, although it is unlikely to be
significant during this period.
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Draft Policy Unit

Exe Estuary –
Exton

Predicted Change
Change for ‘Policy Scenario A’
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

Dawlish Warren spit plays a role in determining
the size of the Exe entrance which influences
wave and tide levels inside the estuary. Changes
to the spit could therefore produce changes
within the estuary, the scale of which would be
dependant on the degree of change to the spit.
Further wave and tide modelling would be needed
to quantify these changes. In this Policy Scenario
A, it is assumed that Dawlish Warren spit is
maintained.

Dawlish Warren spit plays a role in determining
the size of the Exe entrance which influences
wave and tide levels inside the estuary. Changes
to the spit could therefore produce changes
within the estuary, the scale of which would be
dependant on the degree of change to the spit.
Further wave and tide modelling would be needed
to quantify these changes. In this Policy Scenario
A, it is assumed that Dawlish Warren spit is
maintained.

Dawlish Warren spit plays a role in determining
the size of the Exe entrance which influences
wave and tide levels inside the estuary. Changes
to the spit could therefore produce changes
within the estuary, the scale of which would be
dependant on the degree of change to the spit.
Further wave and tide modelling would be needed
to quantify these changes. In this Policy Scenario
A, it is assumed that Dawlish Warren spit is
maintained.

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

(from Exe Estuary Coastal Management Study)

(from Exe Estuary Coastal Management Study)

(from Exe Estuary Coastal Management Study)

Within this part of the Exe Estuary, defences are
to be maintained along existing alignments by
raising the height of the defences during this
period.

Defences are to be maintained within this part of
the Exe Estuary along existing alignments by
raising the height of the defences further during
this period.

Defences in this part of the Exe Estuary are to be
continued to be maintained along existing
alignments by constructing new hard defences
during this period.

There is likely to be a need to raise the height of
existing defences within this part of the Exe
Estuary during this period in order to maintain
current levels of protection.

Increasing the height of the defences within this
part of the estuary would be likely to be required
during this period in order to maintain current
levels of protection.

New defences within this part of the Exe Estuary
are likely to be required during this period in
order to maintain current levels of protection.

This could have an impact on the estuary by
restricting its ability to adapt to rising sea levels
and changes in hydrology resulting from future
climate change, although it is unlikely to be
significant during this period.

This could have an impact on the estuary by
restricting its ability to adapt to rising sea levels
and changes in hydrology resulting from future
climate change. This could result in the loss of
intertidal areas if sedimentation is unable to keep
pace with rising sea levels.

Dawlish Warren spit plays a role in determining
the size of the Exe entrance which influences
wave and tide levels inside the estuary. Changes

Dawlish Warren spit plays a role in determining
the size of the Exe entrance which influences

This could have an impact on the estuary by
restricting its ability to adapt to rising sea levels
and changes in hydrology resulting from future
climate change. This could result in the loss of
intertidal areas if sedimentation is unable to keep
pace with rising sea levels.
Dawlish Warren spit plays a role in determining
the size of the Exe entrance which influences
wave and tide levels inside the estuary. Changes
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Draft Policy Unit

Exe Estuary –
Exton to Lower
Clyst

Predicted Change
Change for ‘Policy Scenario A’
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

to the spit could therefore produce changes
within the estuary, the scale of which would be
dependant on the degree of change to the spit.
Further wave and tide modelling would be needed
to quantify these changes. In this Policy Scenario
A, it is assumed that Dawlish Warren spit is
maintained.

wave and tide levels inside the estuary. Changes
to the spit could therefore produce changes
within the estuary, the scale of which would be
dependant on the degree of change to the spit.
Further wave and tide modelling would be needed
to quantify these changes. In this Policy Scenario
A, it is assumed that Dawlish Warren spit is
maintained.

to the spit could therefore produce changes
within the estuary, the scale of which would be
dependant on the degree of change to the spit.
Further wave and tide modelling would be needed
to quantify these changes. In this Policy Scenario
A, it is assumed that Dawlish Warren spit is
maintained.

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

(from Exe Estuary Coastal Management Study)

(from Exe Estuary Coastal Management Study)

(from Exe Estuary Coastal Management Study)

Within this part of the Exe Estuary, defences are
to be maintained along existing alignments by
raising the height of the defences during this
period.

Defences are to be maintained within this part of
the Exe Estuary along existing alignments by
raising the height of the defences further during
this period.

Defences in this part of the Exe Estuary are to be
continued to be maintained along existing
alignments by constructing new hard defences
during this period.

There is likely to be a need to raise the height of
existing defences within this part of the Exe
Estuary during this period in order to maintain
current levels of protection.

Increasing the height of the defences within this
part of the estuary would be likely to be required
during this period in order to maintain current
levels of protection.

New defences within this part of the Exe Estuary
are likely to be required during this period in
order to maintain current levels of protection.

This could have an impact on the estuary by
restricting its ability to adapt to rising sea levels
and changes in hydrology resulting from future
climate change, although it is unlikely to be
significant during this period.

This could have an impact on the estuary by
restricting its ability to adapt to rising sea levels
and changes in hydrology resulting from future
climate change. This could result in the loss of
intertidal areas if sedimentation is unable to keep
pace with rising sea levels.

This area could also be affected by Managed
Realignment in the Lower Clyst (see section
below) that would occur during this period. This
could possibly release sediment into the estuary
or cause the Clyst channel to meander.

This area could also be affected by Managed
Realignment in the Lower Clyst (see section
below) that would occur during this period. This
could possibly release sediment into the estuary

This could have an impact on the estuary by
restricting its ability to adapt to rising sea levels
and changes in hydrology resulting from future
climate change. This could result in the loss of
intertidal areas if sedimentation is unable to keep
pace with rising sea levels.
This area could also be affected by Managed
Realignment in the Lower Clyst (see section
below) that would occur during this period. This
could possibly release sediment into the estuary
or cause the Clyst channel to meander.
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Draft Policy Unit

Exe Estuary –
Clyst Bridge to
Railway

Predicted Change
Change for ‘Policy Scenario A’
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)
Dawlish Warren spit plays a role in determining
the size of the Exe entrance which influences
wave and tide levels inside the estuary. Changes
to the spit could therefore produce changes
within the estuary, the scale of which would be
dependant on the degree of change to the spit.
Further wave and tide modelling would be needed
to quantify these changes. In this Policy Scenario
A, it is assumed that Dawlish Warren spit is
maintained.

Dawlish Warren spit plays a role in determining
the size of the Exe entrance which influences
wave and tide levels inside the estuary. Changes
to the spit could therefore produce changes
within the estuary, the scale of which would be
dependant on the degree of change to the spit.
Further wave and tide modelling would be needed
to quantify these changes. In this Policy Scenario
A, it is assumed that Dawlish Warren spit is
maintained.

or cause the Clyst channel to meander.

Policy Assessed = Managed Realignment

Policy Assessed = Managed Realignment

Policy Assessed = Managed Realignment

(from Exe Estuary Coastal Management Study)

(from Exe Estuary Coastal Management Study)

(from Exe Estuary Coastal Management Study)

Managed realignment involving the construction
of secondary lines of defence to create new areas
of intertidal habitat is to be implemented during
this period within the Lower Clyst.

Ongoing maintenance and upgrade of the
secondary lines of defence is likely to be required
during this period to retain the required levels of
protection.

Ongoing maintenance and upgrade of the
secondary lines of defence is likely to be required
during this period to retain the required levels of
protection.

Realigning the defences in this area will create
large areas of new intertidal habitat, countering
any coastal squeeze effects that may otherwise
occur during this period if existing defence
alignments were retained.

Realigning the defences in this area will create
large areas of new intertidal habitat, countering
any coastal squeeze effects that may otherwise
occur during this period if existing defence
alignments were retained.

Realigning the defences in this area will create
large areas of new intertidal habitat, countering
any coastal squeeze effects that may otherwise
occur during this period if existing defence
alignments were retained.

This will allow for a more naturally functioning
system in this area.

This will allow for a more naturally functioning
system in this area.

This will allow for a more naturally functioning
system in this area.

However, in implementing this policy,
consideration must be given to potential impacts
in the rest of the Exe Estuary.

However, in implementing this policy,
consideration must be given to potential impacts
in the rest of the Exe Estuary.

However, in implementing this policy,
consideration must be given to potential impacts
in the rest of the Exe Estuary.

Dawlish Warren spit plays a role in determining
the size of the Exe entrance which influences
wave and tide levels inside the estuary. Changes
to the spit could therefore produce changes
within the estuary, the scale of which would be
dependant on the degree of change to the spit.
Further wave and tide modelling would be needed
to quantify these changes. In this Policy Scenario
A, it is assumed that Dawlish Warren spit is
maintained.
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Draft Policy Unit

Exe Estuary –
Topsham

Predicted Change
Change for ‘Policy Scenario A’
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

Dawlish Warren spit plays a role in determining
the size of the Exe entrance which influences
wave and tide levels inside the estuary. Changes
to the spit could therefore produce changes
within the estuary, the scale of which would be
dependant on the degree of change to the spit.
Further wave and tide modelling would be needed
to quantify these changes. In this Policy Scenario
A, it is assumed that Dawlish Warren spit is
maintained.

Dawlish Warren spit plays a role in determining
the size of the Exe entrance which influences
wave and tide levels inside the estuary. Changes
to the spit could therefore produce changes
within the estuary, the scale of which would be
dependant on the degree of change to the spit.
Further wave and tide modelling would be needed
to quantify these changes. In this Policy Scenario
A, it is assumed that Dawlish Warren spit is
maintained.

Dawlish Warren spit plays a role in determining
the size of the Exe entrance which influences
wave and tide levels inside the estuary. Changes
to the spit could therefore produce changes
within the estuary, the scale of which would be
dependant on the degree of change to the spit.
Further wave and tide modelling would be needed
to quantify these changes. In this Policy Scenario
A, it is assumed that Dawlish Warren spit is
maintained.

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

Policy Assessed = Hold the
the Line

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

(from Exe Estuary Coastal Management Study)

(from Exe Estuary Coastal Management Study)

(from Exe Estuary Coastal Management Study)

Within this part of the Exe Estuary, defences are
to be maintained along existing alignments by proactive management. This may include the need to
upgrade some defences during this period.

Defences are to be maintained within this part of
the Exe Estuary along existing alignments by proactive management. This may include the need to
upgrade some defences during this period.

Defences in this part of the Exe Estuary are to be
continued to be maintained along existing
alignments by pro-active management. This is
likely to include the need to construct new hard
defences during this period.

There is likely to be a need to construct new
defences within this part of the Exe Estuary
during this period in order to maintain current
levels of protection.

New defences within this part of the estuary
would be likely to be required during this period
in order to maintain current levels of protection.

New defences within this part of the Exe Estuary
may be likely to be required during this period in
order to maintain current levels of protection.
This could have an impact on the estuary by
restricting its ability to adapt to rising sea levels
and changes in hydrology resulting from future
climate change. This could result in the loss of
intertidal areas if sedimentation is unable to keep
pace with rising sea levels.

This could have an impact on the estuary by
restricting its ability to adapt to rising sea levels
and changes in hydrology resulting from future
climate change, although it is unlikely to be
significant during this period.

This could have an impact on the estuary by
restricting its ability to adapt to rising sea levels
and changes in hydrology resulting from future
climate change. This could result in the loss of
intertidal areas if sedimentation is unable to keep
pace with rising sea levels.

Dawlish Warren spit plays a role in determining
the size of the Exe entrance which influences

Dawlish Warren spit plays a role in determining
the size of the Exe entrance which influences

Dawlish Warren spit plays a role in determining
the size of the Exe entrance which influences
wave and tide levels inside the estuary. Changes
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Draft Policy Unit

Exe Estuary – M5
(east) to St James’
Weir

Predicted Change
Change for ‘Policy Scenario A’
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

wave and tide levels inside the estuary. Changes
to the spit could therefore produce changes
within the estuary, the scale of which would be
dependant on the degree of change to the spit.
Further wave and tide modelling would be needed
to quantify these changes. In this Policy Scenario
A, it is assumed that Dawlish Warren spit is
maintained.

wave and tide levels inside the estuary. Changes
to the spit could therefore produce changes
within the estuary, the scale of which would be
dependant on the degree of change to the spit.
Further wave and tide modelling would be needed
to quantify these changes. In this Policy Scenario
A, it is assumed that Dawlish Warren spit is
maintained.

to the spit could therefore produce changes
within the estuary, the scale of which would be
dependant on the degree of change to the spit.
Further wave and tide modelling would be needed
to quantify these changes. In this Policy Scenario
A, it is assumed that Dawlish Warren spit is
maintained.

Policy Assessed
Assessed = Hold the Line

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

(from Exe Estuary Coastal Management Study)

(from Exe Estuary Coastal Management Study)

(from Exe Estuary Coastal Management Study)

Within this part of the Exe Estuary, defences are
to be maintained along existing alignments by proactive management. This may include the need to
upgrade some defences during this period.

Defences are to be maintained within this part of
the Exe Estuary along existing alignments by proactive management. This may include the need to
upgrade some defences during this period.

Defences in this part of the Exe Estuary are to be
continued to be maintained along existing
alignments by pro-active management. This is
likely to include the need to construct new hard
defences during this period.

There is likely to be a need to construct new
defences within this part of the Exe Estuary
during this period in order to maintain current
levels of protection.

New defences within this part of the estuary
would be likely to be required during this period
in order to maintain current levels of protection.

New defences within this part of the Exe Estuary
may be likely to be required during this period in
order to maintain current levels of protection.

This could have an impact on the estuary by
restricting its ability to adapt to rising sea levels
and changes in hydrology resulting from future
climate change, although it is unlikely to be
significant during this period.

This could have an impact on the estuary by
restricting its ability to adapt to rising sea levels
and changes in hydrology resulting from future
climate change. This could result in the loss of
intertidal areas if sedimentation is unable to keep
pace with rising sea levels.

This could have an impact on the estuary by
restricting its ability to adapt to rising sea levels
and changes in hydrology resulting from future
climate change. This could result in the loss of
intertidal areas if sedimentation is unable to keep
pace with rising sea levels.

Dawlish Warren spit plays a role in determining
the size of the Exe entrance which influences
wave and tide levels inside the estuary. Changes
to the spit could therefore produce changes

Dawlish Warren spit plays a role in determining
the size of the Exe entrance which influences
wave and tide levels inside the estuary. Changes
to the spit could therefore produce changes

Dawlish Warren spit plays a role in determining
the size of the Exe entrance which influences
wave and tide levels inside the estuary. Changes
to the spit could therefore produce changes
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Draft Policy Unit

Exe Estuary –
Topsham Sludge
Beds

Predicted Change
Change for ‘Policy Scenario A’
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

within the estuary, the scale of which would be
dependant on the degree of change to the spit.
Further wave and tide modelling would be needed
to quantify these changes. In this Policy Scenario
A, it is assumed that Dawlish Warren spit is
maintained.

within the estuary, the scale of which would be
dependant on the degree of change to the spit.
Further wave and tide modelling would be needed
to quantify these changes. In this Policy Scenario
A, it is assumed that Dawlish Warren spit is
maintained.

within the estuary, the scale of which would be
dependant on the degree of change to the spit.
Further wave and tide modelling would be needed
to quantify these changes. In this Policy Scenario
A, it is assumed that Dawlish Warren spit is
maintained.

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

(from Exe Estuary Coastal Management Study)

(from Exe Estuary Coastal Management Study)

(from Exe Estuary Coastal Management Study)

Within this part of the Exe Estuary, defences are
to be maintained along existing alignments by proactive management. This may include the need to
upgrade some defences during this period.

Defences are to be maintained within this part of
the Exe Estuary along existing alignments by proactive management. This may include the need to
upgrade some defences during this period.

Defences in this part of the Exe Estuary are to be
continued to be maintained along existing
alignments by pro-active management. This is
likely to include the need to construct new hard
defences during this period.

There is likely to be a need to construct new
defences within this part of the Exe Estuary
during this period in order to maintain current
levels of protection.

New defences within this part of the estuary
would be likely to be required during this period
in order to maintain current levels of protection.

New defences within this part of the Exe Estuary
may be likely to be required during this period in
order to maintain current levels of protection.

This could have an impact on the estuary by
restricting its ability to adapt to rising sea levels
and changes in hydrology resulting from future
climate change, although it is unlikely to be
significant during this period.

This could have an impact on the estuary by
restricting its ability to adapt to rising sea levels
and changes in hydrology resulting from future
climate change. This could result in the loss of
intertidal areas if sedimentation is unable to keep
pace with rising sea levels.

This could have an impact on the estuary by
restricting its ability to adapt to rising sea levels
and changes in hydrology resulting from future
climate change. This could result in the loss of
intertidal areas if sedimentation is unable to keep
pace with rising sea levels.

Dawlish Warren spit plays a role in determining
the size of the Exe entrance which influences
wave and tide levels inside the estuary. Changes
to the spit could therefore produce changes
within the estuary, the scale of which would be
dependant on the degree of change to the spit.

Dawlish Warren spit plays a role in determining
the size of the Exe entrance which influences
wave and tide levels inside the estuary. Changes
to the spit could therefore produce changes
within the estuary, the scale of which would be
dependant on the degree of change to the spit.

Dawlish Warren spit plays a role in determining
the size of the Exe entrance which influences
wave and tide levels inside the estuary. Changes
to the spit could therefore produce changes
within the estuary, the scale of which would be
dependant on the degree of change to the spit.
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Draft Policy Unit

Exe Estuary – St
James’ Weir to
M5 (west)

Predicted Change
Change for ‘Policy Scenario A’
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

Further wave and tide modelling would be needed
to quantify these changes. In this Policy Scenario
A, it is assumed that Dawlish Warren spit is
maintained.

Further wave and tide modelling would be needed
to quantify these changes. In this Policy Scenario
A, it is assumed that Dawlish Warren spit is
maintained.

Further wave and tide modelling would be needed
to quantify these changes. In this Policy Scenario
A, it is assumed that Dawlish Warren spit is
maintained.

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

Policy Assessed
Assessed = Hold the Line

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

(from Exe Estuary Coastal Management Study)

(from Exe Estuary Coastal Management Study)

(from Exe Estuary Coastal Management Study)

Within this part of the Exe Estuary, defences are
to be maintained along existing alignments by
raising the height of the defences during this
period.

Defences are to be maintained within this part of
the Exe Estuary along existing alignments by
raising the height of the defences further during
this period.

Defences in this part of the Exe Estuary are to be
continued to be maintained along existing
alignments by constructing new hard defences
during this period.

There is likely to be a need to raise the height of
existing defences within this part of the Exe
Estuary during this period in order to maintain
current levels of protection.

Increasing the height of the defences within this
part of the estuary would be likely to be required
during this period in order to maintain current
levels of protection.

New defences within this part of the Exe Estuary
are likely to be required during this period in
order to maintain current levels of protection.

This could have an impact on the estuary by
restricting its ability to adapt to rising sea levels
and changes in hydrology resulting from future
climate change, although it is unlikely to be
significant during this period.

This could have an impact on the estuary by
restricting its ability to adapt to rising sea levels
and changes in hydrology resulting from future
climate change. This could result in the loss of
intertidal areas if sedimentation is unable to keep
pace with rising sea levels.

Dawlish Warren spit plays a role in determining
the size of the Exe entrance which influences
wave and tide levels inside the estuary. Changes
to the spit could therefore produce changes
within the estuary, the scale of which would be
dependant on the degree of change to the spit.
Further wave and tide modelling would be needed
to quantify these changes. In this Policy Scenario
A, it is assumed that Dawlish Warren spit is

Dawlish Warren spit plays a role in determining
the size of the Exe entrance which influences
wave and tide levels inside the estuary. Changes
to the spit could therefore produce changes
within the estuary, the scale of which would be
dependant on the degree of change to the spit.
Further wave and tide modelling would be needed
to quantify these changes. In this Policy Scenario

This could have an impact on the estuary by
restricting its ability to adapt to rising sea levels
and changes in hydrology resulting from future
climate change. This could result in the loss of
intertidal areas if sedimentation is unable to keep
pace with rising sea levels.
Dawlish Warren spit plays a role in determining
the size of the Exe entrance which influences
wave and tide levels inside the estuary. Changes
to the spit could therefore produce changes
within the estuary, the scale of which would be
dependant on the degree of change to the spit.
Further wave and tide modelling would be needed
to quantify these changes. In this Policy Scenario
A, it is assumed that Dawlish Warren spit is
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Predicted Change
Change for ‘Policy Scenario A’

Draft Policy Unit

Exe Estuary – M5
(west) to Turf
Lock

Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

maintained.

A, it is assumed that Dawlish Warren spit is
maintained.

maintained.

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

Policy Assessed
Assessed = Hold the Line

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

(from Exe Estuary Coastal Management Study)

(from Exe Estuary Coastal Management Study)

(from Exe Estuary Coastal Management Study)

Within this part of the Exe Estuary, defences are
to be maintained along existing alignments by proactive management. This may include the need to
upgrade some defences during this period.

Defences are to be maintained within this part of
the Exe Estuary along existing alignments by proactive management. This may include the need to
upgrade some defences during this period.

Defences in this part of the Exe Estuary are to be
continued to be maintained along existing
alignments by pro-active management. This is
likely to include the need to construct new hard
defences during this period.

There is likely to be a need to construct new
defences within this part of the Exe Estuary
during this period in order to maintain current
levels of protection.

New defences within this part of the estuary
would be likely to be required during this period
in order to maintain current levels of protection.

New defences within this part of the Exe Estuary
may be likely to be required during this period in
order to maintain current levels of protection.

This could have an impact on the estuary by
restricting its ability to adapt to rising sea levels
and changes in hydrology resulting from future
climate change, although it is unlikely to be
significant during this period.

This could have an impact on the estuary by
restricting its ability to adapt to rising sea levels
and changes in hydrology resulting from future
climate change. This could result in the loss of
intertidal areas if sedimentation is unable to keep
pace with rising sea levels.

This could have an impact on the estuary by
restricting its ability to adapt to rising sea levels
and changes in hydrology resulting from future
climate change. This could result in the loss of
intertidal areas if sedimentation is unable to keep
pace with rising sea levels.

Dawlish Warren spit plays a role in determining
the size of the Exe entrance which influences
wave and tide levels inside the estuary. Changes
to the spit could therefore produce changes
within the estuary, the scale of which would be
dependant on the degree of change to the spit.
Further wave and tide modelling would be needed
to quantify these changes. In this Policy Scenario
A, it is assumed that Dawlish Warren spit is
maintained.

Dawlish Warren spit plays a role in determining
the size of the Exe entrance which influences
wave and tide levels inside the estuary. Changes
to the spit could therefore produce changes
within the estuary, the scale of which would be
dependant on the degree of change to the spit.
Further wave and tide modelling would be needed
to quantify these changes. In this Policy Scenario
A, it is assumed that Dawlish Warren spit is
maintained.

Dawlish Warren spit plays a role in determining
the size of the Exe entrance which influences
wave and tide levels inside the estuary. Changes
to the spit could therefore produce changes
within the estuary, the scale of which would be
dependant on the degree of change to the spit.
Further wave and tide modelling would be needed
to quantify these changes. In this Policy Scenario
A, it is assumed that Dawlish Warren spit is
maintained.
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Draft Policy Unit
Exe Estuary –
Turf Lock to
Powderham

Predicted Change
Change for ‘Policy Scenario A’
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

Policy
Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

Policy Assessed = Managed Realignment

Policy Assessed = Managed Realignment

(from Exe Estuary Coastal Management Study)

(from Exe Estuary Coastal Management Study)

(from Exe Estuary Coastal Management Study)

The existing defences along this section would be
maintained in the short term by pro-active
management to allow detailed planning of
managed realignment options in the medium to
long term.

Implementation of managed realignment during
this period would involve construction of
secondary lines of defence and managed breaching
of existing defences.

Ongoing maintenance and upgrade of the
secondary lines of defence is likely to be required
during this period to retain the required levels of
protection.

The current levels of protection provided by the
existing defences along this part of the estuary are
to be maintained during this period by pro-active
management. This is a short term measure to
allow for detailed planning of how to implement
managed realignment in the medium to long term.

Realigning the defences in this area will create
large areas of new intertidal habitat, countering
any coastal squeeze effects that may otherwise
occur during this period if existing defence
alignments were retained.

Realigning the defences in this area will create
large areas of new intertidal habitat, countering
any coastal squeeze effects that may otherwise
occur during this period if existing defence
alignments were retained.

This will allow for a more naturally functioning
system in this area.

This will allow for a more naturally functioning
system in this area.

However, consideration would need to be given
to the impacts of this policy on the whole Exe
Estuary, as initial studies suggest that managed
realignment in this area could have implications
for sediment transport patterns at the estuary
mouth.

However, consideration would need to be given
to the impacts of this policy on the whole Exe
Estuary, as initial studies suggest that managed
realignment in this area could have implications
for sediment transport patterns at the estuary
mouth.

Dawlish Warren spit plays a role in determining
the size of the Exe entrance which influences
wave and tide levels inside the estuary. Changes
to the spit could therefore produce changes
within the estuary, the scale of which would be
dependant on the degree of change to the spit.
Further wave and tide modelling would be needed
to quantify these changes. In this Policy Scenario

Dawlish Warren spit plays a role in determining
the size of the Exe entrance which influences
wave and tide levels inside the estuary. Changes
to the spit could therefore produce changes
within the estuary, the scale of which would be
dependant on the degree of change to the spit.
Further wave and tide modelling would be needed
to quantify these changes. In this Policy Scenario

This could have an impact on the estuary by
restricting its ability to adapt to rising sea levels
and changes in hydrology resulting from future
climate change, although it is unlikely to be
significant during this period.
Dawlish Warren spit plays a role in determining
the size of the Exe entrance which influences
wave and tide levels inside the estuary. Changes
to the spit could therefore produce changes
within the estuary, the scale of which would be
dependant on the degree of change to the spit.
Further wave and tide modelling would be needed
to quantify these changes. In this Policy Scenario
A, it is assumed that Dawlish Warren spit is
maintained.
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Draft Policy Unit

Exe Estuary –
Powderham
(South)

Predicted Change
Change for ‘Policy Scenario A’
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

A, it is assumed that Dawlish Warren spit is
maintained.

A, it is assumed that Dawlish Warren spit is
maintained.

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

Policy Assessed
Assessed = Hold the Line

(from Exe Estuary Coastal Management Study)

(from Exe Estuary Coastal Management Study)

(from Exe Estuary Coastal Management Study)

Within this part of the Exe Estuary, defences are
to be maintained along existing alignments by proactive management. This may include the need to
upgrade some defences during this period.

Defences are to be maintained within this part of
the Exe Estuary along existing alignments by proactive management. This may include the need to
upgrade some defences during this period.

Defences in this part of the Exe Estuary are to be
continued to be maintained along existing
alignments by pro-active management. This is
likely to include the need to construct new hard
defences during this period.

There is likely to be a need to construct new
defences within this part of the Exe Estuary
during this period in order to maintain current
levels of protection.

New defences within this part of the estuary
would be likely to be required during this period
in order to maintain current levels of protection.

New defences within this part of the Exe Estuary
may be likely to be required during this period in
order to maintain current levels of protection.

This could have an impact on the estuary by
restricting its ability to adapt to rising sea levels
and changes in hydrology resulting from future
climate change. This could result in the loss of
intertidal areas if sedimentation is unable to keep
pace with rising sea levels.

This could have an impact on the estuary by
restricting its ability to adapt to rising sea levels
and changes in hydrology resulting from future
climate change. This could result in the loss of
intertidal areas if sedimentation is unable to keep
pace with rising sea levels.

This area could also be affected by Managed
Realignment along Powderham Banks (see section
above) that would occur during this period. This
could possibly release sediment into the estuary
or cause the main channel of the Exe to meander.

This area could also be affected by Managed
Realignment along Powderham Banks (see section
above) that would occur during this period. This
could possibly release sediment into the estuary
or cause the main channel of the Exe to meander.

Dawlish Warren spit plays a role in determining
the size of the Exe entrance which influences
wave and tide levels inside the estuary. Changes
to the spit could therefore produce changes
within the estuary, the scale of which would be

Dawlish Warren spit plays a role in determining
the size of the Exe entrance which influences
wave and tide levels inside the estuary. Changes
to the spit could therefore produce changes
within the estuary, the scale of which would be

This could have an impact on the estuary by
restricting its ability to adapt to rising sea levels
and changes in hydrology resulting from future
climate change, although it is unlikely to be
significant during this period.
Dawlish Warren spit plays a role in determining
the size of the Exe entrance which influences
wave and tide levels inside the estuary. Changes
to the spit could therefore produce changes
within the estuary, the scale of which would be
dependant on the degree of change to the spit.
Further wave and tide modelling would be needed
to quantify these changes. In this Policy Scenario
A, it is assumed that Dawlish Warren spit is
maintained.
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Draft Policy Unit

Exe Estuary –
Starcross

Predicted Change
Change for ‘Policy Scenario A’
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

dependant on the degree of change to the spit.
Further wave and tide modelling would be needed
to quantify these changes. In this Policy Scenario
A, it is assumed that Dawlish Warren spit is
maintained.

dependant on the degree of change to the spit.
Further wave and tide modelling would be needed
to quantify these changes. In this Policy Scenario
A, it is assumed that Dawlish Warren spit is
maintained.

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

(from Exe Estuary Coastal Management Study)

(from Exe Estuary Coastal Management Study)

(from Exe Estuary Coastal Management Study)

Within this part of the Exe estuary, defences are
to be maintained along existing alignments by proactive management. This may include the need to
upgrade some defences during this period.

Defences are to be maintained within this part of
the Exe estuary along existing alignments by proactive management. This may include the need to
upgrade some defences during this period.

Defences in this part of the Exe estuary are to be
continued to be maintained along existing
alignments by pro-active management. This is
likely to include the need to construct new hard
defences during this period.

The Exe Estuary is also believed to be a sink for
sediment, with Pole Sand having exhibited a net
increase in size since 1853. It is anticipated that
there would be continued supply to the flood and
ebb deltas at the mouth of the estuary and
therefore these are likely to remain stable.

New defences within this part of the estuary
would be likely to be required during this period
in order to maintain current levels of protection.

New defences within this part of the Exe estuary
may be likely to be required during this period in
order to maintain current levels of protection.

This could have an impact on the estuary by
restricting its ability to adapt to rising sea levels
and changes in hydrology resulting from future
climate change. This could result in the loss of
intertidal areas if sedimentation is unable to keep
pace with rising sea levels.

This could have an impact on the estuary by
restricting its ability to adapt to rising sea levels
and changes in hydrology resulting from future
climate change. This could result in the loss of
intertidal areas if sedimentation is unable to keep
pace with rising sea levels.

There would be continued feed to the flood and
ebb deltas at the mouth of the estuary and
therefore these are likely to remain stable.

There would be continued feed to the flood and
ebb deltas at the mouth of the estuary and
therefore these are likely to remain stable.

Dawlish Warren spit plays a role in determining
the size of the Exe entrance which influences
wave and tide levels inside the estuary. Changes
to the spit could therefore produce changes

Dawlish Warren spit plays a role in determining
the size of the Exe entrance which influences
wave and tide levels inside the estuary. Changes
to the spit could therefore produce changes

There is likely to be a need to construct new
defences within this part of the Exe Estuary
during this period in order to maintain current
levels of protection.
This could have an impact on the estuary by
restricting its ability to adapt to rising sea levels
and changes in hydrology resulting from future
climate change, although it is unlikely to be
significant during this period.
Dawlish Warren spit plays a role in determining
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Draft Policy Unit

Exe Estuary –
Cockwood

Predicted Change
Change for ‘Policy Scenario A’
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

the size of the Exe entrance which influences
wave and tide levels inside the estuary. Changes
to the spit could therefore produce changes
within the estuary, the scale of which would be
dependant on the degree of change to the spit.
Further wave and tide modelling would be needed
to quantify these changes. In this Policy Scenario
A, it is assumed that Dawlish Warren spit is
maintained.

within the estuary, the scale of which would be
dependant on the degree of change to the spit.
Further wave and tide modelling would be needed
to quantify these changes. In this Policy Scenario
A, it is assumed that Dawlish Warren spit is
maintained.

within the estuary, the scale of which would be
dependant on the degree of change to the spit.
Further wave and tide modelling would be needed
to quantify these changes. In this Policy Scenario
A, it is assumed that Dawlish Warren spit is
maintained.

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

(from Exe Estuary Coastal Management Study)

(from Exe Estuary Coastal Management Study)

(from Exe Estuary Coastal Management Study)

Within this part of the Exe Estuary, defences are
to be maintained along existing alignments by proactive management during this period. This may
include the need to upgrade some defences
during this period.

Upgrade of the defences along this part of the Exe
Estuary is anticipated to be required during this
period in order to maintain current levels of
protection.

Construction of new defences along this part of
the Exe Estuary is likely to be required during this
period in order to maintain current levels of
protection.

The Exe Estuary is also believed to be a sink for
sediment, with Pole Sand having steadily increased
in size since 1853. It is anticipated that there
would be continued feed to the flood and ebb
deltas at the mouth of the estuary and therefore
these are likely to remain stable.

The defences within this part of the estuary
would need to be upgraded by localised raising of
defence heights during this period in order to
maintain current levels of protection.

New defences along this part of the Exe estuary
would likely be required during this period in
order to maintain current levels of protection.

The existing defences along this section are to be
maintained during this period by pro-active
management during this period in order to
maintain current levels of protection.

This could have an impact on the estuary by
restricting its ability to adapt to rising sea levels
and changes in hydrology resulting from future
climate change. This could result in the loss of
intertidal areas if sedimentation is unable to keep
pace with rising sea levels.

This could have an impact on the estuary by
restricting its ability to adapt to rising sea levels

There would be continued feed to the flood and
ebb deltas at the mouth of the estuary and

This could have an impact on the estuary by
restricting its ability to adapt to rising sea levels
and changes in hydrology resulting from future
climate change. This could result in the loss of
intertidal areas if sedimentation is unable to keep
pace with rising sea levels.
There would be continued feed to the flood and
ebb deltas at the mouth of the estuary and
therefore these are likely to remain stable.
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Draft Policy Unit

Predicted Change
Change for ‘Policy Scenario A’
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)
and changes in hydrology resulting from future
climate change, although it is unlikely to be
significant during this period.
Dawlish Warren spit plays a role in determining
the size of the Exe entrance which influences
wave and tide levels inside the estuary. Changes
to the spit could therefore produce changes
within the estuary, the scale of which would be
dependant on the degree of change to the spit.
Further wave and tide modelling would be needed
to quantify these changes. In this Policy Scenario
A, it is assumed that Dawlish Warren spit is
maintained.

Exe Estuary –
Cockwood to
The Warren

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)
therefore these are likely to remain stable.
Dawlish Warren spit plays a role in determining
the size of the Exe entrance which influences
wave and tide levels inside the estuary. Changes
to the spit could therefore produce changes
within the estuary, the scale of which would be
dependant on the degree of change to the spit.
Further wave and tide modelling would be needed
to quantify these changes. In this Policy Scenario
A, it is assumed that Dawlish Warren spit is
maintained.

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)
Dawlish Warren spit plays a role in determining
the size of the Exe entrance which influences
wave and tide levels inside the estuary. Changes
to the spit could therefore produce changes
within the estuary, the scale of which would be
dependant on the degree of change to the spit.
Further wave and tide modelling would be needed
to quantify these changes. In this Policy Scenario
A, it is assumed that Dawlish Warren spit is
maintained.

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

(from Exe Estuary Coastal Management Study)

(from Exe Estuary Coastal Management Study)

(from Exe Estuary Coastal Management Study)

Within this part of the Exe Estuary, defences are
to be maintained along existing alignments by proactive management. This may include the need to
upgrade some defences during this period.

Defences are to be maintained within this part of
the Exe Estuary along existing alignments by proactive management. This may include the need to
upgrade some defences during this period.

Defences in this part of the Exe Estuary are to be
continued to be maintained along existing
alignments by pro-active management. This is
likely to include the need to construct new hard
defences during this period.

The Exe Estuary is also believed to be a sink for
sediment, with Pole Sand having exhibited a net
increase in size since 1853. It is anticipated that
there would be continued supply to the flood and
ebb deltas at the mouth of the estuary and
therefore these are likely to remain stable.

New defences within this part of the estuary
would be likely to be required during this period
in order to maintain current levels of protection.

New defences within this part of the Exe estuary
may be likely to be required during this period in
order to maintain current levels of protection.

This could have an impact on the estuary by
restricting its ability to adapt to rising sea levels
and changes in hydrology resulting from future
climate change. This could result in the loss of
intertidal areas if sedimentation is unable to keep

This could have an impact on the estuary by
restricting its ability to adapt to rising sea levels
and changes in hydrology resulting from future
climate change. This could result in the loss of
intertidal areas if sedimentation is unable to keep

There is likely to be a need to construct new
defences within this part of the Exe estuary
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Draft Policy Unit

Predicted Change
Change for ‘Policy Scenario A’
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)
during this period in order to maintain current
levels of protection.

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

pace with rising sea levels.

pace with rising sea levels.

There would be continued feed to the flood and
ebb deltas at the mouth of the estuary and
therefore these are likely to remain stable.

There would be continued feed to the flood and
ebb deltas at the mouth of the estuary and
therefore these are likely to remain stable.

Dawlish Warren spit plays a role in determining
the size of the Exe entrance which influences
wave and tide levels inside the estuary. Changes
to the spit could therefore produce changes
within the estuary, the scale of which would be
dependant on the degree of change to the spit.
Further wave and tide modelling would be needed
to quantify these changes. In this Policy Scenario
A, it is assumed that Dawlish Warren spit is
maintained.

Dawlish Warren spit plays a role in determining
the size of the Exe entrance which influences
wave and tide levels inside the estuary. Changes
to the spit could therefore produce changes
within the estuary, the scale of which would be
dependant on the degree of change to the spit.
Further wave and tide modelling would be needed
to quantify these changes. In this Policy Scenario
A, it is assumed that Dawlish Warren spit is
maintained.

Policy Assessed
Assessed = Hold the Line

Policy Assessed = Managed Realignment

Policy Assessed = Managed Realignment

(from Exe Estuary Coastal Management Study)

(from Exe Estuary Coastal Management Study)

(from Exe Estuary Coastal Management Study)

There are no obvious defences along this section,
although it is presently anchored by a series of
buried groynes.

Beach management activities would be ceased
during this period, allowing the distal end to
evolve more naturally.

Beach management activities, such as beach
recycling and re-profiling, and possibly beach
recharge, would ensure the current flood defence
performance of this section with regards the
protection it affords the inner estuary is retained
during this period.

If necessary, roll back of the spit into the estuary
could possibly be controlled by construction of a
new secondary line of defences at the rear of the
spit, although this would require further detailed
investigation.

Secondary defences would control the extent of
spit roll back during this period in order to
ensure the spit continues to provide flood
defence function to the inner estuary behind.

This could have an impact on the estuary by
restricting its ability to adapt to rising sea levels
and changes in hydrology resulting from future
climate change, although it is unlikely to be
significant during this period.
Dawlish Warren spit plays a role in determining
the size of the Exe entrance which influences
wave and tide levels inside the estuary. Changes
to the spit could therefore produce changes
within the estuary, the scale of which would be
dependant on the degree of change to the spit.
Further wave and tide modelling would be needed
to quantify these changes. In this Policy Scenario
A, it is assumed that Dawlish Warren spit is
maintained.
Dawlish Warren
(East - Distal End)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)
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Draft Policy Unit

Predicted Change
Change for ‘Policy Scenario A’
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

The Exe Estuary is also believed to be a sink for
sediment, with Pole Sand exhibited a net increase
in size since 1853. It is anticipated that there
would be continued supply to the flood and ebb
deltas at the mouth of the estuary and therefore
these are likely to remain stable.

The cessation of beach management during this
period will allow the distal end of Dawlish
Warren to behave more naturally, allowing it to
roll back into the estuary in response to sea level
rise.

If the secondary defence line is not constructed in
the medium term, then the amount of roll back
would continue to be monitored, and if necessary,
a secondary defence line would be constructed
during this period at the rear of the spit to
prevent further roll back that would compromise
the flood defence function provided by this
section to the inner estuary.

The distal end of Dawlish Warren is highly
dynamic and presently accreting due to west-to
east transport that occurs along the whole of
Dawlish Warren.
Beach management activities during this period
would ensure that this section continued to limit
wave propagation into the estuary (and so
continue to provide a flood defence function to
the inner estuary).
Dawlish Warren
(Central – Gabion
Defences)

The amount of roll back would be monitored, and
if necessary, a secondary defence line could be
constructed during this period at the rear of the
spit to prevent further roll back that would
compromise the flood defence function provided
by this section to the inner estuary.

There would be continued supply to the flood
and ebb deltas at the mouth of the estuary and
therefore these are likely to remain stable.

There would be continued supply to the flood
and ebb deltas at the mouth of the estuary and
therefore these are likely to remain stable and
would continue to have a sheltering affect on the
shoreline.

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

Policy Assessed
Assessed = Managed Realignment

Policy Assessed = Managed Realignment

(from Exe Estuary Coastal Management Study)

(from Exe Estuary Coastal Management Study)

(from Exe Estuary Coastal Management Study)

Gabion defences situated along this section serve
to protect against flooding. These defences are
complimented by ongoing beach management
activities, including beach recharge, that ensure
the integrity of the defences is not compromised
by undermining due to reductions in beach levels.

Beach management activities would be ceased
during this period, allowing this section to evolve
more naturally.

Ongoing maintenance and upgrade of the
secondary lines of defence is likely to be required
during this period to retain the required levels of
protection.

This helps to retain the current flood defence
function of this section with regards the
protection it affords the inner estuary.
This section of Dawlish Warren spit has exhibited

Construction of a new secondary line of defences
would be required during this period to control
the amount of roll back of the spit to ensure its
function as a flood defence for the inner estuary is
not compromised.
Cessation of beach management activities during

Continued monitoring and maintenance, and
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Draft Policy Unit

Predicted Change
Change for ‘Policy Scenario A’
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)
roll back into the inner estuary since at least
1853.
The Exe Estuary is also believed to be a sink for
sediment, with Pole Sand having exhibited a net
increase in size since 1853. It is anticipated that
there would be continued supply to the flood and
ebb deltas at the mouth of the estuary and
therefore these are likely to remain stable.
Beach management activities during this period
would ensure that this section continues to limit
wave propagation into the estuary (and so
continue to provide a flood defence function to
the inner estuary). This will also reduce the risk
of the gabion defences being undermined during
this period.

Dawlish Warren
Warren
(West – Hard
Defences)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)
this period will allow the spit to evolve more
naturally, allowing it to roll back into the estuary
in response to sea level rise towards a new
secondary defence line that would maintain the
flood defence function provided by this section to
the inner estuary.
The position of the secondary defence line is not
prescribed, but it is estimated that roll back of the
spit to the position of the Inner Warren will take
approximately 30 years.

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)
possible upgrade, of the secondary defence line
during this period will be required to ensure the
flood defence function provided by Dawlish
Warren to the inner estuary is maintained.
There would be continued supply to the flood
and ebb deltas at the mouth of the estuary and
therefore these are likely to remain stable.

There would be continued supply to the flood
and ebb deltas at the mouth of the estuary and
therefore these are likely to remain stable and
would continue to have a sheltering affect on the
shoreline.

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

(from Exe Estuary Coastal Management Study)

(from Exe Estuary Coastal Management Study)

(from Exe Estuary Coastal Management Study)

The proximal end of Dawlish Warren spit is
presently protected by groynes and gabions
(some of which are currently buried). These
could require upgrading during this period. Beach
management activities would also be required to
ensure the integrity of the defences is not
compromised.

The defences at the proximal end of Dawlish
Warren could require upgrading during this
period in order to hold this part of the spit in its
present location.

The defences at the proximal end of Dawlish
Warren could require upgrading during this
period in order to hold this part of the spit in its
present location.

Between Dawlish Warren and Langstone Rock
the coast is protected by a sea wall and rock
armour. These could also require upgrading
during this period.
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Predicted Change
Change for ‘Policy Scenario A’
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

The erosional trend at the western end of the
spit is expected to continue due to the net west
to east littoral drift and lack of sediment input
from the east. This would be countered by beach
management activities including beach recycling
and recharge.

There would be continued erosional pressures on
the spit at the proximal end.

Rising sea levels combined with a lack of sediment
input would be expected to cause narrowing and
steepening of the beach along this section at the
western end of Dawlish Warren.

Continued presence of defences along this section
will protect the land behind from flooding, whilst
the beach management activities will help to
prevent undermining of defences.
To the south-west of Dawlish Warren, erosion is
prevented by the seawall and rock armour
therefore there will be no change in shoreline
position.

Ongoing beach management activities combined
with upgrade of the defences along the existing
alignment would continue to provide flood
protection to the land behind.
To the south-west of Dawlish Warren, erosion is
prevented by the seawall and rock armour
therefore there will be no change in shoreline
position, although these defences may need
upgrading to maintain the current level of
protection. These defences and the breakwater at
Langstone Point prevent alongshore supply to this
frontage.

There is also little or no sediment input from the
west past Langstone Rock

Langstone Rock
to Coryton Cove

New defences possibly including control
structures and/or beach recharge are likely to be
required during this period in order to maintain
current levels of protection.
Any improvement of defences along this western
stretch of Dawlish Warren could increase the
pressure along the central section, where
defences stop.
To the south-west of Dawlish Warren, erosion is
prevented by the seawall and rock armour
therefore there will be no change in shoreline
position, although these defences may need
upgrading to maintain the current level of
protection. These defences and the breakwater at
Langstone Point prevent alongshore supply to this
frontage.

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

A seawall extends along this section as protection
to the railway line. The beach fronting the seawall
is controlled by groynes and breakwaters.

For Policy Scenario A, it is assumed that the
seawall is maintained to continue to provide
protection to the mainline railway.

For Policy Scenario A, it is assumed that the
seawall is maintained to continue to provide
protection to the mainline railway.

For Policy Scenario A, it is assumed that the
seawall is maintained to continue to provide
protection to the mainline railway.

Upgrade of the defences is therefore likely to be
required at the beginning of this period in order
to maintain the current level of protection.

Upgrade of the defences could therefore be
required during this period in order to maintain
the current level of protection.

The presence of the seawall prevents erosion of

There would be no change in shoreline position,

There would be no change in shoreline position,
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Predicted Change
Change for ‘Policy Scenario A’
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

due to the continuation of the defences.

due to the continuation of the defences.

Beach narrowing will continue to be an important
issue, with most of the beach likely to disappear
during this period, due to lack of sediment input,
sea level rise and the defences preventing any
shoreline retreat. Defences will have to be
upgraded to cope with the increased pressure and
risk of overtopping which will result.

It is unlikely that any beaches would be present by
this period and therefore there would be
increased exposure and therefore pressure on
existing defences.

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

Short lengths of seawall that protect the railway
line are located at the backs of small pocket
beaches that indent this section.

For Policy Scenario A, it is assumed that the
seawall is maintained to continue to provide
protection to the mainline railway.

For Policy Scenario A, it is assumed that the
seawall is maintained to continue to provide
protection to the mainline railway.

For Policy Scenario A, it is assumed that the
seawall is maintained to continue to provide
protection to the mainline railway.

Upgrade of the defences is therefore likely to be
required at the beginning of this period in order
to maintain the current level of protection.

Upgrade of the defences could therefore be
required during this period in order to maintain
the current level of protection.

Monitoring of the undefended cliffed headlands
would be undertaken, and consideration may
need to be given during this period to
implementing measures to reduce the rate of
recession in these areas so as to protect the
railway line where it passes through tunnels
carved within these features.

Monitoring of the undefended cliffed headlands
would be undertaken, and consideration may
need to be given during this period to
implementing measures to reduce the rate of
recession in these areas so as to protect the
railway line where it passes through tunnels
carved within these features.

The cliffed headlands would continue to erode as

Continued erosion of the cliffed headlands as a

the cliff toe along this section and has resulted in
the cliff line being fixed over the past century or
more. A continuation of defences will result in no
change in shoreline position, and in turn a lack of
sediment supply to the local beaches.
Despite the presence of the control structures,
the beach fronting this section has a long term
trend of erosion and narrowing. The defences
along this section have prevented any input of
sediment through cliff erosion, but also sit several
metres in front of the natural cliffline. The trend
of erosion and narrowing would continue during
this period.
Coryton Cove to
Holcombe

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

This section consists of small cliffed headlands

New defences would therefore be required
during this period in order to reduce the risk to
the defences. There is already limited interaction
with adjacent shorelines therefore this would not
have an impact up or downdrift.
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Predicted Change
Change for ‘Policy Scenario A’
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

indented with small pocket beaches. These
beaches have been stable over the loner term and
this is expected to continue to 2025, although
coastal squeeze could become increasingly
important towards the end of this period.

historically at a rate of about 0.1m/yr due to
infrequent small scale cliff failure events, although
sea level rise could begin to lead to an increase in
this rate during this period, with total erosion of
2 to 6m predicted by 2055. This would likely
cause a significant risk to the railway line that runs
through tunnels carved inside these headlands,
and so measures may be needed to reduce the
rate of cliff recession during this period.

result of infrequent small scale cliff failure events
is expected to occur, although sea level rise could
begin to lead to an increase in this rate during this
period, with total erosion of 5 to 30m predicted
by 2105. This would likely cause a significant risk
to the railway line that runs through tunnels
carved inside these headlands. If not implemented
in the medium term, measures may be needed to
reduce the rate of cliff recession during this
period.

The cliffed headlands are undefended and
expected to continue to erode as historically as a
result of infrequent small scale cliff failures events,
with total erosion of 1 to 2m predicted by 2025.

Along the rest of the coast erosion would be
prevented by the presence of seawalls.
It is likely that the small pocket beaches would
narrow as a result of lack of sediment input,
defences preventing retreat and sea level rise.
This would increase exposure of the defences.

Along the rest of the coast erosion would be
prevented by the presence of seawalls.
As sea levels rise, the small pocket beaches could
narrow and in places disappear as a result of lack
of sediment input, defences preventing retreat
and sea level rise. This would increase exposure
of the defences and mean that they would require
upgrading to provide current levels of protection.

POLICY SCENARIO AREA: HOLCOMBE TO HOPE’S NOSE
NOSE
Holcombe to
Sprey Point

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

A seawall extends along this section as protection
to the railway line, which sits at the toe of the
cliffs.

For Policy Scenario A, it is assumed that the
seawall is maintained to continue to provide
protection to the mainline railway.

For Policy Scenario A, it is assumed that the
seawall is maintained to continue to provide
protection to the mainline railway.

For Policy Scenario A, it is assumed that the
seawall is maintained to continue to provide
protection to the mainline railway.

Upgrade of the defences is therefore likely to be
required at the beginning of this period in order
to maintain the current level of protection.

Upgrade of the defences could therefore be
required during this period in order to maintain
the current level of protection.
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Predicted Change
Change for ‘Policy Scenario A’
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

Continued defence of the cliff toe would result in
negligible cliff recession between 2025 and 2055
and so provide no input of sediment to the local
beach.

Continued defence of the cliff toe would result in
negligible cliff recession between 2055 and 2105
and so provide no input of sediment to the local
beach.

Sea level rise could cause further narrowing of
the beach. This would put increased pressure on
the existing defences and new defences, possibly
including control structures and/or beach
recharge, would likely be required in the early
part of this period.

Due to sea level rise it is expected that there
would be no beach fronting the defences, which
would have obvious impacts on the current
defences.

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

Policy Assessed
Assessed = Hold the Line

Sprey Point is a concrete platform protected by
seawall that is built out seawards from the
alignment of the adjacent seawalls.

Upgrade of the defences along this section is
likely to be required during this period in order
to maintain the current level of protection.

Upgrade of the defences along this section is
likely to be required during this period in order
to maintain the current level of protection.

The presence of the defences at Sprey Point
prevents erosion of the cliff toe along this section
and has resulted in negligible cliff recession
occurring over the past century or more, and in
turn a lack of sediment supply to the local
beaches. This situation is expected to continue to
2025.

Continued defence of the cliff toe would result in
negligible cliff recession between 2025 and 2055
and so provide no sediment to the local beach.

Continued defence of the cliff toe would result in
negligible cliff recession between 2055 and 2105
and so provide no sediment to the local beach.

Sea level rise could cause even further narrowing
of the beach. This would put increased pressure
on the existing defences and new defences,
possibly including control structures and/or beach
recharge, would likely be required in the early
part of this period.

Due to sea level rise it is expected that there
would be no beach fronting the defences, which
would have obvious impacts on the current
defences.

The presence of the seawall prevents erosion of
the cliff toe along this section and has resulted in
negligible cliff recession occurring over the past
century or more, and in turn a lack of sediment
supply to the local beaches. This situation is
expected to continue to 2025.
The beach fronting the seawall has a long term
trend of erosion and narrowing. Coastal squeeze
as a result of sea level rise is therefore likely to
become increasingly significant during this period
to 2025.
Sprey Point

There is very little beach fronting the seawall
along this section due to the prominence of Sprey
Point. The long term trend of erosion and
narrowing associated with coastal squeeze as a
result of sea level rise is therefore likely to
become increasingly significant during this period

Therefore, new defences possibly including
control structures and/or beach recharge could
be required during this period.

New defences possibly including control
structures and/or beach recharge could be
required during this period to retain the current
level of protection.
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Change for ‘Policy Scenario A’

Draft Policy Unit

Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

to 2025.
Sprey Point to
Teignmouth Pier

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

A seawall protects the railway line along the
northern part of this section, and provides flood
protection to low-lying land towards Teignmouth
Pier. Along the southern part of this section
fronting Teignmouth, groynes also help to control
the littoral drift of beach material.

Upgrade of the defences is likely to be required
during this period in order to maintain the
current level of protection.

Upgrade of the defences could be required during
this period in order to maintain the current level
of protection.

The presence of the seawall prevents erosion of
the cliff toe along this section and has resulted in
negligible cliff recession occurring over the past
century or more, and in turn a lack of sediment
supply to the local beaches. This situation would
continue to 2025, although very small scale,
localised landslides could occur as a result of
elevated groundwater conditions.

The continued protection of the cliff toe in the
northern part of this section would result in
negligible cliff recession, although some localised
small scale cliff failures could occur as a result of
elevated groundwater.

Much as for the Short and Medium Term.

The beach fronting the seawall in the northern
part of this section has a long term trend of
erosion and narrowing. Coastal squeeze as a
result of sea level rise is therefore likely to
become increasingly significant during this period
to 2025.
The beach towards the Teignmouth Pier has
historically fluctuated as part of a cyclic sediment
transport regime that exists in this area. This is
expected to continue to 2025. However, this
could be affected by any changes in the
management of the Teign Estuary and so this
would need to be looked at in further detail as

The beach along the northern part would be
expected to narrow as sea levels rise, and new
defences possibly including control structures
and/or beach recharge are anticipated to be
required during this period in order to reduce the
risk to the defences.
The beach fronting Teignmouth towards the pier
would be expected to continue to fluctuate as
part of the cyclic sediment transport system,
although sea level rise could cause some
narrowing of the beach in the longer term as it is
prevented from adapting by the seawall that backs
it.

Negligible cliff recession would be expected,
other than occasional localised small scale cliff
failures as a result of elevated groundwater levels.
As sea levels rise, the beaches along this section
backed by seawalls are expected to narrow and
steepen, and could possibly disappear in places
due to insufficient input of new sediment and the
fact that their seaward migration is prevented.
New defences including possibly control
structures and/or beach recharge may be
required during this period in order to maintain
current levels of protection.
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Predicted Change
Change for ‘Policy Scenario A’
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

part of any future Teign Estuary management.
Teignmouth Pier
to The Point

Teign Estuary –
The Point to
Teignmouth and
Shaldon Bridge

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

A seawall provides flood protection to low-lying
land along the open coast towards the mouth of
the Teign estuary.

Upgrade of the defences is likely to be required
during this period in order to maintain the
current level of protection.

Upgrade of the defences could be required during
this period in order to maintain the current level
of protection.

The beach towards the Teign estuary mouth has
historically fluctuated as part of a cyclic sediment
transport regime that exists in this area. This is
expected to continue to 2025.

The beach fronting Teignmouth towards the
mouth of the Teign estuary would be expected to
continue to fluctuate as part of the cyclic
sediment transport system, although sea level rise
could cause some narrowing of the beach in the
longer term as it is prevented from adapting by
the seawall that backs it.

As sea levels rise, the beaches along this section
backed by seawalls are expected to narrow and
steepen, and could possibly disappear in places
due to insufficient input of new sediment and the
fact that their seaward migration is prevented.

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

(adopted from South Devon CFMP)

(adopted from South Devon CFMP)

(adopted from South Devon CFMP)

A seawall protects the railway line along the
western end of this section. Other defences
including seawalls protect the eastern part of this
section on the inner part of the spit that extends
across the mouth of the estuary.

The CFMP policy for this section is “P5 – Take

The CFMP policy for this section is “P5 – Take

further action to reduce flood risk (now and in
the future)”.

further action to reduce flood risk (now and in
the future)”.

This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
‘Hold the Line’ throughout the estuary.

This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
‘Hold the Line’ throughout the estuary.

Upgrade of the defences is therefore likely to be
required during this period in order to maintain
the current level of protection.

Upgrade of the defences could therefore be
required during this period in order to maintain
the current level of protection.

The CFMP policy for this section is “P5 – Take

further action to reduce flood risk (now and in
the future)”.
This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
‘Hold the Line’ throughout the estuary.

New defences including possibly control
structures and/or beach recharge may be
required during this period in order to maintain
current levels of flood protection to the low-lying
areas of Teignmouth.
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Predicted Change
Change for ‘Policy Scenario A’
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

The Teign Estuary would be unable to translate
landwards in response to sea level rise during this
period due to the constraints of human
intervention and steeply rising valley sides where
no defences are present. It is therefore
anticipated that the estuary would accrete
vertically at a rate keeping pace with sea level rise
whilst generally maintaining its present form
during this period. This would likely involve
erosion of some parts of the estuary to supply
sediment to allow vertical accretion, and new
sediment inputs from upstream sources would
also contribute.

New defences may be required during this period
in order to maintain current levels of protection.

Continued maintenance of some of the defences
within this section is therefore assumed to occur
during this period under this policy.
The Teign Estuary is likely to maintain its current
form during this period, assuming riverine
sediment inputs continue as at present.

This in turn could have impacts on the cyclic
sediment circulation around the estuary mouth,
though further detailed study is required to assess
the full implications of this.

Teign Estuary –
North Shore
(Teignmouth and
Shaldon Bridge to
Passage House
Hotel)

The Teign Estuary would be unable to translate
landwards in response to sea level rise during this
period due to the constraints of human
intervention and steeply rising valley sides where
no defences are present. It is therefore
anticipated that the estuary would accrete
vertically at a rate keeping pace with sea level rise
whilst generally maintaining its present form
during this period. This would likely involve
erosion of some parts of the estuary to supply
sediment to allow vertical accretion, and new
sediment inputs from upstream sources would
also contribute.
This in turn could have impacts on the cyclic
sediment circulation around the estuary mouth,
though further detailed study is required to assess
the full implications of this.

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

Policy Assessed = Hold the
the Line

(adopted from South Devon CFMP)

(adopted from South Devon CFMP)

(adopted from South Devon CFMP)

A seawall protects the railway line along the
length of this section that extends along the north
shore of the Teign Estuary.

The CFMP policy for this section is “P5 – Take

The CFMP policy for this section is “P5 – Take

further action to reduce flood risk (now and in
the future)”.

further action to reduce flood risk (now and in
the future)”.

The CFMP policy for this section is “P5 – Take

This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean

This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
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Predicted Change
Change for ‘Policy Scenario A’
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

further action to reduce flood risk (now and in
the future)”.
This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
‘Hold the Line’ throughout the estuary.
Continued maintenance of some of the defences
within this section is therefore assumed to occur
during this period under this policy.
The Teign Estuary is likely to maintain its current
form during this period, assuming riverine
sediment inputs continue as at present.

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)
‘Hold the Line’ throughout the estuary.

‘Hold the Line’ throughout the estuary.

Upgrade of the defences is therefore likely to be
required during this period in order to maintain
the current level of protection.

Upgrade of the defences could therefore be
required during this period in order to maintain
the current level of protection.

The Teign Estuary would be unable to translate
landwards in response to sea level rise during this
period due to the constraints of human
intervention and steeply rising valley sides where
no defences are present. It is therefore
anticipated that the estuary would accrete
vertically at a rate keeping pace with sea level rise
whilst generally maintaining its present form
during this period. This would likely involve
erosion of some parts of the estuary to supply
sediment to allow vertical accretion, and new
sediment inputs from upstream sources would
also contribute.

New defences may be required during this period
in order to maintain current levels of protection.

This in turn could have impacts on the cyclic
sediment circulation around the estuary mouth,
though further detailed study is required to assess
the full implications of this.

Teign Estuary –
Passage House

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

The Teign Estuary would be unable to translate
landwards in response to sea level rise during this
period due to the constraints of human
intervention and steeply rising valley sides where
no defences are present. It is therefore
anticipated that the estuary would accrete
vertically at a rate keeping pace with sea level rise
whilst generally maintaining its present form
during this period. This would likely involve
erosion of some parts of the estuary to supply
sediment to allow vertical accretion, and new
sediment inputs from upstream sources would
also contribute.
This in turn could have impacts on the cyclic
sediment circulation around the estuary mouth,
though further detailed study is required to assess
the full implications of this.

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

(adopted from South Devon CFMP)

(adopted from South Devon CFMP)

(adopted from South Devon CFMP)
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Hotel to A383
Kingsteignton
Road Bridge

Predicted Change
Change for ‘Policy Scenario A’
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

Defences along this section protect low-lying
areas from flooding. These would be retained
during this period.

The CFMP policy for this section is “P5 – Take

The CFMP policy for this section is “P5 – Take

further action to reduce flood risk (now and in
the future)”.

further action to reduce flood risk (now and in
the future)”.

The CFMP policy for this section is “P5 – Take

This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
‘Hold the Line’ throughout the estuary.

This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
‘Hold the Line’ throughout the estuary.

Upgrade of the defences is therefore likely to be
required during this period in order to maintain
the current level of protection.

Upgrade of the defences could therefore be
required during this period in order to maintain
the current level of protection.

The Teign Estuary would be unable to translate
landwards in response to sea level rise during this
period due to the constraints of human
intervention and steeply rising valley sides where
no defences are present. It is therefore
anticipated that the estuary would accrete
vertically at a rate keeping pace with sea level rise
whilst generally maintaining its present form
during this period. This would likely involve
erosion of some parts of the estuary to supply
sediment to allow vertical accretion, and new
sediment inputs from upstream sources would
also contribute.

New defences may be required during this period
in order to maintain current levels of protection.

further action to reduce flood risk (now and in
the future)”.
This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
‘Hold the Line’ throughout the estuary.
Continued maintenance of some of the defences
within this section is therefore assumed to occur
during this period under this policy.
The Teign Estuary is likely to maintain its current
form during this period, assuming riverine
sediment inputs continue as at present.

This in turn could have impacts on the cyclic
sediment circulation around the estuary mouth,
though further detailed study is required to assess
the full implications of this.

The Teign Estuary would be unable to translate
landwards in response to sea level rise during this
period due to the constraints of human
intervention and steeply rising valley sides where
no defences are present. It is therefore
anticipated that the estuary would accrete
vertically at a rate keeping pace with sea level rise
whilst generally maintaining its present form
during this period. This would likely involve
erosion of some parts of the estuary to supply
sediment to allow vertical accretion, and new
sediment inputs from upstream sources would
also contribute.
This in turn could have impacts on the cyclic
sediment circulation around the estuary mouth,
though further detailed study is required to assess
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Predicted Change
Change for ‘Policy Scenario A’
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)
the full implications of this.

Teign Estuary –
Kingsteignton and
Newton Abbot

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

(adopted from South Devon CFMP)

(adopted from South Devon CFMP)

(adopted from South Devon CFMP)

Defences along this section protect low-lying
areas from flooding. These would be retained
during this period.

The CFMP policy for this section is “P5 – Take

The CFMP policy for this section is “P5 – Take

further action to reduce flood risk (now and in
the future)”.

further action to reduce flood risk (now and in
the future)”.

The CFMP policy for this section is “P5 – Take

This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
‘Hold the Line’ throughout the estuary.

This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
‘Hold the Line’ throughout the estuary.

Upgrade of the defences is therefore likely to be
required during this period in order to maintain
the current level of protection.

Upgrade of the defences could therefore be
required during this period in order to maintain
the current level of protection.

The Teign Estuary would be unable to translate
landwards in response to sea level rise during this
period due to the constraints of human
intervention and steeply rising valley sides where
no defences are present. It is therefore
anticipated that the estuary would accrete
vertically at a rate keeping pace with sea level rise
whilst generally maintaining its present form
during this period. This would likely involve
erosion of some parts of the estuary to supply
sediment to allow vertical accretion, and new
sediment inputs from upstream sources would
also contribute.

New defences may be required during this period
in order to maintain current levels of protection.

further action to reduce flood risk (now and in
the future)”.
This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
‘Hold the Line’ throughout the estuary.
Continued maintenance of some of the defences
within this section is therefore assumed to occur
during this period under this policy.
The Teign Estuary is likely to maintain its current
form during this period, assuming riverine
sediment inputs continue as at present.

This in turn could have impacts on the cyclic

The Teign Estuary would be unable to translate
landwards in response to sea level rise during this
period due to the constraints of human
intervention and steeply rising valley sides where
no defences are present. It is therefore
anticipated that the estuary would accrete
vertically at a rate keeping pace with sea level rise
whilst generally maintaining its present form
during this period. This would likely involve
erosion of some parts of the estuary to supply
sediment to allow vertical accretion, and new
sediment inputs from upstream sources would
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Teign Estuary –
South Shore
(Newton Abbot
to Shaldon)

Predicted Change
Change for ‘Policy Scenario A’
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

sediment circulation around the estuary mouth,
though further detailed study is required to assess
the full implications of this.

also contribute.

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

(adopted from South Devon CFMP)

(adopted from South Devon CFMP)

(adopted from South Devon CFMP)

There are only a few very small scale private
defences along this otherwise undefended section.
These would be retained during this period.

The CFMP policy for this section is “P5 – Take

The CFMP policy for this section is “P5 – Take

further action to reduce flood risk (now and in
the future)”.

further action to reduce flood risk (now and in
the future)”.

The CFMP policy for this section is “P5 – Take

This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
‘Hold the Line’ throughout the estuary.

This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
‘Hold the Line’ throughout the estuary.

Upgrade of the defences is therefore likely to be
required during this period in order to maintain
the current level of protection.

Upgrade of the defences could therefore be
required during this period in order to maintain
the current level of protection.

The Teign Estuary would be unable to translate
landwards in response to sea level rise during this
period due to the constraints of human
intervention and steeply rising valley sides where
no defences are present. It is therefore
anticipated that the estuary would accrete
vertically at a rate keeping pace with sea level rise
whilst generally maintaining its present form
during this period. This would likely involve
erosion of some parts of the estuary to supply

New defences may be required during this period
in order to maintain current levels of protection.

further action to reduce flood risk (now and in
the future)”.
This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
‘Hold the Line’ throughout the estuary.
Continued maintenance of some of the defences
within this section is therefore assumed to occur
during this period under this policy.
The Teign Estuary is likely to maintain its current
form during this period, assuming riverine
sediment inputs continue as at present.

This in turn could have impacts on the cyclic
sediment circulation around the estuary mouth,
though further detailed study is required to assess
the full implications of this.

The Teign Estuary would be unable to translate
landwards in response to sea level rise during this
period due to the constraints of human
intervention and steeply rising valley sides where
no defences are present. It is therefore
anticipated that the estuary would accrete
vertically at a rate keeping pace with sea level rise
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Predicted Change
Change for ‘Policy Scenario A’
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)
sediment to allow vertical accretion, and new
sediment inputs from upstream sources would
also contribute.
This in turn could have impacts on the cyclic
sediment circulation around the estuary mouth,
though further detailed study is required to assess
the full implications of this.

Teign Estuary Shaldon

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)
whilst generally maintaining its present form
during this period. This would likely involve
erosion of some parts of the estuary to supply
sediment to allow vertical accretion, and new
sediment inputs from upstream sources would
also contribute.
This in turn could have impacts on the cyclic
sediment circulation around the estuary mouth,
though further detailed study is required to assess
the full implications of this.

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

(adopted from South Devon CFMP)

(adopted from South Devon CFMP)

(adopted from South Devon CFMP)

Defences at Shaldon protect areas of low-lying
land from flooding. These would be retained
during this period.

The CFMP policy for this section is “P5 – Take

The CFMP policy for this section is “P5 – Take

further action to reduce flood risk (now and in
the future)”.

further action to reduce flood risk (now and in
the future)”.

The CFMP policy for this section is “P5 – Take

This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
‘Hold the Line’ throughout the estuary.

This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
‘Hold the Line’ throughout the estuary.

Upgrade of the defences is therefore likely to be
required during this period in order to maintain
the current level of protection.

Upgrade of the defences could therefore be
required during this period in order to maintain
the current level of protection.

The Teign Estuary would be unable to translate
landwards in response to sea level rise during this
period due to the constraints of human
intervention and steeply rising valley sides where
no defences are present. It is therefore

New defences may be required during this period
in order to maintain current levels of protection.

further action to reduce flood risk (now and in
the future)”.
This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
‘Hold the Line’ throughout the estuary.
Continued maintenance of some of the defences
within this section is therefore assumed to occur
during this period under this policy.
The Teign Estuary is likely to maintain its current
form during this period, assuming riverine
sediment inputs continue as at present.

The Teign Estuary would be unable to translate
landwards in response to sea level rise during this
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Predicted Change
Change for ‘Policy Scenario A’
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

anticipated that the estuary would accrete
vertically at a rate keeping pace with sea level rise
whilst generally maintaining its present form
during this period. This would likely involve
erosion of some parts of the estuary to supply
sediment to allow vertical accretion, and new
sediment inputs from upstream sources would
also contribute.

period due to the constraints of human
intervention and steeply rising valley sides where
no defences are present. It is therefore
anticipated that the estuary would accrete
vertically at a rate keeping pace with sea level rise
whilst generally maintaining its present form
during this period. This would likely involve
erosion of some parts of the estuary to supply
sediment to allow vertical accretion, and new
sediment inputs from upstream sources would
also contribute.

This in turn could have impacts on the cyclic
sediment circulation around the estuary mouth,
though further detailed study is required to assess
the full implications of this.
This would also be likely to lead to increased risk
of flooding to low lying land at Shaldon unless
defences are also upgraded in response.

This in turn could have impacts on the cyclic
sediment circulation around the estuary mouth,
though further detailed study is required to assess
the full implications of this.
This would also be likely to lead to increased risk
of flooding to low lying land at Shaldon unless
defences are also upgraded in response.

Shaldon (The
Ness) to
Maidencombe
(North)

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

Policy
Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

There are no defences along this section.

No defences.

No defences.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section consists of relatively resistant rock
that has eroded very little over the past century.
This is expected to continue in the short term,
with total erosion of about 2m predicted by 2025.
The Ness would remain as a southern control of
the estuary mouth.

Slow cliff erosion would continue as historically at
a rate of about 0.2m/yr, although the effect of sea
level rise could result in this rate increasing during
this period, with total erosion of up to 7m
predicted by 2055. The Ness would remain as a
southern control of the estuary mouth.

Slow cliff erosion would continue as historically at
a rate of about 0.2m/yr, although the effect of sea
level rise could result in this rate increasing during
this period, with total erosion of 10 to 25m
predicted by 2105. The Ness would remain as a
southern control of the estuary mouth.

Narrow beaches may be retained as small pocket

As sea levels rise some of the pocket beaches

Many of the small pocket beaches will have
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Maidencombe

Predicted Change
Change for ‘Policy Scenario A’
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

beaches that indent this section, if there is
sufficient local sediment input from the sandstone
cliffs.

could become submerged as the rate of cliff
erosion does not keep pace with the accelerated
rate of sea level rise. Other beaches may remain if
there is sufficient local erosion to maintain the
beaches.

become submerged due to accelerated sea level
rise meaning that cliffs here will plunge directly
into the sea. This may result in a slight increase in
erosion rates, but in general the rate of erosion is
determined by the relatively resistant geology.

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

The majority of this section is undefended but
there are some short lengths of wall, associated
with provision of facilities, located at the back of
the small pocket beach at Maidencombe.

It is anticipated that the short lengths of wall
along this section could fail during this period as a
result of no maintenance assumed to occur under
Policy Scenario A.

It is anticipated that the short lengths of wall
along this section would fail during this period as
a result of no maintenance assumed to occur
under Policy Scenario A. This section would
continue to evolve naturally thereafter, in a
similar manner to adjacent sections of coast.

Much of this section consists of relatively resistant
rock that has eroded very little over the past
century. This is expected to continue in the short
term, with total erosion of about 2m predicted by
2025.

Slow cliff erosion would continue as historically at
a rate of about 0.2m/yr, although the effect of sea
level rise could result in this rate increasing during
this period, with total erosion of up to 7m
predicted by 2055.

Slow cliff erosion would continue as historically at
a rate of about 0.2m/yr, although the effect of sea
level rise could result in this rate increasing during
this period, with total erosion of 10 to 25m
predicted by 2105.

The short lengths of wall located at the back of
the small pocket beach that indents this section
serve to prevent erosion of the cliff toe very
locally, although they are unlikely to significantly
inhibit supply of sediment to the local beach.

As sea levels rise, the pocket beach could become
submerged if the rate of cliff erosion does not
keep pace with the accelerated rate of sea level
rise. If there is sufficient local erosion, then a
narrow beach may be maintained.

A narrow beach may be retained if there is
sufficient local sediment input from the sandstone
cliffs.

The few coastal structures that exist could be lost
during this period should the beach narrow
sufficiently, but loss of these is unlikely to have a

The small pocket beach will have become
submerged due to accelerated sea level rise
meaning that cliffs here will plunge directly into
the sea. This may result in a slight increase in
erosion rates, but in general the rate of erosion is
determined by the relatively resistant geology and
as such it would not be expected to keep pace
with sea level rise, even with the loss of localised

It is assumed that, under Policy Scenario A, that it
would be unlikely that these structures would
attract public funds to be maintained or upgraded,
and as such no maintenance of these is
anticipated.
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Maidencombe
(South) to
Watcombe Head

Watcombe

Predicted Change
Change for ‘Policy Scenario A’
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

significant impact on the coastal evolution.

defences by this period.

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

There are no defences along this section.

No defences.

No defences.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section consists of relatively resistant rock
that has eroded very little over the past century.
This is expected to continue in the short term,
with total erosion of about 2m predicted by 2025.
The Ness would remain as a southern control of
the estuary mouth.

Slow cliff erosion would continue as historically at
a rate of about 0.2m/yr, although the effect of sea
level rise could result in this rate increasing during
this period, with total erosion of up to 7m
predicted by 2055. The Ness would remain as a
southern control of the estuary mouth.

Slow cliff erosion would continue as historically at
a rate of about 0.2m/yr, although the effect of sea
level rise could result in this rate increasing during
this period, with total erosion of 10 to 25m
predicted by 2105. The Ness would remain as a
southern control of the estuary mouth.

Narrow beaches may be retained as small pocket
beaches that indent this section, if there is
sufficient local sediment input from the sandstone
cliffs.

As sea levels rise some of the pocket beaches
could become submerged as the rate of cliff
erosion does not keep pace with the accelerated
rate of sea level rise. Other beaches may remain if
there is sufficient local erosion to maintain the
beaches.

Many of the small pocket beaches will have
become submerged due to accelerated sea level
rise meaning that cliffs here will plunge directly
into the sea. This may result in a slight increase in
erosion rates, but in general the rate of erosion is
determined by the relatively resistant geology.

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

Policy Assessed
Assessed = No Active Intervention

The majority of this section is undefended but
there are some short lengths of wall, associated
with provision of facilities, located at the back of
the small pocket beach at Watcombe.

It is anticipated that the short lengths of wall
along this section could fail during this period as a
result of no maintenance assumed to occur under
Policy Scenario A.

It is anticipated that the short lengths of wall
along this section would fail during this period as
a result of no maintenance assumed to occur
under Policy Scenario A. This section would
continue to evolve naturally thereafter, in a
similar manner to adjacent sections of coast.

Slow cliff erosion would continue as historically at

Slow cliff erosion would continue as historically at

It is assumed that, under Policy Scenario A, it
would be unlikely that these structures would
attract public funds to be maintained or upgraded,
and as such no maintenance of these is
anticipated.
Much of this section consists of relatively resistant
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Watcombe
(South) to Petit
Tor Point

Predicted Change
Change for ‘Policy Scenario A’
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

rock that has eroded very little over the past
century. This is expected to continue in the short
term, with total erosion of about 2m predicted by
2025.

a rate of about 0.2m/yr, although the effect of sea
level rise could result in this rate increasing during
this period, with total erosion of up to 7m
predicted by 2055.

a rate of about 0.2m/yr, although the effect of sea
level rise could result in this rate increasing during
this period, with total erosion of 10 to 25m
predicted by 2105.

The short lengths of wall located at the back of
the small pocket beach that indents this section
serve to prevent erosion of the cliff toe very
locally, although they are unlikely to significantly
inhibit supply of sediment to the local beach.

As sea levels rise, the pocket beach could become
submerged if the rate of cliff erosion does not
keep pace with the accelerated rate of sea level
rise. If there is sufficient local erosion, then a
narrow beach may be maintained.

A narrow beach may be retained if there is
sufficient local sediment input from the sandstone
cliffs.

The few coastal structures that exist could be lost
during this period should the beach narrow
sufficiently, but loss of these is unlikely to have a
significant impact on the coastal evolution.

The small pocket beach will have become
submerged due to accelerated sea level rise
meaning that cliffs here will plunge directly into
the sea. This may result in a slight increase in
erosion rates, but in general the rate of erosion is
determined by the relatively resistant geology and
as such it would not be expected to keep pace
with sea level rise, even with the loss of localised
defences by this period.

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

Policy Assessed = No Active
Active Intervention

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

There are no defences along this section.

No defences.

No defences.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section consists of relatively resistant rock
that has eroded very little over the past century.
This is expected to continue in the short term,
with total erosion of about 2m predicted by 2025.
The Ness would remain as a southern control of
the estuary mouth.

Slow cliff erosion would continue as historically at
a rate of about 0.2m/yr, although the effect of sea
level rise could result in this rate increasing during
this period, with total erosion of up to 7m
predicted by 2055. The Ness would remain as a
southern control of the estuary mouth.

Slow cliff erosion would continue as historically at
a rate of about 0.2m/yr, although the effect of sea
level rise could result in this rate increasing during
this period, with total erosion of 10 to 25m
predicted by 2105. The Ness would remain as a
southern control of the estuary mouth.

Narrow beaches may be retained as small pocket
beaches that indent this section, if there is
sufficient local sediment input from the sandstone
cliffs.

As sea levels rise some of the pocket beaches
could become submerged as the rate of cliff
erosion does not keep pace with the accelerated
rate of sea level rise. Other beaches may remain if
there is sufficient local erosion to maintain the

Many of the small pocket beaches will have
become submerged due to accelerated sea level
rise meaning that cliffs here will plunge directly
into the sea. This may result in a slight increase in
erosion rates, but in general the rate of erosion is
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Petit Tor Point to
Walls Hill

Predicted Change
Change for ‘Policy Scenario A’
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

beaches.

determined by the relatively resistant geology.

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

Much of this cliffed frontage is protected by a
range of structures including seawalls and
revetments. There are some short lengths of
undefended cliff, mostly along the northern part
of this section.

Upgrade of defences is anticipated to be required
during this period in order to maintain current
levels of protection.

Upgrade of defences may be required during this
period in order to maintain current levels of
protection.

The unprotected sandstone cliffs along the
northern part of this section have eroded slowly
in the past as a result of infrequent and small scale
cliff failures. This is expected to continue during
this period, with total erosion of between 3 and
10m predicted by 2025 along this section.

Slow erosion of the unprotected ciffs would
continue as historically at a rate of about
0.15m/yr, although the effect of rising sea level
would have varying impacts depending upon the
nature of the cliffs, with total erosion of between
7 and 10m predicted by 2055.

Slow erosion of the unprotected cliffs would
continue as historically at a rate of about
0.15m/yr, although the effect of rising sea level
would have varying impacts depending upon the
nature of the cliffs, with total erosion of 10 to
15m predicted by 2105 along most of this section.

Along Oddicombe Beach there are defences in
front of the cliff toe which protects the lift and
facilities at the back of the beach. These also
serve to prevent any local release of sediment
from cliff erosion. Here beaches will continue to
narrow and steepen, as experienced historically.
There is a similar situation at Redgate Beach.

Narrowing beaches in front of the existing
defences would become an increasing issue due
to accelerated sea level rise. This could
necessitate upgrading of the defences.

As sea levels rise and with insufficient input of
sediment from cliff erosion, the beaches are likely
to disappear with water levels up to the toe of
the defences, due to accelerated sea level rise.
This could result in further improvements to the
defences being required.

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

There are no defences along this section.

No defences.

No defences.

It is assumed under Policy Scenario A that these
sections will be maintained during this period.

Any impacts if defences are only felt very locally
as there is no linkage with other adjacent pocket
beaches.
Walls Hill
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Anstey’s Cove

Predicted Change
Change for ‘Policy Scenario A’
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

The unprotected sandstone cliffs have eroded
slowly in the past as a result of infrequent and
small scale cliff failures. This is expected to
continue during this period, with total erosion of
between 3 and 10m predicted by 2025 along this
section.

Slow erosion of the unprotected ciffs would
continue as historically at a rate of about
0.15m/yr, although the effect of rising sea level
would have varying impacts depending upon the
nature of the cliffs, with total erosion of between
7 and 10m predicted by 2055.

Slow erosion of the unprotected cliffs would
continue as historically at a rate of about
0.15m/yr, although the effect of rising sea level
would have varying impacts depending upon the
nature of the cliffs, with total erosion of 15 to
25m predicted at Walls Hill by 2105.

Policy
Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

Much of this cliffed frontage is unprotected, but
within the small pocket beaches there are a
number of seawalls that prevent erosion locally.

It is anticipated that the short lengths of wall
along this section could fail during this period as a
result of no maintenance assumed to occur under
Policy Scenario A.

It is anticipated that the short lengths of wall
along this section would fail during this period as
a result of no maintenance assumed to occur
under Policy Scenario A. This section would
continue to evolve naturally thereafter, in a
similar manner to adjacent sections of coast.

The unprotected sandstone cliffs have eroded
slowly in the past as a result of infrequent and
small scale cliff failures. This is expected to
continue during this period, with total erosion of
between 3 and 10m predicted by 2025 along this
section.

Slow erosion of the unprotected ciffs would
continue as historically at a rate of about
0.15m/yr, although the effect of rising sea level
would have varying impacts depending upon the
nature of the cliffs, with total erosion of between
7 and 10m predicted by 2055.

Slow erosion of the unprotected cliffs would
continue as historically at a rate of about
0.15m/yr, although the effect of rising sea level
would have varying impacts depending upon the
nature of the cliffs, with total erosion of 10 to
15m predicted by 2105 along most of this section.

The small beaches along this section would
narrow and steepen in front of the defences
during this period.

Narrowing beaches in front of the existing
defences would become an increasing issue due
to accelerated sea level rise. This could accelerate
the loss of the defences by undermining.

As sea levels rise and with insufficient input of
sediment from cliff erosion, the beaches are likely
to disappear with water levels up to the toe of
the cliff following loss of the defences, due to
accelerated sea level rise. This could result in a
slight increase in the rate of recession.

It is assumed that, under Policy Scenario A, that it
would be unlikely that these structures would
attract public funds to be maintained or upgraded,
and as such no maintenance of these is
anticipated.

Any impacts if defences are only felt very locally
as there is no linkage with other adjacent pocket
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Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

beaches.
Anstey’s Cove to
Hope’s Nose

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention
Intervention

There are no defences along this section.

No defences.

No defences.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

The unprotected sandstone cliffs have eroded
slowly in the past as a result of infrequent and
small scale cliff failures. This is expected to
continue during this period, with total erosion of
between 3 and 10m predicted by 2025 along this
section.

Slow erosion of the unprotected ciffs would
continue as historically at a rate of about
0.15m/yr, although the effect of rising sea level
would have varying impacts depending upon the
nature of the cliffs, with total erosion of between
7 and 10m predicted by 2055.

Slow erosion of the unprotected cliffs would
continue as historically at a rate of about
0.15m/yr, although the effect of rising sea level
would have varying impacts depending upon the
nature of the cliffs, with total erosion of 10 to
15m predicted by 2105 along most of this section.

POLICY SCENARIO AREA: HOPE’S NOSE TO BERRY HEAD (TOR BAY)
Hope’s Nose to
Meadfoot Beach
(East)

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

There are no defences along this section.

No defences.

No defences.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

The unprotected cliffs along this section consist of
relatively resistant rocks that have historically
eroded very slowly. This is expected to continue
to 2025, with total erosion of 1 to 10m predicted
over this period at rates of about 0.05 to
0.25m/yr, depending upon specific local geology
and the occurrence of small scale, localised cliff
failure events.

Cliff erosion of the unprotected cliffs along this
section would continue only very slowly as has
occurred historically, with total erosion of 2 to
13m predicted by 2055 depending upon specific
local geology and the occurrence of small scale,
localised cliff failure events.

Continued slow cliff erosion of the unprotected
cliffs would continue as historically, with total
erosion of between 5 and 30m predicted by 2105
depending upon specific local geology and the
occurrence of small scale, localised cliff failure
events.

Sea level rise would cause narrowing and
steepening of the small pocket beaches along this
section as there is limited new sediment input
from local cliff erosion and they are prevented
from retreating landwards by the resistant cliffs
that back them.

As sea levels rise, it is expected that there would
be further narrowing and steepening of the small
pocket beaches along this section due to no new
inputs of sediment. By the end of this period
beaches would either be very narrow or non
existent along this shoreline.

The few small pocket beaches that indent this
section of coast have been relatively stable over
the long term, and this is expected to continue
during most of this period. Coastal squeeze as a
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Predicted Change
Change for ‘Policy Scenario A’
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

result of sea level rise could however, leading to
narrower beaches if local cliff erosion does not
keep pace to supply sufficient input of sediment.
Meadfoot Beach

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

Policy Assessed = Hold the
the Line

A range of defences and other structures are
located along this section, including seawalls and
revetments. These provide protection against
both erosion and flooding of property and
infrastructure, and would be expected to be
maintained during this period under Policy
Scenario A.

The defences along this section would be
expected to be maintained during this period.
There may also be a need for the defences to be
upgraded by raising defence heights in order to
continue to provide current levels of protection.

The defences along this section would be
expected to be maintained during this period.
There may also be a need for the defences to be
upgraded by raising defence heights in order to
continue to provide current levels of protection.

There has been very little recession of the cliffs,
which are protected at the base by the various
defences located along this section. Defences are
likely to remain in place during this period,
therefore this trend would continue.

There has been very little recession of the cliffs,
which are protected at the base by the various
defences located along this section. Defences are
likely to remain in place during this period,
therefore this trend would continue.

There has been very little recession of the cliffs,
which are protected at the base by the various
defences located along this section. Defences are
likely to remain in place during this period,
therefore this trend would continue.

The beach along this section of coast has been
relatively stable over the long term, and this is
expected to continue during most of this period.
Coastal squeeze as a result of sea level rise could
however become increasingly an issue towards
the end of this period, which would increase
pressure on the defences and hasten their failure.
This could be a particular issue at along this
section as Meadfoot Beach is already very narrow.

Sea level rise would cause narrowing and
steepening of the beach along this section where
it has been prevented from retreating by
defences. There is also limited new sediment
input from local cliff erosion to keep pace with
sea level rise.

As sea levels rise, it is expected that there would
be further narrowing and steepening of the beach
along this section due to no new inputs of
sediment. By the end of this period, the beach
would either be very narrow or non existent
along this shoreline.

New defences are likely to be required during this
period in order to counter the effects of rising
sea levels and the increased risk of undermining
posed by narrowing beaches.

New defences could be required during this
period in order to counter the effects of rising
sea levels and the increased risk of undermining
posed by narrowing beaches.
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Draft Policy Unit
Meadfoot Beach
(West) to Beacon
Cove

Beacon Cove to
Torre Abbey
Sands (Torquay
Harbour)

Predicted Change
Change for ‘Policy Scenario A’
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention
Intervention

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

There are no defences along this section.

No defences.

No defences.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

The unprotected cliffs along this section consist of
relatively resistant rocks that have historically
eroded very slowly. This is expected to continue
to 2025, with total erosion of 1 to 10m predicted
over this period at rates of about 0.05 to
0.25m/yr, depending upon specific local geology
and the occurrence of small scale, localised cliff
failure events.

Cliff erosion of the unprotected cliffs along this
section would continue only very slowly as has
occurred historically, with total erosion of 2 to
13m predicted by 2055 depending upon specific
local geology and the occurrence of small scale,
localised cliff failure events.

Continued slow cliff erosion of the unprotected
cliffs would continue as historically, with total
erosion of between 5 and 30m predicted by 2105
depending upon specific local geology and the
occurrence of small scale, localised cliff failure
events.

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

Policy
Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

A range of defences and other structures are
located along this section, including seawalls,
revetments and breakwaters associated with
Torquay Marina.

It is assumed that the structures along this section
will be maintained during this period and so they
will continue to afford protection.

It is assumed that the structures along this section
will be maintained during this period and so they
will continue to afford protection.

These may therefore require upgrading during
this period in order to maintain current levels of
protection.

These may therefore require upgrading during
this period in order to maintain current levels of
protection.

The continued presence of defences along the
remaining parts of this section of coast would
result in no change in cliff position over this
period along this section.

The continued presence of defences along the
remaining parts of this section of coast would
result in no change in cliff position over this
period along this section.

These protect the cliff toe from erosion and lowlying areas from flooding, although not all of the
structures were designed for this purpose.
It is assumed that these structures will be
maintained during this period and so they will
continue to afford protection.
There has been very little recession of the cliffs
that are protected at the base by the various
defences and structures located along this section.
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Draft Policy Unit
Torre Abbey
Sands

Corbyn’s Head

Predicted Change
Change for ‘Policy Scenario A’
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

Defences along the back of the pocket beach in
this section protect low-lying land behind from
flooding. These would be maintained during this
period.

Upgrade of defences along this section is likely to
be required during this period in order to
maintain current levels of protection.

Upgrade of defences along this section could be
required during this period in order to maintain
current levels of protection.

The beach along this section of coast has been
relatively stable over the long term, and this is
expected to continue during this period. Coastal
squeeze as a result of sea level rise could
however become increasingly an issue towards
the end of this period.

Sea level rise would be expected to cause
narrowing and steepening of the beach along this
section where it is prevented from retreating by
defences and receive no new sediment input from
local cliff erosion to the south or east.

As sea levels rise, it is expected that there would
be further narrowing and steepening of the beach
along this section due to no new inputs of
sediment. Unless defences were upgraded
(possibly including beach recharge), this could
increase flood risk to the low-lying land behind.

This could result in an increased flood risk to the
low-lying land behind the defences, and new
defences possibly including beach recharge may be
required during this period to maintain current
levels of protection.

It is unlikely that any changes along this frontage
would impact adjacent stretches of coast, as
Livermead Head and Hope’s Nose prevent
sediment transport out of this frontage.

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

There are no defences along this short length of
coast. This section would continue to evolve
naturally.

No defences.

No defences.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

The unprotected cliffs along this section consist of
relatively resistant rocks that have historically
eroded very slowly. This is expected to continue
to 2025 assuming average retreat rates of about
0.05 to 0.25m/yr. However, localised landslide
events could occur. causing loss of upto 10m in
one go. Therefore total erosion during this period
is predicted to be between 1 to 10m, depending
upon specific local geology and the occurrence of

Cliff erosion of the unprotected cliffs along this
section would continue only very slowly as has
occurred historically, with total erosion of 2 to
10m predicted by 2055 depending upon specific
local geology and the occurrence of small scale,
localised cliff failure events.

Continued slow cliff erosion of the unprotected
cliffs would continue as historically, with total
erosion of between 5 and 10m predicted by 2105
depending upon specific local geology and the
occurrence of small scale, localised cliff failure
events.
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Draft Policy Unit

Predicted Change
Change for ‘Policy Scenario A’
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

small scale, localised cliff failure events.
Livermead Sands

Livermead Head

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

Policy Assessed
Assessed = Hold the Line

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

A sea wall protects the land behind from flooding.
These defences would be retained during this
period.

Upgrade of defences along this section is likely to
be required during this period in order to
maintain current levels of protection.

Upgrade of defences along this section could be
required during this period in order to maintain
current levels of protection.

The beach along this section of coast has been
relatively stable over the long term, and this is
expected to continue during this period. Coastal
squeeze as a result of sea level rise could,
however, become increasingly an issue towards
the end of this period.

Sea level rise would be expected to cause
narrowing and steepening of the beach along this
section where it is prevented from retreating by
defences and receives no new sediment input
from local cliff erosion to the north or south.

As sea levels rise, it is expected that there would
be further narrowing and steepening of the beach
along this section due to no new inputs of
sediment. Unless defences were upgraded
(possibly including beach recharge), this could
increase flood risk to the low-lying land behind.

This could result in an increased flood risk to
areas where defences are backed by low-lying
land, and new defences possibly including beach
recharge may be required during this period to
maintain current levels of protection.

It is unlikely that any changes along this frontage
would impact adjacent stretches of coast, as
Livermead Head and Hope’s Nose prevent
sediment transport out of this frontage.

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

There are no defences along this short length of
coast. This section would continue to evolve
naturally.

No defences.

No defences.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

The unprotected cliffs along this section consist of
relatively resistant rocks that have historically
eroded very slowly. This is expected to continue
to 2025 assuming average retreat rates of about
0.05 to 0.25m/yr. However, localised landslide
events could occur. causing loss of upto 10m in
one go. Therefore total erosion during this period
is predicted to be between 1 to 10m, depending
upon specific local geology and the occurrence of

Cliff erosion of the unprotected cliffs along this
section would continue only very slowly as has
occurred historically, with total erosion of 2 to
10m predicted by 2055 depending upon specific
local geology and the occurrence of small scale,
localised cliff failure events.

Continued slow cliff erosion of the unprotected
cliffs would continue as historically, with total
erosion of between 5 and 10m predicted by 2105
depending upon specific local geology and the
occurrence of small scale, localised cliff failure
events.
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Draft Policy Unit

Predicted Change
Change for ‘Policy Scenario A’
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

small scale, localised cliff failure events.
Hollicombe Beach

Hollicombe Head

Hollicombe Head
to Roundham
Head

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

Policy Assessed = Hold the
the Line

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

Defences along this section protect low-lying land
from flooding. These would be maintained during
this period.

Upgrade of the defences is anticipated to be
required during this period to maintain current
levels of protection.

Upgrade of the defences could be required during
this period to maintain current levels of
protection.

This section is protected against flooding of the
low-lying land behind by a sea wall. The beach
that fronts the defences has mainly been stable
over the long term despite receiving little new
sediment from erosion of adjacent cliffs. This
situation is expected to continue to 2025.

Sea level rise would lead to the continued
narrowing and steepening of the beach fronting
the defences and an associated increase in risk of
flooding of low-lying land behind.

As sea levels rise, there is expected to be further
narrowing and steepening of the beach along this
section due to no new inputs of sediment.
However the shoreline position will remain fixed
by the defences.

The beach is bounded by small rock headlands
that prevent transport of beach material between
adjacent beaches.

New defences possibly including beach recharge
would likely be required during this period in
order to maintain current levels of protection.
This will result in the shoreline remaining fixed by
the defences.

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

There are no defences along this short length of
coast. This section would continue to evolve
naturally.

No defences.

No defences.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This small rock headland is cliffed and has
historically eroded very slowly with only localised
erosion of between 0 and 1m predicted by 2025.

This small cliffed headland would be expected to
continue to experience negligible recession as has
occurred historically, with only localised erosion
of 0 to 4m predicted by 2055.

The small cliffed headland would be expected to
continue to experience negligible recession as has
occurred historically, with only localised erosion
of 0 to 8m predicted by 2105.

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line
Line

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

Defences along this section protect low-lying land
from flooding. These would be maintained during

Upgrade of the defences is anticipated to be
required during this period to maintain current

Upgrade of the defences could be required during
this period to maintain current levels of

This could result in an increased flood risk to the
low-lying land behind, and further upgrade of
defences possibly including beach recharge may be
required during this period to maintain current
levels of protection.
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Predicted Change
Change for ‘Policy Scenario A’

Draft Policy Unit

Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

this period.

levels of protection.

protection.

The majority of this section is defended,
preventing flooding of the low-lying land behind.
The beaches that front the defences have mainly
been stable over the long term despite receiving
little new sediment from erosion of adjacent cliffs.
This situation is expected to continue to 2025.

Sea level rise would lead to the continued
narrowing and steepening of the beach fronting
the defences and an associated increase in risk of
flooding of low-lying land behind.

As sea levels rise, there is expected to be further
narrowing and steepening of the beach along this
section due to no new inputs of sediment.

The beach is bounded by small rock headlands
that prevent transport of beach material between
adjacent beaches. The rock headland of
Roundham Head at the southern end of this
section has historically eroded very slowly and
this is likely to continue in the future, with
negligible recession predicted by 2025.
Goodrington
Sands

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

New defences possibly including beach recharge
would likely be required during this period in
order to maintain current levels of protection.
The cliffed headland of Roundham Head at the
southern end of this section would be expected
to continue to experience negligible recession as
has occurred historically.

This could result in an increased flood risk to the
low-lying land behind, and further upgrade of
defences possibly including beach recharge may be
required during this period to maintain current
levels of protection.
The cliffed headland of Roundham Head at the
southern end of this section would be expected
to continue to experience negligible recession as
has occurred historically.

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

Policy Assessed
Assessed = Hold the Line

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

A seawall is located at the back of the beach along
this section and protects low-lying land from
flooding.

Upgrade of the remaining defences located at the
back of the beach along this section is anticipated
to be required during this period in order to
maintain current levels of protection.

Upgrade of the defences along this section may be
required during this period in order to maintain
current levels of protection.

Sea level rise would lead to the continued
narrowing and steepening of the beach fronting
the defences and an associated increase in risk of
flooding of low-lying land behind Goodrington
Sands.

As sea levels rise, there is expected to be further
narrowing and steepening of the beach along this
section due to no new inputs of sediment and the
beaches being prevented from migrating
landwards due to the defences.

New defences possibly including beach recharge
would likely be required during this period in

This could result in an increased flood risk to the
low-lying land behind. Therefore, new defences

It is anticipated that parts of the seawall would
need to be upgraded by the end of this period in
order to maintain current levels of protection.
The beach at Goodrington Sands has been
relatively stable over the long term and this is
expected to continue to 2025, although beach
narrowing as a result of sea level rise could
become increasingly important during this period
due to a lack of new sediment input from adjacent
local cliff erosion and the defences preventing
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Draft Policy Unit

Predicted Change
Change for ‘Policy Scenario A’
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

landward migration of the beach.

order to maintain current levels of protection.

The shoreline position would remain fixed by the
presence of the defences during this period.

The shoreline position would remain fixed by the
presence of the defences during this period.

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)
possibly including beach recharge would likely be
required during this period in order to maintain
current levels of protection.
The shoreline position would remain fixed by the
presence of the defences during this period.

Goodrington
Sands to
Broadsands

Broadsands

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

There are no defences along this section.

No defences.

No defences.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

The cliffs along this section are very resistant and
have eroded very little over the long term. This is
expected to continue to 2025, with negligible cliff
recession predicted.

Cliff recession would continue to occur very
slowly as historically, with negligible erosion
predicted between 2025 and 2055. This would
supply a limited amount of sand to the beaches.

Cliff recession along the remainder of this stretch
would continue to occur very slowly as
historically, with negligible erosion predicted
between 2055 and 2105.

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line
Line

A seawall is located at the back of the beach along
this section that protects the cliff toe behind the
beach from erosion.

Upgrade of the remaining defences located at the
back of the beach along this section is anticipated
to be required during this period in order to
maintain current levels of protection.

Upgrade of the defences along this section may be
required during this period in order to maintain
current levels of protection.

Sea level rise would lead to the continued
narrowing and steepening of the beach fronting
the defences. New defences possibly including
beach recharge would likely be required during
this period in order to maintain current levels of
protection.

As sea levels rise, there is expected to be further
narrowing and steepening of the beach along this
section due to no new inputs of sediment and the
beaches being prevented from migrating
landwards due to the defences.

It is anticipated that parts of the seawall at
Broadsands would need to be upgraded by the
end of this period in order to maintain current
levels of protection.
The beach at Broadsands has been relatively
stable over the long term and this is expected to
continue to 2025, although beach narrowing as a
result of sea level rise could become increasingly
important during this period due to a lack of new
sediment input from local cliff erosion and the
defences preventing landward migration of the

This could result in increased risk of the defences
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Predicted Change
Change for ‘Policy Scenario A’

Draft Policy Unit

Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

beach.

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)
being undermined. Therefore, new defences
possibly including beach recharge would likely be
required during this period in order to maintain
current levels of protection.
Due to the lack of linkages with other beaches
within Tor Bay, this is unlikely to have a wider
impact beyond this section.

Broadsands to
Churston Cove
Cove
(East)

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

There are no defences present along the
shoreline of this section, although the eastern
part of this section may be affected by the
presence of the Brixham Harbour breakwater
farther east. It is assumed that this will remain
during this period.

No defences along the shoreline.

No Defences.

The majority of this section consists of hard rock
cliffs that plunge directly into the sea and that are
resistant to erosion and have eroded very little
over the long term. This is expected to continue
to 2025, with negligible cliff recession predicted.

There would continue to be negligible erosion of
the hard rock cliffs between 2025 and 2055.

There would continue to be negligible erosion of
the hard rock cliffs between 2055 and 2105.

Depending upon the rate of sediment supply from
cliff erosion to the two pocket beaches along this
section, sea level rise could cause a change from
an accretion/stable trend to one of narrowing and
steepening.

As sea levels rise, the small pocket beaches could
become narrower and steeper if there is
insufficient material supplied from erosion of local
cliffs in the future.

The very small pocket beaches at Elberry and
Churston Coves have been stable and slowly
accreting over the long term, with material likely
derived from local cliff erosion. This is expected
to continue to 2025.
Churston Cove
(East) to
Shoalstone Point

The rate of cliff recession would not be affected
by any changes to Brixham Harbour breakwater.

The rate of cliff recession would not be affected
by any changes to Brixham Harbour breakwater.

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

A range of defences are located around Brixham,
including the Brixham Harbour breakwater that
influences wave action along the western part of

Upgrade of the defences along this section is
anticipated to be required during this period in

Upgrade of the defences along this section may be
required during this period in order to maintain
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Predicted Change
Change for ‘Policy Scenario A’

Draft Policy Unit

Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

this section.

order to maintain current levels of protection.

current levels of protection.

Within Brixham Harbour the cliffline has been
modified by quarrying and defences and defences
are in place to protect assets between the coast
and the quarried cliff face.

Erosion of the defended sections would be
prevented, but rising sea levels could mean
improvements to the defences would be required
to prevent increased overtopping.

Erosion of the defended sections would be
prevented, but rising sea levels could mean
improvements to the defences would be required.

The presence of defences along this section
prevents wave action at the base of the cliffs and
protects the properties constructed in front of
the cliffs. These backing cliffs consist of hard rock
and are very resistant to erosion.

There would continue to be very little erosion of
the small lengths of hard rock cliffs that make up
the remainder of this section, with negligible cliff
recession predicted between 2025 and 2055.

There would continue to be very little erosion of
the small lengths of hard rock cliffs that make up
the remainder of this section, with negligible cliff
recession predicted between 2055 and 2105.

The small lengths of undefended cliffs that make
up the rest of this section also consist of very
hard rock and have eroded very little over the
long term. This is expected to continue to 2025,
with negligible cliff recession predicted.
Shoalstone Point
Point
to Berry Head

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

There are no defences present along this hard
rock coast. This section would continue to evolve
naturally.

No defences.

No defences.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

The undefended cliffs that make up the rest of
this section also consist of very hard rock and
have eroded very little over the long term. This is
expected to continue to 2025, with negligible cliff
recession predicted.

There would continue to be very little erosion of
the hard rock cliffs that make up this section, with
negligible cliff recession predicted between 2025
and 2055.

There would continue to be very little erosion of
the hard rock cliffs that make up this section, with
negligible cliff recession predicted between 2055
and 2105.
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Draft Policy Unit

Predicted Change
Change for ‘Policy Scenario A’
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

POLICY SCENARIO AREA: BERRY HEAD TO BLACKSTONE POINT
Berry Head to
Sharkham Point

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

There are no defences present along this section.

No defences.

No defences.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

The cliffs along this section vary in character from
resistant limestones to more erodible shales.
Small scale landslide events occur about every 10100 years within the shale cliffs as a result of
marine action at the cliff toe and elevated
groundwater conditions. This situation is
expected to continue during this period, with
total erosion along the shale cliffs of between 1
and 3m predicted by 2025, but negligible change
expected along the limestone cliff sections.

Erosion of the shale cliffs that back St Mary’s Bay
is driven by both marine erosion of the toe and
heavy rain, so they are sensitive to both changes
in precipitation and sea level. Due to uncertainty
in the possible future changes in precipitation,
however, no direct account has been taken of this
in the predictions.

The more erodible shale cliffs that occur along St
Mary’s Bay are sensitive to climate change and the
rate of erosion could increase both due to sea
level rise and an increase in rainfall. Due to
uncertainty in the possible future changes in
precipitation, no direct account has been taken of
this in the predictions.

Although sea level rise could increase the rate of
cliff erosion, release of beach material will help to
counter this effect and should ensure that a
narrow beach remains at this location.

As sea levels rise, the beach may narrow and
result in increased erosion of the backing cliffs.
This, in turn, will release beach sediment and
reduce cliff exposure. This may slow erosion, but
erosion is still likely to be at a greater rate than
historically, due to the acceleration of sea level
rise proposed during this period.

The small pocket beach at St Mary’s Bay is fed by
sediment derived from local cliff erosion as there
is no other sediment source available. This would
be expected to continue to 2025.

Sharkham Point
to Kingswear

Total erosion of between 7 and 10m is predicted
along St Mary’s Bay by 2055, with the remaining
shale cliffs along this frontage experiencing
erosion of 4 to 7m by 2055, although the
limestone headlands of Sharkham Point and Durl
Head are expected to experience negligible
change.

Total erosion of between 15 and 35m is predicted
along St Mary’s Bay by 2105, with the remaining
shale cliffs along this frontage experiencing
erosion of 8 to 28m by 2105, although the
limestone headlands of Sharkham Point and Durl
Head are expected to experience negligible
change.

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

There are no defences present along this section.

No defences.

No defences.
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Draft Policy Unit
(South)

Predicted Change
Change for ‘Policy Scenario A’
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section is largely cliffed with isolated pocket
beaches separated by rocky headlands, which
plunge into the sea.

Very slow cliff erosion would continue by 2055,
with total erosion of between 2 and 10m
predicted over this period depending on the
occurrence of small scale cliff failure events during
this period.

Erosion of the cliffs would continue to occur at
historically slow rates, with total erosion of
between 5 and 10m predicted by 2105 depending
on the occurrence of small scale cliff failure
events during this period.

Sea level rise could also result in the narrowing
and steepening of the small pocket beaches along
this section as it is unlikely that sufficient
sediment would be released from the relatively
resistant backing cliffs.

As sea levels rise, the small pocket beaches along
this section could narrow further and ultimately
could be lost where they are backed by steep
resistant cliffs.

The cliffs are relatively resistant to erosion and
have undergone only very slow recession over
the long term. This is expected to continue during
this period with total erosion of between 1 and
10m predicted by 2025 depending on the
occurrence of small scale cliff failure events during
this period.

At Man Sands, beach narrowing could result in
more frequent localised flooding of the low-lying
area behind.

At Man Sands, there could be some rollback
possible in front of the low-lying hinterland, but
beach narrowing could result in more frequent
localised flooding of this low-lying area behind.

There would be no change to the Dart Estuary.

There would be no change to the Dart Estuary.

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line
Line

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

(adopted from South Devon CFMP)

(adopted from South Devon CFMP)

(adopted from South Devon CFMP)

There is a range of defences providing flood
protection to Kingswear.

The CFMP policy for this section is “P5 – Take

The CFMP policy for this section is “P5 – Take

further action to reduce flood risk (now and in
the future)”.

further action to reduce flood risk (now and in
the future)”.

This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
‘Hold the Line’ throughout the estuary.
Continued monitoring and maintenance of

This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
‘Hold the Line’ throughout the estuary.
Continued monitoring and maintenance of

The small pocket beaches that indent this section
of coast are supplied with sediment from local cliff
erosion as there is no other sediment source
available.
The Dart Estuary is a ria estuary characterised by
a deep channel confined by steep resistant cliffs.
Therefore, no change in the estuary form is
predicted.
Dart Estuary –
Kingswear
(South) to
Waterhead Creek

The CFMP policy for this section is “P5 – Take

further action to reduce flood risk (now and in
the future)”.
This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
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Draft Policy Unit

Predicted Change
Change for ‘Policy Scenario A’
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)
‘Hold the Line’ throughout the estuary.
Continued monitoring and maintenance of
existing defences within this section is therefore
assumed to occur during this period under this
policy.

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

existing defences within this section is therefore
assumed to occur during this period under this
policy.

existing defences within this section is therefore
assumed to occur during this period under this
policy.

It is not assumed that new defences will be built
along currently undefended sections under this
policy.

It is not assumed that new defences will be built
along currently undefended sections under this
policy.

Ongoing defence provision would continue to
reduce the risk of flooding to low lying areas
along this section.

Ongoing defence provision would continue to
reduce the risk of flooding to low lying areas
along this section.

Natural river and tidal processes would continue
in the rural areas surrounding this part of the
estuary. As such there would be no change to
overall form of the Dart Estuary.

Natural river and tidal processes would continue
in the rural areas surrounding this part of the
estuary. As such there would be no change to
overall form of the Dart Estuary.

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

(adopted from South Devon CFMP)

(adopted from South Devon CFMP)

(adopted from South Devon CFMP)

This section is defended along its length to
protect the railway that runs along this the
frontage.

The CFMP policy for this section is “P5 – Take

The CFMP policy for this section is “P5 – Take

further action to reduce flood risk (now and in
the future)”.

further action to reduce flood risk (now and in
the future)”.

The CFMP policy for this section is “P5 – Take

This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
‘Hold the Line’ throughout the estuary.

This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
‘Hold the Line’ throughout the estuary.

It is not assumed that new defences will be built
along currently undefended sections under this
policy.
This section extends along the defended frontage
of Kingswear on the eastern shore of the Dart
Estuary, which is a ria estuary characterised by a
deep channel confined by steep resistant cliffs. No
change in the overall estuary form is predicted
over this period.
Ongoing defence provision would continue to
reduce the risk of flooding to low lying areas
along this section.
Natural river and tidal processes would continue
in the rural areas surrounding this part of the
estuary.
Dart Estuary –
Waterhead Creek
to Greenway
Viaduct

further action to reduce flood risk (now and in
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Predicted Change
Change for ‘Policy Scenario A’

Draft Policy Unit

Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

the future)”.

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

Continued monitoring and maintenance of
existing defences within this section is therefore
assumed to occur during this period under this
policy.

Continued monitoring and maintenance of
existing defences within this section is therefore
assumed to occur during this period under this
policy.

It is not assumed that new defences will be built
along currently undefended sections under this
policy.

It is not assumed that new defences will be built
along currently undefended sections under this
policy.

Ongoing defence provision for the railway would
reduce the risk of flooding to this asset. It is
unlikely that this would have impacts upon other
parts of the estuary and as such there would be
no change to the wider Dart Estuary as a result.

Ongoing defence provision for the railway would
reduce the risk of flooding to this asset. It is
unlikely that this would have impacts upon other
parts of the estuary and as such there would be
no change to the wider Dart Estuary as a result..

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

(adopted from South Devon CFMP)

(adopted from South Devon CFMP)

(adopted from South Devon CFMP)

There are some defences present along this
section associated with developed areas, however
much of this section is undefended.

The CFMP policy for this section is “P5 – Take

The CFMP policy for this section is “P5 – Take

further action to reduce flood risk (now and in
the future)”.

further action to reduce flood risk (now and in
the future)”.

The CFMP policy for this section is “P5 – Take

This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
‘Hold the Line’ throughout the estuary.

This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
‘Hold the Line’ throughout the estuary.

This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
‘Hold the Line’ throughout the estuary.
Continued monitoring and maintenance of
existing defences within this section is therefore
assumed to occur during this period under this
policy.
It is not assumed that new defences will be built
along currently undefended sections under this
policy.
This section extends along the length of the Dart
Railway line along the eastern part of the Dart
Estuary. Ongoing defence provision for the
railway would reduce the risk of flooding to this
asset. It is unlikely that this would have impacts
upon other parts of the estuary.
This is a ria estuary characterised by a deep
channel confined by steep resistant cliffs and as
such, no change in the overall estuary form is
predicted during this period.
Dart Estuary –
Greenway
Viaduct to Totnes
South (east bank)

further action to reduce flood risk (now and in
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Predicted Change
Change for ‘Policy Scenario A’

Draft Policy Unit

Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

the future)”.

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

Continued monitoring and maintenance of
existing defences within this section is therefore
assumed to occur during this period under this
policy.

Continued monitoring and maintenance of
existing defences within this section is therefore
assumed to occur during this period under this
policy.

It is not assumed that new defences will be built
along currently undefended sections under this
policy.

It is not assumed that new defences will be built
along currently undefended sections under this
policy.

This is a natural, undefended part of the Dart
Estuary, which is a ria estuary characterised by a
deep channel confined by steep resistant cliffs.

This is a natural, undefended part of the Dart
Estuary, which is a ria estuary characterised by a
deep channel confined by steep resistant cliffs.

Natural river and tidal processes would continue
in this rural area of the estuary. Therefore, no
change in the estuary form is predicted.

Natural river and tidal processes would continue
in this rural area of the estuary. Therefore, no
change in the estuary form is predicted.

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

(adopted from South Devon CFMP)

(adopted from South Devon CFMP)

(adopted from South Devon CFMP)

Flood defences protect areas of low-lying land
from flooding, although these are susceptible to
being overflowed during more extreme events.

The CFMP policy for this section is “P5 – Take

The CFMP policy for this section is “P5 – Take

further action to reduce flood risk (now and in
the future)”.

further action to reduce flood risk (now and in
the future)”.

The CFMP policy for this section is “P5 – Take

This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
‘Hold the Line’ throughout the estuary.
Continued monitoring and maintenance of
existing defences within this section is therefore
assumed to occur during this period under this

This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
‘Hold the Line’ throughout the estuary.
Continued monitoring and maintenance of
existing defences within this section is therefore
assumed to occur during this period under this

This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
‘Hold the Line’ throughout the estuary.
Continued monitoring and maintenance of
existing defences within this section is therefore
assumed to occur during this period under this
policy.
It is not assumed that new defences will be built
along currently undefended sections under this
policy.
This is a largely natural, undefended part of the
Dart Estuary, which is a ria estuary characterised
by a deep channel confined by steep resistant
cliffs.
Natural river and tidal processes would continue
in this rural area of the estuary. Therefore, no
change in the estuary form is predicted.
Dart Estuary –
Totnes

further action to reduce flood risk (now and in
the future)”.
This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
‘Hold the Line’ throughout the estuary.
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Draft Policy Unit

Predicted Change
Change for ‘Policy Scenario A’
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)
Continued monitoring and maintenance of
existing defences within this section is therefore
assumed to occur during this period under this
policy.

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

policy.

policy.

It is not assumed that new defences will be built
along currently undefended sections under this
policy.

It is not assumed that new defences will be built
along currently undefended sections under this
policy.

Flood risk to Totnes would continue to be
reduced by provision of flood defence measures.
These would not result in any change to the
overall Dart Estuary form.

Flood risk to Totnes would continue to be
reduced by provision of flood defence measures.
These would not result in any change to the
overall Dart Estuary form.

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

Policy
Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

(adopted from South Devon CFMP)

(adopted from South Devon CFMP)

(adopted from South Devon CFMP)

There are some defences present along this
section associated with developed areas, however
much of this section is undefended.

The CFMP policy for this section is “P5 – Take

The CFMP policy for this section is “P5 – Take

further action to reduce flood risk (now and in
the future)”.

further action to reduce flood risk (now and in
the future)”.

The CFMP policy for this section is “P5 – Take

This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
‘Hold the Line’ throughout the estuary.
Continued monitoring and maintenance of
existing defences within this section is therefore
assumed to occur during this period under this

This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
‘Hold the Line’ throughout the estuary.
Continued monitoring and maintenance of
existing defences within this section is therefore
assumed to occur during this period under this

It is not assumed that new defences will be built
along currently undefended sections under this
policy.
Totnes lies at the head of the Dart Estuary which
is a ria estuary characterised by a deep channel
confined by steep resistant cliffs.
Totnes itself is a highly developed urban area with
significant flood risk that would continue to be
managed by ongoing maintenance and upgrade of
flood defences.
Continued provision of defences here is unlikely
to result in any change in the overall estuary
form.
Dart Estuary –
Totnes South
(west bank) to
Dartmouth
(North)

further action to reduce flood risk (now and in
the future)”.
This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
‘Hold the Line’ throughout the estuary.
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Draft Policy Unit

Predicted Change
Change for ‘Policy Scenario A’
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)
Continued monitoring and maintenance of
existing defences within this section is therefore
assumed to occur during this period under this
policy.

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

policy.

policy.

It is not assumed that new defences will be built
along currently undefended sections under this
policy.

It is not assumed that new defences will be built
along currently undefended sections under this
policy.

This is a natural, undefended part of the Dart
Estuary, which is a ria estuary characterised by a
deep channel confined by steep resistant cliffs.

This is a natural, undefended part of the Dart
Estuary, which is a ria estuary characterised by a
deep channel confined by steep resistant cliffs.

Natural river and tidal processes would continue
in this rural area of the estuary. Therefore, no
change in the estuary form is predicted.

Natural river and tidal processes would continue
in this rural area of the estuary. Therefore, no
change in the estuary form is predicted.

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

(adopted from South Devon CFMP)

(adopted from South Devon CFMP)

(adopted from South Devon CFMP)

A range of defences protect low lying parts of the
town of Dartmouth from flooding, both tidal and
wave overtopping.

The CFMP policy for this section is “P5 – Take

The CFMP policy for this section is “P5 – Take

further action to reduce flood risk (now and in
the future)”.

further action to reduce flood risk (now and in
the future)”.

The CFMP policy for this section is “P5 – Take

This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
‘Hold the Line’ throughout the estuary.
Continued monitoring and maintenance of
existing defences within this section is therefore
assumed to occur during this period under this
policy.

This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
‘Hold the Line’ throughout the estuary.
Continued monitoring and maintenance of
existing defences within this section is therefore
assumed to occur during this period under this
policy.

It is not assumed that new defences will be built
along currently undefended sections under this

It is not assumed that new defences will be built
along currently undefended sections under this

It is not assumed that new defences will be built
along currently undefended sections under this
policy.
This is a largely natural, undefended part of the
Dart Estuary, which is a ria estuary characterised
by a deep channel confined by steep resistant
cliffs.
Natural river and tidal processes would continue
in this rural area of the estuary. Therefore, no
change in the estuary form is predicted.
Dart Estuary –
Dartmouth
(North) to
Halftide Rock

further action to reduce flood risk (now and in
the future)”.
This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
‘Hold the Line’ throughout the estuary.
Continued monitoring and maintenance of
existing defences within this section is therefore
assumed to occur during this period under this
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Predicted Change
Change for ‘Policy Scenario A’

Draft Policy Unit

Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)
policy.

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

policy.

policy.

Ongoing flood defence provision against both tidal
and wave overtopping during this period is
unlikely to have any impact on other parts of the
estuary, with no change in the estuary form
predicted.

Ongoing flood defence provision against both tidal
and wave overtopping during this period is
unlikely to have any impact on other parts of the
estuary, with no change in the estuary form
predicted.

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

Policy Assessed
Assessed = Hold the Line

(adopted from South Devon CFMP)

(adopted from South Devon CFMP)

(adopted from South Devon CFMP)

There are some defences present along this
section associated with developed areas, however
much of this section is undefended.

The CFMP policy for this section is “P5 – Take

The CFMP policy for this section is “P5 – Take

further action to reduce flood risk (now and in
the future)”.

further action to reduce flood risk (now and in
the future)”.

The CFMP policy for this section is “P5 – Take

This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
‘Hold the Line’ throughout the estuary.
Continued monitoring and maintenance of
existing defences within this section is therefore
assumed to occur during this period under this
policy.

This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
‘Hold the Line’ throughout the estuary.
Continued monitoring and maintenance of
existing defences within this section is therefore
assumed to occur during this period under this
policy.

It is not assumed that new defences will be built
along currently undefended sections under this

It is not assumed that new defences will be built
along currently undefended sections under this

It is not assumed that new defences will be built
along currently undefended sections under this
policy.
Dartmouth is located on the western shore of
the Dart estuary. It is defended against flooding
from both tidal and wave overtopping sources,
although the amount of wave overtopping is
limited by the position of Dartmouth inside of the
mouth of the estuary.
Ongoing flood defence provision during this
period is unlikely to have any impact on other
parts of the estuary, with no change in the estuary
form predicted.
Dart Estuary –
Halftide Rock to
Blackstone Point

further action to reduce flood risk (now and in
the future)”.
This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
‘Hold the Line’ throughout the estuary.
Continued monitoring and maintenance of
existing defences within this section is therefore
assumed to occur during this period under this
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Predicted Change
Change for ‘Policy Scenario A’

Draft Policy Unit

Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)
policy.

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

policy.

policy.

This is a natural, undefended part of the Dart
Estuary, which is a ria estuary characterised by a
deep channel confined by steep resistant cliffs.

This is a natural, undefended part of the Dart
Estuary, which is a ria estuary characterised by a
deep channel confined by steep resistant cliffs.

This is a natural, undefended part of the Dart
Estuary, which is a ria estuary characterised by a
deep channel confined by steep resistant cliffs.

Natural river and tidal processes would continue
in this rural area of the estuary. Therefore, no
change in the estuary form is predicted.

Natural river and tidal processes would continue
in this rural area of the estuary. Therefore, no
change in the estuary form is predicted.

Natural river and tidal processes would continue
in this rural area of the estuary. Therefore, no
change in the estuary form is predicted.

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention
Intervention

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

There are no defences present along this section.

No defences.

No defences.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section is largely cliffed with isolated pocket
beaches separated by rocky headlands.

Slow, variable rates of cliff erosion, as has
occurred historically, with total erosion of
between 4 and 10m predicted by 2055 depending
on the occurrence of small scale cliff failure
events during this period.

Erosion of the cliffs would continue to occur at
historically slow rates, with total erosion of about
10m predicted by 2105 depending on the
occurrence of small scale cliff failure events during
this period.

Sea level rise could also result in the narrowing of
the small pocket beaches along this section as it is
unlikely that sufficient material would be supplied
by the backing resistant cliffs. This would not
result in more rapid erosion of the cliffs, which
are relatively resistant to erosion with cliff failures
controlled by geological factors.

As sea levels rise, the small pocket beaches along
this section could narrow and possibly become
submerged as it is unlikely that sufficient material
would be supplied by the backing resistant cliffs.
This would not result in more rapid erosion of
the cliffs, which are relatively resistant to erosion
with cliff failures controlled by geological factors.

It is not assumed that new defences will be built
along currently undefended sections under this
policy.

POLICY SCENARIO AREA: BLACKSTONE POINT TO START POINT
Blackstone Point
to Stoke Fleming

The cliffs historically have experienced varying
rates of recession, dependent upon local
geological characteristics. This is expected to
continue during this period with total erosion of
between 2 and 10m predicted by 2025 at rates of
about 0.2 to 0.3 m/yr combined with the
occurrence of infrequent, small scale cliff failure
events that result in localised increases in
recession.
The small pocket beaches that indent this section
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Draft Policy Unit

Predicted Change
Change for ‘Policy Scenario A’
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

of coast are supplied with sediment from local cliff
erosion as there is no other sediment source
available.
Stoke Fleming to
Blackpool Sands

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

There are no defences present along this section.

No defences.

No defences.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section is largely cliffed with isolated pocket
beaches separated by rocky headlands.

Sea level rise would continue to cause narrowing
and steepening of the beaches along this section.
It is possible that the very small pocket beaches
that are backed by resistant cliffs could disappear.

As sea levels rise it is expected that the beaches
along this section would narrow further and could
disappear in places due to insufficient sediment
supply and the resistant nature of the backing
cliffs. As the beaches narrow headlands will
become more prominent which may interrupt
littoral drift.

These beaches have gradually narrowed over the
long term, suggesting a trend of erosion as a
result of insufficient sediment supply from local
cliff erosion, but rising sea levels.
It is predicted that this would continue to occur
to 2025, and that coastal squeeze as a result of
sea level rise would be likely to become
increasingly important during this period.

Cliff erosion along the remainder of the coast
would be expected to continue at similar rates to
historically, with total erosion of between 4 and
10m predicted by 2055.

Erosion of the cliffs would continue at similar
rates to historically, with total erosion of about
10m predicted by 2105.

The cliffs historically have experienced varying
rates of recession, dependent upon local
geological characteristics. This is expected to
continue during this period with total erosion of
between 2 and 10m predicted by 2025.
Blackpool Sands

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

Policy Assessed = Managed Realignment

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

Private defences are located along a short length
of Blackpool Sands within this section. Under
Policy Scenario A, it is assumed that these would
be maintained in the short term (although this is
likely to be privately funded) whilst the potential

Scenario A assumes a policy of managed
realignment, which would allow construction of a
secondary line of defences to protect the A379
road, if considered necessary, whilst allowing the
beach to retreat in response to sea level. There

Should a secondary defence be built, it is assumed
that this set back line would continue to be
maintained, under this scenario.
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Draft Policy Unit

Predicted Change
Change for ‘Policy Scenario A’
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)
for managed realignment is explored.

should also be consideration of relocating the
existing embankment at the car park and short
stretch of private defences.

The beach at Blackpool Sands fronts a small area
of low-lying land which is protected against
flooding by a short length of defence.

Under a scenario of sea level rise, it is likely that
the beach will show a tendency to roll landwards.
Removal or set back of private defences could
hinder this natural process and therefore there
should be consideration of relocating these
landwards.

The beach here has gradually narrowed over the
long term, suggesting a trend of erosion as a
result of insufficient sediment supply from local
cliff erosion, but rising sea levels. This trend is
expected to continue, although the beach here is
currently wide.
Blackpool Sands
to Strete

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

As sea levels rise it is expected that the beach
along this section would narrow a little, though it
is unlikely this would result in an increased risk of
localised flooding as the beach is more able to
adapt naturally in this retreated position.

The risk to the A379 road would need to be
monitored, and a secondary set back defence
could be constructed to minimise the risk of
coastal flooding.

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

There are no defences present along this section.

No defences.

No defences.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section is largely cliffed with isolated pocket
beaches separated by rocky headlands.

Sea level rise would continue to cause narrowing
and steepening of the beaches along this section.
It is possible that the very small pocket beaches
that are backed by resistant cliffs could disappear.

As sea levels rise it is expected that the beaches
along this section would narrow further and could
disappear in places due to insufficient sediment
supply and the resistant nature of the backing
cliffs. As the beaches narrow headlands will
become more prominent which may interrupt
littoral drift.

The beaches here have gradually narrowed over
the long term, suggesting a trend of erosion as a
result of insufficient sediment supply from local
cliff erosion, but rising sea levels.
It is predicted that this would continue to occur
to 2025, and that coastal squeeze as a result of
sea level rise would be likely to become
increasingly important during this period.
The cliffs historically have experienced varying

Cliff erosion along the remainder of the coast
would be expected to continue at similar rates to
historically, with total erosion of between 4 and
10m predicted by 2055.

Erosion of the cliffs would continue at similar
rates to historically, with total erosion of about
10m predicted by 2105.
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Predicted Change
Change for ‘Policy Scenario A’
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

rates of recession, dependent upon local
geological characteristics. This is expected to
continue during this period with total erosion of
between 2 and 10m predicted by 2025.
Strete to
Torcross North
(Slapton Sands)
Sands)

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

Policy Assessed = Managed Realignment

(from Slapton Coastal Zone Management Main
Study)

(from Slapton Coastal Zone Management Main
Study)

(from Slapton Coastal Zone Management Main
Study)

This section is protected in parts by a range of
defences including revetments and seawalls. These
defences could require upgrading towards the end
of this period in order to maintain current levels
of protection. This is supported by beach
management activities including re-cycling.

Under Policy Scenario A, it is assumed that in the
medium term, beach management activities,
possibly including beach recharge and upgrade of
defences, will occur whilst measures are
developed for the realignment of the road along
the shingle ridge and upgrade of inland roads is
undertaken.

During this period it is likely to become
technically very difficult to retain the shingle ridge
along this section in a condition suitable for the
road to continue to run along its crest.

The A379 coast road extends along the crest for
the length of this section, although it is not all
protected by defences.
Under Policy Scenario A, it is assumed that in the
short term, beach management activities, possibly
including beach recharge and upgrade of defences,
will occur whilst measures are developed for the
realignment of the road along the shingle ridge
and upgrade of inland roads is undertaken.
The dominant feature of this section is the shingle
barrier beach of Slapton Sands that fronts
freshwater lagoons that are backed by higher
ground. The water level within the lagoons is
higher than the sea level on the seaward side of
the barrier beach.

It may become increasingly technically difficult to
retain the shingle ridge in a condition where it can
support the road, and so it will be increasingly
necessary to provide an alternative route to the
A379 as unprotected sections are eroded.

Sea level rise would be expected to cause
narrowing and steepening of the beach where it is
backed by defences.
The unprotected areas of beach, where only the
road is present along its crest, could rollback
causing partial loss of the road in the process.

Therefore re-routing of the A379 or provision of
an upgraded inland route would probably be
required, if not already undertaken in the medium
term.
This option would include intervention to repair
breaches, should they occur, to reduce the impact
upon Slapton Ley and to provide an element of
control to the natural roll-back of the beach.

As sea levels rise, it would be expected that the
areas of beach backed by defences would
continue to narrow and steepen, and so new
defences could be required in order to maintain
current levels of protection in these areas.
Under a scenario of accelerated sea level rise, the
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Predicted Change
Change for ‘Policy Scenario A’
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)
The defences protect against flooding and also
prevent the beach from rolling back. Beach levels
fluctuate greatly over short time scales. However
the overall trend is for a small net drift of material
from south to north along this section, resulting
in a long term trend of accretion towards the
northern end of the beach, and a long term trend
of erosion at the southern end.
There is no contemporary sediment supply to the
beach and no links to adjacent sections of coast
and so coastal squeeze as a result of sea level rise
is likely to become increasingly an issue,
particularly in the areas backed by defences. The
sections where the crest is topped only by the
A379 would be able to rollback in response to
sea level rise. Beach re-cycling and possibly
recharge during this period would reduce the rate
of roll back whilst measures are developed during
this period to realign the road landwards (but still
along the top of the shingle ridge) to
accommodate the ridge roll back.
A small section of cliffs at the northern end of this
section would continue to erode as has occurred
historically, with total erosion of between 2 and
10m predicted by 2025.

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)
This could lead to a step change in the shoreline
plan form and lead to increased exposure of the
defended areas, particularly at Torcross.
Ongoing beach management activities, possibly
including beach recharge, could be required in
order to minimise the impacts of these processes
and so maintain current levels of protection in
these areas and prevent flooding of the
hinterland.
These beach management activities would
continue whilst measures to realign the road
along the shingle ridge crest are implemented.
However, this may become technically more
challenging by the end of this period, and efforts
to provide an upgraded inland route should be
made in case there is a breach of the ridge during
this period,
The small section of cliffs at the northern end of
this section would be expected to continue to
erode as historically, with total erosion by 2055
of 4 to 10m predicted depending on the
occurrence of small scale cliff failure events during
this period.

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)
tendency of unprotected sections of the beach
would be to roll back to a position commensurate
with the new sea level. This would be prevented
along sections protected by defences, resulting in
accelerated beach narrowing and possible
degradation of the barrier. There would therefore
be an increased risk of breaching of the barrier
beach itself during this period.
Where sections are undefended this roll-back
trend would continue, but this would put
increased pressure on the adjacent defended
sections all along this stretch, but particularly at
the junction of undefended and defended
sections. The area at Torcross Point would also
become increasingly vulnerable during this period,
both due to narrowing beaches and due to
continuation of the south-north sediment drift.
Beach management activities to mitigate these
impacts would become increasingly technically
difficult and so the A379 would be at greater risk
of being lost during this period. As such, an
upgraded inland route should be provided by the
start of this period to minimise the impact any
loss of the A379 would have. However, whilst
beach management activities could not ensure the
integrity of the road, intervention to repair
breaches following storms would still be
undertaken to reduce the impact of breaches on
Slapton Ley and the land areas on the landward
side of this lagoon.
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Predicted Change
Change for ‘Policy Scenario A’
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)
Changes along this shoreline would not impact on
the adjacent sections of coast as there is little or
no sediment exchange with the beaches to the
south except during infrequent high energy wave
events.
The small section of cliffs at the northern end of
this section would be expected to continue to
erode as historically, with total erosion by 2105
of about 10m predicted depending on the
occurrence of small scale cliff failure events during
this period.

Torcross North
to Limpet Rocks

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

Policy Assessed = Hold
Hold the Line

Policy Assessed = Managed Realignment

This section is protected in parts by a range of
defences including revetments and seawalls. These
defences could require upgrading towards the end
of this period in order to maintain current levels
of protection.

Maintenance of defences during this period would
occur under Policy Scenario A, whilst measures
are developed to implement the long term policy
of ‘Managed Realignment’.

Realignment of the defences would occur during
this period, likely moving back to the western
shore of Slapton Ley in order to allow roll back of
the ridge to occur.

The defences along this section protect against
flooding and also prevent the beach from rolling
back. Beach levels fluctuate greatly over short
time scales. However the overall trend is for a
small net drift of material from south to north
along this section, resulting in a long term trend
of erosion at this southern end of Slapton Sands.

Sea level rise would be expected to cause
narrowing and steepening of the beach along this
section as it continues to be backed by defences.

This would be dependent upon the provision of
an upgraded inland route to mitigate the loss of
the A379 along the crest of the shingle ridge,
which would become increasingly technically
difficult to sustain in the long term.

New defences, possibly including beach recharge,
could be required in order to maintain current
levels of protection in this area and prevent
flooding of the hinterland.

As sea levels rise, it would be expected that the
beach backed by defences along this section
would continue to narrow and steepen. There
would therefore be an increased risk of breaching
of the barrier beach itself during this period.
Under a scenario of accelerated sea level rise, the
tendency of unprotected sections of the beach to
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Predicted Change
Change for ‘Policy Scenario A’
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)
There is no contemporary sediment supply to the
beach and no links to adjacent sections of coast
and so coastal squeeze as a result of sea level rise
is likely to become increasingly an issue,
particularly in this area backed by defences.

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)
The unprotected areas of beach to the north,
where only the road is present along its crest,
could rollback causing partial loss of the road in
the process. This could lead to a step change in
the shoreline plan form and lead to increased
exposure of the defended areas, particularly at
Torcross.
Beach management activities and pro-active
realignment of the road along the ridge crest
during this period would reduce the risk of the
road being lost, however this is likely to become
increasingly technically difficult to sustain towards
the end of this period.

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)
the north of this section would be to roll back to
a position commensurate with the new sea level.
This beach roll-back to the north of this section
would also put increased pressure on this
defended section, particularly at the junction of
undefended and defended sections. The area at
Torcross Point would also become increasingly
vulnerable during this period, both due to
narrowing beaches and due to continuation of the
south-north sediment drift.
Beach management activities would become
increasingly technically difficult to sustain, and so
during this period the defence line would
therefore be moved westwards, probably to the
western shore of Slapton Ley, in order to allow
the ridge to roll back and so retain some beach in
this area.
Changes along this shoreline would not impact on
the adjacent sections of coast as there is little or
no sediment exchange with the beaches to the
south except during infrequent high energy wave
events.

Limpet Rocks
Rocks to
Tinsey Head

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

Policy Assessed = Managed Realignment

Policy Assessed = Managed Realignment

Defences in the form of seawall and rock
revetment are present along the southern part of
this section, providing protection against flooding
and erosion.

There could be a need for defences to be built
along the northern edge of Beesands to minimise
the risk of flooding, whilst the fronting beach is
allowed to roll back into Widdicombe Ley.

Beach management activities would control the
roll-back of the beach into Widdicombe Ley (i.e.
repairing breaches if they occur).

The remainder of this section is undefended and

Beach management activities would control the

If not implemented in the medium term, it may be
necessary to relocate assets away from areas of
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Predicted Change
Change for ‘Policy Scenario A’
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)
is backed by Widdicombe Ley.
Under Policy Scenario A, maintenance of the
defences would occur whilst measures are
developed to allow the realignment of defences in
the medium to long term.
This section consists of an area of low-lying land
backed by higher ground, fronted by a shingle
barrier beach and bounded at its northern and
southern ends by rock headlands. Sediment is
largely confined to this section, with only
infrequent transport of material to and from
adjacent beaches during high energy wave events.
The long term trend of the beach is one of
erosion, with narrowing and steepening having
occurred historically, a situation exacerbated by
the presence of the defences that back the beach.
There is no contemporary sediment supply to the
beach and so coastal squeeze as a result of sea
level rise is likely to become increasingly
important towards 2025, resulting in further
narrowing and steepening of the defended parts
of the beach, whilst the unprotected northern
part could rollback onto the low-lying land
behind.
The rock headlands of Limpet Rocks and Tinsey
Head that bound this section would be expected
to erode slowly as has occurred historically, with
total erosion of between 4 and 10m predicted by
2025 depending on the occurrence of small scale

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

roll-back of the beach into Widdicombe Ley (i.e.
repairing breaches if they occur).

risk as it becomes unsustainable to protect them.

Sea level rise would be expected to cause further
narrowing and steepening of the beach where it is
backed by defences. New defences possibly
including control structures and/or beach
recharge could be required in order to maintain
current levels of protection in these areas.

As sea levels rise, it would be expected that the
areas of beach backed by defences would
continue to narrow and steepen, and so new
defences possibly including control structures
and/or beach recharge could be required in order
to maintain current levels of protection in these
areas.

The natural tendency for the beach ridge would
be to roll back in response to sea level rise, and
this could occur along the unprotected northern
part of the beach. This could lead to a step
change in the shoreline plan form and result in
increased wave exposure of the defended
southern part of this section. Defences along the
northern end of Beesands may be required to
provide protect against increased flood risk that
this would present.
Erosion of the rock headlands that bound this
section is expected to continue as has occurred
historically, with total erosion of 10 to 12m
predicted by 2055 depending on the occurrence
of small scale cliff failure events during this period.
This erosion is more likely at Limpet Rocks than
Tinsey Head. These headlands would, however,
remain prominent features.

Roll back of the beach ridge along the
unprotected northern section would continue, in
response to sea level rise and therefore the
northern end of the defences could start to
become a new ‘headland’, and an embayment
could start to form between this and Limpet
Rocks. This could affect the integrity of the
barrier and could result in increased risk of
breaching along this section, particularly at the
start of the defences.
To the south, in front of the defences, the
beaches would be expected to continue to
narrow and steepen and could disappear at the
southern end of this stretch.
The rock headlands that bound this section would
be expected to continue to erode as historically,
with total erosion by 2105 of between 10 and
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Predicted Change
Change for ‘Policy Scenario A’
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

cliff failure events during this period. This erosion
is more likely at Limpet Rocks than Tinsey Head.

Tinsey Head to
Start Point

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)
25m predicted depending on the occurrence of
small scale cliff failure events during this period.
This erosion is more likely at Limpet Rocks than
Tinsey Head.

Policy Assessed
Assessed = No Active Intervention

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

There are no defences present along most of this
section, but there has been ad-hoc rock
placement at the back of Hallsands beach to
protect a local development.

No defences apart from localised rock placement
at Hallsands, which is assumed to be lost during
this period.

No defences.

The cliffs along this section consist of hard,
resistant rock that has eroded very little over the
long term. This is expected to continue to 2025,
with negligible cliff recession predicted over this
period.

Negligible erosion of the hard rock cliffs that
dominate this section is predicted between 2025
and 2055.

Negligible erosion of the hard rock cliffs that
dominate this section is predicted between 2055
and 2105.

Many of the narrow beaches that front the steep
cliffs could become submerged under a scenario
of accelerated sea level rise.

At Hallsands there would be continued migration
of the beach in response to sea level rise, which
would become increasing contained within the
small valley. This would be unlikely to result in
increased erosion of the cliffs on either side of
this pocket beach. There could be an increased
risk of very localised flooding.

In places narrow beaches front the steep cliffs and
these may continue to narrow during this period.
At Hallsands the beach fronts a small valley, and
this likely to remain in a similar form to today,
although there could be steepening of the beach,
which could start to undermine the rock defences
here.

At Hallsands the beach will attempt to roll
landwards in response to sea level rise into the
valley behind. The rock placement is unlikely to
impact on this process, particularly towards the
end of this period when it is expected to have
failed or ceased to be effective due to rising sea
levels. There could also be an increased risk of
localised flooding

POLICY SCENARIO AREA: START POINT TO BOLT HEAD
Start Point to
Prawle Point

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention
Intervention

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

There is a small section of defence at the back of
Lannacombe Beach along this otherwise

The defences at the back of Lannacombe Beach
would fail during this period.

No defences.
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Predicted Change
Change for ‘Policy Scenario A’
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

The defences at the back of Lannacombe Beach,
as well as the hard rock cliffs that make up the
majority of this section, could result in some
coastal squeeze occurring in this area as sea levels
rise during this period.

There would continue to be negligible cliff
recession along this section, although very
localised small scale cliff failures could occur
between 2025 and 2055. As such total erosion of
0 to 10m is predicted by 2055.

There would continue to be negligible cliff
recession along this section, although very
localised small scale cliff failures could occur
between 2055 and 2105. As such total erosion of
0 to 10m is predicted by 2105.

This section largely consists of hard, resistant
rock that has eroded very little over the long
term. This is expected to continue to 2025, with
negligible cliff recession predicted over this
period. Small scale cliff failures could occur as a
result of geological factors and wave undercutting
at the cliff toe, although these would be very
localised and it is not possible to predict the
location of such events. As such total erosion of 0
to 10m is predicted by 2025.

Sea level rise could cause the narrowing of
Lannacombe Beach and the other small pocket
coves along this stretch, this could result in the
failure of defences within Lannacombe Beach.
Failure of the defences would not significantly
impact on coastal evolution of this stretch.

As sea levels rise, there could be further
submergence of remaining pocket beaches. Along
the rest of the coast sea level rise would only
mean that still water level sits higher up the cliff
face and therefore it would be unlikely for
erosion rates to accelerate.

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

There are no defences present along this section.

No defences.

No defences.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section is dominated by hard rock cliffs that
are indented with small pocket beaches.

The majority of the cliffs would be expected to
experience only negligible erosion between 2025
and 2055. Faster rates of cliff recession within the
slightly softer cliffs could occur, with a net
recession of between 0 and 10m is predicted over
this period.

Negligible erosion of the majority of the cliffs is
expected to occur between 2055 and 2105.
Faster rates of cliff recession within the slightly
softer cliffs could occur, with a net recession of
between 0 and 10m is predicted over this period.

undefended section.

There is no interaction between the small coves/
pocket beaches along this stretch.
Prawle Point to
Limebury Point

The resistant nature of the cliffs has historically
resulted in very little cliff recession, although
some areas are more erodible than others
depending on local geological characteristics. In

As sea levels rise, the small pocket beaches would
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Predicted Change
Change for ‘Policy Scenario A’
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)
these localised areas of less resistant rock,
erosion of 0 to 10m is predicted by 2025.

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

Sea level rise could lead to the narrowing and
possible submergence of the pocket beaches that
indent the cliffs along this section, if there is
insufficient supply of sediment from localised cliff
erosion, or where beaches front resistant cliffs.

be expected to narrow further and could
disappear in places, where either resistant cliffs
back the beaches or if there is insufficient supply
of sediment from localised cliff erosion.

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

(adopted from South Devon CFMP)

(adopted from South Devon CFMP)

(adopted from South Devon CFMP)

There is a number of scattered settlements along
this section, which have small defences to protect
against flooding. It is anticipated these would
remain whilst the rest of this section in
undefended.

The CFMP policy for this section is “P5 – Take

The CFMP policy for this section is “P5 – Take

further action to reduce flood risk (now and in
the future)”.

further action to reduce flood risk (now and in
the future)”.

This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
‘Hold the Line’ throughout the estuary.
Continued monitoring and maintenance of
existing defences within this section is therefore
assumed to occur during this period under this
policy.

This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
‘Hold the Line’ throughout the estuary.
Continued monitoring and maintenance of
existing defences within this section is therefore
assumed to occur during this period under this
policy.

It is not assumed that new defences will be built

It is not assumed that new defences will be built

The small pocket beaches fluctuate seasonally but
have remained largely unchanged over the long
term. These are supplied by erosion of the slightly
more erodible cliffs within which they are located.
There is little, if any, interaction with adjacent
beaches.
Coastal squeeze as a result of sea level rise is
likely to become increasingly important towards
2025 if there is insufficient sediment supply to the
pocket beaches from local cliff erosion. This is
particularly the case for those pocket beaches,
where defences prevent erosion of softer cliffs,
which would otherwise have contributed beach
sediment as they eroded.
Salcombe
Harbour
(Limebury Point
to Kingsbridge
Estuary – Scoble
Point)

The CFMP policy for this section is “P5 – Take

further action to reduce flood risk (now and in
the future)”.
This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
‘Hold the Line’ throughout the estuary.
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Predicted Change
Change for ‘Policy Scenario A’
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)
Continued monitoring and maintenance of
existing defences within this section is therefore
assumed to occur during this period under this
policy.

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

along currently undefended sections under this
policy.

along currently undefended sections under this
policy.

The Kingsbridge Estuary system is largely natural
and unconstrained, although some parts are
defended around developed areas. The estuary
would be expected to undergo landward
translation in response to rising sea levels in the
natural areas though this would be constrained in
the defended areas. In parts of the natural
estuary, this translation may also be inhibited due
to rapidly rising land. In these areas there it is
likely that gradual loss of inter-tidal areas would
occur.

The Kingsbridge Estuary system is largely natural
and unconstrained, although some parts are
defended around developed areas. The estuary
would be expected to undergo landward
translation in response to rising sea levels in the
natural areas though this would be constrained in
the defended areas. In parts of the natural
estuary, this translation may also be inhibited due
to rapidly rising land. In these areas there it is
likely that gradual loss of inter-tidal areas would
occur.

The Kingsbridge Estuary system is largely natural
and unconstrained, although some parts are
defended around developed areas. The estuary
would be expected to undergo landward
translation in response to rising sea levels in the
natural areas though this would be constrained in
the defended areas. In parts of the natural
estuary, this translation may also be inhibited due
to rapidly rising land. In these areas there it is
likely that gradual loss of inter-tidal areas would
occur.

Numerous scattered settlements adjacent to the
estuary are at risk from flooding, with future
flood risk mainly due to climate change, with
possible sea level rises increasing the frequency
and depth of future flooding. Continued defence
of these areas would reduce the localised flood
risk. In these areas there it is likely that gradual
loss of inter-tidal areas would occur.

Numerous scattered settlements adjacent to the
estuary are at risk from flooding, with future
flood risk mainly due to climate change, with
possible sea level rises increasing the frequency
and depth of future flooding. Continued defence
of these areas would reduce the localised flood
risk. In these areas there it is likely that gradual
loss of inter-tidal areas would occur.

Numerous scattered settlements adjacent to the
estuary are at risk from flooding, with future
flood risk mainly due to climate change, with
possible sea level rises increasing the frequency
and depth of future flooding. Continued defence
of these areas would reduce the localised flood
risk. In these areas there it is likely that gradual
loss of inter-tidal areas would occur.

Natural river and tidal processes would continue
in the rural areas surrounding the estuaries, with
improved flood risk management where people

Natural river and tidal processes would continue
in the rural areas surrounding the estuaries, with
improved flood risk management where people

Natural river and tidal processes would continue
in the rural areas surrounding the estuaries, with
improved flood risk management where people

It is not assumed that new defences will be built
along currently undefended sections under this
policy.
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Kingsbridge
Estuary – Scoble
Point to
Kingsbridge

Predicted Change
Change for ‘Policy Scenario A’
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

and properties are at risk.

and properties are at risk.

and properties are at risk.

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

(adopted from South Devon CFMP)

(adopted from South Devon CFMP)

(adopted from South Devon CFMP)

There are few defences along this section,
although the creek heads do have some roads and
other infrastructure that could be at risk of
flooding.

The CFMP policy for this section is “P5 – Take

The CFMP policy for this section is “P5 – Take

further action to reduce flood risk (now and in
the future)”.

further action to reduce flood risk (now and in
the future)”.

This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
‘Hold the Line’ throughout the estuary.
Continued monitoring and maintenance of
existing defences within this section is therefore
assumed to occur during this period under this
policy.

This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
‘Hold the Line’ throughout the estuary.
Continued monitoring and maintenance of
existing defences within this section is therefore
assumed to occur during this period under this
policy.

It is not assumed that new defences will be built
along currently undefended sections under this
policy.

It is not assumed that new defences will be built
along currently undefended sections under this
policy.

The Kingsbridge Estuary system is largely natural
and unconstrained, although some parts are
defended around developed areas. The estuary
would be expected to undergo landward
translation in response to rising sea levels in the
natural areas though this would be constrained in
the defended areas. In parts of the natural
estuary, this translation may also be inhibited due
to rapidly rising land. In these areas there it is

The Kingsbridge Estuary system is largely natural
and unconstrained, although some parts are
defended around developed areas. The estuary
would be expected to undergo landward
translation in response to rising sea levels in the
natural areas though this would be constrained in
the defended areas. In parts of the natural
estuary, this translation may also be inhibited due
to rapidly rising land. In these areas there it is

The CFMP policy for this section is “P5 – Take

further action to reduce flood risk (now and in
the future)”.
This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
‘Hold the Line’ throughout the estuary.
Continued monitoring and maintenance of
existing defences within this section is therefore
assumed to occur during this period under this
policy.
It is not assumed that new defences will be built
along currently undefended sections under this
policy.
The Kingsbridge Estuary system is largely natural
and unconstrained, although some parts are
defended around developed areas. The estuary
would be expected to undergo landward
translation in response to rising sea levels in the
natural areas though this would be constrained in
the defended areas. In parts of the natural
estuary, this translation may also be inhibited due
to rapidly rising land. In these areas there it is
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Kingsbridge
Estuary –
Kingsbridge

Predicted Change
Change for ‘Policy Scenario A’
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

likely that gradual loss of inter-tidal areas would
occur.

likely that gradual loss of inter-tidal areas would
occur.

likely that gradual loss of inter-tidal areas would
occur.

Natural river and tidal processes would continue
to dominate in this area.

Natural river and tidal processes would continue
to dominate in this area.

Natural river and tidal processes would continue
to dominate in this area.

Policy Assessed
Assessed = Hold the Line

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

(adopted from South Devon CFMP)

(adopted from South Devon CFMP)

(adopted from South Devon CFMP)

A range of flood defences provide protection to
the low lying parts of Kingsbridge at the head of
the estuary.

The CFMP policy for this section is “P5 – Take

The CFMP policy for this section is “P5 – Take

further action to reduce flood risk (now and in
the future)”.

further action to reduce flood risk (now and in
the future)”.

The CFMP policy for this section is “P5 – Take

This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
‘Hold the Line’ throughout the estuary.
Continued monitoring and maintenance of
existing defences within this section is therefore
assumed to occur during this period under this
policy.

This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
‘Hold the Line’ throughout the estuary.
Continued monitoring and maintenance of
existing defences within this section is therefore
assumed to occur during this period under this
policy.

It is not assumed that new defences will be built
along currently undefended sections under this
policy.

It is not assumed that new defences will be built
along currently undefended sections under this
policy.

Natural translation of the estuary in this area in
response to sea level rise would continue to be
inhibited by the ongoing provision of flood
defences, which reduce the risk of flooding to the
low-lying parts of Kingsbridge into the future.

Natural translation of the estuary in this area in
response to sea level rise would continue to be
inhibited by the ongoing provision of flood
defences, which reduce the risk of flooding to the
low-lying parts of Kingsbridge into the future.

The wider Kingsbridge Estuary system is largely

The wider Kingsbridge Estuary system is largely

further action to reduce flood risk (now and in
the future)”.
This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
‘Hold the Line’ throughout the estuary.
Continued monitoring and maintenance of
existing defences within this section is therefore
assumed to occur during this period under this
policy.
It is not assumed that new defences will be built
along currently undefended sections under this
policy.
The town of Kingsbridge is located at the head of
the Kingsbridge Estuary system, which is largely
natural and unconstrained.
Natural translation of the estuary in this area in
response to sea level rise would be inhibited by
the continued provision of flood defences, which
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Predicted Change
Change for ‘Policy Scenario A’
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

reduce the risk of flooding to the low-lying parts
of Kingsbridge into the future. In this area it is
likely that gradual loss of inter-tidal areas would
occur.

natural and unconstrained, and so the impacts of
the constraint placed upon estuary evolution by
these defences is unlikely to have significant
implications for the estuary as a whole.

natural and unconstrained, and so the impacts of
the constraint placed upon estuary evolution by
these defences is unlikely to have significant
implications for the estuary as a whole.

The wider Kingsbridge Estuary system is largely
natural and unconstrained, and so the impacts of
the constraint placed upon estuary evolution by
these defences is unlikely to have significant
implications for the estuary as a whole.

Natural river and tidal processes would continue
in the rural areas of the estuary that surround
Kingsbridge.

Natural river and tidal processes would continue
in the rural areas of the estuary that surround
Kingsbridge.

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

(adopted from South Devon CFMP)

(adopted from South Devon CFMP)

(adopted from South Devon CFMP)

There are few defences along this section,
although the creek heads do have some roads and
other infrastructure that could be at risk of
flooding.

The CFMP policy for this section is “P5 – Take

The CFMP policy for this section is “P5 – Take

further action to reduce flood risk (now and in
the future)”.

further action to reduce flood risk (now and in
the future)”.

This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
‘Hold the Line’ throughout the estuary.
Continued monitoring and maintenance of
existing defences within this section is therefore
assumed to occur during this period under this
policy.

This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
‘Hold the Line’ throughout the estuary.
Continued monitoring and maintenance of
existing defences within this section is therefore
assumed to occur during this period under this
policy.

It is not assumed that new defences will be built
along currently undefended sections under this
policy.

It is not assumed that new defences will be built
along currently undefended sections under this
policy.

Natural river and tidal processes would continue
in the rural areas of the estuary that surround
Kingsbridge.
Kingsbridge
Estuary West –
Kingsbridge to
Snapes Point

The CFMP policy for this section is “P5 – Take

further action to reduce flood risk (now and in
the future)”.
This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
‘Hold the Line’ throughout the estuary.
Continued monitoring and maintenance of
existing defences within this section is therefore
assumed to occur during this period under this
policy.
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Predicted Change
Change for ‘Policy Scenario A’
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

The Kingsbridge Estuary system is largely natural
and unconstrained, although some parts are
defended around developed areas. The estuary
would be expected to undergo landward
translation in response to rising sea levels in the
natural areas though this would be constrained in
the defended areas. In parts of the natural
estuary, this translation may also be inhibited due
to rapidly rising land. In these areas there it is
likely that gradual loss of inter-tidal areas would
occur.

The Kingsbridge Estuary system is largely natural
and unconstrained, although some parts are
defended around developed areas. The estuary
would be expected to undergo landward
translation in response to rising sea levels in the
natural areas though this would be constrained in
the defended areas. In parts of the natural
estuary, this translation may also be inhibited due
to rapidly rising land. In these areas there it is
likely that gradual loss of inter-tidal areas would
occur.

The Kingsbridge Estuary system is largely natural
and unconstrained, although some parts are
defended around developed areas. The estuary
would be expected to undergo landward
translation in response to rising sea levels in the
natural areas though this would be constrained in
the defended areas. In parts of the natural
estuary, this translation may also be inhibited due
to rapidly rising land. In these areas there it is
likely that gradual loss of inter-tidal areas would
occur.

Natural river and tidal processes would continue
to dominate in this area.

Natural river and tidal processes would continue
to dominate in this area.

Natural river and tidal processes would continue
to dominate in this area.

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

(adopted from South Devon CFMP)

(adopted from South Devon CFMP)

(adopted from South Devon CFMP)

There are a range of defences located along this
section, providing protection against flooding.

The CFMP policy for this section is “P5 – Take

The CFMP policy for this section is “P5 – Take

further action to reduce flood risk (now and in
the future)”.

further action to reduce flood risk (now and in
the future)”.

This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
‘Hold the Line’ throughout the estuary.
Continued monitoring and maintenance of
existing defences within this section is therefore
assumed to occur during this period under this
policy.

This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
‘Hold the Line’ throughout the estuary.
Continued monitoring and maintenance of
existing defences within this section is therefore
assumed to occur during this period under this
policy.

It is not assumed that new defences will be built

It is not assumed that new defences will be built

It is not assumed that new defences will be built
along currently undefended sections under this
policy.

Salcombe (Snapes
Point to Splat
Cove Point)

The CFMP policy for this section is “P5 – Take

further action to reduce flood risk (now and in
the future)”.
This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
‘Hold the Line’ throughout the estuary.
Continued monitoring and maintenance of
existing defences within this section is therefore
assumed to occur during this period under this
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Draft Policy Unit

Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)
policy.

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

along currently undefended sections under this
policy.

along currently undefended sections under this
policy.

The town of Salcombe is located on the western
side of the outer part of the Kingsbridge Estuary
system, which is largely natural and unconstrained
and which would be expected to undergo
landward translation in response to rising sea
levels.

Continued provision of flood defences along this
frontage would reduce the flood risk to
Salcombe. This would inhibit the ability of the
estuary to respond naturally and it is likely that
gradual loss of inter-tidal areas would occur in
this area as a result.

Continued provision of flood defences along this
frontage would reduce the flood risk to
Salcombe. This would inhibit the ability of the
estuary to respond naturally and it is likely that
gradual loss of inter-tidal areas would occur in
this area as a result.

However, defences along this frontage protect
Salcombe from flooding and so this natural
response would be inhibited. It is likely that
gradual loss of inter-tidal areas would occur in
this area as a result.

Natural river and tidal processes would continue
in the rural areas surrounding the estuary.

Natural river and tidal processes would continue
in the rural areas surrounding the estuary.

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

There are no defences present along this section.

No defences.

No defences.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section is dominated by hard rock cliffs that
are indented with small pocket beaches.

The majority of the cliffs would be expected to
experience only negligible erosion between 2025
and 2055. Faster rates of cliff recession within the
slightly softer cliffs could occur, with a net
recession of between 0 and 10m is predicted over
this period.

Negligible erosion of the majority of the cliffs is
expected to occur between 2055 and 2105.
Faster rates of cliff recession within the slightly
softer cliffs could occur, with a net recession of
between 0 and 10m is predicted over this period.

It is not assumed that new defences will be built
along currently undefended sections under this
policy.

Natural river and tidal processes would continue
in the rural areas surrounding the estuary.
Splat Cove Point
to Bolt Head
Head

The resistant nature of the cliffs has historically
resulted in very little cliff recession, although
some areas are more erodible than others
depending on local geological characteristics. In
these localised areas of less resistant rock,

Sea level rise could lead to the narrowing and

As sea levels rise, the small pocket beaches would
be expected to narrow further and could
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Predicted Change
Change for ‘Policy Scenario A’
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)
erosion of 0 to 10m is predicted by 2025.

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

possible submergence of the pocket beaches that
indent the cliffs along this section, if there is
insufficient supply of sediment from localised cliff
erosion, or where beaches front resistant cliffs.

disappear in places, where either resistant cliffs
back the beaches or if there is insufficient supply
of sediment from localised cliff erosion.

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

There are no defences present along this section.

No defences.

No defences.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

The cliffs along this section consist of hard,
resistant rock that has eroded very little over the
long term. This is expected to continue to 2025,
with negligible cliff recession predicted over this
period. As such total erosion of 0 to 10m is
predicted by 2025 depending on the occurrence
of small scale cliff failures.

Negligible erosion of the hard rock cliffs that
dominate this section is predicted between 2025
and 2055. As such total erosion of 0 to 10m is
predicted by 2055 depending on the occurrence
of small scale cliff failures.

Negligible erosion of the hard rock cliffs that
dominate this section is predicted between 2055
and 2105. As such total erosion of 0 to 10m is
predicted by 2105 depending on the occurrence
of small scale cliff failures.

The small pocket beaches fluctuate seasonally but
have remained largely unchanged over the long
term. These are supplied by erosion of the slightly
more erodible cliffs within which they are located.
There is little, if any, interaction with adjacent
beaches.
Coastal squeeze as a result of sea level rise is
likely to become increasingly important towards
2025 if there is insufficient sediment supply to the
pocket beaches from local cliff erosion. This is
particularly the case for those pocket beaches,
where defences prevent erosion of softer cliffs,
which would otherwise have contributed beach
sediment as they eroded.
POLICY SCENARIO AREA: BOLT HEAD TO WEMBURY POINT
Bolt Head to Bolt
Tail

Any small pocket beaches along this stretch are
likely to become permanently submerged at all
tidal states, due to sea level rise.
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Bolt Tail to
Thurlestone Rock

Predicted Change
Change for ‘Policy Scenario A’
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

This section is largely undefended, with only a few
very short lengths of defence protecting cliff top
roads around Inner Hope and Outer Hope.

The very short lengths of defence along this
section could fail during this period.

If not already occurred in the medium term, it is
likely that the very short lengths of defence along
this section would fail in the early part of this
period.

The majority of this section consists of hard rock
cliffs that have historically eroded very little over
the long term, although there are localised areas
that are slightly more erodible. This trend would
continue to 2025, and a maximum erosion of
between 0 and 10m is predicted in localised areas
of softer cliffs over this period.

Cliff erosion would be limited to localised areas
of slightly more erodible cliffs, with predicted
erosion in these areas of 0 to 10m by 2055. Loss
of the defence at the back of Hope Cove during
this period could occur, though it is unlikely that
this would result in any increase in cliff recession
due to the resistant nature of the cliffs.

Cliff erosion would be limited to localised areas
of slightly more erodible cliffs, with total erosion
in these areas predicted to be between 0 and
10m by 2105.

There is a small pocket beach that indents this
section at Hope Cove, but there is little, if any,
interaction between this and adjacent pocket
beaches. There is also a very small length of
defence at the back of this cove that provides
some local protection to the cliff top road above.

Sea level rise could lead to the continued
narrowing and possible submergence of the
pocket beach at Hope Cove that fronts the cliffs
along this section.

Under Policy Scenario A it is assumed to be
unlikely that a scheme to maintain these defences
would attract public funds, and so it is assumed
that no further maintenance of the defences
would occur.

The pocket beach at Hope Cove that fronts the
resistant cliffs will have disappeared by the end of
this period, due to increases in sea level.

Coastal squeeze as a result of sea level rise is
likely to become increasingly important during
this period, particularly where this small pocket
beach fronts resistant cliffs.
Thurlestone Rock
to Warren Point

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

Policy Assessed = Managed Realignment

Policy Assessed = No Active
Active Intervention

A small length of defence is located at the back of

Measures developed in the short term would be

There would be no defences present by the end
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Predicted Change
Change for ‘Policy Scenario A’
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)
the beach at Thurlestone, protecting low-lying
land from flooding.

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

implemented during this period to move assets
away from areas of risk.

of this period, with assets having been relocated
away from area of risk in the medium term.

Cliff erosion would be limited to localised areas
of slightly more erodible cliffs, with total erosion
in these areas predicted to be between 0 and
10m by 2105.

Cliff erosion would be limited to localised areas
of slightly more erodible cliffs, with total erosion
in these areas predicted to be between 0 and
10m by 2105.

At Thurlestone, continued coastal squeeze caused
by the defences holding the backshore position
would likely become unsustainable and so assets
would be moved away from the area of risk (to
high ground) prior to allowing the beach to roll
back landwards in response to sea level rise.

At Thurlestone a small embayment would likely
develop as the beach rolls back landwards in
response to sea level rise. This in turn would
allow more beach material to be retained along
this section within a naturally functioning beach.

Under Policy Scenario A, maintenance of the
defences would occur during this period whilst
measures are developed to allow the realignment
of defences in the medium to long term.
Either end of this section consists of hard rock
cliffs that have historically eroded very little over
the long term, although there are localised areas
that are slightly more erodible. This trend would
continue to 2025, and a maximum erosion of
between 0 and 10m is predicted in localised areas
of softer cliffs over this period.
A pocket beach indents this section at
Thurlestone that fronts an area of low-lying land,
but this has little, if any, interaction with other
parts of the coast.
Coastal squeeze as a result of sea level rise is
likely to become increasingly important during
this period, particularly as defences exist at
Thurlestone that limit the natural ability of the
beach to adapt by rolling back landwards onto
low-lying land.

This would allow a more naturally functioning
beach to be retained at Thurlestone.

At Thurlestone, this would result in an increased
risk of flooding during storm events by 2025.
Warren Point to
Avon Estuary
(East)

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

There are no defences present along this section.

No defences.

No defences.
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Avon Estuary
(East Bank –
Mouth to
Stadbury Farm)

Predicted Change
Change for ‘Policy Scenario A’
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section consists of hard rock cliffs that have
historically eroded very little over the long term,
although there are localised areas that are slightly
more erodible. This trend would continue to
2025, and a maximum erosion of between 0 and
10m is predicted in localised areas of softer cliffs
over this period.

Cliff erosion would be limited to localised areas
of slightly more erodible cliffs, with predicted
erosion in these areas of 0 to 10m by 2055.

Cliff erosion would be limited to localised areas
of slightly more erodible cliffs, with total erosion
in these areas predicted to be between 0 and
10m by 2105.

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

There are very few defences present along this
section and much of the section is natural. Under
Policy Scenario A, this section would continue to
evolve naturally, with any defences gradually
deteriorating and failing due to lack of
maintenance.

No defences.

No defences.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section contains extensive areas of sand at
the mouth of the Avon estuary.

There could be erosion, narrowing and possibly
submergence of the beaches around the mouth of
the Avon estuary in response to rising sea level.
The dunes at Bantham Sand, which sit on top of a
shore platform, would rollback in response to sea
level rise, aided by net flood sediment transport
that occurs over the sands.

As sea levels rise, it would be expected that the
beaches around the mouth of the Avon estuary
could erode and narrow and possibly disappear in
places.

Sea level rise could possibly result in some
erosion and narrowing of the beaches around the
mouth of the Avon estuary, features that have
also historically been stable over the long term,
although the channel at the mouth of the estuary
has migrated from east to west over the past 100
years.
The hard rock cliffs located along parts of this
section have eroded very little over the long
term, and this is expected to continue in the
future, with negligible erosion predicted by 2025.

There is little or no link between the beaches
here and the adjacent Challaborough Beach and
so this would not have a wider area impact.
The hard rock cliffs would continue to erode only
very slowly between 2025 and 2055, with
negligible erosion predicted over this period. The

The hard rock cliffs would continue to erode only
very slowly between 2055 and 2105, with
negligible erosion predicted over this period.
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Predicted Change
Change for ‘Policy Scenario A’
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

dunes at Bantham Sand, which sit on top of a
shore platform, would rollback in response to sea
level rise, aided by net flood sediment transport
that occurs over the sands.
Avon Estuary
(Upstream
section –
Stadbury Farm to
Stakes Hill)

Policy Assessed = Managed Realignment
Realignment

Policy Assessed = Managed Realignment

Policy Assessed = Managed Realignment

(adopted from South Devon CFMP)

(adopted from South Devon CFMP)

(adopted from South Devon CFMP)

There are several defences around the developed
area of Aveton Gifford, and a number of roads
within the estuary that are at risk of flooding.

The CFMP policy for this section is “P6 - Take

The CFMP policy for this section is “P6 - Take

action to increase the frequency of flooding to
bring benefits locally or elsewhere.”

action to increase the frequency of flooding to
bring benefits locally or elsewhere.”

The CFMP policy for this section is “P6 - Take

This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
‘Managed Realignment’ in parts of the estuary,
although no specific locations are identified and
this would be subject to detailed investigations.

This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
‘Managed Realignment’ in parts of the estuary,
although no specific locations are identified and
this would be subject to detailed investigations.

It is assumed that this policy would allow existing
defences to be improved in order to reduce any
change in flood risk created by managed
realignment in parts of the estuary, but would not
allow new defences to be built along currently
undefended sections.

It is assumed that this policy would allow existing
defences to be improved in order to reduce any
change in flood risk created by managed
realignment in parts of the estuary, but would not
allow new defences to be built along currently
undefended sections.

The Avon Estuary is largely natural and
unconstrained, and would be expected to adjust
to rising sea levels to maintain its current form.

The Avon Estuary is largely natural and
unconstrained, and would be expected to adjust
to rising sea levels to maintain its current form.

The Avon Estuary is largely natural and
unconstrained, and would be expected to adjust
to rising sea levels to maintain its current form.

Pro-active managed realignment would help to
reconnect the estuary to the floodplain whilst

Pro-active managed realignment would help to
reconnect the estuary to the floodplain whilst

Pro-active managed realignment would help to
reconnect the estuary to the floodplain whilst

action to increase the frequency of flooding to
bring benefits locally or elsewhere.”
This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
‘Managed Realignment’ in parts of the estuary,
although no specific locations are identified and
this would be subject to detailed investigations.
It is assumed that this policy would allow existing
defences to be improved in order to reduce any
change in flood risk created by managed
realignment in parts of the estuary, but would not
allow new defences to be built along currently
undefended sections.
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Avon Estuary
(West Bank –
Stakes Hill to
Warren Point
(Bigbury(Bigbury-onon-Sea))

Predicted Change
Change for ‘Policy Scenario A’
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

also providing habitat and reducing flood risk to
other parts of the estuary.

also providing habitat and reducing flood risk to
other parts of the estuary

also providing habitat and reducing flood risk to
other parts of the estuary

There are very few defences in the estuary,
mostly associated with the developed area of
Aveton Gifford, and whilst the continued
presence of these would constrain the estuary
locally, it is unlikely to have a significant impact on
the estuary as a whole.

There are very few defences in the estuary,
mostly associated with the developed area of
Aveton Gifford, and whilst the continued
presence of these would constrain the estuary
locally, it is unlikely to have a significant impact on
the estuary as a whole.

There are very few defences in the estuary,
mostly associated with the developed area of
Aveton Gifford, and whilst the continued
presence of these would constrain the estuary
locally, it is unlikely to have a significant impact on
the estuary as a whole.

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

There are very few defences present along this
section and much of the section is natural. Under
Policy Scenario A, this section would continue to
evolve naturally, with any defences gradually
deteriorating and failing due to lack of
maintenance.

No defences.

No defences.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section contains extensive areas of sand at
the mouth of the Avon estuary.

There could be erosion, narrowing and possibly
submergence of the beaches and tombolo around
the mouth of the Avon estuary in response to
rising sea level.

As sea levels rise, it would be expected that the
beaches and tombolo around the mouth of the
Avon estuary could erode and narrow and
possibly disappear in places. The submergence of
the tombolo during this period would leave Burgh
Island permanently detached from the mainland.

Sea level rise could possibly result in some
erosion and narrowing of the beaches around the
mouth of the Avon estuary and the tombolo
between the mainland and Burgh Island by 2025,
features that have also historically been stable
over the long term, although the channel at the
mouth of the estuary has migrated from east to
west over the past 100 years.
The hard rock cliffs located along parts of this
section have eroded very little over the long
term, and this is expected to continue in the

There is little or no link between the beaches
here and the adjacent Challaborough Beach and
so this would not have a wider area impact.
The hard rock cliffs would continue to erode only
very slowly between 2025 and 2055, with
negligible erosion predicted over this period.

The hard rock cliffs would continue to erode only
very slowly between 2055 and 2105, with
negligible erosion predicted over this period.
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Predicted Change
Change for ‘Policy Scenario A’
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

future, with negligible erosion predicted by 2025.
Warren Point
(Bigbury(Bigbury-onon-Sea)
to Challaborough
(West)

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

Policy Assessed = Managed Realignment

There is a small length of defence located at the
back of Challaborough Beach that protects lowlying land from flooding.

It is assumed that maintenance of the defences
along this section would occur during this period
whilst measures are developed to implement
managed realignment in the long term.

Maintenance of the defences at Challaborough
Beach would likely become unsustainable, and so
a secondary line of defences would be
constructed landwards of the existing defence
line, after which the current defences would be
allowed to fail.

Sea level rise would continue to cause narrowing
and steepening of Challaborough Beach, resulting
in an increased risk of localised flooding in this
area during storm events between 2025 and
2055, unless defences are upgraded.

As sea levels rise, it would be expected that
Challaborough Beach coastal squeeze caused by
the defences holding the backshore position
would likely become unsustainable and so a
secondary line of defences would be constructed
landward of the existing defences prior to
allowing the existing defences to fail and so
allowing the beach to roll back landwards in
response to sea level rise.

It is assumed that maintenance of the defence
would occur during this period whilst measures
are developed to implement managed realignment
in the long term.
This section contains a small beach that fronts the
defences and low-lying land at Challaborough.
Challaborough Beach fluctuates seasonally but has
been stable over the long term. This situation is
expected to continue to 2025, although coastal
squeeze as a result of sea level rise could become
increasingly important during this period, resulting
in an increased risk of flooding during storm
events by 2025.

The hard rock cliffs at either end of this section
would continue to erode only very slowly
between 2025 and 2055, with negligible erosion
predicted over this period.

This would allow a more naturally functioning
beach to be retained at Challaborough.

The hard rock cliffs located along the eastern and
western parts of this section have eroded very
little over the long term, and this is expected to
continue in the future, with negligible erosion
predicted by 2025.
Challaborough
(West) to Erme
Estuary (East)

The hard rock cliffs at either end of this section
would continue to erode only very slowly
between 2055 and 2105, with negligible erosion
predicted over this period.

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

Policy Assessed
Assessed = No Active Intervention

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

There are no defences along this section.

No defences.

No defences.
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Predicted Change
Change for ‘Policy Scenario A’
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

The majority of this section consists of hard rock
cliffs that have eroded very little over the long
term, although there are localised areas that are
slightly more erodible. This trend would continue
to 2025, and total erosion of between 0 and 10m
is predicted in localised areas over this period,
whilst only the remainder erosion would be
negligible.

Cliff erosion would be limited to localised areas
of slightly more erodible cliffs, with total erosion
in these areas of between 0 and 10m predicted by
2055 depending on the occurrence of small scale
cliff failures.

Cliff erosion would be limited to localised areas
of slightly more erodible cliffs, with total erosion
in these areas of 0 to 10m predicted by 2105
depending on the occurrence of small scale cliff
failures.

Sea level rise could lead to the narrowing and
possible submergence of the pocket beaches that
indent the cliffs along this section, if there is
insufficient supply of sediment from localised cliff
erosion and where beaches front resistant cliffs.
Where beaches are not present the still water
level will simply be higher up the cliff face.

As sea levels rise most of the small pocket
beaches that indent the cliffs along this section
would be expected to have disappeared, unless
locally there is sufficient sediment supply from the
cliffs.

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

There are no flood alleviation schemes within this
unit, although there are a number of properties at
risk of flooding under a 1:1 year extreme event
within this primarily rural section.

Under this policy, extreme flood events continue
to pose a flood risk to properties, but this would
be managed through flood warnings rather than
constructing flood defences along this section as
there is predicted to be no significant increase in
flood risk area during this period compared to
present day.

Under this policy, extreme flood events continue
to pose a flood risk to properties, but this would
be managed through flood warnings rather than
constructing flood defences along this section as
there is predicted to be no significant increase in
flood risk area during this period compared to
present day.

The cliffs along this section are indented with
small pocket beaches that are supplied with
sediment from local cliff erosion only, there is no
interaction between adjacent beaches. These
beaches have historically been stable over the
long term, however coastal squeeze as a result of
sea level rise could become increasingly important
during this period if there is insufficient sediment
supply to the pocket beaches from local cliff
erosion in the future.
Erme Estuary
(East Bank –
Mouth to
Orcheton Wood)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

The CFMP policy for this section is “P3 -

Continue with existing or alternative actions to
manage flood risk at the current level (accepting
that flood risk will increase over time from this
baseline).” Under this policy, extreme flood
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Predicted Change
Change for ‘Policy Scenario A’
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

This stretch encompasses the Erme Estuary. This
is a ria type estuary which is confined by steep
cliffs. No change in the overall estuary form is
expected, although there could be natural
fluctuations in the position of the low water
channel.

No change in the form of the Erme is expected as
it is natural and unconstrained and naturally
allowing the estuary to adjust to keep pace with
rising sea levels.

No change in the form of the Erme is expected as
it is natural and unconstrained and naturally
allowing the estuary to adjust to keep pace with
rising sea levels.

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

There are no flood alleviation schemes within this
unit, although there are a number of properties at
risk of flooding under a 1:1 year extreme event
within this primarily rural section.

Under this policy, extreme flood events continue
to pose a flood risk to properties, but this would
be managed through flood warnings rather than
constructing flood defences along this section as
there is predicted to be no significant increase in
flood risk area during this period compared to
present day.

Under this policy, extreme flood events continue
to pose a flood risk to properties, but this would
be managed through flood warnings rather than
constructing flood defences along this section as
there is predicted to be no significant increase in
flood risk area during this period compared to
present day.

events continue to pose a flood risk to
properties, but this would be managed through
flood warnings rather than constructing flood
defences along this section.
Therefore, this has been interpreted for this SMP
to mean ‘No Active Intervention’.

Erme Estuary
(Upstream
section –
Orcheton Wood
to Pamflete
Wood)

The CFMP policy for this section is “P3 -

Continue with existing or alternative actions to
manage flood risk at the current level (accepting
that flood risk will increase over time from this
baseline).” Under this policy, extreme flood
events continue to pose a flood risk to
properties, but this would be managed through
flood warnings rather than constructing flood
defences along this section.
Therefore, this has been interpreted for this SMP
to mean ‘No Active Intervention’.
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Draft Policy Unit

Erme Estuary
(West Bank –
Pamflete Wood
to Mouth)

Predicted Change
Change for ‘Policy Scenario A’
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

This stretch encompasses the Erme Estuary. This
is a ria type estuary which is confined by steep
cliffs. No change in the overall estuary form is
expected, although there could be natural
fluctuations in the position of the low water
channel.

No change in the form of the Erme is expected as
it is natural and unconstrained and naturally
allowing the estuary to adjust to keep pace with
rising sea levels.

No change in the form of the Erme is expected as
it is natural and unconstrained and naturally
allowing the estuary to adjust to keep pace with
rising sea levels.

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

There are no flood alleviation schemes within this
unit, although there are a number of properties at
risk of flooding under a 1:1 year extreme event
within this primarily rural section.

Under this policy, extreme flood events continue
to pose a flood risk to properties, but this would
be managed through flood warnings rather than
constructing flood defences along this section as
there is predicted to be no significant increase in
flood risk area during this period compared to
present day.

Under this policy, extreme flood events continue
to pose a flood risk to properties, but this would
be managed through flood warnings rather than
constructing flood defences along this section as
there is predicted to be no significant increase in
flood risk area during this period compared to
present day.

No change in the form of the Erme is expected as
it is natural and unconstrained and naturally
allowing the estuary to adjust to keep pace with
rising sea levels.

No change in the form of the Erme is expected as
it is natural and unconstrained and naturally
allowing the estuary to adjust to keep pace with
rising sea levels.

The CFMP policy for this section is “P3 -

Continue with existing or alternative actions to
manage flood risk at the current level (accepting
that flood risk will increase over time from this
baseline).” Under this policy, extreme flood
events continue to pose a flood risk to
properties, but this would be managed through
flood warnings rather than constructing flood
defences along this section.
Therefore, this has been interpreted for this SMP
to mean ‘No Active Intervention’.
This stretch encompasses the Erme Estuary. This
is a ria type estuary which is confined by steep
cliffs. No change in the overall estuary form is
expected, although there could be natural
fluctuations in the position of the low water
channel.
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Draft Policy Unit
Erme Estuary
(West) to Yealm
Estuary (East)

Predicted Change
Change for ‘Policy Scenario A’
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

There are no defences along this section.

No defences.

No defences.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

The majority of this section consists of hard rock
cliffs that have eroded very little over the long
term, although there are localised areas that are
slightly more erodible. This trend would continue
to 2025, and total erosion of between 0 and 10m
is predicted in localised areas over this period,
whilst only the remainder erosion would be
negligible.

Cliff erosion would be limited to localised areas
of slightly more erodible cliffs, with total erosion
in these areas of between 0 and 10m predicted by
2055 depending on the occurrence of small scale
cliff failures.

Cliff erosion would be limited to localised areas
of slightly more erodible cliffs, with total erosion
in these areas of 0 to 10m predicted by 2105
depending on the occurrence of small scale cliff
failures.

Sea level rise could lead to the narrowing and
possible submergence of the pocket beaches that
indent the cliffs along this section, if there is
insufficient supply of sediment from localised cliff
erosion and where beaches front resistant cliffs.
Where beaches are not present the still water
level will simply be higher up the cliff face.

As sea levels rise most of the small pocket
beaches that indent the cliffs along this section
would be expected to have disappeared, unless
locally there is sufficient sediment supply from the
cliffs.

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

The CFMP policy for this section is “P4 - Take

The CFMP policy for this section is “P4 - Take

The CFMP policy for this section is “P4 - Take

action to sustain the current level of flood risk.”

action to sustain the current level of flood risk.”

action to sustain the current level of flood risk.”

This could be interpreted to mean ‘Hold the Line’
in parts of the estuary where there are already
defences that reduce flood risk.

This could be interpreted to mean ‘Hold the Line’
in parts of the estuary where there are already
defences that reduce flood risk.

This could be interpreted to mean ‘Hold the Line’
in parts of the estuary where there are already
defences that reduce flood risk.

Review of the local situation suggests that Hold

Review of the local situation suggests that Hold

Review of the local situation suggests that Hold

The cliffs along this section are indented with
small pocket beaches that are supplied with
sediment from local cliff erosion only, there is no
interaction between adjacent beaches. These
beaches have historically been stable over the
long term, however coastal squeeze as a result of
sea level rise could become increasingly important
during this period if there is insufficient sediment
supply to the pocket beaches from local cliff
erosion in the future.
Yealm Estuary
(East Bank –
Mouth to Passage
House)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)
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Draft Policy Unit

Yealm Estuary
(East
(East Bank –
Passage House to
Newton Ferrers
North)

Predicted Change
Change for ‘Policy Scenario A’
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

the Line in this section of the estuary would be
unnecessary as there are no defences to sustain
and so under Policy Scenario A, No Active
Intervention is considered instead along this
undefended section.

the Line in this section of the estuary would be
unnecessary as there are no defences to sustain
and so under Policy Scenario A, No Active
Intervention is considered instead along this
undefended section.

the Line in this section of the estuary would be
unnecessary as there are no defences to sustain
and so under Policy Scenario A, No Active
Intervention is considered instead along this
undefended section.

This stretch encompasses outer eastern bank of
the Yealm Estuary. This is a ria type estuary which
is confined by steep cliffs. No change in the
overall estuary form is expected.

No change in the form of the Yealm is expected
as it is natural and unconstrained by defences,
allowing the estuary to adjust to keep pace with
rising sea levels.

No change in the form of the Yealm is expected
as it is natural and unconstrained by defences,
allowing the estuary to adjust to keep pace with
rising sea levels.

No Active Intervention along this section will
allow natural processes to continue to occur.

No Active Intervention along this section will
allow natural processes to continue to occur.

No Active Intervention along this section will
allow natural processes to continue to occur.

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

The CFMP policy for this section is “P4 - Take

The CFMP policy for this section is “P4 - Take

The CFMP policy for this section is “P4 - Take

action to sustain the current level of flood risk.”

action to sustain the current level of flood risk.”

action to sustain the current level of flood risk.”

This could be interpreted to mean ‘Hold the Line’
in parts of the estuary where there are already
defences that reduce flood risk.

This could be interpreted to mean ‘Hold the Line’
in parts of the estuary where there are already
defences that reduce flood risk.

This could be interpreted to mean ‘Hold the Line’
in parts of the estuary where there are already
defences that reduce flood risk.

Review of the local situation suggests that Hold
the Line in this section of the estuary would be
required as there are a range of defences that
protect developed areas around the settlement of
Newton Ferrers.

Review of the local situation suggests that Hold
the Line in this section of the estuary would be
required as there are a range of defences that
protect developed areas around the settlement of
Newton Ferrers.

Review of the local situation suggests that Hold
the Line in this section of the estuary would be
required as there are a range of defences that
protect developed areas around the settlement of
Newton Ferrers.

This stretch encompasses part of the eastern
bank of the Yealm Estuary. This is a ria type
estuary which is confined by steep cliffs. No
change in the overall estuary form is expected.

No change in the form of the Yealm is expected
as it is largely natural and unconstrained by
defences, allowing the estuary to adjust to keep
pace with rising sea levels.

No change in the form of the Yealm is expected
as it is largely natural and unconstrained by
defences, allowing the estuary to adjust to keep
pace with rising sea levels.

Exposed estuarine locations such as Newton
Ferrers and Noss Mayo may be subject to

Continued defence along this section would

Continued defence along this section would
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Draft Policy Unit

Predicted Change
Change for ‘Policy Scenario A’
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)
flooding when high spring tides coincide with
heavy rainfall.

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

minimise the flood risk.

minimise the flood risk.

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

The CFMP policy for this section is “P4 - Take

The CFMP policy for this section is “P4 - Take

The CFMP policy for this section is “P4 - Take

action to sustain the current level of flood risk.”

action to sustain the current level of flood risk.”

action to sustain the current level of flood risk.”

This could be interpreted to mean ‘Hold the Line’
in parts of the estuary where there are already
defences that reduce flood risk.

This could be interpreted to mean ‘Hold the Line’
in parts of the estuary where there are already
defences that reduce flood risk.

This could be interpreted to mean ‘Hold the Line’
in parts of the estuary where there are already
defences that reduce flood risk.

Review of the local situation suggests that Hold
the Line in this section of the estuary would be
unnecessary as there are no defences to sustain
and so under Policy Scenario A, No Active
Intervention is considered instead along this
undefended section.

Review of the local situation suggests that Hold
the Line in this section of the estuary would be
unnecessary as there are no defences to sustain
and so under Policy Scenario A, No Active
Intervention is considered instead along this
undefended section.

Review of the local situation suggests that Hold
the Line in this section of the estuary would be
unnecessary as there are no defences to sustain
and so under Policy Scenario A, No Active
Intervention is considered instead along this
undefended section.

This stretch encompasses upper eastern bank of
the Yealm Estuary. This is a ria type estuary which
is confined by steep cliffs. No change in the
overall estuary form is expected.

No change in the form of the Yealm is expected
as it is natural and unconstrained by defences,
allowing the estuary to adjust to keep pace with
rising sea levels.

No change in the form of the Yealm is expected
as it is natural and unconstrained by defences,
allowing the estuary to adjust to keep pace with
rising sea levels.

No Active Intervention along this section will
allow natural processes to continue to occur.

No Active Intervention along this section will
allow natural processes to continue to occur.

No Active Intervention along this section will
allow natural processes to continue to occur.

Policy
Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

The CFMP policy for this section is “P4 - Take

The CFMP policy for this section is “P4 - Take

The CFMP policy for this section is “P4 - Take

action to sustain the current level of flood risk.”

action to sustain the current level of flood risk.”

action to sustain the current level of flood risk.”

This could be interpreted to mean ‘Hold the Line’
in parts of the estuary where there are already

This could be interpreted to mean ‘Hold the Line’
in parts of the estuary where there are already

This could be interpreted to mean ‘Hold the Line’
in parts of the estuary where there are already

Continued defence along this section would
minimise the flood risk.
Yealm Estuary
(East Bank –
Newton Ferrers
North to Fish
House Plantation)

Yealm Estuary
(West Bank –
Fish House
Plantation to
Season Point)
Point)
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Draft Policy Unit

Season Point to
Wembury Point

Predicted Change
Change for ‘Policy Scenario A’
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

defences that reduce flood risk.

defences that reduce flood risk.

defences that reduce flood risk.

Review of the local situation suggests that Hold
the Line in this section of the estuary would be
unnecessary as there are no defences to sustain
and so under Policy Scenario A, No Active
Intervention is considered instead along this
undefended section.

Review of the local situation suggests that Hold
the Line in this section of the estuary would be
unnecessary as there are no defences to sustain
and so under Policy Scenario A, No Active
Intervention is considered instead along this
undefended section.

Review of the local situation suggests that Hold
the Line in this section of the estuary would be
unnecessary as there are no defences to sustain
and so under Policy Scenario A, No Active
Intervention is considered instead along this
undefended section.

This stretch encompasses western bank of the
Yealm Estuary. This is a ria type estuary which is
confined by steep cliffs. No change in the overall
estuary form is expected.

No change in the form of the Yealm is expected
as it is natural and unconstrained by defences,
allowing the estuary to adjust to keep pace with
rising sea levels.

No change in the form of the Yealm is expected
as it is natural and unconstrained by defences,
allowing the estuary to adjust to keep pace with
rising sea levels.

No Active Intervention along this section will
allow natural processes to continue to occur.

No Active Intervention along this section will
allow natural processes to continue to occur.

No Active Intervention along this section will
allow natural processes to continue to occur.

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

The majority of this section is undefended.

The short section of defence at Wembury could
fail by the end of this period and so increased
flood risk to currently protected areas would
result.

There would be no defences at Wembury and so
this area would continue to evolve naturally.

Cliff erosion would be limited to localised areas
of slightly more erodible cliffs, with total erosion
in these areas of between 0 and 10m predicted by
2055 depending on the occurrence of small scale
cliff failures.

Cliff erosion would be limited to localised areas
of slightly more erodible cliffs, with total erosion
in these areas of 0 to 10m predicted by 2105
depending on the occurrence of small scale cliff
failures.

There are small sections of defence at Wembury
that provide localised protection against flooding
and erosion. Under Policy Scenario A, it is
assumed that any further maintenance of these
short lengths of defence would not attract public
funds and so it is assumed no further maintenance
of these would occur during this period.
The majority of this section consists of hard rock
cliffs that have eroded very little over the long
term, although there are localised areas that are
slightly more erodible. This trend would continue
to 2025, and total erosion of between 0 and 10m
is predicted in localised areas over this period,
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Draft Policy Unit

Predicted Change
Change for ‘Policy Scenario A’
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

Sea level rise could lead to the narrowing and
possible submergence of the pocket beaches that
indent the cliffs along this section, if there is
insufficient supply of sediment from localised cliff
erosion and where beaches front resistant cliffs.
Where beaches are not present the still water
level will simply be higher up the cliff face.

As sea levels rise most of the small pocket
beaches that indent the cliffs along this section
would be expected to have disappeared, unless
locally there is sufficient sediment supply from the
cliffs.

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

Policy Assessed = No Active
Active Intervention

The most significant defence present along this
section occurs at its western end in the form of
the Mount Batten Breakwater, although its main
effect is upon wave climate around the mouth of
the Plym estuary. There are also very small
lengths of localised defences that prevent erosion
at Bovisand and immediately south of the
breakwater along the access road to Mount
Batten.

It is assumed that the Mount Batten and Plymouth
Breakwaters would remain during this period and
continue to affect wave climate within Plymouth
Sound.

It is assumed that the Mount Batten and Plymouth
Breakwaters would remain during this period and
continue to affect wave climate within Plymouth
Sound.

The short lengths of defence that occur at
Bovisand and immediately south of the
breakwater along the access road to Mount
Batten could fail by the end of this period.

There would be no other defences along this
section and the shoreline would continue to
evolve naturally.

whilst only the remainder erosion would be
negligible.
The cliffs along this section are indented with
small pocket beaches that are supplied with
sediment from local cliff erosion only, there is no
interaction between adjacent beaches. These
beaches have historically been stable over the
long term, however coastal squeeze as a result of
sea level rise could become increasingly important
during this period if there is insufficient sediment
supply to the pocket beaches from local cliff
erosion in the future.
POLICY SCENARIO AREA: WEMBURY POINT TO DEVIL’S POINT
Wembury Point
to Mount Batten
Breakwater

Under Policy Scenario A, it is assumed that any
further maintenance of these short lengths of
defence would not attract public funds and so it is
assumed no further maintenance of these would
occur during this period.
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Draft Policy Unit

Predicted Change
Change for ‘Policy Scenario A’
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

Part of this section is also affected by the
sheltering effect of the Plymouth Breakwater
within Plymouth Sound.
The cliffs along this section consist of hard,
resistant rock that has eroded very little over the
long term. This is expected to continue to 2025,
with negligible cliff recession predicted over this
period. As such total erosion of 0 to 10m is
predicted by 2025 depending on the occurrence
of small scale cliff failures.
This coast is geologically controlled and therefore
would not be affected by any changes within
Plymouth Sound, e.g. to the Breakwater.

Negligible erosion of the hard rock cliffs that
dominate this section is predicted between 2025
and 2055. As such total erosion of 0 to 10m is
predicted by 2055 depending on the occurrence
of small scale cliff failures. The loss of the short
lengths of defence at Bovisand and immediately
south of the breakwater along the access road to
Mount Batten would be unlikely to increase the
risk in these areas.
The small pocket beaches will gradually become
drowned as sea level rise and shore platforms
become submerged.

Negligible erosion of the hard rock cliffs that
dominate this section is predicted between 2055
and 2105. As such total erosion of 0 to 10m is
predicted by 2105 depending on the occurrence
of small scale cliff failures.
Many of the small pocket beaches would have
been lost in a scenario of accelerated sea level
rise.
This coast is geologically controlled and therefore
would not be affected by any changes within
Plymouth Sound.

This coast is geologically controlled and therefore
would not be affected by any changes within
Plymouth Sound.
Plym Estuary Mount Batten
Breakwater to
Marsh Mills

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

(adopted from Tamar CFMP)

(adopted from Tamar CFMP)

(adopted from Tamar CFMP)

There are a variety of defences of varying
standards along this section that protect low lying
areas from flooding. It is likely that some of these
defences would need to be upgraded during this
period to maintain current levels of protection.

The CFMP policy for this section is “P5 – Take

The CFMP policy for this section is “P5 – Take

further action to reduce flood risk (now and in
the future)”.

further action to reduce flood risk (now and in
the future)”.

This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
‘Hold the Line’ throughout the estuary.
Continued monitoring and maintenance of
existing defences within this section is therefore
assumed to occur during this period under this

This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
‘Hold the Line’ throughout the estuary.
Continued monitoring and maintenance of
existing defences within this section is therefore
assumed to occur during this period under this

The CFMP policy for this section is “P5 – Take

further action to reduce flood risk (now and in
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Predicted Change
Change for ‘Policy Scenario A’

Draft Policy Unit

Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

the future)”.

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

policy.

policy.

Continued defence along this section would
provide ongoing flood protection to areas of low
lying land that are highly developed during this
period.

Continued defence along this section would
provide ongoing flood protection to areas of low
lying land that are highly developed during this
period.

Continued defence along this section would
provide ongoing flood protection to areas of low
lying land that are highly developed during this
period.

Sea level rise could begin to cause narrowing of
intertidal areas in the upper part of the estuary
towards 2025, though it is unlikely that a
significant area would be lost during this period.

As sea levels rise, further narrowing and even loss
of some parts of the intertidal areas in the upper
part of the estuary is likely to occur towards 2055
as they are prevented from adapting naturally by
the defences.

As sea levels rise further, more significant
narrowing and even loss of intertidal areas in the
upper part of the estuary is likely to occur
towards 2105 as they are prevented from
adapting naturally by the defences.

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

(adopted from Tamar CFMP)

(adopted from Tamar CFMP)

(adopted from Tamar CFMP)

There are a variety of defences along this section
that protect low lying areas from flooding. These
would be retained during this period.

The CFMP policy for this section is “P5 – Take

The CFMP policy for this section is “P5 – Take

further action to reduce flood risk (now and in
the future)”.

further action to reduce flood risk (now and in
the future)”.

The CFMP policy for this section is “P5 – Take

This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
‘Hold the Line’ throughout the estuary.
Continued monitoring and maintenance of
existing defences within this section is therefore
assumed to occur during this period under this
policy.

This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
‘Hold the Line’ throughout the estuary.
Continued monitoring and maintenance of
existing defences within this section is therefore
assumed to occur during this period under this
policy.

This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
‘Hold the Line’ throughout the estuary.
Continued monitoring and maintenance of
existing defences within this section is therefore
assumed to occur during this period under this
policy.

Plym Estuary –
Marsh Mills to
Coxside

further action to reduce flood risk (now and in
the future)”.
This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
‘Hold the Line’ throughout the estuary.
Continued monitoring and maintenance of
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Draft Policy Unit

Predicted Change
Change for ‘Policy Scenario A’
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

Continued defence along this section would
provide ongoing flood protection to areas of low
lying land that are highly developed during this
period.

Continued defence along this section would
provide ongoing flood protection to areas of low
lying land that are highly developed during this
period.

Continued defence along this section would
provide ongoing flood protection to areas of low
lying land that are highly developed during this
period.

Sea level rise could begin to cause narrowing of
intertidal areas in the upper part of the estuary
towards 2025, though it is unlikely that a
significant area would be lost during this period.

As sea levels rise, further narrowing and even loss
of some parts of the intertidal areas in the upper
part of the estuary is likely to occur towards 2055
as they are prevented from adapting naturally by
the defences.

As sea levels rise further, more significant
narrowing and even loss of intertidal areas in the
upper part of the estuary is likely to occur
towards 2105 as they are prevented from
adapting naturally by the defences.

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

Policy Assessed
Assessed = Hold the Line

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

This section consists of a wide range of defences
that protect the toe of the cliff from wave action,
although a number of the defences form part of
amenity features including a lido.

Upgrade of the defences could be required during
this period, although along Plymouth Hoe this
would likely form part of any upgrade of the
amenity features located along the toe of the cliffs
in this area.

Upgrade of the defences could be required during
this period, although along Plymouth Hoe this
would likely form part of any upgrade of the
amenity features located along the toe of the cliffs
in this area.

It is assumed that the Plymouth Breakwater
would remain during this period and continue to
affect wave climate within Plymouth Sound.

It is assumed that the Plymouth Breakwater
would remain during this period and continue to
affect wave climate within Plymouth Sound.

Continued defence of this section by ongoing
provision of amenity infrastructure would result
in no cliff recession occurring between 2025 and
2055, although even if undefended, the hard rock
geology that forms this coastline would
experience negligible erosion.

Continued defence of this section by ongoing
provision of amenity infrastructure would result
in no cliff recession occurring between 2055 and
2105, although even if undefended, the underlying
hard rock geology would experience negligible
erosion.

Rising sea levels and increased storminess due to

Rising sea levels and increased storminess due to

existing defences within this section is therefore
assumed to occur during this period under this
policy.

Coxside to
Devil’s Point

Part of this section is also affected by the
sheltering effect of the Plymouth Breakwater
within Plymouth Sound.
The cliff toe is almost entirely protected by
defences and other structures along this section,
and this has resulted in no cliff recession over the
long term.
Continued defence of this section by ongoing
provision of amenity infrastructure would result
in no cliff recession occurring by 2025, although
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Draft Policy Unit

Predicted Change
Change for ‘Policy Scenario A’
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

even if undefended, the hard rock geology that
forms this coastline would experience negligible, if
any erosion.

climate change would lead to an increased risk of
flooding to low-lying land as a result of wave
overtopping, requiring existing defences to be
upgraded during this period to minimise this
impact.

climate change would lead to an increased risk of
flooding to low-lying land as a result of wave
overtopping, requiring existing defences to be
upgraded during this period to minimise this
impact.

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

Policy Assessed = Hold
Hold the Line

(adopted from Tamar CFMP)

(adopted from Tamar CFMP)

(adopted from Tamar CFMP)

Defences are located along the majority of this
eastern side of the estuary. These defences and
other structures are associated with the
development of the port and naval dockyard at
Plymouth, which has also seen the estuary heavily
modified in this area by dredging activity.

The CFMP policy for this section is “P5 – Take

The CFMP policy for this section is “P5 – Take

further action to reduce flood risk (now and in
the future)”.

further action to reduce flood risk (now and in
the future)”.

This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
‘Hold the Line’ throughout the estuary.
Continued monitoring and maintenance of
existing defences within this section is therefore
assumed to occur during this period under this
policy.

This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
‘Hold the Line’ throughout the estuary.
Continued monitoring and maintenance of
existing defences within this section is therefore
assumed to occur during this period under this
policy.

The effect of rising sea levels, particularly on the
part of this section north of the Tamar bridge,
would be likely to result in the gradual loss of

The effect of rising sea levels, particularly on the
part of this section north of the Tamar bridge,
would be likely to result in the gradual loss of

Increases in sea level and storminess as a result of
climate change could cause increased flood risk to
low-lying areas by 2025.
POLICY SCENARIO AREA: TAMAR ESTUARY
Tamar Estuary –
Devil’s Point
Tamerton Lake

The CFMP policy for this section is “P5 – Take

further action to reduce flood risk (now and in
the future)”.
This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
‘Hold the Line’ throughout the estuary.
Continued monitoring and maintenance of
existing defences within this section is therefore
assumed to occur during this period under this
policy.
Human intervention along this outer part of the
Tamar estuary, particularly south of the Tamar
bridge, has heavily modified the estuary in this
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Predicted Change
Change for ‘Policy Scenario A’

Draft Policy Unit

Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

inter-tidal areas as they are restricted from
adapting by the ongoing presence of defences at
Plymouth.

inter-tidal areas as they are restricted from
adapting by the ongoing presence of defences at
Plymouth.

Ongoing management of this section and the
associated impacts upon the lower estuary is
likely to continue during this period.

Ongoing management of this section and the
associated impacts upon the lower estuary is
likely to continue during this period.

Policy Assessed = Managed Realignment

Policy Assessed = Managed Realignment

Policy Assessed = Managed Realignment

(adopted from Tamar CFMP)

(adopted from Tamar CFMP)

(adopted from Tamar CFMP)

This part of the Tamar Estuary is largely
undefended, although there are short isolated
lengths of defence that protect localised areas
from flooding.

The CFMP policy for this section is “P6 - Take

The CFMP policy for this section is “P6 - Take

action to increase the frequency of flooding to
bring benefits locally or elsewhere.”

action to increase the frequency of flooding to
bring benefits locally or elsewhere.”

This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
‘Managed Realignment’ in parts of the estuary,
although no specific locations are identified and
this would be subject to detailed investigations.

This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
‘Managed Realignment’ in parts of the estuary,
although no specific locations are identified and
this would be subject to detailed investigations.

It is assumed that this policy would allow existing
defences to be maintained or improved in order
to reduce any change in flood risk created by
managed realignment in parts of the estuary, but
would not allow new defences to be built along
currently undefended sections.

It is assumed that this policy would allow existing
defences to be maintained or improved in order
to reduce any change in flood risk created by
managed realignment in parts of the estuary, but
would not allow new defences to be built along
currently undefended sections.

area.
The defences along this eastern side of the
estuary protect small areas of low-lying land
between the estuary and higher ground to the
east from flooding.
Ongoing management of this section and the
associated impacts upon the lower estuary is
likely to continue during this period.
Tamar Estuary –
Tamerton
rton Lake to
Tame
Gunnislake
(Upper Tamar
Estuary East)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

The CFMP policy for this section is “P6 - Take

action to increase the frequency of flooding to
bring benefits locally or elsewhere.”
This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
‘Managed Realignment’ in parts of the estuary,
although no specific locations are identified and
this would be subject to detailed investigations.
It is assumed that this policy would allow existing
defences to be maintained or improved in order
to reduce any change in flood risk created by
managed realignment in parts of the estuary, but
would not allow new defences to be built along
currently undefended sections.
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Draft Policy Unit

Predicted Change
Change for ‘Policy Scenario A’
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

The effect of rising sea levels on the Tamar
estuary would be likely to result in the gradual
loss of inter-tidal areas where they are restricted
from adapting by the ongoing presence of small
lengths of defence along this section.

The effect of rising sea levels on the Tamar
estuary would be likely to result in the gradual
loss of inter-tidal areas where they are restricted
from adapting by the ongoing presence of small
lengths of defence along this section.

The remaining undefended areas of the estuary in
this section would be likely to maintain their
current form as they adapt landwards at a rate
that keeps pace with sea level rise, aided by proactive managed realignment which will also serve
to help reduce flood risk along the defended
areas of this section.

The remaining undefended areas of the estuary in
this section would be likely to maintain their
current form as they adapt landwards at a rate
that keeps pace with sea level rise, aided by proactive managed realignment which will also serve
to help reduce flood risk along the defended
areas of this section.

Policy Assessed = Managed Realignment

Policy
Policy Assessed = Managed Realignment

Policy Assessed = Managed Realignment

(adopted from Tamar CFMP)

(adopted from Tamar CFMP)

(adopted from Tamar CFMP)

This part of the Tamar Estuary is largely
undefended, although there are short isolated
lengths of defence that protect localised areas
from flooding.

The CFMP policy for this section is “P6 - Take

The CFMP policy for this section is “P6 - Take

action to increase the frequency of flooding to
bring benefits locally or elsewhere.”

action to increase the frequency of flooding to
bring benefits locally or elsewhere.”

This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
‘Managed Realignment’ in parts of the estuary,
although no specific locations are identified and
this would be subject to detailed investigations.

This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
‘Managed Realignment’ in parts of the estuary,
although no specific locations are identified and
this would be subject to detailed investigations.

It is assumed that this policy would allow existing
defences to be maintained or improved in order
to reduce any change in flood risk created by
managed realignment in parts of the estuary, but
would not allow new defences to be built along
currently undefended sections.

It is assumed that this policy would allow existing
defences to be maintained or improved in order
to reduce any change in flood risk created by
managed realignment in parts of the estuary, but
would not allow new defences to be built along
currently undefended sections.

Where defences occur along the eastern side of
the estuary, they protect small areas of low-lying
land from flooding.
The majority of the remaining estuary is largely
natural, with extensive areas of intertidal mudflats
constrained by steeply rising ground. Managed
realignment along these undefended areas would
aid conservation of inter-tidal areas and also help
to reduce flood risk to the small defended areas.

Tamar Estuary –
Gunnislake to
Saltash (North)
(Upper Tamar
Estuary West)

The CFMP policy for this section is “P6 - Take

action to increase the frequency of flooding to
bring benefits locally or elsewhere.”
This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
‘Managed Realignment’ in parts of the estuary,
although no specific locations are identified and
this would be subject to detailed investigations.
It is assumed that this policy would allow existing
defences to be maintained or improved in order
to reduce any change in flood risk created by
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Draft Policy Unit

Predicted Change
Change for ‘Policy Scenario A’
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

The effect of rising sea levels on the Tamar
estuary would be likely to result in the gradual
loss of inter-tidal areas where they are restricted
from adapting by the ongoing presence of small
lengths of defence along this section.

The effect of rising sea levels on the Tamar
estuary would be likely to result in the gradual
loss of inter-tidal areas where they are restricted
from adapting by the ongoing presence of small
lengths of defence along this section.

The remaining undefended areas of the estuary in
this section would be likely to maintain their
current form as they adapt landwards at a rate
that keeps pace with sea level rise, aided by proactive managed realignment which will also serve
to help reduce flood risk along the defended
areas of this section.

The remaining undefended areas of the estuary in
this section would be likely to maintain their
current form as they adapt landwards at a rate
that keeps pace with sea level rise, aided by proactive managed realignment which will also serve
to help reduce flood risk along the defended
areas of this section.

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

(adopted from Tamar CFMP)

(adopted from Tamar CFMP)

(adopted from Tamar CFMP)

Defences along this part of the western shore of
the Tamar Estuary protect low lying parts of the
town of Saltash from flooding. These would be
retained during this period.

The CFMP policy for this section is “P5 – Take

The CFMP policy for this section is “P5 – Take

further action to reduce flood risk (now and in
the future)”.

further action to reduce flood risk (now and in
the future)”.

This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
‘Hold the Line’ throughout the estuary.
Continued monitoring and maintenance of
existing defences within this section is therefore
assumed to occur during this period under this
policy.

This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
‘Hold the Line’ throughout the estuary.
Continued monitoring and maintenance of
existing defences within this section is therefore
assumed to occur during this period under this
policy.

managed realignment in parts of the estuary, but
would not allow new defences to be built along
currently undefended sections.
Where defences occur along the western side of
the estuary, they protect small areas of low-lying
land from flooding.
The majority of the remaining estuary is largely
natural, with extensive areas of intertidal mudflats
constrained by steeply rising ground. Managed
realignment along these undefended areas would
aid conservation of inter-tidal areas and also help
to reduce flood risk to the small defended areas.

Tamar Estuary –
Saltash

The CFMP policy for this section is “P5 – Take

further action to reduce flood risk (now and in
the future)”.
This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
‘Hold the Line’ throughout the estuary.
Continued monitoring and maintenance of
existing defences within this section is therefore
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Draft Policy Unit

Predicted Change
Change for ‘Policy Scenario A’
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

assumed to occur during this period under this
policy.
Human intervention along this outer part of the
Tamar estuary has heavily modified the estuary in
this area.

The effect of rising sea levels would be likely to
result in the gradual loss of inter-tidal areas as
they are restricted from adapting by the ongoing
presence of defences at Saltash.

The effect of rising sea levels would be likely to
result in the gradual loss of inter-tidal areas as
they are restricted from adapting by the ongoing
presence of defences at Saltash.

Ongoing management of this section and the
associated impacts upon the lower estuary is
likely to continue during this period.

Ongoing management of this section and the
associated impacts upon the lower estuary is
likely to continue during this period.

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

Policy Assessed
Assessed = Hold the Line

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

(adopted from Tamar CFMP)

(adopted from Tamar CFMP)

(adopted from Tamar CFMP)

The River Lynher is a tributary of the Tamar
Estuary which is largely undefended, although
there are short isolated lengths of defence that
protect localised areas from flooding.

The CFMP policy for this section is “P3 –
Continue existing or alternative actions.”

The CFMP policy for this section is “P3 –
Continue existing or alternative actions.”

This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
‘Hold the Line’ throughout the estuary where
existing defences are occur. Continued
monitoring and maintenance of existing defences
within this section is therefore assumed to occur
during this period under this Policy.

This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
‘Hold the Line’ throughout the estuary where
existing defences are occur. Continued
monitoring and maintenance of existing defences
within this section is therefore assumed to occur
during this period under this Policy.

It is assumed that no defences would be built in
areas where there are currently undefended, and
so these areas would be allowed to evolve
naturally. Under this policy, opportunities for
managed realignment could also be explored.

It is assumed that no defences would be built in
areas where there are currently undefended, and
so these areas would be allowed to evolve
naturally. Under this policy, opportunities for
managed realignment could also be explored.

The defences along the western side of the
estuary protect small areas of low-lying land
between the estuary and higher ground to the
west from flooding.
Ongoing management of this section and the
associated impacts upon the lower estuary is
likely to continue during this period.
Tamar Estuary –
River Lynher
(Saltash South to
Torpoint North
(Jupiter Point))

The CFMP policy for this section is “P3 –
Continue existing or alternative actions.”
This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
‘Hold the Line’ throughout the estuary where
existing defences are occur. Continued
monitoring and maintenance of existing defences
within this section is therefore assumed to occur
during this period under this Policy.
It is assumed that no defences would be built in
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Draft Policy Unit

Predicted Change
Change for ‘Policy Scenario A’
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

Where defences occur along this section, they
protect small areas of low-lying land from
flooding. These would be maintained during this
period to ensure flood risk continues to be
reduced.

The effect of rising sea levels on the River Lynher
would be likely to result in the gradual loss of
inter-tidal areas where they are restricted from
adapting by the ongoing presence of small lengths
of defence along this section.

The effect of rising sea levels on the River Lynher
would be likely to result in the gradual loss of
inter-tidal areas where they are restricted from
adapting by the ongoing presence of small lengths
of defence along this section.

The majority of the remaining estuary is largely
natural, with extensive areas of intertidal mudflats
constrained by steeply rising ground. Managed
realignment along these undefended areas would
aid conservation of inter-tidal areas and also help
to reduce flood risk to the small defended areas.

The remaining undefended areas of this section
would be likely to maintain their current form as
they adapt landwards at a rate that keeps pace
with sea level rise, aided by pro-active managed
realignment which will also serve to help reduce
flood risk along the defended areas of this section.

The remaining undefended areas of this section
would be likely to maintain their current form as
they adapt landwards at a rate that keeps pace
with sea level rise, aided by pro-active managed
realignment which will also serve to help reduce
flood risk along the defended areas of this section.

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

(adopted from Tamar CFMP)

(adopted from Tamar CFMP)

(adopted from Tamar CFMP)

Defences along this part of the western shore of
the Tamar Estuary protect low lying parts of the
town of Torpoint from flooding. These would be
retained during this period.

The CFMP policy for this section is “P5 – Take

The CFMP policy for this section is “P5 – Take

further action to reduce flood risk (now and in
the future)”.

further action to reduce flood risk (now and in
the future)”.

This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
‘Hold the Line’ throughout the estuary.
Continued monitoring and maintenance of
existing defences within this section is therefore
assumed to occur during this period under this
policy.

This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
‘Hold the Line’ throughout the estuary.
Continued monitoring and maintenance of
existing defences within this section is therefore
assumed to occur during this period under this
policy.

areas where there are currently undefended, and
so these areas would be allowed to evolve
naturally. Under this policy, opportunities for
managed realignment could also be explored.

Tamar
Tamar Estuary –
Torpoint North
(Jupiter Point) to
Torpoint South
(Landing Stage)

The CFMP policy for this section is “P5 – Take

further action to reduce flood risk (now and in
the future)”.
This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
‘Hold the Line’ throughout the estuary.
Continued monitoring and maintenance of
existing defences within this section is therefore
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Draft Policy Unit

Predicted Change
Change for ‘Policy Scenario A’
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

assumed to occur during this period under this
policy.
Human intervention along this outer part of the
Tamar estuary has heavily modified the estuary in
this area.

The effect of rising sea levels would be likely to
result in the gradual loss of inter-tidal areas as
they are restricted from adapting by the ongoing
presence of defences at Torpoint.

The effect of rising sea levels would be likely to
result in the gradual loss of inter-tidal areas as
they are restricted from adapting by the ongoing
presence of defences at Torpoint.

Ongoing management of this section and the
associated impacts upon the lower estuary is
likely to continue during this period.

Ongoing management of this section and the
associated impacts upon the lower estuary is
likely to continue during this period.

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

(adopted from Tamar CFMP)

(adopted from Tamar CFMP)

(adopted from Tamar CFMP)

The CFMP policy for this section is “P3 –
Continue existing or alternative actions.”

The CFMP policy for this section is “P3 –
Continue existing or alternative actions.”

The CFMP policy for this section is “P3 –
Continue existing or alternative actions.”

This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
‘Hold the Line’ throughout the estuary where
existing defences are occur. Continued
monitoring and maintenance of existing defences
within this section is therefore assumed to occur
during this period under this Policy.

This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
‘Hold the Line’ throughout the estuary where
existing defences are occur. Continued
monitoring and maintenance of existing defences
within this section is therefore assumed to occur
during this period under this Policy.

This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
‘Hold the Line’ throughout the estuary where
existing defences are occur. Continued
monitoring and maintenance of existing defences
within this section is therefore assumed to occur
during this period under this Policy.

It is assumed that no defences would be built in
areas where there are currently undefended, and
so these areas would be allowed to evolve
naturally. Under this policy, opportunities for
managed realignment could also be explored.

It is assumed that no defences would be built in
areas where there are currently undefended, and
so these areas would be allowed to evolve
naturally. Under this policy, opportunities for
managed realignment could also be explored.

It is assumed that no defences would be built in
areas where there are currently undefended, and
so these areas would be allowed to evolve
naturally. Under this policy, opportunities for
managed realignment could also be explored.

The defences along the western side of the
estuary protect small areas of low-lying land
between the estuary and higher ground to the
west from flooding.
Ongoing management of this section and the
associated impacts upon the lower estuary is
likely to continue during this period.
Tamar Estuary –
St John’s Lake
(Torpoint South
(Landing Stage) to
Millbrook (Mill
Farm))
Farm))
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Draft Policy Unit

Predicted Change
Change for ‘Policy Scenario A’
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

This part of the estuary is largely natural, with
extensive areas of intertidal mudflats constrained
by steeply rising ground. The impact of
maintaining short lengths of existing defences
would be minimal as they would also constrain
future evolution of the estuary in much the same
way as the natural steeply rising ground.

The effect of rising sea levels on this area of the
lower Tamar estuary would be likely to result in
the gradual loss of inter-tidal areas as they are
restricted from adapting by the steeply rising
ground that surrounds it. The impact of
maintaining short lengths of existing defences
would be minimal as they would also constrain
future evolution of the estuary in much the same
way as the natural steeply rising ground.

The effect of rising sea levels on this area of the
lower Tamar estuary could result in the gradual
loss of inter-tidal areas as they are restricted
from adapting by the steeply rising ground that
surrounds it. The impact of maintaining short
lengths of existing defences would be minimal as
they would also constrain future evolution of the
estuary in much the same way as the natural
steeply rising ground.

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

(adopted from Tamar CFMP)

(adopted from Tamar CFMP)

(adopted from Tamar CFMP)

The CFMP policy for this section is “P3 –
Continue existing or alternative actions.”

The CFMP policy for this section is “P3 –
Continue existing or alternative actions.”

The CFMP policy for this section is “P3 –
Continue existing or alternative actions.”

This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
‘Hold the Line’ throughout the estuary where
existing defences are occur. Continued
monitoring and maintenance of existing defences
within this section is therefore assumed to occur
during this period under this Policy.

This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
‘Hold the Line’ throughout the estuary where
existing defences are occur. Continued
monitoring and maintenance of existing defences
within this section is therefore assumed to occur
during this period under this Policy.

This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
‘Hold the Line’ throughout the estuary where
existing defences are occur. Continued
monitoring and maintenance of existing defences
within this section is therefore assumed to occur
during this period under this Policy.

It is assumed that no defences would be built in
areas where there are currently undefended, and
so these areas would be allowed to evolve
naturally. Under this policy, opportunities for
managed realignment could also be explored.

It is assumed that no defences would be built in
areas where there are currently undefended, and
so these areas would be allowed to evolve
naturally. Under this policy, opportunities for
managed realignment could also be explored.

It is assumed that no defences would be built in
areas where there are currently undefended, and
so these areas would be allowed to evolve
naturally. Under this policy, opportunities for
managed realignment could also be explored.

The defences along this part of the estuary
protect small areas of low-lying land between the
estuary and surrounding higher ground from

The effect of rising sea levels on this part of the
lower Tamar estuary would be likely to result in
the gradual loss of inter-tidal areas where they

The effect of rising sea levels on this part of the
lower Tamar estuary would be likely to result in
the gradual loss of inter-tidal areas where they

It is likely affected to some extent by the
management activities associated with the
Plymouth Dockyard.
Tamar Estuary –
St John’s Lake
(Millbrook (Mill
Farm) to
Millbrook
(Hancock’s Lake)
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Predicted Change
Change for ‘Policy Scenario A’

Draft Policy Unit

Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

are restricted from adapting by the ongoing
presence of defences at Millbrook.

are restricted from adapting by the ongoing
presence of defences at Millbrook.

The remaining undefended areas of this part of
the estuary in this section would be likely to also
experience gradual loss of inter-tidal areas as they
are restricted from adapting by the steeply rising
ground that surrounds it.

The remaining undefended areas of this part of
the estuary in this section would be likely to also
experience gradual loss of inter-tidal areas as they
are restricted from adapting by the steeply rising
ground that surrounds it.

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

(adopted from Tamar CFMP)

(adopted from Tamar CFMP)

(adopted from Tamar CFMP)

The CFMP policy for this section is “P3 –
Continue existing or alternative actions.”

The CFMP policy for this section is “P3 –
Continue existing or alternative actions.”

The CFMP policy for this section is “P3 –
Continue existing or alternative actions.”

This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
‘Hold the Line’ throughout the estuary where
existing defences are occur. Continued
monitoring and maintenance of existing defences
within this section is therefore assumed to occur
during this period under this Policy.

This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
‘Hold the Line’ throughout the estuary where
existing defences are occur. Continued
monitoring and maintenance of existing defences
within this section is therefore assumed to occur
during this period under this Policy.

This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
‘Hold the Line’ throughout the estuary where
existing defences are occur. Continued
monitoring and maintenance of existing defences
within this section is therefore assumed to occur
during this period under this Policy.

It is assumed that no defences would be built in
areas where there are currently undefended, and
so these areas would be allowed to evolve
naturally. Under this policy, opportunities for
managed realignment could also be explored.

It is assumed that no defences would be built in
areas where there are currently undefended, and
so these areas would be allowed to evolve
naturally. Under this policy, opportunities for
managed realignment could also be explored.

It is assumed that no defences would be built in
areas where there are currently undefended, and
so these areas would be allowed to evolve
naturally. Under this policy, opportunities for
managed realignment could also be explored.

This part of the estuary is largely natural, with
extensive areas of intertidal mudflats constrained

The effect of rising sea levels on this area of the
lower Tamar estuary would be likely to result in

The effect of rising sea levels on this area of the
lower Tamar estuary would be likely to result in

flooding.
The majority of the remaining part of the estuary
in this section natural, with extensive areas of
intertidal mudflats constrained by steeply rising
ground.
The impact of maintaining short lengths of
existing defences would be minimal as they would
also constrain future evolution of the estuary in
much the same way as the natural steeply rising
ground.
Tamar Estuary –
St John’s Lake
Lake
(Millbrook
(Hancock’s Lake)
to Palmer Point

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)
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Draft Policy Unit

Predicted Change
Change for ‘Policy Scenario A’
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

by steeply rising ground. The impact of
maintaining short lengths of existing defences
would be minimal as they would also constrain
future evolution of the estuary in much the same
way as the natural steeply rising ground.

the gradual loss of inter-tidal areas as they are
restricted from adapting by the steeply rising
ground that surrounds it. The impact of
maintaining short lengths of existing defences
would be minimal as they would also constrain
future evolution of the estuary in much the same
way as the natural steeply rising ground.

the gradual loss of inter-tidal areas as they are
restricted from adapting by the steeply rising
ground that surrounds it. The impact of
maintaining short lengths of existing defences
would be minimal as they would also constrain
future evolution of the estuary in much the same
way as the natural steeply rising ground.

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

(adopted from Tamar CFMP)

(adopted from Tamar CFMP)

(adopted from Tamar CFMP)

The CFMP policy for this section is “P5 – Take

The CFMP policy for this section is “P5 – Take

The CFMP policy for this section is “P5 – Take

further action to reduce flood risk (now and in
the future)”.

further action to reduce flood risk (now and in
the future)”.

further action to reduce flood risk (now and in
the future)”.

This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
‘Hold the Line’ throughout the estuary.
Continued monitoring and maintenance of
existing defences within this section is therefore
assumed to occur during this period under this
policy.

This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
‘Hold the Line’ throughout the estuary.
Continued monitoring and maintenance of
existing defences within this section is therefore
assumed to occur during this period under this
policy.

This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
‘Hold the Line’ throughout the estuary.
Continued monitoring and maintenance of
existing defences within this section is therefore
assumed to occur during this period under this
policy.

This part of the estuary is largely natural, with
extensive areas of intertidal mudflats constrained
by steeply rising ground.

The effect of rising sea levels on the this area of
the lower Tamar estuary would be likely to result
in the gradual loss of inter-tidal areas as they are
restricted from adapting by the steeply rising
ground that surrounds it.

The effect of rising sea levels on the this area of
the lower Tamar estuary would be likely to result
in the gradual loss of inter-tidal areas as they are
restricted from adapting by the steeply rising
ground that surrounds it.

It is likely affected to some extent by the
management activities associated with the
Plymouth Dockyard.
Tamar Estuary –
Palmer Point to
Mount Edgcumbe
(Cremyll)

It is likely affected to some extent by the
management activities associated with the
Plymouth Dockyard.
POLICY SCENARIO AREA: MOUNT EDGCUMBE TO RAME HEAD
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Draft Policy Unit
Mount Edgcumbe
to Picklecombe
Point

Fort Picklecombe

Predicted Change
Change for ‘Policy Scenario A’
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

There are no defences present along this section.

No defences.

No defences.

The unprotected hard rock cliffs that form this
section have eroded very little over the long
term, and negligible erosion of these cliffs is
predicted by 2025. As such total erosion of 0 to
10m is predicted by 2025 depending on the
occurrence of small scale cliff failures.

The hard rock cliffs along this section would be
expected to experience only negligible erosion
between 2025 and 2055. As such total erosion of
0 to 10m is predicted by 2055 depending on the
occurrence of small scale cliff failures.

The hard rock cliffs along this section would be
expected to experience only negligible erosion
between 2055 and 2105. As such total erosion of
0 to 10m is predicted by 2105 depending on the
occurrence of small scale cliff failures.

The small pocket beaches, such as Edgcumbe
Beach would narrow due to rising sea levels and
the lack of sediment input. At Edgcumbe there
could be a risk of localised flooding.

Some pocket beaches could disappear due to
rising sea levels. There could be increased risk of
localised flooding at Edgcumbe.

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

Policy Assessed
Assessed = No Active Intervention

A small section of defence is present along the
cliff toe around Picklecombe Point, which protect
Fort Picklecombe (which sits in front of the cliffs)
along this section.

The defences around Picklecombe Point would
fail during this period.

No defences.

The presence of defences around Picklecombe
Point is unlikely to significantly affect cliff
recession in this area by 2025, as the hard rock
cliffs along which they are located would be likely
to experience only negligible erosion over this
period in any case.

The loss of defences around Picklecombe Point
during this period would be unlikely to have a
significant effect on cliff recession during this
period, as they protect hard rock cliffs that would
also only experience negligible erosion when they
become unprotected, much as for the adjacent
unprotected cliffs.

The hard rock cliffs along this section would be
undefended throughout and so be expected to
experience only negligible erosion between 2055
and 2105. As such total erosion of 0 to 10m is
predicted by 2105 depending on the occurrence
of small scale cliff failures.

There would also be no impact on the adjacent
shoreline, although the loss of defences would
lead to an increased risk of very localised flooding
to low-lying areas.
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Draft Policy Unit
Picklecombe
Point to Kingsand

Kingsand/
Cawsand

Predicted Change
Change for ‘Policy Scenario A’
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

There are no defences present along this section.

No defences.

No defences.

The unprotected hard rock cliffs that form this
section have eroded very little over the long
term, and negligible erosion of these cliffs is
predicted by 2025. As such total erosion of 0 to
10m is predicted by 2025 depending on the
occurrence of small scale cliff failures.

The hard rock cliffs along this section would be
expected to experience only negligible erosion
between 2025 and 2055. As such total erosion of
0 to 10m is predicted by 2055 depending on the
occurrence of small scale cliff failures.

The hard rock cliffs along this section would be
expected to experience only negligible erosion
between 2055 and 2105. As such total erosion of
0 to 10m is predicted by 2105 depending on the
occurrence of small scale cliff failures.

The small pocket beaches along this section
would narrow due to rising sea levels and the lack
of sediment input.

Some pocket beaches could disappear due to
rising sea levels.

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

Defences including seawalls are located at the
back of the small pocket beaches located in front
of Kingsand and Cawsand.

Upgrade of the defences along this section could
be required during this period in order to
maintain current levels of protection.

Upgrade of the defences along this section could
be required during this period in order to
maintain current levels of protection.

The small pocket beaches at Cawsand and
Kingsand have been stable over the long term,
although they do fluctuate as a result of storm
events.

Sea level rise could result in the small pocket
beaches of Cawsand and Kingsand becoming
narrower and steeper during this period, due to
the resistance of the backing cliffs; this means
there is a lack of sediment being input to the
beaches (which are not fed by any other
mechanism) and also prevents translation of the
beach profile landwards in line with the rise in sea
level.

In the long term, the issue of narrowing beaches
will continue under a scenario of accelerated sea
level rise. This may mean that during this period
the beaches of Cawsand and Kingsand disappear
altogether or that only a very narrow beach is
present, even at lowest tides. This will have
implications for the small villages and to prevent
localised flooding and overtopping the existing
defences would need to be upgraded.

In the short term this trend is likely to continue
although the beach width could start to reduce
due to rising sea levels.
Coastal squeeze as a result of sea level rise could
become increasingly important during this period
to 2025, due to the natural resistance of the cliffs.
This could result in a greater risk of localised
flooding at both Kingsand and Cawsand.

This will have implications for the small villages
and to prevent localised flooding and overtopping
the existing defences would need to be upgraded.
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Draft Policy Unit
Cawsand to Rame
Head

Predicted Change
Change for ‘Policy Scenario A’
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

There are no defences present along this section.

No defences.

No defences.

The cliffs along this section consist of hard,
resistant rock that has eroded very little over the
long term. This is expected to continue to 2025,
with negligible cliff recession predicted over this
period. As such total erosion of 0 to 10m is
predicted by 2025 depending on the occurrence
of small scale cliff failures.

Negligible erosion of the hard rock cliffs that
dominate this section is predicted between 2025
and 2055. As such total erosion of 0 to 10m is
predicted by 2055 depending on the occurrence
of small scale cliff failures.

Negligible erosion of the hard rock cliffs that
dominate this section is predicted between 2055
and 2105. As such total erosion of 0 to 10m is
predicted by 2105 depending on the occurrence
of small scale cliff failures.

The cliffs mainly plunge directly into the sea along
this stretch.
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‘POLICY SCENARIO B’ ASSESSMENT SUMMARY
This section provides a summary of the impacts of alternative policy options and scenarios for Policy Scenario
B. This scenario is based upon an assumption that a primary driver for future coastal management is a return
to a more naturally functioning coast in as many areas as feasibly possible.
The impacts discussed are based upon changes from the impacts assessed for Policy Scenario A.

(a)

Durlston Head to White Nothe
Scenario A

Scenario B

Possible Policy Unit
St Alban’s Head to Kimmeridge Bay
Kimmeridge Bay (defended length)
Kimmeridge Bay (undefended) to
Worbarrow Tout
Worbarrow Tout to Lulworth Cove
(East)
Lulworth Cove (undefended)
Lulworth Cove (defended length)
Lulworth Cove (West) to White
Nothe

0-20

2020-50

5050-100

0-20

2020-50

5050-100

NAI
NAI

NAI
NAI

NAI
NAI

NAI
MR

NAI
MR

NAI
MR

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI
NAI

NAI
NAI

NAI
NAI

NAI
MR

NAI
MR

NAI
MR

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

Along this largely undefended section are two small lengths of private defence at Kimmeridge Bay and
Lulworth Cove. Under Policy Scenario B, ‘Managed Realignment’ is proposed, which assumes that the short
sections of sea wall within Kimmeridge Bay and Lulworth Cove would be maintained (by private funds) during
this period, with ongoing monitoring to inform decisions about if or when realignment of the defence is
required. The defences may become unsustainable in their existing positions in the longer term due to higher
water levels as sea levels rise, and higher wave heights reaching the defences as the fronting ledges become
submerged at Kimmeridge. There is a risk of defences become outflanked at Lulworth Cove due to continued
slow erosion of the adjacent undefended cliffs.
The retention of defences in a realigned position in these two areas is unlikely to have a significant impact upon
coastal processes at the larger scale, but unlike Policy Scenario A, would ensure that the risk of flooding and
overtopping would continue to be minimised, particularly at Lulworth Cove.

(b)

White Nothe to Redcliff Point
Scenario A

Possible Policy Unit
White Nothe to Ringstead Bay
(defended length east)
Ringstead Bay (defended length)
Ringstead Bay (defended length
west) to Redcliff Point

Scenario B

0-20

2020-50

5050-100

0-20

2020-50

5050-100

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

HTL

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

Policy Scenario B appraises the impact of undertaking ‘No Active Intervention’ within Ringstead Bay earlier
than in Policy Scenario A, i.e. within the next 20 years. This stretch is currently defended by a rock groyne and
revetment which reduces the frequency of cliff failure events by preventing erosion of the cliff toe by marine
action. Under this scenario, the defences would be allowed to reach the end of their defence life, with no
further works carried out beyond this. This would involve no further maintenance of the defences from year 0
and so the end of the defence life may be reached sooner than in Policy Scenario A. Measures would therefore
need to be put in place to manage this process and allow the relocation of assets, as appropriate, during the
short term. Once defences fail, the cliffs would be allowed to erode naturally, under this policy. The key
difference between this and Policy A is that erosion of the cliffs may be greater under Policy B as the existing
defences will not be maintained in the short term. Erosion of the adjacent cliffs is predicted to be in the region
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of 10m by year 20 and a similar magnitude may be expected along this stretch, should defences fail during this
period. There would also be an increased risk of larger scale failure due to a landslide event, which could result
in up to 10 to 50m of erosion in a single event. By year 50, up to 25 to 50m erosion could occur, with a
further 50 to 75m possible by year 100.
The impact of the change in policy would be mainly felt locally and would be restricted to Ringstead Bay, due
to the interruption of littoral drift by Redcliff Point.

(c)

Redcliff Point to Portland Bill
Scenario A

Scenario B

Possible Policy Unit
Redcliff Point to Bowleaze Cove
(Gabions)
Bowleaze Cove (Gabions) to Furzy
Cliff
Furzy Cliff
Furzy Cliff to Preston Beach (Rock
Groyne)
Preston Beach (Rock Groyne) to
Weymouth (Stone Pier) (includes
Weymouth Harbour)
Weymouth (Stone Pier) to Portland
Harbour (North Breakwater)
Portland Harbour (North
Breakwater) to Small Mouth
Small Mouth to Osprey Quay
(Portland Harbour)
Osprey Quay (Portland Harbour) to
Grove Point
Grove Point to Portland Bill

0-20

2020-50

5050-100

0-20

2020-50

5050-100

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

MR

MR

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

MR

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

MR

MR

MR

NAI

NAI

NAI

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

Policy B appraises the impact of allowing ’Managed Realignment’ of the beach at Bowleaze Cove, rather than
continuing to maintain the existing defences. The defences currently at Bowleaze Cove may become more
difficult to sustain, due to the risk of outflanking as adjoining cliffs continue to retreat and undermining
resulting from beach narrowing. Similarly at Preston Beach the provision of set-back defences has been
appraised, as this may provide a more sustainable solution in the long term. Finally ‘No Active Intervention’
along the north-west shore of Portland Harbour has been considered, rather than managed realignment. As
for Policy A, it has been assumed that the Portland Harbour Breakwaters would remain and be maintained.
The effects of these changes in policy will tend to be confined to this stretch of shoreline. At Bowleaze Cove
the benefits of this policy would be the creation of a more sustainable defence line and the possibility of
retaining a healthier beach. It would, however, involve retreat of the existing shoreline, with ‘Managed
Realignment’ in the long term being considered such that if it is required, further shoreline retreat can be
undertaken.
At Preston Beach, the provision of flood defence through beach management activities will become
increasingly unsustainable as sea levels rise, therefore ‘Managed Realignment’ in the medium term is proposed.
This would involve the construction of new defences in a set back location, but require measures to be in
place to manage the relocation of assets, as appropriate. The aim of the policy is to provide a more sustainable
defence line, at a location more in line with Furzy Cliff to the north. This scenario would require greater
defence of the section to the south of Preston Beach (the Greenhill end of Weymouth) as a result, due to this
section being subject to a policy of ‘Hold the Line’. In the longer term an embayment could develop between
the Greenhill end of Weymouth and Furzy Cliff, which could be more stable than the present beach alignment.
There would, however, be greater erosion of the shoreline than under Policy A although this would be
unlikely to release sufficient sediments into the system to make a significant difference to the beach budget.
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Along the north-west shore of Portland Harbour there are short sections of low-level rock revetment and
other structures along the cliff toe, although these serve to only slightly reduce the rate of cliff recession by
reducing the rate of toe erosion as cliff recession is primarily controlled by groundwater levels. Under
Scenario A it was assumed that measures would need to be put in place to slow the natural erosion of the
cliffs to allow the relocation of assets. Under this scenario it has been assumed measures to slow the cliff
recession would not be put in place and so any relocation of assets would need to occur sooner. The rate of
cliff erosion is not expected to increase from that observed at present, particularly along the sandstone cliffs,
which are geologically controlled. Along the clay-rich cliffs, similar rates are expected, with up to 15 to 25m by
year 50 and 30 to 50m by year 100, as the Portland Harbour breakwaters will continue to afford protection to
this frontage. A change in policy along this stretch is, however, only expected to have a local impact.

(d)

Portland Bill to Thorncombe Beacon
Scenario A

Scenario B

Possible Policy Unit
Portland Bill to West Weare
Chiswell to Chesil Beach (Northern
end of Osprey Quay)
Chesil Beach (Northern end of
Osprey Quay) and The Fleet
Abbotsbury to Cogden Beach
Cogden Beach to Hive Beach
(Burton Bradstock)
Hive Beach (Burton Bradstock)
Burton Cliff
Freshwater Beach
East Cliff (West Bay)
West Bay (East Beach to eastern
pier)
West Bay (West Beach from eastern
pier) to West Cliff (East) (includes
West Bay Harbour)
West Cliff (East) to Thorncombe
Beacon

0-20

2020-50

5050-100

0-20

2020-50

5050-100

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

HTL
NAI
HTL
NAI

HTL
NAI
MR
NAI

NAI
NAI
HTL
NAI

NAI
NAI
MR
NAI

NAI
NAI
NAI
NAI

NAI
NAI
NAI
NAI

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

MR

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

Changes from Policy Scenario A under this Policy Scenario B involve ‘Managed Realignment’ being undertaken
at Freshwater Beach in the short term followed by ‘No Active Intervention’ thereafter, whilst at Hive Beach
‘No Active Intervention’ is considered from the short term onwards. At East Beach (West Bay), ‘Managed
Realignment’ is considered in the long term as it may become unsustainable to retain the beach for flood
defence purposes in the current position on this time-scale.
At Hive Beach, defences currently consist of a small section of defence associated with the car park at Burton
Bradstock and a small length of gabions along the cliff at the western end of the frontage. ‘No active
Intervention’ at Hive Beach would involve allowing the failure of these defences, which in the longer term
would allow the beach here to roll-back and adapt naturally as sea levels rise. This would be expected to lead
to the development of a small embayment in this area which will also retain more beach material that could, in
turn, provide a more robust natural defence against any flood risk. The risk of flooding would also be limited
by the rising topography inland. However, this would mean a greater rate of retreat along this shoreline, with
up to 20 and 60m of erosion predicted by years 50 and 100 respectively. There is a risk that a significant storm
event could result in more extensive roll back of the beach at any time in the future. Under this policy, it is
assumed that no beach management activity would take place to manage the impact of such an event.
At Freshwater Beach, ‘Managed Realignment’ in the short term would involve continued beach management
activities, as necessary, to manage the risk of upstream flooding resulting from blocking of the river outlet.
There could also be construction of a secondary defence line to manage the risk of flooding to the village of
Burton Bradstock. As part of this policy, the need to realign the western end of the beach, where the caravan
park has been built out artificially would be investigated. In the medium and long term, under a policy of ‘No
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Active Intervention’ the beach management activities would cease. However, this could result in the beach
blocking the mouth of the River Bride on a more frequent basis. The risk and implications of blocking the river
mouth would require further investigation. As at Hive Beach, this policy would allow the beach to roll-back
and adapt naturally as sea levels rise. This would be expected to lead to the development of a small
embayment in this area which will also retain more beach material that would, in turn, provide a more robust
natural defence in front of the secondary defence line. This additional storage of sediment at Freshwater Beach
could also be beneficial to East Beach at West Bay in the medium term, as sediment is recycled from
Freshwater to East Beach as part of current beach management activities. Any additional beach storage at
Freshwater may provide longevity to this activity.
At West Bay, to the east of the pier, it could become increasingly unsustainable to continue to provide the
required standard of defence at East Beach by beach management alone, in the long term, especially as the cliff
to the east erodes. Therefore a long-tem policy of ‘Managed Realignment’ has been considered. This would be
implemented by constructing a secondary flood defence landward of the existing beach line and allowing the
beach to roll back to this new defence line as sea levels rise. It is assumed, however, that the eastern harbour
arm would remain. This policy would enable greater retention of beach material along the frontage than under
Policy Scenario A, thereby providing a more robust natural defence with reduced need to provide beach
recharge to hold the existing line in the long term. It would also be expected to form a small embayment
between the West Bay Harbour arm and the cliffs to the east.

(e)

Thorncombe Beacon to Beer Head
Scenario A

Scenario B

Possible Policy Unit
Thorncombe Beacon to Seatown
(East)
Seatown
Seatown (West) to Golden Cap
Golden Cap to Charmouth (East)
Charmouth
Charmouth (West) to East Cliff
(Lyme Regis)
East Cliff (Lyme Regis) to Broad
Ledge (Lyme Regis)
Broad Ledge (Lyme Regis) to The
Cobb (Lyme Regis)
The Cobb (Lyme Regis) to Seven
Rock Point (defended length)
The Cobb (Lyme Regis) to Seven
Rock Point (undefended)
Seven Rock Point to Haven Cliff
(West)
Axe Estuary (Mouth Breakwater to
Axmouth North)
Axe Estuary (Axmouth North to
Seaton North)
Axe Estuary (Seaton East)
Axe Estuary (Spit)
Axe Estuary (Spit) to Seaton (West)
Seaton (West) to Seaton Hole
Seaton Hole to Beer
Beer
Beer to Beer Head

0-20

2020-50

5050-100

0-20

2020-50

5050-100

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

HTL
NAI
NAI
HTL

NAI
NAI
NAI
HTL

NAI
NAI
NAI
MR

NAI
NAI
NAI
HTL

NAI
NAI
NAI
MR

NAI
NAI
NAI
MR

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

HTL

HTL

MR

HTL

MR

NAI

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

MR

HTL

MR

HTL

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

MR

MR

MR

MR

MR

MR

HTL
NAI
HTL
MR
NAI
NAI
NAI

HTL
NAI
HTL
MR
NAI
NAI
NAI

HTL
NAI
HTL
MR
NAI
NAI
NAI

HTL
NAI
HTL
MR
NAI
NAI
NAI

HTL
NAI
HTL
NAI
NAI
NAI
NAI

HTL
NAI
HTL
NAI
NAI
NAI
NAI

Under Policy Scenario B, the ‘Managed Realignment’ at Charmouth, East Cliff (Lyme Regis) and west of Lyme
Regis, would occur earlier than under Policy Scenario A, with differing policies occurring at each of these three
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sections thereafter. At Seatown the policy of ‘No Active Intervention’ would be implemented in the short
term rather than the medium term considered in Policy Scenario A.
As part of this policy, the impact of a ‘No Active Intervention’ policy has been appraised for the Seaton to
Seaton Hole frontage for the medium to long term.
At Seatown a rock revetment at the cliff toe extends along the western part of this frontage. The defence
currently reduces cliff erosion through protecting the cliff toe from wave action. Under a ’No Active
Intervention’ policy it is assumed that no further maintenance would occur, such that this defence would start
to fail during the short term period. Timing of failure would depend upon the frequency of storm events and
also the risk of landslides due to groundwater conditions. During the short term the potential for erosion will
increase although defences would continue to afford some protection as they deteriorate. Greater erosion
could occur in the medium term, although the net change by year 100 is likely to be similar to that which
would be experienced under Policy Scenario A. Therefore in the long term there is unlikely to be a significant
change in terms of the natural coastal processes.
At Charmouth, at present defences are in the form of a seawall, rock revetment and rock groynes. Scenario B
has appraised the impact of considering moving away from continuing to maintain and improve these defences
in the medium to long term. It may become more difficult to maintain these defences in the current alignment,
due to the trend of beach narrowing along this frontage. Under this policy, it is assumed that the existing
defences would not be maintained beyond the short term, although measures may be necessary to manage the
risk of flooding, e.g. unblocking of the river outlet or provision of defences further upstream to protect against
flooding inland. This policy would allow the beach to roll-back and adapt naturally into the river channel as sea
levels rise. A beach would be maintained within the embayment that would form.
For at least the medium term the defences at Charmouth would continue to provide protection and would
reduce cliff erosion. As the defences fail the rates of cliff erosion would increase and these cliffs would also be
sensitive to any increase in both sea level and rainfall and without defences there would be an increased risk of
a large scale failure occurring. Under this scenario, short term stabilisation measures could be required to
reduce the rate of cliff recession to allow relocation of assets away from risk areas. Although this change in
policy would have a local impact, it is unlikely to affect the coastal evolution of the adjacent frontages.
At Lyme Regis, alternative options for the coastline either side of the main resort have been considered, with a
change from ‘Hold the Line’ to ‘Managed Realignment’ in the medium term. This is in recognition that defences
between East Cliff and Broad Ledge and The Cobb and Seven Point Rock will become increasingly difficult to
sustain in the long term due to the risk of outflanking by the adjacent, undefended cliffs which will continue to
erode; and due to beach narrowing as these stretches are held seaward of their natural position.
At present between East Cliff and Broad Ledge cliff erosion is all but prevented by a seawall, revetment and
groynes. It is assumed, for this scenario that these defences would not be maintained beyond the short term,
with a long term policy of ‘No Active Intervention’. The defences would continue to affect cliff erosion during
the medium term and measures could be introduced to temporarily manage the rate of cliff retreat. There
would therefore be an increased rate of cliff erosion in the medium term than for Scenario A, but this could
allow more substantial beaches to develop at the toe of the cliffs, which in turn would afford some defence
function.
Between The Cobb and Seven Point Rock, defences currently extend from the Cobb westwards. Under both
scenarios A and B, the Cobb breakwater is assumed to remain and continue to influence beaches along this
stretch. However, it may become increasingly difficult to maintain defences in their current location, therefore
this scenario has looked at undertaking ‘Managed Realignment’ in the medium term, rather than the long term,
as appraised in scenario A. Managed Realignment would involve construction of new defences in a retreated
position. This is unlikely to have a significant impact on natural coastal processes in the long term, but may
create a more sustainable defence at this location, through allowing more material to be retained, and thereby
provide a more robust natural form of defence for the rest of Lyme Regis. In the long term beach management
activity would be undertaken to ensure the beach along this section is retained to a sufficient level such that
this protection to the rest of Lyme Regis is maintained.
Between Seaton and Seaton Hole, this scenario has appraised the impact of ‘No Active Intervention’ rather
than managed realignment in the medium and long term as appraised in Scenario A. Currently cliff retreat is
reduced through use of a rock revetment that extends along the cliff toe, but under this scenario, this defence
would be allowed to fail during the medium term. The cliff would revert to a more natural rate of retreat. This
would provide sediment inputs to the shoreline which would then be transported eastwards towards the Axe
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Estuary, though the beach between Seaton and Seaton Hole would still experience narrowing and steepening
as sea levels rise.

(f)

Beer Head to Otterton Ledge
Scenario A

Scenario B

Possible Policy Unit
Beer Head to Salcombe Hill
River Sid
Sidmouth
Chit Rocks to Big Picket Rock
Big Picket Rock to Otterton Ledge

0-20

2020-50

5050-100

0-20

2020-50

5050-100

NAI
HTL
HTL
NAI
NAI

NAI
HTL
HTL
NAI
NAI

NAI
HTL
HTL
NAI
NAI

NAI
HTL
HTL
NAI
NAI

NAI
MR
HTL
NAI
NAI

NAI
MR
HTL
NAI
NAI

Policy Scenario B has appraised ‘Managed Realignment’ of the River Sid section, which covers the mouth of the
river between Salcombe Hill to the east and the coastal frontage of Sidmouth to the west. In the medium to
long term as it may become increasingly technically difficult to maintain this section in its current position, due
to the continued erosion of the cliffs to the east. As for Scenario A it is assumed that defences along the river
channel upstream of the mouth would be maintained and upgraded to protect the town of Sidmouth from
flooding (although this is outside of the SMP study area). However, under this scenario, it is only envisaged that
beach management activity would be undertaken along this section to retain a healthier beach in this area such
that flood risk to west Sidmouth is reduced, and also that the rate of cliff recession is reduced locally (by
having a large beach at the cliff toe). This scenario would not involve control structures along the shoreline or
cliff stabilisation measures, as considered in Scenario A. The policy would, however, also require measures to
be developed to relocate assets away from areas of risk, particularly cliff top assets, due to cliff recession rates
locally only being reduced and not halted.

(g)

Otterton Ledge to Straight Point

No change from policy scenario A.

(h)

Straight Point to Holcombe

No change from policy scenario A.

(i)

Holcombe to Hope’s Nose
Scenario A

Scenario B

Possible Policy Unit
Holcombe to Sprey Point
Sprey Point
Sprey Point to Teignmouth Pier
Teignmouth Pier to The Point
Teign Estuary - The Point to
Teignmouth and Shaldon Bridge
Teign Estuary - North Shore
(Teignmouth and Shaldon Bridge to
Passage House Hotel)
Teign Estuary - Passage House Hotel
to Kingsteignton Road Bridge
Teign Estuary - Kingsteignton and
Newton Abbot
Teign Estuary - South Shore
(Newton Abbot to Shaldon)
Teign Estuary - Shaldon
Shaldon (The Ness) to

0-20

2020-50

5050-100

0-20

2020-50

5050-100

HTL
HTL
HTL
HTL

HTL
HTL
HTL
HTL

HTL
HTL
HTL
HTL

HTL
MR
HTL
HTL

HTL
HTL
HTL
HTL

HTL
HTL
HTL
HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

MR

MR

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

NAI

NAI

NAI

HTL
NAI

HTL
NAI

HTL
NAI

HTL
NAI

HTL
NAI

HTL
NAI
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Scenario A

Scenario B

Possible Policy Unit
0-20

2020-50

5050-100

0-20

2020-50

5050-100

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

Maidencombe (North)
Maidencombe
Maidencombe (South) to Watcombe
Head
Watcombe
Watcombe to Petit Tor Point
Petit Tor Point to Walls Hill
Walls Hill

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI
NAI
HTL
NAI

NAI
NAI
HTL
NAI

NAI
NAI
HTL
NAI

NAI
NAI
HTL
NAI

NAI
NAI
HTL
NAI

NAI
NAI
HTL
NAI

Anstey's Cove

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

Anstey's Cove to Hope's Nose

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

Under this scenario, the impact at Sprey Point of constructing a new defence line landwards of the existing
defence line (and in line with the adjacent sections of seawall) in the short term and defending this new
defence line into the future has been appraised. This would allow longshore transport of any available sediment
to occur unhindered. It is anticipated that there will still be narrowing and steepening of the beach in the long
term, as sea levels rise and the beach is unable to adapt due to the backing defence. It could also have a small
impact on beaches immediately adjacent to the structure (which appears to afford a slight protection), but this
is not likely to be significant. Therefore, at the larger scale, this policy could improve sediment linkages.
However, beaches are already narrow due to defences between Holcombe and Teignmouth and drift is
already sediment-limited.
Within the Teign Estuary, ‘Managed Realignment’ is considered in the medium to long term between the
Kingsteignton Road Bridge and the Passage House Hotel, whilst ‘No Active Intervention’ is considered
between Newton Abbot and Shaldon along the southern shore of the estuary. ‘Managed Realignment’ within
the Teign Estuary could increase the flood storage capacity of the estuary and also provide space for the
estuary to adapt to rising sea levels in the future. ‘No Active Intervention’ along the southern shore of the
estuary would see the loss of a few small lengths of private defence, though would not have a significant impact
upon the evolution of the estuary as this area is backed by steeply sloping valley sides.

(j)

Hope’s Nose to Berry Head (Tor Bay)
Scenario A

Scenario B

Possible Policy Unit
Hope’s Nose to Meadfoot Beach
(East)
Meadfoot Beach
Meadfoot Beach (West) to Beacon
Cove
Beacon Cove to Torre Abbey Sands
(Torquay Harbour)
Torre Abbey Sands
Corbyn's Head
Livermead Sands

0-20

2020-50

5050-100

0-20

2020-50

5050-100

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL
NAI
HTL

HTL
NAI
HTL

HTL
NAI
HTL

HTL
NAI
HTL

HTL
NAI
HTL

MR
NAI
HTL

Livermead Head

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

Hollicombe Beach

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

MR

Hollicombe Head

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

Hollicombe Head to Roundham
Head

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

MR

Goodrington Sands

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

MR

MR

Goodrington Sands to Broadsands

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

Broadsands

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

MR

MR
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Scenario A

Scenario B

Possible Policy Unit
Broadsands to Churston Cove (East)
Churston Cove (East) to Shoalstone
Point
Shoalstone Point to Berry Head

0-20

2020-50

5050-100

0-20

2020-50

5050-100

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

Policy Scenario B considers a change from ‘Hold the Line’ under Policy Scenario A to ‘Managed Realignment’
for a number of areas within this section. At Torre Abbey Sands, Hollicombe Beach and Hollicombe Head to
Roundham Head, ‘Managed Realignment’ is considered in the long term. At Goodrington Sands and
Broadsands ‘Managed Realignment’ is considered in the medium term.
At Torre Abbey Sands, the defences currently minimise the risk of flooding to a small area of low-lying land
behind. Here it could be possible to construct new defences along a new, more inland alignment. This could
create a more sustainable defence, following a more natural alignment and therefore potentially could retain a
wider beach. It is unlikely that any changes along this frontage would impact adjacent stretches of coast, as
Livermead Head and Hope’s Nose prevent sediment transport out of this frontage.
At Hollicombe Beach, Goodrington Sands and Broadsands, ‘Managed Realignment’ would allow the roll-back of
the beaches in response to sea level rise, either to a new secondary defence line that maintains flood
protection, or to higher ground. This would result in more beach material being retained which would
otherwise experience coastal squeeze where it is constrained by defences.
Between Hollicombe Head and Roundham Head, ‘Managed Realignment’ may be possible along the immediate
coastal frontage such that the beach is allowed to adapt landwards as sea level rise and so a larger beach is
retained in this area, although this would ultimately be subject to coastal squeeze due to the limited landward
extent to which this policy could be implemented.

(k)

Berry Head to Blackstone Point

No change from policy scenario A.

(l)

Blackstone Point to Start Point
Scenario A

Possible Policy Unit

Scenario B

0-20

2020-50

5050-100

0-20

2020-50

5050-100

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

Stoke Fleming to Blackpool Sands

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

Blackpool Sands

HTL

MR

HTL

MR

NAI

NAI

Blackpool Sands to Strete

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

Strete to Torcross North (Slapton
Sands)

HTL

HTL

MR

NAI

NAI

NAI

Torcross North to Limpet Rocks

HTL

HTL

MR

MR

NAI

NAI

Limpet Rocks to Tinsey Head

HTL

MR

MR

NAI

NAI

NAI

Tinsey Head to Start Point

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

Blackstone Point to Stoke Fleming

At Blackpool Sands, short lengths of private defences are currently located along parts of this small bay and
protect a small area of low-lying land. The primary purpose of these defences is to provide access and amenity
although they do also afford protection to the A379 road that runs behind the back of the beach. It is possible
that these defences could be relocated landwards in the short term, to continue to minimise the risk of
flooding and erosion to the A379 road that runs behind this section, but to allow the beach to roll-back over
the backing car park area, as sea levels rise, thereby retaining a beach at this location. As Blackpool Sands is a
pocket beach with little, if any, connection to adjacent sections of coast, this would have no significant impacts
upon the rest of the coast.
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Along Slapton Sands and Torcross there is a range of defences, including revetments and seawalls. Policy A
appraised the realignment of defences in the long term, whereas under this scenario, ‘Managed Realignment’ is
considered earlier at Torcross, whilst ‘No Active Intervention’ is considered along the majority of the Slapton
Sands barrier beach. The barrier beach would then be allowed to roll-back and adapt naturally as sea levels
rise. This will likely involve breaching during storm events and eventually result in the development of an
embayment between the headlands to the north and south. Without input of new sediment, the southern end
of the barrier would become thinner susceptible to breaching in the future. Under this policy, these breaches
would not be repaired, unlike in Policy Scenario A. As such there would be a wider impact on the
hydrodynamics and sediment transport processes along this section, although the lack of connectivity with
other adjacent parts of the coast means such impacts are likely to be confined to Slapton Sands.
At Beesands (Limpet Rocks to Tinsey Head) defences are in the form of a seawall and rock revetment. Unlike
Policy Scenario A, this policy assumes no further investment in the current defences, under a scenario of ‘No
Active Intervention’: this would result in the defences along this section gradually failing and their impact being
reduced in the medium to long term, allowing the natural roll-back of the beach into Widdicombe Ley as sea
levels rise. This may involve breaching of the beach and under this policy there would be no intervention to
repair breaches.

(m)

Start Point to Bolt Head
Scenario A

Scenario B

Possible Policy Unit
Start Point to Prawle Point
Prawle Point to Limebury Point
Salcombe Harbour (Limebury Point
to Kingsbridge Estuary - Scoble
Point)
Kingsbridge Estuary East (Scoble
Point to Kingsbridge)
Kingsbridge Estuary - Kingsbridge
Kingsbridge Estuary West
(Kingsbridge to Snapes Point)
Salcombe (Snapes Point to Splat
Cove Point)
Splat Cove Point to Bolt Head

0-20

2020-50

5050-100

0-20

2020-50

5050-100

NAI
NAI

NAI
NAI

NAI
NAI

NAI
NAI

NAI
NAI

NAI
NAI

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

NAI

NAI

HTL

HTL

HTL

NAI

NAI

NAI

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

NAI

NAI

NAI

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

MR

MR

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

Under Policy Scenario B it is assumed that the ‘Hold the Line’ considered in Scenario A is unsustainable and so
in these areas alternative policies are considered. Within the Kingsbridge Estuary, between Scoble Point and
Limebury Point a change to ‘No Active Intervention’ in the medium to long term is considered. While between
Scoble Point and Kingsbridge, and Kingsbridge to Snapes Point, ‘No Active Intervention’ is considered for all
three SMP epochs. This would see the loss of some small areas of defence that currently protect assets and
infrastructure but would allow the estuary to adapt naturally to future sea level rise and climate change
impacts. However, the steeply sloping sides of the estuary would still constrain this in some parts.
At Salcombe, between Snapes Point and Splat Cove Point, a change to ‘Managed Realignment’ in the medium
to long term is considered in order to allow roll-back of the beaches in the areas backed by low-lying land in
response to sea level rise. This would help more beach material to be retained locally as a result.

(n)

Bolt Head to Wembury Point
Scenario A

Possible Policy Unit

Scenario B

0-20

2020-50

5050-100

0-20

2020-50

5050-100

Bolt Head to Bolt Tail

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

Bolt Tail to Thurlestone Rock

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI
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Scenario A

Scenario B

Possible Policy Unit
0-20

2020-50

5050-100

0-20

2020-50

5050-100

Thurlestone Rock to Warren Point

HTL

MR

NAI

MR

NAI

NAI

Warren Point to Avon Estuary
(East)

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

Avon Estuary (East Bank – Mouth to
Stadbury Farm)

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

MR

MR

MR

MR

MR

MR

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

Warren Point (Bigbury-on-Sea) to
Challaborough (West)

HTL

HTL

MR

HTL

HTL

MR

Challaborough (West) to Erme
Estuary (East)

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

Avon Estuary (Upstream section –
Stadbury Farm to Stakes Hill)
Avon Estuary (West Bank – Stakes
Hill to Warren Point (Bigbury-onSea))

Erme Estuary (East Bank – Mouth to
Orcheton Wood)
Erme Estuary (Upstream section –
Orcheton Wood to Pamflete
Wood)
Erme Estuary (West Bank –
Pamflete Wood to Mouth)
Erme Estuary (West) to Yealm
Estuary (East)
Yealm Estuary (East Bank – Mouth
to Passage House)
Yealm Estuary (East Bank – Passage
House to Newton Ferrers North)
Yealm Estuary (East Bank – Newton
Ferrers North to Fish House
Plantation)
Yealm Estuary (West Bank – Fish
House Plantation to Season Point)
Season Point to Wembury Point

Between Thurlestone Rock and Warren Point there is a short length of defence which currently reduces the
risk of flooding to the low-lying hinterland. Under this scenario, it is proposed that this defence would be
moved inland to continue to protect against flooding in the short term, and that ‘No Active Intervention’
would occur along the beach. This would allow the natural roll-back of the beach in response to rising sea
levels and result in more beach material being retained in this area in the long term.

(o)

Wembury Point to Devil’s Point

No change from policy scenario A.

(p)

Tamar
Tamar Estuary

No change from policy scenario A.

(q)

Mount Edgcumbe to Rame Head

No change from policy scenario A.
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‘POLICY SCENARIO C’ ASSESSMENT SUMMARY
This section provides a summary of the impacts of alternative policy options and scenarios for Policy Scenario
C, which is based upon an assumption that a primary driver for future coastal management is to continue to
provide defence against flooding and erosion to property and infrastructure in as many areas as feasibly
possible.
The impacts discussed are based upon changes from the impacts assessed for Policy Scenario A.

(a)

Durlston Head to White Nothe
Scenario A

Scenario C

Possible Policy Unit
St Alban’s Head to Kimmeridge Bay
Kimmeridge Bay (defended length)
Kimmeridge Bay (undefended) to
Worbarrow Tout
Worbarrow Tout to Lulworth Cove
(East)
Lulworth Cove (undefended)
Lulworth Cove (defended length)
Lulworth Cove (West) to White
Nothe

0-20

2020-50

5050-100

0-20

2020-50

5050-100

NAI
NAI

NAI
NAI

NAI
NAI

NAI
HTL

NAI
HTL

NAI
HTL

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI
NAI

NAI
NAI

NAI
NAI

NAI
HTL

NAI
HTL

NAI
HTL

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

Along this largely undefended section are two small lengths of private defence at Kimmeridge Bay and
Lulworth Cove. Under Policy Scenario C, it is proposed to allow retention of the defences in their existing
alignment (‘Hold the Line’), should private funds be available for this purpose. Larger defences will probably be
required to ensure that current levels of defence are maintained as sea levels rise; there would therefore be
increasing costs in the longer term.
The retention of defences in their existing positions in both Kimmeridge Bay and Lulworth Cove is unlikely to
have a significant impact upon coastal processes but, unlike Policy Scenario A, would allow continued flood
protection to assets, particularly at Lulworth Cove.

(b)

White Nothe to Redcliff Point
Scenario A

Possible Policy Unit
White Nothe to Ringstead Bay
(defended length east)
Ringstead Bay (defended length)
Ringstead Bay (defended length
west) to Redcliff Point

Scenario C

0-20

2020-50

5050-100

0-20

2020-50

5050-100

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

HTL

NAI

NAI

HTL

HTL

HTL

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

Policy Scenario C appraises the impact of ‘Hold the Line’ for all three SMP epochs at Ringstead Bay, rather
than ‘No Active Intervention’ considered in Policy Scenario A for the medium to long term. Currently there is
a short length of rock revetment and rock groyne present; under this scenario is assumed that these defences
would be maintained and upgraded along their existing alignment. It would also require extension of the
defences to reduce the risk of outflanking due to continual erosion of the undefended cliffs to both the east
and west. This policy would minimise the risk of cliff erosion along the defended frontage.
In the medium to long term, the defended area of Ringstead Bay would start to become more of a
promontory as erosion of the adjacent undefended cliffs would continue and therefore more robust defences
would be required, at increased cost and increased technical difficulty. The more prominent position within
the bay of the defended area could also affect the longshore exchange of sediment, which could have a
detrimental impact on adjacent beaches. The retention of defences would also prevent adaptation of the beach
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to sea levels rise, with the consequent effect of the beaches narrowing and lowering in front of the defences,
unless beach recharge was undertaken.

(c)

Redcliff Point to Portland Bill
Scenario A

Scenario C

Possible Policy Unit
Redcliff Point to Bowleaze Cove
(Gabions)
Bowleaze Cove (Gabions) to Furzy
Cliff
Furzy Cliff
Furzy Cliff to Preston Beach (Rock
Groyne)
Preston Beach (Rock Groyne) to
Weymouth (Stone Pier) (includes
Weymouth Harbour)
Weymouth (Stone Pier) to Portland
Harbour (North Breakwater)
Portland Harbour (North
Breakwater) to Small Mouth
Small Mouth to Osprey Quay
(Portland Harbour)
Osprey Quay (Portland Harbour) to
Grove Point
Grove Point to Portland Bill

0-20

2020-50

5050-100

0-20

2020-50

5050-100

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

NAI

NAI

NAI

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

MR

MR

MR

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

Policy Scenario C appraises a ‘Hold the Line’ along both Furzy Cliff and the north-west shore of Portland
Harbour for all three SMP epochs.
The Furzy Cliff frontage is a short stretch of undefended cliffs which lies between defended areas to both the
north and south. Currently erosion of these cliffs causes outflanking issues where they abut the defended
frontage. A ‘Hold the Line’ option would involve substantial cliff stabilisation or protection measures and or
beach recharge being implemented, in order to significantly reduce the rate of cliff recession. This would inhibit
the natural recession of the cliff but would reduce the risk of recession causing outflanking to the defended
areas adjacent to Furzy Cliff, and would also protect cliff top properties and infrastructure from erosion. Issues
may arise if holding this defence line in the future due to rising sea levels and the natural tendency of this
embayment to deepen. Cliff erosion is not thought to significantly contribute to the beach budget, but holding
the line here could, in the long term, mean that a beach would not be retained along this stretch.
Along the north-western shore of Portland Harbour a ‘Hold the Line’ policy has been appraised. Currently
there are short sections of low-level rock revetment and other structures along the cliff toe. Under this policy
it is assumed that cliff stabilisation measures and/or cliff toe protection would be required to further reduce
the already low rate of cliff erosion along this frontage. This would result in very little shoreline change over
the next century. This is unlikely to impact on adjacent areas as the cliffs are not believed to contribute
significant amounts to the sediment budget. It is important to note that the evolution of this shoreline is
dependent upon the future of the Portland Harbour Breakwaters, which, for this scenario, are assumed to
remain and be maintained.

(d)

Portland Bill to Thorncombe Beacon
Scenario A

Possible Policy Unit
Portland Bill to West Weare
Chiswell to Chesil Beach (Northern
end of Osprey Quay)

Scenario C

0-20

2020-50

5050-100

0-20

2020-50

5050-100

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL
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Scenario A

Scenario C

Possible Policy Unit
Chesil Beach (Northern end of
Osprey Quay) and The Fleet
Abbotsbury to Cogden Beach
Cogden Beach to Hive Beach
(Burton Bradstock)
Hive Beach (Burton Bradstock)
Burton Cliff
Freshwater Beach
East Cliff (West Bay)
West Bay (East Beach to eastern
pier)
West Bay (West Beach from eastern
pier) to West Cliff (East) (includes
West Bay Harbour)
West Cliff (East) to Thorncombe
Beacon

0-20

2020-50

5050-100

0-20

2020-50

5050-100

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

HTL
NAI
HTL
NAI

HTL
NAI
MR
NAI

NAI
NAI
HTL
NAI

HTL
NAI
HTL
NAI

HTL
NAI
HTL
NAI

HTL
NAI
HTL
NAI

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

For Policy Scenario C ‘Hold the Line’ for all three SMP epochs has been considered for both Hive Beach and
Freshwater Beach.
At Hive Beach, this would involve the continued maintenance and upgrade of a short section of defence
associated with the car park and tourist facilities. It is not intended that the gabions along the cliffs immediately
to the west, or the defences currently defending a bungalow, would be maintained. These defences are already
set back from the beach and therefore would be unlikely to affect the natural functioning of the beach and
adjacent, undefended cliffs. In the longer term as the adjacent cliffs continue to erode, these defences may
require further maintenance and upgrading as they would become increasingly exposed. There would also
remain the risk that a significant storm event could occur, which would result in extensive rollback of the
beach and overtopping of these defences.
At Freshwater Beach, a ‘Hold the Line’ policy in the medium and long term would involve beach management
to ensure a healthy beach and to prevent the river outlet from becoming blocked. This would ensure that the
risk of inland flooding would be minimised and there would also be some protection afforded to the caravan
park. However, at the western end of this frontage it will become increasingly difficult to maintain the current
beach line, as cliffs continue to erode along the adjacent undefended East Cliff. There is also a risk that if the
beach line is maintained too far seaward that shingle draw-down could occur, with a risk that shingle could be
lost from the beach.

(e)

Thorncombe Beacon to Beer Head
Scenario A

Scenario C

Possible Policy Unit
Thorncombe Beacon to Seatown
(East)
Seatown
Seatown (West) to Golden Cap
Golden Cap to Charmouth (East)
Charmouth
Charmouth (West) to East Cliff
(Lyme Regis)
East Cliff (Lyme Regis) to Broad
Ledge (Lyme Regis)
Broad Ledge (Lyme Regis) to The
Cobb (Lyme Regis)

0-20

2020-50

5050-100

0-20

2020-50

5050-100

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

HTL
NAI
NAI
HTL

NAI
NAI
NAI
HTL

NAI
NAI
NAI
MR

HTL
NAI
NAI
HTL

HTL
NAI
NAI
HTL

HTL
NAI
NAI
HTL

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

HTL

HTL

MR

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL
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Scenario A

Scenario C

Possible Policy Unit
The Cobb (Lyme Regis) to Seven
Rock Point (defended length)
The Cobb (Lyme Regis) to Seven
Rock Point (undefended)
Seven Rock Point to Haven Cliff
(West)
Axe Estuary (Mouth Breakwater to
Axmouth North)
Axe Estuary (Axmouth North to
Seaton North)
Axe Estuary (Seaton East)
Axe Estuary (Spit)
Axe Estuary (Spit) to Seaton (West)
Seaton (West) to Seaton Hole
Seaton Hole to Beer
Beer
Beer to Beer Head

0-20

2020-50

5050-100

0-20

2020-50

5050-100

HTL

HTL

MR

HTL

HTL

HTL

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

MR

MR

MR

MR

MR

MR

HTL
NAI
HTL
MR
NAI
NAI
NAI

HTL
NAI
HTL
MR
NAI
NAI
NAI

HTL
NAI
HTL
MR
NAI
NAI
NAI

HTL
NAI
HTL
HTL
NAI
HTL
NAI

HTL
NAI
HTL
HTL
NAI
HTL
NAI

HTL
NAI
HTL
HTL
NAI
HTL
NAI

Policy Scenario C has considered the long term implementation of a ‘Hold the Line’ policy at a number of
locations: Seatown, Charmouth, East Cliff (Lyme Regis), west of Lyme Regis, Seaton to Seaton Hole and Beer.
At Seatown a rock revetment extends along the cliff along the western part of this frontage; this currently
reduces cliff erosion through protecting the cliff toe from wave action. For this scenario, it has been assumed
that these defences would be maintained and subsequently upgraded to ensure adequate levels of protection
are maintained through to the long term. Such upgrades would necessarily require extension of defences
westwards a short distance, as has already been required since the 1996 scheme. These defences would
become increasingly exposed, both due to rising sea levels and continued erosion of the abutting, undefended
cliffs. Beaches are also likely to narrow in front of the defences as a result of rising sea levels. There is unlikely
to be a detrimental impact on adjacent shorelines. The car park to the east of the River Winniford would be
lost to erosion as it would remain undefended, although rollback of the shoreline in this area into the mouth of
the river may conserve more beach material in this area, possibly compensating in part for loss of beach
fronting the defences.
A similar situation occurs at Charmouth, where upgraded defences will be required to provide the current
level of protection as sea levels rise and the fronting beach narrows and steepens. This is already an issue along
the western part of this frontage. These defences would also be at risk of outflanking by the continued retreat
of the adjacent undefended cliffs to the west. It is likely that a more substantial scheme, possibly involving
beach recharge would be required along this frontage. Defences may also need to be extended into the river
to reduce flood risk to assets further inland. Should more substantial beach control structures be required this
could have an impact on alongshore drift, although littoral drift along this coast is also affected by natural
landslide events.
At East Cliff (Lyme Regis) the continued provision of defence under a ‘ Hold the Line’ policy could require
beach recharge with control structures. The northern part of the defences would be at increasing risk of
outflanking, due to the continued retreat of the adjacent undefended cliffs to the east. Without recharge the
defences would become increasingly exposed, with beach loss and the need for more substantial defences.
Implementation of such measures along this section may reduce the ability of sediment to be transported to
the shoreline further east, although this is already limited by a lack of available sediment in this area.
To the west of Lyme Regis, under ‘Hold the Line’, the structures, which also provide a defence function, would
need to be upgraded so that they would be more robust. Any works would need to consider reducing the
risk of outflanking to the rest of Lyme Regis to the east. This would include continued maintenance of The
Cobb, which is an important influence on the shoreline along this frontage, and may also require beach
recharge and control structures to achieve this. The provision of defences here is unlikely to have a
detrimental impact on adjacent shorelines.
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Between Seaton and Seaton Hole, a ‘Hold the Line’ policy from the present day has been considered.
Currently cliff retreat is reduced through use of rock revetment that extends along the cliff toe. Therefore,
under this policy, more robust defence of the cliff toe would need to be combined with cliff stabilisation
measures to reduce the rate of cliff recession further. This would result in no or minimal change in cliff line
position and would therefore minimise the risk of erosion to the cliff top properties and infrastructure. Cliff
stabilisation would limit the input of sediment to the shoreline which would result in narrowing and steepening
of the beach both in front of these defences and also the sections to the east towards the Axe Estuary.
Therefore, there could be implications for the implementation of a ‘Hold the Line’ policy along the Seaton
frontage.
Maintenance of the short length of defence at Beer is unlikely to have a significant impact upon coastal
evolution as the area is backed by hard, resistant cliffs and also Beer is an isolated pocket beach that has little
or no connectivity with adjacent sections of coast.

(f)

Beer Head to Otterton Ledge

No change from policy scenario A.

(g)

Otterton Ledge to Straight Point

No change from policy scenario A.

(h)

Straight Point to Holcombe
Scenario A

Possible Policy Unit

Scenario C

0-20

2020-50

5050-100

0-20

2020-50

5050-100

Straight Point to Orcombe Rocks
Orcombe Rocks to Maer Rocks
The Maer
Octagon to Exmouth slipway
Exmouth Spit
Exe Estuary – Exmouth (west)
Exe Estuary - Exmouth (west) to
Lympstone

NAI
HTL
HTL
HTL
HTL
HTL

NAI
HTL
MR
HTL
NAI
HTL

NAI
HTL
MR
HTL
NAI
HTL

NAI
HTL
HTL
HTL
HTL
HTL

NAI
HTL
HTL
HTL
NAI
HTL

NAI
HTL
HTL
HTL
NAI
HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

Exe Estuary - Lympstone

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

Exe Estuary - Nutwell Park
Exe Estuary - Lympstone
Commando
Exe Estuary – Exton

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

Exe Estuary - Exton to Lower Clyst

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

MR

MR

MR

MR

MR

MR

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

MR

MR

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL
HTL
HTL

HTL
HTL
HTL

HTL
HTL
HTL

HTL
HTL
HTL

HTL
HTL
HTL

HTL
HTL
HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

Exe Estuary - Clyst Bridge to
Railway
Exe Estuary - Topsham
Exe Estuary - M5 (east) to St James'
Weir
Exe Estuary - Topsham Sludge beds
Exe Estuary - St James' Weir to M5
(west)
Exe Estuary - M5 (west) to Turf
Lock
Exe Estuary - Turf Lock to
Powderham
Exe Estuary - Powderham (south)
Exe Estuary – Starcross
Exe Estuary - Cockwood
Exe Estuary - Cockwood to The
Warren
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Scenario A

Scenario C

Possible Policy Unit
Dawlish Warren (East - distal end)
Dawlish Warren (Central - gabion
defences)
Dawlish Warren (West - hard
defences)
Langstone Rock to Coryton Cove
Coryton Cove to Holcombe

0-20

2020-50

5050-100

0-20

2020-50

5050-100

HTL

MR

MR

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

MR

MR

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL
HTL

HTL
HTL

HTL
HTL

HTL
HTL

HTL
HTL

HTL
HTL

Policy Scenario C considers the alternative options identified in the Exe Estuary Coastal Management Study
that are assessed under Policy Scenario A. Under this policy scenario, the continuation of a ‘Hold the Line’
policy in the medium and long term is considered at The Maer in Exmouth, Powderham Banks within the Exe
Estuary, and along the central and distal parts of Dawlish Warren spit.
At The Maer, Exmouth the area of low-lying hinterland is currently protected by seawalls, an esplanade and
two very small dune systems. In Scenario A ‘Managed Realignment’ was considered beyond the short term,
whereas in this scenario the impact of continuing to hold the line has been considered. Along this frontage
there has been net beach erosion and this trend is expected to continue, under a scenario of rising sea level,
resulting in narrowing and steepening of the fronting beaches. There would continue to be a limited input of
sediment to this frontage due to the continued defence of updrift frontages. Therefore continued defence of
The Maer would probably require beach recharge and control structures in order to retain a beach to help
maintain current levels of protection. However, such structures are likely to impact upon adjacent sections by
possibly reducing sediment transport to these areas; although transport in this area is further complicated by
the complex processes that occur at the mouth of the Exe Estuary and more detailed investigation would be
required. The costs of holding the line are expected to increase over time, due to the increasing exposure of
this shoreline as sea levels rise. Under this scenario the shoreline position would be fixed and risk of flooding
or erosion of hinterland assets and the dune systems would be minimised.
Along the west bank of the Exe Estuary, between Turf Lock and Powderham, defences currently front lowlying land that was formally reclaimed from the estuary. A ‘Hold the Line’ policy would involve retention of
these defences and their subsequent maintenance and upgrade in order to maintain the level of defence. Such
defences would limit the ability of the Exe Estuary to adapt as sea levels rise, this could potentially result in the
loss of inter-tidal areas where they are constrained by defences.
A ‘Hold the Line’ policy at Dawlish Warren could involve the construction of an extensive groyne field
together with ongoing beach management. This would ensure the flood protection function of the spit to the
rest of the inner estuary is maintained, but would inhibit the ability of the spit to adapt naturally to sea level
rise. The success of such an option is also related to the complex sediment transport processes that occur at
the mouth of the Exe Estuary. Thus a more detailed study would be required to fully understand the
implications of these processes for both managing Dawlish Warren and any potential impacts upon adjacent
sections of coast (e.g. Exmouth).

(i)
(i)

Holcombe to Hope’s Nose
Scenario A

Scenario C

Possible Policy Unit
Holcombe to Sprey Point
Sprey Point
Sprey Point to Teignmouth Pier
Teignmouth Pier to The Point
Teign Estuary - The Point to
Teignmouth and Shaldon Bridge
Teign Estuary - North Shore
(Teignmouth and Shaldon Bridge to
Passage House Hotel)

0-20

2020-50

5050-100

0-20

2020-50

5050-100

HTL
HTL
HTL
HTL

HTL
HTL
HTL
HTL

HTL
HTL
HTL
HTL

HTL
HTL
HTL
HTL

HTL
HTL
HTL
HTL

HTL
HTL
HTL
HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL
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Scenario A

Scenario C

Possible Policy Unit
0-20

2020-50

5050-100

0-20

2020-50

5050-100

Teign Estuary - Passage House Hotel
to Kingsteignton Road Bridge

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

Teign Estuary - Kingsteignton and
Newton Abbot

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

HTL

HTL

HTL

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI
NAI
HTL
NAI

NAI
NAI
HTL
NAI

NAI
NAI
HTL
NAI

HTL
NAI
HTL
NAI

HTL
NAI
HTL
NAI

HTL
NAI
HTL
NAI

Teign Estuary - South Shore
(Newton Abbot to Shaldon)
Teign Estuary - Shaldon
Shaldon (The Ness) to
Maidencombe (North)
Maidencombe
Maidencombe (South) to Watcombe
Head
Watcombe
Watcombe to Petit Tor Point
Petit Tor Point to Walls Hill
Walls Hill
Anstey's Cove

NAI

NAI

NAI

HTL

HTL

HTL

Anstey's Cove to Hope's Nose

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

This policy scenario appraises the impact of retaining the short lengths of defences which lie at the back of the
pocket beaches at Maidencombe, Watcombe and Anstey’s Cove. Therefore although this has been termed
‘Hold the Line’, it only refers to the continued maintenance and upgrade (where necessary) of the existing
defences along these stretches. It is unlikely that such provision of defences would attract public funding,
therefore it is assumed private funding would be available.
The continued provision of defences within these small beaches would be unlikely to have a significant effect
on coastal evolution as they are in small pocket beaches that have little or no connectivity with adjacent
sections of coast. However, continued defence in these areas would exacerbate the narrowing and steepening
of the beaches, which is already occurring naturally, and beaches could eventually become submerged in the
long term as sea level rises.

(j)

Hope’s Nose to Berry Head (Tor Bay)

No change from policy scenario A.

(k)

Berry Head to Blackstone Point

No change from policy scenario A.

(l)

Blackstone Point to Start Point
Scenario A

Scenario C

Possible Policy Unit
0-20

2020-50

5050-100

0-20

2020-50

5050-100

Blackstone Point to Stoke Fleming

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

Stoke Fleming to Blackpool Sands

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

Blackpool Sands

HTL

MR

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

Blackpool Sands to Strete

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

Strete to Torcross North (Slapton
Sands)

HTL

HTL

MR

HTL

HTL

MR

Torcross North to Limpet Rocks

HTL

HTL

MR

HTL

HTL

MR

Limpet Rocks to Tinsey Head

HTL

MR

MR

HTL

MR

MR
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Tinsey Head to Start Point

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

At Blackpool Sands, short lengths of private defences are currently located along parts of this small bay and
protect a small area of low-lying land. The primary purpose of these defences is to provide access and amenity
although they do also afford protection to the A379 road that runs behind the back of the beach. Under
Scenario C it is considered that the defences will continue to be maintained by private funds to for amenity
purposes. However, if defences do remain it is possible that the beach here could be more susceptible to
coastal squeeze as sea levels rise and with little or no new input of sediment. This could affect the sustainability
of these defences. As Blackpool Sands is a pocket beach with little, if any, connection to adjacent sections of
coast, this continued defence here would have no significant impacts upon the rest of the coast.
As such, the assessment for the rest of this section is unchanged from Scenario A.

(m)

Start Point to Bolt Head
Head
Scenario A

Possible Policy Unit
0-20
Lannacombe
Undefended
majority of this
section
Prawle Point to Limebury Point
Salcombe Harbour (Limebury Point
to Kingsbridge Estuary - Scoble
Point)
Kingsbridge Estuary East (Scoble
Point to Kingsbridge)
Kingsbridge Estuary - Kingsbridge
Start Point to
Prawle Point

2020-50

Scenario C
5050-100

0-20

2020-50

5050-100

HTL

HTL

HTL

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

Kingsbridge Estuary West
(Kingsbridge to Snapes Point)

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

Salcombe (Snapes Point to Splat
Cove Point)

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

Splat Cove Point to Bolt Head

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

Under Policy Scenario C, an additional area of ‘Hold the Line’ is considered alongside those in Scenario A. This
scenario assumes the private defence at Lannacombe is maintained (through private funds, should they be
available) for all three SMP epochs. This policy does not propose to implement any new defences along the
rest of the Lannacombe frontage, which would remain as ‘No Active Intervention’, as under Policy Scenario A.
Retention of the defence at Lannacombe would not have any significant effects upon coastal evolution along
this stretch as a whole. However, continued defence in this area would exacerbate the narrowing and
steepening of the fronting beach, which would eventually become submerged in the long term as sea level
rises.

(n)

Bolt Head to Wembury Point
Scenario A

Scenario C

Possible Policy Unit
Bolt Head to Bolt Tail

0-20

2020-50

50-100

0-20

2020-50

5050-100

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI
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Scenario A

Scenario C

Possible Policy Unit
0-20
Bolt Tail to
Thurlestone
Rock

2020-50

50-100

Inner Hope/Outer
Hope
Undefended
majority of this
section

NAI

NAI

0-20

2020-50

5050-100

HTL

HTL

HTL

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

Thurlestone Rock to Warren Point

HTL

MR

NAI

HTL

MR

NAI

Warren Point to Avon Estuary
(East)

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

Avon Estuary (East Bank – Mouth to
Stadbury Farm)

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

MR

MR

MR

MR

MR

MR

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

Warren Point (Bigbury-on-Sea) to
Challaborough (West)

HTL

HTL

MR

HTL

HTL

MR

Challaborough (West) to Erme
Estuary (East)

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

Avon Estuary (Upstream section –
Stadbury Farm to Stakes Hill)
Avon Estuary (West Bank – Stakes
Hill to Warren Point (Bigbury-onSea))

Erme Estuary (East Bank – Mouth to
Orcheton Wood)
Erme Estuary (Upstream section –
Orcheton Wood to Pamflete
Wood)
Erme Estuary (West Bank –
Pamflete Wood to Mouth)
Erme Estuary (West) to Yealm
Estuary (East)
Yealm Estuary (East Bank – Mouth
to Passage House)
Yealm Estuary (East Bank – Passage
House to Newton Ferrers North)
Yealm Estuary (East Bank – Newton
Ferrers North to Fish House
Plantation)
Yealm Estuary (West Bank – Fish
House Plantation to Season Point)
Season Point to Wembury Point

Policy Scenario C assumes that the short lengths of defence at Inner Hope and Outer Hope are maintained
under a ‘Hold the Line’ policy for all three SMP epochs. Retention of these defences is unlikely to have any
impact upon coastal evolution as they are within small isolated embayments that have little or no connectivity
with adjacent sections of coast. The small pocket beach in these areas would, however, become submerged in
the long term as sea levels rise.

(o)

Wembury Point to Devil’s Point

No change from policy scenario A.

(p)

Tamar Estuary

No change from policy scenario A.
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(q)

Mount Edgcumbe to Rame Head
Scenario A

Scenario C

Possible Policy Unit
0-20

2020-50

5050-100

0-20

2020-50

5050-100

Mount Edgcumbe to Picklecombe
Point

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

Fort Picklecombe

NAI

NAI

NAI

HTL

HTL

HTL

Picklecombe Point to Kingsand

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

Kingsand/Cawsand

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

Cawsand to Rame Head

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

The only change from Policy Scenario A considers additional retention of defences at Fort Picklecombe
through ‘Hold the Line’ for all three SMP epochs should private funds be available for this purpose.
Continued maintenance and upgrade of these defences would be required to maintain an adequate level of
defence, in response to sea level rise. Due to the rocky nature of this shoreline this is not expected to have an
impact on coastal processes either locally or along the adjacent shorelines.
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Annex F.3
F.3 – Objectives Appraisal
Introduction
The following tables present the appraisal of ‘Policy Scenario A, B and C’ throughout the SMP area in terms of
the impacts upon the various features and objectives that have been identified.
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DURLSTON HEAD TO WHITE NOTHE
Location/ feature

Kimmeridge Bay

Key issues
•

Popular location for visitors, in particular for
its geological interest, therefore beach
access points and car parking facilities are
important.

•

There is a potential risk of flood damage to
upper and lower car park and quay.

•

There is an oil well located at the cliff top

Objectives that apply
•

To avoid loss due to erosion of
and manage risk of flooding to
key community, recreational and
amenity facilities.

Key Considerations
Short Term (to 2025)

Medium Term (to 2055)

This stretch of coastline is characterised by
cliffs of outstanding landscape and geological
value, therefore a key consideration will be
the conservation of this asset.

Scenario A: Loss of some
community, recreational
and amenity facilities due
to erosion.

Scenario A: Loss of some
community, recreational
and amenity facilities due
to erosion.

Scenario A: Loss of some
community, recreational
and amenity facilities due
to erosion.

For the majority of the coast this should not
be an issue because it is mainly undeveloped
and farmland is low grade (less than Grade 3).

Both the upper and lower
car park, and associated
tourist facilities may be
affected by erosion.

Both the upper and lower
car park, and associated
tourist facilities may be
affected by erosion.

The oil well is not at risk
of cliff-top erosion.

The oil well is not at risk
of cliff-top erosion.

Both the upper and lower
car park, and associated
tourist facilities are likely
to be increasingly affected
by erosion.

Scenario B: same as
Scenario A - potential loss
of assets dependent on
how managed realignment
is implemented.

Scenario B: same as
Scenario A - potential loss
of assets dependent on
how managed realignment
is implemented.

Scenario C:
C Protection of
the majority of community,
recreational and amenity
facilities from erosion.

Scenario C:
C Protection of
the majority of community,
recreational and amenity
facilities from erosion.

Both the upper and lower
car park, and associated
tourist facilities are likely
to be protected from
erosion

Both the upper and lower
car park, and associated
tourist facilities are likely
to be protected from
erosion

Continued erosion of the
western end of
Kimmeridge Bay likely.

Continued erosion of the
western end of
Kimmeridge Bay likely.

The oil well is not at risk
of cliff-top erosion.

The oil well is not at risk
of cliff-top erosion.

Scenario A: Loss of some
community, recreational
and amenity facilities due
to erosion and flooding,
particularly at the western
end of Lulworth Cove at
the access road (main
road).

Scenario A: Loss of some
community, recreational
and amenity facilities due
to erosion and flooding.

Scenario A: Loss of some
community, recreational
and amenity facilities due
to erosion and flooding.

Part of the B370 main
access road to Lulworth
Cove may be affected due
to erosion and flooding.

Part of the B370 main
access road to Lulworth
Cove may be affected due
to erosion and flooding.

Scenario B: Loss of limited
number of community,
recreational and amenity
facilities due to erosion
and flooding, at the eastern
end of Lulworth Cove.

Scenario B: Loss of limited
number of community,
recreational and amenity
facilities due to erosion
and flooding, at the eastern
end of Lulworth Cove.

Potential loss of
community, recreational
and amenity facilities due

Potential loss of
community, recreational
and amenity facilities due

Potential areas of conflict are at the key
visitor access points at Lulworth Cove and
Kimmeridge Bay, where small stretches of
defences already exist.
Sediment linkages along this stretch are
minimal and erosion rates of the cliffs are
geologically controlled. Key risk areas are
where soft clay crop out, as these are
locations where large landslide events could
occur.

No Active Intervention: Conflicts between
enhancing geological exposures and protecting
settlements/archaeological sites at
Kimmeridge and West Lulworth and Lulworth
Ranges/maintaining designated terrestrial
habitats.

Lulworth Cove

•

Popular tourist beach.

•

•

Small collection of shops located at access
point. Currently a small seawall protects this
area from flooding. Formal defences?
NFCDD

To avoid loss due to erosion of
and manage risk of flooding to
key community, recreational and
amenity facilities.

•

To avoid loss due to erosion of
and manage risk of flooding to
industrial, commercial and
economic assets and activities.

•

To minimise the impact of
policies on marine operations and
activities.

•

Other properties tend to be located further
inland and on higher land.

•

The Cove is also used by small leisure boats.

Assessment of Scenarios A, B and C

Scenario B: Loss of limited
number of community,
recreational and amenity
facilities due to erosion
and flooding, at the eastern
end of Lulworth Cove.
Potential loss of
community, recreational
and amenity facilities due
to erosion and flooding, at

Long Term (to 2105)

The oil well is not at risk
of cliff-top erosion.
Scenario B: same as
Scenario A - potential loss
of assets dependent on
how managed realignment
is implemented.
Scenario C:
C Protection of
the majority of community,
recreational and amenity
facilities from erosion.
Both the upper and lower
car park, and associated
tourist facilities are likely
to be protected from
erosion
Continued erosion of the
western end of
Kimmeridge Bay likely.
The oil well is not at risk
of cliff-top erosion.
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DURLSTON HEAD TO WHITE NOTHE
Location/ feature

Key issues

Objectives that apply

Key Considerations

Assessment of Scenarios A, B and C
Short Term (to 2025)

Medium Term (to 2055)

Long Term (to 2105)

the eastern end of
Lulworth Cove, dependent
on the location of managed
realignment,

to erosion and flooding, at
the eastern end of
Lulworth Cove, dependent
on the location of managed
realignment,

to erosion and flooding, at
the eastern end of
Lulworth Cove, dependent
on the location of managed
realignment,

Scenario C: Loss of limited
number of community,
recreational and amenity
facilities due to erosion
and flooding, at the eastern
end of Lulworth Cove.

Scenario C: Loss of limited
number of community,
recreational and amenity
facilities due to erosion
and flooding, at the eastern
end of Lulworth Cove.

Protection of community,
recreational and amenity
facilities from erosion and
flooding, at the eastern end
of Lulworth Cove.

Protection of community,
recreational and amenity
facilities from erosion and
flooding, at the eastern end
of Lulworth Cove.

Protection of the B370
main access road to
Lulworth Cove from
erosion and flooding.

Protection of the B370
main access road to
Lulworth Cove from
erosion and flooding.

Scenario A: Potential
change in conservation
value of SAC and loss of
some grassland habitats
due to erosion and
flooding.

Scenario A: Potential
change in conservation
value of SAC and loss of
some grassland habitats
due to erosion and
flooding.

Scenario
Scenario A: Potential
change in conservation
value of SAC and loss of
some grassland habitats
due to erosion and
flooding.

Scenario B & C: as above

Scenario B & C: as above

Scenario B & C: as above

Scenario A: Continuation
of natural processes is key
to the integrity of the
South Dorset Coast SSSI
and WHS, therefore NAI
would continue to maintain
the geological exposures of
these features.

Scenario A: Continuation
of natural processes is key
to the integrity of the
South Dorset Coast SSSI
and WHS, therefore NAI
would continue to maintain
the geological exposures of
these features.

Scenario A: Continuation
of natural processes is key
to the integrity of the
South Dorset Coast SSSI
and WHS, therefore NAI
would continue to maintain
the geological exposures of
these features.

Scenario B:
B as above

Scenario B:
B as above

Scenario B:
B as above

Scenario C: Continuation
of natural processes is key
to the integrity of the
South Dorset Coast SSSI
and WHS, therefore this
scenario would continue to
maintain the geological
exposures of these
features (with the
exception of Kimmeridge
Bay and Lulworth Cove).

Scenario C: Continuation
of natural processes is key
to the integrity of the
South Dorset Coast SSSI
and WHS, therefore this
scenario would continue to
maintain the geological
exposures of these
features (with the
exception of Kimmeridge
Bay and Lulworth Cove).

Scenario C: Continuation
of natural processes is key
to the integrity of the
South Dorset Coast SSSI
and WHS, therefore this
scenario would continue to
maintain the geological
exposures of these
features (with the
exception of Kimmeridge
Bay and Lulworth Cove).

Scenario C: Loss of limited
number of community,
recreational and amenity
facilities due to erosion
and flooding, at the eastern
end of Lulworth Cove.
Protection of community,
recreational and amenity
facilities from erosion and
flooding, at the eastern end
of Lulworth Cove.

Isle of Portland to
Studland Cliffs SAC

Dorset and East
Devon World
Heritage Site and
South Dorset Coast
SSSI (geological)

•

Designated for the vegetated sea cliffs and
also the semi-natural dry grasslands. Linked
to seepages?

•

Any changes to the coastal evolution could
therefore affect this.

•

Status achieved by exposure of cliff which
“depicts a geological ‘walk through time'
spanning the Triassic, Jurassic and
Cretaceous periods”.

•

Erosion is key to the conservation of the
World Heritage Site, therefore a ‘threat’ is
the construction of coastal defences.

•

Key geological features within this unit
include the Kimmeridge clays and Lulworth
Cove.

•

•

To maintain the integrity of
internationally designated sites
and the favourable condition of
their interest features.

To allow natural processes and
maintain visibility of geological
exposures throughout World
Heritage Site and geological SSSIs.
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DURLSTON HEAD TO WHITE NOTHE
Location/ feature

Key issues

Objectives that apply

Key Considerations

Assessment of Scenarios A, B and C
Short Term (to 2025)

South Dorset Coast
SSSI (biological)

Dorset Area of
Outstanding Natural
Beauty

Historic environment

•

Majority of unimproved grassland in Dorset
falls within the South Dorset Coast site. This
stretches inland from the cliff top, but the
net area of the site will be reduced by
coastal erosion.

•

The area is designated for its rich landscape
which encompasses landscape, people and
nature. The AONB aims to conserve the
best qualities of the landscape by helping to
guide and manage change.

•

The South West Coast Path also runs along
the most of this frontage – but there is
potential for this to be relocated.

•

There are a number of isolated monuments
along the coastal strip, including wartime
buildings, which often sit close to the cliff
edge. Those sites which are located closest
to the cliff edge are at greatest risk.

•

Cliff erosion led to the dismantling and
rebuilding of Clavell Tower by Landmark
Trust (2006 – 2008).

•

Durlston County Park and Castle, built in
1886 and owned by Dorset County Council,
is not currently at flood-risk. However, the
long-term future of these assets requires
consideration. There are ongoing
development works to refurbish, extend and

•

•

•

To avoid adverse impacts on,
conserve and where practical
enhance the designated interest
of nationally
nationally designated
conservation sites.

To conserve and enhance
AONBs and avoid conflict with
AONB Management Plan or
Heritage Coast Objectives.

To avoid loss of scheduled and
other nationally important
cultural heritage sites. Does this
imply that public funding is
available to move structures in
the future?
Sustainable/achievable?

Medium Term (to 2055)

Long Term (to 2105)

Holding the line at
Kimmeridge Bay and
Lulworth Cove may
prevent the natural
exposure of cliff through
erosion.

Holding the line at
Kimmeridge Bay and
Lulworth Cove may
prevent the natural
exposure of cliff through
erosion.

Holding the line at
Kimmeridge Bay and
Lulworth Cove may
prevent the natural
exposure of cliff through
erosion.

Scenario A, B & C:
Continued loss of
unimproved neutral and
calcareous grassland within
SSSI from erosion and
flooding.

Scenario A, B & C:
Continued loss of
unimproved neutral and
calcareous grassland within
SSSI from erosion and
flooding.

Scenario A, B & C:
Continued loss of
unimproved neutral and
calcareous grassland within
SSSI from erosion and
flooding.

Continued range of
vegetation zones on soft
rock undercliffs.

Continued range of
vegetation zones on soft
rock undercliffs.

Continued range of
vegetation zones on soft
rock undercliffs.

Scenario A, B & C: Minor
change in landscape due to
increased erosion and
flooding.

Scenario A: Minor change
in landscape due to
increased erosion and
flooding.

Scenario A: Moderate
change in landscape due to
increased erosion and
flooding.

Potential for deteriorating
structures to become
unsightly.

Potential for deteriorating
structures to become
unsightly.

Scenario
Scenario B:
B as above

Scenario B:
B as above

Scenario C: Minor change
in landscape due to
increased erosion and
flooding.

Scenario C: Minor change
in landscape due to
increased erosion and
flooding.

Potential for deteriorating
structures to become
unsightly and for new or
modification to existing
defences to adversely
impact on landscape
character.

Potential for deteriorating
structures to become
unsightly and for new or
modification to existing
defences to adversely
impact on landscape

Scenario A: Potential
partial loss of up to 4
Scheduled Monuments
(SMs) due to erosion:
Alum Works SM at
Kimmeridge Bay, Bowl
Barrow SM on Emmetts
Hill, Flowers Barrow SM
and The Warren Field
System SM.

Scenario A: Potential
partial loss of up to 4
Scheduled Monuments
(SMs) due to erosion:
Alum Works SM at
Kimmeridge Bay, Bowl
Barrow SM on Emmetts
Hill, Flowers Barrow SM
and The Warren Field
System SM.

Loss of small area of
Encombe and Lulworth
Castle Registered Parks
and Gardens.

Loss of small area of
Encombe and Lulworth
Castle Registered Parks
and Gardens.

Scenario A: Potential
partial loss of up to 3
Scheduled Monuments
(SMs) due to erosion:
Alum Works SM at
Kimmeridge Bay, Flowers
Barrow SM and The
Warren Field System SM.
Loss of small area of
Encombe and Lulworth
Castle Registered Parks
and Gardens.
Scenario B:
B as above
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DURLSTON HEAD TO WHITE NOTHE
Location/ feature

Key issues

Objectives that apply

Key Considerations

Assessment of Scenarios A, B and C
Short Term (to 2025)

alter the castle (The Durlston Project) and
to incorporate a visitor centre.
•

Medium Term (to 2055)

Scenario C:
C Protection of
Alum Works Scheduled
Monument (SM) at
Kimmeridge Bay and
Flowers Barrow SM due to
erosion.

Two Registered Parks and Gardens:
Lulworth Castle and Encombe

Partial loss of up to 2 SMs
due to erosion: Bindon Hill
Camp SM and The Warren
Field System SM.
Loss of small area of
Encombe and Lulworth
Castle Registered Parks
and Gardens.

Long Term (to 2105)

Scenario B:
B as above

Scenario B:
B as above

Scenario C:
C Protection of
Alum Works Scheduled
Monument at Kimmeridge
Bay.

Scenario C:
C Protection of
Alum Works Scheduled
Monument at Kimmeridge
Bay.

Partial loss of up to 4 SMs
due to erosion: Bowl
Barrow SM on Emmetts
Hill, Bindon Hill Camp SM,
Flowers Barrow and The
Warren Field System SM.

Partial loss of up to 4 SMs
due to erosion: Bowl
Barrow SM on Emmetts
Hill, Bindon Hill Camp SM,
Flowers Barrow and The
Warren Field System SM.

Loss of small area of
Encombe and Lulworth
Castle Registered Parks
and Gardens.

Loss of small area of
Encombe and Lulworth
Castle Registered Parks
and Gardens.

Agricultural land

•

Farmland stretches inland from the cliff top,
therefore any erosion will affect net area.
However this is low-grade farmland (Grade
3 and below).

•

To avoid loss due to erosion of
and/or manage risk of flooding to
agricultural land.

Scenario A, B & C: Loss of
grades 3, 4 and 5
agricultural land due to
erosion and flooding

Scenario A, B & C: Loss of
grades 3, 4 and 5
agricultural land due to
erosion and flooding

Scenario A, B & C: Loss of
grades 3, 4 and 5
agricultural land due to
erosion and flooding

Lulworth MoD Ranges
(Bindon Range)

•

The net area of range will be affected by
erosion, but functionality as a military
training area should not be affected.

•

To ensure MoD ranges remain
operational.

Scenario A, B & C: Minimal
loss of land used as ranges.

Scenario A, B & C: Minimal
loss of land used as ranges.

Scenario A, B & C: Minimal
loss of land used as ranges.

•

There is a risk of unexploded ordnance.

WHITE NOTHE TO REDCLIFF POINT
Location/ feature

Isolated cliff top
properties, small
settlements and
holiday complexes
including Ringstead,
Osmington Mills, and
Osmington Bay
Holiday Centre

Key issues
• The risk to these is dependent upon the local
cliff geology. Some are residential and some are
holiday accommodation. Linkages to these tend
to run inland therefore linkages are not at risk
until properties are lost. Local defences already
exist at Ringstead.
• There is a need for greater consideration of
the processes and implications of coastal
management policies at Ringstead, particularly
with regard to the presence of the caravan
park and the current use of rock armour.

Objectives that apply
• To avoid loss of property due to
erosion.

Key Considerations
Considerations

This is a mainly cliffed section of coast,
undefended apart from a short stretch of
defence in Ringstead Bay.
The majority of this section is mainly
undeveloped, but with a number of small
developments and isolated properties.
Protection of these could however, be at
conflict with the nature conservation and
landscape objectives and may not be
economically justified. There could also be
issues for the net east to west transport of
sediment, although actual transport tends to
be low, due to low contemporary sediment
supply from cliff erosion (due to cliff type)
and natural interruption of sediment drift due
to the headlands. In places there is also the
risk of relict landslide complexes, which
could become reactivated, making
management more difficult.

Assessment of Scenarios A, B and C
Short Term (to 2025)

Medium Term (to 2055)

Scenario A, B & C: Loss of
some properties at
Osmington Mills on the
lower part of Mills Road by
cliff erosion and some
flooding (though the latter
process to a lesser degree).

Scenario A, B & C: Loss
of some properties at
Osmington Mills on the
lower part of Mills Road
by cliff erosion and some
flooding (though the latter
process to a lesser
degree).

Loss of isolated properties
along coastal stretch.
Loss of land occupied by
caravans at Ringstead.
Loss of some properties at
Burning Cliff due to
erosion.
Loss of sewage works due
to erosion.

Loss of isolated
properties along coastal
stretch.
Loss of land occupied by
caravans at Ringstead.
Loss of some properties
at Burning Cliff due to
erosion.
Loss of sewage works due
to erosion.

Long Term (to 2105)
Scenario A, B & C: Loss of
some properties at
Osmington Mills on Mills
Road and potential loss of
some land occupied by
Osmington Mills Caravan
site by cliff erosion and
some flooding (though the
latter process to a lesser
degree).
Loss of isolated properties
along coastal stretch.
Loss of properties and
sewage works at Shortlake
Street due to erosion.
Increased loss of land
occupied by caravans at
Ringstead.
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WHITE NOTHE TO REDCLIFF POINT
Location/ feature

Key issues

Objectives that apply

Key Considerations
Considerations

Assessment of Scenarios A, B and C
Short Term (to 2025)

No Active Intervention: Conflicts between
enhancing geological exposures and
protecting settlements e.g. at Osmington
Mills.

Medium Term (to 2055)

Long Term (to 2105)

Osmington Bay Holiday
Centre at risk of erosion.

Loss of some properties at
Burning Cliff due to erosion.
Loss of sewage works due
to erosion.

Some of the earth heritage features in this
section have been obstructed by
development.
Isle of Portland to
Studland Cliffs SAC

•

Designated for the vegetated sea cliffs and
also the semi-natural dry grasslands.

•

Any changes to the coastal evolution could
therefore affect this.

•

To maintain the integrity of
internationally
internationally designated sites
and the favourable condition of
their interest features.

Osmington Bay Holiday
Centre at increased risk of
erosion.
Scenario A & C: Potential
erosion of designated
terrestrial habitat (e.g. dry
grassland) in some areas
(excluding Ringstead Bay).
Scenarios B: Potential
erosion of designated
terrestrial habitat (e.g. dry
grassland) in all areas of
process unit.

Dorset and East
Devon World
Heritage Site, South
Dorset Coast SSSI
(geological)

South Dorset Coast,
SSSI (biological)

Dorset Area of
Outstanding Natural
Beauty (only covers up
to Redcliff Point)

•

Status achieved by exposure of cliff which
“depicts a geological ‘walk through time'
spanning the Triassic, Jurassic and
Cretaceous periods”.

•

Erosion is key to the conservation of the
World Heritage Site and geological SSSIs,
therefore a ‘threat’ is the construction of
coastal defences.

•

(NB. The World Heritage Site does not
include the short stretch of low-lying land
between Furzy Cliff and Weymouth
Harbour).

•

Portland is one of the key limestone areas in
Britain, with the limestone grassland
communities of particular importance. These
are predominately cliff top habitats, although
some exist within the quarries, and
therefore the net area of the site will be
reduced by coastal erosion.

•

Within Portland Harbour Shore SSSI, the
intertidal shore is also designated. The
causeway along the western shore of the
Harbour supports extensive maritime
grassland. Therefore any changes that affect
this area could impact on the SSSI status.

•

The area is designated for its rich landscape
which encompasses landscape, people and
nature. The AONB aims to conserve the
best qualities of the landscape by helping to
guide and manage change.

Scenario A & B: Potential
erosion of designated
terrestrial habitat (e.g. dry
grassland).

Scenario A & B: Potential
erosion and flooding of
designated terrestrial habitat
(e.g. dry grassland).

Scenario C:
C Potential
erosion of designated
terrestrial habitat (e.g. dry
grassland) in some areas
(excluding Ringstead Bay).

Scenario C:
C Potential
erosion of designated
terrestrial habitat (e.g. dry
grassland) in some areas
(excluding Ringstead Bay).

•

To allow
allow natural processes and
maintain visibility of geological
exposures throughout World
Heritage Site and geological SSSIs.

Scenario A, B & C:
Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
integrity of the geological
SSSIs and WHS, therefore
NAI (with the exception of
HTL at Ringstead Bay)
would continue to maintain
these features.

Scenario A, B & C:
Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
integrity of the geological
SSSIs and WHS, therefore
NAI would continue to
maintain these features.

Scenario A, B & C:
Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
integrity of the geological
SSSIs and WHS, therefore
NAI would continue to
maintain these features.

•

To avoid adverse impacts on,
conserve and
and where practical
enhance the designated interest of
nationally designated conservation
sites.

Scenarios A, B & C:
Potential loss of some
designated limestone
grassland habitats at base of
cliff through flooding and
erosion (except along the
defended length at
Ringstead bay for scenarios
A & C). However, majority
of grassland currently lost is
due to inappropriate scrub
control.

Scenarios A, B & C:
Potential loss of some
designated limestone
grassland habitats at base
of cliff through flooding
and erosion (except along
the defended length at
Ringstead bay for scenario
C). However, majority of
grassland currently lost is
due to inappropriate
scrub control.

Scenarios A, B & C:
Potential loss of some
designated limestone
grassland habitats at base of
cliff through flooding and
erosion (except along the
defended length at Ringstead
bay for scenario C).
However, majority of
grassland currently lost is
due to inappropriate scrub
control.

•

To conserve and enhance AONBs
and avoid conflict with AONB
Management Plan or Heritage
Coast Objectives

Scenario A, B & C: Potential
change in landscape through
increased flooding and
erosion.

Scenario A, B & C:
Potential change in
landscape through
increased flooding and
erosion.

Scenario A, B & C: Potential
change in landscape through
increased flooding and
erosion.
Potential for deteriorating
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WHITE NOTHE TO REDCLIFF POINT
Location/ feature

Key issues

Objectives that apply

Key Considerations
Considerations

Assessment of Scenarios A, B and C
Short Term (to 2025)

Scheduled monuments
and heritage assets

•

The South West Coast Path also runs along
the most of this frontage – but there is
potential for this to be relocated.

•

There are two Scheduled Monuments (SM)
along the coastal strip, comprising the
Fishpond at west Ringstead SM and a
Medieval Settlement at West Ringstead SM.

•

There are no Registered Parks and Gardens
within this stretch of coastline.

•

Scenario A, B & C: No
likely loss of any Scheduled
Monuments due to erosion.

To avoid loss of scheduled and
other nationally important
cultural heritage sites.

Medium Term (to 2055)

Long Term (to 2105)

Potential for deteriorating
structures to become
unsightly (except at
Ringstead Bay with
Scenario C).

structures to become
unsightly (except at
Ringstead Bay with Scenario
C).

Scenario A, B & C:
Potential partial loss of
Medieval Settlement
Scheduled Monument at
West Ringstead due to
erosion

Scenario A & B: Potential
partial loss of Fishpond
Scheduled Monument and
Medieval Settlement
Scheduled Monument at
West Ringstead due to
erosion.
Scenario C:
C Protection of
Fishpond at Fishpond
Scheduled Monument and
Medieval Settlement
Scheduled Monument at
West Ringstead from
erosion.

Agricultural land

•

Farmland stretches inland from the cliff top,
therefore any erosion will affect net area.
However this is low-grade farmland (Grade
3 and below).

•

Scenario A, B & C: Some
loss of grades 3 and 4
agricultural land due to
erosion and flooding.

To avoid loss due to erosion of
and/or manage risk of flooding to
agricultural land.

Scenario A, B & C: Some
loss of grades 3 and 4
agricultural land due to
erosion and flooding.

Scenario A, B & C: Some
loss of grades 3 and 4
agricultural land due to
erosion and flooding.

REDCLIFF POINT TO PORTLAND
PORTLAND BILL
Location/ feature

Isolated cliff top
properties, small
settlements and the
holiday complex at
Bowleaze Cove

Key issues
• The risk to these is dependent upon the local
cliff geology. Some are residential and some are
holiday accommodation. Linkages to these tend
to run inland therefore linkages are not at risk
until properties are lost. Local defences already
exist at Bowleaze Cove/Castle.

Objectives that apply
• To avoid loss of property due to
erosion.

Key Considerations

This is a mainly cliffed section of coast, but is
dissected by the River Wey valley, within
which Weymouth sits. The cliffs are
composed of differing geologies which exhibit
differing resistance, therefore, at a local scale,
rates of erosion and mechanisms of failure
differ.
The key settlement along this coast is
Weymouth. The area to the north of
Weymouth Harbour is excluded from the
nature designations, although any impacts on
adjacent sections of coast would need to be
considered. The section of Weymouth that
lies within Portland Harbour sits within the
Portland Harbour Shore SSSI therefore this
could be an area of conflict.
This stretch also includes the east side of
Portland and along this frontage there are a
number of buildings and roads along the cliff

Assessment of Scenarios A, B and C
Short Term (to 2025)

Medium Term (to 2055)

Long Term (to 2105)

Scenarios A, B & C: Loss of
isolated properties along
coastal stretch.

Scenarios A & C: Loss of
isolated properties along
coastal stretch.

Scenarios A & C Loss of
isolated properties along
coastal stretch.

Waterside Holiday Park at
Bowleaze protected from
erosion in the short-term.

Waterside Holiday Park
at Bowleaze protected
from erosion in the
short-term.

Waterside Holiday Park at
Bowleaze protected from
erosion in the short-term.

Protection of properties
and facilities along Preston
Beach and at Rodwell.
Loss of South-West
Coastal Path in some areas.

Protection of properties
and facilities along
Preston Beach and at
Rodwell.
Loss of South-West
Coastal Path in some
areas
Scenario B
Loss of isolated
properties along coastal

Protection of properties
and facilities along Preston
Beach and at Rodwell.
Loss of South-West Coastal
Path in some areas
Scenario B
Loss of isolated properties
along coastal stretch.
Potential partial loss of
Waterside Holiday Park at
Bowleaze due to erosion.
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REDCLIFF POINT TO PORTLAND
PORTLAND BILL
Location/ feature

Key issues

Objectives that apply

Key Considerations

Assessment of Scenarios A, B and C
Short Term (to 2025)

stretch.

top, but this is also an area designated as a
SSSI for both geological and biological
reasons. The cliffs along this section are also
prone to landsliding as a result of wave sub
aerial and marine processes.

Preston Beach

• Small town with both residential and holiday
properties, where the beach is an important
attraction. This area is currently defended and
the beach has been recharged.
• The A353 provides access to the beach.

• To avoid loss of property due to
erosion.
• To avoid loss due to erosion of and
manage risk of flooding to key
community, recreational and
amenity facilities.
• To ensure critical road and rail
linkages are maintained

Weymouth

• Important holiday and commercial centre.
• Includes a wide range of visitor attractions and
community facilities, such as educational and
leisure facilities, some of which are located
along the coast and are therefore at higher
risk.
• The railway terminus of Weymouth branch line
is located at the start of the North Pier and is
disused. The main station is located within
Weymouth itself. Both stations could be
affected by flooding. Beyond Weymouth the
railway lies on higher land.
• Ferries run from Weymouth Harbour to the
Channel Islands and Brittany.

Portland Harbour (and
breakwaters)

• Commercial port and dockyards along the
northern frontage of Portland.

See Halcrow Report
2008: Portland North
West Shore.

• Castle Cove Sailing Centre on north-west
shore of Portland Harbour.
• Breakwaters have a significant influence on the
wave climate and therefore coastal processes
both within the harbour and along the
Weymouth Bay coastline.
• A354 causeway access.

• To avoid loss of property due to
erosion and/or manage risk of
flooding to people and property.
• To avoid loss due to erosion of and
manage risk of flooding to industrial,
commercial and economic assets
and activities.
• To avoid loss due to erosion of and
manage risk of flooding to key
community, recreational and
amenity facilities.

The Isle of Portland and Portland Harbour
breakwaters are key controls on future
evolution as they provide shelter from the
dominant south-westerly waves. This has
resulted in a local drift reversal within
Weymouth Bay, with the net movement of
sediment being westwards. This whole
stretch of coast is therefore heavily
dependent on any changes to Portland
Harbour breakwaters. Changes to the
breakwaters could also have significant
implications for the adjacent stretch of coast
which encompasses Chesil Beach.
No Active Intervention: Conflicts between
enhancing geological exposures and
protecting settlements/archaeological sites at
Kimmeridge and West Lulworth.
Some of the earth heritage features in this
section have been obstructed by
development.

Medium Term (to 2055)

Potential partial loss of
Waterside Holiday Park
at Bowleaze due to
erosion.

Long Term (to 2105)
Protection of properties
and facilities along Preston
Beach and at Rodwell.
Loss of South-West Coastal
Path in some areas

Protection of properties
and facilities along
Preston Beach and at
Rodwell.
Loss of South-West
Coastal Path in some
areas
Scenarios A, B & C:
Protection of A353, Furzy
Cliff/Overcombe and
Greenhill from flooding.

Scenarios A, B & C:
Protection of A353, Furzy
Cliff/Overcombe and
Greenhill from flooding.

Scenarios A, B & C:
Protection of A353, Furzy
Cliff/Overcombe and
Greenhill from flooding.

Properties and facilities
within Preston and
Overcombe protected
from erosion and flooding.

Properties and facilities
within Preston and
Overcombe protected
from erosion and
flooding.

Properties and facilities
within Preston and
Overcombe protected from
erosion and flooding.

Scenarios A, B & C:
Protection of large areas of
the majority of the town of
Weymouth (including
residential and commercial
districts in the town
centre) from flooding.

Scenarios A, B & C:
Protection of large areas
of the majority of the
town of Weymouth
(including residential and
commercial districts in
the town centre) from
flooding (with the
exception of the northern
part of Weymouth for
scenario B).

Scenarios A, B & C:
Protection of large areas of
the majority of the town of
Weymouth (including
residential and commercial
districts in the town centre)
from flooding.

Railway terminus protected
from flooding.

Railway terminus protected
from flooding.

Railway terminus
protected from flooding.

• To ensure critical road and rail
linkages are maintained.
• To minimise the impact of policies
on marine operations and activities.
• To minimise the impact of policies
on marine operations and activities.

Scenario A: Loss of up to 3
property assets due to
erosion.
Further information
available in Halcrow 2008:
Portland North West
Shore.
Some low-lying parts of the
dockyard at flood-risk.

Scenario A: up to 9
property assets
(excluding caravans), key
infrastructure (including a
rising sewage main in Old
Castle Road) at risk of
erosion.
Further information
available in Halcrow 2008:
Portland North West

Scenario A: up to 61
property assets (excluding
caravans), key infrastructure
(including a rising sewage
main in Old Castle Road)
could remain at risk of
erosion, depending upon
where it is economically
viable to implement slope
stabilisation measures.
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REDCLIFF POINT TO PORTLAND
PORTLAND BILL
Location/ feature

Key issues

Objectives that apply

Key Considerations

Assessment of Scenarios A, B and C
Short Term (to 2025)

• Properties at risk on NW Shore from landslip
(groundwater influence)/ Sandsfoot Castle
• New 600 berth marina under construction
(August 2008) that will be part of the venue
for hosting the sailing events at the 2012
Olympics. Maritime and Coastguard Agency
and National Sailing Academy linked to the
Olympics.

Isle of Portland
(eastern shore)

• Important historical stronghold with various
buildings and properties stretched out along
the eastern shore, including a Prison and young
Offenders Institution.
• The coastline is dotted by small quarries, but
these are not considered a pollution hazard.

Medium Term (to 2055)

Scenarios B and C:
C

Shore.

As above, although under
Scenario B, these
properties would be more
at risk of being lost as no
intervention would occur.

Some low-lying parts of
the dockyard at floodrisk.
Scenarios B and C:
C
As above, although under
Scenario B, these
properties would be
more at risk of being lost
as no intervention would
occur.

Long Term (to 2105)
Further information
available in Halcrow 2008:
Portland North West
Shore.
Some low-lying parts of the
dockyard at flood-risk.
Scenarios B and C:
C
As above, although under
Scenario B, these properties
would be more at risk of
being lost as no
intervention would occur.

• To avoid loss of property due to
erosion.

Scenarios A, B & C:
Negligible erosion risk.

Scenarios A, B & C:
Negligible erosion risk.

Scenarios A, B & C:
Negligible erosion risk.

• To avoid loss due to erosion of and
manage risk of flooding to industrial,
commercial and economic assets
and activities.

Protection of the new
Portland Gas storage
facilities in the Upper
Osprey Quay site.

Protection of the new
Portland Gas storage
facilities in the Upper
Osprey Quay site.

Protection of the new
Portland Gas storage
facilities in the Upper
Osprey Quay site.

• To maintain the integrity of
internationally designated sites and
the favourable condition of their
interest features.

Scenario A, B & C:
Potential erosion and
flooding of designated
terrestrial habitat (e.g. dry
grassland) in the southern
part of the Isle of Portland.

Scenario A, B & C:
Potential erosion and
flooding of designated
terrestrial habitat (e.g.
dry grassland) in the
southern part of the Isle
of Portland.

Scenario A, B & C: Potential
erosion and flooding of
designated terrestrial
habitat (e.g. dry grassland)
in the southern part of the
Isle of Portland.

• Portland Gas facility
Isle of Portland to
Studland Cliffs SAC

• Designated for the vegetated sea cliffs and also
the semi-natural dry grasslands.
• Any changes to the coastal evolution could
therefore affect this.

Protection of designated
terrestrial habitat (e.g. dry
grassland) in the northern
part of the Isle of Portland
between Osprey Quay and
Grove Point.

Dorset and East
Devon World
Heritage Site, South
Dorset Coast,
Portland Harbour
Shore and Isle of
Portland SSSIs
(geological)

• Status achieved by exposure of cliff which
“depicts a geological ‘walk through time'
spanning the Triassic, Jurassic and Cretaceous
periods”.

Protection of designated
terrestrial habitat (e.g.
dry grassland) in the
northern part of the Isle
of Portland between
Osprey Quay and Grove
Point.

Protection of designated
terrestrial habitat (e.g. dry
grassland) in the northern
part of the Isle of Portland
between Osprey Quay and
Grove Point.

• To allow natural processes and
maintain visibility of geological
exposures throughout World
Heritage Site and geological SSSIs.

Scenarios A, B & C:
Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
integrity of the geological
SSSIs and WHS, therefore
NAI would continue to
maintain these features.

Scenarios A, B & C:
Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
integrity of the geological
SSSIs and WHS, therefore
NAI would continue to
maintain these features.

Scenarios A, B & C:
Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
integrity of the geological
SSSIs and WHS, therefore
NAI would continue to
maintain these features.

• To avoid adverse impacts on,

Scenarios A, B & C:

Scenarios A, B & C:

Scenarios A, B & C:

• Erosion is key to the conservation of the
World Heritage Site and geological SSSIs,
therefore a ‘threat’ is the construction of
coastal defences.
• (NB. The World Heritage Site does not include
the short stretch of low-lying land between
Furzy Cliff and Weymouth Harbour).

South Dorset Coast,

• Portland is one of the key limestone areas in
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REDCLIFF POINT TO PORTLAND
PORTLAND BILL
Location/ feature

Key issues

Objectives that apply

Key Considerations

Assessment of Scenarios A, B and C
Short Term (to 2025)

Nicodemus Heights,
Portland Harbour
Shore and Isle of
Portland SSSIs
(biological)

Britain, with the limestone grassland
communities of particular importance. These
are predominately cliff top habitats, although
some exist within the quarries, and therefore
the net area of the site will be reduced by
coastal erosion.

conserve and where practical
enhance the designated interest of
nationally designated conservation
sites.

• Within Portland Harbour Shore SSSI, the
intertidal shore is also designated. The
causeway along the western shore of the
Harbour supports extensive maritime
grassland. Therefore any changes that affect
this area could impact on the SSSI status.
Radipole Lake Nature
Reserve and SSSI
(biological)

Potential loss of some
intertidal habitat (e.g. at
Portland Harbour Shore
SSSI) due to coastal
squeeze due to holding the
line at Nothe, adjacent to
the Ferry Terminal and
around Portland Harbour.
Protection of some
designated grassland
habitat.

• Designated for lake and reedbeds, these areas
are at risk from both coastal erosion and
flooding. It will also be potentially impacted by
changes within the entrance to Weymouth
Harbour.

• To avoid adverse impacts
impacts on,
conserve and where practical
enhance the designated interest of
nationally designated conservation
sites.

• This is also an RSPB reserve with visitor
facilities.

• To avoid adverse impacts on,
conserve and where practical
enhance the designated interest of
locally designated conservation sites.

Medium Term (to 2055)
Potential loss of some
intertidal habitat (e.g. at
Portland Harbour Shore
SSSI) due to coastal
squeeze due to holding
the line at Nothe,
adjacent to the Ferry
Terminal and around
Portland Harbour.
Protection of some
designated grassland
habitat.

Long Term (to 2105)
Potential loss of some
intertidal habitat (e.g. at
Portland Harbour Shore
SSSI) due to coastal squeeze
due to holding the line at
Nothe, adjacent to the
Ferry Terminal and around
Portland Harbour.
Protection of some
designated grassland habitat.

Scenarios A, B & C:
Protection of reedbeds and
freshwater habitats at lake
from saline flooding.

Scenarios A, B & C:
Protection of reedbeds
and freshwater habitats at
lake from saline flooding.

Scenarios A, B & C:
Protection of reedbeds and
freshwater habitats at lake
from saline flooding.

Scenario A, B & C: The
reedbed and brackish
grassland at Lodmoor
would continue to be
protected from flood and
erosion risk.

Scenario A & C: The
reedbed and brackish
grassland at Lodmoor
would continue to be
protected from flood and
erosion risk.

Scenario A, B & C: The
reedbed and brackish
grassland at Lodmoor
would continue to be
protected from flood and
erosion risk.

Improved tidal exchange
across the seawall and
capacity to drain flood
waters is likely to be
beneficial.

Scenarios B: Potential for
managed realignment to
affect salinity levels in
brackish lagoon and result
in the loss of some
reedbed habitats.

Improved tidal exchange
across the seawall and
capacity to drain flood
waters is likely to be
beneficial.

Scenarios A, B & C:
Protection of Nothe Fort,
Tram and Searchlight
Battery Scheduled
Monument (SM) at The
Nothe and Portland Castle
SM from flooding/erosion.

Scenarios A & B:
Protection of Nothe Fort,
Tram and Searchlight
Battery Scheduled
Monument (SM) at The
Nothe and Portland
Castle SM from
flooding/erosion.

Scenarios A & B: Protection
of Nothe Fort, Tram and
Searchlight Battery
Scheduled Monument (SM)
at The Nothe and Portland
Castle SM from
flooding/erosion.

• To avoid loss due to erosion of and
manage risk of flooding to key
community, recreational and
amenity facilities.
Lodmoor Nature
Reserve and SSSI
(biological)

• Designated for reedbed and brackish grassland,
these areas are at risk from both coastal
erosion and flooding.
• The conservation site is currently protected
from the sea by Preston Beach. A constant
supply of shingle is required to protect the
freshwater/brackish interests of the reserve.
• This is also an RSPB reserve with visitor
facilities.
• Areas of saltmarsh, wet grassland and brackish
lagoon present.

Scheduled monuments
and heritage assets

• There is a number of isolated monuments
along the coastal strip, including scheduled
sites at The Verne Citadel, Portland Castle and
Portland Bill Stone Loading Quay (all Portland)
and Sandsfoot Castle (remains of, which are
currently falling into the sea), Nothe Fort and a
Romano-Celtic temple and remains.
• There are no Registered Parks and Gardens
within this stretch of coastline.

• To avoid adverse impacts on,
conserve and where practical
enhance the designated interest of
nationally designated conservation
sites.
• To avoid adverse impacts on,
conserve and where practical
enhance the designated interest of
locally designated conservation sites.
• To avoid loss due to erosion of and
manage risk of flooding to key
community, recreational and
amenity facilities.
• To avoid loss of scheduled and
other nationally important cultural
heritage sites.

Potential partial loss of up
to one SM from erosion: a
small area of Mesolithic

Potential loss of up to
two SMs from erosion:

Potential loss of up to two
SMs from erosion:
Sandsfoot Castle SM and a
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REDCLIFF POINT TO PORTLAND
PORTLAND BILL
Location/ feature

Key issues

Objectives that apply

Key Considerations

Assessment of Scenarios A, B and C
Short Term (to 2025)

Medium Term (to 2055)

Long Term (to 2105)

Sites Near Culver Well SM.

Sandsfoot Castle SM and
a small area of Mesolithic
Sites Near Culver Well
SM.

small area of Mesolithic
Sites Near Culver Well SM.

Scenario C: Protection of
Nothe Fort, Tram and
Searchlight Battery SM at
The Nothe, Sandsfoot
Castle SM and Portland
Castle SM from
flooding/erosion.
Potential partial loss of up
to one SM from erosion:
a small area of Mesolithic
Sites Near Culver Well
SM.

Scenario C: Protection of
Nothe Fort, Tram and
Searchlight Battery SM at
The Nothe, Sandsfoot
Castle SM and Portland
Castle SM from
flooding/erosion.
Potential partial loss of up
to one SM from erosion: a
small area of Mesolithic
Sites Near Culver Well SM.

Agricultural land

• To the east of Furzy Cliff and along the
Southern edge of Portland, farmland stretches
inland from the cliff top, therefore any erosion
will affect net area. However this is low-grade
farmland (Grade 3 and below).

• To avoid loss due to erosion of
and/or manage risk of flooding to
agricultural land.

Scenarios A, B & C: Loss of
grades 3 and 4 agricultural
land due to erosion and
flooding in some areas.

Scenarios A, B & C: Loss
of grades 3 and 4
agricultural land due to
erosion and flooding in
some areas.

Scenarios A, B & C: Loss of
grades 3 and 4 agricultural
land due to erosion and
flooding in some areas.

Strategic Highways and
Communications
Infrastructure

• A354 that links Ferry Bridge at Portland to
Dorchester

• To ensure critical road and rail
linkages are maintained

Scenarios A, B & C
Flooding of A353 Preston
Road, Greenhill and The
Esplanade.

Scenarios A, B & C
Flooding of A353 Preston
Road, Greenhill and The
Esplanade.

Scenarios A, B & C Flooding
of A353 Preston Road,
Greenhill and The
Esplanade.

Flooding of A354 between
Weymouth and Portland.

Flooding of A354
between Weymouth and
Portland.

Flooding of A354 between
Weymouth and Portland.

Osprey Quay

• A353 that links Weymouth to the A352

• Proposed 33ha waterfront site in close
proximity to Portland Harbour. It will provide
50,000m2 of development plus marina (see
Portland Harbour description)

• To avoid loss due to erosion of and
manage risk of flooding to key
community, recreational and
amenity facilities

Scenarios A, B & C: No
flood-risk to Osprey Quay
from the western side at
Chiswell.

Scenarios A, B & C: No
flood-risk to Osprey
Quay from the western
side at Chiswell.

Scenarios A, B & C: No
flood-risk to Osprey Quay
from the western side at
Chiswell.

• Contains the National Sailing Academy

• To avoid loss due to erosion of and
manage risk of flooding to industrial,
commercial and economic assets
and activities

No flood-risk to Osprey
Quay from the Portland
Harbour side.

No flood-risk to Osprey
Quay from the Portland
Harbour side.

No flood-risk to Osprey
Quay from the Portland
Harbour side.

Protection of the new
Portland Gas storage
facilities in the Upper
Osprey Quay site.

Protection of the new
Portland Gas storage
facilities in the Upper
Osprey Quay site.

Protection of the new
Portland Gas storage
facilities in the Upper
Osprey Quay site.

• Sunseeker International £8M proposal to
expand the yacht building operation at Osprey
Quay, which will employ up to 500 staff and
who are manufacturing with a strong emphasis
on exports.

• To minimise the impact of policies
on marine operations and activities

• Construction of a new hanger along with the
existing runway for the Maritime and
Coastguard Agency Search and Rescue
Helicopter Station.

PORTLAND BILL TO THORNCOMBE BEACON
Location/ feature

Key issues

Objectives that apply

Key Considerations
Considerations

Assessment of Scenarios A, B and C
Short Term (to 2025)

Medium Term (to 2055)

Long Term (to 2105)
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PORTLAND BILL TO THORNCOMBE BEACON
Location/ feature

Key issues

Objectives that apply

Key Considerations
Considerations

Assessment of Scenarios A, B and C
Short Term (to 2025)

Isle of Portland
(western shore)

• There are three key settlements: Southwell,
Weston and Fortuneswell, which include both
residential and commercial and military
properties. The mainline link road runs along
the centre of Portland and is therefore not at
risk from erosion for most of its length.
• The coastline is dotted by small quarries, but
these are not considered a pollution hazard.
• Chiswell Defences need to raise standards

• To avoid loss of property due to
erosion and manage risk of flooding.
• To avoid loss due to erosion of and
manage risk of flooding to
industrial, commercial and
economic assets and activities.
• To minimise the impact of policies
on military operations and activities.

• Chiswell Beach at Chesil Cove protects
Chiswell. Chesil Beach protects a significant
number of properties.
• As the existing seawall at Chesil Cove is
exhibiting signs of erosion, a study is being
developed to assess coastal refurbishment
options.
Isolated cliff top
properties, small
settlements and
holiday complexes
including West
Bexington, Burton
Bradstock and Burton
Freshwater

• The risk to these is dependent upon the local
cliff geology. Some are residential and some
are holiday accommodation.
• Roads to West Bexington and Burton
Bradstock run inland therefore will not be lost
before the properties. A small track/road
provides the linkage to individual properties
and here there is a risk that the linkage could
be lost before the property.
• There is currently a well used tourist car park,
café and access road to the Hive Beach.
• The estuary of the Bride River is protected by
a shingle wall, which is currently maintained by
the Environment Agency. This wall protects
the Freshwater Camping and Caravanning site
and the B3157. During some high tides,
flooding occurs in the winter at the caravan
site and inland as far as Manor Farm occurs.
• New housing development has taken place
along the River Bride with flood protection
being provided by earth levees.
• There are no specific coast defence structures
at Burton., however beach levels are falling in
this area, sediment feed is poor and
undercutting of the cliffs to the west is
continuously leading to frequent cliff falls.
• The National Trust propose to modify the car
park area at Burton that fronts on to the
beach and to improve the transition from ‘car
park’ to beach’ during winter 2008/09.

• To ensure critical road linkages are
maintained (as long as required).

This stretch of coast is dominated by Chesil
Beach, a shingle ridge which stretches
westwards from the Isle of Portland.
The conservation of this feature, the Fleet
(the lagoon enclosed by Chesil Beach) and
the geologically important cliffs is therefore a
key consideration. There is a potential
conflict in conserving both Chesil Beach and
the Fleet due to natural processes ultimately
forcing the ridge landwards. Other conflicts
arise where there are small settlements, such
West Bexington and Burton Bradstock, as
this coast is also important for tourism, which
generates local income, but requires facilities.
It is also possible that defence of these small
settlements may not be economically viable.
Although actual sediment drift is low,
interruptions to this drift can have significant
consequences, as observed at West Bay.
The Isle of Portland is an important control
on Chesil Beach and although this geological
hard point will remain, changes to Portland
Harbour and its breakwaters could potentially
have significant implications for this stretch of
coast (as well as the stretch to the east of
Portland).

Medium Term (to 2055)

Long Term (to 2105)

Scenarios A, B & C:
Protection of A354 access
road and Chiswell from
flooding.

Scenarios A, B & C:
Protection of A354
access road and Chiswell
from flooding.

Scenarios A, B & C:
Protection of A354 access
road and Chiswell from
flooding.

Risk of flooding or erosion
at West Wears.

Risk of flooding or
erosion at West Wears.

Risk of flooding or erosion
at West Wears.

Likely natural roll-back of
Chesil Beach may be
inhibited by gabions in some
areas.

Likely natural roll-back of
Chesil Beach may be
inhibited by gabions in
some areas.

Likely natural roll-back of
Chesil Beach and potential
for breaches/failure of
gabions resulting in a
change in land use in the
hinterland of the ridge.
Potential beach loss and
associated increased floodrisk.

Scenario A: No loss of
properties lying behind The
Fleet.

Scenario A: No loss of
properties lying behind
The Fleet.

Scenario A: No loss of
properties lying behind The
Fleet.

Low risk of property loss at
West Bexington.

Low risk of property loss
at West Bexington.

Increased risk of property
loss at West Bexington.

Limited flood and erosionrisk at Burton
Cliff/Bradstock and
associated access road.

Limited flood and
erosion-risk at Burton
Cliff/Bradstock and
associated access road.

Fluvial flood-risk at
Freshwater (including
Freshwater Beach Caravan
Park) and associated areas
due to blocked river outfall
and back up flooding).

Fluvial flood-risk at
Freshwater (including
Freshwater Beach
Caravan Park) and
associated areas due to
blocked river outfall and
back up flooding). Flood
and erosion risk to car
park, café and access road
to Hive Beach would be
minimised.

Increasing number of
properties at erosion risk
at Burton Cliff/Bradstock
and associated access road.
Flood-risk to Burton carpark but potential for
relocation.

Flood and erosion risk to
car park, café and access
road to Hive Beach would
be minimised.
Flood risk to small area of
East Fleet Caravan Site.
It is unlikely that link roads
would be lost prior to
properties.
Scenarios B & C:
C No loss of
properties lying behind The
Fleet.
Low risk of property loss at
West Bexington.
A couple of properties are

Flood risk to small area of
East Fleet Caravan Site.
It is unlikely that link
roads would be lost prior
to properties.
Scenarios B & C:
C No loss
of properties lying behind
The Fleet.
Low risk of property loss
at West Bexington.

Increased fluvial flood-risk
at Freshwater (including
Freshwater Beach Caravan
Park) and associated areas
due to blocked river outfall
and back up flooding).
Potential loss of car park,
café and access road to
Hive Beach, though
potential to relocate inland.
Flood risk to small area of
East Fleet Caravan Site.
It is unlikely that link roads
would be lost prior to
properties.
Scenario B:
B No loss of
properties lying behind The
Fleet.
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PORTLAND BILL TO THORNCOMBE BEACON
Location/ feature

Key issues

Objectives that apply

Key Considerations
Considerations

Assessment of Scenarios A, B and C
Short Term (to 2025)
at erosion risk at Burton
Cliff/Bradstock and
associated access road.
Flood-risk to Freshwater
(including Freshwater Beach
Caravan Park) and
associated areas due to
blocked river outfall and
back up flooding). Erosion
and flood-risk to lower
sections of caravan park.
Flood and erosion risk to
car park, café and access
road to Hive Beach.
Flood risk to small area of
East Fleet Caravan Site.
It is unlikely that link roads
would be lost prior to
properties.

Medium Term (to 2055)
A couple of properties
are at erosion risk at
Burton Cliff/Bradstock
and associated access
road.
Flood-risk to Freshwater
(including Freshwater
Beach Caravan Park) and
associated areas due to
blocked river outfall and
back up flooding). Erosion
and flood-risk to lower
sections of caravan park.
Flood and erosion risk to
car park, café and access
road to Hive Beach.
Flood risk to small area of
East Fleet Caravan Site.
It is unlikely that link
roads would be lost prior
to properties.

Long Term (to 2105)
Low risk of property loss at
West Bexington.
A couple of properties are
at erosion risk at Burton
Cliff/Bradstock and
associated access road.
Flood-risk to Freshwater
(including Freshwater Beach
Caravan Park) and
associated areas due to
blocked river outfall and
back up flooding). Erosion
and flood-risk to lower
sections of caravan park.
Flood and erosion risk to
car park, café and access
road to Hive Beach.
Flood risk to small area of
East Fleet Caravan Site.
It is unlikely that link roads
would be lost prior to
properties.
Section C:
C No loss of
properties lying behind The
Fleet.
Increased risk of property
loss at West Bexington.
Increasing number of
properties at erosion risk
at Burton Cliff/Bradstock
and associated access road.
Flood-risk to Burton carpark but potential for
relocation.
Increasing fluvial flood-risk
at Freshwater (including
Freshwater Beach Caravan
Park) and associated areas
due to blocked river outfall
and back up flooding).
Increasing erosion and
flood-risk to lower sections
of caravan park.
Flood and erosion risk to
car park, café and access
road to Hive Beach.
It is unlikely that link roads
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PORTLAND BILL TO THORNCOMBE BEACON
Location/ feature

Key issues

Objectives that apply

Key Considerations
Considerations

Assessment of Scenarios A, B and C
Short Term (to 2025)

Medium Term (to 2055)

Long Term (to 2105)
would be lost prior to
properties.

Tourist facilities

• As this is an important tourist destination,
access, parking and basic facilities are required
at various locations along the coast, but
potentially these could be relocated if land was
available.

• To avoid loss due to erosion of and
manage risk of flooding to key
community, recreational and
amenity facilities.

• The South West Coast Path also runs along
the most of this frontage – but there is
potential for this to be relocated. Loss of
South West Coast Path in some areas (e.g. at
Ferrybridge Caravan Site where the footpath
has collapsed; the static caravans in this
location create difficulty if relocating footpath
inland).
• There is also a golf course at West Bay, but
although erosion would reduce the extent of
the course the facility would not be lost.
• Abbotsbury Swannery is present in this policy
unit and was established by Benedictine Monks
who built St Peter’s monastery (now
destroyed) at Abbotsbury during the 1040s.
The Swannery is now under the stewardship of
the Ilchester Estates.

Scenario A: Loss of some
tourist facilities including
parts of the South West
Coast Path in some areas,
which may need to be
relocated inland.

Scenario A: Loss of some
tourist facilities including
parts of the South West
Coast Path in some areas,
which may need to be
relocated inland.

Scenario A: Loss of some
tourist facilities including
parts of the South West
Coast Path in some areas,
which may need to be
relocated inland.

Flooding of Abbotsbury
Swannery.

Flooding of Abbotsbury
Swannery.

Flooding of Abbotsbury
Swannery.

A number of beach car
parks are potentially at risk,
though there may be
opportunities to relocate
these facilities.

A number of beach car
parks are potentially at
risk, though there may be
opportunities to relocate
these facilities.

A number of beach car
parks are potentially at risk
including Hive car park;
there may be opportunities
to relocate these facilities.

Both the car park at Hive
and tourist facilities at West
Bay would be protected by
a hold the line policy.

Both the car park at Hive
and tourist facilities at
West Bay would be
protected by a hold the
line policy.

The tourist facilities at
West Bay would be
protected by a hold the line
policy.

Erosion risk to golf course.
Scenario B:
B
Loss of some tourist
facilities including parts of
the South West Coast Path
in some areas.
Flooding of Abbotsbury
Swannery.
A number of beach car
parks are potentially at risk,
though there may be
opportunities to relocate
these facilities.
Erosion risk to golf course.
Scenario C: As Scenario B

Erosion risk to golf
course.
Scenario B:
B
Loss of some tourist
facilities including parts of
the South West Coast
Path in some areas.
Flooding of Abbotsbury
Swannery.
A number of beach car
parks are potentially at
risk, though there may be
opportunities to relocate
these facilities.
Erosion risk to golf
course.

Erosion risk to golf course.
Scenario B:
B
Loss of some tourist
facilities including parts of
the South West Coast Path
in some areas.
Flooding of Abbotsbury
Swannery.
A number of beach car
parks are potentially at risk,
though there may be
opportunities to relocate
these facilities.
Erosion risk to golf course.
Scenario C: As Scenario B

Scenario C: As Scenario B
West Bay (East and
West Beach)

• Small town including residential, holiday and
commercial properties. These are at potential

• To avoid loss of property due to
erosion and/or manage risk of

Scenario A: The facilities at
West Bay (both East Beach

Scenario A: The facilities
at West Bay (both East

Scenario A: The facilities at
West Bay (both East Beach
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PORTLAND BILL TO THORNCOMBE BEACON
Location/ feature

Key issues

risk from both flooding and erosion. Both the
landscape, beach and West Bay Pier are
important tourist assets.
• West Bay harbour is a popular marina for small
pleasure boats.
• The Environment Agency re-profile the beach
to the east of West Bay.
• The East and West beaches were improved in
a scheme completed in 2005 including harbour
entrance improvement and are still actively
managed.

Objectives that apply

flooding to people and property.
• To avoid loss due to erosion of and
manage risk of flooding to
industrial, commercial and
economic assets and activities.
• To avoid loss due to erosion of and
manage risk of flooding to key
community, recreational and
amenity facilities.

Key Considerations
Considerations

Assessment of Scenarios A, B and C
Short Term (to 2025)

Medium Term (to 2055)

Long Term (to 2105)

and West Beach) would be
protected from flooding and
erosion and the existing
defences are likely to be
maintained to protect the
properties.

Beach and West Beach)
would be protected from
flooding and erosion and
the existing defences are
likely to be maintained to
protect the properties.

and West Beach) would be
protected from flooding
and erosion and the
existing defences are likely
to be maintained to protect
the properties.

Scenario B:
B

Scenario B:
B As above

Larger defences may be
required to maintain an
acceptable standard of
flood protection, thus
potentially resulting in a
change of views for
property owners, a change
in landscape character and
the ability of the beach to
behave naturally.

As above

• To minimise the impact of policies
on marine operations and activities.

Scenario B:
B Flood and
erosion risk at West Beach
is minimised and the
existing defences are likely
to be maintained to protect
the properties.
Larger defences and a
greater number of defences
may be required to provide
an appropriate standard of
protection to assets at
West Bay.
A secondary defence
embankment may be
constructed as part of a
long-term managed
realignment policy at East
Beach. This would allow
the beach to roll back
naturally but may result in
the potential loss of
beachfront facilities, car
park and properties in the
East Beach area. Some
relocation of assets may be
required.
Scenario C: As Scenario A
Sidmouth to West Bay
SAC

• Sidmouth to West Bay SAC is an example of a
highly unstable soft cliff coastline subject to
mudslides and landslips. The vegetation that
has developed on these slopes is the primary
reason for its designation and therefore the
continuation of natural landslip processes is an

• To maintain the integrity of
internationally designated sites and
the favourable condition of their
interest features.

Scenarios A, B & C: The
continuation of natural
landslip and sediment
processes is important and
would continue to occur as
at present.

Scenarios A, B & C: The
continuation of natural
landslip and sediment
processes is important
and would continue to
occur as at present.

Scenarios A, B & C: The
continuation of natural
landslip and sediment
processes is important and
would continue to occur as
at present.
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PORTLAND BILL TO THORNCOMBE BEACON
Location/ feature

Key issues

Objectives that apply

Key Considerations
Considerations

Assessment of Scenarios A, B and C
Short Term (to 2025)

important issue.

The cliffs are likely to erode
at a greater rate than sea
level rise and therefore
there is no likely loss of
driftline vegetation.

• The SAC includes reference to Annex 1
Habitat of drift line vegetation, which is reliant
on continuation of natural sediment transport
processes.

NAI would enhance this
SAC.
Dorset and East
Devon World
Heritage Site, Isle of
Portland, Chesil and
The Fleet, Burton
Bradstock and West
Dorset Coast SSSIs
(geological)

• World Heritage and SSSI status due to
exposure of cliff which “depicts a geological
‘walk through time' spanning the Triassic,
Jurassic and Cretaceous periods”.

NAI would enhance this
SAC.

The cliffs are likely to erode
at a greater rate than sea
level rise and therefore
there is no likely loss of
driftline vegetation.
NAI would enhance this
SAC.

Scenarios A, B & C:
Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
integrity of the Isle of
Portland, Chesil and The
Fleet, Burton Bradstock and
West Dorset Coast SSSIs
and WHS, therefore NAI
would enhance the earth
heritage features.

Scenarios A, B & C:
Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
integrity of the Isle of
Portland, Chesil and The
Fleet, Burton Bradstock
and West Dorset Coast
SSSIs and WHS, therefore
NAI would enhance the
earth heritage features.

Scenarios A, B & C:
Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
integrity of the Isle of
Portland, Chesil and The
Fleet, Burton Bradstock and
West Dorset Coast SSSIs
and WHS, therefore NAI
would enhance the earth
heritage features.

• To avoid adverse impacts on,
conserve and where practical
enhance the designated interest of
nationally designated conservation
sites.

Scenarios A, B & C: Little
or no loss of cliff top
limestone grassland habitats.

Scenarios A, B & C:
Minimal loss of cliff top
limestone grassland
habitats to erosion and
natural processes.

Scenarios A, B & C: Minimal
loss of cliff top limestone
grassland habitats to
erosion and natural
processes.

• To avoid adverse impacts on,
conserve and where practical
enhance the designated interest of
nationally designated conservation
sites.

Scenario A: Scenario A may
impact on the natural
functioning of the beach at
Chiswell.

Scenario A: Scenario A
may impact on the natural
functioning of the beach
at Chiswell.

Scenario A: Scenario A may
impact on the natural
functioning of the beach at
Chiswell.

Minimal impact on lagoon.

Minimal impact on lagoon.

Minimal impact on lagoon.

West Wear cliffs would be
managed over a short
length of the coastline.

West Wear cliffs would
be managed over a short
length of the coastline.

West Wear cliffs would be
managed over a short
length of the coastline.

Scenarios B & C:
C Minimal
impact on lagoon over a
short timescale.

Scenarios B & C:
C As
Chesil Beach continues its
natural trend of landward
migration, the net area of
the lagoon is likely to
reduce (except between
Chiswell to Chesil
Beach).

Scenarios B & C:
C As Chesil
Beach continues its natural
trend of landward
migration, the net area of
the lagoon is likely to
reduce (except between
Chiswell to Chesil Beach).

• Erosion is key to the conservation of the
World Heritage Site and geological SSSIs,
therefore a ‘threat’ is the construction of
coastal defences.

• Portland is one of the key limestone areas in
Britain, with the limestone grassland
communities of particular importance. These
are predominately cliff top habitats, although
some exist within the quarries, and therefore
the net area of the site will be reduced by
coastal erosion.

The cliffs are likely to
erode at a greater rate
than sea level rise and
therefore there is no
likely loss of driftline
vegetation.

Long Term (to 2105)

• To allow natural processes and
maintain visibility of geological
exposures throughout World
Heritage Site and geological SSSIs.

• Continuation of natural processes is key to the
integrity of the Chesil and The Fleet SSSI.
Isle of Portland and
West Dorset Coast
SSSIs (biological)

Medium Term (to 2055)

• West Dorset Coast is classified for its rare
herb-rich cliff-top grasslands, and the net area
could be reduced due to coastal erosion.
Chesil Beach and The
Fleet SAC, SPA,
Ramsar and SSSI
(biological)

• The Fleet is the largest tidal lagoon in Britain
and therefore of international importance for
the habitats its supports. However, under
natural processes the net area could be
progressively reduced as Chesil Beach
continues its natural trend of landward
migration. Other risks include increased salt
intrusion through either breaches in the
fronting shingle ridge or increased
overtopping.

• To maintain the integrity of
internationally designated sites and
the favourable condition of their
their
interest features.

Natural flushing likely to
occur and possibility of
becoming an enclosed

Natural flushing likely to
occur and possibility of
becoming an enclosed
lagoon during a significant
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PORTLAND BILL TO THORNCOMBE BEACON
Location/ feature

Key issues

Objectives that apply

Key Considerations
Considerations

Assessment of Scenarios A, B and C
Short Term (to 2025)

Dorset Area of
Outstanding Natural
Beauty (does not
include Portland)

• The area is designated for its rich landscape
which encompasses landscape, people and
nature. The AONB aims to conserve the best
qualities of the landscape by helping to guide
and manage change.

• To conserve and enhance AONBs
and avoid conflict with AONB
Management Plan or Heritage
Coast Objectives

Scenarios A, B & C:
Potential change in
landscape within AONB.

Medium Term (to 2055)

Long Term (to 2105)

lagoon during a significant
storm event.

storm event.

Scenario A: Potential
change in landscape
within AONB.

Scenario A: Potential
change in landscape within
AONB.

Larger defences or more
structures may be
required to maintain an
acceptable standard of
flood protection in some
areas, thus potentially
resulting in a change of
views and a change in
landscape character.

Larger defences or more
structures may be required
to maintain an acceptable
standard of flood
protection in some areas,
thus potentially resulting in
a change of views and a
change in landscape
character.

Scenario B:
B Potential
change in landscape
character within AONB.

Scenario B:
B Potential
change in landscape
character within AONB.

Scenario C:
C As Scenario
A

Potential for unsightly
defences and structures as
they deteriorate and
uncontrolled loss of some
AONB characteristic
features in some areas.
Scenario C:
C As Scenario A

Scheduled monuments
and heritage assets

• There are a number of listed buildings and
archaeological sites along this stretch, but no
scheduled monuments are currently at risk
from flooding or erosion. Abbotsbury Gardens
is a Registered Parks and Gardens along the
coastal strip, but should not be currently at
risk.

• To avoid loss of scheduled and
other nationally important cultural
heritage sites.

Scenarios A, B & C:
Abbotsbury Gardens will
not be at flood-risk.

Scenarios A, B & C:
Abbotsbury Gardens will
not be at flood-risk.

Scenarios A, B & C:
Abbotsbury Gardens will
not be at flood-risk.

Potential flood risk to St
Peters Abbey Scheduled
Monument (SM).

Potential flood risk to St
Peters Abbey Scheduled
Monument (SM).

Potential flood risk to St
Peters Abbey Scheduled
Monument (SM).

Scenarios A, B & C:
Flooding or erosion of
predominantly Grade 3
agricultural land.

Scenarios A, B & C:
Flooding or erosion of
predominantly Grade 3
agricultural land.

Scenarios A, B & C:
Flooding or erosion of
predominantly Grade 3
agricultural land.

Higher risk of land loss
between West Bay and
Thorncombe Beacon.

Higher risk of land loss
between West Bay and
Thorncombe Beacon.

Higher risk of land loss
between West Bay and
Thorncombe Beacon.

Scenario A: The A354 at
Isle of Portland would be
generally protected from
flooding, with the exception
of a small central section

Scenario A: The A354 at
Isle of Portland would be
generally protected from
flooding, with the
exception of a small
central section

Scenario A: The A354 at
Isle of Portland would be
generally protected from
flooding, with the exception
of a small central section

• West Bay contains a Historic Wreck Site – but
this is unlikely to be affected by policy
decisions.
Agricultural land

Strategic Highways and
Communications
Infrastructure

• Farmland stretches inland from the cliff top,
therefore any erosion will affect net area,
however this is low-grade farmland (Grade 3
and below).

• A354 that links Ferry Bridge at Portland to
Dorchester
• B3157 that links West Bay to Bridport and
Charlestown

• To avoid loss due to erosion of
and/or manage risk of flooding to
agricultural land.

• To ensure critical road and rail
linkages are maintained

The B3157 at West Bay

The B3157 at West Bay
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Location/ feature

Key issues

Objectives that apply

Key Considerations
Considerations

Assessment of Scenarios A, B and C
Short Term (to 2025)

Medium Term (to 2055)

Long Term (to 2105)

would be protected from
flooding.

The B3157 at West Bay
would be protected from
flooding.

would be protected from
flooding.

Scenario B:
B Potential risk of
flooding to A354 at Isle of
Portland.
Potential loss or damage to
B3157 at West Bay due to
flooding.
Potential flooding of minor
link road from the B3157 to
West Beach, which runs
along the back of West Bay
Harbour. Relocation of this
road would prove difficult.
Scenario C:
C As scenario B

Scenario B:
B Potential risk
of flooding to A354 at Isle
of Portland increases.
Potential loss or damage
to B3157 at West Bay
due to flooding.
Potential flooding of
minor link road from the
B3157 to West Beach,
which runs along the back
of West Bay Harbour.
Relocation of this road
would prove difficult.

Scenario B:
B Potential risk of
flooding to A354 at Isle of
Portland increases.
Potential loss or damage to
B3157 at West Bay due to
flooding.
Potential flooding of minor
link road from the B3157 to
West Beach, which runs
along the back of West Bay
Harbour. Relocation of this
road would prove difficult.
Scenario C:
C As scenario B

Scenario C:
C As scenario B
Osprey Quay

• Proposed 33ha waterfront site in close
proximity to Portland Harbour. It will provide
50,000m2 of development plus marina
• Contains the National Sailing Academy
• A new £24M commercial marina, which will
provide economic benefits in Weymouth and
Portland.
• Construction of a new hanger along with the
existing runway for the Maritime and
Coastguard Agency Search and Rescue
Helicopter Station.

Historic landfill site

• Old Brewery, West of River Brit, Bridport
• The current state of this historic landfill site
(i.e. any details of remediation/removal etc)
has not been considered at this strategic level.

• To avoid loss due to erosion of and
manage risk of flooding to key
community, recreational and
amenity facilities
• To avoid loss due to erosion of and
manage risk of flooding to
industrial, commercial and
economic assets and activities

Scenarios A, B & C: Osprey
Quay protected from
flooding.

Scenarios A, B & C:
Osprey Quay protected
from flooding.

Scenarios A, B & C: Osprey
Quay protected from
flooding.

No flood-risk to Osprey
Quay from the western side
at Chiswell or from
Portland Harbour side.

No flood-risk to Osprey
Quay from the western
side at Chiswell or from
Portland Harbour side.

No flood-risk to Osprey
Quay from the western
side at Chiswell or from
Portland Harbour side.

Scenarios A, B & C: Old
Brewery landfill site at risk
of flooding.

Scenarios A, B & C: Old
Brewery landfill site at
risk of flooding.

Scenarios
Scenarios A, B & C: Old
Brewery landfill site at risk
of flooding.

• To minimise the impact of policies
on marine operations and activities
• To prevent pollution from

contaminated sources

THORNCOMBE BEACON TO BEER HEAD
Location/ feature

Key issues

Objectives that apply

Key Considerations

Assessment of Scenarios A, B and C
Short Term (to 2025)

Medium Term (to 2055)

Long Term
Term (to 2105)
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THORNCOMBE BEACON TO BEER HEAD
Location/ feature

Key issues

Objectives that apply

Key Considerations

Assessment of Scenarios A, B and C
Short Term (to 2025)

Seatown

• A small tourist destination with severely limited
capacity, nestled within a small valley, which
comprises mainly tourist facilities, three
camping and caravan parks (mainly static
caravans), a public house, a few holiday
cottages and a beach car park (privately
owned). There may be opportunities to
relocate some of the visitor facilities to higher
ground.

• To avoid loss of property due to
erosion.
• To avoid loss due to erosion of
and manage risk of flooding to key
community, recreational and
amenity facilities.

• A key issue will be access (Seahill Lane is the
only access road and it is a single track) to the
private beach, which gives commercial value to
the holiday facilities in Seatown.
• The coastal defences (rock armour etc) are
failing and Seatown car park is regularly flooded
by the sea. The River Winifred drains onto the
beach, which is constantly being lowered. A
new planning application has been granted to
improve the defences by the council, as part of
on-going maintenance of the existing scheme.

• There are safety concerns relating to members
of the public climbing over the rock armour.
• The pub on the top of the cliff has also
submitted an application for redevelopment
(which has gone to appeal).

• The beach and undeveloped geological
landscape is an important factor is attracting
tourists, therefore access to the beach is a key
issue.

Scenario A: A hold the line
policy will protect tourist
facilities from erosion and
flood-risk.
Seatown car park will be
protected from flooding.
Area of properties
(including a public house)
adjacent to Seahill Lane will
be protected from erosion.
Scenario B:
B Seatown car
park at flood-risk.
Area of properties
(including a public house)
adjacent to Seahill Lane at
risk of erosion.
Scenario C: As for Scenario
A

Scenarios A & B: Loss of
tourist facilities due to
erosion and flood-risk.
Seatown car park at
flood-risk.
Area of properties
(including a public house)
adjacent to Seahill Lane at
risk of erosion.
Scenario C: A hold the
line policy will protect
tourist facilities from
erosion and flood-risk.
Seatown car park will be
protected from flooding.
Area of properties
(including a public house)
adjacent to Seahill Lane
will be protected from
erosion.

Long Term
Term (to 2105)
Scenarios A & B: Loss of
tourist facilities (including
part of Seatown Caravan
Park) due to erosion and
flood-risk.
Seatown car park at floodrisk.
Area of properties
(including a public house)
adjacent to Seahill Lane at
risk of erosion.
Properties on Mill Lane also
at risk of erosion.
Scenario C: A hold the line
policy will protect tourist
facilities from erosion and
flood-risk.
Seatown car park will be
protected from flooding.
Area of properties
(including a public house)
adjacent to Seahill Lane will
be protected from erosion.

This cliffed coastline is reputed to be the
richest Lower Jurassic fossil reptile site in
Britain and therefore a key consideration will
be the conservation of this internationally
important geological resource, through
allowing continuation of natural processes.

• The key valued characteristics of Seatown
(Chideock Parish Council) are unspoiled views,
tranquillity, beach cleanliness and the special
character of the area.
• A small tourist town, supporting both visitor
and community facilities. Most of the town is
set back from the coast slightly on higher
ground. Car parks and tourist facilities are
located at the coastline.

Landslide events and differential erosion of
the different cliff geologies have resulted in
temporary headlands that separate small
embayments. These headlands interrupt the
alongshore transport of sediment, but
transport can still occasionally take place, in
pulses, and in the long-term the ‘headlands’
resulting from landslides can not be
considered permanent. Sediment linkages can
therefore be considered to be relatively
weak.
The geological importance of this stretch is
therefore an important consideration, but
there are also settlements along this frontage,
namely Seatown, Charmouth and Lyme Regis.
There may be economic and technical
constraints of protecting these in the long
term, in particular Seatown, but the impact
on the landscape and geological and biological
interest of this area also needs to be
considered.

• The South West Coast Path has been closed
(and re-routed inland).

Charmouth

This section of coast is characterised by
dramatic, geologically important cliffs which
are subject to large-scale complex landsliding.
It is very difficult to predict where and how
large the next landslide event may be.

Medium Term (to 2055)

• To avoid loss of property due to
erosion.
• To avoid loss due to erosion of
key community, recreational and
amenity facilities.
• To ensure critical road linkages are
maintained (as long as required).

This should not be contentious along much of
the coastline, where it is mainly undeveloped
with low grade farmland. There may,
however, be areas of conflict at Seaton and
Beer, which are the key areas of
development. Any options at these locations
will also need to consider the sediment
linkages and therefore impact on adjacent
areas. The predominant drift is west to east,
although local reversals can occur and any
changes along the Beer and Seaton frontage
could impact of the stability of the spit across
the River Axe, thus potentially impacting on
navigation, and could also impact on areas
further east.

Scenarios A, B & C:
Protection of community
facilities and properties
from flooding from the
coast where existing
defences are maintained.
Potential for flooding from
River Char, and cliff
recession to the west of the
existing defences would still
pose a risk to property and
infrastructure.
Protection of car park from
flooding and erosion on
Lower Sea Lane and beach
access.
Protection of properties in

Scenario A: Protection of
community facilities and
properties from flooding
from the coast. Potential
for flooding from River
Char, and cliff recession
to the west of the
existing defences would
still pose a risk to
property and
infrastructure.
Protection of car park
from flooding and erosion
on Lower Sea Lane and
beach access.
Protection of properties
in Lower Sea Lane from

Scenarios A & B: Potential
loss of some community
facilities and properties due
to flooding from the coast
and River Char and coastal
erosion to the west of the
River Char.
Flood and erosion risk to
car park on Lower Sea Lane
and beach access.
Coastal erosion may affect
properties in and around
Lower Sea Lane, Higher Sea
Lane and Old Lyme Round.
The changes above would
be dependent on the
location of managed
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Location/ feature

Key issues

Objectives that apply

Key Considerations

Assessment of Scenarios A, B and C
Short Term (to 2025)
Lower Sea Lane from
erosion.

Medium Term (to 2055)

Long Term
Term (to 2105)

erosion.

realignment.

Scenario B:
B Loss of some
community facilities and
properties due to
flooding from the coast
and River Char and
coastal erosion to the
west of the River Char.

Scenario C: Protection of
community facilities and
properties from flooding
from the coast. Potential for
flooding from River Char
would be reduced, although
cliff recession to the west of
the existing defences would
still pose a risk to property
and infrastructure in this
area.

Potential flood and
erosion risk to car park
on Lower Sea Lane and
beach access dependent
on location of managed
realignment.
Coastal erosion may
affect properties in and
around Lower Sea Lane,
Higher Sea Lane and Old
Lyme Round.

Protection of car park from
flooding and erosion on
Lower Sea Lane and beach
access.
Protection of properties in
Lower Sea Lane from
erosion.

Scenario C: Protection of
community facilities and
properties from flooding
from the coast. Potential
for flooding from River
Char, and cliff recession
to the west of the
existing defences would
still pose a risk to
property and
infrastructure.
Protection of car park
from flooding and erosion
on Lower Sea Lane and
beach access.
Protection of properties
in Lower Sea Lane from
erosion.
Lyme Regis

• An important tourist resort supporting a range
of tourist attractions, accommodation, shops,
car parks, recreational and tourist facilities as
well as residential and community properties.
The promenade and picturesque beach front
properties is an important attraction for
tourists.
• There are beach huts to the west of the Cobb
along the back of the beach.
• The beach and exposed cliffs for fossil hunting
is an important factor is attracting tourists,

• To avoid loss of property due to
erosion.

Scenario A: Protection of
tourist facilities on the
seafront (e.g. aquarium)
from flooding.

Scenario A: Protection of
tourist facilities on the
seafront (e.g. aquarium)
from flooding.

• To avoid loss due to erosion of
and manage risk of flooding to
industrial, commercial and
economic assets and activities.

Protection of properties
along the seafront and at
East Cliff from flooding and
erosion.

Protection of properties
along the seafront and at
East Cliff and Church
Street from flooding and
erosion.

Scenario B: Potential loss of
some properties along East
Cliff and Church Street
from erosion.

• To ensure critical road and rail

Protection of marine parade
and low-lying beach huts

Protection of marine
parade and low-lying

• To avoid loss due to erosion of
key community, recreational and
amenity facilities.

Scenarios A, B & C:
Protection of tourist
facilities on the seafront
(e.g. aquarium) from
flooding.

Protection of tourist
facilities on the seafront
(e.g. aquarium) from
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Location/ feature

Key issues

Objectives that apply

Key Considerations

Assessment of Scenarios A, B and C
Short Term (to 2025)

therefore access to the beach is a key issue.
• Lyme Regis harbour is a popular marina for
small pleasure boats and there is also an IRB
station located at The Cobb. The Cobb itself is
an historical feature of the town. It is assumed
that The Cobb will be maintained.

linkages are maintained.
• To ensure critical services remain
operational.
• To minimise the impact of policies
on marine operations and activities

• Currently between Stage 2 and Stage 4 of a
Coastal Protection Scheme, running since 1989.
The Lyme Regis East Cliff Scheme is in direct
conflict with the SAC objectives.

from erosion and a reduced
risk of flooding.
A hold the line policy has
the potentially to adversely
impact on the tourism
industry associated with
fossil hunting.

Medium Term (to 2055)
beach huts from erosion
and a reduced risk of
flooding.
A hold the line policy has
the potentially to
adversely impact on the
tourism industry
associated with fossil
hunting.
Scenarios B: Potential loss
of some properties at
East Cliff and Church
Street from erosion.

Long Term
Term (to 2105)
flooding.
Scenario C: Protection of
properties along the
seafront and at East Cliff
and Church Street from
flooding and erosion.
Protection of tourist
facilities on the seafront
(e.g. aquarium) from
flooding.

Protection of tourist
facilities on the seafront
(e.g. aquarium) from
flooding.
Scenario C:
C as for A
Tourist facilities

• An important tourist resort supporting a range
of tourist attractions, accommodation, shops,
car parks, recreational and tourist facilities as
well as residential and community properties.
The promenade and picturesque beach front
properties are important attractions for
tourists.
• There are beach huts to the west of the Cobb
along the back of the beach.
• The beach and exposed cliffs for fossil hunting
is an important factor is attracting tourists,
therefore access to the beach is a key issue.
• Lyme Regis harbour is a popular marina for
small pleasure boats and there is also an IRB
station located at The Cobb. The Cobb itself is
an historical feature of the town. It is assumed
that The Cobb will be maintained.
• Currently between Stage 2 and Stage 4 of a
Coastal Protection Scheme, running since 1989.
The Lyme Regis East Cliff Scheme is in direct
conflict with the SAC objectives.

• To avoid loss due to erosion of
key community, recreational and
amenity facilities.
• To avoid loss due to erosion of
key community, recreational and
amenity facilities.
• To avoid loss due to erosion of
and manage risk of flooding to
industrial, commercial and
economic assets and activities.

Scenario A: Loss of some
areas of the South West
Coastal Path due to
erosion, particularly on the
eastern side of Lyme Regis
(except Charmouth).
Potential erosion risk to
South West Coastal Path
and loss of some tourist
facilities.
Scenario B:
B Loss of some
areas of the South West
Coastal Path due to
erosion, particularly on the
eastern side of Lyme Regis
(except Charmouth).
Scenario C:
C Loss of some
areas of the South West
Coastal Path due to
erosion, particularly on the
eastern side of Lyme Regis
(except Charmouth).

Scenario A: Loss of some
areas of the South West
Coastal Path due to
erosion, particularly on
the eastern side of Lyme
Regis (except at
Charmouth).
Loss of some holes of
Lyme Regis Golf Course.
Potential erosion risk to
South West Coastal Path
and loss of some tourist
facilities.
Scenario B:
B Loss of some
areas of the South West
Coastal Path due to
erosion, particularly on
the eastern side of Lyme
Regis.

Scenario A: Loss of some
areas of the South West
Coastal Path due to
erosion, particularly on the
eastern side of Lyme Regis.
Partial loss of Lyme Regis
Golf Course due to coastal
erosion and potential loss
of the Golf Club in the
long-term.
Potential erosion risk to
South West Coastal Path
and loss of some tourist
facilities.
Scenario B:
B Loss of some
areas of the South West
Coastal Path due to
erosion, particularly on the
eastern side of Lyme Regis.

Potential loss of some
holes of Lyme Regis Golf
Course.

Partial loss of small area
Lyme Regis Golf Course
due to coastal erosion.

Potential erosion risk to
and loss of some tourist
facilities.

Potential erosion risk to
and loss of some tourist
facilities.

Scenario C:
C Loss of some
areas of the South West
Coastal Path due to
erosion, particularly on

Scenario C:
C Loss of some
areas of the South West
Coastal Path due to
erosion, particularly on the
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THORNCOMBE BEACON TO BEER HEAD
Location/ feature

Key issues

Objectives that apply

Key Considerations

Assessment of Scenarios A, B and C
Short Term (to 2025)

Medium Term (to 2055)
the eastern side of Lyme
Regis (except
Charmouth)
Potential loss of some
holes of Lyme Regis Golf
Course.

Sidmouth to West Bay
SAC

• Sidmouth to West Bay SAC is an example of a
highly unstable soft cliff coastline subject to
mudslides and landslips. The vegetation that has
developed on these slopes is the primary
reason for its designation and therefore the
continuation of natural landslip processes is an
important issue.

• World Heritage status achieved by exposure of
cliff which “depicts a geological ‘walk through
time' spanning the Triassic, Jurassic and
Cretaceous periods”.
• Erosion is key to the conservation of the World
Heritage Site and geological SSSIs, therefore a
‘threat’ is the construction of coastal defences.
• Axmouth to Lyme Regis Undercliffs SSSI is the
largest and most important landslip area on
British Coast, therefore continued landslip
activity is vital to its status as a SSSI.
• World Heritage status achieved by exposure of
cliff which “depicts a geological ‘walk through
time' spanning the Triassic, Jurassic and
Cretaceous periods”.
• Erosion is key to the conservation of the World
Heritage Site and geological SSSIs, therefore a
‘threat’ is the construction of coastal defences.
• Axmouth to Lyme Regis Undercliffs SSSI is the
largest and most important landslip area on
British Coast, therefore continued landslip
activity is vital to its status as a SSSI.
• Sidmouth to Beer Coast SSSI is noted for its
quality of geological exposure and is a ‘type
locality’ and therefore it is important that this
level of exposure is maintained.

eastern side of Lyme Regis
(except Charmouth).
Partial loss of small area
Lyme Regis Golf Course
due to coastal erosion.

• To maintain the integrity of
internationally designated sites and
the favourable condition of their
interest features.

Scenarios A, B & C: The
continuation of natural
landslip and sediment
processes is important and
therefore NAI in most
areas would continue to
maintain this SAC.

Scenarios A, B & C: The
continuation of natural
landslip and sediment
processes is important
and therefore NAI in
most areas would
continue to maintain this
SAC.

Scenarios A, B & C: The
continuation of natural
landslip and sediment
processes is important and
therefore NAI in most
areas would continue to
maintain this SAC.

• To allow natural processes and
maintain visibility of geological
exposures throughout World
Heritage Site and geological SSSIs.

Scenarios A, B & C:
Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
continued favourable
condition of the SSSIs and
WHS, therefore NAI would
continue to maintain these
features.

Scenarios A, B & C:
Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
continued favourable
condition of the SSSIs and
WHS, therefore NAI
would continue to
maintain these features.

Scenarios A, B & C:
Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
continued favourable
condition of the SSSIs and
WHS, therefore NAI would
continue to maintain these
features.

Holding the line in some
areas (e.g. at Seatown for
scenario A & C) may
prevent erosion of the
geological features.

Holding the line in some
areas may prevent
erosion of the geological
features.

Holding the line in some
areas may prevent erosion
of the geological features.

• The SAC includes reference to Annex 1 Habitat
of drift line vegetation, which is reliant on
continuation of natural sediment transport
processes.
Dorset and East
Devon World
Heritage Site, West
Dorset Coast and
Axmouth to Lyme
Regis Undercliffs,
River Axe and
Sidmouth to Beer
Coast SSSIs
(geological)

Long Term
Term (to 2105)
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THORNCOMBE BEACON TO BEER HEAD
Location/ feature

Key issues

Objectives that apply

Key Considerations

Assessment of Scenarios A, B and C
Short Term (to 2025)

West Dorset Coast
and Axmouth to Lyme
Regis Undercliffs and
Sidmouth to Beer
Coast SSSIs
(biological) and
Axmouth to Lyme
Regis Undercliffs NNR

• West Dorset Coast is classified for its rare
herb-rich cliff-top grasslands, and the net area
could be reduced due to coastal erosion.

Medium Term (to 2055)

Long Term
Term (to 2105)

• To avoid adverse impacts on,
conserve and where practical
enhance the designated
designated interest of
nationally designated conservation
sites.

Scenarios A, B & C:
Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
continued favourable
condition of the SSSIs.

Scenarios A, B & C:
Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
continued favourable
condition of the SSSIs.

Scenarios A, B & C::
Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
continued favourable
condition of the SSSIs.

• To avoid adverse impacts on,
conserve and where practical
enhance the designated interest of
locally designated conservation
sites.

The net area of cliff/ledge
top grassland habitats may
be reduced in some areas.

The net area of cliff/ledge
top grassland habitats
may be reduced in some
areas.

The net area of cliff/ledge
top grassland habitats may
be reduced in some areas.

• The area is designated for its rich landscape
which encompasses landscape, people and
nature. The AONB aims to conserve the best
qualities of the landscape by helping to guide
and manage change.

• To conserve and enhance AONBs
and avoid conflict with AONB
Management Plan or Heritage
Coast Objectives

Scenarios A, B & C: Change
in landscape character of
AONB in some areas.

Scenarios A, B & C:
Change in landscape
character of AONB in
some areas.

Scenarios
Scenarios A, B & C: Change
in landscape character of
AONB in some areas.

• There is a number of listed buildings and
archaeological sites along this stretch,
particularly within Lyme Regis.

• To avoid loss of scheduled and
other nationally important cultural
heritage sites.

Scenarios A, B & C: Flood
and erosion risk to Grade 1
and Grade 2 listed buildings,
predominantly at Lyme
Regis, Seaton and Beer.

Scenarios A, B & C: Flood
and erosion risk to Grade
1 and Grade 2 listed
buildings, predominantly
at Lyme Regis, Seaton and
Beer.

Scenarios A, B & C: Flood
and erosion risk to Grade 1
and Grade 2 listed buildings,
predominantly at Lyme
Regis, Seaton and Beer.

• Lyme Regis Undercliffs biological SSSI includes
habitats developed on the landslide complex,
including seaweed vegetation at the beach/cliff
top interface.
• West Dorset Coast is classified for its rare
herb-rich cliff-top grasslands, and the net area
could be reduced due to coastal erosion.
• Axmouth to Lyme Regis Undercliffs biological
SSSI includes habitats developed on the
landslide complex, including seaweed vegetation
at the beach/cliff top interface.
• Sidmouth to Beer Coast SSSI is designated for
its species-rich cliff top and ledges grasslands.
The net areas will therefore be affected by
future cliff erosion.

Dorset Area of
Outstanding Natural
Beauty

Scheduled monuments
and heritage assets

• There are three scheduled monuments at risk
in the vicinity of Golden Cap including the
remains of St Gabriel’s church. There is also a
scheduled monument in Lyme Regis.

Loss of approximately
0.5km length of frontage of
Rousdon Registered Park
and Garden.

• There is a number of listed buildings and
archaeological sites along this stretch.

Potential loss of up to 1
scheduled monument:
Axmouth SM.

• This stretch of coast includes Rousdon Grade II
Registered Parks and Gardens and Axmouth
Bridge scheduled monument.

Loss of approximately
0.5km length of frontage
of Rousdon Registered
Park and Garden.
Potential loss of up to 1
scheduled monument:
Axmouth SM.

Potential for unsightly
structures as coastline
retreats.

Loss of approximately
0.5km length of frontage of
Rousdon Registered Park
and Garden.
Potential loss of up to 1
scheduled monument:
Axmouth SM.

Agricultural land

• Farmland stretches inland from the cliff top,
therefore any erosion will affect net area,
however this is low-grade farmland (Grade 3
and below).

• To avoid loss due to erosion of
and/or manage risk of flooding to
agricultural land.

Scenarios A, B & C: Loss of
Grades 3 and 4 agricultural
land due to flooding and
erosion.

Scenarios A, B & C: Loss
of Grades 3 and 4
agricultural land due to
flooding and erosion.

Scenarios A, B & C: Loss of
Grades 3 and 4 agricultural
land due to flooding and
erosion.

Infrastructure

• A35

•

Scenarios A, B & C: Flood
risk and coastal erosion of
the A3052.

Scenarios A, B & C: Flood
risk and coastal erosion
of A35, the Street, and
A3052.

Scenarios A, B & C: Flood
risk and coastal erosion of
A35, the Street, and A3052.

• A3052

The A35 is unlikely to be
affected in the short-term.
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THORNCOMBE BEACON TO BEER HEAD
Location/ feature

Key issues

Objectives that apply

Key Considerations

Assessment of Scenarios A, B and C
Short Term (to 2025)

Isolated cliff top
properties

Seaton

• There are isolated properties and farmsteads at
the top of the cliffs/landslides, including
Allhallows School; some of these could be at
risk if landslides become reactivated. Linkage
roads tend to run inland so should not be lost
in advance of the properties.

• To avoid loss of property due to
erosion.

• A large tourist town, supporting both visitor
and community facilities. The town stretches
along the seafront and there is a section of
town (including a Holiday Village) located on
Seaton Marshes, which are potentially at flood
as well as erosion risk.

• To avoid loss of property due to
erosion and manage risk of
flooding.

• The beach, esplanade and scenery are key
attractions for visitors as well as the facilities
that Seaton provides.
• There is a popular marina for small pleasure
boats at Seaton.
• There is a link road (B3172) with Axmouth,
which crosses the mouth of the River Axe.
There is, however, an alternative road
(although involving a longer detour) available.
There is also a link road between Seaton and
Beer, which could be more difficult to replace.

• To avoid loss due to erosion of
key community, recreational and
amenity facilities.

Medium Term (to 2055)

Long Term
Term (to 2105)

Scenarios A & B: Potential
loss of some isolated cliff
properties due to coastal
erosion and flooding at
Seaton and Beer.

Scenarios A & B: Potential
loss of some isolated cliff
properties due to coastal
erosion and flooding at
Seaton and Beer.

Scenarios A & B: Potential
loss of some isolated cliff
properties due to coastal
erosion and flooding at
Seaton and Beer.

Scenario C:
C Potential loss of
some isolated cliff
properties due to coastal
erosion and flooding.
Protection of properties on
Old Beer Road and High
Cliff Road at Seaton from
erosion.

Scenario C:
C Potential loss
of some isolated cliff
properties due to coastal
erosion and flooding.
Protection of properties
on Old Beer Road and
High Cliff Road at Seaton
from erosion.

Scenario C:
C Potential loss of
some isolated cliff
properties due to coastal
erosion and flooding.
Protection of properties on
Old Beer Road and High
Cliff Road at Seaton from
erosion.

Scenarios A, B & C: Erosion
of Esplanade and Lyme Bay
frontage and flooding of
B3172 Harbour Road.

Scenarios A, B & C:
Erosion of Esplanade and
Lyme Bay frontage and
flooding of B3172
Harbour Road.

Scenarios A, B & C: Erosion
of Esplanade and Lyme Bay
frontage and flooding of
B3172 Harbour Road.

Scenarios A, B & C:
Flooding of Fore Street and
flood/erosion-risk to
properties and the B3172
Common Lane.

Scenarios A, B & C:
Flooding of Fore Street
and flood/erosion-risk to
properties and the B3172
Common Lane.

Scenarios A, B & C:
Flooding of Fore Street and
flood/erosion-risk to
properties and the B3172
Common Lane.

Scenarios A, B & C: Seaton
protected from flooding.

Scenarios A, B & C:
Seaton protected from
flooding.

Scenarios A, B & C: Seaton
protected from flooding..

• To avoid loss due to erosion of
and manage risk of flooding to
industrial, commercial and
economic assets and activities.
• To ensure critical road linkages are
maintained (as long as required).
• To minimise the impact of policies
on marine operations and
activities.

• The Seaton and District Electric Tramway runs
inland along the west bank of the River Axe.
Beer

• A picturesque tourist town, supporting a
number of tourist accommodations (including
camping and caravan sites), shops, car parks,
recreational and tourist facilities as well as
residential and community properties. The
town is mainly set back from the beach, along
the cliffs, with a single access road to the beach.
• A key attraction is the unspoilt scenery.
• The beach is used by both tourists and
fishermen.
• As mentioned above, the B3172 road to Seaton
is a key link.

Axe Estuary

• There is a large wetland creation project on the
Axe Estuary; sediment is dewatered from the
Axe wetlands and the material is used to raise

• To avoid loss of property due to
erosion.
• To avoid loss due to erosion of
key community, recreational and
amenity facilities.
• To ensure critical road and rail
linkages are maintained.
• To minimise the impact of policies
on marine operations and
activities.

• Refer to the Axe Estuary
Management Plan and relevant SMP

Protection of Axmouth

Protection of Axmouth
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THORNCOMBE BEACON TO BEER HEAD
Location/ feature

Key issues

Objectives that apply

Key Considerations

Assessment of Scenarios A, B and C
Short Term (to 2025)

levels in the Seaton area to create reedbed.

Medium Term (to 2055)

Harbour.

Protection of Axmouth
Harbour.

• There are important Palaeolithic gravel terraces
at Axe (around Beer Head).
Historic landfill sites

• Manor Farm Charmouth

Opportunities for
wetland habitat creation.
• To prevent pollution from

Long Term
Term (to 2105)
Harbour.
Opportunities for wetland
habitat creation.

Scenarios A, B & C: Manor
Farm landfill, land south of
Charleston Farm and
extension to land south of
Charleston landfills
protected from flooding

Scenarios A & C: Manor
Farm landfill, land south
of Charleston Farm and
extension to land south
of Charleston landfills
protected from flooding.

Scenario A: Manor Farm
landfill, land south of
Charleston Farm and
extension to land south of
Charleston landfills
protected from flooding.

• Refuse tip east of Spittle’s Lane, Lyme Regis

Refuse tip east of Spittles
Lane at risk of erosion.

Refuse tip east of Spittles
Lane at risk of erosion.

Refuse tip east of Spittles
Lane at risk of erosion.

• The current state of this historic landfill site (i.e.
any details of remediation/removal etc) has not
been considered at this strategic level.

Former gas holder site at
Lyme Regis protected from
erosion.

Former gas holder site at
Lyme Regis protected
from erosion.

Former gas holder site at
Lyme Regis protected from
erosion.

Scenario B: Manor Farm
landfill, land south of
Charleston Farm and
extension to land south
of Charleston landfills at
risk from flooding
(depending on location of
managed realignment).

Scenarios B & C: Manor
Farm landfill, land south of
Charleston Farm and
extension to land south of
Charleston landfills at risk
from flooding (depending
on location of managed
realignment).

Refuse tip east of Spittles
Lane at risk of erosion.

Refuse tip east of Spittles
Lane at risk of erosion.

Former gas holder site at
Lyme Regis protected
from erosion.

Former gas holder site at
Lyme Regis protected from
erosion.

contaminated sources

• Land south of Little Catherston Farm
• Extension to Land south of Little Catherston
Farm
• Former Gas Holder site, Lyme Regis

BEER HEAD TO OTTERTON
OTTERTON LEDGE
Location/ feature

Key issues

Objectives that apply

Key Considerations

Isolated cliff top
properties

• There are isolated properties, holiday
accommodation and farmsteads at the top of
the cliffs/within the landslide complexes; these
could be affected if landslides become
reactivated.

•

To avoid loss of property due to
erosion.

Branscombe Beach

•

•

To avoid loss of property due to
erosion.

•

To avoid loss due to erosion of key
community, recreational and
amenity facilities.

There could be potential loss of low-grade
farmland, isolated properties and scheduled
monuments, however, it is unlikely that there
would be economic or technical justification
for protecting these. Therefore, a key area of
potential conflict will be along the Sidmouth
frontage.

To ensure critical services remain

Generally sediment linkages along this

•

A tourist beach with car park and associated
facilities. There is a caravan park located on a
relict landslide and beach huts at the back of
the beach.
The beach and access for sailing activities are
important attractions – there is currently a

•

This is a predominately undeveloped cliff
coastline, with one key settlement at
Sidmouth. The cliffs are internationally
important for their geological exposure,
therefore a key consideration is to allow
natural evolutionary processes to continue.

Assessment of Scenarios A, B and C
Short Term (to 2025)

Medium Term (to 2055)

Long Term (to 2105)

Scenarios A & B: Potential
for the loss of some
isolated cliff top properties
at Chit Rocks near
Sidmouth and at
Branscombe (e.g. hotel) due
to coastal erosion.

Scenarios A & B: Potential
for the loss of some
isolated cliff top
properties at Chit Rocks
near Sidmouth and at
Branscombe (e.g. hotel)
due to coastal erosion.

Scenarios A & B: Potential
for the loss of some
isolated cliff top properties
including at Chit Rocks near
Sidmouth, at Branscombe
(e.g. hotel) and at Ladram
Bay due to coastal erosion.

Scenarios A & B: Potential
for the loss of properties
along Branscombe beach
due to flooding and erosion.

Scenarios A & B: Potential
for the loss of properties
along Branscombe beach
due to flooding.

Scenarios A & B: Potential
for the loss of properties
along Branscombe beach
due to flooding and erosion.

Sewage works remain
unaffected.

Potential for the loss of
the caravan park,
recreational facilities, and

Potential for the loss of the
caravan park, recreational
facilities, and tourist car
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BEER HEAD TO OTTERTON
OTTERTON LEDGE
Location/ feature

Key issues

Objectives that apply

Key Considerations

Assessment of Scenarios A, B and C
Short Term (to 2025)

single access road to the beach.
•

Sidmouth

Ladram Bay

operational.

A sewage works lies behind the beach carpark.

• An important tourist resort with a wide range
of visitor attractions and community facilities,
such as educational and leisure facilities. The
promenade is an important asset. Although
much of the town is on higher land Eastern
Town is at potential risk from flooding.
•

There is an IRB Station at the mouth of the
river.

•

A main link road runs along the cliff edge, part
of which is at risk from both flooding and
erosion. Various local roads run inland from
this.

•

To avoid loss of property due to
erosion and/or manage risk of
flooding to people and property.

•

To avoid loss due to erosion of key
community, recreational and
amenity facilities.

•

To avoid loss due to erosion of and
manage risk of flooding to
industrial, commercial and
economic assets and activities.

•

To ensure critical services remain
operational.

•

Large areas of land, property and services (e.g.
sewage works) are at flood-risk.

•

•

To ensure critical road and rail
linkages are maintained.

There have been continuous and occasionally
severe cliff falls to the east of Sidmouth.

•

To minimise the impact of policies
on marine operations and activities.

• There is a large caravan and camping park and
associated facilities. (There could be potential
for caravans to be relocated, but the site also
includes more permanent structures). This
also hosts the site of the first digital TV
transponder in the UK.

•

To avoid loss of property due to
erosion.

•

To ensure critical services remain
operational.

•

To avoid loss due to erosion of key
community, recreational and
amenity facilities.

frontage are weak and the formation of
headlands has resulted in the development of
headlands and bays, however, there will still
need to be consideration of potential impact
of any management on long-term evolution of
adjacent areas.
The National Trust owns land from
Branscombe to Sidmouth.

Medium Term (to 2055)

Long Term (to 2105)

tourist car park due to
flooding.

park due to erosion and
flooding.

Sewage works remain
unaffected.

Sewage works remain
unaffected.

Scenarios A & B:
Protection of the resort
of Sidmouth including
road linkages (The
Esplanade) that runs along
Sidmouth’s sea frontage
east to west.

Scenarios A & B: Protection
of the resort of Sidmouth
including road linkages (The
Esplanade) that runs along
Sidmouth’s sea frontage
east to west.

Scenarios A & B: Limited
loss of assets.

Scenarios A & B: Potential
for the loss of properties
at Ladram Bay Caravan
park due to flooding and
erosion.

Scenarios A & B: Potential
for the loss of properties at
Ladram Bay Caravan park
due to flooding and erosion.

Scenarios A & B: There is
potential for the loss of
community/tourism
recreational assets within
the section:

Scenarios A & B: There is
potential for the loss of
community/tourism
recreational assets within
the section:

Scenarios A & B: There is
potential for the loss of
community/tourism
recreational assets within
the section:

Scenarios A & B:
Protection of the resort of
Sidmouth including road
linkages (The Esplanade)
that runs along Sidmouth’s
sea frontage east to west.

Protection of community
and recreation facilities.

• There is a sewerage works near Ladram Bay
Tourist facilities

• There is a number of beach access points.
• The South West Coast Path runs along the
most of this frontage – but there is potential
for this to be relocated.
• Various stretches of cliff are currently owned
by the National Trust.

- Loss of beach access/sea
frontage at Sidmouth

− Caravan/ camping
parks & beach huts at
Branscombe and
Ladram Bay

− Caravan/ camping parks
& beach huts at
Branscombe and
Ladram Bay

− Beach access at
Branscombe, Ladram
and Sidmouth

− Beach access at
Branscombe, Ladram
and Sidmouth

− Loss of sea frontage
at Sidmouth

− Loss of sea frontage at
Sidmouth

− Loss of recreational
land at Sidmouth

− Loss of recreational
land at Sidmouth
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BEER HEAD TO OTTERTON
OTTERTON LEDGE
Location/ feature

Key issues

Objectives that apply

Key Considerations

Assessment of Scenarios A, B and C
Short Term (to 2025)

Sidmouth to West
Bay SAC

• Sidmouth to West Bay SAC is an example of a
highly unstable soft cliff coastline subject to
mudslides and landslips. The vegetation that
has developed on these slopes is the primary
reason for its designation and therefore the
continuation of natural landslip processes is an
important issue.

Medium Term (to 2055)

Long Term (to 2105)

•

To maintain the integrity of
internationally designated sites and
the favourable condition of their
interest
interest features.

Scenarios A & B: The
continuation of natural
landslip and sediment
processes is important and
therefore NAI would
continue to maintain this
SAC.

Scenarios A & B: The
continuation of natural
landslip and sediment
processes is important
and therefore NAI would
continue to maintain this
SAC.

Scenarios A & B: The
continuation of natural
landslip and sediment
processes is important and
therefore NAI would
continue to maintain this
SAC.

•

To allow natural processes and
maintain
maintain visibility of geological
exposures throughout World
Heritage Site and geological SSSIs.

Scenarios A & B:
Continuation of natural
erosive processes is
important for maintaining
World Heritage Sites and
SSSIs. NAI would allow
natural processes to
continue unhindered.

Scenarios A & B:
Continuation of natural
erosive processes is
important for maintaining
World Heritage Sites and
SSSIs. NAI would allow
natural processes to
continue unhindered.

HTL in some areas (e.g. at
Sidmouth) has the potential
to adversely affect these
features.

HTL in some areas (e.g.
at Sidmouth) has the
potential to adversely
affect these features.

Scenarios A & B:
Continuation of natural
erosive processes is
important for maintaining
World Heritage Sites and
SSSIs. NAI would allow
natural processes to
continue unhindered.
unhindered.

Scenarios A & B: There is
potential for the loss of a
portion of the Sidmouth to
Beer Coast SSSI due to
erosion, however natural
processes may be beneficial
to this feature.

Scenarios A & B: There is
potential for the loss of a
portion of the Sidmouth
to Beer Coast SSSI due to
erosion, however natural
processes may be
beneficial to this feature.

Scenarios A & B: There is
potential for the loss of a
portion of the Sidmouth to
Beer Coast SSSI due to
erosion, however natural
processes may be beneficial
to this feature.

No change to Beer Quarry
and Caves SSSI.

No change to Beer
Quarry and Caves SSSI.

No change to Beer Quarry
and Caves SSSI.

Scenarios A & B: Potential
changes to the landscape
character of the AONB.

Scenarios A & B: Changes
to the landscape
character of the AONB.

Scenarios A & B: Changes
to the landscape character
of the AONB.

• The SAC includes reference to Annex 1 Habitat
of drift line vegetation, which is reliant on
continuation of natural sediment transport
processes.
Dorset and East
Devon World
Heritage Site
(excludes Sidmouth)
and Sidmouth to Beer
Coast, Ladram Bay to
Sidmouth and Beer
Quarry and Caves
SSSIs (geological)

• World Heritage status achieved by exposure of
cliff which “depicts a geological ‘walk through
time' spanning the Triassic, Jurassic and
Cretaceous periods”
• Erosion is key to the conservation of the
World Heritage Site and geological SSSIs,
therefore a ‘threat’ is the construction of
coastal defences.
• West Dorset Coast SSSI is an internationally
important geological site and is famous for its
fossil reptiles. It is important that exposure of
this site is maintained.

HTL in some areas (e.g. at
Sidmouth) has the potential
to adversely affect these
features.

• Sidmouth to Beer Coast SSSI is noted for its
quality of geological exposure and is a ‘type
locality’ and therefore it is important that this
level of exposure is maintained.
• Ladram Bay to Sidmouth SSSI is nationally
important site for coastal geomorphology and
therefore a key requirement is for natural
processes to continue.
• Beer Quarry and Caves SSSI are designated for
its exposure of clay-filled chalk pipes.
Sidmouth to Beer
Coast and Beer
Quarry and Caves
SSSIs (biological)

• Sidmouth to Beer Coast SSSI is designated for
its species-rich cliff top and ledges grasslands.
The net areas will therefore be affected by
future cliff erosion.

•

• Beer Quarry and Caves SSSI is important for
hibernating bats.

East Devon Area of
Outstanding Natural
Beauty

• The area is designated for its rich landscape
which encompasses landscape, people and
nature. The AONB aims to conserve the best
qualities of the landscape by helping to guide
and manage change.

•

To avoid adverse impacts on,
conserve and where practical
enhance the designated
designated interest of
nationally designated conservation
sites.

To conserve and enhance AONBs
and avoid conflict with AONB
Management Plan or Heritage
Coast Objectives
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BEER HEAD TO OTTERTON
OTTERTON LEDGE
Location/ feature

Scheduled monuments
and heritage assets

Key issues
• There is a number of listed buildings and
archaeological sites along this stretch.
Connaught Gardens are a Grade II Registered
Park and Garden located in Sidmouth.

Objectives that apply
•

Key Considerations

To avoid loss of scheduled and
other nationally important cultural
heritage sites.

• Other scheduled monuments potentially at risk
are the Prehistoric Field System, Berry Cliff
Camp and High Peak Camp

Assessment of Scenarios A, B and C
Short Term (to 2025)

Medium Term (to 2055)

Long Term (to 2105)

Scenarios A & B: Flood and
erosion risk to Grade 2 and
3 listed buildings.

Scenarios A & B: Flood
and erosion risk to Grade
2 and 3 listed buildings.

Potential partial loss of up
to 3 Scheduled Monuments
(SM): Barry Cliff Camp SM,
Prehistoric Field System SM
and High Peak Camp SM in
Sidmouth due to erosion.

Potential partial loss of up
to 3 Scheduled
Monuments (SM): Barry
Cliff Camp SM,
Prehistoric Field System
SM and High Peak Camp
SM in Sidmouth due to
erosion.

Scenarios A & B: Flood and
erosion risk to Grade 2, 3,
and potentially 1, listed
buildings.

Potential partial loss of
Connaught Registered Park
and Garden due to flooding
and erosion.

Agricultural land

• Farmland stretches inland from the cliff top,
therefore any erosion will affect net area,
however this is low-grade farmland (Grade 3
and below).

•

Scenarios A & B: No loss of
agricultural land in the
short-term.

To avoid loss due to erosion of
and/or manage risk of flooding to
agricultural land.

Potential partial loss of
Connaught Registered
Park and Garden due to
flooding and erosion.
Scenarios A & B: Loss of
Grade 3 and 4
Agricultural land

Potential partial loss of up
to 3 Scheduled Monuments
(SM): Barry Cliff Camp SM,
Prehistoric Field System SM
and High Peak Camp SM in
Sidmouth due to erosion.
Potential partial loss of
Connaught Registered Park
and Garden due to flooding
and erosion.
Scenarios A & B: Loss of
Grade 3 and 4 Agricultural
land

OTTERTON LEDGE TO STRAIGHT POINT
Location/ feature

Budleigh Salterton

Key issues
• A picturesque tourist resort with a wide range
of visitor attractions, car parks and community
facilities, such as educational and leisure
facilities. The promenade is an important asset.
• Both seafront and cliff top properties are
potentially at risk.
• A main link road runs along the seafront, part
of which is at risk from both flooding and
erosion.
• The beach is used both for recreation and
fishing and therefore access is an important
issue.

Objectives that apply
• To avoid loss of property due to
erosion and/or manage risk of
flooding to people and property.
• To avoid loss due to erosion of and
manage risk of flooding to key
community, recreational and
amenity facilities.
• To avoid loss due to erosion of and
manage risk of flooding to industrial,
commercial and economic assets
and activities.
• To ensure critical road and rail
linkages are maintained.
• To minimise the impact of policies
on marine operations and activities.

Tourist facilities

• The South West Coast Path runs along the
most of this frontage – but there is potential
for this to be relocated.

• To avoid loss due to erosion of key
community, recreational and
amenity facilities.

• There is a Golf Club at Budleigh Salterton
located along the cliff top, therefore holes and

• To avoid loss due to erosion of and
manage risk of flooding to industrial,

Key Considerations

This is a short stretch of coastline, which
forms an embayment between the headlands
of Straight Point and Otterton Ledge. The
cobble beach and red sandstone cliffs around
Budleigh Salterton are major landscape and
geological features and therefore their
conservation is of international importance.
The cliffs are also a contributor of beach
material.
A potential area of conflict is Budleigh
Salterton, which is a sizeable settlement and
tourist resort – in addition to the impact on
the cliffs locally, there could be a potential
impact on the Otter Estuary of any
management of this coast, which could affect
the SSSI designation. There is a littoral feed of
sediment from west to east which is
important for the spit and therefore the
saltmarsh complex behind.

Assessment of Scenarios A, B and C
Short Term (to 2025)

Medium Term (to 2055)

Long Term (to 2105)

Scenario A: Protection of
properties and road linkage
in from erosion and
flooding, particularly
surrounding the seafront in
the eastern part of the
town which is fronted by
the promenade. The
western part of the town
would remain at risk of
erosion, with potential loss
of cliff top properties and
local roads.

Scenario A: Protection of
properties and road
linkage in from erosion
and flooding, particularly
surrounding the seafront
in the eastern part of the
town which is fronted by
the promenade. The
western part of the town
would remain at risk of
erosion, with potential
loss of cliff top properties
and local roads.

Scenario A: Protection of
properties and road linkage
in from erosion and
flooding, particularly
surrounding the seafront in
the eastern part of the
town which is fronted by
the promenade. The
western part of the town
would remain at risk of
erosion, with potential loss
of cliff top properties and
local roads.

Loss of land between
Budleigh and Straight
point, potentially of
recreational value.

Loss of land between
Budleigh and Straight point,
potentially of recreational
value.

Scenario A: Potential for
the loss of tourist
facilities particularly
Devon Cliffs Holiday
park.

Scenario A: Potential for
the loss of tourist facilities
particularly Devon Cliffs
Holiday park.

Scenario A: Limited impact
on tourist facilities.
The National Trust does not own any land
along this stretch of coastline.

Potential loss of a small area
of East Devon Golf Course.
Potential loss of parts of the

Potential loss of a small area
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OTTERTON LEDGE TO STRAIGHT POINT
Location/ feature

Key issues

Objectives that apply

Key Considerations

Assessment of Scenarios A, B and C
Short Term (to 2025)

fairways are potentially at risk, although the
main buildings are located further inland.

commercial and economic assets
and activities.

South-West Coastal Path.

• Devon Cliffs Holiday Park is a popular resort
providing caravan accommodation and
associated entertainment and facilities and is
located along the cliff top near Straight Point,
although the main complex facilities are located
inland. There is therefore potential for the
caravans to be moved to avoid loss.
Dorset and East
Devon World
Heritage Site and
Budleigh Salterton
Cliffs and Otter
Estuary SSSIs
(geological)

• World Heritage status achieved by exposure of
cliff which “depicts a geological ‘walk through
time' spanning the Triassic, Jurassic and
Cretaceous periods”

Medium Term (to 2055)
Potential loss of a small
area of East Devon Golf
Course.

Long Term (to 2105)
of East Devon Golf Course.
Potential loss of parts of the
South-West Coastal Path.

Potential loss of parts of
the South-West Coastal
Path.

• To allow natural processes and
maintain visibility of geological
exposures throughout World
Heritage Site and geological SSSIs.

• Erosion is key to the conservation of the
World Heritage Site and geological SSSIs,
therefore a ‘threat’ is the construction of
coastal defences.
• The cobble beach and red sandstone cliffs are a
key element of the Budleigh Salterton Cliffs
SSSI

Scenario A: NAI would
allow natural erosion to
continue and would
therefore maintain the
World Heritage Site and its
geological SSSIs.

Scenario A: NAI would
allow natural erosion to
continue and would
therefore maintain the
World Heritage Site and
its geological SSSIs.

Scenario A: NAI would
allow natural erosion to
continue and would
therefore maintain the
World Heritage Site and its
geological SSSIs.

However, a policy to Hold
the Line at Budleigh
Salterton has the potential
to adversely impact on the
geological features.

However, a policy to
Hold the Line at Budleigh
Salterton has the
potential to adversely
impact on the geological
features.

However, a policy to Hold
the Line at Budleigh
Salterton has the potential
to adversely impact on the
geological features.

Scenario A: Potential
change in intertidal habitat
at the mouth of Otter
Estuary. Likely increase in
intertidal habitat resulting
from managed realignment
and/or NAI policies.

Scenario A: Potential
change in intertidal
habitat at the mouth of
Otter Estuary. Likely
increase in intertidal
habitat resulting from
managed realignment
and/or NAI policies.

Scenario A: Potential
change in intertidal habitat
at the mouth of Otter
Estuary. Likely increase in
intertidal habitat resulting
from managed realignment
and/or NAI policies.

• Otterton Point is an important fossil location,
therefore continued exposure is a key issue.
Otter Estuary SSSI
(biological)

• Otter Estuary SSSI supports saltmarsh
communities and is important for breeding and
overwintering birds. Future erosion could
result in loss of saltmarsh area.
• There are opportunities for managed
realignment in the Otter Estuary.

• To avoid adverse impacts on,
conserve and where practical
enhance the designated interest of
nationally designated conservation
sites.

Potential loss of some
intertidal habitat due to
erosion and scouring from
changes in coastal
processes.
East Devon Area of
Outstanding Natural
Beauty

Scheduled monuments
and heritage assets

Potential loss of some
intertidal habitat due to
erosion and scouring
from changes in coastal
processes.

• The area is designated for its rich landscape
which encompasses landscape, people and
nature. The AONB aims to conserve the best
qualities of the landscape by helping to guide
and manage change.

• To conserve and enhance AONBs
and avoid conflict with AONB
Management Plan or Heritage
Coast Objectives

Scenario A: NAI is unlikely
to affect the character of
the AONB.

Scenario A: Potential for
changes in the character
of the AONB.

Holding the Line at Budleigh
has the potential to result in
changes in the landscape
character.

Holding the Line at
Budleigh has the potential
to result in changes in the
landscape character.

• There are a number of listed buildings and
archaeological sites along this stretch,
particularly focused within Budleigh Salterton,
but no scheduled monuments are at risk.

• To avoid loss of scheduled and
other nationally important cultural
heritage sites.

Scenario A: Flood and
erosion risk to Grade 2
Listed buildings
predominantly in Budleigh
Salterton.

Scenario A: Flood and
erosion risk to Grade 2
Listed buildings
predominantly in Budleigh
Salterton.

Potential loss of some
intertidal habitat due to
erosion and scouring from
changes in coastal
processes.
Scenario A: Changes in the
character of the AONB.
Holding the Line at Budleigh
has the potential to result in
changes in the landscape
character.
Scenario A: Flood and
erosion risk to Grade 2
Listed buildings
predominantly in Budleigh
Salterton.
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OTTERTON LEDGE TO STRAIGHT POINT
Location/ feature

Key issues

Objectives that apply

Key Considerations

Assessment of Scenarios A, B and C
Short Term (to 2025)

Medium Term (to 2055)

Long Term (to 2105)

Agricultural land

• There is some cliff top farmland and any
erosion will affect net area, however this is
low-grade farmland (Grade 3 and below).

• To avoid loss due to erosion of
and/or manage risk of flooding to
agricultural land.

Scenario A: Loss of a small
area of Grade 3 and 4
agricultural land due to
erosion and flooding.

Scenario A: Loss of a
small portion of grade 3
and 4 agricultural land.
Area is predominantly
urban or non-agricultural.

Scenario A: Loss of a small
portion of grade 3
agricultural land. Area is
predominantly urban or
non-agricultural.

Straight Point MoD
Ranges

• Net area of range could be affected by erosion,
but functionality should not be affected.

• To ensure MoD ranges remain
operational.

Scenario A: Small area of
ranges lost due to erosion.

Scenario A: Small area of
ranges lost due to
erosion.

Scenario A: Small area of
ranges lost due to erosion.

Historic landfill site

• South Farm Road, Budleigh Salterton

• To prevent pollution from

Scenario A: One historic
landfill site at risk of
flooding in the Otter
Estuary.

Scenario A: One historic
landfill site at risk of
flooding in the Otter
Estuary.

Scenario A: One historic
landfill site at risk of
flooding in the Otter
Estuary.

• The current state of this historic landfill site
(i.e. any details of remediation/removal etc)
has not been considered at this strategic level.

contaminated sources

STRAIGHT POINT TO HOLCOMBE
Location/ feature

Key issues

Objectives that apply

Key Considerations

Assessment of Scenarios A, B and C
Short Term (to 2025)

Exmouth

• Exmouth is a key commercial centre along this
coast and supports a range of commercial,
residential, recreational and tourist facilities,
together with the related infrastructure and
road links.
• Sailing is an important recreation and there is a
Sailing Club and various docks and piers along
the frontage.
• 1.39ha of employment land has been allocated
in the East Devon District Local Plan for
Exmouth.
• A new RNLI lifeboat station is to be
constructed at Exmouth that will extend out
across the foreshore.
• Key issues and opportunities for the Exmouth
frontage are the protection of the population;
infrastructure; tourism and the local economy;
cultural heritage assets such as Exmouth
Conservation Area; maintenance of
recreational assets such as Exmouth beach;
and the potential for habitat creation at the
Maer (Halcrow 2008).

• To avoid loss of property due to
erosion and/or manage risk of
flooding to people and property.
• To avoid loss due to erosion of and
manage risk of flooding to key
community, recreational and
amenity facilities.
• To avoid loss due to erosion of and
manage risk of flooding to
industrial, commercial and
economic assets and activities.
• To ensure critical road and rail
linkages are maintained.
• To minimise the impact of policies
on marine operations and activities.

This is a long stretch of coastline that
encompasses the Exe Estuary, the large urban
and commercial centre of Exmouth and the
resort of Dawlish.
The coastline is characterised by cliffs of
outstanding landscape and geological value,
therefore a key consideration will be the
conservation of this asset.
There could be potential conflict between
protecting urban areas and critical road and
rail infrastructure from increasing rates of
erosion and maintaining geological exposures.
There will also be future issues along the
Dawlish frontage associated with coastal
squeeze, where the coastal position is fixed by
the railway embankment. Loss of beaches will
affect alongshore transport of sediment to
adjacent beaches, intertidal habitats and the
exposure of defences.
There are complex sediment exchanges in and
around the Exe Estuary. The impact on the
estuary system of future management of both
the estuary and adjacent open coast will need

Scenarios A & C: Protection
of property, and
commercial and economic
assets in Exmouth
particularly around The
Point including a marina.
Protection of Queens Drive
&The Esplanade along the
seafront.

Medium Term (to 2055)
Scenarios A & C:
Protection of property,
and commercial and
economic assets in
Exmouth particularly
around The Point
including a marina.
Protection of Queens
Drive &The Esplanade
along the seafront.
Potential for wetland
habitat creation at The
Maer.

Long Term (to 2105)
Scenarios A & C: Protection
of property, and
commercial and economic
assets in Exmouth
particularly around The
Point including a marina.
Protection of Queens Drive
&The Esplanade along the
seafront.
Potential for wetland
habitat creation at The
Maer.
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STRAIGHT POINT TO HOLCOMBE
Location/ feature

Exe Estuary

Key issues

Objectives that apply

• Harbours for fishing fleet and shipping from the
Exeter River Canal. The canal runs along the
west bank of the River Exe.

• To avoid loss of property due to
erosion and/or manage risk of
flooding to people and property.

• Isolated properties and a hotel on the edge of
the Exe Estuary are potentially at risk of
flooding and erosion.

• To minimise the impact of policies
on marine operations and activities.

• Lympstone Commando Training Station
(Defence Estates) may be subject to erosion if
sea level rises.
• A Main Line railway runs either side of the Exe
Estuary and coastal edge along the stretch of
coastline to the south of Exminster. Network
Rail has no plans for inland diversion.
Network Rail’s position is to hold the line.

• To ensure MoD ranges remain
operational.
• To ensure critical road and rail
linkages are maintained.

Key Considerations

to be carefully considered, as changes will
affect not only the estuary but also the open
coast. This will be of particular importance for
the areas of Exmouth, Dawlish and Dawlish
Warren.
The National Trust owns land at Orcombe
Point (to the east of Exmouth) and Lower
Halsdon Farm and some fields at Lympstone
on the eastern side of the Exe Estuary.

Assessment of Scenarios A, B and C
Short Term (to 2025)

Medium Term (to 2055)

Long Term (to 2105)

Scenarios A & C: Protection
of the railway connections:
Coastline to South
Exminster from flooding.

Scenarios
Scenarios A & C:
Protection of the railway
connections: Coastline to
South Exminster from
flooding.

Scenarios A & C: Protection
of the railway connections:
Coastline to South
Exminster from flooding.

Protection of the
Commando Training
Centre from flooding.
Protection of the A376 due
from fluvial flooding at
Exton.
Protection of infrastructure
including a sewage works
from flooding.

• Some settlements are currently reliant on
maintenance of the railway embankment for
flood protection.
Topsham

• This town is vulnerable to fluvial flooding as
bank maintenance has been withdrawn in this
area.

• To avoid loss of property due to
erosion and/or manage risk of
flooding to people and property.
• To avoid loss due to erosion of and
manage risk of flooding to key
community, recreational and
amenity facilities.
• To avoid loss due to erosion of
and/or manage risk of flooding to
agricultural land.

Powderham

• A small village on the west bank of the River
Exe supporting both visitor and community
facilities including a church, Powderham Deer
Park, Powderham Castle (which attracts
50,000 visitors a year – Halcrow 2008) and a
yacht club, which are potentially at flood and
erosion risk.
• Farmland and the coastal road at Powderham
are potentially at risk.

• To avoid loss of property due to
erosion and/or manage risk of
flooding to people and property.
• To avoid loss due to erosion of and
manage risk of flooding to key
community, recreational and
amenity facilities.
• To avoid loss due to erosion of
and/or manage risk of flooding to
agricultural land.

Scenarios A & C: Protection
of residential and
commercial properties, and
community and recreational
facilities.
Risk of flooding of
agricultural land between
Clyst Bridge to the Railway
from a managed
realignment option.
Scenarios
Scenarios A & C: Protection
of Powderham from
flooding/ erosion including
Powderham yacht club,
Deer park and castle.
Protection of agricultural
land adjacent to the estuary
from flooding/erosion.
No flood-risk to Exminster
Marshes is including the
mainline railway.

Protection of the
Commando Training
Centre from flooding.
Protection of the A376
due from fluvial flooding
at Exton.
Protection of
infrastructure including a
sewage works from
flooding.

Scenarios A & C:
Protection of residential
and commercial
properties, and
community and
recreational facilities.
Risk of flooding of
agricultural land between
Clyst Bridge to the
Railway from a managed
realignment option.
Scenario A: Some areas
to the north of
Powderham may be at
risk of flooding/ erosion
(depending on the
location of managed
realignment) but
Powderham yacht club,
Deer park and castle
would be protected from
flooding/erosion.
Some loss of agricultural
land adjacent to the
estuary from
flooding/erosion.
Potential flood-risk to
Exminster Marshes
including the mainline
railway.
Scenario C: Protection of

Protection of the
Commando Training
Centre from flooding.
Protection of the A376 due
from fluvial flooding at
Exton.
Protection of infrastructure
including a sewage works
from flooding.

Scenarios A & C: Protection
of residential and
commercial properties, and
community and recreational
facilities.
Risk of flooding of
agricultural land between
Clyst Bridge to the Railway
from a managed realignment
option.
Scenario A: Some areas to
the north of Powderham
may be at risk of flooding/
erosion (depending on the
location of managed
realignment) but
Powderham yacht club,
Deer park and castle would
be protected from
flooding/erosion.
Some loss of agricultural
land adjacent to the estuary
from flooding/erosion.
Potential flood-risk to
Exminster Marshes
including the mainline
railway.
Scenario
Scenario C: Protection of
Powderham from flooding/
erosion including
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STRAIGHT POINT TO HOLCOMBE
Location/ feature

Key issues

Objectives that apply

Key Considerations

Assessment of Scenarios A, B and C
Short Term (to 2025)

Medium Term (to 2055)
Powderham from
flooding/ erosion
including Powderham
yacht club, Deer park
and castle.
Protection of agricultural
land adjacent to the
estuary from
flooding/erosion.

Long Term (to 2105)
Powderham yacht club,
Deer park and castle.
Protection of agricultural
land adjacent to the estuary
from flooding/erosion.
No flood-risk to Exminster
Marshes is including the
mainline railway.

No flood-risk to
Exminster Marshes is
including the mainline
railway.
Dawlish Warren

• A predominately tourist resort supporting a
range of tourist accommodation and facilities
including car parks.

• To avoid loss of property due to
erosion and/or manage risk of
flooding to people and property.

• There is a golf course along the back edge of
Dawlish Warren spit, which would be affected
by any changes to the spit stability.

• To avoid loss due to erosion of and
manage risk of flooding to key
community, recreational and
amenity facilities.
• To avoid loss due to erosion of and
manage risk of flooding to
industrial, commercial and
economic assets and activities.

Dawlish

• A settlement supporting both tourist and
residential properties and amenities, including
schools, churches and leisure facilities.

• To avoid loss of property due to
erosion and/or manage risk of
flooding to people and property.

• Sandy beaches have been awarded the
European Blue Flag and Seaside Award Clean
Beach status.

• To avoid loss due to erosion of and
manage risk of flooding to key
community, recreational and
amenity facilities.

• The A379, B3199 and Marine Parade running
along the seafront are subject to
erosion/flooding though there are alternative
minor roads inland.
• The Main Line railway runs along this frontage
and there is a station at Dawlish. A railway
embankment also provides a flood and erosion
defence role. Network Rail has no plans for
inland diversion. Network Rail’s position is to
hold the line.

• To ensure critical road and rail
linkages are maintained.

Scenarios A & C: Protection
of properties along the
seafront: facilities for
tourists/ economic/
commercial assets from
flooding and erosion.
Protection of Warren golf
Course.
Protection of a hotel near
Langstone Rock, Dawlish
Warren from
flooding/erosion.

Scenario A: Risk of
flooding/erosion and loss
of facilities for tourists/
economic/ commercial
assets.
Risk of flooding/ erosion
of Warren golf Course.
Protection of a hotel
near Langstone Rock,
Dawlish Warren from
flooding/erosion.
Scenarios B and C:
C as
above

Scenario A: Risk of
flooding/erosion and loss of
properties along the
seafront: facilities for
tourists/ economic/
commercial assets.
Risk of flooding/ erosion of
Warren golf Course.
Protection of a hotel near
Langstone Rock, Dawlish
Warren from
flooding/erosion.
Scenarios B and C:
C as above

Scenarios A & C: Protection
of the A379.

Scenarios A & C:
Protection of the A379.

Scenarios A & C: Protection
of the A379.

Mainline railway along the
seafront at Dawlish remains
protected by its
embankment.

Mainline railway along
the seafront at Dawlish
remains protected by its
embankment.

Mainline railway along the
seafront at Dawlish remains
protected by its
embankment.

Protection of properties
along the seafront.

Protection of properties
along the seafront.
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STRAIGHT POINT TO HOLCOMBE
Location/ feature

Tourist facilities

Key issues

Objectives that apply

• The South West Coast Path runs along
stretches of this frontage – but there is
potential for this to be relocated.

• To avoid loss due to erosion of key
community, recreational and
amenity facilities.

• The groyne system and gabion baskets require
maintenance or improvements to ensure that
the sand spit and beaches are safeguarded.

• To avoid loss due to erosion of and
manage risk of flooding to
industrial, commercial and
economic assets and activities.

• Devon Cliffs Holiday Park is a popular resort
providing caravan accommodation and
associated entertainment and facilities and is
located along the cliff top near Straight Point,
although the main complex facilities are
located inland . There is therefore potential for
the caravans to be moved to avoid loss.

Key Considerations

Assessment of Scenarios A, B and C
Short Term (to 2025)

Medium Term (to 2055)

Long Term (to 2105)

Scenario A & C: Limited
impacts on tourist facilities.

Scenario A: Potential loss
of parts of South West
Coastal Path (e.g.
between Straight Point
and Orcombe Rocks and
at Dawlish Warren) due
to erosion.

Scenario A: Potential loss of
parts of South West
Coastal Path (e.g. between
Straight Point and Orcombe
Rocks) due to erosion.

People, properties and
facilities at risk from
erosion at the Devon
Cliffs Holiday Park
Hotel facilities at risk
from flooding/erosion
near Dawlish Warren.

• Dawlish Warren tourist and community
facilities

Scenario C: Potential loss
of parts of South West
Coastal Path (e.g.
between Straight Point
and Orcombe Rocks)
due to erosion.
People, properties and
facilities at risk from
erosion at the Devon
Cliffs Holiday Park

Dorset and East
Devon World
Heritage Site, Exe
Estuary, Dawlish Cliffs
SSSIs (geological)

• Status achieved by exposure of cliff which
“depicts a geological ‘walk through time'
spanning the Triassic, Jurassic and Cretaceous
periods”.

• To allow natural processes and
maintain visibility of geological
exposures throughout World
Heritage Site and geological SSSIs.

• The sandstone cliffs at Orcombe Point
represent the western limit and some of the
oldest rocks of the World Heritage Site.

Scenario A & C: Holding
the line along much of this
coastal section (except
between Straight Point and
Orcombe Rocks) has the
potential to affect the WHS
and geological SSSIs.

• Erosion is key to the conservation of the
World Heritage Site and geological SSSIs,
therefore a ‘threat’ is the construction of
coastal defences.

Scenario C: Holding the
line along much of this
coastal section (except
between Straight Point
and Orcombe Rocks) has
the potential to affect the
WHS and geological
SSSIs.

• (NB. The World Heritage Site only includes
the short stretch of land between Straight
Point and Orcombe Rocks).

Dawlish Warren SAC,
SSSI, NNR and LNR
(biological)

• Designated for embryonic shifting dunes,
shifting dunes along the shoreline with
Ammophilia arenaria, fixed dunes with
herbaceous vegetation, humid dune slacks and

Petalophyllum ralfsii.
• Large sand spit with adjoining tidal land/coastal

Scenario A: Holding the
line along much of this
coastal section (except
between Straight Point
and Orcombe Rocks and
at Dawlish Warren) has
the potential to affect the
WHS and geological
SSSIs.

• To maintain (improve) the integrity
of internationally designated sites
and the favourable condition of
their interest features.
• To avoid adverse impacts on,
conserve and where practical

Scenario A & C:
Continuation of the existing
HTL management regime,
retention of existing spit
and protection of existing
habitats.

Scenario A: Risk of
flooding/erosion to
Dawlish Warren SAC
through a managed
realignment option; may
affect the interest
features of the site – see

People, properties and
facilities at risk from
erosion at the Devon Cliffs
Holiday Park
Hotel facilities at risk from
flooding/ erosion near
Dawlish Warren.
Scenario C: Potential loss of
parts of South West
Coastal Path (e.g. between
Straight Point and Orcombe
Rocks) due to erosion.
People, properties and
facilities at risk from
erosion at the Devon Cliffs
Holiday Park
Protection of hotel facilities
from flooding/ erosion near
Dawlish Warren.
Scenario A: Holding the line
along much of this coastal
section (except between
Straight Point and Orcombe
Rocks and at Dawlish
Warren) has the potential
to affect the WHS and
geological SSSIs.
Scenario C: Holding the line
along much of this coastal
section (except between
Straight Point and Orcombe
Rocks) has the potential to
affect the WHS and
geological SSSIs.

Scenario A: Risk of
flooding/erosion to Dawlish
Warren SAC through a
managed realignment
option; may affect the
interest features of the site
– see Exe Estuary
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STRAIGHT POINT TO HOLCOMBE
Location/ feature

Key issues

Objectives that apply

Key Considerations

Assessment of Scenarios A, B and C
Short Term (to 2025)

habitats at mouth of Exe Estuary supporting
wildfowl and wading birds, migratory birds and
flora.

Exe Estuary SPA,
Ramsar site, SSSI and
RSPB Reserve
(biological)

enhance the designated interest of
nationally designated conservation
conservation
sites.

• Mudflats and sand dunes currently believed to
act as breakwater but net area is being
reduced by erosion/flooding.

• To avoid adverse impacts on,
conserve and where practical
enhance the designated interest of
locally designated conservation
sites.

• Flanked by beaches backed by maritime cliffs
and slopes, mudflat and grazing marsh.

• To avoid adverse impacts on,
conserve and where practical
enhance the designated interest
interest of
nationally designated conservation
sites.

• Estuary is important for wintering wildfowl and
waders, rare plant species and invertebrates of
national importance.

• To avoid adverse impacts on,
conserve and where practical
enhance the designated interest of
locally designated conservation
sites.

Medium Term (to 2055)

Long Term (to 2105)

Exe Estuary Management
Study: Halcrow 2008).

Management Study:
Halcrow 2008).

Scenario C: Continuation
of the existing HTL
management regime,
retention of existing spit
and protection of
existing habitats.

Scenario C: Continuation of
the existing HTL
management regime,
retention of existing spit
and protection of existing
habitats.

Scenarios A & C: Protection
of terrestrial designated
interest features from
flooding/erosion.

Scenario A: Potential for
loss of some terrestrial
habitats and designated
interest features.

Scenario A: Potential for
loss of some terrestrial
habitats and designated
interest features.

Potential for loss of some
intertidal habitat through
coastal squeeze.

Potential increase in
intertidal habitat.

Potential increase in
intertidal habitat.

Scenario C: Protection of
terrestrial designated
interest features from
flooding/erosion.

Scenario C: Protection of
terrestrial designated
interest features from
flooding/erosion.

Potential for loss of
some intertidal habitat
through coastal squeeze.

Potential for loss of some
intertidal habitat through
coastal squeeze.

Exmouth LNR

• Area of tidal sand and mudflats supporting
wintering birds.

• To avoid adverse impacts on,
conserve and where practical
enhance the designated interest of
locally designated conservation
sites.

Scenario A & C: Hold the
line in this location would
result in the potential loss
of intertidal habitat due to
coastal squeeze.

Scenario
Scenario A & C: Hold
the line in this location
would result in the
potential loss of intertidal
habitat due to coastal
squeeze.

Scenario A & C: Hold the
line in this location would
result in the potential loss
of intertidal habitat due to
coastal squeeze.

The Maer LNR

• A range of geological and geomorphological
features including sandstones, raised beaches
and sand dunes. The LNR supports rare sand
dune plants.

• To avoid adverse impacts on,
conserve and where practical
enhance the designated interest of
locally designated conservation
sites.

Scenario A & C: Protection
of some LNR interest
features from
flooding/erosion but
potential squeeze of sand
dunes against hard
defence/loss of geological
features through holding
the line.

Scenario A: Potential loss
of some terrestrial
habitats but potential
extension of
intertidal/geological
features.

Scenario A: Potential loss of
some terrestrial habitats
but potential extension of
intertidal/geological
features.

Scenario A & C: Potential
for changes to the character
of the AONB

Scenario A & C: Potential
for changes to the
character of the AONB

• The Maer was previously an intertidal area,
which was reclaimed around 1915 with the
construction of a sea wall. The dune system is
now used as a recreational resource for
activities such as dog walking (Halcrow 2008).

East Devon Area of
Outstanding Natural
Beauty

• The area is designated for its rich landscape
including its wooded combes, heathland, river
valleys and cliffs. The AONB aims to conserve
the best qualities of the landscape by helping to
guide and manage change.

• To conserve and enhance AONBs
and avoid conflict with AONB
Management Plan or Heritage
Coast Objectives

Scenario C: Protection of
some LNR interest
features from
flooding/erosion but
potential squeeze of sand
dunes against hard
defence/loss of geological
features through holding
the line.

Scenario C: Protection of
some LNR interest features
from flooding/erosion but
potential squeeze of sand
dunes against hard
defence/loss of geological
features through holding
the line.

Scenario A & C: Potential
for changes to the character
of the AONB
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STRAIGHT POINT TO HOLCOMBE
Location/ feature

Key issues

Objectives that apply

Key Considerations

Assessment of Scenarios A, B and C
Short Term (to 2025)

Historic Environment

• This stretch of coast includes Powderham
Castle, and A La Ronde and the Point-In-View
Registered Parks and Gardens.

• To avoid loss of nationally
important cultural heritage sites.

Scenario A & C: Protection
of Powderham Registered
Park and Garden from
flooding.

• No scheduled monuments are currently at risk
of flooding or erosion.

Agricultural Land

• A mixture of high and low grade (Grades 1 to
4) farmland stretches inland from the cliff tops
and estuary.

Medium Term (to 2055)

Protection of Grade 2 listed
buildings from flooding or
erosion predominantly in
Exmouth, Lympstone and
Topsham.

• To avoid loss due to erosion of
and/or manage risk of flooding to
agricultural land.

Scenario A & C: Limited
loss of agricultural land.

• Grade 1 land (near Lympstone and Kenton,
north of Westwood and north of Dawlish
Warren) at potential risk of flooding and
erosion.

Scenario A & C:
Protection of
Powderham Registered
Park and Garden from
flooding.
Protection of Grade 2
listed buildings from
flooding or erosion
predominantly in
Exmouth, Lympstone and
Topsham.

Long Term (to 2105)
Scenario A & C: Protection
of Powderham Registered
Park and Garden from
flooding.
Protection of Grade 2 listed
buildings from flooding or
erosion predominantly in
Exmouth, Lympstone and
Topsham.

Scenario A & C:
Protection of the
majority of grade 2 and 3
agricultural land with
small losses in some
areas associated with
Scenario A. Majority of
area is urban or nonagricultural.

Scenario A & C: Protection
of the majority of grade 2
and 3 agricultural land with
small losses in some areas
associated with Scenario A.
Majority of area is urban or
non-agricultural.
Risk of flooding/ erosion of
agricultural land east of the
River Clyst in Topsham.

Straight Point MoD
Ranges

• Net area of range would be affected by
erosion, but functionality should not be
affected.

• To ensure MoD ranges remain
operational.

Scenario A & C: Small area
of ranges lost due to
erosion.

Scenario A & C: Small
area of ranges lost due to
erosion.

Scenario A & C: Small area
of ranges lost due to
erosion.

Historic landfill site

• Imperial Recreation Ground

• To prevent pollution from

Scenario A & C: Protection
of historic Imperial
Recreation Ground landfill
site on the Exe Estuary
from flooding.

Scenario A & C:
Protection of historic
Imperial Recreation
Ground landfill site on
the Exe Estuary from
flooding.

Scenario A & C: Protection
of historic Imperial
Recreation Ground landfill
site on the Exe Estuary
from flooding.

• The current state of this historic landfill site
(i.e. any details of remediation/removal etc)
has not been considered at this strategic level.

contaminated sources

HOLCOMBE TO HOPE’S NOSE
Location/ feature

Key issues

Objectives that apply

Key Considerations

Assessment
Assessment of Scenarios A, B and C
Short Term (to 2025)

Teignmouth

• An important tourist resort built on Denn Spit
at the entrance of the Teign Estuary that
extends along the seafront. The town supports
both visitor and community facilities.
Attractions include a working harbour and
Victorian Pier, as well as the sandy beach.
• An IRB station is located at The Point.
• A small historical harbour, which has been an
active trading port for over 300 years.
• Sections of the main coastal link road, the
B3199 are at potential risk; this is also a main

• To avoid loss of property due to
erosion and/or manage risk of
flooding to people and property.
• To avoid loss due to erosion of and
manage risk of flooding to industrial,
commercial and economic assets
and activities.
• To avoid loss due to erosion of and
manage risk of flooding to key
community, recreational and
amenity facilities.

This is a largely undeveloped, hard cliffed
section of coastline, with the main areas of
development located at Teignmouth and
Shaldon, either side of the Teign Estuary.

Scenarios A & C: Protection
of properties at Denn Spit
to the centre of
Teignmouth from flooding.

Here there could be potential conflict
between protecting urban areas and critical
rail and road infrastructure from increasing
rates of erosion and
economic/environmental issues. There will
also be issues of coastal squeeze in front of
the defences, which would affect their life-

Protection of Teignmouth
Harbour from flooding.
Access to the seafront and
Dean promenade protected
from flooding.
Protection of the mainline
railway from potential

Medium Term (to 2055)
Scenarios A & C:
Protection of properties
at Denn Spit to the
centre of Teignmouth
from flooding.
Protection of Teignmouth
Harbour from flooding.
Access to the seafront
and Dean promenade
protected from flooding.
Protection of the mainline

Long Term (to 2105)
Scenarios A & C: Protection
of properties at Denn Spit
to the centre of
Teignmouth from flooding.
Protection of Teignmouth
Harbour from flooding.
Access to the seafront and
Dean promenade protected
from flooding.
Protection of the mainline
railway from potential
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HOLCOMBE TO HOPE’S NOSE
Location/ feature

Key issues

Objectives that apply

Key Considerations

Assessment
Assessment of Scenarios A, B and C
Short Term (to 2025)

commercial road of the town.
• There is a proposal to develop the River Beach
of Teignmouth and the town centre.

• To ensure critical road and rail
linkages are maintained.
• To minimise the impact of policies
on marine operations and activities.

span.

flood-risk.

Long-term recession of the coast will be
limited in the most part by the geological
resistance of the cliffs. It is likely, however,
that natural coastal squeeze will result with
the resultant loss of bathing beaches in the
long term.

Scenario B: Protection of
properties at Denn Spit to
the centre of Teignmouth
from flooding.

Interactions between the open coast and
Teign Estuary will need to be considered.

Protection of Teignmouth
Harbour from flooding.
Potential loss of access to
the seafront at Sprey Point.
Protection of the mainline
railway from potential
flood-risk.

Medium Term (to 2055)
railway from potential
flood-risk.
Scenario B: Protection of
properties at Denn Spit
to the centre of
Teignmouth from
flooding.
Protection of Teignmouth
Harbour from flooding.
Potential loss of access to
the seafront at Sprey
Point.

Long Term (to 2105)
flood-risk.
Scenario B: Protection of
properties at Denn Spit to
the centre of Teignmouth
from flooding.
Protection of Teignmouth
Harbour from flooding.
Potential loss of access to
the seafront at Sprey Point.
Protection of the mainline
railway from potential
flood-risk.

Protection of the mainline
railway from potential
flood-risk.
Teign Estuary

• The estuary is maintained for navigation and is
used extensively by a wide range of leisure and
commercial fishing boats and merchant ships.

• To avoid loss of property due to
erosion and/or manage risk of
flooding to people and property.

Scenarios A, B & C:
Protection of the A381
from flooding.

Scenarios A, B & C:
Protection of the A381
from flooding.

Scenarios A, B & C:
Protection of the A381
from flooding.

• The B3199 crosses the Teign via the
Teignmouth and Shaldon Bridge and is an
important link between Teignmouth and
Shaldon. There is no obvious alternative route.

• To avoid loss due to erosion of and
manage risk of flooding to industrial,
commercial and economic assets
and activities.

Protection of the Exeter to
Plymouth line from flooding.

Protection of the Exeter
to Plymouth line from
flooding (except with
scenario B).

Protection of the Exeter to
Plymouth line from flooding
(except with scenario B).

• The A381 Teignmouth Road runs along the
northern bank of the River Teign from
Teignmouth to Bishopsteignton and is at risk
from flooding.

• To avoid loss due to erosion of and
manage risk of flooding to key
community, recreational and
amenity facilities.

• There are various isolated properties and
holiday developments along both banks.

• To ensure critical road and rail
linkages are maintained.

• A railway line runs along the north bank of the
Teign. No alternative rail route between
Exeter and Plymouth is available and Network
Rail has no plans for an inland diversion.
Network Rail’s position is to hold the line.

• To minimise the impact of policies
on marine operations and activities.

• There is a sewerage works on the north bank
of the estuary – this is currently protected by
the railway embankment.
• There are opportunities for managed
realignment on the Teign Estuary.

• To ensure critical services remain
operational.

Protection of residential
properties and recreational
facilities e.g. marinas, along
the Teign Estuary (except
on the south shore adjacent
to the holiday village with
scenario B only).

Protection of residential
properties and
recreational facilities e.g.
marinas, along the Teign
Estuary (except on the
south shore adjacent to
the holiday village with
scenario B only).

Protection of residential
properties and recreational
facilities e.g. marinas, along
the Teign Estuary (except
on the south shore adjacent
to the holiday village with
scenario B only).
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HOLCOMBE TO HOPE’S NOSE
Location/ feature

Newton Abbot

Key issues
• Low-lying areas of Newton Abbott at the head
of the Teign Estuary are at risk of flooding.
• The town supports community facilities
including a race course, industrial works, shops
and extensive residential developments.
• A railway line runs eastwards along the River
Teign to Teignmouth and also in a southerly
direction to Torbay. No alternative rail route
between Exeter and Plymouth is available and
Network Rail has no plans for an inland
diversion. Network Rail’s position is to hold
the line.

Shaldon

• A large village that extends along the seafront
and is situated on the mouth of the River
Teign. Shaldon supports shops, public houses
and tourist amenities including a caravan park,
holiday village, hotels and a ferry crossing to
Teignmouth.
• The beach is an important asset and both
Shaldon Beach and Cove Ness are recognised
bathing beaches.
• Flooding in Shaldon is generally caused by
heavy rainfall coinciding with high tides. A tidal
defence scheme is proposed by the
Environment Agency for Shaldon and
Ringmore, which comprises a system of floodwalls and gates.

Torquay

• An important holiday destination since
Victorian times, Torquay supports a wide
range of visitor and community facilities. The
main tourist regions, including the waterfront
are on the south coast (covered by the
adjacent section).
• On this coast Oddicombe Beach is the main
tourist beach, which features a cliff railway.

Isolated properties
and small
developments

• There are a number of cliff top properties and
residential/ tourist developments, such as
Holcombe, Maidencombe and St Mary church.

Objectives that apply
• To avoid loss of property due to
erosion and/or manage risk of
flooding to people and property.
• To avoid loss due to erosion of and
manage risk of flooding to industrial,
commercial and economic assets
and activities.
• To avoid loss due to erosion of and
manage risk of flooding to key
community, recreational and
amenity facilities.

Key Considerations

Assessment
Assessment of Scenarios A, B and C
Short Term (to 2025)

Medium Term (to 2055)

Long Term (to 2105)

Scenarios A & C: Protection
of residential, commercial,
economic and community
properties and facilities
from flooding.

Scenarios A & C:
Protection of residential,
commercial, economic
and community
properties and facilities
from flooding.

Scenarios A & C: Protection
of residential, commercial,
economic and community
properties and facilities
from flooding.

Scenario B: Potential floodrisk to some areas of
Newton Abbott adjacent to
the river.

Scenario B: Potential
flood-risk to some areas
of Newton Abbott
adjacent to the river.

Scenario B: Potential floodrisk to some areas of
Newton Abbott adjacent to
the river.

• To ensure critical road and rail
linkages are maintained.
• To avoid loss of property due to
erosion and/or manage risk of
flooding to people and property.
• To avoid loss due to erosion of and
manage risk of flooding to industrial,
commercial and economic assets
and activities.
• To avoid loss due to erosion of and
manage risk of flooding to key
community, recreational and
amenity facilities.
• To ensure critical road and rail
linkages are maintained.

Scenarios A, B & C:
Protection of residential
and tourism related
properties in the northern
parts of Shaldon from
flooding/erosion.

Scenarios A, B & C:
Protection of residential
and tourism related
properties in the
northern parts of Shaldon
from flooding/erosion.

Scenarios A, B & C:
Protection of residential
and tourism related
properties in the northern
parts of Shaldon from
flooding/erosion.

The A379 and associated
bridge would be protected
from flooding/erosion.

The A379 and associated
bridge would be
protected from
flooding/erosion.

The A379 and associated
bridge would be protected
from flooding/erosion.

Shaldon Beach and Cove
Ness are at risk from
flooding/ erosion. This also
restricts access.

Shaldon Beach and Cove
Ness are at risk from
flooding/ erosion. This
also restricts access.

Shaldon Beach and Cove
Ness are at risk from
flooding/ erosion. This also
restricts access.

• To minimise the impact of policies
on marine operations and activities.
• To avoid loss of property due to
erosion and/or manage risk of
flooding to people and property.

Scenarios A,
A, B & C: Limited
impacts on assets within
Torquay.

• To avoid loss due to erosion of key
community, recreational and
amenity facilities.

• To avoid loss of property due to
erosion.
• To avoid loss due to erosion of and
manage risk of flooding to industrial,
commercial and economic assets
and activities.

Scenarios A, B & C: No
isolated properties at risk.

Scenarios A, B & C:
Oddicombe beach and
associated tourism
facilities protected from
flooding/ erosion.

Scenarios A, B & C:
Oddicombe beach and
associated tourism facilities
protected from flooding/
erosion.

Baddacombe Downs road
and surrounding
residential and economic
properties protected
from flooding/ erosion.

Baddacombe Downs road
and surrounding residential
and economic properties
protected from flooding/
erosion.

Scenarios A, B & C:
Isolated properties at risk
of erosion/flooding in the
vicinity of Watcombe
Head, Maidencombe and
between Maidencombe
Comb and Shaldon.

Scenarios A, B & C: Isolated
properties at risk of
erosion/flooding in the
vicinity of Watcombe Head,
Maidencombe and between
Maidencombe Comb and
Shaldon.
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HOLCOMBE TO HOPE’S NOSE
Location/ feature

Tourist facilities

Key issues

Objectives that apply

Key Considerations

Assessment
Assessment of Scenarios A, B and C
Short Term (to 2025)

Medium Term (to 2055)
Scenarios A, B & C: South
West Coast at Risk from
flooding/erosion in some
areas.

Scenarios A, B & C: South
West Coast at Risk from
flooding/ erosion in some
areas.

Potential risk to
Watcombe beach,
Anstey’s Cove (except
scenario C) and Labrador
Bay from flooding/
erosion.

Potential risk to Watcombe
beach, Anstey’s Cove
(except scenario C) and
Labrador Bay from flooding/
erosion.

• The South West Coast Path runs along
stretches of this frontage – but there is
potential for this to be relocated.

• To avoid loss due to erosion of key
community, recreational and
amenity facilities.

Scenarios A, B & C: The
South West Coast Path not
at risk.

• The small beaches and coves, such as
Watcombe Beach, Anstey’s Cove and
Labrador Bay, are an important attraction and
there are a number of small car parks and
access points along this frontage.

• To avoid loss due to erosion of and
manage risk of flooding to industrial,
commercial and economic assets
and activities.

Potential risk to Watcombe
beach, Anstey’s Cove
(except scenario C) and
Labrador Bay from flooding/
erosion.

• There are golf courses at the top of the cliffs at
Ness Cove and also at St Mary church.

Impacts on golf courses
unknown at this stage.
English Riviera
Geopark

• Comprises a range of local sites of geological
interest including Babbacombe Cliffs, Black
Head and Anstey’s Cove and Oddicombe.
• Part of the Geopark lies within the southern
section of this policy unit.

Kent’s Cavern,
Babbacombe Cliffs and
Hope’s Nose to Walls
Hill SSSIs (geological)

• Erosion is key to the conservation of some
parts of the geological SSSIs, therefore the
construction of coastal defences present a
‘threat’.

• To allow natural processes and
maintain visibility of geological
exposures throughout geological
SSSIs.

• To allow natural processes and
maintain visibility
visibility of geological
exposures throughout geological
SSSIs.

Long Term (to 2105)

Impacts on golf courses
unknown at this stage.

Scenarios A, B & C: NAI
would allow natural erosion
to continue and would
therefore maintain the
Geopark.

Scenarios A, B & C: NAI
would allow natural
erosion to continue and
would therefore maintain
the Geopark.

Scenarios A, B & C: NAI
would allow natural erosion
to continue and would
therefore maintain the
Geopark.

Holding the line between
Petit Tor Point and Walls
Hill (and at Anstey’s Cove
for Scenario C) would
adversely affect the
geological interest feature.

Holding the line between
Petit Tor Point and Walls
Hill (and at Anstey’s Cove
for Scenario C) would
adversely affect the
geological interest
feature.

Holding the line between
Petit Tor Point and Walls
Hill (and at Anstey’s Cove
for Scenario C) would
adversely affect the
geological interest feature.

Scenarios A & B: NAI
would allow natural erosion
to continue and would
therefore maintain the
geological SSSIs.

Scenarios A & B: NAI
would allow natural
erosion to continue and
would therefore maintain
the geological SSSIs.

Scenarios A & B: NAI
would allow natural erosion
to continue and would
therefore maintain the
geological SSSIs.

Holding the line between
Petit Tor Point and Walls
Hill would adversely affect
the geological interest
feature of Babbacombe
Cliffs SSSI.

Holding the line between
Petit Tor Point and Walls
Hill would adversely
affect the geological
interest feature of
Babbacombe Cliffs SSSI.

Holding the line between
Petit Tor Point and Walls
Hill would adversely affect
the geological interest
feature of Babbacombe
Cliffs SSSI.

Scenario C: NAI would
allow natural erosion to
continue and would
therefore maintain the
geological SSSIs.

Scenario C: NAI would
allow natural erosion to
continue and would
therefore maintain the
geological SSSIs.

Scenario C: NAI would
allow natural erosion to
continue and would
therefore maintain the
geological SSSIs.

Holding the line between
Petit Tor Point and Walls
Hill would adversely affect
the geological interest
feature of Babbacombe
Cliffs SSSI.

Holding the line between
Petit Tor Point and Walls
Hill would adversely
affect the geological
interest feature of
Babbacombe Cliffs SSSI.

Holding the line between
Petit Tor Point and Walls
Hill would adversely affect
the geological interest
feature of Babbacombe
Cliffs SSSI.

Holding the line at Anstey’s
Cove would adversely affect

Holding the line at
Anstey’s Cove would

Holding the line at Anstey’s
Cove would adversely affect
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HOLCOMBE TO HOPE’S NOSE
Location/ feature

Key issues

Objectives that apply

Key Considerations

Assessment
Assessment of Scenarios A, B and C
Short Term (to 2025)

Hope’s Nose to Walls
Hill SSSI (biological)

• A botanically rich habitat, particularly
important for its limestone grasslands that
support rare and local plants and lichen-rich
flora.

• To avoid adverse impacts on,
conserve and where practical
enhance the designated interest of
nationally designated conservation
sites.

• Two scheduled monuments lie along the
coastal strip including a prehistoric field system
at Walls Hill and Kent’s Cavern at Torquay;
these are not at risk.

• To avoid loss of scheduled and
other nationally important cultural
heritage sites.

• This stretch of coast includes Watcombe Park
and Brunel Manor Registered Park and
Garden, which is unlikely to be at risk.
• There is a wreck site off Teignmouth, known
as Church Rocks, but this should not be
affected by SMP policy.

Long Term (to 2105)

the geological interest
feature of Hope’s Nose to
Walls Hill SSSI.

adversely affect the
geological interest feature
of Hope’s Nose to Walls
Hill SSSI.

the geological interest
feature of Hope’s Nose to
Walls Hill SSSI.

Scenarios A & B: NAI may
affect some of the
terrestrial habitats of this
SSSI.

Scenarios A & B: NAI
may affect some of the
terrestrial habitats of this
SSSI.

Scenarios A & B: NAI may
affect some of the
terrestrial habitats of this
SSSI.

Scenario C:
C NAI may affect
some of the terrestrial
habitats of this SSSI.

Scenario C:
C NAI may
affect some of the
terrestrial habitats of this
SSSI.

Scenario C:
C NAI may affect
some of the terrestrial
habitats of this SSSI.

Holding the line at Anstey’s
Cove may maintain some of
the terrestrial habitats of
this SSSI.

Scheduled monuments
and heritage assets

Medium Term (to 2055)

Holding the line at
Anstey’s Cove may
maintain some of the
terrestrial habitats of this
SSSI.

Holding the line at Anstey’s
Cove may maintain some of
the terrestrial habitats of
this SSSI.

Scenarios A, B & C: Grade
2 listed buildings potentially
at risk from flooding or
erosion.

Scenarios
Scenarios A, B & C:
Grade 2 listed buildings
potentially at risk from
flooding or erosion.

Scenarios A, B & C: Grade
2 listed buildings potentially
at risk from flooding or
erosion.

One Protected Wreck may
experience increased
erosion if changes in
sediment processes/tidal
circulation prevail.

One Protected Wreck
may experience increased
erosion if changes in
sediment processes/tidal
circulation prevail.

One Protected Wreck may
experience increased
erosion if changes in
sediment processes/tidal
circulation prevail.

Potential loss due to
erosion of the Prehistoric
Field System Scheduled
Monument (SM) at Walls
Hill.

Potential loss due to
erosion of the Prehistoric
Field System Scheduled
Monument (SM) at Walls
Hill.

Potential loss due to
erosion of the Prehistoric
Field System Scheduled
Monument (SM) at Walls
Hill.

Agricultural Land

• Farmland stretches inland from the cliff tops
and estuary, therefore any erosion will affect
net area. However, this is low-grade farmland
(Grade 4 and below).

• To avoid loss due to erosion of
and/or manage risk of flooding to
agricultural land.

Scenarios A, B & C: Grades
2, 3, 4 and 5 Agricultural
land at risk of
flooding/erosion in some
areas.

Scenarios A, B & C:
Grades 2, 3, 4 and 5
Agricultural land at risk of
flooding/erosion in some
areas.

Scenarios A, B & C: Grades
2, 3, 4 and 5 Agricultural
land at risk of
flooding/erosion in some
areas.

Historic landfill site

• Sladnor Park

• To prevent pollution from

Scenarios A, B & C: Unlikely
loss of historic landfill site
due to erosion.

Scenarios A & B: One
historic landfill site at risk
of erosion at
Maidencombe.

Scenarios A & B: One
historic landfill site at risk of
erosion at Maidencombe.

• The current state of this historic landfill site
(i.e. any details of remediation/removal etc)
has not been considered at this strategic level.

contaminated sources

Scenario C: protection of
historic landfill site at
Maidencombe.

HOPE’S NOSE TO BERRY HEAD (TOR BAY)

Scenario C: protection of
historic landfill site at
Maidencombe.
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Location/ feature

Key issues

Objectives that apply

Key Considerations

Assessment of Scenarios A, B and C
Short Term (to 2025)

Torbay District
(including Torquay,
Paignton and
Broadsands)

• A key holiday destination since Victorian times,
this area supports a wide range of visitor and
community facilities.

• To avoid loss of property due to
erosion and/or manage risk of
flooding to people and property.

This is a heavily populated and developed area
of coastline which encompasses the Torbay
district.

• The waterfront at Torquay is the focus of the
town with a harbour, international marina,
promenade and numerous shops, cafes and
public houses.

• To avoid loss due to erosion of and
manage risk of flooding to
industrial, commercial and
economic assets and activities.

• The Torbay District is also an important
commercial centre and residential district.
Large residential developments occupy the cliff
tops of this town and there are a range of
amenities including schools, churches, leisure
centres and libraries, as well as the related
infrastructure.

• To avoid loss due to erosion of and
manage risk of flooding to key
community, recreational and
amenity facilities.

Torquay and Paignton are important
commercial and tourist centres that stretch
along the coast and are heavily defended. The
sandy beaches which front these resorts are a
particular attraction and maintenance of these
in their current state could become
increasingly difficult in the future under a
scenario of rising sea levels.

• An area to the west of Torre Abbey and East
of Torquay Station is currently protected by a
seawall but frequently experiences localised
flooding.

• To ensure critical services remain
operational.
• To ensure critical road and rail
linkages are maintained.
• To minimise the impact of policies
on marine operations and activities.

• Paignton is a tourist resort with a high
concentration of accommodation and a small
harbour with sailing club. Large areas of
Paignton including the esplanade, tourist
related shops, Paignton railway station and bus
station are at potential risk from flooding.

There could also be environmental conflict as
a result of coastal squeeze where intertidal
areas are designated habitats.
There is a short section of undeveloped cliffed
coastline between Paignton and Brixham, but
here there are potential development
pressures at the back of the sandy coves.

Medium Term (to 2055)

Long Term (to 2105)

Scenarios A & B: Protection
of Torquay Harbour and
Paignton (Torbay) from
flooding.

Scenarios A & B:
Protection of Torquay
Harbour and Paignton
(Torbay) from flooding.

Scenario A: Protection of
Torquay Harbour and
Paignton (Torbay) from
flooding.

Risk of flooding/ erosion to
the A379 at Torquay north
of the marina.

Risk of flooding/ erosion
to the A379 at Torquay
north of the marina.

Risk of flooding/ erosion to
the A379 at Torquay north
of the marina.

Risk of flooding/erosion to
people and properties along
Paignton Seafront, to the
south of Goodrington
Sands.

Risk of flooding/erosion
to people and properties
along Paignton Seafront,
to the south of
Goodrington Sands.

Risk of flooding/erosion to
people and properties along
Paignton Seafront, to the
south of Goodrington
Sands.

Risk of flooding to
preserved Paignton to
Broadsands railway in some
areas.

Risk of flooding to
preserved Paignton to
Broadsands railway in
some areas.

Risk of flooding to
preserved Paignton to
Broadsands railway in some
areas.

Risk of flooding to
Broadsand wetland area.

Risk of flooding to
Broadsand wetland area.

Risk of flooding to
Broadsand wetland area.

The embayed nature of this coastline means
that the beaches tend to be self-contained,
with limited sediment linkages between them.

Scenario B:
B Protection of
Torquay Harbour from
flooding.
Risk of flooding/ erosion to
the A379 at Torquay north
of the marina.

• In both Paignton and Torquay, the bathing
beaches, such as Meadfoot Beach, Livermead
Sands, Preston and Paignton Sands,
Goodrington Sands and Broad Sands are an
important attraction, both due to the sandy
beaches and the easy access.

Risk of flooding/erosion to
people and properties along
Paignton Seafront.
Risk of flooding to
preserved Paignton to
Broadsands railway.

• At Broadsands there is a small area of wetland,
which could be at risk due to coastal squeeze,
particularly if further development were to
take place.

Risk of flooding to
Broadsand wetland area

• The B3199, B3021 and A3022 follow the
coastline between Torquay and Paignton and
are at potential risk from flooding and erosion.
• The railway lines runs along the frontage at
various stretches and there are key station at
Paignton and Torquay.
• There is also a preserved railway line that runs
between Paignton and Broadsands.
• There are proposals at Torbay to designate all
unprotected areas of shoreline as RIGS.
Brixham

• Brixham is renowned for its large harbour (and
fishing fleet) and attractive harbour frontage,
which is at potential risk from flooding during
exceptionally high tides, particularly around

• To avoid loss of property due to
erosion and/or manage risk of
flooding to people and property.
• To avoid loss due to erosion of and

Scenarios A & B: Protection
of Brixham and Brixham
Harbour/ associated
industrial properties from

Scenarios A & B:
Protection of Brixham
and Brixham Harbour/
associated industrial

Scenarios A & B: Protection
of Brixham and Brixham
Harbour/ associated
industrial properties from
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HOPE’S NOSE TO BERRY HEAD (TOR BAY)
Location/ feature

Key issues

Objectives that apply

Key Considerations

Assessment of Scenarios A, B and C
Short Term (to 2025)

Furze Lane, The Strand and Pump Street.
• The town supports both residential and tourist
facilities and is also an important commercial
centre.
• There is also a small beach, known as
Breakwater Beach, which is an important
recreational amenity.
• Although there are link roads within the town,
the main link road to other town runs inland
and is therefore not at risk.
• There is a lifeboat station at the marina.
Tourist facilities

• The South West Coast Path runs along
stretches of this frontage – but there is
potential for this to be relocated.

manage risk of flooding to
industrial, commercial and
economic assets and activities.
• To avoid loss due to erosion of and
manage risk of flooding to key
community, recreational and
amenity facilities.

Medium Term (to 2055)

Long Term (to 2105)

flooding.

properties from flooding.

flooding.

Protection of properties
along the seafront
(Berryhead Road).

Protection of properties
along the seafront
(Berryhead Road).

Protection of properties
along the seafront
(Berryhead Road).

Potential loss of some
properties due to
erosion at St Marys Bay.

Potential loss of some
properties due to erosion
at St Marys Bay.

Scenarios A & B: Loss of
some tourist facilities
due to erosion and flood
risk.

Scenarios A & B: Loss of
some tourist facilities due
to erosion and flood risk.

• To ensure critical services remain
operational.
• To minimise the impact of policies
on marine operations and activities.
• To avoid loss due to erosion of key
community, recreational and
amenity facilities.

• In addition to the main tourist beaches there
are a number of smaller pocket beaches and
coves, such as Elberry Cove and Churston
Cove.

Scenarios A & B: Loss of
some tourist facilities due
to erosion and flood risk.
Minimal impacts on
Churston Golf Course from
erosion.

Minimal impacts on
Churston Golf Course
from erosion.

Minimal impacts on
Churston Golf Course from
erosion.

• Berry Head Common and Country Park is an
important recreational asset for both locals
and tourist and there are associated facilities.
English Riviera
Geopark

• Comprises a range of local sites of geological
interest including Churston Cove, Crystal
Cove, Daddyhole, Dyers Quarry, Hollicombe
Head to Corbyn’s Head, New Cut, Meadfoot
Sea Road, Roundham Head and Saltern Cove.

• To allow natural processes and
maintain visibility of geological
exposures throughout geological
SSSIs.

Scenarios A & B:
Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
integrity of the Geopark,
therefore NAI would
continue to maintain these
features.

Scenarios A & B:
Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
integrity of the Geopark,
therefore NAI would
continue to maintain
these features.

Scenarios A & B:
Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
integrity of the Geopark,
therefore NAI would
continue to maintain these
features.

• To maintain the integrity of
internationally designated sites and
the favourable condition of their
interest features.

Scenarios A, B & C: The net
area of cliff/ledge top
grassland habitats would be
reduced.

Scenarios A, B & C: The
net area of cliff/ledge top
grassland habitats would
be reduced.

Scenarios A, B & C: The net
area of cliff/ledge top
grassland habitats would be
reduced.

• To allow natural processes and
maintain visibility of geological
exposures throughout geological
geological
SSSIs.

Scenarios A & B:
Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
integrity of the SSSIs,
therefore NAI would
continue to maintain these
features.

Scenarios A & B:
Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
integrity of the SSSIs,
therefore NAI would
continue to maintain
these features.

Scenarios A & B:
Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
integrity of the SSSIs,
therefore NAI would
continue to maintain these
features.

However, holding the line in

However, holding the

However, holding the line in

• Part of the Geopark covers the whole of this
policy unit.
South Hams SAC

• Designated for vegetated sea cliffs of the
Atlantic and Baltic coasts, European dry
heaths, semi-natural dry grasslands, caves
(some submerged wholly or partially) and
Tilio-Acerion forests of slopes, screes and
ravines.
• Also designated for the following species:

Rhinolophus hipposideros, Rhinolophus
ferrumequinm, Barbastella and Gentianella
anglica.
Daddyhole, Saltern
Cove, Dyer’s Quarry,
Meadfoot Sea Road,
New Cut Torquay and
Roundham Head SSSIs
(geological)

• Erosion is key to the conservation of some
geological SSSIs, therefore the construction of
coastal defences may present a ‘threat’.
• Support rich fossil fauna and yielding interesting
sedimentary structures.
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HOPE’S NOSE TO BERRY HEAD (TOR BAY)
Location/ feature

Hope’s Nose to Walls
Hill SSSI (biological)

Key issues

• A botanically rich habitat, particularly
important for its limestone grasslands that
support rare and local plants and lichen-rich
flora.
• There is a risk that intertidal habitat seaward of
railway embankment could be lost due to
coastal squeeze (resulting from rising sea
levels).

Saltern Cove SSSI
(biological)

• Supports a diverse intertidal flora and fauna
including communities that are characteristic
of both sediment and rocky shores.

Objectives that apply

Key Considerations

Assessment of Scenarios A, B and C
Short Term (to 2025)

Medium Term (to 2055)

Long Term (to 2105)

some areas e.g. at Meadfoot
and Roundham Head has
the potential to affect the
geological features.

line in some areas e.g. at
Meadfoot and Roundham
Head (Scenario A only)
has the potential to affect
the geological features.

some areas e.g. at Meadfoot
has the potential to affect
the geological features.

• To avoid adverse impacts on,
conserve and where practical
enhance the designated interest of
nationally designated
designated conservation
sites.

Scenario A: The net area of
cliff/ledge top grassland
habitats would be reduced.

Scenario A: The net area
of cliff/ledge top
grassland habitats would
be reduced.

Scenario A: The net area of
cliff/ledge top grassland
habitats would be reduced.

• To avoid adverse impacts on,
conserve and where practical
enhance the designated interest of
nationally designated conservation
sites.

Scenario A: Holding the line
(e.g. at Goodrington Sands)
may result in a net change
in the area of intertidal
habitats, and increased risk
of coastal squeeze due to
the presence of a railway
embankment

Scenarios B and C:
C as above

Scenario B: Holding the line
(e.g. at Goodrington Sands)
may result in a net change
in the area of intertidal
habitats, and increased risk
of coastal squeeze due to
the presence of a railway
embankment
Berry Head to
Sharkham Point SSSI
(biological) and Berry
Head NNR

• A former coastal limestone quarry
• Caves at the site provide breeding roosts for
greater and lesser horseshoe bats.
• Sea cliffs are home to a guillemot community,
nationally rare plants and eight species of
orchid.

Scenarios B and C:
C as above

Scenarios B and C:
C as
above

Scenario A: Holding the
line (e.g. at Goodrington
Sands) may result in a net
change in the area of
intertidal habitats, and
increased risk of coastal
squeeze due to the
presence of a railway
embankment
Scenario B: Managed
realignment/NAI is likely
to be beneficial to this
SSSI.

Scenario A: Holding the line
(e.g. at Goodrington Sands)
may result in a net change
in the area of intertidal
habitats, and increased risk
of coastal squeeze due to
the presence of a railway
embankment
Scenario B: Managed
realignment/NAI is likely to
be beneficial to this SSSI.

• To avoid adverse impacts on,
conserve and where practical
enhance the designated interest of
nationally designated conservation
sites.

Scenarios A & B: Some
erosion of caves and sea
cliffs to the east of
Shoalstone Point. Potential
loss of some designated
flora and fauna.

Scenarios A & B: Some
erosion of caves and sea
cliffs to the east of
Shoalstone Point.
Potential loss of some
designated flora and
fauna.

Scenarios A & B: Some
erosion of caves and sea
cliffs to the east of
Shoalstone Point. Potential
loss of some designated
flora and fauna.

Sugar Loaf Hill and
Saltern Cove LNR

• ‘Urban fringe LNR designated for its high
nature interest.

• To avoid adverse impacts on,
conserve and where practical,
enhance the designated interest of
the locally designated conservation
sites.

Scenarios A & B: NAI may
result in changes in
terrestrial habitat but with
beneficial impacts on
intertidal habitat at Saltern’s
Cove.

Scenarios A & B: NAI
may result in changes in
terrestrial habitat but
with beneficial impacts
on intertidal habitat at
Saltern’s Cove.

Scenarios A & B: NAI may
result in changes in
terrestrial habitat but with
beneficial impacts on
intertidal habitat at Saltern’s
Cove.

South Devon Area of
Outstanding Natural
Beauty

• The area is designated for its rich landscape
including its high coastal plateaux and cliff
coastline, estuaries, river valleys, coastal
lowland and village settlements. The AONB
designation aims to conserve and enhance the
natural beauty of the landscape by helping to
guide and manage change.

• To conserve and enhance AONBs
and avoid conflict with AONB
Management Plan or Heritage
Coast Objectives

Scenarios A & B: Change in
landscape character of
AONB.

Scenarios A & B: Change
in landscape character of
AONB.

Scenarios A & B: Change in
landscape character of
AONB.
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HOPE’S NOSE TO BERRY HEAD (TOR BAY)
Location/ feature

Scheduled monuments
and heritage assets

Key issues
• Seven scheduled monuments lie along the
coastal strip. These are Ashhole Cavern, The
Bishop’s Palace, Chambered Tomb, Berry
Head Fort and Battery, WW2 Coastal Battery
at Battery Gardens, Torre Abbey and
Windmill Hill Cave.

Objectives that apply

Key Considerations

• To avoid loss of scheduled and
other nationally important cultural
heritage sites.

• This stretch of coast includes three Registered
Parks and Gardens; Oldway Mansion, Princess
Gardens and Royal Terrace Gardens, and
Castle Tor.

Assessment of Scenarios A, B and C
Short Term (to 2025)

Medium Term (to 2055)

Long Term (to 2105)

Scenario A: Protection of
Princess Gardens and Royal
Terrace Gardens
Registered Park and Garden
from flooding.

Scenario A: Protection of
Princess Gardens and
Royal Terrace Gardens
Registered Park and
Garden from flooding.

Scenario A: Protection of
Princess Gardens and Royal
Terrace Gardens
Registered Park and Garden
from flooding.

Protection of a large area of
Torre Abbey and WW2
Battery Scheduled
Monuments from flooding.

Protection of a large area
of Torre Abbey and
WW2 Battery Scheduled
Monuments from
flooding.

Protection of a large area of
Torre Abbey and WW2
Battery Scheduled
Monuments from flooding.

Scenario B: Protection of
Princess Gardens and Royal
Terrace Gardens
Registered Park and Garden
from flooding.
Protection of a large area of
Torre Abbey and WW2
Battery Scheduled
Monuments from flooding.

Scenario B: Protection of
Princess Gardens and
Royal Terrace Gardens
Registered Park and
Garden from flooding.
Protection of a large area
of Torre Abbey and
WW2 Battery Scheduled
Monuments from
flooding.

Scenario B: Protection of
Princess Gardens and Royal
Terrace Gardens
Registered Park and Garden
from flooding.
Protection of WW2 Battery
Scheduled Monument from
flooding.
Potential flooding of Torre
Abbey Scheduled
Monument.

Agricultural Land

• A small area of Grade 3 agricultural land (e.g.
at Churston) stretches inland from the cliff
top. This area s generally elevated and
underlain by resistant bedrock.

• To avoid loss due to erosion of
and/or manage risk of flooding to
agricultural land.

Scenarios A & B: Majority of
section is urban. However,
a small section of Grade 3
Agricultural land may be at
risk from flooding/erosion
in some areas e.g. between
Broadsands and Brixham
adjacent to the South West
Coast Path.

Scenarios A & B:
Majority of section is
urban. However, a small
section of Grade 3
Agricultural land may be
at risk from
flooding/erosion in some
areas e.g. between
Broadsands and Brixham
adjacent to the South
West Coast Path.

Scenarios A & B: Majority of
section is urban. However,
a small section of Grade 3
Agricultural land may be at
risk from flooding/erosion
in some areas e.g. between
Broadsands and Brixham
adjacent to the South West
Coast Path.

Historic landfill sites

• Clennon Valley Tip

• To prevent pollution from

Scenarios
Scenarios A & B: Two
historic landfill sites
protected from flooding.

Scenario A: Two historic
landfill sites protected
from flooding.

Scenario A: Two historic
landfill sites protected from
flooding.

Scenario B: Two historic
landfill sites at risk of
flooding depending on
location of managed
realignment.

Scenario B: Two historic
landfill sites at risk of
flooding depending on
location of managed
realignment.

• Oxen cove

contaminated sources

• The current state of these historic landfill sites
(i.e. any details of remediation/removal etc)
has not been considered at this strategic level.

BERRY HEAD TO BLACKSTONE POINT
Location/ feature

Brixham

Key issues
• On this side of the headland St Mary’s Bay is
the key area, which is backed by holiday
developments, including camp sites, caravan

Objectives that apply
• To avoid loss of property due to
erosion.

Key Considerations

This is a mainly cliffed stretch of coastline that
encompasses the Dart Estuary. Much of it is
undeveloped with development centred at

Assessment of Scenarios A, B and C
Short Term (to 2025)

Medium Term (to 2055)

Long Term (to 2105)

Scenario A Protection of
Brixham from erosion.

Scenario A: Protection of
majority of Brixham from
erosion though potential

Scenario A: Protection of
majority of Brixham from
erosion though potential
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BERRY HEAD TO BLACKSTONE POINT
Location/ feature

Key issues

Objectives that apply

Key Considerations

Assessment of Scenarios A, B and C
Short Term (to 2025)

parks and more permanent structures. There
are also car parking facilities. These assets are
located on high cliff tops on resistant rock.

• To avoid loss due to erosion of key
community, recreational and
amenity facilities.

• The bathing beach is a key attraction.
Dartmouth

• A picturesque town supporting the Britannia
Royal Navy College, numerous shops, both
residential and tourist accommodation,
amenity facilities and associated infrastructure.
Although the main link road, A379, runs inland,
the B3205 is a key link road within the town.
The low-lying location of some of these assets
makes them vulnerable to tidal flooding.

• To avoid loss due to erosion of and
manage risk of flooding to
industrial, commercial and
economic assets and activities.

• Several ferry crossings across the River Dart
and also harbour facilities.

• To avoid loss due to erosion of and
manage risk of flooding to key
community, recreational and
amenity facilities.

• There is a small industrial site on the bank of
the river.

• To ensure critical road and rail
linkages are maintained.

• There are beaches at Dartmouth Castle and
Sugary Cove.

• To minimise the impact of policies
on marine operations and activities

• Kingswear is a small settlement at the mouth of
the River Dart. Flooding has been experienced
at Kingswear between Lower Ferry Slipway
and Collins Public Slipway (involving private
housing and Royal Dart Yacht Club) and at
Jubilee Park.

• To avoid loss of property due to
erosion and/or manage risk of
flooding to people and property

• There are National Trust Gardens.

Kingswear

• To avoid loss of property due to
erosion and/or manage risk of
flooding to people and property.

• This is a popular site for small vessels and
there are marine facilities.
• There is a ferry crossing to Dartmouth.
• Along the East bank of the Dart, the railway
line runs from Kingswear and links up to
Paignton and Torquay.
• There is a former Philips boatyard, the frontage
of which comprises reclaimed estuary. This
area is now being redeveloped and there are
current proposals to construct 100 water
front units.

• To avoid loss due to erosion of and
manage risk of flooding to
industrial, commercial and
economic assets and activities.
• To avoid loss due to erosion of and
manage risk of flooding to key
community, recreational and
amenity facilities.

In the long term natural coastal squeeze may
occur due to the combination of resistant
cliffs and rising sea levels. This may have an
impact on some designated habitats.

Long Term (to 2105)

loss of some properties
due to erosion at St
Marys Bay.

loss of some properties due
to erosion at St Marys Bay.

Scenario A: Protection of
people and properties in
Dartmouth including
residential, commercial and
the Yacht Club from
flooding. Particularly the
area along the River Dart
(South and North
Embankments) back to
Victoria road and side
streets.

Scenario A: Protection of
people and properties in
Dartmouth including
residential, commercial
and the Yacht Club from
flooding. Particularly the
area along the River Dart
(South and North
Embankments) back to
Victoria road and side
streets.

Scenario A: Protection of
people and properties in
Dartmouth including
residential, commercial and
the Yacht Club from
flooding. Particularly the
area along the River Dart
(South and North
Embankments) back to
Victoria road and side
streets.

Scenario A: Protection to
people and property from
flooding/erosion.
Residences and recreational
facilities.

Scenario A: Protection to
people and property
from flooding/erosion.
Residences and
recreational facilities.

Scenario A: Protection to
people and property from
flooding/erosion.
Residences and recreational
facilities.

Protection of Kingswear
Station, and the B3205
transport connections from
flooding.

Protection of Kingswear
Station, and the B3205
transport connections
from flooding.

Protection of Kingswear
Station, and the B3205
transport connections from
flooding.

Scenario A: Protection of
properties bordering the
River Dart at Dittisham
from flooding.

Scenario A: Protection of
properties bordering the
River Dart at Dittisham
from flooding.

Scenario A: Protection of
properties bordering the
River Dart at Dittisham
from flooding.

Protection of farms on the
River Dart near

Protection of farms on
the River Dart near

Protection of farms on the
River Dart near

Dartmouth, Kingswear and Brixham (St
Mary’s Bay).
The coastline is characterised by cliffs of
outstanding landscape value and with local
concentrations of historic features, therefore
a key consideration will be the conservation
of these assets. For much of the coast there
should not be significant conflict although
beach access may be a slight issue. Key areas
where conflict could arise are along the
developed frontages mentioned above.

Medium Term (to 2055)

There is limited sediment linkage along the
coast due to its indented nature.

• To ensure critical road and rail
linkages are maintained.
• To minimise the impact of policies
on marine operations and activities.

• There is a proposed National Trust managed
realignment project at Mansands between
Kingswear and Brixham.
Isolated properties
and villages along both
banks of the River
Dart

• There are a number of isolated properties,
farmsteads and small settlements with
associated infrastructure. In most cases link
roads would only be lost with the properties,
not before.

• To avoid loss of property due to
erosion and/or manage risk of
flooding to people and property.
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BERRY HEAD TO BLACKSTONE POINT
Location/ feature

Key issues

Objectives that apply

Key Considerations

Assessment of Scenarios A, B and C
Short Term (to 2025)

Isolated cliff top
properties and villages
along the open coast

Tourist facilities

• There are a number of isolated properties,
farmsteads and small settlements with
associated infrastructure. In most cases link
roads would only be lost with the properties,
not before.

• The South West Coast Path runs along
stretches of this frontage – but there is
potential for this to be relocated.

• To avoid loss of property due to
erosion and/or manage risk of
flooding to people and property.

• Comprises a range of local sites of geological
interest including Berry Head to Sharkham
Point and Sharkham Iron Mine.
• A small part of the Geopark falls within the
northern section of this policy unit.

South Hams SAC

• Designated for vegetated sea cliffs of the
Atlantic and Baltic coasts, European dry
heaths, semi-natural dry grasslands, caves
(some submerged wholly or partially) and
Tilio-Acerion forests of slopes, screes and
ravines.

Long Term (to 2105)

Cornworthy from flooding.

Cornworthy from
flooding.

Cornworthy from flooding.

Scenario A: Protection of
cliff top property at
Crabbrock point and Man
Sands from flooding/erosion.

Scenario A: Protection of
cliff top property at
Crabbrock point and
Man Sands from
flooding/erosion.

Scenario
Scenario A: Protection of
cliff top property at
Crabbrock point and Man
Sands from
flooding/erosion.

Risk of flooding/erosion
to cliff top properties at
the western bank of the
entrance to the River
Dart Estuary

Risk of flooding/erosion to
cliff top properties at the
western bank of the
entrance to the River Dart
Estuary

Risk of flooding/erosion to
cliff top properties at the
western bank of the
entrance to the River Dart
Estuary

• To avoid loss due to erosion of key
community, recreational and
amenity facilities.

Scenario A: Protection of
South West Coast path
from risk of flooding/erosion
south of Sharkham Point.

Scenario A: Protection of
South West Coast path
from risk of
flooding/erosion south of
Sharkham Point.

Scenario A: Protection of
South West Coast path
from risk of
flooding/erosion south of
Sharkham Point.

• To allow natural processes and
maintain visibility of geological
exposures throughout geological
SSSIs.

Scenario
Scenario A: Continuation of
natural processes is key to
the integrity of the Geopark,
therefore NAI would
continue to enhance these
features.

Scenario A: Continuation
of natural processes is
key to the integrity of
the Geopark, therefore
NAI would continue to
enhance these features.

Scenario A: Continuation of
natural processes is key to
the integrity of the
Geopark, therefore NAI
would continue to enhance
these features.

• To maintain the integrity of
internationally designated sites and
the favourable condition of their
interest features.

Scenario A: The net area of
cliff/ledge top grassland
habitats would be reduced.

Scenario A: The net area
of cliff/ledge top
grassland habitats would
be reduced.

Scenario A: The net area of
cliff/ledge top grassland
habitats would be reduced.

• To avoid adverse impacts on,
conserve and where practical
enhance the designated interest of
nationally designated conservation
sites.

Scenario A: Some erosion of
caves and sea cliffs.

Scenario A: Some
erosion of caves and sea
cliffs.

Scenario A: Some erosion
of caves and sea cliffs.

• To avoid adverse impacts on,
conserve and where practical
enhance the designated interest of

Scenario A: Little or no loss
of improved grassland
feature.

Scenario A: Little or no
loss of improved
grassland feature.

Scenario A: Little or no loss
of improved grassland
feature.

• Much of the coast is owned by the National
Trust. There are also a number of car parks
and beach access points to the various pockets
bays, such as Man Sands, Long Sands and
Scabbacombe Sands.
English Riviera
Geopark

Medium Term (to 2055)

• Also designated for the following species:

Rhinolophus hipposideros, Rhinolophus
ferrumequinm, Barbastella and Gentianella
anglica.
Berry Head to
Sharkham Point
SSSI/Berry Head NNR
(biological)

Scabbacombe SSSI
(biological)

• Caves at the site provide breeding roosts for
greater and lesser horseshoe bats.
• Sea cliffs are home to a guillemot community,
nationally rare plants and eight species of
orchid.
• Supports field eryngo Eryngium campestre.
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BERRY HEAD TO BLACKSTONE POINT
Location/ feature

Key issues

Objectives that apply

Key Considerations

Assessment of Scenarios A, B and C
Short Term (to 2025)

Medium Term (to 2055)

Long Term (to 2105)

nationally designated conservation
sites.
Froward Point SSSI
(biological)

• This site is important for its coastal plant
communities and in particular for the maritime
heathland and grassland, which support several
local and rare species.

• To avoid adverse impacts on,
conserve and where practical
enhance the designated interest of
nationally designated conservation
sites.

Scenario A: The net area of
cliff/ledge top
grassland/heathland habitats
would be reduced.

Scenario A: The net area
of cliff/ledge top
grassland/heathland
habitats would be
reduced.

Scenario A: The net area of
cliff/ledge top
grassland/heathland habitats
would be reduced.

Lord’s Wood SSSI
(biological)

• One of the best examples of oak-hazel-ash
woodland in Devon and an important
representative of woods developed on loamy
soils in western and northern Britain.

• To avoid adverse impacts on,
conserve and where practical
enhance the designated interest of
nationally designated conservation
sites.

Scenario A: No flooding or
erosion of this woodland
feature.

Scenario A: No flooding
or erosion of this
woodland feature.

Scenario A: No flooding or
erosion of this woodland
feature.

Berry Head and Berry
Head (Southern
Redoubt) Area of
Special Protection

• This is an area of coastal waters lying off Berry
Head and has been designated an Area of
Special Protection for wild birds under the
Wildlife and Countryside Act.

•

Scenario A: Some erosion of
caves and sea cliffs.

Scenario A: Some
erosion of caves and sea
cliffs. Potential loss of
some designated flora
and fauna.

Scenario A: Some erosion
of caves and sea cliffs.
Potential loss of some
designated flora and fauna.

South Devon Area of
Outstanding Natural
Beauty and Heritage
Coast

• The area is designated for its rich landscape
including its high coastal plateaux and rugged
coastline, estuaries, distinctive river estuary of
the Dart, coastal lowland, settlements and
urban fringes.

• To conserve and enhance AONBs
and avoid conflict with AONB
Management Plan or Heritage
Coast Objectives

Scenario A: Change in
landscape character of
AONB.

Scenario A: Change in
landscape character of
AONB.

Scenario A: Change in
landscape character of
AONB.

• To avoid loss of scheduled and
other nationally important cultural
heritage sites.

Scenario A: No loss of
Scheduled Monuments or
Registered Parks and
Gardens.

Scenario A: No loss of
Scheduled Monuments or
Registered Parks and
Gardens.

Scenario A: No loss of
Scheduled Monuments or
Registered Parks and
Gardens.

• The AONB aims to conserve the best qualities
of the landscape by helping to guide and
manage change.
Scheduled monuments
and heritage assets

• 14 scheduled monuments lie along the coastal
strip. These include D-Day landing craft sites,
churches, castles, forts and batteries, including
Dartmouth Castle, Berry Head fort and
battery and Bayards Cove Castle, however,
many of these are not at risk due to the
resistant nature of this coastline.
• This stretch of coast includes 3 Registered
Parks and Gardens: 2 of which are in the inner
estuary; Greenway and Sharpham House, and
Coleton Fishacre.

Agricultural Land

• Farmland stretches inland from the cliff top,
therefore any erosion will affect net area.
However, this is low-grade farmland (Grade 3
and below). Much of the coastline is fringed by
a broad band of rough scrub land, woodland or
coastal heath and therefore the actively farmed
agricultural land, being mostly elevated and set
back from the cliff edge, is not generally at risk
of loss from erosion.

• To avoid loss due to erosion of
and/or manage risk of flooding to
agricultural land.

Scenario A: Limited loss of
Grades 3 and 4 agricultural
land from flooding/ erosion.

Scenario A: Limited loss
of Grades 3 and 4
agricultural land from
flooding/ erosion.

Scenario A: Limited loss of
Grades 3 and 4 agricultural
land from flooding/ erosion.

Historic landfill sites

• Sharkham Point Tip

• To prevent pollution from

Scenario A: Waterhead
Creek historic landfill site at

Scenario A: Waterhead
Creek historic landfill site

Scenario A: Waterhead
Creek historic landfill site at

sources
es
contaminated sourc
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BERRY HEAD TO BLACKSTONE POINT
Location/ feature

Key issues

Objectives that apply

Key Considerations

Assessment of Scenarios A, B and C
Short Term (to 2025)

• Waterhead Creek

Medium Term (to 2055)

risk of flooding.

• The current state of these historic landfill sites
(i.e. any details of remediation/removal etc)
has not been considered at this strategic level.

Long Term (to 2105)

at risk of flooding.

risk of flooding.

Sharkham Point tip at
risk of erosion.

Sharkham Point tip at risk
of erosion.

BLACKSTONE POINT TO START POINT
Location/ feature

Key issues

Objectives that apply

Key Considerations

Assessment of Scenarios A, B and C
Short Term (to 2025)

Slapton Sands and
Torcross

• Torcross is a small village at the southern end
of Slapton Sands, which is famous as being the
training area for the WWII D-Day Landing. It
comprises houses, tourist accommodation and
facilities, such as a car park. There is an
existing engineered coast defence (concrete
wave return wall and boulders) fronting the
village.
• It is a popular area for the wide shingle beach.
• The main link road, the A379, runs along the
top of the shingle ridge, seaward of Slapton
Ley and is known as the Slapton Line. It forms
part of the wider link between the
communities of Kingsbridge and Dartmouth
(and the intervening villages). The A379 is
occasionally closed due to storm damage (e.g.
in 2001 for several months). An alternative
route for drivers between Dartmouth and
Torcross involves a considerably longer detour
via Kingsbridge. A new shorter inland
diversion route has recently been signed along
minor lanes suitable for light traffic during
closures of the A379.
• Slapton Bridge crosses Slapton Ley to link
Slapton with the A379 and provide direct
beach access.
• Long-term sea level rise is causing roll-back of
the barrier beach at Slapton Sands over the
next 50 years, which needs to be managed
(Scott Wilson 2000).
• Extensive coastal management research,
consultation and policy development work
undertaken since 2001 by the Slapton Line
Partnership. The current adopted policy for
Slapton Line reads:

“The A379 main road running along the back of
Slapton Sands will become increasingly vulnerable
to wave erosion. Rising sea levels and more
frequent storm events are predicted. A policy

• To avoid loss of property due to
erosion and/or manage risk of
flooding to people and property.
• To avoid loss due to erosion of and
manage risk of flooding to key
community, recreational and
amenity facilities.
• To ensure critical road and rail
linkages are maintained.

This coastline is characterised by a shingle
barrier which over a geological timescale has
migrated landwards resulting in the
emergence of headlands and interruption of
sediment drift. There are a number of shingle
beaches, with the longest stretch being
Slapton Sands, which are an important tourist
attraction.
The coastline is characterised by vegetated
sea cliffs, shingle ridges and freshwater lagoons
and is therefore of outstanding environmental,
landscape and geological/geomorphological
value. A key consideration will therefore be
the conservation of this asset.
Developments along this stretch are small in
scale, but potential conflict exists between
protecting these urban areas and critical road
infrastructure, notably the A379 that runs
along Slapton Sands and the nationally
designated freshwater lagoons from increasing
rates of erosion while maintaining the
geological exposures and allowing natural
change. There is also high grade agricultural
land along the cliff tops.

Medium Term (to 2055)

Long Term (to 2105)

Scenario A & C:
C: A379
between Torcross and
Slapton Sands protected
from flooding/erosion.

Scenario A & C:
C: A379
between Torcross and
Slapton Sands protected
from flooding/erosion.

Scenario A & C:
C: A379
between Torcross and
Slapton Sands at risk from
flooding/erosion.

People and properties in
Torcross along the A379
protected from
flooding/erosion.

People and properties in
Torcross along the A379
protected from
flooding/erosion.

Risk of flooding/erosion to
people and properties in
Torcross along the A379.

People and properties in
Slapton Sands in the centre
of Slapton village protected
from flooding/erosion.

People and properties in
Slapton Sands in the
centre of Slapton village
protected from
flooding/erosion.

Scenario B:
B A379 between
Torcross and Slapton Sands
liable to flooding/erosion.
People and properties in
Torcross along the A379
liable to flooding/erosion.
People and properties in
Slapton Sands in the centre
of Slapton village liable to
flooding/erosion.

Scenario B:
B A379
between Torcross and
Slapton Sands liable to
flooding/erosion.
People and properties in
Torcross along the A379
liable to flooding/erosion.
People and properties in
Slapton Sands in the
centre of Slapton village
liable to flooding/erosion.

Risk of flooding/erosion to
people and properties in
Slapton Sands in the centre
of Slapton village.
Potential breach of shingle
barrier beach resulting in a
change to the lake system
from freshwater to a tidal
lagoon. However, the
timescales of these events
depend on prediction
scenarios for wave energy
and sea level changes and
storm return periods.
Scenario B:
B A379 between
Torcross and Slapton Sands
liable to flooding/erosion.
People and properties in
Torcross along the A379
liable to flooding/erosion.
People and properties in
Slapton Sands in the centre
of Slapton village liable to
flooding/erosion.
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BLACKSTONE POINT TO START POINT
Location/ feature

Key issues

Objectives that apply

Key Considerations

Assessment of Scenarios A, B and C
Short Term (to 2025)

Medium Term (to 2055)

Long Term (to 2105)

Scenario A & C:
C: Protection
of people and property on
the sea front at Beesands
from flooding.

Scenarios A,
A, B & C: Risk
of flooding/erosion to
people and property on
the seafront at Beesands

Scenarios A,
A, B & C: Risk of
flooding/erosion to people
and property on the
seafront at Beesands

Scenario B:
B Potential
flooding of promenade at
Beesands.

Potential flooding of
promenade at Beesands.

Potential flooding of
promenade at Beesands.

for managing the coast and road in future has
been adopted by the Slapton Line
Partnership. The policy is to maintain the
continuity of the main road link by repairing
erosion and moving sections of the road very
slightly inland for as long as this is practicable,
but on the clear understanding that the road will
have to be abandoned. The timing of the closure
of the road link is uncertain, and depends on
natural processes and the speed of erosion. In
the meantime, the Slapton Line Partnership is
working with local communities to develop and
implement an adaptation plan in preparation for
the eventual loss of the road.
This effectively means a policy of managed
retreat along Slapton Sands in the medium to
long term, except for the defended village of
Torcross at the Southern end where a
continuation of “holding the line” is anticipated.
Beesands

• Beesands is a small village fronted by the
shingle beach of Bee Sands. The main
southern part of the village is defended by an
existing engineered scheme (concrete wall and
boulders.
• To the north of the village, there is an
extensive boulder defence scheme, which has
recently been augmented by South Hams
District Council (building on top of an earlier
gabion defence scheme which was failing) to
protect the open area of flat amenity land
behind (known as Beesands village green,
owned by the Council). It also protects the
track from erosion, which provides access to
the small group of cottages (“Beesands
Cellars”) at the northern end and that
provides informal car parking alongside the
track.
• The village comprises both tourist and
residential accommodation.
• Part of the village runs along the back of the
beach and is fronted by the link road and
promenade, as well as an engineered coast
defence scheme comprising a wave return wall
and boulders. Apart from this the main link
roads run inland from the village, therefore
there is not a risk of the village becoming cut
off.
• In this coast sector there are two other beachhead car parks which have been defended in
the past by boulder defences – Blackpool

• To avoid loss of property due to
erosion and/or manage risk of
flooding to people and property.
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BLACKSTONE POINT TO START POINT
Location/ feature

Key issues

Objectives that apply

Key Considerations

Assessment of Scenarios A, B and C
Short Term (to 2025)

Medium Term (to 2055)

Long Term (to 2105)

Sands (very heavily used commercial beach
site) and North Hallsands (a comparatively
quiet and less visited beach site).
Isolated properties
and coastal hamlets

• The village of Strete is located on a cliff above
Start Bay and comprises a number of houses
and a chalet site; these may be vulnerable to
erosion.
• There are isolated properties and farmsteads
at the top of the cliffs.
• South Hallsands is famous for the loss of the
old village (that occurred due to offshore
dredging) and the remains are a tourist
attraction (although access is limited to a lookout post). Redevelopment is currently taking
place at north Hallsands, at the location of the
former hotel.

Tourist facilities

• The South West Coast Path runs along
stretches of this frontage – but there is
potential for this to be relocated.

• To avoid loss of property due to
erosion and/or manage risk of
flooding to people and property.

Scenarios A,
A, B & C: Limited
impact on properties in
Strete in the 0 – 20 year.

• To avoid loss due to erosion of and
manage risk of flooding to
industrial, commercial and
economic assets and activities.

Minimal erosion-risk posed
to new development on cliff
at Hallsands due to geology
of cliff.

• To avoid loss due to erosion of key
community, recreational and
amenity facilities.

Scenario A & C:
C: Protection
of tourist facilities and car
parks between Slapton and
Strete.

Scenarios A,
A, B & C :
South West Coast Path
south of Beesands at risk
due to erosion/ flooding.

Scenarios A,
A, B & C: South
West Coast Path south of
Beesands at risk due to
erosion/ flooding.

Scenario B:
B Potential loss of
some tourist facilities and
car parks at a number of
small beach and cove access
points e.g. Near Strete Gate
and the A379 between
Slapton and Strete.

Potential for loss of
tourist facilities and car
parks at a number of
small beach and cove
access points e.g. Near
Strete Gate and the
A379 between Slapton
and Strete, although
Blackpool Sands car park
would remain under
Scenario C.

Potential for loss of tourist
facilities and car parks at a
number of small beach and
cove access points e.g. Near
Strete Gate and the A379
between Slapton and Strete,
although Blackpool Sands
car park would remain
under Scenario C.

• To avoid adverse impacts on,
conserve and where practical,
enhance the designated interest of
the locally designated conservation
sites.

Scenario A & C:
C: Protection
of freshwater habitats in the
short-term

Scenarios A,
A, B & C: Net
area of freshwater
habitats may be reduced

Scenarios A,
A, B & C: Net
area of freshwater habitats
may be reduced

• To maintain the integrity of
internationally designated sites and
the favourable condition of their
interest features.

Scenario A & C:
C: Holding
the line has the potential to
directly impact upon the
vegetated sea cliffs,
depending on the measure.

Scenarios A,
A, B & C: Net
area of vegetated sea
cliffs may be reduced by
erosion.

Scenarios A,
A, B & C: Net
area of vegetated sea cliffs
may be reduced by erosion.

Scenarios A,
A, B & C :

Scenarios A,
A, B & C :

• The area is popular for its mix of wide shingle
beaches and small pocket coves. There are a
number of car parks, visitor facilities and beach
access points such as at Blackpool Sands,
which is at risk of flooding and erosion.
• In this coastal sector there are two other
beach-head car parks, which have been
defended in the past by boulder defences –
Blackpool Sands (very heavily used commercial
beach site) and North Hallsands (a
comparatively quiet and less visited beach site).

County Wildlife Sites

• Widdicombe Ley is a freshwater lagoon which
sits behind Bee Sands.
• There is also an area of wetland habitat behind
North Hallsands.

South Devon Shore
Dock SAC

• Designated for its vegetated sea cliffs of the
Atlantic and Baltic coasts, and for Rumex

rupestris.

Scenarios A,
A, B & C :
Isolated properties in
Strete at risk due to
erosion
Minimal erosion-risk
posed to new
development on cliff at
Hallsands due to geology
of cliff.

Scenarios A,
A, B & C: Isolated
properties in Strete at risk
due to erosion
Minimal erosion-risk posed
to new development on cliff
at Hallsands due to geology
of cliff.

Scenario B:
B Net area of
freshwater habitats may be
reduced

Scenario B:
B Net area of
vegetated sea cliffs may be
reduced by erosion.
Hallsands to Beesands

• Hallsands to Beesands SSSI is notified for

• To allow natural processes and

Scenario A & C:
C: Holding
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BLACKSTONE POINT TO START POINT
Location/ feature

SSSI (geological) and
GCRs

Key issues

geological and geomorphological features
including the cliff-face exposures of Variscan
structures.

Objectives that apply

maintain visibility of geological
geological
exposures throughout geological
SSSIs.

• The coastline at Hallsands is important for the
understanding of coastal erosion processes. It
is also regarded as a “classic locality for both
its geomorphological interest and as an
example of the implications of coastal
sediment extraction.”

Key Considerations

Assessment of Scenarios A, B and C
Short Term (to 2025)

Medium Term (to 2055)

Long Term (to 2105)

the line in some areas has
the potential to adversely
affect the geological
features.

Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
integrity of the SSSIs and
GCRs, therefore NAI
would continue to
maintain these features.

Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
integrity of the SSSIs and
GCRs, therefore NAI
would continue to maintain
these features.

Scenario
Scenario A & C:
C: Holding
the line may result in
some changes to the
designated habitats
though will protect the
extent of the freshwater
lagoons.

Scenarios A,
A, B & C: Likely
changes to the salinity of
the lagoons.

Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
integrity of the SSSIs and
GCRs, therefore NAI
would continue to maintain
these features.
Scenario B:
B Continuation of
natural processes is key to
the integrity of the SSSIs
and GCRs, therefore NAI
would continue to maintain
these features.

Freshwater lagoons
including Slapton Ley
SSSI/NNR

• Slapton Ley SSSI is the largest freshwater
natural lagoon in south-west England and is
separated from the sea by a shingle ridge.
• The SSSI is designated for its beach enclosing
the lagoon, vegetated shingle, reedbed and fen
woodland communities, breeding birds,
vascular plant assemblage and lichen
assemblage.

Prawle Point and Start
Point SSSI (biological)

• This site is of national importance for its
lichens, which are present on the hard rock
outcrops.
• In the areas of short turf on the cliffs a number
of maritime (including rare) flowering plants
are supported.

• To avoid adverse impacts on,
conserve and where practical
enhance the designated interest of
nationally designated conservation
sites.
• To support natural processes

Scenario A & C:
C: Holding
the line may result in some
changes to the designated
habitats though will protect
the extent of the
freshwater lagoons.
Scenario B:
B NAI at Slapton
Sands is likely to result in
changes to the salinity of
the lagoons.

Scenario B:
B NAI at
Slapton Sands is likely to
result in changes to the
salinity of the lagoons.

• To avoid adverse impacts on,
conserve and where practical
enhance the designated interest of
nationally designated conservation
sites.

Scenario A,
A, B & C:
C: NAI
likely to improve the SSSI
though inappropriate scrub
control, fencing and grazing
largely impacts upon its
condition.

Scenario A,
A, B & C:
C:
Potential for change in
cliff top vegetation
through erosion.

• To conserve and enhance AONBs
and avoid conflict with AONB
Management Plan or Heritage
Coast Objectives

Scenarios A,
A, B & C: Change
in landscape character of
AONB.

Scenarios A,
A, B & C :
changes in landscape
character of South
Devon AONB – could be

• The cliffs cut into head deposits support many
species of bees and wasps and is nationally
important for these creatures.

However, NAI likely to
improve the SSSI though
inappropriate scrub
control, fencing and
grazing largely impacts
upon its condition.

Scenario A,
A, B & C:
C: Potential
for change in cliff top
vegetation through erosion.
However, NAI likely to
improve the SSSI though
inappropriate scrub control,
fencing and grazing largely
impacts upon its condition

• Both the dense scrub at the top of the cliffs
and the cliff ledges are important bird breeding
sites.

South Devon Area of
Outstanding Natural
Beauty and Heritage
Coast

• The area is designated for its rich landscape
including its high coastal plateaux and rugged
coastline, estuaries, distinctive river estuaries,
coastal lowland, settlements and urban fringes.
• The AONB aims to conserve the best qualities
of the landscape by helping to guide and
manage change.

NAI may conflict with some
of the AONB management
actions e.g. at Beesands
where there is a project

beneficial or adverse
impact.
NAI may conflict with

Scenarios A,
A, B & C: Change
in landscape character of
AONB
NAI may conflict with some
of the AONB management
actions e.g. at Beesands
where there is a project
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BLACKSTONE POINT TO START POINT
Location/ feature

Key issues

Objectives that apply

• Within this coastal section, the AONB
Management Plan has a programme of action
for
• Slapton Line for three years until 2010. This is
to develop and implement an innovative and
sustainable community based adaptation
programme for the coast and the affected
communities.

• One Scheduled Monument lies along this
stretch of coastline; Site of Chapel at Manor
Farm – however, this should not be at risk.

Assessment of Scenarios A, B and C
Short Term (to 2025)

Medium Term (to 2055)

Long Term (to 2105)

target to construct a coast
defence enhancement
scheme at the southern end
of the village.

some of the AONB
management actions e.g.
at Beesands where there
is a project target to
construct a coast
defence enhancement
scheme at the southern
end of the village.

target to construct a coast
defence enhancement
scheme at the southern end
of the village.

However, generally a policy
of NAI complements the
AONB Management
Policies e.g. at Slapton Ley
NNR where there is an
action to develop a strategy
for adapting the reserve to
predicted climate and
coastal change.

• Beesands: to develop a local framework of
agreement for the future management of the
coastline north of the village, in response to
erosion by the sea and pressure from traffic.
Subject to the outcome, prepare a costed
programme of action and seek resources to
implement it.

Scheduled monument
and heritage assets

Key Considerations

• To avoid loss of scheduled and
other nationally important cultural
heritage sites.

• No registered parks and gardens lie along this
stretch of coastline.
• Hallsands is a ‘lost village’ and is considered an
important heritage asset. English Heritage
desire to protect the archaeology on this
undefended section of coastline.

Scenario A & C:
C: Grade 2
listed buildings at risk of
erosion/ flooding in some
areas but those in Torcross
and Beesands protected in
the short-term.
Hallsands ‘lost village’ at
risk of further erosion.
Scenario B: Grade 2 listed
buildings at risk of erosion/
flooding throughout the
section, predominantly at
Torcross and Beesands.
Hallsands ‘lost village’ at
risk of further erosion.

However, generally a
policy of NAI
complements the AONB
Management Policies e.g.
at Slapton Ley NNR
where there is an action
to develop a strategy for
adapting the reserve to
predicted climate and
coastal change.
Scenario A & C:
C: Grade 2
listed buildings potentially
at risk of erosion/
flooding in some areas
(e.g. Beesands) through
realignment but those in
Torcross protected in
the short-term.

However, generally a policy
of NAI complements the
AONB Management
Policies e.g. at Slapton Ley
NNR where there is an
action to develop a strategy
for adapting the reserve to
predicted climate and
coastal change.

Scenarios A,
A, B & C: Grade
2 listed buildings at risk of
erosion/ flooding
throughout the section,
predominantly at Torcross
and Beesands.
Hallsands ‘lost village’ at risk
of further

Hallsands ‘lost village’ at
risk of further erosion.
Scenario B: Grade 2
listed buildings at risk of
erosion/ flooding
throughout the section,
predominantly at
Torcross and Beesands.
Hallsands ‘lost village’ at
risk of further erosion.

Agricultural Land

• A mixture of high and low grade (Grades 2 to
4) farmland stretches inland from the cliff tops.
• Much of the coastline is fringed by a broad
band of rough scrub land, woodland or coastal
heath and therefore the actively farmed
agricultural land, being mostly elevated and set
back from the cliff edge, is not generally at risk
of loss from erosion.

Marine Service
Industry

• Potential impacts on the marine service
industry (e.g. slipways, boatyards, moorings
and access to the coast such as for lifeboats)

• To avoid loss due to erosion of
and/or manage risk of flooding to
agricultural land.

Scenarios A,
A, B & C: Small
areas of Grade 3 and 5
agricultural land at risk due
to flooding/ erosion
between Blackstone point
and Stoke Fleming and Bee
Sands and Start point.
Section is predominantly
non-agricultural.

Scenarios A,
A, B & C: Small
areas of Grade 3 and 5
agricultural land at risk
due to flooding/ erosion
between Blackstone
point and Stoke Fleming
and Bee Sands and Start
point. Section is
predominantly nonagricultural.

Scenarios A,
A, B & C: Small
areas of Grade 3 and 5
agricultural land at risk due
to flooding/ erosion
between Blackstone point
and Stoke Fleming and Bee
Sands and Start point.
Section is predominantly
non-agricultural.

• To minimise the impact of policies
on marine operations and activities

Scenarios A,
A, B & C: There
is likely to be some slip
ways and mooring

Scenarios A,
A, B & C:
C:
There is likely to be
some slip ways and

Scenarios A,
A, B & C: There
is likely to be some slip
ways and mooring

• To ensure critical services remain
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BLACKSTONE POINT TO START POINT
Location/ feature

Key issues

Objectives that apply

Key Considerations

Assessment of Scenarios A, B and C
Short Term (to 2025)

from sea level rise.

operational

Medium Term (to 2055)

vulnerable to flooding and
erosion.

• To avoid loss due to erosion of and
manage risk of flooding to
industrial, commercial and
economic assets and activities Error!

mooring vulnerable to
flooding and erosion.

Long Term (to 2105)
vulnerable to flooding and
erosion.

Bookmark not defined.

START POINT TO BOLT HEAD
Location/ feature

Isolated properties,
infrastructure and
coastal hamlets

Key issues

Objectives
Objectives that apply

• There are isolated properties, coastal hamlets
and farmsteads at the top of the cliffs and also
within the Kingsbridge Estuary.

• To avoid loss of property due to
erosion and/or manage risk of
flooding to people and property.

• There is a minor tidal road from East
Portlemouth to Goodshelter (Waterhead
Creek), which is flooded in places at high tide.

• To ensure critical road and rail
linkages are maintained.

Key Considerations

This is a mainly undeveloped length of
coastline (with the exception of Kingsbridge
and Salcombe) with minimal coastal defences.
The coastline is characterised by cliffs of
outstanding landscape and geological
/geomorphological value, therefore a key
consideration will be the conservation of
these features.
Maintaining the ‘naturalness’ of the SalcombeKingsbridge Estuary (dendritic ria) is crucial.
Potential conflict exists between protecting
urban areas (such as Salcombe and
Kingsbridge), road infrastructure such as the
A379 and high concentration of historic
assets from increasing rates of
erosion/flooding while allowing intertidal
habitats to migrate inland naturally with rising
sea levels.

Kingsbridge

• Kingsbridge is an ancient market town and
holiday centre with a varied selection of
residential, commercial and amenity facilities,
located at the head of the Kingsbridge Estuary.
• The A379, which links the communities of
Kingsbridge and Dartmouth (and the
intervening villages) runs parallel to the estuary
from Kingsbridge to Southville. This section of
road is subject to occasional flooding.
• There is a potential managed realignment site
on the Kingsbridge Estuary at Charlton Marsh.

• To avoid loss of property due to
erosion and/or manage risk of
flooding to people and property.
• To avoid loss due to erosion of and
manage risk of flooding to industrial,
commercial and economic assets
and activities.

Assessment of Scenarios A, B and C
Short Term (to 2025)

Medium Term (to 2055)

Long Term (to 2105)

Scenarios A & C: Isolated
properties at risk from
flooding/erosion:

Scenarios
Scenarios A & C: Isolated
properties at risk from
flooding/erosion:

Scenarios A & C: Isolated
properties at risk from
flooding/erosion:

-

Lannacombe beach

-

Lannacombe beach

-

Lannacombe beach

-

West of Lannacombe
Beach

-

West of Lannacombe
Beach

-

West of Lannacombe
Beach

Scenario B:
B Isolated
properties at risk from
flooding/erosion:

Scenario B:
B Isolated
properties at risk from
flooding/erosion:

Scenario B:
B Isolated
properties at risk from
flooding/erosion:

-

Lannacombe beach

-

Lannacombe beach

-

Lannacombe beach

-

West of Lannacombe
Beach

-

West of Lannacombe
Beach

-

West of Lannacombe
Beach

-

East bank of
Kingsbridge Estuary:
East Portlemouth

-

East bank of
Kingsbridge Estuary:
East Portlemouth

Scenarios A, B & C: People
and properties in the centre
of Kingsbridge protected
from flooding.

Scenarios A, B & C:
People and properties in
the centre of Kingsbridge
protected from flooding.

Scenarios A, B & C: People
and properties in the centre
of Kingsbridge protected
from flooding.

Section of the A38
protected from
flooding/erosion.

Section of the A38
protected from
flooding/erosion.

Section of the A38
protected from
flooding/erosion.

Scenarios A, B & C: People
and properties in Salcombe;

Scenarios A & C: People
and properties in

Scenarios A & C: People
and properties in Salcombe;

• To avoid loss due to erosion of and
manage risk of flooding to key
community, recreational and
amenity facilities.
• To ensure critical road and rail
linkages are maintained.
• To minimise the impact of policies
on marine operations and activities.

Salcombe

• A popular tourist resort and sailing centre,
which includes a harbour, gardens, quay,

• To avoid loss of property due to
erosion and/or manage risk of
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START POINT TO BOLT HEAD
Location/ feature

Key issues

maritime museum, lifeboat station and remains
of Salcombe Castle, as well as various
residential tourist and commercial properties.
• The B3024 in Salcombe runs parallel to
Salcombe Harbour. This section of road may
be subject to flooding though an alternative
inland road is available. Smaller roads link
Salcombe to nearby villages and one of these
runs alongside Batson Creek, although an
alternative route may be possible.
• The lower section of Salcombe is already
subject to flooding at high spring tides, but
much of the town lies landward on higher land.
• Although the town mainly fronts Salcombe
Harbour there are two small tourist bathing
beaches to the south; Salcombe-North Sands
and Salcombe-South Sands. The sandy nature
of these beaches is an attraction. Link roads to
these beaches run along the coastline and
alternative routes would require lengthy
detours.

Objectives
Objectives that apply

flooding to people and property.
• To avoid loss due to erosion of and
manage risk of flooding to industrial,
commercial and economic assets
and activities.
• To avoid loss due to erosion of and
manage risk of flooding to key
community, recreational and
amenity facilities.

Key Considerations

Assessment of Scenarios A, B and C
Short Term (to 2025)

Medium Term (to 2055)

Long Term (to 2105)

predominantly along Cliff
Road and Island street
(including the marina)
protected from flooding.

Salcombe; predominantly
along Cliff Road and
Island street (including
the marina) protected
from flooding.

predominantly along Cliff
Road and Island street
(including the marina)
protected from flooding.

B3204 (Cliff Road)
protected from flooding.

B3204 (Cliff Road)
protected from flooding.
Scenario B: Risk of
flooding to people and
properties in Salcombe;
predominantly along Cliff
Road and Island street
(including the marina)
depending on location of
realignment.

• To ensure critical road and rail
linkages are maintained.
• To minimise the impact of policies
on marine operations and activities.

Risk of flooding to B3204
(Cliff Road) depending on
location of realignment.

B3204 (Cliff Road)
protected from flooding.
Scenario B: Risk of flooding
to people and properties in
Salcombe; predominantly
along Cliff Road and Island
street (including the marina)
depending on location of
realignment.
Risk of flooding to B3204
(Cliff Road) depending on
location of realignment.

• There is a ferry link to the east bank of the
harbour, from Salcombe.
• The Harbour is popular for fishing and sailing
and there are quays, a yacht club and lifeboat
Station. A jetty at Salcombe has recently been
lost to the sea.
• Salcombe forms a hard backdrop to probably
the most sensitive stretch of foreshore of the
estuary and will act as a barrier to any natural
progression up the shore with sea level rise –
eelgrass beds supporting populations of rare
fan mussels, seahorses, algae, etc..
• Some freshwater reedbed sites could be
affected by tidal flooding e.g. at West
Charleton and at Salcombe North Sands.
Tourist facilities

• The South West Coast Path runs along
stretches of this frontage – but there is
potential for this to be relocated.
• There are numerous pocket beaches, for
example Mill Bay, Soar Mill Cove and
Lannacombe, with related access points and
car park facilities. Access to the rocky shores
tends to be limited due to the nature of this
coastline.
• Much of this coastline is owned by the
National Trust.

• To avoid loss due to erosion of key
community, recreational and
amenity facilities.

Scenarios A, B & C:
Community and
recreational amenities in
Salcombe including
Salcombe Marina protected
from flooding.
Potential for loss of
community facilities in some
areas due to flooding.

Scenarios A, B & C:
Community and
recreational amenities in
Salcombe including
Salcombe Marina
protected from flooding
(except with scenario B).

Scenarios A, B & C:
Community and
recreational amenities in
Salcombe including
Salcombe Marina protected
from flooding (except with
scenario B).

Potential for loss of
community facilities in
some areas due to
flooding.

Potential for loss of
community facilities in some
areas due to flooding.
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START POINT TO BOLT HEAD
Location/ feature

Key issues

Objectives
Objectives that apply

Key Considerations

Assessment of Scenarios A, B and C
Short Term (to 2025)

South Devon Shore
Dock SAC

• Designated for its vegetated sea cliffs of the
Atlantic and Baltic coasts, and for Rumex

rupestris.

Prawle Point and Start
Point SSSI (geological)

• The Prawle Point and Start Point SSSI is
designated because it provides one of the best
examples of head deposits, which is
particularly well-exposed along the coast.

Scenarios A, B & C:
Potential for change in net
extent of vegetation on cliff.

Scenarios A, B & C:
Potential for change in
net extent of vegetation
on cliff.

Scenarios A, B & C:
Potential for change in net
extent of vegetation on cliff.

• To allow natural processes and
maintain visibility of geological
exposures throughout geological
SSSIs.

Scenarios A & B:
Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
integrity of the SSSI. NAI
would continue to maintain
and enhance the geological
interest features.

Scenarios A & B:
Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
integrity of the SSSI. NAI
would continue to
maintain and enhance the
geological interest
features.

Scenarios A & B:
Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
integrity of the SSSI. NAI
would continue to maintain
and enhance the geological
interest features.

Scenario C:
C Holding the line
between Start Point and
Prawle Point may have
adverse impacts on the SSSI.

• In this coastal section, the loss of geological
features has been largely due to inappropriate
scrub control.
• This site is of national importance for its
lichens, which are present on the hard rock
outcrops.
• In the areas of short turf on the cliffs a
number of maritime (including rare) flowering
plants are supported.
• The cliffs cut into head deposits support many
species of bees and wasps and is nationally
important for these creatures.

Long Term (to 2105)

• To maintain the integrity of
internationally designated
designated sites and
the favourable condition of their
interest features.

• The SSSI also refers to the valuable sequence
of shore platforms and is a key locality,
demonstrating a rare example of active
bedrock weathering.

Prawle Point and Start
Point SSSI (biological)

Medium Term (to 2055)

• To allow natural processes and
maintain visibility of geological
exposures throughout geological
SSSIs.
• To avoid adverse impacts on,
conserve and where practical
enhance the designated interest of
nationally designated conservation
sites.

Scenario C:
C Holding the
line between Start Point
and Prawle Point may
have adverse impacts on
the SSSI.

Scenario C:
C Holding the line
between Start Point and
Prawle Point may have
adverse impacts on the SSSI.

Scenario A: Continuation of
natural processes is key to
the integrity of the SSSI.
NAI would continue to
maintain the biological
interest features and
enhance the lower cliff
vegetation above the
intertidal zone.

Scenario A: Continuation
of natural processes is
key to the integrity of the
SSSI. NAI would
continue to maintain the
biological interest
features and enhance the
lower cliff vegetation
above the intertidal zone.

Scenario A: Continuation of
natural processes is key to
the integrity of the SSSI.
NAI would continue to
maintain the biological
interest features and
enhance the lower cliff
vegetation above the
intertidal zone.

Scenario B:
B

Scenario B:
B

Scenario B:
B

Scenario A: Gradual
increase in intertidal habitat
and gradual reversion of
freshwater marsh to
brackish habitat to the
south of Limebury Point.

Scenario A: Increase in
intertidal habitat (if not
squeezed against
manmade structures).
Loss of freshwater habitat
in hinterland due to saline
intrusion to the south of
Limebury Point.

Scenario A: Increase in
intertidal habitat (if not
squeezed against manmade
structures). Loss of
freshwater habitat in
hinterland due to saline
intrusion to the south of
Limebury Point.

Coastal squeeze could

Coastal squeeze could

• Both the dense scrub at the top of the cliffs
and the cliff ledges are important bird breeding
sites.
• The intertidal wave cut platform area is also of
major biological importance for both fauna and
flora, supporting some rare species of
seaweeds.
• In this coastal section, the loss of biological
features has been largely due to inappropriate
scrub control and a poor grazing regime.
Salcombe to
Kingsbridge Estuary
SSSI (biological) and
LNR

• A rich and diverse intertidal and subtidal flora
and invertebrate fauna with certain
communities being outstanding examples of
their type in the North-East Atlantic stretches
would be very vulnerable to coastal squeeze.

• To avoid adverse impacts on,
conserve and where practical
enhance the designated interest of
nationally designated conservation
sites.

• West Charleton Marsh (part of SSSI) likely to
be flooded and revert to creek or saltmarsh
with sea level rise – consideration of whether

• To avoid adverse impacts on,
conserve and where practical,
enhance the designated interest of
the locally designated conservation

Coastal squeeze could
occur where the estuary is
constrained by localised
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START POINT TO BOLT HEAD
Location/ feature

Key issues

Objectives
Objectives that apply

Key Considerations

Assessment of Scenarios A, B and C
Short Term (to 2025)

to protect this marsh is required.

sites.

defences or naturally rising
ground that forms the
estuary valley.
Loss of intertidal habitat
due to coastal squeeze in
Kingsbridge Estuary,
particularly on western
edge.
Scenario B: Gradual
increase in intertidal habitat
and gradual reversion of
freshwater marsh to
brackish habitat to the
south of Limebury Point
and in Kingsbridge Estuary.
Coastal squeeze could
occur where the estuary is
constrained by localised
defences or naturally rising
ground that forms the
estuary valley.
Loss of intertidal habitat
between Snapes Point and
Splat Cove Point.
Scenario C: Gradual
increase in intertidal habitat
and gradual reversion of
freshwater marsh to
brackish habitat to the
south of Limebury Point.
Coastal squeeze could
occur where the estuary is
constrained by localised
defences or naturally rising
ground that forms the
estuary valley.
Loss of intertidal habitat
due to coastal squeeze in
Kingsbridge Estuary,
particularly on western
edge.

Bolt Head to Bolt Tail
SSSI (biological)

• This site is of high botanical value due to the
presence of many rare or local flowering plants
and lichens, and is also important for its
invertebrate fauna and for breeding birds.
• Many of the habitats are cliff top habitats

• To avoid adverse impacts on,
conserve and where practical
enhance the designated interest of
nationally designated conservation
sites.

Scenarios A, B & C: Change
in net area of cliff top
grassland and heathland
habitats may be reduced.

Medium Term (to 2055)

Long Term (to 2105)

occur where the estuary
is constrained by localised
defences or naturally
rising ground that forms
the estuary valley.

occur where the estuary is
constrained by localised
defences or naturally rising
ground that forms the
estuary valley.

Loss of intertidal habitat
due to coastal squeeze in
Kingsbridge Estuary,
particularly on western
edge.

Loss of intertidal habitat
due to coastal squeeze in
Kingsbridge Estuary,
particularly on western
edge.

Scenario B: Increase in
intertidal habitat (if not
squeezed against
manmade structures).
Loss of freshwater habitat
in hinterland due to saline
intrusion.

Scenario B: Increase in
intertidal habitat (if not
squeezed against manmade
structures). Loss of
freshwater habitat in
hinterland due to saline
intrusion.

Coastal squeeze could
occur where the estuary
is constrained by localised
defences or naturally
rising ground that forms
the estuary valley.

Coastal squeeze could
occur where the estuary is
constrained by localised
defences or naturally rising
ground that forms the
estuary valley.

Scenario C: Increase in
intertidal habitat (if not
squeezed against
manmade structures) to
the south of Limebury
Point. Loss of freshwater
habitat in hinterland due
to saline intrusion to the
south of Limebury Point.

Scenario C: Increase in
intertidal habitat (if not
squeezed against manmade
structures) to the south of
Limebury Point. Loss of
freshwater habitat in
hinterland due to saline
intrusion to the south of
Limebury Point.

Coastal squeeze could
occur where the estuary
is constrained by localised
defences or naturally
rising ground that forms
the estuary valley.

Coastal squeeze could
occur where the estuary is
constrained by localised
defences or naturally rising
ground that forms the
estuary valley.

Loss of intertidal habitat
due to coastal squeeze to
the north of Limebury
Point and in Kingsbridge
Estuary, particularly on
western edge.

Loss of intertidal habitat
due to coastal squeeze to
the north of Limebury Point
and in Kingsbridge Estuary,
particularly on western
edge.

Scenarios A, B & C:
Change in net area of cliff
top grassland and
heathland habitats may be
reduced.

Scenarios A, B & C: Change
in net area of cliff top
grassland and heathland
habitats may be reduced.
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START POINT TO BOLT HEAD
Location/ feature

Key issues

Objectives
Objectives that apply

Key Considerations

Assessment of Scenarios A, B and C
Short Term (to 2025)

Medium Term (to 2055)

Long Term (to 2105)

Scenarios A, B & C: Change
in landscape character of
South Devon AONB

Scenarios A, B & C:
Change in landscape
character of South Devon
AONB

Scenarios A, B & C: Change
in landscape character of
South Devon AONB

supported by maritime grassland, maritime
heath and scrub.
• The exposed rocks support a wide variety of
lichens and provide breeding grounds for birds.
South Devon Area of
Outstanding Natural
Beauty and Heritage
Coast

• The area is designated for its rich landscape
including its high coastal plateaux and rugged
coastline, estuaries, distinctive river estuaries,
coastal lowland, settlements and urban fringes.

• To conserve and enhance AONBs
and avoid conflict with AONB
Management Plan or Heritage Coast
Objectives

• The AONB aims to conserve the best qualities
of the landscape by helping to guide and
manage change.
Scheduled monuments
and heritage assets

• 24 Scheduled Monuments lie within this
stretch of coastline; however, many of these
are not at risk due to the resistant nature of
this shoreline.

• To avoid loss of scheduled and
other nationally important cultural
heritage sites.

• Overbecks Registered Park and Garden

Generally, NAI
complements the majority
of actions in the AONB
Management Plan.
Scenarios
Scenarios A & C: Grade 2
and 3 listed buildings at risk
of flooding throughout the
section; predominantly
Salcombe and Kingsbridge.
Overbecks Registered Park
and Garden at risk of
flooding/ erosion.

• Two wreck sites (Salcombe Cannon and Moor
Sand at Prawle Point) lie along this stretch of
coastline, but these are unlikely to be affected
by SMP policy.

Loss of up to 1 Scheduled
Monument (SM): Coaxial
Field System SM
Scenario B: Grade 2 and 3
listed buildings at risk of
flooding throughout the
section; predominantly
Salcombe and Kingsbridge.
Loss of up to 1 Scheduled
Monument (SM): Coaxial
Field System SM
Overbecks Registered Park
and Garden at risk of
flooding/ erosion.
Series of Scheduled
Monuments between
Prawle Point and Shag rock,
and Bolt head, may be
affected by coastal erosion.

Agricultural Land

• Farmland stretches inland from the cliff top,
therefore any erosion will affect net area.
However, this is low-grade farmland (Grade 3
and below).
• Much of the coastline is fringed by a broad

• To avoid loss due to erosion of
and/or manage risk of flooding to
agricultural land.

Scenarios A, B & C: Grade
3 and 4 agricultural land at
risk of flooding/ erosion.

Generally, NAI
complements the
majority of actions in the
AONB Management Plan.
Scenarios A & C: Grade 2
and 3 listed buildings at
risk of flooding
throughout the section;
predominantly Salcombe
and Kingsbridge.
Overbecks Registered
Park and Garden at risk
of flooding/ erosion.
Loss of up to 1 Scheduled
Monument (SM): Coaxial
Field System SM
Scenario B: Grade 2 and
3 listed buildings at risk of
flooding throughout the
section; predominantly
Salcombe and
Kingsbridge.
Loss of up to 1 Scheduled
Monument (SM): Coaxial
Field System SM
Overbecks Registered
Park and Garden at risk
of flooding/ erosion.
Series of Scheduled
Monuments between
Prawle Point and Shag
rock, and Bolt head, may
be affected by coastal
erosion.
Scenarios A, B & C:
Grade 3 and 4 agricultural
land at risk of flooding/
erosion.

Generally, NAI
complements the majority
of actions in the AONB
Management Plan.
Scenarios
Scenarios A & C: Grade 2
and 3 listed buildings at risk
of flooding throughout the
section; predominantly
Salcombe and Kingsbridge.
Overbecks Registered Park
and Garden at risk of
flooding/ erosion.
Loss of up to 1 Scheduled
Monument (SM): Coaxial
Field System SM
Scenario B: Grade 2 and 3
listed buildings at risk of
flooding throughout the
section; predominantly
Salcombe and Kingsbridge.
Loss of up to 1 Scheduled
Monument (SM): Coaxial
Field System SM
Overbecks Registered Park
and Garden at risk of
flooding/ erosion.
Series of Scheduled Series
of Scheduled Monuments
between Prawle Point and
Shag rock, and Bolt head,
may be affected by coastal
erosion.

Scenarios A, B & C: Grade
3 and 4 agricultural land at
risk of flooding/ erosion.
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START POINT TO BOLT HEAD
Location/ feature

Key issues

Objectives
Objectives that apply

Key Considerations

Assessment of Scenarios A, B and C
Short Term (to 2025)

Medium Term (to 2055)

Long Term (to 2105)

band of rough scrub land, woodland or coastal
heath and therefore the actively farmed
agricultural land, being mostly elevated and set
back from the cliff edge, is not generally at risk
of loss from erosion

BOLT HEAD TO WEMBURY POINT
Location/ feature

Outer Hope and Inner
Hope

Key issues
• A mainly tourist developments with various
facilities and accommodation types.
• It is fronted by the sandy beach of Hope Cove.

Objectives that apply

• There are various isolated properties,
farmsteads and medieval coastal
hamlets/settlements at the top of the cliffs, and
landing places on the beach.
• There are also holiday developments and
visitor facilities at a number of beach sites,,
such as at Thurlestone, Bantham,
Challaborough and Stoke Beach; here the
sandy beaches, and easy access to these, are
the key attraction.

Assessment of Scenarios A, B and C
Short Term (to 2025)

Medium Term (to 2055)

Long Term (to 2105)

• To avoid loss due to erosion of and
manage risk of flooding to
industrial, commercial and
economic assets and activities.

This is a long stretch of coastline that
encompasses the Avon, Yealm and Erme
Estuaries. Many of these estuaries are
progressively silting up but local work is
underway to reduce the siltation to natural
levels.

Scenarios A, B & C: Loss of
properties due to erosion
and flooding (if there is no
active intervention).

Scenarios A, B & C: Loss
of properties due to
erosion and flooding (if
there is no active
intervention).

Scenarios A, B & C: Loss of
properties due to erosion
and flooding (if there is no
active intervention).

• To avoid loss of property due to
erosion and/or manage risk of
flooding to people and property.

The coastline is relatively undeveloped with
minimal or no coastal defences. The
coastline is characterised by cliffs of
outstanding landscape and geological
/geomorphological value, therefore a key
consideration will be the conservation of
these features.

Scenarios A, B & C: Risk of
flooding to a hotel near
Southdown and Thurlestone
Rock.

Scenarios A, B & C: Risk
of erosion & flooding to a
hotel near Southdown
and Thurlestone Rock.

Scenarios A, B & C: Risk of
erosion & flooding to a
hotel near Southdown and
Thurlestone Rock.

Risk to people and
holiday properties of
erosion at Stoke Beach

Risk to people and holiday
properties of erosion at
Stoke Beach

Scenario A: Risk of flooding
to people and properties at
Aveton Gifford and Bridge
end.

Scenario A: Risk of
flooding to people and
properties at Aveton
Gifford and Bridge end.

Scenario A: Risk of flooding
to people and properties at
Aveton Gifford and Bridge
end.

A section of the A379 in

A section of the A379 in

A section of the A379 in

• The beach head and village are defended by
seawalls.
Isolated properties,
holiday developments
and coastal hamlets

Key Considerations

• To avoid loss due to erosion of and
manage risk of flooding to
industrial, commercial and
economic assets and activities.
• To ensure critical services remain
operational.

• South Milton Sands is a popular National Trust
beach with a failing wood-piled defence at the
southern end of the beach-head protecting a
car park. Following extensive consultation and
studies, the Trust is to remove most of the
wooden piles and allow natural coastal
processes to operate along most of the
frontage. There are various privately funded
boulder defences installed by property owners
at the northern and southern end of the
beach.

Continued conflicts between protecting
urban areas and maintaining geological
exposures.
The National Trust has a policy of working
with natural processes as far as its property is
concerned – protecting it from erosion is not
their key driver.

• Challaborough beach has a boulder defence to
protect tourism, residential and road assets,
located close to the beachhead. These
defences may not be adequate in the future.

Avon Estuary

• The banks of the estuary are mainly
undeveloped but there are isolated properties
and farmsteads.

• To avoid loss of property due to
erosion and/or manage risk of
flooding to people and property.

• Minor levels of fishing and sailing activity within
the estuary when compared with Salcombe,

• To avoid loss due to erosion of and
manage risk of flooding to
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BOLT HEAD TO WEMBURY POINT
Location/ feature

Key issues

Objectives that apply

Key Considerations

Assessment of Scenarios A, B and C
Short Term (to 2025)

Dart and Yealm Estuaries.
• The small village of Bantham lies on the east
bank of the Avon. There is a seasonal ferry
crossing from here to the west bank.

industrial, commercial and
economic assets and activities.

Medium Term (to 2055)

Long Term (to 2105)

Aveton Gifford is at risk of
flooding.

Aveton Gifford is at risk
of flooding.

Aveton Gifford is at risk of
flooding.

• To avoid loss of property due to
erosion and/or manage risk of
flooding to people and property.

Scenarios A, B & C: Risk of
erosion to people and
properties, including a hotel.

• To ensure critical road and rail
linkages are maintained.

North eastern edge of
Burgh Island (includes the
hotel) is potentially
sheltered from erosion.

Scenarios A, B & C: Risk
of erosion to people and
properties, including a
hotel.

Scenarios A, B & C: Risk of
erosion to people and
properties, including a
hotel.

North eastern edge of
Burgh Island (includes the
hotel) is potentially
sheltered from erosion.

North eastern edge of
Burgh Island (includes the
hotel) is potentially
sheltered from erosion.

• To ensure critical services remain
operational.

• There is a sewerage works at the head of the
estuary at Aveton Gifford.
• There are some managed realignment sites on
the Avon Estuary.
• There is a minor tidal road downstream of
Aveton Gifford, which is flooded at high tide.
• Mariculture of mussels and P oysters.
Bigbury-on-Sea and
Burgh Island

• A small, picturesque village with a sandy beach
and tourist amenities. Much of the village is on
higher land, but there are properties at the
back of the beach and car parking.
• The main route into the village, the B3392,
runs parallel to the west bank of the Avon for
a short distance.
• There are sewage works, but this lie slightly
inland.

• To ensure critical services remain
operational.

• Burgh Island is accessed via sea tractor or by
foot at low tide. It comprises a few properties
including a luxury hotel.
Erme Estuary

• The banks of the estuary are mainly
undeveloped but there are isolated properties
and farmsteads.

• To avoid loss of property due to
erosion and/or manage risk of
flooding to people and property.

Scenarios A, B & C: Risk of
flooding to a single property
at Efford Ho.

Scenarios A, B & C: Risk
of flooding to a single
property at Efford Ho.

Scenarios A, B & C: Risk of
flooding to a single
property at Efford Ho.

• There are potential managed realignment sites
on the Erme Estuary.

• To avoid loss due to erosion of and
manage risk of flooding to
industrial, commercial and
economic assets and activities.

Risk of flooding to people
and property at Clying Mill.

Risk of flooding to people
and property at Clying
Mill.

Risk of flooding to people
and property at Clying Mill.

• There are extensive and valuable freshwater
and salt grazing marshes within the SSSI.

Risk of flooding to people
and property e.g. near the
junction of the A379 and
A3121, and Goutsford BR.
Risk of flooding to the A379
and A3121.

Risk of flooding to people
and property near the
junction of the A379 and
A3121, and Goutsford
BR.

Risk of flooding to people
and property near the
junction of the A379 and
A3121, and Goutsford BR.
Risk of flooding to the
A379 and A3121.

Risk of flooding to the
A379 and A3121.
Yealm Estuary,
Newton Ferrers and
Noss Mayo

• Two picturesque villages are situated along the
banks of the River Yealm and Newton Creek.
There is a mix of residential and tourist
properties, with associated amenities such as a
school. There are also camping and caravan
sites.
• Fishing and sailing are popular and there are a
range of jetties, quays and piers present along
the southern frontage of Newton Ferrers.

• To avoid loss of property due to
erosion and/or manage risk of
flooding to people and property.
• To avoid loss due to erosion of and
manage risk of flooding to
industrial, commercial and
economic assets and activities.
• To avoid loss due to erosion of and

Scenarios A, B & C: Risk of
flooding to people and
properties along the water
front at Newton Ferrers.
Risk of flooding to industrial
assets at Steer point.
Risk of flooding to people
and properties at
Yealhampton and the village

Scenarios A, B & C:
Increased risk of flooding
to people and properties
along the water front at
Newton Ferrers.

Scenarios A, B & C:
Increased risk of flooding to
people and properties along
the water front at Newton
Ferrers.

Risk of flooding to
industrial assets at Steer
point.

Risk of flooding to industrial
assets at Steer point.

Risk of flooding to people

Risk of flooding to people
and properties at
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Location/ feature

Key issues

Objectives that apply

Key Considerations

Assessment of Scenarios A, B and C
Short Term (to 2025)

• Small link roads run parallel to the banks of the
Creek.
• There is a broad range of river bank defences
in and around Noss Mayo and Newton Ferrers
to protect the roads and properties from
fluvial/tidal erosion and flooding.
• Eelgrass bed in mouth of estuary, may migrate
with sea level rise if allowed or be lost if too
deep.

Wembury

• A village located between the estuary of the
Yealm and Plymouth Sound. The main village is
situated inland and is therefore not at risk, but
there is access to the beach, which is a key
attraction, and associated tourist facilities at
the coast.

manage risk of flooding to key
community, recreational and
amenity facilities.
• To ensure critical road and rail
linkages are maintained.
• To minimise the impact of policies
on marine operations and activities.

of Yealm.
Hotel south of A379 near
Brixton at risk from
flooding.
Risk of flooding to the A379
at Yealhampton and at
Brixton
The school, camp and
caravan sites are not at
flood or erosion risk.

Medium Term (to 2055)
and properties at
Yealhampton and the
village of Yealm.
Hotel south of A379 near
Brixton at risk from
flooding.
Risk of flooding to the
A379 at Yealhampton and
at Brixton
The school, camp and
caravan sites are not at
flood or erosion risk.

Long Term (to 2105)
Yealhampton and the village
of Yealm.
Hotel south of A379 near
Brixton at risk from
flooding.
Risk of flooding to the
A379 at Yealhampton and
at Brixton
The school, camp and
caravan sites are not at
flood or erosion risk.

• To avoid loss of property due to
erosion and/or manage risk of
flooding to people and property.

Scenarios A, B & C: Limited
impact on assets in the
Wembury area.

Scenarios A, B & C:
Limited impact on assets
in the Wembury area.

Scenarios A, B & C: Limited
impact on assets in the
Wembury area.

• To avoid loss due to erosion of and
manage risk of flooding to key
community, recreational and
amenity facilities.

Sailing club at risk of
flooding.

Sailing club at risk of
flooding.

Sailing club at risk of
flooding.

• The South West Coast Path runs along
stretches of this frontage – but there is
potential for this to be relocated.

• To avoid loss due to erosion of key
community, recreational and
amenity facilities.

Scenarios A: Potential risk
to the South West Coast
Path from erosion.

Scenarios A: Potential
risk to the South West
Coast Path from erosion.

Scenarios A & B: Potential
risk to the South West
Coast Path from erosion.

• There are numerous pocket beaches such as
Mothecombe-Meadowsfoot and Coastguards
Beach and Bantham Beach, with related access
points and car park facilities. Access to the
rocky shores tends to be limited due to the
nature of this coastline.

• To avoid loss due to erosion of and
manage risk of flooding to
industrial, commercial and
economic assets and activities.

Scenario B: Potential risk to
the South West Coast Path
from erosion.

Net loss of golf course
due to erosion.

Net loss of golf course due
to erosion.

Potential loss of access to
isolated coves and loss of
parking/ tourist amenities.

Potential loss of access to
isolated coves and loss of
parking/ tourist amenities.

• Thurlestone Golf Club lies along the cliff top
although the main amenity buildings lie further
inland. The golf course itself has been
experiencing significant levels of erosion over
recent years.

Scenario B: Potential risk
to the South West Coast
Path from erosion.

Scenario B: Potential risk to
the South West Coast Path
from erosion.

Net loss of golf course
due to erosion.

Net loss of golf course due
to erosion.

• There is a Marine Centre at Wembury.

Potential loss of access to
isolated coves and loss of
parking/ tourist amenities.

Potential loss of access to
isolated coves and loss of
parking/ tourist amenities.

Scenario C: Potential risk
to the South West Coast
Path from erosion.

Scenario C: Potential risk
to the South West Coast
Path from erosion.

Net loss of golf course
due to erosion.

Net loss of golf course due
to erosion.

Potential loss of access to

Potential loss of access to

• There are sewerage works to the west, but
these are set back from the coastal edge and
therefore should not be at risk.
• A sailing club operates from the beach and
includes RSA.
Tourist facilities

Scenario C: Protection of
Golf Course and Coast Path
at Thurlestone.
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Location/ feature

Key issues

Objectives that apply

Key Considerations

Assessment of Scenarios A, B and C
Short Term (to 2025)

Plymouth Sound and
Estuaries SAC

• Designated for its sandbanks, estuaries,
mudflats and sandflats, shallow inlets and bays,
reefs, Salicornia and other annuals colonising
mud and sand, Spartina swards and Atlantic
salt meadows.

Medium Term (to 2055)

Long Term (to 2105)

isolated coves and loss of
parking/ tourist amenities.

isolated coves and loss of
parking/ tourist amenities.

• To maintain the integrity of
internationally designated sites and
the favourable condition of their
interest features.

Scenarios A, B & C:
Potential increase in
intertidal habitats.

Scenarios A, B & C:
Potential increase in
intertidal habitats.

Scenarios A, B & C:
Potential increase in
intertidal habitats.

• Designated for its vegetated sea cliffs of the
Atlantic and Baltic coasts, and shore dock
Rumex rupestris, which is currently in
favourable condition.

• To maintain the integrity of
internationally designated sites and
the favourable condition of their
interest features.
features.

• The site lies on the cliff slopes and raised beach
of overlain quaternary and periglacial deposits
forming head, which provides the ideal habitat
for the shore dock. The underlying geology of
the site consists of slates from the Dartmouth
Group of the Lower Devonian period.

• To allow natural processes and
maintain visibility of geological
exposures throughout geological
SSSIs.

Scenarios
Scenarios A, B & C:
Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
integrity of the SAC and
SSSI, therefore NAI would
continue to maintain these
features.

Scenarios A, B & C:
Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
integrity of the SAC and
SSSI, therefore NAI
would continue to
maintain these features.

Scenarios A, B & C:
Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
integrity of the SAC and
SSSI, therefore NAI would
continue to maintain these
features.

• This site is of high botanical value due to the
presence of many rare or local flowering plants
and lichens, and is also important for its
invertebrate fauna and for breeding birds.

• To avoid adverse impacts on,
conserve and where practical
enhance the designated interest of
nationally designated conservation
sites.

Scenarios
Scenarios A, B & C: Change
in net area of cliff top
grassland, heathland and
scrub habitats.

Scenarios A, B & C:
Change in net area of cliff
top grassland, heathland
and scrub habitats.

Scenarios A, B & C: Change
in net area of cliff top
grassland, heathland and
scrub habitats.

• To allow natural processes and
maintain visibility of geological
exposures throughout geological
SSSIs.

Scenarios A, B & C:
Potential impact on this SSSI

Scenarios A, B & C:
Potential impact on this
SSSI

Scenarios A, B & C:
Potential impact on this
SSSI

• Also designated for the following species:

Petromyzon marinus, Lampetra fluviatilis,
Alosa alosa, Alosa fallax, Tursiops truncates
and Phocoena phocoena (the latter two
species are unlikely to be affected by
management policy changes).
Blackstone Point SAC
and SSSI (biological
and geological)

Bolt Head to Bolt Tail
SSSI (biological)

• Many of the habitats are cliff top habitats
supported by maritime grassland, maritime
heath and scrub.

• To avoid adverse impacts on,
conserve and where practical
enhance the designated interest of
nationally designated conservation
sites.

• The exposed rocks support a wide variety of
lichens and provide breeding grounds for birds.
Wheal Emily SSSI
(geological)

• A vein carrying antimony-lead mineralisation is
associated with a north-west to south-east
trending fault zone, which cuts strata of Lower
Devonian age. The underground workings
demonstrate the geological setting of the
mineralisation and is currently in favourable
condition.

• To avoid adverse impacts on,
conserve and where practical
enhance the designated interest of
nationally designated conservation
sites.
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Location/ feature

Key issues

Objectives that apply

Key Considerations

Assessment of Scenarios A, B and C
Short Term (to 2025)

Wembury Point SSSI
(biological and
geological)

Erme Estuary, Yealm
Estuary and South
Milton Ley SSSIs
(biological)

• Extensive reefs of interest for their intertidal
plant and animal communities together with
coastal sand, shingle and steep slopes of seacliff grassland and mixed scrub.

• To allow natural processes and
maintain visibility
visibility of geological
exposures throughout geological
SSSIs.

• Also of interest for the diversity of passage and
wintering birds and for nesting species
associated with the scrub; at least one
nationally rare species of bird breeds on the
site. The landform itself is also of interest,
displaying a wave-cut platform, head terrace
and degraded fossil cliffline.

• To avoid adverse impacts on,
conserve and where practical
enhance the designated interest of
nationally designated conservation
sites.

• Erme Estuary is a small secluded estuary, which
contains estuarine, saltmarsh, freshwater and
oak-hazel woodland habitats. It supports an
important breeding bird community and
provided feeding and roosting grounds for
waterfowl on passage and in winter. The
estuary experiences erosion and collapse of
river banks, which floods the fields in the
valley.

• To avoid adverse impacts
impacts on,
conserve and where practical
enhance the designated interest of
nationally designated conservation
sites.

• Yealm Estuary provides an example of a ria,
which shows a transition to estuarine
conditions in its upper reaches. The inlet is
steep sided and narrow with several
tributaries. The Yealm is a ‘typical’ estuary and
though vulnerable to extreme tides is normally
free from fluvial flooding (but does experience
some bank erosion). The significant sandbar at
the entrance to the Yealm Estuary protects
the river and its moorings – eelgrass bed
there are potential managed realignment sites
on the Yealm Estuary.

Medium Term (to 2055)

Long Term (to 2105)

Scenarios A, B & C:
Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
integrity of the SSSI,
therefore NAI would
continue to maintain these
features.

Scenarios A, B & C:
Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
integrity of the SSSI,
therefore NAI would
continue to maintain
these features.

Scenarios A, B & C:
C:
Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
integrity of the SSSI,
therefore NAI would
continue to maintain these
features.

Scenarios A, B & C:
Potential loss of the net
area of some features due
to flooding and erosion.

Scenarios A, B & C:
Potential loss of the net
area of some features due
to flooding and erosion.

Scenarios A, B & C:
Potential loss of the net
area of some features due
to flooding and erosion.

Potential for intertidal
habitat creation in many
areas including on the
Yealm Estuary.

Potential for intertidal
habitat creation in many
areas including on the
Yealm Estuary.

Potential for intertidal
habitat creation in many
areas including on the
Yealm Estuary.

Potential for loss of reedbed
habitat at Milton Ley due to
coastal flooding.

Potential for loss of
reedbed habitat at Milton
Ley due to coastal
flooding.

Potential for loss of
reedbed habitat at Milton
Ley due to coastal flooding.

• South Milton Ley is one of the best examples
of freshwater reedbed in Devon and of
particular importance for its breeding bird
community and for the variety of birds using
the site on passage.
Wembury Voluntary
Marine Conservation
Area

• The adjacent coastal waters contain a wide
variety of wildlife habitats that support a
diversity of plant and animal species, many of
which are only found in a few other parts of
the country. Wembury is home to the bloodyeyed velvet swimming crab, the blenny and the
bladder wrack.

• To avoid adverse impacts on,
conserve and where practical,
enhance the designated interest of
the locally designated conservation
sites.

Scenarios A, B & C:
Potential for the net loss of
one or more features of the
Marine Conservation area
due to erosion.

Scenarios A, B & C:
Potential for the net loss
of one or more features
of the Marine
Conservation area due to
erosion.

Scenarios A, B & C:
Potential for the net loss of
one or more features of the
Marine Conservation area
due to erosion.

South Devon Area of
Outstanding Natural
Beauty and Heritage
Coast

• The area is designated for its rich landscape
including its high coastal plateaux and rugged
coastline, estuaries, distinctive river estuaries,
coastal lowland, settlements and urban fringes.

• To conserve and enhance AONBs
and avoid conflict with AONB
Management Plan or Heritage
Coast Objectives

Scenarios A, B & C: Change
in landscape character of
AONB.

Scenarios A, B & C:
Change in landscape
character of AONB.

Scenarios A, B & C: Change
in landscape character of
AONB.

It is possible that NAI may
conflict with some of the

It is possible that NAI
may conflict with some of

It is possible that NAI may
conflict with some of the

• The AONB aims to conserve the best qualities
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Location/ feature

Key issues

Objectives that apply

of the landscape by helping to guide and
manage change.
• Within this coastal section, the AONB
Management Plan has a local action for
Challaborough Beach to develop a local
framework of guidelines for the future
management of the site in response to erosion
by the sea, pressure from traffic and visitors,
poor site management and inappropriate past
development. Subject to the outcome, prepare
a costed programme of action and seek
resources to implement it.
Scheduled monuments
and heritage assets

• Seven Scheduled Monuments lie within this
stretch of coastline and include hill forts, a
Roman settlement site and an anti-aircraft
Gunsite; most of these are not at risk due to
the resistant nature of this coastline.
• Langdon Court Hotel and Flete Registered
Parks and Gardens and two wreck sites (Erme
Ingot and Erme Estuary) lie along this stretch
of coastline.

• To avoid loss of scheduled and
other nationally important cultural
heritage sites.

Key Considerations

Assessment of Scenarios A, B and C
Short Term (to 2025)

Medium Term (to 2055)

management objectives of
the AONB Management
Plan, particularly those
relating to improvement
works at Challaborough.

the management
objectives of the AONB
Management Plan,
particularly those relating
to improvement works at
Challaborough.

management objectives of
the AONB Management
Plan, particularly those
relating to improvement
works at Challaborough.

Scenario A: Grade 1, 2 and
3 listed buildings potentially
at risk from flooding
particularly in Yealhampton
and Newton Ferrers.

Scenario A: Grade 1, 2
and 3 listed buildings
potentially at risk from
flooding particularly in
Yealhampton and
Newton Ferrers.

Scenario A: Grade 1, 2 and
3 listed buildings potentially
at risk from flooding
particularly in Yealhampton
and Newton Ferrers.

Up to 2 Scheduled
Monument (SMs) at risk:
Field Systems, Hut Circles
and Four Beacons SM and
Iron Age Cliff Castle SM.
Register Parks and Gardens:
-

Langdon Court Hotel
at risk of flooding

-

Flete at risk of flooding

Erme Estuary and Erme
Ingot protected wrecks at
risk from erosion.
Scenario B:
B Grade 1, 2 and
3 listed buildings potentially
at risk from flooding
particularly in Yealhampton
and Newton Ferrers.
Up to 3 Scheduled
Monument (SMs) at risk:
Field Systems, Hut Circles
and Four Beacons SM, Iron
Age Cliff Castle SM and
Roman Settlement Site SM
at Bantham Ham.
Register Parks and Gardens:
-

Langdon Court Hotel
at risk of flooding

-

Flete at risk of flooding

Erme Estuary and Erme

Up to 4 Scheduled
Monument (SMs) at risk: Field Systems, Hut Circles
and Four Beacons SM,
Medieval Farmstead &
Field System at Warren
Barn SM, Iron Age Cliff
Castle SM and Roman
Settlement Site SM at
Bantham Ham.
Register Parks and
Gardens:
-

Langdon Court Hotel
at risk of flooding

-

Flete at risk of
flooding

Erme Estuary and Erme
Ingot protected wrecks at
risk from erosion.
Scenario B:
B Grade 1, 2
and 3 listed buildings
potentially at risk from
flooding particularly in
Yealhampton and
Newton Ferrers.
Up to 5 Scheduled
Monument (SMs) at risk: Field Systems, Hut Circles
and Four Beacons SM,
Medieval Farmstead &

Long Term (to 2105)

Up to 5 Scheduled
Monument (SMs) at risk: Field Systems, Hut Circles
and Four Beacons SM,
Medieval Farmstead & Field
System at Warren Barn SM,
Five Round Barrows SM,
Iron Age Cliff Castle SM
and Roman Settlement Site
SM at Bantham Ham.
- Register Parks and
Gardens:
-

Langdon Court Hotel
at risk of flooding

-

Flete at risk of flooding

Erme Estuary and Erme
Ingot protected wrecks at
risk from erosion.
Scenario B:
B Grade 1, 2 and
3 listed buildings potentially
at risk from flooding
particularly in Yealhampton
and Newton Ferrers.
Up to 5 Scheduled
Monument (SMs) at risk: Field Systems, Hut Circles
and Four Beacons SM,
Medieval Farmstead & Field
System at Warren Barn SM,
Five Round Barrows SM,
Iron Age Cliff Castle SM
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Location/ feature

Key issues

Objectives that apply

Key Considerations

Assessment of Scenarios A, B and C
Short Term (to 2025)
Ingot protected wrecks at
risk from erosion.
Scenario C:
C Grade 1, 2 and
3 listed buildings potentially
at risk from flooding
particularly in Yealhampton
and Newton Ferrers.
Up to 1 Scheduled
Monument (SM) at risk:
Field Systems, Hut Circles
and Four Beacons SM.

Medium Term (to 2055)
Field System at Warren
Barn SM, Five Round
Barrows SM, Iron Age
Cliff Castle SM and
Roman Settlement Site
SM at Bantham Ham.
Register Parks and
Gardens:
-

Langdon Court Hotel
at risk of flooding

-

Flete at risk of
flooding

Register Parks and Gardens:
-

Langdon Court Hotel
at risk of flooding

-

Flete at risk of flooding

Erme Estuary and Erme
Ingot protected wrecks at
risk from erosion.

Erme Estuary and Erme
Ingot protected wrecks at
risk from erosion.
Scenario C:
C Grade 1, 2
and 3 listed buildings
potentially at risk from
flooding particularly in
Yealhampton and
Newton Ferrers.
Up to 3 Scheduled
Monument (SMs) at risk: Field Systems, Hut Circles
and Four Beacons SM,
Medieval Farmstead &
Field System at Warren
Barn Up to 5 Scheduled
Monument (SMs) at risk: Field Systems, Hut Circles
and Four Beacons SM,
Medieval Farmstead &
Field System at Warren
Barn SM, Five Round
Barrows SM, Iron Age
Cliff Castle SM and
Roman Settlement Site
SM at Bantham Ham.
Register Parks and
Gardens:
-

Langdon Court Hotel
at risk of flooding

-

Flete at risk of
flooding

Erme Estuary and Erme
Ingot protected wrecks at
risk from erosion.

Long Term (to 2105)
and Roman Settlement Site
SM at Bantham Ham..
Register Parks and
Gardens:
-

Langdon Court Hotel
at risk of flooding

-

Flete at risk of flooding

Erme Estuary and Erme
Ingot protected wrecks at
risk from erosion.
Scenario C:
C Grade 1, 2 and
3 listed buildings potentially
at risk from flooding
particularly in Yealhampton
and Newton Ferrers.
Up to 4 Scheduled
Monument (SMs) at risk: Field Systems, Hut Circles
and Four Beacons SM,
Medieval Farmstead & Field
System at Warren Barn SM,
Five Round Barrows SM Up
to 5 Scheduled Monument
(SMs) at risk: - Field
Systems, Hut Circles and
Four Beacons SM, Medieval
Farmstead & Field System
at Warren Barn SM, Five
Round Barrows SM, Iron
Age Cliff Castle SM and
Roman Settlement Site SM
at Bantham Ham.
Register Parks and
Gardens:
-

Langdon Court Hotel
at risk of flooding

-

Flete at risk of flooding

Erme Estuary and Erme
Ingot protected wrecks at
risk from erosion.
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Agricultural Land

Key issues
• Farmland stretches inland from the cliff top,
therefore any erosion will affect net area.
However, this is low-grade farmland (Grade 3
and below).

Objectives that apply

Key Considerations

• To avoid loss due to erosion of
and/or manage risk of flooding to
agricultural land.

Assessment of Scenarios A, B and C
Short Term (to 2025)

Medium Term (to 2055)

Long Term (to 2105)

Scenarios A, B & C: Grades
3, 4 and 5 Agricultural land
at risk of flooding/ erosion.

Scenarios A, B & C:
Grades 3, 4 and 5
Agricultural land at risk of
flooding/ erosion.

Scenarios A, B & C: Grades
3, 4 and 5 Agricultural land
at risk of flooding/ erosion.

• Much of the coastline is fringed by a broad
band of rough scrub land, woodland or coastal
heath and the actively farmed agricultural land,
is mostly elevated and set back from the cliff
edge

WEMBURY POINT
POINT TO DEVIL’S POINT
Location/ feature

Key issues

Objectives that apply

Assessment of Scenarios A, B and C
Key Considerations

Isolated properties,
holiday developments
and coastal hamlets

• There are various isolated properties,
farmsteads and coastal hamlets, such as
Heybrook Bay, at the top of the cliffs, either
side of the Sound.
• There are also holiday developments, such as
at Crownhill Bay and Bovisand Bay; here the
sandy beaches, and easy access to these, are
the key attraction.

Plymouth

• City and major commercial centre located at
the mouth of the River Plym, with dock
facilities and marinas. It also supports a range
of industries along the estuary banks.
• Plymouth is also a popular location for visitors
with a wide range of facilities and attractions,
ferry traffic and excursions focused along the
central section of coast. Plymouth is a cruise
ship destination.
• There are two key bridge crossings for the
A379 and A38 at Laira Bridge (River Plym) and
Tamar Bridge (Rover Tamar).
• The fishing industry in Plymouth is nationally
significant with the greatest weight of landings
in Britain.
• Refined petrol products terminal regionally
significant.
• Cremyll Ferry, believed to be operating since
1204 runs between Admirals Hard,
Stonehouse and Cremyll.

Tourist Facilities

• There is a golf course at Straddon Heights,
which is located on the cliff top but is unlikely

• To avoid loss of property due to
erosion and/or manage risk of
flooding to people and property.
• To avoid loss due to erosion of and
manage risk of flooding to
industrial, commercial and
economic assets and activities.

• To avoid loss of property due to
erosion and/or manage risk of
flooding to people and property.
• To avoid loss due to erosion of and
manage risk of flooding to
industrial, commercial and
economic assets and activities.
• To avoid loss due to erosion of and
manage risk of flooding to key
community, recreational and
amenity facilities.

This stretch of coastline encompasses the
several large urban settlement of Plymouth.
Where undefended, the coastline is
characterised by cliffs of outstanding
landscape and geological/ geomorphological
value, therefore a key consideration will be
the conservation of these features.
There could be potential conflict between
protecting urban areas, critical road
infrastructure, the extremely high
concentration of scheduled monuments and
other historic assets, and areas of
active/former landfill and potentially
contaminated land from increasing rates of
erosion/flooding while maintaining the
geological exposures and allowing natural
change.

Short Term (to 2025)

Medium Term (to 2055)

Scenario A: Isolated
properties at Wembury
point at risk from erosion

Scenario A: Isolated
properties at Wembury
point at risk from erosion

Scenario A: Isolated
properties at Wembury
point at risk from erosion

Risk of erosion to people
and properties at Bovisand
Bay

Risk of erosion to people
and properties at
Bovisand Bay

Risk of erosion to people
and properties at Bovisand
Bay

Risk of erosion to people
and properties at Staddon
Point

Risk of erosion to people
and properties at
Staddon Point

Risk of erosion to people
and properties at Staddon
Point

Scenario A: People and
properties protected from
flooding in Plymouth
Dockyards, Cattedown,
along the A347 adjacent to
the River Plym, Industrial
area near Crabtree and
along the Plymouth Road in
Plympton

Scenario A: People and
properties protected
from flooding in
Plymouth Dockyards,
Cattedown, along the
A347 adjacent to the
River Plym, Industrial
area near Crabtree and
along the Plymouth Road
in Plympton

Scenario A: People and
properties protected from
flooding in Plymouth
Dockyards, Cattedown,
along the A347 adjacent to
the River Plym, Industrial
area near Crabtree and
along the Plymouth Road in
Plympton

The A347 and A38
protected from flooding.

The A347 and A38
protected from flooding.

Long Term (to 2105)

The A347 and A38
protected from flooding.

• To ensure critical road and rail
linkages are maintained.
• To ensure critical services remain
operational.
• To minimise the impact of policies
on marine operations and activities.

• To avoid loss due to erosion of and
manage risk of flooding to key
community, recreational and

Scenario A: Minimal loss of
tourist facilities in the

Scenario A: Risk of
erosion and loss of net
area of some tourist

Risk of erosion and loss of
the net area of some tourist
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WEMBURY POINT
POINT TO DEVIL’S POINT
Location/ feature

Key issues

Objectives that apply

Assessment of Scenarios A, B and C
Key Considerations

to be affected by erosion.

amenity facilities.

Short Term (to 2025)
short-term.

amenities.

South West Coast Path
at risk from erosion and
potential loss in some
areas.

South West Coast Path at
risk from erosion and
potential loss in some areas.

Scenario A: Potential for an
increase in intertidal habitat
(if not squeezed against
hard structures) to the east
of Mount Batten
Breakwater.

Scenario A: Potential for
an increase in intertidal
habitat (if not squeezed
against hard structures)
to the east of Mount
Batten Breakwater.

Scenario A: Potential for an
increase in intertidal habitat
(if not squeezed against
hard structures) to the east
of Mount Batten
Breakwater.

Potential for a loss of
intertidal habitat due to
coastal squeeze to the west
of Mount Batten
Breakwater.

Potential for a loss of
intertidal habitat due to
coastal squeeze to the
west of Mount Batten
Breakwater.

Potential for a loss of
intertidal habitat due to
coastal squeeze to the west
of Mount Batten
Breakwater.

Scenario A: Continuation of
natural processes is key to
the integrity of the SSSIs,
therefore NAI would
continue to maintain these
features.

Scenario A: Continuation
of natural processes is
key to the integrity of the
SSSIs, therefore NAI
would continue to
maintain these features.

Scenario A: Continuation of
natural processes is key to
the integrity of the SSSIs,
therefore NAI would
continue to maintain these
features.

Scenario A: Continuation of
natural processes is key to
the integrity of the SSSIs,
therefore NAI would
continue to maintain these
features.

Scenario A: Continuation
of natural processes is
key to the integrity of the
SSSIs, therefore NAI
would continue to
maintain these features.

Scenario A: Continuation of
natural processes is key to
the integrity of the SSSIs,
therefore NAI would
continue to maintain these
features.

Holding the Line has the
potential to adversely
impact upon the limestones
of the Western King.

Holding the Line has the
potential to adversely
impact upon the
limestones of the
Western King.

Holding the Line has the
potential to adversely
impact upon the limestones
of the Western King.

Scenario A: Change in
landscape character of
AONB

Scenario A: Change in
landscape character of
AONB

Scenario A: Change in
landscape character of
AONB

• Along the open coast either side of the Sound
there is a number of small bathing beaches and
associated access and car park facilities.
• Designated for its sandbanks, estuaries,
mudflats and sandflats, shallow inlets and bays,
reefs, Salicornia and other annuals colonising
mud and sand, Spartina swards and Atlantic
salt meadows.
• Also designated for the following species:

Petromyzon marinus, Lampetra fluviatilis,
Alosa alosa, Alosa fallax, Tursiops truncates
and Phocoena phocoena.

Wallsend Industrial
Estate, Faraday Road,
Lockridge Mine,
Mount Rise,
Rochmond Walk SSSIs
(geological)

• Wallsend Industrial Estate is a disused quarry,
which exposes a succession through the
Devonian Plymouth Limestone, typically
yielding a coral-stromatoporoid fauna of late
Givetian age.

Wembury Point and
Western King SSSIs
(biological and
geological)

• Wembury Point comprises extensive reefs of
interest for their intertidal plant and animal
communities together with coastal sand,
shingle and steep slopes of sea-cliff grassland
and mixed scrub. Also of interest for the
diversity of passage and wintering birds and for
nesting species associated with the scrub; at
least one nationally rare species of bird breeds
on the site. The landform itself is also of
interest, displaying a wave-cut platform, head
terrace and degraded fossil cliffline.

• These geological features are not at flood-risk.

• To maintain the integrity of
internationally
internationally designated sites and
the favourable condition of their
interest features.
• To avoid adverse impacts on,
conserve and where practical
enhance the designated interest of
nationally designated conservation
sites.

• To allow natural processes and
maintain visibility of geological
exposures throughout geological
SSSIs.
• To avoid adverse impacts on,
conserve and where practical
enhance the designated interest of
nationally designated conservation
sites.
• To allow natural processes and
maintain visibility of geological
exposures throughout geological
SSSIs.
• To avoid adverse impacts on,
conserve and where practical
enhance the designated interest of
nationally designated conservation
sites.

Long Term (to 2105)

amenities.

• The South West Coast Path runs along
stretches of this frontage – but there is
potential for this to be relocated.

Plymouth Sound and
Estuaries
SAC/Plymouth Sound
Shores and Cliffs SSSI
(biological)

Medium Term (to 2055)

• The Western King SSSI is a complex series of
Devonian limestones containing conodont
microfossils and laminated sediment infilling
solutional cavities.
South Devon Area of
Outstanding Natural
Beauty and Heritage
Coasts

o The South Devon AONB is designated for its
rich landscape including its high coastal
plateaux and rugged coastline, estuaries,
distinctive river estuaries, coastal lowland,
settlements and urban fringes.
o The AONBs aim to conserve the best qualities

• To avoid conflict with AONB
Management Plan Objectives.
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WEMBURY POINT
POINT TO DEVIL’S POINT
Location/ feature

Key issues

Objectives that apply

Assessment of Scenarios A, B and C
Key Considerations

Short Term (to 2025)

Medium Term (to 2055)

Long Term (to 2105)

Scenario A: Protection of
Grade 1, 2 and 3 listed
buildings from flooding or
erosion.

Scenario A: Protection of
Grade 1, 2 and 3 listed
buildings from flooding or
erosion.

Scenario A: Protection of
Grade 1, 2 and 3 listed
buildings from flooding or
erosion.

Protection of Registered
Parks and Gardens and
Scheduled Monuments:

Protection of Registered
Parks and Gardens and
Scheduled Monuments:

Protection of Registered
Parks and Gardens and
Scheduled Monuments:

-

No 1 Basin And No 1
Dock, South Yard,
Devonport Dockyard
at risk of flooding

-

-

No 1 Basin And No 1
Dock, South Yard,
Devonport Dockyard
at risk of flooding

-

Slip No 1 (The
Covered Slip), South
Yard, Devonport
Dockyard at risk from
flooding

No 1 Basin And No
1 Dock, South Yard,
Devonport
Dockyard at risk of
flooding

-

-

Slip No 1 (The
Covered Slip), South
Yard, Devonport
Dockyard at risk
from flooding

Slip No 1 (The
Covered Slip), South
Yard, Devonport
Dockyard at risk from
flooding

-

-

Bohetherick Lime
Kiln With Adjacent
Quay And Ancillary
Buildings, 140m
South East Of
Cotehele Bridge at
risk from flooding

Bohetherick Lime Kiln
With Adjacent Quay
And Ancillary Buildings,
140m South East Of
Cotehele Bridge at risk
from flooding

-

Gawton Arsenic Mine
And Flue at risk from
flooding

-

Okeltor 19th Century
Arsenic, Copper And
Tin Mine at risk from
flooding

of the landscape by helping to guide and
manage change.
Scheduled monuments
sand heritage assets

• Over 20 Scheduled Monuments lie within this
stretch of coastline,
• Registered Parks and Gardens and two wreck
sites (Coronation Inshore and Cattewater) lie
along this stretch of coastline.

• To avoid loss of scheduled and
other nationally important cultural
heritage sites.

-

-

-

Bohetherick Lime Kiln
With Adjacent Quay
And Ancillary Buildings,
140m South East Of
Cotehele Bridge at risk
from flooding
Gawton Arsenic Mine
And Flue at risk from
flooding
Okeltor 19th Century
Arsenic, Copper And
Tin Mine at risk from
flooding

-

-

Gawton Arsenic
Mine And Flue at risk
from flooding
Okeltor 19th
Century Arsenic,
Copper And Tin
Mine at risk from
flooding

Agricultural Land

• Farmland stretches inland from the cliff top,
therefore any erosion will affect net area.
However, this is low-grade farmland (Grade 3
and below).

• To avoid loss due to erosion of
and/or manage risk of flooding to
agricultural land.

Scenario A: Grades 2, 3 and
4 agricultural land at risk
from flooding or erosion.

Scenario A: Grades 2, 3
and 4 agricultural land at
risk from flooding or
erosion.

Scenario A: Grades 2, 3 and
4 agricultural land at risk
from flooding or erosion.

Landfill sites

• 12 Historic landfill sites: Radford Quarry,
Oreston, Laira Lipson Collage, School Playing
Field Laira, Laira, Allotments Embankment
Road, Embankment Road, Tothill Park
Recreation Ground, Blagdons Shipyard,
Cattedown Junction Playing Field, MacAdam
Road, Cattedown Road, Severnside Waste
Paper.

• To prevent pollution from

Scenario A: Protection of
majority of landfill sites
from flooding.

Scenario A: Protection of
majority of landfill sites
from flooding.

Scenario A: Protection of
majority of landfill sites
from flooding.

ources
contaminated ssources
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WEMBURY POINT
POINT TO DEVIL’S POINT
Location/ feature

Key issues

Objectives that apply

Assessment of Scenarios A, B and C
Key Considerations

Short Term (to 2025)

Medium Term (to 2055)

Long Term (to 2105)

• Disused workings/active landfill at Chelson
Meadow An extensive area of disused
workings including disused stone quarries
bordering the River Plym. Some parts of this
area are currently used for active landfilling.
• The current state of the historic landfill sites
(i.e. any details of remediation/removal etc)
has not been considered at this strategic level.

TAMAR ESTUARY
Location/ feature

Key issues
issues

Objectives that apply

Assessment of Scenarios A, B and C
Key Considerations

Isolated properties,
holiday developments
and coastal hamlets

Plymouth

• There are various isolated properties,
farmsteads and coastal hamlets, at the top of
the cliffs, at the entrance to the Sound.

• City and major commercial centre located at
the mouth of the River Plym, with dock
facilities and marinas. It also supports a range
of industries along the estuary banks.
• Plymouth is also a popular location for visitors
with a wide range of facilities and attractions,
ferry traffic and excursions focused along the
central section of coast. Plymouth is a cruise
ship destination.
• There are two key bridge crossings for the
A379 and A38 at Laira Bridge (River Plym) and
Tamar Bridge (Rover Tamar).
• The fishing industry in Plymouth is nationally
significant with the greatest weight of landings
in Britain.
• Refined petrol products terminal regionally
significant.
• Cremyll Ferry, believed to be operating since
1204 runs between Admirals Hard,
Stonehouse and Cremyll.

Saltash

• To avoid loss of property due to
erosion and/or manage risk of
flooding to people and property.

This stretch of coastline encompasses the
several large urban settlements including
Saltash, Plymouth and Torpoint.

• To avoid loss due to erosion of and
manage risk of flooding to
industrial, commercial and
economic assets and activities.

The coastline is characterised by cliffs of
outstanding landscape and geological/
geomorphological value, therefore a key
consideration will be the conservation of
these features.

• To avoid loss of property due to
erosion and/or manage risk of
flooding to people and property.
• To avoid loss due to erosion of and
manage risk of flooding to industrial,
commercial and economic assets
and activities.
• To avoid loss due to erosion of and
manage risk of flooding to key
community, recreational and
amenity facilities.

There could be potential conflict between
protecting urban areas, critical road
infrastructure, the extremely high
concentration of scheduled monuments and
other historic assets, and areas of
active/former landfill and potentially
contaminated land from increasing rates of
erosion/flooding while maintaining the
geological exposures and allowing natural
change.

Short Term (to 2025)

Medium Term (to 2055)

Long Term (to 2105)

Scenario A: Limited impacts
on isolated properties.

Scenario
Scenario A: Limited
impacts on isolated
properties.

Scenario A: Limited impacts
on isolated properties.

Scenario A: People and
properties protected from
flooding in Plymouth
Dockyards, Cattedown,
along the A347 adjacent to
the River Plym, Industrial
area near Crabtree and
along the Plymouth Road in
Plympton

Scenario A: People and
properties protected
from flooding in
Plymouth Dockyards,
Cattedown, along the
A347 adjacent to the
River Plym, Industrial
area near Crabtree and
along the Plymouth Road
in Plympton

Scenario A: People and
properties protected from
flooding in Plymouth
Dockyards, Cattedown,
along the A347 adjacent to
the River Plym, Industrial
area near Crabtree and
along the Plymouth Road in
Plympton

A347 and A38 protected
from flooding.

A347 and A38 protected
from flooding.

A347 and A38 protected
from flooding.

• To ensure critical road and rail
linkages are maintained.
• To ensure critical services remain
operational.
• To minimise the impact of policies
on marine operations and activities.

• Town on the River Tamar with a waterside
frontage, shopping centre and good leisure
facilities.

• To avoid loss of property due to
erosion and/or manage risk of
flooding to people and property.

• There is a ferry service from Saltash to
Plymouth.

• To avoid loss due to erosion of and
manage risk of flooding to
industrial, commercial and

Scenario A: People and
properties around the
Tamar Bridge and along the
edge of the town’s limits at
Burraton Coombe
protected from flooding.

Scenario A: People and
properties around the
Tamar Bridge and along
the edge of the town’s
limits at Burraton
Coombe protected from

Scenario A: People and
properties around the
Tamar Bridge and along the
edge of the town’s limits at
Burraton Coombe
protected from flooding.
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TAMAR ESTUARY
Location/ feature

Key issues
issues

Objectives that apply

Assessment of Scenarios A, B and C
Key Considerations

• The Main Line railway runs close to the
shoreline to the south of Saltash.

economic assets and activities.

Short Term (to 2025)

Medium Term (to 2055)

Long Term (to 2105)

A38 near the junction with
New Road protected from
flooding.

flooding.

Scenario A: People and
properties at risk from
flooding around Millhouse
park, Marina drive, and
Gravesend Gardens

Scenario A: People and
properties at risk from
flooding around Millhouse
park, Marina drive, and
Gravesend Gardens

Scenario A: People and
properties at risk from
flooding around Millhouse
park, Marina drive, and
Gravesend Gardens

Ferry port and road
linkages to it are also at risk
of flooding.

Ferry port and road
linkages to it are also at
risk of flooding.

Ferry port and road
linkages to it are also at risk
of flooding.

• To avoid loss due to erosion of and
manage risk of flooding to key
community, recreational and
amenity facilities.

Scenario A: Minimal impact
on tourist facilities in the
short-term.

Scenario A: South West
Coast Path at risk from
managed realignment in
some areas

Scenario A: South West
Coast Path at risk from
managed realignment in
some areas

• To avoid loss due to erosion of and
manage risk of flooding to key
community, recreational and
amenity facilities.

A38 near the junction
with New Road
protected from flooding.

A38 near the junction with
New Road protected from
flooding.

• To ensure critical road and rail
linkages are maintained.
• To minimise the impact of policies
on marine operations and activities.
Torpoint

• Situated on a peninsula across the River Tamar
and linked to Plymouth by passenger and
vehicle ferries.

• To avoid loss of property due to
erosion and/or manage risk of
flooding to people and property.

• This town is not a holiday resort, but includes
both residential and commercial properties.

• To avoid loss due to erosion of and
manage risk of flooding to
industrial, commercial and
economic assets and activities.

• There is a major depot site and jetty adjacent
to the town.

• To avoid loss due to erosion of and
manage risk of flooding to key
community, recreational and
amenity facilities.
• To ensure critical road and rail
linkages are maintained.
• To minimise the impact of policies
on marine operations and activities.

Tourist Facilities

• The South West Coast Path runs along
stretches of this frontage – but there is
potential for this to be relocated.
• Along the open coast either side of the Sound
there is a number of small bathing beaches and
associated access and car park facilities.

Cornwall and West
Devon Mining
Landscape World
Heritage Site

• Status achieved through the recognition of
Cornwall and West Devon’s historic landscape
and outstanding buildings associated with the
copper and tin mining, and these counties
contribution to the industrial revolution

• To avoid loss of scheduled
scheduled and
other internationally/ nationally
important heritage assets and
features.

Scenario A: World Heritage
Site adjacent to the River
Tamar protected from
flooding.

Scenario A: World
Heritage Site adjacent to
the River Tamar
protected from flooding.

Scenario A: World Heritage
Site adjacent to the River
Tamar protected from
flooding.

Tamar Estuaries
Complex SPA and
Tamar-Tavy Estuary
SSSI (biological)

• SPA designated for its Egretta garzetta and

• To maintain the integrity of
internationally
internationally designated sites and
the favourable condition of their
interest features.

Scenario A: Holding the line
along much of the Tamar
Estuary may lead to the loss
of some areas of intertidal
habitat through coastal
squeeze.

Scenario A: Holding the
line along much of the
Tamar Estuary may lead
to the loss of some areas
of intertidal habitat
through coastal squeeze.

Scenario A: Holding the line
along much of the Tamar
Estuary may lead to an
increased loss of some
areas of intertidal habitat
through coastal squeeze.

Managed realignment
between Tamerton Lake
and Saltash North (upper
Tamar Estuary West) would
increase the extent of

Managed realignment
between Tamerton Lake
and Saltash North (upper
Tamar Estuary West)
would increase the

Managed realignment
between Tamerton Lake
and Saltash North (upper
Tamar Estuary West) would
increase the extent of

Recurvirostra avosetta.
• The Tamar-Tavy Estuary SSSI is a large marine
inlet on the English Channel into which
discharges a series of rivers. Internationally
important wintering site for wildfowl and
waders.
• There is a proposed managed realignment site
on the Tamar at Cotehele.

• To avoid adverse impacts on,
conserve and where practical
enhance the designated interest of
nationally designated conservation
sites.
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TAMAR ESTUARY
Location/ feature

Key issues
issues

Objectives that apply

Assessment of Scenarios A, B and C
Key Considerations

Plymouth Sound and
Estuaries
SAC/Plymouth Sound
Shores and Cliffs SSSI
(biological)

• Designated for its sandbanks, estuaries,
mudflats and sandflats, shallow inlets and bays,
reefs, Salicornia and other annuals colonising
mud and sand, Spartina swards and Atlantic
salt meadows.

Medium Term (to 2055)

Long Term (to 2105)

wetland habitat adjacent to
the River Tavy and River
Tamar.

extent of wetland habitat
adjacent to the River
Tavy and River Tamar.

wetland habitat adjacent to
the River Tavy and River
Tamar.

Scenario A: Holding the line
along much of the Tamar
Estuary may lead to the loss
of some areas of intertidal
habitat through coastal
squeeze.

Scenario A: Holding the
line along much of the
Tamar Estuary may lead
to the loss of some areas
of intertidal habitat
through coastal squeeze.

Scenario A: Holding the line
along much of the Tamar
Estuary may lead to an
increased loss of some
areas of intertidal habitat
through coastal squeeze.

Managed realignment
between Tamerton Lake
and Saltash North (upper
Tamar Estuary West) would
increase the extent of
wetland habitat adjacent to
the River Tavy and River
Tamar.

Managed realignment
between Tamerton Lake
and Saltash North (upper
Tamar Estuary West)
would increase the
extent of wetland habitat
adjacent to the River
Tavy and River Tamar.

Managed realignment
between Tamerton Lake
and Saltash North (upper
Tamar Estuary West) would
increase the extent of
wetland habitat adjacent to
the River Tavy and River
Tamar.

Petromyzon marinus, Lampetra fluviatilis,
Alosa alosa, Alosa fallax, Tursiops truncates
and Phocoena phocoena.

• To avoid adverse impacts on,
conserve and where practical
practical
enhance the designated interest of
nationally designated conservation
sites.

• St John’s Lake comprises extensive mudflats
and saltmarsh of importance for wintering
wildfowl and waders. Underlying Devonian
slates form fringing shingle beaches and
shallow rock cliffs.

• To avoid adverse impacts on,
conserve and where practical
enhance the designated interest of
nationally designated conservation
sites.

Scenario A: Potentially loss
of the net area of intertidal
habitat through coastal
squeeze due to holding the
line.

Scenario A: Potentially
loss of the net area of
intertidal habitat through
coastal squeeze due to
holding the line.

Scenario A: Potentially loss
of the net area of intertidal
habitat through coastal
squeeze due to holding the
line.

• To avoid conflict with AONB
Management Plan Objectives.

Scenario A: Change in
landscape character of
AONB

Scenario A: Change in
landscape character of
AONB

Scenario A: Change in
landscape character of
AONB

• To avoid loss of scheduled and
other nationally important cultural
heritage sites.

Scenario A: Grade 1, 2 and
3 listed buildings protected
from flooding.

Scenario A: Grade 1, 2
and 3 listed buildings
protected from flooding.

Scenario A: Grade 1, 2 and
3 listed buildings protected
from flooding.

Registered Parks and
Gardens (e.g. Antony

Registered Parks and
Gardens (e.g. Antony

Registered Parks and
Gardens (e.g. Antony

• Also designated for the following species:

St John’s Lake and
Lynher Estuary, SSSIs
(biological)

• To maintain the integrity of
internationally designated sites and
the favourable condition of their
interest features.

Short Term (to 2025)

• Lynher estuary forms part of a ria complex,
which has developed saltmarsh and mudflats of
importance for wintering wildfowl and waders.
Transitional habitat from intertidal habitats to
transitional marsh. Areas of extensive ancient
woodland.
South
Devon/Cornwall and
Tamar Valley Areas of
Outstanding Natural
Beauty and Heritage
Coasts

o The South Devon AONB is designated for its
rich landscape including its high coastal
plateaux and rugged coastline, estuaries,
distinctive river estuaries, coastal lowland,
settlements and urban fringes.
o The Cornwall AONB is designated for its
coast, rugged moors, tranquil valleys and
complex geology.
o The Tamar Valley AONB is designated for its
unspoilt drowned river valley system, steep
gorges, meandering rivers, ancient woodlands
and wetlands.
o The AONBs aim to conserve the best qualities
of the landscape by helping to guide and
manage change.

Scheduled monuments
and heritage assets

• Listed buildings, Scheduled Monuments and
Registered Parks and Gardens lie within this
estuary.
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TAMAR ESTUARY
Location/ feature

Key issues
issues

Objectives that apply

Assessment of Scenarios A, B and C
Key Considerations

Short Term (to 2025)

Medium Term (to 2055)

Long Term (to 2105)

pleasure grounds and
Cotehele) protected from
flooding.

pleasure grounds and
Cotehele) protected
from flooding.

pleasure grounds and
Cotehele) protected from
flooding.

Scheduled Monuments that
would be protected against
flood risk include

Scheduled Monuments
that would be protected
against flood risk include

Scheduled Monuments that
would be protected against
flood risk include

-

No 1 Basin And No 1
Dock, South Yard,
Devonport Dockyard
at risk of flooding

-

-

No 1 Basin And No 1
Dock, South Yard,
Devonport Dockyard
at risk of flooding

-

Slip No 1 (The
Covered Slip), South
Yard, Devonport
Dockyard at risk from
flooding

No 1 Basin And No
1 Dock, South Yard,
Devonport
Dockyard at risk of
flooding

-

-

Slip No 1 (The
Covered Slip), South
Yard, Devonport
Dockyard at risk
from flooding

Slip No 1 (The
Covered Slip), South
Yard, Devonport
Dockyard at risk from
flooding

-

-

Bohetherick Lime
Kiln With Adjacent
Quay And Ancillary
Buildings, 140m
South East Of
Cotehele Bridge at
risk from flooding

Bohetherick Lime Kiln
With Adjacent Quay
And Ancillary Buildings,
140m South East Of
Cotehele Bridge at risk
from flooding

-

Gawton Arsenic Mine
And Flue at risk from
flooding

-

Okeltor 19th Century
Arsenic, Copper And
Tin Mine at risk from
flooding

-

-

-

Bohetherick Lime Kiln
With Adjacent Quay
And Ancillary Buildings,
140m South East Of
Cotehele Bridge at risk
from flooding
Gawton Arsenic Mine
And Flue at risk from
flooding
Okeltor 19th Century
Arsenic, Copper And
Tin Mine at risk from
flooding

-

-

Gawton Arsenic
Mine And Flue at risk
from flooding
Okeltor 19th
Century Arsenic,
Copper And Tin
Mine at risk from
flooding

Agricultural Land

• Farmland stretches inland from the cliff top,
therefore any erosion will affect net area.
However, this is low-grade farmland (Grade 3
and below).

• To avoid loss due to erosion of
and/or manage risk of flooding to
agricultural land.

Scenario A: Some areas of
Grade 2, 3 and 4
agricultural land at risk from
flooding or erosion.

Scenario A: Some areas
of Grade 2, 3 and 4
agricultural land at risk
from flooding or erosion.

Scenario A: Some areas of
Grade 2, 3 and 4
agricultural land at risk from
flooding or erosion.

Landfill sites

• 6 historic landfill sites: Stonehouse Lake,
Stonehouse Playing Fields, Victoria Park,
Antony Road car park, Southdown Quarry and
Millpool.

• To prevent pollution from

Scenario A: All historic
landfill sites protected from
flooding.

Scenario A: All historic
landfill sites protected
from flooding.

Scenario A: All historic
landfill sites protected from
flooding.

contaminated sources

• The current state of the historic landfill sites
(i.e. any details of remediation/removal etc)
has not been considered at this strategic level.

MOUNT EDGCUMBE TO RAME HEAD
Location/ feature
Key issues
Isolated properties,

• There are various isolated properties,

Objectives that apply
• To avoid loss of property due to

Key Considerations
This largely undeveloped coastline is

Short Term (to 2025)
Scenarios A & C: Isolated

Assessment of Scenarios A, B and C
Medium Term (to 2055)
Long Term (to 2105)
Scenarios A & C Isolated
Scenarios A & C Isolated
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MOUNT EDGCUMBE TO RAME HEAD
Location/ feature
Key issues
holiday developments
and coastal hamlets

farmsteads and coastal hamlets
• There are also holiday developments.
• Picklecombe Fort has recently been converted
to accommodation.

Kingsand and Cawsand

• These are small pretty villages, with the sandy
beaches being the main attraction for tourists.
There are a number of properties along the
back of the beach and promenade, although
the main villages stretch inland onto higher
ground.
• There is a ferry crossing between Cawsand and
Plymouth.
• Fishing and sailing are popular from these
resorts.
• Mount Edgcumbe Country Park is an important
recreational resource and includes a small
bathing beach.
• The South West Coast Path runs along
stretches of this frontage – but there is
potential for this to be relocated.
• Along the open coast to the west of the Sound
there is a number of small bathing beaches and
associated access and car park facilities.

Tourist Facilities

Plymouth Sound and
Estuaries
SAC/Plymouth Sound
Shores and Cliffs SSSI
(biological)

• Designated for its sandbanks, estuaries,
mudflats and sandflats, shallow inlets and bays,
reefs, Salicornia and other annuals colonising
mud and sand, Spartina swards and Atlantic
salt meadows.
• Also designated for the following species:

Petromyzon marinus, Lampetra fluviatilis,
Alosa alosa, Alosa fallax, Tursiops truncates
and Phocoena phocoena.
Kingsand to Sandway
Point SSSI (geological)

• Kingsand to Sandway Point is of national
importance for its geomorphology. The rock
platform along the Kingsand beach section is
the only exposure in south west England of an
extrusive rhyolite flow of Permian age.

Objectives that apply

Key Considerations

erosion and/or manage risk of
flooding to people and property.
• To avoid loss due to erosion of and
manage risk of flooding to
industrial, commercial and
economic assets and activities.
• To avoid loss of property due to
erosion and/or manage risk of
flooding to people and property.
• To avoid loss due to erosion of and
manage risk of flooding to
industrial, commercial and
economic assets and activities.

characterised by cliffs of outstanding
landscape and geological/ geomorphological
value, therefore a key consideration will be
the conservation of these features.
There are various isolated properties,
farmsteads and coastal hamlets and Kingsand
and Cawsand are locally important tourist
resorts, where the beaches are a key
attraction.

Assessment of Scenarios A, B and C
Short Term (to 2025)
Medium Term (to 2055)
Long Term (to 2105)
properties, farmsteads and
properties, farmsteads
properties, farmsteads and
coastal hamlets at risk from and coastal hamlets at
coastal hamlets at risk from
erosion between Mount
risk from erosion
erosion between Mount
Edgcumbe and Kingsand.
between Mount
Edgcumbe and Kingsand.
Edgcumbe and Kingsand.
Scenarios A & C: Holding
the line will sustain features
at Kingsand and protect
people and properties from
erosion at Cawsand on sea
front.
Protection of Plymouth
Ferry Dock facilities from
flooding.

Scenarios A & C: Holding
the line will sustain
features at Kingsand and
protect people and
properties from erosion
at Cawsand on sea front.
Protection of Plymouth
Ferry Dock facilities from
flooding.

Scenarios A & C: Holding
the line will sustain features
at Kingsand and protect
people and properties from
erosion at Cawsand on sea
front.
Protection of Plymouth
Ferry Dock facilities from
flooding.

• To avoid loss due to erosion of and
manage risk of flooding to key
community, recreational and
amenity facilities.

Scenario A: Potential loss of
a small area of Mount
Edgcumbe Country Park.
South West Coast Path at
risk from erosion and
potential loss between
Mount Edgcumbe and
Kingsand and between
Cawsand and Rame Head.
Scenario C:
C Potential loss of
a small area of Mount
Edgcumbe Country Park.
South West Coast Path at
risk from erosion and
potential loss between
Mount Edgcumbe and
Picklecombe Point,
Picklecombe Point and
Kingsand and between
Cawsand and Rame Head.

Scenario A: Potential loss of
a small area of Mount
Edgcumbe Country Park.
South West Coast Path at
risk from erosion and
potential loss between
Mount Edgcumbe and
Kingsand and between
Cawsand and Rame Head.
Scenario C:
C Potential loss of
a small area of Mount
Edgcumbe Country Park.
South West Coast Path at
risk from erosion and
potential loss between
Mount Edgcumbe and
Picklecombe Point,
Picklecombe Point and
Kingsand and between
Cawsand and Rame Head.

• To maintain the integrity of
internationally designated sites and
the favourable condition of their
interest features.
• To avoid adverse impacts on,
conserve and where practical
enhance the designated interest of
nationally
nationally designated conservation
sites.
• To allow natural processes and

Scenarios A & C: Potential
increase in intertidal habitat
in areas of NAI.

Scenario A: Potential loss
of a small area of Mount
Edgcumbe Country Park.
South West Coast Path
at risk from erosion and
potential loss between
Mount Edgcumbe and
Kingsand and between
Cawsand and Rame
Head.
Scenario C:
C Potential loss
of a small area of Mount
Edgcumbe Country Park.
South West Coast Path
at risk from erosion and
potential loss between
Mount Edgcumbe and
Picklecombe Point,
Picklecombe Point and
Kingsand and between
Cawsand and Rame
Head.
Scenarios A & C:
Potential increase in
intertidal habitat in areas
of NAI.

Scenarios A & C:
Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
integrity of the SSSI and,
therefore NAI in the
northern section of this
SSSI would continue to

Scenarios A & C:
Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
integrity of the SSSI and,
therefore NAI in the
northern section of this
SSSI would continue to

maintain visibility of geological
exposures throughout geological
SSSIs.
• To avoid adverse impacts on,
conserve and where practical
enhance the designated interest of

Scenarios A & C:
Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
integrity of the SSSI and,
therefore NAI in the
northern section of this
SSSI would continue to

Scenarios A & C: Potential
increase in intertidal habitat
in areas of NAI.
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MOUNT EDGCUMBE TO RAME HEAD
Location/ feature
Key issues

Objectives that apply

nationally designated conservation
sites.

Rame Head and
Whitsand Bay SSSI
(biological and
geological)

Cornwall and Tamar
Valley Areas of
Outstanding Natural
Beauty and Heritage
Coasts

Scheduled monuments
and heritage assets

Agricultural Land

• Rame Head and Whitsand Bay consists of
coastal cliff habitats with the largest colony of
shore dock in mainland Britain. The site also
supports significant populations of other rare
plant species. The Dartmouth Beds within Bull
Cove contain a fossiliferous horizon, which has
yielded important marine fossils. Whitsand Bay
is one of a suite of south-west facing beaches
on the English Channel coast backed by a cliffline of Devonian grits and slates exhibiting a
‘slope-over-wall’ form and little affected by
retreat.
• The Cornwall AONB is designated for its
coast, rugged moors, tranquil valleys and
complex geology.
• The Tamar Valley AONB is designated for its
unspoilt drowned river valley system, steep
gorges, meandering rivers, ancient woodlands
and wetlands.
• The AONBs aim to conserve the best qualities
of the landscape by helping to guide and
manage change.
• Scheduled Monuments, Registered Parks and
Gardens and listed buildings lie along this
stretch of coastline.

• To allow natural processes and
maintain visibility of geological
exposures throughout geological
SSSI.
• To avoid adverse impacts on,
conserve and where practical
enhance the designated interest of
nationally designated conservation
sites.

• Farmland stretches inland from the cliff top,
therefore any erosion will affect net area.
However, this is low-grade farmland (Grade 3
and below).

Key Considerations

Assessment of Scenarios A, B and C
Short Term (to 2025)
Medium Term (to 2055)
Long Term (to 2105)
maintain the exposures.
maintain the exposures.
maintain the exposures.
Holding the line in the
Holding the line in the
Holding the line in the
southern section of the SSSI southern section of the
southern section of the SSSI
between Kingsand and
SSSI between Kingsand
between Kingsand and
Cawsand has the potential
and Cawsand has the
Cawsand has the potential
to adversely impact this
potential to adversely
to adversely impact this
feature.
impact this feature.
feature.
Scenarios A & C:
Scenarios A & C:
Scenarios A & C:
Continuation of natural
Continuation of natural
Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
processes is key to the
processes is key to the
integrity of the SSSI,
integrity of the SSSI,
integrity of the SSSI,
therefore NAI would
therefore NAI would
therefore NAI would
continue to maintain the
continue to maintain the
continue to maintain the
interest features of the SSSI. interest features of the
interest features of the SSSI.
SSSI.

• To avoid conflict with AONB
Management Plan Objectives.

Scenarios A & C: Change in
landscape character of
AONB

Scenarios A & C: Change
in landscape character of
AONB

Scenarios A & C: Change in
landscape character of
AONB

• To avoid loss of scheduled and
other nationally important cultural
heritage sites.

Scenarios A & C: Some
Grade 1, 2 and 3 listed
buildings at risk from
flooding or erosion
including clusters of listed
buildings located in around
Mount Edgcumbe Country
Park.
Potential loss of parts of
Mount Edgcumbe
Registered Parks and
Gardens from erosion.
Potential loss of up to 1
Scheduled Monument (SM)
due to erosion: Promontory
Fort and St Michael's
Chapel, Rame Head SM.

Scenarios A & C: Some
Grade 1, 2 and 3 listed
buildings at risk from
flooding or erosion
including clusters of listed
buildings located in around
Mount Edgcumbe Country
Park.
Potential loss of parts of
Mount Edgcumbe
Registered Parks and
Gardens from erosion.
Potential loss of up to 1
Scheduled Monument (SM)
due to erosion:
Promontory Fort and St
Michael's Chapel, Rame
Head SM.
Protection of Cawsand Fort
Scheduled Monument.

• To avoid loss due to erosion of
and/or manage risk of flooding to
agricultural land.

Scenarios A and C: Some
areas of Grades 2, 3 and 4
agricultural land at risk from
flooding or erosion.

Scenarios A & C: Some
Grade 1, 2 and 3 listed
buildings at risk from
flooding or erosion
including clusters of listed
buildings located in
around Mount Edgcumbe
Country Park.
Potential loss of parts of
Mount Edgcumbe
Registered Parks and
Gardens from erosion.
Potential loss of up to 1
Scheduled Monument
(SM) due to erosion:
Promontory Fort and St
Michael's Chapel, Rame
Head SM.
Protection of Cawsand
Fort Scheduled
Monument.
Scenarios A and C: Some
areas of Grades 2, 3 and
4 agricultural land at risk
from flooding or erosion.

Scenarios A and C: Some
areas of Grades 2, 3 and 4
agricultural land at risk from
flooding or erosion.
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MOUNT EDGCUMBE TO RAME HEAD
Location/ feature
Key issues
Marine operations

• At Penlee Point lies Trinity House Fog Signal
Station.

Objectives that apply
• To minimise the impact of policies
on marine operations and activities.

Key Considerations
Short Term (to 2025)
Scenarios A & C: Penlee
Point Fog Signal Station at
risk from erosion.

Assessment of Scenarios A, B and C
Medium Term (to 2055)
Long Term (to 2105)
Scenarios A & C: Penlee
Scenarios A & C: Penlee
Point Fog Signal Station at Point Fog Signal Station at
risk from erosion.
risk from erosion.
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Annex F.4
F.4 – Proposed Preferred Policies
Following a review of the policy appraisals for each scenario, the proposed preferred policies that provide the
most appropriate, sustainable long-term management of the coast were identified. These are summarised in
the following table, along with comments/justification as to why they were identified as the proposed preferred
options.
These proposed preferred policies were then reviewed and consulted on with the South Devon & Dorset
Coastal Advisory Group (see Appendix G).
G
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Policy Unit (Number and Description)
Description)

SMP1 Policy

Preferred Policy
Short
Medium
Long Term
Term (to
Term (to
(to 2105)
2025)
2055)

Supporting Notes

POLICY SCENARIO AREA: DURLSTON HEAD TO WHITE NOTHE
5g01

Durlston Head to St Alban’s
Head

Do Nothing

NAI

NAI

NAI

Undefended, internationally designated section of coast would be
allowed to continue to evolve naturally.

5g02

St Alban’s Head to
Kimmeridge Bay

Do Nothing

NAI

NAI

NAI

Undefended, internationally designated section of coast would be
allowed to continue to evolve naturally.

5g03
5g03

Kimmeridge Bay (defended
length)

Do Nothing;
Retreat

MR

MR

MR

Small length of defence on the eastern side of Kimmeridge Bay.
Allowing its realignment would continue to provide protection
against flooding and maintain access. NAI would do neither whilst
HTL would become more technically difficult.

5g04

Kimmeridge Bay
(undefended) to Worbarrow
Tout

Do Nothing

NAI

NAI

NAI

Undefended, internationally designated section of coast would be
allowed to continue to evolve naturally.

5g05

Worbarrow Tout to
Lulworth
Lulworth Cove (East)

Do Nothing

NAI

NAI

NAI

Undefended, internationally designated section of coast would be
allowed to continue to evolve naturally.

5g06

Lulworth Cove (undefended)

Do Nothing

NAI

NAI

NAI

Undefended, internationally designated section of coast would be
allowed to continue to evolve naturally.

5g07

Lulworth Cove (defended
length)

Retreat

MR

MR

MR

Small length of defended coast within Lulworth Cove that provides
some protection against flood risk whilst also providing access to the
coast. HTL would become at risk of outflanking, whilst NAI would
lead to the loss of access provision, which would adversely affect
tourism, therefore allow the defence line to be moved back as
necessary will reduce outflanking risk, whilst maintaining flood
protection and access.

5g08

Lulworth Cove (West) to
White Nothe

Do Nothing

NAI

NAI

NAI

Undefended, internationally designated section of coast would be
allowed to continue to evolve naturally.
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Policy Unit (Number and Description)
Description)

5g09

5g10

White Nothe to Ringstead
Bay (defended length east)

Ringstead Bay (defended
length)

Preferred Policy
Short
Medium
SMP1 Policy
Long Term
Term (to
Term (to
(to 2105)
2025)
2055)
POLICY SCENARIO AREA: WHITE NOTHE TO REDCLIFF POINT
Do Nothing

Hold

NAI

HTL

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

Supporting Notes

Undefended, internationally designated section of coast would be
allowed to continue to evolve naturally.
The defences at Ringstead are already being outflanked, and it will
become unsustainable to maintain these in the medium to long term.
MR would involve measures similar to the present defences to
reduce erosion along this section which is in effect HTL. Therefore,
maintenance of the existing defences in the short term allows
measures to be put in place for relocating cliff top assets when
maintenance is withdrawn.
There may be a need to consider the physical removal of the existing
defences as part of this change in policy, which would result in a
naturally functioning shoreline in the longer term.

5g11

Ringstead Bay (defended
length west) to Redcliff Point

Do Nothing;
Retreat (at

NAI

NAI

NAI

Osmington)

Undefended, internationally designated section of coast would be
allowed to continue to evolve naturally.

POLICY SCENARIO AREA: REDCLIFF POINT TO PORTLAND BILL
5g12

Redcliff Point to Bowleaze
Cove (Gabions)

Do Nothing

NAI

NAI

NAI

Undefended, internationally designated section of coast would be
allowed to continue to evolve naturally.

5g13

Bowleaze Cove (Gabions) to
Furzy Cliff

Retreat

HTL

MR

MR

Holding the line of the existing defences as sea levels rise would
result in the need for larger defences and loss of beach. MR would
allow a more sustainable defence line to be provided to reduce flood
risk, whilst also allowing the beach to roll back and adapt too rising
sea levels, such that a beach could be retained for tourism and
recreation. This would require more detailed study and require more
seaward assets to be relocated.

5g14

Furzy Cliff

Retreat

NAI

NAI

NAI

This is an undefended designated cliff that is actively eroding
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Policy Unit (Number and Description)
Description)

5g15

Furzy Cliff to Preston Beach
(Rock Groyne)

SMP1 Policy

Hold

Preferred Policy
Short
Medium
Long Term
Term (to
Term (to
(to 2105)
2025)
2055)

HTL

HTL

MR

Supporting Notes
landwards. Depending upon the extent of future landslides, in the
longer term, this could potentially impact upon the road link to
Bowleaze Cove and so continued monitoring of the cliffs would be
required to monitor this risk.
The existing defence line protects a key transport route from
flooding and erosion, as well as a number of properties. As Furzy Cliff
to the north erodes, and as sea levels rise, it will become increasingly
unsustainable to maintain this defence line, and as such, a new
defence line would be required in land. This would need to consider
the impacts upon transport infrastructure, property, and Lodmoor
nature reserve.
This realignment would allow a more sustainable defence position to
be established with more beaches retained in front of the defences.

5g16

Preston Beach (Rock
Groyne) to Weymouth
(Stone Pier) (includes
Weymouth Harbour)

Hold

HTL

HTL

HTL

The highly developed area of Weymouth would continue to be
protected from flood risk under this policy.

5g17

Weymouth (Stone Pier) to
Portland Harbour (North
Breakwater)

Hold

HTL

HTL

HTL

The seawall constructed along this section in 2002, along with the
rock revetment at the eastern end, would be maintained to continue
to protect this area from erosion by the sea.

5g18

Portland Harbour (North
Breakwater) to Small Mouth

Retreat

MR

MR

MR

MR along this section would involve the implementation of cliff
stabilisation measures along parts of this section for a period of time,
whilst measures are developed and implemented to relocate assets at
risk from erosion. This would not be a permanent defence but would
reduce/prevent cliff retreat in the short to medium term, and could
include some artificial exposure of the geology by removing
vegetation to implement. Once assets are relocated, these measures
could be gradually removed to allow a more naturally functioning
coast to exist.
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Policy Unit (Number and Description)
Description)

SMP1 Policy

Preferred Policy
Short
Medium
Long Term
Term (to
Term (to
(to 2105)
2025)
2055)

Supporting Notes
HTL along this section by constructing defences along the cliff toe
would be both extremely costly to construct and permanently impact
upon the geological designations of this section, as they would also
need to be supported by substantial cliff stabilisation measures, whilst
NAI would see cliff top assets falling into the sea with the consequent
impacts of this upon the shoreline environment whilst providing no
beneficial improvement in the status of the designated features which
would continue to be degraded by reduced erosion caused by the
sheltering effects of the Portland Harbour Breakwaters.

5g19

5g20

5g21

Small Mouth to Osprey Quay
(Portland Harbour)

Osprey Quay (Portland
Harbour) to Grove Point

Grove Point to Portland Bill

This policy assumes that the Portland Harbour breakwaters will be
retained and maintained over the next 100 years.
The continued protection of the only road access to the Isle of
Portland is the primary driver for policy along this section. This
policy assumes that the Portland Harbour breakwaters will be
retained and maintained over the next 100 years.
Hold

HTL

HTL

HTL
However, the risk of Chesil Beach being overtopped or even
breached in the longer term would increase with time, and so plans
should be developed now for this eventuality, as the current
transport links would be unfeasible as a result...

Hold;
Retreat

(towards
Grove Point)
Do Nothing;
Retreat (at

Church Ope
Cove)

HTL

HTL

HTL

This developed area that encompasses the redeveloped Osprey Quay
and Portland Port, would continue to be protected under this policy,
as both are important for the economy of the area.

NAI

NAI

NAI

Undefended, internationally designated section of coast would be
allowed to continue to evolve naturally.

POLICY SCENARIO AREA: PORTLAND BILL TO THORNCOMBE BEACON
6a01

Portland Bill to West Weare

Do Nothing

NAI

NAI

NAI

Undefended, internationally designated section of coast would be
allowed to continue to evolve naturally.
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Policy Unit (Number and Description)
Description)

SMP1 Policy

Preferred Policy
Short
Medium
Long Term
Term (to
Term (to
(to 2105)
2025)
2055)

Supporting Notes

Selectively
Hold The
Line

HTL

HTL

HTL

Defences protect this section from both flooding and erosion. Due
to the large number of properties at risk, defence of this section
would continue to be provided. This also supports the policy for
5g20.

6a02

Chiswell to Chesil Beach
(Northern end of Osprey
Quay)

6a03

Chesil Beach (Northern end
of Osprey Quay) and The
Fleet

Do Nothing

NAI

NAI

NAI

Undefended, internationally designated section of coast would be
allowed to continue to evolve naturally.

6a04

Abbotsbury to Cogden Beach

Do Nothing

NAI

NAI

NAI

Undefended, internationally designated section of coast would be
allowed to continue to evolve naturally.

6a05

Cogden Beach to Hive Beach
(Burton Bradstock)

Do Nothing

NAI

NAI

NAI

Undefended, internationally designated section of coast would be
allowed to continue to evolve naturally.

6a06

Hive Beach (Burton
Bradstock)

Do Nothing

NAI

NAI

NAI

6a07

Burton Cliff

Do Nothing

NAI

NAI

NAI

6a08

Freshwater Beach
Beach

Do Nothing

HTL

MR

HTL

The small scale defences at Hive Beach will become unsustainable as
the adjacent undefended cliffs erode further. Continued defence in
this area would only be detrimental to the conservation of beach
material at Hive Beach, and so by undertaking NAI in this area from
the present day will allow the beach to adapt and behave naturally.
This will mean the few currently defended properties would be at
risk of erosion as a result.
Undefended, internationally designated section of coast would be
allowed to continue to evolve naturally.
At present, beach management activity occurs along this section to
control the opening of the River Bride and so reduce flood risk to
Burton Bradstock. This is not in keeping with the SMP1 policy of ‘Do
Nothing’.
The policy here would involve continuing this beach management
activity whilst a set-back defence line is established. The beach would
then be allowed to roll back towards this realigned defence as sea
levels rise and the defence line would be maintained here. This would
provide a more sustainable defence position whilst retaining flood
protection to Burton Bradstock.
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Preferred Policy
Short
Medium
Long Term
Term (to
Term (to
(to 2105)
2025)
2055)

Policy Unit (Number and Description)
Description)

SMP1 Policy

Supporting Notes

6a09

East Cliff (West Bay)

Do Nothing

NAI

NAI

NAI

6a10

West Bay (East Beach to
eastern pier)

Hold The
Line

HTL

HTL

MR

6a11

West Bay (West Beach from
eastern pier) to West Cliff
(East) (includes
(includes West Bay
Harbour)

Hold The
Line

HTL

HTL

HTL

Continued protection to reduce the risk of flooding and erosion to
West Bay. This assumed that the Harbour Breakwaters will be
maintained over the next 100 years. However, there is a risk of
erosion to the west causing outflanking and potential loss of some
cliff top assets in the future.

6a12

West Cliff (East) to
Thorncombe Beacon

Selectively
Hold The
Line

NAI

NAI

NAI

Undefended, internationally designated section of coast would be
allowed to continue to evolve naturally.

Undefended, internationally designated section of coast would be
allowed to continue to evolve naturally.
As sea levels rise, providing the required levels of protection along
this section such that flood risk to the wider West Bay area is
reduced, will become increasingly technically difficult in the longer
term. In order to provide long-term, sustainable flood risk reduction,
the defence line would be moved landwards to a set-back defence
and the beach would then be allowed to roll back to this position.
This would conserve more beach material to help provide a more
robust defence. However, a number of properties immediately
behind the beach would need to be relocated to enable this to be
implemented.

POLICY SCENARIO AREA: THORNCOMBE BEACON TO BEER HEAD
6a13

6a14

Thorncombe Beacon to
Seatown (East)

Seatown

Selectively
Hold The
Line

Selectively
Hold The
Line

NAI

HTL

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

Undefended, internationally designated section of coast would be
allowed to continue to evolve naturally.
The defences at Seatown constructed in 1996 are already being
outflanked and have required extension to restore the original
scheme standard of protection. It is unsustainable to retain these
defences in the medium to long term and so maintenance of the
defences in the short term would occur to allow measures to be
developed to relocate assets at risk during this period before defence
maintenance is withdrawn.
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Policy Unit (Number and Description)
Description)

SMP1 Policy

Preferred Policy
Short
Medium
Long Term
Term (to
Term (to
(to 2105)
2025)
2055)

Supporting Notes
This will allow a more naturally functioning coast to evolve in the
longer-term, with a beach rolling back into the mouth of the River
Winniford such that a beach is likely to be retained here. This would
not be the case if defences were retained, which would likely result in
a loss of beach as sea levels rise.

6a15

Seatown (West) to Golden
Cap

6a16

Golden Cap to Charmouth
(East)

Selectively
Hold The
Line
Selectively
Hold The
Line

NAI

NAI

NAI

Undefended, internationally designated section of coast would be
allowed to continue to evolve naturally.

NAI

NAI

NAI

Undefended, internationally designated section of coast would be
allowed to continue to evolve naturally.

6a17

Charmouth

Selectively
Hold The
Line

HTL

MR

MR

Holding the existing defences at Charmouth in the longer term is
unsustainable as the adjacent cliffs erode back. Therefore a move to
MR would enable defences to be moved landwards. This would likely
involve a set back flood defence upstream of the mouth of the River
Char to provide flood protection to low-lying areas upstream.
Consideration of providing short-term temporary stabilisation
measures to allow cliff top assets to be relocated away from areas of
risk may also be required, if this has not occurred prior to the
change in policy over the short to medium term.

6a18

Charmouth (West) to East
Cliff (Lyme Regis)

Selectively
Hold The
Line

NAI

NAI

NAI

Undefended, internationally designated section of coast would be
allowed to continue to evolve naturally.

MR

As the adjacent undefended cliffs to the east continue to retreat
landwards, it will be increasingly unsustainable to maintain the
existing defence line along the length of this section. Therefore, in the
medium to long term, cliff top assets would need to be relocated
away from erosion risk areas, especially in the northern part of this
section, as part of a policy of managed realignment. Under this policy,
the aim would be to hold the existing defence line as long as possible
to allow exit strategies to be developed. There has been detailed
work carried out by West Dorset DC in developing the scheme in
this area, which suggests that this should be possible through to the
medium term, but continual monitoring will be required to monitor

6a19

East Cliff (Lyme Regis) to
Broad Ledge (Lyme Regis)

Hold The
Line

HTL

HTL
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Policy Unit (Number and Description)
Description)

SMP1 Policy

Preferred Policy
Short
Medium
Long Term
Term (to
Term (to
(to 2105)
2025)
2055)

Supporting Notes
the risk.

6a20
6a20

Broad Ledge (Lyme Regis) to
The Cobb (Lyme Regis)

Hold The
Line

HTL

HTL

HTL

There would be continued protection against flooding and erosion to
the majority of the town of Lyme Regis that is covered by this
section.
This section on the immediate western side of The Cobb (Monmouth
Beach) presents a potential flood risk to Policy Unit 6a20 if left to a
policy of no active intervention, as no formal defence exists although
existing structures here provide some form of defence.

The Cobb (Lyme Regis) to
Seven Rock Point (defended
length)

Do Nothing

6a22

The Cobb (Lyme Regis) to
Seven Rock Point
(undefended)

Do Nothing

NAI

NAI

NAI

Undefended, internationally designated section of coast would be
allowed to continue to evolve naturally.

6a23

Seven Rock Point to Haven
Cliff (West)

Do Nothing

NAI

NAI

NAI

Undefended, internationally designated section of coast would be
allowed to continue to evolve naturally.

6a24

Axe Estuary (Mouth
Breakwater to Axmouth
North)

N/A

HTL

HTL

HTL

6a25

Axe Estuary (Axmouth
North to Seaton North)

N/A

MR

MR

MR

6a21

HTL

MR

HTL
In order to reduce this risk, a more formal defence would be
constructed in the medium term to protect the wider part of Lyme
Regis to the east from flooding. This would likely also involve beach
management activities including beach recycling and reprofiling.

The breakwater at the mouth of the Axe Estuary would be
maintained to ensure that navigation channels are kept open. Within
the estuary, this policy will also allow the only road link between
Axmouth and Seaton to continue to be protected from flood risk.
This upper part of the Axe Estuary is pre-dominantly low-lying flood
plain, and is already undergoing management to create new areas of
habitat. Managed Realignment within strategic parts of this area
would provide further opportunities for habitat creation as well as
reducing flood risk in other parts of the estuary, although any
implementation of MR would require careful consideration of the
Seton Tramway along the western side of the estuary.
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Policy Unit (Number and Description)
Description)

6a26

Axe Estuary (Seaton East)

6a27

SMP1 Policy

Preferred Policy
Short
Medium
Long Term
Term (to
Term (to
(to 2105)
2025)
2055)

Supporting Notes
This area on the eastern side of Seaton that sits alongside the Axe
Estuary is planned to undergo redevelopment. Protection of this area
would ensure flood risk to any redevelopment, as well as to the rest
of Seaton further west, would continue to be reduced.
The spit across the mouth of the estuary is undefended, and will
continue to evolve naturally. This will be aided by continued sediment
supply from further west as a result of the policy in 6a29.
The defences along Seaton will be maintained to continue to reduce
flood and erosion risk. The beach fronting this section would
continue to receive sediment from the west as a result of the policy
in 6a29.
The existing rock revetment along the cliff toe between Seaton and
Seaton Hole has reduced cliff erosion slightly but not halted it. To
continue to HTL along this stretch is not likely to reduce the longterm risk of erosion to cliff top assets and only serve to cause coastal
squeeze and a loss of beach, whilst reducing the amount of sediment
supply to the beaches to the east.

N/A

HTL

HTL

HTL

Axe Estuary (Spit)

Selectively
Hold The
Line

NAI

NAI

NAI

6a28

Axe Estuary (Spit) to Seaton
(West)

Selectively
Hold The
Line

HTL

HTL

HTL

6a29

Seaton (West) to Seaton
Hole

Selectively
Hold The
Line

MR

NAI

NAI

6a30

Seaton Hole to Beer

NAI

NAI

NAI

Undefended, internationally designated section of coast would be
allowed to continue to evolve naturally.

6a31

Beer

HTL

HTL

HTL

Defences at Beer would continue to help retain the beach in this
area, which is important for both recreation and the local fishing
industry.

6a32

Beer to Beer Head

NAI

NAI

NAI

Undefended, internationally designated section of coast would be
allowed to continue to evolve naturally.

Selectively
Hold The
Line
Selectively
Hold The
Line
Selectively
Hold The
Line

Therefore maintenance of the existing defences in the short-term
would continue to reduce the rate of cliff recession whilst measures
are developed and implemented to relocate cliff top assets away from
the area of risk in advance of the defence maintenance being
withdrawn. This will both ensure sediment continues to be provided
to the beaches to the east fronting Seaton, as well as improve the
quality of the designated cliffs along this section.
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Policy Unit (Number and Description)
Description)

6a33

Beer Head to Salcombe Hill

Preferred Policy
Short
Medium
SMP1 Policy
Long Term
Term (to
Term (to
(to 2105)
2025)
2055)
POLICY SCENARIO AREA: BEER
BEER HEAD TO OTTERTON LEDGE
Do Nothing

NAI

NAI

NAI

Supporting Notes

Undefended, internationally designated section of coast would be
allowed to continue to evolve naturally.
Low beach levels along this section have resulted in recent
accelerated rates of cliff erosion. To HTL in this area would require
hard defences to achieve this, which would be detrimental to the
environmental interests of the area. However, NAI would result in
continued rapid erosion and ultimately expose the fluvial defences of
the River Sid to wave action. Therefore, MR is proposed along this
section in the form of ongoing beach management activities. This
would require beach recharge along this section to restore a healthy
beach level which, in turn, would provide greater protection to the
cliffs and so return a more natural, slower, rate of cliff erosion. This
would not prevent cliff erosion, and so measures would need to be
developed to allow cliff top assets to be relocated in the future.
This section that fronts the main area of Sidmouth would continue to
be defended.

6a34

River Sid

Hold The
Line

MR

MR

MR

6a35

Sidmouth

Hold The
Line

HTL

HTL

HTL

6a36

Chit Rocks to Big Picket
Rock

Do Nothing

NAI

NAI

NAI

Undefended section of coast would be allowed to continue to evolve
naturally.

6a37

Big Picket Rock to Otterton
Ledge

Do Nothing

NAI

NAI

NAI

Undefended section of coast would be allowed to continue to evolve
naturally.

POLICY SCENARIO AREA: OTTERTON LEDGE TO STRAIGHT POINT
6a38

Otter Estuary (Otterton
Ledge to Budleigh
Budleigh Salterton
East)

6a39

Otter Estuary (Spit)
(Spit)

N/A

MR

MR

MR

Do Nothing

NAI

NAI

NAI

Managed realignment in parts of the Otter Estuary, which is
predominantly undefended, would provide habitat creation and flood
risk reduction opportunities to the few areas where flood risk is a
problem.
The spit across the mouth of the estuary is undefended, and will
continue to evolve naturally. This will be aided by continued sediment
supply from further west as a result of the policy in 6a41.
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Policy Unit (Number and Description)
Description)

6a40

Budleigh Salterton (East) to
Budleigh Salterton (West)

6a41

Budleigh Salterton (West) to
Straight Point

SMP1 Policy

Preferred Policy
Short
Medium
Long Term
Term (to
Term (to
(to 2105)
2025)
2055)

Supporting Notes

Selectively
Hold The
Line

HTL

HTL

HTL

The town of Budleigh Salterton would continue to be protected
against the risk of flooding and erosion.

Do Nothing

NAI

NAI

NAI

Undefended section of coast would be allowed to continue to evolve
naturally.

POLICY SCENARIO AREA: STRAIGHT POINT TO HOLCOMBE
6a42

Straight Point to Orcombe
Rocks

6a43

Orcombe Rocks to Maer
Rocks

6a44

The Maer

6a45

Octagon to Exmouth slipway

6a46

Exmouth Spit

6b01

Exe Estuary - Exmouth
(west)

6b02

Exe Estuary - Exmouth
(west) to Lympstone

Do Nothing

NAI

NAI

NAI

Undefended section of coast would be allowed to continue to evolve
naturally.

Selectively
Hold The
Line

HTL

HTL

HTL

Continue to protect this section of Exmouth from flooding and
erosion risk.

HTL

MR

MR

This part of the Exmouth frontage presents an opportunity to
provide a more sustainable long-term defence position by realigning
the defences landwards and allowing the beach to roll back and adapt
as sea levels rise. This would result in a more natural beach requiring
less intense management, but would impact upon an area that has
development potential.

HTL

HTL

HTL

Continue to protect this section of Exmouth from flooding and
erosion risk.

HTL

HTL

HTL

Continue to protect this section of Exmouth from flooding and
erosion risk.

N/A

HTL

HTL

HTL

Continue to protect this section of Exmouth from flooding and
erosion risk.

N/A

HTL

HTL

HTL

Continued protection of the important infrastructure and residential
areas along this section against the risk of flooding.

Selectively
Hold The
Line
Selectively
Hold The
Line
Selectively
Hold The
Line
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Policy Unit (Number and Description)
Description)

SMP1 Policy

Preferred Policy
Short
Medium
Long Term
Term (to
Term (to
(to 2105)
2025)
2055)

Supporting Notes

6b03

Exe Estuary - Lympstone

N/A

HTL

HTL

HTL

Continued protection of the important infrastructure and residential
areas along this section against the risk of flooding.

6b04

Exe Estuary - Nutwell Park

N/A

HTL

HTL

HTL

Continued protection of the important infrastructure and residential
areas along this section against the risk of flooding.

6b05

Exe Estuary - Lympstone
Commando

N/A

HTL

HTL

HTL

Continued protection of the important infrastructure and residential
areas along this section against the risk of flooding.

6b06

Exe Estuary - Exton

N/A

HTL

HTL

HTL

Continued protection of the important infrastructure and residential
areas along this section against the risk of flooding.

6b07

Exe Estuary - Exton to Lower
Clyst

N/A

HTL

HTL

HTL

Continued protection of the important infrastructure and residential
areas along this section against the risk of flooding.

6b08

Exe Estuary - Clyst Bridge
Bridge to
Railway

N/A

MR

MR

MR

Managed Realignment within the Lower Clyst Valley is actively being
investigated for habitat creation purposes as part of ongoing studies.

6b09

Exe Estuary - Topsham

N/A

HTL

HTL

HTL

Continued protection of the important infrastructure and residential
areas along this section against the risk of flooding.

6b10

Exe Estuary - M5 (east) to St
James' Weir

N/A

HTL

HTL

HTL

Continued protection of the important infrastructure and residential
areas along this section against the risk of flooding.

6b11

Exe Estuary - Topsham
Sludge beds

N/A

HTL

HTL

HTL

Continued protection of the important infrastructure and residential
areas along this section against the risk of flooding.

6b12

Exe Estuary - St James' Weir
to M5 (west)

N/A

HTL

HTL

HTL

Continued protection of the important infrastructure and residential
areas along this section against the risk of flooding.

6b13

Exe Estuary - M5 (west) to
Turf Lock

N/A

HTL

HTL

HTL

Continued protection of the important infrastructure and residential
areas along this section against the risk of flooding.

6b14

Exe Estuary - Turf Lock to
Powderham

N/A

HTL

MR

MR

Realignment along this stretch has potential for reducing flood risk in
other parts of the estuary, as well as creating new areas of habitat as
habitat in other parts of the estuary become subject to coastal
squeeze where they continue to be backed by defences.
However, any implementation of MR would need much more
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Policy Unit (Number and Description)
Description)

SMP1 Policy

Preferred Policy
Short
Medium
Long Term
Term (to
Term (to
(to 2105)
2025)
2055)

Supporting Notes
detailed study, and consider the potential implications for the
mainline railway that runs through this area.

6b15

Exe Estuary - Powderham
(south)

N/A

HTL

HTL

HTL

6b16

Exe Estuary - Starcross

N/A

HTL

HTL

HTL

6b17

Exe Estuary - Cockwood

N/A

HTL

HTL

HTL

6b18

Exe Estuary - Cockwood to
The Warren

N/A

HTL

HTL

HTL

6b19

6b20

Dawlish Warren (East - distal
end)

Dawlish Warren (Central gabion defences)

Selectively
Hold The
Line

Selectively
Hold The
Line

HTL

HTL

MR

MR

MR

MR

Continued protection of the important infrastructure and residential
areas along this section against the risk of flooding.
Continued protection of the important infrastructure and residential
areas along this section against the risk of flooding.
Continued protection of the important infrastructure and residential
areas along this section against the risk of flooding.
Continued protection of the important infrastructure and residential
areas along this section against the risk of flooding.
Dawlish Warren spit plays a role in determining the size of the Exe
entrance which influences wave and tide levels inside the estuary.
Changes to the spit could therefore produce changes within the
estuary, the scale of which would be dependant on the degree of
change to the spit. Further wave and tide modelling would be needed
to quantify these changes. If NAI were the policy here then no
management to maintain the defence function of the spit would occur
and this would likely result in a much greater level of expenditure
being required to improve the inner estuary defences.
The policies here aim to ensure that Dawlish Warren continues to
provide this important flood defence function to the inner estuary, in
as natural a way as possible, although ultimately a secondary defence
line may be required to support this in the longer term.
Dawlish Warren provides significant protection to the inner estuary
from wave action. If NAI were to occur, then it is likely that the spit
would be lost during a storm event, exposing the inner estuary
defences to conditions that they are not designed to withstand. If
NAI were the policy here, then the expenditure required to improve
the inner estuary defences would be great.
The policies here aim to ensure that Dawlish Warren continues to
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Policy Unit (Number and Description)
Description)

SMP1 Policy

Preferred Policy
Short
Medium
Long Term
Term (to
Term (to
(to 2105)
2025)
2055)

Supporting Notes
provide this important flood defence function to the inner estuary, in
as natural a way as possible, although ultimately a secondary defence
line may be required to support this in the longer term.

6b21

Dawlish Warren (West hard defences)

6b22

Langstone Rock to Coryton
Cove

6b23

Coryton Cove to Holcombe

Selectively
Hold The
Line
Selectively
Hold The
Line
Selectively
Hold The
Line

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

The continued defence along the western end of Dawlish Warren
would ensure protection of the key infrastructure in this area is
maintained.
The continued defence along this section will ensure that the
mainline railway that serves the wider South-West region, linking it
to the rest of the UK, remains protected.
The continued defence along this section will ensure that the
mainline railway that serves the wider South-West region, linking it
to the rest of the UK, remains protected.

POLICY SCENARIO AREA: HOLCOMBE TO HOPE’S NOSE
6b24

Holcombe to Sprey Point

Selectively
Hold The
Line

HTL

HTL

HTL

6b25

Sprey Point

Selectively
Hold The
Line

MR

HTL

HTL

6b26

Sprey Point to Teignmouth
Pier

6b27

Teignmouth Pier to The
Point

Selectively
Hold The
Line
Selectively
Hold The
Line

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

The continued defence along this section will ensure that the
mainline railway that serves the wider South-West region, linking it
to the rest of the UK, remains protected.
Sprey Point is a small promontory along this length of coast that
serves to interrupt sediment linkages along the shoreline. The policy
here is to realign Sprey Point such that it is in line with the adjacent
seawalls in order to improve longshore sediment transport pathways.
However, ultimately the continued defence along this section will
ensure that the mainline railway that serves the wider South-West
region, linking it to the rest of the UK, remains protected.
The continued defence along this section will ensure that the
mainline railway that serves the wider South-West region, linking it
to the rest of the UK, remains protected.
Continued defence to reduce the risk of flooding to the town of
Teignmouth.
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Policy Unit (Number and Description)
Description)

6b28

Teign Estuary - The Point to
Teignmouth and Shaldon
Bridge

SMP1 Policy

Selectively
Hold The
Line

Preferred Policy
Short
Medium
Long Term
Term (to
Term (to
(to 2105)
2025)
2055)
HTL

HTL

HTL

6b29

Selectively
Hold The
Line

HTL

HTL

HTL

6b30

Teign Estuary - Passage
Passage
House Hotel to
Kingsteignton Road Bridge

Selectively
Hold The
Line

HTL

MR

MR

6b31

Teign Estuary - Kingsteignton
and Newton
Newton Abbot

Selectively
Hold The
Line

HTL

HTL

HTL

Teign Estuary - South Shore
(Newton Abbot to Shaldon)

Continued defence to reduce the risk of flooding to the town of
Teignmouth.
The continued defence along this section will ensure that the
mainline railway that serves the wider South-West region, linking it
to the rest of the UK, remains protected.

Teign Estuary - North Shore
(Teignmouth and Shaldon
Bridge to Passage House
Hotel)

6b32

Supporting Notes

Selectively
Hold The
Line

MR would have required realigning the railway which is unfeasible.
However, regulated tidal exchange to create new areas of habitat via
conduits through the railway could still be explored outside of the
SMP, which deals with flood and coastal defence, provided the flood
risk to the railway was not affected.
MR in this area of low-lying flood plain at the head of the Teign
Estuary provides potential for reducing flood risk in other parts of
the estuary as well as habitat creation opportunities, especially as
coastal squeeze occurs as sea level rises where the estuary is
constrained by defences or naturally rising ground. This would not
increase flood risk to developed areas in this section.
Continued defence to reduce the risk of flooding to the highly
developed areas of Newton Abbot and Kingsteignton.
Areas of existing defences would be maintained to ensure flood risk
to these areas continues to be reduced, although no new defences
would be constructed along currently undefended areas. The
majority of the section is undefended and backed by steeply rising
ground, which will naturally constrain the estuary.

HTL

HTL

HTL

Two small areas of low-lying land (at Netherton and Coombe
Cellars), could offer habitat creation potential, which could be
allowed to occur naturally (unmanaged) as a result of NAI, or may
require some form of MR. If MR is undertaken for habitat creation
purposes, this would be permitted so long as flood risk is not
increased.
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Policy Unit (Number and Description)
Description)

6b33

Teign Estuary - Shaldon

6b34

Shaldon (The Ness) to
Maidencombe (North)

SMP1 Policy
Selectively
Hold The
Line
Selectively
Hold The
Line

Preferred Policy
Short
Medium
Long Term
Term (to
Term (to
(to 2105)
2025)
2055)

Supporting Notes

HTL

HTL

HTL

Continued defence to reduce the risk of flooding and erosion to
Shaldon.

NAI

NAI

NAI

Undefended section of coast would be allowed to continue to evolve
naturally.

NAI

NAI

NAI

Structures at Maidencombe are associated with providing beach
access and facilities. These have no impact upon the shoreline
evolution, although as sea levels rise, the beach would be lost and so
retention of even these structures over this time-frame is
questionable.

NAI

NAI

NAI

Undefended, internationally designated, section of coast would be
allowed to continue to evolve naturally.

6b35

Maidencombe

Selectively
Hold The
Line

6b36

Maidencombe (South) to
Watcombe Head

Selectively
Hold The
Line

6b37

Watcombe

Selectively
Hold The
Line

NAI

NAI

NAI

Structures at Watcombe are associated with providing beach access
and facilities. These have no impact upon the shoreline evolution,
although as sea levels rise, the beach would be lost and so retention
of even these structures over this time-frame is questionable.

6b38
6b38

Watcombe to Petit Tor Point

Selectively
Hold The
Line

NAI

NAI

NAI

Undefended, internationally designated, section of coast would be
allowed to continue to evolve naturally.

6b39

6b40
6b40

Petit Tor Point to Walls Hill

Walls Hill

Defences along this section serve to protect the highly developed cliff
top area that forms part of Torquay from erosion. Therefore there
would be continued defence along this section for this purpose,
although the beach could narrow as sea levels rise.

Selectively
Hold The
Line

HTL

Selectively
Hold The

NAI

HTL

NAI

HTL

NAI

MR along this section would involve measures to reduce cliff retreat
whilst cliff top assets are relocated. This would require similar
measures to the present defences but ultimately result in the loss of
property and infrastructure which can not be justified.
Undefended, internationally designated, section of coast would be
allowed to continue to evolve naturally.
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Policy Unit (Number and Description)
Description)

SMP1 Policy

Preferred Policy
Short
Medium
Long Term
Term (to
Term (to
(to 2105)
2025)
2055)

Supporting Notes

Line

6b41

Anstey's Cove

Selectively
Hold The
Line

NAI

NAI

NAI

Structures along this section are associated with providing beach
access and facilities. These have no impact upon the shoreline
evolution, although as sea levels rise, the beach would be lost and so
retention of even these structures over this time-frame is
questionable.
Retention of defences would also have a detrimental impact upon the
English Riviera Geopark, and so NAI would lead to improved status
of this site over time.

6b42

Anstey's Cove to Hope's
Nose

Selectively
Hold The
Line

NAI

NAI

NAI

Undefended, internationally designated, section of coast would be
allowed to continue to evolve naturally.

POLICY SCENARIO AREA: HOPE’S NOSE TO BERRY HEAD (TOR BAY)

6b43

Hope’s Nose to Meadfoot
Beach (East)

Selectively
Hold The
Line

NAI

NAI

NAI

Undefended, internationally designated, section of coast would be
allowed to continue to evolve naturally.
Continued defence along this section along the existing alignment will
protect the extensively developed cliff top area that forms part of
Torquay from erosion risk.

6b44

Meadfoot Beach

Selectively
Hold The
Line

HTL

HTL

HTL

6b45

Meadfoot Beach (West) to
Beacon Cove

Selectively
Hold The
Line

NAI

NAI

NAI

MR along this section would involve measures to reduce cliff retreat
whilst cliff top assets are relocated. This would require similar
measures to the present defences but ultimately result in the loss of
property and infrastructure which can not be justified.
Undefended, internationally designated, section of coast would be
allowed to continue to evolve naturally.
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Policy Unit (Number and Description)
Description)

6b46

6b47

Beacon Cove to Torre
Abbey Sands (Torquay
(Torquay
Harbour)

Torre Abbey Sands

SMP1 Policy

Selectively
Hold The
Line

Selectively
Hold The
Line

Preferred Policy
Short
Medium
Long Term
Term (to
Term (to
(to 2105)
2025)
2055)
HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

Supporting Notes

Continued defence to reduce the risk of flooding to this highly
developed area of Torquay.
Continued defence to reduce the risk of flooding to this area of
Torquay will also protect the scheduled monument of Torre Abbey.
This can be achieved by providing beach recharge that will also be
beneficial for tourism and recreation, by ensuring a usable beach in
the longer-term whilst other areas experience loss of beach as sea
levels rise.
MR may also have provided beach retention as it rolled back
landwards, but would result in the loss of property, infrastructure
and the scheduled monument.

Corbyn's Head

Selectively
Hold The
Line

6b49

Livermead Sands

Selectively
Hold The
Line

HTL

6b50

Livermead Head

Selectively
Hold The
Line

NAI

6b51

Hollicombe Beach

Selectively
Hold The
Line

HTL

6b52

Hollicombe Head

Selectively
Hold The
Line

NAI

6b48

NAI

NAI

Undefended, internationally designated, section of coast would be
allowed to continue to evolve naturally.

HTL

HTL

Continued defence to reduce the risk of flooding to this highly
developed area can be achieved by providing beach recharge that will
also be beneficial for tourism and recreation, by ensuring a usable
beach in the longer-term whilst other areas experience loss of beach
as sea levels rise.

NAI

NAI

Undefended, internationally designated, section of coast would be
allowed to continue to evolve naturally.

HTL

HTL

Continued defence to reduce the risk of flooding to this highly
developed area can be achieved by providing beach recharge that will
also be beneficial for tourism and recreation, by ensuring a usable
beach in the longer-term whilst other areas experience loss of beach
as sea levels rise.

NAI

NAI

Undefended, internationally designated, section of coast would be
allowed to continue to evolve naturally.

NAI
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Policy Unit (Number and Description)
Description)

SMP1 Policy

Preferred Policy
Short
Medium
Long Term
Term (to
Term (to
(to 2105)
2025)
2055)

Supporting Notes
Continued defence to reduce the risk of flooding to this highly
developed area, which is also important for the tourism facilities
located here, can be achieved by providing beach recharge that will
also be beneficial for tourism and recreation, by ensuring a usable
beach in the longer-term whilst other areas experience loss of beach
as sea levels rise.
As sea levels rise, there is potential to provide a more natural beach
in this area by allowing the shoreline to roll back on to low-lying land.
This will provide a more sustainable, naturally functioning beach
requiring less management intervention than if a beach were to be
retained artificially along the existing alignment.

6b53

Hollicombe Head to
Roundham Head

Selectively
Hold The
Line

HTL

HTL

HTL

6b54

Goodrington Sands

Selectively
Hold The
Line

HTL

MR

MR

6b55

Goodrington Sands to
Broadsands

Selectively
Hold The
Line

NAI

NAI

NAI

Undefended, internationally designated, section of coast would be
allowed to continue to evolve naturally.

6b56

Broadsands

Selectively
Hold The
Line

HTL

MR

MR

As sea levels rise, there is potential to provide a more natural beach
in this area by allowing the shoreline to roll back on to low-lying land.
This will provide a more sustainable, naturally functioning beach
requiring less management intervention than if a beach were to be
retained artificially along the existing alignment.

6b57

Broadsands to Churston
Cove
Cove (East)

Selectively
Hold The
Line

NAI

NAI

NAI

Undefended, internationally designated, section of coast would be
allowed to continue to evolve naturally.

6b58

Churston Cove (East) to
Shoalstone Point

Selectively
Hold The
Line

HTL

HTL

HTL

Continued defence to reduce the risk of flooding and erosion to the
highly developed area of Brixham. It is assumed under this policy that
Brixham Harbour Breakwater will be retained and maintained over
the next 100 years.

6b59

Shoalstone Point to Berry
Head

Selectively
Hold The
Line

NAI

NAI

NAI

Undefended, internationally designated, section of coast would be
allowed to continue to evolve naturally.

POLICY SCENARIO AREA: BERRY HEAD TO BLACKSTONE POINT
6b60

Berry Head to Sharkham
Point

Do Nothing

NAI

NAI

NAI

Undefended, internationally designated, section of coast would be
allowed to continue to evolve naturally.
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Preferred Policy
Short
Medium
Long Term
Term (to
Term (to
(to 2105)
2025)
2055)

Policy Unit (Number and Description)
Description)

SMP1 Policy

6b61

Sharkham Point to Kingswear
(South)

Do Nothing

NAI

NAI

NAI

Undefended section of coast would be allowed to continue to evolve
naturally.

6b62

Dart Estuary - Kingswear
(South) to Waterhead Creek

N/A

HTL

HTL

HTL

The existing defences would be maintained to ensure flood risk to
the developed area of Kingswear continues to be reduced.

6b63

Dart Estuary - Waterhead
Creek to Greenway Viaduct

N/A

HTL

HTL

HTL

The existing defences would continue to be maintained to reduce
flood risk to the property and infrastructure along this section,
including the Dart Railway.

6b64

Dart Estuary - Greenway
Viaduct to Totnes South
(east bank)

N/A

HTL

HTL

HTL

Areas of existing defences would be maintained along this section to
ensure flood risk to the assets protected continues to be reduced.
This would not allow new defences to be constructed in areas that
are currently undefended, which would be subject to NAI.

6b65

Dart Estuary
Estuary - Totnes

N/A

HTL

HTL

HTL

Continued defence to reduce the risk of flooding to the developed
are of Totnes.

6b66

Dart Estuary - Totnes South
(west bank) to Dartmouth
(North)

N/A

HTL

HTL

HTL

Areas of existing defences would be maintained along this section to
ensure flood risk to the assets protected continues to be reduced.
This would not allow new defences to be constructed in areas that
are currently undefended, which would be subject to NAI.

6b67

Dart Estuary - Dartmouth
(North) to Halftide Rock

N/A

HTL

HTL

HTL

Continued defence to reduce the risk of flooding to the developed
are of Dartmouth.

6b68

Dart Estuary - Halftide Rock
to Blackstone Point

HTL

Areas of existing defences would be maintained along this section to
ensure flood risk to the assets protected continues to be reduced.
This would not allow new defences to be constructed in areas that
are currently undefended, which would be subject to NAI.

N/A

HTL

HTL

Supporting Notes
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Policy Unit (Number and Description)
Description)

SMP1 Policy

Preferred Policy
Short
Medium
Long Term
Term (to
Term (to
(to 2105)
2025)
2055)

Supporting Notes

POLICY SCENARIO AREA: BLACKSTONE POINT TO START POINT
6b69

Blackstone Point to Stoke
Fleming

6b70

Stoke Fleming to Blackpool
Sands

Selectively
Hold The
Line
Selectively
Hold The
Line

6b71

Blackpool Sands

Selectively
Hold The
Line

6b72

Blackpool Sands to Strete

Selectively
Hold The
Line

NAI

NAI

NAI

Undefended section of coast would be allowed to continue to evolve
naturally.

NAI

NAI

NAI

Undefended section of coast would be allowed to continue to evolve
naturally.

HTL

HTL

HTL

Continued maintenance of private defences here would protect the
amenity assets and maintain access as well as provide protection to
the road infrastructure that runs behind the beach from flood risk,
although in the long term the beach would narrow as a result of
rising sea levels.

NAI

NAI

NAI

Undefended section of coast would be allowed to continue to evolve
naturally.
In the longer-term it will become increasingly technically difficult to
maintain the existing line of defence along this largely undefended
section of barrier beach that is topped by a key transport road link.
Holding the barrier in a position out of equilibrium with the natural
processes could also affect sediment dynamics in the area.

6b73

Strete to Torcross North
(Slapton Sands)

Selectively
Hold The
Line

HTL

HTL

MR

6b74

Torcross North to Limpet
Rocks

Selectively
Hold The
Line

HTL

HTL

MR

However, in the short to medium term, measures to maintain the
defence line are required whilst an inland transport route is
considered in detail. A move to MR in the long-term will require this
inland route to be provided, whilst also seeking to minimise the
impacts of shoreline retreat upon the freshwater habitat of the Ley
by allowing repair of any breaches as they occur. NAI would not
control this process and so the freshwater habitat would be lost
more quickly.
Linked to 6b73, the roll back of the barrier beach to the north would
result in continued defence of the open coast part of Torcross
becoming unsustainable, with only a very narrow fronting beach as
sea levels rise.
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Policy Unit (Number and Description)
Description)

SMP1 Policy

Preferred Policy
Short
Medium
Long Term
Term (to
Term (to
(to 2105)
2025)
2055)

6b75

Limpet Rocks to Tinsey Head

Selectively
Hold The
Line

HTL

MR

MR

6b76

Tinsey Head to Start Point

Selectively
Hold The
Line

NAI

NAI

NAI

Supporting Notes

The defence line would therefore be moved landwards to the
western side of the Ley and the beach allowed rolling back landwards
into the Ley, with only some intervention to minimise the impacts of
shoreline retreat upon the freshwater habitat of the Ley by allowing
repair of any breaches as they occur. NAI would not control this
process and so the freshwater habitat would be lost more quickly.
Continued defence of Beesands will become increasingly
unsustainable as sea levels rise and the beach narrows where it is
backed by defences. The beach would be allowed to roll back
landwards into the backing Ley to the north of Beesands, whilst the
existing defences are maintained to allow measures to be developed
to relocate parts of Beesands Village, such that the overall defended
length along this section is reduced over time.
Undefended section of coast would be allowed to continue to evolve
naturally.

POLICY SCENARIO AREA: START POINT TO BOLT HEAD

6c01

Start Point
Point to Prawle Point

Do Nothing

NAI

NAI

NAI

Undefended section of coast would be allowed to continue to evolve
naturally. However, there is a small length of defence providing flood
protection at Lannacombe Beach. Although unlikely to attract public
funds, retention of this defence would not have an adverse impact
upon coastal processes.

6c02

Prawle Point to Limebury
Point

Selectively
Hold The
Line

NAI

NAI

NAI

Undefended section of coast would be allowed to continue to evolve
naturally.

6c03

Salcombe
Salcombe Harbour (Limebury
Point to Kingsbridge Estuary
- Scoble Point)

Selectively
Hold The
Line

HTL

Existing short lengths of defence along this section would be
maintained to ensure flood risk to currently defended areas
continues to be provided, although there would be no construction
of new defences along undefended sections, which would be subject
to NAI.

HTL

HTL
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Policy Unit (Number and Description)
Description)

SMP1 Policy

Preferred Policy
Short
Medium
Long Term
Term (to
Term (to
(to 2105)
2025)
2055)

Supporting Notes

HTL

HTL

HTL

Existing short lengths of defence along this section would be
maintained to ensure flood risk to currently defended areas
continues to be provided, although there would be no construction
of new defences along undefended sections, which would be subject
to NAI.

HTL

HTL

HTL

Continued defence to reduce the risk of flooding to the developed
area of Kingsbridge.

6c04

Kingsbridge Estuary East
(Scoble Point to Kingsbridge)

Selectively
Hold The
Line

6c05

Kingsbridge Estuary Kingsbridge

Selectively
Hold The
Line

6c06

Kingsbridge Estuary West
(Kingsbridge to Snapes Point)

Selectively
Hold The
Line

HTL

HTL

HTL

Existing short lengths of defence along this section would be
maintained to ensure flood risk to currently defended areas
continues to be provided, although there would be no construction
of new defences along undefended sections, which would be subject
to NAI.

6c07

Salcombe (Snapes Point
Point to
Splat Cove Point)

Selectively
Hold The
Line

HTL

HTL

HTL

Continued defence to reduce the risk of flooding to the developed
area of Salcombe.

6c08

Splat Cove Point to Bolt
Head

Do Nothing

NAI

NAI

NAI

Undefended section of coast would be allowed to continue to evolve
naturally.

POLICY SCENARIO AREA: BOLT HEAD TO WEMBURY POINT
6c09

Bolt Head to Bolt Tail

Do Nothing

NAI

NAI

NAI

6c10

Bolt Tail to Thurlestone
Rock

Selectively
Hold The
Line

NAI

NAI

NAI

6c11

Thurlestone Rock to Warren
Point

Selectively
Hold The
Line

MR

NAI

NAI

Undefended section of coast would be allowed to continue to evolve
naturally.
Undefended section of coast would be allowed to continue to evolve
naturally. However, there is a small length of defence providing flood
protection at Inner and Outer Hope. Although unlikely to attract
public funds, retention of this defence would not have an adverse
impact upon coastal processes.
To HTL of the short lengths of existing defence would not be
sustainable in the long term, and would likely result in narrowing and
loss of beach in these areas as they would be constrained from
adapting to sea level rise.
MR in the short term would involve providing a set back defence to
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Policy Unit (Number and Description)
Description)

SMP1 Policy

Preferred Policy
Short
Medium
Long Term
Term (to
Term (to
(to 2105)
2025)
2055)

Supporting Notes
minimise flood risk inland, whilst allowing the beach to adapt and roll
back naturally as sea levels rise. This would retain a beach in this area
in the long-term.

6c12

Warren Point to Avon
Estuary (East)

6c13

Avon Estuary (East Bank –
Mouth to Stadbury Farm)

6c14

Avon Estuary (Upstream
section – Stadbury Farm to
Stakes Hill)
Hill)

6c15

Avon Estuary (West Bank –
Stakes Hill to Warren Point
(Bigbury(Bigbury-onon-Sea))

6c16

Warren Point
Point (Bigbury(Bigbury-ononSea) to Challaborough
(West)

Selectively
Hold The
Line
Selectively
Hold The
Line (estuary

NAI

NAI

NAI

Undefended section of coast would be allowed to continue to evolve
naturally.

NAI

NAI

NAI

There are no defences and no assets at risk of flooding along this
section.

mouth part
only)

The upstream part of the Avon Estuary provides potential for
undertaking MR in strategic locations to provide beneficial reduction
in flood risk in other parts of the estuary, as well as providing habitat
creation opportunities.
N/A

MR

MR

MR

Selectively
Hold The
Line (estuary

NAI

NAI

NAI

HTL

MR

MR

mouth part
only)

Selectively
Hold The
Line

The purpose of this would not be to increase flood risk to currently
defended areas, and so defences could be maintained as a result,
although no new defences would be constructed along presently
undefended parts of this section, unless associated with
implementation of MR.
There are no defences and no assets at risk of flooding along this
section. However, there would remain a small risk of erosion to
some cliff top properties at Bigbury-on-Sea and consideration to
relocating these assets may be required as a result. This could be
informed by monitoring of the cliffs to provide ongoing assessment of
this risk.
To HTL of the short length of existing defence along this section
would not be sustainable in the long term, and would likely result in
narrowing and loss of beach in these areas as they would be
constrained from adapting to sea level rise.
A move to MR in the medium term would involve providing a set
back defence to minimise flood risk inland, whilst allowing the beach
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Policy Unit (Number and Description)
Description)

SMP1 Policy

Preferred Policy
Short
Medium
Long Term
Term (to
Term (to
(to 2105)
2025)
2055)

Supporting Notes
to adapt and roll back naturally as sea levels rise. This would retain a
beach in this area in the long-term.

6c17

Challaborough (West) to
Erme Estuary (East)

6c18

Erme Estuary (East Bank –
Mouth to Orcheton Wood)

6c19
6c20
6c21
6c22
6c23

6c24

Erme Estuary (Upstream
section –Orcheton Wood to
Pamflete Wood)
Erme Estuary (West Bank –
Pamflete Wood to Mouth)
Erme Estuary (West) to
Yealm Estuary (East)
Yealm Estuary (East Bank –
Mouth to Passage House)
Yealm Estuary (East Bank –
Passage House to Newton
Ferrers North)
Yealm Estuary (East Bank –
Newton Ferrers North to
Fish House Plantation)

6c25

Yealm Estuary (West Bank –
Fish House Plantation
Plantation to
Season Point)

6c26

Season Point to Wembury
Point

Selectively
Hold The
Line

NAI

NAI

NAI

Undefended section of coast would be allowed to continue to evolve
naturally.

N/A

NAI

NAI

NAI

There are no defences and very few assets at risk of flooding. To
HTL in this area would be inappropriate and detrimental to the
environmental features of the area, and NAI would not result in any
more assets being at risk of flooding.

N/A

NAI

NAI

NAI

There are no defences or assets at risk of flooding in this area.

N/A

NAI

NAI

NAI

There are no defences or assets at risk of flooding in this area.

Selectively
Hold The
Line

NAI

NAI

NAI

Undefended section of coast would be allowed to continue to evolve
naturally.

N/A

NAI

NAI

NAI

There are no defences or assets at risk of flooding in this area.

N/A

HTL

HTL

HTL

Defence to reduce the risk of flooding to the developed areas of
Noss Mayo and Newton Ferrers would be provided.

N/A

NAI

NAI

NAI

There are no defences or assets at risk of flooding in this area.

N/A

NAI

NAI

NAI

Do Nothing

NAI

NAI

NAI

There are no defences and very few assets at risk of flooding. To
HTL in this area would be inappropriate and detrimental to the
environmental features of the area, and NAI would not result in any
more assets being at risk of flooding.
Undefended section of coast would be allowed to continue to evolve
naturally.
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Policy Unit (Number and Description)
Description)

6c27

Wembury Point to Mount
Batten Breakwater

6c28

Plym Estuary - Mount Batten
Breakwater to Marsh Mills

6c29

Plym Estuary - Marsh Mills to
Coxside

6c30

Coxside to Devil's Point

Preferred Policy
Short
Medium
SMP1 Policy
Long Term
Term (to
Term (to
(to 2105)
2025)
2055)
POLICY SCENARIO AREA: WEMBURY POINT TO DEVIL’S POINT

Supporting Notes

Selectively
Hold The
Line

NAI

NAI

NAI

Predominantly undefended section of coast would be allowed to
continue to evolve naturally. Short length of defence currently
reduces risk of erosion locally to access road to Mount Batten; this
would need to be relocated a short distance inland as the cliffs erode
very little and very slowly. This would also improve the
environmental features of this section of coast.

N/A

HTL

HTL

HTL

Continued defence to reduce the risk of flooding to extensively
developed area of the city of Plymouth, as well as ensuring a landfill
site continues to be protected.

N/A

HTL

HTL

HTL

Selectively
Hold The
Line

HTL

HTL

HTL

Continued defence to reduce the risk of flooding to extensively
developed area of the city of Plymouth, including a key access road
part of the mainline railway that serves the wider South-West region,
linking it to the rest of the UK.
Continued defence to reduce the risk of flooding and erosion to
extensively developed area of the city of Plymouth. This would be
achieved in part by maintenance of tourism related infrastructure.

POLICY SCENARIO AREA: TAMAR ESTUARY
6c31

6c32

Tamar Estuary - Devil’s Point
to Tamerton Lake

Tamar Estuary - Tamerton
Lake to Gunnislake (upper
Tamar Estuary East)

N/A

N/A

HTL

MR

HTL

MR

HTL

Continued defence to reduce the risk of flooding to the city of
Plymouth from the Tamar Estuary.

MR

MR within strategic areas of this section could provide beneficial
reductions in flood risk to other parts of the estuary, whilst also
providing habitat creation opportunities. The purpose of this would
not be to increase flood risk to currently defended areas, and so
defences could be maintained as a result, although no new defences
would be constructed along presently undefended parts of this
section, unless associated with implementation of MR.
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Policy Unit (Number and Description)
Description)

SMP1 Policy

Preferred Policy
Short
Medium
Long Term
Term (to
Term (to
(to 2105)
2025)
2055)

Supporting Notes
MR within strategic areas of this section could provide beneficial
reductions in flood risk to other parts of the estuary, whilst also
providing habitat creation opportunities. The purpose of this would
not be to increase flood risk to currently defended areas, and so
defences could be maintained as a result, although no new defences
would be constructed along presently undefended parts of this
section, unless associated with implementation of MR.
Continued defence to reduce the risk of flooding to the developed
town of Saltash.
Continued maintenance of existing defences to reduce the risk of
flooding to currently defended assets. This would not allow
construction of new defences along presently undefended sections of
the estuary, which would be subject to NAI or MR if opportunities
exist.

6c33

Tamar Estuary - Gunnislake
to Saltash North (upper
Tamar Estuary West)

N/A

MR

MR

MR

6c34

Tamar Estuary - Saltash

N/A

HTL

HTL

HTL

6c35

Tamar Estuary - River Lynher
(Saltash South to Torpoint
North (Jupiter Point))

N/A

HTL

HTL

HTL

6c36

Tamar Estuary - Torpoint
North (Jupiter Point) to
Torpoint South (Landing
(Landing
Stage)

N/A

HTL

HTL

HTL

Continued defence to reduce the risk of flooding to the developed
town of Torpoint.

6c37

Tamar Estuary - St John's
Lake (Torpoint South
(Landing Stage) to Millbrook
(Mill Farm))

HTL

Continued maintenance of existing defences to reduce the risk of
flooding to currently defended assets. This would not allow
construction of new defences along presently undefended sections of
the estuary, which would be subject to NAI or MR if opportunities
exist.

6c38

Tamar Estuary - St
St John's
Lake (Millbrook (Mill Farm)
to Millbrook (Hancock's
Lake))

HTL

Continued maintenance of existing defences to reduce the risk of
flooding to currently defended assets. This would not allow
construction of new defences along presently undefended sections of
the estuary, which would be subject to NAI or MR if opportunities
exist.

N/A

N/A

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL
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Policy Unit (Number and Description)
Description)

SMP1 Policy

Preferred Policy
Short
Medium
Long Term
Term (to
Term (to
(to 2105)
2025)
2055)

6c39

Tamar Estuary - St John's
Lake (Millbrook (Hancock's
Lake) to Palmer Point

N/A

HTL

HTL

HTL

6c40

Tamar Estuary - Palmer Point
to Mount Edgcumbe
(Cremyll))
(Cremyll))

N/A

HTL

HTL

HTL

Supporting Notes
Continued maintenance of existing defences to reduce the risk of
flooding to currently defended assets. This would not allow
construction of new defences along presently undefended sections of
the estuary, which would be subject to NAI or MR if opportunities
exist.
Continued maintenance of existing defences to reduce the risk of
flooding to currently defended assets. This would not allow
construction of new defences along presently undefended sections of
the estuary, which would be subject to NAI.

POLICY SCENARIO AREA: MOUNT EDGCUMBE TO RAME HEAD
Mount Edgcumbe to
Picklecombe Point

Selectively
Hold The
Line

6c42

Fort Picklecombe

Selectively
Hold The
Line

6c43

Picklecombe Point to
Kingsand

6c44

Kingsand/Cawsand
Kingsand/Cawsand

6c45

Cawsand to Rame Head

6c41

Selectively
Hold The
Line
Selectively
Hold The
Line
Do Nothing

NAI

NAI

NAI

Undefended section of coast would be allowed to continue to evolve
naturally.

HTL

HTL

HTL

Continued defence of this section, subject to availability of funds,
would reduce the risk of flooding and erosion to property in this
area without impacting upon coastal processes or evolution. NAI
would see loss of these assets for limited gain as erosion would be
limited in any case by the resistant nature of the cliffs.

NAI

NAI

NAI

Undefended section of coast would be allowed to continue to evolve
naturally.

HTL

HTL

HTL

Continued defence to reduce the risk of flooding and erosion to the
settlements of Kingsand and Cawsand.

NAI

NAI

NAI

Undefended section of coast would be allowed to continue to evolve
naturally.
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The Supporting Appendices
These appendices and the accompanying documents provide all of the information required to support the
Shoreline Management Plan. This is to ensure that there is clarity in the decision-making process and that the
rationale behind the policies being promoted is both transparent and auditable. The appendices are:
A: SMP Development

This reports the history of development of the SMP, describing
more fully the plan and policy decision-making process.

B: Stakeholder Engagement

All communications from the stakeholder process are provided
here, together with information arising from the consultation
process.

C: Baseline Process Understanding

Includes baseline process report, defence assessment, NAI and
WPM assessments and summarises data used in assessments.

D: SEA Environmental Baseline
Report (Theme Review)

This report identifies and evaluates the environmental features
(human, natural, historical and landscape).

E: Issues & Objectives Evaluation

Provides information on the issues and objectives identified as part
of the Plan development, including appraisal of their importance.

F: Initial Policy Appraisal & Scenario
Development

Presents the consideration of generic policy options for each
frontage, identifying possible acceptable policies, and their
combination into ‘scenarios’ for testing. Also presents the appraisal
of impacts upon shoreline evolution and the appraisal of objective
achievement.

G: Preferred Policy Scenario Testing

Presents the policy assessment and appraisal of objective
achievement towards definition of the Preferred Plan (as presented
in the Shoreline Management Plan document).

H: Economic Appraisal and
Sensitivity Testing

Presents the economic analysis undertaken in support of the
Preferred Plan.

I: Strategic Environmental
Assessment (SEA) Report

Presents the various items undertaken in developing the Plan that
specifically relate to the requirements of the EU Council Directive
2001/42/EC (the Strategic Environmental Assessment Directive),
such that all of this information is readily accessible in one
document.

J: Appropriate Assessment Report

Presents the Appropriate Assessment of SMP policies upon
European designated sites (SPAs and SACs) as well as Ramsar sites,
where policies might have a likely significant effect upon these sites.
This is carried out in accordance with the Conservation (Natural
Habitats, &c.) Regulations 1994 (the Habitats Regulations).

K: Water Framework Development
Report

Presents assessment of potential impacts of SMP policies upon
coastal and estuarine water bodies, in accordance with the
requirements of EU Council Directive 2000/60/EC (the Water
Framework Directive).

L: Metadatabase and Bibliographic
database

All supporting information used to develop the SMP is referenced
for future examination and retrieval.

M: Action Plan Summary Table

Presents the Action Plan items included in Section 6 of the main
SMP document (The Plan) in tabular format for ease of monitoring
and reporting action plan progress.

Within each appendix cross-referencing highlights the documents where related appraisals are presented. The
broad relationships between the appendices are illustrated below.
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G.1

Int
Introduction

This document provides a summary of the final preferred policies that have been identified through the policy
appraisal process of the Durlston Head to Rame Head Shoreline Management Plan (SMP) and subsequent
public consultation.
The table below (Section G.2) summarises the final policy units, the preferred policy identified for each epoch
for each unit, a brief summary of the assumptions including how the policy could be implemented, and the key
potential impacts and implications of the final preferred policy.
For ease of reference, Annex G.1 at the end of this document gives a more concise summary of the final
preferred policies that have been identified to date including brief comment/justification as to why these have
been selected as the final preferred policies. However, it is imperative that the detail behind the concise
summary provided in this document and the main SMP document is read to fully understand and appreciate
what is being proposed.
In order to provide clarity, the remainder of this section (Sections G.1.1 and G.1.2) provide an overview of
how the final policies have been derived, and where they have been amended following the responses from the
public consultation.

G.1.1

Development of Draft Policies

The policies included in the consultation draft of the SMP were identified through the assessment of impacts
upon coastal processes and the features, issues and objectives identified in Stage 2 of the SMP process (refer
to Appendix F),
F review of economics and sensitivities (refer to Appendix H), and through subsequent
discussion and agreement with the South Devon and Dorset Coastal Advisory Group to take forward to
consultation.
As stated, these proposed preferred policies were agreed with the South Devon & Dorset Coastal Advisory
Group following comments upon the initial proposed preferred policies (Appendix
Appendix F),
F a full coastal group
meeting held on 12th March 2009, and discussion with elected members at an Elected Members Forum held on
3rd April 2009. The main changes to the initial proposed preferred policies resulting from these comments and
discussions were:
•

Bowleaze Cove – the long term policy at Bowleaze Cove has been changed from Managed Realignment to
Hold the Line, as implementation of Managed Realignment in the medium-term is expected to involve
construction of a set back hard defence structure which would be maintained rather than undertaking
further realignment in the long term.

•

Portland Harbour NorthNorth-West Shore – there was disagreement over the use of Managed Realignment to
describe what was intended in the short to medium term along the whole of this section. The intention of
the proposed policy in this area was to reduce the risk to people, property and infrastructure posed by
further cliff retreat via introducing slope stabilisation measures where it is economically viable to do so.
However, as this is not viable along the whole of this stretch in the short to medium term, adaptation
measures to allow relocation of cliff top assets may still be required. This could also be viewed as being
Hold the Line where this stabilisation measures are implemented. Following further discussions, it was
determined that this section would be most appropriately managed in the context of three smaller ‘sub’
units to manage the same risk but at differing time-scales due to the nature of the slow cliff recession and
the timing of when critical infrastructure would be affected (and so increasing the economic viability of
intervening). Therefore, policies of Managed Realignment, transitioning to Hold the Line policy along parts
of this stretch are presented as the preferred policy.

•

Portland Harbour Breakwaters – an additional unit was added to deal specifically with the Portland
Harbour Breakwaters which, although not actually coastal defence structures, have a significant coastal
defence function, the importance of which needs to be fully represented within the Plan.

•

Seaton (West) to Seaton Hole – having further reviewed the proposed policy in this area, and looked in
more detail at the economics, it has been determined to change the short term policy from Managed
Realignment to Hold the Line, and the medium and long term policy from No Active Intervention to
Managed Realignment in this area. This is not expected to halt cliff recession entirely, merely reduce its
rate, and the cliff toe could retreat landwards, at which time the rock revetment at the cliff toe would
need to be re-built in a realigned position along the future cliff toe position.
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•

The Maer and Powderham Banks within the Exe Estuary – the long term policy at these two locations has
been changed from Managed Realignment to Hold the Line, as implementation of Managed Realignment in
the medium (if it is implemented) is expected to involve construction of a set back hard defence structure
which would be maintained rather than undertaking further realignment in the long term.

•

Goodrington Sands and Broadsands
Broadsands – the long term policy at Goodrington Sands and Broadsands has
been changed from Managed Realignment to Hold the Line, as implementation of Managed Realignment in
the medium-term is expected to involve construction of a set back hard defence structure which would
be maintained rather than undertaking further realignment in the long term.

•

Slapton Sands – the Slaptonline Partnership requested that the policy be changed to Managed Realignment
for the short and medium term to reflect their agreed policy (based on the Slaptonline report of 2006).
Following further review of what is envisaged by the proposed policy, and that of the 2006 Slaptonline
Report, it is felt that this could be interpreted as either Hold the Line or Managed Realignment, so this
change was felt to be acceptable. The final policy therefore draws more extensively on the Slaptonline
report to ensure there is agreement between this report and the SMP.

•

Challaborough – the long term policy at Challaborough has been changed from Managed Realignment to
Hold the Line, as implementation of Managed Realignment in the medium is expected to involve
construction of a set back hard defence structure which would be maintained rather than undertaking
further realignment in the long term.

•

Tamar Estuary – parts of the lower west Tamar Estuary were changed from Managed Realignment to Hold
the Line as preferred policy to reflect the final Catchment Flood Management Plan policy in this area,
although the actual meaning of the proposed policy was not changed and Hold the Line refers only to
areas where there are already defences, whilst the majority of the estuary in this area which is
undefended, would be subject to no active intervention or, if appropriate, managed realignment.

•

Plymouth Sound Breakwater – an additional unit was added to deal specifically with the Plymouth Sound
Breakwater which, although not actually a coastal defence structure, has a significant coastal defence
function, the importance of which needs to be fully represented within the Plan.

G.1.2

Changes
Changes to Policies following Public Consultation

Following the completion of the public consultation phase in July 2009, all comments were reviewed and
amendments made to the SMP documents. The full details of all changes made are included in Appendix B.
B
However, for ease of reference, the key significant changes relating to policies and policy units are summarised
in the following:
•

Short defended lengths at Kimmeridge (5g03) and Lulworth Cove (5g07) – the policy has changed to No
Active Intervention from Managed Realignment to reflect that public funds (flood and coastal defence
budget) would not be used to fund future works here, although the policy wording still clearly states that
continued intervention here would be acceptable from a process point of view if other funds were
available.

•

Portland Harbour North West Shore (5g18 to 5g20) – policy wording has been revised and agreed with
relevant parties to make it clear exactly what is intended for this shoreline. The policies have not
themselves been altered.

•

Portland Harbour Breakwaters – these have been removed as an SMP policy unit as they would potentially
form part of the implementation and do not require a specific policy. It is however indicated in the policy
statements both the assumption they will remain and what would be the implication if this assumption was
wrong. In doing this, the policies for the units within Portland Harbour have been reviewed and it is
believed that even if the breakwaters were not there, the long-term policy would not change; only the
nature and timing of the implementation measures. To keep these as an SMP unit would also not be
consistent with other SMPs.

•

Chesil Beach (Portland end) (6a02 and 6a03) – an extra policy unit has been added to distinguish between
where measures to Hold the Line should be considered, and where intervention to restore the beach in
an emergency situation only should be considered. This was stated in the draft policy statement but
splitting this into two distinct units makes the intent of the Plan clearer in this area.
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•

Freshwater Beach (6a09) – following further review, it is felt that the SMP policy should reflect the
management of the front line of defence. In the short-term, beach management would need to move back
as the adjacent cliffs retreat therefore the policy would be Managed Realignment not Hold the Line as
previously indicated in the consultation draft. The medium and long-term policy would also be Managed
Realignment as there would be continued beach management to manage the beach in line with adjacent
cliffs. This would be supported by construction and maintenance of a set-back defence.

•

Lyme Regis (East Cliff) (6a20) – the long-term policy of Managed Realignment in the draft document was
to allow extension of measures to manage the transition area between undefended (policy unit 6a19) and
defended coasts as the cliffs to the east receded further. However, upon further reflection it is thought
that this would more appropriately be called Hold the Line along a transitional policy unit boundary in
order to protect property and infrastructure at Lyme Regis. Recent information has also shed a greater
degree of uncertainty on this area, and to reflect this and allow more flexibility of approach to future
management whilst also highlighting risks for future development in this area, the long term policy has
been changed to one of either Managed Realignment or Hold the Line, to be determined by ongoing
monitoring and sustainability of Phase IV works to be constructed in the immediate future.

•

Sidmouth (6a35) – the policy unit boundary on the east side of Sidmouth where Managed Realignment is
proposed has been moved to the eastern end of the developed area of Sidmouth along the cliff top. The
policy for soft engineering techniques to retain beach material along the base of the cliff and so produce a
more natural rate of recession remains and moving of the policy unit boundary demonstrates the area in
which it would occur. The draft text suggested beach management would extend into this area in any case
and it is felt that the changes made now make this clearer.

•

Lower Clyst (6b08) – this is now a separate unit to provide clear detail of what is intended in this area.
The policy statement for this unit therefore allows greater discussion of this issues, justification, possible
implementation and implications of a Managed Realignment policy in this area.

•

Dawlish Warren (6b19 to 6b22) – there is much disagreement over the long-term management of
Dawlish Warren and it is not felt that the SMP can currently determine robustly if the policy here should
be one of managed realignment or continued hold the line. Therefore the revised policy for the shortterm is to retain a Hold the Line policy for Dawlish Warren and allow long-term management to be
determined by more detailed investigations in this period (starting with the Exe Estuary Strategy that has
recently been commissioned by the Environment Agency in January 2010). Note, an additional policy unit
has also been added for the landward side of Dawlish Warren with a No Active Intervention policy for the
short-term.

•

Sprey Point (6b26) – policy here has been changed to be Hold the Line for all epochs as, upon further
reflection, there is little economic, technical or environmental benefit in realigning here.

•

The Point
Point (Teignmouth) (6b29) – this has been separated out as its own unit with a Managed Realignment
policy to allow intervention if future detailed study finds it necessary to manage this area for the benefit of
the wider area. Otherwise, the intent of the Plan is to allow this feature to evolve as naturally as possible.

•

Goodrington Sands (6b56) – the text for this area has been clarified to state that Managed Realignment
would be implemented following more detailed investigation but only if found to be appropriate to do so.
It also indicates that this is more likely to be appropriate along the northern part of the frontage. We have
also stated that where Managed Realignment does not occur, existing defences should be retained under
Hold the Line.

•

Blackpool Sands (6b73) – having reviewed further information provided through the consultation process
and to be consistent with other areas where there are private defences, the policy has been changed from
Hold the Line to No Active Intervention for all three epochs. This reflects that there is likely to be little
risk to the A379, the only reason to justify public expenditure in this area. However, this change does
state that the private localised defences could continue as to do so poses little risk of impacts to a wider
area in terms of processes.

•

Beesands (6b78 and 6b79) – this unit has been split this into two parts to make it clearer what is intended
in this area. Widdicombe Ley frontage (6b78) is No Active Intervention. Beesands village (6b79) is Hold
the Line to reflect that the recent works there were funded on the basis of a 100-year scheme life, but
with provision that localised realignment may be needed at the north end of the village to manage the
transition between the defended and undefended parts as the beach rolls back into the Ley.
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•

Kingsbridge Estuary (6c04 to 6c06) – the policy statement wording has been amended to reflect that in
areas where there are existing defences, either Hold the Line or Managed Realignment could occur (if
appropriate) but that this needs more study. The policy of No Active Intervention for areas that are
currently undefended has been retained.

•

Thurlestone Rock to Warren Point (6c11) – having further reviewed the data and information in this area,
there is little flood risk at the current time to warrant short term intervention to realign in this area. As
such, the short term policy has been changed from Managed Realignment to No Active Intervention, in
line with the No Active Intervention policies for the medium and long term. Within this policy provision
remains for private defences to be maintained if funds are available as to do so is unlikely to have a
significant processes impact.

•

Warren Point (Bigbury(Bigbury-onon-Sea) to Challaborough (West) (6c16
(6c16)
6c16) – having reviewed the data held, and in
order to be consistent with similar situations along other parts of the SMP frontage, the policy here has
changed from holding the line of a realigned defence in the long-term to one of No Active Intervention in
all three epochs. This better reflects that public funds (flood and coastal defence budget) would be unlikely
to be justified in a robust economic case to fund future works here. However, the policy wording still
clearly states that continued intervention here would be acceptable from a process point of view if other
funds were available.

•

Upper Tamar Estuary (6c32 and 6c33) – the wording of the policy statement has been amended to reflect
that in areas where there are existing defences, either Hold the Line or Managed Realignment could occur
(if appropriate) but that this needs more study. The policy of No Active Intervention for areas that are
currently undefended has been retained.

•

Plymouth Sound Breakwater – these have been removed as an SMP policy unit as they would potentially
form part of the implementation and do not require a specific policy. The revised text for the policy
statements around Plymouth Sound do, however, indicate both the assumption they will remain and what
would be the implication if this assumption was wrong. To keep these as an SMP unit would also not be
consistent with other SMPs.

In addition to these more significant changes, small adjustments to policy unit boundary lines, unit names and
clarification to policy statement text have been made. These changes are contained in the full feedback report
(see Appendix B).
B
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G.2

Preferred Policies Summary Table

Policy Unit

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

POLICY SCENARIO AREA: DURLSTON HEAD TO WHITE NOTHE
Key Impacts & Implications for
for the Policy Scenario Area:
This area is characterised by rocky cliffed shorelines, which are designated for their outstanding landscape and geological value, much of the coast is currently undefended and
erosion risks are generally low due to the resistant nature of the cliffs. The preferred policy is therefore to continue to minimise intervention along this coast. At Kimmeridge
Bay and Lulworth Cove, where defences already exist, it is not likely that continued defence would attract public (flood and coastal defence budget) funding. However, if
alternative funds are available then these could be maintained in the short to medium term, and potentially in a realigned position in the longer-term, in order to retain visitor
access points and facilities. Due to the limited sediment inter-linkages along this coast, this would not affect adjacent stretches of coast.
Under the preferred policy, there is, however, risk of damage or loss, through erosion, of historical features (including up to 4 Scheduled Monuments and a Registered Park and
Garden) as well as grade 3 agricultural land and some terrestrial habitats of international conservation importance (e.g. grassland SAC habitats). If defences at Kimmeridge and
Lulworth are not retained by alternative funds, then properties and infrastructure in these areas would experience increased flood and erosion risk.
5g01 – Durlston
Head to St
Alban’s Head

Policy = No Active Intervention

Policy = No Active Intervention

Policy = No Active Intervention

There are no defences present along this section.

No defences.

No defences.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

Continued very slow erosion of the resistant
limestone cliffs, confined to joint planes or as a
result of wave undercutting.

Very slow erosion of the cliffs would continue at
the same rates as today, therefore negligible
change in cliffline position is predicted. Under
accelerated sea level rise any beaches could
become submerged.

Very slow erosion of the cliffs would continue at
the same rates as today, therefore negligible
change in cliffline position is predicted. No
beaches would be expected to remain at the toe
of the cliff due to higher sea levels.

Policy = No Active Intervention

Policy = No Active Intervention

Policy = No Active Intervention

There are no defences present along this section,
although there is a small slipway at Chapman’s
Pool that may provide limited defence function.

No defences.

No defences.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

The clay rich cliffs that dominate much of this

Between St. Alban’s Head and Egmont Point there

Negligible cliffline movement is predicted.
5g02 – St Alban’s
Head to
Kimmeridge Bay

This section would continue to evolve naturally.
The complex, clay-dominated cliffs that make up
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Policy Unit

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

the majority of this section, such as at Houns-tout
Cliff and St. Alban’s Head, will continue to erode
landwards as a result of episodic complex
landslide events at a frequency of between 1 to
10 (majority of this section) and 10 to 100 years
(on the western side of St Alban’s Head). It is
assumed that one such event could occur at
anytime, which could result in up to 50m of
erosion.

section are very sensitive to climate change and
the rate of erosion could increase both due to sea
level rise and an increase in rainfall. Due to
uncertainty in the possible future changes in
precipitation, no direct account has been taken of
this in the predictions. Sea level rise will also
result in the submergence of shore platforms,
resulting in more rapid erosion of the cliffs behind
where the cliffs are of simple type such as at
Kimmeridge Ledges. Here total recession of 2 to
4m is predicted by 2055.

could be a large landslide event during this period,
resulting in up to 50m of erosion.

Along Kimmeridge Ledges, where there has been
very slow erosion historically, only about 1m of
recession is predicted.
Coarser material derived from this erosion will
be retained within local pocket beaches at
Egmont Bight and Chapman’s Pool. Finer material
will be transported offshore in suspension.

The simple cliffs along Kimmeridge Ledges are
more likely to be affected by sea level rise than
the complex cliffs along the rest of this section.
Here recession of 5 to 12m by 2105 is predicted.
As a result of high sea levels beaches are
expected to narrow and in places may disappear
as the rock platforms become submerged.

Cliff failure through complex landslide events
would continue elsewhere along this section.
These would be less affected by sea level rise as
they are controlled more by groundwater.
Between St. Alban’s Head and Egmont Point there
could be a large landslide event during this period,
resulting in up to 50m of erosion.
During landslide events a lobe of debris is
commonly released, which could temporarily
affect the longshore transport of sediment, before
being gradually eroded by wave action. Any
sediment released through cliff erosion will tend
to be either retained very locally in the pocket
beaches (in the case of sand and shingle), or
washed offshore (in the case of fines).

5g03 –
Kimmeridge Bay
(defended length)

Policy = No Active Intervention

Policy = No Active Intervention

Policy = No Active Intervention

There is a short section of sea wall along the
eastern part of Kimmeridge Bay, which is

In terms of coastal processes, it is unlikely that
retention of a defence would impact on adjacent

In terms of coastal processes, it is unlikely that
retention of a defence would impact on adjacent
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Policy Unit

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

areas, although it is would not be funded by public
(flood and coastal defence) funds. Therefore
continued defence here would be dependent
upon the availability of alternative funds. If
defences do remain, consideration will need to be
given in the longer term to relocating the defence
in land, as cliffs to either side retreat. Therefore
ongoing monitoring is recommended as part of
this policy, to inform decisions about future
intervention along this coast.

areas, although it is would not be funded by public
(flood and coastal defence) funds. Therefore
continued defence here would be dependent
upon the availability of alternative funds. If
defences do remain, consideration will need to be
given in the longer term to relocating the defence
in land, as cliffs to either side retreat. Therefore
ongoing monitoring is recommended as part of
this policy, to inform decisions about future
intervention along this coast.

Even if retained by alternative funds, the defence
at this location may become unsustainable in its
existing position in the longer term due to higher
water levels as sea levels rise, and higher wave
heights reaching the defences as the fronting
ledges become submerged at Kimmeridge.

Even if retained by alternative funds, the defence
at this location may become unsustainable in its
existing position in the longer term due to higher
water levels as sea levels rise, and higher wave
heights reaching the defences as the fronting
ledges become submerged at Kimmeridge.

Even if retained by alternative funds, the defence
at this location may become unsustainable in its
existing position in the longer term due to higher
water levels as sea levels rise, and higher wave
heights reaching the defences as the fronting
ledges become submerged at Kimmeridge.

If funds area available to allow the retention of
the defence in a realigned position in this area is
unlikely to have a significant impact upon coastal
processes at the larger scale, but would ensure
that the risk of flooding and overtopping would
continue to be minimised.

If funds area available to allow the retention of
the defence in a realigned position in this area is
unlikely to have a significant impact upon coastal
processes at the larger scale, but would ensure
that the risk of flooding and overtopping would
continue to be minimised.

If funds area available to allow the retention of
the defence in a realigned position in this area is
unlikely to have a significant impact upon coastal
processes at the larger scale, but would ensure
that the risk of flooding and overtopping would
continue to be minimised.

If no such funds are available, then there would be
a deterioration in the condition of the defences
during this period, resulting in an increasing risk
of failure and associated risk of flooding and

If no such funds are available, then there would be
further deterioration in the condition of the
defences during this period, resulting in an
increasing risk of failure and associated risk of

If no such funds are available, then defences here
are likely to fail during this period, resulting in the
coast returning to a more naturally functioning
state, although this would be associated with an

protecting a small car park and facilities.
In terms of coastal processes, it is unlikely that
retention of a defence would impact on adjacent
areas, although it is would not be funded by public
(flood and coastal defence) funds. Therefore
continued defence here would be dependent
upon the availability of alternative funds. If
defences do remain, consideration will need to be
given in the longer term to relocating the defence
in land, as cliffs to either side retreat. Therefore
ongoing monitoring is recommended as part of
this policy, to inform decisions about future
intervention along this coast.
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Policy Unit

5g04 –
Kimmeridge Bay
(undefended) to
Worbarrow Tout

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

erosion to people and property.

flooding and erosion to people and property.

increased risk of flooding and erosion to people
and property.

Policy = No Active Intervention

Policy = No Active Intervention

Policy = No Active Intervention

There are no defences present along this section.

No defences.

No defences.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

The complex, clay-dominated cliffs that make up
the majority of this section, such as at Gad Cliff,
will continue to erode landwards as a result of
episodic complex landslide events at a frequency
of 1 to 10. It is assumed that one such event
could occur during this period, and so total
erosion of 0 to 50m is predicted over this period.

The clay rich cliffs that dominate much of this
section are very sensitive to climate change and
the rate of erosion could increase both due to sea
level rise and an increase in rainfall. Due to
uncertainty in the possible future changes in
precipitation, no direct account has been taken of
this in the predictions. Sea level rise will also
result in the submergence of shore platforms.

The rate of recession of the complex cliffs along
this section are less likely to be affected by sea
level rise as recession is dominated by large
landslide events.

Coarser material derived from this erosion will
be retained within local pocket beaches at Brandy
Bay, Hobarrow Bay and Kimmeridge Bay. Finer
material will be transported offshore in
suspension.
It is predicted that erosion of between 2 and 20m
will occur over this period between Worbarrow
Tout and Hobarrow Bay. Between Kimmeridge
Bay and Broad Bench, erosion in the region of
between 5 and 20m is predicted.

Cliff failure through complex landslide events
would continue along this section. These would
be less affected by sea level rise as they are
controlled more by groundwater. Total erosion
by 2055 is predicted to be between 5 and 50m
between Worbarrow Tout and Hobarrow Bay,
and 14 to 50m between Kimmeridge Bay and
Broad Bench.

Total erosion by 2105 is predicted to be between
10 and 100m between Worbarrow Tout and
Hobarrow Bay, and 30-100m between
Kimmeridge Bay and Broad Bench.
As a result of high sea levels beaches are
expected to narrow and in places may disappear
as the rock platforms become submerged.

During any landslide events a lobe of debris will
be released, which could temporarily affect the
longshore transport of sediment before being
gradually eroded by wave action. Any sediment
released through cliff erosion will tend to be
either retained very locally in the pocket beaches
(in the case of sand and shingle), or washed
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Policy Unit

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

offshore (in the case of fines).
5g05 –
Worbarrow Tout
to Lulworth Cove
(East)

Policy = No Active Intervention

Policy = No Active Intervention

Policy = No Active Intervention

There are no defences present along this section.

No defences.

No defences.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

The geology of the cliffs changes significantly along
this stretch. Within Worbarrow and Mupe Bays,
the clay-rich cliffs will continue to erode
landwards as a result of episodic landslide events
with a frequency of 1 to 10 years. It is predicted
that underlying erosion of 1 to 2m will occur in
this area over this period.

Erosion of the cliffs will continue as observed
historically at a rate of about 0.1m/yr. Erosion of
the chalk cliffs in the western part of this section
tends to be geologically controlled so there is not
expected to be a noticeable increase in erosion
rates due to sea level rise. Therefore erosion of
between 0 and 1m is expected by the end of this
period, although there could be localised cliff falls
resulting in the loss of up to 10 to 50m in a single
event. This will release sediment, which will be
gradually removed offshore by wave action, but
could affect longshore drift temporarily.
Ultimately these cliff failures are unlikely to be a
significant contribution to the beach budget.

Erosion of the cliffs will continue as observed
historically at a rate of about 0.1m/yr along the
western part of this section, but rates could
increase along the clay-rich cliffs due to
accelerated sea level rise. This would be
exacerbated in areas that are currently protected
by shore platforms, as submergence of these
platforms would result in increased wave
exposure.

Erosion of the chalk cliffs that extend from Mupe
Bay to Lulworth Cove (East) would continue to
be negligible, but infrequent cliff falls due to wave
undercutting could occur, resulting in the loss of
10 to 50m of land in one go. The frequency of
such sizeable events is likely to be 10 to 100
years, although smaller scale events could occur
every 1 to 10 years, with events as recent as
2001. These events will tend to affect only very
localised areas, but it is not possible, without
further detailed studies, to predict where the
next events will occur.
During these landslide events a lobe of chalk
debris will be released, which could temporarily
affect the longshore transport of sediment. These
lobes will gradually be eroded by wave action,
with material eventually being lost offshore rather

Within Worbarrow and Mupe Bays, the clay-rich
cliffs are expected to be more sensitive to sea
level rise, particularly those cliffs along the
western part of the bay, and any increase in
precipitation. Total erosion by 2055 within
Worbarrow and Mupe Bays is predicted to be
between 5 and 6m, although along localised
sections cliff falls could occur resulting in several
tens of metres of erosion. Erosion of these cliffs
will provide some sediment to the beaches, but
the majority will be fine sediment, which will be

Total erosion by 2105 within Worbarrow and
Mupe Bays is predicted to be between 10 and
17m in the western part of the bay, but 0 to 10m
in the eastern part of the bay. Towards Lulworth
Cove (East), total erosion by 2105 is predicted to
be between 0 and 8m.
Very narrow beaches may remain as local pocket
beaches, particularly where cliff erosion
contributed to the beach budget.
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Policy Unit

5g06 – Lulworth
Cove
(undefended
section)
section)

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

than being retained on the beaches.

lost offshore. Therefore beaches will remain
within the pocket bays, but are unlikely to
increase in volume. Cliffs in the eastern part of
Worbarrow Bay are less likely to be affected by
sea level rise and so total erosion of between 0
and 5m is predicted by 2055.

Policy = No Active Intervention
Intervention

Policy = No Active Intervention

Policy = No Active Intervention

There are no defences present along this section.

No defences.

No defences.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

Small scale cliff failure events occur every 1 to 10
years, causing the loss of less than 10m per event.
Underlying erosion of the softer clays, marls and
sandstones that lie within Lulworth Cove is
predicted to continue at a rate of about 0.12m/yr
as observed historically, resulting in total erosion
of up to 2m during this period.

The low rates of cliff retreat would continue as
observed historically at about 0.12m/yr. The rate
of erosion could increase slightly due to
accelerated sea level rise but the net effect is
likely to be negligible due to the resistant nature
of the cliffs.

As for the medium term, acceleration in sea level
rise may result in a very small increase in the rate
of erosion, but the net erosion will remain small
due to the resistance of the cliffs.

The beach will remain as at present.

Total erosion within Lulworth Cove is predicted
to be up to 4m between 2025 and 2055.

Total erosion within Lulworth Cove is predicted
to be up to 6m between 2055 and 2105.
Beaches are expected to remain, but may narrow
due to higher sea levels

Beaches are expected to remain, but may narrow
due to higher sea levels.
5g07 – Lulworth
Cove (defended
length)

Policy = No Active Intervention

Policy = No Active Intervention
Intervention

Policy = No Active Intervention

There is a short length of seawall at the
pedestrian entrance to the cove that protects a
small number of assets from localised flooding.

If defences are retained here by alternative funds,
then it is assumed that the short length of defence
could be maintained during this period, either in
the existing or a realigned position, with ongoing
monitoring to inform decisions about future
intervention along this coast.

If defences continue to be retained here by
alternative funds, then it is assumed that the short
length of defence could be maintained during this
period, either in the existing or a realigned
position, with ongoing monitoring to inform
decisions about future intervention along this
coast.

In terms of coastal processes, it is unlikely that
retention of a defence would impact on adjacent
areas, although this would not attract public
(flood and coastal defence budget) funds.
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Policy Unit

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

The defence may become unsustainable in its
existing position in the longer term due to higher
water levels as sea levels rise, and the risk of
defences become outflanked due to continued
slow erosion of the adjacent undefended cliffs in
the rest of Lulworth Cove.

The defence may become unsustainable in its
existing position in the longer term due to higher
water levels as sea levels rise, and the risk of
defences become outflanked due to continued
slow erosion of the adjacent undefended cliffs in
the rest of Lulworth Cove.

If retained, the defence may become unsustainable
in its existing position during this period to higher
water levels as sea levels rise, and the risk of
defences become outflanked due to continued
slow erosion of the adjacent undefended cliffs in
the rest of Lulworth Cove.

The retention of defences in a realigned position
in this area, subject to the availability of funds, is
unlikely to have a significant impact upon coastal
processes at the larger scale, but would ensure
that the risk of flooding and overtopping would
continue to be minimised. It would also help to
maintain access to Lulworth Cove.

The retention of defences in a realigned position
in this area, subject to the availability of funds, is
unlikely to have a significant impact upon coastal
processes at the larger scale, but would ensure
that the risk of flooding and overtopping would
continue to be minimised. It would also help to
maintain access to Lulworth Cove.

The retention of defences in a realigned position
in this area, subject to the availability of funds, is
unlikely to have a significant impact upon coastal
processes at the larger scale, but would ensure
that the risk of flooding and overtopping would
continue to be minimised. It would also help to
maintain access to Lulworth Cove.

The beach would be expected to remain as at
present.

Beaches are expected to remain, but may narrow
due to high sea levels in front of the existing
defence, though realignment of the defence during
this period (if implemented) could allow some
beach rollback in this area.

Beaches are expected to remain, but may narrow
due to high sea levels in front of the existing
defence, though realignment of the defence during
this period (if implemented) could allow some
beach rollback in this area.

If funds are not available for retaining defences
then the existing structures are likely to fail
during this period and this part of Lulworth Cove

If funds are not available for retaining defences
then the existing structures are likely to have
failed by this period and this part of Lulworth

Therefore future defence here will depend on the
availability of alternative funds. If defences are
retained here by alternative funds, it is likely that
they will need to be relocated in inland in the
longer-term as cliffs to either side retreat.
Therefore ongoing monitoring is recommended
as part of this policy, to inform decisions about
future intervention along this coast.
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Policy Unit

5g08 – Lulworth
Cove (West) to
White Nothe

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

will begin to return to a natural state.

Cove function naturally by the end of this period
in line with the rest of the undefended cove.

Policy = No Active Intervention

Policy = No Active Intervention

Policy = No Active Intervention

There are no defences present along this section.

No defences.

No defences.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

The vertical chalk cliffs that dominate this section
are receding at varying rates. Infrequent cliff
failure events tend to cause recession of less than
10m per event and typically occur every 1 to 10
years, although towards White Nothe this
frequency is more like 10 to 100 years. This trend
is expected to continue during this period.

Erosion of the chalk cliffs is expected to continue
as observed historically at between 0.05 and
0.3m/yr (with the higher rate only likely to occur
as a result of localised cliff failure events). The net
rate of retreat is not expected to increase
significantly as a result of sea level rise, due to the
natural resistance of the cliffs.

Erosion of the chalk cliffs is expected to continue
as observed historically at between 0.05 and
0.3m/yr (with the higher rate only likely to occur
as a result of localised cliff failure events). The
net rate of retreat is not expected to increase
significantly as a result of sea level rise, due to the
natural resistance of the cliffs.

Underlying erosion of between 2 and 10m is
predicted between White Nothe and Bat’s Head
during this period. Between Bat’s Head and
Lulworth Cove erosion of between 0 and 6m is
predicted over the same period.

Total erosion by 2055 of 7 to 10m is predicted
between White Nothe and Bat’s Head, whilst
between Bat’s Head and Lulworth Cove erosion
of between 0 and 16m is predicted.

Total erosion by 2105 of 14 to 20m is predicted
between White Nothe and Bat’s Head, whilst
between Bat’s Head and Lulworth Cove erosion
of between 0 and 32m is predicted.

Beaches may narrow along the more exposed
sections due to higher sea levels, but pocket
beaches will remain in the more sheltered bays.

High sea levels may result in the loss of beaches
along some sections, but cliff erosion will
contribute to, and maintain, some narrow
beaches, particularly in the more sheltered
locations.

POLICY SCENARIO AREA: WHITE NOTHE TO REDCLIFF POINT
Key Impacts & Implications for the Policy Scenario Area:
This is a mainly cliffed section of coast dominated by complex clay-rich cliffs that experience episodic landslide events which can cause tens of metres of retreat as a result of a
single event. In places there is a risk of relict landslide complexes becoming reactivated, which makes management of this coastline more difficult.
The coast is currently mainly undefended, apart from a short stretch of defence in Ringstead Bay. The continuation of the natural erosion process is integral to the integrity of
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Policy Unit

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

the World Heritage and SSSI status of the cliffs; although there will be a compromise due to the loss of cliff top habitats as cliffs retreat. Therefore, the long term aim is to
return this coastline to its natural state; however this will have an impact on a number of cliff top assets.
Therefore it is recognised that there needs to be a transition period to enable measures to be put in place to manage this change in management. Under the preferred policy
there will be potential loss of cliff top properties, due to erosion, along the coastal stretch and also holiday developments in Ringstead Bay. Loss of parts of Osmington Mills
Holiday Centre could occur if a landslide event happens in this area. Up to two Scheduled Monuments could also be damaged or lost to erosion in the medium to long-term in
addition to the loss of an area of Grade 3 agricultural land.
5g09 – White
Nothe to
Ringstead Bay
(defended length
east)

Policy = No Active Intervention

Policy = No Active Intervention

Policy
Policy = No Active Intervention

There are no defences present along this section.

No defences.

No defences.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

The clay cliffs that dominate this section
experience episodic landslide events including
mudflows and rotational land slips as a result of
groundwater conditions, with instability being
maintained by ongoing toe erosion by marine
action.

Along the majority of the shoreline, the cliff
erosion trend is likely to continue as historically
up to a rate of about 0.5m/yr. The simple cliffs at
Ringstead Bay are more likely to be affected by
sea level rise and so total erosion of about 25 to
30m is predicted by 2055 in this area.

The cliff erosion trend along this frontage is likely
to continue as historically up to a rate of about
0.5m/yr. The simple cliffs within Ringstead Bay
would be likely to be affected by sea level rise and
total erosion in this area by 2105 of 50 to 70m is
predicted.

This trend is expected to continue in the future,
with an average retreat of approximately 9m
predicted to occur over this period.

There could be beach narrowing as a result of sea
level rise, particularly as shore platforms become
submerged. Although any material released from
the cliffs would be likely to remain locally, this
would tend to be mainly fines, which will be
moved offshore.

There could be further beach narrowing during
this period as sea levels rise. Sediment transport
longshore would become reduced as a result of
loss of beach sediment.

Episodic events occur about every 10 to 100
years It is possible that a significant event could
occur during this period, resulting in the erosion
of 10 to 50m of land in a single event. It is difficult,
without further, more detailed technical appraisal,
however, to predict where a landslip could occur.
Such landslides can impact locally by interrupting
sediment drift, which is predominately from east
to west.

With sea level rise the influence of the offshore
ledges could also be reduced, which could
increase exposure along this section.
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Policy Unit
5g10 – Ringstead
Bay (defended
length)

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

Policy = Hold the Line

Policy = Hold the Line, moving towards No
Active Intervention

Policy = No Active Intervention

A short length of rock revetment and rock
groyne is present within Ringstead Bay, providing
some protection to assets behind from erosion of
low-lying cliffs. It is assumed under this scenario
that these defences will be maintained during this
period whilst measures are developed to manage
the future change in policy to no active
intervention and enable relocation of people,
properties and facilities as appropriate.

Existing defences would be maintained during the
first part of this period to prolong the life of the
existing defences for as long as is sustainable to
do so, both technically and economically.
However during this period, when the defences
reach the end of their effective life, they would
not be replaced but rather maintenance of the
defences would end. As a result this section of
coast will be allowed to adapt naturally in the
future in line with the retreat of the adjacent
undefended cliffs.

There would be no defences remaining along the
shoreline during this period.
Depending on the rate of cliff recession, it may be
necessary to relocate more assets way from the
area of risk during this period. Any decisions
about such measures would be based upon
continuous monitoring data.

Monitoring would continue to occur in order to
monitor the area of risk.
The rock groyne and revetment that was
constructed along this part of Ringstead Bay in
the mid-1990’s reduces the frequency of cliff
failure events locally (compared to the adjacent
undefended cliffs) by preventing erosion of the
cliff toe by marine action and so delaying on-set of
instability within the clay cliffs, which is largely
controlled by groundwater. Average retreat in
this area will be less than the 9m predicted over
this period for the adjacent undefended cliffs.
Recession of the adjacent cliffs is likely to lead to
more significant outflanking of these defences
towards the end of this period.
Although the cliffs are unlikely to be a significant

Along this part of Ringstead Bay there may be a
need to consider relocating assets away from the
area of risk as the mid-1990’s scheme reaches the
end of its scheme life and it may be unsustainable
to continue to provide defences along this
section, particularly as there is also the possibility
that erosion of adjacent unprotected cliffs could
start to outflank the defended section during this
period which in turn would result in making this
area more of a promontory and so requiring
more robust defences.
With sea level rise the influence of the offshore
ledges could also be reduced, which could
increase exposure along this section.

The lack of defences along this section during this
period would result in a naturally functioning
coast, with a beach that would adapt to sea level
rise by migrating landwards at a rate
commensurate with cliff recession.
With sea level rise the influence of the offshore
ledges could also be reduced, which could
increase exposure along this section.
Any impacts of this would be largely restricted to
Ringstead Bay, as Redcliff Point will continue to
provide a barrier to sediment transfer towards
Weymouth.
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Policy Unit

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)
contributor of sediment to the beaches due to
them being low in height and their composition,
the rock groyne could impact on adjacent beaches
by interrupting sediment drift.

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

Relocating assets away from the area of risk and
associated reduction in the effect of defences
along this section would allow a more naturally
functioning coast to develop which would
improve sediment transport along the shoreline
within Ringstead Bay.
However, Redcliff Point will continue to interrupt
sediment transfer towards Weymouth.

5g11 – Ringstead
Bay (defended
length west) to
Redcliff Point

Policy = No Active Intervention

Policy = No Active Intervention

Policy = No Active Intervention

There are no defences present along this section.

No defences.

No defences.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

The clay cliffs that dominate this section
experience episodic landslide events including
mudflows and rotational land slips as a result of
groundwater conditions, with instability being
maintained by ongoing toe erosion by marine
action. This trend is expected to continue in the
future.

The cliff erosion trend along this unit is likely to
continue as historically.

The cliff erosion trend along this frontage is likely
to continue as historically.

There is also the risk of a large scale event
occurring along the Osmington to Redcliff Point
section, which could result in a localised loss of
cliff top in the region of 10 to 50m. These cliffs
are also sensitive to climate change and in
particular increased precipitation, although due to
uncertainty in the prediction of future
precipitation, this has not been included in
calculation of erosion rates.

There is also the risk of a large scale event
occurring along the Osmington to Redcliff Point
section, which could result in a localised loss of
cliff top in the region of 10 to 50m. These cliffs
are also sensitive to climate change and in
particular increased precipitation, although due to
uncertainty in the prediction of future
precipitation, this has not been included in
calculation of erosion rates.

Total recession by 2055 in this area is predicted
to be between 25 and 50m.

Total recession by 2105 in this area is predicted
to be between 50 and 100m.

There could be beach narrowing as a result of sea
level rise, particularly as shore platforms become
submerged. Although any material released from

There could be further beach narrowing during
this period as sea levels rise. Sediment transport
longshore would become reduced as a result of

Episodic events occur about every 10 to100
years, with a significant event having occurred at
Black Head between 1910 and 1914. It is possible
that another significant event could occur during
this period, resulting in the erosion of 10 to 50m
of land in a single event. It is difficult, without
further, more detailed technical appraisal,
however, to predict where a landslip could occur.
Such landslides can impact locally by interrupting
sediment drift, which is predominately from east
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Preferred Policy

Policy Unit

Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)
to west.

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)
the cliffs would be likely to remain locally, this
would tend to be mainly fines, which will be
moved offshore.

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)
loss of beach sediment, however this impact
would not extend beyond Redcliff Point to the
west.

With sea level rise the influence of the offshore
ledges could also be reduced, which could
increase exposure along this section. However,
Redcliff Point will continue to interrupt sediment
transfer towards Weymouth.
POLICY SCENARIO AREA: REDCLIFF POINT TO PORTLAND BILL
Key Impacts & Implications for the Policy Scenario Area:
This is one of the more heavily developed stretches of coastline within the SMP area, incorporating the key service and tourism centre of Weymouth and the Isle of Portland.
There are, however, also a number of nature designations for both geological and biological reasons. The Isle of Portland and Portland Harbour breakwaters are also key
controls on future evolution as they provide shelter from the dominant south-westerly conditions, resulting in a local drift reversal within Weymouth Bay and significant
reduction in wave energy along the shoreline within Portland Harbour, with the net movement of sediment being westwards; this whole stretch of coast is therefore heavily
dependent on any changes to Portland Harbour breakwaters. For development of this policy, it has been assumed that the breakwaters would be maintained and would remain,
although even if this assumption were not to hold true in the future, sensitivity tests suggest that it would not alter the preferred management approach only the nature and
timing of how it is implemented.
A key driver of policy in this area is the continued protection of commercial and social assets; which required the continued defence of the shoreline for much of this area. This
will, however, result in coastal squeeze of intertidal habitats against fixed sea defences. Holding the existing defence line may also result in accelerated cliff erosion in adjacent
policy units leading to increased coastal protection and potentially damaging impacts on adjacent geologically designated sites; therefore the existing sediment transport pathways
need to be carefully considered in the implementation of policy.
Within Bowleaze Cove, the long term vision is to provide more sustainable defences, through realignment of existing defences; this will however, require measures to be in
place to manage this transition in policy. Similarly at Preston Beach realignment of defences should mean a more sustainable defence, whilst creating opportunities in terms of
nature conservation; however, there would be an impact on the existing road infrastructure.
Intervention along the north-western shore of Portland Harbour where it is economically viable to do so would prevent further cliffline recession in localised parts of this bit of
the coast, although it is unlikely to be viable to intervene along the entire stretch of coast, at least in the short to medium term, and so there would remain the potential for
future cliff recession to result in the loss of further parts of the more seaward section of Sandsfoot Castle and parts of the Rodwell Trail. Given this risk will remain along parts
of this shoreline, this policy would require measures to be to be put in place to manage the relocation of property and infrastructure in the longer-term, if it remains
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Policy Unit

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

uneconomically viable to intervene in other parts of this stretch.
There is also a need to start to plan for how transport links can be provided in the future, especially the long-term future of how the road link to Portland is provided, as there
is a longer term risk of Chesil Beach being overtopped and possibly breaching which could make the current road link unfeasible.
5g12 – Redcliff
Point to Bowleaze
Cove (Gabions)

Policy = No Active Intervention

Policy = No Active Intervention

Policy = No Active Intervention

This section covers the undefended part of
Redcliff, up to the eastern limit of the gabions that
extend along its most western part from
Bowleaze Cove. As such there are no defences
along this section and this section would continue
to evolve naturally.

No defences.

No defences.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

The clay cliffs at Redcliff erode as a result of
episodic events every 10 to 100 years, eroding
between 10 and 50m of cliff per event. This trend
is expected to continue in the future, with an
average recession of 11 to 50m of Redcliff over
this period.

The lack of defences along this section would
allow the shoreline to continue to behave
naturally.

The lack of defences along this section would
allow the shoreline to continue to behave
naturally.

Along Redcliff, erosion would be likely to occur as
historically, with total erosion of Redcliff by 2055
predicted to be between 30 to 50m. These cliffs
would mainly contribute fines to the system
therefore would not build beaches along this
section.

Cliff erosion is likely to occur as historically, with
total erosion of Redcliff by 2105 predicted to be
between 60 and 100m. Redcliff will therefore
continue to interrupt any sediment exchange
between this and the stretch of coast to the east.

Although the rocks would remain along the
foreshore and would therefore have a slight
impact on coastal processes, it is likely that the
backing cliff could become reactivated. Rates of
erosion would be as for the adjacent cliffs of
around 0.62m/yr.
This area could be affected by any change in the
Portland Harbour Breakwaters, which are
believed to have a sheltering effect and also
influence sediment circulation within Weymouth
Bay. However, under this Policy, it is assumed
that the breakwaters will remain and be

This area could be affected by any change in the
Portland Harbour Breakwaters, which are
believed to have a sheltering effect and also
influence sediment circulation within Weymouth
Bay. However, under this Policy, it is assumed
that the breakwaters will remain and be
maintained.

Cliff erosion, would not, however, significantly
contribute to the beach budget of the areas to
the south and west.
This area could be affected by any change in the
Portland Harbour Breakwaters, which are
believed to have a sheltering effect and also
influence sediment circulation within Weymouth
Bay. However, under this Policy, it is assumed
that the breakwaters will remain and be
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Preferred Policy

Policy Unit

Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

maintained.
5g13 – Bowleaze
Cove (Gabions)
to Furzy Cliff

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)
maintained.

Policy = Hold the Line

Policy = Managed Realignment

Policy = Hold the Line

The rock revetments and gabions at Bowleaze
Cove would be likely to require maintenance to
ensure current level of protection is maintained
during this period whilst measures are developed
to facilitate the realignment of defences in the
medium term.

Continued maintenance of the defences could
become unsustainable as sea levels rise and the
risk of outflanking by adjacent cliffs increases
during this period.

There would be maintenance of the realigned
defence position established in the medium term.
Whilst realignment of the defences may allow a
healthier beach to exist for a period, shoreline
retreat would still occur as sea levels rise.

Defences along the cliff toe at Bowleaze Cove and
the north end of Furzy Cliff prevent localised cliff
toe erosion.

There is the possibility of erosion of adjacent
undefended cliffs causing outflanking of this
defended section, leading to this area becoming
held in a more forward position than it would
naturally be expected to take. Due to its position
at the very northern end of Weymouth Bay, this
would be unlikely to have a significant effect upon
littoral drift processes to the south and west.

The gabions along the coast towards Redcliff are
in a poor condition and likely to fail during this
period without maintenance. These may also be
affected by cliff slumping and undermining at the
ends of the defence increasing further the
likelihood of the defences failing. Intervention to
maintain or restore these defences will therefore
be required during this period to reduce the risk
of this occurring whilst plans are developed to
implement the medium term policy of managed
realignment.
This area could be affected by any change in the
Portland Harbour Breakwaters, which are
believed to have a sheltering effect and also

This policy would involve moving the existing
defence line back to a more sustainable alignment
during this period, involving the construction of a
set back sea wall, which may also help to retain a
healthier beach.

However, this situation could make continued
defence along the current alignment unsustainable
and as such, defences would be moved landward
to a more sustainable position in line with the
retreating adjacent cliffs.
Realigning defences in this way would also be
likely to reduce the impact of coastal squeeze
caused by sea level rise by allowing the beach in
this area to migrate and adapt.

Any such decision would be guided by
information from continued monitoring.

Erosion of adjacent undefended cliffs would not
significantly contribute to the beach budget of this
area, therefore there would be a continued trend
of beach steepening and narrowing. However, the
realignment of defences either in the medium
term or the early part of this period would
reduce this impact by providing space for the
adaptation and migration of beaches in response
to sea level rise. This in turn would reduce the
risk of the realigned defences along this section
being undermined during this period.
The risk of outflanking of defences would also be
reduced during this period as a result of having
realigned the defences landwards. Continued
maintenance and monitoring of the realigned
defences would however be required.
This area could be affected by any change in the
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Policy Unit

5g14 – Furzy Cliff

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

influence sediment circulation within Weymouth
Bay. However, under this Policy, it is assumed
that the breakwaters will remain and be
maintained.

This area could be affected by any change in the
Portland Harbour Breakwaters, which are
believed to have a sheltering effect and also
influence sediment circulation within Weymouth
Bay. However, under this Policy, it is assumed
that the breakwaters will remain and be
maintained.

Portland Harbour Breakwaters, which are
believed to have a sheltering effect and also
influence sediment circulation within Weymouth
Bay. However, under this Policy, it is assumed
that the breakwaters will remain and be
maintained.

Policy = No Active Intervention

Policy = No Active Intervention

Policy = No Active Intervention

There are no defences present along this section.

No defences.

No defences.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

The clay cliffs at Furzy Cliff erode as a result of
episodic events every 10 to 100 years, eroding
between 10 and 50m of cliff per event. This trend
is expected to continue in the future, with an
average recession of 13 to 50m of Furzy Cliff over
this period.

Along this undefended section of coast, cliff
erosion would be likely to occur as historically,
with total erosion of Furzy Cliff by 2055 predicted
to be between 35 to 50m. This cliff erosion would
mainly contribute fines to the system therefore
would not build beaches along this section. It
would also result in an increased likelihood of
defended areas adjacent to Furzy Cliff being
outflanked; although the preferred Policy for the
defended stretch to the north will be for defences
to be allowed to fail, with new defences to be
constructed in a realigned position.

Cliff erosion is likely to occur as historically, with
total erosion of Furzy Cliff by 2105 predicted to
be between 70 and 100m.

Erosion of Furzy Cliff would be likely to increase
the risk of defences at the north and south ends
of the cliff being outflanked.
This area could be affected by any change in the
Portland Harbour Breakwaters, which are
believed to have a sheltering effect and also
influence sediment circulation within Weymouth
Bay. However, under this Policy, it is assumed
that the breakwaters will remain and be
maintained.

This area could be affected by any change in the
Portland Harbour Breakwaters, which are
believed to have a sheltering effect and also
influence sediment circulation within Weymouth
Bay. However, under this Policy, it is assumed
that the breakwaters will remain and be

Cliff erosion would not, however, significantly
contribute to the beach budget therefore there
would be a continued trend of beach steepening
and narrowing.
The lack of defences along this section would
allow the shoreline to behave naturally, resulting
in an increased likelihood of defended sections to
the south being outflanked, with the section of
beach in front of the eroding cliffs possibly
forming a local embayment which in turn could
affect local sediment transport patterns.
This area could be affected by any change in the
Portland Harbour Breakwaters, which are
believed to have a sheltering effect and also
influence sediment circulation within Weymouth
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Policy Unit

5g15 – Furzy Cliff
to Preston Beach
(Rock Groyne)

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

maintained.

Bay. However, under this Policy, it is assumed
that the breakwaters will remain and be
maintained.

Policy = Hold the Line

Policy = Hold the Line

Policy = Managed Realignment

At the very southern end of Furzy Cliff is a wave
return wall that protects part of the cliff toe from
erosion.

Further maintenance of existing defences could be
required during this period to maintain current
levels of protection whilst measures are
developed to implement the realignment of the
defences in the long-term.

At Preston Beach, the provision of flood defence
through beach management activities will become
increasingly unsustainable as sea levels rise,
therefore realignment of the defences (along all
or part of this section) through construction of
new defences in a set back location is the
preferred Policy. The aim of this Policy is to
provide a more sustainable defence line, at a
location more in line with Furzy Cliff to the north.

To the immediate south of this there is the
Preston Beach Sea Defence, which consists of a
seawall and recharged beach with a terminal rock
groyne at the southern end.
These defences would require maintenance
during this period to ensure current level of
protection is maintained. Further beach recharge
could also be required towards the end of this
period, in addition to ongoing beach re-cycling
and re-profiling.

During this period, consideration should be given
to the long-term vision of realigning defences in a
more sustainable location and measures will need
to be put in place during this period to manage
the transition, including ongoing monitoring of
both beach and cliff.

This would require measures to be in place to
manage the relocation of assets, including the
main road that runs behind the current defences,
as appropriate.
This scenario would also be likely to require
greater defence of the section to the south of
Preston Beach (the Greenhill end of Weymouth)
as a result, due to this section being subject to a
policy of ‘Hold the Line’. As such, development of
plans to implement this policy along this section
must consider the coast in the southern part of
Weymouth Bay.

Ongoing beach management activities along
Preston Beach prevent breaching of the sea
defences and so reduce flood risk of low-lying
land behind. Due to the longshore drift of

Maintenance of the defences along this section is
likely to be required to retain the standard of
protection at Preston Beach during this period, in
response to coastal squeeze caused by sea level

There is the possibility of cliff erosion of Furzy
Cliff to the north causing outflanking of the
defended part of the cliff at Overcombe, leading
to this area standing several metres seaward of
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Policy Unit

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)
sediment to the north-east and south-west, it is
likely that further beach recharge will be required
at Preston Beach towards the end of this period
to maintain the standard of protection.
This area could be affected by any change in the
Portland Harbour Breakwaters, which are
believed to have a sheltering effect and also
influence sediment circulation within Weymouth
Bay. However, under this Policy, it is assumed
that the breakwaters will remain and be
maintained.

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)
rise.
There is the possibility of cliff erosion of Furzy
Cliff to the north causing outflanking of the
defended part of the cliff at Overcombe, leading
to this area standing several metres seaward of
the adjacent eroding Furzy Cliff to the north. This
would have a significant effect upon littoral drift
processes at the northern end of Weymouth Bay.
As such, it may be that maintenance of defences
becomes unsustainable during this period and as
such it may be necessary to consider bringing
forward the long-term policy of managed
realignment.
This area could be affected by any change in the
Portland Harbour Breakwaters, which are
believed to have a sheltering effect and also
influence sediment circulation within Weymouth
Bay. However, under this Policy, it is assumed
that the breakwaters will remain and be
maintained.

5g16 – Preston
Beach (Rock
Groyne) to
Weymouth
(Stone Pier)
[includes
Weymouth

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)
the adjacent eroding Furzy Cliff to the north. This
would have a significant effect upon littoral drift
processes at the northern end of Weymouth Bay
and could make it unsustainable to continue to
provide defence, even with beach management
activities, along the current defence line,
especially with rising sea levels also causing
coastal squeeze.
Under this Policy, new defence line would be
constructed inland, with the shoreline then
allowed to roll back naturally onto the low-lying
land behind, in response to sea level rise. This
would be expected to develop into an
embayment between the northern defended
extent of Weymouth and Furzy Cliff.
This area could be affected by any change in the
Portland Harbour Breakwaters, which are
believed to have a sheltering effect and also
influence sediment circulation within Weymouth
Bay. However, under this Policy, it is assumed
that the breakwaters will remain and be
maintained.

Policy = Hold the Line

Policy = Hold the Line

Policy = Hold the Line

Continued protection would be afforded through
the upgrade of the existing sea wall and
promenade, as well as part of the inner harbour
defences.

To maintain adequate levels of protection, further
upgrade to defences may be required during the
middle of this period

Upgrade of the defences throughout this section
could be required during this period to maintain
adequate of protection.

The beach along this section may also require
recharge, potentially requiring construction of
control structures, to counter the effects of

Along the open coast, this could require further
beach recharge and control structures,
particularly along the narrower northern part of
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Policy Unit

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Harbour]

The coastal defences comprise a sea wall and
promenade constructed some 100 years ago. It is
anticipated that this would need to be upgraded
towards the end of this period, both to
replace/repair the aging structure, and increase
the size of the defence to take account of future
sea level rise and so maintain current levels of
protection. This will continue to minimise the risk
of flooding of the low-lying hinterland.
Within Weymouth Harbour, a section of the
inner harbour wall will also need to be upgraded
by the middle of this period in order to maintain
current levels of protection.
The shingle beach at the northern end of this
section would be likely to undergo gradual
erosion, whilst sand would be likely to continue
to accumulate in the southern end of Weymouth
Bay, due to the presence of the northern harbour
pier.
Where the beach is eroded, coastal squeeze
could become increasingly significant as sea levels
rise, as there is very little new sediment input to

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

coastal squeeze, particularly along the narrower
northern part of this section. Such works would
need to consider alongshore sediment linkages.

this section. Such works would need to consider
alongshore sediment linkages.

Sea level rise could continue to cause coastal
squeeze, with the narrowing of the beach and an
increase in flood risk along this section. The
section in the vicinity of Lodmoor would be an
area of key risk as there is believed to be a drift
divide at this location.

Sea level rise could continue to cause coastal
squeeze, with the narrowing of the beach and an
increase in flood risk along this section. The
stretch in the vicinity of Lodmoor is a risk area.

New defences with possibly control structures
and/or beach recharge could therefore be
required during this period to maintain current
levels of protection and prevent flooding of the
low-lying hinterland.
The beach at Weymouth should still be retained,
due to sediment feed from the north, but this will
start to diminish during this period as the stretch
in front of Lodmoor becomes increasingly
exposed (unless beach recharge is undertaken).
This area could be affected by any change in the
Portland Harbour Breakwaters, which are
believed to have a sheltering effect and also
influence sediment circulation within Weymouth
Bay. However, under this Policy, it is assumed
that the breakwaters will remain and be

Within Weymouth Harbour, consideration may
need to be given to a control structure/barrier
near to the harbour mouth to form part of the
long-term management of flood risk to the town
of Weymouth.

New defences, with possibly control structures
and/or beach recharge, could therefore be
required during this period to maintain adequate
levels of protection.
A beach is still likely to exist at Weymouth, but
would be narrower, unless beach recharge is
undertaken.
This area could be affected by any change in the
Portland Harbour Breakwaters, which are
believed to have a sheltering effect and also
influence sediment circulation within Weymouth
Bay. However, under this Policy, it is assumed
that the breakwaters will remain and be
maintained.
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Preferred Policy

Policy Unit

Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)
the beach.

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

maintained.

This area could be affected by any change in the
Portland Harbour Breakwaters, which are
believed to have a sheltering effect and also
influence sediment circulation within Weymouth
Bay. However, under this Policy, it is assumed
that the breakwaters will remain and be
maintained.
5g17 –
Weymouth
(Stone Pier) to
Portland Harbour
(North
Breakwater)

Policy = Hold the Line

Policy = Hold the Line

Policy = Hold the Line

The short section of defence between the 2002
Newton’s Cove Scheme and the rock armour
around the Nothe Fort will require upgrading in
the early part of this period in order to prevent it
failing and exposing adjacent defences. This,
however, would be likely to also require slope
stabilisation measures in the area behind the
defence line.

Maintenance and possible upgrade of defences
along this stretch, particularly towards the Nothe
Fort and at Bincleaves, may be required by the
end of this period to maintain adequate levels of
protection.

Maintenance and possible upgrade of defences
may be required by the end of this period to
maintain adequate levels of protection.

Clay-rich cliffs that are located behind the
defences along this section are susceptible to
landsliding as a result of groundwater conditions.

The rate of erosion of the cliff top due to
groundwater conditions is sensitive to any
increase in rainfall or change in rainfall patterns.
However, due to uncertainty in the possible
future changes in precipitation, no direct account
has been taken of this in the predictions.

The rate of erosion due to groundwater
conditions could increase due to an increase in
rainfall resulting from future climate change. Due
to uncertainty in the possible future changes in
precipitation, no direct account has been taken of
this in the predictions. Additional work may
therefore be required to address this risk.

Landslide events occur with a frequency of 10 to
100 years, but cause loss of less than 10m of land
per event. The last significant event occurred in
the late 1980s and it is possible that another
significant event could occur during this period,
most likely in the area behind the section of
defences that are in a poor condition. Therefore
under this Policy, these areas would need to be

Sea level rise will also result in the submergence
of shore platforms that front this section, and a
narrowing of the small pocket beach at Newton’s
Cove, resulting in increased exposure of the
defences to wave action.

As a result of high sea levels beaches are
expected to narrow and in places may disappear
as the rock platforms become submerged,
resulting in increased exposure of the defences to
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Policy Unit

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)
carefully monitored to assess defence needs.

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

This area could be affected by any change in the
Portland Harbour Breakwaters, which are
believed to have a sheltering effect and also
influence sediment circulation within Weymouth
Bay. However, under this Policy, it is assumed
that the breakwaters will remain and be
maintained.

wave action.

Policy = Managed Realignment

Policy = Managed Realignment

Policy = Managed Realignment
Realignment

Erosion risk along this stretch is primarily driven
by groundwater issues, although some limited
erosion at the cliff toe is also a secondary
contributor.

It will continue to not be economically viable (in
terms of public funds) to intervene to fully
prevent cliff recession along this frontage. Instead,
the continued policy of managed realignment
during this period is intended to allow private
landowners to introduce localised measures in
the upper slopes along this section to stabilise the
cliff area and so reduce the risk of future
recession in the immediate term.

It will continue to not be economically viable (in
terms of public funds) to intervene to fully
prevent cliff recession along this frontage. Instead,
the continued policy of managed realignment
during this period is intended to allow private
landowners to introduce localised measures in
the upper slopes along this section to stabilise the
cliff area and so reduce the risk of future
recession in the immediate term.

However, it is not expected that all private
landowners will wish to, or have the resources
to, undertake such works. As such there would
also be a requirement for measures to be put in
place that will enable appropriate relocation of
people, properties and facilities that remain at risk
of cliff recession and where it remains
uneconomically viable (in terms of public funds) to
intervene in these areas in the medium to longterm.

However, it is not expected that all private
landowners will wish to, or have the resources
to, undertake such works. As such there would
also be a requirement for measures to be put in
place that will enable appropriate relocation of
people, properties and facilities that remain at risk
of cliff recession and where it remains
uneconomically viable (in terms of public funds) to
intervene in these areas in the medium to longterm.

Where any measures are introduced in the upper

Where any measures are introduced in the upper

This area could be affected by any change in the
Portland Harbour Breakwaters, which are
believed to have a sheltering effect and also
influence sediment circulation within Weymouth
Bay. However, under this Policy, it is assumed
that the breakwaters will remain and be
maintained.
5g18 – Bincleaves
to Castle Cove

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

However, it will not be economically viable (in
terms of public funds) to intervene to fully
prevent cliff recession along this frontage. Instead,
the policy of managed realignment during this
period is intended to allow private landowners to
introduce localised measures in the upper slopes
along this section to stabilise the cliff area and so
reduce the risk of future recession in the
immediate term.
However, it is not expected that all private
landowners will wish to, or have the resources
to, undertake such works. As such there would
also be a requirement for measures to be put in
place that will enable appropriate relocation of
people, properties and facilities that remain at risk
of cliff recession and where it remains

This area could be affected by any change in the
Portland Harbour Breakwaters, which are
believed to have a sheltering effect and also
influence sediment circulation within Weymouth
Bay. However, under this Policy, it is assumed
that the breakwaters will remain and be
maintained.
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Policy Unit

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)
uneconomically viable (in terms of public funds) to
intervene in these areas in the medium to longterm.
Where any measures are introduced in the upper
slope along this stretch, they should not be
viewed as permanent long-term solutions that
prevent erosion, but rather as measures to be
implemented to facilitate relocation of cliff top
assets as appropriate in the medium to long-term.
Under this scenario it is not proposed that any
new defences would be constructed along the
foreshore where no defences presently exist.

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

slope along this stretch, they should not be
viewed as permanent long-term solutions that
prevent erosion, but rather as measures to be
implemented to facilitate relocation of cliff top
assets as appropriate in the longer term.

slope along this stretch, they should not be
viewed as permanent long-term solutions that
prevent erosion, but rather as measures to be
implemented to facilitate relocation of cliff top
assets as appropriate in the longer term.

Under this scenario it is not proposed that any
new defences would be constructed along the
foreshore where no defences presently exist.

Under this scenario it is not proposed that any
new defences would be constructed along the
foreshore where no defences presently exist.

It is assumed that Portland Harbour Breakwaters
will remain and be maintained.

It is assumed that Portland Harbour Breakwaters
will remain and be maintained.

If introduced by private landowners, maintenance
of stabilisation measures in the upper slopes
would continue to prevent localised cliff recession
during this period.

Maintenance of any slope stabilisation measures
introduced in the short (and possibly medium)term by private landowners would continue to
prevent localised cliff recession during this period.

However, along parts of this stretch it will remain
uneconomically viable to intervene (either by
public or private funds) during this period and so
there would continue to be cliff recession in these
parts, with total erosion in these areas where no
defence measures are provided predicted to be
between 15 and 25m by 2055, although along
localised sections cliff falls could occur resulting in
several tens of metres of erosion.

However, along parts of this stretch it will remain
uneconomically viable to intervene (either by
public or private funds) during this period and so
there would continue to be cliff recession in these
parts, with total erosion in these areas where no
defence measures are provided predicted to be
between 30 and 50m by 2105, although along
localised sections cliff falls could occur resulting in
several tens of metres of erosion.

The clay-rich cliffs along this section are expected

The rate of erosion due to groundwater

It is assumed that Portland Harbour Breakwaters
will remain and be maintained.
The cliffs along this section are actively landsliding
clay-rich cliffs that are primarily controlled by
groundwater levels. Wave action at the cliff toe is
a secondary factor in maintaining cliff instability
due to the sheltering effects of the Portland
Harbour Breakwaters.
The cliff toe along this section is defended in
places by ad hoc structures that offer varying
degrees of protection to the cliff toe from wave
action. In places, these serve to reduce the rate of
instability in the clay-rich cliffs by preventing cliff
toe erosion, although failures do still occur due to
the groundwater conditions being the controlling
factor. The introduction of stabilisation measures
in the upper slopes along parts of this section
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Policy Unit

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)
where private landowners are able to fund such
works would prevent localised cliff recession
occurring.
However, along parts of this stretch it is unlikely
that such measures will be introduced (i.e. where
landowners are unable/unwilling to fund such
works) and so there would continue to be cliff
recession in these parts, with total erosion in
these areas where no defence measures are
provided predicted to be between 5 and 10m
during this period, inclusive of episodic landslide
events which occur once every 1 to 10 years.

5g19 – Castle
Cove to Castle
Cove Sailing
Centre

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

to be more sensitive to sea level rise and any
increase in precipitation: due to uncertainty in the
possible future changes in precipitation resulting
from climate change, no direct account has been
taken of this in the predictions.

conditions within the clay-rich cliffs could increase
due to any increase in rainfall. Due to uncertainty
in the possible future changes in precipitation
resulting from climate change, no direct account
has been taken of this in the predictions.

Sea level rise would also result in the
submergence of shore platforms that front this
section, and a possible narrowing of the small
pocket beaches, although this effect may be
reduced by sand sediment released from the cliffs
tending to remain locally within the pocket
beaches, whilst fines would be lost offshore.

As a result of high sea levels beaches are
expected to narrow and in places may disappear
as the rock platforms become submerged,
potentially resulting in increased exposure of the
defences and cliff toe to wave action.
Any increase in erosion rates may actually result
in it becoming economically viable to intervene in
other parts of this stretch during this period.

This Policy assumes that the Portland Harbour
breakwaters remain and are maintained, as these
prevent significant wave action at the toe of the
cliffs, which would otherwise cause greater rates
of erosion and so justify more substantial
intervention.

Any increase in erosion rates may actually result
in it becoming economically viable to intervene in
other parts of this stretch during this period.

Policy = Hold the Line

Policy = Hold the Line

Policy = Hold the Line

Measures to prevent further cliff recession along
parts of this section will need to be implemented
during this period, where it is economically viable
to do so. In terms of public funds it is likely that
only the area at Castle Cove, where Old Castle
Road is at immediate risk of further recession,
would be economically viable to intervene.
However, under this policy, it may be possible to

The medium term aim is to continue to reduce
the risk to people, property and infrastructure
where it is economically viable to do so by
maintaining measures that are to be introduced in
the short-term in order to prevent localised cliff
failures during this period.

The long term aim is to continue to reduce the
risk to people, property and infrastructure where
it is economically viable to do so by maintaining
cliff stabilisation measures that are to be
introduced in the short (and possibly medium)term in order to prevent localised cliff failures
during this period.

This Policy assumes that the Portland Harbour
breakwaters remain and are maintained, as these
prevent significant wave action at the toe of the
cliffs, which would otherwise cause greater rates
of erosion.

Defences in the form of rock revetment at Castle

This assumes that the Portland Harbour
breakwaters remain and are maintained, as these
prevent significant wave action at the toe of the
cliffs, which would otherwise cause greater rates
of erosion.
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Policy Unit

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

intervene in other parts to maintain access to the
sailing club or provide protection to Sandsfoot
Castle. Any measures such as these would
depend on alternative funds being available and
environmentally acceptable solutions being
identified.

Cove Sailing Club would also remain, subject to
the availability of funds. However under this
scenario it is not proposed that new defences
would be constructed along the foreshore where
no defences presently exist.

Defences in the form of rock revetment at Castle
Cove Sailing Club would also remain, subject to
the availability of funds. However under this
scenario it is not proposed that new defences
would be constructed along the foreshore where
no defences presently exist.

However, it is not likely to be economically viable
to intervene to fully prevent cliff recession along
all parts of this frontage and so there would be a
requirement for measures to be put in place that
will enable appropriate relocation of people,
properties and facilities if it remains
uneconomically viable to intervene in these areas
in the medium to long-term.

It is unlikely to be economically viable to
intervene along all parts of this frontage and so
there would be a requirement will for measures
to be put in place that will enable appropriate
relocation of people, properties and facilities if it
remains uneconomically viable to intervene in
these areas in the long-term.
It is assumed that Portland Harbour Breakwaters
will remain and be maintained.

Under this scenario it is not proposed that any
new defences would be constructed along the
foreshore where no defences presently exist.

It is unlikely to be economically viable to
intervene along all parts of this frontage and so
there would be a requirement will for measures
to be put in place that will enable appropriate
relocation of people, properties and facilities if it
remains uneconomically viable to intervene in
these areas in the longer-term.
It is assumed that Portland Harbour Breakwaters
will remain and be maintained.

It is assumed that Portland Harbour Breakwaters
will remain and be maintained.
The cliffs along this section include actively
landsliding clay-rich cliffs that are primarily
controlled by groundwater levels, and more
resistant sandstones that form headlands and
which are more geologically controlled and fail as
a result of wave undercutting at the base. Wave
action at the cliff toe becomes increasingly
important in maintaining cliff instability towards
the western end of this section, where fetch
lengths across Portland Harbour are greater.

Maintenance of the measures introduced in the
short-term would continue to prevent localised
cliff recession during this period.
However, along parts of this stretch it will remain
uneconomically viable to intervene during this
period and so there would continue to be cliff
recession in these parts, with total erosion along
in these areas where no defence measures are
provided predicted to be between 15 and 25m by
2055, although along localised sections cliff falls

Maintenance of the measures introduced in the
short (and possibly medium)-term would continue
to prevent localised cliff recession during this
period.
However, along parts of this stretch it will remain
uneconomically viable to intervene during this
period and so there would continue to be cliff
recession in these parts, with total erosion along
in these areas where no defence measures are
provided predicted to be between 30 and 50m by
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Policy Unit

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

The cliff toe along this section is defended in
places by ad hoc structures that offer varying
degrees of protection to the cliff toe from wave
action. In places, these serve to reduce the rate of
instability in the clay-rich cliffs by preventing cliff
toe erosion, although failures do still occur due to
the groundwater conditions being the controlling
factor. The introduction of measures along parts
of this section where it is economically viable to
do so would prevent localised cliff recession
occurring.

could occur resulting in several tens of metres of
erosion.

2105, although along localised sections cliff falls
could occur resulting in several tens of metres of
erosion.

However, along parts of this stretch it will remain
uneconomically viable to intervene during this
period and so there would continue to be cliff
recession in these parts, with total erosion along
in these areas where no defence measures are
provided predicted to be between 5 and 10m
during this period, inclusive of episodic landslide
events which occur once every 1 to 10 years in
the more active cliff areas, and once every 10 to
100 years in the slightly more resistant cliff areas.
This Policy assumes that the Portland Harbour
breakwaters remain and are maintained, as these
prevent significant wave action at the toe of the
cliffs, which would otherwise cause greater rates
of erosion.

5g20 – Castle

Policy = Managed Realignment

Erosion of the more resistant sandstone cliffs
tends to be geologically controlled so there is not
expected to be a noticeable increase in erosion
rates due to sea level rise. However, the clay-rich
cliffs are expected to be more sensitive to sea
level rise and any increase in precipitation: due to
uncertainty in the possible future changes in
precipitation resulting from climate change, no
direct account has been taken of this in the
predictions.
Sea level rise would also result in the
submergence of shore platforms that front this
section, and a possible narrowing of the small
pocket beaches, although this effect may be
reduced by sand sediment released from the cliffs
tending to remain locally within the pocket
beaches, whilst fines would be lost offshore.
Any increase in erosion rates may actually result
in it becoming economically viable to intervene in
other parts of this stretch during this period.

The rate of erosion due to groundwater
conditions within the clay-rich cliffs could increase
due to any increase in rainfall. Due to uncertainty
in the possible future changes in precipitation
resulting from climate change, no direct account
has been taken of this in the predictions.
As a result of high sea levels beaches are
expected to narrow and in places may disappear
as the rock platforms become submerged,
potentially resulting in increased exposure of the
defences and cliff toe to wave action.
Any increase in erosion rates may actually result
in it becoming economically viable to intervene in
other parts of this stretch during this period.
This assumes that the Portland Harbour
breakwaters remain and are maintained, as these
prevent significant wave action at the toe of the
cliffs, which would otherwise cause greater rates
of erosion.

This Policy assumes that the Portland Harbour
breakwaters remain and are maintained, as these
prevent significant wave action at the toe of the
cliffs, which would otherwise cause greater rates
of erosion.
Policy = Managed Realignment

Policy = Hold the Line
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Policy Unit
Cove Sailing
Centre to
Dowman Place

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)
The erosion risk along this stretch is variable, and
as such management will involve a combination of
managed realignment in the immediate term,
moving towards hold the line in the future where
critical infrastructure becomes threatened.
During this period it is anticipated that the risk of
future cliff recession is slight and so only ongoing
monitoring of the cliffs is likely to be required to
inform future management decisions. If as a result
of this monitoring it is identified that critical
infrastructure is at imminent risk then measures
could be introduced under this policy to reduce
this risk.
Under this scenario it is not proposed that any
new defences would be constructed along the
foreshore where no defences presently exist.
It is assumed that Portland Harbour Breakwaters
will remain and be maintained.
The cliffs along this section are actively landsliding
clay-rich cliffs that are primarily controlled by
groundwater levels. Wave action at the cliff toe is
also an important factor in maintaining cliff
instability, although this is limited in its effect due
to the sheltering effects of the Portland Harbour
Breakwaters.
The cliff toe along this section is defended in
places by ad hoc structures that offer varying
degrees of protection to the cliff toe from wave

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)
The medium term aim is to continue to reduce
the risk to people, property and infrastructure
where it is economically viable to do so, by
maintaining measures that may be introduced in
the short-term in order to prevent localised cliff
failures during this period.
During this period it is anticipated that the risk of
future cliff recession will remain slight and so only
ongoing monitoring of the cliffs is likely to be
required to inform future management decisions.
If as a result of this monitoring it is identified that
critical infrastructure is at imminent risk then
measures could be introduced under this policy
to reduce this risk.

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)
The long term aim is to continue to reduce the
risk to people, property and infrastructure where
it is economically viable to do so.
During this period is it anticipated that it will
become economically viable to introduce
measures along this section to reduce the risk of
future recession impacting upon critical
infrastructure and a large number of properties.
It is assumed that Portland Harbour Breakwaters
will remain and be maintained.

Under this scenario it is not proposed that any
new defences would be constructed along the
foreshore where no defences presently exist.
It is assumed that Portland Harbour Breakwaters
will remain and be maintained.
If needed (based on ongoing monitoring), the
introduction of measures along parts of this
section where it is economically viable to do so
would prevent localised cliff recession occurring.
However, if no such measures are required in this
period there would continue to be cliff recession,
with total erosion predicted to be between 15
and 25m by 2055.
The clay-rich cliffs are expected to be more

Introduction of measures to prevent cliff
recession is anticipated to become economically
viable (in terms of public funds) during this period
and therefore, where introduced, the risk of
future recession will be reduced during this
period.
If measures are not introduced to reduce the risk
of cliff recession during this period, then total
erosion would be predicted to be between 30
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Policy Unit

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

action. In places, these serve to reduce the rate of
instability in the clay-rich cliffs by preventing cliff
toe erosion, although failures do still occur due to
the groundwater conditions being the controlling
factor.

sensitive to sea level rise and any increase in
precipitation: due to uncertainty in the possible
future changes in precipitation resulting from
climate change, no direct account has been taken
of this in the predictions.

If needed (based on ongoing monitoring), the
introduction of measures along parts of this
section where it is economically viable to do so
would prevent localised cliff recession occurring.

Sea level rise would also result in the
submergence of shore platforms that front this
section, and a possible narrowing of the small
pocket beaches, although this effect may be
reduced by sand sediment released from the cliffs
tending to remain locally within the pocket
beaches, whilst fines would be lost offshore.

However, if no such measures are required in this
period there would continue to be cliff recession,
with total erosion predicted to be between 5 and
10m during this period, inclusive of episodic
landslide events which occur once every 1 to 10
years.

5g21
5g21 – Small
Mouth to Osprey
Quay (Portland
Harbour)

Any increase in erosion rates may actually result
in it becoming economically viable to intervene in
other parts of this stretch during this period.

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)
and 50m by 2105.
The rate of erosion due to groundwater
conditions within the clay-rich cliffs could increase
due to any increase in rainfall. Due to uncertainty
in the possible future changes in precipitation
resulting from climate change, no direct account
has been taken of this in the predictions.
As a result of high sea levels beaches are
expected to narrow and in places may disappear
as the rock platforms become submerged,
potentially resulting in increased exposure of the
defences and cliff toe to wave action. This loss
will be exacerbated by a reduction in the supply
of sediment from cliff erosion as this is prevented
from occurring, whilst the issue of increased wave
action at the cliff toe will need to be addressed as
part of any intervention measures.

This Policy assumes that the Portland Harbour
breakwaters remain and are maintained, as these
prevent significant wave action at the toe of the
cliffs, which would otherwise cause greater rates
of erosion.

This Policy assumes that the Portland Harbour
breakwaters remain and are maintained, as these
prevent significant wave action at the toe of the
cliffs, which would otherwise cause greater rates
of erosion.

Policy = Hold
Hold the Line

Policy = Hold the Line

Policy = Hold the Line

The short lengths of low-level rock revetment
along this section would need to be upgraded
towards the end of this period to maintain
current levels of protection and prevent erosion
leading to an increased risk of flooding to low-

Upgrade of existing shoreline defence structures
could be required during this period to maintain
current levels of protection.

Upgrade of existing shoreline defences could be
required during this period to maintain current
levels of protection.

Along Ham Beach, implementation of this policy is
likely to involve monitoring of beach levels during

Along Ham Beach, there may be a need for beach
recharge to retain the beach in about its current

This assumes that the Portland Harbour
breakwaters remain and are maintained, as these
prevent significant wave action at the toe of the
cliffs, which would otherwise cause greater rates
of erosion.
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Policy Unit

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

lying land behind.

this period.

Along Ham Beach, implementation of this policy is
likely to involve monitoring of beach levels during
this period.

It is assumed that Portland Harbour breakwaters
would be maintained during this period.

It is assumed that Portland Harbour breakwaters
would be maintained during this period.
This Policy is also affected by the management of
Chesil Beach, where the preferred Policy is No
Active Intervention; therefore it would be
necessary to begin to develop plans during this
period to consider how best transport links to
Portland could be maintained in the long-term,
should a breach of Chesil Beach ever occur.
There is likely to be little change in the shingle
barrier Ham Beach that dominates the central
part of this section, as there has been little change
over the past century. This is as a result of
reduced wave exposure along the beach during
this time resulting from the presence of the
Portland Harbour breakwaters. This situation is
expected to remain during this period.
Due to the importance of the breakwaters on
maintaining the stability of the beach, it could be
necessary to undertake maintenance works
during this period to maintain the current levels
of protection they provide.
5g22
5g22 – Osprey
Quay (Portland

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)
position, and possibly even a secondary flood
embankment, in order to protect the road that
runs behind it. This would need to be considered
in conjunction with plans developed in the shortterm regarding future transport links to Portland
should Chesil Beach ever experience a breach
(which, although is not thought likely to occur in
the next 100 years, should be considered).
It is assumed that Portland Harbour breakwaters
would be maintained during this period.

Assuming the continued presence of the Portland
Harbour breakwaters is retained by maintenance
or upgrade works that would be required during
this period, Ham Beach would remain largely
stable as it has done historically.
However, sea level rise combined with a lack of
new sediment input could begin to result in the
narrowing of the beach and an increased risk of
flooding to the low-lying land behind.

As a result of high sea levels and a lack of new
sediment input, Ham Beach could become
narrower and in places may disappear as it
becomes submerged, resulting in increased risk of
flooding to the low-lying land behind, including the
main road to Portland. The beach in parts could
also roll-back landwards and bolster the eastern
side of Chesil Beach if no intervention was taken.
Therefore in order to achieve ‘Hold the Line’,
beach recharge and/or a flood embankment could
therefore be required along the Ham Beach
section.

Policy = Hold the Line

Policy = Hold the Line

Policy = Hold the Line

This section is defended along the majority of its

Upgrade of existing defences could be required

Upgrade of existing defences could be required
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Policy Unit
Harbour) to
King’s Pier

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)
length. Defences along this section include rock
revetment and quay walls associated with
Portland Port, as well as the Portland Harbour
breakwaters, which it is assumed would be
maintained during this period.

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

during this period to maintain current levels of
protection.

during this period to maintain current levels of
protection.

It is assumed that Portland Harbour breakwaters
would be maintained during this period.

It is assumed that Portland Harbour breakwaters
would be maintained during this period.

The ongoing defence of this section would
continue to prevent any discernable erosion of
the cliffs that back them, with the trend of
negligible recession over the past century
expected to continue over this period.

Much as for the Short Term, the continued
presence of defences would lead to the
continuation of negligible cliff recession as has
occurred historically.

Much as for the Short and Medium Term, the
continued presence of defences would lead to the
continuation of negligible cliff recession as has
occurred historically.

Sea level rise could result in an increased risk of
flooding to the low-lying land behind some of the
defences, and it may be necessary to upgrade
existing defences during this period to maintain
the current levels of protection.

Sea level rise could result in an increased risk of
flooding to the low-lying land behind some of the
defences, and it may be necessary to upgrade
existing defences during this period to maintain
the current levels of protection.

Policy = No Active Intervention

Policy = No Active Intervention

Policy = No Active Intervention

There are no defences present along this section.

No defences.

No defences.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

The majority of this section is dominated by very
resistant limestone cliffs that experience only
infrequent localised cliff failures. Continued very
slow erosion of these resistant limestone cliffs,
confined to joint planes or as a result of wave
undercutting would occur during this period.
Negligible cliffline movement is predicted for

Cliff recession as has occurred historically will
continue during this period for the resistant
limestone cliffs. Negligible cliffline movement is
predicted for these areas. Localised rock falls may
occur although it is not possible, without further
detailed investigations, to predict where these
may occur. These are geologically controlled
events and are unlikely to be affected by sea level

Very slow erosion of the resistant limestone cliffs
would continue at the same rates as today,
therefore negligible change in cliffline position is
predicted.

Towards Grove Point defences are not present,
and it is not envisaged that new defences would
be constructed in this area under this Policy.

5g23
5g23 – King’s Pier
to Portland Bill

As a result of high sea levels beaches are
expected to narrow and in places may disappear
as the rock platforms become submerged,
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Preferred Policy

Policy Unit

Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

these areas.

rise.

Any sediment released through cliff erosion will
tend to be either retained very locally in the
pocket beaches that indent the limestone cliffs (in
the case of sand and shingle), or washed offshore
(in the case of fines).

Sea level rise would result in the submergence of
shore platforms that front this section, and a
possible narrowing of the small pocket beaches.

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)
resulting in increased exposure of the cliff toe to
wave action.
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Policy Unit

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

POLICY SCENARIO AREA: PORTLAND BILL TO THORNCOMBE
THORNCOMBE BEACON
Key Impacts & Implications for the Policy Scenario Area:
This stretch of coast is dominated by Chesil Beach, which as well as being internationally important for its habitats, geomorphology and landscape characteristics, also provides
an important defence role. The shingle barrier is undergoing a natural change as it rolls landwards in response to sea level rise and experiences natural reduction in sediment
inputs from further west; whilst this natural process is integral to its designated status, there are also environmental implications as The Fleet is gradually becoming naturally
‘squeezed’. As this process occurs, there will also be a significant flood risk to the road and other assets that run behind the beach towards Portland at the eastern end of this
section.
Other conflicts arise where there are small settlements, such West Bexington and Burton Bradstock, as this coast is also important for tourism, which relies on access to the
beach and the provision of facilities. However, as the ridge naturally rolls landward, sustaining defences along these stretches will become technically more difficult and will also
impact on the shingle ridge system as a whole. The integrity of the ridge also relies on the alongshore drift of sediment, although this has historically been interrupted by natural
causes; due to large landslides occurring.
A key driver of policy is maintaining the natural status of Chesil Beach and taking measures to ensure its future sustainability; therefore for most of this stretch a policy of
continued no active intervention is proposed. Along the section of Chesil Beach towards Portland this will result in an increased flood risk due to overtopping and even
breaching in the very long term: this will have implications for how transport links to Portland are provided and needs consideration of how this link can be provided in the
future if Chesil Beach fails. In addition, an increased risk of flooding at Chesil Beach may result in damage or partial loss of St Peters Scheduled Monument.
At Hive Beach the preferred policy of No Active Intervention would result in a naturally functioning beach system, but will lead to the potential loss of a few properties along
the top of the adjacent cliffs in this area over the next 100 years, depending upon where future cliff falls occur.
At Freshwater Beach, the long term vision is for a realigned defence, which will allow a beach to be retained in this area as it rolls back but would continue to provide flood
protection to the rest of Burton Bradstock. This would have implications for the caravan park and the more seaward positioned caravans would need to be relocated as part of
this policy to enable beach roll back to occur. Similarly, at East Beach, where a number of beach front facilities would need to be relocated in order to provide a set back
defence line to enable a more sustainable long-term management of flood risk in the wider West Bay area.
At Chiswell (Isle of Portland) a long term policy of hold the line through maintaining existing defences and undertaking beach management activities is the preferred approach,
but this is not expected to have detrimental impact on the Chesil Beach system as a whole, although locally rollback will be inhibited, with net loss of shingle possible. However,
this management is required to maintain protection to assets along this shoreline such that the risk of flooding continues to be reduced.
6a01 – Portland
Bill to West
Weare

Policy = No Active Intervention

Policy = No Active Intervention

Policy = No Active
Active Intervention

There are no defences present along this section.

No defences.

No defences.
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Policy Unit

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

The majority of this section is dominated by very
resistant limestone cliffs that experience only
infrequent localised cliff failures. Continued very
slow erosion of these resistant limestone cliffs,
confined to joint planes or as a result of wave
undercutting would occur during this period.
Negligible cliffline movement is predicted for
these areas.

Cliff recession as has occurred historically will
continue during this period for the resistant
limestone cliffs. Negligible cliffline movement is
predicted for these areas. Localised rock falls may
occur although it is not possible, without further
detailed studies, to predict where exactly these
may take place. These are geologically controlled
events and are unlikely to be affected by sea level
rise.

Very slow erosion of the resistant limestone cliffs
would continue at the same rates as today,
therefore negligible change in cliffline position is
predicted.

The north-west part of this section (around West
Weare) the lower part of the cliffs are formed of
clay, capped by limestone, and these experience
localised landslide events with a frequency of
about 100 years or so, although the underlying
erosion in this area is predicted to be between 2
and 10m during this period.
Any sediment released through cliff erosion will
tend to be either retained very locally in the
pocket beaches that indent the limestone cliffs (in
the case of sand and shingle), or washed offshore
(in the case of fines).

Erosion of the more erodible West Weare cliffs
by 2055 is predicted to be between 5 and 10m,
assuming an average retreat rate of about 0.1m/yr
as has occurred historically.
However, these clay rich West Weare cliffs are
very sensitive to climate change and the rate of
erosion could increase both due to sea level rise
and an increase in rainfall. Due to uncertainty in
the possible future changes in precipitation, no
direct account has been taken of this in the
predictions.

The more erodible West Weare cliffs would be
predicted to erode between 10 and 15m by 2105,
although these cliffs are very sensitive to climate
change and the rate of erosion could increase
both due to sea level rise and an increase in
rainfall.
As a result of higher sea levels beaches are
expected to narrow and in places may disappear
as the rock platforms become submerged,
resulting in increased exposure of the cliff toe to
wave action.

Sea level rise would also result in the
submergence of shore platforms that front this
section, and a possible narrowing of the small
pocket beaches.
6a02 – Chiswell
to Chesil Beach

Policy = Hold the Line

Policy = Hold the Line

Policy = Hold the Line

Seawalls and revetments protect the toe of the
cliff at the eastern end of this section, and also

Upgrade of existing defences could be required
during this period to maintain adequate levels of

Upgrade of existing defences could be required
during this period to maintain adequate levels of
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Policy Unit

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)
provide flood defence to the low-lying land
located behind Chesil Beach. The crest of Chesil
Beach is also protected for a short length along
the western end of this stretch by gabions, whilst
behind the beach there is an interceptor drain
that diverts water coming over and through
Chesil Beach into Portland Harbour. This also
forms part of the sea defence along with the
seawall.

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

protection. This would be supported by beach
management activities.

protection. This would be supported by beach
management activities.

The crest of the undefended Chesil Beach in the
adjacent section of coast (policy unit 6a03) is
predicted to move towards Portland Harbour by
2 and 4m between 2025 and 2055.

The crest of the adjacent undefended Chesil
Beach (policy unit 6a03) is predicted to move
towards Portland Harbour by between 3 and 6m
between 2055 and 2105. Where the shingle
barrier fronts defences along this stretch,
particularly at the southern end, there could be
beach steepening and narrowing during this time.
Beach management activities would help to
minimise this effect.

Parts of the defences along the eastern end that
front the cliffs by West Weare would need to be
upgraded towards the end of this period.
The adjacent undefended section of Chesil Beach
(policy unit 6a03) that extends north-west from
the gabions that stabilise the crest at Chiswell is
able to respond naturally to storm events. It is
predicted that the crest of the beach could
migrate towards Portland Harbour by between 1
and 2m by 2025.
The probability of a significant storm/swell wave
event occurring, which could cause more
extensive rollback of the beach, is low. However,
should such an event occur during this period,
then the beach could roll-back further and affect
the defences and low-lying land behind, as well as
cause the defended part of the beach at Chiswell
(this policy unit) to become more prominent and
so increasingly exposed to wave action. Poststorm recovery would, however, be expected,

Where the shingle barrier fronts defences along
this policy unit, particularly at the southern end,
there could be beach steepening and narrowing
during this time. Beach management activities
would help to minimise this effect.
The probability of a significant storm/swell wave
event occurring that could cause more extensive
rollback of the beach would increase during this
period as a result of climate change impacts. Such
an event could present a significant flood risk to
the road and other assets that run behind the
beach.
The eastern side of Chesil Beach that borders

The probability of a significant storm/swell wave
event occurring that could cause more extensive
rollback of the beach would increase during this
period as a result of climate change impacts. Such
an event could present a significant flood risk to
the road and other assets that run behind the
beach.
The eastern side of Chesil Beach would not be
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Policy Unit

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

Portland Harbour would remain stable due to the
continued effect of the Portland Harbour
breakwaters that are assumed will remain and be
maintained during this period and which protect
this side of the shingle barrier from exposure to
large wave events.

bolstered during this period by the roll-back of
Ham Beach onto the Chesil barrier in response to
rising sea levels, as the policy for Ham Beach is to
‘Hold the Line’.

Policy
Policy = Managed Realignment

Policy = Managed Realignment

Policy = Managed Realignment

This section of coast is undefended and would be
allowed to evolve largely naturally. However,
under this policy of managed realignment,
intervention to restore the defence function of
the beach following storm events could be carried
out. The need for such intervention would be
based on continued monitoring.

This section of coast is undefended and would be
allowed to evolve largely naturally. However,
under this policy of managed realignment,
intervention to restore the defence function of
the beach following storm events could be carried
out. The need for such intervention would be
based on continued monitoring.

This section of coast is undefended and would be
allowed to evolve largely naturally. However,
under this policy of managed realignment,
intervention to restore the defence function of
the beach following storm events could be carried
out. The need for such intervention would be
based on continued monitoring.

This section of undefended Chesil Beach that
extends north-west from the gabions in the
adjacent section (policy unit 6a02) that stabilise
the crest at Chiswell is able to respond naturally
to storm events.

The crest of Chesil Beach along this stretch is
predicted to move towards Portland Harbour by
2 and 4m between 2025 and 2055.

The crest of Chesil Beach along this stretch is
predicted to move towards Portland Harbour by
between 3 and 6m between 2055 and 2105.

The probability of a significant storm/swell wave
event occurring that could cause more extensive
rollback of the beach would increase during this
period as a result of climate change impacts.

The probability of a significant storm/swell wave
event occurring that could cause more extensive
rollback of the beach would increase during this
period as a result of climate change impacts.

Such an event could present a significant flood
risk to the road and other assets that run behind
the beach.

Such an event could present a significant flood
risk to the road and other assets that run behind
the beach.

The eastern side of Chesil Beach that borders
Portland Harbour would remain stable due to the

The eastern side of Chesil Beach would not be
bolstered during this period by the roll-back of

possibly aided by beach management activities.
The eastern side of Chesil Beach that borders
Portland Harbour would remain stable due to the
continued effect of the Portland Harbour
breakwaters that are assumed will remain and be
maintained during this period and which protect
this side of the shingle barrier from exposure to
large wave events.
6a03 – Chesil
Beach (to Wyke
Narrows)

It is predicted that the crest of the beach here
could migrate towards Portland Harbour by
between 1 and 2m by 2025.
The probability of a significant storm/swell wave
event occurring, which could cause more
extensive rollback of the beach, is low. However,
should such an event occur during this period,
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Policy Unit

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

then the beach could roll-back further and affect
the defences and low-lying land behind, as well as
cause the defended part of the beach at Chiswell
to become more prominent and so increasingly
exposed to wave action. Post-storm recovery
would, however, be expected, possibly aided by
beach management activities.

continued effect of the Portland Harbour
breakwaters that are assumed will remain and be
maintained during this period and which protect
this side of the shingle barrier from exposure to
large wave events.

Ham Beach onto the Chesil barrier in response to
rising sea levels, as the policy for Ham Beach is to
‘Hold the Line’.

Policy = No Active Intervention
Intervention

Policy = No Active Intervention

Policy = No Active Intervention

There are no defences present along this section.

No defences.

No defences.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

It is predicted that the crest of the beach could
migrate towards The Fleet by between 1 and 2m
by 2025 assuming a rate of about 0.1m/yr, as has
been observed historically.

The crest of Chesil Beach is predicted to move
towards The Fleet by 2 and 4m between 2025
and 2055 assuming a rate of about 0.1m/yr, as has
been observed historically.

The crest of Chesil Beach is predicted to move
towards The Fleet by 3 and 6m between 2055
and 2105 assuming a rate of about 0.1m/yr, as has
been observed historically.

The probability of a significant storm/swell wave
event occurring that could cause more extensive
rollback of the beach is low. However, should
such an event occur during this period, then the
beach could roll-back further and encroach upon
The Fleet, and possibly (although unlikely during
this period) become attached to the mainland in

The probability of a significant storm/swell wave
event occurring that could cause more extensive
rollback of the beach would increase during this
period. As such, the risk of The Fleet being cut-off
at Wyke Narrows increases slightly during this
period. Such an event could also present a
significant flood risk to the road and other assets

The probability of a significant storm/swell wave
event occurring that could cause more extensive
rollback of the beach would increase during this
period. As such, the risk of The Fleet being cut-off
at Wyke Narrows increases further during this
period. Such an event could also present a
significant flood risk to the road and other assets

The eastern side of Chesil Beach that borders
Portland Harbour would remain stable due to the
continued effect of the Portland Harbour
breakwaters that are assumed will remain and be
maintained during this period and which protect
this side of the shingle barrier from exposure to
large wave events.
6a04
6a04 – Chesil
Beach and The
Fleet
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Policy Unit

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)
the vicinity of Wyke Narrows, effectively cutting
off The Fleet to tidal influence from Portland
Harbour.
The coastal slopes that are located on the
landward side of The Fleet experience only small
scale, very infrequent landslides, thought likely to
be the result of groundwater conditions. These
events would continue to occur at similar
frequencies and scales as has occurred
historically, with total erosion of up to 10m
predicted to occur in localised areas by 2025.
The eastern side of Chesil Beach that borders
Portland Harbour would remain stable due to the
continued effect of the Portland Harbour
breakwaters that are assumed will remain and be
maintained during this period and which protect
this side of the shingle barrier from exposure to
large wave events.

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

that run behind the beach towards Portland at the
eastern end of this section.

that run behind the beach towards Portland at the
eastern end of this section.

The coastal slopes that are located on the
landward side of The Fleet experience only small
scale, very infrequent landslides, thought likely to
be the result of groundwater conditions. These
events would continue to occur at similar
frequencies and scales as has occurred
historically. Future changes in precipitation could
cause an increase in the frequency of event;
however, due to uncertainty about future
precipitation, no direct account has been taken of
this in the predictions. Therefore a maximum
erosion of up to 10m is predicted to occur in
localised areas by 2055.

The coastal slopes that are located on the
landward side of The Fleet experience only small
scale, very infrequent landslides, thought likely to
be the result of groundwater conditions. These
events would continue to occur at similar
frequencies and scales as has occurred
historically. Future changes in precipitation could
cause an increase in the frequency of event;
however, due to uncertainty about future
precipitation, no direct account has been taken of
this in the predictions. Therefore a maximum
erosion of up to 10m is predicted to occur in
localised areas by 2105.

The eastern side of Chesil Beach that borders
Portland Harbour would remain stable due to the
continued effect of the Portland Harbour
breakwaters that are assumed will remain and be
maintained during this period and which protect
this side of the shingle barrier from exposure to
large wave events.

The eastern side of Chesil Beach that borders
Portland Harbour would remain relatively stable
due to the continued effect of the Portland
Harbour breakwaters that are assumed will
remain and be maintained during this period, and
which protect this side of the shingle barrier from
exposure to large wave events.
The eastern side of Chesil Beach would not be
bolstered during this period by the roll-back of
Ham Beach onto the Chesil barrier in response to
rising sea levels, as the policy for Ham Beach is to
‘Hold the Line’.

6a05
6a05 –

Policy = No Active Intervention

Policy = No Active Intervention

Policy = No Active Intervention
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Policy Unit
Abbotsbury to
Cogden Beach

6a06
6a06 – Cogden
Beach to Hive
Hive
Beach, (Burton
Bradstock)
Bradstock)

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

There are no defences present along this section.

No defences.

No defences.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section has remained largely unchanged over
the past century, and it is predicted that this will
remain the case during this period to 2025. The
extensive shingle barrier beach will continue to
prevent erosion and flooding of the low cliffs,
slopes and lowlands behind.

This section has remained largely unchanged over
the past century due to a net balance of
longshore sediment transport, and it is predicted
that this will remain the case during this period to
2055, although there is a possibility that at the
same time the beach could also retreat slightly.

The probability of a significant storm/swell wave
event occurring that could cause more extensive
rollback of the beach is low. However, should
such an event occur during this period, then the
beach could roll-back further and encroach upon
the low-lying land, although the extent of rollback would be restricted by the gradual rising of
the coastal slopes that are located behind the
beach.

The probability of a significant storm/swell wave
event occurring, that could cause more extensive
rollback of the beach, would increase during this
period as a result of climate change impacts.

This section has remained largely unchanged over
the past century due to a net balance of
longshore sediment transport, and it is predicted
that this will remain the case during this period to
2105. The effect of sea level rise could lead to
acceleration in the rate of retreat during this
period, as well as an increased risk of flooding of
the lowland marshes and lagoons, such as Burton
Mere, that back this section of beach.

Policy = No Active Intervention

Policy = No Active Intervention

Policy = No Active Intervention

There are no defences present along this section.

No defences.

No defences.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

The section is fronted by Chesil Beach which
narrows in front of the clay cliffs compared to the
much wider beach that fronts the low-lying area
at Hive Beach, Burton Bradstock to the west of
this section. The beach has shown negligible
change over the past 100 years, although short
term fluctuations as a result of storms do occur.
It is predicted that the beach will continue to

As a result of accelerated sea level rise, the
historical trend of beach stability could change to
one of erosion. Where the beaches are backed by
cliffs, the beaches would be unable to retreat in
response to the sea level rise therefore there
could be beach steepening and narrowing along
this section. This, in turn, could slightly increase

As a result of high sea levels the beach fronting
the cliffs along this section are expected to
narrow further and in places may disappear. This
could result in a slight increase in the rate of cliff
erosion. The simple clay cliffs along this section
would therefore be expected to erode between
14 and 53m by 2105.

The probability of a significant storm/swell wave
event occurring, that could cause more extensive
rollback of the beach, would increase during this
period as a result of climate change impacts.
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Policy Unit

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)
experience similar stability during this period to
2025.
The probability of a significant storm/swell wave
event occurring that could cause more extensive
rollback of the beach on to the low-lying parts of
this section is low.
The simple low clay cliffs along this section could
retreat between 2 and 3m by 2025.

6a07
6a07 – Hive
Beach,, (Burton
Beach
Bradstock)
Bradstock)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)
the rate of cliff toe erosion and therefore failure.
Along the low-lying sections of coast, the natural
trend would be for barrier roll-back and the
probability of a significant storm/swell wave event
occurring that could cause more extensive
rollback of the beach on to the low-lying parts of
this section would increase during this period.

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)
Along the low-lying sections of coast there would
be beach roll-back and the probability of a
significant storm/swell wave event occurring that
could cause more extensive rollback of the beach
on to the low-lying parts of this section would
increase during this period.

The simple clay cliffs along this section would be
expected to erode between 7 and 13m by 2055.

Policy = No Active Intervention

Policy = No Active Intervention

Policy = No Active Intervention

At Hive Beach, defences currently consist of a
small section of defence associated with the car
park at Burton Bradstock and a small length of
gabions along the cliff at the western end of the
frontage.

Defences along this section would have failed
completely by the end of this period due to lack
of maintenance.

There would be no defences along this section,
and so a naturally functioning coast would exist.

‘No Active Intervention’ at Hive Beach would
involve allowing the failure of these defences,
which in the longer term would allow the beach
here to roll-back and adapt naturally as sea levels
rise. Under this Policy, it is assumed that no
beach management activity for the purpose of
coastal defence would take place to manage the
impact of such an event.

This is unlikely to increase flood risk to assets
inland due to rising topography behind the beach,
but is likely to increase the risk of erosion to cliff
top assets that are no longer protected during
this period.

This is unlikely to increase flood risk to assets
inland due to rising topography behind the beach,
but is likely to increase the risk of erosion to cliff
top assets that are no longer protected during
this period.

This is unlikely to increase flood risk to assets
inland due to rising topography behind the beach.
The section is fronted by Chesil Beach which
forms a much wider beach along the Burton
Bradstock frontage compared to the cliffs either

As a result of accelerated sea level rise, the
historical trend of beach stability could change to
one of erosion. The deterioration of defences

With the lack of defences along this section
during this period, the coast will gradually return
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Policy Unit

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)
side of this section. The beach has shown
negligible change over the past 100 years,
although short term fluctuations as a result of
storms do occur. It is predicted that the beach
will continue to experience similar stability during
this period to 2025.
The probability of a significant storm/swell wave
event occurring that could cause more extensive
rollback of the beach on to the low-lying area
behind the car park is low.
The short section of defences associated with the
car park and tourist facilities are already set back
from the beach and therefore would be unlikely
to affect the natural functioning of the beach and
adjacent, undefended cliffs, during this period.
However the lack of maintenance to the small
length of gabions along part of the cliff in this
section would see these fail during this period, so
increasing the risk of erosion locally.

6a08 – Burton
Cliff,, (Burton
Cliff
Bradstock)
Bradstock)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)
during this period and resultant diminishing of
their influence as a result of the policy of no
active intervention would, however, allow the
beach to roll back naturally in response to this.
This would be expected to lead to the
development of a small embayment in this area
and will also retain more beach material that
could, in turn, provide a more robust natural
defence against any flood risk.
The risk of flooding would also be limited by the
rising topography inland. This would, however,
mean a greater rate of retreat along this
shoreline, with up to 20m of erosion predicted by
year 50. There is also the risk that a significant
storm event could result in more extensive roll
back of the beach at any time in the future.
The lack of defences along part of the cliff in this
section would increase the risk of erosion in this
part.

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)
to a more natural state.
The beach would continue to roll back naturally
in response to rising sea levels forming a small
embayment in this area which will also retain
more beach material that could, in turn, provide a
more robust natural defence against any flood
risk.
The risk of flooding would also be limited by the
rising topography inland. This would, however,
mean a greater rate of retreat along this
shoreline, with up to 60m of erosion predicted by
year 100. There is also the risk that a significant
storm event could result in more extensive roll
back of the beach at any time in the future.
The lack of defences along part of the cliff in this
section would increase the risk of erosion in this
part.

Policy = No Active Intervention

Policy = No Active Intervention

Policy = No Active Intervention

There are no defences present along this section.

No defences.

No defences.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section is dominated by bedded sandstone
cliffs up to 40m high. These sandstone cliffs fail, as
a result of wave undercutting at the toe, about
every 10 years. These events cause localised small
scale losses and it is predicted that between 2 and
3m of sandstone cliff could be lost to erosion by

Erosion of the sandstone cliffs is expected to
continue as observed historically at a rate of
about 0.14m/yr as a minimum, although this could
accelerate in response to rising sea levels, with
total erosion by 2055 predicted to be between 7

Erosion of the sandstone cliffs is expected to
continue as observed historically at a rate of
about 0.14m/yr as a minimum, although this could
accelerate in response to rising sea levels, with
total erosion by 2105 predicted to be between 14
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Preferred Policy

Policy Unit

6a09 –
Freshwater Beach

Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

2025.

and 10m.

and 35m.

The section is fronted by Chesil Beach which
narrows in front of these sandstone cliffs
compared to the much wider beach that fronts
the low-lying area at Hive Beach, Burton
Bradstock, to the east of this section. The beach
has shown negligible change over the past 100
years, although short term fluctuations as a result
of storms do occur. It is predicted that the beach
will continue to experience similar stability during
this period to 2025.

As a result of accelerated sea level rise, the
historical trend of beach stability could change to
one of erosion. Where the beaches are backed by
cliffs along this section, the beach would be
unable to retreat in response to the sea level rise
therefore there could be beach steepening and
narrowing along this section. This, in turn, could
slightly increase the rate of cliff toe erosion and
therefore failure.

As a result of higher sea levels the beaches
fronting the sandstone cliffs are expected to
narrow further and in places may disappear. This
could result in a slight increase in the rate of cliff
erosion, although the rate of erosion will be
restricted by the natural resistance of the cliffs.

Policy = Managed Realignment

Policy = Managed Realignment

Policy = Managed Realignment

A managed realignment policy would be
implemented through continuation of to the
current, regular beach re-cycling and re-profiling.
This beach management would also involve
unblocking of the river outlet, redistribution of
sediment and beach reprofiling when required.

Ongoing beach management activities would
occur during this period, whilst allowing the
beach to retreat landwards in response to sea
level rise in order to retain sufficient beach
material along this section. During this period,
additional flood embankments may be required in
land to reduce the risk of flooding to Burton
Bradstock that may result.

A managed realignment policy would be
implemented through continuing beach
management activities to manage river outlet and
beach levels in line with the adjacent retreating
cliff line, whilst also maintaining the setback
defences constructed in the medium-term to
reduce the risk of flooding to Burton Bradstock.

The beach along this section sits within a natural
indent along this drift fed shoreline. The beach
levels along this section fluctuate over time,
although the very recent past has seen a trend of
accretion, although the effect of ongoing beach
management activities help to keep the beach
relatively stable.

It is possible that the recent period of stability
would change to one of beach retreat, due to sea
level rise. The natural response of the beach
would be to migrate landwards into the low-lying
bay. The volume of sediment should mean the
shingle beach is relatively resilient to change
although risk of overtopping could increase during
this period.

The natural beach response to sea level rise
would be to retreat onto the low-lying land
behind. The beach would probably retreat at a
faster rate than the adjacent cliffs, forming a slight
embayment, which could mean greater stability. It
is likely therefore that beach would remain
relatively resilient as it moves into the bay and at
a similar volume to present.

This situation is unlikely to change during this
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Policy Unit

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

period; therefore, during this period the beach is
likely to remain quite stable, with little net change
in plan shape expected. The western end of the
beach, where the caravan park as been built out
artificially, is the greatest area of risk. Here, any
erosion of the shingle beach could reveal the
easily eroded material upon which the park has
been built, resulting in more rapid erosion at this
location.

In addition, erosion of the adjacent cliffs over this
period may lead to the slight increase in exposure
of the defended beach to wave action, as it
becomes slightly more prominent along the
shoreline.

Erosion of the cliffs either side would provide
sediment to the lower foreshore, but littoral drift
could be reduced as beaches narrow at the toe of
the cliffs.

The probability of a significant storm/swell wave
event occurring, that could cause rollback of the
beach on to the low-lying land behind the beach,
is low during this period.
The discharge of the River Bride through and
over the beach at the eastern end of this section
is intermittent, with beach material periodically
closing the river mouth off (although this is now
largely a managed process).
There would be continued sediment linkages to
adjacent beaches as the periodic blocking and
unblocking of the river would continue.
6a10 – East Cliff
(West Bay)

Given these changes, ongoing beach management
activities would struggle to continue to retain the
beach in about its present position and so it
would be necessary to allow natural retreat of the
beach landwards, but considering a set-back
defence line to retain some protection.
It is likely that this could lead to the beach
forming more of an embayment between the
adjacent cliffs which could ultimately provide a
more stable beach form.

The risk of inland flooding due to the river
blockages at the mouth would continue to be
managed as part of ongoing beach management
activities.
The probability of a significant storm/swell wave
event occurring that could cause rollback of the
beach on to the low-lying land that lies behind the
beach would increase during this period and
therefore this policy would involve monitoring to
be in place to manage this risk.

The probability of a significant storm/swell wave
event occurring that could cause rollback of the
beach on to the low-lying land that lies behind the
beach would increase during this period as a
result of climate change impacts.

Policy = No Active
Active Intervention

Policy = No Active Intervention

Policy = No Active Intervention

There are no defences present along this section.

No defences.

No defences.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section is dominated in its western part by
bedded sandstone cliffs up to 40m high. These
sandstone cliffs fail, due to wave undercutting at
the toe, about every 10 years resulting in localised

As a result of accelerated sea level rise, the
historical trend of stability could change to one of
erosion. As the beaches are backed by relatively
resistant cliffs, the beaches would be unable to

Beach narrowing and steepening would continue,
with erosion of the sandstone cliffs continuing,
with total erosion by 2105 predicted to be
between 14 and 35m. There would be a feed of
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Policy Unit

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

small scale losses. It is predicted that between 2
and 3m of sandstone cliff could be lost to erosion
by 2025.

retreat in response to the sea level rise therefore
there could be beach steepening and narrowing
along this section. This, in turn, could slightly
increase the rate of cliff toe erosion and therefore
failure, although ultimately the rate of erosion will
be restricted due to the natural resistance of the
cliffs.

sediment to the beaches, but the accelerated rate
of sea level rise is likely to mean that only very
narrow beaches would remain.

The section is fronted by Chesil Beach which
narrows in front of the sandstone cliffs compared
to the much wider beach that fronts the adjacent
sections. The beach has shown negligible change
over the past 100 years, although short term
fluctuations as a result of storms do occur. It is
predicted that the beach will continue to
experience similar stability during this period to
2025.

6a11
6a11 – West Bay
(East Beach to
eastern pier)

Rates of sediment drift along this section are
unlikely to be affected by management of the
adjacent sections of coast.

The total erosion of the sandstone cliffs by 2055
is predicted to be between 7 and 10m.
This cliff erosion will contribute to the beach
sediment budget both locally and to adjacent
beaches, although drift rates tend to be low along
this frontage. These drift rates are unlikely to be
affected by management of the adjacent sections
of coast.

Policy = Hold the Line

Policy = Hold the Line

Policy = Managed Realignment

A ‘Hold the Line’ Policy would be implemented
through maintaining the eastern West Bay
harbour arm to stabilise the western end of the
beach along this section, in conjunction with
beach management, including beach re-cycling and
re-profiling (and even beach recharge), in order
to maintain adequate levels of provide flood
protection to low-lying areas behind.

Ongoing beach management activities to retain
beach for flood protection purposes. This may
include beach recharge during this period in
addition to beach re-cycling and re-profiling.

It could become increasingly unsustainable to
continue to provide the required standard of
defence at East Beach by beach management
alone, especially as the cliff to the east erodes.

It is assumed, under this Policy, that the eastern
harbour arm at West Bay is maintained and so
will continue to influence the beach along this
section. It is therefore possible that the harbour
pier may need to be upgraded towards the end of
this period in order to achieve this.

As such, this policy would see the defence line
moved landwards. This would be implemented by
constructing a secondary flood defence landward
of the existing beach line and allowing the beach
to roll back to this new defence line as sea levels
rise. Beach management activities would also
continue.
It is assumed, however, that the eastern harbour
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Policy Unit

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)
arm would be maintained and so will continue to
influence the beach along this section. It is
therefore possible that the harbour pier may
need to be upgraded during this period in order
to achieve this.

Beach management activities are undertaken to
maintain the beach for sea defence purposes and
so reduce the risk of flooding to the low-lying
land behind. The result of this ongoing practice is
that there has been very little net change in beach
position, although the beach can fluctuate by up
to 60m in between management activities being
undertaken.
The probability of a significant storm/swell wave
event occurring that could cause either rollback
of the beach on to the low-lying land that lies
behind the beach, or draw-down and loss of
material to the offshore, is low during this period.

Ongoing beach management activities will
continue to retain the beach in about its present
position.
Erosion of the adjacent cliff to the east over this
period may lead to the slight increase in exposure
of the defended beach to wave action, as it
becomes slightly more prominent along the
shoreline. This will make beach management
increasingly more difficult.
The probability of a significant storm/swell wave
event occurring that could cause rollback of the
beach on to the low-lying land that lies behind the
beach, or draw-down and loss of material to the
offshore, would increase during this period.

Ongoing beach management activities would be
unlikely to be able to continue to retain the beach
in its present position, such that it provides the
required standard of protection.
Erosion of the adjacent cliff to the east over this
period may lead to the slight increase in exposure
of the defended beach to wave action, as it
becomes slightly more prominent along the
shoreline. This would have issues for the
technicality of maintaining a beach in its current
state.
As such, under the policy of ‘Managed
Realignment’, a secondary defence would need to
be constructed landwards of the beach, with the
beach then allowed to retreat landwards to the
defence line to ensure adequate flood protection
is maintained to the developed area of West Bay.
This policy would enable greater retention of
beach material along the frontage, thereby
providing a more robust natural defence with
reduced need to provide beach recharge to hold
the existing line in the long term. It would also be
expected to form a small embayment between
the West Bay Harbour arm and the cliffs to the
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Policy Unit

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)
east.
The probability of a significant storm/swell wave
event occurring that could cause rollback of the
beach on to the low-lying land that lies behind the
beach, or draw-down and loss of material to the
offshore, would increase during this period.

6a12 – West Bay
(West Beach
from eastern
pier) to West
Cliff (East)
[includes West
Bay Harbour]

Policy = Hold the Line

Policy = Hold the Line

Policy = Hold the Line

There is a range of defences within this section
that primarily provides defence against flooding,
including seawalls, rock groynes and sluices to
control the discharge of the River Brit through
West Bay Harbour itself. The cliff toe at the
eastern part of this section is protected from
erosion by a seawall and promenade.
Implementation of this policy would therefore
involve maintenance of these existing structures
and possibly beach recharge during this period.

Upgrade of the seawall and promenade is likely to
be required during the early part of this period in
order to maintain adequate levels of protection. It
is likely that further beach recharge will be
required to achieve this.

Upgrade of all of the defences is likely to be
required during this period in order to maintain
adequate levels of protection. It is likely that
further beach recharge will be required to achieve
this.

It is assumed under this Policy that the western
harbour arm at West Bay is maintained and so
will continue to influence the beach along this
section. It is therefore possible that the harbour
pier may need to be upgraded towards the end of
this period in order to achieve this.

It is assumed under this Policy that the western
harbour arm at West Bay is maintained and so
will continue to influence the beach along this
section. It is therefore possible that the harbour
pier may need to be upgraded towards the end of
this period in order to achieve this.

The piers at the entrance to West Bay Harbour
have a significant local influence upon littoral
processes, as do the rock groynes to the west of
the harbour, which prevent influx of new material
to this section from either east or west.

Sea level rise could continue to cause coastal
squeeze, with the narrowing of the beach and an
increase in flood risk along this section. It is not
likely that there will be any increased feed of
sediment into this area during this period.

As a result of higher sea levels the beach fronting
the defences is expected to narrow further and in
places may disappear.

The seawall prevents wave action from eroding
the toe of the eastern part of West Cliff, which is
a degraded sandstone cliff.

It is therefore anticipated that there will be a
need to increase the size of the seawall along this
section in the early part of this period to take
account of future sea level rise and so maintain
adequate levels of protection.

The beach fronting the seawall along this section
has eroded significantly during the past century,

New defences with possibly control structures
and/or beach recharge could therefore be
required during this period to maintain adequate
levels of protection. At the western end of this
section, there is also a risk of outflanking due to
retreat of adjacent undefended cliffs, and action
may also be required to address this risk during
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Policy Unit

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)
and experiences scour during storm events due
to the effect of the seawall.
Coastal squeeze as a result of sea level rise could
become increasingly significant as there is very
little new sediment input to the beach, and
because the beach is already very narrow.

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)
Other new defences, such as control structures
and/or beach recharge, could also be required
during this period to maintain adequate levels of
protection. At the western end of this section,
there is also a risk of outflanking due to retreat of
adjacent undefended cliffs, and action may also be
required to address this risk during this period.

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)
this period.
This would be unlikely to impact on East Beach or
the coast to the east due to the impact of the pier
on sediment linkages.

This would be unlikely to impact on East Beach or
the coast to the east due to the effect of the pier
on sediment linkages.
6a13 – West Cliff
(East) to
Thorncombe
Beacon

Policy = No Active Intervention

Policy = No Active Intervention

Policy = No Active Intervention

There are no defences present along this section.

No defences.

No defences.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

West Cliff is undefended along this section and is
predicted to erode by between 5 and 50m by
2025. Cliff failures along West Cliff occur about
every 10 years and cause the loss of between 10
and 50m of cliff top in a single event.

West Cliff is predicted to erode as historically
during the period 2025 and 2055 by between 15
and 125m, whilst the cliffs to the western end of
this section are predicted to erode between 10
and 50m over the same period.

West Cliff is predicted to erode as historically
during the period 2055 and 2105 by between 35
and 250m, whilst the cliffs to the western end of
this section are predicted to erode between 25
and 100m over the same period.

The clay-rich cliffs towards the west of this
section experience failures at a similar frequency
as West Cliff although with a lesser magnitude
per event. The underlying rate of erosion of these
more cliffs is also similar to West Cliff, although
with greater uncertainty, giving rise to total
erosion of between 5 and 20m predicted along
this section by 2025.

There would be a feed of coarse sediment from
erosion of cliffs to the west, which should help
retain a small beach at Eype although this would
be hindered by the continued presence of the
headland at Thorncombe Beacon.

There would be an input of coarser sediment
from the east which will feed beaches here,
although this would be hindered by the continued
presence of the headland at Thorncombe Beacon.

The clay rich cliffs are very sensitive to climate
change and the rate of erosion could increase
both due to sea level rise and an increase in
rainfall. Due to uncertainty in predicting future
changes in precipitation, no direct account has

The clay rich cliffs are very sensitive to climate
change and the rate of erosion could increase
both due to sea level rise and an increase in
rainfall. Due to uncertainty in the possible future
changes in precipitation, no direct account has
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Policy Unit

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)
been taken of this in the predictions.

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)
been taken of this in the predictions.

POLICY SCENARIO
SCENARIO AREA: THORNCOMBE BEACON TO BEER HEAD
Key Impacts & Implications for the Policy Scenario Area:
This section of coast is characterised by dramatic, geologically important cliffs which are subject to large-scale complex landsliding; such events are difficult to predict with any
certainty, making management of this shoreline difficult. Sediment inter-linkages along this frontage are relatively weak due to the interruptions caused by headlands.
The natural erosion of these cliffs is integral to their designations and landscape value, however, the area is also important for tourism, with resorts at Seatown, Charmouth,
Lyme Regis. Seaton and Beer. Technically, some defences will become more difficult to sustain in the long-term and the presence of defences also have an impact on the
landscape and geological and biological interest of this area.
A key driver of policy is therefore the continuation of natural coastline evolution of this stretch, which is largely undefended, whilst managing the risk of erosion and flooding to
the key settlements.
The long-term defence of Seatown will become technically more difficult and expensive; therefore the longer-term vision is for a more naturally functioning coast. This would,
however, result in the potential loss of assets; therefore national level measures will need to be in place to manage this transition from existing policy. In the long-term under
this Policy, the shoreline should reach a more sustainable position, such that a beach will be retained. The South West Coast Path would also require realignment in this area as
a result of the loss of defences in the medium to long term.
At Charmouth and the eastern side of Lyme Regis, there is a need to address the increasing risk further recession of the landslide complexes causing outflanking or even loss of
the presently defended areas. Therefore the risk in these areas may be managed in the short to medium term through either maintenance of existing defences or, in the case of
Lyme Regis, construction of the Lyme Regis Environmental Improvements Phase IV scheme. However, the long-term defence of these areas will be determined by the extent
and location of future cliff recession and so it may be necessary to consider measures to enable assets to be relocated away from the areas at risk. This would be based on
continual monitoring and also require national measures to enable this to occur.
Managed Realignment within the Axe Estuary will provide habitat creation opportunities, although consideration as to what happens to the route of the tramway would need to
be made.
To the west of Seaton, continued maintenance of defences in this area will result in cliff recession rates continuing to be reduced, although it will not halt cliff recession entirely
and so there would remain the potential for the loss of a number of cliff top assets to occur over time. As such this policy would require measures to be to be put in place to
manage the relocation of property and infrastructure in the longer-term as the cliffline retreats back further.
Throughout the policy unit, there is the potential for damage to or loss of listed buildings, loss of part of Rousdon Registered Park and Garden and loss of Grade 3 agricultural
land as a result of implementing the preferred policies.
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Policy Unit
6a14 –
Thorncombe
Beacon to
Seatown (East)

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

Policy = No Active Intervention

Policy = No Active Intervention

Policy = No Active Intervention

There are no defences present along this section,
although this section does cover the car park at
Seatown, on the eastern side of the River
Winniford that discharges to the sea at this
location, which is only protected by naturally
functioning cliffs.

No defences.

No defences.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

These clay-rich cliffs are very sensitive to climate
change and the rate of erosion could increase
both due to sea level rise and an increase in
rainfall. Due to uncertainty in the possible future
changes in precipitation, no direct account has
been taken of this in the predictions.

These clay-rich cliffs are very sensitive to climate
change and the rate of erosion could increase
both due to sea level rise and an increase in
rainfall. Due to uncertainty in the possible future
changes in precipitation, no direct account has
been taken of this in the predictions.

Therefore the rate of cliff erosion is likely to
increase from that observed historically, with
total erosion of this section between 2025 and
2055 predicted to be between 30 and 50m,
although the effects of sea level rise would be
outweighed by large landslide events that could
occur during this period.

Therefore the rate of cliff erosion is likely to
increase from that observed historically, with
total erosion of this section between 2055 and
2105 predicted to be between 70 and 100m,
although the effects of sea level rise would be
outweighed by large landslide events that could
occur during this period.

Any coarse sediment released through cliff
erosion should feed the beach at Eype, meaning
that a beach should be retained here.

The beach at Eype will be fed by any release of
coarse sediment from cliff erosion, with any fines
being lost offshore. Thorncombe Beacon would
continue to act as a barrier to drift to the east.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.
The clay-rich cliffs along this section experience
complex landslide behaviour with cyclic backscar
retreats as a result of short (episodic) events
causing rapid retreat by rotational landsliding.
These episodic events along this section occur
about every 10 years on a small scale, although
the underlying erosion is predicted to be as
historically and result in total average erosion of
between 10 and 20m by 2025.
This could cause some loss of the car park at
Seatown as a result.

Thorncombe Beacon acts as a barrier to drift
therefore there is currently no sediment
interaction with the beaches to the east, and this
is unlikely to change during this period.
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Policy Unit
6a15 – Seatown

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

Policy = Hold the Line

Policy = No Active Intervention

Policy = No Active Intervention
Intervention

A rock revetment extends along the toe of part
of the cliff that fronts the western part of
Seatown. This prevents wave action from eroding
the cliff toe in this area.

As existing defences become more difficult to
sustain, the long term policy is for ‘No Active
Intervention’. Implementation of this would
require measures to be in place to manage this
transition, including any relocation of assets, if
possible. Under this policy it is also recommended
that monitoring of recession be undertaken to
continually appraise the risk zone. During this
period defences would no longer be maintained
and would therefore gradually fail.

Withdrawal of defence maintenance during the
medium term will mean that by this period, no
defences will be present. Monitoring of recession
rates would however be required to ensure that
the area of risk is kept up-to-date.

These clay-rich cliffs are very sensitive to climate
change and the rate of erosion could increase
both due to sea level rise and an increase in
rainfall. Due to uncertainty in the possible future
changes in precipitation, no direct account has
been taken of this in the predictions.

These clay-rich cliffs are very sensitive to climate
change and the rate of erosion could increase
both due to sea level rise and an increase in
rainfall. Due to uncertainty in the possible future
changes in precipitation, no direct account has
been taken of this in the predictions.

The withdrawal of defence maintenance during
this period will lead to cliff recession by the end
of this period occurring at a similar rate to the
adjacent cliffs (due to the reduction in the effect
of defences as they deteriorate). Cliff erosion
would continue at a faster rate than historically,
with total erosion of up to 50m predicted by
2055, although the effects of sea level rise would
be outweighed by large landslide events that could

The withdrawal of defence maintenance and the
subsequent loss of defences in the medium term
will result in a naturally functioning cliff and
shoreline by this period.

Maintenance of this defence (along with
infrastructure that also affords some defence)
would occur during this period to allow measures
to be put in place to manage the process of
moving assets away from the area of risk during
the medium term as the policy changes to one of
no active intervention. This policy would allow
the 1996 scheme life to be provided for as long as
possible.
Despite the presence of defences along the toe of
the cliff at Seatown, erosion still occurs as a result
of groundwater conditions as episodic events, all
be it at a lower average rate than the adjacent
undefended cliffs to the east and west of Seatown.
An extension westwards of the defences by about
15m to maintain the required protection of the
scheme implemented in 1996 has already been
required to protect against outflanking of the
defences already.
Cliff erosion would continue to occur as
historically, with total erosion of between 5 and
20m predicted by 2025.
By the end of this period, the greater erosion of
the adjacent cliffs could lead to the Seatown

Cliff erosion would therefore continue to occur
at increased rates from historically, with total
erosion of up to 100m predicted by 2105,
although the effects of sea level rise would be
outweighed by large landslide events that could
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Policy Unit

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)
frontage becoming slightly more prominent along
the shoreline and as such, increasingly exposed to
wave action.

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)
occur during this period.

occur during this period.

The beaches will receive some sediment from the
cliff erosion, although any fines will be lost
offshore. It is anticipated that additional sediment
input will enter Seatown beach from the west as
the lobe of sediment at Golden Cap is gradually
removed by wave action, and this may serve to
reduce wave exposure at the cliff toe and so
serve to slow the rate of recession by counteracting the effect of sea level rise.

Sediment supply to the beach at Seatown would
continue from the west. Despite these inputs, the
net trend under sea level rise would be for
beaches to migrate landwards. Seatown sits within
a slight indent within the embayment, therefore a
beach would be retained here.

Under accelerated sea level rise the beach would
be expected to retreat landwards into the
embayment within which Seatown sits. The
beaches will therefore narrow at the western and
eastern extremities.
6a16 – Seatown
(West) to Golden
Cap

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

However should Golden Cap experience a large
landslide event then a new lobe would form and
cut off this supply. If this occurs, then the beach
would likely narrow relatively rapidly,
exacerbated by sea level rise.

Policy = No Active Intervention

Policy = No Active Intervention

Policy = No Active Intervention

There are no defences present along this section.

No defences.

No defences.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

The clay-rich cliffs along this section experience
complex landslide behaviour with cyclic backscar
retreats as a result of short (episodic) events
causing rapid retreat by rotational landsliding.

These clay-rich cliffs are very sensitive to climate
change and the rate of erosion could increase
both due to sea level rise and an increase in
rainfall. Due to uncertainty in the possible future
changes in precipitation, no direct account has
been taken of this in the predictions.

These clay-rich cliffs are very sensitive to climate
change and the rate of erosion could increase
both due to sea level rise and an increase in
rainfall. Due to uncertainty in the possible future
changes in precipitation, no direct account has
been taken of this in the predictions.

Cliff erosion is likely to occur at a faster rate than
historically, with total erosion of this section by
2055 predicted to be between 35 and 50m,
although the effects of sea level rise would be

Cliff erosion is likely to occur at a faster rate than
historically, with total erosion of this section by
2105 predicted to be between 70 and 100m,
although the effects of sea level rise would be

These episodic events along this section occur
about every 10 years on a small scale, although
the underlying erosion is predicted to be as
historically at a rate of about 0.7m/yr, resulting in
total erosion of between 10 and 20m by 2025.
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Policy Unit

6a17 – Golden
Cap to
Charmouth (East)

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

This erosion would result in some beach feed
although fines would be lost offshore. Therefore
beaches would be maintained at the toe of the
cliffs. A previous landslide event has resulted in a
lobe of debris cutting off longshore sediment
transport feeding beaches to the east. It is
anticipated that this will gradually erode and be
largely removed as a barrier to sediment
transport by the end of this period.

outweighed by large landslide events that could
occur during this period.

Policy = No Active Intervention

Policy = No Active Intervention

Policy = No Active Intervention

There are no defences present along this section.

No defences.

No defences.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

The clay-rich cliffs along this section experience
complex landslide behaviour with cyclic backscar
retreats as a result of short (episodic) events
causing rapid retreat by rotational landsliding.

These clay-rich cliffs are very sensitive to climate
change and the rate of erosion could increase
both due to sea level rise and an increase in
rainfall. Due to uncertainty in predicted future
changes in precipitation, no direct account has
been taken of this in the predictions.

Cliff erosion is likely to occur at faster rates than
historically, although the effects of sea level rise
would be outweighed by large landslide events
that could occur during this period, with total
erosion of this section by 2105 predicted to be
between 17 and 50m at Golden Cap; 40 and50 at
Stonebarrow, and 50 and 100m at Broom Hill.

The frequency and magnitude of these events
varies depending upon specific local geology that
comprises each individual cliff, although large
events occur about every 100 years or so.
Throughout this section, erosion would continue
as historically, with variable erosion occurring
along the shoreline at rates ranging from 0.1 to
1.0m/yr.
At Golden Cap, total erosion of between 3 and
50m is predicted by 2025, whilst at Stonebarrow
erosion of 7 to 50m is predicted, and up to 17 to
50m of erosion is predicted at Broom Hill over

outweighed by large landslide events that could
occur during this period.

Any large scale events that occur during this
period could result in a lobe of sediment
interrupting the sediment drift, which could
impact on adjacent beaches.

Cliff erosion is likely to occur at faster rates than
historically, although the effects of sea level rise
would be outweighed by large landslide events
that could occur during this period, with total
erosion of this section by 2055 predicted to be
between 8 and 50m at Golden Cap; 20 to 50m at
Stonebarrow, and 40 to 50m at Broom Hill.
These varying rates of erosion would lead to
Golden Cap developing into a more defined
headland, with the cliffs to the west becoming

These varying rates of erosion would lead to
Golden Cap developing into a more defined
headland, with the cliffs to the west becoming
increasingly set-back forming a deepening
embayment. This is not likely to affect adjacent
beaches, as Golden Cap is already a barrier to
littoral transport.
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Policy Unit

6a18
6a18 –
Charmouth

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

the same period.

more set-back forming a shallow embayment. This
is not likely to affect adjacent beaches, as Golden
Cap is already a barrier to littoral transport.

Policy = Hold the Line

Policy = Managed Realignment

Policy = Managed Realignment

Defences are present at the eastern end of this
section at Charmouth, where a short length of
seawall and promenade provides flood protection.
Implementation of this Policy would involve
maintenance of these defences to maintain the
adequate levels of protection whilst measures are
put in place to enable the longer term transition
to a policy of managed realignment.

Current defences will become technically difficult
to sustain as beaches continue to narrow and
adjacent cliffs experience retreat. Therefore the
long term vision is to allow some cliff retreat,
whilst undertaking measures to manage the risk of
flooding, e.g. unblocking of the river outlet or
provision of defences further upstream to protect
against flooding inland.

The continued policy of Managed Realignment
during this period would allow for the further
realignment of the flood defences if it becomes
required during this period, depending upon the
rate of natural roll back of the beach into the
river and associated sea level rise.

Under this Policy, relocation of assets away from
risk areas on the western part of Charmouth
would need to occur. Although this change in
policy would have a local impact, it is unlikely to
significantly affect the coastal evolution of the
adjacent frontages.
The seawall and promenade at Charmouth backs
a sandy beach with shingle veneer and protects
low-lying land behind from flooding.
There is a limited beach present in front of the
defences and this would continue to narrow
during this period as a result of sea level rise. This
narrowing trend could become increasingly
significant as there is very little new sediment
input to the beach from cliff erosion to the west,
and could result in undermining of the rock
revetment and accelerate failure of the seawall at

Sea level rise could continue to cause coastal
squeeze in the section fronting the seawall at
Charmouth, with the narrowing of the beach and
an increase in flood risk along this section.
The risk of this section becoming outflanked by
the continued erosion of the undefended cliffs to
the west will increase throughout this period.
As such it is likely to become unsustainable to
maintain the existing defence line during this
period. A policy of ‘Managed Realignment’ during

Cliff top assets on the western side of Charmouth
would continue to be at risk of erosion and
ongoing monitoring in this area will be required
to enable adaptation measures to be implemented
in a timely manner.

Sea level rise may result in continued coastal
squeeze in the section fronting the realigned
defence established in the medium term, with the
narrowing of the beach and an increase in flood
risk along this section. A continued policy of
‘Managed Realignment’ during this period would
allow further landward movement of the defence
line if required into the River Char, though this
would need to be informed by continued
monitoring.
The risk of this defended section becoming
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Policy Unit

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)
the car park during this period. Defences would
also become increasingly exposed and therefore
the risk of overtopping would increase.
This defended section could also begin to become
outflanked by the continued erosion of the
undefended cliffs to the west by the end of this
period.

6a19 –
Charmouth
(West) to East
Cliff (Lyme Regis)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)
this period would allow the beach to roll-back
and adapt naturally into the river channel as sea
levels rise. A beach would be maintained within
the embayment that would form.

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)
outflanked by the continued erosion of the
undefended cliffs to the west will also increase
throughout this period.

Even without maintenance, it is likely that the
existing defences at Charmouth would continue
to provide some protection during this period
and would reduce cliff erosion, all be it in
reducing amounts as they deteriorate and fail. As
these defences fail the rates of cliff erosion would
increase and these cliffs would also be sensitive to
any increase in both sea level and rainfall and
there would be an increased risk of a large scale
failure occurring.

Policy = No Active Intervention

Policy = No Active Intervention

Policy = No Active Intervention

There are no defences present along this section.

No defences.

No defences.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section consists of clay-rich cliffs that
experience complex landslide behaviour with
cyclic backscar retreat as a result of short
(episodic) events which cause rapid retreat by
rotational landsliding. The frequency and
magnitude of these events varies alongshore,
depending upon specific local geology that
comprises each individual cliff, although large
events occur about every 100 years or so causing
recession of more than 50m per event. The most
recent event occurred in May 2008 within The
Spittles complex, and resulted in around 50m of

Due to the sensitivity of these cliffs to climate
change, cliff erosion is likely to increase from
rates observed historically. Although the rate of
erosion could increase both due to sea level rise
and an increase in rainfall, due to uncertainty in
the possible future changes in precipitation, no
direct account has been taken of this in the
predictions. Sea level rise would result in the
submergence of the fronting beaches and shore
platforms (ledges), resulting in more rapid erosion
of the cliffs behind. However the effects of sea
level rise are likely to be outweighed by large

Due to the sensitivity of these cliffs to climate
change, cliff erosion is likely to increase from
rates observed historically. Although the rate of
erosion could increase both due to sea level rise
and an increase in rainfall, due to uncertainty in
the possible future changes in precipitation, no
direct account has been taken of this in the
predictions. Sea level rise would result in the
submergence of the fronting beaches and shore
platforms (ledges), resulting in more rapid erosion
of the cliffs behind.
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Policy Unit

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)
cliff top recession along a 400m length; this was
considered to be the largest event in this area for
around 25 years.
Throughout this section, erosion would continue
as historically, with variable erosion occurring
along the shoreline at rates ranging from 0.2 to
3.3m/yr, although rates vary greatly depending
upon the time period looked at (as a result of
landslide events causing distortions in the data).
By 2025, the east and central parts of Black Ven
are predicted to erode between 7 and 50m. Over
this same period, Black Ven West is predicted to
erode by 10 to 50m, whilst The Spittles is
predicted to erode by about 10m. However it is
possible that landslide events may periodically
occur that cause greater amounts of recession
although it is not possible to predict this.

6a20 – East Cliff
(Lyme Regis) to
Broad Ledge
(Lyme Regis)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)
landslide events that could occur during this
period.
The east and central parts of Black Ven are
predicted to experience total erosion of between
20 and 50m over this period, whilst Black Ven
West is predicted to erode by 30 to 50m, and
The Spittles by 25 to 50m. However it is possible
that landslide events may periodically occur that
cause greater amounts of recession although it is
not possible to predict this.
A larger amount of recession could occur during
this period as a result of large landslide events
that occur about every 100 years or so causing
recession of more than 50m per event. However,
without further detailed investigation, it is
uncertain as to exactly where and when such a
large scale event would occur.

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)
Due to differences in cliff composition, total
erosion by 2105 would occur at variable rates.
The east and central parts of Black Ven are
predicted to have eroded between 40 and 50m
over this period, whilst Black Ven West is
predicted to have eroded by 50 to 60m, and The
Spittles by about 50m. If not already happened in
the medium term, a larger amount of recession
could occur during this period as a result of large
landslide events that occur about every 100 years
or so causing recession of more than 50m per
event. However, without further detailed
investigation, it is uncertain as to exactly where
and when such a large scale event would occur.

Continued beach narrowing as a result of sea
level rise could become increasingly significant as
there is very little new sediment input to the
beach. The large scale landslides also act as a
barrier to any sediment transport along this
section. Locally there could be beach building
sediment released from the cliffs, in particular
Black Ven West cliffs.

These effects may be mitigated by the release of
beach building material from the significant
erosion along this section, particularly at Black
Ven West, which would release suitable beach
material from the Upper Greensands.

These effects may be mitigated by the release of
beach building material from the significant
erosion along this section, particularly at Black
Ven West, which would release suitable beach
material from the Upper Greensands that would
also be available to be transported to beaches to
the east. Any large scale landslide events, could,
however, result in sediment drift being
interrupted.

Policy = Hold the Line

Policy = Hold the Line

Policy = Hold the Line/Managed
Line/Managed Realignment

Defences are present along the length of this
section which covers East and Church Cliffs at
Lyme Regis, where a seawall protects the cliff toe

Continued maintenance of the defences along this
section will be required during this period whilst
measures are put in place to manage the northern

Continued maintenance of the defences along this
section will be required during this period whilst
measures are put in place to manage the northern
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Policy Unit

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)
from erosion.
Upgrade of these defences will be required during
this period in order to retain adequate levels of
protection, whilst measures are put in place to
manage the long-term risk of future recession of
the adjacent undefended cliffs to the east.

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)
end of this unit as the adjacent cliffs to the east
continue to retreat.
This should include monitoring of the adjacent
eroding cliffs to the east during this period to
determine when assets are likely to become at
risk.

This could include monitoring of the adjacent
eroding cliffs to the east during this period to
determine when assets are likely become at risk.
The seawall at Lyme Regis prevents erosion of
the cliff toe and since its construction has
prevented any significant landslide activity. The
continued presence of the seawall at Lyme Regis
will continue to limit landslide activity over this
period.
Continued foreshore narrowing as a result of sea
level rise could become increasingly significant as
there is very little new sediment input to the
beach and the fronting rock platform lowers.

Sea level rise could result in the submergence of
the rock platform and beach at Lyme Regis
leading to a coastal squeeze problem in this area
with greater wave energy reaching the shoreline.
The risk of this defended section becoming
outflanked by the continued erosion of the
undefended cliffs to the east will increase
throughout this period.

This defended section could also begin to become
outflanked by the continued erosion of the
undefended cliffs to the east by the end of this
period.
6a21 – Broad
Ledge (Lyme
Regis) to The
Cobb (Lyme

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)
end of this unit as the adjacent cliffs to the east
continue to retreat. It is uncertain if this will
involve holding the line or managing the
realignment towards the northern end of this
section.
This should include monitoring of the adjacent
eroding cliffs to the east during this period to
determine when assets are likely to become at
risk.
As a result of higher sea levels, the beach fronting
the defences along this section is expected to
narrow further and in places may disappear.
The risk of this defended section becoming
outflanked by the continued erosion of the
undefended cliffs to the east will increase
throughout this period.
Measures to address the transitional zone
between the undefended cliffs and the northern
part of this defended section are likely to be
required during this period. It is uncertain if this
would be measures to effectively hold the line
along a transitional boundary, or if practically it
may require measures to manage the realignment
and adapt the cliff top area.

Policy = Hold the Line

Policy = Hold the Line

Policy = Hold
Hold the Line

This section is entirely defended by a range of
structures including seawalls and rock groynes.
Implementation of this Policy would involve

Upgrade of the defences could be required during
this period to maintain adequate levels of
protection. This would be likely to include further

Upgrade of the defences could be required during
this period to maintain adequate levels of
protection. This would be likely to include further
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Policy Unit
Regis)

6a22
6a22 –
Monmouth Beach

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

maintenance of these existing defences, as well as
ongoing beach management activities including
beach recharge.

beach recharge.

beach recharge.

The defences along this section prevent cliff
erosion, and their continued presence would
result in no change in cliff position by 2025.

The continued defence and management of this
section mean that there would be very little
change in shoreline position.

The continued defence and management of this
section mean that there would be very little
change in shoreline position.

The various control structures along this section,
along with ongoing beach management activities
also serve to maintain a stable beach. However,
coastal squeeze as a result of sea level rise could
become increasingly significant and require
additional beach recharge towards the end of this
period.

Increased sea levels would, however result in
increased exposure of the beaches and therefore
further more substantial works could be required
to maintain the current beach.

As a result of high sea levels the beach fronting
the defences along this section would be
increasingly exposed, with additional recharge
required to maintain a beach to a similar standard
to current. In addition defences may need to be
upgraded to maintain current levels of protection.

Policy = Hold the Line

Policy = Managed
Managed Realignment

Policy = Hold the Line

This section is protected by defences associated
with the developed area that extends along the
slope and cliff toe to the west of The Cobb. At
the immediate eastern end is The Cobb
breakwater, which is assumed to be maintained
during this period and so continue to influence
the beaches to both the east and west of it.

Holding the current structures that provide some
limited defence function will become technically
unsustainable. Therefore during this period the
preferred policy is managed realignment, which
would involve construction of new formal
defences in a retreated, but more sustainable,
position. In the long term beach management
activity would be undertaken to ensure the beach
along this section is retained to a sufficient level
such that protection to the rest of Lyme Regis is
maintained.

The realigned defence established in the medium
term would be maintained during this period to
ensure it continues to provide protection to the
rest of Lyme Regis.

Implementation of this Policy will involve
maintenance of the existing structures as they
afford some protection against outflanking to the
rest of Lyme Regis to the east.

The Cobb breakwater is assumed to be
maintained during this period and so continue to
influence the beaches to both the east and west

This would involve beach management activity to
ensure the beach along this section is retained to
a sufficient level.
The Cobb breakwater is assumed to be
maintained during this period and so continue to
influence the beaches to both the east and west
of it.
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Policy Unit

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

of it.
The structures along this section also provide a
defence function that prevents erosion of the cliff
toe along this section, and has resulted in no
significant cliff recession in this area, although
Monmouth Beach that fronts the defences has,
over the past 100 to 150 years, experienced a
long term trend of erosion and steepening, except
at the very eastern end where some limited
accretion occurs against The Cobb.
Beach narrowing is predicted to continue as a
result of sea level rise.

As a result of higher sea levels beaches are
expected to narrow and in places may disappear
as the rock platforms become submerged,
resulting in increased exposure of the structures
along this section to wave action.
There would be an increasing risk of this
defended section becoming outflanked by the
continued erosion of the undefended cliffs to the
west during this period.
These factors combined would likely make it
unsustainable to continue to hold the defence line
in its existing position, and so managed
realignment is recommended during this period
to allow the shoreline to move landwards (in
response to sea level rise) whilst providing
protection to the rest of Lyme Regis to the east
in a more sustainable alignment.

Management of the beach in this area during this
period would help to minimise the effects of
beach narrowing caused by sea level rise. This will
be aided by the set back defence line established
in the medium term which could help retain more
beach material in this area with which to provide
a more robust natural defence.
There would, however, be an increasing risk of
this defended section becoming outflanked by the
continued erosion of the undefended cliffs to the
west during this period.

This is unlikely to have a significant impact on
natural coastal processes in the long term, but
may create a more sustainable defence at this
location, through allowing more material to be
retained, and thereby provide a more robust
natural form of defence for the rest of Lyme
Regis.
6a23 –
Monmouth Beach
to Seven Rock

Policy = No Active Intervention

Policy = No Active Intervention

Policy = No Active Intervention

There are no defences present along this section.

No defences.

No defences.
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Policy Unit
Point

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

The cliffs along this section are unprotected and
so erosion of the cliff base here is expected to
continue as historically at a rate of about 0.2m/yr,
although no cliff top recession is predicted by
2025.

These cliffs are sensitive to climate change and
therefore the rate of erosion of the cliff base
would increase from that observed historically, in
response to rising sea levels (this does not take
account of any increase due to increased
precipitation). The cliff top is unlikely to change in
position.

The undefended cliffs along of this section would
erode at faster rates than historically along the
cliff base, due to sea level rise. However it is
unlikely that recession of the cliff top would occur
by 2105.

Beach narrowing is predicted to continue as a
result of sea level rise.

These clay-rich cliffs are unlikely to significantly
contribute to the beach budget. Therefore both
in front of the cliffs and in front of the defences
and infrastructure at Monmouth Beach, to the
east, sea level rise would continue to cause beach
narrowing along the whole of this stretch.
6a24 – Seven
Rock Point to
Haven Cliff
(West)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

As a result of higher sea levels, beaches are
expected to narrow and in places may disappear
as the rock platforms become submerged,
resulting in increased exposure of the cliff toe to
wave action.

Policy = No Active Intervention

Policy = No Active Intervention

Policy = No Active Intervention

There are no defences present along this section.

No defences.

No defences.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

The clay-rich cliffs along this section experience
complex landslide behaviour with cyclic backscar
retreat as a result of short (episodic) events,
which cause rapid retreat by rotational landsliding.

These clay-rich cliffs are very sensitive to climate
change and the rate of erosion could increase
both due to sea level rise and an increase in
rainfall. Due to uncertainty in the possible future
changes in precipitation, no direct account has
been taken of this in the predictions.

These clay-rich cliffs are very sensitive to climate
change and the rate of erosion could increase
both due to sea level rise and an increase in
rainfall. Due to uncertainty in the possible future
changes in precipitation, no direct account has
been taken of this in the predictions.

Taking account of rising sea levels alone, the rate
of cliff erosion would be expected to be higher
than experienced historically, although it is likely
to be outweighed by the occurrence of landslide
events, with about 10m of cliff top recession

Taking account of rising sea levels alone, the rate
of cliff erosion would be expected to be higher
than experienced historically, although it is likely
to be outweighed by the occurrence of landslide
events, with between 10 and 20m of cliff top

The frequency and magnitude of these events
varies along this section due to changes in
geology. Along the eastern stretch there is a risk
of large scale landslide events occurring, but the
frequency of these is low; every 250 years or
more. Whereas along the western section of this
frontage, smaller, more frequent, landslides are
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Policy Unit

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

characteristic.

predicted by 2055.

recession predicted by 2105.

On average, by 2025, between 3 and 10m of
erosion is expected to occur towards the
western end of this section, as has been
experienced historically at a rate of about
0.2m/yr, supplying sediment to local beach stocks.
No recession is predicted towards the eastern
end of this section.

The supply of sediment across the mouth of the
Axe is expected to continue as at present.

This could be much greater in some areas should
a large landslide event occur during this period,
the probability of which would increase towards
2105 as the last such event occurred in 1839.
Should such an event occur, then it would form a
lobe of debris that could inhibit littoral transport
processes. This would have potential downdrift
impacts.

Due to natural barriers to littoral drift it is
unlikely that this stretch would be affected by
management changes along adjacent sections.

The supply of sediment across the mouth of the
Axe is expected to continue as at present.

The supply of sediment across the mouth of the
Axe is expected to continue as at present.
6a25
6a25 – Axe
Estuary (Mouth
(Mouth
Breakwater to
Axmouth North)

Policy = Hold the Line

Policy = Hold the Line

Policy = Hold the
the Line

The CFMP policy for this section covers the Axe
Estuary from the beach on the coast upstream for
3 kilometres to the A3052 bridge at Colyford.
Note that the Axe estuary policy unit does not
include either Axmouth or Colyford.

It is assumed that there would be continued
maintenance of the breakwater arm at the mouth
of the Axe estuary and the defences along the
estuary shoreline in this policy unit up to
Axmouth.

It is assumed that there would be continued
maintenance of the breakwater arm at the mouth
of the Axe estuary and the defences along the
estuary shoreline in this policy unit up to
Axmouth.

The CFMP policy for this section is “P6 – Take

action to increase the frequency of flooding to
bring benefits locally or elsewhere” although no
specific sites are identified.
This CFMP policy relates to the entire Axe
Estuary. For this specific section, it is assumed
that the policy intention, not to increase flood
risk to people and property, allows for flood
protection to be provided, either by public or
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Policy Unit

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

Increases in future flood risk will be mainly driven
by climate change, both by increasing flows and
rising sea levels.

Increases in future flood risk will be mainly driven
by climate change, both by increasing flows and
rising sea levels.

Continued defence of this section would involve
higher, more robust, defences to counter rising
sea levels.

Continued defence of this section would involve
higher, more robust, defences to counter rising
sea levels.

Retention of the existing defences along the
estuary shoreline will not significantly affect the
evolution of the estuary as defences are primarily
backed by steeply rising ground that would, in
itself, hinder any rollover process.

Retention of the existing defences along the
estuary shoreline will not significantly affect the
evolution of the estuary as defences are primarily
backed by steeply rising ground that would, in
itself, hinder any rollover process.

The ongoing presence of the breakwater at the
mouth may reduce the transport of sediment to
the east of Seaton, although this does not appear
to be an impact at the current time.

The ongoing presence of the breakwater at the
mouth may reduce the transport of sediment to
the east of Seaton, although this does not appear
to be an impact at the current time.

Policy = Managed Realignment

Policy = Managed Realignment

Policy = Managed Realignment

The CFMP policy for this section covers the

The CFMP policy for this section is “P6 – Take

The CFMP policy for this section is “P6 – Take

private funds, within this section if appropriate to
do so. The CFMP policy to increase frequency of
flooding in parts of the estuary system is
considered in the next policy unit.
As such, it is assumed that there would be
continued maintenance of the breakwater arm at
the mouth of the Axe estuary and the defences
along the estuary shoreline in this policy unit up
to Axmouth.
Holding the line in this part of the estuary, and in
particular the breakwater at the mouth of the
estuary, will help to keep the mouth open and so
allow the discharge to the sea to continue. This
prevents the mouth becoming blocked and
ensures that subsequent backing up of water
upstream, which would increase flooding, does
not occur.
Retention of the existing defences along the
estuary shoreline will not significantly affect the
evolution of the estuary as defences are primarily
backed by steeply rising ground that would, in
itself, hinder any rollover process.
The ongoing presence of the breakwater at the
mouth may reduce the transport of sediment to
the east of Seaton, although this does not appear
to be an impact at the current time.
6a26
6a26 – Axe
Estuary (Axmouth
North to Seaton
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Policy Unit
North)
North)

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)
upper Axe Estuary north of Axmouth on the east
bank, up to the A3052 bridge at Colyford, and
along the west bank to the north of Seaton. Note
that the Axe estuary policy unit does not include
either Axmouth or Colyford.
The CFMP policy for this section is “P6 – Take

action to increase the frequency of flooding to
bring benefits locally or elsewhere” although no
specific sites are identified.
This CFMP policy relates to the entire Axe
Estuary. For this specific section this has been
interpreted to mean ‘Managed Realignment’ in
this part of the estuary, where there are few
assets within the flood plain area that this section
covers, although this would be need to be subject
to detailed investigations.
It is assumed that the policy intention not to
increase flood risk to people and property allows
for flood protection to be provided, either by
public or private funds, within this section if
appropriate to do so. This would take the form of
set-back defence lines as part of any realignment
scheme.
Taking action to increase the frequency of
flooding by managed realignment in as yet
unidentified parts of the estuary during this period
will result in reconnecting the estuary with the
floodplain whilst providing a reduction in flood
risk in other parts of the estuary.

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

action to increase the frequency of flooding to
bring benefits locally or elsewhere” although no

action to increase the frequency of flooding to
bring benefits locally or elsewhere” although no

specific sites are identified.

specific sites are identified.

This CFMP policy relates to the entire Axe
Estuary. For this specific section this has been
interpreted to mean ‘Managed Realignment’ in
this part of the estuary where there are few
assets within the flood plain area that this section
covers, although this would be need to be subject
to detailed investigations.

This CFMP policy relates to the entire Axe
Estuary. For this specific section this has been
interpreted to mean ‘Managed Realignment’ in
this part of the estuary where there are few
assets within the flood plain area that this section
covers, although this would be need to be subject
to detailed investigations.

It is assumed that the policy intention not to
increase flood risk to people and property allows
for flood protection to be provided, either by
public or private funds, within this section if
appropriate to do so. This would take the form of
set-back defence lines as part of any realignment
scheme.

It is assumed that the policy intention not to
increase flood risk to people and property allows
for flood protection to be provided, either by
public or private funds, within this section if
appropriate to do so. This would take the form of
set-back defence lines as part of any realignment
scheme.

Increases in future flood risk will be mainly driven
by climate change, both by increasing flows and
raising sea levels.

Increases in future flood risk will be mainly driven
by climate change, both by increasing flows and
raising sea levels.

Continued policy of managed realignment will
allow the estuary to adapt largely naturally to the
pressures of climate change. However, in

Continued policy of managed realignment will
allow the estuary to adapt largely naturally to the
pressures of climate change. However, in
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Policy Unit

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

Specific flood risk management actions under this
Policy will not increase flood risk to the Seaton
regeneration area located at the southern end of
Seaton Marshes (Seaton East unit discussed
below). In implementing this policy, consideration
will need to be given to the effect on tidal prism
and tidal flow through the estuary mouth, as a
reduction in this could result in the mouth being
closed by sediment infill which would have
impacts upon the whole estuary.

implementing this policy consideration will need
to be given to the effect on tidal prism and tidal
flow through the estuary mouth, as a reduction in
this could result in the mouth being closed by
sediment infill which would have impacts upon the
whole estuary.

implementing this policy consideration will need
to be given to the effect on tidal prism and tidal
flow through the estuary mouth, as a reduction in
this could result in the mouth being closed by
sediment infill which would have impacts upon the
whole estuary.

Policy
Policy = Hold the Line

Policy = Hold the Line

Policy = Hold the Line

The town of Seaton is protected from flooding via
the Axe Estuary by the Seaton Marshes flood
defence scheme, which also protects a sewage
works located in the Axe estuary.

The CFMP policy for this section is “P5 – take
further action to reduce flood risk.”

The CFMP policy for this section is “P5 – take
further action to reduce flood risk.”

This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
‘Hold the Line’. In order to achieve this policy,
upgrade of the existing defences during this
period could be required in order to ensure the
current level of protection is maintained.

This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
‘Hold the Line’. In order to achieve this policy,
upgrade of the existing defences during this
period could be required in order to ensure the
current level of protection is maintained.

Despite sea level rise, continued provision of
flood protection in this area would reduce the

Despite sea level rise, continued provision of
flood protection in this area would reduce the

There may also be potential to reduce flood risk
in the Seaton East unit, although this will be
limited because the flood risk is combined
fluvial/tidal or tidal.
6a27 – Axe
Estuary (Seaton
East
East)
st)

The CFMP policy for this section is “P5 – take
further action to reduce flood risk.”
This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
‘Hold the Line’. In order to achieve this policy,
upgrade of the existing defences during this
period could be required in order to ensure the
current level of protection is maintained.
Seaton is at risk of flooding from combined tidal
and fluvial flood events from the Axe estuary and
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Policy Unit

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

risk of flooding from frequent events, although
there would still be a risk from more extreme
events.

risk of flooding from frequent events, although
there would still be a risk from more extreme
events.

Policy = No Active Intervention

Policy = No Active Intervention
Intervention

Policy = No Active Intervention

There are no defences present along this section.

No defences.

No defences.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

Sediment transport to the spit from the west
would continue to maintain the spit that extends
across the mouth of the Axe estuary and here
beaches would remain generally stable and could
continue to accrete.

The spit would continue to receive sediment
moved alongshore from further west and should
remain stable during this period.

There would be continued sediment moved
alongshore towards the Axe estuary from further
west, which should help maintain the spit in a
similar form to today.

is protected from such events by defences along
the eastern side of the estuary at Seaton Marshes.
Continued provision of flood protection in this
area would reduce the risk of flooding from more
frequent events, although there would still be a
risk from more extreme events.
Increase in future flood risk will be mainly driven
by climate change, both by increasing flows and
raising sea levels. The latter in particular is subject
to a high degree of uncertainty. Land use and
management changes will also have an impact.
6a28 – Axe
Estuary (Spit)

Implementation of the ‘Managed Realignment’
policy within the Axe Estuary would need to
consider the effect on tidal prism and tidal flow
through the estuary mouth, as a reduction in this
could result in the mouth being closed by
sediment infill as the eastern end of the spit
extends across the mouth, which would have
impacts upon the whole estuary.

There could be elongation with re-curving of the
spit into the harbour and under sea level rise,
beach steepening could occur along the length of
the spit as material is pushed onshore by
overwashing storm waves.
Implementation of the ‘Managed Realignment’
policy within the Axe Estuary would need to
consider the effect on tidal prism and tidal flow
through the estuary mouth, as a reduction in this
could result in the mouth being closed by

The tendency of the spit will be to migrate inland
in response to sea level rise. This would result in
an increased risk of overtopping and breaching as
the coast becomes more exposed where the spit
attaches to the land.
Implementation of the ‘Managed Realignment’
policy within the Axe Estuary would need to
consider the effect on tidal prism and tidal flow
through the estuary mouth, as a reduction in this
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Policy Unit

6a29–
6a29– Axe
Estuary (Spit) to
Seaton (West)

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

sediment infill as the eastern end of the spit
extends across the mouth, which would have
impacts upon the whole estuary.

could result in the mouth being closed by
sediment infill as the eastern end of the spit
extends across the mouth, which would have
impacts upon the whole estuary.

Policy = Hold the
the Line

Policy = Hold the Line

Policy = Hold the Line

Defences along this section are in the form of
seawalls that protect low-lying areas from sea
flooding, and prevent cliff erosion where they
extend along the cliff toe, reducing the risk of cliff
erosion in this area. Implementation of this Policy
would involve maintenance of these existing
defences.

Upgrade of the defences would likely be required
during this period in order to maintain adequate
levels of protection.

Upgrade of the defences would likely be required
during this period in order to maintain adequate
levels of protection.

The defences along the toe of the cliff have
caused the rate of cliff erosion to be reduced
over the recent past. This has been aided by
natural beach accumulation in the very recent
past. However, although beach levels have
fluctuated in this area, historically the trend has
been one of accretion.

There would be no change in cliff position along
this section where the cliffs have been re-graded
and are protected by a sea wall.

Narrowing beaches due to limited contemporary
input of sediment and continued west to east
littoral transport, coupled with higher sea levels
would cause beaches to narrow further along this
section towards 2105 in front of the sea wall.
New defences could therefore be required during
this period to maintain adequate levels of
protection.

There could be beach narrowing in front of the
defences due to continued west to east transport
of sediment towards the spit to the east and lack
of new input to the system. This would continue
to maintain the spit that extends across the
mouth of the Axe estuary.

6a30
6a30 – Seaton
(West) to Seaton

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

There could be beach narrowing in front of the
defences due to continued west to east transport
of sediment and lack of new input to the system.
This could be exacerbated by sea level rise,
resulting in a need for new defences, possibly
including control structures and/or beach
recharge, during this period to maintain adequate
levels of protection.

There would be continued sediment transport
alongshore towards the Axe estuary.

Beaches to the east of this section would
continue to receive sediment moved alongshore
and should remain stable during this period.

Policy = Hold the Line

Policy = Managed Realignment

Policy = Managed Realignment

Rock revetment extends along the cliff toe for the

During this period there would ongoing

During this period there would ongoing
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Policy Unit
Hole

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

length of this section to reduce the risk of coastal
erosion. However, cliff recession still occurs.
Under this Policy, maintenance of the defence
would continue to reduce cliff recession, but will
not halt it completely, and so measures to enable
the relocation of cliff top assets would need to be
developed in order to mange the erosion risk as
the cliffline retreats further in the future.

maintenance of the rock revetment along this
section, which may need to be re-built in a
landwards position as the cliff toe continues to
retreat, all be it at a slower than natural rate due
to the presence of the defence.

maintenance of the rock revetment along this
section, which may need to be re-built in a
realigned position (if not occurred in the mediumterm) as the cliff continues to retreat, all be it at a
slower than natural rate due to the presence of
the defence.

The defences along the toe of the cliff have
caused the rate of cliff erosion to be reduced
over the recent past. This has been aided by
natural beach accumulation in the very recent
past. However, although beach levels have
fluctuated in this area, historically the trend has
been one of accretion; therefore it is thought that
the recent lower rate of recession would
continue until 2025, with total erosion of 3 to 5m
predicted over this period. As these cliffs are
mudstones, this erosion will not significantly
contribute to the beaches.

Cliff erosion would continue to be reduced as a
result of the continued protection afforded by the
maintenance of the rock revetment defences,
with a total erosion of between 5 and 10m
expected between 2025 and 2055. However, due
to sea level rise, the effect of the rock revetment
could gradually reduce during this period and so
expose the cliff toe to greater wave action during
storm events which in turn could cause an
increase in these rates with the cliff therefore
reverting to a more natural rate of retreat.

There could be beach narrowing in front of the
defences due to continued transport of sediment
out of this area and lack of new input to the
system.

There would however be a need for ongoing
monitoring of recession rates to ensure that the
area of risk from erosion is kept up-to-date, as
well as measures to enable to relocation of cliff
top assets would need to be developed in order
to mange the erosion risk as the cliffline retreats
further in the future.

This would be unlikely to provide sediment inputs
to the fronting beaches as the cliffs are comprised
of mudstone and so the beach between Seaton
and Seaton Hole would still experience narrowing
and steepening as sea levels rise.

There would however be a need for ongoing
monitoring of recession rates to ensure that the
area of risk from erosion is kept up-to-date, as
well as measures to enable to relocation of cliff
top assets would need to be developed in order
to mange the erosion risk as the cliffline retreats
further in the future.
By this period beaches are expected to be very
narrow, if existent, along this section as sea level
rise causes coastal squeeze against the rock
revetment that would continue to be maintained
and so reduce the rate of cliff recession. Total
erosion of between 10 and 15m could occur
during this period. However, due to sea level rise,
the effect of the rock revetment could gradually
reduce during this period and so expose the cliff
toe to greater wave action during storm events
which in turn could cause an increase in these
rates with the cliff therefore reverting to a more
natural rate of retreat.
Sediment eroded from the cliffs along this section
would be unlikely to contribute to the beaches in
this area as the cliffs are comprised of mudstone.
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Policy Unit
6a31 – Seaton
Hole to Beer

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

Policy = No Active Intervention

Policy = No Active Intervention

Policy = No Active Intervention

There are no defences present along this section.

No defences.

No defences.

Chalk cliffs, that are largely resistant to erosion,
dominate this section. There has been negligible
erosion of this section over the past 100 years,
with only very localised small to medium sized
rock falls occurring every 10 to 100 years.

The resistant nature of the chalk cliffs will
continue to result in negligible cliff recession,
except for very infrequent localised rock falls; it is
not, however, possible to predict the exact
locations of these. Total erosion of between 0
and 50m is possible by 2055, depending on
whether or not a cliff failure event occurs.

The resistant nature of the chalk cliffs will
continue to result in negligible cliff recession,
except for very infrequent localised rock falls; it is
not, however, possible to predict the exact
locations of these. Total erosion of between 0
and 50m is possible by 2105, depending on
whether or not a cliff failure event occurs.

Policy = Hold the Line

Policy = Hold the Line

Policy = Hold the Line

Defences present along this section include a
short length of concrete groyne that is in a poor
condition, as well as other structures, such as the
car park, that also have some limited defence
function.

Maintenance of the structures along the short
length at Beer would be required during this
period.

Maintenance and possible upgrade of the
structures along the short length at Beer would
be required during this period.

The resistant nature of the chalk cliffs will
continue to result in negligible cliff recession,
except for very infrequent localised rock falls; it is
not, however, possible to predict the exact
locations of these. Total erosion of between 0
and 50m is possible by 2055, depending on
whether or not a cliff failure event occurs.

The resistant nature of the chalk cliffs will
continue to result in negligible cliff recession,
except for very infrequent localised rock falls; it is
not, however, possible to predict the exact
locations of these. Total erosion of between 0
and 50m is possible by 2105, depending on
whether or not a cliff failure event occurs.

This pattern of recession is expected to continue
over this period to 2025, with total erosion of
between 0 and 50m possible, depending on
whether or not a cliff failure event occurs.
6a32
6a32 – Beer

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

The defences along this section would therefore
need to be upgraded during this period in order
to implement this Policy.
Chalk cliffs that are largely resistant to erosion
dominate this section. There has been negligible
erosion of this section over the past 100 years,
with only very localised small to medium sized
rock falls occurring every 10 to 100 years.
This pattern of recession is expected to continue
over this period to 2025, with total erosion of
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Policy Unit

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)
between 0 and 50m possible depending on
whether or not a cliff failure event occurs.
This section also contains the isolated pocket
beach at Beer. The low rate of cliff erosion means
that there is little or no contemporary sediment
input to this beach. During this period the beach
may remain quite stable, but may start to
experience some narrowing and steepening
towards the end of the period. There could also
be some leakage of sediment at the eastern end
of the beach.
Maintenance of the short length of defence at
Beer is unlikely to have a significant impact upon
coastal evolution as the area is backed by hard,
resistant cliffs and also Beer is an isolated pocket
beach that has little or no connectivity with
adjacent sections of coast, although it may help to
retain additional beach material in this period.
However, the groyne is understood to help
stabilise the beach and reduce volatility, therefore
reducing exposure of the cliff toe to wave action.

6a33 – Beer to
Beer Head

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

The pocket beach would continue to experience
narrowing and steepening during this period due
to accelerated sea level rise, although the
continued presence of the defences here may
help to retain more beach material than would be
expected without their presence; particularly
adding stability during storm events.

The pocket beach would continue to experience
narrowing and steepening during this period due
to accelerated sea level rise, although the
continued presence of the defences here may
help to retain more beach material than would be
expected without their presence.

This is unlikely to have a significant impact upon
coastal evolution as the area is backed by hard,
resistant cliffs and also Beer is an isolated pocket
beach that has little or no connectivity with
adjacent sections of coast.

This is unlikely to have a significant impact upon
coastal evolution as the area is backed by hard,
resistant cliffs and also Beer is an isolated pocket
beach that has little or no connectivity with
adjacent sections of coast.

Policy = No Active Intervention

Policy = No Active Intervention

Policy = No Active Intervention

There are no defences present along this section.

No defences.

No defences.

Chalk cliffs that are largely resistant to erosion
dominate this section. There has been negligible
erosion of this section over the past 100 years,
with only very localised small to medium sized
rock falls occurring every 10 to 100 years.

The resistant nature of the chalk cliffs will
continue to result in negligible cliff recession,
except for very infrequent localised rock falls; it is
not, however, possible to predict the exact
locations of these. Total erosion of between 0
and 50m is possible by 2055, depending on

The resistant nature of the chalk cliffs will
continue to result in negligible cliff recession,
except for very infrequent localised rock falls; it is
not, however, possible to predict the exact
locations of these. Total erosion of between 0
and 50m is possible by 2105, depending on
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Policy Unit

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)
This pattern of recession is expected to continue
over this period to 2025, with total erosion of
between 0 and 50m possible depending on
whether or not a cliff failure event occurs.

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

whether or not a cliff failure event occurs.

whether or not a cliff failure event occurs.

The pocket beach would continue to experience
narrowing and steepening during this period due
to accelerated sea level rise.

The pocket beach would continue to experience
narrowing and steepening during this period due
to accelerated sea level rise.

There is also an isolated pocket beach at Pound’s
Pool along this section. The low rate of cliff
erosion means that there is little or no
contemporary sediment input to this beach.
During this period the beach may remain quite
stable, but may start to experience some
narrowing and steepening towards the end of the
period.
POLICY SCENARIO AREA: BEER HEAD TO OTTERTON LEDGE
Key Impacts & Implications for the Policy Scenario Area:
This is a predominately undeveloped stretch of cliffed coastline, with one key settlement at Sidmouth. The cliffs are internationally important and their natural evolution is
integral to their designated status. There is limited sediment interaction, due to the development of a series of headland-bays. A key driver of policy is therefore to conserve the
natural status of this shoreline, through minimising intervention, whilst recognising the importance of Sidmouth, and other small coastal developments, to the social and
economic structure of the area.
Accelerated cliff recession as a result of low beach levels along the River Sid section is a result of the defences fronting Sidmouth, and erosion in this area will eventually lead to
exposure of the fluvial defences of the River Sid and so increase the risk of flooding to the town. In order to restore a more natural rate of retreat along this section, beach
management would occur to provide a healthy beach level along the River Sid section, and possibly may need to extend a short way eastwards along the base of the
westernmost end of Salcombe Hill. This will not prevent cliff recession occurring but would result in a slower rate of retreat. This would protect cliff top properties to the
immediate east of the River Sid for a period of time, but these assets would ultimately need to be relocated away from the area of risk at some point, which would be based
upon continual monitoring of the beach and cliffs, and depend upon national level measures to enable this to occur.
The preferred policies in this policy unit may result in the loss of some recreational facilities at Branscombe Beach, the loss of Grade 3 agricultural land in the medium to longterm, the partial loss of Connaught Registered Park and Garden at Sidmouth and damage to or loss of up to three Scheduled Monuments and several listed buildings.
6a34 – Beer Head

Policy = No Active Intervention

Policy = No Active Intervention

Policy = No Active Intervention
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Policy Unit
to Salcombe Hill
(West)

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

There are no defences present along this section,
apart from very localised rock placement at
Branscombe. Under this Policy, this short stretch
of defence would not be maintained.

The rock at Branscombe would fail during this
period. This may result in a slight increase in
erosion risk along the frontage formerly
protected.

No defences.

The long term trend of the beaches that front the
cliffs along this section has been one of slight
accretion towards Beer Head and erosion
towards Salcombe Hill, with the intervening beach
having been relatively stable, due to the west to
eastward drift of sediment. This situation is
predicted to continue in to the future.

Cliff recession of the chalk cliffs at Beer would
continue as has occurred historically at rates of
between 0.05 and 0.35m/yr combined with
infrequent small scale cliff fall events, with total
erosion by 2055 of 8 to 10m predicted towards
Beer Head.

Cliff recession of the chalk cliffs at Beer would
continue as historically at rates of between 0.05
and 0.35m/yr combined with infrequent small
scale cliff fall events, with total erosion by of 10 to
17m predicted towards Beer Head by 2105.

The beach erosion at the western end of this
section is related to the presence of control
structures in front of Sidmouth (see section
below) that prevent littoral drift of sediment into
this area. The preferred Policy of Hold the Line at
Sidmouth would involve the continued
maintenance of these structures during this
period, therefore the beach in this area will
continue to erode.
Lower beach levels increase the toe exposure and
therefore erosion the cliffs. The rate of cliff
erosion is also due to the varying geologies along
this stretch. At Beer Head the cliffs are composed
of chalk, but this is replaced by sandstone and
marl cliffs towards the east.
Towards Beer Head, total cliff erosion by 2025 is
predicted to be between 3 and 10m, whilst
towards Salcombe Hill, total erosion over the

The softer cliffs composed of sandstone and marl,
which characterise the remainder of this stretch
are more sensitive to climate change and
therefore, taking account of sea level rise, these
are expected to erode between 14 and 18m
during this period. These cliffs are prone to small
but frequent mudslides, but whilst these would
remain as lobes on the beach for a while, they do
not contribute to the shingle beach (although any
sands may remain on the intertidal beach). East of
Branscombe the cliffs are vulnerable to complex,
large scale landslides, where the chalk sits on top
of the marl. These events could cause several
metres of erosion, but would tend to be very
localised.

The softer clay-rich cliffs to the west are more
sensitive to climate change and therefore, taking
account of sea level rise, these are expected to
erode between 29 and 53m during this period.
Superimposed on these rates is the possibility of
large scale failures, which would be localised but
could cause several metres of erosion in one
event.
There would be continued alongshore transport
from west to east, but beaches would be
expected to narrow and steepen due to higher
sea levels, particularly in the western part of this
section, as a result of a lack of shingle input to
this area. A beach is expected to remain at
Branscombe, but is likely to be narrower and will
have been pushed inland slightly.

There would be continued feed of sediment
alongshore due to the west to east littoral drift,
which would help maintain beaches along this
stretch. Any larger scale landslide event could
interrupt this and impact on downdrift beaches
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Policy Unit

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)
same period is predicted to be 5 to 6m at a rate
of about 0.3m/yr as observed historically with
possible cliff fall events towards Beer Head
resulting in localised increases in recession.

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

such as Branscombe, but the location of future
failures is difficult to predict. Under sea level rise
the rock placement at Branscombe will become
less effective and due to increased exposure
would start to breakdown. This would only have
a very localised impact and would ultimately lead
to reactivation of erosion of the cliffs behind and
retreat of the beach at Branscombe into a small
embayment. This in turn would be likely to
stabilise the beach locally.
At the western end of this stretch the littoral
input would be reduced by defences at Sidmouth
further west, and here beaches could narrow,
potentially resulting in increased cliff erosion.
However, if beaches are recharged at Sidmouth,
there could be some input to this western area,
but in the main local beach supply will continue to
be from cliff erosion.

6a35
6a35 – River Sid
and East
Sidmouth

Policy = Managed Realignment

Policy = Managed Realignment

Policy = Managed Realignment

This section covers the mouth of the River Sid
and the western-most part of Salcombe Hill.
Defences along the River Sid provide flood
protection to the town of Sidmouth. It is assumed
that these defences along the river would be
maintained, and if necessary, upgraded during this
period (although this area is outside the area
covered by the SMP).

Implementation of this Policy will involve the
continuation of beach management activities along
this section during this period to ensure a healthy
beach is retained as the cliff retreat. This will
involve further beach recharge and help reduce
the risk of outflanking and flooding to the western
part of Sidmouth.

Implementation of this Policy will involve the
continuation of beach management activities along
this section during this period to ensure a healthy
beach is retained as the cliffs retreat.

There are currently no defences along the coastal
frontage of this section, although the western

The defences along the Sidmouth coastal frontage
to the west would also be maintained, under the
preferred policy of Hold the Line along the

The defences along the Sidmouth coastal frontage
to the west would also be maintained, under the
preferred policy of Hold the Line along the
Sidmouth frontage during this period.
Monitoring should be used to identify when assets
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Policy Unit

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)
boundary of this section is the terminal rock
groyne that forms the eastern extent of the
current Sidmouth coastal defences. Under this
Policy, it proposed to extend the beach
management activity that currently occurs at
Sidmouth to also cover this section of coast, such
that a healthier beach level is retained in this area.
This will involve extending beach recharge to this
area as well as the rest of Sidmouth to the west.

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)
Sidmouth frontage during this period.

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)
will become at risk.

Cliff recession will still occur, therefore there is a
need for measured to be in place to manage this
process, including monitoring to identify when
assets will become at risk.

The purpose of this will be to reduce the risk of
outflanking and flooding to the rest of Sidmouth
by providing a more robust, natural form of
defence. Defending this area will serve to reduce
the risk of exposing the river defences to attack
from the sea (which the defences are not
designed to withstand).
It is not proposed that control structures or cliff
stabilisation measures should be introduced in
this area, rather implementation will be through
providing a healthier beach, which will reduce the
rate of cliff recession by protecting the cliff toe.
Therefore cliff recession will still occur in the
long-term and so measures will still need to be
developed to manage this process.
The beach erosion along this section is related to
the presence of control structures in front of
Sidmouth (see section below) that prevent littoral
drift from bringing sediment to the beaches in this
area. It is assumed that these structures would
remain during this period, and so the beach in this

The rate of cliff erosion along this section would
continue to be reduced by ensuring a sizeable
beach is retained along the cliff toe through beach
management activity. This would ensure the
retention of the beach as the cliffs retreat and sea
levels rise. It would also reduce the risk of the

The rate of cliff erosion along this section would
continue to be reduced by ensuring a sizeable
beach is retained along the cliff toe through beach
management activity. This would ensure the
retention of the beach as the cliffs retreat and sea
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Policy Unit

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)
area would continue to erode without
intervention. The low beach levels in this area are
already leading to increased erosion of parts of
the cliff in this section, and this could result in
outflanking of the River Sid defences and increase
the risk of flooding of Sidmouth to the west by
the end of this period.
To reduce this risk of outflanking, this policy
would involve extending the beach management
activities that occur along the Sidmouth frontage
to this area such that a healthier beach is
retained. This would result in reducing the rates
of cliff recession in this section but not preventing
erosion completely.

6a36 – Sidmouth

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)
river defences along the River Sid being exposed
to coastal conditions.
To reduce the risk of outflanking, this policy
would involve extending the beach management
activities that occur along the Sidmouth frontage
to this area such that a healthier beach is
retained. This would result in reducing the rates
of cliff recession in this section but not preventing
erosion completely.

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)
levels rise.
It would also reduce the risk of the river defences
along the River Sid being exposed to coastal
conditions. However, cliff recession by 2105 on
the eastern (Salcombe Hill) part of this section
may have occurred to such an extent that larger
defences along the River Sid may be required by
this time.

Policy = Hold the Line

Policy = Hold the Line

Policy = Hold the Line

Defences along this section include rock groynes
and offshore rock breakwaters, as well as
seawalls. This is supported by ongoing beach
management activities. There is also some rock
armour and seawalls along the toe of the cliffs at
Chit Rocks that extend a little to the west of this
headland, and these would also be maintained.

Upgrade of the defences is anticipated to be
required during this period in order to maintain
adequate levels of protection. Beach management
activities would also continue.

Upgrade of the defences may be required during
this period in order to maintain adequate levels of
protection.

The seawall along this section protects low-lying
land from flooding, whilst the shoreline
structures, offshore breakwaters and ongoing
beach management serve to retain beach material
in front of the seawall.

Ongoing beach management activities means
there would be no change in shoreline position,
however beach narrowing would be an issue due
to the limited input of shingle from the west and
the impact of rising sea levels.

There would be no change in shoreline position
due to the existing defences, but these would
require upgrading to maintain the current level of
protection.

Despite the shoreline structures and ongoing
beach management activities, the beach has

This would increase flood risk along this section.
It is therefore anticipated that there will be a

As a result of high sea levels the beach fronting
the defences is expected to narrow further and in
places may disappear (unless beach recharge was
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Policy Unit

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)
experienced a slight long term trend of erosion.
This is due to the cross-shore movement of
material during storm events that is not
completely returned by post-storm action.
The defences prevent material from being
transported eastwards by littoral drift to the
adjacent undefended section.
The continued presence of the defences along this
section and ongoing beach management activities
should keep the beach relatively stable up to 2025
and there would be no change in shoreline
position, although coastal squeeze as a result of
sea level rise could become increasingly important
towards the end of this period.

6a37 – Chit
Rocks to Big
Picket Rock

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

need to increase the size of the seawall along this
section during this period to take account of
future sea level. Other new defences and/or
beach recharge could also be required during this
period to maintain current levels of protection.

undertaken). Any works along this stretch would
need to be substantial if any form of beach is to
be retained, and this would be likely to have a
significant impact upon the coast to the east.

These defences would also become increasingly
seaward of the adjacent retreating sections of
coast and would likely exacerbate the problems
of beach drawdown and offshore transport of
beach material during storm events already
experienced.
Continued defence along this section would also
have an impact on beaches and cliffs to the east,
and consideration may also need to be given to
extending the defences eastward by a few tens of
metres to protect against outflanking risk (see
section above).

Policy = No Active Intervention
Intervention

Policy = No Active Intervention

Policy = No Active Intervention

There are no defences present along this section.

No defences.

No defences.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

Cliff erosion along this section has historically
occurred very slowly as a result of small scale
events every 10 years or so, controlled by the
local geology. This would continue during this
period, with total erosion by 2025 of between 3
and 5m predicted.

Continued cliff recession as has occurred
historically at a rate of about 0.2m/yr, although
sea level rise could begin to lead to this rate
increasing during this period, and it is predicted to
result in total erosion of between 9 and 11m by
2055.

Erosion of the cliffs would continue as observed
historically at a rate of about 0.2m/yr, although
sea level rise is likely to result in this rate
increasing during this period, with total erosion
by 2105 of 20 to 30m predicted.

Cliff erosion does not contribute any shingle to
the beach, but sands may remain on the lower

A narrow shingle beach with sandy foreshore
would remain and retreat with the cliffs. There

As a result of higher sea levels, the beach along
this section is expected to narrow, and the rock
platforms would become increasingly submerged.
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Policy Unit

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)
foreshore, which would help to maintain the
upper shingle beach. The beaches will retreat in
line with the cliff.

6a38 – Big Picket
Rock to Otterton
Ledge

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

could be some erosion of the shingle beach due
to increased exposure as sea level rises and
greater drawdown rates, although this would be
unlikely to significantly increase the rate of cliff
recession as this is predominantly controlled by
local geological factors.

This would result in increased exposure of the
cliff toe to wave action, although it would be
unlikely to significantly increase the rate of cliff
recession as this is pre-dominantly controlled by
local geological factors.

Policy = No Active Intervention

Policy = No Active Intervention

Policy = No Active Intervention

There are no defences present along this section.

No defences.

No defences.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

The cliffs along this section are composed of
more resistant sandstone. Erosion of the cliffs
that extend along this section would continue to
occur as historically, with infrequent, small scale
cliff falls resulting from wave undercutting
occurring with a frequency of about 10 years.
These events tend to affect very localised areas,
but it is not possible to predict where the next
events will occur.

Cliff erosion would continue as observed
historically at a rate of about 0.2m/yr, although
sea level rise could begin to lead to this rate
increasing during this period, with total erosion of
between 9 and 13m predicted by 2055. Material
from cliff erosion would not contribute to the
shingle beaches, therefore local pocket beaches
may narrow.

Erosion would continue as observed historically
at a rate of about 0.2m/yr, although sea level rise
could begin to lead to this rate increasing during
this period, with total erosion of 20 to 40m
predicted to occur by 2105. Local pocket
beaches, such as Ladram Bay, would steepen and
narrow due to sea level rise. The more exposed
ones could disappear.

Shingle beaches would increasingly become
confined to little pockets that may develop as the
cliffs erode, due to differential erosion and
occasional lobes developing.

The underlying rate of recession is predicted to
result in cliff erosion of 3 to 5m by 2025.
Any sediment released from the cliffs will tend to
remain locally, within the pocket beaches.
POLICY SCENARIO AREA: OTTERTON LEDGE TO STRAIGHT
STRAIGHT POINT
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Policy Unit

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

Key Impacts & Implications for the Policy Scenario Area:
This is a short stretch of shoreline lying between the headlands of Straight Point and Otterton Ledge. There is an important sediment feed from west to east, which maintains
the integrity of the spit at the mouth of the Otter Estuary. Although a naturally functioning coastal system is therefore a key driver along this stretch, there is a requirement for
continued protection of Budleigh Salterton, which is a key tourist and service centre along this frontage. Management of this frontage therefore needs to consider impacts on
the adjacent shorelines to minimise impacts on the natural environment and designated features of this coast.
The proposed Managed Realignment within the Otter Estuary offers habitat creation potential.
To the west of Budleigh Salterton, No Active Intervention may cause loss of some cliff top assets (unless they are relocated) in the medium to long term, but will continue to
provide sediment to the beaches fronting the rest of Budleigh Salterton towards the mouth of the Otter Estuary.
6a39 – Otter
Estuary (Otterton
Ledge to Budleigh
Salterton East)

Policy = Managed Realignment

Policy = Managed Realignment

Policy = Managed Realignment

The CFMP policy extends from the shingle beach
on the coast upstream for 2 kilometres to the
tidal limit at the confluence with Budleigh Brook.

The CFMP policy for this section is “P6 – Take

The CFMP policy for this section is “P6 – Take

action to increase the frequency of flooding to
bring benefits locally or elsewhere.”

action to increase the frequency of flooding to
bring benefits locally or elsewhere.”

There are few defences present along this
section, and very few properties. An earth
embankment does run along the western bank,
although it protects only one property (Budleigh
Cricket Club). It is unlikely that public funding
would be available for continued protection of
this area.

This policy is not intended to increase risk to
people and property.

This policy is not intended to increase risk to
people and property.

This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
‘Managed Realignment’ in parts of the estuary,
although no specific locations are identified and
this would be subject to detailed investigations.

This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
‘Managed Realignment’ in parts of the estuary,
although no specific locations are identified and
this would be subject to detailed investigations.

It is assumed that this policy would allow existing
defences to be improved in order to reduce any
change in flood risk created by managed
realignment in parts of the estuary, but would not
allow new defences to be built along currently
undefended sections.

It is assumed that this policy would allow existing
defences to be improved in order to reduce any
change in flood risk created by managed
realignment in parts of the estuary, but would not
allow new defences to be built along currently
undefended sections.

The CFMP policy for this section is “P6 – Take

action to increase the frequency of flooding to
bring benefits locally or elsewhere.”
This policy is not intended to increase risk to
people and property.
This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
‘Managed Realignment’ in parts of the estuary,
although no specific locations are identified and
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Policy Unit

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

this would be subject to detailed investigations.
It is assumed that this policy would allow existing
defences to be improved in order to reduce any
change in flood risk created by managed
realignment in parts of the estuary, but would not
allow new defences to be built along currently
undefended sections.
Increases in future flood risk within the estuary
will be mainly driven by climate change, both by
increasing flows and raising sea levels. The latter
in particular is subject to a high degree of
uncertainty.

Continued action to allow increased flood
frequency as sea levels rise by managed
realignment would continue to provide a more
naturally functioning estuary with reduced flood
risk in other parts of the estuary and
conservation of habitat areas.

Continued action to allow increased flood
frequency as sea levels rise by managed
realignment would continue to provide a more
naturally functioning estuary with reduced flood
risk in other parts of the estuary and
conservation of habitat areas.

However, implementation of the ‘Managed
Realignment’ policy within the Otter Estuary
would need to consider the effect on tidal prism
and tidal flow through the estuary mouth, as a
reduction in this could result in the mouth being
closed by sediment infill as the eastern end of the
spit extends across the mouth, which would have
impacts upon the whole estuary.

However, implementation of the ‘Managed
Realignment’ policy within the Otter Estuary
would need to consider the effect on tidal prism
and tidal flow through the estuary mouth, as a
reduction in this could result in the mouth being
closed by sediment infill as the eastern end of the
spit extends across the mouth, which would have
impacts upon the whole estuary.

Policy = No Active Intervention

Policy = No Active Intervention

Policy = No Active Intervention

There are no defences present along this section.

No defences.

No defences.

Taking action to increase the frequency of
flooding by managed realignment will result in
reconnecting the estuary with the floodplain
whilst also reducing flood risk in other parts of
the estuary and creating new areas of habitat.
However, implementation of the ‘Managed
Realignment’ policy within the Otter Estuary
would need to consider the effect on tidal prism
and tidal flow through the estuary mouth, as a
reduction in this could result in the mouth being
closed by sediment infill as the eastern end of the
spit extends across the mouth, which would have
impacts upon the whole estuary.
6a40 – Otter
Estuary (Spit)
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Policy Unit

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

The beach that makes up the spit, which extends
across the mouth of the Otter Estuary, has been
stable over the long term as a result of continued
sediment supply from cliff erosion to the west.
This stable trend is expected to continue during
this period although there may be fluctuations in
beach level.

The beach has historically been relatively stable,
but this could change to a trend of migration due
to the accelerated sea level rise during this
period, despite the input of coarse sediment from
cliffs to the west. This in turn could cause
increased exposure of the defences in the
adjacent section to the west.

As sea levels rise, the tendency would be for
landward beach retreat. There would be
continued transport of sediment toward the spit
from further west resulting in elongation and
recurve into the estuary. This could also lead to
the defences at Budleigh Salterton at the
landward end of the spit becoming more exposed.

The spit across the Otter Estuary is subject to
temporary breaching during high river flow events
every 20-30 years. As such, the probability of
such an event occurring could increase
throughout this period as it is not thought that
such an event has occurred recently.

The probability of a high river flow event causing
a temporary breach of the spit across the mouth
of the Otter Estuary would increase during this
period, particularly with the loss of the gabions
that previously served to prevent this. However,
the continued supply of sediment to this feature
from the west would mean it would remain
relatively resilient.

The probability of a high river flow event causing
a temporary breach of the spit across the mouth
of the Otter Estuary would continue to increase
during this period. Migration landward of the spit
in response to sea level rise would also occur.
The continued input of sediment means this
feature would remain relatively resilient to a
breach, and it is unlikely that a permanent breach
would occur. There would, however, be an
increase risk of overtopping and flooding due to
rising sea levels.

Implementation of the ‘Managed Realignment’
policy within the Otter Estuary would need to
consider the effect on tidal prism and tidal flow
through the estuary mouth, as a reduction in this
could result in the mouth being closed by
sediment infill as the eastern end of the spit
extends across the mouth, which would have
impacts upon the whole estuary.

6a41 – Budleigh
Salterton (East)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Implementation of the ‘Managed Realignment’
policy within the Otter Estuary would need to
consider the effect on tidal prism and tidal flow
through the estuary mouth, as a reduction in this
could result in the mouth being closed by
sediment infill as the eastern end of the spit
extends across the mouth, which would have
impacts upon the whole estuary.

Implementation of the ‘Managed Realignment’
policy within the Otter Estuary would need to
consider the effect on tidal prism and tidal flow
through the estuary mouth, as a reduction in this
could result in the mouth being closed by
sediment infill as the eastern end of the spit
extends across the mouth, which would have
impacts upon the whole estuary.

Policy = Hold
Hold the Line

Policy = Hold the Line

Policy = Hold the Line

Seawall and gabions extend along the cliff toe

Upgrade of the defences could be required during

Upgrade of the defences could be required during
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Policy Unit
to Budleigh
Salterton (West)

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

along the western part of this section, up to the
landward end of the spit that extends across the
mouth of the Otter Estuary. Under this Policy it is
anticipated that these defence would need to be
upgraded towards the end of this period in order
to maintain adequate levels of protection.

this period in order to maintain adequate levels of
protection.

this period in order to maintain adequate levels of
protection.

The presence of the defences along the toe of the
cliff that forms the western part of this section
has resulted in there being negligible cliff
recession over the long term. The continued
presence of these defences would result in there
being negligible cliff erosion to 2025.

The continued presence of defences along the toe
of the cliff would result in negligible cliff recession
in this area between 2025 and 2055. This will
restrict some inputs of sediment into the system,
but the cliffs here are low and therefore not a
significant source of sediment.

Cliff erosion would continue to be negligible as a
result of the continued protection of the cliff toe
between 2055 and 2105.

The beach fronting this section has been stable
over the long term as a result of continued
sediment supply from cliff erosion further to the
west.

Sediment will continue to be supplied from
further west, but due to sea level rise there could
be beach steepening and narrowing in front of the
seawall. This could in turn begin to impact upon
the sediment supply towards the spit across the
mouth of the Otter Estuary.
It is anticipated that there will be a need to
increase the size of the seawall along this section
during this period to take account of future sea
level. Other new defences with possibly control
structures and/or beach recharge could also be
required during this period to maintain current
levels of protection. Any cross-shore structures
would, however, have an impact on the spit and
therefore their use would need to be investigated
to ensure no impacts on the Otter Estuary and
spit complex.

As sea levels rise, beach narrowing could
continue even though sediment should continue
to be supplied from the west (up to Straight
Point). New defences with control structures
and/or beach recharge could be required during
this period in order to maintain current levels of
protection. Any cross-shore structures would,
however, have an impact on the spit and
therefore their use would need to be investigated
to ensure no impacts on the Otter Estuary and
spit complex.
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Policy Unit
6a42 – Budleigh
Salterton (West)
to Straight Point

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

Policy = No Active Intervention

Policy = No Active Intervention

Policy = No Active Intervention

There are no defences present along this section.

No defences.

No defences.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

The cliffs along this section reach up to 130m in
height at the western end and experience very
infrequent complex landslide failures every 100 to
250 years. The majority of this section
experiences small scale failures much more
frequently, with events less than every 10 years
occurring as a result of geological factors and
undercutting by wave action at the cliff toe. The
underlying rate of recession along this section is
predicted to result in the erosion of about 7m of
cliff by 2025. Towards Straight Point, the nature
of cliffs changes and recession is only as a result
of infrequent small scale cliff falls, and so in this
area 0 to 10m of recession is predicted by 2025.

Cliff erosion is expected to continue as
historically, although sea level rise could begin to
lead to this rate increasing during this period,
with total erosion by 2055 of about 20m
predicted along much of this section. Towards
Straight Point, the nature of cliffs changes and
recession is only as a result of infrequent small
scale cliff falls, and so in this area 0 to 10m of
recession is predicted by 2055.

Erosion of the cliffs would continue as observed
historically, although sea level rise is likely to lead
to this rate increasing during this period, with
total erosion of 40 to 55m predicted by 2105.
Towards Straight Point, the nature of cliffs
changes and recession is only as a result of
infrequent small scale cliff falls, and so in this area
0 to 10m of recession is predicted by 2105.

The continued erosion of mudstones, sandstones
and pebbles beds provides material to the local
beach stock that is then transported eastwards
along the shoreline by littoral processes to the
spit across the mouth of the Otter estuary.

Sea level rise would lead to the narrowing of the
beach, which in turn would result in increased
wave exposure of the cliff toe and therefore in a
slightly increased rate of erosion. This erosion
would supply beach sediment to the beaches, thus
maintaining beaches and reducing the rate of
erosion slightly. Erosion of these cliffs is also an
important source of sediment to the Budleigh
Salterton frontage.
The clay-rich cliffs towards the western end of
this section are expected to be more sensitive to
sea level rise and any increased in precipitation,
and the frequency of cliff failure events in this area
could increase in the future.

Beaches are likely to be maintained by the input
of new sediment though cliff erosion, although
some narrowing could occur.
The clay-rich cliffs towards the western end of
this section are expected to be more sensitive to
sea level rise and any increase in precipitation,
potentially leading to an increase in the frequency
of cliff failure events in this area in the future,
resulting in additional localised loss of less than
10m per event. There is, however, a risk that
relict landslides could be reactivated.

POLICY SCENARIO AREA: STRAIGHT POINT TO HOLCOMBE
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Policy Unit

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

Key Impacts & Implications for the Policy Scenario Area:
This is a long stretch of coastline that encompasses the Exe Estuary, the large urban and commercial centre of Exmouth and the resort of Dawlish. Key drivers are therefore the
conservation of currently undefended areas, which have outstanding landscape and geological value, whilst ensuring the continued protection of important social and commercial
assets. A key area of conflict is the protection of rail infrastructure, through which geological exposures become obscured. Future rise in sea level will also result in coastal
squeeze in front of the defences which will result in both increased pressure on these defences and the loss of inter-tidal habitat.
There are, however, areas of opportunity, for example through the proposed Managed Realignment at The Maer, Lower Clyst and Powderham, which offer habitat creation
potential.. Any realignment measures would, however, need to consider how implementation can occur without adversely affecting the flood risk to people, property and
infrastructure. The long-term management of the Dawlish Warren spit is uncertain and requires much more detailed study in the immediate term in order to determine a
technically appropriate, economically sustainable and environmentally acceptable way of managing this area such that is continues to provide an important flood protection
function for the inner estuary whilst also meeting the requirements of environmental legislation. Potential Managed Realignment at The Maer and Powderham should be
investigated and implemented if appropriate to do so, although any decision on this will be subject to further detailed study. If it is found that it is not possible to implement
managed realignment in these areas, then the existing defence lines would be maintained.
Within the Exe Estuary there is a requirement to retain many of the existing defences to order to maintain adequate levels of protection to important social and commercial
assets. This could, however, result in loss of inter-tidal habitat in some parts of the estuary as sea levels rise.
6a43 – Straight
Point to
Orcombe Rocks

Policy = No Active Intervention

Policy = No Active
Active Intervention

Policy = No Active Intervention

There are no defences present along this section.

No defences.

No defences.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

The beaches along this stretch to the west are a
different composition from those to the east in
that they are predominantly composed of sand.

Continued cliff recession would occur as
historically at a rate of up to about 0.4m/yr.
However, although sea level rise could begin to
lead to this rate increasing during this period,
with total erosion of the cliffs at the back of most
of Sandy Bay predicted to be between 10 and
15m by 2055, whilst towards Orcombe Rocks,
total erosion of up to 15m is predicted over the
same period.

Continued cliff recession would occur, as
historically, at a rate of around 0.4m/yr, although
sea level rise could begin to lead to this rate
increasing during this period, with total erosion of
the cliffs along this section predicted to be
between 19 and 46m by 2105.

The cliffs along this section experience slow
erosion as a result of small scale cliff failure events
about every 10 years. This is expected to
continue to 2025, with erosion of the cliffs at the
back of Sandy Bay predicted to erode by 3 to 5m
over this period.
The cliffs at Orcombe Rocks have historically

The erosion of the cliffs would continue to supply
sand to the local beach stock, helping to maintain
a narrow beach at the toe of the cliffs.

The erosion of the cliffs would continue to supply
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Policy Unit

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

eroded slightly more rapidly, possibly as a result
of reduced cliff toe protection by a lack of beach
compared to the rest of this section. As such
these cliffs are predicted to erode by about 5m by
2025.

sediment to the local beach; therefore a narrow
beach is likely to remain, despite rising sea levels.

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

Here, the erosion of the cliffs would continue to
supply sediment to the local sandy beaches,
therefore a beach will be maintained here despite
little or no littoral input.
6a44 – Orcombe
Rocks to Maer
Rocks

Policy = Hold the Line

Policy = Hold the Line

Policy = Hold the Line

Seawalls and esplanade protect the cliff toe along
the length of this section.

Provision of a new groyne field to support
ongoing beach management activities may be
required during this period to retain the current
levels of protection.

Upgrade of the seawalls and any existing groyne
field along this section would likely be required
during this period in order to maintain current
levels of protection.

There would continue to be a lack of sediment
input from cliff erosion at Exmouth and littoral
transport from the east. This could begin to make
beach management activities unsustainable unless
new sediment is supplied from other sources.

Rising sea levels combined with a lack of sediment
input would be expected to cause narrowing and
steepening of the beach fronting this part of the
Exmouth frontage. This could make beach
management activities unsustainable unless new
sediment is supplied from other sources.

Defences would be maintained by beach
management activities during this period.
The seawall at Exmouth at its eastern end
prevents erosion of the cliff toe. This has resulted
in negligible recession of the cliffs over the past
century. The continued presence of the sea wall
means there will therefore be no change in
shoreline position during this period.
The defences have also prevented the local input
of sediment to the beach system from cliff
erosion. There is also limited sediment input from
the east (with Orcombe Rocks reducing some
transport, but also Straight Point being a barrier
to littoral drift).

Along the frontage, coastal squeeze is predicted
due to the lack of sediment input and increasing
sea levels. New defences possibly including
control structures and/or beach recharge would
likely be required during this period in order to
maintain current levels of protection.

New defences possibly including control
structures and/or beach recharge may be likely to
be required during this period, or during the
medium term, in order to maintain current levels
of protection.

The beach levels that front the seawalls at
Exmouth have historically fluctuated, although in
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Policy Unit

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

the last ten years, they have experienced a trend
of net erosion. This trend is expected to continue
and will need beach management to retain
sufficient material in front of the seawall to
reduce the risk of undermining.
6a45 – The Maer

Policy = Hold the Line

Policy = Managed Realignment or Hold the Line

Policy = Hold the Line

The existing seawalls, esplanade and two very
small dune systems that protect the area of lowlying land behind this section would be maintained
during this period whilst measures are developed
to implement the medium and long term policy of
Managed Realignment.

If appropriate to do so, a new secondary line of
defences would be constructed landward of the
existing defences (which would be allowed to fail
during this period). If not appropriate, then the
existing defences will be upgraded.

If implemented, maintenance of the secondary
defence line established in the medium term
(otherwise maintenance of the existing defence
line).

The seawall fronting this part of Exmouth
protects low-lying land from flooding. Continued
maintenance of defences during this period means
there will be no change in shoreline position.

There would continue to be a lack of sediment
input from cliff erosion and littoral transport from
the east.

The more naturally functioning coastline would be
more able to adapt to ongoing sea level rise and
so coastal squeeze impacts are likely to be
negligible, although there would continue to be a
lack of sediment input from cliff erosion and
littoral transport from the east.

The beach levels that front the seawalls along this
part of Exmouth have historically fluctuated,
although in the last ten years, they have
experienced a trend of net erosion. This trend is
expected to continue.

To allow this section to adapt to sea level rise, a
secondary line of defences would be constructed
landward of the current defence line, and then a
managed breach of the existing defences would
take place. This would allow the beach and small
dune system along this section to adapt more
naturally to climate change whilst allowing the
relict dune system to become re-activated.

If no realignment occurs, rising sea levels
combined with a lack of sediment input would be
expected to cause narrowing and steepening of
the beach fronting this part of the Exmouth
frontage.

It is possible that this could lead to development
of an embayment in the long term that could
restrict sediment supply towards the Exe Estuary
mouth from this area.
If no realignment occurs, the continued lack of
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Policy Unit

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

sediment input from cliff erosion at Exmouth and
littoral transport from the east would be
expected to increase the likelihood of coastal
squeeze as sea levels rise.
6a46 – Harbour
View to Exmouth
Pier

Policy = Hold the Line

Policy = Hold the Line

Policy = Hold the Line

Seawalls and esplanade protect the area of lowlying land that makes up the hinterland along the
length of this section.

Provision of a new groyne field to support
ongoing beach management activities may be
required during this period to maintain adequate
levels of protection.

It is likely that upgrade of the seawalls and any
existing groyne field along this section would be
required during this period to maintain adequate
levels of protection.

There would continue to be a lack of sediment
input from cliff erosion and littoral transport from
the east. This could begin to make beach
management activities unsustainable unless new
sediment is supplied from other sources. The
realignment of The Maer to the east during this
period may also reduce the amount of material
along this section further.

Rising sea levels combined with a lack of sediment
input would be expected to cause narrowing and
steepening of the beach fronting this part of
Exmouth, resulting in a beach only being present
at low water. This could begin to make beach
management activities unsustainable unless new
sediment is supplied from other sources.

Defences would be maintained by beach
management activities during this period.
The seawall along this part of Exmouth protects
low-lying land from flooding. The continued
presence of these defences will be ensured by
beach management activities that protect against
undermining. There will therefore be no change in
shoreline position during this period.
The beach levels that front the seawall along this
part of Exmouth have historically fluctuated,
although in the last ten years, they have
experienced a trend of net erosion. This trend is
expected to continue although the risk to
defences will be minimised by beach management
activities.

Along the frontage, coastal squeeze is predicted
due to the lack of sediment input and increasing
sea levels. New defences possibly including
control structures and/or beach recharge could
therefore be required during this period in order
to maintain current levels of protection.
This could have an impact on the estuary by
restricting its ability to adapt to rising sea levels
and changes in hydrology resulting from future
climate change.

New defences possibly including control
structures and/or beach recharge could therefore
be required during this period in order to
maintain current levels of protection.
This could have further impact on the estuary by
restricting its ability to adapt to rising sea levels
and changes in hydrology resulting from future
climate change.
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Policy Unit
6a47 – Exmouth
Spit

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

Policy = Hold the Line

Policy = Hold the Line
Line

Policy = Hold the Line

Seawalls along the length of this part of the
Exmouth frontage protect areas of low-lying
hinterland (formerly a dynamic spit) from
flooding.

Upgrade of the defences along this section is
anticipated to be required during this period in
order to maintain current levels of protection.

Upgrade of the defences along this section is
anticipated to be required during this period in
order to maintain current levels of protection.

Upgrade of existing defences or even
construction of new defences along this section
would be likely to be required during this period
in order to maintain current levels of protection.

Upgrade of existing defences or even
construction of new defences along this section
would be likely to be required during this period
in order to maintain current levels of protection.

This could have an impact on the estuary by
restricting its ability to adapt to rising sea levels
and changes in hydrology resulting from future
climate change.

This could have an impact on the estuary by
restricting its ability to adapt to rising sea levels
and changes in hydrology resulting from future
climate change.

There would be continued supply to the flood
and ebb deltas at the mouth of the estuary and
therefore these are likely to remain stable.

There would be continued supply to the flood
and ebb deltas at the mouth of the estuary and
therefore these are likely to remain stable.

Policy = Hold the Line

Policy = Hold the Line

Policy = Hold the Line

Within this part of the Exe Estuary, defences are
to be maintained along existing alignments by pro-

Defences are to be maintained within this part of
the Exe Estuary along existing alignments by pro-

Defences in this part of the Exe Estuary are to be
continued to be maintained along existing

These would need to be raised locally to continue
to provide current levels of protection. Where
defences do not currently exist (at The Gut), new
hard defences are likely to be required.
The Exe Estuary is also believed to be a sink for
sediment, with Pole Sand having exhibited a net
increase in size since 1853. It is anticipated that
there would be continued supply to the flood and
ebb deltas at the mouth of the estuary and
therefore these are likely to remain stable.
Continued defence of this section includes the
likely need to upgrade existing defences, or even
construct new defences in places, during this
period in order to maintain current levels of
protection.
This could have an impact on the estuary by
restricting its ability to adapt to rising sea levels
and changes in hydrology resulting from future
climate change, although it is unlikely to be
significant during this period.
6b01 – Exe
Estuary –
Exmouth (West)
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Policy Unit

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

active management. This may include the need to
upgrade some defences during this period.

active management. This may include the need to
upgrade some defences during this period.

alignments by pro-active management. This is
likely to include the need to construct new hard
defences during this period.

The Exe Estuary is believed to be a sink for
sediment, with Pole Sand having exhibited a net
increase in size since 1853. It is anticipated that
there would be continued supply to the flood and
ebb deltas at the mouth of the estuary and
therefore these are likely to remain stable.

New defences within this part of the estuary
would be likely to be required during this period
in order to maintain current levels of protection.
This could have an impact on the estuary by
restricting its ability to adapt to rising sea levels
and changes in hydrology resulting from future
climate change. This could result in the loss of
intertidal areas if sedimentation is unable to keep
pace with rising sea levels.

New defences within this part of the Exe Estuary
may be likely to be required during this period in
order to maintain current levels of protection.
This could have an impact on the estuary by
restricting its ability to adapt to rising sea levels
and changes in hydrology resulting from future
climate change. This could result in the loss of
intertidal areas if sedimentation is unable to keep
pace with rising sea levels.

There would be continued supply to the flood
and ebb deltas at the mouth of the estuary and
therefore these are likely to remain stable. This
could however impact on the adjacent open
coasts which are thought to be the source of the
sediment to these deltas.

There would be continued supply to the flood
and ebb deltas at the mouth of the estuary and
therefore these are likely to remain stable. This
could however impact on the adjacent open
coasts which are thought to be the source of the
sediment to these deltas.

Policy = Hold the Line

Policy = Hold the Line

Policy = Hold the Line

Within this part of the Exe Estuary, defences are
to be maintained along existing alignments by proactive management. This may include the need to
upgrade some defences during this period.

Defences are to be maintained within this part of
the Exe Estuary along existing alignments by proactive management. This may include the need to
upgrade some defences during this period.

Defences in this part of the Exe Estuary are to be
continued to be maintained along existing
alignments by pro-active management. This is
likely to include the need to construct new hard
defences during this period.

The Exe Estuary is believed to be a sink for
sediment, with Pole Sand having exhibited a net
increase in size since 1853. It is anticipated that
there would be continued feed to the flood and

New defences within this part of the estuary are
likely to be required during this period in order
to maintain current levels of protection. This
could have an impact on the estuary by restricting

New defences within this part of the Exe Estuary
may be likely to be required during this period in
order to maintain current levels of protection.
This could have an impact on the estuary by

There is likely to be a need to construct new
defences within this part of the Exe Estuary
during this period in order to maintain current
levels of protection.
This could have an impact on the estuary by
restricting its ability to adapt to rising sea levels
and changes in hydrology resulting from future
climate change, although it is unlikely to be
significant during this period.
6b02 – Exe
Estuary –
Exmouth (West)
to Lympstone
Lympstone

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)
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Policy Unit

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

its ability to adapt to rising sea levels and changes
in hydrology resulting from future climate change.
This could result in the loss of intertidal areas if
sedimentation is unable to keep pace with rising
sea levels.

restricting its ability to adapt to rising sea levels
and changes in hydrology resulting from future
climate change. This could result in the loss of
intertidal areas if sedimentation is unable to keep
pace with rising sea levels.

There would be continued supply to the flood
and ebb deltas at the mouth of the estuary and
therefore these are likely to remain stable.

There would be continued supply to the flood
and ebb deltas at the mouth of the estuary and
therefore these are likely to remain stable.

Dawlish Warren spit plays a role in determining
the size of the Exe entrance which influences
wave and tide levels inside the estuary. Changes
to the spit could therefore produce changes
within the estuary, the scale of which would be
dependant on the degree of change to the spit.
Further wave and tide modelling would be needed
to quantify these changes.

Dawlish Warren spit plays a role in determining
the size of the Exe entrance which influences
wave and tide levels inside the estuary. Changes
to the spit could therefore produce changes
within the estuary, the scale of which would be
dependant on the degree of change to the spit.
Further wave and tide modelling would be needed
to quantify these changes.

Policy = Hold the Line

Policy = Hold the Line

Policy = Hold the Line

Within this part of the Exe Estuary, defences are
to be maintained along existing alignments by proactive management. This may include the need to
upgrade some defences during this period.

Defences are to be maintained within this part of
the Exe Estuary along existing alignments by proactive management. This may include the need to
upgrade some defences during this period.

Defences in this part of the Exe Estuary are to be
continued to be maintained along existing
alignments by pro-active management. This is
likely to include the need to construct new hard
defences during this period.

There is likely to be a need to construct new

New defences within this part of the estuary

New defences within this part of the Exe Estuary

ebb deltas at the mouth of the estuary and
therefore these are likely to remain stable.
There is likely to be a need to construct new
defences within this part of the Exe Estuary
during this period in order to maintain adequate
levels of protection.
This could have an impact on the estuary by
restricting its ability to adapt to rising sea levels
and changes in hydrology resulting from future
climate change, although it is unlikely to be
significant during this period.
Dawlish Warren spit plays a role in determining
the size of the Exe entrance which influences
wave and tide levels inside the estuary. Changes
to the spit could therefore produce changes
within the estuary, the scale of which would be
dependant on the degree of change to the spit.
Further wave and tide modelling would be needed
to quantify these changes. However, the
preferred Policy for Dawlish Warren should
ensure the spit is maintained during this period.
6b03 – Exe
Estuary –
Lympstone
Commando
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Policy Unit

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

would be likely to be required during this period
in order to maintain current levels of protection.

may be likely to be required during this period in
order to maintain current levels of protection.

This could have an impact on the estuary by
restricting its ability to adapt to rising sea levels
and changes in hydrology resulting from future
climate change. This could result in the loss of
intertidal areas if sedimentation is unable to keep
pace with rising sea levels.

This could have an impact on the estuary by
restricting its ability to adapt to rising sea levels
and changes in hydrology resulting from future
climate change. This could result in the loss of
intertidal areas if sedimentation is unable to keep
pace with rising sea levels.

Dawlish Warren spit plays a role in determining
the size of the Exe entrance which influences
wave and tide levels inside the estuary. Changes
to the spit could therefore produce changes
within the estuary, the scale of which would be
dependant on the degree of change to the spit.
Further wave and tide modelling would be needed
to quantify these changes. However, the
preferred Policy for Dawlish Warren should
ensure the spit is maintained during this period.

Dawlish Warren spit plays a role in determining
the size of the Exe entrance which influences
wave and tide levels inside the estuary. Changes
to the spit could therefore produce changes
within the estuary, the scale of which would be
dependant on the degree of change to the spit.
Further wave and tide modelling would be needed
to quantify these changes.

Dawlish Warren spit plays a role in determining
the size of the Exe entrance which influences
wave and tide levels inside the estuary. Changes
to the spit could therefore produce changes
within the estuary, the scale of which would be
dependant on the degree of change to the spit.
Further wave and tide modelling would be needed
to quantify these changes.

Policy = Hold the Line

Policy = Hold the Line

Policy = Hold the Line

Within this part of the Exe Estuary, defences are
to be maintained along existing alignments by proactive management. This may include the need to
upgrade some defences during this period.

Defences are to be maintained within this part of
the Exe Estuary along existing alignments by proactive management. This may include the need to
upgrade some defences during this period.

Defences in this part of the Exe Estuary are to be
continued to be maintained along existing
alignments by pro-active management. This is
likely to include the need to construct new hard
defences during this period.

There is likely to be a need to construct new
defences within this part of the Exe Estuary
during this period in order to maintain current
levels of protection.

New defences within this part of the estuary
would be likely to be required during this period
in order to maintain current levels of protection.

New defences within this part of the Exe Estuary
may be likely to be required during this period in
order to maintain current levels of protection.

This could have an impact on the estuary by

This could have an impact on the estuary by

defences within this part of the Exe Estuary
during this period in order to maintain current
levels of protection.
This could have an impact on the estuary by
restricting its ability to adapt to rising sea levels
and changes in hydrology resulting from future
climate change, although it is unlikely to be
significant during this period.

6b04 – Exe
Estuary – Nutwell
Park
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Policy Unit

6b05 – Exe
Estuary –
Lympstone

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

This could have an impact on the estuary by
restricting its ability to adapt to rising sea levels
and changes in hydrology resulting from future
climate change, although it is unlikely to be
significant during this period.

restricting its ability to adapt to rising sea levels
and changes in hydrology resulting from future
climate change. This could result in the loss of
intertidal areas if sedimentation is unable to keep
pace with rising sea levels.

restricting its ability to adapt to rising sea levels
and changes in hydrology resulting from future
climate change. This could result in the loss of
intertidal areas if sedimentation is unable to keep
pace with rising sea levels.

Dawlish Warren spit plays a role in determining
the size of the Exe entrance which influences
wave and tide levels inside the estuary. Changes
to the spit could therefore produce changes
within the estuary, the scale of which would be
dependant on the degree of change to the spit.
Further wave and tide modelling would be needed
to quantify these changes. However, the
preferred Policy for Dawlish Warren should
ensure the spit is maintained during this period.

Dawlish Warren spit plays a role in determining
the size of the Exe entrance which influences
wave and tide levels inside the estuary. Changes
to the spit could therefore produce changes
within the estuary, the scale of which would be
dependant on the degree of change to the spit.
Further wave and tide modelling would be needed
to quantify these changes.

Dawlish Warren spit plays a role in determining
the size of the Exe entrance which influences
wave and tide levels inside the estuary. Changes
to the spit could therefore produce changes
within the estuary, the scale of which would be
dependant on the degree of change to the spit.
Further wave and tide modelling would be needed
to quantify these changes.

Policy = Hold the Line

Policy = Hold the Line

Policy = Hold the Line

Within this part of the Exe Estuary, defences are
to be maintained along existing alignments by proactive management. This may include the need to
upgrade some defences during this period.

Defences are to be maintained within this part of
the Exe Estuary along existing alignments by proactive management. This may include the need to
upgrade some defences during this period.

Defences in this part of the Exe Estuary are to be
continued to be maintained along existing
alignments by pro-active management. This is
likely to include the need to construct new hard
defences during this period.

There is likely to be a need to construct new
defences within this part of the Exe Estuary
during this period in order to maintain current
levels of protection.

New defences within this part of the estuary
would be likely to be required during this period
in order to maintain current levels of protection.

New defences within this part of the Exe Estuary
may be likely to be required during this period in
order to maintain current levels of protection.

This could have an impact on the estuary by
restricting its ability to adapt to rising sea levels
and changes in hydrology resulting from future
climate change. This could result in the loss of
intertidal areas if sedimentation is unable to keep

This could have an impact on the estuary by
restricting its ability to adapt to rising sea levels
and changes in hydrology resulting from future
climate change. This could result in the loss of
intertidal areas if sedimentation is unable to keep

This could have an impact on the estuary by
restricting its ability to adapt to rising sea levels
and changes in hydrology resulting from future
climate change, although it is unlikely to be
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Policy Unit

6b06 – Exe
Estuary – Exton

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

significant during this period.

pace with rising sea levels.

pace with rising sea levels.

Dawlish Warren spit plays a role in determining
the size of the Exe entrance which influences
wave and tide levels inside the estuary. Changes
to the spit could therefore produce changes
within the estuary, the scale of which would be
dependant on the degree of change to the spit.
Further wave and tide modelling would be needed
to quantify these changes. However, the
preferred Policy for Dawlish Warren should
ensure the spit is maintained during this period.

Dawlish Warren spit plays a role in determining
the size of the Exe entrance which influences
wave and tide levels inside the estuary. Changes
to the spit could therefore produce changes
within the estuary, the scale of which would be
dependant on the degree of change to the spit.
Further wave and tide modelling would be needed
to quantify these changes.

Dawlish Warren spit plays a role in determining
the size of the Exe entrance which influences
wave and tide levels inside the estuary. Changes
to the spit could therefore produce changes
within the estuary, the scale of which would be
dependant on the degree of change to the spit.
Further wave and tide modelling would be needed
to quantify these changes.

Policy = Hold the Line

Policy = Hold the Line
Line

Policy = Hold the Line

Within this part of the Exe Estuary, defences are
to be maintained along existing alignments by
raising the height of the defences during this
period.

Defences are to be maintained within this part of
the Exe Estuary along existing alignments by
raising the height of the defences further during
this period.

Defences in this part of the Exe Estuary are to be
continued to be maintained along existing
alignments by constructing new hard defences
during this period.

There is likely to be a need to raise the height of
existing defences within this part of the Exe
Estuary during this period in order to maintain
current levels of protection.

Increasing the height of the defences within this
part of the estuary would be likely to be required
during this period in order to maintain current
levels of protection.

New defences within this part of the Exe Estuary
are likely to be required during this period in
order to maintain current levels of protection.

This could have an impact on the estuary by
restricting its ability to adapt to rising sea levels
and changes in hydrology resulting from future
climate change, although it is unlikely to be
significant during this period.

This could have an impact on the estuary by
restricting its ability to adapt to rising sea levels
and changes in hydrology resulting from future
climate change. This could result in the loss of
intertidal areas if sedimentation is unable to keep
pace with rising sea levels.

Dawlish Warren spit plays a role in determining
the size of the Exe entrance which influences
wave and tide levels inside the estuary. Changes

Dawlish Warren spit plays a role in determining
the size of the Exe entrance which influences

This could have an impact on the estuary by
restricting its ability to adapt to rising sea levels
and changes in hydrology resulting from future
climate change. This could result in the loss of
intertidal areas if sedimentation is unable to keep
pace with rising sea levels.
Dawlish Warren spit plays a role in determining
the size of the Exe entrance which influences
wave and tide levels inside the estuary. Changes
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Policy Unit

6b07 – Exe
Estuary – Exton
to Lower Clyst

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

to the spit could therefore produce changes
within the estuary, the scale of which would be
dependant on the degree of change to the spit.
Further wave and tide modelling would be needed
to quantify these changes. However, the
preferred Policy for Dawlish Warren should
ensure the spit is maintained during this period.

wave and tide levels inside the estuary. Changes
to the spit could therefore produce changes
within the estuary, the scale of which would be
dependant on the degree of change to the spit.
Further wave and tide modelling would be needed
to quantify these changes.

to the spit could therefore produce changes
within the estuary, the scale of which would be
dependant on the degree of change to the spit.
Further wave and tide modelling would be needed
to quantify these changes.

Policy = Hold the Line

Policy = Hold the Line

Policy = Hold the Line

Within this part of the Exe Estuary, defences are
to be maintained along existing alignments by
raising the height of the defences during this
period.

Defences are to be maintained within this part of
the Exe Estuary along existing alignments by
raising the height of the defences further during
this period.

Defences in this part of the Exe Estuary are to be
continued to be maintained along existing
alignments by constructing new hard defences
during this period.

There is likely to be a need to raise the height of
existing defences within this part of the Exe
Estuary during this period in order to maintain
current levels of protection.

Increasing the height of the defences within this
part of the estuary would be likely to be required
during this period in order to maintain current
levels of protection.

New defences within this part of the Exe Estuary
are likely to be required during this period in
order to maintain current levels of protection.

This could have an impact on the estuary by
restricting its ability to adapt to rising sea levels
and changes in hydrology resulting from future
climate change, although it is unlikely to be
significant during this period.

This could have an impact on the estuary by
restricting its ability to adapt to rising sea levels
and changes in hydrology resulting from future
climate change. This could result in the loss of
intertidal areas if sedimentation is unable to keep
pace with rising sea levels.

This area could also be affected by Managed
Realignment in the Lower Clyst (see section
below) that would occur during this period. This
could possibly release sediment into the estuary
or cause the Clyst channel to meander.
Dawlish Warren spit plays a role in determining
the size of the Exe entrance which influences

This area could also be affected by Managed
Realignment in the Lower Clyst (see section
below) that would occur during this period. This
could possibly release sediment into the estuary
or cause the Clyst channel to meander.
Dawlish Warren spit plays a role in determining

This could have an impact on the estuary by
restricting its ability to adapt to rising sea levels
and changes in hydrology resulting from future
climate change. This could result in the loss of
intertidal areas if sedimentation is unable to keep
pace with rising sea levels.
This area could also be affected by Managed
Realignment in the Lower Clyst (see section
below) that would occur during this period. This
could possibly release sediment into the estuary
or cause the Clyst channel to meander.
Dawlish Warren spit plays a role in determining
the size of the Exe entrance which influences
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Policy Unit

6b08 – Exe
Estuary – Lower
Clyst

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

wave and tide levels inside the estuary. Changes
to the spit could therefore produce changes
within the estuary, the scale of which would be
dependant on the degree of change to the spit.
Further wave and tide modelling would be needed
to quantify these changes. However, the
preferred Policy for Dawlish Warren should
ensure the spit is maintained during this period.

the size of the Exe entrance which influences
wave and tide levels inside the estuary. Changes
to the spit could therefore produce changes
within the estuary, the scale of which would be
dependant on the degree of change to the spit.
Further wave and tide modelling would be needed
to quantify these changes.

wave and tide levels inside the estuary. Changes
to the spit could therefore produce changes
within the estuary, the scale of which would be
dependant on the degree of change to the spit.
Further wave and tide modelling would be needed
to quantify these changes.

Policy = Managed Realignment

Policy = Managed Realignment

Policy = Managed Realignment

Managed realignment to create new areas of
intertidal habitat is to be implemented during this
period within the Lower Clyst. This will involve
either breaching of defences and allowing flooding
to occur back to higher ground, or possibly
require the construction of secondary lines of
defence in some parts of the valley to protect
property and key infrastructure.

Ongoing maintenance and upgrade of any
secondary lines of defence constructed in the
short term is likely to be required during this
period to retain the required levels of protection.
Possibly implement further realignment if
required.

Ongoing maintenance and upgrade of any
secondary lines of defence constructed in the
short term is likely to be required during this
period to retain the required levels of protection.
Possibly implement further realignment if
required.

Realigning the defences in this area will create
large areas of new intertidal habitat, countering
any coastal squeeze effects that may otherwise
occur during this period if existing defence
alignments were retained.

Maintaining realigned positions and/or
implementing further realignment in this area will
create large areas of new intertidal habitat,
countering any coastal squeeze effects that may
otherwise occur during this period if existing
defence alignments were retained.

Maintaining realigned positions and/or
implementing further realignment in this area will
create large areas of new intertidal habitat,
countering any coastal squeeze effects that may
otherwise occur during this period if existing
defence alignments were retained.

This will allow for a more naturally functioning
system in this area especially where realignment
occurs back to naturally higher ground. Where
defences are needed locally to protect property
and key infrastructure, the risk of flooding will
continue to be reduced.

This will allow for a more naturally functioning
system in this area especially where realignment
occurs back to naturally higher ground. Where
defences are needed locally to protect property
and key infrastructure, the risk of flooding will
continue to be reduced.

This will allow for a more naturally functioning
system in this area especially where realignment
occurs back to naturally higher ground. Where
defences are needed locally to protect property
and key infrastructure, the risk of flooding will
continue to be reduced.
However, in implementing this policy,
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Policy Unit

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

consideration must be given to potential impacts
in the rest of the Exe Estuary.
Dawlish Warren spit plays a role in determining
the size of the Exe entrance which influences
wave and tide levels inside the estuary. Changes
to the spit could therefore produce changes
within the estuary, the scale of which would be
dependant on the degree of change to the spit.
Further wave and tide modelling would be needed
to quantify these changes. However, the
preferred Policy for Dawlish Warren should
ensure the spit is maintained during this period.
6b09 – Exe
Estuary –
Topsham

Policy = Hold the Line

Policy = Hold the Line

Policy = Hold the Line

Within this part of the Exe Estuary, defences are
to be maintained along existing alignments by proactive management. This may include the need to
upgrade some defences during this period.

Defences are to be maintained within this part of
the Exe Estuary along existing alignments by proactive management. This may include the need to
upgrade some defences during this period.

Defences in this part of the Exe Estuary are to be
continued to be maintained along existing
alignments by pro-active management. This is
likely to include the need to construct new hard
defences during this period.

There is likely to be a need to construct new
defences within this part of the Exe Estuary
during this period in order to maintain current
levels of protection.

New defences within this part of the estuary
would be likely to be required during this period
in order to maintain current levels of protection.

New defences within this part of the Exe Estuary
may be likely to be required during this period in
order to maintain current levels of protection.
This could have an impact on the estuary by
restricting its ability to adapt to rising sea levels
and changes in hydrology resulting from future
climate change. This could result in the loss of
intertidal areas if sedimentation is unable to keep
pace with rising sea levels.

This could have an impact on the estuary by
restricting its ability to adapt to rising sea levels
and changes in hydrology resulting from future
climate change, although it is unlikely to be
significant during this period.

This could have an impact on the estuary by
restricting its ability to adapt to rising sea levels
and changes in hydrology resulting from future
climate change. This could result in the loss of
intertidal areas if sedimentation is unable to keep
pace with rising sea levels.

Dawlish Warren spit plays a role in determining

Dawlish Warren spit plays a role in determining

Dawlish Warren spit plays a role in determining
the size of the Exe entrance which influences
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Policy Unit

6b10 – Exe
Estuary – M5
(east) to St James’
Weir

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

the size of the Exe entrance which influences
wave and tide levels inside the estuary. Changes
to the spit could therefore produce changes
within the estuary, the scale of which would be
dependant on the degree of change to the spit.
Further wave and tide modelling would be needed
to quantify these changes. However, the
preferred Policy for Dawlish Warren should
ensure the spit is maintained during this period.

the size of the Exe entrance which influences
wave and tide levels inside the estuary. Changes
to the spit could therefore produce changes
within the estuary, the scale of which would be
dependant on the degree of change to the spit.
Further wave and tide modelling would be needed
to quantify these changes.

wave and tide levels inside the estuary. Changes
to the spit could therefore produce changes
within the estuary, the scale of which would be
dependant on the degree of change to the spit.
Further wave and tide modelling would be needed
to quantify these changes.

Policy = Hold the Line

Policy = Hold the Line

Policy = Hold the Line

Within this part of the Exe Estuary, defences are
to be maintained along existing alignments by proactive management. This may include the need to
upgrade some defences during this period.

Defences are to be maintained within this part of
the Exe Estuary along existing alignments by proactive management. This may include the need to
upgrade some defences during this period.

Defences in this part of the Exe Estuary are to be
continued to be maintained along existing
alignments by pro-active management. This is
likely to include the need to construct new hard
defences during this period.

There is likely to be a need to construct new
defences within this part of the Exe Estuary
during this period in order to maintain current
levels of protection.

New defences within this part of the estuary
would be likely to be required during this period
in order to maintain current levels of protection.

New defences within this part of the Exe Estuary
may be likely to be required during this period in
order to maintain current levels of protection.

This could have an impact on the estuary by
restricting its ability to adapt to rising sea levels
and changes in hydrology resulting from future
climate change, although it is unlikely to be
significant during this period.

This could have an impact on the estuary by
restricting its ability to adapt to rising sea levels
and changes in hydrology resulting from future
climate change. This could result in the loss of
intertidal areas if sedimentation is unable to keep
pace with rising sea levels.

This could have an impact on the estuary by
restricting its ability to adapt to rising sea levels
and changes in hydrology resulting from future
climate change. This could result in the loss of
intertidal areas if sedimentation is unable to keep
pace with rising sea levels.

Dawlish Warren spit plays a role in determining
the size of the Exe entrance which influences
wave and tide levels inside the estuary. Changes
to the spit could therefore produce changes
within the estuary, the scale of which would be

Dawlish Warren spit plays a role in determining
the size of the Exe entrance which influences
wave and tide levels inside the estuary. Changes
to the spit could therefore produce changes
within the estuary, the scale of which would be

Dawlish Warren spit plays a role in determining
the size of the Exe entrance which influences
wave and tide levels inside the estuary. Changes
to the spit could therefore produce changes
within the estuary, the scale of which would be
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Policy Unit

6b11 – Exe
Estuary –
Topsham Sludge
Beds

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

dependant on the degree of change to the spit.
Further wave and tide modelling would be needed
to quantify these changes. However, the
preferred Policy for Dawlish Warren should
ensure the spit is maintained during this period.

dependant on the degree of change to the spit.
Further wave and tide modelling would be needed
to quantify these changes.

dependant on the degree of change to the spit.
Further wave and tide modelling would be needed
to quantify these changes.

Policy = Hold the Line

Policy = Hold the Line

Policy = Hold the Line

Within this part of the Exe Estuary, defences are
to be maintained along existing alignments by proactive management. This may include the need to
upgrade some defences during this period.

Defences are to be maintained within this part of
the Exe Estuary along existing alignments by proactive management. This may include the need to
upgrade some defences during this period.

Defences in this part of the Exe Estuary are to be
continued to be maintained along existing
alignments by pro-active management. This is
likely to include the need to construct new hard
defences during this period.

There is likely to be a need to construct new
defences within this part of the Exe Estuary
during this period in order to maintain current
levels of protection.

New defences within this part of the estuary
would be likely to be required during this period
in order to maintain current levels of protection.

New defences within this part of the Exe Estuary
may be likely to be required during this period in
order to maintain current levels of protection.

This could have an impact on the estuary by
restricting its ability to adapt to rising sea levels
and changes in hydrology resulting from future
climate change. This could result in the loss of
intertidal areas if sedimentation is unable to keep
pace with rising sea levels.

This could have an impact on the estuary by
restricting its ability to adapt to rising sea levels
and changes in hydrology resulting from future
climate change. This could result in the loss of
intertidal areas if sedimentation is unable to keep
pace with rising sea levels.

Dawlish Warren spit plays a role in determining
the size of the Exe entrance which influences
wave and tide levels inside the estuary. Changes
to the spit could therefore produce changes
within the estuary, the scale of which would be
dependant on the degree of change to the spit.
Further wave and tide modelling would be needed
to quantify these changes.

Dawlish Warren spit plays a role in determining
the size of the Exe entrance which influences
wave and tide levels inside the estuary. Changes
to the spit could therefore produce changes
within the estuary, the scale of which would be
dependant on the degree of change to the spit.
Further wave and tide modelling would be needed
to quantify these changes.

This could have an impact on the estuary by
restricting its ability to adapt to rising sea levels
and changes in hydrology resulting from future
climate change, although it is unlikely to be
significant during this period.
Dawlish Warren spit plays a role in determining
the size of the Exe entrance which influences
wave and tide levels inside the estuary. Changes
to the spit could therefore produce changes
within the estuary, the scale of which would be
dependant on the degree of change to the spit.
Further wave and tide modelling would be needed
to quantify these changes. However, the
preferred Policy for Dawlish Warren should
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Policy Unit

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

ensure the spit is maintained during this period.
6b12 – Exe
Estuary – St
James’ Weir to
M5 (west)

Policy = Hold the Line

Policy = Hold
Hold the Line

Policy = Hold the Line

Within this part of the Exe Estuary, defences are
to be maintained along existing alignments by
raising the height of the defences during this
period.

Defences are to be maintained within this part of
the Exe Estuary along existing alignments by
raising the height of the defences further during
this period.

Defences in this part of the Exe Estuary are to be
continued to be maintained along existing
alignments by constructing new hard defences
during this period.

There is likely to be a need to raise the height of
existing defences within this part of the Exe
Estuary during this period in order to maintain
current levels of protection.

Increasing the height of the defences within this
part of the estuary would be likely to be required
during this period in order to maintain current
levels of protection.

New defences within this part of the Exe Estuary
are likely to be required during this period in
order to maintain current levels of protection.

This could have an impact on the estuary by
restricting its ability to adapt to rising sea levels
and changes in hydrology resulting from future
climate change, although it is unlikely to be
significant during this period.

This could have an impact on the estuary by
restricting its ability to adapt to rising sea levels
and changes in hydrology resulting from future
climate change. This could result in the loss of
intertidal areas if sedimentation is unable to keep
pace with rising sea levels.

Dawlish Warren spit plays a role in determining
the size of the Exe entrance which influences
wave and tide levels inside the estuary. Changes
to the spit could therefore produce changes
within the estuary, the scale of which would be
dependant on the degree of change to the spit.
Further wave and tide modelling would be needed
to quantify these changes. However, the
preferred Policy for Dawlish Warren should
ensure the spit is maintained during this period.
6b13 – Exe
Estuary – M5
(west) to Turf

Dawlish Warren spit plays a role in determining
the size of the Exe entrance which influences
wave and tide levels inside the estuary. Changes
to the spit could therefore produce changes
within the estuary, the scale of which would be
dependant on the degree of change to the spit.
Further wave and tide modelling would be needed
to quantify these changes.

This could have an impact on the estuary by
restricting its ability to adapt to rising sea levels
and changes in hydrology resulting from future
climate change. This could result in the loss of
intertidal areas if sedimentation is unable to keep
pace with rising sea levels.
Dawlish Warren spit plays a role in determining
the size of the Exe entrance which influences
wave and tide levels inside the estuary. Changes
to the spit could therefore produce changes
within the estuary, the scale of which would be
dependant on the degree of change to the spit.
Further wave and tide modelling would be needed
to quantify these changes.

Policy = Hold the Line

Policy = Hold the Line

Policy = Hold the Line

Within this part of the Exe Estuary, defences are
to be maintained along existing alignments by pro-

Defences are to be maintained within this part of
the Exe Estuary along existing alignments by pro-

Defences in this part of the Exe Estuary are to be
continued to be maintained along existing
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Policy Unit
Lock

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

active management. This may include the need to
upgrade some defences during this period.

active management. This may include the need to
upgrade some defences during this period.

alignments by pro-active management. This is
likely to include the need to construct new hard
defences during this period.

There is likely to be a need to construct new
defences within this part of the Exe Estuary
during this period in order to maintain current
levels of protection.

New defences within this part of the estuary
would be likely to be required during this period
in order to maintain current levels of protection.

New defences within this part of the Exe Estuary
may be likely to be required during this period in
order to maintain current levels of protection.

This could have an impact on the estuary by
restricting its ability to adapt to rising sea levels
and changes in hydrology resulting from future
climate change. This could result in the loss of
intertidal areas if sedimentation is unable to keep
pace with rising sea levels.

This could have an impact on the estuary by
restricting its ability to adapt to rising sea levels
and changes in hydrology resulting from future
climate change. This could result in the loss of
intertidal areas if sedimentation is unable to keep
pace with rising sea levels.

Dawlish Warren spit plays a role in determining
the size of the Exe entrance which influences
wave and tide levels inside the estuary. Changes
to the spit could therefore produce changes
within the estuary, the scale of which would be
dependant on the degree of change to the spit.
Further wave and tide modelling would be needed
to quantify these changes. However, the
preferred Policy for Dawlish Warren should
ensure the spit is maintained during this period.

Dawlish Warren spit plays a role in determining
the size of the Exe entrance which influences
wave and tide levels inside the estuary. Changes
to the spit could therefore produce changes
within the estuary, the scale of which would be
dependant on the degree of change to the spit.
Further wave and tide modelling would be needed
to quantify these changes.

Dawlish Warren spit plays a role in determining
the size of the Exe entrance which influences
wave and tide levels inside the estuary. Changes
to the spit could therefore produce changes
within the estuary, the scale of which would be
dependant on the degree of change to the spit.
Further wave and tide modelling would be needed
to quantify these changes.

Policy = Hold the
the Line

Policy = Managed Realignment

Policy = Hold the Line

The existing defences along this section would be
maintained in the short term by pro-active
management to allow detailed planning of
managed realignment options in the medium to
long term.

Implementation of managed realignment during
this period would involve construction of
secondary lines of defence and managed breaching
of existing defences.

Ongoing maintenance and upgrade of the
secondary lines of defence is likely to be required
during this period to retain the required levels of
protection.

This could have an impact on the estuary by
restricting its ability to adapt to rising sea levels
and changes in hydrology resulting from future
climate change, although it is unlikely to be
significant during this period.

6b14 – Exe
Estuary – Turf
Lock to
Powderham

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)
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Policy Unit

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)
The current levels of protection provided by the
existing defences along this part of the estuary are
to be maintained during this period by pro-active
management. This is a short term measure to
allow for detailed planning of how to implement
managed realignment in the medium to long term.

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

Realigning the defences in this area will create
large areas of new intertidal habitat, countering
any coastal squeeze effects that may otherwise
occur during this period if existing defence
alignments were retained.

Realigning the defences in this area will create
large areas of new intertidal habitat, countering
any coastal squeeze effects that may otherwise
occur during this period if existing defence
alignments were retained.

This will allow for a more naturally functioning
system in this area.

This will allow for a more naturally functioning
system in this area.

However, consideration would need to be given
to the impacts of this policy on the whole Exe
Estuary, as initial studies suggest that managed
realignment in this area could have implications
for sediment transport patterns at the estuary
mouth.

However, consideration would need to be given
to the impacts of this policy on the whole Exe
Estuary, as initial studies suggest that managed
realignment in this area could have implications
for sediment transport patterns at the estuary
mouth.

Dawlish Warren spit plays a role in determining
the size of the Exe entrance which influences
wave and tide levels inside the estuary. Changes
to the spit could therefore produce changes
within the estuary, the scale of which would be
dependant on the degree of change to the spit.
Further wave and tide modelling would be needed
to quantify these changes.

Dawlish Warren spit plays a role in determining
the size of the Exe entrance which influences
wave and tide levels inside the estuary. Changes
to the spit could therefore produce changes
within the estuary, the scale of which would be
dependant on the degree of change to the spit.
Further wave and tide modelling would be needed
to quantify these changes.

Policy = Hold the Line

Policy = Hold the Line

Policy = Hold the Line

Within this part of the Exe Estuary, defences are
to be maintained along existing alignments by proactive management. This may include the need to
upgrade some defences during this period.

Defences are to be maintained within this part of
the Exe Estuary along existing alignments by proactive management. This may include the need to
upgrade some defences during this period.

Defences in this part of the Exe Estuary are to be
continued to be maintained along existing
alignments by pro-active management. This is
likely to include the need to construct new hard
defences during this period.

There is likely to be a need to construct new

New defences within this part of the estuary

New defences within this part of the Exe Estuary

This could have an impact on the estuary by
restricting its ability to adapt to rising sea levels
and changes in hydrology resulting from future
climate change, although it is unlikely to be
significant during this period.
Dawlish Warren spit plays a role in determining
the size of the Exe entrance which influences
wave and tide levels inside the estuary. Changes
to the spit could therefore produce changes
within the estuary, the scale of which would be
dependant on the degree of change to the spit.
Further wave and tide modelling would be needed
to quantify these changes. However, the
preferred Policy for Dawlish Warren should
ensure the spit is maintained during this period.
6b15 – Exe
Estuary –
Powderham
(South)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)
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Policy Unit

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

would be likely to be required during this period
in order to maintain current levels of protection.

may be likely to be required during this period in
order to maintain current levels of protection.

This could have an impact on the estuary by
restricting its ability to adapt to rising sea levels
and changes in hydrology resulting from future
climate change. This could result in the loss of
intertidal areas if sedimentation is unable to keep
pace with rising sea levels.

This could have an impact on the estuary by
restricting its ability to adapt to rising sea levels
and changes in hydrology resulting from future
climate change. This could result in the loss of
intertidal areas if sedimentation is unable to keep
pace with rising sea levels.

Dawlish Warren spit plays a role in determining
the size of the Exe entrance which influences
wave and tide levels inside the estuary. Changes
to the spit could therefore produce changes
within the estuary, the scale of which would be
dependant on the degree of change to the spit.
Further wave and tide modelling would be needed
to quantify these changes. However, the
preferred Policy for Dawlish Warren should
ensure the spit is maintained during this period.

This area could also be affected by Managed
Realignment along Powderham Banks (see section
above) that would occur during this period. This
could possibly release sediment into the estuary
or cause the main channel of the Exe to meander.

This area could also be affected by Managed
Realignment along Powderham Banks (see section
above) that would occur during this period. This
could possibly release sediment into the estuary
or cause the main channel of the Exe to meander.

Dawlish Warren spit plays a role in determining
the size of the Exe entrance which influences
wave and tide levels inside the estuary. Changes
to the spit could therefore produce changes
within the estuary, the scale of which would be
dependant on the degree of change to the spit.
Further wave and tide modelling would be needed
to quantify these changes.

Dawlish Warren spit plays a role in determining
the size of the Exe entrance which influences
wave and tide levels inside the estuary. Changes
to the spit could therefore produce changes
within the estuary, the scale of which would be
dependant on the degree of change to the spit.
Further wave and tide modelling would be needed
to quantify these changes.

Policy = Hold the Line

Policy = Hold the Line

Policy = Hold the Line

Within this part of the Exe estuary, defences are
to be maintained along existing alignments by proactive management. This may include the need to
upgrade some defences during this period.

Defences are to be maintained within this part of
the Exe estuary along existing alignments by proactive management. This may include the need to
upgrade some defences during this period.

Defences in this part of the Exe estuary are to be
continued to be maintained along existing
alignments by pro-active management. This is
likely to include the need to construct new hard
defences during this period.

The Exe Estuary is also believed to be a sink for

New defences within this part of the estuary

New defences within this part of the Exe estuary

defences within this part of the Exe Estuary
during this period in order to maintain current
levels of protection.
This could have an impact on the estuary by
restricting its ability to adapt to rising sea levels
and changes in hydrology resulting from future
climate change, although it is unlikely to be
significant during this period.

6b16 – Exe
Estuary –
Starcross
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Policy Unit

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

sediment, with Pole Sand having exhibited a net
increase in size since 1853. It is anticipated that
there would be continued supply to the flood and
ebb deltas at the mouth of the estuary and
therefore these are likely to remain stable.

would be likely to be required during this period
in order to maintain current levels of protection.

may be likely to be required during this period in
order to maintain current levels of protection.

This could have an impact on the estuary by
restricting its ability to adapt to rising sea levels
and changes in hydrology resulting from future
climate change. This could result in the loss of
intertidal areas if sedimentation is unable to keep
pace with rising sea levels.

This could have an impact on the estuary by
restricting its ability to adapt to rising sea levels
and changes in hydrology resulting from future
climate change. This could result in the loss of
intertidal areas if sedimentation is unable to keep
pace with rising sea levels.

There would be continued feed to the flood and
ebb deltas at the mouth of the estuary and
therefore these are likely to remain stable.

There would be continued feed to the flood and
ebb deltas at the mouth of the estuary and
therefore these are likely to remain stable.

Dawlish Warren spit plays a role in determining
the size of the Exe entrance which influences
wave and tide levels inside the estuary. Changes
to the spit could therefore produce changes
within the estuary, the scale of which would be
dependant on the degree of change to the spit.
Further wave and tide modelling would be needed
to quantify these changes.

Dawlish Warren spit plays a role in determining
the size of the Exe entrance which influences
wave and tide levels inside the estuary. Changes
to the spit could therefore produce changes
within the estuary, the scale of which would be
dependant on the degree of change to the spit.
Further wave and tide modelling would be needed
to quantify these changes.

Policy = Hold the Line

Policy = Hold the Line

Policy = Hold the Line

Within this part of the Exe Estuary, defences are
to be maintained along existing alignments by proactive management during this period. This may
include the need to upgrade some defences

Upgrade of the defences along this part of the Exe
Estuary is anticipated to be required during this
period in order to maintain current levels of

Construction of new defences along this part of
the Exe Estuary is likely to be required during this
period in order to maintain current levels of

There is likely to be a need to construct new
defences within this part of the Exe Estuary
during this period in order to maintain current
levels of protection.
This could have an impact on the estuary by
restricting its ability to adapt to rising sea levels
and changes in hydrology resulting from future
climate change, although it is unlikely to be
significant during this period.
Dawlish Warren spit plays a role in determining
the size of the Exe entrance which influences
wave and tide levels inside the estuary. Changes
to the spit could therefore produce changes
within the estuary, the scale of which would be
dependant on the degree of change to the spit.
Further wave and tide modelling would be needed
to quantify these changes. However, the
preferred Policy for Dawlish Warren should
ensure the spit is maintained during this period.
6b17 – Exe
Estuary –
Cockwood
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Policy Unit

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

during this period.

protection.

protection.

The Exe Estuary is also believed to be a sink for
sediment, with Pole Sand having steadily increased
in size since 1853. It is anticipated that there
would be continued feed to the flood and ebb
deltas at the mouth of the estuary and therefore
these are likely to remain stable.

The defences within this part of the estuary
would need to be upgraded by locally raising of
defence heights during this period in order to
maintain current levels of protection.

New defences along this part of the Exe estuary
would likely be required during this period in
order to maintain current levels of protection.

The existing defences along this section are to be
maintained during this period by pro-active
management during this period in order to
maintain current levels of protection.
This could have an impact on the estuary by
restricting its ability to adapt to rising sea levels
and changes in hydrology resulting from future
climate change, although it is unlikely to be
significant during this period.
Dawlish Warren spit plays a role in determining
the size of the Exe entrance which influences
wave and tide levels inside the estuary. Changes
to the spit could therefore produce changes
within the estuary, the scale of which would be
dependant on the degree of change to the spit.
Further wave and tide modelling would be needed
to quantify these changes. However, the
preferred Policy for Dawlish Warren should
ensure the spit is maintained during this period.
6b18 – Exe
Estuary –
Cockwood to

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

This could have an impact on the estuary by
restricting its ability to adapt to rising sea levels
and changes in hydrology resulting from future
climate change. This could result in the loss of
intertidal areas if sedimentation is unable to keep
pace with rising sea levels.
There would be continued feed to the flood and
ebb deltas at the mouth of the estuary and
therefore these are likely to remain stable.
Dawlish Warren spit plays a role in determining
the size of the Exe entrance which influences
wave and tide levels inside the estuary. Changes
to the spit could therefore produce changes
within the estuary, the scale of which would be
dependant on the degree of change to the spit.
Further wave and tide modelling would be needed
to quantify these changes.

This could have an impact on the estuary by
restricting its ability to adapt to rising sea levels
and changes in hydrology resulting from future
climate change. This could result in the loss of
intertidal areas if sedimentation is unable to keep
pace with rising sea levels.
There would be continued feed to the flood and
ebb deltas at the mouth of the estuary and
therefore these are likely to remain stable.
Dawlish Warren spit plays a role in determining
the size of the Exe entrance which influences
wave and tide levels inside the estuary. Changes
to the spit could therefore produce changes
within the estuary, the scale of which would be
dependant on the degree of change to the spit.
Further wave and tide modelling would be needed
to quantify these changes.

Policy = Hold the Line

Policy = Hold the Line

Policy
Policy = Hold the Line

Within this part of the Exe Estuary, defences are

Defences are to be maintained within this part of

Defences in this part of the Exe Estuary are to be
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Policy Unit
The Warren

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

to be maintained along existing alignments by proactive management. This may include the need to
upgrade some defences during this period.

the Exe Estuary along existing alignments by proactive management. This may include the need to
upgrade some defences during this period.

continued to be maintained along existing
alignments by pro-active management. This is
likely to include the need to construct new hard
defences during this period.

The Exe Estuary is also believed to be a sink for
sediment, with Pole Sand having exhibited a net
increase in size since 1853. It is anticipated that
there would be continued supply to the flood and
ebb deltas at the mouth of the estuary and
therefore these are likely to remain stable.

New defences within this part of the estuary
would be likely to be required during this period
in order to maintain current levels of protection.

New defences within this part of the Exe estuary
may be likely to be required during this period in
order to maintain current levels of protection.

This could have an impact on the estuary by
restricting its ability to adapt to rising sea levels
and changes in hydrology resulting from future
climate change. This could result in the loss of
intertidal areas if sedimentation is unable to keep
pace with rising sea levels.

This could have an impact on the estuary by
restricting its ability to adapt to rising sea levels
and changes in hydrology resulting from future
climate change. This could result in the loss of
intertidal areas if sedimentation is unable to keep
pace with rising sea levels.

There would be continued feed to the flood and
ebb deltas at the mouth of the estuary and
therefore these are likely to remain stable.

There would be continued feed to the flood and
ebb deltas at the mouth of the estuary and
therefore these are likely to remain stable.

Dawlish Warren spit plays a role in determining
the size of the Exe entrance which influences
wave and tide levels inside the estuary. Changes
to the spit could therefore produce changes
within the estuary, the scale of which would be
dependant on the degree of change to the spit.
Further wave and tide modelling would be needed
to quantify these changes.

Dawlish Warren spit plays a role in determining
the size of the Exe entrance which influences
wave and tide levels inside the estuary. Changes
to the spit could therefore produce changes
within the estuary, the scale of which would be
dependant on the degree of change to the spit.
Further wave and tide modelling would be needed
to quantify these changes.

There is likely to be a need to construct new
defences within this part of the Exe estuary
during this period in order to maintain adequate
levels of protection.
This could have an impact on the estuary by
restricting its ability to adapt to rising sea levels
and changes in hydrology resulting from future
climate change, although it is unlikely to be
significant during this period.
Dawlish Warren spit plays a role in determining
the size of the Exe entrance which influences
wave and tide levels inside the estuary. Changes
to the spit could therefore produce changes
within the estuary, the scale of which would be
dependant on the degree of change to the spit.
Further wave and tide modelling would be needed
to quantify these changes. However, the
preferred Policy for Dawlish Warren should
ensure the spit is maintained during this period.

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)
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Policy Unit
6b19 – Dawlish
Warren (Inner
Side)

6b20 – Dawlish
Warren (East Distal End)

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

Policy = No Active Intervention

Policy = Either ‘Hold the Line’, ‘Managed
Realignment’ or ‘No Active Intervention’, to
to be
determined by more detailed study in the short
term

Policy = Either ‘Hold the Line’, ‘Managed
‘Managed
Realignment’ or ‘No Active Intervention’, to be
determined by more detailed study in the short
term

The inner side of Dawlish Warren is currently
undefended (in terms of defences along the shore
of this stretch). This will continue to be the case
during this period under this policy.

The policy here is to be determined by more
detailed study in the short term and may result in
either hold the line, managed realignment or no
active intervention being identified as most
appropriate.

The policy here is to be determined by more
detailed study in the short term and may result in
either hold the line, managed realignment or no
active intervention being identified as most
appropriate.

The inner side of Dawlish Warren will continue
to behave and evolve as naturally as it can given
the constraints to this pose by continued defence
of the outer part of Dawlish Warren.

The policy here is to be determined by more
detailed study in the short term and may result in
either hold the line, managed realignment or no
active intervention being identified as most
appropriate.

The policy here is to be determined by more
detailed study in the short term and may result in
either hold the line, managed realignment or no
active intervention being identified as most
appropriate.

Policy = Hold the Line

Policy = Either ‘Hold the Line’ or ‘Managed
Realignment’, to be determined by more detailed
study in the short term

Policy = Either ‘Hold the Line’ or ‘Managed
Realignment’, to be determined
determined by more detailed
study in the short term

There are no obvious defences along this section,
although it is presently anchored by a series of
buried groynes.

The policy here is to be determined by more
detailed study in the short term and may result in
either hold the line or managed realignment being
identified as most appropriate.

The policy here is to be determined by more
detailed study in the short term and may result in
either hold the line or managed realignment being
identified as most appropriate.

The policy here is to be determined by more
detailed study in the short term and may result in
either hold the line or managed realignment being
identified as most appropriate.

The policy here is to be determined by more
detailed study in the short term and may result in
either hold the line or managed realignment being
identified as most appropriate.

Beach management activities would ensure the
current flood defence performance of this section
with regards the protection it affords the inner
estuary is retained during this period.
The Exe Estuary is also believed to be a sink for
sediment, with Pole Sand exhibited a net increase
in size since 1853. It is anticipated that there
would be continued supply to the flood and ebb
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Policy Unit

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

Policy = Hold the Line

Policy = Either ‘Hold the Line’ or ‘Managed
Realignment’, to be determined by more detailed
study in the short term

Policy = Either ‘Hold the Line’ or ‘Managed
Realignment’, to be determined by more detailed
study in the short term

Gabion defences situated along the seaward face
of this section serve to protect against flooding.
These defences are complimented by ongoing
beach management activities, including beach
recharge, that ensure the integrity of the defences
is not compromised by undermining due to
reductions in beach levels.

The policy here is to be determined by more
detailed study in the short term and may result in
either hold the line or managed realignment being
identified as most appropriate.

The policy here is to be determined by more
detailed study in the short term and may result in
either hold the line or managed realignment being
identified as most appropriate.

The policy here is to be determined by more
detailed study in the short term and may result in
either hold the line or managed realignment being
identified as most appropriate.

The policy here is to be determined by more
detailed study in the short term and may result in
either hold the line or managed realignment being
identified as most appropriate.

deltas at the mouth of the estuary and therefore
these are likely to remain stable.
The distal end of Dawlish Warren is highly
dynamic and presently accreting due to west-to
east transport that occurs along the whole of
Dawlish Warren.
Beach management activities during this period
would ensure that this section continued to limit
wave propagation into the estuary (and so
continue to provide a flood defence function to
the inner estuary).
6b21 – Dawlish
Warren (Central
– Gabion
Defences)

This helps to retain the current flood defence
function of this section with regards the
protection it affords the inner estuary.
This section of Dawlish Warren spit has exhibited
roll back into the inner estuary since at least
1853.
The Exe Estuary is also believed to be a sink for
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Policy Unit

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

Policy = Hold the Line

Policy = Either ‘Hold the Line’ or ‘Managed
Realignment’, to be determined by more detailed
study in the short term

Policy = Either ‘Hold the Line’ or ‘Managed
Realignment’, to be determined
determined by more detailed
study in the short term

The proximal end of Dawlish Warren spit is
presently protected by groynes and gabions
(some of which are currently buried). These
could require upgrading during this period. Beach
management activities would also be required to
ensure the integrity of the defences is not
compromised.

The policy here is to be determined by more
detailed study in the short term and may result in
either hold the line or managed realignment being
identified as most appropriate.

The policy here is to be determined by more
detailed study in the short term and may result in
either hold the line or managed realignment being
identified as most appropriate.

The policy here is to be determined by more
detailed study in the short term and may result in
either hold the line or managed realignment being

The policy here is to be determined by more
detailed study in the short term and may result in
either hold the line or managed realignment being

sediment, with Pole Sand having exhibited a net
increase in size since 1853. It is anticipated that
there would be continued supply to the flood and
ebb deltas at the mouth of the estuary and
therefore these are likely to remain stable.
Beach management activities during this period
would ensure that this section continues to limit
wave propagation into the estuary (and so
continue to provide a flood defence function to
the inner estuary). This will also reduce the risk
of the gabion defences being undermined during
this period.
6b22 – Dawlish
Warren (West –
Hard Defences)

Between Dawlish Warren and Langstone Rock
the coast is protected by a sea wall and rock
armour. These could also require upgrading
during this period.
The erosional trend at the western end of the
spit is expected to continue due to the net west
to east littoral drift and lack of sediment input
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Policy Unit

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)
from the east. This would be countered by beach
management activities including beach recycling
and recharge.

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

identified as most appropriate.

identified as most appropriate.

Policy = Hold the Line

Policy = Hold the Line

Policy = Hold the Line

A seawall extends along this section as protection
to the railway line. The beach fronting the seawall
is controlled by groynes and breakwaters.

To implement this Policy, upgrade of the defences
is therefore likely to be required at the beginning
of this period in order to maintain adequate levels
of protection.

To implement this Policy, upgrade of the defences
is therefore likely to be required at the beginning
of this period in order to maintain adequate levels
of protection.

There would be no change in shoreline position,
due to the continued defence of this coastline.

There would be no change in shoreline position,
due to the continued defence of this coastline.

Beach narrowing will continue to be an important
issue, with most of the beach likely to disappear
during this period, due to lack of sediment input,
sea level rise and the defences preventing any
shoreline retreat. Defences will have to be

It is unlikely that any beaches would be present by
this period and therefore there would be
increased exposure and therefore pressure on
existing defences.

Continued presence of defences along this section
will protect the land behind from flooding, whilst
the beach management activities will help to
prevent undermining of defences.
To the south-west of Dawlish Warren, erosion is
prevented by the seawall and rock armour
therefore there will be no change in shoreline
position.
There is also little or no sediment input from the
west past Langstone Rock
6b23 – Langstone
Rock to Coryton
Cove

To implement this Policy, it is assumed that the
seawall is maintained to continue to provide
protection to the mainline railway.
The presence of the seawall prevents erosion of
the cliff toe along this section and has resulted in
the cliff line being fixed over the past century or
more. A continuation of defences will result in no
change in shoreline position, and in turn a lack of
sediment supply to the local beaches.
Despite the presence of the control structures,

New defences would therefore be required
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Policy Unit

6b24 – Coryton
Cove to
Holcombe

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

the beach fronting this section has a long term
trend of erosion and narrowing. The defences
along this section have prevented any input of
sediment through cliff erosion, but also sit several
metres in front of the natural cliffline. The trend
of erosion and narrowing would continue during
this period.

upgraded to cope with the increased pressure and
risk of overtopping which will result.

during this period in order to reduce the risk to
the defences. There is already limited interaction
with adjacent shorelines therefore this would not
have an additional impact up or downdrift.

Policy = Hold the Line

Policy = Hold the Line

Policy = Hold the Line

Short lengths of seawall that protect the railway
line are located at the backs of small pocket
beaches that indent this section.

To implement this Policy, upgrade of the defences
is therefore likely to be required at the beginning
of this period in order to maintain adequate levels
of protection.

To implement this Policy, upgrade of the defences
is therefore likely to be required at the beginning
of this period in order to maintain adequate levels
of protection. Monitoring of the undefended
cliffed headlands would be undertaken, and
consideration may need to be given during this
period to implementing measures to reduce the
rate of recession in these areas so as to protect
the railway line where it passes through tunnels
carved within these features.

To implement this Policy, it is assumed that the
seawall is maintained to continue to provide
protection to the mainline railway.

This section consists of small cliffed headlands
indented with small pocket beaches. These
beaches have been stable over the longer term
and this is expected to continue to 2025, although
coastal squeeze could become increasingly
important towards the end of this period.
The cliffed headlands are undefended and
expected to continue to erode as historically as a
result of infrequent small scale cliff failures events,

Monitoring of the undefended cliffed headlands
would be undertaken, and consideration may
need to be given during this period to
implementing measures to reduce the rate of
recession in these areas so as to protect the
railway line where it passes through tunnels
carved within these features.
The cliffed headlands would continue to erode as
historically at a rate of about 0.1m/yr due to
infrequent small scale cliff failure events, although
sea level rise could begin to lead to an increase in
this rate during this period, with total erosion of
2 to 6m predicted by 2055. This would likely
cause a significant risk to the railway line that runs
through tunnels carved inside these headlands,
and so measures may be needed to reduce the
rate of cliff recession during this period, probably

Continued erosion of the cliffed headlands as a
result of infrequent small scale cliff failure events
is expected to occur, although sea level rise could
begin to lead to an increase in this rate during this
period, with total erosion of 5 to 30m predicted
by 2105. This would likely cause a significant risk
to the railway line that runs through tunnels
carved inside these headlands. If not implemented
in the medium term, measures may be needed to
reduce the rate of cliff recession during this
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Policy Unit

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)
with total erosion of 1 to 2m predicted by 2025.

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)
through the extension of existing defences.
Along the rest of the coast erosion would be
prevented by the presence of seawalls.
It is likely that the small pocket beaches would
narrow as a result of lack of sediment input,
defences preventing retreat and sea level rise.
This would increase exposure of the defences.

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)
period, probably through the extension of existing
defences.
Along the rest of the coast erosion would be
prevented by the presence of seawalls.
As sea levels rise, the small pocket beaches could
narrow and in places disappear as a result of lack
of sediment input, defences preventing retreat
and sea level rise. This would increase exposure
of the defences and mean that they would require
upgrading to provide current levels of protection.

POLICY SCENARIO
SCENARIO AREA: HOLCOMBE TO HOPE’S NOSE
Key Impacts & Implications for the Policy Scenario Area:
This is a largely undeveloped, hard cliffed section of coastline, with the main areas of development located at Teignmouth and Shaldon, either side of the Teign Estuary mouth,
and at Newton Abbot at the head of the estuary. Long-term recession of the coast will be limited in the most part by the geological resistance of the cliffs; however coastal
squeeze will occur, probably along much of this shoreline, whether defended or undefended.
As well as the geological and environmental importance of this shoreline, a key policy driver has been the continued protection of the mainline railway. The preferred policy
along this stretch is to continue to hold the existing defences to ensure the main line railway link between the wider South-West Region and the rest of the UK is maintained;
this also serves to protect a range of tourist related assets.
Within the upper Teign Estuary, an area of Managed Realignment towards the head of the estuary could help reduce flood risk within other parts of the estuary whilst also
providing habitat creation opportunities.
Along the undefended coast, the main driver has been to maintain this current natural status. Whilst meeting some environmental objectives, a policy of no active intervention in
these areas has, however, the potential to result in the loss of one Scheduled Monument and the loss of a small area of high grade agricultural land.
6b25 – Holcombe
to Sprey Point

Policy = Hold the Line

Policy = Hold the Line

Policy = Hold the Line

A seawall extends along this section as protection
to the railway line, which sits at the toe of the
cliffs. Implementation of this Policy would involve

To provide continued protection to the mainline
railway, upgrade of the defences is therefore likely
to be required at the beginning of this period in

To provide continued protection to the mainline
railway, upgrade of the defences is therefore likely
to be required during this period in order to
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Policy Unit

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

the continued maintenance of this defence.

order to maintain adequate levels of protection.

maintain adequate levels of protection.

The presence of the seawall prevents erosion of
the cliff toe along this section and has resulted in
negligible cliff recession occurring over the past
century or more, and in turn a lack of sediment
supply to the local beaches. This situation is
expected to continue to 2025.

Continued defence of the cliff toe would result in
negligible cliff recession between 2025 and 2055
and so provide no input of sediment to the local
beach.

Continued defence of the cliff toe would result in
negligible cliff recession between 2055 and 2105
and so provide no input of sediment to the local
beach.

Sea level rise could cause further narrowing of
the beach. This would put increased pressure on
the existing defences and new defences, possibly
including control structures and/or beach
recharge, would likely be required in the early
part of this period.

Due to sea level rise it is expected that there
would be no beach fronting the defences, which
would have obvious impacts on the current
defences.

Policy = Hold the Line

Policy = Hold the Line

Policy = Hold the
the Line

Sprey Point is a concrete platform protected by a
seawall that is built out seawards from the
alignment of the adjacent seawalls.

Maintenance and possible upgrade of the defences
along this section is likely to be required during
this period in order to maintain adequate levels of
protection.

Maintenance and possible upgrade of the defences
along this section is likely to be required during
this period in order to maintain adequate levels of
protection.

Continued defence of the cliff toe would result in
negligible cliff recession between 2025 and 2055
and so provide no sediment to the local beach.

Continued defence of the cliff toe would result in
negligible cliff recession between 2055 and 2105
and so provide no sediment to the local beach.

Sea level rise could cause further narrowing of
the beach. This would put increased pressure on
the existing defences and new defences, possibly
including control structures and/or beach

Due to sea level rise it is expected that there
would be no beach fronting the defences, which
would have obvious impacts on the current
defences.

The beach fronting the seawall has a long term
trend of erosion and narrowing. Coastal squeeze
as a result of sea level rise is therefore likely to
become increasingly significant during this period
to 2025.
6b26 – Sprey
Point

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Under this Policy, the concrete platform would
continue to be maintained along with the other
defences associated with the railway line to the
north and south of it.
The presence of the defences at Sprey Point
prevents erosion of the cliff toe along this section
and has resulted in negligible cliff recession
occurring over the past century or more, and in
turn a lack of sediment supply to the local
beaches. This situation is expected to continue to
2025.

Therefore, new defences possibly including
control structures and/or beach recharge could
be required during this period.
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Policy Unit

6b27 – Sprey
Point to
Teignmouth Pier

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

There is very little beach fronting the seawall
along this section due to the prominence of Sprey
Point, which also acts as a barrier to the
longshore transport of sediment, although this is
more limited by the lack of sediment in the
system caused by the lack of cliff erosion. The
long term trend of erosion and narrowing
associated with coastal squeeze as a result of sea
level rise is therefore likely to continue during
this period to 2025.

recharge, would likely be required in the early
part of this period.

New defences possibly including control
structures and/or beach recharge could be
required during this period to retain adequate
levels of protection.

Policy = Hold the Line

Policy = Hold the
the Line

Policy = Hold the Line

A seawall protects the railway line along the
northern part of this section, and provides flood
protection to low-lying land towards Teignmouth
Pier. Along the southern part of this section
fronting Teignmouth, groynes also help to control
the littoral drift of beach material.

Upgrade of the defences is likely to be required
during this period in order to maintain adequate
levels of protection.

Upgrade of the defences could be required during
this period in order to maintain adequate levels of
protection.

The presence of the seawall prevents erosion of
the cliff toe along this section and has resulted in
negligible cliff recession occurring over the past
century or more, and in turn a lack of sediment
supply to the local beaches. This situation would
continue to 2025, although very small scale,
localised landslides could occur as a result of
elevated groundwater conditions.

The continued protection of the cliff toe in the
northern part of this section would result in
negligible cliff recession, although some localised
small scale cliff failures could occur as a result of
elevated groundwater conditions.

Negligible cliff recession would be expected,
other than occasional localised small scale cliff
failures as a result of elevated groundwater levels.

The beach fronting the seawall in the northern
part of this section has a long term trend of
erosion and narrowing. Coastal squeeze as a
result of sea level rise is therefore likely to

The beach along the northern part would be
expected to narrow as sea levels rise, and new
defences possibly including control structures
and/or beach recharge are anticipated to be
required during this period in order to reduce the
risk to the defences.
The beach fronting Teignmouth towards the pier

As sea levels rise, the beaches along this section
backed by seawalls are expected to narrow and
steepen, and could possibly disappear in places
due to insufficient input of new sediment and the
fact that the backshore position is fixed by
defences.
New defences, possibly including control
structures and/or beach recharge, may be
required during this period in order to maintain
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Policy Unit

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)
become increasingly significant during this period
to 2025.

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

would be expected to continue to fluctuate as
part of the cyclic sediment transport system,
although sea level rise could cause some
narrowing of the beach in the longer term as it is
prevented from adapting by the seawall that backs
it.

adequate levels of protection.

Policy = Hold the Line

Policy = Hold the Line

Policy = Hold the Line

Implementation of this Policy will involved
maintenance of the existing seawall, which
provides flood protection to low-lying land along
the open coast towards the mouth of the Teign
Estuary.

Upgrade of the defences is likely to be required
during this period in order to maintain adequate
levels of protection.

Upgrade of the defences could be required during
this period in order to maintain adequate levels of
protection.

The beach towards the Teign Estuary mouth has
historically fluctuated as part of a cyclic sediment
transport regime that exists in this area. This is
expected to continue to 2025.

The shoreline position will remain fixed by
defences.

The shoreline position will remain fixed by
defences.

The beach fronting Teignmouth towards the
mouth of the Teign Estuary would be expected to
continue to fluctuate as part of the cyclic
sediment transport system, although sea level rise
could cause some narrowing of the beach in the
longer term as it is prevented from adapting by
the seawall that backs it.

As sea levels rise, the beaches along this section
backed by seawalls are expected to narrow and
steepen, and could possibly disappear in places
due to insufficient input of new sediment and the
fact that their seaward migration is prevented.

The beach towards the Teignmouth Pier has
historically fluctuated as part of a cyclic sediment
transport regime that exists in this area. This is
expected to continue to 2025. However, this
could be affected by any changes in the
management of the Teign Estuary and so this
would need to be looked at in further detail as
part of any future Teign Estuary management,
which is to be investigated as part of the Teign
Estuary Coastal Management Study.
6b28 –
Teignmouth Pier
to The Point

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

The shoreline position will remain fixed by
defences.

New defences including possibly control
structures and/or beach recharge may be
required during this period in order to maintain
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Policy Unit

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)
current levels of flood protection to the low-lying
areas of Teignmouth.

6b29 – The Point

Policy = Managed Realignment

Policy = Managed Realignment

Policy = Managed Realignment

There are currently no defences along this
section that forms a spit across the northern part
of the mouth of the Teign Estuary, although the
landward (northern) part is anchored by defences
at Teignmouth.

Continuation of the managed realignment policy
here aims to allow the spit to continue to evolve
naturally, whilst retaining the option for
intervention if detailed study during the shortterm shows it is important to retain this feature
for flood defence benefit to the wider Teign
Estuary.

Continuation of the managed realignment policy
here aims to allow the spit to continue to evolve
naturally, whilst retaining the option for
intervention if detailed study during the shortterm shows it is important to retain this feature
for flood defence benefit to the wider Teign
Estuary.

The spit across the northern part of the mouth of
the Teign Estuary would be allowed to continue
to evolve naturally.

The spit across the northern part of the mouth of
the Teign Estuary would be allowed to continue
to evolve naturally.

The spit across the northern part of the mouth of
the Teign Estuary would be allowed to continue
to evolve naturally.

If it is found to be important to retain this feature
for the benefit of flood defence for the rest of the
Teign Estuary, intervention could occur under this
policy. This may involve beach management
activities during this period.

If it is found to be important to retain this feature
for the benefit of flood defence for the rest of the
Teign Estuary, intervention could occur under this
policy. This may involve beach management
activities and/or the introduction of control
structures during this period in order to limit the
landward movement of the feature into the
estuary as sea levels rise.

If it is found to be important to retain this feature
for the benefit of flood defence for the rest of the
Teign Estuary, intervention could occur under this
policy. This may involve beach management
activities and/or the introduction of control
structures during this period in order to limit the
landward movement of the feature into the
estuary as sea levels rise.

Policy = Hold the Line

Policy
Policy = Hold the Line

Policy = Hold the Line

A seawall protects the railway line along the
western end of this section. Other defences

The CFMP policy for this section is “P5 – Take

The CFMP policy for this section is “P5 – Take

further action to reduce flood risk (now and in

further action to reduce flood risk (now and in

The intention of the policy here is to allow the
spit to continue to evolve naturally, whilst
retaining the option for intervention if detailed
study during this period shows it is important to
retain this feature for flood defence benefit to the
wider Teign Estuary.

6b30 – Teign
Estuary – The
Point to
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Policy Unit
Teignmouth and
Shaldon Bridge

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)
including seawalls protect the eastern part of this
section on the inner part of the spit that extends
across the mouth of the estuary.
The CFMP policy for this section is “P5 – Take

further action to reduce flood risk (now and in
the future)”.
This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
‘Hold the Line’ for this part of the estuary.
Continued maintenance of some of the defences
within this section is therefore assumed to occur
during this period under this Policy.
The Teign Estuary is likely to maintain its current
form during this period, assuming riverine
sediment inputs continue as at present.

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

the future)”.

the future)”.

This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
‘Hold the Line’ for this part of the estuary.

This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
‘Hold the Line’ for this part of the estuary.

Maintenance and possible upgrade of the defences
is therefore likely to be required during this
period in order to maintain adequate levels of
protection along this section.

Maintenance and possible upgrade of the defences
is therefore likely to be required during this
period in order to maintain adequate levels of
protection along this section

The Teign Estuary would be unable to translate
landwards in response to sea level rise during this
period due to the constraints of human
intervention and steeply rising valley sides where
no defences are present. It is therefore
anticipated that the estuary would accrete
vertically at a rate keeping pace with sea level rise
whilst generally maintaining its present form
during this period. This would likely involve
erosion of some parts of the estuary to supply
sediment to allow vertical accretion, and new
sediment inputs from upstream sources would
also contribute.

New defences may be required during this period
in order to maintain current levels of protection.

This in turn could have impacts on the cyclic
sediment circulation around the estuary mouth,
though further detailed study is required to assess
the full implications of this, possibly as part of the
Teign Estuary Coastal Management Study.

The Teign Estuary would be unable to translate
landwards in response to sea level rise during this
period due to the constraints of human
intervention and steeply rising valley sides where
no defences are present. It is therefore
anticipated that the estuary would accrete
vertically at a rate keeping pace with sea level rise
whilst generally maintaining its present form
during this period. This would likely involve
erosion of some parts of the estuary to supply
sediment to allow vertical accretion, and new
sediment inputs from upstream sources would
also contribute.
This in turn could have impacts on the cyclic
sediment circulation around the estuary mouth,
though further detailed study is required to assess
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Policy Unit

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)
the full implications of this, possibly as part of the
Teign Estuary Coastal Management Study.

6b31 – Teign
Estuary – North
Shore
(Teignmouth and
Shaldon Bridge to
Passage House
Hotel)

Policy = Hold the Line

Policy = Hold the Line

Policy = Hold the Line

A seawall protects the railway line along the
length of this section that extends along the north
shore of the Teign Estuary.

The CFMP policy for this section is “P5 – Take

The CFMP policy for this section is “P5 – Take

further action to reduce flood risk (now and in
the future)”.

further action to reduce flood risk (now and in
the future)”.

The CFMP policy for this section is “P5 – Take

This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
‘Hold the Line’ for this part of the estuary.

This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
‘Hold the Line’ for this part of the estuary.

Maintenance and possible upgrade of the defences
is therefore likely to be required during this
period in order to maintain adequate levels of
protection along this section.

Maintenance and possible upgrade of the defences
is therefore likely to be required during this
period in order to maintain adequate levels of
protection along this section.

The Teign Estuary would be unable to translate
landwards in response to sea level rise during this
period due to the constraints of human
intervention and steeply rising valley sides where
no defences are present. It is therefore
anticipated that the estuary would accrete
vertically at a rate keeping pace with sea level rise
whilst generally maintaining its present form

New defences may be required during this period
in order to maintain current levels of protection.

further action to reduce flood risk (now and in
the future)”.
This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
‘Hold the Line’ for this part of the estuary.
Continued maintenance of some of the defences
within this section is therefore assumed to occur
during this period under this Policy.
There is potential for habitat creation on the
northern side of the railway line along parts of
this stretch via regulated tidal exchange, although
any detailed investigations to implement this
would need to ensure that flood risk to the
railway line is not adversely affected.
The Teign Estuary is likely to maintain its current
form during this period, assuming riverine
sediment inputs continue as at present.

The Teign Estuary would be unable to translate
landwards in response to sea level rise during this
period due to the constraints of human
intervention and steeply rising valley sides where
no defences are present. It is therefore
anticipated that the estuary would accrete
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Policy Unit

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)
during this period. This would likely involve
erosion of some parts of the estuary to supply
sediment to allow vertical accretion, and new
sediment inputs from upstream sources would
also contribute.
This in turn could have impacts on the cyclic
sediment circulation around the estuary mouth,
though further detailed study is required to assess
the full implications of this, possibly as part of the
Teign Estuary Coastal Management Study,

6b32
6b32 – Teign
Estuary – Passage
House Hotel to
A383
Kingsteignton
Road Bridge

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)
vertically at a rate keeping pace with sea level rise
whilst generally maintaining its present form
during this period. This would likely involve
erosion of some parts of the estuary to supply
sediment to allow vertical accretion, and new
sediment inputs from upstream sources would
also contribute.
This in turn could have impacts on the cyclic
sediment circulation around the estuary mouth,
though further detailed study is required to assess
the full implications of this, possibly as part of the
Teign Estuary Coastal Management Study,

Policy = Hold the Line

Policy = Managed Realignment

Policy = Managed Realignment

Defences along this section protect low-lying
areas from flooding. These would be retained
during this period.

The CFMP policy for this section is “P5 – Take

Continuation of the Managed Realignment policy
in the long-term provides the option to realign
defences further landwards in the future if
required. For example if climate change increases
rainfall amounts and intensity, then further
realignment along this section could help to
provide additional flood storage for the rest of
the estuary.

The CFMP policy for this section is “P5 – Take

further action to reduce flood risk (now and in
the future)”.
This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
‘Hold the Line’ for this part the estuary during
this period and so continued maintenance of
some of the defences within this section is
therefore assumed to occur during this period
Under this Policy.

further action to reduce flood risk (now and in
the future)”. This has been interpreted to mean
‘Hold the Line’ in areas of the estuary where
defences already exist.
However, along this section this could also be
achieved through implementing Managed
Realignment during this period such that flood
defence is provided by a new defence line
landward of the existing one, whilst also
increasing the flood storage capacity of the
estuary.

However, this area includes large area of flood
plain that could be utilised to provide flood
storage as part of a managed realignment policy in
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Policy Unit

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

the medium to long term. This could serve to
reduce the risk of flooding in over parts of the
estuary. Therefore maintenance of the defence
along this section would be a short-term measure
whilst options for implementing managed
realignment are investigated in detail.
The Teign Estuary is likely to maintain its current
form during this period, assuming riverine
sediment inputs continue as at present.

Unlike much of the Teign Estuary, which would
be unable to translate landwards in response to
sea level rise during this period due to the
constraints of human intervention and steeply
rising valley sides (where no defences are
present), Managed Realignment in this area during
this period would not only increase flood storage
for the rest of the estuary but also provide space
for the estuary to adapt to rising sea levels in the
future.

Unlike much of the Teign Estuary, which would
be unable to translate landwards in response to
sea level rise during this period due to the
constraints of human intervention and steeply
rising valley sides (where no defences are
present), further Managed Realignment in this
area during this period (if required) would not
only increase flood storage for the rest of the
estuary but also provide space for the estuary to
adapt to rising sea levels in the future.

It is anticipated that the estuary would accrete
vertically at a rate keeping pace with sea level rise
whilst generally maintaining its present form
during this period. This would likely involve
erosion of some parts of the estuary to supply
sediment to allow vertical accretion, and new
sediment inputs from upstream sources would
also contribute.

It is anticipated that the estuary would accrete
vertically at a rate keeping pace with sea level rise
whilst generally maintaining its present form
during this period. This would likely involve
erosion of some parts of the estuary to supply
sediment to allow vertical accretion, and new
sediment inputs from upstream sources would
also contribute.

This in turn could have impacts on the cyclic
sediment circulation around the estuary mouth,
though further detailed study is required to assess
the full implications of this, possibly as part of the
Teign Estuary Coastal Management Study,

This in turn could have impacts on the cyclic
sediment circulation around the estuary mouth,
though further detailed study is required to assess
the full implications of this, possibly as part of the
Teign Estuary Coastal Management Study,
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Policy Unit
6b33 – Teign
Estuary –
Kingsteignton and
Newton Abbot

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

Policy = Hold the Line

Policy = Hold the Line

Policy = Hold the Line

Defences along this section protect low-lying
areas from flooding. These would be retained
during this period.

The CFMP policy for this section is “P5 – Take

The CFMP policy for this section is “P5 – Take

further action to reduce flood risk (now and in
the future)”.

further action to reduce flood risk (now and in
the future)”.

The CFMP policy for this section is “P5 – Take

This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
‘Hold the Line’ for this part of the estuary.

This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
‘Hold the Line’ for this part of the estuary.

Maintenance and possible upgrade of the defences
is therefore likely to be required during this
period in order to maintain adequate levels of
protection along this section.

Maintenance and possible upgrade of the defences
is therefore likely to be required during this
period in order to maintain adequate levels of
protection along this section.

The Teign Estuary would be unable to translate
landwards in response to sea level rise during this
period due to the constraints of human
intervention and steeply rising valley sides where
no defences are present. It is therefore
anticipated that the estuary would accrete
vertically at a rate keeping pace with sea level rise
whilst generally maintaining its present form
during this period. This would likely involve
erosion of some parts of the estuary to supply
sediment to allow vertical accretion, and new
sediment inputs from upstream sources would
also contribute.

New defences may be required during this period
in order to maintain current levels of protection.

further action to reduce flood risk (now and in
the future)”.
This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
‘Hold the Line’ along this part estuary. Continued
maintenance of some of the defences within this
section is therefore assumed to occur during this
period under this Policy.
The Teign Estuary is likely to maintain its current
form during this period, assuming riverine
sediment inputs continue as at present.

This in turn could have impacts on the cyclic
sediment circulation around the estuary mouth,
though further detailed study is required to assess

The Teign Estuary would be unable to translate
landwards in response to sea level rise during this
period due to the constraints of human
intervention and steeply rising valley sides where
no defences are present. It is therefore
anticipated that the estuary would accrete
vertically at a rate keeping pace with sea level rise
whilst generally maintaining its present form
during this period. This would likely involve
erosion of some parts of the estuary to supply
sediment to allow vertical accretion, and new
sediment inputs from upstream sources would
also contribute.
This in turn could have impacts on the cyclic
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Policy Unit

6b34
6b34 – Teign
Estuary – South
Shore (Newton
Abbot to
Shaldon)

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

the full implications of this.

sediment circulation around the estuary mouth,
though further detailed study is required to assess
the full implications of this.

Policy = Hold the Line

Policy = Hold the Line

Policy = Hold the Line

There are only a few very small scale private
defences along this otherwise undefended section.
These would be retained during this period.

The CFMP policy for this section is “P5 – Take

The CFMP policy for this section is “P5 – Take

further action to reduce flood risk (now and in
the future)”.

further action to reduce flood risk (now and in
the future)”.

The CFMP policy for this section is “P5 – Take

This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
‘Hold the Line’ for the parts of this section where
there are existing defences.

This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
‘Hold the Line’ for the parts of this section where
there are existing defences.

Maintenance and possible upgrade of the defences
is therefore likely to be required during this
period in order to maintain adequate levels of
protection along this section.

Maintenance and possible upgrade of the defences
is therefore likely to be required during this
period in order to maintain adequate levels of
protection along this section.

However, under this Policy it is assumed that no
defences would be constructed in areas that are
presently undefended.

However, under this Policy it is assumed that no
defences would be constructed in areas that are
presently undefended.

The Teign Estuary would be unable to translate
landwards in response to sea level rise during this
period due to the constraints of human
intervention and steeply rising valley sides where
no defences are present. It is therefore

New defences may be required during this period
in order to maintain current levels of protection.

further action to reduce flood risk (now and in
the future)”.
This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
‘Hold the Line’ for the parts of this section where
there are existing defences. Continued
maintenance of some of the defences within this
section is therefore assumed to occur during this
period under this Policy.
However, under this Policy it is assumed that no
defences would be constructed in areas that are
presently undefended, although in line with the
CFMP policy to take action to reduce flood risk,
this could potentially include opportunities for
potential realignment in small low-lying areas at
Netherton and Coombe Cellars.
The Teign Estuary is likely to maintain its current
form during this period, assuming riverine
sediment inputs continue as at present.

The Teign Estuary would be unable to translate
landwards in response to sea level rise during this
period due to the constraints of human
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Policy Unit

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

anticipated that the estuary would accrete
vertically at a rate keeping pace with sea level rise
whilst generally maintaining its present form
during this period. This would likely involve
erosion of some parts of the estuary to supply
sediment to allow vertical accretion, and new
sediment inputs from upstream sources would
also contribute.

intervention and steeply rising valley sides where
no defences are present. It is therefore
anticipated that the estuary would accrete
vertically at a rate keeping pace with sea level rise
whilst generally maintaining its present form
during this period. This would likely involve
erosion of some parts of the estuary to supply
sediment to allow vertical accretion, and new
sediment inputs from upstream sources would
also contribute.

This in turn could have impacts on the cyclic
sediment circulation around the estuary mouth,
though further detailed study is required to assess
the full implications of this, possibly as part of the
Teign Estuary Coastal Management Study,

6b35 – Teign
Estuary - Shaldon

This in turn could have impacts on the cyclic
sediment circulation around the estuary mouth,
though further detailed study is required to assess
the full implications of this, possibly as part of the
Teign Estuary Coastal Management Study,

Policy = Hold the Line

Policy = Hold the Line

Policy = Hold the Line

Defences at Shaldon protect areas of low-lying
land from flooding. These would be retained
during this period.

The CFMP policy for this section is “P5 – Take

The CFMP policy for this section is “P5 – Take

further action to reduce flood risk (now and in
the future)”.

further action to reduce flood risk (now and in
the future)”.

The CFMP policy for this section is “P5 – Take

This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
‘Hold the Line’ for this part of the estuary.

This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
‘Hold the Line’ for this part of the estuary.

Maintenance and possible upgrade of the defences
is therefore likely to be required during this
period in order to maintain adequate levels of
protection along this section.

Maintenance and possible upgrade of the defences
is therefore likely to be required during this
period in order to maintain adequate levels of
protection along this section.

The Teign Estuary would be unable to translate

New defences may be required during this period

further action to reduce flood risk (now and in
the future)”.
This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
‘Hold the Line’ for this part of the estuary.
Continued maintenance of some of the defences
within this section is therefore assumed to occur
during this period under this Policy.
The Teign Estuary is likely to maintain its current
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Policy Unit

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)
form during this period, assuming riverine
sediment inputs continue as at present.

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

landwards in response to sea level rise during this
period due to the constraints of human
intervention and steeply rising valley sides where
no defences are present. It is therefore
anticipated that the estuary would accrete
vertically at a rate keeping pace with sea level rise
whilst generally maintaining its present form
during this period. This would likely involve
erosion of some parts of the estuary to supply
sediment to allow vertical accretion, and new
sediment inputs from upstream sources would
also contribute.

in order to maintain current levels of protection.

This in turn could have impacts on the cyclic
sediment circulation around the estuary mouth,
though further detailed study is required to assess
the full implications of this.
This would also be likely to lead to increased risk
of flooding to low lying land at Shaldon unless
defences are also upgraded in response.

6b36 – Shaldon
(The Ness) to
Maidencombe
(North)

The Teign Estuary would be unable to translate
landwards in response to sea level rise during this
period due to the constraints of human
intervention and steeply rising valley sides where
no defences are present. It is therefore
anticipated that the estuary would accrete
vertically at a rate keeping pace with sea level rise
whilst generally maintaining its present form
during this period. This would likely involve
erosion of some parts of the estuary to supply
sediment to allow vertical accretion, and new
sediment inputs from upstream sources would
also contribute.
This in turn could have impacts on the cyclic
sediment circulation around the estuary mouth,
though further detailed study is required to assess
the full implications of this.
This would also be likely to lead to increased risk
of flooding to low lying land at Shaldon unless
defences are also upgraded in response.

Policy = No Active Intervention

Policy = No Active Intervention

Policy = No Active Intervention

There are no defences along this section.

No defences.

No defences.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section consists of relatively resistant rock
that has eroded very little over the past century.
This is expected to continue in the short term,
with total erosion of about 2m predicted by 2025.

Slow cliff erosion would continue as historically at
a rate of about 0.2m/yr, although the effect of sea
level rise could result in this rate increasing during
this period, with total erosion of up to 7m

Slow cliff erosion would continue as historically at
a rate of about 0.2m/yr, although the effect of sea
level rise could result in this rate increasing during
this period, with total erosion of 10 to 25m
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Policy Unit

6b37
6b37 –
Maidencombe

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

The Ness would remain as a southern control of
the estuary mouth.

predicted by 2055. The Ness would remain as a
southern control of the estuary mouth.

predicted by 2105. The Ness would remain as a
southern control of the estuary mouth.

Narrow beaches may be retained as small pocket
beaches that indent this section, if there is
sufficient local sediment input from the sandstone
cliffs.

As sea levels rise some of the pocket beaches
could become submerged as the rate of cliff
erosion does not keep pace with the accelerated
rate of sea level rise. Other beaches may remain if
there is sufficient local erosion to maintain the
beaches.

Many of the small pocket beaches will have
become submerged due to accelerated sea level
rise meaning that cliffs here will plunge directly
into the sea. This may result in a slight increase in
erosion rates, but in general the rate of erosion is
determined by the relatively resistant geology.

Policy = No Active
Active Intervention

Policy = No Active Intervention

Policy = No Active Intervention

There are some short lengths of wall, associated
with provision of facilities, located at the back of
the small pocket beach at Maidencombe.

There are some short lengths of wall, associated
with provision of facilities, located at the back of
the small pocket beach at Maidencombe.

There are some short lengths of wall, associated
with provision of facilities, located at the back of
the small pocket beach at Maidencombe.

It is assumed under this Policy, that it would be
unlikely that these structures would attract public
funds to be maintained or upgraded. However, if
alternative funds were available to carry out this
work, then there is no reason not to permit the
retention of the structures in this area that
provide amenity value until such time that the
beach is lost due to rising sea levels.

It is assumed under this Policy, that it would be
unlikely that these structures would attract public
funds to be maintained or upgraded. However, if
alternative funds were available to carry out this
work, then there is no reason not to permit the
retention of the structures in this area that
provide amenity value until such time that the
beach is lost due to rising sea levels.

It is assumed under this Policy, that it would be
unlikely that these structures would attract public
funds to be maintained or upgraded. However, if
alternative funds were available to carry out this
work, then there is no reason not to permit the
retention of the structures in this area that
provide amenity value until such time that the
beach is lost due to rising sea levels.

In either case, the slow erosion of the backing
cliffs combined with rising sea levels will gradually
cause narrowing and loss of the beach in the
medium to long term, and so provision of these
amenity facilities may not be required on these
time-scales.

In either case, the slow erosion of the backing
cliffs combined with rising sea levels will gradually
cause narrowing and loss of the beach in the long
term, and so provision of these amenity facilities
may not be required during this period.

Slow cliff erosion would continue as historically at
a rate of about 0.2m/yr, although the effect of sea

Slow cliff erosion would continue as historically at
a rate of about 0.2m/yr, although the effect of sea

Much of this section consists of relatively resistant
rock that has eroded very little over the past
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Policy Unit

6b38 –
Maidencombe
Maidencombe
(South) to
Watcombe Head

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

century. This is expected to continue in the short
term, with total erosion of about 2m predicted by
2025.

level rise could result in this rate increasing during
this period, with total erosion of up to 7m
predicted by 2055.

level rise could result in this rate increasing during
this period, with total erosion of 10 to 25m
predicted by 2105.

The continued provision of defences here, if funds
are available to do so, would be unlikely to have a
significant effect on coastal evolution as they are
in a small pocket beach that has little or no
connectivity with adjacent sections of coast.
However, continued defence in this area would
exacerbate the narrowing and steepening of the
beaches, which is already occurring naturally, and
beaches could eventually become submerged in
the long term as sea level rises.

As sea levels rise, the pocket beach could become
submerged if the rate of cliff erosion does not
keep pace with the accelerated rate of sea level
rise. This could be exacerbated by the continued
presence of the defences here. A narrow beach
may be maintained if there is sufficient local
erosion.

The small pocket beach will have become
submerged due to accelerated sea level rise
meaning that the defences here would be more
exposed to wave action.

However, during this period a narrow beach may
be retained if there is sufficient local sediment
input from the sandstone cliffs.

The continued provision of defences here, if funds
are available and there is still a beach here which
requires them, would be unlikely to have a
significant effect on coastal evolution as they are
in a small pocket beach that has little or no
connectivity with adjacent sections of coast.

It is questionable as to whether or not defences
will still be required during this period as they are
for the purpose of providing access to the beach,
which would be lost during this period. However,
if desired and funds are available, the retention of
defences here would be unlikely to have a
significant effect on coastal evolution as they are
in a small pocket beach that has little or no
connectivity with adjacent sections of coast.

Policy = No Active Intervention

Policy = No Active Intervention

Policy = No Active Intervention

There are no defences along this section.

No defences.

No defences.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section consists of relatively resistant rock
that has eroded very little over the past century.
This is expected to continue in the short term,
with total erosion of about 2m predicted by 2025.

Slow cliff erosion would continue as historically at
a rate of about 0.2m/yr, although the effect of sea
level rise could result in this rate increasing during
this period, with total erosion of up to 7m
predicted by 2055.

Slow cliff erosion would continue as historically at
a rate of about 0.2m/yr, although the effect of sea
level rise could result in this rate increasing during
this period, with total erosion of 10 to 25m
predicted by 2105.

As sea levels rise some of the pocket beaches
could become submerged as the rate of cliff
erosion does not keep pace with the accelerated
rate of sea level rise. Other beaches may remain if

Many of the small pocket beaches will have
become submerged due to accelerated sea level
rise meaning that cliffs here will plunge directly
into the sea. This may result in a slight increase in

Narrow beaches may be retained as small pocket
beaches that indent this section, if there is
sufficient local sediment input from the sandstone
cliffs.
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Policy Unit

6b39
6b39 –
Watcombe

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

there is sufficient local erosion to maintain the
beaches.

erosion rates, but in general the rate of erosion is
determined by the relatively resistant geology.

Policy = No Active Intervention

Policy = No Active Intervention

Policy = No Active Intervention

There are some short lengths of wall, associated
with provision of facilities, located at the back of
the small pocket beach at Watcombe.

There are some short lengths of wall, associated
with provision of facilities, located at the back of
the small pocket beach at Watcombe.

There are some short lengths of wall, associated
with provision of facilities, located at the back of
the small pocket beach at Watcombe.

It is assumed under this Policy, that it would be
unlikely that these structures would attract public
funds to be maintained or upgraded. However, if
alternative funds are available to carry out this
work then there is no reason not to permit them
(in terms of impact on coastal processes) to be
maintained during this period as they have no
impact on the wider shoreline.

It is assumed under this Policy, that it would be
unlikely that these structures would attract public
funds to be maintained or upgraded. However, if
alternative funds are available to carry out this
work then there is no reason not to permit them
(in terms of impact on coastal processes) to be
maintained during this period as they have no
impact on the wider shoreline.

It is assumed under this Policy, that it would be
unlikely that these structures would attract public
funds to be maintained or upgraded. However, if
alternative funds are available to carry out this
work then there is no reason not to permit them
to be maintained during this period as they have
no impact on the wider shoreline.

In either case, the slow erosion of the backing
cliffs combined with rising sea levels will gradually
cause narrowing and loss of the beach in the
medium to long term, and so provision of these
amenity facilities may not be required on these
time-scales.

In either case, the slow erosion of the backing
cliffs combined with rising sea levels will gradually
cause narrowing and loss of the beach in the
medium to long term, and so provision of these
amenity facilities may not be required on these
time-scales.

Much of this section consists of relatively resistant
rock that has eroded very little over the past
century. This is expected to continue in the short
term, with total erosion of about 2m predicted by
2025.

Slow cliff erosion would continue as historically at
a rate of about 0.2m/yr, although the effect of sea
level rise could result in this rate increasing during
this period, with total erosion of up to 7m
predicted by 2055.

Slow cliff erosion would continue as historically at
a rate of about 0.2m/yr, although the effect of sea
level rise could result in this rate increasing during
this period, with total erosion of 10 to 25m
predicted by 2105.

The continued provision of defences here, if funds
are available to do so, would be unlikely to have a
significant effect on coastal evolution as they are

As sea levels rise, the pocket beach could become
submerged if the rate of cliff erosion does not
keep pace with the accelerated rate of sea level

The small pocket beach will have become
submerged due to accelerated sea level rise
meaning that the defences here would be more

In either case, the slow erosion of the backing
cliffs combined with rising sea levels will gradually
cause narrowing and loss of the beach in the long
term, and so provision of these amenity facilities
may not be required during this period.
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Policy Unit

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)
in a small pocket beach that has little or no
connectivity with adjacent sections of coast.

exposed to wave action.

The continued provision of defences here, if funds
area available and there is still a beach here which
requires them, would be unlikely to have a
significant effect on coastal evolution as they are
in a small pocket beach that has little or no
connectivity with adjacent sections of coast.

Policy = No Active Intervention

Policy = No Active Intervention

Policy = No Active Intervention

There are no defences along this section.

No defences.

No defences.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section consists of relatively resistant rock
that has eroded very little over the past century.
This is expected to continue in the short term,
with total erosion of about 2m predicted by 2025.

Slow cliff erosion would continue as historically at
a rate of about 0.2m/yr, although the effect of sea
level rise could result in this rate increasing during
this period, with total erosion of up to 7m
predicted by 2055.

Slow cliff erosion would continue as historically at
a rate of about 0.2m/yr, although the effect of sea
level rise could result in this rate increasing during
this period, with total erosion of 10 to 25m
predicted by 2105.

As sea levels rise some of the pocket beaches
could become submerged as the rate of cliff
erosion does not keep pace with the accelerated
rate of sea level rise. Other beaches may remain if
there is sufficient local erosion to maintain the
beaches.

Many of the small pocket beaches will have
become submerged due to accelerated sea level
rise meaning that cliffs here will plunge directly
into the sea. This may result in a slight increase in
erosion rates, but in general the rate of erosion is
determined by the relatively resistant geology.

Policy = Hold the Line

Policy = Hold the Line

Policy = Hold the Line

Much of this cliffed frontage is protected by a
range of structures including seawalls and

Maintenance and possible upgrade of defences is
anticipated to be required during this period in

Maintenance and possible upgrade of defences is
anticipated to be required during this period in

However, during this period a narrow beach may
be retained if there is sufficient local sediment
input from the sandstone cliffs.

Narrow beaches may be retained as small pocket
beaches that indent this section, if there is
sufficient local sediment input from the sandstone
cliffs.

6b41
6b41 – Petit Tor
Point to Walls
Hill

rise. This could be exacerbated by the continued
presence of the defences here. A narrow beach
may be maintained if there is sufficient local
erosion.

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

It is questionable as to whether or not defences
will still be required during this period as they are
for the purpose of providing access to the beach,
which would be lost during this period. However,
if desired and funds are available, the retention of
defences here would be unlikely to have a
significant effect on coastal evolution as they are
in a small pocket beach that has little or no
connectivity with adjacent sections of coast.

However, continued defence in this area would
exacerbate the narrowing and steepening of the
beaches, which is already occurring naturally, and
beaches could eventually become submerged in
the long term as sea level rises.

6b40
6b40 –
Watcombe
(South) to Petit
Tor Point

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)
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Policy Unit

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

revetments. There are some short lengths of
undefended cliff, mostly along the northern part
of this section. Implementation of this Policy
would involve maintenance of these existing
defences during this period.

order to maintain adequate levels of protection.

order to maintain adequate levels of protection.

The short length of unprotected sandstone cliffs
along the northern part of this section have
eroded slowly in the past as a result of infrequent
and small scale cliff failures. This is expected to
continue during this period, with total erosion of
between 3 and 10m predicted by 2025 along this
section.

Slow erosion of the short length of unprotected
cliffs would continue as historically at a rate of
about 0.15m/yr, although the effect of rising sea
level would have varying impacts depending upon
the nature of the cliffs, with total erosion of
between 7 and 10m predicted by 2055.

Slow erosion of the short length of unprotected
cliffs would continue as historically at a rate of
about 0.15m/yr, although the effect of rising sea
level would have varying impacts depending upon
the nature of the cliffs, with total erosion of 10 to
15m predicted by 2105 along most of this section.

Narrowing beaches in front of the existing
defences would become an increasing issue due
to accelerated sea level rise. This could
necessitate upgrading of the defences.

As sea levels rise and with insufficient input of
sediment from cliff erosion, the beaches are likely
to disappear with water levels up to the toe of
the defences, due to accelerated sea level rise.
This could result in further improvements to the
defences being required as they are more
exposed to larger waves that are able to
propagate to the defence.

Policy = No Active Intervention

Policy = No Active Intervention

Policy = No Active Intervention

There are no defences along this section.

No defences.

No defences.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

The unprotected sandstone cliffs have eroded
slowly in the past as a result of infrequent and
small scale cliff failures. This is expected to

Slow erosion of the unprotected ciffs would
continue as historically at a rate of about
0.15m/yr, although the effect of rising sea level

Slow erosion of the unprotected cliffs would
continue as historically at a rate of about
0.15m/yr, although the effect of rising sea level

Along Oddicombe Beach there are defences in
front of the cliff toe which protects the lift and
facilities at the back of the beach. These also
serve to prevent any local release of sediment
from cliff erosion. Here beaches will continue to
narrow and steepen, as experienced historically.
There is a similar situation at Redgate Beach.
Any impacts if defences are only felt very locally
as there is no linkage with other adjacent pocket
beaches.
6b42 – Walls Hill
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Policy Unit

6b43
6b43 – Anstey’s
Cove

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

continue during this period, with total erosion of
between 3 and 10m predicted by 2025 along this
section.

would have varying impacts depending upon the
nature of the cliffs, with total erosion of between
7 and 10m predicted by 2055.

would have varying impacts depending upon the
nature of the cliffs, with total erosion of 15 to
25m predicted at Walls Hill by 2105.

Policy = No Active Intervention

Policy = No Active Intervention

Policy = No Active Intervention

Much of this cliffed frontage is unprotected, but
within the small pocket bay there is a seawall that
protects a promenade and tourism assets, as well
as preventing erosion locally.

It is assumed under this Policy, that these
structures would be unlikely to attract public
funds to be maintained or upgraded, and as such
no maintenance of these structures would be
expected to occur in this period.

It is assumed under this Policy, that these
structures would be unlikely to attract public
funds to be maintained or upgraded, and as such
no maintenance of these structures would be
expected to occur in this period.

However, if alternative funds are available to
carry out this work then there is no reason not
to permit them to be maintained during this
period as they have no impact on the wider
shoreline.

However, if alternative funds are available to
carry out this work then there is no reason not
to permit them to be maintained during this
period as they have no impact on the wider
shoreline.

In either case, the slow erosion of the backing
cliffs combined with rising sea levels will gradually
cause narrowing and loss of the beach in the
medium to long term, and so provision of these
amenity facilities may not be required on these
time-scales.

In either case, the slow erosion of the backing
cliffs combined with rising sea levels will gradually
cause narrowing and loss of the beach in the long
term, and so provision of these amenity facilities
may not be required during this period.

Slow erosion of the unprotected ciffs would
continue as historically at a rate of about
0.15m/yr, although the effect of rising sea level
would have varying impacts depending upon the

Slow erosion of the unprotected cliffs would
continue as historically at a rate of about
0.15m/yr, although the effect of rising sea level
would have varying impacts depending upon the

It is assumed under this Policy, that these
structures would be unlikely to attract public
funds to be maintained or upgraded, and as such
no maintenance of these structures would be
expected to occur in this period.
However, if alternative funds are available to
carry out this work then there is no reason not
to permit them to be maintained during this
period as they have no impact on the wider
shoreline.
In either case, the slow erosion of the backing
cliffs combined with rising sea levels will gradually
cause narrowing and loss of the beach in the
medium to long term, and so provision of these
amenity facilities may not be required on these
time-scales.
The unprotected sandstone cliffs along parts of
this section have eroded slowly in the past as a
result of infrequent and small scale cliff failures.
This is expected to continue during this period,

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)
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Policy Unit

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

with total erosion of between 3 and 10m
predicted by 2025 along this section.

nature of the cliffs, with total erosion of between
7 and 10m predicted by 2055.

nature of the cliffs, with total erosion of 10 to
15m predicted by 2105 along most of this section.

The small beach along this section would narrow
and steepen in front of the defences during this
period, although there should still be some beach
here during this period.

A narrowing beach in front of the existing
defences would become an increasing issue due
to accelerated sea level rise. This could increase
the risk of the defences failing by undermining
during this period.

As sea levels rise and with insufficient input of
sediment from cliff erosion, the beach is likely to
disappear with water levels up to the toe of the
defences if they remain during this period, due to
accelerated sea level rise.

Any impacts of defences are only felt very locally
as there is no linkage with other adjacent pocket
beaches.

6b44 – Anstey’s
Cove to Hope’s
Nose

It is questionable as to whether or not defences
will still be required during this period as they are
for the purpose of providing access to the beach,
which would be lost during this period. However,
if desired and funds are available, the retention of
defences here would be unlikely to have a
significant effect on coastal evolution as they are
in a small pocket beach that has little or no
connectivity with adjacent sections of coast.

Policy = No Active Intervention

Policy = No Active Intervention

Policy = No Active Intervention

There are no defences along this section.

No defences.

No defences.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

The unprotected sandstone cliffs have eroded
slowly in the past as a result of infrequent and
small scale cliff failures. This is expected to
continue during this period, with total erosion of
between 3 and 10m predicted by 2025 along this
section.

Slow erosion of the unprotected ciffs would
continue as historically at a rate of about
0.15m/yr, although the effect of rising sea level
would have varying impacts depending upon the
nature of the cliffs, with total erosion of between
7 and 10m predicted by 2055.

Slow erosion of the unprotected cliffs would
continue as historically at a rate of about
0.15m/yr, although the effect of rising sea level
would have varying impacts depending upon the
nature of the cliffs, with total erosion of 10 to
15m predicted by 2105 along most of this section.
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Policy Unit

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

POLICY SCENARIO AREA: HOPE’S NOSE TO BERRY HEAD (TOR
(TOR BAY)
BAY)
Key Impacts & Implications for the Policy Scenario Area:
This is a heavily populated and developed area of coastline which encompasses the Torbay district; therefore policy options are limited along much of this shoreline, where the
key driver is the continued protection of the important social and commercial assets. The embayed nature of this coastline means that the beaches tend to be self-contained,
with limited sediment linkages between them, meaning that impacts tend to be confined locally. A key future issue is the technicality of maintaining sandy beaches along the key
tourist resorts under a scenario of rising sea levels. The beaches in the northern part of Tor Bay would be subject to coastal squeeze. However, the sheltered nature of the bay
lends itself to retaining a beach artificially in the future, which may be increasingly important as other beaches in the area and wider region are lost in the long term due to rising
sea levels.
There are potential environmental opportunities at Goodrington Sands and Broadsands, where Managed Realignment along parts or all of these areas could allow a more
naturally functioning beach to be retained in these areas as sea levels rise.
Holding the line in some areas would result in the protection of the Scheduled Monuments but could adversely affect some of the designated geological features.
6b45 – Hope’s
Nose to
Meadfoot Beach
(East)

Policy = No Active Intervention

Policy = No Active Intervention

Policy = No Active Intervention

There are no defences along this section.

No defences.

No defences.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

The unprotected cliffs along this section consist of
relatively resistant rocks that have historically
eroded very slowly. This is expected to continue
to 2025, with total erosion of 1 to 10m predicted
over this period at rates of about 0.05 to
0.25m/yr, depending upon specific local geology
and the occurrence of small scale, localised cliff
failure events.

Cliff erosion of the unprotected cliffs along this
section would continue only very slowly as has
occurred historically, with total erosion of 2 to
13m predicted by 2055 depending upon specific
local geology and the occurrence of small scale,
localised cliff failure events.

Continued slow cliff erosion of the unprotected
cliffs would continue as historically, with total
erosion of between 5 and 30m predicted by 2105
depending upon specific local geology and the
occurrence of small scale, localised cliff failure
events.

Sea level rise would cause narrowing and
steepening of the small pocket beaches along this
section as there is limited new sediment input
from local cliff erosion and they are prevented
from retreating landwards by the resistant cliffs
that back them.

As sea levels rise, it is expected that there would
be further narrowing and steepening of the small
pocket beaches along this section due to no new
inputs of sediment. By the end of this period
beaches would either be very narrow or non
existent along this shoreline.

The few small pocket beaches that indent this
section of coast have been relatively stable over
the long term, and this is expected to continue
during most of this period.
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Policy Unit
6b46 – Meadfoot
Beach

6b47 – Meadfoot
Beach
h (West) to
Beac
Beacon Cove

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

Policy = Hold the Line

Policy = Hold the Line

Policy = Hold the Line

A range of defences and other structures are
located along this section, including seawalls and
revetments. These provide protection against
both erosion and flooding of property and
infrastructure, and would be expected to be
maintained during this period under this Policy.

The defences along this section would be
expected to be maintained during this period.
There may also be a need for the defences to be
upgraded by raising defence heights in order to
continue to provide current levels of protection.

The defences along this section would be
expected to be maintained during this period.
There may also be a need for the defences to be
upgraded by raising defence heights in order to
continue to provide current levels of protection.

There has been very little recession of the cliffs,
which are protected at the base by the various
defences located along this section. Defences are
likely to remain in place during this period,
therefore this trend would continue.

There has been very little recession of the cliffs,
which are protected at the base by the various
defences located along this section. Defences are
likely to remain in place during this period,
therefore this trend would continue.

There has been very little recession of the cliffs,
which are protected at the base by the various
defences located along this section. Defences are
likely to remain in place during this period,
therefore this trend would continue.

The beach along this section of coast has been
relatively stable over the long term, and this is
expected to continue during most of this period.
Coastal squeeze as a result of sea level rise could
however become increasingly an issue towards
the end of this period, which would increase
pressure on the defences and hasten their failure.
This could be a particular issue at along this
section as Meadfoot Beach is already very narrow.

Sea level rise would cause narrowing and
steepening of the beach along this section where
it has been prevented from retreating by
defences. There is also limited new sediment
input from local cliff erosion to keep pace with
sea level rise.

As sea levels rise, it is expected that there would
be further narrowing and steepening of the beach
along this section due to no new inputs of
sediment. By the end of this period, the beach
would either be very narrow or non existent
along this shoreline.

New defences are likely to be required during this
period in order to counter the effects of rising
sea levels and the increased risk of undermining
posed by narrowing beaches.

Further improvements to defences could be
required during this period in order to counter
the effects of rising sea levels and the increased
risk of undermining posed by narrowing beaches.

Policy = No Active Intervention

Policy = No Active Intervention

Policy = No Active Intervention

There are no defences along this section.

No defences.

No defences.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

The unprotected cliffs along this section consist of
relatively resistant rocks that have historically

Cliff erosion of the unprotected cliffs along this
section would continue only very slowly as has

Continued slow cliff erosion of the unprotected
cliffs would continue as historically, with total
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Policy Unit

6b48 – Beacon
Cove to Torre
Abbey Sands
(Torquay
Harbour)
Harbour)

6b49 – Torre
Abbey
bey Sands
Ab

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

eroded very slowly. This is expected to continue
to 2025, with total erosion of 1 to 10m predicted
over this period at rates of about 0.05 to
0.25m/yr, depending upon specific local geology
and the occurrence of small scale, localised cliff
failure events.

occurred historically, with total erosion of 2 to
13m predicted by 2055 depending upon specific
local geology and the occurrence of small scale,
localised cliff failure events.

erosion of between 5 and 30m predicted by 2105
depending upon specific local geology and the
occurrence of small scale, localised cliff failure
events.

Policy = Hold the Line

Policy = Hold the Line

Policy = Hold the Line

A range of defences and other structures are
located along this section, including seawalls,
revetments and breakwaters associated with
Torquay Marina. These protect the cliff toe from
erosion and low-lying areas from flooding,
although not all of the structures were designed
for this purpose. Therefore implementation of
this Policy will involve the continued maintenance
of these structures this period.

It is assumed that the structures along this section
will be maintained during this period and so they
will continue to afford protection.

It is assumed that the structures along this section
will be maintained during this period and so they
will continue to afford protection.

These may therefore require upgrading during
this period in order to maintain current levels of
protection.

These may therefore require upgrading during
this period in order to maintain current levels of
protection.

There has been very little recession of the cliffs
that are protected at the base by the various
defences and structures located along this section
and this will continue to be the case during this
period.

The continued presence of defences along the
remaining parts of this section of coast would
result in no change in cliff position over this
period along this section.

The continued presence of defences along the
remaining parts of this section of coast would
result in no change in cliff position over this
period along this section.

Policy = Hold the Line

Policy = Hold the Line

Policy = Hold the Line

Defences along the back of the pocket beach in
this section protect low-lying land behind from
flooding. These would be maintained during this
period.

Upgrade of defences along this section is likely to
be required during this period in order to
maintain current levels of protection.

Upgrade of defences along this section could be
required during this period in order to maintain
current levels of protection.

The beach along this section of coast has been
relatively stable over the long term, and this is

Sea level rise would be expected to cause
narrowing and steepening of the beach along this

As sea levels rise, it is expected that there would
be further narrowing and steepening of the beach
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Policy Unit

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)
expected to continue during this period. Coastal
squeeze as a result of sea level rise could
however become increasingly an issue towards
the end of this period.

6b50 – Corbyn’s
Head

6b51 – Livermead
Sands

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)
section where it is prevented from retreating by
defences and receives no new sediment input
from local cliff erosion to the south or east.
This could result in an increased flood risk to the
low-lying land behind the defences, and new
defences possibly including beach recharge may be
required during this period to maintain current
levels of protection.

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)
along this section due to no new inputs of
sediment. Unless defences were upgraded
(possibly including beach recharge), this could
increase flood risk to the low-lying land behind.
It is unlikely that any changes along this frontage
would impact adjacent stretches of coast, as
Livermead Head and Hope’s Nose prevent
sediment transport out of this frontage.

Policy = No Active Intervention

Policy = No Active Intervention

Policy = No Active Intervention

There are no defences along this short length of
coast. This section would continue to evolve
naturally.

No defences.

No defences.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

The unprotected cliffs along this section consist of
relatively resistant rocks that have historically
eroded very slowly. This is expected to continue
to 2025 assuming average retreat rates of about
0.05 to 0.25m/yr. However, localised landslide
events could occur, causing loss of up to 10m in a
single event. Therefore total erosion during this
period is predicted to be between 1 to 10m,
depending upon specific local geology and the
occurrence of small scale, localised cliff failure
events.

Cliff erosion of the unprotected cliffs along this
section would continue only very slowly as has
occurred historically, with total erosion of 2 to
10m predicted by 2055 depending upon specific
local geology and the occurrence of small scale,
localised cliff failure events.

Continued slow cliff erosion of the unprotected
cliffs would continue as historically, with total
erosion of between 5 and 10m predicted by 2105
depending upon specific local geology and the
occurrence of small scale, localised cliff failure
events.

Policy = Hold the Line

Policy = Hold the Line

Policy = Hold the Line

A sea wall protects the land behind from flooding.
These defences would be retained during this
period.

Upgrade of defences along this section is likely to
be required during this period in order to
maintain current levels of protection.

Upgrade of defences along this section could be
required during this period in order to maintain
current levels of protection.

The beach along this section of coast has been

Sea level rise would be expected to cause

As sea levels rise, it is expected that there would
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Policy Unit

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

relatively stable over the long term, and this is
expected to continue during this period. The
backshore position will remain fixed by defences.

narrowing and steepening of the beach along this
section where it is prevented from retreating by
defences and receives no new sediment input
from local cliff erosion to the north or south.

be further narrowing and steepening of the beach
along this section due to no new inputs of
sediment. Unless defences were upgraded
(possibly including beach recharge), this could
increase flood risk to the low-lying land behind.

This could result in an increased flood risk to
areas where defences are backed by low-lying
land, and new defences possibly including beach
recharge may be required during this period to
maintain adequate levels of protection.
6b52 – Livermead
Head

6b53 –
Hollicombe Beach

It is unlikely that any changes along this frontage
would impact adjacent stretches of coast, as
Livermead Head and Hope’s Nose prevent
sediment transport out of this frontage.

Policy = No Active Intervention

Policy = No Active Intervention

Policy = No Active Intervention

There are no defences along this short length of
coast. This section would continue to evolve
naturally.

No defences.

No defences.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

The unprotected cliffs along this section consist of
relatively resistant rocks that have historically
eroded very slowly. This is expected to continue
to 2025 assuming average retreat rates of about
0.05 to 0.25m/yr; however, localised landslide
events could occur, causing loss of up to 10m in
one go. Therefore total erosion during this period
is predicted to be between 1 to 10m, depending
upon specific local geology and the occurrence of
small scale, localised cliff failure events.

Cliff erosion of the unprotected cliffs along this
section would continue only very slowly as has
occurred historically, with total erosion of 2 to
10m predicted by 2055 depending upon specific
local geology and the occurrence of small scale,
localised cliff failure events.

Continued slow cliff erosion of the unprotected
cliffs would continue as historically, with total
erosion of between 5 and 10m predicted by 2105
depending upon specific local geology and the
occurrence of small scale, localised cliff failure
events.

Policy = Hold the Line

Policy = Hold the Line

Policy = Hold the Line

Defences along this section protect low-lying land
from flooding. These would be maintained during
this period.

Upgrade of the defences is anticipated to be
required during this period to maintain adequate
levels of protection.

Upgrade of the defences could be required during
this period to maintain adequate levels of
protection.

This section is protected against flooding of the

Sea level rise would lead to the continued

As sea levels rise, there is expected to be further
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Policy Unit

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

low-lying land behind by an armoured
embankment that associated with the protection
of the railway in this area. The beach that fronts
the defences has mainly been stable over the long
term despite receiving little new sediment from
erosion of adjacent cliffs. This situation is
expected to continue to 2025.

narrowing and steepening of the beach fronting
the defences and an associated increase in risk of
flooding of low-lying land behind.

narrowing and steepening of the beach along this
section due to no new inputs of sediment.
However the shoreline position will remain fixed
by the defences.

The beach is bounded by small rock headlands
that prevent transport of beach material between
adjacent beaches.
6b54 –
Hollicombe Head

6b55 –
Hollicombe Head
to Roundham
Head

New defences possibly including beach recharge
would likely be required during this period in
order to maintain current levels of protection.
This will result in the shoreline remaining fixed by
the defences.

This could result in an increased flood risk to the
low-lying land behind, and further upgrade of
defences possibly including beach recharge may be
required during this period to maintain current
levels of protection.

Policy = No Active Intervention

Policy = No Active Intervention

Policy = No Active Intervention

There are no defences along this short length of
coast. This section would continue to evolve
naturally.

No defences.

No defences.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This small rock headland is cliffed and has
historically eroded very slowly with only localised
erosion of between 0 and 1m predicted by 2025.

This small cliffed headland would be expected to
continue to experience negligible recession as has
occurred historically, with only localised erosion
of 0 to 4m predicted by 2055.

The small cliffed headland would be expected to
continue to experience negligible recession as has
occurred historically, with only localised erosion
of 0 to 8m predicted by 2105.

Policy = Hold the Line

Policy = Hold the Line

Policy = Hold the Line

Defences along this section protect low-lying land
from flooding. These would be maintained during
this period.

Upgrade of the defences is anticipated to be
required during this period to maintain current
levels of protection.

Upgrade of the defences could be required during
this period to maintain current levels of
protection.

The majority of this section is defended,
preventing flooding of the low-lying land behind.
The beaches that front the defences have mainly
been stable over the long term despite receiving
little new sediment from erosion of adjacent cliffs.

Sea level rise would lead to the continued
narrowing and steepening of the beach fronting
the defences and an associated increase in risk of
flooding of low-lying land behind.

As sea levels rise, there is expected to be further
narrowing and steepening of the beach along this
section due to no new inputs of sediment.

New defences possibly including beach recharge

This could result in an increased flood risk to the
low-lying land behind, and further upgrade of
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Policy Unit

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)
This situation is expected to continue to 2025.
The beach is bounded by small rock headlands
that prevent transport of beach material between
adjacent beaches. The rock headland of
Roundham Head at the southern end of this
section has historically eroded very slowly and
this is likely to continue in the future, with
negligible recession predicted by 2025.

6b56
6b56 –
Goodrington
Sands

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)
would likely be required during this period in
order to maintain current levels of protection.
The cliffed headland of Roundham Head at the
southern end of this section would be expected
to continue to experience negligible recession as
has occurred historically.

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)
defences possibly including beach recharge may be
required during this period to maintain current
levels of protection.
The cliffed headland of Roundham Head at the
southern end of this section would be expected
to continue to experience negligible recession as
has occurred historically.

Policy = Hold the Line

Policy = Managed Realignment

Policy = Hold the Line

A seawall is located at the back of the beach along
this section and protects low-lying land from
flooding.

Measures developed in the short-term would be
implemented where appropriate to do so along
this stretch to allow the roll-back of the beaches
in response to sea level rise.

The long-term policy would maintain the
defences, either along existing or realigned
positions, over this period. Beach management
may be required as part of this policy to counter
any beach narrowing that could occur in front of
the realigned defences due to continued sea level
rise in this area.

It is anticipated that parts of the seawall would
need to be maintained during this period in order
to maintain adequate levels of protection whilst
measures are investigated to implement the policy
of managed realignment in the medium to long
term along all or parts of this section.

Where this occurs it would involve construction
of a new secondary defence line that maintains
flood protection. This would result in more beach
material being retained which would otherwise
experience coastal squeeze where it is
constrained by defences which in turn also
provides a more robust natural defence line in
front of the set back defence.
In areas where realignment of defences is found
to be not appropriate, then existing defences will
need to be upgraded along current alignments
during this period. Continued defence along
existing alignments would result in greater
narrowing and loss of fronting beach in those
areas.
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Policy Unit

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

The beach at Goodrington Sands has been
relatively stable over the long term and this is
expected to continue to 2025, although beach
narrowing as a result of sea level rise could
become increasingly important during this period
due to a lack of new sediment input from adjacent
local cliff erosion and the defences preventing
landward migration of the beach.

Sea level rise would lead to the continued
narrowing and steepening of the beach fronting
the existing defences and an associated increase in
risk of flooding of low-lying land behind
Goodrington Sands.

The defence position established in the medium
term, either realigned or existing, would be
maintained. Where defences are realigned the
fronting beach would be allowed to undergo
beach roll back as sea levels rise, and so continue
to provide a more natural defence. Where
defences are retained along existing alignments
then the beach will become narrow and may even
be lost during this period.

The shoreline position would remain fixed by the
presence of the defences during this period.

In order to mitigate this, and to retain more
beach material along this section, a new defence
line could be constructed landwards of the
existing defences along all or part of this section
to provide flood protection to assets whilst
providing room for the coast to adapt more
naturally to rising sea levels.

Due to the lack of linkages with other beaches
within Tor Bay, this is unlikely to have a wider
impact beyond this section.

Due to the lack of linkages with other beaches
within Tor Bay, this is unlikely to have a wider
impact beyond this section.
6b57 –
Goodrington
Sands to
Broadsands

6b58
6b58 –
Broadsands

Policy = No Active Intervention

Policy = No Active Intervention

Policy = No Active Intervention

There are no defences along this section.

No defences.

No defences.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

The cliffs along this section are very resistant and
have eroded very little over the long term. This is
expected to continue to 2025, with negligible cliff
recession predicted.

Cliff recession would continue to occur very
slowly as historically, with negligible erosion
predicted between 2025 and 2055. This would
supply a limited amount of sand to the beaches.

Cliff recession along the remainder of this stretch
would continue to occur very slowly as
historically, with negligible erosion predicted
between 2055 and 2105.

Policy = Hold the Line

Policy = Managed Realignment

Policy = Hold the Line

A seawall is located at the back of the beach along
this section that protects the cliff toe behind the
beach from erosion.

Measures developed in the short-term would be
implemented to allow the roll-back of the beaches
in response to sea level rise. This would likely
involve construction of a new secondary defence

Following realignment of the defence line in the
medium term, the long-term policy would
maintain this new alignment over this period;
assuming that realignment required defences and

It is anticipated that parts of the seawall at
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Policy Unit

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)
Broadsands would need to be upgraded by the
end of this period in order to maintain current
levels of protection.

The beach at Broadsands has been relatively
stable over the long term and this is expected to
continue to 2025, although beach narrowing as a
result of sea level rise could become increasingly
important during this period due to a lack of new
sediment input from local cliff erosion and the
defences preventing landward migration of the
beach.

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

line that maintains flood protection, though could
also simply be realigning to higher ground.

did not simply occur to higher ground. Beach
management may be required as part of this
policy to counter any beach narrowing that could
occur in front of the realigned defences due to
continued sea level rise in this area.

This would result in more beach material being
retained which would otherwise experience
coastal squeeze where it is constrained by
defences which in turn also provides a more
robust natural defence line in front of the set back
defence.

If defences were not constructed as part of the
medium-term realignment, then it is likely that the
policy in this period may actually transition to no
active intervention.

Sea level rise would lead to the continued
narrowing and steepening of the beach fronting
the existing defences and an associated increase in
risk of flooding of low-lying land behind
Broadsands.

The realigned defence position established in the
medium term would be maintained and the
fronting beach would be allowed to undergo
beach roll back as sea levels rise, and so continue
to provide a more natural defence.

In order to mitigate this, and to retain more
beach material along this section, a new defence
line would be constructed landwards of the
existing defences to provide flood protection to
assets whilst providing room for the coast to
adapt more naturally to rising sea levels.

Due to the lack of linkages with other beaches
within Tor Bay, this is unlikely to have a wider
impact beyond this section.

Due to the lack of linkages with other beaches
within Tor Bay, this is unlikely to have a wider
impact beyond this section.
6b59 –
Broadsands to
Churston Cove
(East)

Policy = No Active Intervention

Policy = No Active Intervention

Policy = No Active Intervention

There are no defences present along the
shoreline of this section, although the eastern
part of this section may be affected by the
presence of the Brixham Harbour breakwater

No defences along the shoreline, although the
eastern part of this section may be affected by the
presence of the Brixham Harbour breakwater
farther east. It is assumed that this will remain

No defences along the shoreline, although the
eastern part of this section may be affected by the
presence of the Brixham Harbour breakwater
farther east. It is assumed that this will remain
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Policy Unit

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

farther east. It is assumed that this will remain
during this period.

during this period.

during this period.

The majority of this section consists of hard rock
cliffs that plunge directly into the sea, which are
resistant to erosion and have eroded very little
over the long term. This is expected to continue
to 2025, with negligible cliff recession predicted.

There would continue to be negligible erosion of
the hard rock cliffs between 2025 and 2055.

There would continue to be negligible erosion of
the hard rock cliffs between 2055 and 2105.

Depending upon the rate of sediment supply from
cliff erosion to the two pocket beaches along this
section, sea level rise could cause a change from
an accretion/stable trend to one of narrowing and
steepening.

As sea levels rise, the small pocket beaches could
become narrower and steeper if there is
insufficient material supplied from erosion of local
cliffs in the future.

The very small pocket beaches at Elberry and
Churston Coves have been stable and slowly
accreting over the long term, with material likely
derived from local cliff erosion. This is expected
to continue to 2025.
6b60 – Churston
Cove (East) to
Shoalstone Point

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

The rate of cliff recession would not be affected
by any changes to Brixham Harbour breakwater.

The rate of cliff recession would not be affected
by any changes to Brixham Harbour breakwater.

Policy = Hold the Line

Policy = Hold the Line

Policy = Hold the Line

A range of defences are located around Brixham,
including the Brixham Harbour breakwater that
influences wave action along the western part of
this section: this would be maintained in the
implementation of this Policy.

Upgrade of the defences along this section is
anticipated to be required during this period in
order to maintain adequate levels of protection.

Upgrade of the defences along this section may be
required during this period in order to maintain
adequate levels of protection.

Within Brixham Harbour the cliffline has been
modified by quarrying and defences are in place to
protect assets, which lie between the coast and
the quarried cliff face.

Erosion of the defended sections would be
prevented, but rising sea levels could mean
improvements to the defences would be required
to prevent increased overtopping.

Erosion of the defended sections would be
prevented, but rising sea levels could mean
improvements to the defences would be required.

The presence of defences along this section
prevents wave action at the base of the cliffs and
protects the properties constructed in front of
the cliffs. These backing cliffs consist of hard rock
and are very resistant to erosion.

There would continue to be very little erosion of
the small lengths of hard rock cliffs that make up
the remainder of this section, with negligible cliff
recession predicted between 2025 and 2055.

There would continue to be very little erosion of
the small lengths of hard rock cliffs that make up
the remainder of this section, with negligible cliff
recession predicted between 2055 and 2105.

The small lengths of undefended cliffs that make
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Policy Unit

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

up the rest of this section also consist of very
hard rock and have eroded very little over the
long term. This is expected to continue to 2025,
with negligible cliff recession predicted.
6b61 –
Shoalstone Point
to Berry Head

Policy = No Active Intervention

Policy = No Active Intervention

Policy = No Active Intervention

There are no defences present along this hard
rock coast. This section would continue to evolve
naturally.

No defences.

No defences.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

The undefended cliffs that make up the rest of
this section also consist of very hard rock and
have eroded very little over the long term. This is
expected to continue to 2025, with negligible cliff
recession predicted.

There would continue to be very little erosion of
the hard rock cliffs that make up this section, with
negligible cliff recession predicted between 2025
and 2055.

There would continue to be very little erosion of
the hard rock cliffs that make up this section, with
negligible cliff recession predicted between 2055
and 2105.

POLICY SCENARIO AREA: BERRY HEAD TO BLACKSTONE POINT
Key Impacts & Implications for the Policy Scenario Area:
This coastline is characterised by cliffs of outstanding landscape value and encompasses the ria-type Dart Estuary. Much of it is undeveloped with development centred at
Dartmouth, Kingswear, Totnes and Brixham (St Mary’s Bay). Along much of this coastline the key driver will therefore be to allow natural evolution of the shoreline, although
in the long term natural coastal squeeze may occur due to the combination of resistant cliffs and rising sea levels, which could impact on inter-tidal habitats.
Along the cliffed open coast a policy of No Active Intervention is therefore proposed; however this will lead to loss of some properties in St Mary’s Bay due to erosion.
Within the Dart Estuary, there is a requirement to continue to minimise flood and erosion risk to the various assets through maintaining existing defences; however, the impact
on the long term estuary evolution is expected to be minimal, as it is a ria-type estuary characterised by a deep channel confined by steep resistant cliffs.
6b62
6b62 – Berry
Head to
Sharkham Point
Point

Policy = No Active Intervention

Policy = No Active Intervention

Policy = No Active Intervention

There are no defences present along this section.

No defences.

No defences.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

The cliffs along this section vary in character from

Erosion of the shale cliffs that back St Mary’s Bay

The more erodible shale cliffs that occur along St
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Policy Unit

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

resistant limestones to more erodible shales.
Small scale landslide events occur about every 10100 years within the shale cliffs as a result of
marine action at the cliff toe and elevated
groundwater conditions. This situation is
expected to continue during this period, with
total erosion along the shale cliffs of between 1
and 3m predicted by 2025, but negligible change
expected along the limestone cliff sections.

is driven by both marine erosion of the toe and
heavy rain, so they are sensitive to both changes
in precipitation and sea level. Due to uncertainty
in the possible future changes in precipitation,
however, no direct account has been taken of this
in the predictions.

Mary’s Bay are sensitive to climate change and the
rate of erosion could increase both due to sea
level rise and an increase in rainfall. Due to
uncertainty in the possible future changes in
precipitation, no direct account has been taken of
this in the predictions.

Although sea level rise could increase the rate of
cliff erosion, release of beach material will help to
counter this effect and should ensure that a
narrow beach remains at this location.

As sea levels rise, the beach may narrow and
result in increased erosion of the backing cliffs.
This, in turn, will release beach sediment and
reduce cliff exposure. This may slow erosion, but
erosion is still likely to be at a greater rate than
historically, due to the acceleration of sea level
rise proposed during this period.

The small pocket beach at St Mary’s Bay is fed by
sediment derived from local cliff erosion as there
is no other sediment source available. This would
be expected to continue to 2025.

6b63
6b63 – Sharkham
Point to
Kingswear
(South)

Total erosion of between 7 and 10m is predicted
along St Mary’s Bay by 2055, with the remaining
shale cliffs along this frontage experiencing
erosion of 4 to 7m by 2055, although the
limestone headlands of Sharkham Point and Durl
Head are expected to experience negligible
change.

Total erosion of between 15 and 35m is predicted
along St Mary’s Bay by 2105, with the remaining
shale cliffs along this frontage experiencing
erosion of 8 to 28m by 2105, although the
limestone headlands of Sharkham Point and Durl
Head are expected to experience negligible
change.

Policy = No Active Intervention

Policy = No Active Intervention
Intervention

Policy = No Active Intervention

There are no defences present along this section.

No defences.

No defences.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section is largely cliffed with isolated pocket
beaches separated by rocky headlands, which
plunge into the sea.

Very slow cliff erosion would continue by 2055,
with total erosion of between 2 and 10m
predicted over this period depending on the
occurrence of small scale cliff failure events during
this period.

Erosion of the cliffs would continue to occur at
historically slow rates, with total erosion of
between 5 and 10m predicted by 2105 depending
on the occurrence of small scale cliff failure
events during this period.

The cliffs are relatively resistant to erosion and
have undergone only very slow recession over
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Policy Unit

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

the long term. This is expected to continue during
this period with total erosion of between 1 and
10m predicted by 2025 depending on the
occurrence of small scale cliff failure events during
this period.

Sea level rise could also result in the narrowing
and steepening of the small pocket beaches along
this section as it is unlikely that sufficient
sediment would be released from the relatively
resistant backing cliffs.

As sea levels rise, the small pocket beaches along
this section could narrow further and ultimately
could be lost where they are backed by steep
resistant cliffs.

The small pocket beaches that indent this section
of coast are supplied with sediment from local cliff
erosion as there is no other sediment source
available.

At Man Sands, beach narrowing could result in
more frequent localised flooding of the low-lying
area behind.

At Man Sands, there could be some rollback
possible in front of the low-lying hinterland, but
beach narrowing could result in more frequent
localised flooding of this low-lying area behind.

There would be no change to the Dart Estuary.

There would be no change to the Dart Estuary.

Policy = Hold the Line

Policy = Hold the Line

Policy
Policy = Hold the Line

There is a range of defences providing flood
protection to Kingswear.

The CFMP policy for this section is “P5 – Take

The CFMP policy for this section is “P5 – Take

further action to reduce flood risk (now and in
the future)”.

further action to reduce flood risk (now and in
the future)”.

This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
‘Hold the Line’ throughout the estuary.
Continued monitoring and maintenance of
existing defences within this section is therefore
assumed to occur during this period under this
Policy.

This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
‘Hold the Line’ throughout the estuary.
Continued monitoring and maintenance of
existing defences within this section is therefore
assumed to occur during this period under this
Policy.

It is not assumed that new defences will be built
along currently undefended sections under this
Policy, which would continue to evolve naturally.

It is not assumed that new defences will be built
along currently undefended sections under this
Policy, which would continue to evolve naturally.

The Dart Estuary is a ria estuary characterised by
a deep channel confined by steep resistant cliffs.
Therefore, no change in the estuary form is
predicted.
6b64
6b64 – Dart
Estuary –
Kingswear
(South) to
Waterhead Creek

The CFMP policy for this section is “P5 – Take

further action to reduce flood risk (now and in
the future)”.
This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
‘Hold the Line’ throughout the estuary.
Continued monitoring and maintenance of
existing defences within this section is therefore
assumed to occur during this period under this
Policy.
It is not assumed that new defences will be built
along currently undefended sections under this
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Policy Unit

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

Policy, which would continue to evolve naturally.
This section extends along the defended frontage
of Kingswear on the eastern shore of the Dart
Estuary, which is a ria estuary characterised by a
deep channel confined by steep resistant cliffs. No
change in the overall estuary form is predicted
over this period.

Ongoing defence provision would continue to
reduce the risk of flooding to low lying areas
along this section.

Ongoing defence provision would continue to
reduce the risk of flooding to low lying areas
along this section.

Natural river and tidal processes would continue
in the rural areas surrounding this part of the
estuary. As such there would be no change to
overall form of the Dart Estuary.

Natural river and tidal processes would continue
in the rural areas surrounding this part of the
estuary. As such there would be no change to
overall form of the Dart Estuary.

Policy = Hold the Line

Policy = Hold the Line

Policy = Hold the Line

This section is defended along its length to
protect the railway that runs along this the
frontage.

The CFMP policy for this section is “P5 – Take

The CFMP policy for this section is “P5 – Take

further action to reduce flood risk (now and in
the future)”.

further action to reduce flood risk (now and in
the future)”.

The CFMP policy for this section is “P5 – Take

This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
‘Hold the Line’ throughout the estuary.
Continued monitoring and maintenance of
existing defences within this section is therefore
assumed to occur during this period under this
Policy.

This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
‘Hold the Line’ throughout the estuary.
Continued monitoring and maintenance of
existing defences within this section is therefore
assumed to occur during this period under this
Policy.

It is not assumed that new defences will be built
along currently undefended sections under this
Policy, which would continue to evolve naturally.

It is not assumed that new defences will be built
along currently undefended sections under this
Policy, which would continue to evolve naturally.

Ongoing defence provision would continue to
reduce the risk of flooding to low lying areas
along this section.
Natural river and tidal processes would continue
in the rural areas surrounding this part of the
estuary.
6b65
6b65 – Dart
Estuary –
Waterhead Creek
to Greenway
Viaduct

further action to reduce flood risk (now and in
the future)”.
This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
‘Hold the Line’ throughout the estuary.
Continued monitoring and maintenance of
existing defences within this section is therefore
assumed to occur during this period under this
Policy.
It is not assumed that new defences will be built
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Policy Unit

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

Ongoing defence provision for the railway would
reduce the risk of flooding to this asset. It is
unlikely that this would have impacts upon other
parts of the estuary and as such there would be
no change to the wider Dart Estuary as a result.

Ongoing defence provision for the railway would
reduce the risk of flooding to this asset. It is
unlikely that this would have impacts upon other
parts of the estuary and as such there would be
no change to the wider Dart Estuary as a result.

Policy = Hold the Line

Policy = Hold the Line

Policy = Hold the Line

There are some defences present along this
section associated with developed areas, however
much of this section is undefended.

The CFMP policy for this section is “P5 – Take

The CFMP policy for this section is “P5 – Take

further action to reduce flood risk (now and in
the future)”.

further action to reduce flood risk (now and in
the future)”.

The CFMP policy for this section is “P5 – Take

This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
‘Hold the Line’ throughout the estuary.
Continued monitoring and maintenance of
existing defences within this section is therefore
assumed to occur during this period under this
Policy.

This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
‘Hold the Line’ throughout the estuary.
Continued monitoring and maintenance of
existing defences within this section is therefore
assumed to occur during this period under this
Policy.

It is not assumed that new defences will be built
along currently undefended sections under this
Policy, which would continue to evolve naturally.

It is not assumed that new defences will be built
along currently undefended sections under this
Policy, which would continue to evolve naturally.

along currently undefended sections under this
Policy, which would continue to evolve naturally.
This section extends along the length of the Dart
Railway line along the eastern part of the Dart
Estuary. Ongoing defence provision for the
railway would reduce the risk of flooding to this
asset. It is unlikely that this would have impacts
upon other parts of the estuary.
This is a ria estuary characterised by a deep
channel confined by steep resistant cliffs and as
such, no change in the overall estuary form is
predicted during this period.
6b66
6b66 – Dart
Estuary –
Greenway
Viaduct to Totnes
South (east bank)

further action to reduce flood risk (now and in
the future)”.
This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
‘Hold the Line’ throughout the estuary.
Continued monitoring and maintenance of
existing defences within this section is therefore
assumed to occur during this period under this
Policy.
It is not assumed that new defences will be built
along currently undefended sections under this
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Policy Unit

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

Policy, which would continue to evolve naturally.
This is a largely natural, undefended part of the
Dart Estuary, which is a ria estuary characterised
by a deep channel confined by steep resistant
cliffs.

This is a natural, undefended part of the Dart
Estuary, which is a ria estuary characterised by a
deep channel confined by steep resistant cliffs.

This is a natural, undefended part of the Dart
Estuary, which is a ria estuary characterised by a
deep channel confined by steep resistant cliffs.

Natural river and tidal processes would continue
in this rural area of the estuary. Therefore, no
change in the estuary form is predicted.

Natural river and tidal processes would continue
in this rural area of the estuary. Therefore, no
change in the estuary form is predicted.

Policy = Hold the Line

Policy = Hold the Line
Line

Policy = Hold the Line

Flood defences protect areas of low-lying land
from flooding, although these are susceptible to
being overflowed during more extreme events.

The CFMP policy for this section is “P5 – Take

The CFMP policy for this section is “P5 – Take

further action to reduce flood risk (now and in
the future)”.

further action to reduce flood risk (now and in
the future)”.

The CFMP policy for this section is “P5 – Take

This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
‘Hold the Line’ throughout the estuary.
Continued monitoring and maintenance of
existing defences within this section is therefore
assumed to occur during this period under this
Policy.

This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
‘Hold the Line’ throughout the estuary.
Continued monitoring and maintenance of
existing defences within this section is therefore
assumed to occur during this period under this
Policy.

It is not assumed that new defences will be built
along currently undefended sections under this
Policy, which would continue to evolve naturally.

It is not assumed that new defences will be built
along currently undefended sections under this
Policy, which would continue to evolve naturally.

Flood risk to Totnes would continue to be
reduced by provision of flood defence measures.
These would not result in any change to the

Flood risk to Totnes would continue to be
reduced by provision of flood defence measures.
These would not result in any change to the

Natural river and tidal processes would continue
in this rural area of the estuary. Therefore, no
change in the estuary form is predicted.
6b67
6b67 – Dart
Estuary – Totnes

further action to reduce flood risk (now and in
the future)”.
This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
‘Hold the Line’ throughout the estuary.
Continued monitoring and maintenance of
existing defences within this section is therefore
assumed to occur during this period under this
Policy.
It is not assumed that new defences will be built
along currently undefended sections under this
Policy, which would continue to evolve naturally.
Totnes lies at the head of the Dart Estuary which
is a ria estuary characterised by a deep channel
confined by steep resistant cliffs.
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Policy Unit

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)
Totnes itself is a highly developed urban area with
significant flood risk that would continue to be
managed by ongoing maintenance and upgrade of
flood defences.

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

overall Dart Estuary form.

overall Dart Estuary form.

Policy = Hold the Line

Policy = Hold the Line

Policy = Hold the Line

There are some defences present along this
section associated with developed areas, however
much of this section is undefended.

The CFMP policy for this section is “P5 – Take

The CFMP policy for this section is “P5 – Take

further action to reduce flood risk (now and in
the future)”.

further action to reduce flood risk (now and in
the future)”.

The CFMP policy for this section is “P5 – Take

This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
‘Hold the Line’ throughout the estuary.
Continued monitoring and maintenance of
existing defences within this section is therefore
assumed to occur during this period under this
Policy.

This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
‘Hold the Line’ throughout the estuary.
Continued monitoring and maintenance of
existing defences within this section is therefore
assumed to occur during this period under this
Policy.

It is not assumed that new defences will be built
along currently undefended sections under this
Policy, which would continue to evolve naturally.

It is not assumed that new defences will be built
along currently undefended sections under this
Policy, which would continue to evolve naturally.

This is a natural, undefended part of the Dart
Estuary, which is a ria estuary characterised by a
deep channel confined by steep resistant cliffs.

This is a natural, undefended part of the Dart
Estuary, which is a ria estuary characterised by a
deep channel confined by steep resistant cliffs.

Natural river and tidal processes would continue

Natural river and tidal processes would continue

Continued provision of defences here is unlikely
to result in any change in the overall estuary
form.
6b68
6b68 – Dart
Estuary – Totnes
South (west bank)
to Dartmouth
(North)

further action to reduce flood risk (now and in
the future)”.
This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
‘Hold the Line’ throughout the estuary.
Continued monitoring and maintenance of
existing defences within this section is therefore
assumed to occur during this period under this
Policy.
It is not assumed that new defences will be built
along currently undefended sections under this
Policy, which would continue to evolve naturally.
This is a largely natural, undefended part of the
Dart Estuary, which is a ria estuary characterised
by a deep channel confined by steep resistant
cliffs.
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Policy Unit

6b69
6b69 – Dart
Estuary –
Dartmouth
(North) to
Halftide Rock

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

Natural river and tidal processes would continue
in this rural area of the estuary. Therefore, no
change in the estuary form is predicted.

in this rural area of the estuary. Therefore, no
change in the estuary form is predicted.

in this rural area of the estuary. Therefore, no
change in the estuary form is predicted.

Policy = Hold the Line

Policy = Hold the Line

Policy = Hold the Line

A range of defences protect low lying parts of the
town of Dartmouth from flooding, both tidal and
wave overtopping.

The CFMP policy for this section is “P5 – Take

The CFMP policy for this section is “P5 – Take

further action to reduce flood risk (now and in
the future)”.

further action to reduce flood risk (now and in
the future)”.

The CFMP policy for this section is “P5 – Take

This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
‘Hold the Line’ throughout the estuary.
Continued monitoring and maintenance of
existing defences within this section is therefore
assumed to occur during this period under this
Policy.

This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
‘Hold the Line’ throughout the estuary.
Continued monitoring and maintenance of
existing defences within this section is therefore
assumed to occur during this period under this
Policy.

It is not assumed that new defences will be built
along currently undefended sections under this
Policy, which would continue to evolve naturally.

It is not assumed that new defences will be built
along currently undefended sections under this
Policy, which would continue to evolve naturally.

Ongoing flood defence provision against both tidal
and wave overtopping during this period is
unlikely to have any impact on other parts of the
estuary, with no change in the estuary form
predicted.

Ongoing flood defence provision against both tidal
and wave overtopping during this period is
unlikely to have any impact on other parts of the
estuary, with no change in the estuary form
predicted.

further action to reduce flood risk (now and in
the future)”.
This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
‘Hold the Line’ throughout the estuary.
Continued monitoring and maintenance of
existing defences within this section is therefore
assumed to occur during this period under this
Policy.
It is not assumed that new defences will be built
along currently undefended sections under this
Policy, which would continue to evolve naturally.
Dartmouth is located on the western shore of
the Dart Estuary. It is defended against flooding
from both tidal and wave overtopping sources,
although the amount of wave overtopping is
limited by the position of Dartmouth inside of the
mouth of the estuary.
Ongoing flood defence provision during this
period is unlikely to have any impact on other
parts of the estuary, with no change in the estuary
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Policy Unit

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

form predicted.
6b70
6b70 – Dart
Estuary – Halftide
Rock to
Blackstone Point

Policy = Hold the Line / No Active Intervention

Policy = Hold the Line / No Active Intervention

Policy = Hold the Line
Line / No Active Intervention

There are some defences present along this
section associated with developed areas, however
much of this section is undefended.

The CFMP policy for this section is “P5 – Take

The CFMP policy for this section is “P5 – Take

further action to reduce flood risk (now and in
the future)”.

further action to reduce flood risk (now and in
the future)”.

The CFMP policy for this section is “P5 – Take

This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
‘Hold the Line’ throughout the estuary.
Continued monitoring and maintenance of
existing defences within this section is therefore
assumed to occur during this period under this
Policy.

This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
‘Hold the Line’ throughout the estuary.
Continued monitoring and maintenance of
existing defences within this section is therefore
assumed to occur during this period under this
Policy.

It is not assumed that new defences will be built
along currently undefended sections under this
Policy, which would continue to evolve naturally.

It is not assumed that new defences will be built
along currently undefended sections under this
Policy, which would continue to evolve naturally.

This is a natural, undefended part of the Dart
Estuary, which is a ria estuary characterised by a
deep channel confined by steep resistant cliffs.

This is a natural, undefended part of the Dart
Estuary, which is a ria estuary characterised by a
deep channel confined by steep resistant cliffs.

This is a natural, undefended part of the Dart
Estuary, which is a ria estuary characterised by a
deep channel confined by steep resistant cliffs.

Natural river and tidal processes would continue
in this rural area of the estuary. Therefore, no
change in the estuary form is predicted.

Natural river and tidal processes would continue
in this rural area of the estuary. Therefore, no
change in the estuary form is predicted.

Natural river and tidal processes would continue
in this rural area of the estuary. Therefore, no
change in the estuary form is predicted.

further action to reduce flood risk (now and in
the future)”.
This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
‘Hold the Line’ throughout the estuary.
Continued monitoring and maintenance of
existing defences within this section is therefore
assumed to occur during this period under this
Policy.
It is not assumed that new defences will be built
along currently undefended sections under this
Policy, which would continue to evolve naturally.
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Policy Unit

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

POLICY SCENARIO AREA: BLACKSTONE POINT TO START POINT
Key Impacts & Implications for the Policy Scenario Area:
This coastline is characterised by a shingle barrier which over geological timescales has progressively become segmented by emerging headlands as it has migrated landwards as a
result of rising sea levels. There is a number of shingle beaches, the longest being Slapton Sands, which are important tourist attractions. The coastline is characterised by
vegetated sea cliffs, shingle ridges and freshwater lagoons and is therefore of outstanding environmental, landscape and geological/geomorphological value. A key driver of policy
is therefore conservation of this asset, through allowing natural processes to occur and taking measures to ensure the sustainability of the shingle ridge as far as is feasible to do
so.
Developments along this stretch are small in scale, but continued protection of these may become increasingly difficult and detrimental to the integrity of the shingle ridge as it
continues to migrate landwards. As such, the policies along this section are to undertake localised measures, only as necessary, to manage the natural realignment of Slapton
Sands in both the short and the long-term. The main current implication for this area is the future provision of road access across Slapton Sands; here it will be increasingly
unsustainable to provide in the current form in the longer term as evidenced by the storm damage caused to the road in 2001, an event which could become more frequent in
the future. Adaptation plans developed as part of the Slaptonline Coastal Zone Management report in 2006 have already been developed to manage the adaptation of the road,
and these measures, along with those looking at the longer-term issue of future transport provision need to be carried out in the short term in order that this issue is addressed
in advance of it becoming uneconomical to maintain the coastal road.
As the shingle ridges at Slapton Sands and Beesands roll-back landwards, it will make it increasingly difficult to continue to provide defences sustainably to all parts of Beesands
and Torcross, and some realignment in these areas will also need to be considered in the long-term. At Torcross, this may involve withdrawing from the more seaward part of
the village and defending along the landward side of Slapton Ley.
6b71
6b71 –
Blackstone Point
to Stoke Fleming

Policy = No Active Intervention

Policy = No Active Intervention

Policy = No Active Intervention

There are no defences present along this section.

No defences.

No defences.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section is largely cliffed with isolated pocket
beaches separated by rocky headlands.

Slow, variable rates of cliff erosion, as has
occurred historically, with total erosion of
between 4 and 10m predicted by 2055 depending
on the occurrence of small scale cliff failure
events during this period.

Erosion of the cliffs would continue to occur at
historically slow rates, with total erosion of about
10m predicted by 2105 depending on the
occurrence of small scale cliff failure events during
this period.

Sea level rise could also result in the narrowing of
the small pocket beaches along this section as it is

As sea levels rise, the small pocket beaches along
this section could narrow and possibly become

The cliffs historically have experienced varying
rates of recession, dependent upon local
geological characteristics. This is expected to
continue during this period with total erosion of
between 2 and 10m predicted by 2025 at rates of
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Policy Unit

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

unlikely that sufficient material would be supplied
by the backing resistant cliffs. This would not
result in more rapid erosion of the cliffs, which
are relatively resistant to erosion with cliff failures
controlled by geological factors.

submerged as it is unlikely that sufficient material
would be supplied by the backing resistant cliffs.
This would not result in more rapid erosion of
the cliffs, which are relatively resistant to erosion
with cliff failures controlled by geological factors.

Policy = No Active Intervention

Policy = No Active Intervention

Policy = No Active Intervention

There are no defences present along this section.

No defences.

No defences.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section is largely cliffed with isolated pocket
beaches separated by rocky headlands.

Sea level rise would continue to cause narrowing
and steepening of the beaches along this section.
It is possible that the very small pocket beaches
that are backed by resistant cliffs could disappear.

As sea levels rise it is expected that the beaches
along this section would narrow further and could
disappear in places due to insufficient sediment
supply and the resistant nature of the backing
cliffs. As the beaches narrow headlands will
become more prominent which may interrupt
littoral drift.

about 0.2 to 0.3 m/yr combined with the
occurrence of infrequent, small scale cliff failure
events that result in localised increases in
recession.
The small pocket beaches that indent this section
of coast are supplied with sediment from local cliff
erosion as there is no other sediment source
available.
6b72
6b72 – Stoke
Fleming to
Blackpool Sands

These beaches have gradually narrowed over the
long term, suggesting a trend of erosion as a
result of insufficient sediment supply from local
cliff erosion, combined with rising sea levels.
It is predicted that this would continue to occur
to 2025, and that coastal squeeze as a result of
sea level rise would be likely to become
increasingly important during this period.

Cliff erosion along the remainder of the coast
would be expected to continue at similar rates to
historically, with total erosion of between 4 and
10m predicted by 2055.

Erosion of the cliffs would continue at similar
rates to historically, with total erosion of about
10m predicted by 2105.

The cliffs historically have experienced varying
rates of recession, dependent upon local
geological characteristics. This is expected to
continue during this period with total erosion of
between 2 and 10m predicted by 2025.
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Policy Unit
6b73
6b73 – Blackpool
Sands

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

Policy = No Active Intervention

Policy = No Active Intervention

Policy = No Active Intervention

Private defences are located along short lengths
of this section that encompasses the pocket beach
of Blackpool Sands. Under this Policy, these could
continue to be maintained during this period
however it is unlikely that to do so would attract
public funds (flood and coastal defence budget).

Private defences are located along short lengths
of this section that encompasses the pocket beach
of Blackpool Sands. Under this Policy these could
be maintained, and possibly upgraded, during this
period in order to ensure continued access and
amenity use of the beach. This will also help to
ensure access to several settlements is not lost
completely once the A379 across Slapton Sands
has to be closed in the medium to long term.

Private defences are located along short lengths
of this section that encompasses the pocket beach
of Blackpool Sands. Under this Policy these could
be maintained, and possibly upgraded, during this
period in order to ensure continued access and
amenity use of the beach. This will also help to
ensure access to several settlements is not lost
completely once the A379 across Slapton Sands
has to be closed in the medium to long term.

The rest of this section is natural and undefended
and this would continue to be the case under this
policy.

The rest of this section is natural and undefended
and this would continue to be the case under this
policy.

Maintenance of defences along this section will
depend on the availability of non-public (flood and
coastal defence budget) funds. Continued
maintenance of these structures could occur as to
do so will not have a significant impact on wider
coastal processes. Retention of these assets
would also continue to provide protection to
amenity assets as well as some protection to the
A379 road (although this is primarily affected by
fluvial flooding). This policy seeks to maintain the
existing defence line such that the car park to
provide beach access and protect other facilities
is maintained for as long as a beach is present.

Maintenance of defences along this section will
depend on the availability of non-public (flood and
coastal defence budget) funds. Continued
maintenance of these structures could occur as to
do so will not have a significant impact on wider
coastal processes. Retention of these assets
would also continue to provide protection to
amenity assets as well as some protection to the
A379 road (although this is primarily affected by
fluvial flooding). This policy seeks to maintain the
existing defence line such that the car park to
provide beach access and protect other facilities
is maintained for as long as a beach is present.

However, as sea level rise continues, the
retention of the existing defence line would result
in exacerbating the narrowing and steepening of

However, as sea level rise continues, the
retention of the existing defence line, assuming it
occurs, would result in exacerbating the

The rest of this section is natural and undefended
and this would continue to be the case under this
policy.

The beach at Blackpool Sands fronts a small area
of low-lying land which is protected against
flooding and erosion along part of its length by a
short length of defence.
The beach here has gradually narrowed over the
long term, suggesting a trend of erosion as a
result of insufficient sediment supply from local
cliff erosion, but rising sea levels.
It is predicted that this would continue to occur
to 2025, and that coastal squeeze as a result of
sea level rise would be likely to become
increasingly important during this period.
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Policy Unit

6b74
6b74 – Blackpool
Sands to Strete

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

the beach along this section. This narrowing trend
may accelerate as sea level rises and this could
result in an increased risk of localised flooding.

narrowing and steepening of the beach along this
section. This narrowing trend may accelerate as
sea level rises and this could result in an increased
risk of localised flooding. This could make
protection of assets related to beach access
provision unnecessary during this period, although
defence of the road would still be required to
provide access to local communities north of
Slapton Sands.

Policy = No Active Intervention

Policy = No Active Intervention

Policy = No Active Intervention

There are no defences present along this section.

No defences.

No defences.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section is largely cliffed with isolated pocket
beaches separated by rocky headlands.

Sea level rise would continue to cause narrowing
and steepening of the beaches along this section.
It is possible that the very small pocket beaches
that are backed by resistant cliffs could disappear.

As sea levels rise it is expected that the beaches
along this section would narrow further and could
disappear in places due to insufficient sediment
supply and the resistant nature of the backing
cliffs. As the beaches narrow, headlands will
become more prominent which may interrupt
littoral drift.

The beaches here have gradually narrowed over
the long term, suggesting a trend of erosion as a
result of insufficient sediment supply from local
cliff erosion, combined with rising sea levels.
It is predicted that this would continue to occur
to 2025, and that coastal squeeze as a result of
sea level rise would be likely to become
increasingly important during this period.

Cliff erosion along the remainder of the coast
would be expected to continue at similar rates to
historically, with total erosion of between 4 and
10m predicted by 2055.

Erosion of the cliffs would continue at similar
rates to historically, with total erosion of about
10m predicted by 2105.

The cliffs historically have experienced varying
rates of recession, dependent upon local
geological characteristics. This is expected to
continue during this period with total erosion of
between 2 and 10m predicted by 2025.
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Policy Unit
6b75
6b75 – Strete to
Torcross North
(Slapton Sands)
Sands)

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

Policy = Managed Realignment

Policy = Managed Realignment

Policy = Managed Realignment moving towards
No Active Intervention

This section is protected in its southern part by
rock armour defences. The A379 coast road
extends along the crest for the length of this
section, although it is predominantly undefended.

It may become increasingly technically difficult to
retain the shingle ridge in a condition where it can
support the road during this period through
beach management activities and maintenance of
existing defences, and it will become increasingly
necessary to consider closing the A379 during
this period.

During this period it is likely to become
technically very difficult to retain the shingle ridge
along this section in a condition suitable for the
road to continue to run along its crest.

Sea level rise would be expected to cause
narrowing and steepening of the beach where it is
backed by defences.

Under a scenario of accelerated sea level rise, the
tendency of unprotected sections of the beach
would be to roll back to a position commensurate
with the new sea level. This would be prevented
along sections where any defences remain,
resulting in accelerated beach narrowing and
possible degradation of the barrier. There would
therefore be an increased risk of breaching of the
barrier beach itself during this period.

Whilst the medium to long-term aim is to move
towards a more sustainable solution in terms of
the road, in the short term it is proposed that the
defence of the road will be provided through reactive beach management activities such as beach
re-cycling, and possibly maintenance of existing
defences to support this, whilst measures are
developed for the realignment of the road along
the shingle ridge and some upgrade of inland
roads is undertaken.
The dominant feature of this section is the shingle
barrier beach of Slapton Sands that fronts
freshwater lagoons, backed by higher ground. The
water level within the lagoons is higher than the
sea level on the seaward side of the barrier beach.
The defences where present protect against
flooding but also prevent the beach from rolling
back. Beach levels fluctuate greatly over short
time scales; however, the overall trend is for a
small net drift of material from south to north
along this section, resulting in a long term trend
of accretion towards the northern end of the
beach, and a long term trend of erosion at the

The unprotected areas of beach, where only the
road is present along its crest, could rollback
causing partial loss of the road in the process.
This could lead to a step change in the shoreline
plan form and lead to increased exposure of the
defended areas, particularly at Torcross.
Ongoing beach management activities could be
required in order to minimise the impacts of
these processes and so maintain adequate levels
of protection in these areas and minimise the risk

Therefore the A379 will be closed during this
period and the beach allowed to erode more
naturally as the policy moves to one of no active
intervention.

Where sections are undefended this roll-back
trend would continue, but this would put
increased pressure on the adjacent defended
sections all along this stretch, but particularly at
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Policy Unit

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

southern end.

of flooding of the hinterland.

There is no contemporary sediment supply to the
beach and no links to adjacent sections of coast
and so coastal squeeze as a result of sea level rise
is likely to become increasingly an issue,
particularly in the areas backed by defences. The
sections where the crest is topped only by the
A379 would be able to rollback in response to
sea level rise. Beach re-cycling and possibly some
localised recharge during this period would
reduce the rate of roll back whilst measures are
developed during this period to realign the road
landwards (but still along the top of the shingle
ridge) to accommodate the ridge roll back.

These beach management activities would
continue whilst measures to realign the road
along the shingle ridge crest are implemented.
However, this may become technically more
challenging by the end of this period.
The small section of cliffs at the northern end of
this section would be expected to continue to
erode as historically, with total erosion by 2055
of 4 to 10m predicted depending on the
occurrence of small scale cliff failure events during
this period.

A small section of cliffs at the northern end of this
section would continue to erode as has occurred
historically, with total erosion of between 2 and
10m predicted by 2025.

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)
the junction of undefended and defended
sections. The area at Torcross Point would also
become increasingly vulnerable during this period,
both due to narrowing beaches and due to
continuation of the south-north sediment drift.
Beach management activities to mitigate these
impacts would become increasingly technically
difficult and so the A379 would be at greater risk
of being lost during this period. As such, it is likely
that the A379 would be closed during this period.
The policy along this stretch would then move to
one of no active intervention as there would be
no justification for continued intervention to
maintain the road access.
Changes along this shoreline would not impact on
the adjacent sections of coast as there is little or
no sediment exchange with the beaches to the
south except during infrequent high energy wave
events.
The small section of cliffs at the northern end of
this section would be expected to continue to
erode as historically, with total erosion by 2105
of about 10m predicted, depending on the
occurrence of small scale cliff failure events during
this period.

6b76
6b76 – Torcross
North to Limpet
Rocks

Policy = Hold the Line

Policy = Hold the Line

Policy = Managed Realignment
Realignment

This section is protected in parts by a range of
defences including revetments and seawalls. These
defences could require upgrading towards the end

Maintenance of defences during this period would
occur under this Policy, whilst measures are
developed to implement the long term policy of

Realignment of the defences would occur during
this period; with a future position likely to be
along the western shore of Slapton Ley in order
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Policy Unit

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

of this period in order to maintain current levels
of protection.

‘Managed Realignment’.

to allow roll back of the ridge to occur, if it
becomes uneconomical to continue to defend the
more seaward part of Torcross with much larger
structures that would be required during this
period.

The defences along this section protect against
flooding and also prevent the beach from rolling
back. Beach levels fluctuate greatly over short
time scales. However the overall trend is for a
small net drift of material from south to north
along this section, resulting in a long term trend
of erosion at this southern end of Slapton Sands.

Sea level rise would be expected to cause
narrowing and steepening of the beach along this
section as it continues to be backed by defences.

As sea levels rise, it would be expected that the
beach backed by defences along this section
would continue to narrow and steepen. There
would therefore be an increased risk of breaching
of the barrier beach itself during this period.

There is no contemporary sediment supply to the
beach and no links to adjacent sections of coast
and so coastal squeeze as a result of sea level rise
is likely to become increasingly an issue,
particularly in this area backed by defences.

New defences, possibly including beach recharge,
could be required in order to maintain current
levels of protection in this area and prevent
flooding of the hinterland.
The unprotected areas of beach to the north,
where only the road is present along its crest,
could rollback causing partial loss of the road in
the process. This could lead to a step change in
the shoreline plan form and lead to increased
exposure of the defended areas, particularly at
Torcross.
Beach management activities and pro-active
realignment of the road along the ridge crest
during this period would reduce the risk of the
road being lost, however this is likely to become
increasingly technically difficult to sustain towards
the end of this period.

Under a scenario of accelerated sea level rise, the
tendency of unprotected sections of the beach to
the north of this section would be to roll back to
a position commensurate with the new sea level.
This beach roll-back to the north of this section
would also put increased pressure on this
defended section, particularly at the junction of
undefended and defended sections. The area at
Torcross Point would also become increasingly
vulnerable during this period, both due to
narrowing beaches and due to continuation of the
south-north sediment drift.
Beach management activities would become
increasingly technically difficult to sustain, and so
under this preferred policy, during this period the
defence line would be moved westwards towards
the western shore of Slapton Ley. If it is
economically viable to defend the seaward part of
Torcross, then larger defences will be required
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Policy Unit

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)
and the beach in front will be lost. If a beach is to
be retained in this area, then a more sustainable
position would be to abandon the seaward part of
Torcross and defend along the western shore of
the ley.
Changes along this shoreline would not impact on
the adjacent sections of coast as there is little or
no sediment exchange with the beaches to the
south except during infrequent high energy wave
events.

6b77
6b77 – Limpet
Rocks to
Beesands (North)

Policy = No Active Intervention

Policy = No Active Intervention

Policy = No Active Intervention

This section is undefended and is backed by
Widdicombe Ley.

This undefended coast would be allowed to
continue to evolve naturally, with the fronting
beach allowed to roll back into Widdicombe Ley.

This undefended coast would be allowed to
continue to evolve naturally, with the fronting
beach allowed to roll back into Widdicombe Ley.

The natural tendency for the beach ridge would
be to roll back in response to sea level rise. This
could lead to a step change in the shoreline plan
form and result in increased wave exposure of
the defended section of coast at the southern end
of this part of the coast. Defences along the
northern end of Beesands may be required to
provide protection against increased flood risk
that this would present (refer to section below).

As sea levels rise, it would be expected that roll
back of the beach ridge along this section would
continue. Therefore the defences at Beesands at
the southern end of this section could start to
become a new ‘headland’, and an embayment
could start to form between this and Limpet
Rocks to the north. This could affect the integrity
of the barrier and could result in increased risk of
breaching along this section, particularly at the
start of the defences.

Under this Policy, the coast would be allowed to
continue to evolve naturally.
This section consists of an area of low-lying land
backed by higher ground, fronted by a shingle
barrier beach and bounded at its northern end by
a rock headland and at its southern end by the
recently constructed defences at Beesands.
Sediment is largely confined to this section, with
only infrequent transport of material to and from
adjacent beaches during high energy wave events.
The long term trend of the beach is one of
erosion, with narrowing and steepening having
occurred historically.
There is no contemporary sediment supply to the

Erosion of the rock headland that bounds the
northern end of this section is expected to
continue as has occurred historically, with total
erosion of 10 to 12m predicted by 2055

The rock headland that bounds the northern part
of this section would be expected to continue to
erode as historically, with total erosion by 2105
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Policy Unit

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)
beach and as sea level rises it is increasingly likely
that the beach could rollback onto the low-lying
land behind.

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

depending on the occurrence of small scale cliff
failure events during this period.

of between 10 and 25m predicted depending on
the occurrence of small scale cliff failure events
during this period.

Policy = Hold the Line

Policy = Hold the Line with localised Managed
Realignment

Policy = Hold the Line with localised Managed
Realignment

Defences in the form of seawall and rock
revetment are present along this section,
providing protection against flooding and erosion.

There could be a need for defences to be built
along the northern edge of Beesands to minimise
the risk of flooding as the undefended beach to
the north is allowed to roll back naturally into
Widdicombe Ley.

If not implemented in the medium term, it may be
necessary to undertake managed realignment
along the northern part of Beesands to minimise
the risk to assets posed by the landward retreat
of the undefended coast to the north into
Widdicombe Ley.

The rock headland of Limpet Rocks that bounds
the northern end of this section would be
expected to erode slowly as has occurred
historically, with total erosion of between 4 and
10m predicted by 2025 depending on the
occurrence of small scale cliff failure events during
this period.
6b78
6b78 – Beesands

Under this Policy, maintenance of the defences
would occur whilst measures are developed to
allow the realignment of defences at the northern
end of Beesands in the medium to long term in
response to the retreat of the coast to the north
which has a long term policy for no active
intervention.

This section consists of an area of low-lying land
backed by higher ground, fronted by a shingle
barrier beach and bounded at its northern end by

The seawall and rock revetment defences fronting
Beesands village will require ongoing maintenance
during this period.

Sea level rise would be expected to cause further
narrowing and steepening of the beach where it is
backed by defences. New defences possibly

The seawall and rock revetment defences fronting
Beesands village will require ongoing maintenance
during this period. As defences reach the end of
their design life towards the end of this period,
options for continued defence should also
consider realigning other parts of this frontage
rather than constructing new defences along
existing alignments.
As sea levels rise, it would be expected that the
areas of beach backed by defences would
continue to narrow and steepen, and so new
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Policy Unit

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)
an undefended barrier beach and at its southern
end by a rock headland.
The long term trend of the beach is one of
erosion, with narrowing and steepening having
occurred historically, a situation exacerbated by
the presence of the defences that back the beach.
Sediment is largely confined to this section, with
only infrequent transport of material to and from
adjacent beaches during high energy wave events.
There is no contemporary sediment supply to the
beach and so coastal squeeze as a result of sea
level rise is likely to become increasingly
important towards 2025, resulting in further
narrowing and steepening of the defended parts
of the beach.
The rock headland of Tinsey Head that bounds
the southern part of this section would be
expected to erode slowly as has occurred
historically, with total erosion of between 4 and
10m predicted by 2025 depending on the
occurrence of small scale cliff failure events during
this period.

6b79 – Beesands
(South) to Start
Point

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)
including control structures and/or beach
recharge could be required in order to maintain
current levels of protection in these areas.
The natural tendency for the undefended beach
ridge to the north of this section would be to roll
back in response to sea level rise. This could lead
to a step change in the shoreline plan form and
result in increased wave exposure of the defences
at the northern end of Beesands village. Defences
along the northern end of Beesands may be
required to provide protection against increased
flood risk that this would present.
Erosion of the rock headland that bounds the
southern end of this section is expected to
continue as has occurred historically, with total
erosion of 10 to 12m predicted by 2055
depending on the occurrence of small scale cliff
failure events during this period.

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)
defences possibly including control structures
and/or beach recharge could be required in order
to maintain current levels of protection in these
areas.
Roll back of the beach ridge along the
unprotected coast to the north of Beesands
would continue, and therefore the northern end
of the defences along this section could start to
become increasingly exposed to wave action.
In front of the defences, the beaches would be
expected to continue to narrow and steepen and
could disappear at the southern end of this
stretch.
The rock headland that bounds the southern end
of this section would be expected to continue to
erode as historically, with total erosion by 2105
of between 10 and 25m predicted depending on
the occurrence of small scale cliff failure events
during this period.

Policy = No Active Intervention

Policy = No Active Intervention

Policy
Policy = No Active Intervention

There are no defences present along most of this
section, but there has been ad-hoc rock
placement at the back of Hallsands beach to
protect a local development. It is unlikely that
maintenance of this short length of defence would
attract public funds, and so under this Policy, this

The majority of this undefended section of coast
would continue to evolve naturally.

The majority of this undefended section of coast
would continue to evolve naturally.

The short section of defence at Hallsands could
fail during this period if they are not maintained as
they would be unlikely to attract public funds.

The short section of defence at Bigbury-on-Sea
could fail during this period if they are not
maintained as they would be unlikely to attract
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Policy Unit

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)
section would continue to evolve naturally, with
any defences gradually deteriorating and failing
due to lack of maintenance.
However, if alternative (private) funds are
available to maintain this short length of defence,
then there is no reason not to allow this to
occur, when considering the impact on coastal
processes, in order to retain this tourism asset..
The cliffs along this section consist of hard,
resistant rock that has eroded very little over the
long term. This is expected to continue to 2025,
with negligible cliff recession predicted over this
period.
In places narrow beaches front the steep cliffs and
these may continue to narrow during this period.
At Hallsands the beach fronts a small valley, and
this likely to remain in a similar form to today,
although there could be steepening of the beach,
which could start to undermine the rock defences
here causing them to fail as a result if they are not
maintained and improved by private funds.
If funds are available to achieve this, it would not
have a significant impact on coastal processes as
they are backed by hard rock cliffs.

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

However, if alternative (private) funds are
available to maintain this short length of defence,
then there is no reason not to allow this to
occur, when considering the impact on coastal
processes, in order to retain this tourism asset.

public funds.

Negligible erosion of the hard rock cliffs that
dominate this section is predicted between 2025
and 2055.

Negligible erosion of the hard rock cliffs that
dominate this section is predicted between 2055
and 2105.

Many of the narrow beaches that front the steep
cliffs could become submerged under a scenario
of accelerated sea level rise.

At Hallsands there would be continued migration
of the beach in response to sea level rise, which
would become increasing contained within the
small valley. This would be unlikely to result in
increased erosion of the cliffs on either side of
this pocket beach. There could be an increased
risk of very localised flooding.

At Hallsands the beach will attempt to roll
landwards in response to sea level rise into the
valley behind. If not maintained and improved, the
rock placement is unlikely to impact on this
process, particularly towards the end of this
period when it is expected to have failed or
ceased to be effective due to rising sea levels.
There could also be an increased risk of localised
flooding.
If defences at Hallsands are maintained, they
would require significant improvement during this
period with larger defences, in order to continue
to be effective at protecting this area in the
longer-term. This may impact slightly on the

However, if alternative (private) funds are
available to maintain this short length of defence,
then there is no reason not to allow this to
occur, when considering the impact on coastal
processes, in order to retain this tourism asset.

If alternative (private) funds are available to
maintain the short length of defence at Hallsands,
then there is no reason not to allow this to
occur, when considering the impact on coastal
processes, although the defences here would
need to be much larger than at present and the
ability of the beach to roll back landwards would
be slightly constrained.
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Policy Unit

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

natural roll back of the beach.
POLICY SCENARIO AREA: START POINT TO BOLT HEAD
HEAD
Key Impacts & Implications for the Policy Scenario Area:
This is a mainly undeveloped length of coastline (with the exception of Kingsbridge and Salcombe) with minimal coastal defences. The coastline is characterised by cliffs of
outstanding landscape and geological /geomorphological value, therefore a key driver of policy is for the continued natural evolution of this shoreline, including the SalcombeKingsbridge Estuary.
The preferred policy options would have a beneficial impact on the geological features within this unit, particularly within Start Point to Prawle Point SSSI. However, there is the
potential for a net change in extent of internationally designated habitat (e.g. SAC cliff top vegetation) and damage to or loss of one Scheduled Monument.
The CFMP option to hold the line of existing defences within parts of the Kingsbridge Estuary, with which this SMP agrees, would lead to the loss of designated intertidal habitat
due to coastal squeeze in these areas, although the majority of the estuary which is undefended would continue to evolve naturally.
6c01 – Start Point
to Prawle Point

Policy = No Active Intervention

Policy = No Active Intervention

Policy = No Active Intervention

There is a small section of defence at the back of
Lannacombe Beach along this otherwise
undefended section.

The largely undefended would continue to evolve
naturally.

The largely undefended would continue to evolve
naturally.

However, it is assumed that the defence at
Lannacombe could be maintained during this
period, if funds are available: this will only have a
very localised impact.

However, it is assumed that the defence at
Lannacombe could be maintained during this
period, if funds are available: this will only have a
very localised impact.

There would continue to be negligible cliff
recession along this section, although very
localised small scale cliff failures could occur
between 2025 and 2055. As such total erosion of
0 to 10m is predicted by 2055.

There would continue to be negligible cliff
recession along this section, although very
localised small scale cliff failures could occur
between 2055 and 2105. As such total erosion of
0 to 10m is predicted by 2105.

Under this Policy, it is assumed that the majority
of this section will continue to evolve naturally.
However, if (private) funds are available to
maintain the short length of defence at
Lannacombe, then there is no reason not to allow
this to occur, when considering the impact on
coastal processes.
The defences at the back of Lannacombe Beach,
as well as the hard rock cliffs that make up the
majority of this section, could result in some
coastal squeeze occurring in this area as sea levels
rise during this period.
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Policy Unit

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

This section largely consists of hard, resistant
rock that has eroded very little over the long
term. This is expected to continue to 2025, with
negligible cliff recession predicted over this
period. Small scale cliff failures could occur as a
result of geological factors and wave undercutting
at the cliff toe, although these would be very
localised and it is not possible to predict the
location of such events. As such total erosion of 0
to 10m is predicted by 2025.

Sea level rise could cause the narrowing of
Lannacombe Beach and the other small pocket
coves along this stretch, this would put pressure
on any defences within Lannacombe Beach;
therefore the sustainability of maintaining these
defences would need to be considered. However,
if failure of these defences were to occur, this
would not significantly impact on coastal
evolution of this stretch.

As sea levels rise, there could be further
submergence of remaining pocket beaches. Along
the rest of the coast sea level rise would only
mean that still water level sits higher up the cliff
face and therefore it would be unlikely for
erosion rates to accelerate.

Policy = No Active Intervention

Policy = No Active Intervention

Policy = No Active Intervention

There are no defences present along this section.

No defences.

No defences.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section is dominated by hard rock cliffs that
are indented with small pocket beaches.

The majority of the cliffs would be expected to
experience only negligible erosion between 2025
and 2055. Faster rates of cliff recession within the
slightly softer cliffs could occur, with a net
recession of between 0 and 10m is predicted over
this period.

Negligible erosion of the majority of the cliffs is
expected to occur between 2055 and 2105.
Faster rates of cliff recession within the slightly
softer cliffs could occur, with a net recession of
between 0 and 10m is predicted over this period.

There is no interaction between the small coves/
pocket beaches along this stretch.
6c02 – Prawle
Point to Limebury
Point

The resistant nature of the cliffs has historically
resulted in very little cliff recession, although
some areas are more erodible than others
depending on local geological characteristics. In
these localised areas of less resistant rock,
erosion of 0 to 10m is predicted by 2025.
The small pocket beaches fluctuate seasonally but
have remained largely unchanged over the long
term. These are supplied by erosion of the slightly
more erodible cliffs within which they are located.
There is little, if any, interaction with adjacent

Sea level rise could lead to the narrowing and
possible submergence of the pocket beaches that
indent the cliffs along this section, if there is
insufficient supply of sediment from localised cliff
erosion, or where beaches front resistant cliffs.

As sea levels rise, the small pocket beaches would
be expected to narrow further and could
disappear in places, where either resistant cliffs
back the beaches or if there is insufficient supply
of sediment from localised cliff erosion.
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Preferred Policy

Policy Unit

Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

beaches.
Coastal squeeze as a result of sea level rise is
likely to become increasingly important towards
2025 if there is insufficient sediment supply to the
pocket beaches from local cliff erosion.
6c03 – Salcombe
Harbour
(Limebury
(Limebury Point
to Kingsbridge
Estuary – Scoble
Point)

Policy = No Active Intervention / Hold the Line

Policy = No Active Intervention / Hold the Line

Policy = No Active Intervention / Hold the Line

There are a number of scattered settlements
along this section, which have small defences to
protect against flooding. It is anticipated these
would remain whilst the rest of this section in
undefended.

The CFMP policy for this section is “P5 – Take

The CFMP policy for this section is “P5 – Take

further action to reduce flood risk (now and in
the future)”.

further action to reduce flood risk (now and in
the future)”.

This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
‘Hold the Line’ throughout the estuary.
Continued monitoring and maintenance of
existing defences within this section is therefore
assumed to occur during this period under this
Policy.

This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
‘Hold the Line’ throughout the estuary.
Continued monitoring and maintenance of
existing defences within this section is therefore
assumed to occur during this period under this
Policy.

It is not assumed that new defences will be built
along currently undefended sections under this
Policy, which would continue to evolve naturally
under ‘No Active Intervention’.

It is not assumed that new defences will be built
along currently undefended sections under this
Policy, which would continue to evolve naturally
under ‘No Active Intervention’.

The Kingsbridge Estuary system is largely natural
and unconstrained, although some parts are
defended around developed areas. The estuary
would be expected to undergo landward

The Kingsbridge Estuary system is largely natural
and unconstrained, although some parts are
defended around developed areas. The estuary
would be expected to undergo landward

The CFMP policy for this section is “P5 – Take

further action to reduce flood risk (now and in
the future)”.
This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
‘Hold the Line’ throughout the estuary.
Continued monitoring and maintenance of
existing defences within this section is therefore
assumed to occur during this period under this
Policy.
It is not assumed that new defences will be built
along currently undefended sections under this
Policy, which would continue to evolve naturally
under ‘No Active Intervention’..
The Kingsbridge Estuary system is largely natural
and unconstrained, although some parts are
defended around developed areas. The estuary
would be expected to undergo landward
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Policy Unit

6c04 –
Kingsbridge
Estuary – Scoble
Point to
Kingsbridge
Kingsbridge

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

translation in response to rising sea levels in the
natural areas though this would be constrained in
the defended areas. In parts of the natural
estuary, this translation may also be inhibited due
to rapidly steeply land. In these areas there it is
likely that gradual loss of inter-tidal areas would
occur.

translation in response to rising sea levels in the
natural areas though this would be constrained in
the defended areas. In parts of the natural
estuary, this translation may also be inhibited due
to steeply rising land. In these areas there it is
likely that gradual loss of inter-tidal areas would
occur.

translation in response to rising sea levels in the
natural areas though this would be constrained in
the defended areas. In parts of the natural
estuary, this translation may also be inhibited due
to rapidly steeply land. In these areas there it is
likely that gradual loss of inter-tidal areas would
occur.

Numerous scattered settlements adjacent to the
estuary are at risk from flooding, with future
flood risk mainly due to climate change, with
possible sea level rises increasing the frequency
and depth of future flooding. Continued defence
of these areas would reduce the localised flood
risk. In these areas there it is likely that gradual
loss of inter-tidal areas would occur.

Numerous scattered settlements adjacent to the
estuary are at risk from flooding, with future
flood risk mainly due to climate change, with
possible sea level rises increasing the frequency
and depth of future flooding. Continued defence
of these areas would reduce the localised flood
risk. In these areas there it is likely that gradual
loss of inter-tidal areas would occur.

Numerous scattered settlements adjacent to the
estuary are at risk from flooding, with future
flood risk mainly due to climate change, with
possible sea level rises increasing the frequency
and depth of future flooding. Continued defence
of these areas would reduce the localised flood
risk. In these areas there it is likely that gradual
loss of inter-tidal areas would occur.

Natural river and tidal processes would continue
in the rural areas surrounding the estuaries, with
improved flood risk management where people
and properties are at risk.

Natural river and tidal processes would continue
in the rural areas surrounding the estuaries, with
improved flood risk management where people
and properties are at risk.

Natural river and tidal processes would continue
in the rural areas surrounding the estuaries, with
improved flood risk management where people
and properties are at risk.

Policy = No Active Intervention / Hold the Line

Policy = No Active Intervention / Hold the Line

Policy = No Active Intervention / Hold the Line

There are few defences along this section,
although the creek heads do have some roads and
other infrastructure that could be at risk of
flooding.

The CFMP policy for this section is “P5 – Take

The CFMP policy for this section is “P5 – Take

further action to reduce flood risk (now and in
the future)”.

further action to reduce flood risk (now and in
the future)”.

This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
‘Hold the Line’ throughout the estuary.
Continued monitoring and maintenance of
existing defences within this section is therefore
assumed to occur during this period under this

This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
‘Hold the Line’ throughout the estuary.
Continued monitoring and maintenance of
existing defences within this section is therefore
assumed to occur during this period under this

The CFMP policy for this section is “P5 – Take

further action to reduce flood risk (now and in
the future)”.
This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
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Policy Unit

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)
‘Hold the Line’ throughout the estuary.
Continued monitoring and maintenance of
existing defences within this section is therefore
assumed to occur during this period under this
Policy.

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

Policy.

Policy.

It is not assumed that new defences will be built
along currently undefended sections under this
Policy, which would continue to evolve naturally
under ‘No Active Intervention’.

It is not assumed that new defences will be built
along currently undefended sections under this
Policy, which would continue to evolve naturally
under ‘No Active Intervention’.

The Kingsbridge Estuary system is largely natural
and unconstrained, although some parts are
defended around developed areas. The estuary
would be expected to undergo landward
translation in response to rising sea levels in the
natural areas though this would be constrained in
the defended areas. In parts of the natural
estuary, this translation may also be inhibited due
to steeply rising land. In these areas there it is
likely that gradual loss of inter-tidal areas would
occur.

The Kingsbridge Estuary system is largely natural
and unconstrained, although some parts are
defended around developed areas. The estuary
would be expected to undergo landward
translation in response to rising sea levels in the
natural areas though this would be constrained in
the defended areas. In parts of the natural
estuary, this translation may also be inhibited due
to steeply rising land. In these areas there it is
likely that gradual loss of inter-tidal areas would
occur.

The Kingsbridge Estuary system is largely natural
and unconstrained, although some parts are
defended around developed areas. The estuary
would be expected to undergo landward
translation in response to rising sea levels in the
natural areas though this would be constrained in
the defended areas. In parts of the natural
estuary, this translation may also be inhibited due
to steeply rising land. In these areas there it is
likely that gradual loss of inter-tidal areas would
occur.

Natural river and tidal processes would continue
to dominate in this area.

Natural river and tidal processes would continue
to dominate in this area.

Natural river and tidal processes would continue
to dominate in this area.

Policy = No Active Intervention / Hold the Line

Policy = No Active Intervention / Hold the Line

Policy = No Active Intervention / Hold the Line

A range of flood defences provide protection to
the low lying parts of Kingsbridge at the head of
the estuary.

The CFMP policy for this section is “P5 – Take

The CFMP policy for this section is “P5 – Take

further action to reduce flood risk (now and in
the future)”.

further action to reduce flood risk (now and in
the future)”.

The CFMP policy for this section is “P5 – Take

This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
‘Hold the Line’ throughout the estuary.

This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
‘Hold the Line’ throughout the estuary.

It is not assumed that new defences will be built
along currently undefended sections under this
Policy, which would continue to evolve naturally
under ‘No Active Intervention’.

6c05 –
Kingsbridge
Estuary –
Kingsbridge

further action to reduce flood risk (now and in
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Preferred Policy

Policy Unit

Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)
the future)”.
This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
‘Hold the Line’ throughout the estuary.
Continued monitoring and maintenance of
existing defences within this section is therefore
assumed to occur during this period under this
Policy.
It is not assumed that new defences will be built
along currently undefended sections under this
Policy, which would continue to evolve naturally
under ‘No Active Intervention’.
The town of Kingsbridge is located at the head of
the Kingsbridge Estuary system, which is largely
natural and unconstrained.
Natural translation of the estuary in this area in
response to sea level rise would be inhibited by
the continued provision of flood defences, which
reduce the risk of flooding to the low-lying parts
of Kingsbridge into the future. In this area it is
likely that gradual loss of inter-tidal areas would
occur.
The wider Kingsbridge Estuary system is largely
natural and unconstrained, and so the impacts of
the constraint placed upon estuary evolution by
these defences is unlikely to have significant
implications for the estuary as a whole.

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

Continued monitoring and maintenance of
existing defences within this section is therefore
assumed to occur during this period under this
Policy.

Continued monitoring and maintenance of
existing defences within this section is therefore
assumed to occur during this period under this
Policy.

It is not assumed that new defences will be built
along currently undefended sections under this
Policy, which would continue to evolve naturally
under ‘No Active Intervention’.

It is not assumed that new defences will be built
along currently undefended sections under this
Policy, which would continue to evolve naturally
under ‘No Active Intervention’.

Natural translation of the estuary in this area in
response to sea level rise would continue to be
inhibited by the ongoing provision of flood
defences, which reduce the risk of flooding to the
low-lying parts of Kingsbridge into the future.

Natural translation of the estuary in this area in
response to sea level rise would continue to be
inhibited by the ongoing provision of flood
defences, which reduce the risk of flooding to the
low-lying parts of Kingsbridge into the future.

The wider Kingsbridge Estuary system is largely
natural and unconstrained, and so the impacts of
the constraint placed upon estuary evolution by
these defences is unlikely to have significant
implications for the estuary as a whole.

The wider Kingsbridge Estuary system is largely
natural and unconstrained, and so the impacts of
the constraint placed upon estuary evolution by
these defences is unlikely to have significant
implications for the estuary as a whole.

Natural river and tidal processes would continue
in the rural areas of the estuary that surround
Kingsbridge.

Natural river and tidal processes would continue
in the rural areas of the estuary that surround
Kingsbridge.

Natural river and tidal processes would continue
in the rural areas of the estuary that surround
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Preferred Policy

Policy Unit

Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

Kingsbridge.
6c06 –
Kingsbridge
Estuary West –
Kingsbridge to
Snapes Point

Policy
Policy = No Active Intervention / Hold the Line

Policy = No Active Intervention / Hold the Line

Policy = No Active Intervention / Hold the Line

There are few defences along this section,
although the creek heads do have some roads and
other infrastructure that could be at risk of
flooding.

The CFMP policy for this section is “P5 – Take

The CFMP policy for this section is “P5 – Take

further action to reduce flood risk (now and in
the future)”.

further action to reduce flood risk (now and in
the future)”.

This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
‘Hold the Line’ throughout the estuary.
Continued monitoring and maintenance of
existing defences within this section is therefore
assumed to occur during this period under this
Policy.

This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
‘Hold the Line’ throughout the estuary.
Continued monitoring and maintenance of
existing defences within this section is therefore
assumed to occur during this period under this
Policy.

It is not assumed that new defences will be built
along currently undefended sections under this
Policy, which would continue to evolve naturally
under ‘No Active Intervention’.

It is not assumed that new defences will be built
along currently undefended sections under this
Policy, which would continue to evolve naturally
under ‘No Active Intervention’.

The Kingsbridge Estuary system is largely natural
and unconstrained, although some parts are
defended around developed areas. The estuary
would be expected to undergo landward
translation in response to rising sea levels in the
natural areas though this would be constrained in
the defended areas. In parts of the natural
estuary, this translation may also be inhibited due
to rapidly steeply land. In these areas there it is

The Kingsbridge Estuary system is largely natural
and unconstrained, although some parts are
defended around developed areas. The estuary
would be expected to undergo landward
translation in response to rising sea levels in the
natural areas though this would be constrained in
the defended areas. In parts of the natural
estuary, this translation may also be inhibited due
to rapidly steeply land. In these areas there it is

The CFMP policy for this section is “P5 – Take

further action to reduce flood risk (now and in
the future)”.
This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
‘Hold the Line’ throughout the estuary.
Continued monitoring and maintenance of
existing defences within this section is therefore
assumed to occur during this period under this
Policy.
It is not assumed that new defences will be built
along currently undefended sections under this
Policy, which would continue to evolve naturally
under ‘No Active Intervention’.
The Kingsbridge Estuary system is largely natural
and unconstrained, although some parts are
defended around developed areas. The estuary
would be expected to undergo landward
translation in response to rising sea levels in the
natural areas though this would be constrained in
the defended areas. In parts of the natural
estuary, this translation may also be inhibited due
to steeply rising land. In these areas there it is
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Policy Unit

6c07 – Salcombe
(Snapes Point to
Splat Cove Point)
Point)

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

likely that gradual loss of inter-tidal areas would
occur.

likely that gradual loss of inter-tidal areas would
occur.

likely that gradual loss of inter-tidal areas would
occur.

Natural river and tidal processes would continue
to dominate in this area.

Natural river and tidal processes would continue
to dominate in this area.

Natural river and tidal processes would continue
to dominate in this area.

Policy = Hold the Line / No Active Intervention

Policy = Hold the Line / No Active Intervention

Policy = Hold the Line / No Active Intervention

There are a range of defences located along this
section, providing protection against flooding.

The CFMP policy for this section is “P5 – Take

The CFMP policy for this section is “P5 – Take

further action to reduce flood risk (now and in
the future)”.

further action to reduce flood risk (now and in
the future)”.

This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
‘Hold the Line’ throughout the estuary.
Continued monitoring and maintenance of
existing defences within this section is therefore
assumed to occur during this period under this
Policy.

This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
‘Hold the Line’ throughout the estuary.
Continued monitoring and maintenance of
existing defences within this section is therefore
assumed to occur during this period under this
Policy.

It is not assumed that new defences will be built
along currently undefended sections under this
Policy, which would continue to evolve naturally
under ‘No Active Intervention’.

It is not assumed that new defences will be built
along currently undefended sections under this
Policy, which would continue to evolve naturally
under ‘No Active Intervention’.

The town of Salcombe is located on the western
side of the outer part of the Kingsbridge Estuary
system, which is largely natural and unconstrained
and which would be expected to undergo
landward translation in response to rising sea
levels.

Continued provision of flood defences along this
frontage would reduce the flood risk to
Salcombe. This would inhibit the ability of the
estuary to respond naturally and it is likely that
gradual loss of inter-tidal areas would occur in
this area as a result.

Continued provision of flood defences along this
frontage would reduce the flood risk to
Salcombe. This would inhibit the ability of the
estuary to respond naturally and it is likely that
gradual loss of inter-tidal areas would occur in
this area as a result.

However, defences along this frontage protect

Natural river and tidal processes would continue

Natural river and tidal processes would continue

The CFMP policy for this section is “P5 – Take

further action to reduce flood risk (now and in
the future)”.
This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
‘Hold the Line’ throughout the estuary.
Continued monitoring and maintenance of
existing defences within this section is therefore
assumed to occur during this period under this
Policy.
It is not assumed that new defences will be built
along currently undefended sections under this
Policy, which would continue to evolve naturally
under ‘No Active Intervention’.
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Policy Unit

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)
Salcombe from flooding and so this natural
response would be inhibited. It is likely that
gradual loss of inter-tidal areas would occur in
this area as a result.

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

in the rural areas surrounding the estuary.

in the rural areas surrounding the estuary.

Policy = No Active Intervention

Policy = No Active Intervention

Policy = No Active Intervention

There are no defences present along this section.

No defences.

No defences.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section is dominated by hard rock cliffs that
are indented with small pocket beaches.

The majority of the cliffs would be expected to
experience only negligible erosion between 2025
and 2055. Faster rates of cliff recession within the
slightly softer cliffs could occur, with a net
recession of between 0 and 10m is predicted over
this period.

Negligible erosion of the majority of the cliffs is
expected to occur between 2055 and 2105.
Faster rates of cliff recession within the slightly
softer cliffs could occur, with a net recession of
between 0 and 10m is predicted over this period.

Natural river and tidal processes would continue
in the rural areas surrounding the estuary.
6c08 – Splat
Splat Cove
Point to Bolt
Head

The resistant nature of the cliffs has historically
resulted in very little cliff recession, although
some areas are more erodible than others
depending on local geological characteristics. In
these localised areas of less resistant rock,
erosion of 0 to 10m is predicted by 2025.
The small pocket beaches fluctuate seasonally but
have remained largely unchanged over the long
term. These are supplied by erosion of the slightly
more erodible cliffs within which they are located.
There is little, if any, interaction with adjacent
beaches.

Sea level rise could lead to the narrowing and
possible submergence of the pocket beaches that
indent the cliffs along this section, if there is
insufficient supply of sediment from localised cliff
erosion, or where beaches front resistant cliffs.

As sea levels rise, the small pocket beaches would
be expected to narrow further and could
disappear in places, where either resistant cliffs
back the beaches or if there is insufficient supply
of sediment from localised cliff erosion.

Coastal squeeze as a result of sea level rise is
likely to become increasingly important towards
2025 if there is insufficient sediment supply to the
pocket beaches from local cliff erosion.
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Policy Unit

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

POLICY SCENARIO AREA: BOLT HEAD TO WEMBURY POINT
Key Impacts & Implications for the Policy Scenario Area:
This is a long stretch of coastline that encompasses the Avon, Yealm and Erme Estuaries. Much of the coastline is relatively undeveloped with minimal or no coastal defences and
is characterised by cliffs of outstanding landscape and geological /geomorphological value. Therefore along much of this coastline a preferred policy is to continue No Active
Intervention. However, as a result , there will be potential damage to or loss of a number of Scheduled Monuments and one Registered Park and Garden, a small number of
visitor facilities and a small part of the frontage of Thurlestone Golf Course (though the Golf House is not at risk) due to erosion.
6c09 – Bolt Head
to Bolt Tail

6c10 – Bolt Tail
to Thurlestone
Rock

Policy = No Active Intervention

Policy = No Active Intervention

Policy = No Active Intervention

There are no defences present along this section.

No defences.

No defences.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

The cliffs along this section consist of hard,
resistant rock that has eroded very little over the
long term. This is expected to continue to 2025,
with negligible cliff recession predicted over this
period. As such total erosion of 0 to 10m is
predicted by 2025 depending on the occurrence
of small scale cliff failures.

Negligible erosion of the hard rock cliffs that
dominate this section is predicted between 2025
and 2055. As such total erosion of 0 to 10m is
predicted by 2055 depending on the occurrence
of small scale cliff failures.

Negligible erosion of the hard rock cliffs that
dominate this section is predicted between 2055
and 2105. As such total erosion of 0 to 10m is
predicted by 2105 depending on the occurrence
of small scale cliff failures.

Policy = No Active Intervention

Policy = No Active Intervention

Policy = No Active Intervention

This section is largely undefended, with only a few
very short lengths of defence protecting cliff top
roads around Inner Hope and Outer Hope.

Under this Policy, this largely undefended section
would continue to evolve naturally.

Under this Policy, this largely undefended section
would continue to evolve naturally.

It is assumed to be unlikely that a scheme to
maintain the defences at Inner and Outer Hope
would attract public (flood and coastal defence
budget) funds. However, if other funds were
available to maintain the defences in this area then
there is no reason, when considering coastal

It is assumed to be unlikely that a scheme to
maintain the defences at Inner and Outer Hope
would attract public (flood and coastal defence
budget) funds. However, if other funds were
available to maintain the defences in this area then
there is no reason, when considering coastal

It is assumed to be unlikely that a scheme to
maintain these defences would attract public
(flood and coastal defence budget) funds.
However, if other funds were available to
maintain the defences in this area then there is no

Any small pocket beaches along this stretch are
likely to become permanently submerged at all
tidal states, due to sea level rise.
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Policy Unit

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

reason, when considering coastal evolution, why
defences should not be maintained. As such, it is
assumed that the short lengths of defence at Inner
and Outer Hope would be maintained during this
period.

evolution, why defences should not be
maintained. As such, it is assumed that the short
lengths of defence at Inner and Outer Hope
would be maintained during this period.

evolution, why defences should not be
maintained. As such, it is assumed that the short
lengths of defence at Inner and Outer Hope
would be maintained during this period.

The majority of this section consists of hard rock
cliffs that have historically eroded very little over
the long term, although there are localised areas
that are slightly more erodible. This trend would
continue to 2025, and a maximum erosion of
between 0 and 10m is predicted in localised areas
of softer cliffs over this period.

Cliff erosion would be limited to localised areas
of slightly more erodible cliffs, with predicted
erosion in these areas of 0 to 10m by 2055.

Cliff erosion would be limited to localised areas
of slightly more erodible cliffs, with total erosion
in these areas predicted to be between 0 and
10m by 2105.

There is a small pocket beach that indents this
section at Hope Cove, but there is little, if any,
interaction between this and adjacent pocket
beaches. There is also a very small length of
defence at the back of this cove that provides
some local protection to the cliff top road above.
Maintenance of this defence (if funds are available)
would continue to protect this small area.

Sea level rise could lead to the continued
narrowing and possible submergence of the
pocket beach at Hope Cove that fronts the cliffs
along this section.

The pocket beach at Hope Cove that fronts the
resistant cliffs will have disappeared by the end of
this period, due to increases in sea level.

Maintenance of the short length of defence at
Inner and Outer Hope (if funds are available)
during this period would continue to reduce cliff
recession, which would only be negligible in any
case due to the resistant nature of the cliffs.

Maintenance of the short length of defence at
Inner and Outer Hope (if funds are available)
during this period would continue to reduce cliff
recession, which would only be negligible in any
case due to the resistant nature of the cliffs.

Policy = No Active Intervention

Policy = No Active Intervention

Policy = No Active Intervention

A small length of defence is located at the back of
the beach at Thurlestone Sand, protecting lowlying land from flooding.

Along much of this section there would be no
defences, with the beaches along this section
allowed to roll back naturally in response to sea
level rise. It is unlikely that this will result in

Along much of this section there would be no
defences, with the beaches along this section
allowed to roll back naturally in response to sea
level rise. It is possible that this will result in

Coastal squeeze as a result of sea level rise is
likely to become increasingly important during
this period, particularly where this small pocket
beach fronts resistant cliffs.
6c11 –
Thurlestone Rock
to Warren Point
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Policy Unit

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

Under this Policy, it is proposed that the defence
line would not be maintained. No beach
management would be proposed; this would
allow the natural roll-back of the beach in
response to rising sea levels and result in more
beach material being retained in this area in the
long term. It is unlikely that this will result in
increased flood risk to assets inland during this
period.

increased flood risk to assets inland during this
period although ongoing monitoring of this risk
will inform the need (or otherwise) for adaptation
measures to be developed.

increased flood risk to assets inland during this
period although ongoing monitoring of this risk
will inform the need (or otherwise) for adaptation
measures to be developed.

The short lengths of private defences that protect
localised areas from erosion could be maintained
during this period subject to the availability of
non-public (flood and coastal defence budget)
funding as to do so is unlikely to have a significant
effect on coastal processes.

The short lengths of private defences that protect
localised areas from erosion could be maintained
during this period subject to the availability of
non-public (flood and coastal defence budget)
funding as to do so is unlikely to have a significant
effect on coastal processes.

Cliff erosion would be limited to localised areas
of slightly more erodible cliffs, with total erosion
in these areas predicted to be between 0 and
10m by 2055. This may be mitigated in some parts
if short lengths of private defences continue to be
present (subject to availability of funds).

Cliff erosion would be limited to localised areas
of slightly more erodible cliffs, with total erosion
in these areas predicted to be between 0 and
10m by 2105. This may be mitigated in some parts
if short lengths of private defences continue to be
present (subject to availability of funds).

Where there are no defences along this section at
the back of Thurlestone Sands, the beach would
continue to roll back landwards in response to
sea level rise.

At Thurlestone Sands a small embayment would
likely develop as the beach rolls back landwards in
response to sea level rise. This in turn would
allow more beach material to be retained along
this section within a naturally functioning beach
system.

There are also short lengths of private defences
that protect localised areas from erosion. These
could be maintained during this period subject to
the availability of non-public (flood and coastal
defence budget) funding as to do so is unlikely to
have a significant effect on coastal processes.
Either end of this section consists of hard rock
cliffs that have historically eroded very little over
the long term, although there are localised areas
that are slightly more erodible. This trend would
continue to 2025, and a maximum erosion of
between 0 and 10m is predicted in localised areas
of softer cliffs over this period.
A pocket beach indents this section at
Thurlestone Sands that fronts an area of low-lying
land, but this has little, if any, interaction with
other parts of the coast.
The defences here are likely to require
replacement during this epoch. However, coastal
squeeze caused by the defences holding the
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Policy Unit

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

backshore position as sea levels rise would
ultimately make holding the existing defence line
unsustainable in the medium to long term and
there would be associated loss of beach material.
Therefore the policy during this period and into
the long-term will be for no active intervention
along this frontage, allowing natural roll back of
the beach to occur. This policy would allow a
more beach material to be retained at this
location as part of a naturally functioning beach as
sea levels rise, with the ability to adapt by rolling
back landwards onto low-lying land.
Short lengths of private defences that protect
against erosion of cliffed parts of this frontage
could continue to be maintained if funds are
available, as to do so will protect a number of
properties whilst having a minimal impact on
coastal processes.
6c12 – Warren
Point to Avon
Estuary (East)

Policy = No Active Intervention

Policy = No Active Intervention

Policy = No Active Intervention

There are no defences present along this section.

No defences.

No defences.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section consists of hard rock cliffs that have
historically eroded very little over the long term,
although there are localised areas that are slightly
more erodible. This trend would continue to
2025, and a maximum erosion of between 0 and
10m is predicted in localised areas of softer cliffs
over this period.

Cliff erosion would be limited to localised areas
of slightly more erodible cliffs, with predicted
erosion in these areas of 0 to 10m by 2055.

Cliff erosion would be limited to localised areas
of slightly more erodible cliffs, with total erosion
in these areas predicted to be between 0 and
10m by 2105.
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Policy Unit
6c13 – Avon
Estuary (East
Bank – Mouth to
Stadbury Farm)

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

Policy = No Active Intervention

Policy = No Active Intervention

Policy = No Active Intervention

There are very few defences present along this
section and much of the section is natural. Under
this Policy, this section would continue to evolve
naturally, with any defences gradually
deteriorating and failing due to lack of
maintenance.

No defences.

No defences.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section contains extensive areas of sand at
the mouth of the Avon Estuary.

There could be erosion, narrowing and possibly
submergence of the beaches around the mouth of
the Avon Estuary in response to rising sea level.
The dunes at Bantham Sand, which sit on top of a
shore platform, would roll back in response to
sea level rise, aided by net flood sediment
transport that occurs over the sands.

As sea levels rise, it would be expected that the
beaches around the mouth of the Avon Estuary
could erode and narrow and possibly disappear in
places.

Sea level rise could possibly result in some
erosion and narrowing of the beaches around the
mouth of the Avon Estuary, features that have
also historically been stable over the long term,
although the channel at the mouth of the estuary
has migrated from east to west over the past 100
years.
The hard rock cliffs located along parts of this
section have eroded very little over the long
term, and this is expected to continue in the
future, with negligible erosion predicted by 2025.

6c14 – Avon
Estuary
(Upstream
section –
Stadbury Farm to

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

The hard rock cliffs would continue to erode only
very slowly between 2055 and 2105, with
negligible erosion predicted over this period.

There is little or no link between the beaches
here and the adjacent Challaborough Beach and
so this would not have a wider area impact.
The hard rock cliffs would continue to erode only
very slowly between 2025 and 2055, with
negligible erosion predicted over this period. The
dunes at Bantham Sand, which sit on top of a
shore platform, would rollback in response to sea
level rise, aided by net shoreward’s sediment
transport that occurs over the sands.

Policy = Managed
Managed Realignment

Policy = Managed Realignment

Policy = Managed Realignment

There are several defences around the developed
area of Aveton Gifford, and a number of roads
within the estuary that are at risk of flooding.

The CFMP policy for this section is “P6 - Take

The CFMP policy for this section is “P6 - Take

action to increase the frequency of flooding to
bring benefits locally or elsewhere.”

action to increase the frequency of flooding to
bring benefits locally or elsewhere.”
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Policy Unit
Stakes Hill)

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)
The CFMP policy for this section is “P6 - Take

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
‘Managed Realignment’ in parts of the estuary,
although no specific locations are identified and
this would be subject to detailed investigations.

This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
‘Managed Realignment’ in parts of the estuary,
although no specific locations are identified and
this would be subject to detailed investigations.

It is assumed that this policy would allow existing
defences to be improved in order to reduce any
change in flood risk created by managed
realignment in parts of the estuary, but would not
allow new defences to be built along currently
undefended sections, which would continue to
evolve naturally.

It is assumed that this policy would allow existing
defences to be improved in order to reduce any
change in flood risk created by managed
realignment in parts of the estuary, but would not
allow new defences to be built along currently
undefended sections, which would continue to
evolve naturally.

The Avon Estuary is largely natural and
unconstrained, and would be expected to adjust
to rising sea levels to maintain its current form.

The Avon Estuary is largely natural and
unconstrained, and would be expected to adjust
to rising sea levels to maintain its current form.

The Avon Estuary is largely natural and
unconstrained, and would be expected to adjust
to rising sea levels to maintain its current form.

Pro-active managed realignment would help to
reconnect the estuary to the floodplain whilst
also providing habitat and reducing flood risk to
other parts of the estuary.

Pro-active managed realignment would help to
reconnect the estuary to the floodplain whilst
also providing habitat and reducing flood risk to
other parts of the estuary

Pro-active managed realignment would help to
reconnect the estuary to the floodplain whilst
also providing habitat and reducing flood risk to
other parts of the estuary

There are very few defences in the estuary,
mostly associated with the developed area of
Aveton Gifford, and whilst the continued
presence of these would constrain the estuary
locally, it is unlikely to have a significant impact on
the estuary as a whole.

There are very few defences in the estuary,
mostly associated with the developed area of
Aveton Gifford, and whilst the continued
presence of these would constrain the estuary
locally, it is unlikely to have a significant impact on
the estuary as a whole.

There are very few defences in the estuary,
mostly associated with the developed area of
Aveton Gifford, and whilst the continued
presence of these would constrain the estuary
locally, it is unlikely to have a significant impact on
the estuary as a whole.

Policy = No Active Intervention

Policy = No Active Intervention

Policy = No Active Intervention

action to increase the frequency of flooding to
bring benefits locally or elsewhere.”
This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
‘Managed Realignment’ in parts of the estuary,
although no specific locations are identified and
this would be subject to detailed investigations.
It is assumed that this policy would allow existing
defences to be improved in order to reduce any
change in flood risk created by managed
realignment in parts of the estuary, but would not
allow new defences to be built along currently
undefended sections, which would continue to
evolve naturally.

6c15 – Avon

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)
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Policy Unit
Estuary (West
Bank – Stakes Hill
to Warren Point
(Bigbury(Bigbury-onon-Sea))

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)
There are very few defences present along this
section and much of the section is natural. It is
unlikely that maintenance of these short lengths
of defences, that protect car parking and tourism
facilities in the main at Bigbury-on-Sea, would
attract public (flood and coastal defence budget)
funds, and so under this Policy, this section would
continue to evolve naturally, with any defences
gradually deteriorating and failing due to lack of
maintenance.
However, if alternative (private) funds are
available to maintain this short length of defence,
then there is no reason not to allow this to
occur, when considering the impact on coastal
processes, in order to retain this tourism asset.

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

The majority of this undefended section of coast
would continue to evolve naturally.

The majority of this undefended section of coast
would continue to evolve naturally.

The short section of defence at Bigbury-on-Sea
could fail during this period if they are not
maintained as they would be unlikely to attract
public (flood and coastal defence budget) funds.

The short section of defence at Bigbury-on-Sea
could fail during this period if they are not
maintained as they would be unlikely to attract
public (flood and coastal defence budget) funds.

However, if alternative (private) funds are
available to maintain this short length of defence,
then there is no reason not to allow this to
occur, when considering the impact on coastal
processes, in order to retain this tourism asset.

However, if alternative (private) funds are
available to maintain this short length of defence,
then there is no reason not to allow this to
occur, when considering the impact on coastal
processes, in order to retain this tourism asset.

This would also apply to the short length of
private defences on Burgh Island.

This would also apply to the short length of
private defences on Burgh Island.

There could be erosion, narrowing and possibly
submergence of the beaches and tombolo around
the mouth of the Avon Estuary in response to
rising sea level.

As sea levels rise, it would be expected that the
beaches and tombolo around the mouth of the
Avon Estuary could erode and narrow and
possibly disappear in places. The submergence of
the tombolo during this period would leave Burgh
Island permanently detached from the mainland.

This would also apply to the short length of
private defences on Burgh Island.
This section contains extensive areas of sand at
the mouth of the Avon Estuary.
Sea level rise could possibly result in some
erosion and narrowing of the beaches around the
mouth of the Avon Estuary and the tombolo
between the mainland and Burgh Island by 2025,
features that have also historically been stable
over the long term, although the channel at the
mouth of the estuary has migrated from east to
west over the past 100 years.
The hard rock cliffs located along parts of this
section have eroded very little over the long

There is little or no link between the beaches
here and the adjacent Challaborough Beach and
so this would not have a wider area impact.
The hard rock cliffs would continue to erode only
very slowly between 2025 and 2055, with
negligible erosion predicted over this period.
The short section of defence at Bigbury-on-Sea

The hard rock cliffs would continue to erode only
very slowly between 2055 and 2105, with
negligible erosion predicted over this period.
If alternative (private) funds are available to
maintain the short length of defence at Bigburyon-Sea, then there is no reason not to allow this
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Policy Unit

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

term, and this is expected to continue in the
future, with negligible erosion predicted by 2025.

could fail by the end of this period if it is not
maintained as they would be unlikely to attract
public funds. This would result in increased flood
and erosion risk to currently protected areas. If it
is maintained it would require improving during
this period with larger defences.

to occur, when considering the impact on coastal
processes, although the defences here would
need to be much larger than at present.

Policy = No Active Intervention

Policy = No Active Intervention

Policy = No Active Intervention

There is a small length of defence located at the
back of Challaborough Beach that protects lowlying land from flooding and erosion.

Even if funded by non-public (flood and coastal
defence budget) funds, maintenance of the
defences at Challaborough Beach would likely
become unsustainable. If alternative funds are
available to continue defending this area, then this
could occur as to do so will not have a significant
impact on coastal processes of the wider area.
However consideration should be given to
realigning defences to retain more beach material
in this area. If these are not maintained, then
measures will need to be developed to manage
the adaptation of this area in the medium term to
long term.

Even if funded by non-public (flood and coastal
defence budget) funds, maintenance of the
defences at Challaborough Beach would likely
become unsustainable. If alternative funds are
available to continue defending this area, then this
could occur as to do so will not have a significant
impact on coastal processes of the wider area.
However consideration should be given to
realigning defences to retain more beach material
in this area. If these are not maintained, then
measures will need to be developed to manage
the adaptation of this area during this period.

As sea levels rise, it would be expected that at
Challaborough Beach coastal squeeze would
result in narrowing beaches. If defences are to be
maintained by non-public (flood and coastal
defence budget) funds, then coastal squeeze
effects could be reduced if defences are realigned
landwards, allowing the beach to roll back
landwards in response to sea level rise.

As sea levels rise further, it would be expected
that at Challaborough Beach coastal squeeze
would result in narrowing beaches. If defences are
to be maintained by non-public (flood and coastal
defence budget) funds, then coastal squeeze
effects could be reduced if defences are realigned
landwards, allowing the beach to roll back
landwards in response to sea level rise.

Ultimately, this would allow a more naturally

Ultimately, this would allow a more naturally

The retention of defences at Bigbury-on-Sea, if
funds are available to achieve this, would not have
a significant impact on coastal processes as they
are backed by these hard rock cliffs.
6c16 – Warren
Point (Bigbury(Bigburyonon-Sea) to
Challaborough
(West)

Maintenance of the defence could occur during
this period if funds are available, although it is
unlikely that this would attract public (flood and
coastal defence budget) funds. If these are not
maintained, then measures will need to be
developed to manage the adaptation of this area
in the medium term to long term.

This section contains a small beach that fronts the
defences and low-lying land at Challaborough.
Challaborough Beach fluctuates seasonally but has
been stable over the long term. This situation is
expected to continue to 2025, although coastal
squeeze as a result of sea level rise could become
increasingly important during this period, resulting
in an increased risk of flooding during storm
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Policy Unit

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)
events by 2025.

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

functioning beach to be retained at
Challaborough.

functioning beach to be retained at
Challaborough.

The hard rock cliffs at either end of this section
would continue to erode only very slowly
between 2025 and 2055, with negligible erosion
predicted over this period.

The hard rock cliffs at either end of this section
would continue to erode only very slowly
between 2055 and 2105, with negligible erosion
predicted over this period.

Policy = No Active Intervention

Policy = No Active Intervention

Policy = No Active Intervention

There are no defences along this section.

No defences.

No defences.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

The majority of this section consists of hard rock
cliffs that have eroded very little over the long
term, although there are localised areas that are
slightly more erodible. This trend would continue
to 2025, and total erosion of between 0 and 10m
is predicted in localised areas over this period,
whilst along the majority of the frontage, erosion
would be negligible.

Cliff erosion would be limited to localised areas
of slightly more erodible cliffs, with total erosion
in these areas of between 0 and 10m predicted by
2055 depending on the occurrence of small scale
cliff failures.

Cliff erosion would be limited to localised areas
of slightly more erodible cliffs, with total erosion
in these areas of 0 to 10m predicted by 2105
depending on the occurrence of small scale cliff
failures.

Sea level rise could lead to the narrowing and
possible submergence of the pocket beaches that
indent the cliffs along this section, if there is
insufficient supply of sediment from localised cliff
erosion and where beaches front resistant cliffs.
Where beaches are not present the still water
level will simply be higher up the cliff face.

As sea levels rise, most of the small pocket
beaches that indent the cliffs along this section
would be expected to have disappeared, unless
locally there is sufficient sediment supply from the
cliffs.

The hard rock cliffs located along the eastern and
western parts of this section have eroded very
little over the long term, and this is expected to
continue in the future, with negligible erosion
predicted by 2025.
6c17 –
Challaborough
(West) to Erme
Estuary (East)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

The cliffs along this section are indented with
small pocket beaches that are supplied with
sediment from local cliff erosion only; there is no
interaction between adjacent beaches. These
beaches have historically been stable over the
long term; however coastal squeeze as a result of
sea level rise could become increasingly important
during this period if there is insufficient sediment
supply to the pocket beaches from local cliff
erosion in the future.
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Policy Unit
6c18 – Erme
Estuary (East
Bank – Mouth to
Orcheton Wood)

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

Policy
Policy = No Active Intervention

Policy = No Active Intervention

Policy = No Active Intervention

There are no flood alleviation schemes within this
unit, although there are a number of properties at
risk of flooding under a 1:1 year extreme event
within this primarily rural section.

Under this Policy, extreme flood events continue
to pose a flood risk to properties, but this would
be managed through flood warnings rather than
constructing flood defences along this section as
there is predicted to be no significant increase in
flood risk area during this period compared to
present day.

Under this Policy, extreme flood events continue
to pose a flood risk to properties, but this would
be managed through flood warnings rather than
constructing flood defences along this section as
there is predicted to be no significant increase in
flood risk area during this period compared to
present day.

This stretch encompasses the Erme Estuary. This
is a ria type estuary which is confined by steep
cliffs. No change in the overall estuary form is
expected, although there could be natural
fluctuations in the position of the low water
channel.

No change in the form of the Erme Estuary is
expected as it is natural and unconstrained;
therefore the estuary should be able to adapt
naturally to rising sea levels.

No change in the form of the Erme Estuary is
expected as it is natural and unconstrained;
therefore the estuary should be able to adapt
naturally to rising sea levels.

Policy = No Active
Active Intervention

Policy = No Active Intervention

Policy = No Active Intervention

There are no flood alleviation schemes within this
unit, although there are a number of properties at
risk of flooding under a 1:1 year extreme event
within this primarily rural section.

Under this Policy, extreme flood events continue
to pose a flood risk to properties, but this would
be managed through flood warnings rather than
constructing flood defences along this section as
there is predicted to be no significant increase in

Under this Policy, extreme flood events continue
to pose a flood risk to properties, but this would
be managed through flood warnings rather than
constructing flood defences along this section as
there is predicted to be no significant increase in

The CFMP policy for this section is “P3 -

Continue with existing or alternative actions to
manage flood risk at the current level (accepting
that flood risk will increase over time from this
baseline).” Under this Policy, extreme flood
events continue to pose a flood risk to
properties, but this would be managed through
flood warnings rather than constructing flood
defences along this section.
Therefore, this has been interpreted for this SMP
to mean ‘No Active Intervention’.

6c19 – Erme
Estuary
(Upstream
section –
Orcheton Wood
to Pamflete

The CFMP policy for this section is “P3 -
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Policy Unit
Wood)

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)
Continue with existing or alternative actions to
manage flood risk at the current level (accepting
that flood risk will increase over time from this
baseline).” Under this Policy, extreme flood

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

flood risk area during this period compared to
present day.

flood risk area during this period compared to
present day.

This stretch encompasses the Erme Estuary. This
is a ria type estuary which is confined by steep
cliffs. No change in the overall estuary form is
expected, although there could be natural
fluctuations in the position of the low water
channel.

No change in the form of the Erme Estuary is
expected as it is natural and unconstrained;
therefore the estuary should be able to adapt
naturally to rising sea levels.

No change in the form of the Erme Estuary is
expected as it is natural and unconstrained;
therefore the estuary should be able to adapt
naturally to rising sea levels.

Policy = No Active Intervention

Policy = No Active Intervention

Policy = No Active Intervention

There are no flood alleviation schemes within this
unit, although there are a number of properties at
risk of flooding under a 1:1 year extreme event
within this primarily rural section.

Under this Policy, extreme flood events continue
to pose a flood risk to properties, but this would
be managed through flood warnings rather than
constructing flood defences along this section as
there is predicted to be no significant increase in
flood risk area during this period compared to
present day.

Under this Policy, extreme flood events continue
to pose a flood risk to properties, but this would
be managed through flood warnings rather than
constructing flood defences along this section as
there is predicted to be no significant increase in
flood risk area during this period compared to
present day.

events continue to pose a flood risk to
properties, but this would be managed through
flood warnings rather than constructing flood
defences along this section.
Therefore, this has been interpreted for this SMP
to mean ‘No Active Intervention’.

6c20 – Erme
Estuary (West
Bank – Pamflete
Wood to Mouth)

The CFMP policy for this section is “P3 -

Continue with existing or alternative actions to
manage flood risk at the current level (accepting
that flood risk will increase over time from this
baseline).” Under this Policy, extreme flood
events continue to pose a flood risk to
properties, but this would be managed through
flood warnings rather than constructing flood
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Policy Unit

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

defences along this section.
Therefore, this has been interpreted for this SMP
to mean ‘No Active Intervention’.

6c21 – Erme
Estuary (West) to
Yealm Estuary
(East)

This stretch encompasses the Erme Estuary. This
is a ria type estuary which is confined by steep
cliffs. No change in the overall estuary form is
expected, although there could be natural
fluctuations in the position of the low water
channel.

No change in the form of the Erme Estuary is
expected as it is natural and unconstrained;
therefore the estuary should be able to adapt
naturally to rising sea levels.

No change in the form of the Erme Estuary is
expected as it is natural and unconstrained;
therefore the estuary should be able to adapt
naturally to rising sea levels.

Policy = No Active Intervention

Policy = No Active Intervention

Policy = No Active Intervention

There are no defences along this section.

No defences.

No defences.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

This section would continue to evolve naturally.

The majority of this section consists of hard rock
cliffs that have eroded very little over the long
term, although there are localised areas that are
slightly more erodible. This trend would continue
to 2025, and total erosion of between 0 and 10m
is predicted in localised areas over this period,
whilst only the remainder erosion would be
negligible.

Cliff erosion would be limited to localised areas
of slightly more erodible cliffs, with total erosion
in these areas of between 0 and 10m predicted by
2055 depending on the occurrence of small scale
cliff failures.

Cliff erosion would be limited to localised areas
of slightly more erodible cliffs, with total erosion
in these areas of 0 to 10m predicted by 2105
depending on the occurrence of small scale cliff
failures.

Sea level rise could lead to the narrowing and
possible submergence of the pocket beaches that
indent the cliffs along this section, if there is
insufficient supply of sediment from localised cliff
erosion and where beaches front resistant cliffs.
Where beaches are not present the still water
level will simply be higher up the cliff face.

As sea levels rise most of the small pocket
beaches that indent the cliffs along this section
would be expected to have disappeared, unless
locally there is sufficient sediment supply from the
cliffs.

The cliffs along this section are indented with
small pocket beaches that are supplied with
sediment from local cliff erosion only; there is no
interaction between adjacent beaches. These
beaches have historically been stable over the
long term; however coastal squeeze as a result of
sea level rise could become increasingly important
during this period if there is insufficient sediment
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Policy Unit

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

supply to the pocket beaches from local cliff
erosion in the future.
6c22 – Yealm
Estuary (East
Bank – Mouth to
Passage House)

6c23 – Yealm
Estuary (East
Bank – Passage
House to
Newton Ferrers
North)

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

The CFMP policy for this section is “P4 - Take

The CFMP policy for this section is “P4 - Take

The CFMP policy for this section is “P4 - Take

action to sustain the current level of flood risk.”

action to sustain the current level of flood risk.”

action to sustain the current level of flood risk.”

This could be interpreted to mean ‘Hold the Line’
in parts of the estuary where there are already
defences that reduce flood risk.

This could be interpreted to mean ‘Hold the Line’
in parts of the estuary where there are already
defences that reduce flood risk.

This could be interpreted to mean ‘Hold the Line’
in parts of the estuary where there are already
defences that reduce flood risk.

Review of the local situation suggests that Hold
the Line in this section of the estuary would be
unnecessary as there are no defences to sustain
and so under Policy Scenario A, No Active
Intervention is considered instead along this
undefended section.

Review of the local situation suggests that Hold
the Line in this section of the estuary would be
unnecessary as there are no defences to sustain
and so under Policy Scenario A, No Active
Intervention is considered instead along this
undefended section.

Review of the local situation suggests that Hold
the Line in this section of the estuary would be
unnecessary as there are no defences to sustain
and so under Policy Scenario A, No Active
Intervention is considered instead along this
undefended section.

This stretch encompasses outer eastern bank of
the Yealm Estuary. This is a ria type estuary which
is confined by steep cliffs. No change in the
overall estuary form is expected.

No change in the form of the Yealm is expected
as it is natural and unconstrained by defences,
allowing the estuary to adjust to keep pace with
rising sea levels.

No change in the form of the Yealm is expected
as it is natural and unconstrained by defences,
allowing the estuary to adjust to keep pace with
rising sea levels.

No Active Intervention along this section will
allow natural processes to continue to occur.

No Active Intervention along this section will
allow natural processes to continue to occur.

No Active Intervention along this section will
allow natural processes to continue to occur.

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

Policy Assessed = Hold the Line

Policy Assessed = Hold
Hold the Line

The CFMP policy for this section is “P4 - Take

The CFMP policy for this section is “P4 - Take

The CFMP policy for this section is “P4 - Take

action to sustain the current level of flood risk.”

action to sustain the current level of flood risk.”

action to sustain the current level of flood risk.”

This could be interpreted to mean ‘Hold the Line’
in parts of the estuary where there are already
defences that reduce flood risk.

This could be interpreted to mean ‘Hold the Line’
in parts of the estuary where there are already
defences that reduce flood risk.

This could be interpreted to mean ‘Hold the Line’
in parts of the estuary where there are already
defences that reduce flood risk.

Review of the local situation suggests that Hold

Review of the local situation suggests that Hold

Review of the local situation suggests that Hold
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Policy Unit

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

the Line in this section of the estuary would be
unnecessary as there are no defences to sustain
and so under Policy Scenario A, No Active
Intervention is considered instead along this
undefended section.

the Line in this section of the estuary would be
unnecessary as there are no defences to sustain
and so under Policy Scenario A, No Active
Intervention is considered instead along this
undefended section.

the Line in this section of the estuary would be
unnecessary as there are no defences to sustain
and so under Policy Scenario A, No Active
Intervention is considered instead along this
undefended section.

This stretch encompasses part of the eastern
bank of the Yealm Estuary. This is a ria type
estuary which is confined by steep cliffs. No
change in the overall estuary form is expected.

No change in the form of the Yealm is expected
as it is largely natural and unconstrained by
defences, allowing the estuary to adjust to keep
pace with rising sea levels.

No change in the form of the Yealm is expected
as it is largely natural and unconstrained by
defences, allowing the estuary to adjust to keep
pace with rising sea levels.

Exposed estuarine locations such as Newton
Ferrers and Noss Mayo may be subject to
flooding when high spring tides coincide with
heavy rainfall.

Continued defence along this section would
minimise the flood risk.

Continued defence along this section would
minimise the flood risk.

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

The CFMP policy for this section is “P4 - Take

The CFMP policy for this section is “P4 - Take

The CFMP policy for this section is “P4 - Take

action to sustain the current level of flood risk.”

action to sustain the current level of flood risk.”

action to sustain the current level of flood risk.”

This could be interpreted to mean ‘Hold the Line’
in parts of the estuary where there are already
defences that reduce flood risk.

This could be interpreted to mean ‘Hold the Line’
in parts of the estuary where there are already
defences that reduce flood risk.

This could be interpreted to mean ‘Hold the Line’
in parts of the estuary where there are already
defences that reduce flood risk.

Review of the local situation suggests that Hold
the Line in this section of the estuary would be
unnecessary as there are no defences to sustain
and so under Policy Scenario A, No Active
Intervention is considered instead along this
undefended section.

Review of the local situation suggests that Hold
the Line in this section of the estuary would be
unnecessary as there are no defences to sustain
and so under Policy Scenario A, No Active
Intervention is considered instead along this
undefended section.

Review of the local situation suggests that Hold
the Line in this section of the estuary would be
unnecessary as there are no defences to sustain
and so under Policy Scenario A, No Active
Intervention is considered instead along this
undefended section.

This stretch encompasses upper eastern bank of

No change in the form of the Yealm is expected

No change in the form of the Yealm is expected

Continued defence along this section would
minimise the flood risk.
6c24 – Yealm
Estuary (East
Bank – Newton
Ferrers North to
Fish House
Plantation)
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Policy Unit

6c25 – Yealm
Estuary (West
Bank – Fish
House Plantation
to Season
Season Point)
Point)

6c26 – Season
Point to
Wembury Point

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

the Yealm Estuary. This is a ria type estuary which
is confined by steep cliffs. No change in the
overall estuary form is expected.

as it is natural and unconstrained by defences,
allowing the estuary to adjust to keep pace with
rising sea levels.

as it is natural and unconstrained by defences,
allowing the estuary to adjust to keep pace with
rising sea levels.

No Active Intervention along this section will
allow natural processes to continue to occur.

No Active Intervention along this section will
allow natural processes to continue to occur.

No Active Intervention along this section will
allow natural processes to continue to occur.

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

Policy Assessed = No Active Intervention

The CFMP policy for this section is “P4 - Take

The CFMP policy for this section is “P4 - Take

The CFMP policy for this section is “P4 - Take

action to sustain the current level of flood risk.”

action to sustain the current level of flood risk.”

action to sustain the current level of flood risk.”

This could be interpreted to mean ‘Hold the Line’
in parts of the estuary where there are already
defences that reduce flood risk.

This could be interpreted to mean ‘Hold the Line’
in parts of the estuary where there are already
defences that reduce flood risk.

This could be interpreted to mean ‘Hold the Line’
in parts of the estuary where there are already
defences that reduce flood risk.

Review of the local situation suggests that Hold
the Line in this section of the estuary would be
unnecessary as there are no defences to sustain
and so under Policy Scenario A, No Active
Intervention is considered instead along this
undefended section.

Review of the local situation suggests that Hold
the Line in this section of the estuary would be
unnecessary as there are no defences to sustain
and so under Policy Scenario A, No Active
Intervention is considered instead along this
undefended section.

Review of the local situation suggests that Hold
the Line in this section of the estuary would be
unnecessary as there are no defences to sustain
and so under Policy Scenario A, No Active
Intervention is considered instead along this
undefended section.

This stretch encompasses western bank of the
Yealm Estuary. This is a ria type estuary which is
confined by steep cliffs. No change in the overall
estuary form is expected.

No change in the form of the Yealm is expected
as it is natural and unconstrained by defences,
allowing the estuary to adjust to keep pace with
rising sea levels.

No change in the form of the Yealm is expected
as it is natural and unconstrained by defences,
allowing the estuary to adjust to keep pace with
rising sea levels.

No Active Intervention along this section will
allow natural processes to continue to occur.

No Active Intervention along this section will
allow natural processes to continue to occur.

No Active Intervention along this section will
allow natural processes to continue to occur.

Policy = No Active Intervention

Policy = No Active Intervention

Policy = No Active Intervention

The majority of this section is undefended.

The majority of this undefended section of coast
would continue to evolve naturally.

The majority of this undefended section of coast
would continue to evolve naturally.

The short section of defence at Wembury could

The short section of defence at Wembury could

There are small sections of defence at Wembury
that provide localised protection against flooding
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Policy Unit

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

and erosion. Under this Policy, it is assumed that
any further maintenance of these short lengths of
defence would not attract public funds. However,
if alternative (private) funds are available to
maintain this short length of defence, then there
is no reason not to allow this to occur, when
considering the impact on coastal processes.

fail by the end of this period if they are not
maintained as they would be unlikely to attract
public funds.

fail by the end of this period if they are not
maintained as they would be unlikely to attract
public funds.

However, if alternative (private) funds are
available to maintain this short length of defence,
then there is no reason not to allow this to
occur, when considering the impact on coastal
processes.

However, if alternative (private) funds are
available to maintain this short length of defence,
then there is no reason not to allow this to
occur, when considering the impact on coastal
processes.

The majority of this section consists of hard rock
cliffs that have eroded very little over the long
term, although there are localised areas that are
slightly more erodible. This trend would continue
to 2025, and total erosion of between 0 and 10m
is predicted in localised areas over this period,
whilst only the remainder erosion would be
negligible.

Cliff erosion would be limited to localised areas
of slightly more erodible cliffs, with total erosion
in these areas of between 0 and 10m predicted by
2055 depending on the occurrence of small scale
cliff failures.

Cliff erosion would be limited to localised areas
of slightly more erodible cliffs, with total erosion
in these areas of 0 to 10m predicted by 2105
depending on the occurrence of small scale cliff
failures.

Sea level rise could lead to the narrowing and
possible submergence of the pocket beaches that
indent the cliffs along this section, if there is
insufficient supply of sediment from localised cliff
erosion and where beaches front resistant cliffs.
Where beaches are not present the still water
level will simply be higher up the cliff face.

As sea levels rise most of the small pocket
beaches that indent the cliffs along this section
would be expected to have disappeared, unless
locally there is sufficient sediment supply from the
cliffs.

The cliffs along this section are indented with
small pocket beaches that are supplied with
sediment from local cliff erosion only; there is no
interaction between adjacent beaches. These
beaches have historically been stable over the
long term; however coastal squeeze as a result of
sea level rise could become increasingly important
during this period if there is insufficient sediment
supply to the pocket beaches from local cliff
erosion in the future.

The short section of defence at Wembury could
fail by the end of this period if it is not maintained.
This would result in increased flood and erosion
risk to currently protected areas.

If it has not been maintained, then there would be
no defences along this stretch. If, however,
private funds are available to maintain the defence
at Wembury then there would be no significant
impact in terms of coastal processes other than
to locally constrain shoreline retreat, which
would be limited in any case by the resistant
nature of the geology in this area.

POLICY SCENARIO AREA: WEMBURY POINT TO DEVIL’S POINT
Key Impacts & Implications for the Policy Scenario Area:
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Policy Unit

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

This stretch of coastline encompasses the large urban settlement of Plymouth, the protection of which is a key policy driver. An additional consideration in this section is the
need to protect areas of active/former landfill and potentially contaminated land from increasing rates of erosion/flooding. The cliffs are of outstanding landscape and geological/
geomorphological value.
As a result of the preferred policies, there are potential losses of intertidal habitat due to coastal squeeze to the west of Mount Batten Breakwater and potential gains in
intertidal habitat (if not squeezed against hard structures) to the east of Mount Batten Breakwater.
There is also the potential loss of some historic heritage features (including up to three Scheduled Monuments) but protection of a significant number of recreational and tourist
related assets and Scheduled Monuments in Plymouth.
Further consideration would be required if Holding the Line to the west of Mount Batten Breakwater to ensure that it would not adversely affect the Western King SSSI.
6c27 – Wembury
Point to Mount
Batten
Breakwater

Policy = No Active Intervention

Policy = No Active Intervention

Policy = No Active Intervention

The most significant defence present along this
section occurs at its western end in the form of
the Mount Batten Breakwater, although its main
effect is upon wave climate around the mouth of
the Plym estuary. There are also very small
lengths of localised defences that prevent erosion
at Bovisand and immediately south of the
breakwater along the access road to Mount
Batten.

It is assumed that the Mount Batten and Plymouth
Breakwaters would remain during this period and
continue to affect wave climate within Plymouth
Sound.

It is assumed that the Mount Batten and Plymouth
Breakwaters would remain during this period and
continue to affect wave climate within Plymouth
Sound.

The short lengths of defence that occur at
Bovisand and immediately south of the
breakwater along the access road to Mount
Batten could fail by the end of this period if they
are not maintained.

If not maintained, there would be no other
defences along this section and the shoreline
would continue to evolve naturally.

Under this Policy, it is assumed that any further
maintenance of these short lengths of defence
would not attract public funds. However, if
alternative (private) funds are available to
maintain these short lengths of defence, then
there is no reason not to allow this to occur,
when considering the impact on coastal
processes.

However, if alternative (private) funds are
available to maintain the short lengths of defence,
then there is no reason not to allow this to
occur, when considering the impact on coastal
processes.

However, if alternative (private) funds are
available to maintain the short lengths of defence,
then there is no reason not to allow this to
occur, when considering the impact on coastal
processes.

Part of this section is also affected by the
sheltering effect of the Plymouth Breakwater
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Policy Unit

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

within Plymouth Sound.
The cliffs along this section consist of hard,
resistant rock that has eroded very little over the
long term. This is expected to continue to 2025,
with negligible cliff recession predicted over this
period. As such total erosion of 0 to 10m is
predicted by 2025 depending on the occurrence
of small scale cliff failures.

Negligible erosion of the hard rock cliffs that
dominate this section is predicted between 2025
and 2055. As such total erosion of 0 to 10m is
predicted by 2055 depending on the occurrence
of small scale cliff failures.

Negligible erosion of the hard rock cliffs that
dominate this section is predicted between 2055
and 2105. As such total erosion of 0 to 10m is
predicted by 2105 depending on the occurrence
of small scale cliff failures.

If not maintained (by private funds), the loss of
the short lengths of defence at Bovisand and
immediately south of the breakwater along the
access road to Mount Batten would be unlikely to
increase the risk in these areas due to the
resistant nature of the backing cliffs, although
adaptation measures to relocate the road may be
required.

If not maintained (by private funds), the loss of
the short lengths of defence at Bovisand and
immediately south of the breakwater along the
access road to Mount Batten would be unlikely to
increase the risk in these areas due to the
resistant nature of the backing cliffs, although
adaptation measures to relocate the road may be
required.

The small pocket beaches will gradually become
drowned as sea level rise and shore platforms
become submerged.

Many of the small pocket beaches would have
been lost in a scenario of accelerated sea level
rise.

This coast is geologically controlled and therefore
would not be significantly affected by any changes
within Plymouth Sound, e.g. to the Breakwater, as
any increased wave action along this section
would not be expected to greatly increase coastal
erosion.

This coast is geologically controlled and therefore
would not be significantly affected by any changes
within Plymouth Sound, e.g. to the Breakwater, as
any increased wave action along this section
would not be expected to greatly increase coastal
erosion.

Policy = Hold the Line

Policy = Hold the Line

Policy = Hold the Line

There is a variety of defences of varying standards
along this section that protect low lying areas
from flooding. It is likely that some of these
defences would need to be upgraded during this

The CFMP policy for this section is “P5 – Take

The CFMP policy for this section is “P5 – Take

further action to reduce flood risk (now and in
the future)”.

further action to reduce flood risk (now and in
the future)”.

This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean

This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean

This coast is geologically controlled and therefore
would not be significantly affected by any changes
within Plymouth Sound, e.g. to the Breakwater, as
any increased wave action along this section
would not be expected to greatly increase coastal
erosion.

6c28 – Plym
Estuary - Mount
Batten
Breakwater to
Marsh Mills
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Policy Unit

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)
period to maintain current levels of protection.

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

‘Hold the Line’ throughout the estuary.
Continued monitoring and maintenance of
existing defences within this section is therefore
assumed to occur during this period under this
Policy.

‘Hold the Line’ throughout the estuary.
Continued monitoring and maintenance of
existing defences within this section is therefore
assumed to occur during this period under this
Policy.

Continued defence along this section would
provide ongoing flood protection to areas of low
lying land that are highly developed during this
period.

Continued defence along this section would
provide ongoing flood protection to areas of low
lying land that are highly developed during this
period.

Continued defence along this section would
provide ongoing flood protection to areas of low
lying land that are highly developed during this
period.

Sea level rise could begin to cause narrowing of
intertidal areas in the upper part of the estuary
towards 2025, though it is unlikely that a
significant area would be lost during this period.

As sea levels rise, further narrowing and even loss
of some parts of the intertidal areas in the upper
part of the estuary is likely to occur towards 2055
as they are prevented from adapting naturally by
the defences.

As sea levels rise further, more significant
narrowing and even loss of intertidal areas in the
upper part of the estuary is likely to occur
towards 2105 as they are prevented from
adapting naturally by the defences.

Policy = Hold the Line

Policy = Hold the Line

Policy = Hold the Line

There are a variety of defences along this section
that protect low lying areas from flooding. These
would be retained during this period.

The CFMP policy for this section is “P5 – Take

The CFMP policy for this section is “P5 – Take

further action to reduce flood risk (now and in
the future)”.

further action to reduce flood risk (now and in
the future)”.

The CFMP policy for this section is “P5 – Take

This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
‘Hold the Line’ throughout the estuary.
Continued monitoring and maintenance of
existing defences within this section is therefore
assumed to occur during this period under this

This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
‘Hold the Line’ throughout the estuary.
Continued monitoring and maintenance of
existing defences within this section is therefore
assumed to occur during this period under this

The CFMP policy for this section is “P5 – Take

further action to reduce flood risk (now and in
the future)”.
This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
‘Hold the Line’ throughout the estuary.
Continued monitoring and maintenance of
existing defences within this section is therefore
assumed to occur during this period under this
Policy.

6c29 – Plym
Estuary – Marsh
Mills to Coxside

further action to reduce flood risk (now and in
the future)”.
This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
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Policy Unit

6c30 – Coxside
Coxside
to Devil’s Point

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

‘Hold the Line’ throughout the estuary.
Continued monitoring and maintenance of
existing defences within this section is therefore
assumed to occur during this period under this
Policy.

Policy.

Policy.

Continued defence along this section would
provide ongoing flood protection to areas of low
lying land that are highly developed during this
period.

Continued defence along this section would
provide ongoing flood protection to areas of low
lying land that are highly developed during this
period.

Continued defence along this section would
provide ongoing flood protection to areas of low
lying land that are highly developed during this
period.

Sea level rise could begin to cause narrowing of
intertidal areas in the upper part of the estuary
towards 2025, though it is unlikely that a
significant area would be lost during this period.

As sea levels rise, further narrowing and even loss
of some parts of the intertidal areas in the upper
part of the estuary is likely to occur towards 2055
as they are prevented from adapting naturally by
the defences.

As sea levels rise further, more significant
narrowing and even loss of intertidal areas in the
upper part of the estuary is likely to occur
towards 2105 as they are prevented from
adapting naturally by the defences.

Policy = Hold the Line

Policy = Hold the Line

Policy = Hold the Line

This section consists of a wide range of defences
that protect the toe of the cliff from wave action,
although a number of the defences form part of
amenity features including a lido.

Upgrade of the defences could be required during
this period, although along Plymouth Hoe this
would likely form part of any upgrade of the
amenity features located along the toe of the cliffs
in this area.

Upgrade of the defences could be required during
this period, although along Plymouth Hoe this
would likely form part of any upgrade of the
amenity features located along the toe of the cliffs
in this area.

It is assumed that the Plymouth Breakwater
would remain during this period and continue to
affect wave climate within Plymouth Sound.

It is assumed that the Plymouth Breakwater
would remain during this period and continue to
affect wave climate within Plymouth Sound.

Continued defence of this section by ongoing
provision of amenity infrastructure would result
in no cliff recession occurring between 2025 and
2055, although even if undefended, the hard rock
geology that forms this coastline would

Continued defence of this section by ongoing
provision of amenity infrastructure would result
in no cliff recession occurring between 2055 and
2105, although even if undefended, the underlying
hard rock geology would experience negligible

Part of this section is also affected by the
sheltering effect of the Plymouth Breakwater
within Plymouth Sound.
The cliff toe is almost entirely protected by
defences and other structures along this section,
and this has resulted in no cliff recession over the
long term.
Continued defence of this section by ongoing
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Policy Unit

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)
provision of amenity infrastructure would result
in no cliff recession occurring by 2025, although
even if undefended, the hard rock geology that
forms this coastline would experience negligible, if
any erosion.
Increases in sea level and storminess as a result of
climate change could cause increased flood risk to
low-lying areas by 2025.

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

experience negligible erosion.

erosion.

Rising sea levels and increased storminess due to
climate change would lead to an increased risk of
flooding to low-lying land as a result of wave
overtopping, requiring existing defences to be
upgraded during this period to minimise this
impact.

Rising sea levels and increased storminess due to
climate change would lead to an increased risk of
flooding to low-lying land as a result of wave
overtopping, requiring existing defences to be
upgraded during this period to minimise this
impact.

POLICY SCENARIO AREA: TAMAR ESTUARY
Key Impacts & Implications for the Policy Scenario Area:
The Tamar Estuary contains both a number of developed areas as well as large areas of natural, undefended estuary. Policies of either hold the line or managed realignment
within the estuary seek to recognise this, as these provide some significant social and economic benefits with minimal adverse impacts on the environment.
In areas where the selected policy is managed realignment, opportunities for the expansion of existing wetland areas can be explored through targeting environmental schemes
such as stewardship. There are also opportunities for new areas of wetland habitat creation through the design of appropriate managed realignment schemes. Within these
areas, the aim of managed realignment is to both create habitat and reduce flood risk in other parts of the estuary, and as such, under the policy of managed realignment, areas
where there are existing defences would be maintained, although it is not envisaged under this policy to construct new defences in currently undefended areas.
6c31 – Tamar
Estuary – Devil’s
Point Tamerton
Lake

Policy = Hold the Line

Policy = Hold the Line

Policy = Hold the Line

Defences are located along the majority of this
eastern side of the estuary. These defences and
other structures are associated with the
development of the port and naval dockyard at
Plymouth, which has also seen the estuary heavily
modified in this area by dredging activity.

The CFMP policy for this section is “P5 – Take

The CFMP policy for this section is “P5 – Take

further action to reduce flood risk (now and in
the future)”.

further action to reduce flood risk (now and in
the future)”.

This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
‘Hold the Line’ throughout the estuary.
Continued monitoring and maintenance of
existing defences within this section is therefore
assumed to occur during this period under this
Policy.

This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
‘Hold the Line’ throughout the estuary.
Continued monitoring and maintenance of
existing defences within this section is therefore
assumed to occur during this period under this
Policy.

The CFMP policy for this section is “P5 – Take

further action to reduce flood risk (now and in
the future)”.
This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
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Policy Unit

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

‘Hold the Line’ throughout the estuary.
Continued monitoring and maintenance of
existing defences within this section is therefore
assumed to occur during this period under this
Policy.
The effect of rising sea levels, particularly on the
part of this section north of the Tamar bridge,
would be likely to result in the gradual loss of
inter-tidal areas as they are restricted from
adapting by the ongoing presence of defences at
Plymouth.

The effect of rising sea levels, particularly on the
part of this section north of the Tamar bridge,
would be likely to result in the gradual loss of
inter-tidal areas as they are restricted from
adapting by the ongoing presence of defences at
Plymouth.

Ongoing management of this section and the
associated impacts upon the lower estuary is
likely to continue during this period.

Ongoing management of this section and the
associated impacts upon the lower estuary is
likely to continue during this period.

Policy = No Active Intervention / Hold the Line /
Managed Realignment

Policy = No Active Intervention / Hold the Line /
Managed Realignment

Policy = No Active Intervention / Hold the Line /
Managed Realignment

This part of the Tamar Estuary is largely
undefended, although there are short isolated
lengths of defence that protect localised areas
from flooding.

The CFMP policy for this section is “P6 - Take

The CFMP policy for this section is “P6 - Take

action to increase the frequency of flooding to
bring benefits locally or elsewhere.”

action to increase the frequency of flooding to
bring benefits locally or elsewhere.”

action to increase the frequency of flooding to
bring benefits locally or elsewhere.”

This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
‘Managed Realignment’ in parts of the estuary,
although no specific locations are identified and
this would be subject to detailed investigations.

This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
‘Managed Realignment’ in parts of the estuary,
although no specific locations are identified and
this would be subject to detailed investigations.

This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
‘Managed Realignment’ in parts of the estuary,
although no specific locations are identified and

It is assumed that this policy would allow existing
defences to be maintained or improved in order
to reduce any change in flood risk created by

It is assumed that this policy would allow existing
defences to be maintained or improved in order
to reduce any change in flood risk created by

Human intervention along this outer part of the
Tamar estuary, particularly south of the Tamar
bridge, has heavily modified the estuary in this
area.
The defences along this eastern side of the
estuary protect small areas of low-lying land
between the estuary and higher ground to the
east from flooding.
Ongoing management of this section and the
associated impacts upon the lower estuary is
likely to continue during this period.
6c32 – Tamar
Estuary –
Tamerton Lake to
Gunnislake
(Upper Tamar
Estuary East)

The CFMP policy for this section is “P6 - Take
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Policy Unit

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)
this would be subject to detailed investigations.
It is assumed that this policy would allow existing
defences to be maintained or improved in order
to reduce any change in flood risk created by
managed realignment in parts of the estuary, but
would not allow new defences to be built along
currently undefended sections, which would
continue to evolve naturally.
Due to insufficient information being available in
the upper Tamar Estuary to state exactly where
defences would be maintained/realigned and
where no active intervention would occur, the
policy in the SMP is left flexible to allow
subsequent more detailed study to determine the
precise management of this area.
Where defences occur along the eastern side of
the estuary, they protect small areas of low-lying
land from flooding.
The majority of the remaining estuary is largely
natural, with extensive areas of intertidal mudflats
constrained by steeply rising ground. Managed
realignment along these undefended areas would
aid conservation of inter-tidal areas and also help
to reduce flood risk to the small defended areas.

6c33 – Tamar
Estuary –

Policy = No Active Intervention / Hold the Line /

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

managed realignment in parts of the estuary, but
would not allow new defences to be built along
currently undefended sections, which would
continue to evolve naturally.

managed realignment in parts of the estuary, but
would not allow new defences to be built along
currently undefended sections, which would
continue to evolve naturally.

Due to insufficient information being available in
the upper Tamar Estuary to state exactly where
defences would be maintained/realigned and
where no active intervention would occur, the
policy in the SMP is left flexible to allow
subsequent more detailed study to determine the
precise management of this area.

Due to insufficient information being available in
the upper Tamar Estuary to state exactly where
defences would be maintained/realigned and
where no active intervention would occur, the
policy in the SMP is left flexible to allow
subsequent more detailed study to determine the
precise management of this area.

The effect of rising sea levels on the Tamar
estuary would be likely to result in the gradual
loss of inter-tidal areas where they are restricted
from adapting by the ongoing presence of small
lengths of defence along this section.

The effect of rising sea levels on the Tamar
estuary would be likely to result in the gradual
loss of inter-tidal areas where they are restricted
from adapting by the ongoing presence of small
lengths of defence along this section.

The remaining undefended areas of the estuary in
this section would be likely to maintain their
current form as they adapt landwards at a rate
that keeps pace with sea level rise, aided by proactive managed realignment which will also serve
to help reduce flood risk along the defended
areas of this section.

The remaining undefended areas of the estuary in
this section would be likely to maintain their
current form as they adapt landwards at a rate
that keeps pace with sea level rise, aided by proactive managed realignment which will also serve
to help reduce flood risk along the defended
areas of this section.

Policy = No Active Intervention / Hold the Line /

Policy = No Active Intervention / Hold the Line /
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Policy Unit
Gunnislake to
Saltash (North)
(Upper Tamar
Estuary West)

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

Managed Realignment

Managed Realignment

Managed Realignment

This part of the Tamar Estuary is largely
undefended, although there are short isolated
lengths of defence that protect localised areas
from flooding.

The CFMP policy for this section is “P6 - Take

The CFMP policy for this section is “P6 - Take

action to increase the frequency of flooding to
bring benefits locally or elsewhere.”

action to increase the frequency of flooding to
bring benefits locally or elsewhere.”

This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
‘Managed Realignment’ in parts of the estuary,
although no specific locations are identified and
this would be subject to detailed investigations.

This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
‘Managed Realignment’ in parts of the estuary,
although no specific locations are identified and
this would be subject to detailed investigations.

It is assumed that this policy would allow existing
defences to be maintained or improved in order
to reduce any change in flood risk created by
managed realignment in parts of the estuary, but
would not allow new defences to be built along
currently undefended sections, which would
continue to evolve naturally.

It is assumed that this policy would allow existing
defences to be maintained or improved in order
to reduce any change in flood risk created by
managed realignment in parts of the estuary, but
would not allow new defences to be built along
currently undefended sections, which would
continue to evolve naturally.

Due to insufficient information being available in
the upper Tamar Estuary to state exactly where
defences would be maintained/realigned and
where no active intervention would occur, the
policy in the SMP is left flexible to allow
subsequent more detailed study to determine the
precise management of this area.

Due to insufficient information being available in
the upper Tamar Estuary to state exactly where
defences would be maintained/realigned and
where no active intervention would occur, the
policy in the SMP is left flexible to allow
subsequent more detailed study to determine the
precise management of this area.

The effect of rising sea levels on the Tamar
estuary would be likely to result in the gradual

The effect of rising sea levels on the Tamar
estuary would be likely to result in the gradual

The CFMP policy for this section is “P6 - Take

action to increase the frequency of flooding to
bring benefits locally or elsewhere.”
This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
‘Managed Realignment’ in parts of the estuary,
although no specific locations are identified and
this would be subject to detailed investigations.
It is assumed that this policy would allow existing
defences to be maintained or improved in order
to reduce any change in flood risk created by
managed realignment in parts of the estuary, but
would not allow new defences to be built along
currently undefended sections, which would
continue to evolve naturally.
Due to insufficient information being available in
the upper Tamar Estuary to state exactly where
defences would be maintained/realigned and
where no active intervention would occur, the
policy in the SMP is left flexible to allow
subsequent more detailed study to determine the
precise management of this area.
Where defences occur along the western side of
the estuary, they protect small areas of low-lying
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Policy Unit

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

loss of inter-tidal areas where they are restricted
from adapting by the ongoing presence of small
lengths of defence along this section.

loss of inter-tidal areas where they are restricted
from adapting by the ongoing presence of small
lengths of defence along this section.

The remaining undefended areas of the estuary in
this section would be likely to maintain their
current form as they adapt landwards at a rate
that keeps pace with sea level rise, aided by proactive managed realignment which will also serve
to help reduce flood risk along the defended
areas of this section.

The remaining undefended areas of the estuary in
this section would be likely to maintain their
current form as they adapt landwards at a rate
that keeps pace with sea level rise, aided by proactive managed realignment which will also serve
to help reduce flood risk along the defended
areas of this section.

Policy = Hold the Line / No Active Intervention

Policy = Hold the Line / No Active Intervention

Policy = Hold the Line / No Active Intervention
Intervention

Defences along this part of the western shore of
the Tamar Estuary protect low lying parts of the
town of Saltash from flooding. These would be
retained during this period.

The CFMP policy for this section is “P5 – Take

The CFMP policy for this section is “P5 – Take

further action to reduce flood risk (now and in
the future)”.

further action to reduce flood risk (now and in
the future)”.

This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
‘Hold the Line’ throughout the estuary.
Continued monitoring and maintenance of
existing defences within this section is therefore
assumed to occur during this period under this
Policy.

This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
‘Hold the Line’ throughout the estuary.
Continued monitoring and maintenance of
existing defences within this section is therefore
assumed to occur during this period under this
Policy.

It is not assumed that new defences will be built
along currently undefended sections under this
Policy, which would continue to evolve naturally
under ‘No Active Intervention’.

It is not assumed that new defences will be built
along currently undefended sections under this
Policy, which would continue to evolve naturally
under ‘No Active Intervention’.

land from flooding.
The majority of the remaining estuary is largely
natural, with extensive areas of intertidal mudflats
constrained by steeply rising ground. Managed
realignment along these undefended areas would
aid conservation of inter-tidal areas and also help
to reduce flood risk to the small defended areas.

6c34 – Tamar
Estuary – Saltash

The CFMP policy for this section is “P5 – Take

further action to reduce flood risk (now and in
the future)”.
This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
‘Hold the Line’ throughout the estuary.
Continued monitoring and maintenance of
existing defences within this section is therefore
assumed to occur during this period under this
Policy.
It is not assumed that new defences will be built
along currently undefended sections under this
Policy, which would continue to evolve naturally
under ‘No Active Intervention’.
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Policy Unit

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)
Human intervention along this outer part of the
Tamar Estuary has heavily modified the estuary in
this area.

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

The effect of rising sea levels would be likely to
result in the gradual loss of inter-tidal areas as
they are restricted from adapting by the ongoing
presence of defences at Saltash.

The effect of rising sea levels would be likely to
result in the gradual loss of inter-tidal areas as
they are restricted from adapting by the ongoing
presence of defences at Saltash.

Ongoing management of this section and the
associated impacts upon the lower estuary is
likely to continue during this period.

Ongoing management of this section and the
associated impacts upon the lower estuary is
likely to continue during this period.

Policy = No Active Intervention / Hold the Line

Policy = No Active Intervention / Hold the Line

Policy = No Active Intervention / Hold the Line

The River Lynher is a tributary of the Tamar
Estuary which is largely undefended, although
there are short isolated lengths of defence that
protect localised areas from flooding.

The CFMP policy for this section is “P3 –
Continue existing or alternative actions.”

The CFMP policy for this section is “P3 –
Continue existing or alternative actions.”

This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
‘Hold the Line’ throughout the estuary where
existing defences are occur. Continued
monitoring and maintenance of existing defences
within this section is therefore assumed to occur
during this period under this Policy.

This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
‘Hold the Line’ throughout the estuary where
existing defences are occur. Continued
monitoring and maintenance of existing defences
within this section is therefore assumed to occur
during this period under this Policy.

It is assumed that no defences would be built in
areas where there are currently undefended, and
so these areas would be allowed to evolve
naturally under ‘No Active Intervention’. Under
this policy, opportunities for managed realignment
could also be explored.

It is assumed that no defences would be built in
areas where there are currently undefended, and
so these areas would be allowed to evolve
naturally under ‘No Active Intervention’. Under
this policy, opportunities for managed realignment
could also be explored.

The defences along the western side of the
estuary protect small areas of low-lying land
between the estuary and higher ground to the
west from flooding.
Ongoing management of this section and the
associated impacts upon the lower estuary is
likely to continue during this period.
6c35 – Tamar
Estuary – River
Lynher (Saltash
South to
Torpoint North
North
(Jupiter Point))

The CFMP policy for this section is “P3 –
Continue existing or alternative actions.”
This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
‘Hold the Line’ throughout the estuary where
existing defences are occur. Continued
monitoring and maintenance of existing defences
within this section is therefore assumed to occur
during this period under this Policy.
It is assumed that no defences would be built in
areas where there are currently undefended, and
so these areas would be allowed to evolve
naturally under ‘No Active Intervention’. Under
this policy, opportunities for managed realignment
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Policy Unit

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

Where defences occur along this section, they
protect small areas of low-lying land from
flooding. These would be maintained during this
period to ensure flood risk continues to be
reduced.

The effect of rising sea levels on the River Lynher
would be likely to result in the gradual loss of
inter-tidal areas where they are restricted from
adapting by the ongoing presence of small lengths
of defence along this section.

The effect of rising sea levels on the River Lynher
would be likely to result in the gradual loss of
inter-tidal areas where they are restricted from
adapting by the ongoing presence of small lengths
of defence along this section.

The majority of the remaining estuary is largely
natural, with extensive areas of intertidal mudflats
constrained by steeply rising ground. Managed
realignment along these undefended areas would
aid conservation of inter-tidal areas and also help
to reduce flood risk to the small defended areas.

The remaining undefended areas of this section
would be likely to maintain their current form as
they adapt landwards at a rate that keeps pace
with sea level rise, aided by pro-active managed
realignment which will also serve to help reduce
flood risk along the defended areas of this section.

The remaining undefended areas of this section
would be likely to maintain their current form as
they adapt landwards at a rate that keeps pace
with sea level rise, aided by pro-active managed
realignment which will also serve to help reduce
flood risk along the defended areas of this section.

Policy = Hold the Line
Line / No Active Intervention

Policy = Hold the Line / No Active Intervention

Policy = Hold the Line / No Active Intervention

Defences along this part of the western shore of
the Tamar Estuary protect low lying parts of the
town of Torpoint from flooding. These would be
retained during this period.

The CFMP policy for this section is “P5 – Take

The CFMP policy for this section is “P5 – Take

further action to reduce flood risk (now and in
the future)”.

further action to reduce flood risk (now and in
the future)”.

This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
‘Hold the Line’ throughout the estuary.
Continued monitoring and maintenance of
existing defences within this section is therefore
assumed to occur during this period under this
Policy.

This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
‘Hold the Line’ throughout the estuary.
Continued monitoring and maintenance of
existing defences within this section is therefore
assumed to occur during this period under this
Policy.

It is not assumed that new defences will be built
along currently undefended sections under this
Policy, which would continue to evolve naturally
under ‘No Active Intervention’.

It is not assumed that new defences will be built
along currently undefended sections under this
Policy, which would continue to evolve naturally
under ‘No Active Intervention’.

could also be explored.

6c36 – Tamar
Estuary –
Torpoint North
(Jupiter Point) to
Torpoint South
(Landing Stage)

The CFMP policy for this section is “P5 – Take

further action to reduce flood risk (now and in
the future)”.
This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
‘Hold the Line’ throughout the estuary.
Continued monitoring and maintenance of
existing defences within this section is therefore
assumed to occur during this period under this
Policy.
It is not assumed that new defences will be built
along currently undefended sections under this
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Policy Unit

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

Policy, which would continue to evolve naturally
under ‘No Active Intervention’.
Human intervention along this outer part of the
Tamar Estuary has heavily modified the estuary in
this area.

The effect of rising sea levels would be likely to
result in the gradual loss of inter-tidal areas as
they are restricted from adapting by the ongoing
presence of defences at Torpoint.

The effect of rising sea levels would be likely to
result in the gradual loss of inter-tidal areas as
they are restricted from adapting by the ongoing
presence of defences at Torpoint.

Ongoing management of this section and the
associated impacts upon the lower estuary is
likely to continue during this period.

Ongoing management of this section and the
associated impacts upon the lower estuary is
likely to continue during this period.

Policy = No Active Intervention / Hold the Line

Policy = No Active Intervention / Hold the Line

Policy
Policy = No Active Intervention / Hold the Line

The CFMP policy for this section is “P3 –
Continue existing or alternative actions.”

The CFMP policy for this section is “P3 –
Continue existing or alternative actions.”

The CFMP policy for this section is “P3 –
Continue existing or alternative actions.”

This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
‘Hold the Line’ throughout the estuary where
existing defences are occur. Continued
monitoring and maintenance of existing defences
within this section is therefore assumed to occur
during this period under this Policy.

This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
‘Hold the Line’ throughout the estuary where
existing defences are occur. Continued
monitoring and maintenance of existing defences
within this section is therefore assumed to occur
during this period under this Policy.

This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
‘Hold the Line’ throughout the estuary where
existing defences are occur. Continued
monitoring and maintenance of existing defences
within this section is therefore assumed to occur
during this period under this Policy.

It is assumed that no defences would be built in
areas where there are currently undefended, and
so these areas would be allowed to evolve
naturally under ‘No Active Intervention’. Under
this policy, opportunities for managed realignment
could also be explored.

It is assumed that no defences would be built in
areas where there are currently undefended, and
so these areas would be allowed to evolve
naturally under ‘No Active Intervention’. Under
this policy, opportunities for managed realignment
could also be explored.

It is assumed that no defences would be built in
areas where there are currently undefended, and
so these areas would be allowed to evolve
naturally under ‘No Active Intervention’. Under
this policy, opportunities for managed realignment
could also be explored.

The defences along the western side of the
estuary protect small areas of low-lying land
between the estuary and higher ground to the
west from flooding.
Ongoing management of this section and the
associated impacts upon the lower estuary is
likely to continue during this period.
6c37 – Tamar
Estuary – St
John’s Lake
(Torpoint South
(Landing Stage) to
Millbrook (Mill
Farm))
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Policy Unit

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

This part of the estuary is largely natural, with
extensive areas of intertidal mudflats constrained
by steeply rising ground. The impact of
maintaining short lengths of existing defences
would be minimal as they would also constrain
future evolution of the estuary in much the same
way as the natural steeply rising ground.

The effect of rising sea levels on this area of the
lower Tamar estuary would be likely to result in
the gradual loss of inter-tidal areas as they are
restricted from adapting by the steeply rising
ground that surrounds it. The impact of
maintaining short lengths of existing defences
would be minimal as they would also constrain
future evolution of the estuary in much the same
way as the natural steeply rising ground.

The effect of rising sea levels on this area of the
lower Tamar estuary could result in the gradual
loss of inter-tidal areas as they are restricted
from adapting by the steeply rising ground that
surrounds it. The impact of maintaining short
lengths of existing defences would be minimal as
they would also constrain future evolution of the
estuary in much the same way as the natural
steeply rising ground.

Policy = Hold the Line / No Active Intervention

Policy = Hold the Line / No Active Intervention
Intervention

Policy = Hold the Line / No Active Intervention

The CFMP policy for this section is “P3 –
Continue existing or alternative actions.”

The CFMP policy for this section is “P3 –
Continue existing or alternative actions.”

The CFMP policy for this section is “P3 –
Continue existing or alternative actions.”

This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
‘Hold the Line’ throughout the estuary where
existing defences are occur. Continued
monitoring and maintenance of existing defences
within this section is therefore assumed to occur
during this period under this Policy.

This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
‘Hold the Line’ throughout the estuary where
existing defences are occur. Continued
monitoring and maintenance of existing defences
within this section is therefore assumed to occur
during this period under this Policy.

This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
‘Hold the Line’ throughout the estuary where
existing defences are occur. Continued
monitoring and maintenance of existing defences
within this section is therefore assumed to occur
during this period under this Policy.

It is assumed that no defences would be built in
areas where there are currently undefended, and
so these areas would be allowed to evolve
naturally under ‘No Active Intervention’. Under
this policy, opportunities for managed realignment
could also be explored.

It is assumed that no defences would be built in
areas where there are currently undefended, and
so these areas would be allowed to evolve
naturally under ‘No Active Intervention’. Under
this policy, opportunities for managed realignment
could also be explored.

It is assumed that no defences would be built in
areas where there are currently undefended, and
so these areas would be allowed to evolve
naturally under ‘No Active Intervention’. Under
this policy, opportunities for managed realignment
could also be explored.

The defences along this part of the estuary
protect small areas of low-lying land between the
estuary and surrounding higher ground from

The effect of rising sea levels on this part of the
lower Tamar estuary would be likely to result in
the gradual loss of inter-tidal areas where they

The effect of rising sea levels on this part of the
lower Tamar estuary would be likely to result in
the gradual loss of inter-tidal areas where they

It is likely affected to some extent by the
management activities associated with the
Plymouth Dockyard.
6c38 – Tamar
Estuary – St
John’s Lake
(Millbrook (Mill
Farm) to
Millbrook
(Hancock’s Lake)
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Preferred Policy

Policy Unit

Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)
flooding.

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

are restricted from adapting by the ongoing
presence of defences at Millbrook.

are restricted from adapting by the ongoing
presence of defences at Millbrook.

The remaining undefended areas of this part of
the estuary in this section would be likely to also
experience gradual loss of inter-tidal areas as they
are restricted from adapting by the steeply rising
ground that surrounds it.

The remaining undefended areas of this part of
the estuary in this section would be likely to also
experience gradual loss of inter-tidal areas as they
are restricted from adapting by the steeply rising
ground that surrounds it.

Policy = No Active Intervention / Hold the Line

Policy = No Active Intervention / Hold the Line

Policy = No Active Intervention / Hold the Line

The CFMP policy for this section is “P3 –
Continue existing or alternative actions.”

The CFMP policy for this section is “P3 –
Continue existing or alternative actions.”

The CFMP policy for this section is “P3 –
Continue existing or alternative actions.”

This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
‘Hold the Line’ throughout the estuary where
existing defences are occur. Continued
monitoring and maintenance of existing defences
within this section is therefore assumed to occur
during this period under this Policy.

This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
‘Hold the Line’ throughout the estuary where
existing defences are occur. Continued
monitoring and maintenance of existing defences
within this section is therefore assumed to occur
during this period under this Policy.

This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
‘Hold the Line’ throughout the estuary where
existing defences are occur. Continued
monitoring and maintenance of existing defences
within this section is therefore assumed to occur
during this period under this Policy.

It is assumed that no defences would be built in
areas where there are currently undefended, and
so these areas would be allowed to evolve
naturally under ‘No Active Intervention’. Under
this policy, opportunities for managed realignment
could also be explored.

It is assumed that no defences would be built in
areas where there are currently undefended, and
so these areas would be allowed to evolve
naturally under ‘No Active Intervention’. Under
this policy, opportunities for managed realignment
could also be explored.

It is assumed that no defences would be built in
areas where there are currently undefended, and
so these areas would be allowed to evolve
naturally under ‘No Active Intervention’. Under
this policy, opportunities for managed realignment
could also be explored.

This part of the estuary is largely natural, with
extensive areas of intertidal mudflats constrained
by steeply rising ground. The impact of

The effect of rising sea levels on this area of the
lower Tamar estuary would be likely to result in
the gradual loss of inter-tidal areas as they are

The effect of rising sea levels on this area of the
lower Tamar estuary would be likely to result in
the gradual loss of inter-tidal areas as they are

The majority of the remaining part of the estuary
in this section natural, with extensive areas of
intertidal mudflats constrained by steeply rising
ground.
The impact of maintaining short lengths of
existing defences would be minimal as they would
also constrain future evolution of the estuary in
much the same way as the natural steeply rising
ground.
6c39 – Tamar
Estuary – St
John’s Lake
(Millbrook
(Hancock’s Lake)
to Palmer Point

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)
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Policy Unit

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

restricted from adapting by the steeply rising
ground that surrounds it. The impact of
maintaining short lengths of existing defences
would be minimal as they would also constrain
future evolution of the estuary in much the same
way as the natural steeply rising ground.

restricted from adapting by the steeply rising
ground that surrounds it. The impact of
maintaining short lengths of existing defences
would be minimal as they would also constrain
future evolution of the estuary in much the same
way as the natural steeply rising ground.

Policy = Hold the Line / No Active Intervention

Policy = Hold the Line / No Active Intervention

Policy = Hold the Line / No Active Intervention

The CFMP policy for this section is “P5 – Take

The CFMP policy for this section is “P5 – Take

The CFMP policy for this section is “P5 – Take

further action to reduce flood risk (now and in
the future)”.

further action to reduce flood risk (now and in
the future)”.

further action to reduce flood risk (now and in
the future)”.

This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
‘Hold the Line’ throughout the estuary.
Continued monitoring and maintenance of
existing defences within this section is therefore
assumed to occur during this period under this
Policy.

This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
‘Hold the Line’ throughout the estuary.
Continued monitoring and maintenance of
existing defences within this section is therefore
assumed to occur during this period under this
Policy.

This has been interpreted for this SMP to mean
‘Hold the Line’ throughout the estuary.
Continued monitoring and maintenance of
existing defences within this section is therefore
assumed to occur during this period under this
Policy.

It is not assumed that new defences will be built
along currently undefended sections under this
Policy, which would continue to evolve naturally
under ‘No Active Intervention’.

It is not assumed that new defences will be built
along currently undefended sections under this
Policy, which would continue to evolve naturally
under ‘No Active Intervention’.

It is not assumed that new defences will be built
along currently undefended sections under this
Policy, which would continue to evolve naturally
under ‘No Active Intervention’.

This part of the estuary is largely natural, with
extensive areas of intertidal mudflats constrained
by steeply rising ground.

The effect of rising sea levels on the this area of
the lower Tamar estuary would be likely to result
in the gradual loss of inter-tidal areas as they are
restricted from adapting by the steeply rising
ground that surrounds it.

The effect of rising sea levels on the this area of
the lower Tamar estuary would be likely to result
in the gradual loss of inter-tidal areas as they are
restricted from adapting by the steeply rising
ground that surrounds it.

maintaining short lengths of existing defences
would be minimal as they would also constrain
future evolution of the estuary in much the same
way as the natural steeply rising ground.
It is likely affected to some extent by the
management activities associated with the
Plymouth Dockyard.
6c40 – Tamar
Estuary – Palmer
Point to Mount
Edgcumbe
(Cremyll)

It is likely affected to some extent by the
management activities associated with the
Plymouth Dockyard.
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Policy Unit

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

POLICY SCENARIO AREA: MOUNT EDGCUMBE TO RAME HEAD
Key Impacts & Implications for the Policy Scenario Area:
This coastline is mainly characterised by undefended, hard rock cliffs, which experience very slow retreat rates; although locally cliff falls can occur which cause a few metres of
erosion. Sediment inter-linkages are weak; therefore impacts of defences tend to be confined locally.
For most of the frontage the preferred policy is to continue to allow natural retreat of the shoreline, which, due to the low rate of retreat is unlikely to have result in significant
losses of assets. However, no active intervention in some areas has the potential to result in damage to or loss of some historic environmental features including Scheduled
Monuments and a Registered Park and Garden.
At Kingsand and Cawsand, the preferred policy is to minimise the risk of flooding and erosion to the town assets, through maintaining and upgrading the existing defences. The
cliffs that enclose these beaches are very resistant, therefore coastal squeeze would be expected to occur whether these areas were defended or not.
Beneficial impact on nature conservation through a potential increase in intertidal habitat adjacent to internationally designated conservation site (Plymouth Sound and Estuaries
SAC).
6c41 – Mount
Edgcumbe to
Picklecombe
Point

6c42 – Fort
Picklecombe

Policy = No Active
Active Intervention

Policy = No Active Intervention

Policy = No Active Intervention

There are no defences present along this section.

No defences.

No defences.

The unprotected hard rock cliffs that form this
section have eroded very little over the long
term, and negligible erosion of these cliffs is
predicted by 2025. As such total erosion of 0 to
10m is predicted by 2025 depending on the
occurrence of small scale cliff failures.

The hard rock cliffs along this section would be
expected to experience only negligible erosion
between 2025 and 2055. As such total erosion of
0 to 10m is predicted by 2055 depending on the
occurrence of small scale cliff failures.

The hard rock cliffs along this section would be
expected to experience only negligible erosion
between 2055 and 2105. As such total erosion of
0 to 10m is predicted by 2105 depending on the
occurrence of small scale cliff failures.

The small pocket beaches, such as Edgcumbe
Beach would narrow due to rising sea levels and
the lack of sediment input. At Edgcumbe there
could be a risk of localised flooding.

Some pocket beaches could disappear due to
rising sea levels. There could be increased risk of
localised flooding at Edgcumbe.

Policy = Hold the Line

Policy = Hold the Line

Policy = Hold the Line

A small section of defence is present along the
cliff toe around Picklecombe Point, which protect
Fort Picklecombe (which sits in front of the cliffs)

It is assumed that the defences around
Picklecombe Point would be maintained and
possibly upgraded (by private funds) during this

It is assumed that the defences around
Picklecombe Point would be maintained and
possibly upgraded (by private funds) during this
G-199
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Policy Unit

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)
along this section.

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

period.

period.

The continued maintenance of defences around
Picklecombe Point during this period would be
unlikely to have a significant effect on cliff
recession during this period, as they protect hard
rock cliffs that would only experience negligible
erosion even if they were unprotected, much like
for the adjacent unprotected cliffs.

The continued maintenance of defences around
Picklecombe Point during this period would be
unlikely to have a significant effect on cliff
recession during this period, as they protect hard
rock cliffs that would only experience negligible
erosion even if they were unprotected, much like
for the adjacent unprotected cliffs.

There would also be no impact on the adjacent
shoreline.

There would also be no impact on the adjacent
shoreline.

Policy = No Active Intervention

Policy = No Active Intervention

Policy = No Active Intervention

There are no defences present along this section.

No defences.

No defences.

The unprotected hard rock cliffs that form this
section have eroded very little over the long
term, and negligible erosion of these cliffs is
predicted by 2025. As such total erosion of 0 to
10m is predicted by 2025 depending on the
occurrence of small scale cliff failures.

The hard rock cliffs along this section would be
expected to experience only negligible erosion
between 2025 and 2055. As such total erosion of
0 to 10m is predicted by 2055 depending on the
occurrence of small scale cliff failures.

The hard rock cliffs along this section would be
expected to experience only negligible erosion
between 2055 and 2105. As such total erosion of
0 to 10m is predicted by 2105 depending on the
occurrence of small scale cliff failures.

The small pocket beaches along this section
would narrow due to rising sea levels and the lack
of sediment input.

Some pocket beaches could disappear due to
rising sea levels.

Policy = Hold the Line

Policy = Hold the Line

Policy = Hold the Line

Defences including seawalls are located at the
back of the small pocket beaches located in front

Upgrade of the defences along this section could
be required during this period in order to

Upgrade of the defences along this section could
be required during this period in order to

Under this Policy it is assumed that maintenance
of these defences (by private funds) would occur
during this period.
The presence of defences around Picklecombe
Point is unlikely to significantly affect cliff
recession in this area by 2025, as the hard rock
cliffs along which they are located would be likely
to experience only negligible erosion over this
period in any case.

6c43 –
Picklecombe
Point to Kingsand

6c44 – Kingsand/
Cawsand
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Policy Unit

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to
(to 2025
2025)

Long Term (to
(to 2105
2105)

of Kingsand and Cawsand.

maintain current levels of protection.

maintain current levels of protection.

The small pocket beaches at Cawsand and
Kingsand have been stable over the long term,
although they do fluctuate as a result of storm
events.

Sea level rise could result in the small pocket
beaches of Cawsand and Kingsand becoming
narrower and steeper during this period, due to
the resistance of the backing cliffs; this means
there is a lack of sediment being input to the
beaches (which are not fed by any other
mechanism) and also prevents translation of the
beach profile landwards in response to the rise in
sea level.

In the long term, the issue of narrowing beaches
will continue under a scenario of accelerated sea
level rise. This may mean that during this period
the beaches of Cawsand and Kingsand disappear
altogether or that only a very narrow beach is
present, even at lowest tides. This will have
implications for the small villages and to prevent
localised flooding and overtopping the existing
defences would need to be upgraded.

In the short term this trend is likely to continue
although the beach width could start to reduce
due to rising sea levels.
Coastal squeeze as a result of sea level rise could
become increasingly important during this period
to 2025, due to the natural resistance of the cliffs.
This could result in a greater risk of localised
flooding at both Kingsand and Cawsand.
6c45 – Cawsand
to Rame Head

Medium Term (to
(to 2055
2055)

This will have implications for the small villages
and to prevent localised flooding and overtopping
the existing defences would need to be upgraded.

Policy = No Active Intervention

Policy = No Active Intervention

Policy = No Active Intervention

There are no defences present along this section.

No defences.

No defences.

The cliffs along this section consist of hard,
resistant rock that has eroded very little over the
long term. This is expected to continue to 2025,
with negligible cliff recession predicted over this
period. As such total erosion of 0 to 10m is
predicted by 2025 depending on the occurrence
of small scale cliff failures.

Negligible erosion of the hard rock cliffs that
dominate this section is predicted between 2025
and 2055. As such total erosion of 0 to 10m is
predicted by 2055 depending on the occurrence
of small scale cliff failures.

Negligible erosion of the hard rock cliffs that
dominate this section is predicted between 2055
and 2105. As such total erosion of 0 to 10m is
predicted by 2105 depending on the occurrence
of small scale cliff failures.

The cliffs mainly plunge directly into the sea along
this stretch.
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Annex G.1 – Concise Summary of Preferred Policy Options
Policy Unit (Number and Description)

SMP1 Policy

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to 2025)

Medium Term (to 2055)

Supporting Information
Information

Long Term (to 2105)

POLICY SCENARIO AREA: DURLSTON HEAD TO WHITE NOTHE
5g01

Durlston Head to St Alban’s
Head

Do Nothing

5g02

St Alban’s Head to
Kimmeridge Bay

Do Nothing

5g03

Kimmeridge Bay (defended
length)

Do Nothing;
Retreat

5g04

Kimmeridge
Kimmeridge Bay
(undefended) to Worbarrow
Tout

Do Nothing

5g05

Worbarrow Tout to
Lulworth Cove (East)

Do Nothing

5g06

Lulworth Cove (undefended)

Do Nothing

5g07

5g08

Lulworth Cove (defended
length)

Lulworth Cove (West) to
White Nothe

Retreat

Do Nothing

Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention
Continue to allow existing
localised defences to be
maintained or replaced,
either along existing or
realigned positions, if
alternative funding is
available to reduce the risk
of flooding and erosion and
maintain visitor access.
If alternative funds are not
available, then allow natural
coastal evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Active
Intervention.
Intervention
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention
Continue to allow existing
localised defences to be
maintained or replaced,
either along existing or
realigned positions, if
alternative funding is
available to reduce the risk
of flooding and erosion and
maintain visitor access.
If alternative funds are not
available, then allow natural
coastal evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active

Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

Continue to allow existing
localised defences to be
maintained or replaced in a
realigned position if
alternative funding is
available to reduce the risk
of flooding and erosion and
maintain visitor access.

Continue to allow existing
localised defences to be
maintained or replaced in a
realigned position if
alternative funding is
available to reduce the risk
of flooding and erosion and
maintain visitor access.

If alternative funds are not
available, then allow natural
coastal evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

If alternative funds are not
available, then allow natural
coastal evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

Continue to allow existing
localised defences to be
maintained or replaced in a
realigned position if
alternative funding is
available to reduce the risk
of flooding and erosion and
maintain visitor access.

Continue to allow existing
localised defences to be
maintained or replaced in a
realigned position if
alternative funding is
available to reduce the risk
of flooding and erosion and
maintain visitor access.

If alternative funds are not
available, then allow natural
coastal evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

If alternative funds are not
available, then allow natural
coastal evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active

Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active

Undefended, internationally designated section of coast, which would be allowed to continue to
evolve naturally.
Predominantly undefended, internationally designated section of coast, which would be allowed to
continue to evolve naturally. Short length of defence and slipway at Chapman’s Pool would be lost in
the longer-term.

There is a short length of defence on the eastern side of Kimmeridge Bay. Maintenance of this
defence will be dependent upon the availability of non-flood and coastal defence budget funds. If
maintained by alternative funds, consideration should be given to relocating defences inland to
continue to provide protection against flooding and maintain access in a more sustainable position,
whilst not impacting on the natural coast processes, which are the key policy driver.

Undefended, internationally designated section of coast, which would be allowed to continue to
evolve naturally.

Undefended, internationally designated section of coast, which would be allowed to continue to
evolve naturally.

Undefended, internationally designated section of coast, which would be allowed to continue to
evolve naturally.

There is a short length of defended coast within Lulworth Cove that provides some protection
against flood risk whilst also providing access to the coast. Maintenance of this defence will be
dependent upon the availability of non-flood and coastal defence budget funds. If maintained by
alternative funds, consideration should be given to relocating defences inland as necessary to
continue to provide protection against flooding and maintain access in a more sustainable position,
whilst not impacting on the natural coast processes, which are the key policy driver.

Undefended, internationally designated section of coast, which would be allowed to continue to
evolve naturally.
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Policy Unit (Number and Description)

5g09

White Nothe to Ringstead
Bay (defended length east)

5g10

Ringstead Bay (defended
length)

5g11

Ringstead Bay (defended
length west) to Redcliff Point

SMP1 Policy

Do Nothing

Hold

Do Nothing;
Retreat (at

Osmington)

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to 2025)
Intervention.
Intervention

Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention
Undertake maintenance of
the existing defences in
order to provide continued
protection to the cliff top
assets, as long as this
remains feasible, through a
Hold the Line policy.
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

Medium Term (to 2055)
Intervention.
Intervention

Supporting Information
Information

Long Term (to 2105)
Intervention
Intervention.
ervention

POLICY SCENARIO AREA: WHITE NOTHE TO REDCLIFF POINT
Allow natural coastal
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
evolution to continue
Undefended, internationally designated section of coast, which would be allowed to continue to
through No Active
through No Active
evolve naturally.
Intervention.
Intervention
Intervention.
Intervention
The defences at Ringstead are already being outflanked, and it will become unsustainable to maintain
Continue to Hold the Line
these in the medium to long term. The long term plan is therefore to allow retreat along this
by maintaining defences for
Allow natural coastal
shoreline. Maintenance of the existing defences in the short to medium term, which controls the
as long as possible but
evolution to continue
rate of erosion locally, will allow measures to be put in place for managing this transition including
eventually moving towards
through No Active
consideration of mitigating the displacement of people and the loss of property and assets.
No Active Intervention
Intervention
Intervention.
vention
during this period.
It is not intended that these defences would be replaced once the fail as to do so would be
economically, technically and environmentally unsustainable.
Allow natural coastal
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
evolution to continue
Undefended, internationally designated section of coast, which would be allowed to continue to
through No Active
through No Active
evolve naturally.
Intervention.
Intervention.
Intervention
Intervention
POLICY SCENARIO AREA: REDCLIFF POINT TO PORTLAND BILL

5g12

5g13

5g14

5g15

Redcliff Point to Bowleaze
Cove (Gabions)

Bowleaze Cove (Gabions) to
Furzy Cliff

Furzy Cliff

Furzy Cliff to Preston Beach
(Rock Groyne)

5g16

Preston Beach (Rock
Groyne) to Weymouth
(Stone Pier) (includes
Weymouth Harbour)

5g17

Weymouth (Stone Pier) to
Portland Harbour (North
Breakwater)

Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

Retreat

Undertake maintenance of
the existing defences to Hold
the Line during this period.

Construct new defences
inland in a more sustainable
position, through Managed
Realignment.
Realignment

Continue to maintain the
realigned defence position
through a Hold the Line
policy.

Retreat

Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
ntervention

Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

Undertake maintenance of
the existing defences to
continue to afford
protection to the key
transport link and assets,
through a Hold the Line
policy.
policy

Continue to maintain
existing defences, to afford
protection to the key
transport link and assets,
through Hold the Line
Line.
ne

Construct new defences in a
more sustainable set-back
position, through
implementing Managed
Realignment.
Realignment

Undertake maintenance and
improvement of the existing
defences to continue to
provide protection to
Weymouth, through Hold
the Line.
Line
Undertake maintenance of
the existing defences to
continue to provide
protection to Weymouth,
through Hold the Line
Line during

Undertake maintenance and
improvement of the existing
defences to continue to
provide protection to
Weymouth, through Hold
the Line.
Line
Undertake maintenance and
improvement of the existing
defences to continue to
provide protection to
Weymouth, through Hold

Do Nothing

Hold

Hold

Hold

Undefended, internationally designated section of coast, which would be allowed to continue to
evolve naturally.
Continuing to hold the line of the existing defences as sea levels rise would result in the need for
larger defences and loss of beach, therefore the plan is to provide a more sustainable defence line to
reduce flood risk, whilst also allowing the beach to roll back and adapt to rising sea levels, such that
a beach could be retained for tourism and recreation. This would require more detailed study and
would impact on some assets; therefore measures would need to be put in place to manage this
losses or possible relocation of assets.
This is an undefended designated cliff that is actively eroding landwards; the long term plan is to
allow this process to continue. However, depending upon the extent of future landslides, in the
longer term, this could potentially impact upon the road link to Bowleaze Cove and so continued
monitoring of the cliffs would be required to monitor this risk.
The existing defence line protects a key transport route from flooding and erosion, as well as a
number of properties. As Furzy Cliff to the north erodes, and as sea levels rise, it will become
increasingly unsustainable to maintain this defence line, and as such, the plan is for a new defence to
be constructed at a set-back location. Implementation of such a scheme would need to consider and
incorporate the impacts upon transport infrastructure, property, and Lodmoor nature reserve and
to enable planning and mitigation measures to be put in place in the short to medium term it is
proposed that the existing defences are maintained to the end of their life.
This realignment would allow a more sustainable defence position to be established with more
beach retained in front of the defences.

Undertake maintenance and
improvement of the existing
defences to continue to
provide protection to
Weymouth, through Hold
the Line.
Line
Undertake maintenance and
improvement of the existing
defences to continue to
provide protection to
Weymouth, through Hold

The long-term plan is to continue to provide adequate flood and erosion protection to the highly
developed and commercially important town of Weymouth. This would involve improvement of
existing defences.

The long-term plan is to continue to provide adequate flood and erosion protection to the highly
developed and commercially important town of Weymouth. The seawall constructed along this
section in 2002, along with the rock revetment at the eastern end, would be maintained to continue
to protect this area from erosion by the sea.
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Policy Unit (Number and Description)

5g18

5g19
5g19

5g20
5g20

Bincleaves to Castle Cove

Castle Cove to Castle Cove
Sailing Centre

Castle Cove Sailing Centre to
Dowman Place

SMP1 Policy

Retreat

Retreat

Retreat

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to 2025)
this period. This may involve
upgrading defences along a
short length of frontage.

Privately funded
implementation of slope
stabilisation measures in the
upper parts of the slope
along parts of this coast to
prevent the risk of further
cliff recession in localised
areas for a period of time as
part of a policy of Managed
Realignment could occur,
whilst adaptation measures
are developed for the
medium to long term if it
remains unviable to
intervene on a larger scale
using public funds.

Implement measures along
parts of this coast to prevent
the risk of further cliff
recession in localised areas
where it is economically
viable to do so as part of a
policy of Hold the Line.
Line

Monitor and if necessary
introduce measures if cliff
recession threatens the
critical infrastructure
beneath the Rodwell Trail
under a policy of Managed
Realignment.
Realignment

Medium Term (to 2055)
the Line.
Line

Maintenance and possibly
further implementation of
privately funded slope
stabilisation measures in the
upper parts of the slope
along parts of this coast to
prevent the risk of further
cliff recession in localised
areas as part of a policy of
Managed Realignment could
occur, whilst adaptation
measures continue to be
developed and begin to be
implemented if it remains
unviable to intervene on a
larger scale using public
funds..

Maintain and possibly
implement further measures
along parts of this coast to
prevent the risk of cliff
recession in localised areas
where it is economically
viable to do so as part of a
policy of Hold the Line.
Line

Continue to monitor and if
necessary introduce
measures if cliff recession
threatens the critical
infrastructure beneath the
Rodwell Trail under a policy
of Managed Realignment.
Realignment

Long Term (to 2105)
the Line.
Line

Supporting Information
Information

Management of this part of the north-western shore of Portland Harbour will be limited to
introduction of slope stabilisation measures in the upper parts of the slopes. Funding for this is
unlikely to attract public (flood and coastal defence budget) funds during the life of the SMP due to
the slow rate of recession.

Implementation of adaptation
measures would occur as
part of a policy of Managed
Realignment.
Realignment

Implementation of cliff stabilisation measures along parts of the upper slope of this section to
prevent localised cliff recession would therefore depend upon the ability and willingness of private
landowners to introduce measures. However, this will probably not be possible for all landowners
and therefore not all assets along this stretch will be protected from future cliff recession. Measures
to relocate cliff top assets away from risk areas where it intervention does not occur should
therefore be developed and implemented as necessary during the life of the Plan, based upon
continued monitoring of the cliffs.
This policy will prevent uncontrolled losses of assets, as would occur under NAI and is not
considered detrimental to the geological designations of this section, as measures would typically be
introduced in the upper slopes and the cliffs are also already obscured due to the reduced erosion
caused by the sheltering effects of the Portland Harbour Breakwaters, which are assumed to be
retained and maintained over the next 100 years.
If the harbour breakwaters are not maintained, it is likely that the rate of cliff recession will increase
and result in justification for public funds to intervene more substantially along this section in the
longer term.
Management of this central part of the north-western shore of Portland Harbour aims to reduce the
risk of further coastal recession to people, property and infrastructure.

Continue to maintain and
possibly implement further
measures along parts of this
coast to prevent the risk of
cliff recession in localised
areas where it is
economically viable to do so
as part of a policy of Hold
the Line.
Line

Implement measures along
parts of this coast as
necessary to prevent the risk
of further cliff recession in
localised areas where it is
economically viable to do so
as part of a policy of Hold
the Line.
Line

Implementation of measures along parts of this section to prevent localised cliff recession is likely to
be economically viable in terms of public (flood and coastal defence budget) funds in the short term,
particularly in the area of Old Castle Road where the cliff top is within about 10m of the road.
However, in other parts of this section it may not be economically viable (in terms of public funds)
to provide protection against cliff recession. Measures could be introduced if alternative funds are
available, subject to them being environmentally acceptable. If this does not occur, then measures to
relocate cliff top assets away from risk areas should therefore be developed and implemented as
necessary during the life of the Plan, based upon continued monitoring of the cliffs.
This policy will prevent uncontrolled losses of assets, as would occur under NAI and is not
considered detrimental to the geological designations of this section, as measures would typically be
introduced in the upper slopes and the cliffs are also already obscured due to the reduced erosion
caused by the sheltering effects of the Portland Harbour Breakwaters, which are assumed to be
retained and maintained over the next 100 years.
If the harbour breakwaters are not maintained, it is likely that the rate of cliff recession will increase
and result in justification for public funds to intervene more substantially along this section in the
longer term.
Management of this part of the north-western shore of Portland Harbour will initially involve
ongoing monitoring of cliff recession in the short to medium term, with introduction of measures in
the medium to long term in order to protect critical infrastructure and property as it becomes
economically viable (in terms of public funds) to do so; although if monitoring in the short term
shows measures are needed sooner then this could occur.
Implementation of measures along parts of this section would prevent localised cliff recession.
However, it may not be possible to implement such measures along the whole stretch, due to
economics. Therefore measures to relocate cliff top assets away from risk areas where it is not
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Policy Unit (Number and Description)

SMP1 Policy

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to 2025)

Medium Term (to 2055)

Supporting Information
Information

Long Term (to 2105)

economically viable to intervene should developed and implemented as necessary during the life of
the Plan, based upon continued monitoring of the cliffs.
This policy will prevent uncontrolled losses of assets, as would occur under ‘no active intervention’
and is not considered detrimental to the geological designations of this section, as measures would
typically be introduced in the upper slopes and the cliffs are also already obscured due to the
reduced erosion caused by the sheltering effects of the Portland Harbour Breakwaters, which are
assumed to be retained and maintained over the next 100 years.
If the harbour breakwaters are not maintained, it is likely that the rate of cliff recession will increase
and result in justification for public funds to intervene more substantially along this section in the
longer term.

5g21

5g22

5g23

Small Mouth to Osprey Quay
(Portland Harbour)

Osprey Quay (Portland
Harbour) to Kings Pier

Kings Pier to Portland Bill

Hold

Hold;
Retreat

(towards
Grove Point)
Do Nothing;
Retreat (at

Church Ope
Cove)

Maintain existing defences
towards Small Mouth and
monitor beach levels along
Ham Beach as part of a
policy of Hold the Line.
Line

Maintain and improve
existing defences towards
Small Mouth and monitor
beach levels along Ham
Beach as part of a policy of
Hold the Line.
Line

Maintain existing defences in
order to Hold the Line and
provide continued
protection to the developed
area.
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

Maintain or improve existing
defences in order to Hold
the Line and provide
continued protection to the
developed area.
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

Maintain and improve
existing defences towards
Small Mouth, and construct a
defence embankment along
Ham Beach to reduce the
risk of flooding to the only
road access to Portland as
part of a policy of Hold the
Line.
Line
Maintain or improve existing
defences in order to Hold
the Line and provide
continued protection to the
developed area.
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

The continued protection of the only road access to the Isle of Portland is the primary driver for
policy along this section. However, the risk of Chesil Beach being overtopped or even breached in
the longer term would increase with time, and so plans should be developed now for this
eventuality, as the current transport links could become unfeasible as a result.
This policy assumes that the Portland Harbour breakwaters will be retained and maintained over the
next 100 years.

This developed area that encompasses the redeveloped Osprey Quay and Portland Port, is of key
economic importance and these assets would continue to be protected under this policy.

Undefended, internationally designated section of coast, which would be allowed to continue to
evolve naturally.

POLICY SCENARIO AREA: PORTLAND BILL TO THORNCOMBE BEACON

6a01

6a02

6a03

6a04

Portland Bill to West Weare

Chiswell to Chesil Beach

Chesil Beach (to Wyke
Narrows)

Chesil Beach and The Fleet

Do Nothing

Selectively
Hold The
Line

Selectively
Hold The
Line / Do
Nothing

Do Nothing

Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention
Maintain existing defences in
order to Hold the Line and
provide continued
protection to existing assets.

Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention
Maintain or improve existing
defences in order to Hold
the Line and provide
continued protection to
existing assets.

Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention
Maintain or improve existing
defences in order to Hold
the Line and provide
continued protection to
existing assets.

Intervene to restore the
defence function of the
undefended beach only if
required following storm
events under a policy of
Managed Realignment.
Realignment

Intervene to restore the
defence function of the
undefended beach only if
required following storm
events under a policy of
Managed Realignment.
Realignment

Intervene to restore the
defence function of the
undefended beach only if
required following storm
events under a policy of
Managed Realignment.
Realignment

Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

Undefended, internationally designated section of coast, which would be allowed to continue to
evolve naturally.

Defences protect this section from both flooding and erosion: due to the large number of properties
at risk, defence of this section would continue to be provided. This also supports the policy for 5g20
and 5g22.
The beach along this section is undefended, although it does provide an important defence function
against he risk of flooding to both extensively developed low-lying areas and the critical highway link
between Weymouth and Portland. The defence function of the beach would be maintained as far as
possible by undertaking beach management activities following storm events, although it is likely that
the beach would be in a more landward position and could impact upon infrastructure behind the
beach, and so measures to deal with this risk still need to be developed.
It would be unsustainable to introduce more substantial defences along this part of the Chesil
Barrier to an adequate standard that would reduce the risk to the road behind (refer also to 5g19)
and it would be more appropriate to plan to adapt to the increasing risk over a significant event
occurring in the future rather than defending this line.
Undefended, internationally designated section of coast, which would be allowed to continue to
evolve naturally. Future roll back or breaching of Chesil Beach along this stretch could impact upon
infrastructure located at discrete locations along the eastern shore of The Fleet.
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Policy Unit (Number and Description)

SMP1 Policy

6a05

Abbotsbury to Cogden Beach

Do Nothing

6a06

Cogden Beach to Hive Beach
(Burton Bradstock)

Do Nothing

6a07

6a08

6a09

6a10

Hive Beach (Burton
Bradstock)

Burton Cliff

Freshwater Beach

East Cliff (West Bay)

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to 2025)
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

Medium Term (to 2055)
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention
Allow natural coastal
evolution to occur through
No Active Intervention.
Intervention

Long Term (to 2105)
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

Supporting Information
Information
Undefended, internationally designated section of coast, which would be allowed to continue to
evolve naturally.

Undefended, internationally designated section of coast, which would be allowed to continue to
evolve naturally.

Do Nothing

Allow natural coastal
evolution to resume through
No Active Intervention.
Intervention

Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

The small scale defences at Hive Beach will become unsustainable as the adjacent undefended cliffs
erode further. Continued defence in this area would only be detrimental to the conservation of
beach material at Hive Beach, and so by undertaking NAI in this area from the present day will allow
the beach to adapt and behave naturally. This will, however, mean the few currently defended
properties would be at risk of erosion as a result.

Do Nothing

Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention
Intervention.

Undefended, internationally designated section of coast, which would be allowed to continue to
evolve naturally.

Do Nothing

Manage the realignment of
the defence position in line
with retreat of adjacent
eroding cliffs through beach
management in order to
reduce the risk of inland
flooding at Burton
Bradstock.

Continue Managed
Realignment of the beach
position in line with adjacent
eroding cliffs and construct a
set-back defence to ensure
flood risk inland continues to
be minimised.

Continue Managed
Realignment of the beach
position in line with adjacent
eroding cliffs and undertake
maintenance of the set-back
defence to continue to
minimise flood risk to
Burton Bradstock.

Do Nothing

Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

Undefended, internationally designated section of coast, which would be allowed to continue to
evolve naturally.

At present, beach management activity occurs along this section to maintain the outlet of the River
Bride and so reduce flood risk to Burton Bradstock. This is not in keeping with the SMP1 policy of
‘Do Nothing’.
The proposed policy would involve continuing this beach management activity whilst a set-back
defence line is constructed. The beach would then be allowed to roll back with management
towards this realigned defence as sea levels rise in line with the retreat of the adjacent undefended
cliffs. This would provide a more sustainable defence position whilst retaining flood protection to
Burton Bradstock.

Hold The
Line

Continue to maintain
existing defence position to
protect West Bay, through a
Hold the Line policy.

Maintain the existing
defences for as long as
technically possible, through
a Hold the Line policy.

Build new defences in a
more sustainable position,
through implementing a
Managed Realignment
Realignment policy.

As sea levels rise, providing the required levels of protection along this section will become
increasingly technically difficult in the longer term. In order to provide long-term, sustainable flood
risk reduction, the long-term plan is to allow the beach to realign to a more sustainable position,
whilst continuing to manage the flood risk to West Bay. Therefore managed realignment, through
the construction of a set-back defence line is the proposed policy. This would conserve more beach
material to help provide a more robust defence. However, a number of properties immediately
behind the beach would be at risk and therefore measures would need to be in place in the medium
term to manage this transition.

Continue to maintain
existing defence position to
protect West Bay, through a
Hold
Hold the Line policy.

Continue to maintain
existing defence position to
protect West Bay, through a
Hold the Line policy.

Continued protection to reduce the risk of flooding and erosion to West Bay. This assumes that the
Harbour Breakwaters will be maintained over the next 100 years. However, there is a risk of
erosion to the west causing outflanking and potential loss of some cliff top assets in the future.
Works may therefore be required along the defences at the western end of this section abutting the
eroding cliffs.

Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

Undefended, internationally designated section of coast, which would be allowed to continue to
evolve naturally.

6a11

West Bay (East Beach to
eastern pier)

6a12

West Bay (West Beach from
eastern
eastern pier) to West Cliff
(East) (includes West Bay
Harbour)

Hold The
Line

Continue to maintain
existing defence position to
protect West Bay, through a
Hold the Line policy.

6a13

West Cliff (East) to
Thorncombe Beacon

Selectively
Hold The
Line

Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

POLICY SCENARIO AREA: THORNCOMBE BEACON TO BEER HEAD
6a14
6a14

Thorncombe Beacon to
Seatown
Seatown (East)

Selectively
Hold The
Line

6a15

Seatown

Selectively
Hold The
Line

Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention
Hold the Line through
maintenance of the existing
defences as long as possible,

Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention
Maintenance of defences
would end during this period
and allow natural coastal

Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention
Intervention.
ntion
Allow natural coastal
evolution to occur through
No Active Intervention.
Intervention

Undefended, internationally designated section of coast, which would be allowed to continue to
evolve naturally.
The defences at Seatown constructed in 1996 are already being outflanked and have required
extension to restore the original scheme standard of protection. It would be unsustainable to retain
these defences in the medium to long term and the long-term plan is to allow a more naturally
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Policy Unit (Number and Description)

SMP1 Policy

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to 2025)
within existing economic
justification.

Medium Term (to 2055)
evolution to resume through
a move towards No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

Long Term (to 2105)

Supporting Information
Information
functioning coast to evolve in the longer-term, with a beach rolling back into the mouth of the River
Winniford such that a beach is likely to be retained here.
This would involve the loss of assets and so maintenance of the defences would continue in the
short term to allow impacts and mitigation measures for the relocation of lost assets to be
developed during this period.

6a16
6a16

Seatown (West) to Golden
Cap

Selectively
Hold The
Line

6a17
6a17

Golden Cap to Charmouth
(East)

Selectively
Hold The
Line

6a18

Charmouth

Selectively
Hold The
Line

6a19
6a19

Charmouth (West) to East
Cliff (Lyme Regis)

Selectively
Hold The
Line

6a20

6a21

6a22

East Cliff (Lyme Regis) to
Broad Ledge (Lyme Regis)

Broad Ledge (Lyme Regis) to
The Cobb (Lyme Regis)

Monmouth Beach

Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

Maintain existing defences
through a Hold the Line
policy to continue to provide
protection to Charmouth.

Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention
Intervention.
ion
There would be a move
towards No Active
Intervention along the cliffed
western part of Charmouth.
Managed Realignment within
the River Char, through
providing set-back flood
defences as it becomes
increasingly technically
difficult to maintain defences
in the existing position.
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

Hold The
Line

Maintain and improve
defences through a Hold the
Line policy.

Maintain the existing
defences for as long as it is
technically and economically
possible to do so, through a
Hold the Line
Line policy.

Hold The
Line

Maintain existing defences
through a Hold the Line
policy to provide continued
protection to Lyme Regis.

Continue to maintain or
improve existing defences
through a Hold the Line
policy to provide continued
protection to Lyme Regis.

Do Nothing

Continue to Hold the Line
and protect all built assets
within the town; this
requires little intervention
along much of this frontage,
but will involve monitoring
of the beach.

Construct a more formal
defence as part of Managed
Realignment and implement
beach management to
support this.

Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

Continue the policy of No
Active Intervention along the
cliffed western part of
Charmouth and Managed
Realignment within the River
Char.

Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention
As outflanking occurs due to
erosion and landsliding,
continue to Hold the Line by
maintaining and extending
defences along the ever
retreating cliff line. These
defences could be at beach
level or higher up the slope.
It may, however, be
necessary to move towards a
policy of Managed
Realignment during this
period if it becomes
unsustainable to continue to
defend any parts of this
length.
Continue to maintain or
improve existing defences
through a Hold the Line
policy to provide continued
protection to Lyme Regis.

Maintain the realigned
defence position through a
Hold the Line policy.

Undefended, internationally designated section of coast, which would be allowed to continue to
evolve naturally.

Undefended, internationally designated section of coast, which would be allowed to continue to
evolve naturally.

Holding the existing defences at Charmouth in the longer term is unsustainable as the adjacent cliffs
erode back. Therefore the proposed policy is to provide a set back flood defence upstream of the
mouth of the River Char to ensure continued flood protection to low-lying areas upstream. Along
the cliffed coastline fronting the western part of Charmouth, the long-term plan is to allow the coast
to retreat, through no intervention would occur. This would, however result in the loss of cliff top
assets; therefore measures would need to be developed in the short-term to manage and mitigate
the loss of assets.

Undefended, internationally designated section of coast, which would be allowed to continue to
evolve naturally.

As the adjacent undefended cliffs to the east continue to retreat landwards, it will be necessary to
manage the northern end of this defended frontage in a transitional way, with defences possibly
extending as necessary along the emerging frontage to ensure protection to as much of the eastern
side of Lyme Regis continues to be provided. However, even with this policy, there could still be
some loss of cliff top assets, therefore an alternative realignment policy may need to be considered
in the long-term, including measures to be developed and to be put in place to manage and mitigate
the loss of assets as required.

The key policy driver is the continued protection of the commercial and tourist centre of Lyme
Regis.

This section on the immediate western side of The Cobb (Monmouth Beach) presents a potential
flood risk to Policy Unit 6a21 under a no active intervention scenario, as no formal defence exists
although existing structures here provide some form of defence. A key driver is to protect the
assets of Lyme Regis therefore in order to manage this risk, a more formal defence would be
constructed in the medium term to protect the wider part of Lyme Regis to the east from flooding.
This could also involve beach management activities including beach recycling and reprofiling.
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Policy Unit (Number and Description)

SMP1 Policy

6a23

Monmouth Beach to Seven
Rock Point

Do Nothing

6a24

Seven Rock Point to Haven
Cliff (West)

Do Nothing

6a25

Axe
Axe Estuary (Mouth
Breakwater to Axmouth
North)

6a26

6a27

Axe Estuary (Axmouth
(Axmouth
North to Seaton North)

Axe Estuary (Seaton East)

N/A

N/A

N/A

6a28

Axe Estuary (Spit)

Selectively
Hold The
Line

6a29

Axe Estuary (Spit) to Seaton
(West)

Selectively
Hold The
Line

6a30

Seaton (West) to Seaton
Hole

Selectively
Hold The
Line

6a31

Seaton Hole to Beer

Selectively
Hold The
Line

6a32

Beer

Selectively
Hold The
Line

6a33

Beer to Beer Head

Selectively
Hold The
Line

6a34
6a34

Beer Head to Salcombe Hill

Do Nothing

Preferred Policy
Medium Term (to 2055)
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention
Continue to maintain
defences through a Hold the
Line policy.
policy

Continue the policy of
Managed Realignment.
Realignment

Continue the policy of
Managed Realignment
Realignment.
nment

This upper part of the Axe Estuary is pre-dominantly low-lying flood plain, and is already undergoing
management to create new areas of habitat. Managed Realignment within strategic parts of this area
would provide further opportunities for habitat creation as well as reducing flood risk in other parts
of the estuary, although any implementation of managed realignment would require careful
consideration of the Seaton Tramway along the western side of the estuary.

Continue to maintain
defences through a Hold the
Line policy.
policy

Continue to maintain
defences through a Hold the
Line policy.
policy

Continue to maintain
defences through a Hold the
Line policy.
policy

A key driver is the continue protection of Seaton: this area on the eastern side of Seaton that sits
alongside the Axe Estuary has also be identified as an area of potential redevelopment. The longterm plan is therefore for the continued protection of this area to minimise flood risk to any
redevelopment, as well as to the rest of Seaton further west.

Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention
Continue to maintain
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy to
maintain protection to
Seaton.

Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

The spit across the mouth of the estuary is undefended, and the long-term plan is to continue to
allow this to evolve naturally. This may be aided by continued sediment supply from further west as
a result of the policy in 6a30.

Continue to maintain
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.

Continue to maintain
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.

The defences along Seaton will be maintained to continue to reduce flood and erosion risk. The
beach fronting this section would continue to receive sediment from the west.

Continue to maintain
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.

Allow natural coastal
evolution to occur through
No Active Intervention.
Intervention
Continue to maintain
defences under Hold the
Line policy to provide
continued protection to
Beer.
Allow natural coastal
evolution to occur through
No Active Intervention.
Intervention
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active

Long Term (to 2105)
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention
Continue to maintain
defences through a Hold the
Line policy.
policy

Supporting Information
Information

Short Term (to 2025)
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention
Continue to maintain
defences through a Hold the
Line policy.
policy
Investigate and implement
Managed Realignment in
order to reduce flood risk in
other parts of the estuary
and provide habitat
opportunities.

Undefended, internationally designated section of coast, which would be allowed to continue to
evolve naturally.

Undefended, internationally designated section of coast, which would be allowed to continue to
evolve naturally.
The breakwater at the mouth of the Axe Estuary would be maintained to ensure that navigation
channels are kept open. Within the estuary, this policy will also allow the only road link between
Axmouth and Seaton to continue to be protected from flood risk.

The existing rock revetment along the cliff toe between Seaton and Seaton Hole has reduced cliff
erosion slightly but not halted it. This policy would continue to maintain this defence as part of a
policy of hold the line in the short term but this in order to reduce, but not prevent completely,
erosion of the soft mudstone cliffs. It is therefore not likely to reduce the long-term risk of erosion
to cliff top assets and only serve to cause coastal squeeze and a loss of beach, although, it will
reduce the rate of cliffline recession. As the cliffline, and cliff toe retreat landwards, the revetment
would need to be re-built along the ‘retreated’ cliff toe position at some point in the future under a
policy of managed realignment.

Continue to maintain
existing rock revetment,
until it becomes ineffective;
at this time consider moving
the revetment back to the
base of the retreating cliff
toe under a Managed
Realignment policy.

Continue to maintain
existing rock revetment,
until it becomes ineffective;
at this time consider moving
the revetment back to the
base of the retreating cliff
toe under a Managed
Realignment
Realignment policy.

Allow natural coastal
evolution to occur through
No Active Intervention.
Intervention

Allow natural coastal
evolution to occur through
No Active Intervention.
Intervention

Undefended, internationally designated section of coast, which would be allowed to continue to
evolve naturally.

Continue to maintain
defences under Hold the
Line policy.

Continue to maintain
defences under Hold the
Line policy.

Defences at Beer would continue to help retain the beach in this area, which is important for both
recreation and the local fishing industry.

As the erosion risk would remain, measures would still need to be developed to manage risks along
this frontage.

Allow natural coastal
Allow natural coastal
Undefended, internationally designated section of coast, which would be allowed to continue to
evolution to occur through
evolution to occur through
evolve naturally.
No Active Intervention.
No Active Intervention.
Intervention
Intervention
POLICY SCENARIO AREA: BEER HEAD TO OTTERTON LEDGE
Allow natural coastal
Allow natural coastal
Undefended, internationally designated section of coast, which would be allowed to continue to
evolution to continue
evolution to continue
evolve naturally.
through No Active
through No Active
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Policy Unit (Number and Description)

SMP1 Policy

6a35

River Sid and East Sidmouth

Hold The
Line

6a36

Sidmouth

Hold The
Line

6a37

Chit Rocks to Big Picket
Rock

Do Nothing

6a38

Big Picket Rock to Otterton
Ledge

Do Nothing

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to 2025)
Intervention.
Intervention

Medium Term (to 2055)
Intervention.
Intervention

Supporting Information
Information

Long Term (to 2105)
Intervention.
Intervention

Undertake Managed
Realignment through beach
management.

Undertake Managed
Realignment through beach
management.

Undertake Managed
Realignment through beach
management.

Continue to maintain
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

Continue to maintain
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

Continue to maintain
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

Low beach levels along this section have resulted in recent accelerated rates of cliff erosion. A hold
the line policy in this area would require hard defences, which would be detrimental to the
environmental interests of the area. However, no active intervention would result in continued
rapid erosion and ultimately expose the fluvial defences of the River Sid to wave action. Therefore,
managed realignment is proposed along this section in the form of ongoing beach management
activities. This would require beach recharge along this section to restore a healthy beach level
which, in turn, would provide greater protection to the cliffs and so return a more natural, slower,
rate of cliff erosion. This would not prevent cliff erosion, and so measures would need to be
developed to manage any relocation or mitigation of cliff top assets in the medium to long term.
The key driver here is the continued protection of the important tourist resort of Sidmouth.

Undefended section of coast, which would be allowed to continue to evolve naturally.

Undefended section of coast, which would be allowed to continue to evolve naturally.

POLICY
POLICY SCENARIO AREA: OTTERTON LEDGE TO STRAIGHT POINT
6a39

Otter Estuary (Otterton
Ledge to Budleigh Salterton
East)

6a40

Otter
Otter Estuary (Spit)

6a41

Budleigh Salterton

6a42
6a42

Budleigh Salterton (West) to
Straight Point

N/A

Do Nothing

Selectively
Hold The
Line

Do Nothing

Investigate and implement
Managed Realignment within
strategic locations within the
estuary.
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention
Continue to maintain
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy to
continue protection of
Budleigh Salterton.
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention
Intervention.
ention

Continue the policy of
Managed Realignment.
Realignment

Continue the policy of
Managed Realignment.
Realignment

Managed realignment in parts of the Otter Estuary, which is predominantly undefended, would
provide habitat creation and flood risk reduction opportunities to the few areas where flood risk is a
problem.

Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

The spit across the mouth of the estuary is undefended, and the long term plan is to continue this
feature to evolve naturally. This will be aided by continued sediment supply from further west as a
result of the policy in 6a42.

Continue to maintain
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.

Continue to maintain
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.

The town of Budleigh Salterton would continue to be protected against the risk of flooding and
erosion.

Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

Undefended section of coast would be allowed to continue to evolve naturally.

POLICY SCENARIO AREA:
AREA: STRAIGHT POINT TO HOLCOMBE

6a43
6a43

Straight Point to Orcombe
Rocks

6a44

Orcombe Rocks to Maer
Rocks

Selectively
Hold The
Line

The Maer

Selectively
Hold The
Line

6a45

Do Nothing

Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention
Maintain existing defences
under a Hold the Line policy
to provide continued
protection to Exmouth.
Continue to maintain
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy to
provide continued

Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

Undefended section of coast, which would be allowed to continue to evolve naturally.

Continue to maintain
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.

Continue to maintain
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.

A key driver is the continued protection of this section of Exmouth from flooding and erosion risk.

Implement Managed
Realignment through
constructing a set-back
defence if detailed study

Hold the Line of defence,
either along existing or
realigned extents.

This part of the Exmouth frontage presents an opportunity to provide a more sustainable long-term
defence position by realigning the defences landwards and allowing the beach to roll back and adapt
as sea levels rise. This would result in a more natural beach requiring less intense management, but
would impact upon an area that has development potential.
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Policy Unit (Number and Description)

SMP1 Policy

6a46

Harbour View to Exmouth
Pier

Selectively
Hold The
Line

6a47

Exmouth Spit

Selectively
Hold The
Line

6b01

Exe Estuary - Exmouth
(west)

N/A

6b02

Exe Estuary - Exmouth
Exmouth
(west) to Lympstone

N/A

6b03

Exe Estuary - Lympstone

N/A

6b04

Exe Estuary - Nutwell Park

N/A

6b05

Exe Estuary - Lympstone
Commando

N/A

6b06

Exe Estuary - Exton

N/A

6b07

Exe Estuary - Exton to Lower
Clyst

N/A

6b08

Exe Estuary - Lower Clyst

N/A

6b09

Exe Estuary - Topsham

N/A

6b10

Exe Estuary - M5 (east) to St
James' Weir

N/A

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to 2025)
protection to Exmouth.
Investigate possibility of
realignment.

Continue to maintain
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy to
provide continued
protection to Exmouth.
Continue to maintain
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy to
provide continued
protection to Exmouth.
Continue to maintain
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy to
provide continued
protection to Exmouth.
Continue to maintain
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.
Continue to maintain
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.
Continue to maintain
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.
Continue to maintain
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.
Continue to maintain
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.
Continue to maintain
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.

Investigate and implement
Managed Realignment within
the Lower Clyst valley
(excluding Bowling Green
Marsh).

Continue to maintain
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.
Continue to maintain
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.

Medium Term (to 2055)
finds it is appropriate to do
so. Continue to maintain and
improve defences under a
Hold the Line policy if
realignment is not found to
be appropriate.

Long Term (to 2105)

Supporting Information
Information
However, it is uncertain if managed realignment will be appropriate to implement without further
study, and if it is not possible to implement, then the policy would revert to one of hold the line.

Continue to maintain
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.

Continue to maintain
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.

A key driver is the continued protection of this section of Exmouth from flooding and erosion risk.

Continue to maintain
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.

Continue to maintain
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.

A key driver is the continued protection of this section of Exmouth from flooding and erosion risk.

Continue to maintain
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.

Continue to maintain
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.

A key driver is the continued protection of this section of Exmouth from flooding and erosion risk.

Continue to maintain
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.
Continue to maintain
existing defences under a
Hold
Hold the Line policy.
Continue to maintain
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.
Continue to maintain
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.
Continue to maintain
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.
Continue to maintain
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.
Continue the policy of
Managed Realignment
through implementing
further realignments
(including consideration of
realignment at Bowling
Green Marsh in the longterm) and maintaining
realigned defences
established in the shortterm.
Continue to maintain
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.
Continue to maintain
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.

Continue to maintain
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.
Continue to maintain
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.
Continue to maintain
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.
Continue to maintain
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.
Continue to maintain
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.
Continue to maintain
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.

Continue the policy of
Managed Realignment
through implementing
further realignments and
maintaining realigned
defences established
previously.

Continue to maintain
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.
Continue to maintain
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.

Continued protection of the important infrastructure and residential areas along this section against
the risk of flooding.
Continued protection of the important infrastructure and residential areas along this section against
the risk of flooding.
Continued protection of the important infrastructure and residential areas along this section against
the risk of flooding.
Continued protection of the important infrastructure and residential areas along this section against
the risk of flooding.
Continued protection of the important infrastructure and residential areas along this section against
the risk of flooding.
Continued protection of the important infrastructure and residential areas along this section against
the risk of flooding.

Managed Realignment within the Lower Clyst Valley is actively being investigated for habitat creation
purposes as part of ongoing studies. The policy here both reflects this ongoing work as well as
provides opportunity for further realignment in the future if it is appropriate to do so, as habitat
creation in this area will offset habitat losses in other parts of the wider Exe Estuary system that
result from coastal squeeze.

Continued protection of the important infrastructure and residential areas along this section against
the risk of flooding.
Continued protection of the important infrastructure and residential areas along this section against
the risk of flooding.
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Policy Unit (Number and Description)

SMP1 Policy

6b11

Exe Estuary - Topsham
Sludge beds

N/A

6b12

Exe Estuary - St James' Weir
to M5 (west)

N/A

6b13

Exe Estuary - M5 (west) to
Turf Lock

N/A

Exe Estuary - Turf Lock to
Powderham

N/A

6b15

Exe Estuary - Powderham
(south)

N/A

6b16

Exe Estuary - Starcross

N/A

6b17

Exe Estuary - Cockwood

N/A

6b18

Exe Estuary - Cockwood to
The Warren

N/A

6b14

6b19

6b20

6b21

Dawlish Warren (inner side)

Dawlish Warren (East - distal
end)

Dawlish Warren (Central gabion defences)

N/A

Selectively
Hold The
Line

Selectively
Hold The
Line

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to 2025)
Continue to maintain
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.
Continue to maintain
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.
Continue to maintain
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.
Continue to maintain
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.
Investigate Managed
Realignment opportunities.
Continue to maintain
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.
Continue to maintain
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.
Continue to maintain
existing defences under a
Hold the Line
Line policy.
Continue to maintain
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.

Allow natural evolution of
this area as far as possible
under a policy of No Active
Active
Intervention.
Intervention

Continue to Hold the Line of
Dawlish Warren to maintain
its flood defence function.
Investigate Managed
Realignment options.

Continue to Hold the Line of
Dawlish Warren to maintain
its flood defence function.
Investigate Managed
Realignment options.

Medium Term (to 2055)
Continue to maintain
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.
Continue to maintain
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.
Continue to maintain
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.

Long Term (to 2105)
Continue to maintain
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.
Continue to maintain
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.
Continue to maintain
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.

Implement Managed
Realignment along this
stretch.

Hold the Line of the
realigned defence.

Continue to maintain
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.
Continue to maintain
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.
Continue to maintain
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.
Continue to maintain
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.
Policy to be determined by
more detailed study in the
short term, and may result in
either Hold the Line,
Managed Realignment or No
Active Intervention being
identified as most
appropriate.

Continue to maintain
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.
Continue to maintain
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.
Continue to maintain
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.
Continue to maintain
existing defences under a
Hold the
the Line policy.
Policy to be determined by
more detailed study in the
short term, and may result in
either Hold the Line,
Managed Realignment or No
Active Intervention being
identified as most
appropriate.

Policy to be determined by
more detailed study in the
short term, and may result in
either Hold the Line or
Managed Realignment being
identified as most
appropriate.

Policy to be determined by
more detailed study in the
short term, and may result in
either Hold the Line or
Managed Realignment being
identified as most
appropriate.

Policy to be determined by
more detailed study in the
short term, and may result in
either Hold the Line or
Managed Realignment being
identified as most
appropriate.

Policy to be determined by
more detailed study in the
short term, and may result in
either Hold the Line or
Managed Realignment being
identified as most
appropriate.

Supporting Information
Information
Continued protection of the important infrastructure and residential areas along this section against
the risk of flooding.
Continued protection of the important infrastructure and residential areas along this section against
the risk of flooding.
Continued protection of the important infrastructure and residential areas along this section against
the risk of flooding.
Realignment along this stretch has potential for reducing flood risk in other parts of the estuary, as
well as creating new areas of habitat as habitat in other parts of the estuary become subject to
coastal squeeze where they continue to be backed by defences.
However, any implementation of managed realignment would need much more detailed study, and
consider the potential implications for the mainline railway that runs through this area. If it is not
possible to implement MR, then the policy would revert to one of hold the line.
Continued protection of the important infrastructure and residential areas along this section against
the risk of flooding.
Continued protection of the important infrastructure and residential areas along this section against
the risk of flooding.
Continued protection of the important infrastructure and residential areas along this section against
the risk of flooding.
Continued protection of the important infrastructure and residential areas along this section against
the risk of flooding.

The inner side of Dawlish Warren is currently undefended, and this would remain the case in the
short term to allow natural processes to continue in this area as far as possible, whilst more detailed
studies during the short term seek to identify sustainable long term policies for this area.

Dawlish Warren provides significant protection to the inner estuary from wave action. If no active
intervention were to occur, then it is likely that the spit would be lost during a storm event,
exposing the inner estuary defences to conditions that they are not designed to withstand. If no
active intervention were the policy here, then the expenditure required to improve the inner
estuary defences would be great. However, there is much uncertainty about how best to manage
this area in the long term to ensure the defence function of Dawlish Warren is retained with
minimal impact on the environmental features for which it is designated.
The short term policy here aims to ensure that Dawlish Warren continues to provide this important
flood defence function to the inner estuary, in as natural a way as possible, whilst more detailed
studies during the short term seek to identify sustainable long term policies for this area.
Dawlish Warren provides significant protection to the inner estuary from wave action. If no active
intervention were to occur, then it is likely that the spit would be lost during a storm event,
exposing the inner estuary defences to conditions that they are not designed to withstand. If no
active intervention were the policy here, then the expenditure required to improve the inner
estuary defences would be great. However, there is much uncertainty about how best to manage
this area in the long term to ensure the defence function of Dawlish Warren is retained with
minimal impact on the environmental features for which it is designated.
The short term policy here aims to ensure that Dawlish Warren continues to provide this important
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Policy Unit (Number and Description)

SMP1 Policy

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to 2025)

Medium Term (to 2055)

Supporting Information
Information

Long Term (to 2105)

flood defence function to the inner estuary, in as natural a way as possible, whilst more detailed
studies during the short term seek to identify sustainable long term policies for this area.

6b22

Dawlish Warren (West hard defences)

6b23

Langstone Rock to Coryton
Cove

6b24

Coryton Cove
Cove to Holcombe

Selectively
Hold The
Line

Continue to maintain
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.

Selectively
Hold The
Line
Selectively
Hold The
Line

Continue to maintain the
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.
Continue to maintain the
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.

Policy to be determined by
more detailed study in the
short term, and may result in
either Hold the Line or
Managed Realignment being
identified as most
appropriate.
Continue to maintain the
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.
Continue to maintain the
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.

Policy to be determined by
more detailed study in the
short term, and may result in
either Hold the Line or
Managed Realignment being
identified as most
appropriate.
Continue to maintain the
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.
Continue to maintain the
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.

The continued defence along the western end of Dawlish Warren would ensure protection of the
key infrastructure in this area is maintained in the short term, whilst more detailed studies during
the short term seek to identify sustainable long term policies for this area.

The continued defence along this section will ensure that the mainline railway that serves the wider
South-West region, linking it to the rest of the UK, remains protected, which is a key policy driver.
The continued defence along this section will ensure that the mainline railway that serves the wider
South-West region, linking it to the rest of the UK, remains protected, which is a key policy driver.

POLICY SCENARIO AREA: HOLCOMBE TO HOPE’S NOSE
6b25
6b25

Holcombe to Sprey Point

6b26

Sprey Point

6b27

Sprey Point
Point to Teignmouth
Pier

6b28

Teignmouth Pier to The
Point

Selectively
Hold The
Line
Selectively
Hold The
Line
Selectively
Hold The
Line
Selectively
Hold The
Line

6b29

The Point

Selectively
Hold The
Line

6b30

Teign Estuary - The Point to
Teignmouth and Shaldon
Bridge

Selectively
Hold The
Line

Continue to maintain the
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.
Continue to maintain the
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.
Continue to maintain the
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.
Continue to maintain the
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.
Allow the shoreline to
evolve largely naturally, but
allow intervention under a
policy of Managed
Realignment if more detailed
studies show it is required
for the benefit of the wider
Teign Estuary.

Continue to maintain the
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.
Continue to maintain the
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.
Continue to maintain the
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.
Continue to maintain the
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.
Allow the shoreline to
evolve largely naturally, but
allow intervention under a
policy of Managed
Realignment if more detailed
studies show it is required
for the benefit of the wider
Teign Estuary.

Continue to maintain the
existing defences under a
Hold the
the Line policy.
Continue to maintain the
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.
Continue to maintain the
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.
Continue to maintain the
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.
Allow the shoreline to
evolve largely naturally, but
allow intervention under a
policy of Managed
Realignment if more detailed
studies show it is required
for the benefit of the wider
Teign Estuary.

Continue to maintain the
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.

Continue to maintain the
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.

Continue to maintain the
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.

The continued defence along this section will ensure that the mainline railway that serves the wider
South-West region, linking it to the rest of the UK, remains protected, which is a key policy driver.
The continued defence along this section will ensure that the mainline railway that serves the wider
South-West region, linking it to the rest of the UK, remains protected, which is a key policy driver.
The continued defence along this section will ensure that the mainline railway that serves the wider
South-West region, linking it to the rest of the UK, remains protected, which is a key policy driver.
Continued defence to reduce the risk of flooding to the town of Teignmouth, which is a key policy
driver.

It is uncertain as to whether or not the spit across the northern part of the mouth of the Teign
Estuary is important for the benefit of the inner Teign Estuary. The policy here is to allow The Point
to continue to evolve naturally as far as possible, whilst retaining the option to manage it in the
future if more detailed studies show that it is required to do so for the benefit of the wider area.

Continued defence to reduce the risk of flooding to the town of Teignmouth, which is a key policy
driver.
The continued defence along this section will ensure that the mainline railway that serves the wider
South-West region, linking it to the rest of the UK, remains protected, which is a key policy driver.

6b31

Teign Estuary - North Shore
(Teignmouth and Shaldon
Bridge to Passage House
Hotel)

Selectively
Hold The
Line

Continue to maintain the
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.

Continue to maintain the
existing defences under a
Hold the
the Line policy.

Continue to maintain the
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.

6b32

Teign Estuary - Passage
House Hotel to
Kingsteignton Road Bridge

Selectively
Hold The
Line

Continue to maintain the
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.
Investigate potential
realignments.

Implement Managed
Realignment.
Realignment

Continue the policy of
Managed Realignment.
Realignment

Managed realignment would have required realigning the railway which is unfeasible. However,
regulated tidal exchange to create new areas of habitat via conduits through the railway could still be
explored outside of the SMP, which deals with flood and coastal defence, provided the flood risk to
the railway was not affected.
Managed realignment in this area of low-lying flood plain at the head of the Teign Estuary provides
potential for reducing flood risk in other parts of the estuary as well as habitat creation
opportunities, especially as coastal squeeze occurs as sea level rises where the estuary is constrained
by defences or naturally rising ground. This would not increase flood risk to developed areas in this
section.
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Policy Unit (Number and Description)

6b33

Teign Estuary - Kingsteignton
and Newton Abbot

SMP1 Policy
Selectively
Hold The
Line

Continue to maintain the
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.

Continue to maintain the
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention
Continue to maintain the
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

Continue to maintain the
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Active
Intervention.
Intervention
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention
Continue to maintain the
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

Continue to maintain the
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention
Intervention.
tervention
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention
Continue to maintain the
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.

Selectively
Hold The
Line

Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

Selectively
Hold The
Line

Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention
Intervention.
on

Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

6b35

Teign Estuary - Shaldon

Selectively
Hold The
Line

6b36

Shaldon (The Ness) to
Maidencombe (North)

Selectively
Hold The
Line

6b37

Maidencombe

Selectively
Hold The
Line

6b38

Maidencombe (South) to
Watcombe Head

Selectively
Hold The
Line

6b39

Watcombe

Selectively
Hold The
Line

6b40

Watcombe to Petit Tor Point

Selectively
Hold The
Line

6b41

Petit Tor Point to Walls Hill

Selectively
Hold The
Line

6b42

Walls Hill

Selectively
Hold The
Line

6b44

Continue to maintain the
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.

Supporting Information
Information

Long Term (to 2105)

Continue to maintain the
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy, but No
Active Intervention along the
currently undefended
sections.

Selectively
Hold The
Line

Anstey's Cove to Hope's
Nose

Continue to maintain the
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.

Medium Term (to 2055)

Continue to maintain the
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy, but No
Active Intervention along the
currently undefended
sections.

Teign Estuary - South Shore
(Newton Abbot to Shaldon)

Anstey's Cove

Short Term (to 2025)

Continue to maintain the
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy, but No
Active Intervention along the
currently undefended
sections.

6b34

6b43

Preferred Policy

Allow natural coastal
evolution to occur through
No Active Intervention.
Intervention

Continued defence to reduce the risk of flooding to the highly developed areas of Newton Abbot
and Kingsteignton.
Areas of existing defences would be maintained to ensure flood risk to these areas continues to be
reduced, although no new defences would be constructed along currently undefended areas. The
majority of the section is undefended and backed by steeply rising ground, which will naturally
constrain the estuary.
Two small areas of low-lying land (at Netherton and Coombe Cellars), could offer habitat creation
potential, which could be allowed to occur naturally (unmanaged) as a result of no active
intervention, or may require some form of managed realignment. If managed realignment is
undertaken for habitat creation purposes, this would be permitted so long as flood risk is not
increased.
Continued defence to reduce the risk of flooding and erosion to Shaldon.

Undefended section of coast, which would be allowed to continue to evolve naturally.

Structures at Maidencombe are associated with providing beach access and facilities. These have no
impact upon the shoreline evolution, although as sea levels rise, the beach would be lost and so
retention of these structures over the long term is questionable.
Undefended, internationally designated, section of coast, which would be allowed to continue to
evolve naturally.
Structures at Watcombe are associated with providing beach access and facilities. These have no
impact upon the shoreline evolution, although as sea levels rise, the beach would be lost and so
retention of these structures over the long-term is questionable.
Undefended, internationally designated, section of coast, which would be allowed to continue to
evolve naturally.
Defences along this section serve to protect the highly developed cliff top area that forms part of
Torquay from erosion, which is a key driver. Therefore, under this policy, there would be continued
defence along this section for this purpose, although the beach could narrow as sea levels rise.
Undefended, internationally designated, section of coast, which would be allowed to continue to
evolve naturally.
Structures along this section are associated with providing beach access and facilities. These have no
impact upon the shoreline evolution, although as sea levels rise, the beach would be lost and so
retention of these structures over the long-term is questionable.
Retention of defences would also have a detrimental impact upon the English Riviera Geopark, and
so no active intervention would lead to improved status of this site over time.
Undefended, internationally designated, section of coast, which would be allowed to continue to
evolve naturally.

POLICY SCENARIO AREA: HOPE’S NOSE TO BERRY HEAD (TOR BAY)
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Policy Unit (Number and Description)

SMP1 Policy

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to 2025)
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention
Continue to maintain
defences under a Hold the
Line policy
policy.
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

Medium Term (to 2055)
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention
Continue to maintain
defences under a Hold the
Line policy.
policy
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

Long Term (to 2105)
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention
Continue to maintain
defences under a Hold the
Line policy.
policy
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

Supporting Information
Information

6b45
6b45

Hope’s Nose to Meadfoot
Beach (East)

Selectively
Hold The
Line

6b46

Meadfoot Beach

Selectively
Hold The
Line

6b47

Meadfoot Beach (West) to
Beacon Cove

Selectively
Hold The
Line

6b48

Beacon Cove to Torre
Abbey Sands (Torquay
Harbour)

Selectively
Hold The
Line

Continue to maintain
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.

Continue to maintain
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.

Continue to maintain
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.

Continued defence to reduce the risk of flooding to this highly developed area of Torquay, which is
a key policy driver.

Torre Abbey Sands

Selectively
Hold The
Line

Continue to maintain
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.

Continue to maintain
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.

Continue to maintain
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.

Continued defence to reduce the risk of flooding to this area of Torquay will also protect the
scheduled monument of Torre Abbey. This can be achieved by providing beach recharge that will
also be beneficial for tourism and recreation, by ensuring a usable beach in the longer-term whilst
other areas experience loss of beach as sea levels rise.

6b50

Corbyn's Head

Selectively
Hold The
Line

6b51

Livermead Sands

6b52

Livermead Head

6b53

Hollicombe
Hollicombe Beach

6b54

Hollicombe Head

Selectively
Hold The
Line

Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention
Continue to maintain
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.
Allow natural coastal
evolution to occur through
No Active Intervention.
Intervention
Continue to maintain
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention
Continue to maintain
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.
Allow natural coastal
evolution to occur through
No Active Intervention.
Intervention
Continue to maintain
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention
Continue to maintain
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.
Allow natural coastal
evolution to occur through
No Active Intervention.
Intervention
Continue to maintain
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

6b55

Hollicombe Head to
Roundham Head

Selectively
Hold The
Line

Continue to maintain
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.

Continue to maintain
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.

Continue to maintain
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.

6b49

6b56

Goodrington Sands

Selectively
Hold The
Line
Selectively
Hold The
Line
Selectively
Hold The
Line

Selectively
Hold The
Line

6b57

Goodrington Sands to
Broadsands

Selectively
Hold The
Line

6b58

Broadsands

Selectively
Hold The

Continue to maintain
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.
Investigate Managed
Realignment options along
northern part of this stretch.

Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention
Continue to maintain
existing defences under a

Implement Managed
Realignment through
constructing a set-back
defence where detailed study
finds it is appropriate to do
so. Continue to maintain and
improve defences under a
Hold the Line policy in areas
where realignment is not
found to be appropriate.
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention
Implement Managed
Realignment where detailed

Hold the Line of defence,
either along existing or
realigned extents.

Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention
Hold the Line of the
realigned defence if

Undefended, internationally designated, section of coast, which would be allowed to continue to
evolve naturally.
Continued defence along this section along the existing alignment will protect the extensively
developed cliff top area that forms part of Torquay, from erosion risk; this is a key policy driver.
Undefended, internationally designated, section of coast, which would be allowed to continue to
evolve naturally.

Undefended, internationally designated, section of coast, which would be allowed to continue to
evolve naturally.
Continued defence to reduce the risk of flooding to this highly developed area can be achieved by
providing beach recharge that will also be beneficial for tourism and recreation, by ensuring a usable
beach in the longer-term whilst other areas experience loss of beach as sea levels rise.
Undefended, internationally designated, section of coast, which would be allowed to continue to
evolve naturally.
Continued defence to reduce the risk of flooding to this highly developed area can be achieved by
providing beach recharge that will also be beneficial for tourism and recreation, by ensuring a usable
beach in the longer-term whilst other areas experience loss of beach as sea levels rise.
Undefended, internationally designated, section of coast, which would be allowed to continue to
evolve naturally.
Continued defence to reduce the risk of flooding to this highly developed area, which is also
important for the tourism facilities located here, can be achieved by providing beach recharge that
will also be beneficial for tourism and recreation, by ensuring a usable beach in the longer-term
whilst other areas experience loss of beach as sea levels rise.
As sea levels rise, there is potential to provide a more natural beach in this area by allowing the
shoreline to roll back on to low-lying land. This will provide a more sustainable, naturally functioning
beach requiring less management intervention than if a beach were to be retained artificially along
the existing alignment.
It is likely that managed realignment will only be feasible along parts of this section. Therefore in
areas where managed realignment is found to be not practicable, existing defences would need to be
maintained and replaced under a policy of hold the line.

Undefended, internationally designated, section of coast, which would be allowed to continue to
evolve naturally.
As sea levels rise, there is potential to provide a more natural beach in this area by allowing the
shoreline to roll back on to low-lying land, whilst providing continued protection to the hinterland
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Policy Unit (Number and Description)

SMP1 Policy
Line

6b59

Broadsands to Churston
Cove (East)

Selectively
Hold The
Line

6b60

Churston Cove (East) to
Shoalstone Point
Point

Selectively
Hold The
Line

6b61

Shoalstone Point to Berry
Head
Head

Selectively
Hold The
Line

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to 2025)
Hold the Line policy.
Investigate Managed
Realignment options.

Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention
Continue to maintain
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

Medium Term (to 2055)
study finds it is appropriate
to do so, either through
constructing a set-back
defence or simply to higher
ground.
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention
Continue to maintain
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

Long Term (to 2105)
constructed in medium term,
else No Active Intervention
if realigned to higher ground.

Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention
Continue to maintain
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

Supporting Information
Information
assets. This will provide a more sustainable, naturally functioning beach requiring less management
intervention than if a beach were to be retained artificially along the existing alignment.

Undefended, internationally designated, section of coast, which would be allowed to continue to
evolve naturally.
Continued defence to reduce the risk of flooding and erosion to the highly developed area of
Brixham is a key driver. It is assumed under this policy that Brixham Harbour Breakwater will be
retained and maintained over the next 100 years.
Undefended, internationally designated, section of coast, which would be allowed to continue to
evolve naturally.

POLICY SCENARIO AREA: BERRY HEAD TO BLACKSTONE POINT
6b62
6b62

Berry Head to Sharkham
Point

Do Nothing

6b63
6b63

Sharkham Point to Kingswear
(South)

Do Nothing

6b64

Dart Estuary - Kingswear
(South) to Waterhead Creek

N/A

6b65

Dart Estuary - Waterhead
Creek to Greenway Viaduct

N/A

6b66

Dart Estuary - Greenway
Viaduct to Totnes South
(east bank)

N/A

6b67

Dart Estuary - Totnes

N/A

6b68

Dart Estuary - Totnes South
(west bank) to Dartmouth
(North)

N/A

6b69

Dart Estuary - Dartmouth
(North) to Halftide Rock

N/A

Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention
Continue to Hold the Line
where there are existing
defences, with No Active
Intervention along the
undefended frontages.
No Active
Active Intervention along
the undefended frontages.
Continue to Hold the Line
where there are existing
defences.
No Active Intervention along
the undefended frontages.
Continue to Hold the Line
where there are existing
defences.
Continue to Hold the Line
where there are existing
defences, with No Active
Intervention along the
undefended frontages.
No Active Intervention along
the undefended frontages.
Continue to Hold the Line
where there are existing
defences.
Continue to Hold the Line
where there are existing
defences, with No Active
Intervention along the
undefended frontages.

Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention
Continue to Hold the Line
where there are existing
defences, with No Active
Intervention along the
undefended frontages.
No Active Intervention along
the undefended frontages.
Continue to Hold the Line
where there are existing
defences.
No Active Intervention along
the undefended frontages.
Continue to Hold the Line
where there are existing
defences.
Continue to Hold the Line
where there are existing
defences, with No Active
Intervention along the
undefended frontages.
No Active Intervention along
the undefended frontages.
Continue to Hold the Line
where there are existing
defences.
Continue to Hold the Line
where there are existing
defences, with No Active
Intervention along the
undefended frontages.

Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention
Continue to Hold the Line
where there are existing
defences, with No Active
Intervention along the
undefended frontages.
No Active Intervention along
the undefended frontages.
Continue to Hold the Line
where there are existing
defences.
No Active Intervention along
the undefended frontages.
Continue to Hold the Line
where there are existing
defences.
Continue to Hold the Line
where there are existing
defences, with No Active
Intervention along the
undefended frontages.
No Active Intervention along
the undefended frontages.
Continue to Hold the Line
where there are existing
defences.
Continue to Hold the Line
where there are existing
defences, with No Active
Intervention along the
undefended frontages.

Undefended, internationally designated, section of coast, which would be allowed to continue to
evolve naturally.

Undefended section of coast, which would be allowed to continue to evolve naturally.

The existing defences would be maintained to ensure flood risk to the developed area of Kingswear
continues to be reduced.

The existing defences would continue to be maintained to reduce flood risk to the property and
infrastructure along this section, including the Dart Railway.

Areas of existing defences would be maintained along this section to ensure flood risk to the assets
protected continues to be reduced. This would not allow new defences to be constructed in areas
that are currently undefended, which would be subject to no active intervention.

Continued defence to reduce the risk of flooding to the developed are of Totnes.

Areas of existing defences would be maintained along this section to ensure flood risk to the assets
protected continues to be reduced. This would not allow new defences to be constructed in areas
that are currently undefended, which would be subject to no active intervention.

Continued defence to reduce the risk of flooding to the developed are of Dartmouth.
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Policy Unit (Number and Description)

6b70

Dart Estuary - Halftide Rock
to Blackstone Point

SMP1 Policy

N/A

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to 2025)
No Active Intervention along
the undefended frontages.
Continue to Hold the Line
where there are existing
defences.

Medium Term (to 2055)
No Active Intervention
Intervention along
the undefended frontages.
Continue to Hold the Line
where there are existing
defences.

Long Term (to 2105)
No Active Intervention along
the undefended frontages.
Continue to Hold the Line
where there are existing
defences.

Supporting Information
Information
Areas of existing defences would be maintained along this section to ensure flood risk to the assets
protected continues to be reduced. This would not allow new defences to be constructed in areas
that are currently undefended, which would be subject to no active intervention.

POLICY SCENARIO AREA: BLACKSTONE POINT TO START POINT
6b71

Blackstone Point to Stoke
Fleming

Selectively
Hold The
Line

6b72

Stoke Fleming to Blackpool
Sands

Selectively
Hold The
Line

6b73

6b74

6b75

6b76

Blackpool Sands

Blackpool Sands to Strete

Strete to Torcross North
(Slapton Sands)

Torcross North to Limpet
Rocks

Selectively
Hold The
Line

Selectively
Hold The
Line

Selectively
Hold The
Line

Selectively
Hold The
Line

Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention
Continue to allow existing
localised defences to be
maintained or replaced,
either along existing or
realigned positions, if
alternative funding is
available to reduce the risk
of flooding and erosion and
maintain visitor access.

Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

Continue to allow existing
localised defences to be
maintained or replaced,
either along existing or
realigned positions, if
alternative funding is
available to reduce the risk
of flooding and erosion and
maintain visitor access.

Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention
Continue to allow existing
localised defences to be
maintained or replaced,
either along existing or
realigned positions, if
alternative funding is
available to reduce the risk
of flooding and erosion and
maintain visitor access.

If alternative funds are not
available, then allow natural
coastal evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

If alternative funds are not
available, then allow natural
coastal evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention
Intervention.
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

If alternative funds are not
available, then allow natural
coastal evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

Allow the barrier to retreat,
through Managed
Realignment,
Realignment with local
beach management as
necessary to support
localised realignment of the
A379.

Allow the barrier to retreat,
through Managed
Realignment,
Realignment with local
beach management as
necessary to support
localised realignment of the
A379. Studies to investigate
implementation of No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

Allow the barrier to retreat,
with localised beach
management as necessary
through Managed
Realignment,
Realignment, with No Active
Intervention once the road is
abandoned.

Continue to maintain
existing defences through a
Hold the Line policy.

Maintain the existing
defences for as long as
technically possible, through
a Hold the Line policy.

Build new defences in a
more sustainable set-back
position, through Managed
Realignment.
Realignment

Allow natural coastal
evolution to occur through
No Active Intervention.
Intervention

Undefended section of coast, which would be allowed to continue to evolve naturally.

Undefended section of coast, which would be allowed to continue to evolve naturally.

The policy here is one of no active intervention reflecting the fact that it is unlikely that future
works here will attract public (flood and coastal defence budget) funds. However, it is recognised
that continued defence of this private frontage would protect the amenity assets at Blackpool Sands.,
allowing the beach access facilities at this location to continue to be protected and retained,
although in the long term the beach would narrow and even be lost as a result of rising sea levels.
Under this scenario of higher sea levels continued protection of the road at the back of the beach is
likely to still be required to provide local access and measures to protect the road locally could still
be considered in the long term.

Undefended section of coast, which would be allowed to continue to evolve naturally.
The long-term vision is for a more naturally functioning shoreline, but in the short and medium
terms the importance of maintaining the key transport link is recognised. Therefore in the short and
medium terms, the policy is to allow retreat of the barrier, whilst undertaking reactive realignment
of the road along the barrier crest, through managed realignment. Maintenance of existing defences
along the road may be carried out, whilst they remain effective, but new defences should not be
built. When it becomes apparent that maintaining the road link is no longer sustainable (either in
part or in whole), then the road should be closed and a no active intervention policy will ensue.
It is expected that by, or at least, during the long-term period, it will be no longer sustainable for a
transport route to exist along the barrier crest. Therefore measures to adapt to this situation
should be developed and implemented in good time.
Linked to 6b75, the roll back of the barrier beach to the north would result in continued defence of
the open coast part of Torcross becoming unsustainable as it become significantly outflanked, with
only a very narrow fronting beach as sea levels rise. Therefore in the long term, realignment of these
defences, either by extending large defences across the southern tip of the Ley to the western
(landward) shore of Slapton Ley, or even complete realignment to the western side of the Ley (i.e.
abandoning the seaward part of Torcross) will need to be considered. However, there are a number
of socio-economic assets, which will be at risk under this approach and therefore the immediate
future defences will be maintained as long as possible within existing economic justification, whilst
adaptive measures are put in place, to manage this risk and mitigate the displacement of people and
loss of property and facilities.
The beach would then be allowed to roll back landwards into the Ley. This is likely to involve
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Policy Unit (Number and Description)

SMP1 Policy

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to 2025)

Medium Term (to 2055)

Supporting Information
Information

Long Term (to 2105)

breaching of the barrier which would impact upon the freshwater habitat of the Ley.

6b77

Limpet Rocks to Beesands
(North)

6b78

Beesands

6b79
6b79

Beesands (South) to Start
Point

Selectively
Hold The
Line

No Active Intervention along
this largely undefended
stretch.

Maintain existing defences
where they occur, through
Hold the Line.
Line

Selectively
Hold The
Line

Allow natural coastal
evolution to occur through
No Active Intervention.
Intervention

No Active Intervention along
this largely undefended
stretch.
Maintain existing defences
where they occur, through
Hold the Line.
Line Possibly
undertake Managed
Realignment along northern
parts of this stretch as it
becomes unsustainable to
maintain the existing line of
defence.
Allow natural coastal
evolution to occur through
No Active Intervention.
Intervention

No Active Intervention along
this largely undefended
stretch.
Maintain existing defences
where they occur, through
Hold the Line.
Line Possibly
undertake Managed
Realignment along northern
parts of this stretch as it
becomes unsustainable to
maintain the existing line of
defence.
Allow natural coastal
evolution to occur through
No Active Intervention.
Intervention

This section of coast is undefended and fronted by a barrier beach that will be allowed to continue
to evolve naturally, likely rolling back into the low-lying Widdicombe Ley situated behind it.

This section of coast is an important tourist attraction as well as being of outstanding environmental,
landscape and geological/geomorphological value. The long-term vision is to manage this coast in
order that ensure that protection to much of Beesands, which has recently had new defences
constructed, continues to be provided in a sustainable way. This is likely to require localised
realignment of defences at the northern end of the village where it transitions to the undefended
beach fronting Widdicombe Ley.

Undefended section of coast, which would be allowed to continue to evolve naturally.

POLICY SCENARIO AREA: START POINT TO BOLT HEAD
6c01

Start Point to Prawle Point

Do Nothing

6c02

Prawle Point to Limebury
Limebury
Point

Selectively
Hold The
Line

6c03

Salcombe Harbour (Limebury
Point to Kingsbridge Estuary
- Scoble Point)

Selectively
Hold The
Line

6c04

Kingsbridge Estuary East
(Scoble Point to Kingsbridge)

Selectively
Hold The
Line

6c05

Kingsbridge Estuary Kingsbridge

Selectively
Hold The
Line

6c06

Kingsbridge Estuary West
(Kingsbridge to Snapes Point)

Selectively
Hold The
Line

6c07

Salcombe (Snapes Point to
Splat Cove Point)

Selectively
Hold The
Line

6c08

Splat Cove Point to Bolt
Head

Do Nothing

Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention
No Active Intervention along
the undefended frontages.
Continue to Hold the Line
where there are existing
defences.
No Active Intervention along
the undefended frontages.
Continue to Hold the Line
where there are existing
defences.
No Active Intervention along
the undefended frontages.
Continue to Hold the Line
where there are existing
defences.
No Active Intervention along
the undefended frontages.
Continue to Hold the Line
where there are existing
defences.
Continue to Hold the Line
where there are existing
defences, with No Active
Intervention along the
undefended frontages.
Allow natural coastal
evolution through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention
No Active Intervention along
the undefended frontages.
Continue to Hold the Line
where there are existing
defences.
No Active Intervention along
the undefended frontages.
Continue to Hold the Line
where there are existing
defences.
No Active Intervention along
the undefended frontages.
Continue to Hold the Line
where there are existing
defences.
No Active Intervention along
the undefended frontages.
Continue to Hold the Line
where there are existing
defences.
Continue to Hold the Line
where there are existing
defences, with No Active
Intervention along the
undefended frontages.
Allow natural coastal
evolution through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Active
Intervention.
Intervention
No Active Intervention along
the undefended frontages.
Continue to Hold the Line
Line
where there are existing
defences.
No Active Intervention along
the undefended frontages.
Continue to Hold the Line
where there are existing
defences.
No Active Intervention along
the undefended frontages.
Continue to Hold the Line
where there are existing
defences.
No Active Intervention along
the undefended frontages.
Continue to Hold the Line
where there are existing
defences.
Continue to Hold the Line
Line
where there are existing
defences, with No Active
Intervention along the
undefended frontages.
Allow natural coastal
evolution through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

Undefended section of coast which would be allowed to continue to evolve naturally. There is a
small length of defence providing flood protection at Lannacombe Beach; although unlikely to attract
public funds, retention of this defence would not have an adverse impact upon coastal processes.
This is a largely undefended section of coast, which would be allowed to continue to evolve
naturally. Existing private defences at Hallsands could be maintained if funds are available, but would
likely require much larger, more robust defences which could adversely impact upon the landscape
and environmental features of the area.
Existing short lengths of defence along this section would be maintained to ensure flood risk to
currently defended areas continues to be provided, although there would be no construction of new
defences along undefended sections.

Existing short lengths of defence along this section would be maintained to ensure flood risk to
currently defended areas continues to be provided, although there would be no construction of new
defences along undefended sections.

The policy here will ensure the continued defence to reduce the risk of flooding to the developed
area of Kingsbridge whilst retaining the natural character of the areas where no defences currently
exist.

Existing short lengths of defence along this section would be maintained to ensure flood risk to
currently defended areas continues to be provided, although there would be no construction of new
defences along undefended sections.

The policy here will ensure the continued defence to reduce the risk of flooding to the developed
area of Salcombe whilst retaining the natural character of the areas where no defences currently
exist.

Undefended section of coast, which would be allowed to continue to evolve naturally.
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Policy Unit (Number and Description)

SMP1 Policy

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to 2025)

Medium Term (to 2055)

Supporting Information
Information

Long Term (to 2105)

POLICY SCENARIO AREA: BOLT HEAD TO WEMBURY POINT
6c09

Bolt Head to Bolt Tail

6c10

Bolt Tail to Thurlestone
Rock

6c11

6c12

6c13

6c14

6c15

Thurlestone Rock to Warren
Point

Warren Point to Avon
Estuary
Estuary (East)

Avon Estuary (East Bank –
Mouth to Stadbury Farm)

Avon Estuary (Upstream
section – Stadbury Farm to
Stakes Hill)

Avon Estuary (West Bank –
Stakes Hill to Warren Point
(Bigbury(Bigbury-onon-Sea))

Do Nothing

Selectively
Hold The
Line

Selectively
Hold The
Line

Selectively
Hold The
Line
Selectively
Hold The
Line (estuary

mouth part
only)

N/A

Selectively
Hold The
Line (estuary

mouth part
only)

Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention
Continue to allow existing
localised defences to be
maintained or replaced,
either along existing or
realigned positions, if
alternative funding is
available to reduce the risk
of flooding and erosion and
maintain visitor access.

Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention
Continue to allow existing
localised defences to be
maintained or replaced,
either along existing or
realigned positions, if
alternative funding is
available to reduce the risk
of flooding and erosion and
maintain visitor access.

Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention
Continue to allow existing
localised defences to be
maintained or replaced,
either along existing or
realigned positions, if
alternative funding is
available to reduce the risk
of flooding and erosion and
maintain visitor access.

If alternative funds are not
available, then allow natural
coastal evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

If alternative funds are not
available, then allow natural
coastal evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

If alternative funds are not
available, then allow natural
coastal evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention
Intervention.
rvention

Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

Investigate and implement
Managed Realignment along
parts of this section, whilst
maintaining other existing
defences, with No Active
Intervention along the
currently undefended
sections.
Continue to allow existing
localised defences to be
maintained or replaced,
either along existing or
realigned positions, if
alternative funding is
available to reduce the risk
of flooding and erosion and
maintain visitor access.

Continue the policy of
Managed Realignment along
parts of this section whilst
maintaining other existing
defences, with No Active
Intervention along the
currently undefended
sections.
Continue to allow existing
localised defences to be
maintained or replaced,
either along existing or
realigned positions, if
alternative funding is
available to reduce the risk
of flooding and erosion and
maintain visitor access.

Continue the policy of
Managed Realignment along
parts of this section whilst
maintaining other existing
defences, with No Active
Intervention along the
currently undefended
sections.
Continue to allow existing
localised defences to be
maintained or replaced,
either along existing or
realigned positions, if
alternative funding is
available to reduce the risk
of flooding and erosion and
maintain visitor access.

If alternative funds are not
available, then allow natural
coastal evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

If alternative funds are not
available, then allow natural
coastal evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

If alternative funds are not
available, then allow natural
coastal evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention
Intervention.
tervention

Undefended section of coast, which would be allowed to continue to evolve naturally.

Undefended section of coast would be allowed to continue to evolve naturally. There is a small
length of defence providing flood protection at Inner and Outer Hope; although unlikely to attract
public funds, retention of this defence would not have an adverse impact upon coastal processes.
Continuing to hold the short lengths of existing defence at the back of the pocket beaches along this
section where they front areas of low-lying land would not be sustainable in the long term, and
would likely result in narrowing and loss of beach in these areas as they would be constrained from
adapting to sea level rise. The long-term aim is for a naturally functioning system allowing the beach
to adapt and roll back naturally as sea levels rise. This would retain a beach in this area in the longterm. As the defences along the back of the beaches of parts of this section are likely to need
replacing during the first epoch, it is therefore the policy to not maintain or replace these defences
at the back of the beaches in the short term.
However, it is recognised that along some of the cliffed parts of this frontage there are short lengths
of private defences that reduce erosion risk to properties locally. Continued provision of these
defences, subject to the availability of private funds, is unlikely to have a significant impact on wider
coastal processes.

Undefended section of coast, which would be allowed to continue to evolve naturally.

There are no defences and no assets at risk of flooding along this section.

The upstream part of the Avon Estuary provides potential for undertaking MR in strategic locations
to provide beneficial reduction in flood risk in other parts of the estuary, as well as providing habitat
creation opportunities.
The purpose of this would not be to increase flood risk to currently defended areas, and so
defences could be maintained as a result, although no new defences would be constructed along
presently undefended parts of this section, unless associated with implementation of MR.

There are few defences and no assets at risk of flooding along this section. However, there would
remain a small risk of erosion to some cliff top properties at Bigbury-on-Sea and consideration to
relocating these assets may be required as a result. This could be informed by monitoring of the
cliffs to provide ongoing assessment of this risk. There is a small length of defence providing erosion
protection at Bigbury-on-Sea; these protect part of a cliff top road, the car park and tourism
facilities in this area and, although unlikely to attract public funds, retention of this defence to
maintain this tourism resource would not have an adverse impact upon coastal processes.
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Policy Unit (Number and Description)

6c16

Warren Point (Bigbury(Bigbury-ononSea) to Challaborough
(West)

SMP1 Policy

Selectively
Hold The
Line

Selectively
Hold The
Line

Preferred Policy
Medium Term (to 2055)
Continue to allow existing
localised defences to be
maintained or replaced,
either along existing or
realigned positions, if
alternative funding is
available to reduce the risk
of flooding and erosion and
maintain visitor access.

Long Term (to 2105)
Continue to allow existing
localised defences to be
maintained or replaced,
either along existing or
realigned positions, if
alternative funding is
available to reduce the risk
of flooding and erosion and
maintain visitor access.

If alternative funds are not
available, then allow natural
coastal evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

If alternative funds are not
available, then allow natural
coastal evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

If alternative funds are not
available, then allow natural
coastal evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention
Allow natural coastal
evolution to occur through
No Active Intervention
Intervention.
ntion

There are no defences or assets at risk of flooding in this area.

Defence to reduce the risk of flooding to the developed areas of Noss Mayo and Newton Ferrers
would be provided.

6c17

Challaborough (West) to
Erme Estuary (East)

6c18

Erme Estuary (East Bank –
Mouth to Orcheton
Orcheton Wood)

N/A

6c19

Erme Estuary (Upstream
section –Orcheton Wood to
Pamflete Wood)

N/A

6c20

Erme Estuary (West Bank –
Pamflete Wood to Mouth)

N/A

6c21

Erme Estuary (West) to
Yealm Estuary (East)

6c22

Yealm Estuary (East
(East Bank –
Mouth to Passage House)

N/A

6c23

Yealm Estuary (East Bank –
Passage House to Newton
Ferrers North)

N/A

Continue to Hold the Line of
existing defences.

Continue to Hold the Line of
existing defences.

Continue to Hold the Line of
existing defences.

6c24

Yealm Estuary (East Bank –
Newton Ferrers North to
Fish House Plantation)

N/A

Allow natural coastal
evolution through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

6c25

Yealm Estuary (West Bank –
Fish House Plantation to
Season Point)

N/A

Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

Allow natural coastal
evolution to occur through
No Active Intervention.
Intervention

Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

6c26

Season Point to Wembury
Point

Allow natural coastal
evolution to occur through
No Active Intervention.
Intervention

Allow natural coastal
evolution to occur through
No Active Intervention.
Intervention

Selectively
Hold The
Line

Do Nothing

Supporting Information
Information

Short Term (to 2025)
Continue to allow existing
localised defences to be
maintained or replaced,
either along existing or
realigned positions, if
alternative funding is
available to reduce the risk
of flooding and erosion and
maintain visitor access.

Allow natural coastal
evolution to occur through
No Active Intervention.
Intervention

The policy here is one of no active intervention reflecting the fact that it is unlikely that future
works here will attract public (flood and coastal defence budget) funds. However, it is recognised
that continuing to hold the existing short lengths of defence along this section would not have a
significant effect on the coastal processes of the wider area and so future defence provision could
occur if alternative funds are available. It should be noted however that if defences are to be
maintained here and be sustainable in the long term, consideration should be given to moving them
to a realigned position in the medium to long term to reduce the effects of sea level rise that would
otherwise result in the narrowing and loss of beach where it is constrained by the existing defence
line.

Undefended section of coast, which would be allowed to continue to evolve naturally.

There are no defences and very few assets at risk of flooding: a policy of no active intervention will
not result in any more assets being at risk of flooding.

There are no defences or assets at risk of flooding in this area.

There are no defences or assets at risk of flooding in this area.

Undefended section of coast, which would be allowed to continue to evolve naturally.

There are no defences or assets at risk of flooding in this area.

There are no defences and very few assets at risk of flooding: a policy of no active intervention will
not result in any more assets being at risk of flooding.
Undefended section of coast, which would be allowed to continue to evolve naturally. There is a
small length of defence providing flood and erosion protection at Wembury; although unlikely to
attract public funds, retention of this defence would not have an adverse impact upon coastal
processes.

POLICY SCENARIO AREA: WEMBURY POINT TO DEVIL’S POINT
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Policy Unit (Number and Description)

SMP1 Policy

Selectively
Hold The
Line

6c27

Wembury Point to Mount
Batten Breakwater

6c28

Plym Estuary - Mount Batten
Breakwater to Marsh Mills

N/A

6c29

Plym Estuary - Marsh Mills to
Coxside

N/A

6c30

Coxside to Devil's Point

Selectively
Hold The
Line

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to 2025)

Medium Term (to 2055)

Long Term (to 2105)

Supporting Information
Information

Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

This predominantly undefended section of coast would be allowed to continue to evolve naturally.
There is a small length of defence providing protection locally to the access road to Mount Batten;
although unlikely to attract public funds, retention of this defence would not have an adverse impact
upon coastal processes. If not maintained, this road would need to be relocated only a short
distance inland as the cliffs erode very little and very slowly. This would also improve the
environmental features of this section of coast.

Continue to maintain the
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.

Continue to maintain the
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.

Continue to maintain the
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.

Continued defence to reduce the risk of flooding to extensively developed area of the city of
Plymouth, as well as ensuring a landfill site continues to be protected.

Continue to maintain the
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.
Continue to maintain the
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.

Continue to maintain the
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.
Continue to maintain the
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.

Continue to maintain the
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.
Continue to maintain the
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.

Continued defence to reduce the risk of flooding to extensively developed area of the city of
Plymouth, including a key access road part of the mainline railway that serves the wider South-West
region, linking it to the rest of the UK.
Continued defence to reduce the risk of flooding and erosion to extensively developed area of the
city of Plymouth. This would be achieved in part by maintenance of tourism related infrastructure.

POLICY SCENARIO AREA: TAMAR ESTUARY
6c31

6c32

6c33

Tamar Estuary - Devil’s Point
to Tamerton Lake

Tamar Estuary - Tamerton
Lake to Gunnislake (upper
Tamar Estuary East)

Tamar Estuary - Gunnislake
to Saltash North (upper
Tamar Estuary West)

6c34

Tamar Estuary - Saltash

6c35

Tamar Estuary - River Lynher
(Saltash South to Torpoint
North (Jupiter Point))

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Continue to maintain the
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.

Continue to maintain the
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.

Continue to maintain the
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.

No Active
Active Intervention along
the undefended frontages.
Investigate and implement
Managed Realignment in
strategic locations, whilst
continuing to Hold the Line
of existing defences where
realignment is not feasible.

No Active Intervention along
the undefended frontages. If
necessary, implement further
Managed Realignment in
strategic locations, whilst
continuing to Hold the Line
of existing defences where
realignment is not feasible.

No Active Intervention along
the undefended frontages. If
necessary, implement further
Managed Realignment in
strategic locations, whilst
continuing to Hold the Line
of existing defences where
realignment is not feasible.

No Active Intervention along
the undefended frontages.
Investigate and implement
Managed Realignment in
strategic locations, whilst
continuing to Hold the Line
of existing defences where
realignment is not feasible.

No Active Intervention along
the undefended frontages. If
necessary, implement further
Managed Realignment in
strategic locations, whilst
continuing to Hold the Line
of existing defences where
realignment is not feasible.

No Active Intervention along
the undefended frontages. If
necessary, implement further
Managed Realignment in
strategic locations, whilst
continuing to Hold the Line
of existing defences where
realignment is not feasible.

Continue to Hold the Line
where there are existing
defences, with No Active
Active
Intervention along the
undefended frontages.
No Active Intervention along
the undefended frontages.
Continue to Hold the Line
where there are existing
defences.

Continue to Hold the Line
where there are existing
defences, with No Active
Intervention along the
undefended frontages.
No Active Intervention along
the undefended frontages.
Continue to Hold the Line
where there are existing
defences.

Continue to Hold the Line
where there are existing
defences, with No Active
Intervention
Intervention along the
undefended frontages.
No Active Intervention along
the undefended frontages.
Continue to Hold the Line
where there are existing
defences.

Continued defence to reduce the risk of flooding to the city of Plymouth from the Tamar Estuary.
There is insufficient information about the upper Tamar Estuary to allow definitive policies to be
assigned to specific lengths of shoreline. The policy here is therefore to allow more detailed studies
to assign such prescriptions, but within the framework that should seek to achieve no active
intervention in areas that are presently undefended, and to either hold or realign currently defended
areas where viable to do so.
Managed realignment within strategic areas of this section could provide beneficial reductions in
flood risk to other parts of the estuary, whilst also providing habitat creation opportunities. The
purpose of this would not be to increase flood risk to currently defended areas, and so defences
could be maintained as a result, although no new defences would be constructed along presently
undefended parts of this section, unless associated with implementation of managed realignment.
There is insufficient information about the upper Tamar Estuary to allow definitive policies to be
assigned to specific lengths of shoreline. The policy here is therefore to allow more detailed studies
to assign such prescriptions, but within the framework that should seek to achieve no active
intervention in areas that are presently undefended, and to either hold or realign currently defended
areas where viable to do so.
Managed realignment within strategic areas of this section could provide beneficial reductions in
flood risk to other parts of the estuary, whilst also providing habitat creation opportunities. The
purpose of this would not be to increase flood risk to currently defended areas, and so defences
could be maintained as a result, although no new defences would be constructed along presently
undefended parts of this section, unless associated with implementation of managed realignment.
The policy here will ensure that there is continued defence to reduce the risk of flooding to the
developed town of Saltash, whilst the areas that are currently undefended will be allowed to
continue to evolve naturally.
Continued maintenance of existing defences to reduce the risk of flooding to currently defended
assets. This would not involve construction of new defences along presently undefended sections of
the estuary, which would be subject to no active intervention or managed realignment if
opportunities exist.
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Policy Unit (Number and Description)

6c36

Tamar Estuary - Torpoint
Torpoint
North (Jupiter Point) to
Torpoint South (Landing
Stage)

6c37

Tamar Estuary - St John's
Lake (Torpoint South
(Landing Stage) to Millbrook
(Mill Farm))

6c38

Tamar Estuary - St John's
Lake (Millbrook (Mill Farm)
to Millbrook (Hancock's
Lake))

6c39

Tamar Estuary - St John's
Lake (Millbrook (Hancock's
Lake) to Palmer Point

6c40

Tamar Estuary - Palmer Point
to Mount Edgcumbe
(Cremyll))

SMP1 Policy

Preferred Policy
Short Term (to 2025)

Medium Term (to 2055)

Supporting Information
Information

Long Term (to 2105)

N/A

Continue to Hold the Line
where there are existing
defences, with No Active
Intervention along the
undefended frontages.

Continue to Hold the Line
where there are existing
defences, with No Active
Active
Intervention along the
undefended frontages.

Continue to Hold the Line
where there are existing
defences, with No Active
Intervention along the
undefended frontages.

The policy here will ensure that there is continued defence to reduce the risk of flooding to the
developed town of Torpoint, whilst the areas that are currently undefended will be allowed to
continue to evolve naturally.

N/A

No Active Intervention
Intervention along
the undefended frontages.
Continue to Hold the Line
where there are existing
defences.

No Active Intervention along
the undefended frontages.
Continue to Hold the Line
where there are existing
defences.

No Active Intervention along
the undefended frontages.
Continue to Hold the Line
where there are existing
defences.

Continued maintenance of existing defences to reduce the risk of flooding to currently defended
assets. This would not involve construction of new defences along presently undefended sections of
the estuary, which would be subject to no active intervention, although managed realignment could
occur if opportunities arise.

N/A

Continue to Hold the Line
Line
where there are existing
defences, with No Active
Intervention along the
undefended frontages.

Continue to Hold the Line
where there are existing
defences, with No Active
Intervention along the
undefended frontages.

Continue to Hold the Line
where there are existing
defences, with No Active
Intervention along the
undefended frontages.

Continued maintenance of existing defences to reduce the risk of flooding to currently defended
assets. This would not involve construction of new defences along presently undefended sections of
the estuary, which would be subject to no active intervention, although managed realignment could
occur if opportunities arise.

No Active Intervention
Intervention along
the undefended frontages.
Continue to Hold the Line
where there are existing
defences.
Continue to Hold the Line
where there are existing
defences, with No Active
Intervention along the
undefended frontages.

No Active Intervention along
the undefended frontages.
Continue to Hold the Line
where there are existing
defences.
Continue to Hold the Line
where there are existing
defences, with No Active
Intervention along the
undefended frontages.

No Active Intervention along
the undefended frontages.
Continue to Hold the Line
where there are existing
defences.
Continue to Hold the Line
where there are existing
defences, with No Active
Intervention along the
undefended frontages.

N/A

N/A

Continued maintenance of existing defences to reduce the risk of flooding to currently defended
assets. This would not involve construction of new defences along presently undefended sections of
the estuary, which would be subject to no active intervention, although managed realignment could
occur if opportunities arise.
Continued maintenance of existing defences to reduce the risk of flooding to currently defended
assets. This would not involve construction of new defences along presently undefended sections of
the estuary, which would be subject to no active intervention, although managed realignment could
occur if opportunities arise.

POLICY SCENARIO AREA: MOUNT EDGCUMBE TO RAME HEAD
6c41

Mount Edgcumbe to
Picklecombe Point

Selectively
Hold The
Line

6c42

Fort Picklecombe

Selectively
Hold The
Line

6c43

Picklecombe Point to
Kingsand

Selectively
Hold The
Line

6c44

Kingsand/Cawsand

Selectively
Hold The
Line

6c45

Cawsand to Rame Head

Do Nothing

Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention
Continue to maintain the
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy
(assuming funds are
available).
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention
Continue to maintain the
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention
Continue to maintain the
existing defences under a
Hold the
the Line policy
(assuming funds are
available).
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention
Continue to maintain the
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention
Continue to maintain the
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy
(assuming funds are
available).
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention
Continue to maintain the
existing defences under a
Hold the Line policy.
Allow natural coastal
evolution to continue
through No Active
Intervention.
Intervention

Undefended section of coast, which would be allowed to continue to evolve naturally.

Continued defence of this section, subject to availability of funds, would reduce the risk of flooding
and erosion to property in this area without impacting upon coastal processes or evolution.

Undefended section of coast, which would be allowed to continue to evolve naturally.

Continued defence to reduce the risk of flooding and erosion to the settlements of Kingsand and
Cawsand; which are key policy drivers.

Undefended section of coast, which would be allowed to continue to evolve naturally.

South Devon and Dorset Coastal
Advisory Group (SDADCAG)
Shoreline Management Plan SMP2
Durlston Head to Rame Head
Appendix H – Economic Appraisal and Sensitivity Testing
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The Supporting Appendices
These appendices and the accompanying documents provide all of the information required to support the
Shoreline Management Plan. This is to ensure that there is clarity in the decision-making process and that the
rationale behind the policies being promoted is both transparent and auditable. The appendices are:
A: SMP Development

This reports the history of development of the SMP, describing
more fully the plan and policy decision-making process.

B: Stakeholder Engagement

All communications from the stakeholder process are provided
here, together with information arising from the consultation
process.

C: Baseline Process Understanding

Includes baseline process report, defence assessment, NAI and
WPM assessments and summarises data used in assessments.

D: SEA Environmental Baseline
Report (Theme Review)

This report identifies and evaluates the environmental features
(human, natural, historical and landscape).

E: Issues & Objectives Evaluation

Provides information on the issues and objectives identified as part
of the Plan development, including appraisal of their importance.

F: Initial Policy Appraisal & Scenario
Development

Presents the consideration of generic policy options for each
frontage, identifying possible acceptable policies, and their
combination into ‘scenarios’ for testing. Also presents the appraisal
of impacts upon shoreline evolution and the appraisal of objective
achievement.

G: Preferred Policy Scenario Testing

Presents the policy assessment and appraisal of objective
achievement towards definition of the Preferred Plan (as presented
in the Shoreline Management Plan document).

H: Economic Appraisal and
Sensitivity Testing

Presents the economic analysis undertaken in support of the
Preferred Plan.

I: Strategic Environmental
Assessment (SEA) Report

Presents the various items undertaken in developing the Plan that
specifically relate to the requirements of the EU Council Directive
2001/42/EC (the Strategic Environmental Assessment Directive),
such that all of this information is readily accessible in one
document.

J: Appropriate Assessment Report

Presents the Appropriate Assessment of SMP policies upon
European designated sites (SPAs and SACs) as well as Ramsar sites,
where policies might have a likely significant effect upon these sites.
This is carried out in accordance with the Conservation (Natural
Habitats, &c.) Regulations 1994 (the Habitats Regulations).

K: Water Framework Development
Report

Presents assessment of potential impacts of SMP policies upon
coastal and estuarine water bodies, in accordance with the
requirements of EU Council Directive 2000/60/EC (the Water
Framework Directive).

L: Metadatabase and Bibliographic
database

All supporting information used to develop the SMP is referenced
for future examination and retrieval.

M: Action Plan Summary Table

Presents the Action Plan items included in Section 6 of the main
SMP document (The Plan) in tabular format for ease of monitoring
and reporting action plan progress.
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Within each appendix cross-referencing highlights the documents where related appraisals are presented. The
broad relationships between the appendices are illustrated below.

SMP Development
(Appendix A)

Baseline Process
Understanding
(Appendix C)

SEA Baseline
Report (Theme
(Theme
Review)
(Appendix D)

Stakeholder
Stakeholder
Engagement
(Appendix B)

Issues & Objectives
Evaluation
(Appendix E)

Initial Policy Appraisal
& Scenario
Development

(Appendix F)

Preferred Policy
Scenario Testing
(Appendix G)

Economic Appraisal /
Sensitivity Testing

(Appendix H)

Policy Statements
(SMP Document)

SEA Report
(Appendix I)
AA Report
(Appendix J)

Action Plan
(Appendix M)

Bibliography
(Appendix L)

WFD Report
(Appendix K)
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H.1

Introduction

A review of economic viability has been carried out for the Preferred Plan and its associated policies.
It should be noted that this review is not to establish the economic justification for a scheme as defined by
Defra’s Flood and Coastal Defence Project Appraisal Guidance Note 3: Economic Appraisal (FCDPAG3). The
review makes a broad assessment of the economic robustness of the preferred policies. The economic review
therefore determines whether or not each policy is:
•
•
•

Clearly economically viable;
Clearly not economically viable; or,
Potentially economically viable (and therefore may be in need of more detailed assessment at a later
date, e.g. as part of a strategic plan, although some commentary on this is provided within this
report).

It should be recognised that the justification for a particular policy is not necessarily dependant on economic
viability based on the benefit-cost ratio alone, as impacts on other benefits may be considered more important
(e.g. holding existing defences to sustain a designated habitat). At the broad scale level of analysis undertaken
at the SMP stage not all benefits are able to be evaluated in monetary terms. Although these ’intangible’
benefits have not been valued in monetary terms, they are taken into account during decision-making by
considering whether they are likely to be of sufficient importance to justify a scheme.
The following sections detail how the economic assessment has been undertaken. This is followed by a series
of economic statements for each policy unit, and spreadsheets providing the numerical analysis performed as
part of the SMP.

H-1
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H.2

Use of Existing Information

The following datasets were consulted to obtain information for the economic review:
•

National Property Dataset (second edition, 2005)– for property locations and property prices;

•

RICS Rural Land Market Survey (H2 2008) – for agricultural land values;

•

SMP Guidance and Environment Agency Unit Cost Manual – for defence costs;

•

Appendix C (Baseline Processes Understanding) – for details of erosion rates; and,

•

Environment Agency Flood Zone 2 – for flood mapping extents.

A number of studies and scheme assessments have been developed for this coast over recent years. These
contain detailed information on assets, benefits and management costs. Where this is directly applicable, such
information has been considered and included as appropriate.
However, the justifications in these previous studies are only applicable if all other aspects are the same, i.e:
•

the timeframe: many studies in the past have looked at economics over only 50 years and use
different discount factors to those now required by Treasury;

•

the area determined to be at risk: the SMP may have a modified assessment of the area that could be
affected by erosion or flooding, For example the SMP uses the 1 in 1000 still water levels to
determine flood risk, rather than a 1 in 200 year event as is commonly used for detailed studies at
scheme level studies;

•

sea level rise assumptions are the same; and,

•

the preferred option matches that from the previous study: the SMP may be advocating a change from
previous policy or management practice.

Where the above conditions are not realised, some of the raw data from the past studies has still been used,
where it is readily available.

H-2
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H.3

Generation of New Data

As there is very limited existing information that can be used directly to confirm robustness of the SMP policy,
new economic data has been derived through application of a GIS (ESRI ArcView) and Defra FCDPAG
economic calculation sheets. The ‘Broad-scale Economic Review’, described below, uses nationally available
information on property locations and values, and the risk maps developed through the assessment of
shoreline interactions and responses (Appendix C).

H.3.1

Determining Damages and Benefits

The benefits are the damages avoided or delayed by the Preferred Plan, i.e. the difference in losses between
implementing the Preferred Plan and the No Active Intervention (NAI) scenario. These have been calculated
for each epoch.
Although policy appraisal has determined a ‘zone’ of likely future erosion, for the purposes of estimating
possible benefits, only the most landward extent of the likely erosion (for each period: 0-20, 20-50 and 50-100
years) has been used in the present analysis. These lines have been mapped and overlain with the property
location/value data to calculate potential economic losses and economic benefits for the NAI scenario and the
Preferred Plan scenario. It should be noted that average erosion rates for each epoch are used in this analysis
and as such, erosion losses calculated within the GIS are indicative and therefore should be viewed accordingly.
In areas where there is a flooding risk, no attempt has been made to undertake detailed flood risk modelling;
rather areas identified as at flooding risk by the Environment Agency’s flood mapping have been used to
identify assets potentially at risk (flood cells). The potential damages in these flood cells are simply taken as the
summed capital value of all the ‘at risk’ assets. This is based on the assumption that under a NAI scenario flood
defences would fail and all ‘at risk’ assets would be inundated and become uninhabitable. This is taken as an
indicative figure for the assets potentially protected by defence structures. Flood damages have been calculated
on a Policy Unit by Policy Unit basis, based on damages within Flood Cells. It should be noted that along a
number of frontages, one or more flood cells extend over multiple policy units, in these cases, damages may be
shown to be the same in adjacent Policy Units which extend over the same flood cell.
In calculating damages and benefits for the preferred scenario, no account has been taken of the potential for
short-term accelerated or delayed losses compared to NAI, other than the total adjustment in shoreline
position at the end of each epoch.
The SMP does not take account of standards of protection as it is only defence management policy that is
being determined. Standards of protection relate to implementation of these policies, which is usually
undertaken within more detailed ‘strategy’ level studies.

H.3.1.1 Benefit values
For properties, losses and benefits have been calculated only on the basis of residential and commercial
property values. Other assets, such as utilities, highways, and intangibles, such as recreation, and other impacts
upon the local economy or environment, have not been valued or included. Exclusion of these factors will
robustly confirm economic viability, as these would provide added value. Losses and benefits have been
calculated using data from the GIS. This was populated with data from a National Property Dataset. The
dataset is built from the Ordnance Survey Address Point dataset and the Valuation Office Focus database.
Address Point identifies the location of all existing properties. The Focus database then identifies which are
non-residential (i.e. commercial/industrial) and provides a rateable value from which an approximate capital
value is obtained, by applying a conversion factor. A conversion factor of 13 is used to convert rateable values
to capital values, based on the types of commercial property affected and the typical yield they provide
(around 7.6% to 7.7%). The remaining properties are assumed to be residential and property valuations
included in the National Property Dataset were used in the analysis.
Using the 20, 50 and 100 year erosion contours, the GIS has been used to identify assets at risk in each epoch,
and this data has been used with Defra FCDPAG calculation sheets to calculate the Capital Value (CV) and
discounted Present Value (PV).
For the flood risk areas, GIS has been used to simply sum the CV for all property assets within the flood area,
using the property dataset.
H-3
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H.3.1.2 Generation of new defence cost information
Future coastal defence management approaches for each Policy Unit have been developed as part of the
Preferred Plan. From this, the broad replacement and maintenance requirements for each epoch have been
determined.
Where there is no existing information relating to future defence costs for an area, e.g. from a strategy plan or
scheme design, costs have been generated using other nationally available information.

(a)

Cost Rates

Replacement costs for general defence types have been taken from the revised Shoreline Management Plan
Guidance1. This suggests average replacement costs for linear structures (e.g. revetments, seawalls) as
£2.7million/km and costs for beach management schemes at £5.1million/km. Replacement costs for Groynes,
embankments and other ‘’low cost’’ defence types are taken as £0.6million/km.
Maintenance costs have been taken from the Defra ‘National Appraisal of Defence Needs And Costs’
(NADNAC) study2. This used annual maintenance costs for linear structures and for groyne fields at
£10,000/km, and for beach schemes £20,000/km.
In addition to this, cost rate information for other types of defence structures, such as flood walls within
estuaries, has been derived from the Environment Agency’s Unit Cost Database 20073.

(b)

Cost Calculations

It has been assumed that the timing of full scheme reconstruction required (i.e. design life) is at least once
every 100 years for linear defences, such as seawalls and revetments; every 50 years for beach schemes; and
every 30 years for groynes and embankments. However, these periods may become more frequent for areas
where erosion potential is high, e.g. on the outside of meanders and in confined channel locations.
Maintenance has been assumed to occur to the same level in every year throughout the life of the scheme. In
reality, this will be less in the early years and will increase in later years of the scheme’s life. However, for the
broad brush appraisal undertaken for the SMP this will make only a small difference to decisions as the
majority of costs are associated with capital works.
Allowance has also been made for the increase in costs due to climate change impacts including sea level rise,
based upon factors developed for the NADNAC study. This takes account of the need to make structures
higher, deeper, and more resilient to increased exposure. The assumptions were: no cost increase for the 0-20
year epoch; costs factored up by 1.5 times present day rates for the 20-50 year epoch; and costs factored up
by 2.0 times the present day rates for the 50-100 year epoch.
In accordance with the latest Defra and HM Treasury guidance, Optimism Bias (OB) was applied to all costs
(at 60%) to reflect uncertainty in broad level analysis at the SMP scale.

H.3.1.3 Methodology for calculating agricultural land prices
Agricultural land values were calculated from land prices obtained from RICS (2009)4 which provides data for
South-West England farmland prices for the second half of 2008. For each agricultural grade a land value (£
per ha) has been assigned according to Table 1 below.
Average South West Arable
Arable Land
Price (£/Ha)
£13,591

Table 1

Average South West Pasture Land
Price (£/Ha)

Overall Average Land Price (£/Ha)

£12,356

£12,
£12,974
974

Average farmland prices in SouthSouth-West England paid for bare land in £ per Hectare in H2
20084.

1

Defra (2006) Flood and Coastal Defence Appraisal Guidance, FCDPAG3 Economic Appraisal, Supplementary Note to Operating
Authorities – Climate Change Impacts, October 2006.
2
Defra (2004) NADNAC National Appraisal of Defence Needs and Costs Study.
3
Environment Agency (2007) Flood Risk Management Estimating Guide Unit Cost Database.
4
RICS (2009). Rural Land Market Survey, H2 2008. February 2009: http://www.rics.org/NR/rdonlyres/B8644DCA-9944-4602-B0E3D6E3ACDC97BF/0/RICSRuralMarketSurveyH22008.pdf
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In accordance with the guidance in the Defra (2008)5, in following Scenario 1 (land is abandoned or no longer
fit for agricultural use for the foreseeable future), the values of land were reduced by £600/ha to remove the
cost of subsidies. As such, the final land value to be assigned to the agricultural land values is:

£12,974
£12,974 per ha - £600 per ha = £12,374
£12,374 per ha

H.3.2

Comparison of Costs and Benefits

As this review is not a full economic assessment, a formal benefit-cost assessment using benefit-cost ratios
(BCR) has not been undertaken. However a benefit-cost ratio (BCR) has been included to help clarify and
review the ‘robustness’ of the preferred plan.
In comparing likely benefits and likely costs for the policies for an individual location, over the full 100 year
period, it is however still useful in some instances to be able to consider these in terms of Present Value (PV).
Present Value is the value of a stream of benefits or costs when discounted back to the present day. For this
SMP, the discount factors used are the latest provided by Defra for assessment of schemes, i.e. 3.5% for years
0-30, 3.0% for years 31-75, and 2.5% thereafter.
For calculation of PV damages, the approximate timing of property losses has been determined using a GIS and
corresponding discount factors applied accordingly. For calculation of PV costs for defence replacement,
although the actual timing of works is uncertain, the residual life of defences was used to determine
approximate timing of works, such that an appropriate discount value has been determined for the estimated
costs.. The year-on-year maintenance PV costs have been calculated using the total of the discount rates for
that epoch.
The figures generated for this SMP are presented only in PV in Section H.4, reflecting the ‘broad-scale’ nature
of the assessments undertaken. However, for further information, the Capital Value (CV) of these figures is
presented in Annex H.1 (for benefits/damages) and Annex H.2 (for costs).

H.3.3
H.3.3

Economic Uncertainties

The economic appraisal has estimated the damages for the no active intervention options and the identified
preferred management options. Benefits were then calculated for each preferred option (with NAI as the
baseline) and compared with the costs of managing the ‘at risk’ assets in the particular cell. This results in a
benefit-cost ratio which is reported in Economics Tables (Section
Section H.4)
H.4 and uncertainties addressed in the
Uncertainties Tables (Section
Section H.5).
H.5 As discussed in Section H.
H.3.1,
3.1 the monetary damages primarily include
residential and commercial property and agricultural land flood losses. The benefit-cost ratio therefore is not
truly representative of the economic ‘worth’ of any particular option as it does not include those impacts that
are more difficult to monetise (such as infrastructure, recreation, health effects, etc.). Some of these are
described in the Preferred Policy Economic Tables (Section
Section H.4)
H.4 and addressed in more detail for the marginal
units in the Uncertainties Tables (Section
Section H.5).
H.5 These are then brought together in the Preferred Policy
Statements (Section
Section 5, Main SMP Document).
Document)
The SMP looks over a timescale of 100 years and predictions are therefore inherently uncertain. As such,
there are a number of uncertainties associated with economic ‘worth’ of the preferred plan policies in the
future. Key economic uncertainties are recognised here. However, many of these uncertainties should be
addressed through regular updates of the SMP or when significant changes to input data become available.

H.3.3.1 Agricultural land
The area of land is measured from GIS and the value per acre is adjusted according to Defra guidance.
Therefore, the uncertainty associated with damages to agricultural land should be LOW. Other uncertainties
will be associated with GIS, flood risk maps, etc. used to determine when and which land will be written off, as
well as changes in regional agricultural importance and associated land values in the future.

5

Defra (2008). Flood and Coastal Defence Appraisal Guidance Economic Appraisal Supplementary Note to Operating Authorities:
Valuation of Agricultural Land and Output for Appraisal Purposes, May 2008.
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H.3.3.2 Residential properties
Data on properties at risk is based on GIS/property databases. Write-off values for properties from the
National Property Database have been verified against average values. Therefore, uncertainty related to writeoff damages for residential properties should be LOW. Other uncertainties will be associated with GIS,
erosion rates, flood risk maps, etc. used to determine when and which residential properties will be writtenoff.

H.3.3.3 Commercial properties
Data on commercial properties has also been based on GIS/property datasets. It is known that the National
Property Dataset (NPD) can introduce significant uncertainties for non-residential properties, with many
properties not given a valuation and/or floor area. The economic appraisal does calculate valuations based on
floor area where the NPD does not include specific valuations. This is based on a multiplier of 13 based on
the yield of most properties. This helps to reduce the uncertainties although there are some commercial
properties that still have no valuation (the majority of these have an X classification, which are often found to
have low value). The overall level of uncertainty will vary by unit, but is likely to be LOW-MEDIUM. If there
is a large number of X classified properties in any one unit, or other impacts that could not be valued in
monetary terms then the uncertainty could be HIGH. Other uncertainties will be associated with GIS, erosion
rates, flood risk maps, etc. used to determine when and which residential properties will be written-off.

H.3.3.4 Transport impacts
Costs of relocating/rebuilding roads and railways affected have not been included in the economic damages as
there is insufficient data with which to base any monetary valuations on. Further investigation may be needed
to accurately estimate the costs, where these impacts are significant to the overall damages. For example,
along several lengths of the SMP frontage the only asset of value is critical highway or railway infrastructure,
but with no data available to value these assets in monetary terms, it would appear on face value to be of ‘no
benefit’ to defend those areas. Transport impacts have, however, been considered (in qualitative terms) as part
of the approach to determining the preferred plan. Overall, therefore, the uncertainty should be LOWMEDIUM (depending upon the extent of issues covered in the qualitative discussion).

H.3.3.5 Environmental impacts
The economic analysis has not valued in monetary terms any impacts on environmental sites (designated or
non-designated). The economic appraisal therefore excludes environmental issues such as impacts on habitats,
water quality (or quantity, through loss of abstractions), historic environment (although impacts on buildings
may be partly captured under properties), landscape impacts, etc. Environmental issues have been considered
(in qualitative terms) as part of the approach to determining the preferred plan. Overall, therefore, the
uncertainty should be LOW-MEDIUM (depending upon the extent of issues covered in the qualitative
discussion).

H.3.3.6 Recreational impacts
Within some policy units there may be impacts on recreation and tourism, but these are not quantified and
have not been included in the economic damages. The impact of exclusion of recreational/tourism damages
will vary by policy unit but could be HIGH in areas of regional importance for recreation and tourism. Further
investigation of the likely damages under NAI needs to be investigated in those units with recreational and
tourism assets that could attract visitors/users from outside the immediate area (i.e. recreation assets that are
used for more than short-cuts and/or dog walking). Such investigation should also consider the relative benefits
to recreation/tourism in areas where policy can be achieved incorporating retention of, for example, amenity
beach.

H.3.3.7 Community/social impacts
Community impacts are likely to be greatest where there is write-off of residential and/or commercial
properties. However, smaller settlements could have important social impacts reflecting the interactions
between different community groups as well as between individuals. These cannot be valued in monetary
terms but are taken into account during identification of the preferred plan. Some of the descriptions of the
impacts refer to the integrity of settlements. The implications of lost integrity (including impacts on transport
infrastructure as well as loss of properties and businesses) are included during assessment of whether the
benefit-cost ratio of the preferred plan is likely to exceed one. In units where the integrity of the community
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could be affected, the uncertainty introduced in terms of the benefit-cost ratio could be MEDIUM-HIGH
(depending on the actual impacts on the community and the proportion of the community affected). For
erosion units, consideration needs to be given to blight affecting more than just those properties that are
directly affected. Loss of other assets (e.g. the beach, access to the beach, recreational assets) could have
significant effects on the whole community (even a whole parish) and could introduce MEDIUM-HIGH
uncertainty
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H.4

Economic Appraisal Summary Table

The table below provides a summary of the economic review of the preferred plan for each Policy Unit. It outlines any information used in this review, including benefits
and costs, together with a statement on economic viability. Indicative managed realignment costs are based on the capital value and maintenance costs of a set back
embankment. Preferred plan damages only relate to erosion losses avoided and not protection against flood risk to a given standard of protection as this data is not
available (refer also to Annex H.1.2).
H.1.2 Note: An allowance should be made for errors of approximately +/- £1m in each epoch, due to an error allowance of +/- 250m in the
measurement of defence lengths for each unit.
Policy Unit (Number and
Description)

5g01

Durlston Head to
St Alban’s Head

5g02

St Alban’s Head to
Kimmeridge Bay

5g03

Kimmeridge Bay
(defended length)

Preferred Policy
ST (to
2025)

NAI

NAI

NAI

MT (to
2055)

NAI

NAI

NAI

LT (to
2105)

NAI

NAI

NAI

BroadBroad-scale SMP
Review (PV, £m
£m)
Benefits of
Costs of
Policy
Policy

£0.00

£0.00

£0.18

£0.00

£0.00

£0.00

Benefits and Negative
Impacts not Included in
Benefitenefit-Cost Ratio
NAI along this currently
undefended coast would
result in naturally
functioning coastline with
benefits for designated
geological features.
NAI along this
predominantly undefended
coast would result in
naturally functioning
coastline with benefits for
designated geological
features.
Provision included in the
Plan to allow private
defences to be maintained
if other funds available.
However, if not maintained
then NAI would result in
naturally functioning
coastline with benefits for
designated geological
features.

Key Uncertainties

BenefitBenefit-Cost Ratio &
Justification for SMP Policy

None identified.

Natural frontage. SMP
policy is economically
viable as there are few
assets at risk.

None identified.

Natural frontage. SMP
policy is economically
viable as there are few
assets at risk.

No specific uncertainties
that would affect economic
viability.
Costs of continuing to
defend in this area depend
on ability/willingness of
private landowners to fund,
not public funds.

SMP policy is economically
viable as there are few
assets at risk, the future
defence of which will
depend on the availability
of non-public funds.
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Policy Unit (Number and
Description)

5g04

Kimmeridge Bay
(undefended) to
Worbarrow Tout

5g05

Worbarrow Tout
to Lulworth Cove
(East)

5g06

Lulworth Cove
(undefended)

5g07

Lulworth Cove
(defended length)

Preferred Policy
ST (to
2025)

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

MT (to
2055)

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

LT (to
2105)

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

BroadBroad-scale SMP
Review (PV, £m
£m)
Benefits of
Costs of
Policy
Policy

£0.27

£0.00

£0.00

£0.08

£0.00

£0.00

£0.00

£0.00

Benefits and Negative
Impacts not Included in
Benefitenefit-Cost Ratio
NAI along this currently
undefended coast would
result in naturally
functioning coastline with
benefits for designated
geological features.
NAI along this currently
undefended coast would
result in naturally
functioning coastline with
benefits for designated
geological features.
NAI along this currently
undefended coast would
result in naturally
functioning coastline with
benefits for designated
geological features.
Provision included in the
Plan to allow private
defences to be maintained
if other funds available.
However, if not maintained
then NAI would result in
naturally functioning
coastline with benefits for
designated geological
features.

Key Uncertainties

BenefitBenefit-Cost Ratio &
Justification for SMP Policy

None identified.

Natural frontage. SMP
policy is economically
viable as there are few
assets at risk.

None identified.

Natural frontage. SMP
policy is economically
viable as there are few
assets at risk.

None identified.

Natural frontage. SMP
policy is economically
viable as there are few
assets at risk.

No specific uncertainties
that would affect economic
viability.
Costs of continuing to
defend in this area depend
on ability/willingness of
private landowners to fund,
not public funds.

SMP policy is economically
viable as there are few
assets at risk, the future
defence of which will
depend on the availability
of non-public funds.
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Policy Unit (Number and
Description)

5g08

Lulworth Cove
(West) to White
Nothe

5g09

White Nothe to
Ringstead Bay
(defended length
east)

5g10

Ringstead Bay
(defended length)

Preferred Policy
ST (to
2025)

NAI

NAI

HTL

MT (to
2055)

NAI

NAI

NAI

LT (to
2105)

NAI

NAI

NAI

BroadBroad-scale SMP
Review (PV, £m
£m)
Benefits of
Costs of
Policy
Policy

£0.00

£0.17

£0.24

£0.00

£0.00

£0.17

Benefits and Negative
Impacts not Included in
Benefitenefit-Cost Ratio
NAI along this currently
undefended coast would
result in naturally
functioning coastline with
benefits for designated
geological features.
NAI along this currently
undefended coast would
result in naturally
functioning coastline with
benefits for designated
geological features.
Maintaining the defences
here in the short term and
into the medium term will
both ensure the scheme
constructed in the mid
1990’s is retained for as
long as possible, as well as
allow time to develop
adaptation measures for
when defence maintenance
is withdrawn.
NAI in the long-term
would result in naturally
functioning coastline with
benefits for designated
geological features.

Key Uncertainties

BenefitBenefit-Cost Ratio &
Justification for SMP Policy

None identified.

Natural frontage. SMP
policy is economically
viable as there are few
assets at risk.

None identified.

Natural frontage. SMP
policy is economically
viable as there are few
assets at risk.

No specific uncertainties
that would affect economic
viability.
Longevity with which the
defences here could be
maintained into the
medium term will affect
when maintenance of
defences is withdrawn. This
will in part be affected by
rate of recession of
adjacent cliffs (5g09 and
5g11).

BCR = 1.47
SMP policy is economically
viable as the there are
sufficient assets at risk to
justify maintenance of the
existing defences in the
short to medium term to
prolong the life of the
scheme constructed in the
mid-1990’s, but there are
insufficient assets at risk to
justify full replacement of
these defences in the
medium to long term once
the current defences reach
the end of their effective
life.
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Policy Unit (Number and
Description)

5g11

Ringstead Bay
(defended length
west) to Redcliff
Point

5g12

Redcliff Point to
Bowleaze Cove
(Gabions)

5g13

Bowleaze Cove
(Gabions) to Furzy
Furzy
Cliff

Preferred Policy
ST (to
2025)

NAI

NAI

HTL

MT (to
2055)

NAI

NAI

MR

LT (to
2105)

NAI

NAI

HTL

BroadBroad-scale SMP
Review (PV, £m
£m)
Benefits of
Costs of
Policy
Policy

£1.86

£0.09

£0.19

£0.00

£0.00

£0.91

Benefits and Negative
Impacts not Included in
Benefitenefit-Cost Ratio
NAI along this
predominantly undefended
coast would result in
naturally functioning
coastline with benefits for
designated geological
features.
NAI along this currently
undefended coast would
result in naturally
functioning coastline with
benefits for designated
geological features.

There are significant
tourism and recreational
resources in this area, the
amenity value of which is
not included in the
economics.

Key Uncertainties

BenefitBenefit-Cost Ratio &
Justification for SMP Policy

None identified.

Natural frontage. SMP
policy is economically
viable as there are few
assets at risk.

None identified.

Natural frontage. SMP
policy is economically
viable as there are few
assets at risk.

The position, timing and
form of realignment works
affects the PV costs. Longer
term erosion risk from
recession of adjacent
undefended cliffs (5g12 and
5g14) will have a significant
impact on this.
Account of the amenity
value of this area needs to
be considered.

BCR = 0.21
SMP policy is potentially

economically viable
depending upon the
amenity value of the area
and the form and timing of
realignment works. This
requires further
investigation.
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Policy Unit (Number and
Description)

5g14

5g15

Furzy Cliff

Furzy Cliff to
Preston Beach
(Rock Groyne)
Groyne)

Preferred Policy
ST (to
2025)

NAI

MT (to
2055)

NAI

LT (to
2105)

NAI

BroadBroad-scale SMP
Review (PV, £m
£m)
Benefits of
Costs of
Policy
Policy

£0.49

£0.00

Benefits and Negative
Impacts not Included in
Benefitenefit-Cost Ratio
NAI along this currently
undefended coast would
result in naturally
functioning coastline with
benefits for designated
geological features.
The value of the road
access to Bowleaze Cove
(5g13) is not included in
the economics.
The significant economic
value of the A353 Preston
Beach Road, nor the costs
involved in realigning the
road in the long-term, is
not included in the
economics.

HTL

HTL

MR

£9.84

£11.62

The importance of this
road for the economy of
the town of Weymouth
was the dominant
component in the
economics for the scheme
constructed along this
frontage in 1995/6.

Key Uncertainties

Implications for road access
to Bowleaze Cove (5g13)
need to be investigated and
if an alternative route is
not feasible in the long
term, this may affect how
this frontage needs to be
managed.

The position, timing and
form of realignment works
affects the PV costs. Longer
term erosion risk from
recession of adjacent
undefended cliff (5g14) will
have a significant impact on
this. This requires further
investigation.
Account needs to be taken
of the economic value of
the road and the costs
associated with realigning
it.

BenefitBenefit-Cost Ratio &
Justification for SMP Policy

Natural frontage. SMP
policy is economically
viable as there are few
assets at risk.

BCR = 0.85
SMP policy is potentially
economically
conomically viable.
Inclusion of the economic
value of the Preston Beach
Road will make this
economically viable, as the
value of the road
determined for the scheme
in 1995/6 was in excess of
£50m.
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Policy Unit (Number and
Description)

5g16

5g17

Preston Beach
(Rock Groyne) to
Weymouth (Stone
Pier) (includes
Weymouth
Harbour)

Weymouth (Stone
Pier) to Portland
Harbour (North
Breakwater)

Preferred Policy
ST (to
2025)

HTL

HTL

MT (to
2055)

HTL

HTL

LT (to
2105)

HTL

HTL

BroadBroad-scale SMP
Review (PV, £m
£m)
Benefits of
Costs of
Policy
Policy

£245.66

£2.54

£19.35

£0.89

Benefits and Negative
Impacts not Included in
Benefitenefit-Cost Ratio
The economics here do
not account for the
significant amenity value of
the open coast frontage,
nor the value of highways
infrastructure located along
the sea front in much of
this area.
HTL will sustain the
defences that were
constructed in 2002 with a
100 year plus design life.
To achieve the policy it
may be necessary to
undertake slope
stabilisation works along
part of this frontage.
Allowance for such works
has not been included in
the economics.
This area provides
recreational resource and
so amenity value could be
included.

Key Uncertainties

None identified.

Form of slope stabilisation
works required needs to
be investigated and the
costs of intervention may
be greater than estimated.
This could reduce the BCR,
although may well be
countered by benefits from
potential loss of utility
provision and access to
properties that would not
themselves be lost to
erosion.

BenefitBenefit-Cost Ratio &
Justification for SMP Policy

BCR = 12.70
SMP policy is economically
viable based on monetised
benefits alone. Additional
benefits make SMP policy
more robust.

BCR = 2.86
SMP policy is economically
viable based on monetised
benefits alone. This needs
further investigation to
resolve uncertainties and
develop a more robust
economic appraisal.
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Policy Unit (Number and
Description)

Preferred Policy
ST (to
2025)

MT (to
2055)

LT (to
2105)

BroadBroad-scale SMP
Review (PV, £m
£m)
Benefits of
Costs of
Policy
Policy

Benefits and Negative
Impacts not Included in
Benefitenefit-Cost Ratio

Provision included in the
Plan to allow private slope
stabilisation measures to be
introduced if non-public
funds available.
5g18

Bincleaves to
Castle Cove

MR

MR

MR

£0.33

£0.00

However, if not maintained
then NAI would result in
naturally functioning
coastline with benefits for
designated geological
features.

Key Uncertainties
The low rates of cliff
recession along this
frontage are the result of
the presence of the
Portland Harbour
Breakwaters. It is assumed
these will remain for the
life of the Plan and so
continue to influence this
area.
If the breakwaters are not
maintained and eventually
fail, then it is likely that the
rate of recession along this
frontage will increase,
resulting in increased
benefits to justify
intervention using public
funds.

BenefitBenefit-Cost Ratio &
Justification for SMP Policy

SMP policy is economically
viable as there are few
assets at risk, the future
defence of which will
depend on the availability
of non-public funds. If
assumptions about the
breakwaters are wrong it is
only likely to increase the
benefits which may well
make it viable for public
funds to be used to
intervene along this
frontage.
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Policy Unit (Number and
Description)

Preferred Policy
ST (to
2025)

MT (to
2055)

LT (to
2105)

BroadBroad-scale SMP
Review (PV, £m
£m)
Benefits of
Costs of
Policy
Policy

Benefits and Negative
Impacts not Included in
Benefitenefit-Cost Ratio

Key Uncertainties

BenefitBenefit-Cost Ratio &
Justification for SMP Policy

Form of slope stabilisation
works required needs to
be investigated and the
costs of intervention may
be greater than estimated.

5g19

Castle Cove to
Castle
Castle Cove Sailing
Centre

HTL

HTL

HTL

£1.13

£0.61

HTL will require slope
stabilisation measures to
protect Old Castle Road.
This road provides access
to over 40 properties that
are not at risk of erosion in
the SMP period. The road
also contains utilities and
services to these
properties.
These additional benefits
are not included in the SMP
economics.

This could reduce the BCR,
although may well be
countered by benefits from
potential loss of utility
provision and access to
properties that would not
themselves be lost to
erosion.
The low rates of cliff
recession along this
frontage are the result of
the presence of the
Portland Harbour
Breakwaters. It is assumed
these will remain for the
life of the Plan and so
continue to influence this
area.

BCR = 1.87
SMP policy is economically
viable based on monetised
benefits alone. Additional
benefits likely to make SMP
policy more robust.
If assumptions about the
breakwaters are wrong it is
only likely to increase the
benefits which may well
make it viable for public
funds to be used to
intervene along this
frontage.

If the breakwaters are not
maintained and eventually
fail, then it is likely that the
rate of recession along this
frontage will increase,
resulting in increased
benefits to justify
intervention using public
funds.
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Policy Unit (Number and
Description)

Preferred Policy
ST (to
2025)

MT (to
2055)

LT (to
2105)

BroadBroad-scale SMP
Review (PV, £m
£m)
Benefits of
Costs of
Policy
Policy

Benefits and Negative
Impacts not Included in
Benefitenefit-Cost Ratio

Key Uncertainties

BenefitBenefit-Cost Ratio &
Justification for SMP Policy

Form of slope stabilisation
works required needs to
be investigated and the
costs of intervention may
be greater than estimated.

5g20

Castle Cove Sailing
Centre to
Dowman Place

HTL will be required in the
long term to ensure critical
infrastructure (main gas
pipeline) that serves many
properties that would
otherwise not be affected
by coastal change.
MR

MR

HTL

£0.24

£0.34

This frontage also contains
important recreational
assets, the value of which
has not been determined.
These additional benefits
are not included in the SMP
economics.

This could reduce the BCR,
although may well be
countered by benefits from
potential loss of utility
provision to properties
that would not themselves
be lost to erosion.
The low rates of cliff
recession along this
frontage are the result of
the presence of the
Portland Harbour
Breakwaters. It is assumed
these will remain for the
life of the Plan and so
continue to influence this
area.

BCR = 0.69
SMP policy is potentially
economically viable if
include additional benefits.
This requires further
investigation.
Also, if assumptions about
the breakwaters are wrong
it is only likely to increase
the benefits which may well
make it viable for public
funds to be used to
intervene along this
frontage.

If the breakwaters are not
maintained and eventually
fail, then it is likely that the
rate of recession along this
frontage will increase,
resulting in increased
benefits to justify
intervention using public
funds.
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Policy Unit (Number and
Description)

5g21

Small Mouth to
Osprey Quay
(Portland
Harbour)

Preferred Policy
ST (to
2025)

HTL

MT (to
2055)

HTL

LT (to
2105)

HTL

BroadBroad-scale SMP
Review (PV, £m
£m)
Benefits of
Costs of
Policy
Policy

£0.60

£4.54

Benefits and Negative
Impacts not Included in
Benefitenefit-Cost Ratio

HTL is required here to
protect the A354 Portland
Beach Road, the only
transport link between the
Isle of Portland and the
rest of the UK and as such
needs to be defended for
the economic benefit of the
area.
The value of the road has
not been included in the
economics.

5g22

Osprey Quay
(Portland
Harbour) to Kings
Pier

Defence provision along
part of this frontage is the
responsibility of private
landowners, including the
Port operator.

HTL

HTL

HTL

£15.17

£11.85

The economic value of
Portland Port, business and
recreational/amenity
resources in this area are
not included in the SMP
economics.

Key Uncertainties
This frontage is sheltered
by Portland Harbour
Breakwaters. It is assumed
that these will remain.
However, if this is not the
case and the frontage is
exposed to greater wave
energy, it is unlikely that
this would affect economic
viability given the
importance of the A354.
The form of future
transport provision along
this frontage is likely to be
influenced by the future
evolution of Chesil Beach
on the western side of the
road.
This frontage is sheltered
by Portland Harbour
Breakwaters. It is assumed
that these will remain.
However, if this is not the
case and the frontage is
exposed to greater wave
energy, it is unlikely that
this would affect economic
viability given the
importance of the area to
the wider economy of the
area.

BenefitBenefit-Cost Ratio &
Justification for SMP Policy

BCR = 0.13
SMP policy is potentially
economically viable if
include additional benefits
from the value of the A354.
This requires further
investigation.

BCR = 1.28
SMP policy is economically
viable based on monetised
benefits alone. Additional
benefits likely to make SMP
policy more robust.
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Policy Unit (Number and
Description)

5g23

Kings Pier to
Portland Bill

6a01

Portland Bill to
West Weare

6a02

Chiswell to Chesil
Beach

Preferred Policy
ST (to
2025)

NAI

NAI

HTL

MT (to
2055)

NAI

NAI

HTL

LT (to
2105)

NAI

NAI

HTL

BroadBroad-scale SMP
Review (PV, £m
£m)
Benefits of
Costs of
Policy
Policy

£0.00

£0.00

£15.79

£0.00

£0.00

£4.67

Benefits and Negative
Impacts not Included in
Benefitenefit-Cost Ratio
NAI along this
predominantly undefended
coast would result in
naturally functioning
coastline with benefits for
designated geological
features.
NAI along this currently
undefended coast would
result in naturally
functioning coastline with
benefits for designated
geological features.
Defence provision along
supports defence to the
low-lying land behind the
defences afforded by the
policies in 5g22.
Defences here also protect
the A354 Portland Beach
Road, the only transport
link between the Isle of
Portland and the rest of
the UK and as such needs
to be defended for the
economic benefit of the
area. The value of the road
has not been included in
the economics.

Key Uncertainties

BenefitBenefit-Cost Ratio &
Justification for SMP Policy

None identified.

Natural frontage. SMP
policy is economically
viable as there are few
assets at risk.

None identified.

Natural frontage. SMP
policy is economically
viable as there are few
assets at risk.

No specific uncertainties
that would affect economic
viability.

BCR = 3.38
SMP policy is economically
viable based on monetised
benefits alone. Additional
benefits likely to make SMP
policy more robust.
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Policy Unit (Number and
Description)

6a03

Chesil Beach (to
Wyke Narrows)

6a04

Chesil Beach and
The Fleet

6a05

Abbotsbury to
Cogden Beach

Preferred Policy
ST (to
2025)

MR

NAI

NAI

MT (to
2055)

MR

NAI

NAI

LT (to
2105)

MR

NAI

NAI

BroadBroad-scale SMP
Review (PV, £m
£m)
Benefits of
Costs of
Policy
Policy

£0.00

£0.40

£0.95

£0.50

£0.00

£0.00

Benefits and Negative
Impacts not Included in
Benefitenefit-Cost Ratio
This part of Chesil Beach is
undefended, but provides
an important defence
function for the A354
Portland Beach Road that
runs behind it. This is the
only transport link between
the Isle of Portland and the
rest of the UK and is of
significant economic
importance to the area.
The value of the road has
not been included in the
economics.
NAI along this
predominantly undefended
coast would result in
naturally functioning
coastline with benefits for
designated geological
features.
NAI along this currently
undefended coast would
result in naturally
functioning coastline with
benefits for designated
geological features.

Key Uncertainties
The form of future
transport provision along
the eastern side of this
frontage is likely to be
influenced by the future
evolution of Chesil Beach.
The frequency of
intervention needed to
restore the defence
function of the beach, and
so the costs estimated in
the SMP, will depend on
the frequency of large
storm events in the future.

BenefitBenefit-Cost Ratio &
Justification for SMP Policy

BCR = 0.00
SMP policy is potentially
economically viable when
take into account that
intervention here is likely
to be occasional and only
following large storm
events to restore the
defence function of the
beach to protect the A354.

None identified.

Natural frontage. SMP
policy is economically
viable as there are few
assets at risk.

None identified.

Natural frontage. SMP
policy is economically
viable as there are few
assets at risk.
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Policy Unit (Number and
Description)

6a06

Cogden Beach to
Hive Beach
(Burton
Bradstock)

6a07

Hive Beach
(Burton
Bradstock)

6a08

Burton Cliff

Preferred Policy
ST (to
2025)

NAI

NAI

NAI

MT (to
2055)

NAI

NAI

NAI

LT (to
2105)

NAI

NAI

NAI

BroadBroad-scale SMP
Review (PV, £m
£m)
Benefits of
Costs of
Policy
Policy

£0.00

£0.38

£0.00

£0.00

£0.00

£0.00

Benefits and Negative
Impacts not Included in
Benefitenefit-Cost Ratio
NAI along this currently
undefended coast would
result in naturally
functioning coastline with
benefits for designated
geological features.
NAI along this
predominantly undefended
coast would result in
naturally functioning
coastline with benefits for
designated geological
features.
NAI along this currently
undefended coast would
result in naturally
functioning coastline with
benefits for designated
geological features.

Key Uncertainties

BenefitBenefit-Cost Ratio &
Justification for SMP Policy

None identified.

Natural frontage. SMP
policy is economically
viable as there are few
assets at risk.

None identified.

Natural frontage. SMP
policy is economically
economically
viable as there are few
assets at risk.

None identified.

Natural frontage. SMP
policy is economically
viable as there are few
assets at risk.
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Policy Unit (Number and
Description)

6a09

6a10

6a11

Freshwater Beach

East
East Cliff (West
Bay)

West Bay (East
Beach to eastern
pier)

Preferred Policy
ST (to
2025)

MR

NAI

HTL

MT (to
2055)

MR

NAI

HTL

LT (to
2105)

MR

NAI

MR

BroadBroad-scale SMP
Review (PV, £m
£m)
Benefits of
Costs of
Policy
Policy

£4.16

£0.00

£1.75

£1.01

£0.00

£3.86

Benefits and Negative
Impacts not Included in
Benefitenefit-Cost Ratio
This policy involves
managing the retreat of the
beach in line with recession
of adjacent cliffs (6a08 and
6a10), as well as
constructing a set-back
defence to ensure flood
risk to the upstream village
of Burton Bradstock
continues to be reduced.
The economics do not
account for the value to
the local economy of the
Freshwater Caravan Park
that will be affected to
some extent by the
realignment of this coast.
NAI along this currently
undefended coast would
result in naturally
functioning coastline with
benefits for designated
geological features.
Realignment to a set back
defence in the long term
will ensure flood risk to the
wider West Bay area
continues to be reduced,
and supports the HTL
policy for the rest of West
Bay (6a12).

Key Uncertainties

BenefitBenefit-Cost Ratio &
Justification for SMP Policy

No specific uncertainties
that would affect economic
viability.

BCR = 4.11
SMP policy is economically
viable based on monetised
benefits alone. Additional
benefits likely to make SMP
policy more robust.

None identified.

Natural frontage. SMP
policy is economically
viable as there are few
assets at risk.

Links to erosion of
adjacent East Cliff, as well
as flood defence benefits to
the wider West Bay area
need to be identified.

BCR = 0.45
SMP policy is potentially
economically viable.
Management of this unit,
and so the economic case,
is linked to the defence of
the rest of West Bay
(6a12). This link requires
further investigation.
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Policy Unit (Number and
Description)

6a12

West Bay (West
Beach from
eastern pier) to
West Cliff (East)
(includes West Bay
Harbour)

6a13

West Cliff (East)
to Thorncombe
Beacon

6a14

Thorncombe
Beacon to
Seatown (East)

Preferred Policy
ST (to
2025)

MT (to
2055)

LT (to
2105)

BroadBroad-scale SMP
Review (PV, £m
£m)
Benefits of
Costs of
Policy
Policy

Benefits and Negative
Impacts not Included in
Benefitenefit-Cost Ratio
HTL protects urban area
and commercial harbour as
well as amenity resources.

HTL

NAI

NAI

HTL

NAI

NAI

HTL

NAI

NAI

£63.01

£0.06

£0.00

£9.15

£0.00

£0.00

Economics do not include
valuation of amenity or
harbour.
NAI along this currently
undefended coast would
result in naturally
functioning coastline with
benefits for designated
geological features.
NAI along this currently
undefended coast would
result in naturally
functioning coastline with
benefits for designated
geological features.

Key Uncertainties

BenefitBenefit-Cost Ratio &
Justification for SMP Policy

Links to erosion of
adjacent East Cliff, as well
as flood defence benefits to
the wider West Bay area
need to be identified.

BCR = 6.89
SMP policy is economically
viable based on monetised
benefits alone. Additional
benefits likely to make SMP
policy more robust.

None identified.

Natural frontage. SMP
policy is economically
viable as there are few
assets at risk.

None identified.

Natural frontage. SMP
policy is economically
viable as there are few
assets at risk.
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Policy Unit (Number and
Description)

6a15

Seatown

6a16

Seatown (West) to
Golden Cap

6a17

Golden Cap to
Charmouth (East)

Preferred Policy
ST (to
2025)

HTL

NAI

NAI

MT (to
2055)

NAI

NAI

NAI

LT (to
2105)

NAI

NAI

NAI

BroadBroad-scale SMP
Review (PV, £m
£m)
Benefits of
Costs of
Policy
Policy

£0.30

£0.00

£0.00

£0.11

£0.00

£0.00

Benefits and Negative
Impacts not Included in
Benefitenefit-Cost Ratio
Maintaining the defences
here in the short term and
into the medium term will
both ensure the scheme
constructed in the mid
1990’s is retained for as
long as possible, as well as
allow time to develop
adaptation measures for
when defence maintenance
is withdrawn.
NAI in the long-term
would result in naturally
functioning coastline with
benefits for designated
geological features.
NAI along this currently
undefended coast would
result in naturally
functioning coastline with
benefits for designated
geological features.
NAI along this currently
undefended coast would
result in naturally
functioning coastline with
benefits for designated
geological features.

Key Uncertainties

No specific uncertainties
that would affect economic
viability.
Longevity with which the
defences here could be
maintained into the
medium term will affect
when maintenance of
defences is withdrawn. This
will in part be affected by
rate of recession of
adjacent cliffs (5g09 and
5g11)

BenefitBenefit-Cost Ratio &
Justification for SMP Policy
BCR = 2.85
SMP policy is economically
viable as the there are
sufficient assets at risk to
justify maintenance of the
existing defences in the
short to medium term to
prolong the life of the
scheme constructed in the
mid-1990’s, but there are
insufficient assets at risk to
justify full replacement of
these defences in the
medium to long term once
the current defences reach
the end of their effective
life.

None identified.

Natural frontage. SMP
policy is economically
viable as there are few
assets at risk.

None identified.

Natural frontage. SMP
policy is economically
viable as there are few
assets at risk.
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Policy Unit (Number and
Description)

6a18

Charmouth

Preferred Policy
ST (to
2025)

HTL

MT (to
2055)

MR

LT (to
2105)

MR

BroadBroad-scale SMP
Review (PV, £m
£m)
Benefits of
Costs of
Policy
Policy

£1.14

£0.92

Benefits and Negative
Impacts not Included in
Benefitenefit-Cost Ratio

Open coast defences
would be maintained for as
long as possible in thee
short term and into the
medium term.
Realignment would seek to
reduce the risk of tidal
flooding upstream.

6a19

6a20

Charmouth
(West) to East
Cliff (Lyme Regis)

East Cliff (Lyme
Regis) to Broad
Ledge (Lyme
Regis)

NAI

HTL

NAI

HTL

NAI

HTL

£0.00

£0.99

£0.00

£2.80

NAI along this currently
undefended coast would
result in naturally
functioning coastline with
benefits for designated
geological features.

Key Uncertainties
Future management here
significantly influenced by
future recession of cliffs to
the west (6a19).
Extent of future tidal flood
risk upstream will influence
when, where and what
form the realigned position
takes. The costs of
realignment may therefore
vary.

None identified.

HTL here to protect
extensive urban area of the
town of Lyme Regis.

Future management here
significantly influenced by
future recession of cliffs to
the east (6a19).

The economic value of a
key access road to the
town is not included in the
economics.

Benefits here also relate to
reducing erosion risk to
assets in adjacent units
(6a21).

BenefitBenefit-Cost Ratio &
Justification for SMP Policy

BCR = 1.23
SMP policy is economically
viable based on monetised
benefits alone. This could
be affected by when, where
and what form realignment
occurs. This requires
further investigation.

Natural frontage. SMP
policy is economically
viable as there are few
assets at risk.

BCR = 0.35
SMP policy is potentially
economically viable if take
into account the additional
benefits of protecting the
highway infrastructure that
is of significant importance
to the town of Lyme Regis.
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Policy Unit (Number and
Description)

6a21

6a22

6a23

Broad Ledge
(Lyme Regis)
Regis) to
The Cobb (Lyme
Regis)

Monmouth Beach

Monmouth Beach
to Seven Rock
Point

Preferred Policy
ST (to
2025)

HTL

HTL

NAI

MT (to
2055)

HTL

MR

NAI

LT (to
2105)

HTL

HTL

NAI

BroadBroad-scale SMP
Review (PV, £m
£m)
Benefits of
Costs of
Policy
Policy

£17.09

£10.04

£0.35

£7.23

£1.02

£0.00

Benefits and Negative
Impacts not Included in
Benefitenefit-Cost Ratio

Key Uncertainties

HTL here to protect
extensive urban area of the
town of Lyme Regis.

Future management here
significantly influenced by
future recession of cliffs to
the west (6a19).

The economic value of the
recreational and amenity
resources located along
this frontage is not included
in the economics.

Benefits here also relate to
reducing erosion risk to
assets in adjacent units
(6a21).

HTL here to protect
extensive urban area of the
town of Lyme Regis against
flood risk. A more formal
defence line would be
constructed in the medium
term to achieve this policy.
The economic value of the
recreational and amenity
resources located along
this frontage is not included
in the economics.
NAI along this currently
undefended coast would
result in naturally
functioning coastline with
benefits for designated
geological features.

Future management here
significantly influenced by
future recession of cliffs to
the west (6a22).
Benefits here also relate to
reducing flood risk to
assets in adjacent units
(6a21), although this needs
to be investigated further.

None identified.

BenefitBenefit-Cost Ratio &
Justification for SMP Policy

BCR = 2.36
SMP policy is economically
viable based on monetised
benefits alone. Additional
benefits likely to make SMP
policy more robust.

BCR = 9.80
SMP policy is economically
viable based on monetised
benefits alone. Additional
benefits likely to make SMP
policy more robust.

Natural frontage. SMP
policy is economically
viable as there are few
assets at risk.
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Policy Unit (Number and
Description)

6a24

6a25

6a26

Seven Rock Point
to Haven Cliff
(West)

Axe Estuary
(Mouth
Breakwater to
Axmouth North)

Axe Estuary
(Axmouth North
to Seaton North)

Preferred Policy
ST (to
2025)

NAI

HTL

MR

MT (to
2055)

NAI

HTL

MR

LT (to
2105)

NAI

HTL

MR

BroadBroad-scale SMP
Review (PV, £m
£m)
Benefits of
Costs of
Policy
Policy

£0.00

£0.70

£2.96

£0.00

£3.09

£1.31

Benefits and Negative
Impacts not Included in
Benefitenefit-Cost Ratio
NAI along this currently
undefended coast would
result in naturally
functioning coastline with
benefits for designated
geological features.
HTL here to protect key
local transport link
between Seaton and
Axmouth, as well as retain
breakwater at the estuary
mouth that serves to keep
the mouth navigable for
vessels to use facilities
within the estuary.
The economic value of
these assets is not included
in the SMP economics.
The Seaton Tramway is an
important resource to the
economy of the area,
although this value is not
included in the SMP
economics.
The value of habitat
created as part of
realignment has also not
been included in the
economics.

Key Uncertainties

None identified.

Linkages between
management of this area in
relation to the rest of the
Axe Estuary need to be
investigated in more detail.

Linkages between
management of this area in
relation to the rest of the
Axe Estuary need to be
investigated in more detail.
Location(s) and extent(s) of
realignment in this area will
affect the economic case
either positively or
negatively.

BenefitBenefit-Cost Ratio &
Justification for SMP Policy

Natural frontage. SMP
policy is economically
viable as there are few
assets at risk.
BCR = 0.23
SMP policy is potentially
economically viable.
Further investigation is
needed to assess the
economic value of
defending the Axmouth
Road along this stretch, as
well as demonstrating the
benefit of retaining a
structure to keep the
estuary mouth open.
BCR = 2.26
SMP policy is economically
viable based on monetised
benefits alone. Additional
benefits likely to make SMP
policy more robust,
although may be mitigated
by higher costs of
realignment (depending on
when and where this
occurs). This requires
further investigation.
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Policy Unit (Number and
Description)

6a27

Axe Estuary
(Seaton East)

Preferred Policy
ST (to
2025)

HTL

MT (to
2055)

HTL

LT (to
2105)

HTL

BroadBroad-scale SMP
Review (PV, £m
£m)
Benefits of
Costs of
Policy
Policy

£10.49

£0.77

Benefits and Negative
Impacts not Included in
Benefitenefit-Cost Ratio
The Seaton Tramway is an
important resource to the
economy of the area,
although this value is not
included in the SMP
economics.

Key Uncertainties

Linkages between
management of this area in
relation to the rest of the
Axe Estuary need to be
investigated in more detail.

HTL to reduce flood risk
to the extensive urban area
of the town of Seaton.

6a28

6a29

Axe Estuary (Spit)

Axe Estuary (Spit)
to Seaton (West)

NAI

HTL

NAI

HTL

NAI

HTL

£0.16

£12.23

£0.00

£8.90

NAI along this
predominantly undefended
coast would result in
naturally functioning
coastline with benefits for
designated geological
features.
HTL to reduce flood and
erosion risk to the
extensive urban area of the
town of Seaton.
Economics do not account
for the tourism and
amenity value of this area.

6a30

Seaton (West) to
Seaton Hole

HTL

MR

MR

£1.51

£1.77

Continued defence here
will reduce but not prevent
erosion altogether.

BenefitBenefit-Cost Ratio &
Justification for SMP Policy

BCR = 13.72
SMP policy is economically
viable based on monetised
benefits alone. Additional
benefits likely to make SMP
policy more robust.

Future evolution of the spit
and its potential influence
of the spit on the rest of
the Axe Estuary needs to
be investigated and
accounted for in measures
introduced within the Axe
Estuary (6a25 to 6a27).

Natural frontage. SMP
policy is economically
viable as there are few
assets at risk.

Requirement for future
beach recharge dependent
upon future sediment
supply from the west, the
rate of which is uncertain.

BCR = 1.37
SMP policy is economically
viable based on monetised
benefits alone. Additional
benefits likely to make SMP
policy more robust.

Rate of future cliff retreat
will determine timing of
realignment.

BCR = 0.85
SMP policy is potentially

economically viable
Links to reducing erosion
risk to the rest of Seaton
(6a29) need to be
investigated.

depending on when
realignment of defences
occurs.
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Policy Unit (Number and
Description)

6a31

6a32

Seaton Hole to
Beer

Beer

6a33

Beer to Beer Head

6a34

Beer Head to
Salcombe Hill

Preferred Policy
ST (to
2025)

NAI

HTL

NAI

NAI

MT (to
2055)

NAI

HTL

NAI

NAI

LT (to
2105)

NAI

HTL

NAI

NAI

BroadBroad-scale SMP
Review (PV, £m
£m)
Benefits of
Costs of
Policy
Policy

£0.00

£0.25

£0.00

£0.00

£0.00

Benefits and Negative
Impacts not Included in
Benefitenefit-Cost Ratio
NAI along this currently
undefended coast would
result in naturally
functioning coastline with
benefits for designated
geological features.
HTL to reduce flood and
erosion risk to the town of
Beer.

£0.19

£0.00

£0.00

Economics do not account
for the tourism and
amenity value of this area.
NAI along this currently
undefended coast would
result in naturally
functioning coastline with
benefits for designated
geological features.
NAI along this
predominantly undefended
coast would result in
naturally functioning
coastline with benefits for
designated geological
features.

Key Uncertainties

BenefitBenefit-Cost Ratio &
Justification for SMP Policy

None identified.

Natural frontage. SMP
policy is economically
viable as there are few
assets at risk.

No specific uncertainties
that would affect economic
viability.

BCR = 1.34
SMP policy is economically
viable based on monetised
benefits alone. Additional
benefits likely to make SMP
policy more robust.

None identified.

Natural frontage. SMP
policy is economically
viable as there are few
assets at risk.

None identified.

Natural frontage. SMP
policy is economically
viable as there are few
assets at risk.
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Policy Unit (Number and
Description)

6a35

River Sid and East
Sidmouth

Preferred Policy
ST (to
2025)

MR

MT (to
2055)

MR

LT (to
2105)

MR

BroadBroad-scale SMP
Review (PV, £m
£m)
Benefits of
Costs of
Policy
Policy

£0.00

£3.26

Benefits and Negative
Impacts not Included in
Benefitenefit-Cost Ratio
Managing the realignment
of the coast aims to reduce
the risk of cliff recession
outflanking the rest of
Sidmouth and exposing
fluvial defences along the
River Sid to coastal
processes.
The economics do not
account for the benefits
incurred in relation to the
protection of the rest of
Sidmouth (6a36) which are
considerable.
HTL to reduce flood and
erosion risk to the town of
Sidmouth.

6a36

6a37

Sidmouth

Chit Rocks to Big
Picket Rock

HTL

NAI

HTL

NAI

HTL

NAI

£49.11

£0.16

£1.55

£0.00

Economics do not account
for the tourism and
amenity value of this area.
NAI along this
predominantly undefended
coast would result in
naturally functioning
coastline with benefits for
designated geological
features.

Key Uncertainties
Frequency of beach
management works will
determine the sustainability
of the realignment policy in
the long term. It may be
necessary to include
control structures which
would alter the estimated
costs.
Retreat of adjacent
undefended cliffs (6a34)
also a significant control on
management of this
frontage.

BenefitBenefit-Cost Ratio &
Justification for SMP Policy

BCR = 0.00
SMP policy is potentially
economically viable if
economics expanded to
account for protection of
the rest of Sidmouth (6a36)
to the east by reducing the
risk of outflanking
impacting upon fluvial
defences along the River
Sid. This requires further
investigation.

No specific uncertainties
that would affect economic
viability.

BCR = 31.71
SMP policy is economically
viable based on monetised
benefits alone. Additional
benefits likely to make SMP
policy more robust.

None identified.

Natural frontage. SMP
policy is economically
viable as there are few
assets at risk.
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Policy Unit (Number and
Description)

6a38

6a39

6a40

Big Picket Rock to
Otterton Ledge

Otter Estuary
(Otterton Ledge
to Budleigh
Salterton East)

Otter Estuary
(Spit)

Preferred Policy
ST (to
2025)

NAI

MR

NAI

MT (to
2055)

NAI

MR

NAI

LT (to
2105)

NAI

MR

NAI

BroadBroad-scale SMP
Review (PV, £m
£m)
Benefits of
Costs of
Policy
Policy

£0.00

£1.63

£0.00

Benefits and Negative
Impacts not Included in
Benefitenefit-Cost Ratio
NAI along this
predominantly undefended
coast would result in
naturally functioning
coastline with benefits for
designated geological
features.

Key Uncertainties

BenefitBenefit-Cost Ratio &
Justification for SMP Policy

None identified.

Natural frontage. SMP
policy is economically
viable as there are few
assets at risk.

£1.21

The value of habitat
created as part of
realignment has not been
included in the economics.

Location(s) and extent(s) of
realignment in this area will
affect the economic case
either positively or
negatively.

BCR = 1.34
SMP policy is economically
viable based on monetised
benefits alone. Additional
benefits likely to make SMP
policy more robust,
although may be mitigated
by higher costs of
realignment (depending on
when and where this
occurs). This requires
further investigation.

£0.00

NAI along this
predominantly undefended
coast would result in
naturally functioning
coastline with benefits for
designated geological
features.

Future evolution of the spit
and its potential influence
of the spit on the rest of
the Otter Estuary needs to
be investigated and
accounted for in measures
introduced within the
Otter Estuary (6a39).

Natural frontage. SMP
policy is economically
viable as there are few
assets at risk.

£0.00
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Policy Unit (Number and
Description)

Preferred Policy
ST (to
2025)

MT (to
2055)

LT (to
2105)

BroadBroad-scale SMP
Review (PV, £m
£m)
Benefits of
Costs of
Policy
Policy

Benefits and Negative
Impacts not Included in
Benefitenefit-Cost Ratio

Key Uncertainties

BenefitBenefit-Cost Ratio &
Justification for SMP Policy

HTL to reduce flood and
erosion risk to the town of
Budleigh Salterton.

6a41

Budleigh Salterton

6a42

Budleigh Salterton
(West) to Straight
Point

6a43

Straight Point to
Orcombe Rocks

HTL

NAI

NAI

HTL

NAI

NAI

HTL

NAI

NAI

£0.80

£0.50

£0.00

£4.92

£0.00

£0.00

Economics do not account
for the tourism and
amenity value of this area,
which are likely to be
significant as the most
seaward part of the town,
and so the area most at
risk consists of assets
related to these areas.
NAI along this currently
undefended coast would
result in naturally
functioning coastline with
benefits for designated
geological features.
NAI along this currently
undefended coast would
result in naturally
functioning coastline with
benefits for designated
geological features.

Tourism and amenity
benefits need to be
investigated.

BCR = 0.16
SMP policy is potentially
economically viable if
include tourism and
amenity benefits. This
requires further
investigation.

None identified.

Natural frontage. SMP
policy is economically
viable as there are few
assets at risk.

None identified.

Natural frontage. SMP
policy is economically
viable as there are few
assets at risk.
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Policy Unit (Number and
Description)

Preferred Policy
ST (to
2025)

MT (to
2055)

LT (to
2105)

BroadBroad-scale SMP
Review (PV, £m
£m)
Benefits of
Costs of
Policy
Policy

Benefits and Negative
Impacts not Included in
Benefitenefit-Cost Ratio

Key Uncertainties

HTL to reduce flood and
erosion risk to the eastern
part of the town of
Exmouth.

6a44

6a45

Orcombe Rocks
to Maer Rocks

The Maer

HTL

HTL

HTL

MR

HTL

HTL

£0.00

£0.00

£1.88

£2.44

Economics do not account
for the tourism and
amenity value of this area,
which are likely to be
significant as the most
seaward part of the town,
and to the area most at
risk, consists of assets
related to these areas.
Economics do not account
for the current tourism and
amenity value of this area,
which are likely to be
significant as the most
seaward part of the town,
and to the area most at
risk, consists of assets
related to these areas.
No account of potential
benefits in terms of habitat
creation and retention of
beach in the long term
through realignment has
been made in the
economics.

Tourism and amenity
benefits need to be
investigated.

BenefitBenefit-Cost Ratio &
Justification for SMP Policy

BCR = 0.0
SMP policy is potentially
potentially
economically viable if
include tourism and
amenity benefits. This
requires further
investigation.

Tourism and amenity
benefits need to be
investigated.
Links to management of
flood risk for the rest of
Exmouth (6a46) also need
to be investigated
This area is also proposed
for future land
development. If this were
to go ahead then MR
would be less feasible and
HTL would be preferred
policy.

BCR = 0.0
SMP policy is potentially
economically viable if
include tourism and
amenity benefits, as well as
benefits for flood risk
management to the rest of
Exmouth (6a46). This
requires further
investigation.
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Policy Unit (Number and
Description)

Preferred Policy
ST (to
2025)

MT (to
2055)

LT (to
2105)

BroadBroad-scale SMP
Review (PV, £m
£m)
Benefits of
Costs of
Policy
Policy

Benefits and Negative
Impacts not Included in
Benefitenefit-Cost Ratio

Key Uncertainties

BenefitBenefit-Cost Ratio &
Justification for SMP Policy

No specific uncertainties
that would affect economic
viability.

BCR = 99.51
SMP policy is economically
viable based on monetised
benefits alone. Additional
benefits likely to make SMP
policy more robust.

No specific uncertainties
that would affect economic
viability.

BCR = 7.47
SMP policy is economically
viable based on monetised
benefits alone. Additional
benefits likely to make SMP
policy more robust.

No specific uncertainties
that would affect economic
viability.

BCR = 175.72
SMP policy is economically
viable
viable based on monetised
benefits alone.

HTL to reduce flood risk
to the town of Exmouth.

6a46

Harbour View to
Exmouth Pier

6a47

Exmouth Spit

6b01

Exe Estuary Exmouth (west)

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

£114.45

£24.04

£176.31

£1.15

£3.22

£1.00

Economics do not account
for the tourism and
amenity value of this area,
which are likely to be
significant as the most
seaward part of the town,
and so the area most at
risk, consists of assets
related to these areas.
HTL to reduce flood risk
to the town of Exmouth.
Economics do not account
for the tourism and
amenity value of this area,
which are likely to be
significant as the most
seaward part of the town,
and so the area most at
risk, consists of assets
related to these areas.
HTL to reduce flood risk
to the town of Exmouth.
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Policy Unit (Number and
Description)

6b02

6b03

6b04

Exe Estuary Exmouth (west) to
Lympstone

Exe Estuary Lympstone

Exe Estuary Nutwell Park

Preferred Policy
ST (to
2025)

HTL

MT (to
2055)

HTL

LT (to
2105)

HTL

BroadBroad-scale SMP
Review (PV, £m
£m)
Benefits of
Costs of
Policy
Policy

£26.55

£1.01

Benefits and Negative
Impacts not Included in
Benefitenefit-Cost Ratio
HTL to reduce flood risk
to the assets along this part
of the eastern side of the
Exe Estuary, which link also
to the protection of
Exmouth (6b01) and the
railway line.
Economic value of the
railway line in this area, and
key recreational assets
such as cycle routes are
not included in the
economics.
HTL to reduce flood risk
to Lympstone and railway.

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

£16.46

£0.18

£0.70

£0.56

Economic value of the
railway line in this area, and
key recreational assets
such as cycle routes are
not included in the
economics.
HTL to reduce flood risk
to the railway line.
Economic value of the
railway line in this area, and
key recreational assets
such as cycle routes are
not included in the
economics.

Key Uncertainties

BenefitBenefit-Cost Ratio &
Justification for SMP Policy

No specific uncertainties
that would affect economic
viability.

BCR = 26.33
SMP policy is economically
conomically
viable based on monetised
benefits alone. Additional
benefits likely to make SMP
policy more robust.

No specific uncertainties
that would affect economic
viability.

BCR = 23.68
SMP policy is economically
viable based on monetised
benefits alone. Additional
benefits likely to make SMP
policy more robust.

Value of defending this area
relates to the same policies
along other parts of this
eastern side of the Exe
Estuary that protect the
railway line between
Exmouth and Exeter.

BCR = 0.31
SMP policy is potentially
economically viable when
take account of the
economic value of the
railway line along the entire
length of the east side of
the Exe Estuary.
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Policy Unit (Number and
Description)

Preferred Policy
ST (to
2025)

MT (to
2055)

LT (to
2105)

BroadBroad-scale SMP
Review (PV, £m
£m)
Benefits of
Costs of
Policy
Policy

Benefits and Negative
Impacts not Included in
Benefitenefit-Cost Ratio
HTL to reduce flood risk
to the railway line and
MoD facilities.

6b05

6b06

6b07

Exe Estuary Lympstone
Commando

Exe Estuary Exton

Exe Estuary Exton to Lower
Clyst

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

£0.00

£0.20

£5.61

£0.73

£0.85

£1.57

Economic value of the
railway line in this area, and
key recreational assets
such as cycle routes are
not included in the
economics. Value of MoD
assets also not included.
HTL to reduce flood risk
to Exton and the railway
line.
Economic value of the
railway line in this area, and
key recreational assets
such as cycle routes are
not included in the
economics.
HTL to reduce flood risk
to the railway line.
Economic value of the
railway line in this area, and
key recreational assets
such as cycle routes are
not included in the
economics.

Key Uncertainties

BenefitBenefit-Cost Ratio &
Justification for SMP Policy

Value of defending this area
relates to the same policies
along other parts of this
eastern side of the Exe
Estuary that protect the
railway line between
Exmouth and Exeter.

BCR = 0.0
SMP policy is potentially
economically viable when
take account of the
economic value of the
railway line along the entire
length of the east side of
the Exe Estuary.

Value of defending this area
relates to the same policies
along other parts of this
eastern side of the Exe
Estuary that protect the
railway line between
Exmouth and Exeter.

BCR = 0.23
SMP policy is potentially
economically viable when
take account of the
economic value of the
railway line along the entire
length of the east side of
the Exe Estuary.

Value of defending this area
also relates to the same
policies along other parts
of this eastern side of the
Exe Estuary that protect
the railway line between
Exmouth and Exeter.

BCR = 3.59
SMP policy is economically
viable based on monetised
benefits alone.
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Policy Unit (Number and
Description)

Preferred Policy
ST (to
2025)

MT (to
2055)

LT (to
2105)

BroadBroad-scale SMP
Review (PV, £m
£m)
Benefits of
Costs of
Policy
Policy

Benefits and Negative
Impacts not Included in
Benefitenefit-Cost Ratio

Key Uncertainties

BenefitBenefit-Cost Ratio &
Justification for SMP Policy

Location(s) and extent(s) of
realignment in this area will
affect the economic case
either positively or
negatively.

BCR = 4.46
SMP policy is economically
viable based on monetised
benefits alone. Additional
benefits likely to make SMP
policy more robust,
although may be mitigated
by higher costs of
realignment (depending on
when and where this
occurs). This requires
further investigation.

No specific uncertainties
that would affect economic
viability.

BCR = 6.17
SMP policy is economically
viable based on monetised
benefits alone.

Value of defending this area
also relates to the same
policies along other parts
of the Exe Estuary to
continue to reduce flood
risk to developed areas.

BCR = 0.23
SMP policy is potentially
economically viable when
consider additional
benefits. This requires
further investigation.

Realignment is intended to
reduce flood risk to people
and property whilst
providing habitat creation
opportunities.

6b08

Exe Estuary Lower Clyst

MR

MR

MR

£3.31

£0.74

The value of habitat
created as part of
realignment has not been
included in the economics.
The economic value of the
local road that runs across
this area has also not been
included in the economics.

6b09

6b10

Exe Estuary Topsham

Exe Estuary - M5
(east) to St James'
Weir

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

£40.23

£0.68

£6.52

£3.28

HTL to continue to reduce
flood risk to the developed
area of Topsham.
HTL by maintaining
defences along this already
defended frontage to
reduce flood risk to
property, highways and
infrastructure in Exeter.
The value of highways and
infrastructure are not
included in the SMP
economics.
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Policy Unit (Number and
Description)

6b11

Exe Estuary Topsham Sludge
beds

6b12

Exe Estuary - St
James' Weir to M5
(west)

6b13

Exe Estuary - M5
(west) to Turf
Lock

Preferred Policy
ST (to
2025)

HTL

HTL

HTL

MT (to
2055)

HTL

HTL

HTL

LT (to
2105)

HTL

HTL

HTL

BroadBroad-scale SMP
Review (PV, £m
£m)
Benefits of
Costs of
Policy
Policy

£16.31

£4.33

£25.41

Benefits and Negative
Impacts not Included in
Benefitenefit-Cost Ratio

Key Uncertainties

£1.30

HTL does not account for
value of infrastructure
assets or the mainline
railway that runs across
this area.

No specific uncertainties
that would affect economic
viability.

£2.11

HTL does not account for
value of infrastructure
assets or the mainline
railway that runs across
this area.

No specific uncertainties
that would affect economic
viability.

£1.97

HTL does not account for
value of infrastructure
assets or the mainline
railway that runs across
this area.

No specific uncertainties
that would affect economic
viability.

BenefitBenefit-Cost Ratio &
Justification for SMP Policy
BCR = 12.50
SMP policy is economically
viable based on monetised
benefits alone. Additional
benefits likely to make SMP
policy more robust.
BCR = 2.05
SMP policy is economically
viable based on monetised
benefits alone. Additional
benefits likely to make SMP
policy more robust.
BCR = 12.92
SMP policy is economically
viable based on monetised
benefits alone. Additional
benefits likely to make SMP
policy more robust.
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Policy Unit (Number and
Description)

Preferred Policy
ST (to
2025)

MT (to
2055)

LT (to
2105)

BroadBroad-scale SMP
Review (PV, £m
£m)
Benefits of
Costs of
Policy
Policy

Benefits and Negative
Impacts not Included in
Benefitenefit-Cost Ratio

Key Uncertainties

BenefitBenefit-Cost Ratio &
Justification for SMP Policy

Realignment is intended to
reduce flood risk to people
and property whilst
providing habitat creation
opportunities.

6b14

6b15

Exe Estuary - Turf
Lock to
Powderham

Exe Estuary Powderham
(south)

The value of habitat
created as part of
realignment has not been
included in the economics.
HTL

MR

HTL

£5.54

£1.59
The economic value of the
mainline railway that runs
across this area has also
not been included in the
economics, although the
policy would intend to
continue to protect this
asset and so any value
would form part of the
economic benefits.

HTL

HTL

HTL

£1.19

Location(s) and extent(s) of
realignment in this area will
affect the economic case
either positively or
negatively.

£0.69

HTL aims to protect the
mainline railway that runs
across this area. This has a
significant economic value
although this has not been
included in the SMP
economics.

Implications for mainline
railway may make it
unfeasible to implement
MR, in which case HTL
would occur.

No specific uncertainties
that would affect economic
viability.

BCR = 3.48
SMP policy is economically
viable based on monetised
benefits alone. Additional
benefits likely to make SMP
policy more robust.

BCR = 1.72
SMP policy is economically
viable based on monetised
benefits alone. Additional
benefits from including the
mainline railway value likely
to make SMP policy more
robust.
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Policy Unit (Number and
Description)

Preferred Policy
ST (to
2025)

MT (to
2055)

LT (to
2105)

BroadBroad-scale SMP
Review (PV, £m
£m)
Benefits of
Costs of
Policy
Policy

Benefits and Negative
Impacts not Included in
Benefitenefit-Cost Ratio

Key Uncertainties

BenefitBenefit-Cost Ratio &
Justification for SMP Policy

No specific uncertainties
that would affect economic
viability.

BCR = 62.22
SMP policy is economically
viable based on monetised
benefits alone. Additional
benefits from including the
mainline railway value likely
to make SMP policy more
robust.

No specific uncertainties
that would affect economic
viability.

BCR = 2.24
SMP policy is economically
viable based on monetised
benefits alone. Additional
benefits from including the
mainline railway value likely
to make SMP policy more
robust.

HTL to continue to reduce
flood risk to the developed
area of Starcross.

6b16

6b17

Exe Estuary Starcross

Exe Estuary Cockwood

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

£83.30

£1.15

£1.34

£0.51

The economic value of the
mainline railway that runs
across this area has also
not been included in the
economics, although the
policy would intend to
continue to protect this
asset and so any value
would form part of the
economic benefits.
HTL to continue to reduce
flood risk to the developed
area of Cockwood.
The economic value of the
mainline railway that runs
across this area has also
not been included in the
economics, although the
policy would intend to
continue to protect this
asset and so any value
would form part of the
economic benefits.
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Policy Unit (Number and
Description)

6b18

6b19

6b20

Exe Estuary Cockwood to The
Warren

Dawlish Warren
(inner side)

Dawlish Warren
(East - distal end)

Preferred Policy
ST (to
2025)

HTL

MT (to
2055)

HTL

LT (to
2105)

HTL

NAI

To be determined
by more detailed
study in the short
term

HTL

To be determined
by more detailed
study in the short
term

BroadBroad-scale SMP
Review (PV, £m
£m)
Benefits of
Costs of
Policy
Policy

£3.23

£0.00

£0.00

Benefits and Negative
Impacts not Included in
Benefitenefit-Cost Ratio

Key Uncertainties

£1.59

HTL aims to protect the
mainline railway that runs
across this area. This has a
significant economic value
although this has not been
included in the SMP
economics.

No specific uncertainties
that would affect economic
viability.

£0.00

NAI along the currently
undefended frontage of the
inner side of Dawlish
Warren will allow natural
processes to continue.

Future management of this
frontage is dependent upon
the future management for
the rest of Dawlish Warren
(6b20 to 6b22).

£0.75

HTL aims to ensure the
important defence function
of Dawlish Warren is
maintained for the benefit
of the inner estuary.

Future management of this
frontage is dependent upon
more detailed
investigations in the short
term.

BenefitBenefit-Cost Ratio &
Justification for SMP Policy
BCR = 2.03
SMP policy is economically
viable based on monetised
benefits alone. Additional
benefits from including the
mainline railway value likely
to make SMP policy more
robust.
Natural frontage. SMP
policy is economically
viable in the short term
whilst longer term
management of the whole
of Dawlish Warren is
determined.
BCR = 0.00
SMP policy is potentially
economically viable in the
short term to ensure that
Dawlish Warren is
maintained in about its
present position to provide
flood risk benefits for the
wider Exe Estuary. These
benefits require further
investigation.
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Policy Unit (Number and
Description)

6b21

Dawlish Warren
(Central - gabion
defences)

Preferred Policy
ST (to
2025)

HTL

MT (to
2055)

LT (to
2105)

To be determined
by more detailed
study in the short
term

BroadBroad-scale SMP
Review (PV, £m
£m)
Benefits of
Costs of
Policy
Policy

£0.00

£1.11

Benefits and Negative
Impacts not Included in
Benefitenefit-Cost Ratio

HTL aims to ensure the
important defence function
of Dawlish Warren is
maintained for the benefit
of the inner estuary.

Key Uncertainties

BenefitBenefit-Cost Ratio &
Justification for SMP Policy

Future management of this
frontage is dependent upon
more detailed
investigations in the short
term.

BCR = 0.00
SMP policy is potentially
economically viable in the
short term to ensure that
Dawlish Warren is
maintained in about its
present position to provide
flood risk benefits for the
wider Exe Estuary. These
benefits require further
investigation.

Future management of this
frontage is dependent upon
more detailed
investigations in the short
term.

BCR = 72.75
SMP policy is economically
viable in the short term to
ensure that Dawlish
Warren is maintained in
about its present position
to provide flood risk
benefits for the wider Exe
Estuary. These benefits
require further
investigation.

HTL aims to ensure the
important defence function
of Dawlish Warren is
maintained for the benefit
of the inner estuary.

6b22

Dawlish Warren
(West - hard
defences)

HTL

To be determined
by more detailed
study in the short
term

£32.53

£0.45

The economic value of the
mainline railway that runs
across this area has also
not been included in the
economics, although the
policy would intend to
continue to protect this
asset and so any value
would form part of the
economic benefits.
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Policy Unit (Number and
Description)

6b23

Langstone Rock to
Coryton
Coryton Cove

Preferred Policy
ST (to
2025)

HTL

MT (to
2055)

HTL

LT (to
2105)

HTL

BroadBroad-scale SMP
Review (PV, £m
£m)
Benefits of
Costs of
Policy
Policy

£0.30

£28.00

Benefits and Negative
Impacts not Included in
Benefitenefit-Cost Ratio
HTL aims to protect the
mainline railway that runs
across this area. This has a
significant economic value
although this has not been
included in the SMP
economics.

Key Uncertainties

Amenity value of the
frontage needs to be
investigated.

This frontage also protects
the town of Dawlish and
has a significant amenity
value that is also not
included in the economics.

6b24

6b25

Coryton Cove to
Holcombe

Holcombe to
Sprey Point

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

£0.00

£0.00

£7.75

HTL aims to protect the
mainline railway that runs
across this area. This has a
significant economic value
although this has not been
included in the SMP
economics.

£10.79

HTL aims to protect the
mainline railway that runs
across this area. This has a
significant economic value
although this has not been
included in the SMP
economics.

No specific uncertainties
that would affect economic
viability.
HTL here links with like
policies to protect the
mainline railway in the rest
of the SMP.
No specific uncertainties
that would affect economic
viability.
HTL here links with like
policies to protect the
mainline railway in the rest
of the SMP.

BenefitBenefit-Cost Ratio &
Justification for SMP Policy

BCR = 0.01
SMP policy is potentially
economically viable once
take account for the
economic value of the
mainline railway and
amenity value of the
frontage.

BCR = 0.00
SMP policy is potentially
economically viable once
take account for the
economic value of the
mainline railway.

BCR = 0.00
SMP policy is potentially
economically viable once
take account for the
economic value of the
mainline railway.
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Policy Unit (Number and
Description)

6b26

Sprey Point

Preferred Policy
ST (to
2025)

HTL

MT (to
2055)

HTL

LT (to
2105)

HTL

BroadBroad-scale SMP
Review (PV, £m
£m)
Benefits of
Costs of
Policy
Policy

£0.00

£3.19

Benefits and Negative
Impacts not Included in
Benefitenefit-Cost Ratio
HTL aims to protect the
mainline railway that runs
across this area. This has a
significant economic value
although this has not been
included in the SMP
economics.
HTL aims to protect the
mainline railway that runs
across this area. This has a
significant economic value
although this has not been
included in the SMP
economics.

6b27

Sprey Point
Point to
Teignmouth Pier

HTL

HTL

HTL

£0.00

£13.12

Economics also do not
account for the tourism
and amenity value of this
area, which are likely to be
significant as the most
seaward part of the town
of Teignmouth, and so the
area most at risk, consists
of assets related to these
areas.

Key Uncertainties
No specific uncertainties
that would affect economic
viability.
HTL here links with like
policies to protect the
mainline railway in the rest
of the SMP.

No specific uncertainties
that would affect economic
viability.
HTL here links with like
policies to protect the
mainline railway in the rest
of the SMP.

BenefitBenefit-Cost Ratio &
Justification for SMP Policy

BCR = 0.00
SMP policy is potentially
economically viable once
take account for the
economic value of the
mainline railway.

BCR = 0.00
SMP policy is potentially
economically viable once
take account for the
economic value of the
mainline railway and
amenity value of the
frontage.
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Policy Unit (Number and
Description)

Preferred Policy
ST (to
2025)

MT (to
2055)

LT (to
2105)

BroadBroad-scale SMP
Review (PV, £m
£m)
Benefits of
Costs of
Policy
Policy

Benefits and Negative
Impacts not Included in
Benefitenefit-Cost Ratio
HTL aims to protect urban
area of the town of
Teignmouth.

6b28
6b28

6b29

Teignmouth Pier
to The Point

The Point

HTL

MR

HTL

MR

HTL

MR

£0.00

£0.00

£2.77

£11.07

Economics do not account
for the tourism and
amenity value of this area,
which are likely to be
significant as the most
seaward part of the town,
and so the area most at
risk, consists of assets
related to these areas.
Benefits of managing this
area would need to be
related to the wider Teign
Estuary. Such a link has not
been made in the SMP
economics.

Key Uncertainties

No specific uncertainties
that would affect economic
viability.
HTL here links with like
policies to protect the
mainline railway in the rest
of the SMP.

MR here would only occur
if detailed study in the
short term shows that it is
needed for the benefit of
the rest of the Teign
Estuary. Otherwise this
area would be left to
function largely naturally.

BenefitBenefit-Cost Ratio &
Justification for SMP Policy

BCR = 0.00
SMP policy is potentially
economically viable once
take account for the
economic value of the
mainline railway and
amenity value of the
frontage.

BCR = 0.00
SMP policy is potentially
economically viable as
intervention is likely to
only be occasional at best,
and would be linked to the
management of flood risk
in the wider Teign Estuary.
This requires further study.
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Policy Unit (Number and
Description)

6b30

6b31

Teign Estuary The Point to
to
Teignmouth and
Shaldon Bridge

Teign Estuary North Shore
(Teignmouth and
Shaldon Bridge to
Passage House
Hotel)

Preferred Policy
ST (to
2025)

HTL

MT (to
2055)

HTL

LT (to
2105)

HTL

BroadBroad-scale SMP
Review (PV, £m
£m)
Benefits of
Costs of
Policy
Policy

£18.03

£4.83

Benefits and Negative
Impacts not Included in
Benefitenefit-Cost Ratio
HTL aims to protect the
developed area of the town
of Teignmouth and the
mainline railway that runs
across this area. The
railway has a significant
economic value although
this has not been included
in the SMP economics.

Key Uncertainties

BenefitBenefit-Cost Ratio &
Justification for SMP Policy

No specific uncertainties
that would affect economic
viability.

BCR = 3.73
SMP policy is economically
viable based on monetised
benefits alone. Additional
benefits likely to make SMP
policy more robust.

No specific uncertainties
that would affect economic
viability.

BCR = 6.36
SMP policy is economically
conomically
viable based on monetised
benefits alone. Additional
benefits from including the
mainline railway value likely
to make SMP policy more
robust.

The economic value of
Teignmouth docks has also
not been included in the
economics.
Benefits link to the
reduction in flood risk to
the town of Teignmouth.

HTL

HTL

HTL

£70.48

£11.07

HTL also aims to protect
the mainline railway that
runs across this area. This
has a significant economic
value although this has not
been included in the SMP
economics.
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Policy Unit (Number and
Description)

Preferred Policy
ST (to
2025)

MT (to
2055)

LT (to
2105)

BroadBroad-scale SMP
Review (PV, £m
£m)
Benefits of
Costs of
Policy
Policy

Benefits and Negative
Impacts not Included in
Benefitenefit-Cost Ratio

Key Uncertainties

BenefitBenefit-Cost Ratio &
Justification for SMP Policy

No specific uncertainties
that would affect economic
viability.

BCR = 63.52
SMP policy is economically
viable based on monetised
benefits alone.

No specific uncertainties
that would affect economic
viability.

BCR = 48.31
SMP policy is economically
viable based on monetised
benefits alone.

No specific uncertainties
that would affect economic
viability.

BCR = 2.90
SMP policy is economically
viable based on monetised
benefits alone.

Realignment is intended to
reduce flood risk to people
and property whilst
providing habitat creation
opportunities.

6b32

Teign Estuary Passage House
Hotel to
Kingsteignton
Road Bridge

The value of habitat
created as part of
realignment has not been
included in the economics.
HTL

MR

MR

6b33

Teign Estuary Kingsteignton and
Newton Abbot

HTL

HTL

HTL

6b34

Teign Estuary South Shore
(Newton Abbot to
Shaldon)

NAI
(locally
HTL)

NAI
(locally
HTL)

NAI
(locally
HTL)

£94.98

£87.49

£3.26

£1.50

£1.81

£1.13

The economic value of the
mainline railway that runs
across this area has also
not been included in the
economics, although the
policy would intend to
continue to protect this
asset and so any value
would form part of the
economic benefits.
HTL to continue to reduce
flood risk to the urban area
of the town of Newton
Abbot
HTL to continue to reduce
flood risk to key assets
along this largely
undefended frontage,
including a sewage
treatment to works.
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Policy Unit (Number and
Description)

6b35

Teign Estuary Shaldon

6b36

Shaldon (The
Ness) to
Maidencombe
(North)

6b37

Maidencombe

6b38

Maidencombe
(South) to
Watcombe Head

6b39

Watcombe

Preferred Policy
ST (to
2025)
HTL

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

MT (to
2055)
HTL

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

LT (to
2105)
HTL

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

BroadBroad-scale SMP
Review (PV, £m
£m)
Benefits of
Costs of
Policy
Policy
£56.45

£0.47

£0.10

£0.00

£0.00

£1.15

£0.00

£0.00

£0.00

£0.00

Benefits and Negative
Impacts not Included in
Benefitenefit-Cost Ratio
HTL to continue to reduce
flood and erosion risk to
the urban area of the town
of Shaldon.
NAI along this currently
undefended coast would
result in naturally
functioning coastline with
benefits for designated
geological features.
NAI along this
predominantly undefended
coast would result in
naturally functioning
coastline with benefits for
designated geological
features.
NAI along this currently
undefended coast would
result in naturally
functioning coastline with
benefits for designated
geological features.
NAI along this
predominantly undefended
coast would result in
naturally functioning
coastline with benefits for
designated geological
features.

Key Uncertainties

BenefitBenefit-Cost Ratio &
Justification for SMP Policy

No specific uncertainties
that would affect economic
viability.

BCR = 48.98
SMP policy is economically
viable based on monetised
benefits alone.

None identified.

Natural frontage. SMP
policy is economically
viable as there are few
assets at risk.

None identified.

Natural frontage. SMP
policy is economically
viable as there are few
assets at risk.

None identified.

Natural frontage. SMP
policy is economically
viable as there are few
assets at risk.

None identified.

Natural frontage. SMP
policy is economically
viable as there are few
assets at risk.
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Policy Unit (Number and
Description)

6b40

6b41

6b42

Watcombe to
Petit Tor Point

Petit Tor Point to
Walls Hill

Walls Hill

Preferred Policy
ST (to
2025)

NAI

HTL

NAI

MT (to
2055)

NAI

HTL

NAI

LT (to
2105)

NAI

HTL

NAI

BroadBroad-scale SMP
Review (PV, £m
£m)
Benefits of
Costs of
Policy
Policy

£0.00

£0.00

£1.66

£0.00

£4.34

£0.00

Benefits and Negative
Impacts not Included in
Benefitenefit-Cost Ratio
NAI along this currently
undefended coast would
result in naturally
functioning coastline with
benefits for designated
geological features.
Defences here are
primarily for providing
amenity resources at the
current time. However
they do also protect the
cliff toe from erosion, with
the cliff top area being
extensively developed. HTL
here will ensure that risk of
erosion to this extensive
area remains low whilst
retaining amenity assets of
value to the economy of
the area.
The value of the amenity
resource has not been
included in the economics.
NAI along this currently
undefended coast would
result in naturally
functioning coastline with
benefits for designated
geological features.

Key Uncertainties

BenefitBenefit-Cost Ratio &
Justification for SMP Policy

None identified.

Natural frontage. SMP
policy is economically
viable as there are few
assets at risk.

Amenity value of the assets
and likely erosion risk if
they are not retained
requires further
investigation.

BCR = 0.00
SMP policy is potentially
economically viable if take
into account amenity value.
This requires further
investigation.

None identified.

Natural frontage. SMP
policy is economically
viable as there are few
assets at risk.
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Policy Unit (Number and
Description)

6b43

Anstey's
Anstey's Cove

6b44

Anstey's Cove to
Hope's Nose

6b45

Hope’s Nose to
Meadfoot Beach
(East)

Preferred Policy
ST (to
2025)

NAI

NAI

NAI

MT (to
2055)

NAI

NAI

NAI

LT (to
2105)

NAI

NAI

NAI

BroadBroad-scale SMP
Review (PV, £m
£m)
Benefits of
Costs of
Policy
Policy

£0.00

£0.00

£0.00

£0.00

£0.00

£0.00

Benefits and Negative
Impacts not Included in
Benefitenefit-Cost Ratio
NAI along this
predominantly undefended
coast would result in
naturally functioning
coastline with benefits for
designated geological
features.
NAI along this currently
undefended coast would
result in naturally
functioning coastline with
benefits for designated
geological features.
NAI along this currently
undefended coast would
result in naturally
functioning coastline with
benefits for designated
geological features.

Key Uncertainties

BenefitBenefit-Cost Ratio &
Justification for SMP Policy

None identified.

Natural frontage. SMP
policy is economically
viable as there are few
assets at risk.

None identified.

Natural frontage. SMP
policy is economically
viable as there are few
assets at risk.

None identified.

Natural frontage. SMP
policy is economically
viable as there are few
assets at risk.
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Policy Unit (Number and
Description)

6b46

6b47

Meadfoot Beach

Meadfoot Beach
(West) to Beacon
Cove

Preferred Policy
ST (to
2025)

HTL

NAI

MT (to
2055)

HTL

NAI

LT (to
2105)

HTL

NAI

BroadBroad-scale SMP
Review (PV, £m
£m)
Benefits of
Costs of
Policy
Policy

£0.00

£0.00

£3.08

£0.00

Benefits and Negative
Impacts not Included in
Benefitenefit-Cost Ratio
Defences here are
primarily for providing
amenity resources at the
current time. However
they do also protect the
cliff toe from erosion, with
the cliff top area being
extensively developed and
including a major highway
link. HTL here will ensure
that risk of erosion to this
extensive area remains low
whilst retaining amenity
assets of value to the
economy of the area.
The value of the amenity
resource and highway
protected by defences
along this frontage has not
been included in the
economics.
NAI along this currently
undefended coast would
result in naturally
functioning coastline with
benefits for designated
geological features.

Key Uncertainties

BenefitBenefit-Cost Ratio &
Justification for SMP Policy

Amenity value of the assets
and likely erosion risk if
they are not retained
requires further
investigation.

BCR = 0.00
SMP policy is potentially
economically viable if take
into account amenity and
highway value. This
requires further
investigation.

None identified.

Natural frontage. SMP
policy is economically
viable as there are few
assets at risk.
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Policy Unit (Number and
Description)

Preferred Policy
ST (to
2025)

MT (to
2055)

LT (to
2105)

BroadBroad-scale SMP
Review (PV, £m
£m)
Benefits of
Costs of
Policy
Policy

Benefits and Negative
Impacts not Included in
Benefitenefit-Cost Ratio

Key Uncertainties

BenefitBenefit-Cost Ratio &
Justification for SMP Policy

No specific uncertainties
that would affect economic
viability.

BCR = 1.29
SMP policy is economically
viable based on monetised
benefits alone. Additional
benefits likely to make SMP
policy more robust.

Amenity value requires
further investigation.

BCR = 0.17
SMP policy is potentially
economically viable when
take into account amenity
benefits. This requires
further investigation.

HTL will ensure defences
continue to reduce flood
risk to this part of
Torquay.
6b48

6b49

Beacon Cove to
Torre Abbey
Sands (Torquay
Harbour)
Harbour)

Torre Abbey
Sands

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

£8.59

£0.57

£6.80

This area also includes
Torquay Marina which is a
significant economic
resource for the area. The
value of the marina has not
been included in the
economics.
HTL along this frontage will
ensure that flood risk in
this area continues to be
reduced whilst beach
resource of benefit to the
tourism value of the
frontage is likely to be
maintained.

£3.43
Retention of beach
resource is likely to be of
increasing amenity value in
terms of the wider region
as other beaches are lost as
sea levels rise. This is not
accounted for in the
economics.
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Policy Unit (Number and
Description)

6b50

6b51

6b52

Corbyn's Head

Livermead Sands

Livermead Head

Preferred Policy
ST (to
2025)

NAI

HTL

NAI

MT (to
2055)

NAI

HTL

NAI

LT (to
2105)

NAI

HTL

NAI

BroadBroad-scale SMP
Review (PV, £m
£m)
Benefits of
Costs of
Policy
Policy

£0.00

£0.00

£0.00

£0.00

£1.50

£0.00

Benefits and Negative
Impacts not Included in
Benefitenefit-Cost Ratio
NAI along this currently
undefended coast would
result in naturally
functioning coastline with
benefits for designated
geological features.
HTL along this frontage will
ensure that erosion risk to
a main highway link in this
area continues to be
reduced whilst beach
resource of benefit to the
tourism value of the
frontage is likely to be
maintained.
Retention of beach
resource is likely to be of
increasing amenity value in
terms of the wider region
as other beaches are lost as
sea levels rise. This is not
accounted for in the
economics.
Value of the highway has
also not been included in
the economics.
NAI along this currently
undefended coast would
result in naturally
functioning coastline with
benefits for designated
geological features.

Key Uncertainties

BenefitBenefit-Cost Ratio &
Justification for SMP Policy

None identified.

Natural frontage. SMP
policy is economically
viable as there are few
assets at risk.

Amenity and highway value
requires further
investigation.

BCR = 0.00
SMP policy is potentially
economically viable when
take into account amenity
and highway benefits. This
requires further
investigation.

None identified.

Natural frontage. SMP
policy is economically
viable as there are few
assets at risk.
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Policy Unit (Number and
Description)

Preferred Policy
ST (to
2025)

MT (to
2055)

LT (to
2105)

BroadBroad-scale SMP
Review (PV, £m
£m)
Benefits of
Costs of
Policy
Policy

Benefits and Negative
Impacts not Included in
Benefitenefit-Cost Ratio

Key Uncertainties

HTL along this frontage will
ensure that erosion risk to
an important railway line in
this area continues to be
reduced whilst beach
resource of benefit to the
tourism value of the
frontage is likely to be
maintained.
6b53

6b54

Hollicombe Beach

Hollicombe Head

HTL

NAI

HTL

NAI

HTL

NAI

£0.00

£0.02

£1.54

£0.00

Retention of beach
resource is likely to be of
increasing amenity value in
terms of the wider region
as other beaches are lost as
sea levels rise. This is not
accounted for in the
economics.
Value of the railway line
has also not been included
in the economics.
NAI along this currently
undefended coast would
result in naturally
functioning coastline with
benefits for designated
geological features.

BenefitBenefit-Cost Ratio &
Justification for SMP Policy

Amenity and railway value
requires further
investigation.

BCR = 0.00
SMP policy is potentially
economically viable when
take into account amenity
and railway line benefits.
This requires further
investigation.

None identified.

Natural frontage. SMP
policy is economically
viable as there are few
assets at risk.
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Policy Unit (Number and
Description)

Preferred Policy
ST (to
2025)

MT (to
2055)

LT (to
2105)

BroadBroad-scale SMP
Review (PV, £m
£m)
Benefits of
Costs of
Policy
Policy

Benefits and Negative
Impacts not Included in
Benefitenefit-Cost Ratio

Key Uncertainties

BenefitBenefit-Cost Ratio &
Justification for SMP Policy

No specific uncertainties
that would affect economic
viability.

BCR = 2.40
SMP policy is economically
viable based on monetised
benefits alone. Additional
benefits likely to make SMP
policy more robust.

HTL aims to protect urban
area of the town of
Paignton against flood risk.

6b55

6b56

Hollicombe Head
to Roundham
Head

Goodrington
Sands

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL/
MR

HTL

HTL

£51.97

£1.55

£21.69

£0.48

Economics do not account
for the tourism and
amenity value of this area,
which are likely to be
significant as the most
seaward part of the town,
and so the area most at
risk, consists of assets
related to these areas.
Continued protection of
property as well as
important highway and
railway routes will be
provided under this policy,
either along existing or
realigned defence positions.
Economics do not account
for the value of transport
infrastructure. Nor do they
account for the tourism
and amenity value of this
area, which are likely to be
significant as the most
seaward part of the town,
and so the area most at
risk, consists of assets
related to these areas.

It is uncertain if
realignment of defences
will be feasible along all
parts of this frontage. In
which case HTL will occur.
Amenity and transport
value requires further
investigation.

BCR = 4.29
SMP policy is economically
viable based on monetised
benefits alone. Additional
benefits likely to make SMP
policy more robust.
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Policy Unit (Number and
Description)

6b57

6b58

6b59

Goodrington
Sands to
Broadsands

Broadsands
Broadsands

Broadsands to
Churston Cove
(East)

Preferred Policy
ST (to
2025)

NAI

HTL

NAI

MT (to
2055)

NAI

MR

NAI

LT (to
2105)

NAI

HTL

NAI

BroadBroad-scale SMP
Review (PV, £m
£m)
Benefits of
Costs of
Policy
Policy

£5.88

£0.40

£0.00

£0.00

£0.91

£0.00

Benefits and Negative
Impacts not Included in
Benefitenefit-Cost Ratio
NAI along this currently
undefended coast would
result in naturally
functioning coastline with
benefits for designated
geological features.
Realignment along this
frontage aims to retain a
natural beach for the
benefit of amenity whilst
ensuring flood risk
continues to be reduced
locally.
Potential amenity and
habitat creation benefits of
realignment have not been
accounted for in the SMP
economics.
NAI along this currently
undefended coast would
result in naturally
functioning coastline with
benefits for designated
geological features.

Key Uncertainties

None identified.

Amenity value requires
further investigation.
Costs of realignment
depend on how much set
back defence is required,
or if most realignment can
be simply to high ground.

None identified.

BenefitBenefit-Cost Ratio &
Justification for SMP Policy

Natural frontage. SMP
policy is economically
viable as there are few
assets at risk.

BCR = 0.43
SMP policy is potentially

economically viable
viable
depending on when and
how realignment occurs.
This requires further
investigation.

Natural frontage. SMP
policy is economically
viable as there are few
assets at risk.
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Policy Unit (Number and
Description)

Preferred Policy
ST (to
2025)

MT (to
2055)

LT (to
2105)

BroadBroad-scale SMP
Review (PV, £m
£m)
Benefits of
Costs of
Policy
Policy

Benefits and Negative
Impacts not Included in
Benefitenefit-Cost Ratio

Key Uncertainties

HTL aims to protect urban
area of the town of
Brixham against flood and
erosion risk.

6b60

Churston Cove
(East) to
Shoalstone Point

6b61

Shoalstone Point
to Berry Head

6b62

Berry Head to
Sharkham Point

6b63

Sharkham Point to
Kingswear (South)

HTL

NAI

NAI

NAI

HTL

NAI

NAI

NAI

HTL

NAI

NAI

NAI

£1.37

£1.78

£0.00

£0.00

£6.68

£0.00

£0.00

£0.00

Economics do not account
for the tourism value of
this area. The economics
also do not account for the
commercial value of the
harbour and marina in this
area to the economy of the
wider area.
NAI along this currently
undefended coast would
result in naturally
functioning coastline with
benefits for designated
geological features.
NAI along this currently
undefended coast would
result in naturally
functioning coastline with
benefits for designated
geological features.
NAI along this currently
undefended coast would
result in naturally
functioning coastline.

BenefitBenefit-Cost Ratio &
Justification for SMP Policy

Valuation of the tourism
and commercial assets
requires further
investigation.

BCR = 0.20
SMP policy is potentially
economically viable when
take account of tourism
and commercial value of
this area. This requires
further investigation.

None identified.

Natural frontage. SMP
policy is economically
viable as there are few
assets at risk.

None identified.

Natural frontage. SMP
policy is economically
viable as there are few
assets at risk.

None identified.

Natural frontage. SMP
policy is economically
viable as there are few
assets at risk.
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Policy Unit (Number and
Description)

6b64

6b65

6b66

Dart Estuary Kingswear (South)
to Waterhead
Creek

Dart Estuary Waterhead Creek
to Greenway
Viaduct

Dart Estuary Greenway Viaduct
to Totnes South
(east bank)

Preferred Policy
ST (to
2025)

HTL

HTL

HTL/
NAI

MT (to
2055)

HTL

HTL

HTL/
NAI

LT (to
2105)

HTL

HTL

HTL/
NAI

BroadBroad-scale SMP
Review (PV, £m
£m)
Benefits of
Costs of
Policy
Policy

£2.70

£0.00

£1.85

£2.37

Benefits and Negative
Impacts not Included in
Benefitenefit-Cost Ratio
HTL aims to continue to
reduce flood risk to
currently defended areas
around the town of
Kingswear.
Economics does not take
account of commercial
value of the area at risk of
flooding.
HTL along this frontage
aims to continue to protect
the Dart Valley railway line,
which is an important
economic asset for the
area.
The economic value of the
railway is not included in
the economics
HTL aims to continue to
reduce flood risk to
currently defended areas
along this frontage.

£3.01

£0.32
In areas where there are
not defences along much of
this stretch, NAI would
occur.

Key Uncertainties

BenefitBenefit-Cost Ratio &
Justification for SMP Policy

Exact timing and nature of
works needs to be
investigated in more detail.

BCR = 1.48
SMP policy is economically
viable based on monetised
benefits alone. Additional
benefits likely to make SMP
policy more robust.

Exact timing and nature of
works needs to be
investigated in more detail,
as does value of the railway
to the economy of the
area.

BCR = 0.00
SMP policy is potentially
economically viable when
consider the likely value of
the railway to the economy
of the area.

Exact timing and nature of
works needs to be
investigated in more detail.

BCR = 9.39
SMP policy is economically
viable based on monetised
benefits alone. Additional
benefits likely to make SMP
policy more robust.
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Policy Unit (Number and
Description)

6b67

6b68

6b69

Dart Estuary Totnes

Dart Estuary Totnes South
(west bank) to
Dartmouth
(North)

Dart Estuary Dartmouth
(North) to
Halftide Rock

Preferred Policy
ST (to
2025)

MT (to
2055)

LT (to
2105)

BroadBroad-scale SMP
Review (PV, £m
£m)
Benefits of
Costs of
Policy
Policy

Benefits and Negative
Impacts not Included in
Benefitenefit-Cost Ratio
HTL aims to continue to
reduce flood risk to
currently defended areas
around the town of
Totnes.

HTL

HTL/
NAI

HTL

HTL

HTL/
NAI

HTL

HTL

HTL/
NAI

HTL

£87.58

£0.96
In areas where there are
not defences along much of
this stretch, NAI would
occur.
HTL aims to continue to
reduce flood risk to
currently defended areas
around the town of
Dartmouth.

£67.17

Exact timing and nature of
works needs to be
investigated in more detail.

£8.12
Economics does not take
account of the value of
commercial and
infrastructure assets at risk
of flooding in this area.
HTL aims to continue to
reduce flood risk to
currently defended areas
along this frontage.

£4.20

Key Uncertainties

Value of commercial and
infrastructure assets at risk
needs further investigation.

Exact timing and nature of
works needs to be
investigated in more detail.

Exact timing and nature of
works needs to be
investigated in more detail.

£4.43
Economics does not take
account of the value of
commercial and
infrastructure assets at risk
of flooding in this area.

Value of commercial and
infrastructure assets at risk
needs further investigation.

BenefitBenefit-Cost Ratio &
Justification for SMP Policy

BCR = 10.79
SMP policy is economically
viable
viable based on monetised
benefits alone. Additional
benefits likely to make SMP
policy more robust.

BCR = 4.37
SMP policy is economically
viable based on monetised
benefits alone. Additional
benefits likely to make SMP
policy more robust.

BCR = 15.17
SMP policy is economically
viable based on monetised
benefits alone. Additional
benefits likely to make SMP
policy more robust.
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Policy Unit (Number and
Description)

6b70

Dart Estuary Halftide Rock to
Blackstone Point

Preferred Policy
ST (to
2025)

HTL/
NAI

MT (to
2055)

HTL/
NAI

LT (to
2105)

HTL/
NAI

BroadBroad-scale SMP
Review (PV, £m
£m)
Benefits of
Costs of
Policy
Policy

Benefits and Negative
Impacts not Included in
Benefitenefit-Cost Ratio
HTL aims to continue to
reduce flood risk to
currently defended areas
along this frontage.

£0.22

£0.13

6b71

Blackstone Point
to Stoke Fleming

NAI

NAI

NAI

£0.00

£0.00

6b72

Stoke Fleming to
Blackpool Sands

NAI

NAI

NAI

£0.00

£0.00

In areas where there are
not defences along much of
this stretch, NAI would
occur.
NAI along this currently
undefended coast would
result in naturally
functioning coastline.
NAI along this currently
undefended coast would
result in naturally
functioning coastline.

Key Uncertainties

BenefitBenefit-Cost Ratio &
Justification for SMP Policy

Exact timing and nature of
works needs to be
investigated in more detail.

BCR = 1.69
SMP policy is economically
viable based on monetised
benefits alone. Additional
benefits likely to make SMP
policy more robust.

None identified.

None identified.

Natural frontage. SMP
policy is economically
viable as there are few
assets at risk.
Natural frontage. SMP
policy is economically
viable as there are few
assets at risk.
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Policy Unit (Number and
Description)

6b73

6b74

Blackpool Sands

Blackpool Sands to
Strete

Preferred Policy
ST (to
2025)

NAI

NAI

MT (to
2055)

NAI

NAI

LT (to
2105)

NAI

NAI

BroadBroad-scale SMP
Review (PV, £m
£m)
Benefits of
Costs of
Policy
Policy

£0.00

£0.27

£0.00

£0.00

Benefits and Negative
Impacts not Included in
Benefitenefit-Cost Ratio

The short lengths of
structures that provide
some defence function
along this frontage are
privately owned and
maintained for the purpose
of providing amenity value.
The beach here is presently
healthy and requires little
or no intervention to
protect the highway that
runs behind the beach,
which at present is more at
risk from fluvial flooding
than tidal flooding.
NAI along this currently
undefended coast would
result in naturally
functioning coastline with
benefits for designated
geological features.

Key Uncertainties

BenefitBenefit-Cost Ratio &
Justification for SMP Policy

No specific uncertainties
that would affect economic
viability.
Costs of continuing to
defend in this area depend
on ability/willingness of
private landowners to fund,
not public funds.
Long term protection of
the A379 at the very back
of this beach may require
intervention to locally
defend the road, depending
on how the beach evolves
in response to sea level
rise.

None identified.

SMP policy is economically
viable as there are few
assets at risk along this
largely natural frontage, the
future localised defence of
which will depend on the
availability of non-public
funds.

Natural frontage. SMP
policy is economically
viable as there are few
assets at risk.
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Policy Unit (Number and
Description)

Preferred Policy
ST (to
2025)

MT (to
2055)

LT (to
2105)

BroadBroad-scale SMP
Review (PV, £m
£m)
Benefits of
Costs of
Policy
Policy

Benefits and Negative
Impacts not Included in
Benefitenefit-Cost Ratio

Key Uncertainties

BenefitBenefit-Cost Ratio &
Justification for SMP Policy

No specific uncertainties
that would affect economic
viability.

BCR = 0.02
SMP policy is potentially
economically viable when
take account of the value of
the main road along the
top of Slapton Sands, which
was estimated to have a PV
benefit of £23m by the
2006 study.

The economics of future
management options here
were investigated in detail
as part of a recent study in
2006.

6b75

Strete to Torcross
North (Slapton
Sands)

MR

MR

MR

£0.01

£0.64

MR aims to maintain the
main road along the crest
of Slapton Sands for as long
as possible through
reactive realignment of the
road supported by some
beach management
activities. This accepts that
the road will have to be
closed in the long term.
It is not clear what the
economics of the final
preferred option for the
2006 study are from the
available information and
so the values in the SMP do
not include the value of the
main road, although this is
stated as being a PV value
of £23m.
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Policy Unit (Number and
Description)

6b76

6b77

6b78

Torcross North to
Limpet Rocks

Limpet Rocks to
Beesands (North)

Beesands

Preferred Policy
ST (to
2025)

HTL

NAI

HTL

MT (to
2055)

HTL

NAI

HTL

LT (to
2105)

MR

NAI

HTL
(locally
MR)

BroadBroad-scale SMP
Review (PV, £m
£m)
Benefits of
Costs of
Policy
Policy

£4.40

£0.00

£5.84

£2.48

£0.00

£2.05

Benefits and Negative
Impacts not Included in
Benefitenefit-Cost Ratio
HTL in the short and
medium term aims to
protect the seaward part of
Torcross for as long as
possible, with MR in the
long term recognising the
need to adapt this area as
Slapton Sands to the north
rolls back and outflanks this
area.
Economics do not account
for the tourism value of
this area.
NAI along this
predominantly undefended
coast would result in
naturally functioning
coastline with benefits for
designated geological
features.
HTL aims to continue to
reduce flood and erosion
risk to the village of
Beesands by maintaining
the defences that have only
recently been constructed
here with a 100 year design
life.
Economics do not account
for the tourism value of
this area.

Key Uncertainties

Valuation of the tourism
requires further
investigation.
Timing and nature of long
term realignment also
requires further
investigation.

None identified.

Valuation of the tourism
requires further
investigation.
Timing and nature of long
term realignment at the
northern end of the village
also requires further
investigation.

BenefitBenefit-Cost Ratio &
Justification for SMP Policy

BCR = 1.77
SMP policy is economically
viable based on monetised
benefits alone. Additional
benefits likely to make SMP
policy more robust.

Natural frontage. SMP
policy is economically
viable as there are few
assets at risk.

BCR = 2.84
SMP policy is economically
viable based on monetised
benefits alone. Additional
benefits likely to make SMP
policy more robust.
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Policy Unit (Number and
Description)

6b79

Beesands (South)
to Start Point

6c01

Start Point to
Prawle Point

6c02

Prawle Point to
Limebury Point

6c03

Salcombe Harbour
(Limebury
(Limebury Point to
Kingsbridge
Estuary - Scoble
Point)

Preferred Policy
ST (to
2025)

NAI

NAI

NAI

HTL/
NAI

MT (to
2055)

NAI

NAI

NAI

HTL/
NAI

LT (to
2105)

NAI

NAI

NAI

HTL/
NAI

BroadBroad-scale SMP
Review (PV, £m
£m)
Benefits of
Costs of
Policy
Policy

£0.00

£0.00

£0.03

£0.00

£0.00

£0.00

Benefits and Negative
Impacts not Included in
Benefitenefit-Cost Ratio
NAI along this
predominantly undefended
coast would result in
naturally functioning
coastline with benefits for
designated geological
features.
NAI along this
predominantly undefended
coast would result in
naturally functioning
coastline with benefits for
designated geological
features.
NAI along this currently
undefended coast would
result in naturally
functioning coastline with
benefits for designated
geological features.
HTL aims to continue to
reduce flood risk to
currently defended areas
along this frontage.

£1.17

£3.04
In areas where there are
not defences along much of
this stretch, NAI would
occur.

Key Uncertainties

BenefitBenefit-Cost Ratio &
Justification for SMP Policy

None identified.

Natural frontage. SMP
policy is economically
viable as there are few
assets at risk.

None identified.

Natural frontage. SMP
policy is economically
viable as there are few
assets at risk.

None identified.

Natural frontage. SMP
policy is economically
viable as there are few
assets at risk.

Exact timing and nature of
works needs to be
investigated in more detail.
Defences are largely
privately owned so likely
that future defence
provision will depend on
availability of private
landowners to funds
works.

BCR = 0.38
SMP policy is potentially
potentially

economically viable
depending on where
defences are required.
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Policy Unit (Number and
Description)

6c04

Kingsbridge
Estuary East
(Scoble Point to
Kingsbridge)

Preferred Policy
ST (to
2025)

HTL/
NAI

MT (to
2055)

HTL/
NAI

LT (to
2105)

HTL/
NAI

BroadBroad-scale SMP
Review (PV, £m
£m)
Benefits of
Costs of
Policy
Policy

Benefits and Negative
Impacts not Included in
Benefitenefit-Cost Ratio
HTL aims to continue to
reduce flood risk to
currently defended areas
along this frontage.

£4.08

£5.30
In areas where there are
not defences along much of
this stretch, NAI would
occur.
HTL aims to continue to
reduce flood risk to the
town of Kingsbridge.

6c05

6c06

Kingsbridge
Estuary Kingsbridge

Kingsbridge
Estuary West
(Kingsbridge to
Snapes Point)

HTL

HTL/
NAI

HTL

HTL/
NAI

HTL

HTL/
NAI

£20.14

£7.16

Economics do not account
for the tourism or
commercial value of assets
at risk of flooding in this
area.
HTL aims to continue to
reduce flood risk to
currently defended areas
along this frontage.

£0.08

£1.15
In areas where there are
not defences along much of
this stretch, NAI would
occur.

Key Uncertainties

BenefitBenefit-Cost Ratio &
Justification for SMP Policy

Exact timing and nature of
works needs to be
investigated in more detail.
Defences are largely
privately owned so likely
that future defence
provision will depend on
availability of private
landowners to funds
works.

Valuation of the tourism
and commercial assets
requires further
investigation.

BCR = 0.77
SMP policy is potentially

economically viable
depending on where
defences are required.

BCR = 2.81
SMP policy is economically
viable
viable based on monetised
benefits alone. Additional
benefits likely to make SMP
policy more robust.

Exact timing and nature of
works needs to be
investigated in more detail.
Defences are largely
privately owned so likely
that future defence
provision will depend on
availability of private
landowners to funds
works.

BCR = 0.07
SMP policy is potentially

economically viable
depending on where
defences are required.
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Policy Unit (Number and
Description)

Preferred Policy
ST (to
2025)

MT (to
2055)

LT (to
2105)

BroadBroad-scale SMP
Review (PV, £m
£m)
Benefits of
Costs of
Policy
Policy

Benefits and Negative
Impacts not Included in
Benefitenefit-Cost Ratio
HTL aims to continue to
reduce flood risk to the
town of Salcombe.

6c07

Salcombe (Snapes
Point to Splat
Cove Point)

6c08

Splat Cove Point
to Bolt Head

6c09

Bolt Head to Bolt
Tail

6c10

Bolt Tail to
Thurlestone Rock

HTL

NAI

NAI

NAI

HTL

NAI

NAI

NAI

HTL

NAI

NAI

NAI

£10.60

£1.02

£0.18

£0.00

£10.74

£0.00

£0.00

£0.00

Economics do not account
for the tourism or
commercial value of assets
at risk of flooding in this
area.
NAI along this
predominantly undefended
coast would result in
naturally functioning
coastline with benefits for
designated geological
features.
NAI along this
predominantly undefended
coast would result in
naturally functioning
coastline with benefits for
designated geological
features.
NAI along this
predominantly undefended
coast would result in
naturally functioning
coastline with benefits for
designated geological
features.

Key Uncertainties

BenefitBenefit-Cost Ratio &
Justification for SMP Policy

Valuation of the tourism
and commercial assets
requires further
investigation.

BCR = 0.99
SMP policy is potentially
economically viable when
take account of tourism
and commercial value of
this area. This requires
further investigation.

None identified.

Natural frontage. SMP
policy is economically
viable as there are few
assets at risk.

None identified.

Natural frontage. SMP
policy is economically
viable as there are few
assets at risk.

No specific uncertainties
that would affect economic
viability.

Natural frontage. SMP
policy is economically
viable as there are few
assets at risk.
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Policy Unit (Number and
Description)

6c11

Thurlestone Rock
to Warren Point

6c12

Warren
Warren Point to
Avon Estuary
(East)

6c13

Avon Estuary (East
Bank – Mouth to
Stadbury Farm)

Preferred Policy
ST (to
2025)

NAI

NAI

NAI

MT (to
2055)

NAI

NAI

NAI

LT (to
2105)

NAI

NAI

NAI

BroadBroad-scale SMP
Review (PV, £m
£m)
Benefits of
Costs of
Policy
Policy

£0.00

£0.00

£0.10

£0.00

£0.00

£0.00

Benefits and Negative
Impacts not Included in
Benefitenefit-Cost Ratio
NAI along this
predominantly undefended
coast would result in
naturally functioning
coastline with benefits for
designated geological
features. Private defences
could be maintained to
protect tourism and
amenity assets.
NAI along this
predominantly undefended
coast would result in
naturally functioning
coastline with benefits for
designated geological
features.
NAI along this
predominantly undefended
coast would result in
naturally functioning
coastline with benefits for
designated geological
features.

Key Uncertainties

BenefitBenefit-Cost Ratio &
Justification for SMP Policy

No specific uncertainties
that would affect economic
viability.

SMP policy is economically
viable as there are few

Costs of continuing to
defend in this area depend
on ability/willingness of
private landowners to fund,
not public funds.

assets at risk along this
largely natural frontage, the
future localised defence of
which will depend on the
availability of non-public
funds.

None identified.

Natural frontage. SMP
policy is economically
economically
viable as there are few
assets at risk.

None identified.

Natural frontage. SMP
policy is economically
viable as there are few
assets at risk.
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Policy Unit (Number and
Description)

Preferred Policy
ST (to
2025)

MT (to
2055)

LT (to
2105)

BroadBroad-scale SMP
Review (PV, £m
£m)
Benefits of
Costs of
Policy
Policy

Benefits and Negative
Impacts not Included in
Benefitenefit-Cost Ratio

Key Uncertainties

BenefitBenefit-Cost Ratio &
Justification for SMP Policy

Location(s) and extent(s) of
realignment in this area will
affect the economic case
either positively or
negatively.

BCR = 2.38
SMP policy is economically
viable based on monetised
benefits alone. Additional
benefits likely to make SMP
policy more robust,
although may be mitigated
by higher costs of
realignment (depending on
when and where this
occurs). This requires
further investigation.

No specific uncertainties
that would affect economic
viability.

SMP policy is economically
viable as there are few

Realignment is intended to
reduce flood risk to people
and property whilst
providing habitat creation
opportunities.

6c14

Avon Estuary
(Upstream section
– Stadbury Farm
to Stakes Hill)

MR

MR

MR

£2.87

£1.21

The value of habitat
created as part of
realignment has not been
included in the economics.
The economic value of the
local road that runs across
this area and other
infrastructure assets has
also not been included in
the economics.

6c15

Avon Estuary
(West Bank –
Stakes Hill to
Warren Point
(Bigbury(Bigbury-on-Sea))

NAI

NAI

NAI

£0.04

£0.00

NAI along this
predominantly undefended
coast would result in
naturally functioning
coastline with benefits for
designated geological
features.

Costs of continuing to
defend in this area depend
on ability/willingness of
private landowners to fund,
not public funds.

assets at risk along this
largely natural frontage, the
future localised defence of
which will depend on the
availability of non-public
funds.
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Policy Unit (Number and
Description)

6c16

Warren Point
(Bigbury(Bigbury-onon-Sea)
to Challaborough
(West)

6c17

Challaborough
(West) to Erme
Estuary (East)

6c18

Erme Estuary (East
Bank – Mouth to
Orcheton Wood)

6c19

Erme Estuary
(Upstream section
– Orcheton Wood
to Pamflete
Wood)

6c20

Erme Estuary
(West Bank –
Pamflete
Pamflete Wood to
Mouth)

6c21

Erme Estuary
(West) to Yealm
Estuary (East)

Preferred Policy
ST (to
2025)

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

MT (to
2055)

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

LT (to
2105)

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

BroadBroad-scale SMP
Review (PV, £m
£m)
Benefits of
Costs of
Policy
Policy

£0.00

£0.00

£0.59

£0.72

£0.06

£0.00

£0.00

£0.00

£0.00

£0.00

£0.00

£0.00

Benefits and Negative
Impacts not Included in
Benefitenefit-Cost Ratio
NAI along this
predominantly undefended
coast would result in
naturally functioning
coastline with benefits for
designated geological
features.
NAI along this
predominantly undefended
coast would result in
naturally functioning
coastline.
NAI along this
predominantly undefended
coast would result in
naturally functioning
coastline.
NAI along this
predominantly undefended
coast would result in
naturally functioning
coastline.
NAI along this
predominantly undefended
coast would result in
naturally functioning
coastline.
NAI along this currently
undefended coast would
result in naturally
functioning.

Key Uncertainties

BenefitBenefit-Cost Ratio &
Justification for SMP Policy

No specific uncertainties
that would affect economic
viability.

SMP policy is economically
viable as there are few

Costs of continuing to
defend in this area depend
on ability/willingness of
private landowners to fund,
not public funds.

assets at risk along this
largely natural frontage, the
future localised defence of
which will depend on the
availability of non-public
funds.

None identified.

Natural frontage. SMP
policy is economically
viable as there are few
assets at risk.

None identified.

Natural frontage. SMP
policy is economically
viable as there are few
assets at risk.

None identified.

Natural frontage. SMP
policy is economically
viable as there are few
assets at risk.

None identified.

Natural frontage. SMP
policy is economically
viable as there are few
assets at risk.

None identified.

Natural frontage. SMP
policy is economically
viable as there are few
assets at risk.
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Policy Unit (Number and
Description)

6c22

Yealm Estuary
Estuary
(East Bank –
Mouth to Passage
House)

6c23

Yealm Estuary
(East Bank –
Passage House to
Newton Ferrers
North)

6c24

Yealm Estuary
(East Bank –
Newton Ferrers
North to Fish
House Plantation)

6c25

Yealm Estuary
(West Bank – Fish
House Plantation
to Season Point)

6c26

Season Point to
Wembury Point

Preferred Policy
ST (to
2025)
NAI

HTL

NAI

NAI

NAI

MT (to
2055)
NAI

HTL

NAI

NAI

NAI

LT (to
2105)
NAI

HTL

NAI

NAI

NAI

BroadBroad-scale SMP
Review (PV, £m
£m)
Benefits of
Costs of
Policy
Policy
£0.00

£2.84

£0.02

£1.37

£0.17

£0.00

Benefits and Negative
Impacts not Included in
Benefitenefit-Cost Ratio
NAI along this currently
undefended coast would
result in naturally
functioning coastline.
HTL aims to continue to
reduce flood risk to
currently defended areas
along this frontage.

£3.67

£0.00

£0.00

£0.00

Economics do not take
account of value of
infrastructure assets at risk
of flooding.
NAI along this
predominantly undefended
coast would result in
naturally functioning
coastline.
NAI along this
predominantly undefended
coast would result in
naturally functioning
coastline.
NAI along this
predominantly undefended
coast would result in
naturally functioning
coastline with benefits for
designated geological
features.

Key Uncertainties

None identified.

Defences are largely
privately owned so likely
that future defence
provision will depend on
availability of private
landowners to funds
works.

BenefitBenefit-Cost Ratio &
Justification for SMP Policy
Natural frontage. SMP
policy is economically
viable as there are few
assets at risk.
BCR = 0.77
SMP policy is potentially

economically viable
depending on value of
infrastructure assets.
Requires further
investigation.

None identified.

Natural frontage. SMP
policy is economically
viable as there are few
assets at risk.

None identified.

Natural frontage. SMP
policy is economically
viable as there are few
assets at risk.

None identified.

Natural frontage. SMP
policy is economically
viable as there are few
assets at risk.
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Policy Unit (Number and
Description)

6c27

Wembury Point to
Mount Batten
Breakwater

6c28

Plym Estuary Mount Batten
Breakwater to
Marsh Mills

6c29

Plym Estuary Marsh Mills to
Coxside

Preferred Policy
ST (to
2025)

NAI

HTL

MT (to
2055)

NAI

HTL

LT (to
2105)

NAI

HTL

BroadBroad-scale SMP
Review (PV, £m
£m)
Benefits of
Costs of
Policy
Policy

£0.29

£30.12

£0.00

£15.29

Benefits and Negative
Impacts not Included in
Benefitenefit-Cost Ratio
NAI along this
predominantly undefended
coast would result in
naturally functioning
coastline with benefits for
designated geological
features.
HTL will continue to
protect property and
infrastructure along this
area on the east side of the
city of Plymouth, including
an area of contaminated
land.
Economics do not take
account of the value of
infrastructure assets in this
area that are at risk of
flooding.
HTL will continue to
protect property and
infrastructure along this
part of the city of
Plymouth.

HTL

HTL

HTL

£165.13

£10.14
Economics do not take
account of the value of
infrastructure assets in this
area, including part of the
mainline railway.

Key Uncertainties

BenefitBenefit-Cost Ratio &
Justification for SMP Policy

None identified.

Natural frontage. SMP
policy is economically
viable as there are few
assets at risk.

Value of infrastructure
assets needs to be
investigated further.

BCR = 1.97
SMP policy is economically
viable based on monetised
benefits alone. Additional
benefits likely to make SMP
policy more robust.

No specific uncertainties
that would affect economic
viability.

BCR = 16.29
SMP policy is economically
viable based on monetised
benefits alone. Additional
benefits likely to make SMP
policy more robust.
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Policy Unit (Number and
Description)

Preferred Policy
ST (to
2025)

MT (to
2055)

LT (to
2105)

BroadBroad-scale SMP
Review (PV, £m
£m)
Benefits of
Costs of
Policy
Policy

Benefits and Negative
Impacts not Included in
Benefitenefit-Cost Ratio

Key Uncertainties

HTL will continue to
protect important tourism
infrastructure along this
frontage.
6c30

6c31

Coxside to Devil's
Point

Tamar Estuary Devil’s Point to
Tamerton Lake

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

£8.81

£39.14

£16.76

£47.53

Economics do not take
account of the amenity
value of the assets along
this frontage which are
those most at risk of
flooding and erosion.
Defence provision along
part of this frontage is
largely the responsibility of
the port operators as it
encompasses Devonport
dockyard.
The economic value of the
dockyard has not been
included in the SMP
economics.

Amenity value of this
frontage requires further
investigation.

Need to investigate the
commercial value of the
dockyard.
Defences are largely
privately owned so likely
that future defence
provision will depend on
availability of private
landowners to funds
works.

BenefitBenefit-Cost Ratio &
Justification for SMP Policy

BCR = 0.53
SMP policy is potentially
economically viable when
take account of likely
significant amenity value of
the frontage. This requires
further investigation.

BCR = 0.82
SMP policy is potentially
economically viable when
take account of the
significant economic value
of the dockyard. This
requires further
investigation.
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Policy Unit (Number and
Description)

6c32

Tamar Estuary Tamerton Lake to
Gunnislake (upper
Tamar Estuary
East)

Preferred Policy
ST (to
2025)

MT (to
2055)

LT (to
2105)

BroadBroad-scale SMP
Review (PV, £m
£m)
Benefits of
Costs of
Policy
Policy

Benefits and Negative
Impacts not Included in
Benefitenefit-Cost Ratio

HTL aims to continue to
reduce flood risk to
currently defended areas
along this frontage,
although opportunities to
implement MR could be
explored.
HTL/
MR/NAI

HTL/
MR/NAI

HTL/
MR/NAI

£4.97

£1.13

In areas where there are
no defences along much of
this stretch, NAI would
occur.
Benefits do not include for
tourism, habitat or
infrastructure values.

Key Uncertainties
Due to insufficient data, the
SMP can not define specific
HTL/MR/NAI policy for
distinct parts of this
frontage. Further detailed
investigation is required to
determine the specific
policy for each individual
part of the frontage and to
determine exact timing and
nature of works required.
Costs have been based on
estimate of total defence
length within this area.

BenefitBenefit-Cost Ratio &
Justification for SMP Policy

BCR = 4.38
SMP policy is economically
viable based on monetised
benefits alone.

Some defences are
privately owned so likely
that future defence
provision will depend on
availability of private
landowners to funds
works.
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Policy Unit (Number and
Description)

6c33

Tamar Estuary Gunnislake to
Saltash North
(upper Tamar
Estuary West)

Preferred Policy
ST (to
2025)

MT (to
2055)

LT (to
2105)

BroadBroad-scale SMP
Review (PV, £m
£m)
Benefits of
Costs of
Policy
Policy

Benefits and Negative
Impacts not Included in
Benefitenefit-Cost Ratio

HTL aims to continue to
reduce flood risk to
currently defended areas
along this frontage,
although opportunities to
implement MR could be
explored.
HTL/
MR/NAI

HTL/
MR/NAI

HTL/
MR/NAI

£15.79

£2.57

In areas where there are
no defences along much of
this stretch, NAI would
occur.
Benefits do not include for
tourism, habitat or
infrastructure values.

Key Uncertainties
Due to insufficient data, the
SMP can not define specific
HTL/MR/NAI policy for
distinct parts of this
frontage. Further detailed
investigation is required to
determine the specific
policy for each individual
part of the frontage and to
determine exact timing and
nature of works required.
Costs have been based on
estimate of total defence
length within this area.

BenefitBenefit-Cost Ratio &
Justification for SMP Policy

BCR = 6.14
SMP policy is economically
viable based on monetised
benefits alone.

Some defences are
privately owned so likely
that future defence
provision will depend on
availability of private
landowners to funds
works.
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Policy Unit (Number and
Description)

6c34

Tamar Estuary Saltash

Preferred Policy
ST (to
2025)

HTL/
NAI

MT (to
2055)

HTL/
NAI

LT (to
2105)

HTL/
NAI

BroadBroad-scale SMP
Review (PV, £m
£m)
Benefits of
Costs of
Policy
Policy

Benefits and Negative
Impacts not Included in
Benefitenefit-Cost Ratio
HTL will continue to
protect the urban area of
the town of Saltash and
critical infrastructure,
although NAI will occur in
most areas where there
are presently no defences.

£2.56

£7.16
Economics do not take
account of the commercial
value of the area at risk of
flooding, nor the value of
the mainline railway that
runs across parts of this
area.

Key Uncertainties

Value of the commercial
assets and mainline railway
along this frontage requires
further investigation.

BenefitBenefit-Cost Ratio &
Justification for SMP Policy

BCR = 0.36
SMP policy is potentially
economically viable when
take account of likely
significant value of the
commercial assets and
mainline railway along this
frontage. This requires
further investigation.
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Policy Unit (Number and
Description)

6c35

Tamar Estuary River Lynher
(Saltash South to
Torpoint North
(Jupiter Point))

Preferred Policy
ST (to
2025)

MT (to
2055)

LT (to
2105)

BroadBroad-scale SMP
Review (PV, £m
£m)
Benefits of
Costs of
Policy
Policy

Benefits and Negative
Impacts not Included in
Benefitenefit-Cost Ratio

HTL aims to continue to
reduce flood risk to
currently defended areas
along this frontage,
although opportunities to
implement MR could be
explored.
HTL/
MR/NAI

HTL/
MR/NAI

HTL/
MR/NAI

£12.86

£1.83

In areas where there are
no defences along much of
this stretch, NAI would
occur.
Benefits do not include for
habitat or infrastructure
values, including the
mainline railway that runs
along parts of this frontage.

Key Uncertainties
Due to insufficient data, the
SMP can not define specific
HTL/MR/NAI policy for
distinct parts of this
frontage. Further detailed
investigation is required to
determine the specific
policy for each individual
part of the frontage and to
determine exact timing and
nature of works required.
Costs have been based on
estimate of total defence
length within this area.

BenefitBenefit-Cost Ratio &
Justification for SMP Policy

BCR = 7.01
SMP policy is economically
viable based on monetised
benefits alone.

Some defences are
privately owned so likely
that future defence
provision will depend on
availability of private
landowners to funds
works.
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Policy Unit (Number and
Description)

6c36

Tamar Estuary Torpoint North
(Jupiter Point) to
Torpoint South
(Landing Stage)

Preferred Policy
ST (to
2025)

HTL/
NAI

MT (to
2055)

HTL/
NAI

LT (to
2105)

HTL/
NAI

BroadBroad-scale SMP
Review (PV, £m
£m)
Benefits of
Costs of
Policy
Policy

Benefits and Negative
Impacts not Included in
Benefitenefit-Cost Ratio
HTL will continue to
protect the urban area of
the town of Torpoint and
critical infrastructure,
although NAI will occur in
most areas where there
are presently no defences.

£1.17

£9.59
Economics do not take
account of the commercial
value of the area at risk of
flooding, nor the value of
important highway
infrastructure that runs
across parts of this area.

Key Uncertainties

Value of the commercial
and highway assets along
this frontage requires
further investigation.

BenefitBenefit-Cost Ratio &
Justification for SMP Policy

BCR = 0.12
SMP policy is potentially
economically viable when
take account of likely
significant value of the
commercial and highways
assets along this frontage.
This requires further
investigation.
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Policy Unit (Number and
Description)

Preferred Policy
ST (to
2025)

MT (to
2055)

LT (to
2105)

BroadBroad-scale SMP
Review (PV, £m
£m)
Benefits of
Costs of
Policy
Policy

Benefits and Negative
Impacts not Included in
Benefitenefit-Cost Ratio

HTL aims to continue to
reduce flood risk to
currently defended areas
along this frontage,
although opportunities to
implement MR could be
explored.

6c37

Tamar Estuary - St
John's Lake
(Torpoint South
(Landing Stage) to
Millbrook (Mill
Farm))
Farm))

HTL/
MR/NAI

HTL/
MR/NAI

HTL/
MR/NAI

£1.49

£2.77

In areas where there are
no defences along much of
this stretch, NAI would
occur.
Benefits do not include for
habitat or infrastructure
values, including important
local highways and a
sewage works that are
present along parts of this
frontage.

Key Uncertainties
Due to insufficient data, the
SMP can not define specific
HTL/MR/NAI policy for
distinct parts of this
frontage. Further detailed
investigation is required to
determine the specific
policy for each individual
part of the frontage and to
determine exact timing and
nature of works required.
Costs have been based on
estimate of total defence
length within this area.

BenefitBenefit-Cost Ratio &
Justification for SMP Policy

BCR = 0.54
SMP policy is potentially
economically viable when
take account of likely
significant value of the
infrastructure assets along
this frontage. This requires
further investigation.

Some defences are
privately owned so likely
that future defence
provision will depend on
availability of private
landowners to funds
works.
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Policy Unit (Number and
Description)

6c38

Tamar Estuary - St
John's Lake
(Millbrook (Mill
Farm) to Millbrook
(Hancock's Lake))

Preferred Policy
ST (to
2025)

MT (to
2055)

LT (to
2105)

BroadBroad-scale SMP
Review (PV, £m
£m)
Benefits of
Costs of
Policy
Policy

Benefits and Negative
Impacts not Included in
Benefitenefit-Cost Ratio

HTL aims to continue to
reduce flood risk to
currently defended areas
along this frontage,
although opportunities to
implement MR could be
explored.
HTL/
MR/NAI

HTL/
MR/NAI

HTL/
MR/NAI

£13.35

£1.70

In areas where there are
no defences along much of
this stretch, NAI would
occur.
Benefits do not include for
infrastructure values,
including important local
highways that are present
along parts of this frontage.

Key Uncertainties
Due to insufficient data, the
SMP can not define specific
HTL/MR/NAI policy for
distinct parts of this
frontage. Further detailed
investigation is required to
determine the specific
policy for each individual
part of the frontage and to
determine exact timing and
nature of works required.
Costs have been based on
estimate of total defence
length within this area.

BenefitBenefit-Cost Ratio &
Justification for SMP Policy

BCR = 7.86
SMP policy is economically
viable based on monetised
benefits alone.

Some defences are
privately owned so likely
that future defence
provision will depend on
availability of private
landowners to funds
works.
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Policy Unit (Number and
Description)

Preferred Policy
ST (to
2025)

MT (to
2055)

LT (to
2105)

BroadBroad-scale SMP
Review (PV, £m
£m)
Benefits of
Costs of
Policy
Policy

Benefits and Negative
Impacts not Included in
Benefitenefit-Cost Ratio

HTL aims to continue to
reduce flood risk to
currently defended areas
along this frontage.

6c39

Tamar Estuary - St
John's Lake
(Millbrook
(Hancock's Lake)
Lake)
to Palmer Point

HTL/
NAI

HTL/
NAI

HTL/
NAI

£2.40

£1.93

In areas where there are
no defences along much of
this stretch, NAI would
occur.
Benefits do not include for
valuation of local highway
that is present along this
frontage.

Key Uncertainties

BenefitBenefit-Cost Ratio &
Justification for SMP Policy

Further detailed
investigation is required to
determine the specific
policy for each individual
part of the frontage and to
determine exact timing and
nature of works required.
Costs have been based on
estimate of total defence
length within this area.

BCR = 1.25
SMP policy is economically
viable based on monetised
benefits alone.

Some defences are
privately owned so likely
that future defence
provision will depend on
availability of private
landowners to funds
works.
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Policy Unit (Number and
Description)

Preferred Policy
ST (to
2025)

MT (to
2055)

LT (to
2105)

BroadBroad-scale SMP
Review (PV, £m
£m)
Benefits of
Costs of
Policy
Policy

Benefits and Negative
Impacts not Included in
Benefitenefit-Cost Ratio
HTL aims to continue to
reduce flood risk to
currently defended areas
along this frontage.

6c40

6c41

6c42

Tamar Estuary Palmer Point to
Mount Edgcumbe
(Cremyll))

Mount Edgcumbe
to Picklecombe
Point

Fort Picklecombe

HTL/
NAI

HTL/
NAI

HTL/
NAI

£0.00

£0.47

In areas where there are
no defences along much of
this stretch, NAI would
occur.
Benefits do not include for
the commercial value of
this area to the local
economy, nor the
infrastructure value of the
ferry terminal that is
present along part of this
frontage.

NAI

HTL

NAI

HTL

NAI

HTL

£0.32

£12.32

£0.00

£2.86

Key Uncertainties
Further detailed
investigation is required to
determine the specific
policy for each individual
part of the frontage and to
determine exact timing and
nature of works required.
Costs have been based on
estimate of total defence
length within this area.
Some defences are
privately owned so likely
that future defence
provision will depend on
availability of private
landowners to funds
works.

BenefitBenefit-Cost Ratio &
Justification for SMP Policy

BCR = 0.00
SMP policy is potentially
economically viable when
take account of the
commercial and
infrastructure assets along
this frontage. This requires
further investigation.

NAI along this
predominantly undefended
coast would result in
naturally functioning
coastline with benefits for
designated geological
features.

None identified.

Natural frontage. SMP
policy is economically
viable as there are few
assets at risk.

HTL aims to continue to
reduce flood risk to this
currently defended area.

Defences are privately
owned so likely that future
defence provision will
depend on availability of
private landowners to
funds works.

BCR = 4.30
SMP policy is economically
viable based on monetised
benefits alone.
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Policy Unit (Number and
Description)

6c43

6c44

6c45

Picklecombe Point
to Kingsand

Kingsand/Cawsand

Cawsand to Rame
Head

Preferred Policy
ST (to
2025)

NAI

HTL

NAI

MT (to
2055)

NAI

HTL

NAI

LT (to
2105)

NAI

HTL

NAI

BroadBroad-scale SMP
Review (PV, £m
£m)
Benefits of
Costs of
Policy
Policy

£0.03

£10.45

£0.35

£0.00

£2.77

£0.00

Benefits and Negative
Impacts not Included in
Benefitenefit-Cost Ratio
NAI along this currently
undefended coast would
result in naturally
functioning coastline with
benefits for designated
geological features.
HTL aims to continue to
reduce flood and erosion
risk to the developed area
of Kingsand and Cawsand.
Benefits do not take
account of tourism or
amenity value of this area.
NAI along this currently
undefended coast would
result in naturally
functioning coastline with
benefits for designated
geological features.

Key Uncertainties

BenefitBenefit-Cost Ratio &
Justification for SMP Policy

None identified.

Natural frontage. SMP
policy is economically
viable as there are few
assets at risk.

Amenity value of this
frontage requires further
investigation.

BCR = 3.77
SMP policy is economically
viable based on monetised
benefits alone. Additional
benefits likely to make SMP
policy more robust.

None identified.

Natural frontage. SMP
policy is economically
viable as there are few
assets at risk.
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H.5
H.5

Sensitivity Testing

Sensitivity testing was undertaken to highlight uncertainty or risks that may affect policy decisions and identifies
the consequences for the preferred scenario. This information helps understand how robust the policy
decision is, helps identify where changes in future circumstances may affect the policy, helps understand where
further knowledge is needed to reduce uncertainty and importantly provides a link to policy and option
development within subsequent flood and erosion risk management strategies. The conclusion of this
assessment is described as part of presenting the concluding policy decisions in the Main Document (Section
Section
5).
It is important to note that development of the Recommended Policies have recognised uncertainty is present
and have therefore sought where needed to be adaptive and able to be refined through further understanding
and evidence as gathered as part of the Action Plans going forward.
A staged approach has been applied involving the following:
•

Understanding the ability for generic uncertainties to influence the policy decision (Table
Table H.5.1);
H.5.1

•

Recording of those uncertainties potentially affecting the economic assessment (Section
Section H.3.3);
H.3.3

•

Concluding on the influence of uncertainties as part of the presentation of the policy decision and
determining the robustness of the policy decision (Table
Table H.5.1);
H.5.1 and,

•

Main Document – Section 5)
Detailing in the Action Plans for each Policy Statement (Main
5 where further
information is needed to help manage the policy going forwards to implementation stages.

SMP Procedural Guidance states that it is not appropriate to speculate regarding uncertainties in changes in
social attitudes or socio-economic policy. As such, the following uncertainties are acknowledged here, but are
not included in the main analysis:
•

A change in social preferences in relation to an increased acceptance to flood and erosion and / or
adaptive methods and changes in environmental legislation;

•

A change in funding priorities leading to increased / decreased funding;

•

Availability of compensation for those affected by flooding and / or erosion; and,

•

An increasing prioritisation of agricultural land within flood and erosion risk management policy.

Supporting information regarding contemporary climate change predictions (Appendix
Appendix C)
C and corresponding
implications for the SMP area are found in Annex H.3.
H.3
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H.5
H.5.1

Uncertainty Identification Table

The table indicates those management policies that may be vulnerable to typical uncertainties.
Uncertainty
Increased development

Decreased
development

Knowledge on climate
change forecasts (sea
level rise and
storminess)

Reductions in sediment
supply

Degree of land
contaminated
Accuracy of economic
information

Presence of protected
protected
habitats and species

Exposure to Uncertainty
HTL
ATL
MR
NAI
Increased development will increase hinterland assets making Holding
An increase in development will reduce space for MR and increase
or Advancing the defence line more attractive.
hinterland assets thereby reducing the potential for MR and NAI.
MR and NAI policy exposed to this uncertainty
Holding or Advancing the line may not be economically justifiable if
Reduced development will increase space for MR (enhancing the ability
to retreat defences) and making a decision not to intervene more
future development decreases or if policy choices have been made
based on an assumption of increased future development.
robust. Ultimately decreased development could bring forward any
HTL and ATL policy exposed to this uncertainty
longer-term MR and NAI policies.
Enhanced rates of SLR and storminess may result in coastal squeeze and Enhanced rates of SLR and storminess may be accommodated naturally
increased wave energy at defences making defences more expensive and by MR and NAI. However, in the longer term defended and
technically difficult to maintain. This may reduce the potential for longundefended hinterland may be under threat resulting in additional
term Maintaining or Advancing the line and increase the attractiveness
investment or need to relocate and/or lose assets. Particularly relevant
of other alternatives.
in areas of low lying hinterland.
HTL and ATL policy exposed to this uncertainty
MR and NAI policy exposed to this uncertainty
A reduced sediment supply may increase the exposure of defences to
Reduced sediment supplies will potentially limit the ability for MR sites
wave energy, defences will become more expensive and technically
to be self-maintaining but would not be a primary driver for selection of
difficult to maintain. This may reduce the potential for long-term
MR or NAI.
Holding or Advancing the line and increase the attractiveness of other
alternatives.
HTL and ATL policy exposed to this uncertainty
The presence of contamination would increase the attractiveness of
The presence of contaminated land would require expensive
Holding or Advancing the line.
remediation to facilitate MR or NAI, making them less attractive as a
policy.
MR and NAI policy exposed to this uncertainty
The accuracy of economic information in terms of costs and benefits could potentially affect policy choice in cases where the decision is driven by
economic viability and is marginal. This uncertainty arises from the level of detail within the economic analysis and the availability of supporting
evidence (such as numerical modelling results). All policies are exposed to this uncertainty
The presence of protected habitats will increase the potential need for
The presence of protected habitats (freshwater or saline) will result in
offsetting habitats, increasing cost and difficulty in deliverability. This is
the need to develop integrated solutions that maintain and improve
unlikely to result in a change in HTL policy but makes ATL less
existing habitats This is unlikely to result in a change to a MR policy but
attractive.
makes a NAI policy less attractive.
ATL
NAI policy exposed to this uncertainty
ATL policy exposed to this uncertainty
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Annex H.
H.1 – Supporting Economic Appraisal Data – Damages/Benefits
H.1.1

Summary of No Active Intervention Erosion Losses

Table 1 – No Active Intervention Residential Erosion Losses (note, for brevity, only those policy units in which erosion losses occur are presented in this table)
Policy Unit
#
5g03

5g04

5g07

5g09

5g10

5g11

5g12

5g13
5g14

Epoch

No. Lost to
Erosion

No. Lost to
Erosion but also
Floodable

CV (£m)

PV (£m)

0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20

0
0
0
0
2
7
0
0
0
0
3
2
0
2
5
3
2
12
0
0
1
0
0
5
0

0
0
0
0
0
3
0
0
0

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.36
1.38
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.49
0.18
0.00
0.51
1.28
1.70
0.51
2.49
0.00
0.00
0.18
0.00
0.00
1.49
0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.09
0.17
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.15
0.02
0.00
0.13
0.11
1.36
0.15
0.24
0.00
0.00
0.02
0.00
0.00
0.11
0.00

Total No.
Residential
Erosion Losses

CV (£m)

PV (£m)

0

0.00

0.00

9

1.74

0.26

0

0.00

0.00

5

0.67

0.17

7

1.79

0.24

20

4.70

1.74

1

0.18

0.02

5

1.49

0.11

24

4.24

0.44
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Policy Unit
#

5g17

5g18

5g19

5g20

5g21
5g21

5g22
5g22

6a07
6a07

6a12
6a12

6a13
6a13
6a15
6a15

Epoch

No. Lost to
Erosion

No. Lost to
Erosion but also
Floodable

CV (£m)

PV (£m)

2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
20-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50

0
24
10
0
0
0
3
11
1
7
17
0
0
10
0
0
0
7
0
0
0
1
0
14
26
50
0
0
2
0
3

0
0
0
0
0
3
0
17
0
0
-

0.00
4.24
1.75
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.46
2.42
0.30
1.62
3.39
0.00
0.00
1.83
0.00
0.00
0.00
1.84
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.30
0.00
6.38
7.01
13.54
0.00
0.00
0.42
0.00
0.66

0.00
0.44
1.06
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.10
0.24
0.18
0.41
0.32
0.00
0.00
0.17
0.00
0.00
0.00
1.84
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.06
0.00
5.17
2.32
1.42
0.00
0.00
0.02
0.00
0.23

Total No.
Residential
Erosion Losses

CV (£m)

PV (£m)

10

1.75

1.06

14

2.88

0.33

25

5.30

0.91

10

1.83

0.17

0

0.00

0.00

10

1.84

1.84

1

0.30

0.06

107

26.92

8.91

2

0.42

0.02

4

0.87

0.26
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Policy Unit
#

6a18
6a18

6a20
6a20

6a21
6a21

6a22
6a22

6a23
6a23

6a25
6a25

6a28
6a28

6a29
6a29

6a30
6a30

6a32
6a32

Epoch

No. Lost to
Erosion

No. Lost to
Erosion but also
Floodable

CV (£m)

PV (£m)

5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100

1
3
0
0
2
8
4
90
27
19
52
0
0
2
0
0
4
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
56
0
10
71
1
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
-

0.21
0.70
0.00
0.00
0.51
2.18
0.90
16.97
5.22
3.36
9.93
0.00
0.00
0.35
0.00
0.00
0.70
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
7.86
0.00
1.37
11.77
0.29
0.00
0.00

0.02
0.42
0.00
0.00
0.32
0.57
0.10
11.94
1.42
0.35
9.12
0.00
0.00
0.35
0.00
0.00
0.70
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.67
0.00
0.32
1.09
0.18
0.00
0.00

Total No.
Residential
Erosion Losses

CV (£m)

PV (£m)

3

0.70

0.42

14

3.58

0.99

136

25.55

13.72

52

9.93

9.12

2

0.35

0.35

4

0.70

0.70

0

0.00

0.00

56

7.86

0.67

81

13.14

1.41

1

0.29

0.18
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Policy Unit
#
6a36
6a36

6a37
6a37

6a41
6a41

6a42
6a42

6b36
6b36

6b37
6b37

6b42
6b42

6b48
6b48

6b54
6b54

6b56
6b56
6b61
6b61

Epoch

No. Lost to
Erosion

No. Lost to
Erosion but also
Floodable

CV (£m)

PV (£m)

0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20

0
0
2
0
0
0
0
1
65
0
0
25
0
0
37
0
0
3
8
0
0
0
0
5
0
0
3
6
0
0
0

55
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

8.11
0.00
0.45
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.19
9.59
0.00
0.00
3.58
0.00
0.00
5.16
0.00
0.00
0.78
1.30
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
1.36
0.00
0.00
0.43
0.85
0.00
0.00
0.00

8.11
0.00
0.03
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.04
0.72
0.00
0.00
0.50
0.00
0.00
0.41
0.00
0.00
0.10
1.30
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.17
0.00
0.00
0.02
0.85
0.00
0.00
0.00

Total No.
Residential
Erosion Losses

CV (£m)

PV (£m)

57

8.57

8.14

0

0.00

0.00

66

9.78

0.76

25

3.58

0.50

37

5.16

0.41

3

0.78

0.10

8

1.30

1.30

5

1.36

0.17

3

0.43

0.02

6

0.85

0.85

0

0.00

0.00
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Policy Unit
#

6b64
6b64

6b71
6b71

6b73
6b73

6b74
6b74

6b78
6b78

6c02

6c08

6c09

6c11
6c16

Epoch

No. Lost to
Erosion

No. Lost to
Erosion but also
Floodable

CV (£m)

PV (£m)

2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50

0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
2
0
0
2
0
0
5
0
1
0
0
0
5
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
2

0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
-

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.29
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.48
0.00
0.00
0.45
0.00
0.00
0.94
0.00
0.29
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.94
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.29
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.45

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.04
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.28
0.00
0.00
0.27
0.00
0.00
0.81
0.00
0.02
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.61
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.28
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.12

Total No.
Residential
Erosion Losses

CV (£m)

PV (£m)

1

0.29

0.04

0

0.00

0.00

2

0.48

0.28

2

0.45

0.27

6

1.23

0.83

0

0.00

0.00

6

0.94

0.61

0

0.00

0.00

1

0.29

0.28

2

0.45

0.12
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Policy Unit
#

6c26

6c39

6c42

6c43

6c45

Epoch

No. Lost to
Erosion

No. Lost to
Erosion but also
Floodable

CV (£m)

PV (£m)

5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100

0
2
0
0
12
0
0
83
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
-

0.00
0.27
0.00
0.00
2.00
0.00
0.00
12.12
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00
0.17
0.00
0.00
2.00
0.00
0.00
12.12
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

Total No.
Residential
Erosion Losses

CV (£m)

PV (£m)

2

0.27

0.17

12

2.00

2.00

83

12.12

12.12

0

0.00

0.00

0

0.00

0.00
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Table 2 – No Active Intervention Commercial Erosion Losses (note, for brevity, only those policy units in which erosion losses occur are presented in this table)
Policy Unit
#
5g03

5g04

5g07

5g09

5g10

5g11

5g12

5g13

5g14
5g17

Epoch

No. Lost to
Erosion

No. Lost to
Erosion but
but also
Floodable

CV (£m)

PV (£m)

0-20
20--50
20
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50

1
0
0
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
1
0
0
2
0
0
2
0
0
3
4
0

0
0
0
0
0
3
0
0
0
0
-

0.18
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.01
0.04
0.08
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.01
0.12
0.00
0.04
0.00
0.00
0.50
0.00
0.00
0.74
0.00
0.00
0.52
2.53
0.00

0.18
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.01
0.08
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.12
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.06
0.00
0.00
0.08
0.00
0.00
0.05
1.48
0.00

Total No.
Commercial
Erosion Losses

CV (£m)

PV (£m)

1

0.18

0.18

3

0.05

0.01

1

0.08

0.08

0

0.00

0.00

1

0.01

0.00

4

0.15

0.12

2

0.50

0.06

2

0.74

0.08

3

0.52

0.05

4

2.53

1.48
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Policy Unit
#

5g18

5g19

5g20

5g21
5g21

5g22
5g22

6a07
6a07

6a12
6a12

6a13
6a13

6a15
6a15

6a18
6a18

Epoch

No. Lost to
Erosion

No. Lost to
Erosion but
but also
Floodable

CV (£m)

PV (£m)

5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100

0
0
0
0
0
1
4
1
0
0
0
0
0
92
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
2
0
3
0
0
0
0

0
2
0
3
37
0
0
0
0
0
-

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.20
0.01
0.25
0.07
0.00
0.00
0.26
0.00
0.00
8.58
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.30
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.32
0.00
0.10
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.20
0.00
0.02
0.07
0.00
0.00
0.26
0.00
0.00
8.58
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.02
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.04
0.00
0.05
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

Total No.
Commercial
Erosion Losses

CV (£m)

PV (£m)

0

0.00

0.00

7

0.46

0.22

1

0.07

0.07

3

0.26

0.26

129

8.58

8.58

1

0.30

0.02

0

0.00

0.00

2

0.32

0.04

3

0.10

0.05

0

0.00

0.00
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Policy Unit
#
6a20
6a20

6a21
6a21

6a22
6a22

6a23
6a23

6a25
6a25

6a28
6a28

6a29
6a29

6a30
6a30

6a32
6a32

6a36
6a36
6a37
6a37

Epoch

No. Lost to
Erosion

No. Lost to
Erosion but
but also
Floodable

CV (£m)

PV (£m)

0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20

0
1
0
83
8
4
37
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
10
0
0
7
5
0
0
0
1
2
1

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
10
0

0.00
0.00
0.00
3.27
0.96
0.26
0.98
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.16
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.68
0.00
0.00
1.21
0.12
0.00
0.00
1.27
0.16
0.61
0.16

0.00
0.00
0.00
2.93
0.22
0.02
0.92
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.16
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.06
0.00
0.00
0.09
0.07
0.00
0.00
1.27
0.07
0.04
0.16

Total No.
Commercial
Erosion Losses

CV (£m)

PV (£m)

1

0.00

0.00

95

4.49

3.17

37

0.98

0.92

0

0.00

0.00

0

0.00

0.00

1

0.16

0.16

10

0.68

0.06

7

1.21

0.09

5

0.12

0.07

13

2.04

1.38

1

0.16

0.16
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Policy Unit
#

6a41
6a41

6a42
6a42

6b36
6b36

6b37
6b37

6b42
6b42

6b48
6b48

6b54
6b54

6b56
6b56

6b61
6b61
6b64
6b64

Epoch

No. Lost to
Erosion

No. Lost to
Erosion but
but also
Floodable

CV (£m)

PV (£m)

2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50

0
0
0
0
9
0
0
0
0
0
2
0
0
0
3
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
3
0
0
0
0
5
1
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
19
13
0
-

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.51
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.04
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.36
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.63
0.00
0.00
1.77
0.00
0.20
0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.05
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.36
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.63
0.00
0.00
1.77
0.00
0.01
0.00
0.00

Total No.
Commercial
Erosion Losses

CV (£m)

PV (£m)

9

0.51

0.05

0

0.00

0.00

2

0.04

0.00

0

0.00

0.00

3

0.36

0.36

0

0.00

0.00

0

0.00

0.00

22

0.63

0.63

18

1.97

1.78

1

0.00

0.00
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Policy Unit
#

6b71
6b71

6b73
6b73

6b74
6b74

6b78
6b78

6c02

6c08

6c09

6c11

6c16

6c26

Epoch

No. Lost to
Erosion

No. Lost to
Erosion but
but also
Floodable

CV (£m)

PV (£m)

5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100

0
3
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
1
0
0
8
0
0
1
0
0
1
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
-

0.00
0.22
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.04
0.00
0.00
0.03
0.00
0.00
0.41
0.00
0.00
0.28
0.00
0.00
0.03
0.00
0.00
0.14
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00
0.22
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.04
0.00
0.00
0.03
0.00
0.00
0.26
0.00
0.00
0.18
0.00
0.00
0.02
0.00
0.00
0.07
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

Total No.
Commercial
Erosion Losses

CV (£m)

PV (£m)

3

0.22

0.22

0

0.00

0.00

0

0.00

0.00

1

0.04

0.04

1

0.03

0.03

8

0.41

0.26

1

0.28

0.18

1

0.03

0.02

1

0.14

0.07

0

0.00

0.00
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Policy Unit
#
6c39

6c42

6c43

6c45

Epoch

No. Lost to
Erosion

No. Lost to
Erosion but
but also
Floodable

CV (£m)

PV (£m)

0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100

7
0
0
6
0
0
1
0
0
2
0
0

0
0
0
0
-

0.40
0.00
0.00
0.20
0.00
0.00
0.05
0.00
0.00
0.59
0.00
0.00

0.40
0.00
0.00
0.20
0.00
0.00
0.03
0.00
0.00
0.35
0.00
0.00

Total No.
Commercial
Erosion Losses

CV (£m)

PV (£m)

7

0.40

0.40

6

0.20

0.20

1

0.05

0.03

2

0.59

0.35
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Table 3 – No Active Intervention Combined Residential & Commercial Erosion Losses (note, for brevity, only those policy units in which erosion losses occur are
presented in this table)
Policy Unit
#

5g03

5g04

5g07

5g09

5g10

5g11

5g12

5g13

5g14
5g17

Epoch

No. Lost to
Erosion

No. Lost to
Erosion but also
Floodable

CV (£m)

PV (£m)

0-20
20--50
20
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20

1
0
0
1
3
8
1
0
0
0
3
2
0
2
6
3
2
13
0
0
3
0
0
7
0
0
27
14

0
0
0
0
0
6
0
0
0
0

0.18
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.37
1.42
0.08
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.49
0.18
0.00
0.51
1.29
1.82
0.51
2.53
0.00
0.00
0.68
0.00
0.00
2.23
0.00
0.00
4.75
4.28

0.18
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.09
0.18
0.08
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.15
0.02
0.00
0.13
0.11
1.47
0.15
0.24
0.00
0.00
0.09
0.00
0.00
0.19
0.00
0.00
0.49
2.54

Total No.
Residential &
Commercial
Erosion Losses

CV (£m)

PV (£m)

1

0.18

0.18

12

1.79

0.27

1

0.08

0.08

5

0.67

0.17

8

1.80

0.24

24

4.85

1.86

3

0.68

0.09

7

2.23

0.19

27

4.75

0.49

14

4.28

2.54
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Policy Unit
#

5g18

5g19

5g20

5g21
5g21

5g22
5g22

6a07
6a07

6a12
6a12

6a13
6a13

6a15
6a15
6a18
6a18

Epoch

No. Lost to
Erosion

No. Lost to
Erosion but also
Floodable

CV (£m)

PV (£m)

2020-50
50--100
50
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20

0
0
0
3
11
0
0
0
99
0
0
0
0
0
99
0
0
0
1
1
14
26
50
0
0
4
0
6
1
3

0
3
40
3
40
0
17
0
0
0

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.46
2.42
0.26
0.00
0.00
10.43
0.00
0.00
0.26
0.00
0.00
10.43
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.30
0.30
6.38
7.01
13.54
0.00
0.00
0.73
0.00
0.76
0.21
0.70

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.10
0.24
0.26
0.00
0.00
10.43
0.00
0.00
0.26
0.00
0.00
10.43
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.06
0.02
5.17
2.32
1.42
0.00
0.00
0.06
0.00
0.28
0.02
0.42

Total No.
Residential &
Commercial
Erosion Losses

CV (£m)

PV (£m)

14

2.88

0.33

3

0.26

0.26

139

10.43

10.43

3

0.26

0.26

139

10.43

10.43

2

0.60

0.08

107

26.92

8.91

4

0.73

0.06

7

0.97

0.30

3

0.70

0.42
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Policy Unit
#

6a20
6a20

6a21
6a21

6a22
6a22

6a23
6a23

6a25
6a25

6a28
6a28

6a29
6a29

6a30
6a30

6a32
6a32
6a36
6a36

Epoch

No. Lost to
Erosion

No. Lost to
Erosion but also
Floodable

CV (£m)

PV (£m)

2020-50
50--100
50
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20

0
0
2
9
4
173
35
23
89
0
0
2
0
0
4
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
66
0
10
78
6
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
65

0.00
0.00
0.51
2.18
0.90
20.24
6.18
3.62
10.91
0.00
0.00
0.35
0.00
0.00
0.70
0.00
0.00
0.16
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
8.54
0.00
1.37
12.98
0.42
0.00
0.00
9.38

0.00
0.00
0.32
0.57
0.10
14.87
1.64
0.38
10.04
0.00
0.00
0.35
0.00
0.00
0.70
0.00
0.00
0.16
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.73
0.00
0.32
1.18
0.25
0.00
0.00
9.38

Total No.
Residential &
Commercial
Erosion Losses

CV (£m)

PV (£m)

15

3.58

0.99

231

30.04

16.89

89

10.91

10.04

2

0.35

0.35

4

0.70

0.70

1

0.16

0.16

66

8.54

0.73

88

14.35

1.51

6

0.42

0.25

70

10.61

9.52
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Policy Unit
#

6a37
6a37

6a41
6a41

6a42
6a42

6b36
6b36

6b37
6b37

6b42
6b42

6b48
6b48

6b54
6b54

6b56
6b56
6b61
6b61

Epoch

No. Lost to
Erosion

No. Lost to
Erosion but also
Floodable

CV (£m)

PV (£m)

2020-50
50--100
50
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20

1
4
1
0
0
0
1
74
0
0
25
0
0
39
0
0
3
11
0
0
0
0
5
0
0
3
9
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
19
13

0.16
1.07
0.16
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.19
10.10
0.00
0.00
3.58
0.00
0.00
5.20
0.00
0.00
0.78
1.66
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
1.36
0.00
0.00
0.43
1.48
0.00
0.00
1.77

0.07
0.06
0.16
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.04
0.76
0.00
0.00
0.50
0.00
0.00
0.42
0.00
0.00
0.10
1.66
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.17
0.00
0.00
0.02
1.48
0.00
0.00
1.77

Total No.
Residential &
Commercial
Erosion Losses

CV (£m)

PV (£m)

1

0.16

0.16

75

10.29

0.80

25

3.58

0.50

39

5.20

0.42

3

0.78

0.10

11

1.66

1.66

5

1.36

0.17

3

0.43

0.02

28

1.48

1.48

18

1.97

1.78
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Policy Unit
#

6b64
6b64

6b71
6b71

6b73
6b73

6b74
6b74

6b78
6b78

6c02

6c08

6c09

6c11
6c16

Epoch

No. Lost to
Erosion

No. Lost to
Erosion but also
Floodable

CV (£m)

PV (£m)

2020-50
50--100
50
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20

0
5
1
0
1
3
0
0
2
0
0
2
0
0
6
0
1
1
0
0
13
0
0
1
0
0
2
0
0
1

0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0

0.00
0.20
0.00
0.00
0.29
0.22
0.00
0.00
0.48
0.00
0.00
0.45
0.00
0.00
0.97
0.00
0.29
0.03
0.00
0.00
1.35
0.00
0.00
0.28
0.00
0.00
0.32
0.00
0.00
0.14

0.00
0.01
0.00
0.00
0.04
0.22
0.00
0.00
0.28
0.00
0.00
0.27
0.00
0.00
0.84
0.00
0.02
0.03
0.00
0.00
0.87
0.00
0.00
0.18
0.00
0.00
0.30
0.00
0.00
0.07

Total No.
Residential &
Commercial
Erosion Losses

CV (£m)

PV (£m)

2

0.30

0.04

3

0.22

0.22

2

0.48

0.28

2

0.45

0.27

7

1.27

0.87

1

0.03

0.03

14

1.35

0.87

1

0.28

0.18

2

0.32

0.30

3

0.59

0.19
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Policy Unit
#

6c26

6c39

6c42

6c43

6c45

Epoch

No. Lost to
Erosion

No. Lost to
Erosion but also
Floodable

CV (£m)

PV (£m)

2020-50
50--100
50
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100

2
0
2
0
0
19
0
0
89
0
0
1
0
0
2
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
-

0.45
0.00
0.27
0.00
0.00
2.40
0.00
0.00
12.32
0.00
0.00
0.05
0.00
0.00
0.59
0.00
0.00

0.12
0.00
0.17
0.00
0.00
2.40
0.00
0.00
12.32
0.00
0.00
0.03
0.00
0.00
0.35
0.00
0.00

Total No.
Residential &
Commercial
Erosion Losses

CV (£m)

PV (£m)

2

0.27

0.17

19

2.40

2.40

89

12.32

12.32

1

0.05

0.03

2

0.59

0.35
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H.1.2

Summary of Preferred
Preferred Plan Erosion Losses (Damages Avoided)

The following data takes into account the impacts of preferred policies on all units where erosion losses under the NAI scenario to determine the damages that would be
avoided (if any) by adopting and implementing the preferred policies. This also demonstrates residual damages where properties at risk of flooding would remain at flood
risk, though not necessarily remain at risk of erosion.

Table 4 – Combined Residential & Commercial Erosion Losses under the Preferred Plan (note, for brevity, only those policy units in which erosion losses occur are
presented in this table)

Policy Unit
#

5g03

5g04

5g07

5g09

5g10

5g11
5g12

Epoch

0-20
20--50
20
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50

No. Lost to
Erosion

1
0
0
1
3
8
1
0
0
0
3
2
0
2
6
3
2
13
0
0

No. Lost to
Erosion but also
Floodable

0
0
0
0
0
6
0
-

CV (£m)

0.18
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.37
1.42
0.08
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.49
0.18
0.00
0.51
1.29
1.82
0.51
2.53
0.00
0.00

PV (£m)

0.18
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.09
0.18
0.08
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.15
0.02
0.00
0.13
0.11
1.47
0.15
0.24
0.00
0.00

Total No.
Residential
Properties
Protected under
Preferred
Preferred Plan

CV (£m)

PV (£m)

0

0.00

0.00

0

0.18

0.18

0

0.08

0.00

0

0.00

0.00

0

0.00

0.00

0

0.00

0.00

0

0.00

0.00

Damages Avoided
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Policy Unit
#

5g13

5g14

5g17

5g18

5g19

5g20

5g21
5g21

5g22
5g22
6a07
6a07

Epoch

5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50

No. Lost to
Erosion

3
0
0
7
0
0
27
0
0
0
0
3
11
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1

No. Lost to
Erosion but also
Floodable

0
0
0
0
2
0
3
40
0
-

CV (£m)

0.68
0.00
0.00
2.23
0.00
0.00
4.75
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.46
2.42
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.26
0.00
0.00
3.80
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.30

PV (£m)

0.09
0.00
0.00
0.19
0.00
0.00
0.49
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.10
0.24
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.26
0.00
0.00
3.80
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.06

Total No.
Residential
Properties
Protected under
Preferred
Preferred Plan

CV (£m)

PV (£m)

0

0.00

0.00

0

0.00

0.00

5

2.79

1.56

50

8.88

2.09

62

11.76

2.42

64

11.76

2.42

0

0.00

0.00

99

6.62

6.62

0

0.00

0.00

Damages Avoided
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Policy Unit
#

6a12
6a12

6a13
6a13

6a15
6a15

6a18
6a18

6a20
6a20

6a21
6a21

6a22
6a22

6a23
6a23
6a25
6a25

Epoch

5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
20-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50

No. Lost to
Erosion

1
0
0
0
0
0
4
0
6
1
0
3
0
2
9
4
0
0
0
0
0
0
2
0
0
0
0

No. Lost to
Erosion but also
Floodable

17
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
-

CV (£m)

0.30
2.67
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.73
0.00
0.76
0.21
0.00
0.70
0.00
0.51
2.18
0.90
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.35
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

PV (£m)

0.02
2.67
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.06
0.00
0.28
0.02
0.00
0.33
0.00
0.32
0.57
0.10
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.35
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

Total No.
Residential
Properties
Protected under
Preferred
Preferred Plan

CV (£m)

PV (£m)

90

24.25

6.23

0

0.00

0.00

0

0.00

0.00

0

0.00

0.09

0

0.00

0.00

231

30.04

16.89

89

10.91

10.04

0

0.00

0.00

4

0.70

0.70

Damages Avoided
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Policy Unit
#

6a28
6a28

6a29
6a29

6a30
6a30

6a32
6a32

6a36
6a36

6a37
6a37

6a41
6a41

6a42
6a42
6b36
6b36

Epoch

5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50

No. Lost to
Erosion

0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
10
78
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
25
0
0

No. Lost to
Erosion but also
Floodable

0
0
0
0
65
0
0
0
0
-

CV (£m)

0.00
0.16
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
1.37
12.98
0.00
0.00
0.00
9.38
0.00
0.00
0.16
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
3.58
0.00
0.00

PV (£m)

0.00
0.16
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.32
1.18
0.00
0.00
0.00
9.38
0.00
0.00
0.16
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.50
0.00
0.00

Total No.
Residential
Properties
Protected under
Preferred
Preferred Plan

CV (£m)

PV (£m)

0

0.00

0.00

66

8.54

0.73

0

0.00

0.00

6

0.42

0.25

5

1.23

0.13

0

0.00

0.00

75

10.29

0.80

0

0.00

0.00

0

0.00

0.00

Damages Avoided
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Policy Unit
#

6b37
6b37

6b42
6b42

6b48
6b48

6b54
6b54

6b56
6b56

6b61
6b61

6b64
6b64

6b71
6b71
6b73
6b73

Epoch

5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50

No. Lost to
Erosion

39
0
0
3
11
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
3
0
9
0
0
0
5
0
0
0
3
0
0
2
0

No. Lost to
Erosion but also
Floodable

0
0
0
0
19
13
0
0
0
-

CV (£m)

5.20
0.00
0.00
0.78
1.66
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.43
0.42
1.05
0.00
1.77
0.00
0.20
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.22
0.00
0.00
0.48
0.00

PV (£m)

0.42
0.00
0.00
0.10
1.66
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.02
0.42
0.53
0.00
1.77
0.00
0.01
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.22
0.00
0.00
0.28
0.00

Total No.
Residential
Properties
Protected under
Preferred
Preferred Plan

CV (£m)

PV (£m)

0

0.00

0.00

0

0.00

0.00

5

1.36

0.17

0

0.00

0.00

0

0.00

0.52

0

0.00

0.00

2

0.30

0.04

0

0.00

0.00

0

0.00

0.00

Damages Avoided
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Policy Unit
#

6b74
6b74

6b78
6b78

6c02

6c08

6c09

6c11

6c16

6c26
6c39

Epoch

5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50

No. Lost to
Erosion

0
2
0
0
6
0
1
1
0
0
13
0
0
1
0
0
2
0
0
1
2
0
2
0
0
19
0

No. Lost to
Erosion but also
Floodable

0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
-

CV (£m)

0.00
0.45
0.00
0.00
0.97
0.00
0.29
0.03
0.00
0.00
1.35
0.00
0.00
0.28
0.00
0.00
0.32
0.00
0.00
0.14
0.45
0.00
0.27
0.00
0.00
2.40
0.00

PV (£m)

0.00
0.27
0.00
0.00
0.84
0.00
0.02
0.03
0.00
0.00
0.87
0.00
0.00
0.18
0.00
0.00
0.30
0.00
0.00
0.07
0.12
0.00
0.17
0.00
0.00
2.40
0.00

Total No.
Residential
Properties
Protected under
Preferred
Preferred Plan

CV (£m)

PV (£m)

0

0.00

0.00

0

0.00

0.00

0

0.00

0.00

0

0.00

0.00

0

0.00

0.00

0

0.00

0.00

0

0.00

0.00

0

0.00

0.00

0

0.00

0.00

Damages Avoided
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Policy Unit
#

6c42

6c43

6c45

Epoch

5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100

No. Lost to
Erosion

0
0
0
0
1
0
0
2
0
0

No. Lost to
Erosion but also
Floodable

0
0
0
-

CV (£m)

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.05
0.00
0.00
0.59
0.00
0.00

PV (£m)

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.03
0.00
0.00
0.35
0.00
0.00

Total No.
Residential
Properties
Protected under
Preferred
Preferred Plan

CV (£m)

PV (£m)

89

12.32

12.32

0

0.00

0.00

0

0.00

0.00

Damages Avoided
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H.1.3

Summary of No Active Intervention Flooding Losses

The following data presents the value of property and agricultural land at risk of flooding.

Table 5 – Residential and Commercial Property,
Property, and Agricultural Land Flood Losses (note, for brevity, only those policy units in which flood losses occur are presented in
this table).
Residential

Commercial

Policy Unit

5g15

5g16

5g21

5g22

6a02
6a03
6a04
6a05
6a07
6a09
6a11

Furzy Cliff to Preston
Beach (Rock Groyne)
Preston Beach (Rock
Groyne)
Groyne) to
Weymouth (Stone
Pier) (includes
Weymouth Harbour)
Small Mouth to
Osprey Quay
(Portland Harbour)
Osprey Quay
(Portland Harbour)
Harbour)
to Grove Point
Chiswell to Chesil
Beach (Northern end
of Osprey Quay)
Chesil Beach (to
Wyke Narrows)
Chesil Beach and The
Fleet
Abbotsbury to
Cogden Beach
Hive Beach (Burton
Bradstock)
Freshwater Beach
West Bay (East
Beach to eastern

Total (Residential
+ Commercial)

Total cost of
agricultural land
lost CV (£m)

Agricultural Land Area Flooded (Hectares)

No.

CV (£m)

No.

CV (£m)

No.

CV (£m)

Grade 1

Grade 2

Grade 3

Grade 4

Grade 5

45

7.90

2

1.00

47

8.90

0.00

0.00

76.19

0.00

0.00

0.94

858

159.77

375

85.89

1233

245.66

0.00

0.00

0.08

0.00

0.00

0.00

0

0.00

2

0.34

2

0.34

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

2

0.30

8

4.44

10

4.74

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

70

12.57

87

3.23

157

15.79

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0

0.00

0

0.00

0

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0

0.00

1

0.00

1

0.00

0.00

0.00

32.26

0.24

0.00

0.40

3

0.69

2

0.25

5

0.93

0.00

0.00

0.98

0.00

0.00

0.01

1

0.30

0

0.00

1

0.30

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

15

3.15

9

0.79

24

3.94

0.00

0.00

18.11

0.00

0.00

0.22

3

0.63

2

0.50

5

1.12

0.00

0.54

9.30

41.17

0.00

0.63
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Residential

Commercial

Policy Unit

6a12

6a18
6a21

6a25

6a26
6a27
6a29
6a36
6a39

6a46
6a47
6b01
6b02

pier)
West Bay (West
Beach from eastern
pier) to West Cliff
(East)
(East) (includes West
Bay Harbour)
Charmouth
Broad Ledge (Lyme
Regis) to The Cobb
(Lyme Regis)
Axe Estuary (Mouth
Breakwater to
Axmouth North)
Axe Estuary
(Axmouth North to
Seaton North)
Axe Estuary (Seaton
East)
Axe Estuary (Spit) to
Seaton (West)
Sidmouth
Otter Estuary
(Otterton Ledge to
Budleigh Salterton
East)
Octagon to Exmouth
slipway
Exmouth Spit
Exe Estuary Exmouth (west)
Exe Estuary Exmouth (west) to

Total (Residential
+ Commercial)

Total cost of
agricultural land
lost CV (£m)

Agricultural Land Area Flooded (Hectares)

No.

CV (£m)

No.

CV (£m)

No.

CV (£m)

Grade 1

Grade 2

Grade 3

Grade 4

Grade 5

260

47.54

92

5.91

352

53.46

0.00

0.61

9.63

42.36

0.00

0.65

3

0.54

1

0.03

4

0.57

0.00

0.00

6.01

5.52

0.00

0.14

0

0.00

8

0.21

8

0.21

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0

0.00

0

0.00

0

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.02

0.00

0.00

0.00

4

1.17

0

0.00

4

1.17

0.00

0.67

35.70

108.16

0.00

1.79

43

7.05

42

3.44

85

10.49

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.09

0.00

0.00

79

11.16

7

0.34

86

11.49

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.37

0.00

0.00

177

26.22

95

13.51

272

39.73

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

3

0.67

1

0.01

4

0.68

0.00

6.71

1.16

68.55

0.00

0.95

568

81.69

210

32.76

778

114.45

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

166

23.80

4

0.24

170

24.04

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

999

156.63

239

19.68

1238

176.31

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

165

26.44

2

0.09

167

26.54

0.15

0.00

0.63

0.00

0.00

0.01
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Residential

Commercial

Policy Unit

6b03
6b04
6b06
6b07
6b08
6b09
6b10
6b11
6b12
6b13
6b14
6b15
6b16
6b18
6b22

Lympstone
Exe Estuary Lympstone
Exe Estuary - Nutwell
Park
Exe Estuary - Exton
Exe Estuary - Exton
to Lower Clyst
Exe Estuary - Lower
Clyst
Exe Estuary Topsham
Exe Estuary - M5
(east) to St James'
Weir
Exe Estuary Topsham Sludge beds
Exe Estuary - St
James' Weir to M5
(west)
Exe Estuary
Estuary - M5
(west) to Turf Lock
Exe Estuary - Turf
Lock to Powderham
Exe Estuary Powderham (south)
Exe Estuary Starcross
Exe Estuary Cockwood to The
Warren
Dawlish Warren

Total (Residential
+ Commercial)

Total cost of
agricultural land
lost CV (£m)

Agricultural Land Area Flooded (Hectares)

No.

CV (£m)

No.

CV (£m)

No.

CV (£m)

Grade 1

Grade 2

Grade 3

Grade 4

Grade 5

96

15.79

13

0.42

109

16.21

1.65

0.00

18.94

0.00

0.00

0.25

1

0.16

0

0.00

1

0.16

0.12

0.00

1.01

0.00

0.00

0.01

0

0.00

0

0.00

0

0.00

0.91

0.00

15.02

0.00

0.00

0.20

7

1.35

34

4.26

41

5.61

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

3

0.43

0

0.00

3

0.43

69.88

0.00

1.11

161.36

0.00

2.87

240

38.49

37

1.74

277

40.23

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

2

0.32

1

0.08

3

0.40

0.00

0.00

0.00

22.06

0.00

0.27

1

0.14

20

14.81

21

14.95

0.00

0.00

16.65

93.18

0.00

1.36

12

2.23

2

0.92

14

3.15

0.67

0.00

0.00

94.74

0.00

1.18

68

19.33

10

1.71

78

21.04

16.44

0.00

0.00

336.68

0.00

4.37

1

0.19

0

0.00

1

0.19

19.15

1.03

0.00

412.20

0.00

5.35

0

0.00

1

0.05

1

0.05

32.46

2.18

22.98

34.45

0.00

1.14

447

81.08

35

1.50

482

82.57

21.99

4.44

32.34

0.00

0.00

0.73

9

2.41

2

0.24

11

2.65

15.76

0.00

0.13

30.75

0.00

0.58

95

27.47

34

5.06

129

32.53

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00
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Residential

Commercial

Policy Unit

6b23
6b30

6b31

6b32

6b33

6b34
6b35
6b36

6b48
6b49
6b50

(West - hard
defences)
Langstone Rock to
Coryton Cove
Teign Estuary - The
Point to Teignmouth
and Shaldon Bridge
Teign Estuary North Shore
(Teignmouth and
Shaldon Bridge to
Passage House
Hotel)
Teign Estuary Passage House Hotel
to Kingsteignton
Road Bridge
Teign Estuary Kingsteignton and
Newton Abbot
Teign Estuary - South
Shore (Newton
Abbot to Shaldon)
Teign Estuary Shaldon
Shaldon (The Ness)
to Maidencombe
(North)
Beacon Cove to
Torre Abbey Sands
(Torquay Harbour)
Torre Abbey Sands
Corbyn's Head

Total (Residential
+ Commercial)

Total cost of
agricultural land
lost CV (£m)

Agricultural Land Area Flooded (Hectares)

No.

CV (£m)

No.

CV (£m)

No.

CV (£m)

Grade 1

Grade 2

Grade 3

Grade 4

Grade 5

0

0.00

2

0.30

2

0.30

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

63

8.77

80

9.27

143

18.03

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

395

57.31

211

12.81

606

70.12

0.00

6.35

21.25

1.20

0.00

0.36

223

43.45

81

51.17

304

94.61

0.00

0.17

0.00

29.22

0.00

0.36

484

74.36

86

12.98

570

87.34

0.00

0.00

0.00

12.41

0.00

0.15

8

1.56

4

1.49

12

3.05

0.00

0.00

7.60

9.62

0.00

0.21

323

53.66

48

2.79

371

56.45

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0

0.00

4

0.06

4

0.06

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0

0.00

57

8.59

57

8.59

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

3
0

0.57
0.00

3
1

0.00
0.00

6
1

0.57
0.00

0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00
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Residential

Commercial

Policy Unit

6b55
6b56
6b57
6b58
6b60

6b64

6b66

6b67

6b68

6b69
6b73
6b75
6b76
6b78
6b78

Hollicombe Head to
Roundham Head
Goodrington Sands
Goodrington Sands
to Broadsands
Broadsands
Churston Cove
(East) to Shoalstone
Point
Dart Estuary Kingswear (South) to
Waterhead Creek
Dart Estuary Greenway Viaduct
Viaduct to
Totnes South (east
bank)
Dart Estuary Totnes
Dart Estuary Totnes South (west
bank) to Dartmouth
(North)
Dart Estuary Dartmouth (North)
to Halftide Rock
Blackpool Sands
Strete to Torcross
North (Slapton
Sands)
Torcross North to
Limpet Rocks
Beesands

Total (Residential
+ Commercial)

Total cost of
agricultural land
lost CV (£m)

Agricultural Land Area Flooded (Hectares)

No.

CV (£m)

No.

CV (£m)

No.

CV (£m)

Grade 1

Grade 2

Grade 3

Grade 4

Grade 5

160

22.67

191

29.29

351

51.97

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

1

0.14

22

0.46

23

0.60

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

43

5.88

0

0.00

43

5.88

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0

0.00

5

0.39

5

0.39

0.00

0.00

0.76

0.00

0.00

0.01

8

1.29

3

0.08

11

1.37

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

12

1.64

3

1.06

15

2.70

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

7

1.85

13

0.90

20

2.75

0.00

0.91

10.53

8.98

0.00

0.25

385

56.70

197

30.48

582

87.18

0.00

2.79

0.26

29.24

0.00

0.40

18

3.59

2

0.25

20

3.84

0.00

1.69

8.09

19.32

0.00

0.36

310

44.04

278

23.13

588

67.17

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0

0.00

0

0.00

0

0.00

0.00

0.29

0.00

4.65

0.00

0.06

0

0.00

0

0.00

0

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.84

0.00

0.00

0.01

22

3.53

6

0.87

28

4.40

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

31

4.49

3

0.48

34

4.97

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00
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Residential

Commercial

Policy Unit

6c03

6c04
6c05
6c06

6c07
6c08
6c11
6c13

6c14

6c15

6c16

Salcombe Harbour
(Limebury
(Limebury Point to
Kingsbridge Estuary Scoble Point)
Kingsbridge Estuary
East (Scoble Point to
Kingsbridge)
Kingsbridge Estuary Kingsbridge
Kingsbridge
Kingsbridge Estuary
West (Kingsbridge to
Snapes Point)
Salcombe (Snapes
Point to Splat Cove
Point)
Splat Cove Point to
Bolt Head
Thurlestone Rock to
Warren Point
Avon Estuary (East
Bank - Mouth to
Stadbury Farm)
Avon Estuary
(Upstream section Stadbury Farm to
Stakes Hill)
Avon Estuary (West
Bank - Stakes Hill to
Warren Point
(BigburyBigbury-onon-Sea))
Warren Point
(Bigbury(Bigbury-onon-Sea) to
Challaborough

Total (Residential
+ Commercial)

Total cost of
agricultural land
lost CV (£m)

Agricultural Land Area Flooded (Hectares)

No.

CV (£m)

No.

CV (£m)

No.

CV (£m)

Grade 1

Grade 2

Grade 3

Grade 4

Grade 5

5

1.10

1

0.03

6

1.13

0.00

0.00

0.49

2.64

0.00

0.04

20

3.80

0

0.00

20

3.80

0.00

4.47

3.85

14.61

0.00

0.28

78

12.17

96

7.96

174

20.13

0.00

0.00

0.58

0.00

0.00

0.01

0

0.00

1

0.00

1

0.00

0.00

5.05

1.49

0.00

0.00

0.08

44

6.58

67

4.00

111

10.58

0.00

0.00

2.09

0.14

0.00

0.03

1

0.14

1

0.01

2

0.15

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0

0.00

0

0.00

0

0.00

0.00

1.93

23.88

9.02

0.00

0.43

0

0.00

0

0.00

0

0.00

0.00

0.00

5.35

2.85

0.00

0.10

9

1.90

4

0.27

13

2.17

0.00

0.00

0.38

53.48

2.88

0.70

0

0.00

0

0.00

0

0.00

0.00

0.00

3.12

0.00

0.00

0.04

0

0.00

0

0.00

0

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.14

2.37

0.00

0.03
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Residential

Commercial

Policy Unit

6c18

6c19

6c20

6c23

6c24

6c25

6c27

6c28
6c29
6c30

(West)
Erme Estuary (East
Bank - Mouth to
Orcheton Wood)
Erme Estuary
(Upstream section Orcheton Wood to
Pamflete Wood)
Erme Estuary (West
Bank - Pamflete
Wood to Mouth)
Yealm Estuary
Estuary (East
Bank - Passage House
to Newton Ferrers
North)
Yealm Estuary (East
Bank - Newton
Ferrers North to Fish
House Plantation)
Yealm Estuary
Estuary (West
Bank - Fish House
Plantation to Season
Point)
Wembury Point to
Mount Batten
Breakwater
Plym Estuary - Mount
Batten Breakwater to
Marsh
Marsh Mills
Plym Estuary - Marsh
Mills to Coxside
Coxside to Devil's
Point

Total (Residential
+ Commercial)

Total cost of
agricultural land
lost CV (£m)

Agricultural Land Area Flooded (Hectares)

No.

CV (£m)

No.

CV (£m)

No.

CV (£m)

Grade 1

Grade 2

Grade 3

Grade 4

Grade 5

2

0.43

1

0.03

3

0.46

0.00

0.00

3.79

7.44

0.00

0.14

0

0.00

0

0.00

0

0.00

0.00

0.00

4.40

53.77

0.00

0.72

0

0.00

0

0.00

0

0.00

0.00

0.74

0.86

3.24

0.00

0.06

15

2.71

2

0.03

17

2.74

0.00

0.00

2.58

5.29

0.00

0.10

0

0.00

0

0.00

0

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.37

0.96

0.00

0.02

5

1.13

1

0.03

6

1.16

0.00

0.06

12.52

4.65

0.00

0.21

1

0.29

0

0.00

1

0.29

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

32

6.09

58

24.01

90

30.11

0.00

0.79

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.01

666

99.13

162

66.00

828

165.13

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

40

5.70

37

3.11

77

8.81

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00
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Residential

Commercial

Policy Unit

6c31

6c32

6c33

6c34

6c35

6c36

6c37

6c38

Tamar Estuary Devil’s Point to
Tamerton Lake
Tamar Estuary Tamerton Lake to
Gunnislake (upper
Tamar Estuary East)
Tamar Estuary Gunnislake to Saltash
North (upper Tamar
Estuary West)
Tamar Estuary Saltash
Tamar Estuary River Lynher (Saltash
South to Torpoint
North (Jupiter
Point))
Tamar Estuary Torpoint North
(Jupiter Point) to
Torpoint South
(Landing Stage)
Tamar Estuary - St
St
John's Lake (Torpoint
South (Landing Stage)
to Millbrook (Mill
Farm))
Tamar Estuary - St
John's Lake
(Millbrook (Mill
Farm) to Millbrook
(Hancock's Lake))

Total (Residential
+ Commercial)

Total cost of
agricultural land
lost CV (£m)

Agricultural Land Area Flooded (Hectares)

No.

CV (£m)

No.

CV (£m)

No.

CV (£m)

Grade 1

Grade 2

Grade 3

Grade 4

Grade 5

224

31.83

22

7.15

246

38.98

0.00

0.00

13.10

0.00

0.00

0.16

11

2.30

4

0.07

15

2.37

0.00

35.92

114.98

59.07

0.00

2.60

64

12.83

8

0.13

72

12.96

0.00

24.47

85.67

118.69

0.00

2.83

14

2.11

5

0.45

19

2.56

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

61

10.73

17

0.76

78

11.49

0.00

31.72

64.30

14.11

0.00

1.36

8

1.17

0

0.00

8

1.17

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

6

1.20

3

0.17

9

1.37

0.00

6.47

3.52

0.00

0.00

0.12

73

12.24

35

0.98

108

13.21

0.00

1.97

9.37

0.00

0.00

0.14
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Residential

Commercial

Policy Unit

6c41
6c44

Mount Edgcumbe to
Picklecombe Point
Kingsand/Cawsand

Total (Residential
+ Commercial)

Total cost of
agricultural land
lost CV (£m)

Agricultural Land Area Flooded (Hectares)

No.

CV (£m)

No.

CV (£m)

No.

CV (£m)

Grade 1

Grade 2

Grade 3

Grade 4

Grade 5

2

0.32

0

0.00

2

0.32

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

64

10.15

6

0.31

70

10.45

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00
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Annex H.
H.2 – Supporting Economic Appraisal Data for SMP Costs
This annex presents the full preferred scenario costs developed for the SMP. As outlined in the assumptions
below, these are generated from national generic costs and do not reflect local conditions. These figures
should not be considered out of context. The costs presented in section H4 have been taken from available
strategy and/or scheme documents where available, as these represent a more accurate and site specific
consideration of implementation costs. The figures presented in this Annex have only been used where other,
more detailed, cost information is not available. As such the costs presented here differ from those in section
H4 for frontages where more detailed costs are available.

Basis for cost assumptions:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Replacement costs taken from SMP Procedural Guidance (Defra, 2006). This sets replacement costs
for linear structures (e.g. revetments, seawalls) at £2.7million/km and cost for beach management
schemes at £5.1million/km. Groyne field costs and embankments are taken as £0.6million/km;
Maintenance costs taken from NADNAC study prepared for Defra (2004). This sets annual
maintenance cost for linear structures and for groyne fields at £10k/km and for beach schemes
£20k/km;
Assumed design life (and thus full scheme reconstruction will be required) as 100 years for linear
defences, 50 years for beach schemes and 30 years for groynes.
Allow for maintenance as a linear cost, although realistically less in early years and increasing in latter
years of scheme life;
Allowance for increase in costs due to climate change: Period 20-50 years - costs factored up by 1.5 x
present day rates; Period 50-100 years - costs factored up by 2.0x present day rates;
Capital costs have had 20% added to them for preliminaries, and 9% for contractors fees;
Optimism bias (at 60%) to be applied to all costs when examining BCR, to reflect uncertainty in broad
level analysis at SMP scale;
For "low cost" defence structures use same rate as groynes; and,
Rates for typical defences types used:
Defence Type

Beach recharge
Seawall
Rock revetment
Groyne
Embankment
Steel sheet piling
Flood wall
Cliff Stabilisation*

Cost per km
Replacement
£5,100,000
£2,700,000
£2,700,000
£600,000
£600,000
£2,081,000
£1,186,000
£200,000

Maintenance
Maintenance
£20,000
£10,000
£10,000
£10,000
£10,000
£10,000
£10,000
£20,000

*Note: Cliff stabilisation costs are highly site dependent.
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H.2.1 Defence Costs for Preferred policies
For brevity, the following table presents the cost estimates only for those policy units where the preferred policies involve intervention during the 100 year time-frame of
the SMP (i.e. managed realignment or hold the line are proposed), as those areas where no active intervention is proposed would not incur any cost of intervention.
Capital
CV (£m)
Policy
Unit #

5g10

5g13

5g15

5g16

5g17

5g18

5g19

5g20

Epoch

Policy

0-20
20--50
20
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100

HTL
NAI
NAI
HTL
MR
HTL
HTL
HTL
MR
HTL
HTL
HTL
HTL
HTL
HTL
MR
MR
MR
HTL
HTL
HTL
MR
MR
MR

includes 20% for
preliminaries and
9% for
contractor fees

Maintenance
CV (£m)

Total
CV (£m)

Total
PV (£m)

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.88
0.00
0.00
5.03
0.05
13.60
2.12
12.71
24.01
0.14
0.00
3.53
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.09
0.00
0.17
0.00
0.00
0.35

0.14
0.00
0.00
0.06
0.11
0.25
1.06
2.41
5.31
1.16
4.41
10.60
0.15
0.23
0.38
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.13
0.29
0.65
0.00
0.00
1.35

0.14
0.00
0.00
0.94
0.11
0.25
6.10
2.45
18.91
3.28
17.12
34.61
0.29
0.23
3.91
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.22
0.29
0.82
0.00
0.00
1.70

0.10
0.00
0.00
0.50
0.04
0.03
3.89
0.80
2.57
2.41
6.95
2.73
0.23
0.07
0.25
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.18
0.10
0.10
0.00
0.00
0.21

Whole Life
Capital
CV (£m)

Whole Life
Maintenance CV
(£m)

Total
Whole Life
PV (£m)

Total Whole
Life Cost
PV+60%
Optimism
Bias (£m)

0.00

0.14

0.10

0.17

0.88

0.42

0.57

0.91

18.68

8.77

7.26

11.62

38.85

16.17

12.09

19.35

3.67

0.75

0.56

0.89

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.26

1.07

0.38

0.61

0.35

1.35

0.21

0.34
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Capital
CV (£m)
Policy
Unit #

5g21
5g21

5g22
5g22

6a02

6a03

6a09
6a09

6a11
6a11

6a12
6a12

6a15
6a15

6a18
6a18
6a20
6a20

Epoch

Policy

0-20
20--50
20
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20

HTL
HTL
HTL
HTL
HTL
HTL
HTL
HTL
HTL
MR
MR
MR
MR
MR
MR
HTL
HTL
MR
HTL
HTL
HTL
HTL
NAI
NAI
HTL
MR
MR
HTL

includes 20% for
preliminaries and
9% for
contractor fees

Maintenance
CV (£m)

Total
CV (£m)

Total
PV (£m)

0.00
2.12
8.48
0.00
9.54
6.36
0.49
2.44
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.49
0.00
1.53
0.00
3.46
2.67
0.00
25.02
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.44
0.00
1.33

0.08
0.18
1.18
0.68
1.53
3.40
0.60
1.35
2.99
0.15
0.36
0.72
0.04
0.63
1.44
0.12
0.27
0.85
0.59
1.32
2.93
0.09
0.00
0.00
0.08
0.64
1.16
0.21

0.08
2.30
9.65
0.68
11.07
9.76
1.09
3.79
2.99
0.15
0.36
0.72
0.04
1.12
1.44
1.65
0.27
4.31
3.25
1.32
27.94
0.09
0.00
0.00
0.08
1.08
1.16
1.54

0.06
0.99
1.79
0.50
5.29
1.62
0.93
1.67
0.32
0.12
0.12
0.08
0.03
0.45
0.15
1.57
0.09
0.75
2.76
0.43
2.53
0.07
0.00
0.00
0.06
0.39
0.13
1.48

Whole Life
Capital
CV (£m)

Whole Life
Maintenance CV
(£m)

Total
Whole Life
PV (£m)

Total Whole
Life Cost
PV+60%
Optimism
Bias (£m)

10.59

1.44

2.84

4.54

15.89

5.61

7.41

11.85

2.94

4.93

2.92

4.67

0.00

1.23

0.31

0.50

0.49

2.11

0.63

1.01

5.00

1.24

2.41

3.86

27.68

4.83

5.72

9.15

0.00

0.09

0.07

0.11

0.44

1.88

0.58

0.92

1.33

1.73

1.75

2.80
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Capital
CV (£m)
Policy
Unit #

6a21
6a21

6a22
6a22

6a25
6a25

6a26
6a26

6a27
6a27

6a29
6a29

6a30
6a30

6a32
6a32
6a35
6a35

Epoch

Policy

2020-50
50--100
50
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50

HTL
HTL
HTL
HTL
HTL
HTL
MR
HTL
HTL
HTL
HTL
MR
MR
MR
HTL
HTL
HTL
HTL
HTL
HTL
HTL
MR
MR
HTL
HTL
HTL
MR
MR

includes 20% for
preliminaries and
9% for
contractor fees

Maintenance
CV (£m)

Total
CV (£m)

Total
PV (£m)

0.00
0.00
3.67
0.35
13.34
0.00
1.06
0.00
0.00
3.55
0.00
0.75
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.88
0.00
6.56
0.00
8.00
0.00
2.97
0.00
0.04
0.00
0.35
1.33
2.00

0.47
1.05
0.39
0.88
1.95
0.14
0.35
0.88
0.31
0.70
1.55
0.09
0.43
0.95
0.08
0.17
0.38
0.63
1.41
3.13
0.11
0.25
0.56
0.01
0.02
0.05
0.08
0.18

0.47
1.05
4.06
1.23
15.29
0.14
1.41
0.88
0.31
4.25
1.55
0.83
0.43
0.95
0.08
1.06
0.38
7.19
1.41
11.13
0.11
3.22
0.56
0.04
0.02
0.40
1.41
2.18

0.15
0.11
2.55
0.41
1.55
0.10
0.45
0.09
0.23
1.54
0.16
0.58
0.14
0.10
0.06
0.38
0.04
3.87
0.46
1.23
0.08
0.97
0.06
0.04
0.01
0.07
1.39
0.47

Whole Life
Capital
CV (£m)

Whole Life
Maintenance CV
(£m)

Total
Whole Life
PV (£m)

Total Whole
Life Cost
PV+60%
Optimism
Bias (£m)

17.36

3.22

4.52

7.23

1.06

1.37

0.64

1.02

3.55

2.56

1.93

3.09

0.75

1.46

0.82

1.31

0.88

0.63

0.48

0.77

14.57

5.16

5.56

8.90

2.97

0.92

1.11

1.77

0.39

0.07

0.12

0.19

6.00

0.66

2.04

3.26
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Capital
CV (£m)
Policy
Unit #

6a36
6a36

6a39
6a39

6a41
6a41

6a44
6a44

6a45
6a45

6a46
6a46

6a47
6a47

6b01

6b02

Epoch

Policy

5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100

MR
HTL
HTL
HTL
MR
MR
MR
HTL
HTL
HTL
HTL
HTL
HTL
HTL
MR
HTL
HTL
HTL
HTL
HTL
HTL
HTL
HTL
HTL
HTL
HTL
HTL
HTL

includes 20% for
preliminaries and
9% for
contractor fees

Maintenance
CV (£m)

Total
CV (£m)

Total
PV (£m)

2.67
0.10
0.21
0.21
0.67
0.00
0.00
3.14
0.00
11.87
1.60
0.00
0.00
1.88
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
1.51
0.45
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.17
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.51

0.40
0.54
0.81
1.35
0.09
0.38
0.85
0.00
0.40
1.78
0.17
0.38
0.85
0.40
0.45
1.00
0.32
0.72
1.60
0.76
1.80
4.00
0.29
0.64
1.43
0.29
0.65
1.45

3.07
0.64
1.02
1.56
0.75
0.38
0.85
3.14
0.40
13.65
1.77
0.38
0.85
2.28
0.45
1.00
0.32
0.72
3.11
1.21
1.80
4.00
0.29
0.82
1.43
0.29
0.65
1.96

0.18
0.48
0.33
0.16
0.54
0.12
0.09
1.63
0.13
1.31
0.96
0.12
0.09
1.27
0.15
0.11
0.24
0.23
0.25
1.00
0.59
0.43
0.21
0.26
0.15
0.21
0.21
0.20

Whole Life
Capital
CV (£m)

Whole Life
Maintenance CV
(£m)

Total
Whole Life
PV (£m)

Total Whole
Life Cost
PV+60%
Optimism
Bias (£m)

0.52

2.70

0.97

1.55

0.67

1.32

0.76

1.21

15.02

2.18

3.08

4.92

1.60

1.40

1.17

1.88

1.88

1.85

1.53

2.44

1.51

2.64

0.72

1.15

0.45

6.56

2.01

3.22

0.17

2.36

0.63

1.00

0.51

2.39

0.63

1.01
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Capital
CV (£m)
Policy
Unit #

6b03

6b04

6b05

6b06

6b07

6b08

6b09

6b10

6b11
6b12

Epoch

Policy

0-20
20--50
20
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20

HTL
HTL
HTL
HTL
HTL
HTL
HTL
HTL
HTL
HTL
HTL
HTL
HTL
HTL
HTL
MR
MR
MR
HTL
HTL
HTL
HTL
HTL
HTL
HTL
HTL
HTL
HTL

includes 20% for
preliminaries and
9% for
contractor fees

Maintenance
CV (£m)

Total
CV (£m)

Total
PV (£m)

0.00
0.00
0.35
0.00
0.00
0.28
0.00
0.00
0.37
0.14
0.00
0.00
0.71
0.00
0.00
0.15
0.00
0.00
3.26
0.00
0.00
1.31
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.89
0.15

0.20
0.45
1.00
0.16
0.36
0.80
0.21
0.47
1.05
0.19
0.45
1.00
0.13
0.32
0.70
0.15
0.36
0.80
0.40
0.94
2.10
0.10
2.25
5.00
0.34
0.77
1.70
0.60

0.20
0.45
1.35
0.16
0.36
1.08
0.21
0.47
1.42
0.33
0.45
1.00
0.84
0.32
0.70
0.30
0.36
0.80
3.66
0.94
2.10
1.41
2.25
5.00
0.34
0.77
2.59
0.75

0.15
0.15
0.14
0.12
0.12
0.11
0.15
0.15
0.15
0.28
0.15
0.11
0.80
0.10
0.07
0.26
0.12
0.09
3.55
0.31
0.22
0.78
0.73
0.53
0.25
0.25
0.32
0.56

Whole Life
Capital
CV (£m)

Whole Life
Maintenance CV
(£m)

Total
Whole Life
PV (£m)

Total Whole
Life Cost
PV+60%
Optimism
Bias (£m)

0.35

1.65

0.43

0.70

0.28

1.32

0.35

0.56

0.37

1.73

0.46

0.73

0.14

1.64

0.53

0.85

0.71

1.15

0.98

1.57

0.15

1.31

0.46

0.74

3.26

3.44

4.08

6.52

1.31

7.35

2.05

3.28

0.89

2.81

0.82

1.30

0.15

4.95

1.32

2.11
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Capital
CV (£m)
Policy
Unit #

6b13

6b14

6b15

6b16

6b17

6b18

6b20
6b20

6b21
6b21
6b22
6b22

Epoch

Policy

2020-50
50--100
50
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50

HTL
HTL
HTL
HTL
HTL
HTL
MR
HTL
HTL
HTL
HTL
HTL
HTL
HTL
HTL
HTL
HTL
HTL
HTL
HTL
HTL

tbd
tbd
HTL

tbd
tbd
HTL

tbd

includes 20% for
preliminaries and
9% for
contractor fees

Maintenance
CV (£m)

Total
CV (£m)

Total
PV (£m)

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.12
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.79
0.00
0.00
0.34
0.00
0.14
0.00
0.13
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.79
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

1.35
3.00
0.60
1.35
3.00
0.46
1.04
2.30
0.20
0.45
1.00
0.40
0.90
2.00
0.10
0.23
0.50
0.46
1.04
2.30
0.64
0.00
0.00
0.94
0.00
0.00
0.38
0.00

1.35
3.00
0.60
1.47
3.00
0.46
1.04
3.09
0.20
0.45
1.34
0.40
1.04
2.00
0.22
0.23
0.50
0.46
1.04
3.09
0.64
0.00
0.00
0.94
0.00
0.00
0.38
0.00

0.44
0.32
0.44
0.47
0.32
0.34
0.34
0.32
0.15
0.15
0.14
0.29
0.33
0.21
0.19
0.07
0.05
0.34
0.34
0.32
0.47
0.00
0.00
0.69
0.00
0.00
0.28
0.00

Whole Life
Capital
CV (£m)

Whole Life
Maintenance CV
(£m)

Total
Whole Life
PV (£m)

Total Whole
Life Cost
PV+60%
Optimism
Bias (£m)

0.12

4.95

1.23

1.97

0.79

3.80

0.99

1.59

0.34

1.65

0.43

0.69

0.14

3.30

0.84

1.34

0.13

0.82

0.32

0.51

0.79

3.80

0.99

1.59

0.00

0.64

0.47

0.75

0.00

0.94

0.69

1.11

0.00

0.38

0.28

0.45
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Capital
CV (£m)
Policy
Unit #

6b23
6b23

6b24
6b24

6b25
6b25

6b26
6b26

6b27
6b27

6b28
6b28

6b29

6b30
6b30

6b31
6b31

Epoch

Policy

5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100

HTL
HTL
HTL
HTL
HTL
HTL
HTL
HTL
HTL
MR
HTL
HTL
HTL
HTL
HTL
HTL
HTL
HTL
MR
MR
MR
HTL
HTL
HTL
HTL
HTL
HTL

tbd

includes 20% for
preliminaries and
9% for
contractor fees

Maintenance
CV (£m)

Total
CV (£m)

Total
PV (£m)

0.00
18.01
0.00
0.00
5.16
0.00
0.00
7.42
0.00
0.00
1.98
0.00
0.00
3.88
9.44
8.97
0.00
3.47
0.63
0.00
12.80
0.00
4.77
0.00
0.00
0.00
12.80
0.00

0.00
0.77
2.30
5.10
0.20
0.66
1.46
0.27
0.94
2.10
0.16
0.60
1.33
0.14
1.13
3.22
0.00
0.61
2.03
1.10
2.48
5.50
0.27
0.61
1.35
1.10
2.48
5.50

0.00
18.78
2.30
5.10
5.36
0.66
1.46
7.69
0.94
2.10
2.14
0.60
1.33
4.03
10.57
12.19
0.00
4.08
2.66
1.10
15.27
5.50
5.04
0.61
1.35
1.10
15.27
5.50

0.00
16.21
0.75
0.54
4.48
0.21
0.16
6.21
0.31
0.22
1.66
0.20
0.14
3.25
3.82
1.13
0.00
1.44
0.28
0.81
5.53
0.58
2.68
0.20
0.14
0.81
5.53
0.58

Whole Life
Capital
CV (£m)

Whole Life
Maintenance CV
(£m)

Total
Whole Life
PV (£m)

Total Whole
Life Cost
PV+60%
Optimism
Bias (£m)

18.01

8.16

17.50

28.00

5.16

2.32

4.85

7.75

7.42

3.32

6.74

10.79

1.98

2.09

1.99

3.19

22.30

4.49

8.20

13.12

4.09

2.64

1.73

2.77

12.80

9.08

6.92

11.07

4.77

2.23

3.02

4.83

12.80

9.08

6.92

11.07
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Capital
CV (£m)
Policy
Unit #

6b32
6b32

6b33
6b33

6b34
6b34

6b35
6b35

6b41
6b41

6b46
6b46

6b48
6b48

6b49
6b49

6b51
6b51
6b53
6b53

Epoch

Policy

0-20
20--50
20
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20

HTL
MR
MR
HTL
HTL
HTL
HTL
HTL
HTL
HTL
HTL
HTL
HTL
HTL
HTL
HTL
HTL
HTL
HTL
HTL
HTL
HTL
HTL
HTL
HTL
HTL
HTL
HTL

includes 20% for
preliminaries and
9% for
contractor fees

Maintenance
CV (£m)

Total
CV (£m)

Total
PV (£m)

0.00
0.94
0.00
1.10
0.00
0.00
0.68
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
2.79
0.00
0.00
3.25
0.00
0.00
6.09
0.00
0.00
0.00
5.30
0.00
1.59
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.36
0.35
0.80
0.28
0.63
1.40
0.17
0.39
0.87
0.36
0.81
1.80
0.12
0.36
0.79
0.00
0.41
0.92
0.09
0.78
1.73
0.00
0.30
1.00
0.00
0.20
0.45
0.00

0.36
1.29
0.80
1.38
0.63
1.40
0.86
0.39
0.87
0.36
0.81
1.80
2.91
0.36
0.79
3.25
0.41
0.92
6.18
0.78
1.73
0.00
5.60
1.00
1.59
0.20
0.45
0.00

0.26
0.58
0.09
0.78
0.21
0.15
0.48
0.13
0.09
0.26
0.26
0.19
2.51
0.12
0.08
1.69
0.14
0.10
3.81
0.25
0.18
0.00
2.04
0.11
0.83
0.07
0.05
0.00

Whole Life
Capital
CV (£m)

Whole Life
Maintenance CV
(£m)

Total
Whole Life
PV (£m)

Total Whole
Life Cost
PV+60%
Optimism
Bias (£m)

0.94

1.51

0.93

1.50

1.10

2.31

1.13

1.81

0.68

1.44

0.70

1.13

0.00

2.97

0.72

1.15

2.79

1.26

2.71

4.34

3.25

1.33

1.92

3.08

6.09

2.59

4.25

6.80

5.30

1.30

2.14

3.43

1.59

0.65

0.94

1.50

2.38

0.59

0.96

1.54
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Capital
CV (£m)
Policy
Unit #

6b55
6b55

6b56
6b56

6b58
6b58

6b60
6b60

6b64
6b64

6b65
6b65

6b66
6b66

6b67
6b67
6b68
6b68

Epoch

Policy

2020-50
50--100
50
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50

HTL
HTL
HTL
HTL
HTL
HTL
MR
HTL
HTL
MR
HTL
HTL
HTL
HTL
HTL
HTL
HTL
HTL
HTL
HTL
HTL
HTL
HTL
HTL
HTL
HTL
HTL
HTL

includes 20% for
preliminaries and
9% for
contractor fees

Maintenance
CV (£m)

Total
CV (£m)

Total
PV (£m)

2.38
0.00
0.00
30.61
13.34
0.00
0.26
0.00
0.00
0.71
0.00
0.00
7.54
0.00
0.00
2.14
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
6.52
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.14
0.45
0.00
1.80
6.00
0.16
0.10
0.22
0.09
0.26
0.60
0.70
1.57
3.49
0.18
0.41
0.92
0.74
1.67
3.70
0.10
0.23
0.50
0.84
1.90
4.22
0.30
0.68

2.52
0.45
0.00
32.41
19.34
0.16
0.35
0.22
0.09
0.97
0.60
0.70
9.10
3.49
0.18
2.55
0.92
0.74
1.67
3.70
0.10
0.23
0.50
7.36
1.90
4.22
0.30
0.68

0.92
0.05
0.00
11.78
1.78
0.12
0.16
0.02
0.07
0.44
0.06
0.51
3.29
0.37
0.14
0.92
0.10
0.54
0.54
0.39
0.07
0.07
0.05
4.01
0.62
0.45
0.22
0.22

Whole Life
Capital
CV (£m)

Whole Life
Maintenance CV
(£m)

Total
Whole Life
PV (£m)

Total Whole
Life Cost
PV+60%
Optimism
Bias (£m)

43.95

7.80

13.55

21.69

0.26

0.48

0.30

0.48

0.71

0.96

0.57

0.91

7.54

5.75

4.17

6.68

2.14

1.52

1.16

1.85

0.00

6.11

1.48

2.37

0.00

0.83

0.20

0.32

6.52

6.96

5.08

8.12

0.00

2.48

0.60

0.96
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Capital
CV (£m)
Policy
Unit #

6b69
6b69

6b70
6b70

6b75
6b75

6b76
6b76

6b78

Epoch

Policy

5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20

HTL
HTL
HTL
HTL
HTL
HTL
HTL
MR
MR
MR
HTL
HTL
MR
HTL
HTL/
MR
MTL/
MR
HTL
HTL
HTL
HTL
HTL
HTL
HTL
HTL
HTL
HTL

2020-50
5050-100

6c03

6c04

6c05
6c06

0-20
20--50
20
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20

includes 20% for
preliminaries and
9% for
contractor fees

Maintenance
CV (£m)

Total
CV (£m)

Total
PV (£m)

0.00
0.00
5.12
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
1.34
0.00
4.24
1.06

1.50
0.44
0.99
2.20
0.04
0.09
0.20
0.20
0.45
1.00
0.20
0.44
0.75
0.48

1.50
0.44
6.11
2.20
0.04
0.09
0.20
0.20
0.45
1.00
1.54
0.44
4.99
1.54

0.16
0.32
2.21
0.23
0.03
0.03
0.02
0.15
0.15
0.11
0.84
0.14
0.56
0.90

0.00

0.68

0.68

0.22

0.00

1.50

1.50

0.16

3.00
0.00
0.00
5.16
0.00
0.00
7.06
0.00
0.00
1.13

0.17
0.38
0.85
0.31
0.71
1.57
0.40
0.90
2.00
0.06

3.17
0.38
0.85
5.47
0.71
1.57
7.46
0.90
2.00
1.19

1.69
0.12
0.09
2.91
0.23
0.17
3.97
0.29
0.21
0.63

Whole Life
Capital
CV (£m)

Whole Life
Maintenance CV
(£m)

Total
Whole Life
PV (£m)

Total Whole
Life Cost
PV+60%
Optimism
Bias (£m)

5.12

3.63

2.77

4.43

0.00

0.33

0.08

0.13

0.00

1.65

0.40

0.64

5.58

1.39

1.55

2.48

1.06

2.66

1.28

2.05

3.00

1.40

1.90

3.04

5.16

2.59

3.31

5.30

7.06

3.30

4.47

7.16

1.13

0.53

0.72

1.15
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Capital
CV (£m)
Policy
Unit #

6c07

6c14

6c23

6c28

6c29

6c30

6c31

6c32
6c33

Epoch

Policy

2020-50
50--100
50
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50

HTL
HTL
HTL
HTL
HTL
MR
MR
MR
HTL
HTL
HTL
HTL
HTL
HTL
HTL
HTL
HTL
HTL
HTL
HTL
HTL
HTL
HTL
MR
MR
MR
MR
MR

includes 20% for
preliminaries and
9% for
contractor fees

Maintenance
CV (£m)

Total
CV (£m)

Total
PV (£m)

0.00
0.00
10.59
0.00
0.00
0.59
0.00
0.00
2.95
0.00
0.00
12.03
0.00
0.00
8.14
0.00
0.00
0.00
20.36
0.00
0.00
56.95
0.00
0.93
0.00
0.00
1.24
0.00

0.14
0.32
0.60
1.35
3.00
0.11
0.34
0.75
0.38
0.85
1.90
1.65
3.71
8.25
1.05
2.36
5.25
0.78
1.76
3.90
2.50
5.63
10.25
0.12
0.27
0.45
0.39
0.71

0.14
0.32
11.19
1.35
3.00
0.69
0.34
0.75
3.33
0.85
1.90
13.68
3.71
8.25
9.19
2.36
5.25
0.78
22.11
3.90
2.50
62.57
10.25
1.05
0.27
0.45
1.63
0.71

0.05
0.03
5.95
0.44
0.32
0.56
0.11
0.08
1.81
0.28
0.20
7.47
1.21
0.88
5.01
0.77
0.56
0.57
9.49
0.41
1.84
26.78
1.09
0.57
0.09
0.05
1.21
0.23

Whole Life
Capital
CV (£m)

Whole Life
Maintenance CV
(£m)

Total
Whole Life
PV (£m)

Total Whole
Life Cost
PV+60%
Optimism
Bias (£m)

10.59

4.95

6.71

10.74

0.59

1.19

0.75

1.21

2.95

3.14

2.29

3.67

12.03

13.61

9.56

15.29

8.14

8.66

6.34

10.14

20.36

6.43

10.48

16.76

56.95

18.38

29.70

47.53

0.93

0.84

0.71

1.13

1.24

2.68

1.61

2.57
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Capital
CV (£m)
Policy
Unit #

6c34

6c35

6c36

6c37

6c38

6c39

6c40

6c42

6c44

Epoch

Policy

5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100
0-20
2020-50
5050-100

MR
HTL
HTL
HTL
HTL
HTL
HTL
HTL
HTL
HTL
HTL
HTL
HTL
HTL
HTL
HTL
HTL
HTL
HTL
HTL
HTL
HTL
HTL
HTL
HTL
HTL
HTL
HTL

includes 20% for
preliminaries and
9% for
contractor fees

Maintenance
CV (£m)

Total
CV (£m)

Total
PV (£m)

0.00
7.06
0.00
0.00
1.47
0.00
0.00
8.83
0.00
0.00
2.10
0.00
0.00
1.49
0.00
0.00
1.17
0.00
0.00
0.28
0.00
0.00
2.83
0.00
0.00
2.74
0.00
0.00

1.58
0.40
0.90
2.00
0.19
0.43
0.95
0.70
1.58
3.50
0.32
0.72
1.60
0.14
0.32
0.71
0.30
0.67
1.49
0.07
0.16
0.36
0.16
0.36
0.80
0.16
0.35
0.78

1.58
7.46
0.90
2.00
1.66
0.43
0.95
9.53
1.58
3.50
2.42
0.72
1.60
1.64
0.32
0.71
1.47
0.67
1.49
0.35
0.16
0.36
2.99
0.36
0.80
2.89
0.35
0.78

0.17
3.97
0.29
0.21
0.91
0.14
0.10
5.11
0.51
0.37
1.33
0.23
0.17
0.88
0.10
0.08
0.83
0.22
0.16
0.20
0.05
0.04
1.59
0.12
0.09
1.54
0.11
0.08

Whole Life
Capital
CV (£m)

Whole Life
Maintenance CV
(£m)

Total
Whole Life
PV (£m)

Total Whole
Life Cost
PV+60%
Optimism
Bias (£m)

7.06

3.30

4.47

7.16

1.47

1.57

1.15

1.83

8.83

5.78

5.99

9.59

2.10

2.64

1.73

2.77

1.49

1.17

1.06

1.70

1.17

2.46

1.20

1.93

0.28

0.59

0.29

0.47

2.83

1.32

1.79

2.86

2.74

1.28

1.73

2.77
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Annex H.
H.3 – Supporting information for Sensitivity Testing
Proposed climate change scenarios (Defra, 2006)6:

Area

Assumed Vertical Land
Movement (mm/yr)

South West and Wales

-0.5

Indicative Sensitivity Range - Peak river flow
volume (within estuaries)

Net Sea level Rise (mm/yr)
199019902025

20252025-2055

20552055-2085

20852085-2115

3.5

8.0

11.5

14.5

+10%

Indicative Sensitivity Range – Extreme Wave
Height / Offshore wave height

+20%
+5%

+10%

Consequences for the South Devon and Dorset coast (in mOD) with regards to Defra (2006) climate change
predictions, based upon Admiralty Tide Tables 2009 as the present day levels:
MHWS
Location
Plymouth
(Devonport)
Salcombe
Dartmouth
Torquay
Teignmouth
(Approaches)
Exmouth
(Approaches)
Lyme Regis
Bridport (West Bay)
Chesil Cove
Portland
Portland
Lulworth Cove

MSL

Present

to 2025
(+60mm)

to 2055
(+230m
m)

to 2105
(+620m
m)

Present

to 2025
(+60mm)

to 2055
(+230m
m)

to 2105
(+620m
m)

2.28

2.34

2.51

2.90

0.10

0.16

0.33

0.72

2.25
2.28
2.20

2.31
2.34
2.26

2.48
2.51
2.43

2.87
2.90
2.82

0.09
0.31
0.20

0.15
0.37
0.26

0.32
0.54
0.43

0.71
0.93
0.82

1.95

2.01

2.18

2.57

0.17

0.23

0.40

0.79

2.16

2.22

2.39

2.78

0.07

0.13

0.30

0.69

1.95
1.85
1.90
1.17
1.18

2.01
1.91
1.96
1.23
1.24

2.18
2.08
2.13
1.40
1.41

2.57
2.47
2.52
1.79
1.80

0.09
0.07
0.17
0.11
0.18

0.15
0.13
0.23
0.17
0.24

0.32
0.30
0.40
0.34
0.41

0.71
0.69
0.79
0.73
0.80

Defra (2006) Flood and Coastal Defence Appraisal Guidance, FCDPAG3 Economic Appraisal, Supplementary Note to
Operating Authorities – Climate Change Impacts, October 2006.
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These appendices and the accompanying documents provide all of the information required to support the
Shoreline Management Plan. This is to ensure that there is clarity in the decision-making process and that the
rationale behind the policies being promoted is both transparent and auditable. The appendices are:
A: SMP Development

This reports the history of development of the SMP, describing
more fully the plan and policy decision-making process.

B: Stakeholder Engagement

All communications from the stakeholder process are provided
here, together with information arising from the consultation
process.

C: Baseline Process Understanding

Includes baseline process report, defence assessment, NAI and
WPM assessments and summarises data used in assessments.

D: SEA Environmental Baseline
Report (Theme Review)

This report identifies and evaluates the environmental features
(human, natural, historical and landscape).

E: Issues & Objectives Evaluation

Provides information on the issues and objectives identified as part
of the Plan development, including appraisal of their importance.

F: Policy Development and Appraisal

Presents the consideration of generic policy options for each
frontage, identifying possible acceptable policies, and their
combination into ‘scenarios’ for testing. Also presents the appraisal
of impacts upon shoreline evolution and the appraisal of objective
achievement.

G: Preferred Policy Scenario Testing

Presents the policy assessment and appraisal of objective
achievement towards definition of the Preferred Plan (as presented
in the Shoreline Management Plan document).

H: Economic Appraisal and
Sensitivity Testing

Presents the economic analysis undertaken in support of the
Preferred Plan.

I: Strategic Environmental
Assessment (SEA) Report

Presents the various items undertaken in developing the Plan that
specifically relate to the requirements of the EU Council Directive
2001/42/EC (the Strategic Environmental Assessment Directive),
such that all of this information is readily accessible in one
document.

J: Appropriate Assessment Report

Presents the Appropriate Assessment of SMP policies upon
European designated sites (SPAs and SACs) as well as Ramsar sites,
where policies might have a likely significant effect upon these sites.
This is carried out in accordance with the Conservation (Natural
Habitats, &c.) Regulations 1994 (the Habitats Regulations).

K: Water Framework Development
Report

Presents assessment of potential impacts of SMP policies upon
coastal and estuarine water bodies, in accordance with the
requirements of EU Council Directive 2000/60/EC (the Water
Framework Directive).

L: Metadatabase and Bibliographic
database

All supporting information used to develop the SMP is referenced
for future examination and retrieval.

M: Action Plan Summary Table

Presents the Action Plan items included in Section 6 of the main
SMP document (The Plan) in tabular format for ease of monitoring
and reporting action plan progress.

Within each appendix cross-referencing highlights the documents where related appraisals are presented. The
broad relationships between the appendices are illustrated below.
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SMP Development
(Appendix A)

Baseline Process
Understanding
(Appendix C)

SEA Baseline
Report (Theme
(Theme
Review)
(Appendix D)

Stakeholder
Engagement
(Appendix B)

Issues & Objectives
Objectives
Evaluation
(Appendix E)

Initial Policy Appraisal
& Scenario
Development

(Appendix F)

Preferred Policy
Scenario Testing
(Appendix G)

Economic Appraisal /
Sensitivity Testing

(Appendix H)

Policy Statements
(SMP Document)

SEA Report
(Appendix I)
AA Report
(Appendix J)

Action Plan
(Appendix M)

Bibliography
(Appendix L)

WFD Report
(Appendix K)
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I.1

Introduction
Intro
duction and Background

I.1.1

The South Devon and Dorset Shoreline Management Plan

A Shoreline Management Plan (SMP) provides a large-scale assessment of the risks associated with coastal
evolution and presents a policy framework to address these risks in a sustainable manner with respect to
people and to the developed, historic and natural environment. A SMP is a non-statutory, policy document for
coastal flood and erosion risk management planning. It takes account of other existing planning initiatives and
legislative requirements and is intended to inform wider strategic planning. It does not set policy for anything
other than coastal flood and erosion risk management.
The objectives of the SMP are as follows:
•

to define, in general terms, the risks to people and the developed, historic and natural environment as
a result of coastal evolution and behaviour within the SMP area over the next century;

•

to identify the preferred policies for managing those risks, together with the reasoning behind the
choice of those policies;

•

to identify the consequences of implementing the preferred policies;

•

to inform planners, developers and others of the risks of coastal evolution and of the preferred
policies when considering future development of the shoreline, land use changes and wider strategic
planning;

•

to comply with international and national nature conservation legislation and biodiversity obligations;

•

to comply with the objectives of the Water Framework Directive (WFD);

•

to set out procedures for monitoring the effectiveness of the SMP policies; and

•

to highlight areas where knowledge gaps exist.

The first generation SMPs were completed for the entire coastline of England and Wales approximately ten
years ago. Since that time, many lessons have been learned. Reviews funded by Defra have examined the
strengths and weaknesses of various Plans. Three ‘pilot’ SMPs (Sheringham to Lowestoft, South Foreland to
Beachy Head and Beachy Head to Selsey Bill) were undertaken and lessons learnt from these were fed into
revised SMP guidance (Defra, 20061).
The first generation of SMPs are now under review to ensure that they are updated to take account of the
latest knowledge and information and to take account of greater understanding of the risks we face in the
future. The second generation of SMPs identify sustainable and deliverable solutions to manage these risks
while working with natural processes wherever possible.
Figure 1.1 shows the area covered by the South Devon and Dorset SMP.

1

Defra (2006): Shoreline Management Plan Guidance Volumes 1 and 2
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Figure 1.1

Location of South Devon and Dorset SMP

The SMP covers the coastline from Durlston Head in Dorset to Rame Head in Cornwall.
Full details of the procedure followed in development of the SMP are set out in Appendix
Appendix A of the main SMP.
A Non-technical Summary has been prepared to summarise the SEA process and is provided as a separate
document.

I.1.2

Purpose of Strategic Environmental Assessment (SEA)

Strategic Environmental Assessment (SEA) is the systematic appraisal of the potential environmental
consequences of high level decision-making, such as policies, plans, strategies and programmes, before they are
approved. The purpose of SEA is to provide for a high level of protection of the environment and to
contribute to the integration of environmental considerations into the preparation and adoption of plans and
programmes, with a view to promoting sustainable development.
In developing the South Devon and Dorset Shoreline Management Plan (SMP), the environment has been
considered alongside social, technical and economic issues. This appendix documents the SEA process
undertaken for the South Devon and Dorset SMP. It demonstrates how the SEA process has been carried out
during the development of the South Devon and Dorset SMP and outlines how the SEA Directive’s
requirements have been met, by providing summary information on each element of the SEA process and by
signposting the relevant sections of the main SMP document (see section 2.3 ‘SEA Signposting’), as appropriate.
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The approach for this SMP was to ensure that the environmental assessment process is fully integral to the
SMP development, as recommended in the Defra SMP Guidance (2006)2. Environmental assessment was
therefore carried out in conjunction with and as part of the SMP stages, described in the guidance. In order to
ensure transparency and show how the development of the SEA fulfils the SEA Regulations (see Section I2.2),
this appendix (with signposting to relevant sections within the main SMP and associated appendices) has been
produced to document the SEA process.

I.1.3

SEA Directive, Regulations and Guidance

The requirement to undertake SEA of certain plans and programmes entered European Law in 2001 under
Directive 2001/42/EC; transposed into UK law in 2004 by The Environmental Assessment of Plans and
Programmes Regulations 2004 (SI 2004 1633)’. This SEA has been carried out with cognisance of, and in the
spirit of, the following legislation and guidance:
•

National Environmental Impact Assessment and Strategic Environmental Assessment Policy,
Procedures and Guidance (Environment Agency, 2004 Environment Agency management system
controlled documentation).

•

Flood and Coastal Defence Project Appraisal Guidance (PAG) 2: Strategic Planning and Appraisal
(Defra 2001).

•

Flood and Coastal Defence Project Appraisal Guidance (PAG) 5: Environmental Appraisal (MAFF
2000).

•

The Strategic Environmental Assessment Directive: Guidance for Planning Authorities. Practical
guidance on applying European Directive 2001/42/EC ‘on the assessment of the effects of certain plans
and programmes on the environment’ to land use and spatial plans in England (ODPM 2003).

•

Conservation of Habitats and Species Regulations 2010.

•

A Practical Guide to the Strategic Environmental Assessment Directive (ODPM 2005)

•

Marine and Coastal Access Act 2009

There is no legal requirement to undertake SEA for SMPs because they are not deemed to be required by
legislation, regulation or administrative provision. However, SMPs do set a framework for future planning
decisions, and have the potential to result in significant environmental effects. Further to this, Defra guidance
(Defra, September 20043), best practice guidelines and internal have identified a need to undertake a SEA.

I.1.4

Structure of this
this Report

This appendix documents the SEA process we have undertaken throughout our SMP planning process and
covers:
•

Section 1 – Introduction and Background: describes the purpose of SEA, the SEA Directive,
Regulations and Guidance and sets out the structure of this appendix.

•

Section 2 – Appraisal Process/Methodology: sets out the SEA process used during the development of
the SMP and provides an SEA Signposting table to show how and where the requirements of the SEA
Directive have been fulfilled, in the SMP.

2

Defra (2006): Shoreline Management Plan Guidance Volumes 1 and 2
Nason, S (2004). Guidance to operating authorities on the application of SEA to Flood Management Plans and Programmes. Defra, 16th
September 2004.

3
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•

Section 3 – Strategic and Policy Context: explains the context of the SEA in the wider planning system
and signposts relevant appendices that describes relevant plans and policies.

•

Section 4 – Baseline Environment: this references the Environmental Baseline report (Thematic
Review) that was prepared during the preparation of the SMP, and explains the links between the
themes and SEA receptors

•

Section 5 - Establishing SEA Environmental Objectives: provides a list of the SEA objectives that were
used to appraised preferred SMP policy options.

•

Section 6 – Consultation: describes communications on the SEA /SMP and signposts Appendix B of
the SMP ‘Stakeholder Engagement’.

•

Section 7 - Options Appraisal: describes the generic SMP policy options and their links to policy
scenarios that were developed for the SMP. This section signposts Appendix F ‘Policy Development
and Appraisal’, which presents the environmental assessment of the alternative policy scenarios.

•

Section 8 – The Environmental Effects of the Plan: describes the environmental assessment of the
preferred plan including consideration of the Habitats Regulations Assessment, Water Framework
Directive Assessment, cumulative environmental impacts and monitoring. This section signposts
Annex 1 of this document, which presents the environmental assessment of the preferred policies.

It should be noted that some of the information contained within the main SMP documents is duplicated within
this appendix for clarity and greater understanding of the SEA process.
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I.2

Appraisal Process/Methodology

I.2.1

SEA Process

A detailed list of SEA stages and tasks, and their purpose, is shown in Table 2.1, which is taken from “A
Practical Guide to the Strategic Environmental Assessment Directive” published by the Office of the Deputy
Prime Minister in 2005
(http://www.communities.gov.uk/documents/planningandbuilding/pdf/practicalguidesea.pdf).

Table 2.1

SEA Stages and Tasks

SEA stages
stages and tasks

Purpose

Setting the context and objectives, establishing the baseline and deciding on the scope
Identifying other relevant plans, programmes and
environmental protection objectives

To establish how the plan or programme is affected by outside
factors, to suggest ideas for how any constraints can be addressed,
and to help to identify SEA objectives.

Collecting baseline information

To provide an evidence base for environmental problems,
prediction of baseline information analysis, setting of the SEA
objectives, prediction of effects and monitoring.

Identifying environmental problems

To help focus the SEA and streamline the subsequent stages,
including baseline information analysis, setting of the SEA
objectives, prediction of effects and monitoring.

Developing SEA objectives

To provide a means by which the environmental performance of
the plan or programme and alternatives can be assessed.

Consulting on the scope of SEA

To ensure that the SEA covers the likely significant environmental
effects of the plan or programme.

Developing and refining alternatives and assessing effects
Testing the plan or programme objectives against
the SEA objectives

To identify potential synergies or inconsistencies between the
objectives of the plan or programme and the SEA objectives and
help in developing alternatives.

Developing strategic alternatives

To develop and refine strategic alternatives

Predicting the effects of the plan or programme,
including alternatives

To predict the significant environmental effects of the plan or
programme and alternatives.

Evaluating the effects of the plan or programme,
including alternatives

To evaluate the predicted effects of the plan or programme and its
alternatives and assist in the refinement of the plan or programme.

Mitigating adverse effects

To ensure that adverse effects are identified and potential
mitigation measures are considered.

Proposing measures to monitor the
environmental effects of plan or programme
implementation

To detail the means by which the environmental performance of
the plan or programme can be assessed.

Preparing the Environmental Report
Preparing the Environmental Report

To present the predicted environmental effects of the plan or
programme, including alternatives. In a form suitable for public
consultation and use by decision-makers.

Consulting on the draft plan or programme and the Environmental Report
Consulting the public and Consultation Bodies on
the draft plan or programme and the

To give the public and the Consultation Bodies an opportunity to
express their opinions on the findings of the Environmental
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SEA stages
stages and tasks

Purpose

Environmental Report

Report and to use it as a reference point in commenting on the
plan or programme. To gather more information through the
opinions and concerns of the public.

Assessing significant changes

To ensure that the environmental implications of any significant
changes to the draft plan or programme at this stage are assessed
and taken into account.

Making decisions and providing information

To provide information on how the Environmental Report and
consultees’ opinions were taken into account in deciding the final
form of the plan or programme to be adopted.

Monitoring the significant effects of implementing the plan or programme on the environment
Developing aims and methods for monitoring

To track the environmental effects of the plan or programme to
show whether they are as predicted; to help identify adverse
effects.

Responding to adverse effects

To prepare for appropriate responses where adverse effects are
identified.

The SEA process in Table 2.1 and Figure 2.1 has been applied to the development and assessment of the South
Devon and Dorset SMP.

Figure 2.1

Summary of the SEA Process
1. SCREENING

6. IMPLEMENTATION/
MONITORING

2. SCOPING
Objectives,
Indicators
and target
setting

5. REPORTING

3. BASELINE

4. ASSESSMENT

The key elements of the approach are described in further detail below:

I.2.1.1

Screening and Scoping

Screening determines whether there is a need for SEA for the Plan or Programme being initiated. In this case
there is no legal requirement to apply the ‘SEA Regulations’ to SMP, but best practice guidelines, and those of
Defra, support the preparation of a voluntary SEA for SMPs. They strongly encourage the adoption of SEA for
SMPs to help set the framework for future planning and allow a strategic approach, as SMPs have significant
environmental implications and require extensive consultation (www.defra.gov.uk).
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No formal Scoping Report was prepared during the development of the SMP, however, the scoping process
(i.e. identification of the environmental receptors likely to be impacted by SMP policies) was undertaken during
the production of the Environmental Baseline report (Thematic Review) – see Appendix D of the SMP.
Consultation was carried out at the scoping stage with key stakeholders (see Appendix B ‘Stakeholder
Engagement’) including statutory consultees to obtain relevant baseline environmental information and to
understand key concerns and issues. The stakeholders were consulted on both the SEA Environmental
Baseline Report (Thematic Review) and Issues and Objectives Tables together. The responses received during
this consultation phase fed into the prioritisation and importance of SEA receptors in the option appraisal
process. Table 2.2 summarises the issues we scoped into the development of the plan, and the resulting SEA
objectives we developed against which to test our alternative policy options. Not all of these issues are equally
relevant everywhere in our plan area.
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Table 2.
2.2
SEA
Environmental
Receptor
Biodiversity, Flora
and Fauna

Scope of the SEA in relation to the SMP
Scoped In

Scope and Justification
Scoped Out

Relevant Environmental Objective

Relevance to SMP

To support natural processes and maintain
the integrity of internationally designated
nature conservation sites and the favourable
condition of their interest features

Within the SMP area, there are
18 Natura 2000 sites (SPA, cSAC,
SAC and Ramsar sites). All have
potential to be affected
(positively or negatively) by
changes in flooding or erosion
and by coastal defence
interventions.

Sites designated as Special Protection
Areas (SPAs), Special Areas of
Conservation (SACs) and Ramsar sites.
The need to undertake an Appropriate
Assessment for Natura 2000 sites is also
considered.

International conservation sites that
will not be affected by flooding or
erosion.

Sites designated as Sites of Special
Scientific Interest (SSSIs), National Nature
Reserves (NNRs) and an Area of Special
Protection (ASP).

National conservation sites that will
not be affected by flooding or
erosion.

To avoid adverse impacts on, conserve and
where practical enhance the designated
interest of nationally designated nature
conservation sites.

Sites of Importance for Nature
Conservation (SINCs), Local Nature
Reserves (LNRs), non-statutory nature
reserves, Regionally Important Geological
Sites (RIGS) and Geological Conservation
Review (GCR) sites.

Local conservation sites that will not
be affected by flooding or erosion

To avoid adverse impacts on, conserve and
where practical enhance the designated
interest of locally designated conservation
sites

Note: for SPAs, cSACs, SACs and Ramsar
sites our aim is to have no significant
detrimental impact on the features of the site
for which it is designated. Where we can not
demonstrate that a significant detrimental
effect is not likely we will undertake an
Appropriate Assessment in accordance with
the requirements of the Habitats Directive.

Biodiversity Action Plan (BAP)
Habitats and Species have been
scoped out as a thorough appraisal of
them is not possible without
knowledge and specific details of
project level schemes or because
complete data coverage of the SMP
area is not available.

Within the SMP area, there are
56 SSSIs, 4 NNRS and 1 ASP. All
have potential to be affected
(positively or negatively) by
changes in flooding or erosion
and by coastal defence
interventions.
Within the SMP area, there are
over 100 SINCs, over 100 GCRs,
5 LNRs and 3 non-statutory
nature reserves. All have
potential to be affected
(positively or negatively) by
changes in flooding or erosion
and by coastal defence
interventions.
There are 16 UK and local BAP
habitats (priority and broad
habitats) and numerous priority
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SEA
Environmental
Receptor

Scoped In

Scope and Justification
Scoped Out

Relevant Environmental Objective

Earth Heritage,
Soils and Geology

Sites designated as Geoparks, World
Heritage Site (WHS) and SSSIs (geological)

N/A

To support- natural processes and maintain
visibility of geological exposures throughout
internationally and nationally designated Earth
Heritage sites

Air and Climate

Climate change

No objective developed – Defra’s
recommended allowances for sea level rise
have been used to provide erosion lines and
flooding scenarios for the SMP.

Water

Sites included are designated bathing
waters, historic and active landfill sites (EA
source), anecdotal evidence of disused
mines and potentially contaminated land,
known bathing water sites, surface and
ground water.
Water Framework Directive (WFD)
Assessment

As air quality and noise levels will
not influence or be affected by the
recommendations of this SMP, these
receptors have been scoped out.
Known areas of contaminated land
held by the local authorities as this
was not made available during the
assessment.

Landscape
Character and
Visual Amenity

Sites designated as Areas of Outstanding
Natural Beauty (AONB) and Heritage
Coasts

Locally important landscapes
designated by the local authorities.

Relevance to SMP

BAP species. Future flood risk
management policies may present
opportunities for biodiversity gain
at these non-designated sites and
these have been explored during
the development of the SMP.
Within the SMP area, there is 1
geological WHS , 1 geopark and
37 geological SSSIs. All have
potential to be affected by
changes in flooding or erosion,
particularly in a negative way by
coastal defence interventions.
SMP policies need to be
compatible with objectives of
Jurassic Coast WHS Management
Plan.
N/A

To prevent pollution from contaminated
sources

There is the possibility that
contaminants can be spread over
a wide area if they are
transported by tidal flooding.

To conserve and enhance AONBs (by
maintaining the highest quality of undeveloped
coastal and estuarine landscape as a defining
feature of the AONB) and avoid conflict with
AONB Management Plan or Heritage Coast

Within the SMP area, there are 6
AONBs and 4 Heritage Coasts.
All have potential to be affected
by changes in flooding or erosion,
particularly in a negative way by
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SEA
Environmental
Receptor

Scoped In

Scope and Justification
Scoped Out

Relevant Environmental Objective

Relevance to SMP

Objectives.

coastal defence interventions.

Within the SMP area, there is 1
World Heritage Site (historic),
184 Scheduled Monuments, over
26 Registered Parks and Gardens,
listed buildings and over 500
wreck sites. In addition, there
are nationally significant nondesignated archaeological assets.
All have potential to be affected
(positively or negatively) by
changes in flooding or erosion.
SMP policies need to be
compatible with objectives of
Cornwall and West Devon WHS
Management Plan.
There are numerous ports and
harbour activity within the SMP
area
A range of critical infrastructure
and services are present within
the SMP and could potentially be
affected by changes in flooding or
erosion. Policies of no active
intervention or managed
realignment could result in the
damage to or loss of some of
these material assets.

Historic
Environment
(Cultural
Heritage)

Sites designated as World Heritage Sites
(historic), Scheduled Monuments,
Registered Parks and Gardens, Listed
Buildings, Marine Wreck Sites, built
Conservation Areas and non-designated
archaeology of national importance.

Non-designated archaeology of local
or regional importance

To avoid loss of scheduled and other
internationally and nationally important
heritage assets and features.

Material Assets

Ports and harbours, boatyards, moorings,
yacht and sailing clubs. Lifeboats, Ferry
terminals
Coastguard, lifeboat and lifeguard. Access
to the sea and navigation
A -, B - and minor roads (where linkage is
a key issue), railway lines and stations

N/A

To minimise the impact of policies on marine
operations and activities

Pumping stations, sewage works, wind
turbines, landfills, power stations, substations. Access for emergency services

N/A

To ensure critical road and rail linkages are
maintained

To ensure critical services remain operational

A range of services are present
within the SMP and could
potentially be affected by changes
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SEA
Environmental
Receptor

Scoped In

Scope and Justification
Scoped Out

Relevant Environmental Objective

Land Use

Grades 1 – 3A Farmland

Low grade agricultural land (grades
3A to urban)

To avoid loss due to erosion of and/or
manage risk of flooding to agricultural land

Population and
Human Health

Ministry of Defence ranges and land

N/A

To ensure MoD ranges remain operational.

The impact of flooding on housing and
communities they live in.

Disease, stress and trauma as a result
of flooding/erosion.

To avoid loss of property due to erosion
and/or manage risk of flooding to people and
property

Sites included are key vulnerable
community facilities (e.g. surgeries,
hospitals, aged persons homes, schools,
shops, churches, libraries etc), key
amenity facilities (e.g. public open space,
car parks etc), key recreational facilities
(e.g. bathing beaches, swimming pools,
Country Parks, Castles and Forts) and
access to community/amenity facilities.
Shops, offices, businesses, factories,
warehouses, golf courses, areas identified
for regeneration, nursery grounds, caravan
parks, stone and mineral extraction sites,
military establishments and others key
areas of employment

Other than in exceptional
circumstances, Public Rights of Way
(e.g. the South West Coast Path
National Trail) will not be
considered in the detailed policy
appraisal.

To avoid loss due to erosion of and manage
risk of flooding to key community,
recreational and amenity facilities

N/A

To avoid loss due to erosion of and manage
risk of flooding to industrial, commercial and
economic assets and

Relevance to SMP

in flooding or erosion. Policies of
no active intervention or
managed realignment could result
in the damage to or loss of some
of these material assets.
Agricultural land can be affected
by changes in flooding or erosion.
Policies of no active intervention
or managed realignment could
result in the damage to or loss of
some of these land uses.
MoD ranges and land can be
affected by changes in flooding
and erosion.
Flood/erosion risks to people and
property.

Flood/erosion risks to people,
property, community and
recreational facilities and other
local services, particularly from
policies of no active intervention
or managed realignment.
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I.2.1.2

Establish SEA Objectives

A recognised way of considering the environmental effects of a plan and developing sustainable coastal
management policies is the identification of agreed broad or SMP wide SEA objectives for developing and
appraising sustainable policy options at a later stage in the assessment process.
A list of SEA objectives for the SMP was developed through consultation with key organisations. The
objectives are described in Section 5 of this document.

I.2.1.3

Baseline Data Collection

Baseline data was collected to provide a baseline against which the significant environmental effects of the plan
could be measured and assessed. The baseline data identifies the key environmental issues and trends that
characterise the area covered by the SMP. An integral part of the SMP development process has been the
identification of strategically important environmental issues that need to be addressed by future shoreline
management along a particular stretch of coastline, which are fundamental to policy appraisal. These features
were identified through site visits, data review and extensive consultation with key external organisations and
internal staff.
All economic, environmental and social assets or features of ‘strategic’ importance were identified along the
coastline together with any key issues and benefits that may be important, particularly to stakeholders, or that
may influence policy decision-making during the SMP appraisal process. A qualitative description was provided
of issues along the coastal frontage where there may be conflicting interests in terms of coastal management.
Consideration was also given to other plans and projects that may be relevant to the coastline.
The features or assets at risk of tidal flooding or erosion were identified using indicative erosion and flood risk
zones.

I.2.1.4

Assessment methodology

The process of assessment involves the identification of potential environmental effects and an evaluation of
the significance of the predicted environmental effects.
The methodology and appraisal used to identify and predict environmental effects on the SEA receptors and
environmental features identified, arising from the SMP is outlined below: Identification of Impacts: Following the principles of ‘Making Space for Water’ (which is a Defra strategy that
applies to England only to improve flood and coastal erosion risk management both for now and in the future),
the methodology initially appraised a policy of no active intervention throughout the coastline (see Appendix
C). The implications of no active intervention on the features and issues identified were analysed to determine
the potential environmental effects on the SEA receptors.
The environmental impacts identified during the no active intervention assessment were then compared
against the SEA objectives to determine whether SEA objectives have been met, focusing on how and why
objectives were (or were not) met (see Annex 1 of this Appendix). Through consultation with key
stakeholders and elected members, key policy drivers were identified (see Appendix F). Alternative policy
scenarios were appraised where there was a clear need to protect identified assets (see Appendix G).
Significance of Impacts: The direct and indirect impacts arising within each SMP epoch (short-term, mediumterm and long-term) were identified and assigned a level of strategic significance (prior to mitigation).
Significance is recorded in the Environmental Assessment of Preferred Policy Options (Annex 1.1) as being
minor, moderate or major negative or beneficial. Where no effect is identified, a neutral effect has been
assigned.
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The following assumptions have been taken into account:
• Where the environmental assessment records the potential flooding of a landfill site or failure of Water
Framework objectives the significance rating is recorded as major negative;
• The significance of the protection of a designated feature as a result of SMP policy is recorded as
beneficial;
• The significance of damage to or loss of part of whole of a designated feature as a result of SMP policy is
recorded as negative;
• The significance rating of unsightly deteriorating structures is recorded as increasing over the timescale
of the SMP;
• Where loss of properties due to flooding or erosion is recorded, a major negative effect is assumed.
Where protection of properties is recorded, this is considered to be major beneficial;
• Risk is not treated to be as significant as loss;
• Impacts are considered to increase in significance over the epochs of the SMP; and
• Impacts on the South West Coastal Path are recorded in most cases as minor adverse as the path can
usually be realigned.
Where an option is considered to have an ‘uncertain or adverse effect’ on the integrity of an international
conservation site, this is acknowledged as both a major significant negative effect for SEA purposes, and ‘HR
adverse effect’ for the purposes of the Habitats Regulations Assessment, in the assessment tables.
Non strategic impacts and issues not considered to be significant at SMP level were not considered in the SEA.
Similarly, the magnitude of SEA impacts was not considered during this high level assessment, as they are not
considered to contribute to a meaningful assessment without further study/investigations, assessment and
monitoring of SEA receptors.
Mitigation Measures: These were identified for inclusion in the assessment process, and included avoidance and
measures to minimise adverse effects (see Annex 2 of this Appendix).
Selection of the Preferred SMP Policy Scenarios – based on the appraisal of policy scenarios, the
environmentally preferred policy scenarios were identified. An explanation and justification for the selection of
non-environmentally optimal policy scenarios on the basis of technical or economic grounds was also provided
(see Appendix G).
Cumulative impacts: the SEA Directive requires the analysis of cumulative effects of the strategic options on
the environment (see Section 8 of this Appendix).
It should be noted that as part of the assessment process, a Water Framework Directive Assessment
(Appendix K) and a Habitats Regulations Assessment (Appendix J) were undertaken. Both of these
assessments significantly affect the SMP process and decision-making.

I.2.1.5

Consultation

Consultation has been undertaken with a wide range of statutory and non-statutory consultees and
stakeholder groups throughout the development of the SEA and the SMP and is discussed further in Section 6
‘Stakeholder and Public Engagement’ of this document and in Appendix B.
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I.2.1.6

Reporting

The SEA was integrated (in process terms) into the SMP and this report describes how the South Devon and
Dorset SMP achieves the requirements of the 2004 SEA Regulations4. The results of the SEA process are
documented in this report, which identifies, describes and evaluates the likely effects of the SMP as well as any
reasonable alternatives. This report documents the SEA process undertaken with respect to the South Devon
and Dorset SMP2. It sets out how alternative policy options were appraised against environmental objectives
and identifies and evaluates likely environmental effects, both positive and negative, of preferred policy options.
It sets out how adverse effects will be mitigated and describes recommended follow up actions.

I.2.1.7

Implementation and Monitoring

The key principles of monitoring are to ensure that the mitigation measures are implemented and effective and
to monitor the potentially significant environmental effects identified during the assessment.
Section K8.5 discusses the proposed monitoring of the predicted environmental effects of the plan, which have
been reflected and incorporated into the SMP Action Plan.
Plan

I.2.2

SEA Compliance

To meet the requirements of the SEA Directive, a SEA compliance table (Table 2.3) is provided below, which
is sub-divided into sections detailing the key requirements of the SEA Regulations and where this information
can be located (or is signposted to other SMP documents) within this SEA appendix.

Table 2.3

SEA compliance table

Environmental Report Requirements

Location of information within this SEA Appendix

(a) an outline of the:

Table of Contents

•

contents;

•

main objectives of the plan or programme; and,

•

relationship with other relevant plans and programmes;

Section I1 - Introduction and Background (objectives
of SMP)
Section I3 – Strategic and Planning Policy Context

(b) the relevant aspects of the current state of the environment
and the likely evolution thereof without implementation of the
plan or programme;

Section I4 – Environmental Baseline

(c) the environmental characteristics of areas likely to be
significantly affected;

Section I4 – Environmental Baseline

(d) any existing environmental problems which are relevant to the
plan or programme including, in particular, those relating to any
areas of a particular environmental importance, such as areas
designated pursuant to Directives 79/409/EEC and 92/43/EEC;

Section I4 – Environmental Baseline

4

Annex 1 – Environmental Assessment of Alternative
SMP Policy Options

HMSO (2004): The Environmental Assessment of Plans and Programmes Regulations 2004 (No 1633)
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Environmental Report Requirements

Location of information within this SEA Appendix

(e) the environmental protection objectives, established at
international, Community or Member State level, which are
relevant to the plan or programme and the way those objectives
and any environmental considerations have been taken into
account during its preparation;

Section I5 – Establishing SEA Environmental
Objectives

(f) the likely significant effects on the environment, including on
issues such as biodiversity, population, human health, fauna, flora,
soil, water, air, climatic factors, material assets, cultural heritage
including architectural and archaeological heritage, landscape and
the interrelationship between the above factors;

Section I7.2 – Environmental appraisal of alternative
SMP policy options

(g) the measures envisaged to prevent, reduce and as fully as
possible offset any significant adverse effects on the environment
of implementing the plan or programme;

Section I8 – Environmental effects of the preferred
policy options
Annex 1.1 – Environmental Assessment of Preferred
Policy Options – see mitigation measures and
environmental enhancements

(h) an outline of the reasons for selecting the alternatives dealt
with, and a description of how the assessment was undertaken
including any difficulties (such as technical deficiencies or lack of
know-how) encountered in compiling the required information;

Section I7.2 – Environmental appraisal of alternative
SMP policy options

(i) a description of the measures envisaged concerning monitoring
in accordance with Article 10;

Section I8.5 – Monitoring

(j) a non-technical summary of the information provided under the
above headings.

Non-technical Summary

Section I8 – Environmental effects of the preferred
policy options
Annex 1.1 – Environmental Assessment of Preferred
Policy Options

Section I8.4 – Difficulties and Uncertainties
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I.3

Strategic and Planning Policy Context

A Shoreline Management Plan (SMP) provides a large-scale assessment of the risks associated with coastal
evolution and presents a policy framework to address these risks in a sustainable manner with respect to
people and to the developed, historic and natural environment. The SMP is a non-statutory, policy document
for coastal flood and erosion risk management planning. It takes account of other existing planning initiatives
and legislative requirements and is intended to inform wider strategic planning. It does not set policy for
anything other than coastal flood and erosion risk management. Figure 3.1 demonstrates how the SMP fits into
the wider planning system.
Appendix D (‘Theme Review’) presents a review of relevant Plans, Policies and Strategies to the SMP and
provides an overview of relevant planning policies at a national, regional and local level.

Figure 3.1

SMP and the Planning System

Full details of the procedure followed in development of the SMP are set out in Appendix A.
A
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I.4

Baseline Environment

The current state of the environment is described in the SEA Environmental Baseline ‘Theme Review’,
presented in Appendix D,
D which identifies
• the key environmental features or assets (natural environment, landscape character, historic
environment, land use, infrastructure and material assets, and population and health) along the coastline
• includes commentary on the characteristics, status, relevant designations and importance of the features
and the ‘benefits’ they provide to the wider community.
• includes the environmental characteristics of areas likely to be significantly affected and any existing
environmental problems, which are relevant to the SMP including, in particular, those relating to any
areas of a particular environmental importance, such as areas designated pursuant to Directives
79/409/EEC and 92/43/EEC.
• provides mapping of the boundaries of the key environmental features or assets identified along the
coastline.
Table 4.1 shows the ‘themes’ covered in Appendix D,
D which cover more than one SEA receptor.

Table 4.1

Link between
between Themes and SEA Receptors

Thematic Review

SEA Receptor (as described in the Environmental Assessment
of Plans and Programmes Regulations 2004 - SI 2004 1633)

Natural Environment

Flora, Fauna and Biodiversity
Geodiversity
Soil
Air and Climatic Factors
Water

Landscape Character and Visual Amenity

Landscape
Seascape
Visual Amenity

Historic Environment

Cultural Heritage, including architectural and archaeological
heritage

Land Use, Infrastructure and Material Assets

Material Assets

Population and Human Beings

Population
Human Health

Baseline data was collected to provide a baseline against which the significant environmental effects of the plan
could be measured and assessed. The baseline data identifies the key environmental features and trends that
characterise the area covered by the SMP. The environmental issues are summarised in Table 4.2.
The coastline covered by this plan has a rich diversity in its physical form, human usage and natural
environment: including cliffs of both habitat and geological interest, low-lying plains fronted by dunes and
beaches, towns and villages along the coastal fringe and areas of agricultural land. This combination of assets
creates a coastline of great value, with a tourism economy of regional importance.
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Table 4.2

Environmental Features within the SMP Area

SEA Receptor described in
the Environmental
Assessment of Plans and
Programmes Regulations SI
2004 1633

Environmental Features

Flora, Fauna and Biodiversity The study area supports a variety of habitats including seacliffs, mudflats,
saltmarsh, estuaries, sand dunes, reedbeds, marshland, woodland, heathland,
grassland, shingle bars, beaches and lagoons. The quality of these natural habitats
along the coastline is reflected in the designation of the following international
nature conservation sites: •

3 Special Protection Areas (SPA) and Ramsar sites

•

11 Special Areas of Conservation (SAC)

•

2 candidate SACs

The strategy area is also designated nationally (Sites of Special Scientific Interest,
National Nature Reserves and an Area of Special Protection) and locally for its
nature conservation value.
Opportunities exist to create wetland habitat in low-lying parts of the study area.
Soils and Geology

The geological interest of the coastline includes stratigraphic features, which are
reflected in a range of designated earth heritage sites of local, regional, national
and international importance. The international earth heritage designations
comprise the Dorset and East Devon (‘Jurassic Coast’) World Heritage Site
(WHS) and the English Riviera Geopark.
Natural erosion is a key driver in maintaining the outstanding universal value of
the ‘Jurassic Coast’ by exposing rock sequences in the cliff faces and releasing
fossils to the beach.
The geomorphology of the area is varied and includes shingle banks and bars,
sand dunes, beaches and saltmarshes. The major shingle features of national
importance are Chesil Beach and Slapton Sands, which enclose the large natural
lagoons of The Fleet and Slapton Ley respectively. Dawlish Warren is a
significant sand dune structure, located in the Exe Estuary at the mouth of the
river.
Potential areas of known landfills are also present.

Air and Climatic Factors

The long term effects of rising sea levels, increased storminess, increased wave
heights and changes in weather patterns expected due to climate change could
have significant implications for future flood risks to the natural, historic and built
environment across large areas of low-lying land in the SMP area.

Water

Within the SMP area, there are 22 Transitional and Coastal Waterbodies, 94
River Waterbodies, 1 Lake Waterbody and 15 Groundwater Bodies. There are
over 70 designated bathing waters in the SMP areas. These all have the potential
to be affected by SMP policies and are considered further in the WFD
Assessment in Appendix K.

Landscape

The coast is composed predominantly of sea cliffs, punctuated by estuaries, rias,
cobble beaches, isolated stacks, raised beaches and lagoons. These features owe
their variety and interest to the relief and orientation of the coastline, the
different properties, lithology and structure of the rocks and coastal processes.
The coastline of Dorset is internationally renowned for the rock strata exposed
along the cliffs and coastal landforms such as Lulworth Cove, Durdle Door and
Chesil Beach. Other landscape types include highly developed urban centres and
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SEA Receptor described in
the Environmental
Assessment of Plans and
Programmes Regulations SI
2004 1633

Environmental Features

undeveloped agricultural land, much of which exhibits ancient (Medieval) field
patterns.
The high value of the landscape in the SMP area (with the exception of Portland)
is recognised by the designation of five Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty
designated to conserve and enhance the natural beauty of their landscape
qualities, four Heritage Coasts and the ‘Jurassic Coast’ WHS.
Cultural Heritage, including The Cornwall and West Devon Mining WHS falls within the SMP area and gives
architectural and
recognition to the historic landscape and buildings associated with the copper
archaeological heritage
and tin mining.
In addition, the SMP area contains a complex array of statutory historic buildings
(e.g. 184 Scheduled Monuments, Listed Buildings), 26 Registered Parks and
Gardens, non-statutory buildings and find spots, historic settlements, maritime
archaeology (e.g. over 500 wreck sites), Conservation Areas, historic landscapes
and numerous unscheduled sites of importance, some of which are nationally
important.
Material Assets

Material assets along the coastline of the SMP area comprises a combination of
predominantly moderate quality agricultural land, beaches, A- and B-roads, urban
areas (see population below), fishing ports and harbours, stone and mineral
extraction sites and historic/active landfill sites.

Population and Human
Health

Safety, security and social/physical well-being for occupants of properties within
areas at coastal flood or erosion risk. Population and properties are
concentrated in Portland, Weymouth, Bridport, Lyme Regis, Seaton, Sidmouth,
Budleigh Salterton, Exmouth, Exeter, Dawlish, Newton Abbot, Teignmouth,
Shaldon, Torquay, Paignton, Brixham, Dartmouth, Kingsbridge, Salcombe, Saltash,
Torpoint and Plymouth, and other smaller towns/villages. Recreation and
tourism in the study area is largely centred on the coastline. Land based
activities generally rely on the natural environment and comprises swimming,
beaches, walking, fishing, fossil collecting, bird watching and rock climbing. Water
sports are also a popular pursuit.

Appendix D also provides consideration of environmental features that will or will not affect or be affected by
the recommendations of the SMP.
In addition to the review of the natural and human environment, the extent and nature of existing coastal
defence structures and management practices are presented in Appendix C,
C, along with an assessment of
shoreline dynamics and interactions, which identifies the contemporary physical form of the coastline and the
natural processes operating upon it.
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I.5

Establishing SEA Environmental Objectives

An integral part of the SMP development process has been the identification of issues and definition of
objectives for future management of the shoreline. This was based upon an understanding of the existing
environment (Appendix
Appendix D), the aspirations of stakeholders and an understanding of the likely evolution of the
shoreline under a hypothetical scenario of ‘No Active Intervention’ (Appendi
Appendices
Appendices C and E),
E which identifies the
likely physical evolution of the coast without any future defence management and hence the potential risks to
shoreline features. These objectives include all relevant plans, policies, etc, associated with the existing
management framework, including all identified opportunities for environmental enhancements.
The SEA Environmental Objectives, which differ to the four high-level SMP objectives that are defined in the
SMP guidance (Defra 20065) and described in Section I1, are based on the SEA receptors described in the EU
SEA Directive (2001/42/EC).
A list of SEA environmental objectives for the SMP was developed following identification of key environmental
features or assets along the coastline, and through a review of aerial photography, maps and consultation with
key external organisations and internal staff. SEA objectives were identified for the SMP to appraise the
preferred policy options during the assessment process.
Key objectives of the SEA process are to ensure that the SMP is consistent with relevant strategic
environmental objectives, environmental regulations, best practice and the objectives of other parties, and, to
identify fundamental strategic environmental constraints and opportunities at the outset of the study. The SEA
ensures that appropriate mitigation measures are identified where necessary. The SEA follows a similar
approach to scheme-level environmental assessment, but differs in being a high level overview, setting broad
objectives and identifies generic approaches. Consultation has been undertaken with the aim of agreeing the
objectives with a wide-variety of stakeholders, and ensuring that the SMP is environmentally sustainable.
The definition and appraisal of objectives has formed the focus of engagement with stakeholders during
development of the SMP (as identified in Appendix B).
B The full list of issues and objectives defined for this SMP
are presented in Appendices
Appendices E and F.
F
The objectives developed for the SMP, which were used to develop appraise and appraise sustainable policies
are provided in Table 5.1.
Within the environmental objectives, a distinction has been made between those that arise from legal (shown
in bold italics) and those that do not represent legal obligations. The relevant Strategic Environmental
Assessment (SEA) receptor to which the objectives relate, are shown in brackets.

Social

Table 5.1

SEA Objectives
Objectives

Objective
To avoid loss of property due to erosion
and/or manage risk of flooding to people
and property6
(Population and human health)

Features
Features covered by the objective
Houses
Community

To avoid loss due to erosion of, and

Key vulnerable community facilities (e.g. surgeries,

5

Defra (2006): Shoreline Management Plan Guidance Volumes 1 and 2

6

Reference to flooding or erosion will be removed where not applicable
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Objective
manage risk of flooding to, key community,
recreational and amenity facilities6
(Population and human health)

Features
Features covered by the objective
hospitals, aged persons homes, schools, shops,
churches, libraries etc)
Key amenity facilities (e.g. public open space, car parks
etc)
Key recreational facilities (e.g. bathing beaches,
swimming pools, Country Parks, Castles and Forts)
Access to community/amenity facilities

Economic

Other than in exceptional circumstances, Public Rights
of Way (e.g. the South West Coast Path National Trail)
will not be considered in the detailed policy appraisal
To avoid loss due to erosion of, and
manage risk of flooding to, industrial,
commercial and economic assets and
activities6
(Population, material assets)
To minimise the impact of policies on
marine operations and activities
(Material assets)

To ensure critical road and rail linkages are
maintained
(Material assets)
To ensure critical services remain
operational
(Material assets)

To support natural processes and maintain
visibility of geological exposures
throughout internationally and nationally
designated
designated Earth Heritage sites

Shops, offices, businesses, factories, warehouses, golf
courses, areas identified for regeneration, nursery
grounds, caravan parks, stone and mineral extraction
sites, military establishments and others key areas of
employment
Ports and harbours, Boatyards
Moorings, Yacht and Sailing Clubs. Lifeboats, Ferry
terminals
Coastguard, lifeboat and lifeguard
Access to the sea and navigation
A -, B - and minor roads (where linkage is a key issue)
Railway lines and stations
Pumping stations, sewage works, wind turbines,
landfills, power stations, sub-stations
Access for emergency services
World Heritage Site
Geopark
Geological SSSIs

(Geology and Soils)

To support natural processes and maintain
the integrity of internationally designated
nature conservation sites and the
favourable condition of their interest
features
features

SPAs, SACs (to include Marine SACs) and Ramsar Sites

Environmental

(Flora, fauna and biodiversity)

To avoid adverse impacts on, conserve and,
and,
where practical,
practical, enhance the designated
interest of nationally designated nature
conservation sites.

SSSIs, NNRs, Areas of Special Protection

(Flora, fauna and biodiversity)

To avoid adverse impacts on, conserve and,
and,
where practical,
practical, enhance the designated
interest of locally designated conservation
sites
(Flora, fauna and biodiversity, geology)

To prevent pollution from contaminated
sources
(Geology and soils, water)

Statutory LNRs
Non-statutory wildlife sites
RSPB reserves
County Wildlife Trust reserves
RIGS
There is also a generic statutory duty (NERC Act 2006)
to have regard for the conservation of biodiversity,
which applies to all public bodies and which extends
beyond designated sites.
Known and historic landfill sites (www.environmentagency.gov.uk), anecdotal evidence of disused mines
and potentially contaminated land, bathing water,
surface and ground water
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Objective

To avoid loss of scheduled and other
internationally and nationally important
heritage assets and features.
(Cultural heritage)

To conserve and enhance AONBs (by
maintaining the highest quality of
undeveloped coastal and estuarine
landscape as a defining feature of the
AONB) and avoid conflict with AONB
Management Plan or Heritage Coast
Objectives.
(Landscape)

To avoid loss due to erosion of and/or
manage risk of flooding to agricultural land6
(Population, soils)
To ensure MoD ranges remain operational.
(Population, material assets)

I.6

Consultation

I.6.1

Approach

Features
Features covered by the objective
The objectives of the Water Framework Directive
were also considered as part of this SEA objective.
World Heritage Sites
Scheduled Monuments
Registered Parks and Gardens
Listed Buildings
Marine Wreck Sites
Built Conservation Areas
Non-designated historic and archaeological sites and
landscapes that have been identified by archaeologists
as nationally important
Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB) - The
South Devon AONB Management Plan policy seeks to
respond positively to the challenges of coastal change
and sea level rise by planning for the future; and to
consider natural processes and “soft defences” in long
term coastline management wherever appropriate,
accompanied by the realignment of coastal
infrastructure to more sustainable locations where
there is space to accommodate it”.
Heritage Coast
Grades 1 – 3A Farmland

Ministry of Defence ranges and land

Full details of all stages of stakeholder engagement undertaken during development of the draft Plan are
presented in Appendix B ‘Stakeholder Engagement’ together with the responses received. This includes the
copies of briefing materials and records of stakeholder inputs.
Consultation has been central to the development of the SEA in order to arrive at a SMP that is acceptable to
as many parties as possible and to engage those parties in the process. Effective external stakeholder and
public engagement has been essential for data collection, identification of key issues, definition of SEA
objectives, development of policy scenarios and the selection of the preferred SMP.
The main purpose of communicating with stakeholders throughout the development of the SEA is to:
•

contribute to the success of the SMP and improve decision-making in the coastal zone by
o

raising awareness of environmental management issues relating to tidal flooding and coastal
erosion;

o

allowing stakeholder input into the environmental decision-making in the context of the SMP;

o

informing the development of the SEA by identifying, and where appropriate, addressing the
concerns of external parties;

o

giving stakeholders an opportunity to comment on the environmental appraisal of options;
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o

allowing representations made by stakeholders to be taken into account throughout the SEA
process, particularly in the selection and environmental assessment of policy options;

o

giving the public an opportunity to comment on the preferred policies; and

o

ensuring that the completed SMP influences coastal management decisions, plans and
strategies (e.g. development planning).

•

meet regulatory requirements for consultation under the EU SEA Directive.

The consultation process has been active from the inception stage and has continued throughout the
development of the SMP. The main activities have comprised: •

Invitations to provide data and comments on key concerns;

•

Circulation of documents for comment

•

Stakeholder meetings and workshops

I.6.2

Stakeholders
Stakeholders

The consultation groups (‘stakeholders’) that were actively consulted at key points throughout the SEA and
SMP are listed in Appendix B ‘Stakeholder Engagement’ and have included: • Client Steering Group (CSG) – Client Steering Group comprises representatives from three local
authorities, the Environment Agency and other key bodies with a remit to agree the various stages of
the SMP as it progresses. Other members of the group include Natural England, who provide guidance
on nature conservation, English Heritage, who provide guidance on heritage issues, the National Trust
as a key landowner and Dorset County Council (WHS team Earth Sciences Manager). This group has
met throughout the SMP development, agreeing to the outputs once they have been discussed with
stakeholders.
• Key Stakeholder Forum (KSF) - The KSF includes representatives from interests including local
authorities, nature conservation, industry and heritage. This group has met periodically throughout the
SMP development process to input information and review outputs as the study progressed. The KSF
acts as a focal point for discussion and consultation throughout the development of the SMP.
• Elected Members Forum (EMF) - The EMF comprises a representative from each of the local authorities
and the Environment Agency, attending with a remit to agree the various stages of the SMP as it
progresses. Again, this group has met throughout the plan development, agreeing to the outputs once
they have been discussed with the KSF. Local Authority Elected Members have been involved from the
beginning, thereby reducing the likelihood that the policies will not be approved by the planning
authorities. They were involved through a Forum, building trust and understanding between Elected
Members, the CSG and KSF.
Statutory, non-statutory and local organisations and members of the general public have also been involved in
the development of the SMP and associated SEA process.

I.6.3

Stages of Consultation

Tables presenting the stakeholder strategy for both the SMP and SEA are provided in Appendix B ‘Stakeholder
Engagement’.
Engagement’
A summary of the stakeholder strategy for the purposes of SEA is provided in Table 6.1.
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I.6.4

Consultation Responses

A range of consultation responses have been received during the development of the SMP and SEA. A
summary of the key responses received during consultation on the draft SMP and SEA is provided below: •

Requirement for an Appropriate Assessment, Water Framework Directive Assessment, Nontechnical Summary and Action Plan

•

Opportunity to contribute to delivery of UK BAP targets

•

Need to consider non-designated historic environment

•

Need to consider full economic value of tourism and infrastructure

•

Changes to policy options and policy unit boundaries

•

Erosion rates may be overstated or over simplistic

•

The strategy needs to be compatible with the objectives of others’ plans

•

Need to consider compensation for any farmland lost due to the SMP

•

Need a clear boundary between Catchment Flood Management Plans (CFMPs) and SMPs

•

Need to deliver consistent messages between the SMP documents and documents of others

•

Numerous specific queries raised relating to particular policy units

•

Need to understand how to manage change
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Table 6.1

Summary of Stakeholder Strategy

Stage of Plan
Preparation

Activity

Stage 1: SMP
Scope (SEA
Baseline and
Scoping)

Initial
Stakeholder
contact

Initial Elected
Members and
Key
Stakeholders
Forum (KSF)
held
Stage 2:
Assessments to
support policy
(Draft Issues
and Objectives
Tables – SEA
Objectives)

Second Key
Stakeholders
and Elected
Members
Forum – Draft
Issues and
Objectives
Table

Purpose of stakeholder involvement

Stakeholders involved

Method of involvement

• Elected Members

Letter, Questionnaire and Information Leaflet
(different letters sent to different groups)

•

Inform interested parties that an SMP and SEA is being prepared (on
behalf of Defra and relevant local authorities)

•

Segregate the interested parties into two groups (Elected Members and
Stakeholders – this included general public)

•

Request baseline environmental information from interested parties

•

Gather views on issues relating to the SMP coast

•

Introduce the SMP and SEA process

• Elected Members

•

Request baseline environmental information from interested parties

• Key Stakeholders

•

Gather views on the features and issues relating to the SMP coast

EMF and KSF members asked to:
•

Check that all relevant environmental issues have been included

•

Review the features identified

•

Check that the benefits identified are correct and that we have included
all beneficiaries

•

Check that the SEA objectives are a good representation of the
requirements of the beneficiaries

• Stakeholders

Follow-up reminder letters, including one specifically
to parish councils

• Elected Members
• Key Stakeholders

A series of seven meetings in total were held along
the SMP coast at which power point presentation
and an open discussion forum were held. These
KSFs were open to anyone who wanted to attend,

Draft Issues and Objectives Table sent as part of
briefing note by email and/or post
Two follow-up meetings with power point
presentations and open discussion forum. Due to
the focussed nature of these events, these KSFs
were restricted to inviting only those stakeholders
who had already been engaged with and registered
with the SMP process at that point in time.
Two separate meetings with Heritage and Natural
Environment professionals were held to discuss
specific issues relating to the natural environment
and heritage assets along both the Devon and
Dorset coasts.
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Stage of Plan
Preparation

Activity

Purpose of stakeholder involvement

Stakeholders involved

Method of involvement

Stage 3: Policy
Development
(and Option
Assessment)

Third Elected
Members and
Key
Stakeholders
Forum

EMF and KSF members were presented with the policy options to be tested as part
of the policy appraisal. The objective of the forums were to establish:

• Elected Members

A series of six meetings were held in total along the
SMP coast.

Stage 4: Public
Examination

Stage 5: Finalise
SMP

Public
Consultation

Final Elected
Members
Forum

• Key Stakeholders

•

The vision(s) of the various stakeholders for the whole SMP shoreline
over each epoch

•

Any ‘overriding drivers’ for directing future policy, and specific future
policy options that the stakeholders wish to see tested

•

Agree the benefits

•

Areas of agreement and conflict i.e. main flood and erosion risks

•

Potential scope for compromise and acceptance of future change

•

To make elected members and stakeholders aware of the draft plan

• Elected Members

•

To provide stakeholders with opportunities for support and objection
and moving to resolve differences

• Wider public

•

Review output from public examination and theme the responses

• Elected Members

•

Produce a Consultation Report on these findings

•

Meet with CSG to discuss the nature of feedback (amending the plan /
policies if need be)

•

Meet with EMF to discuss and agree the Final Plan (amend the plan /
policies if need be)

•

Draft and agree Action Plan

•

Meet with CSG to discuss EMF, the Action Plan and finalisation of the
plan

•

Update the Main Document and Appendices

Each meeting involved a formal presentation
followed by open discussion forums. These KSFs
were open to anyone who wanted to attend,

Distribution of summary leaflet and SMP document
made available for viewing via www.sdadcag.org.
A series of 5 public exhibitions along the SMP coast.
This was preceded by a meeting with Elected
Members to explain and discuss the preferred
policies.
Proposed changes to draft plan, Consultation Report
and Action Plan reviewed and agreed by CSG.
Revised final Plan produced and outcomes relayed
to the EMF to begin process of adoption of the Plan
by each authority.

Present Members with the final plan
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Stage of Plan
Preparation

Activity

Stage 6: SMP
and SEA
Dissemination

General
Publication

Purpose of stakeholder involvement
•

Disseminate to Local Authorities, Natural England, English Heritage, the
Environment Agency and Defra

•

Update the SMP website: www.sdadcag.org

•

Inform stakeholders of the final plan including the SEA

Stakeholders involved

Method of involvement

• Wider public

Hard copies and CDs. Information available to
download in PDF format at www.sdadcag.org.
Summary leaflets disseminated at Local Authorities
discretion.
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I.7

Options Appraisal

I.7.1.1

Assessment Methodology

The process of assessment involves the identification of potential environmental effects and an evaluation of
the significance of the predicted environmental effects. Many environmental problems result from the
accumulation of multiple small and often indirect effects. These problems may occur together at one point, or
over a period of time to create significant cumulative effects; see further details in Section 2.3.4.
Following the principles of ‘Making Space for Water’, the methodology initially appraised a policy of no active
intervention throughout the coastline, by considering the impact on coastal behaviour and on the features and
issues identified. It was then possible to determine whether objectives have been met, focusing on how and
why objectives were (or were not) met. Through consultation with key stakeholders and elected members,
key policy drivers were identified. Alternative policy scenarios were appraised only where there was a clear
need to protect identified assets. Sensitivity tests were then applied to consider how variations in policy
scenarios may affect the achievement of objectives.

I.7.1.2

Identification and Review of Alternative Policy Scenarios

Four generic options were considered as part of the policy plan and these are listed in Table 7.1. The shoreline
management policies considered are those defined by Defra (2006).

Table 7.1

SMP Policy Options

Hold the line

Maintain or upgrade the level of protection provided by defences.

Advance the line

Build new defences seaward of the existing defence line.

Managed realignment

Allowing retreat of the shoreline, with management to control or limit
movement

No active intervention

A decision not to invest in providing or maintaining defences.

A ‘with present management’ policy was also assessed during the development of the SMP. This policy
assumes that the present management practices will be continued indefinitely, regardless of economic or
technical constraints.
Further details of these policy options are provided in Section 2.5 of the main document.
Appendix F ‘Scenario Testing’ presents the results of the initial consideration of the generic policies if they
were applied over all three epochs at each location along the coastline.
In order to ensure that all potential impacts of a coastal management policy decision are considered, rather
than looking at individual policy units (i.e. frontages for which a single SMP policy option applies), the SMP
guidance (Defra 2006) suggests developing a policy scenario. For the South Devon and Dorset SMP, a ‘string’
of SMP policy options over a discrete stretch of coastline were defined using the findings of Appendix F.
These policy scenarios identify the policy combinations (over the three epochs) taken forward for detailed
consideration, and identifies why the alternatives have not been considered.
Up to a maximum of three initial ‘policy scenarios’ were developed for appraisal against the environmental
features identified along the coastline. Therefore for each policy scenario to be appraised, draft policy units
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were identified, and for each policy unit one of the four SMP2 policy options was assigned to each of the three
epochs 0-20 years (short-term), 20-50 years (medium-term) and 50-100 years (long-term).
Appendix F identifies the environmental impacts of each of the alternative scenarios developed through an
assessment of the SEA receptors set out in the SEA Directive, and has helped to identify the preferred
environmental policy scenario for each coastal process unit.
The selection of the preferred policy scenarios involved a comparison of the impacts of each alternative
scenario on the environmental features and SEA receptors identified. The preferred environmental scenarios
were selected as the preferred policy scenarios unless they were considered inappropriate; either technically
unfeasible or socially unacceptable. An example of a preferred environmental scenario would be the presence
of a European site supporting intertidal habitat - the preferred environmental scenario would generally be to
either allow managed realignment or no active intervention of the coastline in order to allow the intertidal
habitat to roll back naturally with sea level rise (unless constrained by inland features).
Where a preferred policy scenario was selected on social grounds e.g. holding the line to protect a significant
community from flood or erosion risk, consideration was given to implementing the preferred environmental
scenario (e.g. managed realignment) (identified in the environmental assessment) in a later epoch; thus allowing
the local population time to adjust to the coastal change.
An assessment of shoreline interactions and response for the proposed scenarios is presented in Appendix G.
G
The results of this assessment, in terms of risks to coastal features, were then used to appraise the
achievement of objectives for the policy scenarios. This is reported in the issues and objectives table in
G.
Appendix G

I.7.2

Environmental Appraisal of Alternative Policy Options

Appendix F (Annex F.3) identifies the environmental impacts of each of the alternative policy options
developed through an assessment of the SEA receptors set out in the SEA Directive, and has helped to identify
the preferred environmental policy scenario for each coastal process unit. The generic impacts associated
with each alternative SMP option is shown in Table 7.2.

Table 7.2

Potential generic implications of each SMP option

SMP option
Hold the Line (HTL)

Potential positive impacts
•

Protection of communities
(residential, industrial, agricultural
and commercial assets) and
infrastructure

•

Protection of habitat landward of
existing defences

•

Protection of freshwater
resources (e.g. abstractions and
boreholes)

•

Protection of material assets
located behind defences

•

Protection of recreational,
cultural and historical assets
landward of the defences and
provision of opportunities to
improve the condition of heritage

Potential negative impacts
•

Coastal squeeze (loss of
intertidal habitat)

•

Interruption of coastal
processes

•

Potential increase of flood and
coastal erosion risk elsewhere
along coastline

•

Promotion of unsustainable
land use practices

•

Ongoing commitment to future
investment for maintenance and
improvement of defences

•

Change in landscape character
and reduced visual amenity and
views of sea if defences raised
or new defences constructed
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SMP option

Potential positive impacts

Potential negative impacts

features/sites

Advance the Line (ATL)

Managed Realignment (MR)

No active intervention (NAI)

•

Protection of potential sources of
contamination

•

Provision of additional space for
communities

•

Reduction in extent of intertidal
habitat

•

Protection of communities and
infrastructure from coastal
flooding/erosion

•

Change in function of the
existing habitats

•

•

Increased coastal squeeze

Protection of habitat landward of
original defences

•

•

Interruption of coastal
processes

Protection of freshwater
resources (e.g. abstractions an
boreholes)

•

•

Potential increase in rate of
coastal erosion either side of
the advanced line

Protection of material assets
located behind defences

•

Uncertainty of effects

•

Protection of recreational,,
cultural and historical assets
landward of the defences

•

Reduced visual amenity and
change in landscape

•

Protection of potential sources of
contamination

•

Landward migration of coastal
habitat under rising sea levels to
realigned defence

•

Increased flooding/erosion of
realigned area

•

•

Creation of wetland habitat in
line with UKBAP and local BAP
targets

Change in condition or
reduction of
terrestrial/freshwater habitat
landward of defences

•

Creation of habitat for juvenile
fish and other aquatic organisms
(benefits to environment and
fishing communities)

•

Impact upon aquifers and
abstractions

•

Loss of some assets in
hinterland of defences (e.g.
residential, industrial,
agricultural and commercial
assets)

•

Loss of recreational, heritage
and cultural features

•

Uncertainty of effects

•

Uncontrolled flood/erosion risk

•

Uncertainty of effects and time
for adaptation

•

Increased risk of inundation to
landward habitats under rising

•

Reduction of flood/erosion risk
to some areas

•

Promotion of natural coastal
processes and contribution
towards a more natural
management of the coast

•

Creation of high tide bird roosts
and feeding areas

•

Maintenance of geological
exposures and earth heritage
features

•

Landward migration of coastal
habitats under rising sea levels

•

Promotion or continuation of
natural coastal processes

•

Potential discovery of unknown
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SMP option

Potential positive impacts

Potential negative impacts

archaeology
•

Maintenance of geological
exposures and earth heritage
features

sea levels
•

Impact upon aquifers and
abstractions

•

Loss of communities or
community assets

•

Loss of and damage to heritage
and cultural features

•

Risk of flooding/erosion of
contaminated areas

•

Deteriorating defences become
unsightly

•

Hazard to public access and
loss of public rights of way.
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I.8

Environmental Effects of the Plan

An environmental assessment of the preferred policy options is presented in Annex I.1 of this appendix.
Based upon the output from the testing of policy scenarios, the preferred policy scenario has been defined.
The preferred policy scenario for the whole coastline differs along its length, so to accommodate this, 194
individual Policy Units have been defined and Policy Statements developed that set out how the management of
the coast is to be undertaken that accounts for the needs of each individual unit in the wider coastal context.
The Policy Statements present the preferred policy scenario for each Unit, identifying its justification and how
it will be achieved over the 100 year period. They also present the detailed implications of the policies and
identify any mitigation measures that would be required in order to implement the policy.
Appendix G evaluates how the SEA objectives, and hence the ‘environment’, economic and social receptors,
would be affected under the preferred policy scenario for each frontage, with consideration of environmental
obligations.
Section 4 of the main SMP document includes the ‘Plan for Balanced Sustainability’, defining the broad
environmental impacts of the plan based upon the appraisal of the objectives. This Section also presents the
‘Predicted Implications of the Preferred Policies’ under thematic headings.
The Policy Statements covering the 180 or so individual Policy Units presented in Section 5 of the main SMP
document.
document Each Statement presents the Preferred Plan for the Unit(s) it covers, identifying its justification and
presenting the preferred policies to achieve the Plan over the 100 year period. The detailed implications of the
policies are presented and any mitigation measures that would be required in order to implement the policy
identified.
Measures to monitor the environmental effects of implementing the Plan are provided in Section 2.6.
A retrospective Water Framework Directive (WFD) assessment has been prepared by Halcrow and can be
viewed in Appendix K ‘Water Framework Directive Assessment’ of the SMP. This WFD-related retrospective
assessment takes into consideration the potential effects of SMP policy options on the ecological quality
elements of the coastal and transitional water bodies directly affected by the SMP, and the associated river
water bodies, which may also experience some indirect effect (such as shifting in the upper tidal limit in rivers).

I.8.1.1

Cumulative Environmental Impacts

SEA requires assessment of secondary, cumulative and synergistic effects. This section sets out the significant
environmental effects of the plan as a whole, which have been considered in relation to each of the
environmental objectives. It goes on to consider the environmental effects of potential interactions between
the SMP and relevant plans and programmes within the study area. These findings are summarised in Table 8.1.
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Table 8.1

Summary of Secondary, Cumulative and Synergistic Issues

SEA Environmental
Objective
To avoid loss of property
due to erosion and/or
manage risk of flooding to
people and property

(Population and human
health)

To avoid loss due to
erosion of and manage risk
of flooding to key
community, recreational
and amenity facilities

Cumulative effects across the whole plan area
(sum of Policy Unit impacts)
For much of the coastline, the preferred SMP policy is to maintain existing defences where economically viable in the long-term, thus having a beneficial impact on people,
their health and property by protecting areas of significant urban development and developed parts of the coastline from flooding or erosion. Protection is predominantly
focussed upon larger conurbations, where the highest level of benefit is achieved. However, some isolated properties, caravan sites, holiday centres and urban areas
including Ringstead, Hive Beach (Burton Bradstock), East Beach (West Bay), Seatown, Charmouth, Branscombe, Torcross and Beesands may be affected by
flooding/erosion, as policies leading to a more ‘natural’ shoreline in the long-term have been identified.
For the preferred policies, the total loss of housing to coastal erosion through the whole SMP area up to year 2025, is up to about 90 residential and commercial
properties. This compares to the no active intervention baseline, when potential erosion losses of up to 580 residential and commercial properties could occur. By year
2055, residential and commercial property losses as a result of coastal erosion could total 140 and 150, with cumulative losses of between 410 and 430 houses by the year
2105. This compares to the no active intervention baseline, when cumulative house losses could be up to 700 by 2055, and over 1,150 by 2105, i.e. the preferred policies
deliver coastal erosion protection to over 700 ‘at risk’ residential and commercial properties over the next 100 years. These figures relate to losses through coastal erosion
only. As parts of the SMP frontage are very low lying, overtopping, overflowing/breaching of defences, even where flood defences are maintained, could lead to flooding of
over 8,300 residential properties and over 3,200 businesses at risk from flood damage.
Along frontages where some properties will be lost due to coastal erosion in the medium to long term, the preferred policy includes provision for management of the
realignment at some of these locations. This could allow for relocation or mitigation measures to be implemented should there be the mechanisms to do so.
Under the preferred long-term policies, the key centres of tourism and recreation (e.g. Weymouth, West Bay, Lyme Regis, Sidmouth, Exmouth, Dawlish, Teignmouth and
Torbay) will continue to be protected. However, this will be at the expense of beaches along many of these frontages, which are unlikely to be retained as the frontages and
promenades become more prominent, exposed and less accessible. Where it is possible to provide defence sustainably in the long-term through beach re-nourishment, this
will be of increasing value to tourism and recreation within the region as more beaches become lost as sea levels rise. Although in the long term there are losses of beach
expected from rising sea levels and coastal squeeze, there will also be potential access issues, with existing accesses to the beach often being lost or becoming redundant.

(Population and human
health)
To avoid loss due to
erosion of and manage risk
of flooding to industrial,
commercial and economic
assets and activities

(Material assets)

To ensure critical services
remain operational

(Material assets)

To support- natural

The South West Regional Spatial Strategy (revoked as of 6th July
2010) and Local development documents must ensure that the
requirements of PPS25 are fully implemented to ensure no future
development in areas of coastal flooding or erosion.

Consider implications of development in tidal floodplains or in
coastal areas subject to erosion in consultation with the Local
Authorities.
The South West Regional Spatial Strategy (revoked as of 6th July
2010) and Local development documents must ensure that the
requirements of PPS25 are fully implemented to ensure no future
development in areas of coastal flooding or erosion.
Consider implications of development in tidal floodplains or in
coastal areas subject to erosion in consultation with the Local
Authorities.

The proposed SMP policies are unlikely to affect marine activities and in many areas will protect proposed or new maritime developments such as the National Sailing
Academy facilities at Osprey Quay.

Consider implications of development in tidal floodplains or in
coastal areas subject to erosion in consultation with the Local
Authorities.

The South West Regional Spatial Strategy (revoked as of 6th July
2010) and Local development documents must ensure that the
requirements of PPS25 are fully implemented to ensure no future
development in areas of coastal flooding or erosion.

The South West Regional Spatial Strategy (revoked as of 6th July
2010) and Local development documents must ensure that the
requirements of PPS25 are fully implemented to ensure no future
development in areas of coastal flooding or erosion.

(Material assets)

To ensure critical road and
rail linkages are maintained

Consider implications of development in tidal floodplains or in
coastal areas subject to erosion in consultation with the Local
Authorities.

The proposed SMP policies are generally likely to be beneficial to industrial, commercial and economic assets and/or activities, by protecting areas of significant
development from flooding or erosion. Protection is predominantly focussed upon larger conurbations and towns, where the highest level of benefit is achieved. However,
some isolated industrial or commercial facilities may be affected by flooding or erosion, as policies leading to a more ‘natural’ shoreline in the long-term have been identified
where feasible.

(Population, material assets)
To minimise the impact of
policies on marine
operations and activities

Interaction of SMP with relevant Plans and Programmes

For much of the coastline the preferred policy is to maintain existing defences where economically viable in the long term. This will help to minimise loss of critical
infrastructure along the developed parts of the coastline as far as possible. However, for some sections of the coast, a change in management policy has been identified for
the longer term where a hold the line policy is no longer acceptable on the grounds of economics, technical sustainability or the environment. Some re-routing of major
infrastructure will be required in the longer term under this SMP. While the preferred policy for many areas is to hold the line in the long term, there may be a detrimental
impact on some infrastructure, where it will become increasingly technically difficult to retain coastal frontages.

The South West Regional Spatial Strategy (revoked as of 6th July
2010) and other development plans will influence the nature and
location of new infrastructure. The SMP should help to influence
and ensure that new infrastructure is located appropriately and not
subject to coastal flooding or erosion.

For much of the South Devon and Dorset coastline the preferred policy is to maintain existing defences where economically viable in the long term. This will help to
minimise loss of critical services along the developed parts of the coastline as far as possible. However, for some sections of the coast, a change in management policy has
been identified for the longer term where a hold the line policy is no longer acceptable on the grounds of economics, technical sustainability or the environment, and in
these areas, some services may be affected.

The South West Regional Spatial Strategy (revoked as of 6th July
2010) and other development plans will influence the nature and
location of new infrastructure. The SMP should help to influence
and ensure that new services are located appropriately and not
subject to coastal flooding or erosion.

The most significant threat to the internationally and nationally designated Earth heritage sites is the construction of artificial structures along the coast that would affect

The WHS Management Plan 2009 - 2014: Draft for Consultation
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SEA Environmental
Objective
processes and maintain
visibility of geological
exposures throughout
internationally and
nationally designated Earth
Heritage sites

Cumulative effects across the whole plan area

Interaction of SMP with relevant Plans and Programmes

(sum of Policy Unit impacts)
the natural processes of erosion or obscure the exposed geology, and lead to a loss of fossils (World Heritage Site (WHS) Management Plan 2009 - 2014: Draft for
Consultation (March 31st March to June 9th 2009)). The proposed plan therefore seeks to balance the protection of these natural features with the maintenance and
protection of property and material assets wherever possible. The preferred policies of no active intervention or managed realignment have been recommended in areas
where there are limited human assets or along areas of undeveloped coastline to ensure the preservation of the geomorphological and geological interests. In general, the
SMP is not recommending the construction of new defences to maintain economic assets in areas where none are currently present.

(March 31st March to June 9th 2009) supports the geologically related
SEA objective of the SMP and the SMP therefore seeks to adhere to
the WHS management objectives wherever possible.

The Habitats Regulations Assessment has concluded that there will be adverse effects on four European sites (Exe Estuary SPA, and Ramsar site, Plymouth Sound and
Estuaries SAC, Tamar Estuaries Complex SPA and Dawlish Warren SAC) and an uncertain effect on three European sites (Chesil Beach and the Fleet SAC, Sidmouth to
West Bay SAC and Isle of Portland to Studland Cliffs SAC); the scale of these effects at this stage is unknown.

Several Catchment Flood Management Plans (e.g. the East Devon,
Exe, South Devon, River Tamar and West Dorset CFMPs) have the
potential to affect the designated nature conservation sites. Policies
and actions in these documents will seek to ensure that there are no
adverse effects.

(Flora, fauna and
biodiversity)
To support natural
processes and maintain the
integrity of internationally
designated nature
conservation sites and the
favourable condition of
their interest features

(Flora, fauna and
biodiversity)

In most cases, predicted adverse effects will be as a result of continued coastal squeeze against existing defences, resulting in the progressive loss of habitats and their
associated species as a result of sea level rise against coastal defences. In some areas, these effects may be reduced through the implementation of mitigation measures.
However, it cannot be conclusively ascertained at this stage that adverse effects can be avoided and this will have to be examined in detail at strategy and/or scheme level.
For example, along parts of the SMP frontage, such as at Chesil Beach, the shingle beaches are designated under international legislation for their conservation interests and
have associated biodiversity targets, which include that dynamic processes be allowed to occur and that the vegetated shingle be conserved. Both of these targets will be
met by the preferred policies, which allow the shingle beach to function largely naturally. However, there may be some habitat losses associated with sea level rise as the
frontage reacts to increasing pressure, for example, as Chesil Beach rolls-back into The Fleet causing narrowing of the lagoon and loss of designated habitat.
There also remains uncertainty about the potential effects of holding the line in some policy units on vegetated cliff habitats in short sections of the frontage and this will be
largely dependent on the extent that a ‘hold the line’ policy reduces or prevents erosion of the cliff face. There is also the potential that existing up-drift defences may
increase erosion of the cliff face in adjacent down-drift sections beyond natural rates, which would conflict with conservation objectives and potentially cause an adverse
effect. Again, it cannot be ascertained at this stage that adverse effects can be avoided and this will have to be examined at strategy and/or scheme level.

In addition, the conservation objectives and favourable conditions
outlined in the Management Plans (e.g. Exe Estuary and Plymouth
Sound and Estuaries) for the European sites will be considered in
conjunction with SMP policy implemented.
Coastal squeeze as a result of climate change and rising sea levels
will require the provision of compensatory habitat (both intertidal
and freshwater/terrestrial) in some areas.

A case for Imperative Reasons of Overriding Public Interest (IROPI) has been set out (using the Environment Agency Appendix 20 template to enable adoption of the SMP
policies notwithstanding the assessment of adverse effect on site integrity. The reasons include a need to address a serious risk to human health and public safety
(uncontrolled flood and erosion risks to large residential populations) and where failure of defences would have unacceptable social and/or economic consequences
(including the loss of/or risk to residential properties, businesses, tourism, important infrastructure/services and many assets of national historic and cultural heritage
importance).
Careful management of the shoreline between Durlston Head and Rame Head is necessary to sustain the designated habitats already in place, while managing for the impact
of sea level rise. The conflicting objectives of a more dynamically functioning coastline coupled with conserving existing habitat will rely on the adoption of the appropriate
management policy. By making step changes based on analysis of monitoring data, changes to management policy can be made slowly, with limited impact on the habitat.
To avoid adverse impacts
on, conserve and where
practical enhance the
designated interest of
nationally designated nature
conservation sites.

(Flora, fauna and
biodiversity)

To avoid adverse impacts
on, conserve and where
practical enhance the
designated interest of
locally designated
conservation sites

Along parts of the SMP frontage, such as at Slapton Sands, the shingle beaches are designated under international legislation for their conservation interests and have
associated biodiversity targets, which include that dynamic processes be allowed to occur and that the vegetated shingle be conserved. Both these targets will be met by the
preferred policies, which allow the shingle beach to function largely naturally, although limited intervention will occur to repair storm damage for a period of time such that
road access continues to be provided along the crest of the beach until such time as an alternative route is developed.
Along other parts of the SMP frontage, some nationally designated interest features may be affected or lost due to sea level rise and coastal squeeze (e.g. at Portland
Harbour Shore) against either fixed defences or the cliffs and in other areas, will result in the protection of some designated grassland habitats. However, in many areas a
preferred long-term policy of no active intervention or managed realignment will continue to enhance intertidal habitat features.
Careful management of the shoreline between Durlston Head and Rame Head is necessary to sustain the designated habitats already in place, while managing for the impact
of sea level rise. The conflicting objectives of a more dynamically functioning coastline coupled with conserving existing habitat will rely on the adoption of the appropriate
management policy. By making step changes based on analysis of monitoring data, changes to management policy can be made slowly, with limited impact on the habitat.
Along parts of the SMP frontage, habitats have been designated under local legislation for their conservation interests. In some of these areas, the preferred plan will result
in the loss of some designated habitat while in other areas, it may result in habitat creation.
Careful management of the shoreline between Durlston Head and Rame Head is necessary to sustain the designated habitats already in place, while managing for the impact
of sea level rise. The conflicting objectives of a more dynamically functioning coastline coupled with conserving existing habitat will rely on the adoption of the appropriate
management policy. By making step changes based on analysis of monitoring data, changes to management policy can be made slowly, with limited impact on the habitat.

Several Catchment Flood Management Plans (e.g. the East Devon,
Exe, South Devon, River Tamar and West Dorset CFMPs) and three
Estuary Management Plans (e.g. Axe Estuary, Erme Estuary and
Yealm Estuary) have the potential to affect the designated nature
conservation sites. Policies and actions in these documents will seek
to ensure that there are no adverse effects.
National BAP targets will be met through a variety of mechanisms,
and during the implementation of the SMP, we will work with the
partners of the other plans to ensure that these targets are met.

Several Catchment Flood Management Plans (e.g. the East Devon,
Exe, South Devon, River Tamar and West Dorset CFMPs) and three
Estuary Management Plans (e.g. Axe Estuary, Erme Estuary and
Yealm Estuary) have the potential to affect the designated nature
conservation sites. Policies and actions in these documents will seek
to ensure that there are no adverse effects.

(Flora, fauna and
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SEA Environmental
Objective

Cumulative effects across the whole plan area

Interaction of SMP with relevant Plans and Programmes

(sum of Policy Unit impacts)

biodiversity, geology)
To prevent pollution from
contaminated sources

In most areas along the coastal frontage, the preferred SMP policy provides protection from flooding or erosion to the majority of potentially polluting features such as
landfill sites.

(Geology and soils, water)

However, there are a few areas where flooding or erosion of landfill sites may be experienced in the short, medium and long-term and will therefore require further
consideration and study at project level if a policy of NAI is adopted.

Local Development Document policies provide protection for the
water environment. Implementation of the SMP will try to ensure
full adherence to these policies (wherever possible) through coastal
management activities.
The South West Regional Spatial Strategy (revoked as of 6th July
2010) and Local development documents must ensure that the
requirements of PPS25 are fully implemented to ensure no pollution
to coastal/estuarine waters.

To avoid loss of scheduled
and other internationally
and nationally important
heritage assets and features.

(Cultural heritage)

There are a wide range of heritage sites along the coast and many more of these will be protected through the preferred policies than would survive under a no active
intervention policy. Many features are retained and protected through the preferred policies. However, along some stretches of coastline, there may be possible damage to
or loss of historic environmental features in the longer term due to flooding and/or erosion including:
•
•
•
•

Scheduled Monuments including Sandsfoot Castle in Weymouth;
Small areas of Registered Parks and Gardens e.g.. Encombe, Lulworth Castle, Rousdon, Connaught, Overbecks, Langdon Court, Flete, Mount Edgcumbe;
Grades I and II Listed Buildings; and
Potentially significant nationally important non-designated archaeological assets (these will be considered further at scheme level)

Local Development Document policies provide protection for the
historic environment. Implementation of the SMP will try to ensure
full adherence to these policies (wherever possible) through coastal
management activities.
The SMP seeks to adhere to objectives of the Cornwall and West
Devon WHS Management Plan 2005 - 2010 wherever possible.

It should be noted that most of the Listed Buildings and Scheduled Monuments within the South Devon and Dorset SMP area are located within the towns and cities along
the coast, the majority of which would be protected, under the preferred policies. Where heritage assets would be protected through implementation of the SMP,
opportunities should be sought at scheme level to improve the condition of heritage sites and features, where appropriate.
However, some listed buildings and Scheduled Monuments are located in areas where changes in long-term policy are proposed, and in these areas there is a risk of these
being lost or damaged as a result of erosion or flooding in the medium to long term.
To conserve and enhance
AONBs (by maintaining the
highest quality of
undeveloped coastal and
estuarine landscape as a
defining feature of the
AONB) and avoid conflict
with AONB Management
Plan or Heritage Coast
Objectives.

The preferred long-term policies in this SMP are intended to sustain the current dense urban areas through proactive management of the existing beaches and defences,
whilst recognising that new linear and possibly shoreline control defences may be needed in the longer term; although in general the Plan is not to construct new defences
in currently undefended areas so much of the coastline will remain as today. However, opportunities for forming a free functioning natural coastline in some areas have
been taken, to create a more natural coastal landscape and reducing piecemeal man-made structures on the beach. This is more beneficial to the landscape than a policy of
defending the whole coastline, which would involve construction of new, more substantial defences, which in some places would also be unlikely to be technically
sustainable or economically viable. A policy of no active intervention would help to conserve and enhance the quality of the landscape and seascape of the AONB and
Jurassic Coast World Heritage Site. However, it is recognised that loss of some coastal landmarks or well-known landscape features, to which the AONB designation
refers, may affect the quality of the landscape should they be of special character. In addition, where a no active intervention policy is recommended, there is the potential
for unsightly defences as they deteriorate in the long-term.

The SMP policies will be developed and implemented in accordance
with the policies of the AONB Management Plans and policies of the
Heritage Coast plan.

Agriculture and grazing represents a share of the local economy and along the coast there are various grades of agricultural land. Along much of the coastline, these are in
the undeveloped stretches between the towns and within the estuaries, where there is insufficient economic justification for maintaining or constructing defences, which
would also be technically inappropriate. Under the preferred policies there could be loss or damage to approximately 2,800 hectares of agricultural land which will remain
at risk of flooding, even where low-level defences are present, by year 2105.

Local Development Plans influence changes in Grades 1 to 3a
agricultural land; the majority of agricultural land that would be
affected in the study area would be Grade 3 – 5 agricultural land.

The MoD ranges lie generally within undeveloped stretches of coastline and therefore where there is insufficient justification for maintaining or constructing defences.
Consequently the preferred SMP policies may result in the erosion of small areas of ranges in the short to long-term. Such minimal losses are unlikely to affect the
operational nature of the MoD ranges.

The aspirations of the MoD for the ranges within the study area is
currently unknown.

(Landscape)
To avoid loss due to
erosion of and/or manage
risk of flooding to
agricultural land

(Population, soils)
To ensure MoD ranges
remain operational.

(Population, material assets)
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I.8.1.2

Habitat Regulations Assessment

As many of the proposed SMP policies would be implemented within or adjacent to international conservation
sites, a Habitats Regulations Assessment (Appendix
Appendix J ‘Habitats Regulations Assessment’) has been undertaken
in accordance with the requirements of the EC Habitats Directive (92/43/EEC) and European Union Birds
Directive (79/409/EEC) and their implementation in the UK under the Conservation (Natural Habitats &c.)
Regulations 1994, under Regulation 48(1) ("Habitats Regulations").
The SMP has the potential to adversely affect the integrity of seven European sites, as follows:
•

Exe Estuary SPA and Ramsar site;

•

Plymouth Sound and Estuaries SAC;

•

Tamar Estuaries Complex SPA;

•

Dawlish Warren SAC in the short-term;

•

Chesil Beach and the Fleet SAC

•

Sidmouth to West Bay SAC

•

Isle of Portland to Studland Cliffs SAC

In most cases, the predicted adverse effects would be as a result of coastal squeeze, resulting in the
progressive loss of habitats and their associated species as a result of sea level rise against coastal defences.
There also remains uncertainty about the potential effects of holding the line in some policy units on
internationally vegetated cliff habitats and this will be largely dependent on the extent that a ‘hold the line’
policy reduces erosion of the cliff face.
Where potentially adverse effects have been identified, a study will be undertaken as soon as possible to
quantify habitat losses and gains and this action will be carried forward by the SMP Action Plan. Compensatory
intertidal and dune habitat will be sought through the Regional Habitat Creation Programme (RHCP) to retain
the ecological functionality of the European sites (where possible). Compensatory for loss of cliff exposure will
be provided by restoration (i.e. removal of defences) within the designated site.

I.8.2

Difficulties and Uncertainties

The main sources of uncertainty at this level of appraisal relate to: •

It is assumed that the baseline information used in the SEA is complete, up to date, reliable and
unbiased.

•

Unknown archaeology – there is potential for buried archaeological features that have not been
identified at this high level. Further archaeological desk study (and potential field evaluation) will be
required at strategy or scheme level.

•

Areas of potential contamination, ground stability, unrecorded landfills and buried ordnance are
unknown at this stage. Further desk study and investigation will be required at strategy and scheme
level.

Where data gaps or lack of understanding exist, then ‘uncertainty’ is introduced into the SEA and SMP
implementation and into the prediction of environmental impacts/outcomes. Where this uncertainty is
significant, the implications for the predictions have been identified as well as the data collection/analysis that
might be needed to address it.
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Where the preferred plan for any Policy Unit has specific monitoring or detailed study requirements, to help
clarify uncertainties, such as future morphological evolution of the estuary and the extent of Managed
Realignment and habitat creation, this is identified in Section 6 – Action Plan in the main SMP document.
document
There is therefore some risk that closer inspection through the development of strategies and schemes may
identify constraints that may change approaches to flood management at particular localities.
In addition, in carrying out the SEA, solutions that are environmentally justifiable have been selected based on
existing data sources and baseline data. The assessment of cumulative impacts is therefore limited by changing
environmental characteristics and future development.
It should also be noted that documenting the SEA process undertaken (i.e. retrospectively) after completion of
the SMP may introduce some uncertainty and difficulties in ensuring clarity in the SEA decision-making process.

I.8.3

Monitoring

The key principles of implementation and monitoring are to ensure that the mitigation measures are
implemented and effective and to monitor all the significant environmental effects identified during the
assessment.
The SMP will be circulated to all stakeholders for consultation and comment. The plan may be modified in
light of comments received from consultees before it is formally adopted. Once the plan is implemented, any
potentially significant effects will be monitored and reported in accordance with the review cycle of the plan.
Where the preferred policies for any Policy Unit have specific monitoring/study requirements to clarify
uncertainties, this is identified in the relevant ‘Policy Unit Statement’ (Section
Section 5).
5 Detailed monitoring could be
undertaken within the existing South-East and South-West Strategic Regional Coastal Monitoring Programmes
or undertaken as part of coastal defence strategy studies. The latter will also define mitigation requirements.
At this level of plan, the mitigation and enhancement measures are integral to the policy appraisal. Where we
have the potential to enhance the environment we have included this potential within the appraisal objectives.
Mitigation measures at this level are generally included as part of the policy options, so that a less detrimental
impact will tend to be an alternative policy option. We therefore can not identify any further specific mitigation
measures at this policy level. At a lower level in the planning hierarchy, when investigations are progressed to
develop the details of how to implement flood risk and erosion management measures, an appropriate level of
environmental assessment will be undertaken, and will identify more relevant mitigation measures to the
impacts arising.
Some mitigation measures have been incorporated into Annex I.1
I.1 of this appendix.

I.8.4

What happens now?

There are a number of steps required to ensure that the recommendations of the SEA and SMP are taken
forward in the short and medium-term, both in land use planning and coastal defence management. Actions to
facilitate the implementation of the longer-term policies also need to be initiated as appropriate.
Generally, the policy recommendations in the SMP will be implemented through the development of coastal
flood risk management strategies, which cover smaller but strategically linked sections of the coast.
Subsequently, implementation of coastal flood and erosion risk management schemes will deliver works on the
ground. Environmental Statements and Appropriate Assessments (if required) will be prepared at scheme level,
and these will be subject to public consultation.
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The plan, which will require on-going review, will be informed by further understanding of changes in the
environment, policy/legislation changes and environmental assessment. The process of implementation will be
underpinned by monitoring of the shoreline to identify ongoing behaviour, together with targeted study and
investigation where there are specific uncertainties. Monitoring of environmental receptors such as designated
habitats, areas of potential contamination etc will inform environmental assessment at the strategy and scheme
level.
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ANNEX I.I –ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT OF PREFERRED POLICY
OPTION
The tables below describe the environmental effects of the preferred SMP policy scenarios on the SEA
receptors along with appropriate mitigation measures to be implemented to ameliorate any adverse impacts.
A level of significance has been assigned to each identified effect in the short, medium and long term epochs.
Notes on application: Prediction of Significant Effects
ST Short Term
MT Medium Term
LT Long Term
Ο Neutral Effect

Χ
Minor Adverse
ΧX
Moderate Adverse
ΧΧX Major Adverse √√√

√
√√

Minor Beneficial
Moderate Beneficial
Major Beneficial

Beneficial Effects - are those that enhance the quality of the SEA receptor and promote achievement of the
SEA Objectives.
Adverse Effects - are those that reduce the quality of the SEA receptor and conflict with the SEA Objectives.
Within the Biodiversity, Flora and Fauna receptor category an additional assessment has been made as to
whether obligations are met relating to European Sites under the Habitats Regulations, to link the Habitats
Regulations Assessment with the SEA. The following criteria have been used to assess these sites: HR Adverse Effect – This option fails to meet an objective arising from obligations under the Habitat
Regulations (i.e. cannot avoid adverse impacts on a European Site) and therefore a potential adverse
effect is assumed.
HR No Adverse Effect – This option would comply with obligations under the Habitat Regulations
and not result in an adverse effect on the integrity of a European Site.
HR Uncertain – It is uncertain as to whether this option would comply with obligations under the
Habitat Regulations and not result in an adverse effect on the integrity of a European Site.
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ANNEX I.I.I – ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT OF PREFERRED POLICY OPTION
The tables below describe the potentially significant environmental effects of the preferred SMP policy scenarios along with appropriate mitigation measures that could be implemented to ameliorate any adverse impacts.
SEA Appraisal of Preferred Policy
Policy Scenarios (refer to Appendix D for SEA Environmental Baseline – Theme Review)

Preferred Policy
Policy Unit (Number and
Description)

Scenario

Short
Term (to
2025)

Medium
Term (to
2055)

Long Term
(to 2105)

Biodiversity, Flora and
Fauna

Earth Heritage, Soils
and Geology

No impact on Isle of
Portland to Studland Cliffs
SAC where there is no
change to the existing
management regime, and
impacts (e.g. permanent
loss of some grassland
habitats due to erosion
and flooding) are likely to
be localised with limited
impact on the overall
status of the site

Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
integrity of the
geological interest
features of South
Dorset Coast Site of
Special Scientific
Interest (SSSI) and
Dorset and East Devon
World Heritage Site
(WHS), therefore the
preferred policies in this
coastal section would
continue to maintain
the geological
exposures of these
features

Water

Landscape Character
and Visual Amenity

Historic Environment
(Cultural Heritage)

Minor change in
landscape due to
increased erosion
and flooding

Potential partial loss
of up to 4 Scheduled
Monuments (SMs)
due to erosion over
lifetime of SMP: Alum
Works SM at
Kimmeridge Bay,
Bowl Barrow SM on
Emmetts Hill,
Flowers Barrow SM
and The Warren
Field System SM.

Land Use,
Infrastructure
ure and
Infrastruct
Material Assets

Population and Human
Health

POLICY SCENARIO AREA: DURLSTON HEAD TO WHITE NOTHE
5g01

Durlston Head to St
Alban’s Head

A, B & C

NAI

NAI

NAI

5g02
5g02

St Alban’s Head to
Kimmeridge Bay

A, B & C

NAI

NAI

NAI

5g03

Kimmeridge Bay
(defended length)

B

NAI

NAI

NAI

5g04

Kimmeridge Bay
(undefended) to
Worbarrow Tout

A, B & C

NAI

NAI

NAI

5g05

Worbarrow Tout to
Lulworth Cove (East)

A, B & C

NAI

NAI

NAI

5g06

Lulworth Cove
(undefended)

A, B & C

NAI

NAI

NAI

5g07

Lulworth Cove
(defended length)

B

NAI

NAI

NAI

5g08

Lulworth Cove (West)
to White Nothe

A, B & C

NAI

NAI

Mitigation Measures/Environmental Opportunities
Opportunities

NAI

ST Ο
MT Ο
LT Ο
HR No Adverse Effect –
Isle of Portland to
Studland Cliffs SAC

No known impacts
on water quality.
ST Ο
MT Ο
LT Ο

ST Ο
MT Ο
LT Ο
Potential for
deteriorating
structures to become
unsightly
ST Χ
MT ΧΧ
LT ΧΧ

ST √√√
MT √√√
LT √√√

Continued long-term loss
of unimproved neutral
and calcareous grassland
within South Dorset
Coast SSSI (biological)
from erosion and flooding
ST ΧX
MT ΧX
LT XX
The potential to realign
the South Dorset Coast
SSSI (biological) boundary
landward will be explored
together with sites to
replace net losses of
grassland within SSSI.
Opportunities may exist
to improve the favourable
condition of the
designated terrestrial
habitats through changes

Permanent loss of
grades 3, 4 and 5
agricultural land due
to erosion and
flooding
ST ΧΧ
MT ΧΧ
LT ΧΧ

ST Χ
MT ΧΧ
LT ΧΧX

Permanent loss of
some community,
recreational and
amenity facilities in
Kimmeridge Bay due to
erosion (with
associated health
impacts) and at the
eastern end of
Lulworth Cove
(dependent on location
of managed
realignment) due to
erosion and flooding
ST Χ
MT ΧΧ
LT ΧΧX

Permanent loss of
small area of
Encombe and
Lulworth Castle
Registered Parks and
Gardens
ST Χ
MT Χ
LT Χ

No mitigation required

Works in areas
selected for managed
realignment will be
implemented so as to
not adversely impact
on the water quality
status of the coastal
waters, and does not
compromise the
achievement of WFD
water quality targets.

In areas of managed
realignment,
consideration will be
given to the removal
of existing
deteriorating
defences to retain
the visual amenity of
the area.

Mitigation to
minimise the adverse
impact on Encombe
and Lulworth Castle
Registered Park and
Garden may include
relocating or
redesigning the
layout of this
Registered Park and
Garden.
The likely impacts of

No mitigation has
been identified for
losses of agricultural
land.

Depending on the
facilities that may be
affected by flooding or
erosion and the
location of any
managed realignment,
mitigation may take the
form of relocating the
assets further inland.
There may be no
provision for
compensating or
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SEA Appraisal of Preferred Policy
Policy Scenarios (refer to Appendix D for SEA Environmental Baseline – Theme Review)

Preferred Policy
Policy Unit (Number and
Description)

Scenario

Short
Term (to
2025)

Medium
Term (to
2055)

Long Term
(to 2105)

Biodiversity, Flora and
Fauna

Earth Heritage, Soils
and Geology

Water

Landscape Character
and Visual Amenity

in their grazing/scrub
management etc in areas
of proposed managed
realignment.

Scenario

Short
Medium
Term (to
Term (to
2025)
2055)
POLICY SCENARIO AREA: WHITE NOTHE TO REDCLIFF POINT
5g09

White Nothe to
Ringstead Bay
(defended length east)

5g10

Ringstead Bay
(defended length)

5g11

Ringstead Bay
(defended length west)
to Redcliff Point

A, B & C

A

A, B & C

NAI

HTL

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

Land Use,
Infrastructure
ure and
Infrastruct
Material Assets

the preferred SMP
policy option on the
SMs will be
investigated further
at strategy or scheme
level. Where
avoidance of the
features from
flooding/erosion is
not possible and
where they cannot
be preserved in situ,
mitigation may take
the form of
excavation and
recording.

Population and Human
Health
mitigating the loss of
private properties.
Undertake consultation
with key stakeholders
alongside private
defence owners in
developing either
future defence scheme
or adaptation measures
to ensure an acceptable
approach is developed.
Develop an adaptation
plan where private
defences may not be
maintained in the
future.

SEA Appraisal of Preferred Policy Scenarios (refer to Appendix D for SEA Environmental Baseline – Theme Review)
Review)

Preferred Policy
Policy Unit (Number and
Description)

Historic Environment
(Cultural Heritage)

Long Term
(to 2105)

NAI

NAI

NAI

Biodiversity, Flora and
Fauna

Earth Heritage, Soils
and Geology

A HTL policy at 5g10 may
adversely affect the Isle of
Portland to Studland Cliffs
SAC in the short-term
through the loss of
vegetated cliff habitat, but
in the medium to longterm, no active
intervention will be
beneficial to the
management of the site.

Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
integrity of the
geological interest
features of South
Dorset Coast Site of
Special Scientific
Interest (SSSI) and
Dorset and East Devon
World Heritage Site
(WHS), therefore the
preferred policies in
this coastal section
would continue to
maintain the geological
exposures of these
features

ST Χ
MT √
LT √√
HR Uncertain - Isle of
Portland to Studland Cliffs
SAC
No ‘adverse effect’ on
Poole Bay to Lyme Bay

ST √√√
MT √√√
LT √√√

Water

No known impacts
on water quality.
ST Ο
MT Ο
LT Ο

Landscape Character
and Visual Amenity

Historic Environment
(Cultural Heritage)

Potential change in
landscape through
increased flooding
and erosion.

Potential partial loss
of Fishpond
Scheduled Monument
and Medieval
Settlement Scheduled
Monument at West
Ringstead in medium
to long-term due to
erosion

ST Χ
MT Χ
LT Χ
Potential for
deteriorating
structures to become
unsightly
ST Χ
MT ΧΧ
LT ΧΧ

ST Ο
MT ΧΧ
LT ΧΧX

Land Use,
Infrastructure and
Material Assets

Population and Human
Health

Loss of sewage
works due to erosion
in the short to longterm

Loss of some
properties and land at
Osmington Mills on
Mills Road

ST ΧΧX
MT ΧΧX
LT ΧΧX

ST Χ
MT ΧΧ
LT ΧΧX

Some loss of grades
3 and 4 agricultural
land due to erosion
and flooding

Potential loss of parts
of caravan site by cliff
erosion and some
flooding (though the
latter process to a
lesser degree)

ST ΧΧ
MT ΧΧ
LT ΧΧ

ST Χ
MT ΧΧ
LT ΧΧ
Loss of isolated
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SEA Appraisal of Preferred Policy Scenarios (refer to Appendix D for SEA Environmental Baseline – Theme Review)
Review)

Preferred Policy
Policy Unit (Number and
Description)

Scenario

Short
Term (to
2025)

Medium
Term (to
2055)

Long Term
(to 2105)

Biodiversity, Flora and
Fauna

Earth Heritage, Soils
and Geology

Water

Landscape Character
and Visual Amenity

Historic Environment
(Cultural Heritage)

Land Use,
Infrastructure and
Material Assets

Reefs cSAC. There is no
evidence to suggest that
this policy is affecting this
feature at present

properties along coastal
stretch
ST ΧXX
MT ΧΧX
LT ΧΧX

HR No Adverse Effect Poole Bay to Lyme Bay
Reefs cSAC

Increased loss of land
occupied by caravans at
Ringstead

Potential long-term loss of
some designated
limestone grassland
habitats at base of cliff
within South Dorset
Coast SSSI (biological)
through flooding and
erosion however, majority
of grassland currently lost
is due to inappropriate
scrub control.

Loss of some
properties at Burning
Cliff due to erosion in
short to long-term.
ST ΧΧX
MT ΧΧX
LT ΧΧX

ST Χ
MT Χ
LT Χ

Requirement to replace
losses of grassland within
SSSI.
Compensation for loss of
cliff exposure will be
provided by restoration
(i.e. removal of defences)
within or close to the
designated sites, wherever
possible.
Mitigation Measures/Environmental Opportunities

Opportunities may exist
to improve the favourable
condition of the
designated terrestrial
habitats through scrub
control e.g. at Ringstead
Bay (defended length) in
the short-term.

Population and Human
Health

No mitigation required

Holding the line at
Ringstead Bay
(defended) in shortterm should be
implemented so as to
not adversely impact
on the water quality
status of the coastal
waters, and does not
compromise the
achievement of WFD
water quality targets.

In areas of managed
realignment, the
existing deteriorating
defences could be
removed to retain
the visual amenity of
the area.

The likely impacts of
the preferred SMP
policy option on
these historic
features will be
investigated further
at strategy or scheme
level. Where
avoidance of the
features from
flooding/erosion is
not possible and
where they cannot
be preserved in situ,
mitigation will take
the form of
excavation and
recording.

No mitigation has
been identified for
loss of the sewage
works though there
may be the potential
to relocate it inland.
Consider
reconstructing the
sewage works and
associated
infrastructure
elsewhere, provide
new pipelines to an
alternative sewage
works or provide
cess pits.
No mitigation has
been identified for
losses of agricultural
land.

Osmington Bay Holiday
Centre at increased
risk of erosion.
ST Χ
MT Χ
LT ΧX
Depending on the
facilities that may be
affected by flooding or
erosion, mitigation may
take the form of
relocating the assets
further inland
Engage key
stakeholders and the
local community to
develop an adaptation
plan for the medium to
long term change in
policy at Ringstead, and
plan for coastal change
at Osmington.
Develop a Beach
Management Plan for
Ringstead to establish
monitoring and
maintenance
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SEA Appraisal of Preferred Policy Scenarios (refer to Appendix D for SEA Environmental Baseline – Theme Review)
Review)

Preferred Policy
Policy Unit (Number and
Description)

Scenario

Short
Term (to
2025)

Medium
Term (to
2055)

Long Term
(to 2105)

Biodiversity, Flora and
Fauna

Earth Heritage, Soils
and Geology

Water

Landscape Character
and Visual Amenity

Historic Environment
(Cultural Heritage)

Land Use,
Infrastructure and
Material Assets

Population and Human
Health
requirements of the
defences and to take
account of the amenity
value of the beach.

SEA Appraisal of Preferred Policy Scenarios (refer to Appendix D for SEA Environmental Baseline – Theme Review)

Preferred Policy
Policy Unit (Number and
Description)
Description)

Scenario

Short
Term (to
2025)

Medium
Term (to
2055)

Long Term
(to 2105)

Biodiversity, Flora and
Fauna

Earth Heritage, Soils
and Geology

HTL in some units may
affect the integrity of the
vegetated cliff habitats
within the Isle of Portland
to Studland Cliffs SAC and
will depend upon the
implementation of the
policy.

Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
integrity of the
geological interest
features of South
Dorset Coast, Portland
Harbour Shore and Isle
of Portland Sites of
Special Scientific
Interest (SSSI) and
Dorset and East Devon
World Heritage Site
(WHS), therefore the
preferred policies in
this coastal section
would continue to
maintain the geological
exposures of these
features
ST √√√
MT √√√
LT √√√

Water

Landscape Character
and Visual Amenity

Historic Environment
(Cultural Heritage)

Potential change in
landscape through
increased flooding
and erosion (depends
on location of
managed realignment
where it occurs).

Protection of Nothe
Fort, Tram and
Searchlight Battery
Scheduled
Monument (SM) at
The Nothe, Portland
Castle SM and
Sandsfoot Castle SM
from
flooding/erosion

Land Use,
Infrastructure and
Material Assets

Population and Human
Health

POLICY SCENARIO AREA: REDCLIFF POINT TO PORTLAND BILL
5g12

Redcliff Point to
Bowleaze Cove
(Gabions)

5g13

Bowleaze Cove
(Gabions) to Furzy Cliff

5g14

Furzy Cliff

5g15

Furzy Cliff to Preston
Beach (Rock Groyne)

5g16

Preston Beach (Rock
Groyne) to Weymouth
(Stone Pier) (includes
Weymouth Harbour)

5g17

Weymouth (Stone
Pier) to Portland
Harbour (North
Breakwater)

A, B & C

NAI

NAI

NAI

B

HTL

MR

HTL

A&B
B

A, B & C

A, B & C

NAI
HTL

HTL

HTL

5g18

Bincleaves to Castle
Cove

5g19
5g19

Castle Cove to Castle
Cove Sailing Centre

HTL

5g20

Castle Cove Sailing
Centre to Dowman
Place

MR

5g21

Small Mouth to Osprey
Quay (Portland
Harbour)

MR

A, B & C

HTL

NAI
HTL

HTL

HTL

MR

HTL

MR

HTL

NAI
MR

HTL

HTL

MR

HTL

HTL

HTL

ST ΧΧ?
MT ΧΧ?
LT ΧΧ?
HR Uncertain - Isle of
Portland to Studland Cliffs
SAC
HTL may result in coastal
squeeze of some intertidal
habitats within the Chesil
Beach and The Fleet SAC,
and the impact of policy
implementation is
uncertain at this stage.
HR Uncertain – Chesil
Beach and The Fleet SAC
No ‘adverse effect’ on reef
habitat within the Poole
Bay to Lyme Bay Reefs
cSAC. There is no
evidence to suggest that
this policy is affecting this

HTL in some areas will
affect the Outstanding
Universal Features of
the Jurassic Coast
WHS and conflict with
the objectives of its
Management Plan.
ST ΧΧX
MT ΧΧX

Potential impacts on
water quality due to
long-term flooding of
landfill site – see soils
and geology.
Protecting
Weymouth could
potentially lead to
impoundment of
Weymouth Harbour,
which could have
permanent effects on
the Wey transitional
waterbody, thus
failing WFD
objectives 2 and 3.
ST ΧΧX
MT ΧΧX
LT ΧΧX

ST Χ
MT Χ
LT Χ
Potential for
deteriorating
structures to become
unsightly
ST Χ
MT ΧΧ
LT ΧΧ

ST √√√
MT √√√
LT √√√
Potential loss of a
small area of
Mesolithic Sites
Near Culver Well
SM from erosion
ST Χ
MT Χ
LT Χ

The maintenance and
upgrade of defences
in 5g21 and 5g22
could lead to the loss
of intertidal habitats
due to coastal
squeeze and thus
failure to meet WFD
objective 2.

Listed buildings
along the Portland
Harbour
Breakwaters
protected.

ST ΧΧX

ST √√√

Protection of the new
Portland Gas storage
facilities in the Upper
Osprey Quay site.
ST √√√
MT √√√
LT √√√

Loss of isolated
properties along
coastal stretch

Loss of grades 3 and 4
agricultural land due to
erosion and flooding in
some areas.
ST ΧΧ
MT ΧΧ
LT ΧΧ

Waterside Holiday
Park at Bowleaze
protected from
erosion in the short to
medium-term.
Potential partial loss of
Waterside Holiday
Park at Bowleaze due
to erosion in longterm.

ST ΧΧX
MT ΧΧX
LT ΧΧX

Protection of A353,
Furzy
Cliff/Overcombe,
Greenhill and Osprey
Quay from the
western side of
Chiswell and from
Portland Harbour side
from flooding in short,
medium and longterm.

Protection of
properties and
facilities along Preston
Beach and at Rodwell

ST √√√
MT √√√
LT √√√

ST √√√
MT √√√
LT √√√

ST √√
MT √√
LT ΧΧ
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SEA Appraisal of Preferred Policy Scenarios (refer to Appendix D for SEA Environmental Baseline – Theme Review)

Preferred Policy
Policy Unit (Number and
Description)
Description)

5g22
5g22

Osprey
Osprey Quay (Portland
Harbour) to Kings Pier

Scenario

A, B & C

Short
Term (to
2025)

HTL

Medium
Term (to
2055)

HTL

Long Term
(to 2105)

HTL

Biodiversity, Flora and
Fauna
feature at present.
HR No Adverse Effect –
Poole Bay to
to Lyme Bay
Reefs cSAC
Potential reduction in
extent of some intertidal
habitat (e.g. at Portland
Harbour Shore SSSI) due
to coastal squeeze from
HTL at Nothe, adjacent to
the Ferry Terminal and
around Portland Harbour.
ST Χ
MT ΧΧ
LT ΧΧ

5g23
5g23

Kings Pier to Portland
Bill

Protection of some
designated maritime
grassland habitat within
South Dorset Coast,
Nicodemus Heights,
Portland Harbour Shore
and Isle of Portland SSSIs
(biological)
A, B & C

NAI

NAI

NAI

ST √
MT √
LT √√
Protection of reedbeds
and freshwater habitats at
Radipole Lake SSSI and
nature reserve lake from
saline flooding
ST √√
MT √√
LT √√
The reedbed and brackish
grassland at Lodmoor
Nature Reserve and SSSI
would continue to be
protected from flood and
erosion risk in the short
to medium-term. Managed
realignment in the long-

Earth Heritage, Soils
and Geology
LT ΧΧX
Protection from
flooding of Pottery
Lane disused landfill site
in short to long-term
ST √√√
MT √√√
LT √√√
Potential flooding of
Lodmoor disused
landfill site in long-term
(depending on location
of managed
realignment).
ST Ο
MT Ο
LT ΧΧX

Water
MT ΧΧX
LT ΧΧX

Landscape Character
and Visual Amenity

Historic Environment
(Cultural Heritage)
MT √√√
LT √√√

Land Use,
Infrastructure and
Material Assets
Flooding of A354
ST ΧΧX
MT ΧΧX
LT ΧΧX

Population and Human
Health

Loss of South-West
Coastal Path in some
areas.
ST Χ
MT Χ
LT Χ
Properties and
facilities within Preston
and Overcombe
protected from
erosion and flooding.
ST √√√
MT √√√
LT √√√
Protection of large
areas of the majority
of the town of
Weymouth (including
residential and
commercial districts in
the town centre) from
flooding in the short,
medium and longterm.
ST √√√
MT √√√
LT √√√
Railway terminus
protected from
flooding.
ST √√√
MT √√√
LT √√√
9 property assets
(excluding caravans),
key infrastructure
(including a rising
sewage main in Old
Castle Road) in
Portland Harbour at
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SEA Appraisal of Preferred Policy Scenarios (refer to Appendix D for SEA Environmental Baseline – Theme Review)

Preferred Policy
Policy Unit (Number and
Description)
Description)

Scenario

Short
Term (to
2025)

Medium
Term (to
2055)

Long Term
(to 2105)

Biodiversity, Flora and
Fauna
term (e.g. improved tidal
exchange across the
seawall) and capacity to
drain flood waters is likely
to be beneficial.
ST √√
MT √√
LT √√√
Designated habitat losses
and gains will be quantified
at strategy level and,
compensatory habitat
sought through the RHCP
for intertidal habitat losses
within the Chesil Beach
and the Fleet SAC.
Compensation for loss of
cliff exposure will be
provided by restoration
(i.e. removal of defences)
within or close to the
designated sites, wherever
possible.

Mitigation Measures/Environmental Opportunities

Detailed investigation at
scheme level of likely
impacts of defence works
on the European sites.
Some habitat loss may be
mitigated by the creation
of new habitat through
managed realignment, but
it may not be possible to
retain the ecological
functionality of the
habitats. Progressive
implementation of
managed realignment
policies in these units and
elsewhere, would reduce
the potential effects of
sudden changes to water
flow and geomorphology.

Earth Heritage, Soils
and Geology

Water

Landscape Character
and Visual Amenity

Historic Environment
(Cultural Heritage)

Land Use,
Infrastructure and
Material Assets

Population and Human
Health
risk of erosion and
flooding.
ST ΧΧ
MT ΧΧX
LT ΧΧX

Further consideration
of Lodmoor disused
landfill site would be
required at project
level if a policy of
managed realignment is
implemented. The
hazard that the landfill
site poses to people
and the environment
from leaching or the
release of contaminated
materials will need to
be explored. Where
necessary, protection
in situ or excavation
and removal of material
(which is potentially
very expensive) may be
necessary.

See mitigation for
‘earth heritage, soils
and geology’.
Holding the line
along much of this
section in short-term
should be
implemented so as to
not adversely impact
on the water quality
status of the coastal
waters, and does not
compromise the
achievement of WFD
water quality targets.
Where holding the
line could lead to
failure of WFD
objectives 2 and 3 at
5g16 and 5g17,
mitigation could
include the provision
of fish passes, the
control and
operation of
potential structures
and the sensitive
design of the scheme.

In areas of managed
realignment, existing
deteriorating
defences could be
removed to retain
the visual amenity of
the area.

The likely impacts of
the preferred SMP
policy option on the
Scheduled
Monument will be
investigated further
at strategy or
scheme level.
Where avoidance of
the features from
flooding/erosion is
not possible and
where they cannot
be preserved in situ,
mitigation may take
the form of
excavation and
recording.
Where heritage
assets are protected,
opportunities should
be sought at scheme
level to improve the
condition of the
sites, where
appropriate.

No mitigation has
been identified for
losses of agricultural
land.
Review emergency
response plan to
prepare for large flood
events that cause
significant overwash/
overtopping and/or
breaching/ roll-back of
Chesil Beach that
could impact on the
A354 Portland Beach
Road.

Consideration should
be given to relocating
Waterside Holiday
Park and the South
West Coastal Path
further inland.
As part of a strategy
study, develop a Beach
Management Plan for
Weymouth Beach, to
ensure future beach
management is
adequate to address
flood risk whilst
acknowledging the
significant amenity use
of this beach.
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SEA Appraisal of Preferred Policy Scenarios (refer to Appendix D for SEA Environmental Baseline – Theme Review)

Preferred Policy
Policy Unit (Number and
Description)

Scenario

Short
Term (to
2025)

Medium
Term (to
2055)

Long Term
(to 2105)

Biodiversity, Flora and
Fauna

Earth Heritage, Soils
and Geology

The potential for HTL
policies to cause adverse
effects on the Chesil
Beach and Fleet SAC due
to coastal squeeze of
intertidal habitat is
uncertain at this stage.
Where a HTL policy
applies (notably 6a02),
there is potential for
habitat loss (i.e. annual
vegetation of drift lines,
perennial vegetation,
atlantic salt meadows etc)
within Chesil Beach and
the Fleet SAC.

Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
integrity of the
geological interest
features of Chesil and
The Fleet SSSI, Burton
Bradstock SSSI, and
West Cove SSSI,
therefore the preferred
policies in this coastal
section would continue
to maintain and
potentially enhance the
geological exposures of
these features

Water

Landscape Character
and Visual Amenity

Historic Environment
(Cultural Heritage)

Potential change in
landscape character
of the Dorset AONB
due to increased
erosion and flooding
ST Ο
MT Ο
LT Ο

Potential loss of St
Peter’s Abbey
Scheduled
Monument (SM) due
to flooding in the
short, medium and
long-term.

Land Use,
Infrastructure and
Material Assets

Population and
and Human
Health

POLICY SCENARIO AREA: PORTLAND BILL TO THORNCOMBE BEACON
6a01

Portland Bill to West
Weare

A, B & C

NAI

NAI

NAI

6a02

Chiswell to Chesil
Beach

A, B & C

HTL

HTL

HTL

6a03

Chesil Beach (to Wyke
Narrows)

6a04

Chesil Beach and The
Fleet

A, B & C

NAI

NAI

NAI

6a05
6a05

Abbotsbury to Cogden
Beach

A, B & C

NAI

NAI

NAI

6a06
6a06
6a07
6a07

Cogden Beach to Hive
Beach
Beach (Burton
Bradstock)
Hive Beach (Burton
Bradstock)

A, B & C

A, B & C

MR

NAI

MR

NAI

MR

NAI

B

NAI

NAI

NAI

A, B & C

NAI

NAI

NAI

A

MR

MR

MR

6a08
6a08

Burton Cliff

6a09
6a09

Freshwater Beach

6a10
6a10

East Cliff (West Bay)

A, B & C

NAI

NAI

NAI

6a11
6a11

West Bay (East Beach
to eastern pier)

B

HTL

HTL

MR

6a12
6a12

West Bay (West Beach
from eastern pier) to
West Cliff (East)
(includes West Bay
Harbour)

A, B & C

HTL

HTL

HTL

HR Uncertain – Chesil
Beach and The Fleet SAC
As Chesil Beach continues
its natural trend of
landward migration, the
net area of the Fleet
lagoon is likely to reduce
(except between Chiswell
to Chesil Beach). Natural
flushing is likely to occur
and there is the possibility
of it becoming an enclosed
lagoon during a significant
storm event. However,
this would not be a result
of SMP policy.
ST Ο
MT Ο
LT Ο

6a13
6a13

West Cliff (East) to
Thorncombe Beacon

A, B & C

NAI

NAI

NAI

Minimal loss of cliff top
limestone grassland
habitats associated with
the Isle of Portland and
West Dorset Coast SSSI
as a result of erosion and
natural processes in this
section. However, there is

ST √√√
MT √√√
LT √√√
Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
integrity of the
Outstanding Universal
Value of the properties
of Dorset and East
Devon World Heritage
Site (WHS), therefore
NAI and MR in this
coastal section would
continue to maintain
and potentially enhance
the geological
exposures of these
features.
ST √√√
MT √√√
LT √√√
HTL at East Beach will
affect the Outstanding
Universal Features of
the Jurassic Coast
WHS and conflict with

Potential impacts on
water quality due to
long-term flooding of
landfill site – see soils
and geology.
MR/NAI 6a03 and
6a04 to allow natural
evolution could
potentially lead to a
reduction in size or
the loss of the Fleet
Waterbody, as a
result of a
large/significant
storm event.
Although this is a
natural process, it is
regarded as a failure
of WFD objective 3.
6a04 is also
considered to fail
WFD objective 2.
ST ΧΧΧ
MT ΧΧΧ
LT ΧΧΧ

Potential for
deteriorating
structures to become
unsightly in the longterm
ST Χ
MT ΧΧ
LT ΧΧ

ΧX
MT ΧΧ
LT ΧΧΧ

ST

Permanent loss of
predominantly grade 3
agricultural land due to
erosion and flooding
with a higher loss of
land between West
Bay and Thorncombe
Beacon
ST Χ
MT ΧΧ
LT ΧΧ

Potential permanent
loss of some
community,
recreational and
amenity facilities
including parts of the
South West Coastal
Path and café at Hive
Beach.
ST Χ
MT ΧΧ
LT ΧΧ

Protection of A354
access road and
Chiswell from flooding
on Isle of Portland in
short, medium and
long-term

Flooding of
Abbotsbury Swannery
(a tourist attraction) in
short, medium and
long-term.

ST √√√
MT √√√
LT √√√

ST Χ
MT ΧΧ
LT ΧΧ

Potential loss or
damage to B3157 at
West Bay and minor
link road, which runs
along the back of
West Bay Harbour
due to flooding in
short, medium and
long-term

A number of beach car
parks are potentially at
risk.

ST ΧXX
MT ΧΧX
LT

ΧΧΧ

Risk of flooding or
erosion at West
Wears in short,
medium and long-term
ST Χ
MT ΧΧ

ST Χ
MT ΧΧ
LT ΧΧ
A couple of properties
at erosion risk at
Burton Cliff/
Bradstock and
associated access road
in short, medium and
long-term

ΧX
MT ΧΧ
LT ΧΧΧ

ST
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SEA Appraisal of Preferred Policy Scenarios (refer to Appendix D for SEA Environmental Baseline – Theme Review)

Preferred Policy
Policy Unit (Number and
Description)

Scenario

Short
Term (to
2025)

Medium
Term (to
2055)

Long Term
(to 2105)

Biodiversity, Flora and
Fauna

Earth Heritage, Soils
and Geology

potential for negative
effects where erosion is a
result of HTL updrift in
any of the policy units.

the objectives of its
Management Plan in the
short and medium
term.

ST Χ
MT Χ
LT ΧΧ

ST ΧΧX
MT ΧΧX

The continuation of
natural landslip and
sediment processes is
important to the Sidmouth
to West Bay SAC and
would continue to occur
as at present within the
majority of policy units.
However, a ‘hold the line’
has the potential to result
in the loss of vegetated sea
cliffs in some areas.

LT

Water

Landscape Character
and Visual Amenity

Historic Environment
(Cultural Heritage)

Land Use,
Infrastructure and
Material Assets
LT

ΧΧΧ

Likely natural roll-back
of Chesil Beach may
be inhibited by gabions
in some areas in short,
medium and long-term
ST Χ
MT Χ
LT Χ

√√√

Potential flooding of
disused Old Brewery
landfill site in short,
medium and long-term.

Osprey Quay
protected from
flooding.

ST ΧΧΧ
MT ΧΧΧ
LT ΧΧΧ

ST √
MT √√
LT √√√

HR Uncertain – Sidmouth
to West Bay SAC

Population and
and Human
Health
Flood risk to small
area of East Fleet
Caravan Site.
ST Χ
MT Χ
LT ΧΧ
The facilities at West
Bay (both East Beach
and West Beach)
would be protected
from flooding and
erosion and the
existing defences are
likely to be maintained
to protect the
properties
ST √
MT √√
LT √√√
Flood-risk to
Freshwater (including
Freshwater Beach
Caravan Park) and
associated areas due
to blocked river outfall
and back up flooding).
Erosion and flood-risk
to lower sections of
caravan park
(depending upon
extent of managed
realignment)
ST Χ
MT Χ
LT ΧΧ
It is unlikely that link
roads would be lost
prior to properties.

Mitigation Measures/Environmental Opportunities

Designated habitat losses
and gains will be quantified
at strategy level and,
compensatory habitat

Further consideration
of the disused Old
Brewery landfill site
would be required at

See mitigation for
‘earth heritage, soils
and geology’.

In areas of managed
realignment, existing
deteriorating
defences could be

The likely impact of
the preferred SMP
policy option on this
Scheduled

No mitigation has
been identified for
losses of agricultural

Depending on the
facilities that will be
affected by flooding or
erosion and the
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SEA Appraisal of Preferred Policy Scenarios (refer to Appendix D for SEA Environmental Baseline – Theme Review)

Preferred Policy
Policy Unit (Number and
Description)

Scenario

Short
Term (to
2025)

Medium
Term (to
2055)

Long Term
(to 2105)

Biodiversity, Flora and
Fauna

Earth Heritage, Soils
and Geology

sought through the RHCP
for intertidal habitat losses
within the Chesil Beach
and the Fleet SAC. Should
further human
intervention be required
at 6a02, detailed modelling
and investigation will be
undertaken at the project
level to identify adverse
effects on Chesil Beach
and the Fleet SAC.

project level if a policy
of NAI is implemented.
The hazard that the
landfill site poses to
people and the
environment from
leaching or the release
of contaminated
materials would need
to be explored.
Where necessary,
protection in situ or
excavation and removal
of material (which is
potentially very
expensive) may be
necessary.

Compensation for loss of
cliff exposure will be
provided by restoration
(i.e. removal of defences)
within or close to the
designated sites, wherever
possible.
Opportunities exist to
improve the favourable
condition of the
designated terrestrial
habitats through changes
in their grazing/scrub
management etc in areas
of proposed managed
realignment.

Water
Works to hold the
line or realign in this
coastal process unit
should be
implemented so as to
not adversely impact
on the water quality
status of the coastal
waters.

Landscape Character
and Visual Amenity

Historic Environment
(Cultural Heritage)

removed to retain
the visual amenity of
the area.

Monument will be
investigated further
at strategy or
scheme level.
Where avoidance of
this Scheduled
Monument from
flooding/erosion is
not possible,
mitigation may take
the form of
excavation and
recording.

Consider
opportunities to
improve landscape
character in
AONB/Heritage
Coast Management
Plans.

Land Use,
Infrastructure and
Material Assets
land.

Population and
and Human
Health
location of any
managed realignment,
mitigation may take
the form of relocating
the assets further
inland (particularly car
parking facilities and
the South West
Coastal Path).
There may be no
provision for
compensating or
mitigating the loss of
private properties.
Review and update the
Chesil (Portland to
Small Mouth) Beach
Management Plan and
East and Freshwater
Beach Management
Plan following
completion of a
strategy study
Develop a Beach
Management Plan for
West Beach, West Bay
to ensure that there is
a robust plan for
managing the beach
and associated hard
defence structures
such that defence
provision continues to
be provided at the
required standard.
In areas where the
policy is for no active
intervention, engage
and work with
communities to
develop adaptation
plans for adjusting to
future coastal change.
This should include a
plan for managing and
mitigating the potential
impacts to West
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SEA Appraisal of Preferred Policy Scenarios (refer to Appendix D for SEA Environmental Baseline – Theme Review)

Preferred Policy
Policy Unit (Number and
Description)

Scenario

Short
Term (to
2025)

Medium
Term (to
2055)

Long Term
(to 2105)

Biodiversity, Flora and
Fauna

Earth Heritage, Soils
and Geology

Water

Landscape Character
and Visual Amenity

Historic Environment
(Cultural Heritage)

Land Use,
Infrastructure and
Material Assets

Population and
and Human
Health
Bexington from NAI
policy, to both
properties and the car
park.

SEA Appraisal of Preferred Policy Scenarios (refer to Appendix D for SEA Environmental Baseline – Theme Review)

Preferred Policy
Policy Unit (Number and
Description)

Scenario

Short
Term (to
2025)

Medium
Term (to
2055)

Long Term
(to 2105)

Biodiversity, Flora and
Fauna

Earth Heritage, Soils
and Geology

Minimal loss of cliff top
limestone grassland
habitats associated with
the West Dorset Coast
and Axmouth to Lyme
Regis Undercliffs and
Sidmouth to Beer Coast
SSSIs (biological) and
Axmouth to Lyme Regis
Undercliffs NNR to
erosion and natural
processes. However, there
is potential for negative
effects where erosion is a
result of HTL updrift in
any of the policy units.

Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
integrity of the
geological interest
features of Dorset and
East Devon World
Heritage Site, West
Dorset Coast and
Axmouth to Lyme
Regis Undercliffs, River
Axe and Sidmouth to
Beer Coast SSSIs.
Generally, the
preferred policies in
this coastal section
would continue to
maintain the geological
exposures of these
features
ST √√√
MT √√√
LT √√√

Water
Water

Landscape Character
and Visual Amenity

Historic Environment
(Cultural Heritage)

Land Use,
Infrastructure and
Material Assets

Minor change in
landscape character
of Dorset AONB
due to increased
erosion and flooding.

Potential partial loss
of up to 1 Scheduled
Monument (SM) due
to erosion.

Permanent loss of
grades 3 and 4
agricultural land due to
erosion and flooding.

ST Χ
MT ΧΧ
LT ΧΧX

ST Χ
MT ΧΧ
LT ΧΧ

Flood and erosion
risk to Grade 1 and
Grade 2 listed
buildings.

Flood risk and coastal
erosion of A35, the
Street, and A3052 in
the short to longterm.

Short-term protection
of and potential
medium to long-term
permanent loss of
some properties
adjacent to Seahill
Lane (Seaton) and
Lower/Higher Sea
Lane/Old Lyme Road
(Charmouth), tourist
facilities and the car
park in Seatown and
Charmouth from
erosion and flood-risk.

ST Χ
MT ΧΧ
LT ΧΧX

ST Χ
MT ΧΧ
LT ΧΧX

ST √√√
MT ΧΧX
LT ΧΧX

Potential permanent
loss of
approximately 0.5km
length of frontage of
Rousdon Registered
Park and Garden

Erosion of Esplanade
and Lyme Bay frontage
and flooding of B3172
Harbour Road in
Seaton in short to
long-term

ST Χ
MT ΧΧ
LT ΧΧ

ST Χ
MT ΧΧ
LT ΧΧX

Population and Human
Health

POLICY SCENARIO AREA: THORNCOMBE
THORNCOMBE BEACON TO BEER HEAD
6a14
6a14

Thorncombe Beacon
to Seatown (East)

6a15
6a15

Seatown

6a16
6a16
6a17
6a17

A, B & C

NAI

NAI

NAI

A

HTL

NAI

NAI

Seatown (West) to
Golden Cap

A, B & C

NAI

NAI

NAI

Golden Cap to
Charmouth (East)

A, B & C

NAI

NAI

NAI

6a18
6a18

Charmouth

6a19
6a19

Charmouth (West) to
East Cliff (Lyme Regis)

6a20
6a20

East Cliff (Lyme Regis)
to Broad Ledge (Lyme
Regis)

6a21
6a21

Broad Ledge (Lyme
Regis) to The Cobb
(Lyme Regis)

6a22
6a22

Monmouth
Monmouth Beach

6a23
6a23

Monmouth Beach to
Seven Rock Point
(undefended)

6a24
6a24

Seven Rock Point to
Haven Cliff (West)

B

HTL

MR

MR

A, B & C

NAI

NAI

NAI

A

HTL

HTL

MR

A, B & C

HTL

HTL

HTL

B

A, B & C

A, B & C

HTL

NAI

NAI

MR

NAI

NAI

HTL

NAI

NAI

ST Χ
MT Χ
LT ΧΧ
The continuation of
natural landslip and
sediment processes is
important to Sidmouth to
West Bay SAC and NAI in
most areas would
therefore enhance this
SAC. However, a ‘hold the
line’ has the potential to
result in the loss of
vegetated sea cliffs in some

However, in some
policy units, (e.g. 6a20)
HTL will affect the
Outstanding Universal
Features of the Jurassic
Coast WHS and
conflict with the
objectives of its
Management Plan.

Potential impacts on
water quality due to
medium and longterm flooding of
landfill site – see soils
and geology.

ST Ο
MT Ο
LT Ο
Potential for
deteriorating
structures to become
unsightly.
ST Χ
MT ΧΧ
LT ΧΧ

Protection of
Scheduled

Protection of tourist
facilities along the
seafront, marine
parade and properties
along the seafront and
at East Cliff/Church
Street in Lyme Regis
from flooding and
erosion.
ST √
MT √√
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Preferred Policy
Policy Unit (Number and
Description)

6a25
6a25

6a26
6a26

Axe Estuary (Mouth
Breakwater to
Axmouth North)
Axe Estuary (Axmouth
North to Seaton
North)

Scenario

Short
Term (to
2025)

Medium
Term (to
2055)

Long Term
(to 2105)

HTL

HTL

HTL

areas.
A, B & C

A, B & C

MR

MR

6a27
6a27

A, B & C

HTL

HTL

HTL

6a28
6a28

Axe Estuary (Spit)

A, B & C

NAI

NAI

NAI

6a29
6a29

Axe Estuary (Spit) to
Seaton (West)

A, B & C

HTL

HTL

HTL

6a30
6a30

Seaton (West) to
Seaton Hole

B

HTL

MR

MR

6a31
6a31

Seaton Hole to Beer

A, B & C

NAI

NAI

NAI

Beer

C

HTL

HTL

HR Uncertain – Sidmouth
Sidmouth
to West Bay SAC

Earth Heritage, Soils
and Geology
ST ΧΧX
MT ΧΧX
LT ΧΧX

MR

Axe Estuary (Seaton
East)

6a32
6a32

Biodiversity, Flora and
Fauna

HTL

Holding the line in
some areas (e.g. at
Seatown) has the
potential to affect the
condition of these
features.
ST ΧXX
MT ΧΧX
LT ΧΧX
Disused landfill sites in
Charmouth protected
from flooding in shortterm but potential
impacts on these sites
in medium to long-term
-depending on location
of managed
realignment.
ST √√√
MT ΧΧX
LT ΧΧX

6a33
6a33

Beer to Beer Head

A, B & C

NAI

NAI

NAI

Gas holder site in Lyme
Regis protected from
erosion in short,
medium and long-term.
ST √√
MT √√
LT √√√
Refuse tip east of
Spittles Lane at risk of
erosion in short,
medium and long term.
ST ΧΧΧ
MT ΧΧΧ
LT ΧΧΧ

Water
Water

Landscape Character
and Visual Amenity

Historic Environment
(Cultural Heritage)
Monument in Lyme
Regis.

Land Use,
Infrastructure and
Material Assets

Population and Human
Health
LT √√

Possible impact on
Roman harbour,
wrecks and palaeoenvironmental
deposits in the Axe
Estuary through
managed
realignment.

Holding the line (e.g.
at Lyme Regis) has the
potential to adversely
impact on the tourism
industry associated
with fossil hunting by
either restriction of
access to the cliff face
in a small and localised
area or as a result of
the exposure of the
cliff face being locally
restricted.

ST Χ
MT ΧΧ
LT ΧΧ

ST Χ
MT ΧΧ
LT ΧΧ

ST √
MT √√
LT √√√

Loss of some areas of
the South West
Coastal Path due to
erosion.
ST Χ
MT Χ
LT Χ
Flooding of Fore
Street and Sea Hill in
Beer and
flood/erosion-risk to
community facilities
(e.g. tramway) and
properties including
the World Heritage
Centre in Beer in
short to long-term.
ST Χ
MT ΧΧ
LT ΧΧ
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Preferred Policy
Policy Unit (Number and
Description)

Scenario

Short
Term (to
2025)

Medium
Term (to
2055)

Long Term
(to 2105)

Biodiversity, Flora and
Fauna

Earth Heritage, Soils
and Geology

Compensation for loss of
cliff exposure will be
provided by restoration
(i.e. removal of defences)
within or close to the
designated sites, wherever
possible.
Detailed investigation
required at scheme level
to understand the likely
impacts of holding the line
on the Sidmouth to West
Bay SAC.

Further consideration
of the disused landfill
sites in Charmouth and
the refuse tip would be
required at project
level. The hazard that
the landfill sites poses
to people and the
environment from
leaching or the release
of contaminated
materials would need
to be explored.
Where necessary,
protection in situ or
excavation and removal
of material (which is
potentially very
expensive) may be
necessary.

Habitat creation potential
within the Axe Estuary
should be considered
through the Regional
Habitat Creation
Programme to deliver
benefits to the wider
region.
Mitigation Measures/Environmental Opportunities
Opportunities

Opportunities may exist
to improve the favourable
condition of the
designated terrestrial
habitats through changes
in their grazing/scrub
management etc in areas
of proposed managed
realignment.

Any defence works
should avoid obscuring
the cliff face and be
sympathetically
designed to avoid
damage to the
geological features of
the earth heritage sites.

Water
Water

See mitigation for
‘earth heritage, soils
and geology’.
Works in areas
selected for managed
realignment should
be implemented so
as to not adversely
impact on the water
quality status of the
coastal waters, and
does not
compromise the
achievement of WFD
water quality targets.

Landscape Character
and Visual Amenity

Historic Environment
(Cultural Heritage)

In areas of managed
realignment, existing
deteriorating
defences could be
removed to retain
the visual amenity of
the area.

The likely impacts of
the preferred SMP
policy option on
these historic
features will be
investigated further
at strategy or
scheme level.
Where avoidance of
the features from
flooding/erosion is
not possible and
where they cannot
be preserved in situ,
mitigation may take
the form of
excavation and
recording.

Consider
opportunities to
improve landscape
character in
AONB/Heritage
Coast Management
Plans.

Where heritage
assets are protected
(e.g. SM in Lyme
Regis), opportunities
should be sought at
scheme level to
improve the
condition of the
sites, where
appropriate.

Land Use,
Infrastructure and
Material Assets

No mitigation has
been identified for
losses of agricultural
land.
Consideration should
be given to relocating
infrastructure affected
by flooding and
erosion further inland.

Population and Human
Health

Depending on the
facilities that may be
affected by flooding or
erosion and the
location of any
managed realignment,
mitigation may take
the form of relocating
the assets further
inland.
As there may be no
provision for
compensating or
mitigating the loss of
private properties, in
areas where the policy
is for no active
intervention or
managed realignment
to occur in the future,
engage and work with
communities to begin
to develop adaptation
plans for adjusting to
future coastal change.
Undertake a Strategy
Study for Lyme Regis,
Charmouth, Axe
Estuary, Seaton and
Beer to determine the
best approaches for
delivering the policies
and develop a
programme of works.
Carry out a detailed
investigation of
managed realignment
options in the Axe
Estuary to consider
ongoing navigation
needs and
preservation of the
Seaton Tram Way
Develop a Beach
Management Plan for
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SEA Appraisal of Preferred Policy Scenarios (refer to Appendix D for SEA Environmental Baseline – Theme Review)

Preferred Policy
Policy Unit (Number and
Description)

Scenario

Short
Term (to
2025)

Medium
Term (to
2055)

Long Term
(to 2105)

Biodiversity, Flora and
Fauna

Earth Heritage, Soils
and Geology

Water
Water

Landscape Character
and Visual Amenity

Historic Environment
(Cultural Heritage)

Land Use,
Infrastructure and
Material Assets

Population and Human
Health
the central part of
Lyme Regis

SEA Appraisal of Preferred Policy Scenarios (refer to Appendix D for SEA Environmental Baseline – Theme Review)

Preferred
Preferred Policy
Policy Unit (Number and
Description)

Scenario

Short
Medium
Term (to
Term (to
2025)
2055)
POLICY SCENARIO AREA: BEER HEAD TO OTTERTON LEDGE
6a34
6a34

Beer Head to Salcombe
Hill

6a35
6a35

River Sid and East
Sidmouth

6a36
6a36
6a37
6a37

Long Term
(to 2105)

A&B

NAI

NAI

NAI

Variation

MR

MR

MR

Sidmouth

A&B

HTL

HTL

HTL

Chit Rocks
Rocks to Big
Picket Rock

A&B

NAI

NAI

NAI

Biodiversity, Flora and
Fauna

Earth Heritage, Soils
and Geology

The continuation of
natural landslip and
sediment processes is
important to Sidmouth to
West Bay SAC. A policy
of HTL in 6a36 has the
potential to increase
erosion rates to the east
and affect the integrity of
cliff habitats within the
adjacent Sidmouth to
West Bay SAC but will
depend upon policy
implementation.

Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
integrity of the
geological interest
features of Dorset and
East Devon World
Heritage Site (excludes
Sidmouth) and
Sidmouth to Beer
Coast, Ladram Bay to
Sidmouth and Beer
Quarry and Caves
SSSIs.

HR Uncertain – Sidmouth
to West Bay SAC

6a38
6a38

Big Picket Rock to
Otterton Ledge

A&B

NAI

NAI

NAI

There is potential for the
loss of a small area of the
Sidmouth to Beer Coast
SSSI due to erosion,
however natural processes
are likely to be beneficial
to this feature.
ST √
MT √√
LT √√

Continuation of natural
erosive processes is
important for
maintaining Ladram Bay
SSSI. NAI would allow
natural processes to
continue unhindered.
ST √√√
MT √√√
LT √√√
HTL in some areas
through hard defence
structures (e.g. at
Sidmouth) has the
potential to negatively
affect these features.

Water

No known impacts
on water quality.
ST Ο
MT Ο
LT Ο

Landscape Character
and Visual Amenity

Historic Environment
Environment
(Cultural Heritage)

Minor change in
landscape character
of East Devon
AONB due to
increased erosion
and flooding.

Flood and erosion
risk to Grade 2 and 3
listed buildings.

ST Ο
MT Ο
LT Ο

ST Χ
MT ΧΧ
LT ΧΧΧ
Potential partial loss
of up to 3 Scheduled
Monuments (SM) in
the short to longterm: Barry Cliff
Camp SM,
Prehistoric Field
System SM and High
Peak Camp SM in
Sidmouth.
ST ΧX
MT ΧΧX
LT

ΧΧΧ

Potential partial loss
of Connaught
Registered Park and
Garden due to
flooding and erosion
in the short to longterm.
ST

Χ

Land Use,
Infrastructure and
Material Assets

Permanent loss of
grades 3 and 4
agricultural land due
to erosion and
flooding in medium
to long-term
ST Χ
MT ΧΧ
LT ΧΧ

Population and Human
Health

Potential for the loss of
some isolated cliff top
properties at Chit
Rocks near Sidmouth
and at Branscombe (e.g.
hotel) due to coastal
erosion and flooding.
ST ΧXX
MT ΧΧX
LT

ΧΧΧ

Potential for the loss of
the caravan park,
tourist car park and
beach access at
Branscombe Beach due
to flooding.
ST Χ
MT ΧΧ
LT ΧΧ
Potential for the loss of
properties at Ladram
Bay Caravan park due
to flooding and erosion
in the medium to longterm.
ST Ο
MT ΧΧ
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SEA Appraisal of Preferred Policy Scenarios (refer to Appendix D for SEA Environmental Baseline – Theme Review)

Preferred
Preferred Policy
Policy Unit (Number and
Description)

Scenario

Short
Term (to
2025)

Medium
Term (to
2055)

Long Term
(to 2105)

Biodiversity, Flora and
Fauna

Earth Heritage, Soils
and Geology

Water

Landscape Character
and Visual Amenity

ST ΧXX
MT ΧΧX
LT

Compensation for loss of
cliff exposure will be
provided by restoration
(i.e. removal of defences)
within or close to the
designated sites, wherever
possible.
Detailed investigation
required at scheme level
to understand the likely
impacts of holding the line
on the Sidmouth to West
Bay SAC.
Mitigation Measures/Environmental Opportunities

Opportunities exist to
improve the favourable
condition of the
designated terrestrial
habitats through changes
in their grazing/scrub
management etc in areas
where holding the line
(Sidmouth) or in the River
Sid policy unit.

Land Use,
Infrastructure and
Material Assets

MT ΧΧ
LT ΧΧ

ΧΧΧ

Any defence works
should avoid obscuring
the cliff face and be
sympathetically
designed to minimise
adverse effects on the
geological features of
the earth heritage sites.

Historic Environment
Environment
(Cultural Heritage)

Population and Human
Health
LT

ΧΧ

Protection of Sidmouth
including road linkages
(The Esplanade) that
runs along Sidmouth’s
sea frontage east to
west, in the short to
long-term.

Works in areas
selected for managed
realignment should
be implemented so
as to not adversely
impact on the water
quality status of the
coastal waters, and
does not
compromise the
achievement of WFD
water quality targets.

No mitigation
identified.
Consider
opportunities to
improve landscape
character in
AONB/Heritage
Coast Management
Plans.

The likely impacts of
the preferred SMP
policy option on
these historic
features will be
investigated further
at strategy or scheme
level. Where
avoidance of the
features from
flooding/erosion is
not possible and
where they cannot
be preserved in situ,
mitigation will take
the form of
excavation and
recording.

No mitigation has
been identified for
losses of agricultural
land.

ST √√√
MT √√√
LT √√√
Depending on the
facilities that may be
affected by flooding or
erosion and the
location of any
managed realignment,
mitigation may take the
form of relocating the
assets further inland.
There may be no
provision for
compensating or
mitigating the loss of
private properties.
Undertake a Strategy
Study for Sidmouth to
determine the best
approach to delivering
the policies and
develop a programme
of works. In all other
areas (e.g. excluding
Sidmouth), engage and
work with communities
to develop adaptation
plans for adjusting to
future coastal change.
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SEA Appraisal of Preferred Policy Scenarios (refer to Appendix D for SEA Environmental Baseline – Theme Review)

Preferred Policy
Policy Unit (Number and
Description)

Scenario

Short
Term (to
2025)

Medium
Term (to
2055)

Long Term
(to 2105)

Biodiversity, Flora and
Fauna

Earth Heritage, Soils
and Geology

Water

Landscape Character
and Visual Amenity

Historic Environment
(Cultural Heritage)

Minor changes in
landscape character
of East Devon
AONB – could be

Flood and erosion
risk to some Grade
2 Listed buildings.

Land Use,
Infrastructure and
Material Assets

Population and Human
Health

POLICY SCENARIO AREA: OTTERTON LEDGE TO STRAIGHT POINT
6a39
6a39

Otter Estuary
(Otterton Ledge to
Budleigh Salterton East)

A

MR

MR

MR

6a40
6a40

Otter Estuary (Spit)

A

NAI

NAI

NAI

6a41
6a41

Budleigh Salterton

A

HTL

HTL

HTL

Potential change in
intertidal habitat at the
mouth of Otter Estuary
SSSI with a likely increase
in intertidal habitat
resulting from managed
realignment and/or NAI
policies.
ST √
MT √√
LT √√
Potential loss of intertidal
habitat due to erosion and
scouring from changes in
coastal processes.

6a42
6a42

Budleigh Salterton
Salterton
(West) to Straight
Point

ST Χ
MT ΧΧ
LT ΧΧ
A

NAI

NAI

NAI

Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
integrity of the
geological interest
features and therefore
in most areas along this
frontage, the preferred
policy would allow
natural erosion to
continue, thus
maintaining the World
Heritage Site and its
geological SSSIs.

Potential impacts on
water quality due to
potential short,
medium and longterm flooding of
landfill site – see soils
and geology.

beneficial or adverse
impact.
ST Ο
MT Ο
LT Ο

ST √√√
MT √√√
LT √√√
A Hold the Line policy
at Budleigh Salterton
has the potential to
adversely impact earth
heritage features.
ST ΧXX
MT ΧΧX
LT

ΧΧΧ

One disused landfill site
at risk of flooding in the
Otter Estuary in the
short, medium and
long-term.
ST Χ
MT ΧΧ
LT ΧΧΧ
Requirement to replace
losses of intertidal habitat.

Mitigation Measures/Environmental Opportunities

Habitat creation potential
within the Otter Estuary
should be sought through
the Regional Habitat
Creation Programme to
deliver benefits to the
wider region.

Further consideration
of the current state of
the disused landfill site
will be required at
project level. The
hazard that the landfill
site poses to people
and the environment
from leaching or the
release of contaminated

See mitigation for
‘earth heritage, soils
and geology’.
Works in areas of
the Otter Estuary
selected for managed
realignment should
be implemented so
as to not adversely

No mitigation
identified.
Consider
opportunities to
improve landscape
character in
AONB/Heritage
Coast Management
Plans.

ST Χ
MT ΧΧ
LT ΧΧΧ
Possible damage to
or loss of palaeoenvironmental
deposits in the
Otter Estuary
through managed
realignment or
through changes
resulting in
movement of the
spit at Budleigh
Salterton in a northeasterly direction (
which could impact
earlier harbour
structures and
palaeoenvironmental
evidence, if present)
ST Χ
MT ΧΧ
LT ΧΧ

The likely impacts of
the preferred SMP
policy option on
these Listed
Buildings will be
investigated further
at strategy or
scheme level.
Where avoidance of
the features from

Loss of land between
Budleigh and Straight
point, potentially of
recreational value in
medium and longterm.
ST Ο
MT ΧΧ
LT ΧΧ
Loss of a small portion
of grade 3 and 4
agricultural land.
ST Χ
MT ΧΧ
LT ΧΧ
Small area of Straight
Point MoD ranges
potentially lost due to
erosion in short,
medium and longterm.
ST Χ
MT ΧΧ
LT ΧΧ

No mitigation has
been identified for
losses of agricultural
land.
Develop an adaptation
plan for the MoD’s
loss of land.

Protection of
properties and road
linkages in Budleigh
Salterton from erosion
and flooding, including
those surrounding the
seafront in short to
long-term.
ST √√√
MT √√√
LT √√√
Potential for the loss
of tourist facilities
particularly Devon
Cliffs Holiday park, a
small area of East
Devon Golf Course
and parts of the SouthWest Coastal Path in
the short, medium and
long-term.
ST Χ
MT ΧΧ
LT ΧΧ

Depending on the
facilities that may be
affected by flooding or
erosion and the
location of any
managed realignment,
mitigation may take
the form of relocating
the assets further
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SEA Appraisal of Preferred Policy Scenarios (refer to Appendix D for SEA Environmental Baseline – Theme Review)

Preferred Policy
Policy Unit (Number and
Description)

Scenario

Short
Term (to
2025)

Medium
Term (to
2055)

Long Term
(to 2105)

Biodiversity, Flora and
Fauna

Earth Heritage, Soils
and Geology
materials would need
to be explored.
Where necessary,
protection in situ or
excavation and removal
of material (which is
potentially very
expensive) may be
necessary.

Water

Landscape Character
and Visual Amenity

impact on the water
quality status of the
coastal waters, and
does not
compromise the
achievement of WFD
water quality targets.

Historic Environment
(Cultural Heritage)

Land Use,
Infrastructure and
Material Assets

flooding/erosion is
not possible and
where they cannot
be preserved in situ,
mitigation may take
the form of
excavation and
recording.

Population and Human
Health
inland.

Any defence works
should avoid obscuring
the cliff face and be
sympathetically
designed to minimise
adverse effects on the
geological features of
the earth heritage sites.

SEA Appraisal of Preferred Policy Scenarios (refer to Appendix D for SEA Environmental Baseline – Theme Review)

Preferred Policy
Policy Unit (Number and
Description)

Scenario

Short
Term (to
2025)

Medium
Term (to
2055)

Long Term
(to 2105)

Biodiversity, Flora and
Fauna

Earth Heritage, Soils
and Geology

HTL policies in the short
term at the east distal end,
central gabion defences
and west hard defences
will be damaging to the
dune habitats of Dawlish
Warren SAC (plus SSSI,
NNR and LNR).

Holding the line along
much of this coastal
section (except
between Straight Point
and Orcombe Rocks
and at Dawlish
Warren) has the
potential to affect the
WHS and geological
SSSIs.

Water

Land Use,
Infrastructure and
Material Assets

Landscape Character
and Visual Amenity

Historic Environment
(Cultural Heritage)

Minor changes in
landscape character
of East Devon
AONB.
ST Ο
MT Ο
LT Ο

Protection of
Powderham
Registered Park and
Garden from
flooding.

Protection of the
railway connections:
Coastline to South
Exminster from
flooding.

ST √
MT √√
LT √√

ST √√
MT √√
LT √√√

Protection of Grade
2 listed buildings
from flooding or
erosion
predominantly in
Exmouth,
Lympstone and
Topsham.

Protection of the
Commando Training
Centre from flooding.

Population
Population and Human
Health

POLICY SCENARIO AREA: STRAIGHT POINT TO HOLCOMBE
6a43
6a43

Straight Point to
Orcombe Rocks

A&C

NAI

NAI

NAI

6a44
6a44

Orcombe Rocks to
Maer Rocks

A&C

HTL

HTL

HTL

6a45
6a45

The Maer

A

HTL

MR

HTL

6a46
6a46

Harbour View to
Exmouth Pier

A&C

HTL

HTL

HTL

6a47
6a47

Exmouth Spit

A&C

HTL

HTL

HTL

6b01

Exe Estuary - Exmouth
(west)

A&C

HTL

HTL

HTL

6b02

Exe Estuary - Exmouth
(west) to Lympstone

A&C

HTL

HTL

HTL

6b03

Exe Estuary Lympstone

A&C

HTL

HTL

HTL

6b04

Exe Estuary - Nutwell
Park

A&C

HTL

HTL

HTL

HR Adverse Effect (short
term only)
only) – Dawlish
Warren SAC
Protection of terrestrial
designated interest
features at Exe Estuary
SPA, Ramsar site, SSSI and
RSPB Reserve from
flooding/erosion in shortterm. However, it is
considered that the HTL

ST ΧXX
MT ΧΧX
LT

ΧΧΧ

Protection of disused
Imperial Recreation
Ground landfill site on
the Exe Estuary from
flooding.

HTL along the
majority of the
eastern and western
side of the Exe
Estuary to protect
heavily populated
areas could increase
the frequency of tidelocking and
subsequent water
depth in the adjacent
river waterbodies in
response to climate
change/sea level rise,
thus potentially failing
WFD objective 3.
ST Χ
MT ΧΧ
LT ΧΧΧ

ST √√
MT √√
LT √√√
Small area of Straight

Protection of
property, commercial
and economic assets
and recreational
facilities in Exmouth
(e.g. around The Point,
a marina, Queens
Drive & the esplanade
along the seafront),
Topsham and Dawlish
in the short, medium
and long-term.
ST √
MT √√
LT √√√
Protection of most
parts of Powderham
from flooding/erosion
including Powderham
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Preferred Policy
Policy Unit (Number and
Description)

Scenario

Short
Term (to
2025)

Medium
Term (to
2055)

Long Term
(to 2105)

6b05

Exe Estuary Lympstone Commando

A&C

HTL

HTL

HTL

6b06

Exe Estuary - Exton

A&C

HTL

HTL

HTL

6b07

Exe Estuary - Exton to
Lower Clyst

A&C

HTL

HTL

HTL

6b08

Exe Estuary - Lower
Clyst

A&C

MR

MR

MR

6b09

Exe Estuary - Topsham

A&C

HTL

HTL

HTL

6b10

Exe Estuary - M5 (east)
to St James' Weir

A&C

HTL

HTL

HTL

6b11

Exe Estuary - Topsham
Sludge beds

A&C

HTL

HTL

HTL

6b12

Exe Estuary - St
St James'
Weir to M5 (west)

A&C

HTL

HTL

HTL

6b13

Exe Estuary - M5
(west) to Turf Lock

6b14

Exe Estuary - Turf Lock
to Powderham

A&C

HTL

HTL

HTL

A

HTL

MR

HTL

6b15

Exe Estuary Powderham (south)

A&C

HTL

HTL

HTL

6b16

Exe Estuary - Starcross

A&C

HTL

HTL

HTL

6b17

Exe Estuary Cockwood
Exe Estuary Cockwood to The
Warren

A&C

HTL

HTL

HTL

A&C

HTL

HTL

HTL

A

NAI

6b18
6b19

Dawlish Warren (inner
side)

6b20

Dawlish Warren –east
distal end

6b21

Dawlish Warren
(Central - gabion
defences)

6b22

Dawlish Warren (West
- hard defences)

A&C

HTL

6b23
6b23

Langstone Rock to
Coryton Cove

A&C

HTL

A

A

HTL

HTL

A policy for medium and
long-term epochs has
not yet been
determined, pending
further discussions with
NE and the
development of the Exe
Estuary Strategy

HTL

HTL

Biodiversity, Flora and
Fauna
policies identified in this
SMP, in combination with
other plans/programmes,
have potential to adversely
affect the integrity of this
site in the long-term as a
result of intertidal habitat
loss due to coastal
squeeze.
HR Adverse Effect – Exe
Estuary SPA and Ramsar
site
Potential loss of some
terrestrial habitats but
potential roll-back of sand
dunes at The Maer LNR.
ST √
MT √
LT √
Holding the line at
Exmouth LNR will result
in the loss of intertidal
habitat due to coastal
squeeze in the short,
medium and long-term.
ST Χ
MT Χ
LT Χ

Earth Heritage, Soils
and Geology
ST √√√
MT √√√
LT √√√

Water

Landscape Character
and Visual Amenity

Historic Environment
(Cultural Heritage)
ST √
MT √√
LT √√√
Managed realignment
in the Exe Estuary
(west) has the
potential to impact
on the medieval
harbour at Le Turffe,
canal (and hulks/fish
traps)
ST Χ
MT ΧΧ
LT ΧΧ
Any plans for
realignment at
Dawlish Warren in
the medium or longterm would have the
potential to impact
on pre-historic
deposits and WWII
features (dependent
on selected policy
and would be
informed by the Exe
Estuary Strategy).
ST Ο
MT ΧΧ
LT ΧΧ

Land Use,
Infrastructure and
Material Assets
Point MoD ranges lost
due to erosion.
ST Χ
MT Χ
LT Χ
Protection of the
A376 at Exton and the
A379 at Dawlish from
flooding.
ST √√
MT √√
LT √√√
Protection of
infrastructure including
a sewage works from
flooding.
ST √√
MT √√
LT √√√
Risk of flooding to
some areas of
agricultural land (e.g.
between Clyst Bridge
to the Railway, and
north of Powderham)
from managed
realignment options in
the short, medium or
long-term.
ST Χ
MT ΧΧ
LT ΧΧ
Protection of the
majority of grade 2
and 3 agricultural land
ST

√

Population
Population and Human
Health
yacht club, Deer park
and castle in the short,
medium and longterm.
ST √
MT √√
LT √√
Protection of
properties along the
seafront: facilities for
tourists/economic/
commercial assets in
Dawlish Warren from
flooding and erosion in
the short-term.
ST √√√
MT √√√
LT √√√
Potential loss of parts
of South West Coastal
Path (e.g. between
Straight Point and
Orcombe Rocks and
at Dawlish Warren)
due to erosion.
ST Χ
MT Χ
LT Χ
People, properties and
facilities at risk from
erosion at the Devon
Cliffs Holiday Park.
ST Χ
MT ΧΧ
LT ΧΧΧ
Hotel facilities at risk
from flooding/erosion
near Dawlish Warren.
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Preferred Policy
Policy Unit (Number and
Description)

6b24
6b24

Coryton Cove to
Holcombe

Scenario

A&C

Short
Term (to
2025)
HTL

Medium
Term (to
2055)
HTL

Long Term
(to 2105)

Biodiversity, Flora and
Fauna

Water

Landscape Character
and Visual Amenity

Historic Environment
(Cultural Heritage)

Land Use,
Infrastructure and
Material Assets
MT √√
LT √√

HTL
Designated habitat losses
and gains will be quantified
at strategy level and,
compensatory habitat
sought through the RHCP
for losses of dune habitat
within Dawlish Warren
SAC (short-term) and
intertidal habitat losses
within the Exe Estuary
SPA and Ramsar site.
Requirement to replace
losses of non-designated
intertidal habitat due to
coastal squeeze.

Mitigation Measures/Environmental Opportunities

Earth Heritage, Soils
and Geology

The Exe Estuary Strategy
will seek to find an
acceptable solution for
nature conservation at
Dawlish Warren SAC in
the medium-long-term and
will identify both
compensatory and
replacement intertidal
habitat creation sites.
Progressive
implementation of
managed realignment
policies would reduce the
potential effects of sudden
changes to water flow and
geomorphology.

Any defence works
should avoid obscuring
the cliff face and be
sympathetically
designed to minimise
adverse effects on the
geological features of
the earth heritage sites.

Works in areas of
medium/long-term
managed realignment
should be
implemented so as to
not adversely impact
on the water quality
status of the coastal
waters.

No mitigation
identified.
Consider
opportunities to
improve landscape
character in
AONB/Heritage
Coast Management
Plans.

Where heritage
assets are protected,
opportunities should
be sought at scheme
level to improve the
condition of the
sites, where
appropriate.
The likely impacts of
the preferred SMP
policy option on
some heritage
features will be
investigated further
at strategy or
scheme level.
Where avoidance of
the features from
flooding/erosion is
not possible and
where they cannot
be preserved in situ,
mitigation will take
the form of
excavation and
recording.

No mitigation has
been identified for
losses of agricultural
land.

Population
Population and Human
Health
ST Χ
MT ΧΧ
LT ΧΧX
Depending on the
facilities that may be
affected by flooding or
erosion and the
location of any
managed realignment,
mitigation may take
the form of relocating
the assets further
inland.
There may be no
provision for
compensating or
mitigating the loss of
private properties.
Undertake a study to
investigate beach
recharge works
required to maintain
Dawlish Warren and
Exmouth Beach for
the first epoch.
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Preferred Policy
Policy Unit (Number and
Description)

Scenario

Short
Term (to
2025)

Medium
Term (to
2055)

Long Term
(to 2105)

Biodiversity, Flora and
Fauna

Earth Heritage, Soils
and Geology

No adverse effect on
Poole Bay to Lyme Bay
Reefs cSAC as some caves
are already exposed to
coastal processes and
there is no proposal to
extend existing sea
defences on seacaves.
Adverse Effect –
HR No Ad
Poole Bay to Lyme Bay
Reefs cSAC

NAI along the majority
of this coastal section
would allow natural
erosion to continue
and would maintain the
English Riviera Geopark
and geological SSSIs.
ST √
MT √√
LT √√

Water

Landscape Character
and Visual Amenity

Historic Environment
(Cultural Heritage)

Minor changes in
landscape character
may occur as a result
of an eroding
coastline where NAI
is implemented and
through works to
hold the line at
Oddicombe Beach
ST Ο
MT Ο
LT Ο

Grade 2 listed
buildings potentially
at risk from flooding
or erosion.

Land Use,
Infrastructure and
Material Assets

Population and Human
Health

POLICY SCENARIO AREA: HOLCOMBE TO HOPE’S NOSE
6b25
6b25

Holcombe to Sprey
Point

6b26
6b26

Sprey Point

6b27
6b27

Sprey Point to
Teignmouth Pier

6b28
6b28

Teignmouth Pier to
The Point

6b29
6b29

6b30

6b31

The Point

Teign Estuary - The
Point to Teignmouth
and Shaldon Bridge
Teign Estuary - North
Shore (Teignmouth and
and
Shaldon Bridge to
Passage House Hotel)

A, B & C

HTL

HTL

HTL

B

HTL

HTL

HTL

A, B & C

HTL

HTL

HTL

A, B & C

A, B & C

A, B & C

HTL

MR

HTL

HTL

MR

HTL

HTL

MR

HTL

ST Ο
MT Ο
LT Ο
A, B & C

HTL

HTL

HTL

6b32

Teign Estuary - Passage
House Hotel to
Kingsteignton Road
Bridge

6b33

Teign Estuary Kingsteignton and
Newton Abbot

6b34

Teign
Teign Estuary - South
Shore (Newton Abbot
to Shaldon)

A&C

6b35

Teign Estuary - Shaldon

A, B & C

HTL

HTL

HTL

6b36

Shaldon (The Ness) to
Maidencombe (North)

A, B & C

NAI

NAI

NAI

6b37
6b37

Maidencombe

A&B

NAI

NAI

NAI

6b38
b38

Maidencombe (South)
to Watcombe Head

NAI may affect some of
the terrestrial habitats of
the Hope’s Nose to Walls
Hill SSSI (biological).

A&C

A, B & C

A, B & C

HTL

HTL

HTL

NAI

MR

HTL

HTL

NAI

MR

HTL

HTL

NAI

Holding the line
between Petit Tor
Point and Walls Hill
would negatively affect
the geological interest
of the English Riviera
and Babbacombe Cliffs
SSSI.
ST Χ
MT ΧΧ
LT ΧΧ
One disused landfill site
(Sladnor Park)
potentially at risk of
erosion at
Maidencombe in the
medium and long-term.
ST Ο
MT ΧΧX
LT

ΧΧΧ

Potential impacts on
water quality due to
potential medium and
long-term erosion of
landfill site – see soils
and geology.
HTL in the Teign
Estuary to protect
heavily populated
areas could increase
the frequency of tidelocking and
subsequent water
depth in the adjacent
river waterbodies in
response to climate
change/sea level rise,
thus potentially failing
WFD objective 3.
ST Χ
MT ΧΧ
LT ΧΧΧ

ST Χ
MT ΧΧ
LT ΧΧΧ
One Protected
Wreck may
experience increased
erosion if changes in
sediment
processes/tidal
circulation prevail.
Holding the line at
Teignmouth has the
potential to affect
the designated
wreck through a
change in processes
resulting from rising
sea levels
ST Χ
MT ΧΧ
LT ΧΧΧ
Potential loss due to
erosion of the
Prehistoric Field
System Scheduled
Monument (SM) at
Walls Hill.
ST Χ
MT ΧΧ
LT ΧΧΧ

Protection of
Teignmouth Harbour
from flooding in the
short, medium and
long-term.
ST √
MT √√
LT √√√
Protection of the
mainline Exeter to
Plymouth railway at
Teignmouth from
potential flood-risk in
the short, medium and
long-term.
ST √
MT √√
LT √√√
Protection of the
A381 in the Teign
Estuary from flooding
in the short, medium
and long-term.
ST √
MT √√
LT √√√
The A379 and
associated bridge
would be protected
from flooding/erosion
in the short, medium
and long term.
ST √
MT √√
LT √√√
Grades 2, 3, 4 and 5
Agricultural land at
risk of
flooding/erosion in

Protection of
residential and
commercial properties
and recreational
facilities at Denn Spit
to the centre of
Teignmouth, along the
Teign Estuary, at
Newton Abbot,
Torquay and in the
northern parts of
Shaldon from
flooding/erosion in the
short, medium and
long-term.
ST √
MT √√
LT √√√
Potential loss of access
to the seafront at
Sprey Point
ST Χ
MT ΧΧ
LT ΧΧ
Oddicombe beach and
associated tourism
facilities protected
from flooding/erosion
in the short, medium
and long-term.
ST √
MT √√
LT √√
Isolated properties at
risk of
erosion/flooding in the
vicinity of Watcombe
Head, Maidencombe
and between
Maidencombe Comb
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SEA Appraisal of Preferred Policy Scenarios (refer to Appendix D for SEA Environmental Baseline – Theme Review)

Preferred Policy
Policy Unit (Number and
Description)

Scenario

Short
Term (to
2025)

Medium
Term (to
2055)

Long Term
(to 2105)

A&B

NAI

NAI

NAI

6b39

Watcombe

6b40
6b40

Watcombe to Petit Tor
Point

A, B & C

NAI

NAI

NAI

6b41
6b41

Petit Tor Point to
Walls Hill

A, B & C

HTL

HTL

HTL

6b42
6b42

Walls Hill

A, B & C

NAI

NAI

NAI

6b43
6b43

Anstey's Cove

A&B

NAI

NAI

NAI

Biodiversity, Flora and
Fauna

Earth Heritage, Soils
and Geology

Water

Landscape Character
and Visual Amenity

Historic Environment
(Cultural Heritage)

Land Use,
Infrastructure and
Material Assets
some areas.
ST Χ
MT ΧΧ
LT ΧΧ

Population and Human
Health
and Shaldon.
ST ΧΧΧ
MT ΧΧΧ
LT ΧΧΧ
South West Coast at
Risk from
flooding/erosion in
some areas.
ST Χ
MT Χ
LT Χ

6b44
6b44

Anstey's Cove to
Hope's Nose

A, B & C

NAI

NAI

Potential risk to
Watcombe beach,
Anstey’s Cove and
Labrador Bay from
flooding/erosion.

NAI

ST Χ
MT ΧΧ
LT ΧΧ

Losses of designated
terrestrial habitats will be
replaced wherever
possible.

Mitigation Measures/Environmental Opportunities

Further consideration
of the current state of
the disused landfill site
will be required at
project level. The
hazard that the landfill
site poses to people
and the environment
from leaching or the
release of contaminated
materials would need
to be explored.
Where necessary,
protection in situ or
excavation and removal
of material (which is
potentially very
expensive) may be
necessary.
Any defence works

See mitigation for
‘earth heritage, soils
and geology’.
Works in areas of
medium/long-term
managed realignment
will be implemented
so as to not
adversely impact on
the water quality
status of the coastal
waters.

No mitigation
required

The likely impacts of
the preferred SMP
policy option on
these historic
features will be
investigated further
at strategy or
scheme level.
Where avoidance of
the features from
flooding/erosion is
not possible and
where they cannot
be preserved in situ,
mitigation may take
the form of
excavation and
recording.

No mitigation has
been identified for
losses of agricultural
land.
Works should be
considered by
Network Rail to
upgrade the defences
for the mainline
railway to ensure
adequate protection is
provided in the future.

Impacts on golf
courses unknown at
this stage.
Depending on the
facilities that may be
affected by flooding or
erosion and the
location of any
managed realignment,
mitigation may take
the form of relocating
the assets further
inland.
There may be no
provision for
compensating or
mitigating the loss of
private properties.
Build in incremental
adaptation to beach
and defence
management for

Durlston Head to
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SEA Appraisal of Preferred Policy Scenarios (refer to Appendix D for SEA Environmental Baseline – Theme Review)

Preferred Policy
Policy Unit (Number and
Description)

Scenario

Short
Term (to
2025)

Medium
Term (to
2055)

Long Term
(to 2105)

Biodiversity, Flora and
Fauna

Earth Heritage, Soils
and Geology

Water

Landscape Character
and Visual Amenity

Historic Environment
(Cultural Heritage)

Land Use,
Infrastructure and
Material Assets

should avoid obscuring
the cliff face and be
sympathetically
designed to minimise
adverse effects on the
geological features of
the earth heritage sites.

Population and Human
Health
Teignmouth and other
settlements within the
Teign Estuary to
manage risks from
rising sea level in
medium and long
term.
In areas where the
policy is no active
intervention or
managed realignment,
engage and work with
communities to
develop adaptation
plans for adjusting to
future coastal change.

SEA Appraisal of Preferred Policy Scenarios (refer to Appendix D for SEA Environmental Baseline – Theme Review)

Preferred Policy
Policy Unit (Number and
Description)

Scenario

Short
Term (to
2025)

Medium
Term (to
2055)

Long Term
(to 2105)

Biodiversity, Flora and
Fauna

Earth Heritage, Soils
and Geology

Sea level rise may
accelerate natural erosion
resulting in the loss of
cliff/ledge top grassland
habitats at South Hams
SAC and Hopes Nose to
Wall’s Hill SSSI. However,
as this would not be a
result of a change in SMP
policy, it is not considered
a significant effect in terms
of the Habitats
Regulations.
ST Ο
MT Ο
LT Ο

Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
integrity of the English
Riviera Geopark,
Daddyhole, Saltern
Cove, Dyer’s Quarry,
Meadfoot Sea Road,
New Cut Torquay and
Roundham Head SSSIs
therefore NAI in these
areas would continue
to maintain these
features.
ST √
MT √√
LT √√

Water

Landscape Character
and Visual Amenity

Historic Environment
(Cultural Heritage)
Heritage)

Minor changes in
landscape character
of South Devon
AONB – could be

Protection of
Princess Gardens
and Royal Terrace
Gardens Registered
Park and Garden
from flooding in
short, medium and
long-term.

Land Use,
Infrastructure and
Material Assets

Population and Human
Health

POLICY SCENARIO AREA: HOPE’S NOSE TO BERRY HEAD (TOR BAY)
6b45
6b45

Hope’s Nose to
Meadfoot Beach (East)

A&B

NAI

NAI

NAI

6b46
6b46

Meadfoot Beach

A&B

HTL

HTL

HTL

6b47
6b47

Meadfoot Beach
(West) to Beacon
Cove

A&B

NAI

NAI

NAI

6b48
6b48

Beacon Cove to Torre
Abbey Sands (Torquay
Harbour)

A&B

HTL

HTL

HTL

6b49
6b49

Torre Abbey Sands
Sands

A

HTL

HTL

HTL

6b50
6b50

Corbyn's Head

A&B

NAI

NAI

NAI

6b51
6b51

Livermead Sands

A&B

HTL

HTL

HTL

6b52
6b52

Livermead Head

A&B

NAI

NAI

NAI

6b53
6b53

Hollicombe Beach

A

HTL

HTL

HTL

6b54
6b54

Hollicombe Head

A&B

NAI

NAI

NAI

No adverse effect on
partially submerged
seacaves within Poole Bay
to Lyme Bay Reefs cSAC

However, holding the
line in some areas e.g.
at Meadfoot and
Roundham Head has

Potential impacts on
water quality due to
potential medium and
long-term
realignment
potentially affecting
landfill sites – see
soils and geology.

beneficial or adverse
impact.
ST Ο
MT Ο
LT Ο

ST √
MT √√
LT √√
Protection of a large
area of Torre Abbey
and WW2 Battery
Scheduled
Monuments from
flooding in short,
medium and longterm.

Risk of flooding/
erosion to the A379 at
Torquay north of the
marina.
ST Χ
MT ΧΧ
LT ΧΧΧ

Protection of Torquay
Harbour, Paignton
(Torbay), Brixham,
Brixham Harbour and
associated industrial
properties, and
properties along the
seafront in Brixham
(Berryhead Road)
from flooding in the
short, medium and
long-term.
ST √
MT √√
LT √√√
Risk of
flooding/erosion to
properties along
Paignton Seafront, to

Durlston Head to
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SEA Appraisal of Preferred Policy Scenarios (refer to Appendix D for SEA Environmental Baseline – Theme Review)

Preferred Policy
Policy Unit (Number and
Description)

Scenario

Short
Term (to
2025)

Medium
Term (to
2055)

Long Term
(to 2105)

6b55
b55

Hollicombe Head to
Roundham Head

A

HTL

HTL

HTL

6b56
6b56

Goodrington Sands

B

HTL

HTL/MR

HTL

6b57
6b57

Goodrington Sands to
Broadsands

A&B

NAI

NAI

NAI

6b58
6b58

Broadsands

B

HTL

MR

HTL

6b59
6b59

Broadsands to
Churston Cove (East)

A&B

NAI

NAI

NAI

6b60
6b60

Churston Cove (East)
to Shoalstone Point

A&B

HTL

HTL

HTL

Biodiversity, Flora and
Fauna
as there is no requirement
to extend existing
defences on seacaves.
HR No Ad
Adverse
verse Effect –
Poole Bay to Lyme Bay
Reefs cSAC
Holding the line (e.g. at
Goodrington Sands) may
result in a net change in
the area of intertidal
habitats at Saltern Cove
SSSI, and increased risk of
coastal squeeze due to the
presence of a railway
embankment
ST Χ
MT ΧΧ
LT ΧΧ

6b61
6b61

Shoalstone Point to
Berry Head

A&B

NAI

NAI

Mitigation Measures/Environmental Opportunities

NAI

Some erosion of caves and
sea cliffs to the east of
Shoalstone Point at Berry
Head to Sharkham Point
SSSI and Berry Head NNR.
Potential loss of some
designated flora and fauna.
ST Χ
MT ΧΧ
LT ΧΧ
Requirement to replace
intertidal habitat lost due
to coastal squeeze.
Habitat creation potential
within the Goodrington
Sands and Broadsands
units should be sought
through the Regional
Habitat Creation
Programme to deliver
benefits to the wider
region.
Ensure that any new
defences in policy units
6b55, 6b58 and 6b60 are
not extended to the

Earth Heritage, Soils
and Geology

Water

Landscape Character
and Visual Amenity

Historic Environment
(Cultural Heritage)
Heritage)

Land Use,
Infrastructure and
Material Assets

ST √√
MT √√√
LT √√√

the potential to
adversely affect the
geological features.
ST Χ
MT ΧΧ
LT ΧΧ

the south of
Goodrington Sands,
and to some areas
along the preserved
Paignton to
Broadsands railway in
short, medium and
long-term

Two disused landfill
sites protected from
flooding in the shortterm (beneficial impact)
but at risk of flooding
depending on location
of managed realignment
in the medium and
long-term (adverse

ST Χ
MT ΧΧ
LT ΧΧΧ
Loss of some tourist
facilities due to
erosion and flood risk.
ST Χ
MT ΧΧ
LT ΧΧ

impact)
ST √√√
MT ΧΧΧ
LT ΧΧΧ

Further consideration
of the current state of
the disused landfill sites
will be required at
project level. The
hazard that the landfill
site poses to people
and the environment
from leaching or the
release of contaminated
materials would need
to be explored.
Where necessary,
protection in situ or
excavation and removal
of material (which is
potentially very

Population and Human
Health

See mitigation for
‘earth heritage, soils
and geology’.
Works in areas
selected for managed
realignment should
be implemented so
as to not adversely
impact on the water
quality status of the
coastal waters, and
does not
compromise the
achievement of WFD
water quality targets.

No mitigation
required.

No mitigation
required.

Consider
opportunities to
improve landscape
character in
AONB/Heritage
Coast Management
Plans.

Where heritage
assets are protected,
opportunities should
be sought at scheme
level to improve the
condition of the
sites, where
appropriate.

Consideration should
be given to relocating
the A379 further
inland.

Depending on the
facilities that may be
affected by flooding or
erosion, mitigation
may take the form of
relocating the assets
further inland.
There may be no
provision for
compensating or
mitigating the loss of
private properties.
Undertake a Strategy
Study for Tor Bay to
determine the best
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SEA Appraisal of Preferred Policy Scenarios (refer to Appendix D for SEA Environmental Baseline – Theme Review)

Preferred Policy
Policy Unit (Number and
Description)

Scenario

Short
Term (to
2025)

Medium
Term (to
2055)

Long Term
(to 2105)

Biodiversity, Flora and
Fauna
seacaves.

Earth Heritage, Soils
and Geology

Water

Landscape Character
and Visual Amenity

Historic Environment
(Cultural Heritage)
Heritage)

Land Use,
Infrastructure and
Material Assets

approaches for
delivering the policies
and develop a
programme of works.
Build in incremental
adaptation to beach
and defence
management for
settlements around
Tor Bay to manage
risks from rising sea
level in medium and
long term.

expensive) may be
necessary.
Any defence works
should avoid obscuring
the cliff face and be
sympathetically
designed to minimise
adverse effects on the
geological features of
the earth heritage sites.

SEA Appraisal of Preferred Policy Scenarios (refer to Appendix D for SEA Environmental Baseline – Theme Review)

Preferred Policy
Policy Unit (Number
(Number and
Description)

Scenario

Short
Term (to
2025)

Medium
Term (to
2055)

Population and Human
Health

Long Term
(to 2105)

Biodiversity, Flora and
Fauna

Earth Heritage, Soils
and Geology

Sea level rise may
accelerate natural erosion
resulting in the loss of
cliff/ledge top grassland
habitats at South Hams
SAC and Froward Point
SSSI. However, as this
would not be a result of a
change in SMP policy, it is
not considered a
significant effect in terms
of the Habitats
Regulations.
ST Ο
MT Ο
LT Ο

Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
integrity of the English
Riviera Geopark
therefore NAI between
Berry Head and
Sharkham Point would
continue to maintain
these features.
ST √√√
MT √√√
LT √√√

Water

Landscape Character
and Visual Amenity

Historic Environment
(Cultural Heritage)

Minor changes in
landscape character
of South Devon.
ST Ο
MT Ο
LT Ο

No loss of
Scheduled
Monuments or
Registered Parks and
Gardens.
ST √√√
MT √√√
LT √√√

Land Use,
Infrastructure and
Material Assets

Population and Human
Health

Protection of
Kingswear Station, and
the B3205 transport
connections from
flooding.

Protection of South
West Coast path from
risk of
flooding/erosion south
of Sharkham Point.

ST √
MT √√
L T √√√

ST √
MT √
LT √

Limited loss of Grades
3 and 4 agricultural
land from flooding/
erosion.

Protection of majority
of Brixham from
erosion.
ST √
MT √√
LT √√√

POLICY SCENARIO AREA: BERRY HEAD (TOR BAY) TO BLACKSTONE
BLACKSTONE POINT
6b62
6b62

Berry Head to
Sharkham Point

A

NAI

NAI

NAI

6b63
6b63

Sharkham Point to
Kingswear (South)

A

NAI

NAI

NAI

6b64

Dart Estuary Kingswear (South) to
Waterhead Creek

A

HTL

HTL

HTL

6b65
6b65

Dart Estuary Waterhead Creek to
Greenway Viaduct

A

6b66

Dart Estuary Greenway Viaduct to
Totnes South (east
bank)

A

HTL/NAI

HTL/NAI

HTL/NAI

6b67
6b67

Dart Estuary - Totnes

A

HTL

HTL

HTL

6b68
6b68

Dart Estuary - Totnes
Totnes
South (west bank) to
Dartmouth (North)

A

HTL/NAI

HTL/NAI

HTL/NAI

HTL/NAI

HTL/NAI

HTL/NAI

Continued erosion of
caves and sea cliffs at
Berry Head to Sharkham
Point SSSI and Berry Head
(Southern Redoubt) ASP.
ST Χ

Waterhead Creek
disused landfill site at
risk of flooding and
Sharkham Point tip at
risk of erosion in the
medium and long-term.
ST Ο
MT ΧΧ
LT ΧΧΧ

Potential impacts on
water quality due to
a no active
intervention policy
potentially affecting
landfill sites – see
soils and geology.
HTL in the Dart
Estuary to protect
heavily populated
areas could increase
the frequency of tidelocking and
subsequent water
depth in the adjacent
river waterbodies in
response to climate
change/sea level rise,
thus potentially failing
WFD objective 3
ST Χ
MT ΧΧ
LT ΧΧΧ

ST Χ
MT Χ
LT Χ

Protection of people &
properties in
Dartmouth (including
residential, commercial
properties & Yacht
Club), bordering the
River Dart at
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SEA Appraisal of Preferred Policy Scenarios (refer to Appendix D for SEA Environmental Baseline – Theme Review)

Preferred Policy
Policy Unit (Number
(Number and
Description)

6b69
6b69

Dart Estuary Dartmouth (North) to
Halftide Rock

Scenario

A

Short
Term (to
2025)
HTL

Medium
Term (to
2055)
HTL

Long Term
(to 2105)
HTL

Biodiversity, Flora and
Fauna

Earth Heritage, Soils
and Geology

Water

Landscape Character
and Visual Amenity

Historic Environment
(Cultural Heritage)

Land Use,
Infrastructure and
Material Assets

MT ΧΧ
LT ΧΧ

Population and Human
Health
Dittisham and of farms
on the River Dart near
Cornworthy from
flooding.
ST √
MT √√
LT √√√
Protection to people
and property in
Kingswear and at
Crabbrock Point and
Man Sands from
flooding/erosion
ST √√√
MT √√√
LT √√√

6b70
6b70

Dart Estuary - Halftide
Rock to Blackstone
Point

A

HTL/NAI

HTL/NAI

Potential loss of some
properties due to
erosion at St Marys
Bay in medium to
long-term.
ST Ο
MT ΧΧX

HTL/NAI

LT

Habitat losses and gains
will be quantified at
strategy level and,
replacement habitat
sought as appropriate.
Mitigation Measures/Environmental
Measures/Environmental Opportunities

Further consideration
of the current state of
the disused landfill site
would be required at
project level. The
hazard that the landfill
site poses to people
and the environment
from leaching or the
release of contaminated
materials would need

See mitigation for
‘earth heritage, soils
and geology’.
Works in areas
selected for managed
realignment should
be implemented so
as to not adversely
impact on the water
quality status of the

No mitigation
required.
Consider
opportunities to
improve landscape
character in
AONB/Heritage
Coast Management
Plans.

No mitigation
required

No mitigation has
been identified for
losses of agricultural
land.

ΧΧΧ

Risk of
flooding/erosion to
cliff top properties at
the western bank of
the entrance to the
River Dart Estuary.
ST ΧΧΧ
MT ΧΧΧ
LT ΧΧΧ
There may be no
provision for
compensating or
mitigating the loss of
private properties.
Engage organisations
and general public to
inform them of the
potential future risks
of flood and coastal
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SEA Appraisal of Preferred Policy Scenarios (refer to Appendix D for SEA Environmental Baseline – Theme Review)

Preferred Policy
Policy Unit (Number
(Number and
Description)

Scenario

Short
Term (to
2025)

Medium
Term (to
2055)

Long Term
(to 2105)

Biodiversity, Flora and
Fauna

Earth Heritage, Soils
and Geology
to be explored.
Where necessary,
protection in situ or
excavation and removal
of material (which is
potentially very
expensive) may be
necessary.

Scenario

Short
Term (to
2025)

Medium
Term (to
2055)

Landscape Character
and Visual Amenity

Historic Environment
(Cultural Heritage)

Land Use,
Infrastructure and
Material Assets

coastal waters.

Population and Human
Health
erosion as a result of
SMP policies and work
with them to develop
plans for adapting to
the changing risk.

SEA Appraisal of Preferred Policy Scenarios (refer to Appendix D for SEA Environmental Baseline – Theme Review)

Preferred Policy
Policy Unit (Number
(Number and
Description)

Water

Long Term
(to 2105)

Biodiversity, Flora and
Fauna

Earth Heritage, Soils
and Geology

Sea level rise may
accelerate natural erosion
resulting in the loss of
vegetated sea cliffs at
South Devon Shore Dock
SAC in short, medium and
long-term. However, as
this would be a result of
natural coastal processes,
it is not considered a
significant effect in terms
of the Habitats
Regulations.
ST Ο
MT Ο
LT Ο

Holding the line in the
short to medium-term
in some areas has the
potential to adversely
affect the geological
features of Hallsands to
Beesands SSSI
(geological) and GCRs.

Water

Landscape Character
and Visual Amenity

Historic Environment
(Cultural Heritage)

Change in landscape
character of South
Devon AONB.

Grade 2 listed
buildings at risk of
erosion/flooding in
some areas (e.g.
Beesands) but those
in Torcross
protected in the
short-and medium
term.

Land Use,
Infrastructure and
Material Assets

Population and Human
Health

A379 between
Torcross and Slapton
Sands protected from
flooding/erosion in
short-term but at risk
from flooding/ erosion
in long-term.

People and properties
in Torcross along the
A379 protected from
flooding/erosion in
short and medium but
at risk from flooding/
erosion in long-term.

ST √√√
MT ΧΧ
LT ΧΧΧ

ST √√√
MT √√√
LT ΧΧΧ

Small areas of Grade
3 and 5 agricultural
land at risk due to
flooding/ erosion
between Blackstone
point and Stoke
Fleming and Bee
Sands and Start pointST ΧX
MT ΧX
LT ΧX

People and properties
in Slapton Sands in the
centre of Slapton
village protected from
flooding/erosion in the
short-term but at risk
from flooding/ erosion
in long-term.

POLICY SCENARIO AREA: BLACKSTONE POINT TO START POINT
6b71
6b71

Blackstone Point to
Stoke Fleming

A&B

NAI

NAI

NAI

6b72
6b72

Stoke Fleming to
Blackpool Sands

A&B

NAI

NAI

NAI

6b73

Blackpool Sands

Variation

NAI

NAI

NAI

6b74
6b74

Blackpool Sands to
Strete

A&B

NAI

NAI

NAI

6b75
6b75

Strete to Torcross
North (Slapton Sands)

A

MR

MR/NAI

MR/NAI

6b76
6b76

Torcross North to
Limpet Rocks

A

HTL

HTL

MR

6b77
6b77

Limpet Rocks to
Beesands (North)

A

NAI

NAI

NAI

6b78

Beesands

A&B

HTL

HTL/MR

HTL/MR

6b79

Beesands (South) to
Start Point

NAI

NAI

NAI

Protection of freshwater
habitats at Widdicombe
Ley CWS in the shortterm but net area of
freshwater habitat may be
reduced in medium to
long-term.
ST √
MT Χ
LT Χ
Managing the realignment

Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
integrity of the SSSIs
and GCRs, therefore
NAI in the long-term
along the coast (except
at Blackpool Sands)
would continue to
maintain these features.
ST ΧΧ
MT ΧΧ
LT √√

No known impacts
on water quality.
ST Ο
MT Ο
LT Ο

NAI may conflict
with some of the
AONB management
actions (e.g. at
Beesands) where
there is a project
target to construct a
coast defence
enhancement scheme
at the southern end
of the village.
However, generally a
policy of NAI
complements the
AONB Management
Policies e.g. at
Slapton Ley NNR
where there is an
action to develop a
strategy for adapting
the reserve to
predicted climate and
coastal change.
ST Ο
MT Ο

ST Χ
MT ΧΧ
LT ΧΧ
Hallsands ‘lost village’
at risk of further
erosion.
ST Χ
MT ΧΧ
LT ΧΧΧ
Managed realignment
in the long-term
between Strete and
Limpet has the
potential to impact
on Slapton
prehistoric deposits

There is likely to be
some slip ways and
mooring vulnerable to
flooding and erosion.
ST Χ

ST √√√
MT ΧΧ
LT ΧΧΧ
Protection of people
and property on the
sea front at Beesands
from flooding in the
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SEA Appraisal of Preferred Policy Scenarios (refer to Appendix D for SEA Environmental Baseline – Theme Review)

Preferred Policy
Policy Unit (Number
(Number and
Description)

Scenario

Short
Term (to
2025)

Medium
Term (to
2055)

Long Term
(to 2105)

Biodiversity, Flora and
Fauna
of Slapton Sands may
result in some changes to
the designated habitats at
Slapton Ley SSSI/NNR but
will protect the extent of
the freshwater lagoons.
In the long-term, likely
changes to the salinity of
the Slapton Ley lagoons
through a NAI policy.
Potential breach of shingle
barrier beach at Slapton
Sands resulting in a change
to the lake system from
freshwater to a tidal
lagoon – adverse impact

on freshwater components
of lagoon. The timescales
of these events depend on
prediction scenarios for
wave energy and sea level
changes and storm return
periods
ST Ο
MT Ο
LT ΧX

Earth Heritage, Soils
and Geology

Water

Landscape Character
and Visual Amenity
LT

Ο

Historic Environment
(Cultural Heritage)
and WWII sites.
ST Χ
MT ΧΧ
LT ΧΧ
The submerged
forest at Blackpool
Sands will remain
submerged through a
NAI policy.
ST Ο
MT Ο
LT Ο
Possible impact on
the palaeoenvironmental
deposits through NAI
at Blackpool Sands.
ST Χ
MT Χ
LT Χ

Land Use,
Infrastructure and
Material Assets
MT Χ
LT Χ

Population and Human
Health
short-term but at risk
from flooding/ erosion
in medium to longterm.
ST √√√
MT ΧΧX
LT

ΧΧΧ

Potential flooding of
promenade at
Beesands in short,
medium and longterm.
ST Χ
MT ΧΧ
LT ΧΧ
Isolated properties in
Strete at risk due to
erosion in medium and
long-term
ST Ο
MT ΧΧX
LT

ΧΧΧ

Potential for change in cliff
top vegetation through
erosion at Prawle Point
and Start Point SSSI –

South West Coast
Path south of Beesands
at risk due to erosion/
flooding in medium
and long-term

ST Ο
MT Ο
LT Ο

ST Ο
MT Χ
LT Χ
Potential for loss of
tourist facilities and
car parks at a number
of small beach and
cove access points e.g.
Near Strete Gate and
the A379 between
Slapton and Strete in
medium and longterm.
ST Ο
MT ΧΧ
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SEA Appraisal of Preferred Policy Scenarios (refer to Appendix D for SEA Environmental Baseline – Theme Review)

Preferred Policy
Policy Unit (Number
(Number and
Description)

Scenario

Short
Term (to
2025)

Medium
Term (to
2055)

Long Term
(to 2105)

Biodiversity, Flora and
Fauna

Earth Heritage, Soils
and Geology

Water

Landscape Character
and Visual Amenity

Historic Environment
(Cultural Heritage)

Land Use,
Infrastructure and
Material Assets

Population and Human
Health
LT

The potential to realign
the Prawle Point and Start
Point SSSI boundary
landward should be
explored.
The replacement of
freshwater habitat lost due
to saline inundation will be
sought as appropriate.

Any defence works
should avoid obscuring
the cliff face and be
sympathetically
designed to minimise
adverse effects on the
geological features of
the earth heritage sites.

Works in areas
selected for managed
realignment should
be implemented so
as to not adversely
impact on the water
quality status of the
coastal waters, and
does not
compromise the
achievement of WFD
water quality targets.

No mitigation
required.
Consider
opportunities to
improve landscape
character in
AONB/Heritage
Coast Management
Plans.

Mitigation Measures/Environmental Opportunities

The likely impacts of
the preferred SMP
policy option on
these historic
features will be
investigated further
at strategy or scheme
level. Where
avoidance of the
features from
flooding/erosion is
not possible and
where they cannot
be preserved in situ,
mitigation may take
the form of
excavation and
recording..

No mitigation has
been identified for
losses of agricultural
land.
Consider relocating
part of the A379
further inland.

ΧΧ

Depending on the
facilities that may be
affected by flooding or
erosion, mitigation
may take the form of
relocating the assets
further inland.
There may be no
provision for
compensating or
mitigating the loss of
private properties.
Review/develop asset
and Beach
Management Plans for
Torcross and
Beesands to guide
maintenance of
defences and beaches
along these frontages
to ensure that they
continue to provide
adequate defence.
Engage organisations
and general public to
inform them of the
potential future risks
of flood and coastal
erosion as a result of
SMP policies and work
with them to develop
plans for adapting to
the changing risk.

SEA Appraisal of Preferred Policy Scenarios (refer to Appendix D for SEA Environmental Baseline – Theme Review)

Preferred Policy
Policy Unit (Number and
Description)

Scenario

Short
Term (to
2025)

Medium
Term (to
2055)

Long Term
(to 2105)

NAI

NAI

Biodiversity, Flora and
Fauna

Earth Heritage, Soils
and Geology

Sea level rise may
accelerate natural erosion

Continuation of natural
processes is key to the

Water

Landscape Character
and Visual Amenity

Historic
Historic Environment
(Cultural Heritage)

Change in landscape
character of South

Grade 2 and 3 listed
buildings at risk of

Land Use,
Infrastructure and
Material Assets

Population and Human
Health

Grade 3 and 4
agricultural land at risk

Isolated properties at
risk from

POLICY SCENARIO AREA: START POINT TO BOLT HEAD
6c01

Start Point to Prawle
Prawle
Point

A, B & C

NAI

No known impacts

Durlston Head to
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SEA Appraisal of Preferred Policy Scenarios (refer to Appendix D for SEA Environmental Baseline – Theme Review)

Preferred Policy
Policy Unit (Number and
Description)

Scenario

6c02

Prawle Point to
Limebury Point

A, B & C

6c03

Salcombe Harbour
(Limebury Point to
Kingsbridge Estuary
Estuary Scoble Point)

A&C

6c04

Kingsbridge Estuary
East (Scoble Point to
Kingsbridge)

A&C

NAI/HTL

NAI/HTL

NAI/HTL

6c05

Kingsbridge Estuary Kingsbridge

A, B & C

NAI/HTL

NAI/HTL

NAI/HTL

6c06

Kingsbridge Estuary
West (Kingsbridge to
Snapes Point)

A&C

NAI/HTL

NAI/HTL

NAI/HTL

Salcombe (Snapes Point
to Splat Cove Point)

A&C

6c07

Short
Term (to
2025)

Medium
Term (to
2055)

Long Term
(to 2105)

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI/HTL

NAI/HTL

NAI/HTL

NAI/HTL

NAI/HTL

NAI/HTL

Biodiversity, Flora and
Fauna

Earth Heritage, Soils
and Geology

resulting in the loss of
vegetated sea cliffs at
South Devon Shore Dock
SAC in short, medium and
long-term. However, as
this would be a result of
natural coastal processes,
it is not considered a
significant effect in terms
of the Habitats
Regulations.
ST Ο
MT Ο
LT Ο

integrity of Prawle
Point and Start Point
SSSI. NAI along the
coast would continue
to maintain and
enhance the geological
interest features.

Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
integrity of the Prawle
Point and Start Point SSSI
(biological). NAI would
continue to maintain the
biological interest features
and enhance the lower cliff
vegetation above the
intertidal zone
ST √
MT √√
LT √√

6c08

Splat Cove Point to
Bolt Head

A, B & C

NAI

NAI

NAI

However, there is
potential for negative
effects where erosion is a
result of HTL updrift in
any of the policy units.
ST Χ
MT Χ
LT ΧΧ
Increase in intertidal
habitat (if not squeezed
against manmade
structures) at Salcombe to
Kingsbridge Estuary SSSI
(biological) and LNR
ST √
MT √√

ST √
MT √√
LT √√

Water
on water quality.
ST Ο
MT Ο
LT Ο

Land Use,
Infrastructure and
Material Assets

Landscape Character
and Visual Amenity

Historic
Historic Environment
(Cultural Heritage)

Devon AONB and
Heritage Coast.

flooding throughout
the section;
predominantly
Salcombe and
Kingsbridge.

of flooding/ erosion.
ST Χ
MT ΧΧ
LT ΧΧ

ST Χ
MT ΧΧ
LT ΧΧΧ

Section of the A38 and
B3204 (Cliff Road)
protected from
flooding/erosion.
ST √
MT √√
LT √√√

ST Ο
MT Ο
LT Ο

Loss of up to 1
Scheduled
Monument (SM):
Coaxial Field System
SM.
ST Χ
MT ΧΧ
LT ΧΧΧ
A small area of
Overbecks
Registered Park and
Garden at risk of
flooding/erosion in
short, medium and
long-term.
ST Χ
MT ΧΧ
LT ΧΧ
Potential for impact
on anti-aircraft
batteries between
Salcombe and Splat
Cove
ST Χ
MT ΧΧ
LT ΧΧ

Population and Human
Health
flooding/erosion: in
short, medium and
long-term
-

Lannacombe
beach

-

West of
Lannacombe
Beach

ST ΧΧΧ
MT ΧΧΧ
LT ΧΧΧ
Risk of flooding to
some community and
recreational amenities.
ST Χ
MT ΧΧ
LT ΧΧ
People and properties
in the centre of
Kingsbridge and
Salcombe
(predominantly along
Cliff Road and Island
street) protected from
flooding.
ST √√√
MT √√√
LT √√√
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SEA Appraisal of Preferred Policy Scenarios (refer to Appendix D for SEA Environmental Baseline – Theme Review)

Preferred Policy
Policy Unit (Number and
Description)

Scenario

Short
Term (to
2025)

Medium
Term (to
2055)

Long Term
(to 2105)

Biodiversity, Flora and
Fauna
LT

Earth Heritage, Soils
and Geology

Water

Landscape Character
and Visual Amenity

Historic
Historic Environment
(Cultural Heritage)

No mitigation
required.

The likely impacts of
the preferred SMP
policy option on
these historic
features will be
investigated further
at strategy or
scheme level.
Where avoidance of
the features from
flooding/erosion is
not possible and
where they cannot
be preserved in situ,
mitigation may take
the form of
excavation and
recording.

Land Use,
Infrastructure and
Material Assets

Population and Human
Health

√√

Loss of freshwater habitat
in hinterland at Salcombe
to Kingsbridge Estuary
SSSI (biological) and LNR
due to saline intrusion to
the south of Limebury
Point. Loss of intertidal
habitat due to coastal
squeeze in Kingsbridge
Estuary, particularly on
western edges
ST Χ
MT ΧΧ
LT ΧΧ
Change in net area of cliff
top grassland and
heathland habitats at Bolt
Head to Bolt Tail SSSI may
be reduced
ST Ο
MT Ο
LT Ο
Habitat losses and gains
will be quantified at
strategy level and,
replacement intertidal and
freshwater habitat sought
through the RHCP.

Mitigation Measures/Environmental
Measures/Environmental Opportunities

No mitigation required.

Works in areas
selected for managed
realignment should
be implemented so
as to not adversely
impact on the water
quality status of the
coastal waters, and
does not
compromise the
achievement of WFD
water quality targets.

Consider
opportunities to
improve landscape
character in
AONB/Heritage
Coast Management
Plans.

No mitigation has
been identified for
losses of agricultural
land.

There may be no
provision for
compensating or
mitigating the loss of
private properties.
Engage organisations
and general public to
inform them of the
potential future risks
of flood and coastal
erosion as a result of
SMP policies and work
with them to develop
plans for adapting to
the changing risk.
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SEA
SEA Appraisal of Preferred Policy Scenarios (refer to Appendix D for SEA Environmental Baseline – Theme Review)

Preferred Policy
Policy Unit (Number and
Description)

Scenario

Short
Term (to
2025)

Medium
Term (to
2055)

Long Term
(to 2105)

Biodiversity, Flora and
Fauna

Earth Heritage, Soils
and Geology

Although there is potential
to increase the intertidal
habitat in some areas of
the Plymouth Sound and
Estuaries SAC, HTL may
result in the net loss of
intertidal habitat (where
present) within the site as
a result of coastal squeeze.
HR Potential Adverse
Effect – Plymouth Sound
and Estuaries SAC

Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
integrity of Wheal
Emily SSSI and
Wembury Point SSSI
(geological), therefore
NAI would continue to
maintain these features
ST √
MT √√
LT √√

Water

Landscape Character
and Visual Amenity

Historic Environment
(Cultural Heritage)
Heritage)

Change in landscape
character of South
Devon AONB.

Grade 1, 2 and 3
listed buildings
potentially at risk
from flooding
particularly in
Yealmpton and
Newton Ferrers.

Land Use,
Infrastructure and
Material Assets

Population and Human
Health

POLICY SCENARIO AREA: BOLT HEAD TO WEMBURY POINT
6c09

Bolt Head to Bolt Tail

A, B & C

NAI

NAI

NAI

6c10

Bolt Tail to
Thurlestone Rock

A, B & C

NAI

NAI

NAI

6c11

Thurlestone Rock to
Warren Point

B

NAI

NAI

NAI

6c12

Warren Point to Avon
Estuary (East)

A, B & C

NAI

NAI

NAI

6c13

Avon Estuary (East
Bank – Mouth to
Stadbury Farm)

6c14

6c15

Avon Estuary
(Upstream section –
Stadbury Farm to
Stakes Hill)
Avon Estuary (West
Bank – Stakes Hill to
Warren Point (Bigbury(Bigburyonon-Sea))

A, B & C

NAI

NAI

NAI

A, B & C

MR

MR

MR

A, B & C

NAI

NAI

NAI

6c16

Warren Point (Bigbury(Bigburyonon-Sea) to
Challaborough (West)

Variation

NAI

NAI

NAI

6c17

Challaborough (West)
to Erme Estuary (East)

A, B & C

NAI

NAI

NAI

6c18

6c19

6c20
6c21
6c22

6c23

Erme Estuary (East
Bank – Mouth to
Orcheton Wood)
Erme Estuary
(Upstream section –
Orcheton Wood to
Pamflete Wood)
Erme Estuary (West
Bank – Pamflete Wood
to Mouth)
Erme Estuary (West)
to Yealm Estuary (East)
Yealm Estuary (East
Bank – Mouth to
Passage House)
Yealm Estuary (East
Bank – Passage House
to Newton Ferrers

A, B & C

A, B & C

A, B & C

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

A, B & C

NAI

NAI

NAI

A, B & C

NAI

NAI

NAI

A, B & C

HTL

HTL

HTL

Although largely beneficial,
MR has the potential to
affect reefs within Prawle
Point to Plymouth Sound
and Eddystone cSAC
through changes in
geomorphological
processes, resulting in a
change to sediment supply.
However, such effects are
likely to be localised and
sediment turbidity,
dispersion and deposition
is unlikely to change
significantly from
background levels
HR No adverse effect –
Prawle Point to Plymouth
Sound and Eddystone
cSAC
Continuation of natural
processes is beneficial to
the integrity of Blackstone
Point SAC and SSSI and
any constraints to natural
processes arising from sea
level rise are not a result
of SMP policy. This effect
is therefore not
considered to be
significant in terms of the
Habitats Regulations.
ST

Ο

No known impacts
on water quality.
ST Ο
MT Ο
LT Ο

It is possible that
NAI may conflict
with some of the
management
objectives of the
AONB Management
Plan, particularly
those relating to
improvement works
at Challaborough
ST Ο (Χ
Χ
Challaborough)
MT Ο(Χ
Χ
Challaborough)
LT Ο(Χ
Χ
Challaborough)

ST Χ
MT ΧΧ
LT ΧΧΧ
Up to 5 Scheduled
Monument (SMs) at
risk: - Field Systems,
Hut Circles and
Four Beacons SM,
Medieval Farmstead
& Field System at
Warren Barn SM,
Five Round Barrows
SM, Iron Age Cliff
Castle SM and
Roman Settlement
Site SM at Bantham
Ham.
ST Χ
MT ΧΧ
LT ΧΧΧ
Registered Parks and
Gardens:
-

Langdon Court
Hotel at risk of
flooding

-

Flete at risk of
flooding,

Risk of flooding to the
A379 (along the Erme
Estuary, at Aveton
Gifford, Yealmpton
and Brixton) and
A3121 along the Erme
Estuary in the short,
medium and longterm.
ST Χ
MT ΧΧ
LT ΧΧΧ
Risk of flooding to
industrial assets at
Steer point, and hotel
south of A379 near
Brixton.
ST Χ
MT ΧΧ
LT ΧΧΧ
Grades 3 , 4 and 5
Agricultural land at
risk of flooding/
erosion in short,
medium and long-term
ST Χ
MT ΧΧ
LT ΧΧ

Risk of erosion &
flooding to a hotel
near Southdown and
Thurlestone Rock and
properties at Outer
and Inner Hope in
short, medium and
long-term.
ST ΧXX
MT ΧΧX
LT

ΧΧΧ

Risk to people and
properties at Stoke
Beach at Bigbury-onSea and Burgh island
from erosion in
medium and long-term
ST Ο
MT ΧΧX
LT

ΧΧΧ

Risk of flooding to
people and properties
at Aveton Gifford,
Bridge end in the Avon
Estuary, Clying Mill,
Yealmpton and the
village of Yealm, along
the waterfront at
Newton Ferrers,
properties near the
junction of the A379
and A3121, and
Goutsford BR, and a
single property Efford
Ho on the Erme
Estuary

Erme Estuary and
Erme Ingot
protected wrecks at
risk from erosion.

ST ΧXX
MT ΧΧX

ST Χ
MT ΧΧ
LT ΧΧΧ

Potential risk to the
South West Coast
Path from erosion.

LT

ΧΧΧ
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Preferred Policy
Policy Unit (Number and
Description)

6c24

6c25

North)
Yealm Estuary (East
Bank – Newton Ferrers
North to Fish House
Plantation)
Yealm Estuary (West
Bank – Fish House
Plantation to Season
Point)

Scenario

Short
Term (to
2025)

Medium
Term (to
2055)

Long Term
(to 2105)

Biodiversity, Flora and
Fauna
MT Ο
LT Ο

A, B & C

A, B & C

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

Change in net area of cliff
top grassland, heathland
and scrub habitats at Bolt
Head to Bolt Tail SSSI.
There is potential for
negative effects where
erosion is a result of HTL
updrift in any of the policy
units.
ST Χ
MT Χ
LT ΧΧ
Potential loss of the net
area of some of the
interest features of Erme
Estuary, Yealm Estuary and
South Milton Ley SSSIs due
to flooding and erosion,
but natural coastal
processes.

6c26

Season Point to
Wembury Point

A, B & C

NAI

NAI

NAI

ST Ο
MT Ο
LT Ο
Potential for intertidal
habitat creation in many
areas including on the
Yealm Estuary SSSI.
ST √
MT √√
LT √√
Potential for loss of
reedbed habitat at South
Milton Ley SSSI due to
coastal flooding, but
natural coastal processes.
ST Ο
MT Ο
LT Ο
Potential for the net loss

Earth Heritage, Soils
and Geology

Water

Landscape Character
and Visual Amenity

Historic Environment
(Cultural Heritage)
Heritage)

Continued erosion
of early medieval
settlement at
Meadowsfoot Beach
as a result of NAI,
Possible loss of
pillbox at
Challaborough
Beach
ST Χ
MT ΧΧ
LT ΧΧ

Land Use,
Infrastructure and
Material Assets

Population and Human
Health
ST Χ
MT Χ
LT Χ
Protection of Golf
Course and Coast
Path at Thurlestone in
short-term but net
loss due to erosion in
medium and longterm.
ST √
MT Χ
LT Χ
Potential loss of access
to isolated coves and
loss of parking/ tourist
amenities in medium
and long-term
ST Χ
MT ΧΧ
LT ΧΧ
Sailing club at
Wembury at risk of
flooding
ST Χ
MT ΧΧ
LT ΧΧ
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Preferred Policy
Policy Unit (Number and
Description)

Scenario

Short
Term (to
2025)

Medium
Term (to
2055)

Long Term
(to 2105)

Biodiversity, Flora and
Fauna

Earth Heritage, Soils
and Geology

Water

Landscape Character
and Visual Amenity

Historic Environment
(Cultural Heritage)
Heritage)

Works in areas
selected for managed
realignment should
be implemented so
as to not adversely
impact on the water
quality status of the
coastal waters, and
does not
compromise the
achievement of WFD
water quality targets.

Ensure that any
works at
Challaborough are
sympathetically
designed to avoid
conflicting with the
AONB Management
Plan objectives and
that Natural England
are consulted during
the development of a
scheme.

The likely impacts of
the preferred SMP
policy option on
these historic
features will be
investigated further
at strategy or
scheme level.
Where avoidance of
the features from
flooding/erosion is
not possible and
where they cannot
be preserved in situ,
mitigation may take
the form of
excavation and
recording.

Land Use,
Infrastructure and
Material Assets

Population and Human
Health

of one or more features of
the Wembury Voluntary
Marine Conservation area
due to erosion.
ST Χ
MT ΧΧ
LT ΧΧ
Designated habitat losses
and gains will be quantified
at strategy level and,
compensatory habitat
sought through the RHCP
for intertidal habitat losses
within the Plymouth Sound
and Estuaries SAC.

No mitigation required.

Replacement intertidal and
reedbed habitat will be
sought as appropriate.

Mitigation Measures/Environmental Opportunities

Consider
opportunities to
improve landscape
character in
AONB/Heritage
Coast Management
Plans.

Scenario

Short
Term (to
2025)

Medium
Term (to
2055)

Consider relocating
industrial assets
further inland.

Depending on the
facilities that may be
affected by flooding or
erosion, mitigation
may take the form of
relocating the assets
further inland.
There may be no
provision for
compensating or
mitigating the loss of
private properties.
Engage organisations
and general public to
inform them of the
potential future risks
of flood and coastal
erosion as a result of
SMP policies and work
with them to develop
plans for adapting to
the changing risk.

SEA Appraisal of Preferred Policy Scenarios (refer to Appendix D for SEA Environmental Baseline – Theme Review)

Preferred Policy
Policy Unit (Number and
Description)

No mitigation has
been identified for
losses of agricultural
land.

Long Term
(to 2105)

Biodiversity, Flora and
Fauna

Earth Heritage, Soils
and Geology

Water

Potential loss of intertidal
habitat in the Plymouth
Sound and Estuaries
SAC/Plymouth Sound
Shores and Cliffs SSSI
(biological) due to coastal
squeeze against the cliff as

Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
integrity of the
Wallsend Industrial
Estate, Faraday Road,
Lockridge Mine, Mount
Rise, Rochmond Walk,

HTL will prevent
contamination of the
Plym Estuary but in
the long-term, will
lead to narrowing
and loss of intertidal
areas in the upper

Land Use,
Infrastructure and
Material Assets

Landscape Character
and Visual Amenity

Historic Environment
(Cultural Heritage)

Change in landscape
character of South
Devon AONB.
ST Ο
MT Ο
LT Ο

Protection of Grade
1, 2 and 3 listed
buildings from
flooding or erosion.

The A347 and A38
protected from
flooding in the short,
medium and long-term

Protection of
Registered Parks and

ST √
MT √√

Population
Population and Human
Health

POLICY SCENARIO AREA: WEMBURY POINT TO DEVIL’S POINT
6c27

Wembury Point to
Mount Batten
Breakwater

A

NAI

NAI

NAI

6c28

Plym Estuary - Mount
Batten Breakwater to
Marsh Mills

A

HTL

HTL

HTL

Properties at
Wembury Point,
Bovisand Bay and
Staddon Point at risk
from erosion in the
short, medium and
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SEA Appraisal of Preferred Policy Scenarios (refer to Appendix D for SEA Environmental Baseline – Theme Review)

Preferred Policy
Policy Unit (Number and
Description)

6c29

6c30

Plym Estuary - Marsh
Mills to Coxside

Coxside to Devil's
Point

Scenario

A

A

Short
Term (to
2025)

Medium
Term (to
2055)

Long Term
(to 2105)

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

Biodiversity, Flora and
Fauna
sea levels rise and against
hard defences to the west
of Mount Batten
Breakwater.
HR Potential Adverse
Effect (intertidal habitat) –
Plymouth Sound and
Estuaries SAC.
SAC. It is
anticipated that adverse
effects can be avoided by
mitigation on the
‘sandbanks slightly covered
by seawater all of the time’
within this European site.

Earth Heritage, Soils
and Geology
Wembury point,
Western King SSSIs
(geological), therefore
NAI between
Wembury Point to
Mount Batten
Breakwater would
continue to maintain
these features.
ST √
MT √√
LT √√

Water
part of the estuary,
as they are prevented
from adapting
naturally, leading to
failure of WFD
objectives 2 and 3.
ST Χ
MT ΧΧ
LT ΧΧΧ

Landscape Character
and Visual Amenity

Historic Environment
(Cultural Heritage)
Gardens and five
Scheduled
Monuments.
ST √
MT √√
LT √√√

Land Use,
Infrastructure and
Material Assets
LT

√√√

Grades 2, 3 and 4
agricultural land at risk
from flooding or
erosion in the short,
medium and long-term
ST Χ
MT ΧΧ
LT ΧΧ

Population
Population and Human
Health
long-term.
ST ΧXX
MT ΧΧX
LT

ΧΧΧ

People and properties
protected from
flooding in Plymouth
Dockyards,
Cattedown, along the
A347 adjacent to the
River Plym, Industrial
area near Crabtree
and along the
Plymouth Road in
Plympton in the short,
medium and long-term
ST √√√
MT √√√
LT √√√
Risk of erosion and
loss of net area of
some tourist amenities
e.g. South West Coast
Path at risk from
erosion and potential
loss in some areas in
medium and long-term
ST Ο
MT Χ
LT Χ
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SEA Appraisal of Preferred Policy Scenarios (refer to Appendix D for SEA Environmental Baseline – Theme Review)

Preferred Policy
Policy Unit (Number and
Description)

Scenario

Short
Term (to
2025)

Medium
Term (to
2055)

Mitigation Measures/Environmental
Measures/Environmental Opportunities

Long Term
(to 2105)

Biodiversity, Flora and
Fauna

Earth Heritage, Soils
and Geology

Designated habitat losses
and gains will be quantified
at strategy level and,
compensatory habitat
sought through the RHCP
for intertidal habitat losses
within the Plymouth Sound
and Estuaries SAC.

No mitigation required.

Any new defences
between Coxside and
Devil’s Point should be
designed to reduce their
reflectivity to avoid
adverse effects on the
‘sandbanks slightly covered
by seawater all of the time’
of Plymouth Sound and
Estuaries SAC and
minimise the potential
scouring of this qualifying
feature.

Water
Works in areas
selected for holding
the line should be
implemented so as to
not adversely impact
on the water quality
status of the coastal
waters.

Landscape Character
and Visual Amenity

Historic Environment
(Cultural Heritage)

No mitigation
required.

No mitigation
required.

Consider
opportunities to
improve landscape
character in
AONB/Heritage
Coast Management
Plans.

Where heritage
assets are protected,
opportunities should
be sought at scheme
level to improve the
condition of the
sites, where
appropriate.

Land Use,
Infrastructure and
Material Assets
No mitigation has
been identified for
losses of agricultural
land.

Population
Population and Human
Health
Depending on the
facilities that may be
affected by flooding or
erosion, mitigation
may take the form of
relocating the assets
further inland.
There may be no
provision for
compensating or
mitigating the loss of
private properties.
Undertake a study to
investigate the
importance of the
Plymouth Sound
Breakwater in terms
of reducing wave
action on shoreline
defences.
Review/develop Asset
Management Plans for
Plymouth (including
the Plym Estuary) to
guide maintenance of
defences and develop a
programme of works
along these frontages
to ensure that they
continue to provide
adequate defence.
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SEA Appraisal of Preferred Policy Scenarios (refer to Appendix D for SEA Environmental Baseline – Theme Review)

Preferred Policy
Policy Unit (Number and
Description)

Scenario

Short
Term (to
2025)

Medium
Term (to
2055)

Long Term
(to 2105)

HTL

HTL

HTL

Biodiversity, Flora and
Fauna

Earth Heritage, Soils
and Geology

HTL may result in the loss
of intertidal habitat within
the Plymouth Sound and
Estuaries SAC (including
Plymouth Sound Shores
and Cliffs SSSI) due to
coastal squeeze. It is
anticipated that adverse
effects can be avoided on
the ‘sandbanks slightly
covered by seawater all of
the time’ within this
European site.
HR Potential Adverse
Effect – Plymouth Sound
and Estuaries SAC

All disused landfill sites
protected from
flooding.
ST √
MT √√
LT √√√

Water

Landscape Character
and Visual Amenity

Historic Environment
(Cultural Heritage)

Change in landscape
character of South
Devon/Cornwall and
Tamar Valley AONB
and Heritage Coast.
ST Ο
MT Ο
LT Ο

Cornwall and West
Devon mining
World Heritage Site
adjacent to the River
Tamar protected
from flooding.
ST √
MT √√
LT √√√

Land Use,
Infrastructure and
Material Assets

Population and Human
Human
Health

POLICY SCENARIO AREA: TAMAR ESTUARY
6c31

Tamar Estuary - Devil’s
Point to Tamerton
Lake

6c32

Tamar Estuary Tamerton Lake to
Gunnislake (upper
Tamar Estuary East)
East)

6c33

Tamar Estuary Gunnislake to Saltash
North (upper Tamar
Estuary West)

6c34

Tamar Estuary - Saltash

6c35

Tamar Estuary - River
Lynher (Saltash South
to Torpoint North
(Jupiter Point))

6c36

Tamar Estuary Torpoint North
(Jupiter Point) to
Torpoint South
(Landing Stage)

6c37

Tamar Estuary - St
John's Lake (Torpoint
South (Landing Stage)
to Millbrook
Millbrook (Mill
Farm))

6c38

6c39

6c40

NAI/MR/H
TL

NAI/MR/H
TL
HTL

HTL/NAI

HTL

HTL/NAI

NAI/MR/H
TL

NAI/MR/H
TL
HTL

HTL/NAI

HTL

HTL/NAI

NAI/MR/H
TL

NAI/MR/H
TL
HTL

HTL/NAI

HTL

HTL/NAI

Tamar Estuary - St
John's Lake (Millbrook
(Mill Farm) to
Millbrook (Hancock's
Lake))

HTL/NAI

HTL/NAI

HTL/NAI

Tamar Estuary - St
John's Lake (Millbrook
(Hancock's Lake) to
Palmer Point

HTL/NAI

HTL/NAI

HTL/NAI

Tamar Estuary - Palmer
Point to Mount
Edgcumbe (Cremyll))

HTL/NAI

HTL/NAI

HTL/NAI

HTL may adversely affect
internationally important
bird populations resulting
from the loss of intertidal
habitat within the Tamar
Estuaries Complex SPA
(and Tamar-Tavy Estuary
SSSI) due to coastal
squeeze
HR Potential Adverse
Effect – Tamar Estuaries
Complex SPA
Where NAI or managed
realignment, natural
processes will prove
beneficial to the European
sites.
ST √
MT √√
LT √√√
Managed realignment
between Tamerton Lake
and Saltash North (upper
Tamar Estuary West) is
likely to increase the
extent of wetland habitat
adjacent to the River Tavy
and River Tamar.
ST √

HTL will result in the
gradual loss of
intertidal areas in the
Tamar Estuary as
they are restricted
from adapting by the
ongoing presence of
defences at
Plymouth, thus
potentially failing
WFD objectives 2
and 3.
ST Χ
MT ΧΧ
LT ΧΧΧ

Grade 1, 2 and 3
listed buildings
protected from
flooding.
ST √
MT √√
LT √√√
Registered Parks and
Gardens (e.g.
Antony pleasure
grounds and
Cotehele) protected
from flooding.
ST √
MT √√
LT √√
Scheduled
Monuments
protected from
flooding including
-

No 1 Basin And
No 1 Dock,
South Yard,
Devonport
Dockyard at risk
of flooding

-

Slip No 1 (The
Covered Slip),
South Yard,
Devonport
Dockyard at risk
from flooding

A38 near the junction
with New Road
protected from
flooding.
ST √
MT √√
LT √√√
A347 and A38
protected from
flooding.
ST √
MT √√
LT √√√
Some areas of Grade
2, 3 and 4 agricultural
land at risk from
flooding or erosion
ST Χ
MT ΧΧ
LT ΧΧ

Limited impacts on
isolated properties.
People and properties
protected from
flooding in Plymouth
Dockyards,
Cattedown, along the
A347 adjacent to the
River Plym, Industrial
area near Crabtree
and along the
Plymouth Road in
Plympton
ST √√√
MT √√√
LT √√√
People and properties
around the Tamar
Bridge and along the
edge of the town’s
limits at Burraton
Coombe protected
from flooding.
ST √√√
MT √√√
LT √√√
South West Coast
Path at risk from
managed realignment
in some areas.
ST Χ
MT Χ
LT Χ
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SEA Appraisal of Preferred Policy Scenarios (refer to Appendix D for SEA Environmental Baseline – Theme Review)

Preferred Policy
Policy Unit (Number and
Description)

Scenario

Short
Term (to
2025)

Medium
Term (to
2055)

Long Term
(to 2105)

Biodiversity, Flora and
Fauna

Earth Heritage, Soils
and Geology

Water

Landscape Character
and Visual Amenity

MT √√
LT √√
Potential loss of the net
area of intertidal habitat at
St John’s Lake SSSI
through coastal squeeze
due to holding the line.
ST Χ
MT ΧΧ
LT ΧΧ

Historic Environment
(Cultural Heritage)
-

Bohetherick
Lime Kiln With
Adjacent Quay
And Ancillary
Buildings, 140m
South East Of
Cotehele Bridge
at risk from
flooding

-

Gawton Arsenic
Mine And Flue
at risk from
flooding

-

Okeltor 19th
Century
Arsenic, Copper
And Tin Mine at
risk from
flooding

Land Use,
Infrastructure and
Material Assets

Population and Human
Human
Health

ST √
MT √√
LT √√√
Designated habitat losses
and gains will be quantified
at strategy level and,
compensatory habitat
sought through the RHCP
for intertidal habitat losses
within the Plymouth Sound
and Estuaries SAC and
Tamar Estuaries Complex
SPA.
Mitigation Measures/Environmental Opportunities
Any new defences in the
Tamar Estuary should be
designed to reduce their
reflectivity to avoid
adverse effects on the
sandbanks of Plymouth
Sound and Estuaries SAC
and minimise the potential
scouring of this qualifying
feature.

No mitigation required.

Works in areas
selected for holding
the line should be
implemented so as to
not adversely impact
on the water quality
status of the coastal
waters.

No mitigation
required.

No mitigation
required.

Consider
opportunities to
improve landscape
character in
AONB/Heritage
Coast Management
Plans.

Where heritage
assets are protected,
opportunities should
be sought at scheme
level to improve the
condition of the
sites, where
appropriate.

No mitigation has
been identified for
losses of agricultural
land.

Depending on the
facilities that may be
affected by flooding or
erosion, mitigation
may take the form of
relocating the assets
further inland (e.g. the
South West Coast
Path).
Undertake a detailed
study of the Tamar
Estuary to investigate
managed realignment
opportunities and
future flood defence
needs to develop a
programme of works
and further study.
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SEA Appraisal of Preferred Policy Scenarios (refer to Appendix D for SEA Environmental Baseline – Theme Review)

Preferred Policy
Policy Unit (Number
(Number and
Description)

Scenario

Short
Term (to
2025)

Medium
Term (to
2055)

Long Term
(to 2105)

Biodiversity, Flora and
Fauna

Earth Heritage, Soils
and Geology

HTL may result in the loss
of intertidal habitat within
the Plymouth Sound and
Estuaries SAC due to
coastal squeeze
HR Potential Adverse
Effect – Plymouth Sound
and Estuaries SAC

Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
integrity of the
Kingsand to Sandway
Point SSSI and,
therefore NAI in the
northern section of this
SSSI would continue to
maintain the exposures.
ST √
MT √√
LT √√

Water

Landscape Character
and Visual Amenity

Historic Environment
(Cultural Heritage)

Change in landscape
character of
Cornwall and Tamar
Valley Areas of
Outstanding Natural
Beauty and Heritage
Coasts.

Some Grade 1, 2 and
3 listed buildings at
risk from flooding or
erosion in the short,
medium and longterm including
clusters of listed
buildings located in
around Mount
Edgcumbe Country
Park

Land Use,
Infrastructure and
Material Assets

Population and Human
Health

POLICY SCENARIO AREA: MOUNT EDGCUMBE TO RAME HEAD
HEAD
6c41

Mount Edgcumbe to
Picklecombe Point

NAI

NAI

NAI

6c42

Fort Picklecombe

HTL

HTL

HTL

6c43

Picklecombe Point to
Kingsand

NAI

NAI

NAI

6c44

Kingsand/Cawsand

HTL

HTL

HTL

It is anticipated that
adverse effects can be
avoided on the ‘sandbanks
slightly covered by
seawater all of the time’
within this European site.

6c45

Cawsand to Rame
Head

NAI

NAI

Mitigation Measures/Environmental Opportunities

No known impacts
on water quality.
ST Ο
MT Ο
LT Ο

ST Ο
MT Ο
LT Ο

Potential loss of
parts of Mount
Edgcumbe
Registered Parks and
Gardens from
erosion in the short,
medium and longterm.

Holding the line in the
southern section of the
SSSI between Kingsand
and Cawsand has the
potential to negatively
impact this feature.
ST Χ
MT ΧΧ
LT ΧΧ

ST Χ
MT ΧΧ
LT ΧΧΧ

Continuation of natural
processes is key to the
integrity of Rame Head
and Whitsand Bay SSSI,
therefore the preferred
policy would continue
to maintain the interest
features of the SSSI.
ST √
MT √√
LT √√

NAI

Designated habitat losses
and gains will be quantified
at strategy level and,

Any defence works at
Kingsand/Cawsand
should avoid obscuring

Potential loss of
Promontory Fort
and St Michael's
Chapel, Rame Head
SM due to erosion.

Protection of
Plymouth Ferry Dock
facilities from flooding
ST √
MT √√
LT √√√
Some areas of Grades
2, 3 and 4 agricultural
land at risk from
flooding or erosion in
the short, medium and
long-term
ST Χ
MT ΧΧ
LT ΧΧ
Penlee Point Fog Signal
Station at risk from
erosion in the short,
medium and long-term
ST Χ
MT ΧΧ
LT ΧΧΧ

Works in areas
selected for holding
the line should be

No mitigation
required.

Holding the line will
sustain features at
Kingsand and protect
people and properties
from erosion at
Cawsand on sea front
ST √√√
MT √√√
LT √√√
Potential loss of a
small area of Mount
Edgcumbe Country
Park.
ST Χ
MT ΧΧ
LT ΧΧ
South West Coast
Path at risk from
erosion and potential
loss between Mount
Edgcumbe and
Picklecombe Point,
Picklecombe Point and
Kingsand and between
Cawsand and Rame
Head.

ST Χ
MT ΧΧ
LT ΧΧΧ
Protection of
Cawsand Fort
Scheduled
Monument in
medium and longterm.
ST Ο
MT √√
LT √√√
The likely impacts of
the preferred SMP
policy option on

Isolated properties,
farmsteads and coastal
hamlets at risk from
erosion between
Mount Edgcumbe and
Kingsand.
ST ΧΧΧ
MT ΧΧΧ
LT ΧΧΧ

ST Χ
MT Χ
LT Χ
No mitigation has
been identified for
losses of agricultural

Depending on the
facilities that may be
affected by flooding or
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Preferred Policy
Policy Unit (Number
(Number and
Description)

Scenario

Short
Term (to
2025)

Medium
Term (to
2055)

Long Term
(to 2105)

Biodiversity, Flora and
Fauna

Earth Heritage, Soils
and Geology

compensatory habitat
sought through the RHCP
for intertidal habitat losses
within the Plymouth Sound
and Estuaries SAC.

the cliff face and be
sympathetically
designed to minimise
adverse effects on the
geological features of
the earth heritage sites.

Any new defences at
Kingsand/Cawsand should
be designed to reduce
their reflectivity to avoid
adverse effects on the
sandbanks of Plymouth
Sound and Estuaries SAC
and minimise the potential
scouring of this qualifying
feature.

Water
implemented so as to
not adversely impact
on the water quality
status of the coastal
waters, and does not
compromise the
achievement of WFD
water quality targets.

Landscape Character
and Visual Amenity

Historic Environment
(Cultural Heritage)

Consider
opportunities to
improve landscape
character in
AONB/Heritage
Coast Management
Plans.

these historic
features will be
investigated further
at strategy or
scheme level.
Where avoidance of
the features from
flooding/erosion is
not possible and
where they cannot
be preserved in situ,
mitigation will take
the form of
excavation and
recording.
Where heritage
assets are protected,
opportunities should
be sought at scheme
level to improve the
condition of the
sites, where
appropriate.

Land Use,
Infrastructure and
Material Assets
land.
Consider relocating
the fog signal station
back from the coastal
edge as the coast
erodes.

Population and Human
Health
erosion, mitigation
may take the form of
relocating the assets
further inland.
There may be no
provision for
compensating or
mitigating the loss of
private properties.
Review/develop Asset
Management Plans for
Kingsand/ Cawsand to
guide maintenance of
defences and develop a
programme of works
along these frontages
to ensure that they
continue to provide
adequate defence.
Engage organisations
and general public to
inform them of the
potential future risks
of flood and coastal
erosion as a result of
SMP policies and work
with these to develop
plans for adapting to
the changing risk.
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Fulfilment of SEA Objectives
Objective

Fulfilment of SEA Objectives by Preferred SMP
SMP Policies

To avoid loss of property due to erosion and/or
manage risk of flooding to people and property

For much of the coastline, the preferred SMP policy is to maintain existing defences where
economically viable in the long-term, thus having a beneficial impact on people, their health and
property by protecting areas of significant urban development and developed parts of the coastline
from flooding or erosion. However, there are some undeveloped areas where isolated properties
and areas of community, recreational and amenity facilities exist and may be lost to flooding or
erosion through allowing the coastline to realign naturally. In these areas the SEA objectives
relating to population and human health are unlikely to be met fully.

Social

(Population and human health)

To avoid loss due to erosion of and manage risk of
flooding to key community, recreational and
amenity facilities
(Population and human health)

To avoid loss due to erosion of and manage risk of
flooding to industrial, commercial and economic
assets and activities
(Population, material assets)
To minimise the impact of policies on marine
operations and activities

Under the preferred long-term policies, the key centres of tourism and recreation will continue to
be protected. However, this will be at the expense of beaches along many of these frontages,
which are unlikely to be retained as the frontages and promenades become more prominent,
exposed and less accessible. Consequently, the objective to avoid loss of key community,
recreational and amenity facilities cannot be met fully.
The proposed SMP policies are generally likely to be beneficial to industrial, commercial and
economic assets and/or activities, by protecting areas of significant development from flooding or
erosion. However, the preferred SMP policy would only partially meet this objective as the SMP
accepts that some isolated industrial or commercial facilities may be affected by flooding or
erosion, as policies leading to a more ‘natural’ shoreline in the long-term have been identified.
Throughout the majority of the SMP area, the objective to minimise the impact of the SMP policies
on marine operations and activities will been achieved.

Economic

(Material assets)
To ensure critical road and rail linkages are
maintained
(Material assets)

To ensure critical services remain operational
(Material assets)

To supportsupport- natural processes and maintain visibility
of geological exposures throughout iinternationally
nternationally
and nationally designated Earth Heritage sites
(Geology and Soils)

For much of the coastline the preferred policy is to maintain existing defences where economically
viable in the long term. This will help to minimise loss of critical infrastructure along the developed
parts of the coastline as far as possible. However, the objective to ensure critical road and rail
linkages are maintained will become increasingly difficult to achieve in the long-term as holding the
line in some areas becomes less acceptable due to economics, technical sustainability and
environmental acceptability. Consequently, it may be necessary to re-route some of the major
infrastructure in the longer term under this SMP.
For much of the South Devon and Dorset coastline the preferred policy is to maintain existing
defences where economically viable, which will help to minimise loss of critical services along the
developed parts of the coastline as far as possible. In areas where a change in management policy
has been identified for the longer term, further consideration of critical services will be required to
ensure that they can remain operational.
The proposed SMP policies seek to support natural processes and maintain the visibility of
geological exposures wherever possible. In most areas, the SMP policies are compatible with the
Jurassic Coast World Heritage Site objectives e.g. to conserve the geology and geomorphology of
the site.
There are however, some areas where continued protection of significant urban settlements or
communities is required and in these areas the preferred SMP policies fail to meet this SEA
objective. In general, the SMP is not recommending the construction of new defences to maintain
economic assets in areas where none are currently present.

To support natural processes and maintain the
integrity
integrity of internationally designated nature
conservation sites and the favourable condition of
their interest features

Environmental

(Flora, fauna and biodiversity)

The proposed SMP policies seek to support natural processes and maintain the integrity of
designated conservation sites and along most areas of the coastline, this objective will be met by
the preferred policies.
There are however, some areas where there are conflicts between supporting the natural
processes and maintaining designated sites (e.g. where the natural roll-back of the designated
Chesil Beach would result in coastal squeeze of the designated Fleet lagoon). In such areas, this
objective could not be fully achieved by any particular shoreline management response.
However, the SMP policies have been developed so that they enable careful management of the
shoreline between Durlston Head and Rame Head to sustain the designated habitats already in
place wherever possible and to manage the impact of sea level rise. The conflicting objectives of a
more dynamically functioning coastline coupled with conserving existing habitat will rely on the
adoption of the appropriate management policy.

To avoid adverse impacts on, conserve and where
practical enhance the designated interest of
nationally designated nnature
ature conservation sites.
(Flora, fauna and biodiversity)

The objective to avoid adverse impacts on, conserve and where practical enhance the designated
interest of nationally designated nature conservation sites is partially met by the SMP objectives.
Along parts of the SMP frontage, some nationally designated interest features may be affected or
lost due to sea level rise and coastal squeeze (e.g. at Portland Harbour Shore) against either fixed
defences or the cliffs and in other areas, will result in the protection of some designated grassland
habitats. However, in many areas a preferred long-term policy of no active intervention or
managed realignment will continue to enhance intertidal habitat features.
Careful management of the shoreline between Durlston Head and Rame Head is necessary to
sustain the designated habitats already in place, while managing for the impact of sea level rise. The
conflicting objectives of a more dynamically functioning coastline coupled with conserving existing
habitat will rely on the adoption of the appropriate management policy.

To avoid adverse impacts on, conserve and where
practical enhance the designated interest of locally
designated conservation sites
(Flora, fauna and biodiversity, geology)

To prevent pollution from contaminated sources
(Geology and soils, water)

The SEA objective to avoid adverse impacts on local nature conservation sites will be partially met
by the preferred SMP policies. In some of the coastal areas, the preferred plan will result in the
loss of some designated habitat while in other areas, it may result in habitat creation (e.g. at The
Maer LNR). Careful management of the shoreline between Durlston Head and Rame Head is
necessary to sustain the designated habitats already in place, while managing for the impact of sea
level rise. The conflicting objectives of a more dynamically functioning coastline coupled with
conserving existing habitat will rely on the adoption of the appropriate management policy.
In most areas along the coastal frontage, the preferred SMP policy provides protection from
flooding or erosion to the majority of potentially polluting features such as landfill sites.
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Objective

Fulfilment of SEA Objectives by Preferred SMP
SMP Policies
However, there are a few areas where flooding or erosion of landfill sites may be experienced and
in these areas, potential or known contamination sources would be managed to avoid pollution of
water and/or soils. Consequently, it is envisaged that the preferred SMP policies could be
implemented in a manner that fulfils the SEA objective to prevent pollution from contaminated
sources.

To avoid loss of scheduled and other internationally
and nationally important heritage assets and
features.
(Cultural heritage)

Many more of the heritage sites will be protected through the preferred SMP policies than would
survive under a no active intervention policy. Many features are retained and protected through
the preferred policies. However, along some stretches of coastline, there may be possible damage
to or loss of historic environmental features in the longer term due to flooding and/or erosion
thus the SMP policies would only partially achieve the SEA objective to avoid loss of scheduled and
other internationally and nationally important heritage assets and features.

To conserve and enhance AONBs (by maintaining
the highest quality of undeveloped coastal and
estuarine landscape as a defining feature of the
AONB) and avoid conflict with AONB Management
Plan or Heritage Coast Objectives.

The preferred SMP policies seek to achieve a free functioning natural coastline wherever possible,
thus creating a more natural coastal landscape and reducing piecemeal man-made structures on the
beach. This is more beneficial to the landscape than a policy of defending the whole coastline,
which would involve construction of new, more substantial defences, which in some places would
also be unlikely to be technically sustainable or economically viable.

(Landscape)

Generally, the SMP policies therefore achieve the SEA objective to conserve and enhance AONBs
and avoid conflicts with AONB Management Plan or Heritage Coast objectives though in some
areas, the loss of coastal properties, to which AONB designations refer, may affect the quality of
the landscape.

To avoid loss due to erosion of and/or manage risk
of flooding to agricultural land

The preferred SMP policies will partially fulfil the SEA objective to avoid loss due to
erosion/flooding of agricultural land. In some areas, low grade agricultural land will be lost

(Population, soils)
To ensure MoD ranges remain operational.
(Population, material assets)

The MoD ranges lie generally within undeveloped stretches of coastline and therefore the
preferred SMP policies may result in the erosion of small areas of ranges in the short to long-term.
The ranges will however remain operational and therefore the SEA objective is likely to be fulfilled
by the preferred SMP policies.

Form HR01: Proforma for new
applications within Stage 2 criteria.
ENVIRONMENT AGENCY RECORD OF ASSESSMENT OF LIKELY SIGNIFICANT EFFECT ON A EUROPEAN SITE
(STAGE 2)
The South Devon and Dorset Shoreline Management Plan, detailed below, is within the Stage 1 criteria of Plans or
Strategies that, in accordance with Environment Agency policy, should be subject to Appropriate Assessment under
the Conservation (Natural Habitats, & c.) Regulations 1994 (the Habitats Regulations). In order to progress the plan a
Stage 2 assessment and consultation with Natural England is required.

PART A
To be completed by relevant technical/project officer in consultation with Conservation/Ecology
section and Natural England/CCW
1. Type of permission/activity:
Plan / Strategy
2. Agency reference no:
N/A
3. National Grid reference:
N/A
4. Site reference:
South Devon and Dorset Coast (Durlston Head to Rame
Head)
5. Brief description of proposal:
Shoreline Management Plan (SMP2)
6. European site name(s) and status: St Albans Head to Durlston Head Special Area of
Conservation (SAC)
Isle of Portland to Studland Cliffs SAC
Crookhill Brick Pit SAC
Chesil Beach and The Fleet SAC
Chesil and The Fleet Special Protection Area (SPA)
Chesil Beach and The Fleet Ramsar Site
Sidmouth to West Bay SAC
River Axe SAC
Dawlish Warren SAC
Exe Estuary SPA
Exe Estuary Ramsar site
South Devon Shore Dock SAC
Blackstone Point SAC
Plymouth Sound and Estuaries SAC
Tamar Estuaries Complex SPA
Poole Bay to Lyme Bay Reefs proposed SAC (cSAC)
Prawle Point to Plymouth Sound and Eddystone cSAC
South Hams SAC
7. List of interest features:
St Albans Head to Durlston Head SAC:
Annex I habitats:
• Vegetated sea cliffs of the Atlantic and Baltic Coasts
• Semi-natural dry grasslands and scrubland facies: on
calcareous substrates (Festuco-Brometalia) (important
orchid sites)
Annex II species:
• Early gentian Gentianella anglica
• Greater horseshore bat Rhinolophus ferrumequinum
(not primary reason for selection)
Isle of Portland to Studland Cliffs SAC:
Annex I habitats:
• Vegetated sea cliffs of the Atlantic and Baltic Coasts
• Semi-natural dry grasslands and scrubland facies: on
calcareous substrates (Festuco-Brometalia)
• Annual vegetation of drift lines (not primary reason for
South Devon and Dorset Coast SMP2
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selection)
Annex II species:
• Early gentian Gentianella anglica
Crookhill Brick Pit SAC:
Annex II species:
•

Great crested newt Triturus cristatus

Chesil and the Fleet SAC:
Annex I habitats:
•

Coastal lagoons

•

Annual vegetation of drift lines

•

Perennial vegetation of stony banks

•

Mediterranean and thermo-Atlantic halophilous scrubs
(Sarcocornetea fruticosi)

•

Atlantic salt meadows Glauco-Puccinellietalia
maritimae (not a primary reason for selection)

Chesil Beach and the Fleet SPA
Under Article 4.1 of the Directive (79/409/EEC):
During breeding season:
• Little Tern Sterna albifrons, 55 pairs representing up to
2.3% of the breeding population in Great Britain
(Count as at 1997)
Under Article 4.2 of the Directive (79/409/EEC):
Over winter;
• Dark-bellied Brent Goose Branta bernicla, , 3,182
individuals representing up to 1.1% of the wintering
Western Siberia/Western Europe population (5 year
peak mean 1991/2 - 1995/6)
Chesil Beach and the Fleet Ramsar site
Criterion 1:
The Fleet is an outstanding example of rare lagoon habitat
and is the largest of its kind in the UK. In Europe lagoons
are classified as a priority habitat by the EC Habitats and
Species Directive. The site also supports rare salt marsh
habitats.
Criterion 2:
supports 15 specialist lagoonal species – more than any
other UK site – and five nationally scarce wetland plants
as well as ten nationally scarce wetland animals. Chesil
Bank is one of the most important UK sites for shingle
habitats and species.
Criterion 3:
largest barrier-built saline lagoon in the UK, and has the
South Devon and Dorset Coast SMP2
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greatest diversity of habitats and of biota
Criterion 4:
important for a number of species at a critical stage in
their life cycle including post-larval and juvenile bass
Dicentrarchus labrax.
Criterion 8:
The site is important as a nursery for bass Dicentrarchus
labrax
Criterion 6:
Species with peak counts in winter:
Dark-bellied brent goose, Branta bernicla bernicla,
Sidmouth to West Bay SAC:
Annex I habitats:
• Vegetated sea cliffs of the Atlantic and Baltic Coasts
• Tilio-Acerion forests of slopes, screes and ravines
• Annual vegetation of drift lines (not primary reason for
selection)

River Axe SAC:
Annex I habitats:
•

Watercourses of plain to montane levels with the
Ranunculion fluitantis and Callitricho-Batrachion
vegetation

Annex II species:
•

Sea lamprey Petromyzon marinus

•

Brook lamprey Lampetra planeri

•

Bullhead Cottus gobio

Dawlish Warren SAC:
Annex I habitats:
•

Humid dune slacks

•

Shifting dunes along the shoreline with Ammophilia
arenaria ‘white dunes’ (not primary reason for
selection)

•

Fixed dunes with herbaceous vegetation ‘grey dunes’
(not primary reason for selection)

Annex II species:
• Petalwort Petalophyllum ralfsii

Exe Estuary SPA:
Under Article 4.1 of the Directive (79/409/EEC):
Overwinter:
•
South Devon and Dorset Coast SMP2
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Avocet Recurvirostra avosetta, 359 individuals
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representing at least 28.3% of the wintering population
of Great Britain (5 year peak mean1991/2 – 1995/6)
•

Slavonian Grebe Podiceps auritus, 20 individuals
representing at least 5% of the wintering population in
Great Britain (5 year peak mean 1984/85 – 1988/89)

Under Article 4.2 of the Directive (79/409/EEC):
Over winter;
• Regularly supporting 23,513 individual waterfowl (5
year peak mean 1991/2 - 1995/6) including: Blacktailed Godwit Limosa limosa islandica, Dunlin Calidris
alpina alpina, Lapwing Vanellus vanellus, Grey Plover
Pluvialis squatarola, Oystercatcher Haematopus
ostralegus, Red-breasted Merganser Mergus serrator,
Wigeon Anas penelope, Dark-bellied Brent Goose
Branta bernicla bernicla, Cormorant Phalacrocorax
carbo, Avocet Recurvirostra avosetta, Slavonian
Grebe Podiceps auritus, Whimbrel Numenius
phaeopus

Exe Estuary Ramsar site:
Criterion 5:
Assemblages of international importance - Species with
peak counts in winter:
• 20263 waterfowl (5 year peak mean 1998/992002/2003)
Criterion 6:
Species with peak counts in winter:
•

Dark-bellied brent goose, Branta bernicla bernicla

South Devon Shore Dock SAC:
Annex I habitats:
• Vegetated sea cliffs of the Atlantic and Baltic Coasts
Annex II species:
• Shore dock Rumex rupestris

Blackstone Point SAC:
Annex II species:
•

Shore dock Rumex rupestris

Plymouth Sound and Estuaries SAC:
Annex I habitats:
• Sandbanks which are slightly covered by seawater all
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of the time
• Estuaries
• Large shallow inlets and bays
• Reefs
• Atlantic salt meadows (Glauco-Puccinellietalia
maritimae)
• Mudflats and sandflats not covered by seawater at low
tide (not a primary reason for selection)
Annex II species:
• Shore dock Rumex rupestris
• Allis shad Alosa alosa (not a primary reason for
selection)

Tamar Estuaries Complex SPA:
Under Article 4.1 of the Directive (79/409/EEC):
On passage:
• Little Egret Egretta garzetta, 72 individuals
representing at least 9.0% of the population in Great
Britain (Count as at 1993)
Over winter:
• Avocet Recurvirostra avosetta, 201 individuals
representing at least 15.8% of the wintering population
in Great Britain (5 year peak mean 1991/2 - 1995/6)
• Little Egret Egretta garzetta, 42 individuals
representing at least 8.4% of the wintering population
in Great Britain (Count as at 1993)

Poole Bay to Lyme Bay Reefs cSAC:
Annex I habitats:
• Submerged or partially submerged sea caves
• Reefs
Prawle Point to Plymouth Sound and Eddystone
cSAC:
Annex I habitats:
• Reefs

South Hams SAC:
Annex I habitats:
• European dry heaths
• Semi-natural dry grasslands and scrubland facies: on
calcareous substrates (Festuco-Brometalia)
South Devon and Dorset Coast SMP2
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• Vegetated sea cliffs of the Atlantic and Baltic coastal
(not primary reason for selection)
• Caves not open to the public (not primary reason for
selection)
• Tilio-Acrerion forests of slopes, screes and ravines
(not primary reason for selection)

Annex II species:
• Greater horseshoe bat Rhinolophus ferrumequinum
8. Is the proposal directly connected
No
with or necessary to the
management of the site for nature
conservation?
9.
What potential hazards are likely to affect the interest features? (Refer to relevant
sensitivity matrix and only include those to which the interest features are sensitive). Are the
interest features potentially exposed to the hazard?
St Albans Head to Durlston Head SAC: This SAC lies within policy unit 5g01. The preferred
policy for this epoch is ‘no active intervention’. This is unchanged from SMP1.
Sensitive Interest Feature:

Potential hazard:

Vegetated sea cliffs of the Atlantic
and Baltic coasts

Sea level rise

Semi-natural dry grasslands and
scrubland facies: on calcareous
substrates (Festuco-Brometalia)
(important orchid sites)

These habitats occur on
the landward parts of the
site, and are unlikely to be
affected by SMP policy.

Early gentian Gentianella anglica

This species is associated
with calcareous grassland
habitats, which are
unlikely to be affected by
SMP policy.
The habitats and features
on which this species
depends occur on the
landward parts of the site,
and are unlikely to be
affected by SMP policy.

Greater horseshoe bat Rhinolophus
ferrumequinum (not primary reason
for selection)

Potential exposure to hazard
and mechanism of
effect/impact if known:

Sea level rise may
accelerate natural erosion
patterns, resulting in the
loss of cliff habitats in the
long term. However, this
would not be the result of
a change in SMP policy.
No significant effect
No significant effects
foreseen.

No significant effects
foreseen.

No significant effects
foreseen.

Isle of Portland to Studland Cliffs SAC: This SAC lies within policy units 5g02 to 5g14, 5g22
and 23, and 6a01. Within PU 5g03 (Kimmeridge Bay (defended length)) and 5g07 Lulworth
Cove (defended length) there is a policy of ‘no active intervention’ for all epochs, although the
plan does allow provision for defences to remain if funds are available. For PU 5g10
(Ringstead Bay (defended length)) there is a policy of ‘hold the line’ in the short term, followed
by ‘no active intervention’ in the medium and long term. For PU 5g13 (Bowleaze Cove
(Gabions) to Furzy Hill) there is a policy of ‘hold the line’ in the short term followed by
‘managed realignment’ in the medium and ‘hold the line’ of the realigned defence in the long
term. For PU 5g21 (Small Mouth to Osprey Quay (Portland Harbour) and 5g22 (Osprey Quay
South Devon and Dorset Coast SMP2
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(Portland Harbour) to King’s Pier) there is a policy of ‘hold the line’. For all other policy units
there is a policy of ‘no active intervention’ for all epochs. These policies are largely unchanged
from SMP1, with the exception of the following: 5g07 was ‘retreat’ but is now ‘no active
intervention’; 5g10 was ‘hold’ but is now to move to ‘no active intervention’ in the medium to
long term; 5g14 was ‘Retreat’ but is now ‘no active intervention’;
Sensitive Interest Feature:

Vegetated sea cliffs of the Atlantic
and Baltic Coasts

Potential hazard:

Sea level rise

Hold the line

Semi-natural dry grasslands and
scrubland facies: on calcareous
substrates (Festuco-Brometalia)

These habitats lie mainly
on landward slopes of the
site, and are unlikely to be
affected by SMP policy.

Annual vegetation of drift lines

Sea level rise / hold the
line / coastal squeeze

South Devon and Dorset Coast SMP2
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Potential exposure to hazard
and mechanism of
effect/impact if known:

Sea level rise may
accelerate natural erosion
patterns, resulting in the
loss of cliff habitats in the
long term. However, this
would not be the result of
a change in SMP policy.
No significant effects
In the two units where a
policy of ‘hold the line’
applies in the short term,
it is considered unlikely
that this would have a
significant effect on these
habitats, although there is
a theoretical risk that this
could limit natural erosion
patterns. However, a
policy of ‘no active
intervention’ or ‘managed
realignment’ applies in the
medium and long term,
which will promote natural
processes.
For the area around
Portland Harbour, a policy
of ‘hold the line’ applies
for all epochs. A ‘hold the
line’ policy also applies to
policy units 5g15-17
(becoming a Managed
Realignment at Policy
Unit 5g15 in the longterm). There is the
potential that this could
result in significant effects
on this feature by
constraining natural
processes or increasing
erosion rates.
Potential for significant
effect
No significant effects
foreseen.

If natural processes
arising from sea level rise
(e.g. rolling back of
shingle habitats and
species) are constrained,
either by natural features
7

such as cliffs, or by manmade defences, this may
have a significant effect
on this feature (e.g.
through habitat loss) in
the medium / long term.
However, this will be
dependent on the
distribution of this habitat
type; i.e. its proximity to
constraining features.
However, where the
constraint is a result of
sea level rise against
natural features, any
significant impact would
not be as a result of SMP
policy.
No significant effects

Early gentian Gentianella anglica

This species is associated
with calcareous grassland
habitats, which are
unlikely to be affected by
SMP policy.

A policy of ‘hold the line’
applies only in the short
term within two policy
units; it is unlikely that this
would result in a
significant effect on these
features within this timeframe. If this feature is
present in the areas
around Portland harbour,
where a policy of ‘hold the
line’ applies for all
epochs, there is the
potential that this could
result in a significant
effect on this feature.
Potential for significant
effects
No significant effects
foreseen.

Crookhill Brick Pit SAC: This SAC lies approximately 1km inland, and does lie within any
policy unit. PU 6a05 (Cogden Beach to Hive Beach (Burton Bradstock) lies closest to the site,
where a policy of ‘no active intervention’ applies for all epochs. This is unchanged from SMP1.
Sensitive Interest Feature:

Great crested newt Triturus cristatus

Potential hazard:

This species is dependent
on terrestrial and
freshwater habitats that
are some distance and
elevation from the coastal
area likely to be affected
by SMP policy.

South Devon and Dorset Coast SMP2
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Potential exposure to hazard
and mechanism of
effect/impact if known:

No significant effects
foreseen.
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Chesil Beach and The Fleet SAC: The policy units and preferred policies within this area are:

• 5g17 (Weymouth (Stone Pier) to Portland Harbour (North Breakwater)): ‘hold the line’
(unchanged from SMP1).

• 5g18 (Portland Harbour North Breakwater to Small Mouth): ‘managed realignment’
• 5g19 (Portland Harbour North Breakwater to Small Mouth): ‘hold the line’
• 5g20 (Portland Harbour North Breakwater to Small Mouth): ‘managed realignment’ in the
short and medium term; ‘hold the line’ in the long term.

• The above three units were a single policy unit in SMP1 for which there was a policy of
‘retreat’ (managed realignment).

• 5g21 (Small Mouth to Osprey Quay (Portland Harbour)): ‘hold the line’ (unchanged from
SMP1).

• 6a02 (Chiswell to Chesil Beach): ‘hold the line’. SMP1 policy was ‘selectively hold the line’.
• 6a03 (Chesil Beach (to Wyke Narrows)): ‘managed realignment’ to allow intervention after
storm events only to restore the defence function of the beach. SMP1 policy was ‘selectively
hold the line’.

• 6a04 (Chesil Beach and the Fleet): ‘no active intervention’ (unchanged from SMP1).
• 6a05 (Abbotsbury to Cogden Beach): ‘no active intervention’ (unchanged from SMP1).
• 6a06 (Cogden Beach to Hive Beach (Burton Bradstock): ‘no active intervention’ (unchanged
from SMP1).

• 6a07 (Hive Beach (Burton Bradstock): ‘no active intervention’ (unchanged from SMP1).
• 6a08 (Burton Cliff): ‘no active intervention’ (unchanged from SMP1).
• 6a09 (Freshwater Beach): ‘managed realignment’. SMP1 policy was ‘do nothing’ (no active
intervention).

• 6a10 (East Cliff (West Bay) ‘no active intervention’ (unchanged from SMP1).
• 6a11 (West Bay (East Beach to eastern pier)): ‘hold the line’ in the short and medium term;
‘managed realignment ‘ in the long term. The SMP1 policy was ‘hold the line’.
Sensitive Interest Feature:

Coastal lagoons

Potential hazard:

These habitats (The
Fleet) lie within PU 6a04,
where there is a policy of
‘no active intervention’,
allowing natural
processes. There is the
potential that these
habitats could be affected
by sea level rise in the
long term, but any effects
would not be a result of
SMP policy.

South Devon and Dorset Coast SMP2
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Potential exposure to hazard
and mechanism of
effect/impact if known:

No significant effects
foreseen.
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• Annual vegetation of drift lines
• Perennial vegetation of stony banks

Sea level rise / hold the
line / coastal squeeze

• Mediterranean and thermo-Atlantic
halophilous scrubs (Sarcocornetea
fruticosi)
• Atlantic salt meadows GlaucoPuccinellietalia maritimae (not a
primary reason for selection)

If natural processes
arising from sea level rise
(e.g. rolling back of
shingle habitats and
species) are constrained,
either by natural features
such as cliffs, or by manmade defences, this may
have a significant effect
on these feature (e.g.
through habitat loss) in
the medium / long term.
However, this will be
dependent on the
distribution of these
habitat types; i.e. their
proximity to constraining
features. However, where
a constraint is a result of
sea level rise against
natural features, any
adverse would not be as a
result of SMP policy. In
policy units where these
features occur and a
policy of ‘hold the line’
applies, an effect is likely
in the medium to long
term.
Potential for significant
effect.

Chesil Beach and The Fleet SPA and Ramsar Site: The policy units and preferred policies
within this area are:
• 6a03 (Chesil Beach (to Wyke Narrows)): ‘managed realignment’ to allow intervention after
storm events only to restore the defence function of the beach. SMP1 policy was ‘selectively
hold the line’.

• 6a04 (Chesil Beach and the Fleet: ‘no active intervention’ (unchanged from SMP1).
• 6a05 (Abbotsbury to Cogden Beach): ‘no active intervention’ (unchanged from SMP1).
Sensitive Interest Feature:

South Devon and Dorset Coast SMP2
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Potential hazard:

Potential exposure to hazard
and mechanism of
effect/impact if known:
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Breeding little tern Sterna albifrons
(SPA)

Sea level rise / hold the
line / coastal squeeze

Wintering Dark-bellied Brent Goose
Branta bernicla bernicla (SPA and
Ramsar site)

Sea level rise

Lagoon habitats and species
(Ramsar site)

Sea level rise

Coastal squeeze may
result in the loss of habitat
used by nesting little
terns. Where this is a
result of man-made
defences, this would
result in a likely significant
effect on this feature. This
may be the case in Policy
Unit 6a03, depending on
the locality of nesting
habitat and any defences;
however, a policy of
‘managed realignment’
should mitigate any such
losses. There is also the
potential that nesting
habitat will be lost as a
result of sea level rise in
other policy units.
However, this would not
be as a result of change
in SMP policy.
No significant effects.
Wintering Brent goose
populations use the Fleet
lagoon for feeding and
roosting. Although there is
the potential that sea level
rise may affect this
feature in the long term as
a result of overtopping or
changes in the shingle
ridge, this would not be as
a result of SMP policy.
No significant effects
foreseen.
The Fleet lagoon may be
affected by sea level rise
in the long term as a
result of overtopping or
changes in the shingle
ridge. However, this
would not be as a result of
SMP policy.
No significant effects
foreseen.

Sidmouth to West Bay SAC: The policy units and preferred policies within this area are:

• 6a12 (West Bay (West Beach from eastern pier) to West Cliff (East) (includes West Bay
Harbour)): ‘hold the line’ (unchanged from SMP1).

• 6a13 (West Cliff (East) to Thorncombe Beacon): ‘no active intervention’. The SMP1 policy
was ‘selectively hold the line’.

• 6a14 (Thorncombe Beacon to Seatown (East)): ‘no active intervention’. The SMP1 policy
was ‘selectively hold the line’.

• 6a15 (Seatown): ‘hold the line’ in the short term and ‘no active intervention’ in the medium
and long term. The SMP1 policy was ‘selectively hold the line’.
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• 6a16 (Seatown (West) to Golden Cap): ‘no active intervention’. The SMP1 policy was
‘selectively hold the line’.

• 6a17 (Golden Cap to Charmouth (East)): ‘no active intervention’. The SMP1 policy was
‘selectively hold the line’.

• 6a18 (Charmouth): ‘hold the line’ in the short term and ‘managed realignment’ in the medium
and long term. The SMP1 policy was ‘selectively hold the line’.

• 6a19 (Charmouth (West) to East Cliff (Lyme Regis): ‘no active intervention’. The SMP1
policy was ‘selectively hold the line’.

• 6a20 (East Cliff (Lyme Regis) to Broad Ledge (Lyme Regis): ‘hold the line’ (unchanged from
SMP1).

• 6a21 (Broad Ledge (Lyme Regis) to The Cobb (Lyme Regis): ‘hold the line’ (unchanged
from SMP1).

• 6a22 (Monmouth Beach) ‘hold the line’ in the short term, ‘managed realignment’ in the
medium term and ‘hold the line’ of the realigned defence in the long term. The SMP1 policy
was ‘do nothing’ (no active intervention).

• 6a23 (Monmouth Beach to Seven Rock Point: ‘no active intervention’ (unchanged from
SMP1). ‘no active intervention’ (unchanged from SMP1).

• 6a24 (Seven Rock Point to Haven Cliff (West): ‘no active intervention’ (unchanged from
SMP1).

• 6a25 (Axe Estuary (Mouth Breakwater to Axmouth North): ‘hold the line’. This area was not
included in SMP1.

• 6a30 (Seaton (West) to Seaton Hole): ‘hold the line’ in the short, and ‘managed realignment’
in the medium and long term. SMP1 policy was ‘selectively hold the line’.

• 6a31 (Seaton Hole to Beer) ‘no active intervention’. The SMP1 policy was ‘selectively hold
the line’.

• 6a32 (Beer): ‘hold the line’ The SMP1 policy was ‘selectively hold the line’.
• 6a33 (Beer to Beer Head): ‘no active intervention’. The SMP1 policy was ‘selectively hold
the line’.

• 6a34 (Beer Head to Salcombe Hill): ‘no active intervention’ (unchanged from SMP1).
• 6a35 (River Sid and East Sidmouth): ‘managed realignment’. This unit straddles two
previous SMP1 policy units that had policies of ‘hold the line’ and ‘do nothing’.

Sensitive Interest Feature:

• Vegetated sea cliffs of the Atlantic

Potential hazard:

Sea level rise

and Baltic Coasts

• Tilio-Acerion forests of slopes,
screes and ravines

Hold the line / coastal
squeeze
South Devon and Dorset Coast SMP2
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Potential exposure to hazard
and mechanism of
effect/impact if known:

A policy of ‘no active
intervention’ applies along
the majority of coast
within which this site lies.
Sea level rise may
accelerate natural erosion
patterns, resulting in the
loss of cliff and undercliff
habitats in the long term.
However, this would not
be the result of a change
in SMP policy.
No significant effects
A policy of ‘hold the line’
applies in small areas
within the designated site,
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Annual vegetation of drift lines (not
primary reason for selection)

Sea level rise / hold the
line / coastal squeeze
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associated with areas of
human habitation at West
Bay, Lyme Regis, Beer,
Seaton and Sidmouth.
There is the potential that
the introduction
of/reconstruction of
existing and/or
construction of larger
man-made defences
could prevent natural rollback of habitats, or
constrain natural
processes. There is
therefore the potential that
this could result in a
significant effect on these
features, depending on
the exact locality and
nature of defences. In
addition, a ‘hold the line’
policy as applied to Policy
Unit 6a36 in SMP1 (with
the construction of new
defences) has increased
erosion rates in the first
100-200m of the SAC to
the east, resulting in
unfavourable condition of
cliff habitat at this
location.
Potential for significant
effects
If natural processes
arising from sea level rise
(e.g. rolling back of
shingle habitats and
species) are constrained,
either by natural features
such as cliffs, or by manmade defences, this may
have a significant effect
on this feature (e.g.
through habitat loss) in
the medium / long term.
However, this will be
dependent on the
distribution of this habitat
type; i.e. its proximity to
constraining features.
However, where the
constraint is a result of
sea level rise against
natural features, any
adverse would not be as a
result of SMP policy.
Where a policy of ‘hold
the line’ applies there is
the potential that this
could result in a
significant effect on this
feature.
Potential for significant
13

effects
River Axe SAC: The SAC boundary lies approximately 3km upstream of the estuary mouth,
outside of the SMP policy units. Within the estuary itself, there are four policy units:
• 6a25 (Axe Estuary (Mouth Breakwater to Axmouth North): ‘hold the line’. This area was not
included in SMP1.

• 6a26 (Axe Estuary (Axmouth North to Seaton North): ‘managed realignment’. This area was
not included in SMP1.

• 6a27 (Axe Estuary (Seaton East)): ‘hold the line’. This area was not included in SMP1.
• 6a28 (Axe Estuary (Spit): ‘no active intervention’. SMP1 policy was ‘selectively hold the line’.
Sensitive Interest Feature:

Potential hazard:

Watercourses of plain to montane
levels with the Ranunculion fluitantis
and Callitricho-Batrachion vegetation

No mechanisms have
been identified by which
this feature would be
significantly affected by
SMP policy.
The main hazards to
these species are
obstacles to migration and
pollution. It is not
considered that these
hazards will be
significantly affected by
SMP policy

• Sea lamprey Petromyzon marinus
• Brook lamprey Lampetra planeri
• Bullhead Cottus gobio

Potential exposure to hazard
and mechanism of
effect/impact if known:

No significant effects
foreseen.

No significant effects
foreseen.

Dawlish Warren SAC: This site lies within four policy units. A preferred policy has been
determined only in the short term; long-term policy will be determined through further
investigation, for example through the Exe Estuary Strategy. A short term policy of ‘hold the
line’ applies across the majority of the Warren, except on the landward side (PU 6b19) where
there is a policy of ‘no active intervention’.
Sensitive Interest Feature:

• Humid dune slacks
• Shifting dunes along the shoreline
with Ammophilia arenaria ‘white
dunes’ (not primary reason for
selection)

• Fixed dunes with herbaceous

Potential hazard:

Sea level rise / hold the
line / coastal squeeze
in the short-term
Assessment will be
required as policy for the
medium and long term.

vegetation ‘grey dunes’ (not
primary reason for selection)

• Petalwort Petalophyllum ralfsii

Potential exposure to hazard
and mechanism of
effect/impact if known:

Current SMP1 ‘hold the
line’ policies are
considered to be
damaging to the interest
features of the SAC, and
continuation of ‘hold the
line’ policies in the short
term are likely to prolong
the effect.
The Exe Estuary Strategy
will seek to find an
acceptable solution in the
medium to long-term and
further assessment will be
required as part of that
process.
Existing significant
effects, which will
continue in the short-term

Exe Estuary SPA and Ramsar site: The policy units and preferred policies within this area
South Devon and Dorset Coast SMP2
October 2010 – rev3
Habitat Regulations Assessment – Form HR01
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are:

• 6a43 (Straight Point to Orcombe Rocks): ‘no active intervention’ (unchanged from SMP1).
• 6a44 (Orcombe Rocks to Maer Rocks): ‘hold the line’. SMP1 policy was ‘selectively hold the
line’.

• 6a45 (The Maer): ‘hold the line’ in the short term, ‘managed realignment’ in the medium term
and ’hold the line’ of the realigned defence in the long term.

• 6a46 (Harbour View to Exmouth Pier): ‘hold the line’. SMP1 policy was ‘selectively hold the
line’.

• 6a47 (Exmouth Spit): ‘hold the line’. SMP1 policy was ‘selectively hold the line’.
• 6b01 (Exe Estuary – Exmouth (West)): ‘hold the line’. This area was not included in SMP1.
• 6b02 (Exe Estuary – Exmouth (West) to Lympstone): ‘hold the line’. This area was not
included in SMP1

• 6b03 (Exe Estuary – Lympstone): ‘hold the line’. This area was not included in SMP1.
• 6b04 (Exe Estuary – Nutwell Park): ‘hold the line’. This area was not included in SMP1.
• 6b05 (Exe Estuary – Lympstone Commando): ‘hold the line’. This area was not included in
SMP1.

• 6b06 (Exe Estuary – Exton): ‘hold the line’. This area was not included in SMP1.
• 6b07 (Exe Estuary – Exton to Lower Clyst): ‘hold the line’. This area was not included in
SMP1.

• 6b08 (Exe Estuary – Lower Clyst): ‘managed realignment’. This area was not included in
SMP1.

• 6b09 (Exe Estuary – Topsham): ‘hold the line’. This area was not included in SMP1.
• 6b10 (Exe Estuary – M5 (east) to St James’ Weir): ‘hold the line’. This area was not included
in SMP1.

• 6b12 (Exe Estuary – St James’ Weir to M5 (west)): ‘hold the line’. This area was not included
in SMP1.

• 6b13 (Exe Estuary – M5 (west) to Turf Lock): ‘hold the line’. This area was not included in
SMP1.

• 6b14 (Exe Estuary – Turf Lock to Powderham): ‘hold the line’ in the short term, ‘managed
realignment’ in the medium and ‘hold the line’ of the realigned defence in the long term. This
area was not included in SMP1.

• 6b15 (Exe Estuary – Powderham (south): ‘hold the line’. This area was not included in
SMP1.

• 6b16 (Exe Estuary – Starcross): ‘hold the line’. This area was not included in SMP1.
• 6b17 (Exe Estuary – Cockwood): ‘hold the line’. This area was not included in SMP1.
• 6b18 (Exe Estuary – Cockwood to the Warren): ‘hold the line’. This area was not included in
SMP1.

• 6b19 (Dawlish Warren – landward side): ‘no active intervention’ in the short term. Policy to
be determined for other epochs.

• 6b20 (Dawlish Warren – east distal end): ‘hold the line’ in the short term. Policy to be
determined for other epochs. SMP1 policy was to ‘selectively hold the line’.

• 6b21 (Dawlish Warren – central gabion defences): ‘hold the line’ in the short term. Policy to
be determined for other epochs. SMP1 policy was to ‘selectively hold the line’.

• 6b22 (Dawlish Warren – west hard defences): ‘hold the line’ in the short term. Policy to be
determined for other epochs. SMP1 policy was to ‘selectively hold the line’.
South Devon and Dorset Coast SMP2
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Sensitive Interest Feature:

Exe Estuary SPA / Ramsar Site: All
interest features (wintering bird
populations)

Potential hazard:

Coastal squeeze / hold
the line

Managed realignment

Potential exposure to hazard
and mechanism of
effect/impact if known:

In areas where ‘hold the
line’ policies apply, sea
level rise will result in the
progressive loss of
intertidal and supratidal
habitats. This will reduce
the availability of feeding
and roosting sites for bird
populations in the estuary.
Potential significant
effects
Where ‘managed
realignment’ policies
apply, this will allow the
creation of new intertidal
habitat that can be used
by feeding and roosting
birds from the estuary.
This may mitigate losses
due to coastal squeeze,
and has the potential to
increase the available
resource, providing a net
benefit.
No significant effect

South Devon Shore Dock SAC: This site lies within policy units 6b79 (Beesands (South) to
Start Point), 6c01 (Start Point to Prawle Point), 6c02 (Prawle Point to Limebury Point) and 6c09
(Bolt Head to Bolt Tail). The policy in all of these units is ‘no active intervention’ for all epochs.
In SMP1 there was a policy of ‘selectively hold the line’ for PU 6b79 and 6c02, and ‘do nothing’
(no active intervention) for PU 6c01 and 6c09.
Sensitive Interest Feature:

Potential hazard:

Vegetated sea cliffs of the Atlantic
and Baltic Coasts

Sea level rise

Shore dock Rumex rupestris

Sea level rise

South Devon and Dorset Coast SMP2
October 2010 – rev3
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Potential exposure to hazard
and mechanism of
effect/impact if known:

Sea level rise may
accelerate natural erosion
patterns, resulting in the
loss of cliff habitats in the
long term. However, this
would not be the result of
a change in SMP policy.
No significant effects
If natural processes
arising from sea level rise
(e.g. rolling back of beach
and cliff toe habitats) are
constrained by natural
features such as cliffs,
there may be significant
effects on this feature
(e.g. through habitat loss)
in the medium / long term.
However, any effect
would not be as a result of
SMP policy.
No significant effects
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Blackstone Point SAC: This site lies within policy unit 6c21 (Erme Estuary (West) to Yealm
Estuary (East)). The preferred policy is ‘no active intervention’ for all epochs. SMP1 policy was
‘selectively hold the line’.
Sensitive Interest Feature:

Shore dock Rumex rupestris

Potential hazard:

Sea level rise

Potential exposure to hazard
and mechanism of
effect/impact if known:

If natural processes
arising from sea level rise
(e.g. rolling back of beach
and cliff toe habitats) are
constrained by natural
features such as cliffs,
this may have a
significant effect on this
feature (e.g. through
habitat loss) in the
medium / long term.
However, any effect
would not be as a result of
SMP policy.
No significant effects

Plymouth Sound and Estuaries SAC: The policy units and preferred policies within this area
are:
• 6c21 (Erme Estuary (West) to Yealm Estuary (East): ‘no active intervention’. SMP1 policy
was ‘selectively hold the line’.

• 6c22 (Yealm Estuary (East Bank-mouth to Passage House)): ‘no active intervention’. This
area was not included in SMP1.

• 6c23 (Yealm Estuary (East Bank Passage House to Newton Ferrers North)): ‘hold the line’.
This area was not included in SMP1.

• 6c24 (Yealm Estuary (East Bank – Newton Ferrers North to Fish House Plantation)): ‘no
active intervention’. This area was not included in SMP1.

• 6c25 (Yealm Estuary (West Bank – Fish House Plantation to Season Point)): ‘no active
intervention’. This area was not included in SMP1.

• 6c26 (Season Point to Wembury Point): ‘no active intervention’. SMP1 policy was ‘do
nothing’.

• 6c27 (Wembury Point to Mount Batten Breakwater): ‘no active intervention’. SMP1 policy
was ‘selectively hold the line’.

• 6c30 (Plym Estuary – Mount Batten Breakwater to Marsh Mills): ‘hold the line’. SMP1 policy
was ‘selectively hold the line’.

• 6c31 (Tamar Estuary – Devil’s Point to Tamerton Lake): ‘hold the line’. This area was not
included in SMP1.

• 6c32 (Tamar Estuary – Tamerton Lake to Gunnislake (upper Tamar Estuary East)): due to
insufficient information to determine precise policies, the SMP suggests a more detailed
study but broadly the policy should be ‘no active intervention’ with either ‘hold the line’ or
‘managed realignment’ in areas where defences are currently present. This area was not
included in SMP1.

• 6c33 (Tamar Estuary – Gunnislake to Saltash North (upper Tamar Estuary West)): due to
insufficient information to determine precise policies, the SMP suggests a more detailed
study but broadly the policy should be ‘no active intervention’ with either ‘hold the line’ or
‘managed realignment’ in areas where defences are currently present. This area was not
included in SMP1.

South Devon and Dorset Coast SMP2
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• 6c34 (Tamar Estuary – Saltash): ‘hold the line’ of defences where they occur, but ‘no active
intervention’ in currently undefended areas. This area was not included in SMP1.

• 6c35 (Tamar Estuary – River Lynher): ‘hold the line’ of defences where they occur, but ‘no
active intervention’ in currently undefended areas. This area was not included in SMP1.

• 6c36 (Tamar Estuary – Torpoint North (Jupiter Point) to Torpoint South (Landing Stage)):
‘hold the line’ of defences where they occur, but ‘no active intervention’ in currently
undefended areas. This area was not included in SMP1.

• 6c37 (Tamar Estuary – St John’s Lake (Torpoint South (Landing Stage) to Millbrook (Mill
Farm))): ‘hold the line’ of defences where they occur, but ‘no active intervention’ in currently
undefended areas. This area was not included in SMP1.

• 6c39 (Tamar Estuary – St John’s Lake (Millbrook (Hancocks’s Lake) to Palmer Point)): ‘hold
the line’ of defences where they occur, but ‘no active intervention’ in currently undefended
areas. This area was not included in SMP1.

• 6c40 (Tamar Estuary – Palmer Point to Mount Edgcumbe (Cremyll)): ‘hold the line’ of
defences where they occur, but ‘no active intervention’ in currently undefended areas. This
area was not included in SMP1.

• 6c41 (Mount Edgcumbe to Picklecombe Point): ‘no active intervention’. SMP1 policy was
‘selectively hold the line’.

• 6c42 (Fort Picklecombe): ‘hold the line’: SMP 1 policy was ‘selectively hold the line’.
• 6c43 (Picklecombe Point to Kingsand): ‘no active intervention’. SMP1 policy was ‘selectively
hold the line’.

• 6c44 (Kingsand / Cawsand): ‘hold the line’: SMP 1 policy was ‘selectively hold the line’.
• 6c45 (Cawsand to Rame Head): ‘no active intervention. SMP1 policy was ‘do nothing’.
Sensitive Interest Feature:

Potential hazard:

Sandbanks which are slightly
covered by seawater all of the time

Coastal squeeze / sea
level rise / hold the line

• Large shallow inlets and bays

Coastal squeeze / sea
level rise / hold the line

• Atlantic salt meadows (GlaucoPuccinellietalia maritimae)

• Mudflats and sandflats not
covered by seawater at low tide
(not a primary reason for selection)
Reefs

Coastal squeeze / sea
level rise / hold the line

South Devon and Dorset Coast SMP2
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Potential exposure to hazard
and mechanism of
effect/impact if known:

Natural geomorphological
processes have the
potential to be influenced
or disrupted by coastal
management and other,
semi-natural processes,
such as sea level rise.
This may lead to changes
in the extent and
distribution of sandbanks
in the medium or long
term; which could result in
significant impacts on this
interest feature.
Potential for significant
effects
In areas where ‘hold the
line’ policies apply, sea
level rise will result in the
progressive loss of
intertidal and supratidal
habitats.
Potential for significant
effects
Reefs have the potential
to be affected by a variety
of mechanisms; for
example, changes in
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Shore dock Rumex rupestris

Coastal squeeze / sea
level rise / hold the line

Allis shad Alosa alosa (not a primary
reason for selection)

The main hazards to this
species are obstacles to
migration and pollution. It
is not considered that
these hazards will be
significantly affected by
SMP policy.

sediment regime could
smother reef habitats, or
expose new substrate
where reefs could
develop. Similarly, sea
level rise may increase or
decrease areas suitable
for reef habitats. There
may therefore be
significant effects on this
interest feature as a result
of SMP policy.
Potential for significant
effects
If natural processes
arising from sea level rise
(e.g. rolling back of beach
and cliff toe habitats) are
constrained, either by
natural features such as
cliffs, or by man-made
defences, this may have a
significant effect on this
feature (e.g. through
habitat loss) in the
medium / long term.
However, this will be
dependent on the
distribution of this habitat
type; i.e. its proximity to
constraining features.
However, where the
constraint is a result of
sea level rise against
natural features, any
adverse would not be as a
result of SMP policy.
Where a policy of ‘hold
the line’ applies there is
the potential that this
could result in a
significant effect on this
feature.
Potential for significant
effects
No significant effects
foreseen.

Tamar Estuaries Complex SPA: The policy units and preferred policies within this area are:
• 6c31 (Tamar Estuary – Devil’s Point to Tamerton Lake): ‘hold the line’. This area was not
included in SMP1.

• 6c32 (Tamar Estuary – Tamerton lake to Gunnislake (upper Tamar Estuary East)): due to
insufficient information to determine precise policies, the SMP suggests a more detailed
study but broadly the policy should be ‘no active intervention’ with either ‘hold the line’ or
‘managed realignment’ in areas where defences are currently present. This area was not
included in SMP1.
South Devon and Dorset Coast SMP2
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• 6c33 (Tamar Estuary – Gunnislake to Saltash North (upper Tamar Estuary West)): due to
insufficient information to determine precise policies, the SMP suggests a more detailed
study but broadly the policy should be ‘no active intervention’ with either ‘hold the line’ or
‘managed realignment’ in areas where defences are currently present. This area was not
included in SMP1.

• 6c34 (Tamar Estuary – Saltash): ‘hold the line’ of defences where they occur, but ‘no active
intervention’ in currently undefended areas. This area was not included in SMP1.

• 6c35 (Tamar Estuary – River Lynher): ‘hold the line’ of defences where they occur, but ‘no
active intervention’ in currently undefended areas. This area was not included in SMP1.

• 6c36 (Tamar Estuary – Torpoint North (Jupiter Point) to Torpoint South (Landing Stage)):
‘hold the line’ of defences where they occur, but ‘no active intervention’ in currently
undefended areas. This area was not included in SMP1.

• 6c37 (Tamar Estuary – St John’s Lake (Torpoint South (Landing Stage) to Millbrook (Mill
Farm))): ‘hold the line’ of defences where they occur, but ‘no active intervention’ in currently
undefended areas. This area was not included in SMP1.

• 6c40 (Tamar Estuary – Palmer Point to Mount Edgcumbe (Cremyll)): ‘hold the line’ of
defences where they occur, but ‘no active intervention’ in currently undefended areas. This
area was not included in SMP1.
Sensitive Interest Feature:

All interest features: wintering and
passage birds

Potential hazard:

Coastal squeeze / sea
level rise

Potential exposure to hazard
and mechanism of
effect/impact if known:

In areas where ‘hold the
line’ policies apply, sea
level rise will result in the
progressive loss of
intertidal and supratidal
habitats. This will reduce
the availability of feeding
and roosting sites for bird
populations in the estuary.
A similar effect may occur
where roll-back of habitats
is constrained by natural
features; however, it is not
considered that this would
be as a result of SMP
policy.
Potential for significant
effects

Poole Bay to Lyme Bay Reefs cSAC: The boundary of this proposed marine SAC covers
extensive offshore areas between Studland and the River Dart, in four blocks. These
encompass the following Policy Units:
• Between 5g01 (Durlston Head to St Alban’s Head) and 5g11 (Ringstead Bay (defended
length west) to Redcliff Point).

• Between 5g22 (Osprey Quay (Portland Harbour) to King’s Pier) and 5g23 (5g23 – King’s
Pier to Portland Bill).

• Between 6a05 (Abbotsbury to Cogden Beach) and 6a34 (6a34 – Beer Head to Salcombe
Hill (West)).

• Between 6b36 (Shaldon (The Ness) to Maidencombe (North)) and 6b73 (Blackpool Sands).
A policy of ‘no active intervention’ applies within most of the uninhabited sections of these
areas, with a policy of ‘hold the line’ around areas of human habitation (for example, around
Torbay). A policy of ‘managed realignment’ also applies within some areas with existing
defences.
South Devon and Dorset Coast SMP2
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Sensitive Interest Feature:

Submerged or partially submerged
sea caves

Potential hazard:

Sea level rise / hold the
line

Coastal squeeze / sea
level rise / managed
realignment / hold the line

Reefs

Potential exposure to hazard
and mechanism of
effect/impact if known:

Sea level rise could affect
the extent and duration of
inundation for sea caves
in the long term. However,
this would not be the
result of SMP policy.
There is the potential for
designated sea caves to
be significantly affected
by do-something policies
(i.e. ‘hold the line’). The
policy units which apply
where these features are
present are 6b41 (Petit
Tor Point to Walls Hill),
6b55 (Hollicombe Head to
Roundham Head), 6b58
(Broadsands) and 6b60
Churston Cove to
Shoalstone Point).
Potential for significant
effects
Reefs have the potential
to be affected by a variety
of mechanisms; for
example, a policy of ‘hold
the line’ or ‘managed
realignment’ could result
in changes in sediment
regime that could smother
reef habitats, or expose
new substrate where
reefs could develop.
Similarly, sea level rise
may increase or decrease
areas suitable for reef
habitats. There may
therefore be significant
effects on this interest
feature as a result of SMP
policy.
Potential for significant
effects

Prawle Point to Plymouth Sound and Eddystone cSAC: The boundary of this proposed
marine SAC covers offshore areas between Prawle Point and Plymouth Sound. This
encompasses the Policy Units between 6c02 (Prawle Point to Limebury Point) and 6c45
(Cawsand to Rame Head).
A policy of ‘no active intervention’ applies within most of the uninhabited sections of these
areas, with a policy of ‘hold the line’ around areas of human habitation (for example, around
Plymouth). A policy of ‘managed realignment’ also applies within some areas with existing
defences.
Sensitive Interest Feature:

Reefs

Potential hazard:

Coastal squeeze / sea

South Devon and Dorset Coast SMP2
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Potential exposure to hazard
and mechanism of
effect/impact if known:

Reefs have the potential
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level rise / managed
realignment

to be affected by a variety
of mechanisms; for
example, a policy of ‘hold
the line’ or ‘managed
realignment’ could result
in changes in sediment
regime that could smother
reef habitats, or expose
new substrate where
reefs could develop.
Similarly, sea level rise
may increase or decrease
areas suitable for reef
habitats. There may
therefore be significant
effects on this interest
feature as a result of SMP
policy.
Potential for significant
effects

South Hams SAC: The coastal parts of this site lie between PU 6b60 (Churston Cove (East) to
Shoalstone Point) and 6b63 (Sharkham Point to Kingswear (South)). A policy of ‘hold the line’
applies within 6b60 (although only a very small part of the SAC lies within this unit); a policy of
‘no active intervention’ applies to all other policy units.
Sensitive Interest Feature:

European dry heaths

Semi-natural dry grasslands and
scrubland facies: on calcareous
substrates (Festuco-Brometalia)
Vegetated sea cliffs of the Atlantic
and Baltic coastal (not primary
reason for selection)

Caves not open to the public (not
primary reason for selection)

Tilio-Acrerion forests of slopes,
screes and ravines (not primary
reason for selection)

Greater horseshoe bat Rhinolophus
ferrumequinum

Potential hazard:

These habitats lie mainly
on landward parts of the
site, and are unlikely to be
affected by SMP policy.
These habitats lie mainly
on landward parts of the
site, and are unlikely to be
affected by SMP policy.
Sea level rise

These features lie on
landward parts of the site,
and are unlikely to be
affected by SMP policy.
Sea level rise

The habitats and features
on which this species
depends, occur on the
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Potential exposure to hazard
and mechanism of
effect/impact if known:

No significant effects
foreseen.

No significant effects
foreseen.

Sea level rise may
accelerate natural erosion
patterns, resulting in the
loss of cliff habitats in the
long term. However, this
would not be the result of
a change in SMP policy.
No significant effects.
No significant effects
foreseen.

Sea level rise may
accelerate natural erosion
patterns, resulting in the
loss of cliff habitats that
support this feature in the
long term. However, this
would not be the result of
a change in SMP policy.
No significant effects.
No significant effects
foreseen.
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landward parts of the site,
and are unlikely to be
affected by SMP policy.

10.

Is the potential scale or magnitude of any effect likely to be significant?

a) Alone?

St Albans Head to Durlston Head SAC:
No
The policy of ‘no active intervention’, which is unchanged
from SMP1, is not considered to affect the interest
features of this site. Although the progressive loss of cliff
habitats due to sea level rise can be foreseen, this loss is
not the result of SMP policy.
Isle of Portland to Studland Cliffs SAC:
Yes
SMP policy around Portland Harbour has the potential to
constrain natural processes and affect interest features on
the site.
Crookhill Brick Pit SAC:
No
The policy of ‘no active intervention’, which is unchanged
from SMP1, is not considered to affect the interest
features of this site.
Chesil and the Fleet SAC / SPA / Ramsar Site:
Yes
Where a policy of ‘hold the line’ applies, this may
constrain natural processes (and rolling back of the
shingle ridge) and result in the loss of habitat due to
coastal squeeze, that may be used by feeding and
roosting birds. Where ‘managed realignment’ policy
applies, this will result in the creation of new habitat that
can mitigate for loss, and may increase the available
resource.
Sidmouth to West Bay SAC:
Yes
Where a SMP policy of ‘hold the line’ applies, this may
affect the vegetated sea cliffs and annual vegetation of
drift lines, as defences could prevent natural roll-back of
habitats or constrain natural processes.
River Axe SAC:
No
The SMP policies are not considered to affect the interest
features of this site.
Dawlish Warren SAC:
Yes (short-term)
Issues to be resolved following further study
Holding the line in the short-term has the potential for
coastal squeeze to affect intertidal habitats supporting bird
populations. The Exe Estuary Strategy will seek to find an
acceptable solution for the SAC in the medium and longterm.
Exe Estuary SPA / Ramsar Site:
Yes
Where SMP ‘hold the line’ policies apply, there is potential
for coastal squeeze to affect intertidal and supratidal
habitats supporting wintering bird populations. Although
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managed realignment policies will create new habitat and
will help to mitigate for losses due to coastal squeeze, a
significant effect cannot be discounted at this stage.
South Devon Shore Dock SAC:
No
The policy of ‘no active intervention’ is not considered to
affect the interest features of this site. Although some
progressive loss of cliff habitats and shore dock due to
sea level rise may occur, this loss is not the result of SMP
policy.
Blackstone Point SAC:
No
The policy of ‘no active intervention’ is not considered to
affect the interest features of this site. Although some loss
of shore dock due to sea level rise may occur, this loss is
not the result of SMP policy.
Plymouth Sound and Estuaries SAC:
Yes
There is the potential for coastal management to disrupt
natural geomorphological processes and sediment
processes with associated impacts on sandbanks and reef
habitats. In addition, where ‘hold the line’ policies apply,
there is potential for coastal squeeze of intertidal and
supratidal habitats with impacts on associated interest
species.
Tamar Estuaries Complex SPA:
Yes
Where ‘hold the line’ policies apply, there is potential for
coastal squeeze of intertidal and supratidal habitats with
impacts on associated wintering and passage birds.
Poole Bay to Lyme Bay Reefs cSAC
Yes
Changes in the sediment regime through a change in
SMP policy and sea level rise has the potential to affect
reef habitats. Some sea caves also have the potential to
be significantly affected by hold the line policies.
Prawle Point to Plymouth Sound and Eddystone
cSAC:
Yes
Changes in the sediment regime through a change in
SMP policy and sea level rise has the potential to affect
reef habitats.

b) In combination with other
Environment Agency permissions
and/or other plans or projects?

South Hams SAC:
No
A policy of ‘no active intervention’ in most policy units is
not considered to affect the interest features of this site. In
the limited area, where ‘hold the line’ applies, the potential
loss of cliff habitats due to sea level rise is not considered
the result of SMP policy.
No
The following Environment Agency plans are considered
to have the potential to interact with the policies of the
SMP:
•
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River Basin Management Plans (RBMPs) (draft) for
the South West.
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•
•

Catchment Flood Management Plans (CFMPs) for
East Devon, Exe, South Devon, River Tamar and
West Dorset.
Exe Estuary Strategy: in preparation

The objectives of the RBMPs are focussed towards
achieving ‘good ecological status’ of watercourses within
the plan areas, in order to meet the requirements of the
Water Framework Directive. The effects on internationally
designated sites are therefore likely to be neutral or
positive, and no in combination effects with the SMP are
foreseen.
It is not considered that there will be in-combination
effects with CFMPs. In some cases, the effects of CFMP
policies in the long term are uncertain. However, these will
be further assessed at the strategy and project phases,
and the EA is committed to ensuring that there are no
adverse effects on designated sites.
It is anticipated that the Exe Estuary Strategy will seek to
avoid adverse effects on European sites.
c) In combination with permissions
and/or plans/projects of other
Competent Authorities?

No
The following plans are considered to have the potential to
interact with the policies of the SMP:
•
•
•
•
•

Draft Revised Regional Spatial Strategy for the South
West
World Heritage Coast Management Plan
AONB Management Plans
Heritage Coast Management Plan
Local Development Frameworks
- Devon Structure Plan
- The Bournemouth, Dorset and Poole Structure
Plan (formerly the Dorset Structure Plan)
- Cornwall Structure Plan
- Purbeck District Council Local Plan
- West Dorset Local Plan
- Weymouth and Portland Borough Local Plan
- East Devon District Local Plan
- Exeter City Local Plan
- Teignbridge District Local Plan

In all cases, however, it is considered that any-in
combination effects would not be significant, as each plan
contains policies that seek to protect and enhance
biodiversity. This should therefore ensure that there are
no significant effects on these sites.
11.Conclusion:
Is the proposal likely to have a
significant effect ‘alone and/or in
combination’ on a European site?

St Albans Head to Durlston Head SAC:
No
No significant effects on the site are foreseen as a result
of SMP policy.
Isle of Portland to Studland Cliffs SAC:
Yes
SMP policy has the potential to constrain natural
processes and affect interest features of the site.
Crookhill Brick Pit SAC:
No

South Devon and Dorset Coast SMP2
October 2010 – rev3
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No significant effects on the site are foreseen as a result
of SMP policy.
Chesil and the Fleet SAC / SPA / Ramsar Site:
Yes
Where ‘hold the line’ applies, this may constrain natural
processes and result in the loss of habitat due to coastal
squeeze. Where ‘managed realignment’ policy applies,
this will result in the creation of new habitat that can
mitigate for loss, and may increase the available resource.
Sidmouth to West Bay SAC:
Yes
Where a SMP policy of ‘hold the line’ applies, this may
affect the vegetated sea cliffs and annual vegetation of
drift lines.
River Axe SAC:
No
No significant effects on the site are foreseen as a result
of SMP policy.
Dawlish Warren SAC:
Yes (short-term)
Issues to be resolved following further study
Holding the line (short-term) has the potential to affect
intertidal habitats supporting bird populations. The Exe
Estuary Strategy will seek to find an acceptable solution
for the SAC in the medium and long-term.
Exe Estuary SPA / Ramsar Site:
Yes
Where SMP ‘hold the line’ policies apply, there is potential
for coastal squeeze of intertidal and supratidal habitats
supporting wintering bird populations. Managed
realignment policies will create new habitat and will help to
mitigate for losses due to coastal squeeze.
South Devon Shore Dock SAC:
No
No significant effects on the site are foreseen as a result
of SMP policy.
Blackstone Point SAC:
No
No significant effects on the site are foreseen as a result
of SMP policy.
Plymouth Sound and Estuaries SAC:
Yes
Coastal management could disrupt natural
geomorphological/sediment processes with associated
impacts on sandbanks and reef habitats. Where ‘hold the
line’ policies apply, there is potential for coastal squeeze
of intertidal and supratidal habitats and potential loss of
Shore dock.
Tamar Estuaries Complex SPA:
Yes
Where ‘hold the line’ policies apply, there is potential for
coastal squeeze of intertidal and supratidal habitats with
impacts on associated wintering and passage birds.
South Devon and Dorset Coast SMP2
October 2010 – rev3
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Poole Bay to Lyme Bay Reefs cSAC
Yes
Changes in the sediment regime resulting from SMP
policy, and sea level rise, has the potential to affect reef
habitats. Some sea caves may be significantly affected by
hold the line policies.
Prawle Point to Plymouth Sound and Eddystone
cSAC:
Yes
Changes in the sediment regime resulting from SMP
policy, and sea level rise, has the potential to affect reef
habitats.

12.

Justification for Reduced
Consultation review process :

South Hams SAC:
No
No significant effects on the site are foreseen as a result
of SMP policy.
The SMP includes a thorough consultation process. An
‘elected members forum’ and ‘key stakeholders forum’ are
consulted via meetings, emails and the internet. The Plan
is also subject to a 3 month consultation period with the
general public.
Any potential impacts of schemes that arise from the SMP
will be subject to further assessment at the strategy and/or
project stages.

13.

Name of EA Officer:

14.

<Natural England comment
on assessment:

(If the Natural England officer disagrees
with the conclusion of 10c, please
include details of the other Competent
Authorities which should be consulted)>
15.
<Name of Natural England
Officer:>

Date:
For use when the Appendix 11 is to be sent to Natural
England for consultation.

Amanda Newsome

South Devon and Dorset Coast SMP2
October 2010 – rev3
Habitat Regulations Assessment – Form HR01
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Form HR02: Proforma for FRM stage 3 Appropriate Assessment
PART A: Technical Consideration
Table 1 – Plan summary

2

Shorter/longer
duration of
inundation

SMP Plan Component assessed as having ‘likely significant effect’ (HR01)
a) ‘Hold the line’







Applies to:
• Isle of Portland to
Studland Cliffs SAC
• Chesil Beach & Fleet
SAC,
• Sidmouth to West Bay
SAC,
• Exe Estuary SPA &
Ramsar site
• Dawlish Warren SAC
• Plymouth Sound &
Estuaries SAC
• Tamar Estuaries Complex
SPA
• Poole Bay to Lyme Bay
cSAC
• Prawle Point to Plymouth
Sound & Eddystone
cSAC.
b) ‘Managed realignment’







Applies to:
• Poole Bay to Lyme Bay
Reefs cSAC
• Sidmouth to West Bay
SAC
• Prawle Point to Plymouth
Sound & Eddystone
cSAC).

Watercourse
modification

Changes in
sediment supply

Disturbance

Habitat and
community
simplification

Habitat loss

Plan Elements/Components
(refs)

Changes in
turbidity

Shoreline Management Plan (SMP)
South Devon and Dorset Coast (Durlston Head to Rame Head)
5 February 2010, Version 1, Siri Frost, Halcrow Group Ltd
October 2010, Version 4, Update by Corinna Morgan
Hazard (SMP)

Physical
damage

Type of plan:
Site reference:
Date, version and author

Changes in
physical regime

1









Table 2 – Features List:
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Features (current status)

Plan has associated
hazards to which
features are sensitive?
(From form HR01)
Isle of Portland to Studland Cliffs SAC
Vegetated sea cliffs of the

Atlantic and Baltic Coasts

Semi-natural dry
grasslands and scrubland
facies: on calcareous
substrates (FestucoBrometalia)
Annual vegetation of drift
lines

Early gentian Gentianella
anglica
Chesil Beach and The Fleet SAC
Coastal lagoons
• Annual vegetation of drift
lines
• Perennial vegetation of
stony banks
• Mediterranean and
thermo-Atlantic
halophilous scrubs
(Sarcocornetea fruticosi)
• Atlantic salt meadows
Glauco-Puccinellietalia
maritimae (not a primary
reason for selection)
Sidmouth to West Bay SAC
• Vegetated sea cliffs of
the Atlantic and Baltic
Coasts
• Tilio-Acerion forests of
slopes, screes and
ravines
Annual vegetation of drift
lines (not primary reason
for selection)

Exe Estuary SPA and Ramsar site
All interest features
(wintering bird populations)







Details of Hazard (plan component
reference)

•
•
•
•
•
n/a

Habitat loss
Changes in physical regime
Physical damage
Habitat and community simplification
Disturbance

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
n/a

Habitat loss
Changes in physical regime
Physical damage
Habitat and community simplification
Disturbance
Changes in sediment supply
Shorter / longer duration of inundation




n/a
•
•
•
•
•
•
•



•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Habitat loss
Changes in physical regime
Physical damage
Habitat and community simplification
Disturbance
Changes in sediment supply
Habitat loss
Changes in physical regime
Physical damage
Habitat and community simplification
Disturbance
Changes in sediment supply
Shorter / longer duration of inundation

•
•
•
•

Habitat loss
Changes in physical regime
Physical damage
Habitat and community simplification
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Features (current status)

Plan has associated
hazards to which
features are sensitive?
(From form HR01)

Dawlish Warren SAC
• Humid dune slacks
•

Shifting dunes along the
shoreline with
Ammophilia arenaria
‘white dunes’ (not
primary reason for
selection)

•

Fixed dunes with
herbaceous vegetation
‘grey dunes’ (not
primary reason for
selection)

•

Petalwort Petalophyllum
ralfsii

Plymouth Sound and Estuaries SAC
• Sandbanks which are
slightly covered by
seawater all of the time
• Estuaries
• Large shallow inlets and
bays
• Atlantic salt meadows
(Glauco-Puccinellietalia
maritimae)
• Mudflats and sandflats
not covered by seawater
at low tide (not a primary
reason for selection)
Reefs

Details of Hazard (plan component
reference)
•
•
•
•

Disturbance
Changes in sediment supply
Watercourse modification
Shorter / longer duration of inundation



•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Habitat loss
Changes in physical regime
Physical damage
Habitat and community simplification
Disturbance
Changes in sediment supply
Beach recharge



•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Habitat loss
Changes in physical regime
Physical damage
Habitat and community simplification
Disturbance
Changes in sediment supply
Watercourse modification
Shorter / longer duration of inundation



• Habitat loss
• Changes in sediment supply
• Habitat loss
• Changes in physical regime
• Physical disturbance
• Disturbance
• Changes in sediment supply
• Shorter / longer duration of inundation
n/a

Shore dock Rumex
rupestris



Allis shad Alosa alosa (not
a primary reason for
selection)
Tamar Estuaries Complex SPA
All interest features
(wintering and passage
birds)
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Features (current status)

Plan has associated
hazards to which
features are sensitive?
(From form HR01)

Details of Hazard (plan component
reference)
• Watercourse modification
• Shorter / longer duration of inundation

Poole Bay to Lyme Bay Reefs cSAC
Submerged or partially
submerged sea caves

•
•
•
•
Reefs

•
•
•
Prawle Point to Plymouth Sound and Eddystone cSAC
Reefs

•
•
•

3



Habitat loss
Changes in physical regime
Physical damage
Shorter / longer duration of inundation
Habitat loss
Changes in physical regime
Changes in sediment supply
Habitat loss
Changes in physical regime
Changes in sediment supply

Introduction

The South Devon and Dorset SMP is a non-statutory policy document for coastal flood and erosion
risk management planning. It takes account of other existing planning initiatives and legislative
requirements, and is intended to inform wider strategic planning. The SMP does not set policy for
anything other than coastal defence management.
The SMP promotes management policies for the coastline into the 22nd Century, to achieve long-term
objectives, while being technically sustainable, environmentally acceptable and economically viable. It
is, however, recognised that given the differences between short and long term objectives, changes to
management policy in the short term may be unacceptable. Thus, the SMP provides an approach for
meeting objectives through appropriate management change, i.e. a ‘route map’ for decision makers to
move from the present situation towards the future.
The SMP covers the area between Durlston Head at Swanage, in Dorset, and Rame Head at the
mouth of Plymouth Sound in east Cornwall. It will replace SMPs that covered this area in two parts;
Portland Bill to Durlston Head SMP (adopted 1998); and Portland Bill to Rame Head (Lyme Bay and
South Devon) (adopted 1998). The previous SMPs covered a period of only 50 years (compared to
100 years by this SMP), used different policy units and different policy definitions, so comparisons
between the first and second SMP need to be undertaken with care.
The SMP area is divided into 17 coastal units, and each of these is sub-divided into a total of 194
policy units, defined by geographical boundaries. Within each policy unit, appraisal of four potential
policy options has been undertaken:
•

Hold the Line: defences are maintained and upgraded/replaced in their current position or
renewed. “Renewed defences” refers to the construction of new, more robust defences,
immediately landward of the existing shoreline. This may require some land take. The aim of this
is to retain the existing character and form of the coast with minimal disruption while maintaining
all existing assets. An example of how this could be implemented is by placing the new defences
immediately behind those existing and planning for any losses that may be incurred.

•

Advance the Line: new defences are built seaward of existing defences, involving a significant
reclamation of land in the process.

•

Managed Realignment: allow retreat (or advance) of the shoreline, with management to control
or limit that movement. Any increase of flood risk will also be managed. This policy typically
applies to low-lying areas at risk of flooding, but can equally apply to cliffed areas, whereby
management intervention slows or limits cliff recession for a period of time.
South Devon & Dorset SMP – September 2010
Rev 3
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•

No Active Intervention: a decision not to invest in providing or maintaining any defences. Where
there are presently no defences, this policy means that the shoreline will continue to evolve
naturally. However, this policy can mean areas that are currently defended, may not be defended
in the future, meaning such areas will be at increased risk of flooding and coastal erosion in the
future.

Note that an ‘advance the line’ policy does not apply within any of the policy units.
Through the policy appraisal process, a preferred policy for each policy unit has been determined,
based on fulfilment of objectives for a variety of human, biodiversity, historic environment and
economic factors. The preferred policies have been considered over three epochs, to reflect the
potential changes in environment and policy that are foreseen in coming decades. These are:
•
•
•

Short term: present day to 20 years
Medium term: 20 to 50 years
Long term: 50 to 100 years

This assessment considers the impacts of the preferred policies on the interest features of European
sites where a Likely Significant Effect could not be screened out at Stage 2 (HRO1). For the following
European sites, it was considered that there was no Likely Significant Effect and therefore no further
assessment is being undertaken:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

St Albans Head to Durlston Head SAC;
Crookhill Brick Pit SAC;
Chesil Beach and The Fleet SPA and Ramsar site;
River Axe SAC;
South Devon Shore Dock SAC;
Blackstone Point SAC; and,
South Hams SAC.

The HRO1 has also concluded that some SMP policies have no Likely Significant Effects on some
interest features of European sites within the plan area and similarly these are not considered further
(see Table 2).
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4

Hazard

Table 3 – Appendix 12: Proforma for Stage 3 (Appropriate Assessment Record)

Interest feature

Favourable condition
target for relevant
attribute1 based on
conservation objectives
(taken from underlying
SSSI VAM plans or
Regulation 33 advice)

Contribution of attribute1 to
ecological structure and
function of site

Contribution of
management2 or other
unauthorised sources
to attribute and /or
feature condition

Adverse Effect of proposal alone
and in-combination on attribute1
and/or feature

Can adverse affects be avoided?

Adverse affect on
integrity; long
term, short term.
Yes, No or
uncertain?

Isle of Portland to Studland Cliffs SAC
Applicable policies 1:
5g10 (Ringstead Bay: defended length) ‘hold the line’ in the short term, ‘no active intervention’ in the medium to long term (SMP1 policy was to ‘hold’).
5g13 (Bowleaze Cove: gabions, to Furzy Cliff) ‘hold the line’ in the short term, ‘managed realignment’ in the medium to long term (unchanged from SMP1).
5g22 (Osprey Quay: Portland Harbour, to King’s Pier) ‘hold the line’ [all epochs] (unchanged from SMP1).
Condition assessment: Isle of Portland SSSI – 36% favourable; 42% unfavourable recovering; 3% unfavourable no change; 20% unfavourable declining
Purbeck Ridge (East) SSSI – 64% favourable; 36% unfavourable recovering
Nicodemus Heights SSSI – 100% unfavourable declining
South Dorset Coast SSSI – 63% favourable; 27% unfavourable recovering; 5% unfavourable no change; 5% unfavourable declining
Where a ‘hold the line’ policy applies
These interest features
Maritime slopes and cliffs
Favourable condition is
1230 –
• Habitat loss
natural processes of erosion and
are
dependent
on
active
throughout
the
site
are
dependent
on:
Vegetated
sea
• Changes in
deposition will continue to be
characterised by steep, rapidly site processes (i.e.
cliffs of the
• Extent, distribution and
physical regime
impeded. However, this policy is
allowing dynamic
eroding cliffs with pioneer
Atlantic and
composition of habitats
• Physical
restricted to Osprey Quay (5g22) for
processes to proceed
species to less steep slopes
Baltic Coasts
and communities.
damage
all epochs, Bowleaze Cove (5g13)
freely). Management
and landslips with limited
• Presence of critical /
• Habitat and
and Ringstead Bay defended length
activities
should
avoid
recent
movement
and
notable species.
community
(5g10) in the short term. In the
interfering
with
natural
associated
vegetation,
• Absence of landward
simplification
medium to long-term, a ‘managed
processes.
A
broad
and
dependent
upon
allowing
constraints.
• Disturbance
realignment’ policy will apply to 5g13
integrated
approach
to
natural
geomorphological
and
• Structure and
and a ‘no active intervention’ policy
management
should
be
coastal
processes.
The
composition of rock,
will apply to 5g10. These policies
undertaken
to
ensure
that
interface
between
each
influencing the species
will allow active site processes and
community is considered to be both direct and indirect
and plant communities
associated habitats and communities
effects are considered.
in equilibrium according to
that can develop.
to re-establish where they have been
Activities that may cause
levels of natural erosion and
previously interrupted and has the
a direct effect include the
disturbance. Changes in the
potential to enhance the value of the
construction of structures
frequency and abundance of
designated site.
and defences, the
characteristic species would
removal of material, and
be indicative of changes in
changes in drainage
overall hydrography and
patterns. Activities that
functioning of the
may cause indirect effects
communities.
include cliff protection
elsewhere that may
Landward constraints would
starve a beach of
affect the overall structure of
sediment or may
these communities by
preventing the ability to modify accelerate cliff retreat
elsewhere.
distribution in response to
natural dynamic coastal
Agricultural land
processes.
management needs to
1

Where potentially significant impacts were identified in the HR01
South Devon & Dorset SMP – September 2010
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Uncertain

Uncertain

A ‘hold the line’ (HTL) policy applies
only to Osprey Quay (5g22), for all
epochs. Defence structures are already
in place and it is considered that any
impact on this interest feature will be
localised and will not significantly affect
the integrity of the site.

The impact of each
‘hold the line’ policy
on the integrity of
cliff habitats within
the Isle of Portland
to Studland Cliffs
SAC will depend
upon the
implementation of
the policy. Where
there is no change
to the existing
situation, impacts
are likely to be
localised with
limited impact on
the overall status of
the site. Without
detailed
investigation, the
potential impact of
new/improved
defences or the
implementation of
defence activities in
Policy Units 5g15
to 5g17 is
uncertain.

A HTL policy in the short-term at 5g10
and 5g13, may adversely affect the site
in the short-term but in the medium to
long-term, managed realignment or no
active intervention will be beneficial to
the management of the site.
A ‘hold the line’ policy also applies to
Policy Units 5g15 to 5g17, which lie to
the west of the European site. Where
new defences are constructed or
existing defences are improved, it is
considered that there may be potential
for the policy to increase the erosion
rate of adjacent cliff habitat within the
SAC.

Hazard

Interest feature

Favourable condition
target for relevant
attribute1 based on
conservation objectives
(taken from underlying
SSSI VAM plans or
Regulation 33 advice)

Contribution of attribute1 to
ecological structure and
function of site

Contribution of
management2 or other
unauthorised sources
to attribute and /or
feature condition

Adverse Effect of proposal alone
and in-combination on attribute1
and/or feature

Can adverse affects be avoided?

Adverse affect on
integrity; long
term, short term.
Yes, No or
uncertain?

Where a ‘hold the line’ policy applies
this will result in the progressive loss
or modification of intertidal habitat
due to coastal squeeze. There may
also be physical loss of habitat within
the footprint of flood defence
structures. This policy is restricted to
Osprey Quay (5g22) for all epochs,
and Bowleaze Cove (5g13) and
Ringstead Bay defended length
(5g10) in the short term.

Yes

No

allow for the natural
erosion of cliffs faces to
limit the effects of
squeeze on cliff habitats
and communities.
Grazing may be required,
particularly in the
management of
calcareous grassland
habitats (i.e. to control
scrub). Appropriate
grazing, combined with
erosion through natural
processes, maintains
open vegetation and
promotes a varied habitat
structure.

• Habitat loss
• Changes in
physical regime
• Physical
damage
• Habitat and
community
simplification
• Disturbance
• Changes in
sediment supply
• Shorter / longer
duration of
inundation

1210 - Annual
vegetation of drift
lines (not primary
reason for site
selection)

The favourable condition
target for Annual vegetation
of drift lines is based on:
• Extent.
• Absence of landward
constraints.
• Frequency and
abundance of
characteristic species –
Beta vulgaris maritime
and Atriplex community.
• Frequency and
abundance of
characteristic species –
Honkenya peploides and
Cakile maritima
community.

South Devon & Dorset SMP – September 2010
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The interface between each
community is considered to be
in equilibrium according to
levels of natural erosion and
disturbance. Changes in the
frequency and abundance of
characteristic species would
be indicative of changes in
overall hydrography and
functioning of the
communities.
Landward constraints would
affect the overall structure of
these communities by
preventing the ability to modify
distribution in response to
natural dynamic coastal
processes.
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Trampling pressure as a
result of site access and
recreation may also
require active
management.
This interest feature is
dependent on active
natural processes.
Management activities
should avoid interfering
with natural processes
and ensure that landward
rollback can take place in
response to sea-level
rise. A broad and
integrated approach to
management should be
undertaken to ensure that
both direct and indirect
effects are considered.
Activities that may cause
a direct effect include the
construction of structures
and defences, the
removal of material, and
changes in drainage
patterns. Activities that
may cause indirect effects
include cliff protection
elsewhere that may
starve a beach of

In the medium to long-term, a
‘managed realignment’ policy will
apply to 5g13. This will allow active
site processes and associated
habitats and communities to reestablish where they have been
previously interrupted and has the
potential to enhance the value of the
designated site. This may also help
to mitigate for the effects of coastal
squeeze in the short-term. There
may be temporary adverse effects
during the managed realignment
process, for example through

A ‘hold the line’ policy applies only to
Osprey Quay (5g22), for all epochs.
Defence structures are already in place
and it is considered that any impact on
this interest feature will be localised
and will not adversely affect the
integrity of the site.

Hazard

Interest feature

Favourable condition
target for relevant
attribute1 based on
conservation objectives
(taken from underlying
SSSI VAM plans or
Regulation 33 advice)

Contribution of attribute1 to
ecological structure and
function of site

Contribution of
management2 or other
unauthorised sources
to attribute and /or
feature condition

Adverse Effect of proposal alone
and in-combination on attribute1
and/or feature

sediment or may
accelerate cliff retreat
elsewhere.

disturbance where engineered
structures are removed or modified,
or during the likely ‘settling in’ period
after realignment, where new
habitats establish and, potentially,
some localised areas of habitat are
lost where water flow patterns
change.

Management activities
should also avoid or
minimise surface
disturbance, especially in
more open communities.
This may require
management, for
example, where
recreation and access is
causing trampling and
associated surface
disturbance.

Can adverse affects be avoided?

Adverse affect on
integrity; long
term, short term.
Yes, No or
uncertain?

No active intervention in the medium
to long-term at 5g10 and in other
policy units, which fall within the
European site, should enable natural
processes, including the roll back of
habitats where sea level rise results
in the loss of intertidal areas.
However, this may not be the case
where habitats are constrained by
natural features, such as hard cliffs.
In this case, there may be a net loss
of intertidal habitats, but it is not
considered that this would be the
result of SMP policy.

Chesil Beach and The Fleet SAC
Applicable policies:
5g21 (Small Mouth to Osprey Quay (Portland Harbour)): ‘hold the line’ (unchanged from SMP1).
6a02 (Chiswell to Chesil Beach): ‘hold the line’. SMP1 policy was ‘selectively hold the line’.
6a03 (Chesil Beach (to Wyke Narrows)): ‘managed realignment’ to allow intervention after storm events only to restore the defence function of the beach. SMP1 policy was ‘selectively hold the line’.
6a09 (Freshwater Beach): ‘managed realignment’ to provide beach management to control the rate at which the beach moves landward as sea levels rise. SMP1 policy was ‘do nothing’ (no active intervention).
6a11 (West Bay (East Beach to eastern pier)): ‘hold the line’ by beach recharge in the short and medium term; ‘managed realignment’ in the long term. The SMP1 policy was ‘hold the line’.
Condition assessment: Portland Harbour Shore SSSI – 74% favourable; 23% unfavourable no change
Chesil Beach and The Fleet SSSI – 93% favourable; 6% unfavourable recovering; 1% unfavourable no change
West Dorset Coast SSSI – 82% favourable; 17% unfavourable recovering; 1% unfavourable no change
Where a ‘hold the line’ policy applies
These interest features
The interface between each
For each of these interest
1210 - Annual
• Habitat loss
this will result in the progressive loss
community is considered to be are dependent on active
vegetation of drift features, the favourable
• Changes in
or modification of intertidal habitat
natural processes.
condition target is based on in equilibrium according to
lines
physical regime
due to coastal squeeze. There may
Management
activities
levels
of
natural
erosion
and
extent
and
absence
of
1220
Perennial
• Physical
also be physical loss of habitat within
should
avoid
interfering
disturbance.
Changes
in
the
landward
constraints.
vegetation
of
damage
the footprint of flood defence
with
natural
processes
frequency
and
abundance
of
The
favourable
condition
stony
banks
• Habitat and
structures. This policy is mainly
and
ensure
that
landward
characteristic
species
would
target
for
Annual
vegetation
1420
community
restricted to areas of human
rollback
can
take
place
in
be
indicative
of
changes
in
of
drift
lines
is
also
based
Mediterranean
simplification
habitation, and localised impediment
response
to
sea-level
overall
hydrography
and
on:
and
thermo• Disturbance
to natural processes as a result of
rise.
A
broad
and
functioning
of
the
Atlantic
•
Frequency
and
• Changes in
existing coastal defence structures is
integrated
approach
to
communities.
halophilous
abundance
of
sediment supply
recognised (e.g. 6a11) but is not
management should be
scrubs
characteristic
species
–
• Shorter / longer
(Sarcocornetea
considered to significantly affect the
undertaken
to
ensure
that
Landward
constraints
would
Beta
vulgaris
maritime
duration of
fruticosi)
overall status of the site.
both
direct
and
indirect
affect
the
overall
structure
of
and
Atriplex
community.
inundation
effects are considered.
these communities by
1330 - Atlantic
• Frequency and
However, intervention associated
preventing the ability to modify Activities that may cause
salt meadows
abundance of
Glaucowith 6a02 has potential to increase
a direct effect include the
distribution in response to
characteristic species –
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Uncertain

Uncertain

Habitat loss due to coastal squeeze
can be mitigated by the creation of new
habitat through managed realignment,
although in some cases it may not
possible to achieve like-for-like
replacement. Progressive
implementation of managed
realignment policies would reduce the
potential effects of sudden changes to
water flow and geomorphology.

Where intertidal
habitat may be
squeezed against
hard defences, a
study to quantify
the potential habitat
losses and gains
will be carried out
and this action is
included in the
SMP Action Plan.

The potential for HTL policies to cause
adverse effects is uncertain at this
stage. It is considered, however, that
given the limited extent of units that lie

Hazard

Interest feature

Puccinellietalia
maritimae (not a
primary reason
for selection)

Favourable condition
target for relevant
attribute1 based on
conservation objectives
(taken from underlying
SSSI VAM plans or
Regulation 33 advice)
Honkenya peploides and
Cakile maritime
community.

Contribution of attribute1 to
ecological structure and
function of site

Contribution of
management2 or other
unauthorised sources
to attribute and /or
feature condition

Adverse Effect of proposal alone
and in-combination on attribute1
and/or feature

Can adverse affects be avoided?

natural dynamic coastal
processes.

construction of structures
and defences, the
removal of material, and
changes in drainage
patterns. Activities that
may cause indirect effects
include cliff protection
elsewhere that may
starve a beach of
sediment or may
accelerate cliff retreat
elsewhere.

the likelihood of human intervention,
disrupting natural processes with
implications locally and potentially
elsewhere.

within the European site where HTL is
applicable, in relation to the extent of
the designated site, the potential to
adversely impact upon the interest
features of the site is minimal. Should
further human intervention be required
to ‘hold the line’, then detailed
modelling and investigation would be
undertaken at the project level to
identify and mitigate any potential
adverse effects.

The favourable condition
target for Mediterranean
and thermo-Atlantic
halophilous scrubs is also
based on:
• Frequency and
abundance of
characteristic species –
Suaeda vera.

Management activities
should also avoid or
minimise surface
disturbance, especially in
more open communities.
This may require
management, for
example, where
recreation and access is
causing trampling and
associated surface
disturbance.

These interest features are
largely in favourable
condition.

Selective grazing for the
conservation of salt
meadows may be
necessary.

Where a ‘managed realignment’
policy applies, this will allow new
intertidal habitat to be created and
may allow natural processes to reestablish where there have been
previously interrupted. This may also
mitigate for the effects of coastal
squeeze, and has the potential to
enhance the value of the designated
site.

Adverse affect on
integrity; long
term, short term.
Yes, No or
uncertain?

There may be temporary adverse
effects during the managed
realignment process, for example
through disturbance where
engineered structures are removed
or modified, or during the likely
‘settling in’ period after realignment,
where new habitats establish and,
potentially, some localised areas of
habitat are lost where water flow
patterns change.

Sidmouth to West Bay SAC
Applicable policies:
6a12 (West Bay (West Beach from eastern pier) to West Cliff (East) (includes West Bay Harbour)): ‘hold the line’ (unchanged from SMP1).
6a15 (Seatown): ‘hold the line’ in the short term and ‘no active intervention’ in the medium and long term. The SMP1 policy was ‘selectively hold the line’.
6a16 (Seatown (West) to Golden Cap): ‘no active intervention’ [all epochs]. The SMP1 policy was ‘selectively hold the line’.
6a18 (Charmouth): ‘hold the line’ in the short term and ‘managed realignment’ in the medium and long term. The SMP1 policy was ‘selectively hold the line’.
6a20 (East Cliff (Lyme Regis) to Broad Ledge (Lyme Regis): ‘hold the line’ [all epochs] (unchanged from SMP1).
6a21 (Broad Ledge (Lyme Regis) to The Cobb (Lyme Regis): ‘hold the line’ [all epochs] (unchanged from SMP1).
6a22 (Monmouth Beach) ‘hold the line’ in the short term, ‘managed realignment’ in the medium term and ‘hold the line’ of the realigned defence in the long term. The SMP1 policy was ‘do nothing’ (no active
intervention).
6a25 (Axe Estuary (Mouth Breakwater to Axmouth North): ‘hold the line’ [all epochs]. This area was not included in SMP1.
6a30 (Seaton (West) to Seaton Hole): ‘hold the line’ in the short, and ‘managed realignment’ in the medium and long term. SMP1 policy was ‘selectively hold the line’.
6a32 (Beer): ‘hold the line’ [all epochs]. The SMP1 policy was ‘selectively hold the line’.
6a35 (River Sid and East Sidmouth): ‘managed realignment’ [all epochs]. This unit straddles two previous SMP1 units for which the policy was a mix of ‘hold the line’ and ‘do nothing’.
Condition assessment: Sidmouth to Beer Coast SSSI – 89% favourable; 8% unfavourable recovering; 2% unfavourable declining
West Dorset Coast SSSI – 82% favourable; 17% unfavourable recovering; 1% unfavourable no change
Axmouth to Lyme Regis Under Cliffs SSSI – 6% favourable; 94% unfavourable recovering
These interest features
Maritime slopes and cliffs
1230 - Vegetated Favourable condition is
• Habitat loss
are dependent on active
dependent on:
throughout the site are
sea cliffs of the
• Changes in
characterised by steep, rapidly site processes (i.e.
• Extent, distribution and
physical regime Atlantic and
South Devon & Dorset SMP – September 2010
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Where a ‘hold the line’ policy applies
natural processes of erosion and
deposition will continue to be

Uncertain
In the long-term, a ‘hold the line’ policy

Uncertain

Hazard

Interest feature

• Physical
damage
• Habitat and
community
simplification
• Disturbance

Baltic Coasts
9180 - TilioAcerion forests
of slopes, screes
and ravines
(Priority feature).

Favourable condition
target for relevant
attribute1 based on
conservation objectives
(taken from underlying
SSSI VAM plans or
Regulation 33 advice)
composition of habitats
and communities.
• Presence of critical /
notable species.
• Absence of landward
constraints.
• Structure and
composition of rock,
influencing the species
and plant communities
that can develop.

Contribution of attribute1 to
ecological structure and
function of site

Contribution of
management2 or other
unauthorised sources
to attribute and /or
feature condition

Adverse Effect of proposal alone
and in-combination on attribute1
and/or feature

Can adverse affects be avoided?

Adverse affect on
integrity; long
term, short term.
Yes, No or
uncertain?

eroding cliffs with pioneer
species to less steep slopes
and landslips with limited
recent movement and
associated vegetation,
dependent upon allowing
natural geomorphological and
coastal processes. The
interface between each
community is considered to be
in equilibrium according to
levels of natural erosion and
disturbance, with associated
colonisation and succession
allowing habitats and
communities to adjust to
changing cliff morphology.
Changes in the frequency and
abundance of characteristic
species would be indicative of
changes in overall
hydrography and functioning
of the communities.

allowing dynamic
processes to proceed
freely). Management
activities should avoid
interfering with natural
processes. A broad and
integrated approach to
management should be
undertaken to ensure that
both direct and indirect
effects are considered.
Activities that may cause
a direct adverse effect
include the construction of
structures and defences,
the removal of material,
and changes in drainage
patterns. Activities that
may cause indirect
adverse effects include
cliff protection elsewhere
that may starve a beach
of sediment or may
accelerate cliff retreat
elsewhere.

impeded. There may also be
physical loss of habitat within the
footprint of flood defence structures.
This policy is mainly restricted to
areas of human habitation and
localised impediment to natural
processes as a result of existing
coastal defence structures is
recognised (e.g. 6a12) but is not
considered to significantly affect the
overall status of the site. However,
intervention associated with 6a25
has potential to increase the
likelihood of human intervention,
disrupting natural processes with
implications locally and potentially
elsewhere.

applies to some policy units within this
site. This policy applied to some policy
units during SMP1 and the impact of
each policy has been monitored. At
Sidmouth (Policy Unit 6a36), the
construction of new defences during
SMP1 has increased erosion rates in
the first 100-200m of the SAC to the
east. It is considered that the affected
cliff habitat in Policy Unit 6a34 and
6a35 should be considered
unfavourable given that recent
activities are affecting the cliff’s natural
geomorphology. There is potential that
local impacts will occur elsewhere (for
example, adjacent to Policy Unit 6a32
at Beer) where efforts are made to
improve existing defences. The policy
for 6a22 Monmouth Beach has been
changed from Do Nothing in SMP1 to
Hold the Line in SMP2.

The impact of each
‘hold the line’ policy
on the integrity of
the vegetated cliff
habitats within
Sidmouth to West
Bay SAC will
depend upon the
implementation of
the policy and the
extent to which
hold the lines
reduces erosion of
the cliffs.. Where
there is no change
to the existing
situation or
defences, impacts
on the overall
status of the site
are likely to be
limited. However,
raising or
strengthening
defences to cater
for sea level rise
may cause
additional impacts
such as loss of cliff
face habitat.
Stabilisatiion of
otherwise mobile
cliffs will also cause
long-term change
in their vegetation
composition.
Without detailed
investigation, the
potential impact of
new/improved
defences or the
implementation of
defence activities is
uncertain.

Landward constraints, such as
inappropriate land
management, would affect the
overall structure of these
communities by preventing the
ability to modify distribution in
response to natural dynamic
coastal processes.

Agricultural land
management needs to
allow for the natural
erosion of cliffs faces to
limit the effects of
squeeze on cliff habitats
and communities.
Grazing and rotational
scrub management may
be required, particularly in
the management of
calcareous grassland
habitats (i.e. to control
scrub). Appropriate
grazing / scrub control,
combined with erosion
through natural
processes, maintains
open vegetation and
promotes a varied habitat
structure. Maintenance of
scrub habitats depends
on a combination of
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Where a ‘managed realignment’
policy applies, this will allow new
intertidal habitat to be created and
may allow natural processes to reestablish where they have been
previously interrupted. This may also
help to mitigate the effects of coastal
squeeze that would otherwise occur
within these units and has the
potential to enhance the value of the
designated site. There may be
temporary adverse effects during the
managed realignment process, for
example through disturbance where
engineered structures are removed
or modified, or during the likely
‘settling in’ period after realignment,
where new habitats establish and,
potentially, some localised areas of
habitat are lost where water flow
patterns change.

Hazard

Interest feature

Favourable condition
target for relevant
attribute1 based on
conservation objectives
(taken from underlying
SSSI VAM plans or
Regulation 33 advice)

Contribution of attribute1 to
ecological structure and
function of site

Contribution of
management2 or other
unauthorised sources
to attribute and /or
feature condition

Adverse Effect of proposal alone
and in-combination on attribute1
and/or feature

Can adverse affects be avoided?

Adverse affect on
integrity; long
term, short term.
Yes, No or
uncertain?

Where a ‘hold the line’ policy applies
this will result in the progressive loss
or modification of intertidal habitat
due to coastal squeeze. There may
also be physical loss of habitat within
the footprint of flood defence
structures. This policy is mainly
restricted to areas of human
habitation.

Yes

No

natural factors including
erosion, salt spray, wind
and grazing.
Woodland establishing on
landslips should be left
unmanaged.

• Habitat loss
• Changes in
physical regime
• Physical
damage
• Habitat and
community
simplification
• Disturbance
• Changes in
sediment supply
• Shorter / longer
duration of
inundation

1210 - Annual
vegetation of drift
lines (not primary
reason for
selection)

The favourable condition
target for Annual vegetation
of drift lines is based on:
• Extent.
• Absence of landward
constraints.
• Frequency and
abundance of
characteristic species –
Beta vulgaris maritime
and Atriplex community.
• Frequency and
abundance of
characteristic species –
Honkenya peploides and
Cakile maritime
community.

The interface between each
community is considered to be
in equilibrium according to
levels of natural erosion and
disturbance. Changes in the
frequency and abundance of
characteristic species would
be indicative of changes in
overall hydrography and
functioning of the
communities.
Landward constraints would
affect the overall structure of
these communities by
preventing the ability to modify
distribution in response to
natural dynamic coastal
processes.

Recreational pressure
may also require active
management.
This interest feature is
dependent on active
natural processes.
Management activities
should avoid interfering
with natural processes
and ensure that landward
rollback can take place in
response to sea-level
rise. A broad and
integrated approach to
management should be
undertaken to ensure that
both direct and indirect
effects are considered.
Activities that may cause
a direct effect include the
construction of structures
and defences, the
removal of material, and
changes in drainage
patterns. Activities that
may cause indirect effects
include cliff protection
elsewhere that may
starve a beach of
sediment or may
accelerate cliff retreat
elsewhere.
Management activities
should also avoid or
minimise surface
disturbance, especially in
more open communities.
This may require
management, for
example, where
recreation and access is
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Where a ‘managed realignment’
policy applies, this will allow new
intertidal habitat to be created and
may allow natural processes to reestablish where they have been
previously interrupted. This may also
help to mitigate for the effects of
coastal squeeze, and has the
potential to enhance the value of the
designated site. There may be
temporary adverse effects during the
managed realignment process, for
example through disturbance where
engineered structures are removed
or modified, or during the likely
‘settling in’ period after realignment,
where new habitats establish and,
potentially, some localised areas of
habitat are lost where water flow
patterns change.

In the long-term, a ‘hold the line’ policy
applies to some policy units within this
site. This policy also applied to these
locations during SMP1 and has not
been identified as detrimental to the
status of the site designation. The
application of a ‘hold the line’ policy at
Axe Estuary (6a25) is new and was not
included in SMP1. This policy unit area
is considered to be very small in
relation to the overall area of the
designated site and, therefore it is
unlikely to adversely affect the integrity
of the site.

Hazard

Interest feature

Favourable condition
target for relevant
attribute1 based on
conservation objectives
(taken from underlying
SSSI VAM plans or
Regulation 33 advice)

Contribution of attribute1 to
ecological structure and
function of site

Contribution of
management2 or other
unauthorised sources
to attribute and /or
feature condition

Adverse Effect of proposal alone
and in-combination on attribute1
and/or feature

Can adverse affects be avoided?

Adverse affect on
integrity; long
term, short term.
Yes, No or
uncertain?

No – short-term

Yes in the short
term
Compensatory
dune habitat will be
considered through
the Regional
Habitat Creation
Programme.

causing trampling and
associated surface
disturbance.
Dawlish Warren SAC
Applicable policies:
6b19 (Dawlish Warren – landward side): ‘no active intervention’ in the short term. Policy to be determined for other epochs.
6b20 (Dawlish Warren – east distal end): ‘hold the line’ in the short term. Policy to be determined for other epochs.
6b21 (Dawlish Warren – central gabion defences): ‘hold the line’ in the short term. Policy to be determined for other epochs.
6b22 (Dawlish Warren – west hard defences): ‘hold the line’ in the short term. Policy to be determined for other epochs.
Condition assessment: 6% favourable;
2190 - Humid
• Habitat loss /
dune slacks
physical
2120 - Shifting
damage
dunes along the
• Changes in
physical regime shoreline with
Ammophilia
• Habitat and
arenaria ‘white
community
dunes’ (not
simplification
primary reason
• Disturbance
for selection)
• Changes in
sediment supply 2130 - Fixed
dunes with
• Shorter / longer
herbaceous
duration of
vegetation ‘grey
inundation
dunes’ (not
primary reason
for selection)
1395 - Petalwort
Petalophyllum
ralfsii

33% unfavourable recovering; 47% unfavourable no change; 14% unfavourable declining
- Currently, dune habitats
Maintenance of natural
- Management should
within the site are
processes is critical in
maintain the range of
considered to be in
maintaining the quality and
habitats and associated
‘unfavourable declining’ or
extent of dune habitats within
species reflecting the
‘unfavourable recovering’
the site, and the species that
different stages of
condition. Where
they support (including
succession by maintaining,
‘unfavourable declining’
petalwort).
or restoring where
assessments have been
necessary, the natural
made, this is due to the
processes and dynamics of
presence of sea defences
dune development and
that constrain natural
succession.
processes and sediment
supply.
- Selective scrub
management and grazing or
- Condition is also
mowing may be necessary.
affected by the presence
of non-native species and
- Management should aim
excessive scrub.
to promote the creation of
new slacks and avoid the
- Dune vegetation can be
artificial stabilisation of
vulnerable to erosion from
dunes. In particular, the
trampling or other
areas of bare ground
disturbance.
associated with the early
successional dune slacks
on this site are important for
a number of plant species
including petalwort.

Where a ‘hold the line’ policy applies,
the continued presence of defences
at Dawlish Warren will sustain the
‘unfavourable’ condition of the site.
This applies to the seaward parts of
the Warren in the short term. A policy
for medium and long-term epochs
has not yet been determined,
pending further discussions with
Natural England and the
development of the Exe Estuary
Strategy.

Continued loss of dune habitats at the
east distal end, central gabion
defences and west hard defences
policy unit.

Potentially – medium and
long-term
The Exe Estuary Strategy will seek to
find an acceptable solution that allows
the dune habitats to behave in a
dynamic and natural way in the
medium to long-term. Further
assessment will be required as part of
that process. Current SMP1 ‘hold the
line’ policies are considered to be
damaging to the interest features of the
SAC, and continuation of ‘hold the line’
policies in the short term are likely to
prolong the effect.

Exe Estuary SPA and Ramsar site
Applicable policies:
6a44 (Orcombe Rocks to Maer Rocks): ‘hold the line’ [all epochs]. SMP1 policy was ‘selectively hold the line’.
6a45 (The Maer): ‘hold the line’ in the short term, ‘managed realignment’ in the medium term and ’hold the line’ of the realigned defence in the long term.
6a46 (Harbour View to Exmouth Pier): ‘hold the line’ [all epochs]. SMP1 policy was ‘selectively hold the line’.
6a47 (Exmouth Spit): ‘hold the line’ [all epochs]. SMP1 policy was ‘selectively hold the line’.
6b01 (Exe Estuary – Exmouth (West)): ‘hold the line’ [all epochs]. This area was not included in SMP1.
6b02 (Exe Estuary – Exmouth (West) to Lympstone): ‘hold the line’ [all epochs]. This area was not included in SMP1
6b03 (Exe Estuary – Lympstone): ‘hold the line’ [all epochs]. This area was not included in SMP1.
6b04 (Exe Estuary – Nutwell Park): ‘hold the line’ [all epochs]. This area was not included in SMP1.
6b05 (Exe Estuary – Lympstone Commando): ‘hold the line’ [all epochs]. This area was not included in SMP1.
6b06 (Exe Estuary – Exton): ‘hold the line’ [all epochs]. This area was not included in SMP1.
6b07 (Exe Estuary – Exton to Lower Clyst): ‘hold the line’ [all epochs]. This area was not included in SMP1.
6b08 (Exe Estuary – Lower Clyst): ‘managed realignment’ [all epochs]. This area was not included in SMP1.
South Devon & Dorset SMP – September 2010
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No in the mediumand long term. Any
potentially adverse
effects in the
medium and long
term should be
considered and
avoided during the
preparation of the
Exe Estuary
Strategy.

Hazard

Contribution of attribute1 to
Contribution of
Adverse Effect of proposal alone
Can adverse affects be avoided?
Adverse affect on
Favourable condition
management2 or other
and in-combination on attribute1
integrity; long
target for relevant
ecological structure and
term, short term.
attribute1 based on
function of site
unauthorised sources
and/or feature
Yes, No or
to attribute and /or
conservation objectives
uncertain?
feature condition
(taken from underlying
SSSI VAM plans or
Regulation 33 advice)
6b09 (Exe Estuary – Topsham): ‘hold the line’ [all epochs]. This area was not included in SMP1.
6b10 (Exe Estuary – M5 (east) to St James’ Weir): ‘hold the line’ [all epochs]. This area was not included in SMP1.
6b12 (Exe Estuary – St James’ Weir to M5 (west)): ‘hold the line’ [all epochs]. This area was not included in SMP1.
6b13 (Exe Estuary – M5 (west) to Turf Lock): ‘hold the line’ [all epochs]. This area was not included in SMP1.
6b14 (Exe Estuary – Turf Lock to Powderham): ‘hold the line’ in the short term, ‘managed realignment’ in the medium and ‘hold the line’ of the realigned defence in the long term. This area was not included in
SMP1.
6b15 (Exe Estuary – Powderham (south): ‘hold the line’ [all epochs]. This area was not included in SMP1.
6b16 (Exe Estuary – Starcross): ‘hold the line’ [all epochs]. This area was not included in SMP1.
6b17 (Exe Estuary – Cockwood): ‘hold the line’ [all epochs]. This area was not included in SMP1.
6b18 (Exe Estuary – Cockwood to the Warren): ‘hold the line’ [all epochs]. This area was not included in SMP1.
6b19 (Dawlish Warren – landward side): ‘no active intervention’ in the short term. Policy to be determined for other epochs.
6b20 (Dawlish Warren – east distal end): ‘hold the line’ in the short term. Policy to be determined for other epochs.
6b21 (Dawlish Warren – central gabion defences): ‘hold the line’ in the short term. Policy to be determined for other epochs.
6b22 (Dawlish Warren – west hard defences): ‘hold the line’ in the short term. Policy to be determined for other epochs.

Interest feature

Condition assessment: Exe Estuary SSSI: 90% favourable; 10% unfavourable recovering
Ramsar site
Each attribute contributes to
Wintering and passage bird
• Habitat loss
the status of the designated
populations are dependent
• Assemblages
• Changes in
site as follows:
of international on an adequate supply of
physical regime
food
and
undisturbed
areas
importance:
• Avocets and Slavonian
• Physical
where they can feed and
grebes require feeding and
20263
damage
roost
during
the
tidal
cycle.
roosting areas free from
waterfowl
(5
• Habitat and
The
following
favourable
disturbance.
year
peak
community
condition
targets
are
mean
1998/99
•
Avocets require a sufficiently
simplification
applicable:
–
2002-03)
large extent of mudflat and
• Disturbance
sandflat for feeding and
•
No
significant
reduction
in
•
Species
/
• Changes in
numbers
or
displacement
saltmarsh for roosting.
population
sediment
of birds.
Slavonian grebes require a
occurring at
supply
sufficiently large extent of
levels
of
•
No
decrease
in
the
extent
• Watercourse
shallow coastal water for
and
distribution
of
all
international
modification
feeding and coasting.
habitats.
importance:
• Shorter / longer
dark-bellied
•
Avocets and other wader
•
No
increase
in
obstruction
duration of
brent
goose,
species require a view over
to
existing
bird
view
lines.
inundation
Branta
>200m to allow early
• Abundance and diversity
bernicla
detection of predators when
of prey species, including
bernicla, 1509
feeding / roosting. Darksurface and sub-surface
individuals
bellied brent geese require
invertebrates, should not
representing
views >500m.
change significantly.
1.5% of the
• Presence and abundance • Avocets feed communally in
GB population
shallow waters on a range of
of food species (i.e. green
(5 year peak
organisms. Slavonian grebe
algae, soft-leaved and
mean 1998/99
require an abundance of
seed-bearing plants and
– 2002/03)
marine and freshwater fish
mud-surface plants)
• Species /
and aquatic invertebrates.
should not change
populations
significantly.
• All qualifying species require
identified
a sufficiently large extent of
• Vegetation cover should
subsequent to
mudflat/sandflat for feeding
not alter significantly.
designation for
and/or roosting.
possible future
• Dark-bellied brent goose
consideration
and wigeon require a
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Human activities should
be managed so that they
do not cause deterioration
or disturbance to habitats
or species, through any of
the following:
• Physical loss through
removal or loss of
estuarine habitats.
• Physical damage
resulting from
abrasion/siltation.
• Noise or visual
disturbance.
• Increased synthetic
toxic contamination.
• Changes in nutrient
and/or organic loading.
• Biological disturbance
through selective
extraction of species
which form important
food sources.

A ‘hold the line’ policy applies to the
majority of policy units in this
European site, with existing coastal
defences continuing to protect the
coast from flooding and erosion risk.
This is likely to result in the
progressive loss of intertidal habitat
due to coastal squeeze, which will
result in the modification or physical
loss of habitat used by feeding and
roosting birds. There may also be
noise and visual disturbance to birds
during maintenance or construction
of defence structures. Where the
height of defences has to be
increased to maintain the standard of
defence, this may affect sight lines
for feeding or roosting birds, and
therefore reduce suitability for some
species.
A ‘managed realignment’ policy
applies in the medium to long term in
a small number of policy units (i.e.
6a45, 6b08 and 6b14). This will allow
new intertidal habitat to be created,
by allowing natural roll-back and
adaptation to sea level rise. Intertidal
habitat creation will provide new
areas where birds can feed and/or
roost. This can mitigate losses due to
coastal squeeze that would
otherwise occur in these units and
has the potential to enhance the

Uncertain

Yes

- Habitat loss due to coastal squeeze
can be mitigated by the creation of new
estuarine/intertidal habitat through
managed realignment, although in
some cases it may not be possible to
achieve an exact like-for-like
replacement. This will be informed by
the Exe Estuary Strategy, which is due
to be progressed by the Environment
Agency shortly.

It is considered that
the HTL policies
identified in this
SMP, in
combination, have
potential to
adversely affect the
integrity of this site
in the long-term as
a result of intertidal
habitat loss due to
coastal squeeze.
Although a
‘managed
realignment’ policy
applies within parts
of the site, it is
considered unlikely
that the areas of
new intertidal
habitat created will
be of sufficient area
to mitigate for that
lost to coastal
squeeze.
Compensatory
habitat creation,
through the SW
Regional Habitat
Creation
Programme will
therefore be

- Disturbance during maintenance or
construction can be avoided by timing
works outside of key wintering /
passage times for birds.
- Progressive implementation of
managed realignment policies would
reduce the potential effects of sudden
changes to water flow and
geomorphology. For example, through
creation of regulated tidal exchange
initially (such as at Goosemoor),
followed by full removal of defences.
- The Environment Agency will deliver
habitat replacement through the SW
Regional Habitat Creation Programme,
and will aim to keep pace with habitat
loss on a 1 to 1 basis in the long term.
This programme will seek to create
intertidal habitat to compensate for

Hazard

Interest feature

Favourable condition
target for relevant
attribute1 based on
conservation objectives
(taken from underlying
SSSI VAM plans or
Regulation 33 advice)

under
Criterion 6:
Species with
peak counts in
winter: blacktailed godwit,
Limosa limosa
islandica, 857
individuals
representing
2.4% of the
population (5
year peak
mean 1998/99
– 2002/03)
SPA
Under Article 4.1
of the Directive
(79/409/EEC):
Overwinter:
• Avocet
Recurvirostra
avosetta, 359
individuals
representing at
least 28.3% of
the wintering
population of
GB (5 year
peak
mean1991/2 –
1995/6)
• Slavonian
Grebe
Podiceps
auritus, 20
individuals
representing at
least 5% of the
wintering
population in
GB (5 year
peak mean
1984/85 –
1988/89)
Under Article 4.2
of the Directive
(79/409/EEC):
Over winter;
Regularly
South Devon & Dorset SMP – September 2010
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Contribution of attribute1 to
ecological structure and
function of site

•

•
•

•

•

•

sufficiently large extent of
saltmarsh and seagrass for
feeding/roosting.
Oystercatcher, knot, and
dunlin require a sufficiently
large extent of
intertidal/subtidal boulder
and cobble scar for
feeding/roosting.
Wader species feed on a
range of organisms.
Dark-bellied brent geese
and wigeon require an
abundance of soft-leaved
and seed-bearing plants for
feeding.
Wader species require
vegetation of <10cm
throughout areas used for
roosting or >80% cover of
bare ground.
Dark-bellied brent geese
and species like wigeon
require an abundance of
mud-surface plants.
Species like oystercatcher,
knot and dunlin feed on a
range of molluscs.
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Contribution of
management2 or other
unauthorised sources
to attribute and /or
feature condition

Adverse Effect of proposal alone
and in-combination on attribute1
and/or feature

Can adverse affects be avoided?

Adverse affect on
integrity; long
term, short term.
Yes, No or
uncertain?

value of the designated sites. It is
not likely to mitigate sufficiently for
losses to coastal squeeze throughout
the SAC. There may be temporary
adverse effects during the managed
realignment process, for example
through noise and visual disturbance
where engineered structures are
removed or modified, or during the
likely ‘settling in’ period after
realignment, where new habitats
establish and, potentially, some
localised areas of habitat are lost
where water flow patterns change.

habitat lost to coastal squeeze. This is
accounted for when schemes are
brought forward for consent to
implement the SMP policies.

required to offset
the intertidal habitat
lost.
Where intertidal
habitat may be
squeezed against
hard defences, a
study to quantify
the potential habitat
losses and gains
will be carried out
and this action is
included in the
SMP Action Plan.

Hazard

Interest feature

Favourable condition
target for relevant
attribute1 based on
conservation objectives
(taken from underlying
SSSI VAM plans or
Regulation 33 advice)

Contribution of attribute1 to
ecological structure and
function of site

Contribution of
management2 or other
unauthorised sources
to attribute and /or
feature condition

Adverse Effect of proposal alone
and in-combination on attribute1
and/or feature

Can adverse affects be avoided?

Adverse affect on
integrity; long
term, short term.
Yes, No or
uncertain?

supporting
23,513 individual
waterfowl (5
year peak mean
1991/2 - 1995/6)
including: Blacktailed godwit
Limosa limosa
islandica, Dunlin
Calidris alpina
alpina, Lapwing
Vanellus
vanellus, Grey
Plover Pluvialis
squatarola,
Oystercatcher
Haematopus
ostralegus, Redbreasted
merganser
Mergus serrator,
Wigeon Anas
penelope, Darkbellied Brent
Goose Branta
bernicla bernicla,
Cormorant
Phalacrocorax
carbo, Avocet
Recurvirostra
avosetta,
Slavonian Grebe
Podiceps
auritus,
Whimbrel
Numenius
phaeopus
Plymouth Sound and Estuaries SAC
Applicable policies:
6c23 (Yealm Estuary (East Bank Passage House to Newton Ferrers North)): ‘hold the line’ [all epochs]. This area was not included in SMP1.
6c30 (Plym Estuary – Mount Batten Breakwater to Marsh Mills): ‘hold the line’ [all epochs]. SMP1 policy was ‘selectively hold the line’.
6c31 (Tamar Estuary – Devil’s Point to Tamerton Lake): ‘hold the line’ [all epochs]. This area was not included in SMP1.
6c32 (Tamar Estuary – Tamerton Lake to Gunnislake (upper Tamar Estuary East)): due to insufficient information to determine precise policies, the SMP suggests a more detailed study but broadly the policy
should be ‘no active intervention’ with either ‘hold the line’ or ‘managed realignment’ in areas where defences are currently present. This area was not included in SMP1.
6c33 (Tamar Estuary – Gunnislake to Saltash North (upper Tamar Estuary West)): due to insufficient information to determine precise policies, the SMP suggests a more detailed study but broadly the policy
should be ‘no active intervention’ with either ‘hold the line’ or ‘managed realignment’ in areas where defences are currently present. This area was not included in SMP1.
6c34 (Tamar Estuary – Saltash): ‘hold the line’ of defences where they occur, but ‘no active intervention’ in currently undefended areas [all epochs]. This area was not included in SMP1.
6c35 (Tamar Estuary – River Lynher): ‘hold the line’ of defences where they occur, but ‘no active intervention’ in currently undefended areas [all epochs]. This area was not included in SMP1.
6c36 (Tamar Estuary – Torpoint North (Jupiter Point) to Torpoint South (Landing Stage)): ‘hold the line’ of defences where they occur, but ‘no active intervention’ in currently undefended areas [all epochs]. This
area was not included in SMP1.
6c37 (Tamar Estuary – St John’s Lake (Torpoint South (Landing Stage) to Millbrook (Mill Farm))): ‘hold the line’ of defences where they occur, but ‘no active intervention’ in currently undefended areas [all epochs].
South Devon & Dorset SMP – September 2010
Rev 3
Habitat Regulations Assessment – Form HR02
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Hazard

Contribution of attribute1 to
Contribution of
Adverse Effect of proposal alone
Can adverse affects be avoided?
Adverse affect on
Favourable condition
management2 or other
and in-combination on attribute1
integrity; long
target for relevant
ecological structure and
term, short term.
attribute1 based on
function of site
unauthorised sources
and/or feature
Yes, No or
to attribute and /or
conservation objectives
uncertain?
feature condition
(taken from underlying
SSSI VAM plans or
Regulation 33 advice)
This area was not included in SMP1.
6c39 (Tamar Estuary – St John’s Lake (Millbrook (Hancocks’s Lake) to Palmer Point)): ‘hold the line’ of defences where they occur, but ‘no active intervention’ in currently undefended areas [all epochs]. This area
was not included in SMP1.
6c40 (Tamar Estuary – Palmer Point to Mount Edgcumbe (Cremyll)): ‘hold the line’ of defences where they occur, but ‘no active intervention’ in currently undefended areas [all epochs]. This area was not included
in SMP1.
In the Tamar Estuary, undefended areas will remain undefended.
6c42 (Fort Picklecombe): ‘hold the line’ [all epochs]. SMP 1 policy was ‘selectively hold the line’.
6c44 (Kingsand / Cawsand): ‘hold the line’ [all epochs]. SMP 1 policy was ‘selectively hold the line’.

Interest feature

Condition assessment: Yealm Estuary SSSI – 100% favourable
St, John’s Lake SSSI – 46% favourable; 54% unfavourable recovering;
Plymouth Sound Shores and Cliffs SSSI – 100% favourable
Wembury Point SSSI – 82% favourable; 9% unfavourable no change; 9% unfavourable declining
Rame Head and Whitsand Bay SSSI – 100% favourable
Tamar-Tavy Estuary SSSI – 93% favourable; 7% unfavourable recovering
Large shallow inlets and bays: These interest features
The desired condition
1110 • Habitat loss
(though subject to natural
Sandbanks
• Water clarity is important for depend on active natural
• Changes in
processes to occur freely
maintaining extent and
physical regime which are slightly change) of the attributes of
with no human
large shallow inlets and
covered by
diversity of algal and plant
• Physical
intervention. It may be
bays
is
as
follows:
seawater
all
of
dominated
communities.
damage
the
time
•
No
decrease
in
extent.
• Changes in temperature and necessary to graze
• Habitat and
saltmarsh to maintain
1130
–
Estuaries
salinity influence the
•
Average
light
attenuation
community
diversity.
1160
Large
presence
and
distribution
of
should
not
deviate
simplification
Deterioration/disturbance
shallow
inlets
species.
significantly
(from
• Disturbance
should not result from the
and
bays
Intertidal
rock
and
shore
established
baseline).
• Changes in
following (as applicable to
1170
Reefs
boulder
communities
•
Average
temperature
/
sediment
the SMP):
1330
Atlantic
salt
•
Changes
in
the
extent
and
salinity
should
not
deviate
supply
meadows
• Removal of habitats.
distribution of characteristic
significantly.
• Watercourse
(Glauco• Increased abrasion
Intertidal rock and shore
communities may indicate
modification
Puccinellietalia
and/or siltation.
boulder
communities
long
term
changes
in
the
• Shorter / longer
maritimae)
•
Increased synthetic
physical
condition
of
the
• No decrease in littoral
duration of
1140 - Mudflats
and/or non-synthetic
site.
extent
of
range
of
rocky
inundation
and sandflats not
toxic contamination.
shore communities from
• Changes in the composition
covered by
of characteristic species
an established baseline
• Nutrient/organic
seawater at low
enrichment and/or
may indicate, for example,
value.
tide (not a
increases in turbidity.
cyclic change and possibly
• Presence & abundance of
primary reason
changes in hydrography,
composite species of lowfor selection)
salinity and siltation.
shore boulder and rock
pool communities should
• Relative abundance of
composite species of rock
not deviate significantly.
pools is an indication of
• Average % cover of
quality. It is believed that an
Sargassum should not
increase in Sargassum
increase.
would be detrimental to
Kelp forest communities
favourable condition.
• Presence & abundance of
algal species composition Kelp forest communities
• Changes in floral
should not deviate
composition may serve as
significantly.
long-term indicators of
• Average density / ratio of
change in water clarity,
South Devon & Dorset SMP – September 2010
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- A ‘hold the line’ policy is applied
mainly to areas of human habitation
where defences already exist. This is
likely to result in the progressive loss
or modification of intertidal habitat
due to coastal squeeze and there is
potential for scouring of sandbanks
slightly covered by seawater all of
the time.
Policy Unit 6c23 proposes ‘hold the
line’ with new defences to reduce the
risk of flooding to the developed
areas of Noss Mayo and Newton
Ferrers. The estuarine habitat
associated with this policy unit
largely comprises subtidal sandbank
and mixed muddy sediment
communities with intertidal mud
communities distributed towards
Noss Mayo and Newton Ferrers.
New/improved defences may result
in direct loss of habitat within the
footprint of the scheme and/or
adverse indirect effects elsewhere as
a result of human intervention.
However, within this policy unit
(6c23), the natural topography of the
estuary, with its steep ria-like
geomorphology, is considered likely
to be a natural constraint to landward
migration of intertidal habitat.
-Where a ‘no active intervention’ or
‘managed realignment’ policy

No – intertidal habitats

Yes

Yes – sandbanks slightly
covered by seawater all of the
time It is anticipated that new

It is considered that
the HTL policies
identified in this
SMP, in
combination, have
potential to
adversely affect the
integrity of this site
as a result of
intertidal habitat
loss due to coastal
squeeze.

defences at scheme level can be
designed to reduce their reflectivity to
minimise scouring.

Where intertidal
habitat may be
squeezed against
hard defences, a
study to quantify
the potential habitat
losses and gains
will be carried out
and this action is
included in the
SMP Action Plan.

Hazard

Interest feature

Favourable condition
target for relevant
attribute1 based on
conservation objectives
(taken from underlying
SSSI VAM plans or
Regulation 33 advice)
Laminaria hyperborea: L.
ochroleuca should not
deviate significantly.
• Average % cover &
density of Distomus
variolosus should not
deviate significantly.
Subtidal mixed cobble and
gravel communities
• Species abundance /
composition should not
deviate significantly.
Subtidal mud communities
• Presence / abundance of
algal species should not
deviate.
The desired condition
(though subject to natural
change) of the attributes of
estuaries:
• No decrease in extent
• Intra-and inter-estuarine
Tidal Prism/Cross-Section
ratio should not deviate
significantly.
• Horizontal boundary of
saltmarsh/mudflat
interface should not
deviate significantly from
long-term trend.
• No significant deviation
from phytoplankton
concentration in summer.
• Extent & distribution of
characteristic biotopes
should not deviate
significantly.
• No change in the extent of
reedbed plant
communities.
Saltmarsh communities
• Range and distribution of
characteristic salt marsh
communities.
• No alteration of creek
patterns.
• Frequency & abundance
of characteristic saltmarsh

South Devon & Dorset SMP – September 2010
Rev 3
Habitat Regulations Assessment – Form HR02

Contribution of attribute1 to
ecological structure and
function of site

temperature or wave
exposure. Red algae acts as
an indicator of the
reductions in entire algal
populations. The ratio
L.hypeborea: L.ochroleuca
may also indicate change.
D.variolosus is sensitive to
deviations in salinity and
siltation.
Subtidal mixed cobble and
gravel communities
• The presence of
characteristic algal species
is indicative of the unusual
combination of light
attenuation, tidal regime and
lack of siltation conditions.
Subtidal mud communities
• The presence and relative
abundance of characterising
species gives an indication
of quality and change in
composition may indicate
cyclic change/trend in
sediment communities.
Estuaries:
• The relationship between
Tidal Prism/Cross-section
provides a measure of
hydrodynamics. Substantial
changes may indicate
human influences.
• Excessive growth of
phytoplankton contributes to
reduced water clarity.
• Loss of intertidal and
subtidal mud communities is
likely to be detrimental to the
structure of this feature.
• Changes in the extent and
distribution of characteristic
biotopes may indicate longterm change in physical
conditions.
Saltmarsh communities
• Creeks absorb tidal energy
and assist with the delivery
of sediment to saltmarshes.
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Contribution of
management2 or other
unauthorised sources
to attribute and /or
feature condition

Adverse Effect of proposal alone
and in-combination on attribute1
and/or feature

applies, this should enable natural
processes, including the roll back of
habitats where sea level rise results
in the loss of intertidal areas.
However, this may not be the case
where habitats are constrained by
natural features, such as hard cliffs,
or where other man-made features,
such as urban areas are present. In
these situations there may be a net
loss of intertidal habitats, but it is not
considered that this would be the
result of the SMP policy.

Can adverse affects be avoided?

Adverse affect on
integrity; long
term, short term.
Yes, No or
uncertain?

Hazard

Interest feature

Favourable condition
target for relevant
attribute1 based on
conservation objectives
(taken from underlying
SSSI VAM plans or
Regulation 33 advice)
species should not
deviate significantly.
Subtidal rocky reef
communities
• Average distribution of
characteristic limestone
biotopes (SubSoAs and
AlcByH.Hia) should not
deviate significantly.
• Presence & abundance of
composite species from
characteristic biotopes
should not deviate
significantly.
The desired condition
(though subject to natural
change) of the attributes of
sandbanks:
• No decrease in extent.
• Average particle size
analysis (sediment
characteristics) should not
deviate significantly.
• Depth distribution of
sandbanks should not
deviate significantly.
• No decrease in extent
eelgrass bed.
• Water clarity – average
light attenuation should
not change significantly.
• Average density of
characteristic species –
Zostera marina – should
not change significantly.
• Presence & abundance of
epiphytic species.
• No increase in extent of
green algal mats.
• Presence and abundance
of characteristic biotope
species.

South Devon & Dorset SMP – September 2010
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Contribution of attribute1 to
ecological structure and
function of site

They allow pioneer
vegetation to be established
along their higher banks into
the saltmarsh system.
• Greater range of community
types is desirable. Species
composition is an indicator
of favourable condition.
• Loss of reedbed would
impact on other species.
Subtidal rocky reef
communities
• These biotopes are key
structural components of
subtidal limestone reefs and
are of particular nature
conservation importance
due to the unusual physical
conditions. These biotopes
have species rich
communities, which
contribute to the structure of
the subtidal rocky reef
communities.
• The presence and
abundance of characteristic
species gives an indication
of the quality of the biotope
and changes in composition
may indicate cyclic / trend
changes in communities.
Sandbanks:
• Particle size varies across
this feature and can indicate
spatial distribution of
sediment types, thus
reflecting stability and
underlying processes.
• Depth and distribution
reflects energy conditions
and stability of the sediment,
influencing communities.
• Extent and distribution of
seagrass beds provides a
long-term integrated
measure of environmental
conditions. Water clarity is
important in maintaining
seagrass beds. The
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Contribution of
management2 or other
unauthorised sources
to attribute and /or
feature condition

Adverse Effect of proposal alone
and in-combination on attribute1
and/or feature

Can adverse affects be avoided?

Adverse affect on
integrity; long
term, short term.
Yes, No or
uncertain?

Hazard

Interest feature

Favourable condition
target for relevant
attribute1 based on
conservation objectives
(taken from underlying
SSSI VAM plans or
Regulation 33 advice)

Contribution of attribute1 to
ecological structure and
function of site

Contribution of
management2 or other
unauthorised sources
to attribute and /or
feature condition

Adverse Effect of proposal alone
and in-combination on attribute1
and/or feature

Can adverse affects be avoided?

Adverse affect on
integrity; long
term, short term.
Yes, No or
uncertain?

The following factors are
important in maintaining
the status of the species:
• Allowing natural
processes, such as
slumping and erosion,
to occur freely, and
allowing the species to
move location to
suitable habitat.
• Maintain coastal flushes
and seepages.
• Avoid loss of individuals
/ populations through
human intervention
(such as construction of
defences, recreational
pressure, etc.).

- A ‘hold the line’ policy is applied
mainly to areas of human habitation
where defences already exist. This is
likely to result in the progressive loss
or modification of suitable intertidal
habitat due to coastal squeeze and
will continue to prevent natural
coastal processes from occurring
freely.

Yes

No

occurrence and frequency of
epiphytes is indicative of
quality and change in
composition may be
indicative of cyclic
change/trend.
• Increase in filamentous
green algae may indicate
eutrophication.
• Presence/relative
abundance of characteristic
biotope species may
indicate cyclic
changes/trends.

• Habitat loss
• Changes in
physical regime
• Physical
disturbance
• Disturbance
• Changes in
sediment
supply
• Shorter / longer
duration of
inundation

1441 - Shore
dock Rumex
rupestris

The presence and
abundance of shore dock
will determine favourable
condition.

South Devon & Dorset SMP – September 2010
Rev 3
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This site is one of the chief
rocky-shore strongholds on
the UK mainland, comprising
15 colonies and 42 plants. At
present the SSSI unit
identified as supporting shore
dock is in favourable
condition.
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Policy Unit 6c23 proposes ‘hold the
line’ with defences to reduce the risk
of flooding to the developed areas of
Noss Mayo and Newton Ferrers. In
the short term, new/improved
defences may result in direct loss of
plants within the footprint of the
scheme, depending upon the
distribution of shore dock within this
policy unit. With sensitive design
informed by detailed species-specific
surveys to confirm distribution of
shore dock, this can be mitigated. In
the long-term, the natural topography
of the estuary, with its steep ria-like
geomorphology, is considered likely
to be a natural constraint to natural
processes such as landward
migration in response to sea level
rise.

Hazard

Interest feature

Favourable condition
target for relevant
attribute1 based on
conservation objectives
(taken from underlying
SSSI VAM plans or
Regulation 33 advice)

Contribution of attribute1 to
ecological structure and
function of site

Contribution of
management2 or other
unauthorised sources
to attribute and /or
feature condition

Adverse Effect of proposal alone
and in-combination on attribute1
and/or feature

Can adverse affects be avoided?

Adverse affect on
integrity; long
term, short term.
Yes, No or
uncertain?

-Where a ‘no active intervention’
policy applies, this should enable
natural processes, including
slumping and erosion. However, this
may not be the case where suitability
of habitat is constrained by natural
features, such as hard cliffs. In this
case, there may be a net loss of
suitable habitat, but it is not
considered that this would be the
result of the SMP policy.
(‘Managed realignment’ policy is not
applicable to this site.)
Tamar Estuaries Complex SPA
Applicable policies:
6c31 (Tamar Estuary – Devil’s Point to Tamerton Lake): ‘hold the line’ [all epochs]. This area was not included in SMP1.
6c32 (Tamar Estuary – Tamerton lake to Gunnislake (upper Tamar Estuary East)): due to insufficient information to determine precise policies, the SMP suggests a more detailed study but broadly the policy
should be ‘no active intervention’ with either ‘hold the line’ or ‘managed realignment’ in areas where defences are currently present. This area was not included in SMP1.
6c33 (Tamar Estuary – Gunnislake to Saltash North (upper Tamar Estuary West)): due to insufficient information to determine precise policies, the SMP suggests a more detailed study but broadly the policy
should be ‘no active intervention’ with either ‘hold the line’ or ‘managed realignment’ in areas where defences are currently present. This area was not included in SMP1.
6c34 (Tamar Estuary – Saltash): ‘hold the line’ of defences where they occur, but ‘no active intervention’ in currently undefended areas [all epochs]. This area was not included in SMP1.
6c35 (Tamar Estuary – River Lynher): ‘hold the line’ of defences where they occur, but ‘no active intervention’ in currently undefended areas [all epochs]. This area was not included in SMP1.
6c36 (Tamar Estuary – Torpoint North (Jupiter Point) to Torpoint South (Landing Stage)): ‘hold the line’ of defences where they occur, but ‘no active intervention’ in currently undefended areas [all epochs]. This
area was not included in SMP1.
6c37 (Tamar Estuary – St John’s Lake (Torpoint South (Landing Stage) to Millbrook (Mill Farm))): ‘hold the line’ of defences where they occur, but ‘no active intervention’ in currently undefended areas [all epochs].
This area was not included in SMP1.
6c40 (Tamar Estuary – Palmer Point to Mount Edgcumbe (Cremyll)): ‘hold the line’ of defences where they occur, but ‘no active intervention’ in currently undefended areas [all epochs]. This area was not included
in SMP1.
Undefended sections of the Tamar Estuary will remain undefended.
Condition assessment: Tamar – Tavy Estuary SSSI – 93% favourable; 7% unfavourable recovering
Lynher Estuary SSSI – 94% favourable; 6% unfavourable
St. John’s Lake SSSI - 46% favourable; 54% unfavourable recovering
Intertidal mudflat communities
Under Article 4.1 Wintering and passage bird
• Habitat loss
are important feeding areas,
populations are dependent
of the Directive
• Changes in
supporting suitable prey
on an adequate supply of
physical regime (79/409/EEC):
On
passage:
species. Saltmarsh
food
and
undisturbed
areas
• Physical
communities are important
where
they
can
feed
and
•
Little
Egret
damage
roosting areas. Significant
roost
during
the
tidal
cycle.
Egretta
• Habitat and
disturbance caused by human
The
following
are
key
garzetta,
72
community
activities can result in reduced
targets
in
maintaining
individuals
simplification
intake and / or increased
favourable
condition:
representing
• Disturbance
energy expenditure and can
at
least
9.0%
•
No
decrease
in
extent
of
• Changes in
be damaging to populations.
intertidal
sediment
of
the
sediment
communities
or
saltmarsh.
population
in
supply
Great Britain • Presence and abundance
• Watercourse
(Count as at
of prey species should not
modification
1993)
change significantly.
• Shorter / longer
Over
winter:
•
No
significant reduction in
duration of
• Avocet
the numbers or
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Deterioration/disturbance
should not result from the
following (as applicable to
the SMP):
• Removal or loss of
estuarine habitats.
• Noise and/or visual
disturbance.
• Increased synthetic
and/or non-synthetic
toxic contamination.
• Nutrient/organic
enrichment.

- Where a ‘no active intervention’
policy applies, this should enable
natural processes, including the roll
back of habitats where sea level rise
results in the loss of intertidal areas
elsewhere. However, this may not be
the case where habitats are
constrained by natural features, such
as hard cliffs. In this case, there may
be a net loss of intertidal habitats,
but it is not considered that this
would be the result of SMP policy.
- Where a ‘hold the line’ policy
applies this is likely to result in the
progressive loss of intertidal habitat
due to coastal squeeze. This will

Partly

Yes

- Disturbance during maintenance or
construction can be avoided by timing
works outside of key wintering /
passage times for birds.

It is considered that
the HTL policies
identified in this
SMP, in
combination, have
potential to
adversely affect the
integrity of this site
as a result of
intertidal habitat
loss due to coastal
squeeze in the
Tamar Estuary.

- The Environment Agency will deliver
habitat replacement through the SW
Regional Habitat Creation Programme,
and will aim to keep pace with habitat
loss on a 1 to 1 basis in the long term.
This programme will seek to create
intertidal habitat to compensate for
habitat lost to coastal squeeze. This is
accounted for when schemes are
brought forward for consent to

Where intertidal

Hazard

Interest feature

inundation

•

Recurvirostr
a avosetta,
201
individuals
representing
at least
15.8% of the
wintering
population in
Great Britain
(5 year peak
mean 1991/2
- 1995/6)
Little Egret
Egretta
garzetta, 42
individuals
representing
at least 8.4%
of the
wintering
population in
Great Britain
(Count as at
1993)

Favourable condition
target for relevant
attribute1 based on
conservation objectives
(taken from underlying
SSSI VAM plans or
Regulation 33 advice)
displacement of birds.

Contribution of attribute1 to
ecological structure and
function of site

Contribution of
management2 or other
unauthorised sources
to attribute and /or
feature condition

Adverse Effect of proposal alone
and in-combination on attribute1
and/or feature

Can adverse affects be avoided?

Adverse affect on
integrity; long
term, short term.
Yes, No or
uncertain?

result in the modification or loss of
habitat used by feeding and roosting
birds. There may also be disturbance
to birds during maintenance or
construction of defence structures.
Where the height of defences has to
be increased to maintain the
standard of defence, this may affect
sight lines for feeding or roosting
birds, and therefore reduce suitability
for some species. This policy is
restricted mainly to areas of human
habitation where defences already
exist.

implement the SMP policies.

habitat may be
squeezed against
hard defences, a
study to quantify
the potential habitat
losses and gains
will be carried out
and this action is
included in the
SMP Action Plan.

- Habitat loss due to coastal squeeze
can be mitigated by the creation of new
estuarine/intertidal habitat through
managed realignment in some areas,
although in some cases it may not be
possible to achieve an exact like-forlike replacement. Progressive
implementation of managed
realignment policies would reduce the
potential effects of sudden changes to
water flow and geomorphology.

- Where a ‘managed realignment’
policy applies (e.g. in policy units
6c32 and 33), this will allow new
intertidal habitat to be created,
providing new areas where birds can
feed or roost. This can mitigate
losses that would otherwise occur
due to coastal squeeze in these units
and has the potential to enhance the
value of the designated sites. There
may be temporary adverse effects
during the managed realignment
process, for example through
disturbance where engineered
structures are removed or modified,
or during the likely ‘settling in’ period
after realignment, where new
habitats establish and, potentially,
some localised areas of habitat are
lost where water flow patterns
change.

Poole Bay to Lyme Bay Reefs cSAC
Applicable policies:
5g10 (Ringstead Bay: defended length) ‘hold the line’ in the short term, ‘no active intervention’ in the medium to long term
5g22 (Osprey Quay: Portland Harbour, to King’s Pier) ‘hold the line’ [all epochs]
6a09 (Freshwater Beach): ‘managed realignment’ involving beach management. SMP1 policy was ‘do nothing’ (no active intervention).
6a11 (West Bay (East Beach to eastern pier)): ‘hold the line’ in the short and medium term; ‘managed realignment’ in the long term. The SMP1 policy was ‘hold the line’.
6a12 (West Bay (West Beach from eastern pier) to West Cliff (East) (includes West Bay Harbour)): ‘hold the line’ (unchanged from SMP1).
6a15 (Seatown): ‘hold the line’ in the short term and ‘no active intervention’ in the medium and long term. The SMP1 policy was ‘selectively hold the line’.
6a18 (Charmouth): ‘hold the line’ in the short term and ‘managed realignment’ in the medium and long term. The SMP1 policy was ‘selectively hold the line’.
6a20 (East Cliff (Lyme Regis) to Broad Ledge (Lyme Regis): ‘hold the line’ [all epochs] (unchanged from SMP1).
6a21 (Broad Ledge (Lyme Regis) to The Cobb (Lyme Regis): ‘hold the line’ [all epochs] (unchanged from SMP1).
6a22 (Monmouth Beach) ‘hold the line’ in the short term, ‘managed realignment’ in the medium term and ‘hold the line’ of the realigned defence in the long term. The SMP1 policy was ‘do nothing’ (no active
intervention).
6a25 (Axe Estuary (Mouth Breakwater to Axmouth North): ‘hold the line’ [all epochs]. This area was not included in SMP1.
6a26 (Axe Estuary (Axmouth North to Seaton North): ‘managed realignment’ [all epochs]. This area was not included in SMP1.
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Hazard

Contribution of attribute1 to
Contribution of
Adverse Effect of proposal alone
Can adverse affects be avoided?
Favourable condition
management2 or other
and in-combination on attribute1
target for relevant
ecological structure and
attribute1 based on
function of site
unauthorised sources
and/or feature
to attribute and /or
conservation objectives
feature condition
(taken from underlying
SSSI VAM plans or
Regulation 33 advice)
6a27 (Axe Estuary (Seaton East)): ‘hold the line’ [all epochs]. This area was not included in SMP1.
6a29 (Axe Estuary (Spit) to Seaton (West)): ‘hold the line’ [all epochs]. The SMP1 policy was ‘selectively hold the line’.
6a30 (Seaton (West) to Seaton Hole): ‘Managed realignment’ in the short term. ‘no active intervention’ in the medium to long term. The SMP1 policy was ‘selectively hold the line’.
6a32 (Beer): ‘hold the line’ [all epochs]. The SMP1 policy was ‘selectively hold the line’.
6b41 (Petit Tor Point to Walls Hill): ‘hold the line’ [all epochs].
6b46 (Meadfoot Beach): ‘hold the line’ [all epochs].
6b48 (Beacon Cove to Torre Abbey Sands (Torquay Harbour)) to 6b49 (Torre Abbey Sands): ‘hold the line’ [all epochs].
6b51 (Livermead Sands): ‘hold the line’ [all epochs].
6b53 (Hollicombe Beach): ‘hold the line’ [all epochs].
6b55 (Hollicombe Head to Roundham Head): ‘hold the line’ [all epochs].
6b56 (Goodrington Sands): ‘hold the line’ in the short term, ‘managed realignment’ in the medium to long term.
6b58 (Broadsands): ‘hold the line’ in the short term, ‘managed realignment’ in the medium to long term.
6b60 (Churston Cove (East) to Shoalstone Point): ‘hold the line’ [all epochs].
6b64 (Dart Estuary – Kingswear (South) to Waterhead Creek) to 6b70 (Dart Estuary – Halftide Rock to Blackstone Point): ‘hold the line’ [all epochs] only where existing defences are present.

Interest feature

Condition assessment: n/a cSAC and SSSI boundaries do not coincide.
Favourable condition is
Submerged or
• Habitat loss
likely to be based on extent.
partially
• Changes in
physical regime submerged sea
caves
• Physical
damage
• Shorter / longer
duration of
inundation

The presence, distribution and
abundance of this interest
feature are key to the status of
the site designation.

These interest features are present
where a hold the line policy is
proposed in policy units 6b41, 6b55,
6b58 and 6b60. A ‘hold the line’
policy may result in the progressive
loss or modification of partially
submerged sea caves due to sea
level rise and coastal squeeze.
There may also be physical loss of
habitat within the footprint of flood
defence structures.
The caves at Petit Tor (Policy Unit
6b41) are at the very northern end of
this policy unit adjacent to the rocky
headland where defence work is
likely to be minimal (future defence is
likely to be in the bay area of this
policy unit). The caves are already
submerged and are exposed to
natural coastal processes, and
therefore an adverse effect is not
anticipated.
A sea wall has already been built
across caves at Hollicombe Head
(Policy Unit 6b55) to slow down
coastal erosion. Raising,
reinforcement or reconstruction of
this wall may adversely affect the
feature.
There is no survey information
available for North Broadsands
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Yes
It is anticipated that there will not be a
need to extend existing sea defences
on sea caves and therefore there will
be no adverse effects in PU 6b55,
6b58 and 6b60 where holding the line
is proposed.

Adverse affect on
integrity; long
term, short term.
Yes, No or
uncertain?

No

Hazard

• Habitat loss
• Changes in
sediment
supply

Interest feature

1170 - Reefs

Favourable condition
target for relevant
attribute1 based on
conservation objectives
(taken from underlying
SSSI VAM plans or
Regulation 33 advice)

The favourable condition
targets are as follows
(allowing natural
succession/known cyclical
change):
• No reduction in extent of
reef.
• Maintain the full variety of
biotopes identified for the
site.
• Maintain the natural
distribution of biotopes.
• No change in extent in
the biotope(s).
• No decline in biotope
quality due to change in
species composition or
loss of notable species.
• Maintain age/size
structure of individual
species populations.

Contribution of attribute1 to
ecological structure and
function of site

Each attribute contributes
towards the status of the site
as follows:
• Loss of extent may occur
due to excessive smothering
by sediment as part of
natural coastal processes or
anthropogenic activity.
• Where a change in a
biotope occurs outside of
expected variation, or loss of
conservation interest is
identified, then condition
considered unfavourable.
• Changes in overall nature of
reef communities, including
mobile species may indicate
deterioration in the condition
of the biodiversity of the reef
community.

Contribution of
management2 or other
unauthorised sources
to attribute and /or
feature condition

The following operations
may cause deterioration
or disturbance:
• Physical loss, through
removal or smothering.
• Physical damage due to
siltation and abrasion.
• Toxic contamination
through introduction of
synthetic and nonsynthetic compounds.
• Non-toxic contamination
through changes in
nutrient and organic
loading.
• Changes in turbidity.
• Introduction of nonnative species and
translocation.
• Selective abstraction of
species.

Adverse Effect of proposal alone
and in-combination on attribute1
and/or feature

Caves (Policy Unit 6b58) or Batter
Gardens Sea Cave, Harbour Holes,
Brixham Harbour Caves and
Breakwater Beach Caves (6b60) and
potential impacts associated with a
‘hold the line’ policy or a ‘managed
realignment’ policy are uncertain.
- This interest feature coincides with
a ‘hold the line’ policy within policy
units 5g10, 5g22, 6a18, 6a20, 6a21,
6a22, 6a25 & 6a27. Of these, a longterm ‘hold the line’ policy applies to
only two policy units (i.e. 6a25 &
6a27), elsewhere this policy applies
in the short term only.
Where a ‘hold the line’ policy applies
this has the potential to affect reef
habitats through the constraining
effects on natural sediment supply.
However, this policy applies along a
small proportion of the coastline in
the long term, and there is no
evidence to suggest that this policy is
affecting this feature at present.
Therefore, no adverse effects are
foreseen.

Can adverse affects be avoided?

Adverse affect on
integrity; long
term, short term.
Yes, No or
uncertain?

Yes

No

Progressive implementation of
managed realignment policies would
reduce the potential effects of sudden
changes to water flow and
geomorphology.

Where a ‘managed realignment’
policy applies, this should promote
natural processes and remove
constraints that have previously
existed. There is the potential that
this could affect geomorphological
processes, resulting in a change to
sediment supply. However, such
effects are likely to be localised and
unlikely to be significant, particularly
in the medium to long term.

Prawle Point to Plymouth Sound and Eddystone cSAC
Applicable policies:
6c03 (Salcombe Harbour (Limebury Point to Kingsbridge Estuary – Scoble Point)) to 6c07 (Salcombe (Snapes Point to Splat Cove Point): ‘hold the line’ [all epochs] only where there are existing defences.
6c14 (Avon Estuary (Upstream section – Stadbury Farm to Stakes Hill)): ‘managed realignment’ [all epochs].
6c23 (Yealm Estuary (East Bank – Passage House to Newton Ferrers North)): ‘hold the line’ [all epochs].
6c28 (Plym Estuary – Mount Batten Breakwater to Marsh Mills) to 6c31 (Tamar Estuary – Devil’s Point to Tamerton Lake): ‘hold the line’ [all epochs].
6c32 (Tamar Estuary – Tamerton Lake to Gunnislake (Upper Tamar Estuary East)) to 6c33 (Tamar Estuary – Gunnislake to Saltash (Upper Tamar Estuary West)): ‘combination of hold the line, managed
realignment and no active intervention’ [all epochs].
6c34 (Tamar Estuary – Saltash) to 6c40 (Tamar Estuary – Palmer Point to Mount Edgcumbe (Cremyll)): ‘hold the line’ [all epochs] only where existing defences are present.
6c42 (Fort Picklecombe): ‘hold the line’ [all epochs].
6c44 (Kingsand /Cawsand): ‘hold the line’ [all epochs].
Condition assessment: n/a cSAC and SSSI boundaries do not coincide.
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Hazard

Interest feature

• Habitat loss
• Changes in
sediment supply

1170 - Reefs

Favourable condition
target for relevant
attribute1 based on
conservation objectives
(taken from underlying
SSSI VAM plans or
Regulation 33 advice)
The favourable condition
targets are as follows
(allowing natural
succession/known cyclical
change):
• No reduction in extent of
reef.
• Maintain the full variety of
biotopes identified for the
site.
• Maintain the natural
distribution of biotopes.
• No change in extent in
the biotope(s).
• No decline in biotope
quality due to change in
species composition or
loss of notable species.
• Maintain age/size
structure of individual
species populations.

Contribution of attribute1 to
ecological structure and
function of site

Contribution of
management2 or other
unauthorised sources
to attribute and /or
feature condition

Adverse Effect of proposal alone
and in-combination on attribute1
and/or feature

Can adverse affects be avoided?

Adverse affect on
integrity; long
term, short term.
Yes, No or
uncertain?

Each attribute contributes
towards the status of the site
as follows:
• Loss of extent may occur
due to excessive smothering
by sediment as part of
natural coastal processes or
anthropogenic activity.
• Where a change in a
biotope occurs outside of
expected variation, or loss of
conservation interest is
identified, then the condition
considered unfavourable.
• Changes in overall nature of
reef communities, including
mobile species may indicate
deterioration in the condition
of the biodiversity of the reef
community.

The following operations
may cause deterioration
or disturbance:
• Physical loss, through
removal or smothering.
• Physical damage due to
siltation and abrasion.
• Toxic contamination
through introduction of
synthetic and nonsynthetic compounds.
• Non-toxic contamination
through changes in
nutrient and organic
loading.
• Changes in turbidity.
• Introduction of nonnative species and
translocation.
• Selective abstraction of
species.

Policy units 6c14 and 6c32, to which
a ‘managed realignment’ policy
applies in all epochs, will help to
promote natural processes, and
remove constraints that previously
existed. There is the potential that
this could affect geomorphological
processes, resulting in a change to
sediment supply. However, such
effects are likely to be localised and
sediment turbidity, dispersion and
deposition is unlikely to change
significantly from background levels;
thus unlikely to adversely affect the
reefs through smothering or
exposing new substrate where reefs
could develop.

Yes

No

Notes:
1 ATTRIBUTE = Quantifiable aspects of interest features (subject to natural variation in some cases) that can be used to help define favourable condition for that feature. See Site Conservation Objectives
2 MANAGEMENT = in this context management refers to management of the European site
3 If uncertain consider time-limited consent, or other legally enforceable modifications
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Progressive implementation of
managed realignment policies would
reduce the potential effects of sudden
changes to water flow and
geomorphology.

Stage 3 Environment Agency conclusion
Can it be ascertained that the plan will not adversely affect the integrity of the European site(s)?

No
This assessment had been carried out considering the likely effects of the implementation of policies
identified in the draft South Devon and Dorset Shoreline Management Plan (SMP) alone and incombination, on site integrity of a number of European sites. The policies, are, by their nature, high
level and lack specific detail. However, in the absence of mitigation there is the potential that interest
features, and hence the integrity of some European sites, may be adversely affected.
The following table summarises the European sites that may be adversely affected by SMP policy
implementation: European Site

Potential for Adverse Effect

Potentially Adverse Effects
Exe Estuary SPA and Ramsar site
Plymouth Sound and Estuaries SAC

Tamar Estuaries Complex SPA
Dawlish Warren SAC (short-term)

Uncertain Effects
Chesil Beach and the Fleet SAC
Sidmouth to West Bay SAC
Isle of Portland to Studland Cliffs SAC

Hold the line has the potential to result in the
loss of intertidal habitat due to coastal squeeze
Potential for loss of intertidal habitat due to
coastal squeeze and in footprint of works, in
Yealm, Plym and Tamar Estuary.
Potential for loss of intertidal habitat due to
coastal squeeze in Tamar Estuary
Potential loss of dune habitats at east distal end,
central gabion defences and west hard defences
policy units.
Potential for loss of intertidal habitat and
perennial vegetation of stony banks
Potential loss of vegetated cliff habitats in short
sections
Potential loss of vegetated cliff habitats in short
sections

In most cases, predicted adverse effects will be as a result of continued coastal squeeze against
existing defences, resulting in the progressive loss of habitats and their associated species as a
result of sea level rise against coastal defences. In some areas, these effects may be reduced
through the implementation of mitigation measures. However, it cannot be ascertained at this stage
that adverse effects can be avoided and this will have to be examined in detail at strategy and/or
scheme level.
There also remains uncertainty about the potential effects of holding the line in some policy units on
vegetated cliff habitats in short sections of the frontage and this will be largely dependent on the
extent that a ‘hold the line’ policy reduces or prevents erosion of the cliff face. Again, it cannot be
ascertained at this stage that adverse effects can be avoided and this will have to be examined at
strategy and/or scheme level.
There is also the potential that existing up-drift defences may increase erosion of the cliff face in
adjacent down-drift sections beyond natural rates, which would conflict with conservation objectives
and potentially cause an adverse effect. Again, it cannot be ascertained at this stage that adverse
effects can be avoided and this will have to be examined at strategy and/or scheme level.
Where potentially adverse effects have been identified, a study will be undertaken as soon as
possible to quantify habitat losses and gains and this action will be carried forward by the SMP Action
Plan. Compensatory intertidal and dune habitat will be sought through the Regional Habitat Creation
Programme (RHCP) to retain the ecological functionality of the European sites (where possible).
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Compensation for loss of cliff exposure will be provided by restoration (i.e. removal of defences)
within or close to the designated sites, wherever possible.
This assessment at the plan level does not remove the need for an assessment at the project level.
This SMP has been signed off as setting the strategic direction for managing coastal flood risk, on the
basis that it cannot be put into effect until more detailed appraisal and assessment has taken place
on plans or projects arising out of this SMP to show it and they have met the requirements of the
Habitats Regulations.
If a project is not consistent with the plan then a new Habitats Regulations Assessment may well be
required. Furthermore, a project may be entirely consistent with this plan but still require further
Appropriate Assessment as detail emerging at the scheme-design stage may identify additional
impacts that have not been assessed here. Any project arising out of the plan will ensure any
adverse effects on integrity of European site are avoided.

Name of EA officer undertaking appropriate assessment:
Signed:
Date:
Endorsed by (if appropriate)

NE COMMENTS ON APPROPRIATE ASSESSMENT:
IS THERE AGREEMENT WITH THE CONCLUSION? YES/NO
(Please provide summary and explanation for answer given)

Signed: (NE local team manager)
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PART B:
•
•

Final Appropriate Assessment Record

South Devon and Dorset Coast Shoreline Management Plan
AUGUST 2010

This is a record of the appropriate assessment required by Regulation 48 of the Habitats
Regulations 1994, undertaken by the Environment Agency in respect of the above plan, in
accordance with the Habitats Directive (Council Directive 92/43/EEC). Having considered
that the plan would have potential to have a significant effect on Isle of Portland to Studland
Cliffs SAC, Chesil Beach and the Fleet SAC, Sidmouth to West Bay SAC, Plymouth Sound
and Estuaries SAC, Exe Estuary SPA and Ramsar Site, Tamar Estuaries Complex SPA,
Poole Bay to Lyme Bay Reefs pSAC and Prawle Point to Plymouth Sound and Eddystone
pSAC and that the plan was not directly connected with or necessary to the management of
the sites for nature conservation, an appropriate assessment has been undertaken of the
implications of the proposal in view of the site’s conservation objectives.
Natural England was consulted under Regulation 48(3) on [date] and their representations,
to which the Agency has had regard, are attached at Annex 1. The conclusions of this
appropriate assessment are / are not in accordance with the advice and recommendations
of Natural England".
The assessment has concluded that, providing avoidance measures are put in place as set
out in Table 3:
•
•
•

The plan as proposed can be shown to have no adverse effect on the integrity of the
following European sites: Prawle Point to Plymouth Sound and Eddystone cSAC, Poole
Bay to Lyme Bay Reefs cSAC and Dawlish Warren SAC in the medium and long-term.
The plan as proposed is shown to have an uncertain effect on the integrity of Isle of
Portland to Studland Cliffs SAC, Chesil Beach and the Fleet SAC and Sidmouth to West
Bay SAC.
The plan as proposed is shown to have a potentially adverse effect on the integrity of
Exe Estuary SPA and Ramsar site, Plymouth Sound and Estuaries SAC, Tamar
Estuaries Complex SPA and Dawlish Warren SAC in the short-term.

Signed (relevant Area Management Team member) and date.
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Habitats Directive – Appendix 20 ‘Statement of Case for
Imperative Reasons of Overriding Public Interest’
Information to the Secretary of State/National Assembly for Wales
according to Regulations 49(5) and 51(2) of the Habitats Regulations

SOUTH DEVON AND DORSET SMP2
A: Administration details
Date: 18 October 2010
Plan/Project Reference:
Contact person:

Graeme Smith

Address:

Estuaries and Coastal Planning
Teignbridge District Council
Forde House
Brunel Road
Newton Abbot
Devon TQ12 4XX

Tel: 01626 215748
E-mail: Graeme.Smith@Teignbridge.gov.uk

B: Site details
Name of European sites adversely affected:
-

Exe Estuary Special Protection Area (SPA) and Ramsar site.
Plymouth Sound and Estuaries Special Area of Conservation (SAC).
Tamar Estuaries Complex SPA
Dawlish Warren SAC
Isle of Portland to Studland Cliffs SAC
Chesil Beach and the Fleet SAC
Sidmouth to West Bay SAC

C: Summary of the plan or project having an effect on the
sites
A Shoreline Management Plan (SMP) has been prepared in 2010 for the South
Devon and Dorset Coast (Rame Head to Durlston Head).
A SMP is a non-statutory, policy document for coastal flood and erosion risk
management planning. The main objective of a SMP is to identify sustainable
long-term management policies for the coast. The plan enables social,
environmental and economic assets affected by coastal flood and erosion to be
managed in the best way over the long term.
The SMP has been produced by Halcrow Group Ltd, on behalf of the South
Devon and Dorset Coastal Authorities Group (SDADCAG), according to latest
government guidance (Defra, 2006). It replaces SMPs that covered this area in
two parts: Portland Bill to Durlston Head (adopted 1998); and Portland Bill to
Rame Head (Lyme Bay and South Devon) (adopted 1998). The previous SMPs
covered a period of only 50 years, whereas this SMP covers 100 years. A map of
the area that this SMP covers is provided in Annex 1 to this proforma. Policy Unit
maps of the areas discussed is provided in Annex 2.
SMPs are high level, strategic plans. The policies they set are further developed
and appraised prior to implementation of any new flood risk management and
coastal erosion works – this can be through undertaking flood and coastal
erosion risk management strategies, informed by technical and environmental
studies. The shoreline management policies considered are those defined in the
Defra guidance: Hold the [defence] Line ((HTL), Advance the line (ATL),
Managed Realignment (MR) and No Active Intervention (NAI).
As many of the proposed SMP policies would be implemented within or adjacent
to European sites, a Habitats Regulations Assessment (Annex 3) has been
undertaken in accordance with the requirements of the EC Habitats Directive
(92/43/EEC) and European Union Birds Directive (79/409/EEC) and their
implementation in the UK under the Conservation of Habitats and Species
Regulations 2010 ("Habitats Regulations").
Based on the precautionary principle of the Habitats Regulations, we are unable
to conclude that this SMP alone and in combination will not have an
adverse effect on the integrity of the European sites listed in Box B.
This SMP is due to be signed-off by the Environment Agency in Autumn 2010.

2

D: Summary of the assessment of the negative effects on
the sites
` The SMP area is divided into 17 coastal units, and each of these is sub-divided
into a total of 194 policy units, defined by geographical boundaries. There are 55
policy units in 4 coastal units where it cannot be shown that the proposed
policies will not have an adverse effect on the European sites listed in Box B.
Potential for adverse, or uncertain effects on the European sites, as a result of
SMP policy implementation include holding the line in one or more epochs in the
following European sites:
Potentially Adverse Effects
Exe Estuary SPA and Ramsar

Loss of intertidal habitat due to coastal
squeeze in 6a44 – 47, 6b01 – 6b07, 6b09 –
6b18 and 6b20 – 22.

Plymouth Sound and Estuaries
SAC

Loss of intertidal habitat due to coastal
squeeze and in footprint of works, in Yealm,
Plym and Tamar Estuaries in 6c23, 6c30 –
37, 6c39 – 40, 6c42 and 6c44.

Tamar Estuaries Complex SPA

Loss of intertidal habitat due to coastal
squeeze in Tamar Estuary in 6c31 – 37 and
6c40.

Dawlish Warren SAC

Loss of dune habitats due to HTL in 6b20,
6b21 and 6b22

Uncertain Effects
Chesil Beach and the Fleet SAC

Potential loss of intertidal habitat and
perennial vegetation of stony banks in 5g21,
6a02 and 6a11.

Sidmouth to West Bay SAC

Potential loss of vegetated cliff habitats in
6a12, 6a15, 6a18, 6a20-22, 6a25, 6a30,
6a32, 6a34 – 6a36.

Isle of Portland to Studland Cliffs
SAC

Potential loss of vegetated cliff habitat in
5g10, 5g13 and 5g22.

NB: policy unit maps showing the extent of each of the above mentioned units,
along with the policies in each, are provided in Annex 2.
In most cases, predicted adverse effects will be as a result of continued coastal
squeeze against existing defences, resulting in the progressive loss of habitats
and their associated species as a result of sea level rise against coastal
defences. In some areas, these effects may be reduced through the
implementation of mitigation measures. However, it cannot be conclusively
ascertained at this stage that adverse effects can be avoided and this will have to
be examined in detail at strategy and/or scheme level.

3

There also remains uncertainty about the potential effects of holding the line in
some policy units on vegetated cliff habitats in short sections of the frontage and
this will be largely dependent on the extent that a ‘hold the line’ policy reduces or
prevents erosion of the cliff face.
There is also the potential that existing defences may increase erosion of the cliff
face in adjacent down-drift sections beyond natural rates. For example, defences
may reduce sediment supply to down drift coasts causing beach levels to lower
and expose cliffs to much greater wave action, so promoting cliff recession at
rates that are greater then would otherwise occur. This would conflict with
conservation objectives and potentially cause an adverse effect. Again, it cannot
be ascertained at this stage that adverse effects can be avoided and this will
have to be examined at strategy and/or scheme level.
If a project (scheme) is not consistent with the Plan then a new Habitats
Regulations Assessment may be required. Furthermore, a project may be
entirely consistent with this Plan but still require further Appropriate Assessment
– this is because detail emerging at the scheme-design stage may identify
additional impacts that have not been assessed during the SMP Habitat
Regulations Assessment. Any project arising out of the SMP will seek to
ensure that any adverse effects on the integrity of European sites are
minimised or avoided where possible.

4

E: Modifications or restrictions considered
Possible modifications or restrictions were assessed to avoid potential adverse
effects of this SMP on the site integrity of the designated sites. The following
generic mitigation measures will be implemented along the frontages of all
policy units:
1. Coastal defence footprints within European sites will be minimised
by adopting the most appropriate design e.g. works to hold the
line will avoid obscuring cliff faces wherever possible.
2. Temporary disturbance during construction – works will be
programmed outside of seasons when sites are used by wintering
or migratory birds.
3. Progressive implementation of managed realignment policies
would reduce the potential effects of sudden changes to water
flow and geomorphology.
4. Ecological surveys will be undertaken in advance of construction
works to ascertain the presence or absence of European
protected species, and enable appropriate ecological mitigation to
be implemented e.g. changing to routing, exclusion zones or
restricted working hours in environmentally sensitive areas
5. Pollution control measures will be implemented to safeguard
aquatic flora and fauna within and adjacent to the construction
sites. Good construction management practices will be employed.
There are also some mitigation measures specifically proposed for some
frontages in specific policy units. These are summarised below: 1. Yealm, Plym and Tamar Estuaries to Kingsand/Cawsand
In all epochs where holding the line is proposed in front of
sandbanks, which are slightly covered by seawater all of the time,
new defences will be designed to reduce their reflectivity to avoid or
minimise the potential for scouring of this qualifying feature within
Plymouth Sound and Estuaries SAC.
2. Hollicombe Head to Round Head, Broadsands and Churston
Cove to Shoalstone Point
Adverse effects on submerged or partially submerged sea caves
within these policy units in Poole Bay to Lyme Bay Reefs cSAC will
be avoided by not extending sea defences in close proximity to the
caves.

5

F: Alternative Solutions considered
Table F.1. lists potentially less damaging alternatives SMP options that have
been rejected for the reasons given: Table F.1 Potentially Less Damaging SMP Alternatives
SMP Policy
Managed realignment
No active intervention

Description
Allowing the shoreline position to move backwards (or
forwards) with management to control or limit movement.
A decision not to invest in providing or maintaining
defences, where defences currently exist.

For the Exe Estuary SPA and Ramsar site, MR and NAI in the policy units
where HTL is proposed would reduce the loss of intertidal habitat (i.e. coastal
saltmarsh and intertidal mudflats) due to coastal squeeze and thus potential
impacts on internationally important bird populations once the existing defences
were removed or become defunct. However, these alternative solutions would
result in the flooding of property and loss of key infrastructure including the
mainline railway. The preferred SMP option is a combination of HTL, MR and
NAI across the site frontage, which balances the protection of properties and
infrastructure with the loss of habitats and the opportunity to create new habitat
through allowing natural processes to resume.
For the Plymouth Sound and Estuaries SAC, MR and NAI in the policy units
where HTL is proposed to be continued where defences are already present
would reduce the loss of intertidal habitat (i.e. coastal saltmarsh and intertidal
mudflats) due to coastal squeeze in the Yealm, Plym and Tamar Estuary.
However, these alternative options would result in the flooding of significant
areas of urban development including properties and infrastructure in Newton
Ferrers, Devonport Dockyard and development at Port Picklecombe and
Kingsand. HTL also provides protection to potential areas of contaminated
land, thus preventing the release of potential contaminants into the European
site.
For the Tamar Estuaries Complex SPA, MR and NAI in the policy units where
HTL is proposed to be continued (where defences are already present), would
reduce the loss of intertidal habitat (i.e. coastal saltmarsh and intertidal
mudflats), where present, and thus potential impacts on wintering and passage
bird populations due to coastal squeeze in the Tamar Estuary. However, both
of these SMP alternatives would result in the flooding of significant areas of
Saltash. The preferred policy combines HTL, MR and NAI across the site
frontage and maintains natural processes in the existing undefended sections
of the estuary.
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For Dawlish Warren SAC (short-term only), MR and NAI in three policy units
where HTL is proposed to be continued would reduce the loss of dune habitats
(including priority habitats of grey dunes) and allow coastal processes and
sediment supply to operate naturally. However, both of these SMP alternatives
would provide unpredictable consequences and likely inadequate protection to
the town of Dawlish Warren and the wider inner Exe Estuary. Consequently,
the preferred option for the short-term is HTL involving soft approaches to flood
management (e.g. beach recharge/management) whilst medium and long-term
sustainable management options are considered and developed through the
Exe Estuary Flood and Coastal Risk Management Strategy, due to conclude in
Spring 2012. This policy will not affect the priority grey dune habitat.
For Isle of Portland to Studland Cliffs SAC, MR and NAI in the epochs and
policy units where HTL would be continued would allow natural processes to
operate and thus reduce the potential and uncertain loss of vegetated cliff
habitats. However, NAI would result in the flooding of an extensively
developed area at Osprey Quay including a major port, sailing facilities (e.g.
600 berth marina) and academy/site for the 2012 Olympics, an extensive area
at Ringstead and significant infrastructure and tourist assets at Bowleaze Cove.
MR would not be technically feasible at Osprey Quay. The preferred SMP
option is a combination of HTL, MR and NAI across the site frontage, which
balances the protection of properties and infrastructure with the opportunity to
allow natural geomorphological processes that are beneficial to the vegetated
sea cliffs.
For Chesil Beach and the Fleet SAC, MR and NAI in policy units where HTL
would be continued would reduce the potential loss of intertidal habitat (i.e.
coastal saltmarsh and intertidal mudflats) and perennial vegetation of stony
banks due to coastal squeeze but would result in the extensive flooding of
property (e.g. at Osprey Quay and in West Bay) and key infrastructure including
the main access road to Portland. This site also includes the priority habitat of
coastal lagoons (The Fleet) but this will not be affected by the proposed
policies. The preferred SMP option is a combination of HTL and MR across the
site frontage, which balances the protection of properties and infrastructure with
the opportunity to create habitat through allowing natural processes.
For Sidmouth to West Bay SAC, MR and NAI in the epochs and policy units
where HTL would be continued would allow natural processes to operate and
thus avoid the potential loss of vegetated sea cliff habitats. However, these
alternative SMP options would result in the flooding of significant numbers of
properties within the settlements of Lyme Regis, Beer, Sidmouth, Seatown and
Charmouth. The preferred SMP option is a combination of HTL, MR and NAI
across the site frontage, which balances the protection of properties and
infrastructure with the opportunity to allow natural geomorphological processes
that are beneficial to the vegetated sea cliffs.
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It is considered that MR and NAI in some policy units within the named
European sites above, would not meet the SMP objective of managing flood
risk. For some sections of the coast, a change in policy has been identified for
the longer term where HTL is no longer acceptable on the grounds of
economics, technical sustainability or the environment. The SMP has identified
areas where a more naturally functioning coastline would be beneficial to the
natural environment.
We believe that the proposed solutions are consistent with meeting the purpose
of the SMP, which seeks to achieve balance between potentially competing
interests and sustainability, i.e. it considers people, biodiversity, historic and
economic issues. The recommended present-day policies for the SMP provide
a high degree of compliance with objectives to protect existing communities
against flooding and erosion.
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G: Imperative reasons of Overriding Public Interest
Section 61 of the Habitat Regulations 2010 states that if an adverse effect on a
site that hosts priority natural habitat types or species is predicted, reasons of
overriding public interest must relate to human health, public safety or the
environment. Otherwise, reasons may be of a social or economic nature. The
proposed SMP policies are not anticipated to affect any priority habitats so
reasons in all categories are applicable.
In 1998, the Government issued an Outline Position Statement on the Birds and
Habitats Directives (placed in the libraries of the Houses of Parliament). It set
out ‘guiding principles’ against which imperative reasons of over-riding public
interest may be judged in circumstances such as prevailing in this case.
Amongst other matters it stated that such cases should demonstrate the
following benefits:
•
•

A need to address a serious risk to public safety;
The interests of national defence;

•

The provision of a clear and demonstrable direct environmental benefit
on a national or international scale; and
Where failure to proceed would have unacceptable social and/or
economic consequences.

•

The consequences must be:
•
•
•
•

Imperative, that it is both necessary and urgent;
Overriding, that it is of such a scale of importance that the reasons
outweigh the scale of harm to the integrity of the site(s);
Of public, not private interest; and
Of a social or economic nature unless a priority habitat or species may
be affected.

Key reasons of potential overriding public interest within the SMP area are
summarised below:
Public Safety, Social and Economic Assets: Large urban settlements within
the study area comprise Weymouth, Exeter, Torquay, Paignton and Plymouth.
Sustainable coastal erosion and flood risk management of these settlements is
one of the main objectives of the SMP, in order to meet social and economic
needs, and to avoid adverse impacts upon human health and public safety.
Areas of the hinterland are very low-lying and therefore flood events could
result in loss of life.
The NAI Scenario for the whole of the SMP area identified that over 11,500
residential and commercial properties could be inundated and that over 700
residential and commercial properties could be ‘at risk’ of coastal erosion over
the next 100 years.
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For Orcombe Rocks to Dawlish Warren, covering the effects on the Exe
Estuary SPA and Ramsar site (see applicable policies in HR02 form), the
preferred HTL policies protect 2880 residential and 644 non-residential
properties, total value £561,510,000 from coastal erosion and/or flooding over
100 years. The policy at Dawlish Warren is to Hold the Line in the short term.
No medium to long term policy has been determined by the SMP for Dawlish
Warren, recognising the need for more detailed investigation in the short term.
The medium and long-term sustainable management options that will balance
the defence function of Dawlish Warren with protecting priority habitats are
already being investigated further through more detailed studies being
undertaken as part of the current Exe Estuary Flood & Coastal Risk
Management Strategy. If Dawlish Warren were not to be defended in the shortterm whilst these detailed studies are undertaken, there would be a much
greater risk of erosion of Dawlish Warren occurring to such an extent that the
defence function provided by Dawlish Warren to people, property and
infrastructure in the inner Exe Estuary would be severely degraded. This would
result in a significantly increased flood risk to the infrastructure and properties
within the inner estuary with associated health and safety implications.
For Yealm and Tamar Estuaries, Fort Picklecombe and Kingsand/Cawsand,
covering the effects on the Plymouth Sound and Estuaries SAC, the
preferred HTL policies protect 1278 residential and 359 non-residential
properties, total value £301,360,000 from coastal erosion and/or flooding over
100 years.
For the Tamar Estuary, covering the effects on the Tamar Estuaries Complex
SPA (Tamar Estuary), the preferred HTL policies protect 461 residential and
94 non-residential properties, total value £84,120,000 from coastal erosion
and/or flooding over 100 years.
For Ringstead Bay, Bowleaze Cove and Osprey Quay (and also policy units
5g15 to 5g17 that lie to the west of the European site), covering the effects on
Isle of Portland to Studland Cliffs SAC, the preferred HTL policies protect
920 residential and 475 non-residential properties, total value £265,800,000
from coastal erosion and/or flooding over 100 years. At Ringstead Bay and
Bowleaze Cove, a policy of HTL would only be implemented in the short-term
epoch (between 0 and 20 years) but at Osprey Quay, HTL would continue to be
implemented for the next 100 years.
For the East Distal End, Central Gabion Defences and West Hard Defences at
Dawlish Warren, covering the effects on Dawlish Warren SAC in the shortterm only, the preferred HTL policies protect 95 residential and 34 nonresidential properties, total value £32,530,000 from coastal erosion and/or
flooding over the next 20 years.
For Weymouth to Chesil Beach, and West Bay, covering the effects on Chesil
Beach and the Fleet SAC, the preferred HTL policies would protect 88
residential and 98 non-residential properties, total value £20,870,000 from
coastal erosion and/or flooding over 100 years. HTL in all epochs except at
6a11 (West Bay ‘East Beach to Eastern Pier’) where a HTL policy comprising
beach recharge only applies in the short and medium-term epochs (i.e. over the
next 50 years).
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For West Bay to Seatown, and Charmouth to Beer, covering the effects on
Sidmouth to West Bay SAC, the preferred HTL policies would protect 360
residential and 100 non-residential properties, total value £80,510,000, from
coastal erosion and/or flooding. HTL is applicable in all epochs except at 6a15
(Seatown), 6a18 (Charmouth), 6a22 (Monmouth Beach) and 6a30 (Seaton to
Seaton Hole) where a HTL policy only applies in the short-term (i.e. over the
next 20 years).
There are a number of commercial and industrial interests along the coast
including Portland Gas storage facilities in Upper Osprey Quay, gas holder site
at Lyme Regis and sewage works, numerous landfill sites (e.g. Pottery Lane in
Weymouth, Imperial Recreation Ground at The Point in Exmouth etc) that
would be protected by the HTL policies identified within the potentially affected
European sites. The continued protection of these industries is essential to
sustain the economy of the region as a whole and in some areas, to prevent
pollution of waterbodies, which also have the potential to affect European sites.
Similarly significant infrastructure including roads (e.g. A353, A354, A376, A379
etc), mainline railway and associated branch railway connections etc) in some
parts of the study area would be protected by the HTL policies within the
potentially affected European sites.
Environmental Benefits: Failure to HTL in some areas would lead to the loss
or damage of designated heritage features including parts of Cornwall and
West Devon Mining World Heritage Site, Scheduled Monuments (SMs) (e.g.
Nothe Fort, Tram and Searchlight Battery, Portland Castle and Sandsfoot
Castle, SMs in Lyme Regis and around the Tamar Estuary), numerous Listed
Buildings (e.g. along Portland Harbour), Registered Parks and Gardens (e.g.
Powderham, Antony Pleasure Grounds, Cotehele etc) and built Conservation
Areas, and significant non-scheduled assets. These assets are unique and, if
destroyed, they cannot be recreated.
Therefore, the reasons to adopt the policies set out in this SMP notwithstanding
the assessment of adverse effect on site integrity are:
•

A need to address a serious risk to human health and
public safety (uncontrolled flood and erosion risks to large
residential populations);

•

Where failure to proceed would have unacceptable social
and/or economic consequences (which here would include
the loss of, or risk to residential properties, many
businesses, tourism, important infrastructure and services
and many assets of national historical and cultural heritage
importance)
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H: Compensatory measures
In most cases, predicted adverse effects will be as a result of coastal squeeze,
resulting in the progressive loss of habitats and their associated species as a
result of sea level rise against coastal defences. Many of these effects can be
avoided or reduced through the implementation of mitigation measures, as
described in Section E ‘Modifications or Restrictions Considered’. The Coastal
Group will seek to ensure that such mitigation measures are implemented.
However, it cannot be ascertained at this stage that all adverse effects can be
avoided and there will be an adverse effect on four European sites and an
uncertain effect on three European sites (see Section D); the scale of these
effects at this stage is unknown. Our conclusion of adverse or uncertain effect
in this SMP2 assessment is precautionary and initiates the requirement for
compensatory measures, as outlined below.
A quantitative study will be undertaken as soon as possible following adoption
of the SMP to identify approximate internationally designated habitat losses and
gains around the SMP study area (see Annex 1) and this action is carried
forward by the SMP Action Plan. This study is required to determine the
approximate area of compensatory intertidal habitat and dune habitat needed.
Compensatory intertidal and dune habitat for the first epoch will be sought
through the Environment Agency’s Regional Habitat Creation Programme
(RHCP) to retain ecological functionality of the affected European sites. Habitat
Creation Programmes are Government’s recommended vehicle for delivering
strategic habitat compensation and are funded in advance of engineering works
that cause damage. The South West Region RHCP is a dedicated, resourced
plan for delivering compensatory habitat.
Compensation for loss of cliff exposure will be provided by restoration (i.e.
removal of defences) within or close to the designated sites wherever possible.
A Habitat Delivery Plan is currently being developed by the Environment
Agency for the Exe Estuary Flood and Coastal Risk Management Strategy.
This plan will identify the likely habitat losses and gains resulting from
implementation of the Strategy and natural losses due to sea level rise. The
Habitat Delivery Plan will also identify sites for compensatory and replacement
habitat creation in the short, medium and long-term to offset coastal squeeze
issues resulting from rising sea levels. A similar plan is required for the Tamar
Estuary to identify sites for compensatory habitat.
On completion of the quantitative study and Habitat Delivery Plan, Natural
England will be seeking assurances from the Environment Agency that the
required compensation can be achieved.
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I: Supporting Documentation
List of attached technical supporting documents:
Annex 1 - Map of SMP area
Annex 2 – Policy Unit Maps
Annex 3 – Habitat Regulations Assessment
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Annex 1: Map of SMP Area

Figure 1

Location of South Devon and Dorset SMP

Annex 2: Policy Unit Maps
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The Supporting Appendices
These appendices and the accompanying documents provide all of the information required to support the
Shoreline Management Plan. This is to ensure that there is clarity in the decision-making process and that the
rationale behind the policies being promoted is both transparent and auditable. The appendices are:
A: SMP Development

This reports the history of development of the SMP, describing more
fully the plan and policy decision-making process.

B: Stakeholder Engagement

All communications from the stakeholder process are provided here,
together with information arising from the consultation process.

C: Baseline Process Understanding

Includes baseline process report, defence assessment, NAI and WPM
assessments and summarises data used in assessments.

D: SEA Environmental Baseline
Report (Theme Review)

This report identifies and evaluates the environmental features
(human, natural, historical and landscape).

E: Issues & Objectives Evaluation

Provides information on the issues and objectives identified as part of
the Plan development, including appraisal of their importance.

F: Initial Policy Appraisal & Scenario
Development

Presents the consideration of generic policy options for each frontage,
identifying possible acceptable policies, and their combination into
‘scenarios’ for testing. Also presents the appraisal of impacts upon
shoreline evolution and the appraisal of objective achievement.

G: Preferred Policy Scenario Testing

Presents the policy assessment and appraisal of objective achievement
towards definition of the Preferred Plan (as presented in the Shoreline
Management Plan document).

H: Economic Appraisal and Sensitivity
Testing

Presents the economic analysis undertaken in support of the
Preferred Plan.

I: Strategic Environmental Assessment
(SEA) Report

Presents the various items undertaken in developing the Plan that
specifically relate to the requirements of the EU Council Directive
2001/42/EC (the Strategic Environmental Assessment Directive), such
that all of this information is readily accessible in one document.

J: Appropriate Assessment Report

Presents the Appropriate Assessment of SMP policies upon European
designated sites (SPAs and SACs) as well as Ramsar sites, where
policies might have a likely significant effect upon these sites. This is
carried out in accordance with the Conservation (Natural Habitats,
&c.) Regulations 1994 (the Habitats Regulations).

K: Water Framework Development
Report

Presents assessment of potential impacts of SMP policies upon coastal
and estuarine water bodies, in accordance with the requirements of
EU Council Directive 2000/60/EC (the Water Framework Directive).

L: Metadatabase and Bibliographic
database

All supporting information used to develop the SMP is referenced for
future examination and retrieval.

M: Action Plan Summary Table

Presents the Action Plan items included in Section 6 of the main SMP
document (The Plan) in tabular format for ease of monitoring and
reporting action plan progress.

Within each appendix cross-referencing highlights the documents where related appraisals are presented. The
broad relationships between the appendices are illustrated below.
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Executive Summary
The Water Framework Directive (referred to in this report as the Directive) came into force in 2000 and is
the most substantial piece of EC water legislation to date. The Directive will need to be taken into account in
the planning of all new activities in the water environment including Shoreline Management Plans.
The methodology devised for this assessment follows the Guidance for the assessment of SMPs under the
Water Framework Directive which has been developed by the Environment Agency.
As the draft policy options have already been set for this SMP2, a retrospective assessment of the policies in
relation to the Directive has been undertaken and, therefore, it has not been practicable to influence the SMP2
policy development.
All the Transitional and Coastal (TraC) and Groundwater Bodies in the South Devon and Dorset SMP2 area
were identified and assessed along with the freshwater bodies that are within Environment Agency’s Tidal
Flood Zone 2 (0.5% chance in any one year).
For all TraC and freshwater water bodies in the SMP2 area, the hydromorphological parameters that could be
changed by potential SMP2 policies, with potential impact on the Biological Quality Elements (BQEs), were
identified. Groundwater bodies were also considered.
The preferred SMP2 policies were, for each policy unit and for each epoch, assessed against the Environmental
Objectives and a summary of the achievement (or otherwise) of the environmental objectives at the water
body scale was completed.
Where any Environmental Objectives have not be met within a water body a Water Framework Directive
Summary Statement was completed for that water body.
If all the Environmental Objectives were met within a water body there was no requirement to complete a
Summary Statement.
There are 22 TraC water bodies, 94 River water bodies, 1 Lake water body and 15 Groundwater bodies
identified in the South Devon SMP2 area.
There are no High Status sites in the South Devon SMP2 area.
For many of the South Devon and Dorset SMP2 Management Areas, it is considered unlikely that the
proposed policies will affect the current or target Ecological Status (or Potential) of the relevant Water
Framework Directive waterbodies. Therefore, the proposed policies meet the Environmental Objectives set
out at the beginning of this report.
However, there are 11 Management Areas where the proposed policies have the potential not to meet one or
more the Environmental Objectives. These being:
•

Preston Beach (Rock Groyne) to Portland Harbour (North Breakwater) (includes Weymouth Harbour)
5g16 and 5g17 – potential to fail WFD 2 & 3.

•

Small Mouth to Grove Point 5g21 and 5g22 – potential to fail WFD 3.

•

Chiswell to Chesil Beach 6a02 and 6a03 – potential to fail WFD 3.

•

Chesil Beach and The Fleet 6a04 – potential to fail WFD 2 & 3.

•

Exe Estuary (East bank – Exmouth to River Clyst) 6b01 to 6b07 – potential to fail WFD 3.

•

Exe Estuary (East bank – River Clyst to Topsham Sludge Beds) 6b09 to 6b11 – potential to fail WFD 2.

•

Exe Estuary (West bank) 6b12 to 6b18 – potential to fail WFD 3.

•

Teign Estuary 6b30 to 6b35 – potential to fail WFD 3.

•

Dart Estuary 6b64 to 6b70 – potential to fail WFD 3.

•

Mount Batten Breakwater to Devil's Point (including Plym Estuary) 6c28 to 6c30 – potential to fail WFD 2
& 3.
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•

Tamar Estuary (East bank) 6c31 – potential to fail WFD 2 & 3.

There are several recommendations to look into where SMP boundaries could change to match those of the
WFD waterbody boundaries, notably at Portland Bill, Beer Head, Hopes Hose, Dart Estuary, Blackstone Point,
Salcombe Harbour and the Avon and Erme Estuaries. However, SMP Management Area boundaries are based
on coastal processes and social and economic reasons and are realistically unlikely to change.
Mitigation Measures from the RBMP Programme of Measures have been included in Assessment Table 2.
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K.1

Intro
Intr
oduction

K.1.1

Purpose of the Report

The Water Framework Directive (referred to in this report as the Directive) came into force in 2000 and is
the most substantial piece of EC water legislation to date. The Directive will need to be taken into account in
the planning of all new activities in the water environment. Therefore, the Environment Agency (the
competent authority in England and Wales responsible for delivering the Directive) has recommended that
decisions setting policy, including large-scale plans such as Shoreline Management Plans (SMPs), take account of
the requirements of the Directive.
The ‘Water Framework Directive Guidance for the Assessment of SMPs’ has recently been developed by the
Environment Agency and the first pilot assessment has been undertaken on the River Tyne to Flamborough
Head SMP2. The guidance describes the methodology for assessing the potential hydromorphological change
and consequent ecological impact of SMP policies and ensuring that SMP policy setting takes account of the
Directive.
This guidance can now be applied to the assessment of the South Devon and Dorset SMP2 policy options in
terms of the requirements of the Directive. The South Devon and Dorset SMP2 consultation draft policy
options were completed in May 2009 and, therefore, it is not feasible for the Water Framework Directive
assessment to influence the SMP2 policy development. Consequently, this report provides a retrospective
assessment of the policies defined under the South Devon and Dorset SMP2 highlighting future issues for
consideration at policy implementation stage.

K.1.2

Background

The EU Water Framework Directive was transposed into law in England and Wales by the Water
Environment (Water Framework Directive) (England and Wales) Regulations 2003. The requirements of the
Directive need to be considered at all stages of the river and coastal planning and development process. For
the purposes of large-scale plans, such as SMPs, the consideration of the requirements of the Directive when
setting and selecting policies must be necessarily high level but sets the framework for future delivery of
smaller-scale strategies or schemes. The Directive requires that Environmental Objectives be set for all surface
and groundwaters in each EU member state. The default Environmental Objectives of relevance to the SMP2
are shown in Table 1.1.
Specific mitigation measures will be set for each River Basin District (RBD) to achieve the Environmental
Objectives of the Directive. These measures are to mitigate impacts that have been or are being caused by
human activity. In other words, measures to enhance and restore the quality of the existing environment.
These mitigation measures will be delivered through the River Basin Management Plan (RBMP) process and
listed in a Programme of Measures within the RBMP. The RBMPs were published in December 2009.

K-1
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Table 1.1 Environmental Objectives in the Directive
Generic environmental objectives (based on Article 4.1 of the Water Framework
Directive).
Objective

Description

WFD1

No changes affecting high status sites.

WFD2

No changes that will cause failure to meet surface water Good Ecological
Status/Potential (delete as appropriate) or result in a deterioration of
surface water Ecological Status/Potential (delete as appropriate).

WFD3

No changes which will permanently prevent or compromise the
environmental objectives being met in other water bodies.

WFD4

No changes that will cause failure to meet good groundwater status or
result in a deterioration groundwater status.

From EA Guidance “Water Framework Directive: step by step process for assessing Shoreline Management
Plans (OI 82_09)”.

1.2.1

Preventing deterioration in Ecological Status or Potential

As stated in Table 1.1, a default Objective in all water bodies is to prevent deterioration in either the
Ecological Status or, for HMWBs or AWBs, the Ecological Potential of the water body. Any activity which has
the potential to have an impact on ecology (as defined by the biological, physico-chemical and
hydromorphological Quality Elements listed in Annex V of the Directive) will need consideration in terms of
whether it could cause deterioration in the Ecological Status or Potential of a water body. It is, therefore,
necessary to consider the possible changes associated to baseline policies for each water body within the
SMP2 area so that a decision making audit is available should any later failure to meet the Environmental
Objectives need to be defended.

1.2.2

Achieving Objectives for EU protected sites

Where there are sites protected under EU legislation (e.g. the Birds or Habitats Directives, Shellfish Waters
Directive), the Directive aims for compliance with any relevant standards or objectives for these sites.
Therefore, where a site which is water dependent in some way is protected via designation under another EU
Directive and the Good Ecological Status or Good Ecological Potential targets set under the Water
Framework Directive would be insufficient to meet the objectives of the other relevant environmental
Directive, the more stringent targets would apply.
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K.2

Assessment Methodology

The methodology devised for this assessment follows the Guidance for the assessment of SMPs under the
Water Framework Directive which has been developed by the Environment Agency.
As the policy options have already been set for this SMP2, a retrospective assessment of the policies in relation
to the Directive has been undertaken and, therefore, it has not been practicable to influence the SMP2 policy
development or consider opportunities for delivering mitigation measures from the RBMP.

Figure 2.1 Water Framework Directive Assessment process for SMPs.

K.2.1

Scoping the SMP2 – data collation

All the Transitional and Coastal (TraC) water bodies present within the South Devon and Dorset SMP2 area
were identified, and all the landward freshwater water bodies that potentially could be influenced by SMP2
policies using our (Environment Agency) Tidal Flood Zone 3 maps were also identified.
For each of these waterbodies’ its WFD ID number, classification details (including Biological Quality Element
(BQE) information and Artificial / Heavily Modified Water Body designation) and its environmental objectives
was identified, as far as possible from the Draft River Basin Management Plan.
All the Groundwater bodies (GWBs) that could potentially be impacted by SMP policies were identified by
reviewing the Water Framework Directive compliance mapping for groundwater risk and the GWBs
designated as being ‘at
at risk’,
probably at risk’
Poor Status’,
risk ‘probably
risk or at ‘Poor
Status with regard to saline intrusion, within the
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SMP2 area. Again for each waterbody its ID number, classification details (including Biological Quality Element
(BQE) information) and environmental objectives were identified
The locations of groundwater abstractions with Source Protection Zones (SPZs) within the SMP2 area were
also identified.
Any discrepancies between water body boundaries and SMP2 boundaries were examined and any locations
where changes of the SMP2 boundary would be recommended to attain consistency with water body
boundaries were identified for the next round of SMPs.

K.2.2

Defining features and issues

The next step was to identify the relationships between Biological Quality Elements and their physical
dependencies for each of the Water Framework Directive Waterbodies.
The Water Framework Directive features which SMP2 policies may affect are the Biological Quality Elements
(BQEs) of water bodies. The issues are the hydromorphological and physical parameters (upon which the
BQEs are dependent) that could potentially be changed.
For all TraC and freshwater water bodies in the SMP2 area, the hydromorphological parameters that could be
changed by potential SMP2 policies, with potential impact on the BQEs, were identified using Assessment
Tables 1a, 1b, 1c, 1d and 1e.
The key features and issues identified in Assessment Tables 1a – 1e were then transferred into Assessment
Table 2 and the water body classification and Environmental Objectives set out in Section 2.1 were used to
populate the final column of Assessment Table 2.

K.2.3

Assess preferred policies against WFD environmental objectives

The preferred SMP2 policies were, for each policy unit and for each SMP epoch, (0 -20, 20-50 & 50-100 years),
confirmed and recorded in Table 3. The policies were then assessed against the Environmental Objectives
(Table 1.1). Using the information provided in tables 1a – 1e and table 2, the potential impacts of the short
term SMP2 policy for each Management Area was assessed against the Environmental Objectives.
The potential changes to the relevant physical and hydromorphological parameters were identified and noted.
The assessment of the SMP2 policies also considered potential for them to impact upon any landward
freshwater bodies. These landward freshwater bodies could potentially be impacted where SMP policy for a
policy unit is No Active Intervention (NAI) or Managed Realignment (MR), as these policies could result in
saline inundation of a freshwater habitat.
Groundwater bodies were also considered as NAI and MR policies could result in the freshwater – saltwater
interface moving landwards, which combined with abstraction pressures could result in saline intrusion and
deterioration of the Groundwater body.
For Management Areas where the extent of the total catchment of the groundwater abstraction (identified by
zone 3 of Source Protection Zone) extended to the coastline, it was considered that an SMP2 policy could
potentially cause deterioration in the quality of the abstraction due to saline intrusion. Consideration was also
given to Transitional and Coastal waterbodies where SMP2 policies could lead to a deterioration in status or
potential as a result of groundwater pollution.
Following the assessment of SMP policies for each Policy Unit, a summary of the achievement (or otherwise)
of the environmental objectives at the water body scale was completed (assessment table 4). This table also
considers the cumulative effect of SMP policies on each water body.
Where any environmental objectives have not be met for one or more Policy Units within a water body, then
in order to document the justification behind the selection of the preferred SMP policy, a Water Framework
Directive Summary Statement was completed for that Waterbody (assessment table 5).
If all the environmental objectives were met within a water body there was no requirement to complete a
Summary Statement.
As this is a retrospective assessment, completed after the preferred policies have been established, the WFD
summary statements can be used to make a note of areas where the WFD objectives could be compromised
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by future delivery of SMP policies, and how the Article 4.7 can or cannot be used to defend this. These issues
must be taken into account in subsequent SMP policy delivery stages.
Any recommendations for local management options, further investigations or monitoring requirements that
are made in the Water Framework Directive summary statement, will also include in the action plan within the
SMP report, together with any associated deadlines or suggested timescales.
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K.3

Results

K.3.1

Scoping the SMP2 – data collation

3.1.1

Transitional and Coastal water bodies (TraC)

There are 22 TraC water bodies (Tables 1a & 1b) within the South Devon and Dorset SMP2 area (Figure 3.1).
Including 12 Transitional water bodies, 7 of which are designated as Candidate Heavily Modified and 5 of which
are not yet designated and 10 Coastal water bodies, 8 of which are designated as Candidate Heavily Modified
and 2 of which are not yet designated in the River Basin Management Plan.

3.1.2

Freshwater bodies (FWBs)

There are 94 freshwater bodies identified (Table 1c) in the South Devon and Dorset SMP2 area and 1 Lake
waterbody (Table 1d). Of these, 17 river and the Lake waterbody are designated as Candidate Heavily
Modified.
Freshwater bodies were identified as those that are with Tidal Flood Zone 3 and within the SMP2 area.
It should be noted that some River waters bodies within the SMP2 area have been ruled out as they are either
located on a section of coastline that is not connected to the tidal flood plain (e.g. cliffed section or steeply
sloping channel), or they are protected by flood defences and dunes etc. There is little potential flood plain and
landward recession of the mouths of these freshwater rivers and is not likely to impact them as waterbodies.
Any issues or potential impacts of the South Devon and Dorset SMP2 policy that affect landward freshwater
bodies have been identified in the table below.
Table 3.1

impacted
ed by the South Devon and
Landward freshwater bodies that have the potential to be impact
Dorset SMP2 policies.

Potential Issue identified with respect to Freshwater
bodies

Freshwater bodies that may be impacted by SMP2
policies (ID number)

Hold The Line policies for Exe transitional water
body could lead to increased tide locking in, and
therefore prolonged increased water depths for,
adjacent freshwater bodies, in response to climate
change and sea level rise.

GB108045008950, GB108045008960,
GB108045008980, GB108045008970,
GB108045009010, GB108045008930,
GB108045008920, GB108045008900

Hold The Line policies for Teign transitional water
body could lead to increased tide locking in, and
therefore prolonged increased water depths for,
adjacent freshwater bodies, in response to climate
change and sea level rise.

GB108046005350, GB108046005360,
GB108046005370, GB108046005380

Hold The Line policies for Dart transitional water
body could lead to increased tide locking in, and
therefore prolonged increased water depths for,
adjacent freshwater bodies, in response to climate
change and sea level rise.

GB108046005080, GB108046005170,
GB108046005150, GB108046005090,
GB108046005050

3.1.3

Groundwater bodies (GWBs)

There are 15 Groundwater bodies identified (Table 3.2, Figure 3.2 & Figure 3.3) in the South Devon and
Dorset SMP2 area. All GWBs have been classified as being at Good Chemical Status and either Not at Risk or
Probably Not at Risk of Saline Intrusion under the WFD in the draft River Basin Management Plan.
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Table 3.2

Groundwater Body Issues

Groundwater Body

Issue
Issue

Upper Dorset Stour Chalk GB40801G803100

Not at risk of saline intrusion with regard to chemical
status and at good status – no issues.

Torquay GB40801G801500

Not at risk of saline intrusion with regard to chemical
status and at good status – no issues.

Permian Aquifers in Central Devon
GB40801G801700

Not at risk of saline intrusion with regard to chemical
status and at good status – no issues.

Otter Valley GB40801G801900

Not at risk of saline intrusion with regard to chemical
status and at good status – no issues.

East Devon – Greensand GB40801G802400

Not at risk of saline intrusion with regard to chemical
status and at good status – no issues.

Lyme Regis GB40801G802600

Not at risk of saline intrusion with regard to chemical
status and at good status – no issues.

Teign, Avon, Dart and Erme GB40802G800700

Not at risk of saline intrusion with regard to chemical
status and at good status – no issues.

Exeter-Whiddon Down Culm GB40802G800900

Not at risk of saline intrusion with regard to chemical
status and at good status – no issues.

Paignton & Brixham GB40802G801600

Not at risk of saline intrusion with regard to chemical
status and at good status – no issues.

Central Devon and Exe - Aylesbeare Mudstone
GB40802G801800

Not at risk of saline intrusion with regard to chemical
status and at good status – no issues.

Lower Dorset Stour and Hampshire Avon
GB40802G802700

Not at risk of saline intrusion with regard to chemical
status and at good status – no issues.

Sidmouth-Honiton, Mercia Mudstone
GB40802G802800

Not at risk of saline intrusion with regard to chemical
status and at good status – no issues.

River Yarty and Lower Axe - Mercia Mudstone
GB40802G803000

Not at risk of saline intrusion with regard to chemical
status and at good status – no issues.

Lower Frome and Piddle GB40802G805600

Not at risk of saline intrusion with regard to chemical
status and at good status – no issues.

Tamar GB40802G806700

Not at risk of saline intrusion with regard to chemical
status and at good status – no issues.

3.1.4

Source Protection Zones

The extent of the abstraction zones of the Groundwater bodies were identified through the use of Zone 3 of
the Environment Agency’s Source Protection Zones.
Where zone 3 of an abstraction extends as far as the coast the SMP2 policy could cause deterioration in the
quality and quantity of the abstraction owing to saline intrusion.
SMP2 Policy has the potential to cause the deterioration in the quality of abstractions due to saline intrusions
where there are Managed Realignment or No Active Intervention policies. However, there are no locations in
the South Devon and Dorset SMP2 where Zone 3 of the Source Protection Zones extends as far as the
coastline (Figure 3.4).
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Figure 3.1

TraC Waterbodies within the South Devon and Dorset SMP2 Area
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Figure 3.2

Groundwater Body Chemical Status within the South Devon and Dorset SMP2 Area.
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Figure 3.3

Groundwater Body Chemical Risk within the South Devon and Dorset SMP2 Area.
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Figure 3.4

Groundwater Body Source Protection Zones within
within the South Devon and Dorset SMP2 Area.
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3.1.4

Boundary Issues

There are several boundary issues within the South Devon and Dorset SMP2 area.
The majority of the Transitional and Coastal waterbody boundaries are inconsistent with the SMP2
Management Area boundaries.
SMP2 and WFD Water body boundaries are consistent in the following areas:
•

Portland Harbour (North Breakwater) to Small Mouth SMP2 Management Area (MA) is consistent
with the northern boundary of Portland Harbour Water Framework Directive Water Body (WFD
WB).

•

Small Mouth to Grove Point SMP2 MA is consistent with the southern boundary of Portland Harbour
WFD WB.

•

Axe Estuary SMP2 MA seaward boundary is consistent with Axe Transitional WFD WB.

•

Otter Estuary SMP2 MA seaward boundary is consistent with Otter Transitional WFD WB.

•

Teign Estuary SMP2 MA seaward boundary is consistent with Teign Transitional WFD WB.

•

Berry Head to Kingswear (South) SMP2 MA boundary is consistent with southern limit of Tor Bay
Coastal WFD WB.

•

Yealm Estuary SMP2 MA Yealm Estuary is consistent with Yealm Transitional WFD WB.

Although many of the SMP2 Management Area boundaries are inconsistent with water body boundaries they
have been set on the basis of coastal processes and/or socioeconomic reasons and, hence, it is often not
appropriate to adjust them. There are, however, a few locations where the changing the SMP boundary could
be considered, in the future, to logically align with the WFD water bodies without affecting the SMP policy
setting. These areas are:
•

SMP MA boundary at Portland Bill to match Dorset/Hampshire Coastal WFD WB (Figure 3.5).

•

SMP MA boundary at Beer Head to match Lyme Bay East Coastal WFD WB (Figure 3.6).

•

SMP MA boundary Hope’s Nose to match western boundary of Lyme Bay West WFD WB (Figure
3.7).

•

SMP MA boundary for Dart Estuary to match with Dart Transitional WFD WB (Figure 3.8).

•

SMP MA boundary Blackstone Point to Strete to match Dart Transitional WFD WB (Figure 3.8).

•

SMP MA boundary Salcombe Harbour to match Salcombe Harbour WFD WB (Figure 3.9).

•

SMP MA boundary Avon Estuary to match Avon Transitional WFD WB (Figure 3.10).

•

SMP MA boundary Erme Estuary to match Erme Transitional WFD WB (Figure 3.10).

3.1.5

High Status water bodies.

There are no high status waterbodies in the South Devon and Dorset SMP2 area.
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Figure 3.5

SMP2 Management Area and WFD Waterbody boundaries at Portland Bill.
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Figure 3.6

SMP2 Management Area and WFD Waterbody boundaries at Beer Head.
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Figure 3.7

SMP2 Management Area and WFD Waterbody boundaries at Hope’s Nose.
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Figure 3.8
3.8

SMP2 Management Area and WFD Waterbody boundaries at Dart Estuary & Blackstone Point.
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Figure 3.9

SMP2 Management Area and WFD Waterbody boundaries at Salcombe Harbour.
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Figure 3.10

SMP2 Management Area and WFD Waterbody boundaries at Avon and Erme Estuaries.
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K.3.2

Defining features and issues

For the TraC water bodies and the Landward Freshwater Bodies in the South Devon and Dorset SMP2 Area,
the hydromorphological parameters that could potentially be affected by the SMP2 policies and the Biological
Quality Elements that are dependent upon these are shown in Assessment Table 1. The key features and
issues for each water body are then summarised in Assessment Table 2.
Because of the number of River water bodies in the South Devon and Dorset SMP2 Area only those that are
considered to be potentially affected by the SMP2 policies have been included in the Assessment Tables.

K.3.3

Assess preferred policies against WFD environmental objectives

Assessment Table 3 is a more in depth assessment of the SMP2 policies and indicates whether there is
potential for the Environmental Objectives to be compromised at a Management Area scale.
Assessment Table 4 assesses the potential failure of Environmental Objectives at the Water body scale.
This allows potential areas of concern to be highlighted and consequently track the decisions that have been
made within the SMP2 to meet conditions required to defend any later failure.
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Assessment tables
K.3.4

Accessibility to nursery areas
(elevation of saltmarsh,
connectivity with
shoreline/riparian zone)
Presence of macrophytes
Substrate conditions
Continuity for migration routes
Heterogeneity of habitat
(substrate, provision of shelter)

Thermal regime

Turbidity

Abrasion (associated to velocity)

Beach water table (TraC)

Light

Connectivity with riparian zone

Water depth

Coastal

r

r

r

r

r

r r

r r r r r

r

r r r

r
Devon South

Coastal

r

r

r

r

r

r r

r r r r r

r

r r r

r
Plymouth Coast

Coastal

r

r

r

r

r

r r

r r r r r

r

r r r

r
Lyme Bay East

Coastal

r

r

r

r

r

r r

r r r r r

r

r r r

r
Plymouth Outer

Coastal

r

r

r

r

r

r r

r r r r r

r

r r r

r
Lyme Bay West

Coastal

r

r

r

r

r

r r

r r r r r

r

r r r

r
Weymouth Bay

Coastal

a

r

a a

a

r

a a ar a a a

r r r

r
Portland Harbour Coastal

a

r

a a

a

r

a a ar a a a

r r r

r
Tor Bay

Coastal

r

r

r

r

r

r r

r r r r r

r

r r r

r
Salcombe
Harbour

Coastal

r

r

r

r

r

r r

r r r r r

r

r r r

r

Slope

Shoreline complexity or
heterogeneity
Longitudinal position

Light quality and quantity (for
macroalgae and bryophytes)

Turbidity
Episodicity of flows and
inundation

Baseflow (in chalk streams)

Riparian shade and structure

Substrate conditions

No hydromorphological elements
determined.

Salinity
Episodicity (at low end of velocity
spectrum)

Abrasion (associated to velocity)

Inundations (tidal regime)

Sediment loading

Land elevation

Salinity

Availability of leaf litter/organic
debris
Groundwater connectivity

Residence time

Water Body Type

Dorset /
Hampshire
Issue

Potential for change
in hydromorphological
or physical parameter

Fish
Benthic/macro
invertebrate
Angiosperms
Macroalgae
Phytobenthos
(diatoms only)
Macrophytes
Phytoplankton
Biological Quality
Element
Feature

Biological Quality Indicators for Coastal
Coastal Waterbodies.
Assessment Table 1a
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Assessment Table 1b

Biological Quality Indicators for Transitional Waterbodies.

Feature

Biological Quality
Element

Phytoplankton

Macroalgae

Benthic/macro
invertebrate

Angiosperms

Fish
Accessibility to nursery areas (elevation of
saltmarsh, connectivity with
shoreline/riparian zone)

Presence of macrophytes

Substrate conditions

Continuity for migration routes

Heterogeneity of habitat (substrate,
provision of shelter)

Connectivity with riparian zone

Availability of leaf litter/organic debris

Groundwater connectivity

Light

Beach water table (TraC)

Abrasion (associated to velocity)

Salinity

Land elevation

Sediment loading

Inundations (tidal regime)

Abrasion (associated to velocity)

Salinity

Episodicity (at low end of velocity spectrum)

No hydromorphological elements
determined.

Substrate conditions

Riparian shade and structure

Baseflow (in chalk streams)
Turbidity

Episodicity of flows and inundation

Light quality and quantity (for macroalgae
and bryophytes)

Shoreline complexity or heterogeneity

Potential for change
in hydromorphological
or physical parameter

Longitudinal position
Slope

Turbidity

Thermal regime

Water depth

Residence time

Issue

Phytobenthos
(diatoms only)

Macrophytes

Water Body Type
GB51008007700
0
Fleet Lagoon
GB51080441570
0
WEY

Transitional

a a a a

a a a a a a a a a a a a a a

a a a a

Transitional

a a a a

a a a a a a a a a a a a a a

a a a a

GB51080450540
0
AXE

Transitional

r

a a a

a a a a a a a a a a a a a a

a a a a

GB51080450550
0
OTTER

Transitional

r

a a a

a a a a a a a a a a a a a a

a a a a

GB51080450560
0
EXE

Transitional

r

a a a

a a a a a a a a a a a a a a

a a a a

GB51080460580
0
TEIGN

Transitional

r

a a a

a a a a a a a a a a a a a a

a a a a

GB51080460590
0
DART

Transitional

r

a a a

a a a a a a a a a a a a a a

a a a a

GB51080460600
0
AVON

Transitional

r

a a a

a a a a a a a a a a a a a a

a a a a

GB51080460610
0
ERME

Transitional

r

a a a

a a a a a a a a a a a a a a

a a a a

GB52080460900
0
KINGSBRIDGE Transitional

r

a a a

a a a a a a a a a a a a a a

a a a a

GB52080470620
0
YEALM

Transitional

r

a a a

a a a a a a a a a a a a a a

a a a a

GB52080471430 PLYMOUTH
0
SOUND

Transitional

r

a a a

a a a a a a a a a a a a a a

a a a a
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Assessment Table 1c

Biological Quality Indicators for River Waterbodies.

Feature

Phytobenthos
(diatoms only)

Macrophytes

Phytoplankton

Connectivity with riparian zone

Heterogeneity of habitat (substrate, provision of
shelter)

Continuity for migration routes

Substrate conditions

Presence of macrophytes

Accessibility to nursery areas (elevation of
saltmarsh, connectivity with shoreline/riparian

a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a

Availability of leaf litter/organic debris

Substrate conditions

a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a

Groundwater connectivity

Riparian shade and structure

a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a

Light

Baseflow (in chalk streams)

a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a

Fish

Beach water table (TraC)

Turbidity

a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a

Abrasion (associated to velocity)

Episodicity of flows and inundation

a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a

Salinity

Light quality and quantity (for macroalgae and
bryophytes)

a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a

Land elevation

Shoreline complexity or heterogeneity

a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a

Sediment loading

Longitudinal position

a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a

Benthic/macro
invertebrate

Angiosperms
Inundations (tidal regime)

Slope

a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a

Abrasion (associated to velocity)

Turbidity

a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a

Salinity

Thermal regime

a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a

Macroalgae
Episodicity (at low end of velocity spectrum)

Water depth

a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a

Potential for
change in
hydromorpholo
gical or
physical
parameter

No hydromorphological elements determined.

Residence time

Issue

Biological
Quality
Element

a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a

a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a

a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a

a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
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Water Body Type

GB108044009540
GB108044009550
GB108044009720
GB108044009930
GB108044010140
GB108044010150
GB108044010160
GB108044010170
GB108045008900
GB108045008920
GB108045008930
GB108045008950
GB108045008960
GB108045008970
GB108045008980
GB108045008990
GB108045009000
GB108045009010
GB108045009020
GB108045009120
GB108045009130
GB108045009140
GB108045009160
GB108046008430
GB108046008440
GB108046008450
GB108047003500
GB108047003510
GB108045009400
GB108046004620
GB108046004670
GB108046004690
GB108046004710
GB108046004720
GB108046004760
GB108046004780
GB108046004790
GB108046004870
GB108046004880
GB108046004890
GB108046004900
GB108046004930
GB108046004960
GB108046004970
GB108046004980

BRIT (Lower)
BRIDE
CHAR (Lower)
LODMOOR STREAM
Langton Herring Stream (East)
Cowards Lake
Upper Portesham Stream
Horsepool
Exe (Tidal)
Exe (Tidal)
Exe (Tidal)
Exe (Tidal)
Exe (Tidal)
Exe (Tidal)
POLLY BROOK
Exe (Tidal)
MATFORD BROOK
KENN
ALPHIN BROOK
Otter (Lower)
KNOWLE BROOK
BUDLEIGH BROOK
River Sid
River Teign
LIVERTON BROOK
River Lemon
Lynher (Tidal) and Hamoaze
Lynher (Tidal) and Hamoaze
Otter (Lower)
Avon (Dev.Tidal) and Sth Hams
Avon (Dev.Tidal) and Sth Hams
Avon (Dev.Tidal) and Sth Hams
THE GARA
Avon (Dev.Tidal) and Sth Hams
Avon (Dev.Tidal) and Sth Hams
Avon (Dev.Tidal) and Sth Hams
Avon (Dev.Tidal) and Sth Hams
SMALL BROOK
Avon (Devon)
Avon (Devon)
AVON
THE GARA
Erme (Tidal)
Erme (Tidal)
Erme (Tidal)

River
River
River
River
River
River
River
River
River
River
River
River
River
River
River
River
River
River
River
River
River
River
River
River
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Assessment Table 1c

Biological Quality Indicators for River Waterbodies
Waterbodies (cont).

GB108046005010
GB108046005020
GB108046005050
GB108046005070
GB108046005100
GB108046005120
GB108046005130
GB108046005140
GB108046005150
GB108046005170
GB108046005280
GB108046005300
GB108046005350
GB108046005360
GB108046005370
GB108046005380
GB108046005430
GB108046005480
GB108044010180
GB108044010210
GB108045008630
GB108045008700
GB108045008710
GB108045008740
GB108045008750
GB108045008870
GB108045008880
GB108047003930
GB108047004000
GB108047004010
GB108047004030
GB108047004040
GB108047004060
GB108047004070
GB108047004080
GB108047007840
GB108047003570
GB108047003620
GB108047003640
GB108047003680
GB108047003730
GB108047003740
GB108047003750
GB108047003840
GB108047003870
GB108047003880
GB108047003890

Erme (Tidal)
Erme (Tidal)
Dart (Tidal)
Erme (Tidal)
Dart (Tidal)
Dart (Tidal)
Dart (Tidal)
Dart (Tidal)
Dart (Tidal)
HARBOURNE RIVER
Teign (Tidal) and Torbay
Teign (Tidal) and Torbay
ALLER BROOK (TEIGN)
Teign (Tidal) and Torbay
Teign (Tidal) and Torbay
Teign (Tidal) and Torbay
HEMS
Avon (Dev.Tidal) and Sth Hams
Langton Herring Stream (West)
WEY
BRANSCOMBE STREAM
Axe (Devon.Lower)
GRINDLE BROOK
Axe (Devon.Lower)
CLYST
AXE
UMBORNE BROOK
NEWTON STREAM
SILVERBRIDGE LAKE
YEALM
Tamar and Tavy (Tidal)
River Plym
Tamar and Tavy (Tidal)
Tamar and Tavy (Tidal)
TAMAR
TAVY
Lynher (Tidal) and Hamoaze
Plym (Tidal)
TORY STREAM
Tamar and Tavy (Tidal)
Tamar and Tavy (Tidal)
Tamar and Tavy (Tidal)
TAMERTON FOLIOT STREAM
Tamar and Tavy (Tidal)
Tamar and Tavy (Tidal)
MILTON STREAM
TIDDY

River
River
River
River
River
River
River
River
River
River
River
River
River
River
River
River
River
River
River
River
River
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Accessibility to nursery areas (elevation of
saltmarsh, connectivity with
shoreline/riparian zone)
Presence of macrophytes
Substrate conditions
Continuity for migration routes

Residence time

Water depth

Thermal regime

Turbidity

Longitudinal position
Slope

Shoreline complexity or heterogeneity

Light quality and quantity (for macroalgae
and bryophytes)

Episodicity of flows and inundation

Baseflow (in chalk streams)
Turbidity

Riparian shade and structure

Substrate conditions

No hydromorphological elements
determined.

Episodicity (at low end of velocity spectrum)

Salinity

Abrasion (associated to velocity)

Salinity
Land elevation
Sediment loading
Inundations (tidal regime)

Abrasion (associated to velocity)

Groundwater connectivity
Light
Beach water table (TraC)

Connectivity with riparian zone

Heterogeneity of habitat (substrate,
provision of shelter)

r r r
r
r
r
r
GB30846472 Slapton Ley

r
Issue

r

r

r r r

r

r

r r r

r r

Availability of leaf litter/organic debris

Water Body Type

r r r r

Potential for change
in
hydromorphological
or physical parameter

Fish
Benthic/macro
invertebrate
Angiosperms
Macroalgae
Phytobenthos
(diatoms only)
Macrophytes
Phytoplankton
Biological Quality
Element
Feature

Biological Quality Indicators for Lake Waterbodies.
Assessment Table 1d
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Assessment Table 2

Features and Issues Table.

Issue
Potential for change in hydro-morphological or
physical parameter

Water body classification and environmental
objectives

Phytoplankton

Potential changes in physical or hydromorphological
parameters as a result of SMP2 policies are considered
trivial on waterbody scale

Classification: (HMWB) Good
Environmental objectives:

WFD1: No changes affecting high status
sites.

Macroalgae

Potential changes in physical or hydromorphological
parameters as a result of SMP2 policies are considered
trivial on waterbody scale


WFD2: No changes that will cause failure
to meet surface water Good Ecological Status or
Potential or result in a deterioration of surface
water Ecological Status or Potential.

Feature

Water body (including policy
units that affect it)

GB620705550000

GB620806110002

Biological Quality Element


WFD3: No changes which will
permanently prevent or compromise the
environmental objectives being met in other
water bodies.

Dorset / Hampshire (5g01 5g21)

Angiosperms

Potential changes in physical or hydromorphological
parameters as a result of SMP2 policies are considered
trivial on waterbody scale

Benthic/Macro invertebrates

Potential changes in physical or hydromorphological
parameters as a result of SMP2 policies are considered
trivial on waterbody scale

Phytoplankton

Potential changes in physical or hydromorphological
parameters as a result of SMP2 policies are considered
trivial on waterbody scale

Macroalgae

Potential changes in physical or hydromorphological
parameters as a result of SMP2 policies are considered
trivial on waterbody scale


WFD4: No changes that will cause failure
to meet good groundwater status or result in a
deterioration groundwater status.

Classification: (HMWB) Moderate
Environmental objectives:

WFD1: No changes affecting high status
sites.

WFD2: No changes that will cause failure
to meet surface water Good Ecological Status or
Potential or result in a deterioration of surface
water Ecological Status or Potential.


WFD3: No changes which will
permanently prevent or compromise the
environmental objectives being met in other
water bodies.

Devon South (6b61 and
6b69 - 6c02 and 6c09)

Angiosperms

Potential changes in physical or hydromorphological
parameters as a result of SMP2 policies are considered
trivial on waterbody scale

Benthic/Macro invertebrates

Potential changes in physical or hydromorphological
parameters as a result of SMP2 policies are considered
trivial on waterbody scale

Phytoplankton

Potential changes in physical or hydromorphological
parameters as a result of SMP2 policies are considered
trivial on waterbody scale

Classification: Good

Potential changes in physical or hydromorphological
parameters as a result of SMP2 policies are considered
trivial on waterbody scale


WFD2: No changes that will cause failure
to meet surface water Good Ecological Status or
Potential or result in a deterioration of surface
water Ecological Status or Potential.

Macroalgae

GB620806110003

Opportunity to deliver mitigation measures from the Programme of Measures
and/or recommendations on preferred policy

Plymouth Coast (6c16 6c17 and 6c21, 6c26 and
6c45)


WFD4: No changes that will cause failure
to meet good groundwater status or result in a
deterioration groundwater status.

Environmental objectives:

WFD1: No changes affecting high status
sites.


WFD3: No changes which will
permanently prevent or compromise the
environmental objectives being met in other
water bodies.
Angiosperms

Potential changes in physical or hydromorphological
parameters as a result of SMP2 policies are considered
trivial on waterbody scale

Benthic/Macro invertebrates

Potential changes in physical or hydromorphological
parameters as a result of SMP2 policies are considered
trivial on waterbody scale


WFD4: No changes that will cause failure
to meet good groundwater status or result in a
deterioration groundwater status.
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GB620806560000

GB650806230000

GB650806420000

Features and Issues Table (cont).

Phytoplankton

Potential changes in physical or hydromorphological
parameters as a result of SMP2 policies are considered
trivial on waterbody scale

Macroalgae

Potential changes in physical or hydromorphological
parameters as a result of SMP2 policies are considered
trivial on waterbody scale

Classification: (HMWB) Moderate
Environmental objectives:

WFD1: No changes affecting high status
sites.

WFD2: No changes that will cause failure
to meet surface water Good Ecological Status or
Potential or result in a deterioration of surface
water Ecological Status or Potential.


WFD3: No changes which will
permanently prevent or compromise the
environmental objectives being met in other
water bodies.

Lyme Bay East (6a01 6a33)

Angiosperms

Potential changes in physical or hydromorphological
parameters as a result of SMP2 policies are considered
trivial on waterbody scale

Benthic/Macro invertebrates

Potential changes in physical or hydromorphological
parameters as a result of SMP2 policies are considered
trivial on waterbody scale

Phytoplankton

Potential changes in physical or hydromorphological
parameters as a result of SMP2 policies are considered
trivial on waterbody scale

Macroalgae

Potential changes in physical or hydromorphological
parameters as a result of SMP2 policies are considered
trivial on waterbody scale


WFD4: No changes that will cause failure
to meet good groundwater status or result in a
deterioration groundwater status.

Classification: (HMWB) Good
Environmental objectives:

WFD1: No changes affecting high status
sites.

WFD2: No changes that will cause failure
to meet surface water Good Ecological Status or
Potential or result in a deterioration of surface
water Ecological Status or Potential.


WFD3: No changes which will
permanently prevent or compromise the
environmental objectives being met in other
water bodies.

Plymouth Outer (6c41-6c45)

Angiosperms

Potential changes in physical or hydromorphological
parameters as a result of SMP2 policies are considered
trivial on waterbody scale

Benthic/Macro invertebrates

Potential changes in physical or hydromorphological
parameters as a result of SMP2 policies are considered
trivial on waterbody scale

Phytoplankton

Potential changes in physical or hydromorphological
parameters as a result of SMP2 policies are considered
trivial on waterbody scale

Classification: (HMWB) Moderate
Environmental objectives:

WFD1: No changes affecting high status
sites.

Macroalgae

Potential changes in physical or hydromorphological
parameters as a result of SMP2 policies are considered
trivial on waterbody scale


WFD2: No changes that will cause failure
to meet surface water Good Ecological Status or
Potential or result in a deterioration of surface
water Ecological Status or Potential.

Lyme Bay West (6a33 6a42 and 6b22 - 6b27 and
6b34 - 6b44 and 6b60 6b61)


WFD4: No changes that will cause failure
to meet good groundwater status or result in a
deterioration groundwater status.


WFD3: No changes which will
permanently prevent or compromise the
environmental objectives being met in other
water bodies.
Angiosperms

Potential changes in physical or hydromorphological
parameters as a result of SMP2 policies are considered
trivial on waterbody scale

Benthic/Macro invertebrates

Potential changes in physical or hydromorphological
parameters as a result of SMP2 policies are considered
trivial on waterbody scale


WFD4: No changes that will cause failure
to meet good groundwater status or result in a
deterioration groundwater status.
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GB680805070000

Features and Issues Table (cont).

Phytoplankton

Potential effects to phytoplankton residence time, thermal Classification: (HMWB) Good
regime and turbidity as a result of potential structures to
Environmental objectives:
deliver hold the line policy

WFD1: No changes affecting high status
sites.

Macroalgae

Potential effects to episodic tidal coverage of Macroalgae
and abrasion (associated to velocity) as a result of SMP2
policies


WFD3: No changes which will
permanently prevent or compromise the
environmental objectives being met in other
water bodies.

Weymouth Bay (5g13 5g17)

Angiosperms

Benthic/Macro invertebrates

GB680805270000


WFD2: No changes that will cause failure
to meet surface water Good Ecological Status or
Potential or result in a deterioration of surface
water Ecological Status or Potential.

Potential effects to Angiosperm Innundations (tiadal
regime), sediment loading, salinity of the waterbody and
abrasion (associated to velocity) as a result of SMP2
policy


WFD4: No changes that will cause failure
to meet good groundwater status or result in a
deterioration groundwater status.

Potential for effects on Benthic/Macro invertebrates due to
possible changes in beach water table as a result of SMP
policy

Phytoplankton

Potential effects to phytoplankton residence time, thermal Classification: (HMWB) Good
regime and turbidity as a result of potential structures to
Environmental objectives:
deliver hold the line policy

WFD1: No changes affecting high status
sites.

Macroalgae

Potential effects to episodic tidal coverage of Macroalgae
and abrasion (associated to velocity) as a result of SMP2
policies


WFD2: No changes that will cause failure
to meet surface water Good Ecological Status or
Potential or result in a deterioration of surface
water Ecological Status or Potential.


WFD3: No changes which will
permanently prevent or compromise the
environmental objectives being met in other
water bodies.

Portland Harbour (5g18 (a,
b & c) - 5g20)

Angiosperms

Potential effects to Angiosperm Innundations (tiadal
regime), sediment loading, salinity of the waterbody and
abrasion (associated to velocity) as a result of SMP2
policy


WFD4: No changes that will cause failure
to meet good groundwater status or result in a
deterioration groundwater status.

Benthic/Macro invertebrates

Potential for effects on Benthic/Macro invertebrates due to
possible changes in beach water table as a result of SMP
policy

GB680806320000

Phytoplankton

Potential changes in physical or hydromorphological
parameters as a result of SMP2 policies are considered
trivial on waterbody scale

Macroalgae

Potential changes in physical or hydromorphological
parameters as a result of SMP2 policies are considered
trivial on waterbody scale

Classification: (HMWB) Moderate
Environmental objectives:

WFD1: No changes affecting high status
sites.

WFD2: No changes that will cause failure
to meet surface water Good Ecological Status or
Potential or result in a deterioration of surface
water Ecological Status or Potential.


WFD3: No changes which will
permanently prevent or compromise the
environmental objectives being met in other
water bodies.

Tor Bay (6b45 - 6b59)

Angiosperms

Potential changes in physical or hydromorphological
parameters as a result of SMP2 policies are considered
trivial on waterbody scale

Benthic/Macro invertebrates

Potential changes in physical or hydromorphological
parameters as a result of SMP2 policies are considered
trivial on waterbody scale


WFD4: No changes that will cause failure
to meet good groundwater status or result in a
deterioration groundwater status.
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GB680806460000

Features and Issues Table (cont).

Phytoplankton

Potential changes in physical or hydromorphological
parameters as a result of SMP2 policies are considered
trivial on waterbody scale

Macroalgae

Potential changes in physical or hydromorphological
parameters as a result of SMP2 policies are considered
trivial on waterbody scale

Classification: Moderate
Environmental objectives:

WFD1: No changes affecting high status
sites.

WFD2: No changes that will cause failure
to meet surface water Good Ecological Status or
Potential or result in a deterioration of surface
water Ecological Status or Potential.


WFD3: No changes which will
permanently prevent or compromise the
environmental objectives being met in other
water bodies.

Salcombe Harbour (6c02 6c08)

Angiosperms

Potential changes in physical or hydromorphological
parameters as a result of SMP2 policies are considered
trivial on waterbody scale

Benthic/Macro invertebrates

Potential changes in physical or hydromorphological
parameters as a result of SMP2 policies are considered
trivial on waterbody scale

Phytoplankton

Policies here have potential to change residence time,
water depth, thermal regime and turbidity which could
effect phytoplankton

Macroalgae


WFD4: No changes that will cause failure
to meet good groundwater status or result in a
deterioration groundwater status.

Classification: (HMWB) Moderate
Environmental objectives:

WFD1: No changes affecting high status
sites.
Policies here have potential to change Episodicity (at the 
WFD2: No changes that will cause failure
lower end of the spectrum), salinity and abrasion
to meet surface water Good Ecological Status or
associated to velocity all of which could effect Macroalgae Potential or result in a deterioration of surface
water Ecological Status or Potential.


WFD3: No changes which will
permanently prevent or compromise the
environmental objectives being met in other
water bodies.

GB510080077000

Fleet Lagoon (6a03)

Angiosperms

Potential effects to inundations (tidal regime), sediment
loading, land elevation, salinity, and abrasion (associated
to velocity) due to SMP2 policies

Benthic/Macro invertebrates

Potential effects to beach water table (TraC), light,
groundwater connectivity, availability of leaf litter/organic
debris and connectivity with riparian zone due to SMP2
policies

Fish

Potential effects to heterogeneity of habitat (substrate,
provision of shelter), continuity for migration routes,
substrate conditions, presence of macrophytes and
accessibility to nursery areas (elevation of saltmarsh,
connectivity with shoreline/riparian zone) due to SMP2
policies

Phytoplankton

Policies here have potential to change residence time,
water depth, thermal regime and turbidity which could
effect phytoplankton

Macroalgae


WFD4: No changes that will cause failure
to meet good groundwater status or result in a
deterioration groundwater status.

Classification: (HMWB) Moderate
Environmental objectives:

WFD1: No changes affecting high status
sites.
WFD2: No changes that will cause failure
Policies here have potential to change Episodicity (at the 
lower end of the spectrum), salinity and abrasion
to meet surface water Good Ecological Status or
associated to velocity all of which could effect Macroalgae Potential or result in a deterioration of surface
water Ecological Status or Potential.


WFD3: No changes which will
permanently prevent or compromise the
environmental objectives being met in other
water bodies.

GB510804415700

WEY (6g16)

Angiosperms

Potential effects to inundations (tidal regime), sediment
loading, land elevation, salinity, and abrasion (associated
to velocity) due to SMP2 policies

Benthic/Macro invertebrates

Potential effects to beach water table (TraC), light,
groundwater connectivity, availability of leaf litter/organic
debris and connectivity with riparian zone due to SMP2
policies

Fish

Potential effects to heterogeneity of habitat (substrate,
provision of shelter), continuity for migration routes,
substrate conditions, presence of macrophytes and
accessibility to nursery areas (elevation of saltmarsh,
connectivity with shoreline/riparian zone) due to SMP2
policies


WFD4: No changes that will cause failure
to meet good groundwater status or result in a
deterioration groundwater status.
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Features and Issues Table (cont).
Phytoplankton

Macroalgae

Policies here have potential to change water depth,
thermal regime and turbidity which could effect
phytoplankton

Classification: (HMWB) Moderate
Environmental objectives:

WFD1: No changes affecting high status
sites.
WFD2: No changes that will cause failure
Policies here have potential to change Episodicity (at the 
lower end of the spectrum), salinity and abrasion
to meet surface water Good Ecological Status or
associated to velocity all of which could effect Macroalgae Potential or result in a deterioration of surface
water Ecological Status or Potential.


WFD3: No changes which will
permanently prevent or compromise the
environmental objectives being met in other
water bodies.

GB510804505400

AXE (6a24 - 6a27)

Angiosperms

Potential effects to inundations (tidal regime), sediment
loading, land elevation, salinity, and abrasion (associated
to velocity) due to SMP2 policies

Benthic/Macro invertebrates

Potential effects to beach water table (TraC), light,
groundwater connectivity, availability of leaf litter/organic
debris and connectivity with riparian zone due to SMP2
policies

Fish

Potential effects to heterogeneity of habitat (substrate,
provision of shelter), continuity for migration routes,
substrate conditions, presence of macrophytes and
accessibility to nursery areas (elevation of saltmarsh,
connectivity with shoreline/riparian zone) due to SMP2
policies

Phytoplankton

Policies here have potential to change water depth,
thermal regime and turbidity which could effect
phytoplankton

Macroalgae


WFD4: No changes that will cause failure
to meet good groundwater status or result in a
deterioration groundwater status.

Contribute to achievement of Favourable Conservation Status on Natura 2000
Protected Areas through Specific Management Works to address water quality,
invasive species, hydrology and morphology pressures (See Annex D), including land
management schemes by South West Water at Colliford Reservoir, De Lank WTW,
Countess Weir STW, Bystock Ponds, Squabmoor Reservoir, Camelford, Axe Valley,
Lopewell Dam, Burrator Quarry, Mary Tavy, Venford Reservoir and Crowdy Reservoir.

Classification: (HMWB) Moderate
Environmental objectives:

WFD1: No changes affecting high status
sites.

WFD2: No changes that will cause failure
Policies here have potential to change Episodicity (at the
lower end of the spectrum), salinity and abrasion
to meet surface water Good Ecological Status or
associated to velocity all of which could effect Macroalgae Potential or result in a deterioration of surface
water Ecological Status or Potential.


WFD3: No changes which will
permanently prevent or compromise the
environmental objectives being met in other
water bodies.

GB510804505500

OTTER (6a38 and 6a39)

Angiosperms

Potential effects to inundations (tidal regime), sediment
loading, land elevation, salinity, and abrasion (associated
to velocity) due to SMP2 policies

Benthic/Macro invertebrates

Potential effects to beach water table (TraC), light,
groundwater connectivity, availability of leaf litter/organic
debris and connectivity with riparian zone due to SMP2
policies

Fish

Potential effects to heterogeneity of habitat (substrate,
provision of shelter), continuity for migration routes,
substrate conditions, presence of macrophytes and
accessibility to nursery areas (elevation of saltmarsh,
connectivity with shoreline/riparian zone) due to SMP2
policies

Phytoplankton

Policies here have potential to change water depth,
thermal regime and turbidity which could effect
phytoplankton


WFD4: No changes that will cause failure
to meet good groundwater status or result in a
deterioration groundwater status.

Classification: (HMWB) Moderate
Environmental objectives:


WFD1: No changes affecting high status
sites.

Macroalgae

GB510804505600

Policies here have potential to change Episodicity (at the 
WFD2: No changes that will cause failure
lower end of the spectrum), salinity and abrasion
to meet surface water Good Ecological Status or
associated to velocity all of which could effect Macroalgae Potential or result in a deterioration of surface
water Ecological Status or Potential.


WFD3: No changes which will
permanently prevent or compromise the
environmental objectives being met in other
water bodies.

EXE (6a43 - 6a46) and (6b1
- 6b18)
Angiosperms

Benthic/Macro invertebrates

Fish

Potential effects to inundations (tidal regime), sediment
loading, land elevation, salinity, and abrasion (associated
to velocity) due to SMP2 policies

Potential effects to beach water table (TraC), light,
groundwater connectivity, availability of leaf litter/organic
debris and connectivity with riparian zone due to SMP2
policies


WFD4: No changes that will cause failure
to meet good groundwater status or result in a
deterioration groundwater status.

Develop and start to deliver a programme to resolve the 30 most significant physical
barriers to fish movement, for instance at Evans on the Tavy, at Holne on the Dart, at
Silverton on the Exe, on the Okement at Jacobstowe, on the Somerset Frome and on
the Stour at Lydden
Develop and start delivering a habitat creation program to offset losses of important
coastal habitats through sea level rise and climate change, focusing on opportunities in
the Severn, Exe and Tamar Estuaries and in Poole Harbour in the first instance

Continue to develop funding for fish passes at five weirs on the Rivers Taw and Exe
improving ecological conditions in almost 90km of river

Flood/Coastal Erosion Risk Management Measure - Appropriate techniques (invasive
species)

Flood/Coastal Erosion Risk Management Measure - Retain marginal aquatic and
riparian habitats (channel alteration)

Flood/Coastal Erosion Risk Management Measure - Appropriate water level
management strategies, including timing and volume of water moved

Potential effects to heterogeneity of habitat (substrate,
provision of shelter), continuity for migration routes,
substrate conditions, presence of macrophytes and
accessibility to nursery areas (elevation of saltmarsh,
connectivity with shoreline/riparian zone) due to SMP2
policies
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Features
Features and Issues Table (cont).

Phytoplankton

Macroalgae

Policies here have potential to change water depth,
thermal regime and turbidity which could effect
phytoplankton

Classification: (HMWB) Moderate
Environmental objectives:

WFD1: No changes affecting high status
sites.
WFD2: No changes that will cause failure
Policies here have potential to change Episodicity (at the 
lower end of the spectrum), salinity and abrasion
to meet surface water Good Ecological Status or
associated to velocity all of which could effect Macroalgae Potential or result in a deterioration of surface
water Ecological Status or Potential.


WFD3: No changes which will
permanently prevent or compromise the
environmental objectives being met in other
water bodies.

GB510804605800

TEIGN (6b28 - 6b33)

Angiosperms

Potential effects to inundations (tidal regime), sediment
loading, land elevation, salinity, and abrasion (associated
to velocity) due to SMP2 policies

Benthic/Macro invertebrates

Potential effects to beach water table (TraC), light,
groundwater connectivity, availability of leaf litter/organic
debris and connectivity with riparian zone due to SMP2
policies

Fish

Potential effects to heterogeneity of habitat (substrate,
provision of shelter), continuity for migration routes,
substrate conditions, presence of macrophytes and
accessibility to nursery areas (elevation of saltmarsh,
connectivity with shoreline/riparian zone) due to SMP2
policies

Phytoplankton

Policies here have potential to change water depth,
thermal regime and turbidity which could effect
phytoplankton

Macroalgae

Policies here have potential to change Episodicity (at the 
WFD2: No changes that will cause failure
lower end of the spectrum), salinity and abrasion
to meet surface water Good Ecological Status or
associated to velocity all of which could effect Macroalgae Potential or result in a deterioration of surface
water Ecological Status or Potential.


WFD4: No changes that will cause failure
to meet good groundwater status or result in a
deterioration groundwater status.

Classification: Moderate
Environmental objectives:

WFD1: No changes affecting high status
sites.

WFD3: No changes which will

permanently prevent or compromise the
environmental objectives being met in other
water bodies.

GB510804605900

The River Teign & Tributaries project will help restore natural channel form over 16km
of river and the improvement of ecological status on nearly 50km of river

DART (6b61 - 6b68)

WFD4: No changes that will cause failure
to meet good groundwater status or result in a
deterioration groundwater status.

Angiosperms

Potential effects to inundations (tidal regime), sediment
loading, land elevation, salinity, and abrasion (associated
to velocity) due to SMP2 policies

Benthic/Macro invertebrates

Potential effects to beach water table (TraC), light,
groundwater connectivity, availability of leaf litter/organic
debris and connectivity with riparian zone due to SMP2
policies

Fish

Potential effects to heterogeneity of habitat (substrate,
provision of shelter), continuity for migration routes,
substrate conditions, presence of macrophytes and
accessibility to nursery areas (elevation of saltmarsh,
connectivity with shoreline/riparian zone) due to SMP2
policies

Phytoplankton

Policies here have potential to change water depth,
thermal regime and turbidity which could effect
phytoplankton

Macroalgae

Policies here have potential to change Episodicity (at the 
WFD2: No changes that will cause failure
lower end of the spectrum), salinity and abrasion
to meet surface water Good Ecological Status or
associated to velocity all of which could effect Macroalgae Potential or result in a deterioration of surface
water Ecological Status or Potential.

Develop and start to deliver a programme to resolve the 30 most significant physical
barriers to fish movement, for instance at Evans on the Tavy, at Holne on the Dart, at
Silverton on the Exe, on the Okement at Jacobstowe, on the Somerset Frome and on
the Stour at Lydden

Classification: Good
Environmental objectives:

WFD1: No changes affecting high status
sites.

WFD3: No changes which will

permanently prevent or compromise the
environmental objectives being met in other
water bodies.

GB510804606000

AVON (6c13 - 6c15)

Angiosperms

Potential effects to inundations (tidal regime), sediment
loading, land elevation, salinity, and abrasion (associated
to velocity) due to SMP2 policies

Benthic/Macro invertebrates

Potential effects to beach water table (TraC), light,
groundwater connectivity, availability of leaf litter/organic
debris and connectivity with riparian zone due to SMP2
policies

Fish

Potential effects to heterogeneity of habitat (substrate,
provision of shelter), continuity for migration routes,
substrate conditions, presence of macrophytes and
accessibility to nursery areas (elevation of saltmarsh,
connectivity with shoreline/riparian zone) due to SMP2
policies


WFD4: No changes that will cause failure
to meet good groundwater status or result in a
deterioration groundwater status.

Continue to develop new river improvement projects to contribute to maintaining and
improving water quality, for instance on the Yealm, Devon Avon and Erme, Tale Valley
and White River
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Features and Issues Table (cont).

Phytoplankton

Policies here have potential to change water depth,
thermal regime and turbidity which could effect
phytoplankton

Classification: Moderate
Environmental objectives:

WFD1: No changes affecting high status
sites.

Macroalgae

Policies here have potential to change Episodicity (at the 
WFD2: No changes that will cause failure
lower end of the spectrum), salinity and abrasion
to meet surface water Good Ecological Status or
associated to velocity all of which could effect Macroalgae Potential or result in a deterioration of surface
water Ecological Status or Potential.

WFD3: No changes which will

permanently prevent or compromise the
environmental objectives being met in other
water bodies.

GB510804606100

ERME (c18 - c20)

Angiosperms

Potential effects to inundations (tidal regime), sediment
loading, land elevation, salinity, and abrasion (associated
to velocity) due to SMP2 policies

Benthic/Macro invertebrates

Potential effects to beach water table (TraC), light,
groundwater connectivity, availability of leaf litter/organic
debris and connectivity with riparian zone due to SMP2
policies

Fish

Potential effects to heterogeneity of habitat (substrate,
provision of shelter), continuity for migration routes,
substrate conditions, presence of macrophytes and
accessibility to nursery areas (elevation of saltmarsh,
connectivity with shoreline/riparian zone) due to SMP2
policies

Phytoplankton

Policies here have potential to change water depth,
thermal regime and turbidity which could effect
phytoplankton

Macroalgae

WFD4: No changes that will cause failure

to meet good groundwater status or result in a
deterioration groundwater status.

Continue to develop new river improvement projects to contribute to maintaining and
improving water quality, for instance on the Yealm, Devon Avon and Erme, Tale Valley
and White River

Classification: Moderate
Environmental objectives:

WFD1: No changes affecting high status
sites.
Policies here have potential to change Episodicity (at the 
WFD2: No changes that will cause failure
lower end of the spectrum), salinity and abrasion
to meet surface water Good Ecological Status or
associated to velocity all of which could effect Macroalgae Potential or result in a deterioration of surface
water Ecological Status or Potential.

WFD3: No changes which will

permanently prevent or compromise the
environmental objectives being met in other
water bodies.

GB520804609000

KINGSBRIDGE (6c03 6c06)

Angiosperms

Potential effects to inundations (tidal regime), sediment
loading, land elevation, salinity, and abrasion (associated
to velocity) due to SMP2 policies

Benthic/Macro invertebrates

Potential effects to beach water table (TraC), light,
groundwater connectivity, availability of leaf litter/organic
debris and connectivity with riparian zone due to SMP2
policies

Fish

Potential effects to heterogeneity of habitat (substrate,
provision of shelter), continuity for migration routes,
substrate conditions, presence of macrophytes and
accessibility to nursery areas (elevation of saltmarsh,
connectivity with shoreline/riparian zone) due to SMP2
policies

Phytoplankton

Policies here have potential to change water depth,
thermal regime and turbidity which could effect
phytoplankton

Macroalgae

Policies here have potential to change Episodicity (at the 
WFD2: No changes that will cause failure
lower end of the spectrum), salinity and abrasion
to meet surface water Good Ecological Status or
associated to velocity all of which could effect Macroalgae Potential or result in a deterioration of surface
water Ecological Status or Potential.


WFD4: No changes that will cause failure
to meet good groundwater status or result in a
deterioration groundwater status.

Classification: Good
Environmental objectives:

WFD1: No changes affecting high status
sites.


WFD3: No changes which will
permanently prevent or compromise the
environmental objectives being met in other
water bodies.

GB520804706200

YEALM (6c22 - 6c25)

Angiosperms

Potential effects to inundations (tidal regime), sediment
loading, land elevation, salinity, and abrasion (associated
to velocity) due to SMP2 policies

Benthic/Macro invertebrates

Potential effects to beach water table (TraC), light,
groundwater connectivity, availability of leaf litter/organic
debris and connectivity with riparian zone due to SMP2
policies

Fish

Potential effects to heterogeneity of habitat (substrate,
provision of shelter), continuity for migration routes,
substrate conditions, presence of macrophytes and
accessibility to nursery areas (elevation of saltmarsh,
connectivity with shoreline/riparian zone) due to SMP2
policies


WFD4: No changes that will cause failure
to meet good groundwater status or result in a
deterioration groundwater status.

Continue to develop new river improvement projects to contribute to maintaining and
improving water quality, for instance on the Yealm, Devon Avon and Erme, Tale Valley
and White River
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Features and Issues Table (cont).

Phytoplankton

Policies here have potential to change water depth,
thermal regime and turbidity which could effect
phytoplankton

Classification: (HMWB) Good
Flood/Coastal Erosion Risk Management Measure - Alteration of channel bed (within
culvert)
Environmental objectives:
Flood/Coastal Erosion Risk Management Measure - Appropriate channel maintenance
strategies and techniques e.g. minimise disturbance to channel bed and margins
WFD1: No changes affecting high status

sites.

Macroalgae

Policies here have potential to change Episodicity (at the 
WFD2: No changes that will cause failure
lower end of the spectrum), salinity and abrasion
to meet surface water Good Ecological Status or
associated to velocity all of which could effect Macroalgae Potential or result in a deterioration of surface
water Ecological Status or Potential.


WFD3: No changes which will
permanently prevent or compromise the
environmental objectives being met in other
water bodies.
Angiosperms

Potential effects to inundations (tidal regime), sediment
loading, land elevation, salinity, and abrasion (associated
to velocity) due to SMP2 policies


WFD4: No changes that will cause failure
to meet good groundwater status or result in a
deterioration groundwater status.

Flood/Coastal Erosion Risk Management Measure - Appropriate channel maintenance
strategies and techniques e.g. remove woody debris only upstream of, or within, areas
of urban flood risk

Flood/Coastal Erosion Risk Management Measure - Appropriate techniques (invasive
species)

Flood/Coastal Erosion Risk Management Measure - Flow manipulation (e.g. construct
structures to normalise flow; realign frontage)

Flood/Coastal Erosion Risk Management Measure - Managed realignment of flood
defence

Flood/Coastal Erosion Risk Management Measure - Operational and structural changes
to locks, sluices, weirs, beach control, etc
Flood/Coastal Erosion Risk Management Measure - Re-opening existing culverts
Benthic/Macro invertebrates

Fish

GB520804714300

PLYMOUTH SOUND (6c28 6c40)

Potential effects to beach water table (TraC), light,
groundwater connectivity, availability of leaf litter/organic
debris and connectivity with riparian zone due to SMP2
policies

Potential effects to heterogeneity of habitat (substrate,
provision of shelter), continuity for migration routes,
substrate conditions, presence of macrophytes and
accessibility to nursery areas (elevation of saltmarsh,
connectivity with shoreline/riparian zone) due to SMP2
policies

Flood/Coastal Erosion Risk Management Measure - Structures or other mechanisms in
place and managed to enable fish to access waters upstream and downstream of the
impounding works

Flood/Coastal Erosion Risk Management Measure - Appropriate water level
management strategies, including timing and volume of water moved

Flood/Coastal Erosion Risk Management Measure - Preserve (e.g. fencing) and where
possible enhance ecological value of marginal aquatic habitat, banks and riparian zone
Flood/Coastal Erosion Risk Management Measure - Sediment management strategies
(develop and revise) which could include a) substrate reinstatement, b) sediment traps,
c) allow natural recovery minimising maintenance, d) riffle construction, e) reduce all
bar necessary management in flood risk areas
Flood/Coastal Erosion Risk Management Measure - Selective vegetation control regime
Flood/Coastal Erosion Risk Management Measure - Appropriate techniques to align
and attenuate flow to limit detrimental effects of these features (drainage)
Flood/Coastal Erosion Risk Management Measure - Appropriate timing (vegetation
control)
Flood/Coastal Erosion Risk Management Measure - Appropriate vegetation control
technique
Flood/Coastal Erosion Risk Management Measure - Bank rehabilitation / reprofiling

Flood/Coastal Erosion Risk Management Measure - Improve floodplain connectivity

Flood/Coastal Erosion Risk Management Measure - Preserve and where possible
enhance ecological value of marginal aquatic habitat, banks and riparian zone
Flood/Coastal Erosion Risk Management Measure - Preserve and, where possible,
restore historic aquatic habitats
Flood/Coastal Erosion Risk Management Measure - Removal of hard bank
reinforcement / revetment, or replacement with soft engineering solution
Flood/Coastal Erosion Risk Management Measure - Retain marginal aquatic and
riparian habitats (channel alteration)
Flood/Coastal Erosion Risk Management Measure - Alteration of channel bed (within
culvert)
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Assessment of SMP Policy against the Environmental Objectives
Objectives of the WFD.

SMP Policy

Weymouth Bay (coastal),
Wey (transitional)

Redcliff Point to Preston
Beach (Rock Groyne)
5g12 to 5g15

Preston Beach (Rock
Groyne) to Portland
Harbour (North
Breakwater) (includes
Weymouth Harbour) 5g16
and 5g17

2025

2055

2105

Durlston Head to St
Albans Head

Do Nothing

NAI

NAI

NAI

5g02

St Albans Head to
Kimmeridge Bay

Do Nothing

NAI

NAI

NAI

5g03

Kimmeridge Bay
(defended length)

Do Nothing /R etrea t

NAI

NAI

NAI

5g04

Kimmeridge Bay
(undefended) to
Worbarrow Tout

Do Nothing

NAI

NAI

NAI

5g05

Worbarrow Tout to
Lulworth Cove (East)

Do Nothing

NAI

NAI

NAI

5g06

Lulworth Cove
(undefended)

Do Nothing

NAI

NAI

NAI

5g07

Lulworth Cove (defended)

R etrea t

NAI

NAI

NAI

5g08

Lulworth Cove (West) to
White Nothe

Do Nothing

NAI

NAI

NAI

5g09

White Nothe to Ringstead
Bay (defended length
east)

Do Nothing

NAI

NAI

NAI

5g10

Ringstead Bay (defended
length)

Hold

5g11

HTL

NAI

NAI

Ringstead Bay (defended
Do Nothing
length west) to Redcliffe
R etrea t (a t Os m ing ton)
Point

NAI

NAI

NAI

5g12

Redcliffe Point to
Bowleaze Cove (Gabions)

Do Nothing

NAI

NAI

NAI

5g13

Bowleaze Cove (Gabions)
to Furzy Cliff

R etrea t

HTL

MR

HTL

5g14

Furzy Cliff

R etrea t

NAI

NAI

NAI

5g15

Furzy Cliff to Preston
Beach (Rock Groyne)

Hold

HTL

HTL

MR

5g16

Preston Beach (Rock
Groyne) to Weymouth
(Stone Pier) (includes
Weymouth Harbour)

Hold

HTL

HTL

HTL

5g17

Weymouth (Stone Pier) to
Portland Harbour (North
Breakwater)

Hold

HTL

HTL

HTL

WFD 4

Dorset/Hampshire (coastal),
Weymouth Bay (coastal)

SMP1

5g01

Durlston Head to White
Nothe 5g01 to 5g08

White Nothe to Redcliffe
Point 5g09 to 5g11

Assessment of impact (including list of water bodies affected)

WFD 3

Dorset/Hampshire (coastal)

Policy Unit

WFD 2

Dorset/Hampshire (coastal)

Management Area

WFD 1

Waterbodies in Policy Unit

Environmental objectives met?

The SMP2 Policy supports the natural development of this undeveloped
coastline except in 2 areas where there are existing defence structures at the
eastern side of Kimmeridge Bay and within Lulworth Cove, where the long term
plan is to continue to intervene as necessary to ensure vistor access is
maintained and flood risk is reduced. No change to current maintenance and no
new large scale measure mean that deterioration in ecological status is
considered unlikely as a result of SMP2 policy.

N/A

a

a

a

The short term policy for the undefended majority of this coast is No Active
Intervention, allowing the cliffs that dominate this section to evolve naturally. For
the short length of coastline that is currently defended in Ringstead Bay, the
short term policy is to Hold The Line. This will allow maintenance of the short
length of rock revetment and rock groynes present in this section. No change to
current maintenance - impact is considered trivial on waterbody scale

N/A

a

a

a

The short term policy is for No Active Intervention along the the undefended
parts of Redcliffe and Furzy Cliff. Elsewhere, the short term policy will be Hold
The Line of the existing defences within Bowleaze Cove and along Preston
Beach. This would involve maintenance of the defences to ensure the current
level of protection is maintained. Measures to hold the line have some impact to
the waterbody in terms of loss of intertidal habitats as a result of sea level rise,
but this can be mitigated for in the areas where the coastline is allowed to
develop naturally and roll back into the long term and will not fail environmental
objectives

N/A

a

a

a

The SMP policy is Hold The Line, into the long term, along this section to
provide continued protection to the town of Weymouth against flood and erosion
risk. Potential impoundment of Weymouth Harbour through a barrage structure
to implement the Hold The Line policy could fail Environmental Objective WFD2
in the Wey Transitional Waterbody, could affect Weymouth Bay and has
potential to affect adjacent river waterbody thereby failing WFD3.

N/A

r

r

a
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Dorset/Hampshire (coastal),
Portland Harbou (coastal)

Dorset/Hampshire (coastal),
Portland Harbour (coastal)

Assessment of SMP Policy against the Environmental Objectives (cont).

5g18

Bincleaves to Castle Cove

5g19

Castle Cove to Castle
Cove Sailing Centre

R etrea t

HTL

HTL

HTL

5g20

Castle Cove Sailing
Centre to Dowman Place

R etrea t

MR

MR

HTL

5g21

Small Mouth to Osprey
Quay (Portland Harbour)

Hold

HTL

HTL

HTL

Portland Harbour (North
Breakwater) to Small
Mouth 5g18 to 5g20

Dorset/Hampshire (coastal),
Lyme Bay East (coastal)

Lyme Bay East (coastal),
Fleet (transitional)

MR

MR

Osprey Quay (Portland
Harbour) to Kings Pier

Hold
R etrea t (towa rds Grove
P oint)

a

a

N/A

a

a

a

The plan is to allow the natural development of the coastline and, hence, there
is unlikely to be deterioration in Ecological Potentail/Status as a result of SMP2
policy.

N/A

a

a

a

The aim in this Management Area is to continue to reduce the risk of flooding
and erosion to the large developed area of Chiswell and Osprey Quay. This HTL
policy into the long term is to maintain present management and continue
maintenance of the flood defences. The SMP policy here has the potential to
help protect the Chesil and the Fleet SAC/SPA and SSSI designated sites, but
also to lose intertidal habitat as sea level riseas and coastal squeeze occurs in
this area, thereby failing WFD2. A policy of Managed Realignment has been
chosen for Chesil Beach (to Wyke Narrows), however this intervention would be
to restore the beach ONLY in an emergency situation and therefore cannot be
proposed as mitigation for loss of intertidal habitat due to sea level rise.

N/A

r

a

a

The short term policy of No Active Intervention along the entire shoreline will
allow the natural evolution of The Fleet. Along this stretch, the probability of a
significant storm swell/wave event occuring that could cause extensive roll back
of the beach is low. However, should such an event occur then the NAI policy
could result in the reduction in size or loss of The Fleet waterbody, this would
lead to failure of WFD2 & 3. (Natural processes could lead to potential loss of
waterbody rather than deterioration, through a breach of chesil beach. Although
this is a natural process, it has been regarded as a failure of Objectives).

N/A

r

r

a

Do Nothing

NAI

NAI

NAI

6a02

Chiswell to Chesil Beach

S electively Hold The
Line

HTL

HTL

HTL

Chiswell to Chesil Beach
6a02 & 6a03

Do Nothing

r

The plan is to allow the natural development of the coastline and, hence, there
is unlikely to be deterioration in Ecological Potentail/Status as a result of SMP2
policy.

Portland Bill to West
Weare

Chesil Beach and the
Fleet

N/A

NAI

6a01

6a04

The aim in this section is to continue protection against flood risk to commercial
and residential property through a HTL policy. This would include the
maintainance and possible upgrade of the current defences into the long term.
There is the potential for some loss of intertidal habitats due to coastal squeeze,
however this is a result of protecting designated terrestrial habitats such as the
Isle of Portland to Studland Cliffs SAC. This could potentially lead to the failure
of WFD2.

These Managed Realignment policies support the Environmental Objectives and
could potentially lead to an increase in the extent of intertidal habitat benefitting
Angiosperms and benthic/Macroinvertebrates.

NAI

Portland Bill to West
Weare 6a01

Chesil Beach and The
Fleet 6a04

a

NAI

Cove)

S electively Hold The
Line

a

HTL

Do Nothing

Chesil Beach (to Wyke
Narrows)

a

HTL

5g23

Kings Pier to Portland Bill R etrea t (a t Church Ope

N/A

HTL

Grove Point to Portland
Bill 5g23

6a03

Lyme Bay East (coastal),
Fleet (transitional)

MR

Small Mouth to Grove
Point 5g21 and 5g22
5g22

Dorset/Hampshire (coastal)

R etrea t

This section of coast comprises a highly developed area of property and
infrastructure atop a slowly eroding clifftop. The long term aim for this section is
to reduce the risk to the property and infrastructure from the cliff recession and
to improve the status of the designated features if possible. In the Binleaves to
Castle Cove section, the policy is to stabilise the upper coastal slope while
allowing erosion and natural processes to contunue into the mid term, whilst in
the long term relocating the cliff top assets. In front of the developed section at
Castle Cove to the Sailing Centre, the policy is to maintain the rock armour
protection into the long term. Dowman Place to Castle Cove Sailing Club
section should be allowed to roll back in the short to mid term to a more
sustainable defence line under a long term Hold The Line policy to protect
associated infrastructure.

MR

NAI

MR

NAI

MR

NAI
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Lyme Bay East (coastal)

Lyme Bay East (coastal)

Assessment of SMP Policy against the Environmental Objectives (cont).

Chesil Beach (Abbotsbury
to East Cliff (West Bay)
6a05 to 6a10

6a05

Abbotsbury to Cogden
Beach

Do Nothing

NAI

NAI

NAI

6a06

Cogden Beach to Hive
Beach (Burton Bradstock)

Do Nothing

NAI

NAI

NAI

6a07

Hive Beach (Burton
Bradstock)

Do Nothing

NAI

NAI

NAI

6a08

Burton Cliff

Do Nothing

NAI

NAI

NAI

6a09

Freshwater Beach

Do Nothing

MR

MR

MR

6a10

East Cliff (West Bay)

Do Nothing

NAI

NAI

NAI

6a11

West Bay (East Beach to
eastern pier)

Hold The Line

HTL

HTL

MR

West Bay 6a11 and 6a12

6a12

West Bay (West Beach to
from eastern pier) to West
Cliff (East) (includes West
Bay Harbour)

Hold The Line

HTL

HTL

HTL

The plan in the majority of this Management Area is to allow the natural
development of the coastline through a NAI policy. In the area around
Freshwater Beach, however there is a HTL policy in the short term to protect
Burton Bradstock. In the mid to long term in this Policy Unit the goal is to set
back the defences into a new position and to hold the new defence line whilst
allowing a more naturally functioning coast to develop. The NAI policy will allow
natural roll back of habitats in response to sea level rise and and, hence, there
is unlikely to be deterioration in Ecological Potentail/Status as a result of SMP2
policy.

N/A

a

a

a

The preferred long term plan for West Bay is to continue to protect assets within
the town through HTL policy, but in the long term consider a realigned defence
position along the eastern side of the harbour at East Beach. This will potentially
allow a beach to be retained in this area as it rolls back as a response to sea
level rise, by greater retention of beach material along the frontage providing a
robust natural defence. The aim of this long term managed realignment is to
return as much of the Managemetn Area as possible to a more natural state and
it is not considered there would would be a deterioration in the Ecological Status
of the waterbody as a result.

N/A

a

a

a

Lyme Bay East (coastal)

West Cliff (east) to
Thorncombe Beacon
6a13

6a13

West Cliff (east) to
Thorncombe Beacon

S electively Hold The
Line

NAI

NAI

NAI

The plan is to allow the natural development of the coastline and, hence, there
is unlikely to be deterioration in Ecological Potentail/Status as a result of SMP2
policy.

N/A

a

a

a

Lyme Bay East (coastal)

Thorncombe Beacon to
Seatown East) 6a14

6a14

Thorncombe Beacon to
Seatown East)

S electively Hold The
Line

NAI

NAI

NAI

The plan is to allow the natural development of the coastline and, hence, there
is unlikely to be deterioration in Ecological Potentail/Status as a result of SMP2
policy.

N/A

a

a

a

The prefered policy in this Management Unit changes from HTL to NAI from the
short to mid term, moving to a more naturally functioning coast along this
section, allowing the the shoreline to achieve a more sustainable position
adjacent to the eroding cliff. This is likelt to help retain a beach in this area as it
rolls landward into the mouth of the River Winnford. This policy, will in the long
term add to the geological and landscape value of this area of coast, for which it
is internationally designated, and support the WFD Environmental Objectives as
it reverts to a more naturally functioning coastline.

N/A

a

a

a

The plan is to allow the natural development of the coastline and, hence, there
is unlikely to be deterioration in Ecological Potentail/Status as a result of SMP2
policy.

N/A

a

a

a

Lyme Bay East (coastal)

Seatown 6a15

Lyme Bay East (coastal)

Seatown (West) to
Charmouth (East) 6a16
and 6a17

6a15

Seatown

S electively Hold The
Line

HTL

NAI

NAI

6a16

Seatown (West) to
Golden Cap

S electively Hold The
Line

NAI

NAI

NAI

6a17

Golden Cap to Charmouth
(East)

S electively Hold The
Line

NAI

NAI

NAI
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Assessment of SMP Policy
Policy against the Environmental Objectives (cont).

Lyme Bay East (coastal)

Charmouth 6a18

Lyme Bay East (coastal)

Charmouth (West) to East
Cliff (lyme Regis) 6a19

a

a

The plan is to allow the natural development of the coastline. The continuation
of natural landslip and sediment processes is important to the Sidmouth to West
Bay SAC and the preferred policy would therefore enhance the the SAC and
support the WFD Environmental Objectives.

N/A

a

a

a

The SMP policy is to continue to provide protection against flooding and erosion
risk to as much of the town as is feasible into the long term. Along the
extensively developed central parts of the town this will be through HTL policy.
There are no new large scale measures that can be taken, and it is not
considered there would would be a deterioration in the Ecological Status of the
waterbody

N/A

a

a

a

The plan is to allow the natural development of the coastline and, hence, there
is unlikely to be deterioration in Ecological Potentail/Status as a result of SMP2
policy.

N/A

a

a

a

The policy plan is to actively manage the coast through Managed Realignment,
whilst maintaining existing defences in the outer parts of the estuary to protect
the town, the highway and the sewage works. The Seaton Marshes flood
defence scheme would help to reduce flood risk in this area, whilst set back of
defences or regulated tidal exchange would be considered in the upstream area
of the Axe Estuary. Along the Axe Estuary Spit the policy of No Active
Intervention into the long term means that the spit will be allowed to develop
naturally. The potential loss of intertidal habitats, affecting macrophytes and
angiosperms, due to sea level rise will potentially be mitigated for by the
Managed Realignment of the northern part of the estuary creating new intertidal
habitat in front of realigned defences, thereby not failing any of the WFD
Environmental Objectives.

N/A

a

a

a

S electively Hold The
Line

6a19

Charmouth (West) to East
Cliff (lyme Regis)

S electively Hold The
Line

NAI

NAI

NAI

Hold The Line

HTL

HTL

HTL/MR

Lyme Regis 6a20 to 6a22

East Cliff (Lyme Regis) to
Broad Ledge (Lyme
Regis)
Broad Ledge (Lyme
Regis) to The Cobb (Lyme
Regis)

HTL

Hold The Line

HTL

NAI/MR

HTL

HTL

6a22

Monmouth Beach

Do Nothing

HTL

MR

HTL

6a23

Monmouth Beach to
Severn Rock Point
(undefended length)

Do Nothing

NAI

NAI

NAI

6a24

Severn Rock Point to
Haven Cliff (West)

Do Nothing

NAI

NAI

NAI

6a25

Axe Estuary (Mouth
Breakwater to Axemouth
North)

N/A

HTL

HTL

HTL

Lyme Regis (West) to
Haven Cliff (West) 6a23
and 6a24

6a26
Axe (transitional)

a

Charmouth

6a21

Lyme Bay East (coastal)

N/A

6a18

6a20

Lyme Bay East (coastal)

NAI/MR

The aim for this Management Area is to continue to protect the majority of
Charmouth from the risk of flooding by Managing the realignment of the coast
into the mouth of the River Char into the long term. This would include setting
back the defence line upstream from the mouth of the River Char and allow roll
back of the beach into the mouth of the river in response to sea level rise, which
would help retain a beach in this area. The long term plan is to move towards
NAI, this would mean the potential loss of some cliff top properties and
infrastructure as the cliffs continue to erode. This policy, will in the long term add
to the geological and landscape value of this area of coast, for which it is
internationally designated, and support the WFD Environmental Objectives as it
reverts to a more naturally functioning coastline.

Axe Estuary (Axmouth
North to Seaton North)

N/A

MR

MR

MR

Axe Estuary 6a25 to 6a28

6a27

Axe Estuary (Seaton
East)

N/A

HTL

HTL

HTL

6a28

Axe Estuary (Spit)

S electively Hold The
Line

NAI

NAI

NAI
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Assessment of SMP Policy against the Environmental Objectives (cont).

6a29

Lyme Bay East (coastal)

Lyme Bay East (coastal),
Lyme Bay West (coastal)

Lyme Bay West (coastal)

Lyme Bay West (coastal)

Lyme Bay West (coastal)

Axe Estuary (Spit) to
Seaton (West)

S electively Hold The
Line

HTL

HTL

HTL

Seaton to Seaton Hole
6a29 and 6a30

Seaton Hole to Beer
Head 6a31 to 6a33

Beer Head to Salcombe
Hill 6a34

6a30

Seaton (West) to Seaton
Hole

S electively Hold The
Line

HTL

MR

MR

6a31

Seaton Hole to Beer

S electively Hold The
Line

NAI

NAI

NAI

6a32

Beer

S electively Hold The
Line

HTL

HTL

HTL

6a33

Beer to Beer Head

S electively Hold The
Line

NAI

NAI

NAI

6a34

Beer Head to Salcombe
Hill

Do Nothing

NAI

NAI

NAI

6a35

River Sid and East
Sidmouth

Hold The Line

MR

MR

MR

Sidmouth 6a35 and 6a36
6a36

Sidmouth

Hold The Line

HTL

HTL

HTL

6a37

Chit Rocks to Big Picket
Rock

Do Nothing

NAI

NAI

NAI

Chit Rocks to Otterton
Ledge 6a37 and 6a38
6a38

Big Picket Rock to
Otterton Ledge

Do Nothing

NAI

NAI

For much of this Management Unit, the policy is to Hold The Line into the long
term by maintaining the existing seawalls and defences that protect cliff top
assets towards the west. In the mid to long term, the defences are likely to
require improvements, such a rebuilding to provide protection as sea levels rise.
Towards the western end of the management unit, between Seaton and Seaton
Hole continued retreat of the cliff could mean realigning the revetment at the toe
of the cliff to provide continued protection. This managed realignment of the
rock revetment could potentially provide mitigation for intertidal habitats lost as
sea level rise leads to coastal squeeze against the sea wall and, hence, there is
unlikely to be deterioration in Ecological Potentail/Status as a result of SMP2
policy.

N/A

a

a

a

The long term plan for this section of predominantly undefended cliffed coastline
is to allow it to continue to evolve naturally, whilst continuing to protect the
important tourist town of Beer. At Beer the Hold The Line policy would mean
retaining the existing defences and possible reconstruction of the concrete
groyne, which is important for retaining the beach, and raising the height of the
defences overall. Maintence of the short length of defences at Beer is unlikely to
have an impact upon coastal evolution as the area is backed by hard resistant
cliffs and Beer is a small isolated beach that has little or no connectivity with
adjacent sections of coast. It is not expected that there will be a deterioration in
Ecological Status/Potential of the waterbody.

N/A

a

a

a

The plan is to allow the natural development of the coastline and, hence, there
is unlikely to be deterioration in Ecological Potentail/Status as a result of SMP2
policy.

N/A

a

a

a

The short term policy is to Hold The Line along the majority of this stretch of
coast that fronts the extensively developed area of Sidmouth, but the currently
udefended length at the mouth of the River Sid a policy of Managed
Realignment will be adopted. It is unlikely that any new large scale structures
would be undertaken that would impact on the waterbody scale, hence, it is
considered unlikely that there would be a deterioration in the ecological status of
the waterbody.

N/A

a

a

a

The plan is to allow the natural development of the coastline and, hence, there
is unlikely to be deterioration in Ecological Potentail/Status as a result of SMP2
policy.

N/A

a

a

a

NAI
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Assessment of SMP Policy against the Environmental Objectives (cont).

6a39
Lyme Bay West (coastal),
Otter (transitional)

Otter Estaury (Otterton
Ledge to Budleigh
Salterton East)

N/A

MR

MR

MR

Otter Estuary 6a39 and
6a40
6a40

Otter Estuary (Spit)

Do Nothing

NAI

NAI

NAI

The aim for the Otter Estuary is to encourage the natural development of the
estuary whilst maintaining reduced flood risk to any developed areas. This is to
be achieved through a combination of Managed Realignment and No Active
Intervention policies into the long term. Managed Realignment will reconnect the
estuary with the floodplain and creating new areas of habitat. The No Active
Intervention policy along the spit at the mouth of the estuary will allow it to
develop naturally into the long term. The SMP policies here support the WFD
Environmental Objectives.

N/A

a

a

a

N/A

a

a

a

Lyme Bay West (coastal)

Budleigh Salterton 6a41

6a41

Budleigh Salterton

S electively Hold The
Line

HTL

HTL

HTL

The intent of the plan at Budleigh Salterton is to HTL into the long term by
maintaining present management and if necessary improving the defences to
maintain adequate levels of protection. This could involve raising the height of
the seawall along this stretch, or in to the mid to long term, the introduction of
beach control structures such as groynes. It is unlikey that any new large scale
structures could be undertaken that would impact on the waterbody scale,
therefore it is not considered likely that there would be a deterioration in
Ecological Staus of the waterbody.

Lyme Bay West (coastal)

Budleigh Salterton (West)
to Straight Point 6a42

6a42

Budleigh Salterton (West)
to Straight Point

Do Nothing

NAI

NAI

NAI

The plan is to allow the natural development of the coastline and, hence, there
is unlikely to be deterioration in Ecological Potentail/Status as a result of SMP2
policy.

N/A

a

a

a

Lyme Bay West (coastal),
Exe (transitional)

Straight Point to Orcombe
Rocks 6a43

6a43

Straight Point to Orcombe
Rocks

Do Nothing

NAI

NAI

NAI

The plan is to allow the natural development of the coastline and, hence, there
is unlikely to be deterioration in Ecological Potentail/Status as a result of SMP2
policy.

N/A

a

a

a

6a44

Orcombe Rocks to Maer
Rocks

S electively Hold The
Line

HTL

HTL

HTL
The long term plan for this Management Area is to continue to minimise the risk
of flooding and erosion to property and infrastructure, whilst looking for
opportunities to reinstate more natural processes where possible. Along the
developed frontage of Exmouth and Exmouth Spit, the plan is to HTL into the
long term, however, along the eastern part of this area, The Maer is an area of
low lying land containing a relic former dune system cut off by hard defence
structures. The long term plan is to undertake MR along The Maer frontage, with
a set back defence allowing the dune sytem to reconnect with the coast
providing a more natural and sustainable defence fronting the set back defence
line. SMP policy in this area supports the WFD Environmental Objectives.

N/A

a

a

a

For the policy units 6b01-6b07, the short term policy is to Hold The Line of the
existing defences along the majority of the eastern side of the Exe Estuary
(GB510804505600). The continuation of current Hold The Line policies could
result in increase frequency of tide locking and subsequent water depth in
adjacent river water bodies (GB108045008950, GB108045008960,
GB108045008980), in response to climate change/sea level rise, therfore
potentially failing Environmental Objective WFD 3.

N/A

a

r

a

Within the Lower Clyst Valley, the recommended short term policy is for
Managed Realignment to create new areas of intertidal habitat. Set back
defemces along this frontage could provide benefits for for both flood risk and
biodiversity and allow for a more naturally functioning system, thereby
supporting the Environmental Objectives of the WFD.

N/A

a

a

a

The upper eastern side of the Exe estuary is largely defended, protecting the
regionally important infrastructure links and residential areas.Hence the long
term plan is to Hold The Line into the future. This could potentially result in the
loss of intertidal habitats within the this management unit into the long term,
therefore potentially failing WFD 2.

N/A

r

a

a

Exe (transitional)

6a45

The Maer

S electively Hold The
Line

6a46

Harbour View to Exmouth
Pier

S electively Hold The
Line

HTL

HTL

HTL

6a47

Exmouth Spit

S electively Hold The
Line

HTL

HTL

HTL

N/A

HTL

HTL

HTL

N/A

HTL

HTL

HTL

N/A

HTL

HTL

HTL

N/A

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

Orcombe Rocks to
Exmouth Spit 6a44 to
6a47

6b01
6b02
6b03
Exe (transitional)

Exe Estuary (East bank Exmouth to River Clyst)
6b01 to 6b07

6b04
6b05

Exe (transitional)

Exe Estuary (River Clyst)
6b08

Exe (transitional)

Exe Estuary (East bank River Clyst to Topsham
Sludge Beds) 6b09 to
6b11

Exe Estuary - Exmouth
(west)
Exe Estuary - Exmouth
(west) to Lympstone
Exe Estuary - Lympstone
Exe Estuary - Nutwell
Park
Exe Estuary - Lympstone
Commando

HTL

MR

HTL

N/A

HTL

6b06

Exe Estuary - Exton

N/A

HTL

HTL

HTL

6b07

Exe Estuary - Exton to
Lower Clyst

N/A

HTL

HTL

HTL

6b08

Exe Estuary - Clyst Bridge
to Railway

N/A

MR

MR

MR

6b09

Exe Estuary - Topsham

N/A

HTL

HTL

HTL

6b10

Exe Estuary - M5 (east) to
St James Weir

N/A

HTL

HTL

HTL

6b11

Exe Estuary - Topsham
Sludge Beds

N/A

HTL

HTL

HTL
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6b12

N/A

HTL

HTL

HTL

N/A

HTL

HTL

HTL

N/A

HTL

MR

HTL

N/A

HTL

HTL

HTL

Exe Estuary - Starcross

N/A

HTL

HTL

HTL

6b17

Exe Estuary - Cockwood

N/A

HTL

HTL

HTL

6b18

Exe Estuary - Cockwood
to The Warren

N/A

HTL

HTL

HTL

6b19

Dawlish Warren (Inner
Side)

S electively Hold The
Line

NAI

NAI

NAI

6b20

Dawlish Warren (East distal end)

S electively Hold The
Line

HTL

MR

MR

6b13
6b14
Exe (transitional)

Exe Estuary (West bank)
6b12 to 6b18

6b15
6b16

Exe (transitional)

Lyme Bay West (coastal)

Lyme Bay West (coastal),
Teign (transitional)

Exe Estuary - St James
Weir to M5 (west)
Exe Estuary - M5 (west) to
Turf Lock
Exe Estuary - Turf Lock to
Powderham
Exe Estuary - Turf Lock to
Powderham (south)

Dawlish Warren 6b19 to
6b22
6b21

Dawlish Warren (Central gabion defences)

S electively Hold The
Line

HTL

MR

MR

6b22

Dawlish Warren (West hard defences)

S electively Hold The
Line

HTL

HTL

HTL

6b23

Langstone Rock to
Coryton Cove

S electively Hold The
Line

HTL

HTL

HTL

Langstone Rock to
Holcombe 6b23 and 6b24

Holcombe to Teignmouth
(The Point) 6b25 to 6b29

6b24

Coryton Cove to
Holcombe

S electively Hold The
Line

HTL

HTL

HTL

6b25

Holcombe to Sprey Point

S electively Hold The
Line

HTL

HTL

HTL

6b26

Sprey Point

The

HTL

HTL

HTL

6b27

Sprey Point to
Teignmouth Pier

The

HTL

HTL

HTL

6b28

Teignmouth Pier to The
Point

The

HTL

HTL

HTL

6b29

The Point

The

MR

MR

MR

S electively Hold
Line
S electively Hold
Line
S electively Hold
Line
S electively Hold
Line

For the policy units 6b12-6b18, the short term policy is to Hold The Line of the
existing defences along the majority of the western side of the Exe Estuary
(GB510804505600). The continuation of current Hold The Line policies could
result in increase frequency of tide locking and subsequent water depth in
adjacent river water bodies (GB108045008970, GB108045009010,
GB108045008930, GB108045008920, GB108045008900), in response to
climate change/sea level rise, therfore potentially failing Environmental
Objective WFD 3.

N/A

a

r

a

The plan for the Dawlish Warren Management Area is to manage the natural
realignment of the central and distal end of the spit in order to retain the feature
and ensure wave action in the estuary is not increased through a policy of MR in
the mid to long term. The short term policy is to HTL along the seaward face of
the spit through the current defences, however they are susceptible to beach
lowering and lack of sediment input from the east. The western end of the
Warren would be held in place to protect infrastructure from flooding. In the
central section the MR policy would involve allowing the spit to roll back by
natural processes to a secondary defence line, in response to sea level rise,
mitigating for any intertidal habitat lost. Although natural processes would be
allowed to occur, the spit would not be allowed to erode totally, as it plays an
important role limiting waves reaching the inner estuary and therefore defence
of the estuary shoreline. The aim of increased natural processes in this
Management Area support the WFD Environmental Objectives.

N/A

a

a

a

This section of coastline is defended along it whole length by a seawall that
extends along this section as protection to the mainline railway. The intent here
is to continue to maintain these defences into the long term. This policy of HTL
could impact upon angiosperms, macrophytes and other intertidal habitats
locally, as habitats are squeezed against the hard defences by sea level rise,
but SMP policy is unlikely to have an impact at the waterbody scale owing to the
size of the coastal waterbody.

N/A

a

a

a

The short term SMP policy for this section is HTL. This would involves ongoing
maintenance of the defences, including seawalls and groynes. However at
Sprey Point the policy is for MR of the concrete platform to improve sediment
linkages along this this stretch. Into the mid and long term the HTL policy may
lead to coastal squeeze in response to sea level rise resulting in the loss of
intertidal habitat, but this is potentially mitigated for at Sprey Point.

N/A

a

a

a
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Assessment of SMP Policy against the Environmental Objectives (cont).
HTL

HTL

HTL

S electively Hold The
Line

HTL

HTL

HTL

Teign Estuary - Passage
House Hotel to
Kingsteignton Road
Bridge

S electively Hold The
Line

HTL

MR

MR

6b33

Teign Estuary Kingsteignton and Newton
Abbot

S electively Hold The
Line

HTL

HTL

HTL

6b34

Teign Estuary - South
Shore (Newton Abbot to
Shaldon)

S electively Hold The
Line

HTL

HTL

HTL

6b35

Teign Estuary - Shaldon

S electively Hold The
Line

HTL

HTL

HTL

6b36

Shaldon (The Ness) to
Maidencombe (North)

S electively Hold The
Line

NAI

NAI

NAI

6b37

Maidencombe

The

NAI

NAI

NAI

6b38

Maidencombe (South) to
Watcombe Head

The

NAI

NAI

NAI

6b39

Watcombe

The

NAI

NAI

NAI

6b40

Watcombe to Petit Tor
Point

S electively Hold
Line
S electively Hold
Line
S electively Hold
Line
S electively Hold
Line

The

NAI

NAI

NAI

6b41

Petit Tor Point to Walls
Hill

S electively Hold The
Line

6b42

Walls Hill

6b43

Anstey's Cove

6b44

Anstey's Cove to Hope's
Nose

S electively Hold The
Line
S electively Hold The
Line
S electively Hold The
Line

6b45

Hope's Nose to Meadfoot
Beach (East)

6b46

6b47

6b31

6b32
Teign (transitional)

Lyme Bay West (coastal)

Lyme Bay West (coastal)

Lyme Bay West (coastal)

Lyme Bay West (coastal),
Tor Bay (coastal)

Teign Estuary 6b30 to
6b35

Shaldon (The Ness) to
Petit Tor Point 6b36 to
6b40

Petit Tor Point to Walls
Hill 6b41

Walls Hill to Hope's Nose
6b42 to 6b44

Hope's Nose to Beacon
Cove 6b45 to 6b47

Teign Estuary - The point
to Teignmouth and
Shaldon Bridge
Teign Estuary - North
Shore (Teignmouth and
Shaldon Bridge to
Passage House Hotel)

S electively Hold The
Line

6b30

HTL

HTL

HTL

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

NAI

S electively Hold The
Line

NAI

NAI

NAI

Meadfoot Beach

S electively Hold The
Line

HTL

HTL

HTL

Meadfoot Beach (west) to
Beacon Cove

S electively Hold The
Line

NAI

NAI

NAI

The long term plan for the Teign Estuary is to continue to defend against the risk
of flooding to people, property and infrastructure located around the majority of
the estuary, including the towns of Teignmouth, Newton Abbot, Kingsteignton
and Shaldon as well as the Port of Teignmouth and part of the mainline railway.
However to allow the estuary to adapt more naturally to sea level rise, a policy
of MR has been set out towards the upper estuary. The short term policy of HTL
within the estuary would involve ongoing maintenance of the various defences,
with possible improvements into the mid to long term period. In the upper
estuary towards Newton Abbot, a policy of MR is proposed during the mid to
long term, constructing a new defence line landward of the existing one in this
area.

N/A

a

r

a

The plan is to allow the natural development of the coastline and, hence, there
is unlikely to be deterioration in Ecological Potentail/Status as a result of SMP2
policy.

N/A

a

a

a

The intent of the plan here, is to maintain the present defences and
management of the defences into the long term. No large scale measures have
been identified that could be taken, therefore it is not considered likely that there
would be a deterioration in the Ecological status through SMP policy.

N/A

a

a

a

The plan is to allow the natural development of the coastline and, hence, there
is unlikely to be deterioration in Ecological Potentail/Status as a result of SMP2
policy.

N/A

a

a

a

The SMP policy for this area is to allow the majority of it to continue to evolve
naturally into the long term through No Active Intervention. This would be
beneficial for conserving the geological value of this stretch. At Meadfoot Beach
however, the policy is to Hold The Line into the long term to protect property and
infrastructure.This would be implemented through maintaining existing defences
and, if necessary rebuilding larger defences to provide adequate protection. As
there are no new large scale measures identified, it is considered unlikely there
would be deterioration in Ecological Status.

N/A

a

a

a

This would provide space for the estuary to adapt to rising sea levels over this
period. The continuation of current Hold The Line policies could result in
increase frequency of tide locking and subsequent water depth in adjacent river
water bodies (GB108046005350, GB108046005360, GB108046005370,
GB108046005380), in response to climate change/sea level rise, therfore
potentially failing Environmental Objective WFD 3.
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Tor Bay (coastal)

Tor Bay (coastal)

Tor Bay (coastal)

Assessment of SMP Policy against the Environmental Objectives (cont).

Beacon Cove to
Roundham Head 6b47 to
6b55

Roundham Head to
Churston Cove (East)
6b56 to 6b59

6b48

Beacon Cove to Torre
Abbey Sands (Torquay
Harbour)

6b49

Torre Abbey Sands

6b50

Corbyn's Head

6b51

Livermead Sands

HTL

HTL

HTL

The

HTL

HTL

HTL

The

NAI

NAI

NAI

The

HTL

HTL

HTL

The

NAI

NAI

NAI

The

HTL

HTL

HTL

The

NAI

NAI

NAI

The

HTL

HTL

HTL

S electively Hold The
Line

HTL

MR

HTL

Goodrington Sands to
Broadsands

S electively Hold The
Line

NAI

6b58

Broadsands

S electively Hold The
Line

HTL

MR

HTL

6b59

Broadsands to Churston
Cove (East)

S electively Hold The
Line

NAI

NAI

NAI

6b60

Churston Cove (East) to
Shoalstone

S electively Hold The
Line

HTL

HTL

HTL

6b52

Livermead Head

6b53

Hollicombe Beach

6b54

Hiollicombe Head

6b55

Hollicombe Head to
Roundham Head

6b56

Goodrington Sands

6b57

Berryhead to Kingswear
(South) 6b62 and 6b63

6b62
6b63
6b64

6b65

6b66
Dart (transitional)

S electively Hold
Line
S electively Hold
Line
S electively Hold
Line
S electively Hold
Line
S electively Hold
Line
S electively Hold
Line
S electively Hold
Line

NAI

NAI

Brixham 6b60 and 6b61
6b61

Lyme Bay West (coastal),
Devon South (coastal), Dart
(transitional)

S electively Hold The
Line

Dart Estuary 6b64 to
6b70

6b67
6b68
6b69
6b70

Shoalstone Point to Berry
Head
Berryhead to Sharkham
Point
Sharkham Point to
Kingswear (South)
Dart Estuary - Kingswear
(south) to Waterhead
Creek
Dart Estuary - Waterhead
Creek to Greenway
Viaduct
Dart Estuary - Greenway
Viaduct to Totnes South
(east bank)
Dart Estuary - Totnes
Dart Estuary - Totnes
South (west bank) to
Dartmouth (north)
Dart Estuary - Dartmouth
(North) to Halftide Rock
Dart Estuary - Halftide
Rock to Blackstone Point

S electively Hold The
Line

NAI

NAI

NAI

Do Nothing

NAI

NAI

NAI

Do Nothing

NAI

NAI

NAI

N/A

HTL/NAI

HTL/NAI

HTL/NAI

N/A

HTL/NAI

HTL/NAI

HTL/NAI

N/A

HTL/NAI

HTL/NAI

HTL/NAI

N/A

HTL/NAI

HTL/NAI

HTL/NAI

N/A

HTL/NAI

HTL/NAI

HTL/NAI

N/A

HTL/NAI

HTL/NAI

HTL/NAI

N/A

HTL/NAI

HTL/NAI

HTL/NAI

The long term plan for this Management Area is to continue to minimise the risk
of flooding and erosion to property and infrastructure, whilst allowing the natural
retreat of undefended cliff areas to continue. The SMP policy is to protect the
developed frontages through a hold the line policy, maintaining the current
defences including seawalls and revetments, as well as breakwaters associated
with Torquay Marina. The continuation of the current maintenance is not
considered likely to cause deterioration in Ecological Status.

N/A

a

a

a

The long term plan for this section of the Tor Bay shoreline is to achieve a more
sustainable defence line, allowing the shoreline to roll back and adapt more
naturally to rising sea levels. An SMP policy of No Active Intervention into the
long term will allow the natural development of the undefended cliff sections. At
Goodrington Sands and Broadsands the policy, in the short term is to provide
protection through Hold The Line. In the mid to long terms the Goodrington and
Broadsands sectons move to a policy of Managed Realignment, involving
setting back defences. This will allow the area to section to roll back in response
to sea level rise.

N/A

a

a

a

The SMP policy for Brixham is to maintain the defences, including Brixham
Harbour breakwater, into the longterm, through HTL policy. This would involve
maintenance and likely improvement of the defences, but no new large scale
measures. To the east of the section, the shoreline is undefended and the cliffs
along this stretch will be allowed to evolve naturally through No Active
Intervention.

N/A

a

a

a

The plan is to allow the natural development of the coastline and, hence, there
is unlikely to be deterioration in Ecological Potentail/Status as a result of SMP2
policy.

N/A

a

a

a

The long term plan in the Dart Estuary is to continue to provide defence to towns
such as Kingswear, Totnes and Dartmouth and other infrastructure that is
currently defended, under a Hold The Line policy into the long term. However, it
is not intended to build any new defences in the currently undefended areas,
allowing these to continue to evolve naturally in response to sea level rise. The
continuation of current Hold The Line policies could result in increased
frequency of tide locking and subsequent water depth in adjacent river water
bodies (GB108046005080, GB108046005170, GB108046005150,
GB108046005090, GB108046005050), in response to climate change/sea level
rise, therefore potentially failing Environmental Objective WFD 3.

N/A

a

r

a
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Assessment of SMP Policy against the Environmental Objectives (cont).

Dart (transitional), Devon
South (coastal)

Devon South (coastal),
Slapton Ley (lake)

6b71

Blackstone Point to Stoke
Fleming

S electively Hold The
Line

NAI

NAI

NAI

6b72

Stoke Fleming to
Blackpool Sands

S electively Hold The
Line

NAI

NAI

NAI

6b73

Blackpool Sands

S electively Hold The
Line

NAI

NAI

NAI

6b74

Blackpool Sands to Strete

S electively Hold The
Line

NAI

NAI

NAI

6b75

Strete to Torcross North
(Slapton Sands)

S electively Hold The
Line

MR

MR

MR/NAI

Blackstone Point to Strete
6b71 to 6b74

Strete to Limpet Rocks
6b75 and 6b76

6b76

Torcross North to Limpet
Rocks

S electively Hold The
Line

HTL

HTL

MR

6b77

Limpet Rocks to
Beesands (North)

S electively Hold The
Line

NAI

NAI

NAI

Limpet Rocks to
Beesands 6b77 to 6b78

Devon South (coastal)

Beesands (South) to Start
Point 6b79

Devon South (coastal),
Salcombe Harbour
(transitional)

Start Point to Limebury
Point 6c01 and 6c02

Salcombe Harbour
(transitional)

Salcombe Harbour
(Limebury Point to
Kingsbridge Estuary Scoble Point) 6c03

Kingsbridge Harbour
(transitional)

Kingsbridge Estuary 6c04
to 6c06

6b78

Beesands

S electively Hold The
Line

HTL

HTL/MR

HTL/MR

6b79

Beesands (South) to Start
Point

S electively Hold The
Line

NAI

NAI

NAI

6c01

Start Point to Prawle Point

Do Nothing

NAI

NAI

NAI

6c02

Prawle Point to Limebury
Point

S electively Hold The
Line

NAI

NAI

NAI

6c03

Salcombe Harbour
(Limebury Point to
Kingsbridge Estuary Scoble Point)

S electively Hold The
Line

NAI

NAI

NAI

6c04

Kingsbridge Estuary East
(Scoble Point to
Kingsbridge)

S electively Hold The
Line

HTL/MR/NAI

HTL/MR/NAI

HTL/MR/NAI

6c05

Kingsbridge Estuary Kingsbridge

S electively Hold The
Line

HTL/MR/NAI

HTL/MR/NAI

6c06

Kingsbridge Estuary West
(Kingsbridge to Snapes
Point)

S electively Hold The
Line

HTL/MR/NAI

HTL/MR/NAI

The SMP policy is for No Active Intervention into the long term for the majority of
this undefended stretch of coastline, allowing it to evolve naturally, supporting
the WFD Environmental Objectives

N/A

a

a

a

The long term vision for this section of coastline is to allow the beach barrier to
evolve naturally into the long term, however, allowing Slapton Sands to roll back
and the steepening and narrowing as a result of coastal squeeze resulting from
sea level rise will increase exposure of the defences in front of Torcross, to
wave action. The recommended short term policy for the Slapton Sands
frontage is Managd Realignment, in order to allow for the natural retreat of the
shingle barrier. The short term policy for Torcross is Hold The Line to protect
assets through maintaining the existing defences, into the mid to long term
defences would potentially be realigned westwards to a more sustainable
position. The Managed Realignment of the barrier into the long term will
potentially protect the extent of the freshwater lagoons. There is unlikely to be a
deterioration in ecological status as a result of SMP2 policy.

N/A

a

a

a

The long term vision of the SMP for this section of coastline is to manage it in
order that a more naturally functioning, sustainable coastal system may be
achieved, whilst ensuring the continued protection to much of Beesands into the
long term. The recommended short term policy is to Hold The Line through
maintenance of the existing sea wall and rock revetment at the southern end of
this section. The remainder of the section is undefended and would be allowed
to evolve naturally through No Active Intervention. In the mid to long term the
preferred SMP policy moves to Managed Realignment over defended section.
Realigned defences would allow the fronting beach to roll back naturally into
Widdecombe Ley in response to sea level rise.

N/A

a

a

a

The plan is to allow the natural development of the coastline and, hence, there
is unlikely to be deterioration in Ecological Potentail/Status as a result of SMP2
policy.

N/A

a

a

a

The plan is to allow the natural development of the coastline and, hence, there
is unlikely to be deterioration in Ecological Potentail/Status as a result of SMP2
policy.

N/A

a

a

a

The plan is to allow the natural development of the coastline and, hence, there
is unlikely to be deterioration in Ecological Potentail/Status as a result of SMP2
policy.

N/A

a

a

a

N/A

a

a

a

The Kingsbridge Estuary system is largely natural and unconstrained, although
there are some developed areas that are currently defended. The long term plan
for this area is to protect these areas, however it is not envisgaed that any new
defences will be built, allowing the remaining parts of the estuary to develop
naturally. The SMP policy of Hold The Line will involve ongoing maintenance of
HTL/MR/NAI
the range of flood defences, however it is not intended that new defences would
be built along currently undefended sections, where a policy of No Active
Intervention will allow existing river and tidal processes to continue. There is
unlikely to be deterioration in Ecological Potentail/Status as a result of SMP2
HTL/MR/NAI
policy.
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Assessment of SMP Policy against the Environmental Objectives (cont).

Salcombe Harbour
(transitional)

Salcombe (Snapes Point
to Splat Cove Point) 6c07

6c07

Salcombe (Snapes Point
to Splat Cove Point)

S electively Hold The
Line

HTL

HTL

HTL

This section on the western side of Salcombe Harbour, in the outer part of the
Kingsbridge Estuary encompasses the defended frontage of the town of
Salcombe. The long-term Plan is to continue to minimise flood risk to this
developed area over the next century. This would involve maintenance and
likely improvement of the defences, but no new large scale measures.
Therefore, there is unlikely to be a deterioration in Ecological Potential/Status as
a result of SMP2 policy.

Salcombe Harbour
(transitional)

Splat Cove to Bolt Head
6c08

6c08

Splat Cove to Bolt Head

Do Nothing

NAI

NAI

NAI

The plan is to allow the natural development of the coastline and, hence, there
is unlikely to be deterioration in Ecological Potentail/Status as a result of SMP2
policy.

N/A

a

a

a

6c09

Bolt Head to Bolt Tail

Do Nothing

NAI

NAI

NAI

6c10

Bolt Tail to Thurlestone
Rock

NAI

NAI

NAI

a

a

a

6c11

NAI

NAI

NAI

The plan is to allow the natural development of the coastline and, hence, there
is unlikely to be deterioration in Ecological Potentail/Status as a result of SMP2
policy.

N/A

Thurlestone Rock to
Warren Point

6c12

Warren Point to Avon
Estuary (East)

S electively Hold The
Line
S electively Hold The
Line
S electively Hold The
Line

NAI

NAI

NAI

6c13

Avon Estuary (East Bank Mouth to Stadbury Farm)

N/A

NAI

NAI

NAI
The long term plan for the Avon Estuary is to allow it to evolve naturally, as far
as possible, whilst continuing to minimise flood risk to key assets. This will be
achieved through No Active Intervention policies in some areas and Managed
Realignment in others. Along its outer reaches the Estuary will be allowed to
evolve and adapt naturally as sea levels rise. In the upper parts of the Estuary,
there are defences around the developed area of Aveton Gifford where the long
term plan is to undertake Managed Realignment in strategic locations to provide
a reduction in flood risk at other parts of the estuary. This policy would also
provide opportunities for habitat creation and would likely involve construction of
set back defences increasing habitat areas in the estuary, so supporting the
WFD Environmental Objectives.

N/A

a

a

a

The plan is to allow the natural development of the coastline and, hence, there
is unlikely to be deterioration in Ecological Potentail/Status as a result of SMP2
policy.

N/A

a

a

a

Avon Estuary (transitional),
Devon South (coastal),
Plymouth Coast (coastal)

Avon Estuary (transitional),
Plymouth Coast (coastal)

Plymouth Coast (coastal)

Bolt Head to Avon
Estuary (East) 6c09 to
6c12

Avon Estuary 6c13 to
6c15

Warren Point (Bigbury-onSea) to Challaborough
(West) 6c16

6c14

Avon Estuary (Upstream
section - Stadbury Farm
to Stakes Hill)

N/A

MR/NAI

MR/NAI

MR/NAI

6c15

Avon Estuary (West BankStakes Hill to Warren
Point (Bigbury-on-Sea))

S electively Hold The
Line

NAI

NAI

NAI

6c16

Warren Point (Bigbury-onSea) to Challaborough
(West)

S electively Hold The
Line

NAI

NAI

NAI

N/A

a

a

a
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Plymouth Coast (coastal),
Erm (transitional)

Erme (transitional)

Challaborough (West) to
Erme Estuary (East) 6c17

Erme Estuary 6c18 to
6c20

6c17

Challaborough (West) to
Erme Estuary (East)

S electively Hold The
Line
Do Nothing (towa rds
Wem bury Hea d)

NAI

NAI

NAI

6c18

Erme Estuary (East bank Mouth to Orcheton Wood)

N/A

NAI

NAI

NAI

N/A

NAI

NAI

NAI

N/A

NAI

NAI

NAI

N/A

NAI

NAI

NAI

N/A

NAI

NAI

NAI

N/A

HTL

HTL

HTL

6c19

6c20

Erme (transitional),
Plymouth Coast (coastal),
Yealm (transitional)

Erme Estuary (West) to
Yealm Estuary (East)
6c21

6c21

6c22

6c23
Yealm (transitional)

Yealm Estuary 6c22 to
6c25

Erme Estuary (Upstream
section - Orcheton Wood
to Pamflete Wood)
Erme Estuary (West bank
- Pamfleet Wood to
Mouth)

Erme Estuary (West) to
Yealm Estuary (East)

Yealm Estuary (East Bank
- Mouth to Passage
House)
Yealm Estuary (East bank
- Passage House to
Newton Ferrers North)

6c24

Yealm Estuary (East bank
- Newton Ferrers North to
Fish House Plantation)

N/A

NAI

NAI

NAI

6c25

Yealm Estuary (East bank
- Fish House Plantation to
Season Point)

N/A

NAI

NAI

NAI

The plan is to allow the natural development of the coastline and, hence, there
is unlikely to be deterioration in Ecological Potentail/Status as a result of SMP2
policy.

N/A

a

a

a

The plan is to allow the natural development of the coastline and, hence, there
is unlikely to be deterioration in Ecological Potentail/Status as a result of SMP2
policy.

N/A

a

a

a

The plan is to allow the natural development of the coastline and, hence, there
is unlikely to be deterioration in Ecological Potentail/Status as a result of SMP2
policy.

N/A

a

a

a

The Yealm Estuary is a Ria -type estuary and is largely undefended, the long
term plan is to allow this natural evolution to continue through a policy of No
Active Intervention along the undefended sections, whilst continuing to Hold The
Line at the defended parts of the estuary, Noss Mayo and Newton Ferrers. No
change in the form of the Estuary is expected as it is natural and unconstrained
and should be able to adapt naturally to rising sea levels, so supporting the
WFD Environmental Objectives.

N/A

a

a

a

Plymouth Coast (coastal)

Season Point to
Wembury Point 6c26

6c26

Season Point to Wembury
Point

N/A

NAI

NAI

NAI

The plan is to allow the natural development of the coastline and, hence, there
is unlikely to be deterioration in Ecological Potentail/Status as a result of SMP2
policy.

N/A

a

a

a

Plymouth Coast (coastal),
Plymouth Outer (coastal)

Wembury Point to Mount
Batten Breakwater 6c27

6c27

Wembury Point to Mount
Batten Breakwater

S electively Hold The
Line

NAI

NAI

NAI

The plan is to allow the natural development of the coastline and, hence, there
is unlikely to be deterioration in Ecological Potentail/Status as a result of SMP2
policy.

N/A

a

a

a

6c28

Plym Estuary Mountbatten Breakwater
to Marsh Mills

N/A

HTL

HTL

HTL

6c29

Plym Estuary - Marsh
Mills to Coxside

N/A

HTL

HTL

HTL

N/A

r

r

a

6c30

Coxside to Devil's Point

S electively Hold The
Line

HTL

HTL

HTL

This area includes the Plym Estuary and the Plymouth Sound frontage of the
city of Plymouth, continued protection of which is a key driver. Also there is the
need to protect area of active and former lanfill and potentially contaminated
land as well as protection of part of the main line railway in the upper part of the
Plym estuary. As such, the plan into the long term is to continue to Hold The
Line of the defences. This will prevent deterioration of the waterbody from
contamination via landfill, but will in the long term lead to narrowing and even
loss of intertidal areas in the upper part of the estuary as they are prevented
from adapting naturally by the defences, leading to failure of WFD 2 and WFD
3. This includes the Plymouth Sound and Estuaries SAC and Plymouth Sound
Shores and Cliffs biological SSSI.

The plan for this section, which covers the eastern shore of the outer Tamar
Estuary and extensively defended and developed western shore of the city of
Plymouth including Devonport Dockyard, is to Hold The Line over the next 100
years due to the extent of the development. To implement this policy, the current
defences may be required to be improved or rebuilt and continued modification
of the estuary by dredging activity. The effct of rising sea levels on this section
into the long term, would be likely to result in the gradual loss of inter-tidal areas
as they are restricted from adapting by the ongoing presence of defences at
Plymouth, therefore failing WFD 2 &3.

N/A

r

r

a

Plymouth Sound (transitional)

Plymouth Sound (transitional)

Mount Batten Breakwater
to Devil's Point (including
Plym Estuary) 6c28 to
6c30

Tamar Estuary (East
bank) 6c31

6c31

Tamar Estuary - Devil's
Point to Tamerton Lake

N/A

HTL

HTL

HTL
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Assessment of SMP Policy against the Environmental Objectives (cont).

6c32

Plymouth Sound (transitional)

Plymouth Sound (transitional)

Tamar Estuary - Tamerton
Lake to Gunnislake
(Upper Tamar Estuary
East)

N/A

HTL/MR/NAI

HTL/MR/NAI

HTL/MR/NAI

Upper Tamar Estuary
6c32 and 6c33

Tamar Estuary (West
bank) 6c34 to 6c40

Plymouth Sound
Mount Edgcumbe to
(transitional), Plymouth Outer
(coastal), Plymouth Coast Rame Head 6c41 to 6c45
(coastal)

6c33

Tamar Estuary Gunnislake to Saltash
North (upper Tamar
Estuary West)

N/A

HTL/MR/NAI

HTL/MR/NAI

HTL/MR/NAI

6c34

Tamar Estuary - Saltash

N/A

HTL/NAI

HTL/NAI

HTL/NAI

6c35

Tamar Estuary - River
Lynher (Saltash South to
Torpoint North (Jupiter
Point))

N/A

HTL/NAI

HTL/NAI

HTL/NAI

6c36

Tamar Estuary - Torpoint
North (Jupiter Point) to
Torpoint South (Landing
Stage)

N/A

HTL/NAI

HTL/NAI

HTL/NAI

6c37

Tamar Estuary - St John's
Lake (Torpoint South
(Landing Stage) to
Millbrook (Mill Farm))

N/A

HTL/NAI

HTL/NAI

HTL/NAI

6c38

Tamar Estuary - St John's
Lake (Millbrook (Mill
Farm) to Millbrook
(Hancock's Lake))

N/A

HTL/NAI

HTL/NAI

HTL/NAI

6c39

Tamar Estuary - St John's
Lake (Millbrook)
Hancock's Lake to Palmer
Point

N/A

HTL/NAI

HTL/NAI

HTL/NAI

6c40

Tamar Estuary - Palmer
Point to Mount
Edgecombe (Cremyll)

N/A

HTL/NAI

HTL/NAI

HTL/NAI

6c41

Mount Edgcumbe to
Picklecombe Point

S electively Hold The
Line

NAI

NAI

NAI

6c42

Fort Picklecombe

S electively Hold The
Line

HTL

HTL

HTL

6c43

Picklecombe Point to
Kingsand

S electively Hold The
Line

NAI

NAI

NAI

6c44

Kingsand/Cawsand

S electively Hold The
Line

HTL

HTL

HTL

6c45

Cawsand to Rame Head

Do Nothing

NAI

NAI

NAI

The long term plan for the Upper Tamar Estuary is to allow it to evolve naturally,
as far as possible, whilst continuing to minimise flood risk to areas where
defence is currently provided. This will be achieved through No Active
Intervention policies in some areas and Managed Realignment in others.
Managed Realignment of defences in strategic locations provide a reduction in
flood risk in other parts of the estuary. This policy would also provide
opportunities for habitat creation and would allow opportunities for the
expansion of existing wetland areas through the set back of current defences,
so supporting the WFD Envioronmental Objectives.

N/A

a

a

a

This section lies on the opposite bank to the port at Plymouth. The long term
plan for this area is to encourage the natural development of the estuary whilst
minimising the risk of flooding to people, property and infrastructure. The SMP
policy of HTL will involve ongoing maintenance of the range of flood defences,
however it is not intended that new defences would be built along currently
undefended sections, where a policy of No Active Intervention will allow existing
river and tidal processes to continue. There is unlikely to be deterioration in
Ecological Potential/Status as a result of SMP2 policy.

N/A

a

a

a

This stretch is comprised mostly of long lengths of undefended, hard rock
coastline with sections of defence at Fort Picklecombe, Kingsand and Cawsand.
The long term plan is to allow the undefended lengths of coast to continue to
evolve naturally through a policy of No Active Intervention over the next 100
years, whilst continuing to Hold The Line at Fort Picklecombe, Kingsand and
Cawsand through maintaining and possibly increasing the size of the defences,
although no new defences are planned. A policy of No Active Intervention would
have a beneficial impact on nature conservation through maintaining natural
processes and through a potential increase in intertidal habitat adjacent to an
internationally designated conservation site (Plymouth Sound and Estuaries
SAC), so supporting the WFD Environmental Objectives.

N/A

a

a

a
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Summary of achievement (or otherwise) of environmental objectives for
each water body
body in the SMP area.
Water Body

Environmental objectives met?
WFD1

WFD2

WFD3

WFD Summary Statement
required?
WFD4

GB620705550000 Dorset / Hampshire

N/A

a

a

a

No - Environmental Objectives
are likely to be supported by
proposed SMP policies.

GB620806110002 Devon South

N/A

a

a

a

No - Environmental Objectives
are likely to be supported by
proposed SMP policies.

GB620806110003 Plymouth Coast

N/A

a

a

a

No - Environmental Objectives
are likely to be supported by
proposed SMP policies.

GB620806560000 Lyme Bay East

N/A

a

a

a

No - Environmental Objectives
are likely to be supported by
proposed SMP policies.

GB650806230000 Plymouth Outer

N/A

a

a

a

No - Environmental Objectives
are likely to be supported by
proposed SMP policies.

GB650806420000 Lyme Bay West

N/A

a

a

a

No - Environmental Objectives
are likely to be supported by
proposed SMP policies.

GB680805070000 Weymouth Bay

N/A

r

r

a

Yes - Environmnetal Objectives
WFD 2 & WFD 3 may not be met
in some Management Areas in
these Waterbodies under SMP
Policy.

GB680805070000 Portland Harbour

N/A

r

a

a

Yes - Environmnetal Objective
WFD 2 may not be met in some
Management Areas in this
Waterbody under SMP Policy.

GB680806320000 Tor Bay

N/A

a

a

a

No - Environmental Objectives
are likely to be supported by
proposed SMP policies.

GB680806460000 Salcombe Harbour

N/A

a

a

a

No - Environmental Objectives
are likely to be supported by
proposed SMP policies.

a

Yes - Environmnetal Objectives
WFD 2 & WFD 3 may not be met
in some Management Areas in
these Waterbodies under SMP
Policy.

GB510080077000 Fleet Lagoon

N/A

r

r

GB510804415700 WEY

N/A

r

r

a

Yes - Environmnetal Objectives
WFD 2 & WFD 3 may not be met
in some Management Areas in
these Waterbodies under SMP
Policy.

GB510804505400 AXE

N/A

a

a

a

No - Environmental Objectives
are likely to be supported by
proposed SMP policies.

GB510804505500 OTTER

N/A

a

a

a

No - Environmental Objectives
are likely to be supported by
proposed SMP policies.
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Summary of achievement (or otherwise) of environmental objectives for
each water body in the SMP area (continued).
(continued).

a

Yes - Environmnetal Objectives
WFD 2 & WFD 3 may not be met
in some Management Areas in
these Waterbodies under SMP
Policy.

a

r

a

Yes - Environmnetal Objective
WFD 3 may not be met in some
Management Areas in these
Waterbodies under SMP Policy.

N/A

a

r

a

Yes - Environmnetal Objective
WFD 3 may not be met in some
Management Areas in these
Waterbodies under SMP Policy.

GB510804606000 AVON

N/A

a

a

a

No - Environmental Objectives
are likely to be supported by
proposed SMP policies.

GB510804606100 ERME

N/A

a

a

a

No - Environmental Objectives
are likely to be supported by
proposed SMP policies.

GB520804609000 KINGSBRIDGE

N/A

a

a

a

No - Environmental Objectives
are likely to be supported by
proposed SMP policies.

GB520804706200 YEALM

N/A

a

a

a

No - Environmental Objectives
are likely to be supported by
proposed SMP policies.

a

Yes - Environmnetal Objectives
WFD 2 & WFD 3 may not be met
in some Management Areas in
these Waterbodies under SMP
Policy.

GB510804505600 EXE

N/A

r

r

GB510804605800 TEIGN

N/A

GB510804605900 DART

GB520804714300 PLYMOUTH SOUND

N/A

r

r
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WFD Summary Statements

Water body (including
Water Framework Directive Summary Statement
policy units that affect it) checklist

Provide a brief description of decision making and reference to further
documentation within the SMP

Weymouth Bay (coastal)
(5g16 & 5g17)

Mitigation measures: have all practicable mitigation
measures been incorporated into the preferred SMP
policies that affect this water body in order to mitigate
the adverse impacts on the status of the water body?
If not, then list mitigation measures that could be
required.

In policy units Preston Beach to Weymouth and Weymouth to Portland Harbour the Describe any mitigation measures discounted on
aim is to protect the town Weymouth. In order to do this, a Hold The Line policy is
basis of disproportionate cost or impacts on wider
proposed. Depending upon how this is implemented, it could mean the potential
environment.
impoundment of the harbour, for example, by a tidal barrage. Mitigation measures for
any proposed scheme here to Hod The Line could include fish passes, control and
operation mechanisms for potential structures and scheme designs to minimise the
impact.

Overriding public interest: can it be shown that the
reasons for selecting the preferred SMP policies are
reasons of overriding public interest (ROPI) and/or the
benefits to the environment and to society of
achieving the environmental objectives are
outweighed by the benefits of the preferred SMP
policies to human health, to the maintenance of health
and safety or to sustainable development?

The benefits of the environmental objectives are, in this case outweighed by the
benefits of the preferred SMP policies to human health and maintenance of health
and safety as the SMP frontage of these policy units backs onto the urban area of
Weymouth and its' seafront parade. Ceasing maintenance to the current
defenceswould lead to unnacceptable risks to health and safety and severe economic
damages through the impacts of coastal flooding and erosion.

Refer to sections of the SMP Environmental
Assessment which deal with these considerations and
provide a brief summary. Set out the benefits of the
preferred SMP policies and, if environmental benefits
are outweighed by benefits to human health,
maintenance of health and safety or sustainable
development, then set out disadvantages to the
environment for comparison.

Better environmental options: have other
significantly better options for the SMP policies been
considered? Can it be demonstrated that those better
environmental policy options which were discounted
were done so on the grounds of being either
technically unfeasible or disproportionately costly?

Managed Realignment and No Active Intervention are better environmental opptions,
but are not realistically going to be put in place as they are technically unfeasible and
disproportionately expensive due to the health and safety implications and economic
reasons outlined above. I.e. ceasing maintenance to the current defenceswould lead
to unnacceptable risks to health and safety and severe economic damages through
the impacts of coastal flooding and erosion.

Outline any significantly better options for the SMP
policy and explain why these options have
disproportionate costs or are technically unfeasible.

Affect on other water bodies: Can it be
demonstrated that the preferred SMP policies do not
permanently exclude or compromise the achievement
of the objectives of the Directive in water bodies within
the same River Basin District that are outside of the
SMP2 area?

The Hold The Line policy could potentially lead to the impoundment of the Wey
Refer to the assessment to demonstrate that this is
transitional waterbody (if a barrage type scheme is, in the future, constructed to
not the case.
support this policy), which could in turn potentially lead to permanent effects on this
waterbody, such as changing sediment budgets, tidal flow regimes, tidelocking and
the energy of the waterbody environment at the downstream end. Measures such as
control and operation of potential structures and design of the scheme could mitigate
for this and therefore any permanent impacts on adjacent waterbodies outside of the
SMP2 area.

Other issues: Can it be shown that there are no other
over-riding issues that should be considered (such as
designated sites, recommendations of the Appropriate
Assessment)?

Other overiding issues include Lodmoor SSSI and the reedbeds and brackish
Refer to Appropriate Assessment (where relevant) to
grasslands of the Nature Reserve, which would continue to be protected from flood
demonstrate that this is not the case.
and erosion risk from the HTL policy. Potential water quality impacts due to long term
flooding of the disused landfill site would also be avoided through the HTL policy and
would not compromise the achievement of WFD water quality targets.

Point to sections of SMP Environmental Assessment
where the Directive has been considered against
each alternative option.
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WFD Summary Statements (cont).
(cont).

Water body (including
Water Framework Directive Summary Statement
policy units that affect it) checklist

Provide a brief description of decision making and reference to further
documentation within the SMP

The Fleet (transitional)
(6a03 & 6a04)

Mitigation measures: have all practicable mitigation
measures been incorporated into the preferred SMP
policies that affect this water body in order to mitigate
the adverse impacts on the status of the water body?
If not, then list mitigation measures that could be
required.

In policy unit Chesil Beach (to Wyke Narrows) (6a03) a policy of Managed
Describe any mitigation measures discounted on
Realignment has been chosen only to restore the defence function of the undefended basis of disproportionate cost or impacts on wider
beach only if required following storm events. In policy unit Chesil Beach and the
environment.
Fleet (6a04) a policy of No Active Intervention is proposed to allow natural evolution
of the Fleet waterbody. However, this could potentially lead to the loss of the Fleet
watebody as a result of a large/significant storm event. However, it would be
disproportionately costly and technically infeasible to protect the whole of Chesil
Beach and protect the Fleet Waterbody from this type of event.

Overriding public interest: can it be shown that the
reasons for selecting the preferred SMP policies are
reasons of overriding public interest (ROPI) and/or the
benefits to the environment and to society of
achieving the environmental objectives are
outweighed by the benefits of the preferred SMP
policies to human health, to the maintenance of health
and safety or to sustainable development?

SMP policies for the northwestern end of the defended section in front of Chiswell
(policy unit 6a03) are Managed Realignment, this is because there could be a risk of
outflanking of the defences in front of Chiswell, should the adjacent undefended
section of Chesil Beach (policy unit 6a04) roll back significantly owing to a large storm
event. In this case intervention to restore the defence function of the beach could be
carried out under Managed Realignment Policy, although this may be in a landward
position. Other than this limited invention, this policy allows Chesil Beach and The
Fleet to behave naturally and is considered the best policy here.

Refer to sections of the SMP Environmental
Assessment which deal with these considerations and
provide a brief summary. Set out the benefits of the
preferred SMP policies and, if environmental benefits
are outweighed by benefits to human health,
maintenance of health and safety or sustainable
development, then set out disadvantages to the
environment for comparison.

Better environmental options: have other
significantly better options for the SMP policies been
considered? Can it be demonstrated that those better
environmental policy options which were discounted
were done so on the grounds of being either
technically unfeasible or disproportionately costly?

Continuation of natural processes is key to the integrity of The Fleet SSSI, therefore
the preferred policies would continue to maintain and enhance the SSSI, however this
may lead to the loss of The Fleet waterbody as a lagoon as a result of a large storm
event. However it is technically infeasible to defend the whole length of Chesil Beach
to protect the lagoon behind, this policy allows Chesil Beach and The Fleet to behave
naturally and is considered the best policy here.

Outline any significantly better options for the SMP
policy and explain why these options have
disproportionate costs or are technically unfeasible.

Affect on other water bodies: Can it be
demonstrated that the preferred SMP policies do not
permanently exclude or compromise the achievement
of the objectives of the Directive in water bodies within
the same River Basin District that are outside of the
SMP2 area?

There are several freshwater bodies that flow into The Fleet lagoon waterbody, that
are outside the SMP2 boundary, but could be impacted by the loss of the waterbody
due to the No Active Intervention policy along the majority of Chesil Beach frontage.
These freshwater bodies (Rodden Stream, West Fleet Stream, Upper Portesham
Stream & Horsepool River) have relatively steep gradients however and are only
likely to have minor impacts (as only short lengths of the waterbodies will be
affected).

Other issues: Can it be shown that there are no other SMP policies will have minimum impact on Fleet SAC, SPA RAMSAR & SSSI.
over-riding issues that should be considered (such as
designated sites, recommendations of the Appropriate
Assessment)?

Point to sections of SMP Environmental Assessment
where the Directive has been considered against
each alternative option.
Refer to the assessment to demonstrate that this is
not the case.

Refer to Appropriate Assessment (where relevant) to
demonstrate that this is not the case.
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WFD Summary Statements (cont).

Water body (including
Water Framework Directive Summary Statement
policy units that affect it) checklist

Provide a brief description of decision making and reference to further
documentation within the SMP

Portland Harbour (Coastal) Mitigation measures: have all practicable mitigation
(5g21 & 5g22 Small Mouth measures been incorporated into the preferred SMP
to Grove Point)
policies that affect this water body in order to mitigate
the adverse impacts on the status of the water body?
If not, then list mitigation measures that could be
required.

A policy of Hold The Line is proposed for both policy units (5g21 Small Mouth to
Describe any mitigation measures discounted on
Osprey Quay & 5g22 Osprey Quay (Portland Harbour) to Kings Pier) as this area
basis of disproportionate cost or impacts on wider
covers the extensively developed areas of Portland Quay and Osprey Quay which are environment.
important areas for the local economy. The long term plan is to continue to reduce the
risk of flooding and erosion along this stretch and also ensure the key infrastructure
link to Portland is maintained. Areas where there is no infrastructure will be allowed to
evolve naturally.

Overriding public interest: can it be shown that the
reasons for selecting the preferred SMP policies are
reasons of overriding public interest (ROPI) and/or the
benefits to the environment and to society of
achieving the environmental objectives are
outweighed by the benefits of the preferred SMP
policies to human health, to the maintenance of health
and safety or to sustainable development?

The Hold The Line policy is intended to continue to reduce the risk of flooding and
erosion to the extensively developed areas of Osprey Quay and Portland Point,
which are important areas to the local and regional economy. There is also the key
infrastructure link to Portland, the A354 Portland Beach Road. Maintaining these
defences and the transport link to Portland mean that any environmental objectives
are outweighted by the benefits of the preferred SMP Policy to human health and
maintenance of health and safety and the the economy of the area, especially as
large areas along the shingle beach from Small Mouth to Osprey Quay the Hold The
Line policy will mean monitoring of those beach levels only.

Refer to sections of the SMP Environmental
Assessment which deal with these considerations and
provide a brief summary. Set out the benefits of the
preferred SMP policies and, if environmental benefits
are outweighed by benefits to human health,
maintenance of health and safety or sustainable
development, then set out disadvantages to the
environment for comparison.

Better environmental options: have other
significantly better options for the SMP policies been
considered? Can it be demonstrated that those better
environmental policy options which were discounted
were done so on the grounds of being either
technically unfeasible or disproportionately costly?

Managed Realignment and No Active Intervention are better environmental opptions,
but are not realistically going to be put in place as they are technically unfeasible and
disproportionately expensive due to the health and safety implications and economic
reasons outlined above. I.e Maintaining these defences and the transport link to
Portland mean that any environmental objectives are outweighted by the benefits of
the preferred SMP Policy to human health and maintenance of health and safety and
the the economy of the area.

Outline any significantly better options for the SMP
policy and explain why these options have
disproportionate costs or are technically unfeasible.

There are no adjacent waterbodies that are outside the SMP2 area, therefore SMP
Affect on other water bodies: Can it be
demonstrated that the preferred SMP policies do not policies do not permanently exclude or compromise Environmental Objectives in
permanently exclude or compromise the achievement adjacent waterbodies.
of the objectives of the Directive in water bodies within
the same River Basin District that are outside of the
SMP2 area?
Other issues: Can it be shown that there are no other
over-riding issues that should be considered (such as
designated sites, recommendations of the Appropriate
Assessment)?

Point to sections of SMP Environmental Assessment
where the Directive has been considered against
each alternative option.
Refer to the assessment to demonstrate that this is
not the case.

Refer to Appropriate Assessment (where relevant) to
There is the potential for some loss of intertidal habitat at Portland Harbour Shore
SSSI due to coastal squeeze resulting from the Hold The Line policies in this area,
demonstrate that this is not the case.
however this beach will be allowed to react and will only be monitored under the Hold
The Line policy. The same policy will help protect the designated terrestrial habitat of
the Isle of Portland SSSI by reducing erosion risk.
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Water body (including
policy units that affect it)
Wey (transitional) (5g16 &
5g17)

WFD Summary Statements (cont).

Water Framework Directive Summary Statement
checklist
Mitigation measures: have all practicable mitigation
measures been incorporated into the preferred SMP
policies that affect this water body in order to mitigate
the adverse impacts on the status of the water body?
If not, then list mitigation measures that could be
required.

Provide a brief description of decision making and reference to further
documentation within the SMP
In policy units Preston Beach to Weymouth and Weymouth to Portland Harbour the Describe any mitigation measures discounted on
aim is to protect the town Weymouth. In order to do this, a Hold The Line policy is
basis of disproportionate cost or impacts on wider
proposed. Depending upon how this is implemented, it could mean the potential
environment.
impoundment of the harbour, for example, by a tidal barrage. Mitigation measures for
any proposed scheme here to Hod The Line could include fish passes, control and
operation mechanisms for potential structures and scheme designs to minimise the
impact.

Overriding public interest: can it be shown that the
reasons for selecting the preferred SMP policies are
reasons of overriding public interest (ROPI) and/or the
benefits to the environment and to society of
achieving the environmental objectives are
outweighed by the benefits of the preferred SMP
policies to human health, to the maintenance of health
and safety or to sustainable development?

The benefits of the environmental objectives are, in this case outweighed by the
benefits of the preferred SMP policies to human health and maintenance of health
and safety as the SMP frontage of these policy units backs onto the urban area of
Weymouth and its' seafront parade. Ceasing maintenance to the current
defenceswould lead to unnacceptable risks to health and safety and severe economic
damages through the impacts of coastal flooding and erosion.

Refer to sections of the SMP Environmental
Assessment which deal with these considerations and
provide a brief summary. Set out the benefits of the
preferred SMP policies and, if environmental benefits
are outweighed by benefits to human health,
maintenance of health and safety or sustainable
development, then set out disadvantages to the
environment for comparison.

Better environmental options: have other
significantly better options for the SMP policies been
considered? Can it be demonstrated that those better
environmental policy options which were discounted
were done so on the grounds of being either
technically unfeasible or disproportionately costly?

Managed Realignment and No Active Intervention are better environmental opptions,
but are not realistically going to be put in place as they are technically unfeasible and
disproportionately expensive due to the health and safety implications and economic
reasons outlined above. I.e Ceasing maintenance to the current defences would lead
to unnacceptable risks to health and safety and severe economic damages through
the impacts of coastal flooding and erosion.

Outline any significantly better options for the SMP
policy and explain why these options have
disproportionate costs or are technically unfeasible.
Point to sections of SMP Environmental Assessment
where the Directive has been considered against
each alternative option.

Affect on other water bodies: Can it be
demonstrated that the preferred SMP policies do not
permanently exclude or compromise the achievement
of the objectives of the Directive in water bodies within
the same River Basin District that are outside of the
SMP2 area?

The Hold The Line policy could potentially lead to the impoundment of the Wey
Refer to the assessment to demonstrate that this is
transitional waterbody (if a barrage type scheme is, in the future, constructed to
not the case.
support this policy), which could in turn potentially lead to permanent effects on this
waterbody, such as changing sediment budgets, tidal flow regimes, tidelocking and
the energy of the waterbody environment at the downstream end. Measures such as
control and operation of potential structures and design of the scheme could mitigate
for this and therefore any permanent impacts on adjacent waterbodies outside of the
SMP2 area.

Refer to Appropriate Assessment (where relevant) to
Other issues: Can it be shown that there are no other Other overiding issues include Radipole Lake SSSI which would continue to be
over-riding issues that should be considered (such as protected from flood and erosion risk from the HTL policy and would not compromise demonstrate that this is not the case.
designated sites, recommendations of the Appropriate the achievement of WFD water quality targets.
Assessment)?
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Water body (including
policy units that affect it)
Exe (transitional) (6b1 to
6b7 Exe Estuary East
Bank, 6b09 to 6b11 Exe
Estuary (East bank - River
Clyst to Topsham Sludge
Beds) & 6b12 to 6b18 Exe
Estuary West Bank)

WFD Summary Statements (cont).

Water Framework Directive Summary Statement
checklist
Mitigation measures: have all practicable mitigation
measures been incorporated into the preferred SMP
policies that affect this water body in order to mitigate
the adverse impacts on the status of the water body?
If not, then list mitigation measures that could be
required.

Provide a brief description of decision making and reference to further
documentation within the SMP
An SMP policy of Hold The Line is proposed on Exe Estuary east bank and west bank Describe any mitigation measures discounted on
as it is flanked on both sides by railway lines including the mainline London to
basis of disproportionate cost or impacts on wider
Cornwall railway line. Mitigation measures such as moving the railway line are
environment.
considered disproportionately costly. The railway line should continue to be defended.
However Managed Realignment is proposed elswhere in the estuary waterbody to
mitigate against effects of sea level rise. The Hold The Line policy means that
adjacent river waterbodies may be subject to increased frequency of tidelocking and
consequent water depth increases.

Overriding public interest: can it be shown that the
reasons for selecting the preferred SMP policies are
reasons of overriding public interest (ROPI) and/or the
benefits to the environment and to society of
achieving the environmental objectives are
outweighed by the benefits of the preferred SMP
policies to human health, to the maintenance of health
and safety or to sustainable development?

The estuary waterbody banks are largely defended, protecting regionally important
infrastructure links such as the main railway line between London and Cornwall, and
residential centres such as Exmouth. Due the importance of these regionally, the long
term plan is to continue to Hold The Line to minimise the risk from flooding and
coastal erosion to human health, maintenance of health and safety and the economy,
which, here, outweigh the environmental objectives.

Better environmental options: have other
significantly better options for the SMP policies been
considered? Can it be demonstrated that those better
environmental policy options which were discounted
were done so on the grounds of being either
technically unfeasible or disproportionately costly?

Managed Realignment and No Active Intervention are better environmental opptions, Outline any significantly better options for the SMP
but are not realistically going to be put in place in the majority of this Management
policy and explain why these options have
Unit as they are technically unfeasible and disproportionately expensive due to the
disproportionate costs or are technically unfeasible.
health and safety implications and economic reasons outlined above. However, they
are in place on various sections of the Exe transitional waterbody, but outside of the
Management Unit that is being assessed, therefore reducing overall impact on the
waterbody.

Refer to sections of the SMP Environmental
Assessment which deal with these considerations and
provide a brief summary. Set out the benefits of the
preferred SMP policies and, if environmental benefits
are outweighed by benefits to human health,
maintenance of health and safety or sustainable
development, then set out disadvantages to the
environment for comparison.

Point to sections of SMP Environmental Assessment
where the Directive has been considered against
each alternative option.
The Hold The Line policies could potentially lead to other adjacent river waterbodies Refer to the assessment to demonstrate that this is
Affect on other water bodies: Can it be
demonstrated that the preferred SMP policies do not failing their Environmental Objectives, through increased tidelocking as sea levels are not the case.
permanently exclude or compromise the achievement predicted to increase into the future. This Increased tidelocking means changes in
of the objectives of the Directive in water bodies within water depth (water being held in the river for longer as tides are higher) and changes
in the sediment dynamics of the systems but the health and safety and ecnomomic
the same River Basin District that are outside of the
benefits outweigh these environmental objectives.
SMP2 area?
Other issues: Can it be shown that there are no other
over-riding issues that should be considered (such as
designated sites, recommendations of the Appropriate
Assessment)?

The Hold The Line policy would help to protect the terrestrial designated features of
the Exe Estuary SPA, Ramsar site, SSSI and RSPB Reserve from flooding/erosion
but could potentially mean loss of some intertidal habitat through coastal squeeze
whichj could be mitigated for elsewhere within the estuary.

Refer to Appropriate Assessment (where relevant) to
demonstrate that this is not the case.
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Assessment Table 5

Water body (including
policy units that affect it)
Teign (transitional) (6b30
to 6b35 Teign Estuary)

WFD Summary Statements (cont).

Water Framework Directive Summary Statement
checklist
Mitigation measures: have all practicable mitigation
measures been incorporated into the preferred SMP
policies that affect this water body in order to mitigate
the adverse impacts on the status of the water body?
If not, then list mitigation measures that could be
required.

Provide a brief description of decision making and reference to further
documentation within the SMP
An SMP policy of Hold The Line is proposed for most of the Teign Estuary to continue Describe any mitigation measures discounted on
to defend populated areas and part of the mainline railway against the risk of flooding. basis of disproportionate cost or impacts on wider
Mitigation measures such as moving the railway line are considered
environment.
disproportionately costly. The populated areas and railway line should continue to be
defended. However Managed Realignment is proposed elswhere in the estuary
waterbody to mitigate against effects of sea level rise, including use of regulated tidal
exchange through the railway line. The Hold The Line policy means that adjacent
river waterbodies may be subject to increased frequency of tidelocking and
consequent water depth increases.

Overriding public interest: can it be shown that the
reasons for selecting the preferred SMP policies are
reasons of overriding public interest (ROPI) and/or the
benefits to the environment and to society of
achieving the environmental objectives are
outweighed by the benefits of the preferred SMP
policies to human health, to the maintenance of health
and safety or to sustainable development?

The estuary waterbody banks are largely defended, protecting regionally important
residential centres such as Teignmouth, Newton Abbot, Kingsteignton and Shaldon
as well as the Port of Teignmouth and part of the mainline railway. Due the
importance of these regionally, the long term plan is to continue to Hold The Line to
minimise the risk from flooding and coastal erosion to human health, maintenance of
health and safety and the economy, which, here, outweigh the environmental
objectives.

Refer to sections of the SMP Environmental
Assessment which deal with these considerations and
provide a brief summary. Set out the benefits of the
preferred SMP policies and, if environmental benefits
are outweighed by benefits to human health,
maintenance of health and safety or sustainable
development, then set out disadvantages to the
environment for comparison.

Better environmental options: have other
significantly better options for the SMP policies been
considered? Can it be demonstrated that those better
environmental policy options which were discounted
were done so on the grounds of being either
technically unfeasible or disproportionately costly?

Managed Realignment and No Active Intervention are better environmental opptions,
but are not realistically going to be put in place in the majority of this Management
Unit as they are technically unfeasible and disproportionately expensive due to the
health and safety implications and economic reasons outlined above. I.e to minimise
the risk from flooding and coastal erosion to human health, maintenance of health
and safety and the economy. However, they are in place on various sections of the
Teign transitional waterbody, especially in the upper parts of the estuary, but outside
of the Management Unit that is being assessed, therefore reducing overall impact on
the waterbody.

Outline any significantly better options for the SMP
policy and explain why these options have
disproportionate costs or are technically unfeasible.
Point to sections of SMP Environmental Assessment
where the Directive has been considered against
each alternative option.

Affect on other water bodies: Can it be
demonstrated that the preferred SMP policies do not
permanently exclude or compromise the achievement
of the objectives of the Directive in water bodies within
the same River Basin District that are outside of the
SMP2 area?

The Hold The Line policies could potentially lead to other adjacent river waterbodies Refer to the assessment to demonstrate that this is
failing their Environmental Objectives, including several tributaries of the estuary, the not the case.
Aller Brook, River Lemon and Liverton Brook, through increased tidelocking as sea
levels are predicted to increase into the future. This Increased tidelocking means
changes in water depth (water being held in the river for longer as tides are higher)
and changes in the sediment dynamics of the systems but the health and safety and
ecnomomic benefits outweigh these environmental objectives.

Other issues: Can it be shown that there are no other The Hold The Line policy will have no other over riding issues such as designated
over-riding issues that should be considered (such as sites within the relevant management unit.
designated sites, recommendations of the Appropriate
Assessment)?

Refer to Appropriate Assessment (where relevant) to
demonstrate that this is not the case.
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Assessment Table 5
Water body (including
policy units that affect it)
Dart (transitional) (6b64 to
6b70 Dart Estuary)

WFD
WFD Summary Statements (cont).
Water Framework Directive Summary Statement
checklist
Mitigation measures: have all practicable mitigation
measures been incorporated into the preferred SMP
policies that affect this water body in order to mitigate
the adverse impacts on the status of the water body?
If not, then list mitigation measures that could be
required.

Provide a brief description of decision making and reference to further
documentation within the SMP
An SMP policy of Hold The Line is proposed for most of the Dart Estuary to continue Describe any mitigation measures discounted on
to defend populated areas such as Dartmouth and Kingsbridge against the risk of
basis of disproportionate cost or impacts on wider
flooding. The populated areas should continue to be defended. However No Active
environment.
Intervention is proposed elswhere in the estuary waterbody to allow natural evolution
of the estuary to mitigate against effects of sea level rise. The Hold The Line policy
means that adjacent river waterbodies may be subject to increased frequency of
tidelocking and consequent water depth increases.

Overriding public interest: can it be shown that the
reasons for selecting the preferred SMP policies are
reasons of overriding public interest (ROPI) and/or the
benefits to the environment and to society of
achieving the environmental objectives are
outweighed by the benefits of the preferred SMP
policies to human health, to the maintenance of health
and safety or to sustainable development?

The estuary waterbody banks are largely defended, protecting regionally important
residential centres such as Kingswear, Totnes and Dartmouth. Due the importance of
these regionally, the long term plan is to continue to Hold The Line to minimise the
risk from flooding and coastal erosion to human health, maintenance of health and
safety and the economy, which, here, outweigh the environmental objectives.

Refer to sections of the SMP Environmental
Assessment which deal with these considerations and
provide a brief summary. Set out the benefits of the
preferred SMP policies and, if environmental benefits
are outweighed by benefits to human health,
maintenance of health and safety or sustainable
development, then set out disadvantages to the
environment for comparison.

Better environmental options: have other
significantly better options for the SMP policies been
considered? Can it be demonstrated that those better
environmental policy options which were discounted
were done so on the grounds of being either
technically unfeasible or disproportionately costly?

Managed Realignment and No Active Intervention are better environmental opptions,
but are not realistically going to be put in place in the majority of this Management
Unit as they are technically unfeasible and disproportionately expensive due to the
health and safety implications and economic reasons outlined above. I.e to minimise
the risk from flooding and coastal erosion to human health, maintenance of health
and safety and the economy. However, they are in place on various sections of the
Dart transitional waterbody, but outside of the Management Unit that is being
assessed, therefore reducing overall impact on the waterbody.

Outline any significantly better options for the SMP
policy and explain why these options have
disproportionate costs or are technically unfeasible.
Point to sections of SMP Environmental Assessment
where the Directive has been considered against
each alternative option.

Affect on other water bodies: Can it be
demonstrated that the preferred SMP policies do not
permanently exclude or compromise the achievement
of the objectives of the Directive in water bodies within
the same River Basin District that are outside of the
SMP2 area?

The Hold The Line policies could potentially lead to other adjacent river waterbodies Refer to the assessment to demonstrate that this is
failing their Environmental Objectives, through increased tidelocking as sea levels are not the case.
predicted to increase into the future. These include several Dart Estuary tributaries,
River Wash, Harbourne River, Bidwell Brook & River Hams, however the effect is
expected to be minimal as it is a Ria type estuary, characterised by a deep channel
and steep resistant cliffs. Also the health and safety and economic benefits outweigh
these environmental objectives.

Other issues: Can it be shown that there are no other The Hold The Line policy will have no other over riding issues such as designated
over-riding issues that should be considered (such as sites within the relevant management unit.
designated sites, recommendations of the Appropriate
Assessment)?

Refer to Appropriate Assessment (where relevant) to
demonstrate that this is not the case.
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Assessment Table 5

Water body (including
policy units that affect it)
Plymouth Sound
(transitional) (6c28 to 6c31
Mount Baten Breakwater
to to Devil's Point and
Tamar Estuary)

WFD Summary Statements (cont).

Water Framework Directive Summary Statement
checklist
Mitigation measures: have all practicable mitigation
measures been incorporated into the preferred SMP
policies that affect this water body in order to mitigate
the adverse impacts on the status of the water body?
If not, then list mitigation measures that could be
required.

Provide a brief description of decision making and reference to further
documentation within the SMP
Management units Mount Baten Breakwater to to Devil's Point and Tamar Estuary are Describe any mitigation measures discounted on
extensivley defended and developed around the city of Plymouth frontage. There is
basis of disproportionate cost or impacts on wider
also the need to protect areas of active and former landfil sites as well as part of the environment.
mainline railway, this is reflected in the Hold The Line policy. As sea levels rise in the
future, this policy may lead to narrowing and loss of intertidal areas, to mitigate for
this, areas further upstream in the waterbody have a No Active Intervention policy and
will allow the estuary to react naturally and roll back with rising sea levels. Other
mitigation measures will also be inbuilt at scheme level, where possible and
appropriate.

Overriding public interest: can it be shown that the
reasons for selecting the preferred SMP policies are
reasons of overriding public interest (ROPI) and/or the
benefits to the environment and to society of
achieving the environmental objectives are
outweighed by the benefits of the preferred SMP
policies to human health, to the maintenance of health
and safety or to sustainable development?

This area encompasses the frontage of the city of Plymouth, the protection of which is
a key policy driver, the mainline railway between London and Cornwall, Devonport
Dockyard, which is an important military and economic centre for the city. The Hold
The Line policy associated the development of the port and naval dockyard and the
city, outweigh achieving the environmental objectives for this waterbody.

Refer to sections of the SMP Environmental
Assessment which deal with these considerations and
provide a brief summary. Set out the benefits of the
preferred SMP policies and, if environmental benefits
are outweighed by benefits to human health,
maintenance of health and safety or sustainable
development, then set out disadvantages to the
environment for comparison.

Better environmental options: have other
significantly better options for the SMP policies been
considered? Can it be demonstrated that those better
environmental policy options which were discounted
were done so on the grounds of being either
technically unfeasible or disproportionately costly?

Managed Realignment and No Active Intervention are better environmental opptions,
but are not realistically going to be put in place in the majority of this Management
Unit as they are technically unfeasible and disproportionately expensive due to the
health and safety implications and economic reasons outlined above. However, they
are in place on various sections of the Plymouth Sound transitional waterbody, but
outside of the Management Unit that is being assessed, therefore reducing overall
impact on the waterbody.

Outline any significantly better options for the SMP
policy and explain why these options have
disproportionate costs or are technically unfeasible.
Point to sections of SMP Environmental Assessment
where the Directive has been considered against
each alternative option.

Affect on other water bodies: Can it be
demonstrated that the preferred SMP policies do not
permanently exclude or compromise the achievement
of the objectives of the Directive in water bodies within
the same River Basin District that are outside of the
SMP2 area?

The Hold The Line policies could potentially lead to other adjacent river waterbodies Refer to the assessment to demonstrate that this is
failing their Environmental Objectives, through increased tidelocking as sea levels are not the case.
predicted to increase into the future. These include several Tamar Estuary tributaries
and Pennycomequick Stream however the health and safety and economic benefits
outweigh the environmental objectives.

Other issues: Can it be shown that there are no other Other overiding issues include the need to protect the Plymouth Sound and Estuaries Refer to Appropriate Assessment (where relevant) to
demonstrate that this is not the case.
over-riding issues that should be considered (such as SAC and Plymouth Sound and Cliffs biological SSSI from contamination by the
designated sites, recommendations of the Appropriate landfill sites, this can be achieved through a Hold The Line policy.
Assessment)?
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K.4

Conclusions

For many of the South Devon and Dorset SMP2 Management Areas, it is considered unlikely that the
proposed policies will affect the current or target Ecological Status (or Potential) of the relevant
Water Framework Directive waterbodies. Therefore, the proposed policies meet the Environmental
Objectives set out at the beginning of this report.
However, there are 11 Management Areas where the proposed policies have the potential not to
meet one or more the Environmental Objectives. These being:
• Preston Beach (Rock Groyne) to Portland Harbour (North Breakwater) (includes
Weymouth Harbour) 5g16 and 5g17 – potential to fail WFD 2 & 3.
• Small Mouth to Grove Point 5g21 and 5g22 – potential to fail WFD 3.
• Chiswell to Chesil Beach 6a02 and 6a03 – potential to fail WFD 3.
• Chesil Beach and The Fleet 6a04 – potential to fail WFD 2 & 3.
• Exe Estuary (East bank – Exmouth to River Clyst) 6b01 to 6b07 – potential to fail WFD 3.
• Exe Estuary (East bank – River Clyst to Topsham Sludge Beds) 6b09 to 6b11 – potential to fail WFD
2.
• Exe Estuary (West bank) 6b12 to 6b18 – potential to fail WFD 3.
• Teign Estuary 6b30 to 6b35 – potential to fail WFD 3.
• Dart Estuary 6b64 to 6b70 – potential to fail WFD 3.
• Mount Batten Breakwater to Devil's Point (including Plym Estuary) 6c28 to 6c30 –
potential to fail WFD 2 & 3.
• Tamar Estuary (East bank) 6c31 – potential to fail WFD 2 & 3.
These Management Areas have the potential to fail the Environmental objectives for several different
reasons. Potential impoundment of Weymouth Harbour, potential loss of the Fleet waterbody, loss
of intertidal habitats in the mid to long term due to coastal squeeze, where the vital and extensive
infrastructure of developed populated areas is to be defended (i.e. ROPI), are all reasons for failure of
WFD2. The polices for the Exe, Teign and Dart Estuaries have the potential to fail Environmental
Objective WFD 3 owing to tide locking affecting adjacent waterbodies, leading to prolonged periods
of increased water depth. However, the Hold The Line policies are unavoidable to protect heavily
populated areas.
None of the Groundwater Bodies is considered at risk of saline intrusion with regard to its chemical
status. Further strategies and studies in this area will have to take this into regard in future to ensure
the Environmental Objectives are not compromised.
There are no High Status sites in the South Devon And Dorset SMP2 Area, so Environmental
Objective WFD1 (no changes affecting High Status sites) is not applicable for this assessment.
There are several recommendations to look into where SMP boundaries could change to match
those of the WFD waterbody boundaries, notably at Portland Bill, Beer Head, Hopes Hose, Dart
Estuary, Blackstone Point, Salcombe Harbour & the Avon and Erme Estuaries. However, SMP
Management Area boundaries are based on coastal processes and social and economic reasons and
are realistically unlikely to change.
The Programme of Measures from the River Basin Management Plan was not available at the time this
assessment was undertaken, therefore mitigation measures have not been included in Assessment
Table 2.
At this stage the WFD Assessment is to be used in general terms as a guide to flag up areas where
there is potential for problems to occur at strategy and scheme stage in terms of the WFD
Environmental Objectives.
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The Supporting Appendices
These appendices and the accompanying documents provide all of the information required to support the
Shoreline Management Plan. This is to ensure that there is clarity in the decision-making process and that the
rationale behind the policies being promoted is both transparent and auditable. The appendices are:
A: SMP Development

This reports the history of development of the SMP, describing
more fully the plan and policy decision-making process.

B: Stakeholder Engagement

All communications from the stakeholder process are provided
here, together with information arising from the consultation
process.

C: Baseline Process Understanding

Includes baseline process report, defence assessment, NAI and
WPM assessments and summarises data used in assessments.

D: SEA Environmental Baseline
Report (Theme Review)

This report identifies and evaluates the environmental features
(human, natural, historical and landscape).

E: Issues & Objectives Evaluation

Provides information on the issues and objectives identified as part
of the Plan development, including appraisal of their importance.

F: Initial Policy Appraisal & Scenario
Development

Presents the consideration of generic policy options for each
frontage, identifying possible acceptable policies, and their
combination into ‘scenarios’ for testing. Also presents the appraisal
of impacts upon shoreline evolution and the appraisal of objective
achievement.

G: Preferred Policy Scenario Testing

Presents the policy assessment and appraisal of objective
achievement towards definition of the Preferred Plan (as presented
in the Shoreline Management Plan document).

H: Economic Appraisal and
Sensitivity Testing

Presents the economic analysis undertaken in support of the
Preferred Plan.

I: Strategic Environmental
Assessment (SEA) Report

Presents the various items undertaken in developing the Plan that
specifically relate to the requirements of the EU Council Directive
2001/42/EC (the Strategic Environmental Assessment Directive),
such that all of this information is readily accessible in one
document.

J: Appropriate Assessment Report

Presents the Appropriate Assessment of SMP policies upon
European designated sites (SPAs and SACs) as well as Ramsar sites,
where policies might have a likely significant effect upon these sites.
This is carried out in accordance with the Conservation (Natural
Habitats, &c.) Regulations 1994 (the Habitats Regulations).

K: Water Framework Development
Report

Presents assessment of potential impacts of SMP policies upon
coastal and estuarine water bodies, in accordance with the
requirements of EU Council Directive 2000/60/EC (the Water
Framework Directive).

L: Metadatabase and Bibliographic
database

All supporting information used to develop the SMP is referenced
for future examination and retrieval.

M: Action Plan Summary Table

Presents the Action Plan items included in Section 6 of the main
SMP document (The Plan) in tabular format for ease of monitoring
and reporting action plan progress.
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Within each appendix cross-referencing highlights the documents where related appraisals are presented. The
broad relationships between the appendices are illustrated below.

SMP Development
(Appendix A)

Baseline Process
Understanding
(Appendix C)
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Review)
(Appendix D)

Stakeholder
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Issues & Objectives
Evaluation
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& Scenario
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(Appendix F)

Preferred Policy
Scenario Testing
(Appendix G)

Economic Appraisal /
Sensitivity Testing
Testing

(Appendix H)

Policy Statements
(SMP Document)

SEA Report
(Appendix I)
AA Report
(Appendix J)

Action Plan
(Appendix M)

Bibliography
Bibliography
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L.1

Bibliographic Database

This Appendix includes a list of the key reference materials used in the development of the Shoreline
Management Plan.

L.1.1

Main SMP Document

References stated in the Main SMP Document are as follows:
•

Burgess, KA and Townend, I.H (2004). The impact of climate change upon coastal
coastal defences structures.
structures In:
39th Defra Conference of River and Coastal Engineers, Defra, London, 11.01.1-11.01.10.

•

Communities and Local Government website. Coastal communities to be given new powers to help local
economies.
economies Internet site: http://www.communities.gov.uk/news/corporate/1289597. Date accessed: 27th
April 2010.

•

Conservation (Natural Habitats &c.) Regulations 1994 (as amended) and the Conservation (Natural
Habitats, &c.) (Amendment) Regulations 2007.

•

Defra (2001). Shoreline Management Plans: A Guide for Coastal Defence Authorities.
Authorities

•

Defra (2001). Flood and Coastal Defence Project Appraisal Guidance (PAG) 2: Strategic Planning and
Appraisal.
Appraisal

•

Defra (2003). Procedural Guidan
Guidance
ce for Production of Shoreline Management Plans – Interim Guidance.
Guidance
May 2003.

•

Defra (2006). Shoreline Management Plan Guidance.
Guidance March 2006.

•

Environment Agency (2009). Flood and coastal risk management in England: A longlong-term investment
strategy.
strategy

•

English Heritage (2006). Shoreline Management Plan Review and the Historic Environment: English
Heritage Guidance.
Guidance June 2006.

•

Jurassic Coast World Heritage Team (2009). World Heritage Site Management Plan 2009 - 2014: Draft for
Consultation (March 31st March to June
June 9th 2009).
2009)

•

Appraisal.
MAFF (2000). Flood and Coastal Defence Project Appraisal Guidance (PAG) 5: Environmental Appraisal

•

Mouchel (1998). Portland Bill to Durlston Head Shoreline Management Plan: Phase 2.
2 Report prepared for
Portland Bill to Durlston Head Coastal Group.

•

Natural England (2005). Our coasts and seas – making space for people, industry and wildlife.
wildlife Available
online: http://naturalengland.etraderstores.com/NaturalEnglandShop/Product.aspx?ProductID=6aa719267341-46c1-ac04-24ae0bc5e2a5

•

ODPM (2003). The Strategic Environmental Assessment Directive: Guidance for Planning Authorities.
Practical guidance on applying European
European Directive 2001/42/EC ‘on the assessment of the effects of certain
England.
plans and programmes on the environment’ to land use and spatial plans in England

•

ODPM (2005). A Practical Guide to the Strategic Environmental Assessment Directive.
Directive Available online:
http://www.communities.gov.uk/documents/planningandbuilding/pdf/practicalguidesea.pdf.

•

Office of Science and Technology (2004). Foresight: Future Flooding.
Flooding http://www.foresight.gov.uk

•

Posford Duvivier (1998). Lyme Bay and South Devon Draft Shoreline Management Plan – Introduction;
Volume I – Core Report, Volume II – Supporting Document.
Document Report prepared for the Lyme Bay and
South Devon Coastline Group.

•

Scott Wilson (2006). Slapton Coastal Zone Management: Main Study.
Study Slaptonline Partnership.

•

South West Regional Assembly (2006). The Draft Regional Spatial Strategy for the South West 2006 –
2026.
2026
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L.1.2

Appendix A – SMP Development

References stated in Appendix A are as follows:
•

Defra (2006). Shoreline Management Plan Guidance.
Guidance March 2006.

•

Mouchel (1998). Portland Bill to Durlston Head Shoreline Management Plan: Phase 2.
2 Report prepared for
Portland Bill to Durlston Head Coastal Group.

•

Posford Duvivier (1998). Lyme Bay and South Devon Draft Shoreline Management Plan – Introduction;
Volume I – Core Report, Volume II – Supporting Document.
Document Report prepared for the Lyme Bay and
South Devon Coastline Group.

L.1.3

Appendix C - Baseline
Baseline Process Understanding

The Baseline Process Understanding has developed from a number of key references, i.e. the previous SMP,
strategy studies, the SCOPAC Coastal Sediment Transport Study and relevant extracts from Futurecoast.
Other reports have also been reviewed, some of which were cited in the aforementioned studies.

(a)

Key references

•

Halcrow
(2002).
Futurecoast.
See
Futurecoast
http://www.defra.gov.uk/environ/fcd/policy/smp.htm

•

Halcrow (2007). Exe Estuary Coastal Management Study: Detailed Understanding of Historic to Present
Day Coastal Evolution – Draft Technical Summary.
Summary East Devon District Council (Lead Authority).

•

Halcrow (2008). Portland Harbour NorthNorth-Western Shore Strategic Study – Final Report.
Report Weymouth and
Portland Borough Council.

•

Mouchel (1998). Portland Bill to Durlston Head Shoreline Management Plan: Phase 2.
2 Report prepared for
Portland Bill to Durlston Head Coastal Group.

•

Posford Duvivier (1998). Lyme Bay aand
nd South Devon Draft Shoreline Management Plan – Introduction;
Volume I – Core Report, Volume II – Supporting Document.
Document Report prepared for the Lyme Bay and
South Devon Coastline Group.

•

SCOPAC (2004). Coastal Sediment Transport Study.
Study Internet site:
http://www.scopac.org.uk/scopac%20sediment%20db/default.html.

•

Scott Wilson (2006). Slapton Coastal Zone Management: Main Study.
Study Slaptonline Partnership.

(b)

also

the

Defra

website:

Other references

•

ABPmer (2002). Teignmouth Quay Development Environmental Statement (R984a)
(R984a). ABP Teignmouth.

•

ABPmer (2006). Conceptual Understanding and Trial Dredge Assessment.
Assessment Teign Estuary Partnership.

•

ABPmer (2007). Shaldon Beach Topographic Survey November 2006 and Change Analysis
Analysis. Teign Estuary
Partnership.

•

Blake, W.H, Gehrels, W.R. and Masselink, G. (2007). Avon Estuary Siltation Research Programme (AERSP)
– Final Summary Report on University of Plymouth Contract.
Contract Report for Auneconservation Association,
November 2007.

•

Bray, M. and Hooke, J. (1997). Prediction of Soft Cliff Retreat with Accelerating Sea Level Rise.
Rise Journal of
Coastal Research, 13 (2), 453-467.

•

Bray, M. and Sandercock, P. Chesil Beach: Morphological Change and Future Stability
Stability. Presentation by Dr
Malcolm Bray at Dorset County Museum (21st November 2007).
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•

Browning, N. Lyme Regis Environmental Improvements Phase IV Preliminary Design
Design. Presentation by Nick
Browning of West Dorset District Council given to South Devon and Dorset Coastal Authorities Group
Meeting (23rd January 2008).

•

Cazenave, A. et al., (2009) Sea level budget over 20032003-2008: A reevaluation from GRACE space
gravimetry, satellite altimetry and ARGO.
ARGO Global and Planetary Change 65, 83-88. Taken from The
Copenhagen Diagnosis (2006).

•

Channel Coastal Observatory (2006). Portland Bill to Durlston Head Annual Report 2006.
2006 Southeast
Strategic Regional Coastal Monitoring Programme.

•

Channel Coastal Observatory (2008). Portland Bill to Durlston Head Annual Report 2008.
2008 Southeast
Strategic Regional Coastal Monitoring Programme.

•

Church, J. A. & N. J. White, (2006) A 20th century acceleration in global seasea-level rise.
rise Geophysical
Research Letters 33, L01602. Taken from The Copenhagen Diagnosis

•

The Copenhagen Diagnosis, 2009: Updating the World on the Latest Climate Science
Science.
cience I. Allison, N.L.
Bindoff, R.A. Bindschadler, P.M. Cox, N. de Noblet, M.H. England, J.E. Francis, N. Gruber, A.M. Haywood,
D.J. Karoly, G. Kaser, C. Le Quéré, T.M. Lenton, M.E. Mann, B.I. McNeil, A.J. Pitman, S. Rahmstorf, E.
Rignot, H.J. Schellnhuber, S.H. Schneider, S.C. Sherwood, R.C.J. Somerville, K. Steffen, E.J. Steig, M.
Visbeck, A.J. Weaver. The University of New South Wales Climate Change Research Centre (CCRC),
Sydney, Australia, 60pp.

•

Defra and Environment Agency (2002). UK Climate Impacts Programme 2002 Climate Change Scenarios:
Implementation for Flood and Coastal Defence: Guidance for Users (R&D Technical Report W5BW5B029/TR).
029/TR)

•

Defra (2006). Flood and Coastal Defence Appraisal Guidance FCDPAG3 Economic Appraisal:
Supplementary Note to Operating
Operating Authorities – Climate Change Impacts.
Impacts

•

Environment Agency (2003). Coastal Sites Operational and Maintenance Plan.
Plan Environment Agency South
Wessex Area.

•

Fox, D., Pontee, N.I., Fisher, E., Box, S., Rogers, J.R., Reeve, D.E., Chadwick, A.J., and Sims, P. (2008, in
press). Spits and Flood Risk: The Exe Estuary.
Estuary Defra/EA Flood and Coastal Management Conference,
Manchester, 2008.

•

Halcrow (2006). Beesands Tidal Defence Scheme Improvements: Project Appraisal Report.
Report Environment
Agency.

•

Halcrow (2007). Coastal Instability
UK. SouthInstability Assessment and Footpath Options, Lyme Regis, Dorset, UK
West Coast Path.

•

Halcrow (2007). Coastal Instability Assessment and Footpath Options, Seatown, Dorset, UK
UK. South-West
Coast Path.

•

Halcrow (2007). Exe Estuary Coastal Management Study
Study:: Wave and Water Level Climate Technical
Report.
Report East Devon District Council (Lead Authority).

•

High-Point Rendel (1997). West Bay Geomorphological Study.
Study West Dorset District Council.

•

HR Wallingford (1997). West Bay Coastal Defence Scheme: Task 3.1 Analysis
Analysis of Historical Beach Data.
Data
West Dorset District Council.

•

HR Wallingford (2006). West Bay Coastal Defence and Harbour Scheme: Review of Current Defence
Performance and Flood Risk (EX 5270).
5270) Environment Agency.

•

Hulme M., Jenkins G.J., Lu X., Turnpenny J.R., Mitchell T.D., Jones R.G., Lowe J., Murphy J.M., Hassell D.,
Boorman P., McDonald R. and Hill S (2002). Climate Change Scenarios for the United Kingdom: The
UKCIP02 Scientific Report.
Report Tyndall Centre for Climate Change Research, School of Environmental
Sciences, University of East Anglia, Norwich, UK. 120pp.

•

IPCC (2007). Climate Change 2007: The Fourth Assessment Report.
Report United Nations Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change.
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•

Jacobs Babtie (2006). Freshwater Burton Bradstock PrePre-Feasibility Study, Final Report.
Report Environment
Agency.

•

Personal Communication (November 2007) between Robert Harvey (Halcrow) and Norman Good &
Sons in relation to dredging of West Bay Harbour.

•

Plymouth Coastal Observatory (2009). Portland Bill to Exmouth Annual Report 2009.
2009 South West
Strategic Regional Coastal Monitoring Programme.

•

Posford Duvivier (1996). Coast Protection at Seaton Wall to the West of the West Walk Promenade –
Engineer’s Report.
Report East Devon District Council.

•

Posford Duvivier (1997). Coast Protection Seaton Hole to Seaton Rock Revetment – Engineer’s Report.
Report
East Devon District Council.

•

Posford Duvivier (2001). Preston Beach Weymouth, Volume 1 – Interim Beach Management Plan.
Plan
Environment Agency.

•

Posford Haskoning (2003). Report on Regional Extreme Tide Levels.
Levels Environment Agency South West
Region.

•

Pye K. and Saye S. (2005). The Geomorphological Response of Welsh Sand Dunes to Sea Level Rise over
the next 100 years and the Management Implications for SAC and SSSI Sites.
Sites Countryside Council for
Wales (CCW) Contract Science Report No. 670, February 2005. 219pp.

•

Royal Haskoning (2003). Coast Protection – Pennington Point Project Appraisal Report.
Report East Devon
District Council.

•

2007. East Devon
Royal Haskoning (2007). Sidmouth Beach Management Plan, Summary Report October 2007
District Council.

•

UKCIP (2005). Updates to regional net seasea-level change estimates for the UK.
UK

•

UKCIP08 (2007). The Climate of the United Kingdom and Recent Trends.
Trends

•

UKCP09 (2009). The Climate of the UK and Recent Trends. UK Climate Projections website:
http://ukclimateprojections.defra.gov.uk/content/view/816/9/. Date accessed: 22/09/2009.

•

United Kingdom Hydrographic Office (2008). Admiralty Tide Tables Volume 1 2009
2009:
09: United Kingdom and
and
Ireland (including European Channel Ports).
Ports)

•

West Dorset District Council (2005). Lyme Regis Environmental Improvements Phase 2: Securing the
Future of Lyme Regis.
Regis (Leaflet).

•

West, I.M. (2006). Portland Harbour: Geology of the Dorset Coast.
Coast Internet site:
http://www.soton.ac.uk/~imw/portharb.htm. School of Ocean and Earth Sciences, Southampton University,
UK. Version: 7 April 2006.

•

Weymouth & Portland Borough Council (2002). Newton’s Cove Coast Protection Study: Engineer’s
Report.
Report

L.1.4

Appendix D – SEA Environmental
Environmental Baseline Report (Theme Review)

A number of reports and other information sources were reviewed in the development of the thematic
studies. The maps produced also used information layers from websites such as Natural England and MAGIC.

(a)

Reports

•

Edmonds, R (2007): Jurassic Coast World Heritage Site: Statement on Site Condition and Conservation
Work Programme.

•

Halcrow (1997): Portland Bill to Durlston Head Shoreline Management Plan: Stage 1 Data Collation and
Objective Setting; Volume 1 – Final Report, Report prepared for Portland Bill to Durlston Head Coastal
Group
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•

Mouchel Parkman (1998): Portland Bill to Durlston Head Shoreline Management Plan: Stage 1I, Report
prepared for Portland Bill to Durlston Head Coastal Group

•

Posford Duvivier (1998a): Lyme Bay and South Devon Draft Shoreline Management Plan – Introduction;
Volume I – Core Report, Volume II – Supporting Document, Report prepared for the Lyme Bay and South
Devon Coastline Group.

•

Posford Duvivier (1998b): Lyme Bay and South Devon Draft Shoreline Management Plan – Introduction;
Volume 3 – Atlas, Report prepared for the Lyme Bay and South Devon Coastline Group.

(b)

Web sites and additional information sources

•

Natural England (www.naturalengland.org.uk)

•

MAGIC (Multi-Agency Geographic Information for the Countryside) (www.magic.gov.uk)

•

Countryside Agency (www.countryside.gov.uk)

•

English Heritage (www.english-heritage.org.uk)

•

Environment Agency (www.environment-agency.gov.uk)
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L.1.5

Appendix H – Economic Appraisal

Information on assets, benefits, and management costs was extracted from available strategy plans and scheme
assessments.

(a)

Reports

•

Defra (2004). NADNAC National Appraisal of Defence Needs and Costs Study
Study.

•

Defra (2006). Flood and Coastal Defence Appraisal Guidance, FCDPAG3 Economic Appraisal,
Supplementary
ary Note to Operating Authorities – Climate Change Impacts.
Supplement
Impacts October 2006.

•

Defra (2008). Flood and Coastal Defence Appraisal Guidance Economic Appraisal Supplementary Note to
Purposes
poses.
Operating Authorities: Valuation of Agricultural Land and Output for Appraisal Pur
poses May 2008.

•

Environment Agency (2007). Flood Risk Management Estimating Guide Unit Cost Database
Database.

•

RICS (2009). Rural Land Market Survey, H2 2008.
2008 February 2009:
http://www.rics.org/NR/rdonlyres/B8644DCA-9944-4602-B0E3D6E3ACDC97BF/0/RICSRuralMarketSurveyH22008.pdf

(b)

Other data

Other data used in the economic appraisal includes:
•

National Property Database 2005 dataset (includes residential and commercial property values;

•

Replacement costs for general defence types have been taken from the recently developed Environment
Agency database.

•

Maintenance costs have been taken from NADNAC (National Appraisal of Defence Needs and Costs)
(2004) Halcrow in association with HR Wallingford Limited & John Chatterton & Associates. Defra.

L.1.6

Appendix K – Water Framework Directive Assessment

•

Defra (2006). Shoreline management plan guidance Volume 2: Procedures.
Procedures Department for Environment,
Food and Rural Affairs, March 2006.

•

Environment Agency (2009). Operational Instruction 82_09. Water Framework Directive: Step by Step
Process for Assessing Shoreline Management Plans.
Plans 24/03/09.

•

Royal Haskoning (2008). Water Framework Directive: Retrospective Assessment
Assessment for the River Tyne to
Flamborough Head SMP2.
SMP2 December 2008.

•

Royal Haskoning (2009). Appendix K: Water Framework Directive Assessment Northumberland SMP2.
SMP2
May 2009.

•

Royal Haskoning (2009). Poole and Christchurch Bays SMP2 (Draft).
(Draft) August 2009.
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L.2

Mapped Data

L.2.1

Main SMP Document – Policy Maps

(a)

Basemapping (Communication, Topography and Coastline)

Simple map information based upon the Ordnance Survey, Meridian data (provided under licence, © Crown
Copyright) to form the backdrop to the mapped information. Mapping at scales 250,000 and 10,000 was used.
Environment Agency Licence number: 100026380.2008.

(b)

Present coastline

This was defined from a combination of Ordnance Survey mapping, aerial photography, and data input the
National Coastal Erosion Risk Mapping project as part of that projects’ local validation stage.

(c)

Indicative Erosion Zones

These were defined as part of the assessment of shoreline response for the final policy (see Appendices C and
G for details of this assessment) for years 2025, 2055 and 2105.

(d)

EA Flood Zone Mapping

Environment Agency 2008 flood zone mapping was provided by the Environment Agency. This mapping
provides a general overview of areas of land in natural floodplains and indicates where coastal flooding is
possible. It should be noted that the EA is continually updating its maps and these should be used in preference
to those presented in this SMP.

(e)

National Nature Conservation Designation

For clarity of presentation, this combined datasets for: National Nature Reserves and SSSI sites (see below in
Section J.2.3).

(f)

International and National Nature Conservation Designation

For clarity of presentation, this combined datasets for: SPA, Ramsar, SAC, National Nature Reserves and SSSI
sites (see below in Section J.2.3).

(g)

Important Heritage Sites

For clarity of presentation, this included only Scheduled Ancient Monuments and all listed buildings (Grade 1,
2* and 2).

(h)

Policy unit boundaries

These were defined as part of the SMP and mapped accordingly.

L.2.2
(a)

Appendix C – ‘No Active Intervention’ Flood and
and Erosion Risk Maps
Basemapping (Communication, Topography and Coastline)

As above.

(b)

Present coastline

As above.

(c)

Indicative Erosion zones

These were defined as part of the assessment of shoreline response for the two scenarios: ‘no active
intervention’ and ‘with present management’ (see Appendix C for details of this assessment) for years 2025,
2055 and 2105.

(d)

EA Flood Zone Mapping

As above.
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L.2.3
(a)

Appendix D – Theme Maps
Data obtained from MAGIC website

A number of data sets were obtained from the government website MAGIC (Multi-Agency Geographic
Information for the Countryside). These datasets were obtained in 2007. Copyright information is available on
the website: www.magic.gov.uk.

(b)

Data obtained from Natural England

A number of data sets were obtained from Natural England (www.naturalengland.org.uk). These datasets were
obtained in 2007:
•
•
•
•
•
•

(c)

Ramsar sites;
Special Areas of Conservation (SAC);
Special Protection Areas (SPA);
Sites of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI);
National Nature Reserves; and
Local Nature Reserves.

Data Obtained from English Heritage and County Historic Environment Registers

Historic Environment Records (HERs), formally known as Sites and Monuments Records, are a primary source
of information on the local historic environment. Data from these were provided by Dorset, Devon and
Cornwall County Archaeologists. This data was supplemented with national datasets from English Heritage.
The following classes were mapped:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

L.2.4
(a)

HER listed building;
HER listed monument;
Grade 1 listed;
Grade 2 listed;
Grade 2* listed;
Scheduled Ancient Monument;
HER region;
World Heritage Sites (NB: supplemented with data from the Jurassic Coast World Heritage Site
Management team);
Registered Parks and Gardens;
Protected Wreck Sites;
Un-designated wrecks; and
Non-scheduled archaeological sites.

Appendices F, G and H
National Property Database

Environment Agency licensed data comprising of Ordnance Survey AddressPoint and Valuation Office data.
This has not been reproduced on the final maps presented, but was used in the analysis of property loss.
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The Supporting Appendices
These appendices and the accompanying documents provide all of the information required to support the
Shoreline Management Plan. This is to ensure that there is clarity in the decision-making process and that the
rationale behind the policies being promoted is both transparent and auditable. The appendices are:
A: SMP Development

This reports the history of development of the SMP, describing
more fully the plan and policy decision-making process.

B: Stakeholder Engagement

All communications from the stakeholder process are provided
here, together with information arising from the consultation
process.

C: Baseline Process Understanding

Includes baseline process report, defence assessment, NAI and
WPM assessments and summarises data used in assessments.

D: SEA Environmental Baseline
Report (Theme Review)

This report identifies and evaluates the environmental features
(human, natural, historical and landscape).

E: Issues & Objectives Evaluation

Provides information on the issues and objectives identified as part
of the Plan development, including appraisal of their importance.

F: Initial Policy Appraisal & Scenario
Development

Presents the consideration of generic policy options for each
frontage, identifying possible acceptable policies, and their
combination into ‘scenarios’ for testing. Also presents the appraisal
of impacts upon shoreline evolution and the appraisal of objective
achievement.

G: Preferred Policy Scenario Testing

Presents the policy assessment and appraisal of objective
achievement towards definition of the Preferred Plan (as presented
in the Shoreline Management Plan document).

H: Economic Appraisal and
Sensitivity Testing

Presents the economic analysis undertaken in support of the
Preferred Plan.

I: Strategic Environmental
Assessment (SEA) Report

Presents the various items undertaken in developing the Plan that
specifically relate to the requirements of the EU Council Directive
2001/42/EC (the Strategic Environmental Assessment Directive),
such that all of this information is readily accessible in one
document.

J: Appropriate Assessment Report

Presents the Appropriate Assessment of SMP policies upon
European designated sites (SPAs and SACs) as well as Ramsar sites,
where policies might have a likely significant effect upon these sites.
This is carried out in accordance with the Conservation (Natural
Habitats, &c.) Regulations 1994 (the Habitats Regulations).

K: Water Framework Development
Report

Presents assessment of potential impacts of SMP policies upon
coastal and estuarine water bodies, in accordance with the
requirements of EU Council Directive 2000/60/EC (the Water
Framework Directive).

L: Metadatabase and Bibliographic
database

All supporting information used to develop the SMP is referenced
for future examination and retrieval.

M: Action Plan Summary Table

Presents the Action Plan items included in Section 6 of the main
SMP document (The Plan) in tabular format for ease of monitoring
and reporting action plan progress.
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Within each appendix cross-referencing highlights the documents where related appraisals are presented. The
broad relationships between the appendices are illustrated below.

SMP Development
(Appendix A)

Baseline Process
Understanding
(Appendix C)

SEA Baseline
Report (Theme
Review)
(Appendix D)

Stakeholder
Engagement
(Appendix B)

Issues & Objectives
Evaluation
(Appendix E)

Initial Policy
Appraisal &
Scenario
Development
(Appendix F)

Preferred Policy
Scenario Testing
(Appendix G)

Economic Appraisal
/ Sensitivity Testing
(Appendix H)

Policy Statements
(SMP Document)

SEA Report
(Appendix I)
AA Report
(Appendix J)

Action Plan
(Appendix M)

Bibliography
(Appendix L)

WFD Report
(Appendix K)
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M.1

Introduction

This appendix contains the detailed Action Plan tables in the format that provides information in a consistent
way nationally such that it is readily available in a form to monitor and plan in financial terms, the requirements
for flood and coastal risk management in England and Wales on an annual basis.
The information in these tables is the same as presented in summary form in Section 6 of the main SMP
document. It is merely presented in a different way for the reasons stated above.
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Action Plan Tables
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Action Reference
Reference:
erence: SDAD.ALL.1.1

Action Type: Studies for Policy Scenario Area

Initiator:
Initiator Environment Agency / Local
Authorities / Climate South West
Location:

Whole South Devon
and Dorset SMP area
(and wider SouthWest Region)

ID GIS

Management Area/Policy Unit:
Unit Durlston Head to Rame Head (whole SMP area)
Defence unit: NFCDD ref

Action and Aims: In a number of locations, it is recognised that beaches are reducing in
size as sea levels rise, and as noted in the relevant policy statements, an effective way to
overcome this is with the beach recharge and beach management practices. The added
benefit to this approach is also the potential to increase the amenity value of the beach.
A study should be considered to appraise the types of beaches and amenity resource
provided, the amounts of each type of beach and amenity resource currently available,
extents and values of beaches in the SDAD area (and possibly wider South-West) and
evaluate the risks to each beach from climate change, such that there is a consistent and
robust evidence base against which such statements can be made in future SMP revisions
or as a common reference in developing strategies/Beach Management Plans.
Revision date:
date
Revision notes

MTP entry (yes/no):

Planned start (Year 1):
Period (months):
Planned finish (year):
Actual Start (year):
Actual period (months)
Actual finish (year):
MTP reference:

2012

Lead Partner: Environment
Agency / Local Authorities /
Climate South West

Other Partners:

Linked Actions (refs):
Contribution to other actions: SDAD.PSA3.3.1 + as appropriate for input to
other studies.
Output Details: Improved understanding of potential loss of beach resource
in the region to inform assessment of and provide context to future studies
that may achieve future defence through beach management/beach recharge.
Planned Delivery Profile
Expenditure £
Year 1
Estimated Cost:
Year 2
Actual Cost:
Year 3
after Year 3
Priority (HML):
Total
100%
Urgency (HML):
Accepted onto Sanctioned List?
(yes/no)

If no MTP entry or not on Sanctioned List then anticipated
funding source or approach (e.g. defer):
Link to NI 189 e.g. LAs which have agreed with
EA a contribution to this action:
action:
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Action Reference: SDAD.ALL.1.2

Action Type: Studies for Policy Scenario Area

Initiator:
Initiator Environment Agency / Local
Authorities
Location:

Whole South Devon
and Dorset SMP area

ID GIS

Management Area/Policy Unit:
Unit Durlston Head to Rame Head (whole SMP area)
Defence unit: NFCDD ref

Action and Aims: In areas where the policy is for No Active Intervention to occur, the
lack of maintenance of defences in the future may pose a health and safety risk as
structures become unsafe for public use. Deteriorating defences may also detract from
the visual amenity of an area.
An investigation into the implications for health and safety and/or visual amenity of No
Active Intervention policy along parts of the SMP frontage should be carried out to
inform future management decisions about areas where removal of defences may be
necessary.
Revision date
Planned start (Year 1):
date:
Revision notes
Period (months):
Planned finish (year): 2020
Actual Start (year):
Actual period (months)
Actual finish (year):
MTP entry (yes/no):
MTP reference:

Lead Partner: Environment
Agency / Local Authorities

Other Partners:

Linked Actions (refs):
Contribution to other actions:
Output Details:
Planned Delivery Profile
Expenditure £
Year 1
Estimated Cost:
Year 2
Actual Cost:
Year 3
after Year
Priority (HML):
Year 3
Total
100%
Urgency (HML):
Accepted onto Sanctioned List?
(yes/no)

If no MTP entry or not on Sanctioned List then anticipated
funding source or approach (e.g. defer):
Link to NI 189 e.g. LAs which have agreed with
EA a contribution to this action:
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Action Reference: SDAD.ALL.1.3

Action Type: Studies for Policy Scenario Area

Initiator:
Initiator Environment Agency / Local
Authorities
Location:

Whole South Devon
and Dorset SMP area

ID GIS

Management Area/Policy Unit:
Unit Durlston Head to Rame Head (whole SMP area)
Defence unit: NFCDD ref

Action and Aims: Ensure that all studies, strategies and schemes work with the
requirements of the Water Framework Directive (WFD), referring in each case to the
River Basin Management Plan and associated action plan for the region.

Lead Partner: Environment
Agency / Local Authorities

Other Partners:

Linked Actions (refs):
Contribution to other actions:

Revision date:
date
Revision notes

MTP entry (yes/no):

Planned start (Year 1):
Period (months):
Planned finish (year):
Actual Start (year):
Actual period (months
months)
Actual finish (year):
MTP reference:

Output Details:
Details:
Planned Delivery Profile
Expenditure £
Year 1
Estimated Cost:
Year 2
Actual Cost:
Year 3
after Year 3
Priority (HML):
Total
100%
Urgency (HML):
Accepted onto Sanctioned List?
(yes/no)

If no MTP entry or not on Sanctioned List then anticipated
funding source or approach (e.g.
(e.g. defer):
Link to NI 189 e.g. LAs which have agreed with
EA a contribution to this action:
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Action Reference: SDAD.ALL.1.4

Action Type: Studies for Policy Scenario Area

Initiator:
Initiator Environment Agency / Local
Authorities
Location:

Whole South Devon
and Dorset SMP area

ID GIS

Management Area/Policy Unit:
Unit Durlston Head to Rame Head (whole SMP area)
Defence unit: NFCDD ref

Action and Aims: Ensure that all studies, strategies and schemes integrate with the
requirements of the Catchment Flood Management Plans (CFMPs) and associated action
plans in each location.

Lead Partner: Environment
Agency / Local Authorities

Other Partners:

Linked Actions (refs):
Contribution to other actions:

Revision date:
date
Revision notes

MTP entry (yes/no):

Planned start
start (Year 1):
Period (months):
Planned finish (year):
Actual Start (year):
Actual period (months)
Actual finish (year):
MTP reference:

Output Details:
Planned Delivery Profile
Expenditure £
Year 1
Estimated Cost:
Year 2
Actual Cost:
Year 3
after Year 3
Priority (HML
HML):
Total
100%
Urgency (HML):
Accepted onto Sanctioned List?
(yes/no)

If no MTP entry or not on Sanctioned List then anticipated
funding source or approach (e.g. defer):
Link to NI 189 e.g. LAs which have agreed with
EA a contribution to this action:
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Action Reference: SDAD.ALL.1.5

Action Type: Studies for Policy Scenario Area

Initiator:
Initiator Environment Agency / Local
Authorities
Location:

Whole South Devon
and Dorset SMP area
(and wider SouthWest Region)

ID GIS

Management Area/Policy Unit:
Unit Durlston Head to Rame Head (whole SMP area)
Defence unit: NFCDD ref

Action and Aims: Ensure that all studies, strategies and schemes work give adequate
consideration to nature conservation and historic environment assets (including historic
landscapes) to both fully understand and manage implications of future management
decisions as well as to seek, where practical, opportunities to improve the condition of
the natural and historic environment.

Lead Partner: Environment
Agency / Local Authorities

Where avoidance of damage/loss of such assets from flooding/erosion is not possible
and where assets can not be preserved in situ, mitigation should take the form of
excavation and recording.
Revision date:
Planned start (Year 1):
date
Revision notes
Period (months):
Planned finish (year):
Actual Start (year):
Actual period (months)
Actual finish (year):
MTP entry (yes/no):
MTP reference:

Output Details:

Other Partners: English Heritage

Linked Actions (refs):
Contribution to other actions:

Planned Delivery Profile
Expenditure £
Year 1
Estimated Cost:
Cost:
Year 2
Actual Cost:
Year 3
after Year 3
Priority (HML):
Total
100%
Urgency (HML):
Accepted onto Sanctioned
Sanctioned List?
(yes/no)

If no MTP entry or not on Sanctioned List then anticipated
funding source or approach (e.g. defer):
Link to NI 189 e.g. LAs which have agreed with
EA a contribution to this action:
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Summary Tables
Action Reference: SDAD.ALL.1.6

Action Type:
Type: Studies for Policy Scenario Area

Initiator:
Initiator Environment Agency / Local
Authorities
Location:

Whole South Devon
and Dorset SMP area

ID GIS

Management Area/Policy Unit:
Unit Durlston Head to Rame Head (whole SMP area)
Defence unit: NFCDD ref

Action and Aims: Investigate and identify contaminated land areas as a useful dataset to
inform future FCERM decisions in order to address the fact that no such data was
available to inform the assessments made during development of this SMP.

Lead Partner: Environment
Agency / Local Authorities

Other Partners: English Heritage

Linked Actions (refs):
Contribution to other actions:

Revision date:
date
Revision notes

MTP entry (yes/no
yes/no):

Planned start (Year 1):
Period (months):
Planned finish (year):
Actual Start (year):
Actual period (months)
Actual finish (year):
MTP reference:

Output Details:
Planned Delivery Profile
Expenditure £
Year 1
Estimated Cost:
Year 2
Actual Cost:
Year 3
after Year 3
Priority (HML):
Total
100%
Urgency (HML):
Accepted onto Sanctioned List?
(yes/no)

If no MTP entry or not on Sanctioned List then anticipated
funding source or approach (e.g. defer):
Link to NI 189 e.g. LAs which have agreed with
EA a contribution to this action:
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Summary Tables
Action
Action Reference: SDAD.ALL.5.1
Initiator:
Initiator Channel/Plymouth Coastal
Observatories
Location:
Durlston Head to
Rame Head (whole
SMP area)

Action Type: Coastal Monitoring (ongoing)

ID GIS

Management Area/Policy Unit:
Unit Durlston Head to Rame Head (whole SMP area)
Defence unit: NFCDD ref

Action and Aims: Continue the Strategic Regional Coastal Monitoring Programmes to
improve the amount and quality of information on which to base future management
decisions.

Revision date:
date
Revision notes

MTP entry (yes/no):

Planned start (Year 1):
Period (months):
Planned finish (year):
Actual Start (year):
Actual period
period (months)
Actual finish (year):
MTP reference:

Ongoing

Lead Partner: Environment
Other Partners:
Agency / Local Authorities
Environment Agency / Local Authorities
Linked Actions (refs):
Contribution to other actions: Durlston Head to Rame Head (whole SMP
area)
Output Details: Improved monitoring data on which to base future
management decisions.
Planned Delivery Profile
Expenditure £
Year 1
Estimated Cost:
Year 2
Actual Cost:
Year 3
after Year 3
Priority (HML):
Total
100%
Urgency (HML):
Accepted onto Sanctioned List?
(yes/no)

If no MTP entry or not on Sanctioned List then anticipated
funding source or approach
approach (e.g. defer):
Link to NI 189 e.g. LAs which have agreed with
EA a contribution to this action:
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Summary Tables
Action Reference: SDAD.ALL.5.2

Action Type: Coastal Monitoring (ongoing)

Initiator:
Initiator Environment Agency
Location:

Durlston Head to
Rame Head (whole
SMP area)

ID GIS

Management Area/Policy Unit:
Unit Durlston Head to Rame Head (whole SMP area)
Defence unit: NFCDD ref

Action and Aims: Ensure that periodic defence inspection, including assessment of
condition and photographic recording, is undertaken and that defence crest levels are
confirmed.

Revision date:
date
Revision notes

MTP entry (yes/no):

Planned start (Year 1):
Period (months):
Planned finish (year):
Actual Start (year):
Actual period (months)
Actual finish (year):
MTP reference:

Ongoing

Lead Partner: Environment
Other Partners: Local Authorities
Agency
Linked Actions (refs): SDAD.ALL.6.1
Contribution to other actions: Durlston Head to Rame Head (whole SMP
area)
Output Details: Improved defence data to inform future management
decisions.
Planned Delivery Profile
Expenditure £
Year 1
Estimated Cost:
Year 2
Actual
Actual Cost:
Year 3
after Year 3
Priority (HML):
Total
100%
Urgency (HML):
Accepted onto Sanctioned List?
(yes/no)

If no MTP entry or not on Sanctioned List then anticipated
funding source or approach (e.g. defer):
Link to NI 189 e.g. LAs which have agreed with
EA a contribution to this action:
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Summary Tables
Action Reference: SDAD.ALL.5.3
Initiator:
Initiator Environment Agency / Local
Authorities
Location:
Durlston Head to
Rame Head (whole
SMP area)

Action Type: Coastal Monitoring (ongoing)

ID GIS

Management Area/Policy Unit:
Unit Durlston Head to Rame Head (whole SMP area)
Defence unit: NFCDD ref

Action and Aims: Develop and implement routine cliff inspection and monitoring to
provide improved information about cliff behaviour and recession. This could be
included in the remit of the Strategic Regional Coastal Monitoring Programme or
carried out separately and should include, but not necessarily be limited to, Ringstead,
Furzy Cliff, the north-west shore of Portland Harbour, Burton Cliff (Freshwater /
Burton Bradstock), East Cliff (West Bay), Charmouth, Lyme Regis and Seaton to
Seaton Hole. Consideration should also be given to establishing an expert review
group to advise on recession risk in areas of complex cliff processes.
This information should not only be used in future coastal management by informing
future updates of the National Coastal Erosion Risk Mapping, but also to assist in
stakeholder liaison by use of data in public education campaigns.
Revision date:
Planned start (Year 1):
date
Revision notes
Period (months):
Planned finish (year): Ongoing
Actual Start (year):
Actual period (months)
Actual finish (year):
MTP entry (yes/no):
MTP reference:

Lead Partner: Environment
Other Partners:
Agency / Local Authorities
Channel/Plymouth Coastal Observatories
Linked Actions (refs): SDAD.ALL.8.1
Contribution to other actions: All areas where there is risk of cliff recession
at the coast.
Output Details: Improved data on which to base future cliff recession risk
assessments to inform future management decisions.

Planned Delivery Profile
Expenditure £
Year 1
Estimated Cost:
Year 2
Actual Cost:
Year 3
after Year 3
Priority (HML):
Total
100%
Urgency
Urgency (HML):
Accepted onto Sanctioned List?
(yes/no)

If no MTP entry or not on Sanctioned List then anticipated
funding source or approach (e.g. defer):
Link to NI 189 e.g. LAs which have agreed with
EA a contribution
contribution to this action:
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Summary Tables
Action Reference: SDAD.ALL.5.4

Action Type: Coastal Monitoring (ongoing)

Initiator:
Initiator Environment Agency
Location:

Durlston Head to
Rame Head (whole
SMP area)

ID GIS

Management Area/Policy Unit:
Unit Durlston Head to Rame Head (whole SMP area)
Defence unit: NFCDD ref

Action and Aims: Implement a comprehensive programme of coastal landfill site
monitoring to allow ongoing assessment of risk posed to these sites from coastal
erosion and flooding. This should also include monitoring of contaminants. Sites that
should be included in any such monitoring include east of Spittles at Lyme Regis and
the former landfill site at Lodmoor.

Revision date:
date
Revision notes

MTP entry (yes/no):

Planned start (Year 1):
Period (months):
Planned finish (year):
Actual Start (year):
Actual period (months)
Actual finish (year):
MTP reference:

Ongoing

Lead Partner: Environment
Other Partners:
Agency
Linked Actions (refs):
Contribution to other
other actions:
Output Details: Monitoring of the risks posed to landfill sites from coastal
erosion and flooding is important to ensure compliance with water quality
and WFD objectives.
Planned Delivery Profile
Expenditure
Expenditure £
Year 1
Estimated Cost:
Year 2
Actual Cost:
Year 3
after Year 3
Priority (HML):
Total
100%
Urgency (HML):
Accepted onto Sanctioned List?
(yes/no)

If no MTP entry or not on Sanctioned List then anticipated
funding source or approach (e.g. defer):
Link to NI 189 e.g. LAs which have agreed with
EA a contribution to this action:
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Summary Tables
Action Reference: SDAD.ALL.6.1

Action Type: Asset Management

Initiator:
Initiator Environment Agency
Location:

Durlston Head to
Rame Head (whole
SMP area)

ID GIS

Management Area/Policy Unit:
Unit Durlston Head to Rame Head (whole SMP area)
Defence unit: NFCDD ref

Action and Aims: The National Flood and Coastal Defence Database needs to be
reviewed and updated to ensure that the information it contains is both accurate and
current. This should consider being expanded to cover both public and private
defences so that defence information is readily available from a single source for use in
future coastal risk management planning.

Revision date:
date
Revision notes

MTP entry (yes/no
yes/no):

Planned start (Year 1):
Period (months):
Planned finish (year):
Actual Start (year):
Actual period (months)
Actual finish (year):
MTP reference:

Ongoing

Lead Partner: Environment
Other Partners:
Agency
Linked Actions (refs): SDAD.ALL.5.2
Contribution
Contribution to other actions: Durlston Head to Rame Head (whole SMP
area)
Output Details: Improved defence data to inform future management
decisions.
Planned Delivery Profile
Expenditure £
Year 1
Estimated Cost:
Year 2
Actual Cost:
Year 3
after Year 3
Priority (HML):
Total
100%
Urgency (HML):
Accepted onto Sanctioned List?
(yes/no)

If no MTP entry or not on Sanctioned List then anticipated
funding source or approach (e.g. defer):
Link to NI 189 e.g. LAs which have agreed with
EA a contribution to this action:
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Summary Tables
Action
Action Reference: SDAD.ALL.7.1
Initiator:
Initiator Environment Agency / Local
Authorities
Location:
Durlston Head to
Rame Head (whole
SMP area)

Action Type: Communication

ID GIS

Management Area/Policy Unit:
Unit Durlston Head to Rame Head (whole SMP area)
Defence
Defence unit: NFCDD ref

Action and Aims: Undertake consultation with key stakeholders and general public
during development of adaptation plans to ensure an acceptable approach is developed.

Revision date:
date
Revision notes

MTP entry (yes/no):

Planned start (Year 1):
Period
Period (months):
Planned finish (year):
Actual Start (year):
Actual period (months)
Actual finish (year):
MTP reference:

Ongoing

Lead Partner: Environment
Other Partners:
Partners:
Agency / Local Authorities
Linked Actions (refs): SDAD.ALL.5.2
Contribution to other actions: All areas where adaptation plans are to be
developed.
Output Details:
Planned Delivery Profile
Expenditure £
Year 1
Estimated Cost:
Year 2
Actual Cost:
Year 3
after Year 3
Priority (HML):
Total
100%
Urgency (HML):
Accepted onto Sanctioned List?
(yes/no)

If no MTP entry or not on Sanctioned List then anticipated
funding source or approach (e.g. defer):
Link to NI 189 e.g. LAs which have agreed with
EA a contribution to this action:
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Summary Tables
Action Reference: SDAD.ALL.7.2

Action Type: Communication

Initiator:
Initiator Teignbridge District Council
Location:

Durlston Head to
Rame Head (whole
SMP area)

ID GIS

Management Area/Policy Unit:
Unit Durlston Head to Rame Head (whole SMP area)
Defence unit:
unit: NFCDD ref

Action and Aims: Maintain and develop the coastal group website as a means for
communicating how SMP policies are being taken forward under the Action Plan.

Revision date:
date
Revision notes

MTP entry (yes/no):

Planned start (Year 1):
Period (months):
Planned finish (year):
Actual Start (year):
Actual period (months)
Actual finish (year):
MTP reference:

Ongoing

Lead Partner: Teignbridge
District Council
Linked Actions (refs):
Contribution to other actions:

Other Partners:

Output Details:
Planned Delivery Profile
Expenditure £
Year 1
Estimated Cost:
Year 2
Actual
Actual Cost:
Year 3
after Year 3
Priority (HML):
Total
100%
Urgency (HML):
Accepted onto Sanctioned List?
(yes/no)

If no MTP entry or not on Sanctioned List then anticipated
funding source or approach (e.g. defer):
Link to NI 189 e.g. LAs which have agreed with
EA a contribution to this action:
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Summary Tables
Action Reference: SDAD.ALL.7.3
Initiator:
Initiator Environment Agency / Local
Authorities
Location:
Durlston Head to
Rame Head (whole
SMP area)

Action Type: Communication

ID GIS

Management Area/Policy Unit:
Unit Durlston Head to Rame Head (whole SMP area)
Defence unit: NFCDD ref

Action and Aims: Engage with other organisations (e.g. Highways, Historic
Environment, South West Coast Path and Utilities) and general public to inform them
of the potential future risks of flood and coastal erosion as a result of SMP policies and
work with these to develop plans for adapting to the changing risk. Development of
adaptation plans should utilise outcomes from the Pathfinder projects.
Revision date:
date
Revision notes

MTP entry (yes/no):

Planned start (Year 1):
Period (months):
Planned finish (year):
Actual Start (year):
Actual period
period (months)
Actual finish (year):
MTP reference:

2010

Lead Partner: Environment
Other Partners:
Agency / Local Authorities
Linked Actions (refs): SDAD.ALL.8.2 and SDAD.ALL.10.1.
Contribution to other actions:
Output Details:
Planned Delivery Profile
Expenditure £
Year 1
Estimated Cost:
Year 2
Actual Cost:
Year 3
after Year 3
Priority (HML):
Total
100%
Urgency (HML):
Accepted onto Sanctioned List?
(yes/no)

If no MTP entry or not on Sanctioned List then anticipated
funding source or approach (e.g. defer):
Link to NI 189 e.g. LAs which have agreed with
EA a contribution to this action:
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Summary Tables
Action Reference: SDAD.ALL.8.1

Action Type: Planning

Initiator:
Initiator Environment Agency
Location:

Durlston Head to
Rame Head (whole
SMP area)

ID GIS

Management Area/Policy Unit:
Unit Durlston Head to Rame Head (whole SMP area)
Defence unit: NFCDD ref

Action and Aims: Continue with improvements to flood and erosion risk maps to
provide improved information for land use planning and future coastal risk
management.

Revision date:
date
Revision
Revision notes

MTP entry (yes/no):

Planned start (Year 1):
Period (months):
Planned finish (year):
Actual Start (year):
Actual period (months)
Actual finish (year):
MTP reference:

Ongoing

Lead Partner: Environment
Other Partners:
Agency
Linked Actions (refs): SDAD.ALL.5.3
Contribution to other actions:
Output Details:
Planned Delivery Profile
Expenditure £
Year 1
Estimated Cost:
Year 2
Actual Cost:
Year 3
after Year 3
Priority (HML):
Total
100%
Urgency (HML):
Accepted onto Sanctioned List?
(yes/no)

If no MTP entry or not on Sanctioned List then anticipated
funding source or approach (e.g. defer):
Link to NI 189 e.g. LAs which have agreed with
EA a contribution to this
this action:
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Summary Tables
Action Reference: SDAD.ALL.8.2
Initiator:
Initiator Environment Agency / Local
Authorities
Location:
Durlston Head to
Rame Head (whole
SMP area)

Action Type: Planning

ID GIS

Management Area/Policy Unit:
Unit Durlston Head to Rame Head (whole SMP area)
Defence unit: NFCDD ref

Action and Aims: Ensure SMP policies and flood and erosion risks are accounted for in
the next revisions of land use plans in order to help manage residual risks from
flooding and erosion, and to inform future planning decisions.

Revision date:
date
Revision notes

MTP entry (yes/no):

Planned start (Year 1):
Period (months):
Planned finish (year):
Actual Start (year):
Actual period (months)
Actual finish (year):
MTP reference:

Ongoing

Lead Partner: Environment
Other Partners:
Agency / Local Authorities
Linked Actions (refs): SDAD.ALL.7.3
Contribution to other actions:
Output Details:
Planned Delivery Profile
Expenditure
Expenditure £
Year 1
Estimated Cost:
Year 2
Actual Cost:
Year 3
after Year 3
Priority (HML):
Total
100%
Urgency
Urgency (HML):
Accepted onto Sanctioned List?
(yes/no)

If no MTP entry or not on Sanctioned List then anticipated
funding source or approach (e.g. defer):
Link to NI 189 e.g. LAs which have agreed with
EA a contribution
contribution to this action:
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Summary Tables
Action Reference: SDAD.ALL.9.1
Initiator:
Initiator Environment Agency / Local
Authorities
Location:
Durlston Head to
Rame Head (whole
SMP area)

Action Type: Contingency Planning & Emergency Response

ID GIS

Management Area/Policy Unit
Unit:
nit Durlston Head to Rame Head (whole SMP area)
Defence unit: NFCDD ref

Action and Aims: Review, develop/update and monitor contingency/emergency
response plans to prepare for coastal flood or cliff recession events in light of the final
SMP policies.

Revision date:
date
Revision
Revision notes

MTP entry (yes/no):

Planned start (Year 1):
Period (months):
Planned finish (year):
Actual Start (year):
Actual period (months)
Actual finish (year):
MTP reference:

2011

Lead Partner: Environment
Other Partners:
Agency / Local Authorities
Linked Actions (refs): SDAD.ALL.7.3
Contribution to other actions:
Output Details:
Planned Delivery Profile
Expenditure £
Year 1
Estimated Cost:
Year 2
Actual Cost:
Year 3
after Year 3
Priority (HML):
Total
100%
Urgency (HML):
Accepted onto Sanctioned List?
(yes/no)

If no MTP entry or not on Sanctioned List then anticipated
funding source or approach (e.g. defer):
Link to NI 189 e.g. LAs which have agreed with
EA a contribution to this
this action:
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Summary Tables
Action Reference: SDAD.ALL.10.1
Initiator:
Initiator Environment Agency / Local
Authorities
Location:
Durlston Head to
Rame Head (whole
SMP area)

Action Type: Adaptation / Resilience

ID GIS

Management Area/Policy Unit:
Unit Durlston Head to Rame Head (whole SMP area)
Defence unit: NFCDD ref

Action and Aims: Engage with other organisations (e.g. Network Rail, Highways,
Historic Environment, South West Coast Path and Utilities) and general public to
inform them of the potential future risks of flood and coastal erosion as a result of SMP
policies and work with these to develop plans for adapting to the changing risk.

Revision date:
date
Revision notes

MTP entry (yes/no):

Planned start (Year 1):
Period (months):
Planned finish (year):
Actual Start (year):
Actual period (months)
Actual finish (year):
MTP reference:

Ongoing

Lead Partner: Environment
Other Partners:
Agency / Local Authorities
Linked Actions (refs): SDAD.ALL.7.1, SDAD.ALL.7.2 and SDAD.ALL.7.3.
Contribution to other actions:
Output Details:
Planned Delivery Profile
Expenditure £
Year 1
Estimated Cost:
Year 2
Actual Cost:
Year 3
after Year 3
Priority (HML):
Total
100%
Urgency (HML):
Accepted onto Sanctioned List?
(yes/no)

If no MTP entry or not on Sanctioned List then anticipated
funding source or approach (e.g. defer):
Link to NI 189 e.g. LAs which have agreed with
EA a contribution to this action:
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Summary Tables
Action Reference: SDAD.ALL.11.1

Action Type: Early Warning

Initiator:
Initiator Environment Agency
Location:

Durlston Head to
Rame Head (whole
SMP area)

ID GIS

Management Area/Policy Unit:
Unit Durlston Head to Rame Head (whole SMP area)
Defence unit: NFCDD ref

Action and Aims: Continue with improvements to flood risk maps and inundation
modelling to provide improved flood warning service.

Revision date:
date
Revision notes

MTP entry (yes/no):

Planned start (Year 1):
Period (months):
Planned finish (year):
Actual Start (year):
Actual period (months)
Actual finish (year):
MTP reference:

Ongoing

Lead Partner: Environment
Other Partners:
Agency
Linked Actions (refs): SDAD.ALL.8.1
Contribution to other actions:
Output Details:
Planned Delivery
Expenditure £
Delivery Profile
Year 1
Estimated Cost:
Year 2
Actual Cost:
Year 3
after Year 3
Priority (HML):
Total
100%
Urgency (HML):
Accepted onto Sanctioned List?
(yes/no)

If no MTP entry or not on Sanctioned List then anticipated
funding source or approach (e.g. defer):
Link to NI 189 e.g. LAs which have agreed
agreed with
EA a contribution to this action:
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Summary Tables
Action Reference: SDAD.ALL.12.1

Action Type: Habitat Creation

Initiator:
Initiator Environment Agency
Location:

Durlston Head to
Rame Head (whole
SMP area)

ID GIS

Management Area/Policy Unit:
Unit Durlston Head to Rame Head (whole SMP area)
Defence unit: NFCDD ref

Action and Aims: Use the Regional Habitat Creation Programme (RHCP) to develop
plans for any required mitigation and compensatory habitat. In the first instance this
should be taken forward as a study to quantify the amount and types of habitat at risk
along the SMP area, to then guide future requirements for compensatory habitat.

Revision date:
date
Revision notes

MTP entry (yes/no):

Planned start (Year 1):
Period (months):
Planned finish (year):
Actual Start (year):
Actual period (months)
Actual finish (year):
MTP
MTP reference:

Ongoing

Lead Partner: Environment
Other Partners:
Agency
Linked Actions (refs):
Contribution to other actions: All areas where managed realignment may be
implemented to create habitat or where habitat may be lost due to
continued defence.
Output Details:
Planned Delivery Profile
Expenditure £
Year 1
Estimated Cost:
Year 2
Actual Cost:
Year 3
after Year 3
Priority (HML):
Total
100%
Urgency (HML):
Accepted onto Sanctioned List?
(yes/no)

If no MTP entry or not on Sanctioned List then anticipated
funding source or approach (e.g. defer):
Link to NI 189 e.g. LAs which have agreed with
EA a contribution to this action:
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Summary Tables
Action Reference:
Reference: SDAD.ALL.14.1

Action Type: SMP Management and Monitoring

Initiator:
Initiator Teignbridge District Council
Location:

Durlston Head to
Rame Head (whole
SMP area)

ID GIS

Management Area/Policy Unit:
Unit Durlston Head to Rame Head (whole SMP area)
Defence
Defence unit: NFCDD ref

Action and Aims: Undertake monitoring and management of Action Plans to ensure
SMP policies are put into practice. This should include developing procedures for the
management of the SMP until its next review such as steering group meetings,
processes for monitoring progress and expenditure (with links to NI 189), and
recording in a single database a full list of studies and activities undertaken in the
period before the next SMP review.
It should also allow for considering impacts upon the plan of changes in policy or new
guidance, or the emergence of new data.
Revision date:
Planned start (Year 1):
date
Revision notes
Period (months):
Planned finish (year): Ongoing
Actual Start (year):
Actual period (months)
Actual finish (year):
MTP entry (yes/no):
MTP reference:

Lead Partner: Teignbridge
Other Partners:
District Council
Linked Actions (refs): SDAD.ALL.7.2
Contribution to other actions:
Output Details:

Planned Delivery Profile
Expenditure £
Year 1
Estimated Cost:
Year 2
Actual Cost:
Year 3
after Year 3
Priority (HML):
Total
100%
Urgency (HML):
Accepted onto Sanctioned List?
(yes/no)

If no MTP entry or not on Sanctioned List then anticipated
funding source or approach (e.g. defer):
Link to NI 189 e.g. LAs which have agreed with
EA a contribution to this action:
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Summary Tables
Action Reference: SDAD.ALL.14.2

Action Type: SMP Management and Monitoring

Initiator:
Initiator Teignbridge District Council
Location:

Durlston Head to
Rame Head (whole
SMP area)

ID GIS

Management Area/Policy Unit:
Unit Durlston Head to Rame Head (whole SMP area)
Defence unit: NFCDD ref

Action and Aims: Identify and publish lessons learnt from development of SMP.

Revision date:
date
Revision notes

MTP entry (yes/no):

Planned start (Year 1):
Period (months):
Planned finish (year):
Actual Start (year):
Actual period (months)
Actual finish (year):
MTP reference:

2010

Lead Partner: Teignbridge
District Council
Linked Actions (refs):
Contribution to other actions:

Other Partners:

Output Details:
Planned Delivery Profile
Expenditure £
Year 1
Estimated Cost:
Year 2
Actual Cost:
Year 3
after Year 3
Priority (HML):
Total
100%
Urgency (HML):
Accepted onto Sanctioned List?
(yes/no)

If no MTP entry or not on Sanctioned List then anticipated
funding source or approach (e.g. defer):
Link to NI 189 e.g. LAs which have agreed with
EA a contribution to this action:
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Summary Tables
Action Reference: SDAD.ALL.14.3

Action Type: SMP Management and Monitoring

Initiator:
Initiator Teignbridge District Council
Location:

Durlston Head to
Rame Head (whole
SMP area)

ID GIS

Management Area/Policy Unit:
Unit Durlston Head to Rame Head (whole SMP area)
Defence unit: NFCDD ref

Action and Aims: Provide link to estimates of preferred policy losses upon publication
of National Coastal Erosion Risk Mapping outputs.

Revision date
date:
te
Revision notes

MTP entry (yes/no):

Planned start (Year 1):
Period (months):
Planned finish (year):
Actual Start (year):
Actual period (months)
Actual finish (year):
MTP reference:

2011

Lead Partner: Teignbridge
District Council
Linked Actions (refs):
Contribution to other actions:

Other Partners:

Output Details:
Planned Delivery Profile
Expenditure £
Year 1
Estimated Cost:
Year 2
Actual Cost:
Year 3
after Year
Priority (HML):
Year 3
Total
100%
Urgency (HML):
Accepted onto Sanctioned List?
(yes/no)

If no MTP entry or not on Sanctioned List then anticipated
funding source or approach (e.g. defer):
Link to NI 189 e.g. LAs which have agreed with
EA a contribution to this action:
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Summary Tables
Action Reference: SDAD.PSA1.2.1

Action Type: Studies for Policy Units

Initiator:
Initiator English Heritage
Location:

St Alban’s Head to
Lulworth Cove

ID GIS

Management
Management Area/Policy Unit:
Unit 5g02 and 5g05
Defence unit: NFCDD ref

Action and Aims: Carry out a study to investigate the effects of the SMP on Encombe
and Lulworth Castle Registered Park and Garden.

Lead Partner: English Heritage

Other Partners:

Linked Actions (refs): SDAD.ALL.10.1
Contribution to other actions:

Revision date:
date
Revision notes

Planned start (Year 1):
Period (months):
Planned finish (year):

Actual Start (year):
Actual period (months)
Actual finish (year):
MTP entry (yes/no):

MTP reference:

To be
determined

Output Details:
Planned Delivery Profile
Year 1
Year 2
Year 3
after Year 3
Total

Expenditure £
Estimated Cost:
Actual Cost:

Priority (HML):
100%
Urgency (HML):
Accepted onto Sanctioned List?
(yes/no)

If no MTP entry or not on Sanctioned List then anticipated
funding source or approach (e.g. defer):
Link to NI 189 e.g. LAs which have agreed with
EA a contribution to this action:
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Summary Tables
Action Reference: SDAD.PSA1.4.1

Action Type: Scheme Work

Initiator:
Initiator Environment Agency / Purbeck
District Council
Location:
Kimmeridge Bay and ID GIS
Lulworth Cove

Management Area/Policy Unit:
Unit 5g03 and 5g07
Defence unit: NFCDD ref

Action and Aims: The need for any schemes is to be advised by outcomes of Action
Plan item SDAD.PSA1.6.1.

Revision date:
date
Revision notes

Planned start (Year 1):
Period (months):
Planned finish (year):

Actual Start (year):
Actual period (months)
Actual finish (year):
MTP entry (yes/no):

MTP reference:

To be
determined

Lead Partner: Environment
Other Partners:
Agency / Purbeck District
Council
Linked Actions (refs): SDAD.PSA1.6.1
Contribution to other actions:
Output Details:
Planned Delivery Profile
Year 1
Year 2
Year 3
after Year 3
Total

Expenditure £
Estimated Cost:
Actual Cost:

Priority (HML):
100%
Urgency (HML):
Accepted onto Sanctioned List?
(yes/no)

If no MTP entry or not on Sanctioned List then anticipated
funding source or approach (e.g. defer):
Link to NI 189 e.g. LAs which have agreed with
EA a contribution to this action:
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Action Reference: SDAD.PSA1.6.1

Action Type: Asset Management

Initiator:
Initiator Environment Agency / Purbeck
District Council
Location:
Kimmeridge Bay and ID GIS
Lulworth Cove

Management
Management Area/Policy Unit:
Unit 5g03 and 5g07
Defence unit: NFCDD ref

Action and Aims: Engage and work with private defence owners to appraise the
condition of their defences and ensure that there is an adequate Asset Management
Plan in place for ongoing maintenance in the immediate term.
This should include investigation of sustainable options for long term defence provision
in these areas if funding from non-public funds (not flood and coastal defence budget)
are available to achieve this.
Revision date:
date
Revision notes

MTP entry (yes/no):

Planned start (Year 1):
Period (months):
Planned finish (year):
Actual Start (year):
Actual period (months)
Actual finish (year):
MTP reference:

2013

Lead Partner: Environment
Other Partners:
Agency / Purbeck District
Council
Linked Actions (refs): SDAD.PSA1.6.1 and SDAD.PSA1.13.1.
Contribution to other actions:
Output Details:
Planned Delivery Profile
Expenditure
Expenditure £
Year 1
Estimated Cost:
Year 2
Actual Cost:
Year 3
after Year 3
Priority (HML):
Total
100%
Urgency
Urgency (HML):
Accepted onto Sanctioned List?
(yes/no)

If no MTP entry or not on Sanctioned List then anticipated
funding source or approach (e.g. defer):
Link to NI 189 e.g. LAs which have agreed with
EA a contribution
contribution to this action:
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Summary Tables
Action Reference: SDAD.PSA1.7.1

Action Type: Communication

Initiator:
Initiator Environment Agency / Purbeck
District Council
Location:
Kimmeridge Bay and ID GIS
Lulworth Cove

Management Area/Policy Unit:
Unit 5g03 and 5g07
Defence unit: NFCDD ref

Action and Aims: Undertake consultation with key stakeholders alongside private
defence owners in developing either future defence scheme or adaptation measures to
ensure an acceptable approach is developed.

Revision date:
date
Revision notes

MTP entry (yes/no):

Planned start (Year 1):
Period (months):
Planned finish (year):
Actual Start (year):
Actual period (months)
Actual finish (year):
MTP reference:

Ongoing

Lead Partner: Environment
Other Partners:
Agency / Purbeck District
Council
Linked Actions (refs): SDAD.PSA1.6.1, SDAD.PSA1.4.1, and
SDAD.PSA1.10.1.
Contribution to other actions:
Output Details:
Planned Delivery Profile
Expenditure
Expenditure £
Year 1
Estimated Cost:
Year 2
Actual Cost:
Year 3
after Year 3
Priority (HML):
Total
100%
Urgency (HML):
Accepted onto Sanctioned List?
(yes/no)

If no MTP entry or not on Sanctioned List then anticipated
funding source or approach (e.g. defer):
Link to NI 189 e.g. LAs which have agreed with
EA a contribution
contribution to this action:
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Summary Tables
Action Reference: SDAD.PSA1.10.1

Action Type: Adaptation / Resilience

Initiator:
Initiator Environment Agency / Purbeck
District Council
Location:
Kimmeridge Bay and ID GIS
Lulworth Cove

Management Area/Policy Unit:
Unit 5g03, 5g07
Defence unit: NFCDD ref

Action and Aims: Should private defences not be maintained in the future, then an
adaptation plan is likely to be required.

Revision date:
date
Revision notes

MTP entry (yes/no):

Planned start (Year 1):
Period (months):
Planned finish (year):
Actual Start (year):
Actual period (months)
Actual finish (year):
MTP reference:

2014

Lead Partner: Environment
Other Partners:
Agency / Purbeck District
Council
Linked Actions (refs
refs): SDAD.PSA1.6.1 and SDAD.ALL.7.1.
Contribution to other actions:
Output Details:
Planned Delivery Profile
Expenditure £
Year 1
Estimated Cost:
Year 2
Actual Cost:
Year 3
after Year 3
Priority (HML):
Total
100%
Urgency (HML):
Accepted onto Sanctioned List?
(yes/no)

If no MTP entry or not on Sanctioned List then anticipated
funding source or approach (e.g. defer):
Link to NI 189 e.g. LAs which have agreed with
EA a contribution to this action:
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Summary Tables
Action Reference: SDAD.PSA1.13.1

Action Type: Funding

Initiator
Initiator: Environment Agency / Purbeck
District Council
Location:
Kimmeridge Bay and ID GIS
Lulworth Cove

Management Area/Policy Unit:
Unit 5g03, 5g07
Defence unit: NFCDD ref

Action and Aims: As part of investigating options for long term management of assets,
investigate options for different funding sources in addition to private funds.

Revision date:
date
Revision notes

MTP entry (yes/no):

Planned start (Year 1):
Period (months):
Planned finish (year):
Actual Start (year):
Actual period (months)
Actual finish (year):
MTP reference:

2013

Lead Partner: Environment
Other Partners:
Agency / Purbeck District
Council
Linked Actions (refs): SDAD.PSA1.6.1
Contribution to other actions:
Output Details:
Details:
Planned Delivery Profile
Expenditure £
Year 1
Estimated Cost:
Year 2
Actual Cost:
Year 3
after Year 3
Priority (HML):
Total
100%
Urgency (HML):
Accepted onto Sanctioned List?
(yes/no)

If no MTP entry or not on Sanctioned List then anticipated
funding source or approach
approach (e.g. defer):
Link to NI 189 e.g. LAs which have agreed with
EA a contribution to this action:
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Summary Tables
Action Reference: SDAD.PSA2.21

Action Type: Studies for Policy Units

Initiator:
Initiator English Heritage
Location:

Ringstead

ID GIS

Management Area/Policy
Area/Policy Unit:
Unit 5g10 and 5g11
Defence unit: NFCDD ref

Action and Aims: Carry out a study to assess the risk of flooding and erosion to
Fishpond Scheduled Monument and Medieval Settlement Scheduled Monument at
West Ringstead Where avoidance of the features from flooding/erosion is not possible
and where they cannot be preserved in situ, agree possible mitigation, excavation and
recording measures with Natural England.
Revision date:
date
Revision notes

Planned start (Year 1):
Period (months):
Planned finish (year):

Actual Start (year):
Actual period (months)
Actual finish (year):
MTP entry (yes/no):

MTP reference:

To be
determined

Lead Partner: English Heritage

Other Partners:

Linked Actions (refs): SDAD.PSA2.6.1 and SDAD.ALL.10.1
Contribution to other actions:
Output Details:
Planned Delivery Profile
Year 1
Year 2
Year 3
after Year 3
Total

Expenditure £
Estimated Cost:
Actual Cost:

Priority (HML):
100%
Urgency (HML):
Accepted onto Sanctioned List?
(yes/no)

If no MTP entry or not on Sanctioned List then anticipated
funding source or approach (e.g. defer):
Link to NI 189 e.g. LAs which have agreed with
EA a contribution to this action:
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Summary Tables
Action Reference: SDAD.PSA2.4.1

Action Type: Scheme Work

Initiator
Initiator: West Dorset District Council
Location:

Ringstead

ID GIS

Management Area/Policy Unit:
Unit 5g10
Defence unit: NFCDD ref

Action and Aims: The need for any works to extend by a sort way the defences in
order to prolong their effective life is to be advised by outcomes of Action Plan item
SDAD.PSA2.6.1.

Revision date:
date
Revision notes

Planned start (Year 1):
Period (months):
Planned finish (year):

Actual Start (year):
Actual period (months)
Actual finish (year):
MTP entry (yes/no):

MTP reference:

To be
determined

Lead Partner: West Dorset
Other Partners:
District Council
Linked Actions (refs): SDAD.PSA1.6.1
Contribution to other actions:
Output Details:
Planned Delivery Profile
Year 1
Year 2
Year 3
after Year 3
Total

Expenditure £
Estimated Cost:
Actual Cost:

Priority (HML):
100%
Urgency (HML):
Accepted onto Sanctioned List?
(yes/no)

If no MTP entry or not on Sanctioned List then anticipated
funding source or approach (e.g. defer):
Link to NI 189 e.g. LAs which have agreed with
EA a contribution to this action:
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Summary Tables
Action Reference: SDAD.PSA2.5.1

Action Type: Coastal Monitoring (ongoing)

Initiator:
Initiator Channel Coastal Observatory /
West Dorset District Council
Location:
ID GIS
Ringstead

Management
Management Area/Policy Unit:
Unit 5g10
Defence unit: NFCDD ref

Action and Aims: Depending upon the outcomes of Action Plan item SDAD.PSA2.6.1,
possibly undertake additional monitoring to provide further information to inform
future management decisions.

Revision date:
date
Revision notes

Planned start (Year 1):
Period (months):
Planned finish (year):

Actual Start (year):
Actual period (months)
Actual finish (year):
MTP entry (yes/no):

MTP reference:

To be
determined

Lead Partner:
Other Partners:
Partner: Channel Coastal
Observatory / West Dorset
District Council
Linked Actions (refs): SDAD.PSA2.6.1, SDAD.ALL.5.1, SDAD.ALL.5.2, and
SDAD.ALL.5.3.
Contribution to other actions:
Output Details:
Planned Delivery Profile
Year 1
Year 2
Year 3
after Year 3
Total

Expenditure £
Estimated Cost:
Actual Cost:

Priority (HML):
100%
Urgency (HML):
Accepted onto Sanctioned List?
(yes/no)

If no MTP entry or not on Sanctioned List then anticipated
funding source or approach (e.g. defer):
Link
Link to NI 189 e.g. LAs which have agreed with
EA a contribution to this action:
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Summary Tables
Action Reference: SDAD.PSA2.6.1

Action Type: Asset Management

Initiator: West Dorset District Council
Location:

Ringstead

ID GIS

Management Area/Policy Unit:
Unit 5g10
Defence unit: NFCDD ref

Action and Aims: A Beach Management Plan should be developed to establish
monitoring and maintenance requirements of the defences, both the beach and hard
defence elements.

Revision date:
date
Revision notes

MTP entry (yes/no):

Planned start (Year 1):
Period (months):
Planned finish (year):
Actual Start (year):
Actual period (months)
Actual finish (year):
MTP reference:

2012

Lead Partner: West Dorset
District Council

Other Partners:
Partners:
National Trust, Natural England, World
Heritage Coast, Environment Agency
Linked Actions (refs): SDAD.ALL.6.1
Contribution to other actions:
Output Details: A Beach Management Plan to guide future management.
Planned Delivery Profile
Expenditure £
Year 1
Estimated Cost:
Year 2
Actual Cost:
Year 3
after Year 3
Priority (HML):
Total
100%
Urgency (HML):
Accepted onto Sanctioned List?
(yes/no)

If no MTP entry or not on Sanctioned List then anticipated
funding source or approach (e.g. defer):
Link to NI 189 e.g. LAs which have agreed with
EA a contribution to this action:
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Summary Tables
Action Reference: SDAD.PSA2.7.1

Action Type: Communication

Initiator: West Dorset District Council
Location:

Ringstead

ID GIS

Management Area/Policy Unit:
Unit 5g10
Defence unit:
unit: NFCDD ref

Action and Aims: Undertake consultation with key stakeholders and residents in
developing Beach Management Plan to ensure it takes full account of amenity aspects of
the beach as well as the defence aspects.

Revision date:
date
Revision notes

MTP entry (yes/no):

Planned start (Year 1):
Period (months):
Planned finish (year):
Actual Start (year):
Actual period (months)
Actual finish (year):
MTP reference:

Ongoing

Lead Partner: West Dorset
Other Partners:
District Council
Linked Actions (refs): SDAD.PSA2.6.1
Contribution to other actions:
Output Details:
Planned Delivery Profile
Expenditure £
Year 1
Estimated
Estimated Cost:
Year 2
Actual Cost:
Year 3
after Year 3
Priority (HML):
Total
100%
Urgency (HML):
Accepted
Accepted onto Sanctioned List?
(yes/no)

If no MTP entry or not on Sanctioned List then anticipated
funding source or approach (e.g. defer):
Link to NI 189 e.g. LAs which have agreed with
EA a contribution to this action:
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Summary Tables
Action Reference: SDAD.PSA2.10.1

Action Type: Adaptation / Resilience

Initiator: West Dorset District Council
Location:

Ringstead

ID GIS

Management Area/Policy Unit:
Unit 5g10
Defence unit: NFCDD ref

Action and Aims: Engage with key stakeholders and the local community to begin to
develop an adaptation plan for the medium to long term change in policy at Ringstead,
and plan for coastal change at Osmington.

Revision date:
date
Revision notes

MTP entry (yes/no):

Planned start (Year 1):
Period (months):
Planned finish (year):
Actual Start (year):
Actual period (months)
Actual finish (year):
MTP reference:

Ongoing

Lead Partner: West Dorset
Other Partners:
District Council
Linked Actions (refs): SDAD.ALL.7.1
Contribution to other actions:
Output Details:
Planned Delivery Profile
Expenditure £
Year 1
Estimated Cost:
Year 2
Actual Cost:
Year 3
after Year 3
Priority (HML):
Total
100%
Urgency (HML):
Accepted onto Sanctioned List?
(yes/no)

If no MTP entry or not on Sanctioned List then anticipated
anticipated
funding source or approach (e.g. defer):
Link to NI 189 e.g. LAs which have agreed with
EA a contribution to this action:
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Summary Tables
Action Reference: SDAD.PSA2.12.1

Action Type: Habitat Creation

Initiator: Environment Agency
Location:

Ringstead

ID GIS

Management Area/Policy Unit:
Unit 5g09 to 5g11
Defence unit: NFCDD ref

Action and Aims: Identify replacement grassland habitat through the RHCP.

Revision date:
date
Revision notes

MTP entry (yes/no):

Planned start (Year 1):
Period (months):
Planned finish (year):
Actual Start (year):
Actual period (months)
Actual finish (year):
MTP reference:

Lead Partner: Environment
Other Partners:
Agency
Linked Actions (refs): SDAD.ALL.12.1
Contribution to other actions:

Ongoing

Output Details:
Planned Delivery Profile
Expenditure £
Year 1
Estimated Cost:
Year 2
Actual Cost:
Year 3
after Year 3
Priority (HML):
Total
100%
Urgency (HML):
Accepted onto Sanctioned List?
(yes/no)

If no MTP entry or not on Sanctioned
Sanctioned List then anticipated
funding source or approach (e.g. defer):
Link to NI 189 e.g. LAs which have agreed with
EA a contribution to this action:
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Summary Tables
Action Reference: SDAD.PSA2.12.2

Action Type: Habitat Creation

Initiator: Natural England
Location:
Location:

Ringstead

ID GIS

Management Area/Policy Unit:
Unit 5g10
Defence unit: NFCDD ref

Action and Aims: Seek opportunities at scheme level to improve the favourable
condition of the designated terrestrial habitats through scrub control e.g. at Ringstead
Bay (defended length) in the short-term.

Revision date:
date
Revision notes

Planned start (Year 1):
Period (months):
Planned finish (year):

Actual Start (year):
Actual period (months)
Actual
Actual finish (year):
MTP entry (yes/no):

MTP reference:

To be
determined

Lead Partner: Natural England

Other Partners:

Linked Actions (refs): SDAD.PSA2.6.1 and SDAD.ALL.12.1
Contribution to other actions:
Output Details:
Planned Delivery Profile
Year 1
Year 2
Year 3
after Year 3
Total

Expenditure £
Estimated Cost:
Actual Cost:

Priority (HML):
100%
Urgency (HML):
Accepted onto Sanctioned List?
(yes/no)

If no MTP entry or not on Sanctioned List then anticipated
funding source or approach (e.g. defer):
Link to NI 189 e.g. LAs which have agreed with
EA a contribution to this action:
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Summary Tables
Action Reference: SDAD.PSA3.1.1

Action Type: Studies for Policy Scenario Area

Initiator: Environment Agency
Location:

Redcliff Point to
Portland Bill

ID GIS

Management Area/Policy Unit:
Unit 5g12 to 5g23
Defence unit: NFCDD ref

Action and Aims: Undertake a thorough review and update of coastal processes
understanding of the entire area, including the influence of the Portland Harbour
Breakwaters. This coastal process study should occur as soon as possible to underpin
the other studies identified in this action plan for the Weymouth Bay and Portland
Harbour area, such that these studies all have a common baseline of processes
understanding.

Revision date:
date
Revision notes

MTP entry (yes/no):

Planned start (Year 1):
Period (months):
Planned finish (year):
Actual Start (year):
Actual period (months)
Actual finish (year):
MTP reference:

2013

Lead Partner: Environment
Agency

Other Partners:
Partners: Weymouth & Portland
Borough Council

Linked Actions (refs): SDAD.PSA3.5.1.
Contribution to other actions: SDAD.PSA3.2.1, SDAD.PSA3.2.2,
SDAD.PSA3.2.3, SDAD.PSA3.2.4, SDAD.PSA3.3.1 and SDAD.PSA3.6.2.
Output Details: Improved understanding of coastal processes to inform
future management decisions.
Planned Delivery Profile
Expenditure £
Year 1
Estimated Cost:
Year 2
Actual Cost:
Year 3
after Year 3
Priority (HML):
Total
100%
Urgency (HML):
Accepted onto Sanctioned List?
(yes/no)

If no MTP entry or not on Sanctioned
Sanctioned List then anticipated
funding source or approach (e.g. defer):
Link to NI 189 e.g. LAs which have agreed with
EA a contribution to this action:
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Summary Tables
Action Reference: SDAD.PSA3.1.2

Action Type: Studies for Policy Scenario Area

Initiator: Weymouth & Portland Borough
Council
Location:
ID GIS
Redcliff Point to
Portland Bill

Management Area/Policy Unit:
Unit 5g12 to 5g23
Defence unit: NFCDD ref

Action and Aims: Undertake a thorough assessment of the amenity value of the
Weymouth Bay frontage from Bowleaze Cove to the harbour to inform the economic
case for future management decisions.

Revision date:
date
Revision notes

MTP entry (yes/no):

Planned
Planned start (Year 1):
Period (months):
Planned finish (year):
Actual Start (year):
Actual period (months)
Actual finish (year):
MTP reference:

2020

Lead Partner: Weymouth &
Other Partners:
Portland Borough Council
Linked Actions (refs):
Contribution to other actions: SDAD.PSA3.2.1, SDAD.PSA3.2.2,
SDAD.PSA3.2.3, SDAD.PSA3.2.4, SDAD.PSA3.3.1 and SDAD.PSA3.6.2.
Output Details: This information will likely be required to allow a robust
economic case to be made for continuing to provide long term defence
utilising beach recharge.
Planned Delivery Profile
Expenditure £
Year 1
Estimated Cost:
Year 2
Actual Cost:
Year 3
after Year 3
Priority
Priority (HML):
Total
100%
Urgency (HML):
Accepted onto Sanctioned List?
(yes/no)

If no MTP entry or not on Sanctioned List then anticipated
funding source or approach (e.g. defer):
Link to
to NI 189 e.g. LAs which have agreed with
EA a contribution to this action:
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Summary Tables
Action Reference: SDAD.PSA3.2.1

Action Type: Studies for Policy Units

Initiator: Environment Agency
Location:

Preston Beach

ID GIS

Management Area/Policy Unit:
Unit 5g15
Defence unit: NFCDD ref

Action and Aims: Review and update the Preston Beach Management Plan to manage
flood and coastal erosion risk following completion of study in Action Plan item
SDAD.PSA3.1.1.
Update of this plan should include assessment of the need for a permanent control
structure at the Overcombe end of the beach. To inform this understanding, an
assessment of breach risk through Preston Beach into Lodmoor should be undertaken
alongside assessment of options for realignment in response to retreat of Furzy Cliff.
Revision date:
Planned start (Year 1):
date
Revision notes
Period (months):
Planned finish (year): 2015
Actual Start (year):
Actual period (months)
Actual finish (year):
MTP entry (yes/no):
MTP reference:

Lead Partner: Environment
Other Partners:
Agency
Linked Actions (refs): SDAD.PSA3.1.1 and SDAD.PSA3.3.1
Contribution to other actions:
Output Details:
Planned Delivery Profile
Expenditure £
Year 1
Estimated Cost:
Year 2
Actual Cost:
Year 3
after Year 3
Priority (HML):
Total
100%
Urgency (HML):
100%
Accepted onto Sanctioned List?
(yes/no)

If no MTP entry or not on Sanctioned List then anticipated
funding source or approach (e.g. defer):
Link to NI 189 e.g. LAs which have agreed with
EA a contribution
contribution to this action:
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Summary Tables
Action Reference: SDAD.PSA3.2.2

Action Type: Studies for Policy Units

Initiator: Weymouth & Portland Borough
Council
Location:
ID GIS
Portland Harbour
North-West Shore

Management Area/Policy Unit:
Unit 5g18, 5g19, 5g20
Defence unit: NFCDD ref

Action and Aims: Investigate geotechnical situation along the north west shore of
Portland Harbour and identify future management needs, including type of intervention
measures required and likely programme of when intervention will be required.

Revision date:
date
Revision notes

MTP entry (yes/no):

Planned start (Year 1):
Period (months):
Planned
Planned finish (year):
Actual Start (year):
Actual period (months)
Actual finish (year):
MTP reference:

2012

Lead Partner: Weymouth &
Other Partners:
Portland Borough Council
Linked Actions (refs): SDAD.PSA3.3.1 and SDAD.ALL.5.3.
Contribution to other actions:
Output Details: Improved understanding of the mechanisms of cliff recession
and future erosion risk to cliff top property and infrastructure to inform
future management decisions.
Planned Delivery Profile
Expenditure £
Year 1
Estimated Cost:
Year 2
Actual Cost:
Year 3
after Year 3
Priority (HML):
Total
100%
Urgency (HML):
Accepted onto Sanctioned
Sanctioned List?
(yes/no)

If no MTP entry or not on Sanctioned List then anticipated
funding source or approach (e.g. defer):
Link to NI 189 e.g. LAs which have agreed with
EA a contribution to this action:
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Summary Tables
Action Reference: SDAD.PSA3.2.3

Action Type: Studies for Policy Units

Initiator: Weymouth & Portland Borough
Council
Location:
ID GIS
Weymouth

Management Area/Policy Unit:
Unit 5g16
Defence unit: NFCDD ref

Action and Aims: Develop a Beach Management Plan for Weymouth Beach to ensure
future beach management is adequate to address flood risk whilst acknowledging the
significant amenity use of this beach. This should be developed following completion of
the Action Plan item SDAD.PSA3.1.1.

Revision date:
date
Revision notes

MTP entry (yes/no):

Planned start (Year 1):
Period (months):
Planned finish (year):
Actual Start (year):
Actual period (months)
Actual finish (year):
MTP reference:
reference:

2014

Lead Partner: Weymouth &
Other Partners:
Partners:
Portland Borough Council
Linked Actions (refs): SDAD.PSA3.2.4 and SDAD.PSA3.1.1
Contribution to other actions: SDAD.PSA3.3.1
Output Details:
Planned Delivery Profile
Expenditure £
Year 1
Estimated Cost:
Year 2
Actual Cost:
Year 3
after Year 3
Priority (HML):
Total
100%
Urgency (HML):
Accepted onto Sanctioned List?
(yes/no)

If no MTP entry or not on Sanctioned List then anticipated
funding source or approach (e.g. defer):
Link to NI 189 e.g. LAs which have agreed with
EA a contribution to this action:
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Summary Tables
Action Reference:
Reference: SDAD.PSA3.2.4

Action Type: Studies for Policy Units

Initiator: Environment Agency
Location:

Weymouth

ID GIS

Management Area/Policy Unit:
Unit 5g16 and 5g17
Defence unit: NFCDD ref

Action and Aims: Take forward development of options for implementing the
Weymouth Flood Risk Management Strategy.

Lead Partner: Environment
Agency

Where holding the line here could lead to potential failure of WFD objectives 2 and 3,
consider the provision of fish passes, the control and operation of potential structures
and the sensitive design of the scheme.

Linked Actions (refs): SDAD.PSA3.2.3 and SDAD.PSA3.1.1
Contribution to other actions: SDAD.PSA3.3.1

Revision date:
date
Revision notes

MTP entry (yes/no):

Planned start (Year 1):
Period (months):
Planned finish (year):
Actual Start (year):
Actual period (months)
Actual finish (year):
MTP reference:

2014

Other Partners: Weymouth & Portland
Borough Council

Output Details:
Planned Delivery Profile
Expenditure £
Year 1
Estimated Cost:
Year 2
Actual Cost:
Year 3
after Year 3
Priority (HML):
Total
100%
Urgency (HML):
Accepted onto Sanctioned List?
(yes/no)

If no MTP entry or not on Sanctioned List then anticipated
funding source or approach (e.g. defer):
Link to NI 189 e.g. LAs which have agreed with
EA a contribution to this action:
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Summary Tables
Action Reference: SDAD.PSA3.2.5

Action Type: Studies for Policy Units

Initiator: English Heritage
Location:

Portland

ID GIS

Management Area/Policy Unit:
Unit 5g23
Defence unit:
unit: NFCDD ref

Action and Aims: Carry out a study to investigate the effects of SMP policy of NAI on
Mesolithic Sites Near Culver Well Scheduled Monument and consider mitigation
measures and/or recording as appropriate.

Revision date:
date
Revision notes

Planned start (Year 1):
Period (months):
Planned
Planned finish (year):

Actual Start (year):
Actual period (months)
Actual finish (year):
MTP entry (yes/no):

MTP reference:

To be
determined

Lead Partner: English Heritage

Other Partners:

Linked Actions (refs): SDAD.ALL.10.1
Contribution to other actions:
Output Details:
Planned Delivery Profile
Year 1
Year 2
Year 3
after Year 3
Total

Expenditure £
Estimated Cost:
Actual Cost:

Priority (HML):
100%
Urgency (HML):
Accepted onto Sanctioned List?
(yes/no)

If no MTP entry or not on Sanctioned List then anticipated
funding source or approach (e.g. defer):
Link to NI 189 e.g. LAs which have agreed with
EA a contribution to this action:
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Summary Tables
Action Reference: SDAD.PSA3.3.1

Action
Action Type: Strategy

Initiator: Environment Agency
Location:

Redcliff Point to
Portland Bill

ID GIS

Management Area/Policy Unit:
Unit 5g12 to 5g23
Defence unit: NFCDD ref

Action and Aims: Develop a Strategy Study to draw together the various studies
proposed for this policy scenario area into a single coherent overarching strategy for
the long term management of coastal flood and erosion risk for the area.
This should also consider the longer-term flood and coastal erosion risk management
issues facing the area such as strategic assessment of risks to transport infrastructure
including the A353 Preston Beach Road and the A354 Portland Beach Road as well as
updating previous studies valuations of these transport links; and detailed assessment
of erosion risks to property and infrastructure in cliffed areas where intervention may
not occur. This should also include investigation of the risks posed to Lodmoor landfill
site in the long-term.
This strategy should also include a detailed update of coastal defence data for the area.
Revision date:
Planned start (Year 1):
date
Revision notes
Period (months):
Planned finish (year): 2020
Actual Start (year):
Actual period (months)
Actual finish (year):
MTP entry (yes/no):
MTP reference:

Lead Partner: Environment
Agency

Other Partners: Weymouth & Portland
Borough Council

Linked Actions (refs): SDAD.PSA3.1.1, SDAD.PSA3.1.2, SDAD.PSA3.2.1,
SDAD.PSA3.2.2, SDAD.PSA3.2.3, SDAD.PSA3.2.4, SDAD.ALL.6.1, and
SDAD.ALL.1.1.
Contribution to other actions:
Output Details:

Planned Delivery Profile
Expenditure £
Year 1
Estimated Cost:
Year 2
Actual Cost:
Year 3
after Year 3
Priority (HML):
Total
100%
Urgency (HML):
Accepted onto Sanctioned List?
(yes/no)

If no MTP entry or not on Sanctioned List then anticipated
funding source or approach (e.g. defer):
Link to NI 189 e.g. LAs which have agreed with
EA a contribution to this action:
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Summary Tables
Action Reference: SDAD.PSA3.4.1

Action Type: Scheme Work

Initiator: Environment Agency/Weymouth &
Portland Borough Council
Location:
ID GIS
Redcliff Point to
Portland Bill

Management Area/Policy Unit:
Unit 5g12 to 5g23
Defence unit: NFCDD ref

Action and Aims: To be defined by the various studies identified in this Action Plan, but is
anticipated to include works to Weymouth Esplanade, Weymouth Harbour Walls,
Westham Bridge and potentially parts of the north-west shore of Portland Harbour.

Lead Partner: Environment
Other Partners:
Agency/Weymouth &
Portland Borough Council
Linked Actions
Actions (refs): SDAD.PSA3.2.1, SDAD.PSA3.2.2, SDAD.PSA3.2.3,
SDAD.PSA3.2.4, SDAD.PSA3.3.1
Contribution to other actions:

Revision date:
date
Revision notes

Planned start (Year 1):
Period (months):
Planned finish (year):

Actual Start (year):
Actual period (months)
Actual finish (year):
MTP entry (yes/no
yes/no):

MTP reference:

To be
determined

Output Details:
Planned Delivery Profile
Year 1
Year 2
Year 3
after Year 3
Total

Expenditure £
Estimated Cost:
Actual Cost:

Priority (HML):
100%
Urgency (HML):
Accepted onto Sanctioned List?
(yes/no)

If no MTP entry or not on Sanctioned List then anticipated
funding source or approach (e.g. defer):
Link to NI 189 e.g. LAs which have agreed with
EA a contribution to this action:
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Summary Tables

Action
Action Reference: SDAD.PSA3.5.1

Action Type: Coastal Monitoring (ongoing)

Initiator: Environment Agency
Location:

Redcliff Point to
Portland Bill

ID GIS

Management Area/Policy Unit:
Unit 5g12 to 5g23
Defence unit: NFCDD ref

Action and Aims: In addition to continued monitoring by Channel Coastal
Observatory, undertake a period of more intensive monitoring to inform subsequent
modelling, to better understand sediment regimes and coastal processes in the area
and inform future coastal management.

Lead Partner: Environment
Other Partners:
Agency
Channel Coastal Observatory
Linked Actions (refs): SDAD.PSA3.3.1, SDAD.ALL.5.1, SDAD.ALL.5.2 and
SDAD.ALL.5.3.
Contribution to other actions: SDAD.PSA3.1.1

Revision date:
date
Revision notes

MTP entry (yes/no):

Planned start
start (Year 1):
Period (months):
Planned finish (year):
Actual Start (year):
Actual period (months)
Actual finish (year):
MTP reference:

2012

Output Details:
Planned Delivery Profile
Expenditure £
Year 1
Estimated Cost:
Year 2
Actual Cost:
Year 3
after Year 3
Priority (HML):
Total
100%
Urgency (HML):
Accepted onto Sanctioned List?
(yes/no)

If no MTP entry or not on Sanctioned List then anticipated
funding source or approach (e.g. defer):
Link to NI 189
189 e.g. LAs which have agreed with
EA a contribution to this action:
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Summary Tables

Action Reference: SDAD.PSA3.5.2

Action Type: Coastal Monitoring (ongoing)

Initiator: Channel Coastal Observatory
Location:

Small Mouth to
Osprey Quay

ID GIS

Management Area/Policy
Area/Policy Unit:
Unit 5g21
Defence unit: NFCDD ref

Action and Aims: Consider extending coverage of beach profile monitoring to include
Hamm Beach to provide information for future management decisions.

Lead Partner: Channel Coastal
Other Partners:
Observatory
Linked Actions (refs): SDAD.ALL.5.1.
Contribution to other actions:

Revision date:
date
Revision notes

MTP entry (yes/no):

Planned start (Year 1):
Period (months):
Planned finish (year):
Actual Start (year):
Actual period (months)
Actual finish (year):
MTP reference:

2011

Output Details:
Planned Delivery Profile
Expenditure £
Year 1
Estimated Cost:
Year 2
Actual Cost:
Year 3
after Year 3
Priority (HML):
Total
100%
Urgency (HML):
Accepted onto Sanctioned List?
(yes/no)

If no MTP entry or not on Sanctioned List then anticipated
funding source or approach (e.g. defer):
Link to NI 189 e.g. LAs which have agreed with
EA a contribution to this action:
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Summary Tables
Action Reference: SDAD.PSA3.6.1

Action Type: Coastal Monitoring (ongoing)

Initiator: Environment Agency
Location:

Redcliff Point to
Portland Bill

ID GIS

Management Area/Policy Unit:
Unit 5g12 to 5g23
Defence unit: NFCDD ref

Action and Aims: Maintenance of defences and beaches including management of public
access to deliver Hold the Line policy would be considered as part of the various
studies identified for locations along this policy scenario area.

Lead Partner: Environment
Agency

Other Partners: Weymouth & Portland
Borough Council

Linked Actions
Actions (refs): SDAD.PSA3.3.1.
Contribution to other actions:

Revision date:
date
Revision notes

MTP entry (yes/no):

Planned start (Year 1):
Period (months):
Planned finish (year):
Actual Start (year):
Actual period (months)
Actual finish (year):
MTP reference:

Ongoing

Output Details:
Planned Delivery Profile
Expenditure £
Year 1
Estimated Cost:
Year 2
Actual Cost:
Year 3
after Year 3
Priority (HML):
Total
100%
Urgency (HML):
Accepted onto Sanctioned List?
(yes/no)

If no MTP entry or not on Sanctioned List then anticipated
funding source or approach (e.g. defer):
Link to NI 189 e.g. LAs which have agreed with
EA a contribution to this action:
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Summary Tables
Action Reference: SDAD.PSA3.6.2

Action Type: Coastal Monitoring (ongoing)

Initiator: Environment Agency
Location:

Redcliff Point to
Portland Bill

ID GIS

Management Area/Policy Unit:
Unit 5g12 to 5g23
Defence unit: NFCDD ref

Action and Aims: Ensure that roles and responsibilities for management and
maintenance of Portland Harbour Breakwaters are agreed with all relevant
organisations to provide basis for future management decisions to be developed in the
Strategy Study. In support of this, an investment plan including funding options and
implications of climate change should be created.

Lead Partner: Environment
Agency

Other Partners: Weymouth & Portland
Borough Council; Portland Harbour
Authority

Linked Actions (refs): SDAD.PSA3.2.1, SDAD.PSA3.2.2, SDAD.PSA3.2.3,
SDAD.PSA3.2.4
Contribution to other actions: SDAD.PSA3.3.1.

Revision date:
date
Revision notes

MTP entry (yes/no):

Planned start (Year 1):
Period (months):
Planned finish (year):
Actual Start (year):
Actual period (months)
Actual finish (year):
MTP reference:

2013

Output Details:
Planned Delivery Profile
Expenditure £
Year 1
Estimated Cost:
Year 2
Actual Cost:
Year 3
after Year 3
Priority (HML):
Total
100%
Urgency (HML):
Accepted onto Sanctioned List?
(yes/no)

anticipated
ed
If no MTP entry or not on Sanctioned List then anticipat
funding source or approach (e.g. defer):
Link to NI 189 e.g. LAs which have agreed with
EA a contribution to this action:
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Summary Tables
Action Reference: SDAD.PSA3.7.1

Action Type: Communication

Initiator: Environment Agency / Weymouth
& Portland Borough Council
Location:
ID GIS
Redcliff Point to
Portland Bill

Management Area/Policy Unit:
Unit 5g12 to 5g23
Defence unit: NFCDD ref

Action and Aims: Undertake consultation with key stakeholders and general public
during studies and strategy development to ensure an acceptable approach for the
future management of coastal flood and erosion is developed.

Lead Partner: Environment
Other Partners:
Agency / Weymouth & Portland
Borough Council
Linked Actions (refs): SDAD.PSA3.2.1, SDAD.PSA3.2.2, SDAD.PSA3.2.3,
SDAD.PSA3.2.4 and SDAD.PSA3.3.1.
Contribution to other actions:

Revision date:
date
Revision notes

MTP entry (yes/no):

Planned start (Year 1):
Period (months):
Planned finish (year
year):
Actual Start (year):
Actual period (months)
Actual finish (year):
MTP reference:

Ongoing

Output Details:
Planned Delivery Profile
Expenditure £
Year 1
Estimated Cost:
Year 2
Actual Cost:
Year 3
after Year 3
Priority (HML):
Total
100%
Urgency (HML):
Accepted onto Sanctioned List?
(yes/no)
(yes/no)

If no MTP entry or not on Sanctioned List then anticipated
funding source or approach (e.g. defer):
Link to NI 189 e.g. LAs which have agreed with
EA a contribution to this action:
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Summary Tables
Action Reference: SDAD.PSA3.9.1

Action Type: Contingency Planning & Emergency Response

Initiator: Environment Agency
Location:

Small Mouth to
Portland Port

ID GIS

Management Area/Policy Unit:
Unit 5g21 and 5g22
Defence unit: NFCDD ref

Action and Aims: Review emergency response plan to prepare for large events that
cause significant overwash/overtopping and/or breaching/roll-back of Chesil Beach that
could impact on the A354 Portland Beach Road.

Lead Partner: Environment
Other Partners: Dorset County Council
Agency
Linked Actions (refs): SDAD.PSA4.9.1
Contribution to other actions: SDAD.ALL.9.1

Revision date:
date
Revision notes

MTP entry (yes/no):

Planned start (Year 1):
Period (months):
Planned finish (year):
Actual Start (year):
Actual period (months)
Actual finish (year):
MTP reference:

2012

Output Details:
Planned Delivery Profile
Expenditure £
Year 1
Estimated Cost:
Year 2
Actual
Actual Cost:
Year 3
after Year 3
Priority (HML):
Total
100%
Urgency (HML):
Accepted onto Sanctioned List?
(yes/no)

If no MTP entry or not
not on Sanctioned List then anticipated
funding source or approach (e.g. defer):
Link to NI 189 e.g. LAs which have agreed with
EA a contribution to this action:
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Action Reference: SDAD.PSA3.10.1

Action Type: Adaptation / Resilience

Initiator: Environment Agency
Location:

Redcliff Point to
Portland Bill

ID GIS

Management Area/Policy Unit:
Unit 5g12 to 5g23
Defence unit: NFCDD ref

Action and Aims: Build in capacity to allow for incremental adaptation to beach and
defence management for Weymouth and Portland as part of the various studies
identified for this policy scenario area, as well as the Strategy Study to manage risks
from rising sea level in medium and long term.

Lead Partner: Environment
Agency

Other Partners: Weymouth & Portland
Borough Council

Linked Actions (refs): SDAD.PSA3.2.1, SDAD.PSA3.2.2, SDAD.PSA3.2.3,
SDAD.PSA3.2.4 and SDAD.PSA3.3.1.
Contribution to other actions:

Revision date:
date
Revision notes

MTP entry (yes/no):

Planned start (Year 1):
Period (months):
Planned finish (year):
Actual Start (year):
Actual period (months)
Actual finish (year):
MTP reference:

Ongoing

Output Details:
Planned Delivery Profile
Expenditure £
Year 1
Estimated Cost:
Year 2
Actual Cost:
Year 3
after Year 3
Priority (HML):
Total
100%
Urgency (HML):
Accepted onto Sanctioned List?
(yes/no)

If no MTP entry or not on Sanctioned List then anticipated
funding source or approach (e.g. defer):
Link to NI 189 e.g. LAs which have agreed with
EA a contribution to
to this action:
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Summary Tables
Action Reference: SDAD.PSA3.10.2

Action Type: Adaptation / Resilience

Initiator: Environment Agency
Location:

Redcliff Point to
Portland Bill

ID GIS

Management Area/Policy Unit:
Unit 5g12 to 5g23
Defence unit: NFCDD ref

Action
Action and Aims: Engage with other organisations and general public to inform them of
the potential future risks of flood and coastal erosion as a result of SMP policies and
work with these to develop plans for adapting to the changing risk.

Lead Partner: Environment
Agency

Other Partners: Weymouth & Portland
Borough Council; Dorset County Council

Linked Actions (refs): SDAD.ALL.7.1 and SDAD.ALL.10.1.
Contribution to other actions: SDAD.PSA3.3.1

Revision date:
date
Revision notes

MTP entry (yes/no):

Planned start (Year 1):
Period (months):
Planned finish (year):
Actual Start (year):
Actual period (months)
Actual finish (year):
MTP reference:

Ongoing

Output Details:
Planned Delivery Profile
Expenditure £
Year 1
Estimated Cost:
Year 2
Actual Cost:
Year 3
after Year 3
Priority (HML):
Total
100%
Urgency (HML):
Accepted onto Sanctioned List?
(yes/no)

If no MTP entry or not on Sanctioned List then anticipated
funding source or approach (e.g. defer):
Link to NI 189 e.g. LAs
LAs which have agreed with
EA a contribution to this action:
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Action Reference: SDAD.PSA3.12.1

Action Type: Habitat Creation

Initiator: Environment Agency
Location:

Small Mouth to
Osprey Quay

ID GIS

Management Area/Policy Unit:
Unit 5g21
Defence unit: NFCDD ref

Action and Aims: Quantify habitat losses and gains, and where required, identify and
secure compensatory habitat through the RHCP for intertidal habitat losses within
Chesil Beach and the Fleet SAC.

Lead Partner: Environment
Other Partners:
Agency
Linked Actions (refs): SDAD.ALL.12.1
Contribution to other actions:

Revision date:
date
Revision notes

MTP entry (yes/no):

Planned start (Year 1):
Period (months):
Planned
Planned finish (year):
Actual Start (year):
Actual period (months)
Actual finish (year):
MTP reference:

Ongoing

Output Details:
Planned Delivery Profile
Expenditure £
Year 1
Estimated Cost:
Year 2
Actual Cost:
Year 3
after Year 3
Priority (HML):
Total
100%
Urgency (HML):
Accepted onto Sanctioned
Sanctioned List?
(yes/no)

If no MTP entry or not on Sanctioned List then anticipated
funding source or approach (e.g. defer):
Link to NI 189 e.g. LAs which have agreed with
EA a contribution to this action:
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Summary Tables
Action Reference: SDAD.PSA3.13.1

Action Type: Adaptation / Resilience

Initiator: Environment Agency
Location:

Redcliff Point to
Portland Bill

ID GIS

Management Area/Policy Unit:
Unit 5g12 to 5g23
Defence unit: NFCDD ref

Action and Aims: Investigate opportunities for co-funding future defence works with
other organisations to provide the maximum possible benefit from such works to the
area.

Lead Partner: Environment
Agency

Other Partners: Weymouth & Portland
Borough Council; Dorset County Council

Linked Actions (refs): SDAD.PSA3.2.1, SDAD.PSA3.2.2, SDAD.PSA3.2.3,
SDAD.PSA3.2.4 and SDAD.PSA3.3.1
Contribution to other actions:

Revision date:
date
Revision notes

MTP entry (yes/no):

Planned start (Year 1):
Period (months):
Planned finish (year):
Actual Start (year):
Actual period (months)
Actual finish (year):
MTP reference:

Ongoing

Output Details:
Planned Delivery Profile
Expenditure £
Year 1
Estimated Cost:
Year 2
Actual Cost:
Year 3
after Year 3
Priority (HML):
Total
100%
Urgency (HML):
Accepted onto Sanctioned List?
(yes/no)

If no MTP entry or not on Sanctioned List then anticipated
funding source or approach (e.g. defer):
Link to NI 189 e.g. LAs which have agreed with
EA a contribution to this action:
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Summary Tables
Action Reference: SDAD.PSA4.1.1

Action Type: Studies for Policy Scenario Area

Initiator: West Dorset District Council /
Environment Agency
Location:
ID GIS
Portland Bill to
Thorncombe Beacon

Management Area/Policy Unit:
Unit 6a01 to 6a13
Defence unit: NFCDD ref

Action and Aims: Undertake a thorough review and update of coastal processes
understanding of the entire area, to underpin future coastal management decisions.

Lead Partner: West Dorset
District Council / Environment
Agency

Other Partners:

Linked Actions (refs): SDAD.PSA4.3.1, and SDAD.PSA4.5.1.
Contribution to other actions:

Revision date:
date
Revision notes

MTP entry (yes/no):

Planned start (Year 1):
Period (months):
Planned finish (year):
Actual Start (year):
Actual period (months)
Actual finish (year):
MTP reference:

2015

Output Details: Improved understanding of processes and so nature of the
risks to inform future management decisions.
Planned Delivery Profile
Expenditure
Expenditure £
Year 1
Estimated Cost:
Year 2
Actual Cost:
Year 3
after Year 3
Priority (HML):
Total
100%
Urgency
Urgency (HML):
Accepted onto Sanctioned List?
(yes/no)

If no MTP entry or not on Sanctioned List then anticipated
funding source or approach (e.g. defer):
Link to NI 189 e.g. LAs which have agreed with
EA a contribution
contribution to this action:
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Summary Tables
Action Reference: SDAD.PSA4.2.1

Action Type: Studies for Policy Units

Initiator: Environment Agency

ID GIS
Chesil Beach
Management Area/Policy Unit:
Unit 6a02, 6a03, 6a09, 6a11
(Chiswell to Wyke
Defence unit: NFCDD ref
Narrows),
Freshwater Beach
and East Beach,
West Bay
Action and Aims: Review and update the Chesil (Portland to Small Mouth) Beach
Lead Partner: Environment
Other Partners:
Management Plan and East and Freshwater Beach Management Plan following
Agency
completion of strategy in Action Plan item SDAD.PSA4.3.1.
Linked Actions (refs): SDAD.PSA4.3.1 and SDAD.PSA4.1.1
Location:

Contribution to other actions:

Revision date:
date
Revision notes

MTP entry (yes/no):

Planned start (Year 1):
Period (months):
Planned finish (year):
Actual Start (year):
Actual period (months)
Actual finish (year):
MTP reference:

2017

Output Details:
Planned Delivery Profile
Expenditure £
Year 1
Estimated Cost:
Year 2
Actual Cost:
Year 3
after Year 3
Priority (HML):
Total
100%
Urgency (HML):
Accepted onto Sanctioned List?
(yes/no)

If no MTP entry or not on Sanctioned List then anticipated
funding source or approach (e.g. defer):
Link to NI 189 e.g. LAs which have agreed with
EA a contribution to this action:
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Summary Tables
Action Reference: SDAD.PSA4.2.2

Action Type: Studies for Policy Units

Initiator: English Heritage
Location:

Abbotsbury

ID GIS

Management Area/Policy Unit:
Unit 6a04
Defence unit: NFCDD ref

Action and Aims: Carry out a study to investigate the effects of SMP policy on St
Peter’s Abbey Scheduled Monument and consider mitigation measures and/or
recording as appropriate.

Lead Partner: English Heritage

Other Partners:

Linked Actions (refs): SDAD.ALL.10.1
Contribution to other
other actions:

Revision date:
date
Revision notes

Planned start (Year 1):
Period (months):
Planned finish (year):

Actual Start (year):
Actual period (months)
Actual finish (year):
MTP entry (yes/no):

MTP reference:

To be
determined

Output Details:
Planned Delivery Profile
Year 1
Year 2
Year 3
after Year 3
Total

Expenditure £
Estimated Cost:
Actual Cost:

Priority (HML):
100%
Urgency (HML):
Accepted onto Sanctioned List?
(yes/no)

If no MTP entry or not on Sanctioned List then anticipated
funding source or approach (e.g. defer):
Link to NI 189 e.g. LAs which have agreed with
EA a contribution to this action:
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Summary Tables
Action Reference: SDAD.PSA4.3.1

Action Type: Scheme Work

Initiator: West Dorset District Council /
Environment Agency
Location:
ID GIS
Portland Bill to
Thorncombe Beacon

Management Area/Policy Unit:
Unit 6a01 to 6a13
Defence unit: NFCDD ref

Action and Aims: Undertake a Strategy Study to determine the best approaches for
delivering the policies and develop a programme of works.
Include a detailed assessment of coastal defence condition and long term sustainable
defence requirements in response to the combined effects of predicted cliff recession
and beach crest lowering, including realigned defences at Freshwater Beach and East
Beach, West Bay. This could also include investigating the risks posed by coastal change
to the Old Brewery landfill site
Revision date:
date
Revision notes

MTP entry (yes/no):

Planned start (Year 1):
Period (months):
Planned finish (year):
Actual Start (year):
Actual period (months)
Actual finish (year):
MTP reference:

2016

Lead Partner: West Dorset
District Council / Environment
Agency

Other Partners:

Linked Actions (refs): SDAD.PSA4.1.1, SDAD.PSA4.1.1 and SDAD.ALL.6.1.
Contribution to other actions:
Output Details:
Planned Delivery Profile
Expenditure £
Year 1
Estimated Cost:
Year 2
Actual Cost:
Year 3
after Year 3
Priority (HML):
Total
100%
Urgency (HML):
Accepted onto Sanctioned List?
List?
(yes/no)

If no MTP entry or not on Sanctioned List then anticipated
funding source or approach (e.g. defer):
Link to NI 189 e.g. LAs which have agreed with
EA a contribution to this action:
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Summary Tables
Action Reference: SDAD.PSA4.4.1

Action Type: Studies for Policy Units

Initiator: West Dorset District Council /
Environment Agency
Location:
ID GIS
Portland Bill to
Thorncombe Beacon

Management Area/Policy Unit:
Unit 6a01 to 6a13
Defence unit: NFCDD ref

Action and Aims: Whilst schemes are to be defined by strategy, opportunities should
be sought at scheme level to improve landscape character in the AONB/Heritage
Coast.

Lead Partner: West Dorset
District Council / Environment
Agency

Other Partners:

Linked Actions (refs): SDAD.PSA4.3.1.
Contribution
Contribution to other actions:

Revision date:
date
Revision notes

Planned start (Year 1):
Period (months):
Planned finish (year):

Actual Start (year):
Actual period (months)
Actual finish (year):
MTP entry (yes/no):

MTP reference:

To be
determined

Output Details:
Planned Delivery Profile
Year 1
Year 2
Year 3
after Year 3
Total

Expenditure £
Estimated Cost:
Actual Cost:
Cost:

Priority (HML):
100%
Urgency (HML):
Accepted onto Sanctioned List?
(yes/no)

If no MTP entry or not on Sanctioned
Sanctioned List then anticipated
funding source or approach (e.g. defer):
Link to NI 189 e.g. LAs which have agreed with
EA a contribution to this action:
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Summary Tables
Action Reference: SDAD.PSA4.5.1

Action Type: Coastal Monitoring (ongoing)

Initiator: Environment Agency
Location:

Portland Bill to
Thorncombe Beacon

ID GIS

Management Area/Policy Unit:
Unit 6a01 to 6a13
Defence unit: NFCDD ref

Action and Aims: In addition to continued monitoring by Plymouth Coastal
Observatory, undertake a period of more intensive monitoring to inform subsequent
modelling, to better understand sediment regimes and coastal processes in the area
and inform future coastal management and development of adaptation plans in areas
where no active intervention is to occur. For example, monitoring of recession rates
and beach sediment movements at West Bexington and Hive Beach.

Lead Partner: Environment
Agency

Other Partners: West Dorset District
Council; Plymouth Coastal Observatory

Linked Actions (refs): SDAD.PSA4.1.1, SDAD.ALL.5.1, SDAD.ALL.5.2 and
SDAD.ALL.5.3.
Contribution to other actions:

Revision date:
date
Revision notes

MTP entry (yes/no):

Planned start (Year 1):
Period (months):
Planned finish (year
year):
Actual Start (year):
Actual period (months)
Actual finish (year):
MTP reference:

2012

Output Details:
Planned Delivery Profile
Expenditure £
Year 1
Estimated Cost:
Year 2
Actual Cost:
Year 3
after Year 3
Priority (HML):
Total
100%
Urgency (HML):
Accepted onto Sanctioned List?
(yes/no)
(yes/no)

If no MTP entry or not on Sanctioned List then anticipated
funding source or approach (e.g. defer):
Link to NI 189 e.g. LAs which have agreed with
EA a contribution to this action:
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Summary Tables
Action Reference: SDAD.PSA4.5.2

Action Type: Coastal Monitoring (ongoing)

Initiator: Environment Agency
Location:

Chiswell

ID GIS

Management Area/Policy Unit:
Unit 6a02
Defence unit: NFCDD ref

Action and Aims: In order to improve processes understanding, install additional tide
and wave monitoring, possibly a land based system, at Chiswell.

Lead Partner: Environment
Agency

Other Partners: Plymouth Coastal
Observatory

Linked Actions (refs):
Contribution to other actions:

Revision date:
date
Revision notes

MTP entry (yes/no):

Planned start (Year 1):
Period (months):
Planned finish (year):
Actual Start (year):
Actual period (months)
Actual finish (year):
MTP reference:

2012

Output Details:
Planned Delivery
Expenditure £
Delivery Profile
Year 1
Estimated Cost:
Year 2
Actual Cost:
Year 3
after Year 3
Priority (HML):
Total
100%
Urgency (HML):
Accepted onto Sanctioned List?
(yes/no)

If no MTP entry or not on Sanctioned List then anticipated
funding source or approach (e.g. defer):
Link to NI 189 e.g. LAs which have agreed with
with
EA a contribution to this action:
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Summary Tables
Action Reference: SDAD.PSA4.6.1

Action Type: Asset Management

Initiator: Environment Agency
Location:

Portland Bill to
Thorncombe Beacon

ID GIS

Management Area/Policy Unit:
Unit 6a01 to 6a13
Defence unit: NFCDD ref

Action and Aims: Review maintenance requirements for the gabion defences at
Chiswell and upgrade and improve these as necessary.

Lead Partner: Environment
Agency

Other Partners:

Linked Actions (refs): SDAD.PSA4.3.1.
Contribution to other
other actions:

Revision date:
date
Revision notes

MTP entry (yes/no):

Planned start (Year 1):
Period (months):
Planned finish (year):
Actual Start (year):
Actual period (months)
Actual finish (year):
MTP reference:

2011

Output Details:
Planned Delivery Profile
Expenditure £
Year 1
Estimated Cost:
Year 2
Actual Cost:
Year 3
after Year 3
Priority (HML):
Total
100%
Urgency (HML):
Accepted onto Sanctioned List?
(yes/no)

anticipated
ted
If no MTP entry or not on Sanctioned List then anticipa
funding source or approach (e.g. defer):
Link to NI 189 e.g. LAs which have agreed with
EA a contribution to this action:
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Summary Tables
Action Reference: SDAD.PSA4.6.2

Action Type: Asset Management

Initiator: West Dorset District Council
Location:

West Beach, West
Bay

ID GIS

Management Area/Policy Unit:
Unit 6a12
Defence unit: NFCDD ref

Action and Aims: Develop a Beach Management Plan for West Beach, West Bay to
ensure that there is a robust plan for managing the beach and associated hard defence
structures such that defence provision continues to be provided at the required
standard.

Lead Partner: West Dorset
District Council

Other Partners:

Linked Actions (refs): SDAD.PSA4.3.1.
Contribution to other actions:

Revision date
date:
ate
Revision notes

MTP entry (yes/no):

Planned start (Year 1):
Period (months):
Planned finish (year):
Actual Start (year):
Actual period (months)
Actual finish (year):
MTP reference:

2011

Output Details:
Planned Delivery Profile
Expenditure £
Year 1
Estimated Cost:
Year 2
Actual Cost:
Year 3
after Year 3
Priority (HML):
Total
100%
Urgency (HML):
Accepted onto Sanctioned List?
(yes/no)

If no MTP entry or not on Sanctioned List then anticipated
funding source or approach (e.g. defer):
defer):
Link to NI 189 e.g. LAs which have agreed with
EA a contribution to this action:
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Summary Tables
Action Reference: SDAD.PSA4.7.1

Action Type: Communication

Initiator: West Dorset District Council /
Environment Agency
Location:
ID GIS
Portland Bill to
Thorncombe Beacon

Management Area/Policy Unit:
Unit 6a01 to 6a13
Defence unit: NFCDD ref

Action and Aims: Undertake consultation with key stakeholders and general public
during strategy development to ensure an acceptable approach for the future
management of coastal flood and erosion is developed.

Lead Partner: West Dorset
District Council / Environment
Agency

Other Partners:

Linked Actions (refs): SDAD.PSA4.3.1.
Contribution to other actions:

Revision date:
date
Revision notes

MTP entry (yes/no):

Planned start (Year
Year 1):
Period (months):
Planned finish (year):
Actual Start (year):
Actual period (months)
Actual finish (year):
MTP reference:

2016

Output Details:
Planned Delivery Profile
Expenditure £
Year 1
Estimated Cost:
Year 2
Actual Cost:
Year 3
after Year 3
Priority (HML):
Total
100%
Urgency (HML):
Accepted onto Sanctioned List?
(yes/no)

If no MTP entry or not on Sanctioned List then anticipated
funding source or approach (e.g. defer):
Link to NI 189 e.g. LAs which have agreed with
EA a contribution to this action:
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Summary Tables
Action Reference: SDAD.PSA4.9.1

Action Type: Contingency Planning & Emergency Response

Initiator: Environment Agency
Location:

Chesil Beach
(Chiswell to Wyke
Narrows)

ID GIS

Management
Management Area/Policy Unit:
Unit 6a03
Defence unit: NFCDD ref

Action and Aims: Review emergency response plan to prepare for large events that
cause significant overwash/overtopping and/or breaching/roll-back of Chesil Beach that
could impact on the A354 Portland Beach Road.

Lead Partner: Environment
Agency

Other Partners: Dorset County Council

Linked Actions (refs): SDAD.ALL.9.1 and SDAD.PSA3.9.1.
Contribution to other actions:

Revision date:
date
Revision notes

MTP entry (yes/no):

Planned start (Year 1):
Period (months):
Planned finish (year):
Actual Start (year):
Actual period (months)
Actual finish (year):
MTP reference:

Ongoing

Output Details:
Planned Delivery
Expenditure £
Delivery Profile
Year 1
Estimated Cost:
Year 2
Actual Cost:
Year 3
after Year 3
Priority (HML):
Total
100%
Urgency (HML):
Accepted onto Sanctioned List?
(yes/no)

If no MTP entry or not on Sanctioned List then anticipated
funding source or approach (e.g. defer):
Link to NI 189 e.g. LAs which have agreed
agreed with
EA a contribution to this action:
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Summary Tables
Action Reference: SDAD.PSA4.10.1

Action Type: Adaptation / Resilience

Initiator: Environment Agency
Location:

Chesil Beach (Wyke
Narrows to
Freshwater Beach)

ID GIS

Management Area/Policy Unit:
Unit 6a03 to 6a08
Defence unit: NFCDD ref

Action and Aims: In areas where the policy is for no active intervention to occur,
engage and work with communities to begin to develop adaptation plans for adjusting
to future coastal change. This should include a plan for managing and mitigating the
potential impacts to West Bexington from NAI policy, to both properties and the car
park.

Revision date:
date
Revision notes

MTP entry (yes/no):

Planned start (Year 1):
Period (months):
Planned finish (year):
Actual Start (year):
Actual period (months)
Actual finish (year):
MTP reference:

Ongoing

Lead Partner: Environment
Agency

Other Partners:

Linked Actions (refs): SDAD.PSA4.5.1, SDAD.ALL.7.1 and SDAD.ALL.10.1.
Contribution
Contribution to other actions:
Output Details:
Planned Delivery Profile
Expenditure £
Year 1
Estimated Cost:
Year 2
Actual Cost:
Year 3
after Year 3
Priority (HML):
Total
100%
Urgency (HML):
Accepted onto Sanctioned List?
(yes/no)

If no MTP entry or not on Sanctioned
Sanctioned List then anticipated
funding source or approach (e.g. defer):
Link to NI 189 e.g. LAs which have agreed with
EA a contribution to this action:
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Summary Tables
Action Reference: SDAD.PSA4.12.1

Action Type: Habitat Creation

Initiator: Environment Agency
Location:
Location:

Chesil Beach
(Chiswell to West
Bay)

ID GIS

Management Area/Policy Unit:
Unit 6a01 to 6a11
Defence unit: NFCDD ref

Action and Aims: Quantify habitat losses and gains, and where required, identify and
secure compensatory habitat through the RHCP for intertidal habitat losses within
Chesil Beach and the Fleet SAC. Should further human intervention be required at
6a02, carry out detailed modelling and investigation at the project level to identify
adverse effects on Chesil Beach and the Fleet SAC.

Revision date:
date
Revision notes

MTP entry (yes/no):

Planned start (Year 1):
Period (months
months):
Planned finish (year):
Actual Start (year):
Actual period (months)
Actual finish (year):
MTP reference:

Ongoing

Lead Partner: Environment
Agency

Other Partners:

Linked Actions (refs): SDAD.ALL.12.1
Contribution to other actions:
Output Details:
Planned Delivery Profile
Expenditure £
Year 1
Estimated Cost:
Year 2
Actual Cost:
Year 3
after Year 3
Priority (HML):
Total
100%
Urgency (HML):
Accepted onto Sanctioned List?
(yes/no)

If no MTP entry or not on Sanctioned List then anticipated
funding source or approach (e.g. defer):
Link to NI 189 e.g. LAs which have agreed with
EA a contribution to this action:
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Summary Tables
Action Reference: SDAD.PSA4.13.1

Action Type: Adaptation / Resilience

Initiator: West Dorset District Council /
Environment Agency
Location:
Management Area/Policy Unit:
ID GIS
Chesil Beach
Unit 6a02, 6a03, 6a09, 6a11, 6a12
(Chiswell to Wyke
Defence unit: NFCDD ref
Narrows),
Freshwater Beach
and West Bay
Action and Aims: Investigate opportunities for co-funding future defence works with
Lead Partner: West Dorset
other organisations to provide the maximum possible benefit from such works to the
District Council / Environment
area.
Agency

Other Partners:

Linked Actions (refs): SDAD.PSA4.3.1.
Contribution to other actions:

Revision date:
date
Revision notes

MTP entry (yes/no
yes/no):

Planned start (Year 1):
Period (months):
Planned finish (year):
Actual Start (year):
Actual period (months)
Actual finish (year):
MTP reference:

Ongoing

Output Details:
Planned Delivery Profile
Expenditure £
Year 1
Estimated Cost:
Year 2
Actual Cost:
Year 3
after Year 3
Priority (HML):
Total
100%
Urgency (HML):
Accepted onto Sanctioned List?
(yes/no)

If no MTP entry or not on Sanctioned List then anticipated
funding source or approach (e.g. defer):
Link to NI 189 e.g. LAs which have agreed with
EA a contribution to this action:
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Action
Action Reference: SDAD.PSA5.2.1

Action Type: Studies for Policy Units

Initiator: West Dorset District Council /
Environment Agency
Location:
ID GIS
Charmouth

Management Area/Policy Unit:
Unit 6a18 and 6a19
Defence unit: NFCDD ref

Action and Aims: Carry out a study to investigate the risks posed by landfill sites in
Charmouth and the refuse tip.

Lead Partner: West Dorset
District Council / Environment
Agency

Other Partners:

Linked Actions (refs): SDAD.PSA5.3.1
Contribution to other actions:

Revision date:
date
Revision notes

Planned start (Year 1):
Period (months):
Planned finish (year):

Actual Start (year):
Actual period (months)
Actual finish (year):
MTP entry (yes/no):

MTP reference:

To be
determined

Output Details:
Planned Delivery Profile
Year 1
Year 2
Year 3
after Year 3
Total

Expenditure £
Estimated Cost:
Actual Cost:

Priority (HML):
100%
Urgency (HML):
Accepted onto Sanctioned List?
(yes/no)

anticipated
ed
If no MTP entry or not on Sanctioned List then anticipat
funding source or approach (e.g. defer):
Link to NI 189 e.g. LAs which have agreed with
EA a contribution to this action:
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Summary Tables
Action Reference: SDAD.PSA5.2.2

Action Type: Studies for Policy Units

Initiator: English Heritage
Location:

Charmouth

ID GIS

Management Area/Policy Unit:
Unit 6a14 to 6a33
Defence unit: NFCDD ref

Action and Aims: Carry out a study to investigate the effects of SMP policy on the
historic features present and consider mitigation measures and/or recording as
appropriate.

Lead Partner: English Heritage

Other Partners:

Linked Actions (refs): SDAD.ALL.10.1
Contribution to other actions:

Revision date:
date
Revision notes

Planned start (Year 1):
Period (months
months):
Planned finish (year):

Actual Start (year):
Actual period (months)
Actual finish (year):
MTP entry (yes/no):

MTP reference:

To be
determined

Output Details:
Planned Delivery Profile
Year 1
Year 2
Year 3
after Year 3
Total

Expenditure £
Estimated Cost:
Actual Cost:

Priority (HML):
100%
Urgency (HML):
Accepted onto Sanctioned List?
(yes/no)

If no MTP entry or not on Sanctioned List then anticipated
funding source or approach (e.g. defer):
Link to NI 189 e.g. LAs which have agreed with
EA a contribution to this action:
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Summary Tables
Action Reference: SDAD.PSA5.3.1

Action Type: Strategy

Initiator: West Dorset District Council /
Environment Agency
Location:
Charmouth to Lyme ID GIS
Regis

Management Area/Policy Unit:
Unit 6a18 to 6a22
Defence unit: NFCDD ref

Action and Aims:
Aims: Undertake a Strategy Study for Lyme Regis and Charmouth to
determine the best approaches for delivering the policies and develop a programme of
works.

Lead Partner: West Dorset
District Council / Environment
Agency

Include a detailed assessment of coastal defence condition and long term sustainable
defence requirements for Lyme Regis as well as ensuring that coastal process
interactions along this frontage are well understood and accounted for in any future
management decisions. At Charmouth, investigation of managed realignment
requirements to reduce tidal flooding in the River Char as sea levels rise is required.

Linked Actions (refs): SDAD.PSA5.3.2, SDAD.PSA6.3.1, SDAD.ALL.5.1,
SDAD.ALL.5.2 and SDAD.ALL.5.3.

Revision date:
date
Revision notes

MTP entry (yes/no):

Planned start (Year 1):
Period (months):
Planned finish (year):
Actual Start (year):
Actual period (months)
Actual finish (year):
MTP reference:

2016

Other Partners:

Contribution to other
other actions:
Output Details:
Planned Delivery Profile
Expenditure £
Year 1
Estimated Cost:
Year 2
Actual Cost:
Year 3
after Year 3
Priority (HML):
Total
100%
Urgency (HML):
Accepted onto Sanctioned List?
(yes/no)

anticipated
ated
If no MTP entry or not on Sanctioned List then anticip
funding source or approach (e.g. defer):
Link to NI 189 e.g. LAs which have agreed with
EA a contribution to this action:
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Summary Tables
Action Reference: SDAD.PSA5.3.2

Action Type: Strategy

Initiator: Environment Agency / East Devon
District Council
Location:
ID GIS
Axe Estuary, Seaton
Location:
and Beer

Management Area/Policy Unit:
Unit 6a24 to 6a33
Defence unit: NFCDD ref

Action and Aims: Undertake a Strategy Study for the Axe Estuary, Seaton and Beer to
determine the best approaches for delivering the policies and develop a programme of
works.

Lead Partner: Environment
Agency / East Devon District
Council

Include a detailed assessment of coastal defence condition and long term sustainable
defence requirements as well as ensuring that coastal and estuarine process
interactions along this frontage are well understood and accounted for in any future
management decisions. Detailed investigation of managed realignment options in the
Axe Estuary will also need to consider ongoing navigation and highway infrastructure
(e.g. Axmouth road bridge) needs and preservation of the Seaton Tramway.

Linked Actions (refs): SDAD.PSA5.3.1, SDAD.PSA6.3.1, SDAD.ALL.5.1,
SDAD.ALL.5.2 and SDAD.ALL.5.3.

Revision
Revision date:
date
Revision notes

MTP entry (yes/no):

Planned start (Year 1):
Period (months):
Planned finish (year):
Actual Start (year):
Actual period (months)
Actual finish (year):
MTP reference:

2016

Other Partners:

Contribution to other actions:
Output Details:
Planned Delivery Profile
Expenditure £
Year 1
Estimated Cost:
Year 2
Actual Cost:
Year 3
after Year 3
Priority (HML):
Total
100%
Urgency (HML):
Accepted onto Sanctioned List?
(yes/no)

If no MTP entry or not on Sanctioned List then anticipated
funding source or approach (e.g.
(e.g. defer):
Link to NI 189 e.g. LAs which have agreed with
EA a contribution to this action:
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Summary Tables
Action Reference: SDAD.PSA5.4.1

Action Type: Scheme Work

Initiator: Environment Agency / West
Dorset District Council / East Devon
District Council
Location:
Location:
ID GIS
Management Area/Policy Unit:
Unit 6a18 to 6a22 and 6a24 to 6a33
Charmouth and
Lyme Regis; Axe
Defence unit: NFCDD ref
Estuary, Seaton and
Beer
Action and Aims: To be defined by strategy. Any defence works should avoid obscuring Lead Partner: Environment
Other Partners:
the cliff face and by sympathetically designed to avoid damage to the geological features Agency / West Dorset District
of the earth heritage sites. Schemes should also seek opportunities to both improve
Council / East Devon District
the favourable condition of the designated terrestrial habitats through changes in their
Council
grazing/scrub management in areas of proposed managed realignment and improve the Linked Actions (refs): SDAD.PSA5.3.1 and SDAD.PSA5.3.2.
landscape character in the AONB/Heritage Coast.
Contribution to other actions:

Revision date:
date
Revision notes

Planned start (Year 1):
Period (months):
Planned finish (year):

Actual Start (year):
Actual period (months)
Actual finish (year):
MTP entry (yes/no):

MTP reference:

To be
determined

Output Details:
Planned Delivery Profile
Year 1
Year 2
Year 3
after Year 3
Total

Expenditure £
Estimated Cost:
Actual Cost:

Priority (HML):
100%
Urgency (HML):
Accepted onto Sanctioned
Sanctioned List?
(yes/no)

If no MTP entry or not on Sanctioned List then anticipated
funding source or approach (e.g. defer):
Link to NI 189 e.g. LAs which have agreed with
EA a contribution to this action:
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Summary Tables
Action Reference: SDAD.PSA5.4.2

Action Type: Scheme Work

Initiator: West Dorset District Council
Location:

Lyme Regis

ID GIS

Management Area/Policy Unit:
Unit 6a20 and 6a21
Defence unit: NFCDD ref

Action and Aims: Progress Phases 4 and 5 of the Lyme Regis Environmental
Improvements Scheme to construction as soon as possible to reduce the risk of
erosion to Lyme Regis.

Lead Partner: West Dorset
District Council

Other Partners:

Linked Actions (refs): SDAD.PSA5.3.1 and SDAD.PSA5.6.1
Contribution to other actions:

Revision
Revision date:
date
Revision notes

MTP entry (yes/no):

Planned start (Year 1):
Period (months):
Planned finish (year):
Actual Start (year):
Actual period (months)
Actual finish (year):
MTP reference:

2012

Output Details:
Planned Delivery Profile
Expenditure £
Year 1
Estimated Cost:
Year 2
Actual Cost:
Year 3
after Year 3
Priority (HML):
Total
100%
Urgency (HML):
Accepted onto Sanctioned List?
(yes/no)

If no MTP entry or not on Sanctioned List then anticipated
funding source or approach (e.g. defer):
Link to NI 189 e.g. LAs which have agreed with
EA a contribution to this action:
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Summary Tables
Action Reference: SDAD.PSA5.5.1

Action Type: Scheme Work

Initiator: West Dorset District Council
Location:

Lyme Regis

ID GIS

Management Area/Policy Unit
Unit:
nit 6a20 and 6a21
Defence unit: NFCDD ref

Action and Aims: Continue to monitor the condition of the Cobb at Lyme Regis to
inform future management decisions.

Lead Partner: West Dorset
District Council

Other Partners:

Linked Actions (refs): SDAD.PSA5.3.1 and SDAD.PSA5.6.1
Contribution to other actions:

Revision date:
date
Revision notes

MTP entry (yes/no):

Planned start (Year 1):
Period (months):
Planned finish (year):
Actual Start (year):
Actual period (months)
Actual finish (year):
MTP reference:

Ongoing

Output Details:
Planned Delivery Profile
Expenditure £
Year 1
Estimated Cost:
Year 2
Actual Cost:
Year 3
after Year 3
Priority (HML):
Total
100%
Urgency (HML):
Accepted onto Sanctioned List?
(yes/no)

If no MTP entry or not on Sanctioned List then anticipated
funding source or approach (e.g. defer):
Link to NI 189 e.g. LAs which have agreed with
EA a contribution to this action:
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Summary Tables
Action Reference: SDAD.PSA5.6.1

Action Type: Asset Management

Initiator:
Initiator: West Dorset District Council
Location:

Lyme Regis

ID GIS

Management Area/Policy Unit:
Unit 6a21
Defence unit: NFCDD ref

Action and Aims: Develop a Beach Management Plan for the central part of Lyme Regis
to ensure that there is a robust plan for managing the beach and associated hard
defence structures such that defence provision continues to be provided at the
required standard.

Lead Partner: West Dorset
District Council

Other Partners:

Linked Actions (refs): SDAD.PSA5.3.1 and SDAD.PSA5.4.2.
Contribution to other actions:

Revision date:
date
Revision notes

MTP entry (yes/no):

Planned start (Year 1):
Period (months):
Planned finish (year):
Actual Start (year):
Actual period (months)
Actual finish (year):
MTP reference:

2011

Output Details:
Planned Delivery Profile
Expenditure £
Year 1
Estimated Cost:
Year 2
Actual Cost:
Year 3
after Year 3
Priority (HML):
Total
100%
Urgency (HML):
Accepted onto Sanctioned List?
(yes/no)

If no MTP entry or not on
on Sanctioned List then anticipated
funding source or approach (e.g. defer):
Link to NI 189 e.g. LAs which have agreed with
EA a contribution to this action:
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Summary Tables
Action Reference: SDAD.PSA5.6.2

Action Type: Asset Management

Initiator: West Dorset District Council
Location:

Seatown

ID GIS

Management Area/Policy Unit:
Unit 6a15
Defence unit: NFCDD ref

Action and Aims: Review Asset Management Plan for defences at Seatown to ensure
that it is robust and provides adequate protection for the continued maintenance of
the defences to prolong their effective life for as long as possible.

Lead Partner: West Dorset
District Council

Other Partners:

Linked Actions (refs): SDAD.PSA5.3.1.
Contribution to other actions:

Revision date:
date
Revision notes

MTP entry (yes/no):

Planned start (Year 1):
Period (months):
Planned finish (year):
Actual Start (year):
Actual period (months)
Actual finish (year):
MTP reference:

2011

Output Details:
Planned Delivery Profile
Expenditure £
Year 1
Estimated Cost:
Year 2
Actual Cost:
Year 3
after Year 3
Priority (HML):
Total
100%
Urgency (HML):
Accepted onto Sanctioned List?
(yes/no)

If no MTP entry or not on Sanctioned List then anticipated
funding source or approach (e.g. defer):
defer):
Link to NI 189 e.g. LAs which have agreed with
EA a contribution to this action:
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Summary Tables
Action Reference: SDAD.PSA5.6.3

Action Type: Asset Management

Initiator: West Dorset District Council
Location:

Charmouth

ID GIS

Management Area/Policy Unit
Unit:
it 6a18
Defence unit: NFCDD ref

Action and Aims: Review Asset Management Plan for defences at Charmouth to ensure
that it is robust and provides adequate protection for the continued maintenance of
the defences to prolong their effective life for as long as possible.

Lead Partner: West Dorset
District Council

Other Partners:

Linked Actions (refs): SDAD.PSA5.3.1.
Contribution to other actions:

Revision date:
date
Revision notes

MTP entry (yes/no):

Planned start (Year 1):
Period (months):
Planned finish (year):
Actual Start (year):
Actual period (months)
Actual finish (year):
MTP reference:

2011

Output Details:
Planned Delivery Profile
Expenditure
Expenditure £
Year 1
Estimated Cost:
Year 2
Actual Cost:
Year 3
after Year 3
Priority (HML):
Total
100%
Urgency (HML):
Accepted onto Sanctioned List?
(yes/no)

If no MTP entry or not on Sanctioned List then anticipated
funding source or approach (e.g. defer):
Link to NI 189 e.g. LAs which have agreed with
EA a contribution
contribution to this action:
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Summary Tables
Action Reference: SDAD.PSA5.7.1

Action Type: Communication

Initiator: West Dorset District Council /
East Devon District Council / Environment
Agency
Location:
Management
Management Area/Policy Unit:
Unit 6a18 to 6a22 and 6a24 to 6a33
ID GIS
Charmouth and
Lyme Regis; Axe
Defence unit: NFCDD ref
Estuary, Seaton and
Beer
Action and Aims: Undertake consultation with key stakeholders and general public
Lead Partner: West Dorset
Other Partners:
during strategy development to ensure an acceptable approach for the future
District Council / East Devon
management of coastal flood and erosion is developed.
District Council / Environment
Agency
Linked Actions (refs): SDAD.PSA5.3.1.
Contribution to other actions:

Revision
Revision date:
date
Revision notes

MTP entry (yes/no):

Planned start (Year 1):
Period (months):
Planned finish (year):
Actual Start (year):
Actual period (months)
Actual finish (year):
MTP reference:

2016

Output Details:
Planned Delivery Profile
Expenditure £
Year 1
Estimated Cost:
Year 2
Actual Cost:
Year 3
after Year 3
Priority (HML):
Total
100%
Urgency (HML):
Accepted onto Sanctioned List?
(yes/no)

If no MTP entry or not on Sanctioned List then anticipated
funding source or approach (e.g. defer):
defer):
Link to NI 189 e.g. LAs which have agreed with
EA a contribution to this action:
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Summary Tables
Action Reference: SDAD.PSA5.9.1

Action Type: Contingency Planning & Emergency Response

Initiator: Local Authorities
Location:

Thorncombe Beacon
to Beer Head

ID GIS

Management Area/Policy Unit:
Unit 6a14 to 6a33
Defence unit: NFCDD ref

Action and Aims: Review emergency response plan to prepare for sudden large
landslide events that cause significant cliff recession that could affect developed areas.

Lead Partner: Local Authorities

Other Partners: Devon County Council;
Dorset County Council.

Linked Actions (refs): SDAD.ALL.9.1 and SDAD.PSA3.9.1.
Contribution to other actions:

Revision date:
date
Revision notes

MTP entry (yes/no):

Planned start (Year 1):
Period (months):
Planned finish (year):
Actual Start (year):
Actual period (months)
Actual finish (year):
MTP reference:

Ongoing

Output Details:
Planned Delivery
Expenditure £
Delivery Profile
Year 1
Estimated Cost:
Year 2
Actual Cost:
Year 3
after Year 3
Priority (HML):
Total
100%
Urgency (HML):
Accepted onto Sanctioned List?
(yes/no)

If no MTP entry or not on Sanctioned List then anticipated
funding source or approach (e.g. defer):
Link to NI 189 e.g. LAs which have agreed with
EA a contribution to this action:
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Summary Tables
Action Reference: SDAD.PSA5.10.1

Action Type: Adaptation / Resilience

Initiator: Environment Agency / Local
Authorities
ID GIS
Location:
Management Area/Policy Unit:
Seatown,
Unit 6a14, 6a15, 6a18, 6a19, 6a23, 6a30, 6a31, 6a32
Charmouth, Lyme
Defence unit: NFCDD ref
Regis, Seaton and
Beer
Action and Aims: In areas where the policy is for no active intervention or managed
Lead Partner: Environment
Other Partners: Devon County Council;
realignment to occur in the future, engage and work with communities to begin to
Agency / Local Authorities
Dorset County Council
develop adaptation plans for adjusting to future coastal change.
Linked Actions (refs): SDAD.ALL.7.1 and SDAD.ALL.10.1.
Contribution
Contribution to other actions:

Revision date:
date
Revision notes

MTP entry (yes/no):

Planned start (Year 1):
Period (months):
Planned finish (year):
Actual Start
Start (year):
Actual period (months)
Actual finish (year):
MTP reference:

Ongoing

Output Details:
Planned Delivery Profile
Expenditure £
Year 1
Estimated Cost:
Year 2
Actual Cost:
Year 3
after Year 3
Priority (HML):
Total
100%
Urgency (HML):
Accepted onto Sanctioned List?
(yes/no)

If no MTP entry or not on Sanctioned List then
then anticipated
funding source or approach (e.g. defer):
Link to NI 189 e.g. LAs which have agreed with
EA a contribution to this action:
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Summary Tables
Action Reference: SDAD.PSA5.10.2

Action Type: Adaptation / Resilience

Initiator: West Dorset District Council /
East Devon District Council / Environment
Agency
Location:
Management Area/Policy Unit:
Unit 6a18 to 6a22 and 6a24 to 6a33
ID GIS
Charmouth and
Lyme Regis; Axe
Defence unit: NFCDD ref
Estuary, Seaton and
Beer
Action and Aims: Build in capacity to allow for incremental adaptation to beach and
Lead Partner: West Dorset
Other Partners:
defence management for Charmouth, Lyme Regis, Seaton and Beer to manage risks
District Council / East Devon
from rising sea level in medium and long term.
District Council / Environment
Agency
Linked Actions (refs): SDAD.PSA5.3.1 and SDAD.PSA5.3.2.
Contribution to other actions:

Revision date:
date
Revision notes

MTP entry (yes/no):

Planned start (Year 1):
Period (months
months):
Planned finish (year):
Actual Start (year):
Actual period (months)
Actual finish (year):
MTP reference:

Ongoing

Output Details:
Planned Delivery Profile
Expenditure £
Year 1
Estimated Cost:
Year 2
Actual Cost:
Year 3
after Year 3
Priority (HML):
Total
100%
Urgency (HML):
Accepted onto Sanctioned List?
(yes/no)

If no MTP entry or not on Sanctioned List then anticipated
funding source or approach (e.g. defer):
Link to NI 189 e.g. LAs which have agreed with
EA a contribution to this action:
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Summary Tables
Action Reference:
Reference: SDAD.PSA5.12.1

Action Type: Habitat Creation

Initiator: Environment Agency
Location:

Axe Estuary

ID GIS

Management Area/Policy Unit: 6a24 to 6a28
Defence unit: NFCDD ref

Action and Aims: Habitat creation potential within the Axe Estuary should work with
the Regional Habitat Creation Programme to deliver benefits to the wider region.

Lead Partner: Environment
Agency

Other Partners:

Linked Actions (refs): SDAD.ALL.12.1.
Contribution to other actions:

Revision
Revision date:
date
Revision notes

MTP entry (yes/no):

Planned start (Year 1):
Period (months):
Planned finish (year):
Actual Start (year):
Actual period (months)
Actual finish (year):
MTP reference:

Ongoing

Output Details:
Planned Delivery Profile
Expenditure £
Year 1
Estimated Cost:
Year 2
Actual Cost:
Year 3
after Year 3
Priority (HML):
Total
100%
Urgency (HML):
Accepted onto Sanctioned List?
(yes/no)

If no MTP entry or not on Sanctioned List then anticipated
funding source or approach (e.g.
(e.g. defer):
Link to NI 189 e.g. LAs which have agreed with
EA a contribution to this action:
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Summary Tables
Action Reference: SDAD.PSA5.12.2

Action Type: Habitat Creation

Initiator: West Dorset District Council /
East Devon District Council / Environment
Agency
Location:
ID GIS
Axe Estuary

Management Area/Policy Unit: 6a24 to 6a28
Defence unit: NFCDD ref

Action and Aims: Identify areas for the removal of defences within Sidmouth to West
Bay SAC to compensate for loss of cliff exposure in locations where holding the line.

Lead Partner: West Dorset
District Council / East Devon
District Council / Environment
Agency

Other Partners:

Linked Actions (refs): SDAD.PSA5.3.1 and SDAD.PSA5.3.2.
Contribution to other actions:

Revision
Revision date:
date
Revision notes

MTP entry (yes/no):

Planned start (Year 1):
Period (months):
Planned finish (year):
Actual Start (year):
Actual period (months)
Actual finish (year):
MTP reference:

Ongoing

Output Details:
Planned Delivery Profile
Expenditure £
Year 1
Estimated Cost:
Year 2
Actual Cost:
Year 3
after Year 3
Priority (HML):
Total
100%
Urgency (HML):
Accepted onto Sanctioned List?
(yes/no)

If no MTP entry or not on Sanctioned List then anticipated
funding source or approach (e.g. defer):
Link to NI 189 e.g. LAs which have agreed with
EA a contribution to this action:
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Summary Tables

Action Reference: SDAD.PSA5.13.1

Action Type: Funding

Initiator: West Dorset District Council /
East Devon District Council / Environment
Agency
Location:
Management Area/Policy Unit: 6a18 to 6a22 and 6a24 to 6a33
ID GIS
Charmouth and
Lyme Regis; Axe
Defence unit: NFCDD ref
Estuary, Seaton and
Beer
Action and Aims: Investigate opportunities for co-funding future defence works with
Lead Partner: West Dorset
Other Partners:
other organisations to provide the maximum possible benefit from such works to the
District Council / East Devon
area. For example, where defence works could provide enhanced amenity, then coDistrict Council / Environment
funding of a scheme would be more likely to deliver defence and amenity
Agency
enhancements that a purely flood and coastal defence budget funded scheme would
Linked Actions (refs): SDAD.PSA5.3.1 and SDAD.PSA5.3.2.
not.
Contribution to other actions:

Revision date:
date
Revision notes

MTP entry (yes/no):

Planned start (Year 1):
Period (months):
Planned finish (year):
Actual Start (year):
Actual period (months)
Actual finish (year):
MTP reference:

Ongoing

Output Details:
Planned Delivery Profile
Expenditure £
Year 1
Estimated Cost:
Year 2
Actual Cost:
Year 3
after Year 3
Priority (HML):
Total
100%
Urgency (HML):
Accepted onto Sanctioned List?
(yes/no)

If no MTP entry or not on Sanctioned List then anticipated
funding source or approach (e.g. defer):
Link to NI 189 e.g. LAs which have agreed with
EA a contribution to this action:
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Summary Tables

Action Reference: SDAD.PSA6.3.1
Initiator: East Devon District Council /
Environment Agency
Location:
Beer Head to
Otterton Ledge

Action Type: Strategy

ID GIS

Management Area/Policy Unit: 6a34 to 6a38
Defence unit: NFCDD ref

Action and Aims: Undertake a Strategy Study for Sidmouth to determine the best
approaches for delivering the policies and develop a programme of works.
Include a detailed assessment of coastal defence condition and long term sustainable
defence requirements for Sidmouth as well as ensuring that coastal process
interactions along this whole frontage are well understood and accounted for in any
future management decisions.

Lead Partner: East Devon
District Council / Environment
Agency

Other Partners:

Linked Actions (refs): SDAD.PSA5.3.1, SDAD.PSA5.3.2, SDAD.ALL.5.1,
SDAD.ALL.5.2 and SDAD.ALL.5.3.
Contribution to other actions:

Revision date:
date
Revision notes

MTP entry (yes/no):

Planned start (Year 1):
Period (months):
Planned finish (year):
Actual Start (year):
Actual period (months
months)
Actual finish (year):
MTP reference:

2014

Output Details:
Planned Delivery Profile
Expenditure £
Year 1
Estimated Cost:
Year 2
Actual Cost:
Year 3
after Year 3
Priority (HML):
Total
100%
Urgency (HML):
Accepted onto Sanctioned List?
(yes/no)

If no MTP entry or not on Sanctioned List then anticipated
funding source or approach (e.g.
(e.g. defer):
Link to NI 189 e.g. LAs which have agreed with
EA a contribution to this action:
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Summary Tables

Action Reference: SDAD.PSA6.4.1
Initiator: East Devon District Council /
Environment Agency
Location:
Sidmouth

Action Type: Scheme Work

ID GIS

Management
Management Area/Policy Unit: 6a35, 6a36
Defence unit: NFCDD ref

Action and Aims: Any defence works should avoid obscuring the cliff face and by
sympathetically designed to avoid damage to the geological features of the earth
heritage sites. Any schemes should also seek opportunities both to improve the
favourable condition of the designated terrestrial habitats through changes in their
grazing/scrub management in areas where holding the line (Sidmouth) or in the River
Sid policy unit, and to improve the landscape character in the AONB/Heritage Coast.

Revision date:
date
Revision notes

Planned start (Year 1):
Period (months):
Planned finish (year):

Actual Start (year):
Actual period (months)
Actual finish (year):
MTP entry (yes/no):

MTP reference:

To be
determined

Lead Partner: East Devon
District Council / Environment
Agency

Other Partners:

Linked Actions (refs): SDAD.PSA6.3.1.
Contribution to other actions:
Output Details:
Planned Delivery Profile
Year 1
Year 2
Year 3
after Year 3
Total

Expenditure £
Estimated Cost:
Actual Cost:

Priority (HML):
100%
Urgency (HML):
Accepted onto Sanctioned List?
(yes/no)

If no MTP entry or not on Sanctioned List then anticipated
funding source or approach (e.g. defer):
Link
Link to NI 189 e.g. LAs which have agreed with
EA a contribution to this action:
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Summary Tables
Action Reference: SDAD.PSA6.6.1

Action Type: Asset Management

Initiator: East Devon District Council
Location:

Sidmouth

ID GIS

Management Area/Policy Unit: 6a36
Defence unit: NFCDD ref

Action and Aims: Review the Sidmouth Beach Management Plan to ensure that there is
a robust plan for managing the beach and associated hard defence structures such that
defence provision continues to be provided at the required standard. This review
should ensure that sufficient consideration is given to managing the beach to the east of
the River Sid in advance of the Strategy Study as required in Action Plan item
SDAD.PSA6.3.1.
Revision date:
date
Revision notes

MTP entry (yes/no):

Planned start (Year 1):
Period (months):
Planned finish (year):
Actual Start (year):
Actual period (months)
Actual finish (year):
MTP reference:

2011

Lead Partner: East Devon
District Council

Other Partners:

Linked Actions (refs): SDAD.PSA6.3.1.
Contribution to other actions: SDAD.PSA6.3.1
Output Details:
Planned Delivery Profile
Expenditure £
Year 1
Estimated Cost:
Year 2
Actual Cost:
Year 3
after Year 3
Priority (HML):
Total
100%
Urgency (HML):
Accepted onto Sanctioned List?
(yes/no)

If no MTP entry or not on Sanctioned List then anticipated
funding source or approach (e.g. defer):
Link to NI 189 e.g. LAs which have agreed with
EA a contribution to this action:
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Summary Tables
Action Reference: SDAD.PSA6.7.1
Initiator: East Devon District Council /
Environment Agency
Location:
Beer Head to
Otterton Ledge

Action
Action Type: Communication

ID GIS

Management Area/Policy Unit: 6a34 to 6a38
Defence unit: NFCDD ref

Action and Aims: Undertake consultation with key stakeholders and general public
during strategy development to ensure an acceptable approach for the future
management of coastal flood and erosion is developed.

Lead Partner: East Devon
District Council / Environment
Agency

Other Partners:

Linked
Linked Actions (refs): SDAD.PSA6.3.1.
Contribution to other actions:

Revision date:
date
Revision notes

MTP entry (yes/no):

Planned start (Year 1):
Period (months):
Planned finish (year):
Actual Start (year):
Actual period (months)
Actual finish (year):
MTP reference:

2014

Output Details:
Planned Delivery Profile
Expenditure £
Year 1
Estimated Cost:
Year 2
Actual Cost:
Year 3
after Year 3
Priority (HML):
Total
100%
Urgency (HML):
Accepted onto Sanctioned List?
(yes/no)

If no MTP entry or not on Sanctioned List then anticipated
funding source or approach (e.g. defer):
Link to NI 189 e.g. LAs which have agreed with
EA a contribution to this action:
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Summary Tables
Action Reference: SDAD.PSA6.10.1
Initiator: East Devon District Council /
Environment Agency
Location:
Sidmouth

Action Type: Adaptation / Resilience

ID GIS

Management Area/Policy Unit: 6a35, 6a36
Defence unit: NFCDD ref

Action and Aims: Build in capacity to allow for incremental adaptation to beach and
defence management for Sidmouth to manage risks from rising sea level in medium and
long term.

Lead Partner: East Devon
District Council / Environment
Agency

Other Partners:

Linked Actions (refs): SDAD.PSA6.3.1.
Contribution to other actions:

Revision date:
date
Revision notes

MTP entry (yes/no):

Planned start (Year 1):
Period (months):
Planned finish (year):
Actual Start (year):
Actual
Actual period (months)
Actual finish (year):
MTP reference:

Ongoing

Output
Output Details:
Planned Delivery Profile
Expenditure £
Year 1
Estimated Cost:
Year 2
Actual Cost:
Year 3
after Year 3
Priority (HML):
Total
100%
Urgency (HML):
Accepted onto Sanctioned List?
(yes/no)

If no MTP entry or not on Sanctioned List then anticipated
funding source
source or approach (e.g. defer):
Link to NI 189 e.g. LAs which have agreed with
EA a contribution to this action:
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Summary Tables
Action Reference: SDAD.PSA6.10.2
Initiator: East Devon District Council /
Environment Agency
Location:
Beer Head to
Location:
Otterton Ledge

Action Type: Adaptation / Resilience

ID GIS

Management Area/Policy Unit: 6a34, 6a37, 6a38
Defence unit: NFCDD ref

Action and Aims: In areas where the policy is for no active intervention or managed
realignment to occur in the future, engage and work with communities to begin to
develop adaptation plans for adjusting to future coastal change.

Lead Partner: East Devon
District Council / Environment
Agency

Other Partners:

Linked Actions (refs): SDAD.ALL.7.1 and SDAD.ALL.10.1.
Contribution to other
other actions:

Revision date:
date
Revision notes

MTP entry (yes/no):

Planned start (Year 1):
Period (months):
Planned finish (year):
Actual Start (year
year):
Actual period (months)
Actual finish (year):
MTP reference:

Ongoing

Output Details:
Planned Delivery Profile
Expenditure £
Year 1
Estimated Cost:
Year 2
Actual Cost:
Year 3
after Year 3
Priority (HML):
Total
100%
Urgency (HML):
Accepted onto Sanctioned List?
(yes/no)

If no MTP entry or not on Sanctioned List then anticipated
anticipated
funding source or approach (e.g. defer):
Link to NI 189 e.g. LAs which have agreed with
EA a contribution to this action:
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Summary Tables
Action Reference: SDAD.PSA6.12.1
Initiator: East Devon District Council /
Environment Agency
Location:
Beer Head to
Otterton Ledge

Action Type: Habitat Creation

ID GIS

Management Area/Policy Unit: 6a34 to 6a38
Defence unit: NFCDD ref

Action and Aims: Identify areas for the removal of defences within Sidmouth to West
Bay SAC to compensate for loss of cliff exposure in locations where holding the line.

Lead Partner: East Devon
District Council / Environment
Agency

Other Partners:

Linked Actions (refs): SDAD.PSA6.3.1.
Contribution to other actions:

Revision date:
date
Revision notes

MTP entry (yes/no):

Planned start (Year
Year 1):
Period (months):
Planned finish (year):
Actual Start (year):
Actual period (months)
Actual finish (year):
MTP reference:

Ongoing

Output Details:
Planned Delivery Profile
Expenditure £
Year 1
Estimated Cost:
Year 2
Actual Cost:
Year 3
after Year 3
Priority (HML
HML):
Total
100%
Urgency (HML):
Accepted onto Sanctioned List?
(yes/no)

If no MTP entry or not on Sanctioned List then anticipated
funding source or approach (e.g. defer):
Link to NI 189 e.g. LAs which have agreed with
EA a contribution to this action:
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Summary Tables
Action Reference: SDAD.PSA6.13.1
Initiator: East Devon District Council /
Environment Agency
Location:
Sidmouth

Action Type: Funding

ID GIS

Management Area/Policy Unit: 6a35, 6a36
Defence unit: NFCDD ref

Action and Aims: Investigate opportunities for co-funding future defence works with
other organisations to provide the maximum possible benefit from such works to the
area.

Lead Partner: East Devon
District Council / Environment
Agency

Other Partners:

Linked Actions (refs): SDAD.ALL.7.1 and SDAD.ALL.10.1.
Contribution to other actions:

Revision date:
date
Revision notes

MTP entry (yes/no):

Planned start (Year 1):
Period (months
months):
Planned finish (year):
Actual Start (year):
Actual period (months)
Actual finish (year):
MTP reference:

Ongoing

Output Details:
Planned Delivery Profile
Expenditure £
Year 1
Estimated Cost:
Year 2
Actual Cost:
Year 3
after Year 3
Priority (HML):
Total
100%
Urgency (HML):
Accepted onto Sanctioned List?
(yes/no)

If no MTP entry or not on Sanctioned List then anticipated
funding source or approach (e.g. defer):
Link to NI 189 e.g. LAs which have agreed with
EA a contribution to this action:
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Summary Tables
Action Reference: SDAD.PSA7.1.1

Action Type: Studies for Policy Scenario Area

Initiator: Environment Agency
Location:

Otter Estuary and
Budleigh Salterton

ID GIS

Management Area/Policy Unit: 6a39 to 6a42
Defence unit: NFCDD ref

Action and Aims: Undertake a study to investigate Managed Realignment opportunities
within the Otter Estuary, ensuring that full consideration given to understanding of
coastal and estuarine process interactions within this whole area. This study would also
provide information to inform future management decisions along the Budleigh
Salterton frontage. This study could also investigate the risks posed by the disused
landfill site in this area.

Revision date:
date
Revision notes

MTP entry (yes/no):

Planned start (Year 1):
Period (months):
Planned finish (year):
Actual Start (year):
Actual period (months)
Actual finish (year):
MTP reference:

2020

Lead Partner: Environment
Agency

Other Partners: East Devon District
Council

Linked Actions (refs): SDAD.ALL.5.1, SDAD.ALL.5.2 and SDAD.ALL.5.3.
Contribution to other actions:
Output Details:
Planned Delivery Profile
Expenditure £
Year 1
Estimated Cost:
Year 2
Actual Cost:
Year 3
after Year 3
Priority (HML):
Total
100%
Urgency (HML):
Accepted onto Sanctioned List?
(yes/no)

If no MTP entry or not on Sanctioned List then anticipated
funding source or approach (e.g. defer):
Link to NI 189 e.g. LAs which have agreed with
EA a contribution to this action:
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Summary Tables
Action Reference: SDAD.PSA7.1.2

Action Type: Studies for Policy Scenario Area

Initiator: English Heritage
Location:

Otter Estuary and
Budleigh Salterton

ID GIS

Management Area/Policy Unit: 6a39 to 6a42
Defence unit: NFCDD ref

Action and Aims: Carry out a study to investigate the effects of SMP policy on the
listed buildings at risk and consider mitigation measures and/or recording as
appropriate.

Lead Partner: English Heritage

Other Partners:

Linked Actions (refs): SDAD.ALL.10.1
Contribution to other actions:

Revision date:
date
Revision notes

Planned start (Year 1):
Period (months):
Planned finish (year):

Actual Start (year):
Actual period (months)
Actual finish (year):
MTP entry (yes/no):

MTP reference:

To be
determined

Output
Output Details:
Planned Delivery Profile
Year 1
Year 2
Year 3
after Year 3
Total

Expenditure £
Estimated Cost:
Actual Cost:

Priority (HML):
100%
Urgency (HML):
Accepted onto Sanctioned List?
(yes/no)

If no MTP entry or not on Sanctioned List then anticipated
funding
ding source or approach (e.g. defer):
fun
Link to NI 189 e.g. LAs which have agreed with
EA a contribution to this action:
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Summary Tables
Action Reference: SDAD.PSA7.4.1
Initiator: East Devon District Council /
Environment Agency
Location:
Otter Estuary and
Location:
Budleigh Salterton

Action Type: Scheme Work

ID GIS

Management Area/Policy Unit: 6a39 to 6a42
Defence unit: NFCDD ref

Action and Aims: Should any defence works be required, any defence works should
avoid obscuring the cliff face and by sympathetically designed to avoid damage to the
geological features of the earth heritage sites. Any schemes should also seek
opportunities to improve landscape character in the AONB/Heritage Coast.

Lead Partner: East Devon
District Council / Environment
Agency

Other Partners:
Partners:

Linked Actions (refs): SDAD.PSA7.1.1.
Contribution to other actions:

Revision date:
date
Revision notes

Planned start (Year 1):
Period (months):
Planned
Planned finish (year):

Actual Start (year):
Actual period (months)
Actual finish (year):
MTP entry (yes/no):

MTP reference:

To be
determined

Output Details:
Planned Delivery Profile
Year 1
Year 2
Year 3
after Year 3
Total

Expenditure £
Estimated Cost:
Actual Cost:

Priority (HML):
100%
Urgency (HML):
Accepted onto
onto Sanctioned List?
(yes/no)

If no MTP entry or not on Sanctioned List then anticipated
funding source or approach (e.g. defer):
Link to NI 189 e.g. LAs which have agreed with
EA a contribution to this action:
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Summary Tables
Action Reference: SDAD.PSA7.7.1

Action
Action Type: Communication

Initiator: Environment Agency / East Devon
District Council
Location:
ID GIS
Otter Estuary and
Budleigh Salterton

Management Area/Policy Unit: 6a39 to 6a42
Defence unit: NFCDD ref

Action and Aims: Undertake consultation with key stakeholders and general public
during study development to ensure an acceptable approach for the future
management of coastal flood and erosion risk is developed.

Lead Partner: Environment
Agency / East Devon District
Council

Other Partners: East Devon District
Council

Linked Actions (refs): SDAD.PSA7.1.1.
Contribution to other actions:

Revision date:
date
Revision notes

MTP entry (yes/no):

Planned start (Year 1):
Period (months):
Planned finish (year):
Actual Start (year):
Actual period (months)
Actual finish (year):
MTP reference:

2020

Output Details:
Planned Delivery Profile
Expenditure £
Year 1
Estimated
Estimated Cost:
Year 2
Actual Cost:
Year 3
after Year 3
Priority (HML):
Total
100%
Urgency (HML):
Accepted
Accepted onto Sanctioned List?
(yes/no)

If no MTP entry or not on Sanctioned List then anticipated
funding source or approach (e.g. defer):
Link to NI 189 e.g. LAs which have agreed with
EA a contribution to this action:
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Summary Tables
Action Reference: SDAD.PSA7.12.1

Action Type: Habitat Creation

Initiator: Environment Agency
Location:

Otter Estuary and
Budleigh Salterton

ID GIS

Management Area/Policy Unit: 6a39 to 6a42
Defence unit: NFCDD ref

Action and Aims: Habitat creation potential within the Otter Estuary should work with
the Regional Habitat Creation Programme to deliver benefits to the wider region. This
should include quantifying habitat losses and gains and, where required, identify sites
for replacement intertidal habitat.

Lead Partner: Environment
Agency

Other Partners:

Linked Actions (refs): SDAD.ALL.12.1.
Contribution to other actions:

Revision date:
date
Revision notes

MTP entry (yes/no):

Planned start (Year 1):
Period (months):
Planned finish (year):
Actual Start (year):
Actual period (months)
Actual finish (year):
MTP reference:

2020

Output Details:
Planned Delivery Profile
Expenditure £
Year 1
Estimated
Estimated Cost:
Year 2
Actual Cost:
Year 3
after Year 3
Priority (HML):
Total
100%
Urgency (HML):
Accepted onto Sanctioned List?
(yes/no)

If no MTP entry or not on Sanctioned List then anticipated
funding source or approach (e.g. defer):
Link to NI 189 e.g. LAs which have agreed with
EA a contribution to this action:
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Action Reference: SDAD.PSA8.1.1

Action Type: Studies for Policy Scenario Area

Initiator: English Heritage
Location:

Exmouth to Dawlish

ID GIS

Management Area/Policy Unit: 6a43 to 6b24
Defence unit: NFCDD ref

Action and Aims: Carry out a study to investigate the effects of SMP policy on the
heritage features at risk and consider mitigation measures and/or recording as
appropriate.

Lead Partner: English Heritage

Other Partners:

Linked Actions (refs): SDAD.ALL.10.1
Contribution to other actions:

Revision date:
date
Revision notes

Planned start (Year 1):
Period (months):
Planned finish (year):

Actual Start (year):
Actual
Actual period (months)
Actual finish (year):
MTP entry (yes/no):

MTP reference:

To be
determined

Output Details:
Details:
Planned Delivery Profile
Year 1
Year 2
Year 3
after Year 3
Total

Expenditure £
Estimated Cost:
Actual Cost:

Priority (HML):
100%
Urgency (HML):
Accepted onto Sanctioned List?
(yes/no)

If no MTP entry or not on Sanctioned List then anticipated
funding source
source or approach (e.g. defer):
Link to NI 189 e.g. LAs which have agreed with
EA a contribution to this action:
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Summary Tables
Action Reference: SDAD.PSA8.2.1

Action Type: Studies for Policy Units

Initiator: Teignbridge District Council
Location:

Exmouth and
Dawlish Warren

ID GIS

Management Area/Policy Unit: 6a44 to 6a46 and 6b20 to 6b23
Defence unit: NFCDD ref

Action and Aims: Undertake a study to investigate beach recharge works required to
maintain Dawlish Warren and Exmouth Beach for at least the first epoch.

Lead Partner: Teignbridge
District Council

Other Partners:

Linked Actions (refs):
Contribution to other actions:

Revision date:
date
Revision notes

MTP entry (yes/no):

Planned start (Year 1):
Period (months):
Planned finish (year):
Actual Start (year):
Actual period (months)
Actual finish (year):
MTP reference:

2012

Output Details:
Planned Delivery Profile
Expenditure £
Year 1
Estimated Cost:
Year 2
Actual Cost:
Year 3
after Year 3
Priority (HML):
Total
100%
Urgency (HML):
Accepted onto Sanctioned List?
(yes/no)

If no MTP entry or not on Sanctioned List then anticipated
funding source or approach (e.g. defer):
Link to NI 189 e.g. LAs which have agreed with
EA a contribution to this action:
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Action Reference: SDAD.PSA8.3.1

Action Type: Strategy

Initiator: Environment Agency
Location:

Exmouth and Exe
Estuary

ID GIS

Management Area/Policy Unit: 6a43 to 6b22
Defence unit: NFCDD ref

Action and Aims: Undertake a Strategy Study for Exe Estuary, including the coastal
area from Straight Point to Langstone Rock, to determine the best approaches for
delivering the policies and develop a programme of works.
Include a detailed assessment of coastal defence condition and long term sustainable
defence requirements for Exe Estuary as well as investigating managed realignment
opportunities, ensuring that coastal process interactions along this whole frontage are
well understood and accounted for in any future management decisions. This study is
also to determine the most appropriate long term management options for Dawlish
Warren.
Revision date:
Planned
date
Planned start (Year 1):
Revision notes
Period (months):
Planned finish (year): 2011
Actual Start (year):
Actual period (months)
Actual finish (year):
MTP entry (yes/no):
MTP reference:

Lead Partner: Environment
Agency

Other Partners:

Linked Actions (refs): SDAD.ALL.12.1.
Contribution to other actions:
Output Details:
Planned Delivery Profile
Expenditure £
Year 1
Estimated Cost:
Year 2
Actual Cost:
Year 3
after Year 3
Priority (HML):
Total
100%
Urgency (HML):
Accepted onto Sanctioned List?
(yes/no)

If no MTP entry or not on Sanctioned List then anticipated
funding source or approach (e.g. defer):
Link
Link to NI 189 e.g. LAs which have agreed with
EA a contribution to this action:
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Summary Tables
Action Reference: SDAD.PSA8.3.1

Action Type: Scheme Work

Initiator: East Devon District Council /
Teignbridge District Council / Environment
Agency
Location:
ID GIS
Exmouth, Dawlish
and Exe Estuary

Management Area/Policy Unit: 6a43 to 6b24
Defence unit: NFCDD ref

Action and Aims: To be identified by Strategy. Any schemes should seek opportunities
to improve landscape character in the AONB/Heritage Coast.

Lead Partner: East Devon
District Council / Teignbridge
District Council / Environment
Agency

Other Partners:

Linked Actions (refs): SDAD.PSA8.3.1.
Contribution to other actions:

Revision date:
date
Revision notes

Planned start (Year 1):
Period (months):
Planned finish (year):

Actual Start (year):
Actual period (months)
Actual
Actual finish (year):
MTP entry (yes/no):

MTP reference:

To be
determined

Output Details:
Planned Delivery
Delivery Profile
Year 1
Year 2
Year 3
after Year 3
Total

Expenditure £
Estimated Cost:
Actual Cost:

Priority (HML):
100%
Urgency (HML):
Accepted onto Sanctioned List?
(yes/no)

If no MTP entry or not on Sanctioned List then anticipated
funding source or approach (e.g. defer):
Link to NI 189 e.g. LAs which
which have agreed with
EA a contribution to this action:
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Summary Tables

Action Reference: SDAD.PSA8.6.1

Action Type: Asset Management

Initiator: Network Rail
Location:

Dawlish to
Holcombe

ID GIS

Management Area/Policy Unit: 6b23 and 6b24
Defence unit: NFCDD ref

Action and Aims: Continue ongoing maintenance and repair practices whilst keeping
under review the need for any more substantive works to maintain adequate defence
of the mainline railway.

Lead Partner: Network Rail

Other Partners:

Linked Actions
Actions (refs): SDAD.ALL.6.1.
Contribution to other actions:

Revision date:
date
Revision notes

MTP entry (yes/no):

Planned start (Year 1):
Period (months):
Planned finish (year):
Actual Start (year):
Actual period (months)
Actual finish (year):
MTP reference:

Ongoing

Output Details:
Planned Delivery Profile
Expenditure £
Year 1
Estimated Cost:
Year 2
Actual Cost:
Year 3
after Year 3
Priority (HML):
Total
100%
Urgency (HML):
Accepted onto Sanctioned List?
(yes/no)

If no MTP entry or not on Sanctioned List then anticipated
funding source or approach (e.g. defer):
Link to NI 189 e.g. LAs which have agreed with
EA a contribution to this action:
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Summary Tables

Action Reference: SDAD.PSA8.7.1

Action Type: Communication

Initiator:
Initiator: Environment Agency / East Devon
District Council / Teignbridge District
Council
Location:
ID GIS
Exmouth and Exe
Estuary

Management Area/Policy Unit: 6a43 to 6b22
Defence unit: NFCDD ref

Action and Aims: Undertake consultation with key stakeholders and general public
during strategy development to ensure an acceptable approach for the future
management of flood and erosion risk is developed.

Lead Partner: Environment
Agency / East Devon District
Council / Teignbridge District
Council

Other Partners:

Linked Actions (refs): SDAD.PSA8.3.1.
Contribution to other actions:

Revision date:
date
Revision notes

MTP entry (yes/no):

Planned start (Year 1):
Period (months):
Planned
Planned finish (year):
Actual Start (year):
Actual period (months)
Actual finish (year):
MTP reference:

2011

Output Details:
Planned Delivery Profile
Expenditure £
Year 1
Estimated Cost:
Year 2
Actual Cost:
Year 3
after Year 3
Priority (HML):
Total
100%
Urgency (HML):
Accepted onto Sanctioned
Sanctioned List?
(yes/no)

If no MTP entry or not on Sanctioned List then anticipated
funding source or approach (e.g. defer):
Link to NI 189 e.g. LAs which have agreed with
EA a contribution to this action:
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Summary Tables

Action Reference: SDAD.PSA8.7.2

Action Type: Communication

Initiator: Network Rail
Location:

Dawlish to
Holcombe

ID GIS

Management Area/Policy Unit: 6b23 and 6b24
Defence unit: NFCDD ref

Action and Aims: Undertake consultation with key stakeholders and general public
during scheme development to ensure an acceptable approach is developed.

Lead Partner: Network Rail

Other Partners:

Linked Actions (refs): SDAD.PSA8.4.1.
Contribution to other actions:

Revision date:
date
Revision notes

MTP entry (yes/no):

Planned start (Year 1):
Period (months):
Planned finish (year):
Actual Start (year):
Actual period (months)
Actual finish (year):
MTP reference:

Ongoing

Output Details:
Planned Delivery Profile
Expenditure £
Profile
Year 1
Estimated Cost:
Year 2
Actual Cost:
Year 3
after Year 3
Priority (HML):
Total
100%
Urgency (HML):
Accepted onto Sanctioned List?
(yes/no)

If no MTP entry or not on Sanctioned List then anticipated
funding source or approach (e.g. defer):
Link to NI 189 e.g. LAs which have agreed with
with
EA a contribution to this action:
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Action Reference: SDAD.PSA8.10.1

Action Type: Adaptation / Resilience

Initiator: Environment Agency / Network
Rail / Local Authorities
Location:
ID GIS
Dawlish to
Holcombe

Management Area/Policy Unit: 6b23 and 6b24
Defence unit: NFCDD ref

Action and Aims: Build in capacity to allow for incremental adaptation to beach and
defence management for this whole area to manage risks from rising sea level in the
medium and long term.

Lead Partner: Environment
Agency / Network Rail / Local
Authorities

Other Partners:

Linked Actions (refs): SDAD.PSA8.3.1 and SDAD.PSA8.4.1.
Contribution to other actions:

Revision date:
date
Revision notes

MTP entry (yes/no):

Planned start (Year 1):
Period (months):
Planned finish (year):
Actual Start (year):
Actual period (months)
Actual finish (year):
MTP reference:

Ongoing

Output Details:
Planned Delivery Profile
Expenditure £
Year 1
Estimated Cost:
Year 2
Actual Cost:
Year 3
after Year 3
Priority (HML):
Total
100%
Urgency (HML):
Accepted onto Sanctioned List?
(yes/no)

If no MTP entry or not on Sanctioned List then anticipated
funding source or approach (e.g. defer):
Link to NI 189 e.g. LAs which have agreed with
EA a contribution
contribution to this action:
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Action Reference: SDAD.PSA8.12.1

Action Type: Habitat Creation

Initiator: Environment Agency
Location:

Exmouth and Exe
Estuary

ID GIS

Management Area/Policy Unit: 6a43 to 6b22
Defence unit: NFCDD ref

Action and Aims: Habitat creation potential within the Exe Estuary should work with
the Regional Habitat Creation Programme to deliver benefits to the wider region. This
should include quantifying habitat losses and gains, and identify and secure
compensatory habitat for losses of dune habitat within Dawlish Warren SAC (shortterm) and intertidal habitat losses within the Exe Estuary SPA and Ramsar site.

Revision date:
date
Revision notes

MTP entry (yes/no):

Planned start (Year 1):
Period (months):
Planned finish (year):
Actual Start
Start (year):
Actual period (months)
Actual finish (year):
MTP reference:

2011

Lead Partner: Environment
Agency

Other Partners:

Linked Actions (refs): SDAD.PSA8.3.1 and SDAD.ALL.12.1
Contribution
Contribution to other actions:
Output Details:
Planned Delivery Profile
Expenditure £
Year 1
Estimated Cost:
Year 2
Actual Cost:
Year 3
after Year 3
Priority (HML):
Total
100%
Urgency (HML):
Accepted onto Sanctioned List?
(yes/no)

If no MTP entry or not on Sanctioned List then
then anticipated
funding source or approach (e.g. defer):
Link to NI 189 e.g. LAs which have agreed with
EA a contribution to this action:
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Action Reference: SDAD.PSA8.13.1

Action Type: Funding

Initiator: Environment Agency
Location:

Exmouth and Exe
Estuary

ID GIS

Management Area/Policy Unit: 6a43 to 6b22
Defence unit: NFCDD ref

Action and Aims: As part of strategy, investigate opportunities for co-funding future
defence works with other organisations to provide the maximum possible benefit from
such works to the area. For example, where defence works could provide enhanced
amenity, then co-funding of a scheme would be more likely to deliver defence and
amenity enhancements that a purely flood and coastal defence budget funded scheme
would not.
Revision date:
date
Revision notes

MTP entry (yes/no):

Planned start (Year 1):
Period (months):
Planned finish (year):
Actual Start (year):
Actual period (months)
Actual finish (year):
MTP reference:

Ongoing

Lead Partner: Environment
Agency

Other Partners:

Linked Actions (refs): SDAD.PSA8.3.1.
Contribution to other actions:
Output Details:
Planned Delivery Profile
Expenditure £
Year 1
Estimated Cost:
Year 2
Actual Cost:
Year 3
after Year 3
Priority (HML):
Total
100%
Urgency (HML):
Accepted onto Sanctioned List?
(yes/no)

If no MTP entry or not on Sanctioned List then anticipated
funding source or approach (e.g. defer):
Link to NI 189 e.g. LAs which have agreed with
EA a contribution to this action:
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Action Reference: SDAD.PSA8.14.1

Action Type: Funding

Initiator: Teignbridge District Council
Location:

Exmouth, Dawlish
and Exe Estuary

ID GIS

Management Area/Policy Unit: 6a43 to 6b22
Defence unit: NFCDD ref

Action and Aims: SDADCAG to consider implications of Exe Estuary Strategy
outcomes in relation to SMP policies and action plan.

Lead Partner: Teignbridge
District Council

Other Partners:

Linked Actions (refs): SDAD.PSA8.3.1.
Contribution to other actions:

Revision date:
date
Revision notes

MTP entry (yes/no):

Planned start (Year 1):
Period (months):
Planned finish (year):
Actual Start (year):
Actual period (months
months)
Actual finish (year):
MTP reference:

2012

Output Details:
Planned Delivery Profile
Expenditure £
Year 1
Estimated Cost:
Year 2
Actual Cost:
Year 3
after Year 3
Priority (HML):
Total
100%
Urgency (HML):
Accepted onto Sanctioned List?
(yes/no)

If no MTP entry or not on Sanctioned List then anticipated
funding source or approach (e.g. defer):
Link to NI 189 e.g. LAs which have agreed with
EA a contribution to this action:
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Summary Tables
Action Reference: SDAD.PSA9.1.1

Action Type: Studies for Policy Scenario Areas

Initiator: English Heritage
Location:

Holcombe to Hope’s
Nose

ID GIS

Management Area/Policy Unit: 6b24 to 6b44
Defence unit: NFCDD ref

Action and Aims: Carry out a study to investigate the effects of SMP policy on the
heritage features at risk and consider mitigation measures and/or recording as
appropriate.

Lead
Lead Partner: English Heritage

Other Partners:

Linked Actions (refs): SDAD.ALL.10.1
Contribution to other actions:

Revision date:
date
Revision notes

Planned start (Year 1):
Period (months):
Planned finish (year):

Actual Start (year):
Actual period (months)
Actual finish (year):
MTP entry (yes/no
yes/no):

MTP reference:

To be
determined

Output Details:
Planned Delivery Profile
Year 1
Year 2
Year 3
after Year 3
Total

Expenditure £
Estimated Cost:
Actual Cost:

Priority (HML):
100%
Urgency (HML):
Accepted onto Sanctioned List?
(yes/no)

If no MTP entry or not on Sanctioned List then anticipated
funding source or approach (e.g. defer):
Link to NI 189 e.g. LAs which have agreed with
EA a contribution to this action:
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Summary Tables

Action Reference: SDAD.PSA9.2.1
Initiator: Teignbridge District Council /
Environment Agency
Location:
Holcombe to
Shaldon, including
Teign Estuary

Action Type: Studies for Policy Units

ID GIS

Management Area/Policy Unit: 6b25 to 6b35
Defence unit:
unit: NFCDD ref

Action and Aims: Continue the development of a coastal management study to
investigate the options for long term sustainable management of flood risk to
Teignmouth and other settlements and infrastructure in the Teign Estuary is required.
This should consider Managed Realignment opportunities within the estuary, in
particular locations around Newton Abbot, and ensure that future decisions are based
upon a thorough understanding of the interactions of estuary and coastal processes.

Lead Partner: Teignbridge
District Council / Environment
Agency

Other Partners:

Linked Actions (refs): SDAD.PSA9.4.1.
Contribution to other actions:

The outcomes of this study should include a programme of works or further studies.
Revision
Revision date:
date
Revision notes

MTP entry (yes/no):

Planned start (Year 1):
Period (months):
Planned finish (year):
Actual Start (year):
Actual period (months)
Actual finish (year):
MTP reference:

2012

Output Details:
Planned Delivery Profile
Expenditure £
Year 1
Estimated Cost:
Year 2
Actual Cost:
Year 3
after Year 3
Priority (HML):
Total
100%
Urgency (HML):
Accepted onto Sanctioned List?
(yes/no)

If no MTP entry or not on Sanctioned List then anticipated
funding source or approach (e.g.
(e.g. defer):
Link to NI 189 e.g. LAs which have agreed with
EA a contribution to this action:
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Summary Tables

Action Reference: SDAD.PSA9.2.2

Action Type: Studies for Policy Units

Initiator: Torbay Council
Location:

Oddicombe Beach

ID GIS

Management Area/Policy
Area/Policy Unit: 6a41
Defence unit: NFCDD ref

Action and Aims: Undertake a study to investigate the future long term management
needs for Oddicombe Beach, including detailed assessment of erosion risk to cliff top
assets if these defences are not maintained.

Lead Partner: Torbay Council

Other Partners:

Linked Actions (refs): SDAD.PSA9.6.1.
Contribution to other actions:

Revision date:
date
Revision notes

MTP entry (yes/no):

Planned start (Year 1):
Period (months
months):
Planned finish (year):
Actual Start (year):
Actual period (months)
Actual finish (year):
MTP reference:

2020

Output Details:
Planned Delivery Profile
Expenditure £
Year 1
Estimated Cost:
Year 2
Actual Cost:
Year 3
after Year 3
Priority (HML):
Total
100%
Urgency (HML):
Accepted onto Sanctioned List?
(yes/no)

If no MTP entry or not on Sanctioned List then anticipated
funding source or approach (e.g. defer):
Link to NI 189 e.g. LAs which have agreed with
EA a contribution to this action:
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Summary Tables
Action Reference:
Reference: SDAD.PSA9.2.3

Action Type: Studies for Policy Units

Initiator: Torbay Council
Location:

Maidencombe

ID GIS

Management Area/Policy Unit: 6a37
Defence unit: NFCDD ref

Action and Aims: Carry out a study to investigate the risks posed by the Sladnor Park
landfill site at Maidencombe.

Lead Partner: Torbay Council

Other Partners:

Linked Actions (refs): SDAD.ALL.10.1
Contribution to other actions:

Revision date:
date
Revision notes

Planned start (Year 1):
Period (months):
Planned finish (year):

Actual Start (year):
Actual period (months)
Actual finish (year):
MTP entry (yes/no):

MTP reference:

To be
determined

Output Details:
Planned Delivery Profile
Profile
Year 1
Year 2
Year 3
after Year 3
Total

Expenditure £
Estimated Cost:
Actual Cost:

Priority (HML):
100%
Urgency (HML):
Accepted onto Sanctioned List?
(yes/no)

If no MTP entry or not on Sanctioned List then anticipated
funding source or approach (e.g. defer):
Link to NI 189 e.g. LAs which have agreed
agreed with
EA a contribution to this action:
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Summary Tables

Action Reference: SDAD.PSA9.4.1

Action Type: Scheme Work

Initiator: Network Rail
Location:

Holcombe to
Teignmouth

ID GIS

Management Area/Policy Unit: 6b25 to 6b27
Defence unit: NFCDD ref

Action
Action and Aims: Works to upgrade the defences for the mainline railway to ensure
adequate protection is provided in the future.

Lead Partner: Network Rail

Other Partners:

Linked Actions (refs): SDAD.ALL.6.1.
Contribution to other actions:

Revision date:
date
Revision notes

MTP entry (yes/no):

Planned start (Year 1):
Period (months):
Planned finish (year):
Actual Start (year):
Actual period
period (months)
Actual finish (year):
MTP reference:

Ongoing

Output Details:
Details:
Planned Delivery Profile
Expenditure £
Year 1
Estimated Cost:
Year 2
Actual Cost:
Year 3
after Year 3
Priority (HML):
Total
100%
Urgency (HML):
Accepted onto Sanctioned List?
(yes/no)

If no MTP entry or not on Sanctioned List then anticipated
funding source or approach (e.g. defer):
Link to NI 189 e.g. LAs which have agreed with
EA a contribution to this action:
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Action Reference: SDAD.PSA9.4.2

Action Type: Scheme Work

Initiator: Environment Agency
Location:

Shaldon and
Teignmouth

ID GIS

Management
Management Area/Policy Unit: 6b30 and 6b35
Defence unit: NFCDD ref

Action and Aims: Continue with ongoing works to upgrade the defences that protect
Shaldon and Teignmouth.

Lead Partner: Environment
Agency

Other Partners:

Linked Actions (refs): SDAD.ALL.6.1.
Contribution to other actions:

Revision date:
date
Revision notes

MTP entry (yes/no):

Planned start (Year 1):
Period (months):
Planned finish (year):
Actual Start (year):
Actual period (months)
Actual finish (year):
MTP reference:

2013

Output Details:
Planned Delivery Profile
Expenditure £
Year 1
Estimated Cost:
Year 2
Actual Cost:
Year 3
after Year 3
Priority (HML):
Total
100%
Urgency (HML):
Accepted onto Sanctioned List?
(yes/no)

If no MTP entry or not on Sanctioned List then anticipated
funding source or approach (e.g. defer):
Link to NI 189 e.g. LAs which have agreed with
EA a contribution to this action:
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Action Reference: SDAD.PSA9.4.3

Action Type: Scheme Work

Initiator: Environment Agency / Teignmouth
District Council / Torbay Council
Location:
Holcombe to Hope’s ID GIS
Nose

Management Area/Policy Unit: 6b24 to 6b44
Defence unit: NFCDD ref

Action and Aims: Any defence works should avoid obscuring the cliff face and by
sympathetically designed to avoid damage to the geological features of the earth
heritage sites. Any schemes should also seek opportunities to improve landscape
character in the AONB/Heritage Coast.

Lead Partner: Environment
Agency / Teignmouth District
Council / Torbay Council

Other Partners: Network Rail

Linked Actions (refs): SDAD.PSA6.4.1, SDAD.PSA9.4.2, SDAD.PSA9.6.1 and
SDAD.ALL.6.1.
Contribution to other actions:

Revision date:
date
Revision notes

Planned start (Year 1):
Period (months):
Planned finish (year):

Actual Start (year):
Actual period (months)
Actual finish (year):
MTP entry (yes/no):

MTP reference:

To be
determined

Output Details:
Planned Delivery Profile
Year 1
Year 2
Year 3
after Year 3
Total

Expenditure
Expenditure £
Estimated Cost:
Actual Cost:

Priority (HML):
100%
Urgency (HML):
Accepted onto Sanctioned List?
(yes/no)

If no MTP entry or not on Sanctioned List then anticipated
funding source or approach (e.g. defer):
Link to NI 189 e.g. LAs which have agreed with
with
EA a contribution to this action:
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Action Reference: SDAD.PSA9.6.1

Action Type: Asset Management

Initiator: Torbay Council
Location:

Oddicombe Beach

ID GIS

Management Area/Policy Unit: 6a41
Defence unit: NFCDD ref

Action and Aims: Develop an Asset Management Plan to guide maintenance of
defences at Oddicombe Beach to ensure that they continue to provide defence of the
cliff toe.

Lead Partner: Torbay Council

Other Partners:

Linked Actions (refs): SDAD.PSA9.2.2
Contribution to other
other actions:

Revision date:
date
Revision notes

MTP entry (yes/no):

Planned start (Year 1):
Period (months):
Planned finish (year):
Actual Start (year):
Actual period (months)
Actual finish (year):
MTP reference:

2011

Output Details:
Planned Delivery Profile
Expenditure £
Year 1
Estimated Cost:
Year 2
Actual Cost:
Year 3
after Year 3
Priority (HML):
Total
100%
Urgency (HML):
Accepted onto Sanctioned List?
(yes/no)

anticipated
pated
If no MTP entry or not on Sanctioned List then antici
funding source or approach (e.g. defer):
Link to NI 189 e.g. LAs which have agreed with
EA a contribution to this action:
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Action Reference: SDAD.PSA9.7.1

Action Type: Communication

Initiator: Teignbridge District Council /
Torbay Council
ID GIS
Location:
Management Area/Policy Unit: 6b25 to 6b35. 6b41
Holcombe to
Shaldon, including
Defence unit: NFCDD ref
Teign Estuary;
Oddicombe Beach
Action and Aims: Undertake consultation with key stakeholders and general public
Lead Partner: Teignbridge
during study development and whenever appropriate to ensure an acceptable approach District Council / Torbay
is developed.
Council

Other Partners:

Linked Actions (refs): SDAD.PSA9.2.1 and SDAD.PSA9.2.2.
Contribution to other actions:

Revision date:
date
Revision notes

MTP entry (yes/no):

Planned start (Year 1):
Period (months):
Planned finish (year):
Actual Start (year):
Actual period (months)
Actual finish (year):
MTP reference:

Ongoing

Output Details:
Planned Delivery Profile
Expenditure £
Year 1
Estimated Cost:
Year 2
Actual Cost:
Year 3
after Year 3
Priority (HML):
Total
100%
Urgency (HML):
Accepted onto Sanctioned List?
(yes/no)

If no MTP entry or not on Sanctioned List then anticipated
funding
ng source or approach (e.g. defer):
fundi
Link to NI 189 e.g. LAs which have agreed with
EA a contribution to this action:
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Action Reference: SDAD.PSA9.10.1

Action Type: Adaptation / Resilience

Initiator: Environment Agency / Network
Rail / Local Authorities
Location:
ID GIS
Holcombe to
Shaldon, including
Teign Estuary

Management Area/Policy Unit: 6b25 to 6b35
Defence unit: NFCDD ref

Action and Aims: Build in capacity to allow for incremental adaptation to beach and
defence management for Teignmouth and other settlements within the Teign Estuary
to manage risks from rising sea level in medium and long term.

Lead Partner: Environment
Agency / Network Rail / Local
Authorities

Other Partners:

Linked Actions (refs): SDAD.PSA9.2.1 and SDAD.PSA9.4.1.
Contribution to other actions:

Revision date:
date
Revision notes

MTP entry (yes/no):

Planned start (Year 1):
Period (months):
Planned finish (year):
Actual Start (year):
Actual period (months)
Actual finish (year):
MTP reference:

Ongoing

Output Details:
Planned Delivery Profile
Expenditure £
Year 1
Estimated Cost:
Year 2
Actual
Actual Cost:
Year 3
after Year 3
Priority (HML):
Total
100%
Urgency (HML):
Accepted onto Sanctioned List?
(yes/no)

If no MTP entry or not
not on Sanctioned List then anticipated
funding source or approach (e.g. defer):
Link to NI 189 e.g. LAs which have agreed with
EA a contribution to this action:
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Action Reference: SDAD.PSA9.10.2
Initiator: Teignbridge District Council /
Torbay Council / Environment Agency
Location:
Maidencombe,
Watcombe, Anstey’s
Cove

Action Type: Adaptation / Resilience

ID GIS

Management Area/Policy Unit: 6b37, 6b39, 6b43
Defence unit: NFCDD ref

Action and Aims: In areas where the policy is for no active intervention or managed
realignment to occur in the future, engage and work with communities to begin to
develop adaptation plans for adjusting to future coastal change.

Lead Partner: Teignbridge
District Council / Torbay
Council / Environment Agency

Other Partners:

Linked Actions (refs): SDAD.ALL.7.1 and SDAD.ALL.10.1.
Contribution to other actions:

Revision date:
date
Revision notes

MTP entry (yes/no):

Planned start (Year 1):
Period (months):
Planned finish (year):
Actual Start (year):
Actual period (months)
Actual finish (year):
MTP reference:

Ongoing

Output Details:
Planned Delivery Profile
Expenditure £
Year 1
Estimated Cost:
Year 2
Actual Cost:
Year 3
after Year 3
Priority (HML):
Total
100%
Urgency (HML):
Accepted onto Sanctioned List?
(yes/no)

If no MTP entry or not on Sanctioned List then anticipated
funding source or approach (e.g. defer):
Link to NI 189 e.g. LAs which have agreed with
EA a contribution to this action:
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Action Reference: SDAD.PSA9.12.1

Action Type: Habitat Creation

Initiator: Environment Agency
Location:

Holcombe to
Shaldon, including
Teign Estuary

ID GIS

Management Area/Policy Unit: 6b25 to 6b35
Defence unit: NFCDD ref

Action and Aims: Habitat creation potential within the Teign Estuary should work with
the Regional Habitat Creation Programme to deliver benefits to the wider region. This
should include quantifying habitat losses and gains, and identify and secure sites for
replacement terrestrial/freshwater habitat.

Lead Partner: Environment
Agency

Other Partners:

Linked Actions (refs): SDAD.ALL.12.1.
Contribution to other actions:

Revision date:
date
Revision notes

MTP entry (yes/no
yes/no):

Planned start (Year 1):
Period
Period (months):
Planned finish (year):
Actual Start (year):
Actual period (months)
Actual finish (year):
MTP reference:

2012

Output Details:
Planned Delivery Profile
Expenditure £
Year 1
Estimated Cost:
Year 2
Actual Cost:
Year 3
after Year 3
Priority (HML):
Total
100%
Urgency (HML):
Accepted onto Sanctioned List?
(yes/no)

If no MTP entry or not on Sanctioned List then anticipated
funding source or approach (e.g. defer):
Link to NI 189 e.g. LAs which have agreed with
EA a contribution to this action:
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Action Reference: SDAD.PSA9.13.1

Action Type: Funding

Initiator: Environment Agency
Location:

Holcombe to
Shaldon, including
Teign Estuary

ID GIS

Management Area/Policy Unit: 6b25 to 6b35
Defence unit: NFCDD ref

Action and Aims: As part of studies, investigate opportunities for co-funding future
defence works with other organisations to provide the maximum possible benefit from
such works to the area.

Lead Partner: Environment
Agency

Other Partners:

Linked Actions (refs): SDAD.PSA9.2.1.
Contribution to other actions:

Revision date:
date
Revision notes

MTP entry (yes/no):

Planned start (Year 1):
Period (months):
Planned finish (year):
Actual Start (year):
Actual period (months)
Actual finish (year):
MTP reference:

Ongoing

Output Details:
Planned Delivery Profile
Expenditure £
Year 1
Estimated Cost:
Year 2
Actual Cost:
Year 3
after Year 3
Priority (HML):
Total
100%
Urgency (HML):
Accepted onto Sanctioned List?
(yes/no)

If no MTP entry or not on Sanctioned
Sanctioned List then anticipated
funding source or approach (e.g. defer):
Link to NI 189 e.g. LAs which have agreed with
EA a contribution to this action:
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Action Reference: SDAD.PSA10.3.1

Action Type: Strategy

Initiator: Torbay Council
Location:

Tor Bay

ID GIS

Management Area/Policy Unit: 6b45 to 6b61
Defence unit: NFCDD ref

Action and Aims: Undertake a Strategy Study for Tor Bay to determine the best
approaches for delivering the policies and develop a programme of works.
Include a detailed assessment of coastal defence condition and long term sustainable
defence requirements for Tor Bay as well as ensuring that coastal process interactions
along this whole frontage are well understood and accounted for in any future
management decisions. This should also include detailed investigation of Managed
Realignment opportunities at Goodrington Sands and Broadsands, and investigation of
the risks posed by coastal change to disused landfill sites in this area.
Revision date:
Planned start (Year 1):
date
Revision notes
Period (months):
Planned finish (year): 2020
Actual Start (year):
Actual period (months)
Actual finish (year):
MTP entry (yes/no):
MTP reference:
reference:

Lead Partner: Torbay Council

Other Partners:
Partners:

Linked Actions (refs): SDAD.ALL.5.1, SDAD.ALL.5.2 and SDAD.ALL.5.3.
Contribution to other actions:
Output Details:
Planned Delivery Profile
Expenditure £
Year
Estimated Cost:
Year 1
Year 2
Actual Cost:
Year 3
after Year 3
Priority (HML):
Total
100%
Urgency (HML):
Accepted onto Sanctioned List?
(yes/no)

If no MTP entry or not on Sanctioned List then anticipated
funding source or approach (e.g. defer):
Link to NI 189 e.g. LAs which have agreed with
EA a contribution to this action:
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Action Reference: SDAD.PSA10.4.1

Action Type: Scheme Work

Initiator: Torbay Council
Location:

Tor Bay

ID GIS

Management Area/Policy Unit: 6b45 to 6b61
Defence unit: NFCDD ref

Action and Aims: To be defined by Strategy. Any defence works should avoid
obscuring the cliff face and by sympathetically designed to avoid damage to the
geological features of the earth heritage sites.
This is to include ensuring that any new defences in units 6b55, 6b58 and 6b60 are not
extended to the seacaves located in parts of these units. Any schemes should also seek
opportunities to improve landscape character in the AONB/Heritage Coast.
Revision date:
date
Revision notes

Planned start (Year 1):
Period (months):
Planned finish (year):

Actual Start (year):
Actual period
period (months)
Actual finish (year):
MTP entry (yes/no):

MTP reference:

To be
determined

Lead Partner: Torbay Council

Other Partners:

Linked Actions (refs): SDAD.PSA10.3.1
Contribution to other actions:
Output Details:
Planned Delivery Profile
Year 1
Year 2
Year 3
after Year 3
Total

Expenditure £
Estimated Cost:
Actual Cost:

Priority (HML):
100%
Urgency (HML):
Accepted onto Sanctioned List?
(yes/no)

If no MTP entry or not on Sanctioned List then anticipated
funding source or approach (e.g. defer):
Link to NI 189 e.g. LAs which have agreed with
EA a contribution to this action:
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Action Reference: SDAD.PSA10.6.1

Action Type: Asset Management

Initiator: Torbay Council
Location:

Tor Bay

ID GIS

Management Area/Policy
Area/Policy Unit: 6b45 to 6b61
Defence unit: NFCDD ref

Action and Aims: Develop and Asset Management Plan to guide maintenance of
defences and beaches along the Tor Bay frontage to ensure that they continue to
provide adequate defence.

Lead Partner: Torbay Council

Other Partners:

Linked Actions (refs): SDAD.PSA10.3.2
Contribution to other actions:

Revision date:
date
Revision notes

MTP entry (yes/no):

Planned start (Year 1):
Period (months):
Planned finish (year):
Actual Start (year):
Actual period (months)
Actual finish (year):
MTP reference:

2011

Output Details:
Planned Delivery Profile
Expenditure £
Year 1
Estimated Cost:
Year 2
Actual Cost:
Year 3
after Year 3
Priority (HML):
Total
100%
Urgency (HML):
Accepted onto Sanctioned List?
(yes/no)

If no MTP entry or not on Sanctioned List then anticipated
funding source or approach (e.g. defer):
Link to NI 189 e.g. LAs which have agreed with
EA a contribution to this action:
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Action Reference: SDAD.PSA10.7.1

Action Type: Communication

Initiator: Torbay Council
Location:

Tor Bay

ID GIS

Management Area/Policy Unit: 6b45 to 6b61
Defence unit: NFCDD ref

Action and Aims: Undertake consultation with key stakeholders and general public
during strategy development and whenever appropriate to ensure an acceptable
approach is developed.

Lead Partner: Torbay Council

Other Partners:

Linked Actions (refs): SDAD.PSA10.3.1.
Contribution to other actions:

Revision date:
date
Revision notes

MTP entry (yes/no):

Planned start
start (Year 1):
Period (months):
Planned finish (year):
Actual Start (year):
Actual period (months)
Actual finish (year):
MTP reference:

Ongoing

Output Details:
Planned Delivery Profile
Expenditure £
Year 1
Estimated Cost:
Year 2
Actual Cost:
Year 3
after Year 3
Priority
Priority (HML):
Total
100%
Urgency (HML):
Accepted onto Sanctioned List?
(yes/no)

If no MTP entry or not on Sanctioned List then anticipated
funding source or approach (e.g. defer):
Link to NI 189 e.g. LAs which have agreed with
EA a contribution to this action:
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Action Reference: SDAD.PSA10.10.1

Action Type: Adaptation / Resilience

Initiator: Torbay Council
Location:

Tor Bay

ID GIS

Management Area/Policy Unit: 6b45 to 6b61
Defence
ence unit: NFCDD ref
Def

Action and Aims: Build in capacity to allow for incremental adaptation to beach and
defence management for settlements around Tor Bay to manage risks from rising sea
level in medium and long term.

Lead Partner: Torbay Council

Other Partners:

Linked Actions (refs): SDAD.PSA10.3.1.
Contribution to other actions:

Revision date:
date
Revision notes

MTP entry (yes/no):

Planned start (Year 1):
Period (months):
Planned
Planned finish (year):
Actual Start (year):
Actual period (months)
Actual finish (year):
MTP reference:

Ongoing

Output Details:
Planned Delivery Profile
Expenditure £
Year 1
Estimated Cost:
Year 2
Actual Cost:
Year 3
after Year 3
Priority (HML):
Total
100%
Urgency (HML):
Accepted onto Sanctioned
Sanctioned List?
(yes/no)

If no MTP entry or not on Sanctioned List then anticipated
funding source or approach (e.g. defer):
Link to NI 189 e.g. LAs which have agreed with
EA a contribution to this action:
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Action Reference: SDAD.PSA10.12.1

Action Type:
Type: Habitat Creation

Initiator: Environment Agency
Location:

Goodrington Sands;
Broadsands

ID GIS

Management Area/Policy Unit: 6b56 and 6b58
Defence unit: NFCDD ref

Action and Aims: Habitat creation potential within the Goodrington Sands and
Broadsands units should work with the Regional Habitat Creation Programme to
deliver benefits to the wider region. This should include quantifying habitat losses and
gains, and identify and secure sites for replacement intertidal habitat.

Lead Partner: Environment
Agency

Other Partners:

Linked Actions (refs): SDAD.ALL.12.1.
Contribution to other actions:

Revision date:
date
Revision notes

MTP entry (yes/no):

Planned start (Year 1):
Period (months):
Planned finish (year):
Actual Start (year):
Actual period (months)
Actual finish (year):
MTP reference:

2020

Output Details:
Planned Delivery Profile
Expenditure £
Year 1
Estimated Cost:
Year 2
Actual Cost:
Year 3
after Year 3
Priority (HML):
Total
100%
Urgency (HML):
Accepted onto Sanctioned List?
(yes/no)

If no MTP entry or not on Sanctioned List then anticipated
funding source or approach (e.g. defer):
Link to NI 189 e.g. LAs which have agreed with
EA a contribution to this action:
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Action Reference: SDAD.PSA10.13.1

Action Type: Habitat Creation

Initiator: Torbay Council
Location:

Tor Bay

ID GIS

Management Area/Policy Unit: 6b45 to 6b61
Defence unit: NFCDD ref

Action and Aims: As part of studies, investigate opportunities for co-funding future
defence works with other organisations to provide the maximum possible benefit from
such works to the area.

Lead Partner: Torbay Council

Other Partners:

Linked Actions (refs): SDAD.PSA10.2.1
Contribution to other actions:

Revision date:
date
Revision notes

MTP entry (yes/no):

Planned start (Year 1):
Period (months):
Planned finish (year):
Actual Start (year):
Actual period (months
months)
Actual finish (year):
MTP reference:

Ongoing

Output Details:
Planned Delivery Profile
Expenditure £
Year 1
Estimated Cost:
Year 2
Actual Cost:
Year 3
after Year 3
Priority (HML):
Total
100%
Urgency (HML):
Accepted onto Sanctioned List?
(yes/no)

If no MTP entry or not on Sanctioned List then anticipated
funding source or approach (e.g. defer):
Link to NI 189 e.g. LAs which have agreed with
EA a contribution to this action:
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Action Reference: SDAD.PSA11.4.1

Action Type: Scheme Works

Initiator: Environment Agency/South Hams
District Council
Location:
ID GIS
Berry Head to
Blackstone Point

Management Area/Policy Unit: 6b62 to 6b70
Defence unit: NFCDD ref

Action and Aims: To be defined by Asset Management Plan. Any schemes should seek
opportunities to improve landscape character in the AONB/Heritage Coast.

Lead Partner:
Partner: Environment
Agency/South Hams District
Council

Other Partners:

Linked Actions (refs): SDAD.ALL.6.1.
Contribution to other actions:

Revision date:
date
Revision notes

Planned start (Year 1):
Period (months):
Planned finish (year):

Actual Start (year):
Actual period (months)
Actual finish (year):
MTP entry (yes/no):

MTP reference:

To be
determined

Output Details:
Planned Delivery Profile
Year 1
Year 2
Year 3
after Year 3
Total

Expenditure £
Estimated Cost:
Actual Cost:

Priority (HML):
100%
Urgency (HML):
Accepted onto Sanctioned List?
(yes/no)

If no MTP entry or not on Sanctioned List then anticipated
funding source or approach (e.g. defer):
Link to NI 189 e.g. LAs which have agreed with
EA a contribution to this action:
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Action Reference: SDAD.PSA11.6.1

Action Type: Asset Management

Initiator: Environment Agency/South Hams
District Council
Location:
ID GIS
Dart Estuary

Management Area/Policy Unit: 6b64 to 6b70
Defence unit: NFCDD ref

Action and Aims: Develop Asset Management Plan to guide maintenance of defences
and develop a programme of works in the Dart Estuary to ensure that they continue
to provide adequate defence against the risk of flooding. This should include
investigation of the risks posed by flooding to the Waterhead Creek disused landfill site
and future management requirements to manage this risk.

Lead Partner: Environment
Agency/South Hams District
Council

Other Partners:

Linked Actions (refs): SDAD.ALL.6.1.
Contribution
Contribution to other actions:

Revision date:
date
Revision notes

MTP entry (yes/no):

Planned start (Year 1):
Period (months):
Planned finish (year):
Actual Start (year):
Actual period (months)
Actual finish (year):
MTP reference:

2013

Output Details:
Planned Delivery Profile
Expenditure £
Year 1
Estimated Cost:
Year 2
Actual Cost:
Year 3
after Year 3
Priority (HML):
Total
100%
Urgency (HML):
Accepted onto Sanctioned List?
(yes/no)

If no MTP entry or not on Sanctioned List
List then anticipated
funding source or approach (e.g. defer):
Link to NI 189 e.g. LAs which have agreed with
EA a contribution to this action:
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Action Reference: SDAD.PSA11.7.1

Action Type: Communication

Initiator: Environment Agency/South Hams
District Council
Location:
ID GIS
Dart Estuary

Management Area/Policy Unit: 6b64 to 6b70
Defence unit: NFCDD ref

Action and Aims: Undertake consultation with key stakeholders and general public
during Asset Management Plan development and whenever appropriate to ensure an
acceptable approach is developed.

Lead Partner: Environment
Agency/South Hams District
Council

Other Partners:

Linked Actions (refs): SDAD.PSA11.6.1.
Contribution to other actions:

Revision date:
date
Revision notes

MTP entry (yes/no):

Planned
Planned start (Year 1):
Period (months):
Planned finish (year):
Actual Start (year):
Actual period (months)
Actual finish (year):
MTP reference:

Ongoing

Output Details:
Planned Delivery Profile
Expenditure £
Year 1
Estimated Cost:
Year 2
Actual Cost:
Year 3
after Year 3
Priority (HML):
Total
100%
Urgency (HML):
Accepted onto Sanctioned List?
(yes/no)

If no MTP entry or not on Sanctioned List then anticipated
funding source or approach (e.g. defer):
Link to NI 189 e.g. LAs which have agreed with
EA a contribution to this action:
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Action Reference: SDAD.PSA11.10.1

Action Type: Adaptation / Resilience

Initiator: Environment Agency/South Hams
District Council
Location:
ID GIS
Berry Head to Dart
Estuary

Management Area/Policy Unit: 6b62 and 6b63
Defence unit: NFCDD ref

Action and Aims: Engage with other organisations and general public to inform them of
the potential future risks of flood and coastal erosion as a result of SMP policies and
work with these to develop plans for adapting to the changing risk.

Lead Partner: Environment
Agency/South Hams District
Council

Other Partners:

Linked Actions (refs): SDAD.ALL.7.1 and SDAD.ALL.10.1.
Contribution to other actions:

Revision date:
date
Revision notes

MTP entry (yes/no):

Planned start (Year 1):
Period (months):
Planned finish (year):
Actual Start (year):
Actual period
period (months)
Actual finish (year):
MTP reference:

Ongoing

Output Details:
Details:
Planned Delivery Profile
Expenditure £
Year 1
Estimated Cost:
Year 2
Actual Cost:
Year 3
after Year 3
Priority (HML):
Total
100%
Urgency (HML):
Accepted onto Sanctioned List?
(yes/no)

If no MTP entry or not on Sanctioned List then anticipated
funding source or approach
approach (e.g. defer):
Link to NI 189 e.g. LAs which have agreed with
EA a contribution to this action:
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Action Reference: SDAD.PSA11.12.1

Action Type: Habitat Creation

Initiator: Environment Agency/South Hams
District Council
Location:
ID GIS
Dart Estuary

Management Area/Policy Unit: 6b64 to 6b70
Defence unit: NFCDD ref

Action and Aims: Quantify habitat losses and gains, and identify and secure sites for
replacement habitat.

Lead Partner: Environment
Agency/South Hams District
Council

Other Partners:

Linked Actions (refs): SDAD.ALL.12.1
Contribution to other actions:

Revision date:
date
Revision notes

MTP entry (yes/no):

Planned start (Year 1):
Period (months):
Planned finish (year):
Actual Start (year):
Actual period (months)
Actual finish (year):
MTP reference:

Ongoing

Output Details:
Planned Delivery Profile
Expenditure £
Year 1
Estimated Cost:
Year 2
Actual Cost:
Year 3
after Year 3
Priority (HML):
Total
100%
Urgency (HML):
Accepted onto Sanctioned List?
(yes/no)

If no MTP entry or not on Sanctioned List then anticipated
funding source or approach (e.g. defer):
Link to NI 189 e.g. LAs which have agreed with
EA a contribution to this action:
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Action Reference: SDAD.PSA11.13.1

Action
Action Type: Funding

Initiator: Environment Agency/South Hams
District Council
Location:
ID GIS
Dart Estuary

Management Area/Policy Unit: 6b64 to 6b70
Defence unit: NFCDD ref

Action and Aims: As part of Asset Management Plan, investigate opportunities for cofunding future defence works with other organisations/private defence owners to
provide the maximum possible benefit from such works to the area.

Lead Partner: Environment
Agency/South Hams District
Council

Other Partners:

Linked Actions
Actions (refs): SDAD.PSA11.6.1.
Contribution to other actions:

Revision date:
date
Revision notes

MTP entry (yes/no):

Planned start (Year 1):
Period (months):
Planned finish (year):
Actual Start (year):
Actual period (months)
Actual finish (year):
MTP reference:

Ongoing

Output Details:
Planned Delivery Profile
Expenditure £
Year 1
Estimated Cost:
Year 2
Actual Cost:
Year 3
after Year 3
Priority (HML):
Total
100%
Urgency (HML):
Accepted onto Sanctioned List?
(yes/no)

If no
no MTP entry or not on Sanctioned List then anticipated
funding source or approach (e.g. defer):
Link to NI 189 e.g. LAs which have agreed with
EA a contribution to this action:
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Action Reference: SDAD.PSA12.1.1

Action Type: Studies for Policy Scenario Area

Initiator: English Heritage
Location:

Dart Estuary to Start
Point

ID GIS

Management Area/Policy Unit: 6b71 to 6b79
Defence unit: NFCDD ref

Action and Aims: Carry out a study to investigate the effects of SMP policy on the
heritage features at risk and consider mitigation measures and/or recording as
appropriate.

Lead Partner: English Heritage

Other Partners:

Linked Actions (refs): SDAD.ALL.10.1
Contribution to other actions:

Revision date:
date
Revision notes

Planned start (Year 1):
Period (months):
Planned finish (year):

Actual Start (year):
Actual period (months)
Actual finish (year):
MTP entry (yes/no):

MTP reference:

To be
determined

Output Details:
Planned Delivery Profile
Year 1
Year 2
Year 3
after Year 3
Total

Expenditure £
Estimated Cost:
Actual Cost:

Priority (HML):
100%
Urgency (HML):
Accepted onto Sanctioned List?
(yes/no)

If no MTP entry or not on Sanctioned List then anticipated
funding source or approach (e.g. defer):
Link to NI 189 e.g. LAs which have agreed with
EA a contribution to this action:
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Action Reference: SDAD.PSA12.4.1

Action Type: Scheme Work

Initiator: Environment Agency
Location:

Torcross and
Beesands

ID GIS

Management Area/Policy Unit: 6b76, 6b78
Defence unit: NFCDD ref

Action and Aims: Any defence works identified in Action Plan item SDAD.PSA12.6.1
should avoid obscuring the cliff face and by sympathetically designed to avoid damage
to the geological features of the earth heritage sites. Any schemes should also seek
opportunities to improve landscape character in the AONB/Heritage Coast.

Lead Partner: Environment
Agency

Other Partners:

Linked Actions (refs): SDAD.PSA12.6.1
Contribution to other actions:

Revision
Revision date:
date
Revision notes

Planned start (Year 1):
Period (months):
Planned finish (year):

Actual Start (year):
Actual period (months)
Actual finish (year):
MTP entry (yes/no):

MTP reference:

To be
determined

Output Details:
Planned Delivery Profile
Year 1
Year 2
Year 3
after Year 3
Total

Expenditure £
Estimated Cost:
Actual Cost:

Priority (HML):
100%
Urgency (HML):
Accepted onto Sanctioned List?
(yes/no)

If no MTP entry or not on Sanctioned List then anticipated
funding source or approach
approach (e.g. defer):
Link to NI 189 e.g. LAs which have agreed with
EA a contribution to this action:
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Action Reference: SDAD.PSA12.6.1

Action Type: Asset Management

Initiator: Environment Agency
Location:

Torcross; Beesands

ID GIS

Management Area/Policy Unit: 6b76, 6b78
Defence unit: NFCDD ref

Action and Aims: Review/develop asset and Beach Management Plans for Torcross and
Beesands to guide maintenance of defences and beaches along these frontages to
ensure that they continue to provide adequate defence.

Lead Partner: Environment
Agency

Other Partners: South Hams District
Council

Linked Actions (refs): SDAD.ALL.6.1.
Contribution to other actions:

Revision date:
date
Revision notes

MTP entry (yes/no):

Planned start (Year 1):
Period (months):
Planned finish (year):
Actual Start (year):
Actual period (months)
Actual finish (year):
MTP reference:

2011

Output Details:
Planned Delivery Profile
Expenditure £
Profile
Year 1
Estimated Cost:
Year 2
Actual Cost:
Year 3
after Year 3
Priority (HML):
Total
100%
Urgency (HML):
Total
Accepted onto Sanctioned List?
(yes/no)

If no MTP entry or not on Sanctioned List then anticipated
funding source or approach (e.g. defer):
Link to NI 189 e.g. LAs which have agreed with
EA a contribution to this action:
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Action Reference: SDAD.PSA12.10.1

Action Type: Adaptation / Resilience

Initiator: Environment Agency
Location:

Dart Estuary to Start
Point

ID GIS

Management Area/Policy Unit: 6b71 to 6b79
Defence unit: NFCDD ref

Action and Aims: Engage with other organisations and general public to inform them of
the potential future risks of flood and coastal erosion as a result of SMP policies and
work with these to develop plans for adapting to the changing risk.

Lead Partner: Environment
Agency

Other Partners: South Hams District
Council; Devon County Council

Linked Actions (refs): SDAD.ALL.7.1 and SDAD.ALL.10.1.
Contribution to other actions:

Revision date:
date
Revision notes

MTP entry (yes/no):

Planned start (Year 1):
Period (months):
Planned finish (year):
Actual Start (year):
Actual period (months)
Actual finish (year):
MTP reference:

Ongoing

Output Details:
Planned
Expenditure £
Planned Delivery Profile
Year 1
Estimated Cost:
Year 2
Actual Cost:
Year 3
after Year 3
Priority (HML):
Total
100%
Urgency (HML):
Accepted onto Sanctioned List?
(yes/no)

If no MTP entry or not on Sanctioned List then anticipated
funding source or approach (e.g. defer):
Link to NI 189 e.g. LAs which have agreed with
EA a contribution to this action:
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Action Reference: SDAD.PSA12.12.1

Action Type: Habitat Creation

Initiator: Environment Agency
Location:

Dart Estuary to Start
Point

ID GIS

Management Area/Policy Unit: 6b71 to 6b79
Defence
e unit: NFCDD ref
Defenc

Action and Aims: Quantify habitat losses and gains, and identify and secure sites for
replacement habitat.

Lead Partner: Environment
Agency

Other Partners:

Linked Actions (refs): SDAD.ALL.12.1
Contribution to other actions:

Revision date:
date
Revision notes

MTP entry (yes/no):

Planned start (Year 1):
Period (months):
Planned finish (year):
Actual Start (year):
Actual period (months)
Actual finish (year):
MTP reference:

Ongoing

Output Details:
Planned Delivery Profile
Expenditure £
Year 1
Estimated Cost:
Year 2
Actual Cost:
Year 3
after Year 3
Priority (HML):
Total
100%
Urgency (HML):
Accepted onto Sanctioned List?
(yes/no)

If no MTP entry or not on Sanctioned List then anticipated
funding source or approach (e.g. defer):
Link to NI 189 e.g. LAs which have agreed with
EA a contribution to this action:
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Action Reference: SDAD.PSA13.1.1

Action Type: Studies for Policy Scenario Area

Initiator: English Heritage
Location:

Start Point to Bolt
Head

ID GIS

Management Area/Policy Unit: 6c01 to 6c08
Defence unit: NFCDD ref

Action and Aims: Carry out a study to investigate the effects of SMP policy on the
heritage features at risk and consider mitigation measures and/or recording as
appropriate.

Lead Partner: English Heritage

Other Partners:

Linked Actions (refs): SDAD.ALL.10.1
Contribution to other actions:

Revision date:
date
Revision notes
notes

Planned start (Year 1):
Period (months):
Planned finish (year):

Actual Start (year):
Actual period (months)
Actual finish (year):
MTP entry (yes/no):

MTP reference:

To be
determined

Output Details:
Planned Delivery Profile
Year 1
Year 2
Year 3
after Year 3
Total

Expenditure £
Estimated Cost:
Actual Cost:

Priority (HML):
100%
Urgency (HML):
Accepted onto Sanctioned List?
(yes/no)

If no MTP entry or not on Sanctioned List then anticipated
funding source or approach (e.g. defer):
Link to NI 189 e.g. LAs which have agreed with
EA a contribution to this
this action:
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Action Reference: SDAD.PSA13.4.1

Action Type: Scheme Work

Initiator: Environment Agency / South Hams
District Council
Location:
ID GIS
Start Point to Bolt
Head

Management Area/Policy Unit: 6c01 to 6c08
Defence unit: NFCDD ref

Action and Aims: To be defined by Asset Management Plan. Any schemes should seek
opportunities to improve landscape character in the AONB/Heritage Coast.

Lead Partner: Environment
Agency / South Hams District
Council

Other Partners:

Linked Actions (refs): SDAD.PSA13.6.1
Contribution to other actions:

Revision date:
date
Revision notes

Planned start (Year 1):
Period (months):
Planned finish (year):

Actual Start (year):
Actual period (months)
Actual finish (year):
MTP entry (yes/no):

MTP reference:

To be
determined

Output Details:
Planned Delivery Profile
Year 1
Year 2
Year 3
after Year 3
Total

Expenditure £
Estimated Cost:
Actual Cost:

Priority (HML):
100%
Urgency (HML):
Accepted onto Sanctioned List?
(yes/no)

If no MTP entry or not on Sanctioned List then anticipated
funding source or approach (e.g. defer):
Link to NI 189 e.g. LAs which have agreed with
EA a contribution to this action:
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Action Reference: SDAD.PSA13.6.1

Action Type: Asset Management

Initiator: Environment Agency/South Hams
District Council
Location:
ID GIS
Salcombe Harbour
and Kingsbridge
Estuary

Management Area/Policy Unit: 6c03 to 6c07
Defence unit: NFCDD ref

Action and Aims: Develop Asset Management Plan to guide maintenance of defences
and develop a programme of works in the Salcombe/Kingsbridge Estuary to ensure that
they continue to provide adequate defence against the risk of flooding.

Lead Partner: Environment
Agency/South Hams District
Council

Other Partners: Environment Agency

Linked Actions (refs): SDAD.PSA13.6.1.
Contribution to other actions:

Revision date:
date
Revision notes

MTP entry (yes/no):

Planned start (Year 1):
Period (months):
Planned finish (year):
Actual Start (year):
Actual period (months)
Actual finish (year):
MTP reference:

2020

Output Details:
Planned Delivery Profile
Expenditure £
Year 1
Estimated Cost:
Year 2
Actual Cost:
Year 3
after Year 3
Priority (HML):
Total
100%
Urgency (HML):
Accepted onto Sanctioned
Sanctioned List?
(yes/no)

If no MTP entry or not on Sanctioned List then anticipated
funding source or approach (e.g. defer):
Link to NI 189 e.g. LAs which have agreed with
EA a contribution to this action:
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Action Reference: SDAD.PSA13.7.1

Action Type: Communication

Initiator: Environment Agency/South Hams
District Council
Location:
ID GIS
Salcombe Harbour
and Kingsbridge
Estuary

Management Area/Policy Unit: 6c03 to 6c07
Defence unit: NFCDD ref

Action and Aims: Undertake consultation with key stakeholders and general public
during Asset Management Plan development and whenever appropriate to ensure an
acceptable approach is developed.

Lead Partner: Environment
Agency/South Hams District
Council

Other Partners: Environment Agency

Linked Actions (refs): SDAD.PSA13.6.1
Contribution to other actions:

Revision date:
date
Revision notes

MTP entry (yes/no):

Planned start (Year 1):
Period (months):
Planned finish (year
year):
Actual Start (year):
Actual period (months)
Actual finish (year):
MTP reference:

2020

Output Details:
Planned Delivery Profile
Expenditure £
Year 1
Estimated Cost:
Year 2
Actual Cost:
Year 3
after Year 3
Priority (HML):
Total
100%
Urgency (HML):
Accepted onto Sanctioned List?
(yes/no)
(yes/no)

If no MTP entry or not on Sanctioned List then anticipated
funding source or approach (e.g. defer):
Link to NI 189 e.g. LAs which have agreed with
EA a contribution to this action:
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Action Reference: SDAD.PSA13.10.1

Action Type: Adaptation / Resilience

Initiator: Environment Agency/South Hams
District Council
Location:
ID GIS
Start Point to Bolt
Head

Management Area/Policy Unit: 6c01 to 6c08
Defence unit: NFCDD ref

Action and Aims: Engage with other organisations and general public to inform them of
the potential future risks of flood and coastal erosion as a result of SMP policies and
work with these to develop plans for adapting to the changing risk.

Lead Partner: Environment
Agency/South Hams District
Council

Other Partners:

Linked Actions (refs): SDAD.ALL.7.1 and SDAD.ALL.10.1.
Contribution to other actions:

Revision date:
date
Revision notes

MTP entry (yes/no):

Planned start (Year 1):
Period (months):
Planned finish (year):
Actual Start (year):
Actual period (months)
Actual finish (year):
MTP reference:

2020

Output Details:
Planned Delivery Profile
Expenditure £
Year 1
Estimated Cost:
Year 2
Actual Cost:
Year 3
after Year 3
Priority (HML):
Total
100%
Urgency (HML):
Accepted onto Sanctioned
Sanctioned List?
(yes/no)

If no MTP entry or not on Sanctioned List then anticipated
funding source or approach (e.g. defer):
Link to NI 189 e.g. LAs which have agreed with
EA a contribution to this action:
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Action Reference: SDAD.PSA13.12.1

Action Type:
Type: Habitat Creation

Initiator: Environment Agency/South Hams
District Council
Location:
ID GIS
Salcombe Harbour
and Kingsbridge
Estuary

Management Area/Policy Unit: 6c03 to 6c07
Defence unit: NFCDD ref

Action and Aims: Quantify habitat losses and gains, and identify and secure sites to
replace intertidal and freshwater habitat lost.

Lead Partner: Environment
Agency/South Hams District
Council

Other Partners:

Linked Actions (refs): SDAD.ALL.12.1
Contribution to other actions:

Revision date:
date
Revision notes

MTP entry (yes/no):

Planned start (Year 1):
Period (months):
Planned finish (year):
Actual Start (year):
Actual
Actual period (months)
Actual finish (year):
MTP reference:

Ongoing

Output
Output Details:
Planned Delivery Profile
Expenditure £
Year 1
Estimated Cost:
Year 2
Actual Cost:
Year 3
after Year 3
Priority (HML):
Total
100%
Urgency (HML):
Accepted onto Sanctioned List?
(yes/no)

If no MTP entry or not on Sanctioned List then anticipated
funding source
source or approach (e.g. defer):
Link to NI 189 e.g. LAs which have agreed with
EA a contribution to this action:
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Action Reference: SDAD.PSA13.13.1

Action Type: Funding

Initiator: Environment Agency/South Hams
District Council
Location:
ID GIS
Salcombe Harbour
and Kingsbridge
Estuary

Management Area/Policy Unit: 6c03 to 6c07
Defence unit: NFCDD ref

Action and Aims: As part of Asset Management Plan, investigate opportunities for cofunding future defence works with other organisations/private defence owners to
provide the maximum possible benefit from such works to the area.

Lead Partner: Environment
Agency/South Hams District
Council

Other Partners:

Linked Actions (refs): SDAD.PSA13.6.1.
Contribution to other actions:

Revision date:
date
Revision notes

MTP entry (yes/no):

Planned start (Year 1):
Period (months):
Planned finish (year):
Actual Start (year):
Actual period
period (months)
Actual finish (year):
MTP reference:

2020

Output Details:
Details:
Planned Delivery Profile
Expenditure £
Year 1
Estimated Cost:
Year 2
Actual Cost:
Year 3
after Year 3
Priority (HML):
Total
100%
Urgency (HML):
Accepted onto Sanctioned List?
(yes/no)

If no MTP entry or not on Sanctioned List then anticipated
funding source or approach
approach (e.g. defer):
Link to NI 189 e.g. LAs which have agreed with
EA a contribution to this action:
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Action Reference: SDAD.PSA14.1.1

Action Type: Studies for Policy Scenario Area

Initiator: English Heritage
Location:

Bolt Head to
Wembury Point

ID GIS

Management Area/Policy Unit: 6c09 to 6c26
Defence unit: NFCDD ref

Action and Aims: Carry out a study to investigate the effects of SMP policy on the
heritage features at risk and consider mitigation measures and/or recording as
appropriate.

Lead Partner: English Heritage

Other Partners:

Linked Actions (refs): SDAD.ALL.10.1
Contribution to other actions:

Revision date:
date
Revision notes

Planned start (Year 1):
Period (months):
Planned finish (year):

Actual Start (year):
Actual period (months)
Actual finish (year):
MTP entry
entry (yes/no):

MTP reference:

To be
determined

Output Details:
Planned Delivery Profile
Year 1
Year 2
Year 3
after Year 3
Total

Expenditure £
Estimated Cost:
Actual Cost:

Priority (HML):
100%
Urgency (HML):
Accepted onto Sanctioned List?
(yes/no)

If no MTP entry or not on Sanctioned List then anticipated
funding source or approach (e.g. defer):
Link to NI 189 e.g. LAs which have agreed with
EA a contribution to this action:
action:
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Action Reference: SDAD.PSA14.4.1

Action Type: Scheme Work

Initiator: Environment Agency / South Hams
District Council
Location:
ID GIS
Bolt Head to
Wembury Point

Management Area/Policy Unit: 6c09 to 6c26
Defence unit: NFCDD ref

Action
Action and Aims: If any defence works occur in this area, then these should be
sympathetically designed to avoid conflicting with the AONB Management Plan
objectives and that Natural England are consulted during the development of any
scheme. Indeed, any schemes should seek opportunities to improve the landscape
character in the AONB/Heritage Coast.

Lead Partner: Environment
Agency / South Hams District
Council

Other Partners:

Linked Actions (refs): SDAD.PSA14.6.1
Contribution to other actions:

Revision date:
date
Revision notes

Planned start (Year 1):
Period (months):
Planned finish (year):

Actual Start (year):
Actual period (months)
Actual finish (year):
MTP entry (yes/no):

MTP reference:

To be
determined

Output
Output Details:
Planned Delivery Profile
Year 1
Year 2
Year 3
after Year 3
Total

Expenditure £
Estimated Cost:
Actual Cost:

Priority (HML):
100%
Urgency (HML):
Accepted onto Sanctioned List?
(yes/no)

If no MTP entry or not on Sanctioned List then anticipated
funding
ing source or approach (e.g. defer):
fund
Link to NI 189 e.g. LAs which have agreed with
EA a contribution to this action:
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Action Reference: SDAD.PSA14.6.1

Action Type: Asset Management

Initiator: Environment Agency / South Hams
District Council
Location:
ID GIS
Bolt Head to
Location:
Wembury Point

Management Area/Policy Unit: 6c09 to 6c26
Defence unit: NFCDD ref

Action and Aims: Engage and work with all defence owners to appraise the condition
of their defences and ensure that there is an adequate Asset Management Plan in place
for ongoing maintenance in the immediate term.

Lead Partner: Environment
Agency / South Hams District
Council

Other Partners:

This should include investigation of options for long term defence provision in these
areas.

Linked Actions (refs): SDAD.ALL.6.1.
Contribution to other actions:

Revision date:
date
Revision notes

MTP entry (yes/no):

Planned start (Year 1):
Period (months):
Planned finish (year
year):
Actual Start (year):
Actual period (months)
Actual finish (year):
MTP reference:

2020

Output Details:
Planned Delivery Profile
Expenditure £
Year 1
Estimated Cost:
Year 2
Actual Cost:
Year 3
after Year 3
Priority (HML):
Total
100%
Urgency (HML):
Accepted onto Sanctioned List?
(yes/no)
(yes/no)

If no MTP entry or not on Sanctioned List then anticipated
funding source or approach (e.g. defer):
Link to NI 189 e.g. LAs which have agreed with
EA a contribution to this action:
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Action Reference: SDAD.PSA14.7.1

Action Type: Communication

Initiator: Environment Agency / South Hams
District Council
Location:
ID GIS
Bolt Head to
Wembury Point

Management Area/Policy Unit: 6c09 to 6c26
Defence unit: NFCDD ref

Action and Aims: Undertake consultation with key stakeholders alongside private
defence owners in developing either future defence scheme or adaptation measures to
ensure an acceptable approach is developed.

Lead Partner: Environment
Agency / South Hams District
Council

Other Partners:

Linked Actions (refs): SDAD.PSA14.6.1.
Contribution to other actions:

Revision date:
date
Revision notes

MTP entry (yes/no):

Planned start (Year 1):
Period (months):
Planned finish (year):
Actual Start (year):
Actual period (months)
Actual finish (year):
MTP reference:

Ongoing

Output Details:
Planned Delivery Profile
Expenditure £
Year 1
Estimated Cost:
Year 2
Actual Cost:
Cost:
Year 3
after Year 3
Priority (HML):
Total
100%
Urgency (HML):
Accepted onto Sanctioned List?
(yes/no)

If no MTP entry or not on Sanctioned
Sanctioned List then anticipated
funding source or approach (e.g. defer):
Link to NI 189 e.g. LAs which have agreed with
EA a contribution to this action:
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Action Reference: SDAD.PSA14.10.1

Action Type: Communication

Initiator: Environment Agency / South Hams
District Council
Location:
ID GIS
Bolt Head to
Wembury Point

Management Area/Policy Unit: 6c09 to 6c26
Defence unit: NFCDD ref

Action and Aims: Engage with other organisations and general public to inform them of
the potential future risks of flood and coastal erosion as a result of SMP policies and
work with these to develop plans for adapting to the changing risk.

Lead Partner: Environment
Agency / South Hams District
Council

Other Partners:

Linked Actions (refs): SDAD.ALL.7.1 and SDAD.ALL.10.1.
Contribution to other actions:

Revision date:
date
Revision notes

MTP entry (yes/no):

Planned start (Year 1):
Period (months):
Planned finish (year):
Actual Start (year):
Actual period (months)
Actual finish (year):
MTP reference:

Ongoing

Output Details:
Planned Delivery Profile
Expenditure £
Year 1
Estimated Cost:
Year 2
Actual Cost:
Year 3
after Year 3
Priority (HML):
Total
100%
Urgency (HML):
Accepted onto Sanctioned List?
(yes/no)

If no MTP
MTP entry or not on Sanctioned List then anticipated
funding source or approach (e.g. defer):
Link to NI 189 e.g. LAs which have agreed with
EA a contribution to this action:
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Action Reference: SDAD.PSA14.12.1

Action Type: Habitat Creation

Initiator: Environment Agency
Location:

Yealm Estuary

ID GIS

Management Area/Policy Unit: 6c22 to 6c26
Defence unit: NFCDD ref

Action and Aims: Quantify habitat losses and gains, and identify and secure sites for
compensatory intertidal habitat losses within the Plymouth Sound and Estuaries SAC.

Lead Partner: Environment
Agency

Other Partners:

Linked Actions (refs): SDAD.ALL.12.1
Contribution to other actions:

Revision date:
date
Revision notes

MTP entry (yes/no):

Planned start (Year 1):
Period (months):
Planned finish (year):
Actual Start (year):
Actual period (months)
Actual finish (year):
MTP reference:

Ongoing

Output Details:
Planned Delivery Profile
Expenditure £
Profile
Year 1
Estimated Cost:
Year 2
Actual Cost:
Year 3
after Year 3
Priority (HML):
Total
100%
Urgency (HML):
Accepted onto Sanctioned List?
(yes/no)

If no MTP entry or not on Sanctioned List then anticipated
funding source or approach (e.g. defer):
Link to NI 189 e.g. LAs which have agreed with
EA a contribution to this action:
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Action Reference: SDAD.PSA14.13.1

Action Type: Funding

Initiator: Environment Agency / South Hams
District Council
Location:
ID GIS
Bolt Head to
Wembury Point

Management Area/Policy Unit: 6c09 to 6c26
Defence unit: NFCDD ref

Action and Aims: As part of investigating options for long term management of assets,
investigate options for different funding sources in addition to private funds.

Lead Partner: Environment
Agency / South Hams District
Council

Other Partners:

Linked Actions (refs): SDAD.PSA14.6.1.
Contribution to other actions:

Revision date:
date
Revision notes

MTP entry (yes/no):

Planned start (Year 1):
Period (months):
Planned finish (year):
Actual Start (year):
Actual period (months)
Actual finish (year):
MTP reference:

Ongoing

Output Details:
Planned Delivery Profile
Expenditure £
Year 1
Estimated Cost:
Year 2
Actual Cost:
Year 3
after Year 3
Priority (HML):
Total
100%
Urgency (HML):
Accepted onto Sanctioned List?
(yes/no)

If no MTP entry or not on Sanctioned List then anticipated
funding source or approach (e.g. defer):
Link to NI 189 e.g. LAs which have agreed with
EA a contribution to this action:
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Action Reference: SDAD.PSA15.1.1

Action
Action Type: Studies for Policy Scenario Area

Initiator: Environment Agency
Location:

Wembury Point to
Rame Head

ID GIS

Management Area/Policy Unit: 6c27 to 6c45
Defence unit: NFCDD ref

Action and Aims: Undertake a study to investigate the importance of the Plymouth
Sound Breakwater in terms of reducing wave action on shoreline defences.

Lead Partner: Environment
Agency

Other Partners: Plymouth City Council

Linked Actions (refs):
Contribution to other actions:

Revision
Revision date:
date
Revision notes

MTP entry (yes/no):

Planned start (Year 1):
Period (months):
Planned finish (year):
Actual Start (year):
Actual period (months)
Actual finish (year):
MTP reference:

2015

Output Details:
Planned Delivery Profile
Expenditure £
Year 1
Estimated Cost:
Year 2
Actual Cost:
Year 3
after Year 3
Priority (HML):
Total
100%
Urgency (HML):
Accepted onto Sanctioned List?
(yes/no)

If no MTP entry or not on Sanctioned List then anticipated
funding source or approach (e.g. defer):
defer):
Link to NI 189 e.g. LAs which have agreed with
EA a contribution to this action:
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Action Reference: SDAD.PSA15.1.2

Action Type: Studies for Policy Scenario Area

Initiator: English Heritage
Location:

Wembury Point to
Rame Head

ID GIS

Management Area/Policy Unit: 6c27 to 6c45
Defence unit: NFCDD ref

Action and Aims: Carry out a study to investigate the effects of SMP policy on the
heritage features at risk and consider mitigation measures and/or recording as
appropriate.

Lead Partner:
Partner: English Heritage

Other Partners:

Linked Actions (refs):
Contribution to other actions:

Revision date:
date
Revision notes

Planned start (Year 1):
Period (months):
Planned finish (year):

Actual Start (year):
Actual period (months)
Actual finish (year):
MTP entry (yes/no):

MTP reference:
reference:

To be
determined

Output Details:
Planned Delivery Profile
Year 1
Year 2
Year 3
after Year 3
Total

Expenditure £
Estimated
d Cost:
Estimate
Actual Cost:

Priority (HML):
100%
Urgency (HML):
Accepted onto Sanctioned List?
(yes/no)

If no MTP entry or not on Sanctioned List then anticipated
funding source or approach (e.g. defer):
Link to NI 189 e.g. LAs which have agreed with
EA a contribution to this action:
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Action Reference: SDAD.PSA15.2.1

Action Type: Studies for Policy Units

Initiator: Environment Agency
Location:

Tamar Estuary

ID GIS

Management Area/Policy Unit: 6c31 to 6c40
Defence unit: NFCDD ref

Action and Aims: Undertake a detailed study of the Tamar Estuary to investigate
managed realignment opportunities and future flood defence needs to develop a
programme of works and further study.

Lead Partner: Environment
Agency

Other Partners:

Linked Actions (refs):
Contribution to other actions:

Revision date:
date
Revision notes

MTP entry (yes/no):

Planned start (Year 1):
Period (months):
Planned finish (year):
Actual Start (year):
Actual period (months)
Actual finish (year):
MTP reference:

2015

Output
Output Details:
Planned Delivery Profile
Expenditure £
Year 1
Estimated Cost:
Year 2
Actual Cost:
Year 3
after Year 3
Priority (HML):
Total
100%
Urgency (HML):
Accepted onto Sanctioned List?
(yes/no)

If no MTP entry or not on Sanctioned List then anticipated
funding source or approach (e.g. defer):
Link to NI 189 e.g. LAs which have agreed with
EA a contribution to this action:
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Action Reference: SDAD.PSA15.4.1

Action Type: Scheme Work

Initiator: Environment Agency / Plymouth
City Council / Cornwall Council
Location:
ID GIS
Wembury Point to
Location:
Rame Head

Management Area/Policy Unit: 6c27 to 6c45
Defence unit: NFCDD ref

Action and Aims: Where ‘the sandbanks slightly covered by seawater all of the time’
that are a qualifying feature of the Plymouth Sound and Estuaries SAC occur, any new
defences should take these features into account and be designed to minimise their
reflectivity so as to avoid adverse (e.g. scour) effects on these features.

Lead Partner: Environment
Agency / Plymouth City Council
/ Cornwall Council

Other Partners:

Linked Actions (refs): SDAD.PSA15.6.1
Contribution to other actions:

Revision date:
date
Revision notes

Planned start (Year 1):
Period (months):
Planned finish (year):

Actual Start (year):
Actual period (months)
Actual finish (year):
MTP entry (yes/no):

MTP reference:
reference:

To be
determined

Output Details:
Planned Delivery Profile
Year 1
Year 2
Year 3
after Year 3
Total

Expenditure £
Estimated Cost:
Actual Cost:

Priority (HML):
100%
Urgency (HML):
Accepted onto Sanctioned List?
(yes/no)

If no MTP entry or not on Sanctioned List then anticipated
funding source or approach (e.g. defer):
Link to NI 189 e.g. LAs which have agreed with
EA a contribution to this action:
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Action Reference: SDAD.PSA15.4.2

Action Type: Scheme Work

Initiator: Cornwall Council
Location:

Kingsand/Cawsand

ID GIS

Management Area/Policy Unit: 6c44
Defence unit: NFCDD ref

Action and Aims: Any defence works at Kingsand/Cawsand should avoid obscuring the
cliff face and by sympathetically designed to avoid damage to the geological features of
the earth heritage sites.

Lead Partner: Cornwall Council

Other Partners:

Linked Actions (refs): SDAD.PSA15.6.1
Contribution to other actions:

Revision date:
date
Revision notes

Planned start (Year 1):
Period (months):
Planned finish (year):

Actual Start (year):
Actual
Actual period (months)
Actual finish (year):
MTP entry (yes/no):

MTP reference:

To be
determined

Output Details:
Planned Delivery Profile
Year 1
Year 2
Year 3
after Year 3
Total

Expenditure £
Estimated Cost:
Actual Cost:

Priority (HML):
100%
Urgency (HML):
Accepted onto Sanctioned List?
(yes/no)

If no MTP entry or not on Sanctioned List then anticipated
funding source or approach (e.g. defer):
Link to NI 189 e.g. LAs which have agreed with
EA a contribution to this action:
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Action Reference: SDAD.PSA15.4.3

Action Type: Scheme Work

Initiator: Environment Agency / Plymouth
City Council / Cornwall Council
Location:
ID GIS
Wembury Point to
Location:
Rame Head

Management Area/Policy Unit: 6c44
Defence unit: NFCDD ref

Action and Aims: Any defence works in this area should seek opportunities to improve
landscape character in the AONB/Heritage Coast.

Lead Partner: Environment
Agency / Plymouth City Council
/ Cornwall Council

Other Partners:

Linked Actions (refs): SDAD.PSA15.2.1 and SDAD.PSA15.6.1
Contribution to other actions:

Revision date:
date
Revision notes

Planned start (Year 1):
Period (months):
Planned finish (year):

Actual Start (year):
Actual period (months)
Actual finish (year):
MTP entry (yes/no):

MTP reference:

To be
determined

Output Details:
Planned Delivery Profile
Profile
Year 1
Year 2
Year 3
after Year 3
Total

Expenditure £
Estimated Cost:
Actual Cost:

Priority (HML):
100%
Urgency (HML):
Accepted onto Sanctioned List?
(yes/no)

If no MTP entry or not on Sanctioned List then anticipated
funding source or approach (e.g. defer):
Link to NI 189 e.g. LAs which have agreed with
EA a contribution to this action:
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Action Reference: SDAD.PSA15.6.1

Action Type: Asset Management

Initiator: Plymouth City Council / Cornwall
Council
Location:
ID GIS
Plymouth and
Kingsand/Cawsand

Management Area/Policy Unit: 6c28, 6c29, 6c30, 6c44
Defence unit: NFCDD ref

Action and Aims: Review/develop Asset Management Plans for Plymouth (including the
Plym Estuary) and Kingsand/Cawsand to guide maintenance of defences and develop a
programme of works along these frontages to ensure that they continue to provide
adequate defence.

Lead Partner: Plymouth City
Council / Cornwall Council

Other Partners:

Linked Actions (refs): SDAD.ALL.6.1.
Contribution to other actions:

Revision date:
date
Revision notes

MTP entry (yes/no):

Planned start (Year 1):
Period (months):
Planned finish (year):
Actual Start (year):
Actual period (months)
Actual finish (year):
MTP reference:

2011

Output Details:
Planned Delivery Profile
Expenditure £
Year 1
Estimated Cost:
Year 2
Actual Cost:
Year 3
after Year 3
Priority (HML
HML):
Total
100%
Urgency (HML):
Accepted onto Sanctioned List?
(yes/no)

If no MTP entry or not on Sanctioned List then anticipated
funding source or approach (e.g. defer):
Link to NI 189 e.g. LAs which have agreed with
EA a contribution to this action:
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Action Reference: SDAD.PSA15.6.2

Action Type: Asset Management

Initiator: Environment Agency
Location:

Wembury Point to
Rame Head

ID GIS

Management Area/Policy Unit: 6c27 to 6c45
Defence unit: NFCDD ref

Action and Aims: Ensure that roles and responsibilities for management and
maintenance of Plymouth Sound Breakwater is agreed with all relevant organisations to
provide basis for future management decisions to be developed for adjacent shorelines.

Lead Partner: Environment
Agency

Other Partners: Plymouth City Council

Linked Actions (refs): SDAD.PSA15.1.1.
Contribution to other actions:

Revision date:
date
Revision notes

MTP entry (yes/no):

Planned start (Year 1):
Period (months):
Planned finish (year):
Actual Start (year):
Actual period (months)
Actual finish (year):
MTP reference:

2015

Output Details:
Planned Delivery Profile
Expenditure £
Profile
Year 1
Estimated Cost:
Year 2
Actual Cost:
Year 3
after Year 3
Priority (HML):
Total
100%
Urgency (HML):
Accepted onto Sanctioned List?
(yes/no)

If no MTP entry or not on Sanctioned List then anticipated
funding source or approach (e.g. defer):
Link to NI 189 e.g. LAs which have agreed with
EA a contribution to this action:
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Action Reference: SDAD.PSA15.7.1

Action Type: Communication

Initiator: Environment Agency / Plymouth
City Council / Cornwall Council
Location:
ID GIS
Wembury Point to
Rame Head

Management Area/Policy Unit: 6c27 to 6c45
Defence unit: NFCDD ref

Action and Aims: Undertake consultation with key stakeholders and general public
during study/plan development and whenever appropriate to ensure an acceptable
approach is developed.

Lead Partner: Environment
Agency / Plymouth City Council
/ Cornwall Council

Other Partners:

Linked Actions (refs): SDAD.PSA15.2.1 and SDAD.PSA15.6.1.
Contribution to other actions:

Revision date:
date
Revision notes

MTP entry (yes/no):

Planned start (Year 1):
Period (months):
Planned finish (year):
Actual Start (year):
Actual period (months)
Actual finish (year):
MTP reference:

Ongoing

Output Details:
Planned Delivery Profile
Expenditure
Expenditure £
Year 1
Estimated Cost:
Year 2
Actual Cost:
Year 3
after Year 3
Priority (HML):
Total
100%
Urgency
Urgency (HML):
Accepted onto Sanctioned List?
(yes/no)

If no MTP entry or not on Sanctioned List then anticipated
funding source or approach (e.g. defer):
Link to NI 189 e.g. LAs which have agreed with
EA a contribution
contribution to this action:
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Action Reference: SDAD.PSA15.10.1

Action Type: Adaptation / Resilience

Initiator: Environment Agency
Location:

Wembury Point to
Rame Head

ID GIS

Management Area/Policy Unit: 6c27 to 6c45
Defence unit: NFCDD ref

Action and Aims: Engage with other organisations and general public to inform them of
the potential future risks of flood and coastal erosion as a result of SMP policies and
work with these to develop plans for adapting to the changing risk.

Lead Partner: Environment
Agency

Other Partners:

Linked Actions (refs): SDAD.ALL.7.1 and SDAD.ALL.10.1.
Contribution to other actions:

Revision date:
date
Revision notes

MTP entry (yes/no
yes/no):

Planned start (Year 1):
Period (months):
Planned finish (year):
Actual Start (year):
Actual period (months)
Actual finish (year):
MTP reference:

Ongoing

Output Details:
Planned Delivery Profile
Expenditure £
Year 1
Estimated Cost:
Year 2
Actual Cost:
Year 3
after Year 3
Priority (HML):
Total
100%
Urgency (HML):
Accepted onto Sanctioned List?
(yes/no)

If no MTP entry or not on Sanctioned List then anticipated
funding source or approach (e.g. defer):
Link to NI 189 e.g. LAs which have agreed with
EA a contribution to this action:
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Action
Action Reference: SDAD.PSA15.12.1

Action Type: Funding

Initiator: Environment Agency
Location:

Wembury Point to
Rame Head

ID GIS

Management Area/Policy Unit: 6c27 to 6c45
Defence unit: NFCDD ref

Action and Aims: Quantify habitat losses and gains, and identify and secure sites for
compensatory intertidal habitat losses within the Plymouth Sound and Estuaries SAC.

Lead Partner: Environment
Agency

Other Partners:

Linked Actions (refs): SDAD.ALL.12.1
Contribution to other actions:

Revision date:
date
Revision notes

MTP entry (yes/no):

Planned start (Year 1):
Period (months):
Planned finish (year):
Actual Start (year):
Actual
Actual period (months)
Actual finish (year):
MTP reference:

Ongoing

Output
Output Details:
Planned Delivery Profile
Expenditure £
Year 1
Estimated Cost:
Year 2
Actual Cost:
Year 3
after Year 3
Priority (HML):
Total
100%
Urgency (HML):
Accepted onto Sanctioned List?
(yes/no)

If no MTP entry or not on Sanctioned List then anticipated
funding source
source or approach (e.g. defer):
Link to NI 189 e.g. LAs which have agreed with
EA a contribution to this action:
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Action Reference: SDAD.PSA15.13.1

Action Type: Funding

Initiator: Environment Agency / Plymouth
City Council / Cornwall Council
Location:
ID GIS
Plymouth, Fort
Location:
Picklecombe,
Kingsand/Cawsand

Management Area/Policy Unit: 6c28 to 6c40, 6c42, 6c44
Defence unit: NFCDD ref

Action and Aims: As part of Asset Management Plan, investigate opportunities for cofunding future defence works with other organisations/private defence owners to
provide the maximum possible benefit from such works to the area.

Lead Partner: Environment
Agency / Plymouth City Council
/ Cornwall Council

Other Partners:

Linked Actions (refs): SDAD.PSA15.2.1 and SDAD.PSA15.6.1
Contribution to other actions:

Revision date:
date
Revision notes

MTP entry (yes/no):

Planned start (Year 1):
Period (months):
Planned finish (year):
Actual Start (year):
Actual period (months)
Actual finish (year):
MTP reference:

2020

Output Details:
Planned Delivery Profile
Expenditure £
Year 1
Estimated Cost:
Year 2
Actual Cost:
Year 3
after Year 3
Priority (HML):
Total
100%
Urgency (HML):
Accepted onto Sanctioned List?
(yes/no)

If no MTP entry or not on Sanctioned List then anticipated
funding source or approach (e.g. defer):
Link to NI 189 e.g. LAs which have agreed with
EA a contribution to this action:
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